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Corrections and Additions
Article Lur, p 41 line 71, instead of The clans {gurUh\ read The tribes (ffuHi/t)

p 42*1 line 28, i^ead of muiaffari^a^ read* mulafarrt^a^ line 51, instead of southern,

read northernT

p 43 a, line 48, instead of village, read valley

p 43 line d2, instead of like, read as well as

p 44 li, line II, in*stead of BCyid, read Zij^aiid, line 63, instead of M3kam, read Makui

Abbreviations
Abh G W Gott = Abhandlungen der Gesell-

schaft del Wissenschaften in Gottingen

Abh K M = Abhandlungen f d Kunde des
Morgenlandes

Abh Pr Ak W — Abhandlungen dei preuss
Akad d Wiss

Afr Fr B = Bulletin du Comity de I’Afiique

frangaist

Afi Fr RC = Bulletin du Com de I’Afr bang
,

Renseigneriients Coloniaux

AMZ = Allgemeine Missionszeitschnft

Anz Wien = Anzeigcr der philos liistor KI d
Ak der Wiss Wien

Anth = Anthropos
AQR = Asiatic Quarteily Review
ARW = Archiv fur Rehgionswissenschaft

As Fr B = Bulletin du Comitt de I’Asie frangaise

BGA = Bibliotheca geographorum 'irabicorum

ed de (jocje

BIE = Bulletin de ITnstitut Egyptien
BJFAO == Bulletin de ITnstitut Frangais d’ Arch6-

ologie Orientale au Caire

BSOS ==: Bulletin of the School of Ouental Stu-

dies, f oudon Institution

BTLV = Bijdragen tot de T aal-, I and cn \ olken-

kunde van Ned -Indie

BZ = Byzantmische Zcitschrift

CIA = Corpus iDsciiptionum arabicorum

FC = I ’bgypte Contemporame
GAL = Cicschichte der arabischen Litteratui

GGA == Gottingcr Gelehite Anzcigen

GJ =: Geographical Jouinal
GMS = Gibb Mcmonal Series

GOR = Geschichte dcs osmanischen Reiche-.

GOW == Die Gcschichtschreibci der Usmanen und
ihre Werke

HOP = Gibb, History of cJttornan poetiy

IG = Indische Gids
IRM = International Rcmcw of Missions

Isl = Der Islam

JA = Journal Asiatique

J Afr S = Journal of the African Society

J Am O b = Journal of the American Ouental
Society

J Anthr 1 = Journal of the Anthropological In-

stitute

JASB = Jouinal and Proceedings of the Asiatic

Soc of Bengal

JE = Jewish Encyclopedia

JPHS = Journal of the Punjab Historical Society

JRAS = Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society

JRGS= Journal of the Royal fieographical Society

KR = Kolonialc Rundschau
KS = Keleti Szemle (Revue onentale)

Mach = A 1 Machriq
MDPV = Mitteilungen und Nachr des Deut-

schen Palastma-Vercins
MFOB(eyrouth) = Melanges de la Faculte Orien-

tale de Beyrouth
MGG Wien ~ Mitteilungen der geographischen

(jesellschaft m Wien
MGMN = Mitt z Geschichte der Medizm und

Naturwissenschaften
MGWJ == Monatsschrift f d Geschichte u Wis

senschaft des Judentums
MI =; Mir Islama
Mll^gypt = M6moires de ITnstitut Lgyptien
MIFAO = M^moires publics par leS membres

de rinst Prang d’Archdologie Onentale
au Caire

MMAF = M^moires de la Mission Archeologique
Prang au Caire %

MO = Le monde oriental \
MOG = Mitteilungen zur osmanische^^eschichte

MSL = M^moires de la Societc Lmguistique
MSOS Afr = Mitteilungen des Sem fur oriental

bprachen, Afr Studien

MSOS As = Mitteilungon des Sem fur oriental

Spiachen, Westasnf^ Studien '

MW = I he Moslem KVdild
Mitt DOG = Mitteilimg'cj^ d^i Deutsehien^i’tent

Gesellschaft •
'

Mitt VAG = Mitteilungen der Vordciasiatisch-

igyptischen Gesellschaft

NE = Notices et L\triits dcs manusciits de la

Bibhotheqiic du Roi
NOW Gott — Nichiichten d Gesellschaft d

Wiss Gottingen
OA = Orient ilisches Archiv

OC = Onens Chiistianus

01 7 == Oiientalistische Literatmzcitung
t)M= Onente Modcine
PLLOV Oder P Pc Lang Oi Viv = Publications

de I’ecole des langues oiientales vivantes

^

PRGS = Pioc Ro) Geog Soc
QDC Questions diplomatiques et colonialcs

RAfi = Revue Afncame
REI = Revue des Etudes juivts

RHR =1^ Revue de 1 histone dts Religions
' RI = Kevuc Indigene
RMM = Revue du Monde Musulman
ROC = Revue de TOrient L hrctien

KRAH = Rev dcla R Academia dc li Ilistoiii,

Madrid
RRAL = Rcndiconti della Realc Accademia dei

1 incei, Classe di s( mor
,

stoi
,

e filol

RSO _= Rivista dcgli studi oricntali

Rl = Revue 1 unisienne

SBAk Held = Sitzungsbeuchtc dcr Ak der

Wiss Heidelberg
SBAk \\ien = Sitzungsbcrichte dci Ak der

Wiss in Wien
SB Bayi Ak = Sitzungsbcnchtc der Bayuschen

Akademie dcr Wissenschaften
SBPMS Eilg = Sitiungsbenchte d Pliys medi

zm boziet'it in P>Iangen
bB Pi Ak W = Sitzungsbcrichte dcr pieuss

Ak der Wiss zu Beihn
IBGKW == lijdschrift van het Bataviaasch Ge

nootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen
rOEM = larlkhi ‘^OlhmSnl Endjumeni Medj-

mu^^asi. Revue Ilistorique publiee par ITn
bt’tut dTIistoire Ottoriiane

IILV = Tijdschnft v laal-. Land- en Volken
i

kunde
Verb Ak Amst = Verhandelmgen der Konmklijke

Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amster-
dam

Versl Med Ak Amst = Verslagen en Mede
deelingen der Konmklijke Akademie van
Wetenschappen te Amsterdam

WI =r Die Welt des Islams
Wiss Veroff DOG = Wissenschafthche Veioflfent-

lichungen der Deutschen Orient-Gcscll
schaft

j

WZKM = Wiener Zeitschnft fiii die Kunde dcs

Morgenlandes
ZA = Zeitschnft fur Assynologie
Zap =? Zapiski

ZDMG = Zeitschnft dei Deutschen Morgenlan-
dischen (jesellschaft

ZDPV Zeitschnft des Deutschen Palastinaverems
ZGErdk Berl = Zeitschnft der Gesellschaft filr

Erdkunde in Berlin

ZI = Zeitschnft ftlr Indologie u Irantstik

ZK = Zeitschnft fUr Kolomalsprachen
ZOEG = Zeitschnft f Osteuroptiische Geschichte
ZS =s= Zeitschnft filr Semitistik

'



V
LABBAI (Lubbay) (Tamil, tlappat^ said to

be a corruption of ^at abi)^ a class of Indian
Musalmanls, also known as Djonakas (Skt

vavana, “Greek, westein”), supposed to be de-

scended from Aiab immigrants who intermarried

with native womfen, but now having nothing to

distinguish them from the aboriginal people, ex-

cept iheir mode of dress and manner of shaving

the head and trimming the beard In 1911 they

numbered 401,703, found chiefly on the E coast

of Southern India Most of them are Sunnis, of

the ShSfiT ma^haby and their head-quarters are

at Nagore, the burial place of their patron saint,

Shah al-Hamid 'Abd al-Kadir (ob 1600), commonly
known as Kadir Wall or Mlr5n Sahib (see Ga
zetteer of the Tanjore Dish tct^ p 243) They read

the Kurban in Tamil translation, written in Arabic
characters They are industrious and enterprising,

especially as fishermen and traders

Bibliography E Thurston, Castes and
Tubes of Southern India

^
Madras 1909, iv

198 sqq
,

KSdir Husain Khan, South Indian

Musulmansy Madras 1910, p 29 sqq
,
Manual

of the Administration of the Madras Presidency^

Madras 1893, 111 437 (T W AR^olD)
LABBAIKA [See IalbIya]
LABID b Rabi'a AbU ^AkIl, an Arab poet

of the pagan period, who lived into the days of

Islam {inuhadram\ belonged to the family of Banu
I^aTar, a branch of the Kilab, who belonged to

the BanU ‘Amir and therefore to the Kaisi HaN\azin

According to Ibn Sa‘d, vi 21, he died in 40
(66q/66i) in the night on which Mu‘awiya arrived

in al Nukhaila to conclude peace with Hasan b
‘Ali Others, like Ibn Hadjar, iii 657, whom
Noldeke (^Funf Mo^allaqat, 11 51) thinks ought to

be followed, give 41 a h, others again 42 He
IS said to have reached an unusually great age

(al-Sidjistanf, K al-Mu^ammarln^ ed Goldziher,

ch 61) In fact he makes several allusions to this

in his poems Ihe date of his birth can only be
approximately fixed Even befoie 600 A D he
seems to have attained a prominent position in

his tribe by his command of language As quite

a young man he is said to have accompanied a

deputation from his tribe to the court of king Abu
KabOs Nu‘man of al-Hira (c 580—602), and when
the latter was incited against the Banu ‘Amir
by his friend AbH Rabi' b Ziyad al-‘Absf (of the

tribe to which Labld’s mother belonged), Labid
succeeded with a satirical ra^az (^DiwUny N® 33)
in so ridiculing him to the king that he restored

his favour to the BanU ‘Amir A verse from Nu^man’s
answer to his courtier who sought to defend him-
self from the lampoon on him became proverbial

(cf al-Mufaddal, al-FSh^tr, 1 41 ,
al-‘AskarI,

AmtijSly on the margin of Maidanl, 11 117, 7— 18,

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

al-MaidanT, 11 33, AT aUAghani^ xv x 94 sqq
^

91 sqq
^

XVI 2 22 jy ,
21 sqq

,
‘Abd al-Kadir,

A hizanat al 4dabf 11 79 sqq
^
iv lyisqq) In his

later poems Labid also often prides himself on
having helped his tribe by his eloquence He re-

mained loyal to his tribe even when a famous poet

and scorned the profession of a wandering singer,

practised by his contemporary al ‘A§h5 But the

coming of the Prophet Muhammad threw him out

of the usual groove We do not know the exact

date of his conversion to IslEm As early as

I^umSda II of the year 8 the chiefs of the tribe

of ‘Amir b SaSa‘a, ‘Amir b Tufail and Arbad b
Kais, a stepbrother of Labid, seem to have negotiated

in Medina about the adhesion of their tribe to

the new constitution without reaching any result

(see Caetani, Annali^ 11 90 sqq ) Both men arc

said to have soon after come to an untimely end
‘Amir from plague and Arbad from a lightning

stroke, the laitei story seems to find confirmation

in Labid’s lament for him {Diwany N® 5) The
accusation on the other hand that Arbad attempted

to kill the Prophet is quite incredible, for in that

case Labid could hardly have composed several

elegies on him and they would certainly not have

been included in his Diwan In the year 9 the

tribe again sent a deputation to Medina which
included the poet and an agreement was reached

Labid is said on this occasion to have become a

Muslim He later migrated to Kufa where he died

Of his family only a daughter is mentioned who
is said to have inherited his talent (see al-Maidani

11 49, 13 sqq
,

al-Ghuzuli, Matali^ al-Budury 1

52. 7 m )

Labid’s poems were very highly esteemed bj

the Arabs Al NSbigha is said to have declarec

him the greatest poet among the Arabs or a

least of his tribal group, the HawSzin, on accoun

of his Mu^allaka He himself is said to hav<

claimed third place after Imru ’

1-Kais and Tarafa

Al-Djumahl {Tabakat al’-ShtPartP

^

ed Hell,p 29
places him in the third class of pagan poets alon|

with al-Nabigha al Abn TOu^aib and al

ShammSl^ 1 abid showed himself equally maste

of the htdjaly the maitMya and the kafida On<

of his kaqida's was adopted into the collection o

milallakat and is thought by Noldeke {FunfMo^al
laqaty 11 51) to be one of the best specimens o

Beduin poetry Labid uses the traditional picture

from the animal world — wild asses and antelope

fleeing before the hunter and fighting with hr

dogs — as charmingly as the usual complacencie

about drinking bouts He seems on the othe

hand to have only cultivated the nasiby because

It had been traditional He deals far less with thi

subject of womans’s love than with the descnptioi

of the Allal which he likes to compare witl

I



4 AL-LADHIKIYA — LAGHUAT

Pans MSS Arab 4439, fol 94V, 152^, 243^, m
^
Berchem, Voyage en Syrte^ p 290, note 3,

afflfal^asbandl, Subh iv 145, transl

Gaudcfroy-Demombynes, La SyrUy p 113

The Arab geographers and historians mention

many ancient buildings that had survived in the

town, they also tell of two castles connected with

one another on a hill which commanded al‘La>

dhi^iya (BahS^ al-Din, in Htst Or des Grots
^

111 no), a great city-gate, which it took a number

of men to open (al-Baladhuri, op city p 132),

and the splendid monastery of Dair al-FSrus

(Mas'iidi, Muru^ji al-J^kahaby viii
, p 281, Di-

mashki, ed Mehren, p 209, Abu ’

1-Fid5^, Geogr

,

transl Reinaud-Guyard, ii/ii 35, in Ibn Battuta,

1 183 a/’Farus) called after Tall Fa) us still

the name of the eminence to the north of the

town (M Hartmann, ZDFVyXiVyp 166 and

map) A short description of al-Ladhiklya is given

by Raoul of Caen {Gesta Tancredt^ ch 144, Roh-

ncht Z D P V
^

X 316 has put together a list

of the buildings of the town known from Frankish

sources) In spite of the earthquakes and frequent

pillaging suffered by the town m course of cen-

turies, It never seems to have been quite desolate

and uninhabited The fine, high houses and the

straight streets, paved with marble blocks, noted

by Ibn al-Athir and Abfi ShSma (Htst Or des

Grots
y 1 720, IV 361) and which they say had

suffered much when the town was sacked (cf also

Ya^kSbl, ed de Goeje, B G A
y

vii 258), recall

the description of Laodiceia in Poseidonius as a

xHhKtarct 7p6?<tQ (Strabo, xvi
, p 753), and

of the modern town van Berchem says (j A ,

1902, p 425 ,
cf Voyagey 1 , p 289 sq ) la vtlle de

Lattakieh a garde ses rues drottes II est curteux

que ce plarty d'aspect tout moderney extsidt an
tnoyen age, tl remonte peut-etre h, VanttquttCy cotnme

certatnes rues drottes de Damas et Jerusalem The
origin of the straight streets and the square plan

of the town (cf Th Schreiber in the Iestsch?tft

fur H Kteperty 1898, p 335—348) has been

ascribed to architects of the Roman empire (A v

Gerkan, Grtech Stadtanlageriy 1924, passim), but

more recently Cultrera has shown that they al-

ready existed in the early Hellenistic period and

had been borrowed as early as by Hippodamos
of Miletus (fifth century) from the architecture of

the ancient east (Architettura Ippodamea
y

in

Memorte delV Accad det Ltncet, ser v
,
vol xvii

,

p 403, 433 sq
y 473, Cumont, Foutlles de Doura

EuropoSy Pans 1916, xix
,
note 4, 25 sq

y 483)
B tbltography al-Kh^aiizml. Kttdb Sutat

al’Ardy ed v Milk in Btbl arab Htst u Geogr
,

111
, p 19, N® 267, al-Farghani, Element Astron

,

ed Golius, p 38 ,
al BattanI, Opus astronom

,

ed Nallmo, Pubbl del R Osservat dt Brera
tn Mtlano XLy 11 , p 39, 111, p 237, N® 122,

al-Ya%IIbI, B G A
y

vii 324 ,
al-Baladhuri,

ed de Goeje, p 1^2 sq
, YakQt, Mu^^aniy ed

Wustenfeld, iv 338, Safi al-Din, Mara^td al-

It(tlaly ed Juynboll, 111 i
,

al-Dimashki, ed

Mehren, p 209, Abu ’

1-Fida^, ed Reinaud, p
257, Yahy2 b Sa^ld al-AntakI, ed Rosen, p
16 sq

y 30, 153 sqq
y 237 in Zaptski Imp Akad

Nauky 1883, xliv
,
Mas’^df, Murudjiy viii 281,

Ibn llattQta, Tuhfat aUNuzzdry ed Pans, 1

179— 183, Abu *

1-Pid5^, Annales Moslem
y
ed

Reiske, 1 226, 111 264, 464, iv 88,108, 316,
V 352 , Ma5jLrizl, Htst des Suit Mamlouks^
transl Quatrem^re, ii/i, 30, 205, 221, KamSl

al-Din, in Freytag, Z D M G yX\ 228 passim,

al-ldrisi, ed Gildemeister, in ZD P Vy viii 23,
Khalil al-Zahirl, Zubdoy ed Ravaisse, p 48,
^Umarl, Ta^rlfy p 182, in R Hartmann, ZD
M (r, Ixx 35, al DjI^an Abu ’

1-Bakfi^ m R L
Devonshire, B I F A 0

^ 1921, xx
, p 10, K

Ritter, ErdkundCy xvii/i
, p 927—932, Renan,

Mission de Phentcte^ p 852, M Hart-

mann, Das Ltwa el-Ladhkije in Z D P V
y 1891,

151—255, with map, table vi
,

Le Strange,

Palestine under the Moslemsy p 490-492, Cae-

tani, Annali deW Islamy 111, p 794, 799) 802,
van Berchem, JAy 1902, p 425, van Beichem
and Fatio, Voyage en Syrtey 1, in MIF A 0

,

1913, xxxvii
, p 289 ,

Gaudefroy-Demom-
bynes, La Syne a Vepoque des Mamelouksy Pans

1923, p I13 Jy
,

Probst, Dte geogr Verhaltn

Syrtens u Palast nach Wtlh v TyruSy Leipzig

1927, 1, p 2^ sq
y
Das Land der Btbel^ iv

,

vol 5/6, on the ancient town, cf my article

Laodtketa No /, in Pauly-Wissowa, Realenzykl
y

xii
,
col 713—718 (E Honigmann)

LAGHUAT, al-AqhwXt, a town and oasis
in Southern Algeria, 250 miles south of

Algiers in 2® 55' East Lat
, 33® 48' N Lat

,
at

2,400 feet above sea-level In 1911 it had 5,598
inhabitants of whom 595 were Europeans Laghuat

which forms part of the “Territoire” of Ghardaia

is the capital of a mixed commune and a native

commune of 6,650 square miles with 19,810 in-

habitants

The town and the oasis he on the right bank
of the Wed Mzi, which comes from the Djebel

Amur and finally under the name of Wed Djedi

enters the Sbott Melghir in the south of the

province of Constantine The houses he m ter-

races on the slopes of two rocky hills, spurs of

the Djebel Tisgarine, the European quarter on
the north-west slope and the native quarter on
the north-east slope It is defended by a wall and
two forts on the summit The oasis extends in a

semi-circle north-west and south east of the town
The north-west part is the more extensive and
contains palmgroves and fields of ceieals A canal

led by a dam from the Wed Mzi called the WSd
Lekhier provides for the irrigation of the gardens

The palm-trees to the number of 30,000 produce
dates of mediocre quality, but they supply the

food of the inhabitants The situation of Laghuat
between the southern Oran and southern Con-
stantine at the point where roads diverge to the

west, to the Ulad Sidi Shaikh, to the south of

the Mzab and to Wargla, to the east to the Ziban
and Biskra, makes this place a considerable centre

of commeice
History In the tenth century A D there was

already on the banks of the W5d Mzi a little

town, the inhabitants of which, after having re-

cognised the authority of the FStimids, took part

in the rebellion of Abu Yazid The country round

was inhabited by wandering Beibeis of the family

Maghrawa 1 he Hilali invasion brought other tribes

of the same stock into this region, notably the

Ksel, driven out of the Zab, who founded a village

called Ben BQta Other KsHr (Bn Mendala, Nadjal,

Sidi Mlmfin, Badla, Kasbat ben Fotuh) were built

^ other refugees, some of Arab origin (Dawawida,
Glad bn Zayan), others came from the Mzab These
groups together took the name of al-Aghuat

We know very little of the history of this town
down to the xviiitk century At the end of the
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xvitH century it paid tribute to the Sultan of

Morocco
,

in 1666 the KsUr of Badla and of

Kasbat FotUh weie abandoned In 1698 a Marabout

originally from Tlemcen, Si al-Hadjdj ^Aissa,

settled at Ben Buta, imposed his authority on the

people of the three other KsHr and on the neigh

bouring tribe of the Larba Under his leadership

the people of Laghuat defeated the people of

Ksard al Asafia but were forced to pay tribute to

the Sult5n of Morocco, MQlay Isma^^ll, who camped
under the walls of the town in 1708 After the

death of Si al-Hadjdj 'Aissa (1738 A d) the

history of Laghuat is reduced to that of the

struggle between the two sof who disputed con-

trol of it, the Ul5d Serghine, of the south-west

quarter and the Hallaf who inhabited the north-

east quaiter In the middle of these feuds which

bathed the oasis in blood, the Turks made their

supremacy recognised In 1727 the Bey of Titteri

had imposed an annual tribute on the KsHnans
The Mzabis driven from the oasis where they had
acquired a pait of the gardens, formed with the

nomads of the south a confederation, over i^hich

the people of Laghuat triumphed with the help

of the Larba Towards the end of the wiiitk

century the Turks reappeared and enforced once

more their suzeiainty which the Laghuati had
been gradually casting off The Bey of Medea fell

in the fiist expedition (1784), but the Bey of Oran,

Muhammad al Kabir, seized the town and destroyed

the quarter of the Ulad Serghine (1786) His suc-

cessor 'Othman then took the field against the

Hallaf whom he scattered (1787)
The two enemy factions were not long however

in reorganising themselves and civil strife began
again until the chief of the Hallaf, Ahmad b
Salim, succeeded in making himself master of

Laghuat and the neighbouring KsUrs (1828) But

peace did not last long The Ulad Serghine sup-

ported by ^Abd al-Kadir regained the upper hand
in 1837 Their chief al-Hadjdj al-^Arbl was ap-

pointed khalifa by the Amir He could not hold

out and was forced to take refuge in Mzab His

successor ^Abd al-Baki was no more fortunate,

although he had 700 regular troops and a cannon

In obedience to the Amir’s orders he tried to

imprison the notables but this provoked risings

and he had to leave Laghuat (1839) Al-Hadjdj

al-'Arbi, again appointed khalifa, was defeated by
Ahmad b SSlim m alliance with the Marabout of

'Ain Mahdl, Tldjami, and then taken prisoner

Thus becoming again lord of Laghuat, Ahmad b

Salim placed himself under French protection who
appointed him their khalifa in 1844 A French

column under the command of Colonel Marey-

Monge on this occasion camped at the very gates

of Laghuat The French came back again in 1847
but did not definitely install themselves till 1852,

when the Sharif Muhammad b 'Abdallah, already

lord of Wargla, had gained entrance to the town
with the help of a section of the Hallaf To retake

it from him a column was sent under General

P^lissier Laghuat was taken by storm after a

desperate fight m which General Bouscaren and
Commandant Morand were killed (December 1852)
A permanent garrison was then stationed in La-

ghuat and it became the base of French operations

in the south

Bibliography R Basset, Les dictons

sattrtques athtbues h Stdt Ahmed ben Ycusof^

in y A
y 1890, E Daumas, Le Sahara al-

gerteny Pans 1845, Fromentin, Un ite dans U
Sahara^ Pans 1874, Marey ^longty Expedition de

Laghouaty Algiers 1844, MoulayAhmad, Voyages

dans le sud de VAlgertey transl Berbrttgger,

Pans 1846 (G Yver)
LA9IEJ, a sultanate in South Arabia

with Its capital of the same name north west of

'Aden, bounded by the Hawshabi territory on the

north, the Fadll territory on the east, the 'A^:rabl

land in the south and the Subaihl territory in the

\^est The capital, called Lahidj or el-HS^ lies

at a height of 350 feet above sea-level between
the two arms of the Wadi Tuban, the Wadi §aghlr

and the Wadi Kabir, m a feitile oasis which, oc-

cupying a wide valley, owes its existence to its

irrigation by canals led from the mountain streams

and wells of excellent water as much as 15 feet

deep The town is surrounded by palmgroves and
fields on which cereals are grown, notably durra
[Jtolctis soighum) and different vegetables, in ad-

dition to date-palms there are all kinds of fruit

trees, including citrons and cocoa-palms, this being

one of the most northerly points in Arabia where
the latter are found The town which was visited

in 1503 by Ludovico di Barthema and in 1810
by V G von Seetzen and which Niebuhr still

calls small, while on Wellsted’s visit it had about

400 houses and 800 straw or reed huts with al-

most 5,000 inhabitants, owes its prosperity to the

Russo-Tuikish i^ar in the course of which m 1878
England temporarily proclaimed a state of siege

in 'Aden and evicted the Arabs and SSmalls from

'Aden The latter went to Lahidj where they built

themselves thousands of huts close to the town,

which now form extensive suburbs and considerably

increased the number of inhabitants The sea of

houses IS dominated by the palace of the SultSn,

built by Indian architects and four to five stories

high with extensive subsidiary buildings
,

it is

entirely built of clay and painted white The
palate is sui rounded by a clay 'wall, to the east

of which lies the town with its numerous rec-

tangular flat roofed houses, all built of sun-dried

bricks made of a mixture of dung, clay, straw

and diied grass and one or two stories high The
monotony of the picture is broken only by the

very simole, insignificant mosques which are out-

lined in white round the roof To the east of

the palace in the shade of beautiful leafy trees and
palms is 1 pleasant looking one-stoned bungalow
built by the Sultan for foreign guests Round the

town are scattered little groups of low straw huts,

made of durra stems and surrounded by a hedge

which are inhabited by bomalls and their families

In addition to these there are also Sawahills

settled in Lahidj The great mass of the in-

habitants howevei are Yemen Arabs, who live in

the numerous houses and mud-huts, which form

the town with its narrow, winding, dusty streets

A part of the town is reserved for the Jews, who
look wretched and are merchants and artisans

There are also a few Muslim Jews who are traders

All types of the population are met with in the

bazaar street which is barely six feet wide Not

far from this is the armourers’ market where

smiths, Arabs and Jews have erected their simple

workshops in open booths The principal weapons
made here are the fine ^embiyas while the long

cavalry lances, which are used by the Yemen
Kabllls are made in Dathina, AnsSb or Hawir
and brought for sale to the Lahidj maiket In
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Welhted's time there were also 30 silk-weavers

here, who got their yarn from India The oasis

18 very well watered and the numerous little

canals are fed by the perennial stream \\hich

passes not far from the town Lahidj which plays

an important part in the caravan traffic is con-

nected by a road with 'Aden and in 1907 was

to have been linked up by a railway with 'Aden

and Dali', part of which was actually surveyed

but the plan was abandoned England took up
the scheme again in 1915 during the wai and

laid a strategic railway of i metre guige for 25
miles to Lahidj, m 1921 it was extended a few

miles beyond the oasis of Lahidj and now reaches

Habll al-Hamra, 8 miles N W of al Hota Ihe
continuation of the railway to San'a^ would open
up Southern Yemen and increase the importance

of Lahidlj

History The name I ahidj (Lahdj) which

means a damp low lying area inteisected by water

channels, a place-name that admirably suits Lahidj,

is connected by the genealogists with the Himyar
Lahdj b WaM b al-Ghawth b Katan b 'Arib

b Zuhair b Abyan b al-Humaisa' and is applied

by the geographers to a district in Yemen which

forms part of the territory of Abyan north east

of 'Aden Al-HamdSnl mentions it among the

towns of the Yemen TihSma and says that m his

time the descendants of Asbah b 'Amr b al-

Harith dhi Asbah b Malik b Zaid b al Ghawth
b Sa'd b 'Awf b 'Adi b Malik b Zaid b

Sadad b Zur'a Himyar al-Asghar were alive Ya-

kut says the same for the district of Lahidj which
included the towns and villages A numbei of

poets, particularly South Arabians, are familiar

with the town, e g Kais b Makshuh 'Amr b
Ma'dikarib, Khudaidj b 'Amr, Saiyid al-Himyarl,

'Amr b al Sulaimani and especially the famous
'Umar b Abi Rabi'a, who had property there

After Yemen had been won for Islam, Lahidj

shared the fortunes of this extensive province of

the Arab empire Lahidj thus passed with Yemen
to the Umaiyads and then to the 'AbbSsids until

under al-Ma^mun the bold 'Alid Ibrahim b Musa
b IQja'far b Muhammad, drove his governor Is-

hak b 'Isa al-'Abbasi out of Yemen and made
himself independent there In 203 (818/819) the

Caliph made a partition of Yemen by which the

coast lands from Mecca to 'Aden were put under

the governor Muhammad b 'Abdallah b Ziyad

al-UmawI who founded the town of Zabid and
became the founder of the Ziyadi dynasty which
with one interruption (the capture of Zabid in

293 [905/6] by the Karmatian 'Ali b al Fadl

al-Himyarl allGianfari, d 303 [915/16]) ruled

over Zabid until 402 (1011/1012) Lahi^ with

'Aden, Abyan, Hadramot and al Shihr passed into

the hands of the Banu Ma'n in the time of the

Abyssinian slaves, who ruled the Ziyadi kingdom
when the dynasty died out In 439 (1047/1048)
'Aden came under the rule of 'Ali b Muhammad
al-Sulaihl (d 459 = 1066/1067) Zurai' b al 'Abbas

(d 485 = 1092/1093) was installed as governor

here and ruled in a practically independent fashion

Ibn 'Umar, the ruler of Lahidj, al-Shihr and Ha-
dramOt, who later seized 'Aden and ruled jointly

with his brother Mas'ud, made an alliance with

him Their successors succeeded in conquering a

great part of the Yemen, but internal discords

soon weakened them and in 1152 A d, the caliph

al-MansUr took 'Aden with the help of treachery

and was able to hold it until the Aiyfibid al-Malik

al-Mu'azzam TfirSn shfih in 1173 A D conquered

a great part of Yemen including 'Aden, with

whose fate that of Lahidj was henceforth linked

TuiSn shfth placed a governor in 'Aden, the brother

of the Imam of San'ft^, Malik al Mas'ad, whose
successor Sultan Nilr al Din (1233— 1 249 AD)
was the founder of the RasHlid dynasty of Yemen
He soon conquered the whole of the Yemen and
ruled It under the nominal suzerainty of the 'Ab-

basid caliph, with whom he quarrelled in 1249
so that Sultan al Malik al-Muzaffar Shams al-Din

was sent against him and took 'Aden and Lahidj

from him In 1251 al Muzaffar granted Lahidj and

Abyan to his brotheis Mufaddal and Fa^z as a

fief Laljidj again changed its owner when in 1294
Ibrahim b Muzaffar took 'Aden and Lahidj but

had soon to part with them again to DS^Ud,

Mu/affar’s successor In 1302 Lahidj passed as a

fief to the Shaiif 'Imad al-Uin Idris In 1307 the

town was pillaged by the Djahafil, in 1323 'Umar
b Diwld’in rebelled in Abyan and Lahidj and

besieged 'Aden as his son again did m 1325
In 1454 'Aden with its hinterland passed to the

Tahirids who held it till 1507 The expeditionary

force led by Husain al Mu^iif which the Mamluk
Sultan Kansuh al-GhuiI sent at the request of the

Tahiiid Sultan 'Amir b 'Abd al-Wahhab to prevent

the encroachment of the Poituguese in the Red
Sea and which conqueied a gieat part of the

Yemen, only paved the way for the Turks In

1538 the Turkish governor of Kulzum, Sulaiman

Pasha, set out with a fleet and took 'Aden which

belonged to the Turkish empire until m 1635 the

Turks had to leave the Yemen, which again be-

came independent under the Imams of San'5
^

Quarrels among the claimants to the imamate
however soon shattered the kingdom and in 1728
the 'Abd'ali leader Fadl b 'Ali b Fadl b SSlih

b Salim, the founder of the dynasty of Lahijjj,

made himself independent of the Imams and made
Lahidj the capital of his teiiitory In 1735 he

took 'Aden His grandson Ahmad b 'Abd al-

Karim in 1802 concluded through Sir Home Po-

pham a commercial tieaty with England but his

nephew and successor Muhsin came into conflict

with England (1837) through the plundering of the

Indian ship Dona Dowlut by his people and thus

lost 'Aden, the fort of which passed to England
by a preliminary treaty concluded on January 23,

1838, while the Arabs in the town were to

remain under the jurisdiction of the Sultan of

Lahidj who received in compensation a subsidy

of 541 dollars a month On January 19, 1839
the English occupied 'Aden and by a second treaty

of June x8, 1839, Captain S B Haines made an

arrangement between SultSn Muhsin of I ahidj and
England, by which the former agreed to guarantee

the security and regularity of the caravan traffic

with 'Aden and to maintain a loyal friendship

with England, while Haines in return undertook

to pay subsidies to the tribes of Fadl, YSfi', Ha-
wilshib and 'Amir and to pay SuMn Muljsin and
his descendants 6,500 dollars annually from phu
’

1-Ka'da 1254 At the same time the contracting

paities agreed to support one another in case ot

war between the 'Abd'ali and I ahi^ij, to put

subjects of the Sultan coming to 'Aden under

English jurisdiction during the time of their stay

and those who came to Lahidj from 'Aden under

that of the Sultan, furthei all goods belonging to
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the Sultan, or his sons were to enter oi leave 'Aden
free of duty In spite of this treaty the Sultan, who
was still sore over the loss of 'Aden, continued to

intrigue against the English and supported the

attack of the Arabs on 'Aden in 1840 and even

had the English representative m 'Aden, Hasan

lOiatIb, murdered and legularly adopted a hostile

attitude towaids the English His constant failures

howevei forced him to change his policy and on

February il, 1843 he concluded a new agreement

with England which was renewed in a more stringent

form on February 20, 1844, before his monthly

allowance was again paid to him Muhsin b Fadl,

who had again allowed himself to be involved in

a war with England in 1846 in which he was

defeated, died on Novembei 30, 1847 His son

and successor Ahmad maintained fiiendly relations

with England ^as it was in his best interest to

do so He died in 1849 and was succeeded by

his brother 'All who resumed a policy of hostility

to England and roused the hostility of the tribes

against 'Aden On March 7, 1849 a treaty was

however concluded with the East India Company
which was ratified on October 30, by Lord Dal

housie, but an attitude of constant friendship to

England was not thereby secuied The Sultan even

cut off supplies and it finally came to open fighting

in which the Sultan was defeated on March 18,

1858 at Sheldi 'Othuian so that he had again to

reconcile himself to a peaceful policy When m
1873 the lurks in their reconquest of the Yemen
advanced on the hinterland of 'Aden, the English

occupied I ahidj and the Turks had to letire as

a result of English diplomatic negotiations with

the Sublime Poite Whether these negotiations were

instigated or approved by the Sultan who had
lost his independence — only nominal it is true—
by the Turkish occupation of his territory, is

not known In any case in 1887, as E Glaser

records, Sultan Fadl b 'Ah was leceiving a

monthly allowance of 1,250 dollars from 'Aden

Genealogical Survey of the
Sultans of LAHim

Fadl b 'All b Salih b Salim

(1728—1742)
I

'Abd al Karim

(1742—1753)

‘Abd al-Hadi Fadl Ahmad
(» 753— 1777) (1777—

«

792) (1792—1827)

Mutism

(1827—Nov 30 1847)

Ahmad 'Ah Fadl

(1847— 1849) (1849— 1866) (1866—?)

'All Fadl

t July 1915
I

'Abd al-Kanm
(since July 1915)

In the World War Turkey assumed the offensive

from the Yemen in June 1915 against the English

sphere of interest and lurkish troops in con-

junction with those of the ImSm YahyS b Hamid
al-Din, their ally, under the command of Mu-

hammad Nasr reached Lahijij in their advance on
'Aden where there was a battle with the English
and their allies In the course of the fighting the

English troops evacuated Lahijij and SultSn 'All

b Ahmad was shot A counter-attack on July

21, 1915 lestored Lahidj to the English but by
August 21 they were again driven out of Laljidj

which was occupied by the lurks who held it till

the beginning 0/1918 It was not till the collapse

of Turkey on the Palestine front and the cutting

of communications with the Yemen that the po-

sition became untenable for the Turkish troops

and forced them to retire Since July 1915, 'Abd
al-Karim b Fadl b 'Ah has been ruler of the

Sultanate of I ahidj
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LAHTDJAN. I. A town in Gil an to the

east of the Safld-Riid and north of the mountain

Dulfilk (cf. the ancient name of a people Agp/S/xa/)

on the river Com-khala (Purdesar) which 8 miles

higher up flows through Langarud, the present

capital of the district of RSn-i Kuh.

LShl^Sn although unknown to the early Arab

geographers is certainly one of the oldest towns

in Gllan. Its foundation is attributed to the legendary

LShldj b. Sam b. Nflh. The river Safid-Rud divides

Gll5n into two parts. In ancient times the river

formed the frontier between the Amardoi on the

east and the Kadusioi or Gelai on the west; cf.

Andreas, Amardos, in Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Ency-

clopaedie. In the Muslim period the part of GilSn

to the east of the river was called Biya-pish and

that to the west Biya-pas (the word biya “water”

[cf. Ahmad RazI in Dorn, Auszuge, p. 100], corre-

sponds to the Avestan vaidhi, “water-course”).

According to Kashin! the people of Biya-pi§h

were ^Alids (Zaidls) and those of Biya-pas Hanba-
lls or sectarians of ustad Abu DjaTar (= Tabari).

The old dynasty of Biya-pish was that of the

Kawtum or Hawthum (in the modern Ran-i kdh).

Its founder was Nasir al-Hakk Hasan 'Utrush,

a descendant of the Caliph ^All, who preached

ZaidI doctrines in Gllan and died in 304 (917)
(Ibn al-Athir, viii. 61; Tabari, iii. 2292). His

descendants are known as Nasirwand. Later the

family divided into two branches; in the reign of

UldiSitn the lord of Kawtum was Saluk b. Salar

b. Kaikawfls b. Shahinshah (the descent of this

branch is not quite certain); the lord of Lahidjan,

the most powerful of the princes of Gllan (or of

Biya-pish), was Naw-Padishah (or ^ah-i naw).

When in 706 (1307) UldjaitU arrived before La-

hidjSn (via Tarom-LowshSn-Dailaman-Rusta) Naw
Padishah submitted to him and thus kept his

position.

Lahidjan became more generally known as the

capital of the dynasty of Biya-pish called Kar-
Kiya. These saiyids came originally from the village

of Malat (in the district of Ran-i Kuh). About 769
during the civil war between the two lines of

Nasirwand, the descendants of Sharaf al-Din of

Lahidjan and those of Amir Muhammad of Ran-i

Kuh, Saiyid ‘^All b. Saiyid Kiya seized Biya-pish,

Dailaman and some districts of Mazandaran. The
power of the Nasirwand was re-established in

791—792; in 908 (1502) the troops of Amir
Hislm al-Din of Fuman (Biya-pas) sacked the

town and similar invasions were repeated in 910

(1504) and in 914 (1501) but, except for such

interruptions, the dynasty of the Kar-Kiya lasted

till 1000 (1592). The Safawls had close connections

with Lahidjan. In the village of Shaikhanbar on

the road from Lahidjan to Langarud is the tomb
of Shaikh Ibrahim Zahid (d. in 714= 13x4) who
was the spiritual father (/?r) of Shaikh Safi al-

Din, the famous ancestor of the Safawid dynasty.

Shah Ismael I, a fugitive from the Al^-Koyunlu,

found refuge with the Kar-Kiya Mirza ^Ali and
studied under Mawlana Shams al-Din Lahidji (E.

Denison Ross, The early years of Shah Ismail,

J,R,A,S,, 1895, p. 286). These friendly relations

were broken in the reign of the Kar Kiya Khan

Ahimad Khan (943—975 and 985—1000) who
was at first imprisoned by Sh^b Tahmasp and
later driven from the throne by Shah ^Abbas, who
was indignant at his intrigues with the Ottomans.

Ahmad Khan ended his days in Constantinople

(Hammer, G,O.R., ii. 562, 576). In 1000 (1592)
ShSh ^Abbas came to Lahidjan and destroyed the

garden in front of the castle. During their oc-

cupation of Gllan (1724— 1734) the Russians built

two forts in Lahidjan. Lahidjan has now lost

all political importance, but has retained its local

importance as the centre of one of the largest

and richest districts in Gllan. The town has 2,260
houses with 10,000 inhabitants. There are many
tombs there of members of the old ruling family.

The district is divided into seven cantons:

towns houses

Kuhpaya . . . 50 . . . . 2,io8

PashmaSah . . . 35 • • • . 1,059
Kanar-Farlda . . 63 . . . • 2,984
Rah Shah-i bala . 28 . . . • 1,965
Gowka .... 21 . . . 656
Cardeh .... 5 . . . 300
Lashta Nisha . . 29 . . . 775

Bibliography : Yakut, iv., s. V. Lahidj

;

Nuzliat al-Kulub, ed. Le Strange, p. 163; on
the conquest of Lahidjan by Uldjaitu cf. the

continuer of Rashid al-Din in Dorn, Auszuge
aus mtihamm. Schriftstellern, St. Petersburg 1858,

p. 138— 152, and Abu ’

1-Kasim KashanI, 7*

5-

rlkh'i Uldjaitii, MS. of the Bibl. Nationale in

Paris, Supp. Persian 1419 (fol. 38—41 contain

an important description of Gllan from Asll al-

Din Muhammad Zawzani); cf. also d’Ohsson,

Hist, des Mongols, iv. 488—497; Zahlr al-Din

Ma'ashb Tar'ikh-i Gilan wa-Dailamistan [until

894/1432], ed. Rabino, Rasht 1330 (from the

unique Bodleian MS.); ‘All b. Shams al-Din,

Tarikhri Khant, ed. Dorn, St. Petersburg 1857
(history of the Kar-kiya 880—920/1475— 1514);
Dorn, Auszuge aus muhatnm, Schriftstellern,

St. Petersburg 1858, index; Ritter, Erdkunde,
viii. 544 5qq.\ Melgunof, Das sudliche Ufer d.

Kasp. Meeres, Leipzig 1868, p. 230—234 (the

retranscription of the rather defective transcrip-

tion by the translator of the proper names in the

Russian original is not always free from errors);

Barthold, Istor,-geogr. olerk Irana, St. Peters-

burg 1903, p. 156; Rabino, Le Guilan, R.M.M.,
1915—J9<6, xxxii., p. 291—334, sqq. (a

valuable work containing a complete toponymy
and a synopsis of the history of Gllan).

2. Several districts in Persia have however
derived from the stems Lah and Lar [q. v.]:

Lahidj, an important little town in Transcaucasia

west of ShamSldia [cf. shIrwan]; LahIdjI, a

village in the canton of Kurbal in the province

of Fars; Lahidjan, a canton of Mukri Kurdistan
[cf. sawej-bulak], which the Sharaf-nama, i. 280
calls Lardjan. There is a village of Lahidjan near

Ilkhifci, south of Tabriz and a village of Laridjan
south of the Araxes about 12 miles above the

mouth of the river of Ardabll (Kara-Su). The forms
Lah and Lar may both come from *Ladh (cf. the

old Persian Mada, which gave Mah in Persian

and Mar-kh in Armenian). According to the dic-

tionaries (Vullers) the old name of the town of Lar

[q. V.] was Lad/Ladh
;
the silk called lU^ is also

known as lah {lah however may equally well be
explained by las'). The change of d {dK) to r is
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attested m the Caspian dialects (it is regular in

latl, in MSzandaiSnl we have the parallel forms

azadjazar
y
Melgunof, p 221) The fact that we

have districts of LahTdjSn and Landjan in the

adjoining provinces of Gil5n and Mazandaran is

remarkable, but still more significant is the fact

that Lahidj of §hlrw§.n repiesents an islet of

Iranian Tat surrounded by Turks (the Tat are

DOW found scattered throughout Daghistan, the

country round Teheran, Adharbaidjan, etc
)

Their

present name has a rathei general and vague
character, cf tXt The colony of Lahidj may
have retained the original dialect formerly spoken
in the metiopolis The name of the silk ladhjlah

suggests the foimer existence of a place called

Lad, which produced silk (cf Yakut, s v I ahidj)

[Yakat says that LShidj produces the silk called

“Lahidjl” which is not of high quality] With the

suffix -tCy the word Lak tc would mean the people

of Lad It lemains to be seen if the region of

Lahldjan is not the ancestral home of numeious
Lahidj colonies At the present day there is

spoken in LahidjSn — although with certain local

peculiarities — the Gilaki dialect but this parent

dialect has heie exercised a levelling influence, of

which the foreign Turkish was incapable in the

case of the people of I 2hidj of Shirwan As to

Lahldjan of Kurdistan we may recall the hypo-
thesis of Andreas that the name “Dimla” by
which the Zaza call themselves (noith of Diyar

bakr) is a metathesis of Delam (Dailam) The
emigrations from Gllan, still very obscuie, certainly

penetrated far to the west — [To the names
mentioned one might add peihaps that of KalVi
L a h u dj in Khazistln (^), cf TMkh t Guziday

G Sj^ xiv/i
, p 240] (V Minorsky)

LAHOR, capital of the province of
the Pandjab, British India, situated on the

river Rawi, at 31® 35' noith latitude, 74® 20'

east longitude Population in 1911, 228,687, of

whom 129,301 were Muhammadans Ihe foundation

of I 5h5r IS traditionally attributed to a mythical

Lava 01 Loh, son of Rama, aftei whom it was
named Lohawar It is not mentioned in the chro-

nicles of the invasion of Alexander the Great,

nor is the town described either by Strabo or

Pliny, but It may be the Labokla of Ptolemy,

which Sir Alexander Cunningham (in his Ancient

Geography of India') explains as Lavalaka, “the

abode of Lava” In the Mahabharatay the Pandjab
IS called Takadesa, or the country of the lakas
According to Huien Tsiang, Taki was the capital

of the Pandjab in 633 A D He makes no mention

of Labor by any name capable of identification

as such, though he traversed the entire province

and stayed in it foi quite two years Possibly the

I ohkot of the Purdnas is Labor The Deshwd
Bhdgd (a compilation from the Purdnas) gives an

account of a battle between Banmal, Radja of

Lavptlr, and one Bhim Sen Kanekson, the mythical

ancestor of the solar Radjput princes of Central

India, IS said to have migrated south from I ohkot,

an event assigned by Colonel Tod to 145 a D
One of the city gateways is known as the Bhati

Gate, the Solankhrs and Bhatls of Radjputana
point to LahOr as the seat of an earlier settlement

The first distinct mention of Labor occurs in the

history of the campaigns of Subuktagin, and of

Mahmud of Ghazni, when the Brahman kings of

the Kabul valley, being driven from Pashawar
and Ohind, established their new capital first at

Bh5ra on the Cjhelam, and then at LahSr Both
Ojai Pal, and his son Anang Pal, the successive

antagonists of the Ghazni invaders, are called

Radjas of I ahOr by Fari^hta, according to whom
the Hindu dynasty was subverted in a D 1031,
when Labor became the residence of a Muslim
governor under the king of Ghazni A final in-

surrection of the Hindus was quelled by MawdQd
in 1042, and the city was left in charge of Malik

Ayaz, whom Muhammadan tradition regards as

the founder During the reign of Mas^^ud III

(1099— 1114), LahSr became the capital of the

^aznl dynasty, but was captured in A D 1186

by Shihab al-Din, known as Muhammad Ghorl,

the Muhammadan conqueror of India The town
was sacked by the Mongols of Cingiz Khan, and

of TlmQr, and in the reign of Mubarak Shah it

was “a desolate waste m which no living thing

except the owl of ill-omen had its abode” (Elliot-

Dowson, IV 56, 57) Labor remained insignificant

throughout the period of the Pathan dynasties

In 1436, Bahlol Lodi seized Labor as a first step to

power It was plundered by Babur’s troops in 1 524
Fven at this time the Pan^ab was an almost

uninhabited waste, except for a few walled cities

in which the Hindus could exist in some security

from the frontier raiders “The Mongols of Balkh

and Kabul every year used to make raids on the

Pandjab, and for this reason the province remained

depopulated for a long time, and very little agri-

culture was carried on Rai Ram Deo BahtI, of

Patiala, rented the whole Pandjab from the governor

of I ahor for 900,000 tahas (£ 2,000)” (BabSPs
Memoirs)

Under the Great Mugh'^ls, Agia, Dihll, and

Labor were the thiee chief cities and mint towns

of the Mughal Empire Akbar held his court here

from 1584 to 1598, and lepaired and enlarged

the fort In the time of Djahanglr, who made it

a secondary capital. Labor reached its zenith of

wealth and splendour, the tombs of this emperor

and of his famous consort Nur Djahan, are on the

opposite bank of the Raw! The place fully shared

in the misfortunes which attended the decline of

the Mughal Empne Situated on the high-road

from Afghanistan, it has been exposed to the

visitation of every Western invader, and suffered

from the successive conquests of Nadir Shah,

Ahmad Shah Durrani, and other less famous depre-

dators LahSr was a bone of contention between

the Sikhs and the Muslims, and the great city

of the Mughal princes and their viceroys was

reduced to little more than a heap of ruins But

the rising of Sikh power under Randjit Singh

(1798 ad) made Lahoi once more the centre

of a flourishing realm It relapsed into anarchy

after Randjit Singh’s death Then followed the

First and Second Sikh Wars, and annexation to

Biitish India in 1849 Since that time the capital

of the Pandjab has grown steadily, and a new town

covers a large tract which was recently a wilderness

The native city is a walled town with thirteen

gates It has been a municipality since 1867 The
old crafts are moribund, but have been replaced

by trades of a modem chaiacter There are power

mills— cotton, flour, iron — and a large agricultural

market The European quarter, or Civil Station,

lies to the south and east of the city, and is a

large administrative, educational, and business

centre The older part is known as AnSrkali, and
here are the buildings of the Government Secretariat,
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University of the Pandjfib, Government College,

Medical and Law Colleges, and Museum AnSikall

is connected with the newer Civil Station by a

fine thoroughfare called the Lpper Mall, on which

are the High Court, Cathedrals (Anglican and

Roman Catholic), Lawrence Gardens, and Govern-

ment House Further out is the important military

station of LfihSr Cantonment, formerly known as

Mian Mir LdhSr is a great rall^\ay centre, and

the headquarters of a big system, the North

Western Railway, with extensive workshops and

a large raili^ay colony

Bibliography Syad Muhammad Latif,

Lahoi its history^ architectural remains and
antiquities^ I ahore 1892, T H Thornton,

Lahore^ Lahore 1876, Gazetteer of the Punjab
{^Provincial and District')^ G W Forrest, Cities

of India, London 1905, J D Cunningham, A
History of the Sikhs, London 1849 (reprinted,

Lahore 1899, Calcutta 1904)
(R B Whitehead)

LAILA (a), night, Lailat al bara^a, Lailat

al’JCadr, see RamadXn
LAILA ’l-AKHYALIYA, an Aiab poetess,

daughter of ^Abdallah b al-Rahhal(a) b Ka^^b b
Mu^Swiya of the tribe of 'Ukail b Ka^^b She got

her name from the fact that her father— according

to other traditions one of her ancestors Ka^b or

Mu'Swiya — was known as al-Aldi)al (= “the

falcon”), perhaps it was a common name in her

family and the phrase nahnu '"Uakhjfilu in her

verses glorifying her family may rcfei to this

{A ghanl, x 80, Hamasa, p 71 1) Laila is usually

mentioned in connection with her fellow-tribesman

Tawba b Humaiyir al KhafSd)! « fragments of her

laments for him are pieserved in the Kitab al-

Aghani She also wrote an elegy on the death

of the Caliph ^Uthman It is also recorded of her

that she exchanged lampoons with Nabigha al-

2jaMl Her conversations with Mu^awiya, ^Abd
al-Malik and Hadjdjadj b Yusuf are seveial times

recorded She begged the latter, in her old age
to take her to her uncle Kutaiba b Muslim in

KhorasSn and she is said to have died on the way
She must therefore have flourished in the second

half of the first century a h
Bibliography Aghani, x 67—84, Ibn

Kutaiba, K al-ShIr, ed de Goeje, p 269

—

274, Hamasa, ed Freytag, p 170, Mas^adl,

Muru4j, ed Pans, 111 312 ,
v 324, 389,

cf Ruckert, Hamasa, p 98 sq

(H H Brau)
LAILA KHANIm, with Fitnet Khan!m, the

greatest Turkish poetess of the older
school, at the end of the romantic and beginning

of the modern period Born in Constantinople, the

daughter of the Kadi-'Asker Moreli-zade Hamid
Efendi, she received an excellent education 'Izzet

Molla [q V
]

contiibuted most to her poetical de-

velopment, she was related to him and always
retained a grateful memory of him as is shown
by her elegy full of deep feeling on his death
In her case the lack of information about her is

characteristic of the old Turkish conception of
women about whom very little is spoken m public

She was early married but divorced very soon
afterwards She had the reputation of a Lesbian
She cared very little about the opinion of the

world She lived for her pleasures and her writing

A few anecdotes relate to her infringements of the

social code of Turkish ladies She joined the

Mewlewl and was buried in the Mewlewi convent

in Galata She died in 1264 (1848)
LailS Khanfm left a regular Diwan entirely

lyiical which was several times printed (BulSk

1260, Constantinople 1267, 1299 etc) Although

she IS still completely in the purely Oriental con-

ventional period of lurkish poetry, her place at

the end of the old school is not to be denied

Her verses are simple and clear and free from

the affected bombast of the time and with their

classically correct language much easier to under-

stand than the majority of contemporary poets,

wherefore admirers of the old school like M Nadjl

can find very few “good” verses in her Her
hymns {munadjat) and elegies weie particularly

admired She was celebrated for her ready wit

Bibliography Fatln, Tedhkete, Constan-

tinople 1271, p 363—364, Mehmed Dhihnl,

Meshahir al-Ntsa^, Constantinople 1295, 11 195,
Ahmad Rif'at, Lughat-i tdrikhlye we-djoghra-

fiye, Constantinople 1300, vi 154, M NSdjb
Esanii, Constantinople 1308, p 271, Ahmad
Mukhtar, Khanlmlarlmh, Constantinople

13 1 1, p 51—52, ThuraiyS, Stdjill-i ^othmdnl,

IV 93, Sam!, Kdmus al A^ldm^w 4060, Brusal!

M lahir, ^Othmdnll MtPellifleri, Constantinople

I 335“‘* 343 > > P 406, Ibrahim Nadjmi, Tdrilh-i

Edeblydt Derslert, Constantinople 1338, 1 262,

Konstantinidi, Muntathabdt-i Athdr-i *'othmdniye,

Constantinople, 1 228, p 276—279, Smirnow,

Obrazcowiya protzwedentja Osmanskoi literatury^

St Petersburg 1903, p 271 , histones of Ottoman
poetry by Hammer Purgstall, Gibb (iv 342

—

349), Basmadjian etc_ (1h Menzel)
LAILA U-MADJNUN [See MadJnUn ]

LAIIH [See Kinana
]

LAK, I the most southern group of

Kurd tribes in Peisia According to Zain

al ^Abidin then name (Lak, often Lakk) is ex-

plained by the Persian word lak (100,000) which
is said to have been the original number of

families of Lak The group is of impoitance as

the Zand dynasty arose from it The Lak now
living in Northern Luristan are sometimes con-

fused with the I Or (Zain al-'Abidin), whom
they resemble from the somatic and ethnical

point of view The facts of history however show
that the Lak have immigiated to their present

settlements from lands fuither noith The L^kki

language, according to O Mann, has the chaiac-

teristics of Kurdish and not of the Luil dialects

[cf lUr] Cirikov, Putewoi Journal, St Peters-

burg 1875, p 227, says “the Lur and the Lak
speak different dialects and hate one another”

The I.ak appear in the Sharaf-ndma, 1 323
alongside of the Zand, among the secondary Kurd
tribes, subjects of Persia According to Rabino,

the I ak were settled in Luiistan by order of

Shah 'Abbas who wished in this way to create

some support for the new wall of LunstSn, Husain
Kh5n, whom he had chosen from among the re-

laUves of the old ShShwardi Atabeg {Tdrikh-i

^Alani’drd, p 369) Of these tribes, the bilsila

had formerly lived at Mahidasht (S W of Kirman-

ghSlh), the DilfSn take their name from Abu Dulaf

[cf the article al-kAsim b TsA] whose fiefs in the

third (ninth) century lying m the north of Lun-
stan [cf sultAnAbAd]

,
the B5djil5n of ZohSb [q v

]

as well as of Liirist5n say they come from Mawfil
and are evidently one tribe The Luristan branch

seems to have exchanged its Kurmandji dialect for
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Ljikki during its sojourn among the Lak in the

time of Shah ^Abbas Even after §h5h 'Abbas

there were several Lak tribes outside of Ldristan

^ain al 'Abidin (beg of the xixtb century) mentions

among the Lak the Zand, the Mafi, the Badjilan

and the Zandi-yi kala(?) To the last tribe (ac-

cording to Houtum-Schindler Begele) belonged

Karim Khan Zand (born in Pariya, the modern
Pan about 20 miles from Dawlaiabad on the

Sultanabad road) When at Shiraz, Karim Khan
sent for the Lak tribe of Bairanwand In 1212

(1797) the Bairan\\and and the Badjilan actively

supported Muhammad Khan Zand in his attempt

to take the power from the Kadjar (H J Brydges,

A History of Persia^ London 1833, P 5^,

R G Watson, A Htsioty of Persia^ London 1866,

p 1 16) Under tKe Kadjars several Lak tribes weie

broken up The Zand have almost completely dis-

appeared, m 1830 remnants of them were to be

found among the Badjilan of Khanikln (^urshid-
Efendi, Styahat-name-t Hudud, Russ transl

, p
1 1 2, 221), there are still a few Zand families in

the Dora Faiaman distiict to the S E of Kirman-
shah {R M xxxviii

, p 39), a section of the

'Amala of Pusht-i Kuh claims to be descended

from the Karim Khan tribe At the present day

there are Mafi at Waiamln, Tihran and Kazwin
According to a good list compiled by Rousseau

at Kirmanshah in 1807 (cf l^undgruben d OrtentSy

Vienna 1813, 111 85—98) there were considered

as Lak the following tribes Kalhur, Mafi, Nanaki,

Eljalilwand, Payrawand, Kulya% Suflwand, Bahram
wand, Karkuki, Tawalll, Zuyirwand, Kakuwand,
Namlwand, Ahnndwand, Bohtu^I, Zuliya, Harsinl,

Shaikhwand
According to O Mann and Rabino, the Lak

tubes of Luristan are as follows Silsila (9,000
families), Dilfan (7,470), Tirhan Amrah (1,582

families), the Bairanwand (6,000 families) and
Dalwand (1,000 families) forming part of the

Bala-girlwa group, a total of about 15,000 tents

Ihe BairSnward and Dalwand live to the east of

KhurramSbSd around the souices of the river

which flows through this town, the Silsila and

the Dillan occupy the beautiful plains of Allghtar

and KhSwa respectively while the lirhan (peihaps

= Tarkhan. 1 e ‘‘exempt from taxes”) live between

the left bank of the Saimaia and the lower course

of Its left bank tributary from j^uiramabad Ihe
territory occupied by the I ak and including N
and N W LUristan is sometimes called Pakistan

The cohesion of the Lak tribes is evident from

the fact that even before 1914 the bilsila, DilfSn

and Tirhan were united under the authority of

Nazar 'All IGian of the Amrah clan In addition

to the bonds of tribe and language, there is that

of leligion for all the Dilfan and many of the

'Amala of Tirhan belong to the extremist Shl'a

sect of the Ahl 1 Hakk (cf sultan ishak)

Bibliography E Beer, Das Tat ikh~t

Zendtje, Leyden 1888, p xviii
,
xxvi

,
Zain al-

'Abidin Shliwanl, Bustan al Styahaiy Tihran 13 1 5,

p 522, O Mann, Shzze d Lui dtalekte^ S B
^

Ak IVun, 1904, p 1173— 1193, O Mann,
Dig Mundarten d Luf 'Stammer Berlin 1910, p
xxii —xxiv to the number of tribes speaking

“Lakki” the author adds the Kalhur of Kiiman-

shah and the MSkl of the Pusht i Kuh ,
Rabino,

Les trtbus du Lut istan^ ^ ATAf, 1916, Minoisky,

Notes sur la secte des AhRt Hakk^ R MAfjXl 56
2 Name given themselves by the ^ a z l-

Kumuk, a people living on the eastern Koi su

in central DaghistSn [q v and Erckert, D Kau-
kasus und s Volker^ Leipzig 1887, P 248—257
and Dirr, Du heuttgen Namen d kaukastschen

Volkei
y
Peterm Mittul

y 1908, p 204—212]
On the other hand the term Lek in Armenian

and 1 ek i (plural Lek-ebi) in Georgian means the

Lezgi/Legzi of DaghistSn (where the e may cer

tainly name the value of aja LSgzi) This last

name seems to have been applied to the high-

landers of Kina, living in and around the sources

of the Samur, and later to have been extended
to all the people of Daghistan, although no people

of the Caucasus actually call themselves Lezgi/Legzi

Marquart, Bettrage z Geschtchte und Sage v Eran,
ZDMGy 1895, xlix

,
has attempted to explain

the Aiabic al Lakz by the addition of the Persian

suffix -zt to the name Lek (or Lak), cf Sag zi,

“inhabitant of Sistan” (V Minorsky)
LAKHM (IUnD) With the exception of the

Lakhmid clan in the 'Irak, so frequently celebrated

in the old Arab poetry, the pre-’sl5mic history of

this family is not well known and is full of

legend I heir traditional genealogical tree is given

in the article djudham According to it La|chm
uas of Yemen origin and was the brother of

Djudham and 'Amila These genealogical tables

may be taken for what they are woith for Djudham
As to I akhm, Yemenis and Ma'addls claim descent

from the powerful Lakhmid dynasty of the 'Irak

As to the reputed relationship of Lakhm with

Djudham and 'Amila, it must correspond to facts

sufficiently established m the century when Islam

first appeared It shows that the three groups were

then connected by community of aims and in-

terests This forms a solid guarantee of a gene-

alogical connection even if open to criticism in

othei respects

Of the three sister tubes, Lakhm was undoubtedly

the most illustrious and the oldest also Legend
connects it with the descendants of Abraham A
Lakhmid is said to have taken Joseph out of the

well into which his brothers had thrown him
But by the eve of the Hidjra, the vigour of the

Lakhm had been sapped, while the 'Amila [q v
]

and notably the DjudhSm who under the 'Omaiyads

played a leading part, had increased in importance

Two centuries before the Hi^ra, the surplus Lakh-
mid population had spread over the lands in the

noith of the Peninsula in Syria and Palestine and
in Trak where they established the Lakhmid phy-

larchate of Hlia [q v and the article djadhIma],

continually at war with the Ghassanids of Syria

In Syria we find the Lakhm settled in the same
cantons as the Djudham Like the latter, they

had adopted Christianity which had also become

the official religion of the Lakhmids of Illra

When Islam appeared, the Djudham had practic-

ally absorbed their relatives, the Lakhm of Syria,

a peaceful absorption by mutual agreement In

the first century a h the two tribes weie usually

named together as forming one group, and even

when reference is made to a “chief of Lakhm”
we can hardly be wrong in thinking he also

ruled the Djudham The ntsba Lakhm! becomes
rare in comparison with DjudhamI In the wars

of Islam, during the conquest of Syria, at YarmOk,
at Siffin, and later in the course of the campaigns
under Yazid I, against the sacred cities of the

Hidjaz, the two tribes fought under the same
chiefs and under the same banner “La^ml” became
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practically reduced to little more than a title of

honour Its archaic flavour, the glorious memories

which It recalled of the phylarchs of ^Ira5^, was

very impressive in the “Burke” or “Almanac de

Gotha” of the Arabs But as to the Lakhmids,

they no longer b^ve a separate existence fiom

the DjudhSm When in the lands to the west of

the Euphrates, we find them mentioned alone, the

name must be taken to mean the ^udhSm It is

the latter that the chroniclers usually have in mind
Bibliography Ibn Duraid, K al-I^Hkak^

p 225—227, Ibn ^Abd Rabbihi, al^Jkd al-

farid^ 11 85 ,
HamdSnl, ed D H Muller,

p 129, 9, etc, 130, 131, 205, 206, Ya'^kubl,

Htsiortae^ ed Houtsma, i 229, 264, do, Kttab

al-Buldan^ ed^de Goeje, p 329, 343, 344,
Baladhurl, Futuh^ ed de Goeje, p 59, 136,
Mas^udi, Murii^^ ed Pans, iv 353, v 192,
al-Kindl, The Goveittois and Judges of Egypt

^

ed Rhuvon Guest, p 45, 151, 162, G Roth-

stein, Die Dynastie der Laf^rntden m al-Hira^

p 41 etc
,

Caussin de Peiceval, Essat sur

Vhtstoire des Arabes^ 1 326, 349 ,
ii 232

,

ill 212, 352, 422, H Lammens, Le cahfat de

Yaztd 272—274, AT (9 , V 2^ 591 etc
,

O Blau, m Z D M G
^

xxiii 577
(H Lammens)

LAKHNAU, former capital of the pro-
vince of Oudh (Awadh), now secondary capital

of the United Provinces of Agrah and Oudh m
British India, situated on the river Gumtl, at

26® 52' N L
,

80® 56' E L Population at the

1911 census, 19,782, of whom 4,461 were Mu-
hammadans Nothing is known of its history prior

to the Muhammadan invasion, even the derivation

of the name is uncertain, though the first syllable

i^ a contraction of LaCman or Lakhman The
oldest part is the I.a£man Tila, which was colonised

by Shaikhs at the close of the thirteenth century

A member of this fraternity, Shah MinS, who died

in 1478, gained much saintly repute and his tomb
is an object of pilgrimage Lakhnau’s prominence
began m the time of the Suri kings of Dihli It

was occupied by Humayun in 1526, and taken

by Babur in 1528, under Akbar it was the chief

town of a sarkar The decay of the Mughal
Empire enabled Sa'5dat Khan (1724) to found
the dynasty of the NawSb-wazirs of Oudh, who
ruled as independent governors, and latterly as

kings of Oudh, till 1856 Sa'^adat Khan, a Saiyid

from Persia, of the Shi'a sect, a wazir of the

Empire, destroyed the power of the Shaikhs of

Lakhnau, but retained his capital at Faizabad
He adopted the fish as the dynastic badge The
grandeur of the city dates from the time of Asaf
al-Dawla (i775 ““1797)? tbe fourth of his line,

whose reckless munificence has passed into a

proverb, and whose reign was the golden age of

Lakhnau, which he made the capital of Oudh
East of the beautiful Victoria Park (1887) is a

fine group of buildings, the Rural DarwSza, the

Great ImSmbSj‘3, and a mosque, all built by Asaf
al Dawla The second and third are in the Mathi
Bhawan, or old fort

,
here also is the LaCman Tila,

surmounted by the mosque of AwrangzSb The
Grieat ImSmbara is the chief architectural glory

of the city To the same period belongs the

Martimere, built by General Claud Martin, first

as a residence for himself, afterwards converted
into a school

Sa^ftdat ‘^All (1797—1814) constructed the

DilkhushS palace and the Sikandra BSgli He and
his successors continued to adorn the suburbs

with public monuments, parks, and country seats

The meretricious style of the period marks the

decay of Indian Muhammadan architecture

GhSzl al Din Haidar assumed the title of king

of Oudh He built the Chattar Manzil palaces, and
the mausoleum called the Shah Nadjaf

Muhammad 'All Shah (1837—1842) reformed

the administration, and by his economic measures

stayed the downfall of his house for two more
reigns His name is associated with the buildings

at Husainabad During the reign of his son Amdjad
'All Shah, all the old abuses returned, and the

government of the country became utterly paralysed

Wadjid ^Ali Shah (1847—1856) was the last

king of Oudh He built the Kaisai Bagh palace,

a florid structure of stuccoed and gilt brick

Mai administration by one of the most extra-

vagant courts knoi^ n to history led to the annexation

of Oudh in 1856 during the viceroyalty of Lord
Dalhousie Some of the fieicest fighting in the

Mutiny took place at I akhnau, the name of which

will be ever remembered in connection with the

gallant defence of the Residency

Modern developments have been stimulated and
controlled by the wise geneiosity of the Local

Goveinment, and Lakhnau with its suburbs is

legarded by many as the finest city in Northern

India As a centre of Lrdu culture, it is the rival

of Dihli Itself and is a seat of learning with un-

usual facilities for female education The Canning

College (1864) in the Badshah B5gh, King George’s

Medical College (1910), and the Isabella Thorburn
College for women, are now included in the Uni-

versity Secondary establishments include the Colvin

School, and the Reid Christian College The
Provincial Museum is also in Lakhnau The Can-

tonment IS the largest military station m the

United Provinces The city is a great railway centre,

and the head-quarters of the Oudh and Rohilkhand

Railway are here There used to be an extensive

native manufacture of gold and silver brocade,

muslins, embroidery, brass and copper ware, but

here as elsewhere indigenous arts have fallen on
evil days

B tbit og 7 aphv,^ Lucknow Dtstrtct Gazelleet
,

1904, E H Hilton, Gutde to Lucknow^ I ucknow
1902, S C Hill, The Life of Claud Mattin^

Calcutta 1901, Sleeman, A Joutney through

the Kingdom of Oude, London 1858, J J McLeod
Innes, Lucknoiv and Oude tn the Mutiny, London

1895, 1905 (R B Whitehead)
LAKHNAUTI [See Gaur

]

LAKIT [See Lukatu
]

LALEZANI [See Mehmed LalezXrI
]

LAM (BanI Lam), an Arab tribe leading a

nomadic life on the lower course of the Tigris

(‘All Gharbl, ‘All Shark!, ^Amara) According to

the statistics of ^ursh^d Efendi (middle of the

xixtb century) there were over 4,400 families of

Bani Lam west of the Tigris (between ^AmSra
and Shatt al-Haiy) and 5,070 east of the Tigris,

along the Persian frontier from Mandall to the

region of marshes {kjkdr') into which the Karkha
disappears 17,450 families of the Bani L5m went
over to Persian territory between 1788 and 1846
(the southern parts of the Pusht-i KQh, the domains
of the walls of Huwaiza) ,

some columns were even

established east of the Karkha and at Fallfihlya

The Bani LSm claim to come originally from
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the neighbourhood of Mecca (Lyclama a Nijeholt,

Voyage^ 111 225) and then eponym was their chief

Faradj Lam The BanI Lam, for the most part

Shl'ls, were on friendly terms with the walls of

Huwaiza (the Musha^^sha^, Arab saiyids, q v ) who
played an active part in Persian politics m the

time of the Safawids In 1678, 1715, 1742, 1748
the BanI Lam in connivance with the chief of

Huwaiza rebelled against the pachas of Baghdad
Less happy were the relations of the BanI Lam
with the Lur walls of Pu^ht-i KQh who deprived

them of the villages of Bayat, Deh-i I uran and
Baksaye, but as a rule the BanI Lam got on well

with their Lur neighbours

‘^All Rida Pasha (in 1836) and Nadjib Pasha
(after 1843) lodrcted heavy defeats on the Bam
Lam The central Persian government also (ex-

peditions of MuTamid al Dawla in 1841) drove

the Ban! I am from the left bank of the Karkha
but, protected by the mountains of Pusht-i Kuh
to the noith and on the east and by the khor

to the south, the BanI Lam kept till 1914 a po-

sition of autonomy between Tuikey and Peisia

The presence of the BanI lam and the Sagwand
Lurs between ‘^Amara, Pay 1 Pul and Dizful had
stopped commercial traffic by this direct route

The unity of the tribe was lost in the xixth

century, the section on the right bank and that

on the left of the Tigris had each its own shaikh

In 1821 the energetic Madhkur (Matkur), son of

]^andil, succeeded the deposed Shaikh ^Arar but

I ayaid noticed that he had already little authority

over his rivals Lady Blunt speaks of Shaikh Miz-

ban and her son Boneye Shaikh Ghadban, son

of Boneye, at the beginning of the war of 1914
attacked the English force at AhwSz but was
soon disposed of

Btbltogtaphy cf also al-baiIha, Layard,

A description of the province of Khimstan^ J
RGS^ 1846, p 45—48, A V Kremer, Nach-

iichten uber d am hnken Ufer d Tigiis woh-

nenden Arabu stamm d Bent Laniy S B Ak
Wien, 1850, p 251—254 (excellent notice and
specimens of popular songs duivatr, Htaba and
tativih)

,
Khurshid Efendi, Siyahct-name t Hududy

Russ tiansl, St Petersburg 1877, p 76—81,

Lady A Blunt, A Pilgrimage to Najdy London

1881, 11 1 13—223 (Baghdad-'A lI-gharbi-Dizful-

Shushtai Bahbah5n-Dilam)
,

Huart, Histoire de

Bagdad

y

Pans 1901, p 144, Adamow, hak
Arabshiy St Peteisburg 1912, index, longiigg.

Four Centunes of Modem Iraqy Oxford 1925
(V Minorsky)

LAM, 23^ letter of the Arabic alphabet, with

the numeiical value 30 For palaeographical details

see the art Arabia, plate I

LAMAS-SU (Turk “river of Lamas”
,

Ar
Lamis), a rivei in Cilicia, coming from the

Taurus, a day’s journey from Tarsus between
,

Ayash and Mersina, in ancient times it marked
the boundary between the two Cilicias (of the

mountains and the plains) On the banks of this

river exchanges of prisoners with the Greeks and
the payment of ransoms were several times made
The fiist of these took place m the reigns of

H5rnn al Rashid and the emperor Nicephorus I

in 189 (805), the second under the same caliph

and emperor in 192 (808), the third in the reigns

of the caliph al-WSthik acid the emperor Michael

III the “Drunkard” in Muharram 231 (Sept 845),
the fouith in 241 (856) and the fifth in 246 (860)

under the same emperor and the caliph al Mu-
tawakkil, the sixth in 283 (896) under the caliph

al Mu'tadid and the emperor Leo VI
,
the seventh

called “redemption from treachery” under the same
emperor and the caliph al-MuktafI in 292 (905),
the eighth three years later 295 (907), the

ninth took place in 305 (917) under the caliph

al Muktadir and the emperor Constantine Por-

phyrogenetos
,
the tenth took place in 313 (925)

under the same rulers, the eleventh in 326 (938)
under the same emperor and the caliph al-R5dl,

the twelfth took place m 335 (946) in the caliphate

of al Muti' thiough the intermediary of Saif al-

Dawla the Hamdanid, lord of Aleppo This river

had at this place either a ford or a budge which
the ransomed prisoners crossed There was also a

town of the same name (Adifiofy Lamus) on this

river not far from the sea

B tbltogi aphy Tabari, ed de Goeje, 111

706, 707, 1339, «353» 1426, 1449, 2153, 2254,
2280, Makrlzl, Khitaty 11 191 sqq

,
Baladhurl,

Futuhy p 198, Ibn Miskawaih, Ta^arib al-

Umaviy VI, p 486, 532 (in Fragmenta histoi i-

corum arabicotumy ed de Goeje, Leyden 1871),
Ibn al-AthIr, aUKamtly ed Tornberg, vii 16,

Silvestre de Sacy, N Ey 1810, viii
,

repr in

Mas'udi, Murufp^y ix 356—362, 375, N® 64-65,
M'ls^'udl, Tanbthy p 189— I96 = transl Carra de
Vaux, Ltvie de PAvertissementy p 241, 255 sqq

,

Cl Huart, Histoire des ArabeSy Pans 1913, 11

1 18 sqq
,

Fr Beaufort, Karamaniay London
1817, p 244 = French transl by Eyn^s, Cara-

mantey Pans 1820, p 183 and 233, V Langlois,

Voyage dans la Ctltctey Pans 1861, p 105
(picture of the Roman aqueduct)

(Cl Huart)
LAMG^AnAT, a district in eastern

Afghanistan It is often referred to by Babur,

see W Erskine’s translation of his “Memoirs”,

p 141 and P de Courteille, 1 287 The name
IS fancifully connected with Lamech, the father

of Noah _ (H Beveridge)
LAMFI, nom de plume {takhallu\) of Shaikh

MahmUd b 'Oihman b 'AlI al-NakkSsii, a

celebrated Sufi writer and poet of the early part

of the leign of Sulaiman I, the era, not only of

the greatest political development of the Turkish

empire, but also that in which literature was most
cultivated He was born in Biussa, the son of the

defterdar of SultSn Bayazid’s treasurj' His grand-

father had been taken by Timurlenk after his

invasion to Tiansoxania (Samarkand) where he
learned the art of nakkashllk (embroidery and

painting) there highly cultivated and on his return

to Asia Minor intioduced the first embroidered

saddle On the completion of his theological studies

with Molls Akhawain and Molla Muhammad b

al Hadjdji Hasan-zade, Lami'l, who had an inclination

to Sufism, became murid with the Nakshbandi

Shaikh ‘^Arif bi-’llah Saiyid Ahmad al-Bul^5rI He
spent his whole life m the calm retirement of a

Sufi, free from external cares and favoured by the

patronage of SultSns Selim and SulaimSn who
frequently showed signs of their favour to him

and his numerous family, he lived in Brussa

writing industriously till his death in 938 or

(1532 or 1533) He was buried in the mosque
built by his grandfather on the citadel in Brussa

The versatility and quality of his literary output

in piose and poetry is really astonishing But his

woik was not so much original as translations and
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adaptations, as was characteristic of the period

M'hich regarded slavish attachment to Persian models

as the highest ideal He usually took as his model

Ejaml, then the most celebrated poet of Persia

with whom he had a further link in their both

being Nak§hbandis and therefore was called Djami i

Ram His prohficity is greater than that of any

Turkish writer We have a cycle of nine romantic

poems from his pen PI is importance to Turkish

literature is considerable but is greatly exaggerated

by von Hammer who devotes the longest monograph
m his Gesch d osm Dtchtkunst (ii 20—195)
to him LSmi'i’s style is still comparatively lucid

and simple Ihere is not yet any trace in him of

the overwhelming turgidity of the later artificial

classicism, yet it must be confessed that most

that is beautiful in him is due to his Persian

originals ZiyS Pasha in his Kharab'&t has for this

reason paid no attention to him
The list of his works as given in the $haraf

al-Insan numbers 24 but in reality theie were more
His prose writings are the translations of Djami’s

SQft works Nafahat al-Ufts (biographies of SCfis

with the sub-title huiuk al-Mu^ahtdin It-Tarwth

Kulub aUMuil^ahidtn) and ^awahtd al-Nubuww

a

(“The witnesses of prophecy”, printed at Con-

stantinople in 1293), the Sharaf al-Insan, “The
worth of man”, considered by Lami^ to be his

masterpiece which is a Turkish version of Part 22

of the 51 Arabic tractates {Ras^tl) of the Ikhwan
al^fay the stiuggle between man and animal

(ed and transl by Dietenci, Berlin 1858, Leipzig

1879 and 1881 Thier und Mensch vor dem Konige

der Gemen) His works of a religious character

are Mt^amnia Asma^ al-husna^ translation and com-
mentary on the 100 verses of Mir Husain NlshabQri

on the 99 names of God and Mtfiah al Nad;at

fi Khawas^ al ^uwar wa Ayat He also wrote a

collection of letters, Mun^d‘at, a commentary
on the Dibaj;e‘% Gultsfan of Sa^dl, and ^Ibret-

numa (“Book of examples”, a collection of tales

and allegories, lith Constantinople, n d ), a Mad;-
ma^ al La\Wtf^ or La^%f-nama (a collection of

often very daring anecdotes, quite in the style of

Boccaccio's Decameron, which received its final

form from his son, ‘^Abd Allah Lem% also known
as a poet) Finally as a kind of transition to pure

poetry he wiote two mutidzara (disputations in

the mixture of prose and verse later so popular),

namely Mundzara-t Behdr u-Sbttd (“Disputation

between summer and winter”, Constantinople 1290,

with the title Mundzara-t Sultan Behdr bd Shehrydr

Shita) and Mutidzara-t Nafs u-Ruh (“Disputation

between Soul and Spirit”)

His very much more important poetical works
include a large Diwdn of about 10,000 verses which

contain much that is beautiful and original, besides

kasida'Sy ^hazeRs etc it also contains the Shehr

in 1288, transl by Pfizmaier, Verherrltchung der

Engiz % Bursa (separately printed at Constantinople

Stadt Bursay Vienna 1839)
His great Mathnawi poems were of permanent

influence, some deal m a popular fashion with

stones from Persian legends, namely Saldmdn
u-Absdl (dedicated to SultSn Selim), from I^aml’s

original, Wisa u-Rdmln (dedicated to Sultan Su-

laimSn), from the original of Fakhr I^jurdjani (d

440= 1048) and a version of Nizami al-‘Aruzl

al-Samar)j:andi, Wdmtk u-^Adhrd from the Persian

original of 'Unsurl (d 441 = 1050) translated at

the express desire of Sultan Sulaiman (transl

by von Hammer, Vienna 1833), Farhad ndma
(transl by von Hammer, Stuttgart 1812), Heft
Patkar, “The seven beauties” (based on Hatifl's

Heft Manzar, which again goes back to Nizami’s

Heft Patkar) Besides the two allegorical dramas
Gut u tawi(dn (“Ball and Bat”) and ShanR u-Pa?-
wdnay “Candle and Butterfly”, the latter probably

from the Peisian of Ahli ghirizl, he also wrote

two Mathnawi'

%

of a religious nature, the Maktal-t

Hazrat t Imam Husain recalling the Sjhi^T Talziya

(illustrated MS in the ^Asiju Libiary, N® 249)
and Mankabat (or Mandktb) Uwats aUKarnt

Finally there are his political allegories Husn
u-Dtl fiom the Persian original of Fattahi Nl§h-

aburi and the Turkish version of Ahl (ed
,
transl

and annotated and compared with LamiVs Turkish

version by R Dvorak, Husn u dtl, perstsche Al-

legorte von Fattain aus Ntsapm)^ the Khtrad-ndma
(“Book of the Intelligence”) and the jDfdbtr-ndma

Bibliography In addition to the works
quoted cf Sehi, Hasht Bihi^ty Constantinople

^325, p 50, Latlfi, Tadhkara, Constantinople

1314, p 290—294, Tashkoprii-zade, Shakcltk

al-NiImdmyay transl by Madjdl, Constantinople

1269, p 431—433 > 503, transl by O Rescher,

Constantinople 1927, p 280—281, Isma'il Beligh,

Guldeste-i Rtyddy Brussa 1302, p 176—180,
M NadjI, Asdmij Constantinople 1308, p 270,
M Ihuraiya, Std;tll i ^othmdnly Constantinople

1315, IV 86, Sam!, Kamils al-A^ldmy v 3973,
Brusalf M Tahir, ^Othmdnli Mu^elltfferty Con-
stantinople 1333/1334, 11 492, Gibb, A History

cf Ottoman Poetry^ 111 ,
Wickerhauser, Chres-

tomathie^ Vienna 1853, p aI and 305

—

308, Smirnow, Obrazcovyja proizwedemja Os-

manskoj literatury^ St Petersbuig 1903, p xiv

and 238—241 ,
Basmadjian, Essat sur Phts-

ioire de la htterature ottomane, Constantinople

1910, p 45—46, the Catalogues of MSS in

Berlin, Vienna, London, Munich, Gotha, Con-
stantinople, etc

,
Hadj^i ^alifa, Ka^hf al-

ZunUHy ed Fliigel, Leipzig 1835— 1858

(Th Menzel)
LAM^A, a large Berber tribe of the Barani

family Its exact origin does not seem to have
been known to the Arab and Berber genealogists,

who simply make them brethren of the Sanhadja,

Haskura and Gaziila, others give them a Himya-
nte origin like the Hawwaia and the Lawata

Ihe Lamta were one of the nomad tribes who
wore a veil {mulatjithtmun) One section lived on
the south of the Mzab, between the Massufa on
the west and the Targa (Tuareg) on the east,

they even seem to have extended as far as the

Niger In the south of Morocco, m al-Sus, where
there were Lamta who led a nomadic life, in

company with the Gaziila, the Lamta occupied
the territory nearest to the Atlas On the coming
of the nomad Arabs of the Ma'Jjiil family, the two
sections of the Lam^a were absorbed by the

Dhawi Hassan, the remaining sections then joined

the Shabanat, another Ma'kil tribe, to oppose the

Gaziila who joined the Bhawl Hassln

In the tenitory of the Lamta of al-Sus at the

mouth of the W2di Nal (now W5d NQn) lajr the

commercial town of Nal or Nal of the Lam^a,
the first inhabited place one reaches on coming
from the Sahara Several Moroccan dynasties have
struck coins there
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The jurist Waggag b Zallu of Siijilmasa, a

pupil of AbQ 'Imran al-FasI, was a member of the

tribe of Lamta, one of his pupils was 'Abd Allah

b Yasin al-Gazull, foundci of the Almoravid empire

The country of the Lamta was noted for the

lam(iya bucklers made at NUl with the skin of

the /am( antelope

Bibliography al-ldrisi, al-BakrI, Ibn Khal

ddn, Kitab al-^lbar^ indices, s vv Lamta and

Nul, I eo Afiicanus, Description de VAfrique^

ed bchefer, in 272, 437 (G S Colin)

LAMTUNA, a la rge Berber tribe be-

longing to the ethnic group of the Sanhadja who
lived in tents, and led a nomadic life in the

desert to the south of Morocco with other tribes

whose members veiled their faces with the litikam

[q V
]

{niuiatiithimun)

At first idolatois, the Lamtuna embraced Islam

and converted also the Negro peoples who lived

around them After having had a senes of inde-

pendent kings, they fell into anarchy until Yahya
b Ibrahim al Gudall took control of them

,
having

gone on a pilgrimage to Mecca in 440 (1048

—

1049) he brought back from Naffis the jurist

'Abd Allah b YasTn al GazUlI, who after having

instructed the Lamtuna in the principles of religion

and Muslim law, made himself their chief, con-

quered their neighbours, the GudSla and Massufa,

and led them to the conquest of Morocco He
was the founder of the Almohad empire, also

known as the empire of the Mulaththimun or

Lamtuna (cf almoravids) At the fall of the

Almoravid empire the Lamtuna disappear from

the history of Morocco Iheir name is still borne

by, some tribes of Mauiitania

Bibliography Ihe first paragraphs of the

chapter devoted by the Arab historians to the

history of the Almoravid dynasty especially Ibn

Abf Zar', Rawd al-Kirtas
^
Ibn ^aldun, Kitab

al^Ibar, ed de Slane, 1 235 and 237, al-

Bakil, Kitab aUMughiib^ ed de Slane, 1911,

p 164—168 (G S Colin)

LANKORAN (I enkoran), the capital of the
district of the same name in the province of

Baku Lankoran is the Russian pionunciation of the

name which was at one time written Langar-kun5n

(anchorage), or perhaps Langai-kanan (place which

pulls out the anchors) which is pronounced I itn-

kaian in Persian and LankSn in Talishl The
ships of the BakQ-Enzeli [q v

]
line call at Lan-

koran, which has an open roadstead but at 8

miles N E of the town is the island of Sara,

which has an excellent roadstead which shelteis

the ships in bad weather

In the district of Lankoian, de Morgan found

monuments of very great antiquity (dolmens, tombs,

cases of exposure of bodies in the Mazdaean (?)

fashion), but it is not known at what period the

town of lankoran was founded Certain statements

(cf Ta^rithri ^Alam ara under the year 940 [1533]
in Doin, Auszvge^ IV, 283 ,

and ShaiWi 'All Hazin

[about 1725 ad], Tarihhr^ Akwal^ ed Balfour,

p 157) suggest that the capital of Talish was
originally at AstSra, towards the end of the xviii^h

century Lankoian became the capital of this kha-

nate The whole district was annexted by the

Russians under Peter the Great (treaties of 1723
with Tahmasp II and 1729 with the Afghan

Ashraf) but returned to Persia by the treaty of

1732 Retaken by Count Zubow in 1796, Lan-

koran was retaken in 1812 by the Persians who

15

fortified it On the 9th Muharram ('5,r^«; 5) 1228

(Jan I, 1813), Lankoran 'was taken by storm by
General Kotliarewski after a brave resistance of

the Persians This event hastened the conclusion

of the treaty of Gulistan (1813) by which Persia

ceded to Russia pait of Talish to the north of

the river Astara From 1846 Lankoran was the

capital of the district The fortress was dismantled

in 1865 Since 1921 Lankoran has formed part

of the republic of AdharbSidj^ln, a member of the

Soviet Union
The population of the town, which was 3,970

in 1867, had reached 11,100 in 1897 The district

of Lankoran has an area of 5,000 sq miles and in

1840 had 30,200 inhabitants and in 1861 99,082
Later the district was reduced to 2,000 sq miles

in spite of this, its population in 1897 was 125,895
of whom 46 5O/0 were Azari Turks, Iranian Ta-

lish 462^/0, Russians 6 9O/0 (in the north) and Ar-
menians (o 2%) The distiict is composed of 3
zones to the noith, an eastern continuation of

the steppes of Mughan, to the east, a marshy
littoral intersected by lagoons and covered with

a rich subtropical vegetation, to the west are

wooded mountains lunning from 5,500 to 7,500
feet above sea-level which rise from the Russian

fiontier forming the boundary with the Persian

province of Ardabil The district is rich in forests

and has good fishing

Bibliography Cf the article TALI^, Zain

al- Abidin Sblrwani, Bustan al-Siyahat^ Tihran

1315, s V Lankaran, B6r6zine, Puteshestwiye po
Da^estanu^ Kazan 1849, 111 1 13, Semenow,
Geogi -statist slowar Ross impetii^ St Peters-

burg 1867, La Gfande Encycl russe [tdi Brock-

haus-Efion), G Radde, Reisen an d persisch-

russ Grenze^ Leipzig 1886, Radde, Talysck^

Pet Mitt^^ XXXI, 1875, Morgan, Mission

Silent , Etudes geogr
,

1 231—289, Etudes
afcheol

^ 1 13— 125, with an archaeological

map, N Y Mair, Tallikh the Acad
des Sciences P6trograd 1922 (with a detailed

bibliography), B Miller, Predwar otlet 0 poyezdke

w Tallih^ Baku 1926 (mainly linguistic)

(V Minorsky)
LAR I Capital of the district of

La ns tan, to the southeast of Fars Very little

IS known of Laristan and its early history The
country appears to correspond to the land of the

diagon Haftan-boWit which was killed by Ardaghlr

Papakan According to Persian legend, Ardashir’s

adversary lived in the village of Alar in the rustak

of Kodjaran which was one of the maritime rustaks

(rasatik al-sif) of the province Ardashlr-Khurra

(Tabail, 1 820), Noldeke in his translation of the

Karnamak (p 50) gives the variants Gular(?)and

KoCaran ,
the ^ah-name^ ed Mohl, v 308

Kudjaran Lastly the Armenian geogiaphy of the

seventh century mentions a Khodjehrastan m
Persia (Khuiihrstan) (cf Marquart, Eranlahr^

p 44) Ihe prefixing of an a to the name Lar

is also found in the name of the island of Lar

(cf below) Marquart identifies KoCihran with the

castle of Degdan near Siraf, on the other hand
the Fars-nama-yt Na^tii mentions a village of

Kudjai-KuhSar in the canton of Galla-dar (the

ancient Fal /Pal/ Bal of Ibn Battuta Kbundjbal=
Khundj -h Bal) immediately adjoining Lanstan
According to a verse attributed to Firdawsi (cf

Vullers, Lexicon^ s.v Lad) but not found in the

known editions of the Si^h-name^ the town was
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originally called L5d Tand fell to Gurgin Mil5d, Qartk-t sewanV' [q v
]
fatinUda)^ Tarlkbr^

one of the heroes offthe cycle of the KaySmd ^Alamara^ Tihran 1314, p 423—426 Buildings

Kai Khusraw) This would be a very curious case of the MllSdis are still to be seen at LSr — a

of the changing of to r found especially m mosque and a bazaar of hewn stone covered with

Armenian and in the Caspian latr dialect (Darme- stucco The bazaar was restored in 1015, by Kanbar
steter, £t -Iramennesy 1 73) The J^ars-nama-yt- ‘^All Beg Djah-iomi, wazir of Lar

Na^trl mentions another legend according to The memoirs of Shaikh ‘^Ali Hazin contain

which the people of Lar m Fars had come from interesting notes on the domestic life of Lar at

Lar in Damlwand (cf below) the cold of which the beginning of the xii^h (xvii^h) century (rule

they could not enduie of the Afghan ]^udadad Khan, passage through

The Arab geographers do not mention Lar, foi Lar of the routed army of §h5h Ashraf, etc)

apparently the old routes linking up the chief According to 'AH Hazin (p 210) the people of a

towns of Fars, with Siraf and Kais, or HurmUz part of the Lar lands {garmstr) of Llnstan were

(by Fasa and Forg) avoided the town of Lar (cf Shafi'ls Ihey had prospered under the Afghans
Nuzhdt al-Kuluby p 185, 187) According to but Nadu, wishing to reduce them, sent against

Hamdallah Mustawfl, Lar is a wilayet near the them the sardai of Fais, Muhammad Khan Bal56

sea and Ibn Battuta alone talks of Lar as “a large The latter met with difficulties at Lar and having

town, with springs, considerable rivers and gai dens” come to terms with its inhabitants returned to

Lar had a local dynasty Its princes, lelying Fars In 1146, Muhammad Khan rebelled against

on the verse already mentioned legarding the Nadir and tried to raise the ^afi'is of Lar The
presentation by Kai Khusraw of the toi^n of latter maintained a waiting attitude but by order

Lad to Gurgin, son of Mllad, tiaced their descent of Nadir they i\ere massacred and scattered 1 ar

from this hero Ihey were even crowned with the was later annexed by a certain Nasir Khan, formerly

crown of their ancestor and this treasure was a brigand in the buluk-t sab^a (a region between
among the booty taken by the Safawids in 1010 Laristan and Kirman) who received from the Shah
The first piince of Lar to be converted to Islam the title of Khan His family (the beglei begi)

(about 100) was Djalal al-Din Iradj The dates remained more or less autonomous till 1202(1845)
Wome more reliable from the time of the Amir when the governor-general of Fars sent troops to

Kutb al-Din Muaiyid PakUy (?) (594—648) Fourteen I ar and appointed a simple kalantar there {^Fais-

of his successors are known but their ordei is not nama-yt^Nasitt)

so certain, when in 748 (1347), Ibn Battuta passed At the beginning of the xixth century the Balo6

through Lar, the Sultan of Lar, of lurkoman Mihiab Khan invaded Laristan (Poltinger, Travels

origin, was called Djalal al Din, while according tn Beloochistany London 1816, p 163) In 1256
to the genealogy of the Miladians, Bakalindjar II (1840) Lar was occupied by the chief of the

was ruling there between 731 and 753 Ihe Isma'ilis, Aka Khan who had rebelled against the

dependence of Lar on the Muzaffarids is shown ^lah (Schmdlei, The Eastern Persian Iraky^ 94)
by a gold coin of Shah-ShudjS' (760—786) struck The town of Lar lying 57 farsal^s to the S E
in Lar (S Lane-Poole, The Coins of the Mongols of %Iraz was very frequently visited by Euiopean
in the British Museum^ 1881, p 240) In 799 the tiavellers m the xviiffi century when it lay on the

troops of Muhammad Sultan, grandson of TimQr, direct route Shlraz-Djahrom-Djnyum-Lar-Bandar-i

ravaged the eastern part of Fars on the lines 'Abbasi Figueroa (1617), Sir T Herbert (1627),
Karzln-Fal, Djahrom Lar, etc {Zafar-nama^i 809) J A Mandelslo (1638), J B Tavernier and
There are Timurid and Caghatai coins struck at Thevenot (1665), Struys (1672), Chardin (1673),
Lar (O Codrington, A Manual of Musalman Dr J Fryer (1676), Le Brun (1703) At this

Numismatics^ London 1904, p 183) In the reign time there was a factory of the Dutch East India

of the Mlladian Djihanghah (859-883), the Russian Co at Lai (Ihevenot, Voyage^ Amsterdam 1727,
merchant Afanasii Nikitin, passed through Lar in 111 460—476) After the fall of the Safawids,

1469 on his way to Huimuz and India and in Bandai 1 'Abbasi became the port for the province

1472 on his way from HuimUz to Sfiliaz Ihe of Kirman only, while Bushlr became the prin-

Miladian Nilshirwan “the just” (930—948) was a cipal port of the Persian Gulf Lar conducted a

poet, musician and author, he died by the hand local trade with the ports of Bandar-i 'Abbasl,

of a fida^i His successor Ibrahim Khan submitted Linga [q v
]

and Tahiri (the older Siraf, q v )

,

to the Safawls and received the title of Amti cf especially Stiffe, Ancient Trading Centres of the

Diwan His son Niir [Nawr>] al-Dahr lived in the Persian Gulf^ G J

^

1895, p 166— 173 In the xixth

time of Sultan Muhammad Safawi Undei 'Abbas I century, Lar has been described by Dupr6 and Stack

Mirza 'Ala^ al-Mulk, son of Nur al-Dahr, was Of the 76 buluks of Fars, that of Lar called

authorised to take the name of Ibrahim Khan II Laristan is the most extensive (57 X 47 farsakhs.

The young lUian showed signs of independence 1 e about 45,000 square miles) It is bounded on
and oppressed merchants and travellers This could the N W by Baranu, on the S E the bridge of

not be tolerated at a time when Lar lay on the Latitun separates it from the nahiya of Bandar-i

great road between the capital and the sea As 'Abbasi This latter had a separate dynasty (the

a preparation for the occupation of Gombrun Kalhatl princes of Hurmnz) To the south Laristan

(=:Bandar-i 'Abbasi) in 1614(f) and of the island is washed by the Persian Gulf (the ports of Kung,
of HurmUz in 1622, the Beglerbegi of P ars, Allah- Linga, Mughu, Carak, Nakhilu) In 19x7 A T
wardi Khan, in 1009 and loxo (1601) marched Wilson found Lar quite prosperous (Notes on
against Ibiahim Khan and seized his possessions a fouiney from Bandar-Abbas to Shiraz^ Geogr
Ibrahim II had to surrender to the mercy of Jouin y

Series 1908, p 152— 170) On the west
Allah\iardi who treated him honourably and took it is bordered by the cantons of Maliki, 'Ala-marw'-
him to §h5h 'Abbas at Balkh, where he died daght, and Khundi « on the north-west by the

during an epidemic The government of Pars was buluk of Ejuyum, on the north by the buluk of

then entrusted to KSdi’l-Klsim of Lar, a sincere Shi^l Darab, on the northeast by the Buluk-t Sab^a
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Ihe country is full of mountain ranges running

parallel to the shore of the Persian Gulf und has

a torrid climate Water is scarce and brackish

The river of LSristSO) variously known as Rndkhgna^

yi shUr-i Gallad5r, Shur«i Hing, Riidkhana-yi LamzSn
etc

,
runs from west to east and flows into the

sea a farsakh east of Kung
The subdivisions (nahtya) of the buluk of

LSristan are as follows (their orientation from Lar

is given and the distance from it is in farsakhs)

Number of

Nahiya Capital villages

I Central Lar 34
2 Shib-i Kuh-i Laristan Bandar-1 Caiak 29

3 Linga Linga 10

4 I^ahanglriya Bastak ?

5 Kawrastan Kashshi 4
6 Maza^djan Tzad-Khast 6

7 Bikha-yi AhshSm Bairam 10

8 Bikha-yi Fal Ashkanan 10

9 Fumistan Gawbandl 16

Number Orientation Distance

2 south 25

3 south-east 45
4 south-east 7-21

5 east 30
6 north *5

7 west 20
8 south-west 22

9 south-west 35

The term bl^a m the local dialect means a

valley shut in by two ranges of mountains Fumistan

is derived from the word fum^ corn

The population of I arislan is thinly scattered

The most impoitant towns are Lai (Dupr6 15,000

inhabitants , Stack 1,200 houses, 6,000 inhabi-

tants) and Linga [q v
]

The majority of the

population is Persian In canton N® 6 there are

some Baharlu Turks and Nos 2 and 3 are in

habited by Arabs

I aristan has Persian dialects of its own (O
Mann, Dte Tajtk-Mundarten der Provtnz Fars^

Berlin 1909, p xxxiv 126— 131) and there is

even a local literature in them The Fars-ndma
mentions Akhund Mulls Muhammad Bakir (“Suh-

bat”) who was well acquainted with Arabic,

Persian and “Dari” Romaskewit has collected some
of the poems in the local dialect of the poet

Mahdjflr as well as Persian quatrains by several

popular poets, natives of Laristan (Romaskewi(,

Per5 narod cetwerosttdpya^ m Zaptskt^ 1916,
xxiii 313, 340)

Btbltography Defi Ornery, Voyage d'^Ibn

Batoutah dans la Perse^ Pans 1848, p 37, 81,

Kadi Ahmad GhaflfSrI, Dnhatidrd^ British Mus
Orient 141, fol 150 a—b (I am indebted for a

copy of the text to the kindness of Muhammad
Khan Kazwini)

,
Iskandar-Munshl, ''Alam-ard^

Tihran 1314, p 423—426, Miina^djim bash!,

^ahd^tf^ 11 666 (following Fadil-i NlghSbUrl [?]

and GhaffSil) . HSdjdjT Khalifa, Dnhan-numd^

p 261, ^aiyi ^All Hazln, Tadkktra^^^ Belfour,

London 1831, p 89, 179—217, 246, Hasan
FasS^l, Fars-nama-yt Na^tri^ TihrSn 1314, 11

181—291 (excellent book full of valuable data)

For references to travellers of the §afawid period,

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

cf Ritter, Erdkunde^ ^%\n 736, 749—757 and
Curzon, Persia^ 11 irjj^ A Dupr6, Voyage en

Peise!t; Pans 1819, 1 423, Stack, Stx months tn

Persia^ London 1882, i 133

—

145 The map
of Southern Persia l 2,000,000 (International

Series), publ in 1912 by the Survey of India

2 An island in the Persian Gulf now
called Abu Shu'aib Nearchus had touched at it

on his periplus but does not give the name, which

according to Ptolemy was (in Semitic=
isle of seaweed) Ihe Greeks praised the pearl

fisheries of L§r Ibn lOiurdfidhbih calls the island

AlSr Other variants in the Arab geographers

according to Le Strange are Allan and Lan The
Fdrs-ndma^ ed Le Strange, p 241 makes it a

dependency of the island of Ardashlr-JUjurra

Yakut (iv 341) places it between the island of

Kais and the port of Siraf The Portuguese called

It llha de Lazao from the village of Laz (should

this be Ladh? — at the east end of it) It is 13 X
miles m aiea To the east of it lies the little isle

of Shitwar (Citwar) Some ten miles north of Lar
on the coast of Fars lies the little harbour of

Nakhilu We do not know if there is any connection

between the names of the town and of the island

Lar An island “I arak” (“little LUr”) lies south of

the island of Hurmuz
Btblto^rap hy Tomaschek, Dte Kusten-

fahrt Nearchsy in Sttzber Wtener Akad
^
cxxi

,

'890, p 55

3 A high valley lying in Mazandaran,
on the sources of the Haraz pei The altitude of

Lar IS from 8,500 to 6,500 feet It lies west of

Damawand The valley is deserted in winter In

summer the nomads pitch their tents there The
people of Tihran also go there for summer quarters

Stahl however {Peterm Mttteil
^
Erganzungsheft

N® 1 18, 1869, p 619) found traces of ancient

dwellings on the right bank of the river LUr The
locality is sometimes called Landj^n, which must

be a plural of Lar-iC, “inhabitant of lar” (on the

suffix /f, cf Marquart, Betifage^ Z DMG^ 1895,

p 666) The same derivation explains the Arabic

transcription al Lariz (Baladhurl, p 8), one of the

cantons of Tabaristan (not however found in the

list m Ibn Riista, p 146) Al-LUriz formed part

of the possessions of al-Masmugh^n taken in 131

(748) by Abu Muslim (Marquart, p 127,

137) Ihe term LaridjSn seems to have been applied

especially to the place below the high valley of

lar near the modern bridge of Palur, cf Dih-

FalUl in Ibn Isfandiyar, transl Browne, G M
p 67 I aridjan is said to have been the longest

inhabited part of labaristUn Its village Waraka
was said to have been the birthplace of FaildUn

In the villages lying on the slopes of Damawand,
Stahl saw a festival celebrated m memory of the

death of Zohak (Aug 1 1 ,
cf Morier, Second

Journey, p 357) At Laridjan there was a special

marzubdn under the ispahbahs of Tabaristan (Ibn

IsfandiyUr, ibtd
^ p 15, 183, 280) On the district

of LahidjSn (LSrtdjan) cf lXhIdjAn — Spiegel

(^Varena, Z D Mjp,, 1876, xxxii
, p 716-726) was

inclined to suppose a connection between Warak
(Ibn Isfandiyar, p 15 Waraka, native place of

Farldun = ThraStaona) and the Avestic country

Varena The site of Waraka is unknown but in

1 aridjan there exists a village Wana, on the

disappearance of r in Persian dialects, cf Grundrtss
d Iran Phil

^

i/ii p 559i 35 *

(V Minorsky)

2
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LARANDA (also called KaramSn from the

name of the dynasty which reigned there m the

xiv^h century), a town in Asia Minor, capital

of the kaz5 of the same name and of the sandjalj:

of Konia, to the S E and 35 miles from this town

It IS 4,000 feet above sea level, has 2,000 houses,

7,500 inhabitants, 105 mosques, 21 Friday mosques,

4 dervish monasteries, 515 shops, 30 >^arehouses,

9 cafes, 4 caravanserais, 14 baking ovens, 7 baths,

5 mills, I military depot, no fountains, i barracks,

I Greek school, 10 Muslim schools, 21 madrasas

There are a ruined fortress, mosques and other

monuments in rums from the time of the Kara-

man-oghlu (mosque of Amir MQs5 with pillars

from ancient buildings) The town was annexed to

the Ottoman empire in 1464 To the noith is the

Kara-Dagh covered with mediaeval monasteries now
m rums (btn bir ktltse = 1001 churches)

Btbltograp hy 'All Djawad, Djo^hrafiya
Lughat ty p 606 , Hadjdji lOiallfa, ^than nunidy

p 616, Ibn Battuta, Pans, 11 284, SSmi Hey,

KdmUs al’A^ldniy v 3644, s v karamdn
,
Texier,

Aste Mmeuriy p 658 (Cl Huari)
LARI MEHMED [See Mehmed Laki

]

LARIN (P
,

ldrt)y a silver coin curient in

the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean in the xvitb

and xviith centuries It takes its name from iSr

[q v ], the capital of I aristSn [q v
], at which it

was first struck, cf Pedro Texeira {Travelsy Hakl
Soc

, 1902, p 341) “There is also the city of

Lar whence are called laris, a money of the

finest silver, very well drawn and current throughout

the East” and Sir Thomas Herbert speaking of

Lar in 1627 {Some Yeats' TravelSy London 1665,

p 130) “near this byzar the lames aie coyned, a

famous sort of money” The larin weighed about 74
grams (4 9 grammes) and had a high reputation for

the purity of its silver It was worth ten pence in

English money (Herbeit) or one fifth of a French

crown (Tavernier) or 60 Portuguese reis

The larm is in shape quite unlike any other

com It IS a thin silver rod about 4 inches long,

doubled back and then stamped on either side

with inscriptions from dies like any other com
It IS admirably described by William Barret m
his account of the moneys of al-Basra m 1594
(Hakluyt, Pttnctpal Voyages^ Glasgow 1904, vi 12)

“The sayd larme is a strange piece of money,
not being round like all oiher curient money of

Christianitie, but is a small rod of silver of the

greatnesse of the pen of a -goose feather where
with we use to write and in length about one
eighth part thereof, which is so wrested that the

two ends meet at the juste halfe part and in the

head thereof there is a stamp Turkesco and these

be the best current money m all the Indies and
SIX of the larmes make a ducat”

The kingdom of Lar ceased to issue these

coins after its conquest by Shah 'Abbas the Great

of Persia (Chardin, VoyageSy Amsterdam 1735, 111

128), but Its popularity led to this type of coin

being adopted by other states of the Indian Ocean
The kings of Hormuz of the latter half of the

xvith century issued lanns as did the Shahs of

Persia at ShlrSz and the Ottoman SultSns at Basra

In India they weie struck in the xviith century

by the 'Add ShShI dynasty of Bidjapur and other

rulers and the frequent finds of lanns in Western
India show how extensive was their circulation there

In the Maldive Islands m the early xvidh century

the king struck his own lanns as we know from

the Voyage of F Pyrard de Laval (Hakl Soc

,

1887, vol 1, p 232 j^) In Ceylon they were

also struck, not only by the natives but also by
the Portuguese merchants at Colombo, in this

island they were twisted roughly into the shape

of a fish-hook, whence the term “fish-hook” money
These pieces are either uninscnbed or bear rude

imitations of the Arabic script In Ceylon the

“fish-hook” money survived into the xviidh century

A degenerate descendant of the larin still exists

(Philby, Heart ofArabtay 11 319) on the Arabian side

of the Persian Gulf, in Hasa where it is known
as a tawtla^ 1 e the “long” (com) It is only an

inch long and of very base silver, if not copper,

without any trace of inscription It is described

by Palgrave {Journey^ etc, London 1865, 11 179)
who adds that there is a pioverb “like a Hasa

(azvtP'y applied to any one who like the local cur-

rency is of no use away from home
Bibliography Yule, Hobson-Jobson^y s v

,

H W Codrmgton, in Numismatic Chronicle^

London 1914, p 162— 164, do, Ceylon Coins

and Currency

y

Colombo 1924, Index, s v
,
O

Codimgton, Jouinal of the Bombay Bianchy

R A Sy xviii 36, 37, J Allan, m Numismatic
Chtomcle^ I ondon 1912, p 319—324, H H
Wilson, ibid

y 1852, p 180, R Knox, Histo-

rtcal Relation of Leylotiy Glasgow 1911, p 156,

Chardin, lavernier and other travellers

__ (J Allan)
al-LAT, an old Arabian goddess Ihe

name (from al~ildhat

y

cf ALilAr) means “the

goddess” but was the proper name of a definite

deity, according to the Arabs themselves (e g
Ibn Yahsh, ed Jahn, p 44, 23) the sun She is

found as early as the Nabataean and Palmyian in

sciiptions and was later worshipped by various

Beduin tubes (e g the Hawazm, Ibn Hisham, p

13) An oath by al-Lat is frequently found

m the poets, e g Abu Sa'd in Ibn HishSm, p
5^71 7 >

Mutalammis, ed Vollers, p 2, i, 'Aws b

Hadjar, ed Geyer, p ii, 2, and even m al-Akhtal,

Kitdb al-Aghdniy vii 1 73 She had her principal

sanctuary m the valley of Wadjdj near Ta^f,

where the Mu'attib ('Attab) b Malik b Ka'b

were her priests and a white stone hung with all

kinds of decorations was her symbol She is fre-

quently mentioned along with al 'Uzza (Ibn HighSm,

p 145, 7, 206, 2, 871, 6, where Wudd also is

mentioned, 'Aws b Hadjar, p li, 2) and among
the Kuraish, she, along with this goddess and
Manat, was held m such high esteem, that Mu-
hammad once went so far as to recognise these

three goddesses as intercessors with Allah but

soon afterwards withdrew this (Sura, liii 15 sqq)

According to Tabari, 1 1 395, 3 Abu Sufyan carried

al-Lat and al-'UzzS with him into the battle of

thud After the capture of Mecca, al-Lat was

destroyed with her sanctuary m Ta^if by al-

Mughlra, who were related to her priests But

she was not forgotten, for, according to Doughty,

there are still m Ta^f blocks of stone which the

people call al-'Uzza, Hubal and al-Lat, at which

they secretly seek help m cases of illness

Bibliography Ya^ut, ed Wustenfeld, 111

665 sqq
y

iv 336 sqq
,

AzrakI, ed Wustenfeld,

p 79, Ibn Hisham, ed Wustenfeld, p 55,

914 sqq
y

Tabari, ed de Goeje, 1 1192 sqq
,

Wakidl, transl by Wellhausen, p 384 sq
,
Ibn

Sa'd, ed Sachau, i/i 137 ,
Lidzbarski, Hand-

Inch der not dsemiitschen Eptgraphtky p 219,
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Baethgen, BetirUge zur semtttschen Religions-

geschtchigy p sq

,

128, Lagrange, Etudes

sur Us Religions semitiques^y p 76, 135,
Wellhausen, Rests arabtschen Heidentums^ p
29—34, 61, Lammens, Mel de rnmt Bey-

rout viii 202 sq
,
Doughty, Travels in Arabia,

11 51 1, 515 sq (Fr Buhl)

al-LAJIF (a ),
“the Kind”, one of the names

of Allah [q v
]

LATIfI, properly ‘Abd ai-LatTf Ceiebi of

Kastamuui, secretary to the office for administering

pious foundations (^imaret kidtibt) He was secretary

in Belgrade, came in 950 (1543) to Constantinople

to the wakf office of LyUb, then went to Rhodes
and Egypt He died in 990 (1582) on the voyage

from Egypt to Yanbu' on the Red Sea

1 atlfi was a good poet and an even better

stylist He is famous for his collection of bio-

graphies of poets, Tcdhkere i ^u^ara^, which he

finished in 953 (1546) and like belli, whose
example he was the first to follow, dedicated it

to Sultan Sulaiman the Great His love for his

native city tempted him to attribute to it a whole
series of poets not born there so that his work
was jokingly called Kastamuni nama In spite of

several inaccuracies, the book, which was printed m
1314 in Constantinople, is indispensable for our

knowledge of the older poets of whom he deals

with 302 from the time of MurSd Kh5n to his

own day His able critical remarks show that he

had excellent insight into the nature of the poet’s

art, but the standard that he imposes on the poets

for adoption into his work is not too strict He
never published any continuation to his work al-

though he lived for over 40 years after writing

it, other works of his are a Munazara, which
was edited in 1287 by Tewfik Bey, a regular

Diwan, a collection wiongly attributed to Kem5l

Pasha-zade of 100 hadith's with paraphrases in

Turkish verse, a Rtsale-t Ezv^nf-t Istambol, also

Nathr aULialt, Rabt al-Azhar, Ants al-Fu^ahc^,

Fu^ul-i arba^a A translation of his Tedhheie was
made by Thomas Chabeit, Zurich 1800 Latifi

Oder Btographtsche Nachrichten von vorzugltchen

turkischen Diehtern nebst etner BlumenUse aus

thren Werken
Bibliography

,

Sehi, Hesht Bihidit, Con-

stantinople 1325, p 138, Xhuraiya, St^tll t

^othmanlj SSm?, Kamus al-A^lam
^

Brusal! M
Tahir, ^Othmanlt Mi^elliflcrt, 111 134—135,
Hammer-Purgstall, Geichichte der osmamschen
Dichtkunsty 111 286 and do

,
Geschichte des

osmamschen Reiches, Smirnow, Ocerk istorn

tureckoj literatury, St Petersburg 1891 (Kor§

)> P 45^ >
Basmadjian, Essai sur Fhistoire,

Constantinople 1910, p 50, the catalogues of

the various collections of manuscripts

(Th Menzel)
LAWATA, a Berber ethnical group, be-

longing to the family of Butr, whose eponymous
ancestor was LawS the younger, son of Lawa the

older, son of Zahik Ibn KhaldQn disputes the view

of certain Berber genealogists recorded by Ibn

Hazm who consider the LawSta as SaddarSta and
the MazSta as of Coptic origin Others say the

LawSta with the HawwSra and the Lamta were of

Himyarite origin In any case the oldest home of

the LawSta seems most likely to have been the

eastern part of North Africa They were found m
Egypt to the north between Alexandria and Cairo

,

to the south in the oases and in al-§a'rd Some

LawSta led a nomadic life in the region of BarVa
In the Maghrib they lived in the Djabal Lawata
(south of Gabes and Sfax) and it is probably this

section that is mentioned by Corippus under the

name llaguaten = Berber Ilawaten
, others lived

in the country round Bougie and in the region

south of Tiaret (Ishert) where they had adopted

the IbSdi heresy In Morocco there were LawSta
in the TSdlS (the ZanSra section), in the south of

FSs and in the land between Tangier and Arzila

Bibliography al Tdiisi and al-BakrI, in-

dices, Ibn KhaldQn, Kitab al-^Ibar, ed de Slane,

1 147—150, iransl, 1 171, 231-236
(G S Colin)

LAWH (a), board, tablet, the first

meaning is found in the Kurban, Sflra, liv 13,

where Noah’s ark is called dhat alwah The
second meaning is that of lawh as writing material,

e g the tablets of the lawh (Sura, vii 142,

H9) *53» where the plural alwah is used, see

Ltsan, 111 421) Al-dawat wa 'l-lawh (Bukhari,

Tafstr aUKuFan, Sura, iv
,
bab i8) corresponds

to our “paper and ink” The expression nia baina

''l-lawhain “what lies between the two boards” is

found in Hadith, to describe the whole Kurban

(Bukhari, Tafsir^ SQra lix
,
bab 4 ,

Libas, bSb 84)

,

cf ma baina 'l-daffatain (Bukhari, Fada^il al-

KuFan, bab 16) — In modern linguistic usage

al-loh also means a school child’s slate

Al-lawh thus means the tablet kept m heaven

which in Sura, Ixxxv 22 is called lawh mahfuz
(cf 11 io66'», 1076a) According to this passage, it

IS usually desciibed as the “safely preserved”

tablet But it is not certain w'hether the words in

this passage are really syntactically connected If

we read mahfuz^**^ the word does not go with

lawh**^ but with the preceding kuFan**^'’ and the

translation is “Verily it is a Kui’an, famous, pre-

served on a tablet” (see the commentaries), “pre-

served” 1 e against alteration

In the commentaries on Sura, xcvii i, the

tablet is again mentioned “We sent it down
(the Kurban) in the night of the deciee”, this

refers either to the first revelation made to Mu-
hammad or to the descent of the Kurban from

that tablet which is above the seventh heaven, to

the lowest

The tablet as the original copy of the Kurban

is thus identical with umm al-ktfab

The decisions of the divine will are also written

on the lawh with the pen kalam [q v
]
We have

therefore to distinguish two quite different con-

ceptions

a The tablet as the original copy of

the Kurban This idea is found in the pseud-

epigraphical literature In the Book of Jubilees^

111 10, it IS said that the laws relating to the

purification of women after childbed (Leviticus xii )

are written on tablets in heaven Jub, xii 28

says the same of the law regarding the “feast of

booths” (Lev, xxiii 40—43) and Jub, xxxii 15

of the law of tithes (Lev xxvii

)

b The tablet as the record of the
decisions of the divine will is also found

m the Book of Jubilees In Jub, v 13 it is said

that the divine judgement on all that exists on

earth is written on the tablets in heaven Enoch
prophecies the future from the contents of these

tablets (Book of Enoch, xciii 2 ,
cf Ixxxi

,
cm 2

,

cvi 19) The “scripture of truth” is mentioned as

early as Daniel, x 21, the contents of which
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Daniel announces in prophetic form These ideas

are connected with the Babylonian conception of

“tablets of fate”

From these passages it is evident that in the

pscudo-epigraphic literature also the tablets in

heaven are also regarded as the originals of re-

velation, sometimes as tablets of fate This is

sufficient to explain the double meaning of /a7vA

in Muslim literature

For other passages, cf the Index to Charles,

TAf Apocrypha and Pseudeptgtapha of the Old

Testament, s v “Tablets”, it cannot always be

said definitely to which of these two conceptions

a statement belongs

In mystical and philosophical litera-

ture la7vh is given a place in the cosmic system

and sometimes explained as akl fa^^'al and some-

times as nafs kulli or umm aUhuli

Bibliography The Kurban commentaries

on the passages quoted, J Horovitz, Korantsche

Untersuchungen, Berlin Leipzig 1926, p 65 ,

Diet of the Technical Terms, 11 1291— 1293
(A J Wensinck)

LAZ, a people of South Caucasian
stock (Iberic, “Georgian”) now dwelling in the

southeast corner of the shores of the Black Sea

The ancient history of the Laz is complicated

by the uncertainty which reigns in the ethnical

nomenclature of the Caucasus generally, the same
names in the course of centuries arc applied

to differents units (or groups) The fact that the

name Phasis was applied to the Rion, to the

Corokh (the ancient Akampsis) and even to the

sources of the Aiaxes also creates difficulties

The earliest Greek waters do not mention the

Laz The name is only found after

the Christian era (Pliny, Nat Hist
^

iv 4, Peit^

plus^ of Arnan, xi 2, Ptolemy, v 9, 5) The
oldest known settlement of the I azoi is the town
of Lazos or “old Lazik” which Arrian puts 680
stadia (about 80 miles) south of the Sacred Port

(Noworossiisk) and 1,020 stadia (100 miles) north

ol Pityus, 1 e somewhere in the neighbouihood

of Tuapse Kiessling sees in the Lazoi a section

of the Kerketai, who in the first centuries of the

Christian era had to migrate southwards under

pressure from the Zygoi (i e the Cerkes [q v ])

who call themselves Adighe (Adzfghe), the same
author regards the Kerketai as a “Georgian” tribe

The fact is that at the time of Arrian (second

cent B c ), the Lazoi were^ already living to the

south of Sukhum The order of the peoples living

along the coast to the east of Trebizond was as

follows Colchi (and Sanni), Machelones, Heniochi,

Zydntae, Lazai (A2|a/), subjects of king Malassus,

who owned the suzerainty of Rome, Apsilae,

Abacsi (cf ABiaiAZ), Sanigae near Sebastopolis

(= Sukhum)
During the centuries following, the 1 az gained

so much in importance that the whole of the

ancient Colchis had been renamed Lazica (Anony-
mous Periplus, Fiagm Hist Graec

,

v 180)

According to Constantine Porphyiogenetos, De
Admin Imperio, Ch 53, in the time of Dio-

cletian (284

—

303), the king of the Bosporus,

Sauromatus, invaded the land of the 1 azoi and
reached Halys (N Marr explains this last name
by the Laz word meaning river) Among the

peoples subject to the I az, Piocopius (^^// Got

,

IV 2 and 3) mentions the Abasgoi and the people
of Suania and Skymnia (= Le tfehum) It is pro-

bable that the name Lazica referred to the most
powerful element and covered a confederation of

several tribes The Laz were converted to Christ-

ianity about the beginning of the vi^ century

“In the deseit of Jerusalem” Justinian (527-665)
restored a Laz temple (Procopius, De Aedtfiens,

V 9) which must have been in existence for some
time before this The Laz also sent bishops to

their neighbours (Proc
,
Bell Got, iv 2) In Col-

chis the Laz were under the suzerainty of the

Roman emperors who gave investiture to their

kings and the latter had to guard the western

passes of the Caucasus against invasions by the

nomads from the north On the other hand the

monopolistic tendencies of the commeice of Rome
provoked discontent among the people of Colchis

In 458 King Gobazes sought the help of the

Sasanid Yezdegird II against the Romans Between

539 and 562 I azica was the scene of the cele-

brated struggle between Byzantium (Justinian) and

Persia (Khusraw II)

According to Procopius, who accompanied Beli-

sarius on his expeditions, the Laz occupied both

banks of the Phasis but then towns (Aichaeopolis,

Sebastopolis, Pitius, Skanda, Sarapanis, Rhodopolis,

Mochoresis) all lay to the north of the river while on

the left bank which was deseil land the lands of the

Laz only stretched for a day’s march to the south

Nearer to Irebizond weie the “Roman Pontics”

which only means that the inhabitants were direct

subjects of the Roman emperor and not of the

Liz kings
,
from the ethnical point of view the

“Roman Pontics” could not have been different

from the Laz This strip of shore continued longest

to shelter the remnants of the Laz
In 1204 with the aid of troops lent by queen

Thamar of Georgia, Alexis Comnenus founded the

empire of Trebizond, the history of which is very

closely connected with that of the southern Caucasus

Nicephoros Gregora (v 7) says that the founder

of the dynasty had seized “the lands of Colchis

and of the Lazes” In 1282 John Comnenus re-

ceived the title of “Emperor of the East, of

Iveiii and of the lands beyond the sea” In 1341
the princess Anna Anakhutlu ascended the throne

with the help of the Laz The lands directly under

the authority of the emperors of 1 rebizond seem
to have extended as far as Makriali while Gonia
was under a local dynasty (cf the Chronicle of
Panaretes, under the year 1376)

In 865 (1461) Sultan Muhammad II conquered

Tiebizond and as a result the Laz came into con-

tact with Islam, which became their religion

(Shafi^l) The stages of their conversion are still

unknown The fact is that even in the central

regions of Georgia (Akhaltsikhe) Islam seems to

have gained ground gradually from the xmdi century

(N Marr in the Bull of the Acad ofSt Petersburg,

•917, p 4*5—446, 478- 506)
In 926 (1519) Tiebizond with Batum was made

a separate eyalet According to Ewliya delebi who
went through this region in 1050 (1640) the five

sandjaljs of the eySlet were Djanikha (Djanik=
Samsun ?), Trebizond, Giiniya (Gonia), Lower and

Upper Batum The modern LazistSn was governed

from Gonia, for among the kadas of this fortress

we find Atina, Sumh, WitCe/BiCe (= Witse) and Ar-

khawi ( Lwliya and the version of the Dythan^numa
in Y2N[xtit\z.^t\,Oitgtnal‘Fi agmente, Abh d Bayer
Akad

,

1846) Hadjdji Khalifa and EwliyS Celebi

deceived by the similarity in sound of Caucasian
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names (as also was Vivien de St Martin) proposed

a theory of the identity of the name Lezgi and

Laz EwliyS calls Trebizond ‘‘former Lezgi wilayet”

Hadjdji lOialifa after enumerating the peoples of

the district (Lezgi) Mingrelians (Megnl), Georgians,

Abkhaz (Abaza), Cerkes and Laz, adds that the

latter aie those who live nearest to Tiebizond

lo the S E of Trebizond in the Cepni mountains

he mentions the Turks who “worship as their

God (nia^bUd) the §hah of Persia (i e are extreme

Shl^is) and aie associated {mtishiartk') with the Laz”

Hadjdji Khalifa and Ewliya do not agree on the

number of the fiefs of Trebizond, EwliyS only

says that the value of the eySlet has depreciated

through the unruliness of many of its 41 nahiye

{J^^thathnumay p 429, Ewliya, 11 81, 83—85)
The first seiious blow to the feudal independence

of the dere^bey of Lazistan was only stiiick at the

beginning of the xixth century by the Ottoman Pasha
of Trebizond, but Koch who Msited the country

after his expedition still found most of the here-

ditary dere-bey\ in power, although shorn of some
of their liberties He counted fifteen of them
Atina (two), Bulep, Artashm, Witse, Kapiste, Ar-

khawe, Kisse, Khopa, Makria (Makriali), Gonia,

Batum, Maradit (Maradidi?), Perlewan and Cat
The lands of the three latter lay however on the

Corokh behind the mountains separating this valley

from the river of LazistSn in the strict sense On
the other hand among the dere bey of Lazistan

was the lord of Ham§hin, i e of the upper valleys

of Kalopotamos and of Furtuna inhabited by Mus-
lim Armenians According to the Armenian historian

Lewond, transl Chahnazaiian, Pans 1826, p 162,

the latter with their chief Hamam of the Amatuni
family had settled in the district in the time of

Constantine VI (780—797) (the old Tambur was
given the name Hamiiin < Hamamshem, “built

by H ”) It IS evidently this region that Clavijo

(1403— 1406), ed Sreznewski, St Peteisburg 1881,

p 383, calls “tierra de Airaquiel” He adds that

the people, dissatisfied with their king Ariaquiel

(AiakeP), submitted to the Muslim ruler of Ispir

The Hamshin are now Muslims and only those of

Khopa have not forgotten Armenian A Hamshin
lexicon was published by Kipshidze

With the institution of the wilayets the sandjak

Lazistan became part of the wilayet of Trebizond

Its capital was at first Batum but, after the Russian

occupation of Batum in 1878, the administration

of the sandJa^c was transfeired to Rize (Rhizaion),

detached for this purpose from the old central

sandjalf: of Tiebizond Lazistan lying to the west

of the Ottoman Russian frontier occupied a strip

of coast 100 miles long and 15 to 20 miles

broad The kadas of the sandjak were Khopa,
Atina and Rize, subdivided again into 6 nahiye

(Samy-Bey, Kamus al-A^laniy v 3966) Cuinet,

La Tuiqute d'Aste^ 1 118

—

I2I, mentions Of as

a fourth ^cadS and gives 8 (7) nahiyas (Hamshin,
Karadere, Mapawri, Wakf, Kur'a-yi-sabS, Witse,

Arkhawi) In 1880 there were in the sandja^ 364
inhabited places with 138,467 inhabitants, of above

689 weie orthodox Greeks and the rest Muslims
(Laz, Turkicised Laz, Turks and “Hamshin”) The
number of true Laz cannot be moie than half

the total population

The term Laz is used in the west of Turkey
to designate generally the people of the south-east

country round the south-east of the Black Sea,

but in reality the people calling themselves by

this name and speaking the Laz language now
live in the two l^SdSs of Khopa (between Kop-
mush and Gurup) and Atina (between Gurup and
Kemer) Laz is spoken in 64 of the 69 villages

of the l^ada of Atina To these should be added
the very few Laz who used to live in Russian

territory to the south of Batum These Laz were
incorporated in Turkey by viitue of the Turco-

Soviet treaty of March 16, 1921, which moved
the Turkish fiontier to Sarp (to the south of the

mouth of the Coiokh) Rize and Batum are now
outside the Laz country proper

1 he Laz are good sailors and also practise

agriculture (rice, maize, tobacco and fruit-trees)

Before 1914 many of them earned a living in

Russia as bakers and often came home with Russian

wives, who became converts to Islam The Laz

are known for their conversatism in religious

matters Tuikish proverbs and the marionette

theatre [kai a goz) are often very scathing about

the Laz {Lazlarlh tetmonu tnusultnan yemez onu^

“the Muslim does not eat Laz jelly”, termom
fiom the Greek
The Laz language is closely connected with

Mingrelian (which is a sister language of Georgian)

but N Y Marr finds in it sufficient peculiarities

to consider it a Mingrelian language lather than

a dialect In the I azo-Mingrelian group he believes

he can find resemblances to the moie Indo-European

elements in old Armenian (Grabar) There are two

Laz languages, eastern, and western with smaller

subdivisions (the language of the Ckhala) Laz is

very full of Turkish words It has no written

liteiature but there are local poets (Rashid Hilmi,

PehliwSn oghlu, etc ) The Laz are forgetting their

own language, which is being replaced by the

Turkish patois of Trebizond (cf Pisarew in Zap
,

1901, xiii
, p 173—201) in which the harmony

of the vowels is much neglected (cf a specimen

in N Marr, Teksti t rozhkamya^ St Petersburg,

''•>1 p 55) .

The Georgians call the Laz G^an but the Laz

do not know this name “C^an” is evidently the

original of the Greek name Sannoi/Tzannoi and

it survives in the official name of the sandjak of

Samsun (Djanik) From the histoiical point of

view the separation of the Laz and C^an seems to

have taken place in spite of the close relationship

between the two of them In the time of Arrian,

the Sannoi weie the immediate neighbours of

Trebizond In an obscure passage in this author

(cf the perplexed commentary of C Muller in

Geogi Gtaece Minor esy ad Arrtam Peripl
^ 8) he

places on the river Of the frontier between the

Colchis (Laz?) and the 0vocvviKii (^) Koch mentions

the interesting fact that the people of Of speak

a “language of their own” and according to Marr,

the people of Khoshnishm (near Atina) speak an

incomprehensible language Procopius places the

“Sannoi who are now called the Tzannoi” on the

aiea adjoining the mountains separating Corokh

from the sea (the Parayadres range, the name of

which survives in the modem Parkhar/Balkhar)

The researches of N Y Mair have shown that

the C^an (Tzannoi) had at first occupied a larger

area including the basin of the Corokh and its

tributaries on the right bank from which they

were temporarily displaced by the Armenians and

finally by the Georgians (Kharthli) The chronicles

of Trebizond continue to distinguish the Laz from

the Tzianids (T^/«v/^f;) The latter in alliance with
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the Muslims attacked the possessions of Trebizond

m 1348 and in 1377 were punished by the Em-
peror At this period the Izianids must have been

ID the southwest of Trebizond (besides, the san-

dja^: of Qjanik is to the west of this port) Ihus

the Georgian application of the name C^an to the

Laz may be explained by the confusion of the

two tribes, one of whom (the tiue C^an living to

the south and west of the Laz) was ultimately

thrust to the west of Trebizond
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LAZARUS is the name in the Gospels of

l) the poor man who finds compensation in

Abraham’s bosom foi the misery of this world
(Luke, xvi 19—31), 2) the dead man whom
Jesus raises to life (John xi) The Kur’an men
tions neither the one nor the other, but among
the miracles with which it credits Jesus is in

eluded the raising from the dead (Sura, 111 43)
Muslim legend with its fondness for the miracle

of resurrection is fond of telling of the dead whom
Jesus revives, but rarely mentions Lazarus Tabari

(Annates) talks of these miracles in general Accord-

ing to him, H5m b Noh is revived by Jesus (i 187)
A1 Kis5^ only mentions SSm son of NHh of those

restored to life by Jesus Iha^labl relates, closely

following St John’s Gospel “al-^Azir died, his

sister sent to inform Jesus, Jesus came 3 (in the

Gospel 4) days after his death, went with his

sister to the tomb in the rock and caused al-^Azir

to arise, children were born to him” In Ibn al-

Alhlr the resurrected man is called “'Azir”, the

el of Ela'zar was taken for the article, as in al-

YSsa' (Elisa) and Alexander (al-Iskandar) or in

Azar in the Kur^fin, whose name Fraenkel derives

from Eliezer In Ibn al-AUiIr we find Muslim
legend endeavouring to increase the miracle, Jesus

raises not only ‘^Azir (Lazarus) but also his w'lfe

(children are born to him), and Sam (son of NQh),

the prophet 'Uzair and Yahya b Zakariya (John
the Baptist)

Bibliogi aphy Tabari, Annalesy 1 187, 73*i

739, Ibn al-Athrr, al~Kdmtly 1 122, 123 , Iha^ab!,

Ki^a^ alAnbtya^y Cairo 1325, p 307 On the

name EFazar, Eliezer, ‘^Azar, see S Fraenkel,

in Z D M Gy 1902, Ivi 71—73, J Horovitz,

Hebreiv Union College Annualy 1925, 11, p 157,

161, do, Koranische Untersuchungeny 1926,

p 12, 85, 86 (Bernhard Heller)
LEBARAN [See 'Id al-Fitr]

LEO AFRICANUS, al-Hasan b Muhammad
al-Wazzan al ZaiyXtT, called Yuhanna al-Asad

al-Gharnatl, in Latin Johannes Leo Africanus, born

at Granada in 901 (1465) w'as biought up in hSs

Entrusted with three diplomatic missions to the

South of Morocco by the Banu WattSs, he went

to Mecca in 921 (1516) and then to Stambul

Captured on his way home by Sicilian corsairs he

was taken to Naples in 926 (1520), then to Rome
where the Pope baptised him “Johannes Leo”
At Rome he compiled the following works, only

the first of w'hich has come down to us in the

original Arabic text i Arabic-Hebrew-Latin Vo^

cabulary composed in 930 (1524) for the physician

Jacob ben Simon (MS Escorial 598, cf H Deren-

bourg, Cat mss arabes de VEscortaly Pans 1884,

1 410), 2 Descrittione delP Afneoy which he

translated into Italian on March 10, 1526 (divulged

since 1531 ,
publ by Ramusio, Navigatiom^ vtaggt^

Venice 1550, 1 i— 103a, French transl by lein-

poral, ed Schefer, 1896, Latin by Florianus, Eng-
lish by Pory, ed Browne, 1896, Dutch by Leers,

German by Loisbach), 3 Libellus de viris illustri-

bus apud Arabesy finished in 1527, Latin transl,

ed by Hottinger, then by Fabricius These works
gave the west the earliest mateiials for a history

of Islam, cf in the economic and social mono-
graph on the city of Fas, Descrittioney Bk iv

,
Ch

23—54, a remarkable resum6 from the Maliki point

of view of the historical development of theology

Before 957 (1550) Leo returned to Tunis where
he died, a good Muslim
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LEPANTO, IS the Italian form of the name

of the Greek town Naupactos which the Turks
call Ine Bakht? This is how the Turkish form is

transcribed, e g by Leunclavius (Annates Turctety

P 35) while von Hammer (G O R

,

111 318)
transcribes it as Aina Bayitf, which he translates
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“SpiegelglUck”
,
in view of the Greek form however

it IS very probable that the Turks originally pro-

nounced it Ine Bakht? The town is situated in

the ancient Locns, north of the strait which leads

from the Ionian Sea towards the Gulf of Corinth,

known since the middle ages as the Gulf of

Lepanto

After forming from the xiiitb century part of the

despoty of Epirus, Lepanto fell into the hands of

tKe Venetians who made it one of the strongest

places in Greece Muhammad II during his war
with Venice therefoie undertook an expedition to

take the town by land In 1477 ;^adim SuleimSn

Pa§ha was given the task but did not succeed

i^Tawarl^-i Al-t ^OthmUn^ ed Giese, p 115) It

was Bayazid II who ultimately took the town in

1499 with the help of the Turkish fleet after the

latter had defeated the Venetians near the island

of Sapienza (Burat Re^is Adas?) in July Ihe
town was already being besieged by Mustafa Pasha,

beglerbeg of Riim III, Bayazid joined the army
later Ihe commandei of the gariison had declared

he would never surrender until luikish vessels

should enter the strait This happened after the

battle of Sapienza, for the Venetians made a feeble

resistance The Venetian commander capitulated

on Aug 26, 1499 (cf Tawarlkh-t Al-t ^Othman^

p 127 and ^Ashfk Pasha Zade, p 257—258, which
gives the date as 3 of Muharram 905 = Aug 10,

1499) Immediately afterwards Bayazid built two
forts to defend the entrance to the Gulf

Lepanto is particularly celebrated for the famous

naval battle fought on Oct 7, 1571, between the

Turkish fleet and the Christian fleet consisting of

108 Venetian galleys, 77 Spanish, 6 Maltese,

3 Savoy and 12 Papal in addition to 8 enormous
Venetian galeasses (the figures given by the Tur-

kish historians vary considerably) united under

the command of Don John of Austria This great

combined expedition of the Christian fleets had
been provoked by the capture of Cyprus by the

lurks under Lala MustafS Pasha in 1570 and

1571 The Turkish fleet came for the most pait

from Cyprus with the ser ^asker Pertew Pasha and
the Kapudan Pagha ^All and was joined by bludj

'^All Pasha (Ochiali) beglerbeg of Algiers with

20 ships After raids on the coast of Crete and
the Ionian Islands it had cast anchor off Lepanto,

it was here the lurks learned of the approach of

the Christian fleet The Turkish fleet consisted of

300 ships (so von Hammer, Hadjdjl Khalifa speaks

of 180), It was not at the top of its strength on

account of the numerous desertions Against the

advice of Pertew Pasha and Uludj 'All, the Kapudan
Pasha decided to leave the bay of Lepanto and
to attack The Christian ships entered the Gulf

on Oct 7, the battle which followed only lasted

a few hours and ended in the complete destruction

of the Turkish fleet, the Kapudan Pasha perished

in the battle, Pertew Pasha escaped with difficulty

and UIujIj ^All who commanded the left wing

succeeded in saving 40 vessels This, then first

great defeat at sea, is called by the Turks slnghln

donanma sefert^ the “expedition of the destroyed

fleet’* The immediate results of this event were

not considerable, for the Allies could not take

advantage of their success and the Turks very soon

succeeded in making good their losses in material,

Muhammad So^loUi [q v ]
was credited with saying

that the empire was rich and powerful enough to

make the anchors of the fleet of silvei, and the

ropes of silk and the sails of atlas (PeCewi, 1 499)
The moral results however were very great and
justify the great importance attached in history to

the battle of Lepanto

In June 1687 the Venetian and Austrian forces

seized Lepanto, but they had to surrender the town
to the Turks by the treaty of Carlow itz (1699),
as Venice then held the whole of the Morea,

Lepanto remained the only Turkish stronghold in

this region The Turkish history of the town
ended with the insurrection of the Greeks, as a

result of which Naupactos was incoiporated in the

kingdom of Greece

Ihe defence of Lepanto consisted of 3 successive

lines of fortifications on a cone shaped hill, it was

the lesidence of a sand^ak-beg of the eyaUt of the

Kapudan Pasha (Hadjdjl Khalifa, Tuhfat al-Ktbar^

p 67a) Its great strategic and raaiitime importance

IS explained by Hadjdjl Khalifa in Rumth und
BostJOy transl by von Hammer, p 125
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Constantinople 1302, and the publication of
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787, cf also the article by Awiam Galanti m
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LERIDA, the ancient Ilerda^ the Arabic Ldriday

a town in northern Spain, halfway between

Saiagossa and Barcelona, now the capital of the

province of the same name, with a population of

about 29,000 It lies at a height of about 600

feet on the right bank of the Segre (the Wadi
^tkar of the Arabs, Yakut, Mddjiam al-Buldatiy

s V
,
wTongly makes this another name of Lerida),

and forms an important strategical point at the

entrance to the plains of Aragon

Lerida, which is undoubtedly of Iberian origin,

was taken by Julius Caesar in 49 B c in the fiist

Civil War between him and Pompey In 546 a

council met there and it was occupied by the

Muslims in the first half of the eighth century It

seems to have henceforth shared the fate of Sara-

gossa and to have been an important point for

the defence of the Upper Frontera (al tjiiighr al-

did) It was later part of the independent king-

dom of the Banu Hud of Saragossa At the division

which took place on the death of Sulaiman b

Hud al Musta'^ln bi ’llah (1046), it fell to his son

Yusuf but was again taken by the ruler of Saia-

gossa Ahmad al-Muktadir
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(E L^:vi-PR0VENgAL)

LEWEND, the name of the members of

an irregular militia, which formed part of

armed forces of the Ottoman empire during the

eaily centuries of its existence, they were chiefly
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employed as soldiers on the fleet in the period

when the Turkish navy consisted mainly of the

corsair vessels, which the Sultans employed for

their naval expeditions The word Invendt seems

to have been borrowed like many othei naval

terms from the Italian The Italian word would

have been levantwo (Samf, Kamus-t Turkt) or

levanti (Ojawdat Pa§ha) and was originally used

by the Venetians for the soldiers whom they re

i^ruited from the inhabitants of their po’isessions

in th4 Levant, to defend the coasts or serve on

the fleet It was the same category of men, i e

Christian Greeks, Albanians or Dalmatians, living

•n the Mediterranean coasts that the Turks used

at first After a time Turkish elements from Asia

Minot joined them

The lewends were a soldiery almost without

discipline whom it was impossible to make use

of when the navy came to be regularly organised

Even in the time of Muhammad II the use of

^azab'^s had been begun for the naval service and
under BSyazId II, the first regular body of marines

was formed, consisting of 400 ^azab\ About the

same time the ^azab^s were employed on the galleys

as kurekdjii in place of the less loyal Christians

(HadjdjI I^alifa, Tuhfat al-Kthar^ p lob) Thus
the true leu ends were gradually removed from
the navy We find however that the word lewend
is still used at a later period to indicate the

soldiers of the navy, especially the riflemen (/«-

fenk^ty cf Djaudat Pasha), in Constantinople

there were two barracks of leu ends, belonging to

the organisation of the arsenal In a figurative

sense, the great naval captains of the xvith century

are also called lewend (e g by Safwat Bey m
his article T 0 E M

^

24)
The lewends after having been removed from

the fleet still continued to exist as maraudeis,

especially in Asia Minor where they were a scourge

to the country The word lewend thus acquired

the meanings of vagabond and rascal, this last

meaning has even passed into Persian On the other

hand, the Pashas in the province for long con-

tinued to recruit their bodyguard among the

lewends (cf the picture of a lewend in the plate

on p 416 of the third volume of d’Ohsson)

From the end of the xviith centuiy, the govern

ment found itself forced to take steps to abolish

the bodies of lewends still in existence Ordinances

of 1695, 1718 and 1720 gave them peimission to

join the new corps of the deii and (Rashid,

Te^nkk^ Constantinople 1282, v 13, 123) Finally

a series of military expeditions in 1737, 1747,

1752, 1759 and 1763 exteiminated the last bands
of this turbulent soldieiy, who still existed in

different parts of Asia Minor ('DzI, p 25,

30, 78, 269, WSsif, 7hV/M, p 1 1 7, 234)
Bibliography Ahmad Djawdat Pasha,

Ta^ilkhy Constantinople 1302, 1, p 128, Ricaut,

Histoire de PEtat p}esent de VEmpiit Ottoman^

Pans 1670, p 379) d’Ohsson, TabUau General

de V Empire Oihoman^ Pans 1825, in
, p 416,

432, von Hammer, Des Osmantschen Retches

Staatsverfassung^ Vienna 1815, ii 234 sqq
, 295,

do, G 0 R "i, IV 417, 463, 509, 543,
Zinkeisen, Geschichte des Osmamschen Retches^

ill 307 sqq (J H Kramers)

LI^AN (a), an oath, which gives a husband
the possibility of accusing his wife of adultery

without legal proof without becoming liable to

the punishment presciibed for this, and of denying

the paternity of a child borne by the wife “In the

language of the Sharfa, evidence given by the

husband, strengthened by oaths, by which the

husband invokes the curse {IcP’na from this the

whole process is a potion named) and the wife

the wrath of Allah upon themselves, if they should

lie, it frees the husband from hadd (the legal

punishment) for kadkf (accusation without proof of

infidelity by persons “of irreproachable character”)

and the wife of hadd for incontinence” (A Sprenger,

Dictionary of the Technical Terms used in the

Sciences of the Musulmans^ Btbl Indtca^ Old Senes,

11 , 1 309) On the technical use of the rented

verbal forms, cf the Arabic lexicons and Dozy,
Suppi aux Diet Aiabes^ s v

,
al-KastallanI, com*

mentary on al Bukhail, Talak^ 25, at the beginning,

al-Zurkani, commentary on the Muwa((a^^ BUb md
dj!d^ fi 'PLt^dn^ at the beginning

I The following Kui^anic passage is the basis

for the regulations regaiding the iPdn xxiv 6 sqq

“As to those who accuse their wives (of adultery)

without liaving other witnesses than themselves,

the man concerned shall swear four times by Allah

that he is speaking the truth and the fifth time

that the cuise of Allah may fall upon him if he

IS lying, but the woman may avert the punishment

from heiself if she swears four times by Allah

that he is lying and the fifth time that the wiath

of Allah may fall upon her if he is speaking

the truth If Allah were not gracious and mer-

ciful towards you and wise and turning lovingly

towards you”
These verses belong to a part of the Kurban, ap-

parently composed at one time, containing various

regulations about adultery and consisting of xxiv

I— 10, 21—26, verses ii

—

20, which certainly

belong to the year 5 were inserted later, our

verses must therefore be older (cf Noldeke-Schwally,

Geschichte des Qorans^ 1 210 ,
H Grimme,

Mohammed^ 11 27, puts the Silra between the

battles of Badr [2 A H
]
and Uhud [3 ah])

1 hey form a regulation in favour of the husband,

an exception to the punishment strictly laid doi^n

in Kur^^n, xxiv 4 (cf also veises 23—25) for

kadhf and are therefore, like this penalty, primarily

Muslim and have no affinities in Arab paganism
in which an institution like the li^dn had no place

at all (contrary to D Santillana, Jstituzioni dt

dll itto musulmano^ 1 221 below) The word iPan^

which comes from the Kui’Sn, is unknown to the

pre Muhammadan poetry

The hadiths concerning iPdn are almost entirely

(the oldest probably exclusively) exegetical and
profess to give the occasion of the revelation of

the Kur’Snic veises in question, they are to some
extent contradictory (attempts to harmonise them
are found in al-Zurkanl, commentary on the Mu-
wattep^ Bab md fi 'l~LPdn)^ systematised and
unieliable (cf Noldeke-Schwally, etc

,
where further

references are given, to which may now be added
those in A J Wensinck, Handbook of Early
Muhammadan Tradition^ p 56 sq [to p 56 ult

may be added, Tir 44, Sura 24]) Four types may
be distinguished among them 1 the husband (un-

named) laments his sad case to Prophet in covert

language whereupon the verses are revealed (oldest

form), 2 'Uwaimir b Hfinth asks in the same
way, first through the intermediary of a friend

and then directly of the Prophet (a development
of the first type), 3 Hil5l b Umaiya accuses his

wife of adultery and is to be punished with hadd
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for this, when Allah saves him sometimes by the

revelation of the verses (this type probably a de-

velopment of the first, in which SaM b ^Ubada

also IS often involved, who had previously with

scornful criticism called attention to the possibility

of the dilemma which has now actually happened,

has of the three the most schematic and not original

appearance), 4) some one marries a young woman
and finds her not a virgin while she disputes his

assertion, the Prophet therefore orders If'an (not

fexegetic) There are of course other transitional

{^nd mixed forms In so far as the hadiths yield

nothing new about It^Un^ this brief outline is suf-

ficient, they are only of importance when they

afford evidence for the oldest juristic adaptation

of this Kur^Snic institution

^ The first subject of the earliest legal speculation

was the question, not touched upon in the Kur^Sn,

whether l^-an makes separation between the husband
and wife necessaiy In many hadiths this question

IS so expressly (sometimes polemically) affirmed

that theie must have been a school which approved

the continuity of the mariiage after the Uan The
statement that al-Mus'ab b al-Zubair is said to

have held this view (Muslim
,
Nasa i) is however

based only on an inadmissible interpretation of

another hadith, in which he appears as a con-

temporary, on the other hand that ^Uthm5n al

Batli held it may be considered sufficiently proved

(al-ZurkanI on the Muwattc^^ Among the oldest

lepresentatives of the other view which later be-

came piedominant, that a continuance of the

marriage was impossible after may be in-

cluded with some probability ^Abd Allah b ^Umar
and with certainty al-Zuhrl in whose time it was
already sunna^ and Ibrahim al-NaWia'l {KUab al-

Athar)^ the tracing of this opinion back to ^Abd
Allah b '^Abbas, which we find in the hadiths,

must however be legarded as unhistorical

Next arises the question how this annulment of

the marriage as a result of li^an is to be carried

through, whether by a triple talak^ which the

husband has to pronounce against his wife or by
the decision of the judge before whom the It^an

is taken or by the h^an itself The first view is

undoubtedly based on a large number of traditions,

while no trace of its use 111 law has survived,

these traditions are lather interpreted in favour of

the second view (cf the Haaith of al-Zuhrl in

al-Tabari, Tafslr and al-Bukharl, Talak^ bab 30
and HudUd^ bab 43, the tiadition in Ahmad b
Hanbal, v 330 sq forms in its abbreviated form

only an apparent exception, a polemic against

the first view in alTajalisi, 2667) The second

opinion survives in the later legal tkhttlaf ^
apart

from the ample testimony to it in hadith, its

oldest representatives known with probability or

certainty are 'Abd Allah b ^Umar, al-Zuhri, in

whose time it appeals as sunna^ and Ibrahim al-

Nakha^I {^Kttab al-Alhar)^ its ascription to ‘^Abd

Allah b ^Abbas is again not historical For the

third there is no evidence in tradition, it is only

found after the rise of the madhahtb We seem
therefore to have a tendency to development in

a particular direction

Other prescriptions about It^an in tradition,

going beyond what is laid down in the Kurban,

are of less importance Thus, when the question

IS raised at all, it is unanimously laid down that

the husband can never marry the wife again at a

later date, that a Wan may take place during

pregnancy (legal tihttlaf is later attached to their

interpretation of this hadith), that the child has

only relationship with its mother as regards kin-

ship or inheritance 1 e is considered illegitimate

Other hadiths say that the Wan must be taken

in a mosque and attribute the formula to be
spoken there by the kadi to the Prophet We are

also brought into contact with questions of detail,

which play a part in the later tkhtilaf by a tra-

dition according to which the Prophet did ^ot
allow Wan unless the husband and wife were on
equal terms as regards IslSm and freedom

,
a

series of older authorities who held the contrary

view IS quoted in the Mudawwana
Details of the Anther teaching of Ibrlhiox al-

Nakha'i on Wan are given in the Kttab al-Athar

Iwo more genel'al pronouncements in Malik and
al ShafiT bring us to the period of the rise of the

madhahtb MS.lik states definitely that it was the

sunna of al Madina, about which there is no doubt

and no that the husband and wife after

the Wan has taken place could never marry one

another again and al-Shafi'^i says that with Wan
divorce of the pair and denial of the paternity

of the child was sunna of the Prophet

3 The teachings of the separate madhahtb^

develop the views of their earliest repiesentatives,

not entiiely on the same lines (e g from the

Muwattd^
i

it IS to be assumed with probability

that Malik followed the second view regarding

the element in Wan which annulled the marriage

[cf above], while his school later held the third

opinion entirely) Ihe most important regulations

of the Fikh regarding Wan that go beyond what

has been so far discussed are as follows if the

husband accuses the wife of adultery 01 denies

the paternity of his child without being able to

prove It in the legally prescribed fashion and she

denies his charge, recourse is had to the process

of Wan If the husband refuses to pionounce the

formulae prescribed for him, he is punished with

the hadd for kadh/, according to Abu Hanlfa,

however, imprisoned until he pronounces the foi-

mulae, whereby he is set free or is declared to

have lied, whereupon he is liable to hadd If the

wife refuses to pionounce the corresponding for-

mulae, she is punished with the hadd for adultery,

accoiding to Abii Hanifa and the better tradition

of Ahmad b Hanbal, however, imprisoned until

she pronounces the formulae, wheieupon she is

set free or confesses her transgression and is then

liable to hadd On the question whether Wan is

possible if one paitner is or both are not Mus-

lims or not fiee or not W/, there is wealth of

tkhttlaf^ which cannot be detailed here, the same
applies to the possibility of Wan during the

pregnancy of the woman, with the object of

denying the paternity of the child On this point

the strength of the principle that the marriage

decides the descent of the child, is remarkable,

as IS the distinction between two objects of Wan
(accusation of the wife of adultery and denial of

paternity) which is only a result of later develop-

ments In the whole of the earlier period these

two objects coincide from the juristic point of

view The divorcing element in WUn is, ac

cording to the Malikis (on their presumed diver-

gence from Malik himself on this question, cf

above) and a tradition of Ahmad b Hanbal,

the Wan of the wife, according to al-Sh5fi^I that

of the husband, according to AbQ Hanlfa and the
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better tradition of Ahmad b Hanbal however the

verdict of the judges pronounced after the h^an

of both Opinions also differ regarding the legal

consequences of a latei withdrawal of the Ifan

by the husband, according to Abu Hanifa and

one tradition of Ahmad b Hanbal, a new marriage

of the two people is possible in this case, ac-

cording to Malik al Shafi^^i and the bettei tradition

of Ahmad b Hanbal it is not, among older au-

thorities only Sa'id b Djubair is in favour of the

first view, while 'Umar, 'All, 'Abdallah b Mas'ad,

^Abdallah b 'Umar, 'Ata^ and al-Zuhri are quoted

as in favour of the second (not all have historical

confirmation) which was also held by al-Awza'i

and SufySn al-Thawri Finally it is a disputed

question whether the It an can only be perfoimed
orally or (in the case of a dumb person) by
gestures, al-BukhSri devotes chapter 25 of his

Kttah al-'falak to the discussion of this question

and the reasons for his attitude to it

4 It is easy to understand that lesort >\as

only had to the Ifan in extreme cases Thus we
find a scholar of Cordova in the fourth century

A II pronouncing the Ifan against his wife simply
in order to revive this sunna of the Piophet,

which had fallen into oblivion (I Goldzihei, Mu-
hammtdantsche Studien^ ii 21) But it has not yet

fallen completely into desuetude, as Muslim law
has no other means of disputing the paternity of

a child (cf Juynboll, Handletdtng^ p 217, note 2,

Santillana, IsHtuztont^ p 222)
Btbltogfaphy In addition to the works

already quoted the Jikh-hooks and works on
tradition, E Sachau, Muhammedamsches Recht^

P 73 W >
Th W Juynboll, Handbuch des

tslamtschen Geseizes^ p 192, do, Handletding

tot de kennts van de Mohammedaansche Wet,^

p 216 sg
f
D Santillana, Istituzwm di dvttto

niusulmano mahehtta^^ 2i9/^^,Th P Hughes,
A Dictionary of Islam^ s v Lt^an

(Joseph Schacht)
LIHYAN, an Arab tribe, a branch of the

Hudhail [q V Genealogy Libyan b Iludhail

b Mudrika b al-Yas b Mudar Settled like the

other branches of the Hudhail in the country

N E of Mecca, the Libyan do not seem to have

had in the period just before and after Islam a

history independent of their biethren, it is only

rarely that they aie mentioned apait from them,
e g in Hamasa^ p 34, a propos of their battles

with the warrior-poet la^abbata Sharran^ Yakut,

Mu*^am^ ed Wiistenfeld, 11 272, iv 104 (cf

Hamasa of al Buhturl, p 80—81, Ibn al Djairah,

ed H H Bitiu, N® S6 =z S B Ak Wten^ 203, 4 ,

* 927 » P 30 » 614 of a battle with the Khuza'a
The poets of this tribe are as a rule reckoned
among those of the b Hudhail — eg Malik b
Khahd al-IGiuna'i, al MutanakhWiil al ^luna'j, etc

At the time of the preaching of Islam we find them
like the rest of the Hudhail under the political

influence of the Kuraish This explains their hostile

attitude to Muhammad, which resulted m the

murder of their chief Sufyan b Khalid b Nubaih
by 'Abdallah b 'Umais at the instigation ot

Muhammad This murder was cruelly avenged by
the Libyan who slew several Muslims in their

turn {yawm al Raiff^ 4 A H
, cf hudhail) As

there is no further mention of hostile relations

between the Muslims and the Libyan, it is pro-

bable that the latter were included m the sub-

mission which the Hudhail made to Islam

After the triumph of Muhammad and m the

periods following, there is an almost complete
lack of information about the Iihyan and there

are very few persons of note belonging to this

tribe the grammarian al-Lihyani, whose full

name was 'All b Hazim (Khazim) or b al Mu-
barak, d in 222 or 223 (cf al-Zubaidl, fabakat

al-NuhUty ed Krenkow, R S 0
^

viii 145, N® 125,

with bibliography, Fliigel, Die gramtn Schulen^

p $1) perhaps belonged to it, but other souices

(Yakut, frikadyCd. Margoliouth, v 229, Tad;! cil-^

^Atus^ X 324, 19) trace hih msba al-Liljyani to

the unusual length of his beard {lihyd)

Theie was some reason to suspect that the

Libyan at a remotci period of Arab history had

played a more important part than that almost

unnoticed, which they did later this seems evident

from a passage in Ibn al-Kalbl (A" al-A^nam, p
57 = Yakut, Mifdjamy 111 181, t6) who assigns

to the Libyan certain priestly functions {sadana')

in the cult of the Hudhaili idol Suwa' (cf Well-

hausen, Reste Aiab Hetdentums^y p 18— 19),
the discoveiy of several hundreds of

insciiptions and graffiti in the north of the

Hidjaz has not only confiimed this suspicion but

revealed the existence of a Lihyanl state several

centuries befoie the coming of Isl2m These in-

scriptions, first known from the inperfect copies of

Doughty and Huber, were later collected in large

numbers (over 900) by Euting and deciphered by
D H Mullei after preliminary work by J Hal6vy

They are now available in still largei numbers
and better known as a result of the discoveries

and publications of Fatheis Jaussen and Savignac

They are almost all in the vicinity of the village

of el-'Ola (especially in the area full of archaeo-

logical remains, called el-Khereibe and in the

rocky cliffs to the east of this) not far to the

south of the great Nabataean centie of al-Hidji

[q V ], Mada^n Salih
,
some have even been found

here although in much smaller numbers Their

cpigiaphy closely resembles that of the Minaean
inscriptions (which are also found in veiy large

numbeis east of el 'Ola) of which the Libyan! in-

scriptions represent a dependent or parallel form,

but in any case of a decidedly later date (against

D H Muller who wrongly thought them older)

Their language on the other hand is quite like

that of the lhamudaean and Safaitic insciiptions,

in Northern Arabic and only differs from classical

Arabic by several peculianties (especially the use

of ha in place of al for the article, and of a

participle of the form nif^al in contrast to the

form ntunfa^tl of the classical Arabic)

From these inscriptions we learn that el-Ola—
the old name of which is given in the form D DN
identical with the Dedan of the Bible— was the

capital of a “kingdom of (or of the) Libyan”, of

which some of the kings were Talmai I and II

(cf the name of Talmai, king of Ge§hur, father

inlaw of Absalom, II Sam 111 3 and xiii 17),

Takhmai, Lawdhan, Hanu’ash M-SH-My Kanb^il

This kingdom seems to have been for a long

period of remarkable size and importance, before

it was foimed or became quite independent el-Ola-

DSdan was a colony of the Minaeans and formed
one of the stages on the great trade route which
brought the merchandise of the Yemen and India

to the ports of the Mediterranean After the fall

of the Minaean kingdom (according to M Hart-

mann between 230 and 200 6 c) the Nabataeans
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replaced the Minaeans in the control of trade and

settled in al-Hidjr, but at the same time the I ihyanis,

who had absorbed Minaean civilization formed an

independent kingdom and arrested the southward

advance of the Nabataeans, the frontier of the two
states must have been between al-Hidjr and el-^Ola

It is piobable that these LihyanTs were simply a

section of the Ihamnd [q \] whom we find

mentioned in the annals of Sargon of Assyria, while

there is no ancient reference to the I ihyanTs until

Pliny who mentions them {^Hist Nat
,
vi 33, 3) under

the name of Lechieni Their power must have
increased after the fall of the kingdom of Petra

(106 ad) and it seems that from this time on-

wards, they also held al-Hidjr, abandoned by the

Nabataeans

When and how the Libyan fell in their turn

to the position in which we find them in the

sixth century forming part of the tribe of Iludhail,

and settled in a terntoiy considerably to the south

of their original home, we cannot tell, on account

of the complete absence of documents Muslim
tiadition has lost all memory of them and con-

founds them apparently under the general designa-

tion of Thamnd with the Thamud proper and the

Nabataeans of al-Hidji a memory but a very

vague one of the old kingdom of Libyan may
peihaps have survived in the isolated mention in

a tradition that the I ihyan were “remnants of the

Djurhum”, who latei became part of the Hudhail
(Tabari, Annalcs^ ed de Goeje, 1 749, 11—12, [cf

mt'RHUM] following Ibn alKalbi, Tadj aNArus^
X 324, 1—2, following al Ilamdanl, probably in

al^Ikltl and the passage is not found in the text

of the D^aztrat a/ ^Arad) The Ihamndaean giaffiti

(which used to be called proto-Arab) are a develop

ment (later 01 parallel) of the I ihyani script, the

last stage of which is seen in the Safaitic graffiti,

but we are completely ignorant of the historical

relations of the peoples who used these similar

scripts

The ruins of Dedan-el-'Ola, although they have

so far only been superficially explored give us

some idea of the advanced stage of civilization to

to which the Lihyanis had attained
,
besides tombs,

some of which are decorated with sculptuies in

high relief. Fathers Jaussen and Savignac have

discovered a sanctuary with a central basin circulai

in form (for ablutions ?) and ornamented with large

statues several important fragments of which have

been discovered An inscription in this sanctuar)

mentions an afkal of the god Wadd this term,

which certainly is the name of a saciificial office

IS not unknown to Muslim Arab tiadition (-<4^5;//,

xxxix 686, Ibn Duraid, K al^I^itlak^ p 197, 7)

Among the deities woishipped by the I ihyanis w^e

find alongside of typically Aiab ones like Allah,
al-L 5 t, Wadd, Ya^lith and a god Dh
GhSbat of whom we know nothing definite, gods

of Aramaean origin, like Balsam en, the god of

the sky and, in a theophoric name, Salm, m
these names as well as in the use of other Ara-

maic terms (among them nafi]i in the sense of

“tomb”) there is apparent the influence of the

Nabataeans, who undoubtedly contributed with

the Minaeans to form the character of Lihyanl

civilization The presence ofJudaean elements, which
Muller and Glaser thought they could recognise

is on the other hand more than doubtful
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LIMNI, Turkish form of the name of the island

of Lemnos in the Aegean Sea between Mount
Athos and the mainland of Asia Minor about

50 miles S E of the entrance to the Dardanelles

In ancient limes a possession of Athens, in the

middle ages it belonged to the Byzantine empire,

m this period, m 901, the island was sacked by

the Muslim inhabitants of Crete lowards the end

of the middle ages Lemnos had passed into the

hands of the Italians who called the island Stalimene

(formed with the addition of the Greek preposition

elq and the article) When the Turks took Con-

stantinople the island belonged to the Genoese

lords of Lesbos (Midillu), the Gatelusio Under
Bayazid I, who had foitified the Dardanelles, Lemnos
passed with the other islands under Turkish rule

But when Constantinople became theTuikish capital

it was inevitable that Lemnos, the largest of the

three islands commanding the entrance to the

Daidanelles (the others are Imbros and Tenedos,

01 Bozdja Ada) enteied the diiect domination of

the luiks In 1456 took place Muhammad IPs

expedition against Amos as a result of which the

Conqueror became lord of the islands of Thasos,

Samothrace and Imbros Negotiations had been

going on between the lord of I^esbos and the

Sultan legarding the payment of tribute But in

the couise of these negotiations the people ot

Lemnos, dissatisfied with the rule of Nicolas Gatc-

lusio, brother of the lord of Midillu, voluntarily

submitted to the Sultan who appointed Hamza
Beg goveinoi of the island and entrusted Ism5hl,

beg of Gallipoli, with the task of installing him
theie Gatelusio succeeded in leaving the island

before the arrival of the Turks The date of these

happenings which are recorded only by the By-

zantine historians Ducas (xlv 190) and Chalco-

condylas (viii 248; is not certain, but Ducas who
was representative of the princes of Lesbos at the

Sultan’s court, may be considered a reliable author

ity In 1457 a Papal fleet drove out the Turks

— the Pope had intended to establish an order of

Knights on Lemnos — but some time afterwards

the same IsmShl Beg recovered Lemnos with the

adjoining islands (Zmkeisen, 11 235 sqq) In 1462

Muhammad became master of Lesbos also In the

following year the Turkish possession of Lemnos
was disputed by the Venetians whose Admiral

Canale in 1467 (A H 872 in Neshrl and SaM al-

Dln, according to von Hammer) took Amos and

the islands in this part of the Aegean Sea (cf

also Miinedjdjitn Bash?, id 8^4)1 these conquests

resulted in Muhammad’s great expedition against

the island of Euboea or Negropont (in Turkish
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ghnbos) in 1468 Soon afterwaids the Turks
stook Lemnos and by the peace concluded with

^enice in 1479 this island remained definitely a

possession of the Turks In this last year the

>land of Tenedos was fortified by the SultSn so

hat the system of defences of the Dardanelles

las completed

In July 1656 the Venetians won a victory ovei

he Turkish fleet before the Dardanelles and as

n immediate result took Tenedos, Samothiace and

emnos These conquests were such a threat to

he capital that the grand vizier Mustaffi Koprulu
Dok energetic measures and sent an army of 4,500
len under the Kapudan Pasha Topal Muhammad,
he latter besieged the citadel of Castro for 63
ays, after which the Italians capitulated on No-
ember 15, 1657 Tenedos was regained from the

urks by the same expedition (Na'ima, 11 578,

633) Finally in 1770 m the Russo-Turkish

rar Count Orloff laid siege to Castro and after

0 days had obtained its surrender, when the

^apudan Pasha Husan attacked the Russian fleet

1 the harbour of Mudros (Turkish Munduros),
irced the Russians to withdraw on October 24,

770 (W5bif, 11 1 18)
Turkey lost Lemnos after the Balkan War By

le peace of Athens (November 14, 1913) it had
een stipulated that the Powers should delimit

le frontiers, and the Powers in bebruaiy 1914
Hotted all the Aegean islands to Gieece except

enedos, Imbros and Castellorizo Turkey, rein-

irced by a strong public opinion, would not accept

11s decision, but the outbreak of war in 1914
revented the negotiations being brought to a

itisfactory conclusion In the course of the war
le strategic importance of the island for Turkey
ecame manifest, after the failure of the naval at-

mpt to force the Dardanelles, the Entente po\\eis

i April 1915 established a naval base in the Gulf
f Mudros which lies on the south side of the

land to serve as a base of operations for the

>rces which were to be landed at Gallipoli, to

irce a road to Constantinople This is how the

ritish admiral’s flag-ship in the Gulf of Mudros
ime to be the scene of negotiations which pre

sded the Armistice of Mudros between Turkey
ad the Entente powers on October 30, 1924
In the old administrative division of the Turkish

[npire the island formed part of the sandjak of

rallipoli which was the sandjak of the Kapudan
asha, after the reforms of the xixtk century

imni became a sandjak in the Bahr-i Safid

i/'ilayeti including the kada's of Limni, Bozdja
da (Tenedos) and Imros (Imbros) Castro, a little

arbour on the west coast, was always the seat

f the governor and had the garrison Cuinet

ives 27,079 as the total of the population which
as always been predominantly Greek Cuinet gives

le Muslims as 2,450 One of the specialities foi

Inch Lemnos has always been celebrated since

ncient times is ** terra sigillata” (Turkish ttn~t

\a^tum\ a kind of earth found near the village

f Kokkmo on the south coast (where it has been
>ught to locate the site of the ancient Hephaestia)

hich IS credited with medicinal virtues This bed
f clay was unearthed once a year (August 16)
) the accompaniment of certain ceremonies at

rhich the Greek priest and the Turkish hodja
oth assisted (Na'ima, 11 586)

Bibliography Zinkeisen, GOR^x 169,
ii 231, 235 sqq, 315, IV 853 sqqy 943 sqq

,

von Hammer, G 0 R \ 81, 186, 438 sqq
^

494> 534 j lit 457) 482, iv 685, V Cuinet,

La Tujqute d'Aste^ 1 475 sqq ^
sqq

(J H Kramers)
LINGA, a little seaport on the Persian

Gulf which lies between L5ristan [q v
]
and the

deseit The old port was at Kung, 8 miles east

of Linga, the Portuguese had a factory there

where they ruled long after the loss of Hormflz

(to 1711) In the leign of the Zand dynasty,

1,000 Djawasim Arabs (Bani I^Sshim, I^awasbim,
KowSsim) with then chief Shaikh SSlih came fiom

Ras al-Khaima (^Oman) and took Linga from the

kalaniar of the district ITjah5ngIrI In 1887 the

Persian government took possession of Linga and

deported to TeherSn the last hereditary shaikh

(Kadib) The present population is very mixed
(Arabs, Persians, Hindus, Africans) On the shore

at I inga are wharves for building boats for local

traffic and the port is fairly busy, but the moun-
tains which rise from 3,500—4,000 feet behind

Linga make communication with the hinterland

difficult (Ear is 45 farsakhs fiom Linga)

Bibliography Cf article lXr, Felly,

Repoi t on the Persian Gulf^ Frans Bombay
Gcogt Soe

f 1863, xvii

,

p 32— 1 12, Pelly,

A visit to Ltnga^ J R G S
^

\ 864, xxxiv
, p

251—258, [Constable and Stiffe], Peistan Gulf
Pilot

^

3rd ed
,
London 1890, Cuizon, Persia^

11 407—409 (V Minorsky)
LISAN al-DIN [See Ibn al-KhatIb

]

LISBON, Portuguese Lisboa, a city at the
mouth of the Tagus, now the capital of
Portugal, with 435,000 inhabitants, tradition

ascribes its foundation to Ulysses and it originally

boie the Phoenician name of Olinppo Under the

Romans it received the name of Felicitas Julia

and foimed a mttnicipium It was under the rule

of the Alans from 407, of the Visigoths from 585
to 715 when it passed into the power of the

Muslims
For the Aiabic transcription of the name of

Lisbon we find the two forms Lishbuna and
UMuna with or without the article (cf especially,

David lopes, Os Atabes nas obras de Alexandre

Herculanoy Lisbon 1911, p 58—59 and the re-

ferences there given) The most usual ethnic is

al Ushbuni Lisbon was not a large town in the

Muslim period but it was nevertheless frequently

desciibed by the Arab geographers Al Idrisi

speaks of its ramparts and its castle and of the

spiiDgs of warm water which rose in the centre

of the town It is built, he says, opposite the fort

called al-Ma'dan (Almada), so called from the

gold dust washed up on the bank by the Tagus
It is also from Lisbon that this geographer fol-

lowed by several authors makes the legendaiy

expedition of the “Adventurers” set out (no doubt

to the Canaiy Islands, cf above 11, p 880, s v

AL ioiSiidSt)

Lisbon very early (by 711) fell into the hands
of the Muslims and under the Omaiyad caliphs of

Coidova formed a part of the district of BalSta,

along with Santarem and Cintra The Arab chro-

niclers record several risings there which were
quickly suppressed It was however from the Nor-
mans {Ma^Us) that Lisbon suffered most in this

peiiod During their first invasion of al-Andalus
in 229 (844) it was there that they disembarked
for the first time According to Ibn 'Idarl, their

fi9«t consisted of 54 galleys and 54 vessels of less
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importance, the alarm was given to the caliphs

of Cordova by the governoi of Lisbon, Wahb
Allah b Hazm Again duiing the invasions of

966—971, in the reign of al-Hakam IT, the Noi-

mans began by ravaging the plains of I isbon

after landing at Alcacer do Sal i^Kasr Abl Dams)
For further details, cf the article maejDs and the

literature there quoted

After the fall of the Omaiyad caliphate of Spain,

Lisbon formed part of the independent kingdom
founded by the Afta^ids [q v

]
with Badajoz

(Batalyaws) as capital Under the Almoravids, it

seems to have been taken foi a brief period by

the Chiistians and retaken at the end of 504
(liio) by the Emir Sir b Abl Bakr, at the same

time as Santarem, Badajoz, Porto and Evora It was
only some 40 years afterwards, in 542 (1147) that

it was finally conquered by Alfonso I Henriques

of Portugal with the help of a body of Crusaders

who were on their way to Palestine undei Arnold

van Aerschot

Bibliography al-ldrisf, ^ifat al-Andalus^

ed Dozy and de Goeje, text, p 183, transl

,

p 222, Yakut, Mt^djam al-Buldan^ s v Usijbuna

and Lisbbuna, Abu ’l-hida, 1 akwlm al-BuIddn^

ed Reinaud and de Slane, p 172— 173, E
hagnan. Exit aits inedits relaiifs au Maghreb^

Algiers 1924, index, Ibn ^IdarT, aUBayan al

mughrib^ vol 111
,
ed L6vi Provengal, Pans 1927,

index ^ (E Lfivi-PROVENgAi

)

LITHAM (a
)

(sometimes also pronounced

hfam\ the mouth-veil, is a piece of material

with which the Beduins concealed the lower part

of the face, the mouth and sometimes also part

of the nose (see the commentary on Hailrl, ed

de Sacy, Pans 1821, p 374, a) It served the

practical purpose of protecting the organs of re-

spiration from heat and cold as well as against the

penetration of dust (cf Dhu ’1 Ruinma, 5, 43,
also N® 39, 24, and 73, 16, and the commentaries

on MutanabbI, p 464, 37 and Hariri, p 374, 2)

It also made the face more or less unrecognisable

and thus formed a piotection against the avenger

of blood ((joldziher, Z D M G
^

xli loi) The
litham was therefore also sometimes worn as a

deliberate disguise by people who did not usually

wear it, thus in \\\q jooi Nights (ed Macnaghten,

1 878) it IS worn by a princess, who disguises

herself as a man, and {ibtd
^ 11 59) by a woman

for similar reasons A denominative verb has been

formed from litham, the fifth foim of which in

particular means “to put on the litham” (e g
Aghani^ viii 102, 30, xxi 55, 19, A ghanij ed

Kosegarten, p 121, 13, Wright, Opuscula atabtea^

p III, 2, Hariri, Makamat^y 11 433, 2), while the

eighth form in the meaning “to put on something

as litham” is generally used only metaphorically

(see below) Talthima usually means a woman’s
veil (Cherbonneau m y A

^ 1849, 1 64), but tal

tkimat al-bayad is also found as the distinctive

dress of a particular office under the Fatimids

their chief kadis wore it along with the turban

and tailasan (de Sacy, Chesty 11 92) In general

however, the litham does not seem to have been

worn by town-dwellers

The litham has no considerable importance for

Islam from the purely religious point of view.

It IS forbidden along with certain other garments

for the muhfim (Bukhari, 1 390, below)

The custom of wearing a litham was generally

disseminated among the ^anhadja tubes [q v«] Ut

N W Africa, who are therefore described as

//^rtw-weaiers, mulaththimun or awlad ahmuta
laththimay as the Almoravids originated in one of

their clans, the Lamtnna, the lithflm thus came to

have a certain political significance The custom
of wearing a litham (below the tnkab^ see Bakri,

p 170) was found in other parts of Africa also,

e g in Kanem (Makrizi, 1 193, 33 sq ) and still

prevails among the luareg Ihese Africans re-

tained then veils even on journeys into the eastern

lands of Islam, where it was not the fashion,

while their women went unveiled A tradition of

late invention explains these remarkable customs

by a story that on one occasion during an attack

on a village where there were many women but

only a few men, the men put on veils and the

women took up arms to deceive the enemy as to

their real numbers (Goldziher \Vi Z D M G
,

yX\

loi), another story has it that after the fall of

the Omaiyads, 200 Omaiyads escaped to Africa

disguised as women and that the wearers of the

litham are descended from them (Wustenfeld, Der
Tod des Husejn^ p viii ) According to Bakri

(text, p 170 = transl, p 321), they never took

off the litham and if one of them fell in a battle

and lost the litham^ not even his friends could

recognise him till the litkom was put on him
again, they also called other men who did not

wear the lithSm “fly mouthed” The Almohads,
particularly Ibn Tnmart, opposed the veiling prac-

tised by the Almoravids They continuously in-

sisted that It was forbidden for men to imitate

the dress of women, but they did not succeed

in abolishing the custom of wearing the litham

(Goldziher in ZDMGy xli 102) Among further

passages, where the term mulaththim occurs in

this sense may be mentioned ‘Abdallatif, ed de

Sacy, p 483, note 48 (with other references),

Fleischer, Kletne Schriften^ 11 243 (discusses several

passages), Marquait, Die Beninsammlungy Index,

s V Litamtrager

The word litham and its derivatives was very

much used in figurative language, especially by
poets From expressions like “to kiss the lips of

the beloved one, which are under their lithanC'^

(Dozy, Vetements^ p 400 ,
cf ma tahta U-htkamain

= the face in Mutanabbi, p 464, 27) develops the

meaning of l-th m “to kiss” ('Omar b Abl Rabfa,

ed Schwarz, p 6, 207, Ibn al-F5rid, Diwan^
Marseille 1853, p 125, 1 5 from below) and
especially talathama = “to kiss one another”,

malthaniy the place which is kissed (Farazdak m
Dozy, Supplement) A girl is given a litham woven
out of hei own hair 001 Nights^ Breslau edition,

11 52, 2), the camel has a litham of foam around

its mouth (Dhu ’

1-Rumma, p 76, 17), the wolf is

ahammu ’/ litham = black in the region of the

muzzle (Tirimmah, p 4, 35, of the wolf, we find

It said in Hamasiiy 1 762, 17 lam ^ atalathtkam) y

the wine-jar has a hthamy 1 e a piece of cloth over

Its mouth {rnalthum
,
Mnfaddaliyaty ed Lyall, N®

125, 7, cf also Akhtal, ed Salhani, p 85, ^ and

'Alkama, ed Socin, 11 43, on jars), the sun is

darkened by clouds of dust and is thus given, as

It were, a mouth veil {iltathamay MutanabbI, p
601, 15), “as the day (tiahar) doffed its litham'^

[description of dawn in Ibn ‘^Aiabsh^h, ed Golius,

p 64, 3
from below, cf the commentary on

Harlii, Makamaty p 240, 10 kas^afa (^l-tubh) al-

hthamuy many titles of books also begin with

Kaihf al Lithaniy cf Biockelmann, G A L y\\ 659],
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the liMm is to be taken from the walls of buildings,

I e they are to be exposed (4m5d al-Din, ed

Landberg, p 65, la), to doff the ht]^m of one’s

origin = to confess it freely (Hariri, Makamat 2,

II 426, 3), the archangel Israfll has one of his

four wings veiled like a vast mouth-veil (tltathama)

from heaven down to the seventh earth (Kazwini,

ed Wustenfeld, 1 56, below), a voice may be

hidden, nialthMm (Taiafa, ed Ahlwardt, N® 5,

26 = Hairut ed, 1886, p lO), a further meta-

phor IS found m Ibn al FSrid in de Sacy, Chrest
,

III 55, verse 25
Bibliography I owe most of the individual

quotations above to Prof A Fischer and F
Krenkow In general, cf Dozy, VetementSj p
399 and Suppknttnt^ 11 516, on the veils

of Muslim women, in general, cf Snouck Hur-

gronje, Tivee populatre dwaltngen verbeterdy

Verspr Geschr
y

1 295 sqq

(W Bjorkman)
LIWA’ (a “flag”, from laws to “enrol”) means

in Turkish official terminology an administra
1 1 V e area, several of which form a wilayet

“province” and one is in turn divided into kaza

“districts” It corresponds pretty much to the

departement in France It is synonymous with

sanjjak (t “flag”) and is used alongside of it

The liwS^ is governed by a mulasarrtfy whence
a third synonym muiasarrtf-ltk The institution

of the liwa^ goes back to the early days of the

Ottoman empire but it was under MahmGd II in

1834 that the piesent administrative organisation

came into being

Bibliography Ubicini, LetIres sur la

Turqme\ Pans 1853, 1 44, 50
(Cl Huart)

LIWAN (a
,

for al-iwan
,
Dozy, Supplementy

11 563) in eastern houses is a hall, enclosed by

walls on three sides and open through an aich

on the fourth, it is raised two or three steps and

forms the focus of the house, all the rooms of

which open on to this atrtuniy which is ornamented

with plants and trees This is a type borrowed

from the Sasanian palaces, of which a specimen

has survived to the S E of Baghdad, in the ruin

called Tak’uktsray “vault of Chosroes”, or Iwan-

kisrSy “hall of audience” It corresponds to the

iSlSr of the modern Persians It is open on the

north side to get the cool air

Bibliography A von Kremer, 7 opo-

graphte von Damascusy Denkschr Ah Wutty

1854, vol V, p 19, Lane, Modern EgvptianSy

London 1837, t 78, 20, 11 45
^ (Ci Huart)

LODI, the name of a clan of the Ghil
zai tribe of Afghanistan A family of this tribe

was established in Multan before India was invaded

by Mahmud of Ghazni, for that district was ruled,

m 1005, by Abu ’l-Fath Dawud, grandson of Shaikh

Hamid Lodi who had established himself there,

but the importance of the tribe dates from the

reign of FlrUz Tughluk when some of its members
entered India for purposes of trade, but soon oc-

cupied themselves with politics Dawlat Khan Lodi

competed with Khidr Oan [q v] for the throne

on the extinction of the TugfaluV dynasty Malik

Bahram Lodi took service under Malik Mardan
Dawlat, governor of Multan, and his eldest son,

Sultan Shah, served Khi^r Khan at Multan After

the battle on Nov 12, 1405, in which lyinjr

Khan defeated and slew MallG (l^bal Khan), Sultan

Siah received the title of Islam Khan and the

fief of Sirhind, where he settled with his four

brothers and assembled a body of 12,000 horse,

mostly of his own tribe His next brother, Kaia,

had a son named BuhlUl (usually called “Bahlol”

in India), whom Islam Khan adopted, to the ex-

clusion of his own son, Kutb Khan, and married

to his daughter Kutb Khan fled to Dihll and

entered the service of Muhammad §hah the Saiyid,

to whom he described his relations as a danger

to the state Muhammad sent a force against them

and they were defeated and fled to the hills, but

almost immediately returned, recovered their pos-

sessions, and defeated the minister, Hisam Khan,

near Sadhawra In 1442 Dihll was threatened by

MahmGd KhaldjI II, of Malwa, and Muhammad
Shah appealed to Buhlul, who demanded, as the

price of his assistance, the execution of his enemy,

Hisam Khan and the appointment of Hamid Khan
as minister The feeble king complied, and Buhlfll

marched to Dihh with his contingent and took

command of the army The battle with the army

of Malwa was indecisive, but MahmGd was recalled

by the news of a not in his capital and Biihlul

was hailed as the saviour of the kingdom, and
received the title of Khan Khanan and the govern

ment of the Pandjab He shoitly afterwaids picked

a quarrel with Muhammad and besieged him in

Dihll, but retired to birhind without capturing

the city In 1443—

*

444 )
Muhammad died, and

was succeeded by his son ‘Alam Shah, a feeble

monarch who, after a brief and troubled reign in

Dihll, letired to Budaon, which he made his place

of residence BuhlQl then marched to Dihll and
'Alam Shah abdicated in his favour BuhlQl ascended

the throne on April 19, 1451, and reigned for

thirty eight years He was succeeded, on July 17,

1489, by his son Sikandar, who reigned until

November 21, 1517, when he died and was suc-

ceeded by his son Ibrahim, who was defeated and
slain by Babur on the field of Panipat on April

22, 1526
Bibliography Ni/am al Din Ahmad,

Tabakat-i Akbarly Khwgfi Khan, Muntahhab ak
Tawarikhy ed and translation by G S A Ranking,

all in Bib Ind
y
series of the A S B

,
Muham-

mad Kasim Firishta, Gulshan-i Ibrahimiy Bombay
1832 (T VV Haig)

I

LOJA (a
,
LawsLa), a little town in Anda-

lusia, 35 miles S W of Granada, on the left

bank of the Gemil at the foot of an imposing

limestone mountain, Periquetes It has now rather

less than 20,000 inhabitants but seems to have

been more important in the Arab period It was
the birthplace of the famous Ibn al-Khatib
Lisan al-Din [q v

]
who wrote an enthusiastic

description of it One can still see theie the ruins

of the ht^fi which commanded the town m the

Arab period It was repopulated in 280 (893) m
the reign of the caliph ^Abd AllSh b Muhammad
This “key of Granada” was besieged m 1488 by

the Catholic Kings who took it after a month’s

siege with the help of a body of English archers

Btbliogr aphy Yfiknt, Mu^^am al-Buldany

vii
, p 343 ,

F Simonet, Desertpeton del reino

de Granada, Gjanada 1872, p 95—96
(E LfeM-PROVENgAL)

LOMBOK (usually called by the natives Tanah
Sasak), the second m order of the Little
Sunda Islands lying east of Java, the Strait of

Lombok separates it from Bali, the Strait of Alas
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from Sumbawa A not very broad, rather flat, strip

runs from east to west approximately through the

centre of the island, which is in part extremely

fertile and is shut in by hills on the north and

south In the north is the volcano of Rindjani

revered as holy by a large section of the popu-

lation The island is one of the richest parts of

the Archipelago, the mam industries are agricultuie

and cattle-rearing, the first being on a particularly

high level A quantity of the rice which is m part

grown on fields excellently irrigated is exported

Even if we exclude the foreign tradeis settled

on the coast towns (especially Buginese, Arabs
and Chinese) the population is not homogeneous

but consists of two groups which are sharply

distinguished territorially also, the smallei westein

part is inhabited by Balinese, the centre and

the east by the much more numerous S a sale

The inhabitants of the western part aie descen-

dants of the Balinese, who came as conqueiors

to Lombok in the xviith and xviiitfi centuries and
gradually extended their power over the whole

island, they intermaiiied very little with the

native population, so that they do not differ very

much from the people of their original home,
their language is Balinese, and they profess the

peculiar form of Hinduism and Buddhism which
is found in their mother island, with a few ex-

ceptions (they have for example adopted a dewa~

slam into their pantheon and the sacrifices to

this Muslim god must not include poik)

The Sasak aie the true aborigines of the

island, they are quiet and industrious, in their

physical featuies they most closely resemble the

bumbawanese and their language (not yet fully

studied) shows a similarity in certain points with

the Sumbawanese Ihey have all adopted Islam

except for the little group of the Bodha, who
have remained pagans, they live quite apart from

the rest of the island, especially m the northern

districts of lanljung and Bajan and on the south

coast and engage in agiiculture of a primitive

type They claim to be the descendants of Balinese

who immigrated hither in ancient times before

the gieat invasion, there is however no ground

for this asseition, physically and linguistically they

are in no respect diffeient from the Sasak around

them and the name Bodha is also found in other

parts of the East Indian Archipelago as an ex-

piession used by Muhammadans to indicate groups

of people who have remained pagan

Of the earlier histoiy of the island we only

know that in the xivtk century, it was a possession

of the Javanese empiie of Madjapahit, we have

no leally reliable information as to how and when
it became converted to Islam Islam probably

came to Lombok from Eastern Java at the time

of the decline of the Empire of Madjapahit

Evidence of a considerable Javanese influence can

still be traced, and according to a chronicle in

the Javanese language found in Lombok, it was

Pangeran Prap^n, the son of Raden Paku (Sunan

Gin) who converted Lombok by force to Islam

The Sasak are of course no more oithodox

Muslims than any other people in the East Indian

Archipelago, but Islam has so far influenced them
that we may see m it the reason why, in spite of

the long Balinese dominion, there has been no
assimilation between Balinese and Sasak Ihey
are divided into two groups or sects Waktu
lima and Waktu tiga (tSlu) The foimer, who

live mainly m the plain of Central Lombok aie

the Orthodox among the Lombok Muslims, their

name shows that (in theory at least) they observe

the obligations prescribed by IslSm of performing

5 (= Itma) salat^s a day In keeping with this,

the name of the Waktu itga (who live mainly in

the mountains) wopld mean that they are of the

opinion that three {ttga^ tUlu= 3) prayers a day
are sufficient This is however an improbable ex-

planation Many are of the opinion that the name
IS to be explained by the fact that the Waktu
tiga only know pf three times of prayer, namely
the {alat on Friday (or at birth), at death, and
at the end of the month of fasting, others say

that the full name is waktu-tlf/u datu, which is

said to be an expression indicating the old paganism
(the religion of the lime of the three kings, namely
the kings of Selaparang, Sakra and Pedjanggi)

There is no certainty on the point however In

any case the Waktu 1
1 g a are regarded, and not

without reason, by their countrymen the Waktu
lima as half heathens Theie are few mosques
in their country, they leave the performances of

piactically all leligious obseivances to their re-

ligious leadeis (kjahi) and they do not observe

the ordinances legarding the eating of pork, fasting

or pilgrimage to Mecca They only obser\e Muslim
principal festivals and their marriage ceremony
also shows that they w ish to be regarded as Muslims

At the same time pagan sacrifices and pilgrimages

(which however can also be found among the

Waktu lima) play a pi eminent part in their life

In their villages, there is always in addition to

the Muhammadan kjaht a phnangku^ 1 e one
who acts as an intermediary at the worship of
all kinds of spiritual powers fiom the world of

animism It is particularly among the Waktu tiga

that we find the custom that the village headman
keeps two coarse pieces of cloth woven out of

different coloured threads (the one “male” and
the othei “female”) to which offerings are made
m cases of illness etc

,
every household makes a

copy on the pattern of these pieces of cloth,

which are also treated with reverence

Practically nothing is known of the early period

after the conversion of I ombok to Islam, the

island w^as divided into little principalities often

at war with one another, the eastern pait was
under the influence of Macassar and Sumbawa,
the western under the influence of Bali In 1674
the Dutch East India Company concluded its first

treaty with the princes of Lombok Soon afterwards

in 1692 took place the first serious Balinese in-

vasion and about 1740 the king of KarangasSm
succeeded in bringing the whole island under his

sway Four small Balinese kingdoms thus arose

on Lombok which were frequently at war with

one another until in 1838 the king of Mataram
overthrew his opponents and ruled over the whole

of Lombok Down to 1849 he regarded himself

as a vassal of the King of KarangasSm on Bah,

he then placed himself under the suzerainty of

the government of the Dutch East Indies The
Sasak repeatedly rebelled against their Balinese

rulers until finally m 1894 the Dutch intervened

with the result that they conquered Mataram,

since 1895 Lombok has been directly under Dutch

rule and administered jointly with Bali

Bibliography A complete bibliography

for Lombok to the end of 1919 is given in C
Lekkerkerker, Bah en Lombok^ Rijswijk 1920
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Since then have been published J C van terde,

De volksnaam Bodha tn Nederlandsch-Indity m
Ttjdschrtft van het Kon Ned Aardt tjkskuttdtg

Genooischap, 1922, series 2, vol xxxix
, p 109,AWL Vogelcsang, Eentge aanieekemngen be-

ireffende de Sasaks op Lombok^ in Kolomaal
Ttjdschrift^ May 1922, do, Sasaksche spreek-

woorden en zegswtjzertf thtd

^

1922, p 586, do,

Gegevens betreffende het tandeirvijlen btj de Sasaks

j

ibid

^

1923, p 54, C Lekkerkerker, De tegen-

woofdtge economtsche toestand van het gewest

Bah en Lombok^ tbtd

^

1923, p I53> A W L
Vogelesang, Waktoe teloe-verhalen^ tbtd

^ 1923,

p 417, C Lekkerkerker, Het voorspel der ves-

tiging van de Nederl macht op Bah en Lombok^

m B T V L, 1923, vol 79, p 198, H T
Damst^, Heihge weefsets op Lombok^ vci T B
G K IV

y 1923, vol 63, p 176, P de Roo
de la Faille, Javaansch grondenrecht tn het

hcht van Lomboksche toestanden^ m B T L V
^

1925, vol 81, p 552, J C C Haar, De
hethge weefsets van de „ Waktoe Teloe^' op Oost-

Lombok, in TB G K W

^

1925, vol 65, p 38,
C Lekkerkerker, Bah 1800^1814^ in B T L V

,

1926, vol 82, p 315, B M Goslings, Een
y^nawa-sangd*' van Lombok^ in Gedenkschrtft utt-

gegeven ter gelegenhetd van het jartg bestaan

van het Kon Instituut voor de taal-^ land- en

volkenkunde van Ned Indie, The Hague 1926,

p 200 (W H Rassers)

LORCA (a, Luraka'), a town in Eastern
Spain between Granada and Murcia, with 26,700

inhabitants It is the ancient Iluro or Hehocroca

of the Romans In the Muslim period it formed

part of the kura of Tudmlr [q v
]
and was famous

for the richness of its soil and subsoil and for its

strategic position Its htsn was one of the most
substantial in Andalusia It is 1,200 feet above

sea-level on the southern slope of the Sierra del

Cano, and dominates the course of the river

Guadalesitin Under Arab rule it usually shared

the fortunes of Murcia and became Christian again

m 1266
Bibliography al-ldrisi, ^ifat al-Andalus,

text, p 196, transl
, p 239, Yakut, ah

Buldan, vii
, p 342, E L6vi Piovengal, Docu-

ments inedits d'histoire almohade. Pans 1927,
Index

,
E Tormo, Levante, Guias-Calpe, Madrid,

P 387 sqq (E Lfevi-PR(iVENgAL)

LUBNAN (Lebanon) The Arabs have a some
what confused, almost mysterious idea of I ebanon

Here they place the sojourn of the Abdal [q v
]

They do not distinguish it from the Anti-Lebanon

for which they have no special name “jDjabal Sanir”

means to the Arabs the section of Anti- 1 ebanon
to the north of the valley of the Barada [q v

]

The massif of Hermon has been known since the

time of HassSn b Thabit as Djabal al-Thaldj

,

it

IS the Djabal al-Sheikk of modern wi iters Nor
are the Arab geographers agreed about the northern

boundary of Lebanon Some include al-LukkSm
(Amanus) in it This confusion has been facilitated

by the vague popular appellation Cjabal, which
has been applied from the Middle Ages to the

present day to the range parallel to the Mediter-

ranean running through Syria from the mouth ot

the Orontes to Galilee, from this comes the name
Ahl al-Qjabal, Djaballytin. “mountaineers”, ap-

plied by the Muslim chroniclers to the Nusairis,

Mutawalls, Druses etc A hadith tells us that

stone from Lebanon was used in building the

Ka^ba This tradition perhaps explains why the

Arab geographers see in Lebanon the continuation

of the long arete which separates the Hidjaz from

Nadjd and Syria and Anatolia to the Black Sea

The southern fiontier of Lebanon is usually made
to coincide with the lower valley of the LaitSnf,

the modern Kasimlya Current usage, conforming

to local tradition, makes the Lebanon lie between

this river and the Nahr al-KabIr (the ancient

Eleutherus) on the north This is the region which

our historical survey w'lll cover Ihe backward

and the scattered population of the Anti-Lebanon

has always gravitated in the orbit of the towns

of Eastern Syiia, while Lebanon with its towns

opening to the sea and its flanks watered by the

abundant rains yielded by the moisture from the

sea, which it gives to the rest of Syria by its

rivers, is in economic and political dependence

on the centres of the ancient Phoenician country

Lebanon is rarely mentioned by the pre-Muham-

madan poets, for example by Nabigha Dhubyanl,

whose patrons were phylarchs of GhassSn The
name becomes more familiar to their Muslim suc-

cessors, e g Abu Dahbal al-Djumahl, Nabigha
al ghaibSni and 'Abd al-Rahman b HassSn, from

their attendance at the Omaiyad court Its territory,

covered with forests, of mediocre fertility, difficult

of access, cut up by deep valleys and torrentuous

riveis, fiom the Arab conquest has offered a place

of refuge to several small nationalities, increased

from time to time by the influx of all the op
pressed and persecuted

The semi-independence which it has never ceased

to enjoy has favoured its evolution on individualist

lines and the local development of its communities,

formed at the expense of orthodox Islam 1 e the

Mutawwalls, the Druses and the Nusairis [q v ],

not to speak of the Christian sects, Malkites,

lacobites and Maronites, these last are nowhere
mentioned by name by the Arab writers, when
dealing with Lebanon The degree of autonomy
won by these groups, religious in their origin

but finally stiictly national, enables us to follow

the fluctuations of Arab penetration and Muslim
power in Syria

Each sect, often each district, lived under the

rule of petty native dynasties, supposed to be

founded by suzerains in Damascus, Baghdad or

Cairo They received grants of investiture and
were in return liable to ceitain obligations and
military service, when the actual authority was
able to force them to it With a remarkable

agility, the feudal chiefs of the Lebanon practised

the art of manoeuvring through all the turmoils

that saw successively installed in the east the rule

of the caliphates, SaldjHk Sultanate, AiyUbids,

Franks, Mamluks and Turkish pashas

Not realising its strategic impoitance, the

Omaiyads and ‘^Abbasids did not think of occupying

Lebanon, still thinly populated except in the

districts on the coast, they were less far-seeing

than the Crusaders, who built massive fortresses

on the frontier of the “Mountain” Husn al-Akr5d

[q v
]
and Sharif ArnQn This negligence enabled the

^uradjima [q v
]

to enter Lebanon The establish-

ment of the Maronites in the upper regions of

northern Lebanon must have coincided with the

coming of these Anatolian invaders and have
facilitated the organisation of this Christian group,

which w^as destined to play a preponderating part

in the Mountain At the end of the ninth century,
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Arabs of lanukh, coming from the region of

Aleppo carved out for themselves m southern

Lebanon a principality, that of the “emirs of al-

Gharb” in the middle of peoples, paitly Arabicised

and influenced by Shi^a teaching The development

of this emirate was arrested in the eleventh cen

tury by the creation of the Frankish dukedoms of

Saydte (SaidS) and Barut (Bairut) The lordships

of Gibelet (Djubail), Batron (BatrUn) and the county

of Tripoli depended for support on the Christians

of northern Lebanon
After the expulsion of the Franks, the Mamluks

of Egypt entrusted the defence of Bairut to the

Tanukhids In the xiiitJ^ and xiv^b centuries, the

rising against the Mamluks followed by the exter-

mination of the Mutawwali and Druse rebels of

Central I ebanon made it easier foi the Maronites

to occupy the lands south of the Nahr Ibrahim

(Adonis) In the beginning of the xvi^^ century

the Tanukhids joined the Ottomans who wcie
conquering Syiia Weakened by internal dissensions

they had soon to yield place to the BanU Ma'n
of whom Fakhr al Din [q v

]
was the most note-

worthy repiesentative In 1696 on the death of

the last of the Ma'nids, their political inheritance

passed to their relatives, the Banu Shihab who
came originally from the Wadi ’1 Taim, on the

western slopes of Heimon
The fall of Fakhr al-Din had opened Lebanon

to Turkish intrigues They were not long in under-

mining the authority of the Shihabids, constantly

struggling with the insuboidination and encroach-

ments of the Druse feudal chiefs In the interests

of agiiculture the Ma^nids had encouraged the im-

migration of Chiistians from the north into southein

I ebanon This policy was intensified by the Shi-

habids who weie on good terms with the Maronites

1 he most famous of these amirs was Bashir [q v
]

a Christian by birth (b 1767) Resuming the

scheme of the Ma'nid Fakhr al Din, he woikcd '

for half a centuiy in forming a great state of

Lebanon Deposed in 1840 he died in exile

Direct luikish rule in Lebanon (1840— 1860) pei-

petuated anarchy and insecurity there and fighting

between the Maronites and Druses This ended
in the massacre of Christians by the Druses and

the landing of French foices to restore ordei

An inteinational commission was appointed to

elaborate a “Reglement Organique”, the chaiter of

a new autonomy for Lebanon, under the control

of Furope At the head of it was a Catholic

governor-general, appointed foi five years with

the approval of the Powers in whom was central-

ised all the executive power As a counterpoise to

this authority, an administrative council was elected

in such a way as to secure representation to the

vaiious communities From this “Reglement Or-

ganique” arose modern Lebanon which owes to

it fifty years of prosperity and peace such as it

had never before known
The Great War upset everything Turkish forces

occupied the Mountain and a Tuikish governor

was appointed, famine and disease soon decimated

the population On April 25, 1920, the conference

at San Remo entrusted to France the mandate
for Syria and Lebanon On Sept l of the same
year, at BairUt, General Gouraud, High Commis-
sioner of the French Republic, solemnly proclaimed
the creation of the “!^tat du Grand Liban” with

Bairut as its capital In addition to the “Autonom-
ous Lebanon” cieated in i860, this new state in-

The Encyclopaedia of IstIm, III

eluded the districts of Iripoli, Saida and Tyre
It stretches fiom the Nahr al-Kabir in the north

to the bordeis of Palestine and is bounded on the

east by the chain of the Anti-Lebanon Grand
Liban is governed separately from the “Con-

federation Syrienne”, with which it reserves the

right to conclude agreements It is administered

by a French official until a native governor is

appointed A representative council of 30 members
elected by vote discuss matters of general interest

and the budget

According to the last census (1921—1922) the

population IS 629,000 The Christians number
330,000 of different sects of whom 200,000 are Ma
ronites, 275,000 Muslims (125,000 Sunnis, 105,000
Mutawwalis or ^i^^is, 43,000 Druses etc), 3,500
Jews, 20,000 foreigners

'
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Jouplain (pseudo-

nyme of Nudjaim), La question du Liban — For

the Bibliography, principally from the xvii^f^ cen-
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LUDD, a town in Palestine, SE of Y5f5

,

IS mentioned in the Old Testament (only in the

later books Chr 11 33, Neh vii 37, xi 35,
I Chi viii 12) under the name of Lod, in the

Greek period as li y d d a
,

the Greek name of

Dio spoils given in the Roman period did not

drive out the old name, the preservation of which

was helped by Acts, ix 32 for example It was

an important place in the eaily centuries of the

Christian era, the capital of a toparchy, it had

a labbinical school and was the see of a bishop

at quite an early date It was particularly famous

for the alleged tomb of St George above which

a church was built It was conquered with several

other towns in Palestine by 'Amr b al-'^Asl and

at a later date was the temporary capital of

Sulaiman whom his brothei, the Caliph Walid

(705—715), had appointed governor of Filaslin,

until he rebuilt Ramla, after which Lydda began

to decline In the tenth century, MukaddasI men-
tions the splendid rhuich of St George and the

Muslim legend connected with that of the dragon-

3
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slayer, according to which Christ will one day

slay Antichrist at the door of this church After

the church had lieen destroyed by the hatimid

Caliph Hakim (996-1020) and lebuilt once moie,

It was destroyed in 1099 by the Muslims on the

approach of the Crusaders, so that the victors

only found the splendid tomb when they ai rived

Under Christian rule Lydda again became the see

of a bishop and a new church was built im-

mediately adjoining the ruins of the old one but

was destroyed by Saladin Ihe town never re-

covered from its complete destruction by the

Mongols in 1271 A mosque was erected on the

site of the earlier church while the rums of the

church of the Crusadeis were handed over to the

Greeks who restored them in modern times

Bibliography P Thomsen, Loca sancta^

p 56, Baladhurl, ed de Goeje, p 138, 143,
labarl, AnnaUs^ 1 2406 ,
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(F Buhl)
LUDHIANA, IS the name of a district

and town in the Djalandhar Division of the

PandjSb province of Biitish India The tiact is

an alluvial plain bounded on the north by the

river butlej and traversed by the old bed of that

stream, the area is 1,455 squire miles There is

some irrigation from the Sirhind Canal 1 he early

history is obscure, Sunet is a site where ancient

coins are found peculiar to the place The tract

is prominent in the annals of the Sikhs In the

year 1809 Ludhiana town became the British

frontier cantonment, and the district assumed al-

most its present limits at the conclusion of the

first Sikh War in 1846 The population of the

district in 1921 was 567,622, of whom 30 per cent

were Dja^ Sikhs, fine men and excellent faimers

Gudjars, Arams and Muhammadan Radjputs come
next in numbers
The town of Ludhiana stands on the Grand

Trunk Road close to the Burhanullah
,

it is an

impoitant junction on the North Western Railway
The founders were Lodi Pathans from whom it

took its name After the first Afghan War the

exiled family of Shah Shudja' domiciled here Ihe
population in 1921 was 51,880 Ludhiana is a

busy market town famous for the manufacture of

shawls and turbans, of furniture and woodwork,
and for wool and silk dyeing Military contractors

supply uniforms and accessories to the Indian Army
The principal women’s hospital of the Province is

here, founded by the American Piesbyterian Mission,

which has its chief station in Ludhiana
Bibliography Punjab District Gazette,

Lahore 1907, vol xv
,
A
(R B Whitehead)

LUIJAIYA, a harbour at the southern
end of the Gulf of DjSzan on the Arabian

coast of the Red Sea The little, now unimportant,

town lies on what was once an island but has

become joined to the mainland in comparatively

recent geological times and is separated from it

at high tide, while the harbour is dry at low
tide The town in Niebuhr’s time had no wall

around it, but there were ten or twelve towers

on the land side at intervals of 250 paces with

entrances at a height above the ground reached

by a ladder Ihe towers were armed with a few

cannons When Ehrenbeig visited Luhaiya in 1825

the town was enclosed by walls At the present

day there rises behind the town a fort built by

the Tuiks with one 01 two modern guns The
houses of the town are for the most part wretched

little straw huts, such as are usual in TihSma,
only a few are built of stone Ihe harbour of

Luhaiya is hardly woith the name, as the an-

chorage IS bad and the entiance is made difficult

by sunken reefs Even quite small ships have

therefoie to anchor far from the towm and at

low water even small boats cannot reach the

shore if loaded Ihe drinking-watei is brackish

and dear The coast around Luhaiya is dry and

sterile The main industry of the population, who
are mainly Arabs, but include a few banians was

and still IS fishing and trading Luhaiya owes its

importance mainly to the trade m coffee, which

is brought down fiom the highlands, stoied, shelled

and sold Near the town there are also a few

coffee plantations, the produce of which is highly

esteemed and used to be reserved for the Sultan

of Turkey There was and still is a busy tiade

with Djidda, Hodeida and ^Aden, mainly conducted

by Arab sailing-ships The principal article of

export IS coffee and com is imported Luhaiya is

connected ^Mth Djidda and Hodeida by a caravan

load 621 miles long There is also a telegraph

line to Hodeida The Eastern Asia Service of the

Lloyd Tiiestino has a three monthly seivice to

Luhaiya

Nothing definite is known about the origin of

Luhaiya A Sprenger identified the town iMth

the Uocii^^^ot of Ptolemy but this equation

seems at best only possible Ihe identification of

Luhaiya with the old town of Sambrachate or the

harbour of Laupas or xw/Ltjf which E
Glaser supports, is very impiobable Niebuhr sup-

poses that the haibour only arose in modern times

when the demands of the export trade in coffee from

the interior required it Here also, as at Mokha,
the hermitage of a Muslim saint is said to have

been the nucleus around ^\hich the admirers of

the saint gradually collected and built the town
A chapel was built over his tomb, the vicinity

of which was considered auspicious for living and

dead At the beginning of the xvith century the

Portuguese who call the town Luya for the first

time became acquainted with Luhaiya In 1513
Affonso d’Alboquerque entered the harbour on an

expedition into the Red Sea Luhaiya then formed

part of the territoiy of the Imams of San'a^ to

whom It paid tribute In the second half of the

xviii^h century Luhaiya suffered from the raids of

the Hashid and Bakil tribes, who on one occasion

burned it down In spite of this the trade of the

town must even then have been not inconsiderable,

for about 1760 in Mawsim (April to July) it paid

3,000 dollars from the haibour revenues to the

Imam of $an'a^ At the beginning of the xixth

century the governor of the Imams of San'S’ made
himself independent in Luhaiya, but when the

Wahhabis invaded the Yemen and defeated the

dola of Luhaiya, the latter went over to the victors

and took from the ImSms of §an'a^ the whole of

TihSma fiom Luhaiya to Bab al-Mandab along

with Bet al-FaVih and a considerable part of the

coffee growing country Lul^aiya now seemed to
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have a brilliant future before it, for it was to be
the mam harbour of export not only for the

whole of this vast area but of the Wahhabi
countiy also and negotiations weie opened with

the East India Company, who were invited to

establish a factory in Luhaiya Luhaiya’s prosperity

was again interrupted by the invasion of Muham-
mad 'Ali who occupied Luhaiya in 1833 In 1869
we find it in possession of the Turks undei whom
the port and its hinterland formed a kada in the

san^ak of Hodeida Luhaiya was also used by
them as a base of operations against the never

completely pacified highlands of ^Aslr, which ob-

tained independence with the collapse of Turkey
in the world war Saiyid 'All b Muhammad al-

Idrisi, lord of 'Asir who is considerably under

Italian influence, has held Luhaiya and Ilodeida

since 1918
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LUKATA (a), an article found (more pie-

cisely “picked up”) The leading principle in

the Muslim law regarding articles lost and found

may be said to be the protection of the owner

from the finder, sometimes mingled with social

considerations The picking up of articles found

IS generally peimitted, although it is sometimes

also said to be more meritorious to leave them
The finder is bound to advertise the article

which he has found (or taken) for a whole year

unless It is of quite insignificant value or perishable

The particulars of this advertising are minutely

regulated by special rules After the termination

of the period, the findei, according to Malik and

al-Sh^fi'l has the right to take possession of the

article and do what he pleases with it, but ac-

cording to AbQ Hanifa, only if he is “poor”, but

the use of the articles as religious alms (jadakd)

even before the expiry of a year is permitted m
a preferential clause in Abn Hanifa and Malik If

the owner appears before the expiry of the period

he receives the object back, as he does after the

expiry of the period if it is still with the finder,

but if the findei has disposed of it in keeping

with the law, he is liable to the owner for its

value ,
Dawud al-Z5hiri alone recognised no further

claim by the loser in this case The establishment

of ownership is facilitated, compared with the or-

dinary process in MSlik and Ahmad b Hanbal
(in al-Bukharl also, cf his superscription io Lukata,

b5b i) As regards the finding of domestic animals

in the desert, there are special regulations which
are less onerous for the finder in the case of in-

jured animals and more onerous when they are

not injured Al-Shafi'l and Ahmad b Hanbal have
similarly some special regulations for articles found

in the Haram^ the sacred territory in Mecca, which
at bottom go back to the old idea of a special

right of ownership by Allah in the Haram and
articles found in it

These prescriptions of the Ftkh are based on
certain hadiths which have been handed down
with several variants (cf al-Bukhari, Lukata

,
Mus-

lim, Constantinople 1329 v 133) which need
not be quoted in detail heie as they agree with

the principles in all essentials But it may be
mentioned that in a very old stratum, later worked
over, there is mention of a two or three year

period In the conception of the primitive jurists

the article found is sometimes described as deposited

{zvadfd)y further, out of special religious scruples,

one is careful not to pick up found dates and
eat them, as they might belong to the zakat^

fiinally there is a hadith which foibids the Mecca
pilgrims (Jiadj^) to pick up articles found at all

From the superscription by Bukhari \.o Lukata^h^h
II, it IS evident that found articles might be

handed over or used to be handed over to a

government office, their retention in the finder’s

caie is justified by quoting a special tradition

None of these traditions can be consideied histo-

rical, at most the prohibition by the Prophet in his

addiess after the occupation of Mecca from keeping

ai tides found in the Haram without advertising

the index (cf above) may be genuine on account

of its antiquated terminology, Lukafa is not men-
tioned in the Kurban

Bibliogr ap hy In addition to the pertinent

sections in the Fikh and HaditJi collections cf

Th W Juynboll, Handletdtng tot de kenms van
de mohammedaansche wet^y p 386, E Sachau,

Muhammedantsches Rechty p 639 sqq
,
D Santil

Ian a, Istituziom dt Dintto Musulmano Mahchita^

1
, p 328—329 sq (J Schacht)
LUl^MAN, a legendary figure of the

peiiod of Arab paganism, who was adopted

into the Kur’an and later legend and poetry The
story of LukmSn shows three main stages of de-

velopment I The pre-Kur’anic Lukman al-

Mu'ammar, the long-lived hero of the Hjahiliya,

II The Kurban 1C Lukman, the wise maker of

proverbs, III The postKur^anic Lukman, the

writer of fables

I Lu^iman in the old Arab tiadition
Even the eailier legends already show Lukman

in several aspects i as Mu'ammar, 2 as a hero;

3 as a sage — He is offered a long life He chooses

the duration of the lives of seven vultures, he

brings up a vulture, when it dies, he keeps a

second one and so on, for six vultures, which he

survives, but he dies at the same time as the

seventh, Lubad The vulture was by far the most
popular emblem of longevity among the Arabs

(Ps cm 4, Goldziher, Abh* zur arabisch Phil
^

11, p li j^^), R Basset {Loqm&n Beiberey p
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xxvii—XXIX ) finds a remarkable parallel in the

interpretation given by Sidonius Apollinarius, for

example, of Romulus’s watching for birds Romulus
sees twelve vultures, which means the twelve periods

through which Rome will endure The Kttab al-

Mt^ammarin of Abn HStim al-Sidjist5nl gives

Lukman second place for longevity Khidr was

the longest lived man, and Lukman the second,

who lived seven times the length of a vultuie’s

yeais, i e 7 X 80= 560 years, but the figure is

increased in different stories to 1,000, 3,000 01

even 3,500 years Ihe last of the vultures reared

by LukmSn was called Lubad= endurance
,
when

Lubad finally lets his wings droop, Lukman stiis

him up to fly again, but in viin
,
Lubad dies and

with him LukmSn Lukman, as Damiri noted, was
already celebrated by Nabigha — Vaiious adven

tures are ascribed to I ukman such as the heroes

of the Djahiliya always had to go through, he was
the first to punish the adulteress by stoning and
the thief by cutting off his hand — Lukman be

longed to the tribe of 'Ad Here we have the old

Arab saga coalescing with the Kur^anic legend

'Ad, sinful like Sodom, is devastated by drought

An embassy is sent to Mecca to pray for ram
and Lukman goes with it In the enjoyment of

the hospitality given them the 'Adis forgot the

purpose of their journey Reminded of then duty,

one of them obtains by prayer a black cloud This

cloud bungs to the tribe of 'Ad the destruction

which was to be their punishment for 1 ejecting

the Prophet Hud
Lukman was alieady known m the pagan period

as a sage His wisdom is celebiated by pie-Muslim

poets (Horovitz, Koranisehe Untersuchungen^ p
133) It is natural to suggest that the old stories

refer to more than one person LukmSn’s wis-

dom forms the transition from the jDj5hili)a to

the Kurban

II Lukman, the maker of proverbs
In Sura xxxi of the Kurban, Muhammad in

troduces Lukman as a sage and makes him utter

pious admonitions These latter do not bear the

stamp of Lukman noi of Muhammad but belong

to the common stock of proverbial sayings A
characteristic example is the following “If all

the trees in the earth were pens, and if God w^erc

to swell the sea into seven seas of ink, the words
of God would not be exhausted” (Sura xxxi 26)

This great hyperbole is found in hundreds of valiants

(S Reinhold Kohler, Und wenn der Htmniel war'
Papter^ in Orte?it und Occident^ 11 54^

—

559 »

Eihnologtsche Mitteilungen aus Ungatn^ 1 31 1—
323, 441—453) It IS recorded that this saying

arose out of a dibpute with the ahbar of the Jews
The ahbar insisted that all knowledge was con-

tained in the law, and the saying is directed

against them Does this really mean that Muhammad
borrowed this hypeibole fiom the Jews, to whom
it really belonged originally ? In the admonition
of Lul^man “Moderate thy pace, lower thy voice,

for of all voices, that of the ass is most hateful”

(Sara XXXI 18) Rendel Harris has found the

model in Akhikar “Lower thy head, speak quietly,

and look down ’ For if a house could be built

by a loud voice, the ass would build two houses

in a day”
Once Muhammad had consecrated LukmSn as

the wise utterer of proverbs, everything that was
thought pious or sensible could be attiibuted to

him Wahl) b Munabbih is credited with saying

that he had read 10,000 chapters of Lukman ’s

wisdom The Arabic collections of proveibs (notably

Maidani) attribute much to Lukman (see R Basset,

op ett
,

xliv —liv )
Tha'labi devotes a chaptei of

his Mad/alis to the wisdom of Lukman Many
sayings seem to link up with the Slira of Luk-

man Sail XXXI 14 advises reverence for parents

but warns against being led astiay by parents to

worship false gods JJia'libi’s authority makes
Lukman siy “Be amenable to your fi lends but

never so far as to act against God’s hws” There

IS much that recalls Akhikar Lukman teaches

that the rod benefits the child like water the seed

In Akhikir we hi\e “Spare not thy son for strokes

of the lod are to a boy like dung to the garden”

lukman says “When thou seest people who re-

member God, join them, hast thou knowledge it

will be useful to you with them and they will

inciease it, if thou hast none, they will teach

thee, when thou seest people who do not remember
(jod, do not join them, for if thou hast knowledge,

it will not avail thee, and if thou art ignorant,

they will increase thy ignoiance” Akhikar says

“Join the wise man, then thou wilt become as

wise as he, but join not the biawler and babblei,

lest thou become associated with him” lukman
gives excellent advice for one going on a journey

and also adds that he should be aimed, similarly

Akhikai In Maidani’s Aiabic pioveibs LukmSn
IS credited with the following admonition “My
son, consult the physician before thou fullest ill

This corresponds to the first saying in Ben Sira’s

alphabet “Honoui the physician before thou re-

quirest him” On the other hand LukmSn’s warning

against hypocrisy is found in similar form in the

Discipltna clericalts

Muslim legend is fond of making the sages and
wise men of the past into prophets But since

Muhammad quotes Lukman as a sage, the story

was told that God offered Lukman the choice

between becoming a prophet or a sage Lukman
chose wisdom and became viziei to King David,

who called him fortunate “Hail to thee, thine the

wisdom, ours the pain’” LukmSn lived down to

the time of the piophet Yunus (Jonah) He is also

called judge of the Jews Muslim legend some-

times also, although veiy raiely, makes I ukman
a prophet and even gives him the “Madjalla”

{inegtlla)^ the roll of wisdom (Tabari, Annales^

1 1208)

HI Lukman, the writer of fables
Lulcman was honoured by Muhammad and after

him as a maker of proverbs A few centuries later

he became a water of fables also, perhaps because

amthal meant both pi overbs and fables Lukman
thus became the Aesop of the Arabs Much was

transferred to Lukman that was told in Europe
of Aesop The tendencies to this can be traced

quite early While the very earliest legend saw
in Lukman the hero and Muslim legend makes him
a sage, judge, vizier, or even a prophet, the latei

Oriental legend delights in describing him as a

carpenter, a shepherd, a defoimed slave, an
Egyptian, Nubian or Ethiopian slave, a feature

which IS obviously modelled on the story of Aesop
LukmSn’s master ordeis him to set the best before

his guests Lukman gives them the tongue and
heart of a sheep On another occasion his master

tells him to set his worst before them Once again

Lukman sets a heart and tongue before them, for

there is nothing better than a good tongue and a good
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heait and nothing worse than an evil tongue and
an evil heart (m Plutarch and in the VUa Aesopt

of Maximus Planudes the tongue only is mentioned
and not the heart) — Lukman’s fellow-slaves on
one occasion eat their mastei’s figs and accuse

Lukman At Lu^:man’s suggestion the master makes
them all drink warm water LukmSn vomits water

only, the other slaves figs and water — Lukman’s
master in his cups had wageied he would drink

up the sea Sobered he asks I ukman’s advice

Ihe latter demands of those who had taken up
the wager that they should fiist dam back all the

rivers flowing into the sea, as his master had pro-

mised to drink up the sea only but not its tributaries

The lattei is a widely disseminated motive in faiiy

tales of the type of the Emperor and the Bishop

(Walter Anderson, Kaiser iind Abt^ F A Com
mumcations^ 42, p 134— 140, especially p
139 where reference is made to Lukman, Chauvm,
Btbhogi aphte^ viii 60—62) Ihese anecdotes aie

also found in the Vita Aesopt of Planudes (xiv^h

century), but they aie known as eaily as Plutarch,

Convwtum septem Sapientum

The older Arabic literatuie does not know
fables of Lukman Ihey first appear in the late

middle ages The Pans manuscript published by

Jos Derenbourg belongs to the year 1299 and
contains 41 fables Ihese fables have often been
published and thoroughly discussed in scholaily

fashion especially by Derenbourg, R Basset and
Chauvm Out of the 41 fables, 22 alone has

no parallels the thorn bush begs the gaidener to

tend It so that kings may delight in its flowers

and fruits, the gardener waters it twice a day

and the thornbush overruns the whole garden R
Basset recalls the fable of Jotham of the thorn-

bush which destroys eveiything {Judi^es^ ix

)

All the others with the exception of the thiiteenth

(the midge and the bull) are found in the Syriac

fables of Sophos (= Aesopus) published by Lands
berg All are found in Aesop except N® 9 (the

gazelle in the well), N® 22 (thornbush), N® 24
(wasp and bee), 40 (the man and the snakes)

It has been furthei observed that in these fables

the veiy animals indigenous among the Arabs,

the ostiich, the hyena, the jackal and the camel

play no part As these fables first appear in the

late middle ages theie can now be no doubt that

we have to deal with a selection of Aesop’s fables

tianslated into Arabic

IV Related legendary figures
I ukman is a manysided figure he is Mu^amtnar^

hero, sage, maker of proverbs, and wiiter of fables

It IS no wonder then that he has often been

compared and identified with othei legendaiy

heroes, Prometheus, Alkmaion, Lucian and Solomon

Abu ’1 Faradj makes I ukman the teacher of Em-
pedocles Three of these equations deserve closer

examination i) with Balaam, 2) with Akhikar and

3) with Aesop The identification with Balaam is

old Arabic legend gives the following genealogy

Lukman b Ba'^ur b Nahur b Tankh It is evident

that the Kurban exegists sought for something

coriesponding to Lukman in the Bible They found

this m Balaam as the vowels bala^ and lakama

both mean the same “to devour” This then became
a Muslim tradition, which entered the Hebrew
Mt^le Smdbad where Lukman is one of the seven

wise teachers of the king’s son (ed Cassel, p
220 sq

) and also the Dtsctpltna clertcalts of Petrus

Alphonsus, where the correct text is “Balaam

qui lingua arabica vocatus Lucaman” (ed Hilka
Soderhjelm, p 3) The Kurban exegists had no
doubt about this identity The question arises

however did Muhammad himself see Balaam in

I ukman ^ — and next is Lukman really Balaam ?

Derenbourg, Basset and Eduard Meyer {Dte Is-

raeltien urid ihre Nachbarstamme^^ p 378) answer
in the affirmative But it is quite incredible Ihe
pre-Kur^anic tradition about Lukman, the Kurban

Sura, which shows deep reverence for Lukman,
have no single featuie of the hated Balaam of the

Bible and the Haggada This identification was
only made later by Kur^Snic exegists, who wished

to connect I ukman with the Bible at any cost, and
made him the son of Be^or, i e Balaam, just as they

sometimes made him the nephew 01 cousin of Job
Lukman’s similarity to A^iljar was also noticed

long ago, but it is only quite recently that the

identification has found a vigoious champion in

Rendel Harris, who devotes the chap vii of his

Story of Ahikar to it He bases his identification

on the agreement of Sura xxxi 18 with Akhikar’s

waining about the voice of the ass, and on Arab
hypotheses which compare Lukman with other

figures in legend and history, notably to the

relationship of I ukman, Akhikar and Aesop The
stoiy of Aesop shows originally a close lelation-

ship to that of Akhikar The later legend of Luk-

man has borrowed much of the story of Aesop

and thus becomes like the Ajdiikar story but in

leality I ukman is not directly connected with

Aldiikar but vMth Aesop
Ihe development of the Lukman legend seems

vaiied but clear Lukman properly belongs to the

legends or possibly the history of Aiab paganism

For even this period already knows the sage

Lukman With Muhammad he becomes the teacher

of pious doctrines Incited by the Kurban the

interpreters of the KuiHn found Lukman’s sayings

in many places and found I ukman himself in the

Balaam of the Bible He was credited with fables

in addition to the proverbs and was thus made
the Aesop of the Arabs
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LULI, o nc of the names for gipsies in I

Persia, parallel forms are in Persian, lutl^ldrl

{Farhang-% Diahanglrt) . in BaluCi, Idrl (Denys

Bray, Census of Baluchistan^ 1911,1V 143, gives

the popular etymology from lor = ‘‘lot, share”)

The name lull is first found in a legend relating

to the reign of BahrSm GHr (420—438 a d ) At

the request of this SSsSnian King, who wished to

amuse his subjects, the Indian king Shangal (?)

sent to Persia 4,000 (12,000) Indian musicians

Hamza(35o=96i),Berlin-Kaviani, p 38, calls them

al-Zutt [q V ], FirdawsI (Mohl, vi
, p 76—77),

LnnySn, lha'alibl (c 429 [1037]), ed Zotenberg,

p 567, says that from them are descended the

black LQri {aULutlyun aUsudan)^ skilful players

of the flute the Mu^nitl al-Tawatiklk (c 520

[1126]), tiansl Mohl, J 1841, xii
, p 515,

534, confirms this origin of the LnrI The Lull

(plur Lultyan) are often mentioned by Persian

poets Minutihrl (DSmghSn-Djurdjan-Ghaznl, v^l*/

xith century), Djamil al Din ‘Abd al-Razz5k (d

m 388 [1192], Isfahan), Kamal IsmS^^Il (d in 635
[1237], Isfahan), Hafiz (d in 791 [1389], ^Iiaz)
say that the /i7^’s are “black” (like night), petuhnt
(jhaM) and elegant {shangul') that they play the

flute, that their way of living \butiagah “baggage”)

is irregular The Persian dictionaries explain luit!

lull as “shameless, gay, sweet, musician, woman
of light morals”, etc

,
cf Vulleis [the quotation

from Amir lOiusraw (d in 725 [1325] m India),

ibid
y

s v Lur refers rather to the inhabitants of

Lunstan]

The origin of the name lull has not yet been

investigated The term seems to be applied to

the inhabitants of the town of Sind which the

Arab authors call Ariir or al-Rui (cf Aras > al-

Ras, Alan > al Lan) This town had been con-

j

quered by Muhammad b al-kisim before 95 (714)
(al-Baladhurl, ed de Goeje, p 439, 440, 445)
According to al-Blrunl, ed Sachau, p 100, 130,

the town of Ariir (Aror) lay 30 farsaWis S W of

Multan and 20 farsakhs above al-Mansura In

Elliot, History of India, London 1867, 1 61, 363,
the town is called Alor 1 his town

,
the old

capital of the Hindu radjas of Sind, is now in

ruins (on the Indus, in the talula of Rohri in

the district of Sukkur, cf Imperial Gazetteer of
India, Oxford 1908, vi 4 and xxi 308 Aror and
Rohri) The change of '^Arori/Rurl into Lorl/Luli

IS readily explained by the phonetic law of dis-

similation of the two r’s especially aftei the

change from Aror (Indian) to al-Rur (Arabic)

The descendants of the Indian musicians of Bahram
Gur (1 e the gipsies) seem to have been called

after the most important town that the Arab in-

vaders had known, and perhaps before them, the

Sisanians This explanation would locate quite

precisely the original home of the /«/?//«; J, without

in any way prejudicing the ethnical relationship

of this tribe

The term luMurl (unknown in Khorasan, Iva-

now 1914) IS particularly found in the S E of

Persia, in Kirmin and in Balu^istan Lull or lull

is also found in Turkestan Babur, ed Ilminsky,

p 358, 457, uses “Lull” in the sense of “player”,

Abu ’1-^azJ, ed Desmaisons, p 241, 258, 276,

282, mentions m the xvth century a Siaibanid

prince of Marw and Abiward, son of a Lull woman
Mayew, Izw^stiya Ross Geogr ObsM ,

xii
,
part

1 P 349> and Geogr Magazine, 1876, p 326

—

330 Lnli in Eastern Bukhara, Grenard in Dutreuil

de Rhins, Miss scient dans la Haute Aste, Pans

1898, a, p 308 Lnll and Agha in Chinese

Turkestan, ValilAanow, Solinemya, Zapishi Ross

Geogr Ob^ po ethnografii, St Petersburg 1904,

xxix
) p 43 I ulu (sic) and MultinT m Kaghghar

Lastly it has been suggested that the name of

the gipsy tribe m Syria, Nurl, plur Nawara is

deiived from lull

The LSri/Luli gipsies (cf the reference above

to their dark skin) must be cleaily distinguished

fiom the Lur [q v] highlanders who live in the

southwest of Persia, have a fair skin and speak

an Iranian dialect with no trace of Indian elements

The situation is however slightly complicated by

certain minor points In the first place the use of

the teims Lull, Lurl, Lur, etc is not always quite

clear In the confederation of 'Arab tribes of Ears

there is a Lur clan, Sykes, Ten thousand Miks,

p 330, Rittich, Poyizdka v Belucistan, Izw Geogr

Obshc

,

1902, xxxm/i, p 69 speaks of a Lori

section (Persian pronunciation of Lurp) among
the Lull of Kirman Edmonds notes the existence

of a Luii(>) clan in Lunstan in the Dashenan

division of the Bairanwand gioup In Kuidistin

there is a clan Luir-i Kulahgar [cf Senna]
Still more confusing is the fact that some Lurs

follow the profession of acrobats, bear-leaders,

rope dancers (cf Cirikow, p 277) As early as

the xivtk century, Sljihab al-Din al-'Umau mentions

the talent of the Luis in these directions and m
our own day we find wandering troops of Lurs as

far north as Tabriz where there is a permanent

colony of Karaci gipsies, professional actors and

singers It is possible that the special qualifications

of the Lui and gipsy players differ somewhat,
the SUzmani of Kuidistan (cf sarpui and senna)

who excel in singing and dancing are not acrobats

But we must first of all wait till a special in

vesligation settles to what precise section the

wandering Lur artistes belong

There is nothing impossible in a gipsy infil-

tration into I uristan Whatever was the ethnical

entity covered by the name Zutt (on the confusion

of the Zutt with the Luri see above Hamza,
1 ha'alabi) the existence of Zutt colonies in KhQzi-

stan IS known as early as the time of al-HadjdjSdj

[q V
]

(cf Hawmat al-Zutt between Arradjan and
Ram Hormuz

,
the modern town of Hindiyan [“the

Indians”] may have a similar origin) According

to Baladhurl, p 382, when in the second quarter

of the first century A H the Zutt had apostacised

from Islam, they were joined by the local Kurds,

which provoked the punitive expedition of 'Abd
Allah b 'Amir to Idhadj (= Malamir, the future

capital of Lur 1 Buzurg) The alliance of the Zutt

and Kurds (= Lurs
, q v

) at so early a date is

curious Under al-Rur, Yal}:ut, 11 833 mentions

two places in Sind and a small district (^nahiya)

under Ahwaz in KhUzistan Schwarz, Persten im
Mittelalter, v 665, identifies this Rur with the

district of al-Lur (cf luristXn) In the light of

what has been said above one might suppose the

existence in al Lur of a very ancient Indian colony

But as our sources contain no positive confirmation

of this hypothesis [according to Ibn Hawkal, p 176,
the “Kurds” were predominant in al-LQr] the

questions of the origin of the name al-Rnr in

Khilzistan, of the identity of this al-Rlir with al-

Lur and of the remoter origin of the name Lur
must for the present be left open In any case

even if the name Lur came from the town of
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al LUr, the origin of the name would not neces- often been described by travellers
,

cf notably
sarily settle the question of the ethnical origin of I ycklama and Nijeholt, Voyage^ iv

, p 30—70,
this people Cirikow, Putewoi Journal^ p 282, 299, 330,
As to the general question of the gipsies in lOiurshld-Efendi, Styahet name-t HuJUd^ Russian

Persia, their names m the provinces other than transl
, p 119, cf T Thomson, The Soozmanee

Kirman and BalnCistSn are as follows are they Gypsies^ Journ Gipsy Lore Soc
^

11
, 1909,

m KhoiSsSn KirshmSl (in which a fantastic p 275—276
popular etymology sees ghatr-t ipumar^ interpreted The language of the gipsies of Persia (Sykes,

as “innumerable”, in Tran scaucasionlurkish dialects de Morgan, Ivanow) has taken its morphology
khl^mal means “vaurien”, cf the comedies of from modem Persian, its vocabulary also is full

Path 'All Akhundow, q v), of Persian words (cf the lists in de Morgan),
in AstarSbad and Mazandaran DjHgl and Indian elements seem to be rarer than in the

GaodSri, Romani of Europe, the language of Kirman and
in Adharbaidjan Kara6i (and Caghatai Turk Khorasan (Sykes, Ivanow) contains a large number

means “faithful servant, person near the khan”, of unrecognisable elements Longworth Dames out

Abu ’

1-Ghazi, p 145 and Bugadow, 11 45), of 96 words in Sykes’s vocabulary found 12 Indian,

in FSrs (and elsewhere) Kaoli (= Kabuli) 4 Arabic, 28 Peisian and 52 of unknown origin

The names mentioned may correspond to slight He would regard this dialect rather as an artificial

local distinctions not yet fully known Gobineau secret jargon Denys Bray (quoted by Ivanow) m
collected the following names of particular tubes any case confirms the fact that the LSri of Ba-

leading a nomadic life in the north of Persia luCistan is learned by the children as a separate

Sanadi (^), KSsa taragh, “capmakers”, Bud5ghi, language (“is at any rate acquired naturally by
Adenesirl [Adhar-narsc ^], Zargar-i Kirmani, „gold I^ri children, as a language for the home circle”)

smiths of Kirman”, ShahnySrl (winter at Hamadan, The Suzmani use Kurdish mainly According
summer near Damawand), Karzl, Toai-tabib (dawar to Cirikow they are called Dummi, which must

+ tahlb “sheep-doctoi” 5

^), Gaobaz, Baih-kapan (in coriespond to DamSn (= Dom, the name of a

lurkish bash “head” -I- kapan “he who seizes”?), low caste in India from which comes the well-

Gaodari (bold hunters in Mazandaran
,
cf de Mor- known name for gipsies Rom) The vocabulary of

gan), Kashi, Badjumbnn According to Newbold the Duman (Baghdad, Aleppo >) as collected by
the Persian gi^ “s fall into two classes Kaoli (or Ne^^bold, y R A 1856, p 303 from an in-

Ghurbatl) and Gaobaz formant from Altun-kopru, is full of Kurdish words
As names applied to Persian gipsies in general katvatj “stone”, khoty “salt”, lawak^ “boy” A Kurd

Gobineau gives Besh^wan/Peshawan (cf the name tribe in the east of Bohtan bears the suggestne

of the Armenian and Transcaucasian gipsies, the name of Sindi/Smdiyan (the “Sindians”) Ac
Bosho) and OdjQll (?) The following names have cording to the ^ardf-nama the chief of the Kur-
a general and neutral character Ghurbati, dikan clan (of the Ziaki) had married a gipsy

“living in a foreign land”, according to Ivanow, woman In discussing the relationships of gipsies

the Peisians who confuse gh and see in kiir- and Kurds, it should be remembered that in 220
ball an offensive allusion to the promiscuity (835) a section of the Zutt settled in Khanikin,

[kurbaty “relationship, consanguinity”) of which 1 e at the gate of Kurdish territory, cf de Goeje,

isolated communities in all ages have been accused
,

Memoire^ p 30, Tabaii, 111 1168

the name is sometimes transciibed kurbail and According to Sampson, two categories of gipsy

kurbatiy F
1 y ii dj (from the Aiabic, fuyud^y speech may be distinguished according to the

“couriers”), Ustakar, Agha, Gharbal-band fate of the primitive Indian aspirated mediae the

(“sieve-makers”) one changes them into aspirated tenuesy 1 e Prakrit,

The number of gipsies in Persia may be estimated bhattii > phei (Armenia, Europe), the other de-

nt 20,000 families, or 100,000 souls, of whom prives them of aspiration, bhatnt > ben (Persia,

5,000 families aie in Adharbaidjan and 300—500 Syria, Egypt) The interest of the Persian dialects

families in KirmSn (Sykes) I he gipsies have an lies in the fact that Persia was the first country

oiganisation of then own at the head of which in which the gipsies sojourned after leaving India

is the chief of the Shah’s runners (^sjidtir-bdshi) (probably in the Sssanian period) In the gipsy

under whom aie the provincial deputies dialects of Peisia, as yet very insufficiently studied,

In western Peisia the gipsies aie very little dif- we may expect to find traces of a rather archaic

ferent from the Persian peasantiy (Sykes, Ivanow) phonetic system Ouseley for example found among
In KhorSsan they play a consideiable part in the the KaraCi of Pabilz the word behn “sister” which

life of the ruial community as artisans, making must be oldei than phen or ben (cf also ghora

and repaiiing sieves, chains, combs etc In Astar- in Gobineau)

abad the Gaodarl aie coppersmiths, carders of Btbltogi aphy See the articles lur, sarpul,

wool and cotton (de Morgan) Throughout Persia senna, 7UT'| — Don Juan of Persia, Relactonesy

one sees the black tents of the nameless ilat who Valladolid, 1604, p 17 (on the looseness of

must be gipsies It remains to be seen also if gipsy morals), English translation by G Le
the Kurd tribes bearing names like Khan at Strange, London 1926, p yOw%e^t^y Travels tn

(“turners”), Lurr-i Kulahgar (“hatters”) are not of vai tous Count? tes of the Eastyl^oudon 1819—1823,

gipsy origin (cf the article senna) In the towns, 1 309, 111 400, 405 (the KaraCi of Tabriz),

such as Sabzawar, Nishapur and Tabriz, the gipsies Ker Porter, Tiavels in Geotgta etc
,
London 1822,

have quarters of their own There are troops of 11 528—532 the Karachi near MarSgha, Die

gipsy dancers and musicians in Persia but they Ztgeuner in Pei sun und Indieny Das Auslandy

do not seem to be very popular Ouseley gives a Munich 1833, p 163-164, Bataillard, Nouvelles

description of the dances and of the marionette techetches sin Vapparition et la dispersion des

theatres of the Karaci (Tabriz) Ihe dancers and Bohemtens avec un appendtee sur Vtmmt-
singers of the Siizmani tribe in Kurdistan have gration en Perse entre les annees 420 et 440
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de dtx h douze mtlle Lourt^ Zutt et Djait de

rinde^ Pans 1849, p i—48 [first publ in

Bthhotheque de V^cole des Chartes^ senes,

i 14—55], Newbold, The Gtpstes of Egypt^

JRAS^ 1856, XVI 285—312 (p 309—311
Gtpstes of Persia) ,

Gobineau
,

i)te Wander-
sthmme Perstens^ Z DM G

^ 1857, xi
, p 689

—

699 [cf the correspondence of M6rim6e in the

Revue des deux mondes of Oct 15, 1902, p 733],
Grierson, Arabic and Petsian references to

Gtpstes^ Indian Antiquary^ Bombay 1887, xvi

,

p 257—258 [lepnnted in the Jomn Gipsy

Lore Society^ Edinburgh 1889, i 71—76 with the

title f>omSy fats and the ottgtn of the Gtpstes)
^

R Burton, The few^ the Gipsy and El- Islam

^

London 1898, p 215—217 the fats of Belo-

chtstauy p 217—219 the Gtpstes of Peista^

P M Sykes, Anthrop notes on Southern Persia^

fourn Anthr Inst of Gr 1902, xxxii

,

P 339—349 (P 345—349 “Ourbati” vocabu-

350—352 notes by Longworth Dames),
P. M Sykes, Ten thousand Miles tn Persia,

London 1902, p 436—439 with a photograph,
de Goeje, Memoire sur les mtgiations des Tst-

ganes a travers VAste, Leyden 190^, esp p
40, 48, 63, de Morgan, Miss scient en Perse,

V, Etudes Linguisttques, Pans 1903, p 304-307
233 words of the Djttgi (== Khoshnishin) tube,

91 words of the G5odari tribe, collected in the

province of Astarab^d
,
P M Sykes, The Gtp

sies of Persia, A second vocabtilar), f Anth
Soc Gr Brit, 1906, xxxvi

, p 302—31 1 96
words from Djiruft and Snd|an, P M Sykes,

Notes on musical instruments tn Khotasan ivith

special reference to the Gtpstes, Man
,
London

1909, IX, p 161— 164, W Ivanow, On the

language of the Gtpstes of Qatnat (Khoiasan),

f S A B, 1913, X, NN 10— II, p 439—455 »

W Ivanow, Further notes on Gtpstes in Peista,

fASB, 1920, XVI, N® 7, p 281—291 (cor-

rections to the preceding article, 95 words col-

lected in Nishapur, SabzawSr etc ), ,y A SB
,

1922, xviii 376—383, do, Notes on the eth-

nology of Khurasan, The Geogr fouinal, Feb

1926, p 156— 157, J Sampson, On the oiigtn

and early migrations of the Gipsies, Journal
Gipsy Lore Soc, 1923, p 156— 170 Cf also

in the Journal Gtpsy Loie Soc, Edinburgh,

I iverpool, the following articles de Goeje and
Sampson, The Gtpstes of Peista, p 181

—

183 propos of Sykes 1906), Groome, Persian

and Syrian Gtpstes, 1909, ,p 21—27 (Kara£i

vocabulary from Ouseley)
,
W T Thomson,

The Soozmanee are they Gtpstes, 1909, p
275—276, Sykes, Pei sian fats, 1910, p 320,
Sinclair and Ranking, 1911, p 69—70, 235
(k propos of Sykes 1909), Sykes, The Shah's

runners

,

Sinclair, Gtpsy tatooms; in Peista, etc

(V Minorsky)
LlTLir, Badr al DIn Abu ’l Fada’il al Malik

al-RahIm, a tab eg of al-Mawsil LuW, who
had once been his slave, had great influence with

the Zangid Nur al-Din Arslan Shah I and when
Nfir al-Din on his deathbed (607= 1 210— 1 2 1

1 ) con-

firmed the nomination of his son al Malik al-Kahir

Tzz al-Din Mas'od as his successor, he appointed

Lu’lu^ as regent of the kingdom, while the younger

son ImSd al-DIn Zangl was given the two fortresses

of al'^Akr and Shflsb near al-Mawsil At the end
of RabF I, 615 (end of June 1218) al-Malik al-

Kahir died after appointing his minor son NUr

al-Din ArslSn Sh5h his successor and Lu’lu^ his

legent When Tmfid al-Din seized the fortress of

al-^Imadiya in RamadSn of the same year (Dec

1218), Lu^lu^ sent an army against him Lu^lu^’s

troops besieged al-Tm5diya but had to return with

nothing effected, whereupon the other fortresses

in al-Hakk5riya and al-Zawazan surrendered to

'Imad al-Din when the latter made an alliance

with the lord of Irbil, Muzaflfar al-Din Kokbuii

Lu’lu^ sought the assistance of the AiyUbid al-Malik

al-Ashraf, who ruled the greater part ofMesopotamia,

and recognised his suzerainty, wheieupon al-Ashraf

sent an aimy to Nasibin to help I u^liF if necessary

In Muharram 616 (April 1219) Tm5d al Din was

defeated by LiFliF’s forces near al-^Akr and had

to flee to Irbil Peace was howevei soon afterwards

concluded through the intervention of al-A^iai

and the Caliph al-Nasir, but when the sickly NQr
al-Din died in the same or the following yeai

and hib brother NSsii al Din Mahmud, who was

some three years old, succeeded him, 'Imad al-Din

and Muzaflfai al-Din began to raid and plunder

the distiict of al Mawsil whereupon Lu’lu^, who
had first sent his eldest son with an army to al-

Ashiaf to help him against the Franks, appealed

for help to Aibeg, al-Ashrafs general in Nasibin

Aibeg set out at once and joined I u^lu’ On
Radjab 20, 616 (Oct i, 1219) I u^lu’ was defeated

near al-Mawsil, but while he was again collecting

hib followers around him Muzaffar al Din retired

After the conclusion of peace, ^Imad al-Din oc-

cupied the fortress of Kaw5{>h5 ,
and I u’lu^ had

again to appeal to Ashiaf Muzaffar al-Din however
induced a number of emirs, among them Ibn al-

Ma^tub to secede from al-Asljiaf and take up a

position at Dunaisir to prevent the latter’s passing

The emirs however soon changed their views with

the sole exception of Ibn al-Mashtub who went

to Irbil He was twice defeated, first by the gar

iison of Nasibin and then by the troops of Parruj^

Sh^h, loul of Sindjar, w'ho took him prisoner

When he had been released, he collected a plundei ing

hoide around him and ravaged the country far and
wide He was defeated by an army of Lu^lu^’s

and took lefiige m the fortress of 1 ell A'far The
latter was besieged and I iFlu^ himself came up
from al-Mawsil On Rabf 17, 617 (June 21, 1220)

he had to capitulate and Ibn al-Mashtub was
taken piisoner and brought to al-Mawsil After

al-Ashraf had made peace with Muzaffar al-Din

he handed ovei to Lu^lu’ the fortresses of Djudaida,

Nasibin and the goveinorship of Mesopotamia, to

which other foi tresses were later added After

the death of Nasir al-Din (619 = 1222— 1223 or

according to others not till 631 = 1233—^234)
Lu^lu^ was recognised as Atabeg of al-Mawsil and
assumed the name of al-Malik al Rahim In 635
(1237—-1238) he became involved m wai with

the Aiyflbid al-Salih Nadjm al-Din The latter

took the Khwgrizmians into his service and granted

them Harran and Edessa whereupon they seized

also the town of Nasibin About thiee years later

they were defeated by the ruler of Ilalab and
Hims and I iFlu^ regained Nasibin with D5ra

lu^lu^ had also to fight the loid of Ilalab, the

Aiyubid al-Nasir Ynsuf In 648 (1250— 1251) he
was defeated and Nasibin, Dara and Kaikisiy5^ fell

into the hands of the Aleppo forces Lu^lu’ died

in 657 (1259) aged over 80, after recognising the

suzerainty of Hulaga [q v
]

Bibliography Ibn al-Athir, ed Tornberg,
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xii 193 sq
^
218—227, 247, 268, 275, 289—

291, Ibn Khaldun, al-lbar^ v 268—276, Weil,
Gesch d Chahfeny 111 443, 449, 469, 480,
Kecuetl des histor des crotsades

,
Histor orient

1 86, 90—93, 98, iiSy 120, 128, 138, u 362,

373 *^7 >
van Berchem, in Orient Studten^ Th

Noldeke gewidmet^ p 197 sqq
,
Brit Mus Cat

^

Or Coins
^
vol 111

, p 200—238
(K V Zr riERSifiEN)

LU^LU\ I A Mamluk of Saif al-Dawla
the luler of Aleppo, vizier of his son Sa'd

al-Dawla and his grandson Sa'id al Dawla On
the latter’s assassination, he became guardian of

his sons and fiom 394—400 (1003 — 1009) in-

dependent governor of Aleppo undei Fatimid

suzerainty, cf the article hamdanids where the

bibliography also is given

2 A eunuch and the trusted adviser of
the Saldjuk Sultan Ridwan of Aleppo,
on the latter’s death in 507 (1113) he became
Atabeg of his son Alp Arslan al-Akhras (lit ‘‘the

dumb”, so called on account of an impediment in

hib speech) Alp Arslan who left the goveinment
m the hands of Lu^lu^ rendered himself hated by
his couit on account of his ciimes and tyiannical

conduct and fell a victim to a conspiiacy in which
I u^lu^ seems to have had a share To retain a

firm hold on the reins of government, he appointed

Alp Arslan’s six year old biother Sultan Shah
his successor who reigned in name till 5 17 (i 123)
Anarchical conditions prevailed in Syria through-

out the whole period (cf the art halab) To re

tain his power Lu^lu’ had to steer a course between
the Crusadeis, Syrian Aftbegs and the Great

baldjak Sultan Muhammad He piomiscd to hand
over Aleppo to the latter but at the same time

secretly sought the help of the Atabeg loghtikln

[q V
]

of Damascus against him and of llghazi

of Maiidin and on the othei hand to prevent

them becoming too strong betiayed then movements
to the Crusaders \\ho were able to inflict damage
on them He succeeded in retaining Aleppo with

the help of Toghtikln’s cavalry lo raise the

necessaiy funds to pay these and his oun troops

he extol ted the last farthing out of his viziers

and the wealthier inhabitants of Aleppo He him-

self nevei left the citadel foi feai of conspiracies

When he was at last foiced in 510 (1117) to

make a jouiney, eithei to take his treasures to a

friend’s care or to get money stoicd with him,

his lurkish bodyguard fell upon and killed him
The lattei seized his treasure and tried to take

Aleppo by surprise but were defeated by the

garrison and had to give up the booty Lu^lu^ is

a typical example of the anarchy in Syria, at the

beginning of the Crusades which was only put

an end to by the energy and ability of Nur al Dm
Bibliography^ cf the art halab, Kamal

al-Din’s Geschichte von Aleppo^ transl by Silv

de Sacy, in Rohricht’s Betti age zur Geschichte

der A'leuzzugfy 1 ,
Berlin 1874, p 243,245-251

(M Soblrniieim)

LU^LU^A (a
,

“pearl”), a fortress near
Tarsus in Cilicia, which was besieged by the

Caliph al-Ma^mun in 217 (832) It was the

stiongest of the Greek citadels and the one that

wrought most havoc among the Muslims, it had
a laige garrison and was well supplied with aims

The caliph, not having succeeded in taking it,

blockaded it foi a hundred days with two forts,

the troops of which routed the Emperor Theo-

philus, as a result of this defeat, the people of

lu^lu’a appealed to 'Udjaif b ‘^Anbasa who was
their piisoner to negotiate for them and capi-

tulated on obtaining safeguards (aman) granted

by al-Ma^mUn
Bibliogiaphy Kitab al-Uyuity 3‘’d part,

in diagmenta historicoium arabicoriwiy ed de

Goeje, I eyden 1871, p 375, Ibn al-Athir,

Kamily vi 297, Yal^ut, ed Wusten-
feld, IV 371, Sami Bey, Kamils al-Klaniy vi 4022

(Cl Huarf)
LUR (in Persian Lor with 0 short), an Iranian

people living in the mountains in S W
Persia As in the case of the Kurds, the prin-

cipal link among the four blanches of the Lurs

(Mamasani, Kuhgilii^ Bakhtiyarl and Lurs proper)

IS that of language Ihe special character of the

Lur dialects suggests that the country was iran-

icised from Peisia and not from Media On the

ancient peoples, who have disappeaied, become
iianicised 01 absorbed in different parts of Luri-

stan, cf the latter article

Ihe name local tiadition {Tciitlh-t Gtiztdd)

connects the name of the Lurs with the place

Lur in the defile of Man rud This tradition is

perhaps based on a memoiy of the town al-Lur

mentioned by the early Arab geographers (Istakhii.

p 195 etc ),
the name of which survives in Sahia yi

I ur (to the north of Dizffil) 1 here are several

other place names resembling Lur, namely lii, a

district of Djundai Sabur (Schwarz, Persiefty p 666,

cf the Kuhgiluh tribe Lirawi), which may be

to lur what pU m Luri is to pUl “money” in

Persian, Lurdjan (Yakut Lurdadj^n, now Luidagan)

according to Istakhif, capital of the canton of

Saidan (between Kuh Gilu and the Bakhtiyaris)

and lastly theie is a place called Lurt (Loit)

neai Saimara

Mas^'udi alone, in his list of “Kurd” tubes, speaks

of the I urilya tribe (which may mean the Lurs

connected with the distiict of al-Lur) In the

xupk century Yakut uses the names Lui, Lurr to

mean the “Kurd tube living in the mountains

between Khuzistan and Isfahan”
,

he calls the

countiy inhabited by it bilad al Lut
^
or Luustan

Ihcse facts show the stages of evolution of the

geographical term (perhaps pre-Iranian) into an

ethnical name If however we seek an Iranian

etymology foi the name Lur, its connection with

the first clement in Luhr-asp (alieady proposed by

von Bode) at once suggests itself According to

Justi, Itanisches Namenbnch^ Luhr is explained by

ludjua “red” Ihe place-name Rur in Yakut

may supply an intermediary form The Ta^itkh~i

Guzida gives a popular etymology Lur < hr

“wooded hill” in I url

Ethnology If the linguistic data connect the

Lurs with Ears, local tiadition only legaids as

tiue Lurs the tribes who came fiom the defile of

Man-rud Accoiding to the Ta^iikht Guzida, p

539, 547, there is in the wildyet of Man-iud a

village called Kurd near which there is a defile

The place called Lur is situated in this kVil (the

w'ord means in Luri a “little lavine”, cf O Mann)
The name M5n rOd much resembles that of M5-

diyan-iiid (the word mddiydn is found as man/mun
in Luri, ^ukowski, 111 158) but certain historical

considerations make us look for it near Mangarra-

Mungaria (cf Ta^iikhri Guzida, p 548 on the

place lying between Man rud, SamhS and MSngarra)

Ihe clans {guruh) of the natives of Kul 1 Man-iHd
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were later called after the places where they had

settled, like the Ejangru^I (Cangril^i, Ejangardl)

and the Dtarl (Aztarl) The governing family of

the Atabegs of Little Lur belonged to the ^an-
grawi (the name of their clan, the SalbHrl, Sal-

ghnrl should be corrected from SalwIzI,

p 369, SaliwarzT, ^All Hazin, Ta^hhra^ p 135

and Salawarzi in Houtum-Schindler) The Ta^ttkht

Guzida concludes by enumerating the 8 clans

i^^u^ab) of the two principal guruh and the 18

other tribes (akwam) of the Liirs

A few names (MSngarra, AnSrakT, Djndakl)

correspond to modern names Finally 4 clans are

mentioned Sahl (SSml), ArsSn (AsbSn, As5n),

Arkl and Bihi, who, although speaking Lurl, are

not Lurs
,
the people of the other villages of MSn-

rQd were peasants (rUsfa^i)

About 500 (1106), a hundred (or 400) Fadlawl

Kurd families arrived from Syria They came by

the north (ShuturStn-Kah) and settled at first on

the lands of the KhUrshldi wazirs (cf the article

I UR-I kDCik
,

cf Nuzhat al Kulub^ p 70 under

the word gtrdlakM) At the beginning of the viith

(xiiitb) century new tribes flocked to the standards

of Hazarasp of the Great I ur Among them were

two Arab tribes ^Ukaili (^Akill, cf the place of

this name below Shushtar), and Hashimi and 28

different tribes (tnutaffartka) among whom we
find the BakhtiySrI (Mukhtarl), the Djawanikl

(Marfisill), the GStwand (cf the village near ShQsh-

tar), the DjSkl, the Llrawl, the Mamasati (MamH-
sani^) etc According to the ^araf^nama (1 26)

all these tribes also came from Syrn These waves

of immigration must have had a considerable effect

on the ethnical composition of the Gieat Lur It

is probable that the immigrants were Kurds and

that traces of them still survived among the Kurds

whom Ibn Battuta (11 2i—30) found at the be-

ginning of the xiv^h century near Bahbahan and

R5m Hormuz when on his way to the capital of

the Grand Lur There has long been a village of

KurdistSn on the Djarrahl and it had even given

its name to this river Shihab al-Din al-'Umarf

{N E
^

xiii
, p 330—332) mentions the existence

of Lurs m Syria and Egypt and tells how Saladin

(563— 589), alarmed by their dangerous ability to

climb the steepest ramparts, had them massacred

en masse This anecdote throws a light on the

causes which produced the arrival in return to)

Luristan about 600 A h of numerous Iranian tribes

The southern part of Little Lur was exposed

to infiltration by Kurds, especially through the

valley of Karkha (cf lAK, just to the north of

Susa IS a tree da}-t Babu^ bearing the name of

a clan of the Kurd tribe of DjuzkSn, celebrated

in the history of the Hasanwaihids
,

cf Ibn al-

Athir, IX 146, 219) and exposed to Turkish and
Mongol invasions (cf the desperate fighting of

the Atabegs of the Lui-i Ku6ik against the Bay at

and Aiwa [=Baharlui^] Turks)

In the Safawid period, Turkish tribes were in-

troduced into Luristan from the direction of the

Knh-Gllu (where traces of them still exist) and

Georgian and Armenian colonies to the north of

the Bakhtiylri country On the movements of the

population under Nadir, the Zands and Ka^Jjars

see below The ethnical situation gradually stabilised

at the beginning of the xixth century

The names of the Lur tnbes and groups are

now quite well known and as we have lists going

from 1836 to 1922 a comparison enables us to

note the changes that have taken place mean
while Regroupings seem to be taking place more
rapidly among the Lurs than among the Kurds
but the general framework of the tribal grouping

remains essentially the same
In 1881 (Curzon, 11 274) theie were 421,000

Lurs of whom 170,000 w'ere BaWitiyarT, 41,000

Kllh-Gllu, and 210,000 Feill According to Rabino

this last section numbered in 1904 31,650 tents

(or 130,000 individuals) in Pfsh-Kuh, and 10,000

tents (01 50,000 individuals) m Pu§ht-i Kuh (this

last figure seems too low)

The Mamasani (Mamassani) group includes

4 mam tribes the Bakash, Djawldi (Ejawi), Dush-

manziySri and KustamI (cf the article shUl) Ihe
Kflh-GflQ group (Kuh GitlQ) includes 3 large tribes

(AkSdjarl, Bawl and Djaki) Ihe fiist of these

tribes (cf the name of the old Turkish tribe of

Aghadjari) is of a composite character, for of its

9 clans foui (Afshai, Begdali, ^.aghatai and Kara-

Baghli) are Turkish (evidently the remains of the

Shah Sewan to whom the government of Kuh-Gilu

had been given under the Safawis) and a fifth

clan (Tilakuhi) bears the name of a district in

Kurdistan of Senna [q v
]
On the second tribe.

Bawl, O Mann notes that it bears the name of

an Arab tribe of the neighbourhood of Ahwaz,
but there is also a mountain called Bawl to the

south of Khurramabad Ihe third tribe, Djaki, ib

purely Lur and is composed of two main sections

CarbuniCa and Llrawl with veiy many subdivisions

Ihis threefold composition of the Kflh-Gilu group

is typical of many of the Lur tribes

As to the B a kh 1
1 y a 1 T, Sawyer as long ago as

1894 said that their territory was “thoroughly

surveyed on a scale of 8 miles to the inch, nearly

every tribe visited in their own encampment,

everything appertaining to the Bakhtiaris may
now be said to be known” But Curzon’s tables

(1890) are still the last w^ord available to the

student Of the two Bakhtiyaii groups Cahar-lang

and Haft-lang, the latter is the more impoitant

at the present day Ihe Cahar-lang, who used to

be in the south are now mainly on the outskirts

in the distiict north of the northern barrier (be-

tween Burndjiid and GulpayagSn)

Ihe main groups of Lui are Tarhan, Dilfan,

Silsila (cf lAk) and B5la-giriwa The tribes of

the last group are the Lurs par excellence and

have important subdivisions Dirlgwand, Sagwand
etc It IS possible that the Dirtgwand aie the

real nucleus of the Lui lace Their chiefs are

called mlr
In contrast to what we find among the Kuids,

where the individual members of the tribe are

usually much attached to their hei editary chiefs,

the Lurs proper (Bala giriwa) are distinguished by

a more democratic feeling The power of the

hereditary families of l^ans is based on their

^guard’ but this power is considerably

reduced by the authority of the chiefs of the

clans (jushfftal) The khSns are forced to couit

the favours of these wild, petty chiefs (Edmonds
“uncouth headmen”), the latter are amenable to

the solicitations of their neighbours and in this

way the tribes are broken up and new groupings

take place

Little IS known of the ethnology of the Lurs

The notes of Duhousset (who commanded a Lur
regiment in 1859), Etudes sw la popul de la

Perse^ p 23, of Khanikoff, Mem sur Pethnogra-
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phtt de la Perse^ Pans 1866, p 15, no and 138,
and of Danilow only touch the surface of the

subject Duhousset particularly notes the peculiar

(compressed) form of the skull of the Lurs Fd-
monds emphasises the difference between the Luis

and the Laks, the latter are taller, have purer

features and aquiline noses Their women are

more beautiful than those of the Lurs The hair

of the Lurs is often chestnut coloured
,
very heavily

bearded men aie found among the Lurs (The
Persians call LuristSn ma^dan i risk, ‘‘mine of

beards”) The women do not seem to have such

liberty among the Luis as among the Kurds
According to Edmonds there aie no cases among
the Kurds of women acting as chiefs of tribes

But V Hammer (11 239) mentions undei the year

1725 the wailike exploits of the two daughters

of the Wall 'All MardSn Kh5n
The domestic life and manners of the Bakhti-

yarls have found enthusiastic panegyrists in La-

yard, Mrs Bishop and Cooper, Gras^^ New York

1925 On the other hand the Lurs have been very

seveiely judged by most tiavellers, cf Edmonds,
Geogr Jourti

,
1922 {ibtd the speech of General

Douglas who was wounded by the Lurs in 1904)
Stbltography for the MamSsanI (cf the

article ^Ul) and the Kuh GilO, cf especially

Hasan Fasa^I, Fatsnama-yt Nastn on which

are based Demorgny, / es thus du Fa) F
M M

^ 191 3i xxii and B Miller, Kocetutye

plemena Faisa^ Wost sborntk^ St Petersburg I

1916, 11, p 213-218 Cf also the lists in Bode,

Layard, Shell, Baring etc (summed up m Cur
zon, Peista^ 11 317) and those of O Mann,
Die Mundarten d Lur Stamme^ p xv -xxi For

the Bakhtiyari Rawlinson, A March from Zo-

hab^ p 102— 106 (cf Ritter, E)dUinde^ ix

210—215), Layard, Desotp of Khuztsian and

especially Early AdvenhoeSy Cuizon, Persia^

11 286—288 Por the I urs the lists of Raw
linson (Rittei, Erdkunde^ iv 215—219), Bode,

Layaid, Cirikow, Houtum-Schindler, O Mann,
/ r

, p xxiii and especially the articles by

Rabino, R M M
^ 1916, and Edmonds, Geog)

Joufn , 1922

Religion The Christian and Jewish colonies

(cf the evidence of Benjamin of Fudela) settled

in the village of Kaikha since the Sasanian peiiod

(cf MAsauadii 7[n) may have left some tiaces in the

country A very curious tradition is the story of

the conversion of the Bakhtiyarls to Christianity

in the time of Constantine the Gieat(^) (Hanway,

n 168) A mention in the Ta^rikh t Djahdn gushd^

G S M
^

XV1/2, p 216 shows that m 650 the

mulhtd (Isma'ilis) had gained a footing around

Giid-Kuh The Hurfifi heresy had probably also

a following in Luristan, for the murid of its

founder Fadl Allah who attempted the life of

Sultan Shahrukh in 1427 was called Ahmad Lur

(Browne, Pers Lit uttder Tartar Dorntmorty p
366) In the §afawid peiiod the walls of the

Little I ur claimed descent from 'AbbSs, son of

the Caliph 'Ali, whose tomb is shown near Sirwan

(MSsabadhSn), cf Rawlinson in Ritter, ix
, p

402 Ihe esoteric doctrines of the extremist ^I'a

aie wide spiead in Lunst5n The great majority

of the Lak are Ahl-i Hal^cV ('All ilahi, q v)
The Sagwand, PapI and Badra^I tubes are also

followers of this secret religion In the belief

of the Ahl-i Hakk, I uristan is the scene of

the activities of the third avatar of the divine

manifestation who is called Bfibg Khoshtu and
numbers among his “angels” Babfi Tahir [q v

]

An important sanctuary of the sect, the tomb of

Shah-zade Ahmad (the alleged son of the tmam
MUsa Kazim), is m the district of Kus near Bl-aw

(territory of Kalawand) and is kept by Saiyids of

the PapI tribe, these Saiyids wear red turbans

which recalls the predilection for red of the old

Muhamraira= Khurramlya [q v
]
whose flags were

of this colour

The religion of the I urs was so little orthodox

even from the Shl'a point of view that at the

beginning of the xixt^ century prince Muhammad
'All MlrzS had to send for a mudytahtd to con-

vert the tubes to Islam (Rabino, p 24) All the

Lur and Lak tribes are officially Shl'is (contrast

the attachment of the tiue Kurds to Sunna or-

thodoxy)

Language Down to the beginning of the

xxffi century our knowledge of the Lur dialects

was confined to 88 words collected by Rich, to

4 BakhtiySri verges in Liyaid and to some thirty

words collected by Houtum-Schindler As late as

the Grnndrtss d nan Phtl

^

1/2, 1898— 190 1,

p 249, we find the thesis stated that I uri is

closely related to Kurdish and may even be

described as one of its dialects The materials of

^ukowski (collected in 1883— 1886) were finally

published the day after the death of the author

(d 4/1/1918) The merit therefore of having first

established the important fact that Kurdish and

Luri arc quite separate (“erne tiefgehende bcheidung

des Kurdischen vom Lurl”) is due to O Mann
This scholar has shown that although theie are

Kurd tubes in Luristan (cf the article iak), the

true Lurs speak dialects i^hich belong undoubtedly

to the S W Iranian group (like Persian and the

dialects of Fais) and not to the N W group

(like Kurdish and the “central” dialects)

The Luri dialects which have none of the

asperities of Kurdish (cf Kurds) fall into two

categories 1 o the first belong the dialects of the

Great Lur MamasanI, Kuhgllu and Bakhtiyari

(the latter has a few insignificant peculiarities of

Its own), to the second belong the dialects of the

Little Lur, 1 e of the Feill Lurs

Even the first group possesses veiy few special

features compared with modern Persian From the

point of view of phonetics -am at the end of

a \^ ord becomes onty -urn {rnikunamliktinom
,
adamj

adhoffi)
y
u changes into / pulfpily intervocalic d

gives dh {y) mtdtkamlidhtm
,

the combination

•kht ft give ~hdh and -ht {t) dukhtarlduhdhar^

iaftj)ahty initial Ih becomes h khonalhonay etc

Peculiar to Bal^tiyarl are the change of inter-

vocalic m to V dd^iwa-f^dma and the occasional

change of ^ to j isd= tslian It is remarkable

that some of these phonetical peculiarities were

long ago noted by Hamdallah Mustawfl {Ta^rikk-t

Guzidoy p 537—538) He says that Lun (although

full of Arabic words) does not have the peculiarly

Arabic sounds, like kh^ sAy A f ^

flection Plural m -^^^/, ~yaly -al^ e g anhoy

dngaly accusative in dy na instead of ra yundy

got imd guft

y

formation of the piesent i- in-

stead of Persian mhy first Persian plural ending

in AniTt{ti) tkAarTmu{n) = Dtlkharim Luri usually

forms the preterite of active verbs as in Persian

with the help of personal endings (active con-

sti action) and not like Kurdish and the majority

of Persian dialects (including those of Fars) which
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give the preterite a passive construction Vo cab
ulary In the present and preterite stems Lurl

usually follows Persian but we find stems and

words unknown m Persian nvanum^ wandum^
“to throw”, lta)om^ “to be able”, “eye”,

etc From the Mongol period, Luri has kept several

expressions like tu^mal, “chief of a clan”, m
Mongol, tushumel^ “official”

,
kattnl^ “guard of the

khan”, in Eastern Turk! “camp, laager”, cf Bu-

dagow, 11 102, “encampment”, in Mongol,

kuren^ “camp, tent”

As to the Feili group, their dialect differs very

little from ordinaiy Peisian (Mann “weiter nichts

als em stark abgeschliffenes Peisisch”)

Theie are in Luristan a few islands of Kurds
of some importance Such are in the north the

Lak tribes [q v
]

Among the Feill, the Mahki
group (on the frontier of Kirmanshah, at Hulailan,

and farther south) speaks a southern Kurdish dialect

like that of the Kalhui The Kurdishuhan group
(to the south of Pusht-i Kuh) speaks a “kurmandji”
Kurdish Linguistic conditions in the Pusht-i Kuh
still require further study

Bibliography I erch, Izsl'ldowamya^ iii

,

p XI —XIV (German transl
,
loischungen^ ii),

O Mann, Kurze Sktzze d Lurdtalecte^ Sitzungsb

Berl Akad
^ 1904, p 1173— 1193, O Mann,

Die Mundai ten d Lur Stamme tin sud’West

Fersten, Kind pets borschungett^ Berlin 1910,
pait 11 (bibliography, list of tribes, MamSsani,
Kuh-galu\ Bakhtiyail and Feili texts), D I

R Lorimer, The Phonology of the BaUittatty

ubl by the R Asnt Society, I ondon 1922,
ukowski (t 4 I i()iS)y Malet lah dl'a tzm pers

narecuy 111 dialects of the Bakhtiyarl Carlang

and Ilafthng, Petiogiad 1922 (texts collected

in 1883— 1886, vocabularies Bakhtiyarl-Russian

and Russian-Bakhtiyari), Hadank in the preface to

O Mann, Kut disch-Pet sische Forschungett^ Berlin

1926, iii/i On the MamasanI and Kuh g4luh
materials of RomaskewiS, cf Bull Acad de

Russte^ 1919? P 452
Literature The Lur tribes and especially

the Bakhtiyaris have a rich popular literature,

fairy tales, epic fragments celebrating the exploits

of then heroes (like Muhammad Tal^i Khan fai-

Lang and Hadjdji IlkhanI Haft-Lang), lyrics, songs

sung at marriages and ciadle-songs(/tf/a^/)

These pieces are often pretty and full of senti

ment, cf the collections by O Mann and Zukowski
(the latter published an article on Persian and
BaWitiyari lullabies in the Journ Mtn Narodn
Prosweshc^ Jan 1889), D L R Lorimer and E
O Lorimei, Petsian Tales, London 1919, p 197—
3$l, Baktuxri Tales (translations only)

Theie are also Lurl poets writing in the established

literary forms Husain Kuh Khan Haft-Lang (killed

in 1882), Nadjma MamasanI, Daftail, Fayid (still

alive m 1902), Izadi (d 1905), ^Ali Asghar ^an
Nihawandl (cf O Mann) A Mfradj nama-yt
Bakhtiyarl by Shaikh ^Ali Akbar Mu^ammam was
lithogr at Teheran in 1314 A ghyizal by Mulla
Zulf 'All Kurrani was published by Y Marr in

the Comptes Rendus de VAcad de PU R S S

,

1922, p 55—58, according to V Mair a tadhkn a

of BaJ^tiyari poets compiled by 'Omman-i Samani
is in the library of Salar-i Fatih Another similar

tadhkira comes from the pen of Ahmadi-yi
Bakhtiyari

History On the participation of the tribes of
lyifizistan and Fars m the fighting between Arabs

and Persians m the early centuries of the Hidjia

cf the article Kurds The Caliphs interfered directly

in the affaiis of the country, especially in Lur-i

KQiik [q V ] The fortunes of the Lurs were more
closely associated with the Iranian dynasties ruling

in Khuzistan, at ghiiaz, Isfahan, Hamadan and

on the Zagios the Saffaiids, Buyids, Kakwaihids,

Hasan waihids and their successors of the family

of Abu T-Shawk (cf the article KURDS)

We have coins of the Buyids struck at IdJiadj

(Codrington) In 323 the Buyid aimy marched

through Luiistan (Sus - Shapui-kh^ast - Karadj)

The Plasanwaihid Kuids whose capital was at

Sarmadj (south of BlsutUu) extended their dominions

into the valley of the Karkha Shaplir kh'^ast (=
Khuriamabad) formed pait of their possessions

about 400 (1009) (Ibn al Athir, ix 89, Tadjattb

al-Umam, ed Amedroz, 11 291, 111 451) The
Kakwaihid Garshasp sustained a siege by the Sal-

^uks m Shaplir-khwabt (434=1042) The amirs

of this last dynasty later settled in noithern Lur-

istan the family of Zangi b Bursuk in Shapiir-

khwgst before 499 (i 105), Hisam al Dm Alpaghush

at Di2-i Mahki on the KarUia befoie 549 (1154)
(Rabat al-SudUt

,
G M S

,

285) A lurk Hi-

sam al-Din ^uhla or Aksari is mentioned as lord

of Luristan and of a part of Khuzistan between

547 and 570 A long msciiption (Kufic!^) on a

stele near Khuiramabad is still undecipheied [cf a

copy in von Bode, 11 298, Rawlinson thought he

lecogniscd m it the name of the Atabeg Shudja'

al Din but according to Curzon it has an earlier

date (517 = 1123)]

In any case all attempts from outside to subdue

Luristan or to take paits of its territory affected

the tribal system veiy little, the development

of which came to a head at the coining of the

Atabegs

Ihe principal source for the domestic history of

the countiy is the TcbriUi-t Guzida (730= 1330)
based m turn on the Zubdat al-Tawdnih of

Djamal al-Dln al-Kashani (of which the Preussischc

Staatsbibliothek only has the fiist volume, N® 368
of Pertsch’s Catalogue) The Madjmcb al Ansdb
(c 743) IS based on independent oial tradition

but IS less accuiate The Djahdn at a although late

(its author Kadi Ahmad died in 975) uses un-

published data The Shat af nama (1105 = 1596) is

based on the Zubdat abTaiudtllJh or peihaps a

good copy of the T^tikh-t Guzida According to

these souices which supplement the statements of

the Arab geographers, the situation in Luristan

about 300 (912) was as follows

The ^ul [q V
]
— who are not mentioned by

the Arabs befoie the Mongol epoch — occupied

a part (“half”) of Luristan The wilayet of Shu-

listan proper (Ta^rikha Guzida, p 537 and 539,

13) had a governoi named Nadjm al-Din Akbar
(according to the Madjvuf al-Ansdb the title

Nadjm al-Din was hei editary among the Shhl)

while the Lur territory under the Shul (prob-

ably Kuh-Gllu) had a pishwa Saif al-Din Ma
kam whose family had been prominent m the

country since the Sasanian penod
,

he was of

the Rilzbihani tube winch the Tcbtihhri Guzida
mentions among the Lur tribes The rest of Luii-

stan was ruled by a family of I ur princes (in-

dependent of the Shul) of whom Badr ruled in

the Great Lur and his brother Mansur in the

Little Lur Their dates are uncertain Badr’s suc-

cessor was his grandson Nasir al-Din Muhammad
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b b Badi (according to the Madj^ma' al

Ansab^ Nasir al-Din was a nephew of Avirang

[Rang] b Muhammad b Hilal) Na>ir al-Din was

deposed by the Fadlawi Kurds who founded the

dynasty of the Atabegs of the Gieat Lur and
relied for support on tribes who came from outside

I uristan (cf above undei Ethnology) 1 he same
hadlawl diove the Shul out of then settlements

We know nothing of Mansur, bi other of the

above mentioned Badr The tribes of Little Lur

were diiectly under the caliphs and in the north

were subjected to the invaders The founder

(about 580) of the native dynasty of the Atabegs

of I ur-i KuCik [q V
]

had to dispose of a rival

SurkhSb b 'Aiyar (piobably a scion of the dynasty

of Abu ’1 Shawk which was called 'Aiyar/Annaz,

cf the article KURDS)

The history of the two dynasties of the Atabegs

is filled with feuds, murders and executions but

in domestic affairs the state of the country was
fairly prosperous The Atabegs built bridges and

madrasas (Ibn Battuta) and secured a peaceful

existence foi the inhabitants (cf Tc^rlkh t Guztda,

p 550) The revenues of each of the two Atabegs

were estimated at a million dinars while each of

them paid to the Mongol treasury a tiibute of 91,000
dinars only {Nuzhat al~Kulub^ p 70)

In the interval between the Mongols and the

use of limiii, the two Atabegs were vassals of

the Muzaffarids In 788 and 795 Timur ravaged

Little I ui but treated the loid of Gieat Lur more
kindly In 795 limOr passed through Kiih-Gilu

and Shulistan Ihe limuiids (cf the article baikara)

consolidated their powei in Luristan and in 837
the last Atabeg of the Great I ur disappeared

Safawid period Ihe loids of the Little lur

maintained then position and by intrigue even

succeeded in extending their power over the plain

to the west of the mountains of Pught-i Kuh
After the execution of Shah-w ardi Khan, Shah
'Abbas installed in his place a zvZxli descended

fiom a lateral line of the old family The pos-

sessions of this Wall, Husain Khan, were, however,

somewhat leduced

After the disappearance of the dynasty of the

(ireat I ur the power had passed to the chiefs of

the tubes composing this Rdeiation Under Shah

Tahmasp we find the title of Saidar of the local

ulus conferred on Tadj mir, chief of the principal

clan, the Astaraki Tadj mir, having neglected his

duties, was executed and replaced by Mu Djahangir

Bakhtiyaii (the Astaraki and Bakhtiyari had come to

Luristan after 600, cf Tcdnkh i GuzJda) I^ahangir

under the guarantee of Shah Rustam of the Little

Lur pledged himself to supply annually to the

Safawid treasury 10,000 mules In 974 the governor

of Hamadan was sent to lemind him of his obli-

gation {Sharaf-rtama^ 1 48) Henceforth the Bakh-

tiyari tribe becomes of the fiist rank and, as usual,

gives its name to the whole confedeiation

As to the KQh Gila territory, it was governed

by iGians of the Turkoman tube (^ahsewen) of

Afshar settled among the Lurs In 988 (1580) a

dervish impostor claiming to be Shah IsmS'il II

had a considerable succes$, among the DjSki, Dja-

w5nikl and Bandani tribes who killed several Af-

hbai governors In 1005 as a result of the excesses

committed by the AfshSi as well as by the Lurs,

the governor of Fflrs, Allah-wardi Khan, established

the direct centre of his government in Kah-Gilu

{TcdttliJit *Alamaraj p 198, 358)

We do not know undei what circumstances at

the end of the ‘Jafawid dynasty {I^ars mima-yn
Nastrt) the group of Mamasani tribes, who had
migrated into the Great Lur (aftei 600) occupied

the ancient ^nlistan (cf shPl)
After the Safa w ids During the troubles

provoked by the appearance of the Afghans before

Isfahan, the wall of Luristan, 'All Mardan IQian

Feili (a descendant of the Husain Khan appointed

by Shah 'Abbas), played a considerable part With
5,000 of his men he took part in 1135 (1722) in

the defence of the capital He was even appointed

commander-in chief of the Persian troops but the

other Khans lefused to take orders from him
When the lurks invaded Persia in 1725 'Ah
Mardan Khan abandoned KhurramSbad (which
was occupied by Ahmad Pasha) and retired to

^iizistan from which he undertook a diveision

against Baghdad Ihe Turks who had gone through
the Bakhtiyari country and reached FlruzSn had
to retiie Cf 'Ali Hazin, Td'nUi-t Ahival^ ed

Balfour, I ondon 1831, p 115, 134, 137, 148,

who was an eye-witness of the events, Hanway,
The Revoluttotis of Persia^ 11 135, 159, 168, 238,
Malcolm, Htsloiy of Persia^ London 1829, 11 60-

61, von Bode, Travels^ 11 281—283, Hammer,
G 0 R

^
\s 227

About the same time several Bakhtiyaii khans
(Kasim-KhSn, Safi-Khan) aie mentioned as resisting

the Afghan and Ottoman invaders but they did

not agree well with 'All Mardan Feili In 1137

(1724) 'All Muhammad Husain Khan Bakhtiyari

recognised as his suzeiain a certain pretender

who claimed to be prince Safi Mirza The latter’s

headquarters were in Kuh-Gilu
,
he was not taken

till 1140 (1727) (Hanway, 11 168, 238, Mahdi-
IHian, TiditUti Djahan Gusha-yt Nadtn^ labriz

1284, transl into French by Jones, London 1770,

p xxvii

)

Ihe Afghans do not seem to have
penetrated into the Bakhtiyari country and then

expedition in 1724 against Kuh Gilu was a fiasco

(v Hammer, 11 210, Malcolm, op cit

,

11
, p 449)

By the treaty of 1140 (1727) the Afghan Ashraf

ceded Luristan to Turkey with other western

provinces Ihe Turks kept it (nominally) till

1149 (1736) when Nadu re-established the status

quo (Hanway, 11 254, 347, von Hammer, GO R
^

'V 235, 317)
Undei Nadir a certain Turkoman chief named

Baba Khan Capushlu (Gawushlu) was appointed

beglerbcg of I uristan-i Peill On the othei hand
'Ali Maidan II Feili was entrusted by Nadir with

diplomatic negotiations in Constantinople Nadir

in 1732 passed through Kuh Gilu with his troops

where Muhammad Khan Balu6 (the claimant to

^iiaz) was defeated Ihe local Afghais had to

support Nadir, who was one of their tribe Several

expeditions were sent against the Bakhtiyaii among
whom a new chief 'All Murad Mamiwand (Cahar-

lang) had collected together the malcontents In

1732 Baba Khan Capusljlu was sent against him

for the first time In 1149 (1735) Nadir Shah

took the field against him in person going via

Djapalak and Burbuiud The Bakhtiyaii country

was seveial times invaded but the mam blow was

directed against the little explored country south

of Shuturan-kuh 'Ali Murad w^as captured and

executed The Bakhtiyari were decimated and
deported to Djam and Langar (in ^orasan) A
little later a Bakhtiyari detachment distinguished

itself in the assault on Kandahar (Mahdi Khan,
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of at
^ p Ii6, 134, contains interesting geogia-

phical details, transl Jones, 1 1S5, 11 18, ‘^Ali

Hazin, p 231, 253, Malcolm, 11 21)

The deported Balditiyari returned from Khurasan

immediately after the death of Nadir {Ta^ri^-t

b(fd Nadtrtya^ cd Mann, p 26) and when the

dynasty of the latter was extinguished the BakhtiySiI

chief 'All MardSn Khan (who is not to be con-

fused with the two Walls of Lunstan 1 Feili) at-

tempted to play a big part In 1163 (1750) along

with Karim Khan Zand he set up at Isfahan a

scion of the lateral line of the Safawids (Al 1

DawHd under the name of Isma'il III) The career

of “guardian of the sovereign” acted by Nadir

seemed to be certain for him also but Kaiim
Khan gained the upper hand, the troops of 'All

Mardan who included Lak of the tribes of Kalhur
and Zangana were defeated in 1752, he escaped

to Baghdad but died theie by the hand of an
assassin

,
cf Mirza Sadilj, TaViM-* gttshay

quoted by Malcolm, 11 61 and note r, Hammer,
6^ (7 A

,
iv

, p 475» 477> K S Poole, The Coins

of the Shahs of PetsiOy London 1887, p xxxv
,

Curzon, 11 289
Karim Khln [q v

] who had disposed of his

Bal^tiyari rival was himself a Lak of the tribe

of Zand, settled m the immediate neighbouihood

of Lunstan i Feili On the movements of population

in his time, cf the articles Kurds and lak In 1200

(1785) when gja'far Khan Zand had to fall back

on ShlrSz a number of Lurs and of Turks as

sembled at Isfahan undei foimer partisans of 'Ali

Murad Kh2n but the town was soon occupied by

Muhammad Kadj2r who had nothing better

to do than attack the Bakhtiyaris ('Abd al-Karim

ShlrSzI, Tc^itkhri Zendiya^ ed Beer, p 29, Mal-

colm, of at
y 11 179 sq') which injured his po-

pularity among the tribes

The Lur BakhtiySri country was never com-
pletely assimilated during the century and a half

which the KSdjSrs reigned A resume of the history

of the Bakhtiyaris in the xixth century has been
given by Curzon in Ch xxiv of his Persia At

first the Kunurzi family, descended fiom the

brother of 'Ali Mardan I^an (cf above), came to

the front but the expedition of the governor of

Isfahan ManuCihr Khan Mu'tamid al-Dawla (whose

real name was Yenikolopow, he was an Armenian
from Tiflis) in 1841 put an end to the career of

the IlkhanI Muhammad Taki IGian and the family

did not recover About 1850 the Bakhtiyarwand
(or Baidarvvand, a family which claimed to be de-

scended from a shepherd named Papi) rose to

prominence in the Haft-lang group and in spite

of the assassination in 1882 of its chief Husain
Kuli Khan (Hadjdji Ilkhani) by order of prince

Zill al-Sult5n retained its wealth and its importance

The BakhtiySrI played a considerable part in the

Persian revolution which ended in the deposition

of Muhammad 'All Shah KadjSr in 1909 The
BakhtiySrl country all this time enjoyed peifect

autonomy under the rule of its Ilkhani and llbegt

The centralising efforts of the KadjSrs had
more effect m LuristSn-i Feili (formerly Lur 1

KaCik) in as much as, as a result of the governor-

ship in KirmanshSh of the energetic prince Mu-
hammad 'All at the beginning of the xix^h century,

the old family of the wSA’s of Lunstan found its

rights reduced simply to the possession of Pusht 1

Kuh (q V and Cirikow, p 227) The Plsh-Knh
formed the Persian province of Lunstan Muham-

mad 'All Mirza with troops and artillery marched

through this province In 1836 Rawlinson followed

him at the head of his GQranl regiment After

the famous expedition of Manu6ihr-Khan (1841),

his nephew SulaimSn Khan Saham al-Dawla, gover-

nor of Khazistan, maintained order in LunstSn but

for the second part of the xix^h century I uristSu

was plunged moie or less into a state of anarchy

It was not till 1900 that prince 'Ain al-Dawla

was able to restore order in Lunstan and at this

time several exploiers travelled freely in the dis-

turbed province But in November 1904 Iwo

British officers (Col Douglas and Capt Lorimer)

on their way to KhurramSbad were attacked and

wounded by Luis A considerable agitation was

stirred up among the Lurs (and in western Persia

generally) by the appearance among them of the

rebel prince Salar al-Dawla (several times since

1905) In spite of the effoits of the Peisian govern-

ment LunstSn remained closed till 1917, when
with the help of foreign representatives several

caravans went from Dizful to BurOdjird About

the same time the Persian government conferred

the rank of wait of Plsfi-KUh on Nazar 'Ali-Khan

AmraT (cf the article lAK), cf Edmonds in the

Geogr Joui n
^ 1922

It IS only since the accession of Rida KhSn
(later Sljah Rida Pahhwi) that the situation in

the legion inhabited by tribes of Lur origin

changed radically and the authority of the Central

Government enforced respect for itself through the

whole of the south-western provinces

(V Minorsk\)
LUR-I BUZURG, a dynasty ofAtabegs

which flourished in Eastern and Southern
Lunstan between 550 (1155) ^27 (1423)
the capital of which was Idhadj (= Malamir

, q v )

The eponymous founder of the dynasty, also

known as Fadlawi, was a Kurd chief of Syria

named FadlQya His descendants (the Dj^ihan ara

mentions 9 predecessors of Abu Tahir) migrated

from Syria and passing through Maiyaffirikin and
Adharbaidjan (where they made an alliance with

the Amira Dibadj p] of Gilan) they arrived about

500 (1006) in the plains noith of Ushturan-Kuh
(Lunstan)

Their (i) chief Abu Tahir (b 'Ah) b Muham-
mad distinguished himself in the service of the

Salghurid Sunkur (543—556) in an expedition

against the ^abSnkara [q v
]
As a reward bunl^ur

gave him KQh-Giluya and agreed to send him to

conquer Lunstan He succeeded in this Abu Tahir

assumed the title of Atabeg and later quarrelled

with Sunkur and made himself independent (c

550) (The Mad^ma^ al-Ansab seems to confuse

several individuals under the name Ka’id 'All,

to whom it attributes the following successes

the defeat of the §hal [q v
], the deposition of

Nasir al-Din, last descendant of Badr, ruler of

Lunstan, and the defeat of the Khflzistan troops

commanded by the Turk Esljek)

Under the son of Aba Tahir, (2) Malik (sic)

Hazarasp (600—626 or 650 ?), Lunstan prospered

and new Arab and Iranian tribes flocked into it

Hazarasp drove out of Lunstan the last remnants
of the Shal and invaded Lunstan proper The
Shul migrated to Ears Hazlrasp disputed with

the Salghurids the possession of the fortress of

MSndjasht (Mungasht, S W of Malamir) The
possessions of Hazarasp were extended up to a

distance of 4 farsakbs from Isfahan The Caliph
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Nasir (575

—

622) confirmed to Ila^Srasp the title

of Atabeg On the other side IlazSrasp maintained

friendly relations with the lOiwarizmsh^h Muhammad
and give his daughter in marriage to his son

Ghiyath al-Din i^Djihan-giisha^ G MS
,

XVI/2, p
1 13, 204) [The JDj,ihan ara mentions two sons

of Ilazarap ^ImSd al-Dln (d 646) and Nusrat

al-Din Kalha d in 649) ,
the formei bought

Zarda-Kuh, where several members of the family

were afterwards interred]

(3) 1 ikla (c 655—656), son of Hazarasp and
his Salghurid wife, successfully withstood four at-

tacks on him by the Salghurid Atabeg of Fars,

who was indignant among other things at the

expulsion of the Shtil from Luristan likla took

from Hisam al-Din Khalil (M in 640) certain

districts of Lur 1 Kufiik He defeated the generals

sent against him from Khuzistan by the caliph

During the Baghdad campaign of HulagU Khan

(655), Tikla accompanied him in Kitbuka-noin’s

division (tuman') He did not however conceal

his feelings about the treatment inflicted on the

caliph and Muslims Hltlagn took umbrage at

this and Tikla fled to Luristan and shut himself

up in Mandjaght Hulagu pardoned him but later

changed his mind and had him executed m labriz

likla was buried at Zarda-Kuh

(4) Sh a m s a 1-D in Alp Arghnn succeeded

to his executed brother and ruled for 15 years

He led a nomadic life His wintei residence was

at Idhadj and at Sus (probably SQsan on the

Kartln above hhiishtai) and his summer one at

Djuy-i sard (on the uppei waters of the Zanda-rud)

and at Bazuft (source of the Kaiun)

His son (5) Yiisuf Shah had spent his youth

with Abaka Khan (663—680) and even after

appointed in his father’s stead lemained at the

Mongol couit with 200 horsemen He took part

m the wai against Burak khan [q v
]
and distin

guished himself in a skirmish with the Dailamis

To the possessions of Yusuf Shah Abika added

KhUzistan, the region of Kuh Giluya and the towns

of hlruzan (7 farsakhs above Isfahan) and Djar-

badhakan (Gulpayagan) Yusuf S]iah went to Kuh-
Giluya and attacked the Sbul settled in the modern
Mamassani countiy east of Kuh-Glluya After the

death of Abaka, Yiisuf ^lah was forced against

this will to go with 2,000 cavalry and 1,000 foot

to the help of Ahmad lakfldar The latter was
defeated (683) and the Lurs retreated from labas

to Natanz acioss the desert whcie the majority

died of thirst After the accession of Arghun,

Yusuf Shah went to pay him homage and intei-

ceded on behalf of the former viziei Kh^adja
^ams al-Din who had taken refuge in Luristan

(cf d’Ohsson, iv 5)

His son (6) AfrasiySb sent his brother Ahmad
to the court of Arghun while he himself remained

in Luristan where he put to death the membeis
of the foimer vizier family Their relatives having

taken refuge in Isfahan, AfrasiySb sent his kins-

men in pursuit of them At this moment arrived

the news of the death of \rghQn (690) The Lurs

killed the Mongol governor of Isfahan Afrasiyab

appointed members of his family to govern m
Hamadan, Fars and in the teriitories reaching to

the Persian Gulf and even began to march on

the capital The Mongol general Amir Turak
was defeated at Kahrfld (Kohrfld, near Kashan)

Kaililiatu Khan sent Mongol troops against Afra-

siyab and troops from Lur-i KlRik AfiasiySb shut

himself in Mandjagbt but after some time went
to Kaikhatu who pardoned him Returning to

Luristan, Afrasiyab massacred his own relatives

and a number of the notables Ghazan lUian

(694—703) at first showed himself favourable to

Afrasiyab but in 696 on the complaint of the

Amir Hurkudak of Fars, Afr^iySb was tried and
executed at Mahawand (>) of Farahan
Ihe rank of Atabeg was next conferred on his

biother (7) Nusrat al-Din Ahmad (from 695
to 730 or 733) who had spent most of his life

at the court of the llkhans According to the

Ma(jj>mc^ al-Ansab he introduced Mongol institutions

{ayln-i moj^hul) into Luiislan Hamdallah Mustawfi
praises his able and prudent administration which
repaired the damage done by Afrasiyab He was
a friend of men of religion and several books
w^ere dedicated to him, like the Ta^rtkk

ft Ahwal-t Muluk-i U-^A^am of Fadl Allah

Kazwini Ihe Mad^md aUAnsab gives him the

title of ptr According to Ibn Battuta he built

160 madrasas (“hermitages”) of which 44 were
at Idhadj and he had roads cut through the

mountains

His son and successor (8)Rukn alDin YUsuf
Miah II (733— 740) was also a just ruler His
lands {Mad^tnd al-A/tsab) extended from Basra

and Khuzistan to LalalmQstan (^) and Firuzan He
was bulled in the madrasa of Ruknabad

His successor was his son (according to Ibn

Battuta his brothei) (q) M u zaf far al Din Afra-
siyab II (Ahmad) Ibn Battuta travelling via MSdjul-

Ramuz-lustar, visited the capital Idhadj or Malamir
He found the prince given to wine The Arab travel-

ler describes the peculiar customs of the Lurs

which he witnessed at the burial of the son of

the ‘sultan’ Ihe latter’s possessions included Tustar

(^iishtar) and extended to Garlwa^ al-Rukh (the

modern Kahvarujdr in Carmahall west of Firuzan)

During the ten days the Arab traveller took to

cover this distance he found shelter every night

m a madrasa At the same time (740) Hamdallah
Mustawfi mentions among the possessions of the

Great Lur Djabalak (apparently the district N E
of Luristan and west of GulpayagSn)

Next follows an obscure period According to

the anonymous historian of Mirz5 Iskandar, the

successor of AfrSsiyab was his son (lo) Nawr al-

Ward (“rose-bud”), who ruled from 736 (^) to 756
and dissipated the treasures of his ancestors Ac-

cording to the Dnhan-ara^ Muhammad Muzaffar

of Fars (713—760) learning of his dealings with

Abu Isha^: Indju had him blinded at SOs in 756
His cousin (the Dnhan’at a has nephew) (n)§liams
al-Din Pashang b \usuf Shah 1I(?) suc-

ceeded him and ruled from 756 to 780 At this

time Luristan became involved in the civil wars

of the Muzaffarids When ^ah Mansur, making

Shfl§htar his headquarters began a series of raids

on the lands of Pa§hang, Shah Shudja^ (elder

brother and rival of Mansur, d 786 = 1384) came

to the help of Pashang We have coins of 762

and 764 struck at Idhadj in the name of ShudjS'

(S Lane-Poole, Cat of Ortentul Coins in the Brtt

Mus
^
vol VI [London 1881], p 235, 237) After

the death of Pashang a struggle began between

his two sons (12) Malik Pir Ahmad and his

younger brother (i2/5;j) Malik HHshang in

which the latter was killed (According to the

anonymous historian of Iskandar, if he has been

rightly understood by Howorth, Ahmad and HD-
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shang >!vere sons of Nawr al-Waid and the former

was the immediate successor of his fathei) !^ah

Mansur drove out Pir Ahmad and appointed m
his stead a notable named Malik Uwais When
Timur passed through Lunstan in 795 Ahmad
came to meet him at Ram Hormuz Timur latei

received him graciously at Shiraz, confiimed him

by a decree (a/ tam ^hd) in his hei editary posses-

sions and allowed him to repatriate 2,000 families

of Lurs deported by Shah Mansur In spite of

this in 798, TimQr took as hostages to Samaikand

the brothers of Pir Ahmad Afiasiyab and Manstlr-

shah Hmur afterwaids divided Lui 1 Buzuig (^)

between Pir Ahmad and Afrasiyab Alter the

death of limur, Mirza Pir Muhammad imprisoned

Pir Ahmad in Kuhandiz He was restoied in 811

but met his end in a populai rising The son of

Pir Ahmad (13) Abu Sa'id, kept foi two yeais

a hostage at the court of Mirza Iskandar at Shi-

r5z, succeeded his father and died in 820 His

son (14) Shah Husain died in 827 by the hand

of his relative (15) Ghiyath al-Din b Ka^us

b Hushang (12^/^) The latter seized the power
but the TimHiid SultSn Ibrahim b Shahrul^ sent

troops to expel him and thus ended the rule of

the Fadlawi family Later the power passed into

the hands of local notables of the Bakhtiyaii

tribes iShaf af-nama^ i 48)
Btbltogiaphy Rashid al Din, ed C2uatie-

m^re, WassSf, Tadjziyat al-Am^ar^ Mudjallad II,

history of YUsuf-shah and Afrasiyab,

Guzida^ with the histoiy of the Muzaffarids m
appendix, GMS

,

537—547 . 723 . 725 , 745 .

based on Rashid al-Din and the Zubdat al-

of Djamal al-Din Kashani, Muhammad
b 'All Shabankari. Ma^ma^ al Ansab (in 743)
appendix [owing to the liberality of the Royal
Asiatic Society I have been able to consult the

Mb Cat Morley, N® xv
,
which contains the

appendix on the Lur-i Buzurg (fol 142— 145),
the author’s statements are somewhat confused],

Zafar ndma, 1 438, 599, 619, 8n, Mirkhond,

Rawdat al-^afa, vol iv
,
Kadi Ahmad GhaffSrI,

Qj,ihan ara (in 972), MS British Museum, Or

141, fol 137— 140 [I owe the copy to Mu-
hammad-Khan Kazwini], contains some useful

information, Sharaf-nama, 1 23— 32, based at

the beginning on a good text of the Ta^? ikh t

GuzidUf Khusraw Abaikuhi, Ft? daws al-Tawa-

rtlh^ passage on the Great Lur in the transl

of the ^araf-ndmaoi Charmoy, 1/2, p 328-337,
H^djdji Khalifa, Djthdn-nttrtmj p 286 (cf Char-

moy, tbtd
^
i/i, p 100— 1 1 6), Munadjdjim-bashl,

11 597“59^» d’Ohsson, Htslotre dts Mongols^ 111

44, 28, 230, 259, 400, 455, 589, IV 5, 12, 62,

94, 1 14, 169— 170, 580, Howorth, History of
the Mongols^ 111 140, 407, 751—754, which uses

the statements of the anonymous history of the

grandson of TiniHr Mirza Iskandar, written in

815, MS of the British Museum, Or 1566, MS
of the Asiatic Museum of Leningrad 566 b c

(V Minorsky)
LUR-I KUCIK, a dynasty of Atabegs

which ruled in Northern and Western LuristSn
between 580 (1184) and 1006 (1597) with ^urra-
mabad as their capital Ihe Atabegs were descended

from the Lur tribe of Djangru^ (Ejangaidi The
dynasty is also known by the name of Khu r shidi
from the name of the first Atabeg (It remains
to be seen if this name is connected with that

of Muhammad lyiurshld, vizier of the former rulers

of Lunstan before the rise of the Atabegs of Lur-i

Buzurg) After 730 the power passed to another

line which later claimed to be of 'Alid descent,

at this time also the title niahk succeeded that

of atabeg

The ancestois of the Khuisbidl had entered the

service of His5m al-Din (of the Turk tribe of

Shuhli or Shuhla) who ruled Lunstan and Khuzi-

stan about the end of the Saldjuk peuod (c

550-580 ?)

(i) alDin Khurshid b Abi Bakr b

Muhammad b I^urshid was at first Shth/ta of a

pait of Lunstan on behalf of Hisam al Din but

aftei the death of the latter (in 570 01 580)

became independent loid of the whole of I ur-i

Ku£ik He waged wai on the Djangrawi (the tube

in which he had originated, but which was then

being ruled by his rival Surkhab b 'Aiyar) and

besieged then stronghold Diz-i Siyah (in the district

of Manrud and in the “wilayet” of Samha?) The
inhabitants handed all Maniud over to him but

the caliph ordered Shudja' al Din to deliver up to

himself the stronghold of Mangarra (Mungerre

noith of Kilab) In compensation Sjiudja' received

the district of lara/ak in Khuzistan Shudja' al-

Din drove back the Bayat lurks who were ravaging

Lunstan He led a nomadic life and spent the

summer at Kirit (in Bala-Giriwa) and the wintei

at Duliir (Dih 1 Luran in Pusht 1 Kuh ?) and at

Malah(^) He died a centenarian in 621 and his

tomb was venerated by the Luis His son Badr

was killed by his nephew (2) Saif al-Din Rustam
b Isiir al-Din who became Atabeg and was a

good rulei Rustam was succeeded by his brothers

first (3) Sharaf alDin Abu Bakr and next

(4) 'Izz al-Din Garshasp Ihe latter married

the widow of Abu Bakr, Malika lOiatun, who
was the sister of Sulaiman Shah Aiwa, later com-
mandei-in-chief of the caliph al-Musta'sim \Abuh
should be altered to Aiwa, name of a tribe or a

district in the time of the last Saldjuks, cf Rahat
al-Sudury G M 346, Dx^han-gushd^ GMS^
XV1/2, p 153, Nuzhat al-Kiilub^ GMS^ p 107,
Defr^meiy, Recherches sut quatre princes d'JIarna-

y ^ , 1847, p * 77 ]
When (5) Hisam al-Din

Khalil b Badi b Shudja' killed Garshasp, a

struggle ensued between him and Sulaiman shah
(^ihab al-Din The Lurs took Bahar (near Ha-
madan) but finally Khalil was defeated and killed

near Shapur khwast in 640 (1242)
His brother (6) Badr al-Din Mas'ud went

to the court of Mangu and returned in the train

of Hulagu This devout man, an authority on

Shaft'! law, ruled till 658 He showed great kind-

ness to the family of Sulaim5n-shah, when the

latter was executed at the taking of Baghdad The
sons of Mas'ud were executed by Abaka, who
appointed Atabeg (7) Tadj al-Din b HisSm
al-Din Khalil (also executed by Abal}:a in 677)
He had two immediate successors, the two sons

of Mas'ud of whom (8) Falak al-Din Hasan
ruled a part of Lunstan {dilar^ wtlUy') and (%bts')

'Izz al-Din Husain ruled the crown domains
(in^u) The number of their troops was 17,000
They chastised the BaySt and reunited under their

control all the lands between HamadSn and Shushtar
and between Isfahan and the Arab lands Both
died in 692

Kaikhatu appointed as their successor (9) gja-
mal al-Din ^idr b Tadj al Din, who was
killed in 693 near IHiurramabad by (lo) HisSm
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al-Dln ‘^Omar b Shams al-Din “Darnaki” b
Sharaf al-Din b Tahamtan b Badr b Shudja*^

who relied for support on the Mongol tribes sett-

led m the lands adjoining LuristSn The other

rulers did not recognise this usurper and he had
to make way for (il) SamsSm al-Din Mah-
mud b NQr al-Din b Tzz al-Din GarshSsp who
slew a certain ShihSb al-Din Ilyas and in turn

was executed by GhazSn in 695
(12) 'Izz al-Dln Muhammad b ‘Izz al-Din

(Sdts) was a minor and his cousin Badr al Din
Mas^ud (son of 8) obtained from Uldjaitu the title

Atabeg and ruled over a part of Luristan {dtlar)

but latei Tzz al-Din fully established his authority

After his death (716 or 720) his widow (i3)Daw-
lat lUjatun retained a semblance of authoiity

while the real power was in the hands of the

Mongols Such was the state of affairs when Hamd-
allah was writing his Ta^tikh t Guztda (c 730)
Later the mahka (who according to the anonymous
historian of Iskandar became the wife of Yusuf
Shah of the Great I ur) found herself forced to

surrender the throne to her brother (14) ^Izz
al-Din Husain who received investiture from
Abu SaSd and luled for 14 years His son and
successor (15) Shudja' al-Din Mahmud was
killed by his subjects in 750

(16) Ihe Malik Hzz al-Din b Shudja^ al-

Din was only 12 when his father died The vicis-

situdes of his life are known from the record of

them in the Zafar-nTivia In 785 (1383) the Mu-
zaffarid Shah Shudja^ with his army visited Khur-
ramabad and married the daughter of ‘^Izz al Din
Another of his daughters was married to Ahmad
b Uwais Djala^ir When Timur ariived in Persia

in 788 he was told of the depredations of the

I urs of Hzz al Din Setting out from Firuz kuh,

Timnr by forced maiches reached I uustan Bu-

rndjird was laid waste, and the fortress of Khur-
ramSbad razed to the ground The ringleaders

were thrown down from the tops of chfts The
fate of Tzz al-Din is unknown and we do not

know if he was one of the Atabegs of Luiistan

to whom in 789 Timur gi anted an audience at

ShirSz, but according to the anonymous historian

of Mirza Iskandar, Tzz al-Din was captured in

790 in the fortress of Rumiyan (Armiyan, Wami-
yan, situated near Burujljird) and depoited with

his son to Turkestan At the end of three years

both father and son were released In 793, Tzz

al-Din played a part in the aggrandizement of the

Muzaffaiid Zain al-'^Abidln, son of his old suzerain

Shah-Shudja*^ When in 795, TimUr returned to

Persia, he went from BurQdjird to ShQshtar Lu-

ristan was overrun piece by piece and laid waste

by the troops of Mirza 'Omar but 'Izz al Din
escaped his pursuers In 798 prince Muhammad
Sultan, governor of Fars, extended his authority

over all Luristan and KhQzistan In 805 we find

a mention of the restoration of the fortiess of

Armiyan(?) near Buru(}jird ordered by Timur and
under 806 the ^afa7 ~nama mentions the arrival

in Baila|can from Nihawand of a courier, bearing

the head of 'Izz al-Din, whose skin had been

stuffed with straw and publicly exposed His son

(17) Sidi Ahmad, whose irregularity in the

payment of tribute seems to have provoked the

punishment of his father, regained his possessions,

after the death of Timur in 807, and ruled till

815 (or 825) (i8) Sh5h Husain (“ 'Abbasi”, 1 e

descendant of 'Abbas b 'All b Abl Talib), an-

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

other son of 'Izz al-Din, took advantage of the

decline of the 1 imiirids to extend his territory

He plundered Hamadln, Gulpayagln, Isfahan and
even undertook an expedition to ShahrazGr wheie
the Baharlu Turks slew him in 871 (or 873) His
son (19) ShSh Rustam supported Isma'il I, at

this period the lords of the Little Lur had already

adopted the theory that they were of 'Alid des-

cent The son of Rustam (20) Oghur (or Oghuz)
accompanied Shah Tahmasp on his campaign of

940 against 'Lbaid Allah KhSn and during his

absence his brother (21) Djahangir seized the

power He was executed in 949 The governor
{/a/a) of his son (22) Rustam Shah handed
ovei the latter to Tahmasp §h5h who imprisoned
him in Alamut while Muhammadi, another son of

Djahangir, was hidden by the Lurs at Cangula
An impostor in Luristan gave himself out to be
Shah Rustam Tahmasp, then released the true

Rustam who recoveied his fief but had to hand
over a third of it (do dang) to his brother (22 dts)

Muhammadi At the instigation of the wife of

Shah Rustam, the governor of Hamadan seized

Muhammadi who was shut up in Alamut The
sons of Muhammadi plunged Luristan and the ad-

joining provinces into great disorder Ten years later

Muhammadi escaped, and conquered I uristan while

ShSh Rustam took refuge at the court of the

Shah Muhammadi established good lelations with

TahmSsp and Isma'il II but after their death sub-

mitted to Sultan Murad III (982— 1003), which
earned him an extension of his territory by the

cantons west of Pusht-i KQh Mandali, Djesan,

Badra^i and Tursak But lelations with the Otto-

mans soon became strained and Muhammadi be-

came icconciled with the Safawis

(24) Shah ward! b Muhammadi, who had
escaped from Baghdad where he was living as a

hostage, leceived investiture from Shah Khudabanda
after his father’s death At the time of the occupa-

tion of Nihawand by the lurks ShShwardi showed
some signs of independence In 1000 good relations

with Shah 'Abbas were re established with whom
ghahwaidl made the most of his alleged descent

fiom 'Abbas b 'All and his Slji'ism

wa ^Abdasgiri) Shah 'Abbas married his sister

and gave him a Safawi princess in marriage In

1002 Shahwardi in a pitched battle killed the

governor of Hamadan Oghurlu Sultan Bayat who
was trying to levy taxes in Burudjird Shah
'Abbas, filled with wrath, left the Khorasan front

and hastened to KhurramSbad Shahwardi crossed

the Saimara (KarkhS) and escaped to Baghdad
Luristan was given to Sultan Husain b Shah

Rustam In 1003 Sh^bwardi was pardoned and

lestored but he was not long in relapsing In

1006 Sbah 'Abbas took the field against him a

second time Shahwardi was besieged and sHin

in the fortress of Cangula (in Pusht 1 Kuh) Husain

Kljan b Mansur beg SalwIzi (!*) was given I uristSn,

except Saimara, Hindmas Q) and Pushti-Kuh which

were given to TahmSsp Kuh Inanlu This may
be regarded as the end of the dynasty of the

Atabegs of the Little Lur, although the dynasty

of “walls” of Luristan (later of Pusht i KQh [q v
]

only) claims descent from Husain lUiSn who was

a cousin of Shahwardi

Bibliography TMhhri Guzlda^ G M
xiv/i, p 547—557 > 700, Zafar-nama^ 1 305,

438, 587—588, 594, 788, 811, 11 515, 555,
Anonymous history of Mirza Iskandar, grandson
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of Timur (utilised by Howorth), Djithan-aia of

Kadi Ahmad GhafRirl, Sharaf-nama^ i 32—55,
^Alam-ara-yt ^Ahbast^ Tihran 13 14, p 320, 342,

367—370, I^than-fiuma
y
Munedjdjim-ba^f, 11

598—600, d’Ohsson, Htstotre des Mongols^ 111

250—261, IV 1 71, Hammer, Gcsch d Ilchane^

1 161—163, Howorth, History of the Mongols^

111 140, 406, 754 (V Minorsky)

LURISTAN, “land of the Lurs’\ a legion
in the SW of Persia In the Mongol period

the terms “Great Lur’’ and “Little Lur” roughly

covered all the lands inhabited by Lur tubes

Since the Safawid period, the lands of the Great

Lur have been distinguished by the names of

Knh GilQ and Bakhtiyarl At the beginning of the

xviiph centuiy the Mamasani confederation oc-

cupied the old Shulistan [q v
]
and thus created

a third Lur teiiitory between Kuh-Gilu and Shiraz

It is however only since the xvph century that

Lur-i Khtik [q v ] has been known as Lunstan
(for greater precision it was called Lunstan i Feili)

In the xixth centuiy LuristSn was divided into two
parts I Plsh-Knh, “country on this side of the

mountains” (i e east of Kabfr Kuh) and 2 Pught-i
Kuh (country beyond the mountains) 1 e west

of Kabir-kuh At the present day the teim I u-

nstSn usually means Pish-kuh while Pusht 1 kuh
means the Feili country

The Mamasani territory and the Kuh-Gilu
form part of the province of F5is The capital

of the Mamasani is at FahliySn (cf shUl) Kuh-
Gilu (Kuh-Hjiluya, Kuh Gain) stretches from Basht

(west of Fahliyan) to Bihbahan, this last to\^n is

the main centre for the tubes of Kuh-GilU To
the south the Kuh Gilu^i tribes descend as fai as

the Persian Gulf Ihe mountains of Kuh Gilu and
the frontier between its tubes and the Bakhtiyail

are not yet well known Ihe chief livers of Kuh-
Gilu are the Ab-i Shiiin which is formed by the

junction of the Khairabad and the Zohra and in

its lower course runs via ZaidSn and Hindiyan,

and the Ab-i Kurdistan or Djarrahi, one bianch

of which later runs into the KarUn [q v
]
and the

other towards Dawrak On Kuh Gilu see the valu-

able Fdrs-nama-yt Ndsiri of Hasan Fasah (Tih-

ran 1313), the Itineraries of Stocquelei, Haussknecht

{Roiitcn tin Orient^ Map iv
), Wells and Herzfeld

and the general account in de Bode, 1 251—289,
11 327—398, Ritter, Eidkunde^ ix 132— 144 is

now very much out of date

Ihe Bakhtiyarl lands sti etch from Cahaimahall
(west of Isfahan) to Shushtar, to the south the

BakhtiySri march with the Kuh Gilu and to the

north they go beyond the northern baiiier of

LuristSn (Shiituran-kuh etc ) They are found at

Paraidan, Burbuiud, I^apalagh, and in the can-

tons around BurHdjiid (even before 1840 many
villages had been purchased here by Muhammad
Tal^I Khan Cah5r-Lang) Roughly speaking the

Bakhtiyarl occupy the upper basin of the Zanda-
rUd and of the KaiHn [q v

]
above ^ushtai The

works of Layard, Sawyer, Mrs Bishop, Cuizonetc
give a very accurate pictuie of this mountainous
country, in the centre of which rises the Kuh-i

Rang (12,800 feet high) which foims the watei

shed between the Persian Gulf and the central

Persian plateau (It may be asked if the name
Kuh-i Rang is not the Mongol kttren^ “encamp-
ment, laager”, found in I unstan)
Ihe fiontier between the Bakhtiyarl and the

Luis proper follows the western branch of the

Ab i Diz, an impoitant tributary of the KSrun
Lunstan (Pish-kHh) is bounded on the east and
west by the convcigent streams of the Ab 1 Diz

and the Kaikha, while m the north the range

of the Cihil-na-balighan, Garru etc separates Lu-

iistan from NihSwand and Silakhor (district of

Burudjird) To the west of Karkha Pusht-i Kuh
begins In the noithwest the frontier of Lunstan

runs to the southwest of the districts of Hulailan

and Harsin which belongs to the province of

Kirmanghah
The chief left bank tributary of the Kaikha is

the Kashgan (Rawlinson Kasha ghan) which is

formed by two arms Ihe northern arms with its

tnbutaiies drains the beautiful plains of Hur rUd,

Alishtar and Khawa The southern aim, separated

fiom the northern one by the Yafta kuh range,

takes the name of the town of Khurramabad [q v
]

near which it passes After the confluence of the

two arms, the Kashgan, running S W
,
receives

on the left bank the combined wateis of the

Kawgun and Tayin, which flow from Kuh-i Haftad

Pahlii (south of Khurramabad) and the northern

slopes of the Kuh 1 Gird These two langes are

at light angles to the mountains which follow the

right bank of the Ab-i Diz, which they separate

from the valley of the Kaikha On the light bank
the Kashgan receives the Madiy^n lud, “river of

the mare” Abo\e Kashgan the Karkha receives

on its left bank seveial tributaries of less import-

ance still little known (RubSr etc )
Below' Kashgan

and also on the left bank, the Karkha receives

the Fani, I eilum (I ehlum) and Ab 1 Zal This

last rivei with its tiibutaiies Anarak etc rises in

the southern slopes of the Kuh 1 Gird Ihe topo-

graphy of the light bank of the Ab-i Diz is not

well known The sources of the Baladrud and its

right bank tributary the Kir ab lie a consider-

able distance to the noith Ihe Balad-rud flows

into the Ab i Diz between Dizful and Susa The
Kir ab receives on its right bank the watcis of

the Kul-i ab which come down from the high

valley of Mungaira, which with the peaks that

surround it form a kind of natural bastion and
separate the basin of the Balad lud from that of

the Ab i Zal The Sahra-yi Lur plain foimeily

well iirigated lies north of Dizffll and south of

Kii ab (“pitch-water”) whose naphtha spring has

been knowm since ancient times It was probably

here that Darius settled a colony of Greeks (Ritter,

IX 201)
The interior of I unstan presents a series of

mountain ranges, which stietch N W to S E

,

the direction usual in Persia, and use one behind

the other between the plain of Susiana and the

northern barrier (height about 9,000 feet)

Ancient history Ihe lands now occupied

by the Lur tribes have been inhabited since the

period before the arrival of Iranians in them This

region, being at a considerable distance from

Assyria, was mainly undei the influence of Elam,
Susa wheie there have been found traces of oc-

cupation going back to the third millenium B c

,

lies just at the entrance to the mountains of

the Little Lur Ihe purest traces of the local

culture and of this alone are found more to the

south-east Just as the Atabegs of the Great liUr

had for their capital Idhadj (= Malamir) so in

very eaily times, the loids of this district, the kings

of Aiapir (Hapiiti?), whatever were their relations

with the rulers of Susa had control at least of
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the KaitlQ valley Ihe site of Malamir (cf de

Bode, Layard, J^quier m de Morgan, Deleg en

Persey 1902, 111 133— 143 and Husing, Der Zagros

u seme Volker^ Leipzig 1908, p 49—59) with

its purely indigenous (Elamite, non Semitic) in

scriptions and bas-reliefs is an impoitant point

The recent discovery by Herzfeld {Reiseberichl,

ZDMGy 1926, p 259) in the MainasanI legion

of a bas relief and bricks bearing Elamite characters

(1500— 1000 13 c
)

IS valuable as indicating the

extent of Elamite penetiation into the Lur moun-
tains Kuh-GllQ lying between Susiana and Persis

may correspond to the still unknown region of

Anshan (Anzan) out of which came the ancestors

of Cyrus the Great On the survival of this name
near Shush tai, cf Grundr d man Phtl

^ 11 418
(according to Rawlinson Assan)

Ihe antiquities of the valley of the Uppei Karun
(the two Susan, Luidagan, the mounds of Salm,

Tur and Iiadj) are insufhciently known (T ayard.

Sawyer) According to Sawyer, the highei Bakh-
tiyarl lands are “singularly devoid of any ancient

landmarks”

For the west part of Luristan in the stiict

sense of the word see the articles masabadhan
and rusHT i kUh No monuments of very great

antiquity have yet been discovered in PisJ] kuh
except the caves (Median!^) of Se-daran between

Mungarra and Khurramabad, Cirikow, p 129
Ihe eaily inhabitants of Luristan were the Kashshu
= V^oaootioi who imposed then lule on Babylon
between 1760 and 1650 u c The Achaememds
paid the Kossaioi for the right of passage by the

Babylon-Ecbatane route These highlanders were
temporarily subdued by Alexander the Gieat Anti-

gonus, pursued by Eumenes, tiaversed the heart of

the Kossaian country, according to Rawlinson on the

route Pul-i tang-Keilun pass-KhurramSbad (Ritter,

Lrdkunde^ ix
, p 335) Ihe Kossaians (who should

perhaps be distinguished from the Kloatoi =
= Uwadja == Khuz) spoke a language dilTerent

from that of their neighbours, but in it we al-

ready find proper nouns bonowed fioin Indo-

European Cf E Meyei, Gesch d Alter t
^ 1/2,

Beilin 1913, S 455 >
Husing, Der Zag) os^ p 24

and Autran in Les langties du inonde^ Pans 1925,

p 283 [The name Kashshu has perhaps survived

m that of the river Kashgan]

It is also probable that noithcrn Luristan was

more or less dependent on the land of Ellipi,

often mentioned by the Assyrians Ihis region,

which was considerably influenced by Media is

now located in the province of Kirmanshah Cf
Andieas, Alinza^ in Pauly-Wissowa 2, Streck, Z
A, XV, 379, Cambridge Ancient History^ 1924,

11 ,
cf map
We know very little about the Mctruivol people

who (Herodotos, v 49) were bounded on one

side by the Aimenians and on the other by ihe

Susians (Remach, Un peuple oublte Les Matienes,

Revue des Etudes Grecques^ 1894, vii
, p 313—318)

Here we can only call attention to these various

ethnical elements buiied in the later strata of

Iranian invasions In the name of Faiaidan, a can-

ton in the northeast of BakhtiyaiY, we have a re-

miniscence of the Median tribe of Paraitakenoi

(Herodotos, i no) and of the province of

riflfpa/TaJOfvjf (Strabo, 1 , p 80) which lay between

Media and Persia (in Assyrian Partakka, Partukka

,

cf Streck, Z A
^
xv

, p 363) The Iranicisation

must have been accelerated by the formation of

the great empires, Achaememd, Macedonian,
Parthian and lastly Sasanian There are many
Sasanian towns in the valley of the Karkha
Many Sasanian buildings are attributed by the

natives to the AtSbegs of Luiistan, who were

certainly nothing more than the restorers Ihe
complicated system of bridges is stxy remarkable

(cf the photographs in de Morgan, Etudes Geogr
,

11 and Etudes Archeol
,
Pans 1896-1897, p 360-374)

and the toads which may still be traced on the

upper courses of the riveis of Susiana Ihe remains

of loads, paved or hewn out of the rock, may be

seen at lang-i Saulak (between Bihbahan and
Malamir) near the Sasanian bas reliefs (de Bode,

' 353 > 3^4)? c^st and west of Malamir
(dc Bode, 1 390, 11 820 djadda-yi atabakan)^

between DizfQl and Kirab (Rawlinson, A march
from Zohal\ p 93), to the south of Khawa
(d/adda-yi Khusraw, Cirikow, p 216—22

1 ) All

these works are evidence of a systematic and
continuous penetiation But since at the end of

the fourth (tenth) century the inhabitants of the

plain of Khuzistan had not yet forgotten the HQz
language (MukaddasI, p 418) colonies of the

ancient stocks may have survived in isolated corners

of the mountains The Lur highlands only assumed
their present ethnical chaiacter under the Atabegs

The knowledge of the Arab geographers

about the Lui country is veiy summary al

though they desciibe the routes between Khuzistan

and Fais (cf Schwarz, Persterty p 173— 180,
Aiiadjan Shiraz, p 190 Airadjan-Sumairam), be-

tween Kliuzistaa and Isfah’in (the road started

from Idh adj
,
Ibn Khurdadjbbih, p 57 »

Mukaddasi,

p 401) ind lastly between Khuzistan and Djibal

As to these last routes, Tstakhri, p 196, reckons

from al-Lur to ^apUr Kh^ast 30 farsakhs, from

there to I ashtar (= Alishtar) 1 2 farsakhs, from

there to Nihawand 10 farsal^s (the road must be

that which follows the uppei waters of the Balad-

rud) A few details of this route are cleared up
by Mukaddasi, p 401, who gives the following

eight stages Kaiadj (cf the article sui yanSBAd)-
Wafiawand-Darkan-khurudh (ceitamly = Huiud,

IIui lud, north of Khuriamabad)-Sabur-khuwas

(= Shapur Khwast = Khuiramabad)-Krkuysh(^)-
al Khan-Razmanan-al Lur Mukaddasi, p 418 also

makes one suspect the existence of a road along

the Ab-i Diz from al-Lur to al-Diz, two stages,

from theie to Rayagan one stage, from there to

Gulpayagan 40 faisakhs through uninhabited country

{rriafazci)

Among the inhabited places in modem Luri-

stan may be noted the following the town of

al-Lur, 2 faisakhs north of Dizful (Kantarat An-

damish) the site of which should be sought in

the plain of Sahra-yi Lui near SalihMiad, the

town of lashtai, now disappeaied, was certainly

in the plain of Alishtar and the town of Shapur-
Khwast The exact location of the latter is im-

poitant for the comprehension of certain events

m the fifth (eleventh) century (Ibn al-Athlr, ix

89, 146, 21 1, X 166, Ta^rlkht Guzlday p 557)
Rawlinson had identified Khurramabad with Shapur-

Khwast (cf Le Strange, The Lands, etc
, p 202,

p 668) The combined evidence of Istakhri, p
196 and 201, of the Nuzhat aLKulub^ p 70,

176 and particularly of the itinerary of Mukad-
dasi, p 401 fully justify Rawlinson’s identification

(against Le Strange) The change of name, or

moving of the site (cf Schwarz) must have taken
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place m the xni‘h century The Nuzhat aUKulub

(740= 1340) which does not include ShapHr-lChwast

in its enumeration of the towns of the Little Lur

IS the first source to mention Khurramabad (a

town in ruins) It is on the other hand not at

all probable that the wtlayet of Man rUd, the alleged

ancestral home of the Lurs, is near Khuiramabad

It should be sought to the north of the town of

al-Lur near Man garra (= Mungarra) Samha, men-
tioned in the Ta^rikhrt Guztda^ p 548, was in

Man-rQd, its fortress Diz-i Siyah must correspond

to the fort of Diz which defends the entrance to

MCngarra and was destroyed by the wall of Pusht-i

K0h in 1895 (Mann, Dte Mnndarten det Lur-
stammCy p 117) Finally the stronghold of Girit

{Ta^rt^-t Guzlda^ p 549, 552) is mentioned by

Cirikow, p 133, among the encampments of the

tribe of PapI (to the south of Khuriamabad)
Economic conditions Apart from the

Bakhtiyarl distiicts near Isfahan wheie there are

flourishing villages, the Lur territories inhabited

by nomads or semi-nomads only export the pro-

ducts of their cattle-rearing But the future of the

mountainous country which lies like an amphi-
theatre around the plain of Khuzistan is very

promising The Lur lands are iich in minerals

and especially in petrol The famous wells of

Masdjid-i Sulaiman (Maidun-Naftun), belonging to

the Anglo-Persian Oil Company are in the middle
of Bakhtiyari territory (between Shushtar and
Malamir) The same Company whose concession

includes all the petrol-bearing lands in the whole
of southern Persia is putting into operation its

claims in the Knh GllU region (to the north of

the port of Ganawa) etc (cf Schwcer, Dte lur-

ktsch-pers Erdolvoi kotnmen^ Hamburg 1919)
On the other hand the territories now occupied

by the Lurs played a considerable part in ancient

times, as they lay on the route between the great

centres of the Persian empire Iheir southern part

(Kuh-Gild) may become of great importance foi

air and railway communication between Mesopo-
tamia and India The Bakhtiyarl country is now
traversed by the caravan route connecting Khuzi-
stan with Isfahan and controlled by Lynch Brothers

Finally Luristan proper seems destined to be crossed

by the mam line connecting the Persian Gulf
(Mohammara or Khgrmusa) with Teheran, and
perhaps with the Caspian Sea Before the war of

1914 surveys had already been begun for making
the Mohammara—Dizful—Khurramabad railway by
the Persian Railways Syndicate (cf Litten, Perstert,

Berlin 1920, p 63, 88) Since the change of

dynasty in Persia, the Persian government proposes
to carry through this task itself, cf Millspaugh,
American Task tn Persia^ London 1926, p 272
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LUT, the Biblical Lot has in Muslim

legend, even as early as in the Kurban, an im-

portance which he does not have in the Bible or

Haggada As his stoiy is associated with the

downfall of the sinful Sadum (not however men-
tioned in the Kurban) he appears to Muhammad
as a prophet of punishment along with Had,
Salih, Nuh and Shu'aib as predecessors of Mu-
hammad When Muhammad is accused of being

a liar he can console himself with the reflection

that before him the people of Nuh, ^Ad, Thamud,
the people of Ibrahim and the people of Lat also

called their piophets liars (Sara, xxii 43) Lot’s

people (called kawtn Lu(y 1 13 Liit) are

usually located between TTiamOd and Madyan Lut
in the KuPan becomes a mursaly messenger of

Allah (xxvi 160, xxxvii 133), a rasUl aniitty a

reliable prophet (xxvi 162), a participator in wis-

dom and knowledge (xxi 74) When Ibrahim

warns his people, LUt believes him (xxix 25)
Lot is sent to sinners who forbid hospitality (xv 70),

waylay strangers and practise sodomy and cruelty

such as no other people had before them They
threaten him that they will banish those who lead

such a moral life saying ‘‘if thou preachest right,

bring God’s punishment upon us” (xxix 28)
God thereupon sends his angels of punishment,
IbrShlm’s intercession is m vain (xi 77, 78) The

angels come to Lot His people demand the

visitors for sinful purposes In vain L0( offers his

daughters instead He feels himself helpless The
angels calm him, saying “We shall save thee,

only no one must turn round, thy wife will do
It” Ihe city was turned completely upside down
(xi 84, XV 74), std^il stones, marked by God,
rained upon it

The Kurban mentions no other name in the

history of Lot The destroyed city is called aL
mutafika (liii 54) of which the plural is al-

mtPtafikat (ix 7 1 ,
Ixix 9) corresponding to the

Hebrew mahpekay which is used in the Bible of

Sodom
The Kurban commentators also know the Biblical

story quite accurately (Tabari, ed de Goeje, i

346, 347) They are able to fill all the gaps and
give all names The sms of Sodom are fully de-

scribed Sadum has a king of the line of Nimrod
Ihc inhabitants worship idols Lut admonishes them
for 40 years (al Kisa’i) Then God sends three angels

Gabiiel, Michael and IsrSfll (in al Kisa^I also the

soul taker Asnel) Ibrahim intercedes “Will ye

destroy a people among whom there are 300 be-

lievers No — 300, 200, 100 ^ — No — 14
believers ^ No — This number is assured, Ibrahim

comforts himself, in the belief that Lut’s wife is one

of the believers The angels must not destroy Sadum
until Lut testifies four times to its sinfulness They
at once meet Lut, who testifies After meeting

others they encounter Lut’s daughter She invites

them into her father’s house Lut 01 ders his people

to be silent, especially his wife who has disobeyed

him for 40 years (al Kisa^i) But Lut’s wife de-

liberately makes a light to show they have visitors

or she ostentatiously procures salt (this is why
she becomes a pillar of salt) or she actually

says “Young men have come to stay with us,

with more beautiful cheeks and sweeter fragrance

than I have ever seen”

Ihe people demand the young men, Lut offers

his daughters “If we wanted thy daughters, we
would know where to find them”, they reply Lut

bars the doors At the bidding of the angel he

opens them Gabriel blinds the intruders with a

blow of his wing They tramp on one another

“Save yourself’”, they cry, “Lut’s house is be-

witched’” As the hour of destruction is at hand,

Gabriel (according to others the Angel of Punish-

ment Michael) turns the town upside down, and

lifis It up so high that the angels in heaven hear

the crowing of the cocks and the howling of the

dogs of Sadum Sidjil stones fall, on each is

maiked whom it is to strike As Lut’s wife looks

sympathetically on her people, she is struck by a

sidjii-stone Ihe number of killed varies between

4,000 (1 ha^labi) and four millions (Tabari, ed de

Goeje, 1 342) All perished, except one who fled to

Mecca, brought his sidjil-stone to the haram where

it hung for 40 days between heaven and earth,

until It finally slew the man who brought it there

(Ihanabl)

The Muslim legend gives names to everything

and explains them all Lat takes his name from

/5/a, “to attach oneself”, because Ibrahim’s heart

was affectionately attached to Lut (Iha'labi) Ltl^’s

wifejs called Halsaka^ or Wa^ila, his older daughter

RBh(?)> younger Rariya(’‘) (Tabari), Zugfear

(Ya^nt), or Rawaya(?) (al-Kisa^i) Not only is

Sadum mentioned, but also other four towns, m
whose names may be recognised the Biblical
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'Amora, Admah, Seba^iin and So^ar Of wSo'ar,

Tha^labl says it was saved (Gen xix 20—22)

‘‘because it believed m LQt”

The Muslim legend has a little in common
with the old Haggada (Gen Rabbay xlix

, 1 ,

Sanhednrty 109!^), e g the fact that Abia-

ham thinks he is sure of a certain number of

devout people When Pii ke R Eltser (xxv )
de

scribes the daughters of Lut favourably, when
Mtdrash Hagadol (ed Schechter, p 287) calls the

angels sent to Sodom, Gabriel and Raphael, Mus-

lim legend may have had some influence on the

later Midrash
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LUT b YAHYA. [See AbB Mikhnaf

]

LUTF =ALl BEG Adhar, a Persian poet
and biographer of the xviiB^ centur) lie

was born in Isfahan on the 20th Rabi' I, 1123

(June 7, 1711) and spent his youth at Kum and

later at ^Iraz, where his father lived while gover-

nor of LaristSn and the coast of F«irs under

Nadir Shah After the death of his father, he made
the pilgrimage to Mecca and travelled m Peisia,

finally settling in Isfahan in the service of Nadir’s

successors He latterly adopted a life of seclusion

and put himself under the spiritual direction of

Mir Saiyid ‘^Ali Mushtak lie died in 1781
Lutf ^Ali Beg is best known for the collection

of biographies of Persian poets which he com-

piled between 1760 and 1779 under the title of

Atash-Kada

,

m it he gives biographies of poets

in Persian in alphabetical order arranged according

to towns and districts The last part deals with

60 contemporaries of the authoi and is followed

by an autobiography The Atadi-Kada was litho

graphed at Calcutta in 1249 A 11 and at Bombay
in 1277 A H There is a Turkish translation printed

at Constantinople in 1259 A Among his poems
was a mathnawi, Yusuf u-Zaltkha^ from which the

author quotes many veiscs at the end of {\\q Atadi-

Kada Lutf ^Ali Beg was held in con sidci able

esteem by his liteiaiy contempoianes, he was par-

ticularly intimate with the poet Ilatif of Isfahan

Bibliography Lthc, m Giu/id/tss dti

Iran PhilologteyU 215,232,313,!^ G Browne,
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1924, p 282—284 (J H Kramfrs)
LUTF ^ALl KHAN was the last membci

of the Zand dynasty in Persia He was
born in 1769, the son of Dja^far, son of Karim
Khan Zand [q v

]
DjaTar, who had seized the

throne in 1785, bad continued the struggle against

the KajJjar Agha Muhammad, who had forced him
to retire to Shiraz, where he died on Jan 23,

1789 from poisoning During the short period of

the reign of his father, Lutf ^All Khan had been
entrusted with the conquest of Laristan and Kir-

raSn, which he had successfully carried through

But after the death of Dja^^fai he was forced to

flee from his own army to KirmSn to seek refuge

with the Arab lord BHshi'i With the latter’s

help, he was able to make himself master of his

capital Shiraz wheie a ceitain Saiyid Murad had
proclaimed himself king It was chiefly through

the effoits of his father’s minister Hadjdjl IbrShim

who occupied the position of kalantar (mayor)

of the town that Lutf ^Ali succeeded in getting

himself again recognised as soveieign Aftei his

accession the character of the young man, whose
nobility and generosity had hitheito been as

much praised as his personal biaveiy seems to

have changed IIis acts of t>ranny and cruelty

decided HadjdjI Ibrahim to abandon the cause of

the Zands and betray it to the enemy This he

did in 1791 when Lutf ‘^All KhSn had set out

against Agha Muhammad Khdn Hafljdji Ibrdhim

seized Shiiaz and stirred up I utf 'All’s own tioops

to mutiny against him The latter fled to the coast

and succeeded in collecting a small armed force

with which he tiied m vain to retake Shiraz

Then followed several yeais of guerilla warfare

w^aged with incredible vigoiii by I utf 'All against

the Kadjars He went up and down the whole of

southein Peisia, being foi some time supported

by the loul of Tabas and even temporal ily taking

Yazd In 1794 being assisted by the chiefs of the

district of (jarmasir, he even took Kirm'tn Here
Agha Muhammad besieged him with a large force

Aftci foul months the town capitulated, lutf

'All Khan succeeded in once more escaping and
leaching Bam but here he was tieacherously

delivered over to his enemy who had him taken

to Tihian where he was blinded and mutilated

and finally put to death Ihen came the teriiblc

vengeance wreaked by the Kadjars on the people

of the town of Kirman [q v
]

I utf 'All Khan, the “last chivalious figure amongst

the kings of Persia” (Browne), piobably had the

sympathy of most of his contempoianes and it is

recalled that even Agha Muhammad Khan openly

recognised his bravery But as his history was
wiittcn under the new dynasty of the Kadjars in

Persia, the Persian souices could not show much
sympathy foi him Luiopcan sources give a more
faithful pictuic of the course of events The more
modern Pcisian historians like Mirza Muhammad
'All Khan {Daivr a~i MitUitasar ~i Td’rikh-i Irariy

lull lihran 1326, repioduced in Beck,

Konver :>niions-Gr ammattky\\^\Cit\hQTg I9i4,p 229-

256) do not hesitate to describe the action of

H idjdji Ibrahim as treason Hadjdji Ibrahim who
soon afterwards became minister tried to justify

his conduct to Sir John Malcolm
Bibliography Ta^rlUt-t Zendije^ ed Beer,
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LUTFI PA§HA, properly HXijjdjI lufFl

Pasha b 'Abd al-Mu'In, an important Tur-
kish statesman, scholar and historian,
grand vizier in the time of Sultan Sulaiman I

al-Kaniini He was of Albanian descent The date

and place of his birth are unknown He was
brought up m the imperial seraiy which he had
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appaiently entered through the dew^trtne for the

Janissaiies Much may be learned of his career

from his own biographical references in the ‘‘His-

tory” and in the Asaf~name Even in the set at

he devoted himself to theological studies, a fondness

for which he retained thioughout his whole life

At the accession of vSultan Selim (i 51 2-— 1520)
he passed from the ranks of the pages as a

lokadar and filled in succession the following

offices at the court la^ntglr (taster), kapudjl

mir~t ^alam (bearer of the imperial standard) He
then became sand^ak beg of Kastamuni, beglerbeg

of Karaman, of Anatolia and in 941 kubbe wezttt

He spent a quarter of a century in the foreign

service of the Sultan, according to his own account,

he was through all the wars and battles m the

reign of Sultan Selim who was very favouiably

disposed to him, usually in his tram in Rumelia
and Anatolia, in Arabia, Syria and Egypt, similarly

in the reign of Sultan Sulaiman he took part in

the campaigns against Belgrade, Rhodes, Hungary,
Vienna, the K?z!lbash, Baghdad, Corfu etc In 945
(1538) he took part in the campaign to Kara
Boghdan as second vizier In 946 (1539) he suc-

ceeded as grand viziei Ayas Pasha, who had died

of the plague, also an Albanian, at a period when
the Ottoman empire was straining its stiength to

the utmost (The year 944, which was suggested

by K‘atib Celebi’s Takivtm al-'l aiva) tkh^ Constan-

tinople 1146, p 176 adopted by all later historians

and so handed down, is incorrect as is proved not

only by I utfi Pasha’s own statement but also by

an analysis of events) He proved his ability in

high army commands, in the fleet and in admini-

strative offices

He sought to cairy through with a strong hand

the leforms in internal administration which he

had long recognised to be necessary, especially

economies in the financial system, the abolition

of oppressive institutions (w4/X, privileges of cou-

riers), the development and independence of the

navy, the importance of which for liirkey his

foresight recognised Eailier than anyone else he

saw the beginning of the collapse of the cxteinally

so brilliant political s)stcm At the same time he

conducted negotiations with Venice, Austiia and

Prance with great skill and firmness It is note

worthy that he was the first to recognise the

surpassing genius of Mi'mar Sinan, whom he

appointed state architect He was a highly gifted

statesman, an energetic inflexible personality, in-

corruptible and above all intrigue with high ideals

and strong religious and scientific leanings In

spite of his violent tempei he was legarded as a

“good natiired Vizier”

He was a brothci-in law of Sultan Sulaiman,

whose sister Shah Sultan he had married Never-

theless he was summarily dismissed in 948 (1541)
when in his rage he used threats to his wife when
she repioached him with his inhuman treatment

of a Muslim slave-girl His eagerness foi reform

had naturally gamed him few fiiends at court It

IS said that only his lank as a damad saved him
from execution Whether the deeper reason for the

matiimonial dissensions lay in his love for boys

is not clear

Lutfi Pasha was banished with a pension to

Dimotika where he had a hftUk Here he gave

himself entirely up to his studies, for which he

was well qualified by his constant intercouise

with theologians and scholars during his whole

political career After his return from Mecca to

Dimotika — his successor Rustam Pasha was
successful in preventing a complete reconciliation

with the Sultan — he used his enforced leisure

to compose numerous works in Arabic and Turkish

He died in all probability after 970 (1562) (so

also Munadjdjim bash!), in any case after 961, m
Dimotika Ihe date 950 (1543) usually given is

impossible as he continued his history down to

Ramadan 15, 961 (Aug 14, 1554) and there is

no reason to suppose that any other continued

the history, on the contrary there are references

in the text to events of the year 961 He only

left one foundation, a cedime in Constantinople,

after which the quarter and the Lutfi Pasha mosque
take their names, its builder was a defterdar

Ahmed CelebI

Lutfi Pasha is the author of 2i works, a list

of which he himself gives in his “History”, p i—

4

(cf also the list in Plammer-Purgstall, Geschuhte
des ostnan Reiches iii 703, Flugel, Katalog der

Wterter Handsch}
, 11 p 224, Tschudi, Turktsche

Btbltothek^ vol xii
, p xv —xvii

) It includes

13 Aribic and 8 Turkish works, to which perhaps

may be added the Kattun name ascribed to him
which he perhaps does not mention as his own
because it was the result of his official activities

His theological v\orks have not come down to

us, so fai as we know According to sources —
not however specially biassed in his favour — he
had only a moderate knowledge of the different

blanches of theological study and medicine, which
he loved to display with a dilettante’s exaggerated

opinion of his poweis This is not quite convinc-

ing howevei as not only his peihaps quite mediocre

theological works but also his really important

historical wiitings, except for the Asaf-nama have
been almost unnoticed

As a poet he is praised by Sehi, who completed

his Ihdii Bihidd m 945 in the time of his giand
vizierate But the numerous verses scattered through

his histoiy are not by him Verses certainly by
him are very mediocre Besides, he does not show
much sympathy wath poets as the contemptuous
attitude to 'All Celebi, aiithoi of the Htimayun-
name^ shows, to whom he makes the reproach

that he had spent 20 years on this work instead

of dealing with questions of

His importance as a historian cannot however
be too highly estimated His Asaf-nama^ a kind

of mirroi for ministers, a textbook of ethics for

viziers 111 which he sought to make available for

his siiccessois his wide experience of administration,

obtained a certain success, as the not inconsiderable

number of existing manuscripts suggests (ed and
transl by R Tschudi, Berlin 1910, ed by 'Ah
Amin, Constantinople 1326) But his history Ta~

ivai tkh-t Al~i ^Othman is still more important It

IS now accessible in a, however, rather mediocre,

edition (Constantinople 1341, Lutfi Pasha, Ta-
nkhi Turktya JPj^umhurtyah McpTinf Walalatt

Nashriyathidan^ 28) from an incomplete copy

found by M Tahir in Biussa supplemented by

the formerly unique copy in Vienna by 'Ali used

by von Hammer (Tliigel, 11 224, N® looi)

Lutfi Pasha not only models his title on those

of the old Ottoman chronicles but he copies this

primitive style of histoiiography in his matter

and style, which forms a striking contrast to the

elaborate Persianistic court style Dow'n to Sultan

Bayazid he is only a copyist Then however fol-
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lows, and this is what makes his history so re-

markable, a description of the events of which

he himself was an eye-witness in the reigns of

three Sultans (Bayazid, Selim and SulairnSn) His

account of the reign of Sultan Sulaiman is naturally

the most valuable, especially the period of his

grand vizierate In contrast to the ^ahnama^t
and the official wak^a ttuwJsiar^ he gives an ab-

solutely untouched picture of the situation although

he IS not absolutely fiee from bias in dealing vvith

other statesmen His two historical works are one

of the most important sources for our knowledge

of the oiigins of the weakness and conuption of

the Turkish empire in the xvith century
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M
MA^ al-^AINAIN AL-SHiNGlyf, the name by

which the famous agititor in Mauritania
[q V

]
at the end of the xixffi century and beginning

of the xxth century is best known (several ex-

planations of his soubriquet are given, the literal

meaning is “the water of the eyes” but the most

satisfactory seems to be that which sees in it

simply a euphemism, like that m the expression

Kuriat al-Ain')

Muhammad Mustafa Ma^ al-'Ainain was
the twelfth son of a chief and marabout of great

fame in his own country, Muhammad Fadil b

Ma^mln, born at Walata at the end of the xviuth

century and chief of the Moorish tribe of Galagima
in the district of al-Hawd in the south east of

Shmgit group Aftei breaking off from the Bak-

kaya whose religious head was the chief al-Mukhtar

al-Kunll [q v ], he founded a new brotherhood

affiliated to that of the Kadiriya [q v ], to which
he gave the name of Fadillya derived from his

own On the death of Muhammad Fadil in 1869,
Ma^ al-^Ainain left the district of al-Hawd to

complete his Islamic studies in Sh^nglt (on this

flourishing Moorish centre, see the long and in

teresting monograph by a native of the place

resident in Cairo, Ahmad b al-Amm al Shingltl,

al-Was\^ fi Tara4iim UdabcP Shingit, Cairo 1329
[1911]) Ma^ al-'Ainain then settled for several

years in al-Adrar [q v
]

but afterwards went
further north to the al-SaVlyat al-Hamr5^ country,

which was his usual residence from 1884 All this

region, which now forms the northern part of

Spanish Rio de Oro, was being desolated by
murder and brigandage He succeeded in establishing

security there, restored the land to cultivation,

planted numerous palm-groves and encouraged
trade by caravan to Senegal and Shibglt m one
direction and to Morocco on the other He chose

Smara as his permanent abode and later built a

kasba for himself there in the Moroccan style on
the Wadi Tarzawa Like the majority of leligious

leaders of the Saharan countiies of North Africa,

he practised commerce, politics and the proselyt-

ising activities of a marabout and was not long

in gathering round him a considerable number of

followers who became widely known throughout

Morocco by their nickname of “blue men” on

account of their costume, consisting of a d^allaba

of khunt (a cotton stuff from Guinea), a turban

and a burnous, all blue in colour They were also

called ^Amlya, from the name of their master,

and al Shnagta ( Shanakita\ “the men of Shmgit”

Ma^ al 'Amain very soon entered into regular

relations with the Sultans of Morocco He had
already made a sojourn in the country on his

journey to the holy places of Islam, in the reign

of Mawlay 'Abd al-Rahman b Hisham [q v
]

(1238—1276 = 1822— 1859) Later and especially

in the reign of Mawlay al-Hasan [q v] (1290—
1311 = 1873— 1894) he travelled legularly to

Mairaku'ih and to Fas and was welcomed by the

Sultan, whom he supplied with slaves (in which
he also dealt) When the young Mawlay 'Abd al-

'Azlz [q v] ascended the throne in 1311 (1894),
he sent him his homage and went to visit him
in 1896 m Marrakush The Sultan gave him a gift

in his southern capital of a site for a zawtya of

his order and he hired him a steamer to take

him with his suite from the Moroccan port of

Mogador to that of Tarfaya, the natural harbour
of the Rio de Oro for his capital Smara This
little port henceforth became of some importance
German ships, Greek and Spanish sailing-vessels

disembarked there merchandise from Morocco and
considerable cargoes of arms and ammunition, all

consigned to the agitator to enable him to supply
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his followers and arm the Moorish tribes to enable

them to fight French expansion beyond the frontiers

of Senegal For several years Ma’ al-^Ainain was

able to maintain in all the vast area under his

influence an atmosphere hostile to French pene-

tration into Mauritania He was largely the insti-

gatoi of the anti foreign outbursts, which after the

assassination on May 12, 1905, near Tidjikdja of

the explorer Xavier Coppolani decided Prance to

occupy TSgant in 1906
After these happenings, Mi^ al-^Ainain, having

assembled the chiefs of the great Moorish tribes

who were in alliance with him, took them to Fas

to demand the alliance and assistance of Morocco
against France in Mauritania He was favourably

received by Mawlay ^Abd al-^AzIz and succeeded

in getting a cousin of the Sultan, Mawlay Idris,

sent to al-Adrar as representative of the makhzen

At the same time Ma^ al ‘^Ainain was authorised

to install himself in the Moroccan kasba of liznlt,

to summon to the holy war and to rally around

him all the warriors of the Sahara fiom al Sus to

the legion of Saklyat al-Hamra’ I he hopes that

Mawlay 'Abd al-Aziz had based on the plans of

Ma^ al-'Ainain were soon deceived After the occu

patron of Udjda and the destruction of ^5v\Iya by

the French he had to disown Ma^ al ^Ainain The
latter had no longer a chance even in his own
country, where a fatal blow was struck at his

power as a result of the al-Adr5r expedition in

the course of which French troops led by Colonel

Gouraud completely scattered his forces Ma^ al-

'Amain had however not lost all hope of regaining

his foimer influence in his old territory He aimed
even higher, when in May 1910 he did not hesitate

to proclaim himself Sultan and to attempt the

conquest of Morocco, which he thought had been
sold to the infidels by the 'Alawid sovereigns

Having united aiound him all the tribes of the

Anti Atlas and of al-SlIs as well as his own fol-

lowers, he reached Marrakush and from this town
tried to take P'as by surprise, taking the road

through the Cential Atlas But he was checked in

his advance near Tadla [q v
]
by a column undei

General Moinier which routed him completely on

June 23, 1910 He just managed to escape and
reach al-SUs where he was abandoned by all his

followers and had to sell his slaves and flocks in

order to live He retired to the ka^ba of I'lznit, where
he died on lytb y^awwal 1328 (Oct 28, 1910)
Two years later, the son of Ma^ al 'Ainain,

Ahmad al-Hiba, in his tuin attempted to proclaim

himself Sult5n Pioclaiming himself the Mahdl, he
set out from Tlznit and entered Mariakugh on
Aug 18, 1912, where he had himself proclaimed,

while his troops put the city to fire and sword
But on Aug 29, al-Hiba was defeated at Bengu^rir

by Colonel Mangin, who after a second encounter

at Sidi Bii 'Uthman entered Marr5ku§h on Sept 7
following

Ma^ al-'Ainain, who had very many open or

secret followers in Morocco has left in the country

the reputation of a true ascetic and a great doctor

in Islam “The hair shaved, the face veiled, al-

ways clothed in white, he only appeared in public

on Fridays to go to the mosque Ma’ al-'Ainain

led an austere life, lived exclusively on milk, dates

and mutton A well read man, he composed many
pious works, books on theology, mystic Sufism,

astronomy, astrology, books full of contemplative
reveries, on theological and dogmatic controversies,

on metaphysical theories, and of magical formulae

to acquire riches and power by occult means Like

his father and his brother, he loved to spread

among his disciples a leputation as a worker of

wondeis and a thaumaturgist 1 hese magical practices

much increased his prestige in Seguiet (al-SSklyah

al-Hamra^) and in Morocco (E Richet, La Maun-
tame^ Pans 1920, p 126— 127)

Almost all the works of Ma^ al-'Ainain, alluded

to, were lithographed at his expense in Fas He
disseminated them widely for his marabout pro-

paganda They are as follows i Adab al-mukka-

lata mda U yatlm^ on the margin of Mufld al-

sann^^ N® 20, 1321, 2 al-Akdas ^ala U-anfaSj

commentary on the Wa)akat of the Imam al-

Ilaramaiu, 1320, 3 Daltl alrtfak ^ala sbaMs al-

tttfaky 1321, 3 vol
, 4 Dtwan of mystical poetry,

*3*6, 5 Djaivab al muhakktka fl Akhbar al-

khttkn^ *302, 6 fCttab Fattk al-ratk ^ala rattk

al-fatk^ 1296, 2”fl ed in 1309, 7 Hidayat al-

mubtaddln wa-naj^at al-muntahin^ ur^uza on the

ruxhw^ *322, 8 Hu^djat al-inurul fi 'I ^ahr bt

'"I dhikr ^ala 'l-mand, 1 321, 9 Jbraz aI Idalt
V maknufta fi 'l-asami U-zahtra wa ''l-mudmara^

1322, 10 Izhar al tank al-mu^taktr ^ala '*‘smd

wa-la taghtai 1 32 1, ii al-Khalas fl haktkai

al-tkjilasy 1320, 12 al-Ktbiit al-ahmar^ also

punted at Fas in 1324, 13 Kurrat al^atnatn

fi U kalam ^ala Uidya fi U-daratn^ *32*, on the

margin of N® 10, 14 Ma yatdallak bi 'l-hasady

on the margin of N® 36, 1320, 15 Mafjnia^ al-

durar fi V taxvassul bt d-asmd wa V a) at wa
U suwaj

y 1309, 16 al Makasid al-nurantya^\'^o^y

on the margin of N® 29, 2nd ed in 1320, 17

Mub^tt al mutashazvwif ^ala muntakhab al-ta-

sawwuf^ * 3 * 4 »
2 vol

,
18 Muful al-hadua wa

U badlya bt-^arh hadhth al abyat al-(hnmaniyay

1316, 19 Mufld al rawi ^ala anm mukhawty

*309, 20 Mufld al-satnf wa U-mutakallim fi
ahkam al tayammum wa U-mutayammwi^ *321,
21 Mughn U iiaztr wa 'Isamif ^ala tdallum al-

^tlm al-naffy 1294, 22 Muntl al bashsh fi-man
vuztlltihum Allah bi-zill al-^arfh^ *309, 23 Mu-
fitI al-mdanb ^ala U-hamdu It'llah kifdf al-wa-

djtby 1309, 24 Muntakhab al-tasawwufy printed

1325, 25 Muzhir al’dilalat al maksuda fi alfaz

al tahiyyat^ 1321, 26 Muzilat al-nakad ^amtnan

la yuhibb al-hasad^ on margin of N® 1 1 , 27
Nasthat al-ntsdy 1 32 1, 28 Nut al-btdayat wa-
taw(if alnihayaty 1311, also publ m Cairo in

1324, 29 Sahl al mnrtaka fi 'l-hathth ^ala 'l-tukdy

1306, 30 al Saif wa 'Imusa fi kadiyat al-Khidf

wa-MusHy 1320, 31 Saif al-mudjadtl It 'l-kutb

al-kdmtly n d
, 32, Satf al-sakt It 'l-mutdai rid

lana fi awwal al-wakty n d
, 33 al-Stlat ft fa

datl bdd al salawaty 1 32 1, 34 Silat al-muta-

rahhim ^ala silat al rahtm^ 1323 , 35 Tabytn

al-ghnmud ^ala ndt aNarud, 1 320, 36 Takyid

yatdallak bi-hadlth ^tnnama 'l-dmal bt V niyyat"^

*320, 37 Tanbih mdafhtr al mundtn ^ald kaw-

nthtm It-a^naf al-^akaba tabf'iHy 1321, 38 Tan-

wtr al-sdid fi 'l-amm wa 'l-khas^y 1320, 39
Thtmar al muzhary collection of poems, printed

1324, 40 Ttbyan al hakk alladhi bt 'l-hattl sahky

1321

A short monograph was devoted to Ma^ al-

'Ainain by his son Muhammad Takiy Allah entitled

Mudhakktr al-matvartd bt sirat Md aNAtnatn 4ht
'l-fawdtdy Fas 1316 A notice of him is also

given in the Wasi( of Ahmad al-§hingItT, p
360—362
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Bibliography In addition to that of the

article Mauritania, cf the notice signed al-

Moutabassir, Ma el Amtn ech Changutty^ m
R M 1907, vol 1, p 343—35*
VAfrique Fiangaise^ Bulletin du Comite et

Renseignements Coloniaux, passim

(E L^:vi PROVENgAL)
MA^ADD, a collective name foi certain

Arab tribes, m the traditional usage for those

of North Arabian origin (Mudar and Rabfa)
in contrast to the Yemen tribes This contrast

said to be inherent in the name Ma^add seems

already to be found fiequcntly in the eaily poets,

always presuming the genuineness of the passages

in question Ihus in a verse of Imru ’

1-Kais

(Ahlwardt, N® 41, 1 5) the term Ma'^add is used

apparently in the sense of excluding the ‘Ibad,

Taiy and Kinda, and in Nabigha (Ahlwaidt, N® 18,

1 I, 2), the GhassSn Tradition also recoids

hghting between Ma^add and Yemen in the pie-

Muhammadan period (cf Yakut, 11 434, Ibn
Badrun, p IC4) At a later period the genealogical

term Ma'add is even more sharply contrasted with

South Arabia, when the rivaliy between North
and South Arabians had become the dividing

political element in the fighting of the Omaiyad
and 'Abbasid period (passages quoted in Goldzihci,

see below Btbl)

The fact that the name Bonn is not found

combined with Ma'add as well as the form of the

word itself suggests that Ma^add may originally

have been of similai foundation and meaning to

Md'shar^ a general name for “people”, body of

people Ibn Duraid (Ishltlfii^ p 20) long ago

suggested the derivation from the root “Vr/”, “to

count, number” not however without adding

other veiy different attempts to interpret it The
usual genealogical scheme of Arab tradition has

inserted in it the name MaSdd as the name of

an ancestor of an eponymous series, namely a

son of the traditional founder ^Adnan Ma'add is

brought into connection with the histoiy of Mecca
by the legend that he married Mu'ana, a daughter

of the Djurhumites From this mariiage wcie born

NizSr, father of the tribal eponyms Mudar, RabiS
and 'lyad According to Abu ’

1-Fida^, //tsl Ante-
islamica^ ed Fleischei, p 72 Ma^add is even said

to have been a contemporary of Nebuchadnezzar
Bibliography labari, 1 671 sqq

,
Mak-

disi (Pseudo-Ball^), ed Huait, iv loi sq On
the origin and history of the feuds between
North and South Arabia cf Ooldziher, Mu
hammeclantsche Studien^

1 78 sqq
,
on the ge-

nealogy, thtd
^ P *79 (H H Brau)

MA^ARRAT MASRlN 01 MISRiN, capital
of a nShiya ofHalab The name is also written

Ma^arrat Nasrin which has been wiongly taken

as an abbrevation of Ma'arrat Kinnasrin (Le Strange,

Palestine under the Moslems^ p 497) In Syriac

manuscripts of the eighth century, the town is

called Me^rret Mesren (Wright, Catalogue of the

Syttac MSS in the Brtt Mus

,

p 454b, dated 745
A D

,
Agnes Smith Lewis, The Old Syriac Gospels

or Evangelwn da-mepharreshe, London 1910 a

palimpsest under a collection of biographies of

holy women, written by a monk YShannan Stylites

of Beth Man Kanun, a monastery of the town
of Me'arret-Mesren in the KHra of Antiochia)

In the year 16, Abu 'Ubaida defeated a large

Greek army which had assembled between Halab
and Ma'arrat Masrin and then took this town,

which capitulated under conditions similar to Halab
(al-Baladhurl, Futuh^ ed de Goeje, p 149) In the

reign of the Caliph Mutawakkil, ^Amr b Hawbar,
a native of Mabatha al-Buraidiya (cf Ya^LUt, Mush-
tartf p 400) near Ma'aiiat al-Nu’^min, was governor

of the town, Kamal al-Dln (Frey tag, Selecta ex

histona Haleb Pans 1859, text p 24, transl p
18) quotes the beginning of a lampoon composed
by him on the kadi of Halab, Abu Sa'id 'Ubaid

b Djannad (d 231) Nicephoros Phocas took the

town in 357 (968) and deported its 1,200 inhabitants

to Bilad al-Rum (Kamal al Din in Freytag, Z D
C?

,
XI 228) After the tiuce of Safar 359

(969—970) between the Greeks and Karghuya,

the town passed to the territory of the latter

(pp at
^ p 232) In 415 (1024) the KilabI

leadei Salih b Miidas on his march against Halab
sent his follower Abli Mansiii Suhiman b lawk
against Ma'^arrat Masrin, the latter took the town
and made its governoi prisoner (J J Miiller,

Histona Met dasidat utUy Bonn 1829, p 14, Rosen,

Zapiskt Alad Naiik
,

xliv 378) Shortly befoie

the death of Ihimal (454), the Byzantines took

the town by treason (Kamal al-Din in Mullei

op at, p 52) While Mahmud advanced on

Baalbek (cf halau), his uncle 'Atiya advanced

with the commander of Antakiya and a Byzantine

aimy against Ma^^arrat Masrin, burnt its outskirts

and killed a large numbei of inhabitants In 491
Yaghi-Basan, prince of Antakiya, died in Ma'^arrat

Masrin, which was taken in Dhu ’

1-Hidjdja of the

same ycai or Muharram 492 b) the Franks {Hist

Ot des Crots
,

iii 483) Ihey advanced on the

town via al-Rndj, slew all its defenders and

destioyed the pulpit of the mosque {tninbat') (op

at, 111 579) After the capture of Baldwin of

Edessa, the h ranks in the district of al Djazr, in

al-FiiS, Sarmln and Ma'arrat Masrin were surprised

and slam in 497 by the inhabitants (op at
, p

592) In 507 (April 1 1 14) a body of IsmaSlis

(Batinlya in Kamal al Dm) who lived m Famiya,

MaSrrat Niibnan and Ma'^arrat Nasrin (so written

here) tried to sui prise Shaizar while the Christians

were celebrating taster But they were driven off

by the Banfi Munkidh (op at, 111 548) When
Baldwin II approached m 513, the towns of Sar-

min and Ma'airat Masiin(p/ at ,111 623) capitulated

Tughtakin and IlghazI m 514 besieged the tianks

in this town into which they had retreated When
Baldwin came to their relief, a treaty of peace

was concluded by which the Christians were al

lowed to retain MaSrrat Masrin, Kafartab, al-Djabal,

al-Bara and other fortresses (Ibn al-Athir, Recuetl

Hist Or d Ctois 332, Kamal al-Din, op at,

ill 624 sq) When Aksonkor of Mawsil in 520
invaded the countiy of Sarmin, al PuS and Danith,

the Pranks encamped across his path at the leservoir

(hawd) of MaSrrat Masrin, until they withdrew

in the middle of Radjab for want of supplies (op

at

,

ill 653) Ihe Atabeg Tmad al-Din Zanki in

524 attacked the suburbs of al-Athanb and Ma^arrat

Masiln, when Alice, the daughter of Baldwin II

and widow of Boemund II, rebelled in Antakiya

against her father (op at, in 661) Sawar (or

(Aswar) of Halab in 527 made a raid on al-Djazr

and the citadel of Zardana, surprised the Franks at

Harim and invaded the territory of Ma'arrrat al-

Nu'man and Ma'arrat Masrin from which he re-

turned to Halab laden with booty (op at
,
in 667)

In Ejumada I of the year 619 al-Malik al-Salih,

the son of al-Malik al ZShir, received the lands
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of Shughr and BakSs, al-RUdjand Ma'ariat Masrin,

which he exchanged about five years later for

^Amtab, RSwandSn and Zub (Kamal al-Din, transl

Blochet, R 0 64, 72, Abu ’1 Fida^, Annales

Muslemtct^tdi Reiske, iv
,
Copenhague 1 792, p 312)

The town has not been much visited by modern
travellers Julhen describes Ma'arrat Masrin as a

large village, lying among sesame fields and olive

trees in a rich plain Garrett is enthusiastic about

the fertility of the country “the soil there is

unusually fertile, fig trees are numerous and roses

are giowing by loadside” In modern limes the

name of the town is often written Ma'arrit il-

Misrln (with the article) eg by J B L J
Rousseau {^Description du Pachahk de Haleb, in

Funderuhen dts Orients, Vienna 1814, iv p 11),

Ritter {Erdkunde, xvii
, p 1576), Garrett {Pubh

cations of an Ameiican Archaeol Expedition to

Syita, New Yoik 1914, part 1, p 119) etc

Not to be confused with our town is Ma^arrat

al-lkhwan (also called Ma^arrat al-Akhwan) east

of it, sometimes called simply MaSrra, e g by

Seiff {Zatschi f Ei dk
^ *873, viii

, p 24 Maarat),

according to ^\hom it is a large village, “which

lies bare and exposed with its white sugar cone I

like roofs on a wide plain” According to al-

I^jibrini of Ilalab (d 843) and Ibn al Shihna

(edited by Abu ’

1-Yumn al Bathrum in the eleventh

century), Ma'arrat Masrin was earlier called Dhdt
al-Kiiutr {Z D M G

,

xxiii 182, Ibn al Shihna,

cd Cheikho, Bairut 1909, p 164 ,
Lammens,

M F 0 B

,

1906, i, p 240) But this statement

IS due to confusion with Ma'ariat al-NiYman (cf

Dussaud, Topoi^i aphie histonque de la Syne an
tique et medievah, Pans 1927, p 213, note 4)

Bib Ito^i aphy al Istakhri, B G A
,
n

^
xiv

,

Suppl to B G A
,

i 61
,
Ibn Ilawkal, in ^ 6^ ^ ,

11 1 18, al-Makdisi, m BGA^ 111 54 {at Affat-
lataiti), 156 {Afa^anai Ktnnasnn)

,

Ibn Khur
dadhbih, in B G A

,
\\ 75, Yakut, Afu^dtam,

ed Wustenfeld, iv 574 )
al Din, Afarast i

aBltti/if', cd Juynboll, iii 120, Abu ’1 hida’,

cd Rcinaud and de Shne, p 231, Ibn al Shihna,

cd Chcikho, 1909, p 157, 165, le Strange,

Palestine iindei the Moslems, p 497 ,
Gaudefroy-

Dcmombyiies, / a Syne a Bepoque des Alameloiiks,

Pans 1923, p 109, note 3, II Derenbourg,

Vie d'Ousama, p 78, Alexander Drummond,
liavels though dijfeient cities of Gennany,
Italy, Greece and several parts of Asia, London

1754, p 290 {Afai tmishi hta), J Berggren, Resor

t Putopa och Osterlandtrne, Stockholm 1826,

part 11, p 183 {Maanat APas^nn), Karsten

Niebuhr, Retsebeschreibung nach Aiabnn it a

umltegenden Landei n, Hamburg 1837, vol iii
,

p 100 {Aiaad ATasrht), Ihomson, Bibliotheca

sacia and theological 1 evicw^ New York 1848,
V, p 665 {Maanat [^] Nustiin or Muslim), 671
{Maairat Mitsnin]^)), Julhen, Sinat et ^yne,

Lille 1893, p 284 {Afa^arrat Mouceiiii), Mel-

chior de Vogue, La Syne centrah. Pans 1861-

1867, passim {Mill rat megiin), Rob Gariett,

m Ameiican Archaeol Expedition to Syiia^ New
York 1914, part 1, p 119 {Mdarrit il-Mi^nn)

(E Homgmann)
MA'ARRAT al-NU'MAN, a town in nor-

thern Syria, often called simply al-Ma'arra
It IS celebrated as the birthplace of the poet

Abu ’1 'Ala^ Ahmad al-Ma'arrl [q v
]

According
to al-Sam'anI {Kttab al-Ansab^ reproduced by D
S Margolioulh, 6^ Af 5

,
xx, 1912, fol 536V, 1

4) the msba fiom the place-name was Mdainamt
to distinguish it from that of Ma'arrat Nasrin,

Mdarnasi The town probably lay on the site of

the ancient Arra which is called

oho^opoti in an inscription Ya'kubI says that Ma'arrat

al-Nuhn5n is an old town in rums Nasir-i Khus-

raw m 438 (1047) found in the town wall a stone

column with an inscription in some language not

Arabic and Ibn al-Shihna also talks of old pillars

being dug up in the town Van Berchem notes

the remains of a Greek inscription in the Madrasa
{Voyage, p 203, note i)

The town received its new epithet, to distinguish

it from the numerous other Syrian towns of the

same name, from the Companion of the Prophet,

al Nu^man b Ba^lr, who was governor of this

district under Mu^awiya and whose son died there

According to another tradition it is called after

al-NuSiian b ^Adi al-bati^ of the tribe of Tanukh
An earlier name of the town according to Ibn

BattOta and Khalil al-Zahirl (ed Ravaisse, p 49)
was Dhat aB/Cu^ui

,

accoiding to al Dimashki
Dhdt al-Kasi am

,

al Djibrinl and Ibn al Shihna

wiongly give this name to Ma‘^arrat Masrin [q v
]

Ihe site of a citadel still bears the name Kal'at

al-NuSnan (see below) We have much earlier

evidence fiom another older 02x0^, Mdan at Huns
(al-Baladhuii, ed de Goeje, p 131, Abu ’l-Fida^,

Annales Moslcmici, ed Reiske, 1 ,
Copenhague 1789,

p 226 etc) The district of this town originally

fotmed an illim {/.xi\Loi) of the djund of Hims
(Ibn Khurdadhbih, >9 C7 ^ ,

vi 75 ,
cf also — but

this is an anachronism, — al Kalkashandi, Subh

al dduP, IV 142, transl Gaudefroy Demomb) nes,

I

La Syne, p 109), The Hims gate (see below) is

probably also a memory of this It was only from

the time of Ilarun al Ra^iid that the town belonged

to the djund of Kinnasrin, the capital of which

at a liter dite was Halab (Le Strange, Palestine

undei the Aloslcms, p 36, 39)
As early as 278 (891—892) we find Ya'kubi

giving the BanH Tanukh as the inhabitants of the

town The district aiound it was one of the parts of

Syiia most strongly settled by Maronites (al Ma^sQdi,

Kitdb al-Tanbih, ed de Goeje, p 1 53 )
As there

was no i mining water near the town, its inhabitants

had to collect rain-water m cisterns But the

country round was rich in olive, fig, pistachio

and almond trees, wine w'as also made here as

in the ancient Arra Accoiding to Ibn Djubair the

orchards stietched for nearly two days’ journey

from the town and formed one of the richest and

most fertile areas in the world South of MaSrrat

al Nu'man, just beside the town wall was, according

to local tiadition, the tomb of Joshua son of Nun,
but \akut says his giave was really at Nabulus

(cf Goldziher, Aluhamiiiedanische Tiaditionen itber

dm Grabesort des fostta, in Z D P V, 11, 13-

17) Ihe Djami^ Nabi Allah \u^a’^ in Ma^^arrat

al-Nu^rnan still beats the name of Joshua and has

an insciiption dated 604(1207— 1201) (van Berchem,

Voyage en Syne, p 202, note 4)

When Abu 'Ubaida came to Ma'airat Ilims in

the year 16 (637), the people came out to wel-

come him and promised to pay dd^zya and kharddk

(al-Baladhuri, ed de Goeje, p 131, Caetani, An-
nah delPIslam, 111 , p 794 § 284) The Caliph

’^Umai II was buiied in loi in the monastery of

Simeon {Datt StnPdn) at al-Na^c^ra (N/x«pT«/) not

far from Ma'arrat al-Nu'man (Homgmann, ^ 5
, 1,

1922, p 17, Dussaud, Topogiaphtt histonque de
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la Syrte^ Pans 1927, p 184) 'Abdallah b Tahir

appointed by the Caliph al-Ma’mnn in 207 as

successor of his father in the governorship of

Syria, destroyed the fortifications of Ma'arrat al-

Nu'mSn, while fighting against Nasr b §habith

and many small towns like Hisn al-Kafi and
Hisn Hunak (Kamal al-Dm in Freytag, Selecta ex
hutoua Halebi, Pans 1819, p 20) In 290 the

Karmatians under Sahib al-Khal ravaged the

countiy round Ma'arrat al-Nu'man, Hims, Hama
and Salamiya, slew many inhabitants of these

towns and earned off the women and children

into captivity The BanU Kilab in 325 (936-937)
entered Syria from al-NasJjd and advanced on
Ma'arrat al Nu'man The commander there, Mu'adh
b Sa'id, went out to al BuraghithI (site unknown)
to meet them but was captured there with the
greater part of his army, and only later released

by the KilSbi Abu ’l-'Abbas Ahmad b Sa'id,

governor of Halab The latter and the KilabI
YSnis in 332 were driven from Halab by al-Husain
b Sa'id b HamdSn, Saif al-Dawla’s uncle and
pursued beyond Ma'arrat al-Nu'man as far as
Hims Ikhshid the governor of Egypt in 333, ad
vanced against Saif al-Dawla as far as Ma'arrat
al-Nu'mSn, which he took Mu'adh b Sa'id whom
Ihhshid had again installed there as governor was
slain in battle at Kinnasrln by Saif al Dawla In

357 (9^8) the emperor Nicephoros Phocas took
the town and destroyed its chief mosque and most
of the walls When Karghuya seized Aleppo, Zu-
hair the governor of Ma'anat al Nu'man joined
the Hamdanid Sa'd al Dawla (358) and set out
with him from Manbidj against Aleppo, it was
only when the Greek Turbasf brought help to

Karghaya that the pair retired to al-Khunasira
and Ma'arrat al-Nu'm5n In the treaty between
Nicephoros and Karghuya (Safar 359) Ma^arrat
al Nu'mSn was promised to the latter Sa'd al-

Dawla held out in it for three years Bakdjur had
deposed and imprisoned Kharghuya in Halab and
made himself sole ruler (364= 975) ba'd al-Dawla
set out from Hims against him and with the Banu
Kilab whom he had won over to his side by
promising them lands at Hims besieged Zuhair,
who Wras anally of Bakdjur, in Ma'arrat al-Nu'man
He forced his way with his followers into the
town through the Hun5k gate, when they were
repulsed, they burned the Hims gate Zuhair there-

upon surrendered and was executed in the citadc’

of Famiya, the citadel of Ma'arrat al-Nu'm5n was
plundered by the conqueror When Rammah, a
Mamlak of Saif al-Dawla (“al Saifi”) rebelled in

396 in Ma'arrat al-Nu'm5n against Sa'id al-Dawla,
the latter with Lu^lu’ went to besiege the town
but retired to Halab on the approach of Bandju-
takin (Freytag, Locmam tabulae^ p 45, 1 6),
Tu^lu^ who had seized the power m Halab in 392,
next year had Kafr RUma in the district of Ma'arrat
al-Nu'man and the fortress in the ArwSdj (the

two districts of al-RnjJj, cf Rosen, Zap Insp
Akad Nauk

y
xliv

, p 237, note 200) destroyed
to prevent them falling into the hands of his

enemies When the Hamdfinid Nasir al-Dawla in

in 434 took the field against the Mirdasid Mu'izz
al-Dawla Ihimal, he occupied Ma'arrat al-Nu'man
In 452 on his campaign against his nephew
Mahmhd, Jhimal spent eight days in the town,
the inhabitants suffered severely as the Arabs on
account of the severe winter were billeted in the
houses and did much damage there Mahmud after

occupying Halab in 457 allotted Ma'arrat al-Nu'mSn
to the Turk chief Harun, on ShawwSl 17, 458,
the latter entered the town with Turks, Dailamis,

Kurds, and men of the tribe of al Awdj, about
1000 fighting men besides camp-followers Ihey
pitched their camp before the gate at which pu-
blic prayers were said Although excellent discipline

prevailed among them and no one injured the

olive-tiees and vineyards or even took water for

their animals without paying foi it, the inhabitants

breathed more freely when they left the town
again to assist Mahmud on his campaign against

the Kilabis In 462 Tuiks in large numbers came
out of Byzantine territoiy against Halab, w'cnt via

Urtflj to al-Djazr, Ma'ariat al-Nu'm5n, Kafartab,

Hama, Hims and Rafanlya, and laid byiia waste
in dreadful fashion The Turk Tutush in 472
undeitook a campaign fiom Damascus against the

noith of Syria, he burned the region of Djabal
al-Summak and Djabal Banf 'Ulaim, extorted

enoimous sums from the people of Sarmm and
Ma'arrat al-Nu'man and plundered the country
east of Ma'airat al-Nu'man, he laid siege to Tall

Mannas {®tXyLtvt(rcr6i) in vain and burned Ma'ar-
ratarlha (the ancient MxyeepaTxpi'xativ in the

district of Kafaitab His son Ridwan in 488 gave
the town of Ma'arrat al-Nu'man with its lands to

Sukman b Urtuk Soon after the taking of An-
t5kiya (491) the Pranks advanced on our town,

supported by the people of Tall Mannas, and all

the Christians m Ma'arrat al Nu'man itself but
they were defeated between these two towns In

' the beginning of 492 they again besieged the

town with a large army (then an urbs mumtissima^
Will of Tyre, vii 9) and took it, killing almost
the whole population, 20,000 men, women and
children {^Hist or des Crotsades^ 111 482 sq^
Ma^airat al-Nu'm§n was, like Jerusalem in the same
year, completely sacked and the walls and mos
que destroyed During the siege the Franks had
destroyed all the gardens round the town and the

Kil5bls, who had come to the help of Ridwan
consumed all the supplies of the district so that

the country was completely starved In 496 Ridw2n
reconquered the lost fortresses At the end of

514, he concluded a treaty with the Franks by
which the latter were allotted Ma'arrat al Nu'm5n,
Kafartab, al-Bara and and a part of Djabal al

Summak etc In 531 (1137) the Atabeg Zangi
regained Ma'arrat al-Nu'm5n When the inhabitants

asked to have restored to them the estates of

which the Franks had deprived them, he demanded
the original charters of ownership from them but
they had been destroyed He therefore had search

made in the books of the office of the financial

department of Halab {^Dafdtir Dlwan Halab) and
found from the old payments of ^ara^ what
families had owned property and restored them
(Ibn al Allilr, cd Tornberg, xi 34 = Hist or des

Crots
^ 1 423, Abu '

1-Fid5\ Annales Moslem^ ed
Reiske, 111 470, v 274) Zangi razed the walls
While King Fulco of Jerusalem was putting down
a rising in AntSkiya, Turkoman tribes entered the
district of Ma'arrat al-Nu%i5n and Kafartab but
were driven out again by the Franks who there-

upon conquered Kubbat b Mulaib (Kamal al-Din,

Hist Or d CrotSf 111 667, where our town is

meant by al Ma'arra, not Ma'arrat Ma§rln as Rohricht,
Gcsch d Komgr Jerusalem^ p 197 assumes)
The Byzantine emperor John II Comnenos in

532 (1138) invaded the district of Ma'arrat al-
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Nu^mSn and then turned suddenly against gh&iznr

[q V.] which he besieged in vain The earthquake

of 552 (1157—1158) wrought great havoc m
Ma'arrat al-Nu^man (Kamal al-Din, transl Blochet,

m R 0 L IV 529)
§alal^ al Dm m 584 (1188) went from Halab

to Ma^arrat al-Nu'man from which he made a

pilgrimage to the Shaikh AbS Zakarlya^ al-Maghribi

who lived at the tomb of the Caliph 'Cmar Towards
the end of the reign of Salah al-D!n (c 1191)
the town formed part of the Syrian possessions of

TakI al-Din {Htst Or d Crois^ v 14) Ma'arrat

al-Nu'^man is several times mentioned in the wars

between Salah al-Din’s sons About 589 it belonged
to al-Malik al-Muzaffar b Taki al-Din ^Umar Later

we find its possession alteinating between llama
and Halab An old Shafi^I madiasa was built, ac-

cording to the inscription on its gateway, in the

reign of the Aiylibid Sultan of Hama, al-Mahk
al-Mansilr Muhammad I (plan in Creswell, B I
FA Oy XXI 13), it IS by the same architect

as the lofty square minaret of the great mosque
Ibn al Mukaddam in 596 (1159) owned the towns
of Famiya, Kafart5b and 25 estates in the district

of Mi^^arrat al-Nu^m5n In 597 the town was sacked

by SultSn al-Malik al Zahir Ghazi of Halab and seems

to have belonged to him for a period An insciiption

dated 604 (1207— 1208) still bears his name Al-

Malik al ^Adil in 598 went from Damascus via

Hama to Tall Safrtln wheie al Malik al-Mansur of

Hama joined him His opponent al-Malik al /ahir

of Halab concluded a treaty with him by which
he was to cede Kalat al-Nadjm to Afdal and the

part of Ma^arrat al-Nu‘man which he held to al-

Malik al-Mansiir About 619 and 692 the town
belonged to the lord of Hama, al-Malik alNasir,

it then passed temporarily to al-Malik al-MuVzam
Tsa of Damascus who placed a governor in it

(Kamal al-Din, transl Blochet, R 0 L
y

v 65 ,

Makrizi and Ibn Wasil, R 0 L
y

\\ 497 sqq
,
Abu

’1 Fida’, Annal Mosl
y
ed Reiske, iv 312) During

this fighting the lands of Ma'ariat al-Nu^man and
Hama weie ravaged by a horde of Aiabs under
Mam' (i^ (9 Z

,
V 68) On the advice of Saif al-

Din b Abi 'All al-Hudhbani, al-Malik al-Muzaffar

of Hama in 631 (1233— 1234) had the citadel of

Ma'arrat al-Nu^^man rebuilt, but by 635 al-Malik

al-Nasir of Halab seized the town again and after

a brief siege the citadel also Ihe news of its fall

was brought to Halab by a carrier-pigeon {R O
Ly V 100, 105, Abu ’

1-Fida^, op ctt

,

v 404, 434,

596) The Khwarizmis, routed by Cingis Khan,
entered Syria over the Furat and advanced via

al-Djabbul, Tall A'zaz and Sarmin to Ma'arrat al-

Nu'man which then belonged to Halab The geo
grapher al Dimaghkf also reckons the town to Halab

After the victory of Baibars over the Tatars at

'Ain Hjaiut where the Mongol general Ketbogha^
who had been left behind in Syria by Hulagli

fell, ^osrawsh&h the Tatar lord of Hama left

Syria SultSn Kutuz thereupon restored this town
along with BSrIn and Ma'arrat al-Nu'mSn, which
had belonged for 23 years to Halab 10658(1259)
again to its original owner al-Malik al-MansUr ot

Hama
Henceforth with slight interruptions Ma'arrat

al-Nu'mSn was in the possession of the lords of

Hams In the years 710 (1310) the Sultan granted

BSrIn and our town to Abu ’l-Fidft^ as a fief but

he had to return them to Halab by 713 (1313)
as the conditions of ownership had become ex-

tremely obscure on account of the frequent changes

in the land-books and repeated grants by the Sul-

tan (Abu ’

1-Fida^, Annales Moslem
,
v 274) A

journey by the prince to Egypt in 716 resulted

in the restoration of the town and citadel to him
and a charter of presentation was prepared {op

city V 302, 304) Abu ’

1-Fid5^ quotes a portion

of a poem which the Aleppo secretary {katib al-

tn$]0̂ ) Shihab al-Din Mahmud composed on the

event {op cit
y

v 306) But by the end of the

same year he had again to cede the town to Mu
hammad b 'Isa {op city v 310)

The district of llama was confiscated in 742
and placed under the Egyptian governor as a

separate province {iij[und)y henceforth Ma'arrat

al-Nu'man formed a \Ml5yet of this province (al-

Kalkashandi in Gaudefroy Demombynes, La Syrte

a Vepoque des Mamelouksy p 233) In the Mamluk
period the town had seven gates (according to the

al-Ratvd al-AIt^(ar ft AlMar al-Ak(a?y quoted in

al-Kalkishandi, Cairo, iv 142) the Halab gate,

the great gate, that of bh'th, called after the ad-

joining tomb of Seth, the garden gate, the Hims
Gate and the like gate {kadha probably a double

gate of Ilims) Ma'arrat al-Nu'm5n was a station

of the Egyptian pigeon-post (al-'Cmari, Ta^fif,

transl R Hartmann, Z D M G
y

Ixx 501 ,
al

Kalkashandi, iv 393)
After the battle of Mardj Dabik in 922 (1516)

the town passed to the Ottomans Della Valle a

century later found here (1616) a native chief

under Turkish suzerainty and the Agha who lived

there in Pococke’s time while paying tribute to

the Porte retained complete independence Iroilo

found in the town “zwey schone Wirths Hauser,

das eine war ziemlich baufallig, das andere aber

noch wohl zugenchtet, umb und umb mit breiten

langen bleycrn Taffeln bedecket” Seetzen describes

Ma'arrat al-Nu'man as the most northerly place

in the Pashalik of Damascus (SUriya) Walpole

was a guest of the mutasarrif of the town The
district of the town later became a kada^ of the

llwa of Hahb When Sachau passed through it

in 1879, a kahmmakam was living there, the

frontier with Hama was at Khan Shaikhun After

the world war the town was incluoed in the ter-

ritory under French mandate According to Sachau

it has about 40 well built houses and with its

well cared for gardens and fields looks a peaceful

and prosperous country town, while van Berchem
calls It “a large village of rather dismal appearance”

,

It lies in a monotonous but well tilled plain at

the foot of the eastern edge of the plateau of the

Djebel Riha In the north-west it is commanded
by the high hill on which stand the ruins of the

mediaeval citadel (on the map by R Garett and

F A Norris, in Amertc Archael Exp to Synay

1 50 and Princeton Exp
,
Divis 11 ,

Sect B pait

3, Kal'at in Nu'mSn is wiongly placed north-east

of the town, cf however also van Berchem, VoyagCy

p 202 and Eh Smith in Ritter, Erdk
y
xvii 1067

and Sachau, Reisey p 94) Among the architectural

features of Ma'arrat al-Nu'man the most notable,

next to the great mosque, is the already mentioned

Shafi^i Madrassa (built in 595) A notable building

of the Ottoman period is a large square caravan-

serai on the south side of which is a fine gateway

with an inscription of 974 (1566— 1 567) Sykes

was shown by the KahmmakSm as one of the

sights of the place the (alleged?) tomb of the

poet Abu ’l-'Ala’
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MA^BAD, Abu ^AbbAd MaSjvd b Wahb, was

one of the great singers and composers
of the early Umaiyad period He belonged to

Madina and was a client of ^Abd al-Rahman b

Katan (cf Aghani^ 1 19) of the house of Wabisa
of the Banu Makhzum He was a half-caste, his

father being a negro In his youth he was an ac-

countant, but having taken music lessons from

Sa’ib Khathir, Nashit al-Farisl and Djamlla [q v
]

he adopted music as a profession and soon made
a name for himself During the reign of 'Abd al-

Malik (65—86 = 685—705) carried off the

prize at a tournament of song organised by Ibn
$afi\an at Makka He sang at the courts of al-

Walid I (86—96 = 705—715), Yazid II (lOI—

105 = 720—724), and al-Walld II (125—126 =
734—744)> the second of these treating him with

unheard of favour On the death of Ibn Suraidj

[q V ] about the year 107 (726), Ma'bad became

the leading singer, and when al-Walld II was
called to the throne, Ma^bad, although an old man,

was invited to his court at Damascus Here he

was honourably treated and received a gift of

12,000 pieces of gold Shortly afterwaids he was

again commanded to appear at court, but he was

very ill when he arrived Paralysis mteivened, and

although he was lodged in the palace itself, and

had every possible attention, he died (125 =743)
At his funeral, the caliph and his brother al-Ghamr,

walked in front of the bier, whilst the renowned

songstress Sallama al-Kass, one of Ma'bad’s pupils,

chanted one of his elegies

Ma^ad must undoubtedly be counted among
the “four gieat singers” (Aghaniy 1 98, 1 51, 11

127) whatever opinions may be held as to the

others A poet of Madina said “ fuwais, and after

him Ibn Suraidj, excelled [in singing], but pre-

eminence belongs to Ma'bad” Ishak al-Mawsill

(cf 11 439) said “Ma^^bad was a consummate
singer, and his compositions leveal a talent

superior to all his rivals” Poets like al-BuhtuiI

[q V ] and Aba Tammam [q v
]
have shown the

worth of Ma^bad in Arabian musical histoiy Among
the compositions of Ma'bad his most famous were
the seven known as the “Cities” {Muduti) or

“Foi tresses” {Hu^un\ whilst five others were
celebiated as the McLbadat His fame was made
by his adoption of a grandiose (kamil tamin') style

of composition in the rhythms {ikcLat) called

thakil or “heavy” Among his pupils were Ibn
^Ahsha, Malik al-Ta^i [q v], Yunus al-Katib [q v ],

Siyat, Sallama al Kass and Habbaba
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AL MA^BART, Zain at DIn wrote about the

year 985 (1577) for Sultan ^Ali 'Adil Shah of

Bidjapur (d 987 = 1579) a brief history of the

spread of Islam in Malabar, the coming of the

Portuguese and their campaigns against the Mus-
lims from 908 to 985 (1498—1578) The work
IS preserved m Brit Mus MS

,
N® 94, India

Office N® 714 and 1044, 5 and in Morley, Cata-

logue of Historical MSS
y
N® 13 and is entitled

Tuhfat al Mud^ahiain
y

extracts were given by

John Biiggs in FerishtUy History of the rise of
the Mahomedan power in India^ London 1829,
‘V 53 ^ it was translated by M I Row-
landson, Tohfut ul-MujahideeUy an historical wot k
in the Arabic language

y

London, Or Transl Fund
1833 and ed byD "Lo^tiy Historia dos Portugueses
no Malabary por Ztnadwiy manuscripto arabe do
seculo XVI pucltcado e traduzidoy Lisbon 1898

(C Brockelmann)
MACASSAR, an important seaport on

the island of Celebes, on the Bay of Ma-
cassar, it IS the capital of the administrative

district of “Celebes en Onderhoorigheden” and
also of the division of it of the same name ad-

ministered by an assistant-resident By the native

population the town which has made very great
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progress in the last few years, is still often called

by Its original name of Udjung-pandang (l^um
pandang) Ihe Dutch gave it the name Macassar

from the kingdom of the same name The heait

of the Macassar country is the former principality

of Gowa, which was put under the diiect rule of

the Dutch East India government in 1911 and is

a remnant of the once very powerful kingdom
of Macassar The area inhabited by the Ma
cassars in the wider sense sti etches over the whole
southern part of the southwestern peninsula of

Celebes, as well as over the island of Saleicr

and seveial groups of island in the neighbourhood

The remainder of southern Celebes is inhabited

by Buginese who are closely related to the Macas-

sars and whose language, manneis and customs

aie very similar

Ihe Macassars do not diffei much in physical

appearance from the Javanese, they are of above
medium height and in general well built Their

mode of life, diess and dwellings are simple The
main industry is agriculture which is veiy successful

on the geneially fertile soil in the plains rice is

grown, often on wet fields, in the mountains maize

particularly, but also vegetables and leguminous

plants and cocoa-nuts The cattle-rearing also is

not unimportant Ihe native industries which aie

carried on in the houses of natives are not on a

very high level, the work of the gold and silver-

smiths IS relatively good An unfavouiable veidict

has often been passed on the character of the

Macassais but this seems to be exaggerated, they

find It difficult to submit to a regular life but for

the rest they are not difficult to govern Among
then vices are their fondness for dice and cock-

fighting Originally three classes were distinguished

in Macassar society, the princes and nobles, the

people, and the slaves Slavery has now been

abolished even in the distiicts undei independent rule

Ihe population generally piofesscs Islam and
its laws aie on the whole conscientiously observed

and the Muslim principal feasts faithfully celebrated

But one cannot of couise say that Islam regulates

the whole of their social and religious life The
customs which survive fiom an eailier period are

very numerous and form a striking contrast to

the ideas of Islam In every village theie is still

to be found a little building which is used for

the worship of the spirits of the animistic period

(the chief of whom is Karaeng Lowe, i e the

“great prince'’) and where heathen piiests offer

saciifices There can therefoie be no question of

fanaticism and the very simple mosques are m
general in disiepair Ihe highest Muhammadan
office IS filled by the hah^ usually a man of princely

descent, who used formerly to be appointed and
dismissed by the king He had contiol of all

matters relating to worship and he also gave legal

decisions in questions of inheritance and played

an official pait in mairiages and divorces There

were lower officials under him who acted as pieacheis

and precentors, pei formed the offices of a sexton

and gave elementary religious instruction Their

knowledge of IslJm is usually very slight The
revenues of their cleigy consists of the sakha

{%akat\ the fttara i^fitid) and of presents on all

sorts of occasions at which they take part, and of

a certain peicentage {tjuke) on the division of

inheritances The sakka is iriegularly and unsatis-

factorily paid, the pitara much better

No particulais are known of the earlier h 1 st 01 y

of Macassar and of the regions inhabited by the

Macassars in general In the middle of the xiv^h

century they were under the rule of the Hindu-
Javanese kingdom of Madjapahit According to

the native chronicles of the royal houses of Gowa
and Tello, which, at least so far as the earliest

period is conceined, are largely mythical, the Gowa
originally consisted of an alliance of nine small

districts each under a noble, after the government
had passed into the hands of one man and the

kingdom had expanded, to include for example
the lands of what was later Tello, Gowa is said,

after the death of the sixth king (at the same
time the first whom the chronicles represent to

us as an ordinary moital), to have been divided

between his two sons
,

the one became ruler of

Gowa and the other of Tello It is certain that,

so far as our knowledge goes, there were always
close relations between these two kingdoms and
that there was a certain degree of unity about
them, they were known together to Luiopeans as

the “kingdom of the Macassars” About the year

1512 Malays from Sumatra were given permission

to settle in Macassar and it was perhaps they who
first brought Muslim ideas to South Celebes When
the Portuguese appealed theie m the middle of

the century, they found only a few foreigners

there, who were Muslims, it was not till the be-

ginning of the xviph century that the Macassars

in general adopted this new religion Duiing the

reign of Tunidjallo (1505—90), Babullah, king of

lernate, came to Macassar, concluded a treaty and
at the same time attempted to introduce the

Muslim religion into South Celebes In 1603 Sultan

“^Ala udden and one of his biothers became con-

verts to Islam, which theieupon spiead rapidly

over Gowa and lello, chiefly through the influence

of Karaeng Motawaiya, administiator of Gowa and
prince of lello We find traditions about the

fust preaching of IslSm in South Celebes, similar

to those of other parts of the archipelago Ihere

they aie particulaily associated with a ceitain

Dato-ii-Bandang, a Minangkabau peasant from Kota-

tciigah, who is said to have landed about 1606

m Tello and to have preached the Muslim faith,

at the same time performing all kinds of miracles

Next to him, the two mam apostles of Islam are

said to have been his contemporaries Dato ri-Tiro

and Dato Patimang Their tombs are still much
visited

In the fiist half of the xviiih century the king-

dom of Macassar extended very much, so that it

biought under its suzeiainty almost the whole of

Celebes, Buton, Ploies, Sumbawa, Lombok and

the east coast of Borneo The Dutch East India

Company, which had a good deal of trouble

with the Macassars, did not succeed till 1637 in

concluding a treaty with them which permitted

freedom of trade but allowed them no peimanent

settlement But as Macassar caused the Company
further difficulties in the Moluccas, a war resulted

in which the town was burned By the peace

concluded in 1660, the king lost a poition of his

territory, the Portuguese were forbidden to remain

in the kingdom while the Company were allowed

to settle and trade freely in Macassar Peace was

again broken in 1665, the Admiral of the Dutch

East India Company, Speelman, sailed with a large

fleet to Celebes, destroyed the Macassar fleet and
forced the king to sign a treaty of peace (“Bon-

gaaisch Verdrag”, 1667, confirmed in 1669), whereby
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the suzerainty of Macassar over Celebes was finally

destroyed Even after this, the relations of the

Company and later of the Dutch government with

the kingdom were not good Tello was incor-

porated in the government territory in 1856 and

leased to the prince of Gowa In 1905 an armed

expedition was sent to Gowa, since 1911, it has

been under direct rule
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MADAGASCAR. With its area of 228,340
sq m, Madagascar is the third largest island in

the world after New Guinea (234,770 sq m ) and
Borneo (284,630 sq m ) Its area is a little greater

than that of France (207,000 sq m), Belgium
(*i»373) Holland (12,740) combined It is

oriented from N N E to S S W and measures 1,000
miles in its greatest length and 350 in its greatest

breadth with a coast line of 3,000 miles The
latest estimates put the native population at three

millions

The island was called al-Komr by the Arabs,

Buktnt (lit where there are {nt) Bukt) by the

Bantus of the neighbouring East Afiican coast

and by certain Malagasy tribes The Portuguese

called It "Island of bt Laurence” because they

discovered it on that saint’s day, August lO,

1506, and finally it became known as Madagascar
from Marco Polo’s name for it The orthography

unvocalised gave use to the false

etymology Djaziiat al-Kamar “island of the moon”
with which the Portuguese historians became ac-

quainted in the xvph and xvii^h centuries and
which survived down to the end of the xix^h

century among the sailors of Southern Arabia

1 he name Komr appears for the first time in

the Kttab Surat al-Ard of Muhammad b Mus5
al-Kh'^Srizmi (d 220 = 835 ov 230 = 845), in

which mention is made of the famous “mountain

of Komr”, in which the Nile was

reputed to rise But the interpretation by JwO
“mountain of the moon” was already old in

the ninth centuiy for it is found as early as the

6p>i aeXiimla of Ptolemy which the majority of Arab
geographers and notably al-Khwanzml took as a

model The mountain called “of Komr” or “of the

moon” is mentioned by all the Muslim geographers

who deal with eastern Africa We shall see below

how and to what degree the name of this mountain
IS connected with that of Komr = Madagascar

In my memoir entitled Le K'"ouen-louen et les

ancunnes navigations intet oceaniques dans les Mers
du Slid {J Ay 1919, vol 13 and 14), I have en-

deavoured to trace the origin of the name Komr,
the documents there utilised enable it to be con-

nected with the name of the Kmers and of the

K’un-lun of the Chinese The Chinese

sources take us also to East Afiica m which the

Cu fan ce of Cao Ju-kua (1225) reproducing word
for word two passages of the Ltn wat tat ta of

Cow K’lu-fei (1178) locates a land of Khm-lun
ts\n Ft kuo “land of the Zangs of K’un lun”, which
IS close to a large island (= Madagascar) which
IS the regular home of the p^n or rokh of the

Arabs, whose feathers are so large that they can

be used for holding a hsXi-mudd of water Ihe
old name of Madagascar has survived m modern
geography in the name of the Comoro Islands, the

little archipelago lying to the N W of the island

In his Exploragao portugueza de Madagascar
em 161S {Bol Soc Geogr of Lisbon, ydi series,

1887, p 313—356), Father Luis Mananno refers

to the Malagasies as Buque (more correctly BAkt)y

which IS also found in later travellers It is the

name given by the Eastern Bantu to the large

African island B'ilkty or with the addition of the

locative suffix -nt Bukint Bilkt is to be con-

nected with the Malagasy word vHhuth “king-
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dom, subjects” (phonetically vdhwih)^ which is

a pluial Bantu form (wS-B'Akt) malagasiced va^

< Bantu plural form, 7va + euphonic intervocalic

Malagasy A -[“ 1 his radical is identical with

the reduplicated form used by the Arab geogra-

phers, Wakwak or Wakwak [q v
]
and phonetically

equivalent to the Biikt of the early travellers and
the Eastern Bantu wa-Bilkt, ‘‘the Malagasies” and
Bukint^ “Madagascar” This explanation seems
preferable to that which I had proposed in 1904
\n y A

,
vol 111

, p 496 sqq I think we must
agree that the Malag vdhilah comes from wd
Btlkt and recognise a Bantu substratum in the

Malag word
The present name of Madagascar is given by

Marco Polo m the form Madetgascar (cf The
Book of Ser Marco Poloy ed Sir Henry Yule and
Cordier3, 11

, p 41 1 sqq) Yule long ago pointed

out that Marco Polo had not visited Madagascar
and only knew it by hearsay, and that the in-

formation he gave about it really related to the

adjoining east coast of Africa The origin of this

name is as follows As I have already pointed

out in studying once more this chapter of Marco
Polo, Madetgascar is undoubtedly a slightly er

roneous formation of the form Zang bd> and should

be corrected to Madetgas-bar = “land of the Mala-

gasies”, just as Zang-bdr means “hnd of Zang or

of the Zangs” (cf Memotres Soc de Ling de PartSy

vol xiii
, 1905—1906 Trots etymologies malgachesy

p 418—422), wheie f should be corrected

to This correction is justified by the fol

lowing facts In the Travels already quoted, bather

Luis Marianno mentions a kingdom of the b E
of Madagascar which he calls MUacasst^ Matacacty

Matacast (or Matakasi) Three years later in 1616,

Father d'Almeida, travelling in the same country

also mentions a kingdom of Matacassi Cauche
in his RelatioHy published in 1651 by Morisot

(^Relations ventables et curieuses de V Isle de Mada-
gascar et du Brestl^ p 10, 49, 99, 124, 127, 134),
mentions a province called Madegache by some
and by others MadegassCy the inhabitants of which
he calls Malegasses and Mallegasses He also uses

the term Madagascarois^ but with the wider sense

of the whole island and its inhabitants blacourt

{Htstoire de la grande isle Madagascar

y

1661, p i)

says “The island of Sainct Laurens is called

Madagascar by the geogiaphers, by the inhabitants

Madecasey by Ptolemy Menuthiasy by Pliny, Cerne
,

but its real name is Madecase'’^ Later writers are

all more or less inspired by the work of Flacourt

and need not be discussed here All these dilTeient

readings go back to two forms Madagast and
Malagast which correspond exactly to two mam
categories of dialects those with dental d and
those with liquid / It is the latter form that came
to prevail over the whole island, sometimes with

the sibilant Malagist and sometimes with the

palatal Malagih Both are paroxytons The modei n

vernacular frequently uses the abbreviated form gih
and even gdh These facts seem to justify the

explanation suggested above for the name Mada-
gascar which we owe to Marco Polo

The doublet, Malagnst-Madaghiy Malagisi-

Mddagdh is obscure According to the morphology
of the language it may represent a form mala
or mada + gist which recalls nothing, whether we
take the form with soft letters mada-gist or that

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III
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with hard noted by the Portuguese mata-kist Nor
do we know whether we have to deal with a
western Indonesian root or a Bantu stem In any
case It IS probable that we have to deal her^ with

a foreign tribal name, the eastern or western origin

of which can no longer be explained frOWT'*^
ancient or modern language

In the Arab geographers the first detailed account
of the island of Komr-Madagascar is found in the

Kudb Nuzhat al-Mu^dk fl Ikhttrak al-Afdk

(1154) of al-Idrisi who included the large African

island in the country of the Zangs “The people
of the island of ZSbag = Sumatra”, he says, “in

the seventh section of the first clime come to the

country of the Zangs in large and small ships and
use It as a centre for trading m their merchandise
as they understand one anothers’ language” (MS
2221 of the Btbl Nat PariSy f 29a, 1 15)
Ihis passage is very important as it shows that

in the xiitb century, Madagascar, wrongly located

in the country of the Zangs, had been long before

colonised by immigrants from Sumatra who had
introduced their language into the island and
Malagasy was derived from it In the eighth section

of the same clime the island of Komr Madagascar
IS situated seven days’ sail from the Maldives Its

king lives in the town of Mal5y This is an island

four months’ journey in length It begins near the

Maldives and ends in the north opposite the islands

of China The geographer of Roger of Sicily, as

his map shows, has combined into one huge island

Madagascar, Ceylon and a part of Sumatra In the

ninth section, we are told that the people of Komr
and the merchants of the land of the Mah5radja

(= Sumatra) come to the inhabitants of the east

coast of Africa and are welcomed by them and
trade w ith them (cf my Relations de Voyages

y

Index,

s V Komr and Komor)
YakQt in his Mu^dyam (completed in 1224) says

simply (vol IV, p 174) “al-Komr is an island in

the centre of the sea of the Zangs, which con-

tains no larger island than this It contains a

large number of towns and kingdoms Each king

mikes war on the others Amber and the leaf

al-komdft (sic) are found on its shores This is a

perfume, it is also called betel flower Wax is

also obtained from it” The Kitdb al Mushtarik
of the same author contains identical information

taken from the Mu^d^am (ed Wiistenfeld, p 358]
but the latter text has more correctly “the leal

al-komt *”

Abu ’1-Hasan “^All b Sa'id al-Maghribi, best

known as Ibn Sa'id, was born in 1208 or 1214

near Grinada and died at Damascus in 1274 or

in Tunis in 1286 Ihe Biblioth^que Nationale in

Pans his a copy catalogued as Ms n® 2234, a

treatise on general geography which runs from

f I to 1 17 and IS entitled “The book collected

and epitomised by 'Ali b Sa^id al-Maghribt the

Spaniard of the Book of the Geography (of Pto-

lemy) in seven climes, and he has added to it

longitudes and latitudes from the book of Ibn

Ffipma” This copy of the oiiginal manuscript is

dated 714 (1314— 1315) and belonged to the

celebrated geographer Abu ’1-Fid5^ The text con

tains m a few lines information of the highest

importance to the following effect “The Komi
who have given their name to the mountain ol

this name situated in eastern Africa are brother*

of the Chinese They originally lived with th«

Chinese in the eastern regions of the earth, 1 e

5
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in the interior of the Asiatic continent Discord

having broken out between them, the latter drove

the Komr to these islands After a certain period

of time, dissensions broke out among the Komr
who had migrated into these islands, the king

and his family migrated once more and went to

the large island of Komr = Madagastai and the

King settled m a town of this laige island, called

Komriya These Komr immigrants to the large

island increased in numbeis and spiead through

the different centies of the island, but new dis-

sensions bioke out and piovoked a new exodus

and many of them went to settle in the south

at the beginning of inhabited land along the

mountain which bears their name” (cf Relations

de Voyages^ ii 316 If we translate these

successive migiations into terms of modern geo-

graphy, we get the following The Komr, related

to the Chinese, originally inhabited Central Asia,

migrated from the interior of the continent where
they were neighbours of the Chinese to the ad
joining maritime lands and islands (= Indo-China,

Malay Peninsula and Indonesia, in Decade 11

,

Book IX, Chap iv of Da Asta^ p 352 of the

little edition of 1777, the Poituguese historian

Joan de Barros says that the Javanese claim to

have originally come from China) They later

migrated from Indonesia, more accurately fiom

Sumatia (cf my Empiie sumatranats de ^rwtjaya

in yA ^ 1922, vol XX ) to the large island which

bears their name, the island of Komr = Mada-
gascar and from there to the land of the mountain

of Komr, the famous mountain in which the Nile

was thought to rise = East Africa

The first migration, that from Cential Asia to

the coasts of trans Gangetic India certainly took

place long before our eia Several centuries must

have passed between the departure of the emigrants

from the plateaus of Eastern Tibet, their expansion

in the region of the coast, from Burma to Indo-

China and their crossing to Indonesia Ibn Sa^id

lived in the xiiBh century How then could he

have known of events that took place several

millenia before his time and are not lecorded

elsewhere^ Neither the history nor legends of the

Far East knows anything of such happenings The
Indianists, Sinologists, and Indo Sinologists whom
I have consulted cannot think of any text or

inscription directly or indirectly referring to them
I am surpiised at such a question being raised

by a comparatively late Arabic text and I know
no satisfactory answer I was piepared by my
studies on Madagascar to accept Ibn Sa^id’s sta-

tement that the large African island was colonised

by Sumatrans whose ancestors had come from the

Asiatic Continent, this is exactly what Ibn Sa'^ld

tells us The agreement between the Arabic text

and historical events is striking, but this undeniable

agreement is unexpected for we do not know as

well as we ought, how and where such information

could have been obtained in the xiiBh century

I put forward the hypothesis (Relations de Voyage,

II 320) that Ibn Sa'id might have got the infor-

mation at the court of HuHgu where he spent

some time in the xiiBh century But we know
from his biographers that the Spanish traveller

lived in Baghdad, studying assiduously at the

36 libraries of that city and making extracts from
manuscripts He may have found in these works
the statements he has so fortunately preserved for us

al-Dm Abu ’1-Fath YUsuf b b Muhammad,
better known as Ibn al-Mudj5wir al-Shaiban! of

Damascus, prepared his al Mustab^tr (Cod

al-Mustanstr) in 1230 (MS 6021 of the Bibl

Nat in Pans) In the 25 folios devoted to the

history of 'Aden, 72 a, b deals with the voyages

of the Komr from their original home to 'Aden

and notably m 626 (1228) from Madagascar to

the African coast and to 'Aden (cf J A
^
vol 13,

1919, p 469—483)
The following geographers Shams al Din Abu

'Abdallah Sufi al-Dimashkl (d 1325), Abu ’l-'Abb5s

Ahmad al Nuwairi (d 1332), Abu ’1-Fida^ (1273-

1331), Ibn Khaldun (d 1375), Ma^rizI (1365-1442)
tell us nothing particular about the island of Komr
The towns, which some of them locate in the

great African island, are really in Ceylon or farther

east or cannot be identified (cf Relations des

Voyages, index, s v Kotnor and Komr)
In the xvth century Ibn Madjid (cf SHIHXb al-

DiN AHMAD B mX^JID) in his Kitab al-Rawa'^td (cf

my Insti iictions nautiques et ? outlet es atabes et

portugais^ fol 1 , p 68«, b) includes the island of

Komr among the ten large islands of the world

and mentions it after the Arabian peninsula “The
island which is the second in size”, he says, “is

the island of Komr It is now an island (sic)

The information I have collected orally does not

agree about its length or breadth for it is quite

apart from the world and the inhabited climes of

the caith This is why there is doubt on the sub-

ject In the large books on geography it is said

to be the largest of the inhabited islands Between

It and the land of SofSla and the islands depen-

dent on It (= the Mozambique Channel) there are

islands and reefs In spite of this sailors are able

to pass among the islands and reefs Ihe island

of Komr takes its name from that of K5mran,

son of 'Amur son of Shem son of Noah To the

south It has the sea which the Greeks called

Okiyanus, this is the ocean suiroundmg the world

(al-Muhit in Arabic) It is the beginning of the

southern darkness, which is to the south of this

island of Komr” Ibn Madjid frequently mentions

the island of Komr in his other Nautical Instiuc-

tions also and it undoubtedly is Madagascar
With Sulaiman al-Mahri (cf below) our infor

mation becomes more definite In his aKUmdat
al mahrlya in Chap iv

,
dealing with the islands

and sailing routes along their coasts (cf Instruc-

tions nautiques et routieres arabes et portugais^

vol 11 ,
f 22a), he says “Let us begin with

the island of Komr because it is a large island

i^hich stretches along the coast of Zang and Sofala

Its northern extremity is called Ras al-Milh (=
Amber Cape), it lies in ii t^ba^ of Na'sh (a,f3,7,^

of the Great Bear = 8® 37' South, the true latitude

is southern extremity which is called

Hufa (!* = Cape Sainte Mane) is m 3 t^bal of

Nash (= 21® 37' south, the true latitude is nearly

25® 38') according to some, in i i^ba^ of Na'sh

(= 24® 51' south) according to others This latter

latitude IS the more accurate There is a difference

of opinion about the direction of the sea-routes

along Its coasts, because this island is remote from

the inhabited earth There are two opinions regarding

the direction of the route along its east coast

according to some one should sail S W J W ac-

cording to others SW There is a third opinion that

one should go W S W from one end to the other of
4-Iia clamA T o loef » At e fltof rs( fVi a 1
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masters In my opinion, adds SulaimSn al-Mahrl, west by 8 tsba^
^
Noghim (^) on the east coast and

It IS possible that the loute should be W S W
,
then Malawln(^) on the west by 7 t{bc^

y
ManakSra on

S W J W ,
then S W and in another direction the east coast (tiue Lat 22® 08' 30'') and Bender

still for two reasons the first that it is a large (al-)5Jiii'ban, “port of the banks”, by 6 Bender
island, that its coast is long and the route is also Haduda on the east coast and Bender KHri on

long The second reason is that the diiections the west by 4 tsbc^
^
Wabaya (according to the

given have not been verified on account of the Turkish text of Sidi 'AH, the name is illegible

fewness of the voyages made to this island and m MS 2559) on the east coast and Bender Hit

the insufficient nautical knowledge of those who (or Hait) on the west coast by 3 tsba^ Bender
have been there Sailing masters of Iladuda (sic) on the east coast, no name known
Zang have told me that the route on the east on the west coast in this latitude by 2
coast from Ras al-Milh to the place where Na'^ Bender Kfis (or Kaus) on the east coast and the

IS 8 tsbd^ (= 13® 30') south is to the south and bay of Kurl on the west coast by I t^ba^ ^
the

from this place to the south end of the island is majority of the names of harbours, which are

S-J-SW I have lecorded that the route on its sometimes found on both coasts recall nothing

west coast from RSs al Milh to the place where known elsei\here

Na'sh IS 8 t^ba^ (=13® 30' S )
is to the south, Malagasy undoubtedly belongs to the western

and from this place to the south end of the Indonesian group of the Malayo-Polynesian family

island S -J-S ~W On the west coast from R5s Down to the adoption of the Arabic alphabet, the

al Milh to the place where Na'ah 6 t^ba^ (= language was only oral and, so far as we know,
16° 44'), the coast is peifectly safe, from 6 t^ba^ never written down in any alphabet The lack of

to its south end there is a rtkk (“bank” or “shal- epigraphic material on the one hand and of an-

low”) about 2 zatn (= 6 hours) sail or more in cient monuments on the other deprives us of any
length to the neighbourhood of the coast Between chance of regaining the past history of this vast

the island of Komr and the coast (east coast of island Before the xvith century, a few Arabic

Africa) there are four large inhabited islands, near and Chinese texts would constitute our only do-

one another, to which the people of Zang go cuments, if the linguistic substrata did not yield

Ihe fiist of these islands is Angazidya (= Great us some valuable information These substrata are

Comoro) It is in ii rsba^ J of Na'§h (‘=9® S of two kinds, Bantu and Sanskrit

appiox
,

Mioni, the capital of Angazidya, is These former are divided into three categories

m exactly ii'* 40' South) Between it and the
|

i The borrowings of relatively recent date from
Afiican coast it is i6 za/» (=48 hours) sailing Swahili, which in turn got them from Arabic, of

The second, Mulall (our Mohali), is in II fsba^ the type Malag bahartj “sea” < Swahili bahari

of Na'&b (=8'* 37' S, true lat about 12° 20'), < Arabic bahr
y

Malag kamboy “cocoanut fibre

rope” < Swahili kamba kxdibxc ktnbar^ kanbar
y

Malag stikanty “rudder” < Swahili nsukant <
Arabic sukkan These loanwords are practically

only found in the maritime dialects of the N W
and W coasts

2 Ihe borrowings from Swahili of the type
Malag bilzu^ “baobab” < Swahili mbilyUy Malag
bwana, “master”, “sir” < Swahili bwttnay Malag
kibaba^ “measuie for nee” < Swahili ktbibay

“measure of about a quart”, etc Like the pre-

ceding, these loanwords are found almost solely

in the maritime dialects of the west coast, it may
theiefore be assumed that they also are of recent

inti eduction

3 The following words are, on the other hand,

used either in the old and modern coast dialects

or in the dialects of the centre and east, that is

outside of the zone frequented by the sailors of

the east coast of Africa, Zanzibar and the Comoros
Ihey aie found in manuscripts of the Bibliotheque

Nationile and in old records of travel, they are

not borrowings, but belong to an old substratum

of the language

Malag ambila “dog” < Bantu mbwa^
Malag akin^a “guinea-foul” < Bantu kanga^

Malag amp{lndra “ass” < Bantu punday

Malag anombt^ atembt^ drnbt “ox”< Bantu

Malag angdrtu “tale, fable” < Bantu ngano^

Malag andndriy adndrt iLndrt “sheep” < Bantu

ndndi^

Malag jiningUy fnnengu “green pigeon” < Bantu

mnga
,

Malag gidru “kind of lemur” < Bantu ngedere

“little black monkey”,
Malag kdst in the tribal name Kant-mambu

“madame” < Bantu mkau “woman, wife”,

the third Dumuni (capital of Anjouan) uhich is

in II t^bc^ of Na'sh (=8° 37' S, true lat 12®

15') IS to the east of Mulali, the fourth Mawutu
(our Mayotte) is in 10 t^ba^ ^ of Na'sh (= 9° 25' S

,

true Lat 12® 46' 55") To the east of these islands

lies a great icef of locks, about 4 zam (== 12

hours) sail, usually called al-Bah (“eye” or

‘source of the sea’; The harbours of the west

coast of Komr are Langani (15® 17' S ), Sa'da

[true Lat approx 13® 54'] and ManzaladjI (=
the bay of Mahadzamba, whose west point is in

approx 15® 12' Lat ) 1 hose of the west coast

are Bender Ban! Isma'il (in the same latitude as

LangSni on the west coast), and Bimaiuh (=
Vohemar in 15® 21' 15") All these ports are

dangerous (for ships) except I angani Know that

between Ras al-Milh and the coast of Zang, there

are 50 za//t = (1^0 hours) sail, and 20 za/u (= 60
hours) to the east of Ras al-Milh there is an

inhabited island called Munawwara (one of the

southern Maldives?; lo the southeast of the

island of Komr he numerous islands called lir-

rakha (the Mascarene Islands), they are 12 za//i

(= 36 hours) sail from the island of Komr”
In his Kitab al-Mtnhacj/ al-fakhir (f 73<5 of

the same MS ), SulaimSn al-Mahri gives anothei

description of the island of Komr which does not

differ from that given above Four pages earlier

on f 71^ he mentions several other harbours of

the island of Komr with their latitude calculated

from the altitude of the Great Bear

Island of Munawwara by ll t^ba^
y
Bender Is-

ma'll or Bani Isma'il on the east coast and LU-
langanl or Langani on the west by 10

BimarQh on the east coast, Anamil on the west

by 9 t^bc^'
y the island of Amber {Djazirat al-^Art-

bar) on the east coast and Bender al-Nfib on the
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Malag kilnguna “bog” < Bantu kungunt^

Malag kfXnku^kdnko “mangrove”< Bantu mkoko^

Malag kwera “parroquet” < Bantu kwaru^

Malag miingo^ moh^ngo^ mahogo “manioc”

< Bantu muhogo
,

Malag mushUvi^ mustvi “sorcery” < Bantu

msJiawt “sorcerer”,

Malag mu^ungu “poison” < Bantu ush.ungu

“vegetable poison in which arrows are steepeii”,

Malag ^st “goat” < Bantu mhuzt^

Malag faptngu “milvus aegyptius” < Bantu

Panga^ kipanga “falcon”,

Malag sambu “ship” < Bantu lomho
^

Malag zahim “stranger to the countiy or place

where one is” < Bantu wagent “foreigners”,

Old Malag vazUka^ modern Malag vaznha

“strangei (means particularly foieigneis of white

race)” < Bantu ivuz^ngu “white strangers, Euro-

peans”, etc

The place names of Madagascar further show a

certain number of names of villages on the coast

and of rivers running into the sea which are also

Bantu, some Swahili and others ordinary Bantu
They are referred to m my memoir on VOrtgtne
Afrtcaine des Malgaches, j 1908, vol ii

The Sanskrit substratum contains many words
of various classes

1 Names of gods, spiiits and of caste
Old Malag Yana-harty modern Malag Zana-h^rt^

“the supreme deity”, lit “the sun god”, cf Cam
Yan-harh < Indonesian yauy “god”, Sanskrit

harty “sun”, the sun deified

Old Malag tatvadeyy “god of evil”, cam dehata

< Sanskrit devatay “deity” (for the inverse semantic

progress, cf Sanskrit devay “god” > Zend daeva^

Pahl devy Pers diVy “evil spiiit”)

Old Malag Rau m the expressions hamn rau
vulan^ lit “eaten by Rahu the moon”= eclipse

of the moon, ahn-rau masuandru^ lit “obscured

by Rahu the sun” = eclipse of the sun

Malag andrtdriy andrianay “noble”, “of royal or

noble caste” < Kawi arrya < Sanskr trya^ etc

2 Names of the months
The names of the months in the Indian calendar

are found in the dialects of all the tribes of Ma-
dagascar They have not however been preset ved

in the original order and a month that is placed

at the beginning of the year by one tribe is put

at the middle or end by another On the other

hand havanay divtna and phalguna are not found
in the Malag lists, they are 'replaced by two
asara\ (large and small), two fisaka (large and
small) and a month called bttaQ')

Skr pau^a > Malag fHushay f'ikhay filsa ,

Skr magha > Malag mtka
,

Skr > Malag asJititrty astitrty

Skr vatiakha > Malag fiihdkay fistka^ shika ,

Skr.

>

Malag isthtdy htahtdy

Skr a^adha > Malag astra

,

Skr bhadrapada > Malag vatravtti a
,

Skr kUrttika> Malag hatsiha^ hash^ha^ ha^hia ,

Skr margahr^a > Malag ^ira in vttla-sj^ra

“the month or moon of shira”,

cf also Skr var^a “season of the rains” > Malag
vdratsa^ vdratra in faha-vdratsa^ faho-vdratra
“season of hurricanes”

3 Common words
Skr kott “ 10 millions” > Malag k)iit “100 miles”

>old Malag modern Malag “100 miles”,

Skr /flrn “glass”> Malag > old Malag hdtsay

Skr aldbu “melon, pumpkin” > Malag Idbu^

Batak tabu > Malag tdvu

Skr megha “cloud” > Malag mega > old

Malag m%ka
,

Skr tdmbula “betel” > Javanese tlimbula'^ o\d

Malag tambtiru
,

Skr tala “kind of palm-tree” > Batak otal

y

Malag
,
Javanese, Sundanese lontar> Malag dtt a

“kind of palmtree”,

Skr upavdsa “fast” > Malag puzvdsa > old

Malag afule “act of fasting”,

Skr catur “four” > Atchinese Into “a square

game played by women” > Malag kdtra
,

Skr mandapa “building erected on the occasion

of a f^te, a pavilion” > Mai mtndapay pavilion,

building in which guests are received > Malag
/J/a, in composition dapay “royal residence, court,

palace, tribunal, a roof in the centre of the village

under which business is discussed”,

Skr tantra “manual, book, magic treatise” >
Balinese tantri “story, fable, in which animals are

the principal characters” > Malag tantdra “story,

legend, tale”,

Skr tarn? aka “copper” > Malag Ba-

linese batak “led copper” > Malag vardhiy vard^

httiy vardhtnay

Skr sttngavera “ginger” > Malag ihakarivu

and the form with metathesis sakavlruy etc

Introduced by Muslims speaking Arabic, Islam

has left numerous traces m Madagascar, the first

and most important is the Arabic alphabet The
task of adapting the Arabic alphabet to the tran-

scription of Malagasy was delicate and difficult

It was however satisfactorily accomplished The
Malagasy sounds by dy /, //, /, tty r, /, were
transcribed by the corresponding Arabic letter

The other sounds were rendeied as follows Malag

g by guttural n by ^ and sometimes by
,
the

group ng also by the sounds dr and tr which

in Meiina represent practically the dr and tr of

the English drive and travel (they are pronounced

a little farther back in the non-Menna dialects)

generally by j, sometimes by
^

with a tanwin

(e g antendriy “date palm” is rendered by
^ ^

and the context alone indicates whether^ is to be

read dr 01 /r), Malag / by ^ with a point

below, ts by Aiabic lj, Malag z/ by ^ but the

Arabic \jo is also pronounced v Arabic

ramadan > Malay ramavdy Malay ^ by pro-

nounced % “little child”, the sound dz by

^ and in modern Arabic-Malay sometimes by O

The islamicised non Semitic peoples, who have

adopted the Arabic alphabet and who have to

transcribe the occlusive p have employed various

notations The Malays have rendered it by O
,

the Persian and following them the Muslims of

the Comoro archipelago by the Swahilis of

East Africa by ^y the Malagasies adopted an

unexpected solution of the problem down to the
I

xviiith century they rendered / by O, i e O,
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surmounted by a vertical tashdld^ then by O
Contrary to Malay each letter is vocalised, which
renders the reading of Malagasy-Arabic texts easy

in spite of the variations in orthography, which
are too numerous to be given here

The Arabic-Malagasy alphabet was once used

over a very considerable area, at the present day,

it IS only used on the S E coast where very

many natives were still using it at the end of the

xix^b century The Malag Muslims of the N W
and W prefer to use the Arabico Comoro or

Arabico-Swahili alphabet The latter renders by

LJ a /r identical with the Malag tr but this form

IS only used in the island of Anjouan The dialect

of this island which has a I transcribes it by

the I of Persian and Turkish The Arabic letters

V—
^

Jo and O are only

found in Malagasy, when Arabic words are quoted

and they are pronounced respectively /4
,

k, dz^

Zf Sf Vy ty and k

Malagasy manuscripts in the Arabic character

bear the generic name of shnra-be “great writing”,

1 e “sacred writing” They used to be difficult to

obtain, the owners gave them an esoteric charactei

which did not allow their contents to be com-
municated to a stranger I was able to get some
copied and to acquire a few others between 1890
and 1894 The Biblioth^ue Nationale in Pans
has ten, of which eight are undoubtedly old MSS
2, 3, 4 and 5 came from the old Abbey of St

Germain des Pr6s, 6 is also old, although it

was only acquired m 1820 Thanks to an inter-

linear transcription and Latin translation by a

European, which can be dated on palaeographical

grounds between 1595 and 1620, it may be pre-

sumed that NO 7 reached Europe in the second

half of the xvi^ century and must therefore have
been wiitten before that date According to an

MS note by Langl^s, “MS 8 seems to have been

biought to France in 1742”, the MS 5132 wrongly

classed -vMth the Arabic manuscripts is also an

old Malagasy manuscript MS N® i given by the

Due de Coislin to the Abbey of St Germain des

Pr^s has coloured drawings, coarsely executed of

men, animals, trees, and cabalistic figures but not

a single line of text MS N® 13 is a copy of

four short modern manusciipts With the except

of I and 13, all the manuscripts are on native paper,

written with the kalam with native ink Flacourt

gives a detailed description of them \n\i\s Htsfotfe

de la grande tsle Madagascar (p 194 sqq of the

edition 1661) The subject matter of the manuscript

is very varied There does not seem to have been

a iln'ura-be prototype out of which all the others

proceeded In an apparent disorder, the result of the

fancy of the author or the copyist, we find col-

lected snras of the Kurban, interminable lists of

the names of AllSh, and of names of angels, Arabic

religious texts with interlinear Malagasy translations

(cf the facsimile publ in N E y\o\ xxxviii
, 1904,

p 457), Arabic-Malagasy glossaries, magic texts,

and invocations in large numbers, magic squares

and formulae, texts showing the magic influence,

good or bad of the planets, signs of the zodiac,

lunar mansions, months, and days of the week, of

the male and female character of the twelve Mu-
hammadan months (Muharram is male, Safar is

female, and so on, in MS N® 2 sq
y

26b), of

patterns for amulets (Jiirizt < Arabic
^j>')

The siiras of the Kur’Sn are not reproduced in the

order which was settled at the revision ordered by
the Caliph ^Offiman MS 6 gives them in the fol-

lowing order fatxhay cxiv
,

cxiii
,

cxii and so on
to xcvii (f 2a etc ) Then come veises i—4 of

Sura xciv
,
verse 256 of 11 ,

verse 16 and beginning
of verse 17 of iii The same MS also contains

Sura XXXI (f 136b) and f 136b— 138b, verses

*5^—159, 137, 256—259, 284—286 of SQra 11

and veises 25—26 of Sura iii

Here we may mention several texts of particular

importance, one of which is certainly unexpected
MS 3 contains a bilingual glossary of 36 common
words, Malagasy and Dutch, the two languages
being transcribed into Arabic characters It was
published in B T L Vy vol Ixi

, 1908 I have
suggested that it must have been compiled by the

interpreter of Frederik de Houtman, “who had
spent four years with the Dutch and spoke their

language well” He had supplied Houtman with
“his collection of Malagasy words”

MS 5 contains from f 85a to 88a an Arabic

poem with Malagasy translation in honour of a

certain Laih (I have not yet been able to ascertain

if this IS the lovei of Madjnun, or of some Laila

in Arabic literature) The piece begins “The poets

said ” and ends “ the girl who possesses beauty

and kindness” The Arabic verses are of an unusual

inaccuracy and show that whoever reproduced

them had a very superficial knowledge of the

language and poctiy

MS 8 (f 52b to 56b) preserves a khntba in
> ^ ^ ^ 5

Arabic entitled LclXJI (j/r) pronounced

Aladtia 1 a lalaitbu (ra is the Malagasy 'iilicle),

“the Khatib’s prayer” Not a line in it is correctly

written and some words are absolutely unrecognis-

able Under the transformations they have undergone
however we still find the formulae used in this

sermon The following are successively mentioned
in the khutba the Prophet and his family, the

first four caliphs, ^A’lsha, Fatima, her sons Hasan
and Husain, the two uncles of the Prophet, Hamza
and al-*^Abbfts, then the Caliph Abu Ahmad ^Abd
Allah al-Musta'^sim biTlah (the text has ht-l-din

Allah) Amir al-Mu^ninin Further on there is a re-
^ - j j -

ference to Sultan AP son of SultSn 'Othman

The mention of the last of the 'Abbasid caliphs

seems to indicate that the Malagasy converts to

Islam, among whom this Utu^ba was in use, had

been conveited by Arabs who had left Bagdad
or a country under al-Musta^sim in this caliph’s

reign, 1 e between 640 and 656 (1242— 1258)
We cannot explain otherwise how his name appears

with the title “Commander of the Faithful” in a

Uiu(ba used m Madagascar As to the Sultan

(perhaps we should read and
5 j -

translate “Sultan LaPIP who is here”, the hhattb

then indicating the Sultan in question), I have

not been able to identify him As it is written,

the name is neither Arabic nor Malagasy MSS
7 and 8 contain two identical versions of a religious

text which I published va N E (xxxviii 449 sqq )

In a passage devoted to the glorification of the

month of Ramadan, the anonymous author succes-
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sivcly invokes the prophets of the Old Testament,

Jesus and Mary, the Prophet Muhammad, the first

four caliphs, Hasan and Husain and finally Abu
Hanifa al-Nu'mSn, the great Sunni ImSm, and

Muhammad b Idris al-Shafi'l, the founder of the

Sunni school which bears his name Ihe mention

of these two learned men and the ^u{ha already

mentioned are evidence of the orthodox character

of certain Muslims of Madagascar and perhaps

one may say of the generality of Muslims on the

southeast coast But the same manuscript N® 8

contains a Persian text which prevents us putting

forward this conjecture This latter text which is

still unique is found on ff 25a—27^ Ihe last

lines invoke the ^ashara mttbash^ara^ then, the

first eight tmani's of the Shi^a sect of the “1 welvers”

(cf ITHNA 'asharTya) to whom the author has

added ‘^Ali Akbar (“'All the elder”), son of Husain

and half-brother of 'All Zain al 'Abidin The mention
of these ttnam's of whom the last named, 'All

al-Rida, reigned from 183 (800) to 202 (818) is

valuable, for it implies that the wiiter of this

text belonged neither to the schismatic sect of

the Zaidlya founded in 695 A d nor to the schis-

matic Shl'a sect of the Isma'ills which dates from

765 A D
,
but to the orthodox Shi'a sect of the

“Twelvers” This is impoitant, for the Persians whom
historical tradition makes come from ^Tiaz and
colonise Kilwa on the east coast of Africa and
the island of Anjouan in the Comoro Archipelago

were Zaidlyas (cf G Ferrand, Lis Sultans de

JCtlwa, in Memorial Henrt Basset^ in the press)

who cannot come into consideration in the present

case The Imamiya, whose presence in Madagascar

is evident from MS N® 8 thus form a sepaiate

group different from that of the Persians who had
immigrated to the adjoining coast of Africa

The Arabic-Malay manuscripts which I possess,

those of the University Library of the Faculty of

Letters in Algiers and the others uhich I have

been able to see are, as a rule, similar in contents

to those of the Biblioth^que Nationale, with the

exception of the ^utba and the Persian text,

which so far as I know are found nowhere else

Quite a considerable number of manuscripts like

MS 13 contain genealogies of kings of the South-

east, from which all these documents come, and
local histones One of them gives details of I a

Casa’s campaign in the Imuru of 1659— 1663
(cf N 1907? xxxix

)

The majonty of the religion^ texts which are

found in the Arabic Malagasy MSS of the Bibl

Nat are translated into Malagasy The Arabic part

is very incorrect and the Malay translation shows
that the exegists of Madagascar undei stood very

little of It The illustrious and lamented Gold-

ziher, to whom nothing Islamic was foreign, was
interested in the texts which I published Com-
paring three translations of the Malagasy text

with the Arabic text he concluded that “the

meaning of the fundamental ideas was most gravely

misunderstood” (^V£cole superteure des Lettres et

des Medersas Alger au XI Congres des Orten
tahstes^ xn R H R

^ 19^5)

The borrowings of the Malagasies from the

Arabs who converted them to Islam are many
and are found through all the tribes of the island

without exception The most notable are the

names of the days of the week alatsinatm, talata^

alarubta^ alakamtst, zuma, asabutst^ alahadt We
may note that the Arabic article has been retained

for Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday and
Sunday but dropped for Tuesday and Friday The
names of the days are here given in the Meiina

dialect, the forms of the other dialects show the

legular phonetic vaiiations

2 The names of the twelve months in Meiina

and in the dialect of some other tribes reproduce

the Arabic names of the twelve signs of the

Zodiac alahamadt^ adauro^ adtzauza, asurutam^

alahasatt^ asumbula^ adimtzana,^ alakarabu, ala^

kausty adtdzadt^ adalu and aluhutsi in which we
can readily recognise al-hamal^ al-thaur^ al~{^auza^^

al-surutan^ al asad^ al sunbula^ al~mtzan^ al^akrab^

al~Kaus^ aU^adt^ al-dalu and aI hut Quite a

number of tribes do not know the Merina series,

but still use the names of Sanskrit oiigin given

above (p 68, col d)

3 Ihe names of the 28 days of the month
(the S L Malagasies however once had a year

of 366 days) which aie lecorded by Flacourt

{Htsioue^ 1661, p 174) recall those of the 28

lunar mansions of the Arabs According to the

empiucal method adopted by al-Su^i and other

wiiters, 1 e dividing the 28 mansions by 12 the

latter aie evenly distributed among the signs of

the zodiac “Know”, says al Sikh, “that each of

the signs of the zodiac has two mansions and a

third” (A C de Motylinski, Les Mansions lu-

natres des Afabes^ texts de Mohammed aUMoqtt^

transl and annot
,
Algiers 1899, p 68) In Mada-

gascar to get rid of the fractions, three mansions

have been attributed to the first fourth, seventh

and tenth signs, and two to each of the eight

others

Signs of the Zodiac Lunar Mansions

I Alahamadi

II Adaiiiu

III Adizauza

IV Asurutani

1 Asharataini

2 Alabutaini

3 Azuriza

4 adabara

5 alahaka

6 alahana

7 azira

8 anasara

9 atarafi

10 alizaba

< al-sharatam

< al-butain

< al-thiiraia

< al dabaran

< al-hak'a

< al-han'a

< al dhira

< al-nathra

< al-tarf

< al-djabha, etc

Ihe Arabic names of the lunar mansions thus

become the names of the 28 days of the Malagasy

months Mentioned along with the day of the

week, they take the place of the ordinal which

the Arab-Malagasy texts rarely indicate by a figure

This method seems to have now fallen into disuse

for ordinary purposes and is hardly used except

in sorcery

4

The diiklli (dialectical variants sikMt^ sikldt

< ihtkly “figure”) IS the art of divination, its

object IS to find out what is not known and the

means of discovering a lemedy against it Used
throughout the island with slight variants from

one tribe to another, stkidt^ to take the form

generally used, is a direct derivative from the

^ilm al‘i aml^ lit the science of sand or Arab
geomancy (cf the Kitab al Fasl ft U^ul ^Ilm al-

Rami of Shaikh Muhammad al-Zanati, lith Cairo,

n d ) Shaikh al-Zanati’s table from which is

derived all those in use in Madagascar comprises

the following 16 figures
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I II III IV

• • • • • •
• • • • • • •
• • • • • • •
• • • • • • •

V VI VII VIII

• • • • • •
• • • # • •

• • •• •• ••
• • • • •

IX X XI XII

• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • •

• • • • • • •

XITI XIV XV XVI
• • • • • •
• • • • •
• • • •
• • • • •

Each figure of the table bears a name of its

own and is composed of a ceitain number of dots,

maximum eight (IV) and minimum four (XIII)

Four figuies have five dots (V, XII, XV and XVI),
SIX have six dots (II, III, VI, X, XI, XIV) and

four have seven dots (I, VII, VIII, IV) Each

figure governs (^^^^) a certain number of things

or beings, according to the question put to the

diviner, the latter considers very carefully the

figure relating to the question asked The influence

of each of the figures comes fiom the sign of the

zodiac, planet, day, Arab month and from one of

the four elements to which it corresponds It is

also lucky or unlucky, male or female, tahb (ap

plying to the person consulting the fates) or

(applying to the question asked), it is more or

less strong and powerful in such and such

conditions, and it also shows in what state the

thing asked shall be realised Ihe 16 figuies of

the table are divided into different groups each

bearing a particular name
the (fawalbi/j “those who enter” which numbei

three (XI, II, XV) If they are present in a laige

number in the effected by the diviner, it is

a very auspicious sign and the questioner will

certainly obtain what he seeks If one of the

dawSkhtb proves to be the first figure, the object

sought enters, i e is obtained,

the khawart^^ “those who go out” are three

in number (III, X, XII) If they are seveial times

represented in the sidiki effected by the diviner,

it IS an unlucky omen and the object sought

will be unobtainable If one of the ^awartdj^ proves

to be the first figure, the object “goes out”, 1 e

IS lost to the seeker,

the mu?ikaltb^ “those who return” (IV, V, VI,

IX, XIV, XVI) are sometimes lucky, sometimes

unlucky, according to circumstances If one of

the munkahb is the first figure, the operation will

remain without a definite lesult,

the Hiawahtty “those who are fixed, who do not

vary” are the figures I, II, X, XI, XIII, XV
They are lucky and assure that the seeker will

gam his end,

the manahts^ “the dismal” are figures III, VII,

VIII, XI If the first figure is one of the manahts
the questioner will not obtain what he asks, or

will not escape the misfortune he feais

The figuies I, IV, VII, X are called aw^ad “the

pious” If the four figures found in it are similar,

success IS assured

Figures II, V, VIII, XI are called mSialt al-

awtad^ “what concerns the pious” If the four

figures found in it are similar the desire expressed,

will be realised

Figures III, VI, IX, XII are called zatlat al

awtady “the end of the pious” If the four figures

found in it are similar, the object desired is coming
and will arrive or the desire is completely realised

at the moment of consulting the diviner

The sixteen figures are also divided into two
groups of eight, one is called ^tkl al-^altb^ “figure

of him who asks”, these are the eight who re-

present him who is consulting the fates, the

other ditkl al~viatlub^ “figure of the thing sought”,

1 e those who have to answer the request If the

first figure of the stkidi is among the eight tahb^

and the seventh among the eight viatliTb^ it is a

very good omen If on the other hand, the first

figure is matlub and the seventh tahb^ it will be

impossible to avert the evil fate It must also be
enquired if the fifteenth figure of the operation

of the diviner is tahb or ma{lub^ if talib^ it is

lucky and if matlub^ unlucky

If the stkidi IS consulted on behalf of a sick

man the presence of figures VIII, VI, V, XIV,
IX, IV, XIII indicates his approaching end

The foul first figures of the table are also called

buyut al-aiyam^ “hours of the days” Repeated

several times they indicate that the thing sought

will be realised in the course of a day Ihe four

following (V—VllI) are called buyut al djuvi^at^

“houses of the weeks” and indicate an interval

of a week, the four others (IX—Xll) buyut ah
diuhro

^
“houses of the months” indicate an in

terval of a month and the last four (XIII—XVI)
buyiit ahstftttiy “houses of the years” indicate an

interval of one or several jears If one of the

houses of the days occupies 1 position other than

the first four, the interval inci eases in proportion

as it IS 1 emote from the first four places On the

other hand if one of the houses of the weeks,

months or years is found before its place, the

interval diminishes in proportion to its nearness

to the first figure

Ihe figures I, III, V, and X mark the direction

of the east, VIII, XII, XIV and XV, the direction

of the west, II, IV, VI and VII, the direction

of the north, and IX, XI, XII and XVI, the

direction of the south

Figure I of the pieceding table is called al-

hatyan or dahtka The first of these names has

passed into Malagasy in the form alahtzant It

represents the person who comes to consult the

diviner, its zodiacal sign is Pisces, its planet

Jupitei ,
its day Thursday and its element, the

sea The corresponding figure is the fifteenth It

IS lucky, male and tahby 1 e it la one of the

eight figures representing him who consults the

fates Its month is Dhu ’1 Ilidjdja If in the pre

paiation of the stktdt it occupies the first place,

the thing demanded will be realised after an

interval of three days The amount of happiness

and success which it brings will be greater if it

occupies the first place

Figure II {kabdat al-dakhtla^ Malag alakaust)

IS that of wealth, riches, possessions and estates,

and merchandise of all kinds Its sign of the

Zodiac is Sagittarius, its planet, the Sun, its day,

Sunday, its element, fire The corresponding figure
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IS the tenth It is lucky, feminine and maflUby

1 e It IS one of the eight figures which represent

the thing sought Its month is DjumadS al-Awwal

If It occupies the fourth place, the desire of the

seeker will be accomplished after an interval of 55
days, if it IS in the fifth place, it is still pio

pitious, if in the fourth it indicates gieatness

Figure III (kab4at al ^and;ay Malag adalu) is

that of the family, especially brothers and sisters

Its sign of the Zodiac is Ras Djawzahir « Pers

gaw-t'Zahr “the head of the Dragon”), its planet

Saturn, its day, Satuiday The corresponding figure

is the tenth It is unlucky, male and td,hb If it

IS in the fourteenth place, the interval necessary

for the accomplishment of the desire formulated

is 150 days It reaches the maximum size m the

ninth place and strength in the third Its metal

is gold

Figure IV > Malag dzama^ zumd) is

that of the country, gardens and biiriers of the

dead Its sign of the Zodiac is Virgo, its planet

Mercury, its day, Wednesday The corresponding

figure is the fourteenth, its element black earth

It is good or bad according to circumstances and
ma^lub Its month is Djumada al-Al^ir If it is

m the fourteenth place, the interval before the

realization of the desire expressed is 20, 55 or

150 days It is large in the sixth place and
strong in the fifth and tenth Its metal is silver

Figure V {al hav)sadjKytt% kumd; or al-farah^

Malag adtkasadzt) is that of children and bearers

of news Its sign of the Zodiac is Libia, its planet

Venus, and its day, Friday Ihe coricsponding

figure IS the twelfth The south wind is its

element It is neither good nor bad, it is idhb

and female Its month is Radjab If it occupies
|

the fourteenth place the desire expiessed is satisfied !

the day following It is large in the twelfth place

and strong m the fourth, eighth and eleventh Its

metal is gold

Figure VI {al~thtkafy Malag altkulay alukuld) is

that of the sick, of cries, of war, of slaves, of

loss of piopeity, of remedies and of ships (sailing

ships of the Western Indian Ocean) Its sign of

the Zodiac is Aquarius, its planet. Mercury, its

day, Saturday The corresponding figure is the

seventh Its element is the west wind It is good

or bad according to circumstances, tahb or matlub

Its month is Dhu ’

1-KaMa, it is female If it is

in the fourteenth place, the interval before ac-

complishment of the desire expressed, will be

fifteen days It is large in the* ninth place and
strong m the eighth, eleventh and twelfth Its

metal is silver

Figure VII {ankis > Malag ahktst) is that cf

husband and wife, of women and of sexual re-

lations Its sign of the Zodiac is Capricorn, its

planet, Saturn, its day, Saturday and its element

earth The corresponding figure is the sixth It

IS unlucky, fahb or matlub^ and male or female

according to circumstances Its month is Shaw wal

If it is in the fourteenth place, it indicates an

interval of 36 days before an answer to the

question asked the diviner is obtained It is large

and strong in the second, ninth and twelfth Its

metal is silver

Figure VIII {homra > Malag alahurnuray alai-

tnurd) is that of death and removal Its sign of

the Zodiac is the Ram, its planet Mars, its day,

Tuesday Its corresponding figure is the sixteenth,

Its element, fire It is unlucky, taltb and male

Its month is Muharram If it is in the fourteenth

place, it indicates an interval of 21 days It is

large in the first and strong in the fourth Its

metal is iron

Figure IX > Malag altbtavay adtbtdzadt)

is that of departuie and of those who clothe the

dead in white linen Its sign of the Zodiac is

Cancel
,

its planet, the moon, its day, Monday
Its corresponding figure is the thirteenth and its

element is water It is neither lucky nor unlucky

but may be one or other according to circumstances

It is la/tb and female, its month is Cjumada al-

Akhir In the fourteenth place it indicates an

interval of ten days for the accomplishment of

the desire expressed It is large in the ninth and
strong in the ele\enth Its metal is copper

Figuie X {nasi at Malag asuralahi)

is that of strength and of rulers Its Zodiacal sign

IS Leo, its planet is the sun, its day, Sunday, its

element fire It is male, tahb and veiy lucky

Its month is Dhu ’l-Ka'da In the fourteenth place

the interval before the accomplishment of the

desire is 32 days It is large in the tenth and
strong in the thiiteenth Its metal is gold

Figuie XI {nasrat at dakhtla > Nalag asuravavi)

IS that of life in towns, of return to the domestic

hearth, of ambition, friendship and of children Its

sign of the Zodiac is Taurus, its planet Venus, its

day Friday, its element, black earth The corre-

sponding figure is the fifth It is mile, lucky and
tahb Its month is Ramadan If it is in the foui-

teenth place, ten months will have to pass befoie

the realization of the desire It is strong in the

fourteenth place and laige m the eleventh Its

metal is copper

Figure XII ^othat > Malag kaitdza)

is that of enemies, cunning and ambushes Its

sign of the Zodiac is Dhil al-Djawzahir, “the

Dragon’s tail”, its planet Saturn, its day Saturday

The corresponding figure is the third, its elements

are water and terra firma It is unlucky, matlub
and feminine If it is in the fourteenth place, the

interval before the accomplishment of the desire

IS 66 days It is large in the twelfth and strong

in the thirteenth Its metal is iron

Fi^^ure XIII > Malag taraiki') is that of

the road which leads to the house of death, to the

cemeterv Its sign of the Zodiac is Cancer, its

planet, the Moon, its day, Monday Ihe corre-

sponding figure is the ninth, its element is water

It is lucky, matlub and female Its month is Dhu
’

1-KaMa If It is in the fourteenth place, the inter

val before the accomplishment of the desire will

be 50 days It is large in the fourteenth and strong

in the fifteenth Its metal is copper
Figure XIV Malag aditsimUy adttstmai)

is that of learned men, of remedies, of knowledge,

aims and medicine Its sign of the Zodiac is

Gemini, its planet, Mercury, its day, Wednesday
The corresponding figure is the fourteenth Its

element is the wind It is lucky or unlucky, male

or female, tahb Its month is Ij(jumada al-Akhir

In the fourteenth place which is its own, it in-

dicates an interval of 6 months before the ac-

complishment of the desire It is large in the

fourteenth and strong in the fifteenth Its metal
IS iron

Figure XV (^otbat ahdajjitlay Malag ahhutst)

IS that of the judge Its Zodiacal sign is Pisces,

its planet is Jupiter, its day, Thursday and its

element, water The corresponding figure is the
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first It IS lucky, male or female and {alth Its

month IS Shawwal In the fourteenth place the

interval before accomplishment of the desire will

be 55 days It is large in the fourth and strong

in the eleventh Its metal is iron

Figure XVI {nakl a/ > Malag ktzti) is

that of the end of all things and the last of the

stktdt Its sign of the Zodiac is Scorpio, its planet

Mars, Its day Tuesday and its element water The
corresponding figure is the eighth It is lucky or

unlucky, male or female and matlub
^

its month
is OjamSda al-Awwal In the fourteenth place it

indicates an interval of seven days befoie the

realization of the desire It is large on the four-

teenth and strong in the sixteenth which is its

own Its metal is copper

These are the sixteen figures of the stktdt and
the signification given them in Madagascar

As Its Arabic name shows, this “science of the

sand” was first piactised by tracing lines or dots

on the sand, in Arabic one says darab al-ramt,

“to strike the sand”, to describe the prepaiation

of the ^tlm al-raml On the east coast of Africa

in Swahili the same operation is called kuptga

bao, lit “to strike the planchette” (which implies

that the dots forming the sixteen figures are in-

scribed on a planchette) or ramlt^ a Bantuised

form of the Arabic rami “sand” At the first the

lines or dots were traced on the sand, then on a

planchette of wood and lastly as in Madagascar
on paper Accoiding to another Malagasy method,

the diviner also uses grains of sand, or seeds,

especially those of the fanu tiec {Ptpladcnia

chrysostachysy Bth )

When requested to consult the fates by the

stktdt^ the divinei first of all pronounces the in-

vocation “ \wake, O God, to awaken the bun’

Awake, 0 Sun, to awaken the Cock ’ Awake, U
Cock, to awaken Man {ulumbelunay Awake, O Man,
to auaken the sikidi, not that it may he, not that

it may lead us to eiior, not that it may make a

laughing stock, not that it may say foolish things,

not that it may deal with an) matter of no im-

portance, but that it may search out secrets, that

it may see what is beyond the mountains and

the other side of the forest that it may see what
no human eye can see Arise ’ for thy skill which
comes from the Muslims with long hair (sic ’

stlamu be vulu), from the high mountains, from
Raburubuaka, from Tapelaketsiketsika, from Zafit

simaitu (eponym of a tube of the south-east con-

verted to Islam), fiom Andnambavitualahi, from

Rakelihuranana, from lanakara (eponym of anothei

south-eastern tribe, converts to IsHm), from An-
dnnoni-Sulanatia, from Vazimba (a dwarf tribe,

of African origin as the name shows, the old

owners of the soil), from Anakandnananahitra, from

Rakehilavavulu (lit the little man with long hair) ’

Arise ’ for we do not have thee foi nothing, for

thou aie dear and cause expense’ We have taken

thee in exchange for a fat zebu cow with a large

hump And for money on which there was no

dust (i e coins which are still cuculating) Awake’
for thou hast the confidence of the luler and thou

expresses! the judgment of the people If thou

art a sikidi that can speak, a sikidi that can see

and that does not repeat (only) the gossip of people,

the hen killed by its owner, the ox killed m the

market, the dust which clings to the feet (i c a

stktdt who does not repeat what everyone knowsj,
awake, on the mat which is on this very spot’”

(cf Antananartvo Annual and Madagascar Maga-
zine^ 1 886

, p 22

1

) If the diviner operates with

seeds, he takes up a few at random and counts

them two by two until at the end he has one or

two which are placed at the top of the figure

The operation is repeated four times which gives

the four rows of dots of the first figure

When the diviner works on paper, he traces

with the kalam a line in the foim of the arc of

a circle, the centre of which is indicated by a

dot The sum of the dots and initial and final

curves (each of which counts as a dot) must not

exceed 14 ,
although the mptstktdi is understood to

make the dots without counting them He then

draws three other concentric curves in the same
way This done, the dots are counted two by
two and line by line from left to right A vertical

line separates the groups of two dots from one
another After the last vertical line theie remains

either the final curved line which counts as a

dot, either a point or a line, 1 e two dots This

or these are written opposite each line and given

figures 1, II, III, IV

• I
• • 1

1

• •

• •

II

• •

III

• •

• •

IV

• •

• •

The four first figures are called in Arabic, urn-

mahat “the mothers”

I II 111 IV

a % • • % a!

b % % • •• % % b'

c ^ • • % d
d • % •• •• % % d^

Figure V is obtained by tianscribing vertically

fiom light to left the line a a\ b h\ cd and d d'

give in the same way figures VI, VII and VllI

These four new figures derived from the foui first

are called al banal “the daughters”

V VI

• • •
• •
• • •
• • •

VII VIII

• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •

Figure IX is formed by adding horizontally

the dots of I and II (in the addition

• #•-[-••=•#) All the other

figures are similarly formed III and IV give X,
V and VI give XI, VII and VIII give XII,
IX and X give XIII, XI and XII give XIV,
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XIII and XIV give XV, and XV and I give XVI
The eight last figures are called batiat al-banat

“the daughters of the daughters’*

IX X XI XII

• • • • • •
• • • • • •

• • • • • •
• • • • • •

XIII XIV XV XVI
• • • • • • •
• • • • • •

• • • • • • •

Ihcse sixteen figures contain the fate of the

inquirer and the diviner has to give him the

meaning of each of them by interpreting them
from the table of Shaikh al-Zanati, which was
given above (p 71a) We may therefore imagine

what a high place the stktdi occupies in Malagasy
life, and the very numerous circumstances in which
recourse is had to it The diviner was and un-

doubtedly still IS the true manager of it In practice

it IS consulted for every act of private and public

life whether of the individual, family, clan or

tribe I have not been able to learn how one
becomes a mptstktdt It is the speciality of certain

individuals without distinction of sex or birth

A diviner or a sorcerer may be man or woman
(I have never known a woman sorcerer but have

heard that there are such) The sorcerer may be

of royal birth, noble or freeman (I have nevei

heard of a sorcerer or diviner who >\as a slave,

although slaves have been executed on charges

of sorcery) The diviner or the sorcerer is very

often the son or daughter of a diviner or a

divmeress, which assures him an extensive clientMe,

for he or she is supposed to inherit the paternal

(or maternal) secrets the sorcerer or diviner may
be either native or foreigner I was taken for a

diviner during a stay of foity months at Mananjary

(S E coast) by the Muslim tnptstkidi'% of the district,

who treated me as colleague after I had shown
them my knowledge of Islam It was in this way
that I was enabled to be initiated gradually into

the practice of stkidt and appeal was sometimes
made to it

The area of dissemination of the ^ilm alfaml
m Africa is considerable It is found in Darfur

and the Travels of Burton in Dahomey reveal

the existence of practices closely allied to stktdi

among a West African people who are however
not Muslim (cf G Ferrand, Musulmans a Mada
gascar

^ P 14^^)
5 The great annual festival of the fandruaria

or the bath is only a survival under another form
of the old ^td al-fth [q v

]
On this identification

cf G Ferrand, Note sur un Caleitdrter malgache

et le fandruana
According to the evidence of the Portuguese

discoverers and especially of Flacourt, the Muslim
Malagasies of the S E of the xvii*^ century fasted

during Ramadan, recited the obligatory prayers,

read the Kurban, but drank fermented liquors and

raised and ate pork There were kha(ib\ in the

S E so that assemblies of the faithful took place,

but there is no mention of the existence of mosques
in the early travellers and Flacourt says definitely

in his preface that “the nation of which he is

going to speak has no idols or temples” As
jfli 3wm [q V

] the success of Islam was only

mediocre in Madagascar Malagasy does not readily

assimilate foreign beliefs and customs and the

litter do not profoundly modify native beliefs

and customs His whole philosophy is contained

in the proveib mamt m ama, “life is sweet”, he

thinks It good to be alive the stiict observation

of the Kur^anic prescriptions would have upset

too much his usual life and customs Allah pro-

scribes fermented liquors, standing stones, games
of chance and consulting the fates as abominations

invented by Satan But these abominations are

particularly dear to the Malagasies, they are par-

ticulaily devoted to alcoholic liquors and to

gambling, believe firmly in soothsaying and standing

stones {tsangambatii) are held in honour throughout

the whole island No doubt they veneiate Allah,

the Kurban, the Prophet and saints of Islam but

it IS a puiely verbal reverence and they are not

really islamised to the degree, that for example

are the negroes of the adjoining east coast of

Africa

The conversion of the Malagasies to Christianity

was also a failure At the time of the conquest

of the island m 1895 they were quite disposed to

be converted en masse to Roman Catholicism,

thinking it would please us
,
they had to be warned

that the French govei nment only attached importance

to lespect for the laws and respected the religious

convictions of every one whatever they were Phis

fact of which I was a witness is more eloquent

than any other and throws an illuminating light

on the past

The evidence quoted above and especially that

of comparative philology enable us to draw up
the following scheme of the settlement of Madagascar

so far as our knowledge at present goes

I Many legends give the old Vazimba, now
disappeared, as tumpu-n (ant or ancient masters

of the soil 1 e the autochthons The name w’hich

IS found in East Afiica is clearly Bantu and re-

presents an older iva zimba Malag vazimba They
are said to have been of small stature They were

perhaps negrillos

II There was an important immigration of

African Bantus prior to our era of which we
have an evidence in a certain substratum of

African words which has survived in the modern
language

III I here was next an important immigration

of Hinduised Indonesians from Sumatra (cf G
Ferrand, LEmpire sumatianais de Qrtvtjayci) in

the second—fouith centuries A D A word like

the Malag hetsi < old Malag hett — 100,000 <
Malay k^tt 100,000 < Sanskrit koh 10,000,000 is

over many others testifying to this fact These In-

donesians modified the somatological, cultural and
linguistic type of the negritic Bantus who peopled

Madagascar

IV Arrival of Arabs in the sixth-ninth centuries

and conversion of the Malagasies to Islam These
Arabs probably came from the Persian Gulf and
belonged to the Sunna
V Another immigration of Sumatrans at the

end of the tenth century I consider the Wakwak
to be western Indonesians, as I shall explain in

the article wakwXk The Book of the Wonders

of India {^A^cltb al-Htnd^ ed by van der Lith

and transl by M Devic) mentions a piratical

campaign by these Wa^^wak in 334 (945) in the

Western India Ocean It is probable that we have

here a reference to the migration led by Ramini the
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“Sumatran” or Rammia “the Sumatran” (fem ) His

elder son Ra-Hadzi was the ancestor of the tribe

of Zafin-d-Kamini, “the descendants of Ramini”,

of the S E coast of Madagascar The younger

son, Ra-Kuka, went into the interior of the island,

reached the plateau of Imerina where he married

a Vazimba woman Ra Kuba was the ancestor of

Huva who bear his name
VI Coming of Persians of the sect of the

“Iwelvers” later than the reign of ^All al-RidJL

(183—202 = 800—818)
VII Coming of other Arabs in the reign of the

‘Abbasid caliph al-Musta'sim, in the middle of the

thirteenth century of our era
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ai-MADA^IN? a mediaeval Arab town or

rather a group of towns in al-'Irak (Baby-

lonia) about 20 miles S E of Baghdad lying on
cither side of the Tigris in two almost equal

portions The name al-Mad5hn (plur of al-Madlnd)

„the towns” is explained from the fact that the

two capitals situated opposite one another, Seleucia

on the west, the Greek city founded by Seleucus I

between 312 and 301 B C, and Ctesiphon on
the east (the fiist reference to which is in 221

B C
),

the winter residence of the Parthian and
Sasanian kings, with several other places close at

hand were regaided as forming a whole The
Semitic Aramaeans who formed the bulk of the

population under the Arsakids and SSsSnians

comprised the whole group under the name Mahoze
or Medtnafha “the towns”, which latter word the

Arabs adopted in the pluial form al-Madahn peculiar

to their language Following the SasSnians, the

Arabs reckoned seven towns in al-MadShn, the

official names of which they partly arabicised

On the west bank lay Weh- Ardeshir, cor

rupted by the Arabs to Behraslr (often wrongly

read Bahurasir and Nahi Shir or Sir, cf Streck,

Babylomen, p 262, note 3) The name does not

mean “good (is) Ardeshir” as it is often explained

but “house (1 e foundation) of Ardeshir” (cf

thereon, Noldeke, \V Z K M, xvi

,

1902, p 7

Weh — Kx'xm Bl) In Syriac and Talmudic litera-

ture Behrasir is usually called Kothe (= Koche
of the late classical wnteis) and Mahoza (= “the

town”) U occupied the lower southern half of

the former Gieek town X parasang (c 3 miles)

north of it was the village of DarzanidSn (also

Darzidan), aiabicised to Darzidjan On the east

bank stood Ctesiphon The Arab historians and

geographers usually reproduce this name, which

IS not Greek but very probably indigenous

(Iianian^) by Taisafun, but we also find lusfun

and 1 usbQn corresponding exactly to the presumed

Pahlavi form (losfon, Tosbon) On these place-

names cf the very full discussion by Strcck in

Pauly-Wissowa, / r
,
Suppl vol iv 1102^^7 Not un-

commonly the town on the east bank, much more

impoitant for the Muslims, is called al-Mad5hn
(e g in al-Istakhrl, B G A

,
\ 87, 1) About an

hour’s lourney away, south of Ctesiphon stood

Weh Antiol^-i I^osraw (= Antiocha, house of

Khosraw) The Arabs usually called this city

founded by Khusiaw I Anusharwan, which was
settled with the deported inhabitants of Antioch

ad Orontem destioyed in 540 and is said to have
been planned on the model of the Syrian capital.
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Rumiya == Rome or (New) Rome or Byzantium

The Syriac sources distinguish this new foundation

from the older towns by the name Mahdza
h^dhfitta= ‘‘New town”

We know nothing further about the three other

towns of al-Mad5^in, which made up the number
seven so populai in the east and was here no doubt

deliberately chosen The exact foims of their

names are not even known
As early as the Paithian period there was a

stone bridge to convey the traffic between the

two thickly populated banks of the Tigris, which
the histoiian Hamza al-IsfahSm (cf his

ed Gottwaldt, p 31,10) describes as a marvel,

but already m his day (beginning of the fourth=
tenth century) there was no longer any trace of

it Under the SasSnians a second bridge (of boats J^)

was erected In the Muslim period however there

was still only a bridge of boats

In Taisafnn-Ctesiphon two main quarters are

distinguished, the northern “old town”, Arab al

Madina al-attka and the southern, Asfanabr
(AsbSnabr, AsfabUr, and other variants of the

name)
The “old town” probably represents the oldest

settlement on the east bank, the foundation of

the Parthian period In it was a royal palace

which the Arabs called al-Kasr al-abyad= “the

white palace” (there were other palaces of the

same name elsewhere, cf the article kalV-isei id),

probably the residence originally of the SasSnnn
kings built by one of the last Arsakids or first

Sasanians The southern quarter Asfanabr also in

eluded a royal residence, the ‘man (= pillared

hall, palace), usually described more definitely by

the Arab authors of the middle ages as Iwan
Ktsra (= Pers Khosraw, Chosroes the general

title of the SasSnian kings among the Arabs, cf

Streck, Seleuaa u Ktestphon^ p 37, note i) Its

builder is known with certainty to have been

Sapor (Sabur) I (241—272 A D ) It may be noted

that later Arab historians often confuse the “white

palace” and the Iwan
It can hardly be supposed that the site of al-

Mada^in, so favoured by nature, at the point where
the Euphrates and Tigris most nearly approach
each other, was without any considerable settle-

ment until the time of Seleucus I There is on
the contrary eveiy indication that the town of

Ak^k (written ideograph ically Uip-kt) dating

back to remote antiquity like its successor Upt^

the Opts of the classics, cannot well be located

anywhere else than on the site of the sister towns
of Seleucia and Ctesiphon or in the immediate
neighbourhood What the Arab writers say about
the founder of al-Mada^n is worthless They
ascribe the foundation to mythical kings of the

old Iranian epic like Djam§hld and Tahmurath or

other celebrated rulers of the east (like Nimi*ud

or Iskandar-Alexander
,
for Nimrnd sec Abu ’l-Fara^j-

Barhebraeus, Ta rikh Mukkta^ar^ Beirut ed
, p 20, 5)

For the pre- M uhammadan history of

al-Mada^in which does not fall within the scope

of this work cf Streck, Seleuaa und Ktestphon^

and the pertinent articles m Pauly-Wissowa The
Arabic sources contain much valuable information

for the SSsSnian period, the most notable is

Tabari’s history (cf Noldeke, Gesch der Perser und
Araher zut Zeit der Sasantden, Leyden 1879) We
may here mention that under the later SSsSnians,

Ctesiphon, to some extent, lost its popularity as

the winter capital, for they, especially Khosraw
II ParwSz (599—628), preferred Dastagerd to it,

three days journey to the north on the very old

“royal road” [cf dastaj^ird]

We have fairly full information about the con-
quest of al-Mada^in by the Arabs, especially

the great chronicles of labari (1 2426—2456) and
Ibn al-Athir (ed Tornberg, 111 396—403, cf also

Caetani, Annah delV Islanty 111 732 sq
,
Well-

hausen, Sktzzen und Vorarbetten^ vi 68 sqq
,
and

Streck, Seleuaa u Ktestphon, p 38—41) After

the glorious battle of al-KSdisiya, which made the

Arabs masters of 'IrSk west of the Tigris (cf

above, 11, p 6i2h), the Caliph ‘Omar ordered Sa‘d

b Abl Wakkas, who was then in command of

the Muslim troops operating in the 'Ira^, to march
on the Persian capital Sa‘d advanced, fighting

several battles on the Tigris and appeared before

Behrasir in the first half of January 637 (= end

of 16 ah) The strongly fortified town which

was bravely defended was besieged and stormed

in vain for two months In the end the Peisians

whose supplies were exhausted fled by night un-

noticed over the river so that when the Aiabs

stormed the town soon afterwards they found

it quite deseited A few days later the invaders

weie able by using a convenient ford to cross

the Tigris, much swollen by the spring floods

Ihis almost miraculous ciossmg effected without

any loss is a much celebrated event in Muslim
history, it is one of the famous “days” of the peiiod

of the conquest The Persians had not expected

that the Aiabs would win their way acioss The
king had taken lefuge with his family and court

in HulwSn [q v], the army had retired to Djisr

Nahrawan (about 24 miles north of Ctesiphon)

Only a few regiments remained at the palace in

the capital At the end of March 637 Sa‘d made
his ^triumphal entrance through the deserted streets

The progress of the Arab operations had not given

the Persians sufficient time to carry off the vast

treasures accumulated in Ctesiphon These all fell

into the hands of the victors The Arabic sources

give many interesting details of the very valuable

objects which were captured not only in Ctesiphon

but in the puisuit of the Persian army The total

value of the booty taken in Ctesiphon was estimated

at 900 million dirhems (of a nominal value of

nine pence but it varied a great deal)

The occupation of the SSsSnian capital, the

greatest royal city in nearer Asia, may be said to

be the most important event of the period of

Islam’s splendour, the period of the great campaigns

of conquest In the “Old town” the victorious Sa‘d

built the chief mosque — the first Muslim place

of worship to be built in the ‘Iralj;

Al-Madahn was not destined to be the residence

of the Arab governor of the ‘Iral^, on the contrary

It sank under Muslim rule to be a mere provincial

town It was soon overshadowed by the newly
founded Arab military colonies of Kilfa, to which

the gates of Ctesiphon were transported — a

symbolic custom found elsewhere in the Arab
east — Basra and WSsi^ Basra and Kufa now
became the political and intellectual centres of

Mesopotamia until the Caliph al-MansQr built

Baghdad and the political and cultured centre of

gravity of the land gravitated thither The foundation

of Baghdad dealt al-Madahn its death blow it

was now called upon to yield the building material

necessary for the new capital of the caliphate.
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just as Babylon had done for Seleucia centuries

before

In the history of the Umaiyad and 'AbbSsid

periods al MadS’in was as a rule no longer of

any prominence It only played a part of some
importance in the civil wars of the first two cen-

turies of Islam, those provoked by the Kharidjis

as well as those provoked by the 'Alids The
Muslim inhabitants of al-MadS^in were, it seems^

aUays strong suppoiters of the Shl'a They were

also hostile to the KbaridjI movement As early

as 658 there was fighting around al-MadS^n be

tween 'Ali and the Kharid)ls An attempt by the

latter (in 664) to seize Ctesiphon from Behrasir

was thwarted by the commander there who had
Slji'^a sympathies, by destroying the bridge of boats

The Kharidiis however later succeeded in t^Mce

gaining temporary possession of al-Mada^in, e g
in 688 when the Khandjl group of the Azrakiya

[q V
]
wrought great slaughter among the Muslims

who did not belong to their party The second

occupation of al-Mada^in in 696 was achieved by
the KharidjI leader Shabib b Yazid On these events

cf J Wellhausen, Dte rehgtos-poht Oppositions-

parteien tm alien Islam (== Abh G (7 ,
N F

,

vol v,N® 2 [1901]), p 21, 36, 43, 45 ,
R Brunnow,

Die Charidschiten unter den ersten Omaiyaden^
Leyden 1884, p 22, 92 With the death of Shabib

b Yazid, the power of the KharidjIs was broken,

but as late as 751 ^Abbasid troops had to be sent

to suppress a leader of these rebels, cf A Muller,

Der Islam im Morgen- und Abendlande^ 1 440
As regards the 'A lid wars in the 'Irak the

most important campaign was that of Hasan to

al-Mada^in in the year 661 Hasan lived there in

the “white palace” Cf on this expedition, the

Arabic accounts of which differ not inconsiderably

Weil, Geschichte der Chaltfen^ 1 244, FlUgel,

Gesch der Araber^ Leipzig 1867, p 158— 159,
A Muller, op at

, 1 336 and especially J Well
hausen. Das arabtsche Reich und sent Sturz^ Berlin

1902, p 67—68 In the latei ^t'^a troubles al

Mada^n appears in 684—686 and 744 as sup-

porting the 'Alids, cf Wellhausen, Dte reltgios-

toht Oppositionspart
^ p 72, 73, 80, 98 Ihe

importance of al-Mada’in as an objective in these

civil wars is evident from the fact that m those

days the military road from Basra to Kufa did

not go through the desert along the Arabian bank
of the Tigris but went across the canals to the

ligris at al-Mada’in and fiom thence over further

canals to the Euphrates, cf Wellhausen, Dte
religios-polit Opp

^ 85, note 3
1 he Caliph al-Ma^mlln was repeatedly forced to

lead an army against al-MadS^n in 81 1, when
m the troubles that arose over the succession on
the death of HarQn al-Rashid the Barmecide 'Im-

r5n b MOsS defended the town against Ma’mSn
(cf 1, p 665a) and in 815 when an 'Alid rebel

Abu ’1-SarSya (al Sari b MansQr, cf iv
, p 170)

who had seized the town was besieged in it For

the rest we do not hear much more of al-MadS^m

in the 'Abbfisid period
,

its two main components,

TaisafBn and Behrasir, continued for several cen-

turies more to enjoy the modest existence of small

country towns As regards RUmlya which was in-

cluded in the system of towns forming al-Mada’in,

the Caliph al-MansUr had temporal ily held his

court there in 754 and had caused Abu Muslim

[q. V ]
to be tieacherously murdered there (Ya^Qt,

H 867, a, Streck, Babylomen^ 11 268) But about

the middle of the tenth century this place according

to al Mas'Qdl {MurU^ al-Dhahab^ ed Pans, 11

200) was already completely deserted the wall

round it built of thick bricks was the sole relic

of It left When Yal^Gt wrote in the early decades

of the xiiith century (cf his 1 768, v

447, 7) whole of the east side of al-Mada^in,

I e TaisafQn in particular was already completely

deserted, on the west bank still stood Behrasir, a

small town, practically a village, inhabited by

peasants who practised only agriculture It was
now known as al-Mad2’in

When HulSgu with his Mongol hordes was ad-

vancing to conquer the Caliph’s capital in 1257,
he pitched his camp in the rums of the Iwan
and in the following year, after he had been joined

by the troops of the Mongol princes, he marched
on Baghdad, cf Rashid al-Din, Hist des Mongols
de la Perse

^

ed Quatrem^re, Pans 1836, p 266
The author of the Marastd al-Ittilal (ed Juyn-

boll. 111 62) who wrote an epitome of Yakut and
died in 1338 is also acquainted with Bahrasir as

a little town inhabited exclusively by Sfil'is, as is

also Bakuwl who about 1403 prepared a synopsis

of the geography of al-KazwIni [q v
] , cf the

French translation of the latter Talkhi^ al-AUiflr

by de Guignes in N Ey 11, 1789, p 424 When
Bahrasir became deserted is unknown Presumably

the disastrous invasion of the Mongols under

Timur at the beginning of the xvib century which

was so fatal to so many once flourishing towns

of the lands of the Euphrates and Tigris also

caused the collapse of this last settlement in the

territory of al-Mada^in

It was not till the xix^b century that a modest

village arose on the site of Ctesiphon, a little

north of the rums of the IwUn Kisra^ m sight

of the highly venerated sanctuary of Salman Pak
and called after him This consisted on ray visit

m 1927 of a single street of mud-houses and

^ans where the numerous Sfii'l pilgrims who
pass through here are put up The building material

IS mainly supplied by the ruins of the Jxvan

especially of the north wing of its great hall

which collapsed m 1888, cf Herzfeld, op city

II 63
In the Gieat War the site of al-Mada^n was

the scene of desperate fighting, momentuous in its

lesults This IS usually called the Battle of Ctesi-

phon When the Anglo-Indian army under General

lownshend m the late autumn of 1915 began an

advance from the fortress of Kut al-'Am5ra along

the Tigris to the north to try to take Baghdad,

it was defeated on the 22nd and 23'^d November

1915 in the district of the rums of al-Mada^n by

the lurks The fighting took place mainly on the

east bank, the British line of battle ran on the

east of the rums of the Iw5n and the little vil-

lage near it This reveise foiced Townshend to

retire to Kut al-'AmSra, which was soon afterwards

suriounded by the Turks and capitulated after a five

months’ siege on April 29^^ 1916 For further parti-

culars of this battle, the greatest on the Mesopo-

tamian front m the woild war, sec the works on

this» subject, cf especially General Townshend’s

My Campaign tn Mesopotamia (London 1919),

P 193 I *7 ^— battle

(map 7)
In connection with this brief sketch of the

history of al-Mada^in it may be mentioned that

one of the most distinguished scholars in the
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field of Arabic history was born here, namely ^A 1 1 b

M al-Mada^inl [cf the next article], born 753,
d between 830 and 845 His woik itself has not

survived but may be partly reconsti acted from the

numerous extiacts m Bala^uri, Tabari, Yfi^Qt, the

Kitah al-Aghant etc so that we have an idea of

its contents, cf Brockelmann, G A L^ \ 140

—

14 1 and J Heer, Die hist und geogr Qttellen

zu yaqut's Georgr Worterbuth (Strassburg 1898),

p 5— 6, 67—68 (on the chapter al-Mada^n in

Balfidhurl) Darzanidan (Darzidjan), already men-
tioned above and included in the heptapolis of

al-Mada^n, was the birthplace of the famous tiadi-

tionist and historian al-l^atlb al Baghdadi (d

463 = 1071) on him cf vol 11, p gig sq and
Bergstrasser, in Z 5

,
11 207—208 In the intro-

duction to his biographical lexicon he gives a

brief sketch of the history of al-Mada^in, making
a special point of noting the companions of the

Prophet who came to this town and took part in

Its conquest, cf G Salmon, al-Hatib al-Bagdddi^

Introduction topographtque a Vhist de Bagdad
(Paris 1904), p 13, 25, 175—181, or p 85—93
of the Arabic text

As to the mint history of al-Mada^n, neither

the name al-Mada’in, nor as we might perhaps

expect, Taisafun or Behrasir is found on the coins

of the Muslim period, on the other hand we have

a considerable number of pieces with the inscrip-

tion aUBab “the gate” which undoubtedly belong

to our city The Arabs adopted the custom of the

Sasanians who gave their coins struck in Ctesi-

phon the mint name Baba = “the gate’*, which

is to be interpicted like “Sublime Porte” as an

official epithet of their royal capital (cf the offi-

cial designation of Constantinople as Dat-t Sd'ddet

“Gate of Bliss”) We have not only a series of

Arabic coins with the mint name al-Bab down
to the end of the Umaiyad period but also a few

pieces of SasSnian type with the legend Baba,
on the latter (specimens of the year 67— 68) cf

Nutzel, Katalog der oriental Munzen in den kgl

Museen zu Berlin^ 1 (1898), p 102 Coins are

also found occasionally with the mint al Madina
allatika^ the name of the northern quarter of

Ctesiphon (with the Sasanian Royal palace cf

above) For the Arab coins of the mint al-Bab

cf articles of various writers in Z D M G
^
xix

394, XXXI 148 sq
,

xxxiii 691, xxxix 25, 38,
xliii 702, cf also Streck, Sel und Ktes

^ p 37

—

88 and the references there given

Here we can only refei briefly to the important

part which al-Mada^in played in the church
history of the east independent of Rome, espe-

cially Nestorian Christianity The see of beleucia, said

to have been first erected in the time of the apostles,

was the premier diocese in the east As supreme
head of all the Nestorian bishops, in the S2s5nian
period as well as in that of the Caliphs as patri-

arch of the east the occupant of the see of Se-

leucia bore the title Katholikos A number of

important synods were held at his official residence

in the course of centuries The episcopal cathe-

drals were in Behrasir (New Seleucia) which the

Syriac sources usually called (cf above)

hence the official title of the patriarchate, “Church
of Kokhs” Besides the official church of the

bishop there were in al-Mad5^n in the quarters

on either bank a whole series of other Christian

churches, the names of which are occasionally

found in Syriac and Arabic texts From Seleucia

the Nestorian church developed considerable mis-

sionary activity, extending even to the Far East

and reached its zenith in the period from the sixth

to the ninth century Undei the 'AbbSsids 25 me-

tropolites — the first in rank after the Katholikos

was the bishop of Kaskar [q v
]
— each of whom in

turn had 6-12 suffragans under him, acknowledged

the authority of the see of Seleucia All the raetro-

polites received their investiture in the cathedral

of Kokhe Soon after the foundation of Baghdad

(762) the Katholikos also moved from Behiaslr

(KSkhe), now declining politically and commercially,

to the new capital of the empire in order, as religious

and political head of the Christian community,

the more effectually to champion then interests

there at the court of the Caliph, where he usually

enjoyed considerable prestige But each new patri-

arch continued to be ceremonially installed m
the mother church at Kokhe (piobably down to the

end of ‘^Abbasid rule) Foi further information on
the significance of al-Mad5^n in oriental church

history cf Streck, Babylonten^ 11 274—275, do,
Sel und Ktesiph

, p 42—7, 64 (sources m Syriac

literature), J Labourt, Le Christtamsme dans Vem-
pire perse^ Pans 1904

That al-Mada^n was also for some time an
important centre of the gnostic sect of the Mam
chaeans may be mentioned here

,
but it is doubtful

whether then founder, ManI (Manes), as is often

supposed came from Ctesiphon itself, cf thereon

most recently Schaeder, in /j/, \iv 23
hinally it may be briefly recalled that al-Mad5^n

possesses considerable interest for the history of

Judaism, especially for the Talmudic period of it

As m the Hellenistic period, the Jews under Sas5-

nian and Arab rule had also their mam settlement

on the west bank in Behrasir which in Jewish
sources is usually called MahozS, “the town”
There, as in the Greek Seleucia (cf Streck, Sel

und Ktes

,

p 10, 21), they formed an excee-

dingly high percentage of the inhabitants, indeed

at times they seem to have been in the majority

That they are described as very rich is not

surprising in view of the great impoitance of al-

Mada^n as a trading centre down to the time of

the rise of Baghdad At the same time their

character is unfavourably desciibed by the M5ho-

zenes, it differed from that of the other Jews of

Babylonia which is perhaps mainly to be explained

by the fact that there were many proselytes among
them They also had a famous college, which was
however only the intellectual centre of Babylonian

Judaism under Raba bar Yoseph (b 229 A D ), a

native of Mah5za, and at other times was inferior

to the other Jewish centres of learning in Baby-

lonia, Nehardea, Sura and Pombeditha For further

Jewish accounts of al-Mada^n, cf A Berliner,

Beitr zur Geogr und Ethnogr Babylontens tm
Talmud und Midrasch^ Berlin 1883, p 19, 23

—

24, 39—43, 61—62, see also btreck, Sel und
Ktes

^ p 27, 63 and 64 (Bibliography)

Apart from the wretched little modern village

of SalmSn Pak the whole of the area of the town
of al-Mada^n measuring about 60 square miles

IS quite uninhabited It is only from the middle

of the xviiiffi century that we have more or less

full accounts of it by European travellers cf.

Streck, 5^/ und Ktes 47 -'8 The first systematic

topographical and archaeological examination of

the extensive ruined site was made by E Herz-

feld, who visited it five times between 1903 and
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1911 He dealt fully with the results of his

examination m 1914 in the second volume (not

published till 1920) of his and Sane’s Atchaolo-

gische Retse im Euphrat' und Tig'iisgcbitt^ cf ii

,

p 46—76 and the pictuies on Plates xxxix

—

xliv (Vol 111 )
and cxxii—cxxviu (Vol iv ) Her^-

feld gives (ii 51) the first plan of the whole area

prepared by him in 1911, cf this reduced to

J of the original also in Streck, Sel u BabyI
y p 50

and in Pauly-Wissowa, op cU
y
Vol iv, 1106

Of the towns on the west bank, notably Seleucia,

there has survived from the Hellenistic peiiod

only remnants of the old city wall {al-sur\ a

double wall of gigantic dimensions, on the noilh

and (less considerable) south side The whole west

side of the old city is now sunk in a permanent
swamp {hor) formed since 1900 of the annual

inundations Within the south half of the ancient

city walls, there now rise from the otherwise flat

plain two mounts of rubble about 15 feet high
{^aia^ay which in the ^Irak is practically synony-
mous with tell)y namely the Dyara^at al-Baruda and
the Djata^at bint al Kadt The former which takes

its name (powdei-millhill) from a powder-mill which
used to stand there to supply the Turkish troops,

may, from the finds of pottery, conceal an impor-

tant part of the S^sanian foundation of Behrasir

The second hill with the legendary name Djardat
(or Ka^r) bint al Kadi = ‘‘hill or castle of the

Kadi’s daughter” may very well mark the site of

the several times mentioned citadel of Seleucia-

Kdkhg Beyond the above mentioned permanent
swamp, further hills and walls may be seen —
Tell ^Umair (or Djara^at ‘^Umar), Khusaf or AbU
Hulaifiya, al-Susfiya, al Khiyamiyat and Tell al-

Dhahab They perhaps all fell within the area of

Seleucia, and probably come from subuibs of it

The ruins on the east bank, those of Ctesiphon,

begin about a mile above the village of Salman
P^k After isolated wall-hke ruins of walls and
canals, the fiist considerable unit we reach is a

large quarter of the town running for a mile along

the 1 igris opposite the Hellenistic Seleucia aver-

aging 400 yards in breadth enclosed by a piimi-

tive much destroyed wall of clay — hence the

name al~Tuwaiba^ “the little clay-wall” Within

this area lie a few faimplaces with palmgroves,

mulberry trees and fields Al-luwaiba with its

immediate vicinity must mark the site of Madina
al-^Atika, the northern quaiter of Ctesiphon A
second area filled with ruins is found around the

village of Salman P5k and around the Tivan

The village street of Salman Pak leads in a

straight line to the much veneiated tomb of Sal-

man al-FarisI (Salman the Peisian) or, as it

is usually called locally, of Salman Pak, “S the

Puie” He IS said to have been the first Iranian

to have adopted Islam and as “Apostle to the

Persians” is one of the most popular Shi^i saints

According to Muslim tradition he died at an ad-

vanced age in 656 or 657 in al-Madahn, wheie
the Caliph 'Omar appointed him governor

,
it

should be noted however that the Arab stories

of Salman’s share m the conquest of the 'Ira|^

and in the government of al-Mad5hn are little

credible Cf on Salmon vol iv
, p 116 and Streck,

Sel und Ktes
, p 53—54 The mausoleum with the

alleged grave of SalrnSn which is crowned by a

dome (it used to be shown in the vicinity of

Isfahan!) stands on the south side of a court

enclosed by a high white turreted wall and in its

present foim may date from the first half of the

xviith century, when it was renovated by Sultan

Murad IV (1623— 1640) In 1904— 1905 the buil-

ding was restoied A description of the interior

by KSzim al-Dudjaill is given in Herzfeld, op at
^

11
, p 262, note I

South-west of Salman Pak about 1,000 yards

fiom it close to the bank of the Tigris is a second

Muslim tomb with a dome, that of Hudhuifa b

al-Yaman, one of the “councillors” of Muham-
mad The latter, an ardent champion of the 'Alid

cause, obtained, we are told, great meiit by build-

ing the first mosque in al-Madahn and died in

657 in Kufa
^
on him see Baladhuri, p 289

,

Tabari, 1 2452, Streck, Babylonieny 11 262, Herz-
feld, op cit

y
\\ 59

The tradition that these two companions of the

Prophet are buried here is old and goes back to

the third (ninth) century — the earliest reference

is in Ya'kubI, B G A
y
vn 320 Of the thousands

of Persian pilgrims who annually visit the great

Shi'a shrines of the 'Irak (Kerbela^ Nadjaf, Kazi-

main and Samarra) many chose to visit Salman
Pfik as one of the stages on the way out or home
K Niebuhr (cf his Reisebescbretbung nach Aia-

bteny Copenhagen 1778, 11 306) heard of a tomb
of a third companion of the Prophet in al-Madahn,

namely that of 'Abd Allah b Salam, [</ v] a.

Jew of al-Madina The latter — a strenuous op-

ponent of 'Ali — never came to the 'IrSk so far

as we know The Salname-t Baghdad of 1317

(1906), p 256 (according to Herzfeld, op at)
mentions m addition to Hudhaifa a ceitain 'Abd
\llah al Ansari, buiied in al-Madahn, but 1 think

his statement like that of Niebuhr (or rather his

informants) is not to be relied upon There is

possibly some confusion with 'Abd Allah b Sab5,

who is said to have been of Jewish origin and
accompanied the Caliph 'All to the 'Irak, but

was there banished by him, as his extravagant

enthusiasm for him made him a nuisance, to

al-Madahn, where he may have died Details of

his end are not known Herzfeld suggested ‘Abd
Allah b Hubab, who, according to Mas'udi (iv

410), was murdered by the KhSridjis in 38 (658)
while acting as 'All’s representative in al Mada^in

As the interior of Salman’s sanctuary is said to

contain two graves, the second may be claimed

as that of this uncertain 'Abd Allah and not as

that of the last Caliph Musta'sim executed by Hu-
lagu, as Mignon, Travels in Chalda>.a^ London

1829, p 78 says he is followed by W Ainsworth,

Narrative of the Euphrates Expedition^ London
1888, 11 276 For the existence of a tomb of a

Caliph at al-Madahn there is no literary authority

As to the second area of ruins, which begins

south of Salman Pak, its centre is formed of the

great hall of Tak-i Kisra (“arch of Kisra”), the

glory of the celebiated Iwan, which will be dealt

with briefly below In the immediate vicinity of the

Tak, four groups of ruins may be distinguished

of which the most notable is an oblong mound
20 feet high in the south, called locally J/arim^t

Kisra= “the harem ofKisra” or al-Dbdi^ “the hyena-

hill” It certainly conceals a single building All

these groups of ruins which fiinge the Talj: on the

four sides undoubtedly belong to the palace of

the Iwan, which must have covered an area about

400 yards long and 300 broad Some 500 yards

S E of the rums of al-TS^:, behind an irrigation

canal the surface shows fewer bat continuous remains
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came into use, first, I believe, m Rasb^d al-Din

(JUisL des Mongols de la Perse^ ed. Quatrcmfcre,

p* 266) YSV^t (1. 425), as well as Bakuwl (c 1400)
after him, know only the arched hall flanked by
two wings as remains of the Iw8n The building

remained in this state practically unaltered till

1888 when on April 5th on the occasion of

a high flood the northern front wmg collapsed,

probably undermined by the ruthless robbery of

bricks. An attempt was made a few years ago

to save the threatened south wing by securing its

foundations. Pictures of the KisrS before

and after 1888 may be found in Fr Langenegger,
Dte Baukunst des IrUk (Dresden 1911), p 16

The aUAbyad^ the “White Palace’’, has

completely disappeared At the capture of Ctesiphon

It was spared by the Arabs like the IwSn The
Muslim general Sa^d took up his quarters m it It

met its fate in the reign of the Caliph al-Muktafi

(902-908) who had it destroyed to provide building

material to complete the al-T9di palace on the

east side ot Baghdad, cf Streck, Babylomen^ 1

122, ii 259, Herzfeld, op at
y

ii 63
Systematic excavations have never been conducted

on the site of al-Mada^in The antiquities found

here come from isolated chance finds, for a list of

these see Pauly-Wissowa, Suppl iv, p 1166-1167
The Deutsche Orientgesellschaft has just (the autumn
of 1927) begun excavations here and it is to be
hoped that this enterprise, which is on a considerable

scsde, will yield valuable results for the archaeo-

logy, history and topography of Seleucia and
Ctesiphon, especially on disputed points which
can only be decided by the spade

Bibliography B G A
^
ed de Goeje, Ya-

kut, Mu^^am^ ed WUstenfeld, Tabari, Ibn al-

Athli* (ed Tornberg), see the Indices to these

works under al-Mada^n, Behrasir, Iwao, Kasr
al-Abya4 ,

Rumiya, Taisafun, ICttab al-A ghUnl^

indices by Guidi, s v — There is valuable

material for the Christian history of al-Mada^m
in the Ki(dJ> al-Mtdidoly a history of patriarchs

by Mari b Sulaimln of the xiitb century and
m the abbreviation of the work continued to

the xivth century by 'Amr b Matta and §aliba

b Yiihanna, see H Gismondi, MariSy Amrt et

Sltbae de patriarchis Nestoi lan commentaria

(text and Lat transl), 3 parts, Rome 1888

—

1899 Of late mediaeval Oriental works may be
mentioned Hamd Allah al-^azwlnl, Nushat aU
KulUb {G MS) p 44—46 or 50— 52 (transl)

and the already mentioned Bakuwl (cf M £y
n., 1789, p 424) A naive description of al-

Mada^n is given in a Turkish account of the

end of the xvu^h century entitled ICitSb Mandsik
Bianchi translated this into French

in Recuetl de Voyages et de MemotreSy publ
par la Soaite de Geographies u., p 8l (or

p. 131) On the references, which contain minor
^ enors, m Firdawsi^s Siflh’-namas see Ndldeke, Das

tramsche Nationaltposy p 49 (in the Grundr
der Iran, Pkil^ Vol u). — For further infor-

mation from Oriental authors s G Le Strange,

The Lands of the Eastern Cahphate (Cambridge

*905)> P 33—355 Streck, Babylomen noth den

arab Geographeny u. (Leyden 1901), p 246-279
and do, Seleucia und Ktestphon (:= Der alte

Onenty vol xvi. Heft 3—4), Leipzig 1917 See

also the articles kochs by Weissbach in Pauly-

Wissowa, Realenayhl der klass. Altertumswiss
y

XI* 943—944; KTESiPHON by Streck and Ho-

Tkb Bkcyclopabdia of IslXm, III.

nigmann, op city Suppl. vol* iv. 1102—1119^
and SELBUKXIA by Streck, op* at

y
ii. A, coL

1148—1184 and cf thereon also V. Tsche-
nkover, Dte hellemst* Sthdtegrufidungen (=
Phtlologusy Suppl vol XIX

, 1927, Heft 1),

p 90—92 — A historical topographical sketch

of al-Mada^n from the earliest times to the

present day is given by the BagJidSd Carmelite

Father Anastase m Arabic, in aUMachtigy v.

(Bairnt 1902), p 673—681, 740—746, 780

—

786, 834—840 (giving extracts mainly from
Arab authors and European travellers), J. M
Patchatchy, Le palais de Chosroesy in the Arab*
periodical Lughat al^Arab (Ba^dSd), 1914,
No 8 — In Ritter’s Erdkunde von AsteUy xi

(1844), p 852—865 the accounts of various

early European travellers are utilised For the

modern topography of al-MadS^n and the ques-

tions of archaeology and history of art arising

out of the buildings there, the mam authority

la now E Herzfeld’s Seleukem und Ktesiphon in

the already mentioned Archaol ReisSy 11 46—76,

262, note I (suppl) For further bibliography

cf Streck, Babylonteny loc at
, do, Sel u

Ktes
y p 64 and Herzfeld, p 46, note i and

p 49, note I (M Streck)
MADAW §ALI9 [See al-Hicjr

]

al-MADA^INI, ‘AlI b Muhammad b ‘Abd
AllXh b AbI Saif Abu ’l-Hasan, an Arab
historian and writer, a client of the Kuraigh
family of the 'Abd Shams b 'Abd Manaf, was
born in 135 (752) in Basra, where he was a

pupil of the theologian Mu^ammar b al-A§h*ath,but

he became interested in Adab and history, he
lived for a time m alMada^in but moved from
there to Baghdad, where he was closely associated

with Ishak b Ibrahim al>Mawsill in whose house
he died in 225 (840), according to the Fihrist in

215 (830), according to others not till 231 (845)
His literary activity was very extensive and in-

cluded works on the history of the Prophet, of

the Kuraish, of the conquests and the caliphate

as well as the history of poets and lighter lite-

rature {adab) The Fihrist gives 239 titles of

works from his pen but this mcludes the KUab
al-Djawclbat twice and many of the works may
have been quite short On the other hand this

list is not complete Although later wnters usmg
his works only rarely give their titles, we can

add the following to the list in the Fihrist

Among historical monographs omitted is the Ktfab

Akhbar Zufar b al-Jfdnih used by Yakut (Mu^-

iyamy iv 369) following a MS of Sukkarl (cf

Heer, Die hist und geographtschen Quellen in

YU^uts geogr Wb
y
Strassburg 1898, p 5) Among

adab works is omitted especially the K aUFarady
bdda U-Sh^da (cf Wiener, /j/, iv 276 sqq)y

often used by al-TanUkbl, also the K al-Samiry

cited u 174, a by the same, the K alMughar-
ribin used by *Abd al-Kadir al-Baghdadi (cf Khs-

zanat aUAdaby 11 109, x). The titles of his works

seem to have varied often Thus the K aUNislt

aLFawHrih cited by 'Abd al-Kadir, KAizanat a/-

Adaby 1 408, XX, IS doubtless identical, one may
say, with the K al-NtsiP aUNaskudat cited thidy

iv 366, 5 below and 479, xs and the K* «/-

Nawbkih wa U-Ffawadklz of the Fihristy 102, x,

as doubtless is the K Zakan lylls in al-Maidani,

1 220, za with the AT. Abkbdr lylts b, Mu^Umya
m Fihristy 104, 15 and the JC* AhkbUr al^Jfit^

m Mas^Sdl, 11 70, a with the K* wa

6
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^UAkr^ jof the Fikrtsi^ 103, 14 There still exist

only parts 1 and 2 of the K al~Ta*azi {Fthnst^ 104)

m the Zahirlya of Damascus (cf Habib al-Zaiyat,

Khat^tn al-Kutub fi DtmasAk wa-jpawUhtha^ p
a8, N® I, 3) Of his histoiical works his K
hUr al-Khulaf^ al-Kabir seems to have been the

most comprehensive It came down to the reign

of al'Ma^tasim Tabari's account of the end of the

reign of the caliph Higham in 125 and the beginning

of the reign of al-Walid seems to be based on it,

although for Umaiyad history he generally prefers

Abe MiWinaf The A' al-Dawla al^Abbastya^ ac-

cording to Yaljlit, IrsJ^dy v 315, 8 ,
consisted of

several books, some of which were still available

to him in Sukkarl’s manuscript He is wrong
however in thinking that this work was unknown
to Ibn al-Nadim, for it is evidently the K al-

Dawla of the Fthrtst^ 103, xa, but it was omitted

in the copy used by him Of his historical mono-
graphs, the one used most copiously by Tabari

was his history of Khurasan, the title of which

K Futuh Khurasan already given in the Fihrtsty 103,

xo) made its subject plam, it is a most important

source for the history of Central Asia in the

period of the Muslim conquest His history of

Basra {Ftkrtsiy p 103, 6) seems also to have been

'I'abari's mam source for his account of this town
As his authority Tabari gives ^Umar b Shabba,
m one passage he definitely mentions the latter's

K Ahkbar Ahl al~Ba^ra (11 168, 10), perhaps he

knew Mada^ni’s work through the intermediary

of ‘Umar b Shabba Lastly Mada^nTs work on
the IChandjIs was used not only by Tabari but

also by Baladhurl in the K al-Alhr^f (Ahlwardt's

Anonyinus\ by Mubarrad in the Kamil and Abu
’l-Faradj al-isfahani in the K al Agk^nl His

separate work on the battle of Nahrawan may
have been used by Tabari for the year 38 From
his history of Madina {Fihrtst^ p 103, 33) al-

Baladhurl seems to have taken his statements in the

K al-Futuh^ p II, 2, 13, 6, 47, 17 and beseems
to have been acquainted with MadS^ini's numerous
other monographs on the history of the conquest

Among al-Mada^ml's pupils, al Zubair b Bakkar was

the best known continuer of his work, which was
however rendered obsolete in the next generation

by the systematic works of BalSdhurl and Tabari

Bibliography Kitab al-Fihrtsl^ p 100-

104, Y5\^Iit, Iriliad al-Artb, ed Margoliouth, v

309-318, Wtistenfeld, Die Geschichtssch etber der

Arab^r, N® 47, Brockelmann, G A L, 1 140
(C Brockelmann)

MADAR [See QhXzI MIyan
]

MADDA (a ), a philosophical term = hayula,

Gr VXif is, like its correlative sura^ Gr f7?oc, a

word of varied significance In general it means
that which can possibly exist ($vvdfist)

but which really is not (has no form) but may
become something through the adoption of opposed

determinatives (forms). As the realisation of the pos-

sible IS conceived as advancing by stages, a lower

stage of form may again be conceived as material

for a higher form of development The question is

further complicated even in Aristotle by the

distmction between a physical and a logical

matenal (this consists in the conception of species,

which IS formed by the specific diflferentia) and
by the division of the physical into a heavenly
and an earthly material In addition there were
farther different, especially nco-Platonic, influences

among the Arab philosophers

The fourfold division of matter is very common,
e g in the Ikku/an aU^af^ i prime matter,
either directly or indirectly an emanation from

the divine being, 1 e an intelligible matter con-

ceived, according to Pseudo-Empedocles, as the

first emanation but usually explained as in neo-

Platonism as the last in the series (spirit, soul,

nature), often defined as the efflux of light from

the light of God, 2 the matter of the universe

as a whole, especially and permanently, of the

heavenly spheres, which first of all adopts the

indefinite form of corporeality (extent) or at once

the three definite dimensions, 3 the matter of

the four earthly elements, fire, air, water and

eaith, 4 energy, which is already formed in some

way, but can be used foi definite pui poses, e g
wood, stone etc

In agreement with Aristotle the philosophers

regard God as pure immaterial form Only an

extreme mystic like ^Abd al-KarIm al-Djili, can

call Him the hayula of the world As regards

the lower spirits (spirits of the spheres, angels

etc ) opinions differ, but most thinkers find it

easy to assume an intelligible matter, and even

to recognise m the fiist created, the highest world

spirit, a material principle, next however they

are fond of distinguishing this intelligible matter

as receptive and the earthly sensual matter as

passive — Different opinions are expressed re

garding the prtnctptum trtdtvtduahorns m the com-

paratively speaking purer Aristotelians we find the

tendency to seek it in matter and in those who are

more inclined to Platonism in form All insist,

although with varying emphasis, upon the desire

of matter for form more than the love of form

for union with matter

As to logical matter, it may be noted in con-

clusion that the three modalities of judgment

(necessity, possibility and impossibility) are de-

scribed as “matters” (Ibn Sina) — Cf also the

article 'uNSUR (Tj de Boer)
MA^DHANA [See ManAra

]

MADHHAB. [See Fikh
]

MADimiEI, an Arab tribe of Yemen origin,

traced by the genealogists to Malik b Udad, who
IS said to be descended in the fourth generation

from Kahtan and to have received his name
Madhhidj from a hill of this name on which he
and his brother Taiy were born His sons are

said to have been Sa'^d al-^Ashlra, Djald, YuhSbir
called Murad, and Zaid called “^Anz The Madhhidj
whose tribal lands are said to have lain near

Tardj “on the road to Yemen” (Ya^lit, s v ) and
whose brother tribes were Khath^am and Murad,
were, according to tradition, at war with the ^Amir b
SaWa about the time of the appearance of Mu
hammad, m the course of this war was fought

the battle of Faif al-Rlh In the Muslim period,

families of the tribe of Madhhidj were predominant

in KUfa along with those of Kinda and Hamdan
Bib It ograp hy Tabari, Indues

,
Ibn Duraid,

Kitab al’Iihtikaky ed Wilstenfeld, p 237, al-

Bakrl, ed Wtistenfeld, p 721, cf Wtistenfeld,

Tabellen X and Register^ Wellhausen, Stur%

des arab Retches^ p 248 (H H Brau)
MADiD, the second metre in Arabic

proscMy, very little used on account of a certain

heaviness in its rhythm In theory it consists of

four feet m each hemistich and the prosodists

quote in support of this several anonymous verses

In practice there are only three
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F^ilatun may become fd‘%latun^ it only changes

into fc^tlaiu (without n) if f^tlun which follows

It retams its long vowel F^tlun^ except in the

second ^afud with its third darbj only changes

into fdtlun when f'dilatun preserves its n
(Moh Ben Ciieneb)

al-MADINA, a town in Arabia, the resi-

dence of Muhammad after the Hidjra, and capital

of the Arab empire under the first caliphs The
real Arabic name of the town was Yathnb, Jathrippa

(this IS the correct reading) m Ptolemy and Stephan

Byzantinus, Jthrb in Minaean inscnptions (M Hart-

mann, />/<? a; <7^1 p 253 sq") Al-Madma
on the other band is a descriptive word “the

town*^ and is taken from the Aramaic, m which

Medlnta means strictly, “area of jurisdiction” and

hence town (of some size) In the Meccan sections

of the Kur^Sn it is found as an appellative with

the plural aUMadc^m^ while in the Madina Suras

al-Madina is used as a proper name for the new
residence of the Prophet (ix 102, 121, xxxiii

60, *1x111 8) The old name Yathnb on the other

band is found only once (xxxiii 13) It is evident

from these references that the usual explanation

of the name as “the town” (of the Prophet) is a

later one It is rather to be supposed that it was

a result of the existence of a strong Jewish ele-

ment m Yathnb that the Aramaic loan-word be-

came the regular name of the town It is analogous

to the originally South Arabian Hadjar [q v]
“town”, which is applied to the capital in Bahrain

Of the Madlnese poets, Kais b al-Kh&ftm uses

the name Yathnb exclusively while HassSn b
ThSbit and Ka^b b Malik use both names, which
IS also the case with Muhammad’s ordmance of

the community (Ibn HishSm, p. 341 sqq)

Madina is situated in the HidjSz on a plain

sloping very gently towards the north, the bound-
aries of which are marked in the north and north-

west by the hills of Uhud [q v
]
and ‘^Air about

four miles from the town, two outer spurs of the

range which forms the boundary between the Ara-

bian highlands and the low lying coastlands

(TihSma) West and east the plain is bounded by
the Harras or Labas, barren areas covered with

black basalt but the eastern Harras he at a greater

distance and leave between them and the town
room for more fertile patches so that the eastern

frontier of the plain is really formed by a row
of low black hills In the south the plain stretches

away farther than the eye can reach Its note-

worthy feature is a richness in water unusual in

Arabia All the water-courses come from the south

or from the Harras and flow to the north, where
they combine at ZaghSba and then take a westerly

course to the coast m the wadi Idam As a rule

they only contain water after ram but they keep
the level of the subterranean water fairly high
so that there are a considerable number of wells

and spiings After heavy rams the open square

of al-Munfikha (see below) forms a lake and con-

siderable inundations are not rare and may even
be dangerous to the buildings in the southern

part of the town One such flood was particularly

threatening in the reign of the Caliph 'Uthm5n
so that he had a dam built as a protection against

it (BalSdhurl, p ii) and even worse were those

of the years 660 and 734 A H
,
when the wall

created by the great volcanic outburst was broken
through by the water (SamhUdi-Wustenfeld, p 23)
The water is m places salt and unpalatable, and
different governors of the town have made aque-

ducts to bring to the town good water from wells

of sweet water farther to the south The water

courses have different names in the west al-'Akik

with W Buthan and Ranllna, in the east W
Kanat with Mahzur and MudhSmb (or -nib) The
soil IS of salty sand, lime and loamy clay and is

everywhere very fertile, particularly in the south

Datepalms flourish exceedingly, also oranges, lemons,

pomegranates, bananas, peaches, apricots, figs and
grapes The winters are cool and wet, the sum-
mers hot but rarely sultry Modern travellers say

the air is pleasant but not very healthy and

fevers are and always have been a plague, espe-

cially for newcomers as Muhammad’s followers

had frequently to learn (Baladhurl, p 11, Faraz-

dalf, ed Boucher, p 9, 13, Burckhardt, Reisen

tn Arabien^ p 482 sqq
^ 605, Burton, A Ptlgrt-

mage^ p i*j6 sq
^
Wensinck, Mohammed en dt

Joden^ p 31, H Lammens, PTitma^ p 54, Gold-

ziher, Muhammedantsche Studten^ 11 243) The

Umaiyads called the Town “the filthy” in con

trast to the honorific aUtaiytba which the Prophet

is said to have given it (Goldziher, op ett
^

ii 37)
The way m which Madina is favoured by nature

forms a striking contrast to Mecca which lies in

a rocky valley where corn does not grow (Snra

xiv 40) From the very beginning it was not a

regular town but a collection of houses and cottages

which were surrounded by gardens and cultivated

fields, the inhabitants of which were devoted to agri-

culture and therefore contemptuously called “Naba-

taeans” by the Beduins These scattered settlements

only gradually became consolidated to a townlike

agglomeration, which however lay farther north

than the later town, as the name Yathnb according
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to Samhlidl (W listenfeld, Geschtchte der Stadt

Medina^ p 37) was especially associated with a

place west of the tomb of Hamza where the Banu

H&nthsi settled The town which arose in this

way was not suriounded by a wall so that its

defences were the thick groves of palms and the

orchards which surrounded the houses As they

were less thick on the north and west sides, these

were most exposed to hostile attacks The little

forts plur a{atn or u^um^ plui a^am)
which were built in considerable numbers formed

a substitute for a wall and the inhabitants could

retire into them in times of trouble

There were in later times no reliable ti editions

regarding the origin and earliest history of Madina
and the historians endeavoured to fill the gap
themselves and as elsewhere made the Djuihum

(q V and also Krauss, \n Z D M G
^

\xk

352) and the quite unhistorical ‘^Amalekites pky
a part in it (cf also Hassan b Ihabit, ed Hirschfeld,

N® 9, verse 6) It is only with the coming of

Jews to Madina that we are on surer ground, but

the historians know so little of the exact period

of these settlements that they connect them some-
times with Moses, sometimes with the depoitation

of the Jews under Nebuchadnezzar, and sometimes
with the conquest of Palestine by the Greeks or

by the Romans According to various references in

the Talmud there were Jews in Arabia in the

early centuries of the Christian era and this certainly

means North Arabia in the main (see Hirschfeld,

Bettrage zur Erklarung des Korafi^ p 49 )
and

that they were numeious is evident from the

existence of Jewish communities in laimS^ Hidjr

(Jaussen and Savignac, Mtsstoft^ p 150, 242),
^aibar, WSdi ’

1-Kura, Fadak and Makna, to

which may be added that in Madina Everywheie
in these oases they took over and developed the

cultivation of the soil, and it was probably due
to them, that these scatteied settlements each

developed into a kind of town
,
evidence of this

IS found in the Aiamaic name Madina for Yithrib

According to the definite statement of Hassan b
IhSbit (N® 9, verse 8 in Hirschfeld) they built

a number of small forts in this town But that

they were not the first to do this may probably

be concluded from the fact that the earliest in-

habitants were not pure Beduins (according to

Lammens, Tc^tf^ p 72, these forts were built

after the model of those of the Yemen) The
Jewish tribe of Kainuka* played^ a prominent part

m the immigration, as at a later period one of

the principal markets in the western part of the

town was called after it But gradually the tribes

of Kuraiza and Nadir came to be the leading

ones in Madina Jewry The former dwelled with
the Bahdal on the W Mahzur, the Nadir on the

W Buthan {Kitab al-Agham^ xix 95, wheie the

Jewish tnbes and the judaized Arab tribes are

detailed) While in this passage, as usual, the

Kuraiza and the Nadir are numbered among the

pure Jews, according to a notable statement in

the historian Ya'kubi (ed Houtsma, 11 49, 52)
they were not pure Jews but judaized clans of

the Arabic tribe of Ejudham, which Noldeke has

repeatedly emphasized as a genuine tradition Now
it is historically certain that at that time there

were many Jewish proselytes (cf Ibn Kutaiba,
Ktiab aUMtmrtf^ p 299) but in spite of this

there arc decisive reasons for believing that the

Jewish ^leiilient in Madina did not arise m this

way It IS of special significance that the Kuraiza

and Nadir aie frequently called the KUhtuUnt^

the “two (tribes of) priests”, which shows that the

Jews knew their genealogy and laid stress upon
their descent (cf e g Ibn Hish^m, p 660, 18

“thou revilest the pure of the two tubes of priests”)

The same thing is seen from the fact that Nadiri

Safiya married by Muhammad is described as

belonging to the family of Aaron (Ibn SaM, viii,

86, 1) But the decisive fact is the way in which

the Prophet speaks in the Madina slSras to the

Jews there He apostrophises them as sons of

Israel and leminds them that God has raised them

above all men (11 44, 116), he brackets them
with the ancient Israelites as if they had taken

part in the hxodus from Egypt (11 46 j^), Allah

gave Moses the scriptures so that they might be

rightly guided (11 50), they bieak the laws which he

bound them to observe at the tieaty of alliance

(11 77 sqq ) etc Such expressions suggest as clearly

as possible that he regarded them as true descendants

of the ancient Israelites There must therefore have

been in addition to the judaized Arabs a stock

of true Jews, and indeed it is obvious that without

such there could have been no proselytes Well-

hausen moreover has aptly pointed out that the

Arabian Jews by their language, their knowledge of

the scriptures, their manner of life, their fondness

for malicious mockery, secret arts, poison, magic,

and cm sing, and their feai of death, make an

unusual impression which cannot be explained

simply by the judaizing of pure Arabs But on

the other hand it must not be forgotten that the

jews in Arabia were very much influenced by
their surroundings and had assumed a character

of their own For example we find among them
the division into tribes and families, characteristic

of the Arabs, with the obligations associated with

this Ihe names of these tribes cannot be tiaced

to old Jewish names but are thoroughly Arabic in

appearance, which is also true of their personal

names among which true Jewish names like

Samaw^al and Sara are rare The aiabicisation of

the Jews is particularly notable m the poems
which are ascribed to Jews, most of which might
have been equally well written by Beduins (see

Noldeke, Beitrage zur Kenntmss der Poeste der

alien Araber^ p 52 sqq
)

While the Jews weie supreme in other places

like Khaibar, al-Fadak etc
,

the position was
changed in Madina as a result of a new im-

migiation which the Aiabs associate with the

bursting of the dam at MaYib [q v
]

and the

migrations of South Aiabian tribes produced

by It In this way the two so-called Kaila tribes,

Aws and Khazradj [q v ], came to Madina
No particulars of their coming are recorded, but

from an interesting verse in Ibn KhurdSdhbih
(B G A

^
\i 128) and Yakut, iv 460, it is evident

that they were for a long time subject and tribut-

ary to the Jews and that this part of Northern
Arabia w'as at this time under Persian rule, m
keeping with the usual Jewish |»olicy of main-

taining friendly relations with Persia Later the

Kaila Arabs however succeeded in casting off the

Jewish ^oke and bringing the Jews under their rule

According to tradition the occasion of this was
that a poweiful Jewish king named Fityaun, who
exercised the jus primae noctis, was murdeied by
a Khazradji MMik b al-^AiJjlSn to save his threat-

ened sister — a widely disseminated motif (cf. K
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Schmidt, yus prtmae nocHs^ 1882, and also R E y ^

1883, p 156 sqq) on which too much stress should

not be laid As to later events there are two dif-

ferent traditions some make M&lik after his deed

seek the help of a Ghassanid ruler, Abn tjjubaila

(cf the name Djabula among the Gbassanids),

others of a South Arabian Tubba‘, As^ad Abikanb
(c 430, M Hartmann, Dte arabtsche Frage 482,

497) In this second story, Wellhausen finds some
support in some old veises and assumes that

Tubba^ IS here an erroneous popular name for a

later Abyssinian viceroy There is however nothing

in these verses about an attack of the South Arab-

ians on the Jews of Madina alone but on the

inhabitants of the town together, so that Well-

hausen further supposes this attack may have so

vseakened the Jews hitherto predominant that the

Arab inhabitants succeeded in breaking their su

premacy, but this is of course no more than an

attractive hypothesis In any case the name Abraha
in Kais b al-Khatlm, N® 14, verse 15, cannot be

used as a basis for further hypotheses for it is

certainly not the celebrated Abraha [q v
]
who is

meant Besides, these stones contain legendary

allusions to Muhammad’s futuie appearance in

Madina, which betray at least a later recasting

by Muslims

The new lords of Yathnb took over the forts

occupied by the Jews and built several more

(bamhudi, p 37) Ihey also learned “Nabataean”

arts from them and began to cultivate palms and

pursue agiiculture The Khazradjis, whose principal

family was Nadjdjar (or 1 aim al Lat), as the most

poweiful tribe assumed the leadership and occupied

the centre of the town wheie the modern Madina

lies West and south of them lived other Khazradji

tribes while the territory of the Harith ran to

the east The Awsls, who also comprised several

families, settled south and east of their brethien,

the Nabit in the northeast separated by the Harith

from their kinsmen The two principal Jewish

tribes Nadir and Kuraiza preserved a certain

amount of independence and retained their lands

under the Awsis while the Kainuka^ retained their

lands in the southwest although their main industry

was practising the goldsmith’s ait Further details

of the parts occupied by the tribes and families

are given m Samhudi (Wustenfeld, p 29 37
sq ) but these can only now be partly identified

Besides theie were in Madina, m addition to the

Jews and the immigiant Kaila tribes several Arab
tribes, some of which were already there when the

former came They were closely connected with

the Jews and were partly judaizcd Ihe settle-

ment of affairs reached in this way gave the town
a period of peace, which was however gradually

broken as an increasing enmity arose between the

two Kaila tribes, as was not infrequently the case

with Arab brother tribes At first it was individual

families that fought one another but the confla-

gration gradually spread until existence of

the whole town was threatened The fljuarrel began
with the feud Sumair, so-called ^ftei an Awsi
named Sumair This was settfed^y' an arbitiator

but it was not long till renewed friction led to

renewed hostilities, of which the so-called feud of

Hatib was the most serious We are introduced

to this second period by the poems of Kais b
al-Khatim of the Awsi family of al Nabit The
fighting throughout ended unfavourably for the

Awsls and the Nn];)|| weit jpnally driven from

their possessions In their need the Awsls appealed
for help to the two principal Jewish tribes Ihey
at first refused it, but when the iyiazradjis had
foolishly slam some Jewish hostages, they concluded
an alliance with the Awsis and declared themselves

ready to assist them It was no longer a fight

between a few families but a struggle between the

two great rival tribes in their full strength and
other inhabitants of Yathnb, even the Beduins of

the country round also took sides At Bu^ath [q v
]

after long preparations a decisive battle was finally

fought It at first looked as if the Awsis were
again to be defeated The tables were turned and
the Khaziadjis suffered a severe reverse It is

interesting to note that ‘Abdallah b Ubaiy of the

Khazradjis on this occasion displayed the same
irresolution that he did later in his opposition to

Muhammad, he took the field with the others but
did not enter the battle On the day of al-Sarara

he actually ran away The battle of Bu‘ath restored

the equilibrium between the principal tribes, but
the continual fighting had sapped the strength of

the town and the bitter feeling which continually

revealed itself made the lives of the inhabitants

more and more unendurable Then a momentous
change took place when the people of Madina,
who required a leader with a strong hand, and Mu-
hammad, who had only to a slight extent succeeded
in winning over the Meccans to his religious views,

came into contact with one another

The Kaila tubes at the time of their immigra-
tion to Yathnb had been heathens like the great

majority of the Arabs The principal deity they

woi shipped was Manat [q v ], after whom the

Awsallah were originally named but they also

reverenced among others al-Lat (cf the name
Taim al L’it already mentioned) Through living

alongside of Jews they became influenced by their

religious and moral ideas, but unfortunately we
know very little of their spiritual outlook before

the coming of the Prophet The poet Kais deals

in the Beduin style mainly with the quarrels

between the tribes and families and rarely refers

to leligious matteis He nowhere mentions the

local deities but refers to Allah (No 6, verse 22)

whom he calls the cieator (5, 6, cf Goldziher,

Z D M G
^

Ivii 398), which is in itself sufficient

to prove Jewish or Christian influence Of him he

says m N® ii, verse 8 “Allah will only what he

will”, \erse 13, 12 “Praise be to Allah, the lord,

the loidof the building” refers to the Ka‘ba in Mecca,

the masdjid covered with carpets (5, 14) The
three days m Mina are mentioned in 4,4 which

shows that they then as later in the Muslim poets

gave the young men an opportunity for love-affairs

with women of other tribes In rejecting a life

aftei death, 6, 22, he is quite on a level with the

pagan Meccans Alongside of such representatives

of a mixed religion there were others whose con-

ceptions had developed farther through contact

with Jews or Christians, so that they were reckoned

hanifs [q v
]

as they definitely rejected the popular

deities and had assumed a tendency to asceticism

Abu ’

1-Haitham and As‘ad b Zurara for example

professed monotheism before they became acquainted

with Muhammad (Ibn Sa‘d, iii/ii 22, 139) A
^azra^jf, Abu Kais Sirma b Abl Anas, wore
sackcloth and laid stress on levitical purity, he

actually thought of becoming a Christian but gave

up the idea and adopted Islam when an old man
(Ibn Hisham, p 347 ) A man of the Awsi tribe,
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Abu *Atmr 'Abd ^Amr b §aifl was known as

*tbe monk*’ from his ascetic mode of life
,
he later

became an enemy of the Prophet, left Madina and

fought against him on the side of the Meccans,

he IS also said to have supported those who built

a rival mosque at the time of the TabQk campaign

(Ibn Hisham, p 411, Ibn Sa'd, lil/ii 90, 7, W5-
i:idl-Wcllhausen, p 310) In evidence of such in-

fluence of Christians in Madina one might quote

a verse of Hassan b Thabit (ed Ilirschfeld, p
133,17), but this probably refers to a later period

and opportunities of mixing with them were to

be found in many places in Arabia One result

of living alongside of Jews m Madina was that

the art of writing was quite well known there

(cf Ibn Kutaiba, ul-Mc^artf^ p 13a 166,

Baladhun, p 473 sq
,
Ibn SaM, iii/ii

,
passim)

The spintual influence of the Jews on the Arab
inhabitants of Madina became an important factor

in the relations between them and Muhammad,
for it made them receptive to his religious ideas

with which they became acquainted by visits to

Mecca and in other ways How finally a treaty was
concluded between him and several representatives

of the Madmese, by which the latter pledged

themselves to take him into their community and
to defend him as if he were one of themselves

and how he and those of his followers who were
still faithful to him thereupon migrated to Madina
is related in the article muhammad After a brief

stay in the southern suburb of Kuba^ he entered

the town and took up his abode with a Khazradp,

Abu Aiyab ghalid b Zaid, with whom he lived

till a dwelling was arranged for him He is said

to have left the choice of the site to the movements
of his camel — if the story is true, a very clevei

move not only from the religious but also from
the political point of view In any case it is

certain that hardly anything ever shovi ed so clearly

his gift, based on his unshakeable belief in his

prophetic call, of leading men to follow his will,

as the fact that he succeeded in a very short time

in bringing some kind of order into Madina,

hopelessly split up by feuds, and making a kind

of unity out of the heterogeneous elements m the

town, the earlier Aiab inhabitants of Yatfirib, the

later immigrants, now predominant Kaila tribes,

the Muh^djirtln from Mecca and the Jews or

ludaized Arabs We get a glimpse of the first

step towards this goal from the ordinance of the

community preserved in Ibn Hicham, p 341 sqq

(‘‘Book of the fines”, cf Tabari, Glossary s v

^kl) which Wellhausen, Sktzzen und Vorarbeiten^

IV 67 sqq and following him Caetani, Annah delV

Islam, 1 395 and Wensinck, Mohammed cn
de Joden te Medina, p 78 sqq have discussed

It is most interesting for its omissions and it

lacks to a marked degree cleai and logical

fundamental ideas, because Muhammad was con-

tent temporarily with what could be attained and
avoided everything that might cause strife In

it he calls himself the messenger of Allah, but

there is no reference to his divine inspiration

His object IS to form a unified umma out of the

inhabitants of Madina and this is defined from

the religious side as the community of believers

from Mecca and Yathnb But the non-believers

are not excluded, for the umma coincides rather

with the town of Madina which included also

Jews and heathens, of whom it is not demanded
that they should adopt Islam The tribes retain

their autonomy as regards blood-vengeance and
ransoming of prisoners, but against the rest of

the world generally the affording of protection

was obligatory on every member of the community^

without exception and no one could conclude

peace separately with the enemies of the community
(particularly the Kuraigh) All important matters,

out of which misfortune might befall the community,

were to be brought before Allah and Muhammad
The valley of Yathrib was to be haram (or haram)
for all who were bound by this ordinance The
whole document thus alternates continually between

religious and purely political clauses in a very

opportunist fashion It never became of great

importance and it soon fell into oblivion as it

was rendeied obsolete by the rapid progress of

events, certainly not against the wish ofMuhammad
whose plans went far beyond what was laid down
in It The mam cause of its loss of importance

was the breach which soon occurred between
Muhammad and the Jews, which the latter provoked
by their scornful criticism ofMuhammad’s revelations,

especially of the weak points revealed in his

reproduction of stories from the Old Testament

This meant a serious threat to his authority and in

addition the Jews endeavoured to destroy the

agreement reached m Madina by endeavouring to

revive the old hostility between the two Kaila

tribes (Ibn Hi^am, p 385 sqq
,

cf Slira, 111

1 14 sqq) To meet these difficulties, which of

course were very welcome to his enemies in the

town, Muhammad worked hard to unite his followers

for a common object, the war with the Meccans,

by which he could at the same time avenge the

resistance offered him there It was at first

difficult for him to arouse enthusiasm for this

war among the Muhadjirhn and even more the

Ansar but finally, when a fortunate accident

occurred to help him, he succeeded in bringing

about a war with the Meccans which led to the

momentous victory at Badr On the further fight-

ing of this campaign, the battle of Uhud and the

war of the ditch, cf the article a uhammad The
latter campaign gets its name from the ditch

(Khandak q v ) which Muhammad on the advice

of a Persian (SalrnSn) had dug around the un-

protected parts of the town and which, in spite of

its modest dimensions (it is said to have been a

fathom bioad), formed a serious obstacle to the

enemy Ibn ^ubair in the xiitk century still saw
traces of it, an arrowshot west of the town On
Its further couise cf Wensinck, Mohammed en de

Joden^ p 26, 31 The Meccans in this fighting

gave him very material assistance by their lack

of warlike ability and energy, and the war contri-

buted to consolidate his position m Madina, aided

not a little by the lack of resolution among the

Munafikun who never managed to seize opportunities

favourable to them He was thus not only in a

position to continue the war against his native

city but also to repay the Jews in ruthless fashion

for all the annoyance they had caused him After
the battle of Badr, the Ij^ainukaf were driven out
of the town and after the battle of Uhud, which
went against the Prophet, the same fate was meted
out to a Kahin tribe, the Naejir But the worst
lot was that of the Kuraiza, whom in spite of
the intercession of the Awsis he had massacred
These events however do not show the Jewish
tribes in a favourable light as they made no
attempt to help one anoSier but left each other
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m the lurch in most cowardly fashion The l^urai^a

alone at the massacre showed a courage which to

some extent atones for their previous attitude In

this way Muhammad succeeded in disposing of

the danger that threatened him from the Jews,

for the Jews who were left m Madina were of no
importance and caused him no serious difficulties

With the treaty of Hudaibiya in the year 6 a H
[cf muj^ammad] the war with the Kuraish was
practically finished, for in it his genius for diplomacy

succeeded in bringing them to recognise Madina
as a power equal m importance to Mecca The
official conclusion of the struggle was the blood-

less occupation of his native city in 8 a H However
great a triumph this was for the Prophet, it pro-

duced a new feud which was to prove fateful for

Islam after the death of Muhammad Even before

the decisive turn in the struggle with Mecca, in

the campaign against the BanlX Mustalik, the ill

feeling between the emigrants and a section of the

people of Madina came to a head in threatening

fashion and 'Abdallah b Ubaiy delivered several

boastful speeches and threatened to expel the

troublesome intruders (cf SUra, Ixui 8), which he

naturally denied when the Prophet later took him
to task But when Muhammad had entered Mecca,

his faithful followers in Madina became anxious,

as they feared he would now abandon their town
and return to his native place He calmed them
however and declared that he would live and die

with them (Ibn Hisham, p 824) But when he

began to treat the Meccans with great clemency

and after the battle at Hunain was striving to

win them over to his religion by rich gifts,

the Ansar with justice felt themselves slighted

and once again feared that he would abandon
them But he delivered them a speech in which
he reminded them how he had united them when
they were living in hostility to one another and

declared his gratitude for all that they had done
for him, and when he concluded by asking them
to be satisfied if others went home with captured

herds but they with the messenger of Allah, they

burst into tears and withdrew satisfied (Ibn Hisham,

p 885 sq) While in such stones there may be

an echo of the later antagonism between the Ansar
and the Kuraish, they undoubtedly give a not in-

accurate idea of the feelings which found expression

at this time It is all the more remarkable that

according to various indications there must have

been an opposition to Muhammad at the time of

the Tabuk campaign m Madina His orations against

the Munafi^Qn in the ninth SQra sound unusually

excited and recall those of the Meccan period

with their threats of punishment Theie is also

the notable, but unfortunately not quite clear story

of the Mas^id al-Dirar (cf also Lammens) which

some men had built south of the town in the

land of the 'Arar b 'Awf and which he sanctioned

until he saw that its object was to provoke dis-

sension among the believers for the benefit of his

former enemies (SiXra, ix 108 sqq)^ wherefore he

had it destroyed According to one story, the al-

ready mentioned Hanlf Abu 'Amir was the mpving
spirit in It, (Ibn HishSm, p 906 sq

, WSkidi-

Wcllhausen, p 410 ^q ,
Jabarl, 1 1704 sq

,
Ibn

Sa'd, lii/ii 36, 8 , 96, 13) In any case Mu^mmad
succeeded in again restoring peace, probably assisted

by the fact that the leader of the MunSfill^IIn died

soon afterwards

Faithful to his promise, the Prophet remained

in Madina till his death on June 8, 632 According
to a reliable tradition (Tabari, 1 1817, Ibn Sa'd,

n/ii 57, a, 58, 28, 59^ 7*1 6), his corpse lay un-
buned for a whole day, so that its putrefaction

was far advanced when it was finally buried under
'A’lsha’s house, apparently a result of the great

confusion into which his death had thrown the

town The unity created by his strong hand at

once fell to pieces, the AnsSr assembled and
chose the IChazradji Sa'd b 'UbSda as their chief,

while others proposed that the government should
be shared between the Ansar and the MuhSdjirQn
'Umar’s rapid and vigorous intervention however
succeeded in thwarting these plans so threatening

to Islam and carrying through the election of AbU
Bakr as Caliph He and his two successors resided

in Madina which thus became the capital of the
rapidly growing empire AbH Bakr and 'Umar, like

the Prophet, were buried under the house of 'A^sha,
while 'Uthnian’s body was brought in the dark-
ness on a door to the Jewish cemetery amidst ob-

jurgations and stone-throwing In this period no
one thought of strengthening the defences of the

capital, not even during the rMa after the Pro-

phet’s death and still less later when the holy
wars were waged exclusively in foreign lands

'Uthman had the forts taken down, but remains

of them could be seen as late as the tenth century

(Mas'udi, K al-Tanbth^ B G A
^

viii 206)
'All’s leign brought a complete change for Ma-

dina When the great civil war broke out between
him and his rivals and the decisive battles were
fought in the provinces, the Caliph recognised

that the vast empire could not possibly be governed
from the iemote corner of the world in which
Madina lay While the earlier caliphs had remained
in the capital and sent out armies of conquest

from it, 'All placed himself at the head of his

troops and set out from Madina in Oct 656, never

again to see it He made KUfa his capital and
after Mu'Swiya’s victory Damascus took its place

Madina now sank, like its old rival Mecca, to the

rank of a provincial town, unaffected by the cur-

rent of the world’s events What pious old folks

thought of this change is reflected in a character-

istic tradition (Dinawarl, p i$2 according to

which several prominent AnsSr tried to induce

'All to abandon his plan of leaving Madina “What
thou dost lose in the form of prayers m the

mosque of the Prophet and the course between
his tomb and his pulpit is of more value than

what thou expectest to find in the 'IrSLk, reflect

how 'Umar used to send his generals to w'ar,

there are still just as capable men amongst us

as then’” But the Caliph replied “The wealth of

the state and the armies are in the 'Iralf and attacks

threaten from the Syrians, and I must be near them”
Madina with its venerable associations and the

tomb of the Piophet could not of course become
quite unimportant, on the contrary, its sanctity

increased in the eyes of Muslims, the more the figure

of Muhammad became important in their concep-

tions
,
but the life of the town became more and more

remote from the real world in which actual history was
being unfolded Hither retired all who wished to keep
aloof from the turmoil of political happenings,

like 'All’s son Hasan, after he had abandoned all

his claims (Tabari, 11 9 , Dinawarl, p 232). Husain
also went there from KUfa, but left it again to

make his desperate attempt to gain his rights, and
It IS significant that none of the Madina AnsSr
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went with him (Wellhausen, Dte Opposittonsfar-

teten^ p 69) When he was slam, his wives and

son were brought to Madina, where they lived in

peace and took no further part in the fighting

^Airs son, Muhammad b al-Hanafiya, resided in

Madina (Dlnawarl, p 308) It was not however

only relatives and aident followers of the Prophet,

who preferred to live here in his city, but several

of his former enemies, the Umaiyads, also felt

attracted thither by the quiet and easy life and

would not go to Damascus (Lammens, Etudes stir

h caltfat de Moawtja^ p 35) In this way Madina
gradually became the home of a new population,

consisting of people who wished to enjoy un-

disturbed the great wealth which the wars of

conquest had brought them Life there became
more and more luxurious until finally the holy

city became so notorious (Kitab al-Agkant^ xxi

157,19), that during a rising in the year 127 (745)
the last Umaiyad Caliph Marw5n II could ask

one of the participants in it how it was that the

wines and sioging-girls of Madina had not held

him back from taking part in it (Tabail, 11 1910)
Such stories remind us of Doughty’s description

of the present inhabitants of Madina ( Travels in

Arabia^ 3rd ed
, p 151 ‘‘caiding, playing, tippling

m arak, brutish hemp smoking, ribald living”)

This was the golden period of Mftdina about the

glories of which the poets sang Floui ishing, well-

watered gardens and meadows sui rounded the

town, and theie weiea number of splendid palaces

built by wealthy Kuraish, especially in the Wadi
*1-Aklk of which traces can still be found (cf

BatanUnT, Rthla^ p 261 st/
,
Lammens, Moaunya^

p 228)
Another section of the people of Madina was

attracted thither by the quiet life, although foi

other reasons Their object was not worldly enjoy-

ments but they devoted themselves to the memories
in the town of its sacred past, by collecting and
studying the legal and ritual enactments dating

from the Prophet, in so far as they were based

on the sunna of Madina and the tdjma^ there

The most distinguished representative of thisgioup

was Malik b Anas (d 179=: 795), the author of

the Muwatta^ who as founder of the Malikl school

gathered many pupils around him (Gold/iher,

Muhatnmedamsche Studien^ 11 213 sqq^ One of

them, Ibn Zabala, composed the first history of the

town of Madina (199= 814) but it has not survived

Madina was now ruled by goveinors appointed
by the Caliph, lists of whom are given by Tabari
and Ibn al-Athir Ihe town was however not

entirely unaffected by the wars of the fiist cen-

turies after Muhammad In the leign of Yazid,

feeling in Madina, even among the Umaiyads,
was more or less hostile to the Caliph and many
took the side of his rival ‘Abd Allah b Zubair

in Mecca The expedition of the governor ‘Amr
b Sa^id, which Yazid ordered, was a failure In

63 (682/3) the Madinese lebelled openly, appoin

ting ‘^Abd Allah b Hanzala as their leader and
building a wall with a ditch to defend the town
on the north The Caliph sent an army under the

leadership of Muslim b ^Ukba which took up its

quarters on the Harra N E of the town and
fought the battle of the Harra, which ended in the

defeat of the Madinese — according to the usual

story, a result of the treachery of the BanH Haritha
That the inhabitants were abandoned to the ill-

treatment of the Syrian troops is probably a malicious

libel (Wellhausen, Das arabtsche Reich^ p 98/^),
Towards the end of Umaiyad rule, in the year

* 30 (747/8), the Kharidjts under Aba Hamza defeated

the Madinese at Kubaid, but he was surprised by

MarwSn’s troops and slain (Tabari, 11 200 sqq
,

B G A
^

viii 327) When the 'AbbUsids became

supreme, two 'Alid brothers, Muhammad and IbrS-

hlm, sons of 'Abd Allah, made an attempt to

fight for their rights Muhammad who called him-

self al-Mahdl appeared in Madina in 145 (762/3)
where he found not a few adherents, among them

Malik b Anas and Abu Hanifa He endeavoured

in various ways to imitate the example of the

Prophet, used his sword, had the ditch dug by

him round the town restored (see above) etc The
Caliph sent his relative ^Isa b Musa with 4,000

men against him and when he bridged the ditch

by throwing a couple of doois ovei it and entered

the town, most of al-MahdI’s followers lost heart,

as was usual with the supporters of the ^Alids,

and when he renewed the hopeless struggle, he

was moitally wounded About 20 yeais later (169 =
786) anothei 'Alid arose, Husain b ‘All, against

the ‘Abbasids After ravaging Madina he was

driven out and slam at Fakhkh neai Mecca In

spite of the harm he did to the town of the

Prophet, he was celebiated by the ‘Alid party as

a martyi (labari, iii 551 sqq
,
Ibn al-Athlr, vi

60 sqq
) In the caliphate of Wathik, Madina suf-

fered severely from the attacks of the Sulaim and
the Banii IIiHl BoghS the eldei [q v

]
came to

then assistance in 230 (844/s) and imprisoned

the Bcduins When he left the town again, the

latter succeeded in breaking out of prison, the

Madinese however discovered their escape and

put them to death (Ibn al-Athli, vii 12) Their

love for Walhik was shown by their lamenting

him every night after his death {tbtd
^

vii 21)

In the centuiies that followed, Madina is only

rarely mentioned by the historians, and what they

tell us about it is of little interest as a rule When
the Fatimids became lords of Egypt and were
threatening the holy cities in the Hi^jaz, a wall

was at last built round Madina This was erected

in 364 (974/975) by the BOyid ‘Adudal Dawla but

enclosed only the central part of the town It w^as

restored in 540 (1145/1146) by a vizier of the

sons of Zangi But as a considerable proportion

of the inhibitants lived outside the wall without

protection fiom the attacks of the Beduins, the

Atabeg of Syria, NUr al-Din Mahmud b Zangi, in

557 (1162) built a second wall of greater extent

with towers and gatewajs The present wall, 35-
40 feet high, was built by the Ottoman SuItSn Su-

laiman b Salim the Magnificent (1520—1566) of

basalt and gianite (Samhudi-Wustenfeld, p 126)

A tiench was dug around it The same SultSn

brought a covered aqueduct from the south into

the town Finally the wall was raised to a height

of 80 feet by Sultan ‘Abd al-‘Azl7, which height

it has retained

A feud between the governors of Mecca and
Madina with a battle at Dhu ’1-Hulaifa is recorded
for the year 601 (1203) Meccan leader who
had set out to besiege Madina was put to flight

but obtained support from other amirs, whereupon
the Madinese abandoned further hostilities (Ibn

al-Athlr, XU 134)
In 654 (1256) Madina was threatened by a

volcanic eruption, known as the fire of Hidjaz

It began on the last day of DjumadS I with a
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slight eaith-quake which increased in vigour each

succeeding day Then a glowing stream of lava

burst forth which, as the chroniclers tell us, de-

voured rocks and stones but fortunately flowed to

the east of the town and then continued its way
northwards The inhabitants sought protection in

the Mosque of the Tomb, praying and confessing

then sms Ihe belief m the latter’s inviolability,

which was thus strengthened, was soon to be shat-

tered by the conflagration desciibed below

Under the rule of the Turks Madina continued

to lead a quiet life, little heeded by the outside

woild, and it is 1 arely mentioned, a circumstance much
facilitated by the fact that the holy city could not

be enteied by non Muslims Radical changes only

came about in the xix^b century In 1804, the

Wahhabis took the town, plundered its treasures

and pievented pilgrimages to the Tomb of Mu-
hammad An attempt to destroy the dome over

the tomb failed, but the great treasures in pearls,

jewels etc
,

presented by pious visitors to the

mosque were carried off It was not till 1813 that

Muhammad ^Ali’s son Tusun succeeded in retaking

the town and at the treaty of peace in 1815
‘^Abd Allah b Sa^ud lecognised Turkish suzerainty

over the holy places in the Hidjaz Muhammad
^All howevei paid no attention to this, but sent

another son Ibiahim to continue the war against

Ibn Sa^ud and m 1818 he took Dar^iya and razed

it to the ground, whereupon he retuined to Ma
dina The sacred cities once more belonged to the

Turks and the Grand Sharif of Mecca even foi-

bade pilgrims from Ibn Sa'lid’s territory to enter

Mecca Ihis restoration of luikish uile brought

at least one important innovation the building of

the Hidjaz railway from Damascus to Madina in

1908 It was primarily intended for pilgrims but

was also of militaiy impoitance and theiefore suf-

feied severely in the world war Through the in-

tervention of the Grand Sll'^nf Husain b ‘^All b
^Abd al-Mu'^In, the fighting and the intrigues in

North Arabia became more and moic involved

He first posed as a faithful seivant of the Tur-

kish Sultan but later he rebelled and on Nov 6,

1916 had himself proclaimed king of the Hidjaz

and joined the English After the peace which
ended the world w^ar the Turkish troops evacuated

Madina in 1918 In the meanwhile a stronger

opponent to Husain had arisen in ^Abd al-Aziz

b Sa'ud, who had once more raised the Wahhabis
to a position of supremacy Husain’s bold move
in assuming the title of caliph found no support

among the Arab chiefs, and the people of the Hidjaz

forced him to abdicate Ibn Sa'ud seized this op-

portunity, entered Mecca in October 1924 and
forced Husain’s son ^All to leave the town The
two holy cities are theiefore now both in the

hands of the Wahhabis, who are however now
more toleiant and permit visits to the Mosque of

the Tomb and other holy places and only foibid

actual worship there

In spite of the inaccessibility of Madina to all

non-Muslims the reports of vaiious modem travellers

enable us to foim a fairly clear picture of it, which
can only be briefly outlined here In keeping with

the configuration of the ground, the plain on which
Madina lies is divided into an upper southern part

and a lower northern part, al'^ahya and al-st^Jila^

names found even m the earliest writers Al-'aliya

is reckoned to run to the above mentioned village

of Kub5\ 3 miles away, al-shafila to the hill of

Uhud The older wall encloses the town proper,

the already mentioned later wall which is now
partly in ruins encloses the western rather large

suburb of al-‘^Anbariya and “camp of the camels”,

barr al-viunak]yi^ 400 yards broad lying between

it and the town Here is pointed out the traditional

site of the musalla^ the Prophet’s place of prayer,

a tradition probably wmrthy of credence, as other

wise It would have been natural to locate it in the

great mosque mentioned below Along the south

side of the wall runs the road of the funeral proces-

sions, Darb al-Q^anaza^ which leads to the old

general burial-place, Bakf al-Gharkad (so called

after the plant mtrarta retusd) in the east of the

town Among the thousands who are buried here

are the little son of the Prophet, Ibiahim, his

wives (whether also his daughter hatima is disputed

see below), many of his companions, al-'^Abbas,

Muhammad al-Bakir, Dja^far al-Sadik, the already

mentioned jurist, Malik b Anas, and many others

At the north-west corner of the town stands the

castle built on to the town wall There are several

gates in the walls, including the Bab al-ShSmi in

the north, the Bab al-Djum^a m the east, and the

Bab al-'Anbailya m the west From a spring of

fresh water in the village of Kub5^ an aqueduct

runs into the town, first laid by Marwan when
governor of Madina It frequently fell into dis-

repair and was restored for example by several

Ottoman sultSns, on the last occasion by ‘Abd
al-Hamid after the Wahhabis had destroyed it

The damage not infrequently done by floods has

alieady been mentioned In 734 the Madinesewere
prevented for six months by an inundation from

visiting the grave of Hamza The streets of Madina
are clean but narrow and only the main streets

are paved The houses aie well built of stone and a

number have two stories Several of them are

surrounded by gardens, but the houses with gardens

are mainly found outside the north and south

wall, especially towaids the south where vegetable

gardens and orchards alternate with palmgroves and

cornfields The dates of which there are 70 varieties

are, as in ancient times, one of the principal pro-

ducts The pilgrim tiaffic is however the most

important souice of re\enue for the inhabitants,

who let their dwellings to the strangers and guide

them to the sacred places and instruct them about

iitual duties The muzawwirun here play the same
role as the mtttawiutfun m Mecca Burton (11 189)
gives the number of inhabitants as 16,000-18,000,

in addition to 400 men in the garrison Wavcll

(p 63) in 1908 put It at 30,000, excluding soldiers

and pilgrims, while BatanunI gave 60,000 including

many foreign visitors The results of the world

wai have of course altered these conditions in

many w' lys The population used to mcieasegiadually

by visitors settling often permanently in the sacred

city Of descendants of the old AnsSr there are very

few left in Madina, accoidmg to Burckhaidt there

were only ten families m his time There are a

numbei of Sht'is m the suburbs

Madina possesses no sanctuary vcneiated from

remote times like the Ka'ba, on the other hand

it possesses compensation for this of inestimable

value in Muslim eyes m the mosque which

encloses Muhammad’s grave and is the goal of

countless pilgrims Some teachers even put this

sanctuary highei than the Meccan one, but this

view is not geneial, and the visiting of this mosque
IS not obligatory like the pilgrimage to Mecca
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and also may be undertaken at any time According to

unanimous tradition the Prophet was buried under

house, where also the two first caliphs

found their last resting-place Further, all the

earlier stones agree that Muljammad soon after

his arrival in Madina had a mosque built, which

he enlarged after the taking of Khaibar, and they

are also agreed that the dwellings of his wives

were close by so that ^A^isha’s house with the

grave could easily have been taken into the mosque
That there is nothing improbable in itself in a

mosque having been built in the time of the

Prophet IS shown by the mention of a rival

mosque, Sura ix io8 sqq
,

cf xxiv 36 But

Caetani, Anitah^ 1 432 sqq
,

has disputed with

important arguments the correctness of the tiadition

and from various statements drawn the conclusion

that onginally on the site of the later mosque
there was more probably only the dar of Mu-
hammad with a courtyard and various dwellings

If this is right, it IS not known who built the

mosque, but probably it was erected not long

after Muhammad’s death, for the rapidly increasing

reverence for the Prophet must very soon have

aroused the desire to bring his resting-place into

touch with his religion To this mosque, early

built, can then be referred what tradition tells

us of Muhammad’s mosque — a simple building

of brick with pillars of palm stems and a roof of

branches According to the same tradition, ^Umar
had it extended and after him^Uthman who replaced

it by a building of stone and mortar with a roof

of teak When Marwan was governor of Madina,

he had a nwksura of coloured stones erected, but

no important advance was made till the reign of

Walid, who commissioned the then governor,

afterwards caliph, 'Umar b 'Abd al-'AzIz, in 87

(706) to adorn the building in greater splendour

For this 'Umar used Greek and Coptic builders,

and the Byzantine emperor is said to have contri

buted 1,000 mitJikal of gold and a large quantity

of mosaic stones towards it On this occasion four

minarets were placed at the comers of the sanctuary

and the roofs covered with plates of lead The
mosque remained unaltered till the reign of

al Mahdi After this Caliph had visited Madina,
it was rebuilt and extended in 162 (778—779)
and Its length was now 300 and its breadth 200 ells

In the following century another restoration was
necessary and was carried through by al Muta-
wakkil in the year 247 (861—862)
Of the mosque which thus came into existence

there are very full descriptions by Ibn 'Abd Rab-
bihi (d 328= 940), Mukaddasi (375 = 985), Ibn
Qjubair who travelled in the east in the years 578-
581 (1x82/83— 1186/87), and also Yakut Of the

many details given by these authors only a few
can be quoted here As is quite evident from

several of these descriptions, the mosque had the

form, always retained later, of an open court-yard

covered with sand or gravel, ^ahn^ which was
surrounded on all four sides by rows of pillars

In the eastern part of the southern pillared hall

was the holy of holies, the tomb of the Prophet,

with the tombs of Abfi Bakr and of 'Umar It is

described by Yak0t (iv 458) as a high building,

separated at the top only by a space from the

roof of the pillared hall Regarding the relative

positions of the three graves there were in his

time different views North of them, accordmg to

some traditions, was the tomb of Fstima while

according to others this was m the general burying

ground The part of the pillared hall lying viest

of the graves bore the name al~Raw^a^ the garden,

from an alleged utterance of the Prophet The
total number of pillars is said to have been 290,
those in the southern part were stuccoed, with

gilded capitals, the others were of marble The
walls were adorned with marble, gold, and mosaic

Along the southern border of the Rawda ran a

barrier, with which several highly venerated relics

were associated — the remains of the trunk of

a tree, on which Muhammed used to lean, and

especially his mtnbar or pulpit According to

tradition Mu'awiya wished to remove this, but

immediately a vigorous earthquake began and he

abandoned the idea and instead raised it by an

upper structure five steps higher Al-Mahdl later

wished to remove this addition, but he was dis-

suaded from doing this as the nails had been

driven into the old mtnbar (Ya'kubI, ed Houtsma,
11 283

,
Tabari, 111 483 ,

Mukaddasi, ed de Goeje,

p 82) According to the descriptions it had 8 steps

and theie was a slab of ebony over the seat which
visitors might touch The remnants of the tree-

trunk were kissed and stroked with the hands, an

interesting imitation of ancient Arabian religious

customs Among the various treasures of the

mosque was the Madina standard manuscript of

the canonical text of the Kui^an prepared by

'Uthman The mosque had 19 doors of which only

four, two in the east and two m the west, were
opened There were three minarets, two at

the corners of the north side and one at the

southern corner

While the Mosque of the Tomb escaped the

volcanic eruption already mentioned (654= 1256)
It suffered in the same year from a fire due to

the carelessness of a caretaker, which destroyed a

part of it An appeal to the caliph of Baghdad
for assistance to rebuild it remained unanswered

as the 'Abbasid dynasty was then tottering before

its fall, which was to take place two years later

Only the roof was repaired in the year after the

fire in makeshift fashion, the rubble was not even

cleared away from the tombs but remained there

for over two centuries Several of the MamlOk
Sultans showed some interest in the sanctuary,

among them Baibars I, who, according to Mudjir

al-Din (Cairo 1283, p 434), placed a railing round

the tomb of the Prophet and had its roof gilt,

while others sent workmen and materials, and not-

ably al-MansUr Kala’un in 678 (1279) to mark
the site of the tomb built a dome over it covered

with plates of lead Aghraf Saif al-Din Ka^it Bey

(873—890 = 1468— 1495) was however the first

to deal with the mosque in really energetic fashion

and he had the minaret at the southeast comer,

al-Ra^slya, taken down and rebuilt A great ca-

lamity then fell upon the mosque for, in a terrible

thunderstorm in 886 (1481), it was struck by light-

ning and partly destroyed, and the library with

its valuable manuscripts of the Kur'Sn perished

Samhudi, who lost his own library on this occasion,

gives an account of the conflagration The inde-

fatigable SultSn however sent a large number of

workmen with tools and materials, and in 889 (1484)
the building was restored and among other alter-

ations the dome over the tomb was enlarged, he
also presented the brass railing which surrounds

the maksUra On this occasion, the Sul{Sn also

presented to the town baths and a hypocaust for
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them, an aqueduct and a water mill, as well as a

large number of valuable books to replace those

destroyed Its misfortunes however were not at

an end for in 898 (1492) it was again struck by
lightning

,
the Ra*isiya at the southeast corner was

destroyed and had to be rebuilt The mosque
received its present form by an extension to the

north, made by ‘Abd al-Madjid in 1270 (1853

—

1854) which Burton saw before its completion The
many inscriptions which cover the walls, include

various Suras and formulae and the mystic prayer

al Bui da

In modern times we have descriptions by Burck
hardt (unfortunately incomplete, as he was ill

during his stay), by Burton (1853), a brief one by
Wavell m 1908—1909 and a good one by al-

BatanQnl (1910) In their mam outlines they give

much the same picture as the older ones The
mosque stands in the centre of the town proper,

a little to the east Al-BatanQni gives the length

from north to south as 385 feet, the breadth on
the noith side as 285 feet and on the south side

as 220 feet The court {al-^ahn or al-haswa) is

covered with sand or gravel and enclosed on all

four sides by pillared halls, of which the largest

on the south side encloses the actual mas^td
The pillars m this part are covered with marble
with gilt ornamentations All the pillais in the .

mosque, 327 in number, support arches on which
rest little domes like divided oianges Of the pillars

22 are m the eastern part of the southern hall

(the mak^ura)^ the sanctuary proper with the tomb
of the Prophet ^The Garden”, i e the area between
the tomb and the mtttbar^ is 70 feet long and 50
broad The maksura is enclosed on the south,

where the mosque is extended by a row of pillars,

by a brass grille with the relics already mentioned
and the beautiful mthtab of the Piophet wnth an
indication of the direction of prayei Ihc present

intnbar is of marble with gilding, a gift of Murad III

m 998 (1590) The mak^ura^ the holy of holies of

the mosque, a quadrangle 50 feet long from north

to south and 47 feet broad, is surrounded by a

green polished brass railing through which a door,

Bab al-Rahma or Bab al-Wufud, leads toal-Rawda
It encloses an aiea which is called al hud^ra^ in

allusion to '^A^isha’s house It cannot be accurately

described as it is covered with green silk and is

not seen by visitors The covering, which recalls

the covering of the Ka'ba, is said to have been
first presented by the mother of Harun al-Rasbfd

Nur al-Din Zangi is said to have cleared a new
area around the older hu^ra to protect the tomb
In the Au^ra arc the tombs of the Prophet and
of the first two caliphs, according to the usual belief

m the following order the most southern is the

tomb of Muhammad with the head to the w^est,

next him Abu Bakr with his head beside Muham-
mad’s feet and on the north 'Umar with his head
beside AbU Bakr’s shoulders A fourth, empty
grave is said to be intended for Jesus after his

parousia On the north side of the large mak^Uraf
another smaller one adjoins it, which, according

to an assumption still disputed by many, contains

the tomb of Fatima Two doors on the east and
west side connect it with the large makstlra 106
hanging lamps are placed in this, the most sacred

part of the mosque, and m addition m the Raw^a
there are candelabra of crystal In the court of

the mosque, approximately east, is a quadrangular
area shut off by an iron grille, which is called FSpma’s

garden Of the 15 palms which grew there in the

time of Ibn Ejubair, Burton saw only 12, al

BatanQnl mentions several small palms planted

round a high one Behind the boundary is the so-

called “Prophet’s well” Ihe mosque has four

minarets at the four corners and according to

Burton a fifth m the centre of the west side, but

this IS not mentioned by al-BatanSnl Five doors

give admittance to the sanctuary on the west

the Bab al-SalSm and Bab al-Rahma, on the north

the BSb al-MadjIdi, on the east the Bfib iQjibra’il

(or al-Bal^i') and B5b al Nasa^ They are all closed

at night From the descriptions already quoted,

the mosque w'as not impressive when seen from

the outside, as the houses were built so thickly

round it that an open view of it could not be

obtained Even the richly ornamented B5b al-

Salfim only looked like the termination of a street

running fiom the west But this seems now to

have been altered, as according to Musil, Zur Zett-

geschtchte von Aiabten^ p 34, all the houses in

the immediate vicinity of the mosque were removed
in 1916
The immediate vicinity of the city of the Prophet

IS of course \eiy rich in places with which are

associated anecdotes and traditions of him The
most important of these is the hill of Uhud [q v

]

with the graves of those who fell for the faith

there It is rivalled by the village of Kuba* where

Muhammad on his arrival in his new home stayed

from Monday till Thursday (Ibn Hisbam, p 335)
The village, which was at that time occupied by

the 'Amr b 'Awf, is according to the Arab geo-

graphers 2 miles, according to Burckhardt, 3—

4

hours from Madina, to be accurate it is about 3

miles The surrounding gardens which are exceed-

ingly rich in all kinds of fruit and vegetables

extend for 4 or 5 miles (Burckhardt) Burton

describes how the village appeared to him as he

approached it “a confused heap of huts and dwel-

ling houses
,
chapels and lowers, with trees, between

foul lanes, heaps of rubbish and yelping dogs”

Tradition marks the spot where the Prophet’s

camel knelt {al-mabrak') and here also was the

mosque mentioned in Sura, ix 109 built out of

piety, as well as its counterpart, the Mas^td al-

Ditar

^

destroyed by Muhammad’s orders (cf*

Wakidi—Wellhausen, p 41 1, Ibn Sa'd, lii/i

32, 8, and above) The mosque of Kuba^ with

Its simple minaret was in ruins in Burckhardt’s

time, but has since been replaced by a stone

structuie
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MADINAT al-SALAM [See Baghdad]
Ai -MADINAT al-ZAHIRA, the capital

founded near Cordova by the famous ^Amirid

Haiijib al-Mansur[qv]in 368(978-979) Because

he did not wish to deal with state affairs in the

palace of the Umaiyad Caliphs in Cordova noi at

the royal palace at Madinat al-Zahia’, al Mansur
decided to build a town which would include his

palace and those of the principal court dignitaries

Ihis town was built a short distance from Cordova
on the banks of the Guadalquivir [q v

]
Since

the exact site of al Madinat al Zshira has not been

discovered, one must be content, when trying to

locate the site, with the veiy vague indications

given by the Arab historians, indeed not one of

the Arab historians has left any description of

the 'Amind town According to Ibn Hazm, in a

passage of his Tawk al Hamama (ed Petrof, Leyden

1914, p 104), it lay to the east of Coidova, but

on the other hand some Spanish archaeologists

think they have identified it on the south-west of

this town Al-Madinat al-Zahira must not be con-

fused with the palace, al-'Aminya, the name of a

munya or villa outside the city walls which was
given to al-Mansnr by one of his Umaiyad masters,

the site of which seems to have been identified

According to Ibn 'Idljaii, the greater part of

al-Madinat al Zahira was finished in t\NO years

Al-Mansur settled there in 370 (980—981) He
transported thither the difterent administrative offices

and the treasury, and gave land round his palaces

to his courtiers, so that Madinat al-Zahia’, the

town of the Umaiyad Caliphs, was almost sup-

planted and practically deserted The merchants
also came to trade there, a few years after its

foundation, al-Madinat al Zahira had become a

large town

After al-Mansur, al Madinat al-Zahira, was the

capital of his son and successor ^Abd al Malik,
who had a new palace built there After his death
his brother 'Abd al-Rahman, known as Sanchol,

installed himself as well there But he was soon
defeated by Muhammad b Hi^Sm b ^Abd al-

2jabbar al-Mahdi [q v ]
This usurper occupied

the 'Amirid town and seized the treasures which
were there lor three days he gave it over to

the most thorough pillage Having sacked the

town he gave orders to fire it and to destroy it

absolutely (DjumSda II, 399 [January 1009])
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MADiNAT al-ZAHRA"*, the ancient capital

of the Umaiyad Caliphs of Cordova, the

rums of which are still in existence about 5 miles

to the west of this latter town, at the place called

Cordoba la Vteja, on one of the last spurs of the

Sierra Morena overlooking the valley of Guadal-

quivir [q V
]

The western Aiab historians give us a great

deal of information on the foundation of this royal

town, upon the period which marked its prosperity

and upon the causes which led to its fall It was

the great Caliph ^Abd al-Rahman III al-Nasir

[q V ], who decided upon building it, and its

construction was begun during the reign of this

sovereign at the end of the year 325 (936) The
chronicleis say that one of his concubines having

left him a laige sum of money, al-Nasir wished

to utilize this sum for the payment of the ransoms

of the Spanish Muhammadan piisoners of war m
the kingdoms of L6on and of Navarie As the

envoys who had been sent for this purpose failed

to find any prisoners whom they could ransom,

the Caliph’s favourite al-Zahra’ is said to have

advised him to employ the legacy to build a town

to which she would gi\e her name This anecdote

is without doubt legendary, at least in several

points The work of building the town was ear-

ned on for many years (from 13 to 40 years

accoiding to histoiians), it lay around the palace

of the Caliph Six thousand hewn stones were
used every day, not to mention other materials,

the necessary marble was chiefly imported from

Ifrikiya, and no less than 4,313 columns were

lequired, if we may believe Ibn ^Idhari Accord-

ing to the same author it was the crown prince

al Hakam himself who directed operations The
name of the chief architect, Maslama b 'Abd
Allah, has also been preserved

The building of Madinat al Zahra^ engaged not

less than 10,000 workmen Account was taken m
the planning of the town of the very steep slope

of the site and al-IdiisT gives a clear account of

how this slope was utilized The town was built

on three terraces, the upper part was set aside

for the palace and its appurtenances, the middle

one was devoted to gardens, the lower one con-

tained private dwelling-houses and the Great Mosque
‘Abd al-Rahman removed with all his court

to Madinat al-Zahra^, as he felt the Caliph’s palace

of Cordova which faced the cathedral mosque and
overlooked Guadalquivir too small, and this became
his favourite residence His successors al-Hakam II

and Hisham II lived there for the most part during

their reigns, and further embellished the town of

al-Nasir It appears, however, to have very soon
fallen into decay, especially from the time when
It had as rival the residence of the ^Amirid Ha-
djibs, al-Madinat al-ZiShira [q v

]
It was pillaged

on several occasions by the Berber mercenaries

who had rebelled against Cordova The year 401
(loio) marked its final fall A century and a half

afterwards in the time of Idrisi, the walls alone

remained and vestiges only of the palace A few
inhabitants still lingered in it

A beginning was made in exploring and system-

atically excavating the rums of Madinat al-Zahra^
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about the year 1910, under the direction of the

Spanish archaeologist, R Veldzque? Bosco The
fiist work done was the excavation of the double
rampart dividing the upper teirace of the town
fiom the middle terrace and from certain paits of

the palace A large number of carved stones have
been brought to light

Btbltography al-IdrisT, Stfat al Anadahts^

ed Dozy and de Goeje, text, p 2i2,transl,p 263,

Ibn ^Icihari, al-Bayan al Mugjt7 tb^ so\ 11, ed

Dozy, p 225—23i,transl Fagnan,p 347,356,vol

111, ed E L6vi Provencal, Pans 1928, Index,

Ibn Hawkal, B G A 77, Ibn Khaldun, r

(Bulak), IV 144, Ibn KhallikSn, transl de Slane,

111 188, Ibn al Athir, Kamtl •=. Annales du
Maghreb et de VFspagne^ transl Fagnan, p 381,

410, al-Nuwairi, Nihayat al-^Arab^^d and transl

M Caspar Remiro, Index, Abu ’1 MahSsin, al

Nuipjurn al zahira^ part transl Fagnan, Kec de

Constantine^ 1906, p 317, al Makkan, Nafh al

Tib {Analectcs\ 1 343 sq
^
E hagnan, Exttaits

inedits lelatifs au Maghreb^ Algieis 1924, Index,

R Dozy, Histone des Musulmans d'"Espagney

111 92—93 ,
A Gonzalez Palencia, Histona de

la Espana musulmana^ Barcelona-Buenos Aires,

1925, p 146— 147, R Veldzquez IdoscOy Medina
Azzahra y Alamiitya^ Madiid 1912, do

,

vaciones en Medina Azahara^ Madrid 1924, R
Jim^Snez, R Castejdn, h Hernandez, E Ruiz and

J M d^^^s^%z^t%^Excavactones en Medina Azzah-

ra {Coidobd)y Madrid 1924, G M ar^ais,

d'Art musulman (Aichitecture, Tunisie, Alg^rie,

Maroc, Espagne, Sicile), Pans 1926, 1 243-247
(E L^vi-Provenqai)

AL MADJARRA, the Milky Way (the place,

path, road of moving)

The Name It is probably taken m the first

place from the Greek yaXcc^la^ al d'^u a aUlabaniya

or al-daib al labaniy the ciicle or path which

looks like milk Other names are tailk al-haltb^

the road of milk, as it has the colour of milk,

tatik al-labbana^ the road of the place wheie
there is milk, and hence metaphorically timm al-

sama^y mother of heaven, who feeds the heavens

as with milk, tarlk al tibn^ path of stiaw and
daib or daiib al taboanay path of the place where
there is stiaw Similarly the Milky Way is called

in Persian kahke^an^ slraw-pullei, 01 kahktngan

or rah t kahke^JiaHy path of the strawpullei
,

in

Turkish saman ughrlsl 01 saman kapatiy stiaw or

fodder thief Whether names Connected with straw

go back to Greek or Oriental ideas is uncertain

Gundel {op cit

)

holds the latter view In the

East the Milky Way is the hay, straw and meal,

which Peter or Saint Vinire (Venus) lost and
blessed by God flew to heaven Another Tuikish

name is had^cj/iler^ path of the pilgrims

Other Arabic names are bab al-sania^y gate of

heaven, and al-ihar^ or al-ashradjy gap, piobably

from the idea that the Milky Way coiresponds

to a gap or split through which one can see the

shining heaven Anothei name is umm al-nu^ljutny

mother of the stars, because no part of the heavens

is so rich in stars The stars aie also to have

leprosy {djiai bat al nu^um) Among the Kazan
Tatars the Milky Way is called “Path of the

Wild Goose” and among the Altai Tatars (“Path

of Hoar-Frost” (frosted way)

The name ttahr al^maij^arra^ River of the

Madjarra, is noteworthy The Milky Way is regarded

as a river, this js evident from the passages in

‘Abd al-Rahman al SQfl in his work on the con-

stellations, in al-Biiilni in his Kitab al-Tafhlm
towaids the end and in the Chronology (text,

p 345

,

tran^-l
, p 348), in al-KazwinI in the

Cosmography (text, 1, p 37, transl, p 18) and
in many others In these passages the constellation

of Sagittarius or the eight stars forming the 20ik

station of the moon which are called the Ostriches

al-na^ahni are described Four of the stars \nhich

lie on the Milky Way are called al-nc^am al~

watid^ the ostrich going to drink, the four others

he at the side of the river of the Milky Way
and are called al na^am al sadtry the ostrich

returning from drinking (cf e g L Ideler, op at
y

p 184 and Hyde, Ulugh Beg's Tabulae^ Oxford,

p 23)
Description of the Milky Way A

description of the Milky Way, the stars and con-

stellations in it, is given by Ptolemy in the Almagest
(Bk viii

,
Ch 2) and the Muslim translators hive

borrovied from this I he editors have treated it

in different ways Al-IusI for example in his edition

of the Almagest gives the description as full) as

in Ptolemy, but he does not use the translation

by al Ilidjdjadj, as I was able to show Ibn Sma
on the other hand, who gives a brief synopsis of

the contents of the Almagest in the ShifT^ (Healing)

gives no such descnption, he deals here in the

same way as he does with the Tables which he omits

Ihe very full treatment of the Milky Way is

folloi\ed in Ptolemy by a description of the method
of making a globe of the heavens on which the

Milky Way is lepresented Ibn Sina, for example,
took over this section word for word m a form

which we also find elswhere It is therefore exceed-

ingly probable that the Milky Way was repre-

sented on one or other celestial globe, of which
a whole series is recoided It does not seem to

be on the extant globes (cf H Schnell, Die HugeI

nut dem Schemel)

An independent description of the whole Milky
Way as full as that in Ptolemy, I have not been
able to find m Arabic woiks A brief description

is given by Abu Hanifa al Dinawaii (in al Mar-

7uki, Kitab al-Azmina wa'l-AmkinUy Haidar5b5d

1332, 11 9— 12) The description of al-Dinawari

leaves much to be desired and the text is not

quite correct The foimer is in keeping with'Abd
al-Rahman al Sufi’s verdict, according to which
alDinawari was very well acquainted with the

verses on the Milky Way but his astronomical

knowledge was insufficient (it may be noted that

‘Abd al Rahman mentions an Ibn Kunaza, while

there is a Muhammad b Kunaza in al-Marzuki)

Ihe anonymous WTiter mentioned in the Btblto-

giaphy gives a brief description of it

'Abd al-Rahman al-Sufi unfortunately only gives

a description of one part of it He mentions the

part of the Milky Way between the great, the

bright Milky Way (al'inadjari a aUazima^ and

the falling Eagle (Lyra) {kit^at al-madgarray here

at y Cygni the Milky Way divides) ‘Abd al-

Rahman follows this stretch up to % Scorpii In

many cases the position of stars e g in the Ship

IS given from their position with respect to the

Milky Way Schjellerup has given details in the

tables appended to the synoptic account, p 5 ^qq

In the Kitab al-Tafhim of al-BirunI we read

“al-Madj'irra of the Arabs, Kshkashan of the Pei-

sians and Rah Bihisht of the Hindus is an aggre-

gation of a very large number of small stars
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They form an almost perfect large circle, which

runa between Gemini and Sagittarius^ sometimes

narrow, sometimes wide, in some places it is dense,

m others not Aristotle thinks that the Milky Way
consists of stars surrounded by vapour like the

halo round the moon and the mist (in the sky)

and the comets”

Theory of the Milky Way On the nature

of the Milky Way and the cause of its shining

there are a number of views, which follow the

same lines as those of the ancients (cf O Gilbert,

D%€ meteorologtschen Theorten des gruchischen

Alterturns
^
Leipzig 1907, index, s v I now

give al'Karafi’s account of it

Al-KarSfi (d 1285—1286) who wrote a woik
on Optics (‘‘Noteworthy consideration of what the

eyes grasp in 50 questions or problems”), says

in the 49th question “Why do we see a black

haze on the moon ? Is this an illusion or reality^”

and continues

“Connected with this question is that of the

Milky Way which looks like a road in the sky

We are told i It is the gate of heaven 2 It

consists of small stars which are crowded so

closely together that the eye cannot distinguish

one from the other 3 It is said to be a vapour,

which has risen from the eaith and solidified

under the cone of the fixed stars One part forms

a black burned body This is the case in the

centre of the Milky Way A part lies in places

which are far away from those in which there is

burning, these are the two sides of the Milky

Way These places appear white 4 Finally wc
are told that the Milky Way consists of some-

thing whose shape is inserted in the heavens and
which IS in some part of the earth, to which the

way cannot be found and which cannot be reached”

Of these four views the second is nearest the

truth

The anonymous author of the Berlin manuscript

also tells us very fully about the different vievis

and the nature etc of the Milky Way, here is

the passage in question “Learned men have many
and varied views on the nature and substance of

this belt Some say that it is a part of the upper
sphere and thicker and coarser than the rest of

It It is therefore visible, while the rest is not, as

the latter is exceedingly fine This corresponds to

the opinion of the philosopher Diodorus (Di-

yudUrus) ”

“According to Aristotle this belt consists of

vapours which have collected together and ascended

into the sky through the intermediary of the stars

As vapours are continually rising, they retain

their shape There is a contradiction in this If

wc assume that the belt is formed by rising vapours,

they cannot possibly be always seen at one and
the same place in the sky, nor can they be seen

from ail places on earth and they cannot maintain

one and the same distance from the stars and the

ascendants ”

“If the belt is always seen in the same way and
has permanently the same form, if it is seen m
all climes, if its distance from the stars and the

ascendants is always the same, this is a sure in-

dication that the belt does not onginate in vapours

as these completely lack these qualities
”

“Some learned men are agreed that the Milky
Way, al-Madjarra, has its origin in the fact that

small stars have become combined in this figure

(^tkar) and offer themselves jointly to the view

On account of their smallness they do not look

like shining stars as they are joined together and
give their light together (the light of the single

stars forming one whole) This is the ongin of

the shining and the figure which we see This

view IS one which is intelligible and men adopt it
”

“We say that the Milky Way is a limb of the

sphere of the fixed stars As it is a thick limb,

which IS thicker than the other limbs, it com-
pletely absorbs the light of the sun, corresponding

to what the other limbs take up, 1 e as the stars

do This corresponds to the view of him who
says that the latter are thick limbs of their sphere

Each limb takes up light in proportion to its

density But this density is the cause of light

being reflected to us *)
”

“Many learned men attack the Aristotelian view—
as was done even in ancient times — and regard

the latter view (5 ) as the most probable”

The anonymous writer therefore lays it down
quite generally that the Milky Way cannot be in

the ether, it has always one and the same form
quite independently of the position from which
It is seen and does not alter its position

Abu ’l-Faradj (Bar Hebraeus) m his work
(“Elevation of the spirits, on the shape of heaven
and of the earth”, transl by F Nau, Pans 1899,

p 92 ) has a section on the vapour-stars 2)

{kawkab sahabi) and the Milky Way He says

“In the heavens there are some white patches,

vapour stars Some think these are a part of the

Milky Way as like it they resemble clouds They
also think that they consist of a very large number
of very small stars lying very close to one another,

like the mane below the lion which is in the

shape of an ivy leaf Those who believe this also

say that the whole Milky Way consists of very

small stars joined together The Milky Way is

obviously neither smoke nor vapour in the air,

as the Peripatetics say, since the moon and the

planets experience no change in their light as

they pass through the Milky Way (it must there-

fore he outside the sphere of Saturn) but on the

contrary rather affect the Milky Way” 3
)

The following note may be added on patches
of nebulae

Among the nebulae known to the Muslims are

the Magellan clouds which were observed by
merchants in Ma^idashuh They saw there a white

patch of cloud which never came down and never

changed its position (al-Kazwini, ^A^S'tb al-

Makhlukdt^ vol 11
, p 40)

At quite an early date Ibn al-Haitham thoroughly

and fully proved that the Milky Way is not in

the air, but in the heavens and at a distance

which is very great m proportion to the diameter

of the earth, from the absence of a parallax,

e g from the fact that it has the same position

with respect to the fixed stars at different points

on the earth The anomymous writer also points

this out (E Wiedemann, Ober dte Lage der

Mtlchstrasse nach Ibn aUHaitham^ in Strtusy xxxix
,

X) According to this, the anonymous writer would believe
that the fixed stars, the Milky Way etc ,

receive light from
the sun, a view that is contradicted by Ibn al j^ij^am
and others cf below

3) In the tables and astronomical works only the vapour
stars (nebulae) mentioned by Ptolemy a-e given

3) There is an error here The Milky Way would have
to be below the sphere of Saturn but above the atmosphere
like the planets — The alterations in the brightness of the
Milky Way are phenomena caused by daxzling
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1906, p 1 13— II 5)» ^ RidwSn however
challenged Ibn al-Hailham’s view (buter, N® 232)
Ibn al-Haitham replied to him and piesumably

others (E Wiedemann, Ibn al-Hattham^ Fin ara-

btscher GdehrUr^ m lestschrift f J Rosenthal^

Leipzig 1906, p 173, N® 40 and 62, Ibn Abl
Usaibi^^a, a 104, 5 from below)

The Milky Way is mentioned in a whole senes

of verses, particularly by modern poets I have

published 22 of these in the SB P MS Ftlangen

with the help of A Fischer (Leipzig), Kowalski

(Cracau), Hell (Erlangen) and Krenkow(Beckenham)
Btb Itography Shihab al-Din Ahmad b

Idris al-Karafi, K al-Isttb^ar fi-nia tudrtkuhu^

EscunaP, N® 707, Fihrist al Kutub
,
Cairo,

VI 88, Anonymus, t)ber Htmmelserschetnungen

(the Arabic title is lacking), cf Ahlwardt, Die ara

bischen Hss in Berlin^ N® 6054 ,
'Abd al-Rah-

m5n al-Safi, aUKawaktb wa U-Suwar^ cd M C F
C Schjellerup, St Petersburg 1874, O Gilbert,

Die meteorologtschen Thearten des grtechtschen

Altertums^ Leipzig 1907, s v Abu ’

1 -

FaiaiJj Barhebraeus, Le Livre de VAscension de

VEsprit^ transl F Nau Btbltoiheque deVecole

des hautes etudes^ vol cxxi
,
Pans 1900, p 92,

W Gundel, Sterne und Sternbilder tm Glauben

des Altertums und der Neuzeit (contains much
information about the names, tales and myths
associated with the Milky Way), W Gundel,

Art GALAXIAS in Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, Rea-

lenzyklopadu^ vii 568, E Wiedemann, Bet-

tragtj Ixxiv
,

Vber dte Milchstrasse bet den

Arabern^ in S B P M S Erl
(E Wiedemann)

MAEJD al-DAWLA, Abu TAlib Rustam b

Faicjhr al-Dawla, a Buy id After the death of

his father hakhr al-Dawla [q v ], Madjd al-Dawla,

who, according to the usual statement, was then

four years of age, according to another eleven

(while Ibn al Athir, al^Kamil^ ix 48 says he

was born in 379 [989/990] which does not agree

with either of these statements) was proclaimed

as successor under the regency of his mother
Saiyida In 388 (998) Kabus b Washmgir [q v ]

seized the tw o provinces of Djurdjan and Tabaristan,

to which was added by the treaty of peace MSzanda-

rSn also, and later he brought GilJn also under

his rule In 397 (1006— 1007) Madjd al-Dawla

with the help of the vizier al-Khatlr Aba ^Ali b 'All

b al-K5sim attempted to overthrow his mother but

he was taken prisoner by his brother Shams al-

Dawla [q V
]
and the Kurd chiefBadrb Hasanawaih,

whereupon Shams al-Dawla took control of the

government His rule did not last long, however,
after a year Madjd al-Dawla was released and
again recognised as ruler, while his brother retired

to his governorship of HamadhSn In 405 (1015)
the latter succeeded in seizing the town of al-

Raiy, baiyida and Madjd al-Dawla had to take

to flight, but were soon able to return because

Shams al-Dawla was prevented from following

them by a mutiny in the army and had to leave

the fleld Saiyida held the reins of government till

her death (419= 1028/1029), while Madjd al-Dawla,

who although extremely interested in learning,

otherwise caied only for his numerous harem, paid

no heed to affairs of state After Saiyida’s death

complete chaos reigned In the beginning of the

year 420 (1029) SultSn MahmUd b Subuktegln

[q V
]
undertook a campaign into the ‘Irfi^ When

Madjd al-Dawla wrote to him and complained of

the rebellious spint of his army, the Sultan sent

a considerable body of troops against Raiy and
ordered the commander to seize Madjd al-Dawla

When the troops appeared the latter went to

them and was at once seized along with his son

Aba Dulaf 1 he Sultan himself then set out against

Raiy, seized the town and had Madjd al-Dawla

sent in chains to KhorOsan
Bibliography Ibn al-Athfr, al-Kamtl^

ed 1 omberg, ix ,s Index
,
Abu ’

1-Fidfi\ Annales^

ed Reiske, 11 598, 616, Hamd Allah Mu-
stawfi-i KazwTni, Ta^rikjk-t Guztda^ ed Browne,
i 390, 426—429, Wilken, Gesch d Sultane
aus d Geschl Bujeh nach Mirchondy ch xii

,

Weil, Gesch d Chahfeny 111 57 sqq
, 65

(K V ZETTERSTiEN)
MADJD al-DIN [See IIibat Allah b Mu-

hammad
]

MAQJD al-MULK, Abu ’l-Fadi As'ad b

Muhammad al-BarAwis fani, financemmister
of the Saldjuk Sultan Barkiyaruk As
early as 485 (1092— 1093) we find Madjd al-Mulk

mentioned among the high officials, and in time

he became more and more powerful, while Bar-

kiyarfik’s weakness and incapacity became more
and more obvious But as a Shi^i Madjd al Mulk
became suspected of being the real instigator of

the murders committed by the Isma'ilis and after

the amir Bursii^ [q v
]

had fallen a victim to

Isma'ill fanaticism, the troops mutinied (Shai^wal

492 = Aug /Sept 1099) and demanded that Madjd
al Mulk should be handed over to them He
offered to sacrifice his life and proposed that the

sultSn should have him executed to satisfy the

soldiery But BarkiySruk wished to save him
After the soldiers had sworn not to slay Madjd
al-Mulk, but only to imprison him, he was handed

over In spite of their oath, the soldiers fell upon
him and at once hewed him to pieces — His ntsba

is derived from Barawistan, a village near Kum,
cf Yakut, s V

Bibliography Houtsma, 11 60 sqq
^

Ibn al-Athlr (ed Tornberg), ix 406, x 138,

172, 179, 196 290, Ibn Khaldan, al-Ibar^

V 22 sq
f
Hamd Allah Mustawfl-i KazwinI,

Tcdribhri Guztda, 1 451 ,
Weil, Gesch d

ChaltfeUy 111 143 , 158
(K V ZETTERST^1LN)

madjdhUb (a
,
“attracted”) denotes in the

terminology of the Sufis a person who is drawn
by the Divine attraction (c(;adhba\ so that

without trouble or effort on his part he attains to

union with God In other words, the mad^dliub ex-

periences the ecstatic rapture of losing himself in

God, and is thereby distinguished from the saltl

(“traveller”), who makes the journey to God, stage

by stage, with conscious endeavour and purpose 1 he

opinion favoured by antinomian derwishes, that the

madjdhub is superior to the saltk finds expression

in the saying “One ^adliha (act of drawing) from

God IS equivalent to all the (devotional) work of

mankind and ^tnn {^atnal al-thakalatn^\ but it

is generally recognised that, whether cj^a^ba or

sulUk [q v] preponderate, both are needed in

order to reach perfection Those m whom if^a^ba

precedes suluk and constitutes the predominant

element in their spiritual life are called mac(^dhUb-i

sUltk^ while conversely those with whom sulUk

comes first are known as saltk-t mac^^dhUb Al-

though the terms macp^fHUb and saltk are employed

by Halladj (Massignon, Passton, u 905) and occur
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frequently afterwards, their application in a nar-

rower sense to those who repudiate or ackno>\ ledge

the moral and religious law is characteristic of the

derwlsh fraternities, which, as is well-known, differ

widely from each othei in their theory and practice

concerning this matter

Bibliography 'Abd al Razzak al-Kashi,

I{lt/ahaf alSuftyay ed Spienger, p 17 (N® 50)

and p 50 (N® 178), KashMf I^tilahat al~

Funurtyi 686 (ait Ejaml, transl

by E H Whinfield, p 27, D B Macdonald,

The leltgwus attitude and life in Islam^ p
257—259 (R A Nicholson)

MAfiJiD (A ),
[bee Ai laii

]

maejnUn In Arabic, Persian and Turkish

literatuie the epithet aI jnadjnun, i e “the man
possessed by a ^tnni"^ “the madman”, is pre-

eminently associated with Kais b al-Mulawwah
(accoiding to otheis, the name of his fathei is

Mu'adh), the madjnun of the Banu 'Amir b ba'sa^^a,

the story of whose passion for I aila, daughter of

Sa^d, a woman of the same tube, is celebrated

throughout the Muhammadan woild Kais is said

to have died about 80 A h {Bawat^ Bulak 1283,
II 172), but It seems doubtful whether he can be

regarded as a histoiical person, and this view is

supported by the statements of early Muslim

authorities iA ghauts i 167— 169, cf Ibn Khalli-

kan, ed Wustenfeld, N® 105, p 150, 8, and Ibn

Khaldun, Mukaddima^ ed Quatremcre, 11 196, a

fr foot = A ghanij 1 169, 4 fr foot, wheie ?na^
nUn is described as one of three persons who
nevei existed), while Ibn al-kalbl declared that

the story of Madjnun and the poems attiibuted

to him were fabricated by a man of the Banu
'Umaiya (ibid

^

1 167, 4 fr foot) Stripped of the

pictoresque details with which later poets have

embellished it, the story is a simple one Kais

meets Laila amongst a party of women, falls in

love at first sight and slaughteis his camel to

make a feast for her His love is returned, but

her father refuses to give her to him in marriage,

and soon afterwards she becomes the wife of

Ward b Muhammad al-'^Ukaill Kais, crazed with

despair, passes the rest of his days in solitude,

wandering half-naked in the hills and valleys of

Nadjd, making verses on the subject of his un-

happy love, and only seeing Laila at rare inter-

vals until his death The development of this

love-tale of the Arabian desert into one of the

popular themes of Persian romantic and mystical

poetry was begun by Nizami of Gandja, in whose
Khatnsa the Laila u-Ma^nun occupies the third

place Of other poems bearing the same title, the

best-known in Peisian literature are those by Amir
Khusraw of Dihli, Djami and Hatifi, and in Tur-

kish, by Hamai (see the abstract in Gibb, History

of Ottoman Poetry^ 11 175—190) and Fuzuli {tbid

^

III 85—88, 100—104) — Snfl writers find in Madj-

nun a type of the soul which through tribulation,

self devotion and self-abandonment aspires to be

united with God
Bibliography Brockelmann, 6^ Z

, 1 48,
Ibn Kutaiba, Kitab al-Sh^r wa H-Shu^ar^^ ed

de Goeje, p 355—364, Khizanat al-Adab, 11 170-

172, Browne, Ltteiary History of Persia^ 11

406 sq
, 111 533 sq

,
IV 229, Gibb, History oj

Ottoman Poetry (see Index), J Atkinson, Laili

and Majnun^ translated in verse from the Persian

of Nidhaml (London 1836, 1894, 1905)
(R A Nicholson)

MADJRA or Mo^ra, a term in piosody,
meaning the vowel of the rawi or the consonant

which IS repeated at the end of each line of a

kastda (cf kaiiya) (Moh Ben Cheneb)
al-MADJRITI, his full name was Abu ’l-KAsim

Maslama n Ahmad al-FaradI al-Hasib (the
arithmetician) al-Mai^rIjI alKur'JUbI (the

Cordovan) al AndalusI (the Spaniard) We know
little of his life He was born m Madrid but in

what year is not known Various dates are given

for his death, which must he between 395 (1004)
and 398 (1007) In Madrid he studied the science

of mensuiation under an authority on the subject,

'Abd al-Ghafir, who was also famous for his

geometrical knowledge Al-Madjnti later moved to

Cordova where he lived m the leigns ofHakamll
(350—366 = 961—976) and Hish^rn II (366

—

399 = 976— 1009) He died before the outbreak

of the fighting and confusion (ftna) which led

to the fall of the Uinaiyads From his place of

birth and place of long residence he was given

the two names al-Madjriti and al Kurtubi Like so

many others scholars, al Madjriti is mentioned in

laudatory terms by the biographeis He was the

leadei (imam) in mathematical knowledge, including

mensuration He suipassed his predecessors in

knowledge of the doctiine of the spheres and the

movements of the stais He devoted particular at-

tention to the obseivation of the hea\enly bodies

and made a special point of comprehending the

Almagest Whether al-Madjnti also dealt seriously

with medicine we do not know but among his

pupils were several who did On the works on
occult subjects ascribed to him, cf below

We are told of a journey to the east from
which he brought back Greek and Arabic manu
sciipts which he adapted for the requirements of

the west Spanish astionomy was thus given a

more independent position
,

foi before the middle

I of the tenth century, as the survey given by

Sanchez Perez shows, the Spanish representatives

of astronomy and mathematics were of little im-

portance eithei in numbers or ability There were
among them no scholais to compare with the

Banu Musa, Thabit b Kurra, Ibn al-Haitham, al-

BattSni etc But even after the time of al Madjriti,

Djabir b Aflah and al Zaikali aie really the only

two of distinction Perhaps we should also mention

the much used Abu ’1-Hasan al Marrakushi, but

his works are for the most part compilations

In Cordova, where al-Madjriti lived for a consi-

derable time, he founded — probably as a result

of his journey — a school which produced a

numbei of distinguished scholars, such as Ibn

al-Samh (Suter, N® 194, also a physician), Ibn

al-Saffar (Suter, 196), al-Kirm5ni (Suter, N^
205^) Ibn Khaldun (Suter, N® 227, also a physician),

al ZahrSwi (mathematician and physician, (Sutei,

N® 190) Ihese men spread and developed the

teachings of al-Madjriti and his methods
,
al-Zarkali

also based his work upon them — It is however
questionable whether al-Madjriti owes his fame
more to the widely circulated occult writings

which are probably pseudepigraphic or to his

astronomical teaching, for his literary activity in

this latter field was not great

Of his astronomical works, his version of the

book of tables (2/1^?) of Muhammad b Mus5 al

Khwarizmi, which is one of the earliest books of

tables in Islam, is of special importance He con-

verted the tables which are based on the era of
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Yazdadjird into tables based on the Muhammadan
era He also to some extent replaced the meridian

of Arm by that of Cordova, and he also

gave the approximate positions of the planets for

the beginning of the Ilirljra On the other hand,

he did not notice a series of eirors in the older

book Mention may be made of some other astro-

nomical works of his a woik in which he gives

a short method of equating the stars al-

Kawaktb') in the tables of al-Battani, a work on
the astrolabe which survives in I atm

,
a translation

of the planisphere of Ptolemy
,

the latter was
translated into 1 aim in 1143 by Hermann Secundus
of lolosa His interest in astionomy led al-Madji iti

to deal with the principle of the transveisal, in

which he developed the views of I h abit 1 > Ixuria His
Fi Tamam ^Ilm aFAdad fOn the Peifcction of the

Doctrine of Numbers) or On Business-

calculations) IS mathematical Whethci theA'i/JbaA
Ah^tlr (on stones) 'ind the work on the procreation

of animals are genuine, need not be discussed here

It has also been suggested that al Madjriti wrote

the IkhwTift al but his supposed occupation

with a woik of this kind may be tiaced to the

fact that he either wrote a similar woik 01 a

supplement to it or that he edited it and then

he or his pupil Kirmani introduced it into Spam
Whether he inserted separate sections like those

on minerals, plants and animals seems to be
doubtful

Two other works belong together in subject

matter, al-J/aJ tm fi d Kimiya and Ghdvat
al-Haktm fi d Sihr^ “the Goal of the learned in

Magic”, which aie ascribed in the manuscripts to

al-Madjriti, although he ne\er mentions himself

in them I J Holmyaid after a thoiough study

of the question does not believe they are by al-

Madjriti, the main reason being that al-Madjriti

died before the Jitna^ while these works were not

written till after this period The earlier biographers

do not mention them among the works of al-

Madjiiti, and it may well be doubted whether
works of this kind were in keeping with his

mental attitude Both the works deal with occult

subjects 1 he Qha^a treats of talismans, amulets,

etc Hadjdji Mialifa, iv 166, in dealing with the

science of talismans {^ilm al tihamat)^ says that

m it al-Madjiiti expounded very fully but not

always intelligently the principles of the science

1 he Rutha is of an alchemical nature
, Hadjdji

Khalifa, v 230 sq also quotes al Madjriti among
the alchemists Holmyard, op at

,
gives the gist

of the book

Bibliography J Sanchez Perez, Btoi^fa-

fas de viatiinaticos arabes etc, Madrid 1921,

p 86, N® 84 (containing very full references)

J Perez quotes among other woiks Bull dt
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1902, p 167, I Leclerc, Htstoite di la inede-
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al’Mafijrttt (Homenaje a hranasco Coderaf x

353—355 »
Bibliotheca a? abico-hispana^ 11 564,

N® 1257, H ^ntex^ Dti astronomischen Tafeln
des Muh b Musa al~Khwai izmi in der Bear-

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm III

bettting von Muslama Ibn Ahmed al-Ma^riti
(Kgl danske Vidensk Selsk Skrifter^ J Keakke,
htstor og philolg Afd ^ 111, 1 904), h J

Holmyard, Maslama al-Madyriti and the Rut-
batu d-Hakim^ in Isis (ed Suter), vi

, 1924,

p 293—305, H Burger and K Kohl, A
Bjoino, Thabtt's IVe/h ubtr den Transversalen

satz etc , Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der

Natu) wissenschaften etc, vii
, 1924, p 23,

79 > ^3
Arabic Sources Ibn Abi UsaibPa, 11

39, Ibn al Kifti, p 326, al Makkari, ed Cairo,

ii 134 (only a brief notice of the book of

tabjcs)__ (E Wildemann)
MADJUDJ [See YSi^Diy wa MaijjUi^J ]

MADJUS (a), the Zoroastrians The
Greek word fzayoc; (which itself renders an Iranian

word, cf old Persian magusk^ new Persian mugh)
passed into Arabic through an Aramaic medium
Accoiding to the Arabic lexicographers, Madjus
IS a collective like Ydhud

^

in the singular Madjust
is to be used, the idigion of the Madjus is called

al-Mailjusiya Ihe lexicographers cite from the

root 1/ m dj s ^ ii«d form (madjdjasa) and a v^h

(tamadjdjasa) In a poem, cited in the Lisan and
the Tddj al~^A) us the phrase na) madjusa is

found, if we only could be sure, that this poem
IS leilly (as is asserted in the Lisdn) a composi-

tion of Imiu ’1-Kais and allaw^am al-\ashkuii

conjointly, the word would alieady occur in the

oldest Arabic literature extant

In the lexica, the word Madjus is derived from

a proper name, Mindj which name, accoiding

to them, is the Persian equivalent for Arabic

saghi) aI udhfiain (“with little ears’) 1 his man,
named Mindj ku^, they say, is not the same as

Zoroaster, but lived before him, and was the first

who proclaimed the religion of the Magians This

is one instance of the many etymological and
actiological enormities of Arabic antiquarians (cf

I tilln^ viii 98 ,
Iddq aFAriiSy iv 245, lane.

Lexicon

y

s v
)

Incidentally, it may be noted

that in Arabic liteialure the word Madyus is

also used to denote the peoples of Northern Europe,

viz the Scandinavians (cf Dozy, Rcchu ches^ 11

250 etc
,
Appcndicc xxxiv

, p Ixxvi
,
Rerum

no) manntcaium fontts aiabui collegit et ed

A Seippel, 1 ,
Christiania 1896)

In the Kur’an the woid Madjus occurs once

(xxii 17), with this verse, 11 59 and v 73 aie

to be compared In these three places the Ahi
al-Kttab [q v

]
are mentioned, but it is only in

wii 17 that the name Madjus is also found

In this same verse, however, the Mu^riFs alsc

are mentioned, who, of course, can by no mean';

be included in the term Ahl al-Kitdb Now, in

Muslim law, the Zoroastrians are, it wall be seen,

treated as if they belonged to the Ahl al Kiidb^

but this conception cannot be based on the KuCanic

verse xxii 17 Also, the commentatois (al Baidawi,

ed Fleischei, p 629, al-ZamaUishari, Kaskihafy

p 901, al Y^JA^Mafatih al-Cjhaib, iv 554, al-Nai-

sabuii in marg al-Tabari, Tafsiry ed Cano, xvii

74 etc )
give nothing that can point to the fact

of the Mxdjus being,, theoietically, Ahl al-Kttab

Ihe words of al Razi, who states that the MadjQs

are those who do not follow a real prophet, but

only a mutanabbiy might suggest, that he takes

Madjus to be a sect intermediate between the real

Ahl al-Kitdb and the mud^itk'sy the heathen

Al-Nais5buri also says that the prophet of the

7
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Madjus — who, moicover, are dualists— is noieal

prophet but a mutanabb^
,
the mu^) ti\j on the

other hand, have no prophet at all, nor a sacred

scripture In Arabic histoiical literature the /oio

astrian Persians are themselves occasionally called

mu^rtky e g al Baladhurl, ed de Goeje, p 302,

303, 380, 387 p 407 {kujffar) Pinally

It must be added that the KuiMn-verse xxii

17 seems to be a latei addition to this Siiia

(cf Noldeke Schwally, Gesch des Qouins^ 1 214

the verse must be Madinic)

In the Hadtthy which repicscnts the theory
of Muslim law, there is not veiy much to be

found on the Madjus m particulai (cf A J Wen-
smek, Handbook of early Muhammadan 7? aditwn^

s V Mad/iis) The substance of the HadttJi con-

cerning the Magians is, that they are to be tieated

like the Ahl ai-Kitab, and, in consequence, are

bound to pay the djizya Piactically, the rising

Muslim state power could not follow any other way
The subjection of Iran would have become im-

possible, had the Arabs considered the Zoroastrians

as mere heathens, who were to be given the

choice either of Islam 01 the swoid And, even

before that time, dealing with the Zoroastrians of

Bahiain in this rigorous way, would have been

a grave political fault I bus tiadition, though it

also hands down an account of how the prophet

gave the Zoioastrians of Bahrain the choice

of either Islam or death, repoits, that ^Abd
al-Rahman b ^Awf stated that the prophet had
accepted the <i^tzya from these Madjus Ihis tia

dition was regarded as authoritative afterwards,

and the other, stating that the prophet icfused to

considei Madjus otherwise than as mush) was
abandoned (cf Abu DawUd, xix 29 = vol 11 30)
^Abd al Rahman b 'Aw f is said to have delivered

his statement on an occasion when the Khalifa

'Umar felt doubtful whether he should accept the

^tzya from the Iranians, 01 not (cf al-Baladhuri,

ed de Goeje, p 267 the prophet, according to

'Abd al-Rahman, had said ^sunnii bihim sunnat
ahl al ktlab’''*') Ihere is a tradition relating that

'Umar, a year before his death, wrote to I^az' b

Ma'uya, regarding the Madjus, instructing him,

to put to death eveiy sorcerer (sahir), to separate

each MadjusI from his wife and children, and to

forbid the practice of zamzafua (the muttering of

Zoroastrian prayers, new Persian bad^ or baz)

Djaz' began to execute these iigid ordeis,

and 'Umar refused to accept the djizya from the

Madjus, until 'Abd al Rahman b 'Awf asserted

that the prophet had accepted it from the Madjus
of Bahrain (Abu DawQd, loc cit

,
Ibn Hanbal,

Musnad, 1 190, 194, al-Bul^ari, Sahth, Cairo

1304, 11 144 Al-Buldiari, moreover (11 145)
cites the following answer given to a Persian am
bassador “Our prophet has commanded us to

fight you, until you seive God, and Him alone,

or until you pay the e^izya^' So here likewise

the Madjus are put on the same level as the Ahl
al-Kttab The determination of the position of

the Zoroastrians in lespect of the Muslim state,

is the mam point of the Hadith concerning them
Moreover, there is a tradition in al D5riml, Fa-
rahd^ b5b 42, regulating the hereditary portion

of Zoroastrians (not altogether clear, however)
Other, not very important tiaditional matter re

specting the MadjUs is cited Ltsan^ viii 99, Lane,
Lexicon^ s v fttra^ the article kadarIya
The traditions of the Muslims about Zoroaster

aie m accordance with then idea of the Zoroastiians

being a kind of inferior Ahl al-Kitab Al-labari

relates, that Zaiadusht b Isfiman (Isfiman is an

adaptation of the Awestic Sptlama^ the name of

the ancestor of the family to which Zoioaster be-

longed) laid claim to the title of i prophet, after three

years of the reign of king Bishtasb (the Awestic

Wifhtaspd) had elapsed (1 675 ), the same

historian reports, on the authority of Hisham b

Muhammad al Kalbi, that Zai Idu^t, who by the

Madjus IS said to be their prophet, was, according

to the learned men of the Ahl al-Kxtab an in-

habitant of Palestine, and a servant of one of the

disciples of the piophet Jeremiah He committed

a fraud against his master, who cuised him, so

that he became leprous Zaradu^t then went to

Adhaibaidjan and began to promulgate the religion

called Midjusiya, afterwaids he proceeded to Balkh,

where Bi^tasb resided 1 his king became a convert

to the leligion of Zaiaduyit, and compelled his

subjects to embrace that religion also (1 648,
cf al lha'alibi, Htskme des fots des Pefses^ ed

Zotenbeig, p 256)
Another tradition, likewise preserved in al-1 abari’s

work, brings Zaradusht together with a Jewish

prophet (vocalisation uncertain), who was

sent to Bishtasb, and, at his court, met with

Zaradusht, and the sage Djamasb (Awestic Iha-
maspa^ the minister of \Visht5spa and son-in law

of Zoroastei) Zaradusht is siid to have noted

down in Peisian the teachings which the Jew
delivered in Hebrew Bishtasb, and his father

Luhrasb (Awestic Awwatjispa') had been Sabians

befoie (j-fw and Zaradu^t proclaimed their religion

(Tabail, 1 681, 683) These traditions aim at

bringing the Zoroastrian faith into a certain con-

nection with the Jewish religion m the one, Zoroaster

IS an apostate Jew, in the other, he acts in agreement

with a Hebiew prophet In the Haditli there is a

saying of Ibn 'Abbas “when the prophet of the

Peisians had died, Iblis wrote for them the lore

of the Madjus” [inna ahl Fans lamma mala

ttablyuhum kataba lahum Iblts al-Madjunya Abu
Dawiid, A ha> adj^ bab 29 =r 11 30) 1 his isolated

tradition might perhaps in some way be connected

with the reports about

Some Arabic authors, of course, had a better

knowledge of Zoroaster and his religion, cf for

instance al-Baladhuri, ed de Goeje, p 331, where
It IS stated, that according to the Madjus, Zara-

duUit came from Urmiya, and, especially, al

Shahrastani, Kttab al-Milal (ed Cureton, p
182 etc ), whose scientific treatise, however, con-

tributes nothing to the knowledge of the ideas

about Zoroastrianism pievalent among the FakiJPs

It IS enough to say, that al ^ahrastani whose,

information goes back to Iranian sources, gives

a succinct, but, in general, coriect account of

Zoroaster and the Madjus, whom he subdivides

into three principal sects the KayT4ma7 thtya, the

Zatwaniya and the Zaradudittya^ the latter, ac-

cording to him, pioperly the followers of Zoroaster

The Madjus are, he rightly remarks, not Ahl al~

Ktldb, but, like the dualists, only possessing some
thing like an inspired scripture {^spiubhatu ktlab^

P *79)» before the rise of the Madjusiya, the

Persians professed the religion of Ibrahim (p 180)

Respecting the treatment of the Zoroastrians dui ing

the Islamic conquest, the following data may be given
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1) al-Yaman Muhammad had sent envoys to

that country, who, among other things, had to

collect the djizya from those who pieferred to

remain Christians, Jews or MadjQs (al-Baladhurl,

p 69) Ihe Zoioastiians of al-Yaman (the so-

called Abnc^) were said to be descendants from the

Persians of the army of Wahriz, who, by order

of Khusraw I, carried back Saif b Dhi Yazan to

that country Muhammad, when sending an army
to al-Yaman against the pseudo piophet al-Aswad,

recommended its general, to try and win over to

his side these Zoioastrians, who were treated ty-

rannically by al Aswad One of these Madju^^,

Fairuz b al-lMilami, had already embraced llsam,

the most distinguished man among the Ab/ia\

Dadhawaih (Dadhuya), also became Muslim, and,

at his advice, the remaining Abna^ followed 1 hey

helped energetically to put down al-Aswad So

we see, that m al-Yainan the MatJjus were treated

like Ahl al Kitab^ after which followed their spon-

taneous conversion to Islam

2) 'Uman There was a tradition that the

piophet commanded Abu Zaid to take the sadaka

from the Muslims of ‘^Uman, and the djizya fiom

the Madjus of that country (al Baladhuri, p 77)

3) Bahrain In the year 8 (629/630) Mu
hammad sent out al-'Ala^ b '^Abdallah al Iladrami

to Bahrain, most of the Aiabs of that country

embraced Ishm, and so did Sebukht, the Persian

f?iajzban of Hadjar (the capital), and some other

Zoroastrians Ihe greatest part of the Madjus of

the country, however, remained faithful to their

religion, and had to pay the d^tzya^ like the Jews
and the Christians, who, in Bahrain, did not cm-
biace Islam Some Arabs criticized Muhammad,
because he pretended to accept the djtzya only

fiom the Ahl al Kttab^ and now accepted it from

the Madjus of Hadjar On that occasion Sura

V 104 was revealed (al-Baladljurl, p 78 etc

)

Here it can be seen, that in the oldest Islxm it

was by no means regarded as a matter of fact

that the Madjus were to be reckoned under the

Ahl al-kttab During the Khalifate of Abli Bakr

an insurrection took place in Bahrain, the Madjus
refusing to pay the djtzya 1 his rebellion was
not put down before the khalifate of 'Umar
{tbui^y 85)

4) Iran Before entering upon the particulars

of the state of the Madjus in Iran, it may be

remaikcd that in Armenia the Madjus were treated

like the Jews and the Christians They were obliged

to pay the djtzya^ but enjoyed security foi their

persons and then possessions In the capitulation

of the town of Dabil (Dwin) to Habib b Mas
lama, the Christians, Jews and Madjus are com-

prised alike under these conditions The kamdts

and biyc^ are also mentioned as lemaining in the

possession of their old masters
,

it may be assumed,

that here under these words, which properly design

Jewish and Christian sanctuaries, the fire-temples

of the Zoroastiians are understood also (al-Ba-

ladhuri, p 200)

In Iran, the regular treatment of the places

which surrender themselves is the imposition of

the iijtzya and the (which, at this time,

in most cases were identical terms for “tribute”

in general, cf UJ17YA and icharadj, but cf al-

Baladhurb p 314^ where djtzya = capitation and
khara^ = ground-tax) Thus, the inhabitants are

reduced to the state of d]nmmi^ as if they really

were Ahl al-Kitab This is the case e g on the

subjection of Mahitid, Bandanidjam (al-Baladhuri,

p 265), Hulwan, Karmasln {ibtd
^ p 301), Niha-

wand \tbtd
^ p 306), Dinawar, Siri^an, Sarmara

(ibid
^ p 307), Ilamadhan (ibid

^ p 309), Isfahan

(tbid

^

p 312 J^/), Ahwaz (ibid

^

p 377 here the

prisoners of war were released by order of 'Umar,

to cultivate the land, under the obligation to pay

Umfd(iy^ there being not enough Arabs for the

purpose), IJjundai STbur (ibid
^ p 382), Djurra,

Arradjan, ^iraz, Darabiljird (ibid
^ p 388 at

Daiabdjird, the chief authoiity in the town was a

Zoroaslrian priest, a htibadh)^ Tubas and Kurin
(ibid

^ p 403 they concluded a treaty with %'mar,

which later was confirmed by 'Utliman b Affan),

Naisabur, Nasa {tbtd
^ p 404), 1 us (ibid

^ p 405),
Haiat, Badghis and Bushandj (ibtd

^

p 405), Marw
(ibid

^ p 405 )
The teim mlahuhu ^ala

(di>ham\ often occurring in our souice, must be

understood as meaning a tiibute, this appeals

from the last mentioned passage p 405 sq

Not always, however, did the subjugation of the

Iranian places come to pass without bloodshed

In Raiy a massacie ensued, but theic seem to

have been no religious motives for it (al Baladhuii,

p 317) If a town had offered a strong resistance,

It might happen, that only a limited number of

persons wcie included m the aman This was the

case at SariUis, where, according to the treaty,

only 100 men were spared, the niarzban had not

included himself in the numbei, and was, ac-

cordingly, killed, while the women were made
captives by the conquerors (ibid

^

p 405) Vt Sus

a similar event oceuiied, here the number of men,
comprised in the aiiiZin^ was 80, or, as others said,

\oo(ibtd^^ -fq
)

At the conquest of Manadhir
all the men were killed, and the lest of the po-

pulation was taken captive (ibid p 378) But an-

othci stronghold, though resisting the Muslims
vigorously, obtained a capitulation, by which its

inhabitants became dhimmi (ibid
^ p 317^^) A

great slaughter w^as made at the conquest of

Istakhr, where 40,000 Iranians lost their lives, most

of the nobles belonging to the ahl al buyutat and

the asdwua peiished there, as it seems, not in

the defence of the town, but aftei its captiiie (ibid
^

p 389 -f?

)

When the Zoroastrians were received as dhimmt's^

then religious practices must, of course, be re-

spected Thus al Farrukhan paid the Muslims,

on behalf of the inhabitants of Raiy and Kumis,

500,000 dif ham^ while the Muslims promised,

among other things, not to destroy any fire-temple

(ibid
^ p 318) When Adharbaidjan was subdued

and made tiibutary, the treaty, which its mat zbdn

concluded with the Arab commandei, contained

also the stipulation, that no fire-temple should be

destioyed, and that the people of Shiz weie not

to be hindered in their dancing festivals and other

practices (ibtd
^ p 326) It goes without saying,

that in the countries, inhabited by Zoroastrians,

soon after the appearance of the Arabs, mos-

ques also were built, destined in the first place for

the religious worship of the conquerors, the mas-

djtd djamf which Sa'd b Abi Wakkas constructed

at al-Madahn, was the earliest building of that

kind m al-Sawad (ibid
^ p 289) Undei the khalifate

of ^UUim'in, a masdjid was built at Raiy, in which

town latei on, undei the khalifate of al-MansQr,

a masd/id dj[amC was elected by order of the

future khalifa al Mahdi, in 158 (775) (}hid
^ p

309) At Tawwadj, its conqueror ‘^UUim5n b Abl
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fire-temples in ‘^Irak, Fars, KirmSn, Sidjistan,

KhurfisSn, Tabarist5n, al-CjibSl, Adhaibaidjan,

AirSn” (he adds also Hind, Smd and Sin”)

This general statement of al Mas^udl is fully sup

poited by the mediaeval geographers, who make
mention of fire-temples m most of the Iranian

towns The toleration, then, from the part of the

Muslims, must have been greater in mediaeval

times than in modern ones lhat, however, not

all Zoroastrians felt happy under a non-Zoroastrian

government, appeals from the fact, that a number
of Madjus, the ancestois of the Farsi’s of to-day,

emigrated to India Iheir landing on the coast

of Gudjaiat is said to have taken place in the

year 716 of the Christian aera

Conversion to Islam may have been, in many
cases, ^^peaceful and to some extent, at least,

gradual” (Arnold, loc at
^ p i8l) On the other

hand, it is evident, that for a Zoroastiian, desirous

to attain to some prominent position, conveision

to Islam was indispensable Among the well-

known converts from Zoroastiianism may be cited

Ibn al-Mukaffa^ [q v ], Saman KJiudat, the founder

of the dynasty of the SarnSnids [q v ], the poet

Dakiki [q v ], etc

Occasionally, the Muslim magistrates, it seems,

assisted the Zoroastnan clergy against heretics

al-Shahrastani (A^ al-Mtlal iva'l-Nthal^QA Cuieton,

p 187) lelates, how Abu Muslim of Naisabur,

on an accusation from the part of the miibadh of

the Zoroastrians, caused a sectarian to be killed

It seems, however, that this man, who had been
a Zoroastnan, and now promulgated a new creed,

Agh'ath for the first time governed this country, held tenets calculated to cause disturbance

he ordered the Arab settlers whom he himself A history of the lelations between the Muslim
had brought into the land, to invite the population state and the Persian Zoroastrians (for neither the

to Islam These efforts were successful, as al- Indian Zoroastiians, the Parsis, nor the internal

Ash'ath, undei the khalifate of ^All, a second histoiy of the Zoroastnan community concern us

time became governor of Adharbaidjan, he found, here) can only be written, when the mass of

that most of the population had become Muslim Persian historical literature of the Middle Ages
{tbtd

^

p 328 )
and modern times will be completely accessible

The conversion to Islam of some individuals seems Ihe position of the Zoroastrians has become worse

to have been brought about chiefly by the admiration in course of time Their number seems to have
of the rapid successes of the Muslims (instances to greatly diminished by the disturbances which en-

be found in al Baladhuri, p 374, 381), a case of sued after the death of Nadir Shah (1160= 1747),
forced conversion is that of al-Huimuzan [q v] when the Afghans destroyed the Zoioastrian quarter

Converts to Isl5m, whose original name had a too at Kiiman, and by the war between Agha Mu-
pronounced Zoroastnan meaning, had to exchange hammad Khan Kadjar and Lutf ^Ali Khan (see

that name for an Arab one the Khalifa al also kirman) In modern times the number of

Ma^mun, e g appointed a certain MSyazdar (comp Zoroastrians in Persia is estimated by v Houtum-
Pahlawi myazd^ the Zoroastnan offering of food, Schindler (1879) ^i499 at all, by Browne
the long d of the Aiabic tfhnsliteration causes, (1887/1888) at 7,000—8,000 for kirmsn, and
however, a difficulty for this explanation) governor Yazd and environs alone [but elsewhere (A year
of Tabaristan, Ruy3n and Danbawand this Mayaz- among the Persians^ p 370) he gives for Yazd
dar had to change his name into Muhammad and its environs alone 7,000— io,ooo] and for

(tbtd

^

p 339) Also the father of Hasan al-Basri BahrSmabad 20—25 Tht Encycl Brttanntca{i()ii)

[q V
],

who was one of the prisoners, taken after has the number 9,000 for the whole of Persia

the conquest of Mais5n, altered his name, f aiiuz, to In 1854, there w'ere in Yazd and its environs 6,658
Yasar (jbtd

, p 344), although this Persian name Zoroastrians, of whom ± 25 were merchants, and
could scarcely offend a Muslim ear but, after he the rest small husbandmen and labourers (Karaka,
became a mawta, a change of name became History of the Parsts^

1 55) The same author
necessary gives for KirmSn (in 1884, the date of the book^)

After the conquest, Zoroastrianism, for the time no moie than 450, for Tihran ± 50 merchants,

being, continued to exist in many parts of Iran, and a small number of humbler position, who were
not only m countries which came relatively late employed as gardeners in the palace of the Shsh
under Muslim sway (e g Tabaristan, cf KHURSHId II), At Shiraz, some Zoroastnan families were found,

but also in those regions which early had become who exercised the trade of shop-keepers Further
provinces of the Muslim empire In almost all the more, there are Zoroastrians at KSsh^ln and Boahahr
IrSnian provinces, according to al-Mas^dl, fire- (v Houtum-Schindler) The Gebers of BakG are
temples were to be found „the MasJjGs”, he says Indian Parsis (cf bXkU)
(ed Barbier dc Meynard, iv 86) ^venerate many According to Browne, there arc in Persia 5

^Asl caused mosques to be erected for the Arab

population, which he transported to that country

(ybtd
^ p 386), in Arradjan a mas^td was built

by the governor al Hakam al-Hu^amlnl (tbid
^

p 392)
Already at the period of the conquest, theie

occur numerous conversions from Zoroastrianism

to Islam As T W Arnold {The Preaching of

Isldrn^ p 177 etc) observes, there weie several

reasons, why it was not very difficult for the

Persians to exchange then religion for Muham-
madanism The dytzya^ moi cover, which the Zoro-

astrians were bound to pay, could no longer be

required from those who had become Muslim

Soon after the battle of Djalula^ some dthkdn's

embraced Islam, and, consequently, became freed

from paying the ^izya (al Baladhuri, p 265)

The inhabitants of Isfahan, on the other side,

being invited by al-Ash'arl, to accept Islam, pre-

ferred to give the ^tzya^ but some noblemen

from the same town became Muslims, and had,

therefore, only to pay the Iha^dd; (foi their lands

wa-amfu mm al ^tzya fa aslamii ibid
, p

312 sq) The inhabitants of Kazwin likewise

became Muslim out of aversion to the dytzya

(tbtd

.

p 321), and so did those of al-Kakizan

(thd^ p 323)
A Zoroastnan, who had become Muslim and

then apostatized, forfeited, of course, his life,

this happened e g with the dihkdn of Maisan,

who was killed by al-Mughira b ^uMia {ibui
^

p 343) Other instances of the progress of Islam,

we find m the case of Adharbaidjan When al-
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dak]ima\ (tower-shaped buildings, where the Zo-

roastrians depose the bodies of the deceased, to be

devoured by birds of prey) one South of Tihran, two

at Kirman, and two at Yazd The number of fire-

temples IS given by v Houtum-Schindler as 4 for

Yazd, 18 for its environs, and I for KirmSn Kaiaka

(i 60) knew (1884) in Yazd and its environs as many
as 34 greater or lesser fire temples Van Houtum-
Schindlcr says, that the social position of the Zoroa-

strians in those places, where theie are only few of

them (lihran, KSshan, Shiraz, Bushahr), was a tolei-

ably good one, because they weie respected as being

honest tiaders But at Kiiman then condition was

less favourable, and at Yazd still worse In the

first half of the xixth century, the levying of the

(Ijlizya was still a source of misery foi all Persian

Gebers, because they were helplessly exposed to

the extortions of the government functionaries

How'ever, even at the time van Houtum-Schindler

wrote (1879), the Indian Parsis, in virtue of a

covenant with the Persian government, paid the

^tzya (valued at -t 920 tumafi) for their co-

religionists, so that the extoitions of the fisc in

collecting that tax came to an end In 1882 the

Jjtzya of the Zoroastrians was abolished (Karaka

1 74) Foi this, and other improvements, as also the

foundation of schools, the Persian Zoroastiians

are indebted to the “Persian Zoroastrian Ame-
lioration Fund”, a Pars! institution

But, especially at Yazd, the situation of the

Gebers, during the second half of the xixth cen

tury, was far from good Browne relates, that at

Yazd they were treated with more contempt than

the Jews or the Christians, they were not per-

mitted to ride on horse-back, fii e-temples which

had decayed, were not to be restored, etc The
then governor, Tmad al Dawla, had, it is tiue,

put an end to some of the more serious iniquities,

e g the putting into practice of the quaint maxim,

that a Zoroastiian, who had become Muslim, ac-

quiied by that conversion a right to the propeity

of his non-conveited kinsmen Although at Kirman
the treatment of the Gebers was better than at

Yazd, Browne had heard of wrongs done to them,

e g forced conversions to Islam of childien and

young girls

The Biblicg) aphy regarding the Persian Zoro-

astrians (and also the so called Gabii, cf especially

K Hadank’s Introduction^ to O Mann, Afund-

arten von Khunsar^ p Ixvii sqq ) has been given

in the articl^KiRMAN (V F Buchner)
al-MADJUS Ihe histoiians of the Magfirib and

of Muslim Spam give the generic name of Madjus

“pagans, fire worshippers” to the Scandinavian
pi i ate

s

known in England as Northmen (Nor-

semen) and also to the Normans of hrance
who on several occasions in the middle ages

attempted landings on the coasts and expeditions

against the frontiers of the Muslim west

The first invasion of Spam by Northmen was

in 230 (844) In the month of Dhu’l-Hidjdja 229
(Aug /Sept 844), a fleet of 54 large vessels and

as many small barks anchoied before Lisbon [q v]
and the forces they carried landed at the mouth

of the Tagus The Caliph 'Abd al-Rahm5n II,

warned by the governoi of Lisbon, Wahb Allah

b Hazm, gave instructions to the governors of

his coast-provinces to prevent any surprise attacks

The Norman forces seized Cadiz from Lisbon,

then the province of Sidona (Shadhuna) and

finally Seville [q v ] which they took by storm

on Oct I, 844 It was not till November that they

were forced to seek the shelter of their vessels by
the Muslim armies sent against them Other bands

at the same time ravaged with fire and sword the

whole coast from Lisbon to Trafalgar and one of

them reached a point m Africa where the little

town Asila (Arzila [q v ]) was founded soon

afterwards, but took to flight on the approach of

the Beibers of the legion

After this invasion, the leader of the Norse
hordes seems to have sent an ambassadoi to the

Caliph ^Abd al Rahman II to propose a peace

The Umaiyad sovereign agreed to his request

and sent to discuss the terms of the treaty a diplomat

of his entourage, \ahya b al Hakam al-Bakri al-

Ujaiyani, known as al Ghazal The latter reached

Silves, where he entered a ship which after various

adventures took him to the Norse leader Al Ghazal

retuined to his master after an absence of 20
months The account of his ambassy has been
preserved for us by Ibn Dihya, who got it from

the viziei lammamb ‘^Alkama, a friend of al Ghazal

fifteen years later, in 244 (858), Spam and the

Maghnb again suffered a Norse invasion We
have accounts of it by Ibn al-Kutiya, al Bakri

and Ibn ‘^IdharT It lasted several years, at least

till 247 (861) The Northmen began by seizing

the town ofNukui in Moiocco 1 hey then appeared

at the mouth of the Guadalquivir but without

success, they then seized Algeciras where they

burned the great mosque Ihey appear to have

then had an encounter at sea with the fleet of

the Caliph Muhammad b “^Abd al-Rahman

Wc have fuller details of the invasions which

followed In 355 (966), the Danes, who had come
to the assistance of the first Duke of Normandy,
made an expedition against Muslim Spain, on the

mteiested advice of Richard I This lasted three

years Ihe invaders, always called Madjus by the

Arab historians, appeared first at Kasr Abi Danis

(Alcacei do Sal) and landed in the country lound

Lisbon which they laid waste Ihe Caliph al-Hakam
sent against them a fleet from Seville which met

theirs in the estuary of the lagus At the same

time a battle was fought on land neai Lisbon m
which the Muslims were defeated The Danes then

extended their efforts to (jalicia and in 970 seized

St lago da Campostello In the next yeai, they

again attacked Muslim Spam but they were much
weakened by the losses they had suffered in the

north of the Peninsula and they do not seem

to have daied to land anywhere

It is also to the Madjus (the name being accom-

panied by the more precise one ot

= Atoidoman^) that the Arabs attribute the

celebrated taking in the following century of the

town of Baibastro (Barbushtar) to the N W of

Saragossa, on the borders of Aragon The historian

Ibn Ilaiyan wrote a detailed account of it, which

IS preserved by Ibn ^Idharl A Norman expedition,

in which French knights shaied, which was evi

dently led by Guillaume de Montreuil, succeeded

in capturing Barbastro in 456 (1064) This suc-

cess and the barbaric treatment inflicted on the

population made a deep impression on Muslim
Spain In the next year the king of Saragossa,

Ahmad b Sulaiman Ibn Had al-Muktadir, with

an army lein forced by a contingent of cavalry

sent by the Seville ruler, al MuHadid Ibn ^Abbad,

recaptured Baibastro, where a weak garrison left
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by the Normans on their return to France could

offer only a brief resistance and was almost entirely

wiped out

Bibliography The various invasions of

Spam by the Madjus have been subject of a

learned monograph by the Dutch Orientalist

R Dozy, Les Norlands en EspagnCy m his

Recherches sur rhistone et la litterature de

VEspagne pendant le Moyen-age^ 3*^^ edition

Pans-Leyden i88i, vol ii
, p 250—371 At

the beginning references are given to the earlier

works by Werlauff, Mooyer, Kruse and Kunik
To the Arabic sources mentioned by Dozy may
be added vol 111 of the Kttab al-Bayan al~

mttghrtb of Ibn Tdhaii, ed E L^vi-Provengal,

Pans 1927, p ^^0 sqq Cf also his Ilistoire des

Musuhnans d'Espagne^ Leyden 1861, vol iv

,

p 125— 126 and Kristoffer, La premiere invasion

des Normands dans VEspagne musulmane en

844^ Lisbon 1892 (E Lfevi-PROVLN^AL)

mapmUn IS I in the legal institution of the

daman [q v ] “surety”, a term which occurs in

the following connections niadmun ^anhu “debtor”

madmun lahu or ^alathi “creditor”, niadmun
(bthi) “pawn” For the parties to the agreement

and the article in question in a bond, the rules

hold which apply to all other contracts

Bibliography For details cf the pertinent

chapters in the Fikh books and Sachau, Mu
hammed Recht^ p 385 sqq

,
Khalil, Mukhta^ar^

transl Santillana, 11 249 sqq
,
Tornauw, Moslem

Rechty p 139 sqq
,

van den Beig, Princtpes

du droit musulman^ transl h ranee de Tersant,

Algiers 1896, p loi sq

2 In the chapters of the Fikh books which

deal with the law of obligations, madmun is used

for the thing for which one is liable or responsible,

1 e is bound to replace In this way daman comes
to mean in the wider sense, “liability, obligation

to restore” in contracts This liability consists

either in the producing of something identical

{rntthl) 1 e of a thing of the same quality and

quantity (sifat<^^^ wa wazn^^\ e g in edible

things (fnilJiliyat) which are measured by quality,

weight, or number (niawzun wa-maktl wa~mddud)
or in the value of the thing (ktma) e g in non-

edible things (mukawivamat) which have a special

individuality, and are therefoie ^ain = species

Bibliogr aphy The chapters on the con-

ditions of legal agreements in the Fikh books

(O Spies)

MADRAS Presidency, the southernmost
province in British India, occupies the

whole of the southern portion of the Peninsula

with an area of 142,260 sq m
,

total population

(1921) 42,318,985, of whom 2,840,488 (nearly

are Muhammadans The majority of these aie

Sunnis, 2,681,945 (93 60 per cent), ShiSs 54,114
The only Native State with a Muhammadan ruler

is Banganapalle (255 sq m), population 36,692,

of whom only 19% are Muhammadans The lan-

guage spoken by the majority of the Muhammadans
of the province is MalaySlam (1,108,865 1 e 387
per 1,000, including almost all the Mappillas [q v ]),

Hindustani, 335 per 1,000, Tamil, 20Q per 1,000

History Southern India began to suffer early

in the xivth century from plundering raids carried

out by the Muhammadans established in the north,

until the rise of the Hindu kingdom of Vidjaya-

the southward expansion of Muhammadan power
for more than two centuries When in 1564 the

four Sultans of the Muslim kingdoms of the

Deccan, — BidjSpur, Bidar, Ahmadnagar and Gol
konda, — joined foices against this powerful Hindu
state, in a single decisive battle (ISlikota, January

1565) they effected the ruin of Vidjayanagai and

utterly destroyed the capital, and its tenitories

were for the most part incorporated in the king-

doms of BidjSpur and Golkonda In 1686 and

1687 Awrangzeb [q v
]
conquered these two king-

doms and made them part of the Mughal empire

After Asaf Djah, the first Nizam of Haidarabad,

had made himself independent, in 1724, the NawEb
of the Carnatic [q v ],

also styled the Nawab of

Arcot (Arkat) fiom the name of his capital, became

his chief subordinate in the South of India When
in the middle of the xviii^h century the English

and the French were in conflict with one another

in Southern India, each espoused the cause of a

different claimant for the office of Nawab of the

Carnatic The support of British troops under the

command of Robert Clive assured the success of

Muhammad ^All (ob 1795), but papers seized at

Siringapatam after its captuie in 1799 having

proved that both he and his son and successor,

though nominally allies of the British, had been

in secret coiiespondence with Tipu Sultan [q v
],

Lord Wellesley, then Governor-general of India,

declared them to be public enemies of the British

Government, and in i8oi concluded a treaty with

a grandson of Muhammad ‘All, named A‘zam al-

Dawla, according to which he resigned the govern-

ment of the Carnatic into the hands of the East

India Company, but retained the titulai dignity and

received a considerable pension The present repre-

sentative of the family bears the title of Prince

of Arcot and has the position of the premier

native nobleman of Madras The greater part of

the existing Presidency of Madras consists of the

territories annexed by Lord Wellesley

Madras City, on the shore of the Bay of

Bengal, in 3^4' N and 80® 15' E, is the capital

of the presidency of the same name, population

(1921) 526,911, of whom 1 13 in every 1,000 are

Muhammadans
Bibliography Imperial Gazetteer of

India (^Provincial Series) Madras (Calcutta

1908), W H Hutton, The Marquess Wellesley

(Oxford 1893), Prosper Cultru, Dupleix (Pans

1901)

MADRASA [See Mascjid]
MADRID Ihe present capital of Spain has

kept the name it had in the Muslim period Ma-
^rit (t\.\in\Q aVMad;riti) Arab geographers describe

It as a little town grouped round a strong fortress,

with a Wiutba mosque, at the foot of the Djabal

al-Sh5rat, the Sierra de Guadarrama, and a de-

pendency of the province of Toledo It was
especially known for its potteries It had only

an unimportant history, but gave birth to several

famous Muslim scholars, among whom the most
important was Abu ’1 KSsim Maslama b Ahmad
al Madjriti, who lived in the second half of the

fourth century and on whom cf Brockelmann, G
A Ly \ 243 Madrid was taken in 476 (1083)
by King Alphonso VI According to a Christian

tradition, Ramiro II had previously held posses-

sion of It for a short time during his campaign
against the Muslims in 327 (939) It was on the site
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of Castille had the church dedicated to the Virgin

of the Almudena built

Bibliography al IdrlsI, Sifat al-Andalus,

ed Dozy and de Goeje, text, p 189, transl
, p

229, YZkHtf al-Buldally ed Wustenfeld,

s V
,
Ibn ^Abd al-MunSm al-Himyari, aURawd

al-mi^tar (MS in private collection j, s v
,
E

Fagnan, Extraits inedits relatifs au Maghreby
Pans 1924, p 93 (E L^'Vi PkoVENgAL)
MADURA, an island north of Eastein

Java, with the sea of Java on the north and the

strait of Madura on the south, a nairow strait

separates it fiom the residency of Surabaya hoi

administrative purposes it forms a separate residency

along with several small adjoining islands From
the geological point of view Madura is a conti-

nuation of the limestone hills of the residences of

R^mbang and Surabaya in Java, it is doubtful

whether the statement in the Ndgarakrtagama
(Ballad XV, verse 2, also the earliest mention of

the island) that Madura only became separated

from Java at the beginning of the third century

\ D is of any historical value The giound is

hilly, large parts of the country are not at all

fertile Although agiiculture is becoming moie
and more important with the completion of iiriga-

tion works, the quantity of rice grown is quite

insufficient for the wants of the dense and still

rapidly increasing population , they have frequently

to live partly or completely on maize Every year

many Madurese leave their land foi a certain

period to seek work in vaiious ways in Eastern

Java, the comparatively unfertile nature of the

soil has always forced the inhabitants to emigrate

permanently to the Eastern residencies of Java
and these are therefoie with the exception of a

few districts inhabited by a population which speaks

Maduiese Of more importance for the Madurese
than agriculture is the rearing of domestic animals

(cattle, horses, goats and sheep) The Madurese
cattle are probably the best in the whole archi-

pelago, many draught animals and fat stock are

annually exported A very popular spoit is bull

racing, the beasts used for this are bred and

looked after with the greatest care The Madurese
have a certain preference for the tiade of a wan-
dering pedlar, on the coast and on the islands

the mam source of livelihood is fishing and fish-

breeding

Ihe population is closely related to that of

Java, the customs at birth, mainage and death

agree in general with those that prevail theie

There are however striking diffeiences The Madurese
IS more heavily built, more energetic and enter-

prising than the Javanese, he is also less sophis-

ticated He is said to be faithful, reliable, econo-

mical and even avaricious Dress, houses and
faims of the Madurese look less cared for than

those of the Javanese, the houses are not as in

Java close together m settlements but are scattered

The Madurese are specially fitted for hard heavy

work and less for occupations which lequire skill

and application Alcoholic beverages are much
drunk, but little opium is taken Ihe language is

also related to Javanese and much influenced by

it, the literature consists mainly of translations

and versions of Javanese works
IslSm IS the generally prevailing religion The

Madurese have no tendency to fanaticism but as

a rule they faithfully perform the principal duties

of their religion, the great Muslim feasts are

duly observed All receive the usual elementary

religious instruction and many are not content

with this only We have no exact or reliable in-

formation as to the period of their conversion and
the manner in which it came about, the stories

given in the native sources do not agree But as

Madura has politically always been closely connected

with Java (in the Hindu period it was subject to

the kingdoms of fumapSl and Madjapahit, at a

later date it was under the adipati of Surabaya

and then under the Sultan of Mataram) and as it

IS quite close to the district through which the

new religion entered Java, it may well be assumed
that between the first dissemination of Muslim
ideas on Java and on Madura not a great deal

of time p issed 1 he complete conversion of the

island to Islam seems to have taken place quickly

and without difficulty Hindu rule had never made
a deep impression According to native tradition

Madura belonged to the Muhammadan coalition

which overthrew the Hindu Javanese kingdom of

Madjapahit Until 1623 Madura (which was divided

into five small states) formed part of the territory

of the adipati of Surabaya In this year it was
acquired by Mataram and a Madurese prince

appointed governor When in 1678 a giandson of

his, liunaDjaya, rebelled against Mataram, endea-

voured to make Madura independent and even
aimed at rule over Java, the ruler of Mataram
sought the intervention of the Dutch East India

Company In 1679 Truna Djaya was taken piisoner,

in 1705 Mataram recognized the suzerainty of the

Dutch East India Company (which had existed in

reality since 1683) over the eastern part of Madura
and in 1743 over the whole island The Company
and after them the Dutch government for a con-

sideiable time always avoided intervention in the

internal affairs of the island, as the rulers of

Madura had repeatedly performed impoitant services,

they were treated — often to the injury of their

subjects — less as seivants of the Company than

as independent allies From the middle of the

xixffi century the power of the ruleis was gradually

limited, since 1885 the whole island has been

directly under Dutch rule

Bibliography P Bleeker, Btjdrage tot

de kennis van het ctland Maduray in Indtsch
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B G K IV

y

Ivii
, 1916, p 533, W V Braam,

Een en ander over den zoutaanmaak der bevol-

ktng op Madoera^ m Kolontah Studtetiy i
,
1916-

1917, p 83, B Schneke, De ^Stnlrtng" of
^Djtboef'' op Bangkalan^ in Notulen v h Bata
vtaansch Genootschap van Kunsten en Weten

schappeny Iviii
, 1920, p 61, D v Hmloopen

Labberton, Oud-yavaansche gegevens omti ent de

vulkanologte van yava^ in Djaway 1 , 1921, p
185, R Sosrodaroekoesoemo, De Madoereesche

taal en letterkundey in Handeltngen v h i^te

Congres voor de taal
,
land- en volkenkunde van

yavay Weltevreden 1921, p 259, Pa’ Kamar,
Geschtedents van Madoera^ in Djawa^ vi

, 1926,

p 231, Wirjo Asmoro, lets over de ^adal^ der

MadoereezeUy ibid, p 251, R Ahmad Wong-
sosewojo, Gebruiken btj bouiv en tewaterlattn^

van een prauw tn het Sampangschey ibid
, p

262
,
XXX

,
De vischvangst op Madoeray ibid

,

p 266, H O, Karapafty ibid, p 271, F J
Munnik, Een korte mededeehng omt?ent de Ma
doereesche stiet enrenneny ibid, p 276

(W H Rassers)

MADYAN SHU^AIB, a town on the east
side of the Gulf of Akaba The name is,

connected with that of the tribe of Midianites

known from the Old Testament (Ixx Ma^/a/x,

l/ictbtocv

y

in Josephus Ihoibt^vlrxiy f]

but It can hardly be used i\ithout further con-

sideration to identify the original home of this

tribe, as the town might be a latei Midianite

settlement and besides it is difficult to fix the

real home of such wandering tribes In the Old
Testament a toi^n of Midian is not mentioned

(not even in I Kings, xi 18 where “Ma'on” should

probably be read) On the other hand Josephus

{Archaeology

y

11 il, i) knows Madiane as a town
on the Erythiaean Sea as does Eusebius (

,

ed Lagarde, p 276), m Ptolemy (vi 7, a) it is

mentioned as a town on the coast and called

Modiana or Modouna while in another passage

he gives it as an inland town under the name

Madiama, a difference which is explained by the

actual position of the town In Muhammad’s time

there is only one reference (in Ibn Ishak) to the

town of Madyan, when the Prophet sent an ex-

pedition under Zaid b Haritha thither There are

occasional leferences in the poet Kuthaiyir (in

Yakut, d 723), who speaks of the monks there

and in the record of Muhammad b al-Hanafiya’s

jouiney to Aila In the geogiapheis we find

Madyan only as a town near the coast, six days’

journey from Tabuk, it was the second station

on the pilgrims’ load from Aih to Madina and
was a dependency of Madina In the sixth century

Ya'^kubl speaks of its position in a district rich

in springs and watercourses, gardens and date

groves and of its mixed population IstaWiiI says

It IS larger than labiik and desciibes from his

own observations the spring thcie, fiom which

Moses watered the flocks of ^u'aib (see below),

it was now covered by a house which had been

built ovei it The town then began to decline

gradually In the xiitb century Idiisi says it is an

unimportant little trading centre with scanty re-

sources, m the xivffi century Abu ’1-Fid5^ says it

was in nuns Only in lecent times has it been

visited e g by Ruppell, Burton and Musil The

extensive rums, which the Arabs call Magha^r
Shu’^aib after the cave-tombs, he about 16 miles

east of the port of MaknS in 28° 28' N Lat

in the southern part of the valley of al Bad'

which IS rich in streams and palms and other trees

According to Burton the whole distiict between
29® 28' and 27° 40' IS called Ard Madyan

In the Kurban following the Old Testament
there are repeated references to Madyan as a

people for example in the stories of Moses’ stay

with them (xx 42, xxviii 21 sqq
y 45), where

his father-in-law (Jethro in the O 1 ) is still

anonymous, or in one of the stereotyped legends

of prophets in which the Madyan are punished

because they would not believe their prophet
^u'aib (vii 83—91, xi 85—98, xxix 35 sq)
This Shu'aib was later identified with the father-

in-law of Moses, for which there is no authority

in the Old Testament But perhaps the real truth

IS that Shu'aib had originally nothing to do
with Madyan In the older SQras (xv 78 ,

xxvi

176 sq
,
xxxviii 12, 1 13) It IS not the Midianites

but the Ashab al-Atka (the people of the thicket)

who are his enemies and it is therefore very pos-

sible that Muhammad only later combined an
indigenous story of the people of the thicket and
then Shu'aib with the Midianites of the Old
Testament

Bibliography levy, R E yy liv 45 sqq

(on Josephus), Ibn Hisham, ed Wustenfeld, p
994, Ibn al-Athir, Kamil^ ed Tornberg, iv

208, al-Bakri, ed Wustenfeld, p ^16 sq
y
B

G Ay i 12, 20, 111 155—178 sq
y

VI 129,

190, 248, vii 341, Ya^tlt, Mud^aniy ed Wu
stenfeld, iii 557, iv 451 sq

y
Abu ’1-Fida\

Takwiniy ed Peinaud and de Slane, p 86,
IdrTsI, transl Jaubert, 1 142, 328, 333, Rup-
pell, Retse tn Nubteuy 1829, p 219 sq

y 387,
do, Retse nach Aby^stnieny 1, 1838, p 149,
Burton, The Gold Mines of MtdtaUy 1878, do.
The Land of Mtdtan revisitedy 1879 (esp 11

184 sqq)y y R G Sy 1879, P I sqq (esp

21 sq )y Musil, Im nordhehen He^aZy 19 1 1, p
II, Noldeke, in Encyclopaedia Bibheay col

3079 sqq (Fr Buhl)
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MAOHNATIS, MAfiHNATlS, MAfiHNlTlS,
Lodestone and Compass

I The Lodestone and Magnetism

The lodestone is a widely disseminated mineral,

and is theiefore frequently mentioned by geo-

graphers and cosmographers, for example in the

pseudepigiaphical Pehology of Aristotle, by al-

Dimishtb Kazwinl, al-Tafashb Ibn al-hakih,

al-Kalka^andf, etc Of Amid and HashadjI, it is

said that the lodestone is found there as a hard

rock Accoiding to Ibn Sina, the Indian is the

best and al-Kazwini makes it come from India

Like the Greeks and Romans, the Arabs also

discussed the piopertics of the lodestone and its

effects on iron They found that the lodestone

can hold an iron needle (a ring), this a second,

a thud and so on, so that a chain is formed

The power of attraction of the lodestone was
defined Most writers say that a lodestone can lift

double Its weight in iron, and one from Hashadji

three times l^abir b Haiyan al SQfi possessed a

particularly strong one Djabii b Hiiyan ascertained

that it could work through bronze Other in-

formation IS given by Shams al Din al-Dimi^ki,

p 73, or 85 of the woik mentioned below (cf

also L Wiedemann, Beitrage^ 11 3 Vber Magne-
ttsmus^ S B P M S Ei langen^ xxxvi

,

1904, p
322)

Knives and swords rubbed on lodestone, ac-

coiding to Ibn al-hakih and al-Kalljaiihandi

became themselves magnetic I hey consist also,

like needles, of iron which contains carbon, 1 e

steel Ihey aie stronger than the lodestone and
do not lose their power of attraction as the

former does

It was noticed that in needles which floated

on water the end nibbed pointed sometimes to

the north and sometimes to the south, apparently

according as it was rubbed with one 01 the othei

pole of the magnet, theie appears to be no
suspicion that the end not rubbed had also changed
Utarid al Hassab’s statement that theie are three

kinds of lodestone is probably connected with the

effects on the magnetised needle one he says

attiacts, the second repels, and in the third one
side attracts and the other repels

The Arabs devoted much attention to the

theory of these phenomena — with how little

satisfactory lesults is evident from the remark of

Ibn ButlSn — “It is very annoying for us to feel

that we do not know this with certainty (the

cause of the attraction of iron), although we per-

ceive It with the senses” lOjabir b Haiyan explains

the power as a spiritual one, classing it with

scents Al-Tugha^I includes the lodestone among
the stones which contain spirits (see E Wiedemann,
Beitrage^ xxiv Zur Alchemte bet den Arabern^
S B P M S Erlg

y
xliii

, 1911, p 82) Al-RazI

seems to have dealt with its attiaction through
vacant space in a work which has not survived,

entitled Kttab '‘Ilia Djadhb Ha^ar al Maghna^is
It 'l-Hadtd wa-fiht Kalam kathir fi U-Khala^ 1 e

“Book on the reason why the Maghnd{ts attiacts

iron in it there is much discussion of empty
space” (see Ibn Abl Usaibi'a, 1 320) Ibn Sina
develops views which are very obscure in his

Kttab al’Shtfa^ {Makala 2), Ibn Hazm is moie
lucid m his Kttab Tawk aUHatnama fi ^l^Ulfa
wa U-Ullaf Al-Kazwinl traces the attraction to a

similarity of natures, through which love and at-

traction between them arose at the beginning

of their existence The Arabs are very fond in

poetry and prose of comparing the effect of the

magnet on iron to that of the lover on the beloved

That theie are many fables associated with this

powei of attraction is to be expected Idols etc

of iron are said to be kept suspended in the air

by lodestones (cf E Wiedemann, Bettr xii l)ber

Lampen und Uhren^ S B P M S Erlgn
,

x
,

1907, N® viii
, p 207) Nails were drawn out of

ships and they were thus caused to sink, as

was the case with Smdbad’s According to al

Kazwinl {^Adj,Wtb al-Makhlukdt^ i 172) there are

submarine mountains at Kulzum which have this

effect Therefore, he says, the beams of ships in

the Red Sea were bound together with ropes

The lodestone is said to be especially effective if

it IS kept for a time in goat’s blood, which is of

course false The lodestone is occasionally used

in medicine (cf Ibn Sina and Ibn al Baitfir, s v )

In alchemy its name means “lion” and “he with

the brilliant eye”

Besides the lodestone, which attracts iron, quite

a numbei of other stones are given, which have

the same quality with respect to other bodies,

for example, gold is the magnet ot quicksilver,

etc Numerous statements about such attracting

bodies, which include a number of plants, are

given in the ^Adjt'^tb of Shams al-Din Dimishkl

(cf the Btbltography) in the Arabic text p 73—77,
in the translation p 85—89 Al-Kazwini also gives

a number of such magnets under the word Laktt

(“picking, collecting”) among the minerals

II Ihe Compass

The Arabs of the East became acquainted with

the compass through Chinese sailors, without how
ever at first giving it a special name, there was

considerable traffic between the Persian etc ports

and Southein China Thence it came to Syiia and

then to the Mediterranean ports of Europe The
compass had veiy probably however already reached

the noith of Europe by the trade-route of the

Russian rivers as early as the eighth or ninth

centuiies I his explains why the compass was
known earlier in the noith than in the south of

Europe and perhaps explains also why the Norsemen
were able to undertake long voyages by sea (cf

R Hennig, Vethandl der Ge^ellsch deutscher Natur-

forscher etc
,

84th Versammlung 1912,11/11
, p 95)

In deciding the diiection by means of a magnetic

needle, the Muslims used the end which pointed

to the south, as Mecca lay to the south of most

places in Syria etc the Kibla [q v
]
corresponded

almost exactly to the south

Ihe oldest passage in which the word karamtt

peihapscoi responding to “magnet” (calamita) occurs

IS given by Dozy for the year 239 (854) m
Supplement^ 11 , 337 who found it in al-Bayan

al Miighrib {Htstotre de VAfuque et de VEspagne')

edited by him Serious objections have however

been raised to interpieting the word as compass

in this passage {M S 0 Berlin, x i— 2, 1900,

p 268) From the fact that in narratives of travels

of the ninth century A d and that in al-Mas'Hdl

(923) the directions are given m the same way
as on compasses, G Ferrand concludes that the

compass was already in use then The next oldest

absolutely certain reference is in the Djamf al-

Hikayat of ^Awfi, it is in his Lubab al-Albab

(ed Browne and Mirza Muhammad Kazwinl) A
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captain during a storm in the Red Sea or Persian

Gulf finds his true couise by means of a fish, of

which we are expressly told that it had been

rubbed with a maghnStls A similar statement

regarding the use of a magnetic fish at sea is

made by al-MakrIzi in his Kttab al-Kht(a( (Bula^

1270, i 240, Cairo 1324, 1 ZSU Z f
xiv

, 1924, p 166)

A very full description of the compass and its

use m the Mediterranean was given in 640

(142/43) by a ceitain Bailak al-Kabadjaki in the

Kttab Kanz al-Tud^djar fi Ma^rifat al-Ahd^at

A needle which was rubbed with a “female”

lodestone is placed diagonally through a lush or

piece of straw etc Sometimes a cioss made of

two straws is used The arrangement is floated

on water set to rotate by a lodestone held in the

hand and moved in a circular direction, the lattei

IS then quickly withdrawn The needle places

Itself pointing to the south, which is the same as

the kibla Ihe turning is probably legarded as

magical, but it has a physical significance By the

turning the often very tenacious skin of the water

IS broken and the apparatus bearing the magnet
is enabled to move freely The turning is however
not always done, but the needle with its support

is simply placed on the water

Al-Zarkhurl describes several forms of compass
in a work on mechanical toys, for example a

small beautifully painted fish, in which a magnetic

needle is placed In place of the fish, which might

hurt the feelings of pious worshippers, a wooden
disk with a mthrab drawn upon it is also used

Finally an apparatus just like our compass is

described Two magnetic needles are placed sy-

raetrically in the centre under a circular piece of

paper Under the centie of the paper a funnel is

placed which turns on a point, the whole is en-

oiosed in a cylindrical receptacle with a glass top

and IS called hukk al-kibla “vessel, box for the

kilba”, or bait al-tbra^ “house of the needle”,

according to Niebuhr the same name is still given

to the compass At the present day similar

compasses are used along with a simple sundial

Another very full description is given by a certain

Muhammad b Abi ’l-l^air al-HasanI in his at-

Nu^um al-^artkat (cf E Wiedemann in the Z
fur Fhysik^ xiii

, 1923, p 1 13 there is a manuscript

in BairQt in addition to those mentioned here

Whether the Cambridge one was written in 1103
or 1588 cannot be ascertained With ceitainty)

Ihe needle is fastened to a copper plate hollowed
out or raised in the centre and placed on a copper
stand One end of the needle, no doubt the south

end, has something put on it to mark it

An important passage in an anonymous work
“preparation of the bowl (tasd) to ascertain the

^^ibla and points of the compass” is in a Berlin

manuscript (Ahlwardt, N® 5811) Here the point

of the needle points south, the eye to the north,

(The rubbing [hakk] of the needle explains the

peculiar modem name htkk for the compass)

It would take us too far to deal here with the

box compass proper which is called in Turkish

e g pusula from the Italian We will only note

that on the rhomb-card the south is called al-ktbia

and also al-^anub (cf thereon for example K
Foy, Dte Wtndrose bet den Osmanen und Grtechen
mtt Benutzung dtr Bahriya des Admit ah Pir u
Reu vom Jahr 1320^ M S 0 .S, Berlin xi ji 1908,

234 sqq )

Bibliography Ahmad b YQsuf al-TifSshi,
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, 1915)
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, 1920, p 141— 142, do, Uber Schtffe^
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On the Compass J Klaproth, Lettre a

M Al de Humboldt sur Vinvention de la bous-

sole^ Pans 1834, E Wiedemann, Ober Geschtchte

des Kompasses bet den Arabern^ Verhandl der

physikahschen Gesellschaft^ vol ix
, 1908, p

764—773, xi
, 1909, p 262—266, XXI, 1919,

p 665—667, Z fur Physxk^ xiii
, 1923, p

1 13— 116, XIV, 1923, p 240, XXIV, 1924, p
166— 168, G Ferrand, Notes sur Vhtstotre

ortentale (^Contribution a fhistone de la bous~

sole)^ Publications de Vlnstitut des hautes etudes
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In the Beitiage ii the earlier literature is

collected This is also done in other works e g
by Clement Mullet on the Compass Of special

importance are the works of A Schuck (Der
Kompass etc, Hambourg 1911, 1915 5qq\
which also deal with the Bussole m China

(E Wiedemann)
mashR^wa, a large confederation of

Berber tribes, belonging to the Zanata group
and related to the confedeiations of the Banu
Ifran [q v

]
and Banu Irniyan 1 hese tribes, who

led a nomadic life, in the middle ages roved over

the country between the valley of the Ch61 if as

fai as Tlemcen and the mountains inhabited by
the Madyuna They were easily converted to IslSm

and their chief Sul 5 t b Wazmar is to have gone
to Madina to the Caliph ^Uthman and been con-

firmed by him in his rule over the MaghrSwa
This is why this confederation came to consider

themselves clients of the Umaiyads of Spam and
supported, sometimes by force of arms, the cause

of this dynasty in the Maghrib This chief Sulat

was succeeded by his son Hafs and he by his

son Khazar, with whom the Arab amirs of al-Kaira-

wan had to deal at the time of the rebellion of

Maisara in 122 (739) On his death his son Mu-
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haminad after the early successes of Idris 1 m
the Maghrib, brought him the submission of the

Maghrfiwa and returned Tlemcen to him, which

he had just taken from the Banil Ifran, the

MaghrSwa thus became one of the principal sup

ports of the Idilsid dynasty at its beginning

The grandson of this Muhammad b Khazar, a

contemporary of Idris I, also called Muhammad,
resisted the Fatimids [q v

]
When the general

of the Mahdl 'Ubaid Allah, Masala b Habbas,

had seized the Idrisid possessions in the Central

Maghrib and placed over them the chief of the

Miknasa Musa b Abi ’l-'Aflya, the chief of

the Maghrawa rebelled and brought under his

flag a large number of Berber tribes In 309
(921—922) he routed the army sent against him
under Masala, whom he slew with his own hand
But the next year, the Maghrawa, faced with a new
Fatimid offensive, had to take refuge in the region

of Sidjiluiasa But some time afterwards, the Umaiyad
Caliph of Cordova ‘Abd al Rahman 111 al-Nasir,

wishing to annex the Maghrib to hia dominions, sum
moned the Maghrawa to his assistance and with

the help of Muhammad b Khazar was able to

bring under his sway all the central Maghrib ex-

cept the region of Tahert The son of the Maghrawid
amir al-Khair b Muhammad was installed as

governor in Oran The BanQ Ifran and Musa b
‘Abi ’l-'Aflya also joined the Umaiyads (first half

of the tenth century) But all these submissions

to the wishes of the Umaiyads were only dictated

by self-interest and when Muhammad b Khazar

died at al Kairawan in 350 (961) he had become
the vassal of the Fatimid sovereign al-MuSzz

The successor of ^Abd al-Rahm5n III in the

caliphate of Cordova, al-Hakam al Mustansir, like

his father sommoned the Maghrawa to their old

allegiance, their chief Muhammad b al-Khair
b Khazar thereupon threw off Fatimid suzerainty

Knowing the enemies that this defection was
going to cause him, al-Mu^izz invited Zirl b

ManSd, chief of the Sanhadja to attack the chief

of the Maghrawa A battle was fought in 360
(970—971) between the MaghrSwa and the Sanhadja

commanded by Bologgm b Zlrl the MaghrSwa
were completely routed, but a little latei they

were able to take their revenge, owing to the

assistance of DjaTar b 'All b HamdQn, lord of

al-Msila and al-Z5b Next year Bologgln b Ziri

in the name of the Fatimids led a great expedition

against the ZanSta and subjected them completely

in the Central Maghrib The Maghrawa had once

again to take refuge in Sidjilmasa and, after the

return of Bologgln to Ifrikiya, they definitely

abandoned central Maghrib and settled in Morocco
It IS from this time that two of their families

were able to found two short lived kingdoms,

that of the BanU Zirl b 'Atlya at Fas and that

of the Banu ^azrfln at SidjilmSsa and at Tiipoli

The MaghrSwa of Fas After the defeat

suffered by the Maghrawa in the central Maghrib,

the descendant of ^azar, Muhammad b al-Khair,

crossed the sea to seek the help of the famous

'Amind Hadjib al Mansur b Abl 'Amir [q v
]

The latter sympathised with him in his troubles

and sent an expedition to the Maghrib under

Eja'far b 'All b HamdQn The Spanish army
with contingents from the BanQ Ifran and the

Maghrawa took up a position near Ceuta and in

view of Its strength Bologgln b Zirl refrained

from attacking it and set out to subdue all Morocco

In 373 (983—984) the Maghrawa, after the de-

parture of the Spanish governor Ibn 'Askaladja,

were chosen by al Mansur to rule Morocco in his

stead In 377 (987—988) the hadjib appointed as

his vassal to rule the western Maghrib, the amir

of the Maghrawa, Zirib 'Atlyab 'Abd Allah

b lyiazar The latter made Fas his residence and
settled his tribe around the town By orders of

al-MansQr he waged war on the Sanhadja and
notably increased his dominions towards the east

In 382 (992) he made a journey to Cordova on
the invitation of the hadjib In spite of the as-

sertions — frequently contradictory — of the hi-

storians, it seems that the reign of Zirl b 'Atlya

was rather troubled and that changes of fortune

placed on the throne of Fas sometimes the Ma-
ghrSwid prince and sometimes his Ifranid rival

Yaddu b Ya'lS On his return to Fas, Zirl found

his place occupied by Ibn Ya'15 and it was only

after a murderous struggle that he succeeded in

regaining his throne But, finding FSs not suffi-

ciently central in position, he decided, like his

Spanish suzerain, to build a capital for himself

and the principal chiefs of his confedeiation In

384 (994) he laid the foundations of the town of

Wadjda (Oujda) and came with his court to live

there At the same time he tried to throw off

the suzerainty of Cordova and relations were finally

broken off between him and al MansQr Ibn Abi
'Amir sent against him an expedition under the

freedman Wadih a battle was fought on the banks

of the Wadi Rdat and the Spanish army defeated

The hadjib then sent another force undei the

command of his own son 'Abd al Malik al-Muzaffar

On this campaign Zirl was twice routed in 387

(997) He sought to take refuge in Fas, but the

inhabitants prevented him entering it and 'Abd
al-Malik soon afterwards entered the capital Zirl

had to go to the Sahara, later he tried to create

a principality for himself m the land of the San-

hadja He laid siege to their capital Ashir [q v
]

but before he could take the town, he died of

the consequences of an old wound in 391 (looo-
loox)

On the death of Zlii b 'Atlya, the MaghrSwa
proclaimed his son al-Mu'izz, he began his

reign by endeavouring to regain the favour of al-

Mansur b Abi 'Amir The latter recognised him,

and his successor 'Abd al-Rahm5n al-Muzaffar

appointed him governor of F5s and western Maghrib

393 (i002— 1003) He received from Cordova
letters of investiture for all Morocco, except the

land of Sidjilmasa, which was kept for the BanQ

^azrun Morocco seems to have had peace and

a certain degree of prosperity in the reign of

al-Mu'izz, who died in 417 (1026) or 422 (1031)

His successor was his cousin on the father’s

side Ha mama b al-Mu'izz b 'Atlya He took

advantage of the anarchy then prevailing in Spam
to strengthen his position He surrounded himself

with literary men and legal authorities But in

424 (1032— 1033) the pretender of a iival dynasty

Abu ’I Kamal Tamlm b Ziii al-Ifiani marched

from Sal6 on Fas Hamama took the field against

him with the MaghrSwa but they were defeated

Tamim entered Fas the same year and persecuted

the Jewish population As to Hamama, he reached

Wadjda (Oujda) and I'enes and gathered there con-

sideiable forces, with which he marched on Fas in

429 (1037— 1038) Tamlm had to withdraw from

Fas and returned to his own capital, Sheila [q v ],
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HamSma then continued to reign till his death,

which probably took place m 431 (1039— 1040)
After him the power passed to his son Dnn5s

Quickly suppiessing a rebellion by one of his

cousins, he devoted his leign to the embellishment

of Fas which i\as then beginning to become a

great city, with a large population and a busy

trade Ihis prince died in 452 (1060)

The successor of Dunas b Hamama in Fas was
his son al-Futnh, but on his accession his right

to the throne was disputed by his brother 'A dji s

a

He made himself master of part of the capital,

the “bank” Qtdwa) of al-Karawiyin, while al-FutUh

established himself on the opposite bank, that of

al-Andalus Ihe two brothers fought in the town
itself and the inhabitants were divided into two
camps Morocco was engulfed in anarchy and it

was only after three years of fighting that al-FutOh

was able to reign undisputed in al-F5s, after

^Adjisa had been killed A gate of this city pierced

in the south-west wall still beais his name, another

in the north wall bears the name of his brother

in a slightly corrupted form (^Bab Gisa)

Al-FutQh was driven from his capital in 454
(1062) by the Hammadid sovereign Bologgln b
Muhammad This was the time when the Almora-
vids were beginning to invade Morocco After

the departure of al-Futuh, the Maghrawa appointed

one of his relatives to succeed him, Mu'ansur
(or Mu^annasar?) b Hammad b al-Mu'izz b 'Atiya,

who was proclaimed in 4155 (1063) and took up
the struggle against the Saharan invaders He
succeeded in defeating one of the lieutenants of

Yusuf b lashfin and retaking Fas, which he had
lost The Almoravids having laid siege to the

city, the amir of the Maghrawa attempted a sortie

in the course of which he met his death (460=
1067— 1068) The people of Fas then proclaimed

his son Tamlm But the capital was taken by
\usuf b Tasljfin two years later and the young
ruler put to death along with a large number of

Maghrawa and BanU Ifran This was the end of

the dynasty of the Maghrawa of Fas This city,

which had enjoyed a certain amount of prospeiity

under the early members of the dynasty and had
been extended by them, later suffered a gieat

deal, according to western histoiians, from their

tyranny and exactions

According to Ibn KhaldUn, in the period of the

decline of Maghrawa power in Fas, there was at

AghmSt, at one of the entrances to the Great

Genealogical Table of the Machrawa of Fas

^azar

"Abd Allah

» ^Atiya

al-Mu'izz
1

Ziri

1

1

—

—

j

1

al-Mu'izz

Hamama Mu'ansar
1

1 1

Mu'ansar

Dunis
1

Hammad
1

1 1

1

Mu'ansar

al-Futuh 'Adjisa
1

Tamm!

Atlas on the plain of MariSkush, a little dynasty
of amirs belonging to the same confederation The
last of these chiefs who flourished about 450—460
(1058—1067) was called Laggut b Yusuf b 'All

He was defeated and slain by the Almoravids

when they made their successful thrust to the

north of Morocco
Ihe MaghrSwa of SidjilniSsa (BanH

KhazrUn) — At the instigation of the hadjib of

Cordova, al MansQr Ibn Abl 'Amir, a Mag^iSwa
chief in 366 (976/7), had taken SidjdoiSsa [q v

]

which for over two centuries had been governed

by amiis of the Miknas branch of the Banii

MidrSr This chief who was called Khazrun b

F a 1 fu 1 b Kh a z a r, prochimed the suzerainty of the

Umaiyads of Spain in Sifljilmasa and sent to Coi-

dova the head of the last Midrand ruler al Mu'tazz

bi Mlah Khazrun received from al-Mansur the gover-

norship of the town and kept it till his death He
was succeeded by his son W a n u d I n The latter

had to defend himself against the invasion of the

Sanhadja m western Maghiib and in the end was

confiimed in his governoiship by the Umaiyads

in 390 (999) after a period of disgrace On the

fall of the Spanish caliphate he proclaimed himself

independent, seized the region of Dra (Dar'a) and

in 407 (1016— 1017) took Sufiuy (Sefrou [q v ])

and the valley of the Wadi Malwiya (Molouia) His

son and successor Mas'ud was defeated, deprived

of his lands and slain by the Almoiavids in 445
(1053—1054) Ten years later, the last of the

Banu IGiazrun, who still held out in Sufiuy, were

m their tuin scattered

On the Maghrawid dynasty of Tiipoli in Bar-

baiy cf TRIPOLI
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MAGHRIB, the n ame given by Arab writers

to that part of Africa which modern writers on
geography call Barbary or Africa Minor and
which includes Tripolitania, Tunisia, Algeria and
Morocco The word “Maghrib’’ means the West,
the setting sun, in opposition to “Mashnk”, the

East, the rising sun (Levant), but as Ibn Khaldun
remarks, the general denomination was applied to

a particular region The extent of this area, moreover,
varies according to different authors Some Oriental

writers include in the Maghrib not only Northern
Africa but also Spain

,
the majority, however,

reserve the name Maghrib for the first of these

countries But they are not in agreement upon
the boundaries to be assigned to it on the East
On the other hand they are in agreement about

the Northern, Western and Southern boundaries

To the North, Maghrib is bordered by the “Roman
Sea” (Mediterranean) To the West it extends as
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far as the “Surrounding Sea”, also called the

“Green Sea”, the “Sea of Darkness”, and by
foreigners called, according to Ibn ^^aldan, Okeanos
or Atlant (Atlantic Ocean), which stretches from

Tangier to the desert of I emtuna (Abu ’

1-Fida^)

or only, according to Ibn lOialdnn, as far as Asafi

(Saffi) and Deren (Great Atlas) To the South

it stretches as far as the barrier of moving sands,

separating the country of the Berbers from the

land of the Negroes, that is to say the Eig [cf

'areg] and as far as the rocky legion called

hammadd''* (Ibn Khaldan) Some districts situated

outside this limit, such as Buda, Tamentit, Gurara,

Ghadames, FezzSn, WaddSn, aie sometimes con-

sidered as belonging to Maghrib although they

are in reality countries of the Sahara As regards

the Eastern boundary, certain authors made it

extend as far as the sea of Kulzum (the Red
Sea) and thus include in the Maghrib, Egypt and

the country of Barka [see the article barka]
Others, whose opinion is adopted by Abu ’1 Fida^,

make it coincide with the actual frontier of Egypt,

from the oases as far as the “Akabat” which is

on the sea between Barka and Alexandria

(Akabat el-Kebira) Ibn Khaldun does not accept

this delimitation, because, he says, the inhabitants

of the Maghrib do not consider Egypt and Barka

as forming part of their country The latter com-
mences only at the piovince ofTiipoliand encloses

the districts of which the country of the Berbers

was composed in former times Ibn SaSd and the

later Maghribl wi iters such as al-ZySni and Abu
Ra^s limit themselves to reproducing with a few

variations in detail, the boundaries of Ibn Khaldun
As to Yakut he confines the Maghrib to the country

stretching from Miliana to Sus (ed Wustenfeld,

IV S13)
Confined within the sixth “clime” the Maghiib

IS divided into several regions Ibn Hawkal {Des-

cription transl deSlane, y ^ , 1841) distinguishes

two of them the Eastern Maghrib from the frontier

of Egypt as far as Zuwila in Tripolitania and the

Western Maghrib from this point to Sus al-Aksa,

but the division commonly accepted is that into

three regions, Ifrikiya, Central Maghrib and Farther

Maghrib (Abu ’

1-Fid5’, Ibn IGialdun etc ) Ibn

Sa'id adopts a slightly different division, Ifrikiya,

outer Maghrib, and further Sus Ifrikiya stretches

from Kasr Ahmed near Misrata (Ibn Sa^id) to

Bougie, Central Maghrib from Bougie to Muluya
(Ibn KhaldUn), Farther Maghrib from Muluya to

Asafi and to Deren, to which must be added al-

Sos which forms as might be said, according to

Ibn KhaldOn, an island or country detached from

all others and surrounded by seas and mountains
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al-MAQHRIBI, the name of several

viziers
I 'AlI b al-Husain, Abu *i -Hasan Like his

father, ^Ali was one of the intimate friends of

the Hamdanid Saif al-Dawla of Halab He had
also great influence with his son Sa^d al-Dawla,

but when a cloud came over their friendship, ^Ali

left Halab and went to al-Rak^a to Bakjljur, who
had been one of Saif al-Dawla’s Mamluks and

peisuaded him to enter into negotiations with the

Fatimid caliph al-^AzIz bi ’ll5h [q v
]
with whom

‘All had had relations for a long time When
Bakdjur had been given the governorship of

Damascus by al-^Azlz, at the suggestion of ‘^Ali

whom he had made his vizier, he set out against

Halab but was defeated in Safar 381 (April 991)
whereupon ‘^Ali fled to al Rakka W hen Sa'd al

Dawla took this town, 'All fled to Kufa, from

whence he wrote to al-'Aziz and asked permission

to come to Egypt In Djumada I of the same
year (July-Aug 991) he reached Egypt and by
his advice the caliph sent an army in 383 (993-

994) under Mangutegin, then goveinoi of Damascus,
against Halab where Abu ’1 FadaM, son of Sa^d

al Dawla, had now succeeded his father 'Ali, who
took part m the campaign as Mangutegin’s secre-

tary, was bribed by Lu^lu^, the leader of the

Hamdanids and persuaded Mangutegin to retire,

pretending that he lacked supplies When the

Caliph heard of this, he ordered Mangutegin to

resume the siege without delay and dismissed

^Ali at once, who therefore returned to Egypt
^Ali made himself very popular with the caliph

al-Hakim, who succeeded his father al-'^AzTz in

386 (996) as did his son al Husain also

After a few years, however, he was sacrificed to

the suspicions of al Hakim and on the 3rd Phu
’1 KaMa 400 (June 18, 10 10) ’’Ah was executed

along with his brother Muhammad and two sons

Bibliography Ibn al-Athir, ed Tornberg,

IX 61—63, 233, al-MaknzI, al-Khitat^ BnlSk

1270, 11 157, Ibn Taghrlbirdi, al-Nudjum al-

zahiiOy ed Popper, 11 5—7, 149
2 Al -Husain b 'AlI, Abu ’l-Kasim, called

'^al-wazir al-MaghribC\ son of the preceding, was
born in Egypt on the I3‘h Dhu ’

1-Hidjdja 370
(June I9th^ 981) In 400 (loio) when his father

was executed, al Husain fled from Egypt to al-

Ramla to Hassan b al Mufamdj, amir of the

BanU TaiyP, and induced him to forswear his

allegiance to the Caliph al-Hakim and pay homage
to the 'Alid amir of Mecca, Abu ’

1-Futuh al-

Hasan b Dja'far The latter came to al-Ramla

and was proclaimed caliph But when HassSn

was bribed by al-Hakim Abu ’1 Futuh had to

return to Mecca while al-Husain sought refuge

with Fal^r al-Mulk, vizier of the Buyid Bah5^

al-Dawla Although as an Egyptian he was sub

ject to the ^Abbasid Caliph al Kadir, he was

permitted to accompany Fakhr al-Dawla to Wasit

and remained there till his death He then went

to al-Mawsil where the 'Ukaibd Karwash took him

into his service as secretaiy In 414 (1023) the

BUyid governor of 'Irak Mu§harrif al Dawla ap-

pointed him vizier But the very next year he

quarrelled with the Turkish mercenaries and fled

to Karwash But as he quarrelled with the 'Abbasid

Caliph on some trifling matter, he had to leave

al-Mawsil in the same year He then went to the

court of the ruler of Diyar Bakr, Nasr al-Dawla [cf

marwAnids] who gave him a sanctuary Al-Husam
died at MaiySfllrikin on 13th Ramadan 418 (Oct 17,

1027) and was buried in KUfa
Bibliography Ibn ^albkan, Wafayat^
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ed WUstenfeld, N® 192 (transl by de Slane,

1 450—456), Ibn al Athir, ed Tornberg, ix

226^ 233, 235 255, X II, alMa^rlzI, al-

Khttal^ u 157 sq
y
Ibn Taghrlbirdl,

al-zahtra, ed Popper, 11 148 sq
^ 229

3 Muhammad b Eja'far b Muhammad b

^AlI, Abu ’l-Faraej, grandson of a brother of

the preceding When Abu ’1-Faradj grew up, he

left Egypt and went to the 'Ira^^ where he lived for

a time After various vicissitudes he returned to

Egypt and was appointed head of the Dlwan
al-Djatsh by the vizier al-Barizi He held his

office till the dismissal of al-Barizl, the latter’s

successor had him arrested While Abu ’l-?aradj

was still in prison, he was himself appointed

vizier on 25^^ Rabi^ II, 450 (June 21, 1058) and
given the titles ^al-lVazir al-a^all al-kdmtl al-

awhad safiy Amir al-Mu^mtnin wa-Khdhsatuhu'^

After a few years (9^ RamadSn 452 = Oct 7,

1060) he was dismissed and given the control of

the chancellery {Dlwan al-In$t^) He died in 478
(1085—1086)

Bibliography al-MakrIzT, al-Khtta^^ 11

158, Wustenfeld, Gtschichte der Fatimiden-

chalifen (K V ZLTTLRSTt-EN)

MAGES [See MaejDs]
IVIAGNESIA (MaghnIsa, Manissa), the ancient

Magnesia ad Sipylum^ the capital of the San-
^ak (now wilayet) of Sarukhan in the wilayet

of Smyrna, on the northern slope of the Magnisa
Dagh Sipylus mountains, and two miles to the

south of the river Gediz and 20 miles N East of

Smyrna The town, celebrated in Greek and Roman
antiquity, was occupied by the Turcoman Amir
SarQkhan in the year 713 (began 28^ April 1313)
and was the capital of his principality and of

that of his son SulaimSn, who was buried there

with his father in the turbe of the family

Yildinm Sultan Bayazid seized it in the year

792 (began 20^ Dec 1389) Tamerlane collected

his treasures there m the year 1402, after the

restoration of the Ottoman power, the town saw

the rebellion of Burkludje Mustafa, a partisan of

the Shaikh Badr al-Din at the end of 1416, Mu-
rad II made it one of the first towns in his

kingdom and built a palace there in 1444 which

is now in ruins Murad III also contributed to

beautifying MaghnIsa with the Muradiya mosque
built in 1591 In 1633 the town was sacked during

the rebellion of Elyas Pasha In 1890 Cuinet put

the population at 35,000
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MAHALLA, an Arabic word which, like mahall

from the same root, originally means a place
where one makes a halt Mahalla thus came
to have the special meaning of a quarter of a

town, a meaning which has also passed into Turkish

(e g the Yent Mahalle quarter in Constantinople),

into Persian and Hindustani (where the popular

pronunciation is muhalla)
,
the term formerly applied

to a quarter of a town used to be dar (as mold
Baghdad) The mahalla\ are often under the

administration of a special official called mukklar
In Egypt the word mahalla is frequently found

as the first element in the names of towns and
villages Here the pnmitive meaning of place,

locality has been preserved, while quarters of a

town are rather called k&tt(a especially in al-Fustat

and Alexandria According to the Muiktarik al-

Buldany there are about 100 places in Egypt
called al-Mahalla, ‘^Ali Pasha MubSrak gives over

30 in al-Khtfa( al-^adtda (xv 21 ) in addition

to the large town of al-Mahalla al-Kubra [q. v ]

(J H Kramers)
MAJ^ALLA al-KUBRA or Mahalla KabIk is

the modern name of an important town in the

Delta of the Nile at some distance to the west

of the Damietta arm, north-east of Tanta It lies

on the Tur^^at al-Mil5h canal, a branch of the

Bahr Shlbln

In view of the large number of Egyptian geo-

graphical names compounded with Mahalla^ the

identification of the town with the names mentioned

by earlier Arabic writeis is a matter of some
difficulty Maspero and Wiet indentify it with

the Coptic Tishairi (Am61inau, La geographte de

PEgypte a Vepoque copte^ Pans 1893, p 262),

but this identification is lendered doubtful by the

fact that al-Mahalla is a purely Arabic name (and

It also remains to be proved that it is a rendering

of the Coptic name just mentioned), and because

the woik of Abu Salih on the Christian buildings

of Egypt makes no mention of this town The
earliest author who knew a town called al-Mahalla

or al Mahalla al-Kabira is al-Malj:disi (p 55, 194,

196, 200), he tells us that it was a town of al Rif

built in two parts, one called Sandafa (or Sandafa),

but the statement that the town was situated on

the river by Alexandria (p 200) seems to be an

error Al-Bakri seems to know the same town
under the name Mahallat Mahriim {Kitab al-Masalik

wa H-Mamaltk^ Bnt Mus MS
)

IdrIsI, Description

de VAfrique^ p 158, calls the town simply al-

Mahalla and knows a canal called after it Y5|}:ut’s

statements are confused, for he speaks of a town
called Mahallat Dakala and of another Mahallat

Sharkivun (iv 428), both of which seem to refer

to the same place Mahallat ^arkiyun in Yakut —
which he also calls Mahallat al-Kubr5 — forms

one town with SandafS and on the other hand
he says that Mahalla Dakala between al-Kahira

and DimySt is the largest of the Mahalla that he
knows (cf also Abu’l-Fida^, 11 160), while the

geographer al-Dimishkl (p 231) knows Mahalla

Dakala as the capital of the Kflra of Dakahla,
Ibn Dul^ma^ (v 82) says that the governorship

of this town was regarded as “the little vizierate”

{al-wizara al-saghtra)

The name Mahallat Sharkiyun is again found

m al-Mal^nzi (ed Wiet, 111 207) It is clear from

these writers that the town was an important

commercial centre from the tenth century onwards
It does not seem however to have played any

considerable part in history, although ^All PSsba Mu-
bSrak quotes some events that took place there,

from al-MakrIzI and al Dj^bartl In Egypt in the

xixth century the town had to give way to Tanta,

which became the capital of the mudlriya of al-

Qharbiya, while al-Mahalla became the capital of

a smaller administrative area, ^All MubSrak estimates

its inhabitants at 50,000, while the 1928 Baedeker
only gives it 33,500 It is at preseat a. centre of

the cotton trade, raw cotton is there cleaned m
the factories Of the many individuals who bear

the nisba al-Mahalll, the most celebrated is Qjalal

al-Din al-Mahalli [q v
]
who was born here

Bibliography Maspero ct Wiet, Ma-
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Cairo 1919, p 164 and the bibliography there
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MAHARI or MAKARI, a ne gro tribe also

called Kotoko, living on both banks of the

Lower Logone below Musgum and on both banks

of the Lower Chan from Lake Chad to Fort

Lamy and Kusseri

They are usually divided into three groups the

Lagwere on the Logone, where they are mixed
with Musgu, the Semsir at Kusseri and the Sung
wal Kwe at Gulfei Ihese natives do not seem
to be autochthonous, the first occupants of the

country according to tradition were the Kerebina,

who are perhaps related to the ancient people of

the Sao or So As a rule, tall and slim, lank and
bony, they have a narrow head and dark skin,

they make three parallel cicatrices on the fore-

head, the middle one of which runs from the top

of the nose to the roots of the hair They speak

languages akin to the Sao, Kuri and Buduma
They are nearly connected with the Musgu, with

whom they form the Massa group The Kanuri

have passed on to them the Muslim religion and
a certain degree of civilization

The Makari or Kotoko are agriculturists and
fishermen, they grow different kinds of millet,

maize earthnuts and grind their corn with a quern

Fishing provides them with an abundant supply

of food, they follow it m large pirogues, about

40 feet long and two to four feet wide Ihese
crafts which are propelled by poles or paddles,

have a flat bottom and a raised bow and stern,

they are built of strong planks bound together

with fibre passed through holes which after being

tied, are calked vi ith various barks This is how they

come to be described as sewn They carry 25 to

30 persons The Kotoko fish with a large net

mounted on two forks placed in different directions

at the front and manoeuvred by a lever This net

IS lowered to touch the bottom, then a little

piroque rowed by children drives the fish towards

the fishing boat by striking the water with poles

The apparatus is lifted as soon as the fish have
entered it

The homes of the Makaii are built of clay, are

fairly large and comparatively comfortable The
walls are about 6 feet high, they have an ellip-

tical door about 5 feet high, the roof is of straw

and hemispherical in shape Inside is a bed of

clay, shelves of clay to hold household utensils

and the fireplace Sometimes there is also a bed
made of thongs of hide laced round a framework

Ihere are few isolated homes in the Makan
country, they are generally grouped m villages

of which the most important are Logone, Gana
(Little Logone), Karnak Logone or Logone
Berm (Great Logone) and Kusseri They used

all to be surrounded by ciicular ditches and clay

walls pierced by several narrow gates These de-

fences were intended to protect the inhabitants

from the frequent attacks of their neighbours

The population includes smiths, potters, weavers

and a few traders There are a few Arabs among
them Politically the Makari belonged to the

ancient empire of Bornu [q v
]
They were divided

into several small vassal states, that of Karnak
Logone showed more independence
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mahbUb, the name given in North Africa

and Egypt (cf Dozy, Supplement, s v ) to the

Turkish gold sequin, contraction for zermah-
bUb [q V ]

MAHDAWIS, the followers of Saiyid
Muhammad MahdT, of BjawnpUr, near Banares,

847—910 (1443—1504), who declared that he

was the promised Mahdi [q v
]
and by his preaching

gained a number of adherents in Ahmadabad [q v
]

and other paits of Gudjarat His followers credited

him with the power of working miracles, raising

the dead, healing the blind and the dumb, etc

Foi a time they were allowed to piofess their

faith unmolested and add to their number by
proselytising, but in the reign of Muzaffar I,

Sultan of Gudjarat (1513— 1526) they were perse-

cuted and many of them put to death Awrangzeb

[q V
]

also persecuted them when in 1645
governor of Ahmadabad In consequence of these

persecutions, the Mahdawis to the present day

practise taklya [q v
]
and wish to pass as orthodox

Muslims, their exact number is therefore uncertain,

but they are found in small groups in most parts

of Gudjarat, in Bombay, Sind, the Dakhan [q v
]

and Upper Hindustan Ihey believe that Saiyid

Muhammad was the last Imam, the piomised Mahdi,
and in consequence of his having come, they are

said by their religious opponents neither to repent

for their sins nor to pray for the souls of their

dead They observe certain ceremonies peculiar to

themselves at marriages and funerals By their

enemies they are styled Ghatr-Makdis, 1 e those

who do not believe in a Mahdi who is still to

come, but the Mahdawis themselves apply this

designation to other Muhammadans as having

failed to recognise the Mahdi who has already

appeared

Bibltogr aphy Sikandar b Muhammad,
Mirat-i Stkandari, p 136— 138, Bombay 1891

(English transl by Fazlullah Lutfullah Faridi, p
90—91), H Blochmann, Translation of the

Ahn t Akbati, Introduction, p iv—v, Calcutta

1873, Dja'far Sliarif, Qanoon-e-Islam, 2nd ed

,

p 171— 172, Madras 1863, ed W Crooke, p
208—209, Oxford 1921, Gazetteer of the Bombay
Presidency, vol ix

,
part ii

, p 62— 64, Bombay

1899, Hastings'" Encyclopaedia of Religion and
Ethics, VI 189 (Goldziher on Ghair Mahdi),

Goldziher, Vorlesungen uber den Islam'^, Heidel-

berg 1925, p 364 (T W Arnold)
al-MAHD! (a

), means literally '^the guided

one’*, and, as all guidance (huda) is from Allah,

It has come to mean the divinely guided
one, guided, that is, in a peculiar and individual

way For Allah, in the intense and immediate

theism of Islam, is guiding every one and every-

thing m the world, whether by the human reason

or by the instincts of the lower animals, to a

knowledge of Himself and to what is needed for

their existence and continuance {Lisan, xx 228,

foot) One of His names is al hadi, “the Guide”

(Kur’an, xxii 53, xxv 33), and the idea of His

guidance is reiterated in the Kurban For a state-

ment of its different kinds see Bai4awT on Kurban,

1 5 (Fleischer’s ed
,

i 8, 11 21 sqq), Mufradat
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of al-RSghib al-lsfah5nl, p 560 of ed Cairo I324>

aUMak^ad aUasn^ of al-^azSlI, p 80 of ed Cairo

1324 But It IS singular that the word mahdt

(the passive participle of the 1 Stem) never occurs

in the Kur^fin and that the passive of that stem

occurs only four times In the usage of the Kurban,

the VIII stem, thtada^ strictly “he accepted guidance

for himself”, is used as a quasi or reflexive pas-

sive Thus the man whom Allah guides is not

simply “guided” but reacts himself to the divine

guidance

There seems to be no original authority for the

vocalisation al-Muhdt which Edward Pococke gave

as N® XVI of the Signs in his Pa ta Mosts^ 11

263 of ed 1655, with the meaning “director”,

cf Lane’s note in the Supplement to his lexicon,

p 3042 c Margoliouth (article cited below, p 337a)

suggests that it may mean “the giver” and refers

to traditions (see below) of the Mahdl bestowing

uncounted wealth, but there does not seem to be

any oriental authority for this epithet Also, the

verb used in these traditions is c^'ta

But one ^ho is ma/idi, or al mahdiy is in a

different position, he is absolutely guided It is

used of certain individuals in the past and of an

eschatological individual in the futuie Thus the

Ltsan (xx 229, 1 9 from below) quotes from a

tradition ‘4he usage of the khalifas who followed

the right way and were guided” {sunnatu 7 kkulafd^

al-ra^uiin al-mahdtyin), meaning the first four

khalifas, and goes on to state that it is applied

especially, as a name, to the Mahdi of whom the

Prophet gave good tidings that he would come
in the End of Time Ihere are many other in-

stances of the non-eschatological application of the

term mahdi to historical personages Goldziher

{Vorlesungen^ p 267, v, note 12, i) has gathered

a number of such cases Thus Djarir {Nak^td^ ed

Bevan, N® 104, v 29) applies it to Abraham and

HassSn b Ihabit {Diwan, ed lunis, 24, 4) to

Muhammad, see, too, Ibn Sa'd (xi 94, 9) It is

often applied by Sunnites to 'Ali, in distinction

even to the other three khalifas, thus in Usd al^

Ghaba (iv 31, 3) he is hadty^^ mahdiy<^^j and

Sulaiman b Surad calls Husain, after his death,

“Mabdi son of the Mahdi” (labari, TcPrlkh^ ed

Leyden, Ser 11 546, n) Farazdak and Ejarir

applied It as an honorific even to the Umaiyad
khalifas As applied by the pious to 'Umar II,

the Umaiyad (Ibn Sa'd, v 245, 5), it seems to

have been more than an honorific , he was regarded

as a real mu^addtd [q v
]

and under peculiar

divine guidance In the view of later Islam he was

the first of these “renewers” of the Faith and the

eighth and last of these would be either the Mahdi,

a descendant of the Prophet, or 'Isa {al-masih

al-muhtadi)^ according to the two positions, cf

article 'IsX See on the whole question of the

Mu^addtd and his relation to the Mahdi Gold-

ziher, Zur Charaktertstik us-Suyutt's^ in S, B
Ak Wten^ Ixix

, p 10 sqq It is characteristic

of IslSm to take a very pessimistic view of human
nature, men always fall away from the faith and

have to be brought back This will be so especially

towards the end of the world Men will become
thoroughly secular and Allah will leave them to

themselves The Ka'ba will vanish, and the copies of

the Kurban will become blank paper, and its words
will vanish, also, from the memories of men They
will think only of poems and songs Then the end
will come

In a similar heightened sense the term Mahdi
was applied by Ibn al-Ta'ftwIdhI {Diwan^ ed

Margoliouth, p 103, 5, 5) to the 'AbbfLsid khalifa

al-NSsir (a h 575—622), he is the Mahdi and
no other eschatological Mahdi need be looked for

In a narrower but more true etymological sense it

came to be applied to converts to IslSm, AllSh

had guided these to the right Way For such,

Turks use the moie Kur^Snic term muhtadi^ see

above for the distinction Goldziher (p 268) gives

cases In a heightened sense, also, the term was applied

very early (ah 66) to Muhammad b al-Hanaflya,

a son of 'All by another wife than FStima After

the death of Husain at Karbala^, MukhtSr b Abi
'Ubaid put forward this Muhammad as a claimant

of the khalifate and called him “the Mahdi, son

of the legatee {al~wasVf\ a term applied to 'All

by those who asserted that the Prophet had be-

queathed the headship of the people to him
(labari, ThV/M, 11 534) This was after the

deaths of Hasan and Husain, the two sons of

'All by Fatima, the daughter of the Prophet, and
shows a different drift as to the inheritance of

the ImSmate from that of the Shi'ite legitimists

This Muhammad was heir as the son of 'All and
not as possessing the blood of the Piophet He
seems himself to have declined the dignity thus

thiust upon him but, malg>e he became the

founder of the KaisSnlya sect which looked for

his return from his grave in Mount Radwa, where
he remains undying This was maintained by the

poet Kuthaiyir (d 105 ==: 723) and by the Saiyid

al-Himyari (d 173 = 789, Aghanl^ viii 32, cf

Mas'udi, Pans ed
,
v i8o sqq) Muhammad thus

became an ''expected Mahdi”, mahdt muntazar^

like the Hidden ImSm of the Iw elver Shi'ites.

For the position of the Kaisaniya see ShahrastSnl’s

Mtlal wa-Nihaly ed on margin of Ibn Hazm, 1

196, Mukhtar, disgusted with Muhammad, even-

tually founded the Mukhtariya sect which was
strict Shi'ite and upheld Husain b 'All (^ah-
rastani, p 197) The whole episode is interesting

as showing the extreme fluidity of the religio-

political parties at the time It also shows very

clearly how the teim mahdt gradually hardened
from being a general honorific into a special

designation, and even a proper name, for a re-

storer of the Faith m the last days

The Hidden ImSm of the Twelver Shi^ites, whose
return (radj^d) is awaited, is also called, by the

Shi'a, al-Mahdi But his status is entirely different

from that of the future restorer looked for by the

Sunnites The very essence of Sunnite Islam is

that the Muslim people shall rule itself and can

attain truth and certainty by its own exertions

When, at any time, its qualified scholars {mu^ tahid'd)

have applied the three u^iil — Kurban, Sunna^
Ktyds— to any point of Islam and have come to

an agreement \ljpm'd') on it, that point is assured

and the acceptance of it as of faith is binding

on all Muslims The idea of an absolute Mah-
di, therefore, as an infallible guide, suggests

too much that taklid [q v ],
which the later

Sunnite theologians rejected Sunnite Islam, as

Goldziher has taught us, is a recoil against the

idea of blind submission to any human teacher

Even 'Isa, as restorer, is called muhtadi^ which
is much less emphatic in its suggestion of infal-

libility Yet the masses demanded an absolute re-

storer and it was among the masses that the belief

in a Mahdi was, and is, strong To return — the
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Mahdl, or when he comes as a restorer and
ruler, will restore and apply that Consensus of

Islam which has been reached by the successive

generations of mu^tahtd's Thus the Muslim people

not only rules itself but is also the ultimate and
infallible interpreter of the revelation through the

Prophet The Shl^ites, pn the other hand, admit
no such authority either in the Muslim people or

in their own mu^tahtd's^ by Sunna^ Kty^s
and I^rna^ no certainty can be reached Certainty

can only be gained from the instruction

cf Goldziher’s Stieitschrift des Gazall gegen dte

Bn\%mya~Secte^ passim) of the hidden Iniam who is

divinely protected (ma^^uni) against all error and sin

and whose function it is to interpret IslStm to men
The mu4ytahid\ of the §hi'a are his intermediaries

with men, but they in their intermediation may
err When the Hidden Imam returns he will rule

personally by divine right He is called a Mahdi,
but It IS in a different sense from any Sunnite

use of that term The idea of protection against

error and sin
,
see article above, ii

, p 543)
seems to have been introduced into Sunnite Islam

from the Mu'tazilite system by Fakhr al-Dln al-

RSzI (d 606 = 1209, see, further, Goldziher in

/j/, 111 238—245), but there it has been limited

strictly to prophets No ^^successor” {khalifa') can

enjoy it and the Mahdi, for those Sunnites who
expect him, is strictly an ultimate khalifa of the

Prophet For those Sunnites who look to Tsa to

play the part of the Mahdi he will not return as

a prophet in his own right It will not be a re

turn {radlfa) m his case but simply a ‘‘descent”

{nuztil) and he will rule according to the law

{shflrid) of Muhammad
,
see article ^IsA above, 11

,

p 525 As all Shi^itc sects agree on this status

of their Imam it is unnecessary to go into further

details on them
,
see in general, article shTa

Another important point of difference between
Shl^ites and Sunnites as to the Mahdi is that he

IS an essential part of the Shl^ite creed but not of

the Sunnite That there will be a final restorer

of the faith all Sunnite Islam believes as a part

of its eschatology, but not that he will be called

Mahdi There is no mention of the Mahdi in

either of the two Sahth s, of Muslim or of BukhSrI

Similarly Sunnite systematic theologians do not

deal with him 1 he Mawakif of al-Idji has nothing

on him, nor, indeed, on any of the Signs of the

Hour {ashrat al-sa^a
y

cf article kiyama) Nasafi

in his ^Akclid has, of these, only al-Dadjdjal (see

article above, vol 1 , p 886) and the Descent of

Ts5, Taftazani, in his commentary, gives ten Signs

but not the Mahdi Even al-Ghazall, a populaiizing

theologian, has nothing on the Signs in the last

Book of his that on eschatology, and has

only a slight allusion in the Book dealing with

the Ha4iii (ed 1334, 1 218, Ithdf^ the commentary
of the Saiyid MurtadS, iv 279) to the coming of

al'DadjdjSl, the descent of Ts5 and his slaying of

al-Dadtjdjfil
,

there is no mention of the Mahdi
cither in the text or in the commentary A1 GhazSll’s

whole point in this passage is to stress the final

falling away from the faith of all men to which
reference has been made above

It was, then, in the hearts of the Muslim mul-

titude that the faith in the Mahdi found its resting-

place and support In the midst of growing darkness

and uncertainty — political, social, moral, theo-

logical— they clung to the idea of a feature deliverer

and restorer and of a short millenium before the

ns

end This belief is, therefore, expressed in a
multitude of later traditions, often expansions and
expositions of better authenticated and older

traditions, and often linking themselves to old

stories of inter-tribal and inter dynastic conflicts

in the civil wars after the murder of 'Uthman We,
therefore, find among them references to historical

movements and sects which had failed in their

time but had left remains, if only a name, to add
to the confusion of this eschatological picture

These are gatheied up in later edifying collections,

such as the Tadhktra of Abfl ^Abd Allah al-

Kurtubi (d 671 = 1272, Brockelmann, GAL,
1 415) which we have in a Mukhta^ar by al-

Sha'ranl (d 973 = 1565, Brockelmann, 11 335,
ed Cairo 1324) and the Ma^rtk at-Anwar of a

modern writer, Hasan al-Tdwi al Hamzawi (d 1303
= 1886, Brockelmann, 11 486, many editions)

But the clearest presentation of the alleged basis

for this belief is given by Ibn Khaldun (d 808 =
1406) in his Mukaddtma (ed Quatremfere, 11 142
sqq

, Bulat, folio ed
, 1274, p 151^^^, transl

by De Slane, 11 158 sqq) “A section on the

descendant of Fatima and what the people hold

as to him and on clearing up the obscurity as to

that It has been commonly accepted {mashhur)
among the masses {al-kaffa) of the people of

Islam, as the ages have passed, that there must
needs appear in the End of Time a man of the

family of Muhammad {mtn ahl al-batt) who will

aid the Faith {dtn) and make justice triumph,
that the Muslims will follow him and that he will

reign over the Muslim kingdoms and be called

al Mahdi The appearance of al Dadjdj^l and of

the other Signs of the Last Day {a^rat al-sald),

which are established in sound tradition {al-sakth)

will come after him Tsa will descend after his

appearance and will kill al-Dadjdj5l or will descend

along with him and aid him in that killing, and
in Worship Tsa will follow the Mahdi as his

Imam In support of this position traditions are

used which some authorities on tradition have

alleged and which others have disputed and often

opposed with other narrations Ihe later Sufis

have followed another course and method of proof

in the case of this descendant of Fatima and often

seek support, as to that, in the mystical “un-

veiling” {kaskf) which IS the basis of their method”
This IS a very careful statement of the strictly

popular drift in Ibn Khaldun’s time, a drift with

which he evidently had no sympathy He goes

on to give formally 24 traditions bearing upon
this restorer and adds six variants, criticizing the

authenticity of them all In only 14 of these is

this restorer named Mahdi For references to tra-

ditions on the Mahdi in Aljmad b Hanbal’s

Musnad, AbU D5^ud’s Sunan, Tirmidhl’s §ahih

and Ibn MSdja’s Sunan, see Wensinck’s Handbook

of early Muhammadan Tradition under mahdI,

m the Masabih aUSunna of al-Baghawi, see 11 134

of ed Cairo 1318 and in the Miffkat al-Ma(dhth^

see p 399—401 of ed Dihll 1327 All these,

however, have only a certain number of the mass

of traditions quoted by Ibn KhaldQn In the Tafir

ktra of al Kurtubi, on the other hand, there is

(p. 1 17— 1 21 of ed Cairo 1324) a further mass

of luxuriant detail which Ibn Khaldun had evidently

disdained to incorporate, cf his later reference to

the town Massa, p 173? 1 7 Tadhkira

the Prophet, for example, foretells the future opn-

quest and re-conquest of Spam by name Al-
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Kurfabl died m 617 (1272) in the first years of^ Na^nds of Granada when Granada was the

only part of Spam left to the Muslims He and

tiio^ around him felt grievously the need of such

a restorer and Mahdl, and detailed traditions sprang

up as to his commg* The situation called for a

mightier and more specific champion of IslSm than

?sS whose business strictly was to kill al DadjdjSl.

Devotion, also, to the blood of the Prophet, of

whom the Mahdf was to come, and which was so

strong even in the Sunnite Ma^rib, may have

helped this Al-Kurtubl*s Mahdl was to come from
the Maghrib as opposed to the earlier ones who
were to come from Syria or Khur&s&n He will

come from a place in the Qjabal of the Maghrib,
on the shore of the sea^ called MSssa, they will

swear allegiance to him there and again, a second
time, at Mecca Here the tradition joins and at-

tempts to explain an earlier one, given by AbU
Dfi^Qd and quoted by Ibn l£haldQn (p 148,
see, also, below), telling of an expedition against

Kalb and of the booty of Kalb, thus linking up
with the earliest inter-tnbal conflicts This western

Mahdi will also kill al-SufyanI who is supported
by Kalb This is not the place to enter upon the

story how the MarwSnid branch of the Umaiyads
supplanted their cousins, the Sufyanids But from
the mystery connected with the voluntary ab-

dication and speedy death of Mu^wiya II, the

succession of MarwSn b al-Hakam and the sudden
death or assassination of Walid b ‘^Utba b Abi
SufySn {tuSna wasakafa matytt^^^ Mas'Qdf, Pans,
ed, v 170) at the burial of Mu'^awiya 11, there

seems to have sprung an Imamite party among
the Umaiyads (kawl al Umawlya mm al-Imamlya^

al-Qhaz&ll in Goldziher’s Sirettschrtfl^ p 14 of

the Arabic text), yet this Walld appears later

alive in Taban*s narrative In the account of

l^iShd b Yazld in the Aghani (xvi 88) there is

a story that he was the first to start this {wada^a

iJiobar al-Sufyani wa-kabbarahu wa-ar'hda an
yakUna WUnds fiht tc^afnM^\ although that is also

denied and a more general and earliei origin is

asserted In the civil war at the rise of the ‘Ab-
bSsids one of the “white”, le Umaiyad, revolts

was in support of the claims of “the Sufyamd
of whom there used to be mention” (wa-kdlu
hd^a 7 Sufydnt Uladhi kUna yudkkarUj Tabari,

Ta^rlki, Cairo ed, ix 138, anno 132, Ibn al-

Athlr» Kdmtl^v 207ofed Cairo 1301) Apparently
the SufySnids continued to as$iert their claims in

the under-ground IraSnute fashion against the

MarwSnids and, later, the ‘AbbSsids, supporting

themselves with traditions, as all the parties did

The details are exceedingly obscure for this was
one of the lost causes of IslSm and has left only
a name and that name under the general oppro-
bnum which fell upon the Umaiyads in all later

IslSm, Sunnite and Shl^ite An earlier stage in

this appears m a tradition quoted by X^barl (d

224= 838) in his commentary on Kur^Sn, xxxiv

50 (Part xxii
, p 63 foot) The Prophet mentioned

a dissension {film) which would anse between
the East and the West Then there would come
forth al-SufySnl from the Dry WSdi (al-wddi
H-ydbts^ otherwise unknown, m Ysknt, iv 1000,
“the Wsdl of YSbis from a man; it is said that
al-SufySnl will come from it in the End of Time”)
“m that outburst of his”, or “when his time
copies” (/i fawrtht i^hk) Much is said of the
armies he will send out and the destruction he

will spread, slaying 300 chiefs of the Banu U-^AbbSs

until Qlihril is sent against him and destroys him
His appearance, thus, for Tabari, is not eschato-

logical and there is nothing about the Mahdh and
the End of Time But m an apocalypse incor^

porated by Muhyi ’1 Din Ibn'Arabl in \ix& MuH&darat
al-Abrhr and studied in^ detail, historically and
astrologically, by Richard Hartmann in his /x-

lamtsche Apocalypse aus der ICreuzzugszett and

dated by him about 576 (li8o), this tradition is

used, expanded and brought into the eschatological

picture, and al-Sufy5nI is finally killed by the

Mahdi A hundred years later <il-KurtubI expands

It still further and calls al-SufySnl Muhammad b

^Urwa For other references on al SufyanI sec

Goldziher, Slrettschrtft^ p 52, note i ,
Snouck

Hurgronje, Der Mahdt^ in Verspretde Geschrtften^

1 155, De Goeje, Frag htst ar

,

11 526, Van
Vloten, Rtcherches sur la domtn ar, p 61, Lam-
mens, Le caltfat de Yaztd, 1 17, Mo^dwtya II ou

le dernter des Sofidmdes^ p 43
It IS obviously impossible to give in detail the

traditions bearing on this restorer, but their types

can be indicated and some recurrent characteristics

The great majority are put directly m the mouth
of the Prophet, a very few go back to 'All If

there remain of the world a single day AllSh will

lengthen it until he sends this restorer, the world

shall not pass away, the Hour shall not come
until then He will be of the People of my House
{mm ahl hattt)^ of my kindred {mm ^tiri)^ of my
Nation {mtn ummali)^ of the offspring of Fstima

{mm walad Fdttmd)^ his name will be my name
and his father's name my father’s name He will

resemble the Prophet in disposition {kii*lk) but

not in appearance {k&alk)y this is put in the

mouth of 'All He will be bald of the forehead,

hook nosed, high nosed He will find the world
full of evil and oppression and ungodliness, if a

man say “AllSh ! AllSh he will be killed He
will fill the world with equity and justice, he
will beat men until they return to AllSh {al-kakk)

Ihe Muslims will enjoy under him a prosperity

the like of i^hich has never been heard of, the

earth will bring forth its fruits and the heavens
will pour down its ram, money in that day will

be like that which is trodden under foot and will

be uncounted, a man will stand up and say “O
Mahdi, give to me”, and he will say “Take’”
and he will pour into his robe as much as he
can carry It is suggested that this is a ta/sfr^

legitimate or illegitimate, of a tradition in the

Sakik of Muslim “There will come m the end of

my nation a khalifa who will scatter wealth, not

counting It” See many references for this munificent

khalifa and the abundance of money m the last

days in Wensinck, Handbook of Tradition^ p 100^,

foot But in this tradition, as in all Muslim and
Bukhari, there is no mention of the Mahdi Again
the Mahdi is of us, the People of the House.
Allah will bring him suddenly and unexpectedly

(? yu^lthuhu-lldhu fl latlat^^') He will rule five,

seven, nine years There are frequent allusions to

his coming in a time of dissensions {fitan) These
will be such that it will take a voice from heaven
to still them, saying “Your Amir is so-and-so”

(Ibn Eibaldlln, p 162) This is very like an
ironical comment, but it is cited as a simple fore-

telling. In these earlier traditions he will come
from the East (al-Ma&bnk; murasan)^ from beyond
the River (Oxus); in later times (e. g. l^uitubl
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and Ibn SJ^aldQn, p, 171—176) he was to come
from the wide^ unknown) lands 4oi the Maghrib
The original Black Banners (rSySf siid) tradition

about the ^AbbSsids, apparently forged to lead

them to support the ^Ahds, does not mention the

Mahdf (Ibn l^aldGn, p 153), but in an evidently

later form there is added, ‘^for he is the khalifa

of AllSh, the Mahdf* (Ibn Khaldun, p 159) One
long tradition (Ibn KbaldCn, p 148) may be given

entire as an illustration of a type and because of

the later expansion and use of it by Kur^ubl

“There will anse a difference at the death of a

khalifa and a man of the people of al-Madlna
will go foith, fleeing to Mecca Then some of the

people of Mecca will come to him and make
him go out (apparently rise in insurrection)

against his will and they will swear allegiance

to him between the JRukn and the Makam And
an army will be sent against (or, “to”, t/a) him
from Syria but will be swallowed up in the earth

in the desert {al-hatdc^') between Mecca and al-

Madlna Whenever the people see that, the Abdal
(“bubstitutes’* or “Nobles”) of Syria and the

(“Companions'* or “Sectaries”, see Lane, p 2059^)
of al-’^IrSk will come to him and they will swear

allegiance to him Thereafter thei'e will arise a

man of Kuraigh with maternal grandfathers of

Kalb So he will send against them an army and
It will overcome them and that will be the ex-

pedition of Kalb And oh ’ the disappoint-

ment of those who will not have part in the

booty of Kalb' He will divide the wealth and
rule over the people according to the sunna of

their Prophet and he will subject himself to the

support of IslSm He will remain seven or nine

years and then die and the Muslims will pray

over him” This is evidently an echo of the early

^Alid conflicts and is not eschatological nor does

it mention the Mahdl But its motifs of the Abdal
and of the earth swallowing up m the desert {al-

batdS^) re-appear in other traditions which are

concerned with the End of lime (p 156, 161)
and it is worked into al-KurtUbI*s tradition of

the Mahdl from the Maghnb Again, in a tradition

evfdently eirenic between the ^Abbasids and the

'Alids, the Muslims are exhorted to “turn to the

youth of the tribe of Tamim (^alatkum bt U-fata

'l-iamlmt) for he will come from the East and
will be the standard-bearer of the Mahdi” (Ibn Kljal-

dUn, p 162) But It is plain, too, that the doc-

tnne of the Mahdl arose late and was not generally

received Thus the doctrine of al DadjdjUl is fixed

in all Muslim eschatology, official and popular,

but a tradition tries to assert that belief in the

Mahdl is more of Faith than belief m him
“Whoever denies the Mahdl is an unbeliever but

whoever denies al-DadjdjUl is only a denier” (Ibn

KbAldun, p, 144) On the other hand a tradition

asserts that there is no Mahdl but Tsa The
upholders of the Mahdl tned to turn this by
saying that it means that no one ever spoke in

the cradle {mahd^ Kurban, 111. 41) except Tsa (Ibn

KbaldUn, p 163, KurlubI, p 118) For al-KahlanI,

another restorer who is not mentioned in any
of the collections of traditions used above, see

article above, vol 11 , p 630a and Snouck
Hurgronje's article Dtr Mahdt^ p. 12 (Verspr
Geschr,^ 1 156)
The later, therefore, we go and the more popular

are our sources the more fixed do we find the

belief in the eschatological Mahdl. The more, too,

ns

the MusUm masses have felt themselves oppressed

and humiliated, either by their own rulers or by
non-Muslims, the more fervent has been their

longing for this ultimate restorer of the true Islam

and conqueror of the whole world for Islam And
as the need for a Mahdl has been felt, the Mabdls
have always appeared and Islam has nsen, sword
in hand, under their banner It is impossible here

to give the history of these risings See for details

upon them the article Mahdl by Margohouth in

Hasting's Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics^

viii 336—340 and Gold?ihcr, VorUsungen^ p 231,

268, 291 For the Sudanese Mahdl, see especially

Snouck Hurgronje’s article Der Mahdt^ reprinted

in Verspr Geschr
^ 1, p 147— 181 This contains,

also, a Tundamental discussion of the origin and
history of the idea of a restorer in Islam, see

also beneath, s v muhammad ahmad
Bibliography has been given in the

course of the article The three important treat-

ments of the subject are undoubtedly those by
Snouck Hurgronje, Goldziher and Margohouth

(D B Macdonald)
al-MAHDI, AbU ^Abd Allah Muhammad,

an ^Ahbasid Caliph His father was the

Caliph al-MansGr, his mother was called Umm
Mus5 bint al MansQr b 'Abd Allah and belonged

to the family of the old Himyarite kings When
the governor of Khurasan ‘Abd al-Djabbar b

^Abd al-Rahman [q v
]

rebelled, the Caliph sent

his son Muhammad al-Mahdi with an army against

him, the real commander was KhSzim b Khuzaima
After taking 'Abd al-2jabbar prisoner, al-Mahdl

by his father’s orders undertook an expedition

against TabarislSn which had to submit to him
[cf DXbUya] In 144 (761—762) he returned to

the ^Irak where he married Raita, the daughter

of the Caliph Abu *l-‘Abbas al-SafRih For the next

few years he lived m al-Raiy ^sa b Musa had
long been designated as successor to the throne

but he was persuaded by al-Mansur to waive his

rights in favour of al-Mahdi, and after the death

of al-Mansur in ^u *1 Hidjdja 158 (Oct 775)
al-Mahdi was recognised as Caliph He made him-

self very popular by his liberality and gentleness,

although several cruel deeds are credited to him
For example he had the son of the vizier Abu
^Abd Allah Mu'^awiya b 'Ubaid Allah [q v ]

ex-

ecuted on a mere suspicion and another vizier

Ya^kub b DawUd who had fallen into disfavour

with him was thrown into a prison so dark that

he lost the use of his eyes In 160 (776—777)
a rebellion broke out in the always unruly ^urasan,
the leader of the rebels, YGsuf b Ibrahim, was

however defeated and taken prisoner whereupon

the Caliph had him executed in the cruellest

fashion The war against Byzantium was continued

under al-Mahdl In continual raids to plunder and

devastate the marches, the two opponents sought

to do each other as much harm as possible,

there was however never any thought of permanent-

ly occupying any territory temporarily conquered

On the whole the advantage lay with the Muslims

and in the early stages they advanced as far as

Angora Michael Lachanodrakon however with a

Byzantine army advanced against them, destroyed

the fortress of al-Hadatb [q v ], which however

was soon rebuilt, and laid the land waste as far

as the Syrian frontier (162= 77^/779) In the

following year al-Mahdl equipped a great expedi-

tion in which his son HSiUn took part against
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the Byzantines and in 165 (782) HarOn took the

field again, accompanied by the Caliph’s favourite

al-RabI* b Yflnus, later vizier This time the

Muslims penetrated to the Bosphorus and the

Empress Irene viras forced to make a three years’

truce and to promise to pay an annual tribute

In Ramadan 168 (Maich/April 785), however,

the truce was broken by the Byzantines and

hostilities lasted till the death of al-Mahdi,

without however any decision being reached

In his reign appeared the sectarian fanatic al-

MuV^anna^, who gave the Caliph’s troops much

trouble and sustained a long siege in a foi tress

m the region of Kashsh, till finally he poisoned

himself in 163 (779/780) in order not to fall alive

into the hand of his enemies In other parts of

the empire also, heretics, especially real or alleged

Manichaeans {Ztndtk\ were treated with the utmost

severity Al-Mahdf acquired great merit by his

work for the peaceful development of his empire,

new roads were laid down and the postal system

improved
,
trade and industry reached a prosperity

hitherto unknown and scholars were richly rewaided

At the same time there appeared an undesirable

tendency to extravagance, which in the end was

to prove really fatal, and with al-Mahdi began
that expenditure of the revenues on useless luxury,

which contributed not a little under his successors

to the rum of the ^AbbSsid empire In time the

Caliph fell under the control of his com tiers and
in particular allowed himself to be guided by his

chamberlain al-Rabl^ b Yunus and especially by
his wife al-iyiaizur5n, formerly a slave who was
the mother of two sons, Musa and HSrun As
early as 160 (776) homage had been paid to the

former as successor designate under the name of

al-HadI in place of ^IsS b Mfisa [q v
]
and six

years later al-Mahdi had his younger son Harlln

proclaimed as successor to al-H5dl But as Khai-

zurSn preferred Hirun and he was also supported

by the Barmecides, the Caliph decided to alter

the succession in favour of him, al-HadI, who
was then in Djurdj5n refused to agree Al-Mahdi
thereupon set out to discuss the matter with him
in person, but died suddenly on the 21^^ Muharram
169 (Aug 4, 785) in Masabadhan at the age of

43 As a ruler he was undoubtedly one of the

best among the 'Abbasids
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avMAHDI, Muhammad b HishAm b ‘Abd
al-EjabbXr b 'Abd al-RahmXn al-NX§ir, Abu
’l-WalId,

,
eleventh Umaiyad Caliph of

Spam He held power on two occasions, first as

successor to HishSm II, al-Mu^aiyad [q v], and
again after SulaimSn b Hakam al>Musta^In

[q V ], in the period of general rebe llion which

at the beginning of the ninth century immediately

preceded the establishment through Muslim Spam
of petty independent rulers, the MulUkal-'fawlfif
The third of the 'Amirid hSdjibs, 'Abd al*Rahman

b al-Mansur, surnamed Sanchol, from the moment
he succeeded his brother 'Abd al-Malik al-Muzaffar

abandoned himself to all sorts of excesses and

was able to take advantage of the weakness ol

the titular caliph, HishSm II al-Mu^aiyad, to get

himself designated heir-presumptive This decision

at once aroused the indignation of various members
of the caliph’s family, thus excluded from the

throne, they arranged that one of their number,

Muhammad b HishSm b 'Abd al-2jabbar, a great

grandson of 'Abd al-RabrnSn 111 al-Nasir, who
had many followers among the people of Cordova
should head a rebellion Advantage was taken of

an expedition, which ^Abd al RahmSn Sanchol,

following the example of his father and brother,

was to lead in person against the Christians of

Galicia, to raise the standard of rebellion On the

Hjumada II, 399 (Feb 15, 1009) Muhammad
b IlishSm attacked the palace of Cordova where

the caliph HishSm was with a small number of

followers who had remained faithful to him He
captured the palace and at once took steps to

make HishSm sign his abdication and had himself

proclaimed caliph The whole population of Cor-

dova was in arms and plundered the ^Amind
town Madinat al-Zahira [q v

]
All the treasure

accumulated there including a vast sum in money
was seized and brought to the new caliph who
to destroy ‘^Amirid power for ever, demolished

completely and set fire to the town which the

great hadjib al-Mansur had built only a few years

before At the same time, Muhammad b HishSm
who had adopted the honorific of al -M a hd I

took steps to meet the counter-attack certain to

be made by ^Abd al-Rahman Sanchol Warned
of what had happened in Cordova and of the

destruction of al-Madinat al-Zahira, the hadjib,

full of anxiety, pitched his camp at KaFat Rabalj

(Calatrava [q v]) and endeavoured to secure the

fidelity of his troops who were mainly Berbers

He was soon forced to witness their defection

and went to Cordova m the hope of finding new
partisans there But on the way back he was
captured by emissaries of al-Mahdi in a monastery
of the Sierra Morena and executed at the end of

DjumSda II, 399 (March i, 1009) His body was
crucified in Cordova
Muhammad al-Mahdi, once the power was in

his hands, soon alienated the principal Berber
chiefs of his army as well as his relatives of the

Umaiyad house A rebellion against him was planned
by his adversaries The Berbers put at their head
an Umaiyad pretender, HishSm b SulaimSn b
al-Nasir, whom they proclaimed [caliph with the

title a 1 ' Rashid, and laid siege to Cordova Al-

Mahdl made a sortie, routed them and the pre-

tender was killed The Berbers then chose a new
Umaiyad prince, SulaimSn b Hakam, and at the

same time appealed for assistance to Sancho Garcez
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and his Christians In spite of all the efforts of

al-Mahdl, the blockade of Cordova became more
and more strict He then tried to put on the

throne the caliph Highto II b al-Mu^aiyad whom
he had himself deposed and then given out that

he was dead, but this was in vain On i6tkRabi^I,

400 (Nov 7, 1009) the palace of the caliph

was in the hands of the besiegers Al-Mahdfs
only hope was to hide himself The pretender of

the Berbers, SulaimSn, received the oath of allegiance

at al'Cordova and assumed the honorific title of

al-Musta'in bi’lUh
In the following month al-Mahdi was able to

leave Cordova secretly and seek refuge in Toledo
where he was well received by the inhabitants

He then sought and obtained an alliance with

the Catalans {Ifran^) who marched with him on
Cordova in ^awwal 400 (May June loio) The
town was taken and the second reign of al-Mahdf

began with a bloody persecution of all the Berbers

in Cordova To avenge the wrongs of their fellow-

countrymen in the capital, the Berbers in the

army of Sulaiman al-Musta^In returned to besiege

the city Al-Mahdl, betrayed by his servants, was
slam during the siege in the palace in Cordova
by some ^Amirid slaves on the 8th Dhu’l-Hidjdja

400 (July 23, lOio) His first reign lasted nine

months, the second less than two
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271—300 (E I tVI-PROVENgAL)
MAHDI KHAN, MIrzA Muhammad MahdI

AstarXbXdI B Muhammad, historian of Nadir
Shah of Persia, whose deeds he recorded in

the Tc^rlkh-i JQ^ahan Gu^ay-t Nadirly this work
written in Persian is an excellent complement to

those by James Phraser and Jonas Hanway on the

conqueror In it Mahdi Kh5n details the life of

Nadir from his birth to his death while other

Persian writers only deal with periods of it (e g
Muhsin b Hanlf records only the expedition to

India in his JQj_awhat 1 ^Abd al-KarIm

Kashmiri in his Bayam Waki^ confines himself

to the period from this expedition to 1784) W
Jones in his introduction to the Tc^rlkh of Mahdi
Khan says that “the narrative of these perpetual

rebellions is somewhat dry and fatiguing”, as

to the boundless praise which he bestows on the

author's style, especially the desciiptions of spiing

at the beginning of each year, it is exaggerated,

m these descriptions all the images used had been

employed to satiety for years before It is true

that some works of the period are still more
hackneyed Mahdi JChSn himself gives free tram

to this vexatious tendency m another version of

history of Nfidir which comes down to the year

1748 only Durra-% NUdtra^ m a style uniformly

artificial and elaborate Malcolm {History ofPersia)
reproaches Mahdi with having been too

flattering to Nadir, he recognises however that
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the historian has spoken frankly of the cruelties

which were a blot upon the latter part of the

reign Mahdi KhSn was Nadir’s secretary This is

revealed not only in the accuracy of his details

but in certain statements also Mahdi, for example,

says that he was uith the prince when the latter

received news of the birth of a grandson (transl

Jones 1 1 91), at the end of his reign Nadir sent

him on a diplomatic mission to the Sultan of

Turkey (11 179) H Brydges (Abd-er-Razzak,

History of the Kajars, London 1833, p clxxxi

,

note) also credits him with secretarial duties

Besides his historical works, Mahdi KhAn compiled
his celebrated Eastern Turkish-Persian distionary

entitled Sangla^ (1173 = 1760) a valuable the-

saurus enriched with examples taken from the

Turkish classics (Mir ^Ali-Shlr, Babur-Nama etc),
the publication of this work of which there are

two abbreviations is highly desirable
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al-MAHDI li-DINALLAH AHMAD, a title and
name of several ZaidilmSms of theYaman

About 250 years after al-Hadi Yahya, the founder

of the Zaidlya [q v
]
dynasty of the Yaman, his

direct descendant, the Imam al-Mutawakkil 'ala

’llah Ahmad b SulaimSn had, between 532 and

566 (1134— 1170), restored the kingdom to its

extent in al-Hadi’s period, with Sa'da, Nadjran and
for a time also Zabid and San's^ A generation

later (593—614=1197— 1217) the hill country

from Sa'da to Dhamar was again ruled by one

man, al-Mansur bi’llah 'Abd Allah b Hamza, not

a descendant of al-Hadi but of a Rassid, 1 e one

of the family ofal Hadi’s grandfather, al-Kasim b

Tabataba, the spiritual founder of the Zaidiyas of

the Yaman Al-MansUr was twice able to enter

SanS% he was also recognised as Imam by the

Kaspid Zaidis, the Nuktawi, but even before his

death his power had become restricted by the last

Aiyubid Sultan of the Yaman, al Malik al-Mas'Od,

once more to the land of Kawkaban After his death

his sons, first Muhammad 'Izz al-Din, then the Imam
Ahmad al-Mutawakkil tried their fortune in the

south, while one of al-H2di’s descendants and his

namesake al HadI Yahya b al-Muhsin created a

petty imSmate around ba'da An attempt to unite

the divided forces of the dynasty was made by

a ai-MahdI li-DIn Allah, his full official

title, one previously met with among the Zaidfs,

was al-Mahdi li Din Allah, Ahmad b al-Husam

b Ahmad b al-Kasim b 'Abd Allah b al-K5sim

b Ahmad b Isma'il Abu ’1-Baiakat The uncer-

tainty about his genealogy, that occurs may be

explained from the fact that, as is also found in

the superscription and signature to his

al-KuPdn (see Bibl) there is a jump from Isma'il

Abu *1-Barak5t to Isma'il al-Diba^j (cf de Zambaur,

Table B), he himself expressly says that his

genealogy meets that of al-Man^Ur in al-]Kasim b.
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Ibrahim, i e that he was a Rassid His reign of

ten years during which the Yaman was harassed

by plague and famine does not reveal a great

ruler nor even any real and consistent authonty,

but gives a remarkable picture of conditions in

South Arabia, when for want of a definite line of

succession, success alone decided how far an 'Alid

pretender was able to hold his own among his

kinsmen and with any forces he could gather to

make a stand against foreign foes In 646 (1248)

Ahmad had himself proclaimed Imam in the for-

tress of Ihula in the highlands of Hadur, north-

west of $an^5^, by arrangement with the Banu
Hamza, 1 e the family of the late Imam al-Man-

sur, and with the benevolent tolerance of Asad
al-Din Muhammad b al-Hasan, the brother’s son

of the first Rasulid SultSn, al-Malik al-MansUr

Nnr al-Dfn ^Omar b ^Ali b Rasill But he was
defeated by Nur al-Din and besieged in Thula,

and in 647 (1250) we find him having to fight

with the BaoU Hamza who had again deserted

him He was saved by the death of NQr al-Din

who was killed by his own Mamluks in Zabid,

an event which is probably connected with con-

temporary Mamluk attempts on the Egyptian

Aiyiibids, Asad al-Din who wished to make his

governorship in San^a^ independent, is also accused

of instigating it The lattei continued active under

NSr al Din’s son and successor al-Muzaffar Yusuf,

rebelling and suing for peace alternately, some-

times on the side of the Imam and sometimes

intriguing against him Al-Mahdi, who in the

meanwhile had bound Shams al Dm Ahmad, son

of the late Imam and chief of the Banu Hamza,
to joint action with him, took San^5^ in the

beginning of gjumSda I 648 (July 1250), although

harassed by Asad al-Din who held the fortress

of Birashj he was able to extend his rule to the

south as far as Dhamar But before a year had
expired al-Mahdi had to abandon San'^a’ Asad al-»

Dm indeed sold him the fortress of Birash but

it was just on account of this that the final

breach occurred between them Asad al-Din again

went over to al Muzaffar who had the governor-

ship of the Yaman granted him by the Caliph al-

Musta'^sim, who is even said to have sent assassins

(Stray see Btdl
y

fol 237a) against the Imam In

a thoroughly Zaidi fashion, however, his fate was
decided not by foreign foes but by the Zaidls

themselves He quarrelled with his ablest and most
ardent supporter, ^aikh Ahmad al RassSs With
the help of the RasUlids, ^ams al-Din made himself

Imam of the Zaidis in 652 (1254)10 the old capital

of SaMa Al-Mahdi was again confined to his

original territory The very next year a Zaidi as-

sembly pronounced his deposition, as unworthy
Of the 10,000 infantry and several hundred horse

men of the earlier fighting, he had still 2,000 in-

fantry and 300 cavalry, but these also left him
in the decisive battle of Wfidi Shuw aba, which

runs from San'a^ parallel in the northwest to the

Wadi Khand He was slain at the age of 42,

his head sent round as a trophy and treated

shamefully but finally buned with his body in

the little Wadi of Dhu Bin (Dheneban) His in-

glorious end did not prevent his tomb from becoming
a wonder-working abode of grace, his biographer
calls him the “martyr on the path of Allah and
the commander of the faithful” and many miracles

are recorded of him even from his lifetime His
assassination at the beginning of 656 (1258) falls

in the same year as the execution of his old

enemy, the last ^AbbSsid Caliph, al-Musta^§im

Legend says that the messenger who was to carry

the news to Baghdad learned on the way that the

caliph had met his fate on the same day

While in his Da^wa (see Btbl) al-Mahdl col-

lected the usual Zaidi aiguments with the regular

sayings from the Kurban and hadiths practically

in the traditional form as a general appeal to

support the Zaidi cause and himself, his Khalifa

IS a passionate personal protest against his deposition

and an attempt to bring back his enemies especially

Shams al-Din Aljmad, to the loyalty they had

sworn to him This, he reproaches them, was as

unrighteous as the recognition of Muhammad’s
authonty as a Prophet by the Umaiyads

The Shams al-Din Ahmad above mentioned,

who adopted the official title of al Mutawakkil

and recognised the Rasalids as his overlords, was

at once challenged by a rival ImSm in the person

of Abu Muhammad al-Hasan b al-Wahhas The
position remained the same for the next 50 years

Ihe Tattmma gives nine men, the last being al-

Nasir Salah al-Din Muhammad b ^Ali, who suc-

ceeded in obtaining some recognition as imams
in the period between al-Mahdi Ahmad b al-

Husain and
b al-MahdI LI din AllXh Ahmad b YahyX

B al-MurtadI b Ahmad b al-Murtad5 b al-

Mufaddal b Mansur b al Mufaddal b al-Hadj^Sdij

b ^Ali b Yahya b al-Kasim b Yfisuf al-Da‘i b
Yahya al-MansQr b Ahmad al-NSsir The last

named ancestor was the son and second successor

of Yahya al-H5dI After the death of al-NSsir

SalSh al-Din, a kadi 'Abd Allah b al-Hasan al-

Dauwari worked with a few partisans on behalf

of his sons who were still minors But the ‘Ulama^,

anxious to consolidate the power which was gradually

breaking up, placed m the mosque of Djamal al-

Din in San'a^ three claimants 'All b Abi ’1 Fada^il,

al-Nasii b Ahmad b Muhammad and Ahmad b

Yahya b al-Murtada and these three were to

decide on one of their number The choice fell

on Ahmad b Yahya, the youngest of them In

spite of his objections, he had to give in to their

argument that “one who has gone deeply into

learned problems with their subtle points, cannot

be incapable of conducting worldly affairs” They
at the same time promised him their advice and
support (Tattmma

y
{o\ 72a) But on the very night

on which he was proclaimed, the kadi al Dauwari
succeeded in getting homage paid to his candidate

(end of 793=1391) Ahmad b YahyS and his

adherents at once left the town in a body and
withdrew to the hills to the Banii Skihfib, a clan

of the Hamdanids His abode was betrayed by
one of the §h>hab Fighting went on for 13 days
in which the enemy lost about 50 men and the

Imam lo The latter then went farther into the

mountains and his claims were recognised in Anis
also Among his special supporters were al-Hadi
b al Mu’aiyad, son of a former Imam, and Ibn
Abi ’l-FadaM He was also asked by people in ^a'da
to receive their homage But he was sui prised by
his enemies and as he would not interrupt his

ritual ablutions and prayers to fight, he surrendered
under a promise that no harm would befall him
In spite of this, as the Tattmma tells us, which
is however much biassed in his favour, 80 of

his men were massacred, he himself was taken to

^an'ft’ where he was kept a prisoner for 7 years
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and 3 weeks (794-- 8oi) Liberated with the help

of his warders, he lived a further 40 years, “tossed

up and down the country*^ devoting himself en-

tirely to learning until he died in ^afar (end of

480= 1437) of the plague in the Yaman, which

had already carried off with many notables including

the rival ImSm ^All b §alSh al-Din According

to the Tattmma (fol 75a) Ibn al-Murtada was
born in 775 (1373) m DhamSr, according to

other sources (see Rieu, in Brtt Mas Cat Supply

N® 365) m 764 (1363) at Anis

The choice of Ibn al Murta^a as Imam was a

mistake, inasmuch as he lacked the necessary

military and administrative ability On the other

hand he had another qualification m perfection

As a result of a careful education and a thirst

for learning from his youth upwards, he wrote a

great deal, dogmatic, legal and paraenetic, he

was also a poet and worked at grammar and logic

The kindness of his warders, who supplied him with

ink and paper, enabled him to compose the law

book al-AzAar fi Ftkh al-A^tmma al-a^har (Berlin

MS 4919) on which he wrote a commentary His

most valuable work is still his theological and

legal encyclopaedia, al-Bahr al-zakhkMr (Berlin

MS 4894—4907) on which he likewise wrote a

commentary Although not the work of an original

scholar^ it is a rich and well arranged compilation,

which deserves attention, if only for the part of the

introduction which compares the various religions,

as the distinctions between them are seen from

quite a different point of view to that of AshWl
or ShahrastSnl

About 80 years after al-Mahdl Ahmad b Yahya,

from 922 (1516), the Turks had begun to occupy

Yaman and to hold it with vai7ing fortunes (see

Kutb al-Din al-Makki, aUBark al- YamUm ft ’'I-Path

al’^Oijimlim^ in S de Sacy, in N E
y

iv 412-504
and A Rutgers, Htstorta Jemanae sub Hasano
Paschay Leyden 1838) In his struggle with them
al-MansUr bi’llSh al-Kasim b Muhammad, a descend-

ant of al-HadI in the generation, was able

about 1000 A H to restore the present imSmate

in San^a^ (see A S Tntton, The Rise of the Imams

of SanaUy Oxford 1925) Of his sons, Muhammad
d-Mu^aiyad succeeded him Even in his reign but

still moie after his death in 1054 (1644), when
his successor Isma'il, another son of al-Kasim, was

making his way with difficulty against his many
brothers and nephews, one of al Kasim's grandsons

began to come to the front, afterwards the Imam
c al-MahdI LI DIn AllXh Ahmad b al-Hasan

B AL KXsim His father was not Imam but distin

gttished himself in the wars against the lurks

and was also a scholar In 1049 Ahmad appeared

m the hills of Wu§ab, in 1051 he besieged Dhamar
without success, in 1053 he was in Mecca with

many members of his family on the pilgrimage

Just at the accession of Ismail, he set out with

another cousin against §an^a^ At first he came
to terras with the Imam but then fought in different

places for his own hand, e g at Thula and again

in the Ejebel Wu^ab In 1070 he won Hadramawt
for Ismail, to which the Zaidls had been summoned
by the disputes for the throne When in 1087

(1676) on the death of Ismail he himself assumed
the iraamate, a nephew, al-Kasim b Muhammad
al-Mu^aiyad, proclaimed himself Imam and was
recognised particularly in the remoter territory m
the south towards al-Tihama in Zabid A Zaidi

assembly of leading Sh^flfs and ^Ulama^ met, at

which Ahmad was with some difficulty recognised

as the legitimate Imam. Although this did not
mean that he enjoyed the authority of a sovereign,

since his nvals and the other amirs remained as

independent as before, yet peace and security

reigned in the country But A^mad b al-Hasan

died soon afterwards in 1092 (1681) in al-Ghiras

near Shibam which had been built by the first

Turkish conqueror Hasan Pasha After the short

and weak reign of his son al-Mutawakkil
Muhammad (to 1097 = 1686), family feuds broke
out again Among the later ImSms of this Kasimid
dynasty another Ahmad b al Husain b al-KSsim

(from 1221 = 1806) again bore the official title

of al-Mahdi li-Dln Allah
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al-MAHDI 'UBAID ALLAH, firstFatimid

Caliph (297—322 = 909—934) His origins are

obscure He is also known as Sa'id, and is believed

to have been the grandson of the celebrated Per-

sian sectaiian 'Abd Allah b MaimGn al-Kaddah

(the oculist), the Isma'ilian leader, but he claimed

to be a true descendant of the Prophet through

his daughter hapma By some he was supposed

to be the brother of the twelfth Imanty according

to others, the son of one of the strange “hidden”

ImUms of the Isma^llis His spectacular rise to

power was coincident with a sudden outburst of

Shibte fervour centred m the vexed question of

the legitimacy of the Caliphate, involving the

mystical doctrine of the Imamate and the appear-

ance of a long-expected Mahdi [q v
]

It was

the culmination of Isma'ilian propaganda and was

in alliance with the Karmatian heresy of Arabia

Throughout the history of these times one can

discern how in reality such zealous schismatics

traded their esoteric doctrines and allegorical in-

terpretations to the advancement of their own private

politicalxends

North Africa witnessed the crucial stages of the

Fapmid rising, the prime instigator being apparently

a da% Aba 'Abd Allfih al-Shi'i [q v], who pro-

claimed himself the precursor of the Mahdi An
ambitious factionist of undeniable ability and or-
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ganising genius, in the end his own astuteness

and love of power brought about his undoing

Nevertheless it was to him that 'Ubaid Allah

owed his throne and title While the formei was
sowing the seeds of sedition amongst the Berber

tribes of North Africa, %^baid Allah was making
his way with his family from Salamlya in N Syria

to Kairawan (902 a D ) In passing through Egypt
disguised as a merchant he narrowly escaped im-

prisonment at the hands of a suspicious governor
Perhaps judicious bribery helped him on his way
until he found himself with his son thrown by the

Beni Midi5r, suppoiters of the ‘Abbasids, into a
dungeon in Sidjilmasa Meanwhile his generalissimo

was operating elsewhere in his favour with the

help of the wild Beni Kitama whose services

he had enlisted A victorious entry into Sidjil-

masa marked the release of ‘^Ubaid Allah— though
there are suspicions that the real prisoner was
slam before the surrender — and his proclamation
as the true spiritual head of Islam, al-Mahdf,
Commander of the Faithful The Aghlabid monarch
Ziyadat Allah III was overthrown and driven into
exile in Egypt, while on Jan 15, 910 a d (29th

Rabi' 11, 297) the new Mahdi and his son made
their triumphal entry into Rakkada

Following his elevation to supreme control 'Ubaid
Allah entered on a policy of extending the bounds
of his dominions Not only had he enemies on all

sides, even within his own camp lurked traitorous

allies and fickle adherents Those who had raised

him from the dungeon found very soon that he
was now their master The estrangement between
him and his chief supporters is said to have ori-

ginated in the disappointment felt by the latter

that he was incapable of working the miiacles ex-

pected of such a divine peisonage Abu ^Abd
Allah was forced to play a suboidinate part, and
becoming embittered thereby, began spreading
sedition amongst the unsettled Beiber tribesmen
But the Mahdi was quite capable of dealing with
the situation A Shaikh of the Kit5ma Beibers,
heading a deputation asking for clear proofs of
his spiritual claims, was summarily beheaded
Shortly after this he waylaid Abu 'Abd Allah and
his brother 'Abd al-‘Abbas and had them as
sassinated (298 = 911) Ihe other brother Abu
Zaki was sent to Kairawan with a letter ordering
his execution As the Mahdi himself said in justifying
such acts against quondam suppoiters “Satan
caused them to slip and I have purified them by
the sword” Riots ensued, but the bold handling
of the populace by the Mahdi and his personal
courage averted disaster and fiimly established the
secular power, if it did not demonstrate the spiritual

virtues, of the Fatimid dynasty

'Ubaidallah’s foreign policy led him to despatch
HassSn b Kulaib of the Beni Kitama as governor
to Sicily in order to further the Fatimid cause

The Huwara and Luwata tribes of Tripolitana

were vanquished, while the Mahdi’s forces were
also victorious against Muhammad b Khazar at

Tiharet But following Abu ‘Abd Allah’s death,

the Beni Kitama, who were murmuring against

the Mahdi, were attacked in April 912, chiefly by
their old enemies, the people of Kairawan who
never liked their savage manners The Beni Kitama
rose in a general revolt and appomted a new
Mahdi, named Kadu

,
but after considerable fighting

they were defeated The Tripolitans were also
involved m a struggle with the Berbers (300 ah)

But the most important events of this reign were
the attacks on Egypt The Mahdi’s son, Abu ’1-Kasim,

was sent in command of the forces, while a fleet

operated undei Khubasa Iripoli, Barka, and then

Alexandria (302 = 914) weie taken, until the

victorious army was checked outside Fustfit by
the eunuch Munis, the Egyptian commander A
second expeditionaiy force (916—917) repeated

the feats of the previous one and devastated the

Delta and ravaged the Faiyum, only to be checked
once more at Old Cairo, while the fleet of 80
vessels was destioyed at Rosetta (307 = 920) by
the Khalifa’s smaller but moie efficient fleet under
Greek mariners Once more the FStimid lanks

had to 'Withdraw Nevertheless the dominion of

the Mahdi extended flora the borders of Egypt to

the confines of the Idrisid stronghold in Morocco
His fleets spread terror throughout the Mediter-

ranean Malta, Sicily, Sardinia, and the Balearic

Islands felt his influence
,
while his secret-service

agents were to be found throughout Andalusia A
levolt in Sicily in favoui of an Aghlabid prince

Ahmad b Ziyadat Allah affected his sway in that

island, but his administration generally was strong

and secure, albeit rigoious and unmerciful The
year 926 found him taking up his residence in

the new city he had founded on the Tunisian
coast, named after himself al-Mahdiya [q v

]
(the

“Africa” of Froissait) This became his capital

instead of Kairawan (16 mis distant) The new
town was founded in 303 (916) and was situated

on a projecting peninsula called Djazirat al-Far
It was strongly fortified with high and massive
walls, and colossally heavy gates, enclosing the
palace and the royal barracks A natural harbour
was improved to shelter 100 vessels of war On
the mainland lay the faubouig of Zawila intended
as a place of residence for tradeis and the general
public After a reign of 25 years 'Lbaid Allah
died on the 4th March 934 (141^ Rabi' I, 322)
at the age of 63, and was succeeded by his son
Abu ’1 Kasim under the title of al-Kafim bi-Amrallah
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AL-MAHDrs, a dynasty of Zabid in the

Yam an When the founder of the dynasty, ^Ali

b Mahdi [q v
],

died in the middle of 554(1159)
soon after the taking of Zabid, the power of the

dynasty which had been concentiated in his

personality, was seriously threatened, especially

as his sons Mahdi, ‘^Abd al-NabP and ^Abd Allah

quarrelled It is not quite clear whether Mahdi
at first obtained the throne (so ^OrnSra in Kay
[see Bibl\ p 129) or whether he ruled jointly

with 'Abd al-Nabi^, the latter taking chaige of

civil and the former of military affaiis (so Khazradji

in Kay, p 294) In any case, in the wars abroad

we find Mahdi appearing as conqueror of Lahidj

in 556 and of ^anad in 558 He died, at the

end of 558 or beginning of 559 (end of 1163)
in ZaBid 'Abd al-NabP now became sole ruler

but although driven fiom power for a biief period

by ‘^Abd Allah he was able to consolidate his

position and in continual fighting was able to

retain the kingdom in Yaman and the great tieasure

which his father had accumulated His power
extended from al-Tih5ma over the mountains of

Dhu ’1 Kala and the towns south of Djanad and
TaSzz He celebrated his victories in poems, for

example that in 560 (1164) over Wahhas, son

and successor of Ghanim b Yahya of the Hasanid
branch of the Sulaimanids, who after being driven

out of Mecca had founded a dynasty in the

mountains around Zafar and Ta'izz When 'Abd
al-Nabi^ besieged 'Aden in 568 (i 172) the Zurai'ids

there [cf banu ’l-karam] obtained the support
of a great coalition led by the Hamdanid 'Ah b
Hatim in San'a^ which included the Y2m tribes

related to the Hamdanids and Zurai'ids 'Abd al-

Nabp suffered an annihilating defeat in 569 at

Ibb and again farther south near Ta'izz Although
'All b Hatim could not carry the vvai into al

Tih5ma as the Beduins would not follow him,

'Abd al Nabf had to give up the siege of 'Aden
On his return to Zabid, he met a stronger enemy
and thus met his end In the same year the Aiyubid

T0r5nsh5h, sent by his biother Saladm, invaded

Yemen Guided by the Sulaimanid al Kasim, the

brother of Wahhils who had fallen in battle,

THransbah took Zabid after two days’ fighting on
9th Shawwal 569 (May 14, 1x74) 'Abd al-NabP
and his two brothers Ahmad and Yahya were
thrown into prison Nine months later when
TarSnshah on his campaign of conquest in the

mountains of the Yaman was at Dhu Djibla west

of Ibb, he heard of troubles in al Tihama and had
all three brothers executed in Zabid
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al-MAHDIYA, a town on the east coast

of lunisia, IS the “town of Africa” of the

European historians of the Middle Ages It is

built between Sousse and Sfax on a small peninsula

more than a mile in length and less than 500
yards in breadth, which terminates the cape of

Africa and is connected to the mainland by a

narrow isthmus “much as the hand is joined to

the wrist” The site was without doubt occupied

by a Phoenician factory and by a Roman settle-

ment, which it has not been possible to identify

Its name comes from the Shi'l Mahdi 'Ubaid Allah,

who in 300 (912) founded and fortified it, after

having consulted the oracles and foreseeing the

dangers which would threaten the Fatimid dynasty

A rampart of rubble of which a few towers are

in existence ran along the coast towards the south,

the wall protected the port, an ancient Phoenician

harbour excavated out of the rock, which the ships

entered under a large gate flanked by two strong

defensive works A little faither on, towards the

point was the naval aisenal hrom the side of

the isthmus, the rampart, which is veiy strong

and strengthened by round and square towers,

had a wall in front of it and was pieiced by a

gate which still exists Flanked by two salients

with inclined sides entrance is gained under an

arch 45 yaids in length {al-sktfa, al kahlal) The
highest point of the peninsula is occupied by an

old Turkish ka^ba^ built on the probable site of

the palace of Mahdi In front towards the west,

probably lay the palace of his son al Ka^m The
town owes to the hatimids also a great mosque
built neai the sea, of which considerable remains

still exist, notably an ornamental porch A customs-

house w as at hand {dar al muhasabat) ,
beyond

the peninsula the suburb of Zaw^Ja (ancient

Zella ^) of which the site is still known and where

remains have been found, amongst other things

glass w'are

The Mahdi 'Ubaid Allah after leaving Rakkada
near al Kairawan, came to live at al Mahdiya in

the year 308 (92 1 )
Having become the capital

of the empire, the town prospeied It was, according

to 'Idharl, the richest city m Barbary Ihe son of

'Lbaid Allah, al Ka^im, was besieged there for over

five months (January-Septembei 945) by Abu
Yazid, “the man with the ass”, a Kharidji agitator,

who starting from Tawzei made himself master

of the whole of Ifrllj^iya The failure of the blockade

of al-Mahdlya was the first stage in the downfall of

the heretic More than a centuiy after, al Mahdiya,

which had been the refuge of the Fatimids when

ID dangei, served also as an asylum to their un-

conquered vassals, the Zirid Amirs, the victims

of the Hilall invasion In the year 449 (1057)

the Ziiid al-Mu'izz abandoned a-Kairawan for al-

Mahdlya From that place he and his successors

set themselves to recover the lands they had for-

merly ruled From there they also turned their

activities to the sea Al- Mahdiya, where the corsairs

were now equipped, became and was to remain
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down to modern times the most active centre of

Tunisian piracy The expeditions of the Muslim
corsairs provoked attacks from the Normans of

Sicily, Pisan and Genoan raids on the town along

the coast In 1087, al-Mahdiya fell into the hands

of the combined Christian forces The Normans
again took it in 1148 Then they were blockaded

in it by land and by sea during the conquest of

Ifrl^iya by the Almohad 'Abd al-Mu^min Having
become once more a Muslim town, it was retaken

and pillaged in 1180 Then it concluded with

William II, the King of Siuly, a treaty of peace

The Normans were able to trade with it During

the ruinous campaigns of the B Ghaniya [q v ],

Almoravid Amirs, al-Mahdiya was for a short time

in the hands of an adventurer 'Abd al-KarIm al-

Ragragl who took the title of Caliph These troubles

led to the installation in Ifrikiya of a governor

of the Almohad family of the B Hafs Al-Mahdiya
was henceforth one of the principal towns of the

kingdom of the Hafsids Its government was
geneially confided to one of the sons of the

sovereign of Tunis

The persistent activity however of the Corsairs

provoked in the year 1390 a new Genoan expe-

dition supported by Charles VI, King of France,

who sent his galleys and his knights against

“cette m&lement forte ville d’Auffrique” (Froissart)

A.l-Mahdiya resisted but was forced to pay a tribute

to the Christians In 1539, after the conquest of

Tunis by Charles V, the town received a Spanish

g[arrison In the following year the corsair Dragut

^ook It by surprise Taken prisoner by the fleet

jf Andrea Dona, then released, Dragut came back

ind installed himself in al Mahdiya On the 8th

September 1550, Dona seized the town from
>agut “prince of Africa”, after a memorable seige

Charles V offered the charge of it to the Knights of

dalta but they refused it, so he ordered it to be
ismantled Al- Mahdiya, after falling once more
Qto the hands of the Muslims, arose from its

uins and remained under Turkish rule until the
ixth century, the nest of corsairs, the terror ot

hristian merchants that it had been for nearly

100 years It is now a quiet little town of about

0,000 inhabitants, who live by fishing and by the

product of their oil works
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al-MAHDIYA, formerly called al-Ma^mUra, a

town of Morocco, on the Atlantic coast at the

mouth of the Wadi SabU (Sebou), built on a rocky

promontory which dominates the valley of the

river Situated on the southern extremity of the

plain of Qharb and 20 miles to the North East

of Sal6 (Sala) it enjoys a geographical position of

the first importance A port is shoitly to be created

here for ships of heavy tonnage, which cannot sail

up the Wadi Sabfi as far as the river port of

Kenitra (Ar al-Kunaitira, “the little bridge”)

situated 6 miles as the crow flies from the mouth

of the river

It is generally agreed that the site of al-MahdIya

corresponds to that of one of the earliest Phoenician

settlements founded by Hanno in the fifth century

B C on the Atlantic coast of Morocco — the

factory of Thyniiateria Nothing is known of the

later history of this foundation and we have to

wait till the fourth century a h (tenth a D ) to

get the first mention in Arab writers of the town

at the mouth of the Wadi Sabu under the names
al-Ma^mlira (“the populated, the flourishing”),

Halk (“the mouth”) al-Ma'miira or Hal^ Sabu
According to the chronicler Abu ’

1-Kasim al-

Zaiyani [q v
]

the modern town was founded by

the short lived dynasty of the Banu Ifren [q v]

which settled on the Atlantic side of Morocco at

the end of the tenth century of our era In the

second half of the XIBb^ the Almohad Sultan

‘^Abd al-Mu^min built there one of his dockyards

for his navy (dar al-^ma^a) Later, down to the

XVBk century, al-Ma^mUra’s history is obscure

— It was a small trading centre to which European
ships came for the products of the country

Al-Ma^mura, when the Christians of the Iberian

peninsula made their offensive against Morocco,

was one of their first objectives, on June 24, 15*5
a large Portuguese fleet anchored at the mouth
of the Wadi babu and a landing force of 8,000

men occupied the town without a blow being

struck The Portuguese made themselves a strong

base in al-Ma'mura, built fortifications there, remains

of which still exist, but they were only able to

hold it for a short time The Muslims drove the

Christians out of al-Ma^miira at the end of the

same year, inflicting very heavy losses upon them
Al-Ma%ura re-enters history when at the end

of the XVpb century it became a formidable nest

of European pirates, who under the leadership ol

an English captain, Mainwaring, practised piracy

along the whole Atlantic coast and became a
tenor to the seafaring centres of Europe This
state of things was put an end to when Spam,
which in 1610 had occupied the port of Larache

(al-^Ara’ish, q V ), a little farther north, made a

landing at al-Ma'mura in August 1614, after

negotiations with the Moroccan ruler, the Samian
Mawlay ZaidSn The town was taken and the

Spanish fleet withdrew leaving a strong garrison

of 1,500 men The captured town was given the

name of San Miguel de Ultramar
The Spanish occupation of al Ma'mllra was to

last 67 years, during which it was several times

fiercely attacked by the Muslims, particularly the

“volunteers of the faith” (Mu(^ahtdUn)^ who
mobilised to drive the Christians from the various

points on the coast where they had established

themselves under the active leadership of the chief

al-^Aiy&shl of bal6 The principal attacks on San
Miguel de Ultramar were delivered m i6a8| 1630
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and 1647 In 1681 (1092 a h) the ^Alawid Sul^Sn

MawlSy IsmS^il [q v ] laid siege to the town
and finally took it by storm He then gave it the

name of al-Mahdiya, the name of al-Ma^mnra

only survived as that of the great forest of cork-

oaks v^hich lies between Sal^ and the lower valley

of the Wadi Saba — It may be noted that for

a^few years at an earlier date the name al-Mahd!ya

had been borne in Morocco by the little military

station founded by the Almohad Caliph 'Abd al-

Mu^min on the site of the future RibSt al Fath

(Rabat); on the south bank at the mouth of the

Wadi Sala (the modern Wad BH-regreg) [cf the

article rabat] Al-Mahdiya was occupied by French

troops in 19x1
Considerable remains survive at al-Mahdlya,

dating from the brief Portuguese occupation, the

Spanish occupation or from the date when it was
definitely retaken by the Muslims Around the

citadel l^afda) runs a continuous rampart with a

ditch These defences are entered by two gates,

— one very massive, with two Arabic inscriptions,

dates from the XVIlth century The other, a simple

postern, dating from the Spanish occupation, opens

on the steep slope which runs down to the rives

Inside beside a few hovels and a little mosque
are the rums of the Muslim governor’s palace

of the XVIIUh century Between the foot of the

citadel and the bank of the W adl Sabo for a length

of 200 yards and a breadth of about 40 may still

be seen buildings consisting of a senes of square

chambers completely isolated from one another

and each protected by a double wall These were
probably granaries, which need not be earlier

than the end of the XVIUh century, and arc not,

as has been suggested, of the Phoenician period
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(E L^:vi-pROVENgAL)

MAHIYA (a ), technical term in metaphysics,

quiddity, frequently used as equivalent oi d^aw-
hary substance Abtl Hanifa, Dirar (and al-NadjdjSr)

used It to designate the pure divine essence, cf

‘Abd al-Kahir al Baghdadi, al-Fark bam aLFtraky

p 201—202, al-Shahrastam, Kttab aLMtlal wa
U^Nihal Cairo, 1 114 ,

Kttab al-Bad* wa ’/- Tcirlkk^

ed and transl Huart, 1 85 On the question

whether the quiddity is identical or not to existence

(wu^Sd) cf Diurdianl, ^arh al-Mawahtf. Cairo,

p 92 (L Massignon)
MA^KAMA. [See Mehkeme]
MAJ^MAL (or more correctly Mahmil, a),

the name of the splendidly decorated
empty litters, which since the xiiith century

have been sent by Muhammadan princes on the

Hadjdj lo Mecca, to display their independence

and claims to a place of honour at the ceremony
The camel which bears the mahmal is not ridden

but led by the bridle It goes at the head of the

caravan and is regarded as its sanctifying element
What extravagance the rivalry of princes led to

is shown by the mention of a mammal adorned
with much gold, pearls and jewels, which was

sent in 721 (1321) from the ^Irak to Mecca {Die
Chromken der Stadt Mekkay ed F Wustcnfeld,

*859, p 278) The mammal which is most
esteemed, that which accompanied the pilgrim

caravan from Cairo, is described by Lane as a

square wooden framework, with a pyramid at top

and covered with black brocade richly worked
with inscriptions and ornamental embroidery in

gold, in some parts upon a ground of green or red

silk, it is bordered with a fringe of silk and
silver balls are fixed to the comers and to the

top of the pyramid On the front of the pyramidal
roof is a view of the Ka'^ba embroidered m gold

In the brief description given by Burckhardt of

the Egyptian mahmal it is added that it is decorated

with ostrich feathers According to him there was
only a prayer-book in the empty interior, which
on Its return was exhibited in Cairo and kissed

by the people, according to Lane on the other

hand there are two silver receptacles in the mahmal
which contain two Kurbans, one in a scroll, the

other m book form Ihe mahmal is earned by a
fine tall camel, which after the pilgrimage is spared

any further work On then arrival in Mecca the

mahmals are hailed with joy and led through the

crowded streets in a solemn procession after which
they go with the pilgrims to ^Arafat where they

occupy a position reserved for them It used to be
generally supposed that the covering of the Egyptian

mahmal was used to cover the tomb of Muhammad
or the Ka'ba but this is wrong, the kiswa is of

course taken to Mecca with the great pilgrim

caravan but it has nothing to do with the

mahmal
According to Makrizi the custom of sending

a mahmal to Mecca was first introduced in 670
A H by the MamlQk Sultan Baibars but others

attribute it to the Sharif Abu Numaiy, it is also

said that it was a princess going on the pilgrim-

age in a splendid litter that gave Baibars the

idea of sending one with the pilgrim caravan

This IS however only a story
,
and it is a much

more important question whether the custom did

not arise at an earlier date and whether it did

not originally have a diiect religious significance

It is natuial to recall the portable sanctuaries of

the Arabs and the mahmal particularly leminds

one of the description which Musil (^Dte Kultury

19x0, p % sq^ gives of the “Abu Zhur al Markab”
of the RwSla tribe a framework of thin pieces

of wood adorned with ostrich feathers which is

fastened on to the saddle of a pack-camel and is

the visible centre of the tribe Ihis would at any

rate lead us to the practical significance of the

later mahmal, a visible sign of independence and

claim to suzerainty of the various Muslim states

It is just this significance which gives the mahmals

a certain historical interest as political changes

and rivalries are reflected in them in course of

time There have occasionally been rulers who
by sending mahmals gave expression to their

endeavour to obtain recognition as sovereigns and

protectors of the sliarlfs, only to be soon driven

from power again by others That the Egyptian

mahmd came to obtain a place of honour, that

from Syria being the only other at all comparable

to It, was a result of the political influence of

the Mamluk Sultans It is noteworthy that Otto-

man rule made no alteration in this respect and

an attempt to send a mahmal from Constantinople

met with no success In 1807 an interruption was
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caused by the conquest of Mecca by the Wahhabis
who foibade this empty pomp so hateful to them,

but this ceased when they were driven out and

Muhammad ^All's rule again gave the Egvptian

mahmal pride of place

After the World War the sending of a mahmal
from Syria stopped Difficulties arose between the

Egyptian government and King Husain (1915

—

1924) regarding the powers of the heads of a

field-hospital which was to accompany the mah-

mal as well as regarding the ceremony of its re-

ception, which twice resulted in the mahmal not

being sent

When IbnSa'ud had become king of theHiiJjaz,

long negotiations took place over the mahmal
The Wahhabi ruler insisted on the music which
usually accompanied the mahmal being omitted

and all sort of superstitious customs being dropped

,

he also protested against the armed escoit as a

denial of his sovereignty The attempt made in

1926 to harmonize the demands of the two sides

came to nothing a fight broke out between the

Ikhwan of Ibn ba'ud and the Egyptian soldieis

which was only stopped by the personal intervention

of Ibn Sa^^ud Since then the Egyptian government
has not sent a mahmal, but neither does it any

longer send a new ktswa for the Ka'ba to the

Hadjdj
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MAHMUD I, twenty fourth Ottoman

Sultan, reigned 1143— 1168 (1730— 1754) He
was born on the 3>'d Muhanam 1108 (Aug 2,

1696), the son of Mustafa II — the Si4yill t

^Othmani gives the date 7^1 Ramadan 1107 (April

10, 1696) — and had spent his life in seclusion

up to his accession He came to the throne through

the mutiny of the Janissaries under Patrona Khalil,

a mutiny which cost the grand vizier Ibrahim

Pasha, the Kapudan Pasha and the Kiaya Beg their

lives, and foiced Sultan Ahmad III to abdicate

in favour of Mahmud, these events took place on
the 17th Rabi^ I, 1143 (Oct i, 1730) The mutiny,

which really had the sympathy of most of the

^ulamlP and seems to have been in the nature of

a social 1 evolution (Jorga), was only suppressed

after some time thiough the efforts of the Kfzlar

Agjia Beshir, before its suppiession a certain

number of appointments to impoitant offices dictated

by the rebels had to be conceded and the many
palaces built in the luxurious reign of Ahmad III

were allowed to be pillaged After the Janissaries

had been pacified by considerable largesse on the

accession of the Sultan, Beshir Agha succeeded

in plotting the death of Patrona Khalil, who was
assassinated on Nov 15, 1730 The K?zlar-agha

continued to exercise a preponderating influence

on affaiis of state, the SultSn, who was by nature

more interested in literature and in the erection

of more or less useful buildings, did nothing to

throw off this influence, which on the whole was
for the good of the state One of the consequences

of this system was the very frequent changes of

grand viziers — theie weie no fewer then 16 in

Mahmud’s reign— but the state possessed a number
of able men who worked for the good of the

empire in the offices of grand vizier, re^is efendi

and k'aya beg The state finances were kept in

good order, as much by the confiscation of any

gieat fortunes amassed by high officials as by a

financial system which made no distinction between

the public treasuiy and the personal revenues of

the Sultan 1 he situation abioad was also favour-

able, especially after the peace of Belgrade in I739>

which seemed to Turkey a fairly long period of

peace in Europe
At the beginning of the leign, Turkey was at

war with Persia Ihe campaign of 1731 was favour-

able to the lurks, who reconquered Kirmanshah

and took Himadan (battle of Koiidj'tn, Sept 15),

Urmiya and labriz, however, by a peace signed

on Jan 10,1732 by the ser ‘^asker and grand vizier

Topal ‘^OthinSn Pasha, lurkey gave up Tabriz

and Haraadan 1 his peace neither pleased the

powers in Constantinople, who replaced the grand

vizier by Hekim Zade ^All Pasha [q v
]

nor

Tahmasp Kuli Kh5n, who on his leturn from Herat

had dethroned Shah Tihm5sp and was making new
preparations for war On Oct 6, 1732, the Poite

issued a formal declaiation of war and in December
a Persian army invaded Mesopotamia, took Kirkuk

and laid siege to Baghdad, the great battles of

this campaign were those of Duldjailik on the

ligris, wheie the Persians were defeated (July

19, 1733), and that of Kirkuk, where a week
later the Turks suffered a defeat which involved

the death of the ser-'asker Topal ^Othman Pasha

In the same year, the Persian war pioduced a

conflict with Russia, provoked by the KhSn of

the Crimea’s march through the Caucasus to rein-

force the Turkish troops fighting against Persia

Russia declared she could not allow the passage

of the Tatars through the country of the Kumuk
and the Kaitak, which she regarded as undei her

authority, the Khan’s force was therefore held

up and several battles were fought in Daghestan
between Turks and Russians The negotiations

opened at Constantinople showed more and more
that a wai with Russia would be inevitable and
they were finally broken off by the siege and
capture of Azof by the Russians in March 1736
Meanwhile the war with Persia, which had ceased in

1734 on an armistice being concluded by the Pasha
of Baghdad, had been resumed in 1735 when
Ahmad Kopiulu was appointed ser-'asker The
campaign was unfortunate for the Turks They
lost a number of towns in the Caucasus, however
the development of affairs in Persia where lahmSsp
Kuli, afterwards Nadir ShSh, proclaimed himself

king on Dec i, 1735 in his camp on the Caucasian

front, was favourable to the peace negotiations

which were begun at this time These negotiations

ended in a peace signed at Constantinople on Oct
173b

,
the frontiers of the two countries remained

as they had been fixed in the time of Murad IV
In the same year a Russian army invaded and
laid waste the Crimea, although negotiations still

went on, first at Constantinople and then in the

country Austria, posing as mediator, took an
active part in these negotiations, which were
finally broken off at the Congress of Niemirow
in Aug 1637, when it became evident that Austria

was really Russia’s ally, so that Turkey had to
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deal with two adversaries The war began badly

for the Turks who lost Nigh to the Austrians and
Oczakow to the Russians Nigh however was won
back in Oct 1737 During the next two years

fortune was rather on the side of the Turkish armies

under the grand vizier Yegen Muhammad Pagha
The conclusion of the war was marked by the

appearance of the forces of the grand vizier

Hadjdji Muljammad before Belgrade in July 1739
It was before this town that the famous peace

of Belgrade (Sept 18) was negotiated with the

assistance and mediation of the French Ambassador,

the Marquis de Villeneuve, by which Tuikey
again obtained possession of the town Russia

was included in the same treaty and had to promise

to demolish the fortifications of Azof

This ending of the war in a way vei7 advantageous

to the Porte was followed by a long period of

peace with the states of Europe, which, as a

result of the Seven Years’ War, had no time to

devote to plans for the paitition of Tuikey From

1743 to 1746 there was a new Persian war It

began through the demands of Nadir ^ah to

have the Persian Mii^a recognised as a fifth Madhhab^
that of the Dja'farlya, the Porte at first gave an

evasive answer but after they had become convinced

that Nadir Shah intended to make himself lord of

Mesopotamia, the Shaikh al-Islam gave a fatwa
against the recognition of the Dja'farlya In 1743
Nadir Shah took Kirkuk and laid siege to al Mawsil,

only to be forced to raise it after a while In the

following year the scene of hostilifles shifted to

the Caucasus The Porte then attempted to support

a Persian pretendei of the Safawid family, whom
it sent off with great pomp to Kars, in 1746 the

Turkish ser-'asker, the former grand vizier \cgen
Muhammad, fell in the battle of Murad lepe in

Kurdistan During all this time, peace negotiations

were going on in ConstanUnople and conducted

through the Turkish commander in chief During

these negotiations Nadir ^ah had dropped his

demand foi the recognition of the Dja'fariya and
finally agreement was reached on the basis of the

frontiers of Murad IV (Sept 4, 1746) In July of

the same year the all powerful Beshir Agha died

at the age of 96, in spite of the efforts of the

grand vizier al-Saiyid Hasan Pa&ha, his successor

Beshir Agha the younger succeeded in procuring

the same influence in affairs This new regime

only lasted till 1752 when there was reason to

fear a new outbreak of discontent among the

Janissaries and the ‘^ulama’ also, the SultSn seems

therefore to have decided to sacrifice the KIzlar

Agha by having him treacherously assassinated along

with some other favourites (July 10, 1752) Two
years later, on Friday, Dec 13, 1754, MahmUd
himself died suddenly on his way from the mosque

,

he was buried in the Yeni Djami^

The Sultan left a pleasing memory behind him,

it is even said of him that he took a personal

part in the affairs of state (St^f//-t ^Othmatii^ I c)

although the sources give little evidence of this

He did not continue the splendours of the court

of his predecessoi, respecting public feeling which

had led to the latter’s fall MahmUd is especially

celebrated for the large number of buildings he
had erected, in Constantinople he built no less

than four ce^me and he began the building of

the Nur-i 'Othmam mosque This activity was
equally displayed in the provinces This SultSn

also acquired considerable merit by founding four

libiaries in the capital, those of Aya bofia, the

Walide I^ami'-i mosque, the FStih mosque and
the Ghalata Serayi The reign of Mahmud is

further marked by the display of a very skilful

diplomatic activity by the Porte, conducted by

several very able re’is efendis, like Raghib Pagha

[q V
]

They had profited by the lessons of Euro
pean diplomats and also by the advice of the

famous French renegade Bonneval, who lived in

Constantinople from 1729 till his death in 1747
and introduced several useful reforms into the

army But in spite of appearances, the Ottoman
empire was fai from being a strong power as the

historian Djewdet Pagha {Fa'rikht ^ewdet^ 1 302
ed

,
1 63) has very justly remarked, therefore, in

the period of anarchy that followed in Persia the

death of Nadir Shah, the Porte consistently declined

to interfeie in Persian affairs From time to time

minor revolts contributed to weaken the strength

of the empire, besides the always dangerous Jams
saries, there were several risings m Anatolia

(e g bar? Beg Oghlu in Aidm in 1739) It was
also m the reign of Mahmud I that the Wahhabis
first began to give tiouble to the government In

Egypt the Mamluk begs succeeded m ruling the

countiy in practical independence, in spite of the

energetic steps taken by Raghib Pasha, when the

latter was governor of this province As to foreign

relations, it is interesting to note that it was in

this reign that France, which became very influential

after the peace of Belgrade, succeeded in 1740
in obtaining the celebrated capitulation which

became m time the most important document on
the extra-territorial rights of foreigners in Turkey
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MAHMUD II, the twenty-ninth sultan
of the Ottoman Empire, reigned from 1808

until 1839 He was the son of ^Abd al Hamid I and

was born on the 2o^h July 1784 (13^*^ Ramadan

1199, cf Si^ill’i ^Othmani^ 1 73) He succeeded

to Mustafa IV on July 28, 1808, directly after

the tragic events, which had led to the assassina-

tion of Salim III [q v
]
Mahmud himself had a

narrow escape from the fate of Salim Until his

coming to the throne he had lived in seclusion and
during the preceding year his intercourse with the
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dethroned sultan had undoubtedly exercised a

great influence on MahmHd's ideas, making him
appear afterwards as Salim’s avenger

The grand-vizierate of Mustafa Baira^dar Pasha,

the consequence of the latter’s victory, lasted only

until November 1808, a revolt put an end to his

reformatory tyranny and to his life The next

years were taken up by the war against the Russians,

who had occupied the Danubian principalities in

December 1806 Endeavouring to continue their

conquests on the southern side of the Danube,

the Russians met with more resistance from the

Turks than had been expected, it was, however,

due principally to the increasing danger of a

Franco-Russian war, that the Turks obtained the

peace of Bucarest, signed on May 28, 1812, and
negotiated, on the part of the Turks, by ^alib
Efendi By this peace, Tuikey had only to cede

Bessarabia to Russia In the meantime the new
sultan had inaugurated a policy of internal conso-

lidation of the empire, a policy which lasted until

the Greek revolt in 1820 began to absorb all the

strength of the state He put an end to the almost

independent position of the a^yan in Rumelia and
to that of the numerous derebeys in Anatolia,

especially to the families of the Kara ‘^Othman

Oj^lu in Sarukhan and Aidin and of the Capan
Oghlu in the region of Kaisarlye [cf DERtBV]

The sultan’s authouty was equally reestablished

in southern Mesopotamia after the death of Sulaiman

Pasha of Baghdad in 1810 The aid of Muhammad
^All Pasha of Egypt had to be invoked to repress

the Wahhabi power in Arabia, Mekka and Medina

were reconquered in 1813 by Tusun Pasha [cf

IB\ SA^Dd] In Serbia it was only after years of

trouble that an arrangement could be attained,

which left Milosch as supreme kn(z of this prin-

cipality T he submission of Bosnia only took place

after 1821 On the contrary 'All Pasha of Yanina

succeeded in keeping his strong position during

this period, not till 1820 were the Turkish troops

able to lay siege to Yanina In Constantinople

the sultan took severe measures to maintain order,

especially against the dangerous element of the

Janissaries

During this time the diplomatic difficulties with

Russia, relating to the interpretation and the

execution of the peace treaty, continued, especially

with regard to the regime m Moldavia and Wallachia

These difficulties were to become a real danger

after the Greek insurrection had broken out

This insurrection, being in a way a consequence

of the autocratic regime of 'Ali of Yanina, and

secretly favoured by Russia, began in 1820 with

the appearance of Alexander Ipsilanti in Ruma-
nia and a feeble revolt in Morea, instigated by

Demetrius Ipsilanti The first reactions on the

Turkish side were numerous executions at Constanti-

nople, including that of the Greek patriarch Then
Turkish troops entered Rumania, where Ipsilanti

was easily beaten As this military action provoked

sharp protests from Russia, whose ambassador

Strogonow left Constantinople, the Turkish troops

were soon withdrawn for the greater part But in

1822 the insurrection in Morea spread quickly,

Tripohtza and Corinth fell into the hands of the

insurgents In the same year 'All of Yanina w'as

murdered In May 1823 the Acropolis of Athens
was surrendered by the Turks

,
the latter, however,

remained on the whole stronger than the Greeks

In order to avoid all difficulties with Russia, the

Porte had evacuated m 1823 the whole of Rumania,
while declaring that, henceforward, she would
suffer no more foreign intervention in her internal

affairs But Russia continually came forward with

new claims (e g the division of Greece into three

principalities, after the model of the principalities on
the Danube), at the same time the other European
powers no longer remained indifferent towards the

Greek affairs, partly because public opinion

began to be influenced by the philhellenic move-

ment, and partly because they feaied that Russia

might gain too much profit from the weakness

of the Ottoman Empire In these years Turkey
had even to sustain a war with Persia occasioned

by Persian incursions into Kurdistan, this war was

ended by 1823 During the years 1824 and

1825, while Turks and Greeks were waging a

guerilla war by land and sea, and while amongst

the Gieeks there reigned complete anarchy, nothing

decisive happened 1 he situation was only changed

by the death of Alexander I of Russia (December

I, 1825) — which brought to the throne Nicolas

I, much moie inclined to make short work of the

Turks — and by the combined action in Morea
of Egyptian and Turkish troops under the com-

mand of Ibrahim Pasha, son of Muhammad 'All

This action was crowned by complete success, for

Morea was entirely subdued, and on April 23,
1826 the fortress of Missolonghi capitulated after

a siege of more than six months

The Turkish successes encouraged the sultan to

realise his long considered project to form a new
army, tiained and equipped after the European
fashion These new troops were recruited from

the Janissaries Their inauguration took place on

June 4, 1826 and occasioned, ten days afterwards,

the revolt of the Janissaries which ended in the

complete and bloody extermination of these once

famous troops (June 16) The extermination of

the Janissaries is an act that will always be con-

nected with the name of Mahmud II, it made
a formidable impression in the whole country and
the reform party — who spoke of it as the wak^a^t

^hatrtye — considered it as the beginning of a

new era of prosperity The first consequences,

however, were disastrous, the strength of the

empire was weakened to a degree, which made
itself felt more and more in the development of

the relations with Russia Hoping to get rid of

the everlasting demands of Russia, the Porte had
given still more concessions by the convention

of Akkerman (September 25, 1826), but soon
afterwards followed an agreement between Russia,

Great Britain, France and Prussia with regard to

the Greek question (July 7, 1827), which pre-

vented the lurks from the suppression of the

insurrection Though directed, since the beginning
of 1827, by the fanatical Pertew Efendi as Re^is

Efendi, Turkish diplomacy was powerless against

this new intervention One of the consequences

of the agreement of the powers was the destruc-

tion of the Turco-Egyptian fleet in the Gulf of

Navarino, on October 10, 1827, without previous

declaration of war, by the English, French and
Russian naval forces Subsequently the diplomatic

relations with these countries were broken off, but,

when war actually broke out, it was only with
Russia

The Russian war, inaugurated by a declaration

of war by Russia (May 7, 1828), was particularly

disastrous for Turkey. The Russians immediately
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occupied Rumania and crossed the Danube, while

on the Oriental front they took Kars and Akh^l^ik
m the Caucasus In 1829 the debacle was com-

pleted by the occupation of Adrianople by General

Diebitch, on August 19 Thus, by the peace treaty

of Adrianople of September 14, 1829, the Porte

wai^ obliged to make all the concessions required

of her Russia gave back nearly all her conquests,

but obtained the payment of a heavy war in-

demnity As to Greece, Turkey had to accept the

decision of the great powers, which meant
absolute independence In the following years the

new frontier and the futuie relations between

Turkey and the new state were regulated by special

conventions

The principal political facts of the nine last

years of MahmUd^s reign were the conflict with

Muhammad ^Al! of Egypt and the Russian inter-

vention, which was its consequence and put Turkey
in a state of dependence on Russia The activity

of Muhammad ^Ali [q v
] began in 1831 with the

invasion by Ibrahim Pasha of the territory of the

pasha of ^Akka, this town was besieged and
fell in May 1832 Within a short time Damascus
and Aleppo also submitted to Ibrahim The
military measures of the sultan were unable to

stop the advance of the Egyptian troops, who
marched from Syria into Asia Minor, the lurkish

General Rashid Pasha was beaten by them in the

battle of Konya (December 21, 1832) and was
himself made a prisoner The Porte then was
obliged to accept the aid offered by Russia and

the mediation of France, the result of which was
an agreement, concluded on April 8, 1833 at

Kutahiya, with IbrShlm Pasha, Muhammad ‘^All

had to be recognised as pasha of Syria while the

province of Adana was given to Ibrahim In the

meantime Russian troops had been landed in the

Bosporus These were only withdiawn after the

conclusion of the notorious treaty of Hunk»5r Is-

kelesi, signed on July 4, 1833 between Turkey
and Russia The treaty was a defensive alliance

and contained a secret clause by which Turkey
undertook to prevent any eventual enemies of

Russia from entering into the Black Sea Thus
Turkey became still more politically linked to

Russia, without the other powers being able to

hinder this

On the other hand Mahmiid continued with

tenacity the consolidation of his authority m the

interior Ihe principal agent of this policy was
the former grand-vizier Rashid Pasha, appointed

governor of SiwSs after his return from Egyptian

captivity He succeeded in establishing order

in eastern Anatolia and m Armenia, especi-

ally by subduing the Kurdish tribes After his

death, in 1836, he was replaced as ser-Ssker

by HSfiz Pasha The latter, unlike Rashid, was
in favour of the introduction of modern tactics into

the Turkish army, in his successful expeditions

in the north of Mesopotamia he was accompanied

by the Prussian lieutenant von Moltke, one of

the army instructors who had been sent by the

King of Prussia These military measures of Mahmud
had also in view the strengthening of the fron-

tier on the Syrian side, in order to be prepared

for a new conflict with Muhammad ^Ali This

event happened only after 1838, when Khusraw
Pasha [q v], the zealous reformer and ancient

enemy of the Egypt, came again into power as

president of the new Turkish cabinet* The next

year Hafiz Pasha, appointed again as ser-‘asker

in Kurdistan, crossed the Euphrates and occupied

‘Aintftb, but he was completely beaten by the

Egyptians under Ibrahim Pasha, in the battle of

Nizib, on June 24, 1839 This battle left Turkey
again in a desperate condition, just a week before

the death of MahmQd himself

During the same period the sultan had to

suppress dangerous and lepeated revolts in Albania

and Bosnia, the situation in Serbia had remained
quiet after a k&att-i of 1830 In 1837, the

situation in the interior had become suflficiently

stabilised for Mahmud to undertake a journey m
his European provinces, which journey was an
unheard of breach with the traditional customs of

the Ottoman rulers It was to be one of his last

public acts Mahmiid died on July i, 1839 at

Constantinople m his palace of Canlfiija, above
Scutari

It IS quite clear, from the many descriptions

we possess of this sultan, that he was a strong

personality, who made his own ideas prevail in

the government of his empire In his immediate

entourage only few first rate men were to be

found But the task which Mahmud had set him-

self, of reforming the empire after the European
model was nearly super human in the extremely

unfavourable political circumstances that prevailed

during his reign To which must be added the

enormous difficulties presented by the traditional

institutions and views existing m all ranks of the

Turkish people of those days (cf e g the severe

judgement by von Moltke, p 434 sqq
)
Mahmud

has often been compared, as a reformer, with Peter

the Great, though the conditions were quite dif-

ferent On the other hand he has been blamed

for having commenced his reforms where he should

have finished (“par la queue”), for demolishing

things existing without being capable of constructive

activity, especially in Turkey of to-day Mahmiid
is judged seveiely (cf Halide Edib, Memoirs^

London 1926, p 237 sqq )
It is very probable,

however, that ^Mthout the drastic measures of this

sultan, the following period of the Tanzlmat

[q v
]
would have been an impossibility (cf Rosen,

1 300 sqq ) The most important reform was that

of the army
,

it brought about the extermination of

the Janissaries, but the formation of an army after

the European fashion did not succeed till much later

,

the most zealous reformers, such as Khusraw Pasba,

had only very vague ideas about what it really

meant The most useful work was done by the

Prussian military instructors By sending young

officers to military schools in Western Europe,

Mahmiid prepared, however, a more efficient re-

organization In the government system there

gradually developed a cabinet of ministers of state

after the Western fashion, at a ceitain period

in 1837, the ancient title of aHam was

even temporarily abolished, and the ministers re-

ceived the new title of wekil Moi cover, by a

firmUn of October 1826, Mahmud had opened the

way to the development of a better and more

dignified position of the state functionaries, this

arman abolished the sultan’s right of confiscating

the possessions of the functionaries after their

death. It was, however, a long time before a

new corps of real and loyal functionaries came

into existence The men whose services MahmUd
was obliged to use were too often highly corrup-

tible, a circumstance ot which the other powers,
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especially Russia, took advantage in a large degree

Mahmud II lies buried m the turbe that beats

his name, it was constructed in Stambul on the

Dlwan Yolu by his son and successor ‘^Abd al-MadjJd

Bibhogr aphy The Turkish historical works

deserve more attention than has been paid so

far to them Ihe more accessible ones are

Djawdat Pasha’s Ta^^ikhy Constantinople 1303,

vol IX—XU, comprising the peiiod from 1223

to 1241, and its continuation, the Td^itbh of

Ahmad Lutfl, Constantinople 1290—1306, vol

1—VI, compiising the period from 1241 to 1255

Other printed sources are Abu Bakr, Wak^a t

^edide^ Constantinople 1332, Ta'rtkdi-t

Constantinople n d
,
Mahmad As'ad, Oss t Zafer^

Constantinople 1243, a monograph on the

extermination of the Janissaries, Mahmad Thu-

reiya, Nukhhat al-Waka^t^^ Constantinople (cf

also Babinger, G 0 W
, ^ 387) European

general treatments of this peiiod Zmkeisen,

Geschichte dts Ostftanischett Ketches tn Europa^

vii
,
Gotha 1863, p 561 sqq (until 1812),

Rosen, Geschichte der Tufket^ Leipzig 1866,

vol 8 (after 1826), Jorga, Geschichte des Os-
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A valuable contemporary source is II von Moltke,

Briefe uher Zustande und Begehenheiten tn der

Turkei, Jlerlin 1883 (J II Kramfrs)
MAHMUD I, Nasir at DTn, was Sultan of

Bengal from 1446 to 1460 When the ferocious

tyranny of Shams al Din Ahmad Shah, giandson

of the usurper, Radja Kans, or Ganesh, could no

longer be borne, he was put to death, and Nasir

Khan, one of his amirs, seized the throne, but

after a reign of one week was slain by his amirs,

who would not submit to one of their own number
Their choice fell on Mahmud, who was a descendant

of Ilyas, the founder of the old royal house, and

he was raised to the throne He reigned with

justice and clemency for twenty-six years, and re

stored and beautified the city of Gawr On his

death in 1460 he was succeeded by his son

Barbak Shah
Bibliography Ghulam Husain Salim,

Ktyad al-Saldtiny Nizam al-Din Ahmad, Tabakat-i

Akbati, both in the Bibliotheca Indica series

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Muhammad
Kasim Finshta, Guhjian-i IbiUhimi Bombay
hth ed _of 1832 (1 W Haig)

MAHMUD II, Nasir al DIn was the third of

the Habashl-i or African Sultans of Bengal
He succeeded his father in 1494, but was a mere
puppet in the hands of one minister after another

His first minister, an African entitled Haba§h
Khan, was slam by a rival, another African known
as Malik Badr the Madman, who afterwards slew

Mahmnd, he having occupied the throne for no
more than six months, and usurped the throne

Bibliography See mahmUd i of Bengal

(T W Haig)

MA^MUD III, Ghiyath al-DIn, was one
of the eighteen sons of 'Ala^ al-Din
Husain Shah of Bengal He remained loyal

to his eldest brother, N2sir al-Din Nusrat §hah,

throughout his reign, but after his death slew his

son, 'Ala^ al-Din FirHz Shah, in 1533, and ascended

>^e throne^. During a troubled reign of five years

B^^ne^^^Aled the whole of Bengal Shir Khan
^timately ascended the throne of Dihli,

Was^stkeady powerful in Bih5r, and allied himself

-to MJi^iiiQd’s rebellious brother-in-law, Makhdnm-i
J

^Alam, who was governor of HSdjdjIpur §hlr

KhSn defeated an army sent against him by

Mahmad, but Makhdum was less fortunate, and

was slam in another battle Shir Kh5n then forced

the TeliySgarhl defile, invaded Bengal, and besieged

Mahmad in Gawr in 1537 Mahmad appealed to

HumSyun Shah of Dihli for aid, and Shir lUian

was recalled to Bihar by a rebellion in that province,

but left his son DjalM lOian to continue the siege

of Gawr In April, 1538, Mahmud was forced to

evacuate Gawr, and fled, leaving his capital and

his sons in the hands of Djalal Khan Shir Khan
returning from Bihar, then pursued Mahmud, over-

took him, forced him to a battle, and defeated

him Mahmud was wounded and fled, and nothing

more is known of him
Bibltogr aphy See mahmUd i of Bengal

(T W Haig)

mahmUd, ShihAb al din, the fourteenth

king of the Bahmani dynasty of the

Dakan, was raised to the throne at the age of

twelve on the death of his fathei, Muhammad 111,

on Maich 22, 1482, and remained under tutelage

throughout his reign of thirty-six years The as-

cendency of his fiist minister, Malik Hasan Bahri,

Nizam al Mulk, who had been lesponsible for the

death of Mahmud Giwan [q v
]

was distasteful

to the foreign amtt^ of the kingdom, at the head

of whom was Yusuf ^Adil KhSn of Bidjapai, and

the assassination of this minister, ordered by the

young king, embittered the relations between him
and the Dakani party, which attempted to dethrone

him in 1487 The plot was discovered and frustrated,

and was followed by a massacre of the Dakanis,

ordered by the king But the youth could not

stand alone, and was completely dominated by his

next ministei, Kasim Band al-Mam5lik, a lurk

In 1490 Ahmad Nizam al-Mulk, governor of

Djunnar and son of Malik Hasan Bahri, proposed

to Yusuf 'Add Khan and Fath Allah dmad al

Mulk of Bcrar that they should proclaim their

independence of the king of the Dakan, and both

accepted the proposal In the numerous wars of

the reign Mahmud was no more than a figure-

head, being carried into the field by his minister,

who issued orders without any pretence of con-

sulting his nominal master’s wishes Mahmud made
more than one attempt to free himself from the

control of Kasim Barid al Mamalik, and of his

son Amir 'Ali, who succeeded him in 1504, but

each attempt resulted only in the tightening ot

his bonds In 1512 Sultan Kuli Kutb al-Mulk,

who had been appointed governor of TelingSna m
1494, followed the example of the other provincial

governors and declared himself independent, and
in 1518 Mahmud died, worn out with debauchery
Four puppets followed him on the throne of

Bidar, and his line was finally extinguished in

1527, when Amir 'All Barid al-Mam5lik assumed
the royal title m Bidar

Bibhogr ap hy Muhammad KSsim Finshta,
Gulshttn-i Ibiahtmt, Bombay lith ed of 1832,
'All b 'Aziz Allah TabStaba^, Burhan-t Mc^afhir^
MSS and tianslation by J S King, History of
the Bahmant dynasty, London 1900, NizSm al-

Din Ahmad, Tabakat-i Akbart, Bibliotheca Indica
series of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 'Abd
Allah Muhammad b 'Umar, ^afar al-Walth
bi-Mu^affar wa-Alth, ed E Denison Ross under
the title of An Arabic History of Gujaiat,
London 1910 (T W Haig)
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MAHMUD, Nasir ai-DIn% Sultan of Dihli,

was the son of Shams al Dm Iltutmish by the

daughter of Kutb al-Din Aibak [q v
]

In 1246,

when the nobles at Dihli weie gi owing wcaiy of

the sloth, incompetence, and tyranny of Mas'ad,

Mahmud, then about l8 yeais of age, wxs governor

of BahrSiC, and hastened secretly to the eapital

when he learned that the throne was likely to

become vacant On June 10, 1246, MasSld was

deposed and thrown into prison, wheie he died

shortly afterwards, and Mahmud, his uncle, was

enthroned in the Gieen Palace He was an amiable

and pious prince, with a taste for ealligraphy,

which he displayed in making copies of the

Kurban, but as a rulci he was a mere ciphei He
was well served by OhiylLh d Din Balban, whose

daughter he mariied, and who ultiinalely succeeded

him on the throne Balban lestoied the royal

authority m the Pandj ib, the Duab, Mewat, Multan,

Nagawi, and northern Malwa, but his enemies

had been busy during his absence fiom couit, and
on his return attempted to assissinate him He
frustrated this design, but was b unshed from

couit Ihe nobles soon giew weary of the arrogance

of the eunuch Raihan, who had supplanted him,

and Balban and othci nobles assembled their troops

at Bhatmda Raihan and the king marched against

them, but as most of the nobles in the royal

camp were in sympath) with Balban, who liesitated

to attack the king, serious hostilities were avoided,

and the royal aimy retreated The nobles at eouit

now prevailed upon the king to dismiss Raihan,

who was banished, fust to Budaun, and afterwaids

to BahiliC, a rcconeilntion between the king and

Balban was effected, and they relumed together

to Dihli in Januaiy, 1255 Riihan was soon dis

coveied to be in communication with Kutlugh

Khan of Bayina, who had secietly married the

king’s mother, and the eunuch was captured and

put to death In 1256 Mahmud uul Balban matched
against Kutlugh Khan, who fled, and when he

was pursued, in 1257, into Sirmur, again fled and

took refuge with Kishlti KJian, the rebellious

governor of Multan and Ueeh Balban maiched
igunst the rebels, but they evaded him and

marched on Dihli Finding, however, that prepa-

rations had been made to receive them, and that

Balban was menacing their retreat they tied, anel

in 1259 joined an aimy of Mughuls which was
invading the Pandjab It was feared tint the

Mughuls would attack Dihli, but they retired

without crossing the Sitladj Order was then again

restored in the Diiab, and in the following year

the Meos of Mewat expiated by a teiiible punish-

(i S A R inking, Nizam al Dm Ahmad, 7a-
bakat-t Akhart text

,
all in the Bibliotheca

Indica senes of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

Muhammad Kasim Fiiishta, Gulshan t Ibrahtmt,

Bombay lith ed of 1832 (1 W Haig)
MAHMUD II, Nasir al-Din, was the grand-

son of Firu/ Shah, of the Tughluk dynasty,
and was placed on the tin one of Dihli on March

8, 1393, on the death of his elder brother Hu-
mayun (Sikandar Shah) and was never more than

a puppet m the hands of intriguing ministers

Ihe eunuch Sarwar, deputed by him to quell a

Hindu rebellion in Awadh, received the title of

Sultan al Shark, and never returned to Dihli, but

established his independence m Djawnpur Anothei
a;///;, Sarang Khan, became virtually independent

111 the Pmdjab, and the minister Sa'adat Khan,
resenting his supersession by Mukarrab I^an, set

up Mahmud’s cousin Nusrat as a iival king within

the narrow limits of the kingdom of Dihli In

1398 Mallu, the bi other of Sarang Khan, murdered
Mukarrab Khan and assumed complete control of

Mahmud, who conferred on him the title of Ikbal

Khan Nusrat Shah was then driven into the Du5b,
but the kingdom of Dihli was in a state of utter

confusion when, in October, 1398, news was re

eeivcd that the Amii I imUr [q v
]

had crossed

the Indus and taken Multan He reached Panipat

on Dec 2, and meanwhile the capital had been
filled with fugitives, fleeing before him The re-

sources of the kingdom were so restricted that

no ade(juate preparations could be made to resist

him, and Mahmud and Mallu weie filled with

tenor, but such troops as could be collected were
assembled within the walls, and on Dec 15, the

king and his minister maiched forth to meet the

invader, who had crossed the Djamna from his

camp at Loni 1 hey were utterly defeated, and
lied by night, Mallu to Baran in the Duab, and

I

Mihmud to Gudjarat, and afterwards to Malwa
' limui left Dihli on Jm i, 1399 when his work
of jilundei, devastation, and bloodshed was finished,

and Mahmuds rivd, NusrU Shah, occupied the

rums of the cajutal, but was expelled by Mallu,

and diiven into Mew It, where he shortly after-

w irds died Mallu retuined to Dihli in 1400, and
111 1401 was lejoined by Mahmud In 1 402 MallU,

carrying Mahmud with him, marched to Kannawdj
to attack Ibrlhim Shah ot DjawnpQi, but Mahmud,
weary of the domination of Mallu, fled and joined

Ibiihim, who, however, received him so ill that

he again fled, and established himself in Kannawdj
Mallu then made a fruitless attempt to recover

Gwaliyai, and letuined to Kannaw^ in order to

ment a long senes of crimes dlieir country was
ravaged, and 250 of their principal men were

brought to Dihli and put to death with torture

In a second expedition 12,000 of them, men,
women, and children were put to the sword
Meanwhile negotiations had been in progress with

Hulagu Khan at labriz, and in 1260 a Mughul
envoy reached Dihli and promised, in his master’s

name, that raids into India should cease At this

point a hiatus of neaily six years occurs in the

histoiy of the Muslims in India, and the next

fact which IS lecorded is that Mahmud died on
Feb 18, 1266, and was succeeded by Balban

B t b 1 1 0 ^ t a p h y Minhadj al Dm Sii uij,

Tabakat t Na^ii 7, text and translation by Major
H G Raverty, 'Abd al Kadir Bada^uni, Mun-
talhab a TawartJit y

text and translation by

The Encyclopaedia of Islam, III

icciptuie Mahmud, but was baffled by the strength

of it-^ defences and returned to Dihli He attempted

to subdue Ivhidr Khan of Multan, but wis defeated

ind slam by him m November, 1405 Aftei his

de itli Diwlat Khan 1 odi became the virtual luler

of Dihli, and at his invitation Mahmud returned

to his capital Ihe icst of his reign was spent in

attempts to re-establish his authority m Samana,

Sambhal, and Baran, and to punish Ibiahim of

Djavvnpur foi his reception of him when he had
fled fiom Mallii, but he was obliged to conclude

an ingloiious peace with Ibrahim, and his success

in other diiections was neutralized by the advance

of Khidi Kliln, who pietended that Timur had
appointed him his vieeioy m India, and in 1406
stiipped Mahmud of all his 1 possessions beyond
the walls of exc^t^^^iejbe^^Rohtak, and
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Sambhal In 1409 and 1410 Khidr lUian captuied

Rohtak, NSrnawl, three towns to the south of

Dihll, and FlruzSbad, and besieged Mahmud in

his capital, which was only saved by a famine

which compelled the invader to retire In 1413
Mahmud died, the last of his line, at Kaithal, after

a nominal leign of twenty years

Btbltogr ap hy 'Abd al-Kadii Bada^uni,

Munta^ab al-TawaftUi, text, and translation

by Ranking, Nizam al-Din Ahmad, Tabakat-t

Akbartj text, all in the Bibliotheca Indica series

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Muhammad
Kasim Firighta, Gtilshan i Ibrahimi, Bombay
hth ed of 1832 (T W IJaig)

MA^MUD, Shah Shark!, succeeded his
father, Ibrahim Shah, on the throne of
DjawnpHr in 1436 In 1443 he obtained per-

mission from Mahmud I of Malwa to punish

Nasir Khan, governor of Kalpi, which was a fief

of Malwa, for breaches of the law and customs of

Islam committed by him, but Mahmud of Malwa
repented of his complaisance, and war broke out

between Malwa and ^awnpur Hostilities, which

were indecisive were terminated by a compromise
In 1452 MahmQd Sharki, on the invitation of some
disaffected nobles, attacked Dihli m the absence

of BahlQl Lodi, but was defeated and compelled

to retreat to Djawnpur The foolish act of aggiession

served only to arouse in Bahlul a sense of the

danger to Dihli of the existence of an independent

kingdom in Awadh and in 1457 he marched to

attack Mahmud, who, however, died before he could

meet him in the field

Bibliography ‘^Abd Allah Muhammad b

‘Umar, Zafar al-Walth bt-Muzaffar wa-Alth^

ed E Denison Ross under the title of Att Arabic
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MAHMUD I, Saif al-DIn, Begarha, the

greatest of the Sultans of Gudjarat, was

a younger son of Muhammad J, Karim, and was
born m I444 In 1458 the nobles dethroned his

nephew, Dawud, a vicious and depraved youth,

and placed Mahmud on the throne The boy im-

mediately displayed great courage and resource in

the suppression of a serious conspiracy and re

bellion at the beginning of his reign, and in

1461/1462 he marched to the assistance of the

youthful Nizam Shah of the Dakan, whose do

minions had been invaded by Mahmud I of Malwa
He compelled the invaders to retiic and fiustiatcd

a second attempt to invade the Dakan In 1466/1467
he attacked and defeated the Radja of Girnar in

Kathiawar, which had been independent since the

capture of the fortress by Muhammad b Tughluk
of Dihli in 1348, and reduced him to the position

of a vassal In 1470 he again invaded Girnar, and

on Dec 4, captured the Radja’s stronghold and

compelled him to accept Islam, thus putting an

end to the Cudasama dynasty, which had reigned

in GirnSr for about 1,000 years The Radja be-

came an amir of Gudjarat, and received the title

of Khan-Djahan, and Mahmud founded, near Girnar,

a new fortress, which he named MustafS-abad He
then invaded Ka6£h and suppressed a rebellion in

that province, carrying its leaders, who were com-

pelled to accept Islam, to Mustafa-abad as hostages

In 1472 he crossed the Raiin and marched into

Sind, to assist Djam Nanda (Nizam al-Din) who
was beset by rebels He uushed the rebellion,

and after his leturn marched to Dwarka, to punish

the Radja, Bhim, who had plundeied a ship be-

longing to a Muslim merchant Dwarka and Bait

Shankhodhar, the robber chief’s stronghold, were

taken, and a Muslim governor was appointed to

manage the small state Bhim himself was captured

and executed Mahmud’s next expedition was against

some Malabari piiates who had harassed the coast

near Khambayat (Cambay), and whose depredations

were checked by the capture and execution of

some of their number Radja Patai of Campaner

had long encounged biigandage in the kingdom

of Gudjarat, and Mahmud now retaliated by raiding

some districts of his state On his return to Ah-

madabad he discovered a plot to depose him,

formed by some of his nobles, w^ho weie weary

of his ceaseless activity, but the malcontents, who
were well aware of the dangers which threatened

the kingdom, were brought to then senses by his

threat to perfoim the pilgi image to Makka, leaving

his young son as legent After lestoring order in

various distiicts of his kingdom he marched, in

Decembei, 1482, to settle iccounts with Campaner
The fortress fell, after a siege of two years, at

the end of 1484 and the Radja and his Minister,

having refused, after five months’ imprisonment,

to accept Islam, were put to death In 1491

Mahmud was disturbed by acts of piracy and

aggression committed against his subjects by Ba-

hadur Gilanl, a rebel in the Konkan, and his

protests compelled the nobles of the distracted

kingdom of the Dakan to unite for the purpose

of crushing the lebel In 1507 Mahmud’s fleet,

under Malik Aiyaz of Dm, participated with that

of Malik A^raf Kansuh, of Egypt, in the victory

over the Portuguese fleet, m which the gallant

young Lourengo de Almeida, son of the viceroy,

was slam, and later in the same year he invaded

Khandesh and placed on the throne of that king-

dom his daiightei’s son, ‘Alam Khan, whose father

was descended from the ruling family of Khandesh,
and who ascended the throne under the title of

‘Adil Khan In this campaign he was opposed by
Ni/am Shah of Ahmadnagai In 1511 a mission

from Shah IsmaSl Safawi of Peisia arrived in

Gudjarat for the purpose of inviting Mahmud to

accept the Shi a faith, but he refused to see the

heretics He had now been ailing for some time,

and on Nov 23, 1511, he died, at the age of

sixty nine (lunar) years, after a reign of rather

more than fifty thiee yeais He was a tall, burly

man, of commanding appearance, and was, besides

being an able administiator, both warlike and
chivalrous His nickname of Begarha has been
variously explained, but it undoubtedly had re-

ference to his capture of the two great fortresses

{gath) of Giinar and Campaner His elder brother

had died of poison, and stiange stories aie told

of his precautions against a like fate He is said

to have gradually absorbed poisons into his system
until he was so impregnated with them that a fly

settling on his hand instantly died Butler refers

to this strange piophylactic treatment in the lines

“The King of Cambay’s daily food

Is asp, and basilisk, and toad”

He was also distinguished by his voracious ap-
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petite His daily alloi\ance of food was between

twenty and thirty pounds’ weight, and before

going to sleep he placed two pounds, or more,

of boiled rice on either side of his couch, so that

he might find something to eat on whichever

side he awoke When he rose in the morning he

swallowed a cup of honey, a cup of butter, and

from 100 to 150 bananas

Bto liogr aphy 'Abd-Allah Muhammad b

'Umar, Zafar al-Walth bt Muzaffar wa-Alth^

ed E Denison Ross under the title of An
Arabic History of Gujarat, London 1910, text,

Iskandar b Muhammad, MiBat t tyikandari^ MSS
,

Nizam al-Din Ahmad, Tabakat-i Akbari^ Biblio

theca Indica series of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, Muhammad Kasim Finsfita, Gulshan t

Ibtahimi^ Bombay lith ed of 1832

_ (1 W Haig)
MAHMUD II of Gudja rat, was the sixth

son of Muzaffar II, on whose death his eldest

son, Sikandar, was raised to the throne, but was
assassinated on July 12, 1526 The minister then

placed on the throne Mahmud, who was an infant,

in order that he might rule in his name, but

Bahadur, the second son of Muzaffar, who had
been absent at Dihli and Di^wnpur, hastened back

to secure his birthright, and on July ii, ascended

the throne at AhmadSbad and marched on to Cam-
paner, where his infant brother was He entered

the fortress without opposition, and Mahmud
was dethroned and secietly murdered within the

year

Bibliography See MAHMUd I of Gudjarat

(T W Haig)
MAHMUD III, SaS)-al Dim, of Gudjarat,

was the son of I atif KhSn, third son of Muzaffar II

On the death of Bahadur Shah Muhammad Shah

harUl^i of Khandesh was offered the crown of

Gudjarat, but died on his way thither The choice

of the nobles then fell on Mahmud, the heir male,

but his cousin, Mubarak II of Khandesh, in whose
custody he was, and who had himself expected

an offer of the crown of (judjarat, refused to

surrender him, until an army from Gudjarat com-
pelled him to do so The prince was escorted

back to his country, and on Aug 8, 1537, was
enthroned as Mahmud III, being then only eleven

years of age For the fiist three or four years of

his reign he was a puppet in the hands of powerful

ministers, and when he escaped fiom tutelage

proved himself to be weak and inefficient His

attempt, in 1546, to recover Dili from the Portu-

guese, was a miserable failure, brutally avenged

by him on the few Portuguese prisoners in his

hands In 1549 he retiied to MahmSdabad, where
he lived in slothful luxury, ruining his constitution

with drugs On Feb 15, 1554, he was stabbed,

as he lay in a drunken stupor, at the instigation

of an attendant named BuihSn al-Din, who at-

tempted to usurp the throne, but was slam by the

nobles The discovery of an heir was no easy

matter, for Mahmild, dreading an heir as a pos-

sible competitor, had taken the barbarous precau-

tion of procuring an abortion whenever a woman
of his harem became pregnant The choice of the

nobles ultimately fell on a young prince entitled

Radi al Mulk, the great grandson of Shahar Khan,
a younger son of Ahmad I, and he was raised

to the throne under the title of Ahmad II

Bibliography See mahmUd i of Gudjarat

(T W Haig)

MAHMUD I, KhaldiL of Malwa, was the

son of Malik Mughith, sister’s son to DilSwar

KhSn, the fust independent Sultan of Malwa On
May 12, 1436, Mahmud caused his cousin, Mu-
hammad Ghuri, a debauched and barbarous prince,

to be poisoned, fiustrated an attempt to enthrone

his young son, Mas'ud, and offered the crown to

his own father, Mughith, who refused it, whereupon
Mahmud himself ascended the throne He was
beset by difficulties, and after quelling a rebellion

raised on behalf of Ahmad, a Ghuri prince, repelled

an invasion by Ahmad 1 of Gudjarat, who attempted
to restoie Mas'ad to his father’s throne A pre-

tender was set up in Canderl, and died while

MahmQd was besieging the fortress, but he was
obliged to turn immediately against Dongar Singh
of Gwaliyar, who had taken advantage of the

disturbed state of Malwa to invade the country

He expelled the Hindus and returned to MSnda,
whence he was summoned, in 1440, by a faction

among the nobles of Dihli, who offered him the

throne He marched to Tughlukabad, but his parti-

sans failed him, and he was met by the army of

Muhammad Shah the Saiyid, under Bahlul Lodi
After some indecisive fighting he agreed o retire,

assenting the more readily owing to news of a

serious rebellion in Mandu On his return he
found that the rebellion had been suppressed by
his father, and in 1442 he invaded Mewar to

punish the Rana for the assistance which he had
given to the pretenders who had troubled the

early jeais of his reign He had considerable

success in the compaign, but retired without at-

tempting to besiege Citor On his return to Mandn
he quaiielled with Mahmud Shah Shark

i [q v
]

of Djawnpur, legarding Nasir Khan, the turbulent

ruler of Kalpi, but after an indecisive campaign
the two kings made peace on the basis of a com-
promise In October, 1446, he again invaded

Mewai, extorted some tribute from the R5n5,
established his own authority in Ranthambhor,
compelled Awhad Kh5n of BiySna to do homage
and pay tiibute, and collected tribute from the

Radja of Kota He left a force to besiege Citor, but

the siege was not formed In 1450 he invaded

Gudjarat to establish his claim to the allegiance

of Kanak Das, Radja of Csmpaner, but gained

nothing except an instalment of tribute from the

Radja, and in the following year he suffered a

severe defeat during a second invasion of Gudjarat.

In 1451 he subdued the turbulent HSra Radjputs

on his northern frontier, and later in the year

invaded Berar and besieged Mahur, but retired

when the Bahmani king marched to its relief In

1455 again invaded Mewar, recaptured Adjmer,

collected tribute from minor chieftains, and ha-

rassed and plundered large tiacts in Radjputana

In 1461 he was induced to invade the Dakan,

where he defeated the army of the boy-king,

Nizam Sh^h, and besieged him in his capital, but

was obliged to retire by the news that Mahmud I

of Gudjarat was marching to the assistance of

Nizgm Shah, and suffeied severely at the hands

of the Korkns of the Melghat during his retreat

He invaded the Dakan in the following year, but

before he could effect anything was again obliged

to retire by Mahmud I of GudjarSt In the same

year Kherla, a fortress of Berar held by him, was
taken by the officeis of the Bahmani king, but

he succeeded in recovering it In 1466 he again

invaded MewSr, but though he defeated RanS
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Kumbha in the field he failed to take his capital

by surprise, and returned to Mandu In 1468 he

marched to Canderl, and his officers captuied and

destroyed the fortiess of Karahra On his way

back to Mandu he suffered severely fiom the heat,

and on June i, 1469, he died, at the age of

sixty eight He was the greatest of the Muslim

kings of Malwa, and under him the kingdom

reached its greatest extent The “column of victory”

at Citor IS said to commemoiate R5na Kumbha’s
victories over Mahmud I of Giidjarfit, and Mahmud 1

of Malwa, but if this be so it is more mendacious

than most lapidary inscriptions, for the successes

of Mewar against Malwa were gained by Sangrama
against Mahmud II, not by Kumbha against Mah-
mud I Mahmud’s fame had reached distant Egypt,

for he received an envoy from the phantom
^Abbasid Khalifa^ who formally recognized him
as Sultan of Malwa He was a zealous Muslim,

and restored the use in all public offices of

the inconvenient lunar calendar of Islam, and,

while he gloried in his successes against the “in

fidels”, was careful to excuse himself for his at-

tacks — often unjustifiable— on sovereigns of his

own faith

Bibliography Muhammad Kasim Firisfita,

Guliiian-t Ibrahlmt^ Bombay lith ed of 1832,
Nizam al Din Ahmad, Tabakat-t AkbarTy Biblio

theca Indica series of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal
,
'Abd Allah Muhammad b ^Umar, 7afar

al'Wahh bt~Muzaffar wa A/th, ed by E
Denison Ross under the title of A/t Atabic

History of Gujaraty London 1910
(T W Haig)

MAHMUD II, 'Aia^ alDIn, lOialdji, of
Malwa, was raised to the throne on May 2,

15 1 1, on the death of his father, Nasir al-Din

Khald^I The early days of his reign were disturbed

by rebellions on behalf of his brothers, and of

other pretenders, and he was once driven from

his capital, but was enabled to return and expel

the rebels by the assistance of Mednl Ray, with

a force of Radjputs The king soon had reason

to repent of having accepted their aid, foi Medni
Ray assumed the place of minister, and the do-

minance of the Hindus alienated and disgusted

all the Muslim nobles of the kingdom Bihdjat

Khan, governor of tanderl, openly espoused the

cause of a pretender, and Mahmud, while engaged

in correspondence with him, was disturbed by

news of a revolt in his capital and of the invasion

of his kingdom by Muzaffar II of Gucljarat, but the

revolt was suppressed, and the invader was recalled

to Gudjarat by domestic disturbances After pio

tracted negotiations the pretender fled, and Bihdjat

KhSn received Mahmud at Canderi and endeavoured,

but in vain, to free him from the influence of

the Hindffs Mahmud returned to Mandu eaily m
1514 and fell entirely under the control of the

Rfidjputs, at whose instance he put to death many
of the Muslim nobles of the kingdom Ihe ar-

rogance of the Hindus at length became intolerable,

and in 1517 Mahmud fled to Gudjarat and sought

aid of Muzaffar II, who led an army into Malwa
to restore his authority, captured Mandu, and
massacred the Radjputs who had held it The rest

of the Radjpnts in the state established themselves

on Its northern bolder and transferred their alle-

giance to Rana Sangrama of Citor Muzaffar retired

to Gudjarat leaving 10,000 horse to assist Mahmud,
and Mahmud besieged Gaerawn, held bv Hemkaian

foi Medni Ray The Rana marched to its relief,

and MahmGd, turning aside to meet him, suffered

a seveie defeat, and was wounded and captured

Sangrama received him couiteously, but compelled

him to surrendei his crown jewels He might now
have annexed Malwa, but, fearing to arouse the

hostility of every Muslim ruler in India, made a

virtue of necessity, and leplaced Mahmud on his

throne A few years later Mahmud harboured and

encouraged Cand Khan, brother of Bahadur ^ah
of Gudjarat, and a pretender to his throne Bahadui

invaded Malwa and besieged Mandu Mahmud’s

sloth and negligence infected his army, and on

March 17, 1531, Bahadur captured the city, and

Mahmud appeared before him Malwa was annexed

to Gudjarat, and Mahmud and his family were

sent towards Campaner, to be impiisoned there

On April 12 the camp was attacked by a force

of Bhils and Kolls, and Mahmud’s guards, fearing

a lescue, put him to death His seven sons weie

conveyed to Campaner, and nothing more is known
of their fate

Bibliography See maiimUd I of Malwa
(T W Haig)

MAHMUD b ISMAIL [See Ibn KadI
SiMAVVNA 1

MAHMUD B Muhammad b MatikshAh, a

Saldjnk ruler in the 'IrS^ (511— 525 =
1118— 1 13 1), ascended the throne as a boy of 13,

being the eldest of his father’s five sons To his

misfortune, his trusted advisers only troubled about

their own interests and made the young SulUIn

take various steps which were fatal to the pros

perity of his reign Anusharwan in al-Bondail

mentions no fewer than ten such fatal mistakes,

the result was that even in the early years of his

reign several ambitious lurkish emirs were in

open lebellion while his father’s Great H5djib

'All Bar, who, during the latter’s illness, had had

and still retained control of the vast treasures

which the latter had hoarded up, dissipated them
in a very short time and let the young Sultan

lead a gaj life Especially dangerous to him were

the atabegs of his brothers Mas^ud and loghill,

who found the opportunity a favourable one to

dispute the sultanate on behalf of their infant

prot6g^s The result was that in 5 13 (i 1 19) Sandjar,

the Sultan’s powerful uncle, was forced to interfere

and marched on al Raiy after an attempt to appease

him had failed Mahmud was then foiced to allow

matters to come to an open fight but his troops

were defeated at Sawa [q v
]

and nothing was
left for him but to go to the victor and accede

to the demands made by him Fortunately Sandjar,

whose mother was Mahmud’s grandmother, was

favourably disposed to his nephew and announced

himself content to add to his territory a few

districts, e g al-Raiy, but otherwise received Mahmud
in a friendly fashion and even gave him one of

his daughters in marriage Thereupon he retired

and left Mahmud without his help to make the

best of the difficulties that faced him in the 'Irak

These were bad enough, for the AtSbeg of Mas'^nd,

whom Ibn al-Athir calls Aiyaba DjuyUhh-beg (cf

Rcctietly 11 132, note), in conjunction with the

unruly Malik al-'Arab Diibais [q v
]
was plotting

to proclaim his proteg^ Sultan The plan failed

however Aiyaba’s troops were routed at AsadSbad

(514) and Mas'ud’s unlucky vizier, the cele-

brated Arabic poet al-Tughra^I [q v
],

was captured

and soon afterwards out to death on the oretext
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that he was an infidel The two brothers readily

made friends again as Mas'Hd was still a mere
child, Aiyaba escaped, was afterwaids pardoned
by Mahmud, but lost to Aksonkor al-Bursuki

[q V
]

the governorship of Mosul which he had
previously held Dubais was preparing the Sultan

still fuithei trouble and soon found this opportunity,

because Toghifl, who with his Atabegs had mean-
while been given the province of ArrSn as tktoL'

could not withstand the Georgians there, who had
taken Tiflls in 515 (cf Brosset, Histoirc de la

Georgte^ 1 365, Matthias of Edessa, ch 230

—

232, Ibn al f arikl in Ibn al Kalanisi, ed Ame-
droz, p 205), and came to the ^Iiak to seek

help from Mahmud The latter himself took the

field against the Georgians without doing much
and Toghr?l, who had now returned to his pro-

vince, soon received a visit there from Dubais,

who persuaded him to set out to the 'Iiak

against the caliph al Mustarshid As they had no
success in this enterprise, they went to Sandjar

to lodge complaints against the Caliph and MahmGd
SandjT.1 thereupon went to al-Raiy and sent an
invitation to Mahmud to come to answer the

charges (522 = 1 128) Mahmud was received with

honours and instiucted to restore Dubais to his

teriitory in Ililh while loglirtl and Mas^ud who
was also with him, went off with Sandjar Mahmud
however did not find the caliph inclined to tolerate

Dubais in his neighbourhood, and the Sultan with-

drew his claims foi a sum of 100000 dinars and
went to Hamadhan 1 here had been tiouble between

Mahmud and the Caliph before and in 520(1126)
for example there had been open fighting in the

streets of Baghdad between the Arabs and the

Sultan’s lurkish troops In all these circumstances

Mahmud pioved unequal to his task, while he

left the business of government to his viziers,

among whom al Sumaiiami and al Dargazini foi

al Anasabadi as Ibn al-Athir alwa)s has it) weie

the most prominent, he spent his time with his

hawks and hounds, which, according to Mlrkh^and,
weie 400 in number and wore jewelled collars

and coveiings embroidered with gold It became
worse when he devoted himself to sensual plea-

sures and as a result of his sexual excesses fell

ill and died at Ilamadhan at the early age of

27 (Shawwal 15, 525 =Sept 10,1131) Nevertheless

he was by no means an insignificant figure, he

had a good acquaintance with Arabic and was
celebrated in a long panegyric by Haisa-Baisa

[q V
]

Ibn al Athir lauds his gentleness and em-
phasises that he nevei, as Sultans usually did,

laid violent hands on the propeity of his subjects

Bibliography in the aiticle seicJUKS,

cf also Ibn KhallikSn, Wafayat^ Cairo 1299,

11 519 sq

MAHMUD of Ghazna, one of the most
famous of Muslim conquerors, was the

elder son of Subuktigln and was born in 969 a d
In 994 Nuh II of Bukhara appointed Subuktigln

governor of Khurasan, as a reward foi assistance

received from him, and Subuktigin appointed as

his deputy his son MahmHd, who took Nlshapui

from the Isma^li heretics and made it his capital

On his death in 997 Subuktigln left his thione

to his younger son, Isma'il, but Mahmud marched
to Ghazna, defeated his brother, and ascended the

throne in 999 BegtUzan, an amh of Mansur 11

of BukharS, attempted to deprive Mahmud of the

government of Khurasan, but failed, and the Sa-

m5md dynasty was shortly afterwards extinguished,

its dominions being divided between Mahmud and
llak Khan of Ka^ghar The Khalifa al-Kadir

now recognized Mahmud as king of Ghazna and
KhurSsan, and conferred on him the title of

Amin al Milla, and later that of Yamln al-Dawla,

from which his successors are sometimes known
as the Yaminl dynasty MahmUd now made a vow
to invade India and chastise the infidels every year

of his life, and during the remaining thirty years

of his life led no fewer than seventeen raids into

India After an expedition in the year 1000 he

defeated and captuied DjaipM I of the Pandjab
in 1 001, and took the town of Und Djaipal was
released on promising to pay tribute, but would
not survive his disgrace, and burned himself to

death, leaving his kingdom to his son, Anandpal
Mihmild received the title of Ghazi, and in 1003
subdued Sistan Khalaf b Ahmad, whom he defeated,

saved his life by addressing his conqueror as

“Sultan”, a title which so pleased Mahmud that

he bore it ever afterwards, being, it is said, the

first Muslim sovereign to do so In 1004
vaded the Multan state, and besieged its ruler,

Dawiid, who had adopted the Carmathian heresy,

foi seven months m his capital Dawiid saved his

kingdom by abjuring his heresy and undertaking

to pay tribute, and MahmQd returned to his

dominions in lime to meet Tlak Khan, who had
invaded them, neai Balkh He defeated the invader

and put him to flight, but while he was thus

engaged Sukhpal, a son of Anandpal, who had
accepted Islam and received the title of Nawasa
^ah, lecanted and rebelled Mahmud marched
towards Bheia, Sukhpal’s capital, but before his

ariival there his officers had captured Sukhpal,

who was compelled to disgorge 400,000 dirhams^

and was imprisoned for life Mahmud then invaded

the distiict of Ghnr, conquered it, and compelled

the inhabitants to accept Islam Meanwhile the

piinces of India had formed a confederacy to

defend their countiy and their religion, and when
Mahmud crossed the Indus in 1008 he was met

at Und by a great army composed of the troops

of Anandpal and those of the Radjas ofUdjdjain,

Gwaliyar, KMindjar, Kannawdj, Dihli, and Adjmar
Their combined foices nearly succeeded in defeating

Mahmud, but after a hotly contested battle he

won the day, and the Hindus fled The Radjas

lost faith in each other, and the confederacy was

dissolved Mahmud pressed on to the fortress of

Bhavan and the temple of Nagarkot or Kangra,

the gates of which were opened to him after a

siege of seven days The enormous plunder which

the temple yielded whetted Mahmud’s appetite

for fuithei exploits of the same nature In 1009

he again invaded the Pandjab and plundered the

country and slaughtered its inhabitants Anandpal,

who dared not attack him, purchased peace by

the payment of an indemnity, a promise of tiibute,

and an undertaking to allow him unrestricted

passage through the Pandjab in future Dawiid of

Multan had by now relapsed into heresy, and m
loio Mahmud invaded his kingdom, took his

capital, and after slaughtering and mutilating great

numbeis of his heretical subjects sent him to end

his days as a prisoner in Ghur In lOll MahmUd
marched thiough the Pandjab to the plunder of

the wealthy temple of Thanesar The RadjS fled,

and Mahmud plundered the temple, the city and

the kingdom, and carried off the idol Cakravartin,
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with much booty and large numbeis of captives,

to Qhazna
In 1012 Mahmud’s officers subdued Ghardjistan,

and he compelled the Khalifa al-Kadir to cede to

him those districts of Khurasan which he had not

yet occupied, but the Khalifa returned a stern

refusal to Mahmud’s demand for Samarkand, and
Mahmud \\as obliged to apologize for his pie-

sumption

Anandp5l had now died and had been suc-

ceeded by his son, Tnlokanpal, a weak monarch
who committed the management of his affairs to

his son, Nidar Bhim, or “Bhim the Fearless”

Bhim reversed the submissive policy of his grand-
father, and in 1013 Mahmud was obliged to invade
the Pandjab m order to keep the road to Hindu-
stan open In the spring of 1014 he defeated the

Hindu prince in the Margala Pass, captured the

fortress of Nandana, and pursued him into Kashmir,
but was unable to come up with him, and was
obliged to return A second invasion of Kashmir
was equally unsuccessful

,
he failed to take Lohkot,

and in the spring of 1016 he retired, with heavy
loss, from his only unsuccessful campaign m India,

losing, on his way, many of his men in the flooded

Djihlam In the same year he marched to KB^'anzm
to avenge the death of his sister’s husband, Abu
’l-'AbbSs Ma^mun, who had been slain by rebels

He crushed the lebellion and appointed one of

his own officers, Altuntash, to the government of

his new conquest In the autumn of 1018 he set

out on his long meditated expedition into Hindu-
stan, whither Tnlokanpal and Nidar Bhim had
retired He crossed the Djamna on Decembei 2

and received the submission of the Radja of Baran,

10,000 of whose subjects accepted Islam He next
defeated Radja Kulcand of MahSban, who to avoid

disgrace stabbed his daughter and son, and then
himself He sacked and destroyed the splendid
cities of Mathura and Bindraban and, leaving the

greater part of his army theie, marched with a

picked force, to Kannawdj, defended by seven

forts on the Ganges Its ruler, Radjyapala, fled,

leaving his capital undefended, the seven forts

were plundered m one day, and the city was
sacked Asni, further down the Ganges, shaied its

fate, and Mudjhawan, “the Fort of the Brahmans”,
was plundered after its defenders had been slam
to a man ' Radja Cand of Sharwa fled, but this

city was sacked, and he was overtaken and defeated

on January 6, 1019 Mahmud then set out on his

return march to Ghazna with a large number of

elephants, 3,000,000 dtrhanC^ much other plunder,

and captives so numeious that slaves were to be
had for two or three dtrham\ each On his letiirn

he founded at Ghazna his great mosque, the “Bride

of Heaven” Radja Nanda of KSlindjar and the

KSdja of Gwaliyar had marched to Kannawdj after

Mahmud’s letreat, and had punished Radjyapala

for his cowardly desertion of his capital by putting

him to death They were attempting to form a

new confederacy of Hindu princes when Mahmud,
in 1019, invaded Hindustan to frustrate their

design He defeated Tnlokanpal on the Ramganga
and then turned to confront Radja Nanda, who
was marching to meet him with a great army, at

the sight of which even Mahmud quailed Nanda,
however, was smitten with a sudden panic and
fled in the night, leaving his camp to be plundered
by MahmUd, v\ ho obtained, with much other booty,

580 elephants, in addition to 270 already taken

from Tnlokanpal Ihen, fearing lest his retreat

through the PansJjSb should be cut off, he returned

to Ghazna In 1021 he resolved to piovide himself

with a base for futuie laids, and having invaded
Swat and Badjawr and compelled the inhabitants

to accept Islam he attacked, but again failed to

capture, the fortiess of Lohkot, and, raising the

siege, marched into the Pandjab Tnlokanpal was
dead, and Nidar Bhim fled and took lefuge with

the Radja of Adjmar, where he died in X026

Mahmud was thus able to annex the Pandjab,

and biought it under his own sway In 1022 he

again invaded Hindustan and attacked the for-

tresses of Gwaliyar and Kalindj'ir, but left their

rulers in possession of them on their promising

to pay tribute On his return to Ghazna he mustered

his aimy, and in 1023 invaded Transoxiana to

establish his authority there The smaller chiefs

hastened to pay him homage, the lulei of Samar-
kand was brought before him in chains and was
sent as a pnsonei to Kalindjar, as were also the

chiefs of the Saldjuk tribe, 4,000 families of which
Mahmud, though he was appiehensive of their

power, transported into Khurasan In 1025 Mahmud
set out on the most famous of his raids into

India, the expedition to Somnath The insolent

boasts of the Brahmans had annoyed him, but it was
the reputed wealth of the temple that piompted
the enterpiisc He ciossed the Indian desert aftei

elaborate preparations, plundered both Adjmar and
Anhilwara, and reached Somnath m the middle of

lanuary, 1026 Within two days his troops had
stoimed the ramparts and enteied the city, but
the temple was more strongly defended, and
while he was attacking it he learned that the

Hindu princes of Gudjar^t, who had fled before his

arrival, had rallied* to the defence of the idol, and
were before the city leaving a force to continue
the siege of the temple, he marched against them,
and, after a battle in which he nariowly escaped
defeat, put them to flight Their defeat sealed the

fate of the temple, which was almost immediately
captured Mahmud plundeied it of its vast tieasures

and broke up its idol, a huge lingam From Som
nath he marched to punish Param Deo, Radja of
Anhilwaia, for the attempt to relieve the temple,
but the Radja fled, leaving his stronghold and its

tieasures to the conqueror It is said that Mahmud
was so captivated by the beauty and climate of Gu-
djarat that he was with difficulty dissuaded by his of-

ficers fiom making Anhilwara his capital, and leaving
Ghazna to his son, Mas’^ud On his leturn march
through the Sind desert his army suffered severely,
and after crossing the desert was haiassed by the
Djats, but succeeded in reaching Cihazna with its

spoils In 1027 Mahmud undertook his last ex-
pedition into India, in order to punish these Djats
He collected a flotilla of boats at Multan, and,
owing partly to their superioi construction, defeated
the I^ats in a naval battle on the Indus, and
cairied off their families, which they had removed
for safety to islands in the river

The remainder of Mahmud’s life was devoted to
the western provinces of his empire He wrested
‘^Irak, Raiy and Isfahan from the Buwayhids, in-

vested his son Mas'ud with the goveinment of the
newly conquered territory, and employed himself
m establishing order and security on the caravan
routes throughout his wide dominions, and in ex-
tirpating the heretics whom the §hi'a Buwayhids
had tolerated In 1029 he returned fiom Raiy to
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Balkh, and marched in the spring to Ghazna, where,

on April 30, 1030, he died, at the age of sixty-

three, worn out with the labours of foity years

Mahmnd was far from being the zealous champion
of the faith depicted by Muslim historians Oc-

casionally he encouraged, and even compelled

Hindus and others to accept Islam, but the pro-

pagation of the faith was never the piimary object

of any of his campaigns Temples weie attacked

rather because they contained tieasure than be-

cause they contained idols, and he did not hesitate

to employ bodies of unconverted Hindus, even

against his brethren in the faith lie has been

described as miserly but he loved money chiefly

as the souice of power He adoined Ohazna with

noble buildings and his court was in that age

the chief resoit of poets and men of learning, and
was adorned by al-'^Ltbi, al-Biruni, ‘^Unsuri, Asadi,

'AsdjadI, Mmucihri, Firdawsi, and many other

poets and men of letters His scurvy tieatment of

ImdawsT is to be attributed rather to the malice

of a personal enemy than to the meanness of the

king, and the poet’s mode of resenting it placed

him beyond the pale of forgiveness Mahmud was
one of the gieat figures in Islamic history, and
though his warlike career left him no leisure for

the acquisition of learning he knew how to ap-

preciate and reward literary merit in others
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MAHMUD GAWAN, ‘^Imad ai-DIn, Kh^a^a,

was boin in A D 1405, of a family which had
long held high oflfice m the small principality of

Gilan, and is said to have taken the name of

(lawan, by which he was aftei wards known in

India, from Kawan, his birthplace He iecei\ed a

good education and as a young man made the

pilgrimage to Mckka While he was there his

family fell into disgiace, so that he could not

safely return home Refusing olTeis of employment
in other parts of Persia he became a merchant,

and in 1455 sailed from the Persian Gulf for India,

and landed at the port of Dabhol Thence he

proceeded to Bidar, the capital of the Bahmani
kings, and was well received by ‘^Ala^ al Din
Ahmad II, who was then reigning He received

the command of 1,000 horse and was sent to queP
the rebellion of Djalal Khan in Telingana His

conspicuous success secured his position as one of

the leading nobles of the kingdom, and after the

death of Ahmad II in 1457 he received fiom his

son and successor, HumayUn, the title of Malik
aBTu^^ar (“Chief of the Merchants”), then highly

esteemed During Humayun’s short reign he was
employed in suppressing rebellion and restoring

order in lelingSna, and on the king’s death, in

1461, was associated by his widow with heiself

and DjahSn the Turk in a council of

regency The foreign enemies of the kingdom took

advantage of the childhood of the new king,

Nizam ^5h, and Mahmud Gawfin bore an honour-

able part in repelling the invasion of the Radja
of Urisa, who was forced to pay a large indemnity

Mahmud Khaldji I of MSlwa next invaded the

Dakan, defeated the army of Nizam Shah, and

menaced the existence of the state Mahmud GSwan
succeeded m enlisting the aid of Mahmud I,

Begarha, of Gudjarat, and with his help defeated

and expelled the invader Nizam Shah died in 1463,
and the kingdom was governed for his younger
brother, who succeeded as Muhammad III, by
the same council of regency, but the arrogance

and ambition of I^ws^a I^ahan the Turk so

aioused the suspicions of the queen-mother that

she ordered her young son to put him to death

She shortly afterwards retired fiom public life,

leaving Mahmud Gawan, now entitled Kh^gdia
Djahan, sole regent In 1469 he was sent to sub-

due the Konkan, and to suppress the pirates of

that region, and, m a series of campaigns extending

over three yeais, conquered the country and cap-

tuicd Goa, then one of the principal ports of

Vidjayanagar On his return to Bidar he was re-

ceived with great honour and his position as first

noble of the kingdom was assured In 1472 he

brought the seige of Belgaum to a successful con-

clusion, but the chief service which he rendered

to the Bahmani kingdom was the reform of its

administration It had originally been divided into

four great piovinces, Gulbarga, Dawlatabad, Ber5r,

and Telingana, to which the name of taiaf was
given, and the power of the tarafdar, or provin-

cial governor, was almost absolute He collected

the revenue, raised, paid and commanded the aimy

,

and appointed all officials, his responsibility to the

king being limited to maintaining order, keeping

the people contented, remitting to the capital the

quota of revenue due, and joining the king, when
summoned, wuth the contingent of troops which he

was bound to supply Even in the early days of the

kingdom rebellions raised by provincial governors

had not been unknown, but the system had worked

well on the whole so long as the limits of the

kingdom were comparatively narrow, and the kings

were energetic, but the kingdom now stretched

from sea to sea, tlie provinces were unwieldy and

the defects and dangers of the old system were

apparent to all Mahmud Gawan divided each of

the original tanif% into two, so that their number

became eight Berar was divided into the two

tarafr of Gawil and Mahur, Dawlatabad into

Dawlatab’ld and Djunnar, Gulbarga into Gulbarga

and Bidj^pUr, and Telingana into Warangal and

Radjamahendri The powers of the taiafdars were

at the same time curtailed These refoims were

resented by all the old taiafdars, and by none

more than by Malik Hasan Bahrl, NizSm al-Mulk,

tarafdar of the great province of Telingana, who

was posted to the new iaraf of RadjamahendrT,

and found his power, his influence, and his emo-

luments reduced by more than half He was the

leader of the D'lkanI party and Mahmnd, though

he had done all in his power to end the strife

between the Dakanis and the Foreigners, was a

foreigner, and was regarded by all as the leader

of the Foreign party In 1481, the royal camp

being then in lehngana, Hasan Bahri took advan-

tage of the absence of Mahmfld’s chief supporter,

Yusuf ‘^Adil Kh’In the Tuik, who had been sent

on an expedition into the eastern provinces of

the kingdom of Vidjayanagar, to compass the

downfall and death of Mahmud The minister’s
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confidential secretary was induced, by misrepresen-

tation, to affix his master’s seal to a folded papei

The paper was blank, and the conspirators wrote,

above the deal, a treasonable letter to the Radja

of Urisa, inviting him to invade the kingdom

The letter was shown to the king when he was

drunk, and he at once summoned Mahmud, who,

though warned by his friends that mischief was

afoot, insisted on obeying the order He was asked

by the king what was the punishment of tieason

and unhesitatingly replied, “Death by the sword”

He was then confronted with the letter, and though

he declared it to be a forgeiy the king paid no
heed to him, but bade the executionei do his

office, and withdrew Mahmud knelt down and
repeated the symbol of his fiith, and the execu-

tioner, Djawhar by name, struck off his head An
order for the plundering of his camp was then

issued, and his followers were dispersed The king

was much disappointed by the examination of his

late minister’s affairs He had, throughout his

official life continued his mercantile transactions,

and lived frugally on his profits IIis great official

emoluments were expended on the tioops and

establishments which he maintained and on public

works, and the balance was disbuised in alms, in

the king’s name as well as in his own Muham-
mad HI understood, too late, the value of the

servant whom he had so summaiily put to death,

and his remorse was bitter Mahmud was a great

statesman and public benefactoi I earned himself,

he was a munificent patron of learning, and built

at Bidar a magnificent college, the ruins of which

are still to be seen Ihe only private property

which he left at his death was a splendid library

He is one of the foremost figures in the political

history of India, and his death was the cause of

the fall of the dynasty which he had served so

well, for It destro)ed the confidence of the nobles

in the town, and hastened the advent of the day

when the provincial governors proclaimed their

independence
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MAHMUD PASHA, grand \ izier in the

reign of the Ottoman Sultan Muhammad II, often

called Well Mahmud Pasha He was born in Aladja

Hisar (Krushewatz) in Serbia, of Christian parents

,

according to Chalcocondylas, his father was Greek

and his mother Serbian Taken in his youth to

Adrianople, he was brought up at the court of

Murad II, and began his public career on the occasion

of the accession of Muhammad II in 1451 Soon

afterwards he became Beglerbeg of Rum ili
, ac

cording to the historian Ramadan Zade Mehmed
(KuCuk NishSndji) he had been also Kadt^asker

[q V
]

As Beglerbeg, he took part in the capture

of Constantinople After this event he was ap

pointed grand vizier in 1453, the office had been

empty since the execution of Cendereli Khalil

Pa^ha As grand vizier, Mahmud Pasha frequently

accompanied the Sultan on his campaigns but in

1456— 1458 he was appointed to conduct the

operations against the Serbs, while the Sultan

conquered the Morea, in 1459 Muhammad himself

advanced against Serbia which was completely

subdued, during this wai MahmUd Pasha’s brother

was the leader of the Turcophil party m Serbia

In 1460 and 1461 the grand vizier took part in

the expedition against Sinope and Trebizond as

commander of the fleet while Muhammad led the

aimy by land The capture of Tiebizond was
mainly due to Mahmud Pasha, he was related to

a high dignitary of the court there so that some Greek

authors talk of treachery (Fallmerayer, Geschichte

des Kaisei turns Trapezunt, p 279) 101462, Mah-
mud accompanied the Sultan against the Woiwod
of Wallachia, Wlad Dracul and m the following

yeai as commander of the fleet he was sent to

conquer Lesbos and forced the Duke of Lesbos

to capitulate In the same year he diove the Venetians

out of the isthmus of Corinth In the Bosnian

campaign of 1464, Mahmud prepared the way
for the Sultan’s advance by taking the principal

towns of the countiy In the wai that followed

with Mathias, king of Hungary, Mahmud forced

the latter to raise the siege of Zvornik In 1466
he aided the Sultan in the campaign which was
to put an end to the power of the Karamanoghlu
and defeated the Kaiamanid Ishak Beg near

I ai inda 1 he latter himself escaped and this fact

combined with the too humane treatment which
the goveinor wished to apply to the people of

Konja and Laranda and the intrigues of the

second viziei Rum Muhammad Pasha, brought the

Sultan to dismiss him on the retuin maich to

Constantinople Mahmud Pasha then governed the

sandjal^ of Gallipoli for some time In 1472 he

again became grand vizier The Sultan wished in

th\t yeai to send him against Uzun Hasan but

was peisuaded by Mahmud to send Ishak Pasha

in his place
,

in the following year he accompanied
the Sultan against the Ak Koyunlu, who weie

finally louted aftei the Ottomans themselves had
suffered the defeat of Beg Bazar In the same year

Mahmud was again dismissed, the reason alleged

was a lack of zeal in the pursuit of the fugitives

He then retiied to the village of KhSss Koy near

Adrianople Next year he came to the capital on
the occasion of the funeial of Prince Mustafa, this

opportunity was taken to calumniate him to the

Sultan on account of the intimacy which had existed

between Mustafa and Mahmud Pasha This was
sufficient to get him impiisoned in the castle of

Yedi Kule and executed a few days later in RabF I,

879 (July—Aug 1474)
Mahmud Pasha was one of the most populai

grand vizieis His name still survives in the mosque
which he built at Stambul in 868 (1463—64) on
a site originally occupied by a church, m the

mosque is the tw be of the founder He also erected

a medrese^ a tnehkeme, a mehteb^ a well and a

hammam There is a legendary story entitled

Menaktb-name i Mahmud Pasjha^ in which his

unjust execution is specially emphasised (printed

in Fr Dieteiici, Chrestomathie Ottomane^ Berlin

1854)7 the historian Sadr al-Din in his Ta^j. aU
Tawaitkh (i 557) also devotes a chapter to the

JVdkfa-t Mahmud Pasha Mahmud Pa^a was the

patron of a numbei of men of letters and scholars,

who dedicated then works to him He was himself

a poet but it is uncertain whether he wrote under
the ta^Jmllus of ‘^Adani or "'Adli 1 here is a Diwan
of 'Adli (printed Constantinople 1308) which is

generally attributed to Sultan BSyazId II but Gibb
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Ott Poetry^ 11 25 ff) thinks it should be

attributed to Mahmnd Pasha
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MAHPAIKER [See Osfm

]

MAHR (a), Hebrew Mohar^ Syriac Mahia^
“bridal gift”, originally “purchase-money”,

synonymous with sadak which properly means
“friendship”, then “piesent”, a gift gueu voluntarily

and not as a result of a contract, is in Muslim
law the gift which the bridegroom has to give

the bride when the contract of marriage is made
and which becomes the propeity of the wife

1 Among the pagan Aiabs the mahr was
an essential condition for a legal marriage and

only when a main had been given did a pioper

legal relationship arise A mairiage without a mahr
was regarded as shameful and looked upon as

concubinage In the romance of ^Antai the Aiab
women, who aie being forced to mairy without

a mahr, indignantly reject such a mairiage as a

disgrace Victors alone mained the daughters of

the conquered without giving them a main
In the pre Islamic period, the mahr was handed

over to the unilt^ 1 e the father, or bi other or

relative in whose ginrdnnship {jvtlTi) the giil

was Here the original character of the mariiage

by purchase is more apparent In earlier times

the bride received none of the mahr What was

usually given the woman at the betrothal is the

^adak^ the mahr, being the purchase price of

the bride, is given to the waif

But in the period shortly before Muhammad,
the mahr, 01 at least a part of it, seems already

to be given to the woman Accoiding to the

Kur’an, this is already the prevailing custom By
this amalgamation of mahr and sadak the oiiginal

significance of the mahr as the purchase price was
weakened and became quite lost in the natural

course of events Theie can be no doubt that the

mahr was originally the purchase price But the

transaction of purchasing in course of long develop-

ment had become a mere form 1 he remains,

however, as they survived in the law of mairiage in

Islam, still bear clear traces of a former mariiage

by purchase

2 Muhammad took ovei the old Arab patriaichal

ceremony of marriage as it stood and developed

It in several points Ihe Kurban no longer contains

the conception of the purchase of the wife and
the mahr as the price, but the mahr is in a way
a leward, a legitimate compensation which the

woman has to claim in all cases The Kur’an thus

demands a bridal gift for a legal mairiage “And
give them whom ye have enjoyed then leward

as a wedding gift” (lit farida “allotment of pro-

perty”, Sara, iv 28) and again “And give the

women their dowiies voluntaiily” (Sura, iv 3), cf

also Sara, iv 29, 38, v 7, lx lo
The bridal gift is the property of the wife, it

therefore remains hei own if the mairiage is

dissolved “And if ye wish to exchange one wife

foi another and have given one a talent, take

nothing of it back” Even if the man divorces

the wife before he has cohabited with her he

must leave half the mahr with her (Sura, 11 237-238)
Down into the Muslim period the wife was

considered after the death of the husband as part

of his estate, the heir simply continued the marriage

of the deceased Such levirate marriages are found

in the Old Testament also Muhammad abolished

this custom, which still remained in his time, by

Sura, IV 23 “O ye, who are believers, it is not

peimitted to you to inherit women against their will”

3 Theie was an ample store of traditions
about the mahr and these pave the way for the

theories laid down by the jurists m the fikh books
From all the traditions, it is clear that the mahr
w'as an essential part of the contract of marriage

According to a tradition m Bukhari the mahr is

an essential condition for the legality of the marriage

“every marriage without mahr is null and void”

Even if this tradition, so brief and to the point,

IS not genuine, a number of traditions point to

the fact that the mahr was necessary for the

maiiiage, even if it only consisted of some tiifling

thing Thus m Ibn Ma^ja and Bukhari traditions

aie given, according to with the Prophet permitted

a maiiiage with only a pair of shoes as mahr
and approved of a pool man, who did not even

possess an iron ring, giving his wife instruction

in the Kurban as mahr
A few hadiths endeavour to show that the mahi

must be neither too high nor too low From the

traditions we also learn w^hat mahr was given in

particular cases in the Prophet’s time for example,

the bridal gift of ^^bd al-Rahman b ^Awf was
an ounce of gold, that of Abu Huraira of loukiya

and a dish, that of ^ahal b SaM an iron ring

In the hadiths we again fiequently find the

kur’inic legulation that in a divorce after coha-

bitation the woman has the right to the whole mahr

4 According to Muslim fi k h-books, marriage

is a contract {^akd) made between the bridegroom

and the wall of the bride An essential element

in it IS the mahr or {adaky which the bridegroom

binds himself to give to the bride The marriage

IS null without a mahr The jurists themselves

are not quite agiecd as to the nature of the mahr
Some regard it practically as purchase-money (e g
Khalil “the mahr is like the purchase-money”)

or as an equivalent (^nvad) for the possession of

the woman and the right over her, so that it is

like the price paid in a contract of sale, while

other jurists see in the mahr a symbol, a mark

of honour or a proper legal security of propeity

for the woman
All the things can be given as mahr that are

things (fual) in the legal sense and therefore

possible to deal in, that is can be the object of

an agreement The mahi may also — but opinions

differ on the point — consist in a pledge to do

something 01 in doing something, e g instructing

the woman in the Kur^Sn or allowing her to make

the pilgrimage The whole of the mahr can either

be given at or shortly after the mariiage or it

may be paid in instalments When the latter is

the case it is recommended to give the woman a

half or two-thiids before cohabitation and the rest

afterwards The w^oman may refuse to allow con-

summation of the mairiage before a part is given

Two kinds of mahi are distinguished
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a Mahr musamma^ “definite mahr”, the amount
of which IS exactly laid down in the wedding contract

b Mahr aUimtM in which the amount is not

exactly laid down, but the bndegioom gives a

bridal gift befitting the wealth, family and qualities

of the bride This mahr al mttjLl is also applied

in all cases in which nothing definite about the

mahr was agieed upon in the contract

The mahr becomes the property of the wife

and she has full right to dispose of it as she likes

In the case of any dispute afterwaids as to whethei

certain things belong to the mahr or not, the

man is put upon oath

The Shari^a lays down no maximum or minimum
for the amount of the mahr, but limitations weie
introduced by the various law-schools, the Hanafis
and Shafi^is insist upon lo dirhems as a minimum
and the Malikis three dirhems The diffeience in

the amount fixed depends on the economic condi
tions in the different countiies wheie the madhhabs
in question prevail

If the man pronounces a divorce, the mahi
must be paid in every case if cohabitation has

taken place, but the bndegioom mav withdiaw
from the mairiage before it is consummated, in

this case he is bound to give the woman half

the mahr
Btbltog't aphy W Robertson Smith, Kin-

ship and Maniage in early Aiabta^ Cambiidge

1885 (cf thereon Th Noldeke, m Z D M G

,
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den Araberny N G IV Gott
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Sachau,
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MAHRA, a land on the southeast coast
of Arabia on the Indian Ocean between Ha-
dramot, the coast of which is inhabited by the

Ka'aitl (Ge^tti), and 7af5r, the Aiabs however
and modern geographers include Zafar itself, former

ly the town only and now the country, the old

frankincense region [see 7AFAr], m Mihra, so that

Mahra may be said to be the country between
Hadramot and ^Oman (cf al IstakhrT, B G A

y
\

12, 27, Ibn Hawkal, ibid

y

11 17, al-Mukaddasi,

ibid

y

111 53, Yakut, Mu^djaiUy iv 700, al IdrIsI,

ed Jaubert, Pans 1836, 1 48, Ibn Khaldun [in

Kay, Yamany London 1892, p 132]) This con-

notation of Mahra seems to have been already

known to the Greeks of the fourth centuiy b c
,

Theophrastus, Hist Planty ix 4, 2, numbers
among the lands of Arabia which yield spices,

along with Saba^, Hadramot and KatabSn, a fourth,

MccfidAi (var A satisfactory identification

of this land, which would also explain the name
has not been made Of the various attempts to

explain it, given in the article saba^ in Pauly-
Wissowa, Realencycl der klass Altertumswiss

,

coll 1331 sqq [cf the article SABA^ iv
, p 6^]

that which suggests is a corruption of lAivcTiot

(M«/v«/a) which Strabo, xvi 768 gives with the three

South Arabian kingdoms above mentioned, following

Eratosthenes — these two authors represent one
original source

,
Eratosthenes and Strabo are

two diffeient sources— is certainly wrong Ihe

identification of MaAz with Mahra pioposed by A
Sprenger, Die alte Geogiaphte ArabienSy Beine

P 92, 263, 266, without however any at-

tempt at proving it and also adopted by Fi

Hommel, Ethnologic iind Geographic des alten

OnentSy Munich 1926 (I v Muller, Handbuch
der Alterturnsunssenschafty Sect 111

,
Pt 1 ,

vol i)

p 137, IS worthy of attention It was naturally

to be expected that the botanist fheophrastub,

whose duty it was to give as full a list as pos-

sible of lands m Aiabia pioducing aromatic plants,

should mention the real land of frankincense,

Zafar or in a wider sense Mahra, including Zaf5r

On the other hand, it is not to be denied that

the mention in Theophiastus of a Mamali or Mali,

which is quite unknown, after three well-known

names, is remaikable, as it must of couise be an

important country, fit to be compared with Saba\

Hadiamot and Kataban Simply for this reason

L (jrlaser’s vanous attempts to identify it {Skizze

del Gtuhiehti nnd Geogi Arabiensy 11, Berlin

1890, p 3, 35 40, 132, 153 m-s 217)3 not

one of which is tenable (cf Realencycl y^'^ Saba^,

col 1333 and here saba’, iv
, p 5a), may be

discarded The passage in Theophrastus has been

wrongly interpreted as mentioning Mamali only

as the home of the cinnamon plant (see saba
,

iv
, p 53 and the literature there given to which

may be now added Hommel, Pthnologie [= Grund-
riss]y p 517, note 2) Although Mahra is not

suggested without certain inherent probability, the

question still arises how has it come to be called

Mamali or Mali, which must lemain more or less

a puzzle As the first two letters in Mahra and

Mall are the same, it may be supposed that there

IS a corruption in the third letter of Mali Ihe
name seems to conceal the Gieek transcription of

Mahra, which in the form MAPI (from MAPA), was
coiiupted to MAAI, because it was of course un-

intelligible to the Greek copyists, 01 it might

have been altered by a leained editor with gemma-
tion of the first syllable to MAMAAI, especially

as this form might seem to him to be superficially

supported by the Ma/zaAa xcofzvi in Ptolemy, iv

7, 5 A fuithcr corroborating factor is that Ihco-

phiastus’ description of the hilly country, wheie the

grows, with the bpoi; ij\pti^dv xoct boorv xoti

vi(p6ixsvov, from which rivers pour down to the

plain and which was visible to sailors from the

coast, agrees very well with the description of the

/^t^xvuTO(p6poQ ops/vif re xat $b<r(3xT0i; of the land

of Zafar [q v
]

in the Peiiplus Mat is h.rythiael'

§ 29 (cf the 'bp^ xxi rerpubti xxi kiebxo'KX

§32, very probably the Kara mountains), and also

recalls Carter’s statement that nowhere else in

South Arabia is there so much running water as

in the frankincense country 1 his undeniable agree

ment is not affected by the fact that, according to

Theophrastus, the fiankincense country mentioned
by him was in possession of the Sabaeans The
fact that he mentions this land as a fourth with

Saba^, HadramSt and Kataban and at the same
time says that the Sabaeans were lords (xbpiot) of

this frankincense country, suggests that the country

which was quite a considerable distance from their

original home, had passed to Saba’ by direct con

quest or automatically with the occupation of the
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whole teintory of some formerly independent power
This may have been either its ancient rival Ka-
taban, which, although still an independent king-

dom, no longer exercised sovereign rights ovei the

frankincense country and about two centuries later

lost its independence to Saba^, or the ancient

kingdom of HadramSt, which with the fiankincense

country was in the time of Juba a part of the

Sabaean kingdom, alieady ruled by the Himyais
(accoiding to Pliny, /Va^ Hist, xii ^2 sq

,

see

SABA^) and to which, certainly in the time of the

Periplus, 1 e in the Himyar period of the early

centuries A d
,
long after the beginning of the

dissolution of Sabaean rule, the frankincense

country belonged, but it may however have also

done so before Saba^ became a great power Hommel
assumes {pp cit

,

p 140 and notably p 655) quite

a close ethnic connection between the Hadramotis

and the Minaeans and he definitely says that the

HadramoU Minaeans were those who took posses-

sion of the frankincense land, which geographi-

cally also appears most natural No convincing argu

ment can be brought against the evidence of Theo
phrastus that in his time or in that of his authority,

perhaps Andre sthenes (cf Kcalettcycl
^

s v Saba^,

col 1306), the frankincense country was not in-

dependent, but belonged to Saba’, so that the latter

was already a great power, which possessed the

hegemony of South Arabia and numbered its weaker

neighbours among its feudatoiies The frankincense

land only became independent early in the Christian

era That the campaigns of the Sabaeans extended

considerably to the cast may be deduced fiom

the Siru 5h inscription (Glasei, 1000) (cf

Hommel, op ett

,

p 658 uj') On the unjustified

alteration in the text (Sapai) in Iheophrastus, see

saba’, IV 6'' (to the liteiature there quoted may
now be added Hommel, op cit

,

p 516 sq and

653 sq [in addition to 138]) To support the as-

sumption that the Katabanians occupied the frank-

incense land, it is not necessary to presume Gebban
as a later name of Kataban (in allusion to the

Gebbanitae in Pliny, vi 153, cf ma'^In
,
on Glasci’s

chronological error in the period of Katabanian

occupation of the frankincense country, see /aiar,

N® 4) 1 he expression ) amanat in the longei

titles of the south Arabian kings of the last epoch

means, according to Hommel in Handhuch der

altarabtschen Altertums} unde, ed by D Nielsen,

Copenhagen-Paris-1 eipzig 1927, p 96, note 5,

“perhaps the frankincense coast as the “south-

land” of Hadramot”, it might well be interpreted

as a general name of the southern coastlands, at

a latei date still included in Yemen, in contrast

to the lands of Saba’, Dhii Raidan and Hadiamot
preceding it in the title

Sprenger’s remark. Das I eben und die LeJn c

des Mohammad, Berlin 1865, 111 437 “Ihe
Mahrites were called Sachalites by the Greeks”, is

misleading, the land aiound the Sachalite Gulf

is in the conception of the authoi of the Periplus

and of Ptolemy not only Mahra, but also the land

lying east of it and especially the pait of al ^ihr
in the wider sense lying west of it, the land of

the Ka^aiti (cf the article iouaritai in Realencycl )

[The regto turifera in Pliny, xii 52 (vi 16 1) is

probably to be understood as Zaf5r in the nairowei

sense but may include Mahra to which alone

Glaser refers it {Die Abesstmei in Arabten und
Munich 1895, p 125, see at the beginning)

The used in Herodotos, 11 73, in

the story of the phoenix is practically a reference

to Mahra (Hommel, op at

,

p 138) although it is

not mentioned by name On the ’A/3ao-jfvo/ in

Stephanus, see below]

The inscriptions which, according to Pliny, Nat
Hist

,

VI 150, are inscribed on stone pillars on

an island off the South Arabian coast (cf the

article rhinnea in the Realencycl') cannot, as

Ritter for example (^Etdkunde, Vol viii
,
Sect i

,

Pt XU, Berlin 1846, p 290) thought, be attributed

“to the Mahri who were settled in the neighbourhood
of Cane” but were probably Minaean (or Nabataean)

The position of the emporium of Kavif which
according to the Penplus, §27 and Pliny, vi

104 belonged to the frankincense country and

IS also mentioned by Ptolemy, vi 7, 10 cannot

be definitely ascertained Recently several scholars,

following Glaser, a/ ,p 175, C hsindbQrg, Arabtca,

iv
,
Leyden 1897, p 75 and Etudes sni lesdtalectes

de rAiabie Meitdtonale, 1 (Hadiamout), Leyden

1901, p 196 and earliei writers (see the list in

Realencycl

,

s v Saba, col 1330), have again ex-

pressed the view that this port is probably to be

located at Hisn al-Ghurab (Nielsen in Handbuch,

op at

,

p 8) while Sprenger, Geographic, p 2> 2 sq

had placed it at Bal Haf Since Sprengei, nothing

new has been produced in favoui of the old view

and against his localisation In favour of the latter

is the desciiption in the Periplus, §27 according

to which two uninhabited islands, the ’Opvewv

viJ(7oc (“Bird Island”) and Tpot/AAa; were 120 stadia

distant from Kane These, according to Spienger,

arc the islands of “Halany and Gibus, also called

al-Sikka” (to be written Hillaniya and Kanbus
also called Sakha, see T andberg, Arabica, iv 66)

Their mention makes ceitain the reference to Bal-Haf

as the opposite point on the coast from which

they art iio and 130 stadia distant respectively,

but not to Hisn al Ghurab which, according to

Cartel is only a mile from Ilillanya Landberg

himself tells us that the island of KanbUs seems

nevei to have been inhabited The distances from

Kane adduced by Glaser fiom Ptolemy, which

besides vai)ing in the manuscripts, natuially yield

nothing leally convincing in favoui of Hisn al-

Ghurab (pailicularly of “Ra^s al-'Asida, the equivalent

of Cape Kane, west of Kane”, according to Glaser,

op at, p 216, but this promontory of al-'^Asida

IS at Bal-Haf’), these measurements can equally

well be made to fit Bal-Haf H v Maltzan, Rase

nach Sudarabien, Brunswick 1873, p 225 ujq

who could not yet have known of Sprengei ’s

view, had already called attention to the In^
(he transciibes it Cane) occurring in the (third)

smaller insciiption of Hisn al-Ghuiab (a rcpioduc-

tion in Landberg, Arabica, iv
,
PI ix ),

and con-

nected it w’th “Cane Emporium”, J H Mordt-

mann, Z D M G
,

xxxix (1885), 233 likewise

explained it as Kxvvi, the harbour of the citadel

of al Ghurab Even if we leadily giant that the

uncertain woid in the text of the inscription,

most recently and probably definitively published

and translated by B Mlakei in W Z> K M

,

xxxiv (1927), p 72, really reproduces the name

Kavif, this does not prove, as Sprenger, op at,

p 83 has pointed out, that the ancient seaport

lay on the piesent rocky point of Hisn al-Ghurab

It must also be lemembeied that the names of

many Arabian haibours have in course of time

been transferred to other places in the vicinity,

e g /afai [q v
,
N® 4] and Mirbat Landbeig’s
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objection {Arabtca^ iv 76) that the Pertplus^ if

Kotvii had been Bal-Haf, would not have said

(§ 29) that after Kane came another gulf running

far inland, the but would have men-
tioned the harbour of Bir ^All to the east of it,

IS not a cogent one The Periplus gives a list

of the most important gulfs of South Arabia and
the comparatively small bay of Bir ^Ali might

easily be overlooked behind the broad Sachalite

gulf which luns far inland, especially as the use

of the term is a fairly elastic one (cf the

article iobaritai in PeaUncyd) and the list of

the places on the coast in the Pertplus is not as

a rule scientifically complete and exact but some-
times even gives wrong names (e g to

say nothing of the fact that in many places on
the South Arabian coast, the harbourage conditions
have changed since ancient times Landberg himself
{op tU

y p 65) obseives that the promontory of
Hisn al-Ghurab must have had a diffeient appeal ance
in earlier times M Hartmann, also, who had
previously, Die arattache Frage {^Der tslamtsche

Orient^ ii ), Berlin 1909, p 175, 371 declared for

the older views, said later in the very same work,

p 4^^! 614 that he had now adopted Sprenger’s

opinion The in the inscription is still not

sufficient ground for the conclusion that the identi-

fication of Kacvti with Bal-Haf should be lejected

in opposition to Spiengei, who himself appreciated

the force of this evidence Ihe form of the name
used by Sprengei, B^-l-Haff (Bfil-Hal), is incorrect

howevei (as also is Glaser’s Ba el-Haff
,
cf Landbeig,

Hadramout^ p 195), ba is equnalent to tbn But
bprenger rightly recognised that in this name
there is preserved a memory of a son of al-Haf,

the son of Kuda^a and ancestor of the Mahra (al-

Bakri, 1 19, Tad^ al^Aius^ 111 551, see below)
The Arab geogiapheis had no accurate knowledge

of Mahra, nor of Hadramot, modem explorers

have found out much moie about these regions

Al-IIamdam, ^tfa al-Atab (cd D H
Muller, I eyden 1884), P 45 mentions al-As^a—
which Landberg Hadramout, p 158, wishes to le-

store to al Ashgha from manuscript pieferences— as

the capital of Mahra, which, according to Glaser,

Abesstmer^ p 87 stretches to the district lying

roughly between Damkot and Ras Darbat 'Ah,
almost in the centre of the modern coast region

of Mahra On p 53 he says, as do Ibn al-Mudjawir
and others after him, that the Mahra people also

inhabit bokotra (on the conversion to Chiistianity

of the mixed population of Sokotra, see Yakut,
Mu^djam^ 111 102, al-Mas'UdI, Miuudj^ 111 36
etc

,
further particulars in the article sokotra)

On p 51 he talks of the Mahra tribes and
their fighting and on p 86 sq of the road from
Hadramot to Mahra and tells us about the tomb
of the Prophet Hud This sanctuary on the fiontier

between Hadramot and Mahra is st 11 held in

particular veneration and is much visited by the

inhabitants of these two lands (a text from Hadiamot
showing this is given in Landberg, Hadramout, 1

432 sq) — The Arab geographers include Mahra
in the Yemen, e g Yakut, Mushtartk^ p 394,
see the reference to the Mikhlaf Mahia in Yakut,
MiFdjam^ iv 700, who in this, his main reference,

also repeats the view that Mahra is the name of
a tribe and that the correct form is Mahara
(a Balad Maharat in Mahra is mentioned on iv

697) It IS sometimes more accurately defined as
‘‘m extreme (furthest) Yemen”, e g Yakut,

1 280, 11 ^\o (= Muihtartk, p 166), 111 366,

345i 495? Mu^Atartk^ p 415 Ihe Arabs speak
of a Nadjd in the land of the Mahra (Yakut,
Mti-d^am^ 1 280, 111 681, iv 345, 495, 697,
Mushtartk^ p 394, 415, cf al-Muljaddasi, op at

^

p 98, al-Tabari, ed de Goeje, 1 1980) This is

the Nadjd (or Nadjdi) which Carter also mentions
as a district in which the frankincense especially

flourishes, the highland countiy about two days’

journey north of the coast within the latitude

which Carter has also defined, although too nar-

rowly [cf zafXr] Ihe Mahra are also said to be

inhabitants of the coastland of al-Shihi [q v
], foi

example by al-Mas'udi, 1 333 and Yal^Ut,

IV 387 and we find the land of Mahia is called

al-Shihr (al Istakhri, op at
^ p 2$ = Ibn Hawkal,

op at

^

p 32 ,
al-ldrlbi, 1 48, Ibn Khaldun,

ed Kay, op at
^ p 132, cf al Hamdani, Stfa^

p 51 and al Bakri on al-As^a^ the statement in

Rommel, Abulfedae Arabtae Description Gottingen

1802, p 32 ,
IS obscuie) Al-Shihr however in

the latei and modern use of the name is applied to

the coast not only of Mahraland proper but of

the land of ZaHr also, that is of the fiankincense

country generally, 1 e the “frankincense coast”

which IS identified by many modern writers with
the Mahia country but at the same time includes

the part of the Hadiamot which adjoins on the

west (cf Ibn l^aldlin, op at
^ p 132), 1 c in

general the name of the shores of the Gulf of the
Moon, finally in a still wider sense, the name of
the w'hole coast between 'Aden and 'Oman

Al Istakhri, op cit
, p 25, and almost in the

same words, Ibn Hawkal, op at
, p 32, also al-

Mas'udi, 1 333 sq
,

al Idrisi, 1 48, 150, Abu
’l-Fida^ (see Rommel, op at

^ p 33), Ibn KJhal-

dun {Joe at
) describe Mahra as a desert in which

there are no palms and no agriculture and the

inhabitants therefore are not acquainted with bread
Carter, like these Aiab writers, also emphasises
the contiast between the frankincense region and
the dreary desert west and east of it and more
lecent tiavellers like Bent agree with him The
only possessions of the inhabitants, according to

these authorities, are goats and very fine camels,
particularly lenowned for their swiftness, mentioned
also by al Hamdani, op at

^ p lOO, 201
,

Ibn
Hisham, Stain Wustenfeld, p 963 and the poets
as well as the Ltsan al^Araby vii 36, KamUSn i

455 F^idj al~Atus {^Mahriya^ the Ltsan
quotes three plural forms MahariyUn Maharittn
MahailXn on the first cf Howell, GrammaVni 997,
1000) The camel which Muhammad chose for

himself out of the booty after the battle of Badr
had been purchased in Mahra, his governor in
the Yemen procured Mahra camels for the Caliph
Sulaiman b 'Abd al-Malik (714—717) (al-KazwIni,
""Ad/a'tbn ed Wustenfeld, 11 41) Ibn Hawkal

,

Ibn Khaldun, op at
,
cf al-ldrisi, 1 48) adds that

the Mahra live on meat, milk and its products, and
fish (cf al-MukaddasI, op at

, p 100) and that
they also feed their camels and goats on fish

Yakut, MiLdjanin iv 700, records a note that the
Mahrl camels do not take their name from the
land but from the ancestor of the Mahra’s, Mahra
b Haidan (cf al-Djawhari, also Ltsan^ Kavius and
Tad^n^^^ and Rommel, at 33) According
to Landberg, Hadramoutn p 87, and others the
Mahrl riding camels have for long had a bad re-

putation, as they are really not swift, the best
of this kind are said to be those of the Banu
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Subaih (N E of 'Aden) and of the Dhiyab It is

doubtful whether ^e may assume with Landberg
that their fame takes us back to a period when
the Mahra occupied a great pait of South Arabia

In any case, I Ilirsch, Retsen in Sud Arabien,

Mahra Land and Hadramout^Y^^yAtn 1897, p 77
refeis to the “celebrated Mehri riding-camels”

which in his time were called matiye in al-Shihi

The above mentioned authors and al-Mukaddasi,

op at
, p 98 also record that there was frankincense

in the country which was exported A1 Idrisi lays

stress on the commeice which was one mode of

livelihood of the Mahra Parts of their land are

also reckoned to 'OmSn In 226 (840) Mahra was

foi a short time tributary to ^Oman Ibn al-Mudjawir,

who visited Mahra and SokotrS in 618 A 11

says that the Mahra also inhabit the mountainous

country of Zafar and the islands of Sokotra [q v
]

and Masira In the division of the Yemen into

two parts, Tihama and Nadjd, according to al-

Mukaddasi, op at
^ p 53, 70, Mahia with the

town of al-^ihr is a dependency of Nadjd (see

Spienger, Die Post- und Reisei outen des Orients^

Abhandl fur die Kunde des Morgenl
^

111 3,

Leipzig 1864, p 109)
Yakut (e g MiL'iljam^ 1 154, 280, 11 175,

510 \==: Mu^taiik^ p 166], 881, 111 366, 681,

691, IV 345, 495 \y= Mushlai tk, p 394], 697),
mentions places in or near Mahra and distances

on roads from and to Mahia are given by Yakut

MtLdjam^ IV 626, 700, al Istakhrl, op at 27

(= Ibn Hawkal, ^7/ cti^^ 17, 33^^) — According

to Ibn ^aldun, op at, p 132, Iladramot and

al ^ihr (Mahra) were under one king, in olden

times however, al-Shihr had been the land of the 'Ad,

the piedecessors of the Mahra who had come from

Hadramot In the legends of the 'Ad and the prophet

Hud, a part is played by the land of Mahia, pooi in

water, which adjoined the countiy of this mythical

people (al-Tabarl, ed de Goeje, 1 233 j^), the

Mahra call the mteiioi of their country al-Ahkaf

(cf Landberg, /;/<?///, p 157), where according

to tradition (see al Mas^^udi, 111 106, 271 etc) the

home of the 'Ad was located [cf wabar] Malik

b Ilimyar al ^ihr is said to have been the first

of the Kahtanis to settle there and he was succeded

by his son Kuda'a, whose possessions were limited

to Mahra and he in tuin by his son al Haf, whose

great grandson was Mahra b Ilaidan b 'Amr
(Yakut, Mu^djam, iv 700, Ibn Khaldun, op at,

p 132 etc
,
cf above) In the early days of Islam

(year 12 A H
),

Mahra was one of the rebellious

districts against which Abu Bakr and his generals

had to wage war, al Tabari, 1 1881, 1929 (on

the subjection of the Musailima), p 1963, 1976
(al-'Arfadja’s campaign against Mahra), p 1980
(victorious campaign of al-'Ikrima against Mahra),

the conquest of Mahia was much facilitated by

schisms among the enemies of Islam in the country

The Mahris participated in the great campaign

of conquest which began under the Caliph 'Umar I,

and some settled with other South Arabians in

al-p-ustSt where a street (Khita^ mahra) bore their

name (cf F Wustenfeld, Die Geogiaphie u Vei-

waltung von Agvpten nach detn Atabtschen des

Abu 'l-Abb&s Ahmed hen ^Alt aI Calcaschandl 7,

Abh Kgl Ges d Wtss zu Gottingen, xxv
, 1879,

p 51 ,
al Kalka§handi, Subhal A^sha^, lu

,
Cairo

1914, p 331)
Of modern explorers h Fresnel was the first

to bung back accurate information about Mahra
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In 1837 he obtained some information about con-

ditions along this coast through his intercourse

in Djidda with merchants from Hadramot or

Mahra (in Journ As
,

3rci Ser
, 1838, vol v 507 sqq

,

vol VI 529 J^y), he gave an account of Oi^bm,
the capital of Mahra and the Sultan whose autho-

rity did not extend beyond the walls of the city

His dcsciiption of the boundaries of the country

was incoirect Much more detailed and accurate

were the topographical data collected by Captain

S B Haines, who was appointed in 1834 to make
an astronomical and nautical suivey of the South
Arabian coast from B5b al-Mandab eastwards (as

fai as R5s al-ITadd) In his Memoir of the South
and East Coast of Arabia (in J R Georg Soc

,

1 ondon 1845, xv/i 104 sqq), he describes the

western boundary of Mahra, the Wadi Masile,

which IS iich in water and well tilled by the

Mahra and contains many villages lying among
palm groves He then gives his short notes on the

town of Sehut east of the Wadi and corroborates

Fiesnel’s account of Gi§hm about which he is the

first to give fullei details C Niebuhr, Beschretbung

von Atabien, Copenhagen 1772, p 287, had al-

ready mentioned “Keschin” and the independent

shai^ there, who was also lord of Sokotra, he
also gives a plan of the harbour from a drawing
by an Englishman, whom he had met in Bombay
(PI xvii

)

Haines observes, like later writers,

that Gishin is only a wretched little village of at

most 300—400 inhabitants, which consists mainly

of reedhuts and has only a few stone houses and
that the trade theie is very slight He also gives

some details of the Mahra people and its tribal

divisions, its customs and dress, and in confirmation

of hresnel’s observations their attitude to Islam,

which only the chiefs profess, while the people

are indiffeient to the Kurban and aie not even

able to perform the daily salats He ends by giving

the promontories and villages on the coast east

of Sehut as far as the eastern frontier of Mahra
towards Zafar Ihe English officers cooperating

in this survey of the coast visited only a few
points on it, which weie practically confined to

the Gulf of Gishin because their duty was really

confined to surveying the coast west of Mahra
Valuable information about the Mahra is given in

H J Cartel’s Bkotes on the Mahra Tribe ofSouthern
Atabta with a Vocabulary of their Language, in

y R A S, Bombay Branch, July 1847, vol 11,

p 339 sqq Maltzan combined ethnological research

with his study of the Mahra language (in the in-

troduction of his edition of Adolph von IViede's

Retse in Hadhmmaut, Biunswick 1873 [the preface

IS dated 1870], p 18^7^, and 28 ,
and in his

article cited below) but regarding the countiy

itself which he never entered, he knows no more
than the English naval officers The extracts in

Ritter, op at, xii 6255^^, and 635 he says,

are sufficiently accurate accoiding to his own in-

formation The coastlands east of Wadi Masile

to Ras al-Hadd, 1 e Mahra, Zafar and 'OmSn he

howevei calls the great “terra incognita of Oceanic

Arabia” “The names Mahra and Gdra (also

written Gara)” by which the two countiies on
the coast aie distinguished, he desciibed as “not

clearly defined” {op at

,

p 28) We now know that

these are the Mahra and Kaia (the hill-people of

Zafar) and the language of the latter is Kaiawi
(Grawl) 01 ShhawrI, in modern times also called

Hakill, 01 Shehrat [cf ZAtAR] Maltzan recognised
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that the two peoples aie fundamentally different

in language, mode of life, and religion from the

people of Central Arabia

Glaser, Sktzze^ n
, p 26, wrongly identifies JAstvottot

in Strabo, xvi 768 (quoting Eratosthenes) with

M.Bhx2i{Realencycl
^

s \ Saba^ 1334 On p 20

he gives the land of Hadramot (after the fall of

the “Abyssinian-Aiab kingdom”) too great an extent

(as fai as Mirbat) On his note that the of

Ptolemy aie the hill-peoples of all Mahra cf

Realencycl
^

s v lOBAPITAI — As a lesult of the

enquiries made by him on his travels in Arabia,

he states {Abesstmer^ p 87) that there aie now
three different divisions of the Mahra tribes the

eastern is called Shehrat or Zair and inhabits,

according to his information, the coast fiom Ras
Nus (55° 17' East Long from Gr), according to

another authority from the island of Masira, to

R5s Darbat ‘^Ali (53° 3' East Long
),

the western

that to which the name Mahia is generally applied,

stretches from R5s Darbat ^Ali to SBhut, while

the thud group inhabits Sokotra (cf above on
Ibn al-Mudjawir) — L Hirsch gives not a little

new and valuable information about the people

of the southwestern coast His account of Mahra
IS based on his ten days’ stay (1893) in Gish»n

(or Gishn, transcribed Kishm or Kishn, Hiisch

writes sometimes \op at
, p 48, 50, 52 sq

]
Gischin

and sometimes Kischin, like W Hein and others

[p 2 etc], he gives “Kaschen” in the Index as

the Mahri pronunciation which is also given by

Jahn [see below]) Of the wretched little capital

of the country, he tells us, practically agreeing

with Haines before him and Hein and Bent after

him, that it consists almost entirely of isolated

mudhouses in a ruinous condition and a few

ragged tents and reedhuts which, being scattered

aimlessly over a wide area, leave irregular wide

open spaces between them Even the palace of

the Sultan whose rule over Gishin and Sehut and

other places on the coast is quite nominal, as he

can do nothing without the approval of his Beduins,

is a broken down mud building, there is said to

be only one building in the town that is kept

clean, the house of another Sultan According to

Hem, the most imposing of the mud houses, which

are not built according to any system, is that

occupied by the reigning Sultan’s bodyguard There
IS nothing like a regular market or regulated tiade

there Even the most rudimentary necessities of

life are acquired by baiter and money is unknown
From the government buildings a little mosque
maybe seen While Maltzan, corroborating Fresnel

and Haines, pointed out ( Wrede's Retse, p 29), that

the Mahra have long been distinguished as heretics

from the great majority of the orthodox and indeed

can hardly be called Muslims at all, Hirsch says that

at least in Gishm and Sehut, the Mahra are no

less attached to Islam than any other Arabs, he

saw them regularly performing their ^alat This

contradiction may perhaps be explained by the

observation already made by Haines on the same

question According to Hirsch the ruling Sultans

or Shaikhs are pure Arabs and not Mahra’s In any

case the attitude to Islam of Beduins living north

of the coast territory is quite superficial The
Sult5n of Gi§hin belongs to a dynasty which has

also a kind of suzerainty over SokotrS The Mahra
coast, like Sokotra is under British suzerainty

Hirsch (p sq and on his map) gives the names
of several places on the coast east of Gishm ITi

Bent {Southern Arabia^ I ondon 1900, p 280)

notes the stiiking contrast between the sandy

plain of Gishin, which he did not succeed in

reaching, and the feitile stretch of the coast of

Zafar Shortly befoie his arrival in Zafar (in the

winter of 1894—-1895) the wall lesiding in al-H5fa

had been fighting with the Mahra tribes The

coast-town of Raldiyut, west of Raisut, has a

little fort to defend it from the Mahra Bent gives

a more detailed account of the Mahra who live

in Sokotra [q v
]

The statement m A Jahn [Siidarabische Expedition

of the Vienna Academy of Sciences, 111
, 1902,

Die Mehf t-Sprache in Stidai abien\ p i “The

Mehn is the language of the South Arabian coast

between Hasuwel and Dafdr which is called btlad

fuahta by the Arabs” — is misleading Haswellies

roughly in the centre of the Mahra coast in 50° 9'

East Long
,
N E of the capital Gishin — W Hein,

who was sent out by the Vienna Academy to continue

the work of collecting specimens of the language

begun by the South Arabian expedition, ainved in

(ji^in with his wife in 1902 During his stay of

66 days, duiing which his work was much impeded

as he was interned most of the time, he collected,

among other information, statistical and topogra-

phical data for the adjacent paits of the coast and

also for the interior (see his article, hin Betting

zur Statistik Sudarabiensy in the M Geogr Ges
,

Vienna 1903, p 219 sqq) In D H Muller’s

preface to \ol ix of the South Arabian Expedition,

introductory remarks to W Hein’s record of his

journey are given (p via sqq ) According to him

Gishm IS the name of the whole stretch of country

along the coast from R5s ^irwen to RSs Derdja

for a breadth of 5 to 15 miles About 2 miles

to the north of the coast a ridge runs parallel to

It Immediately on the coast he the dhura fields

of the district of Maghlol, behind it, the centre

Gishin, the district of Rihbet, in which the SultSn

lives, east of it the most important district YentQf,

west of Rihbct Salala, the western boundary of

which IS the Wadi Ghabun Further inland lies

DurUb, where prominent Sultans have their homes
Hein clears up many statements by Hirsch and

gives furthei topographical details about the sur-

loundings of the capital Gishin has an area of

about 80 square miles Hein estimated the per-

manent population at 2,386, Hirsch put that of

the capital and its immediate neighbourhood at

about 500
From the results of exploration so far, it appears

that the countiy of Mahra stretches from Wadi
Masile eastwards to Ras Darbat ^Ali 1 e fiom
51° 13' to 53° 3' East Long and between 16°

and c 17° 30' N Lat dhe Mahra rule the lower

course of the mam wadi which runs through
Hadramot No European has yet penetrated into

the interior of the countiy, their presumed original

home, it was however equally unknown to the

Arab geographers

In the coast district of al Shihr (Mahra to ‘^OrnSn)

old south Arabian dialects are still spoken, which
differ essentially from Arabic and indeed from
Semitic in general The Mahra as a rule speak

very little Arabic Al Istakhrl, op at
y p 25, Ibn

Hawkal, op at
y p 32, al-IdrisT, i 48, 1 50 who

identifies it with the old Himyarite language, Ibn
al-Mudjawir [cf sokoirS], Abu ’

1-Fid5^ (see

Rommel, op at
, p 33) and others describe it as

unintelligible to Arabs Al-HamdanI also {§tfa^
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p 1 34) calls their language a jargon and al-Mas'Ud!, 1

333, points out diffeiences between it and Aiabic

Fresnel was the first, apart from early vague

reports of a peculiai language in HadiamOt, to

establish the existence of a hitheito unknown
language quite different from Arabic “in the

interior of Yemen towards Iladiamot” He had

become acquainted with it from natives who called

It Ehkili This name however he gave {^Note sur

la latigue Hhimyaiite^J 1838, 3r‘l Ser
,
vi "l^sqq )

not only to Mehii or what he consideied as such

but to other South Aiabian dialects and, as Maltzan

has aheady pointed out, to Himyante also, although

we must confess that this (or Sabaean) has seveial

features in common with Mehrl Ritter, op ctt
^

xii 46 ff, 254 and others followed Fresnel’s error,

including Sprenger, Das Leben und dte Lehte dts

Mohammad^ 111 437, it is however quite an old

mistake, it was made by Ibn Duraid (see Wustenfcld,

Gentalogtsche Tabellen^ Register, p 280) whom
Sprenger follows (on al-Idrisi see above) Haines

(see above) said that the language of the Mahia
was strange to the Arabs With these earlier and

recent statements may be compared Landberg’s

observation given by Hommel, hthnologie^ p 153,
that, “according to the statements of Arabs, Beduin

tribes of the gieat desert of el-Ruba^ el-khall noith

of Hadrarnot and the frankincense coast speak a

language which the ordinaiy Arabs do not under
stand”, this, according to Hommel, could best be
explained if a Mahra dialect were spoken there

|

M v Oppenheim {Vom Mtftelmeer znm Perstschen
I

Golf^ Berlin 1900, 11 332) was told that in el-Rub’a

el-khali lived people who spoke a language un-

intelligible to the Arabs and he supposed that

this was Mehrl After Fiesnel, Carter (see abo\e)

studied Mehii and paiticulaily Maltzan {C her den

Dialect von Mah a^Z D Af
,
x\v [1871], 196 ,

Dialecttsche Sludten ubtr das Mehrt^ ibid
,
xxvii

[1873], 225 sqq
^
Dialect zon Maha, ibid

, p 252
sqq

)
He was the first to give scientific proof of

the difference between this language and Arabic in

vocabulary and grammar He also classed Mahra
and Kaia together as bhkili and describes it as

a modern dialect of old Him) ante, from which
he said it w as descended through an unknown
inteimediary He called attention to the similarity

with Ethiopic and its modem forms, Ge'ez and
Amhaiic, and piesupposed a homogeneous gioup
distinct from Kur^anic Arabic (see also his edition

of Wrede’s Reise^ p 30 ff) In Sprenger’s belief

(Geographic^ p 268), the Semites of Ethiopia aie

of Mahii origin

Maltzan’s studies in spite of their defects weic
most valuable preliminaiy work Glaser was the

first to define more accurately the limits within

wbich Mchn was spoken (Abessiniei

,

p 87)
bresnel, Maltzan and Glaser had not been in

Mahra or /afar, but they ascertained the existence

of the two dialects hresnel in I^idda, Maltzan

and Glaser in 'Aden (Glaser, Abessimer^ p 184)
Ihe latter states (Skizze^ 11, p 96) that the

Hakill live east of Hadrarnot and western Mahra
(on the foim of the woid cf Hommel, Lthnologie^

p 235), and their language is called Shehi at, while

the dialect of the territoi7 west of it is “Mahri (cer

tainly not Ehkili’)”, similarly on p 178 sq In

his Abesstntei
^ p 185, also he identifies the Karfi

people with the Hakili [as does Hommel, op cit
,

p 153, who says ^kra (villages) is the Aiabic
name foi the native tribe of Hakill, whose language

IS called ^chrat”] Hakili is the name given by
Glasei (Skizze^ 11 , p 95) to the inhabitants of

Mahra whose tiibal namem the form Ehkili,

Fresnel took for the name of the language spoken
there and thus introduced it into European philo-

logical literatuie 1 andberg’s opinion (Arabtca^ v
,

I eyden 1898, p 153) that the name Ehkili is

“toute a fait juste a cot6 de la vraieformeYi^\}\‘
\\^\ IS contradicted by Hirsch’s testimony (op

cit
^ p 52, from Sehut) that the name Ehkili

applied by Euiopean scholars to Mehri is unknown
there and simply means “barbaric, unintelligible”

Hommel records (op cit
^ p 153) that Glaser had

inteiesting specimens of the Kara dialect and of

Mehri and Sokotii, but these have not been
published

Glaser (cf Skizze,^ 11 , p 20, 96, 181 sq
^ 246,

503, Abesstmer^ p 84 sqq and Hommel, Ethno-
logte^ p 12, 148,150 sqq) further developed these

ideas of Maltzan on the South Aiabian-Ethiopic

group of languages According to the latter, the

Ethiopic alphabet came from the Axum inscriptions

and that of the later liteiature in the Ge'ez language
from a variety of the alphabet of the South Arabian

inscriptions, once common in the Mahra country

and the frankincense land in geneial was the

ancestral home of the Semitic Abyssinians and
Amhars Against the view that the name of the

latter is a plural of Mahra, it is sufficient to quote

the form AmUiar (Hommel,
, P 152, N® 182)

There is no leason to doubt contacts between

Mehii and Ethiopic (Hommel, p 153) lhat m
ancient times members of the people called Habashat
in the South Arabian inscriptions (cf Glaser,

1, p 25—27 and Abessimer^ p 28) were settled

in Arabia is suggested by the mention of the

’A/Sa^rjfvo/ in Stephanus Byzantinus s v from Uranius’

Aiabica (ijlstx tov; Toc^xlov^ Xxrpaiioirocip\^oc(T^vol)

and the in Ptolemy, vi 7, 1
1
(m

/afar, q v
) From the first passage, Glaser, Abes-

sinici^\> 88 has concluded that the AbasenotlxstH

cast of Hadrarnot, while in Skizze, i
, p 26 he

had previously supposed lhat by the land of the

Aba^cnoi was understood die whole coast from

eastern Hadrarnot to Mahra and islands lying off

it his further identification, which however had
been suggested by his predecessors, of the

with the Abyssinians (cf Sabatsche Denkmaler by

J H Mordtmann and D H Muller, Vienna 1883,

p 40, where attention is called to the Ahbashan
of the inscriptions) is however worthy of attention

C Conti Rossini in his article Suglt Habaiat

(R R A Vol XV, ber 5a, 1906, p 39—59)
has however shown that the old home of the

IlabasJiat of the South Arabian and Axumite

inscriptions was in the southwest of Arabia and

on the plains along the coast west of San'a^,

roughly between Luhaiya and Zabid In the

Abasenot of Uianius, Rossini rightly sees only an

isolated section of this peop’e or a military

settlement Glaser moreover (SkizzCy 1 , p 27) had

at once identified the people ZuKoire mentioned

m the Monumentum Adulatinum (cf D H Muller,

Epigf aphtsche Denhmalci aus Abesstnten^ Denkschr

Ak Wtin, xliii, p S, 7 sq) with the Mahra and

the people of the islands off the coast, which

cannot at all be considered proved In any case

one cannot draw any deductions from the spread

of Mehri legarding the extent of an old Habasha
kingdom (with Glaser, Skizze^ p 179) nor assume

that as late as 100 B C the kings of Habagh^t
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were established in the land of Mahra (Hommel,
Ethnologic^ p 1 51)

D H Mtiller and his collaborators were the

first to collect and investigate texts in the Mahra

language in a systematic and comprehensive fashion

In Vol IV of the Sudarabtsche Expedition

1902, Du Mcht- und Soqolrt-Sprache (I) he

published Biblical texts, stories, poems and proverbs,

which he collected for the most part on the Swedish

steamer placed at the disposal of the expedition

from the mouths of natives, who had been taken

on board in ‘^Aden and Sokotra For Mehri in

particular, he had a single authority, the same

man as Jahn had In the third volume of the same
collection appeared Dtc Mehrt-Sprache tn Sud-

arabien by A Jahn, texts and glossary, Vienna

1902 On these two woiks cf the biief review by

Glaser, Z7vet Wiener Pubhkationen ubtt den haba-

schitisch punttsdhen Dialekt in Sudarabten^ Betlage

der Munchener Allgememen Zetiung^ 1902, N® 186

and 187 of 16th and i8^h August, and the very

thoiough and expert criticism by Landberg, Die

Mehrt-Sprache tn Sndarabten von A Jahn
und D H Mullei

,
kntisch beleuchtet

,
I eipzig

1902 (Vol 11 ed by D H Muller, Soqotri^Texte^

Wien 1905, forms Vol vi of the collection)

The already mentioned traveller W Hein had

in 1902 in Gishin with the assistance of various

natives collected Mehri and Hadrami texts He died

in 1903 before he was able to put his material

into its final form, D H Muller edited and

published it in vol ix of the collection i^Mehrt

and Hadrami- Texte
,
Vienna 1909) Some of

these texts are also included in vol vii
,
Slfaiot

Texte (III) by D H Muller, Vienna 1907 and

supplied with ShhawrI and Sokotii parallels

M Bittner’s grammatical studies m Mehri are full

of matter and excellent in method (see Bibl^

The modern South Arabian dialects in spite of

some (features in common with Sabaean cannot be ex-

plained as daughter-languages and the last surviving

relics of the South Arabian language which is

found m the Sabaean and Minaean inscriptions

(Jahn, op cit
^ ^ i

,
see also sokotra) In them,

especially Mehri and bokotri, we can at most re-

cognise with Hommel, op cit
^ p 152 "a daughter

language of south Arabian dialects formerly spoken

there (in Mahra-land and on Sokotra)”, a pro-

nouncement to which Maltzan had already come
very near On the othei hand Glaser went too

far when he described Mehri and Sokotii as le-

mains of the oldest “Puntic” Arabic or {Das
Weihrauchland und Sokotra, Betlage der Munchenei
Allgem Zettungy 1899, N® 120 and 12 1 of May
27 and 29) as descendants of the old language

of Habashat from which Fthiopic and Amhaiic

are also said to come (see Hommel, op at
^ p

153, note I and 4 and in Nielsen’s Handbuch^

p 91)
According to Vollers {Z A

,
xxii 223) the South

Arabian dialects go back to the time of the sett-

lement from ‘Oman, the immigrant Azd, not long

before the coming of Islam, had occupied Mahra
from ‘Oman and influenced its language by their

dialect So early as al-Mas‘udi, 1 333 we find the

Mahra described as a mixed people (Sktzze^

11
, p 188 and 96) also speaks of the influence

of eastern and north eastern peoples on the Mahra
language, but he wrongly asenbes to Parthian and
Indian elements “the notable corruption of tha

Arabic language m the district of Mahra This”

hypothesis is in any case sufficient to help to

explain the similarity of ‘Om’inl to the neighbouiing

dialect of /afar As regards Mehii, the possibility

of older and deeper causes for its fundamental

divergence from Aiabic must be taken into con-

sideration That the foundations for the modern

South Arabian dialects were laid not much before

the coming of Islam is not probable Ihe Mahra

may, as has already been suggested, be the re-

mains of an original population, which was driven

into the inhospitable south from more habitable ter-

ritory by later immigrations of Aiab tubes Even

now, as Glasei, Skizze^ p 187 tells us, the whole area

in which Mahra is spoken is becoming more and

more Aiabic because no foreign people is now
predominant in these regions, but traders who are

mainly Arab The cultural level of the Mahra is

very low I hey have never played a part of any

note m history
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,
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Formenlehre der Mehrtsprache tn SudarabieUy
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—
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Grammattk der Mehrt Sprache, ibid, cl, 1905

(J Tkatsch)
al-MATDA (a ), the Table, title of the fifth

Sura of the Kurban

AT MAIDANi Ahmad b Muhammad \bu
’lFadi, Arabic philologist born in Maidan
Ziyad, a quartei of Nisabur, pupil of the Kur’an
exegist and philologist ‘All b Ahmad al Wahidi,
teacher of Sam'ani among others, died in his

native town on 25^ Ramadan 518 (Oct 27, 1124)
His principal work, the great collection of pro-

verbs Mad^md al-Amthaly exists in numerous MSS
(listed by Hidayat Husain in Cat Buhar, 400,
also Pans, 5861, 6511, 6702), pr Bulal^ 1284,
Cairo 1310, lith Teheian 1290, with I at transl

by G W Fieytag, Arabum pioverbiOy Bonn 1838-

1843, synopsis al-Duri al muntakhab by al-Kasim
b Muhammad al Bakradji (f 1169 = 1756), Berlin,

Ahlwardt, N® 8672, anonymous metrical version by
an Ottoman, Gotha 1250, do with commentary
by Ibrahim al-Ahdab al-Bairuti entitled Fardta
al Ldal ft Madjimal' al-Amthal,,B3.iTut 1312(1895)
His Arabic Persian Dictionary al-Sami fi 'l-Asami

IS arranged in subjects in the following categories

a technical terms of fikh, b living, c heavenly,

d earthly things, finished on 14th Ramadan 497
(Juni II, 1104), in many MSS (s Cat Lugd
Bat

,
1

,
N® cv

,
Brockelmann, G A L

y
\ 284

,

also Pans, 5883, 6592, Cambr
,
Supply N®

750, Brit Mus, Or 6241, ascribed to lha‘alibr,

and in a very different form ibid
, s Oriental

Studies to E Q Browne, p 149, NO Rth
,
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along with al-lha'alibl’s Strr al-Adab ft
’^UlUm al-^Arab^ Teherfin n d

,
s Weijers, Ortentalta^

1 368 sqq ,
two anonymous commentaries thereon

Leyden, N® cvi
,
cvii (s Weijers, op 1 371

sqq)f a synopsis prepared by his son Abu Sa'id

Sa^d (1539=1144, s SuyutI, Bughyat, p 254)
in the order of al-^awharl’s ^ahah entitled al‘

Asma fi W-Asma is perhaps in Leyden, N® cviii

Besides a grammar Nuzhat al Tarf ft ^Ilm al-

(Brit Mus
,
Or 5964, pr Stambul 1299),

a syntax with Persian notes al~Hadi h U-Sh^di^

with anonymous commentary on the verses Leyd
clxii (also Pans, Schefer, N® 6066), and minor
grammatical treatises (Leyden, N® clxviii

, Pans,

N® 4000), he wrote a critique of al-^jawharl’s

^ahah^ mainly based on al-Azharl’s (f 370 = 980)
Tahdhtb al-Lugha^ entitled Katd al-Awabid min
al-Fawahd^ Beilin, Ahlwardt, N® 6942

Btblt ograp hy al-Anbari, Nuzhat al-Alibba^,

p 466, Yakut, Jr$]iad al Artb^ 11 107, Ibn

Khallikan, Bulak 1299, p 157, al Suyuti, Bughyat
al-Wu^aty p 155, Quatremere, Memoire sur la

vie et les ouvrages de M
^ J A

,
Ser 2, vol i,

1828, p 177—233 (mainly extracts from the Ma^-
ma^ al~Amthal s do

,
Proverbes arabes deM

,
ibid

,

March 1 838, p 211^^7) (C Brockfimann)
al-MAIL (a ), the inclination, a factor

which plays a very important pait in astronomy
The first inclination {al-Mail al awwal) is an

arc of the circle which goes through the two poles

of the equator and one degree (point) of the

ecliptic, namely the arc which lies between this

point and the equator This circle is perpendicular

to the equator The second inclination (al^Matl

al^lhani) is an arc of the circle, which goes through

the two poles of the ecliptic and a point of the

ecliptic, namely the arc which lies between this

point and the equator This circle is perpendicular

to the ecliptic

In the figure let a b he the ecliptic, ac the

equator, b c he per-

pendicular to a Of b d
perpendicular to a b,

then ^ is the first

and b d the second in-

clination For the cal-

culation it is important

that we should have a

right angle in each of

the two spherical tri-

angles, a b € and a b

d The first inclination

IS also called Mail
al-falak tnd’addtl al-

nahar^ inclination to-

wards the equator

Of special importance is the obliquity of the

ecliptic, 1 e the inclination of the plane of the

ecliptic to the equator, it is equal to the first in-

clination in the solstitial points It is called Mail
falak al-burii^^ inclination of the ecliptic, al-Matl
al^^zamy the greatest inclination, al-Mail kulluhu
or al-Mail al-kulll^ the whole inclination lo
distinguish it, the inclination of any degree is

called al-Matl aUd^uPl^ the degiee-inclination

If It is a question not of points on the ecliptic

but of some star, the arc corresponding to the

fiist inclination is called btPd^ “interval** that

corresponding to the second ^ard^ “width** We
speak in the first case quite generally of declination,

in the second of latitude

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

Ihe obliquity of the ecliptic is one of the

fundamental magnitudes of the solar system It

was therefore continually being calculated anew
and almost always so as to obtain •the altitudes of

culmination «| and 0L2 summer
and winter solstices The sun is at these times at

the same distance from the equator, north in one
case and south in the other The obliquity of the

0t\ An
ecliptic is the = j It should be mentioned

2

that Muhammad b Sahbah (c 875) claims to as-

certain the magnitude from three different points

(O Schirmer, op cit
, p 52)

The first method was that used by Hipparchus,
Ptolemy and Eratosthenes, using the most varied

instruments, the two rings, the quadrant and the

armillary spheres In the Muhammadan period

these observations were continited with larger

and larger instruments and account taken of the

fact that the sun does not always enter the solstices

in question by day but may do so at night, that

the heavens may be obscured at the time etc

From observations made before and after the time

in question the value has to be obtained by inter-

polations This is how al-IHiudjandl, for example,

worked (on the instruments used, cf e g E
Wiedemann and Th W Avicennas Schrijt

uber tin von ihm ersonnenes Beobachiungsmstru-

ment^ Acta orientalis^ v
, 1926, p 81— 167) The

values ascertained have been calculated by O
Schirmer (O Schirmer, Studien zur Astronomic
der Araber^ S B F M S Erl

^
Iviii 1926,

p 30—90) From the measurements, it was
found that the obliquity of the ecliptic decreases

in course of time, i e that the plain of the ecliptic

approaches the plain of the equator A conspectus

of the views of Muslim scholars on this question

has been given by O Schirmer (pp cit )

further expressions used in this connection are

al ufk al mlPtly the inclined honzontal
,

it means
any horizontal, except that of the equator, 1 e

the horizontal inclined towards the honzontal of

the equator Khatt ni^il ^an khfltt al-istiwd^^ 1 e

the line which is inclined towards the equator,

this is a line (a circle) which lies parallel to the

equator on the globe of the earth either north or

south Falak ma^tl ^an falak mi^addtl al-nahar

has a corresponding meaning on the globe of the

heavens, irttfa^ allaiihl la mail li-samtihi^ third

altitude in the first vertical 1 e the vertical which

goes through the eastern and western points of

the horizontal (E Wiedemann)
MAIMANA, situated at 36° N and 64° 45' E

,

was formerly known as al-Yahudan, al-Yahudiya

(YaVQt also calls it Yahudan al-Kubra), but the

name was changed to Maimana, “the auspicious

town*’, for the sake of good omen It is at pre-

sent the capital of the little province
of A 1 m a r in Afghan Turkistan on the trade

route between Herat and Balkh Afghan Turkistan

includes the western Khanates of Sar-i-pul, §hi-

barghan, Andkhui and Maimana, sometimes classed

together as the tahar Wilayat Dost Muhammad
took this teiritory from Bukhara in the year 1855,
the sovereignty remained in dispute between Kabul
and Bukhara, till it was settled in favour of Kabul
by the Anglo-Russian agreement of 1873
The low spurs and offshoots of the Band-i

Turkistan range subside gently into the Oxus
plains and this favoured part of Afghanistan is

10

b
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rich in agricultural possibilities Until Maimana
j

was visited by Professsor Vamb^ry in 1863, but
|

one European, Captain Stirling, had set foot with-

in It According to Vamb^ry, the place consisted

of some fifteen hundred mud huts and a dilapidated

brick bazar Its inhabitants are Uzbeks with a

sprinkling of Tadjiks, Heratis, Jews, Hindus and

Afghans Trade is now consideiable and Maimana
IS renowned for its carpets and other stuffs made
partly of wool and partly of camel’s hair It traffics

with Persia and Baghdad in raisins, aniseed and

pistachio nuts Hoises are good, plentiful and cheap

Bibliography A Vambeiy, Travels in

Central Asta^ London 1864, p 244, C Le
Strange, The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate^

Cambridge 1905, p 424, Th Iloldich, The
Gates of Indta^ London 1 910, p 249

(R B Wiiitfhead)
al-MAIMANDI,§hamsu ’l Kufat Abu ’l-Kasim

Ahmad b Hasan, the famous wazir of
Sultan Mahmud of Gh a z n a, w as a foster-

brother of the Sultan, and had been brought up
and educated with him Hasan, the father of Ahmad,
was the ^Amtl of Bust under Subuktigin, but on

a charge of misappropiation of the revenue, he I

was put to death In 384 (994), when Amir Nuh
b MansGr the Samanid conferied on Mahmud the

command of the troops of KhurasSn, Mahmud put

Ahmad at the head of his correspondence depart-

ment After this Ahmad rapidly rose m the service

of his mastei, and occupied in succession, the

posts ofMustawfi-i Mamlukat (Accountant General),

Sahtb’i Dhvan-i ^Ard (Head of the War Department),

and ^Amil of the provinces of Bust and RukhkhSdj
In 404 (1013), Sultan MahmQd appointed him
wazir in place of Abu ’1-^Abbas al-Fadl b Ahmad
al-Asfara^inl For twelve years, Ahmad managed
the affairs of the growing empire of Sult5n Mah-
mfid with great tact and diplomacy Ahmad was
very strict and exacting, and did not tolerate any

evasion of duty or departure from the usual

official procedure, with the result that many of

the dignitaries of the Empire became his enemies

and worked to bring about his ruin He was dis-

graced and dismissed in 415 (1024), and sent as

a prisoner to the fort of Kalindjar, in the southern

Kashmir hills After his accession to the throne,

Sultan Mas'ud, whose cause Ahmad had always

supported, re-appomted him waz/r in 422 (1031)
Ahmad died in Muharram, 424 (December, 1032)
Ahmad is considered to be on^ of the greatest

of Oriental wazTrs He was a learned man, en-

couraged scholars and showed great respect to

them, and ordered all official correspondence to

be carried on in Arabic instead of Persian

Bib liograp hy al-'Utbi, Kitab al-Yamini
(Lahore ed ), p 266—274, Atkaru H-Wuzar^
(India Office MS, N® 1569), fol 89h— io6a,

and scattered notices m Tc^rikh t Mas^udi of

Baihakf (M Nazim)
maimUna, the last wife that Muhammad

married She was the daughter of al-Harith of

the Hawazin tribe of Sa'sa'a and a sister-in-law

of ‘Abbas After she had divorced her first husband,
a IhaVlfi, and her second, the Kuraisfii Abu Rukm,
had died, she lived as a widow m Mecca where
the Prophet wooed her, primarily no doubt for

political reasons, on the ^umra allowed him m the

year 7 His wish to marry her in Mecca was refused

by the Meccans in order not to prolong his stay

there, the marriage therefore took place in Sarif,

a village north of Mecca Her biother-in-law ‘Abbas
acted as her guardian at the ceremony The question

whether the Piophet on this occasion was still

in the ihiam or not is a much disputed and
variously answered question The bridal gift is

said to have been 500 dirhams MaimHna survived

the other wives of the Prophet and died in 61

(681) in Sanf, where she is said to have been

buried on the spot where she was married

Bibliography Ibn Flisfiam, ed WUsten-

feld, p 790 jy ,
Ibn Sa‘d, ed bachau, viii 94-100,

Tabaii, ed de Goeje, 1 1595 jy al-Bakri, ed

WUstenfeld, p 772 sq
,

Caetani, Annali dell

Islam^ 11 66 jy (tR BUHl)
MAIMUNL [See Ibn MaimDn

]

MAISAN, the name of a district in

southern ‘Irak
The origin and significance of this name, which

fell into disuse in the late middle ages, is unknown
There is no ceitain trace of it in the cuneiform

inscriptions, for the Babylonian which Hommel
i^Fthnogf und Geogi des alt Clients^ Munich

1926, p 261, 263) identifies with it is as little

worthy of serious consideration as the Old 1 estament

Meshlf Gen x 30) which Biblical exegists

frequently quote Maisan first appears in the form

Msavjvvj in Strabo in the first century a d Ptolemy

gives MccicrctvlTii^ as the name foi the inner-

most part of the land of the Persian Gulf Ihe

word is certainly not Greek, the meaning “middle

land”, the land between two riveis, may be dis-

missed as a fanciful etymology The territory oi

Mesene is m the cuneifoim inscriptions the region

of the southein Kaldu states, especially the most

southerly Bit-Yakin, at the same time we find in

them the term the sea-land (mat-tamdi) as almost

identical with Bit-Yakin, the part of Mesene be-

tween the Tigris and Khuzistan was in the Baby-

lonian period the home of the nomadic Aramaic

tribe of Gambulu
,
cf Streck, Assurbanipal^ Leipzig

1916, in 778, 783, 796—97
In classical literature Mesene is usually absolutely

synonymous with Charakene Mesene or Charakene

appears in the second century B c (after ca 129)
as a small independent kingdom founded by a

certain Hyspaosines, our knowledge of whom is

practically limited to his coinage After an existence

of three and a half centuries Ardaghir I put an end

to this kingdom shortly after his accession, between

224 and 227 A D for Arabic sources for this

event, see Noldeke, Gesch d Araber und Terser

zur Zeit der Sasaniden^Yo^^ori 1879, p 13 (Tabari,

1 818) In the strict sense of the word, Charakene is

only the delta of the Euphrates and Tigris before the

junction of the two streams, the land on the north

was Mesene we have no information about the

eastern and western frontiers of Charakene Perhaps,

as Weissbach suggests (see Bibl)j Mesene was

only later conquered by the rulers of Charakene

and Its name transferred to this southern district

The Talmud knows Mesene as MesbLtn (and

Me^Lun), Syiiac literature as Matihdn Among
the Peisians we have Meshun and the Armenians

Me^un
,

cf thereon Schaeder, op at
^ ^ 11 The

Arabs took the word over as Maisan, but we
occasionally also find Maishan (e g Tabari, 111

1980, 5) The old name Mesene is perhaps con-

cealed in that of the little town of MaghSn, which,

according to the Arab sources, was near Basra

and was celebrated as the birthplace of the MaljfiSma
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poet Hariii (q v
,
Yaknt, ed Wiisten-

feld, IV 536, Yakut, IrsMd al-Artb^ ed Margohouth,
VI 167, KazwinI, Atl&r al-Btlad^ ed WUstenfeld,

P 308)
As in the case of Mesene-Charakene, we have

no exact information about the mediaeval Arab

Maisan, which would enable us to define exactly

the area and boundaries of the district According

to Yakut, IV 714 and Kazwini, p 310, Maisan
IS “an extensive district with numerous villages and

palm groves between Basra and Wasit, the capital

of which IS also called Maisan” This district formed

the sixth m the old SSsanian division into sawad,

which was taken over by the Arabs [q v
]

and was called Shadh~t Bahman or “the Tigris

district”, the name Furat-Basra is also found It

was divided into four divisions {tassu(J^^ 9 v

)

namely, Bahman Ardashir, Maisan, Dastimaisan

and Abaz-Kubadh, according to Kudama (B G A
^

VI 236, la), these four divisions of the Iigris

district later passed into the administrative distiic^

of Basra All four (assu^ are to be located on
the east side of the Tigris Bahman Ardashir, the

capital of the district of the same name, lay on
the left or north bank of the Tigris, opposite

Ubulla on the west or south side of the river (the

latter roughly on the site of the modern ‘Ashshar, the

port of modern Basra) The second division, Maisan

in the narrow sense, must have been that in which

stood the capital of the whole distiict of the same
name Al-Madhd) however usually figures as such

in the Arabic sources, it may be supposed that

this was the successor of an older town called

Maisan The locality of al-Madhar cannot be exactly

fixed (see below), it lies on the east bank of the

Tigris, about thirty miles (as the crow flies) north

of Kurna Dastimaisan also is to be sought east

of the Tigris, m the region of al-Madhar, probably

south or south east of it As to the fourth district,

Abaz-Kubadh, a name, which Marquart, op at 41
and llcrzfeld, Isl

^
xi 150 would emend to Izadh-

Kawadh (Kubadh), relying on Hamza al-Isfahani

{Td'rikh^ ed Gottwaldt, p 57), this also must be

placed east of the T igris not too far fiom al-Madhar

A reference in Kudama (p 235, 15 sq ) agrees

very well with this, according to which the four

divisions of the land of Maisan lay east of the Tigris

Even under the Sasanians there was a separate Ne
storian ecclesiastical province of Maishan, which was
again divided into four subdivisions, the bishopncs of

Perat de Maish^n, Karkha d® Maishan, Belh Raima
and Nehar Gul (Gar), cf especially Sachau, op at

,

p 48 sq Marquart, op at
^
assumed it as certain

that these four dioceses must correspond to the

four political divisions of the district of Maisan

This view in itself probable and first found by

Sachau, p 49 as worthy of consideration is unten-

able, as Schaeder, op at
^ p 29 sq has shown

PerSt de Maishan is certainly identical with Bah-

man
,
but the second bishopric KarWia d« Maishan

does not correspond to the tassudij of MaisSn or

MadhSr but is to be located much farther south

in the district of the modern Muhammara Beth

Raima very probably lay not on the east but on
the west bank of the Tigris at some distance

N E of Basra, so that it does not even come
into consideration as the equivalent of one of the

four Arab divisions Nehar Gul (Gur) may be equated

to Nah Qjfir of the Arab geographers (see Sachau,

op «/ , p 51, Schaeder, op at
^ p 37) This is

to be sought towards Khuzistan somewhere in the
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neighbourhood of Huwaiza (see below) Whether
the fourth tassudj Abaz-Kubadh corresponds to it

cannot be settled

If then the capitals of all four divisions of the

Tigris distuct are to be located on the east bank

of the river, the lands on the west bank, also

included in the sawad must have belonged to the

same district as did the whole delta down to the

Persian Gulf, for there is no district to which only

the doubtful western and southern divisions might

be allotted In the Sasanian period, according to

the Turfan fragments (cf Schaeder, op at
, p 28),

the term Maisan was usual for the whole of southern

'Irak (or MesJiun) and this remained the case

under the Arabs But according to the Muslim
souices, it does not seem to have been limited to

the south proper but to have extended a consider-

able distance northwards The quotations above

given from Yakut and Kazwini show that Maisan

was considered to stretch northwards to Wasit

(q V and vol 1, p 676, 11, art kaskar), indeed

It IS most probable that the extreme N E frontier

of the area known as Maisan lay in the vicinity

of the modern Kut al Amara (q v
,
the Madha-

rdyd of the Arab geographers, cf 969 sq
,
Streck,

Babylonten^ 11 310 sq) The district of Kaskar

also stretched up to here and seems in the mam
to have included lands east of the Tigris (cf KASKAR)
To avoid misundei standings it should here be ex-

pressly mentioned that for the Arab period, of the

present course of the Tigris only the Shatt al-'Arab

and the stretches as far as al-Madhar come into

question, in those days the Tigris bed corresponded

with that of the Nahral Gharraf(^att al-Haiy) which

was the western boundary of the district of Kaskar

For further details of the hydrography of Maisan,

see below Maisan is occasionally used as syno-

nymous with Kaskar, cf Schaeder, op at
^ p 14,

17 sq Maisan probably stretched to the east as

far as the alluvial land of the sawSd, up to the

fiontier of Khuzistan in places beyond the present

frontier of 'Irak At least Huwaiza (the modern
Hawi/a [q v

]) which is now on Persian soil, is

expressly mentioned as a town belonging to Maisan

The swamp regions, al-Bat^ih^ for the most part

came within the area of Maisan On this cf al-

BATlHA and the articles on al-Bata^h al-Hallya and

al-Djaza^r by 'Ali Shark! in the periodical Lughat
at^^Arab, iv (Baghdad 1927), P 375-384 , 474-477 i

526-530 and VI 277-279, also Hashim al-Sa'di,

Djughraftyat al-Irak 2, Baghdad 1927, p 40, where

the more important of the swamps (A3r’s) are given

In modern times the piactically synonymous name
al-Ahwdr (plur of hor) is used for al-Bata^ih

(see 'All Shark!, op at
^

iv 376) The two speci-

fically 'Iiaki words hor and which are very

often used indiscriminately in European works,

especially on maps (usually the one form ^r)
(cf Ai-BA^lHA where hhor is wiongly given for

hdr\ have to be carefully distinguished For hawr

(older alternative hawl\ popularly “perma-

nent swamp, temporary lake, land liable to in-

undation” (cf B G A^o^ de Goeje, iv 370, G
le Strange, J R AS^ 1895, p 298) and al-hkawr^

popularly k!0r= “arm of a river, creek, lagoon-

like gulf’, cf especially the remarks of P^re

Anastase-Mane, the editor of the Baghdad penodical

Lughat at-^Arab^ in M Lidzbarski, Das Johannes^

buck der Mandaeer (Giessen 1915, p 145)

One of the divisions of the Tigris district was

called, as already mentioned, Dast-i MaisSn. The
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name is also vocalised Dastu- and Dasta Maisan

in our Arabic texts Ibn lUiallikan always writes

the Persian form Dasht 1 MaishSn, cf Mara^td

ed Juynboll, v 468 Dast^ dasht can

here only be the Persian dasht= “plain” Schaeder's

assumption, op at
, p 34, that Dast represents

an abbreviation of the Pahlavi Daskert (Arabic

Daskara, q v ) seems to me hardly tenable Why
this division in particular was distinguished as the

“plain of MaisSn” from MaisSn proper (especially

from the second division of the district), is however
not apparent Could it here have been a more
level plain, less filled with swamps^ In any case.

It is not correct to equate Dast-i Maisan without

more ado to Maisan (as does G I e Strange, The
Lands of the Eastern Caliphate^ Cambridge 1905,

p 43) Yakut (11 574) thus defines Dast 1 MaisSn
“It IS an important district between Wasit, Basra

and al-Ahwaz [q v
] (= Khuzistan, q v ) lying

near to the last-named The capital is Basamata,
Dast 1 MaisSn is not identical with Maisan but

IS connected with it, it is also said that it is

a district with the capital al-Ubulla and Basra

belonging to it” Nothing further is known
of BasSmata, here mentioned as the capital of

Dast-i Maisan, the form in which the name is

handed down varies (see the variants in the Marasui^

ed Juynboll, v 468), it is apparently identical

with Basamiya, which al Mukaddasi (B G A
^

111

114, 9) details among the places of the district of

Wasit (cf Tabari, 111 1958, tjfZDMG, xxix

660, xxxix 26)
From the rather general remarks in Yakut the

boundaries of the district of Dast-i Maisan cannot

unfortunately be ascertained We are brought a

step forward by a note in Ibn Rosta {B G A
y

vii 94, 22) which expressly states that a place

named ‘^AbdasI, frequently mentioned in Arabic

sources, is in Dast-i Maisan When Yakut in

another connection (iv 275, 2—3) mentions 'Ab-

dasi alongside of Dast-i Maisan (i e distinguishing

the two), as a division of Kaskar, this probably

is an inaccuracy From the passage of Ibn Rosta

quoted it is further evident that 'Abdasi must
have been above al Madhar in the direction of

Wasit In keeping with this is an itinerary given

by Kudama {B G A
y

vi 126, 5-6), according

to which a road from Wasit via Badhibin (5 far-

sakhs S or S E of Wasit, cf Yakut, 1 461) to

Basra passed successively through 'Abdas (='^Ab-
dasi) and al-Madhar The distance of Badhibin
from ^Abdas is put at 5 stages {stkha's), and from
‘Abdas to al-Madhar at 8 ,

cf also Streck, Baby^
lomen^ 1 13— 14 As a stkka on the average may
be put at 4— 5 miles (see Streck, op at

y p xv)
the distance from Badhibin to ^Abdasl may be
estimated at 30—40 miles, from Badhibin to Wa-
sit was about 15 miles To this location of 'Abdasi

agrees very well a note in Ibn Hawkal {B G A
y

*59> 13) "who says that the date-palm groves

of the district of Basra stretched without inter-

ruption for over 20 parasangs = 150 miles from

'Abbadan (then away to the south on the sea-

shore, ^ z/) as far as ^Abdasi(’), the latter must
therefore mark the northern limit of the then

district of Basra From the passages mentioned
we have to look for ‘AbdasI a fair distance to

the north of al-Ma^Ir, probably rather near the

bank of the eastern arm of the Tigris which was
dry in the middle ages The position given to

^AbdasI by G Le Strange m his map to Ibn

Serapion R A 5, 1895) and in The Lands

of the Eastern Caliphate (map 11 )
— south of

al-Madhar on the left bank of the ligris (in map
11) or on the light bank opposite al Madhar —
seems untenable For fuither reference to 'AbdasI

(with the variants ^Abdasi, ^Abdas or ^Abdas,

according to Hamza al-Isfahani in Yaknt, 111 603,

19, a Persian word) see B G A (glossary), p 94
The approximate identification of the position

of ^AbdasT, which we have obtained, gives us a

clue to that of Dast-i Maisan This must have

been above Maisan proper (with al Madhar), and

have comprised roughly the most northern part

of the whole district of Maisan in the wider

sense It should be noted that the order in which

the four divisions of the Tigris district are offici-

ally given (Bahman Ardashir, Maisan, Dast-i Mai-

san, Abaz Kubadh
,

see above) is apparently that

fiom south to north or rathei north east lo the

east Dast 1 Maisan extended as far as Khuzistan

But It should not be forgotten that the eastern

frontier of Maisan during the caliphate must have

undergone changes as a result of several altera-

tions in the organisation of the provincial ad-

ministration (cf Schwarz, op at
y p 290, 291),

this explains the apparent contradictions in our

sources, in which one and the same place is some-

times put in the Trak, sometimes in Ahwaz [q v
]

(Khuzistan, q v
,
'Aiabistan, see ‘^arabkIr)

When we know definitely that Dast-i Maisan

uas sepaiated by the division of Maisan from that

I of Bahman Ardashli to which Ubulla belonged,

it appears rather remarkable that m Ibn ^or-
dadhbih as well as in Yakut (cf Streck, op at

y

p 16, 19) Dast-i Maisan is equivalent to Ubulla

If this is not simply a mistake, it might at most
be explained, as bchaeder does (op at

, p 35),

by saying that undei the 'Abbasids the headquar-

tei for the collection of taxes for Dast-i MaisSn

was moved to Ubulla The whole system of division

into sawad, originally simply made for convenience

in taxation, had lost any practical importance, at

least under the later rulers of this dynasty We
are further definitely told that the Tigris district

Hter passed under Ba§ra, where no doubt some
of the officials of the old administiative district

were moved to towns near Basra like Ubulla

A part of Dast-i MaisSn was known as Diukha
It must have lam to the west of the modern
course of the Tigris roughly from al Madhar to

^Abdasi Ibn Rosta {op at
, p 95) tells us that

in DjOkhS between the two towns just mentioned,

a part of the Tigris water used at one time to

collect into swamps, before the river altered its

bed in the direction of Wasit From the accounts

of the campaigns of the ^aridjis in the Umaiyad
period when the DjQkha was a favourite place

for these rebels to assemble (see vol 11 , p 905h),

it is evident that this district must have occupied
the position here sketched out for it, cf Well-
hausen, m N G W Gott

,
N S

,
vol v

,
n® 2

(1901), p 22 Whether al Djukha stretched as far as

the Nahr al-Gharr5f (Shatt al-Haiy) and even
beyond it, we do not know There is a Tell

Djokha at some distance fiom the west bank of

the Nahr al GharrSf, to be exact in 45® 52' E Long
Greenw and 31^45' N Lat It is possible that

the mediaeval name of the division Cjukha has
survived in that of this mound, which conceals

the rums of the very ancient, not unimportant
town of Umma (ideographically written GtshrUhIk)
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For Umma, which is mentioned in inscriptions as

early as 3200 B C
,
and disappeared from history

even before the time of Hammuiabi, see Hommel,
op at

^ p 354—355^ 10* 9i **02 (Index) and
Unger in the RealUxik der Vorgeschtchte^ xv

(1928), p 3—4 Names like DjQkha, Djawkha,

^awl^an are found elsewhere m the mediaeval

geographical nomenclature of ‘Ira^ and Khuzistan

,

see Yakut, 1 669, 15—16, n 143, 144, i, m
15, 13, cf on I^ukha (Ujawkha) also Schaeder,

op at
^ p 23

In southern ^Irlk, to which the district of Mai-

san of the Arab middle ages roughly corresponds,

in course of time far reaching changes have taken

place in the appearance of the country The
history of the hydrogiaphy of this area is thus a

very complicated problem and the solution of

topogiaphical questions especially difficult The
first thing to note in this connection is the fact

that the Persian Gulf, the Khalidj al Basra or al-

Faris, as the modern inhabitants of al-Trak call

it (cf Hashim al SaMi, op at
, p 20, 41 ,

‘Abd
al-Razzak al Hasani, op n/, p 115, Lughat al-

^Arab
^ 111 58, and the article bahr al-paris),

sti etched much farther north in ancient times and
the middle ages than it does to-day In the Baby-

lonian period It was a lagoon almost as wide as

a sea called Naru Marratu (see Streck, Assur-

bantpal^ Leipzig 1916, 111 796) and stretched

northwards nearly as far as 31° N I at The
lagoon must have stretched from Kurna in a

westerly direction indicated by the later course

of the Euphrates or the modern swamps {hor''^

of Aba Kelam and al-Hammar, as far as the

region of the mound of rums of Aba Shahram
(c 12 miles S W of al Mukaiyir Ur) Abu Shah-

rain, the ancient Eridu, certainly lay on the shore

of this lagoon as we know from inscriptions found

there, cf Langdon, Ausgrabungen tn Babylonten

sat igiS z=z A 0
^
xxvi (1928), p 3—4, Weiss-

bach’s objections to the equation Abu Shahram =
Eridu (in Pauly-Wissowa, op at

^
vi 1205) are

now disposed of From Kurna the lagoon pro-

bably sent an aim to the east as far as the K5run
The land south of Kurna beyond Basra on both

sides of the bioad arm of the sea now marked
by the bed of the Shatt al-'^Arab was probably

only partly under water in ancient times (cf Herz-

feld, m Sarre-Heizfcld, Rase tm huphrat
und Ttgrisgebtet, vol 1 Berlin 1911, p 251),
although It was probably exceedingly swampy
In any case in the Saigonid period, the Euphra-

tes, Tigris, Kerkha, and Kaiun all entered the

sea or lather the lagoon running up from it by

sepaiate mouths Cf also al-baiIha and 11 ,p 777
If then the question of the extent of the advance

of the delta since the beginning of the historical

period can be appioximately answered, it hardly

seems possible to allot accurately the increase in

land to each century, as we do not know if the

sea always retired at a constant rate In the middle

ages ‘‘Abbadan (q v and below) in 48® 22' E Long
Greenw and 30° 12' N Lat

,
c 45 miles in a direct

line from Basra, was still regai ded as the most souther-

ly town of the 'Irak According to Ibn Battuta’s

Travels (ed Pans, 11 18) in the first half of the

xivffi century, it was already an hour’s journey

from the coast This distance has now increased

to over 20 miles In the last 50 years there has

been an average increase of land of at least 2*/2

miles a century For further information on the

steady formation of land by alluvial deposits at

the north end of the Persian Gulf cf shatt al-

'arab, S Genthe, Der Pers Meerbusen^ Marburg

1896, p 54 ,
The Persian Gulf (= Handbooks

of the Historical Section of the Foreign Office^ N® 76,

London 1920), p 13, Hashim al Sa'di, op at
^

p 51—52 Since the last century the most southerly

settlement immediately on the sea has been the

telegraph and lighthouse station of P'So, on this

cf below

On the hydrographical conditions in Southern

'Irak, especially the couise of the Euphrates and
Tigris and the canal systems connected with them,

as well as the swamps there (al-Batiha [q v
]

or

al-Bata^h), we have a full and lucid description

of the beginning of the tenth century in the part

of the Geography of Ibn Serapion that has survived

to us, see the peitinent passages m Le Strange’s

edition, m f R A S', 1895, P 9— 10 (sect i—11),

28—30 (sect xiii— xvi
), and translation and notes

on p 46 296—311
The ligris, probably, was in ancient times

forked at the site of the modern KQt al 'AmSra

[q v ], the MadharSya of the mediaeval Arabic

sources (see above), into an eastern and western

arm For four centuries the mam body of the

Tigiis has used the eastern bed running via'Amara
to Kurna, while the western arm, a more canal-

like channel only navigable at high water, has

connected it with the Euphrates This western arm
is m modern European literature known as

Shatt al-Haiy Ihis seems to be a name coined

by European travellers, apparently first found in

the last decades of the xviiiffi century (in Beauchamp,
see Ritter, Frdkunde^ xi 973) Shatt al-Haiy =
“river of al-Haiy” was and still is the name given

locally to the northern stretch of the river reaching

as far as Haiy
,

but its whole course is usually

called in the 'Irak Nahr al-Gharraf (cf the

quotations noted below from the works of H5shim
al-Sa'dI and 'Abd al-Razzak al-Hasani), Yakut (ii

533, ^sg
,

ill 781, 3) already knows Nahr al-Gharraf

as the name of one of the five arms of the Tigris

and of a district belonging to it The Nahr al-

GharrSf was at one time called al Musarhad

y

cf Lughat al^Arab^ 1 5 1 At the little town of

al-Haiy the Nahr al-Gharraf divides into five

channels of which only the western Abu Djuhatrat

has any water, while the eastern Shatt al-'^Ama {or

A^ma, on the name cf above 11 777) is now
quite dry, cf Lughat al-^Arab^ 1 51, wTth note

and correction on p 225 sg Four miles above

Shatia the main western arm also divides into

two channels the large Nahr al Shatia in the

west, which enters the Tigris at Nasinye (NSsriye,

see kUt al-^amara), the capital of the lin'd of

Muntafik — for some years joined by a branch line

to the station of al-Mukaiyir-Ur (Ur-J unction) on

the BaghdSd-Basra railway —
,

and the smaller

eastern Nahi Badfa (Bad^a) said to have been

originally dug out by the Muntafik which enters the

Hor al-Hammai somewhat east of Suk al-Shiyukh

[9 V
]

On the Nahr al Gharraf (Shatt al-Haiy) and the

territory through which it flows, of which now
as m the Turkish period, the northern part (in-

cluding al-Haiy) belongs for administrative purposes

to the liwd of Kut (al-'Amaia) and the southern to

the Itwd of al-Muntafik, cf vol 1, p 676, 11 513
sg and KUi al-'am5ra

,
and Streck, Babylonten^ 11

311 sg ,
Lug&at aNArab^ i 51 152, 2x7, 219,
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222—226, Hashim al-Sa'dI, op at
, p I 7 i 25, 142,

144 sq
, 147, 159, 162 sq

,
^Abd al RazzSk al-Hasani,

op p 41 sq
, 68, 109— 113, 130 Here we may

emphasise once more that the whole river and

canal system of the Nahr al-Qharraf, especially

the wide area between the Nahr al-Gharraf in

the west, the Tigris in the east and the Euphrates

in the south have only been very insufficiently

explored as yet The accounts of the older travellers

are given in Ritter, Erdkunde von Asten^ xi 935
sq

y 973, 998 sq
,

cf also H Petermann, Retsen

tm Ortenty Leipzig 1861, 11 82, 138— 139, E
Sachau, Am Euphrat und Tigris^ Leipzig 1900,

p 66—80 (with map 11 ) and A Liedekerke

Beaufort, in Babylontacay vii
,
Pans 1922, p 110-116

The bifurcation of the Tigris at MS^araya (or

Knt al-^^AmSra) is certainly very old, and may be

assumed for the old Babylonian period at least

The ruins of Tello (the old town of Lagesh), N E
of al-Shatra, and of several neighbouring mounds
of rums (like al-Hibba, Serghul) aie at a short

distance to the east of the modern Nahr al-Gharraf,

on an arm (canal?) or older bed of it It is possible

that the western bed of the Tigris, Nahr al-Gharraf,

is of artificial origin (cf above 11 , p 5 1 3 )
and

was a canal dug at a remote period planned to

give a convenient connection with the Euphrates

The western arm of the river was in all probability

the regulai course of the Tigris in the Babylonian

period (cf also the sketch map in Meissner, Baby-

lomen und Assyrten^ vol 1 ) ,
it is only since the

last centuries B c that the main channel of the

Tigris, for reasons not known to us, must have

made its way into the eastern modern river bed

Under the later SSsanians another change took

place, originally connected with the great extension

of the swampy area of the Batiha According to

a note in Yaknt (1 669, 5), the Tigris had already

ceased in the reign of Bahram V Gur (420—438)
to flow in the direction of al Madhar and instead

of this had chosen the route of the arm that runs

towards Kaskar In any case burstings of dams
which took place, especially in the reigns of Kubadh
PerSz (457—484) and Khusraw II Parwez (590

—

628) (cf I
, p 676), considerably furthered this

development It is certain that at the beginning

of Muslim rule, the Tigris was using the western

bed exclusively The eastern was quite dry as far

as al Madhar, and only after this town did it

contain water again On the state of the river in

the middle ages cf especially the descriptions in

Ibn Rosta (B G A
,

vii 94, 31 sq
) and there-

on G Le Strange, in y ^ ^ 5 , 1895, p ^00 sq

and Schaeder, op r//, p 21 sq
^

see also Le
Strange, The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate^ p
27—28 and above 1 , p 969 sq

In the early decades of the ninth (xvth) century

the Tigris was still flowing in its western bed,

but m the next century it again altered its course

and sent the mass of its water to the eastern bed,

so that this again became the usual route for

navigation It was used as such, as we know from

European travellers (see I e Strange, The Lands
etc

, p 28 ) at least since the middle of the

xvith century, the eastern arm has remained the

Tigris proper to the present day
The stretch of the eastern Tigris which alone

was filled with water in the middle ages, south

of al-Madh5r, the Didjlat al-^Awr5^ (cf below),

joined the Nahr Abi ’l-Asad, which flowed out

of the Batiha, according to Ibn Serapion, probably

a little below the modern Kurna, cf 1 676, 969
sq

^
ii 1 19 Yakut’s account differs seriously from

Ibn Serapion’s description of the Lower Tigris

How far Yakut, who lived 300 years after Ibn

Serapion, reflects an alteration in the river system,

it IS impossible to say According to Yakut (11

553 i 3 -^^7 »
cf thereon Streck, Babylomeny 1 39-

40 and above i
, p 676), the Tigris after pas-

sing Wasit divided into five arms, which reunited

at a place called al-Matara This MatUra (var

MatUia and Matar m B G A^ 11 53 j is?

16 1, 3) lay a day’s journey from Basra 1 e about

halfway between this town and Kurna
These five arms of the Tigris were, he says,

the Nahr basi, Nahr Gharraf, Nahr Dakla, Nahr
DjaTar and Nahr MaisUn Sasi is mentioned in

another passage in Yakut (111 ii, lo) as a place

above Wasit Gharraf has already been mentioned

as the usual modern name for the western arm
of the Tigris (Shatt al-Haiy) The Nahi Dikla
(apparently the Aramaic form of the Arabic Didjla)

flowed, according to Yakut, iv 830, 33, or v 838,

3, near the Nahr Abi ’

1-Asad and east of the

Nahr DjaTar The latter was (see Yakut, v 838, 3)

between Wasit and Nahr Dakla The Nahr Maisan,

finally, seems to be identical with the Didjla al-

‘^Awra^ from al-Madhar to the mouth of the Nahr
Abi ’

1-Asad (cf also Yakut, 1 603, 4)

The bed of the upper Didjlat al-^^Awra^ which
seems to have been dammed at al-Madhar was ap-

parently also fed by the waters of the Nahr Abi
’

1-Asad The Arab geographer Kudama (B G A
^

VI 233, 3—4) says, “After leaving the Batiha, the

Tigris divides into two arms, the one of which
goes to Basra and the other to al-Madhar” On
the banks of the Nahr Maisan, “between al Madhar
and Basra”, lay the village of al Bazzaz (Yakut, 1

603, 4)
As to the Euphrates, we are told that in the

middle ages it poured its waters into the Batiha

in two channels below Kufa and Hilla, like the

mam body of the Tigris in the west, cf especially

Ibn Serapion, ed G Le Strange, in J R A S
y

P 10, 16J7 (and p 47, 260), G Le Strange,

The Lands etc, p 74 and above 11 , p 5 ^ 3 i >^7^

art ALtURAT
The Nahr Abi ’

1-Asad, which runs out of the

Batiha and is often described by the Arab geographers

as the eastern section of the (western) Tigiis (cf

above and Yakut, iv 830, 32) might with a certain

amount of justice also be claimed as the last

stretch of the Euphiates It is in this sense that

Yakut (iv 561, 33) says that al-Matara, mentioned
above, is “on the bank of the Tigris and of the

Euphrates at the junction of the two” On the

alterations in the lower course of the Euphrates
in the later middle ages down to the xviith cen-

tury we have very little information (cf al-furXt),
but we may assume that since about the xvth

century, at latest since the beginning of the xvith^

the whole volume of the Euphiates no longer
disappeared in the swamps but a portion ran in

a definite channel which roughly coincided with
the course of the modern bed, and ultimately used
the channel of the Nahr Abi ’1 Asad and thus
effected a direct communication with the Eastern
Tigris From the reports of European travellers

(see G I e Strange, The Lands etc
, p 28 ) it

is evident that at the junction of the two rivers

there stood since at least the middle of the xvith

century a castle named al -Kurna (now a small
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io^^n^ see also below, iv 364) Since the great

scheme for regulating the Euphrates was earned
out by Willcocks in the fiist decade of this century

(cf 11
, p

515a and siiAxr al-'arab) only a small

and insignificant arm of the Euphrates now flows out

at Kurna while its mam aim cuts through the

swamps of al-HammSr in a new channel and enters

what is now called the Shatt al-'Arab above Karmat
^Ali (c 10 miles N of Basra) On this modem
Euphrates channel called after Karmat ‘^All (popu-

larly Kurmat and Guimat 'All) cf Hashim al-SaMi,

op at
, p 20, 6 sq

, 36,10, 159^ 5 sq
}
^Abd al-Razzak

al-Hasanl, op at
^ p 69, 3, Lughat al-^Arab^ 1

365, 8 IV 527, 3, Mesopotamia {^Handbooks of
the I^oretgn Office^ N® 63), London 1920, p 6,

52 sq

,

55 and cf 11
, p 515

The Eastern Tigris from al Madhar to its mouth
on the Persian Gulf bore in the middle ages the name
of Didjlat al-^Awr 5^ = the “one-eyed Tigris”

(on this cf above, 11 777), cf especially Ibn Rosta

(B G A
^
vii

), p 94 sq andIbnSerapion(y R A S
^

1895, p 28, 299—303), Streck, Babylonien^ 1

41—42, G Lc Strange, The Lands etc, p 43,
Schaeder, op at

^ p 21—23 and cf 1, p 676,969

, 11
, p 513 Yakut (iv 830, 33) howevei limits

the name Didjlat al-'Awra^ to the stretch from al-

Matara to the sea, 1 e the combined Euphrates and
ligns At the same time we find other special names
for this last section among the Arab authors of the

middle ages like Didjlat al-Basia (the Tigris of B ),

Paid al-Basra (cf e g Yakut, iii 931, 10), Badha
ward (Yakut, 1 462, n) A specifically Persian

name is Bahmanshir = the river of the district

of Bahman Ardashir (cf 11, p 777, see Yakut,

I 77O1 20)

Even in the Babylonian period the lower Tigris

seems to have had a special name, Surapu, see

Meissner, op at
^ ^ 5 For nearly two centuries

the combined Euphrates and Tigris has been known
as Shatt al-^Arab = “the river of the Arabs”,

because its banks, although since 1640 (with inter-

ruptions) they have been m parts incorporated in

the Pei Sian kingdom, are almost exclusively inhabi

ted by Arab tribesmen (The name §hatt al-'Arab

is found in the middle of the xBk century m Nasir-i

Khusraw \Sefername^ ed Schefer, p 89] but this is

the only early occurrence) In its lowei half the

Shatt al-^Arab has since that date formed the often

contested frontier between Persia and Turkey or

(since the World War) the Kingdom of 'Irak,

about an hour’s journey above (or west of) Mu-
hammara, the eastern bank becomes Peisian Cf

also the article shaft al 'arab and The Per-

sian Gulf{Foreign Office Handbook^ N° 76), London
1820, p 15, 54
The stietch of the Didjlat al-'Awra^ coriesponding

to the modern Shatt al-'Arab in the middle ages

sent out numerous canals on either side
,
the veiy

complicated canal-system of the country round

Basra was especially celebrated The most important

canals on the west bank were the Nahr Ma'kil

(still to day the name of a small village, an hour

above al-'Ashdiai) and the Nahr Ubulla (appaiently

the modem Nahr al'Aghsiar) which united at the

town of Basra and connected it with the Tigris

The mediaeval Nahr Abi ’1 Khasib, c 15 miles

south of Basra on the west side, may also be

mentioned this still exists to day and has given its

name to a district and its capital (belonging to the

sandjaV: of Basra), see Cuinet, op at
^ p 23, 'Adb

al-Razzi|^ al-Hasanf, op at
^ ^ 118 Of the canals

151

on the west bank the most important was the Nahr
Bayan (cf Schwarz, Iran tm Mittelalter^ p 31 1,

390—391) The Nahr Bayan foimed an artificial

channel connecting the Tigris and the Karun
, we

have also mediaeval references to a similar com-

munication between these two rivers Another

canal still in existence on the west side is the

Nahr Raiyan (Rayan^*, modem Riyan) north of

the Nahr BaySn The most northern canal on
the east side which left the ligris about the

neighbourhood of the modern Kurna, was called

Nahr al-MubSrak, not Nahr al Madhar (cf thereon

de Goeje, in f R A S
^ P 749 >

emendation
to y R A S, 1895, p 30, 3, 307 > 308 and
Streck, Babylonien^

1 41) Generally speaking, there

are not now so many canals in the Shatt al-'Arab

as there were in the middle ages The best account

of conditions in the caliphate is that of Ibn

Seiapion see the text in y R A S
^ 1895, p 29—30

(thereon p 303—3ii),cf 2L[i>o S>ireck^ Babylonien,

1 42 and G Le Strange, The Lands etc
, p 46—48

Cf particulaily the article al-Basra wa-Anharuha^
which gues a list of old and new names of canals,

m Lughat al^Arab^ 111 (1913), p 57—68, 128

—

132 and p 673—674 (additions) and p 700

—

704 (indices), al-Nabhani, al Tuhfa al-Nabhaniya

fi TcPrtUi al-Djaztra al-^Ai abtya^ 2^^ ed Cairo

1342 (1923), 1' 15—53
Aftei the hydiography of the district of Maisan,

we may now deal briefly with the more important

places m it Ihe mediaeval Arab geographeis give

as its capital the already frequently mentioned
al-Madhar on the eastern bank of the Tigris,

4 days journey from Basra The Shi'a inhabitants

according to Yakut (vi 468) had a splendid

mosque here with the tomb of 'Abd Allah b 'All

who fell at Karbala^ in the year 680, on this see

the references in Wustenfeld, Genealogtsche Tabellen

del arab Stamrne
^

Register (1853), p 8 and
Yakut, VI 506, cf also hawIza This sanctuary

still survives and it enables us — which has not

been noticed before (hence, for example, the inac-

cuiate locations by G Le Strange in y R A 5
,

*^95 > P 300 and in The Lands etc, p 42)— to

define quite exactly the site of al-Madhar The
name al-Madhar is no longer known on the spot,

as of the old town the highly revered 'Alid sanc-

tuary IS all that remains, the place is now called

simply 'Abd Allah b 'All Keppel, >\ho paused

here on his way up the river in 1824, speaks

erroneously of “the residence of Sheikh Abdilla

bin All, an Arab chief”, cf \ii% Personal Narrative

of a yourney fiom India to England (London

1827), i 91 According to Chesney’s map (see

Expedition for the Survey of the Rivers Euphrates

and Tigris^ I ondon 1856, Atlas, PI x ), 'Uzair

and 'Abd Allfih are only lo miles apart in a

direct line, a figure which has however to be

doubled when allowing for the many windings of

the river if one goes by boat The traveller Schlaffli,

who in 1862 went down the Tigris on a steamer,

took two houis to go from 'Abd Allah b 'Alt to

'Uzaii
,

cf his Retsen im (Winterthur 1864),

p 137, Rich took SIX hours to ascend (Ritter,

XI 945) On my own journey in March 1927 I

visited 'Abd Allah b 'All, the steamer covered

the distance from here to 'Uzair with the river in

favourable condition in not quite three hours 'Abd
Allah b 'All lies on a slight eminence ten minutes

from the left bank of the 1 igris, which describes a

curve here The mosque of the tomb with its dome
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visible from a loDg distance off stands within the

south side of an oblong court, to which entrance

IS given by a door m the slightly built north

wall The Makama poet al-Harirl, born in MashSn

(near Basra) is said by Yakut (iv 468) to have

died in al-Madh5r As Ibn Rosta {B G A
^

vii
),

p 95, 21 tells us, the tides came up as far as al-

MadhSr, this agrees with Schlaffli's observation

(pp at ) The tide indeed is sometimes perceptible

as far up as the town of Kal'at Salih, farther

north
,
cf Hashim al-Sa'di, op at

, p 39, a ,
cf also

The Persian Gulf Pilot^ London 1898, p 295
Opposite al-Madh5r, on the west bank was the

little town of al-Hatra (YakQt, iv 947, 6)

When Yakut observes m one passage (iv 714)
that the capital of Maisan was also called Mais5n,

he can only be refen ing to al-Madhar, the centie

of the district of Maisan in the narrower sense,

not perhaps, Furat Maisan, for which we also

find an abbreviated form MaisSn The name al-

Madh^r probably first came into existence in the

Muslim period, perhaps for a new foundation on

the site of the old town of Maisan
j

As to Kal'^at Sslih already mentioned on the
,

left bank of the Tigris which like ^Abd Allah b
!

'All belongs to the hwU of 'Amara, see Haah»m
al-Sa'di

^
op <•//

, p 1 5

1

,
'Abd al-Razzak al i

HasanI, op cit
^ p 123— 1 34 and Lu^hat al-l'Af ab^

IV 377i 2, 37^1 536 This town of modern origin

a couple of houis’ journey below 'Abd Allah b

'All has now about 3,000 inhabitants (including

many Mandaeans) The site of al Madhar cannot

be marked by Kal'at Salih for al-Madhar was
certainly of moderate extent and the 'Alid mos-

que IS to be sought within it and not in its

vicinity
I

As to 'Uzair already mentioned (now usually

pronounced 'Azgr), south of 'Abd Allah b 'All

on the west bank of the Tigris, it is especially

mentioned that it belonged to the district of

Maisan, see Yakut, iv 319, 714, Kazwini, Athar
al-Btlad^ ed Wustenfeld, ii 310 The proper

name of this place with the alleged tomb of Ezia

('Uzair) in the middle ages was, according to

Arabic and Jewish sources, Nahr Samuia (popularly

Simmara), cf e g Yakut, iv 840,20 Cf on 'Uzair

especially D S Sassoon, op at (see J
R ^anima, op at (see Btbl)^ p 189 J7 and
the article 'uzair

The town of 'AbdasI ('Abdas etc ) to the north

of al-Madhar has already been discussed On the

town of Huwaiza (now Hawiza) also belonging

to Maisan see above 1, p 676 and art hawI/a,
to the Bibliography may now be added Layard in

JR (r 5 ,
XVI (1846), p 34-;-36, J de Morgan,

Mission saentif en Perse^ Etude geograph
,

11
,

Pans 1895, p 278 and Schwarz, Iran im Mittel-

alter^ p 392 sq
,
Lugjiat al^Arab^ vi 277 sq An

extensive swamp (-^^r) (cf 1 , p 676) takes its name
from this town, the water from which flows into

the Tigris a little south of Kurna, cf Ha§hun al-

Sa'dl, op at
^ ^ 21, i

The modem towns of importance on the Nahr
al-Gharr5f (Shatt al-Haiy) are of recent origin and
are still developing They are from north to south

Haiy (Kut al-Haiy), a town with 9,000—10,000

inhabitants (cf above and 1 , p 676, Lughat al-

^Araby 1 152, 224), Kal'at Sikkar with 1,500 and
Shatra with 7,000 inhabitants, on these three

places cf Cuinet, op at
^

111 290, 310 312—
315 (where Kalfat Sakar is wrongly given for

Kal'at Sikkar), Sachau, Am Eupkrat und Tigris,

Leipzig 1 900, p 69 ,
'Abd al-Razzak al-Hasani,

op at
^ p III— 1 13, 130 ,

Hashim al Sa'di,

op at^ p 147, 162—163
At the spot which up till some two centuries ago

was regarded as the junction of the Euphrates and

Tigris stands the little town of Kurna (Korna,

Gurna) with 2,000 inhabitants It is not known to

have existed in the middle ages, on it cf above

and Mignan, Travels in Cnaldaea, London 1829,

p 284 sq
,

Ritter, xi 1018—1023, Cuinet, op

at, 111 21 1 sqq

,

'Abd al-Razz5k al-HasanI, op

z//, p 1 19, Hashim al-Sa'di, op at
, ^ 156,

Lughat al^Arab, 111 57 Halfway between Kurna

and Basra must have stood al-Matara where, ac-

cording to Yakut, the two arms of the Tigris,

or the Euphrates and Tigris met in the middle

ages, cf above About 3 hours’ journey above

Basra on the right bank of the river is the little

village of Karmat 'All, where as already mentioned,

the mam stream of the Euphrates flows into the

Tigris or the Shatt al-'Arab

In the Muslim period, Basra was the largest

and most impoitant town in the old district of

Maisan and in practice its capital, although under

the 'Abbasids, al MadhSr may have for aconsideiable

period been regarded as the official capital On
Basra, mediaeval Basia, modern Basra and al-'Ashshar,

cf the article Basra

Al-'Aihihar stands approximately on the site of

Ubulla which as a suburb and port on the Tigris

for the mediaeval Basra was of some importance

In our sources we are expressly told that Ubulla

lay north of the canal which bore its name, partly

on an island, which was formed by the Tigris

and the two canals of Nahr al-Ma'kil and Nahr
al-L bulla which joined one another at Basra The
modern Nahr al-Khora which leaves the Shatt

al-'Arab about one hour south of al 'AshshSr,

cannot be the Nahr al-Ubulla (in spite of Lughat
al-Arab, 111 63) The modern al 'Ashshar, the

,

piincipal commercial centre of southern 'Irak, is

I

only a little inferioi to Basra as regards numbers
I of population The two together have now a popu-

lation of 50—60,000 On Ubulla, the ancient

’AToJ^yov' sfMTrdpiov (s Pauly-Wissowa, Reallex der

klass AlterturnSWISS
,

Siippl -Bd
,

1 ill), cf G
Le Strange, J R A S

,

1895, p 306 and The Lands
etc, p 47, Drouin, a a 0 (s Lttt\^ 9, Sachau,

Abh Pr Ak W, 1919, N^ i, p 20, 51

,

Isl

,

1 51, Lughat allArab, y 477, vi 200, i

and the art AL ubulla
Opposite al-'Aghshar, on the east bank of the

Shatt al 'Arab stands the little town of al Tanuma
(cf Lughat al-^Arab, 111 129, 3, 230, 9, 'Abd al-

Razzak al-Hasani, op at
, ^ 118, Hashun al Sa'di,

op at

,

p 156, 6) On its site or at least somewhere
in the neighbourhood, there was already in ancient

and mediaeval times an important harbour, known
to Pliny as Forat (cf also Drouin, op at, p 8)
In the Talmud (see Berliner, op at

, p 44) and
in Syriac sources it is called PerSt de Mai§h5n, in

the mediaeval Arab authors Furat Maisan orFu-
rat al-Basra In Syriac and Arabic texts we also find

Perat or Fur5t, without the addition of Maisan ,
with

Furat = Euphrates the name has no connection

When the first SasSman king Ardaghlr I refounded

the city It received from him the new name 01

Bahman-Ardashlr, shortened to Bahmansblr, see

Hamza al-Isfah5nl, Tefrilh, ed Gottwaldt, p yi sq

,

46 and Isl

,

XI 149 Cf the above mentioned
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specifically Persian name of the Didjlat al-'Awra^

and Bamshlr (= Bahmanshlr) as a name of an
arm of the KSran (cf 11

, p 777) That Furat

MaisSn was opposite U bulla on the left bank is

quite clear from the Arabic references cf Well-

hausen, Abh G W Gott
^
N F, V, N® 2 (1901),

p 34 and Schaeder, op at
^ ^ 31 The identifi-

cation of Furat Maisan with the modern Basra

or even with old Basra (Berliner, op ctt\ which

has been championed by different scholars (Noldcke

\vi S B Ak 1893, Abh ix
, p i8,Maiquart,

op at
^ p 41, Sachau, Abh Pr Ak IV

^ 1919,

N® I, p 49, only suggested as a possibility by

Herzfeld in Sarre-Herzfeld, Archaol Reise tm
Euphrat- ufui Tigrtsgebtet^ 1 251) is therefore

untenable Perat de Maishan was the see of the

Nestorian metropolitan which was later moved to

Basra (first certain reference in 893), cf Sachau,

op at

y

p 49 and Schaeder, p 31 sq The
old name of the diocese Perat d^ Maishan was

still frequently used in place of Basra even after
j

the transfer of the episcopal see If we have on

one occasion, c 900 a d
,
a mention of a bishop

of Maishan simply, we should refer it to Perat d*

Maishan rather than to KarWj de Maishan (so

Sachau, op at
, p 50) because the abbreviation

Maighan for Perat d® Maishan is found elsewhere

in Syriac literature (cf Schaeder, op at
, p 32-

33) As to the coins of the Omaiyad period of

the mint of Maisan, this is probably to be explained

also as al-Fur5 t Maisan and not as Karkh Maisan

(so Mordtmann, Z D M G
y
xxxiii 126) or MaisSn

(al MadhSr) as Schaeder, op at
, p 34 thinks

Abu ’l-Fida’, Takwim al-Buldan (ed Remaud,

p 296), also is obviously thinking of FurSt Maisan

not Maisan (al-Madhar) when he says “Maisan

is a little town in the lower part of the land

of Basra”

On the east bank of the Shatt al-Hrab about

where the Eulaeus or Dudjail (the modern Karun

[q V ]) joins it, Alexander the Great built a new
town on the site of an older settlement, which
he called Alexandreia after himself After its lesto-

ration by one of the Seleucids, it was known as

Antiocheia When Spasines (Hyspaosines) created

a kingdom of his own in Mesene-Charakene,
Alexandreia-Antiocheia became his capital and was
known as X&pot% 'Zyrao-tvov

^

under this name (Aramaic
Karkha AspasinS or simply Karkha) it is mentioned

tn the Palmyrene inscriptions Another refounda-

tion of the town is ascribed to Ardashir I, hence

its official designation in the SSsanian period as

Astarabadh Ardashir (also abbreviated to Astabadh),

cf Noldcke, Gesch d Araber und Pet set zur Zett

der Sasantden (Leyden 1879), p 14, Marquait, c/

«/ , p 41 ,
Herzfeld, /j/, xi 150, Hamza al-lsfaham,

op at
y p 47, gives the (corrupt^) form of the

name Insha Ardashir The older name Karkha
more exactly defined by the addition “of Maishan”
remained in existence The Syriac texts always

write Karkha d® Maishan There was a Nestoiian

bishopric here, which seems soon to have disap-

peared under Islam, see Sachau, op at

^

p 49

—

50 and Schaeder, op at
, p 33 The Arabs took

over the Syriac name as Karkh [q v] Maisan,

cf e g Yakut, iv 207, i The Persian traveller

Nasir 1 Khusraw who visited the ‘Irak about 443
(1051) (cf his Sefern&me^ ed Schefer, p 89) men-
tions, besides Basra, m the district of MaisUn a

place called ‘A^|:r MaisSn, probably an inaccurate

reproduction of Karkh MaisSn The site of Karkh

Maisan is usually sought on that of the Persian port

of Muhammera, which has only arisen since about

1812, or at least in its immediate neighbouihood,

cf Andreas in Pauly-Wissowa, Realenzykl
,

1 1 394 sq
,

Drouin, op at 7 ,
Herzfeld in Sarre-Herzfeld,

Archdologtsche Retse^ 1 251 ,
Sachau, op at

, p 50,
Schaeder, op at

, p 33 This identification does

not have been absolutely certain Karkh MaisSn
is perhaps to be located farther to the north, cf

e g the objections of Mordtmann \xv S B Bayr
Ak

^ >
buppl Heft, 111, p 14 Cf

also on Alexandieia Charax Spasinu-Karkh Maisan

the important article “Alexandreia” by Andreas

m Pauly-Wissowa, Realenzykl
^ 1 1390 sqq and

the article Charax Spasinu by Weisbach, tbid
^ 111

2122, Drouin, op city p 7— 8, 15, Schaeder,

op at
y

ip 31 sq On coins struck in Karkh Maisan
of the Arsakid and Sas^man peiiods cf Mordt-

mann, Z D M G
y

xxxiii 126 sq and G F Hill,

Catalogue of Greek Coins of Arabia and Persia

in the British Museum (London 1922), cf also

MUHAMMERA and also vol 11 p 777
In the middle ages the most southerly town in

the ‘Irak was ‘Abb ad an, which then lay on the

coast — under the later ‘Abbasids it was already

!

some distance from it — and was an important

harbour Cf above and the article ‘abbadan
At the beginning of the twentieth century it

was still an insignificant little village It is only since

the last twenty years that it has undergone an

unexpected development because of the Anglo-

Persian Oil Company making it the terminus of

their pipes from !:^uster and Maidan-i NaftUn (cf

P 779^) ^be oil is now pumped into tank-

steameis at 'Abbadan, important factories, ware-

houses etc have been built there Brem, five

minutes west of ‘Abbadan proper, has developed

into a flourishing town which bears the name
BrHm ‘Abbadan or ‘Abbadan al-Hadiiha == New
‘Abbadan On the meaning of the word brem (a

paiticular kind of date) cf Lughat al~ Araby 1

125, I sq
y 443, 5, 111 592, z from below In Brem

are the ruins of a palace or castle said to date

from the time of the Caliph HarUn al Rashid, cf

lughat al-lAyaby 1 126, 9 sq ‘Abbadan is now
next to Basra-‘Ash shir and Muhammera the largest

and most important town in the whole of the

Shatt al-‘Arab On the other places on the island

of ‘Abbadan cf Lughat at ^Arab
y 1 128, 3

sq

The island, which before the war belonged to the

Shaikh of Muhammera who was under Persian

suzerainty, was leased about 1911 by England for

99 >ears On mediaeval ‘Abbadan cf Lughat al-

^Araby 1 I2i— 129, on modern ‘Abbadan and the

works of the Persian Oil Company, ibid
y

1 176-

184, W Schweei
,
Die turk -perstsch Erdolvor-

kommeny Hamburg 1919, p 52, 112— 115

At ‘Abbadan close to the sea-coast there stood

m the middle ages the lighthouses known as al-

Khashabdt [q v
]

As has already been pointed out, ‘Abbadan is

now over 20 miles from the sea The most southerly

place in the ‘Irak foi about a centuiy has been

the important lighthouse and telegraph station at

FSo [q V ], built on the shore of the Peisian Gulf,

on it and the district, cf Cuinet, op at
y 111

268—270, ‘Abd al Razzak al-Hasani, op at
y p

1 18, H5shim al-Sa‘di, op at
y p 21, 1 55, 3 from

below, cf above and art sjiATT al-‘arab The
Turks foitified this important strategic point (see

Persian Gulf {Handbooks etc], p 54, Meso-
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potamta [Handbooks etc], p 48, 63, al-Nabhani,

loc at
^ 11 142— 146)

It may be here mentioned that the Zindj, the

African negro slaves, settled in the southern 'Irak

(cf ZINI2J and i
, p 676), during their rebellion

in the second half of the ninth century, built

several strong places west of the ^att al-'Arab,

which they used as bases during their struggle

with the armies of the Caliph Their main bulwoik

was the town of al-Mul^tara (YakQt, iv 831, 5)

on the Nahr Abi ’1 lUiasib (see above), south of

Basra Other stiongholds were called al-Manfa

and al-Mansura When al-Muwaffak, the brother

of the Caliph al Mu'tamid, undertook command
of the military operations against the Zindj, he

pitched his camp opposite these places on the

east bank of the ^att al 'Arab
,

this camp soon

grew into a considerable town, called al-Muwaf-
faklya with mosques, bazaars and even a mint

But when in 883 the capture of al-Mukhtara broke

the power of the rebels and the dangeious servile

war A\as over, this new foundation of al-Muwaffak

seems to have been soon abandoned again On
al-Muwaffakiya and the thiee strongholds of the

Zindj above mentioned cf Weil, Geschtchie der

Chaltf
^ 11 456, 462, 464, Lang, Z D M G

^

xl 610, A Muller, De-t Islam im Morgen- und
Abendl

,

i 585 ,
Noldeke, Orientahsche Skizzen

(1892), p 174— 183, (= Sketches from Eastern

History^ p 146 sqq)^ de Goeje, Mem sur les

Carmathes^ Leyden 1886, p 103

The population of Maisan in the early

centuries of Islam still had a strong admixture of

Persian blood, it was therefore regarded as not

quite equal to the pure blooded Arabs who were

proud of the purity of their stock We thus see

why the poet al-Al^tal thinks he can most effec

tually insult Arabs by calling them people from

the Maisan district of Azkubadh (cf the verse in

Yakut, 1 233, 6) 1 e
,
by denying them to be

Arabs, cf Goldziher, Muhammed Stud
^ 1 (Halle

1889), p 1 18 and cf idem, p 119, note i, the

quotation from the Kttab alAgham^ (xvii 65, 23)

This naturally produced a reaction among the

MaisSn Arabs The celebrated poet and historian

Sahl b Harun [q v
]
of Dast-i Maisan, a fanatical

believer in the doctrine of the equality of all Muslims

{^u^ubiya^ q v ) on the other hand, extols the blue

blood of the people of Maisan (cf Goldziher, op

at,, 1 161)

The Muslim inhabitants of Maisan were m the

middle ages as at the present day for the most
part Shi'is The number of Jews does not seem
to have been considerable before the invasion of

the Arabs At the present day there is only a

considerable community of them in Basra The
alleged tomb of Ezra in 'Uzair (cf above), a miich-

visited place of pilgrimage also honoured by Christians

and Muslims, is in Jewish hands

Christianity is said, according to legend, to

have reached Maisan in the first century a D A
quite legendary person named Man, said to be a

disciple of Jesus, is regarded as the apostle of

the Gospel m Central and Southern 'Irak
,

cf

Raabe, Geschtchte des Domtnus Mart, I eipzig 1893
(Dissert), p 57— 58 and Streck, Babylonien^ 11

286 sq This much is certain that as early as 410
A D there was a separate Nestorian ecclesiastical

province with 4 dioceses
,

cf Z D M G
^

xliii

394, Marquart, op at 4 1 and Sachau, op at

,

P 48—52

The remarkable sect of the Mandaeans (the

SSbi^a of the Kur^Sn, q v ),
now called Subbe, had

from their early times their headquarters in southern

'Irak, in MaisSn, especially in the swamp country

On their geographical distribution in the xixth cen-

tury cf Chwolson, Die Ssabter und der Ssabtsmus

(St Petersburg 1850,1 124— 125) and Euting, in

Das Ausland (1876), p 224—225 According to

enquiries which I made in 1927 of Mandaeans, the

number of Mandaeans in the larger towns of the 'Irak

may be approximately estimated as follows in

'Amara and IlawTza 1,000 each, in Kal'at Salih and

Muhammera 500 each, in Basra 300 and in Kurna

100 I he language of the Mandaeans, who lepresent

a remnant of the original native Aramaic population

of Babylonia, is probably identical in the mam
with the Aramaic idiom which was once predominant

in southern 'Irak, the dialect of the old kingdom
of Mesene Charakene, the Meshan dialect as it is

called in the largum, cf Noldeke, Mandaische

Grammatik (Halle 1875), ^^^i and Pognon,

Inscrtpt mandaties des coupes de Khouabir (Pans

1898—1899), p 13—14, 224
On the Indian people of the IJjat (Arab Zutt)

and the Zindj from East Afiica, who were settled

on the soil of Maisan at the end of the first

(seventh) or in the third (ninth) century, see above

1, p 676 and the ai tides /iNm and zujT

As to the industries of the people of MaisSn

in the middle ages we need only mention the

mats made here, which are praised as the best

of their kind, cf S hi^nkel, Dte aram Fremd-
wort t?H Arabtsch (I eyden 1886), p 92 The
reed-beds of the marshes supplied excellent material

for them in enoimous quantities Even at the

present day the manufacture of reed mats continues

to give employment to many hands, for the people

of the flat lands in southern 'Irak like to use long

tun shaped huts called sertfa's, the walls of which

are made of reed-matting

The history ofMaisSn since the introduction

of Islam practically coincides with that of the 'Irak,

especially that of the northern part (the province

of Basra and the Batiha), the reader may therefore

be referred to the articles 'irak, Basra and al-

BATlHA Here we will only point out that the admini-

strative district of the ligns belonging to Maisan
was conquered with Dast 1 Mais5n in the year

14 (635), on this conquest cf Baladhuri, op at

,

p 340—346 and Caetani, Annali del! Islam, 111

252, 301—304 (§ 6 and 81—86), vi 108 (Index

s v Maysan)
Al Madhar, the capital of Maisan, was the

scene of important military happenings at the

time of the Arab invasion and fiequently later

also In the year 12 (633) al-Khalid and al-Muthanna
fought a great battle with the Persians at this

town, the fiist in their invasion of the 'Irak This

battle is sometimes called after an adjacent canal,

called al Thini (Yakut, 1 937, 17) The defeated

Persians are said to have lost 30,000 men in this

encounter, cf Baladhuri, op at, p 242, 9, Tabari,

op at
,

V 2026—2029 ,
al-Mas'udi, op at

,

iv

209, Muller, Der Islam, 1 228, Caetani, op at,
It 959—962 (§ 196-—200) In the fighting with

the ;^aridjis for whom the district of Djukha in

Dast i Maisan frequently served as a hidmgplace,

there was a desperate battle in 47 (664) in and
around the town of al MadhSr These rebels

were forced to retreat by the KQfans under the

leadership of Ma'kil b Kais, cf Wellhausen,
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G W Gdtt^ N S, V, NO 2 (1901), p 22—23
In the campaigns against the 'Alids, Mus'ab b
Zubair at al-Ma^ar m 67 (686) inflicted a serious

reverse on the army sent by MuWitar under the

command of Ahmad al-Nakhli, which had very

grave results for the Shi^a cause championed by

Mukhtar
^

cf Yakut, op at
^

iv 468, Weil, op

at
y p 83 and above i

, p 676 Several centuries

later, there was again fighting at al-Madh5i, on this

occasion with varying results. This was during the

struggle between Abii Kalidjar and Djalal al-Dawla

in 421 (1030) in connection with the disputed

succession among the Buyids
,
see above 1 , p 94^
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in the text) B G A (passim), Ibn Serapion,

ed G Le Strange {J R A S
y 1895, p \ sq

y
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legister, Baladhurl, Futuh al-Buldan (ed de

Goeje), register, p 533, 575 (s v Madhar,
Maisan), Tabari, Tc^rlkh (ed de Goeje), indices

s V Dast-i Maisan, Maisan, Madhar, KitM al

A ghani^ index, Streck, Babylonten nach den

arab Geographen^ 1 and 11, Leyden 1 900-1 901

(passim), G Le Strange, The Lands of the

Eastern CaliphatOy Cambridge 1905, p 26—30,

40-49, 80, Caetani, Annali delV Islam, indices

11 1381, VI 108, 1 16, 'Abd al Razzak al-Hasani,

Rthla ji Ulltak'^^ Baghdad 1925, Hashim al

Sa^di, Djughrafiyat allIrak {al haditha)'^, Bagh
dad 1927 — Viv de St Martin, Recherch stir

VHist et la Geogr de la Mesene et de la

Characene, Pans 1838, Ritter, Erdkunde von

Asten^ X 55, 121, 150, 181 ,
xi (passim), Reinaud,

Mem sur le commencement et la fin du royaume

de la Mesene et de la Characene, in J A
, 1861,

vol xviii 161—262 (also separately), E Drouin,

Notice htstorique et geograph sur la Characene,

Pans 1890 (reprinted in Museon, ix 148 j^),
Andreas, the articles Aginis, Alexandreia (N® 13),

Ampe, Auge (N® 2), Aple in Pauly-Wissowa,

Realencykl der Mass Altertumwiss yVoX 1 810

—

816, 1390— 1396, 1877— 1880, 2185—2188,

2810—2812, Weissbach, the articles Auge,

Charakene, Charax Spasinu (or Hyspaosines and

Isidor of Charax), Euphrates, ibtd

,

11 2299, 111

2116-2119, 2122, VI 1200 sq
,
ix 540, 2067-

2068, Marquart, Lransahr {Abh G W Gott

,

N F, vol 111, N® 2, 1901), p 40-42, Heiz-

feld, in Memnon,
1

(Leipzig 1907), p 135-140,
Sachau, Pr Ak ^,1919, N® i,p 48-52,
G F Hill, Catalogue of the Greek Coins of Ara
bia, Mesopotamia and Persia, I^ondon 1922,

p cxciv-ccxiv 289—313, E Heizfeld, Isl

,

xi

149”'^
5 * (Sas5nian foundations in Maisan), H

Schaeder, Isl

,

xiv 1 1-41 ,
Neubauer, La Geogra-

phic du Talmud, Pans 1868, p 325, 382, H
Graetz, Das Konigreich Mesene und seinejudische

Bevolkerung, Breslau 1879, A Berliner,

zur Geographic und Ethnogr Babylomens tm
Talmud und Midrasch, Berlin 1883, p 17,

43—44, L6vy, Chaldaisch Worterbuch, 11
574h

(Suppl to 11 304), S Fraenkel, Die aram
Fremdwort tm Arab, Leyden 1886, p 92,

217—218, S Funk, Babel und Btbel (= Mo-
numenta Talmudua, 1, Leipzig 1913), p 340
(register), J R Gfianima, Nuzhat al Mushtak

ft Tcdrlkh YahUd aNItak, Baghdad 1924, D
S Sassoon, The History of the Jews tn Ba^ia,

m The yewtsh Quarterly Review xvii
,
London

1927, p 407—469
(M Streck)

MAISARA, a Berber chief of the Maghrib,

who rebelled against Arab authority in 122 (739/40)
He belonged to the tribe of the Matghara and the

historians give him the surname of al-Hakir
“the low-born” because he was of humble origin

and before his rebellion had been a water-seller

in the market of al-Kairaw5n

After the recall of Mus5 b Nusair at the end

of the first century A H
,
rebellion began to smoulder

in North Africa ^Umai b Abd Allah al-Muradi,

governor of langier, and a grandson of ‘Ukba b

Nafi^, Habib b AbT ‘^Ubaida, governor of Sus, were

inflicting grievous wrongs on the Berbeis by treating

them, as regards taxation, as a conquered people

not conveited to Islam, and by taking the fairest

of their women to send as slaves to Damascus

The general Habib having been sent from Sus

with his troops to the conquest of Sicily, his

departure was the signal for insurrection A move-

ment on a large scale broke out, at its head the

Berbeis put Maisara al-Matghari With the related

tribes of the Mikn5sa and Baraghwata [q v ]

Maisaia advanced on Tangier and seized it The

Arabs tried in vain to withstand him
,
the governor

of Spam, ‘^Ukba b al-Hadjdjadj, even ciossed the

Strait to help Tangier but his efforts were in

vain It was not long before Maisara was dismissed

and killed by his own followers but his successor

lOialid b Hamid al-Zanatl was more fortunate

at the beginning of 123 (740) he inflicted on the

Arabs on the banks of the Wadi Shalif (Chclif)

the disastrous defeat known as the “battle of the

nobles” (ghazwat al-ashraf) It required a great

expeditionaiy force to be organised in the east in

order to overcome finally this general rebellion,

which ^\as not done without consideiable losses

Bibliography Ibn al Kutiya, TcPrlhh

Iftitah al AfidaluSy Madrid 1926, p 14— 15

the text, 10

—

II of the transl
,
Ibn IdhSri, al-

Bayan al mughriby ed Dozy, 1 39—40, transl

Fagnan, 1 50—53, Ibn al-Athir, Kamil, v

1^2 =:Annales du Maghreb et de VEspagne,

p 63—65, al-Nuwairi, Hisioue d'Afrtque, ed

Gaspai Remiro, p 34—35, Ibn Khaldun, ""Ibar,

Histoire des Berber es, ed and transl by de

Slane, text, 1 137 and 151, transl, 1 216

—

217, 237— 238, Fournel, Les Berlers, Pans

1875, 1 286—289, R Dozy, Hisioire des

Musulrnans d^Lspagne, 1 241—243
(E LfVI PROVENgAL)

MAISIR, casting lots by arrows, a method

by which a head of cattle was divided This was

the custom of the Arabs before Islam The word

seems almost to mean lucky chance, easy success,

from yasira, to be easy, yassara, to succeed
,

cf

maisara, comfort, riches A group of ten Arabs

used to buy a young camel, which was cut into

ten portions and the yasir piesiding distributed

the portions among his companions by means of

ariows on which he had written their names and

which he drew at random out of a bng In an-

other system 28 portions were made of the animal,

there was one part for the first arrow, 2 for the

second and 3 for the third and so on up to 7 >
the

three last got nothing 1 hese arrows were deposited

with the guardians of the temple in Mecca

Ihe game was consideied a pagan practice and

the Kurban (11 216 and v 92) forbade it along

with wine and idols as a major sin

Ihe word matstr has acquired a wider sense

among the commentatois and in certain traditions
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ZamalAsharl gives it the same sense as htnidr

[q V
]

According to a tradition of the Prophet,

tnatstr is applied also to dice “these accursed dice

are the matstr of Persia {matstr al-^a^amy\ ac-

cording to a tradition attributed to 'All it is also

to be extended to backgammon and chess (pre-

sumably in so far as dice were used in these games)

and according to Ibn Srrin to every practice m
which there is an element of chance

Cf the Dictionaries, the Katnus^ Djawhari,

Zamakhshari, Kashshaf^ ed Nassau Lees, i 380,
al-Ya%ubl, ed Houtsma, 1 300 sqq

,
Huber, Vber

das Matstr genannte Sptely Frey tag, Einlettung^

p 170 sqq (B Carra de Vaux)
MAISUN, daughter of the Kalbi chief Bahdal

b Unaif [q v], mother of the Caliph
Yazidl We do not know if after her maiiiage

with Mu'awiya she retained the Christian religion

which had been that of her family and of her

tribe A few verses are attributed to her in which

she sighs for the desert and shows very slight at-

tachment for her husband But the attribution to

Maisun of this fragment of poetry, which is in

any case old, has been rightly disputed She took

a great interest in the education of her son Yazid

and accompanied him to the desert of Kalb where
the prince passed a part of his youth

,
this tem-

porary separation from her husband gave rise to

the legend of her repudiation by Mu'awiya She

must have died before Yazid became Caliph

Bibliography This is given in 1 ammens,
|

Etudes sur le regnc du caltfe omaiyad Mo^awta I
(M E 0 B, 111), p 286—287, 305, 312-314

(H Lammens)
MAISUR (Mysore) (Skt mahisha-Canuru “buf-

falo town”), the premier Hindu State in

India, IS a principality in Southern India under

the British protection, having an area of 29,433
square miles, between ii°36' and 15^2' N and

74° 38' and 78° 36' E Its Hindu rulers preserved

their independence until the middle of the xviii^h

century when Haidar 'All [q v
]
took possession

of the country It remained in his and his

successor, Tipu Sultan’s [q v
], possession until

the capture of Seringapatam by the British in

1214 (1799) Maisur was then restoied by Lord
Wellesley to the old Hindu dynasty The majoiity

of the Musalmans are Sunnis, very few being

Shi'is Of Muhammadan buildings the most note-

worthy are the Gumbaz or Mausoleum of Haidar

'All and Tipu at Gandjam, and the Darya Dawlat,

a summer palace at Seringapatam The population

at the census of 1911 was 5,806,193, of whom
314,494 are Musalmans, mostly Sunnis The capital

of the piincipality bears the same name, Maisur
The languages spoken are Canarese, Hindustani,

Tamil and Telegu

Bibliography Imperial Gazetteer of Indta^

Mysore and Coorg, Calcutta 1908, Census of
India^ vol xxi

,
Bangelore 1912
(M Hidayet Hosain)

MAITA (a ), feminine of mait^ dead (used of

senseless things), as a substantive it means an
animal that has died m any way other than
by slaughter In later terminology the word
means firstly an animal that has not been slam
in the ritually prescribed fashion, the flesh of
which therefore cannot be eaten, and secondly all

parts of animals whose flesh cannot be eaten,

whether because not properly slaughtered or as

a result of a general prohibition against eating them

In addition to Sura xxxvi 33 where matta

appears as an adjective, the word occurs in the

following passages in the Kur^Sn in the first of

these meanings xvi 116 “He has forbidden you

matta blood, pork and that over which another

than Allah has been invoked, if however anyone

IS forced (to eat these) without wishing to trans-

gress or sin, Allah is merciful and indulgent” (of

the third Meccan period, since vi 119 may refer

to this context and the appearance of the same

exception for cases of coeicion m vi 146 [cf

below] IS then only easily explained in view of

the whole trend of the passage, if there were an

earlier passage, namely xvi 116, in which it was

given full justification
,

cf Noldeke-Schwally, Ge~

schuhte des Qorans^ 1 146 ,
Gnmme, Mohammed^

11 26 transfers the whole Sura to the later Meccan

period), VI 140, 146 “They have said ^What is

in the womb of this cattle belongs to the males,

and is foibidden to our females’, but if it is

matta (still born), all have a shaie in it Say

I find in what is revealed to me nothing forbidden,

which must not be eaten, except it be matta or

congealed blood or poik — for this is filth — 01

a slaughter at which another than Allah is in-

voked, but if anyone is forced (to eat it) without

wishing to commit a transgression or sin, thy

heart is merciful and indulgent” (of the thud

Meccan period, cf Noldeke Schwally, 1 161, Gnmme,
II 26), 11 168 “He has forbidden you matta^

blood, pork and that at which another than Allah

IS invoked but if anyone is forced (to eat it)

without wishing to commit a sin or transgression,

it IS not reckoned as a sin against him, Allah

IS merciful and indulgent” (of the year 2 of the

Hidjra, before the battle of Badr, cf Noldeke-

Schwally, 1 178, Gnmme, 11 27) v 4, 5 “For-

bidden to you is mattay blood, poik, that at which

another than Allah is invoked, and that which

has been strangled, killed by a blow or a fall,

or by the horns (of another beast), that which has

been eaten by wild beasts— with the exception

of what IS made pure — and that which hath been

sacrificed to idols But if anyone in (his) hunger

is forced to eat of them without wishing to com-

mit a sm, Allah is merciful and indulgent” (in all

probability revealed after the valedictory pilgrimage

of the year 10, cf Noldeke Schwally, 1 227 sq
,

Gnmme, 11 28 dates the Sura to the year 7)

It is quite evident from SOra, vi 140 that the matta

was of some significance for the Meccans in the

many laws about food with which Arab paganism

was acquainted (cf Wellhausen, Beste arabtschen

Heidentums^ 2nd ed
, p 168 sqq^ Although it is

no longer possible to define exactly the part it

played (even the statements recorded by Tabari

from the earliest interpieters of this passage, which

moreover only refers to a detail, reveal the complete

disappearance of any reliable tradition), it may be

assumed without misgiving that the Kui^anic pro-

hibition contained a corresponding pre Islamic

i

prohibition, although it perhaps modified it Both

go back to the religious reluctance to consume

the blood of animals, and indeed in all the Kurban

passages quoted, blood is mentioned alongside of

matta It is unnecessary to assume that Muhammad
was influenced by Judaism on this point and the

suggestion may be rejected especially as the pro-

hibition in Its stereotyped form occurs again m
SQra 11 168 just at the time of vigorous reaction

against Judaism and Sara vi 147 (Madlnese, a
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late insertion) which contrasts the prohibition of

matta etc with the Jewish laws relating to food

What Muhammad understood by matta^ he tells

us himself in the latest passage dealing with it,

V 4 in the second half of the verse the principal

kinds of matta are given (with the exception of

the animal that dies of disease), which had already

been mentioned in general terms
,
the commentators

were thus able to interpret the single cases given

as examples wrongly as different fiom the matta

proper The purification (in the Kur^5n only

mentioned in this passage) must mean ritual

slaughter, by which, even if done at the last

moment, the animal does not become matta but

can be eaten

Ihese prescriptions of the Kurban are further

developed in the Traditions According to the

latter it is forbidden to trade in maita or more
accurately its edible parts, some traditions (mainly

on the authority of Ahmad b Hanbal) even for-

bid any use being made of all that comes from
matta

^
others again expressly permit the use of

hides of matta An exception from the prohibition

of matta is made in the cases of fish and locusts,

these are in general considered as the two kinds

of matta that are permitted, 1 e no iitual slaughter

is demanded in their case (because they have no
“blood”, cf above) While some traditions, extending

this pel mission by the earliest ktyas^ say that

all creatures of the sea, not only fishes, can be

eaten without ritual slaughter, including even sea-

fowl (in this case it is said that “the sea has

performed the iitual slaughter”), others limit the

permission to those animals and fishes which the

sea casts up on the land or the tide leaves behind

m contrast to those which swim about on the

water But there is also quoted a saying of Abu
Bakr expressly declaring what swims on the sur-

face to be permitted In this connection we have

the story of a monster cast up by the sea (some-

times described as a fish) which fed a Muslim
army under the leadership of Abu 'Ubaida when
they were in dire stiaits, but in this tradition and

in the interpretation that has been given it (that

they only ate of it out of hunger 1 e took ad-

vantage of the Kur^anic permission for cases of

need) is clearly reflected the uncertainty that pre-

vailed about such questions as were on the border

line In the traditions, we find it first laid down
that portions cut out of living animals are also

considered matta The way is at least paved for

the declaration that all forbidden animal-dishes

are maita The regulations found in the Kurban

appear again here, e g the permission to eat

maita in case of need and slay properly dying

animals at the moment to prevent them becoming

matta

Some traditions handed down through Hammad
from Ibrahim al Nakha'i bring us to a somewhat
late period (in the Kttab al-Athjar) one says that

of the creatures of the sea only fishes can be

eaten, another, which is found in two versions,

limits the peimission to what is thrown up by

the sea or left behind by the tide
,

ritual slaughter

IS not demanded in this case The question whether

the embryo of a slaughtered dam requires a special

purification 1 e ritual slaughter, is raised in one
tradition and decided in the affirmative

The most important regulations of Muslim law

about matta^ which express the last stage of

development are as follows It is unanimously

agreed that matta in the legal sense is impure
and “forbidden” {haram) 1 e cannot be eaten

and also that fish are exceptions to this, the

Malikis and Hanbalis also except the majority of

cieatures of the sea, and according to the more
correct Shafi'i view, this applies to all marine

creatures (the Hanbalis here hold the opinion of

Ibiahim al-Nakha% except that the two ideas of

“thrown up” and “swimming on the surface” are

later overlaid and destioyed by the to some
extent synonymous “slam by another cause”, “died

of Itself”) The edible parts of matta are also

matta^ as are the bones, hair etc among the Shafi'^Is,

but not the Ilanafis, and among the Malikis only the

bones, the hide when tanned, is considered pure

and may be used Emergency slaughter idhakat or

tadhktya
,

ritual slaughter in general is dhabh or

nahi^ IS according to the Hanafis and the better

known view of the Shafi*^is (also according to al-

Zuhn) permitted, even if the animal will certainly

die, provided it still shows signs of life at the

moment of slaughter According to the view pre-

dominant among the Malikis, such slaughter is

not valid and the animal becomes matta (in con-

trast to Malik’s own view) Ihe question of the

embryo (cf above) is answered in the affirmative

by the Hanafis, following Ibrahim al-Nakha'i and
Abu Hanifa (al Shaibani himself held the Maliki

view, to be mentioned immediately) but in the

negative by the Malikis and ShafiSs (m this case

it is said that “the ritual slaughter of the dam
is also the ritual slaughter of the embryo”) except

that the Malikis made it a condition that the

embryo should be fully developed (Malik himself

also demanded its slaughter “to draw the blood

from It” in the case where the embryo had been

dropped) That anyone who is forced to eat matta

may do so, is the unanimous opinion, only on

the questions whether one is bound to eat matta to

save his life, whether he should satisfy his hunger

completely, or only eat the minimum to keep life

alive etc
,

there is a difference of opinion 1 he

Shafi^is and Hanbalis further demand that one

should not have been brought to these straits

through illegal action (a different interpretation

of the Kur^anic regulations)

A clear definition of matta and its distinction

from other kinds of foi bidden animal foods was never

reached Sometimes it is separated on the authority

of the Kur^anic passage itself from its own 4
subdivisions given in Sura v Sometimes its validity

is extended over extensive allied fields As is

evident fiom the Fikh books, this terminological un-

certainty has not infrequently caused still further

confusion in the discussion of differences of opinion

B tb Itography I ane, Ar Engl Lt xtcon^

s V
,
the books of Hadith and Fikh, Wensinck,

Handbook of Early Muhammadan Tradttton^s v
,

Juynboll, Handletdtng tot de kennts vande Mo-

hammedaansche Wet^^^ 169 (J Schachi)

MAIYAFARII^IN, a town in the north
east of Diyarbakr [q v] The other Muham-

madan forms of the name are Mafarkin, Mafarkin,

FSrVin (whence the name of origin al-Fariki) etc

Ihe town is called in Gieek Martyropolis, in Syriac

Mlphert:et, in Armenian Nphrkert (later Muharkin,

Muphargin) According to Yakut, iv 702, the old

name of the town was MadOr-sSlS (read kala<^

*matur‘khalakh in Armenian, “town of the martyrs”)

On the identification of Tigranocerta with MaiyS-

fgri|cin see below
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Geography The town lies to the south of

the little range of the Hazr5 which rises like the

first tier of the amphitheatre of the mountains,

the higher parts of which consist of the summits

(DarkS^j, Antok) using to the south of MQsh and

separating the course of the eastern Euphrates

(Mur5d-£ai) from those of the Tigris and its left

bank tributaries

Maiyafarikin lies 25 miles north of the ligris

and 12 west of the Batman su It is watered by

a little river (now called the Farkin-su) which
flows into the Batman-su 12 miles to the south-

east, an important left bank tributary of the ligris

which diains the wild and mountainous country

south of Mush (the cantons of Kulp and Sasun)

The old names of the Batman-su are Nicephorius

(Roman period;, Nymphios (Byzantine period),

Syriac Kallath, Arabic Satidama (a word of Aramaic
origin transcribed Shdhithma in Armenian and
explained as “drinker of blood”, Armen Geogi
of the seventh century, Marquart, Eransahr^ p 16 1),

Armenian Khalirt and perhaps Mamu^el (haustus

of Byzantium) Some of these identifications, as

we shall see, are still uncertain

Maiyafarikin is the meeting place of a number of

roads from the north following the diflferent streams

which go to form the Batman su i CabaWidjur

(on the Muiad£ai)-Dhu ’1-Karnain-I idje-Boshat-

Maiyafarikln
,
2 Muih-Kulp-Pasur-Maiyaf2nkin

,

3 Mush-Khoit- lingirt (= Sasun)- Maiyafarikin

Routes 3 and 4 passing Sasun are still little knoiMi

The distance between Diyarbakr and Maiyafarikin

IS about 45 miles The old road Diyarbakr-Bitlis,

which used to run through Maiyafarikin, now
runs farther south and crosses the Batman-su

south of Almadin (Diyarbakr - binSn - Zok - Weisi-

karanl - Bitlis)

Maiyafarikin has thus lost the advantage of

being a stage on the road between Armenia and

upper Mesopotamia Since 1260 it has no longer

been a political centre around which gravitated

the interests of the country around It retains

only its importance as a market for the produce

of the mountainous and pastoral country drained

by the Batman-su

Ancient History The mountains to the

north of Maiyafarikin have long sheltered the

remnants of ancient aboiiginal peoples About
600 A D

,
Georgius Cyprius (ed Gelzer, p 48),

mentions the Khothaitai and Sanasounitai there

who gave their names to the districts of IGioit

and Sasun Marquart (1916) supposes there are

elements of the aboriginal language m names like

Mdpher ket and *Ma-mush-el(i) which are, he says,

formed with Caucasian (“sud-kaukasisch”?) prefixes

According to tradition (Yakut, iv 703), the founder

of Martyropolis, MarQtha b Layuta, was the son

of a woman of the mountains, and Marquart sees

in LaySta a mutilated form of the name of the

people Urt5(n)< Urartu (Handes Amsorya,

p 96, 1916, p 126) The Marwanid Abu Nasr
was married to the daughter of bankharib, lord

of the SanSsuna, cf Amedroz, in JRAS^ 1903
Lehmann-Haupt thinks he can recognise at

Maiyafarikin traces of an ancient Assyrian settlement,

“eine von Haus aus assyrische Anlage” {Armemen^
I; 396, 398)
Tigranocerta = Maiyafarikin (^) As early

as 1838 von Moltke had suggested that Maiyafarikin

was the ancient Tigranocerta 1 e the new capital

founded by Tigranes II about 80 B c
,
which was

taken by Lucullus after the victory won on the

banks of the Nicephorius (Oct 6, 69 b c
) and

again in the reign of Nero by the legate Corbulo

(c 63 A d), it is regularly mentioned down to the

middle of the fourth century A d Other scholars

had sought Tigranocerta at Si'^irt (d’Anville), Arzan

(H Kiepert, 1873), near Kefr-Djoz (Kiepert 1875),

at Tell-Armen west of Nisibin (E Sachau
,

cf

DUNAisiR) etc Late Armenian tradition gives the

name Tigranocerta to Diyarbakr Moltke’s idea was

taken up vigorously by Lehmann-Haupt and W
Belck, after their expedition to Armenia in 1898—99
On the north wall of Maiyafarikin is a mutilated

Greek inscription It was deciphered and published

by Lehmann-Haupt, who attributes it to the Ar-

menian King Pap (369—374), which is quite m
keeping with the known facts of the reign of

this monarch In spite of his criticism of the details

of Lehmann-IIaupt’s hypothesis, Marquart (1916)
has rather corroboiattd him by bringing forward

new considerations

In view of the many contradictions found in the

classical souices regarding Tigranocerta the question

comes to be, if Maiyafaiikin is not I igranoctita,

what other unknown town existed here in the

time of Pap, unless the stones on which the in-

scription IS engraved and which aie now hope-

lessly disarranged (“in heillosei Verwinung”) were

brought from another place when Martyropolis was

being built ^

The mam objection to the identification of

ligianocerta with Maiyafaiikm is that, accoiding

to Eutropius, VI 9, I and Faustus, v 24, Tigrano-

ceita was in Arzanene (Afdznikh), on the other

hand the river Mamushef seems to have formed

in the fourth century the western frontier of this

latter province From this fact (Hubschmann, Dig
altarmen Ortsnamen^ Indogerm Fo7sch^ *904>

P 473—475)> It seems that Tigranocerta ought

to be placed east of the Batman-su if this river

is identical with the Mamushei Phis last name
was connected by Marquart with the name al-

Musuliy5t, which Mukaddasi, p 144, gives to one
of the tributaries of the Tigris (on the left bank)

and apparently corresponding to the Batman-su

[A district of Musuliya (?) still exists farther east

on the upper course of the Bidlis-6ai, in the area

of the ancient possessions of the Batrik Mushalik,
cf Kisrawl, in Yakut, 11 551—552]
To reconcile the statements of Faustus, iv 24

and 27, with the position of MaiySfarikm (12 miles

W of the Batman su), Marquart proposes to identify

the Mamushef= Nicephorius with the Farl^in-su

while the Musuliyat would be applied to the whole
system of the BatmSn-su (Nymphios, Satidama etc )

The insignificance of the Farkin-su, which rises

in the hills about 3 miles north of Maiyaf5ri|j:in

(Ibn al-Azrak calls its source Ra^s al-'Ain, the

Dphan-numa^ p 437 ^Ain al-Hawd) and does

not suit the description of the hermitage of MambiB,
which, according to Faustus, must have been on
the right bank, makes Marquart’s hypothesis less

attractive If finally we consider the position of

Maiyafarikin from the point of view of the interests

of Tigranes, one is forced to admit that against

an enemy coming from the west (Lucullus ’) Ti-

granocerta == Maiyafarikin was devoid of natural

defences, while m the event of an enemy coming
from the east it ran the nsk of being easily cut

off from Armenia on the mam road from Bitlis

(the ancient ViotKctMhmi cf Tomaschek,
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Sasun^ Sttzungsb A W Wten^ Vienna 1895, P
8) On the other hand Maiyafarikin from its position

later played an important part in the defensive

system of the Byzantine empire

In these circumstances and before a more detailed

study has been made on the spot, it is a mistake

to think that all the difficulties m the identification

of Tigranocerta have been cleared up
Maiyafarikin =Martyropolis The identity

of these two towns is quite certain The Christian

sources (byriac, Armenian and Greek) referring to

the foundation of Martyropolis are numerous A
Syriac “history” (ta^itho) kept in the Jacobite

church of Maiyafarikin was translated for the

historian of the town, Ibn al-Azrak, and is given

m a synopsis in Yakut, iv 703—707 and Kaz
wini, 11 379—380 (transl with notes in Marquart,

Handes Amsorya^ p 125— 135)
The town is said to have been founded on

the site of a “large village” (kaiya ^azitnd) by

the bishop MaruthS (Mar Maiutha) who had ob-

tained the authority of Yezdegird I of Persia to

do so Ihib ecclesiastic flourished between c 383
and 420 (on the sources for his biography cf

Marquart, op city p 91—92, 125) The town of

Martyropolis to which Maruth^ brought the remains

of the Christian martyrs of Persia is mentioned

for the first time in 410 The etymology of the

Syriac name Mipherk£t is uncertain (cf above)

In Armenian the town is mentioned for the first

time in the Geography of the vii^ century as

Nphrkert (once Nphret)

By the peace of 297 with Diocletian, the pro

Vince of Sophanene, within which Martyropolis

lay, had become part of the Roman empire hven
after the disastrous peace made by Jovian (363)
Sophanene remained to the Emperor Under Theo-

dosius II (401— 450), the new town, situated quite

near the frontier, acquiied considerable importance

and became the capital of Sophanene (= Great

Tsophkh) The town was still insufficiently fortified

and in 502 the Sasanian Kawadh b Peroz seized

it and carried the inhabitants off to Khuzistan

where he founded for them the town of Abaz-

Kobadh (Yakut, iv 707) (Weh-Amidb-Kawadh =
Arradjan, cf Marquart, Eranlahry p 41, 307)
Anastasius began the fortification of Martyropolis

but Justinian, after his accession (527), was the

first to reorganise completely the eastern frontier

between Dara and 1 rebizond Martyropolis, the

headquarters of a commander under the strategos

of 1 heodosiopolis (ErzerUm), became one of the

most important military centres Procopius, De
aedtjicttSy iii

,
gives a complete description of the

walls of the town, the height and thickness of

which were doubled and a full account of the

system of defences (outer walls, advanced forts

etc), cf Adontz, op at
^ ^ 10— 12, 140— 142

In 589 the town fell into the hands of the S5sa-

nians but in 591 came back to the Byzantines in

return for the support given by the Emperor
Maurice to Khusraw II Heraclius held it till the

year 18 = 639 (Yakut, I c) [The date is not

given in Muralt, Chronogr byz
, 1 ]

The vicissitudes of Martyropolis probably explain

the fact that in the Armenian Geography of the

seventh century (ed Patkanow, transl
, p 45,

Marquart, Eran^ahr^ p 18 and i6i) the Persian

province of Aldznikh (Arzanene) is separated from

Tsophkh (Sophanene) by the line of the Khahrt

(= Balman-su) while m the description of parts

of Armenia Nphfct (= Nphrkert) figures as one

of the 10 cantons of Arzanene

Christian legend as preserved by Ibn Azrak

and Yakut gives very full details of the building

of the town in the time of Mar Marutha the

arches {ttka^i) of the walls in which the remains

of the martyis were placed, the eight gates of the

town, the names of which are carefully recorded,

the convent of SS Peter and Paul, the buildings

erected by the three ministers of the Byzantine

emperor, each of whom built a tower and a church

There is still to be seen in Maiyafliikin the ruins

of a magnificent basilica and of the Church of the

Virgin (al-^Adhra) Miss Gertrude L Bell, who has

studied these monuments, dates the basilica “not

much later than the beginning of the fifth century”,

and suggests that the Church of the Virgin was

one of the two built by Khusraw II m recognition

of the assistance lent by Maurice, cf Abu ’l-Iaraiij,

Mukhta^aVy ed Pocock, p 98
Under Islam In 19 (640) m the leign of

the caliph 'Umar, Maiyafarikin was taken by 'lyad

b Ghanm without a blow being struck (Baladhuri,

P 175—6) and henceforth shared the lot of

Diyarbakr

Ihe intermediate character of the position occu-

pied by Maiyafarikin puzzled Arab geographers

Ibn Rusta, p 106, puts the town in Djazira while

the others (Ibn Hawkal, p 246) regaid it as

belonging to Armenia According to these authors,

Maiyafarikin was a little fortified town having an

unhealthy climate on account of the stagnant water

but not without its amenities (Istal^ri, p 76^^,

Ibn Hawkal, p 131, 151, 153, Mukaddasi, p 54)
The region (diya^ wa-kuld^) of Maiyafarikin and

Arzan in the time of Ibn Hawkal was however
entirely depopulated

Ihe Hamdanids and the Buyids
Maiyafarikin formed part of the territory of the

Hamdanids [q v] (3 1 7—394) They built a castle

{ka^r) there near the gate Bab al-Faiah wa ’

1-Ghamm
(Yakut), its ruins are apparently mentioned by

Ewliya (1655), IV 71—4 under the name Satf

al-Dawla Sarayl The Bab al-Maidan gate also

dates from Saif al-Dawla (333—356) This prince

was buried at Mai)afarikin
,

cf Djihan numOy

p 437 In 352, Nadja, a client of the Plamdanids,

rebelled in Maiyafarikin In 362 (July 4, 973) Hibat

Allah b NSsir al-Dawla defeated the Byzantines

in the Vicinity of the town
In 367 (978) the Buyid 'Adud al-Dawla dispos-

sessed the Hamdanids who had supported his

cousin Bakhtiyar and in 368 Abu ’

1-Wafa, a general

of 'Adud al-Dawla, took Maiyafarikin (Ibn Miska-

waih, ed Amedroz, 11 199, 266, 312, 384)
Ihe Maiwanid dynasty After the death

of 'Adud al-Davsla (374), Maiyafarikin and the rest

of DiySrbakr fell into the power of the Kurd

Badh [cf KURDS and marwanids] who had the

DailamI garrison of Maiyafarikin massacred and

was able to defend what he held against the

Buyid §amsam al Dawla and the sons of Nasir al-

Dawla, who had meanwhile returned to Mawsil

After the death of Badh, his nephew, Abu 'All

Hasan b Marwan, established himself in Maiyafarikin

and for a century this town remained the capital

of the Marwanid dynasty (380

—

479 again in

486) In 384 the governor Mamma, appointed by

Abff 'All, succeeded in checking the turbulence

of the inhabitants who had been incited by Hamdanid
intrigues There is an inscription of Mumahhid
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al-Dawla dated 391 (1000) on the wall of the Ortulfid Yulu^ Arslan again seized the town and

town In 392 an 'Alid pretender again stirred up held it for a time

trouble in Maiyafankin In 401 after the assassination In 581 the Aiyiibids had become masters of

of Mumahhid al-Dawla, his murderer Sharwa, son MaiyafSrikln and held it till 658 (1260) Salah

of Mamma, with the help of his Georgian guards al-Dln built a mosque there for which the columns

seized Maiyafankin but Sa^ld Abu Nasr came of the Byzantine basilica were used (Gertrude L
from Arzan and began his long and brilliant reign Bell, op at

,
PI xi )

Maiyafankin had a mint

(401—453) under the Atabegs the coins which they struck

A fine castle decorated with gilding was built (dated 591, 599, 600, 612, 618) bear curious human
in 403 on the little hill on which stood the convent figures which are portraits 01 symbolical personages

and the Church of the Virgin This Christian (Ghalib Edhem, Catalogue des monnates iurco-

sanctuary (the connection of which with the al- manes etc, Constantinople 1894, p 149—67, S

‘^Adhra church is not quite clear, cf above) was Catalogue ofOrtentalCans tn the British

transferred to the Melkite church Latei were Museum^ vol iv
, p 255, see vol iii

, p 24 for

built a hospital, a mosque with a clock (hankdm < a Marwanid com of this mint) On the walls of

Pers pingari) and baths Water was led to all the town are inscriptions of the following Aiyubids

the town fiom the spring of Ra’s al-'Ain A palace Awhad Nadjm al-Din Aiyub (of 600 A D ?), Malik

was built on the banks of the Satidama (Bitman-su) Ashraf Musa (607—617), Malik Muzaffar GhSzi

and the water was raised to it from the river by (623), Malik Kamil Muhammad (654) A complete

a noria A bridge spanned the river Haww (Hazro 5
^) list of rulers at Maiyafankin from 515 to 658

A wakf bequeathed by Shaikh Abu Nasr al-Man5zI prepared by van Berchem is given in the appendix

endowed the mosque (^) of Maiyafankin with a to Lehmann-Haupt, Materialien, p 134
library A fort was built to protect the town The Mongols In 639 (1241) the Aiyubid

against the Sanasina (people of al Sasun) Shihab al Din Ghazi had received the summons
This list from Ibn al-Azrak is supplemented from the Mongol Khakan to submit and raze the

by the statements of Nasir-i Khusraw, who visited walls of the town but gave an evasive answer

the town under Abu Nasr on the 6th Djuniada I In 650 (1252) the Mongols pillaged the country

438 The Persian traveller speaks of its walls, round Maiyafankin During HulSgu’s expedition

built of huge blocks of white stone (Ibn Miskawaih, to Syria in 658 (1260) the army of the prince

11 384 “strong walls of black stone”, Lehmann- Yashmut besieged Maiyafankin which was defended

Haupt “gelblichweisser Kalkstem”), the western with great bravery by Malik al-Kamil The blockade

gate all of iron, the Friday mosque, the water- produced a terrible famine in the town which

channels passing before each house (one uncovered was forced to surrender Only 70 of the defenders

with dunking water and the other covered serving survived Kamil was put to death in cruel fashion

as a sewer) Outside the town were the caravanserais, and his head carried on the point of a lance

the hot baths, and a second Friday mosque To through the streets of Damascus (Raghld al Din
the north of the town was the suburb of Muhdatha, ed Quatrem^rc, p 330—33l>350—375, d’Ohsson,

also with a Friday mosque and baths At a distance Histoire des Mongols^ 111 354) Before his death,

of 4 farsakhs from the town (on the bank of the in 662 (1264), Hulagu gave the district of Diyarbakr

S2tldama^) was a new little town called Nasriya to his geneial FudSn [cf suLDtiz] Three years

built by the emir then reigning later, Abaka allotted Maiyafankin to his father’s

After the death of Abu Nasr, who was buried widow, Kutuy-Khatun Maiyafankin later lost its

in the town, the Saldjuks began to interfere in independence and henceforth shared the lot of

the affairs of Maiyafflrikln In 458 Sallar Khorasani Diyarbakr [q v
]

sent by Tughr!l arrived before the town with In 796 during Timur’s stay at Mardin, a number
5,000 horsemen In 463 it was visited by the of Maliks including those of Arzin {sic) and Batman
celebrated Nizam al-Mulk In 478 by orders of came to pay him homage but the Zafar-nama (1

Malik ^ah the former vizier of the Marwanids, 665) does not mention the lord of Maiyafankin
Ibn besieged the capital of his masters, Aftei the conquest of Diyarbakr, Timur on his

which surrendered in Djumada 1 478 1 he treasures way to Mush took the road via Maiyafankin
of the Marwanids valued at 1,000,000 dinars were {tbtd

,

1 685) and S5wasar (the name of a summit
carried off by Ibn I^jahlr In 482, 'Amid al-Dawla, in al-Sasun east of al-Antok) This march is the

son of Ibn Djahir, was appointed governor of only example of a considerable force following

Maiyafankin After the death of Malik-shah (485), the direct road Maiyafarikin-Ma§h
the Marwanid Nasir al Dawla succeeded in re- The Safawids and the Ottomans Our
entering Maiyafankin but the Saldjuk Tutu§h mfoimation about the rule of the Turkoman dynasties

of Syria took the town in Rabf I 486, cf Ibn (Kara-Koyunlu and Ak-Koyunlu) in the region

Azrak in Amedroz, J R A 1903 In 532 (Ibn of Diyarbakr is still very deficient In pursuit of

al-Athir, xi 43) the last representatives of the his campaign against the last Ak-Koyunlu Murad,

Marwanid family disappeared from the neighbour- Shah Isma'il 1 Safawl in 913 occupied all the

hood of Maiyafankin region of Diyarbakr, the government of which

The Ortul^ids andAiyubids 10575(1121) wasentiustedtoKhanMuhammadUstadjlu(^ardr/-
the SaldjGl^ Sultan Mahmud added to the possessions nama^ 1 408, ^Alam-ara^ p 23—25) The defeat

of Il-Ghazi, founder of the line of Ortukids of at Caldfran produced risings against the Peisians

Mardin, the fief of Maiyaffirikln, to which Il-GhazI throughout Kurdistan The Kurd chief Saiyid

appointed his son Sulaiman (516—518), cf Abu’l Ahmad Beg Ruzaki seized Maiyafankin and 'Atak

Faradj, ed Pocock, p 249 and Katib Fardi, Mar- (Hattakh, cf the KHorpov ^Attocx&q of Georgius

din Muluk-t Ortuktya {Artlktya^) Tc^ri^ (written Cyprius) Maiyafanl^in passed definitely under Otto-

in 944= 1 537), ed 'All Emlri Efendi (Constantinople man rule after the battle (92 1) of Ko£-Hisar (south of

133*1 P 20) Six successive Ortukids ruled Maiya Mardin) m which the Persian general Kara-Khan
^nkin till 580 (1184) In 587 (1191) the last was defeated (von Hammer, GOR^^x 731—741)
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In 1529 Maiyafaiikin was visited by the Portuguese

Jesuit lenreiro, who found there “many monuments
with inscriptions and Gieek characters On the

walls were images of the apostles and other saints

painted in gold and in biilliant colours The
town was almost deseited”

The Sulaimani Kurds While the events

above described affecting a widei area were going

on, the power of the local Kurd chiefs was gradually

growing At the end of the xvth century we find

the whole valley of the Batman su leuiuted under

the rule of the SulaimSni chiefs, one bianch of

whom was established at Maiy5fankin and the

other at Kulp af-nama^ 1 261—271, cf

hove 11 , p H44 )
In 1838 von Moltke found the

town full of ruins, evidence of the recent conquest

of this part of Kurdistan by the Turks 1 he Kurds
however kept the de facto power down to the

beginning of the xx^bcentuiy (cf Lehmann-IIaupt,

Armemen^ 1 394, 419) Ihe name Silwan which
in the local administrative language finally eclipsed

the old Maiyafarikin, can only be a kind of

development of the name Sulaimani > Slcwani (in

Turkish Silwani), cf Pers mthman ({tom mlhmati)

> Kurd niewan

In 1891 (Cuinet) there were in the kada of

SilwEn 363 villages with 25,217 inhabitants of

whom 18,500 were Muslims and 6,717 Christians

(Armenian and Jacobites) Ihe town had 1,450
houses with 7,000 inhabitants (half Muslims and

half Christians)
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in Lehmann-Haupt, Matertalien z alteren Ge-

schichteArmemens undMesopotamiens, Abh G W
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N F
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Hadjdji Khalifa. Djihan-numa, p 437

,

Ewliya Celebi, Siyahetname, iv 71—74 (inter-

esting details), A lenreiro, 1529, Ltinerario

da India, Coimbra 1560 (second edition 1762)
BitlIs-Hazo-“Monfarquim”, Moltke, Briefe uber

Zustande in d Turket, ed Kiepert, Berlin

1841, p 287 Ihc liver (“ein reicher Fluss

[der] in schoncn Windungen durch die Ebene
dem 1 igris zuzieht”) of which Moltke speaks

seems to correspond to the Batman su, as Ritter,

hrdkunde, x 79, 87—95 takes it to be, Taylor,

Travels in Kurdistan, f R G S
,
lS6$, ^ 21—

•

58 (this article is still veiy important), Cuinet,

La Tiiiqiiie d' isie. Pans 1891, ii 470—472
(kada of Silwan) Lehmann-Haupt, Armenten,

cf above, blur), Islam Sch? tftbander

,

Pans

1921, p 44-48 (inscription of Saladin at Maiya-

farikin) with two plates (V Minorsky)
MA^ALLA [See Mukalla

]

MA^AM (a), place, place where ^alat is per-

formed As to Makam Ibrahim, see ka'ba i

MAKAMA (a), a variety of \rabic prose
of a highly elaborate and aitificial nature

Makama in the old language was the name for

the assembly of the tribe, synonymous with nadi

(e g Lebid, Diwan, N® 46, 10, Salama b Djan-

dal, Dnvan, 1 e^:=. Mufaddaliyat, ed Ihorbecke,

N® 20, 50, ed Lyall, NO 122, 4, Hamasa, p 95,

v I etc
,
so also HamadhSni, Mak 16, 5 [Stamb =

44 u Bair ]), hence the word was next applied to

gatherings at which the Omaiyad and early 'Ab-

basid caliphs received pious men in order to hear

edifying discourses from them, as HishSm for

example did with KhSlid b Safwan (JKitab al-

AgJiam, 11 ' 35 ^** 33 > 17 W)* Ibn Kutaiba gives

an account of it in the chapter Makamat (the

Sing appears as Makam in the separate headings)

al-Zuhhad ^inda U-Khulafa^ wa ''l-MulUk in the

K al-Zuhd, 6 of the K ^Uyun al-A^bar (cod

II
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Kopr 1344, fol 2I2V—215V), upon which Ibn

'Abd Rabbihi in ^Ild al-Fand (Cano 1305), 1

286 sqq and al-Tortiishl, Strad; al-Muitil (Biilak

1289), p 32 sqq have again drawn The woid

then came to have the more general meaning of

1 e c t u r e, e g in Mas'ndi, Muruc^j al Dhahab (ed

Pans), V 421, 8 and perhaps also Djahi?, K al-

Bubhala^^ p 218, 13, where it appears along with

poetry, proverbs and tales of battles as an essen-

tical element in Arab education In the third

century A H
,

however, the word began to sink

from this highei sphere, it became the name foi

a beggar’s appeal, which had to be fiamed m
carefully chosen language, the more the liteiary

tiaining of the adib^ once a privilege of court

circles, became disseminated among the people
,
an

example of these appeals is preserved by Ojahiz

in Baihaki, A' al-Mahasin wa U-Masmvi (ed

Schwally), p 623 sqq The appeals of beggars

seem to have paved the way for the literary genre

proper (cf A Mez, Abu "'l-Kastm^ p xxiii/xxiv )

This owes Its existence to Hamadhani [q v
]
He

created a typical repiesentative of this literary

Bohemianism to which he himself belonged, which
entered upon the inheritance of the htdjia poets

of the early days of Islam, like al*Hutai^a The
frequently very witty execution of the constantly

changing part of his hero Abu ’I-Fath al Iskan

dari and from the point of view of form the

adoption for his tales of rhymed piose, which

was already beginning to dominate the finei

style of let ter-writing, are the two special chaiac

tenstics of Hamadhani’s work To the hero him-

self he gives a foil in the peison of a narrator,

'Isa b Hisham, who sometimes appears instead

in the role of a trickster, as in makama 12 In the

7th also — one of the poorest by the way —

,

m which a certain 'Israa b Badr al-Fazari records

a meeting with Farazdak not very cieditable

to Dhu ’

1-Rumma, the principal hero takes no
part Six of these stories are only intended to

glorify his patron, lOialaf b Ahmad rulei of

Sidjist^, to whom as Margoliouth supposes (cf

HAMADHANi) the whole collection was dedi

cated Sometimes he only uses the makama foim

to give expression to his own views on literary

questions as, for example, in the fiist on ancient

and modem poets, in the fourteenth on the ma-
sters of prose, al I)jahiz and Ibn al-Mukaffa', in

the 25^^ makama, another in which al-Iskandaii

does not appear, he puts his polemic against the

MuTazilIs in the mouth of a madman He docs

not always make al-Iskandari appeal as a logue

but in the 42*^^ makama he displays a knowledge
of the world which is quite innocent of guile

N® 26 (Syrian, lacking in the Bairut edition) and 31

(the Rusaft, incomplete m the Bairut edition) con-

tains specimens of erotic jargon and cant language,

of purely lexicographical inteiest is makama 30,

edited and elucidated by Ahlwardt in Chalef al-

Akmaj
f p 250 sqq

f
which deals with a compe-

tition instituted by Saif al Dawla for the best

description of a horse The last (N® 52 in the

BairUt edition) is of quite another character and

has only the rhymed prose in common with the

makama proper, it is on this account classed with

nine other anecdotes as mulah in the Stambul
edition and put in an appendix
How far al-Husri’s statement quoted above, s v

HAMADHSnI, that al-Hamadhani got the idea from
Ibn Duraid’s Ai ba^m is true cannot be ascertained

as this work has not survived In any case he is

entitled to the credit of having created a new
literary form, which might have proved very fertile

in Aiabic literature which is not exactly rich in

forms It is perhaps impossible to appreciate his

talent fully if we may believe the tradition that

the 51 specimens that have survived to us and

which were appaiently all that were known to

al-Hariii represent only about an eighth of his

whole output His contemporaries and immediate

successors were however not able to follow him

on the path he had indicated One only of hib

contemporaries, the court poet of Saif al-Dawla

Abu Nasr 'Abd al-'Aziz b 'Omar al Sa'di (f 4®5~
939), has left us a makama (Ahlw^ardt, Verz det

ar Hanlsch) Btrlm^ in N® 8536) Not till a

century later do Ibn Nakiya and al-Haiiri again

take up the form created by him The former (Abu

’l-KSsim 'Abd Allah or 'Abd al-BakI Muhammad
b Husain, b 15th I^u ’

1-Ka'da 410 [March 14,

1020] in Baghdad, d 4 Muharram 485 [Febr 15,

1092]), of whose other poetical and philological

work nothing has come down to us, does not

keep strictly to the model created by al-Hama-

dhanl in the nine makamas preserved in a Stambul

MS (Fatih 4097, J/O ,
vii 1 1 2) in as much as he

does not have one hero all through and also

introduces various persons as nariators, but the

main point is the polished form, m which he tells

his otherwise not remaikable stories (cf Cl Huart,

Les seances d'Ibn Naqiya^ J A
^

lO, vol xii
,

1908, p 435—454, and the edition by 0 Reschei,

in Bettrage zur Maqatnen I tteratio
^
Heft 4, Stam-

bul 1914, S 123— 153) It IS not till Harin [q v
]

that the makHma receives its classical form, but

the latter at the same tune considerably limited

Its subject matter in as much as he makes the

anecdotes lecorded by al-Harithb Hammam centre

round a hero, Abu Zaid of Sarudj, and relates the

adventures of this Bohemian, whose wit is never

at a loss and who is able to meet all difficulties,

in a style spaikling with wit and full of all the

tucks of language That he owed the stimulus to

his woik to an encounter with an actual vagabond

may be legend
,
al-Subki, Tabakat al- Shafltya^ iv

296, 10 and Ibn Taghiibirdl, iii 23, 7 sqq say he

v^as a Basrian al-Mutahhar (Ibn laghiibirdl says

al MuzafTar) b Sallar (cf C Dumas, Le heros dcs

maqamZit de Hariri^ Abou Zetd de Serudj^ Algiers

1917) Ihe stoiy at least may be quite true that

the Makama al-Haiamiya said to be inspiied by

this meeting was the first fiom his pen In any

case Hariri’s tricks of rhetoric (cf the analysis in

Crussaid, Etudes su) hs seances de
,
Pans 1923)

so overshadowed his subject matter in the eyes

of later generations that henceforth the foim

became the essential characteristic of the liteiary

genre, and it could be used to clothe very varied

subject matter Al-Ghazzali (d 505 = 1111) and

'Abd al-Karlin al-bam'ani (d 562= 1167) in their

Makdmat al-^Ulamid batna yadat al Khnlafdl urn

'l-Uma7 Tl (Ahlwardt, Verz der Hss Bet hn^

N® 8537, i) 2ccA Mcikamat al-Ulami^ baina yadai

al-U/fiara^ (HadjdjI Khalifa, N® 1 2702) attempt

to go back to the older form But the Spaniaid

Abu ’

1-lahir Muhammad b Yusuf al AshtarkQni

(d 538 = 1143 m Cordova) seems to have come
nearer to Hailri in his al-Makamat al-Sarakostlya

(in Stambul, Lalell, N® 1928, 1933) He also set

himself the classical number of 50 Al-Zamakhshar!

(d 538 = 1143) on the other hand disclaims any
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such affinity, his makamas are simply moral ad-

monitions and like their counterparts, the Nawabtgh
al^Kahm and the A^wak al~Dhahah^ are intended

to be appreciated mainly as tours-de force of rhetoric

(cf the editions, printed Cairo 1313, 1325, and

the translation by Rescher, m Betirage zur Maqamen-
literatur^ Heft 6, Greifswald 1913) Whether the

Makdmat al-Sufiya of Shihab al Din il-Suhrawardl

(d 587= 1191), which deal with mystic terminology

(s Cat of MSS Brit Mus
^
N® 1349, 23), belong

to this class at all is doubtful On the other hand
the Makamat aUDjawzty a fi '' I Mc^Hnl al wa^ztya

(Leyden, N® 426, Cambridge, N® 1098, Escunal,

D^renbourg, N® 542), which the ajthoi Ibn al-

DjawzI (d 597 = 1200) himself provided with a

lexicographical commentaiy, are certainly modelled

on those of Hariri The al Makdmat al-Masthtya

of the Christian physician Abu ’

1-^Abbas Yahya
b Sa^d b Mari (d 589 = 1193, see Ibn al-Kifti,

p 361, 4) definitely profess to be a single imitation

of the latter They have a hero and a narrator

but the subject matter is varied, usually of a learned

and technical nature (cf l^liigel, Veiz (hr Hss
Wten^ N® 384) lo the end of the sixth century

A H seems to belong Abu ’1 'Ala^ Ahmad b Abi

Bakr b Ahmad al-Razi al-Hanafi who dedicated

30 makamas to the chief kadi Muhyi al-Din Abu
Hamid Muhammad b Muhammad b al-Kasim al

bhahrazuri (not the same as mentioned in Ibn

Khallikan, Bulak 1 299, 1 597) The only indi-

cation of his date is the mention of the Kha-
kan of Shirwan (51, 7), this title was first borne

by ManoCahi II, about 550 ah (cf iv
, p 384)

His aim IS to imitate Hamadiani and Hariri

but to use simpler language Like them he in

tioduces his hero and a narrator and is fond

of elaborate descriptions, frequently dropping into

the obscene
,
a number of the makamas go together

in pairs, the one being complementary to the other

(cf the edition in O Rescher, Beitrage zur Maqd
menlittet atuf

^
Heft 4, p i— 115) Of the vii^k

century ah ^^e only need mention an imitation of

Hariri’s mak^Imas, 50 in number, dedicated to the

family ofDjuwaini (cf his Fa^f ilh-t Djahdngu ^hd^ ed

Mirza Muhammad, G M S
^ i P >

liole 2)

by Shams al-Din Ma^^add (Muhammad) b Nasr

Allah b al-Saikal in 672 (1273) (s Hadjdji Khalifa,

N® 12709) entitled al-Makdmdt al Zainabiya (s

Brit Mus
,
N® 669, i403,Stambul,NQr-i'Othmaniya,

N® 4273) The Syrian Egyptian poet Muhammad b
'Afif al-Dln al-TilimsanI al-Shabb al-Zarif(t 688 =
1289) applied the form in the field of love poetiy,

sometimes with lascivious subjects {Makdmdt ah
^Uihshdk^ Pans, N® 3947, Fasdhat ahMasbuk
Maldhat ahMa^ihuk and ahMakdma al Hltiya zva

’/ Skirdziya,^ Ahlwardt, Verz Hss Berlin^ N® 8594,

4, 5) These imitations become moie numerous
in the viiith century In 730 (1329) Ahmad b
Muhammad b al-Mu^azzam al-RSzi composed al

Makdmdt ahtlhnd ^asJyira (pr lunis 1303, Les

douzc seances du Chetkh A b M ahModddhem^
publ by M Soliman al Harairi, Pans 1282 [1855])
The form was occasionable used for leligious

subjects, e g by Abu ’1 Path Muhammad b Saiyid

al-N5s (t 734 -= * 334) i** praise of the Prophet

and his companions m ahMakdnidt al-aliya ft
'hKardmat ahdl^altya (s Rosen, Notices sommatres
des mss at du Musee Asiatique^ St Petersburg

1881, N® 146, xo), for mysticism by Shams al-Din

Muhammad b Ibrahim al-Dimashf^i (f 727 = 1327)
in ahMakdmdt ahfalsafiya wa 'hTar^yamat ah

suftya^ in number 50 (Cambridge 1102), and
again for the paraenesis in 749 (1349) by Zain

al-Din ‘^Omar b al-Wardi in the makama on the

plague of which he died in the same year entitled

ahNab(F ’^ant (Ahlwardt, Berlin, N® 8550, 3,

probably identical with the makama which Suyuti

put in his work on the plague) The makama
was adopted for the panegyric by the Meccan ^Ali

b Nasir al Hidj5zi in his al Makama al-Ghawriya

wa U-Tuhfa al-Makkiya in honour of the Mam-
luk Sultan KSnsuh al Ghawri (906-922=1500-
1516, s Pertsch, Verz dei Hss Gotha^ N® 2773)
The great encyclopaedist of the ninth century,

al Suyuti
,

naturally did not omit this form of

composition, which he used with complete contempt

for Its traditional use to tieat of subjects from

the most varied branches of knowledge, religious

as well as profane, e g the question of the fate

of Muhammad’s parents in the other world, the

meiits of different perfumes, flowers and fruits,

nor did he hesitate to use it for obscene subjects

(cf the article suYUii where the printed editions

are given) His contemporary, the South Arabian

Zaidi Ibrahim b Muhammad al-Hadawi b al Wazir
(d 914= 1508), used the makama for theological

instruction m al Makama ahnazanya wa '‘hFdktha

al khabartya (Leyden, No 438, Brill Houtsma,
N® 67), as did Suyiiti’s rival Ahmad b Muhammad
al Kastallani (d 923 = 1517) m the Makdmdt
al-Artfin (Stambul, Koprulu, N® 784) Even in

the centuries when literature was at a low level, the

xith and xiith, the makama was still used for the

most varied purposes In 1078 (1667) Ejamal al-

Din Abu ’1 Path b 'Alawan al-Kabb5nI composed
a makama on the war then being waged by the

lords of Basra Husam Pasha and ^Ali Pasha
Afr§siy5b on a Turkish army undei IbrShim

Pasha, which he elucidates in the commentary
Zdd ahMusdfir (But Mus

,
N® 1405— 6, BaghdSd

1924, used by R Mignon in his History of
modern Bassoiahy p 269—286, s St H Longngg,
Four Centuries of modern Iraq^ Oxford 1 925,

p 328) His compatriot 'Abd Allah b al Husain

b Mail al-Baghdadi al-buwaidi (d 1174=1760)
and his son Abu ’

1-Khair ^Abd al-Rahman (d

1200 = 1786) used the form to string together a

senes of old and new proverbs in a witty context

{^Makdmdt ahAmthJil al-sd^tray Cairo 1324 and

the son’s ahMakdma dydmh^at ahAmlkdl ^azizat

ahAmtkdly Berlin, N® 8582—83) An imitation

of Hariri in 50 adventures, the scene of which

IS laid in India, of an Abu ’1 Zafar al-Hindi al-

Saiyah, which al-Nasii b Pattah narrates was

finished in 1128 (1715) by Aba Bakr b Muhsin

Ba^^bud al-'Alawi (lith at the Matba^ al 'Ulfim Press

1264 cniiilGd ahMakdmdt ahl/indtya^s M Hidayat

Husain, Catalogue laisonne of the Buhdr Library^

“ 459)
Hariri himself had already allowed his art to

degenerate to mere juggling with words, when he

used in the Ras^d ahSintya zva ’/ ^iniya^ not

included among the makSmas, in the one only

words with sin and in the othei only those with

sAist (just as a contemporary of Simonides had

written a Greek hymn without a sigma in it, cf

V Wilamowitz, d Gegenzvatty 1, 111 49),
also al-Hanafi’s makSmas contain such jugglings

with words, 'Abd Allah b ^Abd AllSh al-ldkSwi

(d 1184= 1770) wrote ahMakdma ahIskandariy

a

wa '‘hTa^hifiya in which the words are arranged in

pairs only distinguishable by their diacritical points
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(cf Ahlwardt, Vetz Hss ^5^*1 2) An
j

ostentatious display of learning maiks al Makama al-
\

Du^atliya iva U-Makala al-^Umat i) a of 'Othman b
j

'Ali al-'Umari al-Mawsili (d 1 184= 1770), the
|

subject of which is a list and brief characterisation

of the Muslim sects (ed Rescher, m Btttrage zur

Maqamenht ^
iv 191—285, where other latei ex-

amples of this art are given)

The subject, popular m Arabic literature from

early times, of the dispute for precedence, mtinazara

(s Steinschneidei, Rangsti etthtet atut
^
S B Al

Wien^ civ 4, 1908, Brockelmann, in Melanges

Derenbourg^ p 231, AstaMajoi^x 32), is clothed

in this form in the Makamat al~Muhakama batn

al-Mudarn al-Zuhur (Ahlwardt, Vei z Berlin^

N® 8580) of Yusuf b Salim al-Hifni (d 1178 =
1764), who in his al’Makama al-Htfnlya (Brit

Mus
,
NO 1052, i) also used the makama foi the

panegyric A lurk, the Cretan Ahmad b Ibrahim

al-Rasmi (d 1179= 17^3)1 essayed this genre

,

his al-Makama al zulaliya al-bishariya is given by
al-Muradi, Silk al~Dutar, 1 74 sqq

Finally it may be mentioned that the endeavour

to revive this form has been made by writers of

the xixtk century The Bairut Christian Nasif al-

YazidjI (d 1871) gave a very successful imitation

of Hariri in his MadjntcC' al-Bahrain in 60 makamas
on which he also wrote a commentary (printed

Bairut, 1856, 1872, 1880, 1924) Less successful

were the makamas composed m 1237 (1822) and

published in 1270 (1853) by Shihab al-Din Mahmud
al-Alusi (d 1270=1853), lith Baghdad 1273
In the collected works of the Egyptian 'Abd Allah

Pasha al-Fikri (d 1307 = 1890), al-Athar al-

Ftkrtya (Bulak 1315), there are several makamas,

one of which, al-Makama al Fthtya ft U-Mamlaka
al-baltniya^ has appeared separately (Cairo 1289)

This form of composition so popular in Arabic

was also imitated in the literatures of other langu-

ages Among the Persians the makSmas of Kadi

Hamid al-Din Abu Bakr b 'Omar b Mahmud
al Balkhi (d 559=1164), which he wrote in

551 (1156) (Hadjdji Khalifa, No 12716), are

particularly esteemed
,
'Arudi m the Cahar Makala

(ed Mirza Muhammad, p 13,11, transl Browne,

p 25) compares them to those of Hamadhani
and Hariri Ihey consist oi inunazaiat,

e g between youth and age, between a Sunni and

a Shl'l, between a physician and an astronomer,

also descriptions of spring and autumn, love and

frenzy, and lastly discussions of legal and mystical

problems, but here again the matter is quite

secondary to the form The arrangement and titles

of the 23 or 24 makamas in the British Museum
MS (Rieu, Cat Pers MSS

^
No 747) differ

consideiably from the leheian and Cawnpoie
lithographed editions (see Browne, A Lit Hist

of Persia^ 11 347) Hamid al-Din’s example does

not seem to have been much followed, but the

journalist Adibu ’

1-Mam5lik (d Feb 15, 1917),

according to a MS in Browne’s possession (see Z//

Hist 349), composed a collection of makamas
In Spam the Jew Rabbi Jehuda ben ^elomS

Harizi, who flourished at the beginning of the

xiiith century translated the Makamat of Hariri

into Hebrew and he composed 50 similar modelled
on them which he called Sefer Tahkemont ^ in

them he imitated Hariri’s style, very skilfully

working in quotations from the Bible (s ludae
Hartzn Macamac^ ed P de Lagarde, Gottingen

1881, repi Hanover 1924)

Finally the metiopolitan of Nisibi 'AbdlshS*^

(Ebedyeshfl') who died in 1318, composed in

1290—91 on Harlii’s model 50 Syriac poems,

religious and edifying m their subject matter in

two parts, called after Enoch and Elias, the arti-

ficial language of which he himself elucidated in

a commentary in 1316 (the first half Pardatsa

dha Edhcn seu Paiadtsns lulen Cai nuna auctoie

Mar Ebediso Sohenst^ ed Gabriel Cardahi, Bairut

1889)
Bibliography given in the article

(C Brockelmann)

MAKAN B KAkI, Abu MansUr, like his

father was a captain in the army of the

‘A lid rulers of labaiistan Saiyid Abu ’

1-Kasim

HjaTar b Saiyid Nasir, son-in-hw of Makan, who

came to the throne after the flight of Saiyid Abii

Muhammad Ilasan b Kasim, known as the Da'i

(“the summoner unto the truth”), appointed Makan
to the governorship of jDjurdjan Saiyid Abu ’

1-Kasim

died m 312 (924) and was succeeded by Saiyid

Abu 'All Muhammad b Abu ’

1-Husam Ahmad
Makan deposed him, sent him as a prisoner to

'All b Husain b Kaki, his nephew, for safe

custodj, and placed his own grandson Saiyid

IsmaSl b Abu ’I-Kasim on the throne Shortly

after this, Saiyid Abu ^Ali Muhammad effected his

escape and was joined by Asfar b Shirawaihi [q v
]

who had rebelled against Makan and made himself

master of Djurdjan Makan took the field against

them but was beaten and forced to take refuge in

the hills in the neighbourhood of Sari

Saiyid Abu ‘^Ali Muhammad died in 315 (927),

and was succeeded by his brother, Saiyid Abil

DjaTar Husain Makan now issued from his moun-

tain retieat, overthiew Asfai, who was the com-
mander of the army of Saiyid Abu Hja'^far, forced

him to fly to lOiurasan, and declared the Da^
ruler of Tabaiistan In 316 (928) Muhammad b

Sa‘^luk, the Samanid governor of Raiy, invited the

Da'i and Makan to Raiy, deliveied the province

to them and retired to Khuiasan During the ab-

sence of the Da^i and Makan, Asfai returned from

Khurasan, conquered Djurdjan, defeated and killed

the DaS, and became the rulei of labaristan He
then marched to Raiy, defeated Makan and put

him to flight But soon after this Asfar came to

terms with Makan and delivered Amul to him
Makan now gradually extended his sway to Djui-

djan and even conquered Nishapur in 318 (930)
About this time Mardawidj levolted against Asfar,

and forced him to take refuge in fabas in Kuhi-

stan, but Makan fell upon him from NishSpur

and sent him flying back to Raiy
In 319 (931) Makan evacuated ^urasan at the

leqiiest of Amir Nasr b Ahmad and leturned to

Tabaristan, but he was soon turned out of it

by Maidawidj who had become master of Raiy

after the death of Asfar Makan tried to recapture

I labaristan with the help of Abu ’

1-Fadl of Djilan

and later of Ahmad b Muhammad b Muh-
tadj, the commander of the army of Khurasan,

I

but MaidawisJj proved too strong for him and he
was forced to fly foi refuge to Khurasan Amir
Nasr b Ahmad now bestowed on him the govein-

ment of the province of Kirman He proceeded

thither, defeated the former governor and took

possession of the province But when he heard

the news of the murder of Mardawidj in 323, he

returned from Kirman, procured the grant of the

piovince of Djurfljan from Amii Nasr b Aljmad,
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and asked Washmglr> the brother and successor

of MardSwii, to suirender the province to him
which he did Henceforth very friendly relations

were established between them on the strength of

which Mak5n thiew off the yoke of Bukhara

When Amir Nasi b Ahmad learnt this, he des

patched Ahmad, the commander of the army of

Miurasan, against Makan who was defeated after

a desperate struggle of ^ months and forced to flee

to Washmgir at Raiy Ahmad followed him thither,

and defeated the combined forces of Makan and
Washmgir at Ishakabad (neai Raiy) on 2l‘5t Rabi^^ 1

,

329 (December 25, 940 ad) Makan was shot in

the head by an arrow and fell dead IIis head
was cut off and sent to Bukhaia

Btbltogiaphy Tadjtartb aUUmam^ ed

Margoliouth, 1 275—297 ,
Ibn al-Alhir, ed

iornberg, viii 140—292, Ibn Isfandiyar, GM
^ , 11 , p 208—219 ,

Saiyid Zahii al Dm, TTu tUi-t

Tabaristan^ ed B Dorn, p 1 71— 176, Habtb

al-Styaf
j
Tihran ed

,
11 145 sq (M Na/im)

MAKARI ^ee Mahari
]

MAKDISUtf
, a town in East Africa on

the shore of the Indian Ocean, capital of

Italian Somaliland Population 21,000 Setting

aside the question of some rums perhaps South-

Arabic, Makdishu arose m the century A D as

an Arabian colony The immigrations of the Arabs

reached Makdishu in different times successively,

and fiom different regions of the Arabian peninsula,

the most remarkable one came from al Ahsx on

the Persian Gulf, probably during the struggles of

the Caliphate \Mth the Kaimatians

Perhaps at the same time also Peisian groups

emigrated to Makdishu
,
and even to day some

inscriptions which have been found in the town

demonstrate that Peisians from Shi rlz and Naisabar

were dwelling theie during the Middle Ages Ihesc

foreign merchants weie, howcvei, obliged to unite

themselves politically against the nomadic (Somali)

tribes that sui rounded Makdishu on every side, and

eventually against other invadeis fioin the sea

Therefore a fedeiation was concluded in the same
xth century a d and composed of thirty nine

clans 12 fiom the Mukii tribe, 12 from the

Djid‘^atl tube, six from the 'Akabi, si\ from the

IsmaSU and three from the ^Afifi tribe Ihe tiade

was even more developed under such conditions

of internal peace, then in the town the Mukri
clans acquiied a religious supremac) and, having

adopted the ntsba “al Kahtani”, foimed a kind

of dynasty of ^ulama and obtained fiom the other

tribes the piivilege that the k’ldi of the federation

should be elected only from among themselves

But, in the second half of the xiiidi century,

Abu Bakr b Fakhr al-Din established m Mak-
dishu a hereditary Sultanate with the aid of the

Mukri clans whom the new Sultan recognised

again the privilege of giving the kadi to the town

During the reign of Shaikh Abu Bakr b 'Umar,

in the year 1331 a D, Makdishu was visited by

Ibn Battuta, who described very carefully its con-

ditions in his Rihla Shaikh Abu Bakr b 'Umar was
probably a Sultan from the family of Abu Bakr b

Fakhr al-Din, and under this dynasty MaVdishu
reached in the xiv^b and xvth century a d the highest

degree of prosperity Its name is quoted even in

the ^Ma^hafa Milad^\ a book by the king of

Abyssinia Zarema Ya'kob, with reference to the

battle fought by the same king against the Mussul
men at Gomut, December 1445 A d
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In the xvBk century a d the dynasty of the

Muzaffar succeeded to the dynasty of Fakhr al-

Din However, in the region of the W5bi%abella,
vi7 the true commercial hinterland of Makdishu,
the Adjuran (Sf5m5li), who had constituted there

another Sultanate friendly and allied with Makdishu,

were defeated by the nomadic Hawiya (SSmali)

who conquered that teriitory Thus Makdishu was

cut away by the Bedouins from the interior of the

land and began to decline from its prosperity

The colonial enterprises of the Portuguese and

the British in the Indian Ocean hastened even

moie this decadence Vasco da Gama, when he

was coming back from India in 1499 A D
,
as

sailed unsuccessfully MakdishU with his squadron

,

and even Da Cunha in 1507 ad did not succeed

in occupying the town In 1532 A d Makdishu was
visited by Dom Estevam da Gama, son of Vasco,

who came theie to buy a ship In December 5,

1700 A D a British squadion of men-of-war stopped

threateningly before Makdishu but they did not

land any force and aftei some days went away
probably to India During the wars between the

Portuguese and the Imam of 'Oman, Makdishu
and other towns on the Somali coast were occupied

by the soldiers of /mam hZih Sultan (died ii 16 =
1704), but after a little while the /mam ordeied

his troops to come back to 'Oman
In the meantime the Sultanate of Makdishu was

piactically finished, and the town divided in two

quarters (Hamar-Wen and Shangani) was wasted

by civil wais Ihe Somali had so penetiated, little by

little, into the ancient Aiabian town that the clans

of Makdishu changed their Arabic names with new
Somali appellatives the “'Akabi” clan became the

“rci ^ckh, the “Djid'ati” were called “Shan-
shiya”, the 'Afifi took the name of u d-

man a”, and even the Mukii (Kahtani) changed then

name foi the Somali “icr Fal^ih” But m the

wiiBfi century \ i>
,
the Bedouins (Somali) Daran-

dolH, excited by exaggerated traditions of the wealth

of Makdishu, assailed ind conquered the town The
chief of the Daiandolla, who had the title of %mam^

established himself in the Shangani quarter
,
and the

privilege of the Kahflni about the election of

the ladi was again lecognised by the new masters

of the town In the first half of the xix^h century

A D
,
Sultan Baighash b Sa'id of ZandjibUr occupied

Makdishu and luled the town by means of a wall

In 1889 the Suit in of Zandjibar leased the town

to Italy, who afterwards in 1906 bought all the

settlements of Zandjibar on the Somali coast

Btbliogiaphy Yakut, ed Wustenfeld, i

502, iv 602, Ibn Battuta, Rihla^ Cairo 1322,

1 190 (ed Defidmery and Sanguinetti, 11,

p 183), De Barros, Decadt^ da Asta^ Iisbon

1777— 1778 dec i
,
liber iv

,
cap xi

,
and 1 viii

,

cap IV
,
De Castanhoso, Dos feitOi> de Dom

Chtslavam da Gama^ ed Esteves Pereira, Lis-

bon 1898, p xi
,
Diego do Couto, Dicades da

Asiay Lisbon i 77^ iv
,

I viii
,

cap 11 ,

Gaspare Correa, Lendas da /ndia^ Lisbon 1858-

1866, t i, vol 11, p 678, t ill, vol

11 , p 458 and 540 ,
Guillain, Documents

su} Vhtsiouej la gco^^taphte et le commerce de

VAfrtque Oi tentale^
Pans 1856, vol 1 ,

C Conti

Rossini, Vasco da Gama^ Pcdralvatez Cabral e

Gtovanm da Nova nella Crontca dt Ktlwah^ in

Atti del jL Congresso geogiafico Italtano^ vol

11, Florence 1899, do, Sludt su popolaztont

deW Fttopia^ m R S 0
^

y\ 367, note 2 ,
h
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Cerulli, Iscrmom e documenti arahi fer la storia

della Somalia^ in R S 0
^

xi i—24 ,
do

,

popolaztom della Somalia nella iradtztone sto ica

locale^ m R R A L
^

series vi
,
vol 11 ,

fasc

2— p 1^0—172, do, Nuovi documenti atabi

per la storm della Somalia^ in R R A L

,

ser

VI
,

vol 111
,
fasc $—6, p 392—410

(Enrico Ceruili)

MAKHDUM al-MULK, whose real name is

Mawlana 'Abd Allah, was the son of Shaikh
Shams alDin of Sultanpur His forefatheis

immigrated from Multan and settled at Sultanpur

near Lahore He was the pupil of Mawlana 'Abd
al'Kadir Sarhmdi and became one of the most

distinguished scholars and saints of India He
was a bigoted Sunm and looked upon Abu ’1 Fadl

(d loi I = 1602) from the beginning as a dangerous

man Contemporary monarchs had a great regard

and respect for him Emperor Humayun (937-963 =
1530-1556) conferred on him the title of ^atkh al-

Islam When the empire of India came into

the possession of ShSr Shah (946—952 = 1539

—

1545) he also honoured him with the title of

Sadr al-Islam He \^as also a man of great im-

portance during the time of Emperor Akbir

(963— 1014= 1556— 1605) Bairam I^an Khanan
(d 968=1560) exalted his position very much
by giving him the sub division of Thankawiila

which yielded an income of one lac of rupees,

while Akbar gave him the title of Malhdum al~

Mulk by which designation he has become known
to posterity When Akbar introduced his religious

innovations and converted people to his “Divine

Faith”, MakhdQm al-Mulk opposed the Emperor
who became very angry with him and oidered

him to go on a pilgrimage to Mekka He there-

fore started in 987 (1579)
He died 01 was poisoned in 990 (1582) in

Ahmadabad after his return from Mekka
He IS the author of the following books

l) ^Ismat aUAnbiy"^^ a woik on the chastity of

prophets (cf Bada^uni, ui 70), 2) Minhadj al~

Din, the life of the prophet (cf Ma^aihtt aUUmai'^
^

111 252), 3) Hashiya Shark Mullah^ a supercom-

mentary to Djami’s commentary on Ibn al-HSdjib’s

Kafiya (cf Md^athir al-Umara^^ 111 2521, Ska?

h

Shama^il aUTirmuiln^ a commentary on Tirmidhrs

ShamcPil al-Nabi (cf Bada^uni, iii 70)
Bibliography 'Abd al-Kadir Bada^um,

MuntaUmb aU TawariUi, iii 70 ,
Shahnawaz

lyiSn Awrangabadf, Mahathir al-Umafa^^ 111

252, Khazlnat al-AsJiy'd‘^ p 443, 464, A^in~t

Akbartj transl by Blochman, p 172 and 544
(M Hijdayei Hosain)

MAKHDUM-1 EIAHXNIYAN [See Djalai

Bukhari ]

MAKHLAD (BanU), a family of famous
Cordovan jurists who, from fathei to son,

during ten generations, distinguished themselves

in the study of Fi^h The eponymous ancestor

of the family was Makhlad b Yazid, who was
%:adl of the province of Reiyoh (the kiira in the

south-west of Spain, the capital of which was

Malaga), in the reign of the Emlr^^Abd al Rahman II,

in the first half of the third century ah His

son, Abn ‘^Abd al-Rahm5n Bakxb Makhlad, was
a great jurist and traditionist He was born in

Ramadan 201 (April 8x7) and after being in Spam
the pupil of Malik b Anas and of Yahy5 b
YahyS al-Laithi, he made a long journey to the

East where he perfected himself in the sciences

of Law and Tradition On his return to Cordova
his indisputable mastery earned him the hatred

and envy of the chief Spanish jurists, especially

of Abu Muhammad ‘^Abd Allah Ibn Martanll (cf

Ibn al-Faradi, N® 245, al-Dabbi, N® 572) who
tried to get him sentenced to death by accusing

him of impiety and heresy Baki b Makhlad only

owed his safety to the intervention of the secretary

to the court of Hashim b 'Abd al-^AzIz and was

able to end his life under the protection of the

Umaiyad government, respected by the people of

Cordova, wheie he died in 276 (889) BakI b

Makhlad who, it is believed, was one of the first

to intioduce the ZShirT movement into al-Andalus

[see the article zXhirIs], wrote two celebrated

books a Tafsti al KuPan and a Musnad of

Muhammadan traditions, the loss of which is greatly

to be regretted if we may believe the laudatory

judgment passed on them by Ibn Hazm in his

Rtmla repeated by al Makkarl (AnalecteSy 11 115)
On Bakr b Makhlad, cf Ibn al-Faradi, Tcditlh

^Ulama^ al-Andalus (/? A Hy vii—viii ), N® 281,

Ibn Bashkiiwal, Stla (B A Hy 1—11), N® 277,
al Dabbi, Bughyat al-multamis {B A B

y
iii ),

N® 584, Ibn ‘^Abd Rabbihi, al-lkd^ 11 366, al-

lOiushani, Kttab al-Kudat In-Kui tubay ed and
transl J Ribera, Madrid 1914, index, Ibn ‘Idhari,

al-Bayan al-mughnby ed Dozy, 11 II2— 113,
tiansl hagnan, 11 179— 181, al-Makkari, Nafli

alTtby Analectes^ 1 812, 11 115 and 120 and in

dex, Dozy, in Z D M G
y

xx 598, Goldziher,

Dte Zahiiiteriy Leipzig 1884, p I15, Brockelmann,
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The direct descendants of Baki b Makhlad

devoted their scientific activity mainly to com-
menting on the masterpieces of their celebrated

ancestor A list of these scholars, with bibliogia-

phical references, is supplied m a little monograph
devoted to the family of the Banu Makhlad by

Rafael of Urena y Smenjaud, Familias de jm is

consultos I os Bemmajlad dt Coidobay Homenaje
a D Pranctsco Codefa, Zaragoza 1904, p 251-258

(E Lf VI PROVENgAL)
MAKHZEN (a ), fiom Utazanay “to shut up,

to preserve, to hoard” The word is believed to

have been first used in North Africa as an official

term in the second century A ii applied to an
iron chest in which IbrShlm b al-Aghlab, emu
of Ifnkiya, kept the sums of money raised by
taxation and intended for the 'AbbSsid caliph of

Baghdad At first this term, which in Morocco
IS now synonymous with the government, was
applied moie particularly to the financial
department, the Treasury

It may be said that the term mahhzcn meaning
the Moroccan government and everything more
or less connected with it at first meant simply

the place wheie the sums raised by taxation were
kept, intended to be paid into the treasury ot

the Muslim community, the bit al mal Later, when
the sums thus raised weie kept for use in the

countries in which they were collected and were

no longer paid into the treasury of the Muslim
community, and they became as it were, the private

treasuries of the communities in which they were
collected, the word mahhzen was used to mean
the separate local treasuries and a certain amount
of confusion arose between the maMztn and the

bit al-mal

We do find in Spam the expression ^abid al-

mahkzen but it still means slave, of the treasury
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rather than slave of the government, and it seems
that it was only later in Morocco that m proportion

as the state became separated from the whole

Muslim community after being successively under

the Omaiyads of Damascus, the 'Abbasids of

Baghdad, the Omaiyads of Spam and the Falimids

of Egypt that the word mahhzen came to be used

for the government itself

lo sum up, the word maUizen^ after being used

for the place where the sums intended foi the

bit al-mal of the Muslim community were kept

was used for the local treasuiy of the Muslim
community of Morocco, when it became separate

under the great Berber dynasties later uith the

Sharifi dynasties the word was applied not only
j

to the treasury but to the whole organisation

more or less administrative which lives on the

treasury, that it is to say the whole government
of Morocco In tracing through histoiy the changes

of meaning of the uord makhzen^ one comes to

the conclusion that not only is the institution to

which it is applied not religious in chaiacter but

on the contrary it represents the combined usur-

pations of powers, originally religious, by laymen,

at the expense of which it has giown up through

several centuries The result of these successive

usurpations is that the malJizin which oiigmally

was only a chest in the tieasury came to mean
first the treasuiy itself, and the government and
to represent to the Moroccan the sole principle of

authority

We know that the fundamental principle of

Muslim society is that of the community the

head of this community is simply an administrator

who has to exercise his functions, said the caliph

'Omai, like an honest teacher solely concerned

with the interests of his pupils Of this ideal the

only part remaining in practice is that the memberi»

of the community are effectively in tutelige In

lapidly suiveying the history of the Mal^zen, ue
can see how this arbitrary government became
gradually established while using the piescriptions

of Islam, and how it succeeded in forming in face

of the native Beiber element which surrounded it

a kind of Arab fagade, behind \\hidi the Berbers

in spite of the slowness of then giadual islamisation,

have pieserved their institutions, supei&titions

and then independence In this connection it

cannot be too stiongly emphasised that, in spite

of then perhaps disputable orthodoxy, the Berbeis

are Muslims and consider that they belong to the

Muslim community No doubt they do not practise

It very fiequently but they have the piide ol

Islam and its intolerance, they have taken Muslim
ostracism into the service of their native savagery

and it would be a dangerous eiror to think that

they could be open to anti-Muslim sentiments and

paiticularly to imagine that their religious luke-

warmness ought to make them favouiable to us

No organisation was made at the first conquest

by 'Okba b Nafi' in 63 (682 ad) All the repre

sentatives of Arab cultuie had to do was to levy

heavy tributes m money and slaves to satisfy their

own greed and to enable them to send valuable

gifts to the caliph of Damascus
It was the same in 90 (708) with MQsa b

Nusair but the conquest of Spam brought over

to Islam a large number of Berber tribes by

promising them a shaie in plundering the wealth

of the Visigoths On the other hand the exactions

of the Arabs and the desire to escape the demands

of the caliphs facilitated the spread of ^aiidji
doctiines, the many schools of which made any
unity of power impossible and on the contrary

increased decentralisation

Ihe Idiisid dynasty, which its Shaiifi origin

gives a claim to be the first Muslim dynasty of

Morocco and which completed the conversion

of the country to Islam only exercised its power
ovei a small part of Morocco Alongside of it the

Barghawata [q v'\ heretics and numerous I^Sridji

emus continued to exist The Zenata Miknasa,
Maghrawa and Banu Ifren at a later period were
no more able to effect a centralisation of power
It was not till the fifth century a h (xBh ad)

j

under the Sanhadji dynasty of the Almoravids that

in the reign of Ya'^kub b Tashfin we can see the

beginnings of a makhzen which only becomes
cleaily recognisable under the Almohad dynasty

It was undei the latter that religious unity was

fiist attained in Morocco The heresy of the

BarghawSta and all other schisms were destroyed

and a single Muslim community, that of the

Almohads, replaced the numerous more or less

heterodox sects which had been sharing the

country and its revenues It may be said that the

organisation of the makhzen which we found in

Morocco IS fundamentally based on this unification

and the measures which lesulted from it The
Almohads legarded theirs as the only true Muslim
community All who did not belong to it weie
infidels whom it was lawful to fight, to kill, to

reduce their w^omen and childien to slavery and
to seize their goods and lands for the benefit of

the Almohads, the only oithodox community Ihc
Almohads were thus able to apply to all the

tenitory of their empiie the ideal Muslim principle

for dealing with land, i c that all the lands

conquered by them from non Almohads and even

from Almohads whose faith was regarded as suspect

were classed as lands taken from infidels and

became hubus of the Muslim i e Almohad commu-
nity These Jmhits districts aie those whose occupants

have to pay the lax called In order to

levy this the Sultan ^Abd al-Mu^min had all his

African empire suiveyed from Gabes to the

Wadi Niin

A few years latei \a^kub al-Mansui brought to

Morocco the Djusham and Banu Hilal Arabs and

settled them on lands belonging to the Muslim

community, which had been uninhabited since the

destruction of the BarghawSta, the wars of the

Almohads with the last Almoravids and laige

despatches of tioops to Spam
These Arab tribes who formed the djatsh

(pronounced in Moiocco) of the Almohads

did not pay the kharadq for the lands of the

Muslim community which they occupied 1 hey

were Makjizen tribes who rendered militaiy service

in place of Umtadj We shall find later the leinains

of this organisation with the gtsh tribes and the

tubes of niftba The effoits of the Marinids to

reconstitute a with their own tribes did not

succeed and they had to return to the mal^zen

of Arab tribes brought to Morocco by \a'kub al-

Mansui and even added to it contingents of the

Ma%l Aiabs of Sas

Undei the Banu Wattas this movement became

more marked and Spanish influences became more

and more felt in the more complicated organisation

of the central Makhzen and by the creation of

new offices at the court and in the palace
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The conquests by the Christians by causing the

development of the zawtyas and the fall of the

BanU WattSs brought about the rise of the SaMians

[q V
]

of Wadi Dai^a The latter with then

pnmitive manners as Saharan tribes and under

the religious influence of the shaikhs of the

brotherhoods began to tiy to bung back the

exercise of power to the patiiarchal simplicity

with which it was wielded in the early days of

Islam The necessities of the government, the

intrigues of the tribes and the wars of members
of the ruling family against one another soon

made necessary the constitution of a propei makhzen
with its military tribes, ministers, its crown officials

of high and low degree, its governors to whom
were soon added the innumerable groups of palace

officials which will be mentioned below
The frequent intercourse betueen the SaMians

and the Turks, who had come to settle m Algeiia

at the beginning of the xvi^b century biought to

the court of Morocco a certain amount of eastern

ceremonial, a certain amount of luxury and even

a certain degree of pomp in the life of the sovereign

and in that of his entourage and of all the in-

dividuals employed in the Makhzen
It is from this time that really dates the existence

of this entity, which is really foieign to the countiy

Itself, which lived by exploiting lather than governing

it and is known as the Makhzen
The increasing official relations of Morocco with

European powers, the exchange of ambassadors,

the commercial agreements, the ransoming of

Christian slaves, largely contributed to give this

Makhzen more and more the appearance of a

regular government The jealousies of the powers,

their desire to maintain the status quo in Morocco

and the need to have a icgular goveinment to

deal with them further strengthened the MaUlzen
both at home and abroad and enabled the Sultan

Mawlay al-Hasan to conduct for neail) twenty

years this policy of equilibrium between the powers

on one side, and the tribes on the other, who
kept till his death the empire of Morocco in

existence, built up of very diverse elements, of

which the Makhzen foimed the fagade

The very humble, almost humiliating, attitude

imposed on the European ambassadors at official

receptions increased the prestige of the Sultan

and the Makhzen in the eyes of the tribes The
envoy of the Christian power, surrounded by the

presents which he brought, appeared on foot m a

court of the palace and seemed to have come to pay

tribute to the emir of the Muslims, wffio was on
horseback All the theatiical side was developed

to strike the imagination of the Makhzen with

much care and succeeded m creating an illusion

of the real efficiency of this organisation in the

eyes of both tribes and powers

Under the Berber dynasties, the Almohads, the

Marlnids and the Banu Wattas, the military tribes,

the 4j^atshy were almost all Arab
,
under the SaMians

they were entirely Arab, to the l^usham and

Banfl Hilal Arabs were added the Ma'kil Arabs

of Slls On the other hand the Sardians had

removed from the registers of the djiatsh a certain

number of the Arab tribes who then paid m
money the hbflradi for the hubus lands of the

Muslim community which they occupied These
tnbes, in contrast to the were called tribes

of the nc^tba^ that is to say, according to the

etymology proposed for the word, they were

under the tutelage of the makhzen (from n^tb
“tutor” or “substitute” for a father) or perhaps that

they paid the tribes of the a sum for

replacing them (from naba^ to substitute)

hromthis time on, Morocco assumed the appeal

-

ance which it had when h ranee established her

protectorate there The frontier, settled with the

Turks in the east, had haidly been altered by

the occupation of Algeria by France and the

territory of Morocco was, as it still is to-day,

divided into two paits i btlad al-maUizen or

conqueied teriitory, 2 btlad al stba^ or land of

schism
,
the latter was almost exclusively occupied

by the Berbers

The btlad al-ttiaUnmy which represents official

Morocco, was formed of territoiies belonging to

the hubus of the Muslim community and liable

to the Uiara(^

This land was occupied by Arab tribes, some

gtdiy otheis nd^tba Morocco consisted of an Aiab

government (makhzen) which administered the

regions liable to ^aradj^ and occupied by Arab

tribes, the status of which varied according as

they were ^Ish or nTitba

The Beibei tribes of the btlad al-siba^ not only

refused to allows the authority of the makhzen to

penetiate among them, but even had a tendency

to go back to the plains fiom which they had

gradiiall) been pushed into the mountains One
of the mam endeavours of the present dynasty, the

^Mawi Shorfa^ of Tafllalt, which succeeded the

Sardians m the seventeenth century has been to

oppose this movement of expansion of the Berber

tribes This is why MawKy Ismabl the most

illustrious Sultan of this dynasty, built 70 kasba\

on the fionticr of the btlad al-makhzen to keep

down the Berbers Hence we have this polity of

equilibrium and intrigues wffiich has just been

mentioned and which up till quite recent yeais

was the work of the Makjizcn

As we have already said, it was not a question

of organising the country nor even of governing

it, but simply of holding then own by keeping

rebellion within bounds with the help of the tribes

of the gJsh by extracting from the poits and from

the tribes of the n'd'tba all that could be extorted

by every means From time to time expeditions

led by the Sultan himself against the unsubjected

tubes asserted his power and increased his prestige

The Makhzen, gradually formed in course of

centuries by the possibilities and exigencies of

domestic policy as well as by the demands of

foreign policy seems to have attained its most

complete development in the leign of Mawlay
al-ITasan, the last great independent Sultan of

Morocco (1873—1894) The government of Mawlay
al-Hasan consisted in the first place of the Sultan

himself, at once hereditary and also, if not exactly

elected, at least nominated by the ^ulamal and

notables of each town and tribes from among the

sons, brothers, nephews and even the cousins of

the late ruler This proclamation is called bat^a

It IS in general he who takes control of the

Treasury and of the troops when the moment
comes to assume the right of succession It some-
times happens that the late sovereign has nominated
his successors, but this does not constitute an

obligation on the electors to obey it There is

then no rule of succession to the throne

Formerly there was only one vizier, the grand
vizier the grand vizierate, a kind of Home
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Ministry, was divided into three sections, each

managed by a secretary (kaitb)

1 From the Strait of Gibraltai to the Wad
Ba Regreg

2 From Bu Regreg to the Sahara

3 TafllSlt

In the reign of Sidi Muhammed (1859— 1873),
the more frequent and intimate relations with

Europe and more particularly the working of the

protectorate made it necessaiy to found a special

office for foreign relations, and a ivazlr al bahr^

literally Minister of the Sea, was appointed This

does not mean minister for the Navy, but for all

that came by sea, i e Europeans This minister

had a representative in Tangier, the nl^tb al-stiltan^

who was the intermediary between Euiopean
representatives and the Central Makhzen His task

was to deal with European complaints and claims

from peipetual settlements and to play off against

one another the prot^g^s of the European powers,

who weie certainly incieasing in numbers and
frequently formed an obstacle to the traditional

arbitrary lule of the Makhzen The regime of the

consiilai protectorate, settled and regulated in

1880 by the Convention of Madrid, had also

lesulted m discouraging the Makhzen from extending

Its authority over new territory

The exercise of this authority was in fact auto

matically followed by the exercise of the right of

protection and from the point of view of lesistanee

to Euiopean penetration, the Makhzen had every

thing to gain by keeping in an apparent political

independence the greatei pait of the territory

which thus escaped the influence which threatened

in time to tuin Morocco into a regular mteinational

protectorate

By a conciliatoiy native policy and cautious

dealing with the local chiefs, the shaikhs of the

zawiya'^ and the Shaiifi families, the Makhzen was
able to exert even in the leinotest districts a real

influence and nevei ceased to carry on perpetual

intrigues m order to divide the tribes against

one anothei

It maintained its leligious prestige by the hope
of preparation for the holy wai which was one
day to diive out the infidels and sought to penetrate

by spreading the Arabic language and the teaching

of the KuCan and gradually substituting the

principles of Muhammadan law of the for

Berber customs In a word, it continued the conquest

of the country by tiying to complete its islSmisation

and making Islam permeate its customs

In the reign of Mawlay al Hasan, the Makhzen
consisted of the grand vizier, the ivazi) al-bah^,

minister of foreign affairs, the ^allZif — afterwaids

called minister of war —
,

the amtn al-umanJp,
— afterwards minister of finance —

,
the latib al-

^ikayatj secretary for complaints, who became
minister of justice by combining his duties with

that of the kadt Kadi of Kadis These
high officials had the offices {banlla^ pi band^tk)

in the maihwa} at the Palace

The offices were under the galleries which were

built round a large courtyard At the top of the

maiJiwar was the office of the grand viziei, beside

which was that of the kT^td al mai}iwar^ a kind
of captain of the guard, who also made presentations

to the sultan The ka^td al-mashwar was in command
of the police of the mashwar and he had under
his command the troops of the mashivattya^

tnasakhriya [hanall— sg han(a) etc
,
as well as all

the bodies of servants outside the palace, the

mawla al~ruwa^ grand-master of the stables, the

frcttglya^ who had charge of the sultan’s en

campments
In addition to these banikas of the maskwar^

mention must be made of an individual, who as

was shown in recent times could play a more
considerable part in the government than his

actual office would lead one to expect Ihis is

the ka^tb [q z/
],

literally the “curtain”, 1 e an

official placed between the Sultan and his subjects

like a curtain His bamka was situated between

the madiwai and the palace proper and he had
charge of the interioi arrangements of the SultSn’s

household Undei his orders were the vaiious

groups of domestic servants (katiatl al-dakkltyin\

mwaltn al-udu^y who looked after the washing

airangements, mwalin alffadi who attended to

the beds, etc
,
etc

,
he also commanded the eunuchs

and even was responsible for the discipline of the

women of the Sultan, through the '^aitfa% or

mistresses of the palace The had^tb is often

called grand chamberlain, although he does not

exactly coi respond to this office

Around these ofiicers gravitated 1 world of

secretaries of diffeient ranks, of officers of the

gtdi^ then the kd^id al raha^ who was in theory

in command of 500 horsemen, the k^td al mat^a^

who commanded 100 down to a mukaddatn

All this horde of officials, badly paid when paid

at all, lived on the coiintiy as it could tiafficking

' shamelessly in the influence which it had or was

thought to have and in the prestige it gained

fiom belonging to the court, whethei closely or

lemotely The influence of these court officials

spicad throughout the regions controlled by the

organisation of MaUizen officialdom, which contri-

buted to the centralisation of aiithoiity and its profits

In this oiganisation it may be noticed that the

authoiity of the Mikhzen piopcily so-called, 1 e

of a Uy powei, continually incieased at the expense

of the icligious power by a series of changes No
doubt the basis continued to be leligious, but the

application of powei became less and less so and

the civil juiisdictiou of the kcl^tds and of the

MaUizen moie and moie took the place of the

administration of the dira"^ by the kSdis, which

finally became lestricted to questions of personal

law and landed propeity

Ihe authority of the sultan was represented in

the towns and in the tubes by the ka^tds, ap-

pointed by the giand viziei and by the muktastb^^

who^e office owed its origin to the religious law of the

The inuhta^ih supervised and controlled the

gilds, fixed the price of articles of food and

inspected weights and measures and coins

The tax of the nT^iba^ which lepresented the

old Uiaiadjy was levied on the non-^’’/!^ tribes by

the k^uh of these tribes It was one of the prin-

cipal causes of abuses, the amount of this tax

was never fixed and the sums which came from

it were in reality divided among the kZ^td'^^ the

secretaries of the Majdizen and the vizier without

the sultan or the public treasury getting any

benefit from them
The grand vizier also appointed the nadir offi-

cers, who from the reign of Mawlay ‘^Abd al-Rah-

man had been attached to the local nadirs of the

kubm of the mosques and sanctuaries The ^adis

were appointed by the kadi d-^kudat^ at the present

day they are appointed by the minister of justice
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They propose the W«/ but do not actually ap-

point them The financial staff, tmana^^ who
control the customs, the possessions of the Makh
zen {al-amlak)^ the mustafadat (maiket-dues and

tolls etc called mak5\ the controller of the bit

al-mal (popularly abu V mawartth) i e the official

who intervened to collect the share of the Muslim

community from estates of deceased persons and

who also acted as curator of intestate estates {%va-

kll al-gK^yyab) AH these officers were appointed

by the amtn al'umant^ who was later known as

the minister of finance

This organisation was completely centralised

i e Its only object was to bring all the resources

of the country into the coffers of the State and
of its agents, but theie was no provision for utilising

these resources m the public interest No budget
was drawn up, no public works, no railways, no
navy, no commerce, no port, nothing at all was
provided for Military expenses were confined to

the maintenance of a regiment commanded by an

English officer, of a French mission of militaiy

instruction, of a factoiy of arms at Fas directed

by Italian officeis and of the building at Rabat
of a fort by a German engineer Ihese weie really

rather diplomatic concessions to the powers in-

terested than a regular military oiganisation In

the spirit of the Makhzen the defence of the tci-

ritory was to be the task of the Berber tribes, care-

fully maintained out of all contact with Europeans
behind the elaborate display maintained by the couit

In the event of war, the Makhzen, faithful to

Its system of equal favour, purchased arms and

munitions from the different powers and kept them
in the maktna of Fas to be able when necessity

arose to distribute them to the tubes when pro-

claiming a holy war

The expenses of the education service were

limited to the very modest allowances granted to

of al-Karawiyin at Fas These allowances

were levied from the hubus and augmented by
gifts made by the Sultan on the occasion of feasts

{Slid)

Nothing was done for public health and one

could not give the name of hospitals to the few

inaristan to be found in ceitain towns, where a

few miserable creatures lived in filth, leceiving

from the hubus and the charity of the public barely

enough to prevent them dying of hunger and of

course without receiving any medical assistance

On the repeated lepresentations of the Powers

the Makhzen had ultimately delegated its powers

to the members of the diplomatic corps m Tangier,

which had been able to form a public health

committee in order to be able to refuse admission

to infected vessels if necessary In spite of its

defects, the Makhzen constituted a real force, it

formed a solid bloc in the centre of surrounding

anarchy which it was interested m maintaining,

to be able to exploit it more easily on the one hand

and on the other to prevent the preservation in

the country of any united order which might become
a danger to it

In brief we may say that the Makhzen in Morocco
was an instrument of arbitrary government, which
worked quite well in the social disorder of the

country and thanks to this disorder, we may add.

It worked for its own profit and was in a way
like a foreign element in a conquered country It

was and still is a regular caste with its own
traditfpns^ way of living, of dressing, of furnishing,

of feeding, with its own language, al^lughat al-

makhzanlya^ which is a correct Arabic inteimediate

between the literary and the spoken Arabic, com-

posed of official formulae, regular cliches, courteous,

concise and binding to nothing

This Makhzen which was sufficient in the old

order of things which it had itself contributed to

create and maintain, was forced, if it was not to

disappear at once, to undergo fundamental modifi-

cations from the moment this state of things had

rendered necessary the establishment of a pro

tectorate

Various changes have always been made in the

old regime, which has been a matter of regret to

many as reducing sources of profit The vizierate

of foreign affairs and that of war have been

handed over to the Resident-General, that of

finance to the Directoi General of finance who
administers the revenue of the empire alike to

those of a regularly organised state

The director-generalships of agncultuie and

education, which are legular ministries aie held

by French officials as are the management of the

postal seivice, telegraph and telephone and the

board of health

Iwo new vizierates had been created, that of

the legal domains {al’ainlak') and that of the

hubus The vizierate al-amlak has just been

suppiessed and the domains are administeied by a

branch of the finance depaitment The vizierate

of the hubus is under that of the Sharlfan affairs

This oiganisation represents the principle of

protectorate in the Moroccan government itself

and in ordei to lealise “the organisation of a

reformed Sharifan Makhzen” in keeping with

the treaty (Ed MiciiauvBeli aire)
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Maioc dans les premieres annees au steclt^

Tableau Geographtque d^apt es Leon Afitcam^ Al-

giers 1906, p 1 72— 184, Chevrillon, Un ci epuscule

d'^Islam^ Pans 1906, p 190— 192, Cte Conrad
de Buisseiet, A la Cour de Fez^ Brussels 1907,

p 40—48, Gustave Jeannot, Etude soctale,

politique et economique sur le Maioc, Dijon

1907, p 185—268, H Giillard and Ed Michaux-

Bellaiie, IdAdministration au Maroc — Le
Makhzen — Etendue et Limites de son Pouvoir,

Tangier 1909, Michaux-Bellaire, HAdmtnt-
nistration au Maroc, Bull de la Societe de

Geographie d^Alger et de TAfiique du Not d,

Algiers 1909, Jerdmino Becker, Histoiia de
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Mairuecos, Madrid 1915, /ajj/w , Aug Bernard,

Le Maioc"^, Pans 1915
Periodicals Archives Mai ocatnes i,p i

sqq S^X'XioVi^VAdministration Mai ocaine a Tan-

1 > P 56 sqq Michaux-Bellaire, Les Impdts

Marocatns

,

11, p I—99 Essat sur THistotre

politique du Noid Marocain, xv
, p 33 sqq

Xavier Lecureui, Historique des Douanes au
Maioc, xviii

, p I— 187 A Peieti6, Le Rau
hi Khadii Ghailan

Revue du Monde Musulman vol v
, p 242-

274 Michaux-Bellaiie, Un rouage du Gouver-

nement Marocain, La Demqat ech chikayat de

Moulay Abd el-Hafid

,

p 646—662 Michaux-
Bellaire, Au Palais du Sultan Marocain, vol

viii Michaux-Bcllaire, VIslam et Vetat mat ocatn,

vol IX, p I—43 Michaux Bellaire,

Maiocain, vol xii
, p 87—91 A le Ch&telier,

Lettre a un ConsetHer d'Etat, vol Iviii
, p

104— 107 Enquete sui les corpoi ations musul-

manes, Vinfluence du Makhzen
Bulletin du Comitc de VAfiique Iiangaise

1902, p 420 Le Voyage du Sultan

,

1903, suppl
,

P 293—304 Ren6 Manduit, Le Makhzen
Mai Ocatn, 1904, p 4 (jeneial Denecagaix, Z^z

ci tse mat ocaine
^ p 50 Devolution du Makhzen,

1905, R C, p 517—528 Commandant Ferry,

La reoi ganisation mai ocaine

,

1906, p 335 Le
Sultan et la Com

, 1907, p 102 Le Gouvei-

nement Mai ocatn, p 367 Le Sultan du Sud

,

p 368 Le deplacement de la Com de hez,

1909, R C
, p 185 sqq Ed Doutte, Les

causes de la chute eVun Sultan, La Royante
mat ocaine (M Buret)
MAKHZPM (BanU) along with the Omaiyads,

the aiistocratic clan of Mecca This as-

set tion IS contiary to the theory popularised by

the Stia in virtue of which the ancestor of the

aristocratic families w is Kiisaiy [q v
]

About the

middle of the vpl^ century ad we find that among
the clans of Kuiaish [q v

]
tint held in most

consideration was the BanQ Makhzum, which traced

its descent through Yakaza h Murra to the legendary

Fihr (Kuiaish) without going through Kusaiy At
this period the Makhzum controlled everything at

Mecca except the sanctuary They alone were able

to counterbalance the growing influence of the

Omaiyads It is at this time that their name
becomes occasionally synonymous with Kuraish*

(Ibn Duraid, Kitab al-Ishtikdk, ed Wustenfeld,

P 94 j 12)

The Makhzum seem to have owed their primacy

to Mughira b ^Abd Allah, a contemporary of 'Abd

al-Muttalib and giandson of the eponymous an-

cestor of the clan The adjective Mughirl thus

comes to be used for Makhzumi His son, Hisham

b al-Mughira, is even said to have had the title

“loid (? of Mecca” (Ibn Duraid, Idittkak,'^ 93,

1 sq) The Kuraisb are said to have dated one

of then eras from the death of this individual, if

the reference is not to Walid b al-Mughira

Tradition hesitates between these two Makhzumis

The influence of the Mal^zum was pieponderant m
the maid, or council of notables which decided

affairs at Mecca It is frequently a Makhzumi who
speaks in name of the malcP, as for example in

the discussion with Muhammad, at the beginning

of the preaching of Islam They are believed to

have opened up to Meccan commerce the principal

routes to foreign markets For their intelligence,

hen activity — they were said to be “ardent as
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fire” {A^nl^ BOlSVi ^cv 8 infra) — their patrician

pride and particularly their wealth they were en-

vied by the other Meccan clans In a word they

threv into the shade the descendants of Kusaiy

like the Banu Haghim, for whose benefit the

traditional theory seems to have been put into

circulation They lost a large number of members
at the battle of Badr, after this disaster from

which they never recovered, they had to yield

the first place to the Omaiyads

What injured their reputation in Muslim tradition

was their opposition to the rise of Islam Tiadition

has chosen from them in the person of Abu Djahl

[q V
]

the type of the intractable opponent of

Islam In Mecca the MakhzQmi Wilid b al-Mughlra

was numbered among the “mockers” of the Prophet

Several verses of the Meccan sUias are said to be
directed against him (Ibn Duraid, Ishtikak^ p 60-61)
Before becoming the “sword of Allah” Khalid b
al-Walld [q V

]
fought with the majority of his

people against Muhammad at Badr, Ohod, Khandak
etc This peisistent opposition explains why they

and the Omaiyads are called al-Afd^aran mm
Kuratsh “the two wicked clans of Kurai:^”

(labarl, Tafsir al-Km^an^ xiii 130)
After the hath (conquest of Mecca) they adopted

the new religion without enthusiasm, many went and

settled in Madina, which now became the capital of

Islam, so as to get in touch with the goveining

circles The Prophet was able to use the militaiy

talents of Khalid but had to shut his eyes to his

disobedience Neither he noi the other Makhzumis
showed themselves more manageable by the Caliphs,

as they refused to come to terms with the Omaiyads
and to respond to the advance of Abii Sufyan

(Ibn Hisham, ed Wustenfeld, p 203,273-5)
When the father of Abii Bakr heaid that his son

had been elected Caliph, the old man’s fust question

IS said to have been “Did the '^Abd Minaf
and Makhzam give their assent” ^ (Ibn al-Athir,

Usd al-Ghdba, iii 222) The authoi of the Tuhfa
dhawt 'UAtab (ed Mann, p 170, 16) expiesses

surprise at his discovering in the pie-IIi^jra

genealogies of the MaUlzumis, names like ^dbid

and showing pre occupation w ith religion

Abu Baki only had peace with Khalid by sending

him to wage war in remote lands and giving him
carte blanche With the second caliph there was

open conflict ^Omar, although he is said to have

been the son of a Makhzumi mother, had to sup

press the turbulent general, more used to conquer

than to obey Ihe Makhzumis came into conflict

with 'Otbman over ^Ammar b Yasii [q v ], a

client of their family (Mas'^udl, Miu al Dhahag^

ed Pans, iv 121, 266, 279, 360) Ihey declared

against 'All in a body 'Abd al-Rahman b Khalid

b al-Walid [q v ]
who at first suppoited MiYawiya

in the end by his independence aroused the mis-

givings of the Omaiyad caliph The Makhzumis
accused MiYawiya of having had their relative

poisoned and assuming the right to wreak venge-

ance, they gave a new proof of their independent

spirit From this time they weie on bad terms

with the Omaiyad caliphs, as they had been with

earlier rulers, being naturally inclined to resist

authority and to offer a useless opposition When
‘Abd Allah b al-Zubair [q v

]
rebelled against Yazid I,

they adhered almost without exception to his cause

In return the Meccan anti-caliph appointed one
of them his representative in Basra
The Marwanids after their triumph agreed to

bear no grudge against the MakhzHmls They even
chose members of the clan for the office of governoi

of Madina, hitherto reserved for an Omaiyad After,

as befoie, the Hidjra, the Makhzumis continued

to be reckoned among the richest capitalists in

Mecca They had about 5,000 mithkal of gold laid

out in the caiavan w^hich was the cause of the

battle of Badr It was to them that Muhammad
applied on the eve of Hunain for a loan of

40,000 diihams Then systematic opposition to

authority put them completely out of the running

for any of the great administrative offices in which

the members of the Kuraisji clans enriched them-

selves Iheir aiistocratic pride did not prevent

them however from seeking piofit m commerce

and even in industry We know this fiom the

stoiy of ^Omar b ^Ali RabiS [q v ], the most

famous of the Kuiaish poets 'Omar kept 70 of

his slaves employed in the weaving-mills established

in Mecca {A^nt^ 1 37, 5) Another Makhzumi,

a contemporaiy of 'Omar, was known as “the

monk {} ahib^ of Kuraish” on account of his merit

and his assiduity in piayer (Ibn Sa'd, Tabakdt,

ed Sachau, v 153, 19) Much better known than

this ascetic and continually quoted on questions

of nih and Haditji is the Makhzumi Sa'id b

al-Miisaiyib [q v ], one of the most famous tablets

of the first century A H
With the coming of the 'Abbasids, influence

passed over to the Iranians GraduaUy the Makhzum,
like other Kuiaish clans, fell into obscurity \t

the present day there are still families bearing

the name MaUizumi It lemains to be seen to

what extent they are justified in claiming descent

fiom the MaUizumi, if it is not in the female

line as in the case of Siradj al-Din al-Makh/umi

al-Himsi (cf Brockelmann, G / A
,

11 98)
Kalkashandi (S//M al Cairo, 1 213) justly

remarks that the tube of the Banu Khalid which

led a nomadic life aioiind Hims has only the

name in common with the great Makhzumi captain

The male line from Khalid b al-Walid is said to

have become extinct veiy eaily (cf Ibn al-Athii,

Usd aI Ghdba^ v 249, tnf}a\ a statement disputed

by the Siradj al-Din mentioned above

Biblioqiaphy In addition to the references

in the article cf Ibn Duraid, T^tiLakj ed Wu-
stenfeld, p 60 sqq

,
91 sqq

,
Ibn Sa'd, Tabakdt^

ed Sachau, v 88 ryy
,
328--330, A ghdni, 111

too, 102, XV n sqq
,
Ibn Hisham, Slra^ ed

Wustenfeld, p 171, 238, 272, Ibn ^Abd Rabbihi,

aUlkd alfarld^ 11 47 ,
Ibn Kutaiba, "^Uyun

al-Akhbdry ed Brockelmann, p 236, 243, P
Schwarz, Da Divan des ^Umar b Abt Rebi^a^

fascicule 4, I eipzig 1909, p i—34, H Lam-
mens, Etudes sur le r^^ne du Calife Omatyade
Mdawia h\ p 4— ii (reprint from MF 0 B

,

i

—

111), do, La Mctque a la veille de Fhegtie,

p 24, 35, 53, 67, 75, 213, 223, 231, 316
(reprint from M h O ^ ,

ix )

(H Lammens)
Ai MAKIN B ai-'Amid, DjirujIs ('Abd Ailah)

B Abi ’l-Yasir b Abi ’i-Makarim, the Chris-
tian author of a world-chronicle
in Arabic His life has been several times

treated by western authors in encyclopaedias and

other works of reference, but nothing can be

learned of their sources from their articles Even
Brockelmann (1 348) has to be content with

giving the traditional biography and relies upon
his European predecessors To avoid repetition
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here, we only give the dates of his birth and
death, 602(1205) and 672 (1273) The lattei date

IS given by IladjdjI Khalifa, 11 104, N® 2103
His giandfathei, according to J 11 Ilottinger,

Promptnartum^ p 75 sqq
,

died in 606 and his

fathei in 636
Al-M akin’s world chronicle consists of two parts,

the first of which deals with the pie Islamic world

fiom the Cieation onwards and the second with

Muslim history down to 658 (1260) Ihe work
IS so planned that the whole history of the world

IS given in the form of successively numbered
biographies of its most important men Neai the

beginning the discussion of several cosmological

questions and the several climes is inserted Down
to 586 B c It IS based on Biblical history

,
the

numeration of the biographies begins with Adam
as N® I For the peiiod after the destruction of

Solomon’s temple there come on the usual scheme
the dynasties of Eastern Asia, which in tuin are

succeeded by Alexander, the Romans and the

Byzantines In this and in the second part, as the

author himself tells us, he is following the model
of al-labari’s chiomclc

The work which is entitled il-Madj 7uu^ al-mubai al

exists in numerous manuscripts Ihe first part is

regularly quoted with a I atm translation by Hot-

tinger, Smegma 0) lentale (^1658) in the chapter

De usu linguae um ortentahum tn theologia htstorica

on various facts of history The chapter on Alexander

the Great has been edited in Ethiopic and tianslated

into English by E A W Budge, The Ltfe and
Exploits of Alexander the Gi eat The second

part was edited and translated by Ih Erpenius

undei the title Histoitca Sai acemca a Geo/gto

Flmactnoj 1625, English and Fiench translations

appeared soon after Many emendations were given

by Kohlei in Fichhorn’s Reperto) lum^ vii—ix
,
xi

,

xiv
,
xvii A critical edition of the whole work is

,

an urgent desideiaium How important it is foi
j

Oriental church histoiy has been shown by A
v Gutschmid, Veizetchnis der Tatriai chf^n von

Alexandrttn'=. Kl Schi
, 11, 1890, p 395— 525

Ihis IS sufficient to show how necessary would be a

comprehensive investigation of al Makin’s place in

historical tradition, which could only be under-

taken on the basis of a ceitain text Besides it is

evident that al-Makin used old sources independently

which are not known to his immediate predecessors

like Eutychius [q v
]
and his contempoiaiy, much

quoted by him, Ibn al-Rahib (Biockelmann, G A L
^

1 349 where of couise it should be 669=1270)
with whom he agiees in the numbering of the

biographies which are also used by al-Tabari In

the chaptei on Alexander the Great, the Ethiopic

translation of which edited by Budge agrees very

closely with the Aiabic oiiginal, are found long

woid for word extracts from the very old Hermetic

work in Aiahic entitled al-Istamalhis (cf Stein-

schneidei, Zui pseudeptgr Lit
^ 1862, p 37, Die

aiab Obeis a d Grtech ^Centralbl f Biblwtheks-

wesen^ chap xii
, 1893, p 88), which had been

previously copied m the Ghayat al Hakim of

Ps -Madjrltl (Brockelmann, G A L
^

\ 243, cf

Ritter, PicatrtXy ein aiab Handbuch helUnist

Magic
y

Fort7 age d BibI Warbuig^ 1 94 sqq
,

ed by Ritter and transl by Ritter and Plessnei

in preparation for Studten d Btbl Warburg) In

Budge’s work is also given the Ethiopia translation

of Ibn al-Rahib’s account of Alexander which in

contrast to the Arabic text in Cheikho’s edition

(C S C 0 Arab
,

iii/i
, 1903) is here not simply

a brief list of events but is a veiy full account

Only general statements are given from the above

mentioned Hcimetic work and do not compel the

belief that it was used independently so that in

spite of all agreements between him and Ibn al

Rahib, al Makin must really have worked in-

dependently of him That the reverse might be

the case and Ibn al-Rahib be dependent on al-Makin

IS impossible because al-Makin expressly quotes

Ibn al-Rahib (cf Budge, ii 380, note 7) Since

Cheikho only published the Ibn al-Rahib text of

Abrahamus Fcchellensis, which is perhaps an ab-

breviation the basic tex^ while the Ethiopic

translation perhaps reproduces the original form,

the question of the relations between the two
ecclesiastical vvnters cannot yet be definitely settled,

but even the Alexander chapter shows that it is

of the utmost importance to settle the problem
On the continuation of the C hromcle by Mu-

faddal b Abi ’

1-FadaM, see Brockelmann, op cit

Bib Ito Q^r ap hy In addition to the works
mentioned cf Jourdain in Btogr untv

,
new

ed
,
XU 215 s V Ecchellensis, 413 s v El

Macin, E Rodiger in Ersch and Gruber, xxxiii

426 and the others mentioned by Brockelmann
and the souices cited by him On the text cf

Seybold, Zu El Makings Weltchi onik, Z DMG ^

Ixiv 140— 153, reproduction from the Breslau

MS mentioned theie in Severus Ibn al Mu-
Vaffa^, Ahxandrinische Patna? chengtschuhtCy ed

Seybold, Hamburg 1912, t 5, for Byzantine

histoiy cf Krumbachcr, Gesch d byz Lit^y

p 368, 401, on the Alexander chapter of Ps -Aristo-

teles, Seoetiim secretofum^ Qd. R Steele {Opera

hactenn^ inedtta Rogert hacont^ v
, 1 920), index

s v Al Makin, thereon Plessner, OLZ^ 1925,

p 912 sqq
,

Isl,y xvi 93, note 5 and the in-

troduction to the edition in pieparation of the

Ghayat al-Hakwiy Wilhelm Hertz, A? istoteles

tn den Alexander-Duhtungtn des Mittelalte?
Sy

Gii^ Abh
, 1905, esp p 34 sqq

(M Plessner)

Ai MAKKARI, Abu ’i-^Abbas Ahmad b Mu-
hammad B Ahmad b Yahya alIilimsanI al-

MalikI Shihab al-DIn, a Maghribi man of letters

and biographer, born at Tilimsan (Tlemcen, q v )

c 1000 (1591—92) d at Cairo in Djumada II

1041 (Jin 1632) He belonged to a family of

scholais, nitivcs of Makkara (about 12 miles

S E of Msila, in the present province of

Constantine in Algeiia) One of his paternal

ancestois, Muhammad b Muhammad al-Makkarl,

had been chief kadi of Fas and one of the teachers

of the famous Lisan al-Din Ibn al-Khatib of

Granada He himself received a wide education

from his early youth, his principal teacher was

his paternal uncle Abu 'Uthman Sa^id (d at

llemcen in 1030 [1620—21], on him cf Ben

Cheneb, Idyaza^ § 103) He then left his native

town and went to MarrSkush and Fas wheie he

became Imam and Mufti of the great mosque of

al Karawlyin from 1022 (1613) to 1027 (1617)

He then set out for the East in order to make

the pilgrimage to the Holy Places, after doing so

he came to Cairo in 1028 (1618) wheie he stayed

for some months and mariied In the next year

he made a journey to Jerusalem then returned to

Cairo In 1037 (1627) he again made the pilgrimage

which he was to lepeat several times later At
Mecca as well as at Medina on these occasions
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he taught hadtik m a way that attracted much
j

attention He again made stays at Jerusalem and

Damascus where he was received at the Madrasa

I^akmakiya by the learned Ahmad b ^ahin In

this city also his lectures on Muslim Tradition

were largely attended He then returned to Cairo

and while he was preparing to return to Damascus
to settle there permanently, he fell ill and died

In spite of his long stay in the East, it was
in Morocco that al-Ma]|^V^i‘i collected the essential

materials for his work as the historian and bio

grapher of Muslim Spain, especially at MarrSkush
in the library of the Sa'dian Sultans (now in part

in the Esconal, this is how al-Makkari consulted

among other works the unique copy of the Musnad
of Ibn Marzuk cf Hesperis^ v % sq^ Indeed his

masterpiece, written in the East at the suggestion

of Ibn ShShin fiom materials collected by him in

the Maghrib, is a long monograph on Muslim
Spam and on the famous encyclopaedist of Granada,
LisSn al-Din Ibn al-KhatIb, Nafh al-Ttb mtn Ghusn
aUAndalus al-Rattb zva-Dhtkr Wazirtm Ltsan
al-Din Ibn al-Khattb^ an immense compilation of

historical and literary information, poems, letters

and quotations very often taken from works now
lost It IS this that gives the Nafh al-Ttb an

inestimable value and puts it in the first rank for

our sources of Muslim Spam from the conquest

to the last days of the “Reconquista” Even for

the later period it is the only Arabic source that

we still possess

The Nafh al-Tib consists of two quite distinct

parts, a monograph on the history and literature

of Muslim Spam and the monograph on Ibn al-

IGiatlb The first part is divided as follows

I physical geography of al-Andalus 2 Conquest
of al-Andalus by the Arabs, period of the governors

3 History of the Omaiyad Caliphs and of the

petty dynasts {Muluk al (awaltf) 4 Description

of Cordova, its history and its monuments 5 Spanish

Arabs who have made the journey to the East

6 Orientals who have made the journey to Spam

7 Sketches of literary histoiy, the intellectual and
moral qualities of the Spanish Arabs 8 The
“reconquista” of Spam and the expulsion of the

Muslims The second part contains i Oiigin and
biogiaphy of the ancestors of Ibn al-Khatib, 2 bio-

graphy of Ibn al Khatib 3 biographies of his

teachers 4 letters m rhymed prose of the chan-

chelleries of Granada and of Fas, sent or received

by Ibn al-Khatib {muNkatabat) 5 a selection ot

his works in prose and veise 6 analytical list

of his works

The Nafh al-'fib was printed in full at Bulak
in 1279 and at Cairo in 1302 and 1304

(4 vols) The first part was published at Leyden
from 1855 to 1861 under the title of Analectes

sur Vhtstotre el la htteralure des Arabes dEspagnc^

by R Dozy, G Dugat, L Krehl and W Wright

In 1840, D Pascual de Gayangos had published

m English, at London, under the title The Htstoiy

of the Muhammadan Dynasties in Spam, a ver-

sion adapted from the part of the first half which
deals with the history of Muslim Spain A critical

translation of this monumental work in its entirety

remains to be done
Al-Ma^^ar! also wrote other important works,

among which special mention must be made of a

lengthy monograph on the famous kadi 'lyad [q v
]

Azhar al-Riyad fi Ahhfdr aUKadi ^lyad publ at

Tunis in 1322 m 2 vols A list with reference

to known MSS will be found in Brockelmann and

Ben Cheneb
Btbliogi aphy Muhammad Maiyara, al-Durr

al-Thamin, Cairo 1306, p 41, al-YOsi, al-Mu-

hddarat^ Fas 1317, p 59 ,
al-Khafadji, Raihanat

al-Alibba\ Cairo 1294, p 293, Ibn Ma'sum,

Sulafat aNA^r, Cairo 1324, p 589, al-Muhibbi,

Khula^at al-Athai

,

Cairo 1284, 1, p 3^2, al-

Ifranl, Safwat man intadiar, has, n d, p 71,

al-Kadiri, Nashr al-Matharf
^

has I 3 * 5 i
^

157, Wustenfeld, Dte Geschichtsschi ether der

Araber, Gottingen 1882, p 265, Dugat, Notice

suf al-Makkari, at the top of the edition of

the Analectes, R Basset, Notice sommatre des

manusci its oruntaux de deux bibliotheques de

Lisbonne, Lisbon 1894, p 24, do, Recherches

bibliogi aphtques sur les sow ces de la Salouat

el-Anfas, p 22, N® 53, F Pons Boigues,

bio-bibhografico, p 417, Brockelmann, G A
11, 296, Ben Cheneb, Idjaza, § 102, Huart,

Litt ar
^ p 374, Caira de Vaux, les Penseuis

de VIslam, 1, p 158, E L^vi-Provengal, Les

Ilistoriens des Chorfa^ p 93 and note 3

(E L6vi Provencal)
al-MAKKI, AbU Talib Muhammad b ‘AlI

AL-HARinil, d in Baghdad m 386 (996), an Arab
muhaddith and mystic, head of the theological

madhhab of the Salimiya [q v
]

of Basra His

principal work is the Kut al Nulub (Cairo 1310,

2 vols) whole pages of 'which have been copied

by al Ghazzali into his Ihya^ ^Uluni al-Dtn

Btbliogtaphy Brockelmann, G A \

200, Saiyid Murtada, Ithaf, ed Cairo, 11 67,

69 sq
,
Sha^rSwl, Latd^if^ ed Cairo, 11 28, Ibn

'Abbad Rundi, Rasalil kubra, lith F5s 1320,

p I49,_200“~20i (L Massignon)
MAKRAN, the coastal legion of Bal\i5istan,

extending from about 59° to 65° 35' E and

inland from the coast to the Siyahan Range, a

little beyond 27® north This tract was known to

the Gieekb as Gedrosia, and was inhabited by the

Ichthyophagi, 01 fish-eaters, the Persian trans-

lation {Mahi-K huran) of whose name supplies a

fanciful derivation for its present name, which is

traced, with more probability, to a Dravidian source

In Peisian legend Kaikhusraw of Iran captured

the country from Afrasiyab of luran, and both

Cyrus and Semiramis marched through it In 325
B c it was traversed by Alexander in his retreat

from India, and fell, later, under the dominion of

the Sasanians, but was occasionally absorbed

into the Hindu kingdom of Sind It was annexed

by the Arabs in the course of the rapid expansion

of the empire of Islam in the early days of the

caliphate, and it was through Makran that Mu-
hammad b kasiin invaded Sind in 71 1 A D, and

established the first Muslim settlement to the east

of the Indus Maico Polo mentions it in 1290
as the most westerly part of India, under an in-

dependent chief, probably a Muslim, who found

It unnecessary to make any pretence of submission

either to Persia or to India Indigenous tribes

ruled the country until they weie ousted by the

Gitkis from India, but the Persian monaichs reck-

oned Makran as pait of BaluCistan, which was
included in the great province of Kirman In the

middle of the eighteenth century the Ahmadzai
Khans of Kalat established their suzerainty over

the country, and in 1879 Colonel Goldsmid de-

marcated the frontier between Persian Makran
and eastern Makian, which remains subject to
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the Kh5n of Kalat, though British inteivention

has frequently been necessary to compose the

disputes between him and the dominant tribes of

the province, GiCkis, Nushirawanis, Bizandjans and
Mil wails Cultivators of the soil are Balutis, and

tribes of inferior social status and the fishermen

form a class apart

Ihe climate of the country varies with the

altitude Near the coast it is uniformly hot, but

not unpleasant, in Ke<i or Kedj, from which

eastern Makran is known as Kedj Makran, the

winter is dry and cool, the summer intensely hot,

and higher still Pandjgur is bitterly cold in winter

and moderately hot in summer
Btbltogr aphy Ibn Khurdadhbih, B G

Abu Ishal^: al-Istakhn, B G A
^
Ibn Hawkal,

B G A
y

al-Baladhuii, hutuh al Buldan^ ed

de Goeje, index
,
Cambridge History of Indniy

vol 1

(T W Haig)
aL'MAKRIZI Abu ’l-‘Abbas Ahmad b 'Aii

B 'Abd al KAdir [aL'HusainI TakI al-DIn,

A 1 able historian, b 766 (1364) at Cairo,

grandson of the Hanafi Ibn al-Sa^gh who educated

him according to his school, but on attaining his

majority he went over to the Shafi^is, attacked the

Hanafis and even showed Zahiri tendencies He
began his career as deputy kadi m Cairo and

rose to be head of the al-Hakimiya mosque and

teacher of tradition at the al-Mu’aiyadlya madrasa

In 81 1 (1408) he was tiansferred as administrator

of the wakfsit the Kalanisiya and at the Nuil hospital

and also as teacher at the al-Ashrafiya and al*

Ikballya madrasas to Damascus About ten years

later he returned to Cairo as a private individual

to devote himself entirely to literary work He
spent five years in Mecca after his pilgrimage in

834 (1430) He died in Cairo after a long illness

on Thursday the 27*^ Ramadan 845 (Feb 9, 1442)
His literary activity began with his local history

of Egypt dealing mainly with topography He
then extended his interest to neighbouiing lands as

far as Abyssinia and dealt also with questions of

social history such as weights and measures and

coinage His principal work, the Ahttat^ seems

however to be based to a large extent on that of

*1 predecessor, al-Awhadi, which he simply appio
printed without acknowledgement accoiding toal-

Sakhawi’s well-founded charge After a very long full

histoiical and geographical intioduction he begins

his descr'ption of the country with Alexandria

and goes with particular thoioughness into the

topography of Fustat and Cairo On the sources

of the work see Rhuvon Guest, J R A S
y 1902,

p 103 sqq It is entitled al-Mawa^iz wa d~Rttbdi

fi Dhth al Kht(a( wa '/-Atbai^ Bhlak 1270, 2

vols fol
,
Cano 1308, 1324—1326, 4 vols

,
ed

G Wict {M

I

F A 0 y
1—V ,

1911— 1927) transl

Makilzi, Histotre de FEgyptCy had de Vatabe et

accompagnec de notes hist et geogr by L Blochet,

Pans 1908, Description topographique et histonque

de VEgypte by M
,

transl by U Bouriant and
P Casanova (Af IF A 0 \ i—vi

, 1893— 1920,
cf 1 aki al-Din Ahmad al MakrIzI, Nai ; atio de

expeditiombus adveisus Dimyathamy ed H A
Hamaker, Amsterdam 1824, MakrIzI’s Geschtchie

der Copten of h Wustenfeld, Gottingen 1845, E
Ravaisse, Essai sur Vhistotre et la topographic du
Caire d'apres M

^

Pans 1890, P Casanova, Histotre

et description de la cttadelle du Caire d'apres M
^

lb 1894— 1897 Synopses of the K&t(a( were made

by Ahmad al-Hanafl under the title al-Rawda al

bahiya (s Pertsch, Kat Ar IIss Gotha^ N® 1683)
and Abu ’1 Surur Muhammad al-Bakri al Siddikl

in the year 1054 (1644) undci the title KatJ al-

Azhar min al~Kht(at wa 'I-Attar (Leyden, N® 974

,

Pans, N® 1765— 1766, St Petersburg, As Mus

,

N® 237, Ahmad laimur PashS in La revue de

Vac ar
^
in 334, cf Vollers, Note sur un ms ar

abrevte de M m Bull de la soc khediv geogr
,

3 series, N® 2, p 131— 139) As a supplement
to his main work he then wrote a history of the

Fatimids [ItNaz aUHunaf^ bt-AMbar al-Adtmma
wa d‘Khulafa\ first publ from the unique Gotha
autograph by H Bunz, Tubingen 1908) and of

the Aiyubids and Mamluks 577—840(1181— 1436)
(al-Sttluk li-Ma^rifat Duwal aVMuluky MSS s

GAL 11 39, Histotre des sultans Mamlouks^
transl by Quatremfere, 2 vols, Pans 1837— 1844),
which was continued by al-Sakh5wi (Muhammad
b ^Abd al-Rahm5n, 902 = 1497) under the title

aVTibr al-masbuk fi Uhail al-Sultik {Continuation

de Vhistone des Mamlouks deM par El Sakhaouiy

texte ai d'^aprls le ms unique conserve a la btbl

khed rev and corr by A Zeki Bey, Rev d'^Egy

11 , 111
,
Bulak 1896— 1897, ed E Gaillardot, Cairo

1897) and by Ibn Faghribirdl (s E I
,

\ 103)
As a further supplement to the Khitaty Makrizi

planned two large biographical works but they

remained unfinished on account of the enormous
scale on which they were planned He intended

to write the lives of all the rulers and famous
men who had lived in Egypt m 80 volumes
entitled al Mukaffa but was only able to complete

16 of them of which 3 aie preserved in autograph

in Leyden {Cat codd rtr
,
N® 1032, perhaps also

1103) and one in Pans (N® 2144), see Dozy,

Notice SU1 quelques mss aiabes^ Leyden 1847,

p 8— 16, a portion in van Vloten, Z D M G ^Xw

224 His collection of biographies of contemporaries

entitled oNUkud al-farida fi Tarad^tm aV
A^)an al-mufida intended to be arranged in al-

phabetical order also remained a torso (a portion

of the autograph of vol 1 ,
Altf and a part of

Ufiy Gotha, N® 1771) He also dealt with a number
of historical questions in separate essays, some
of which are preserved in two collected volumes,

Pans, N® 4657 and Leyden, No 2408 (the latter

in pait written by the author himself, and in part

revised by him, see Dozy, Notices^ p 17) The
most important of these deal with the history of

the Lmaiyads and 'Abbasids {aBNtzal wa 'BTakka'
sum fi~ma batna Banl bmatya wa-Bani Ha^wiy
ed G Vos, I eyden 1888, and Dhtkr ma ivarada

fi Bam Umaiya wa Bam ^NAbbas^ Vienna N® 1887,

al-Diitai almudta fi TaliiUi al-Dawla al-tsla

miya^ Cambridge, Preston, p 2), the Arab tribes

who migrated into Egypt {al-Bayan wa V Frab
^amma bi-Ai d Mt^i mm aVA^raby ed Wustenfeld,

Gottingen 1847), the geogiaphy of Iladramawt

based on enquiries made of pilgrims from there

whom he met in Mecca {aVfurfa al-ghariba mm
4khbar IVadi Hadramawt aNad/tbay ed P Nos-

kowyj, Bonn 1866), the Muslim princes in Abyssinia

{aUIlmdm bi-AlhJbai man bnArd aBHahait^ mtn

Muluk aBIslat/ty Cano 1895, ed Fr Th Rink,

Leyden 1790, cf I Guidi, Sul testo del Ilmam
d''alM m Centenano della nascita di Mtch Amaity

Palermo 1910, 11 387—394)1 on the Ziyanids m
llemcen {Taiadjtm MulUk aUGharb^ Leyden, op

city accoiding to Dozy’s hypothesis, originally a

poition of the Dinar alUJktid^X^mvs coins and
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measures {Nub^hat al^Ukud ft Uviur al-Nukuif

Cairo 1298, ed O G Tychsen, Rostock 1797,
TratU des tnonnates musulmanes^ transl by S de

Sacy m Mag end by Millin, ii/iv
, 1797, p 472,

ill/i
, p 38 sqq

^
levised repiint, Pans 1797, an

edition revised by the author Shndhur al-^Uktid

fl ^tkr aUNukud^ printed under the title aU
Nu^ud al-kadtma wa '^l-islamiya^ Stambul 1298
in a collected volume

,
Risalat aUMakaytl wa

V MawUztn al-diarSya^ ed O G 1 ychsen, Rostock

1800) He also wrote a general geography under

the title J^anl al-Azhar mtn al-Rawd al-mt^tai

(Berlin, N® 6049, Cano, v 40) what woik he

drew upon for this is still uncertain, in Pans,
NO 5919, al Idilsi’s Nuzhat al Mushtak fi ''khittak

al~Afak IS said to be the basis, L6vi Provencal,

Les Histortens des Chorfa^ p 361 identifies it

with the al‘Rawd al~mftar ft Khahat al Aktnr
mentioned by HajJjiiji Khalifa, 111

,
N® 6598 of

Abu ^Abd Allah Muhammad b ^Abd al-MunSm
al-Himyarl, which is said still to exist in the Kara-
wiyin mosque of Fez In some of these shorter

essays he touches on theology, a subject he does

not elsewhere deal with, dogmatics in the essay

composed in 813 (1410) entitled al-Bayan aU
muftd fi H'Fark bam al Tawhtd zva 7 Talhid the

autograph of which is in I eyden, Amin, N® 188
(cf also Cairo, vii 565), Tadjrld al-Tawhtd (in

Pans) and tradition in lectuies on the family and

domestic arrangements of the Prophet, which he

delivered m Mecca {Iinta^ al Asma^fuma It 7 Nabl
mtn al-Hafada wa 'l-Mat'S'^ in 6 vols

,
Gotha

1830, Stambul, Koprulu, N® 1004) To supplement

this work, towards the end of his life, he planned

a work which beginning, with the Creation, was
to be also a general geography to give the genealogies

of the Arab tribes and the history of the Persians

down to the Sas5nians under the title al-Khabar

^ani d-Badiar^ at which he was still working in

844 (1441) (parts in the autogiaph Stambul Aya
Sophia, N® 3362 and Fatih, N® 4338—4341,
others m the copy Aya Sophia, N® 3363—3366,
Strassburg, s Noldeke, Z D M G

^
xl 306, cf

T Tauer in Islamtca^
1 357—364) Even later

than this work which he quotes in it was the essay

Daw^ al-Sari fi Mfttfat Akhbar larnirn al-Datt

(in the Leyden collected volume and also in

I.eyden, N® 1080, Brit Mus
, p 669)

Btbltography Suyuti, Husn al~Mtihadai

1 321 ,
de Sacy, Chrest arabe 2, 1 1 1 2 ,

Hamaker,
Spec cal^p 207, Wiistenfeld, Gesck/cklsckretbe/

^

p 482, Goldziher, ZahttUen^ p 196—202 G
^ Z

, 11 38 (C Brockei mann)
MAKRUH [See ^arI^a

]

MAKS, toll, customs duty, is a loanword
in Arabic and goes back to the Aramaic maksa,

cf Hebrew mekes and Assyr miksti, from it is

formed a verb m-k~s I, II, III and makkas^ the

collector of customs According to the Arabic

tradition preserved in Ibn Sida even in the Djahiliya

there were market-dues called maks so that the

word must have entered Arabic very early It is

found in Arabic papyri towards the end of the

first century A H
Becker has dealt with the history of the maks^

especially in Egypt, and we follow him here The
old law books use maks in the sense of ^ushr^

the tenth levied by the merchants, more properly

the equivalent of an excise duty than of a custom
They still show some opposition to the maks^
then give it due legal force, but the word con-

tinued to have unpleasant associations, cf the

hadith tuna sahtba 'l~makst fi d-nar “the tax-

collector will go to hell” Goldziher has suggested

that the Jewish view of the publican may have

had some influence here

The institution of the customs duty was adopted

by Islam about the beginning of the Omaiyad
period or shortly before it While theological

theory demanded a single customs area in Isl5m,

the old frontieis remained m existence by land

and water, and Egypt, Syria and Mesopotamia weie

separate customs areas The amount of the duty

111 the canon law was settled not so much by the

value of the goods as by the pel son, 1 e the

religion of the individual paying it
,
but in practice,

attention was paid to the article and there were

preferential duties and no attention was paid to

the position of the owner in regard to Islam

The laws of taxation were very complicated and

graduated, the duties lose in course of time from

the tenth Qusht) to the fifth {khtwis)

The Egyptian maks was levied on the frontier

at al-^Arish and in the ports (sazvahil) ‘^Aidhab,

al-Kusair, al-Tur and al Suwais but there was also

an octroi to be paid in al Fustat at a place called

Maks This name is said to have replaced an old

Umm Dunam and then became identified with the

Maks = custom-house of Cairo All gram had to

pass through here befoie it could be sold and

two dirhams per artaba and a few minor charges

had to be paid on it Further details of the ad-

ministration of the maks in the earliest period

aie not known but there are references towards

the end of the first century A 11 to a sahtb maks
Mt^r in papyri and in literature also

The conception of the maks was extended in

the Fatimid period when all kinds of small dues

and taxes became known as mukus^ especially —
emphasising the already mentioned unpleasant as

sociations of the word — the unpopular ones which

the people regarded as unjust Such occasional

taxes had been levied from time to time in the

early centuiies of Islam Ihe first to make them
systematic was the dreaded financial secretary and
noted opponent of Ahmad b Tuliin, Ahmad b

al-Mudabbir Ihe latter introduced not only an

increase in the ground-tax and the three great

monopolies of osiers, fisheries and soda (in con-

nection with which It is interesting to note a

reversion was made to old Roman taxes), but also

a large number of smaller taxes which were called

mctazvtn and marafik and included among the

htlalt^ the taxes to be paid according to lunar

yeais Such aitifices (known as tntikus from the

Fatimid period and later as mazalitn^ himayat^

rttnayal 01 musla'dyarat') were destined to develop

m time into the mam form of oppressing the

people and to become one of the principal causes

of the economic decline of Egypt, until under the

Mamluks a limit was reached where hardly any
thing was left untaxed and mukus were even granted

as fiefs and “misfortune became geneial” (zva-^am^

7nat al-balwd) These small taxes however (but not

the monopolies) were repeatedly abolished by re

forming rulers, indeed ibfil aUmukUs (othei terms

are radd^ musamahat^ tskat^ zvad^^ rap al mtiktls')

even formed part of the style and title of such
rulers Thus it is recorded of Ahmad b Talun that

he abolished some duties, and later of Saladin,

Baibars, Kala^Un and his sons Khalil and Nasir

Muhammad, of Asbraf Sha'ban, BarklUj: and Cjak-
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male MakiizT gives a long list of mukus abolished

by Saladm and Kalkashandl gives copies of the

texts of musamahat^ which are decrees of the

Mamluk Sultans abolishing taxes or granting ex

emption from dues which were sent to the governors

and read fiom the minbars and sometimes contain

very full details, while shoiter decrees weie pro

bably carved on stone and are given among the

fragments published by van Berchem It would

of course be wrong to deduce from such abolitions

of taxes that the government was a particularly

good one, while on the other hand the continually

recuinng extortion of the same taxes shows that

the abuses had been restored in the interval

MakrizI, 1 in concludes with the well known
Jibe at the Copts “even now there aie mtcIUs^

which are in the control of the vizier, but bung
nothing to the state but only to the Copts, who
do exactly as they like with them to their great

advantage”

Among the great variety of dues which were

of course not all levied at the same place and at

the same time were the following hilalt taxes

on houses, baths, ovens, walls and gardens, harboui-

dues in Gizeh, in Cairo at “the corn-quay”

{sdhtl al-ghdlla) and at the arsenal also

levied separately on each passenger, market-dues

for goods and caravans (^badd^i^ wd-kdivdfil') espe-

cially for horses, camels, mules, cattle, sheep,

poultry and slaves, meat, fish, salt, sugar, pepper,

oil, vinegar, tuinips, wool, silk, linen and cotton,

wood, earthenware, coal, halfa glass, straw and

henna, wine and oil presses, tanned goods, broker-

age {sdmsard) charges on the sale of sheep, dates

and linen Taxes on markets, drinking-houses and

brothels which were euphemistically called fusum
al wilaya Warders depiive prisoners of everything

they have
,
indeed this right is sold to the highest

bidder, officeis consume the fiefs of their soldicis,

peasants pay their lords forced labour and give

them presents {batdtil^ haddyTi) and many officials

( ^hddd^ muhtdsib, mubTidni un and wuldt') also

accept them, when a campaign is begun the mer-

chants pay a special war-tax and a third of

inheritances falls to the state
,
when news of victories

IS received and when the Nile uses, levies aie

made, the dhimmls, in addition to paying the

poll-tax, have to contribute to the maintenance of

the army
,

pilgrims to the Holy Sepulchre pay a

tax in Jerusalem, separate special taxes aie levied

to maintain the embankments, the Nilometei etc

Outside of Egypt we occasionally hear of the

inaks as toll or market-due, e g m Djidda, in

North Africa (cf Dozy, Suppl
^

11 O06) Ibn al-

Ha^Jjdj, HI 67 mentions a musUmahat mdzaltm^

but does not use the word mtikUs in tins sense

Bibliography Ibn Mammati, Kawdnln
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MAIfSURA [See Masdjid
]

MAKTAB (a), literally a “school in w^hich

writing IS taught” in practice means a Kur^anic
school, the Muslims believing that the first thing

that should be taught an infant is the Kurban

The woid inaktab^ plur makatib belongs to

the classical language It is hardly ever found in

the spoken dialects in this form These prefer the

word kiittab^ especially in Cairo and Tunis Kuttab
IS found in the middle ages used by Ibn al-Ha^dj
al-'Abdari, a Moroccan author (see Btbliogt aphy\
but it is not now used any longer in Algeria or

Morocco
The Kur^anic school has also other names

mstd in Algiers, dlemcen, and in certain districts

of the Algerian fell, at Fez, Rabat and Sale,

djamd' at I angier, Larache, Constantine, in Orania
and some districts of Morocco and the Algerian

Tell, ^h) la among the nomads of Algeria, wlimmra
among the Moroccans of the Djabala, thima^mert

among the Kabyls of the Djurdjura, mahdar at

Safi
,
Spam had mahadra^ now found in Senegal

Ihe position of the Kur’anic school varies m
diffcient countries Among the African nomads it

IS a tent placed in the centie of the douar which
is also used as a mosque In most towns it is a

room on the ground floor, very often dark, damp
and badly ventilated In Cairo, the Kurban ic school

IS placed on the first story of some public building,

usually a fountain In hez, a numbei of mstd are

also on 1 highei level than the street Ihe schools

of Fez and those of Cairo show architectural features

which deserve special study Ihe fagades, doors,

windows, usually laigc, are adorned with carved

woodwoik
Inside, the Kur’anic school is as a rule bare

of all ornament, mats of alfa grass or of rushes

are stretched on the floor, the walls are also

hung with mats of the same kind from the ground
up to a height of 4 to 6 feet A w^ooden or stone

bench serves as a chair for the teacher In one
corner is a vessel of water [tnhi) m which the

slates of the pupils aie washed
The Kur^anic schools aie distributed through

the different quarteis of the town There are none
in the immediate vicinity of the mosques, the

Piophet having lecommended that children and

lunatics should be kept away from mosques (cf

Madkhal') On the other hand, it is not unusual

to find Kur'anic schools in sanctuaries built to the

mcmoiy of some saint or in the zawiyas, the places

of assembly of the religious brotherhoods According

to the MadUial^ it is recommended to place schools

in the most frequented streets and not to place

them in isolated places or by-streets Although

the author of this book gives pedagogic reasons

for this recommendation, it is quite clear at the

present day that it is due to the desire to let as

many passers-by as possible hear the divine word

In the village, the Kur’anic school is held in one

of the rooms of the building which is used as a

mosque Ihe sites of Kur’anic schools are habus

or wakf properties Rich individuals sometimes

install Kur^anic schools at the entrance to then

houses fronting the stieet for the use of their

children and of those of their servants and neigh-

bours and friends

Ihe head of the Kur’Snic school is called fkih

or fkt (classical fakih) in the towns of Morocco,

taleb in the country districts of North Africa, some-

times muddeb at Tunis and in the Tunisian

12
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Sahel, at Tlemcen, we find the the word denar
which again crops up in the Algerian towns

The master in the Kurban ic school has as his

only intellectual equipment as a rule a perfect

knowledge of the text of the Kurban fie cannot

understand or expound it, he hardly knows any

grammar or any of the branches of religious

knowledge The most learned masters are those

who have devoted themselves to learning a certain

number of the seven ways of reciting the Kur anic

text according to the principles laid down by the

seven ihatkh al-rtwaya

In some towns there are Kui^anic schools for

girls but this is exceptional 1 he mistress is known
as faklha or fkira (Morocco)

The pupils are called ttlmidh in the towns,

genduz in the country districts and mhadrl in the

towns of Morocco Their ages run from six to

eighteen Where there aie schools for girls, little

boys are sent there also up to the age of six

In Kur^Snic schools nothing is studied but the

Kurban and without any explanation The task of

the pupds is to learn the sacred text by heart

Ibn Khaldun m his Muhaddtma says that in his

time the schools of Spain and lunisia taught

children reading and writing and the Arabic language

before putting them to study the Kurban, which
they then learned without much difficulty while

in the rest of the Maghrib they were only taught

to recite the Kui^an and from the beginning of

their studies It is this latter that is still the usual

fashion in North Africa of our day

The Kurban is not studied to know and under-

stand it It is learned by heart for the reward

promised in the next world to those who know
it and to benefit by the virtue or baraka of the

divine word This latter point of view is very

much in keeping with the mentality of Muhammadan
peoples with a strong belief in magic

When the boy begins his studies he is taught to

smear a wooden slate with a fine white clay called

^an^al steeped in water When the slate is made
dry, either by being exposed to the sun or held to a

fire, the master traces on it the letters of the al-

phabet with the point of a kalam (or reed sharpened

for writing) without any ink He cuts into the

clay by forming the letters on the slate and the

pupil is then asked to go over them with the

kalam dipped in ink (which is made from burned
wool) At the same time the child learns by heart

the names of the letters and then descriptions

without the master however thinking it worth

while to point out to him on the slate that a

certain character conesponds to a certain name
of a letter It is therefore not surprising that

with such a method a pupil has to devote two
or three years to learning to read and to write

When the child can write to dictation, the

master dictates verses from the Kurban The child

writes them one by one As soon as he has

finished writing one he says n^ain ya stdl on
reaching the last word he has to write The master

then dictates the next verse and so on till the

slate is completely covered with writing Then the

pupil goes to the bottom of the class and begins

to learn by heart what has been dictated to him
aloud When he knows the text by heart, he
recites it to the master If the latter is satisfied

he orders the child to clean his slate For this

purpose the boy washes it in the mht^ the vessel

of water in the corner of the school, then he

coveis his slate with clay again and begins all

over again

If we reflect that the mastei has 3001 40 pupils

in f»-ont of him each of whom is at a different

place in the Kui^an and that his method of in-

stiuction is individual, we can see that to learn

the whole of the Kui^an, even the most intelligent

pupil lequires several years if he is not discouraged

before reaching the last sQra

The study of the Kurban begins with the first

chaptei, the faitlta After this sura the last and

then the second last, then the ante-penultimate is

learned and so on back to the second sura, that

of the Cow The Kurban is thus learned in reversed

order This method is explained by the fact that

the siiras have been classed, except for the faltha^

in Older of length, the shortest being at the end

Since at the time of prayer, the believer repeats a

sura, usually one of the last, there is some point

m the study of the Kurban beginning with the

suras at the end of the book When the pupil

has leained the sacred text in the reverse order,

he repeats it in the propei order

For study and recitation the Kurban is divided

into sixty parts called hizb^ each hizb is divided

in its turn into four or quarters, each quarter

into two thurnn 01 eighths, and each eighth into tw o

khatruba or sixteenths

The time-table of the Kui^Snic school is as

follows the master and pupils arrive at dawn,

at least in theory They study without a stop till

lunch-time Some go home to eat and return

as soon as possible
,

others are given their

lunch in school and eat either in the class,

which is not encouiaged, or outside near at hand

If the master goes out, his place is taken by

an oldei pupil They continue reciting the Kur 5n

till sunset when everyone goes home to dinner,

they frequently return to the school till the hour

of the ^alat al^t^d* No recreation is piovided

for The only relaxation is the recitation by the

pupils in a body of panegyrics of the Prophet

In the Maghrib there is no school from Wednes-
day at midday till Friday after the noon salat

Iradition has it that the Caliph 'Umar (who
founded the first Xur’anic schools) prescribed the

Thursday lest It is said in explanation that the

triumphal return of the Muslim troops after the

conquest of Palestine took place on a Thursday,

the pupils having had a holiday to take part in

the festivities the Caliph 'Umar decided that hence

forth 1 hursday should be a holiday in the schools

In the Hidjar the holiday is Tuesday (cf W
Margais, Textes Atabes de Tangtr^ p 184, note 2)

The schools are also closed on the occasion of

the leligious feasts and the fast of Ramadan foi

one week or two, each country having its own
special habit in this respect (cf especially Michaux-

Bellaire in Archives Marocatnes^ xvii 77 sqq')

When a child knows by heart a fixed poition

of the Kur’an, the first sHra, the first quarter of

the book, the half, the whole, his paients give a

feast in which all the pupils share, the master

and frequently all the other masters of the quarter,

needy men who take advantage of every occasion

when good cheer is going These feasts are called

khjatma 01 sulka or ta^rtfl^a^ sometimes hadka,

according to the country, some of these titles are

used on the occasion of its partial recitation of

the Kur’an and others of a complete recitation

P'or the feast the master decorates the boy’s slate
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with different colours It is to be noted that the

mixture used for this purpose alw ays includes eggs

Some verses are written on the slate A procession

IS foimed to go to the house of the child, who
IS the hero of the occasion, a part of the Kurban

IS recited and a copious repast eaten A collection

made aftei the feast and also at the houses of the

relatives and friends of the family procures the

teacher a supplement to his salary which he much
appreciates

Discipline is maintained in the Kur^anlc school

by corporal punishment Ihe master keeps m his

hand a long stick with which he stakes more or

less cruelly inattentive children on the head To
punish serious faults he inflicts a certain number

of blows on the soles of the delinquent’s feet

The boy is laid on his back, with his legs in the

air and laid togethei, one of the older pupils

holds his feet up to the mastei who beats them

rhythmically with a rod of the wild quince tree

If the pupil is too strong for his comrades to be

easily able to keep him in the desired position,

his feet are fastened to a wooden bench {falakii)

which two of his comrades holdup Ihese corporal

punishments have been frequently condemned (cf

especially Madkhal) but they continue to be applied

with the unanimous consent of the parents Indeed

the parents very often commission the master to

punish children for faults committed out of school

The master’s duty is to give the children a

good education, that is to say an education that

is entirely religious He generally does his duty

very badly, at least from the European point

of view

The results obtained in the tiaditional Kur^lnic

teaching are generally bad After long and mono-

tonous years spent in school, the child only knows

a few sections of the Kurban and like his master

IS unable to write a letter correctly or read a

book Wheicver general education has made some
progress we find the Kur’anic schools losing their

importance in spite of the piety of the people

The child is often taken there to learn i few

suras after which he is taken away and put at

the primary school Very often the child goes to

the Kur^anic school outside of the houis of the

primary school and only for a year 01 two On
the other hand in cases where the people are at

all backward but aident m their faith, the Kur^anic

schools are numerous and largely attended

The children at the Kurban ic schools play a

certain part in social ceremonies on account of

the doubly magic character which their youth and

knowledge of the divine word gives them On
Thursdays they go m a body under the conduct

of the mastei to recite the Kur’an over the graves

of persons recently buried
,

when a woman’s

accouchement is difficult and threatens to be

dangerous, the children from the neighbouring

school go round the town chanting litanies behind

a piece of cloth held by four of them, m the

centre of the cloth is an egg
,

the passers by

throw coppers into the cloth and utter good wishes

for the sick woman The school children, slate in

hand are also sent to seek meicy from a conqueror

for a conquered town or tribe, to appeal for ram
in time of drought, the Kur^5nic schools are also

called upon to take part in processions

The organisation of Kurban ic teaching is rudi-

mentary In the towns, it is the kadi who in

theory supervises the schools, in reality he only

interferes in cases where complaints are made
against the teacher In the tribes it is the ka'td

who takes the place of the kadi in this connection

The teacher is very often a stranger to the

country, more often from the country than the

town, which is to some extent explained by the

magic charactei common to the state of being a

foreigner and to Kur^anic study

In the towns he receives a very small sum
monthly from the parents of his pupils, on the

Wednesday, the children pay him a few coins on

leaving school, on the occasion of school-feasts

and holidays he receives a few more gifts He
also makes amulets which he sells In the country

the idUb is paid in kind The relatives of his

pupils feed him in turn, giving him, eggs, butter,

ceieals and lambs, sometimes the village or donor

shares the labour of working a plot of ground and

gathering its yield for him Payment m kind of

the services of the teacher is the subject of a

regular contract between the representative of the

village or of the douar and the tdUb The latter

IS then called tdleb mutant The teacher is also

the imam of the village, he washes the dead and
prepares them for burial, he is also occasionally

tailor and public letterwnter In brief although

he enjoys the respect of those around him he

lives vciy poorly

The choice of a teacher is often decided by the

reputation which he enjoys Ihe consent of the

parents 111 the towns, of the ^am'^a in the country

gives him the right to exercise his functions Tu-

nisia howevei has endeavoured since the French

occupation to regulate more carefully Kur^Snic

instiuction and to demand a certain standard of

knowledge and morality m the teacher Kur^anic

instiuction by its veiy nature seems to have re-

mained unchanged from the early days of Islam
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MAKU, a khanate in the Persian pro
Vince of Adharbaidjan
Maku occupies the N W extremity of Peisia and

forms an enclave between Turkey (the old sandjak

of Bayazid) and Transcaucasia In the i^est the

frontier with Turkey follows the heights which

continue the line of Zagros in the diiection of

Ararat The frontier then crosses a plain stretching

to the south of this mountain (valley of the Sar?-su)

and runs over the saddle between Great and Little

Ararat Down to 1920 Great Aral at formed the

frontier between Russia and Turkey while Little

Ararat was divided beti^een Russia and Peisia

Since 1920 Great Ararat has been completely

sunounded by Tuikish territory, while I ittle Ararat

IS divided between Turkey and Persia The lurco

Persian frontier at the present day comes down
to the Araxes The Lower Kara-su and the Araxes

(to Its confluence with its right bank tnbutaiy

Kotur 5ai) form the frontier between Maktl and

the autonomous territory of Nakheuwan which forms

part of the Armenian Soviet republic The third

side of the triangle le the innei boundaiy between

the khanate and the Persian province of Khoi is

somewhat vague When the prestige of its khans

was at its greatest, their lands stretched to the

districts of Cai-para, Caldfian (kara-'Aini) and

Aland The little khanate of Awadjfk (30 villages

belonging to the Aiiumlu Khans) on the Bayazid-

Caldfran-Khoi road forms a little enclave close

to the Tui co-Persian fiontier

The khanate consists of a seiics of heights and

fertile valleys In the centre betw^een the valley

of the Zangimar and that of the A]^ cai uses the

isolated mass of Sokkar At the foot of the I ittle

Ararat along the frontier chain and on the slopes

of Sokkar there are excellent pastures

The lands of Maku are very well watered The
streams that flow into the Araxes on the right bank

are as follows l in the northwest the lowci Kara-su

which runs almost paiallel to the Araxes and icceivcs

on the right bank the waters fiom Dambat (a

high plateau to the S E of I ittle Ararat where

in 1905 Minoisky discovered the ruins of the

ancient town which local Armenian tiadition idcn

tifies with Arshakawan, cf Moses of Choicnc, iii 27
and ibid

, 1 30), 2 the mountain torrents \ flandarasi

and SarfCai, 3 the river Zangimar (Z^ngibar,

M5kn-£ai) which consists of thiee main branches,

one coming from the khanate of Awajjfk
,
the other,

the Tfghnft, from the S E corner of the plain of

CaldTran from the vicinity of the village of IfghnR

(Armenian tlmut = muddy), the third fiom

the central canton of Babadjik Ihe combined

waters run through the defile in which lies the

town of Maku and water the rich district of Zangi-

basar (“watered by the Zangimar”) Here the

Zangimar receives on its right bank the waters

from the central massif of Sokkar (this tnbutary

seems to have been once known as the Kaban),

and on the left bank the Sar?-su (different fiom

the above mentioned Sar? su) which rises on Tur-

kish territory in the north of Bayazid and flows

a considerable distance parallel to the central course

of the Zangimar 4 The Akh-Cai, the sources of

which are on the eastern face of the chain which
separates Turkey from Persia and on the southern

face of the transveise chain (AHgHn) which sepaiates

Akh £ai from T?ghn?t The waters of the Akh-£ai

and Its tiibutary 11 rigate the canton of Sogman wa,
flow into the fertile plain of CaipSra and flow

into the Kotur 5ai which waters the plain of lUioi

Below this confluence the Akh-cai receives on its

right bank the watcis of the distiict of AUund

which use near the lurco Pei sian frontier to the

south of the sources of the Akh cai and the north

of those of the Kotur-cai

Ihe town Ihe site of the town of Maku is

very sti iking It lies in the short gorge through

w'hich the Z'lngimir here runs The cliffs rise

perpendicularly on the right bank I he cliffs on the

left bank rise to a height of 600 feet above the

river The little town lies in an amphitheatre on the

slope Above the town at the foot of the rocks, are

the luins of ancient foitifications and a spring

Then the mountain wall uses almost perpendicularly

and at a height of i8o to 200 feet leans forward

Ihere is therefore an incredible mass of rock

suspended over the town (Accoiding to Monteith’s

estimate the dimensions of the cavern thus formed
aie height 600 feet, depth of the cavern 800 feet(^),

breadth 1200, thickness at the top of the arch

200 feet) It IS only fur a brief period daily that

the sun penetrates into this gigantic cave Just above

IS a cave which used to be entered by a perilous

scaffolding At a later dite when the cave was
used as a prison, the prisoners vvcic hoisted up by

a rope (Ihe only European who has been inside

it IS A Iwanowski)

Ihe population Ihe population of M^kQ
consists of Turks and Kinds The former, who
aie in the majority, occupy villages along the

riveis of the kjaanatc Ihey are the remains of

the lurkonian tubes of Bayat, Pornak etc The
canton at the foot of the Sokkar is called Karakoyunlu
The people (about 900 houses grouped into 26

villages) belong to the Ahl i Hakk faith {R M M
^

xl
, p 66) which IS indirect but interesting evidence

of the character of the heresy of which the lurko-

man dynasty of the Kara koyunlu was accused

(Munedjdjim bash?, m
, p 153) The old enmity

between the lurkoman tubes survives in the geneial

name applied by the Kaia-koyunlii to their ^iS
“Iwelver” neighbouis they call them Ak-koyunlu
(CiordlcNsky, p 9)
Ihe Kinds of the Uianale aie semi-nomads

1 he Djalali (cf on their supposed ancestors, ^Alam-

P 539 tindci the years 1017— 1018) occupy
the slopes of Aral at and in summer betake them-
selves to the pasturages along the 1 urco-Persian

frontici Many sections of them lead a tioglodyte

life in the caves of the Dambat region

The Milan live between the Araxes and the

massif of Sokkai where they pass the summer
At Kara^aini (in Kurdish Kaleni) theie are

Haidaianlu

Befoie the war there were only 1,200 Armenians
left in Maku It is remarkable that the confidential

servants in the houses of the khans are of this

nationality I he celebrated and imposing monastery of

St dhaddeus (Thadevos Arakel= Kara Kilisa among
the Muslims) rebuilt in 1247 (St Martin, Memotres
sut RArmenia, 11 463) is in the central canton
of Babadjik It is regarded with a certain respect

even by Muslims who kiss the Gospels on entering

it A long insciiption recording the finnan of

protection given it by ^ah 'Abbas adorns the

dooiway At one time the villages at Maku and
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at Khoi belonged to the monastery and paid their

rents to It Another Armenian monastery (Snip-

Stephanos, Daniyal-Peighambar among the Muslims)

lies below the mouth of the Kotur Cai on the

holders of MakH The little village of Djabbarlu

is inhabited by Yazidls

Ancient history Ihe oldest monuments of

Maku go back to the period of the Khald (Vannic)

kingdom The chamber carved in the rock near

hangar (on the MSkU-Bazirgan-Bayazid road) is

one of a number of similar constructions in Bayazid

and in the country west of Urmia (Minorsky,

Kela~shtn^ Zap
,
xxiv

, p 171) A Khaldic inscription

known as that of “Makii” seems to come from Bastam
on the Akh-£ai (district of Cai para) It is of king

Rusa II, son of Argi^ti (c 680—645 u c ,cf Sayce,

A neiv Vannic Inscription^ J R A 5, 19x2, p
107— 113, N Y Marr, Nadpts Rusi II tz Makti^

Zap
^
XXV, 1921, p I— 54) Ihe insciiption is

important as showing that the power of the kings

of Wan extended to the region of Khoi
Maku latei formed part of Armenia It corresponds

to the canton of Artaz of the province of Vaspu-

rakan (Armenian seventh centuiy Geography) Ac
cording to Moses of Chorene, the district was at

first known as Shavsarshan but was given the

name of Artaz in memory of the old home of the

Alan whom Aitashes transplanted hither (cf Aido/
in Ossetia) The name ^awarshakan may be ex-

plained fiom the lule of the Artsium kings among
whom the name Shawarsh (Xsayaisan =
= Mod Pers Siyawush) was frequent (cf Marquart,

hransah)
^ p 4, 177) The suggestion of this

scholar that \rtaz is connected with the older

'k^otpu etc

,

Strabo, xi 14, 3, is untenable because

Azara is above Artaxata which again is abo\e

the land of Artaz =: Maku The Amatuni kings

who later established themsehes north of the

Araxes must also ha\e ruled in Aitaz foi the

diocese of Maku is called Amatuneac*^ tan (Adontz)

Ihe names Maku and IlacSun (= Hasun) north

of Maku aie mentioned in the History of Ihomas
Artsruni written in the tenth centurv, in the

passage (ii 3) describing the fiontiei of the lands

ceded by the Sasanian Khusraw to the cmpeior
Maurice in 591 (Bio^set, Coll trilnl Ann

^

St Peteisbuig 1874, ^ 1 P 7^) On the many Ai-

mcnian monuments in the land of Makii cf the

work of Minorsky on the antiquities of the khanate,

cf also Hubschmann, /^/c 1904,

p 344 and Adontz, Aniunia v ipokhu Justiniana^

St Petersburg 1908, index

Accoiding to a legend lecorded b) Moses ol

Chorene (i 30, ii 49), iigranes, having defeated

the Mede (in Arm Mm) A2dahak settled his

descendants all around Masis (Araiat) Neithei the

Arab historians (laban, Ibn al-Athii) nor geo-

grapheis know this cornei of Armenia although

the name looks very old It would be tempting

to explain Maku as Mah Kuh = Mountain of the

Medes (Pers mah and Arm mar go back to the

old Iranian Mada) Ihe form MakUya ('’‘Mskoya)

which IS found in Ilamdullah Mustawft howevci

presupposes a different final element

History under Islam Hamdullah Mustawfi

(Huzhat at Kulub^ ed Le Stiange, p 89) is the fiist

writer (740= 1340) to mention Maku among the

cantons of the tuman of Nakheuwan It is a castle

in the cleft of a rock and at the foot lies a village

which stands in the shade till midday In this

place lives the Christian chief piiest (kashish) whom

they call Mar-HasiyS (this reading is preferable

to Mardjanltha of Le Strange, cf Aram Mai^
Khasta “the Lord Bishop”)

The Spanish Ambassador Clavijo who visited

Maku on June i, 1404 still found it inhabited by
Armenian Catholics ruled by their prince Noradin,

who enjoyed practical independence TlmUr did

not succeed in taking Maku but by a treaty Noradin

agreed to supply him with 20 horsemen when re-

quired The eldest son of Noradin was taken to

the court of ^Omar Mirza and converted to Islam

when he was given the name of Sorgatmix (Suyur-

ghitmfsh), as to anothei son, Noradin intended

to send him to Euiope to be consecrated a bishop

Clavijo mentions a monasteiy of Dominicans at

Miku, “en el dicho lugar” (Fiayles de Sancto

Domingo, Vida y hazahas^ ed Sreznew ski, St Peters-

burg 1881, p 158-162 and 376, transl Le Strange,

londoniqaS, p 144-145) Clavijo gives an accurate

description of the town (a castle in the valley

,

on the slope, the town surrounded by walls
,
higher,

a second wall, which was reached by steps cut in

the rock)

On the death of Timor, Kara-Yusuf the Kara-

Koyunlu reappeaied on the scene and Maku was
one of the first places he conquered in 809(1406)
(^ai af tuima

^

1 376) Henceforth the country

must have become lapidly lurkicised According

to the Spa) af nama (1 295, 308), in 982 (1574)
the Ottoman government ordered the Kurd ^Iwad

Beg of the Mahmudi tribe (cf above ii
, p 1145^)

to take Makii (one of the cantons of Na^euwan)
fiom the Persians and to restore the fortress 'Iwad

was given Maku as 0(l^aklU After his death in

1002, Sultan Muhammad II gave the fortress to

Mustafa Beg, son of ’’Iwad

When in the summei of 1014 (1605) Shah
SVbbas was in the vicinity of Khoi the MahmUdl
Kurds of the distiict of Maku and Pasak (a village

on the Aland cai to the west of Khoi) did not

tome to pay homage to the *^hah 'Abbas I

transfened the tlan of Mansui-beg to the 'Irak

(Pei Sian) and took the field in person against

Mustafa, beg of Maku Ihe historian Iskandai-

munshi mentions two foits at Mska, one at the

foot of the mountain {pa)-t huh) and the othei

on its side [iniyanAuh) Ihe former was soon

taken by the Shah’s tioops but the capture of

tilt other was “not so easy” Ordeis were given

to plunder the Mahmudi tube which was done

The womtn and children were earned otT and tht

Mahmudi men executed The booty was so gieat

that cows were sold at 2 dirhams = 200 (Peisian)

dinais a head Ihe royal camp remained for 10 days

at Makii but the upper fortress “m spite of the

constrictedness of the plate and the lack of watei”

held out and the Shah left for Nakh^uwan with-

out having obtained its suiiendei 4lam ata^

P 479)
1 he links and Peisians attached gieat impoitance

to the position of Maku Murad IV in the campaign

of 1045 himself realised the importance of Kotur and

Maku and in the instructions given in i048toKaia

Mustafa Pasha ordered him to demand that the

Persians should destioy the two fortiesses Indeed

by the treaty of 1049 (1639) the Persians decided

to raze Kotur MSkur, (read Maku) and Maghazberd

{lanlh* Na^una^ 1 686) However Murad IV
died and m the reign of Sultan Ibrahim the Per-

sians leoccupied Kotur and MakU (Ewliya Celebi,

IV, p 279)
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The next stage is recorded in the Persian in-

scription engraved on the rock above the foi tress

(Minoisky, Drevnosti, p 23) It tells us that Shah

'Abbas II ordered the destruction of the fortiess

because it sheltered the unsubdued (jnufsidan) The
fortress is compared to a Kal'a yi Kaban , the ex-

ecutor of the Shah’s ordei was a certain Akbai and

the date is 1052 = 1641— 1642 (Chronogram

^h-n-b') 1 he history of 'Abbas II (^ICt^as al-Khakant^

Bibl Nat Pans, Suppl Pers
,
N® 227) thiows no

light on the incident but as (fol 74b) an Ottoman
embassy to the court of the young ^ah in 1052
is mentioned, it is probable that it was not with-

out influence on the destruction of the fortiess,

on the preservation of which Peisia had formerly

laid stress

Conti ary to the tenor of the inscription, Ewliya
Celebi II, 337— 339 claims that it was the Ottomans
who, after the peace of 1049, destroyed Maku and at

the same time recalled the MahmUdi Beg who
was their representative there In 1057 (1647) the

Kurd Beg of Shushik (a stronghold on the borders

of Persia) rebelled against the Turks 1 he Persians,

while protesting against his raids, seized the oc-

casion to introduce to Maku 2,000 riflemen from

Mazandaran The Ottomans sent an aimy of 72,000
men against Shushik Mustafa Beg of Shushik was
defeated and sought refuge in Maku Ewliya ac-

companied the Pa^a and the detachment that

went to Maku to demand the extradition of the

rebel Satisfaction was given them and the w^all

of Erzerum Mehmed Pasha treated the Persian

envoys in a very friendly fashion He told them
however that if the Peisians did not withdraw
their troops from MSku and destioy the fortress,

he would attack EriwSn and Na^euwan The
result is not known but Persia’s possession of

Maku recognised in 1639 does not seem to have

again been seriously disputed by Turkey

The family which ruled Maku from 1747 to 1923
belonged to the Bayat tribe, the clan settled around

the Sokkar (on the Bayat cf Koprulu zade Mehmed
Fu^ad, Oghuz Etnolozisine da%u Tdrilhl Notala}

^

Turhydt Med^mu^ast^ Slambul 1925, p 16—23)
According to oral tradition Ahmad Sult'ln Bayat was
in Khorgsan in the service of Nadu Shah After the

latter’s assassination, he seized one of his wives

and a part of his treasure and returned to Maku
Very little is known about him or his son Husain
Khan (Monteith’s host?) who died in 1835 It is

possible that under the Zand dynasty and at the

beginning of the Kadjars the real authority in

the region N W of Adharbaidjan belonged to the

family of Dumbuli Khans [cf Kurds], whose head-

quarters was at Khoi (cf tabrI/, the special

history of the Dumbuli is not accessible in Europe)

The disappearance of the Dumbuli must have

opened the way to the Bayat 'All KhSn (1775

—

186$), son of Husain KhSn, is often mentioned

by travellers (Fraser, Abich, Flandin, firikow,

Likhutin) as an influential chief jealous of his

prerogatives We know that the Bab was entrusted

to the guardianship of 'All Khan from June to

December 1847 and that the latter treated him
very kindly The Bab in his esoteric language

calls Maka ^abal-t bdstt m contrast to ^abal-t

^Jyidid (= Cahrik, cf salmXs) where his imprison-

ment was more rigorous (cf Browne, A Traveller's

Narrattve^ 1891, 11 , p i6, 271—277 ,
Jgnl-KashSnl,

Nuqtat al-qaf^ G Af 5
,
xv

, 1910, p 131— 132)
During the war of 1853—1856 'All Khan derived

great material advantage from the neutrality of

his territory which lay between Russia and Turkey
His son Timur Pasha KhSn (1820—1895 '‘)

fited by a similar situation during the Russo-Turkish

war of 1877—1878 In 1881, his appearance at

the head of the Maku horsemen in the district

of Salmas accelerated the collapse of the invasion

of Kuids under Shaikh 'UbaidallSh [q v
]

limiir

Pasha Khan was hailed as the savioui of Adhar-

bSidjSn and the people even called him Maku
FaddmhJ

His son and successor Murtadg Kuli KhSn Ikbal

al-Saltana (1863—1923) at first continued the

policy of isolation and aggrandisement of the

khanate but his activity aroused suspicion on all

sides At the beginning of the war of 1914 Russian

distiust earned him a forced stay in Tiflis In

time Maku became pait of the theatre of war

Jhe Russian troops built a light railway from

Shah-takhtY (on the Araxes) to Bayazid and the

station of Makli became a busy centre In 1917
the Sardar leturned home and held his position

till the coming of Rida Shah Pahlawl, when, ac-

cused of intrigues, he was arrested on 25 Mihi

1302 (Oct 17, 1923) and transported to thepiison

of Tabriz where he died suddenly A Persian of-

ficer wab appointed governor of Maku (Nawbakht,

Shahtn didh~i Pahlawl^ lihian 1342, p 1 12)

B tb It 0 ap hy Monteith, Jomnal of a

tour through Azerhtdjan^ J R G S
^ 111 , 1833, p

40—49 ('Arablar-Bilga-MakU-Surp Thadewos-
Zawiya-Malhamlu)

,
E Smith and Dwight, Mts-

norm})' Rtsearches^ I ondon 1834, p 3 1 3 (Khoi-

Zorawa-Awadjik)
, J B Frasei, Tr avels tn Koor

-

distan, I ondon 1840, 11 314—321 (Khoi-Kaia-

Ziyaddin-Sofiyan-Maku-B^zirgan)
,
Ritter, Er d

Kunde^ IX, 916—924, E hlandin. Voyage en

Ferse^ Pans 1851, 1 ,
Likhutin, Russkiycv Aziat

Turtsiiy St Peteisburg 1863, p 244—250,
Ciiikow, Putiwoi jourttal^ 1 ^75 ^ P 5^6—508

(visit in Septembci 1852 Bayazid-Maku), M
Schachtachtinski, Aus dein Leben etrtes ortenta-

listhen Kleinstaatcs an dtr Grenze Russlandsy

Das Auslandy Stuttgait 1887, i\
, p 23—26,

H Abich, Aus kaukanschen Lander tiy Vienna

1896, 1 97— 1 12, 121—125 (\isit to Makii in

1844), 11 121, S Wilson, Persian life and
customs^ I ondon 1896, p 85—89, A Iwanowski,

V Makinslom fhanstvey Russk Vedornosti^ 1897,

314, 323, 325, A Iwanowski, Po Zakaiv-

kazyn v i8g^—/j.y Mater fo arkheol Kaxvkaza^

vi
,
I911, p 68, Frangean, Atrpatakan^ Tiflis

1905, p 10—27 Maku, p 27—43 Surp-Tha-

dewos
,
Minorsky, Otcet 0 poyezdke v Makinskoy e

khanstvo v Mater po tzuc Wostoka^

St Petersburg 1909, p i—62, Minorsky,

Dr evnosti MdkUy p i—29 (repr fiom Wostoc

Sbormky Petrograd 1916, 11), M Philips Puce,

A journey through Azerbatjan^ The Persian

Society

y

1913, p 13—17, Makinskoye khanstvo^

Novh Wostok^ Moscow 1922, 1, p 334—344,
V A Gordlevsky, LCar a-Koyunlu [canton of

Maku], Izv Ob^c obsledov Azerbatdjanay Baku

1927, p 5—33 (V Minorsky)
MAL (a

), means in the old language posses-
sion, property, referring among the Beduins
particularly to camels, but also to estates and
money, in any case to concrete things Ihe word
IS formed from ma and It and means properly any-

thing that belongs to any one As a noun it is of

course treated as a med w stem from which a
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verb IS then formed In the meaning “money”
the word is used in the expression mal sUmtt

“dumb property” in contrast to mal fidttk “speaking

property”, applied to slaves and cattle There is

a full definition of the conception in the intro-

duction to the Mara tla Mahastn aUTi^^ara of

Abu ’

1-Fadl IJja far b ^All al-Dimashki (Cairo

1318, p 2. sq^ studied and for the most part

translated by H Ritter, /r/, vii (1916), 1—91

There and in the Mafatlh aU^Ulum (see Bibl\

p 59, the different classes of property are enumerated

As vial includes property in its different aspects

the word can also mean “taxes”

The attitude of the Muslim religion to money
and property and its acquisition was of course a

subject of discussion from the beginning of the

literature The authoritative religious and ethical

point of view is that of al-Ghazzali (so to be

written, cf Moh ben Cheneb, B A A
^
vn

^ 1927,

p 224 sqq

)

in the second decade of the /bya^f

especially book 13 (Ritter, op at
,
gives an analysis)

and 14 (transl by H Bauer, Ei laubtes und ver-

botenes Gut =z fslatmsche Lthik^ 111, 1922, cf R
Hartmann in Isl

,

xiv )

The acquisition, guaiding and disposal of property

is one of the four mam sections of economics
( Tadbtr aUManztl)^ the second part of practical

philosophy, which is divided into ethics, economics

and politics, just as it entered Islam with the rest

of Hellenistic sciences As the Politics of Aristotle,

the first book of which deals with economics was
not translated into Arabic, the Muslims had to be

content with the only tianshted work on economics,

composed by the Neo-Pythagorean Ps -Bryson which
has had a deciding influence on the whole economic
literature of Islam The text, the Greek original

of which is lost, was fiist edited by I Cheikho

in Machttq^ xi\ (1921) and has been lecently

published with the Hebrew and Latin versions

and a German tianslation byM Plessner(cf Btbl)

The inteiesting chapter on mal in it was further

expanded by Muslim authois of the school of

Ps -Bryson, particularly from religious literature

A standard work is the Akhlak-t Na^tti of al-

1 usi [q V
]

of which the economic section has

been analysed and translated by Plessner The
Mew of the oiigin of money which Aristotle holds

in the Nu Ethics reached Isl2m direct, besides

coming through Ps -Bryson
,

it is first found in

the Tahdhtb al-Akhlai of Miskawaih (this is his

correct name and not Ibn Miskawaih [q v ]) c g
Cairo 1322, p 38 [cf also namUs and uhahab]
The word mal very eaily became a technical

term in arithmetic It is first found in exercises

in dividing inheritances applied to the property

of the testator which is to be divided We latei

find the word used regularly for the unknown
quantity in an equation, in this meaning it was aftei-

wards replaced by [9 v
]

Used for the un-

known in quadratic equations it became the word
for the square of a number The fourth powder is

called mal al-mal^ the fifth viHlu ka^b^n^ the square

of the cube The history of this change of meaning
has been elucidated by J Ruska, Zui altesten

arabischen Algebra und Rechenkunst(S B Ah Had
^

Phil -hist K 1
, 1917, N® 2, esp chap vi

,
cf also

index, s v Mal)

Bibltogi aphy Brockclmann, Grundi tss^

i
,
H Ritter, Etn arabtsches Handbuch der

Handelswtssenschaft^ Isl
^

vii I—91 (cf esp

the passages quoted on p 45 note 3 from the

Arab Lexicographers^ the Ltsan al-^Arab and
Dozy, s V ) ,

M Plessner, Der ohovoiJLiKb; des

Neupythagoreei s ^Bryson' und sein Etnfluss auf
die tslamtsche Wissenschaft^ 1928, Merx, Die

Etnfuhrung der aristotehschen Fthtk in die

aiabische Phtlosophte {Verhandlungen des XIII
Inta n Oi lentahstenlongresses^ p 290 sqq

)

,

on the meaning in algebra cf the references

given in Ruska, op c^t
,
al-Khwarizml, Mafatih

aPUlum^ ed van Vloten, 1895, p 59, 198
(the latter passage transl by Wiedemann, Bet-

ti age zur Geschtchte der Natuiwissenschaften^
z=S B P M S xl

, 1908)
(M Plessner)

MAL AMiR, more accurately Mal-i Amir, a

ruined site in LHristan It lies in the centre

of a flat plain about 3,100 feet above sea-level,

in 49° 45' East Long and 31° 50' N Lat, 3-4 days’

journey east of Shustar [q v
]
and marks the site

of a mediaeval town for which during the cali-

phate the name Idhadj (sometimes vocalised Aidhadj)
was exclusively used The modern name Mal-i

Amir seems to be first used in the Mongol period,

at least the first known occurrence is m the first

half of the xivth century m Ibn Battuta (ii 29)
in the Arabic form Mal al-Amir = “estate of the

prince” Idhadj under the ^AbbSsids was the capital

of a district of the province, and was also de-

scribed more precisely as Idhadj al-Ahwaz 1 e

“IdJhadj of al-AhwSz” (KhUzistSn), sometimes cal-

led after Ram(a)hurmuz to distinguish it from a

place of the same or similar name in the region of

Samarkand (cf \ akut, 1 416,417 Idhudj,ii 496)
Even under the SUsSmans the somewhat inac-

cessible district of Idhadj seems to ha\e enjoyed

a certain independence When the Arabs for the

first time invaded KhOzistan in 17 (638) they

came to a friendly arrangement with the lord of

Idhadj by which the latter was guaranteed the

possession of his power (Tabari, 1 2553) Eleven

years later (29 = 649) however, the governor of

Basra, ^Abd Allah b ‘^Amir [q v
],

was forced by

a rising in the newly won province to undertake

a military expedition which took him incidentally

to Idhadj, sec Baladhuri (ed de Goeje), p 382
ani above, 11 p

Under the caliphate Idhadj played no prominent

part During the troubles in the last decade of

Omaiyad rule AbU DjaTar al-Mansur afterwards

Caliph (cf V Vloten, in Z D M G
,

\\\ 214)
administeied the district of Idhadj for the ‘^Alid

pretender 'Abd Allah b Mu'awiya [q v
]
A son,

afterwards the caliph al-Mahdi, was born to him

heie, apparently by a woman of Idhadj (see Tabari,

111 527) The family of the latter apparently kept

up its connection with Idhadj for Yakut (1 416)

speaks of descendants of al-Mahdl who bore the

family name of Idhad)i The name Mal al Amir,

“prince’s estate”, might date from the time of al-

Mahdi when the 'Abbasids seem to have had

lands in Idhadj But this name of Idhadj, as already

mentioned, does not occur in an Arabic source

till 500 years later, so it may be assumed with

greater probability that it arose in the time of

the Atabegs of I ur 1 Buzurg [q v = Great Lur]

under whom Idhadj attained its greatest pros-

perity This ruling family, which traced its origin

to a Kurd chieftain of Syria, is also called the

Fadlawi dynasty after an ancestor or the HazSraspid

after the proper founder of their power, Malik

HazSrasp Their rule over East and South LU-
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nstan dated from about 550 (ii55) capital

was Idhadj At times the powei of these princes

stretched eastwards as far as the vicinity of Isfa-

han and southwards to Basra and to the Persian

Gulf They owned the suzerainty of the caliphs

or of the Mongol KhSns who replaced the 'Ab-

bSsids, in practice they were fairly independent

Among the AtSbegs of this dynasty mention may
be made of Ahmad Nusrat al-Din (696—730 or

733 = 1226— 1329 or 1332) According to Ibn

Battuta, he built 160 madrasas in his kingdom,

of which 44 were in Idhadj He also improved

caiavan traffic by hewing roads through the rocks

Under his successor Afrasiyab II, Ibn Battuta spent

some time in Idhadj and gives an interesting de-

sciiption of life at the court in this town Ihe
Tlmlirids in 827 (1424) put an end to the rule

of the Fadlawi dynasty On this dynasty cf above

11 , p 48 sqq and the genealogical tables in Justi,

Iramsches Namenbuch^ Marburg 1895, p 460 and
E von Zambaur, Manuel de Geneal et de Chronol

pour VHistotre de VIslam,, Hanover 1927, p 234
On the later history of Idhadj nothing is known

The town probably became gradually deserted

after the fall of the Fadlawls Its rums are now
represented by a large mound of earth, about 35
feet high, of irregular shape with smaller mounds
of rubble around it Cf I ayaid m J G R S

,

XVI, 1846, p 74 and I.ayard, Early Advcntutes

tn Pefsia,^ Susiana and Babylofita,, I ondon 1887,

i 403, and J^quier, op cit (s Btbl\ p 134
It may be mentioned that the Biijid SulPtns

struck coins in Idhadj ,
cf Lmdberg, Les Motwaus

Coufiques des Buyides = Mem de la Soctele dis

Anltquatres du Nordy Pans 1840— 1844, 11 269
and see above iii

, p 44^ On coins of the Atabegs

minted in Idhadj cf above in
, p 48^^

The perfectly flat plain of Mai -A mil out

of which rises the mound of ruins of the Sa^anlan

and Muslim town of Idhadj is about 4 miles broad

and about 7 long according to J^quiei (see Btbl)

who has given a plan of it {op ctt
^ p 133) It

runs from N W to S E c 3100 feet abo\e sea-

level and IS surrounded on all sides by steep,

barren but not high hills Ihe most important of

these border ranges is in the S E and is linked

up to the Mungasht hills farther south (cf

Rawlinson in J R G S
^

ix 80—81, de Bode,

op at
y

xiii
,

100, Layaid, op cit

,

xvi 74 and

de Bode, Travels^ 11 30) within which stood the

fortress of the same name, which played an im-

portant part in the middle ages (Munga^t, Man-
khisht, Mandjasht, cf also above 111, p 46b, 47'^)

The ridge which shuts in the plain of Mai Amir
in the east or N E is called Kuh Geshmet According

to J^quier, there is a large artificial lake in the

north (northeastern) pait of the plain, which finally

disappears in the swamp Accoiding to de Bode

{y R G S

y

xiii 104), theie were in his time

two small lakes there, the so-called Shatt bend’s,

which dried up in summer like the marshes and

the small streams which run thiough the plain

The water of the latter came in the main from

the lake of Deriadje 1 Bandan, south of the plain

of Mal-Amir, behind which Houtum-Schindler (see

Btbl^ ascended the steep wall of the Tanawsh
range The lake called Fam al Baww5b described

bv Yakut may be identical with this stretch of

water
,

cf Le Strange, op at
y p 245 ,

Schwarz,

P 337
Among the numerous ravines which are to be

found among the hills that border the Mal-Amir
plain on the N E the most interesting from the

archaeological point of view is that of Knl-i Fara

(see the plan in J6quier, op city p 135) A"«/,

according to O Mann means in Lurl “little ravine”

,

cf above m
, p

41b Dieulafoy and Schindlei have

erroneously repioduced this to them unintelligible

word by KaFa or Kut = fortress see Weissbach,

op at
, p 743, note, whose suggestion about

the meaning of Knl is now luled out For Fara,

H Schindlei gives the form Ferra and Ferendj

(Franks, Europeans), the lattei apparently based

on a Luri interpretation of the male costume in

the reliefs there Earlier travelleis (Layard, de Bode)

write Knl 1 FirWn, apparently because their 1 Hri

authorities identified the name Fara with Iir'^awn

(Pharaoh) whom they knew from the Kurban

The majority of the sculptures of pie-Iranian

(Elamite) origin in the region of Mai Amir are

to be found in Klil-i F'aia Quite close to the

entrance to the ravine is a large stele with a large

human figure in high relief, a row of smaller figures

with a well preserved 24 line cuneifoim inscription

and 10 smaller inscriptions (the latter giving the

names of the individuals represented) According to

the large inscription it is a monument erected by

a certain Hanni, son of lahhihi Opposite, on the

other side of the lavinc at intervals on blocks of

stone and on the wall are five tablets with other

reliefs of lude execution Special mention must be

made of a great procession with 67 figures The
total number of figures in Kul-i Fara is according

to I ayard 341
Opposite the ravine of Kul-i Faia, in the hills

which bound the S W side of the plain of MM
Amir is the cave with many corridors of Sh i k e f t e i

balmSn, “the cave of Salman” Accoiding to

the Bakhtiyaris who hold this place m great honoui

,

the name is derived from that of Salman al-harisi

[q V ], the first Persian to adopt Islam, who is

buried thcie, contrary to the modern Sunni and
ShFi tradition which locates the tomb of this

companion of the Prophet in al-Mada^in (Salman
Pak, cf 111, p 79) In Shifkefte-i Salman have

suivived four primitive bas reliefs of the Elamite
period of which two are outside and two inside

the cave Among them is a figure, over life size

with a 36 line cuneiform inscription which also

dates fiom the Hanni above mentioned On a

little esplanade to the south of the cave are the rums
of a little Muslim sanctuary, probably erected on
the site of an older sanctuary In the corner of

I the cave is a spring in which rises one of the

little streams that water Mai Amir
Apart from the monuments of Kul-i Para and

^ikefte 1 Salman there are a series of othei monu-
ments and remains of the ancient and mediaeval
periods in the plains of Shikefte-i Salman Por
exampk, in the southwest pait of the plain near

a mined tmamzade (saint’s tomb) which the Lurs
call Miah-Suwar (the king on horseback) on a

slope of the hill is a small stele, obviously also

of the Elamite period, with 6 figures and an in-

sciiption which has been destroyed According to

Layard, there aie many popular traditions about
this place A little north of ^5h-Suw5r at a place
called Kuh W a aie the rums of a palace In the

opposite direction in the N E section of the plain

rises a round palace on the summit of a rock, called

KaUa G^sbdum (= Scorpion Hill) by the

natives A ravine near by is called Hong, in it
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may be seen a much weathered SSsanian rock-

sculpture of great dimensions, probably of the

earlier period (c ShSpur I)

lhat the plain of M5l-Amir enjoyed comparative

piospeiity m the SSsSnian period is evident from

the remains of canals of this date

In the S W of the plain a narrow road runs to the

village of HallSdjan (de Bode Halegun) Near

It are old luins of the period of the Atabeg dynasty

There is an Atabeg citadel, an Atabeg budge and

well The numerous traces of buildinga probably

date from a mediaeval town Of recent date is

the ruin (mentioned by de Bode) of a palace of

Hasan KhSn, a chief of the Bakhtiyail tribe of

^ahar 1 ang who lived heie about 1821 Here is

another little river called Halladjan or ^ah Ruben
which IS probably connected with the lake at

Deriadje-i Bandan alieady mentioned (cf Layard,

y K G S
^
XVI 74 and Early Adventtu es^ 1 403

,

de Bode, y E G 5
,

xiii 100 and Travels etc
,

1 404
In the N E of M5l-Amir runs an old load paved

with huge blocks of stone, which is now called

Rah-i Sultan (the Sultan’s path) or Djaddet-i
Atabeg (= Atabeg road) to the Sir-i Rak (Radij)

some 3,500 feet high, the highest point, and thence

to Isfahan after seveial days’ jouiney It has al-

ready been mentioned above that the Atabegs did

a great deal for road making in their lands But

the original planning of the road piobably goes

back to a great antiquity, cf thereon de Bode,

y R G S
^

xiii 102— 104, and Travels etc, 11

6— 8, 35—46 Peihaps, he suggests, the “ladder-

load” (KA//!za)cp; Koih^) over which Eumenes passed,

as mentioned by Diodoros xix 21, may he identical

with the Atabeg road Remains of old roads paved

or hewn out of the rock are also found in other

places in the neighbourhood of Mil-Amir, cf 111

51^’ Ihe natives asciibe them at once to the

Atabegs, as they do the ruined caravanserais found

everywhere Near the Sar i Rak pass about 12 miles

cast of Mal-Amir is a place called K a IS i M e-

diesc, wheie chiefs of the Bakhtiyaris meet every

year Iherc are the ruins of two Sasanian buildings,

cf Unvala, in Rtvue T 4ssptolofe;tt^ xx\
, 1928,

p 86— 88, V ho gives a detailed description of

them Schwarz, {op cit
, p 340) thinks that this

KaPa i Medrese — m spite of the discrepancy in

the distances given — coriesponds with the place

Halaflhan mentioned by Ibn Battnta (ii 41) A
ruined site of the same name, also with two

SSsanian buildings is according to Lnvala 24 miles

S E of Masdjid-i Sulaiman [cf susan], 4-5 hours

N E of Mal-\mir are the luins of Susan [q v
]

1 he Arab geogiaphers of the middle ages reckoned

the celebrated stone budge {kantai d) of I dJi a dj

crossing the Dudjail (Karun) among the wondeis

of the woild It was also called Kantira Kjiuna

zad from the alleged (otherwise unknown) name
of the mother of Aidashir I, who is said to have

built this budge and anothei in the town of Miwa/
(see Schwarz, op cit

^ p 321) Otherwise we only

know the masculine foim of the Iranian name
Khurzad (cf Schwarz, op ci /, p 338 note 4 and

Justi, Ira?ttsches Namenbuch^^2cth\xx^ 1895, p j8oh)

In the ivth (xth) century this bridge of Idhai
was restored by the vizier of the Buyid Rukn
al-Dawla after two years of work De Bode identifies

it with the “Atabeg” bridge at Halladjan, probably

however we should, with Rawlinson, op at
, p 83

and Schwarz, op at
^ p 339, identify it with the
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“Old Bridge” crossing a small tributary of the

Karun N E of KaPa-i Medrese For further in

formation on the Bridge of Idhadj cf Yakut, 1

416, iv 189 and Schwarz, op at
^ p 338—339

Ihe rulers who had the sculptures and rock in-

scriptions of KOl-i FarS and Shikeftc-i Salman

made, belong to the period of the latei Elamite

kingdom, to the period between Nebucchadnezar I

(1146— 1123) and the rise of Assyria in the first

half of the ixth centuiy 1 e about 1000 B c It

cannot be decided whether king Hanni, son of

Tahhihi, from whom the monuments and inscriptions

date, and the ^utur Nakhkhunte, son of Indada

mentioned by him, ruled the whole of Elam or

whether they are to be regarded as members of

a local dynasty ruling perhaps the district of Mal-

Amii 1 he inscriptions are in the Elamite language

but contracts written m the Babylonian language

have also been found m Mai Amir, cf the

Btbliogt aphy
Here it may be mentioned that following de

Bode the town of the Uxians which Alexander
the Great passed on his way fiom Susa to Perse-

polis after passing the “Susan Gates” has often

been sought in the region of Mai-Amir, s de

Bode, Ttavels etc, 11 47 sq
,
Spiegel, Lrantsche

Alti) itimskunde^ 1 ,
1 eipzig 1870, p 409 and Kaerst

in Pauly-Wissowa, Rcalenzykl d klass Altei turns-

XVIss
,

i 1424
Since the late middle ages (beginning of the

vii/xiii^h century) the Bakhtiyari Lurs have settled

in the district of Mai Amir (cf above 111
, p 42"^,

45b) They spend the winter there on account of

the fine green pastures On the Bakhtiyaris sec

BMaiTi\ARrs and ill, p 42h, 45h, 46a, 50a

Bibltogtaph) BG /, passim (s Indices),

Yakut, Mddjamy ed Wustenfeld, 1 416 ,

Hamd Allah Mustawfi, Nuzhat al-Kulub (
=

G M S
^
xxm ), p 70 ,

Ibn Battuta, ed Pans,

11 29—42 ,
G I e Strange, The Lands of the

Eastan Cahphatt^ Cambridge 1905, p 245,
P Schwai/, him im Mittelaltcr nach den aiab

Geogjiiphtn^w
y
Leipzig 1921, p 293,335-340,

441, note 5, 421, note 6, 439—440, Rittci,

EidUmdcy IX 152— 157, 218 — It is only since

the xixdi centuiy that we have more exact ac

counts of the plain of Mai Amir and its monu-

ments from European travellers On these for

the peiiod 1 841-1889, see Weisbach, op at

(see below), p 743 Rawlinson was not himself

in MM-Amii but heard of the ruins there when

in the neighbourhood in 1836, cf his article

in fRGS^ IX 82—84 — hor the archaeo
logical monuments of Mal-Amir the most

\aluable records are those of Layard and C \

de Bode wdio both visited it in 1841 and that of

J6quiei at the beginning of the x\fb century Cf

A II I ayard in y A (r 5
,
xvi

, 1846, p 74—81,

94—95 Early Adventiii in Pei stay Su-

stana and Babylontay London 1887, i 401

—

41 1, 11 4, 7, II— 14, C A de Bode in y R
G Sy xiii

, 1843, p I00“I04 and in Tavels

in Lw istan and At abtstatty London 1845, i

400—404, 11 I, 6—8, 25—-60, 102— 106, J6

quier, Descnption du site de Mai Amir

y

m
Delegation en Pt/siy MetnotteSy vol m. Pans

1901 p 133— 143 (with 2 plates) Cf also the

description by A Iloutum Schindler {Rent 1877),

in Zeitscht d Gesellsch f Erdkunde zu Berlwy

XIV, 1879, p 45 sq Cf also the descriptions

of the monuments of Mal-Amir in Weissbach,
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Neue Bettrhge zur Kunde der sustschen In’-

schrtften= AdA d sacks Ges d Wtssensch
,

xxxiv
,

1 894, p 743—747 (based mainly on

Layard) and G Husing, Dei Zagros und seme

Volker (A
,

ix
,
N® 3—4), Leipzig 1908, p

47—57 (based on Jequiei), s also J de Morgan,

Mission scientif en Petse^ vol iv Recherch

Archeology Pans 1896— 1897, p 176 sq

For the Elamite bas-reliefs in Mal-Amir
and the cuneiform inscriptions with them
the reader is referred to Weissbach, op cit

^ p
745, 747—748 for illustrations, squeezes, editions,

decipherment and commentaries as regards the

Bibliography down to 1893 inscriptions were

first edited by Layard in his Inscriptions in the

Cuneiform Character

y

London 1851, PI 31—32,

36—37 Mention should also be made of A
H Sayce, The Inscriptions of Mai Amu

y
in

Actes du 6^^^ Congres Internal des Orientalist

a Leydey vol 11, Leyden 1885 Weissbach gave

a new edition in the publication above mentioned,

a new transcription and translation of the Mal-

Amir texts with commentary, cf op
, p 748-

752) 759—777 plates 1— iv ) Atianscnption,

differing in many points from Weissbach, of

the tw'o gieat insciiptions of Kul 1 Faia and
Shikefte-i Salman (with notes) was given by

G Hiising in Flamtsche Studien (= M V’ G
y

111, Heft 7), Berlin 1898, p 21—34, cf also

Ilusing’s short articles in 0 I Zy ix
,

1906,

col 605—606, XI, 1908, col ^37 sq The latest

edition of all the M^l-Amir insciiptions — in-

cluding the fragmentary one of Shikefte-i Sal-

man omitted by Weissbach — is that of Scheil, s

Delegation en Perse, Mtmonesy vol 111, Pans

1901, pi 23—26, transcription and translation

under N® Ixiii and Ixiv
, p 102— 112 Scheil

(ibid
)

also published autotype facsimiles of

the bas reliefs and a picture of the cave of

Shikefte-i Salman cf pi 27—33 In his travels

in LUristan O Mann also visited Mai-Amu and
took squeezes of the inscriptions there (cf 0
L Zy XI 605), but so far as I am aware he

has published no more about them — On the

particular form of cuneiform used in the Mal-

Amir inscriptions see Weissbach, op a/
, p 752-

759 (syllabary) and the epigraphic tables on
pi IV—V ,

cf on the question of transliteiation

Husing, Elanitsche Stitdie/iy p 15—21 with table

of characters and do, m 0 L Zy vu
, 1904,

col 437—440
In Mal-Amir have also been found cuneiform

tablets of a legal nature (contracts) written in

the Babylonian language, 16 of these contracts

have been edited, transliterated and translated

by V Scheil in Delegation en Petse, Memoiresy
vol IV, Pans 1902, pi 19—20 and p 169—194

(M Streck)
MALABAR, a district of the Madras

Presidency in British India, situated on
the west coast of the peninsula, between 10® 15'

and 12° 18' N latitude and 75® 14' and 76® 15'

E longitude, and extending for 150 miles along
the shores of the Arabian Sea, on the E the
district IS bounded by the Western Ghats, the

hills of which attain an average elevation of

5)000 feet, but occasionally rise to 8,000 feet

Out of a total population of 2,039,333 (according
to the Census of 1921) there are 1,004,327
Muslims, of whom 93,60 per cent are Sunnis,
the greater part of them are Mappillas [q v.], I

the Labbais [q v] foim the next largest group,

and there are a few Pathans, and in the larger

coast towns a few Arabs
Trade with Arabia appears to have led to the

introduction of Islam into the Malabar coast at

an early period, the exact date of which is un-

certain Hindu radjas encouraged the Arab traders

and the comraeice of the western coast had passed

almost entirely into their hands by the end of the

xvtk century when the Portuguese arrived to dispute

it with them The Arabs did not give way with-

out a struggle, but by the middle of the xvi^h

century only the petty coasting trade was left in

Arab hands, and when the power of the Portuguese

declined m the wii^k century their place was

taken by English and Dutch tradeis In 1766

Haidar ^Ali [q v ]
added Malabar to his dominions,

but found it a turbulent possession, and his son

Tipu Sultan [q v
]

in 1792 had to abandon this

territoiy to the Biitish

Bibliography W Logan, Malabar

y

Ma-
dras 1887, C A Innes, Malabar {Madras

District Gazetted s^ Madias 1908
MALACCA (fiom the Sanskiit amlaka through

the Malay mllakay Phyllanthus pectinatus Hook
fil

,
Euphorbiaceae) is the name of a town

situated on the west coast of the Malay
Peninsula m 2° ii' 30" N, 102° 15'

E

(Gr ),

of a river which enters the sea at that spot, and
of a territory of about 720 English square miles

adjacent to and administered from the town

Formerly the name was often extended to the

Malay Peninsula as a whole, but this usage is ob-

solete in English though still sometimes found in

Continental works
Ihe earliest date in the history of Malacca

occurs in Book 325 of the History of the Ming
dynasty of China (1368— 1643), which relates the

sending of a Chinese mission to it in the year 1403,

m consequence of which the local chief was shortly

afterwards recognized as king by the Chinese

Emperor Previous to this time Siam had apparently

claimed some kind of suzerainty over the country

Two alleged earlier references are very doubtful,

one m chapter ix of the Javanese history Pararatony
and the other in the Siamese Kot Monthieraban

{MandirapTild) The latter work certainly mentions

Malacca as a vassal of Siam, but in its introduction

it speaks of a Siamese king (Paiamatrailokanatha)

whose reign began about 1435 The oldest strictly

contemporaiy notice of the place occurs in the

Ying-yai Shtng-lan of Ma Huan, which records a

Chinese mission to it in 1409 and states that at

that time the king and people of Malacca care-

fully obseived the tenets of Islam As Malay

traditional history connects the rise of Malacca

with the fall of Singapore (probably circa 1377 ))

it seems likely that the establishment of Islam as

the official religion in Malacca may have occured

between these dates

Owing to its position on the trade route from

India and Western Asia to the Malay Archipelago,

China, and Japan, Malacca became in the xvtH

century the most important of the Malay states,

it was visited by traders from various countries,

many of them being Muslims from Northern and

Southern India, the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea,

and It became the centre of a Muslim propaganda

of which the earliest successes in this part of the

world had already been registered by Marco Polo

in North-Eastern Sumatra before the close of the
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xuit^ century After the middle of the xv^l* century

Malacca territory was increased by the conquest

of Pahang (on the East coast of the Peninsula),

and foi a time the kingdom included all the coasts

of the centre and South of the Peninsula to about

4® N together with a suzerainty over the parts of

Sumatra lying opposite to it Siam made several

unsuccessful attacks on Malacca during this period

Ihe gro^\th of this incipient empire, which

however already showed signs of decay in the

form of internal divisions and bad administration,

was cut short by the Portuguese conquest in 1511,
whereby the town and its immediately adjoining

territory, together with the command of the sea,

fell into European hands Though often challenged

by the attacks of their Muslim neighbours (especially

the new state of Acheh [Achin] in Northern Su
matra), the Portuguese maintiincd their hold on

Malacca till 1 641, when aftei a prolonged siege

It was taken by the Dutch In 1795 it was occupied

by the British, in the name of the Prince of Orange,

and held until 1818, when it was returned to the

Netherlands under the provisions of the treaty of

Vienna In 1824 it finally became Biitish and in

1826 it was incorporated in one government with

Penang and Singapore and made subject to the

East India Company
During the Dutch peiiod the importance of

Malacca as a trading centre declined, it was never

allowed to compete seiiously with Batavia, and

in the end it was quite ovei shadowed by Penang
(founded in 1786) and Singapore (founded in 1819)

In recent times it has shared in the geneial economic

development of the Peninsula, but it only ranks

as the fifth town in Biitish Malaya, with a popu-

lation (in 1921) of 30,671 (of whom about one

fifth wcie Muslims) in an area of 3 5 English

squaie miles In the whole settlement or territory

of Malacca, including the town itself, the population

was 153,522, of whom 83,635 were Malays proper

(including a consideiable numbei of Minangkabau
descent), 2,777 other Muslims (such as Ja\anese,

Banjarcse, etc) of similar Indonesian stock, 1,146

Muslim Indians, 257 Muslim Chinese, and 56 Arabs,

making an approximate total Muslim population

of 87,871, almost all of whom were Sunnis of the

school of Shafi‘^1 Of the lest of the Asiatic population

about four-fifths were Chinese and one-fifth Hindus

B iblto aphy W P Gioen eveldt
,
Notes

on the Malay i) Nitpelago and Malaica^ Vef-

handehtii^en vafi het Bataznaasch Genootschap

van Kunsten en Weten^chappen^ 1879, xxxix

123 sq
^

reprinted in Mistellantons Papers le

laitnf; to Indo China and the Indian A) chipelago^

1887, Second Series, i 243 ,
R O Winstedt,

Malaya^ London 1923, p 129 ,
R J Wilkinson,

A Histoiy of the Peninsulai Malays^ Singapore

1923, p 28 ,
F A Swettenham, Biitish

Malaya^ London 1907, p 5—7,
12—33, 56

—

62, T J Newbold, Political and Statistical Ac-

count of the British Settlements in the Sit aits

of Malacca^ London 1839, 1 108

(C O Blagden)
MALAGA, Arabic Mdlaka (ethnic Malakt), a

laige town in Spam on the Mediteiranean

and capital of the same name, has at the present

1 33,coo inhabitants It is built at the centre

of a bay commanded by the hill of Gibralfaro
(the Lljabal Faroh of Idrisi) The town is traversed

from north to south by the “rambla” (1 e the bed,

usually dry [Arabic ramlcPP) of the Guadalmedina

187

{wadi ^l-madtna) which, while very often dried

up, sometimes overflows in the rainy season To
the west of the town lies the Vega or Iloya
of Malaga where the vegetation is exotic and ex-

tremely luxurious

Malaga, the ancient Malaca, was founded by

the Phoenicians and retained for long under Roman
rule traces of a deep Punic influence, its port

under the Empire was one of the most important

in the Iberian peninsula At a later date it was

the see of a bishop It was taken from the By-

zantines in 571 by the Visigothic king Leowigild

In 711 it was taken by a Muslim force sent from

Ecija by Tank It soon became an important

Muslim town and in time supplanted Arshidhona

(Aichidona, q v ) as capital of the province of

R e 1 y o (Latin regio ") where in the time of the

governor Abu ’l-!^attar al-Husam b Dirar al-

Kalbi the Arab djund of Jordan (al-Urdunn) was

settled in 125 (742) Malaga welcomed the founder

of the Omaiyad dynasty of Spain, ‘^Abd al-Rahman I

al Dal^il, after his landing at Almuhecar and his

triumphal progress through the district of Elvira

But, in the second half of the third (ninth) century,

the province of Reiyo including Malaga became
closely involved in the troubles stirred up by the

nationalist ^Umar b Hafsun In the reign of the

Emir Muhammad b ^Abd al-Rahman b Hakam,
according to the historian Ibn HaiySn, the pro-

vince supplied for a summer expedition {sa^tfa)

against Galicia an imposing number of horsemen

2,600 later, when the rebel was causing anxiety

to the Emir ^Abd Allah an expedition on a large

scale had to be undertaken against the province

of Reiyo An army under the command of prince

Aban son of ^Abd Allah took the field in 291

(904) and inflicted a severe defeat on the troops of

Ibn IlaGun Three ycais later, the same general

had to besiege Malaga which was held by the

rebel Musawir b ^\bd al-Rahman Another ex-

pedition was again led against Malaga m the

reign of ^Abd \llah m 297 (909)
1 he great caliph '^Abd al Rahman III, on as-

cending the throne had no peace until he succeeded

I

in putting down the rebellion of Ibn Hafsun In

the early ycirs of his reign several expeditions

were again sent against the lebels in the province

of Reiyo of which Malaga was the port but not

yet the capital Once older was completely restored

by the sovereign, Malaga enteied on a long period

of prosperity which continued till the end of the

Umaiyad caliphate

Lrom being capital of a province, Malaga

became the capital of an independent kingdom

in the period of the inulTik al-tazvTitf The Ham-
mudids after having had to renounce their

claims to the caliphate of all Muslim Spam were

able to hold out m a little principality m the

S E of Spain with Malaga as capital At the same

time another branch of the same family founded

a little kingdom around the town of Algeciras

Ihe Hammudid dynasty of Malaga survived till

449 (1057) [on it cf the article hammTJdids] The

king of G anada, the Zlrid Badis b Habbus, had

hitherto been nominally their vassal He decided

to cast off then suzerainty and seize their princi-

pality He did this wnth ease and exiled the last

Hammodids to Africa, his son al-MuSzz was ap-

pointed ruler of Malaga On the death of BSdis m
466 (1073) his kingdom was divided between his two
grandsons ‘^Abd Allah and Tamim and Malaga
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fell to the latter The town very soon passed to

the Almoravids and then to the Almohads When
m 629 (1232) Muhammad I Ibn al-Ahmar founded

the Nasrid kingdom of Granada, Malaga and its

province formed part of his lands and remained

in the power of the dynasty till the peiiod of

the Catholic Kings Peidinand and Isabella took

Malaga from the Muslims on Aug 18, 1487 after

a close blockade

The Arab geographers of Muslim Spam almost

all give enthusiastic descriptions of Malaga Idrisi

(xith century) mentions two of its suburbs, piaises

the sweetness of its wateis and the flavour of its

fruits Ibn Batttlta in the second half of the xiv‘h

century says much the same and adds that a fine gilt

porcelain i\as made at Malaga which was exported to

the whole Muslim world Finally Ibn al-!^atib fie-

quently speaks of Malaga in his description of

the kingdom of Granada, one of his minor works
IS devoted to a comparison of Malaga with Sale,

the Mufakhara Malaka iva-Sala (the Arabic text

has been published from two MSS of the Escurial

by M J Mvlller, Wettitreit zwtschen Malaga und
Sale^ in Beitrage zu> Gcschtchte der wedlichen

Aralfet, p i— 13)
Very few monuments of the Muslim peiiod suivive

m Malaga, which have not been veiy much altered

The old chief mosque has become the cathedial

According to the author of al-Rawd almi^ta}^

this had five naves and five doors, two
on the side facing the sea, one on the east fiont

{Bab al^Wadt) and one on the north side {Bab
al-Khawkhd) Another mosque of Malaga built in

|

the Kasba is said to have been founded by the tra

ditiomst Mu^n lya b Salih of Emesa (d 158 = 775)
The old Muslim citadel is still called Alcazaba
Theic are very few relics of Islam m it, a vaulted

gateway (Arco de Christo) and a tower (lonede
la Vela) This citadel was joined to another fortiess

by a double rampart built on the hill of Gibralfaro,

It was restored at the end of the xiii^fi century

by the Nasrid rulers of Granada
Malaga in the Muslim period remained an im

portant sea poit and an active centre of shipbuilding,

less important however than its neighbour Almeria
This Dar al-Stna^a^ the name of which has sur-

vived in the form Aiajazajia^ occupied the actual

site of a market and one of the gates with the

motto of the Nasiids {la ghaliba tlla'llah^ ‘‘There

IS no victor but Allah”) is still standing

Bibliography al-Idrisi, Stfal al-Andalus^

ed Dozy and de Goeje, p 200-204 and 244-
250, Yakut, al-BuldTw^ ed Wustcnfeld,

s V Malaka^ Abu ’

1-hida^, Takwim aRBuldan,
ed Reinaud and de Slane, p 174— 175, E
Fagnan, Exti aits inedits lelatifs an Maghi eb^

index, Ibn al-Khatib, Mi'yai al ikhtiyai

,

Fas

1325, p 13— 15, Jhata^ passim^ al-Makkari,

Nafh al-Tib {Analectes\ index, Ibn Idhari, al-

Bayan al mughrib^ 11, ed Dozy, index, 111,

ed L6vi-Provengal, index, Ibn 'Abd al-Mun^im

al-Himyarl, al-Rmvd al-m^taj fl ^A^^ib al-

Aktar^ed in preparation, N® 116, Ibn Battuta,

Voyages, ed Defremery and Sanguinetti, index,

F J Simon et, Descripcion del ; eino de Granada,

Granada 1872, p 109-120, F Guillen Robles,

Malaga musulmana, Malaga 1880, R Dozy,

Histoire des Musulmans d^Espagne, esp vol 111

and IV
,
F Codera, Estudios criticos de histo? la

arabe espanola, Zaragoza 1903, p 301—322
(E Lf.VI-PROVENgAL)

MALAHIM (a
,
sing tnalhama) came, after a

long and obscure development, to mean “destinies”,

either simply al matahim, or kntub al malahtm or

in the singular The word was already quite

adequately explained by De Sacy in his Chresto-

tnathie arabe^, 11 298—302, on the basis of several

passages in Ibn Khaldun’s Mukadduna There Ibn

Khaldun defines al-malahim as “numerous books

on dynastic changes and events {hidtkan al duwal),

written in verse and piose and lad^az, many of

which are spread abroad amongst the people, some

dealing with the changes in the Muslim people

{al-milla) as a whole, and others with particular

dynasties, but all ascribed to well known indivi-

duals”, although, in Ibn KhaldUn’s opinion, it

would be difficult to prove the correctness of any

of these ascriptions (Quatiem^re’s text, 11 192

foot, De Slane’s transl
,

11 226) The most famous

case of these is the book called al-Q^afr (q v

and the references theie) Such predictions as to

public affairs have close connection with, and

weie piobably developed from the Jewish and

Christian apocalypses As there are many stories,

both in sober historians and in popular talcs,

describing these books as secretly preserved and

consulted by dynastic leaders for their own guidance,

they have also contacts with the Roman Sibylline

books The popular doctiine of the Mahdi [q v
]

and of the Last Day {at Kiyatna [q v ]) became

inextricably confused with this branch of Muslim
literature

Ihe derivation of malhama and the development

of its meanings are very obscure Ihe word does

not occur in the Kurban which has the root only

in lahm and luhtim with the concrete meaning,

“flesh” Yet the loot I h in, like the cognate Hebrew
root, had apparently two very separate but old

meanings, “food” and “fighting” hurther, the

fact that the Hebrew food w^ord, lehetn, means
“bread”, while its exact equivalent in Arabic

means “flesh” would suggest a separation veiy far

back rather than a bon owing (cf the comparative

treatment and leferences in Browne Drivei Biiggs,

Hebiew Lexicon, p 535 J^^^) In old Arabic the

meaning of decisive fighting, leading to defeat,

puisuit and slaughter, seems to be certain (cf the

treatment in the Lisan, xxii 9— ii, and add to

the quotations there Hainasa, ed Fieytag, p 124,

728, Diwan of lufail b 'Awf, ed Krenkow,

p 1 29, with translation and note on p 15)

I he / isan endeavours to connect the meanings
(flesh, warp and woof m weaving

,
close, entangled

fighting) under the geneial idea “being intricate,

mixed” {nhtibak, ikJltilat) or with the picture of

the flesh of the slam on the battle field But, in

view of the Hebrew usage, it is better to be satisfied

with the meaning of malhama as “a stricken field”,

the Ltsan (p 10) reiteiates the idea of wai and
fighting with much slaughter and especially “in

the hitna” {InL-fitna), its only allusion to the

prophetic and eschatological usage An epithet

of Muhammad is “the prophet of the malhama"''

and of that the I isan gives two explanations

(i) “the prophet who was sent with the sword”
(as in another tradition, biLithtu bi'l-saif), (11)

“the prophet of union and good ordei”(/rtVl/, ^alah)

There is very little general prophecy in the

Kui^an as to future historical events in this world,

but in Tradition there is a great deal Even the

two Sahth"% have sections on such future Jitan —
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apparently the oldest word for them and frequent knowledge of one such ascribed to Ibn al-^ArabT

in the KuPSn — especially those leading up to In Cairo he had found another, also ascribed to

the Last Day In BukhSii (Bulak 1315, ix 46-61, Ibn al-'Arabi, giving a horoscope for that town
Book 92 in Wensinck, Handbook') the Prophet is In the Orient, too, he had seen a malhama-
quite explicit in foretelling such woes and trials poem by 1 certain Suff, Muhammad al Badjinki,

to come and in warning how they must be met of the Karandall Fraternity of darwlshes, who
In Muslim (Constantinople 1329— 1333, viii 165- left behind him a heretical sect, al-Badjinklya,

210, Book 52 in Wensinck, Handbook) there is and who died 724 (1324) Ibn Khaldun gives a

a similar series of hortatory predictions, but, also, mass of details on this malhama and on its author,

an explicit statement (p 172 that the Prophet who called it a Djafr It dealt with the dynasties

foretold everything which ^^ou^d happen to his of the Mamluks and Ibn Khaldttn knew it in two
People until the Last Day By Ibn Khaldun recensions from which he quotes For still more
{Miikaddtmay ed Quatrem^re, 11 182 sqq

,
transl details on this genre of literature, based on Ibn

De Slane, ii 212 sqq) this tradition is cited and Khaldun’s personal knowledge, see Quatrem^re,

others, by later and less eighty authorities, which text, 11 193—201 (the Bulak texts are not com
make the Prophet give a dynastic histoiy for plete) and De Slane’s translation, 11 226—237
future Islam, with the names, fatheis’ names and In stories, there are frequent references to the

tribes of all leaders of revolts until the end science of malahtm as one of the esoteric sciences

The use of the teim malahtm in connection along with astiology and dai b al-ramal Thus,
\Mth those prophecies appears first among the in Ilabicht’s text of The 1001 Nights {td. Breslau,

'Alids in their doctrine of the Djafr The I^thitst 111 218) in the Stoiy of Kamar al-Zaman and
gives two occurrences 'Ah b Yaktin (d a H 182, Budur, a form closel) akin to the version of Galland

p 224, 1 22) had a Kitab min nmur al-Maldhtm and different from that in the second Calcutta and
and Isma'il b Mihian (p 223, 1 20) had a KttZib the Bulak editions, Maizawan, the foster-brother

al-Malahtm But the use must have spread very of Budur, is described as learned in the sciences

rapidly In the of al-Baghaui (Cairo 1318, of astronomy and the sphere and reckoning and
11 128 sqq) those tiaditions are classified and one algebra ana 1 amal and malahtm
section IS Bab al-Malahim (p 130—33) All the Bibliography is given in the course of

traditions bear on the wars of the Last Days but the article (D B Macdonald)
the word malhama itself occurs only in the eaily MAL^AK [See MALASKA

]

part of the hisan section (p 132 middle) m such MALATKA, angels, is the Arabic broken
phrases as “the Malhama”, “the great Malhama”, pluial of an early Semitic (Canaamte ^) word
connected with the capture of Constantinople and maTak^ meaning “messenger” 1 he evidence would
the appeaiance of al-Dadjdjal In the Mtdikat al- suggest that it is a loan word, coming into Arabic

Masablh (Dihli 1327, p 396 sqq) the text is from Hebrew there is no trace of a verb in

practically the same, only adding the names of Hebrew (nor in Phoenician, where the noun occurs

the collections from which the traditions are taken, in later inscriptions), and in Arabic the root, even,

Abu Dawud and al-Tirmidhi Abu Dawud has a is in the greatest uncertainty, being leferred to a

separate section on malahtm (N^ 36 in Wensinck) dubious ^-l k (Lane, p 81, c, Ltsan^ xii 272
In such a book of edification as the Tadhkti a sqq

,
labari, Tafsti

^
1 150) and to a still more

of al-KurtubI (d 671 = 1272), in the Mukhtasar dubious I- -I (Z/j5//, xii 370) The singular in

of al-Sha'iani (Cairo 1324) the sections on the Arabic is normally malak without hamza, and so

MalTthim have swallowed up the whole doctiine alwajs in the Kur’an, although the Ltsan in two
and history of the Mahdi (p 113—21), to the places (xii 274,8, 37^5) quotes the same verse

aid of whom there IS sent an angel called Darnel a (^), as a proof that maPak does occur, but as an
sahib al-malahtm

|

exceptional form {diaiihilh) Both singular and
Ibn Khaldun has lecorded the final form which pluial in Aiabic aic used only in the sense “angel”

these piophecies took Tiaditions put in the mouth In the KuCan it occurs t\\ ice in the dual

of the Prophet ueie supplemented and laigely 11 96, vii 19), of the two angels HaiQt and

displaced by calculations of astrologers and by Maiut (q v and under sihr), and of Adam and

the speculations of pantheistic Sufis using the Eve being tempted m the Garden to believe that

science of Stmtyd^
[fi

v
]

in the interests of the they may become angels The plural occurs very

'Alids We have thus to distinguish sharply often in the Kui^fin (in hlugel’s Concoidanxe under

between (i) the wu!/j//////-predictions registered in H-k^ p 171) but the singular only 12 times (Fiugel

the canonical books of traditions and in the under m I k, p 183) Ihese are of the people

liteiature of edification based upon these and (ii) demanding rc\ elation by an angel rather than a

the malahtmhooVs based upon seciet tradition human being (ba^hai^ vi 8, 9, 50, \i 15? 33

>

and on astrology which went back to the ‘^Alids wii 97 ,
xxv 8), women think Joseph an angel

and are represented best by the Djafi For, besides for his beauty lather than a human hQing(basha/

^

the Djafr ascribed to Dja'far al-Sadik, there was xu 31), an angel’s intercession liii 26)

also an astrological Djafr, ascribed to Ibn Ishak does not avail, twice as collective for angels,

al-Kindl, dealing with the dynastic destinies of the beside the ^ardi (Ixix 17), and in rows and rows

'AbbSsids An asserted fragment of this, called (Ixxxix 23)
the little Djafr, was in circulation in the Maglirib In xxxii 11 “the angel of death” {malak al-

in Ibn Khaldun’s time, but had apparently been wuw/) occurs but not by name, see article 'izra^Il,

composed in the interests of the Muwahhids and refeiences in tradition in Wensinck,

Iniither Ibn KhaldQn had known as in circulation p 223 Djibril, the angel of revelation, is named
in the Magjiitb several poems of this class in the three times (11 91, 92, Ixvi 4), cf traditions on
interests of different western dynasties In the him in Muslim, 1 109— III of ed Constantinople

Orient he had heaid of several such malahtm 1333, and other refeiences in Wensinck, p 59 In

asciibed to Ibn Sln5 and he had actuall> had Kur’fin xxvi 193— 195, Dljihril, unnamed, is called
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“the Faithful Spirit” {aUruh aUamtn')^ he bungs
down the revelation to the lalb of Muhammad
in a clear Arabic tongue There are othei desciiptions

of him, still unnamed, in Kurban lin 5—18 and

Ixxxi 19—25, as appearing plainly to Muhammad
in revelation Fie, as “our Spirit” {ruhana)^ was

sent to Maryam (xix 17) He is called “the Holy

Spirit” (ruh al^kudus) in xvi 104 and Allah aided

^Isa with the same (11 84, 254, v 109) MikaM
(variant Mikal) is named (11 92) as an angel of

the same rank as^Jihiil, see a long and apparently

true story of how his naming came about in

Baidawl (Fleischer’s ed
, 1 74, is m tiaditions

he, with Djibril, appears to Muhammad and in-

structs him, he does not laugh (Wensinck, p I52l>),

Muhammad called the two his wazir’s of the angels

To Israfil [q v ], the angel with the trumpet of

resurrection, there is no reference eithei m the

Kurban 01 in canonical traditions but very much
in eschatological legend In Kurban xliii 47, the

tortured in hell call to the keeper of hell, “O
Malik’” and in xcvi 18, the guards of hell are

called al-Zabaniya, an otherwise unused woid,

meaning apparently, “violent thrusters” (Z/j2;/,

xvii 55), the number of these, Kurban Ixxiv 30,

is nineteen and they are asserted specifically to

be angels, apparently to guard against the idea

that they are devils
,

they are called “rough,

violent” ( ^htlazj s&tddd) Another class of angels

are those “Brought Near” (to Allah), al-muka? rabun

(iv 170), these praise Allah day and night with-

out ceasing (xxi 20), Baidawi calls them also

al-^alawlyun (on Kurban 11 28 ,
Fleischer’s ed

,
1

47, 23), and al-karrubtyun (D^ITO) 011 Kurban iv

170 (Fleischer’s ed
,

i 243, 25) as those that are

around the The same term, mukarrab, is

used of Tsa (Kurban, 111 40) as he is in the com-

pany of the angels nearest Allah, cf article ‘Isa,

above, for his semi-angelic character At the

beginning of the Sura of the Angels (Kurban xxxv )

there is a significant description “making the

angels messengers with wings two and

three and four, He increases m the creation what

He wills”, this has had much effect on later de-

scriptions and pictures They are guardians {Jiafiztn)

over mankind, cognizant of what man does and

writing it down {katibin, Kurban Ixxxii 10— 12)

In XXI 94 the writing down is ascribed to Allah

himself In Ixx 4, Ixxviii 38, xcvii 4, tnere

occurs the very puzzling phrase “the angels and
BaidSwi on the first two passages shows

how perplexing the distinction was found (Fleischer’s

ed, 11 356,5, p 383,4) “the ruh is an angel

set over the spirits {al-arwah)
^

or he is the

whole genus of spirits, or Djibrll, or a creation

(Malk) mightier than the angels”, cf, too, Kaz-

winl’s ^A^a^b^ ed Wustenfeld, p 56 For spirits

and the conception “spirit” in Islam see article

rDh In the KuFan there is no reference to the

two angels, Munkar and Nakir, who visit the dead

man in his grave, on the night after his burial,

and catechize him as to his Faith Thereafter, if

he IS an unbeliever, his grave becomes a preliminary

hell, and if he is a believer, it becomes a pre-

liminary purgatory from which he may pass at

the Last Day into paradise, it may even, if he
is a saint, be a preliminary paradise This is

called technically the Questioning (ju^al) of Mun-
kar and Nakir and, also, the Punishment of the

grave Qadhab aUkabr') This doctrine, similar to

the Lesser Judgement of Christian theology, is

one of the sau^iyat (to be believed on oral

testimony) and is based on the implicit meaning
of Kui^anic passages (xiv 32, xl ii, 49, Ixxi

25) and upon explicit tiaditions (TaftazSnl’s com-

mentary on Nasafl’s ed Cairo 1321, p 109,

Mawaktf of al-Idjf with commentary of al I^urdjSnl,

ed Brdak 1266, p 590 sqq^ There is a still fuller

account and discussion by the Hanbalite theologian

Ibn Kaiyim al-Djawziya (Brockelmann, G A L
^

11 106, N® 23) in his KUab al-Ruh^ ed HaidaiSbad

1324, p 62— 144, §§ VI—XIV
The angels are, also, called the heavenly host,

or multitude {al mal(^ al a^la^ xxxvii 8, xxxviii

69) and guaid the walls of heaven against the

“listening” of the dytnn and shaitdtC^ See further

on this under SIHR, 111
, p 410''

The Kurban lays stress on the absolute sub-

mission and obedience of the angels to Allah

“To Film belong those who are in the heavens

and in the earth and those who are with Him
i^indahii) are not too proud foi His service i^tbada')

and they do not become tiied They praise, night

and day, without intermission” (xxi 19,20) “Ihey
do not anticipate Him in speech and they labour

m His command” (xxi 27) At the creation of

Adam they are distinguished in this respect from

him and his future race “while we praise Thee
and sanctify Thee” (11 28) Over the Fire there

are set ceitain terrible and powerful angcL, “they

do not lebel against Allah as to what He commands
them and they do what they are commanded” (Ixvi

6) But does this absolute obedience extend to

impeccability {^isma
, q v ) The KuFan is em-

phatic as to their obedience, but is in contradiction

as to their created nature and as to their relation-

ship in that respect to the dyinn and to the skatlan's

Thus, in several passages m the Kur’an, the story

is told of the creation of man out of clay and
that the angels were bidden by Allah to prostrate

themselves to him Ihis they all did “except

Iblls” {ilia Ibits
^
Kurban 11 32, vii 10, xv 31,

xviii 48, xxxviii 74) Iblis, theiefore, must have

been an angel, as Baidawi says, “If not, the

command to them did not apply to him and his

being excepted from them was illegitimate”

(Fleischer’s ed
,

i 51, 21) This would mean that

the angels weie not impeccable But, again, in

KuFan xviii 48 the statement is expanded, “ex-

cept Iblis, he was of the dymn, so he departed

from the command of his Lord” {fasaka ^an amr^
rablnht) Further, in Kurban vii ii, xxxviii 77,
Iblis pleads in justification that man was created

of clay (//«) but he of fire {ndt ) ,
and the d^tnn

are acceptedly created of fire, “fire of the samum'"''

in Kurban xv 27, “of a maridy of fiie” in Kurban

Iv 14 The meaning of martd^ is unknown, the

Ltsan (ill 189, 13—19) gives a number of contra-

dictory explanations, but it is probably an un-

identified loan-word Iblis and the dytnn^ then,

were created of fire, but there is no statement in

the Kurban as to the material out of which the

angels were formed A tradition traced back to

‘Ahsha IS the foundation of the accepted position

that the angels were formed of light “The Prophet
said, ‘I he angels were formed of light {Mkultkal

mm niir) and the (i;ann were formed of a tndri^j,

of fire and Adam of that which was described to

you’ ” (Muslim, vii 226 of ed Constantinople

1333, Baidawl, 1 52, 4) Another difficulty in the

doctrine of the impeccability of the angels is the

KuFanic statement as to HSrut and MSrHt referred
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to above These two angels are supposed to have
yielded to sexual temptation, to be confined m
a pit near Babil and there to teach magic to men
But, It is answered, the Kur’an says nothing of

their fall, (11) teaching magic is not practising

magic
,

(ill ) they always first warn those who
come to them, **We aie only a temptation (^fiind)

so do not disbelieve” (Kur^Sn 11 96), cf, further,

Taftazam on the NasafI, ed Cairo 1321,

P 133
In Baidawi on Kurban 11 32, there is a long

discussion of the angelic nature (ed Fleischer, 1

51, 20 to p 52, 8) which, however, runs out in

the despairing statement that knowledge on the

point IS with Allah alone {al-hlm ^tnda^llah^)

Perhaps Iblls was of the djtnn as to his actions

but of the angels as to species {natd')

Also, Ibn 'Abbas has a tradition that there was
a variety (darU) of the angels who propagated

their kind (this has always been regarded as an
essential characteristic of the ^tnn and of the

s}iattan\ as opposed to the angels) and who were

called al-cljinn^ and Iblis was of these Or, that

he was a djtnni brought up among the angels

and identified with them Or, that the djtnn were

among those commanded to prostrate themselves

to Adam Or, that some of the angels were not

impeccable, although that was their characteristic

m general, just as some men, e g the prophets,

are guarded against sin but most are not Further,

perhaps a variety of the angels are not essentially

different fiom the sjiaitan\ but differ only in ac-

cidents and qualities as men aie virtuous or evil,

while the unite both, and Iblis was of this

variety The tradition fiom 'Alisha is no answer

to this explanation, for light and fire m it are

not to be taken too precisely, they are used as

in a proverb, and light is of the nature of fire

and fire of light, they pass into another, fiie can

be purified into light and light obscuied to fire

So al-Baidawi

With this should be compaied the scholastic

discussion m the Ma'^uaftf of al-Idji, with the

commentary of al-Djurdjani (ed Bulalj: 1266,

p 576) In it the objectoi to the ^ts 7na of the

angels has two grounds (i ) their urging upon
Allah that he should not create Adam showed
defects (slander, pridt, malice, finding fault with

Allah) in then moial charactei
,

(11 ) that Iblis

was rebellious, as above These grounds aie then

answered scholastically Then various Kur^Snic

texts, as above, on the submission and obedience

of the angels aie quoted But it is pointed out

that these texts cannot prove that all of them, at

all times, aie kept free fiom all sins The point,

therefore, cannot be absolutely decided Individual

exceptions under varying ciicumstances may have

occurred, just as, while the ^attan\ as a class

weie cieated foi evil (J^tiltku A r), there is a

definite tradition {Shark by al-M5turidi on al-l ikh

al-akbar ascribed to Abu Hanifa, ed IlaidaiSbad

1321, p 25) of one Muslim ^at(an, a gieat-grandson

of Iblis, who appeared to Muhammad and was

taught by him ceitain suras of the Kur^Sn

The story of Harut and Marut suggests that

the angels possess sex, although they may not

propagate their kind But “they are not to be

described with either masculinity or femininity”

{^Akc^td of Nasafi, ed Cairo 1321, p 133) Taf-

tSzani and the other commentators in this edition

explain that there is no authority {nail) on this

point and no pi oof by reason (^akl)y it should,

therefore, be left unconsidered and that, apparently,

was the course followed by al-Idji and al-j^urdjani

I hey may have sex and not use it In that respect

man who has in him the possibility of sin and
must himself rule his appetites of lust {shahiva)

and of anger {ghadab) has a higher potentiality

of excellency than the angels (Baidawi on Kurban

II 28, ed Heischer, 1 48, 28 sqq)

This leads to the second question as to the

angels which scholastic theology has considered,

the relative excellency of angels and men, and,

especially, of angels and prophets Ihis is stated

shortly by Nasafi (p 147 of ed cited above)

(1 )
“ 1 he Messengers {rusul) of mankind {al-bashar)

are more excellent than the Messengers of the

angels and (n
)

the Messengers of the angels are

more excellent than the generality of mankind
and (ill ) the generality of mankind are more ex-

cellent than the generality of the angels” Tafia-

zanl develops that theie is general and indeed

necessary agreement on the excellency of the

messengers of the angels over mankind in general,

but that the other two statements (1 and ni

)

will beai argument He urges (1 )
the prostrating

of the angels to Adam
, (11 ) that Adam w'as taught

all the names of things (Kurban 11 29) , (111 ) that

Allah “chose” {i^tafa) Adam and Nuh and the

family of Ibrahim and the family of 'Imran over

all created things {^ala 'l-^alamtn^ Kurban 111 30),
(iv ) that mankind achieves excellencies and per-

fections of knowledge and action in spite of the

hindrances of lust and anger But the Mu'tazilites

and the “philosophers” {aUfalasifa) and some
Ash'arites held the superior excellence of the angels

They uiged (i ) that they were spirits, stripped of

materiality {arwZh mud^arrada)^ complete actually,

fiee of even the beginnings of evils and defects, like

lust and anger, and from the obscurities of form
and matter {zulumat al hayulawa 7 ru^a)^ capable

of doing wondeiful things, knowing events (^<z-

wa^tn)^ past and to come, without error The answer

IS that this description is based on philosophical

and not Muslim principles (11 )
That the prophets

learn from the angels, as in Kurban xxvi 193,
Iiii 5 The answer is that the prophets learn

from Allah and that the angels are only inter-

mediaries (ill
)
That there are multiplied cases

both in Kurban and in tradition where mention
of the angels precedes that of the prophets The
answer is that precedence is because of their pre-

cedence in existence or because their existence is

moie concealed {alh/a) and, theiefore, faith in

them must be emphasized (iv ) In Kurban iv

170, '*‘al masih does not disdain to be an ^abd

to Allah nor do the angels” must mean, because

of linguistic usage, that the angels are more ex-

cellent than 'Isa Ihe answei is that the point is

not simple excellency but to combat the Christian

position that 'Isa is not an ^abd but a son to

Allah In the Mawaktf {^ 572— 578) there is a

similar but much fuller discussion which involves

a philosophical consideration of the endowment—
mental, physical, spiritual— of all living creatures

from immaterial spirits to the lower animals

{al^bahirna)

In the ^A^a^tb al-Makhltikat of al-KazwIni (ed

WUstenfeld, p 55—63) there is an objective

desciiption of the angels in all their classes, m
which the statements of Kurban and Sunna are

adjusted to the Aristotelun-Neoplatonic universe
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with its spheres (a/ m accordance with al-

Kazwini’s general aim to give a picture of the

created universe in its details and ^\onders Yet,

apparently, while the angels possess the quality

“life” (haya) and are the inhabitants of the heavens

and of the heavenly spheres (sukkati al-samawat)

they aie not to be reckoned among the animals

(al-hayaivan) Al-Damlri includes mankind and

the diinn, even the diabolic (muta^aitana') djtnn^

such as the in his Hayat aUHayaivan but

not the angels Equally acute and scholastic with

the discussion m the Mawaktf, and moie spiritual

than that by Kazwini, is al-Ghazzall’s treatment of

the mystery of the angelic nature in some of his

specialistic smaller tieatises For him it is pait

of the general question of the nature of spirit to

which his smaller Madmm is devoted bee, too,

the larger Madnun (ed Cairo 1303) in Rukn^ 11,

p 23 sqq
,
and the translation by W H T Gairdner

of his Mtshhat al^Anwar (London, Royal Astatic

Society^ *924), passim

The above is a statement of Muslim ideas as

to the angels But Muslim literature also takes

account of non-Muslim ideas on them, as those

of “philosophers”, Christians, dualists, idolaters

These will be found given shortly by Baidawl on
Kurban 11 28 (ed Fleischer, 1 47, 18 sqq

)

and
in more detail in Diet of techn terms *337

Btblt ograp hy Besides the refeiences above,

Walter Eickmann, Angelologte u Damonologie

des Koransy New York and Leipzig 1908, a

number of books and articles by Josef Horovitz,

Korantsche Untersuchungen^'QtrXwi 1926, Jexvtsh

proper names in the Koian^ in Hebiew Union
College Annual, vol 2, Muhammeds Himmel-
fahri^ Isl

^
ix 159 sqq

,
E W Lane, Thousana

and One Nights^ notes i and 21 to Introduction,

note 15 to chap 1 (D B Macdonald)
MALATYA, an old city, not far from the

upper Euphrates It lies at the junction of

important roads (in antiquity the Persian royal

road and the Euphrates route, in modem times

Samsun-Siw5s-Malatya-Diyarbakr and Kaisariya-

Albistan-Malatya-KharpUt) in a plain, the feitility

and richness of which in all kinds of vegetables

and fruits was celebrated by the Arab geographers,

as m modem times by von Moltke and others,

at the northern foot of the Taurus not veiy far south

of Tokhma-su (Arab Nahr al Kubakib) which is

there crossed by the old bridge of KJrkgoz The
town was supplied with dimking-water by the

springs of 'Uyun Dawudiya and by the Euphrates

Weaving used to be a flourishing industry there,

according to Ibn al-Shihna there were once 1 2,000
looms for spinning wool in Malatya but they no
longer existed in his time

The town appears as Melidda in Assyrian

cuneiform inscriptions and two “Hittite” stelae

have been found there (to be more accurate at Ar-

sl5n Tepe, a little south of Malatya Messerschmidt,

Cotpus Inscr Hettitic in M V A G
^ 1900, part

iv
, p 13, 1906, part V, p 7) It is probably

also to be identified with the district called M-l-z

(last letter uncertain) in the inscription of king

of HamSt, (c 800 B c ) which Pognon found

in ^Afis near Aleppo Pliny (Nat Hist, vi 8)

calls the town Mehta a Samiramide condtta, the

name of the legendary foundress has perhaps sur-

vived in that of the fortress of Shamrfn which
Michael Syrus (Chronicle, transl

,
Chabot 111 , 272)

mentions in the xiith century in the land of Sawad

in the region of Malatya To its position on the

Oiiental limes Malatya owed its great prosperity

in the Roman period Fiom the time of Titus it

was the headquaiteis of the Legio XII Fulminata
^

it was much extended by Irajan and under Justinian

raised to be the capital of the province of Armenia III

Anastasius and justinian refortified and beautified

it Aftei his severe defeat at Malatya in the autumn

of 575 Khosraw I burned the town (John of

Fphesus, VI 9, E Stein, Studien zur Gesch d
Bvzant Reiches, Stuttgart 1919, p 66—8, 83

note 9, 200 Habib b Maslama al-Fihri was

sent by Tyad b Ghaniin from Armenia VI
(Shimshat) against Malatya and took the town,

but it was later retaken from the Muslims When
Mu'^awiya became wall of Syiia and al-Djazira, he

again sent Habib b Maslama against the town

He stormed it in 36, left a tioop of cavalry in

it to guard the frontier and placed a governor in

it Mu awiya himself visited Malatya on his cam

paign against Asia Minor and left a large gairison

in the town which henceforth became one of the

headquaiters foi the summer campaigns into Bihd
al-Rum When the people abandoned the town in

the tune of the caliphs ‘^Abd al-Malik and 'Abd
Allah b al-Zubair, it was taken and sacked by the

Byzantines, on their withdrawal, it and the whole

of Armenia IV was settled by the Armenians and

and Nabataeans, that is Aramaic speaking peasants,

driven out ofhis kingdom by the emperor Philippicus

(Noldeke, Z D MG ,
xxv 125, al-BaKdhurl, ed

de Goe)e, p 185, Michael Syrus, transl Chabot II,

482, according to fheophanes the Armenians weie

settled in Malatya by Philippicus in 712 A D

They increased very much and were valuable

allies of the Aiabs in the wais against the By-

zantines (Michael Syrus, loc nt) The caliph

Omar settled the fugitive inhabitants of Turanda

(now Derende) in Malatya and made al-Dja'wana

b al-Harith of the tribe of the Bani 'Amir b

Sa'sa a governor In 123 (740—741) a Greek army
of 20,000 men under Ayikivash, the general of

the Ihema Armeniakon, advanced against Malatya

and plundered the country round it The inhabitants

closed the gates and sent a messenger to Hisham
in al-Rusafa, but the lattei soon heard that the

Greeks had withdrawn and sent the messenger back

with a body of cavalry Latei, when he himself took

the field against the Byzantines, he camped before

Malatya until the rebuilding of the town which

the enemy had destroyed was completed (Baladhuri,

lot tit
,
Michael Syius, 11 506, Iheophanes, ed

de Boor, year 743 ,
Ps Dionys, ed Chabot, year

1051) The Emperor Constantine VI Copronymos
*0 133 (750) advanced on Kamakh and Malatya,

whose inhabitants looked in vain for help to

Mesopotamia, as a civil war was raging there \s

the emperor knew this he demanded that the in-

habitants should abandon the town After at first

refusing they finally agreed, being exhausted by
the siege, left the town with all then goods
and chattels and went to al gjazlra whereupon
Constantine levelled Malatya to the ground

, nothing

but a half luined granary remained standing Ilisn

Kalawdhiya was also destroyed and its inhabitants,

like those of the other villages in Armenia IV,

carried off into captivity (Baladhuri, loc cit
,
Michael

Syrus, 11 518, Baethgen, f d K d Morgenl

,

viii 3, p 54, 127^ Weil, Gesch d Chahfen, 11

15) Six years afterwards (139 AH) al-Mansnr

wrote to Salih b 'All b 'Abd Allah who had in the
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previous year defeated an army of 100,000 men
under Constantine and retaken Malatya (G W
Freytag, Selecta ex histor Halebt^ Pans i8ig,

p 62, note 58) ordering him to rebuild and fortify

the town He then appointed his nephew, the Imam
^Abd al-WahhSb b Ibrahim, governor of al-DjazIra

and Its marches (al-Thu^hur) He ariived there

in 140 with al Hasan b Kah^aba and KhurasSn
troops, who were reinforced by Syrian and Meso-

potamian troops to the number of 70,000 They

camped at the ruined city and collected builders

and workmen of all kinds from everywhere and
rebuilt Malatya with its mosque and large barracks for

the frontier troops, the work was finished in six

months Hisn Kalawdhiyawasalso rebuilt (Baladhuil,

loc at
,
Michael Syrus, 11 522, Ps Dionys

,
ed

Chabot, p 67, Yakut, iv 633, Weil,

Gesch d Chahfen^ ii 35), a frontier foit was built

30 mil from the town and another on the Nahr
KubSkib (Tokhma-su) Al Mansur settled 4,000
Mesopotamian soldiers in Malatya to whom he

gave increased pay and allotted lands as fiefs

In the next yeai (141) Muhammad b IbrShim was
sent to Malatya with a Khurasan army to protect

the town from the enemy The former inhabitants,

at least those who were still alive, thereupon re-

turned to Malatya An expedition sent by the

Byzantines against Malatya was defeated by Harun
al Rashid (Baladhurl, loc at ) In the reign of al-

Ma^mun, his son, al-'Abbas, who was governor of

al-DjazIia conducted a campaign against the By-

zantines (Weil, op at
,

ii 239) from Malatya In

the summer of 222 (837) the emperor Fheophilus

went into Armenia via Zibatra, which he sacked

and burned, and on his way back passed through

the country of Malatya which was also laid waste

and Its inhabitants carried off prisoners into By-

zantium (Michael Syrus, ui 89 ,
Mas'udi, Murudj^

viii 133 sqq Tabari, Ya'kubi and other Arabs

wrongly date this campaign in 223 [838], cf for

the contrary view Weil, op at
^ 11 310, note 1

and Bury, Hist of the East Roman Empire^ 19 1 2,

p 260, X
,
Markwart, Handes Amsorya, xxviii

,

1914, p 44, i) The town itself, which was handed
over to him by the Roman prisoners there, he

spared out of fear of an appioaching army of

the enemy Towards the end of the following

year al-Mu'tasim sent the Syiian amir Abu Sa'id

Muhammad b Yusuf against the Byzantines but

he only met with moderate success, the people

of Malatya under Af§hln and the amir 'Omar b
'Abd All3h b MarwSn al-Akta' of Malatya in

alliance with the Armenians and 10,000 Turks
then defeated the emperor Theophilus near the

fortiess of Daziraon (al Mas'adi, BGAf viii 169,

Muralt, Chronogi Byz
^ p 418, 729, Weil, op

at
^

11 312) In 841, however, the Byzantines

conquered al-Hadath, Mar'agh and the land of

Malatya When in the middle of the ix^h century

the Paulicians (Arab al-Baili^:anI, al-Bayalika) some
of whom lived in the country west and north of

Malatya (Karapet Tei Mkriean, Die Paulikianer^

Leipzig 1893, p 1 16 sqq') rebelled against By-

zantium, the amir of Malatya, 'Omar b 'Abd
Allah al-Akta' Q'Aixtp, *'A/u/3poc), protected them
from their persecutors, their leader Karbeas built

in this region the fortresses of ’Apyaol/v (Argawan),
Tephrikg (Diwrighl) and \mara (Emerff, near

Yarpuz) Fighting went on for some years with

varying results (Weil, op «/ , 11 362—365), finally

'Omar al A^f:ta' was completely defeated on a

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

m
campaign m Asia Minor in Radjab 249 (863) by
the valiant Petronas (al-Batrunas), Michael Ill’s

geneial, with his whole array on the Mardj al-

Uskuf (Weil, op at
j

ii 380, Tomaschek, Sasun
u d Quellengebiet des Tigris, S B Ah Wien^
cxxxiu

,
vol iv

, 1895, p 23 ,
on the site of

the “Bishop’s Meadow” Le Strange, Eastein
Cahph

^ p 138) The Emperor Basil I in 871 went
against Tephrike and Taranton (Derende)

,
he

plundered Zibatra and Sumaisat and then encamped
rla Zocpvovx (Nahr al Zarnul^, now

<5irmikU-Su), rd Kipaptla-ibv ierri (Theophan
continual

,
ed Bonn, p 268 , Kastra KarSmIs in

Baihebraeus, Chron eccl
^
ed Abbeloos Lamy, 1

460, now dirmikl!, cf Tomaschek, Beitr z alten

Gesch u Geogi
,
Festschr f H Kiepert, Berlin

1898, p 14 1) But he was not able to take Malaty a

which was fortified (Hergenro^her, 11 242,
Weil, op at, 11 471) His army suffered heavy
losses during the siege and the emperor himself

was nearly captured Whether he undertook a

second campaign against Malatya is doubtful (Weil,

op at
,
u 475)

Ihe Arab general Mnnis in 304 (916— 917^
devastated Cappadocia from Malatya (Weil, op

at, 11 635), similar invasions took place in 310
and the following years It was not till 314 (926-

927) that the Byzantines were able to exact their

levenge Under the brave Domestikos Joannes

Kurkuas (Ibn al-Athir^ ed Tomberg, viii 221

al dumistik Kurkash, Michael Syrus, in \22 sq
,

1 58 Kyriakos), they entered the district and advanc-

ed up to the suburbs of Malatya, laying waste the

country and going as far as ^imshat (Arsamo-
sata) (in 315 according to Hamza al-Isfahani,

ed Uottwaldt, p 205, transl p 158,

wiongly fines Samosatenos invasere'''*) Kurkuas
forced the amir of the town to send his son, Aba
Hafs (’A7r^;^«v^), and the general Abu ’1-Ash'ash

(’A^rcAao-a^) to him and to acknowledge the suzer-

ainty of the emperor (Symeon Magister, Bonn,

p 741 ,
Georg Monach

,
ed Muralt, p 834,

while the Bonn edition p 908 and Theophanes
contin

,
ed Bonn, p 416 and Georg Kedren

,
11

310 wrongly write ’AToo-aAi^) Kurkuas, him-

self an Armenian by birth, seems to have granted

the lands of Malatya and Sumaisat to the Arme-
nian prince Mleh (Arab Mallh, Greek MiA/a?)

who was however again driven out of Malatya and
Sumaisat in 320 by Sa'id al-Dawla, uncle of the

Hamdanid Nssir al Dawla of Mawsil (Weil, op

cit
^ 11 639, Zapiski Imp Akad Nauk

^
xliv

102 sq following DjamSl al Din b Zafir) But in

934, after the death of the two friends of the

Byzantines, Abu Hafs and Abu ’l-Ash'ath, Kur-

kuas and Mleh again appealed before the town,

which at that time was protected by a double

wall and a ditch full of water The inhabitants

found themselves forced by starvation to negotiate

about the surrender of the town During the

negotiations the Greeks succeeded by a stratagem

in forcing an entrance through the north gate of

the town and taking it on May 19, 934 The
inhabitants, in keeping with the promise that had
been given them, were allowed to leave the town
The walls were razed so that the town was hence-

forth open to all attacks (Michael Syrus, 111 122 sq
,

Ibn al-Athir, viii 221, Rambaud, LEmpire Grec

au X^me sitcle^ Pans 1870, p 423, i ,
Rosen, op

at, p Sg sq

,

106, 108) In the next decade Saif

al-Dawla repeatedly raided the territory of Malatya

*3
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His mamluk Nadja^ m his campaign to Hanzit m
350 (961— 962) encountered ^Abd Allah of Ma-

latya and put him and his friends to flight (hrey-

tag, Z D M G
^ 197, Rosen, op at

,

p 88)

Two years later he again lavaged the land of

Malatya for 18 days with fire and swoid (Freytag,

p 204, 206)
When the emperor Nicephoros conquered Syria,

he wished to lepopulate Malatya, which was de

fenceless and deserted But the Greeks refused to

live there for fear of Arab razzias His advisers

therefore recommended him to invite Syrian Jaco-

bites to the country He did this and promised

the Patriarch Mar Yohannan SarlgtS, that if he

repopulated Malatya, Hanzit and the passes (xA£/-

he would no longer persecute the Jacobites

(Michael Syrus, 111 130 ,
Barhebraeus, Chron

eccl
^
ed Abbeloos-Lamy, 1 41 1 sqq

,
Markwart,

Handes Amsbrya^ xxx
, 1916, p 121 note)

People now flocked to Malatya from all parts

(c 969 ad) Monasteries were built About 1100

there were said to be in Malatya and district 53
churches and 60,000 Chiistians capable of bearing

arms, including many Melkites (Michael of Tinnis

in Renaudot, Hut Patr Alexandi
,
Pans 1713,

p 403, Barhebraeus, op at
^ 1 424, note l) The

emperor did not, how^ever, keep his promise, per-

secutions again became of eveiyday occuirence and

drove the Jacobites more and more into the arms

of the Arabs (Michael Syrus, 111 131, 136, 147)
According to Ibn al-AthIr (al-Kamil^ 111 65),

Malat)a at this time was placed in the ’Ap

fjtevidxuv {Aitnmyakus) which he says stretched to

the Bosphorus (Khalidi al-Kustanttmya)

The Emperor John Izimisces (Sh?m!sl}kik) in

Dhu ’1 Hiidja 361 (972) on his campaign to

Nisibin ciossed the Euphrates at Malatya (Yahya

al-Antaki in Rosen, op at
^ p 183 note, Schlum-

berger, Vepopee byzantine^ 1
,
Pans 1896, p 255)

The rebel Bardas bcleros in 366 (976-977) seized

the town of Malatya, imprisoned the strategos

who was governing it for the Emperor and had

himself proclaimed bastleu^ When Sclcros was

fighting against the imperial geneial Michael Burt-

zes (al-Burdji) there was with him a Shaikh who
had been conveitcd to Christianity, the patrician

‘^Ubaid Allah al-Mutanassir of Malatya, who is

perhaps identical with the 'Abd Allah mentioned

in 350 Scleros made him tfiagist7 os and sent him
with one of his slaves

,
the eunuch Kantati^h

(^ "Avfljf; ^ AAt/«TMC O whom he raised to the rank

of basthkos (“Count”), to Antakiya against the

patrthos Kulaib, the imperial governor of this

town Kulaib surrendered to them Antakiya, the

Thughar and the whole of the “Orient”, he and
the most prominent citizens of Antioch were then

sent as prisoners to al Kabadhuk (Cappadocia)

(Rosen, op at
^ ^ 2 ,

and note, p 81-90 sq
,

Schlumberger, Vepopee byzafitine^ 1 359, 362,

376 sq ) Scleros howevei at once sent the Antioch

notables back to their homes and made Kulaib

basilikos of Malatya (Rosen, op at
,
bchlumber-

ger, 1 386) while on the other hand %’baid Allah

soon went over to the emperor Basil (977—978)
When after a seven years’ internment on the

ligris island of Madida near Baghdad, Bardas

Scleros succeeded in gaining his freedom
,

he

escaped to Malatya with the help of Beduins,

where he at once (in Shawwal 376 = March 987)
seized the basthkos Kulaib who had gone over

to the emperor, and himself again proclaimed

bastlcus (Yahya, transl Rosen, p 22, Schlumber-

gei, 1 678) Bardas Phocas, who took Bardas

Scleros prisoner by tieachery and then claimed

the imperial title for himself, passed through Ma-
latya on Stpt 14, 987 on his way westwards

straight through Asia Minor (Schlumberger, 1 695)
In 399 (1008) the Hamdanid Abu ’1 Hai^ja’ fled

to Malatya before the Mirdasid Mansur b Lu^la^,

wheie the emperor appointed him viagistros (Ro-

sen, op at
^ ^ 51, Schlumberger, 11 442)

Ihe most important event during the Byzantine

occupation of Malatya was the invasion of the

Turks Their first inroad into the area of the town
was in 1058, the inhabitants fled before them
mainly into the adjoining mountains where they

perished of hunger and cold The Turkish foice

3,000 strong under the amir Abu Dinar remained

10 days pillaging Malatya and laid the countiy

waste for a day’s journey lound On their retieat

the Turks were surprised by the people of the

Armenian district of Sanasun (Arab al-Sanasana,

now basun) and all slain, with the assistance of

the pnsoneis and fugitives fiom Malatya (Michael

Syrus, 111 158 sq
^
according to whose erroneous

chionology these incidents took place in the qtb

or in the last year of Constantine IX [1 e 1050

—

1051 or 1054— 1055], Matthias of Fdessa, transl

Dulaurier, p 107— 109, Aristakcs I astiveici, in

lomaschek, Sasun u das Quelle71 i^ebiet des Tigris

^

S B Ab Wieti^ cxxxiii , vol iv
, 1895, p 2gsq)

One of the pnsoneis who survived, the Syrian

monk Joseph, wrote three vilmre on these events,

the patriarch Yohannan X bar Shusljan also com-
posed 4 inemie on the devastation of Malatya

(Baumstark, Gesch d s)r Lit
^ p 291 sq') By

the time of the Empeior Isaac I (1057— 1059)
we again find the luiks raiding the country of

Malatya and carrying off pnsoneis from it ffis

successor Constantine X Ducas (1059— 1067) re-

stored the two walls and the ditch at Malatya
(probably m 1060— 1061) When the irnpenal

decree regarding this was published, a numbei of

citizens of Malatya, who were in Constantinople

returned home and arranged for a large number
of workmen and buildeis to be biought from Asia

Minor and Antakiya, in a veiy short time owing
to the continual threat to the town, the fortifica-

tions were lebuilt on the old foundations (Michael

Syrus, 111 165 sq) Ihe Byzantine Krinotes

was afleiwards killed with his wife and childien

and the town “henceforth knew no peace” (Michael

Syrus, loc at)
Ihese constant invasions of the Fuiks, which

specially affected the region of Malatya (Skylitzes

in the ed of Kedrenos, Bonn, 11 660 sq

)

met
with very little opposition Ihen the legions

quartered around Malatya, whose pay and provisions

had been withheld, refused to cross the Euphrates
to meet the enemy along with the local volunteers

Ihe lurks did not besiege the town but went
on to attack Kaisariya, which they stormed (Skylitzes,

loe at) When Romanus IV Diogenes attacked
the luiks in 1068 he sent a general fiom Goksun,
perhaps, as Gfrorer suggests (Byz Gesch 111 720),
the Bulgar Aluisianos, to Malatya to guard the
frontier against the raids of the Turk Afahin
(’A\^/vaA/o?) The geneial however did not leave

Malatya so that Afshin was able to advance against

the empeioi undisturbed (Skylitzes in Kedrenos,
ed Bonn, 11 671, Weil, op at

^
111 112, note 2)

In the same year the emperor appointed the
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KoupoTToc^XTij^ ^tK&ptTQ^ (Skylitzcs, op at
,

p 68i
,
Anna Komn

,
ed Reifferscheid, i zo^sq

,

Zonaras, ed Dindorf, iv 209, Arab Filardus al-

Rumi) to be fjLsyxq ^oiz8<rTiKoq (lomaschek, Sasun^

p 30) He won for himself with his Armenian

hordes an ephemeral kingdom on the Syrian fron

tier and installed the Armenian 1 horos (Theodores)

son of Hetom as governor in Malatya 1 horos was

succeeded as of the town by the Armenian
Hareb, then by Balatianos (Valentianus^) and finally

by the defeated Greek Gabriel (Michael Syrus, 111

173 sqq
,

in Matthias of Edessa, ed Dulaurier,

p 211 sqq with mod Greek pronunciation

When the latter recognised that the Byzantines

could not permanently hold out against the Turks

he got the Caliph to confiim him in his rule over

Malatya He was at first able to keep the Turkish

hordes from Malatya by various devices But when
they besieged Malatya, Gumiiishtagln b Danishmand
of SiwSs made peace between them and Gabriel

(Michael Syrus, 111 179) K?l?dj Arslan I besieged

Malatya for the first time in 1100 A D, but retired

when Gabriel, whose daughter Morfia had been

given in maiiiage to Baldwin of Edessa, summoned
the Franks to his assistance (Michael Syrus, 111

187, 192, Will of Tyie, xii 4) When Gumush-
tagln besieged the town and laid waste the country

around, Boemund came from Antakiya with his

relative Riccardo del Principato and a troop of

cavalry, but he was ambushed at Mar'^a^ and sent

a prisoner to Niksar (or Siwas)injune lioo From
there he appealed for help to Baldwin of Edessa

who relieved Malatya and pursued Gumushtagin
for 3 days without overtaking him He then

returned to Edessa via Malatya which Gabriel

surrendered to him and left 50 hoi semen for its

protection Gumushtagin appeared before Malatya

again in 1100, where Gabiiel had in the mean-
while made himself so detested by the inhabitants

that they handed him over to Gumushtagin, who
thereupon entered Malatya on Sept 18, iioi

(Michael Syrus, iii 188, Kecetiil Hist Or Crois
^

1 5, 203, 111 522, 526 ,
Matthias of Edessa, transl

Dulaurier, p 230) Ihe dynasty of the Danish-

mandids [9 v
]
thus came to rule there (on them

cf also van Berchem-lsji Edhem, C / A
, 111

,

p 2, note 3 , p 3, note i
,
Zambaur, Manuel

d Geneat et de Ch/onol^ Hanover 1927, p 146

sq ) At the suggestion of the Emperor Alexios,

Gumiishtagin in the summer of 1103 released

Boemund, who had been brought to Malatya,

on payment of 100,000 dinais (Michael Syrus,

111 189, Rohneht, Gesch d Kontg? Jerusal
^

p 45) According to Michael Syrus (iii 192), la-

nushman 1 e Gumushtagin b Danishmand died

within two years of the taking of Malatya (1 e

1103— 1104), he was succeeded by his son Aghu-
sian (Y5ghlbasan^) Kflfdj Arslan again began the

siege of Malatya on June 28 and directed siege

artillery against the round N E tower of the town,

which had to sui render after several onslaughts

had been made on it Kflldj Arslan I began his

rule there on Sept 2, 1106, when he fell the

very next year in the battle on the Khabur, he

was succeeded in Malatya by his youngest son

Tughrfl Arslan, in whose leign much evil fell

upon the town as a result of the murder of the

governor Pizmish (Michael Syrus, 111 194) During

the fighting among the other sons of Kflfdj Ars-

ISn, of whom MasHid sought refuge in Malatya

about 1107 (^Rec Hist Or Ctots^m 534) Boemund

succeeded in conquering Abulustain, the district

on the Djaihan and the whole country round Ma-
latya (Michael Syrus, 111 195) The Atabeg of the

Sultan of Malatya (probably Balal^), in 1111 again

deprived him of his lands on the Qjaihan Kflldj

Arslan’s widow left Malatya to marry the doughty

amir Balak (Michael Syrus, iii 200) A Turkish

cavalry leader offered to sell Tughrfl Arslan the

fortress of Ziyad, when the young sultan of Ma-
latya wanted to take possession of it, however, it

was taken from him by the son of the sultan of

l^urasan without a blow being struck On the

litli March ni8 the amir Mangudjag of Kamakh
pillaged the country round Malatya, the KhStun
of Malatya thereupon turned to Joscelin of Edessa
for help (Michael Syrus, 111 204) In the following

year the Sultan of Malatya conquered Abulustain

and the lands on the Djaihan
,

the region of

Katina passed as a gift to Malatya (Michael Syrus,

111 205) Tughrfl Arsl5n owed his success to the

governor Balak, who advanced as far as Kamakh,
defeated the Greeks with the help of al Ghazi b
Danishmand, again took Hisn Ziyad and defeated

the Armenians of Gargar on the Euphrates (Mi
chael Syrus, loc at) When, after further consider

able successes, Balak fell fighting the Franks before

Manbidj his kingdom was divided, the Sultan of

Malatya received Masara and Gargar with the

result that theie was soon fighting with SulaimSn

of Hisn Ziyad On this occasion al-GhazI of Siwas

and his son in law Mas'ud attacked Malatya and

besieged it from June 13 to Dec 10, 1124 The
town suffered exceedingly from famine and the

IGiatun’s reign of terror and the inhabitants breath

ed more freely when the ruler left the town with

her son and all her followers and al Ghazi entered

It (Michael Syrus, iii 219 J7
,
Matthias of Edessa,

p 315) Under him Malatya enjoyed continued

peace His son Malik Muhammad who succeeded

him in 1135 left Malatya soon afterwards when
the news of the approach of the Byzantine Emperor
reached him (Michael Syrus, 111 237) When John
II L-omnenos invaded Syria, Mas'ud invaded Cilicia

from Koniya and carried the inhabitants of Adhana
prisoners to Malatya (Michael Syrus, 111 245)
Malik Muhammad in 1139 also invaded Cilicia

and took from the Greeks the fortresses of Bahgay
and Gabnupert (Exku, KocTTvloTrsprif Armen Vagha,

Gaban
,

Michael Syrus, 111 248 ,
Rohneht, Gesch

d Kgr Jerus
^ p 21 1, note 2) Two years later

he was fighting with the Franks who had advanced

as far as Zibatra, 'Arl^a and Abulustain and en-

camped at Niksar opposite the emperor John, who
had again taken the field against the Turks, for

SIX months without fighting (Michael Syrus, 111

249) After his death (Dec 6, 1143) Dhu ’

1-Nun

succeeded him in Malatya (Syr Danun in Michael

Syius, 111 253 und Suppl
, p Ivii

,
Byz AxSovviiq)

When however his brother ‘Ain al-Dawla (Michael

Syrus only “Dawla”) advanced against him, the

lurkish garrison of Malatya broke through the

Buraidlya gate and surrendered the town to him
(Michael Syrus, 111 253) Sultan Mas‘ud of Koniya

besieged Malatya, when ‘Am al Dawla would not

submit to him of his own accoid, first from June

17 to Sept 14, 1143 and again m 1144 without

success (Michael Syrus, 111 254, 258 sqq
,
Rohneht,

op at
^ p 226, note 5) After ‘Ain al-Dawla’s

death (June 12, 1152) his minor son Dhu ’

1-Kar-

nain succeeded him, for w'hom his mother first

acted as regent but she was soon banished as she
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plotted against his life (Michael Syius, iii 305 sq
)

Mas*^ud again (July 24, 1152) tried without success

to take the town Dhu ’

1-Karnain was succeeded

in October 1162 by his minor son Nasir al-Din

Muhammad (Mahmud) who made himself so detested

by his excesses that he had to leave Malatya (1170)
His place was taken by his brother Abu *1 Kasim
(Fakhr al-Dln Kasim, Michael Syrus, 111 336 j^)
In May 1172 when 15, he married the daughter

of the lord of Hisn Ziyad During the wedding
festivities he fell from his horse while jousting and
died of his injuries (Michael Syrus, 111 343) He
was succeeded by his younger brother Ferldun
(AfridCn) who had to marry the princess intended

for the bi other On the news of these happenings,
Kflfdj Arslan II attacked Malatya, where however
preparations were rapidly made for the defence
under the direction of the eunuch Sa'd al Din
Kflfdj Arslan had to withdraw but earned off with
him 30,000 prisoners from the country round
(Michael Syrus, 111 346) On Feb 15, 1 175, Ferldun
was murdered by his brothei Muhammad, who after

many adventures had returned in disguise to Malatya
by a secret agreement with the princess of Ziyad
who had left her husband (Michael Syrus, 111

362—364) "When Kflfdj Arslan II thereupon again
besieged Malatya, the discontent with Muhammad
was so great that he no longer felt safe in the

town but withdrew to Hisn Ziyad K?l!dj ArslSn
after a four months’ siege entered Malatya on Oct

25, 1178 (Michael Syrus, iii 373) He repaired

the two walls of the town (Michael Syrus, 111 388)
The Turkomans, who since 1185 had been ravaging
wide tracts of Asia Minor also invaded and plun-

dered the district of Malatya (Michael Syrus, 111

402) In 1189 (Michael Syrus, 1191 according to

Arabic sources) Kflfdj Arslan gave the town of
Mahtya to his son MuSzz al-Din Kaisar Shah
(Michael Syrus, 111 407, Rec Hist Or Oats, 11

56, 111 269) Kflfdj Arslan later found himself
forced to hand Malatya ovei to his other son Kutb
al-Din Malik Shah, but MuSzz al-Din went to

Salah al-Din (580 = 1191— 1192) and regained
his position with his help (AVr I/tsi Or Crots

,

I 57, 68 sq
,

111 269, V 44)
To strengthen the alliance he married the daughter

of Malik al-'Adil and accompanied Salah al-Din’s

army to Tibnln (AVr htst or crois
^
v 117) In

June 1 200 Rukn al-Din Sulaiman of DukSt (lokat)
deprived his biother MuSzz al Din of Malatya,
the latter fled to his father-in law Malik al-^Adil

(Barhebraeus, Chron Syriac
^
ed Bedjan, p 406,

Rec hist or crots
^
u 71) Saladin’s son, al Malik

al-Zahir, who had only Sumaisat left of his in-

heritance, submitted in 1207 to Rukn al-Din of

Malatya and Koniya (Barhebraeus, Chi on Syr
,

p 408) In the next year Rukn al-Din took An-
gora, a few days later he died (Barhebraeus, p 418
sq ) He was succeeded by his young son KflTdj

Arslan III, who was however soon thrown into

prison by Ghiyath al-Din Kai lUiusraw I (Barhe-

braeus, p 419) After the latter (d 1205) came
his son Tzz al-Din Kai-Ka^ds, who while on a

campaign against Malik al-Ashiaf in Malatya
developed consumption from which he died on
his return (Barhebraeus, p 437 ,

Rec hist or crots
,

II 150 sq) In the reign of his successor '^Al5^ al-

Din Kai-Kub5d, the Tatars in 1231 penetrated to

Hisn Ziyad and to the Euphrates near Malatya
(Barhebraeus, p 463) ‘Ala^ al-Din took Khila^
from Malik al-Aahraf in 1232 When in the next year

the latter along with his brother Malik al Kamil
of Egypt occupied Hisn Mansur, ^Ala^ al Dm col-

lected an aimy of ovei 100,000 men, took Hisn
Ziyad (Baihebraeus, p 467) and besieged al Ruha
in the following ycai

,
the inhabitants of HariSn

fearing an attack on Malatya sent him the keys
of their town (Barhebraeus, p 468, Kamal al-Din,

transl Blochet, R 0 L
^
y 88) Ilis successor

Kai-Khusiaw II (1237— 1245) beginning
of his reign drove the Kh^anzmians out of his

kingdom, on then letreat they defeated the com-
mander (bubashi) of Malatya Saif al Dawla and
crossed the Euphiates at Masira (vai Mukra)
(Barhebraeus, p 471) In 1241, the amir of Malatya
again suffered an annihilating defeat from fanatical

Turkoman hordes under the piophet Pap5 (Baba)
(Barhebiaeus, p 474) When the news of the

victory of the Tatais at Koza-DSgh (1243, Barhe-

braeus, p 475) reached Malatya, the Subashi Rashid
al-Din and the other court ofhcials broke into

the royal tieasury, shared the treasure among them-
selves, and fled to Halab Many prominent citizens

followed them , but they were surprised by the

latars on the hill of BBth G5ze, a day’s jouiney
from Malatya and some slam, some taken prisoners

1 he inhabitants of the town, Muslims and Christians,

asked the Metropolitan Mar Dionysios ^Angur to

diiect the defence of the town After two months
dining which Malatya was watchfully defended,
the latars withdrew In 1244 the latar chief

Isawur (var Nasawui) Nuyin besieged Malatya
and ravaged the country lound until Rashid al-Din
caused him to ictreat by rich presents (Barhebraeus,

p 477—479) After the division of the baldjuk
empiie by Hulagu, thcie ruled at first ‘Izz al-Din

at Malatya, then, after his dethronement, his brother
Rukn al-Din (Barhebraeus, p 482) At the end
of 649 (1251— 1252) and m July 650 (1252—1253),
the latars again besieged the town under Isawui
and wasted its sun oundings (Barhebraeus, p 491)
When in 1257 ‘^Izz al-Din sent al lughi H&fa
into the district of Malatya to seek recruits and
the latter allotted the town to the Kuid chief

Sharaf al Din Ahmad b Bilas, the inhabitants w^ould
not have him as they had svvoin fealty to Rukn
al-Din and feared his Tatar patron Bai^ju It was
not till 'Izz al Din had sent a second envoy, Biha-
dur, that they admitted him into the town, but
the lattei soon fled again before Baidju and only
returned when he had gone, but again found the
gates closed against him and was only admitted
after famine had broken out m Malatya as a
result of his siege (Barhebraeus, p 498—500)
In 1260 Hulagu built bridges over the Euphiates
for Ins vast host at Malatya, KaPat al Rflm al Biia
and Karkislya (Barhebraeus, p 509) The Egyptian
governoi of al-Biia Ilidar (Khidr^) in 1282 laid

waste the country round Malatya (Baihebraeus,

P 546)
Ihe Mongol Khan Abaka (1265— 1282) again

divided the kingdom of Rum between two SaljJjuk

cousins of whom Mas^ud received Arzin^jan, SlwSs
and Malatya

In the xiith and xiiith century lived the two
great byriac histoiians, both born in Malatya, to

whose chronicles we mainly owe our knowledge
of the histoi y of the town the patriarch Michael I

(1126—99), son of the piiest Eliya, who belonged
to the family of Kindasi in Malatya and the
Mafr'yan Gregor Abu ’

1-Faradj called Barhebraeus
(1226—86, q v), whose father, the baptised
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Jewish physician AhrSn had restrained his fellow

citizens m Malatya from stupidly flying before the

latars (Baumstark, Gesch d syr Lit
^ p 298

—

300, 312—20) Michael’s principal authority, Ig-

natios (d 1104), was also metropolitan of Malatya

(Baumstark, op p 291)
The increasing weakness of the Saldjuljs about

1300 favoured the formation of local lurkoman
and Armenian petty states, especially in the east

of Asia Minor According to Abu ’1 Fida^, Christians

and Muslims in Malatya in those days lived on
the best of terms with one another, the town took

the side of the Tatars and informed them of every-

thing that went on in the countiy During his

war against the Tatars, Sultan al Malik al-Nasir

in 715 (1315) decided to send a large army under

the na^b of Damascus, Saif al-Dln lunguz who
was joined by his vassal Abu ’I-Fid5^ of Hamah,
against Malatya The army went by Halab, ‘^Aintab,

Hisn Mansur and Zibatra to Malatya and encamped
before the town on Apiil 28 Ihe inhabitants sent

their hakim Djamal al-Dln al-Khidr, whose father

and giandfathei had filled the same office in their

time, through the south gate, Bab al-KSdi, to

funguz, who was willing to afford them protection

and security, if they surrendeied the town But
he was unable to fulfil his pledge for the

soldiers could not be restrained from plundering

and ravaging in the town Among the prisoners

was the 1 atar Ibn Kerbogha^ and the s^hib of

Hisn Arkana’, Shaikh Mmdu The gi eater part of

the town was finally burned down (Abu ’l-Fida^,

Arinales Muslem
^

ed Reiske, v 286— 92, ed

Stambul 1286, iv TT sq
,
transl also in A’ifr hist or

dots
^ 1 180, Weil, Gesch d Chalif

^
iv 310 sq')

The Sultan made the teintoiy of Malatya a separate

frontier province, which included seven districts

(Khalil al-Zahirl, Zttbda^ ed Ravaisse, p 52) There
were seven citadels around the town Mush5r or

MinshSr, Kumi, Karahisar, Kadarbirt, KalSt Akdja,

KaFat Nawhamam (^) and KaFat al-Akrad (Khalil,

op cit
,
Gaudefioy Demombynes, La Syne a Vcpoqiie

des Mamelouks^ p 97, i, 105)
Malatya for the next few decades belonged to

the Mamluk Sultans As their lemotest province.

It was with Ilalab in 791 (1389) the scene of a

great rebellion led by the governors Mintash and
Yelbogha against Barkuk [q v

]
About this time

the Turkish family of the Dhu ’1 Kadroghlu [q v
]

began to use to powei in the region of Malatya

and Albistan where they ruled till 1515 under

Egyptian suzerainty About 794 (1391/2) Bayazid I

conquered the town and in 1400/1 Timui By the

battle of K66 Hisar (1516) it fell into the hands

of Selim I [q v] who destioyed the Dhu ’1 Kadr-

oghlu This was the cause of his war against Egypt,

which was rapidly decided on the field of Maidj
Dabik At a later date the eyalet to which the

Sandjak of Malatya belonged was still called Dhu
’

1-Kadrfya, Malatya now forms a sandjak of the

wilayet of Ma^muret al-^AzIz (IHiaiput)

The town in 1838 was the headquarters of the

Ser-'askei Hafiz Pasha, with whom Moltke was
attach^ It IS said to have suffered much at the

hands of the troops quarteied there foi months
before the battle of Nizib Aftei the earthquake

of 1893 Malatya was rebuilt on the site of the

suburb of Asbusu S W of the older site now
called Eski-Shehr, but the old town continued to

be inhabited It has now about 30,000 inhabitants,

including many Armenians, Kurds and Kfzflbash
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MALAY PENINSULA is a name sometimes

rather loosely applied to the whole tract of land

South of the Isthmus of Kra (Lat 10° N), but

so fai as the Northern pait of this tract is con-

cerned the name is a misnomei, the bulk of the

population there being Siamese and Chinese, not

Malay Excluding from the total Malay population of

Siam [q v
]

as a whole some 50,000 Malays

scattered in Ayuthia, Bangkok, Chantabun and the

rest of the Eastern shoie of the Gulf of Siam,

the lemaining 350,000 are in Southern Siam and

mainly in the parts South of Kia But it is not

till about I at 7® N that one meets with districts

where the majoiity of the inhabitants is Malay,

VIZ on the West coast Palean and SStul and on

the East coast the province of Patani (foimerly

an important Malay state, finally conquered by

Siam in 1832) Of the approximate total population

of 370,000 in these three districts the greater part

consists of Malays The Southern boundary of Siam,

running iiiegularly between 6® 45' and 5° 45^ N
,

separates them from the rest of the Peninsula,

which is attached to the British Empire and with

which we aie here conceined The area of this

latter portion is about 52,500 English squaie miles

The geological structure of the Peninsula in-

cludes calcareous rocks and limestone, cherts,

shales, quartzite, volcanic rocks granite, alluvial

deposits, and the ferrugineous substance known as

laterite Ihe most important minerals are tin and

tungsten The former has been exported for more
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than a thousand years and is still a very im-

portant product

Until about fifty years ago the rivers, though

mostly small and only navigable for small craft,

were the chief and almost the sole means of access

to the interior, which was then an almost track-

less forest of luxuriant vegetation, traversed by a

number of mountain ranges, some running roughly

north and south, others transversely or irregulaily

A few of the highest points exceed 7,000 feet

(roughly 2,100 metres) At sea-level the average

temperature is about 82 F (about 27 C
)
with a

daily and annual variation of not moie than about

10 F (about 45 C ) m each direction
, the an-

nual rainfall varies locally from about 60 inches

(about 150 cm) to four times that amount The
N E and S W monsoons prevail, but are subject

to periods of slight or variable wind The climatic

conditions are therefore very favourable to the

mam staples of native agnculture, viz rice, cocoa-

nuts and miscellaneous local fruits
,

to these,

foreigners have added the cultivation of other

products, such as tapioca and coffee (now almost

abandoned) and especially Para rubber, m the

cultivation of which the Peninsula has led the

way The economic development of the Peninsula

may be said to date from the institution of the Re-

sidential system in three of the Western states m
1874, which led progressively to the making of

a network of excellent roads and a State railway

system now comprising a trunk Imefiom Singapore

to the western part of the boundary with Siam,

where it links with the Siamese system, and a

number of branches, one of which turning noith-

ward through the centre of the Peninsula is de-

stined to join the Siamese railway at a point near

the eastern end of the frontier

From the administrative point of view,
the British portion of the Peninsula falls into

I the British colony styled the Straits Settlements

(which IS an abbreviation of “British Settlements

in the Straits of Malacca”), comprising the thiee

“settlements” or divisions of Singapore, Penang
and Malacca, 2 the Federated Malay States,

VIZ Perak, Selangor, NSg^ri SCmbilan, on the

West coast and Pahang on the East coast, which
are united in an administrative union undei a

Chief Secretary to Government at Kuala Lumpur
(in SSlangor) and 3 the Unfederated Malay States,

viz in the extreme North and on the West coast.

Perils and KSdah, and on the East coast, K^^lantan

and TrSngganu, and in the extreme South, Johor
Administratively the Island of I abuan off the

coast of North Borneo, and the Cocos-Keelmg
Islands and Christmas Island to the South-West
of Java form part of the “settlement” of Singapore,

and the State of Brunei (Bferunai) in Borneo is

an unfederated Malay State ranking with those of

the Peninsula

The Colony has the usual administrative ma-

chinery, consisting of a Governor (who is also

the High Commissioner for the Malay States),

together with executive and legislative councils,

and a Supreme Court Each of the Malay States

has a Malay ruler, who usually bears the title of

Sultan, and also a British official, styled in the

Federated Malay States the British Resident and
in the unfederated ones British Advisor or General
Advisor, and a State Council For the Federated
States there is in addition a Federal Council and
a Judicial Commission In these States the chief

administrative departments are federalized under

federal heads, and in one or two cases (such as

Education) are linked up with the conesponding

department in the Colony Both the Colony and

the States are divided into administrative districts,

and the officials in chaige of such districts in the

Colony and Federated States are mainly Europeans

The same applies to the heads of the principal

departments of Government Many of then as-

sistants are also European In the unfederated

States the administrative machinery is not so

elaborately organized and the proportion of Fu-

lopeans is smaller Government schools have been

established in the principal villages and give

elementary instiuction exclusively through the

medium of Malay In towns there are also higher

schools, supported but not founded or managed,

by Government, which give instiuction through

the medium of English The college at Kuala

Kangsar, which is bilingual, is mainly for the

sons of Malay rajas and chiefs though others aie

admitted Female education his developed more

slowly but IS gaining ground

Ihe ancient history of the Peninsula is obscure

Palaeolithic and neolithic implements have been

found in various places Ihe so called aboiigincs,

amounting in 1921 to about one per cent of the

total population, comprise in the extreme North

a few thousand woolly-haired Negritos, generally

termed SSmang, in the centre a much largci

number of wavy haired light blown people known
as Sakai, and in the South mostly straight

haired people of the Indonesian type, often re

ferred to as Jakun Ihe first two groups and a

portion of the third speak languages containing

a strong Mon Khmer element, the remaining Jakun

speak Malay dialects with some alien admixture

Fiom about the vdi centuiy A i) Sanskrit in-

scriptions on stone found in Ktidah and Piovince

Wellesley (opposite Penang) attest the presence

of Buddhists using a South Indian script An in-

scription of 775 originally set up at Ligor (Nakhon
Sii Dhammaraj) about Lat N indicates that

before that date certain points on the isthmus

wcie held by the Sailendra kings of Sri Vijaya

(Palembang in Southern Sumatia) who controlled

the trade route thiough the Straits and across the

isthmus probably till near the end of the xidh

centuiy It would appear from a notice in the

History of the I lang dynasty of China (502-556
ad), Book 54, that this isthmus had formerly

been controlled by the state of Funan, which
centred round the mouths and lower course of

the Mekong iivcr An inscription found at Chaiya

(Jaiya, neai Lat 10® N) and probably dated 1183
gives the king who presumably set it up a princely

title which points to the Malayu region of Southern

Sumatra, adjoining Sri Vijaya to the North West
Another insciiption of Chaiya dated 1230 was set

up by the local king Candrabhanu who accoiding

to the Mahavarnsa and othei sources raided Ceylon
on two occasions (probably about 1236 and 1256)
with his “Javaka” (1 e Malay) foices

It is plain, therefore, that between the viiith

and the xiiith centuries the settlement of the

Peninsula by Malays from Sumatra had been
going on A few years later, but before 1280,

the Siamese from Sukhohai (Sukhodhaya) put an

end to Malay rule in I igor, thus beginning the

extension of Siamese influence to the southward

In the Javanese poem NagarakrStagama (1365) a
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number of places on both coasts, from KSdah and
Sai (m the old Patani state) in the North to

Singapore [q v
]

in the South are claimed as

vassals of the Javanese empire of Madjapahit In

the Sd.me century, but at a date which cannot be

precisely fixed owing to the fragmentary con-

dition of the record, the earliest Malay inscription

in the Arabic chaiacter as yet discovered makes
it plain that Islam had recently become the state

religion of Trgngganu In the xv^^ century Islam

was being spiead in the Peninsula under the in-

fluence of the then most important state, Malacca

[q v], and after its fall in 1511 at the hands of

the Portuguese its dynasty continued to rule in

the extreme South (Johor) and neighbouring is-

lands, while another branch held Pahang, and

Perak eventually came into the hands of a family

claiming to descend from the senior line of the

same stock In or before the xvi^h century an

immigration of Minangkabau settlers fiom Sumatra

founded a number of small states inland of Ma-
lacca, which all eventually admitted the suzerainty

of Johor, save the southernmost, Naning, which was
in theory at any rate a subordinate ally of the

Portuguese In the early part of the xviP^ century

the Achincse raided KMah, Perak, Johor, etc,

and foi a number of years exeicized some sort

of suzerainty over Perak Meanwhile the Northern

states came intermittently under Siamese influence,

which varied with the strength of that power but

retained the character of an external suzerainty

till K^dah m 1821 and Patani in 1832 (this last

finally) were conquered by Siam

The Dutch tenure of Malacca (1641— 1795),
while it controlled to some extent the external

tiade of the Malay states, did not interfere with

their internal affairs In the eighteenth century Bugi'*

adventurers settled in the Riau-I ingga Archipelago

and made their influence felt on the mainland,

ultimately establishing the new state of Selangor

under a still luling Bugis dynasty British influence

dates from the founding of Penang (1786), which

was followed by a temporal y occupation of Malacca

(1795— 1818), its final cession in 1824, the founding

of Singapore (1819), and the incorporation of all

three settlements in one government (1826), which

in 1867 was transferred from the control of India

to that of the Colonial OfHcc The policy of non-

inteiference with the Malay states was maintained

until long continued disturbances in Perak, SSlangoi,

and Sungai Ujong (part of NSgCri SSmbilan), due

to Malay dynastic quarrels and civil war bet^^ecn

unruly gangs of Chinese tin miners, coupled with

an increase of piiacy in the Straits, led in 1874
to the inauguration of the Residential system

This ultimately developed into the present system

whereby since 1895 l^erak, StJlangor, Ngg^ri S^m-

bilan and Pahang form a federation administered

under the direction of British officials PSrlis, Ktidah,

K^lantan and Ir^ngganu were ceded by Siam in

1909 in return for certain concessions, one of

which was the abolition of the extra-territorial

piivileges of British subjects

The population in 192X of the part of the

Peninsula and adjacent islands under British ad-

ministration or protection was about 3,325,000,
nearly half being immigrants, mainly Chinese, and
to a less extent Indians, among whom males pie-

dominated very considerably The great bulk of

the native-born population consisted of Malays,

and the total number of Malays, propeily so-called

(including, however, something like 100,000 persons

of Minangkabau descent in NSggri SCmbilan and
Malacca) numbered 1,418,198 The other Muslim
Indonesians amounted to 171,315 (including 112,775
Javanese, 37,848 Banjarese, 9,772 Boyanesc, 8,388
Bugis, 727 Achinese, 859 Korinchi, and 946 Men
deling) The 47,465 non-Indonesian Muslims com-
prised 41,337 Indians, 4,315 Arabs, 1,800 Chinese,

and a few Persians and lurks, the total Muslim
population was 1,636,978, the great majority being

Sunnis of the school of Shafi^f Of the non Muslim
population roughly three quarters were Chinese

and about one-quarter Indians but there were also

32,448 so called aborigines of the Peninsula (a

few of whom may, however, have been converts

to Islam), 18,178 Siamese, 14,833 Europeans

(mostly British, but including Continental Europeans
and Americans of European descent), 12,629
Iturasians, 6,989 Japanese, and 2,215 Sinhalese,

besides scveial smaller communities
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MALAYS People In this aiticle only the

Islimic features of the Malay nation will be dealt

with, so neither ethnographical nor anthropological

questions will be discussed It may be sufficient

to say that the Malays originally — we do not

ventuie to say as autochthons— were established in

the middle pait of Sumatra, especially in Palembang,

and spread over the eastern and northern parts

of that huge island, and settled in the Stiaits,

mainly in Malacca [see Malay peninsula], and

founded colonies in Borneo, along the great rivers,

and elsewheie eastwaid Ihey belong to the w idely

dispeised Polynesian (or Indonesian) lace, whose

languages extend from Madagascar to the Philippines

and from the peninsula of the utmost S E point

of Asia to the remoter islands of Jlicronesia and

Melanesia in the Pacific The Malay chronicles,

for the greater part mythical, and a few epigraphical

data, make it clear that there was a highly cul

tivated Ilinduised Malay kingdom in Palembang,

the seafaring people of which went over to

several adjacent and more distant countiies, it was

along the ways of commerce that they carried

the Malay language to sundry ports and lands

It is not exactly known in what century Islam

swept away Hinduism, but it is a fact that the

new religion on its aiiival in the Straits found

Malay people settled in the Peninsula and the

Malay language introduced there as the generally

adopted speech of commeice and political inter-

course
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Language It is due to IslSm that Malay,

being already a language enriched with many
Sanskrit words, became an idiom of very mixed

lexicographical character The Islamic current

brought words of Tamil origin, mnumemble Arabic

words, some of them m Dekhanised or Persian

like garb, many Persian words, some of them
with Indian characteristics, and a small quantity

of Hindustani vocables In that heterogeneous form

Malay became the vehicular language of the new
religion Undoubtedly it had found its way already

to the most visited ports m the Archipelago

in a simplified form fit foi intercourse with all

kinds of natives and foreign mei chants, latei also

with Euiopean, namely Portuguese and Dutch
captains and ambassadors It was Islam that gave
Malay a literary character, and when it had
established itself as a medium into which in-

numerable Arabic books were translated, its form
became crystallised and its orthography was
fixed systematically That uniformity made it the

appropriate language for literary and liturgical

purposes and also a xo/vif for dogmatics and
mysticism, as well as romantic and histoiical

literature It has to be borne in mind that there

IS a great difference between the patois or hnguaccw
heard in most of the sea-poits, and the cultivated

literary language, which became highly developed
in Malacca, once the seat of a Muhammadan
court and a royal library When Arabic and Indian

learned men came to Acheh, they discussed theo-

logical questions in Malay and even wrote books
in that language The literal y form is sustained

uniformly to the present day, literary products

being written in archaistic formulae, and the

colloquial style being used in different paits of

the Archipelago, the purest m Johore and Malaya
in general and the East-coast-distncts of Sumatra,
the least pure in Java and more eastern islands

In the Moluccas, especially in Ambon (Amboyna),
the preaching of Christianity availed itself of Malay

,

in those islands this language has therefore as-

sumed an individual character As to its lingu-
istic character, it may suffice to notice that

Malay, like all Polynesian languages, belongs to

the agglutinative type, declension not existing, con-

jugation being limited within narrow bounds, and
amplification of the mainly dissyllabic stems with a

quantity of prefixes, infixes and suffixes giving

opportunity of forming woids for almost all gram-
matical and logical relations There arc some
traces of the influence of Arabic grammar on Malay
syntax, but on the whole the Muhammadan current

has not essentially altered the character of the

language, it has only enriched it with an enormous
number of words, and given to its written literature

an individual Islamic character

Literature Of pre-Islamic literature nothing
IS known As far as may be concluded from a

few old inscriptions m Hindu script, it seems that

Malay was written in Kawi-like chaiacters, but
literature, in its earliest known form, is written

in Arabic letters only Ihe oldest manuscripts are

preserved in the Cambridge and Oxford libraries,

they date from the last years of the xvith and the

first decade of the xvii^h century The only literary-

historical evidence of the existence of written

literature in the xvi^h century is the mention, in

a xviith century chronicle, of the use made of a
royal library at Malacca at the time when the

Portuguese endeavouied to capture that town (i 5 1 1)

Malay literature, as it presents itself now, is only

for a very small part oiiginal Hardly any of the

chronicles, tales and poems are derived from

Arabic sources directly, most of the religious and
semi-histoncal lomances having been translated

from Persian, but all these literary products are

imbued with the Muslim atmosphere, being full of

Arabic woids and phrases, and laden with Islamic

theory There are, it is true, some indigenous

farcical tales, and some fables, especially the

sometime highly appreciated mouse-deer-tales, moie-

over some oiiginal romances with Hinduistic in-

fluences, and several adapted old Javanese tales,

that do not betray real Islamic influence, but the

very fact that all these books are written in Arabic

characters makes them overflow with Arabic words,

and in that way shows that they belong to Islamic

mentality In this short account there will be no

mention of literary products going back to the

great Sanskrit epic poems, nor of the tales that

do not show traces of Muslim influence, only in

so far as Malay literatuie has Islamic features,

will it be treated here Ihe originally genuine

Indonesian deer-fable has undergone an Islamic

correction 1 he historical writings, more or less

mythical and semi-romantic, are almost absolutely

Islamised lo that class of works the chronicle

Sejarah Mela) «, and other ones, as the chro nicies

of Kutawanngin, Kutai, Acheh and Pasai are to

be reckoned A partly histoutal, but for the

greater part fictitious, romance is the Hvkayat Hang
Ttiah A host of romances, dealing with foreign

princes and princesses and their endless adventures,

has been spread over a great part of the Malay-

reading East Indian Woild, the titles of all those

populai, but for European readers less attractive,

books, may be found in the catalogues of Malay
manuscripts at I eyden, Batavia and London Some
books of fiction have been translated from Pei sian,

Arabic or Hindustani A group of them is to be

tiaced to the Hitopadei,a collection, anothci one
to the Tuti'?tama senes, a third one to the Bakhtiyar

cycle By way of exception foreign authors have
written in Malay, eg the Radjput Nur al Din al-

Raniri [q v
], who wrote a gieat encyclopaedic chro-

nicle at the instigation of an Achehnese queen
A veiy great number of texts deals with the old

prophets, the Prophet Muhammad, his family and
friends Those works, like e g the romances of

Amu Hamza and Muhammad b al-Hanafiya,

have Pei Sian originals Ihe purely religious books
cannot be regarded as Malay literature

Poetical literature has a different character

The real Malay kind of poetry, though not devoid
of Persian influences, is the panluuy i e popular

quatrains, whose first two lines deal with a natuial

fact, or a well known event, and are intended to

pi elude, phonetically, the 3*'<i and 4th lines, that

contain the real meaning of the usually erotic poem
The other “genie” is the shanty Its form is the

stanza of four rhyming lines Some of these very

extensive overloaded poems are from the Javanese,

some others are versified versions of prose romances

,

moreover historical events, love-scenes, religious

matters, mystical speculations etc are dealt with
in innumerable ikd^trsj the titles of which may be
seen in the following catalogues Leyden Univ
Library, by H H Juynboll, Supplement thereto

by Ph S van Ronkel, Batavia, the Hague and
Brussels by the same, London (R A S )and ibidem
E I H (India Office Library) by H N van dei Tuuk
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Special literary questions have been dealt with by
Ph S van Ronkel The papers on Malay Subjects

and some numbers of the Malay Literature Senes
contain some valuable contributions A fuller ac-

count IS given in the Dutch Encycl van Ncderl-
Indte^ s V Literaluur (Maleische)

(Ph S van Ronkll)
MALAZGERD, district {Kada) and town

in Armenia, to the North of the lake of Wan
Of the name, there occur, in old-Armenian, the forms

Manavazakert, Manavazkert and Manazkert The
middle-Armenian and Byzantine forms, Mindzgerd
and Mavr^/x/gpr resp as well as the Arabian

form Manazdjird, point to old Armenian Manazkert
being the oiiginal form, Manavaz(a)kert lepresentiog

a popular etymological formation, from the name
of the noble family of the Manavazean’s, which,

in olden times, resided in the district For it is

phonetically impossible, that an old-Aimenian
form Manavaz(a)kert should regulaily becomes
Manazkert This is the theory of Hubschmann, who
admits however the possibility, that an earlier Mana-
vaz(a)keit may have been arbitrarily shortened in

pronunciation, so as to become Manazkert, the

word being otheiwise too long W Belck has con-

jectured, that m the first part of the word, there

may be hidden the name of the Urartaeic (pre

Armenian) king Menuas of Wan Ihis conjecture

IS based on the fact, that from an insciiption of

Menuas it appears, that this king founded a city,

which was called Menuahina (= Menuas town)

,

thus it would, according to Belck, be very probable,

that Malazgerd, in whose environs there have been
found many insciiptions of Menuas, was this veiy

town, named after him If such be the case,

then the old-Armenian foim Manavazku t must
have originated from a later, popular etymology
hrom the fact, that names of towns foimed with

kert (= ta) seem to have originated not

before the Parthian epoch, as Hubschmann obseives,

It would follow, that the memory of the old king
Menuas was still alive in the relatively late Paithian

time This difficulty, however is not insoluble,

for it seems, that the name of anothei Uraitaeic

king of Wan also may survive in classical Armenian
quasi-historical tiadition as Aram
The oldest and best Aiabic spelling of the

name of the town is Manazdju dy with //, the

forms with / are later, and on them is based the

modern name {Malazgerd) Ihe spelling with n
we find e g m al-Istakhri, Yakut, the author

edited by Houtsma in Kec dis levies r el a I' lust

des SeldjouLidcSy ii
,
al-Nasawi (ed Houdas), m a

varia lectio of the text of the Rabat al-Sudut

{G M S
^
New Senes, ii 119), and in the text

quoted y R A 6, 1902, p 797 Ihe spelling

with /, common in later texts, occurs, among
older authors, in al-Mukaddasi

,
Ibn al-Athir, the

Rabat al~!pudur (the reading adopted by the

editor)
,
Djuwaini, and the Nuzhat al-KulUb The

terminations ^trd and -bird also alternate in the

spelling this variation is alieady noted by Yakut
{Mt^'djam^ iv 648) As regards the form Manazav,
cited by Marquardt {Eransabr^ p 162) from
Thomas Aiiruni, cf Hubschmann, Die alt-armem-

schen Ortsnamen (in Idg For sthungen^ xvi ), p 450
For the year 1898 the number of inhabitants

of the distiict Malazgerd is given as 21,000, viz

12,000 Kurds, and the rest Aimenians The district

belonged to the wildyat Bitlis, sanriyak Mush In

this hilly countiy, the highest elevation is the

SlpSn-Dagh (3^000 m), perhaps the same mount
as the Sang-i Saftd^ which is, according to Yakut
{Mu^d^am, 111 1 68), a mountain in these regions

I he soil of the district is fertile
,

its mam products

are wheat, bailey, millet, lentils and peas, which

are also exported, as are also sheep and horses,

e g to DiySibekr The region of Malazgerd pro-

duces also salt and mineral stone, which becomes

hard when brought to the day light Its wild

animals are the wolf, the fox and the stone-marten,

which IS hunted for its fur Textiles are manu-

factured in and exported from the district

Ihe town of Malazgerd is situated on a liibutary

of the Murad Su, called the Tuzla Su, HSdjdji

Khalifa {Djihan-nurna^ p 426) reckons 2 marhala

between Malazgeid and Erzerum The town lies,

moreover, on the way from Siw5s to Ardjlsh, and

also at the crossing of the two different ways,

which connect Mush and Bayazid The city it

suriounded by a high wall and towers, at the East

of the town there is the citadel, built from black

volcanic stone In the v^ (xBk) century, Malazgerd

had a triple wall, and it was well furnished with

drinking water from within (Cedrenus, ed Bonn,

II 590) More than one fiuitlcss siege of this place

IS recorded in its history

Belck supposes, that the well-known battle between

the Assyrian king Tiglathpilesar I against the

allied Natn-kings took place in the plain of

Malazgerd {Z D M G
y

li 560) If, at that remote

time, the town of Malazgerd existed already,

IS not certain lhat it existed in the time

of the Lrartaeic king Menuas, who, as Belck

thinks, gave his name to the town, is made
probable by an inscription of that prince, from

which it would appear, that he lebuilt an older

citadel and an older palace on that place The
environs of the modern city of Malazgerd are

lemarkably rich in cuneiform inscriptions, which

were discovered by I ehmann and Belck during

their Stay there They found an Assyrian inscription

of 1 iglathpilesar I and several Urartaeic inscriptions,

among others, of Menuas (4: 800 B c ) and Argistis

11 (714—ca 690 B i
) It appears from these docu-

ments, that Menuas devoted great attention to the

irrigation of the land, by constructing several canals

In the early Middle ages, the town of Malazgerd

(Manazkert), lying on the confines of the cantons

Haikh and Apahunikh, was sometimes assigned

to the former, sometimes to the latter That in

old-Aimenian times here resided the family of the

Manavazean’s, has already been remarked hor

these matters, and also for the quotations from

Byzantine and Armenian authorities regarding

them, cf Hubschmann, Die altannemschm Or ts

natruriy p 328, 330, 449 sq

MaHzgerd belonged, since the beginning of their

dynasty, to the realm of the Bagiatides of Aimenia,

who allowed it to be ruled, as well as Ak]ilat, Aidjls

ind “Perkri” (= BergiiP), by a family of their

vassals Ihis family, wdiose members beai Arabic

names, became in course of time independent of

the Armenian kings, but, on the other hand, was

obliged to pay tribute to the emperor of Byzan-

tium (Constantnuis Porphyrogenetus, De admtn

imp
y
ed Bonn, p 192 sq)

Yakut says, that the inhabitants of Malazgerd are

Armenians and Byzantines {Rurrii)^ a native of

this town was AbQ Nasr al-ManSzI (this, therefore,

is the msba of the name), who was wazir to one of

the Marwanid piinces of Diyarbeki This Abu
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Nasr died 437 (1045—1046) and, according to

our authority, was a good poet Yakut cites two

fiagments from his poems {Mu^djam^ iv 648 sq^

Regarding another al-Manazf, cf J R A S

,

1902,

p 788, note I

Among political events connected with the

town of Malazgerd, it may be noted that, on the

occasion of the campaign, which the gieat Ham-
danid Saif al Dawla undertook into Armenia (328=
940), there is mentioned one 'Abd al Hamid, prince

(sahid) of Malazgerd and Sibalwark (Sewerek)

ly R A Sf 1902, p 797) the name
occurs among the names of the dynasty of Malazgerd,

recorded by Constantinus Porphyrogenetus, and
this contemporary of Saif al-Dawla doubtless

belonged to that family But he cannot be the

’A/3eA;^«/4/T of the Greek text, who, from a chro-

nological point of view, must have lived two

generations earlier (cf the genealogical table of

these dynasts of Malazgeid m Bandurins Ammad-
verstones tn Const Porph Lib de Admtmstt
Imp

,
in the Bonn edition of Constantinus, 111

372) In 353 (964) a certain Nadja, a ghulam ol

Saif al-Dawla, revolted against his master, aftei

taking possession of that part of Armenia, which

was ruled by one Abu ’l-Ward Ihe latter uas

slam, and, among the places conquered by Nadja,

Malazgerd also is cited (Ibn al ALhir, cd lornberg,

viii 408), in the year 359 (969—070) Malazgerd

was taken by the Byzantines [tlnd
^

viii 445),
they must have lost it again before 382 (992-993),
for in that year they besieged not only Akhlat

and Ardjish, but also MaHzgerd, but this time

they could not take it, but returned home
after concluding a treaty for ten years with Abli

'^Ali al Hasan b Marwan {tbtd

^

ix 67) In 440
(1048— 1049) it must have belonged to the By-

zantines, for the ghazwa^ which Ibrahim, loglirfl

Beg’s brother, undertook into the Byzantine empire,

affected also the territory of Malazgerd (ibid
^

ix

372) And it IS explicitly stated by Ibn al-

Athlr (ix 41 1), under the year 446 (1054

—

1055), that Malazgerd was in possession of the

Byzantines, for there he 1 elates, that this strong

city resisted a siege by Toghrfl Beg himself

(cf also Cedienus, ed Bonn, 11 590 etc) The
most important historical event, with which the

name of the town is connected, is the battle of

Malazgerd (463 = 1071) between Alp Arslan

and the Byzantine emperor Romanus Diogenes,

in consequence of which the eastern part of Asia

Minor, viz Armenia and Cappadocn, was lost for

ever to the Greek empire [Ibn al Athir, x 44

,

Rec des textes rel a PhiU des Seldjoucides^ ed

Houtsma, ii 38 etc, Rahat al Stidur (G M S

,

New Series, 11), p 119, Zonaras, ed Dindorf, iv

213 etc
,

cf also H Gel/er in K Krumbacher’s

Geschtchte der byzantimschen J tttei atur"^, p 1010]

After this event, therefore, Malazgerd passed into the

possession of the Saldjuks In 531 (1137) it was
given by king Malik§hah, along uith Erzerum and
part of the territory of Akhlat, to his brother Saldjuk,

as a ktP (Rec de textes
,
ed Houtsma, 11 185)

In course of time, the city was besieged m
vain (587= 1 191) by Taki al-Dm 'Umar b Aiyub In

601 (1204— 1205) its environs suffered from the

inroads of nomads from the direction of Adiiar

baidjan (Ibn al-Athir, xii 41, 134) During the

disturbances, of which Armenia was the scene

m the beginning of the viith—xiiBh century, men-
tion IS several times made of Malazgird In 603

(1206— 1207), a former mamluk of the Sh5h Arman
took possession of Malazgerd, and, after that, also

of Akhlat He had, in addition, control of Aidjish

and othei places This man, whose name w^as

Balban (the vocalisation of the first syllable is

uncertain), w^as assisted by the prince of Erzerum,

Mughith al-Din loghrfl Shah b Kilidj AisHn,

against al Malik al-Awhad, son of al Malik al-^Adil

of Egypt Later on, Balban was murdered by his

ally of Erzerum, who tried to enter Akhlat and

Malazgerd, but m vain, so that he was obliged to

return to his own states (Ibn al Athir, xii 168

180 sq) In 623 (1226), Djalal al-Din b

Kh^aiizmsMh ^AH al-Din Muhammad occupied

Malazgerd, as he intended to attack Husam al-Din

‘^Alr, the newwab of al-Mihk il Ashraf, in Al^kt
But, since his attempt on this town did not succeed,

and as the winter also set in (he had entered

Malazgerd on Dhu ’1-KaMa 13, November 5, 623),

and the Turkomans invaded his own realm, he was

obliged to retire (Ibn al-Athir, xii 301) In 626

(1229) however he succeeded in taking Akhlat,

after which be besieged Malazgerd, first in person,

afterwards leaving one of his generals in charge of

the siege, but on this occassion without success

(al-Nasawi, cd O Houdas, text, p 205, 208,

translation, p 342, 344, 347)
B thl to qi aphy Le Strange, The Lands of

the Lastirn Caliphate^ p 115 sq
^
W Belck

and C F I ehinann, in Verhandltinqen der

Btrltnci Gcicllschaft fur Anthropoloqte^ etc
,

1898, p 569, 572 sq
^ 576 sq

,
W Belck, ibid

^

1892, p 478, C h Lehmann, xbid
^ 1892, p

487, Ritter, Ftdkunde^ i\ 989, 984, x 326,

328, 355, 527, 647, 649, 659 97 , 665 sq
, 754,

Sami Bey brasher!, Kainus al A^lTitn^ p 4388,
E Banse, Die lurkii^^ p 210, 214

(V F Bucunjr)
MALDA (properly, Maldah or Maldaha), a dis-

trict in Eastern Bengal and in the
Radjshahl Division of the Presidency
of Bengal Aiea 1,899 sqm Pop in 1911,

1,004,159, of whom 465,521 wtie Hindus, and

505,396 Muslims In old times it was famous foi

Its two capitals of Gaur [q v
]
or I akhnawti, and

Pandua, where there are many ruins of the mos-

ques and other buildings of the Muhammadan
kings of Bengal

Btbltoqiaphy Mi nhadj-i Sai adj. Tabaka1

1

Naniij Raverty’s translation (Bibl Ind

Ghulam Husain Salim, RtyTui al-Salatin (Btbl

Ind

^

text and translation), Mohini C Mozam-
dar. Brahmans of Gaur (in Bengali, Calcutta

1886), Hedges's Diary
^

ed Yule (Hakluyt

Society), H Creighton, Rums of Gaur

^

London

1817, Ravenshaw, Gaur^ I ondon 1878, W
F'ranklin, Notes on old Gaur 18jo (f A S B

^

for 1894), Al chaeological Reports^ xv
,
Bloch-

mann, Geog of Bengal (J A S B)^ Ilahi

Bakhsh, Rhurs/itd Diahan-nama (J A S B
^

for 1895), Iinpertdl Gazetteer of India, and

Statistical Account of Bengal, vol vii
,

s v
,

Census Repoit for 1911, vol v, parts 1 and 11

(II Beveridgi?)

MALDIVE ISLANDS, a group of coral
islets in the Indian Ocean, lying between
7° 6' N and o® 42' S lat

,
and 72® and 74® E

long
,
and consisting of seventeen atolls with a

great number of islands, of which about 300 are

inhabited, the population being estimated at 70,000
The Moorish traveller, Ibn Battuta, lived for more
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than a year (1343—1344) m the islands, but the
first Europeans to visit them were the Portuguese,
who established a factory in them in 1518 The
Maldives were much harassed by Mappilla (Moplah)
pirates fiom the Malabar Coast and in 1645 the
king, who IS entitled “Sultan of the Twelve Thousand
Isles”, placed himself under the protection of the

Dutch in Ceylon, with which island the Maldives
have, since that time, been politically connected
The natives are Muslims and fall into three ethno-
graphical divisions, (i) the northern, with a strong
admixture of Dravidian blood from India, (2) the
central, under the immediate rule of the Sultan,
who resides in Male, which has acquired from
Arab traders and settlers a strain of Semitic
blood, and (3) the natives of the southern clusters,

who have had little communication with the central

group and preseive more of the primitive type,

resembling the Sinhalese villagers of Ceylon All
aie peaceful, intelligent and industrious, growing
their own crops and weaving their own cloth and
mats The chief exports are copra, con, and dried
fish pioducts The language is a dialect of the
Sinhalese, somewhat Muhammadanizcd, but many
read Arabic more or less fluently

Bibliography J S (jai diner, Maldtve
and Laccadive At chtpelagoes^ Cambridge 1901—
1905 ,

Ibn Hattiita, ed Defremery and S ingiunetti,

Pans 1858 ,
V

oy
age of Ft angois Pyt at d de Laval^

ed Ch Gray and Bell (I ondon Hakl Soc
,
2 vols

,

1887-1890), T Allan, The Cotnaire of the MaP
dive Islands^ in Numismatic Chto/ticle^ 19*2,
h C Danver, The Portuguese in Ttidia^ London
i 894 )

II C P Bell, Repot t on the Maldive Idands
{Ceylon Gov Publ

, 1883), V oung and Christopher,
Metnoit on the Maldives^ in Tt ansactions of the

Bombay Gcogt aphual Society, vol 1

(1 W llAK)
MALHAMA [See MaiXhim]
MALI, a t 0 w n, which no longer exists, the old

capital of the Mandingo empire, in the western
Sudan, also called Mali, M illi, Melli, Mdle, Mini
or Mane All these names arc dialectic 01 local

variants of the same word which is the name of
the country of origin of a people whom the hrench
call Malink<^, following the Pul and fuculois, and
the English “Mindingo”, following the form used
by one section of this people on the I ower Gambia
The name found in the Arab authors foi this

town was not the one used by the inhabitants
themselves and the latter is not given us by the
geographer Idrlsi, nor the histoiian Ibn Khaldun,
nor the traveller Ibn Battuta, nor Leo Afiicanus
It was only in 1913 that the translation of an
Arabic manuscript not long before discovered in

the Sudan, the Ta^ttkh al Lattdh^ enibled us to

learn that in reality theic were two successive
capitals of the Mandingo empire or of Mali the
older was called Djaiiba or Ih<^iiba and there was
later another called Niani

Recent researches in the valley of the Niger
have enabled the sites of these two towns to be
discovered The first was situated at the junction
of the Niger and the Sankarani, and at the place
called Mam or Mali lombo, 1 e rums of Mali
There are still traces of a very ancient and important
town, which the natives regard, according to their

traditions, as the ancient residence of their former
soveieigns and the place where the latter are buiied

As to the second town, a copyist’s erior m the
text of Ibn IQiald0n concealed the true name till

the publication of the Tc^rikh aPFattah in 1913
It was recently recognised that the capital m
question should be located on the left bank of the

Sankarani, and at the level of Siguiri, not far

fiom the place where there is still a town of the

same name, Niani

Cjeriba was no doubt the cradle of the Mandingo
dynasty of the Keita of the xBb—xiiitb century

We have no information about it We are more
accurately informed about Niani It is supposed
to have been founded in 1238 after Sundjata Keita,

luler of the Mandingo, had defeated in 1235 at

Kinna the emperor of Soso, Siimangurur Kante,
his rival and enemy Congo Musa, often wrongly
called Kankan Musa, was ruling there a century

later, when on his return from a pilgrimage to

Mecca, he attiacted to his court an Arab poet named
al Sahili who belonged to a Granada family By
orders of Congo Musa, this foreigner built in Gao a

mosque with battlemented terrace and pyramidal
minaiet According to tradition, this was the first

building of the type, now so widely spread in the

western Sudan, the oiigm of which is North African

In 1352—53 in the leign of Sulaim'in Keita,

brother of Congo Mosa, the Arab traveller Ibn
Battuta visited the town It was then a completely

Muslim metropolis, in which lived Egyptian and
Moroccan legal authorities, students of Islam, readers

of the Kurban in the mosques, and merchants No
description of the different quaitcrs of the town
has come down to iis but we have a fairly detailed

account of the soveicign’s palace Ihe ruler gave
his audiences m a 100m looking out on a court-

yard, with SIX windows of wood, three of which
were covered with plates of silver and above these

three covered with plates of gold These windows
were hidden by curtains, which were lifted to show
that the hour of audience had come
The empiie of Mali retained its powei down to

the beginning of the xvtl^ century when its decline

began According to I eo Africanus who visited

the Sudan in the first half of the xvith century,

the capital Mali or better Niani was inhabited by

about 6,000 families who included many artisans

and traders Islam was flourishing, the town had
still a number of mosques and prosperous schools

but It had lost its former glory

In 1545, Da"ud, brother of the ashy a of Gao,

marched to Niani, the ruler of the Mandingo
having succeeded in escaping, Da^ud occupied the

town which he plundered for a week before with-

di nving, ordering bis soldiers to defile the palace

of the king with orduie

In the xviBh century the growth of the Bambara
kingdoms of Segu and Kaaita contributed to over

throw what was left of the old Mandingo power,

the last chiefs of which, leaving Niini, took lefuge

in Kangaba
There is no doubt that Niani was visited on

seveial occasions by the Poitiigiiese We know
nothing of the expeditions which set out from

then factoiies in I ower Gambia to the interior,

on the other hand, we have notes about the Man-
dingo capital on the journey made in 1483 of an

embassv from Elmina (now the Gold Coast Colony)

Joao de Barros describes it m his Book III of

his Asia “By the route of the fortress of Minas
(Elmina) he (John II) also sent an embassy to

MahmUd b Manzugul, grandson of Mns5, king
of Songo This city is one of the most populous
of this great country which we usually call the
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ind of the Mandmgoes” Another author, Barth,

laims to identify the Songo of the Portuguese
istonan with the land of the Soiighoy on the

figer This is clearly wrong But is Songo a name
pplicable to the Mandmgo capital^ M Dclafosse

oes not think so, he calls attention to the fact

bat the country of the Mandmgoes is still known
mong the coast peoples of the Gulf of Guinea
nd m all the P'anti and Ashanti country under
be name of Songo, so that among those with
^hom the Poituguese of Elmina mixed, the woid
rvLS simply a synonym of Mandmgo or Mali

Btbhogfaphy I bn Battuta, Voyage dans
It Soudany transl de Slane, Pans 1843, Ibn
Khaldun, Histotre des BtibeteSy transl de Slane,

Algiers 1852— 6, Leo Africanus, Description de
VAfrtque tierce partie du Mondty mise en
frangois par Jean Temporal, nouvelle edition
annot^e par Schefer, Pans 1896—8, "Abd al-

RahmSn al-SaMi and Torabouktl, Td'fM al-

Stidatiy transl Haudas, Pans 1900, M Delafosse,
Haut-Senegal-Nigery Pans 1912, Marquait, Die
Bemnsammlung des Reichsmusturns fur VolKer-
kunde in Letdetty index s v Malli, Ibn Padl
Allah al-'Umarl, transl Gaudefroy-Demombynes,

P 52 sqq (HrNRi Labouret)
Malik (a), Kmg in the Kurban the word,

1 addition to being used of the kings of this

^orld, is also applied to Allah, eg xx 113
So is Allah exalted, the Kmg, the Truth” In
ii 25, Allah IS the maltk al intilky the possessor
f royal pouer, which he gives to and takes from
irhom He will, in the Fatiha many Kur’an readeis
ead vialik (for nidlik) yaxvm al diny God’s kingdom
> also described as inulk and malakut [cf allah]
Muslim rulers do not generally call themselves
mgs, as in the Kui’an, the use of the word Mas
onfined to the rulers of foieign peoples m so
ir as it had an earthly significance The appli
ation of the word to Muslim potentates Mas
garded not so much as blasphemy but rather as

nplying a form of rule which was contradictory
) Muslim political theory It was considered very
luch to Mu^Swiya’b discredit that he desciibed
imself as the first kmg m Islam, and as a
ingdom, which is contrasted with the imSmate,
be dignity alone worthy of the Muslim lulers,

be rule of the Omaiyads was attacked and des-
ised by the pious old fashioned party
While religious constitutional liteiature does not

ecognise the word fnaltk as a term for Muslim
onditions, it plays a very much greater part in

he literature of minors for princes which is in-

iifferent to religion, but, only when it is a ques
ion of a ruler in general and not of specifically

lushm rulers Al Djahiz gives his K al-Tadj the
ubtitle Ft Akhlak al-Miiluk and al-Farabi deals
ery fully with the duties of a king In the ethical

ncyclopaedias which deal with all three moral
:iences, ethics, economics and politics [cf mSl],
ke the Suluk al^Malik ft Tadbir al-Mamdlik of
bn Abi ’

1-Rabi', the king appears as the subject
f special chapters in the scheme of division of
iis kind of literature

With the spread of Islam and the Aiabic language
ato Asia, tnahk became used as the equivalent
f the Persian and as a loyal title was
particularly favoured by mediaeval dynasties of
^urkish origin We find the title mahk as early
s the Samanids and in the next century the
luyid Baha’ al-Dawla calls himself Maltk al-Muluk^

a title modelled on the ancient Iranian title of

“King of Kings” Among the Saldjuks, Atabegs
and Urtukids, it is the regular title of sovereignty,

usually combined with an honorific epithet It is

not so generally used by the Aiyubids and Mamlnks
In the feminine it is the royal title of the Mamluk
queen Shadjai al-Duir, who calls herself “queen of

the Muslims” (Malika al-Muslwnn) One of the

rare occurrences in India of the title is also in

the feminine Maltkay which queen Raziya of Dehll

uses in place of the Sultan of the other members
of the dynasty After being practically extinct for

several centuries in the Muslim world maltk has

quite recently been adopted as the royal title in

the new kingdoms of Egypt, 'Irak, the Hidjaz and
Afghanistan so that it has suddenly, if somewhat
artifically under the influence of the western con

ception of king, come to be the royal title par
excellence in the Muslim world

Bibltor^raph) Lisan al-^Araby s v
,

Hughes, Dictionary^ s v “King”, Kiemer,
Gesch d Jurrsch ideeny p 323, Goldziher,

Muh Sty 11 31 sqq (M Piessnkr)
MALIK 'AMBAR HABASHI, an Abyssi-

nian slave, who rose to great power and
influence in the Deccan When Ahmadnagar
was conquered by prince Daniyal m 1009 (1600),
Malik ^Ambar and Radja Minnan, a Deccan chief,

divided the remaining teintorics between them
About this period owing to the rebellion of Sultan

Salim, the death of Akbai, and the levolt of

Sultan ^usiu, 'Ambar found time to regulate

his country and raised large armies, and even
dared to seize se\eral of the imperial districts

He introduced a new levenue system into the

Deccan, perhaps in imitation of lodar Mall When

I

the authoiity of the cmperoi Djahangir was
I
established, he sent several expeditions to the Dec-
can, but 'Ambar could not be subdued At last

he rcstoied the places taken from the Mughals
to Shall k)}ahan, to whom he became attached and
remained loyal to him until his death, which oc-

cuired m 1035 (1626), in the So^h year of his

age lie was buiied in Dawlatabad [q v
]

B ibliogi ap hy Mciaihir al- Umat 5^, 1

1 15— tib fy
,

Elphmstone, Histoty of IndiOy

1889, p 553, Elliot-Dowson, Ilistoiy of IndiOy

VI 104, 105, 395 and 428, Imperial Gazetteer

of Indiay 11 389 jy (M IIidayet Hosain)
al-MALIK al-KAMIL I, Nasir at-DIn Abu

’i-Ma'alI Muhammad b al-Maiik al-'Adil, an
Aiyubid, was born in Rabi' I 576 (Aug 1180)
and knighted with full ceremony on Palm Sunday
(May 29) 1192 in 'Akka by Richaid Coeur de-Lion
who was on fiiendly terms with his father A few
years later his name begins to appear in the

history of the Aiyubid wais When his father,

who was besieging Maridin [q v
]
with his army,

left It after the death of al-'Aziz, baladin’s brothei,

on 27fl» Muhairam 595 (Nov 29, 1198) to seize

the capital, Damascus, for himself, he entrusted

the conduct of the siege of Maridm to his son
Kamil Ihe governor of the town had begun to

negotiate with him for surrender, when reinforce

ments ariived and after a fight which went badly
foi al KSmil, the latter was forced to withdraw
and join his father in Damascus Al-'Adil’s death
(7th Djumada II, 6i5 = Aug 31, 1218) left him
the difficult task of clearing Egypt of the Crusaders,
who had landed neai Damietta in the beginning
of summer and had begun to besiege the town.
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On the news of their landing, al ^Adil [q v ], who
was then in Syria, sent tioops to Egypt and al-

Kamil endeavouied to defend the land as best he
could The Christians gained the upper hand at

first and by the end of Sha'ban 616 (beg Nov
1219), Damietta had fallen into their hands It took

nearly two years for al Kamil, who had had homage
paid to himself as sultan of Egypt and Syria after

the death of his fathei, to retake the town with

the help of the other Aiyubids, particularly his

bi other al-Malik al-Mu^a//am, the Christians by
this time were tired of fighting and in Radjab

618 (the end of August 1221) they offered to

abandon the town if given a free passage Al Kamil,

who feared not without reason that they would
soon leceive reinforcements fiom Europe, gladly

accepted their teims whereupon the Franks left

Egypt But then tioubles broke out within the

Aiyubid ranks When al Mu azzam died (end of

Dhu ’1-Ka‘^da 624 = Nov 1227) al Kamil and his

brother al Malik al Ashraf attacked his son and
successor al-Malik al-Nasir Dawud and finally took

Damascus from him (^a'ban 626 — Junc/July

1229), al-Kamil next occupied southern Syria and
Palestine and al-Ashraf was recognised as ruler of

Damascus under the suzerainty of al Kamil, while

their nephew Dawud received al-Karak, al Shawbak
and some other remote fortresses as compensation
Al Kamil had previously entered into negotiations

with the Emperor Frederick II and concluded a

treaty with him by wh^ch he ceded Jerusalem to

him with a corridoi to Jaffa and the Emperor in

return promised to help him against all his enemies

After some time the Aiyubids came into conflict

with the Saldjuks Kai-Ka^tis I [q v
]
had previously

quarrelled with al-Ashraf and sought to bring

against him a confederacy of petty Mesopotamian
dynasties and under his brother and successor

Kai-Kobad I [q v
]

it came to open fighting The
successes won by al Kamil in this war, however,

aroused the jealousy of his relatives and they

formed a coalition against him [cf aiyUbids] Al
Kamil then set out foi Egypt and advanced
victoriously as far as Damascus fle succeeded in

taking this city also but died very soon afterwards

(in Kadjab 635 = March 1238) As a ruler he
was undoubtedly one of the most distinguished of

the Aiyubids He was a brave soldier and a skilful

diplomat and rendered lasting services to the

development of his country He devoted special

attention to iiiigation and in his reign the defences

of the citadel of Cairo weie completed He also

took a lively interest in the cause of learning

Bibliography Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-

A^)a/t (ed Wustenfeld), N^ 705 (tiansl de

Slane, 111 240), Ibn al-Athir, al Kilmxl (ed

lornberg), xii
,
see Index, Abu ’1 Fida^, Annales

(ed Reiske), iv
,
passim, Ibn Khaldun, al^Ibai,

V 345 sqq
,
Ibn Iy5s, Tc^rilh (Bulak 1311),

1 77 sqq
,
Ruiictl des Historicns des Ciouades^

Hist 01 tent
^ 1, V, passim, Weil, Gesch der

Chaltfen^ 111 433 sq
^ 441 sqq
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Stanley Lane-

Poole, A History of Egypt

^

p 221 sqq
,
Roh-

richt, Gesch des Konigreichs yeiusalem^ see

Index (K V ZETTFRST^:EN)

al-MALIK al-KAMIL II [See Wban
]

MALIK SARWAR, Ktiwadta-i DjahSn was
a eunuch given by SSlar Radjab to his grandson

Muhammad, son of Firuz Shah 1 ughla|c in whose
service he rose to be chief eunuch and
controller of the elephant stables He

was faithful to his master in all his tioubles, and
in 1389 received the title of Khw^dja-i Djahan
and was made wazir Muhammad’s son, Mahmud
Shah, sent him in March, 1394, to govern the

eastern provinces, with his headquarters atl^awnpur,

and conferred on him the title of Malik al-Shark,

or lord of the east He took thither with him
Karanful, a slave and water-bearer of Firuz Pughlak,

whom he had adopted, and his brothers His ad-

ministration was most successful and his adopted

son Karanful served him loyally On the disruption

of the kingdom of the Pughlal^ dynasty after

llmur’s invasion, Malik Sarwai assumed the title

of Sultan al Shark and established his independence

in Djawnpur Karanful received the title of Malik

al ^aik, and his brother Ibrahim was made com-

mander of the fort and city

Malik Sarwar died 111 1400 and was succeeded

by Karanful, who ascended the throne of Djawnpur
under the title of MubSrak Shah

Bibliography Firishta, Gulshan-t Ibra^

httni^ Bombay 1832, Ta^rilhi Mubai ak Shahi

in Elliot and Dowson’s History of India^ vol

IV
,

Tabakat‘t Akbait.^ by Nizam al-Din Ahmad,
Reports of the Arcnaeologtcal Survey of India^

New Senes, vol 1 ,
N W P and Oudh {Shatql

Architecture of Jaunpur^ by A Fuhrer), 1889
(1 W Haig)

MALIK B ANAS, a Muslim jurist, the imam
of the madhhab of the Malikis, which is

named after him, and frequently called briefly the

Imlm of Medina

I The souices for Malik’s biography
Ihe oldest authority of any length for Malik,

Ibn SaM’s account (d 230) based on al-Wfikidl

(d 207) in the sixth class of the Medina “suc-

cessors”, IS lost as there is a hiatus in the manu-
sciipt of the work, but it is possible to reconstruct

the bulk of it from the quotations preserved,

mainly in Tabari (in 2519 sq \ in the Kitab al-

''Vyun (/^ra^m hist at ab

,

1 297 sq\ in Ibn

Khallikan and al Suyuti (p 7, 6 sq
^
12 sq

^ 41,

46) From this it is evident that the brief bio-

graphical notes in Ibn Kutaiba (d 276) and the

somewhat more full ones in the Fihrist (compiled

111 377) aie based on Ibn Sa'd The article on

Malik in Tabari’s (d 310) Dhatl al-Mudhaiyal is

essentially dependent on the same source, while

a few other short references there and in his

history are based on other authorities Al-Sam^^ani

(c 550) with the minimum of bare facts gives

only the legendary version of an otherwise quite

well established incident, while in Ibn Khallikan

(d 672) and particularly in al-Nawawi (d 676) the

legendary features are moie pronounced although

isolated facts of importance are also preserved by

them Al-Suytlti (d 91 1) gives a detailed compil-

ation fiom Ibn Sa'd and other works, most of

which are now no longer accessible but aie for

the most part of later date and unreliable, like

the Musnad Hadith al-AIuwa(ta^ of al-T2fikI, the

Htlya of Abu Nu^aim, the Kitab al-Mut{afak wa
'l-Mu(htalaf of al-Khatib al Baghdadi, the Kitab

Tartib al-Madaitk of al-KadI Tyad, the Fad^tl

Malik of Abu ’1 Hasan Fihr The bulk of the

later Manalib^ for example that of al-ZawSwI, is

of no independent value

II Malik’s Life

Malik’s full name was AbQ ^Abd All&h Malik

b Anas b MSlik b Abi 'Amir b 'Amr b al-
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KSnUi b GhaimSn b I^uthail b 'Ami b al-
;

Harith al-Asbahl, he belonged to the Ilumair,

who are included in the Banu laim b Murra

(Taim Kuraish)

The date of his birth is not known
,
the dates

given, varying between 90 and 97 are hypotheses,

which are presumably approximately correct As
early as Ibn Sa'd we find the statement that he

spent three years in his mother’s womb (over two

according to Ibn Kutaiba, p 290), a legend, the

origin of which m a wrong interpretation of an

alleged statement by Malik on the possible dur-

ation of pregnancy is still evident in the text

of Ibn ba'd According to a tradition preserved

by al Tirmidhl, Muhammad himself ii» said to have

foretold his coming as well as that of Abii Hanifa

and al-Shafi'i IIis grandfather and his uncle on
the father’s side are mentioned by al-Sam'ani as

traditionists, so that there is nothing remarkable

in his also being a student According to the

Kttab aUAghani^ he is said to have first wanted
to become a singei, and only exchanged his careei

for the study of Fikh on his mother’s advice on
account of his ugliness (cf Goldziher, Muh Stii

dten^ 11 79, note 2), but such anecdotes are little

more than evidence that some one did not par-

ticularly admire him Very little reliable is known
about his studies, but the story that he studied

Fikh with the celebrated Rabi'a b Farrukh (d 132
or 133 or 143) who cultivated ra^y m Medina,

whence he is called Rabi'at al-Ra^y can haidly

be an invention, although it is only found in

somewhat late sources (cf Goldziher, op at
, p 80)

Later legends increase the number of his teachers

to incredible figures 900, including 300 tabi'un

are mentioned He is said to have learned ktta^a

from Nafi' b Abl Nu'aim He transmitted tradi-

tions from al-Zuhrl, Nafi^, the Mawla ofIbn'Lmar,
Abu ’

1-Zinad, Ilashim b 'Urwa, Yahya b Sa'id,

^Abd Allah b Dinar, Muhammad b al-Munkadir,

Abu ’

1-Zubair and others, but the isnads of course

are not sufficient evidence that he studied with

the authorities in question, a list of 95 shuyukh
IS given by al Suyuti, p 48 sqq

A fixed chronological point in his life, most of

which he spent in Medina, is his being involved

in the rising of the ‘^Alid pretender Muhammad
b 'Abd Allah in 145 (on the other hand the

story of Malik’s alleged dealings with Ibn Hur-
muz in the same year gives the impression of

being quite apocryphal) As early as 144 the

caliph al-Mansur sent to the Hasanids of Mecca
through him a demand that the two brothers Mu-
hammad and Ibrahim b 'Abd Allah suspected of

being pretenders should be handed over to him,
this shows that he must have already attained a

position of general esteem and one at least not

openly hostile to the government, he was even

rewarded out of the proceeds of the confiscated

property of the captured 'Abd Allah, father of

the two bi others above named Ihis mission met
with no success When Muhammad in 145 by a

coup made himself master of Medina, Malik de-

clared in a fatwa that the homage paid to al-

Mansur was not binding, because it was given

under compulsion, whereupon many who would
otherwise have held back joined Muhammad MMik
took no active part in the rising but stayed at

home On the failure of the rebellion (147) he
was punished by flogging by Cl^Tar b Sulaiman,

the governor of Medina, when he suffered a

dislocation of the shoulder, but this is said to

have still further increased his prestige and there

IS no reason to doubt that the stones of Abu
Hanifa’s ill treatment in prison aie based on this

episode in the life of Malik He must have later

made his peace with the government in 160 the

caliph al-Mahdl consulted him on structuial alter-

ations in the Meccan sanctuary, and in the year of

his death 1 79 the caliph al Rashid visited him

on the occasion of his pilgrimage While this fact

may be consideied certain, the details in the Kt-

tab aKUyun are already somewhat legendary and

in Suyuti, following Abu Nu'aim, quite fantastic

The story of al Mansur found as early as Ibn

Sa'd, m a parallel nivayam al Tabaii of al-Mahdi,

IS quite fictitious and is given again with fantastic

detail in al-Suyuti (from Abu Nu'aim) of al-Rashid,

that the caliph wanted to make the Muwattc^

canonical and only abandoned his intention on

the lepiesentations of Malik

Malik died, at the age of about 85 after a

short illness, in the year 179 in Medina and was

buried in al-Baki' 'Abd Allah b Zainab, the

governor there, conducted his funeral service An
elegy on him by Dja'far b Ahmad al-Sarradij is

given in Ibn KhallikSn Pictures of the kiibba

over his grave are given in al-BatanUnl, al-Rthla

al-HuJjdzJya 2, opposite p 256 and in Ibrahim Rif'at

Pasha, Mtr^Zit at llaramaiti^ vol 1 ,
opposite p 426

As early as Ibn Sa'd (certainly going back to

al Wakidi) we have a fairly full description of

Malik’s peisonal appeaiance, his habits and manner
of life, which however cannot claim to be authentic,

nor can the sayings attributed to him which

became more and more numeious as time went

on The few ceitain facts about him have been

buried under a mass of legends the most impor-

tant facts have already been noted and the otheis

will be found in al-Suyuti and al Zawawi
On the transmitters of his Muwatta^ and the

earliest members of his madhhab sec Sect 111 and

V
,
here wc will only mention the most important

scholars who handed on traditions from him 1 hese

were ‘'Abd Allah b al Mubarak, al-Awza% Ibn

I^uraidj, Hammad b Zaid, al-Iaith b Sa'd, Ibn

Salama, al ^afib, Shu'ba, al -

1

hawri, Ibn 'Ulaiya,

Ibn 'Uyaina, Yazid b 'Abd Allah and his shaikhs

al-Zuhri and Yahya b Sabd, al Suyuti, p 18 sqq

gives a long list of tiansmitteis but most of them
are not corroborated We may just mention the

apocryphal story of Malik’s meeting with the young

al Shafi'i {^bra^m hist ar
y 1 359, Wiistenfeld,

Gott Abh
^ 1890, p 34 and 1891, p l sqq\

which IS simply an expression of the view that

was held of the lelation between the two Imams

III Malik’s Writings
further sources for his teachings

I Malik’s great work is the Kitab al-Muwattcb

y

which, if we except the Corpus Juris of Zaid b

'Ali, IS the earliest surviving Muslim law book
Its object is to give a survey of law and justice,

iitual and practice of religion according to the

t^nidb of Islam in Medina, according to the sunna
usual in Medina and to cieate a theoretical standard

for matters which were not settled from the

point of view of idymob and sunna In a period

of recognition and appreciation of the canon law
under the early 'Abbasids, theie was a practical

interest in pointing out a “smoothed path” (this
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IS practically what al~t?imva{(a^ means) through

the far reaching differences of opinion even on the

most elemental y questions Malik wished to help

this interest on the basis of the piactice in the

Ilidjaz and to codify and systematise the customary

law of Medina Tradition, which he inteiprets

from the point of view of piactice, is with him not

an end but a means, the older jurists are there-

fore hardly ever quoted except as authorities for

Malik himself As he was only concerned with

the documentation of the sunna and not with

criticism of its form, he is exceedingly careless as far

as Older is concerned in his tieatment of tiaditions

Ihe Muwattc^ thus represents the tiansilion fioin

the simple hikh of the earliest period to the pure

science of Hadith of the later period

Malik was not alone among his contemporaries

in the composition of the Muwatta\ al Madjashun
(d 164) IS said to have dealt with the consensus

of the scholars of Medina without quoting the

pertinent traditions, and woiks quite in the style

of the Muwattc^ are recorded by several Medina
scholars of the same time (cf (ioldziher, op ett

, p
219 sq") but nothing of them has survived to us 1 he

success of the Muwatta^ is due to the fact that it

always takes an average view on disputed points

In tiansmitting the Muwaita^^ Malik did not

make a definitive text, either oral or by mtma-
wala^ to be disseminated, on the contrary, the

different ittvaya^s (recensions) of his work in

places differ veiy much (cf Gold/iher, op at
,

p 222) Ihe reason for this, besides the fact that

in those days very little stress was laid on accu-

rate literal repetition of such texts and great

liberty was taken by the transmitters (cf Goldziher,

op r//,p 221), lies probably in the fact that Malik
did not always give exactly the same form to the

same lectures in diflfeient “classes” But the name
Muwattc^^ which certainly goes back to MJlik
himself, and is found in all recensions is a guarantee

that Malik wanted to cicate a “work” in the

later sense of the term, although of course the

stories which make Malik talk of his wiitings

reflect the conditions of a later period In later

times the Mmvatta^ was regarded by many as

canonical (cf Goldziher, op at
^ p 213, 265 sq

,

al-Suynti, p 47) and numerous legends deal with

its origin (al-SuyQti, p 42 sqq )

Fifteen lecensions in all of the Mtiwattc^ aie

known, only two of which still survive in their

entirety, while some five were studied in the

iiithyivth centuries A H in Spain (Goldzihei, op

at
, p 222, note 2 and 4) and twelve were still

available to al-RudanI (d 1094) (Helfening, Zvr;//-

demecht^ p 144, note i)

a the Vulgate of the work tiansmittcd by Yahya
b Yahya al Masmudi (d 234), often printed, e g
Delhi 1216, 1296 (without isnads, with Hindustani

tianslation and commentary), 1307, 1308, Cano
1279— 1280 (with the commentary of Muhammad
b ‘Abd al-Baki al-Zurkani, d 1122), Lahore 1889,

Tunis 1280, numerous commentaiies, editions and

synopses, cf Brockelmann, GAL^i 176, Ahl-

wardt, Katalog Berlin^ II 45 »
Muhammad ^Abd al-

Ilaiy al-LakhnawI (Intioduction to the edition of the

recension ^), Lucknow 1297, p 21 sqq
,
al-SuyutI,

p 3 and passim (work of al Fafiki), p 57 (on

Ibn ^Abd al-Barr) and p 58 (chief passage),

Goldziher, op at
^ p 230, note 2, Schacht, Abh

Breuss Ak
^ 1928, N® 2c^ and al-SuyutI,

at~Muba{{a^ bt~Rt^dl al Muwa((d^y Delhi 1320 and

Muhammad b Tahir al-Patnl, Mad/ma^ Bthdr al~

Amvd/

^

Lucknow 1283,
b the recension of Muhammad b al Hasan al-

Shaibani (d 189) which is also an edition and

ciitical development of Malik’s work, as al-Shaibani

at the end of most chapteis gives his own views

and that of Abu Hanifa on the questions discussed,

sometimes with very full reasonings, often printed

e g Lahoie 1211— 1213 (with Hindustani translation

and notes), Ludhiana 1 29 1, 1 292, 1 293, Lucknow

1297 (with intioduction and commentary by Mu-
hammad ^Abd al-Haiy al Lakhnawi), Kasan 1910
(do), seveial commentaries, cf Brockelmann, op

at
^
Schacht, op at

^
N® 2, 2a^2b, and the works

quoted under a

On the relation of these rtwayab to one another

cf Goldziher, op at
, p 223 sqq

c The quotations from the recension of ^Abd
Allah b Wahb (d 197) which are preserved m
the two fiagments of al-Tabari’s Kttdb Ikhtildf

al-Imkahd^ (ed Kern, Cairo 1902, and Schacht, c*/

at
^
N® 22) are fairly comprehensive, this riwaya

follows that of Yahya b Yahya quite closely
"1 he othei recensions of the Muwa{tcd are given

by al 1 akhnawi, op r//

,

p 1 8 sqq
,
further lists

ol tiansmitteis of the Muwattd are given in al-

Suyuti, p 48, 51 and in al-NawawI

2 Whethei Malik composed other works besides

the Mmvatta^ is doubtful (the statements in the

hthitst, p 199,9 which speak of a number
of writings by Malik are quite vague and uncertain)

Ihc books ascribed to him fall into two groups

legal and otherwise Among the legal we read of

a Kttdb al-Sunaft or al Sunna {^bthtist^ p 199,

9,16) transmitted b) Ibn Wahb 01 by 'Abd Allah

b ‘^Abd al Hakam al-Misrl, a Kttdb al-Mandsik

(al-Siiyuti, p 40), a Kttdb al Mudjdlasdt^ trans-

mitted by Ibn Wahb {tbtd') a Rtsdla fi d-Akdtya^

transmitted by 'Abd Allah b ‘^Abd al-Djalll {tbtd
^

p 41) and a Rtsdla fi 7 Ratwd^ liansmitted by

Khalid b Nazzar and Muhammad b Mutarrif {tbtd )

Ihe genuineness of all these is, however, uncertain

and even if they go back to Malik’s immediate

pupils (sometimes they are actually attributed to

the latter, cf al-Lakhnawi, op at
, p 19) Malik’s

own shaie in them would be still uncertain A
book ((jotha 1143) said to have been transmitted

by ^Abd Allah b ‘Abd al-IIakam al-Misrl and

heard by him along with Ibn Wahb and Ibn al

Kasim IS ceitainly apocryphal and besides does not

pretend to give any [utterances of Malik himself

Of other titles are mentioned a Tafstr^^ Rtsdla

fi ’/ Kadar wa d-Radd ^ala ’/ Kadartya, a Kttdb

al-NudjTim and a Kttdb al Strr (al Suyuti, p 40
sq') which aie m the usual style of the apocryphal

literature Ihe suspicion of falsity is also strong

in the case of the Rtsdla containing advice to the

caliph al-RashId, mentioned as early as the Ftlntst

alongside of the Mu%va{tcd (printed Bulak 1311,

cf Brockelmann, op ett) which look like a Maliki

counterpart of the Kttdb al-Khat adj of Abu Yusuf

even al Suyatl doubted its genuineness, although

foi reasons which are not convincing to us

3 There aie two other mam sources for Malik’s

teaching (setting aside the later accounts of the

doctrine of the Mahki madhhab)

The more important is the al-Mudawwana al-

Kubf d of Sahnun (d 240) which contains replies by

Ibn KSsim (d 191) according to the school of

Malik or according to his own ra^y to questions

of Sahnun as well as traditions and opinions of
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Ibn Wahb (d 197) (cf Brockelmann, op at
^

p 177, Heffening, op at
^ p 144, Krenkow, in

the article saiinUn)

Al-Tabari who in his Kttab Ikhulaf al-Fukah^

has preserved fiagments of the ATw^t/tf/Zdi^-recension

of Ibn Wahb (cf above), also quotes frequently

traditions and opinions of Malik in his commentary

on the Kur’an on the “legal” verses

IV Malik’s position in the

history of Fl^ch

Malik represents, in time, a stage m the develop-

ment of Fikh in which the reasoning is not yet

thorough and fundamental but only occasional and

for a special purpose, in which the legal thought

of Islam has not yet become jurisprudence and,

in place, Medina where the decisive foundations

of Muslim law were laid down One of the mam
objects in the juristic thought that appears m the

Muwa^to^ is the permeation of the whole legal

life by religious and moral ideas This character-

istic of the formation of legal ideas in early Islam

is very clear, not only in the method of putting

questions but in the structure of the legal mateiial

Itself The legal material, having m itself no con-

nection with religion, that has to be permeated by
religious and moral points of view, is the customary

law of Medina, by no means primitive but adapted

to the demands of a highly developed trading

community, which for us is the principal repre

sentative of old Arabian customaiy law it appears

in M^lik sometimes as sunna “use and wont”,

sometimes it is concealed under the Medina td^ma^

which he ascertains with great care, broadly speaking

this only means that objections on religious grounds

have not been raised by anyone against a prin-

ciple etc of customary law The older jurisprudence

had another mam object the formation of a system

which sets out from principles of a more general

character, which aim at the formation of legal con-

ceptions in contrast to the prevailing casuistry and

is to some extent rounded off m a codification,

if still a loose one, of the whole legal material

While the islamisation of the law had been

already concluded in its essential principles before

Malik, many generations had still to work at its

systematisation
,
therefore Malik’s own legal achieve-

ment can only have consisted in the development

of the formation of a system How gieat his

share in it was cannot be ascei tamed with cer-

tainty from the lack of material for comparison

The surprising success achieved by the Muivat{d*

of Malik out of a number of similar works, would

in any case be completely explained by the fact

that it recorded the usual consensus of opinion

in Medina without any considerable work
of the author’s own and came to be regarded

as authoritative as the expression of compromise
(just as the works on Tradition came to be regaided

as canonical) The Muwat(d would in this case

have to be regarded less as evidence of Malik’s

individual activity than as evidence of the stage

reached in the general development of law in

his time It may be said that this average character

was just what Malik aimed at (cf Sect 111 i)

The high estimation in which Malik is held in

the older sources is justified by his strict criticism

of Hadlth and not by his activity in the interest

of Filfh (al-Tabail, 111 2484, 2492, al Sam'am,
al-NawawI, Goldziher, op at

^

p 147, 168, do,
Z&htrtten^ p 230), even this only means that

with his hadiths he kept within the later con-

sensus That al-Shafi^^i devoted special attention to

him out of all the Medina scholars (cf his Kttab

lUkttlaf Malik wa d-ShaJi^t) is explained by the

fact that he was a disciple of his

As to the style of legal reasoning found in the

Muwat(d*, Hadith is not by any means the highest

or only couit of appeal for Malik, on the one

hand he gives the ^atnal^ the actual undoubted

practice in Medina, the prefeience over traditions,

when these differ (cf al-Tabari, 111 2505 sq ) and

on the othei hand in cases where neither Medina

tradition nor Medina tdjmlP existed, he laid down
the law independently, in othei words he exer-

cises repy^ and to such an extent that he is oc-

casionally reproached with td’airuk^ agreement

with the 'Irakis (cf Goldziher, Muh Stmhen^ 11

217, do, Zahmten^ p 4 1 20, note i) Ac
cording to a later anti 7 cdy legend, he is said to

have repented of it on his deathbed (Ibn Khalli-

kan) It IS scarcely to be supposed that he had

diverged seriously from his Medina contemporaiies

in the results of his tc^y

V Malik’s Pupils

The Maliki Madhhab

In the strict sense Malik no more formed a

school than did Abu Hanifa, evidence of this is

found in the oldest names Ahl al-Htdiaz and
Ahl al’^Iral resp

,

compared for example with

Ashab al-Shap^t These names at once indicate

the probable oiigin of the Maliki madhhab, after

a regular Shafi'l school had been formed, which
in view of al-^afi'i’s personal achievement, is

(juite intelligible in the development of hikh (cf

Beigstr^sser, op at
^ p 76, 80 5q\ it became

necessary for the two older great schools of hikh,

whose difference was probably originally the result

of geogiaphical conditions in the main, also to

combine to form a regular school, when a typical

representative of the average views like Malik or

Abu Hanifa was regarded as head In the case

of Malik the high personal esteem, which he must
have enjoyed even in his life time (cf Sect II)

no doubt contributed to this also But it is to

his pupils that his elevation to the head of a

school IS mainly due 1 races of this process are

still to be found in the varying classification of

old jurists as of the Hidjaz school or as independent

mudjtahids (cf also Fthtst, p 199, 22)

Among Malik’s pupils and companions who soon

became known as Malikis may be mentioned al-

I aith b Sa'^d (d i6l or 165 or I 75 )j 'Abd al-

Rahman b al-K5sim (d 1 91), 'Abd Allah b Wahb
(d 197), Ma'n b 'Isa (d 198), Asbhab b 'Abd
al-'Aziz (d 204), 'Abd al-Malik b 'Abd al-'Aziz

(d 212), 'Abd Allah b 'Abd al Hakam (d 214),
'Abd Allah al-Ka'nabi (d 221), Isma'il b Uwais
(d 226) and his brother Abu Bakr, Sahnun (d 240)
Sahnun was too late to hear Malik himself, with

him the formation of the Maliki madhhab is

already concluded

Of the later Maliki Fikh literature two short

compendia attained special fame as text-books

the Risala of 'Abd Allah b Abi Zaid al-Kaira-

wanl (d 386) whom the author of the Fthrtst

mentions as an important contemporary (p 201,12)
and the Mukhtasar of Khalil b Ishak (d 767),
numerous commentanes on and editions of both
exist and they have also been discussed in Euro-
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pean languages (cf Btbl^ Their importance has
sometimes been exaggerated in Europe, develop

ment did not stop with them (cf Viohsitx, Zettschr

f vergl RechtSWISS
,

xlii 422 sqq
,

Probster

deals with an impoitant later juiist in Islamica^

11 430 sqq
)

His immediate pupils are not to

be regarded as opponents of ra^y any more than

Malik, and the Malikl madhhab is not at all more
conservative or traditionalist than the Hanafi for

example (B Ducati in Islanitca^ 111 214 sqq
^
even

endeavours to show that it is the most juridical

of the Muslim schools of law)

The Malikl madhhab spread mainly in the west
of the Muslim world, after it had succeeded m
driving out the madhhab of al Awza^^I and the

Zahii school, it pievailed not only in the Maghiib
(lunis, Algeria, Morocco, including Muslim Spain)

but in all the lest of Africa, so far as it has

adopted Islam Ihe Maliki school has many fol

loweis in Fgypt m Upper Egypt it occupies

about the same position as the in Lower
geogiaphical distiibution seems to go

back to coriesponding conditions existing before

the foimation of the madhhabs Paiticulaily aident

or successful disseminators of Malik’s teaching

were ‘^Abd al-Malik b Habib al-Sulami (d 238
or 239) and Isma^^il b Ishak (d 282, Bthnst,

p 200, 3) but there must also have been earlier

scholars foi whose time the existence of a regular

school is doubtful
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_ (J Schacht)
MALIK B ^AWF, a contemporary of

Muhammad, called al-Nasii, to distinguish

him from several men of the same circle in

his time, and also because he traced his descent

thiough Nasr b Mu'^awiya to the eponymous
ancestor of the powerful Kaisi tribe of the Banu
Hawazin We know very little about his history

previous to the day of Ilunain [q v ]
to which

he owes his dubious fame We may assume that

he early found opportunities to display his personal

bravery He was still amrad, “beardless” (^Aghani^

xix 81) — that is, barely out of his fiist yeais

of adolescence — when he commanded a detach-

ment of the Hawazin in the Fidjai [q v
]
war

This distinction he perhaps also owed to the

consideration which his clan, the Banu Nasr b

Mu^awiya, enjoyed among the Banu Hawazin
Allies of the tube of lhakif {Aghant^ xii 46), the

BanQ Nasr found themselves in the same position

with regal d to the lattei and the town of Ta’if

as the Ahaln^ with respect to the Kuraish and

Mecca They supplied meicenanes to Ta^f and
were given the task of defending the town and
protecting against the depredations of marauders

the fine gardens that covered the Ihakafi territory

rhea relations were, as a rule, peaceful and
friendly, but occasionally it happened that the

anarchical instincts of the Beduins gaming the

upper hand drove them to encioach on the domain
of their allies, the citizens of la^f Ihis situation

enables us to undei stand how in the stiugglc that

was about to develop against Islam, the Ta^fls

were ready to march under the banner of a Beduin

geneialissimo

In the year 8, Muhammad at the head of a

strong force was preparing to attack Mecca Ihis

news disturbed the people who lived on the hills

of the Sarat Ihey asked themselves, if, once

master of Mecca, the Prophet would not be tempted

to invade their country It was then that Malik

b ^Awf succeeded in combining foi their joint

defence the majority of the Kaisi tribes, settled

in the fiontiers of Nadjd and of the Hidjiz Ihe

I hakafis joined their foices to those of then

Hawazini allies ihe only result was the defeat

at Hunain Ihe commandei-in chief Malik had had

the unfortunate idea of bringing the women,

children and flocks along with the actual com
batants The whole of this enormous booty fell

into the hands of the Muslims
The defeated side did not distinguish themselves

by bravery on the battlefield, the tradition of the

Banu Hawazin attempts the impossible when it

endeavours to hide this failuie and save Malik’s

reputation After the debacle, he is said to have

bravely sacrificed himself to cover the retreat of

his comiades-in arms This same tradition attributes

*4
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to him a series of poetical improvisations on this

occasion, in vsrhich, after the fashion of the old

Beduin paladins he explains and excuses his flight

The defeated leadei tried to make a stand at

Liya, a few hours south of Ta^if where he had

a What was a /tusrP In Medina at the time

of the Ilidjra the name was given to an enclosure

commanded by an ufum or tower Mrlik’s had

probably only brick walls like the little stiong

holds in Yemen described by the geographer

MakdisI (Ahsan al-Takastm^ ed de Goeje, p 84)

A century ago, the traveller Maurice famisier

{^Voyage en Arabic^ Pans 1840, 11 5) passing

through Liya saw there “une foiteiesse flanqu^e

de tours” intended, as m the days of Malik, to

guard the load In any case, whatever the strength

of the little building, Muhammad easily destroyed

It When Malik leained of the appioach of the

Muslims, he thought it prudent to seek refuge

behind the ramparts of Ta’if

In the interval all the booty taken by the

Muslims at Hunain had been collected in the

camp at Dji'rana including MMik’s family and

flocks To the Hawazin deputies sent to negotiate

the ransom of the prisoners, Muhammad said

“If Malik comes to embrace Islam, I shall return

him his family and property with the addition

of a gift of a hundred camels” Whatever the

decision adopted by Malik, this dcclaiation could

not fail to compromise him with the Thakafis

He rightly recognised that his position in I \’if

had become untenable He succeeded in escaping

from the town and piesented his submission to

Muhammad who fulfilled his promise to the letter

Malik then pronounced the Muhammadan confession

of faith and, to use the traditional formula, “his

Islam was of good quality”

The new proselyte had extensive connections

and was remarkably well acquainted with the

Ihaljiafl region The Prophet was glad to use him
against Ta^if which he had been unable to take

by force He put Malik at the head of the KaisI

tribes who had adopted Islam Malik therefore

organised a guerilla war against his old allies in

Thakif No caravan could leave Ta^f without

being intercepted by Malik’s men Exhausted by
this unceasing struggle, the 1 hakaf is decided to

sue for teims Malik then became the represen-

tative of the Prophet among the Banu Hawazin,

and the caliph, Abu Bakr, later confirmed him m
the office He took part in the wars of conquest,

and was at the taking of Damascus and the

victory of Kadislya in the Trak
Btbltography Ibn Hisham, 5 /; a, ed

Wustenfeld, p 840, 852, 854, 867, 872, 879,
Ibn ba^d, Babakat^ ed Sachau, vi 17, Nawawi,
Tahdhib al-Asni^^ ed Wustenfeld, p , A ghanl^

viii 160, xvi 14 1
,

XIX 81, Ibn al Athir,

Usd al-Ghaba^ iv 289—90, Caetani, Annalt

deW Islam^ 11 119, 152, 162 ^<7^ , 189, 359,

559 >
Wustenfeld, Register zu den geitealogischen

Tabellen^ p 282, H Lammens, La cite arabe

de Ta^tf a la vetlle de Vhegtre^ p 61, 63, 65,

74—

5

(extract from M F O B
^

viii 4)
(H Lammens)

MALIK B NUWAIRA, chief of the Banfl
Yarbu', a considerable clan of the Banu Hanzala,

who were in turn a branch of the confederation

of the Banli Tamim [q v
]

His liberality, magna-
nimity and especially his courage had earned him
a great reputation befoie the Hidjra His contem-

poraries said that in the last respect he was

without a peer Ihere was a pioverbial saying

fatd tva-ld ka tndltk^ “1 heio no doubt, but not

comparable to MMik” Ills fame, however, came
principally fioin the impression made by his tiigic

death and from the collection of elegies, which

his brothel Mutammim [q v
]
devoted to him

Along with several other Tamiml notables he

embraced Islam in the lifetime of Muhammad In

return the latter appointed him to collect the

canonical taxes, sadalat^ from among of his fellow-

tribesmen By giving him an appointment like

this the Piophet hoped to bring him definitely to

his side The death of the Prophet and the incident

of the rtdda [q v
]
seived to show the foolishness

of this hope Like most of the nomads, Malik had

joined Islam as a political organisation, having

clcaily made up his mind that he would not be

absorbed by it to the extent of saciificing the

independence of his tribe and his own piciogatives

When the Muslims, or moie accurately the

Kuraish, of Medina give then votes foi Abu Bakr,

Malik refused to recognize the validity of this

election which had been caincd through without

his participation in it He argued for the strictly

personal chaiacter of the ba^'a^ as the Bcduins

mterpieted it He explained himself in verse, for

he was also a poet — “If the thing turns out

badly, we shall bung a lemedy, ciying — long

live the faith of Muhammad’” He did not stop

at this but passing fiom woids to deeds, he divided

among the lamimis the taxes which had been

collected An even gravei step, he next plundered

a caravan which was taking to Medina the con-

tributions of those nomads who had remained loyal

Ihen — an eminently Beduin trait — he cele-

brated in verse this strange exploit, which was

equivalent to a declaiation of war He finally

compromised himself completely by joining his

cause with that of the prophetess Sadjah [q v
]

In Medina, Abu Bakr had at fiist to shut his

eyes to these things But as soon as he felt him-

self master of the situation, he decided to act

vigoiously Khalid b al-Walid was sent against

the secessionists His oiders were to spare only

those who declared themselves Muslims Ihe

individualism of the Bcduins singularly facilitated

the task He attacked sepaiitely the tribes, who
were divided or hesitating, and succeeded without

difficulty m defeating the rebels in small sections

Ihus he came to the Banu lamlm The chiefs

were suspicious of one anothei and declined to

combine for joint action Surpiised by Khalid and
finding himself almost alone, Malik had to refrain

from fighting foices so maikedly superior to his

lie suiiendered on an assurance that his life would
be spared and finally declared himself a Muslim
Ihe prisoneis including Malik weie, neveithe-

less, executed with refinements of cruelty It was
said theie had been some misunderstanding of

Khalid’s orders for which dialectic differences

were to blame, so say those authois who feel the

need of exculpating Khalid It was by no means
the fiist action of the kind of the impetuous
Makhzumi Did he want to get rid of a aval or

deal the last blow to a lebellion by sacrificing,

even against the laws of nations and his own
orders, a person so highly esteemed as the chief

of the Yarbu'? As he had been anxious to many
Laila, the vivacious wife of Malik, he was credited

with the first aim 'Omar demanded that the
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iithless leader should be dismissed and brought

0 judgment, but Abu Buki refused “Never”, he
eplied, “shall I put back in the scabbard a sword
k'hich Allah has brought out of it” The elegies

n Malik by Mutammim remained celebrated m
iteraiy tiadition “No dead man”, said the Arabs,

was ever lamented as Malik was by Mutammim”
Bibliography Ibn Hadjai, Iiaba (Cairo
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(H I AMMENS)
MALIK alTA^, Abu Wallcl Malik b Abi

l-Samh, was one of the great singers and
omposers of the Umaiyad and early ‘^Abbasid

leriod lie was born during the leign of Mu'^lwiya I

40—60 = 660—680) m the land of the Fai^ his

ither belonging to the Banu IJiuT, a branch of

he lai^, whilst hia mothei came fiom the Banu
dakhzum In this way Malik could claim to be

me of the aiistociacy of Islam, and as a child

le was adopted by 'Abdallah b Dja'far, the

ainous art patron of Madina, and was given a

ood education In the year 64 (684), he became
namoured with the singing of the celebrated

ria'bad [q v
]
whom he heard at the house of

lamza b 'Abdallah b al-Zubair, and the event

hanged his whole career laking lessons fiom

da'bad and Djamila [q v
]

in singing, [he soon

stonishcd eveiyone by his abilities, and he became
ery popular with the aristocracy He thus came
o be recognised as a professional musician, foi

ndeed his piotector, 'Abdallah b Dja'fai, had
Liade his house a veiitable conservatory of music

al Mas'udi, Mutud;^ v 385, text) On the death

if 'Abdallah b Dja'fai, Malik attached himself to

lulaiman b 'Ah the Havhiniite In spite of this

lowever (cf J A^ Nov —Dec, 1873, p 499),
dalik was fivoiiied by the Umaiyads Yazid b

Abd al Malik and al-Walid b \ azid On the

ccession of the 'Abbasids (132 = 750) Sulaiman

vas appointed governor of the Lower ligris, and
rialik accompanied him to his seat at Basra

Hter a shoit stay in this city, Malik leturned to

dadina, wheie he died over eighty years of age

bout the year 137 (754)
Malik was certainly a fine singer In one place

n the Aghattl at least (1 98, ef 11 127), he is

nentioned as one of the “four great singers”, by

10 less an authority than Ishak al-Mawsili, although

he latter in another place ranks him after Ibn

luraidj, Ibn Muhiiz, Ma'bad, and al-Ohaiid

Aglumly 11 15 0 He was apparently not an original

omposer but a good adapter it would seem
Aghanif 1 173, xiii 64) Certainly, he was at a

lisadvantage in not being a perfoimer on the

ute C^td)^ and Ma'bad had to correct his eoin-

lositions foi him
Bibliography A ghant^ ed BUlak, iv
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(H G Farmer)

MALIKSHAH B Al? Arsian Abu ’i-Fath,
Saldjuk Sultan (465—485 = 1072—92), born

on the 9th 01 19th Djumada I, 447 (RSwandi and
Liibb a I- Tawat tlh wrongly 445)= Aug 6th or

i6th^ 1055 He accompanied his father on his

last campaign into Transoxania and homage was
at once paid to him as Sultan by the vizier Nizam
al-Mulk and the Turkish amirs on Alp Arslan’s

death His uncle Kawurd [q v ], the ruler of Kirman,
was not satisfied with this, however, because he

thought that, as the oldest member of the family,

he had the best claim to the thione and set out

with his troops for Hamadhan When attacked by
Malik^ah they made but feeble resistance Kawurd
himself was captured and later strangled (April

1078) Malikshah then returned to Transoxania
by forced marches for the Khakan of Samarkand,
Shams al-Mulk, on hearing of the death of Alp
Arslan, had seized the oppoitumty to occupy
lirmidh and even Balkh had opened its gates to

him The Saldjuk governor Ayaz, a brother of

Alp Arslan, happened to be away at the time

and when he hurried back, he suffered a terrible

defeat and died soon afterwaids ^ams al-Mulk,

however, did not dare to risk another breach with

Malikyiah, so the latter re occupied Tirmidh and
proceeded to Samarkand The Khakan thereupon

submitted, Balkh and fokharistan weic granted

to Maliksljah’s brother lakash These campaigns
prevented the Sultan fiom going at once to Bagh-
dad to receive the homage of the Caliph in person,

and an ambassador was sent to cany through the

ceremony Ihe Caliph was quite ready to do so,

and gave the Sultan the honorific titles of Djalal

al-Dawla, Mu'iz/ al Din, Kasim Amir al-Mu’mmin
Our sources aie silent about the happenings of

the next few yeais, it is not till 472 that we
hear of a campaign against Kirman, which, however,
came to a peaceful teimination for bultanshSh,

Kawurd’s son, submitted to the Sultan and was
confirmed by him m the heieditaiy possession of

this province In Ibn al Kalamsi (ed Amedroz,

p 115), we aie told that in 475 MalikshMi came
to Ilalab, but Ibn al-Athir and the othei sources

accessible to me make no leference to this At
this time the Sultan made the mistake of discharg-

ing 7,000 of his soldiers, although the vizier

advised him against it, pointing out that if these

men weie deprived of their livelihood, they would
in desperation become robbers or rebels and a

public danger I his is what actually happened
I he men went to TakaUi and he thought that

with their help he was stiong enough to rebel

against his brother He took several towns and was

preparing to occupy all Khorasan so that Malik-

shah was forced to take the field against him

lakash then retired to Tirmidh, and submitted

when besieged theie, on this occasion he was

pardoned, but when he again rebelled without

success a few years latei (477 = 1084), he was

blinded and thrown into prison in Takiit In 479
(1086) Malikshah left Isfahan which he had made
his capital and went via il Mawsil, Ilarran, al-Ruha

and Kal'at I^a'bar to Ilalab His object was to

establish and re organise SalcJjuk rule securely in

these places, but one great inducement for this

campaign was that the commander of Halab had

appealed to Malikshah because he was threatened

by the lattei’s biothei Tutugh [q v] The latter

had conquered the Saldjuk ruler of Asia Minor,

Sulaiman b Kutulmish [q v ], and was trying to
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bring Halab under his rule also, but retiied when
he heard of the approach of Malikshah The town

was granted to Aksonkor, father of Zangl, anothei

geneial Buran recei\ed al-Ruha and Yaghisi>an,

Aniakiya which had just been retaken from

bulaiman while Sulainian’s son KfUdj Aislan

[q V
]

who was still a youth was taken back by

the Sultan to the Tiak There was no furlhei

campaign in Asia Minor, Malikshah left the war

against the Byzantines to be conducted by the

above mentioned amirs, to whom should be added

BuisuV, although the aiithoi of the Zubaat al~

Tawuntk makes him besiege Constantinople in

person Ihe fiction narrated in the Ta^nUi ^ Ouztaa

and m Miikh^and is well known, according to

which Malikshah was taken prisoner by the B)zan

tines without Iheir recognizing him, and only

regained his liberty by the stiatagcm of the viziei,

Nizim al Mulk Ihe stoiy in al bondaii is more
credible that the Byzantines had to pay the Sultan

an annual tribute of 300,000 dinars plus a lump
sum of 30,000 dinais On his return from Halab,

Malikshah visited Baghdad for the fiist lime ind

he was received in ceremonial audience by the

Caliph al-Muktadi bi Amr Allah The latter had

previously in 474 sought a daughter of the Sultan

in marriage but as she had been then still a child,

the opportunity was now taken to conclude the

matrimonial alliance Ihe wedding took place next

year with great splendoui and amid the jubilation

of the people of Baglidad ihe chroniclers give a

full account of it and give no hint that this

marriage was soon to be a source of tiouble to

the Caliph as well as to tlic Sultan Before we
deal with that, it must be mentioned that 111 482

(1089) Malikshah undertook a second campaign
against Bukhara, Samarkand and Kashghar as a

result of the tyrannical conduct of the young pimce
Ahmad, a nephew of Shams al Mulk who was
now dead He gained great successes, took Ahmad
back a prisoner to the ^Ir'ik and then forced the

ruler of Kaghghar to recognize Saldjuk suzerainty

Later however, he allowed Ahmad to return to

his kingdom and resume his lule, probably at the

intercession of his wife Tarkan ^atun (so to be
read, not Turkan ^^atun) who was Ahmad’s aunt

On these incidents, cf Barthold Turkestan doun to

the Mongol Invasion^ p 316 sqq lowards the end
of the reign of Malikghah the Saldjuk empire thus

reached its greatest extent, especially when in

485 some Turkish amirs weie sent even so far as

Yaman, who subdued the land for the Sultan, tem-

porarily only, it is true

As regards the internal administration of the

country, the Sultan left this m the hands of his

vizier, Nizam al-Mulk, who was given unlimited

power by him at the very beginning of his reign,

which he wielded till his death, although as a

result of his great age his prestige began to decline

towards the end of the reign of Malikshah and

to be threatened by intrigues in the palace His

services will be appreciated in the aiticle mzam
AL-MULK, here it is sufficient to characterize his

policy briefly, which was to lestore the dominion

of orthodox Islam under its supreme head, the

Caliph, with the help of the sword of the SaldjuVs

He had, therefore, to do all he could to maintain

harmony between the Sultan and the Caliph, but

the course of events led to a breach between the

two Malikshah had several sons by his wife Zubaida
]£]^atUD, and the eldest, Ahmad, had been desig-

nated successor to the throne but died in 481

(1088) Ihe obvious thing was for Prince Baiki-

yarul^ to take his place as was desired by

Nizam al Mulk and the luikish amirs but Malik-

shah had in the meanwhile maiiied another wife,

the Piincess liikaii Khatun, who made every

effoit to secuie the tliione for her son Mahmud
born in 480 Malikshah, hovvevei, was more anxious

about his daughter who had nniiicd the Caliph,

for she was unhappy in JUghdad and complained

of being neglected by hei husband, so that finally

the Sultan demanded that she should be sent home
wnh the little son whom she had borne to the

Caliph She, theiefore, returned to her fathei but

died soon aftcrw uds in 482, hci son Dja'^lar

however, became his giandfather’s pet and he

gave him the name of “little Commander of the

Faithful ’ in the hope that he would one day bear

this title in reality At the same time he decided

to make Baghdad his wintci capital and had

extensive building opeiations carried out in the

N E of the town when he was there in the

winter of 1091/92, including a gieat mosque, the

jDjami^^ al Sultan
,

he also ordeied Nizam al Mulk
and his amirs to build lesidences foi themselves

theie During this period the great amirs from

the west, Aksonkoi, lutiish etc, hid come to

Baghdad, great hunts and other pleasuic parties

weie held, but the Caliph was completely ignoied

When in the autumn of 1092 he was on his way
from Isfahan to Baghdad for the third time, the

aged viziei Nizam al Mulk was stibbed by a

ddlTi at Sahna It was now for the first time

apparent how much the existence of the Saldjuk

empiie depended on this one man, for when the

Sultln and his wife were no longer guided by his

advice, they committed the gravest errors, which
were very soon to plunge themselves and their

empire into destruction Scaicel) had the Sultan

arrived in Baghdad than, with the intention of

making his grandson Caliph, — which was con-

tiary to Muhammadan law as he was a minor — he

announced to Muktadi that he must at once abdicate

and leave the town With difficulty the Caliph ob-

tained a few days lespite which he was spending in

prayer and fisting, when suddenly the news came that

I the Sultan was dead The exact date is not certain

but It was about the middle of Shawwal 485
(middle of ^ovember 1092) He was said to have
caught a seveie fever while out hunting, which
they attempted to cuie without success by bleeding,

and he died soon afterwards But it can hardly

be doubted that he was poisoned, as some writers

expiessly state (cf Houtsma, in Jouiftal of Indian
Histoi 1924, p YAfl sqq') 1 he usual funeral

ceremonies were not held, the body was sent to

Isfahan and buiied theie Ihe Caliph had no
difficulty in coming to terms with Tark^n Khatun,
he offered to recognize her young son Mahmud
as Sultan, if she would hand over to him his own
son, the Sultan’s grandson This was done The
little “Commander of the Faithful” died the very
next yeai, when the course of events took a
disastrous tuin for the Caliph and Tarkan Khatun
with the rise of Barkiyaruk The tragic deaths of
the Sultan and his vizier weie celebrated in verse
by MuSzzi , cf Schefer, Stassetnnmehy suppl

, p 62
Malikshah’s was a highly honou-able chaiacter,

he was loyal to his relatives and to his servants,

brave, just and gentle His rule is, therefore,

much praised by Chiistian as well as Muslim
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authois, but he ^^ab uncultured and owed to his

vizier the reputation of a patron of leaining,

whose name is associated with a leform of the

calendai [cf the article I)JALi^I I], and with certain

new legislation, cf al-Musa^tl al-Mahlsliahtya^

in ^UrTida ft Hilayat al-Saldyuktya^ ed Sussheim,

p 69 sq Ills connection with the Rtsala t Maltl-
shahtya, a geographical work used by Hamd Allah

Mustawfi, IS unknown but it was ccitainly not

written by the SulPln himself, as Hadjdji Khalifa

says (s V )

Ihe name Malikshah w'as further borne by i

Malikshah, the infant son of Barkiyaiuk, who after

the death of his father in 1104 held the title of

Sultan for a short time, but had soon to give

wa) to his uncle Muhammad 2 Malikshah b Mah-
mud who, after the death of his uncle Mas^ud in

1152 became Sultan, but after a few months was
thrown into prison as he was »|uiie an incapable

ruler, escaped fiom confinement, spent some time

in Khorasan and died in iiCo We also find in-

dividuals of this name among the Saldjuks of

ROm and Syria and among the f^^nri/mshash’s

Bibliography cf the article saidjUks
Ihe best sketch of the character and reign of

Malikshah is in the article on him by Ibn

Khallikan, who had taken many of his facts

from a history by al-Hamdhani (MS of vol 1

till the year 367 in Pans, Bibl Nat
,
No 1469)

(M 1h IIouisma)

MALTA, the chief island of the Mal-
tese archipelago (Malta, (jo/o, Comino,
Cominotto, Filfola and minor rocks), inhabited in

ancient times by a Meditcuancan lace, w'hose

megalithic monuments are preserved at Hagiai

Kim (^“standing stones”), Hal laixcn and Hal
Saflieni It was colonized very early, ceitainly

befoie the xtk cenluiy B c
,
bv the Phoenicians,

and formed a base foi then trading ships

It is not certain that the name of Malta is

derived from the Phoen'cian, while the Phoenician

origin of Gaiilos (Gozo), meaning “a merchant
boat of round shape”, seems certain

Ihe Carthaginians became masters of the island

in the viph— vith centuiy B C, and kept it four

or five centimes Ihe Romans conquered it in

218 B C, and for the next ten centuries Malta

remained undei Roman and (»reek influence,

being situated near Eastern Sicily Cozo had only

(jieek coins, and Gieek and Roman coins in great

number were minted in Malta Very eaily, with

St Paul in the first century, the island was con-

verted to Christianity, dining the Western Empiie’s

decay the Byzantines establishcil themselves in it,

after their conquest of Northern Afiiea the pos-

session of Malta became indispensable to them
Ihe Muslim conquest of Malta is usually ad

sciibed to the year 256 (869—870), in reality it

was occupied long before Ibn al Athh informs

us that in 221 (835— 836), the Aghlabid Ibrahim

“despatched a fleet against the islands”, we h'^ve

every reason for believing that he lefers to the

islands between Afiica and Sicily, compiising the

Maltese islands hurthei when Ibn al-Athir speaks

of an army sent to Malta from Sicily in 256,
he adds that at that moment “the Christians raised

the siege” If Malta was besieged, undoubtedly by
the Greeks of Byzantium, it may be concluded
that It had already been occupied by the Muslims,
who probably, having landed in 824 at Mazara, in

Sicily, had occupied the Maltese islands beforehand

21S

The raids against Sicily and Malta began in

the viipk century A D
,
and it is not rash to

believe that Malta fell befoie 800 a d under
Muslim influence This is also de Goeje’s opinion

(/ D M G
^

Iviii 905, note 2)

In MaPa the Muslim occupation was certainly

moie permanent and strongly established than m
Sicily, the narrow island was completely subjugated

by the conquerors, and this helps us to under-

stand how the Arab-Beiber Muslims of Africa

succeeded in forcing upon Malta the Arabic language,

from which the modern Maltese dialect is derived

Ihe question of the origin of the Maltese dialect

has occasioned many discussions between those who
sustained its Phoenician oiigin (Vassalli, Bres,

Bellermann, Gumbo, E Caiuana, Preca) and those

who derived it from Aiabic (Gesenius, de bacy,

L Bonelli, Stumme, Noldeke) 1 he conclusion

must be accepted that Maltese is an Aiabic dialect,

which in some ways shows resemblances to the

Eastern Arabic dialects, in many others lecalls the

Arabic dialects of the Maghrib Peculiarities of

Maltese phonetics are the imala of 5, which tends

to become G and ()e at the beginning of words,

as }t/ia for «;/«), the pronunciation ofOas hamza^

the existence of p and c sounds in neo latin and

aiabic words, in morphology the use of ^ as

prefix of the person singular forms the mam
athnity with the Maghrib dialects The accent

tends to fall towards the beginning of words In

Malta Itself are to be found dialectal varieties

between town and country, in the country and
in (jozo the dialect is nearer the original Arabic^

sounds like kh and ^ not heard m Valletta, are

noticeable in the Gozo veinacular

A study of the Maltese lexicon, to show how
affinities with Arabic dialects. Eastern and Western,

miy be explained, and how word-fossils have

been preserved in Maltese, is still to be under

taken 1 he prevalence of the Latin Italian race and

the flouiishing of Italian civilization and culture

in the island have influenced its dialect, both as

to syntax and as to phonetics The percentage of

Latin, or rather Italian, words in spoken Maltese

vanes according to the degree of individual cultuic

1 he Maltese, up to a few centuries ago, had

not chosen any paiticular alphabet for then dialect,

as they did not use it as a wiitten language In

the xviiith century Agius de Soldanis, a Maltese,

turned his attention to the dialect and began to

study It, since his time several attempts have been

made to systematize the writing of Maltese, it

was also proposed to use the Arabic alphabet,

and a diaciitical transliteration, preciseand scientific,

was tried In practice the use of the common
Latin alphabet, with the modification of some few

letters, was continued The last attempt of this

kind, which his not met with public ffivour nor

with the approval of the vernacular press, was

that of the Ghaqda tal httieba tal r/ialti “Association

of the writeis of Maltese”, which has published

a small grammai, particularly concerned with the

spelling, called 7 aghnffuq tl kitba maltija^ Malta

1924, the preface mentions the precedent systems

of wilting Maltese The same Ghaqda^ in 1925,

began to publish a quarterly review called Il-Maltt
,

It is mostly concerned with grammatical questions,

and has piomoted a movement m favour of pure

Maltese {maltt saft)
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Since about 1850 the question of the Maltese

dialect has also acquired a political character

the English rulers favoured the development of

the dialect at the expense of the Italian language

(which remains the language of culture, of the

Church and of the Bar) Bibliographical informa-

tion on Maltese literature to about 1900 is to be

found in the works of L Bonelli and H Stumme
Besides the Arabic dialect and place-names, the

Muslims have left in Malta a few coins and a

considerable number of inscriptions on tombstones,

one of them, the celebrated inscription called of

Maimuna, dated 1173 A D, was published more
than a century ago, and repeatedly studied by
orientalists (Italmski, Lanci, Amari, Nallino etc ),

another one, found in Gozo, is to be seen in the

Malta Museum, about twenty more have been found

in the excavations made in 1922— 1925 at Rdbato

(near the city Notabile), they are preseived in the

Museum of the Villa Romana, near the place of

excavation

The Muslims lost Malta in 1090, when the

Normans conquered it, they weie however allowed

to live on the island under the Norman govern-

ment until 1249 From 1530 to 1798 Malta was
the seat of the Order of St John of Jerusalem,

which the Turks had expelled from Rhodes in

1522 The Order organized there an important

war navy The island was in constant relations

with the East and with Barbary, thousands of

Muslim slaves were taken to Malta, the Maltese

ships had lepeated encounteis with those of the

Porte and of the levantine and Barbary piiates

The Turks attempted to occupy Malta m 1565,
with their well known expedition which ended in

disaster, and again in 1614, more than once they

threatened to invade it under Sultan Muhammad IV
Considering the Order’s relations with the Muslim

East and the fact that an important portion of the

registers of Rhodes was saved, the iinpoitance of

the Order’s archives for the history of the Medi
terranean Levant and of North Africa in thexiv^h-

xviiith centuries is easily understood

A few Arabic MSS and nautical charts, of no

great value, are preserved in the Public Libraiy

of Malta and in its Museum
Bib Itography S Gsell, Histoire anctenne

de VAfitque du Nord^ Pans 1918— 1920, vol

i— IV, A Mayr, Die Insel Malta tm A Iterturn
^

G A Abela, Descnttione di Malta^ isola nel

fuare stctltano^ Malta 1647, re-edited, with addi-

tions by G A Ciantar in 1772, G A Vassallo,

Storta di Malta^ Malta 1854, A E Caruana,

SuW ortgine della lingua maltese^ Malta 1896,
A A Caruana, Biammento cntico della stotia

di Malta 1896 ,
A VreesLy Malta Cananea^

Malta 1904, L Bonelli, II dialetto nialtese

(Suppl Archtvio Glottologico^ 1898— 1900), M
Aman, Storta dei Musulmam dt Sictlia e Btblio-

teca Arabo-Suula^ passim
y
H Stumme, Mai-

testsche StudieUy Maltesische Marchen utid Gedichte

und Ratsel in deutscher Obet setzung^ Maltesische

Volkslteder^ Leipzig 1 904— 1 909, Th Noldeke,

review of H Stumme’s works, in Z D M G
y

Iviii 903 sqq
,
B Roudanovsky, Quelques parti-

cularites du dtalecte arabe de Malte^ Beyrouth

1911, R Paribeni, Malta^ un piccolo paese dalla

grande storidy Rome 1925, Th Zammit, Malta^
the Islands and their History^ Malta 1926, Le
siege de Malte par les Turcs en ij6jy Byz
Zeitschr

^ 1911 (Ettore Rossi)

MALTHAI, or propeily Ma^althAyA, the Arabic

name of two villages in the kad 5 ofDuhuk
in the old wilayet of Mawsil They are about

40 miles N N W of Mawsil at the point wheic

the nvei of Duhuk (left bank tributary of the

ligris) enteis the plain, whence the Aramaic name
Ma^alltha > Malthai, “entrance”

The pass of MaSltliaya giving access to the

countiy to the south of Lake Van must have

played an important pait in ancient tunes Its

importance is indicated by the famous bas reliefs

carved on the rock half an houi’s walk to the

south of Ma^althaya Ihey reproduce the same

scene four times a king standing in an attitude

of adoration before a procession of seven gods,

six of whom aie standing, each on a mythological

animal, and the seventh is seated on a tin one

placed on the back of a lion There are no in

scriptions accompanying them Since, however,

they are evidently connected with the sinnlai

bas-ieliefs at Bawiyan (30 miles N E of Mawsil

on the Khazir, a light bank tributaiy of the great

Zab)and these belong to the kings Salmanassar II

(860—825 B c) and Sennacherib (689—681), it

IS supposed that the bas-reliefs of Ma^althaya were

also executed in the time of Salmanassar II The
figiiies of the gods aie especially interesting as

forming a link between Assyrian and Hittitc art

Among the Nestorian Christians Ma^alleUia gave

its name to a diocese (also called Bct_h-Nuh5dhrc)

A Nestorian bishop of Ma'alletha is mentioned as

early as the fourth century (Hoffmann, op cit
^

p 52, 210), there are other refeiences to the years

497, 544, 554, 576, 585, 605, 962, 1063, 1074,

1092, 1265 {C\\^ho\.y Synodicon Orientate^ Pans 1902,
Index, and Hoffmann, 0 o') In the seventh century

the Metropolitan of the Jacobites, Marutha, still

numbered among his subordinates a bishop of

MaSUetha (Labourt, Christtamsme dans Vempiie

giec^ 1904, p 240) At the present day MaSlthaya
IS still inhabited by Nestorians (in part in union

with the Catholic Church)

Baladhuri, p 331, mentions al Ma^alla (j/r) among
the places in Mawsil conquered by'Ltbab Farkad

in 20 (641) Mukaddasi, p 139, 145— 146, talks

highly of the wealth of the vicinity of MaSlthaya
in coal, fruits, salt, meat and camphor He locates

the little town on the load fiom Mawsil to al-

Hasaniya (= Zakho on the little Khabur
, cf M

Hartmann and G Bell) The importance of this

route for communication with the lands of the

Kurds is evident fiom Ibn al-Athir (viii 521)
Yakut, IV 578, knows Ma'^althaya as a little town
[bulatd^ the name of which is occasionally men-
tioned in the history of the later period

Bibliography Layard, Ntniveh and its

remains

y

1849, 1 231, Badger, The Nestorlansy
London 1852, 1 174, V Place, Ninive et

TAssyriCy 1867, pi 45, Ho^m^nriy Auszuge aus

syitschen Akten pets Martyrcry 1880, p 208
and Index, Perrot and Chipiez, Ilistoire de Vait
dans VantiquitCy 1884— 1890, 11 642, Luscha,

Ausgrabungen von Sendjirliy i (1893), p 23,
G I Bell, Amurathy London 1911, p 284,
Lehmann-Haupt, ArmenteUy ii/i

, 1926, p 369-

375, Thureau Dangin, Les sculptut es rupestres

de Maltaiy Revue d^AssynologiCy xxi
, 1 924,

p 185—197, new photographs taken at Maltai

have led the author to identify the gods and
the beasts which carry them m the following

order Assur (a dragon and a horned lion),
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Ninlil, wife of Assur (a lion), Enlil (a horned

lion), Sin (a dragon), Shamash (a harnessed horse),

Adad (a horned lion and a bull), Ishtar (a lion)

According to Thureau -Dangin the bas reliefs

should be attributed to Sennacheiib, as to the

motif of the mounted gods, usually explained as

showing Hittite influence, examples are found

in Sumero-Accadian art Cf also Bachmann

,

Felsrehefs tn Assytten (Bawian^ Malthat und
Gundtik)^ publ by the Deutsche Orient Ge^ell

y

Beilin 1927 (V Minorsky)

MA‘LUL5^ a town in Central Syria
north-east of Damascus It is mentioned as eaily

as Geoigios Kypiios i^ed Gelzer, p 188, 993)
as MayAot/Acuv (MSS /zayAoi/^wv, iJLotyceiy?\.ovl(av)

in Phoinike I ibanesia Yakut also calls

Ma'^lula^ an tkltm {Khtfxx) near Dimashk with many
villages The modern Ma^lula, a village of Christians,

IS picturesquely situated at the west end of a deep

ravine of the Antilcbanon, which splits into a

western and southern arm ‘‘At the entrance to the

northern lies the monastery of Mar lakla built

half into the roeks The two lavines foim the way
to the othei monastery of Mai Seikis, which stands

on a locky plateau above the village” Numerous
caves, mostly ancient dwelling places, have been

found on the west and southern corner of the

rock on the eastern slopes of which the modern
village IS built in the form of an amphitheatre

Some Gicek inscriptions have been found in the

eaves (Waddington, Inset iptious^ N® 2563—2565,
Moritz, p 145— 147, N® 3-8, including one dated

107 and 167 ad) MaMula^ and the adjoining

villages of Bakh'a and Djubb ^Adin are noted for

the fact that the Western Aramaic dialect still

spoken there lepresents the last remnants on Syrian

soil of the Syriac spoken throughout Palestine

and Syria in the time of Chi 1st

B t b 1 1 0 if t a p h V Yakut, Mtldjanty cd

Wustenfeld, iv 578, Safi al Din, Mataud at

I{tila^y ed Juynboll, 111 123, le Strange,

Balestine undet the MosUm^^ p $00 ^
Paiisot,

J Ay ixdi Senes, xi [1898, 1], 239—312 (on

p 252—254 the older literature is given), \ii

[1898, 11], 124— 176, B Moiitz, MS O Sy

1 146, note 2, Wright, Catalogue oj the Syr

Mss tn the Bt it Mus
, p 327 ^<7

,
Habib Zayyat,

A hazain aDKutub ft Dimadil wa d/taiuahihay

Misr 1902, p 121— l6i
,

Uspenskij, Iziistija

Ru^sk At ch Insttt v KpoUy vii
,
Sofia 1901,

p 107— 109 and PI vii— viii
,

Cyrille Charon

[1 e C karalevskij] I es iitulaires MiUhties

de Mdloula^ in alMaihttl xiii
, 1910,

p 580, S Ronzevalle, M I 0 Btyioiithy v,

1 91 1, p S*—9^ = Notes et htudes d\irch orient
,

p 145 jy, Bcigstrasser, Mh f d Kunde d
Morgenl

y
xiii

,
N® 2, xv

, 4, do,Z^,
xxxii

, 1919, p 103— 163 ,
Noldeke, / A

,
xxxi

,

1917— 1918, p 203—230, J Segall, Jewish

Missionary Intelltgencey xxvi
, 1910, p 9— ii,

20 sq = Travels through Not thet nSyria^ I ondon

1910, p 1 13— 120, Dussaud, Topogr histor de

la SyrtCy Pans 1927, p 264, 270, 281

(E Honigmann)
MALWA proper is an inland district

of India bordered on the south by the Vindhyas,

and lyipg between 23® 30' and 24° 30' N and

74° 30' To this tiact, known in the age of the

Mahabhdt ata as Nishadha, and later as Avanti,

from the name of its capital, now Udjdjain, was
afterw^aids added Akara, or Eastern MMwa, with

Its capital, Bhilsa, and the country lying between
the Vindhyas and the SatpQras The province formed
part of the dominions of the Mauryas, the Western
Satiaps, the Guptas of Magadha, the White Huns,
and the Kingdom of Kanawdj, and then passed

to the Malawas, fiom whom it has its name these,

when Hmduized formed the Paramara (Pawar)

tribe of Radjputs, which boie sway in Malwa
from 800 to 1200, and was overpowered in 1053
by a confederacy of the Calukyas of Anhilvada
and the Kalaeuiis of Tripuri In 1235 Shams al-

Din Iltutmi^ of Dihll captuied Udjdjain, demolished

the temple of Mahakal, and sacked Bhilsa Malwa
became a province of Dihll, and, with interludes

of Hindu revolt, remained so until, in 1392, on
the dissolution of the kingdom of Dihli after

llmuTs invasion, the Afghan governor, Dilaw^ar

Khan Ghun, made it an independent kingdom
He was muidered in 1405 by his son Alp Khan,
who ascended the thione under the title of Hushang
^ah He transferred the capital from Dhar to

M^ndu [q V
]
and founded Ilushangabad On his

death in 1435 succeeded by his son Ghazni
Khan, who, after a reign of a few months, was
succeeded by his infant son Mas^ud Khan The
child was removed by his cousin and guardian,

Mahmud Khaldji, who 101436 ascended the throne

as MalimQd I, and whose reign of thirty three

>ears was the most glorious in the annals of MMwa
He waged war successfully against the kings of

Gudjaiat, the Dakhan, and Djawnpur, the small

state of Kxlpi, and Rana Kumbha of Citor, he
retired, but without disgrace, before the superior

power of Dihll, and he extended the frontiers

of his kingdom on the noith, the east, and the

south On his death in 1469 his third son, ‘^Abd

al Kadir (ihiyath al Din, who succeeded him,

surfeited with public business during his father’s

strenuous reign, retired into his harem and left

the administration of the kingdom to his son,

Nasir al-Din, who in 1500 poisoned his father

and ascended the thione Nasir al-Din met his

death in 1510 by falling, in a fit of drunkenness,

into a tank or cistern, where his attendants, thankful

to be rid of the monster, let him he He was
succeeded by his son Mahmud H, who was as

unfortunate in wai as the first of that name had
been foitunate With the help of Muzaflfar II of

Gudjailt he rid himself of his powerful Radjput

minister, Medni Rai, but in doing so embroiled

himself with Sangiama Rana of fitor, who defeated

him in the field and took him prisoner, but generously

released him He then, with inconceivable folly

and ingratitude, bitterly offended Bahadur ^ah
of Gudjaiat, who invaded M5lw5 and, after giving

Mahmud every opportunity of atoning for his

error, carried Mandu by assault on March 21,

1531 Mahmud and his sons were sent in custody

towards Campancr, but the officer in charge of

them, apprehending a rescue, put them to death

Malwa now became a province of Gudjaiat,

and in 1535 the emperor Humayiin, invading that

kingdom, defeated Bahadur Sfiah at Mandasor and

captured Mandu, but was recalled to Hindustan

in the following year by the menacing attitude

of Shir Kh5n in Bengal, and Mallu Khan, an

officer of Mahmud II, established himself in Malwa
and assumed the title of Kadir Sfiah Shudja^at

Khan and Hadjdji Khan, two officers of Shir

Miah, drove him from Malwa and assumed the

government of the province ShudjS^at Khan died
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in 1554, and was succeeded by his son Malik

BSyazid^ known as Bftz Bahadur, who, during the

decline of the powei of the Sur emperors, became

independent A severe defeat at the hands of the

queen of the Gond kingdom of Garha Mandla

engendered in him a distaste for warlike enter

prise and he devoted himself to music and to the

embraces of the beautiful Rupmati In 1561 Akbar's

army under Adham Khan surprised the voluptuary

at Sarangpur, defeated his troops, put him to

llight, and captured his mistress, who took poison

rathei than become the conqueior’s paramour Baz

Bahadur fled into Khandesb and Pir Muhammad
Khan, second-in command of Akbar’s army, who
followed him thither, was defeated bv Mubarak
Khan of ]^andesh and drowned in the Narbada
Baz Bahadur returned and again leigned in Mandu,
but in 1562 another army under 'Abd Allah Khan
the Uzbak invaded Malwa and compelled him to

flee to Citor He remained a fugitive until 1570,
when he submitted to Akbar and entered his

service

Malwa was now a province of the empire, and
remained so until, in 1743, 1^® Marathas extended

their rule over it, and the Peshwa was made
deputy-governor

It was afterwards divided between the great

Maiatha generals whose descendants, Sindhya of

Gwalior, llolkar of Indor, and the Ponwars of

Dhar and Dewas still hold most of it

Fiom 1780 until 1818, w'hen Biitish supremacy

was firmly established, the province was one of

the principal arenas in which Muslim, Maratha,

and European contended for empire Since then

Its history has been uneventful, but sporadic ridings

took place at six military stations during the

mutiny of 1857
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xvii (1 W Haig)
Mk^IAAR B al-MUTHANNA [See AbU

'Ubaida
]

MAMLUK (a
,
plural mamlukun and mamalik)^

participle passive I of malaka “to possess”, de-

notes the slave as his master’s possession The
term owes its origin probably to the current

phrase of the Kui^an ma malakat airnanulum

“what your right hands possess”, a general desi-

gnation of slaves without specialisation of gender

Mamluk occurs once only in the Kurban (sura

xvi 77), in the expression ^abd mamluk “a slave

in the possession of his master”, mamluk alone

not yet being a technical term for slave, to all

appearance In hadith^ ^abd mamluk occurs likewise

(Darimi, Styar, b 34), but throughout the literature

of hadtlpt, mamluk alone is already a technical

term synonymous with ^abd — Ihe distinction

between a slave born and a slave born from free

parents, must be made by the addition of a genitive

to ^abd^ in the former case kwn i^abdu kinn^*^)^

in the latter mamlaka (^abdi* mamlakat^^)
It may be remarked that neither in hadltji^ nor,

to all probability, in Arabic literature, has the

term mamluk ever received the religious meaning
of devotee, as is the case with ^abd

The Kurban enjoins the master to be humane

towards “what his light hands possess” (sUra iv

40) HaditK IS copious on this point It assures us

that Muhammad on his death-bed did not cease

repeating “(I recommend to you) salat and what

youi hands possess” (Ahmad b Hanbal, Mtisnad^

111 117, cf 1 78) “Whosoever does not treat his

mamluk as he ought to do, shall notenter Paradise”

(Ahmad b Hanbal, 1 12) “When the mamlUk
peifoims mlat^ he is thy brother” (Ibn M«a(lja,

Adab, b lo) “ The mamluk may claim his food

and raiment” (Muslim, Atman, trad 41) “The

Apostle of Allah used and to protect the

mamluk who appealed to his help” (Ibn Madja,

Zuhd, b 16) “ihe mamluk who acquits himself

of his obligations towards Allah and towards his

mastei, will receive double wages” (Bukhaii, V////,

b 31) and “one is bound to pardon his mamluk
even unto seventy times a day“ (Ahmad b Han-
bal, 11 III)

For the legal position of slaves see ‘^abd

For the Egyptian dynasties called the Mamluks,
see the following aiticle — It may be finally

remarked that in ceitain circles mamluk had the

special meaning of white slave See lagnan,

Addition aux lextques arabes, s v

__ (A J WLNSlNCk)
MAMLUKS, a dynasty of rulers of

Egypt and Syria
A Peiiod from 1250 to 1517 Ihe history

of this dynasty is dealt with under the separate

rulers, the geneial questions of art, religion and

economics of their time are also dealt with in these

articles and notably in Becker’s article jgypi [q v]

and Hartmann’s article Damascus [q v
]

Only a

brief survey of the whole period is given here

They were, as their name shows [cf mamlCk],
former slaves from the bodyguards of the sultans

and amirs who had distinguished themselves by
ability and been given their freedom by their

masters A somewhat arbitrary distinction is made
between two dynasties, the Bahri [q v

]
fioin

648—792=1250— 1390 and the Burdji from

784—922 = 1382— 1517 The name Bahn Mam
Inks was given to the guards of Sultan Nadjm
al Din Aiyub (637—47 = 1340—49), whose bai

racks were upon the island of Roda [q v
]

in the

Nile (Bahr) Except for the first three the Bahri

Sultans were chosen by the Mamluks from among
the descendants of the Sultan Thus after Baibars

[q V
]

there ruled two of his sons, after Kala^Un

[q V
] two sons, a series of grandsons and a great

grandson It was different with the Burdji Mamluks,
a bodyguard founded by Kala’un, who were quai-

tered in the towers of the citadel of Cairo Ihe
first Burdji, Barkuk, [q v

], was able to secure the

succession of his son and even a second son

succeeded for a brief period to the throne, but

after this the Mamluk guards never tolerated

hereditary succession again
,
no Sultan’s son, who

was proclaimed heir-appaient, ever succeeded m
keeping the throne (the only exception is al Nasir

Muhammad II who occupied the throne for nearly

three years
) The Mamluks did not always choose

the ablest, but more often the oldest, a kind of

system of seniority developed The first Mamluk
on the throne was ^^Izz al-Din Aibak (648—55 =
1250— 57), the husband of Shadjar al Durr [q v

]

a slave whom Aiyub had married

In the period of its greatest extension under
the Mamluks, the frontiers of Egypt were in the

west the Lybian desert as far as Barka, in the
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south Nubia as far as Massaw'a, in the north the

Mediterranean Sea The frontiers of Syria in the

east sti etched to the Euphrates to Dtr al-Zor

through Rakka, in the south to the Arabian deserts

and m the north to the Taurus The two coun-

tries met in Sinai and were separated by the Red
Sea The sultSns usually exercised suzerainty over

the holy places in Mecca and Medina, SultSn

Kansuh ^uri [q v
]

even maintained garrisons

in South Arabia for a time

The first task of the Mamliik sultans was to

consolidate the kingdom Their most dangerous

enemy, the latars undei HuHgli, was defeated m
Syria in 658 (1260) at ^Am Djalut [q v], the

Crusaders were destroyed by Sultans Baibars,

Kala^Qn and Khalil, the remnants of the 'Alids

and Assassins [q v
]
rendered harmless by Baibars

Ihcir powei was finally consolidated and justified

to the Aiyubids by the petty kingdoms left to

them, by Baibars welcoming in Cairo the Caliph

who had been driven from Baghdad by the Mongols,

restoring the caliphate here m 659 (1261) and

then having himself appointed by the Caliph

participator in power (^A'aum al Dawla) and having

the power ceremoniously transfeiied to him Ihis

remained the position till the end of Mamluk rule

Ihe Caliph paid homage to the Sultan on his

accession and ceded all his rights to him He thus

lost all authority and became the shadow of a ruler

without power, without money and without in

fluence, only now and then an Indian Sultan

sought a diploma of investiture from the Caliph

Ihe rule of the Sultan was absolute He was

assisted by a council in which the chief comman
ders of the Mamluks sat to the left and right 01

the ruler according to then rank (this sitting m
order of rank dated from the early Mamluk period)

the representative of the Sultan (riT^tb kajii^ later

only appointed in case of absence of the ruler),

the commander in-chief {(imir kabh
), later com-

bined with the office of Atabeg, the commander
of the guards {/as na 7vhat al maviiab^ see al-

AMTk al-kabIr) the War Minister {amit stlah^

ibid ), the president of the council who was the

chief civil official ma(Jjlis)^ later the minister

of the Interior {dawadat kalnr [q v ]) and the

ministers of the palace and domains {tistada?)

gained moie influence and became numbered among
the highest officials, as did the chief military judge

{hadjib al-hudjdjab [q v ], properly high cham-
berlain) and at tunes the chief marshall {amlt

akhur q V
) The ofiicers and their lelative rank

(cf e g under amir al-kabIr for the com-

position and order of precedence in later times)

changed These members of the council w ere military

officeis, the so called lords of the sword {ashab

al-suyUf)^ they belonged to the class of amirs of

1,000 {mukaddtm al uluf) Tiom this class were

chosen the governors of the Syrian provinces

(Damascus, Aleppo, Tripolis, Hama, Safad) and
frequently also the governors of the citadels of

Damascus and Aleppo who were appointed by the

Sultan himself The next class was foimed by the

J'ablakJtana^ amirs of 40 Mamluks, who had the

right to be accompanied by a band They were
followed by the amirs of 10 and those of 5
Mamlnks All the amirs of 1,000 were appointed

by the Sultan himself, the other amiis in the

provinces sometimes by the sultan and sometimes
by the governor The administrative system at the

Sultan's court Was reproduced on a small scale in

the provinces Every governor was a little Sultan

A^ho had to some extent the same retinue as the

Sultan in Cairo The Syrian governors were in

general independent of one another ('ery few like

the Amir Tengiz [see DAMASCUS, 1 , p 908] had

other governors subordinated to them) In the be-

ginning the Mamluks, perhaps influenced by the

Mongols, had the tendency to make all offices

secular and fill them with Mamluks who, as lords

of the sword {ushab aUsuyuf\ belonged to the

military caste They kept this up in the highest

oftices throughout the dynasty, but they had to

create the important offices of private secretary

{katib al sirr) and head of the chancellory {sahib

Dnvan al and fill them with civilians and

even admit Christians, Jews, and especially con-

verts to Islam to them, because the Turkish ruling

caste was not fitted for them The above mentioned

chief offices on the military and administrative

side remained however reserved for the constantly

increasing oligarchy, into which neither Arabs,

nor the sons of Mamluks were admitted It hardly

ever happened (I only know of 3 cases of Arabs)

that Arabs 01 sons of Mamluks became amirs of

1,000, or rose to the highest posts in the legal

and scholastic world and in the other branches of

the civil service

The Mamluks were purchased on behalf of the

government by a high officer, the purchaser of

Mamluks al'mamalik\ educated m the hist

place in the Mamluk School in Cairo, then distri-

buted in the different branches of the corps of

pages to act as aimour-bearers, cup-bearers, carvers,

polo-grooms, club-beaiers etc, for further tiaining

and then placed in the service of the amirs or of

the Sultan as vacancies occurred The Sultan’s

lifeguards were called IJia^ski and the amirs had

also similar bodyguards Ihe army consisted of

a') the bodyguard of the Sultan, b) the djund

al kjialka^ enlisted troops, who were paid in money
and with the yield of the crown estates, t) the

guards of the great amirs and former Sultans In

later times there was a body of reserves, awlad
al-nas^ who were only called up foi service in

times of war but also received pay in times of

peace Military expeditions were usually decided

upon by the council of state, the amiis were

given money to equip and maintain their troops,

to be able to lead them into the enemy’s country

In addition to the military officers theic were

civil officials, a^hab al-kalam (loids of the pen)

a) ihe religious officials («/ atrtiya)^ who filled posts

in the legal and scholastic woilds and a series

of other offices
,

b) the regular administrative offi-

cials {al’dnva/nya) for the lest of the civil service

1 he Sultan’s revenue was made up of the ground
,

poll and poor-tax, from the yield of the fiefs (on

the Egyptian system of appanages cf u
, p 9^)

out of which he gave the necessaiy funds for the

aimy and officials, the customs, the state factories

and exliaordinary taxes on goods and markets,

which, not being laid down in the Kurban, were

considered illegal and lesistcd He also sometimes

made money by forced purchases and sales Ihe
government bought up goods at a fixed price and

forced purchaseis to take them at a definite price

Finally theic were monopolies out of which the

bultan made piofits Another favourite means of

raising money was for the SultSn to visit some
great man from whom he extorted large sums
while a guest (especially KShtbS^i [q v ]) Things
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seem to have been similai m Syria but we know
very little about the division of the fiefs theie

The impoitance of the Mamluks m history lay

m the fact that, protected by the deserts and
their armies they stemmed the flood of Asiatic con-

queiors, they conquered Cingiz Khan’s Mongols and

later the herds of TimUr I enk, who had conquered

Syiia for a short time, and other conquerois After

the defeat of the Tatais and the retreat of Timui, the

Sultans were forced to concentrate on the struggle

with the gradually increasing power of the Otto-

mans The struggle was long avoided by the for-

mation of buffei states on both sides, among these

the most notable were the dynasties of Dhu
’

1-Ghadir and of the White and Black Sheep
(so-called from their standards) The success of

Ka^itbaS’s policy postponed the end but the rulers

who followed him were weak The rule of the

Mamlaks lost its vigour They were weakened
in long wars, their finances became quite hopeless

as a result of their immoderate expenditure, not

commensurate with their means and a defective

system of taxation, which in the later period

enabled the owners of large estates to escape the

taxes They therefore could not peimanently lesist

the Ottomans, especially as the lack of discipline

among the MamlQk leaders and the weakness of

their field artillery made the aimy useless Ihe
well equipped fortresses were not defended against

the Ottomans, they fell through treachery The
himself able Sultan Kansuh Ghuri was defeated

and slain m 922 (1516) at Mardj Dabik (in the

province of Aleppo) The way to Fgypt was thus

opened to Sultan Selim, after six months’ resistance

the last Sultan Tumanbah had to surrender He
was hanged from the Bab Zuwaila m Cairo A
number of the great amirs and the Caliph were

taken to Constantinople The caliphate ceased

as no new Caliph was appointed, the Sultan of

Constantinople became the first ruler in Islam

The protection of the holy places also passed

automatically to him
The penod of the Mamluks was marked by great

activity in building (11 23^) Of secular buildings,

few palaces have survived, on the other hand
fortresses (Cairo, Aleppo, Damascus and Biredjik)

which were entirely rebuilt in the Mamluk period,

as well as a large number of fine tombs, hospitals,

baths, fountains and aqueducts still exist Of religious

buildings splendid mosques with schools attached to

them were built While even under the Aiyubids

there had been only one “great mosque” in each

town or independent suburb, where the Friday

service was held, it became the custom under the

MamlQks that many Sultans and governors and
occasionally even one of the guilds built “great

mosques” for the Friday seivice in the large towns

Mention may be made of the mosques of Baibars,

Kala^n, Muhammad al Nasir, Sultan Hasan,

Barkak, Mu’aiyad, K5^itb5^i in Cairo, as well as

the mosques in the provincial capitals Aleppo,

Damascus and Tnpolis While agriculture, industry

and art showed great prosperity, trade suffered

very much under the later Mamluk Sultans thiough

the extortionate taxes of the government The
trade through Egypt, based on treaties with

Frankish and Oriental rulers, yielded huge sums
The customs and the treatment of merchants by
the Sultans finally became so intolerable that the

European powers did everything possible to secure

Jhe sea-route to India in order to avoid the transit

through Egypt with its enoimous expense and the

roguery to which it was exposed

The object of the last w^ais of Sultan KSnsuh
Ghuii was to gain a footing in South Arabia and

nearer India to secure the Egyptian share in

Indian trade

B id Ito (^7 ap hv Only the most important

of the rich literature on the Mamluks is cited

below (s especially in van Berchem’s index to

Matt) laux pOH 7 tm Corpus Inscriptionum A7 abt

catum^ 1, ii^ypte.^ Pans I903, the full list)

I Aids to history Suyuti, / ubb aUl ubab^

ed P T Veth, Leyden 1840 (on the Nomina
relativa of the Arabs), Wustenfeld and Mahler,

Verql€uhu7tgstahclh7i der uiohanwiedafttschefi und
Jnisthchcu Zeit) ethuungcfi'^^ ed by E Mahler,

Leipzig 1926, S Lane-Poole, 'I he Mo}uwimada7i

Dy7tasttL$^ Westminster 1894, Zambaur, Mafiuel

de gc 7iealogie et cJuonologie pour VJmtoDC dc

Vlslain^ Hanover 1927, Sauvaiie, Maietiaux

pour se7 vir a Vhistoire dc la uufuisinatiquc ct

la 77iet7 oloi^te fnusulmafUy J Ay 1879— 1887,

S I ane-Poole, Catalogue of Oriental Coini in

the Butish Afuseuni^ vol 4, London 1879,

Jacoub Artin Pacha, Contribution a Vetude du

blasoft en Orunt^ I ondon 1902

II Political History Weil, Geschichte

der Chaliftn^ vol 4— 5, Mannheim i860— 1862,

M Amari, Dtplonii aiabi del R Aichivio

fioicntinoy Floience 1863 ,
Aug Muller, Dei Is’

latn itn Abend- u A/oi i(e7tland^ Berlin 1885

—

1887, W Lleyd, Histove du coinmoce du

Levant an Moyen-A^e^ Pans 1885, Maiino

Sanuto, Dial It (consular diaries of the Mam-
luk period), Venice 1879— 1903, Historuns

orientaux des crotsadeSy 5 vols
,
Pans 1872

—

1906, H Lammens, Co? 7 espondancts dtploma-

tiques entie les sultans mamlouks d'^Fgypte et

les puissances chi etitnnes^ 1904, Cl Huart,

Histone des Arahesy 2 vols, Pans igi 2 and

^ 9 ^ 3 )
Muir, The Chahfate^ ed Weir, Edin-

burgh 1915, H Saladin and G Migeon,

d'archeologie musulmane^ 2 vols
,

Pans 1 907

,

Max van Bcrchem, Mate) laux pour un cotpus

inscriptionum at abicatuni^ Pans 1903 sqq I

Egypte, II Syne du Nord (by M Soberheim),

III Syne du Sud (ed Wiet), 1920, Yusuf b

laghribiidi, al Nud/utn al zdhira ft Afuliil

Mnr wa ’/ Kahira^ ed Popper, Berkeley 1909
sqq (down to 865 [1461], the rest still in Mb),
s Brockelmann, G A 11 41, wheie also is

quoted the Hawadith al-Duhur (both very im
poitant for biographies), Ahmad al MakrTzI,

al SulTil li-Mdrifat Dinval al-Muluk^ (part l)

transl E Blochet, Pans 1908, (part 2) Histone

des Sultans Mamlouhs de Vhgypte^ transl E
Quatremere, Pans 1837— 1845 (to 708 [1309]),

the rest still in MS, s G A L
^

\\ 38, Abu
’

1-Fida\ Ta^rikhy Constantinople 1286, al-Nu

wain, Nihdyat aHArab fi Lunuti al-Adab^ vol r

sqq
^
Cairo 1342, "Omar b al-Habib, Durrat al

Aslak ft Dawlat al-Atrak (full list of contents by

LI E Weyers in Ortentaliay 11 ,
Amsterdam 1846),

Ibn Hadjar al-^AskalSnl, Inb'^ al-Qhumr bi-Abnd^

aHUsury only in MS (s Brockelmann, 11 70),

Ibn lyas, Ta^rikh Mist
^

1311— 1312 (for the

years 906—922 only in MS ,
s Brockelmann,

11 295), Sakhawi, Kitab al-Tibr al-masbuk ft
Dhail al-SulUky BQlak 1896, Ibn Khaldun,

Kttab aUlbat^ Bulak 1284, vol v
,
Biogra-

phies Khalil b Aibek al-SafadI, A^yan al-^Asr
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wa Ativan al-Nasr (biographies of the viiit*'

[xivth] century, s Biockelmann, 11 32), Yusut

b ^di^xlhix^Xy al-Manhal al-^afI wa U-mustawf%
ba^d al-wafl (biographies of 650—857 [1251

—

1453], s Biockelmann, 11 41)
III Art and Architecture E W Lane,

Arabian Society in the Middle Ages^ London

1883, S Lane-Poole, The art of the Saracens

in hgypt^ 1886, do, Cairo London 1896,

J hianz Pacha, Die Baukunst des Islam \
Darmstadt 1896, M S Briggs, Muhammadan
Architcctw e in Egypt and Palestiney Oxford

1924, II Gluck and E Diez, Die Kunst des

Islamsy Berlin 1925
IV Constitution J von Hammer, Des

osmamschen Reiches Staahveifassung und Staats-

venvaltung^ Vienna 1815, Gaudefroy-D6mom-
bynes, la Syne a Vhpoque dts Mamelouks^
Pans 1923, W Bjorkman, Beitrage mr Ge-

schichtt der Staatskanzelei im islamischen Egyptcn^

Hamburg 1928, Wustenfeld, Die Geogiaphie

und VeizvaEung von h^vpteny Gottingen 1879,
fiom Kalkashandi

,
Kalkashandi, Snbh aRA^duP

(Guide to administration), Cairo 1340 (1922)
and abbievialed edition Da^R alSubhy Cairo 1324

(1906), Khalil al /ahiii, Zubdat Kadif al Ma-
mail! (Cjuide to administration), ed Ra\aisse,

Pans 1894, Ibn kadlallah al-^^Oman, alTRnf
(official letter-writei), 1312 (1894), Abii Yusuf
Ya'kob, Kitah al Khaiadj (Book on Taxation,

Bulak 1302 [1885], transl L hagnan. Pans 1921)
V Geography Le Strange, Palestine under

the Moslems^ London 1890, do. The Lands of
the Eastern Caliphate^ Cambridge 1905, Abu
’Ikida^, Gco^raphtCy ed de Slane, Pans 1840,

MtPdjam^ ed Wustenfeld, Leipzig 1866-

*873, Dj_ihan Numa (geneial geography), Stam-

bul 1145, Iransl into 1 atm by M A Norberg,

(jotha 1818, Ibn hadlallah aPOmari, Masalik

al-Ab^ar (geogiaphy of the Maraluk kingdom),

only vol 1, publ Cairo 1342, Ibn Dukmak,
Kitdb al-Intisar (Deser of Egypt), Bulak 1893,
Sharaf al Dm \ahyl ^Abd al-I atif b al I2ji‘^an,

aLTuhfa al-saniya fi AsmZd al Bilad al-ma^fiyOy

ed Moritz, Cairo 1898, tiansl by Silvcstre de

Sacy, Relation de Vhgypte par '^Abd al Latif,

Pans 1810
VI History of separate towns
1 Cairo Ahmad al MakrizT, Kitab al-Khilat^

Bulak 1270, ed Wiet, m M I E A D, xxx
,

Cairo 1911, transl Book I and II, by Bouriant,

in M M A I
^

xvii

,

Cano 1895, Book III,

by Casanova, m M I F A 0
^
Cairo 1906, Casa-

nova, Histone et description dt la citadelle du
Caire^ in M M A A

,
vi

2 Jerusalem Mudjir al-Dln, Uns al Dialilj

Caiio 1283, transl by Sauvaire

3 Damascus II Sauvaire, Desaiption de

Damas
^ J A, Pans 1894— 1896, Muhammad

Kurd ‘^All, IChitat al Sham (History of Syria

and Damascus to modern times), 5 vols
,
1924-

1927

4 Bairut Ibn Yahya, Histoire de Bey’

louth^ transl P Cheikho, Bairut 1902

5 Aleppo Ibn Shihna, aRDun al-munta’

khab fi Ta^rikji Mamlakat Halab (Histoiy of

Aleppo with additions down to the beginning

of the xxth century), 1906, Muhammad Raghib,

Pldm al NubalcP bt-Ta^rikh Halab aRshahblP^

6 vols, Aleppo 1342— 1344 (very full history

and topography of Aleppo)

6 Mecca Chroniken dei Stadt Mekkay ed

Wustenfeld, Leipzig 1858

7 Medina SamhOdl, Waf^ al WafT^y Cairo

1285 (1869) ,
Geschuhte der Stadt Medina^ transl

Wustenfeld, Gottingen 1861

(M Sobernhlim)

B Period from 15^7 * 79 ^ a

significant fact, that even this period of nearly

thiee centuries, during which Egypt belonged

to the Ottoman Empire, may still be designated as

a third Mamluk period The change brought about

by the conquest of Sultan Selim in 1517 was,

aftei all, not a radical one, from the point of view

of government Egypt and its inhabitants remained

under the rule of a poweiful minority of foreign race

Ihe antagonism that existed in the beginning

between (Jttoman Turks and Mamloks and which

had led at first to much bloodshed (execution of

800 mamluks by Selim I in Cairo) did not last

very long after the tioublcs of the occupation

were ovei The Turkish soldiers and officials

who enteied Egypt during Ottoman rule soon

became mixed up to a large extent with the

numerically more poweiful class of the Mamluks,
whose aid was, moreover, indispensable, for the

government of the country Besides, the number
of Mamluks {alShaiahisci) continued to receive

additions by puichase of slaves from the Caucasus

An author of the xvipk century (Vansleb, p 13)

says that Egypt, in his day, was inhabited by Copts,

Moors (by whom he means the islamised population),

Arabs, 1 urks, Greeks, Jews and h ranks The
‘‘luiks” were the govcining class and composed
of Mamluks and Ottomans, between whom no

distinction is made We may even speak of a

mamlukisation of the Ottoman element, the

real ottomanisation of the country belongs

to the xixffi century In accordance with what is

said, the histoiy of those centuries never shows,

among the parties and factions into which the

Mamluks were divided, a pro- or anti-Ottoman

party, those quariels were only of local and personal

character Even the first governor of Egypt, Kha^r-

bek, was a Mamluk, although, after him, the Pashas

were sent, without exception, from Constantinople

During the first lOO years, it is true, the authority

of the Pashas sent fiom Constantinople to govern

the country was undisputed The Pasha could rely

on seven contingents of tioops (odjak) six of

which were instituted by Selim I, while a seventh

contingent was added under Sulaiman I, composed

of Mamluks Their nominal strength was 20,000

men in all They were not commanded by the

Pasha, but by their own commander, who belonged

to the odjak of the Janissaiies and resided in the

citadel of Cairo Afterwards these troops behaved

more and more independently and weie even able

to depose Pashas whom they did not like, until,

in the xviiitb century, this military force became

the instrument of some all-influential Mamluk beys

Important matters of administration were treated

by a great Diwan or State Council, which only met

in extraordinary cases and in which the high

functionaries were represented, as well as the

militaiy chiefs and the high religious dignitaries

Local and special government functions were

exercised by twelve Sandjak Beys
,
these represented

at the same time the feudal aristocracy, from the

beginning however, the ties that linked them to

particular provinces seem to have been rather loose,

for among them are mentioned the K^aya of the
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Pasha, the Daftardar^ the Amtr al-Hadjd^ and
the Amtr aUKhazna^ the three first of whom were

also members of the great Dtwan 1 he other Beys

w^ere commanders at Suez, Damietti and Alexandria,

and goveinors of the five big piovinccs in the Nile

delta Besides these twelve Beys there were twelve

other Beys with similar functions The real provincial

administration was exercised by a class of func

lionaries called Ka^if Their chief task was the

collection of the revenues They may be considered

as a kind of governor, some of the great Beys

themselves were also Ka^tf in their districts or

had different under them Vansleb mentions

36 kashtjltk^ As to the revenues, they weie
collected in various ways, the local customs in

different paits of Lowei Egypt and Upper Egypt
varying considerably The most common foim was
the fanning out of levenues (tlttzam)^ the multaztms
had different kinds of right of possession on the

lands, which were hereditary They collected the

revenue, in taxes or in kind, from the fellxhs,

generally through the village notables called

^aikh al-Balad In the tax-collecting theie were

further employed, a host of subordinate technical

and financial functionaries, many of whom were

Copts Some Ka^ifs were at the same time

muliaztms This system of administration showed
the close relation between administration and land-

owning, which has always been characteiistic

of Egyptian conditions [cf lgypt] It was the

continuation of the system which had prevailed

under the Mamluk Sultans (regulation by ka’it

Bay) and was regulated again in the Ka?iun-navte-t

Mtsr of Sulaiman I (cf J von Hammer, Des os-

inamschen Ketches Staaisverfassurig und Staats-

verwaltung^ Vienna 1815, 1 loi— 142;, here a

special stress is laid on the rights and obligations

of the Kashifh
In Cairo a large chancery, the chief of which

was the Ruznamedji^ had to collect these taxes and
to keep the registers, the revenues collected were
reserved paitly for the pay of the troops and
works of public utility such as iriigation, building of

bridges and dikes, etc and partly foi the yearly

tribute to the Sultan, which was in the beginning

800,000 ducats and afterwards lowered to 600,000
and later to 400,000 ducats In the xviii^h century

the paying of tribute piactically fell into disuse

Besides the land-tax, there existed a great number
of other taxes, under different denominations, they

were collected more or less arbitral ily, and, as in

course of time, the anarchy in the government as-

sumed greater proportions, they pressed ever heavier

on the population The luial population had as

much to suffer from the exactions of their Mamluk
administrators and proprietors as from the raids

of Arab tribes, which the government was unable

to control

The history of Egypt during this period is a

not very interesting succession of domestic intrigues,

struggles and revolts Until the beginning of the

xviith century the Pashas could more or less main-

tain their authority, but they were replaced too

often to have a lasting influence No less than

1 17 Pashas governed Egypt until the arrival

of the French (a complete list of them is given

in Thureiya, Stcljiill t ^Oihmdni, iv 835 )

Many of them tried to make their short stay as

profitable for themselves as possible, and several

of them had to pay their cupidity with their lives

after their return to Constantinople. In the xviith

century the real powei in the country was exercised

by the great Beys in Cairo, who had the troops

in their hand and tolerated only those Paghas

who did not mterfcie with their affaiis By this

time the two most powerful positions in the

country were those of the commander of Cairo,

called the Sliotkh al Balad and of the Amtr al

Had^dj Some of the Shatlh al-Balad^ are reputed

as good ruleis, especially Isma^^il Bey, who held

that office from 1707 to 1724 But the changes

of power were alvxays of a \iolent kind and pie

vented the forming of a dynasty, Isma^^il’s dtatkh

al haladiAw^ itself had been preceded by a curious

struggle between the two iival parties of the DIiu

’l-hik5riya and the Kasimiya, which had lasted

for three months outside Cairo In 1747 the

Porte tried for the first time to reestablish its

authority by ordciing the governor Raghib Pa^a
to cxtei inmate the Mamluk Beys, this attempt

failed, howevei, completely and the disorders con-

tinued until the appearance of the young Mamluk
^Ali Bey [q v

]
who made himself foi a short

time independent Shaikh al-Balad and lulcr of

Egypt, for the years 1770— 1771 By this time

the Porte began to take more seiious measures

to letain its hold on Egypt, but the legime of

the Mamluk Beys did not end until a foieign

power, 1 ranee, tempoiaiily occupied Egypt [cf

KHEDIVE]
Under such a regime the conditions of living

of the population could not be flourishing It

was not so much the position of Egypt as an

Ottoman piovincc that caused the suffering of

the population, as the lack of a strong central

power Euiopean tiavellers like Vansleb and I ucas

point to the fact that Egypt was, in the wiidh
centuiy a nch country and that by the practical

stopping of the payment of tribute, all the money
remained in the country itself But the iichcs re-

mained only in the possession of the ruling minority,

while the luial population was oppiessed very haidly

The bad oiganisation caused, moreover, from time

to time terrible famines, while, about the middle

of the xviH^ century, began a series of lavaging

epidemics of plague Since the last period of

the Mamluk Sultans the country hal lost, more-

over, a rich source of revenue by the change of

the trade loute to India The transit trade was

now restricted to inner African products and coffee

and aromatics from Arabia, while the exportation of

Egyptian products such as corn, cotton and sugai

was limited The timber that the country needed

had to be imported from lurkey Moreover, the

trade with Christian countries often experienced

serious hindrances from the arbitrary measures ot

the local authorities At the same time the local

industries declined lapidly, one of the causes may
have been the transportation of a large number ot

skilled craftsmen to Constantinople by Salim I,

the once flourishing guild organisation was paralysed

by this measure (cf Thorning, Beitrage zur Kutnt-

ms des tslamischeti Vei einswtsens^ Berlin 1913,

p 81 and al-Djabarti, 1 20)
The decline of Egypt’s economic strength, on

the other hand, made Egypt a relatively quiet posses

Sion for the Porte Only in the very beginning of

Ottoman rule, in 1524, a lurkish governor, Ah-
mad Pasba, tried to take the title of sultan of Egypt,

but afterwaids no attempts to recover independence

were made until the time of ^All Bey Then, however,

the political needs of the European colonial powers
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made Egypt appear again as an important stage 1

on the way to India and opened new possibilities I

of a more independent development, which were
to be realised in the xix^^ ceniuiy In the mean-
time the possession of Egypt had been useful to

lurkey in many respects, the Porte could always

count on an Egyptian contingent of troops in its

wais and the country itself was a base of action

for the military operations in Syria, the Hidjaz

and Yaman The reconquest of Yaman undei

Selim 11 was carefully prepaied in Cano As soon

as the tendency to indepenoence appeared, however,

as under ^All Bey, the luikish hold on Syria and
Arabia was immediately endangeied seriously

Ihe predominant position of Egypt in Islam
was not seriously affected by the Ottoman occupation

Al-Azhar [q v
]
remained one of the most important

centres of Islamic learning, the Turkish Pashas

and other dignitaries showed their acknowledge
ment of this fact by gifts and by the execution

of restoiations to the building, as they did oc-

casionally for other religious instiiions in the country

though Islamic science continued to flouri‘5h,

Egypt did not produce many prominent figuies

in this period In the domain of p,kh the most im-

portant figure was al-Rainli (q v
,
d 1596), the

commentator of al Nawawi, further the mystic al-

al-ShaVxni (q v
,
d 1565), and, as representative

of Arabic philology, ^Abd al Kadir al-Baghdadi

(q V
,
d 1682) In popular mysticism the veneration

of Ahmad al-Badawi [q v
]
by the Ahmadiya held

a laige place

Ihe period of Ottoman domination in Egypt is

not wholly without interest from the point of

view of aichitecture and ait Several goveinois,

beginning with l^a’iibek have constructed mosques

,

these mosques show a kind of transition from the

Mamluk to the Ottoman architectural style There

are also in Cairo several mosques founded by the

Mamluk Beys, like the mosque of Abu Dhahab,

the traitor of ‘All Bey, constructed in 1773 Some
beautiful palaces have likewise been built by the

Mamluks, but only few of them aie still extant

(cf on this subject Mme R I Devonshire,

VEgypte viusnlma?je ct les fondateins de ses mo-

niimentSy Pans 1926, p I15 sqq^

Btbltography Ihe sources for the history
of Egypt undei Ottoman rule have not been

much studied Of the many Arabic woiks have

to be mentioned (cf Broekelmann, G A A
,

11

289 sqq ) Ibn lyas, Badd?i^ al Zuhur fi WakTi i

al-Duhnt
^ 111, Bulak 1312, p loi sqq (until

1522), al-Minhadji, al-Budw al-sdfira fl man
ivaltya 'I Kahtta, MS Vienna, N® 9152 (until

1549), al-Burdji, al Riyad al-zalnta ft Akhbat

Mtst wa d Kahtta^ MS Algiers, 1605,
Ibn Zunbul, Bath Mtp

^
many MSS ( 15 ^ 7

—
1519), al Ishaki (cf Babingei, G 0 W

,
ip 160

sqq \ Dawhat al Azhar ft man waliya'l-Diyat

al Mtsnya also called La(a^f Akhbdr al-Uwal

ft matt tasanafi bi-Mist mm Aibab al-Duwal^

several times punted m Cano 1276, 1296, 1300,

1304 (until 1623), do, al-Rawd al-bastm fl
Akhbar man mada mm alBAwHltm, MSS Pans,

1562 and Brit Mus
,
N® 1251 (until 1623),

al-Ghumrl, Dhakhh at al-Rldm bt- Tcdi tUi Umat if

d’MiSf ft d-Islam^ only m MSS (poem, until

1630), Muhammad b Muhammad b Abi

’

1-Surur,

al-Tuhfa al Bahiya ft Tamalluk Al^Utliman al-

Dtyar al-Mi^riya^ seveial MSS (until 1634),
do., al Rawda al-Zahtya ft Wulat Mt{r al-

Kahtta al-Mtftzzlya^ several MSS (until i6$i),

do
,
al-Kawaktb al S^tra Jl Akhbar Mt\i xva

d-Kahita^ several MSS (until 1645), al-'Awfi,

Tatadjtm al Sawiftk fl Wakfat alSanadjik

several MSS (treats of some events in the years

1658 and 1661), ‘Abd al-K5dir, TadtUt^ MS
Berlin (G A L

^ 11 299, the years 1603— 1643),
Ibrahim al l^attab, Mabdcf al^Adja'tb bt-rna

djifa ft Mtst mtn al MasTftb^ MS at Cairo (6-

^ A
,

11 299, written about 1721), al Damir-

dashi, al Durta al-Marsana ft JVa/rff al-

several MSS (G A L
^

ii 300, the years

1688— 1755), Mustafa b Ibrahim, Tad tkh Mtst
^

MS Copenhagen, N® 159 (the years 1686—

1739), al-Djabarti, ^Adqiftb al-Athar ft d-Tata-

djtm wa d-Aj

h

bar^ Cairo 1236, vol 1 and 11

(from 1694 up to the Trench occupation)

Among the Turkish sources all the great

historical works of the Ottoman Empire since

the time of Selim I should be mentioned, to

begin with the different Saltm tuimes^ on the

conquest of Egypt Haidar Celebi, Tagebuch

des as;yptischen Feldzuges Sultan Seltms^ transl

by Khalil Edhem, Weimar 1916 [^Deutsche 0i tent

bucha ei^ vol xx ) The following deal specially

with Egypt 'Abd al-Samad, Nawadit al Akhtar^

seveial MSS (A* 0 p 58 sqq
,

Turkish

translation and continuation of an older Arabic

work, up till 1540), Salih b Djalal, Tattkh-t

Mtu-t JDqedtd^ several MsS ((7 C TE, p loo

sqq
,
written m 1546), Yusuf b Ni^met-Allah,

T(fitkh-t Mt^r^ MS Turin {^G 0 JV

^

p 121,
lurkish tianslation of an older Arabic work
and continuation up till 1592), 'Ah, Hdldt al-

Kahita mtn al-'AdZit al-Zahit a^ several MSS
{G O fV

y

p 133, written in 1599), Mahmud
b 'Abd Allah, Tcftilh-i Mtst

^
seveial MSS {G

0 fFy p 243 sqq
,
up till 1679)

J J Marcel, Histot) e de Vf^ypte deptits la con-

quete 4rabt jnsqtfa celle des FrangatSy Pans 1834,

p ^\6 sqq (this author uses the more important

Arabic souices), M Delaporte, Abttge chrono-

logtqne de rhtstevt dts Mamlouks d'^Rgypte

deptits lent oristtnejtisqifa laconquttedes Fran^ais^

in Desc) iptton de VFgypte^y xv
,

Pans 1826,

p 322 sqq
,
M A Lanciet, Memotre sur le

systtme d'lmposition terrttoriale et sur Vadmtnt-

shation des ptoitnces de VFgypte^xw Descrtptwn

de I'E^pte^^ xi
,
Pans 1822, p 461 sqq

,
Eian-

gois Charles-Roux, Les ottgines de Fexpedition

d'Lgyptey Pans 1910, the general works on

the history of the Ottoman Empire
Vansleb, Nouvelle Relation d'un voyage fait

en Fgyptey Pans 1677, Ewliya Celebi, Styahet-

ndmcy xth part, not printed, Paul Lucas, Voyage

dans la Tutqutey FAsie^Sourtey PalesttnCy Haute

et Basse hgypte^ etc, Amsterdam 1720, 2 vols
,

B de Maillet, Description de FFgvptCy Pans

1735 Jilso the articles eg\pi and kibt

(J H Kramers)

al-MA^MUN, 'Abu ’i Abbas 'Abd Allah [b

HarDn], 'AbbSsid caliph, born in Rabi' I 170

(Sept 786), son of Harun al-Rashid and a Persian

slave named Maradjd After a desperate struggle,

which ended in the assassination of the Caliph

al Amin [q v] in Muharram 198 (Sept 813), the

latter’s bi other al-Ma^mun ascended the throne,

it was six years, however, befoie he could make
his entry into Baghdad On account of his sympathy

for things Peisian, which was stimulated by the

Mzier al-Fadl b Sahl [q v] the Caliph was not
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at all popular with the Arabs An 'Alid Muham-
mad b Ibrahim, usually called Ibn TabStaba, there-

fore set up as a preteudei to the throne in Kufa

in DjumSda II 199 (Jan -Feb 815) and was sup-

ported by a former adheient of al Mahnun, Abu
U-Saraya Ihe rebels had some success at first

but Ibn Tabataba died suddenly and when the

general Haithama b A'yan [q v
]
advanced against

him, Abu ’1 baraya had to take to flight Soon

afterwards he was taken prisonei and put to
j

death (Rabi' 200 = Oct 815) In the meanwhile

the movement had spread, but the 'Alids made
themselves so hated that Harthama’s troops were

able to restore order everywhere without difficulty

Ihe victorious Harthama, however, was shamefully

rewarded for his services After he had occupied

Merw, the suspicious Caliph had him thrown

into prison where he soon died (Dhu ’1-Ka‘da

200 = June 816) This increased the general

discontent While al-Ma^mun remained for the time

in Merw, the people of Baghdad rebelled and
placed al-Mansur, a son of the Caliph al Mahdi,

at the head of the movement When in Ramadan
201 (March 817) al-Ma^mun designated an ^Alid,

‘^All al-Rida [q v ], as heir apparent and assumed
the green of the ^Alids instead of the black

of the 'Abbasids, the people of the capital elected

Ibrahim, another son of al-Mahdl, Caliph (IJhu

’1-Hidjdja 201 = July 817) Then there weie

troubles in Egypt and in Adharbaidj^n, the people

were stirred up by the Khurrami Babak [q v
]

who terrorised the northern provinces for nearly

20 years In these circumstances al Ma^mun had

finally to leave Merw and go to the Trak (202 =
817) But when the Arabs muidered the vizier

al-Fadl who was particulaily hostile to them, and

'All al-Rida died suddenly, and in addition, the

governor of Wasit, al-Hasan b Sahl, the vizier’s

brothel went mad, or at least was treated as such,

the people of Baghdad had really no longer rea-

son to support Ibrahim and m Safar 204 (Aug

819) al-Ma^mun entered the capital and the ^Alid

colours were exchanged for the 'Abbasid Al Hasan
b Sahl was then lestoied to his governorship,

and a few years later the Caliph married his

daughter Buran [q v ]
As soon as the Caliph

had left Khurasan a rebellion broke out there

among the Haruris At the end of 205 (June of

820) or beginning of 206, Tahir b al-Husain

[q V
] was appointed governor of Khuiasan He

proved in every way fitted for his difficult post

but carried his independence so far that 111 207

(822) he renounced his fealty to the Caliph

Although he died the following day, the Caliph

did not dare to deprive his sons of lahir’s go-

vernorship, and in this way the dynasty of the

Tahirids was founded in Khuiasan In 210 (825-

826) 'Abd Allah b lahir [q v ] after defeating

Nasr b Shabath went by the Caliph’s orders to

Egypt Here the Yamanis, who were loyal to al-

Ma’mun, had begun to fight with the Kaisis who
sided with al-Amin, and the struggle lasted till

the latter’s death A more peaceful peiiod ensued,

but soon new troubles bioke out, and with the

arrival of the Spanish Muslims banished by the

Caliph al-Hakam I [q v
]

the situation became
still more complicated The latter seized the town
of al-Iskandariya, but when 'Abd Allah b Tahir

arrived in Egypt the native rebels had to submit,

and the Spanish intruders retiied to Crete When
'Abd Allah was appointed governor of Khurasan,

the Caliph made his bi other, afterwards the Caliph

al-Mu'tasim, governor of Egypt But in 214 (829)
the Egyptians rose again against his deputy so

that al-Mu'tasim had to go himself to Epypt to

bring the lebels to terms Iwo years afterwards

the people of I ower Egypt again rebelled against

al-Mu'tasim’s officers Ihe Copts defended them-

selves with despeiate vigour until the Caliph

himself airived with fresh tioops and ruthlessly

put down all resistance lowaids the end of the

leign of al Mahnun, the old stiuggle with the

Byzantines broke out again 1 he cause is unknown
but probably Babak was being supported by the

Empeior Theophilos In any case the Ciliph in

Muhariam 215 (March 830) took the field against

the Byzantines accompanied by his son al-'Abbas

[q V
]

In the next two years campaigns were

conducted by al-Ma^inun in peison, as usual the

fortune of war vaiicd, but the Muslims suc-

ceeded in taking the fortress of LuTiCa after a

long siege, whereupon Iheophilos wanted to make
peace But his offer was refused by al-Ma^mun

and in 218 (833) he again invaded Byzantine

territory but died in Radjab (August) of the same

year in Budendun not far from Tarsus, after having

had al-Mu'tasim proclaimed as his successor

In spite of all political tioublesal Mahnun found

time to devote his attention to religious problems and

to the cause of learning His rationalistic tendencies

made him join the Mu'tazills, whose most promi-

nent icpiesentative then was the Kadi Ahmad b

Aba Du^ad [q V
]

Uiged on by him, the Caliph

went so far as m Rahi' I 212 (June 827) to

publicly proclaim the dogma of the creation of

the Kurban and theiefore to raise the Mu'tazila to

be the State religion While he persecuted the

orthodox and catechised them severely about the

soundness of their belief in the Mu'tazila, he

treated the 'Alids with the greatest consideiation

In his leign poetry and learning reached their

golden age It was then that lived men like Abu
lammam and al-Buhturl, each of whom collected

a Hamasa^ the historian al-Wakidi, the t^aditionist

al-Bukhari and the jurist Ahmad b Hanbal Ihe
Caliph also took a special interest in philosophy

and the exact sciences In Baghdad he built an

astionomical observatciy with a fine library, and
the medical school in Djundai Sabur [q v

]
was

an object of his special care Scientific works by

Greek physicians and natural philosophers had

previously been translated into Arabic through

the Syriac, but under al-Ma^mun there was a great

revival of activity in this branch of learning

Bibliogtaphy Ibn Kutaiba, Kttab al-

Ma^artf Wuatenfeld), p 196— i99,Ya%ubi
(ed Houtsma), 11 491, 500—509, 521, 528

—

5751 582, Baladhurl (ed de Goeje), see Index,

Ahmad b Abl lahir laifur, Kttab Baghdad^
Bd vi (ed Kellei), passim, al-Mubarrad, al-

Kamtl (ed Wright), p 171, 174, 241, 558,
labarl, lu 647 sqq

^ 764— 1164, Mas'udi, Mu-
rudj (ed Pans), vi 283 sqq

,
vii loi

,
viii

300 sqq
,

IX 45, 51, 70, al-Aghdnty see Guidi,

Tables alphabetiques
^

Ibn al-Athlr (ed lorn-

beig), vi 74 sqq
^
201— 31 1, Ibn al-liktaka,

al-Fakhri (ed Derenbourg), p 297—316, Mu-
hammad b Shakir, Fawat al-Wafayat^ 1 239

—

41, Ibn Khaldun, aKlbar^ 111 231 sqq
,
Weil,

Gesch d dial
^

11 149 sqq
,
Miiller, A/a;//

tm Morgen- und Abendlandy 1 498 sqq^ Muii,

The Caliphate^ its rise^ decline^ and fall 3,
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P 477 »
Le Strange, Baghdad during the

Abbasid caliphate^ p 103, 195, 237, 306—310,

do
,

The Lands of the Eastei n Caliphate^ see

Index, Browne, An abridged translation of the

history of Tabaiistan by Ibn Isfaudiyai, pas-

sim, Huart, Htsioii e des Aiabes, 1 299 sij^
,

11

345i 363, 368 (K V ZEllERSl^lI'N)

al-MA’MDN, honoufic lakab of the prin-
cipal soveieign of the dynasty of Berber

origin of the Banu Dhi ’l-NUn, who founded

a kingdom with Toledo as its capital on the fall of

the Umaiyad caliphate of Coidova in the first quarter

of the eleventh century [cf the article imu ’i

-

nDn]

A1 Ma’mun, whose full name was Yahya b Isma'^il

b 'Abd al Rahman b ^Amii b Mutarnf b Dhi

’1-Nun, succeeded his father, Isma'^il al /Ifir, on the

latter’s death in 429 (1037) and spent his long

leign in incessant waifaic with all his Muslim neigh-

bours, the dynasties of Saragossa, Valencia, Badajoz,

Seville and Cordova

The beginning of his reign was mainly occupied

by a stiuggle with the powerful king of Saragossa,

Sulaiman b Had al-Musta‘^m, who disputed the

possession of Guadalajara (Wadi ’1 Hidjaia) with

him and took this town Al-Ma^mun set out against

him but was defeated and had to retire to Talavera

in which he \vas besieged He was then reduced

to seek an alliance with and to own the suzeiainty

of the king of I eon and Castile, herdinand I In

spite of the help of the Christian king he could

not bung his enemy Ibn Hud to terms Al MaYnun
then turned for help to the king of Seville al-

MuTadid b ' \bbad and to obtain it had to declaie

himself the vassal of the pseudo caliph Ilisham II

Ibn ‘^Abbad then fighting the Aftasids of Badajoz

[q V
]

did not give al-Ma^mun the help for which

he hoped and Ibn Hud beeaming bolder, laid

waste the country of loledo and foiced its in-

habitants to submit to him He would undoubtedly

have deprived al Ma'^mun of his kingdom if he
had not died in 438 (1046)

Ihe lest of al-Ma^mUn’s leign was spent in a

struggle with the Aftasid prince of Badajoz, Mu-
hammad b 'Abd Allah al Muzaffai, and hostilities

between the two dynasties continued for several

years with vaiying success In 457 (1065) al Ma’mun
seized Valencia Ihe king of Valencia, al Mansur
'Abd al ^Aziz b Abi ^Arnir, had died at the end

of 452 (1060— 1061) and his young son 'Abd al-

Malik al-Muzaltar had succeeded him but his lands

aroused the cupidity of herdinand I who besieged

him Under the pretext of assisting him, al-Ma’mun

came to ^Abd al-Malik in Valencia and soon depiived

him of his throne

A few years before his death, al-Ma^miin was
asked by the Berber lord of Carmona, al-'Izz b
Ishak al-BurzSli, to come to his assistance against

the attacks of the ^Abbadid king of Seville al-

MuHadid on his little kingdom Al Ma^mun occupied

Caimona and as a lesult of negotiations with

al-Muhadid, he abandoned this town to him in

return for a promise of his assistance in taking

Cordova, then luled by a prince of the family of

the Djahwarids Once more the ^Abbadid failed

him at the last moment On his death his son

and successor al-Mu‘'tamid [q v
]

took up al-

Ma^mun’s plan on his own account, seized Cordova
m 461 (1068) and left his son 'Abbad theie as

governor But a few years later in 467 (1075),
al Ma^mun with the help of a Cordovan of low
biith, Ibn ^Ukasba, was able to hatch a plot

which made him master of Cordova Six months
later, al Ma^mUn was poisoned on the iith

’l-KaMa 467 (June 28, 1075) either at the insti-

gation of al-MuTamid, king of Seville, or of Ibn
^Ukasha His son YahyS al-Kadir succeeded him
A few years later, Alfonso VI took Toledo
The long reign of al-Ma’mun is quite charac-

teristic of the period of the muluk al-lawlLif of

the Iberian Peninsula He certainly increased his

dominions but his conquests were ephemeral and
he was one of the first to have no scruples about

an alliance with the Christian princes of Castile

and I eon in order to fight other Muslim rulers

of al-\ndalus He even affoided hospitality at his

court for nine months to Alfonso VI when the

latter was deposed by his brother Sancho of Castile

Bibliography Ibn Haiyan, apud Ibn
Bassam, al-Djakhtra^ passim

y Ibn T^ari, al~

Bayan al-mugh? tb^ vol 111 (ed E I 6vi-Provengal,

in the press), p 227—283, R Dozy, Scriptoi urn

aiabum loci de Abbadidis^ passim
^
do, Histone

des Musulmans iVhspagney iv 1 19, 127, 155 sqq
,

A Prieto Vives, Los Reyes de taifasy Madrid 1926,

p 23, 4ij_53—54 (E_ LLVi-PRovE\gAi)
al-MA^MUN, Abu ’l-'Ala^ IdrIsb Ya'kUbai-

MansUr B YDsut B ^Abd ai-Mu^mi\b ‘^Aii, ninth
sovereign of the Almohad dynasty, boin

10581 (1185— 1186) m Malaga, of the mairiage of

his father with the Spanish princess Safiya, daughter

of the amii Abu 'Abd Allah b Mardani^ (Martinez)

Ihe Aiab historians pay liigh tributes to the

good qualities of this prince who was very well

lead, equally well veised in profane and religious

learning At a time when the Almohad dynasty

was much troubled by the strife stirred up by

pretenders, he was able by his eneigy to postpone

foi several years its final collapse

At first al Ma^mun served in Spain as the

lieutenant of his brothci Abu Muhammad ^Abd
Allah al-^Adil then on the thione Ihe latter had
soon to leave the Peninsula and return to Morocco
without having been able to subdue the rebel

leader Abii Muhammad al Baiyasi supported by

heidinand 111 of Castile, but he was soon betrayed

by his own men in his own land and assassinated

in 624 (1127) Ihis murder was followed by the

almost simultaneous proclamations of al-Ma^mun

and another Almohad pretender, nephew of the

pieceding, Yahya b al-Nasii b al-Mansur, who
took the honoufic lakab of al-MuTasim bTlHli On
his accession and without leaving Spain, al-Ma^mun

was soon able to make himself recognised in the

greater pait of his empire and to get rid of the

lebel al-BaiyasI But almost immediately a rebellion

bloke out in the east of al-Andalus, in which

Muhammad b Yusuf of the powerful family of

the Banu Hud was proclaimed caliph m the town

of Murcia At the same time the prestige of

Yahya al-MuTasim increased in Moiocco and his

partisans became more and more numerous

Feeling himself powerless in Spain and forced

to turn his eyes towards Africa al-Ma^mun was

foiced to seek an alliance with the king of Castile

1 he latter agreed to support al-Ma^mun under

veiy harsh terms, including the surrender of ten

Muslim strongholds of the ffonteta and the building

of a church and the granting of fieedom of worship

m Mairakush In return, al-Ma^miln received a

body of 12,000 Christian mercenaries with whom
he at once went to the Maghrib He was soon

able to enter Marrakush m triumph, after having
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defeated the army of al-Mu'^tasim in 627 (1230)

Enraged at the defection of the Almohad Mikhzen
so devoted to his predecessors, al-MVmun took a

decision at Manakush, that was quite unprecedented

in the annals of the dynasty He stigmatised the

memoiy of the Mahdi Ibn Tumart, denied him
“impeccability” and had a large number

of Almohad shaikhs executed whom he suspected

of having betrayed him The rest of the reign of

al-Ma^mun was spent in tiying to put down
several rebellions in the Maghrib, but he did not

succeed in bunging his rival to terms for the

latter was able to take and plimdei MairSkush On
hearing this, al-Ma^mun, then busy with the siege

of Ceuta, hurried off to the capital at once but fell

ill and died on the way in the valley of the Wadi
’1 'Abid at the end of Dhu ’

1-Hidjdj'^ 629 (Oct 1232)
B tbltograp hy Ibn Abl Zar^, Rawd al

Ktr(as^ ed Tornberg [Annates 1 egitm Mann-
tantae\ Upsala 1843, p 166— 169, al Ilnlal

al maw^hiya (Tunis 1329), p 123— 125, Ibn

Khaldun, ^Ibar^ Histotre des Bet bensy ed de

blane, i 342—344, transl do, n 233—237,
al-Nasiri al-SalawI, al-Istiksa^ (Cano), ii 197—
200, transl I Hamet [Archives Matocatnesy

xxxii
,
Pans 1927), p 213—225, R Millet, Les

Almohades^ Pans 1923, p 145—^150

__ (E LfVI-PROVFNgAl)
MA^MUNIS, n a me of a dynasty
In the iv^h (xth) century OjurtljanTya, to the

north of modern Khiva, was a dependency of

Bukhara and was ruled by a line of princes called

the Ma^mQnis Nothing is mentioned about them

by the Oriental historians till 382 (992) when
Madman b Muhammad b ^Ali, ruler of Djurdjaniya,

IS said to have assisted Amir Ndh b Mansur the

Samanid in his exile during the tempoiaiy occu-

pation of Bukhara by Bughra Khan« ruler of

Kashghar In 385 (995) Ma^mun attacked Aba
'Abd Allah, ruler of Kh^arizm, in order to punish

him for his treachery to Abu ^Ali Simdjuri, took

him prisoner and annexed Kh^arizm Ma^mun was
assassinated in 387 (997) His son Abu ’

1-Hasan

^Ali succeeded to the thione, and mariied a sister

of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna Abu ’1 Hasan died

about 399 (1008— 1009) and was succeeded by

his brother Abu ’l-*^Abbas Ma’mun Abu ’

1-Abbas

married his brother’s widow, the sister of Sultan

Mahmud Shortly after this he gave offence to

his aimy by doing homage to Sultan Mahmud
The commanders of the army organised a rebellion

against him, put him to death on ^awvval 15,

407 (March 16, 1017) and raised one of his sons

to the throne On hearing this, Sultan Mahmud
marched to Kh^Srizm to avenge the death of his

brother-in-law, defeated the rebels at Hazaiasp on
Safar 5, 408 (July 3, 1017), and executed the

leaders of the insurrection All the scions of the

royal house were taken prisoners and sent to

Khurasan The kingdom of Kh^anzm was annexed

and placed under the command of Altuntash with

the title of Khwanzmshah But after the return

of Sultan Mahmud to Ghazna, Abu Ishak, father-

in-law of Abu ’1 'Abbas Ma^mUn, tried to establish

himself in Kh^arizm but he was defeated by AltUntash

The rulers of this dynasty were famous patrons

of learning, and it was at the court of Abu ’I-'Abbas

Ma’mun that Abu Raihan al-BirunI, the astronomer,

Aba 'Air b Sina and Abu ’

1-^air b I^ammar,
the physicians, and Abu Nasr b 'Arral?, the

mathematician, flourished
{

This dynasty has been confused by the Ta^nkh-t

GtiJda and Ta^ttkh 1 Diahan AtU of Kadi Ahmad
GhaffSrl, with the I'arighunis who were the rulers

of Djuzdjanan

Btblto^iaphy al-'Utbi, Ktlab al-Yamwiy

ed Lahoie, p 77 sq
^ 94—96, 106, 300-303,

Abu ’I hadl Bnliaki, Ta^nkh-t Mas^udiy ed

Moiley, p 834—853, Nizami Samail^andi, //(Jr

Malaldy G M Sy p 76—80, 241—244, Ibn

al-Athir, Kamil^ ed Tornberg, i\ 93 sq
y 184

sq
y

\l, de Zambaur, Manuel de genealogie et de

chionologicy p 205 _
(Muhammad Nazim)

MA'MURET al ‘^AZIZ, the name given to the

new town of Mezrc, built beside Khaiput

[q V
] in honour of Sultan ‘^Abd al-'Aziz In time

the name became applied to the new wilayet

formed in 1879 around Kharput Me?re, this con-

sisted of tluee sandjaks al-'Aziz, Khozat and Ma-
latiya As a result of the administrative refoims

of 1340 (1921) each of these sandjaks became an in-

dependent wilayct but later modihcations were made
According to the oflicial annual of 1925— 1926,

the wilayet of Ma'muret al-'Aziz has an area of

11,299 sq km or 12,428,900 domini'^y of which

3,124,596 aie arable It contains 6 kadas the

cential kada, Palii, Kharput, Keban, 'Aiabkir,

Kemaliye (this new name replaces the historical

one of Egin)

Ihe annual of 1926— 1927 records an even more

radical reorganisation The aiea of the wilayet of

al-'Aziz IS given as 1 7,268 sq km with 1,562,296

donums of arable land The wilayet which lost the

western kadas ('Arabkir and Egin) has been ex-

tended on N and E It has 1 1 kad^s subdivided

into 32 naht)as with names little known and
difficult to transliterate

1 the kada al ^Aziz, wuth the nahiyt Khan-

kendi, Mull i kendi, Icme, lOruhafliya (^), Frenlei

(Ayuwus), Ball-Bey, Khaiput, Congii^, Sarni

(Diyiidi)

2 Keban, with only one nahiyt lahir

3 Baskil Mushar Huyuk, Izoli (Komur khan),

Karabekan (Menwan), beywan

4 Pdlu Gok-deie (and Bulan?k) Okhi (and

Lower BulanYk), Kara-cor

5 Khozat (Dersim) Babkan (Elghazi), Kei-

mili, Amutl^a, Sin, Derc Aghzunik
6 ( emish-gezek Waskowan, Bash-Wartemk,

Kermili, Waskeiu (Pashaweng), C ar'»andjak, Shawak
(Albishker = Awi-shekei ^)

7 Mazgerd Pakh, leieshmek, Mukhand?
(Mu^und? ^^)

8 Cabakcur Perkhenguk (Kamran)
The kadas without nahtye are

9 O wadjTk

10

Gendj-merkez (Dilrhini)

II Ma'den

Numbei Numbei Number
of the kada of villages of inhabitants

I 241 52,700
2 78 22,494

3
? 16,117

4 333 17,496

5 127 1 2,000
6 ? ?

7 180 13,000
8 104 1 2,000

9 87 6,180
10 ? 5,649
II ? 11,476
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The wilayet (without Cemish gezek) has there-

fore 171,631 inhabitants The events of the war
and the suppression of the Kind rising in 1925
must have had far reaching effects on the ethnical

aspect of this territory Before the war the population

was mixed Kurd, Armenian and “Zaza” (a people

speaking an Iranian dialect, q v )

Bibliography cf the fundamental article

KHARPUt, Turkiye JQ^emhuriyeti Deivlet Salna

mesi^ 1925— 1926, p 836—841, do, 1926—
1927, p 694 (V Minorsky)
MA‘N B AWS, an early Muhammadan

poet of the tribe of the BanU Muzaina His
peiiod can be established with some accuracy

From the Kttab al~A ghani we know that he com-
posed a panegyric on 'Omar I and a lampoon on
'Abd Allah b al Zubair for his lack of hospitality,

the latter is preserved in the Agkanl as is the

beginning of the former The panegyric survives

also in the Dlwan^ where it is dedicated to 'Omar’s
j

son 'Asim The Aghani further records that Ma'n
lived to the beginning of the fitna between 'Abd
Allah and Marwan b al-Hakam, 1 e to 64 (684)
The poet must therefore have been born about

the beginning of the Muslim era The A ^hani

further gives details of his private life and the

Diwan also gives similar information He had an
estate in Arabia and made journeys to Syria and
the 'Irak One of his wives came from Syria He
also took part in the wars of his tribes In his

old age he became blind

Up till recently all that \^e knew of Ma'n’s

poems were the fragments preserved in the Aghani
and elsewhere P Schwarz however discovered in

the Escorial an incomplete manuscript of the

Diwan with a commentary, the work of al-K5lf

[q v] which he published in 1903 with a short

introduction and translation of the notices in the

Aghani H Reckendorf supplemented this In

1927 Kamal Mustafa published an edition in Cairo

It lacks some poems given by Schwarz, on the

other hand it has two fragments not given by
him The introduction is in part a literal translation

of Schwarz, who is mentioned by name It is not

clear from it on what the edition is based It

seems however to be based simply on Schwarz’s

edition without new manuscripts and, compared
with It, only shows corruptions of the text, omissions

and additions from other sources

Bibliography Kitab al-Aghani. x 164-

168, P Schwarz, Gedichte des Ma^n Ibn Aus,

Leipzig 1903 (cf Noldeke, in Z -<4 , 1903,

p 274 sqq and Reckendorf, 0 L Z 19041

p 138— 140), where further sources are given,

Ma^n Ibn Aws.^ Hayatuhu.^ ^H'ruhu, Akhbaruhu.^

d/ama^ahu Kamal Mustafa, Cairo 1927
(M Plessner)

MA'N B MUHAMMAD b Ahmad b SUmXdih
at-TucjIbI Abu’l-Ahwas or AbU Yahya, founder
of a dynasty in the little principality of Almena,
in Eastern Spam in the middle of the xith century

A D The principality had been founded in 1025
by the two 'Amirid “Slavs” K|iairan and Zuhair

On the latter’s death in 1037, their overlord 'Abd
al-'AzIz b Abi 'Amir, king of Valencia, declared

It his property and in 1041 placed his brother in-

law Ma'n b ^amadilj as governor there The lat-

ter belonged to a noble family of Arab origin,

his father had been one of the generals of the

celebrated Hatijib al-MansQr [q v] and was go-

vernor of the town of Huesca Ma'n remained

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

loyal to the king of Valencia for nearly four years,

then cast off his allegiance and declared himself

independent He reigned at Almena for a few
years longer and died in Ramadan 443 (Jan 1052)

Bibliogi aphy Ibn 'Idh^rl, al-Bayan al-

mughrib.^ vol 111 (ed E L^vi-Provengal, in the

press), p 167, R Dozy
^
Recherches sur Thistoire

et la litierature de VEspagne pendant le Moyen-
hge^ Leyden 1881, vol 1, p 241 and appen-
dices XIX and xx

,
A Prieto Vives, Los Reyes

de iaifas.^ Madrid 1926, p 40, 44, 61

(E LfeVI-PROVENgAL)
MA'N b ZA’IDA, Abu ’l WalTd al-ShaibXnI,

a Muslim general and governor In the

Omaiyad period Ma'n was in the service of the

governor of the 'Irak, Yazid b 'Omar b Hubaira,

and took part in the fighting against the 'Alid rebel

'Abd AllSh b Mu'awiya and the general of the 'Ab-
basids Kahtaba b Shabib as well as against his son

al Hasan He thus gamed the enmity of al-Mansur
and after the murder of Ibn Hubaira had to go
into hiding to escape the vengeance of the 'AbbSsids

But when the Rawandis [q v
]
went to al-HashimTya

(probably in 14 1 = 758—759) and tried to storm

the palace of the caliph, because he had had
their ringleaders arrested, Ma'n came out of his

retirement, drove back the rebels with his men
and rescued al Mansur, who at once pardoned
him and gave him the governorship of the Yaman
Here he favoured his fellow tribesmen, the Banu
Rabi'a, while the Yamanis were treated with the

greatest severity He was transferred to Sidjistan,

according to the usual date, m 151 (768—769)
and his son ZS^da followed him as governor

of the Yaman Soon afterwards, probably the next

year, Ma'n was murdered in Bust by some Kha-
ridjis, who had gamed an entrance to his house
by pretending they were workmen doing repairs

1 51 and 158 are given for the year of his death,

in addition to 152
Bibliography Ya'kubi, ed Houtsma, lu

389 , 448, 462 sq
,
Tabari, 11 1978— 1980,

111 16, 63—65, 130-133, 368 sq, 394—397
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Mas'adi, Mwudj, ed Pans, vi 45 ,
168— 170,

256 sq
, 316 ,

Ibn al-Athlr, ed Tornberg,

v 284, 309, 336 383—385,464, VI 15,

16, Ibn Khallikan, ed Wiistenfeld, N® 742,
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(K V Zettfrstfen)
MA'N (BanU), Emirs of the Lebanon

Then political history begins with the Turkish

conquest of Syria We do not know if they were

of Arab origin like the Banu Bohtor, or Kurds like

the DjunblSt, or Maghnbi like the 'Abd al Samad,

the Talhuk etc
,
who came to the Lebanon in the

retinue of the Fatimids When, m the xviitb century,

the biographer Muhibbi ( Khulasat al-Atha? ft
A^yan al-Karn al-hadi ^as^ry 111 266) was col-

lecting the records of the family of the Banu Ma'n,

he found they were not agreed about the genealogy

of their ancestors But he is certain that they had

long been in possession of the emirate of Shof

(Southern Lebanon) He is certain that they did

not belong to the princely family of the Lebanon

Tanukli It is none the less surprising that m the

monograph, which he devotes to the latter family

{Ta^rikk Bairut, ed Cheikho) Salih b YahyS

deliberately passes over the Banu Ma'n

The Ma'n seem to have early adopted the

teaching of the Druses This step secured them
the sympathies of the Druses of the Lebanon and

IS
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of the Wadi ’

1-Taim at the foot of Hermon In

the latter district they were allied with the Shi-

hab emirs Enfeebled by the struggles with the

'Alam al Din — their lelations and also their secu

lar iivals — the BanH TanQldi, themselves divided

into Kaisis and Yamanis, underwent the fate of

such exhausted organisms and ended by breaking

up The Ma'^nids were only waiting the opportunity to

seize their political heritage Ihis was given by
j

the Ottoman conquest of Syria

On the eve of the battle of Dabik (1516) be-

tween the Turks and the Mamluks of Egypt they

divined in time to which side victory >vould m
dine and wiser than the Tanukh declared for the

Turks Their chief at that time >\as the emir

Fakhr al Dm I He was one of the first of the

Syrian chiefs to hasten to Damascus to congratulate

Selim I on his victory Favourably impressed by

his protestations of devotion, the Sultan sent him
back to the Lebanon with enhanced prestige and
authority at the expense of the Tanukh In this

accession ofpower, the Ma'nid emir wasmuch assisted

hy Q)azali, a tiaitor to the Mamluk cause, to

whose fortunes he had decided to link that of his

family We do not know how he escaped the

catastrophe that overwhelmed (Jan 1521) his

protector Ghazdl, who m the end played traitor

to the Tuiks also

In 1544 the emir Kurkmas succeeded his father

Fakhr al Din and in 1585 there took place at

Djun 'Akkar the plundering of the caravan which

was taking to Constantinople the taxes collected

m Egypt and Syria The Ottomans accused the

Ma'n of complicity and of having sheltered the

criminals Iheir troops invaded the Lebanon The
emir Kurkmas shut himself up m the inacces-

sible rock of Sliaklf Tirun near Djizzln (Southern

I ebanon) and died there of chagrin or poison (1585)
The most remarkable of the Ma'nids was un-

doubtedly the son and successor of Kurkmas,
called Fakhr al-Dln (1585— 1635), like his grand

father The partisans of the cause of independence

in the Lebanon regarded him as a precuisor and
have never ceased to invoke the example of his

efforts for his country For an account of his

career see the article on him (ii
, p 45) The

conquests beyond the Lebanon and his relations

with European powers brought down upon him
the vengeance of the Poite He had to go into

exile in Italy and leave to ^Ali, the eldest and

most gifted of his sons along with his own brother

Yunus, the administration of the Lebanon (1613)
On a promise to dismantle the chief fortresses of

the Lebanon the Porte recognised 'All and even,

after five years of exile, allowed his father Fakhr
al-Din to return to the Lebanon His son 'Ah
displayed no enthusiasm at his return (1618) The
new conquests of his father soon began to disturb

the Porte, who resolved to make an end of the

troublesome Ma'nid vassal Surprised by superior

forces in the Wfidi
’

1-Taim his son 'All fell fighting

bravely and Fakhr al Din was taken to Constan-

tinople and put to death (1635)
The Central and Southern Lebanon, “the Moun-

tain of the Druses” as it was officially called, was

then handed to the family of the 'Alam al Din,

whose ambitions had never ceased from the be-

ginning of the rise of the BanC Tanukh, to thwart

the efforts of all the rulers of the Lebanon One of

their first acts was to exterminate the last scions of

the Tanukh This crime facilitated the rise to

power of the Sfiihab Their excesses and the regret

for the Ma'nids soon made the 'Alam al-Dm unpo-

pular After their expulsion from the Lebanon the

Ma'nid emir Mulhim followed, his son Ahmad
succeeded in regaining a precarious authority under

the jealous supervision of the Turkish Pashas Ihc

moie distinguished of the tw^o emirs was Mulhim,

son of the emir Yunus and nephew of the gieat

Fakhr al-Din He luled for about 20 years Both

continued the libeial traditions of their jllustrious

ancestor Like him they protected the colonies of

Christian agiiculturists whom he had invited fiom

northern Lebanon and for whom he had built

chuiches and monasteries

Ahmad, giand nephew of Fakhi al-Dm II, died

in 1697 without leaving male heirs and the family

of the MaSiids thus became extinct Turkey could

no longer have any illusions aliout the rebellious

nature of the Lebanese and their impatience under

a foreign yoke To assume the direct goveinment

of the 1 ebanon was not attractive to the Porte

and would have forced it to undertake its con-

quest The grave political ciisis through which

lurkey was then passing prevented a new expe

dition being undertaken, the risks of which were

very well known On the other hand the rule of

the 'Alam al Din with official support had not

given satisfactory results On promise of the pay-

ment of an annual tribute, the notables of the

Lebanon were authoiised to form a general assembly

at Sumkaniya (piovince of Shuf) to elect a governor

to inherit the legacy of the Banu Ma'n Their choice

fell upon the Slphab emirs, allies and relatives of

the old emirs

Ma'nid EmIrs

hakhr al-Din I (f 1544)

I

Kuikmas (t 1585)

Fakhr al Dm II (f 1635) Yunus

'Ah (t 1635) Mulhim (t 1657)

I

Ahmad (f 1697)

Bibliogiaphy see that of the article

I-AKIIR Ai-i)lN and the notices of xvii^b century

individuals scattered through Muhibbi’s biogra-

phical work quoted above, among them i 381-

387, 111 266 sqq, 299—303, IV 396, 409,
426—427, Haidar Shihab, Ta^rtkh^ Cairo 1900,

P 709-717, 722—725, 731^741, lannus

^idyaV, Ta'rikh al A^yan ft Lubnan^
Bairiit 1859, p 247—345, Ristelhueber, Les

traditions Jrangatses an Ltban

^

Pans 1918, p 18-

21 ,
H 1 ammens, La Syne, precis historique,

Bairut 1921, 11 57, 66—94 (H Lammens)
MA'NA (a

)
means m the old language sense,

significance and is so used as a giammatical
term In philosophical language the use of the

word varies from the most general to the most
particular so that it is impossible to give a general
translation for it It occuis in quite untechnical
connections as “thought”, “what is meant” or
simply “thing” etc but also has the special
meaning of “conception” or as the Dictionary of
Technical Tertns^ ed by Sprenger, has it “an
image of the intelligence {qUra iphthmya) in so
far as a word corresponds to it, i e m so far as
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It IS meant by a word” Horten has investigated

the special meaning of the word in metaphysics
O ^

(IVas bedeutet ah phtlosophtscher Terminus}^

in Z D M G
^
Ixiv 391 sqq) According to him,

ma^na is an “incorporeal reality” not merely a

subjective conception In this use it is regularly

contrasted to ^tfa

The plural mc^ani is the name of a branch of

study, namely, rhetorical style

Btb Itogr aphy in the article, cf also the

dictionaiies and 'JSshkopruzade, Mtftah al-Sa^ada

s V V/w al’Ma^am (M Plessnlr)
MANAF IS the name of an early-Aiabian

idol which was venerated by Kuraish and Hudhail,

as may be concluded from the fact that among
these clans the name ‘Abd ManSf “servant of

Manaf” occuired It is said that one of Muham-
mad’s ancestors — the pedigree being Muhammad
b ^Abd Allah b ^Abd al-Muttalib b Ha^hnn b
^Abd Manaf — received this name, because his

mother consecrated him to Manaf, who was then

the chief deity of Makka
Whether this last statement be true or not, it

does not restore to life a deity whose individuality

remains to us as dim as that of all its companions
Ibn al-Kalbi knows nothing of its whereabouts,

except that menstruating women were bound to

keep themselves at a distance fiom it

The name does not occur either m the Kurban

or in classical haditJi It derives from a root n-w-f^

which in several Semitic languages conveys the

meaning of “being elevated”

Btb Itograp hy al-labari, ed de Goeje,

1 1091 sq
,
Wellhausen, Reste at abtschen Hetden^

turns

^

2nd ed
, p 56 sq (A J Wensinck)

MANAKIB (a ), plural of mankaba^ means the

merits and doings of a miraculous nature
of celebrated holy persons of Islam, heads of schools,

saints and founders of tanka Other terms like

karamat^ fadahi are used with the same meaning
but less fiequently We have the titles or manu-
scripts of several works on eastern matiaktb Iladjdji

Khalifa gives a long list of them Among the most
notable may be mentioned the manakib of 'Umar
b al-Khattab, of Ahmad b Hanbal, of al Shafi'i

and of Aba Hanifa

I he literature of the manaktb assumed a special

development in Morocco from the end of the middle

ages Ihe majority of the shaikhs who played a

part in the great renaissance of Isl2m in this

country at that time had one or more monographs
devoted to their manakib after their deaths

For a more detailed study of the place occupied

by the genre of manaktb in the Aiabic literature

of Morocco cf my Historicns des Chorfa^ Essat

^ut la litterature historique et biographtque ati

Maroc du an XX^fne stech^ Pans 1922,

p 44—54 and 220 sqq (E Lfevi-PROVENgAL)

MANARA, tower, minaret
Material, structure and adornment

The use of brick or stone for manaras depended
on the material generally used for building in the

country in question The manSras in Spam were
therefore of stone so far as one can judge from

those still extant, m the African Maghrib mainly

of brick, in Cairo of stone, in Arabia, Syria,

Anatolia, Armenia and Mesopotamia of both, in

the ^Iral^, Persia and Afghanistan of brick and m
India of both In Persia there are isolated excep-

tions, like the manara in Kerat, a structure of

stone and lime with an outer covering of tiles,

indeed stone and lime were very often used

for the foundations and bases without affecting

the character of the edifices themselves m brick

Of considerable importance from the artistic point

of view IS the outer covering of a layer of tiles

in Persia and the 'Irak, from the variations and

patterns of which the manaras receive their decor-

ative exteriors, by alternating horizontal and vert-

ical layers {hazarbaf^ bonding), by alternating reliefs

and depressions, ornamental areas aie formed

from which strips of oinament or script arise

formed of tiles specially prepared for the purpose

The Turkestan and TimUrid manaras are decorated

with coloured glaze In the post-Timurid period

also the glaze continually appears, especially in

the pair of minarets which now commonly flank

the entrance to a mosque (labriz, Mashhad, etc)

It is in the Guldests, the balconies round the top,

that the art of working decoratively in brick

reaches its height Here the necessary basis foi

the balcony was formed by brackets arranged in

layers or rows of cells (stalactite-like cornices,

mukarnas)
Object and Significance The term manara

or minat is applied to all Muslim towers They were

used not only for religious purposes as places

from which to call to prayer and to maik raos

ques but also, as before the Muslim conquest,

for profane purposes as watch- and signal-towers

Ihe tower on the top of a hill at Kerat in Kho-
rasan (cf below) is from its isolated commanding
position intended as a signal-tower or column of

victory and it shows that these towers were built

in the Muslim period exactly like the manaras

of mosques In form and style these erections,

serving different purposes, form one category, into

which they also fall objectively from having the

same name There aie 1 number of early lefer-

ences to such manaras, which were intended to

be indicatois for caravans and watch-towers (cf

Diez, Fetsien^ Islam Bk tn Xhurasdn^ p 59)
Such toweis were however found all over the

Asiatic plains and through China to the Pacific

Ocean Of course very few of them were woiks

of art There are a number of exceptions in the

contemporary names for such towers, like that of

Mahmud of Ghazna which is called an amah in

an inscription (see below) One of the minarets

of the musalla in Heiat is called simply ^imarat

in the inscription (cf Niedermayer-Diez, Afghan

mstany p 59) The stambhas or lats erected by

king Asoka in India between 250—232 B c may
be claimed as piecursors of the minarets of eastern

Islam, although actually pillars of much smaller

size than a minara, many of them already show

the same division into a polygonal and a cylm

drical section Their object was also half religious

and half monumental in character They in turn

came from the Indo Aryan columns of wood which

were put up from the earliest times as symbols of

the deity Ihe Indo-Buddhist stambha of brick in

Kabul of uncertain date is a connecting link between

these and the eailiest Muslim memorial towers

in Ghazna (see below)

Shape From this similaiity just mentioned,

it is evident that the manaras follow the tiaditional

shape of the towers of the country in question

In the Mediterranean lands, as H Thiersch has

shown. It was the lighthouses and m Syria the

watch-towers, dwelling and church-towers that
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were the predecessors in form of the manfiras

Thi^ malwlya's of SSmarrS and the roanSra of Ibn

in Cairo again go back to old Oriental

|n<bdels In Persia and Sidjistan also, Nestorian

^hntch towers may have given the early manSras

^eir square and polygonal shape (cf Diez, Per^^

sun^ Isl Bk tn KhurAsdn^ p 75), but in the

rivalry of shapes in the eastern empire the slender

cylindrical manSra, which is often also called

mil^ won. It was the victory of the monumental
building without windows over the western dwel-

ling-tower with windows Their earliest precursors

were, as already mentioned, the Indian 15ts The
observatory towers built by Sultans Mahmud and
Mas^Gd III in Ghazna were built as memorials of

victories like the Indian Djayastamhha^ Then
shape was suggested by India but remodelled by the

spirit of Muslim Persia and given a character of

their own (cf Diez, op «/, p 76 and 151 sqq^
The best monumental evidence of Indian inspi-

ration is the Kutb MinSr [q v
]

in Dehli (beg of

viith = xiiith century
,
cf M v Berchem, in Diez,

Churasantsche Baudenkm
, p 109 sqq

) The fact

that the Persians called them mil points to their

ancestry, the primitive poles and pillars used as

indicators To such poles, which can still be found

at the present day at saints’ tombs, revered by
the common people in the country districts of

Persia, may perhaps be traced the square and

octagonal decorative shafts of the city and mos-

que fwSns, found in pairs in Persian towns with

Turkish inhabitants and m Asia Minor Although
they are frequently in the shape of minarets and
have a gallery, their object is as a rule merely de-

corative Both groups of manaras, the square and
the round, are hollow towers with a staircase

winding up inside opening out on the gallery In

the old Persian minarets of brick, these galleries

or guidests have been completely destroyed as

they were made of wood We must imagine them
to have stood on cornices of cells with carved

wooden railings, rafters and roofs such as may be
seen everywhere in the surviving minSras at po-

pular places of pilgrimage like KarbalG^, Kum
and Mashhad A comparison with the galleries m
the towers of the wooden churches of Eastern

Europe (e g m Transylvania) points to the descent

of the minaret galleries from wooden buildings of

an everyday character

Form and Significance of the manaras
In spite of the similarity of purpose there is a

marked difference, indeed contrast, between the

minarets of eastern and western Islam The square

and polygonal minarets of the Maghrib, Egypt
and Syria are still essentially buildings for ha-

bitation
,
the cylindncal manGras of the eastern lands

are on the other hand distinctly monumental
buildings, pillars symbolic of the deity The angular

minarets of the west are divided into stories by
mouldings and have windows for communication
with the outer world, they are usually heavy on
a broad base, while in contrast the cylindrical

minarets of the east incorporate the symbol of the

absolute which has this form, the unique, the ab
stract, the irresistible ascension to the deity with-

out transitions or stopping places The minarets
of the west remain individual towers, of which
hardly two are;||)^, in the east of the vith (xiith)

century the cylmmcal form was already established

as the absolute and only one, never to be altered nor
made capable of ascension, as the only possible

form of manara The minarets of the west thus

remain ex-watch-, church- or lighthouse-towers

without bells or lights, decorative survivals of a

culture foreign to their nature, those of the east

on the other hand were etherealised and became

spiritual manSras The Cairo minarets were an

interesting sport in their shape, the Persian and

Turkish on the other hand a confession of faith

in monumental form They soar up to the heavens

with unimpeded vigour The silhouette of their

tiled decoration rises upwards on close inspection

till finally the eye of the beholder is held by the

marked effects of light and shade on the guldest

Ihe toim of the guldest hovever is chosen with

an idea of magical effect Ihe spire rests on a

gallery of cells, the secret of the construction of

which the spectator cannot easily grasp and the

decorative gallery of wooden rafters and railings

glitters with bright colours above it A coat of

glaze and the gilt top reflect far and wide a magic

reflection like the glazed domes
Shape and development of the manara

in different countries — Syriais the original

home of the square manara, which there took over

the old native foim for watch towers, dwelling-

towers or grave-towers and the church-tower which

succeeded them Islam at first used the existing

pre Islamic towers as minarets, on to which mos-

ques were frequently built, when old churches which

already had towers were not taken over and adapted

(cf Briinnow in Thiersch, Pharos^ p loi) The
oldest minaiets of this kind are in Hawran, the

land of stone building xar* which contained

many old undecaying stone-towers (Bosra, manara

of the mosque of 'Omar b al I£hattab, inscription

of the time of the Caliph 'Omar, Dar al-Muslim

etc ) In Damascus the two southern minarets

of the Omaiyad mosque begun by Walid in 86

(705 [^]) belonged to the old church of St John,

while the northern minaret was a completely new
building of Walid’s This is therefore the oldest

independent Muslim manara The manaras of the

Omaiyad mosque became models not only for

Syria but through the Omaiyad migration to Spain

(Cordova) for the Maghrib also Wherever we
later find in Syria the Egyptian tower-form, there

is always definite Egyptian influence present and
as a rule they are Mamluk foundations It is still

hardly possible to compile a chronological list of

Syrian manSras (cf Thiersch, op at
^ p 99— 1 10

and the illustrations)

Palestine In this country on the borders of

Egypt, the influence of the latter country made
Itself felt The octagonal manSra on a squaie

base predominates The manSra of the chief mos-

que in Ghazza shows an octagon diminishing m
width by successive stages, while the minaret of

the mosque of al-Haghmi theie has the same
diameter throughout and is only divided into four

stories with windows by large mouldings The
smaller mosques have short squat octagonal towers

The manSra of 'All Bakka in Hebron is half

rectangular and half octagonal with a high mihrSb-

like niche in the lower story The octagonal tower

IS found as far as Jerusalem, where it meets with

the northern Syrian square towers The latter is

agam found at Haram al-Sh^irlf and in the mosque
of Sidna 'Omar beside the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre and along the coast in Jaffa, Haifa,

Sidon, Tyre and BairUt, and in the interior in

Tibenas, Safed, Nablus, etc On the other hand
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the manSra in Ramla of the viit^ (xmth) century

IS unique with its buttresses and pointed arched

niches and dwarf pillars and columns Thiersch

takes It to be a copy of the most celebrated

Christian tower of the country, the bell tower of

the Holy Sepulchre built in 1160—n8o in Jeru-

salem, of which only the base is still standing,

(cf Thiersch, op at

^

p sqq and the pictures

there)

Egypt The oldest manSra in Egypt is the

tower of the Djami*^ b TnlUn Like the Malwiyas

of SSmarrS, this minaret stands outside the mosque
and resembles them in form also, although it

differs in its material which is limestone The
first storey is a square tower with a window with

horseshoe arches, the second is cylindrical and an

outer staircase leads up around them The two
upper octagonal stories are later in date, having

been erected by the MamlUk Sultan Ladjm Nothing

final can be said about this manSra, apparently

erected by a foreign architect and combining a

number of foreign influences The manaras next

to it in time are the five towers of hewn stone

of the mosque of Hakim with their covering of

tiles of a later date, they must be contemporary

with the mosque, which was built in 393—404
(1002— 1013), and were covered by Baibais II and
given new spires (703=1303— 1304) They are

of different shapes The northern tower is cylindrical

on a square base, the southern has a square

lower half and four octagonal upper stories, each

narrower than the one below it, the first of which
has four semi-cylindncal cornices in the corners

The decoration in relief on the stone has analogies

in the gateway of the same date (pictuies in

Diez, K d tsl Volk *, p 58, p 54) Of these

two towers the southern one may be considered

the ancestor of the minarets of Cairo Its square-

octagonal form, usually crowned by a cylindrical

storey, survives Ihe furthei development is limited

to the proportions, which aim at greater elegance

and slenderness, and the breaking up of the surface

with niches and muVarnat cornices Towards the

end of the second Mamluk period, say under Ka^t
Bey, it reached its culmination Ihe minaiet of

the mosque at his tomb was never to be sur-

passed in grace and wealth of ornament A list

of the most important minarets of Cairo between
1000— 1356 A D is given by Thiersch with many
illustrations

Arabia As in Palestine, in Arabia there was
no native type of man5ra and indeed Arabia never

developed any sacral architecture with a character

of its own The minaret of the mosque of Walld
in Medina may have been Syrian in form Ihe
manaias at present standing in Medina belong to

the sixth restoration of the mosque by Ka^it Bey
in 888 (1483) They are slender minarets of the

Mamluk type with octagonal and cylindrical stories.

The seven manaras in Mecca, the sanctuary of

which was ten times restored, only show modern
forms of tower, frequently influenced by the slender

Turkish form (cf Thiersch, op at
^ p 123) Two

slender round minarets of the ix^h (xyth) century

still flank the ruined mosque on the island of

Bahrain (cf Diez, Jahrh d as Kunst^ 1925, n 2)

Maghrib. The oldest ^awmc^a, as the manSras
of the Magjiirib are called, in Africa is in KairawSn,
the massive three storied tower of the mosque of

Sidl ‘^OVba of 10$ (724) The two upper receding

stones with blind niches are probably of later

date than the unadorned upper storey with loop

holes on three sides and three windows only on
the side that looks on the court The cistern in

the basement and the measurements of this tower

which are exactly half those of the Pharos, suggested

to Thiersch that it was an imitation of the Pharos

Another ^awtna^a^ also of the ipd (viiith) century

was the minaret of the CjSmi^ al-Zitiina in Tunis

before its restoration in the xix^h century Old
pictures of it show a plain square lower storey

with a narrower octagonal upper storey and the

platform on top enclosed by a breast-high parapet

with a pillared gallery Of this probably only the

lower part is old, while the second storey and the

parapet date from the restoration of 1653 (pictures

m K d 0
,

IX
,

Kuhnel, Maurtsche Kunst^ vi

)

Egyptian influence, in so far as such existed,

extended to lunis West of Tunis begins the

Spanish sphere of influence, the model for which

was the ^awma^a in Cordova built by ^Abd al-

RabrnSn III m 339—340 (951) and destroyed

in 1593 A description of it is given by Idrisi

(c 548= 1154)* According to him, the minaret of

Cordovd was a high quadrangular tower, square

in plan, the sides of which were richly adorned

with inscriptions in lelief The upper section

terminated in two rows of blind arcades probably

like those still to be seen in the mosque ofCordova
ind on other minarets of the Maghrib On the

platform was a second, probably also square, storey

with four doors and upon the dome which crowned
it shone three balls of gold and two of silver and

lily leaves (cf Thiersch, op at
^ p 127) This

minaret however had a predecessor in a more
modest tower built by 'Abd al-RahmSn I, the

model of which according to Margais i^Rev Afr ,

1906) was Walid’s minarets in Damascus Ihe

second, imposing and splendid, minaret at Cordova
seems to have served as a model for ^awma^as

of Seville and Morocco At the same time we
must consider the claims of the minaret of the

Kal'a Bani Hammad built in 393 (1001), the only

tower that survives of the Fatimid period, which

was half destroyed by the Almohads in 1152 (cf

Saladin, Bull arch
, 1904, p 243 sqq ) It is

a high square tower of hewn stone, smooth on

three sides and embellished on the courtyard side

only with shallow blind niches and balcony doors

m three layers above one another (pictures in

Thiersch, op at
^ p 130, Kiihnel, op at

^
xviii

,

Saladin, Manuel^ p 217, Margais, Manuel and

op «/) This tower already shows the scheme of

decoration of the Giralda and allied towers, namely

the vertical combination of two windows or doors

of the middle axis above one another by flanking

double high shallow niches The almost contemporary

Giralda in Seville of about 1190 A D, the so-called

Tower of Hasan in Rabat and the Kutubiya in

MarrSkush are allied to it, the two latter of the end of

the vBh (xiBh) century (pictures in Thiersch, Kuhnel,

Margais), all square with narrower square top stories,

of which only that of the Kutubiya still survives

These towers already show the system of decorating

the surface now becoming typical in the later Mag^ribl

manfiras, the network of geometrical patterns in

high relief and the beautiful windows with horseshoe

and toothed arches and mu^arnat niches In the

other towers of Morocco, in Fez, Tetuan, Tangier,

etc
,
are more modern minarets The characteristic

type of Algeria is best seen m the numerous
minarets in Tlemcen, mainly of the xiiith-^xivw
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century They continue the form, characterized

above, only the geometrical decoration in relief

gams the upper hand and the windows disappear

,

their appearance is not quite so solid On the

other hand, the huge minaret of the great mosque

of Mansura is highly thought of in Moiocco for

its size as well as its decoration, because it was

built by a Moroccan Marinid (701-702=1302)
Ihe square tower therefore dominates the whole

of the west It is only later in the xvith century

that we find the octagonal tower appearing in

1 unis, which Saladin attributes to Hanafi influence

Ihe TiSlj and Djazira give a picture of deve-

lopment similar to that of Persia and the lands east

of Persia The oldest manaras still standing, the

two malwiyas in Samarra of the iii‘^ (ix^h) century,

have remained the only examples of spiral towers

but they are significant monuments of the early

Muslim Arab variation of Babylonian architectuie

(the spiral as motif’) Ihese genuinely Arab
buildings were followed by a leaction towards the

Mediteiranean style with square and octagonal

towers and with the coming of the Turkish peoples

and SaldjQk rule the cylindrical minaret, usually

on a polygonal base Ihe following list is given

by Herzfeld (^;r^ Reise^ n 229) Rakka, mosque
extra muros, rectangular tower of the iv^k (x^k)

or vtk (xitk) century, Rakka, intra muros, a round

tower, Nur al-Din 561 (1166), AbQ Iluraira, round,

Balls, octagonal, 589 (1193) to 61 (1218), Irbil,

round on octagonal base 586—630 (1190— 1232),
Sindjar, round on polygonal base 598 (1201),
Baghdad, Suk al-^azl, round on a base (?) (630=
1232), Mosul, minaret of the great mosque, round

on a cubical base, Mosul, minaret of the KaPa,
lound on a cubical base, Mosul, Manara al-Mak-

sura, la'uk, round shaft on a polygonal base In

addition there is the unique octagonalminaret built of

small broken stones with a covering of plaster,

on the island of ^Ana in the Euphrates of the

vth (xith) century (Herzfeld, op at
, 11 319, and

PI 137) and the bulk of the later minarets from

the vinth (xivth) century onwards, which repeat

this type

Persia The oldest manaras of Ir'in and the

countries adjoining on east and north, Afghanistan,

Sidjistan and 1 urkestan seem to have been usually

octagonal, as the ruin of the manara, possibly of

the iii^k (ixtk) century in Zarandj, Nad ^Ali,

Sidjistan (now 25—30 feet, originally twice as

high, cf G P Tate, Calcutta 1910, p 202
and Plate) shows Ihe models for these earliest

manSras may have been the watch-towers found

all over the Asiatic steppes, hence the blind

window and the great diameter Octagonal manaras

still exist m Ami5n, Sidjistan (vik—viph century ?),

octagonal with cylindrical upper stoiey are the

two observatory towers of Ghazna of about 410
(1019—1020) and 495 (iioi— 1102) (the original

height was estimated at about 140 feet
, the inscrip-

tions on the two towers only say that their erection

was ordered by Mahmud and Mas'ud respectively,

both with full titles, cf Diez, Chur Bdktn
,

p 162 sqq ) Counterparts to these towers in two
parts are the manaras in Sirw5n, east of Herat

(c 100 feet high) and Kerat in eastern Khurasan
(c 80 feet high), with octagonal bases and cylin-

drical shaft, both of the vth (xith)—vith (xiph)

centuries Cylindrical manSras of the vth—vith

(xith-xiith) centuries still survive in Persia and the

lands east of it in Sangbast, Flrnzfibad, KSsim-

abad (Sidjistan), Khosiugird (Sabzawar) of the

year 505 (nil), DamghSn, (2) Bastam, Sawa, Sem-

nan, Tabas, Kunya Urgendj (old Khlwa), Termes

on the Amu Darya, Bukhara, Manar-i Kalyan 542

(1147— 1148), Kashan, Mestoryan (Turkoman step-

pes north of the Atrek, 2 toweis) and Isfahan (4)

(cf the list in Diez, Perstcn^ Isl Bk tn Churasan^

b 168— 169) In the TimOiid period with the

general flourishing of architecture the manaras arc

given a furthei last increase in their embellish-

ment, a few examples of which aie still to be

seen in the limQrid ruins in Herat Here we still

have the ruins of nine polygonal-cylindrical manaras

the socles of which are usually of slabs of white

marble with inscriptions in relief, the shafts to the top

covered with glazed mosaics of fabulous beauty which

in their delicacy recall the work of the carver in

ivory (cf Niedermayei-Diez, p sqq

and illustrations, p sqq^ To this Timurid group

also belong the manaras in Samarkand mostly in

rums and the minarets of the Masdjid-i Shah in

Mashhad built by the amii Malik Shah and the

two minarets now destioyed of the Blue Mosque

in Tabiiz, built in the time of lljahan Shah (841—
872= 1437— 1467) The last mentioned minaiets

belong to the group of double towers found all

over Persia and Tuikestan which either flank the

doors or stand at the corners of the wall of a

mosque or are built on the top of the doois These

double towcis which become more and more com
mon aftei the Saldjuk and Mongol invasions never

of course attained the height of the single manaras

just described and their importance lies mainly in

their decoration

Asia Minor and lurkey Among the Sal-

djuks and Ottomans the manara lost the chaiacter

and individuality which it revealed among most

other peoples, at least in the early peiiod Apart

from isolated exceptions like the veiy interesting

fluted minaret at Adalia (pictures in Lanckoronski,

and Thiersch, op at
y p 149), the minarets arc

henceforth subordinated in the general architectonic

scheme to the mam building, either placed as a

pair at the gate 01 as a single tower built into

the wall of the mosque It is true that these ar-

rangements are found also in Persia, which was
filled with Turkish tribes, but there was constant

change there, while in Asia Minor a cei tain style

soon became predominant which culminated m the

absolute uniformity of the Ottoman minarets Ihe
early minarets of Asia Minor of the xiiith century

usually have their surfaces broken up into round
and smooth areas which give them a certain charm,

especially when this plastic ornamentation is com
bined with the painting of frescoes and with relief

(I.aranda Masdjid and Indje Minardi, Konia, G»ok
Medrese, Siwas, etc

)

The Ottomans heightened

the minaret which they had taken over from the

Saldjuks, made it still more slender and gave it

a long conical spire which has become typical

According to the importance of the mosque, it

was given one tower on the front or flanked with

tw6 or even 4 or six minarets (the Mosque of

Sultan Ahmad, Constantinople) and these were
given one, two or three galleries

India In India there is only a single old

manara of importance the Ku^b Minar (q v and
the illustrations) in Old Delhi built by oider of

Aibek Kutb al Din and completed by Iltutmiah

(diameter 45 feet and height 240 feet) The three

lower stories of this, the highest and finest ma
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nara in the Muslim world, are built of red sand-

stone, the two upper, ^^hlch have been restored,

of white marble with layers of sandstone Ihe
pavilion which once crowned the top fell down
in 1803 during an earthquake and was put up
again on the ground The exterior is of angular

and round flutings and ornamented with inscriptions

from the Kur^Sn Ihere is no reason to doubt

that the numeious mosques of the Pathan dynasties

also hid minarets but most of them seem to be
destroyed and so far as I am aware no one has

yet studied the subject Isolated surviving manaras

like the detached slender round minaiet of the

I^at-ki-Mas^jid in Hisar show however that they

were usual (cf Afch Surv Indta^ Annual Report
^

Pt 1,1913— 1914, PI 1) But their occurrence in

India was confined to particular areas The mos-

ques of Djawnpur, Siikej, Manda, Kulbargah and
other places usually of the xiv^I*—xv^h century

have no minarets On the other hand they are

characteristic of the xv^b—xvpb century mosques
in Ahmadabad, built m pairs flanking the doors

or at the corners of the surrounding wall, as in

the Mongol mosques of Persia In shape, the

towel s of Ahmadabad are quite Indian with well

marked outlines, many mouldings outside and thice

to six galleiies In the Moghul empiie again the

««mooth round or facetted minaret of Persian oiigin

again became piedominant but was hindiiised by

the pavilion placed on the top and by other

alterations

Btbltogiaphy ihe fundamental monograph
on the manSra is Herman Ihiersch, Pharos tn

Antile^ Islam und Occident (B G leubner,

Leipzig and Berlin 1909), where leferences aie

given to the detailed literature Further general

works ¥ Diez, Die Kunst dci islamtschen

Volker (Supplement to Hdbch d Kunstwts-

^enschaft^ Wildpark Postdam, ‘ 1915, ^ 1927),
Saladm, Manutl d'art musulman^ Pans 1907,
new ed by G Maigais, 1926, cf also M v

Beichem’s article architlcturl in this ency-

clopaedia — For the separate countries

Syria M v lierchem, Inscriptions arabes

de Syrie^ Memou es de Plnstitut Fgyptien^ Cairo

1897, do. Voyage en Syiie^ MI f A <9, 1914,

2 vols
,
R Phene Spiers, Phe great Mosque of

the Omeyade^^ Damascus and do
,
Ai chitecture^

hast and West^ I ondon 1907, Margais, Mo^-

qiue de JValid, Rev Afi ^ \ ^ J A
^ 1896, new

ser
,

vii
,

b K Wulzinger and C Watzinger,

Damaskus^ die antike und die tslamtsche Stadt^

2 vols
,

cf on vol 1 ,
Heizfeld’s criticism in

D L 1922 — M V Berchem, C
I A

^ \ ^
passim, do

,
Notes d'Archeologie Arabcy

Monuments et Inscriptions Fatimides^ J A ,
1891

and 1892, K A C Creswell, Bitef Chronology

of the Muhammadan Monuments in Egypt to

A D 1317^ B I h A 0
^

vol XVI
,
M S

Briggs, Muhammadan Architecture in Egypt
and Palestine^ Oxfoid 1924, the source for the

architecture in Egypt is the Comite de Conser-

vatton des Monuments de Part aiabe (over

30 vols
)
— Maghrib M v Berchem, Vart

musulman au musee de Tlemcen^ Journal d
Savants^ 1906, G Margais, Les monuments
arabes de Tlemcen^ do

,
m ^ ^ ,

xlix and 1
,

do, Vart en Algerte, Algiers 1906, Saladm,

La mosquee de Stdt-Okba a Katrouan^ Pans
I903» G Margais, Manuel de Vart musulman,
deals very thoroughly with the Maghrib, E

Kuhnel, Die QaVa der Bent Hammad in Algerten,
Monatshefte f Kw

,

i/ii
, 1908, p 1013-1016,

do, Algerten, Leipzig 1909, Statten d Kultur,

vol xviii — ^Irak and Djazira Sarre-Herz-

feld, Archaologische Retse tm htiphraF und
Tigrisgebtet, Berlin 1911, 4 vols, index —
Persia, lurkistSn, Afghanistan ¥
Sarre, Denkmaler perstscher Baukunst, 2 vols

,

Beilin 1910, Diez, Churdsdntsche Baudenkmaler,
with a contribution by M v Berchem, Berlin

1918, do, Persien, Islamische Baukunst tn Chu-
lasan, Hagen and Munich 1923, do, Die bud-

dhistischen und islamtschen Baudenkmalet Af-
ghamstans, in Niedeimayer Diez, Afghanistan,

Leipzig 1924 — Asia Minor and Turkey
F Sarre, a IV

,
M v Berchem, Materiaux

pour un Cotpus Inscriptwnum Arabicarum, 111

Asie Mtneut e,Ciiuo igio

,

] 11 hoy tvcd, Noma,
Inschiiften der seldschuqtschen Bauten, Beilin

1907, C Gurlitt, Die Baukunst Konstantinopels,
Berlin 1912, 3 vols — India Reports of the

Archaeological Survey of India, \%7 \ ^
Fergusson,

History of Indian and Eastern At chitecture^,

1900, 2 vols
,
Emanuel la Roche, Indtsche Bau-

kunst, 1921, 6 vols (E Diez)

manat, an old Arabian goddess Her
character can only be deduced from her name,
which may safely be connected as a plural (for

manaivdt) with the Aiamaic m^natd, plur mcnd-

wdtd, portion, lot, Hebrew mdnd, plur mdnot and
also with the god of fate m^ni, Is Ixv ll (cf

Ixx

)

In Arabic we have conesponding to it,

manly a, plur mandya, “the allotted, fate, especi-

ally of death” She was theieforc a goddess of

fate, especially of death Her mam sanctuary was
a black stone among the Hudhailis in Kudaid,

not far from Mecca on the road to Medina near

a hill called Mushallal She was however woiship

ped by many Arab tribes, primarily by the Aws
and Khazradi in Yathrib In Mecca she was very

popular along with the goddess al Lat and al-

“^Uzza [q V
] ,

the three (according to the Kur an)

weie regarded as Allah’s daughters, and in a

weak moment Muhammad declared their worship

permitted (cf Sura liii 19 sqq
)

The obscure

expression “Manat, the thud, the othei” is pro-

bably due simply to the rhyme According to Ibn

al-Kalbi, she was the oldest deity, whose worship

gave use to that of the others, because names
compounded with Manat occur earlier than other

theophonc names Another view is found in the

poem of Ibn Hisham, p 145, where “the two

daughters of ^Uzza” are Manat and al-I at As an

independent deity we find hei in the Nabataean

inscriptions of al-Hidjr, where (the Aramaic

pluial form, cf above) is often found along with

DushSra and others Manat is connected in a peculiar

way by some writers with the great hadjdj [q v ],
for

we are told that several tribes including the Aws
and Khaziadj assumed the ihidm at the sanctuary

of Manat and on the conclusion of the rites cut

their hair there and diopped the ihrdm [q v
]

Wellhausen sees in this an erroneous confusion

of an independent pilgrimage to Manat with

the great hadjdj, as later wi iters acknowledge

none but the latter, it is however possible that

some such confusion may leally have taken place

m pagan times

lhat Manat was also a domestic deity is evident

from the stoiy in Ibn HighSm, p 350 (cf Wakidl,

ed Wellhausen, p 350) The destruction of the
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great sanctuary in Kudaid after the capture of

Mecca is attiibuted by some to AbU Sufyan, by

others to 'All, according to Wakidl, op at
^

Ibn

Sa'd, iii/ii 15, 85, to the AwsI Sa'd b Zaid

Bibliography Yakut, iv 652-

654, Wellhausen, Reste arabtschen Hadentums\

p 25-29, Ibn Hisham, p 55, labarl,

ed de Goeje, 1 1649, AzrakI, ed Wiistenfeld,

C S M
y

\ 76, 82, 154, commentaries on bilra

liii 19, Noldeke, in Z D M G
y
Hi 709, Bu-

khari, ed Krehl, 111 161, Jaussen and Savignac,

Mission archeologiquty 1 491 (Index), Caskel,

Das Schicksal in dcr altarabischen Poeste

(Morgenl Textc und Forschungeny ed by H
Fischer, I/5) (Fr Buhl)
MANAZGERD [See MalXzgerd

]

AL MANAZIL (a ), pi of al-manztly more fully

manaztl al-kamary the stations of the moon
Just as for the sun the zodiacal circle is divided into

12 stations each of 30°, which it traverses in the

couise of a year, so the course of the moon is

connected with 28 groups of stars, each of which
corresponds to one day of its course, so that on
an average each is an arc of 13° apart The settings

of the sun at these stations, Arabic naxt?y pi

anwa^y are of decisive importance for the beginning

and forecasting of the phenomena of the weather

and the fertility or otherwise of a year which
depends on them, 1 e for the peasant’s calendar

As regards the testimony of the Arab poets, the

reader may be referred to the verses given by

al-Kazwlni M Steinschneider in particular has

published very thorough investigations of the im-

portance of the stations of the moon among the

Hindus and Arabs from Arabic, Hebrew and hte
Latin sources Ihe Arabic names of the stations

and the constellations belonging to them are as

follows

1 al-Sharafany “the two signs”, also al-Ashraty

the Horns of the Ram (/Sy Arietis)

2 al-Butainy “the little paunch”, the paunch
of the Ram (e J p Arietis)

3 aI Tpuraiyay “the Pleiades” [q v
]

4 al’Dabarany “the Aldebaran” {at Tauri) with

the Hyades

5 al HaU'ay three small stars on the head of Orion
6 aUHar^ay the stars al-Ztrr and al Matsan

(y% Geminorura)

7 al Dhra^y “the Lion’s Paw”, Castor and
Pollux (« /3 Geminorum)

8 al~Nathray “the nostril” of the I ion or

fence with asses (in Cancer)

9 al-Tarfy 1 e Tarf al-Asady “the eye” of the

Lion (I Cancn A Leonis)

10 al-Djabhay 1 e Diabhat aUAsady “the fore-

head” of the Lion tf a Leonis)

IX aUZubrOy 1 e Zubiat al Asady “the mane”
of the Lion (J^ Leonis)

12 al-^rfay “the weathercock” (|3 Leonis)

13 al-Saww^y “the barkers” or Dogs (^»fy
Virg)

14 al-Simaky “the prominent”, more accurately

al SimUk al-a^zaly the unarmed S (a Virg =
Spica, cf Ely 111 456)

15 al-Ghafry “the cover” i h Virgims)

16 al-ZubanOy 1 e Zubdnat al^Akraby “the

pincers” of the Scorpion (a /3 Librae)

17 al-Iklily “the crown”, 1 e the head of the

Scorpion, the three stars (/3^9r Librae)

18 aUKalby “the heart” of the Scorpion, the

An tares (a Scorp )

19 al-^awlay “the tail” or sting of the Scor-

pion V Scorp )

20 al Na^a^wty “the ostriches”, 8 stars in Sagit

tanus (ybe>io-(pr^ SagUt

)

21 al-BaldOy “the town”, an area in Sag with-

out stars

22 Sa^d aUUkabihy “the luck of the slayer” or

sacnficers (a (3 Capnc )

23 Sa^d Bula^y “the luck of the devourer”

(fz V Aquar )

24 5flV al-Su^udy “the greatest luck” |

Aquar )

25 Sa^d al-Ahhbiyay “the luck of the tents”

(rf’T.) Aquar)
26 al-Fargh al-awwaly “the fore socket on

the pail (a /3 Pegasi)

27 al-Fargh al thaniy “the hinder socket” on

the pail (y Peg ct, Androm )

28 Batn al Huty “the fish-belly”, a number of

stars in the form of a fish
(j9 Androm the brightest)
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Obetsetzungen aus dem Indtschen ins Arabischcy

in Z D M G
y

xxiv
, 1870, p 359, H Suter,

Das Mathematiker-Verzeichnis tm Fihristy p 77,
Ferrand, Geogr

, 1 (J Ruska)
MANBIDJ (Bambyke, Hi era polls), an

ancient city in northern Syria, two days’

journey or 10 farsakh N E of Halab, about 3 farsakhs

from the Euphrates It lay in a fertile plain, and had
a double wall built by the Greeks According to Ibn

Khurdadhbih, there was a very fine church there, built

of wood (^ 6^ ^ ,
vi 1 61 sq') Ps Dionysios (ed

Chabot, p 47, 68) mentions a church of the Virgin

and another of St Thomas in Manbidj There were

no buildings in the neighbourhood of the town
(Nasir-i Khusraw, ed Schefer, p 31), Abu ’I Fida^

mentions the many canals, fruit- and particularly

mulberry-trees there, the latter for the silkworm
culture As K Ritter {^Erdkundey x 1057 j^^) has

shown, the name for the silki^orm can
hardly be connected with “Bambyke”, the old

name of Manbidj, on the other hand, the Levantine

trade-name bombasstnoy bombagiOy common in the

middle ages for raw cotton, seems to be derived

from Manbidj, it is perhaps also concealed in the

name of the ancient Phrygian Hierapolis, Pambuk-
Kal'esf (as early as Michael Syrus, ed Chabot,

1 148 Mabbug in Phrygia) The Arabs called the

robes made in Manbidj, manbidyantya (Lammens,
Fattmuy Rome 1912, p 71)
KamSl al-Din b al-'AdIm gives the following

account of its origin Khusraw [I] built it. when
he conquered Syna (in reality the town in 540 A D
ransomed itself from a threatened siege by paying
tribute), built a fire-temple there and made a certain

YazdSnyar of the family of Ardaghfr b Babak
Its governor According to other authorities, Manbih
was the name of the fire-temple, from which the
town took Its name (Ibn al-§hihna, al Durr al-

muntahhab fi Tdrthh Halaby ed Sarkis, BairQt

1909, p 227) Mahbab (Agapios)b Kustantin of
Manbi^ says in his history of the world written
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in the tenth century, at the end of the history of the

patriarchs (ed Vasiliev, Orient

p 664) “in the year 31 after the biith of Levi, the

son of Jacob, queen Samrin built a great sanctuary

for the worship of the idol K-y-w-s in a town

on the banks of the Euphrates (>), installed 70 priests

and called the town Hieropolis (Mahbub

Ibn al-Shihna, p 227 var

^ c the City of the Priests, this was

the town Manbi^ al-^Attka'*' For K-y-w-s KatwJln

should be read
,
on the coins of Hieropolis this

deity seems also to be depicted (Wroth, Catalogue

of the Greek coins of Galatia^ Cappadoc and Syria

[Brit Mus], 1899, p liii), and the Armenian

Epiphamos (ed Finck, p 12) says “Erapolis

consists of 3 towns it is called Mnpe5n, m it is

the idol Kaynand\ with Preuschen {Gotting Gel

Ane
,
clxvii [1905], 11

, p 837, note 3) we should

here also read Kaywan
In reality Manbidj seems to have already been

known to the Assyrians (as Nappigi or Nampigi
in Salmanassar, Kaikh-Monolith, lev 35, Johns,

Assyr Bibl
^

xvii ii, 82, cf also Bambuki on

the cuneiform tablet But Mus K 180^ in Johns,

Assyr Deeds and Documents^ 773, Cheyne’s

hncycl Bibl ^ s v Catchemtsh) If the name is

of Semitic origin, it peihaps goes back to a Syriac

word mambog^ “spring” (Noldeke, Nacht G G W

^

1876, p 5—8) The Greeks knew as the name
of the town besides Hieripolis (on coins always

Hieropolis) also the native form of (rarely

Papyt Oxyrh [1915], p 197, col v,

1 100), in the common proper name
etc

,
Nabataean MambogItS, the name of the town

IS concealed (for references see Pauly-Wissowa,

Realenz
,
suppl vol

,
iv

, p 733) The town which

at first was included in Kyrrhestike and afterwards

was made, probably by Constantius, the capital

of the Syrian Euphratesia, played an impoitant

part in ancient times as the centie of the worship

of Atargatis Bardaisan was brought up heie by

a heathen priest Anudtizbar and his son Kuduz
After the triumph of Christianity, the pagan cult

was supplanted by the >^orship of holy relics,

which also brought numbers of the faithful to

Bambyke (Procopius of Gaza, Panegyr
^
ch 18,

in Migne, Patr Grace
^
Ixxxvii

,
in, col 2817)

From the third century onwards the town is fre-

quently mentioned as a place for the concentration

of troops for campaigns against the east or for

the defence of Syria In the Byzantine period it

was a great centie of the Monophy sites, according

to whose tradition Justinian married Theodora in

Hierapolis, she is said to have belonged to the

neighbourhood of the town (Michael Syrus, 11

189) After the end of the Byzantine period, it

was for a considerable peiiod a stronghold of the

Maronites (Michael Syrus, 11 412, 51 1)

In the year 16 Abu '^Ubaida went to Halab
al-S5djur and sent 'lySd b GhSnim on to Manbidj
The inhabitants capitulated under the same con-

ditions as the people of Antioch
,
when Abu "^Ubaida

reached the town, the agreement was ratified (al-

Baladhurl, ed de Goeje, p 150, al-Ya'kubi, ed

Houtsma, 11 16 1, Ibn al-^ihna, ed BairUt, p 228,
Caetani, Annali delV Islam^ 111 , p 792, § 281,

p 794, § 284, p 797, § 290, p 816, § 325)
Manbidj seems to have enjoyed a certain degree

of independence down to the time of Yazid I,

the inhabitants of the town, for example, asked

^Umar for permission to trade within the caliphate

(Lammens, M F 0 B, vi 437, note i) The
vicinity of the town was settled by Yamanl
tribes (Michael Syrus, iii 47), notably the Ban!

Taghlib (Lammens, op cit
^ p 445, note i) Yazfd,

when he created the djiund of Kinnasrln threw

Manbidj into this military province (al-Baladhun,

p 132, Lammens, p 437 sqq

)

H5rnn al-RashId

separated it again, made it the capital of the frontier

district of the “Awasim [q v
]
in 786 and appointed

^Abd al-Malik b Salih b ^All as wall there in

173, to whom the town owed many buildings (al-

Baladhun, loc ett) In 1 31 (748) it was severely

damaged by an earthquake, in which the church

of the Jacobites collapsed during mass and buried

many of the worshippers in its ruins (Pseudo-

Dionysios, transl Chabot, p 42, Michael Syrus,

11 510, Beathgen, Ab/t f d Kunde d Morgtnl
^

viii/iii
, 1884, p 126) The brother of the caliph

al-MuTasim, al-'Abbas, who had taken part in the

mutiny led by the general ^Udjaif b "^Anbasa, was
tortured to death by Haidar b Kawus, the Afshin

of UsrOshana, at Manbidj m 223 (838) (Tabari,

in 1265, Ibn al-Alhir, ed Tornberg, vi 349,
Michael Syrus, 111 loi, Weil, Gesch d Chalif ^

11 320) The conquest of Syria by Ahmad b
fulun in 264 (877—878) brought Manbidj also

under Egyptian suzerainty (Ibn al-^ihna, p 228)

In the account of the f/xoiv «%£/po5ro/>fTO$ of Edessa,

said to have been compiled by the Emperor Con-

stantine Porphyrogenetos, a miracle is mentioned

that took place in the time of Christ at the

Kaarpov b pih ZocpotxijvSiv MefjL^tx

Xiyiraiy rjj Zt/pcou Mx^ovk {De tmag Edess
,

in Migne, Patr Gr
^

cxiii
,

col 432, better in

von Dobschutz, Chfistusbtlder^ in Texte u Unters

z altchnstl 7//
,
xviii

, 5 1**) Abgar’s envoy, who
was spending the night in a brickworks near Man-
bidj on his way back from Jerusalem hid there among
the bricks the sacred handkerchief with the portrait

of Christ Teirified by the bright light like that o!

fire, the heathen inhabitants of the neighbourhood

hurried next morning to the brickworks and found

there a brick with a miiaculous copy of the portrait,

which they carefully preserved in their city

The Hamdanid Saif al-Dawla, soon after the

capture of Manbidj m 947, made his cousin, the

poet Abu Firas, governor of Manbidj (Dvofdk,

Abu Firas 75) When the Domestikos Nicephoros

Phocas invaded Syria in 962, Abu Firas, who
happened to be hunting outside the town, was

taken prisoner by the strategos Budrus (Theodores

Petros^), a nephew of the emperor, and taken first

to Khaishana and then to Constantinople (Dvofdk,

98 ,
Weil, 111 17) where he wrote poems full

of longing for Manbidj and his mother there

(Dvofdk, p 300, 302, 323 sq )
In 966 when

emperor, Nicephoios encamped before Manbidj

and made the people of the town produce the

sacred brick {al-Ktrmtda^ 1 e Kspocixihov) but did

them no other injury (Yahya al-Antaki, Cod

Partstn Bibl Nat ^
anc fond at No iji A^

fol 96a, the translation by Freytag, Z D M G
xi 212, has been corrected by Rosen, Zapiski

Imp Akad Nauk^ xliv
, 1883, p 07—08, noted)

The Byzantine writers who apparently did not

know that was the Arabic name of

Hierapolis and sought to locate it m Palestine or

near Hims, wrongly make Nicephoros take Manbidj

in 968 and carry off the brick and some hairs from
the head of John the Baptist (which was only done
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by his successor) (Leo Diaconos, Bonn, iv lo,

p Jl

,

John Skylitzes, ii 364, Zonaras, xvi 25,

p 503 , Glykas, Bonn, p 569 etc
)
but this state-

ment cannot be reconciled either with the route given

for his campaign of 968 (cf v Dobschutz, op

at
y p 172, note i

,
Schlumberger, Ntceph Pfioca^y

p 704—706, note 5), nor with the bounds of

his conquests given by KamSl al-Din (in Trey tag,

Z D M G
y

xi 232) It was his successor John
Tzimisces, who first took the fortress (cppouptov) of

Manbidj m 974, and found there Christ’s sandals

and some still bloody hairs of John the Baptist,

which he brought as lelics to Byzantium (Leo
Diaconos, x 4, p 165)

In the year 1025 the MirdSsid Salih took the

town (J J Muller, Htstot ta Merdastdarum ex

Halebensibus Cemaleddtm annahbus excerpta^ Bonn
1819, Rosen, op at

^ p 68) By the tieaties

between MahmUd and ^Atiya [cf halab, 11
, p

345a]

Manbidj passed in 456-457 to ^Atlya (Muller, at
,

p 56 j^) In 472 (1079— 1080) Tadj al-Dawla

Tutush occupied the town (Muller, p 88) The
emperor Romanus IV Diogenes took it on his

Syrian campaign in 1068 and strengthened the

defences of the citadel (John Skylitzes, Bonn, 11

673^6751685, Michael Altaliates, Bonn, p 108 sq
,

III, 1 16, Zonaras, xviii ii, 26, Bonn, iii 691,
Michael Syrus, 111 168, Mattheos of Urhay, transl

Dulaurier, p 162, Weil, 111 112, Kamal al Din,

transl Muller, op at
, p 63 ^7 ,

where it is

wrongly stated that Manbidj remained Greek for

70 years) It was not till 479 (1086) that Milik-

shah deprived the Greeks of Manbidj and al-Ruha^,

and gave the lule over Halab, Hama, Manbidj
and al-LSdhiklya to ^k Sonkor (Ibn al-Athir, x

98, Weil, ill 131)
In 504 (mo—nil) the Franks conquered

Manbidj, occupied and plundered the town and
advanced as far as Balls which they burned

(Rohncht, Gesch d Kgr Jeiusaleniy^ 88, Weil,

ill 193, according to Michael Syrus, 111 215,
probably wrongly, in the year 502) But they lost

Manbidj again m the same year (504) (Abu ’1-Fida^,

Annal Muslem
,
ed Reiske, 111 370) Baldwin II

in 513 (1119) invaded the lands east of Halab
as far as Manbidj and al-Nukra, and Jo'jcelin, in the

following year, on the pretext that one ofhis followers

had been imprisoned in Manbidj and that no compen-
sation had been given to him for it, plundered the lands

of al-Nukra and al-Ahass {Reaml hist or crois
,
111

623, 625) When Nur al-Dawla Balag enticed the

amir of Manbidj, HassSn al-Ba^albakki, within his

power and then imprisoned him in Palu, Hassan’s

brother TsS seized the citadel of Manbidj, which
Balag then attacked with siege artillery (1124)
‘^Isa then appealed for help to Joscelin and had

him proclaimed lord of Manbidj, but Joscelin

suffered a severe defeat before the walls of the

town On the next day, however, Balag was

mortally wounded by an arrow shot by an un

known hand (according to Kamal al-Din, by 'Isa

himself, according to Mattheos of Edessa, by a

sun-worshipper) In 518 (1 124) HassSn was liberated

and returned to Manbidj (Ibn al-Athir, x 436,
Michael Syrus, iii 21 1 ,

Mattheos of Edessa, transl

Dulaurier, p 31 1 sq
y
Rohncht, op at

^
ip 161

sq) The Crusaders never again took the town
after the brief occupation in 504 Although we
know of Frankish archbishops of the town (cf

William of Tyre, xiii ii, xv 14, xvii 17) one

oC whom, Franco, took part in the Council of An-

tioch of Nov 30, 1139 (Rohncht, op at
^ p 223),

we also know that they did not reside in Manbidj
itself but in Duluk (Doliche) (Michael Syrus, 111

1 91) In the old French text of William of Tyre,

the archbishopric is called Geraple (ed Pans, 1

489, 11 68, 167), a name which has often been

identified with the modern Djei abulus {^erabts)

(Rey, Les colonies ftanqtas de Syite^ Pans 1883,

p 315, cf also Bischof, in 1873, p *36)

Phis equation must howevei be 1 ejected on phonetic

grounds (Hogarth, A of Archaeol andAnthrop
,

I iverpool, 11 [1909], p 166, note) as well as hi-

stoiical {^erabulus= Syr AgropoSy Ei/poiTO;)

The Atabeg 'ImSd al Dm Zangl in 521 (1127-

1128) seized the towns of Manbidj and Hisn Biza'a

and entered Hahb on the 17‘h j^umada II, 522

(Recuetl hist or crots
^

1 17, 380, li/ii 69) Ihe

emperor John II Comnenos on his campaign against

Zangi (1142) only captured Biza'a (n/?<z), while

he passed by Manbi^ (to B6fz(36r^) because, as

Niketas (Bonn, p 37) disparagingly remarks, it was

considered easy to take and lay in the hollow of a

valley evKotrxyuvtorov api^h )Cx’xi Trsbtov mlfitvov

v7rTtxl^ovToc;\ a statement, which in view of the lack

of success at the sieges of Halab and Shaizar hardly

seems credible Anna Comnena mentions (Bonn,

1 331) a certain Bsfz^ST^tloTiii (1 e al Manbidji),

Tify ixmvfjilxv x^rb sve'yxxfievijQ as in the

Byzantine service, but the Byzantines never oc-

cupied the town itself after the eleventh century

An amir Hassan of Manbidj, probably a descendant

of the same name of the Hassan already mentioned,

distinguished himself frequently in the fighting

against the Ciiisaders, especially by the capture of

Tell Bashir on July 8, 1151 (Kamal al-Din, transl

Blochet, P 0 L
y

111 526 sq
,
Rohncht, Gesch d

Kgr Jerus
y p 197, 268, note 3, 281) He was

succeeded by his son Ghazi (Kamal al Dm, op at
,

p 543) He rebelled against Nur al Din from

whom he had received Manbidj as a fief Nur
al Din sent troops to Manbidj, deposed Ghazi and

made his brother Kutb al Din Inal (in Kamal
al Dm Niyal) his successor {R 0 L

y 111 543,
Recuetl hist ot crott

y
ii/ii 241) After lulmg

for eleven years, this well beloved amir, who had
built a Hanafi school m Manbidj (/? (9 Z

,
111

544), was deposed in 572 (1176— 1177) by Saladm
{Recuetl^ 1 46 ^7 ,

ii/ii 241, iv 132, Michael

Syrus, 111 366) According to a note m Kamal
al-Din {R 0 L

y
\w 147), in the same year (572)

Ghars al-Din KIlfdj set out with his folioweis to

Manbidj against al-Duwaik to whom Malik al-

Nasir had granted the town as a fief, but this

al-Duwaik is otherwise quite unknown Taki al-

Din 'Umar of Hama, a nephew of Malik al-Nasir

who was in Manbidj m 577, wished to bar 'Izz

al-Din’s way to Halab, when he failed m this, he

retired to Hama, but was not allowed to enter

it by the inhabitants {R 0 Z
,

iv 1 56) Tmad
al Dm attacked Manbidj m 578 (1182— 1183) and
laid waste the country round \i {R 0 Z

,
iv 162)

Saladm made his brother Malik al 'Add governor

of Manbidj and he went theie m Ramadan 579
(1183— 1184) {Rec or hist crots

y
iv 249) He

seems to have spent most of his time in camp,
for in 582 (1186— 1187) the sultan gave Manbidj
to Taki al-Din along with othei towns (Abu ’1-Fida^,

Annal Musi
y
iv 72) Among the leaders, whom

Saladm sent in 1190 against the Germans who after

Frederick’s death were tiying to reach 'Akka’, was
Nasir al-Din b Taki al Din of Manbidj {Recuetl
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hist or crots
^

111 165) Saladm’s third son Malik
al Zahir GhSzt in 589 (1193) was allotted Harim,

Fell Bashir, Manbidj, A^zSz and other forti esses

{^Rectitil^ li/i 76 ,
Rohricht, Gesch d Kgr Jei us

,

p 658) In 591 (1195) latter set out fiom

Kinnasifn to Kara Ilisar in order to besiege Manbidj

which then belonged to al-Malik al-Mansur of

Hama but on receiving disquieting news hastened

to Damascus Z
,

iv 209) Saif al-Din

lughril al-Zahiri defeated a division of the army
from Hama, which attacked Manbidj m 595
(1199), took many prisoners and brought them to

Malik al-/ahir, >^ho however released them again

{R 0 L
^

IV 218) Ihe loid of Hama in 596
(1200), at the request of al Malik al-'Adil, gave

‘^Izz al Din Ibrahim al Mukaddam the towns of

Manbidj, Famiya and Kafartal) in compensation for

Barin (Weil, 111 434, note 4) When the latter

died in Famiya, Manbidj was to go to his

brother Shams al-Din 'Abd al Malik whom however
Malik al Zahir in 597 deprived of his rule over

Manbidj and KaFat Nadjm and cairied off a

prisoner with him, he offered the two towns to

al-Malik al-Mansur of Hama, who once previously

in 588 (1192— 1193) had lefused Manbidj {Ru
htst or crots

,
111 298), if he would assist him

against Malik al ^Adil, which however he declined

to do (Rohricht, t?/
^ P 685) Al-7ahir thereupon

destroyed the citadel of Manbidj lest it should

fall into an enemy’s hands and gave the town,

now deprived of its defences, in 597 (1201) to

al-IIadjiiaf as a fief {R 0 L
^
iv 222) and in the

following year to ‘^Imad al Din b Saif al-Din ^Ali

b Ahmad al-Masljtub (Abu ’I Fida\ op at
,

iv

195) But very soon afterwards, al /ahir had again

to send the amir of Halab, Mubaiiz al Din ^kdja,

to the siege of Manbidj the latter however with

drew on the approach of Malik al FaSz, son of

Malik al *^Adil Malik al-FaSz entered Manbidj,

rebuilt the citadel and fortified it He then re

turned to his father al-^^Adil in Nabulus, while the

Halab troops avoided an encounter (A’ (7 Z
,

iv

223) Soon afterwards the Halab army again

marched on Manbidj but was recalled by Malik

al Zahir, who was besieging Damascus A little

later, al-Zahir himself set out against Manbidj to

avenge himself on the inhabitants who had taken

the side of alFaSz, but he was appeased by his

amirs, pardoned the town which submitted to him
and gave it as a fief in 598 (1202) to Ibn al

Masbtub (A’ 0 L
j

iv 224) The Saldjuk Kai

kl^us in 615 (1218— 1219) went to Manbidj,

which opened its gates to him, placed one of his

officers, Sanm al Din al-Manbidjb as governor there

and repaired the walls of the town, but when
al-Malik al Ashraf approached, he left the town
again and suffered heavy losses in his retreat {Re

cuetl htst or crots
^

li/i 146, Kamal al Din, in

R 0 L
y

SI 57 »
’1 Fida^, Ann Musi

y
iv

266) When the Sultan of Halab, al Malik al Nasir,

concluded an alliance with the Sultan of Rfim for

their mutual defence against the raids of the Tur-

komans, he sent the kadi of Manbidj Aw had al

Dm, as a confidential envoy to him (A (7 Z
,
v

94) Al Malik al Mu^jiith of Harran fled in 635
(1237-1238) before the lUiwarizmians to Manbidj
to seek protection with his aunt {R 0 L yS 103)
When the Kh^arizmians three yeais later invaded

Syria, a Halab army met them but suffered an

annihilating defeat on the Nahr al Dhahab {R O
L

^
s\ 3) Thereupon the Khwanzmians advanced

on Manbidj, the inhabitants of which retired be-

hind its walls and barricaded the. place where the

walls were no longer standing The town was

stormed on the 21^^ RabF II 638, numerous inha

bitants put to death, the houses destroyed and rich

booty taken, the enemy even entered the mosque

where many women had taken refuge’and violated

them {R 0 L
y

yi 6) After the Khwanzmians

had been driven back, al-Malik al Mansfir re-entered

Manbidj (A 0 Z
,

vi 17) In the treaty between

Sultan Kala^Un and Leo of Armenia of the pt

RabF H 684 (June 6, 1285), Manbidj is mentioned

among the Fgyptian towns (Makrizi, ed Quatre

mere, Htst des Sultans Mamlouks
^

Ii/i 168,

transl
, p 205)

According to Ibn al-Shihna (Bairut 1 909, p 228),

Manbidj which previously, excluding its 8 suburbs,

had paid annually 510,000 dirhams to the Sultan’s

Diw^n, was destroyed by thelatars (who invaded

Syria several times between the end of 699 [l 299]
and 702 [1302]) ,

peihaps there is here aconfusion

with the Khwaiizmians According to Abu ’I Fids’,

the fortifications and the town were for the most

part in rums in his time, Khalil al-Zahiri does

not mention it at all

After the Russo- Turkish War (1879) Circassians

were settled in Manbidj since that date the few

remains of antiquity noticed by earlier travellers

hive almost completely disappeared

Ihe ruins of Bumhudjy as the name of the

place IS now pronounced by the natives with a

marked echo of the ancient Bambyke (Euting in

M Hartmann, Zettschr d Gcsellsch f Erdk
,

Berlin, xxix 525, I ittmann, Amertc Archaeol

Fxped to Syna^ 111 i7i,note3), have been visited

by Maundrell (1699), Pococke (1737), Drummond
(1747), Sathau (1879), ( umout (1907) and Hogarth

(1908) The old town walls, surrounded by a broad

ditch which weie several times restored in the

middle ages, still survive almost in their entiiety

(Ainsworth, A pet sonal narrattvt of the Euphratts

fxpedittofiy 1
, 1888, p 238)
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733—742 (E Honigmann)
MAND (^), a people whom the Arabs

found in Sind Only the outline of the name

IS certain = *myd (Mid, Maid), *mnd (Mand,

Mund) In the reign of Mu^Swiya (41-60), Rashid
b 'Amr lost his life on an expedition against the

Mand (Baladhuri, p 433) During the governorship

of al-Hadjdjadj, some Mand from Daibul [q v
]

seized on the high seas the Muslim women who
were being repatriated by the king of the Rubis
islands (Djazirat al Ya^ut), this act of piracy served

the Arabs as a pretext to send an expedition

against Daibul (ibid

,

p 435) After 95 (714) Mu-
hammad b KSsim concluded a treaty of peace
with the people of Surast(?) who were “Mand,
pirates of the sea” {yakta^una

fi
'l-hahr), ibid,

p 440, the name of this place recalls Surashtra=
KSthiawar In the reign of al Mu'tasim (218-227),
'Amran b Musa attacked the Mand, of whom he
slew 3,000 and built a dyke (canaD) of the Mand
(sahr al-Mand) probably to disturb their irri-

gation Then with the Zutt whom he had conquered
‘Amran resumed the campaign agaiiTst the Mand,
a canal (nahr) was dug from the sea and the

lagoon (batihd) of the Mand inundated with salt-

water {tbid
^ p 445) In the same period Muham-

mad b Fadl, commander of the fort of Sandan
(Daman to the south of Snrat% cf Elliot, 1 402),
undertook a naval expedition against the Mand
with a fleet of 70 ships {ibid

,

p 446)

Of the geographers, Ibn Khurdadhbih (p 56,

62) IS the first to mention the Maid(?) who were
four days’ journey from the Indus (to the east)

and who were robbers Mas'udi {Murudj^ 1 378),
who visited India after the year 300 says that

the country of Mansura is continually at war with
the Mand of Sind and other peoples, cf also

Mas^ndi, Tanbih^ p 55 Istakhrl, p 176 (= Ibn
Hawlfal, p 231) mentions the Budha and the

Mand among the infidel peoples of Sind The
latter lived on the banks of the Indus {^upUt
al-Mthran) from MultSn to the sea, and occupied

pasturages in the desert which stretched between
the Indus and Kamuhul According to Idrfsl (548 =
1154), tiansl Jaubert, 1 163, the Mand duelt on
the holders of the desert of Sind They pastured

their flocks up to the holders of Mamahal (Ka-

muhul >) They were numerous and owned many
horses and camels, their laids extended as far as

Dur (lead Ror, cf lUlI) and sometimes even to

Makran This last detail is curious for it indicates

an extension of the Mand towards Persia, but the

text is not certain perhaps we should read Mult5n

After this the name Mand disappears from Muslim

literature

The town of “Kamuhul”, the site of which is

important to fix the limit of the habitations of

the Mand, is sometimes located in Hind (IstakhrT,

p 176), sometimes between Sind and Hind (Idrisi)

The form of the name is uncertain (Famhal, M 5m-
hal, Amhal) Elliot, 1 363, identified it with

Anhalwara, cf al-Biruni, p 100 This last town

(Anhilwara, Nahrwara, founded in 746 A D ) is

identical with the modern Patan (on the baraswati

in northern Baroda, cf Imp Gazett of India,

vol XX
,

Cunningham op cit
, p 290, places

“Mamhil” at Umarkot) In any case K5muhul
must mark the limit of the pasturages of the

Mand to the S E of al Mansura (== Haidaiabad,

on the Indus
,
cf Flliot, i 370)

Among the Muslim sources a special place is

occupied by the Mui^mtl al-TawanhAy wiittcn in

Persian in 520 (1126) Ihis work gives extracts

from a book which was composed first in an In

dian language, then translated into Arabic by

Aba Salih b Shu^aib b DjamI (in 417=: 1028)

and finally translated from Aiabic into Persian

by Abu ’1 Hasan 'Ali b Muhammad al-Halabi,

librarian in Djurdjan This source which is a very

inaccurate resum6 of the Mahabharata, begins

with a chapter on the Maid and the Zutt, two
peoples in the land of Sind, descendants of Cham
(Ham), son of Noah The Maid had conquered the

Zutt, who withdrew to the banks of the river

Pahn (or Bahr ^) and from there attacked the

Maid by water Finally tired of fighting, the two
peoples agreed to approach king Dahushan b
Dahran (Duryodhana, son of Dhrtarashtra) to ask

him to appoint a king over them DahQshan sent

them his sister Dusal (Duggala), married to Bdjndrt

(Jayadratha) who became a powerful king At
the request of Dusal, DahasbSn sent 30,000 Brah
mans to people Sind One part of the country

was given to the Zutt, who were given as a ruler

Djudrt (Yudhishthira, eldest son of Dhrtarashtra)

The Maid (Maidiyan) also were given a special

area, cf Reinaud, Fragments arabes et persanes

relattfs a Vlnde, 1845, P 2— 3, 25—27
Here we have an attempt to connect the history

of the Maid and Zutt with Indian tradition by
quoting a passage m the Mahabhai ata which says

that Duggala was given in marriage to Jayadratha,

“king of the lands watered by the Indus” (transl

Fauche, Pans 1863, 1 290, gloka 2742) Indian

tradition however contains nothing definite of value

about the Mand In the Brhat-Samhita, transl Kern,

J R A S, 1871, p 81—86 which is one of the

sources for the enumeration of the peoples of

India in al-Biruni (ed Sachau, p 150— 157, transl

i 299— 303), we find a M5ndavya people (located

in the centre, north or northwest of India) The
deiivation of the Arabic Mand from some such
name may be suspected (cf the name of the
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modern town on the coast ofKathiSwar Mandvi) On
the other hand m Central India alongside of the Ma^
davya the Medha are mentioned (al-Blrunl Maidha,

the final a being only indicated by means of afathd)

The question of the Maid/Mand has been dis-

cussed by Elliot and A Cunningham, the former

(Htst of India [1867], 1 519—531) says that

the Meds still exist on the borders of Sind and

Jodhpur, as we’l as to the west in the little

harbours of Makran (the clans of Gazbur, Hor-

marl, Djallar-za’i, Celmar-zah) The name Med
has even undergone a phonetic change to Mer
(which we find in the mountains of Arawali and
in Kathiawar) Elliot also thinks it possible that

the Meds or one of their branches bore the name
Mand of which traces can be found in place names
(Mand-ar, Mand hro, etc ) Cunningham in \i\%Repoit

i86j—1864 connected the Zutt and the “Mayd
or Mand” with the latii and Mandrueni whom
Pliny {Nat Hist

,
vi

,
ch xviii

)
mentions near

the Oxus and calls the “Med or Mer” the first

Indo-Scythic invaders of the Pandjab In The Anc-
ient Geography of India, 1871, p 290—294,
Cunningham finds a variant of the name Mand in

the name of the town tAivvoiyapct of the Penplus
mar hrythr (cf Ptolemy, Mi/i

, § 63 Mimyupx
to the east of Indo Scythia), which would be “the

town of the Scythians, Mm” = Manh5bari (Mandja-

barl) of the Arabs= Thatha, etc

The question of the Mand evidently deserves a

new special study Was there only one, or two
peoples Maid and Mand ^ The statements of the

Muslim authors seem to refer to a single people

The toponymy of the land south of the Indus

reveals the presence of an old element Mand, cf

Ptolemy, vii/i
, § 7 Mandagara When its origins

have been studied, it will be interesting to compare
Its possible connection with the oldest name of

the Aryans, Manda^ found in the cuneiform in-

scriptions of the third millenium B C according

to E Forrer, Die Inschrtften und Sprachen des

Hatii Retches, ZD MG, Ixxvi
, 1922, p 247 Ac

coiding to E Meyer, Die Volksstamme Kleinastens,

Sitzb A W Berlin, 1925, p 244—261 (cf do,
Gesch d Altertums vol 11

,
sect i,p 35, note 3),

the name “Manda” meant the Scythians who in

the seventh century B C had invaded neater Asia

and was sometimes transfeired to the Medes along

side of whom the Scythians were settled A diame

trically opposite process would be to compare *mnd
with the name of the Munda language (of the

Mon Khmer family), cf in this connection Przyluski,

Dn ancien peuple du Penjab, Les Udumbat a, f A
,

1920, N® I, p 53, where a theory is advanced

according to which, before the arrival of the Indo

Aryans the valley of the Indus was peopled by

“Austro Asiatics” from the Himalayan zone to the

sea The influence of the Austro-Asiatic substratum,

1 e languages of the Munda type, would also

explain the preseivation in Sanskrit of the aspirated

sonants (V Minorsky)
MAND (MQnd, Mund), the longest river

in Ears {Nuzhat al-Kulub 50 farsakhs, E C
Ross over 300 miles in length)

The name As a rule in Persia, sections of

a river are called after the distiicts through which
they flow Mand is the name of the last stretch

near its mouth The name seems to appear for

the first time in the Idrs-nama (before 510=
1 1 16) but only in the composite Mandistan (cf

below)

The old name of the river is usually transcnbed

in Arabic characters Sakkan (Istakhrl, p 120,
Ibn Ilawkal, p 191, Idrlsi, tr Jaubert, 1 401)
but the orthography varies Ihakan, Pars ndma,
G M S, p 152, Nuzhat al-Kulub, p 134, Zak-

kan or Zakkan, Nuzhat al-Kulub, p 217, Sitara-

gSn, Diihdn-numU, p 247 ,
cf also Saihkan in

Hasan Fasa’i

1 he identification of the Sakkan with the ZtTXKbi;

mentioned in the Pertplus of Nearchus (Anian,

Indica, xxxviii 8) is generally recognised The
identity of Sitakos with the Sitioganus (Sitiogagus)

mentioned by Pliny, Nat Hist, vi 26 is also

usually admitted (Weissbach 1927), but Herzfeld

(1907) relying on the existence of another river,

the ShSdhkan (= Sitioganus 5^), has suggested doubts

about the identification of the Sitakos with the

Sitioganus Now, according to Istakhrl, p 119,
the ShadhkSn flows into the Peisian Gulf at Daght
al-Dastakan (north of Bushir?) This §hadhkan
must be identified with the river Sh^pur Ihe
Pars ndma

,

ed Le Stiange, p 163, mentions

Rudbal-i Sittadjan (“the banks of the S ”) as a

station on the road from Shiraz to Tawwadj From
this fact and especially from the name, SittaiJjan

seems to be applied to the left bank tributary of

the ^apUr Pliny, who follows Onesicntos, adds

that by the Sitioganus one i caches Pasargades in

7 days {quo Pasaigadus septimo die navigatur)

Whatever be the identity of the Sitioganus, the

exaggeration in this statement is evident (especi

ally in the direction of the sea to Pasargades)

and the waters of Pasargades (Mashad-i Murghab)
do not flow into the Persian Gulf But there is

nothing to prove the absolute impossibility of

using the Sakkan as a subsidiary means of trans

port in the season of floods (the winter) According

to Arrian, Nearchus found at the mouth of the

Sitakos large quantities of corn which Alexander

had brought there for the army Istajchri, p 99
places the Sakkan among the rivers of Fars which

are navigable at need {al-anhat al-kibar allati

tahmil^ al sufuna tdhd u^iiyat fl ha)

Another question is the phonetical identity of

the names Sitakos (Sitioganus ?) and Sakkan Ac-

cording to C F Andreas, ZirxKbq is a nominative

restored from a supposed genitive *Zitxk13v (Sita-

kan), Sitiogan-us is a mistake for Sittagan-us,

lastly the peculiarity of the Arabic script could

explain the change of Sittakan to Sakkan Here

we may add that Hasan Fasa^i gives one of the

stretches of the river the strangely written form

Saihkan «'^Stkan^‘) Istakhri however derives the

name of the river from that of the village of Sakk

{Nuzhat al-Kulub Zakan) in the district of Karzin

considerably below the Saihkan stretch of the rivei

To sum up the identification of the Sitakos with

the Sitioganus does not seem sufficiently established

The course of the river The Sikkan

(Mand) describes a great curve At first it runs

m the direction N W -S E
,

to the northern base

of the Kah 1 Marra-yi Shikaft, which separates it

from the valley of the river ^apur It follows

this direction (c 100 miles) to the end of Asman-

gird mountains around which it makes a bend

and turns south (70 miles) It then meets the

parallel ranges which run along the Persian Gulf

and continues its winding course to the sea m a

westerly direction (140 miles)

The SakkSn (Mfind) and its tnbutanes drain

and irrigate a considerable area. Istakhrl says that
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Its waters contribute the laigest share to the fer-

tility of Ffirs {aktjiar'*^ ^tmarat^n^

Ihe sources of the river (Kan-i Zaid, Cihil-

5ashma and Surkh-rag) rise in the mountains of

Kuh-i NSr and Kuh-i Mairayi-^ikaft in the N W
and W of Shiraz Ihese streams unite befoie

Khan i Zmyan in the distiict of MSsarm on the

great Shiraz-Kazrun-Bushir load Istakhri, p 120,

places the sources of the Sakkan near the village

of Shadhfan (5^) m the district of Ruwaidjan (?)

In the same author, p 130, Khan al-Asad on
the Sakkan corresponds to the modern Khan 1

Zmyan The Fats-nama (and the Nuzhat al Kiilub')

places the sources of the Sakkan near the village

of Catruya(^) Under the Tuikish name of Kara-

agha£, 1 e ‘‘[the river of] the elm”, the combined
streams flow through the districts of Masarm (=
Kuh-i Marra-yi Shikaft), Siyakh (Istakhri, p 120
Siyah) and Kawar In this last district, Rivada-

neyra, 111 81, going from Shiraz to FiruzabSd

crossed the river by a “substantial bridge” It is

in the district of Kawai that Hasan Fasa^ gives

the river the name of Saihkan In Kawai (Hasan
Fasa^) there used to be the barrage of Band 1

Bahman, where by a subteiranean channel {kanat)

part of the water was led into reseivoirs {LaK)

and then to the fields In the buluk of Khafr

(IstaWiri, p 105 Khabr), which must be disting-

uished from the district of the same name in the

kuia of Istakhi
,

the river tuins south Aucher-

Eloy, who crossed the river on the road from

Firuzabad to Djarrun (^ahruin) calls it “Tengui

Tachka” (= Tang-i Kashkai and speaks of its

“beautiful valley” Rivadaneyra continuing his jour-

ney from PirUzabad to D5rab crossed the river by a

ford between the villages of ladwan and “Assun-

Dscherd” (Asmangird ") He also admires the plea-

sant and flourishing aspect of Khafr Below the

latter, the river enters the buluk of Simkan where,

near the village of Sarkal, it receives on its left

bank, the brackish (i^wr) river of Djahrum, and
then flows through the ravine of Karzin, and
waters the buluk of Kir-wa-KSrzin Abbott coming
from Fasa crossed the river by a ford between

'Ali-abad and Lifardjan (cf the name of the ramm
of Kurds in Fars al-LiwSl^an, Istakhri, p 113),

where it was 100 yards wide and the water lose

up to the horse’s belly Farther down below the

ford. Stack, going fiom Kir to Kariyan crossed

the river, here 60 yards broad, by the bridge of

^ArQs, built in a zig-zag and in two stones (“the

queerest structure in the way of a bridge”) Near
the village of Nim dih, the iiver enters the buluk

ofAfzar After having wound round the fort of Kal^a yi

Shahriyar the river receives (near the place called

Cam-1 Kabkab) the name of Baz and then irrigates

the bulflk of Khunij (cf Ibn Battuta, 11 241 Khundj-
bal == Khundj + Bal) In the district of Diz gah of

the buluk of Galla dSr the river has two tributaries

near the village of Gabri, the Dar al-Mizan, and
two farsakhs lower, that of Dihram Ihe Dar al-

Mlzan comes from the left (east) side of the buluk

of Asir The Dihram much more important comes
from the right side after watering the historic

district of FlruzSbad (the ancient Gur, capital of

Ardashlr-Khurra . cf the details m Le Strange,

p 256) Istakhri, p 121 makes this tributary

come from Dardjan (of Siyah) and water first

^unaifghan and then GUr [in place of the name
of the nver Tirza, IstaWiri, p 99, 121, one should

probably read Buraza, cf the Fars-nama^ p 151,

Nuzhat al-Kulul), p 117—118 Hakim Buraza
was the sage who dried up the Lake of Gur]

After Diz-gah, the river enters the district of

Sana-wa-Shumba of the buluk of Dashti and neai

the village of Baghan leceives on the right bank
the rivei Canlz which comes from the district of

lasudji Da^tl finally neai the village of Du-
manlu the rivei enters the coast district of Mand-
istan and receives the name of Mand It flows

into the sea near the village of Ziyarat, halfway

between the old harbouis of Nadjiram (to the

noith) and Siiaf (to the south)

Mandistan The district foims part of the

buluk of Dajihtl (which is to be distinguished

from Di^tistan to the north of Dashti up to

Bushn) Dashti (36 X faisakhs) is composed of

4 districts I Baidistan, the pait of the coast in

which IS the port of Daiyir 2 Mandistan on the

coast to the north of Bardistan and the two banks

of the rivei Mand 3 Sana and Shumba on the

river above Mandistan 4 TasUdj-i Dashti, a very

narrow valley * X V2 farsakhs), wateied by the

Caniz and sepaiating Sana and ^umba from the

buluk ArbaS (on the lower course of the river

of hiruzabad)

Ihe whole of the buluk belongs to the torrid

zone (^gan/iasir) of bars Mandistan (i2 X 5

sakhs) includes lands so flat that the current of

the river is imperceptible and the water cannot

be used for iingation Agriculluie (wheat, bailey,

palm-tiees) is dependent on the winter floods

Ihe district has 40 villages Ihe capital of the

district and of the buluk is KSkl Ihere used to

be two rival families in M'tndistSn the Shaikh-

lyan and the Hadjdjiyan During the disturbances

under Afghan rule (1722— 1729) the Hadjdji Ra^is

Djamal exterminated the Shaikhiyan and founded

a little dynasty of hereditary governors who were

able to annex the district of Bardistan through

matrimonial alliances One of his descendants, Mu
hammad Khan (d at Bu^ir in 1299= 1881), was
noted as a poet under the pen name of Da^tl

Hasan Fasa^ explains the name Mandistan by

a popular etymology “the place where the water

flows slowly (xvanianday'' Names in ~stan are com-
mon m bais (Lanstan, Bardistan) but even if such

a formation was possible in a river name, the

element Mand would still be a puzzle It is curious

that Hasan b asah sometimes writes it Mand (read

Mund') and sometimes Mund (read Mbnd') It

might be suggested as a pure hypothesis that

there is a connection with the people M N D (cf

mand), of which there might have been a colony

in Mandistan
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10 (with a sketch based on Hasan hasa^i)

(V Minorsky)
MANDINGO, a people of the Western

Sudan whose country of origin was on the Upper
Nigei stretching from Bamako to Siguiri inclusive

This region includes the gold-bearing district of

Bouie, Bute, 01 Bito as well as the provinces of

Lower Faleme and of Bambuk which also produce
gold At the present time the Mandingoes have
spread into the mountainous country in which the

two branches of the Senegal arise, they occupy
Sangaran, Gangaran, Bambuk, and the valley of

the Gambia to the South while to the North they

extend as far as the Western Sahara In the xdh
century, they colonised a part of the modern
Mauretania and, according to the Arab authors

of this period, who mention them under the name
of Gangara (sing Gan^ari) 01 Wangara — a word
which seems to be a coriuption of the name of

their country of origin Gangaran, Gwangaran or

Gbangaran — they weie to be met with in

Hodh In our time the first of these names
has been kept by the Moors and the Sarakole,

the second by the Songhoy, the Pul of Massina
and the Ilausa

Ihe country of these natives is called according

to the diiTerent dialects Manding, Mandi, Mam,
Mandeng, Maneng, Mande, Mane Ihe inhabitants

are called by the names of Mandinka, Maninka,
Maninga, Mandenka, Mancnka or Manenga in the

dialects of the Centre and of the East and Man-
dinko or Mandingo, m those of the Noith, South

and West This last form in use in the British

possessions of Gambia and Sieira Leone has been

adopted by the English while the French keep

the foim Manding or Mandinguc
The name of the country corrupted by the Pul

has become in the language of these natives Mali,

Malli, Malli, Melli, and that of the inhabitants

has become Mallmke or Malmke Ihis last word
has now come to stand foi the South-Western

poition of this people 01 for their dialect

Ethnography 1 he Mandingo group constitutes

a well marked ethnological group, but it does

not form an organised people undci one rule

Three chief divisions can be distinguished, and
these can again be subdivided into many sections

They are the Malmke, the Bambaia, or Banmana,
and the Diula or Giula

A Sudanese historian of the xvi^h century, Mah-
mnd K5 ti, who wiote the TedrtUk al-Fattah in

Arabic, distinguished in his time between the

Malmke and the Wangara, regarding the former

as warriors and the latter as merchants and traders

The Malmke are the least advanced of the Man-
dingoes from the social point of view, many of

them remaining faithful to the matriarchal system

and are still cultivators of the soil, hunters and

gold diggers

An attempt has been made to derive their name

from that of the hippopotamus malt or mert^ and
thus “malinka” would signify the “people of the

hippopotamus This explanation is erroneous,

the suffix signifying the nationality, can only

be joined to the name of a country or of a tribe

and never to that of an animal It is possible

however, that the name of the country which

was the cradle of their race, could come from ma^

mother, and deng or dtng^ child, this word then

would signify “child of the mother'’, in allusion

to the descent by the female line which is custom

ary amongst them
The Bambara inhabit the valleys of the Niger

and of the Bam as far as Lake Debo, they aie

numerous m the Sahel They are more advanced

agricultuiists than the Malmke and they recognize

descent by the male line An attempt has been

wrongly made to deiive their name from that of

the crocodile bamba or bama Some authors, on

the other hand, have held that their name signifies

“refusal to obey a master” {ban refusal, ma
master, 71a towards) This explanation, although

it could be accepted linguistically, must, according

to M Delafosse, be rejected He prefers that of

“renunciation of the mother” (bati refusal or

renunciation, ba or fyia mother, na or 7 a to)

Ihe Diula or Giula inhabiting some fairly im-

portant centres are chiefly merchants and traders

1 hey arc met with m small colonies, settled amongst

the indigenous peoples to the East of Bam as far

as the Upper Volta and the Gold Coast Having

been converted at an early date to Muhammadanism,
they have remained fervent Muslims and there

aie amongst them quite a large number of

learned men
Their name is said to signify “from the foundation,

from the stock” (dui) According to their own
account, It was given to them because then an-

cestors belonged to families of noble birth

At the basis of Mandingo society is an extended

family i^gba or ^wa') comprising all the living

descendants of an ancestor, sufficiently near in

place and in time for all the ties of relationship

not to have been forgotten In general this extended

family covers four generations the patriarch, his

brotheis and cousins, their children, the children

and grand-children of the latter, and an equal

numbei of generations of slaves Persons of the

same generation placed on the same level are

called by the same name father, brothei, son,

without distinguishing the fathers from the uncles,

the brothers from the cousins, the sons from the

nephews, all aie collectively sharers in the family

propel ty, which they have helped to acquire and

to augment by their labours This family property

consists of crops, of animals, arms, surplus utensils

and clothing, as well as treasure in gold, silver

or cowries gathered together by the founder of

the family It is administered by the patriarch

who cannot dispose of it without the consent of

the majority of the othei members Each of those,

man or woman, possesses in addition a private

stoie of which he has the free use

The chief exeicises a political, domestic and

religious authority In this capacity he is charged

with making sacrifices and offerings to their an-

cestois and to the patron deities of the family

A numbei of families observing the same religious

prohibitions and bearing the same name {dtamu)

form a clan, the members, who form a clan are

of the same origin, but so far removed by birth
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that It IS impossible to trace their descent back

to a common origin

The chief Mandmgo clans are those of Keyta,

Kante, Taraore, the Dembele, the Konate, the

Kulubali, the Kuruma, the Diara^ the Samake,

the Mareko, the Kamara, the Bakayoko etc None
of them IS either organised or under a single ruler

There exists between persons of different clans

a particular tie called senakuya^ without doubt the

remains of an ancient phratry which obliges them
to assist one another and to exchange presents on
certain occasions

,
the same persons can also

quarrel among themselves or fight with one another

without involving any serious consequences

The organisation which is lacking in the clan

and in the tube shows itself on the contrary in

each inhabited centre in the form of the hierarchical

brotherhoods, which combine all the young people

and the men of the same age who have together
* submitted to circumcision and to the tests of

successive initiation The first is that of ntomo^

grouping together the boys from the ages of 7
to 14 years, then there come the so-called secret

societies, such as those of the korno or of the

nama which consist of politico religious groups

within the village

The village or dugu is the administrative unit,

the union of a number of villages and the lands

which surround it forming a district or kafo ^
a

number of districts constitute a province or a

kingdom, dtamana^ at the head of which there

was in former times the Mansa or Massa The
latter was surrounded by different ministers and
assisted by a treasurer

Although Muhammadanism has long penetrated

amongst the noble families of the Mandmgo, the

greater portion of the population has remained

faithful to the worship of natural forces and of

protecting deities, dugu la strt^ gnena and bolt

The great religious festivals are the agraiian feasts

and the most important correspond to the periods

of seed time and harvest

The Language The Mandingoes properly

speaking are in number about 2,800,000 of whom
77.000 are in Senegal, 1,000,000 in French Sudan

,

200.000 in the Upper Volta, 2,500 in Nigeria,

290.000 on the Ivory Coast, 550,000 m Fench
Guinea

,
more than 680,000 live in Gambia, Sierra

Leone, Portuguese Guinea and the Republic of

Liberia In addition to these natives, whose mother

tongue IS Mandmgo, more than 2,000,000 other

people speak this idiom, for this reason it is often

spoken of as a language that is still spreading

The Mandmgo belongs to the African Negro
language and more especially to the group which
M Delafosse calles Nigero-Senegalese

,
D Wester-

mann Mandmgo, and A Drexel Nko-Nke, it is

closely allied to Susu Foreign idioms seem to

have had little influence, although it has borrowed

certain abstract and religious terms from the Arabic,

from Phoenician or Punic it has borrowed expres-

sions relative to horsemanship and cotton, from

Berber about a dozen words, and finally during

the space of the last fifty years it has further

borrowed from several European languages

The roots are monosyllabic or dissyllabic and
many of them can be traced to an ancient African

Negro origin For example fara^ the action of

killing or being dead, seems to come from a root

far or fag, cf in Susu /zj;fl,Hausa /ia!Wfl,Mossi

fare^ Fang war, Pul war (de), Musgu fada^

Congo fv)a^ Swahili fa and wa, Ancient Egyp-

tian fex Ihe nominal class docs not exist in

this language

Mandmgo uses derivative suffixes which are used

to form distinct substantives used as substantives

only, foi example ka, nka^ or nga^ the suffix

for nationality Mandenka^ la or ra^ the instru-

mental suffix tege, to cut, tege-la, the instrument

for cutting, axe It employs also adjective suffixes,

foi example ma or via indicating the possession

of the thing mentioned §7/, water, gyi-nia^ “full

of water”, id indicating on the contrary the lack

of the thing expressed gyt n-ta^ “without water”

Certain suffixes, joined to a simple or derived root,

indicate the possession of a quality or of a state,

for example ya suru^ “short, little” ,
suru ya^

“shortness” and also “to shorten or to approach”

Suffixes also exist, indicating determination or

relationship

The Mandmgo conjugation employs prefixes

denoting the perfect, the aorist, the injunctive

Certain auxiliary piefixes serve to indicate time

It has a considerable number of verbal forms,

affirmative as well as negative

This language does not possess any trace of a

system of syntax of agreement
,

the relations

between one element of a sentence and another

are entirely determined by the respective position

of the two elements and their grammatical func-

tion is often determined only by the place which

they occupy in the sentence

In the syntax of this language, the complement

of a noun, pronoun or veib always precedes the

noun, pronoun or verb in question, the adjective

qualifying or determining a noun always follows

this noun, the noun of number always the noun

of the thing numbered, an adverb modifying a

word follows It The order of the words in the

sentence is subject, prefix or auxiliary of conjuga

tion, direct complement of the verb, verb root or

derivative, indirect complement of the verb, adverb

modifying the statement

Mandmgo is divided into a fairly large number
of dialects revealing differences more or less marked

We distinguish the Bambaia or Bamana dialects, the

Diula dialects and lastly the Malinke dialects, which

are themselves divided into the Malinke of the

East, of the North (sometimes Khassonke), of the

West and of the South

History The wide diffusion of this language

is due to certain historical circumstances, and to

the rise of the Mandmgo hegemony which extended

over almost all the Western Sudan from the year

1250 to 1500
According to local tradition, the Mandmgo

sovereigns bore the title of Mansa or Massa, they

belonged to the Keyta and married into that of

the Konde or Kone In the beginning, they owed
their influence to their knowledge of soicery and

magical practices and little by little they emerged

from obscurity Ibn KhaldQn has transmitted to us

the name of the first of them, Baramendana, who
about the year 1050, was converted to Isl5m, in

order to obtain, according to al-Bakri, the end

of a drought, which was cruelly trying the country

of Mande, thereafter he made the pilgrimage to

Mecca Native tradition has kept the name of

two of the descendants of this prince, Hamana
and Dyigui-Bilali The son of the latter, MQsa,

called Allakoy, reigned from the year 1200 to

1218 Four times he made a pilgrimage to Mecca,
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and he extended the power of his dynasty On
the other hand, his son Nare Famaga (1218-1230)
suffered a great reverse and was defeated by his

neighbour, the king of Sos5
,
Sumanguru Kante,

who annexed Mandingo in 1224 and put to death

eleven out of the twelve sons of the conquered

monarch The last son, SUn Diata or Man Diata

(1230 — 1255), who was weak and delicate suddenly

recovered his health and strength after touching

his father’s sceptre Little by little he got together

a poweiful army, with the help of which he con

quered a part of 1^ uta jDjalon, the country situated

between the Niger and Bam, in the region of

Kita and that of Beledugu In 1235 attacked

his enemy Sumanguru Kante and defeated him at

Kirina, not far from the Niger After having sub

dued shortly afterwards the whole of the SSso,

he advanced in 1240 as far as the celebrated city

of Ghana which he plundered During the fol-

lowing yeais. Sun Diata took possession of Gangaran
and of the gold bearing district of Bambuk, with

out neglecting the good administration of his

lands in which he encouraged agiiculture and
extended the cultivation of the cotton plant Towards
the year 1240 he abandoned the ancient capital

of the Mandingoes, Djeriba, and transfer! ed it to

Niani, wrongly called Mali or Melli by the Arab
historians He died in 1255 in the vicinity of this

town One of his sons succeeded Sun Diata, whose
name only is handed down to us, namely Mansa
Ule or the Red King (1255— 1270) After him
reigned the princes Wall, Khalifa and Abu Bakari

between the years 1270 and 1285 about whom
we possess no information After the death of

the latter, the power passed into the hands of a

slave of the Keyta called Sakura or Sabakura,

who kept it from the year 1285 Then
the Keyta regained the throne and under Gan,
Mamadu, and Abu Bakari they held it from 1300
to 1307 At the end of this undistinguished period,

Kankan Mussa, also called Gongo Musa (1307

—

1332), the son of the last of these sovereigns, seems
to have raised to its zenith the power of his

dynasty We owe to Ibn Khaldun some details

about his person and the events of his reign He
was an ascetic prince and full of piety, and he

made a pilgrimage to Mecca in 1325 and on
his return he brought back with him to the

SudSn, al-Mamer, a descendant of the founder

of the dynasty of the Almohads, as well as the

Arab poet al-SahiU When he was still in the

Sahara, Kankan Mussa learnt that his tioops had
seized Gao, Tumbuktu, Walata and the king-

dom of Songhoy He decided to visit the first two
of these towns, and on the advice of the strangers

who accompanied him, he built m each of them
a mosque and a palace, thus introducing Aiab
architecture into the country When he died m
1322, his authority extended from the valley of

the Bam to that of the Faleme, and from the

Sahara as far as the thick foiest, and he had
entered into relations with the Sultan of Fez

His son and successor Maghan (1332— 1336)
was not able to keep intact the kingdom bequeathed

to him by his father During the reign of this

prince the Mossi pillaged Tumbuktu, and Songhoy
cast off the Mandingo yoke
On his death, SulaimBn (1336— 1359), the bi other

of Kankan Mussa, ascended the throne According
to Ibn Khaldun, the first care of the new sovereign

was to assert his authority in his ^possessions in

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

the North He was not successful in regaining

Songhoy, but he established peace and security in

his kingdom, which he reorganised The traveller

Ibn Battnta, who passed through Mandingo in the

year 1351— 1352 furnishes us with valuable in-

formation on the country, the administration, justice

and the couit

Kamba, the son of Sulaiman, succeeded his

father but was deposed at the end of a few months
by Man-Diata, the son of Maghan who kept his

power until 1374 He died of sleeping sickness and
IS remembered as a cruel, debauched and extra-

vagant piince

His successors Musa II (1374— 1387), Maghan II,

Sandigui Maghan III, MUsa III and Musa Ule II

reigned until the beginning of the xv^h century

From this time onwards exact information ceases,

as our authoiity, the historian Ibn Khaldun, died

in the yeai 1406
The decline of the Mandingo empire was hastened

during the xvth century by the attacks of the

Tuareg, the Songhoy, the Mossi and the king of

Tekrur In the year 1481 Mansa Mamadu feeling

himself to be in dangei, approached the Turks
wlio were established on the coast of Africa and
sought their protection This move and others similar

which followed it influenced the kings John II and

John HI in sending to the court of the king of

the Mandingoes two ambassadors, the one m 1483,
the other in 1534, but without lending any

militaiy aid

In the year 1545 the Askia Da’ud of Gao came
and plundered the Mandingo capital The Moroc-

cans who had come from Tumbuktu some months
befoie, joined in the year 1591 the enemies who
surrounded the kingdom The period from 1600-

1670 marks the last stage of Mandingo power
But two new principalities were formed on its

rums at Segu and in Kaarta

According to the legend, the Bambara under

the guidance of two brothers, Baramangolo and
Niangolo, were flying before their enemies They were

on the point of peiishing under the blows of their

enemies, since a river barred their route when
they were saved by a miraculous fish which ear-

ned them to the opposite bank After this miracle

they took the name of “Kulu bah”, that is to say

the men “without boats”

In the middle of the xvidk century the de-

scendants of Baramangolo had spread into the valley

of the Niger and of the Bam but they paid tribute

to the inhabitants of Djenne and to the Moroc
cans of lumbuktu, their capital was Segu Biton

Kulubali (16601—710) liberated them from this

tutelage Having collected a powerful army and

fortified Segu, he made war first against the sovereign

of the Mandingoes, then seized the light bank of

the Niger and finally Massina and even Tumbuktu

He died of tetanus after organising his kingdom

and dividing it into sixty districts

His son Denkoro (1711— 1736), cruel and

debauched prince, was assassinated ,
All, the brother

of Denkoro, only reigned a few days and was

deposed by the army of the Tondion or govern-

ment troops The period 1736—1750 was troubled

by internal disorders, and in the year 1750 the

power passed to the family of the Diara, who
kept it until 1861 At this time the conquering

al-Ha^djl 'Omar seized Segu and put 'All, the

last king of the dynasty, to death

The descendants of Niangolo Kulubali are cal-

x6
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led “Massasi”, that is to say ‘‘royal race” At the

end of the xviith century they occupied all the

province of Kaarta itself and they weie the rivals

of the Bambara of Segu In the middle of the

xviiith century, Massa Bakari succeeded in bringing

under his authority Kaarta, Kingui, Bakunu, Gui

diume and Diafunu One of his successors, Besse-

koro, received the explorer Mungo Park at Guemu
m the year 1796 In the year 1854 the hst sove-

reign of the line of the Massasi, called Kandian, was

reigning at Nioro when al Hadjdji 'Omar seized

the village and executed all members of the royal

family

After these events the Mandingoes remained

divided and until the year i860 only played a

modest part in history In this year, there arose

in the vicinity of Kankan, in the district of Was-
sulu, Samori luie, at first the leader of a band
and then the soveieign of the province of Bis-

sandugu This new conqueror, although he was
quite illiterate, seized in a short time the whole
of Wassulu and took the title of “Almami” Cros-

sing the Niger he extended his wailike expeditions

into Sankaran and advanced within 80 miles ot

Kita, a post recently founded by the French The
latter fought against Samori first from the years

1881 to 1886 and in the next year imposed upon
him the treaty of Bissandugu, which he respected

for only a few months From 1888 to 1891 Al-

mami attacked Tieba, the king of Sikasso, without

any success, thereafter he resumed hostilities against

the French, who at the end of the year 1893 oc-

cupied Wassulu Samori then fied into the Uppei
Ivory Coast, which he lavaged from the year 1894
to 1897, and he destroyed Kong, Bonduku and

Buna In front of this town, a detachment com
manded by Captain Braulot was exterminated in

the year 1897 by the warriors of Sarantie Mon,
his son and his lieutenant France thereupon de-

termined to settle with Almami against whom a

combined force was sent It resulted in the capture

of Samori and of his army on 29ih Sept 1898
at Guelemu on the Upper Ivory Coast Samori

was deported with his family to Gabon where he
died in 1900, he was about 65 years old Since

the disarmament of his warriors, no event of im
portance has disturbed the peace of Mindmgo
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_ _ (III ABOUREl)
MANDU, a fortress now in ruins, was formerly

the capital of Malwa [q v], and stands in

22® 21' N and 75° 26' L It has probably been a

stronghold from time immemorial, but little is

known of its history until the fortifications were

erected in their present foim by DilSvar Khftn Ghuri

(1392— 1405), the first independent Muslim king

of Malwa, and his successors Ills son, Hushang
Shah, made it his capital, and it remained the

capital of the kingdom and province of Malwa
throughout the period of Muslim rule, and has

stood many sieges Its streets ran with the blood

of 19,000 Radjputs, slain by MahmUd II of Malwa
when he recovered his capital from his rebellious

troops

Of the ten gates of the fortress (two on the

south, two on the west, one on the east, and five

on the north), the Tarapur Gate was built by

Dilavar Khan, the Djahangirpura Gate by the

emperor Djahangir, and the ^Alamgir Gate by an

officer of the emperor Awrangzib in a d 1668
The BhagwSnia Gate was built in 1517 in the

reign of Mahmud KhaldjI H, and the Songafh
Gate is an old gate rebuilt early in the nineteenth

century by Mama Bai, the great Rani of Dhar
The Lawanl, Rampol, Dihll, and Bhangl Gates

are old, but bear no inscriptions The last has
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Us name from the legend that a sweeper was
buried alive on the completion of the gateway

The Garl or Carnage Gate bears no inscription

and its age is unknown
The puncipal buildings m the fortress are the

mosques of DilSvar Khan (1405), Malik Mughith

(1432), and Husbang (1454), the last being one

of the finest specimens of Pathan architecture in

India, the Hindola Mahall with the Nahar l^ha-

rokha, the Taweli and IJjahSz Mahalls, the palaces

ofNasii al-Din(i509) and Cishti Khan, the Campa
Baoli or Well, Rupmatl’s pavilion, the tombs of

Ilu^ang Shah and DaryS ^an, the Hathi-khana

(actually a tomb), and the Tower of Victory of

MahmQd Kkaldjt I These buildings are now care

fully conseived by the Archaeological Department

of the Government of India
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MANDUB. [See Sharia
]

MANF, or, according to Abu ’l-lida (p 116),

Minf, the ancient Egyptian capital Memphis,
on the left bank of the Nile, not far from Cairo,

IS well known in Arabic liteiature as a very old

town Ihe geographers cite, among the ku)a\ of

Egypt, that of Manf and Wasim (cf eg Ibn Khor-

dadhbih, p 81), but the town was already ruined

in Muhammadan times (al-Ya^kabi, Kit al Buldany

P 33*) — by *^Amr b al-^As, according to Abu
’1 Fida^ {loc cit )

— and was no more than a village

in the time of Ibn Ilawkal (p 106)

Most Arab writers speak of the ancient traditions

connected with Manf, often together with ‘Am
Shams [q v

]
It is said to have been the first

town inhabited in Egypt after the Flood, founded

by Baisar b Ham b Nuh (Ibn ^Abd al-Hakam,

Butuh Mt\r^ ed lorrey, p 9) or Misrayim b

Baisar (al-MakrizI, ed Wiet, 1 73), the name is

said to mean thirty {tnafa^ sc the Coptic niaab\

because the first inhabitants were thirty in number
Further it is said to have been the town, where

the Kur’anic stories of Musa and Yusuf took place

(Yakut, iv 667), namely the Madinat hir'awn,

which possessed 70 gates and fiom which flowed

the four gieat rivers of the earth (Ibn KhordSdhbih,

p 81) The temple {barbt) of Manf was built

under the queen Daluka by herself or by the

sorceress called aKa^uza^ and had magical pro-

perties Manf had also a tradition as a Christian

town, the ruins of the monastery Dair Hirmfs

are still to be seen, and the Arab authois know
of some churches in the place (e g Kanisat al-

Usl^uf, cf Yakut, loc cit ),
which reminded them ot

the ancient enormous prosperity of the town
Bibliography Maspero and Wiet, Mate-
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MANGIR, the general name for coppei com

under the early Ottomans, corresponding

to altun (gold) and akh (silver) As a particular

denomination it was a copper coin struck in the

reign of Sulaiman II during a period of financial

stress In 1099 (1687) ** resolved to issue

temporarily a token coinage in copper to be with-

drawn from currency when the finances of the state

improved 800 mangirs were struck to the oke
of copper and put into currency as half aspers

When the situation did not improve, the value

was raised to one asper
,
the remedy proved worse

than the disease for veiy soon the country was
flooded with copper coins and gold and silver

driven out of circulation

Mangir is also the name given to imitations of

sequins in brass or other cheap metal worn as

ornaments
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MANGISHLiAK, a mountainous penin-

sula on the eastern shoies of the Caspian
Sea, first mentioned under the Persian name
Siyah-Koh (“Black Mountain”

,
cf B G A

^
\ 218),

the same name was given to the hills west of the

Sea of Aral {pp cit
,

vii 92 ,
see amU-darya)

According to Istakhri {pp cit
^

1 219), the peninsula

used to be uninhabited, it was only shortly before

his time (or that of his predecessor al-Balkhi) that

1 urks, who had quarrelled with the Ghuzz [q v ],

i e with their own kin, had come there and
found springs and pastmes for their flocks Ships

which were wrecked on the cliffs of the peninsula

used to be plundered by these luiks MukaddasI
(or Makdisi) mentions the mountain of Binkisblah

as marking the frontier between the land of the

Khazars and Djuidjan [q v
]
(cf B G A

,
m 355)

In the form Mankfshlagh (vocalised Mankashl5gh
by Yakut) the name first appears in documents of

the vitk (xiith) century (W Barthold, Turkestan^

1 34, 44 and 79) and in Yakut (iv 670) Accoiding

to Yakut, this name was borne by a strong fortress

neai the sea between Khwanzm [q v
], Sal^sm [q v

]

and the land of the Rus 1 he peninsula was evidently

no longer, as it had once been, a place held in tenor

not only foi its natural conditions but also for its in-

habitants, via Mangf^ilak there ran, as later almost

into modern times, an impoitant tiade route from the

Volga territory to Kh^arizm
,
goods were unloaded

in the bay near Cape Tub Karagan and taken to

Kh^anzm by caravans Before its conquest between

1127— 1*28 and 1138 by the Khwgrizmshah AtsTz

[q V ], MangIshlak was a separate and practically

independent principality on the frontiers of the

Muslim world (it was of course regarded as within

the empire of the Salflju^cs, q v
)

As the vcise

quoted shows, the conquest resulted in the de-

struction of the town No permanent settlement

is again mentioned on the peninsula until its

occupation by the Russians, in spite of its importance

for commerce
Por the last few centuries (perhaps even earlier)

the peninsula has been inhabited by luikomans

Towards the beginning of the xt^» (xvB^) century

these were the Salui [q v
] ,

on the coast lived

the “inner Salur” {ilgi Salur\ on the road from

Kh^Srizm to the coast (about 500 miles, it took

20 days to traverse) lived “the outer (/<rj^^/) Salur”

(Zap
,

XV 208) Abu ’1-Ghazi (ed Desmaisons,

p 267) gives the Eisari for the Salui
, towards

the end of this century, this tribe was almost

completely diiven out by the Mangft [q v
] 1 e

by the Nogai, later we find the Kalmucks [q v
]
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conquering here On their rule in Mang^sijlak, 1

cf Abu ’1 Ghazi, p 316, the name of the peninsula

IS written by Abu ’

1-Ghazi (see Index), Manklsllla^^,

Man^c^shl2k and Mankighlak In addition to the

regular traffic by sea with Astrakhan [q v ],

frequently mentioned in Russian souices, there

was also a connection with Shirwan mentioned

by Abu’l-Ghazi (p 257 and 273) and other sources

Three Turkoman tribes, the Cawdur, the Igdirand

the Soinadji, were depoited by the Kalmucks under

Ayuka (1670— 1724), according to others as eaily

as the reign of Puntsuk-MonCak (1667— 70) from

MangTgblak to the nothern part of the Caucasus,

but a section of the (5a^\dur continued to dwell in

Mangfshlak When, under Russian lule, the land

of the Turkomans was organised as the “ 1 rans-

Caspian territory” {Zaha^ptyskava oblasf\ the

“district of Mangfshlak” was included in it, the

capital was the little settlement founded in 1839
as “Novo-Petrovskoye ukrepleniye” and known
from 1859 as “Fort Aleksandrowsk” (now Fort

Urickogo) In the xixth century the Tuikomans
were gradually diiven out of Mangfshlak by the

Kazak [cf kirgiz]
,
therefore aftei the Revolution

the distiict of Mangfshlak avas separated from the

land of the Turkomans and now belongs to the

republic of Kazakistan

After the western shore of the Caspian Sea had
passed under Russian rule, it was recognised that

the Gulf of Balkhan [q v
]
foimcda better gateway

to Central Asia than Mangfshlak In 1819 the

ambassador Mu*-awycw proposed to the Kh^n of

Khiwa, Muhammad Rahim, that the caravan route

from the Caspian Sea to Khiwa should no longer

start from Mangfshlak but from the port of

Krasnowodsk on the Gulf of Balkhan The Khan
replied “It is true, the road via Mangfshlak is

much longer than the road via Krasnowodsk but the

people in Mangfshlak are my subjects, whereas the

Yomut as far as Astarabad belong for the most
part to the Kaeijar” [q v

]
(N Murayew, Puieshesi-

vtye V Turkmmiyu t Khtwu^ Moscow 1822,

p 134) It was only after Russian rule was firmly

established in Central Asia that this question

could be settled in favour of the Gulf of Balkhan
Since Krasnowodsk became the starting point for

the Central Asiatic railway, Mangfshlak has lost

any importance it had in favour of the Gulf of

Balkhan According to the census of 1897, the

population of Krasnowodsk was 6,322 and of Fort

Aleksandrowsk only 895
Bibliography given in the article

Descriptions of the district of Mangfshlak will

be found m all works on I urkestan, eg V
Masal'skiy, Turkesianskiy Krat^ St Petersburg

*913? Pg ^21 (W Barthold)
MANGIT, the name of a tribe and a

people In the time of Cingiz-Khan [q v
] the

word Mangft appears as the name of a Mongol
people m Rashid al-Din {Trudt Vost Old Ailh
Ob^c

,
vii 205 sq Mangkut) From the Mongol

period onwards the name Mangft (written Mang-
ipit, Manghnt, Manghit, Mankit, Manghit and
Manghit) like many other Mongol names (Naiman,
Kungrat etc ) appears as the tribal name of Turkish
or Turkicised peoples According to the Zafai-
nama (Ind ed

,
1 277) the Mangft weie a tribe

(utmak) of the Golden Hoide, which produced
the celebrated Emir Idegu (in Russian sources

Yedigei), the contemporary and opponent of Timur
and Tol^tamfsh The people called Nogai in Rus

Sian sources is always called Mangft by Abu
T-Ghazi (see Index) and othei Oiiental source^

of the same peiiod Now Nogai alone is used a'^

the name of the people The statement that the

Mangft tribe makes up about 90^/0 of them want*

more careful investigation (M Tfnfshpaev, Male

rtall k istorn Ktrgiz-KasaksKogo naroda^ Tashkent

1925, p 28), the name Mangft is said to be

also found as the name of a family among the

Yakuts In the Bahr al-As)dr of Mahmud b

Wall (MS Ind Off, N^ 575 ,
f 35 '') the tribe

(ttlus) of the Mangft and the tube (J/) of the

Kungrat are mentioned as the two most important

branches of the Ozbegs I he Mangft tribe wa*

of some political impoitance for the political life

of Bukhara and Khwarizm In the fighting witl

other tribes the Mangfts of Bukhaia were sup

ported by their brcthien in Khiva and vice versr

but it was only m Bukhaia that they became

supreme On the dynasty of the Mangft see theaiticle

BUKHARA (there written Mankit), the dynasty wa'

overthiown in the revolution of 1920 In Khiv

the Mangfts combined with the Nukuz to form

double tube (the other double tribes were tin

Uigur-Naiman, Kitai Kfpeak and Kfyat Kungrat)

The place called Mangft on modern maps wa
only founded in Radjab 1215 (Nov -Dec 1800) b^

members of the tribe who had been driven by th(

Turkoman Yomut to the east (History of Khiva

MS of the Asiatic Museum, p 590 supra, f 1^')

At the piesent day the Mangfts numbci 99,20(

in Bukhara (of whom 44,000 are in Bukhara itsel

and 31,000 in Karshi
, q v) and only lo 300 11

Khiva
Dibltogiaphy Vamb6iy, Das Tutlcnvol
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Btziehungen^ Leipzig 1885, p 349 sqq (amonj
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227, Aristow, ZamHtki ob etmeesiom soslav
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MANGU [See MOngke]
mangU-timur, so on his coins. Mongo

Mbngke-Timur, as in the article blrke, [q v

written Mungka (e g Rashid al-Din, ed Blochel

p 109), in the Russian annals Mengutimei am
Mengutemer, Kh an of the Golden Hord
(1266— 1280), grandson of the Khan B5tu [q v

son of TukukSn According to Egyptian source*

the death of his predecessor Beike took place 11

665 (Oct 1266-Sept 1267), in Safar 666 (Oct

Nov 1267) an embassy left Cairo which was t

bring the new Khan an expression of sympath

and congratulations from Sultan Baibars I [q v

In 667 (Sept 1268-Aug 1269) an embassy fror

the Khan arrived in Egypt The exchange c

embassies was maintained throughout the whol

of the Khan's reign When in 670 (1271— 1272
an embassy on the way to Egypt was capture

by a Frankish ship from Marseilles, the amba*
sadors and all their goods had to be released o

the Sultan’s demand When in 680 (April 1281-

1282) an Egyptian embassy left for the Golde
Horde nothing was yet known of the death of th

Khan Only later did they learn that he was n

more, having died in Rabl^ I 679 in the distric

of AkluViya (apparently nowhere else mentioned)
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his death is said to have been caused by the

unskilful removal of a boil on the neck In Rashid

al-Din (ed Blochet, p 142) the date of Mangu
Timur’s death is given as 681 (Apr 1282-March

1283), there are coins of his brother and succts-

soi lada-MangO struck in this year

The Egyptian government tried to induce the

Kh5n to resume the war on the Persian Mongols
begun by his piedecessor Beike, but soon after

his accession Mangu-Timur concluded peace with

Abaka and never again attacked Persia Rashid

al-Din by an oversight attributes to MangQ-fimui
the campaign against Arghun of the year 689 =
1290 (m Blochet’s edition in p 140, we have

sab^ for ///), d’Ohsson des Mongols^ iv 42)
and Barthold (article akghUn) have been misled

by this

On Mingu-Timur’s participation in events in

Central Asia down to the Kuiultai of 667 (1269)
(sending an army of 50,000 men under Berkedjar,

a brother of BStU and Berkc) see the aiticle

BURAK KHAN Accounts of this are found in the

still unprinted parts of the al- Tawarikh
of Rashid al-Din (reign of Abaka, cf d’Ohsson,

op at
,

111 428) The alliance between Mangu-
Timur and Kaidu, whom he was then supporting,

IS also mentioned later, when in 1277 two sons

of the empeior Kubilai Khan were taken prisoners

in the war with Kaidti, the latter had the piinces

sent to the court of Mangu-limui, from which

they were htci sent back to their father (Rashid

al-Din, ed Blochet, p 8, d’Ohsson, op at
^

11

452 sq )

Russian ruleis appealed to Mangu-Timur for

support as they had done to his predecessors and
successois Lev of Galicz received assistance fiom

him against the Lithuanians but the Tatar auxili-

aries proved a great burden not only to his enemies

but also to their proteges In 1277, a Russian aimy
was fighting in the Caucasus against the Alans

under the Khan’s orders From Mangii Timur dates

the earliest extant edict of a l^an of the Golden
Iloide on the privileges of the Greek orthodox

cleigy, it IS dated in the year of the Hare (probably

1 267) 1 he bishop of Sarai, Theognostes, was sent by
Mangu-limur as an ambassador to Constantinople

In contrast to the last two decades of the xiiBh

century the Golden Horde under Mangu-Timur
was a great power, fiee from internal troubles

Coins were still struck only m the old commci-
cial city of Bulghai [q v ]

but, unlike those of

his predecessors, in his own name not in that of

the Gieat Khan On his coins, the seal of the

Golden Horde appears for the first time

Bibliography (so far as not already

given) Howorth, History of the Mongols^\\ 125

sqq
,
Hammer-Puigstall, Gtschichtc da Goldenen

Hotde^ Pesth 1840, p 248 sqq — Ihe Egyptian

references in W liesenhausen, Sbornik inateri

alov^ otnosyadiLtUhsya k istom Zolotoi Ordl^

part 1 ,
St Petersburg 1884 (W Barthold)

MANI [See Zinuik]

MANI is the name given in Ottoman lurkish

to populai songs in quatiains The name
IS a corruption of the Aiabic word via^na^ meaning
“thought, idea”, and is by no means found through-

out the whole area where Ottoman lurkish is

spoken In many districts isolated quatrains, like

songs of several verses, are simply called tmku
Songs in quatrains are known among almost all

Turkish peoples they must therefore be considered

to have been known to the original Turkish stock

Ihe rhythm of the mam is, as m Turkish popular

poetry generally, sometimes purely syllabic (a de-

finite number of syllables without a fixed caesura),

and sometimes depends on the accented syllables

(with a fixed caesura and therefore with the order

of weak and stiong syllables to some degree fixed)

The lines show as a rule 7 syllables (4-3, 3-4,
rarely 2-3-2) Quatrains with all four lines alike

are rare, the third line usually differs from the

others (3-4, 3-4, 4-3, 3-4, or 4-3, 4-3, 3-4,

4-3 and so on) Ihe original arrangement of the

rhyme in lurkish quatrains is abeb (two lines

rhyming) which clearly shows the quatrain was
oiiginally a distich In the Ottoman mam we have

a development of this form also, with three

rhyming lines {a aba) The rhyme however which
connects the second and fourth lines is often ful-

ler and more distinct than that which connects

the first and second lines Alliteration, which is

highly developed among many Turks, especially

in the north, is only found sporadically in the

mam, it is found both as line alliteration (simil-

arity in the initial letters of the words of a line,

e g Kara koyun kawurmasl^ betime benztme bak^ etc )

and as verse alliteration (similarity of the initial

letters of the lines in a verse, e g sari gulum
yerinde^ sentn insaf nerende^ sue bende yok sew-

diywiy Sana gonul luerende)

As regards matter, the majority of the mam fall

into two distinct parts, an intioduction dealing

with nature, and a concluding part of a personal

character Originally the two parts must have been
very closely connected It would however be a

mistake to find such a connection in all the mams,
because the singers veiy often only improvise new
conclusions to leady made introductions taken

from older poems, without troubling in the least

about the train of thought The great majority

of mam are tinged with eroticism, but we also

find satirical ones, also soldieis’ and robbers’ songs

in the form of quatrains The quatiains composed
on the Anatolian brigand Cakydjy have been
much admired by Euiopean scholars Isolated,

originally independent mam are now often strung

togethei to form ballads of some length It would
therefore be wrong to regard mam and turku as

two fundamentally different classes of songs

Ihe number of mam current among the people

is enormous They are song at all kinds of fest-

ivals and ceremonies, and by people over their

work m the house in the long winter nights On
Hedrelezy St Geoige’s Day (April 23), they are

used as oracles by young girls

Very popular also among the Ottoman lurks

aie the so-called d/lnasll viam punning mam
These are quatrains, the rhymes of which are

identical syllables but have each a diffcient

meaning
Bibliography I Kunos in the introduction

of Ottoman lurkish popular songs, especially in

the second volume of the Oszman toiok nepkol-

test gyujtemenyy Budapest 1889 and m the eigth

vol of the Proben der Volkshtteratur der tur-

kischen Stammey ed by Radloff, St Peteisburg

1899, G Jacob, Turkische Volkshtteratur

y

Ber-

lin 1901, p 23 ry
,
T Kowalski, Ze studyow

nadforma poczji Itidow tureckichy Krakdw 1922,

p 63 jy ,
72 sqq — Collections of mam’s are

also found in the following works Kiinos,

Turkische Volkslteder^ W Z JC M
^
iw (1890),
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Chrestomathta Turctca^ Budapest 1899, E Litt-

mann, Tschakydschy^ etn Rauberhanptmann der

Gegenwart^ Beilin 1915, T lowalski, Ptosenkt

ludowe anatolshe 0 rozhojntku Csakydzym^ Rocz-

ntk Orjentalistyczny^x 337—355 5
^ Hefifening,

Turktsche Volkshedn

^

in Isl
^

xiii 236—267,

W 1 Gordlewskiy, Obrazd osmanskago narodna^o

tuwrhstwa^ Moscow 1916, M Ras'tnen, Erne

Sammlung von Mam-Ltedern aus Anatohen^

Journal de la Sontie Ftnno-Ougrtenne
y

xli

(1926) (a collection of 290 mam mainly from

N E Anatolia), SaM al-Din Nuzhet and Meh-
med Fend, Kontya Wtl^ett Khalk\\at we-

HartMy^d’^ Konya 1926, p 1 55-1 77 (a collection

of 375 mam from the Wilayet of Konya),
Anadolu Turklet tnln Khalk Edelny ally I Mamies
(collection of texts with a very full introduction

by Koprulu-Zade Mehmcd Fu^ad is to be shortly

published by the lurkological Institute in Con-
stantinople)

,
cf also the Btbl to the article

tOrku (1 Kowalski)
al-MANI', one of Allah’s names [See Ali ah

]

MANISA, Machnisa (> Ma^nisa), in Arabic

Maghnisiya, capital of the district of
Sarukhan in western Anatolia

Maghnisa is two houis’ journey distant on the

south from the river Gediz or Gedus (the ancient

Ilermon, on its course, cf I chihatchefyAsteAfineure,

11 [1866], p 232) on the northein slope of Mount
Maghnisa dagh! or Yamanlar (the ancient Sipylos)

which separates it from Smyrna (the distance

between the two towns by the Sabunci bell pass

is only 20 miles, by railway 40 miles)

In ancient times the town (“Magnesia ad Sipylum”)

was mainly noted for the victory won in its vicinity

by the two Scipios over Antiochus the Great of

Syria (190 b c) The town was then incorporated

in the Roman empiie It flourished until the fifth

century as its coins show Magnesia is also often

mentioned in Byzantine history after the taking

of Constantinople by the Crusaders in 1204 John
Ducas retired to Magnesia where he held out

till 1255
The Turkoman chief Saru-^an [q v

]
who had

formed a principality for himself on the rums of

the Saldjuk kingdom of Konya, took Magnesia
in 1313 and the town was the capital of his

dynasty for 78 years It was in the reign of Saru

Khan that Ibn Battuta (11 312) visited the town
where he stayed in a zawiya of the brotherhood

of the fityan The town was large and beautiful,

rich in gardens and with a plentiful supply of water

On the buildings erected by the SaiU ^an dynasty

see the article on them
After the battle of Angora (805 a ii

)
1 imur ordered

his grandson Sultan Muhammad to lay waste

{takhtan') the district between Brussa and Magnesia

and to take up his winter quarters in the latter

town The author of the ^afay namay 11 466-467,

480, calls It “Maghni-siy5h in the Sarhan eli” [cf

Urudj-beg, p 32 Sar-}dian] and comments on the

excellence and abundance of its water-supply and

the pleasantness of its climate According to Turkish

sources (cf Urudj, Tawartkh-t Al-t ^Othmany ed

Babmger, p 34—35, ‘^Ashil^ pasha, p 70, Munedj-

djim ba§hl, iH 33), Timur restored the fiefs of

Anatolia to their old holders (beyh-beytne') but by

813 (1410) Sultan Muhammad I had retaken the

region of S5ru l^an [q v
]

Maghnisa became the residence (Dithan-numay

p 635 dar al-aman) of the Ottoman princes but

for a time (1405— 1425) its district was within

the sphere of influence of the rebel Ejdi^eid (son

of the Ottoman governor of al Aydfn
,
von Hammer,

op at
y p 271—327) Murad II having abdicated

the thione in 1444 chose Maghnisa as his place

of retirement The Hung man offensive drew him

out of It but after the victory of Warna (Nov 10,

1444) he returned to Magnesia (v Hammer, G O R \
1 351, 357) where the remains of his palace and

gardens can still be seen Murad III (l 574—

^

595)

and his wife also contributed to beautifying the

town, cf Djthan numHy p 635 Chandlei, Travels

tn Asta Mtnoi
y
Oxford 1775, p 207—209 and

266—268 speaks of the palace and pretty mauso-

leum of Murad (HI ^) and of his foundations

= college of arwishes, lunatic asylums etc )

In 1633 in the reign of Murad IV, the governor

of Karasi [q v
]

Ilyas Pasha rebelled and laid

siege to Magnesia which was taken and plundered

for three days Ilyas was taken prisoner and the

Sultan in ordering him to be beheaded reproached

him with having devastated “the residence of his

ancestors” (/ 111 113— 114)

In the xviiBh century Magnesia became the

capital of the powerful family of the KaraT)thman-

Oghlu whose authority extended from the Maeander

to the Propontid It was not till 1814 that these

hereditary chiefs, whose administration is praised

by Keppel, Narrative of a Journey across the

Balcansy I ondon 1831, 11 294— 301, w'ere replaced

by a regular lurkish governor

With the introduction of the system of wilayets,

Maghnisa became the capital of the santjjak of Saru-

khan in the wilayet of Aydin (Smyrna) SSmi-bey,

Kamus al A^laniy Constantinople 1898, vi 4348
estimated the population of the town at 36,252
of whom 21,000 were Muslims, 10,400 Greeks,

2000 Armenians etc Maghnisa which is divided

up by streams into 3 quarters had 25 (pjamt^y 38
mosques, 25 medresesy 18 tektye etc The lj:ada

of Maghnisa had 4 nahiye Amlak, Yont-dagfiT

Palamut and Belek Gurnet, La Turqute d'AstCf

111 , 1894, p 523—534 gives the following as the

nahiye of the sandjak Maghnisa, Soma, Kfrk-

Aghac, Al^-llisar, Kasaba, Gurdus, Demirdji, S5-

lihll, Kule, Ala-shehir, Eshme After the reform

of 1921 Sarukhan became a wilayet with ii

l^adas (the old nahiyes) The population of the

new wilayet is 302,752 souls and of the kada

Maghnisa, 75,021 souls, cf the Tui ktya Djemhurt-
yetimh Sal-namesiy 1926—1927, p 926—933 In

view of the movements of the population the

ethnical composition of the sandja|j: must have

undergone profound modifications

__ (V Minorsky)
MANSHUR (a ) means literally “spread out”

(as m the Kurban xvii 14 and In 3, opposite

matwl “folded”), or not sealed (opposite makhtuvi)

hence means a certificate, an edict, a

diploma of appointment, and particularly

a patent granting an appanage
In Egypt in the early Arab peiiod mamhur

seems to be a name for the passes which the govern-
ment compelled the fellakin to have in order to

check the flight of colonists from the land, which
threatened to become overwhelming (Djaltyaj cf

above, 11 , p 14a and 994a) In any case in the
Luhrer durch die Ausstellung {Papyrus Erzherzog
Ratner)y N® 631 (cf also N® 60 1—602) such a
certificate of the year 180 (796) is called a man-
rhur and in Mal^rizi, Kkttaty ii 493, we are told
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of the period of the financial controller Us5ma b
Zaid al-lannldil (104 = 722—723) that Christians

who were found without identification papers {nian-

sliur) had to pay 10 dinars fine (cf Betirage

zur Gesch Agyptens^ p 104) In the texts of such

passports themselves (cf Becker, Papyr Schott

Betnhaf dt^ i 40, i) however, we have, so far as 1

can see, not the word mansJiur but only htab
ManshHr seems also to have a quite general

meaning of pass, when we are told m Kalkashandi,

Subh xiii 142, that it was written on
an ^AbbSsid grant of a fief dating from the year

373 (983—984) that no one could demand for the

holder that he should show a hudjd^a or a tawkf
or a manshur
The Egyptian Fatimids usually called all state

documents, appointments, etc by the general term

stdjtll^ but they had also special teims for parti-

cular diplomas of appointment, including manshur
Thus among the examples ofPatimid documents

given by Kalkashandl, x 452—466 there are several

which in their texts are described as manshurs
Among these are for example, appointments to the

supervision of inheritances (tnuihjarafat al-mawa-
7 itk al-hashrJyd)^ of the poll-tax {tnuskarafat at-

djawalt)^ to a professorship (tadns) etc A grant

of an appanage could also be called manshur
at this time, so Kalkashandl, xiii 131 S(/ from

the lost Fatimid Mawddd al-Bayan of ^Ali b
Khalaf and the legulation that the man’tshir must

not have an address Qumvari) and that in place

of this the head of the Diwan must write the date

with his own hand seems to be first found in Ibn

al Sairafi, Kartun Dtwan al-Rasai^tl^ p 113^^ =
Kalkashandl, vi 198

L'nder the Aiyubids also, manshur had quite a

general meaning Thus in Kalkashandl, xi 49 sq

a ‘‘noble marshall” (itaktb al a^raf) is appointed

by a manshar and in 51 sqq governors {wulat')

of different provinces In the text of it the name
manshur is given to the edict on the equation of

taxation and lunar years (^tahwll al-stnhi) which
IS quoted from the Mutadjaddidat of the Kadi

al-Fadil for the year 567 (1171— 1 172) in Makiizi,

1 281, ed Wiet, IV 292 (cf also Kalkashandl,

xiii 71 sqq'), and according to a further quotation,

for the year 584 (MakrizI, 1 269 ~ Wiet, iv 248)
the so-called “lord of the new year” (amir al~

iiawruz) issued his mana^Tr
The term man^djur became limited and specialised

m the MamlUk period, for which we have very

full sources 1 he increasingly complicated system

of the administration bi ought about a minute dis-

tinction between and special names for the various

diplomas of appointment, edicts, etc and the teim

manshur was henceforth used exclusively of the

grants of appanages These manashir were always

written in Cairo in the chancellory (aiwan al-

indid’) in the name of the sultan, only in excep-

tional cases they might be in in the name of the

tt^tb kafil (see Kalkashandl, iv 16, xiii 157)
Accoiding to the very full description in Kalka-

shandl, xiii 153 sqq and Makrizi, u 21 1, the

procedure in granting a fief was as follows if a

fief became vacant {tnahlul) in a provincial town,

e g in Damascus, the governor there {rt^tb) pro

posed a new holder and had a document (luk^a,

also called mtthal or murabbeteC) diawn up about
his proposal by the inspector of the army {naztr

aU^atih, cf Kalkashandl, iv 190, xii 97) m the

military DlwSn {dtwan al-^atsE) of his town Ihis

document was then sent by courier (barldl) or pigeon

post {^ala ad^nihat al-hamam) to Cairo to the govern-

ment al-^arifa) Here it as received by
the postmaster {dawadar), later by the private se-

cretary {kattb al’Strr^ (dhtb dtwan al-tnslyP\ who
placed it before the sultSn in audience {djulus ft
dar al-^adl) for approval, to receive the sultans^

signature {khatt Lharif) and the note yuktab (“let

it be written out”, see Kalkashandl, iv 51) The
document then went to the Military Diwan in

Cairo {dtwan al-^atsA^ occasionally also called

dtwan al tkta^), where it was filed, after what was
called the murabba^a had been made out The
latter was sent to the dtwHn al-tnsha^ and the

private secretary, the head of this Diwan, wrote

his requisition {ta^in) for the tnshd^ writer con

cerned and now finally the patent of the appanage
(manshur) proper could be made out in the dtwan
al tnduP in Cairo, while the murabba^a of the

army Diwan remained filed in the dtwan al tnshal*

as ^Adhtd (proof) (cf Kalkashandl, vi 201)
Full particulars are given of the formulae used

in these manashir and of their outer form in

Shihab al Din b Fadl Allah, al Fa^ttf btU Mus(a-
lah al-Shaitf, p 88 jy ,

Kalkashandl, xiii sqq

and Quatremere, Htstotre des Sultans Mamlouks de

Phgypte, i/i 200 sq
,
note 82 1 here are many

variants of foimat {kaf^ q v ) and script according to

the military rank of the recipient Thus manashir for

the Mukaddamu 'l~Uluf were written on kaf" aR
thultham, for the Umar^ al-TablUmna onkafal
ntsj^ for the UmarU^ al-k-Aiharat on kaf al tjyulth and
for the Mamaltk al sultamya and Mukaddamu
U-Halka on kat^ aI ^ada Many rules were laid down
for the wording to be used, the text is to be shorter

and less florid than in the olhei appointments

and there are none of the usual rules about service

{wasayd)
y

an original “virgin” {mubtakarat aU
tnA^^) IS recommended as the finest form of a

manshui Special formulae are fuithei required for

grants of appanages which were concerned with

renewal {tadjdldat), addition {ziyadat) or substitu-

tion {tab7vtdat) A regular signatuie of the sultan,

such as is usual on appointments as confirmation

{mustanad), is not found on the man’lshir, instead

of this the sultan wiites formulae like God is my
hope {Alldhu Amalt), God is my Protector {Allahu

JValtyi)^ God is sufficient for me {Allahu Hasbi\

lo God belongs the rule {al-Mulku It V/a^), or

God alone has grace {al Mtnna It 'llaht wahdahu)
(Occasionally the manashir for the highest ranks

{Mukaddamu 7-f///7/and Mukaddamu ''l-Tablkhana)

had a tughra [q v
]

at the top The tugliras were

prepared by a special official beforehand and gummed
on to the finished diplomas In Kalkashandl, viii

165 sq the tughras of Nasir Muhammad b Ka-

la’un (693—741 with interruptions) and Ashraf

Sha*^ban b Husain (764—778) are reproduced and

described, they differ considerably from the better

known form of the tughra of the Ottoman Sultans

Aftei Ashraf Sha'^ban tughras were no longer used

on the manashir, these were only used for pur-

poses of display on letters to infidel rulers

The completed manshur was then again taken

back by a courier fiom Cairo to the town con-

cerned, e g Damascus and handed over to the

tenant of the appanage The inspector of the army

there {naztr al djatA) however first entered it

in his register for he had to keep a roll of the

holders of fi^^fs in his province Kalkashandl, xui

167— 199 gives as examples of manSshlr no fewer
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than 26 texts, beginning with one drawn up by

Muhyi ’

1-Din b 'Abd al-Zahir in the reign of

Kala'un for the latter’s son Nasir Muhammad,
which for its remarkable beauty he calls a regular

sultan al-manSshir The other texts are foi the

above mentioned military ranks, as well as for

sons of emiis (awlad al-umara^) and for emirs

of the Arabs, Turkomans and Kurds

The term manghur was also used for patents

of appointment in the Ottoman empire, but it

does not seem to have been used so definitely or

exclusively in this sense, theie are however ma-

nashir for viziers, generals, and governors (wezaret

fnenshuf mu^iriyet mendniru^ eyalet mcndmi «),

and in the treaties of peace made aftei the Balkan

War in 1913, it is still provided that the chief

muftis to be appointed in Bulgaria and Greece

are to receive their menshur from the ^aikh al-

Isl5m in Stambul and they have also to put for-

ward for approval the manshur of the ordinary

muftis subordinate to them (cf e g Karl Stiupp,

Ausgewahlte dtplomatische Aktenstucke zur ortcn-

tahchen Frage^ Gotha 1916, p 295, 308)
The name manshur was also applied to the

pastoral letters and epistles of the Christian

patriarchs and bishops In conclusion it may be

mentioned that manshur in mathematical language

means “prism” (varieties c g M ma^tl oblique

prism, M ka^tm straight prism, M mulawazt

H-adl'^ parallel prism, M muntazam regular prism,

M muthallathi triangular pi ism, M nahs trun-

cated prism), and that in the language of the Peisian

poets the nightingales are called “the menshur-

writers of the garden” (mendiur^newtsan~t bagk)

Bibliography In addition to the passages

quoted, cf Ibn ShiLb, Ma^altm al-Fitaba^'p 43,
Khalil al-Zahiri, Ziibdat Kashf al-Mamalik^

p 100, 102, Gaudefroy-Demombynes, La Syne
a Vepoque des Mamlotiks^ Index, W Bjorkman,

Beitrage zur Geschtchte der Staatskanzlei tm
\

tslamtschen Agypten^ Index i
,

(W Bjorkman)

MANSUKH [See NasIiot
]

al-MANSUR, AbU IljA'^tAR 'Abd Allah b

Muhammad, the second ‘^Abbasid caliph His

mother was a Berber slave girl called Sallama, his

brother the caliph Abu ’

1-'Abbas al-Saffah [q v
]
In

the fighting against the Omaiyads he distinguished

himself and took part in the siege of Wasit, which

had been fortified by Ibn Hubaira [q v ], the last

important supporter of Marwan The treacherous

murder of Ibn Hubaira, to whom the two “^Abbasids

had expressly piomised a pardon, is however not

out of keeping with Abu Dja'^far’s character His

brother gave him the governorship of Armenia,

Adharbaidjan and Mesopotamia, which he ad-

ministered till his accession On the way back from

the pilgrimage, he learned that Abu ’l-'^Abbas

had died in Dhu ’l-Hidjdja 136 (June 754) and

that he himself had been proclaimed caliph His

uncle ^Abd Allah b ‘^Ali [q v
]
wished to dispute

the succession but was defeated by Abu Muslim

[q V
]

Soon afterwards the Caliph had the latter

put out of the way, which led to a rising in

l^orasan The leader of this was a Persian named

Sunbadh, he advanced far into Media but was

defeated between Hamadhan and al Raiy by the

caliph’s troops led by Dj^hwar b Marrar and soon

afterwards slam When Djahwar also cast off his

allegiance to the caliph, the latter sent an army
under Muhammad b al-Ash'ath against him (138=

755—756) Djahwar was defeated and fled to

Adharbai^Sin, where he was put to death About the

same time the Khnndjis rebelled in Mesopotamia
under Mulabbad b Harmala al-ShaibanI who in-

flicted severe itverses on al Mansur’s armies, until

the rebellion was finally suppressed by IGiazim

b Khuzaima in 138 and Mulabbad slain, in al-

Hashimiya also there was a rising (probably in

141 = 758—759) A body of the so called Kawandi

[q V
]
who identified the caliph with God himself,

went to the capital and when al Mansilr had some
of them aiiested, they were forcibly lescued by

their friends But for the valiant Ma^n b Za^ida

[q V ]
it would hardly have been possible foi

the caliph to dispose of these mad fanatics A few

years later, the 'Alids also rebelled under their

leader ‘^Abd Allah b al-Hasan [q v
]

In the autumn

of 145 (762), a rebellion broke out in al-Medina,

and Muhammad son of “^Abd Allah was proclaimed

caliph there, but in Ramadan of the same year

(Dec 762) defeated by the Caliph’s nephew Ts’i b

Musa Tsa then attacked Muhammad’s brother Ibra-

him, who had risen in Basra and severely defeated

him at Bakhamra [q v
]
where the latter was slam

(Dhu ’

1-Kahla I45=hebr 763) In Spam the

Omaiyad ‘^Abd al-Rahman b Mu'Swiya had founded

an independent kingdom in 138 (756) and in

Afiica there was fighting for several years with

the Berbers and Kharidjis It was only after the

Abadi Abu H’itim [q v
]

had been defeated by
the Caliph’s tioops under Yazid b Hatim m
Rabi' I, 155 (March 772) and killed that order

was restored there Yazid remained in Kairawan
as governor till his death in 170 (786—787) In

Khorasan a new rebellion broke out in 149 (766-

767) or 150 The leadei Ustadhasis declared himself

a prophet and gathered numerous followers around
him but was defeated by l^azim b Khuzaima,
who wrought a feaiful massacre among the rebels

The frontiers also lesoundcd with the noise of

battle The war against the Byzantines was con-

tinued under al-Mansur, but was confined mainly

to raids or the destruction of individual strongholds

Al-Mansur devoted special attention to protecting

the fiontier by building fortresses, and the two
towns of Malatya (Melitene) and al-Massisa

(Mopsuestia) weie rebuilt in his reign Several

expeditions were sent against Dailam and Tabaristan

in the early years of al-Mansur’s reign and after

the extinction of the old line of Ispahbads of

the Banu Dabuya [q v
]
in labaustan, this province

too received Arab governors In 147 (764—765) the

Khazars invaded Armenia, seized the townofliflis

and defeated the caliph’s troops but retired again

There were also encounters with the people beyond
the Oxus and in India, but these were of minor
importance At first al-Manstlr lived at al-Hashimiya
near Kufa, as did his predecessor

,
he later decided to

build a new capital and in 145 (762) the foundation

stone of Baghdad [q v
]
was laid Khalid b Barmak

IS said to have been his adviser in this matter,
he played an impoitant part in other respects m
al-Mansur’s reign [cf Barmecides] Al-Mansur
devoted himself with the greatest energy to his

duties as a ruler but tioubled little about the

means he used and never hesitated to act in the
most faithless manner if he could only attain his

aim He was always kept very well informed of
everything that went on in the different parts of
his wide empire, and devoted special attention to

the improvement of the finances of the State m
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order to leave his successor a full treasury He
took an active interest in literature and was a

brilliant speaker, on the other hand he did not

tolerate music and song at his court and in general

led a very simple life His nephew ^Isa b Musa

[q V
]

had been destined by al-Saffah to succeed

al-Mansur but was induced by the latter to with-

draw his claims on condition that he should suc-

ceed after al-Mahdl [q v
]

Al-Mansur died in

Dhu ’1 Hidjdja 158 (Oct 775) in Bi^r Maimun,
when on the pilgrimage to Mecca and was buried

near the holy city [cf the article al mUriyanI]
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AL MANSUR m ’ltah al Kasim, the name of

two Zaidi imams of the Yemen
I Al -Kasim b ^AlI al-^AiyanI (’ according to

others al-IIySni) His genealogy goes back through

a ceitain 'Abd Allah and a Muhammad to al

Kasim b Ibrahim Tabataba (d 246 = 860), the

spiritual founder of Zaidism in the Yemen, he is

however not a descendant of the latter’s grandson,

al-Hadi Yahya b al- Husain, the cieator

of the secular power of the Zaidis m the Yemen
The latter was succeeded in the imamate by his

two sons the weak Muhammad al-Murtad 5

and the more capable Ahmad al Nasir With

his death in the year 322 (934) the imamate came
to an end for a time Although in 345 (956) al

Kasim al Mukhtdr, a son of al Nasir, seized

the capital San^a\ he was soon defeated by al-

Dahhak, the chief of the tribe of Ilamdan, who
put San'a^ under the suzerainty of the Ziy’tdids of

Zabid, the hostile tube of Khawlan however played

it (352= 963) into the hands of the YaTurid 'Abd

Allah b Kahtan In the midst of this civil strife,

a nephew of the defeated MukhtSr
,
Yusuf b

Yahya b al N5sir succeeded for a short time in

gaining power and being recognised by the Zaidis

at least as a dali Driven out by the YaTurids, his

power became limited to the old Zaidi stronghold

of Sa^da in the noith Al-Kasimb 'Ah, with

the support of the Banu HamdSn, rose against him,

claiming the imfimate with the title al Kasim b

Mansur bi ’llah in 389 (999), he occupied Sa'da,

forced his way through the WSdi Shuwaba and

al Bawn southwards to the highlands in the N W
of San'a^ and from there forced the capital to

recognise him His career however was brief and

his power unendunng for when in 393 (1003)
he died, his governor in San'a’ had already gone

over to Yusuf al-D5'i He was however the first

since al-Nasir Ahmad, and the fourth in all to

be entered — although not by everyone — in

the lists as Imam of Yemen (but cf on the above

claimants Munadjdjimbashl, m Sachau, Etn Ver-

zetchms muhammedanischer DynastleUy in Abh
Pr Al Wy Phil hist Ely 1923, 1 22)

Only for an equally short time from 401-404
(1010-1013) his son al-Husain al-Mahdi was

able to regain his father’s office His early death in

battle is noteworthy because it produced a quite

un-Zaidi belief in his return and for a period

founded a special sect, the “Husainiya” in the

name of this concealed imam Some years latei

another son of al-K^sim, Dja'far, began a struggle

full of vicissitudes with the other 'Alid claimants

to the imamate, which was complicated by a party

grouping of the tribes of the country, about 453
(1061) San'5^ fell to the IsmaSli Sulaihids and
then to Hamdan chiefs Only m 545 (1150) Ah-
mad b Sulaiman al-Mutawakkil, whose
genealogy also goes back to al NSsir Ahmad b

al-Hadi but neither through al Kasim al-Mukhtai

noi Yusuf alDa'i, succeeded in restoring the

imamate for a long and brilliant period For the

history of the following centuries, which were full

of incidents and individual imams of importance

cf the aiticle al-mahdI li dIn allSh a and b The
family of Yusuf al-D’l'i remained victorious in the

end His descendant in thetwelfth(^ generation

II AL MaNSUR AL-KASIM B MUHAMMAD(cf SUpray

p 119^), was the founder of the modern Yemen
dynasty At the end of 1005 (1597) he appeared

in the field and held his own against five Turkish

governors Not only did he find opponents and
people he could not trust among his own Zaidis,

^\ho went over to the Turks but among the latter

the change of governor frequently led to trouble

and even to mutiny the tribes were an mcalcul

able element, the Turks were often able to call

to their help the Isma'ilis (Karmatians), always

hostile to the Zaidis The lack of equipment was
a great hardship to the Imam, for example in one

battle he is said to have mustered only 20 rifles

against thclurks’ 2,400 It is very difficult to get

a clear idea of this minor war but the following

aie the mam facts that emeige After the pioclam-

ation of the holy war at Djadid al-Kara m the

northein district of Sham al-^ark at the end of

Muhairam 1006 (Sept 1597), al-Kasim conquered

the highlands of Ahnum and Shahara, the latter

with the fortress of the same name, which had

been a bulwark of the Zaidis for 300 years with

occasional interruptions, tuining to the southeast

he established himself in the mountains of Hadur

al-^aikh (also called Hadiir Banu Azd, cf the

article hadDr) in the important Thula [see ihila]

in the N W of San'a’
,
his followers rose through-

out the land and for a time even cut off the

Turkish communications with the sea But after

two years, the collapse began before Geneial Sinan

by the end of 10 lo or beginning of loii (1602)
he had to flee from Miahara But in 1014 (1605)
again he rebelled against Sinan in the district of

Miahara who had been appointed governor this

time from Wadi'a, he also took Sa'da After Sinan
Pasha was recalled, al Kasim was able to induce
hib successor Dja'far Pa§h^ to make a truce, which
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was observed for about ten years with a few

interruptions especially on the arrival of new
governors m 1022 and 1025 After renewed fight

ing a formal peace in 1028 left the imam in pos-

session of the four separate areas around Shahara,

around Khashab in the east, around Sa*^da in the

north, and lastly in the S W of San'a^ around

Raima [q v ], the inhabitants were however for

the most part not Zaidis but Shafi'is Al-Kasim
died in Rabi' I 1029 (Feb 1620) In the middle
of 1038 (beg of 1629) Haidar Pasha had to

evacuate San'5^ before his son and successor al-

Mu’aiyad Muhammad
Al-KSsim b Muhammad was a conscientious

Zaidi, as a youth when a fugitive before the lurks
he had studied with many spiritual authorities, he
composed numerous appeals for the lebellions,

works of a legal and dogmatic nature by him
still exist
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al-MAN§IJR, the sixth ruler of the
Hammadid dynasty, succeeded his father al-

Nasir in the year 481 (1088) Ihe latter had
witnessed the rise to the height of its power of

the dynasty of somewhat artificial development
of KaPa Bam Hammad [q v ], a result of the

destruction of Kaiiaw'an by the Aiabs Iwo yeais

after the accession of al-Mansur, the Arabs, who
had advanced towards the west and who had
spread over all the region adjoining the KaPa,
began to make existence there difficult Ihe prince

moved his capital from KaPa to Bougie which he
considered less accessible to the nomads

,
it should

be mentioned that his father al Nasir had already

made prepaiations for the exodus by transforming

a little fishing port into a regular town, which
he called al-Nasiriya and which was to become
Bougie, while on the other hand, the KaPa was
not completely abandoned by al-Mansur and he
even embellished it with a number of palaces The
Hammadid kingdom had therefore at this time two
capitals joined by a royal road

After taking up his quarters at Bougie, al-Mansur

had in the first place to quell the revolt of one
of his uncles, Belbar, the governor of Constantine

He sent against the rebel another Hammadid Emir,
Abu Yakni The latter after his victory was given
the governorship of Constantine but shortly after

he m his turn as well as his brother, who had been
given the governorship of Bone, rebelled These
risings over which al-Mansur, thanks to his energy,

was triumphant, brought to the side of the rebels

of the Hammadid family the Zirids of al-Mahdiya,

who wished to get back some power in Baibary,

the Almoravids of the Maghrib, who wished to

extend towards the Fast and the Arabs who were

always ready to join in the feuds of their powerful

neighbours

Al-Mansur was, on the other hand, led to oppose

the advance of the Almoiavids who were curiously

allied with the traditional opposition of the ZenSta

[q V
]

With the probable object of disarming the

opposition al Nasir and al-Mansur had married

two sisters of Makhukh, the chief of the BanU

Wam5nu, at that time the most powerful of the

ZenSta gioup This alliance did not hinder the

time honoured feud from bieaking out again It

became more acute when al Mansur muidered his

wife, the sister of his enemy The latter then

asked for support from the Almoravids

From riemcen, where they had been installed

for more than twenty years, the Almoravids had

after many attempts, endeavoured to expand towards

the East at the expense of their brethren of the

same lace, the Sanhadja b HammSd Al Mansur

had twice reduced them to impotence It was at

this time that the murdci of the sister of MakhQkh
by al-Mansur drove the Wam5nu chief into an

alliance with the Almoravids of Tlemcen Ihe

alliance formed in this way was a great blow to

the Hammadid kingdom Algiers was besieged for

two days, Ashir was taken

The fall of the latter fortress, the oldest stionghold

of the family, was bitterly resented by al-Mansur

He got together an army of 20,000 men, com-

posed of the Sanhadja, the Arabs and even the

Zenata, he marched against llemcen, met the

goveinor lashfin b Tin'amer to the North-East

of the town and put him to flight Tlemcen was

not spared even at the supplication of lashfin’s

wife, who invoked the ties of relationship uniting

them with the Sanhadja (496= 1102)

After the defeat of the Almoravids, al Mansur

severely punished the Zenata and the rebel tribes

of the Bougie district, whom he forced to flee

into the mountains of Kabylia

Thus al-Mansur seems on the eve of his death

(498 = 1104) to have thoroughly re-established

the power of the Hammadids According to a

tradition, which is not above suspicion, recorded

by Ibn hJialdun, the two capitals owed very im-

portant buildings to him Bougie, the Palace of

the Star and the Palace of Salvation, the KaPa,

the government palace and the Kasr al-Manar

the beautiful donjon of which is still in part extant
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al-MAN§UR, Ahmad b Muhammad, born in

I549»seventh ruler of the Sardian dynasty
of Morocco, son of Sultan Muhammad al-Mahdl

and Sahaba al-Rahmaniya His victories and his

wealth earned him the epithets al-MansQr and
al-DhahabI
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He was still a child when on the accession of

his eldest brother ^Abd Allah (1557) he accom
panied into exile his other brothers ^Abd al-Malik

and ^Abd al-Mu’min, who went for safety from

Sidjilmasa to Tlemcen The fugitives were potential

claimants to the throne of the Sharifians, by virtue

of an agreement concluded in the life-time of their

father by which the one to inherit the power was
not the Sultan’s heir but the eldest of the family

‘Abd al Mu^min was assassinated at the instigation

of his nephew Muhammad b ^Abd Allah called

al-Mutawakkil and Ahmad retired to Algiers to

join ‘Abd al-Malik who was already there He
was henceforth always a loyal lieutenant of his

brother whose ability he fully realised ihe death

of *^Abd Allah m 1574 gave the exiles the opport-

unity to assert their rights Pretenders and rebels

could always rely on the support of the natural

enemies of every reigning shan f Spam and Turkey
Philip II had remained deaf to the repeated ap-

peals of 'Abd al Malik, who appealed to the Grand
Turk and in 1574 went to Constantinople wheie
his marriage with the daughter of the renegade

al Hadji Morato assured him of patrons In Algiers

Ahmad conducted successful negotiations with cer-

tain Moroccan notables, mainly in Fas It was
perhaps he who gave the signal when an expedition

appeared to have some chances of success He was
at his brother’s side when the latter entered Morocco
in 1576 with a Turkish army led by Ramadan Pasha

and helped him to raise troops in the region of

Tlemcen We do not know exactly what part he

played in the battles of al Rukn and al-Shaiiat

which gave Morocco to ^Abd al-Malik but we
know that he was given the task of pursuing the

dethroned sultSn on his flight to Marrakush
One of 'Abd al Malik’s first acts was to recognise

his brother as his heir It seems, however, that

he did not show the latter as much esteem as

affection and he had left m Constantinople, with

his wife, his son IsmaSl But he was bound by
his policy In these circumstances Ahmad naturally

had the vice-royalty of has

He did not stay there long, for he was recalled

to save Marrakush from a return of al Mutawakkil
Taking command of one of the three armies charged
with pursuing the vanquished sultan m al Sus and
the Atlas, he does not seem to have found an

opportunity foi a decisive military success, he

returned to his governorship while Muhammad was
driven to seek refuge behind the walls of Ceuta

In June 1578, “^Abd al-Malik summoned him
with all his forces to Kasr al-Kabir (Alcazarquivir,

q V ) to stop the advance of the King of Portugal’s

army Ihe latter had foolishly sought to realise

the dieam of conqueiing Morocco cherished by

John III When Muhammad b 'Abd AlHli after

vainly appealing for help to Philip II, turned

to Sebastian, he at once received a favourable

reply A large army with about 20,000 effective

fighters left Portugal m June, landed at Tangier,

then went to Ar7ila, which 'Abd al Karim b
Tuda had just relieved, and proceeded by land

towards Larache The Moroccan forces coming
from Marrakugh and Fas met them at al-Kasr

Ahmad found his brother seriously ill, poisoned
by the kahds of his staff, it is said The battle

was fought a few miles from al-Kasr on Aug 4
Sebastian’s men, absurdly led, having exhausted
all their provisions, fought with their backs to the

river of the Wadt ’

1-M^kjj5zin The sharIf arranged

his army in a crescent In about 5 hours the

Christians were annihilated by the Moorish cavalry

'Abd al Malik died in his litter during the battle,

Sebastian was killed or committed suicide and

al-Mutawakkil was drowned That evening, Ahmad
henceforth known as Ahmad al-Mansur was pro-

claimed emperor
Elegant, cultivated, very learned in religious

matters, more a man of the council-chamber than

of the camp, he was succeeding a popular and

fearless rulei, of exceptional energy, who having

acquired a taste for innovations in Turkey had began

to introduce them, perhaps too eagerly, into

Morocco Designated as his successor by ‘^Abd

al-Malik, and benefitting by the great reputation

left by his father, Ahmad al-Mansur was rapidly

able to overcome the difficulties which awaited

him, as they did every sovereign of Morocco on

his accession mutinies of the troops, demands

from allied tribes and the /awiyas, and agitations

among the Berbeis While in Spam it was feared

that the Christian garrison would be attacked and

swept away, al-MansQr had to hurry to F5s to

make himself recognised as ruler there, to put

down unrest and behead a few notables He edified

the people by displaying the skin of Muhammad
al Maslukh stuffed with straw in the regions of

al Sets and the Atlas, where the influence of the

foimer sultan had survived for a brief space his

tenure of the throne

Ahmad al MansUr very soon sought means of

enriching himself The booty taken in the field of

al-Kasr, the ^^o^k done by the prisoneis reduced

to slavery, the ransoms extorted from the gentlemen

gave the sbarif and his people enormous sums

Ihe Sultan kept the nobles for himself, 80 were

soon brought to him and he set about bargaining

about them In a little time, less than a year, the

ransoms had been arranged

The haste displayed by foreign courts to con-

gratulate the Moor on his triumph was remaikable

Ambassadors thionged to MarrSkush
,

those of

Spain and Portugal bringing magnificent gifts

Ahmad al Mansflr had the sense to understand

that these presents were the most he was likely

to get from European action tor its neighbours,

Morocco was a weak and troublesome state Ihe

cupidity of Its neighbours was its best protection

Many reasons urged the Turks to obtiin a footing

there the cupidity of the beglerbegs of Algiers

ambitious of extending then powers to the west,

the naval basis of Mazagaii of al Ma'^mura and of

I arache, the formal promises that had been given

by ^Abd al-Malik, when he was begging assistance,

and there was always the troublesome question of

spiiitual supremacy, as the Turkish Sultan did not

admit that the Moroccan sfiarlf had an authority

in leligious matters as gieat as his To extricate

himself, al-Mansur played the usual game, following

the example of his brother, who had made ad-

vances to the kings of Spain, Portugal and France,

to the Queen of England and to the Grand Duke

of Tuscan, he turned without ceremony fiom the

Grand Turk and thiew himself into the arms of

Philip II, overwhelming the Catholic King with

demonstrations of fiiendship, of which the most

significant was the return without lansom of the

body of Sebastian, he was even piomised Larache

The quarrel with Turkey was soon to come to a

head 'All, Beglerbeg of Algiers, exerted all his

influence to get war declared Ahmad al-Mansffr
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as a last resort had to send in 1581 an embassy

laden with presents to Constantinople where the

enemies of'Euldj ^All were conducting an effective

campaign against the Begleibeg The lelations

between the two Muslims resumed the appearance

of cordiality which they usually had In I587> the

death of ^Euldj ^All, the end of the i^gime of the

Beglerbeys and the weakening of lurkish power
in Algiers freed Morocco from a thieat, which
had long weighed heavy upon it Ihere were still

periods of tension when al Mansur ceased to send

what he considered gracious gifts and what the

Gland Turk received as tribute, when the con-

quest of the Sudan seemed to be about to threaten

Ottoman interests
,

spiritual and material
,

and
lastly in the periods of friendship with Spam But
there was never again a real crisis, even m spite

of the efforts of Hassan who had married ^Abd
al-Malik’s widow, the Turk did nothing really

serious to sustain the claim of Isma^il

When al-Mansur had peace on the Tuikish side

he showed Philip what negotiation meant yielding

nothing, breaking off nothing, playing enemies off

one against the other It was no longer a question

of handing ovei Laiache but of an exchange and
the pourparlers dragged along for four years with a

decreasing seriousness of purpose The Duke of

Medina Sidonia, supported by Philip II, to deal

with Moroccan affairs was played with by the

Moor who was able to reap considerable advant-

age from his hesitation on seveial occasions The
Sharif seems to have summed up very skilfully

the character of the Catholic king and the needs

of his policy Spain, faced with a crisis at home
and abroad, could not think of risking anything

important in Africa It was her interest that Mo-
rocco should remain weak, that is to say Moroccan,
and especially that it should not fall under the

influence of the Turks or of the English Corsairs

sheltered in the Atlantic ports, on the route to

India The garrisons, weak and badly piovisioncd,

were periodically blockaded sometimes threatened,

by the natural movements of tribes around them
rather than by deliberate hostilities on the part

of the Sharif The policy of the two Philips, one
of distrust and fear, tried to limit the evil and
to obtain by subtle means a neutiality as little

malevolent as possible, by awaiting the favourable

moment of the anarchy, which history showed to

lecur in Morocco with an inexorable regularity

The Spanish court did not attempt to ipake capital

out of the presence in Spain of two pretenders,

al-N5air and al-Shaikh, the brother and the son
of al-Mutawakkil which disturbed al-Mansur, in

1589, Arzila was evacuated without a quid pro

quo The fear of seeing Moors and Morescoes
draw closer to one another kept Spam from un-

folding a liberal economic policy, the only one

capable of affecting the Sharif in a sensitive part

The latter by nature veiy cautious and far-seeing

was not inclined to take risks He had also to

reckon with a public opinion, already irritated by
the influence wielded by Jews and renegades, anti-

foreign feeling definitely increased in the course of

the reign, the fact that he had compromised him-
self with the Christians weakened the prestige of
the Sultan, while the wealth and power of the Ma-
rabouts and brotherhoods increased to a dangeious
decree The splendour loving ruler of a covetous

|

people, al-Mansur did not think of concealing the

sympathy he had for traders With the Grand

Duke, who freely received Moors in Tuscany and
did all he could to develop commerce between

the two countries, with Elizabeth, with the Eng-

lish, French and Dutch traders, relations were

close Sugar was exported fiom the South and

Morocco also supplied corn in good yeais, gold

from the Siidan, saltpetre, copper and hides It

imported principally cloth and for al-MansUr him-

self, the materials for his buildings From the

Shaiifian couit there went undefinable envoys, at

once ambassadors, spies, procurers of jewels and

of women But contraband especially interested

the Sharif, contraband of war and the sale, ad-

vantageous foi every one, of the caigoes and slaves

brought in by the corsairs Ihe English were the

most punctilious contrabandists and the trade with

Morocco developed so well that in 1585 the Bar-

bary Company was founded with a monopoly and

a regular constitution But Ahmad al-Mansiii was

not too fond of legular traders Ihe many Chri'^t

lans settled m Moiocco must be considered to

have been adventurers Quasi prisoners of the

Sharif and his people, they were able to lealise

precarious fortunes, always liable to extortion In

1585 bankruptcies weie numerous in Morocco and

the loyal company could not suivive The cap-

rices of the sovereign diove off many other for-

eign tiadcrs

1 hese economic relations gradually developed

into political ones It was to exercise piessure on

Spain that Ahmad al-Mansur pretended to submit

to the wishes of a combination of Dutch and

English After the destruction of the Armada in

1588, he entered without hesitation into the Eng-

lish camp, he received at his couit Don Chiistoph,

son of the Portuguese pretender Don Antonio, and

agreed to a loan to Elizabeth Then he drew

back again The taking of Cadiz in 1596 again

influenced his feelings, he spoke of an alliance

and made definite offers Nothing resulted from

these demonstrations, except a painful impiession

left after deception So long as Elizabeth was

alive, relations were friendly, for the two luleis

had kindly feelings for one another, but James I,

on his accession, at once showed a much less be-

nevolent attitude towards the Sharifian court

It was in the direction of the Sudan that Ahmad
al Mansur gave reign to his desiie for glory and
conquest Ills troops had had some experience in

the Sahara In 1581, the oases of luat and Tigu-

rann, which had long been free from the Sharifian

yoke had been conquered brilliantly In 1584 an

unsuccessful expedition had ended in the disap-

pearance in the desert of a large army which had

not even reached leghaza In 1590, having sought

a quarrel with the askta Ishak over the ownership

of the salt mines of 1 eghaza, al-Mansur persuaded

his Council to go to war, a little army under the

Pasha Djawdhar crossed the desert and destroyed

the Sudanese empire The occupation of the con-

quered country was nothing but systematic plunder

and massacie The Sharif collected great wealth

there
,
he received the congratulations of the Powers

and gained a prestige which still survives
,
his

lieutenants also enriched themselves With remar-

kable regularity, almost every year, reinforcements

set out for Gago and veiy often reached it, caravans

brought gold, wealth and slaves back to Marrakush
The most famous of the prisoners was the legist

Ahmad Baba [q v
]

for whom Marrakush was a

gilded prison where he taught quite fieely The
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Sudan was drained dry In 1600 al-Mansur saw
the necessity of reorganising trade there but does

not seem to have succeeded

Morocco was, on the whole, prosperous during

his reign The first SaMians had done much for

the development of commerce and agriculture

Sugar factories weie built up and down the country

which were the Sultan’s private property but were

farmed out by him to Jews and Christians Trade
was active at the ports Ihe profits from the sale

of captives or their labour contributed to make
the notables wealthy and through this to the peace

of the country Besides the industrial monopolies,

the noimal revenue came from the customs dues

and the taxes established by Muhammad al-Mahdi,

which al MansUr heavily increased The collection

of these taxes provoked murmurs of discontent

and served as an excuse for military demonstra-

tions which maintained good oider m the country

Al Mansur had also a considerable army (he never

formed a fleet) composed of excellent troops, Moors
from Spam and particularly renegades, a nursery

for klftds and oftlceis of ability and energy He
was iich enough to pay them well All this con-

tributed to make rebellions few and they were
always quickly and harshly suppressed by the

^arif’s lieutenants the using of the people of

Saksawa, stirred up by Mawlai Dawud, son of

^Abd al Mu^mm in 1581 and the rebellion of the

Berbers of Amizmiz in 1597 The throne itself

was never seriously threatened except in 1595

—

1596 when al-Nisir came from Spain and landed

at Mellila Starting without resources, for Philip 11

would do nothing foi him, al-Nasir nevertheless

proved a redoubtable enemy for he gathered round
him all those who weie dissatisfied \Mth the rule

of al Mansur and raised troops from the Baranis

(Branes), always ready to rebel and ^^ho had until

lately been vassals of the Turks He took Taz’t

and tried to raise the Rif and the country around

has Defeated at al Rukn on Aug 3, 1595, he

held out till May 1596 Decisively defeated at

Taghat, he was put to death

Al-Mansur had larely need to leave Mariakush

and he did not like to do so His mother had
acquired a great reputation for her pious found-

ations He himself, six months after his accession,

began the building of the palace of al Badi' which

was finished m 1602 Marble for it came fiom

Italy and aitists from Spam, and MairSkus)] be-

came one great workshop A splendid palace

arose, sumptuous pavilions surrounded by beautiful

gardens m which stood numerous fountains hor-

eigners weie feted there and the Shaiif displayed

his generosity Especially on the occasion of relig

lous festivals he displayed great pomp and cere-

mony His wealth earned him great fame abroad

and it was no doubt to it that he owed most of

his glory At his court the principal posts were

held by renegades Jews who had charge of his

finances, Christians who conducted his private

trading for him, and the agents of foreign courts

Al-MansQr was one of the richest and most courted

rulers of his time Spam kept a regular ambas-

sador or a representative permanently at MarrS-

kush, France had a consul there, there was a

constant passage of embassies between the Shaiif

and the Sublime Porte

The palace of al-Badf was destroyed by Mawlay
Isma*^!! The mausoleum in it still remains, a very

fine specimen of the art of a decadent period

Towards the end of his life al-Mansur was thinking

of creating a new MarrSkush on the model of las

Ahmad al-Mansfir at first ruled as an autocrat

His orders were clear, his decisions rapid and

sometimes, as might be expected, drastic to cruelty

His intimates, the ka^tds Ruthe, a Jew, whom we
only know from European sources and 'AzzGz, seem
to have been his secretaries, like al-Fishtali, his

biographer and poet lauieate whose works have

not survived Ihe Pasjia Ridwan, very powerful

at the beginning of the leign, acquired such in-

fluence that the yiarif had him beheaded in 1581

In time the notables acquired a great deal of in-

dependence and the Sultan hardly daied check

their abuse of their power, two factors caused him
much anxiety, the anti-foreign and audacious ^Abd
al-Karim b luda and his own son Abu Fans

By a concubine, al-Khaiziiran, al-Mansur had two
sons, al Shaikh and Abu Fans, and by his wife

Lalla ‘^A^i^a al SJiabbamya, Zaidan His favourite

son Abu ’1 Hasan was killed in 1594 In 1579
he had designated as his heir al-Shaikh, called

al-Ma^mun who held the vice-royalty of Pas The
remainder of Morocco was divided into governorships

under other piinces These were several times re-

arranged, Abu Pans, having considered everything,

remained at Marrakush near his father to be ready

in case of his death In Fas, al-Ma^nun, supported

by his favouiite Mustafa, conducted himself like

an independent ruler He had displayed his gifts

of energy, leadership and bravery on the occasion

of al-Nasir’s escapade in 1595 ,
living in great

pomp, beloved by his troops, he was undoubtedly

a cause of anxiety His father allowed himself to

be led by Abu Fans The conflict broke out in 1598
P'orced to sacrifice his favourite, thrown into prison

and then half pardoned, al-Ma^miin had to renounce

all hope of winning in the struggle against ZaidSn

who was suppoited by Abu Fans After 1600 he

sought support from Spam and Algiers

Under Ahmad al Mansur, the dynasty attained

its zenith But it is hardly correct to say that the

decline of the SaSlians only dates from the death

of the great Sultan After the conquest of the

Sudan, the anarchy reigning in Algiers, the weakness

of Spam in Purope, the death of al-NAsir, the

conversion to Christianity of another pretender,

al-Shaikh, Morocco was rich, seemed powerful and

the Shaiifian tin one stable Ahmad al-Mansur, by

not being able to arrange for his own successor,

nor even to keep his son m obedience, gave his

country the chance to destroy itself This process

began under his own eyes He had gone to Fas

to try to reconcile his children and put thioiigh

the appointment of Abu Fans as hen apparent

when the plague earned him off in 1603 Civil

wai broke out over his dead body He had passed

the last few yeais of his life wandering about

living in a tent, shifting his camp every ten days,

driven from Marrakush by the plague, which had

begun to rage in Morocco in 159^
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_ (C Funck-Brentano)
al-MAN§URIbn Abi ^Amir, a famous hadjib

of al-Andalus in the tenth century ah, the A 1

manzor of the Christian chroniclers of mediaeval

Spain, his full name was Abii ^Amir Muhammad
b ^Abd Allah b Muhammad Ibn Abi Amir He
belonged to an Arab family which had settled in

the Iberian peninsula at an early date one of his

ancestors, 'Abd al Malik al-Ma'afirl, had landed

theie with Tank [q v] and settled at Torrox in

the province of Algeciras where he had founded

a family Al-Mansur’s father, Abu Hafs 'Abd Allah,

was a jurist noted for his knowledge and piety

who died on his way back from the pilgrimage at

Tripoli in Barbary at the end of the reign of the

Caliph 'Abd al-Kaljman III al-Nasir (cf Ibn al-

'Abbas, Takmtlat al ^tla, B A H
^
\ — vi

,
N® 125 1,

p 437—438, al-Makkarl, Analectes^ 1 904)
While still quite a young man, Muhammad Ibn

Abl 'Amir conceived great political ambitions

they were to dominate his whole career After

studying in Cordova and holding a minor oflice

with the kadi of the capital, Muhammad b al-

Salim, he entered the service of the Omaiyad court

in 356 (967) as superintendent of the estates of a

princess of Basque origin, Subh, the wife of the

Caliph al-Hakam II and her son 'Abd^ al-Rahman,
who had just been born Ibn Abi 'Amir was not

long, thanks to his tact and courtesy and ability,

in making himself persona grata with this princess

and It was without doubt on the intervention of

the latter that the young superintendent found

himself within two years the holder of the new
offices of superintendent of the mint, treasurer

and administrator of intestate estates A few years

later in 358 (969), he was appointed kadi of the

district of Seville and Niebla In 361 (972) the

Caliph al-Hakam II gave him command of a

section of his police corps (spiurfa)

All these offices, combined in the person of

Ibn Abi 'Amir assured him a considerable income
and soon enabled him to lead a very luxurious

life in Cordova He built himself a palace m the

aristocratic quarter of RusSfa and his generosity,

courtly disposition and his splendour soon placed

him in the forefront of the dignitaries of the

Omaiyad court In a few years he had filled the

first part of his programme to become popular

and indispensable, to make numerous fi lends,

ready to support him on the day on which he

would begin his attempt on the throne of the

caliph

Ibn Abi 'Amir very soon realised that it was

not sufficient to be popular in Cordova but that

he had also to create reliable friends among the

geneials of the Caliph’s armies Ihe ciicumstances

of the time were peculiarly in his favoui Al-

Hakam II, following the example of his predecessor

^Abd al-Rahman III, had his North African policy

and his armies were busy suppressing a Maghribi

revolt which had broken out as a lesult of an

expedition of repiisal sent against the petty Idrisid

dynast of langier, Hasan b Gannun The Omaiyad

troops, under the oiders of the general Ghalib,

weie sent to dethrone all the petty Idrlsid rulers

of Morocco who were more or less vassals of the

Fatimids This expedition was crowned with success

and Hasan b (lannun was obliged to take refuge

in a foitress of the Rif, Hadjrit al Nasr, in which

Ghalil) besieged him But the Spanish army in

Africa was a heavy buiden on the treasury of the

Caliph Ghalib had distributed money recklessly

among the chiefs of the Beiber tribes of the North

of Morocco in order to buy them over Al Ilakam II

decided to send over a controllei-gencial of finance

ind he chose Ibn Abi 'Amir who set off with

the title of chief kadi (ludt V kudat) and exact

insti actions He earned out his very delicate task

with unusual tact He returned to Cordova at the

same time as the army When al Hakam II died,

leaving the throne to his young son Hisham in

366 (976), the new Caliph at the same time as

he appointed hadyib the favourite vizier of his

father, Abu ’

1-Hasan lija'far b 'Othmln al-Mushafi,

appointed Ibn Abi 'Amir as the latter’s vizier

The ambitious minister now worked unceasingly

to get rid of his chief, al Mushafi In the first

place he was able to reduce to nothing the con-

sideiable power which the Slavs {Sakaltba^ 4 v)
had in the Caliph’s entourage In Cordova they

formed a body of mercenaries who guaided the

royal palace, and at this time their leaders were

two of their number, haSk al-Nizami, grand master

of the wardrobe, and Djawdhar, grand goldsmith

and chief falconer On the death of al Hakam they

had attempted to oppose the proclamation of Hisham
who was still a child and to put on the throne of

Cordova his uncle al MugliTra The latter was slain

at the instigation of al-Mushafi and it seems likely

that Ibn Abi 'Amir played an active part in the

plot which ended in this murder In any case very

soon after the accession of Hisham II as a result

of the rigorous measures taken against them, the

Slavs lost all influence at the Omaiyad court to

the great satisfaction of the people of Coidova

who had long suffered from their abuses Ibn Abi
'Amir also gained in popularity, still further in-

creased when he displayed for the first time the

possession of military talents which had not been

suspected

A little later he succeeded in getting the com-
mand of an expedition against the Christians of

the North who had taken up arms against Islam

as soon as al-Hakam II had fallen ill Setting out

from Cordova in RajJjab 366 (Feb 977) he laid

siege to the fortress of los Banos in Galicia and
returned to the capital with considerable spoil He
then cultivated the friendship of the aged and
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distinguished general ^alib, governor of Madinat
Salim (Medinacell, q v ),

and obtained his help

to bring about the fall of the ha^tb al Mushaft

Ghalib on the intervention of Ibn ‘^Amir received

the much coveted title of dhu H-wt%aratatn and

the command of the forces on the frontier m the

expeditions against the Christians Ihis friendship

was strengthened in a new campaign in which

Ibn Abl 'Amir commanded the tioops from the

capital alongside of Ghalib This expedition was
again crowned with success and earned Ibn Abl
'Amir a new and honourable oflTice, that of com-

mandant of Cordova in place of the son of al-

Mushafi who was dismissed Al-Mushafi, conscious

of the danger which threatened him, then tried

to play off Ghalib against Ibn Abi 'Amu but

this was labour lost Ihe young minister even

became son-m-law of Ghalib who gave him the

hand of his daughter Asraa^ A few months latei,

al-Mushafi and the members of his family, who
still held offices at the couit, were dismissed and
their property confiscated On the same day Ibn

Abi 'Amir was appointed hadjtb With his father-

in-law, Ghalib, he was at the head of the admini-

stration of the empire

It was not only the plots he had woven with success

nor his personal ability that had enabled Ibn Abi

'Amir to advance so rapidly in his career It seems

very probable that the princess Subh, widow of al

Hakam II and mother of the reigning Caliph, was
the mistress of the former superintendent of her son’s

estates This liaison was not unknown to the Cor-

dovans and pioduccd bitter ciiticisms of the princess

and her lover Public opinion, which had at fiist been

so favourable to the hadjib^ began to be hostile

to him A plot to overthrow Hicham II and put

in his place anothei grandson of 'Abd al-Rahman III

was prepaied but nipped in the bud The Cordovan
jurists then spread the rumour that Ibn Abi 'Amir
was devoted to philosophy and that his orthodoxy

therefore was quite nominal lie proved them wrong
Ibn Abi ^Amir did not hesitate to burn from the

splendid library formed by the cultured al-Hakam II

all the books dealing with branches of knowledge
prohibited by the ^Ulama^ He conciliated them
by this act of vandalism the gravity of which
can hardly have escaped him Hut with his un-

paralleled ambition nothing which might prevent

him attaining his object was allowed to deter him
But the young Caliph Hisham II was now

growing up He had to be pievented from taking

an active part in the conduct of affairs Business

was then conducted in the Caliph’s palace in

Cordova In order to set aside the ruler finally,

Ibn Abi 'Amir in 368 (978) decided to build near

the capital a regular town for administrative pur-

poses 1 his was al-Madinat al-Zahira [q v
]
which

in a few years became an important city at the

very gates of Cordova As to Hisham, he then

began the life of a recluse, either at Coidova or

at Madinat al-Zahra^, which was to last throughout

his reign At the same time as he settled the

problem of the possible intervention of the ruling

prince in the affairs of state in a manner as

energetic as it was unscrupulous, Ibn Abi 'Amir
was reorganising the army and inaugurating a new
policy in the country The Omaiyad army, in

the form in which it was then constituted, was
recruited in the country itself and the permanent
bodies of mercenaries were not large Ibn Abl
'Amir requiied new ones this is why from now

on till the end of his life, he appealed for Berber

volunteers from the north of Moiocco and Ifnkiya

At the same time he realised that the occupation

of certain parts of the Maghrib by the Omaiyads

was only a source of expense to the Caliph’«

treasury and that any plan of territorial expansion

in that direction would be disastrous to the ruler

of Cordova He therefore abandoned all these

possessions, retaining in Africa only one of the

keys of the Strut of Gibraltar, the citadel of

Ceuta The administration of the rest of the country

he handed over to petty local dynasties under the

nominal suzerainty of Cordova Along with the

Beiber tioops in his pay, Ibn Abi 'Amir foimed

other corps by recruiting Christian mercenaries

from the north of Spain, from Leon, Castille and

Navarre He was able by his generosity and
attentions to secure the complete devotion of his

new soldiers

Having thus a strong and veteran aimy at his

disposal, Ibn Abi 'Amir renewed with ardour the

old feud against the Christians on the frontiers of

the empire He first of all got iid of his father-

in-law Ghalib, whom he had displeased by the

manner in which he had upset the old military

organisation of the country, then he undertook in

371 (981) an expedition on a grand scale against

the kingdom of Leon He took and plundered

Zamora, where he took 4,000 prisoners The King
of I eon, Ramiro 111

,
then made an alliance with

Gaicia beinandez. Count of Castile, and the King
of Naval le But all three were defeated by the

Muslim general at Rueda to the south-west of

Simancas and this town itself was taken by him
Ibn Abl 'Amir continued his advance on the town
of I eon and inflicted another defeat on Ramiro III

The return of the Hadjib to Cordova was a regular

tiiumph and it was on this occasion that he took

the honorific lakab of al-Mansur bi’llah, “the

victoiious in God”
All poweiful at Cordova and a successful

geneial, al-Mansur Ibn Abi 'Amir was to devote

the rest of his life to an unceasing war on the

Christian frontiers and to increasing considerably

the teiritoiy ruled by the Muslims in the Penin-

sula After his defeat, the nobles of 1 eon had

deposed Ramiro III and proclaimed in his place

Bermuda H Ihe latter finally found himself forced

to seek al-Mansur’s help and to recognise him as

suzerain Al Mansur then decided to make an

expedition into Catalonia in 374 (985) he defeated

Count Borrel and stormed Barcelona, which he

sacked According to Ibn al 'Abbar, it was the

"Amirid’s twenty-third campaign

Ibn Gannun, the petty Idrisid dynast in the

north of Moiocco having again rebelled against

Cordova, al Mansfir sent his cousin Ibn 'Askaladja

to subdue him Ibn Gannfin surrendeied on being

promised his life But al-Mansur had him executed

along with Ibn 'Askaladja whom he accused of

having plotted against him This breach of faith

and brutal execution having produced a leaction

of feeling in the capital, al-Mansur to rehabilitate

himself undertook a pious woik in 377 (987) he

extended the cathedral mosque of Cordova which

had become too small Light new naves were built

on the east and the western wall of the hall of

prayer and of the ^ahn was moved out 150 feet

The Arab historians say that al-Mansur made
gangs of Christian prisoners do this work, for the

greater glory of Islam
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In the same year the war against the kingdom
of Leon was resumed The Muslim troops, that

al-Mansur had sent there, had oppressed the countiy

and Bermuda II had finally driven them out Al-

Mansar punished his boldness with the greatest

rigour In two campaigns several months apart,

he took Coimbra, which he laid waste, I eon which

he left completely in ruins, and Zamora The Counts

of Leon had then to lay down their aims and
submit to al-Mansur and Bermuda II was only

left possessions very much reduced in extent

The campaigns that followed were again directed

against the N -W of the Peninsula The best

known is that of St Jago de Compostella in 387

(997) Ihis famous sanctuary of western Christianity

[cf the article SHANT yakub] was taken by the

Muslim troops on the Sha^ban (lo^h August)

and only the tomb of the apostle was spared, by
orders of al-Mansur

The last expedition against the Christians dates

from the year 1002 Its objective was Castile

Al-Mansur took Canales and destroyed the convent

of San Milldn de la Cogolla But on his return

from the expedition, he fell ill and died at Medmaceli
on the 27th Ramadan 392 (Aug 10, 1002) He
was buried in this town

The last years of the life of al-Mansur in spite

of his successful career and victorious expeditions

had been marked by events which might have been

fatal to him if he had not once again displayed

an iron will and extreme violence in the suppression

of plots hatched against him Ihe few attempts

made on behalf of Hi^Sm II to legain for him
the power, which had been seized by his first

minister were in vain In 381 (991) al Mansur
gave up his title of Hadjib in favour of his son

^Abd al-Malik hive years later he assumed with

an audacity worthy of him the piincely title of

maltk karim “noble King” and reserved for

himself the title satytd “lord” The only thing

that he did not dare to do or could not do was
to announce the overthrow of the Omaiyad call

phate and the constitution of an ^Amirid caliphate

in Us stead He arranged however for the power
to pass to his heirs after him, and it was his son

'Abd al-Malik al-Muzaflfar, who succeeded him on
his death to control for a few more years the

destinies of the Muslim empire in Spain

Various judgments have been passed on al

Mansur His lack of scruples has been emphasised

and the often criminal means which he used to

attain his ends His career is nevertheless an
extraordinary one This dictator was undoubtedly
one of the greatest men of affairs that Islam has

ever produced and under his “reign” Muslim Spain

remained the great nation, which in the caliphate

of ^Abd al Rahm5n III had shown itself one of

the most remarkable centres of culture and civili

sation in the mediaeval west
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11 67—73, Ibn al-Abb5r, al^Hullat al-styara

(Dozy, Notices sur quelques manuscrtts arabes,

Leyden 1851, p 148—153), ‘Abd al-Wahid al-

Marrakushi, al-Mi^^ib^ ed Dozy, p 17—26,

transl Fagnan, p 21—32, Ibn ^aldun, K al-

^Ihar^ Cairo, iv 147-148, al Nuwairl, Htstoire

d'^Espagne^ ed and transl M Caspar Remiro,

Granada 1916, index, al-Malf;karI, Nafh al-utb^

Analectes
,
index

European sources Espaha sagrada^ ed

Florez, indices
,
P Bofarull, Los Condes de Bar-

celona vtndtcados^ Barcelona 1836, R Dozy,

Htstoire des Musulmatis d'Espagne^ 111 III—
258, R Dozy, Bechet ches sur Vhtstoire et la

litterature de VEspagne^^ 1 173-202, F Codera,

La batalla de Calatanazot
^
B B A Ivi

,

1910, p 197—200, E Siavrcda, La batalla

de Calatanazor^ in Melanges Hartwig Deren-

bourg^ Pans 1909, p 335, F Cotarelo, El
casamiento de Almanzor con una htja de Bir-

mtido 11^ Fspana Model na^ 1 903, C Huart,

Htstoire dts Arabes^ Pans 1913, n 162— 165,
A Gonzalez Palencia, Historia de la Fspana

mustilmana^ Barcelona-Buenos Aire«- 1925, p
45

—
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fF LfVl PROVENgAL)

MANSUR B NUH, the name of two
Samanid rulei s

1 MansOr b NDii I (Aba Salih), ruler of

Khoiasan and Tiansoxania (350—365= 9^^

—

97 ^)>

succeeded his brother ‘^Abd al-Malik b Nuh I [q v
]

Ibn Hawkal is able to describe the internal

conditions of the Simanid kingdom under Minsnr
as an eyewitness, cf especially B G A

^
u 341

fi waktina hadjui^ p 344 on the character ol

Mansar “the justest king among our contempoiaries,

in spite of his physical weakness and the slightness

of his frame” On the vi/ier BaPami, see bai'amI

where also information is given about the Persian

version of labarPs history composed in 352 (963) by
01 by orders of this vizier On the rebellion of the

commander of the Samanid bodyguard, Alp-Tegin,

and the independent kingdom founded by him m
Ghazna and on the establishment of SSmanid rule

theie in the reign of Mansur and the son and

successor of Alp-legin, Ishak (or Abu Ishak

Ibrahim) sec AL? tegIn and cigAZNA, m Barthold,

Turkestan^ G M
^
New Series v

, p 251, note 4,

Abu Ishak Ibrahim should be read for Ishak b
Ibrahim (this passage is misunderstood in the

Russian original) In other directions also in this

reign the SarnSnid kingdom prospered in its foreign

affairs, the fighting with the Buyids [q v ]
and

ZiySnds was as a rule victorious

2 MansUr b NDh II (Abu ’1 Haiith), ruler of

Transoxania (387—389 = 997—999) His father

Nuh b Mansur, to whom out of all the SSmanid
empire only a portion of Transoxania was left,

died on Friday 14th Ra^ab 387 (July 23, 997)
but it was not till I^u ’

1-KaMa (November) that

homage was paid to MansUr as his successor

Baihaki (ed Morley, p 803) talks highly of his

courage and eloquence, on the other hand he is

said to have been feared by every one for his

extraordinary severity During his brief and im-

potent reign he was hardly able to instil terror

into any one The last SSmanids were quite helpless

against the kings and geneials who were quarrelling

over the inheritance of the dying dynasty One of

these generals, Fa^iV, succeeded even in taking

Bukhara at the head of only 3,000 horsemen,
MansHr had to fly to Amul [q v

]
but was called back

by Fa^ik The last months of his reign were
devoted to fruitless efforts to settle peacefully the

question of the governorship of Khorasan, which
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was claimed by vaiious paities, but before the

pioblem had been settled by force of aims, Mansur
was dethroned on Wednesday, 12th Safar 389
(heb I, 999) by his generals hS^ik and Begtuzun,

blinded a week later and sent to Bukhara

Btbliogiaphy cf samanids, and add

W Barthold, Tuikestan doivn to the Mongol
Invasion^ Sec Edition, London 1928 {G M S

^

New Series v
), p 251 sqq

^ 264 sqq

_ (W Barthold)
at -MANSUR ISMAlL, AbU TAhir 01 Abu

’i '^Abbas, thud Fatimid caliph, was 32 when
he succeeded his fathei Abu ’1 Kasim al Ka’im in

^awwal 334 (May 946) under particularly difficult

conditions Abu Yazid, the Khandji agitator

supported by many Berber tribes and by the

people of Kairawan had failed before al Mahdiya
but was still besieging Sus Al-Mansui concealed

his father’s death and did not alter the formulae

of the Ihutba^ of the com legends or of the standards

lest Abu \ azid should profit by the weakening

of aiithoiity which was a legular featuie of change

of ruler Sus was relieved by the efforts of the

rcinfoi cements sent by al-Mansur by sea Abu
\azid had to beat a huiried retreat Al-Mansui,

however, having leturned to Kairawan and pardoned

the inhabitants who had supported the agitator,

had to prepare to meet a new attack Abu \azld

was not long in reappeaiing, repulsed he came
again to the attack Al-Mansur tiied to make
tcims with him and gave him back his women
captured in Kairawan but Abu Yazid, in spite

of his piomise, attacked him again and was

completely defeated in a pitched battle (Aug 946)
He was then pursued to the west After a delay

caused by the illness of al-Mansur, Abu Yazid

mortally wounded was taken prisoner at Djcbel

Kiy^na, noith of Msila, in Muharram 336 (Aug 947)
Ihis success estiblishcd al-Mansur securely A

section of the tubes of the Central Maghrib who
had embraced the cause of Abii Yazid made their

submission, like the Maghrtwa iindei Muhammad
b al-Khair taking advantage of the difficulties

of the Fatimids, the Omaiyads of Spam had en-

trenched themselves more secuiely in western Bar-

bary A former hatimid officer, Ilamid b \ csel,

was ruling the Maghiib in the name of the caliphs

of Coidova and laid siege to laheit Al-Mansui

relieved the town and appointed the Ifranid Ya^a
b Muhammad to rule it lie invested with con-

siderable authority the chief of the Sanhadja ZiiT

b Manad, who had proved a loyal auxiliary

dining his days of trial

Returning to Kaiiawan, al Mansur had again to

take the field against the son of Abu \ azid who
was trying to stir up a rebellion again Besides

taking these vigorous steps in Barbniy to put an

end to the Khandji movement, al-Mansur deve-

loped the naval power of Ifiikiya His freedman

haiah, supported by the governor of Sicily, won
a striking victory over the Greeks in the south of

Italy and came home laden with booty (340 = 95 *)

Lastly al-Mansur holds a high place among the

Fatimids of Ifriljiya for his buildings Ihe capital

was no longer al Mahdi> a nor was it KairawSn
whose recent treachery made it suspect From 947
Sabra, also called al-Mansuriya fiom its founder,

was the capital Ihe town built at the gates of

Kairawan was beautified by the palaces which he
built and grew iich on the bazaars which he
removed from the old city

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III
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Al-Mansur was 39 and had luled 7 years, when
he died suddenly on a journey fiom a chill caught
by taking a bath m cold weathei (Shawwal 29, 341= March 953)

Bibliography On the chioniclers of the
xth—xiith centuries used by later historians for

the Ifnkiya period of the hStimids cf Becker,

Beitrage ziii Geschichte Agypteris unter dent Is-

lam^ vol 1
, p 3, 8, 1

1 ,
Ibn KljaldQn, Hist des

Berbcies^ tiansl de Slane, 11 ,
appendix, p 535
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541, Ibn ^Idharl, ed Dozy, 1 226-229, transl

E Fagnan (A /males du Magh/ eb et de Vhspag/ie\
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Ibn Khallikan, transl de Slane {^Bio-

graphical dictionary\ 1 218—221, Ibn Ham-
mad, Ilistoi/e des lots ^Obaidides^ ed Vonder-
heyden, p 22—39, tiansI p 39—61, Ibn Abi
Dinlr, tiansl Pcllissier and Remusat (Hist de

VAfriqne d'"Fl-Kairoiiani)
^ p 103— 106, Wu-

stenfeld, Geschichte der hatimiden Caltfe/i^ p 86-

98, Amaii, Sio? ta dei Musulniani di Sicilia^ 11

201 sqq
,
G Margais, Manuel dAi t musultnan^

1 ioo,_£i8— 119 (Glorgls MARgAis)
MANSURA, founded by Mansur b Ihamhur al-

Kalabi, was fiom 258(871) the capital of Sind
under the Arabs Istakhri deenbed it as more
fcitile and populous than Multan Before the arrival

of the Aiabs, Brahmanabad (probably identical

with the modern Haidaiabad) w'as the capital of

Sind, and its name was changed to Mansura after

the Aiab conquest Foi notices of MansUra by
early travelleis to India, see Gazetteer of the Bom-
bay Presidency^ 1, Part i, p 506, 507, 51 1, 525

B t b 1 1 0 g ) a p h y al-Baladhurl, Imtuh al-

Buldan^ p 439, 444, 445, Abu ’1 hida% Tal-
wim al Bulda,ij p 62, 346, 350, and E H
Aitkin, Gazettee/ of the Province of Sind (Ka-

rachi 1907), p 91, 96 and 508

_ (M Hidayft Hosain)
AT -MANSURA, largetowninLowerEgypt,

on the right bank of the Damietta branch of the

Nile, capital of the province al Dakahliya An-
other canal or branch of the Nile went from heie

to Ashmiim in a north eastern direction It was
originally a camping place for the army, founded
in 616 (1219) by al-Malik al-Kamil, when he

tiled to recapture Diinyat, then occupied by the

C insiders 101249 the Crusaders weie defeated m
tne neighbouihood of al-Mansuia by al-Sultan al

MuSzzam Turan^’lh, on which occasion Lewis I\
of hiance was taken prisoner The town is now
\n important emporium for the cotton trade, in

1917 theie w^ere 49,238 inhabitants (Baedeker)

It possesses no remarkable buildings, a railway

budge crosses the Nile at this place

There aie still various othei places in Lgypt,

called al-Mansui"

Bibltog/aphv Maspero and Wiet, Mate
riaux pour servir a la geog/aphie dc I Rgvptt^

Cairo 1909, p 198 sqq (where the gcogr iphical

and histoiical sources are cited), ‘^All Pa^ia

Mubarak, al-Khitat al-Djad ida, xv 88 sqq
,

Baedekei, Agypten^ Leipzig 1928, p 176 sqq

__ (T U Kkamers)
al-MANSURA, the name of a town now^

in rums built by the Sultans of Fas about 5

miles to the west of Tic nice n 1 he very precise

account given by Ibn Khaldun enables us to

reconstruct with exactitude the history of this

typical town camp In the year 698 (1299)
Marinid Abu Ya'kub \tlsuf, who had come to lay

siege to the capital of the Banu 'Abd al-Wad,

17
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which he had closely surrounded with entrench-

ments, set up his camp on the plain which stretches

to the west As it was a long drawn out blockade

he built a few dwellings for himself and the leaders

of his army and laid the foundation of a mosque
In the year 702 (1302) the “Victorious Camp”,
aUMahalla al-Manstaa^ was given the form of a

regular town by the construction of a rampart
Besides the mosque, the dwellings of the chiefs,

the stole houses for munitions and the shelters

for the army, there were baths and caravanserais

As Tlemcen was inaccessible to caravans, al-Man
suia or New Tlemcen, as it was called, natuially

attracted to itself the business of the invested town
After a siege of eight years and three months
the Marinids withdrew fiom Tlemcen, and al-Man-
sura was methodically evacuated under the direction

of Ibrahim b ^Abd al Djalil, the vizier of the
Sultan Abu Thabit The people of llemcen were
compelled, by the terms of the treaty made with
the Marinids to respect the rival town for some
time Some time after, when the entente between
the two empires had been broken, they demolished
Its buildings and rendered uninhabitable the en
trenchments left at their gate by their hereditary

enemy
Thirty years later, in the year 735 (1335), the

Moroccan army under Sultan Abu ’1 Hasan was
once more at the gates of Tlemcen On this oc
casion the 'Abd al-Wadi capital was forced to

surrender (27^^ Ramadan 737 == ist May 1337)
A1 Mansiira was rebuilt It became the official ca-

pital of the Marinids during their occupation of the

central Maghrib It was m fact, during this time
that the great mosque was built and that the

“Palace of Victory” was erected (745)
After the retreat of the Mailnids, al-Mansiira,

once more abandoned, fell little by little into

ruins At the present day the rampart of terre

pis^e flanked by square towers is still compara
tively intact, but the interior is land under culti-

vation and contains a hiench village There still

exists there, however, the rums of a palace no
longer distinct, a section of a paved street, and
probably the surrounding wall in ttne pisde of

the Mosque with half of the great minaret in stone,

which aiose above the principal entrance Although
the inlaid ceramic work has almost entirely dis

appealed, the facade of the square tower, which
is 120 feet high, is one of the most perfect pieces

of the Maghribi art of the xivt^ century that

survives The columns and the capitals in marble
of the mosque are preserved in the Museums of
Tlemcen and Algiers

Bibltogi aphy Ibn Khaldun, Histotf e dti

Berbetes^ ed de Slane, 11 136, 322 sqq
^ 379 1

sqq
,

liansl, 111 375, iv 141 sqq
^ 221 sqq

,

Yahya b Khaldun, Bughyat al-Ruwad^ ed Bel, ’

I I2I, 141, transl
,

1 164, 189, Ibn Marzuk,
Musnad^odi Levi Provencal, p 25,35, al lenesi.

Hist des Beni Zetyan (transl Ilarges), p 53, |

Barges, Tlemcen^ ancietine capitate^ p 249 sqq
,

Brosselard, Inscriptions aiabes de Tlemcen^ m
Rev Afiicaine^ 1859, iii 322—340, W and
G Margais, Monuments arabes de Tlemcen^

p 192-222,0 Manuel d'art musulmarij
II 485—489, 549-550, 568—570, 625—629

(GrORGES MARgAIS)
MANTIK (a), Logic The logic of the Arab

philosophers is that of Aristotle, here and there
modified by the Stoic and Neo-Platomst tendencies

of the Greek commentators The Arab philosophers
did not develop this logic but they gave r^sumds
of It, reproduced it and wrote commentaries on
It, often with success, they understood it very
well and it is in logic that they came nearest to

the authentic Aiistotelianism As to the matter,

it was easier for them to grasp the exact sense

of the logical wiitmgs of Aristotle than of his

other woiks since the tianslation of the Logic had
been made and remade with great care (cf e g the

two versions of the beginning of the Inttrpi etation

in J Poliak, Die Hirmeneutik des Artstoteles in

d arab (jbeis d Ishal b Hunain, Leipzig 1913)
while the translation of the Metaphysics for example
was very defective and incomplete The lemark
of the Ikhwan al Safa^— who evidently did not

care much for the subject of logic — at the beginning

of their little treatise on logic “the ancient sages

have dealt with these subjects and their woiks
aie in the hands of the leader, but they arc very

diffuse, for the translators did not understand the

exact meaning” is then not justified

lo the six works of Aristotle, the Categories,

Hermeneutics, the Piior Analytics and Posteiior

Analytics, the Topics, and the Sophistics, the Aiabs-
like the latest Greek commentatois — added the

Rhetone and the Politics (as to the Rhetoiic,

Aiistotle himself had regarded it [Rhet
^

\ 2, 1356
a 25] as a lateral branch of the Dialectics and
Politics') Ihey explained the ordei of these works
in the manner of the later Greek commentators
(cf Eliae in Anstotelis Categoi Comment

,
ed Busse,

p 11629^^6/) The most important of these treatises

was the fourth, the Posterior Analytics^ to which
the three pieceding are only the preparation and
introduction, in the Posterior Analytics Aristotle

was thought to have treated of the absolutely

liue, in the Poetics of the absolutely halse and
in the intermediate treatises, according as they

appioach the Poetics, the clement of improbability

begins to preponderate Ihen, still in the manner
of the Greeks, they placed in front of these works
the Isagoge of Porphyry which as its name, Ehetyuyvi

€tq Txg ^ApKTTOTsAcvq KocT^yopiocq, Kitab lutfuryus
alMa^ruf h ^l-Mudkhal^ shows, is an introduction

to the logic of Aristotle

Among the Greeks there were two further kinds
of intioduction to philosophy or — since the study
of philosophy began with logic — to the logic of

Aristotle In the one which preceded the categories,

npoAeyb/xevx ruv x.xT\jyopi&Vf ten questions were put
(among them Whence came the names of the
diffeient “philosophical schools” ^ What is the

division of the works of Aristotle to which a
brief reply was given Among the Arabs, we still

find an introduction of this kind in a little work
by al-Paiabi, Risala fl-ma yanbaghi an yukaddam
kabl Tclalltim al-Ialsafa (ed Schmoelders in his

Docum philos aiab) The other kind of intro-

duction, the prototype (^iXoaoi^totq

of which is given by the pupil of Proclus, Am-
monius Hermiae, was introductoiy to the Isagoge
In the first part definitions were deaU with, in

the second divisions of philosophy The Arabic
treatises on the division of the sciences go back
to this kind of introduction which they further
developed We still possess from the pens of the
two of the greatest Arab philosophers, al FSrabl
and Avicenna, such treatises on the divisions of
the sciences Avicenna’s entitled Makala ft Takastm
al-Jftkmawa 'llUlumve^ printed at Constantinople
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among the 7// Ras^tl fi 'l-Htkma wa U-Tanbfiyat

For the manuscripts, the publication — in a little

leview, al-^Irfan^ in 1921 at Saida (Syria) — and

the emendation of the text of al-Farabi, Kttab

Ihsa^ al-Ulum^ cf the excellent study by M
Bouyges S J in the Melanges de V Untversite

St Joseph^ vol IX, fasc 2, Bairut 1922 these

two treatises were tianslated into Latin and that

of al-Farabi in particular, with the Latin title of

De Sctentus since it was incorpoiated almost

completely into the De divtsione phtlosophtae of

Gundissalinus, had a great influence on the European
scholais of the middle ages

There were thiee opinions among the Greek
logicians as to the relationship of logic to the

system of philosophy i To the Peiipatetics,

logic was simply a methodology, an introduction

to philosophy
,
2 except for its integral realism the

structure of reality is in conformity with the structure

of the mind, the rules of logic thciefore deal with

realities themselves and logic would then be a true

part of philosophy this was the opinion of the

Stoics and especially of Plotinus, Fnn ,1 5,3,
3 the combination of these two views in several

Neo-Platonists logic was at the same time

an introduction to and a part of philosophy

Among the Arabs these three points of view were
also represented (cf Kh^aiizmi, KtlTib Mafatih
al-Ultim^ ed van Vloten, p 132) but the Peri-

patetic view was in the majority Ihe third view
is found, for example, in Avicenna (cf Logtca^

f 2^?, Venice 1508)
I ogic, according to the Arab logicians, leads

to a knowledge of the unknown from the known
(cf Aristotle, Post Anal

^
at the beginning) but

its supreme object, according to them and the

later Greek commentators, is that, by making us

distinguish good fiom evil, it can guide us to

the greatest perfection of soul and the greatest

happiness

Although, on certain points in logic, there were

differences among the Aiab Aristotelians, they agiee

on the mam lines and even Averroes, who fre-

quently attacks his predecessors with vigour, in

other passages of his works often expiesses his

support of then views that have been disputed,

further, the solutions of problems in the Aristotelians

and perhaps in other philosophers also sometimes
consist of formulae, the meaning of which on
examination is not always quite clear I may
here note some general points which are connected

with the great problems of Metaphysics

As foi Aristotle, knowledge for the Arab logicians

is a representation, an image of reality
,
there are

in the soul resemblances of things (bfxotufxxTXy

amfhtla)^ concepts, which in judgment are put

together According to this conception — a con
tradictory conception since it at the same time

afllrms and denies the knowledge of reality —
thought would never be in contact with reality

Naturally implicit or explicit, this contact is often

affirmed by Aiistotle A curious example of the

conception of knowledge as an image, but m
which at the same time the contact with leality

IS openly affirmed, is found in the theory of the

duality of existence, a theory which the Arabs
took over from the Greek commentators The ten

categories have a double existence, according as

they are found in the outer world or as images
in the soul and the word existence has therefore

two meanings i reality or objective existence
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and 2 subjective existence of the soul Ihe in-

telligence may direct itself in an intentio pnma
(TrpojTvj 5fV/;) towaids the exterior world of which
the highest kinds are the ten categories, but it

can turn inwards upon itself in an intentio seennda

fieV/i;), upon its concepts, of which the highest

kinds are the five “voces” of Porphyry Everything

has an existence, if not in the exterior world, at least

in the soul This theory gives rise to difficulties in

the fust place the term “existence” becomes am-
biguous, secondly, since the negation of each

thing exists in the soul, “what is not in the soul”

must exist in the soul It is particulaily in the

Kalam [q v
]

notably among the Ash^aris and

piobably under the influence of Stoic discussions

on the existence or non-existence of the “not things”

(oi/T/va) that the existence of concepts like the

impossible and the negative has been discussed

Ihe Arab Aristotelians were very often content

to admit a concept “thing” the rt of the

Stoics) more general than being, without paying

too much attention to the fact that by this they

were contradicting the thesis that everything is

For the lest, in the Aristotelian philosophy the

concept of existence or of being gives use to

grave difficulties, it was much discussed in Islam,

not only among the philosophers but also for the

metaphysical questions connected with it among
the theologians and the mystics Aristotle had

already affirmed (e g 1040, b 18) that existence

or being is neither kind nor substance and the

Arab philosophers al-Farabi, Avicenna, Ghazali

and Averroes supported this view with the stereo-

typed reasoning that existence cannot express the

essence of things, since being man implies being

animal, being a living body, being a body etc
,

but it does not at all imply that man is being On
the other hand being (rd 6v) and substance (m ouo^/a)

are synonyms in Aristotelian philosophy How are

these two views to be reconciled > Avicenna says,

as the theologians had alieady done before him,

that only in God substance (being) and existence

coincide, for the other substances, existence must

be added to them as an accident For Aveiroes

on the other hand, as befoie him foi the Ash^^aris,

being is always substance and never accident and

he says that in judgments, in which being is pre-

dicated and thus apparently an accident, as when
one says “substance is”, “is” is an intentio secunda

As to the theory of ideas, the Arab logicians

deny, with Aristotle and using his owm arguments,

the separate existence of the univeisals, but admit

with Plato their supra-sensible existence This is

the theory very prevalent m the last period of

philosophy (in the Middle Platonism, Neo Pytha-

goreanism and Neo-Platon ism) according to which

ideas or universal forms exist from eternity in

God The intelligibility of things comes from this,

that then cause is an intelligence, as the idea

of the statue in the soul of the sculptor is the

cause of the existence and intelligibility of the

statue, so the intelligence of the creator of the

world is the cause of the intelligibility of natural

things Avicenna expressed this theory by the

formula that the Universe is ante multitudmem in

multiplicitate (in things) and post multitudmem (in

our soul) It IS the second element in this formula

“in multiplicitate” that offeis a difficulty (a difficulty

already found in Aristotle) how to conceive of the

existence of universals in things which are them-

selves individuals ? Often a conceptualist or nomi-
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nalist tendency is seen in the Ai-ib Aristotelians,

it IS explicitly stated that the universal is only

found in the mind and following Aphrodisias the

forms in matter, the SwAct Myjj are regarded as

individuals But since m the system of Aristotle,

forms aie universals by definition, contiadiction

cannot be avoided, and the theories of the uni-

versal among the Arab philosophers are often

very complicated and very obscure Another
nominalist or subjectivist tendency is found in

their conception of the relation, which they call —
with the Stoics— “what the mind puts into things”

But it is the theologians who under the influence

of materialist, nominalist and sensualist Stoicism

have developed a nominalist system which only

admits atomic and individual facts without a con
nection, in which all relation is regaided as sub-

jective or even non-existent

The ambiguous manner in which he deals with

the concepts “possible”, “impossible” and “neces-

sary” gives rise in Aristotle as well as in the

Arab logicians, who follow then mastei faithfully,

to grave difficulties Aristotle (^P? tor Analyt
, 32^1,

i8_25) — like the Arab logicians (cf Avicenna,

IshUrat^ ed Forget, p 34) — distinguishes two
aspects of the concept of the possible, the pos

sible IS the negation at once of the impossible

and of the necessary, but he does not always

observe these tv^o aspects and thus the necessary

and the actual are considered as possible since

what happens is not impossible On the othci

hand, the actual is consideicd as the necessary,

since what happens, happens necessarily, and
although the definition of the possible is “what

may or may not happen”, for Aristotle “possible”

IS also “what will happen” since what never

happens is not possible Ihese contiadictions are

occasioned by the fact that the problem which is

at the basis of all this, that is to say, the ob-

jectivity or subjectivity of the possible and of the

necessary, is differently treated by Aiistotle Aristotle

hesitates between determinism and indeterminism

Of two futuie events, he says in i\i(i Het tneneutics

that one of two will be true, but which is not

determined in advance He says that necessity

does not govern the celestial world and that the

sublunar world is the reign of contingency, he

also says that God alone is absolutely necessary,

that all the rest is hypothetically necessary, that

IS to say, contains an element of contingency On
the other hand, everything is caused, and goes

back necessarily to a first cause All these con

tiadictions are found among the Arab Aristotelians

The Mutakallimun, who, like the Stoics, wish to

exclude the possible from leality (but they some
times regard, like ceitain Stoics, the “possible”

and “necessary” as both subjective, thus affirming

that everything is possible) have with justice

declared that if there is a necessaiy cause, the

effect of it must also be necessary and that there

IS therefore no contingency in the world Aveiroes

in his polemic against Ghazali seems to admit the

justice of this argument but elsewhere he lepeats

all the theories of his mastei

Although Ghazali confesses that theology, while

opposed to the metaphysics of the philosophers

cannot however deny the evidence of then logical

technique, certain arguments of Greek scepticism

against logic aie sometimes repeated by the Mu-
takalliman Definition is, they say, not possible,

because by the particular one cannot reach the

universal, and the syllogism is a pehtio pitrtcipi

since the conclusion is alieady contained in the

majoi piemiss Ihese arguments are justified against

x\ristotelianism, regarded as an empirical theory

which sets out fiom the particular fact There is

however a lationalist tendency in Aristotle and the

Aiab logicians, they admit that the intelligence

can at once know first principles and that without

induction fiom paiticular facts it can grasp relations

between universals But when the MutakallimUn

say that knowledge and the Univeisal cannot give

the truth, since according to the definition of truth,

agreement must exist between true knowledge

and reality, and knowledge is universal and re-

ality indnidual, they leveal by this argument one

of the greatest contiadictions in Aristotelianism

Aveiroes tried in vain to lefute it
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MANUF, name of two towns, in the

region between the two main Nile aims
called al-J2jazii a, generally distinguished as Manuf
al-'Llya and Maniif al-Sufla The lattei was
situated on the right bank of the westein Nile

arm, while the former lay more to the east on a

smaller canal Both are described by the geogiaphers

as large towns, surrounded by fertile districts and

inhabited by wealthy people, especially ManUf al-

'Ulya, whcie, according to Ibn Ilawkal (p 92),

there resided a governor Ihe kuia of Manuf al-

^Ulya IS often called the kuta of Damsis and
Manuf, while the kura of Maniif al Sufla is de-

signated as lawwa and Manuf (cf eg al-Makrizi,

ed Wiet, 1 307) Both the ancient towns have

decayed since the tenth century
,
\ akiit only knows

a village of that name Ihc name has suivived,

howc\er, until oui day, in the name of the pro-

vince al Maniifiya, the capital of the vtudiii)a

of his name is now SJiibln al-Kawm, and the modern
Manuf is a provincial town, situated to its south-

west

Manuf al-^Ulya is known in Greek souices as

"Ovovipig ^ Kxrcuj, the Coptic name being Panouf
Ris, the other Manuf is not mentioned in Cneck
documents and is called in Coptic Panouf Djit

Bibliogiaphy Maspero and Wict, MaU-
riaux pour seivii a la ^eogiaphte de ViLgyptcs

Cairo 1909, p 200 sqq (wheie the Arabic

geogiaphical authors are quoted), Ibn ‘^Abd al-

Ilakam, FutTih Mi^r^ ed dorrey, New Haven
1922, p 141, 142, 'All Pasha Mubarak, al-

hjiitat al-Djodidaj xvi 47 sqq
,

Baedeker,

Agypteiis Leipzig 1928, p 32

_ (J H Kramirs)
MAPPILLAS (Moplahs), a group of Muham-

madans, of mixed Arab and Hindu descent, on
the west coast of Southern India, numbering

1,099,453 according to the Census of 1921 Their

name is said to be derived from the Malayalam
via (“great”) and pilla (“child”), an honoraiy
title originally bestowed upon all foreigners and
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first applied to Christians, Jews and Muslims, but

now confined to the last, this derivation, however,

IS disputed (Ihornton, p 460—461) They owe
then origin to Arab merchants, who were attracted

to this coast by the trade in spices, ivory, etc
,

settling in various commercial centres, they mtei

married with the natives of the country and

added to their numbers by proselytising, but

flesh accessions of the Arab element having ceased

long ago, the Mappillas now approximate to the

aboiiginal type and exhibit no signs of any ad-

mixtuie of foreign blood The earliest date of

their settlements is unceitam, and the legendary

accounts given by the Mappillas themselves aie

of no histone value (Zam al Din, p 21—25)
The foreign tiaders appear to have been en-

couraged by the Hindu radjas, who made use of

them to man their fleets, and by the beginning

of the xvitfi centuiy the MSppillas were estimated

to have formed one fifth of the population of

Malabar (Baibosa, p 310), but the arrival of the

Poituguese in this part of India checked the growth

of Muslim power and ruined the Arab trade The
Mappillas are still successful traders, especially

on the coast, inland, many of them arc agricul

turibts Ihere aie both Sunnis and Shi is among
them, the foimei belong to the ShafiS school

llieir religious leaders are called Tangal (an

honorific pluial of the personal pronoun, com-

monly used m addressing supenois) and are treated

with piofound respect, many of them receive then

training in a college attached to the l]^amlSt

mosque in Ponnani, the chief centre of their

leligious oigamsation
,

the Tangal of Ponnani is

an Arab who claims descent from the Prophet,

in accordance with local custom he inherits his

sacred office in the female line 1 e his nephew
and not his son succeeds him
Ihe history of the Mappillas is full of incidents

of fanaticism and turbulence In 1 524 they at-

tacked the Jews in Cranganui and massacred

tliem without mercy, so that in 1565 the remnant

of them fled into Cochin, where they founded the

jeiMsh settlement that survives to the piesent day

(/am al-Din, p 50—51, Francis Day, p 351—
352) Ihe Mappillas also peisuaded the /amorin

of Calicut to expel the Syrian Christians from his

dominions (Francis Day, p 367) Even their co-

religionists found them to be turbulent subjects

they joined the Hindus in fighting Haidai ^Ali

[q V
]

aftei he had extended his power over the

Malabai coast, and they rose in rebellion against

Tipu Sultan [q v ]
in 1785, and fiequently

plundered his territories (Francis Day, p 368)
Duiing the last hundred years as many as 5^

fanatical outbieaks have taken place among them,

especially in the Frnad sub-division of the distiict

of Malabar Some Mappillas generally begin by

muidermg a Hindu landlord and then seek maityi

dom by slaying kalirs, others join them, after

divorcing their wives, and clad in the white lobes

of the martyi v )
go out to die fighting

against the infidel, with a complete contempt for

death They desecrate and bum Hindu temples,

and forcibly circumcise such Hindus as they do

not murder Some of these outbreaks appear to

have been stimulated by agiarian discontent at

the oppressive action of Hindu landlords, but the

last (in 1921) was entirely political in character

and was excited by the ^ilafat movement, it

differed from all preceding ones in its wide ex-

tent and clear evidence of systematic preparation

and organisation, the outrages committed upon
Hindus were of a specially levolting chaiacter

The Mappillas of South Malabar generally ob
serve Muhammadan law, those of North Malabar
follow the local MarumakkattSyam system of in-

heritance, according to which the sons of a

man’s sister inherit his property, and his wife is

not regarded as a member of the husband’s family

but resides in her mother’s home and only leceives

periodical visits fiom her husband On the other

hand, a man’s self acquisitions usually descend

to his wife and family m accordance with Muham-
madan law

The Mappillas speak the Malayalam language,

but use a modified form of the Aiabian script in

writing it The majority of them are illiterate,

and few only can read and wiite Their literature is

mainly composed of songs descriptive of religious

wai, and they are fond of singing them in order

to stii up fanatical /eal dheir mosques are quite

unlike those of other Muhammadans, having no
minarets and often consisting of several stories,

with two or more roofs, they often resemble Hindu
temples in style, and in fact many Mappillas

mosques were once Hindu temples

Mappillas are also found m the Laccadive

Islands, Ceylon, the Straits Settlements and Burma
B I h 1 1 0 r a p h y 7ain al-Din, 7 uhfatu

l-Miujjahidm
^

Htstoua dos Borhiguests no

Malabar par Ztnadtm^ publicado e t) aduztdo

por David Lop^s, Lisbon 1898, The Tohfut-

ul Mujahtdten^ translated by M J Rowlandson,

London 1833, Odoardo Barbosa (who calls

them Mapulercs) in Ramusio, Navt^aitoni el

Viagi^ty Venice 1563, 1 310 h, I R Ananlha
Kiishna lyei, Cochin Tubes and Castes^ Madras

1912, 11, chap wii
,

Kadir Husain Khan,
South Indian Musalmansy Madras 1910, E
Thurston, Cashs and Tubes of Southern India

^

Madias 1909, iv 455 sqq
,
C A Innes, Mala-

bai (Afadias Distiut Gazitlee? s')^ Madras 1908,

p 82—89, 189— 199, L Bouvat, I es Moplahs
dll Slid di. VIndc (/? MM, xlvii 65 sqq), I*

Holland Piyor, Mappilahs 01 Moplahs, Calcutta

1904, h I awcett, A popiilat Moplah song

{Indian Antiqiiaiy, xxviii
, p 64— 71), Bombay

1899, War Songs of tin Mappilas of Malabo}

{ibid, x\x
, p 499— 508), Bombay 1901, Cor

7 tspondenct on Moplah Out;a^es in Malabai,

for tin ytais 184^—iSyj) Madras 1863, Fai-

liamcntaiy Papiis, Bast India {Moplah Rcltl

lion), I ondon 1 92 1, I J Banning, IheMoplan
Rcbillion of 1421 {The Moslen Woild, xiii

379 W )> York 1923 (T W Aknoi d)

MARABUT [Sec Muraiui
]

MARAfiHA, the old capital of A dh a r

b a i dj ^ n

Position The town lies at a height of

feet above sea-level on the southern slope of Mount

Sahand (11,800 feet high) viliich separites it from

Pabilz [q v] Ihis explains the very consideiable

difference in climate between the two towns which

are only 50 miles apait as the erow flies (by the

high road 80 miles) Ihe climate of Maiagha is

mild and lather moist (Hamd Allah and Mecquenem,

1904) The plentiful water supply makes the vege-

tation rich The fiuit of Maiagha is celebrated in

Peisia and a good deal of it is exported to Russia

via Ardabil The district is watered by the stieam

which comes down from the Sahand and then
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turns west to Lake Urmiya which is 20 miles from

MarSgha The town is built on the left bank of

the river Safi (Sofi)-£ai which then waters Binab

A little distance to the east runs the parallel river

Murdi-£ai which waters the district to which Mec-

quenem gives the name Pahindur (Bayandur^), on

the left bank rise the heights of Mandilsar (=
with head bound) The next stream is the Leilan

which flows into the Djaghatu [cf SAwm-BULSK]
The rivers farthei east (Karanghu and its sources

which water the Haghtarud district) belong to the

system of the Safid-rud [q v ],
1 e the basin of

the Caspian Sea

Fiom the geographical point of view, Maragha
IS quite independent of Tabriz It lies a little off

the great load from Tabu? to Kirman^hah which

runs nearer Lake Urmiya (via Binab) Ihe direct

bridle-path Tabriz—Maragha by the passes of

the Sahand is only piacticable in summer There
is also a direct route along the Sahand on the

south and southeast side, joining Maragha to Ar-

dabil and ZandjSn This road has always been of

importance whenever Maragha was the capital of

AdharbaidjSn The important place on the loute

was Kulsara (cf below)

At the beginning of the xix^h century, Maragha
had 6,000 families (Bustan al-Styahat)^ m 1298

(1880) it had 13,259 inhabitants of whom 6,865

were men and 6,394 women (H Schindler) Mec-
quenem (1904) gives Maragha 15—20,000 inha-

bitants

At the present day the inhabitants speak

Adharl lurkish but in the xivth centuiy they still

spoke “arabicised Pahlawi” (^Nuzhat al Kulub
pahlawl-yi mu^artab) which means an Iranian

dialect of the northwestern group
I

The walls of the town are in luins Its gates

have the following names Ahmadi, Kuia-KhJna,

Akdash, Pul-i Binab (or Gilaslik) and Hadjdj-

miiza The quarters are Agha-beg, Meid5n, Dai-

waza, Saiar-KhSna

Prehistory The valley of the Murdi Cai is

famous foi its deposits of fossil vertebrates dis-

covered by Khanykov in 1852 Excavations have

been conducted by Goebel (Russia), Straus, Rodler,

Pohlig (Austria), Gunther (England) and Mec
quenem (France) On the Murdi-cai have been

found remains of the hipparion, of the rhinoccios

etc dating from the period before the eiuption

of the volcano of Sahand Cf J F Brandt, Obo
dtt von A Goebel bet der Stadt Maragha
gefundenen Saugethurr^ste^ Denkschr d Natuf-
forschtr-Veretns zu Riga^ 1870, and the biblio-

graphy in Mecquenem, Contribution a Vetude du
gtsement des vettebies dc Maragha^ Pans 1908,
cf another article of the same author and title in

Annales de paleontologies 1924, p 133—160

The name According to Baladhuri, the town

was at first called Akra-rudh (Ibn al-Fakih, p 284

Afrah-iudll, Yakut, iv 476 Afrazah ludh) This

name which means in Persian the “river of -^Afrah”

recalls very much the name of the town rot, (^pototru

which Mark Antony besieged in this icgion on

his campaign against the Parthians in 36 B c

(Plutaich, Vtta Antomts ch xxxviii
,
Pans 1864,

p 1 1 13 and Pseud Appian, Paithicas ed Sweig-

hauser, Leipzig 1785, 111 77, 99) It has long

been supposed that the names Oi/fp« in Strabo xi

,

ch xiii and Index, p 935, (Papdo-Trccs Ptolemy, vi

,

ch 11 ,
rdtQ Dio Cass

,
xlix 25 are

variants of the same name which was probably

that of the ancient capital of Alropatene, cf Rit-

ter, Eidkundes ix
, p 770 If the identification of

TdX^KK (summei capital, Strabo) with 1 akht-i Sulai

man suggested by Rawlinson has been accepted

(cf Hoffmann, Auszuge aus syrtschen Aktetis^ 252,
Mai quart, Eransah

, p 108, William Jackson,

PerstUs Past and Present *3^), the identification

of ^pleoLTU IS still uncertain On general pi inciples it

IS improbable that a town like Maragha so advan

tageously situated by nature was not in existence

in Roman times as the ancient name of Maiagha
increases the probability of the identification (Ppdcxrat

= Maragha (of course with a reservation as to the

exact site of the ancient town)

A place-name MaiSgha is mentioned m Arabia

(Yakut) and a little town of the same name is in

hgypt near Tanta The etymology “place where

an animal lolls” (fiom m-r-gh) proposed itself to

the Arabs here, but in Adbarbaidj5n (cf also the

village of Maiagha near Abarkuh, Nuzhat al Kulub

^

p 122) the name is rather a popular Arab ety-

mology of some local name It is to be obseived

that Ptolemy, vi
,
ch 2, calls Lake Urmiya Margiane

({lixpi Tifc Mapyiotvij^ and gives the same
name to the country along the coast of Assyiia

Lastly Mai quart m dianiahis p 143, 221, 313
retains the variant Mocpnxvvi but JAxpytxv^ seems

also to be based on a good tradition (cf Ptolemy,

ed Wilberg, 1838, p 391)
The Arabs Maragha must have been among

the towns of Adharbaidjan conquered by Mughira
b Shu*^ba al-Thakafi in the year 22 (Baladhuri,

p 325, \aljubi, Kttdb al-Bulddns p 271) Mar
wan b Muhammad returning fiom his expedition

to Makan and Gilan in 123 (740) (cf Ya'kubi,

Histortaes 11 365) stopped here As the place was
full of dung (strain < Pers sv gin) the old village

(^kafyd) was given the name of Maiagha (cf above)

Marwan did some building theie Ihc town later

pas^^ed to the daughters of Harfln al-Rashid On
the rebellion of Wadjna b Rawwad, loid of la-
brlz [q V ], Khuzaima b Khazim who was ap-

pointed governor of Adharbaidjan and Aimenia
(probably in 187, cf Vasmer, Khi onologia namest-

nikov Armeniis Zap Kolleg vostokovedovs 1925, 1

397), built walls round Maragha and put a gar-

rison in it When Babak rebelled in 201 the people

sought lefiige m Maiagha Ma^mUn sent men to

restore the walls and the suburb (rabad) became
inhabited again (Baladhuri, I c) In 221 Maragha
is mentioned as the winter-quarters of Afshin in

his campaign against Babak (Tabari, 111 1186)
In 280 (893) the Sadjid Muhammad Afshin b

Dlwdad seized Maiaglia from a certain “^Abd Allah

b Husain, who was killed (Tabari, 111 2137,
Mas^udi, Mutud;, viii 143) In 296 (908) the

caliph confirmed Yusuf b Diwdad in possession

of Maragha and the whole of Adharbaidjan A
diiham is known of this year struck by Yusuf at

Maragha (Vasmer, 0 monetakh Sadjidov^ Baku
1927, p 14) According to Ibn Hawkal, p 238,
there was at Maragha a military camp (^mu^askar)^

a governor’s palace (ddr al-tmai «), a treasury (khi-

zana) and government offices (dawawin al-nahtya)
but Vasuf razed the walls of Maragha and trans-

ferred the capital to Ardabil (cf Istakhii, p 181)
Maragha is only mentioned as the place where
the last Sadjid Abu ’

1-Masafir al-Fath was killed

3^7 (929) ('Arib, Tabari continuaiuss ed de
Goeje, p 145)
Ihe Dailamis In 332 (943) (Ruling the rule
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of the DailamI MusSfarids) the Russians (J^us)

had taken liaidha^a [q v
]

Ibn Miskawaih {G
M S

^
VI 100) speaks of the diseases which de-

cimated them because they ate too much fruit in

Maragha Ihis reference to Maragha is quite un-

expected in the text and Margoliouth has lightly

proposed to read place of A
com stiuck at Maragha in 337 by Muhammad b

“^Abd al Razzal^ is a record of the brief conquest

of Adharbaidjan by the general of the Buyid Rukn
al-Dawla (Vasmer, Zur Chronologte d Crastamden^

Islamica, 111/2, 1927, p 170) Of 347 we also have
dirhams of Maragha in the names of the two sons

of the DailamI Marzuban, Ibrahim and Djastan

{tbid

,

p 172)

Ihe RawwSdi and the Saldjtlks After

the disappearance of the Dailamis we find m
labriz the family of KawwadI Kinds who seem
to have been related with the Musafaiids by mar-

riage only On the other hand, it is veiy likely

that the Rawwadi are the descendants of the Arab
Rawwad al-Azdl, lord of Adharbaidjan (Baladhuri,

p 331) who became assimilated by their neigh-

bours m AdJiarbaidjan The best known of these

Rawwadi is Wahsudan b Mamlan(= Muhammad,
the change of d to I in Kurdish is common)
who IS mentioned between 420 and 446 (Ibn al

Athir, IX 279, 351, 410) and who in addition to

labriz possessed other strongholds in the moun-
tains (Sahand) When m 420 the Qhuzz reached

Maiagha and executed there a great number of

Hadhbani Kurds, the latter united under Wahsu-
dan and drove out the Ghuzz (Ibn al-Atliir, ix

270—272) Ihis incident shows that the district

of Maragha was within the spheie of influence

of Wahsudan In 446 Wahsudan became a vassal

of the Saldjuks, but Ibn al Athii, tbid
^ p 410

says nothing about the extent of his possessions

around Sahand

In 497 the peace between the sons of Malik-

Shah, Barkiyaruk and Muhammad was signed near

Maraglia and in 498, Muhammad visited Maragha
Ihe Ahmadili In 505 we have for the fiist

time mention of the Amir Ahmadil b Ibiahim b

Wahsudan al-Rawwadi al-Kurdi, lord of Maragha
and Kutab (Kulsara^^) (Ibn al-Athir, x 361) He
was the foundei of a little local dynasty, which

lasted till about 624 Wc know very little of the

histoiy of the Ahmadili which has never been

closely studied

Ahmadil was ceitainly the giandson of Wah
Sudan b Mamlan of labriz (cf above) and this

explains the insistence with which the atabegs of

Maragha tried to letake Tabriz Only inprescnpt

ible hei editary lights can explain the strange fact

of the piesence of a Kurd among the amirs of

the Sahljuks The name Ahmadil is a peculiar

foimation, the name of Mahmadil, a village to

the south of Maragha, belongs to the same category

of diminutives The Ahmadili however very soon

adopted Turkish names

Ahmadil with a large army took part in the

Anti-Ciusade of 505 During the siege of Tell

Bavhii, Joscelin came to terms with him {tatai aha)

and he withdrew from the town (Kamal al-Din,

Ta^rilh Halab^ Rec des Just des ci oisades^ iii

599) Ahmadil soon abandoned Syria entiiely, for

he coveted the lands of SukmSn Shah-i Arman
who had just died We know that bukman had

extended his sway over labiiz [q v
]

and the

reference is probably to this town According to

Sibt b al-Djaw zT, tbtd

^

p 556, Ahmadil had 5,000
horsemen and the revenues fiom his fiefs amounted
to 400,000 dinars a year In 510 (or 508) Ah
madil was stabbed in Baghdad by the Ismablis

to whom he had done much injury (tbtd
^ p 556,

Ibn al Athii, x 361)
Ak-Sunkur I In 514 Malik Mas'ud, governor

of Mawsil and Adharbai^an, rebelled against his

brother Mahmud and gave Maragha to his atabeg

Kasim al Dawla al Bursuki but the rebellion col-

lapsed and in 516 Ak Sunkur al Ahmadili (client of

Ahmadil ^), lord of Maragha, who was in Baghdad,
was authorised by bultan Mahmud to leturn to

his fief As the amir Kun-toghdi, atabeg of Malik

lughifl (lord of Arran, Ibn al-Athir, x 399), had
died in 515, Ak-Sunkur expected to get his place

with Tughril Ihe lattei ordered Ak bunkur to

raise 10,000 men in Maiagha and set out with

him to conquer Ardabil m which they failed In

the meanwhile Maragha was occupied by Djuyush

Beg, sent by bultan Mahmud The Georgian Chro-

nicle (Biosset, 1 368) mentions under 516 (1123)
the defeat of Ak-Sunkur (whom he calls “Aghsun-
thul, Atabeg of Ran” == Arran) during a demonstra-

tion against the Geoigians carried out by lughrll

from Shiiwin In 532 Ak-Sunkur took a part but

not a very active one in the suppression of the

mtiigues of the Mazyadid Dubais In 524 he was
one of the promoters of the election of bultan

Dawud, whose atabeg he was In 526 Tughrll,

uncle of Dawud, defeated the latter and occupied

Maragha and Tabriz (al Bundari, ed Houtsma,

p 16
1 )

Dawud along with his uncle Mas'ud and
Ak-Sunkur sought refuge in Baghdad With the

support of the Caliph and the assistance of Ak-
Sunkur, Mas'ud reoccupied Adharbaidjan After

the capture of Ilamadrn, Ak Sunkur was killed

there by the IsmaSlis (527) instigated by Tughrll’s

vi/ier (al-Bundari, p 169)
Ak-Sunkur II The name of Ak Sunkur’s son

IS transmitted in different forms Ibn al Athir, xi

166 and 177, calls him Ak bunkui (II), cf also

TcLriJJi t Guzlda^ p 472 Al Bund^n, p 231,

calls him al-Amir al-Kabir Nusrat al-Din Khasbek
and, p 243, Nu'>iat al Din Arslan Abit (cf al-

Kashghari, Dtwan LugJiat al-Ttirlz^ 1 80) The
Rabat al Sndia

^ p 241, 244, 262 gives him the

name of Atabeg Arslan Aba Al-Bundari treats

him IS an equal of the gicat amir Ildiguz [q v
]

whose family finally triumphed over the loids of

Maragha Ak-Sunkur II’s adversary was the amir

Khasbek b Bulung-eri(!‘) who was the favourite

of Sultan Mas^ud and sought to establish himself

in Airan and Adharbaidjan This Khasbek had

besieged Maragha in 541 (al-Bundari, p 217) In

545 Sultan Mas'ud took Maiagha and destroyed

its walls {baia) but a leconciliation later took

place between Khasbek and Ak-Sunkur II under

the walls of Ruyin diz (cf below) Ihe execution

of Khasbek in 547 (1153) by Sultfn Muhammad
alienated Ildiguz and Ak-Sunkur II and they installed

bulaiman on the throne of Ilamadan Muhammad
on his return to power sent an embassy to restore

good relations with the two lords of Adharbaidjan

{sahtbai A) Peace was concluded in 549 and

the two great amirs shared Adhaibaidjan between

them (al-Bundari, p 243) On his deathbed (554)
Muhammad entrusted his young son (Malik DSwud,
cf the genealogical tree in the Rahat al-Suaur)

to Ak-Sunkui As Ildiguz was furthering the interests
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of his waid Sultan ArslSn, Pahlawan b Ildiguz

advanced against Ak-Sunl^ur II but the latter with

the help of ^ah-i Arman defeated him on the

Safid-rud In 556 Ak-Sunkur sent to

the help of the governor of Raiy, fnandj, who was
fighting Ildiguz The lattei gained the upper hand
and in 557 Ak-Sunkui II took part in the ex-

pedition of Ildiguz against the Georgians (Ibn

al-Athir, \i 189) In 563 however, Ak Sunkur II

obtained recognition for his ward from Baghdad
PahlawSn b Ildiguz at once besieged Ak-Sunkui
in Maragha (tdtd

^ p 218) but a peace put an
end to hostilities

In 564 the amir of Raiy, fnandj, was killed

(Ibn al-Athir, xi 230) The Ta^rtUi t Guztda^ P 72 ,

seems to suggest that the lebeUion in Maragha
of Kutliigh (>), brothel of Ak Sunkur (II ^), was
due to Inandj’s influence He uis punished by
the Atabeg Pahlawan b Ildiguz and Maragha was
given to his brotheis 'Ala^ al-Din and Rukn al-

Din
Under 570 Ibn al-Athir (xi 280) mentions at

Maragha Falak al Din, son of Ibn Ak-Sunkur (i e

son of Ak-Sunkur II), to whom his fathei had be
queathed his estates Pahlawan besieged the fortress

of Ruyln-diz and Maitlgha On this occasion peace
was concluded on the cession of Tabriz to the
family of Ildiguz Ihis important detail shows
that down to 570 the fief of the Ahmadlli com-
piised all the countiy round mount Sahand in-

cluding labnz [q v
]

In 602 the lord of Maragha ‘^Ala^ al Din came
to an agreement with the Atabeg of Arbil Muzafiar
al-Din Gok bun to deprive the Ildiguzid Abu
Bakr of AdhaibSidjan on the pretext that he was
incapable of ruling From Mai^gha they marched
on labriz but Abu Bakr called to his aid

the former slave of his family A)-doghmi^ (cf

Defremcry, Rechetchts sur 4 p)t?ucs d'^Hamadan^
y

A

, 1847, 1 160) (iok bull returned to his own
lands and Abu Bakr with Ay-doghmish came to

Maragha ‘^Ala^ al-Din had to surrender the fortress

which was the bone of contention but was given
in compensation of the towms of Limiya and
Ushnu In 604, ^Ala^ al Din whom Ibn al Athir,

XU 157, 182, here calls Kara-Sunkur died and
left one son, a minor A brave servant of ‘^Ala^

al-Din assumed the guardianship of the child but

the latter died in 605 Abii Bakr then took pos-

session of all the lands of the Ahmadili except
Ruyin-diz where the servant already mentioned
had entrenched himself with his late master’s

tieasures

It is not clear if ‘^Ala* al Dm Kata Sunkui
is identical with the brothei of Ak Sutikui II

mentioned in 564 For the date of his accession

and his importance we have a hint Accoiding to

the preface of the Haft patkar of Ni/ami [q v
],

this poem (finished in 593) was composed at the

request of ^Ala" al-Dm Kib( 5
») Arslan (the Rum

and the Rus paid him tribute \khatdi{j\^ the

Georgians suffered reveises at his hands) This
mainduh was definitely identified by Rieu, Cataloi^uc^

II 567 and Supplement, 1895, p 154 with ^Ala^

al Din of Mar5gha Nizami mentions two sons of
'Ala^ al Din, Nusrat al Dm Muhammad and Ahmad,
but to reconcile this with Ibn al-Athir we should
have to suppose that both died before then father
The family of the Ahmadili was continued for

some time in the female line In 618 the Mongols
arrived before Maragha and the town was stormed

on the 4th Safar The Mongols sacked and burned
the town and massacied the inhabitants {tkdyWi
246, 263) but the lady of Maragha (daughter of

^Ala^ al-Din !^), who lived in Ruyin-diz escaped

the catastrophe

Djalal al-Din In 622, the Khwanzmshah
Djalal al Din came to Maragha via Dakuka He
entered it without difficulty for the inhabitants

were complaining of all kinds of oppressions and

raids by the Georgians (Nasawl, Strat Djalal al-

Dtn^ ed Houdas, p no) Djalal al Din tried to

restore the prosperity of Maragha, cf Ibn al Athir,

XU 280, 282
In 624 (1227) while Djilal al-Din was in the

Persian Tiak, his vizier Sharaf al Mulk was foiccd

to reconquer Adharbaidjan In the couise of his

campaign he besieged Riiyln diz, the lady of which
was a grand-daughter (jnut hafadat) of the Atabeg
^Ala^ al-Din Kaiaba (^) (Nasawi, p 1 29) This

princess was married to the deaf mute Khamush,
only son of the Eldiguzid Ozbek The Atabeg
Nusiat al Din, son of Khamush, mentioned incident-

ally by Djuwaini, GAfS^ 11 242, must have been
his son As a way out, she offered her hand to

Sharaf al-Mulk Djalil al-Din suddenly ai lived

from the Trak and married the princess himself

Ruyin diz was given to a certain Sa'^d al Dm Ihc
citadel contained some thousands of houses (ul/l/

intn du)) occupied by the former inhabitants of

the town (^kudavia^) SaM al Dm decided to evacuate

them but as a result of his tactlessness the fortress

closed its gates again (to SaM ?) (Nasawi, p 129,

157) Ibn al-Athir, \ii 322 seems to deil with
the course of these events Under 627 he says

that the troops of Djalal al Dm besieged Ruym-
diz foi some time Ihc fortress was about to

capitulate when some malcontents summoned the

assistance of a luikoman amir Sewmdj (Swndj)
of the tribe of Kush yalwa The domination of
this chief and his relatives wdio succeeded him
only lasted two years

Ruyin-diz Ihis fortress lay “ncai Maragha”
(Il)n al Athir, xii 322) According to Zakariya
Kazwinl who gives a vciy accurate description of
Ru)indiz, it was 3 faisnldis from Maiagha Its

proverbially impicgnable position {jiuriba bi~

hisUnatiha al matjial) suggests that it was built
on the side of Sahand Ihc Russian map marks
on the Sofi-Cai 10 miles (c 3 farsakhs) above
Maiagha a place called Yay shahar (m 1 urkish =
“summei town”) besides which two streams flow
into the Sofi 6ai (on the left bank) and between
them is written the coriupted name “ResorLris”
It IS very probable that this is the site of the
famous fortress on eithei side of which there was
a stream (jialir')

,
for Res one should read Dez i e

Ruyin diz Ihc date of the final destiuction of
Ruyin-diz is unknown As late as 751 the Cobanid
Ashraf imprisoned his vizier there (v Ilammci,
Gtsch d Ilchane^ 11 337) but the Nuzhat al-

Kulnhj in 740 (1340) only knows the other Riiyln-
diz, that of Sawalan (there is still a Ruyin dizak

4 farsakhs N F of Ardabil)

Kulsara Ibn al-Athii, x 340, calls Ahmadil
“lord of Maragha and of kiitab” This last name

seems to be a corruption of Knlsara

or Kursara, a little town well known
to the Arab geographers on the MarSglja-Ardabil
road (10-12 farsakhs from Maragha and 20-27
from Ardabil), cf Ibn Khurdadhbih, p 120, Ku-
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dSma, p 213, IstakbrI, p 194, Ibn Hawl^al,

p 252, ID particular fiom his own experience

talks of the importance of Kulsara and its flour

ishing commerce This place may correspond to

the village of Kill tapft “hill of cinders” (popular

Tuikish etymology) which lies on the Karanghu

about 35 miles (c 10 farsakhs) cast of Maragha
Ihe foit of Ka^a yi Zohak notable luins of which

weic discovered by Monteith c 15 miles below

Kul tapil (cf Moner, op cit
^ p 296), must have

been a bulwark for Kulsara and Maragha against

invasion from the northeast Rawlmson, J R G S
^

1841, p 120 sees a SSsanian fortress in Kal'a

yi-Zohak

The Mongols Maragha was definitely taken

by the Mongols in 628 (Ibn al-Athir, xii 324)
After the taking of Baghdad in 656 (1258) Hu
Hgu took up his quarteis in Maragha and oidcied

an observatory to be built there from the plans

of Nasir al Dm lUsi (who had as advisers four

astronomeis one of whom, Fakhr al-Din, was a

native of Maragha) (Rashid al-Din, ed Quatre-

m^ic, p 324) Ihc observatoiy was built on a

foitihed hill to the west of the town where only

traces of foundations of the walls aie still to be

seen According to Schindler’s plan (1883), the

levelled area on the hill measures 137 X 347
metres On the observatoiy cf Jourdain, M^moiie
stir Us instt uvicnts employes a Robut vatott e de

Mata^ah^ in the Ma^astn encyclop tedt^o par A
L Milltn, Pans 1809, vol vi

, p 43-101 (transl of

an Arabic nsala belonging to the Bibl Nationale

and attiibuted to Nasir al Din’s colleague Mu^aiyid

al Dm al-'^Ardi) and Ritter, Ltdknndt^ ix
, p 839-

843 io contain his treasures Ilrdagu built a castle

on the island of Shah! I— 2 days distant fiom

the capital Here he was buried On the fortifi

cations of Shahi cf 1 abari, in 1171 Ihe hand-

some sepulchral toweis of wdnch there aie four

at Maraglii (Mecquenem 1908) date from Ilrdagu

01 his immcdiitc successois i the one at the

entrance to the bridge of Safi cai is built of red

brick on a square foundation and has a \aulted

ccllai (6';///A7»/-A"// ///Z2^), 2 simil ir, situated in the

guldens to the south of the town on the road

from Khxn'tga
, 3 and 4 near the old cemetery in the

interior of the town, the octagonal tower N® 3
is of red brick overlaid with blue enamelled fa-

ience {Gtifibad t labud) and N® 4 is round, covcicd

with plaster which is decoi ated with aiabes(|ues

{^Koi-butdj “lower of the Ram”) There is a photo

giaph of N® I in de Moigan (1894), p 337 and

baire, op at
^

text, p IS— ib, of N® 3 in Sarre,

tbtd and of 4 in de Morgan, tbid
^ p 340 II

Schindler claimed to ha\e lead on the Gunbad-i
(ihaff ir (N® 2 ^) the name of Abli Baki 1 Sa'd-i

/angi (aPlbeg of Fars, 623—658^) According to

Sarre, N® 4 is later than 1350 The monuments
require to be again studied on the spot Lehmann-
llaupt says that mseiiplions can still be seen m
then inteiiors

The eaily Mongol Ilkhans led a semi nomadic
life which explains the absence fiom Maragha of

any other kind of memoiial It was only with

Ghazan that a icgulai capital was built at labiiz

[q V
J

MarSglia continued to be of some import-

ance on account of its pasturages and was a

station on the road between Adharbaidjan and
Mesopotamia Its name continually appeals m the

history of the Ilkhans In 703 (1304) Uldjaitu

leceived at Maragha the ambassadois from the

Ka’an of China and installed at the observatory

the son of Nasip al-Din Tusi

In 712 (1312) Kara Sunkur, amir al-umat'^ of

Aleppo, fearing the wrath of the Sultan of Fgypt,

Nasir, sought an asylum in Persia with Uldjaitu

who gave him Maiagha Ibn Battuta who tells

this (1 179) adds that this town was known as

“Little Damascus” (^Dtmtshk al saghitd) Kara-

Sunkui died in 728 (1328) (d’Ohsson, Hist des

Moti^ols^ iv 699)
The Geographers of the Mongol period

Zakariya Kazwini (1275) seems to be personally

acquainted with the town According to him there

weie m the town memoiials of the pre-Islamic

period He describes the mineial springs (near

the village of Kiyamat-abad) and a cave which

must correspond to the ( ai bagh! visited by Mo-
rier, Lehmann-Haupt, Minorsky etc Kazwini also

mentions the mountain of Zandjakan with a cal-

careous spring, the village of Djnbdk (Gunbadak)
with a bottomless well (p 350) and gives a de-

scription of Ruyin-di/ (p 358)
Ihe Niizhat al-Kulub (written in 1340), G MS

^

p 27 estimates the levenues of Maragha paid to the

trea«;ury at 70,000 dinars (Ardabil paid 85,000)
and those of its wilayat at 185,000 dinais Ihe

tuman of Maragha comprised all the southern

part of Adharbaidjan, in the north it was bounded
by the tuman of Tabriz, in the west by that ot

Khoi (Urmiya), in the south by the lands of Kur-

distan (Dainawar) and in the cast by Hrak-i ^Adjam

(Zandjan, Sudjls) All the lands now under the

modern Sawdj bulak [q v] were then ruled from

Maragha As dependencies of Maragha
,
Hamd

Allah gives the towns of Dih-i Kh^arakan (in po-

pulai luikish lukhorghan) to the south of labriz,

I ailm on the right bank tiibutary of the Djaghatu

(ef Rawlmson, 1S41, p 39 the rums of KaPa-yi

Blkjiti) and Paswe in I ahidjan, in the valley of

the Iigiis [cf SAwnj iiui ak] Ihe tuman com-

prised SIX cantons (the names are much mutilated)

Saradjun (>), N lyadjun (-'), DUzakhrud (^ cf the mount
am Duzakh on the middle course of the Djaghatu),

(jawduk (at the confluence of the iivei of I ailan

with the Djaghatu [the name is also read Gawdfil,

GiwdawTn It is lemaikable that Firdawsi (cd

Mold, vii 1 41, 1 51) mentions m these legions

a Dadit i Diik and Kuh-i Duk where Bahrain

Gubin w xs defeated by Khusraw]), Bihistan (pro

bably the district of Bahi on the Tatawu), Ilashta-

lud (to the east of Sahand on the Kaianghu)

The district of Anguran on the Kizil uzan was

also a dependency of Maiagha
Christiinity at Maiagha In the Mongol

period, Maiagha had become an impoitant centre

of Christianity The celebiated Mai Bai Ilebraeus

(Jacobite Mapht tan) lectuicd in 1268 on Luelid

and in 1272 on Ptolemy m the “new monasteiy”

of Maragha, there he wrote the kitab al Duwal
When he died on July 30, 1286, as a sign of

mourning the C>iceks, Aimenians and Ncstorians

closed then shops m the market phec (Assemani,

Bibl Oficntahs^ 11 266, Wright, A short History

oj Syttat Litaatuic^ 1894, p 267, 27 1, 276, 279
Ihe history of Mai Yxhbdaha III (patriarch of

the Ncstorians [1281— 1317], tiansl Chabot, Pans

1895) contains valuable notes on Maragha Yah-

balaha rebuilt the alieady existing church of Mar
Shabta and built a house beside it In 1289 Ar-

ghun had his son baptised in Maragha In 1 294
the pati larch laid the foundations of the monastery
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of John the Baptist of a farsaWi north of Ma-
ra^a After the accession of Gh’lzan (1295)
persecution of the Christians began, instigated by
the amir Nawruz Ihe mob plundered the resi-

dence of the patriaich and the church of 3t George
built by the monk Rabban Sawma (it had been
furnished with articles from the portable chuich
of Ar^hOn’s camp) The patiiarch sought refuge
in the suite of the Aimenian king Haiton On
his return to MarSgha, Ghazan punished the
fomenters of the troubles In 1298 Yahbalaha
was confirmed in his rights In Sept 1301 he
finished the monastery of St John His biogra
pher and contemporary gives an account of the
beautiful buildings, the numerous relics and riches
of the monastery (Chabot, op at

^ p 133) The
village of Dahli (?) to the east of Maragha was
purchased to serve as a wakf of the monastery
(to the N E of the town there is still a village
of Kihsa kftndi “village of the church”) GhazSn
and his successor Uldjaitu visited the monastery
Yahballha died and was buried theie in 1317
On the south side of the hill of the observatory

there are chambers carved out of the rock (3
rooms 12 feet high communicating with one an-
other, and a corridor) Inside there aie niches in
the shape of altars Local tradition sees a church
in these (perhaps of the Sib’lnian period), cf Mac-
donald, Kinneir, H Schindler, I ehmann Haupt
and Minorsky, Zap

^
xxiv

, 1917, p 167
After the Mongols In 737 (1337) the Dja

layirid Shaikh Hasan inflicted a defeat on 1 ugha-
Timiir [q v

] near MarSgha (or at Hashtaiud)
Ihe pretender Muhammad was buried at Maragha

73^ (Ska((^arat a/’Atrak, p 315) I.atcr the
political struggles of the Turkomans had their

principal arena in the northern pait of Adhai
baidjan In the same period the Kurdish elements
of the districts south of Lake Urmiya became
consolidated and received reinforcements fiom the
districts of Mawsil (SAaraf-mima^ 1 288) The
Mukil Kurd amirs extended their influence over
Maragha and even as fir as Dih-I^waiakan The
Turks during their rule over Adfiarbaidjin in

eluded Maragha with Tabriz and levied 15 khar-
wars of gold per annum on it which caused its

inhabitants to go away {tbid
^ p 294) In 1002

(^593) 11^6 name of the fortress of baru-kurghan
(demolished in 795 by Timur, cf Zafar-nTivia^ 1 628
and rebuilt by the MukrI) in the region of Ma-
ragha often occurs in the Viaraf navia^ p 294

—

296, this name recalls that of the Saruk, the
right bank tributary of the Djaghatu

During the second Ottoman occupation (1725)
Maragha was governed by ^Abd al ^Aziz Pasha, this

administrative unit consisted of 5 sandjaks, of which
2 were hereditaiy and 3 granted by the government
(v Hammer, iv 228, according to Celebi zade)
In 1x42 (1729) Nadir defeated the Ottomans at ^

Miyanduab on the Djaghatu and occupied Dim-
dim, Sawdj-bulak, Maragha and Dih Khwirakan
(Mahdi-Khan, Tcdrikh-t Nadtri^ Tabriz 1284,

p 66, trinsl Jones, 1 104) According to the

recently discovered history of Nadir, the monaich
transplanted 3,000 inhabitants from Maragha to

Kalat (Barthold, in Zap
,
xxv

, p 88)
The Mukaddam As early as the time of Nadir

the Turkish tribe of Mukaddam is mentioned
as settled in the region of MarSgha (Macdonald,
Kinneir 15,000 men) Ahmad Khan Mukaddam
played a considerable part m the affairs of Adhar-

bSidjan Jaubert, Voyage, p 160 knew him m 1805
as beglerhegt of Adharbai^an under prince ^Abbas
Mirza In 1810 he exterminated the Bilbas chiefs

whom he had invited to Maragha [cf sawdj-bulXk]
According to Morier, Second Jonrney, p 293, this

patnaich was aged 90 in 1815 (cf Brydges, Dynasty
of the Kajafs, p 90) The governor of MarSgha
Samad-Khan, a paitisan of Muhammad ^All Shah
who besieged Tabiiz m 1909, was of the family

of Ahmad Khan At the present day the Mukaddam
are concentrated round Miyandu'lb

In 1828 MaiSgha was occupied by Russian tioops

In 1881, the Kuid invasion by Shaikh ^Ubaidallah

leached the gates of Maragha The town was not

taken but the whole country round was in ruins

when H Schindler visited it m 1882 During the

war of 1914— 1918, Mar5gha was within the zone

of the Russo luikish operations [cf iaurI?]
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(V Minorsky)
MARAND (i ), a town in the Persian

province of Adharbaidjan
Position The town lies about 40 miles N

of Tabriz, halfway between it and the Araxes (it

IS 42 miles from Marand to Ujulfa) The road
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from labriz to Khoi also branches off at Marand
A shorter road from labriz to Sboi follows the

north bank of 1 ake Urmia and crosses the Mishow-
dagli range by the pass between lasadj [q v

]
and

Diya al-Din Marand, which is surrounded by
many gardens, occupies the eastern corner of a

rather beautiful plain, about ten miles broad and
sloping slightly to the west To the south the

Mishow range (western continuation of the Sawalan)

separates it from the phin of labriz and from

Lake Urmia The pass to the south of Marand
often mentioned by historians is called Yam
(Mongol == post station) The pass between the plain

of Maiand and Tasudj [l v
]

takes its name from

the village of WaldiySn To the east of Marand
lies the wild and mountainous region of Kiradja-

dagh (capital Ahar) To the noith, the plain of

Marand is separated from the Araxes by a range, a

continuation of the central heights of the Karadja

dagh which is crossed by the defile of the Dara-
diz The plain of Marand is watered by the river

of Zunuz, the southern arm of which called Zilbir

runs quite near Marand The combined waters of

Zunuz and Zilblr flow into the Kotur cai (an im-

portant right bank tributary of the Araxes) about

20 miles N F of l^oi The length of the Zunur
is about 40 miles(Hamd Allah Mustawfl 8 farsakhs)

History A lofty tell which rises beside the

town lb evidence of the great antiquity of this as

an inhabited site, it must have existed in the

time of the Vannic (Khald) and Assyrian kings

Its Gieek name is peihaps connected

with the people who, according to

Ptolemy VI, 2, occupied the lands as far as I ake

Urmia A legend of Aimenian origin based on
the popular etymology inair and “matei ibi”

locates in Marand the tomb of Noah’s wife

(llubschmann, Die altarmcmschen Ortsnarnen^ 1904,

p 346 and 451, Ker Porter, Travels^ 1 217)
Moses of Chorene places Maiand in the district

of Bakurakert 1 heie was another Marand mentioned
by the Armenian historian Orbelian (c 1300) m
the province of Siunikh (noith of the Araxes) and

a village of Marand still exists east of Tfghnlt

in the khanate of Maku [q v
]

Ibn Ba^ith After the Arab conquest a certain

Halbas of the tribe of Rabi^^a took Marand Ills son

Babth, a soldier of fortune {su^luk) m the scivice

of Ibn al-Rawwad, fortified Marand Muhammad b

Ba'^ith elected castles there (^Kuui?) (Baladhun,

P 330) Ihis chief had acquired considerable

notoriety In 200 (815) he had taken from the

family of Rawwad, the strongholds of %ahl and
Tabriz (labarl, 111 1171) (In another passage,

labari, 111 1379, mentions Yakdurp] in place of

Tabriz) Ibn Babth lived at Shall! which stood in

the centre of lake Uimia (the peninsula of Shahi,

where at a latei date Hulagu Khan kept his

ti ensure and where he was buried) Ibn Ba'lth was
at first on good tcims with the l\hurram! Babak,
whose authoiity must have prevailed m the

Karadja-dagh m particular, in the north-eastern

corner of which was his residence al Badhdh Ibn
Ba'^ith suddenly changed his tactics and seized by
a ruse Tsma, one of BabSk’s generals whom he sent

to the caliph al-MuTasim In 221 Ibn Ba'ith ac-

companied Bugha on his expedition against al-

Badhdh (Tabari, 111 1190, 1193) Under the

caliphate of Mutawakkil, Ibn Ba'^ith committed
some crime {khalafa) and was imprisoned in Surra-

man-ra^a On the intercession of Bugha al-SharabI,

30 people of repute became guarantors of Ibn

al-Babth’s good behaviour and he must have been

allowed considerable liberty, for in 234 (848) he

escaped to Marand Ibn Khurdadhbih, who wrote

m 234, mentions Marand as being Ibn Ba'^Ith’s

fief Tabari, 111 1379— 1389, gives a very graphic

account of the expedition sent against this town

Ihe wall which enclosed Marand and its gardens

was 2 farsakhs in circumference There were springs

within It Ihe dense forest outside was a further

protection to the town Ibn Bablh collected 2,200

adventurers who weie reinforced by a number of

non-Arabs i^uludj) armed with slings He had ballistas

constructed to repel the assailants During the

8 months that the siege lasted, 100 individuals of

note {awhya aUsultan') were killed and 400 wounded
When Bugha al-yjarabl (BaladJburi, p 330 Bugha
al-Saghir) ariived he succeeded in detaching the

men of the Rabi'a tribe from Ibn Ba'^Ith Ibn

Babth and his relatives weie seized and his house

and those of his partisans plundered In Shawwal
of 235 Bugha arrived with 180 prisoners at the

caliph’s couit Mutawakkil ordeiedibn Ba*^ith to be

beheaded but the latter recited verses in Arabic

and the caliph was astonished by his poetic gifts

(trtfta md'ahu la-adah^f^) and gave him his life

Ibn Ba'^th died in prison and his sons entered

the corps of mercenaries (al-skalirtyci) According to

one of Tabari’s authoiities (iii 1388), the shaikhs

of Maragha who praised the bravery and literary

ability (adad) of Ibn Ba'ith also quoted his Persian

verses {di H-faitslya) This important passage al-

ready quoted by Baithold , School of Oriental

Studies^ vol 11, Pt IV, 1923, p 836—838, is

evidence of the existence of the cultivation of poetry

in Persian in the N W of Ir5n at the beginning of

the ninth century Ibn Ba^ith must have been

iranicised to a considerable extent, and, as has

been mentioned, he relied for support on the non-

Arab element in his rustaks i^tiludy rasatikihi)

Later History The Arab geographers of

the tenth century (Istakhrl, p 182, Ibn Hawkal,

p 239) mention Marand among the little towns

of Adhaibaifljan where the material called tikak

was manufactured Miikaddasi, p 51, 374, 377,
puts Marand under Dabil and notes its gardens,

its flouiishing suburb and a cathedral mosque in

the centie of the market Ihc same author, p 382,

mentions a direct road from Marand to Maragha
(via Nuiin p], somewhere west of Tabriz^) Later,

Marand must have shared the fate of Tabriz [q v
]

According to Yakut, iv 503, the town had begun

to decline after it was plundered by the Georgians

(Kurdj) who earned off its inhabitants This is

valuable confirmation of the Georgian expedition

to Persia, a detailed account of which is given in

the Geoigian Chronicle for 1208— 1210(605

—

[cf TABRIZ and in Lis]

Among the theologians, born in Maiand, YSkUt

mentions one who died in 216 and anothci who
had studied m Damascus in 433 In 624 (1226)

Marand which had not sufficient defences, was oc-

cupied by the hadjib 'Ali al-Ashrafi of AkhlSt

Sharaf al-Mulk, governor for the Khwarizmshah,

retook the town and wrought gieat slaughter in

it (Nasawi, ed Houdas, p 166)

The only historical monument m Marand is the

old mosque now in ruins with a viihiab in stucco

beaiing the date of lebuilding 731 (1331) (reign

of the Ilkhan Abu Sa'id) Cf Sarre, Denkmaler
pers Baukunst^ Berlmi9^o^p 24—2 5 and pi xvii
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and the observations by Herzfeld, Dtt Gumbadk^t

^Alawtyyan^ in the Volume ptsented to E G
Browne^ 1922, p 194— 195 In the same peiiod

(1340) Haind Allah Mustawfi, Nuzhat aUKulub^

G M xxni
, p 88, counted 60 villages in the

district of Mai and The walls {baru) of the town

were 8,000 paces around but the town only

occupied half the area

Marand is several times mentioned in connection

with the 1 urco-Peisian wars Accoidmg to Ewliya

delebi (in 1647), Siyahat tidma^ 11 242, Marand
was a hunting resoit of the Timurid Shahrukh In

spite of the damage done by the invasion of

Sultan Muiad, the town looked prosperous and
had 3,000 houses EwliyS enumerates a number
of celebrated theologians buiied north of Mai and

In the autumn of 1724 ‘^Abd Allah Pa^ha Koprulu
sent the Kurd Khan of Bulls Muhammad 'Abid
to occupy Marand the inhabitants of which had
fled Resistance centred round the town of Zunuz
(10 miles N of Marand) which had 7,000 houses

and a castle called Diza by the Persians lo
dispose of the threat to their flank, the Janissaues

before advancing on Tabriz, fought a battle lure

in May 1725 with the Persians of whom a large

number were slain Diza was taken and dismantled

(cf von Hammer, G 0 R \s
^ p 226, follow-

ing Celebi zade)

Marand has often been mentioned by European
travellers since Chardin (1811 edition, i,p 318),

cf the notices by Ker Porter, Jaubeit, Morici,

Ouseley and Monteith of which a i^sumc is given

in Ritter, Frdkunde^ ix
, p 907 Marand has

recently gained in importance since it lies on the

modern high road from Tabiiz to I2julfa built by
the Russians in 1906 and leplaccd by a lailway

m 1915

(2) A town in the district of Kh u 1 1 a 1
,

to the north of the Oxus, cf Mukaddasi, p 49,
290-291 (V Minoksk\)
MAR^ASH, a town in Syria near the

Asia Minor frontier (^7/ Thtighut al-^cHmiy a)

It lies about 2,000 feet above sea-level on the

northern edge of the hollow (^Amk of Mar'ash

,

now Cakal Owa and south of it Sheker Owa or

MarSsh OwasI) which lies east of the Dj^nhan and
IS watered by its tiibutary, the Nahr Hurith (Ak-Su)
As a result of Us situation at the intei section of

the roads which run to Antakiya, to ‘^Ain Zarba
and al-Massisa, to Albistan (Abulustain) and laipiiz,

via Goksun (kokussos) to Kaisariya, via Behesni
(Bahasna) to Sumaisat and via al Hadath and
Zibatra to Malatya, Mar'ash was fiom the cailiest

times one of the most important centres of traffle

in the Syrian frontier region It is repeatedly

mentioned as eaily as Assyrian texts as Markasi,

capital of the kingdom of Gurgum [cf the article

lilARA^tiMA], and several Ilittitc monuments have
been found there (cf Ungci, Marqast^ in Ebert’s

Reallexik d Vofgesch
,

viii
, 1927, p 48)

In the Roman imperial period it was called

Germanikcia in honoui of Caligula (on the coins

Caesarea Germanike, cf Gregoire, Rtv de I instr

publ en Belg
,

li
, 1908, p 217 sqq ) 1 he identity of

Germanikeia and Mar'^as]} is ceitain fiom numerous
literary, especially Syriac, leferences 1 he Armenians
probably knew, but probably from learned tradition

only, the name Germanik (Kermanig in Vahram,
cf Matth of Edessa, ed Dulaurier, p 487 infra,

St Martin, surVArm^x 200) 1 he statement

in a description of the district of Ilalab (Pans

MS Arab
,
N® 1683, fol 72a) that the Armenian

name of the town was Ndktnuk (Blochet, ROL^
1 P 525 sq

^
note 6

)
is wrong, this is a mistake

for Goinuk^ a name later given to the neighbouiing

al Hadath [q v
]

Ihe Empeior Heiaclius passed

the town in 626 (Theoph
,
Chron

,
ed de Boor,

p 313 Ramsay, Class Revmv^ x 140, Gerland,

Byz Zettschrift^ 111 , 1894, p 362) The Emperor
Leo III came from Mar'ash (Germaniken), htei

authors (like Iheoph, op cit
^ p 391) wrongly

called him the “Isauiiau” (a confusion with Ger-

manikopolis
,

cf K Schenk, Byz Zeitsch)
,

v
,

1896, p 296—298)
In the year 16 Abu ^Ubaida sent Khalid b

al-Walid fiom Manbidj against Mir'ash and the

Greek gaiiison suricndercd the fortress on being

granted pei mission to withdiaw unmolested
,
Khalid

then destioyed it (Caetani, Annalt delV Islam

^

111
, 1910, p 794, 806) Sufyan b 'Awfal Ghamidi

in 30 (650—651) set out from Mar^ash against

the Byzantines Mu'^awiya rebuilt Mar^^ash and

settled soldieib m this “Arab Cayenne” (asLammens,
M P O B

^
vi

, 1913, p 437 calls it) Aftei

\ izid I s death the attacks of the Greeks on the

town became so scveie that the inhabitants

abandoned it

After Muhammad b Maiwan in 74 (693—694)
had broken the truce concluded by 'Abd al Malik

with the Greeks, in Djumada I of the following

year the Greeks set out from MarSsh against al-

A'^mak (= 'Amk of Antakiya, cf Lc Stiange,

Palestine etc p 391) but were again diivcn back

in the ^Amk of Mar^^ash Mar^ash was restored by

al-’^Abbas, son of al Walid 1
,
and fortified and

lepopulated, a laige mosque was also built there

Ihe people of Kinnasiln (1 e probably of the

djtind of Kinnasrin) had to send troops eveiyyear

to Mar^^ash During Maiwan IPs fighting against

Hims, the Emperoi Constantine again besieged

Mar^^ash, which had finally to capitulate (746) and

was destroyed (al Baladhuri, ed de Goeje, p 189,
Ihcophanes, Chi on

^
ed de Boor, p 422, Georg

Kedrenos, ed Bonn, 11 7) The inhabitants emigrated

to Mesopotamia and the Djund of kinnasrin After

the capture of Ilims, Maiwan sent troops to Mar^ash,

who rebuilt the town in 130 (747)? the castle in

the centre of the town was henceforth called al-

Marwani after him (Yakut, ed Wustcnfeld, iv

498 jy) But by 137 (754) the Greeks again sacked

the town Al Mansur then had it rebuilt by Salih

b ‘^Ali (d 150 = 767) and gave it a garrison which

al-Mahdl stiengthened and supplied with ample

munitions (al-Baladhuii, op cit
^ p 189, Iheoph,

op 7
'

7/,p 445 0 'Z&KiX l/BTSTTOtli^VI l€p(ZCiVlK€lXV

€tQ riaAa/(7T/vj^v) The Aiabs in 7^9 (1080 Sel

)

entered the ‘‘Amk of Mar^a^di and dcpoited the in-

habitants of the region who were accused of espionage

on behalf of the Byzantines, to al-Ramla (Michael

byius, Chi on
^
ed Chabot, 11 526) According to

the Syriac insciiption of ‘^Enesh on the Euphrates,

in 776—777 A D (1088 Sel) the people of the

hollow \^umla) of Mar'ash invaded Asia Minoi
(BSth Rhbmaya) to plunder (Chabot, y //, ser

IX, xvi

,

1900, p 286 sq
,
Tognon, Instr stinit

de la Syne et de la Mesop
, p 148— 150, N® 84)

A Greek army of 100,000 men in 161—162

(778—779) under Michael Lachanodrakon besieged

Mar^ash which was defended by ‘^Isa b *^Ali

(T<7/J««a/ in Iheoph, op «/,p 451), grand-uncle

of the Caliph al-Mahdl, destroyed al-Hadath and
laid waste the Syrian frontier (Weil, Gesch d
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Chahf ^
II 98) In 183 (799) H5run al-RasliId I

built the town of al HSiunlya near Mar'^ash (al
'

Baladhurl, op p 17 1, Yakut, iv 498, wrongly

calls it a subuib of Mar^ash), he also laised the

prospeiity of Mar^a^h and al-Massisa (al-Mas'udi,

Muiudjt al-UIiahah^ ed Barbiei de Meynard, viii,

295) 1 he amir Abu Sa'id Muhammad b Yusufm
841 invaded Asia Minor, the Greeks diove him
back however and took al-ITadath, MarSsh and
the district of Malatya (Michael Syrus, ui 102,

Weil, Gesch d Chalif
^ 11, p 315 sq

^
note i,

considers this story unhistoncal) The enipeioi

Basil 1 in 877 passed via Kovxova-6Q (Goksun) and
the 1 aurus passes ((rrsvac rov Ttxvpov) against Mar'^ajJi

(rep//av/KS/a) but could not take it and had to be

content with burning and plundering the suburbs,

the same thing happened at al-IIadath ('A^ara,

Georg Kcdrcnos [Bonn], 11 2 14, Iheophan con-

tinuat
,

ed Bonn, p 280) According to the Trepi

7ra(pa$poixijQ •Tro^ifJLOU {de vehtatmie belluoy Mignc,

Patrol Giacc^ cxvii looo) shortly before the

attack on Germanikeia he crossed the napaSe/tro^

(cf Pliny, //at Hist
,
v 93 one of the

^intus jiumificd of Cilicia, probably the Ak-Su,

Arabic Nahr Djurith or Huiith, the location by

Pomaschek, S B Ak Wie7i^ cxxiv
, 1891, Abh

viii 66, IS therefore piesumably wiong) The
Byzantine Andronicus in 292 (904—905) invaded

the region of MarSsh, defeated the garrisons of

tarsus and Massisa and destro}ed Kurus (Ibn al-

Alhir, ed lornbeig, vii 378, al-dabari, 111 2298,
Weil, op at

^ 11 533, Vasilev, Viza?itiya i Arald^x
^

1902, p 154) d he Armenian Mleh (Aiab Malih)

plundered MaKash m 916, 50,000 prisoners were

earned off from it and larsus (Weil, op at
^ 11

634, Vasilev, op at
^ p 203 ) In the fighting

against Saif al Dawla, the Greeks under John
Kurkuas took MaiSsh in the spring of 337 (949)
(Kamal al Dm m hreytag, Z D M G

^
w 187,

Wtil, op at
^

111 14, note i, Vasilev, op at
^

p 268) In 341 (952) the Ilamdanid defeated the

Domcstikos at MarSsl} and in June rebuilt the

defences of the town (Freytag, op at
^ p 191,

Vasilev, op at
^ p 291) When the Hamdanid

Abu ’l-'^Ashahr in 956 was taken a piisoner by

the Byzantines, his father-in law Abu Fii as followed

as far as Mar'ash in the attempt to lescue him
but could not overtake his captors (Dvoiak, Abu
A/;

I

eyden 1895, P 3 ^? Vasilev, op r//,p 297)
Nicephoros Phocas in Rabi' I 351 (Aug 962)
occupied Mar'ash, Duluk and Ra'^ban (Freytag,

op at
^ p 199, Rosen, Zapiskt Imp Akad Naiil

^

xliv 152, note 100) Bandjutakm in 382 (992)
cairied out a raid on Mai'^ash and came bick

with prisoners and great booty (Freytag, p 248,
Rosen, p 250, 263) The Armenian Philaietos

Brachamios (Filardus al Rami) who in the second

half of the xph century, as leadei of a lobber

band and ally of the Byzantine emperor, conquered

a little kingdom for himself on the Syrian frontier,

belonged to the \illage of ^iirbaz in the district

of Mar''a5h (Michael Syrus, 111 173, 174 note

After the Pranks under Godfrey de Bouillon

had taken Mar^ash in 490 (1097), installed

a bishop there (Michael Syrus, 111 191) Bohemund
of Antioch was taken prisoner in June iioo in the

^amk of Mar^ash in the village of Gafin5 (Michael

Syrus, HI 188) on his campaign against Malatya
by Gumilshtegin b Danishmand {Recuetl des hist

07 desaofs^ni 589, Rohricht, des Komgt
yerus

f p 9, Weil, op at
^

111 179) The empeior

Alexius later sent the general Biitumites against

Mar^^ash {rb }A&p»<riy) who took the town, fortified

the sui rounding small towns and villages and gave

them garrisons and left Monastras there as

(Anna Comnena, ed Reifferscheid, 11 132,

II sqq
, F Chalandon, La Conmene^x

,
Pans 1900,

p 234) The town of Mar'ash was placed undei

the Armenian piince Thathul, who had distinguished

himself in its defence against Bohemund (Matthcos

UihayecS, ed Dulaurier, ch clxvi
, p 229 sq

,

Chalandon, Les Comntne^ 1 104 sq^ But by 1104
he had to abandon it and surrender it to Joscelin

de Courtenay, lord of Idl Bashir (Matthcos, op

at
^ p 257, ch clxxxvi

,
Raoul of Caens, ch 148,

Rohricht, op at
^ p 49, note 8, p 52, note 4)

This "lhathul is peilnps the same Aimenian as

had given his daughter m marriage to Godfiey’s

brother Baldwin (in William of Tyre, x I, he is

called Lafroc^ m Albeit of Aix, 111 31, v 18

FaphfitiZy cf Chalandon, op at
^ p 103) By I105

lancicd of Antioch seems to have been in pos-

session of Mar'^ash (Rohricht, p 56) to whom it

was allotted in the treaty of Sept 1108 (m

TepfJLXviKStx KXt rk vTrd rxumv ToA/%v/a Anna
Comnena, ed Reifferscheid, 11 2

1 7, Rohiicht, p 66)

In 1 1 14 the widow of the recently deceased Ar-

menian prince Kogh Vasil (= “Basil the thief’)

of Mar'a^ submitted to Ak Sonkor of Mawsil
(Weil, op at

^
ill 199), on the 28ih Djumada

(Nov 27) of the same year, Mar'ash was devastated

by a disastious earthquake in which 40,000 lost

their lives (Michael Syius, transl Chabot, in 200,
Reaicil hist 01 aois^ 111 607, Matthcos UihayecS,

p 289, ch ccxvii
)

King Baldwin granted a monk
named Godfiey {Gois/i idus Mo7iachus) a fief con-

sisting of MarS^, Kaisum and Ra'ban (Michael

Syrus, 111 21 1, Rohricht, op at
^ p i6i), in

1124 Godfiey was killed at the siege of Manbidj
in the tram of Joscelin of Edessa The Danish-

mandid Muhammad b Amir Ghazi m 1136-1137
laid waste the villages and monasteries near Mar^ash

and Kaisum (Matthcos, p 320, ch ccliii ) The
Saldjuk sultan Mas'ud in 1138 advanced as far as

MaiSsh, plundering the country as he went

(Michael Syius, 111 246) as did Malik Muhammad
of Malatya in 1141 (Michael Syius, 111 249) and
KYl?dj Arslan II in 1147 (Michael Syius, 111 275)
The town then belonged to Raynald, son in law

of Joscelin II of Fdessa, who fell in 1149 at

Innib (Rohricht, op at
^ p 260) On Sept ii,

1149, KHfdj AisHn and his fathei Mas'ud set out

from Albistan against Mai'^ash, plundered the

country around and besieged the town The Frankish

gairison capitulated on being promised a safe

retreat to Antakiya, but the sultan sent a body

of Turks after them, who fell upon them on the

load and slew them On this occasion all the

treasure of the churches of Mar*ash was lost, which

the puests who had rebelled against the bishop

had appropiiated (Michael Syrus, iii 290, M itthcos

GrhayecS, p 330, ch cclix
,
Chalandon, op at

^

p 421, Rohricht, op at
^ p 263) After the

capture of Joscelin, Nni al-Din of Halab m 546
(i 1 51— 1152) took a large pait of the country of

Edessa including the town of Mar*ash, Tell Ba§hir,

*Aintab, Duluk, Kurus etc {Reaml hist or crois
,

1 29, 481, 11 54, Weil, op n/,111 296, Rohricht,

op at
^ p 265, note 5) Ihe district was then

divided the Sultan received Mar'ash, Barzaman,

Ra’^ban, Kaisum and Bahasna, the Urtukid Kara

Arslan of Hisn ZiySd got Babula, Gargar, K'aldita
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and Hisn Mansur, NUr al-Din kept the rest
i

(Michael Syrus, iii 297, Will of Tyre, xvii 16)

When Mas'ud’s son Kllfdj Arslan, lord of Mai’^ash

(Michael Syrus, 111 318), attacked an Aimenian

village, the Armenians under Stephan, biother of

the prince Thoros, in 1156 levenged themselves

by setting Mar'^ash on fire and carried off the

whole population into captivity, during the absence

of the Sultan and his Turks (Michael Syrus, 111

314 [expanded from Barhebraeus, Chron syr^^

differently in Abu §h5ma, Rec htst or crois
,
iv

92, F Chalandon, Zw Comnene^ 11 [1912], p 434)
Among those earned off was the bishop Dionysios

bar Salibi, who escaped to the monastery of Kalsiur

(according to Chabot, loc cit
,
the )t^<rTpov KaArf/ep/v

of Anna Comnena, ed Reiffersclieid, 11 219) and
wrote three memre about the devastation of his

former diocese of Mar'ash (Michael Syrus, loc ett
,

Baumstark, Gesch d syr Litt
, p 298) Thoros

of Little Armenia m 1165 plundered Mar^ash
(Barhebraeus, Chron syr

^
ed Bedjan, p 331,

Rohricht, op cit
^ p 319, note 8, Chalandon, op

cit
^

\\ 531, note i) Nur al-Din again took Mar'ash

from Kflfdj Arslan II when he was on a campaign
against the Danishmandid Dhu ’l-Nun (Michael

Syrus, 111 350) in the beginning of ^u

’

1-KaMa 568
(June 14, 1173) and Bahasna in Dhu ’

1-Hidjdja

{Rec htst or crois
^ 1 43, 592, iv 158, Matthcos

Ufhayech, ed Dulaurier, p 360, Abu ’

1-Fida\

Annal Musi Reiske, iv 4, Rohricht, op cit

^

P 3^3 ?
who is followed by Chalandon, Comntne^

11 463, wrongly puts these events as early as 1159)
Nnr al-Dfn perhaps handed Mar^ash over to h’s

ally Mleh of Little Armenia When the dynast of

Mar^ash raided the district of Ra^ban, al Malik al-

Zahir in 592 (1195-1196) took the field against him,

whereupon the lord of Mar^ash sought forgiveness

and recognised his suzerainty (Kamal al Din, transl

Blochet, ^ 0 Z
,

IV 212) The Armenian luler

Rupen III took Bohemund III of Antakiya prisoner

in 1185 and forced him to cede the territory from

the Djaihan up to Kastun (Michael Syrus, 111

396 sq
,
Rohricht, op cit

^ p 403, note 7, 661)

Ghiyath al Din Kaikhusraw, son of K?l?dj Arslan II,

in 605 (1208), when on a campaign against Little

Armenia tookMar'ash (Abu ’

1-Fida^, Annal Musi
^

ed Reiske, iv 232) and made Husam al Dm
Hasan governor of the town He was succeeded

in this office by his son Ibrahim, who in turn

was succeeded by his son Nusrat al-Din, who
ruled Mar^ash for 50 years The long reign of his

son Muzaffar al-Dln was followed by that of his

brother TmSd al-Din who however in 656 (1258)
abandoned the town which was much harassed by
the Armenians and Georgians, after failing to find

support either from 'Izz al-Din Kai-Ka^us of Rum
or al-Malik al-Salih of Egypt The town then

surrendered to the Armenians (Ibn al Shihna,

Bairut 1909, p 192)
Mar'^ash did not escape during the great Mongol

invasion of Asia Minor Baibars I of Egypt in his

campaign against them in 670 (1271) sent from

Halab a division under Taibars al-WazIrl and ^Isa

b Muhin to Mar^^ash, who drove all the Tatars

from there and slew them {Rec htst or crots
,

11 246, Makrizi, ed Quatrem^re, Htst de Suit

Maml

^

i/ii loi) In the wars with the rulers of

Little Armenia troops from Halab went as far as

MarSsh in 673 and destroyed the gates of the

outer town (Weil, Gesch d Chal
^
iv 77) In the

next few years Baibars negotiated with envoys

from Sis, from whom he demanded the surrender

of Mar'ash and Bahasna, but he was satisfied

instead with a considerable sum of money (MakrI/I,

ed Quatremfere, op at
,
l/ii 123 [year 673 == 1274]

,

li/i 104 [688 = 1289]) It was not till 692(1292)
that sultan Khalil by a treaty received Bahasna,

Mar^ash and Tell Hamdun (Mufaddal b Abi-
’1 Fada^il, Hist des Sultans MamloukSy ed Blochet,

in Patrol Orient^ xiv 557, Weil, op at
^
iv 186,

S Lane-Poole, I/ist of F^ypt in the Middle Ages^

London 1901, p 287) But the Armenians must
have letaken the two last named towns not long

afterwards (Weil, iv 213, note i), for in 697 (1297)
Mar'^ash was again taken by the emir Bilban

labakhi, Na^b of Halab, for Ladjin A tieaty was
then concluded with the ruler of Little Armenia
by which the Djaihtn was to be the frontiei

between the two countiies, Hamus, lell Ilamdiin,

Kubara, al-Nukair (on its position cf L Alishan,

Sissouan^ p 493—496), Hadjar Shughlan, Siifan

dakar and MarSsh thus passed to Egypt (Makrizi,

op at
^ 101

^ 63, Abu ’

1-Fida^, Ann Musi
^

V 140)
In the second half of the viiith (viyth) century

Zam al-Din Karadja and his son Khalil, the

founders of the house of the Dhu ’

1-Kadr-oghlu

conqueied the lands along the Egyptian Asia

Minoi frontici with Malatya, Albistan, MarSsh,
Bahasna and IGiarput [cf dhu ’l-kadr] In the

mosque of Mar'ash one of his successors, Malik
Arslan, was murdeied in 870 (1465— 1466), his

portrait with the inscription ‘^Sultan Arslan” and
that of his sister Sitti Khatun with the legend

^ Xuru are painted in the Codex Venetus

516 of the Geography of Ptolemy, which he appa
rently intended to dedicate to his father 111-law

Mehemmed II (Olshausen, in Hermes^ xv
,

1880,

p 417—424)
Conqueied by Selim I, Mar^ash became Otto-

man, on his campaign against the Dhu ’

1- Kadriya
in 1515 he encamped on his way back before

MarSsh and then returned via K-^rs Mar'^ash (now
Kars Bazar or Kais Dhu ’

1-Kadriya) and Goksun
to Kaisariya (cf faeschner, Turk Bibl

^
xxiii

,

p 36, note 4)
From 1832 belonging to Egypt, MarSsh passed

finally in 1840 back to the Turks The town was
occupied by the Fiench from 1918—1920, after

Its evacuation it was the scene of massacres of

Armenians (F Tournebize, in Diet d'htst et de

geogr eccles
^
iv

,
Pans 1925, col 360—362)

Mar’^ash is now the capital of a wilayet which
in 1928 had about 185,000 inhabitants, the town
Itself has about 50,000 inhabitants

The extent of the territory belonging to Mar'ash
was liable to vary considerably with the vicissitudes

of the town in the middle ages The following

places are mentioned as belonging to the territory

of the town

Garbadiso (= Gerbedtsso^ Itin Anton
,

ed
Parthey, p 85, Kleyn, Jacobus Baradaeus^^ 19
corrupted in Michael Syrus, 11 256 to 'Arbadis,

m Barhebraeus, Chron Syr
, p 370 to Gerbid),

28 Roman miles from Nicopolis (Islahlya) and 15
from Doliche (Tell Diildk near ^Aintab)

"Ufray (Michael Syrus, 11 447), cf Oupli, Uplie
near Alishan, Stssouan^ p 238 ^ This place perhaps
lay on the Nahr ‘^Afrin (Assyr Apr^) which
Barhebraeus {Chron Eccl

^
ed Abbeloos-Lamy, 1

399 )
calls NahrS ‘Cfren

Behedin “which is now destroyed” was the
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birthplace of Nestorios near Mar'ash ol Orient
,

viii 162 sq )

Shtrbaz, the birthplace of Philarctos (see above)

The monastery of Mai Micna (Michael Syrus,

111 148)

Kbaisina, probably the Khaishena of the Syriac

writers, IS described by Mattheos UrlnyecS (transl

Dulaurier, p 259) as adjoining the teiritory of

Mar'ash Dulaurici {op cit
, p 445) locates it not

far from the Euphiates, but in the Mata^ni al~

Ittila^^ ed Juynboll, iii 347, the reference is rather

to Xoc^<Ti»)i6v and in Baihebiaeus {Chon Syt
,
ed

Bedjan, p 319, cf Michael Syrus, 111 307), the

collect reading is “Torshena” We should lather

identify it with Chabot (Michael Syrus, index,

p 43*) with Kersen on the Nahr SVfrin (cf M
Ilaitmann, Zettsch Gesellsch f hrdk Berlin^

XXIX, 1894, p 522, NO 47, Lammens, M F 0
Btyiouth^ 11, p 383, note 2, in the Sal-name of

Halab of 1286 [1869—1870] Kersentash)

The modern wilayet (formerly sandjak) of Mar'ash

consists of four kazas

Zaitun, north of Mar'ash, scene of the Armenian
rising against lurkey in 1894—1895, noted for

its rich iron mines (Aghassi, Zeitoun^ Pans 1897,
Anatolio Latino, Gh Arnnnt e Zeitun^ hlorence

1897)
Albistan [q v ], also north of Mai'asJj

,

Andarin, west of the town and the I^jaihan (not

to be confused with Anderin in the Syrian steppes),

the capital of the kaza is Kcban (Arm (jhaban),

the capital of I co of I ittle Armenia
Pazardjtk, between Mar^ash aud “^Aintab, the

capital IS Baghdin
Btbltogiaphy al-Istakhri m B G Ay 1

55 sq
y 62, 67 sq

y
Ibn Hawkal in B G A

^ 11

108— no, 120, 127, 153, al-Makdisi B G
^,111 154, Ibn Khurdadhbih m B G A

y

97, Kudama in BG Ay vi 216, 253, al IdilsI,

ed Gildemeister in Z D P F, viii 27, Ibn

Rusta in B G A
y
\n 107, al-Mas'udI, Tanbihy

in B G 4y viii 58, do, Muiudj al-Dhahaby

ed Barbier de Meynard, via 295, Abu ’l-Fida^,

Takivim al-Buldatty tiansl Guyaid, ii/ii 2, 39,
al-DimishVS cd Mehren, p 206, 214, Yakut,

MiZ'djaviy ed Wustenfeld, iv 498, Safi al-Din,

Marastd al-IttilT^y ed Juynboll, 111 81, al-

Baladhurl, ed deGoeje, p 150,

188 sq
y

Ibn al-Athir, Kamily ed lornberg,

index, 11, p 806, al-labarl, Chony indices,

p 774, Ilamd Allah Mustawfi, ed Le Stiange,

p 268, Michael Syrus, Chomky ed Chabot,

index, p 48 i*, Mattheos UrhayecS, transl Du-

lauiiei, Pans 1858, p 532, Le Strange,

under the Moslems
y p 502 sq

y y
The Lands

of the Eastern CaltphatCy 1905, p 128
,

Tomaschek \vi S B Ak WteUy 1891, Abh via,

p 86
,
V Cuinet, La Turqutt d^Asiey a ,

Pans

1891, p 240—247, II Grothe, Meme Vorder-

asienexpedttion igo6 u /907, a p 312, index,

Basim Atala^i, Mar^ash Ta^ttkM wa-DjughraJi-
yasly Stambul 1339 (1921) — On the ancient
town cf my article Germamkeiay in Pauly-

Wissowa, R Ey suppl -vol iv
,

col 686—689
(Honigmann)

AT MAR'ASHI [See ShUshtarI]

MARATHA, commonly mis-spelt in Hindi and
in Indian Persian Marhatta, is the name of a

people of Western India inhabiting Maha-
rashtra, the country lying to the east of the

Western Ghats between the seventeenth and the

twenty-first parallels of north latitude and extending

at one point as far east as the seventy-ninth degree
of east longitude I he Maratha caste is an agn
cultural caste, of common origin and nearly identical

with the great Kunbi caste, but sometimes claiming

a Kshatriya descent The Marathas served in the

armies of the Muslim Kingdoms of Southern India,

and there gained military experience, but their

oppoitunity came with the decline of the power
of the Mughal Lmpiie in the seventeenth century,

when their national hero, Shiwadji Bhonsla, con
verted the peasant population of Maharashtra into

a military nation Shiwadji was born at Shiwner,

near Hjunnar, in 1627 and while his father was
conquering a great part of the Carnatic for Bidjapnr

obtained possession of many hill forts m the

Western Ghats The Sultan of Bidjapur was unable

to subdue him, and in 1659 he slew Afdal Khan,
commandei of the army of Bidj'lpur, at a friendly

conference In 1664 he sacked the city of Surat,

and was obliged to contend with an imperial army
sent by Awrangzib to punish him In 1666 he was
induced to pay homage to the emperor at Dihll,

but was so disgusted by his reception that he
escaped, and, returning to the Deccan, extended

his authority there until, in 1674, he assumed the

title of Radja, and was enthroned at Raygarh
He gained possession of the giants of lands in

the Cainatic which his father had received from

BidjSpur, and died in 1680 His eldest son and
successor, Sambhadji, fell into the hands of Aw-
rangzib, who put him to death, but preserved his

infant son Shahii, whom he retained at his court,

and RadjS R5m, ShiwadjPs younger son, became
the ruler of the Marathas, now a nation On the

death of Awrangzib in 1707 Shaha was liberated,

and mounted the throne of his grandfather, but

was never more than a puppet-king, and left

all business of state to his Brahman minister, or

Pishwa, BaladjI Wishwanath, who reduced his

sovereign to the condition of a state piisoner and
founded the dynasty of the Pishwas He led an

army to Dihll and extoited from an effete govern-

ment recognition of the Maratha state and the

right to levy lauthy or one quarter of the revenue,

throughout the Deccan In the time of his two
successors, Badji Rao I (1720— 1740), and Baladji

Rao (1740-1761), the Marathas conquered Gudjarat,

Malwa, Berar, Gondwana, and Lrlsa, and raided

the Cainatic, Bengal, and the Pandjab They
seemed to be on the point of superseding the

Mughal power m India when Ahmad Shah Abdall

or Duriani [q v
]

crushed them at the battle of

Panlpat m 1761 Ihe Maratha power survived,

however, in the hands of the Pishwa’s generals,

Sindhya in Gwaliyar, Bhonsla in Nagpur, Ilolkar

in IndUr, and Gaekwai in Gudjarat The dynasty

of the Pishwas survived at Puna, and a disputed

succession in 1775 tempted the Bombay Govern-

ment to intervene In 1778 the Marathas sur-

lounded the Bombay army near Puna and compelled

its leader to sign a humiliating convention, but

an army sent from Bengal by Warren Hastings

humbled Gaekwar and the Pish 'v a, and another

force defeated Sindhya and captured Gwaliyar

Peace was restored on terms favourable to the

Marathas, but their confederacy was much weakened

In 1802 Badji Rao II, who had fled from Puna,

took refuge with the Government of Bombay and
entered into a subsidiary alliance with the Govern-

I ment of India He was reinstated in PHna by
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Major Geneial Arthur Wellesley, but Sindhya,

Bhonsla and Holkar, resenting the Pishwa’s sub-

servience to the British, took up arms, and the

third Maratha War began In the Deccan Aithur

Wellesley captuied Ahmadnagar, won the decisive

victories of Assaye and Aigaon, and stoimed the

strong fortress of Gawil In Hindastan General

Lake defeated Sindhya’s army at Laswaii, and

occupied Dihll Bhonsla lost Urisa and Beiar,

Sindhya his possessions in the Duab and his

guardianship of the emperor, and Holkar was

humbled, but after the peace the freebooters known
as the Pmdarls, whom the Mai athas had employed,

continued to ravage states undei Biitish protection,

and even British territory, and when in 1817, the

Maiquess of Hastings concentrated troops to deal

with these marauders, the Pishwa, Bhonsla, and

Holkar rose against the British Residents at their

couits The first was defeated at Khukf, and the

second at Sitabaldi, and the army of the third

was destioyed at Mahidpur The dominions of

the Pishwa weie forfeited and annexed to the

Bombay Presidency, and Holkar and Bhonsla lost

much teiritory Bhonsla died in 1853, and his

dominions lapsed, in default of male issue, to the

British Government The dethroned Pishwa also

lived until 1853, and his adopted son, Dhondu
Pant, was the Nana Sahib of the Indian Mutiny

Tliiee great Maratha states remain to this aay

tho'.e of Sindhya in Gwaliyar, Plolkar in Indfir,

and Gaekwar in Gudj'irat, but not one of them

IS in Maharashtra
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1923 (T W Haio)
MARDAITES 1 hese are the Djaradjima [q v ]

singular Djurdjumanl, of the Arabs they are some-

times confused with the l)j_aiamika^ singular Djar-

makanl, so called from the name of their town

Djurdjuma They occupied the lugged regions of

the Amanus and of the Taurus, sepaiating Syria

from Cilicia, as well as the marshy districts of

Antiochene [see bUka] They enjoyed a semi-

independence nominally under the Byzantines to

whom they furnished recruits and irregular troops

When the Arabs seized Antioch the Mardaites

agreed to serve them as auxiliaries and scouts

and in this capacity to watch the passes, the

“Pulai” of the Amanus In the small forts built

on the heights beside the defiles, commanding,

the entrance to or the exit from Syria, they, in

conjunction with the Arabs, supplied the garrisons

Exempt from the poll tax, they obtained the right

to spoil on the field of battle They were in every

sense of the word irregulars, living by war and

by raids and asking only to fight for whoever paid

for their services, half-nomads, they came and

went again like a flash Very lukewarm Christian

Monothelites or Monophysites— we do not know
exactly— their loyalty either to the Byzantines or

to the Muslims was quite intermittent “Sometimes”,

says Baladhurl, “they obeyed our officials, at other

times they betrayed us for the benefit of the

Greeks” The precarious nature of the Aiab con

quest in the North of Syiia— a varying frontier

region continually devastated by the Muslims and

by the Byzantines— and the difficulty of gaining

access to the land of the Mardaites, made it im-

possible to chastise such fickle allies

Towaids the year 46 (666) the Gieek Emperoi

succeeded in sending them against Syria This

was not a laid of the type usual to the mountaineeis

of the Amanus, but a regular invasion supported

by a few squadrons of cavalry and led by officeis

of the Impeiial aimy, their bands penetrated into

the heart of the Lebanon and occupied its chief

strategical points as far as Palestine The natives,

discontented with Arab lule and also the thousands

of sla\es whom the Muslim conquests on land and

on sea had collected in Syiia, hastened in a body

to take refuge with the invaders The highlanders

of this country, who had kept their independence,

also thiew in their lot with the Mardaites At all

costs the Omaiyad government had to put an end

to this dangerous movement, limit the extent of

the invasion and to make suie at once of the

neutrality of Byzantium who had let loose this

hurricane Not for a moment did Mu'awiya hesitate

to subscribe to the oneious teims of the Emperoi —
an annual tribute of 3,000 pieces of gold, the

libeiation of 8,000 pnsoneis, the delivery of 50
thorough-bicd hoiscs In leturn the Lmpeior agieed

to withdiiw from the Maidartes his suppoit in

men, arms and money 1 here is, however, no

evidence that these adventurers definitely evacu

ated from that time their strong positions in

the hcait of the Syiian mountains The neutrality

of the Empire, the partial checks sustained by
them and finally the establishment on the border

of the Mardaitc territory of a stiong colony of

Zutt [q v
]

reduced for the moment to inaction

the Djaiailjima, abandoned by the Byzantines

A quarter of a century later, they once more
attracted attention This was iindei ^Abd al Malik,

who was engaged in an interminable wai with

the anti Caliph Ibn al Zubair and was taken

by suiprise by the sudden rising of the Omaiyad
‘^Ami al Asfidak [q v

]
in the yeai 69—70 A H

(688—689) The Fmpeior Justinian II took ad-

vantage of these difficulties to let the Mardaites

once more loose against Syria The result was a

repetition of the movement in the reign of Mu'au lya I

By/antium furnished them with subsidies and with

arms At the same time he sent the army of

Anatolia to advance and suppoit the iricgulars

In the same manner as in the fiist invasion their

ranks were swollen by the accession of thousands

of slaves, fugitives and malcontents, amongst whom
one could probably reckon the Maronitcs [cf

I IRAN] Taken unawares, ^Abd al-Malik at once

followed the policy of Mu'awiya The Emperoi
increased his demands In addition to the conditions

previously agreed to by the Sufyamd Caliph, the

Arabs were forced to abandon to the Byzantines

half the tribute of Cyprus, of Armenia and ol

Iberia In return for this, Justinian agreed to

withdraw the Mardaites The majority of the in

vaders agreed to evacuate Syria One of then

chiefs, who persisted in continuing the war on

his own account in the mountainous massif in

the distiicts of Homs and of Damascus, perished

treacherously assassinated by a partisan of the

Caliph A few Mardaite bands remained in the

country, where we find them again still feared
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and handled carefully in the caliphate of Walld I

Entrenched in the Amanus, protected by the great

marshes and the lake region of ^Umk in Antiochene,

the EjarS^ima lived in practical independence of

the Empire and of the Caliphate Ihey chose their

masters and their rulers at their own convenience

At the same time some of them were quite leady

to put their swords at the seivice of the Aiabs
Amongst these must be named a leader of a band
called Mamma or MaimUn He with his contingent

(about a thousand men, probably all Mardaites

like himself) perished at the siege of Tyane His

compatriots in the Amanus seem to have wished

to profit by the death of 'Abd al-Malik to renew
then raids upon the Syrian piovinces Maslama,

the son of the Caliph, resolved to put an end to

these rebels He penetiated into their country.

Hid siege to their capital Djuidjuma, and forced

It to capitulate Thousands of Mardaites peiished

m this campaign To the lemainder he granted

the right to retain their Christian faith, to serve

in the Muslim aimies, in fact he gave them the

same terms as were obtained by their ancestors

at the beginning of the Arab conquest After this

severe lesson the Mardaite peril, which had been
the cause of incessant trouble during the reign of

the preceding caliphs, was practically at an end
The people of Antiochene saw emigration begin

to thin their lanks, many of them having decided

to emigrate to Anatolia or to enter the service of

the Emperoi Ihis resolution, however, did not

prevent the Mardaites, who remained in Syria,

from fighting under the flag of the Caliph We
still find them in the reign of Yazid II when they

co-operated with the Syrian aimy in the sup-

pression of the troubles in the Tiak
B tb Itograp hy Mas'udf, Murudj^ ed B

de Meynard, v 224, 225, Ibn al-Athir, Kamtl^
ed Cairo, iv 128, Tabari, Annales^ n 796,
Baladhurl, Futuh^ ed de Goeje, p 159— 167,
Suyuti, Ta'rlkk al-Khulafc^ p 87 (where Djur-

IS to be read foi Duirthuma)^ Ibn al-Fakih,

B G A 35, A gham^ v 158, xvi 76, Michael

Syrus, Chromque^ ed Chabot, 11 479, Iheo-

phaneSf C/ironograpAy, Bonn^ A M 6469, Well-

hausen, Das arab Retch, p 1 1 6, and Die Kampfe
Pitt den Romaern tn der Zett der Uniatyaden,

p 16— 18, 24, H Lammens, Etudes sut le

regne du caltfe omatyade M^aivta^ \ 14—22,

Van G elder. Mortar de valsche profLet, Leyden

1888, p 98—99, Ibn al Athir, Nihaya ft Ghartb

al-Hadlth, Biilak, 1 153, 2 14
(H Lammlns)

MARDAWIDJ b Ziyar, Abu ’l HAi>iejAj2j,

the founder of the Ziyand dynasty, was
descended on his father’s side from the rulers of

Gilan and on his mother’s side from the Ispahbads

of Ruyan He had taken service under the

'Alid rulers of labaristan and was a captain in

the army under Asfar b Shlrawaihi In 316

(928) Mardawidj slew Saiyid Abn Muhammad
Hasan al-Da% and shoitly after that rebelled against

Asfar, made himself independent at Zandjan which

he held in (ijaglr and captuied Kazwin He then

defeated Asfar, forced him to fly to 1 abas in

Kuhistan and put him to death in 319 when he

was attempting to reach the castle of Alamut [q v ]

Mardaw^idj thus became master of Raiy and
Tabaristan He then defeated Makan [q v ]

and
annexed Tabaristan Makan attempted twice to

capture labaiistan, with the help of powerful

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

allies, but Mardawidj defeated him on each occasion

and forced him to take refuge in l^urasan At
this time (319 = 931) ‘^Ali, Hasan and Ahmad,
the three sons of Buwaih, who were commanders
of the army of Makan, deserted to Mardawidj
who confeired on ^\ll the eldest the governorship

of the piovmce of Karadj
Having consolidated his power over Tabaristan

and Gurgan, Mardawidj next turned his attention

to Hjibal, defeated Ilarun b Gharib the governor,

in the neighbourhood of Hamadan in 319 (931)
and conquered the whole of Djibal up to the

confines of Hulwan In the following year Muk-
tadir, the Caliph, foimally recognised him as ruler of

the provinces which he had conquered on condition

that he evacuated Isfahan, but as Muktadir was
assassinated shortly after this Mardawidj evaded
compliance About this time 'All b Buwaih, the

governor of Karadj, rebelled and took possession

of Isfahan Mardawidj sent his brother Washmglr
against '^Ali who abandoned Isfahan and retired

to Arradjan To deal more efficiently with ^All,

Mardavudj made an alliance of friendship with

Yakut, governor of Shiraz, marched to Isfahan

and threatened to take the field against ^Ali ^All

now offered submission and, as a guarantee of

good faith, sent his brother Hasan as a hostage

to MardSwidj
In 322 (934) the Caliph Kahir confirmed Mar-

dawidj m his goveinment on the condition of his

evacuating Isfahan Mardawidj obeyed and sent

instructions to his brother Washmglr, the governor

of Isfahan, to deliver the province to the Caliph’s

agent, Muzaflfar b Yakut, but as Kahir was deposed

shoitly after this in Djumada I of the same year

(Apiil-May 934 ad) Mardawidj again evaded
compliance

In Safar 323 (Jan 935) Mardawidj was assas-

sinated by his lurkish slaves at Isfahan He was
loved by his soldiers, who, it is stated, carried

his coffin on their shoulders all the way to Raiy
for burial Mardawidj was a man of high ambition

and had drawn up a plan for the conquest of

Baghdad and the restoration of the Persian Empire
in his own peison, but he was murdered before

he could carry out this scheme
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MARDIN (written Maridin in Arabic, in Syriac

Marde), a town in upper Mesopotamia
(Diyar RabiS)
Position In Upper Mesopotamia, the watershed

between the ligris and Euphiates is formed by

the heights which culminate in Karadja dagh

(5,000 feet) S W of Diyar-bakr This basalt massif

IS continued eastwards in the direction of Djazirat

Ibn 'Omar by the limestone chain known in an-

cient times as Masius and later as Izala (’I?«AS«)

The eastern pait of this ridge forms the district

of Djabal-Tur or Tur 'Abdin [q v
]

the capital

of which is Midyat From the southern slopes of

the Masius descend numerous watercourses, the

majority of which join one another before flowing

between the mountains of 'Abd al-'Aziz (in the

west) and Tell-Kawkab and Sindj5r (in the east),

their combined waters form the river l^Sbur [q v ]

18
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Mai din lies near the point where there is an

easy pass through the Masius from the lands south

of the Tigris [the rivers Gok su and ghaikhSn]

to the lands round the sources of the Khabttr

[the stream called Zuwarak which rises north of

MSrdIn], in other words Mardin commands the

Diyar bakr-Nislbin road (which then tin ns towards

2jazlra b ‘^Omar and Mawsil) On the other side

towards the west several (Ritter, xi 356, gives

thiee) direct roads connect Mardin via Urfa with

Biredjik (on the Euphrates)
,
to the S W a road

runs from Maidin to Ra^s al-'Am (there is now

a railway) and to Harran The direct distances

are as follows Mardin-Diyai-bakr 55 miles,

Mardin-Nisibin 30 miles, Mardin-Sawur-Midyat

75 miles, Mardln-Biredjik 160 miles, Maidin-
Adana (by rail) 450 miles

The advantages of this position at the intersection

of important roads are enhanced by the very

strong natural situation of the town, built at a

height of 4,000 feet on an isolated eminence on

the top of which is a fort 300 feet above the

town (cf the sketch in Cernik, pi 11, 17)

Buckingham compares its position with that of

Quito in South America All travellers (cf Ibn

Hawkal, p 152) have been stiuck by the unique

spectacle of the vast Mesopotamian plain which

from the height of the town is seen to stretch

southwards as far as the eye can see Only a

hundred years ago Mardin was still consideied

impregnable, but the difficulty of access sensibly

affected its commerce Accoiding to Cernik loaded

camels could not ascend right up to the town

A branch line 15 miles in length now connects

MSrdln with the station of Darbaziya on the

“Baglidad” railway, but the station for Mardin is

five miles from the town

Ancient History It is noteworthy that in

spite of its remarkable situation Mardin does not

seem to be mentioned in the cuneiform sources

Ammianus Marcellinus (xix 9, 4) is the first to

mention two fortresses „Maride and Lome” between

which the road passed from Amid (Diyar-bakr)

to Nisibin Iheophanes Simokatta (11 2, 19) men-

tions roC MxphoQ <Ppovpx and (v 3, 17) ro Mdphg

3 parasangs fiom Dara Procopius, I)e Aedifictts,

(11 4) mentions Xfiapy^/^ (or S/tzap^/^) and Aovpvvi^

and Georgius Cypiius, ed Gelzer, 1820, p 46
Adpvii^

Ihe name MipJif in Ptolemy, vi i, however

refers to another place in Ass)na to the east of

the Tigiis

Muslim Conquest The Muslims under ^lyad

b Ghanm occupied the fortress of Mardin along

With Tur 'Abciin and Dara in 19(640) (BalSdhurl,

p 176) In 133 MSidln is mentioned in connection

with a rebellion m Upper Mesopotamia The town
formed part of the possessions of Buraika chief

of the Rabija who was defeated by the ^Abb’Xsid

AbS ^laTar (Tabari, 111 53) In 279, Ahmad b

^Isa took MSrdin fiom Muhammad b Ish5k b

Kandadj (tbid
^

111 2134) Hamdan b Hamdun
after his accession in 260 (873) seized Mardin
In 281 the caliph Mu^^tadid marched on the town
HamdSn fled and left Mardin to his son The
latter suirendered the fortress which was dismantled

{tbid
^

ill 2142) The “grey fortress” {al-bar aU
ashhab') was later restored, for Ibn Hawkal (in

366) attributes its erection to the HamdSn b al-

Hasan NSsir al Daw la b ^Abd Allah b Hamdan
On the death of his father in 358, Hamdan was

dispossessed by his brother Fadl Allah AbH
Taghlib By the peace of 363, concluded between

the BUyid Bakhtiyar and Abu Taghlib, Hamdan
lecovered his possessions with the exception of

Mardin (Ibn Miskawaih, ed Amedioz, 11 254 and

319)
The Aiab geogiaphers give few details about

Mardin but they emphasise its importance Accoiding

to Ibn al-hakih, p 132, 136, the hharadj of Mar-

din was equal to that of Maiyafarikin (865,000

dirhams) Istal^rl, p 76k, says that it is a large

town on the summit of a peak the ascent of which

IS a farsakh in length
,
Dunaisar [q v ]

was one

of its dependencies Ibn Hawkal, p 143, gives

the ascent at two farsakhs The quarter of M5r-

din Itself was flourishing, thickly populated with

laige maikets The water supply was bi ought by

subteiranean canals from the springs to the town

The rain-watei was also collected in cisterns (^a-

hdnd; wa-bttak) Yakut, iv 390 (cf al-Kazwini,

p 172), speaks of the splendour of the quarters

outside Maidin (1 e below the town itself) and

its many madrasas^ tlianakahh etc ,
as to the

Jia^la theie was nowhere in the world so strong

a defence, its dwelling-houses rose in ten aces one

above the other

Ihe Marwanids and the Saldjuks It is

probable that Mardin was within the sphere of

influence of the Marwanids, for according to then

historian (cf Amedroz, j R A 1904), their

ancestor Badh (d 380 = 990) had extended his

power over Diyar Rabi'a (Nisibin, lur 'Abdin)

ihe Saldjuks ruled there next After the death of

Mahkshah, Tutu^ b Alp Arslan seized foi a

time all the lands as far as Nisibin Under Barki

yaruk Mardin was given to his old baid (niu^annt)
TheOrtokids At this time arose the dynasty

whose fortunes are especially associated with Mar-
din The son (or grandson^) of Ortok called Y5-

kuti took by stratagem the foi tress in which he
had been imprisoned but it was taken from him
by his brother Sukman b Ortok who died in 498
In 502 we find at MSrdin II ghazi b Ortok (Ibn

al Athir, x 269, 321) whose line ruled there till

81
1 (1408) [cf the art ortokids] (On their

coins struck at Mardin in 599, 600, 634, 637,
648, 655, 656 etc, cf Cihalib Edhem, Catalogue

des tnonnaies turcomafies^ Constantinople 1894 and
S I ane Poole, Catalogue of Oriental Coins in the

Bi ittsch Museum^ vol 111 and x [Index, s v

Maridin])

579 Saladin came to Harzam (6 miles

S W of Mardin) but was unable to take the town
In 594 Malik 'Add b Aiyub seized the outer

suburb which was pillaged but the siege of the

town itself was abandoned 111 the following year

599i 'Add sent against Mardin his son al-

Ashraf who appointed governois {ghahnd) in its

dependencies Ihe AiyHbid of Aleppo al-/ahir b
Salah al-Din offered his good offices and ‘Add
was content with an indemnity of 150,000 dinars

and the acknowledgment of his suzerainty by
the Ortokid of Mardin (cf Abu ’1 Faiadj, ed Po-
cocke, p 412, 425, 427)
Ihe Mongols In 657 the Mongol Hulagu

Khan demanded the homage of the prince of

Mardin, NajJjm al-Din Ghazi Sa'id, who sent his

son Muziffar to him but maintained a neutral

attitude In 658 the town was besieged for 8
months by the troops of Yashmut, son of Hulagu
Famine and an epidemic raged in the town Ac-
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cording to Rashid al-Din (ed Quatrem^re, p 375),
MuzalTar killed his fathei m order to put an end
to the sufferings of the inhabitants (Abu ’

1-Faradj

and Wassaf give different veisions, cf d’Ohsson,

111 308, 358) Muzaffar was confirmed as lord of

Mardin
,

his descendants also received from the

Mongols the insignia of royalty (ciown and pa

rasol) In the leign of §alih b MansUr (769 =
1367) whose sister Dunya KhatUn was the wife

of the Ilkhan Khudabanda, Ibn Battuta (11 142-

145) visited Mardln
TlmHr The Ortokid Sultan ^Isa (778—809)

was king of Maidin at the invasion of Timur m
796 Sultan Ts5 came to pay his homage to the

conqueror but the citizens attacked those of "li

mur’s men who ventured into the town Malik

'Isa was put in chains and taken to SultSmya

{Zafai -nama^ 1 663, 671—672) In Apiil 1404,
llmur returned to the attack and the town was
taken by storm Then the siege of the upper

fortress {al kal^at al-shahb^ was begun but it was
never taken limur was content with presents and
promises of and returned to the plain

{ibid
^

i 676—679) The people of MSrdin ob-

tained an amnesty on the birth of Ulugh-beg

Sultan ‘Jalih was appointed at Mardin in place of

his biother, Sultan 'Isa {ibtd
^ 1 676—681), but

thiee yeais afterwards the latter was pardoned
and restored to his fief (ibid

^ 1 787) When m
803 Tfmur reappeared m Mesopotamia, Sultan

'Isa shut himself up in Mardin As the siege

would have taken some time and supplies were

short, limur did not stop before the town but

ordered Kara 'Othman Ak-Koyunlu to besiege

Mardin (ibid
^ 11 354)

The Ak Koyunlu This was the beginning

of AV-Koyunlu interference in Mardin but Kara

'Othman’s forces were not yet equal to this task

In 805, Sultan 'Isa came of his own accord to

Timur and was pardoned (ibid
y 11 512)

For a brief period the Kara-Koyunlu tried to resist

the extension of the power of the Ak-Koyunlu to

Mardin When, after the death of Timur, Kara

Yusuf left Fgypt to re-enter into possession of his

territory he joined Sultan 'Isa and advanced against

Kara 'Othm5n Ihe battle lasted 20 days and was
settled by agreement As soon as Kara Yusuf had
left for Adharbaidjan, Kara 'Othman leturned to

the attack, defeated Sultan 'Isa near Djawsak (there

is a Djawsat 10 miles W of Mardin on the road

from Deiek) and besieged Mardin, but once more
without success (Milnedjdjim-bashf, 11 685) It is

not clear what connection these hostilities have

with an expedition against Diyai-baki conducted

by Djakim or Djakum (governoi of Aleppo, a

foimer Mamluk of Barkuk’s) in which Malik 'Is5

took part In the battle which Muhammad (^) son

of Kara-ilik [= Kara 'Othman] fought against

the allies on the 15th I^u ’1 Ka'da 809, Sultan

'IsS was slam (cf the Egyptian sources consulted

by Rieu for Howoith, 111 685) SultSn Salih suc-

ceeded a second time to Sultan 'Isa, but the A^-
Koyunlu continued to harass him and finally 111

81 1 he ceded Mardin to the Kara-Koyunlu who
gave him Mawsil in exchange

We do not know the exact course of subsequent

events but according to Miinedjdjim-baghl, Kara

'Othman’s successor 'All Beg (832—842, cf Ah-
med Tewhid, Music Imp Ottoman^ Monn musulm

,

part IV, Constantinople 1903) gave his brother

^amza the task of establishing the lurkomans

in the vicinity of Mardin Djihanglr (848—857),
son of 'All, w'as already master of the town
In the reign of Uzun Hasan, Josaphat Barbaro

visited Mardin and was lodged m the hostel

(ospedale) built by Ojihangir Beg (Ziangir) We
have coins struck at Mardin by Uzun Hasan (875)
and by his son Ya'kub After the death of Ya'kub

'Ala^ al Dawla, prince of the I^u ’

1-Kadar 1 ur-

komans, seized the land of Diyarbakr but, as the

anonymous Venetian merchant shows, the Alj-

Koyunlu retained Mardin In 903 (1498) Abu
’

1-Muzaffar Kasim b Djihangir dated his firman

in the name of the prince of Egil from his capital

(dar alsaltdna) Mardin, cf Ba§agic, Der dltcste

Itrman der Cengtc begSy Wtssensch Mitt aus Bos^

nten^ vi
,
Vienna 1899, p 497 The coins of Kasim

come down to 908 The iakiya of Kasim pad§hah
which Niebuhr mentions must date from the same
ruler

Persian Conquest In 913 (1507) all the

lands as far as Malatya were conquered by §hah
Isma'il who appointed his general Ustadjlu Mu-
hammad to it According to the Venetian merchant

who tiavelled there in 1507 (op oit
^ p 149),

Mardin was occupied without bloodshed The same
travellei mentions the fine palaces and mosques
of the town, there were more Armenians and Jews
in Mardin than Muslims The battle of Caldiran

(914) shook the power of the Persians In place of

Ustadjlu Muhammad killed at Caldiran, his brother

Kara-Khan was appointed and established his head-

quarteis at Mardin Soon the Ottomans occupied

Diyarbakr and then the town of Mardin, but the

Persians who never lost the fortress restored the

status quo
Ottoman conquest Finally in 922 (1516)

Kara-IOian was defeated and slain in battle at

Karghan dede near the old town of Ko6-hisar,

10 miles S W of Mardin Peisian domination

in Upper Mesopotamia thus collapsed, but the

fortress of Mardin still remained m the hands of

Sulaiman Khan, brother of Kara-Khan The siege

lasted a year and not till BTylkl! Muhammad PashS
arrived from Syria with reinforcements was it

stormed and its valiant defendeis put to the sword

QAiam drdy p 24, 32 ,
this Peisian source mentions

Olang-i Furak[!^] in place of Koc hisar) (v Hammer,
G O R \ 7367—40, quoting Abu ’

1-Fadl, son

of Hakim Idris and continuer of his Hasht-bikisl^ty.

In the Baghdad campaign of 941, Mardin was
created a sandjak and included in the eydlet of

Diyarbakr Ewliya Celebi, iv 59 gives Mardin 36
zidmet and 465 timanotes, Mardin could put in

the field 1,060 armed men (^ebeli) In the xviii^h

century Mardin became a dependency of the Pashas

of Baghdad
,
Otter (i 737) found at Mardin a votvoda

appointed by Ahmad Pasha As late as the time

of Kinneir (i8io), Maidin was the fiontier town

of the pashal?k of Baghdad and was governed by

a mutesalhm sent from Baghdad
The reforms of Mahmud were badly received in

Upper Mesopotamia In 1832 (Ainsworth) Mardin

rebelled Power m Mardin had passed to the

Kurd beys Southgate (1836) speaks of a here-

ditary Q) family who ruled in Mardin The two

biothers of the ‘‘ruling bey” seized the power and

refused to recognise the authority of the Porte

(It may be asked if these beys were not of the

Milli tribe, on their chiefs cf Buckingham, op

ri/
, p 156) Rashid Pasha, the pacifier of Kurdistan,

besieged the town and blew up the great mosque
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(Ainsworth) Order was temporal ily restored Con-

siderable works were undertaken to improve the

road giving access to the town Rashid PSsha died

in January 1837 (Poujoulat) When the Egyptians

invaded Syria, their parti‘ian lirnawl b Aiyub of

the Milli tribe seized Mardin (Sir Mark Sykes,

The CaltpJCs Last Heritage^ London I 9 I 5>P 320)

but was killed Ihe defeat of the Ottomans at

Nizlb (June 1839) brought matters to a head

Ihe Poite entrusted MSidin to Sa'^d Allah Pasha

of Diyarbakr but the inhabitants preferied to sub-

mit to Ibrahim Pasha of Mawsil who was opposed
to the tanztmat Ihis Pasha appointed a governor

to Mardin but the rebels still held the citadel

(Ainswoith 1840) and the governor soon perished

in a rising

By the “wilSyet law” of 1287 (1870) Mardin
became a sandjak of the wilayet of DiySibakr It

had 5 kadas Mai din, Nisibin, Djazira, Midiyat

and Avine The area of the sandjak was 7,750
square miles and the number of towns and villages

1,062 The sandjak was mainly agricultui al Ihe
town of Maidin produced a small quantity of silk,

wool and cotton, leather, shawls etc , but in spite of

the excellence of the w'ork these ai tides were mainly

used for local consumption (Cuinet) Rytherefoims
of 1921 Mardin formed a wilajet with 6 kadis,

1,018 towns and villages, and 125,809 inhabitants

{Tttrktya Ojanhunyett ig2S—ig26 Sal namest)

The Sal~navie of 1926— 1927 made a number of

changes There are now 8 kadas The area is

6,000

square miles with 672 niillion donum of

arable land

Kada Number of towns Corresponding

and villages Nahiyas

Central 147 KoS hisar

Sawur (^Awniya) I13 ^Cmerkan
Nisibin 114 Hubab

AliySn (Dirun)

Midiyat 134 KerbUran
Djezbini

Ba djurln

Hasan keif

Ra’s al-^^Ain 9
Direk 138 Mahall 1 Matinan

(Shamrakh)

Djezre 211 Slubi

Ker-djos 98

922

The wilayet now marches with the zone of the

French mandate
Population Niebuhr (1766) counted 3,000

houses m MSrdin (of which 1,000 weie Christian)

with 60,000 inhabitants Duprd (1808) estimated

the population at 27,000 of whom 20,000 were

Turks (1 e Muslims), 3,200 Jacobites, 2,000 Aime-
nians and 800 Shamsiya The statements of other

travellers are as follow's Kinneir (1814) 11,000

of whom 1,500 were Armenians, Southgate (1837)
3.000 of whom 1,700 were Muslims, 500 Arme-
nian Catholics, 400 Jacobites, 250 Syrian Catholics,

100 Chaldaeans, Muhlbach (1838) 12— 15,000
inhabitants, Sachau (1879) 20,000, Cumet(i89i)
25.000 of whom 15,700 aie Muslims

According to Southgate, Arabic and Kurdish are

the predominating languages in the town The
rural population of lor ^Abdin speaks the “loiani”
dialebt of Aramaic, cf Prym and Socin, Der neu-

aramatsche Dialect des Tur^Abdin^(aO\.\.iix%tVi 18S1,

on the Kurd dialect cf Makas, Kurdtsche Texte

aus der Ge^end Maidin^ I eningrad 1924
Among the religion sects of Mfirdin the Shamsiya

would merit a special study In the time of Niebuhr

(1766) there were about a hundred families in the

towm, and Buckingham {op cit
, p 192) and

Southgate (1837) also mention them Ihe Shamsiya

probably leprescnt the last survivors of a local

pagan cult Towards the middle of the xviiidi

centuiy they wcie led to declare themselves Jaco-

bite Christians but only formally (cf Ritter, xi
,

p 303—305)
Chiistianity at Mardin The district of

Mardin has played an exceptionally important part

m the development of Eastern Christianity A brilliant

period of the Nestoiian church which begins in

755 is closely associated with Mardin Towards

the end of the eighth century numerous monast-

eiies were established lound the town by the

bishop John of Maidin In 1171 the Jacobite

patiiarchate was transfeircd fiom Diyaibakr (Amid)

to MSrdin In 1207 it was moved to Deii /a'faran,

an hour’s jouney from Maidin, to return to Mardin

^555 (Assemani, Btbl Orient^ 11 iio, 221,

470, Wright, A short Hist of Syttac Litaature^

1891 [Index] On the position of the Christians

before 1914 cf the woik-j of Southgate, Parry,

Cuinet etc )

Antiquities According to Niebuhr, there are

many Aiabic inscriptions at Mardin Those of the

Ortokidb have been studied by ^Ali Emiri Efendi

who also examined the waif documents relating

to the piincipal buildings of this dynasty at Maidin

(cf Katib Ferdi [944], Mardin Mulitl t Uftukiye

Tankht^cll and annot by ^Ali T mirI,Stambul 1331)

P'or the list of buildings cf the article oriokius

Ihe monuments of Mardin which must be of con-

siderable artistic mteiest have nevei been dcsciibed

in detail Buckingham (p 191) gives a few details

about the minaret of the “gieat mosque” (a cylinder

decorated with carved arches, on a square base,

etc
,

a stone gallery with a pointed roof on the

top) 1 e the Mosque of Nadjm al-Din Alpi built

in 568— 572

,

but the buildings have never been

studied Wc do not know if the madiasa of Kasim
Padshah Ak-Koyunlu (Niebuhr) is still in existence

The domes of the mosques of Mardin are “ribbed

and guttered”, their vertical ribs radiating from

the summit
Bibliography Idrisi, transl Jaubert, 11 142
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Ibn Djubair, G
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, p 241, Ibn Battuta, 11 142— 148, Abu
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(the tiavellei’s wife w'as a native of Mardin),
Tavernier (1644), Les six voyages^ 1692, 1 187,
Niebuhr (1766), Retsebesch eibung^ Copenhague
1778, 11, p 391—398, and plate xlvii, Oli-

vier (1795)1 Voyages^ Pans 12 (rep), iv 242,
Dupr6 (1808), VoyagCf 1 77—82, Kinneir, A
geogr Memoir of the Persian Empire^ 1813,

p 264—265, Kinneir (1814), Journey through
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points de Vhistoire des rots d^Akhlath et de

Maidin^ y A^ 1843, Southgate, Natrative of
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New York 1844, p 215—242, Ritter, Erd-
kunde^ xi (1844), 150— 153, 379—397 (very

detailed r^sum6), Gold^mid, An overlandjourney

from Bagdad^ Ttans Bombay Geogr
,
xviii

,

1868, p 29 (the population of Mardin is 22,000
half of whom are Christians), Cernik, Technische

Studien-Expedition^ Peterm Mitt
,
Erganzungs-

heft, X, 1875—187^1 45i P Ho-
worth, History of the Mongols^ 111 , p 683

—

686, Socin, Zur Geogr des Tur ^Abdin^ Z D
M G

^
1881, XXXV, p 237—269 (map), 327

—

415, Sachau, Reise in Syrien und Mesopotamien^

I eipzig 1883, p 404—407, 428, Cuinet, La
Turquie d'^Asie^ 11 494—519, lomilov, Otcet

o poydzdU igo4^ St Petersburg 1907, i 263

—

267, Chapot, La frontiere de Vhuphate^ de

Pompee a la conqiute arabe^ Pans 1907, p 312,
Mark Sykes, The CahplCs Last Heritage^YudxsAoxv

1915, Index (V Minorsky)
MARDJ DABIK, a battlefield near Dabik

[q V
]

on the Nahr al Kuwaik in northern
Syria On the history of the toun of Dabik,

which was known to the Assyrians as Dabtgu
(Sachau, Z A

^
xii 47) and is called Ad^sKOv by

Iheophanes (Chtouj ed de Poor, p 431, 451 sq)

cf above vol 1 ,
dabik

For convenience in his campaigns against the

Byzantines, SulaimSn b ‘^Abd al-Malik moved the

hcadquarteis of the Syiian troops from Djabiya

to Dabik (Lammens, supra i, mABiYA) In 717
with an aimy under ^Ubaida he set out fiom Mar^
Dabik for Asia Minor and on his return died there

in Safar of the same year (al Mas^iidi, Mut mix

aLJDJiahab^ ed Pans, v 397, Chronica Minot a^

ed Guidi, in C S C 0
^
Scr Syri^ ser iii

,
vol iv

,

text, p 234, transl
, p 177) Harun al Rashid also

encamped m 807 A d there (Syi Marga Dabel)

and composed the differences between the Syrian I

bishops (Michael Syrus, Chron
,

ed Chabot, iii

'

19, Barhebraeus, Chron Ecclcs
^

ed Abbeloos-

Lamy, 1 339) The Mirdasid Mahmud in Radjab 457
(1064— 1065) defeated his uncle 'AUya on the

field of Dabik and then took Halab (Kamal al-

Din, Zubda^^iX2iXi^\ J J Muller, Historu Metda-
sidar

^
Bonn 1829, p 59)

When in 491 (1098) the PYanks conquered

Antakiya, KerbSgha of Mawsil assembled a large

army on Mardj Dabik, with which he laid siege to

Antakiya (Ibn al-Athir, ed Poinbeig, x 188,
Abu ’1-Pida^, Kamal al Din etc, in Rec hist or

crois
^ 1 3, 194, 111 580) In the spring of 513

(IH9) Ilgliazi on his campaign against the Fianks

crossed the Euphrates at Baddaya (now Beddai

on Sachau’s map) and Sandja and advanced via

fell Bdshir [q v ], Fell Khalid, Mardj Dabik and
Muslimiya against Kinnasiln (KamSl al-Din, in

Rec hist or crois
^

iii 616) In the beginning of

September 1124 Dubais b Sadaka was defeated

by Hus5m al-Din Tlmurt5sh on the field of Dabik

Rec hist ot crois
,

v 645) On his campaign

against Leo II of Little Armenia, al-Malik al-Zahir

encamped in 602 (1305— 1306) on Mardj Dabik

{Rec /lift ot crots
^

v 155) On Saif al Din
Tunguz’s campaign against the Tatars to Malatya

[q V
]

in which Abu ’l-Fida’ of Hama took part,

a halt was made on the way back on the field

of Dabik from the 3rd Safar to the 2nd Rabi*^ 11

715 (May 9—July 6, 1315) (Abu ’1 Fida^, Rec
hist or crots

, 1 3)
On the 25^^! Ra^ab 922 (Aug 24, 1516) was

fought at Mardj Dabik the battle which gave
Selim I a decisive victory by which Syria passed

for the next four centuries under Ottoman rule

(H ]2iXisVyy Miiteil z osman Geschichte^
^

1 ^22,-

1926, p 2I4—224)
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aLDurr al-muntakhab ft Tdrikh Halaby ed

Bairut, p 134, I e Strange, Palestine under the

Moslems^ p 503, Dussaud, Topographic de la

Syne antique et nitdievale^ Pans 1927, p 474
{h Honigmann)

MARDJ RAHIT, the name of a plain
near Damascus On leaving Damascus in the

direction of Homs, just before ciossing the pass

of the Eagle, al-''Ukab^ one reaches the village of

Maidj "Adhra Fo the east of this place stretches

the plain, Mardj Rahit, which extends as far as

the desert It was here and not m the “Hochebene
von Qutaife” (B Moritz) that the fate of the

Omaiyads after the death of Mu'awiya II was
settled Ihis decisive battle since it was fought

in the neighbourhood of Mardj LVdhra was named
by the poet al-Rah after this place With greater

exactitude the contemporary poet al-Akhtal, who
was more cognisant with Omaiyad history, places

this battle “between the *^Ukab and Rahit” namely

in “the vast plain of Mardj” mentioned by the

poets (A ghani^ xvii 112)

During the discussions of the congress of Djabiya

[q v
]

the concentration of the Kaisi forces was

taking place under the command of Dahhak b

Kais [q v
]

supported by the Yemen contingent

and the Kudah malcontents to the south-east of

Damascus Iheir total — which has probably been

exaggerated — has been placed at 30,000 Marwan
b al-IIakam had at his command eight or ten

thousand combatants, the majority of whom were

Kalbl The Kaisis seem to have taken up their

position first at Mardj al-Suffar [q v ] to the north

ofDjabiya After an engagement in this place had

ended to their disadvantage, they were foiced to

double back to the north In the meantime a

sudden attack launched against Damascus which

was depicted of tioops, had delivered into the

hands of the Omaiyad supporters the treasury and

the arsenals of this town The Kaisis in order to

avoid being caught between the capital and the

Kalbl army advancing fiom Djabiya retieated,

while harassed at close qu liters by their adversaries

These engagements occupied nearly twenty days

On aiiiving on the heights of Mardj Rahit, trapped

between the defiles of 'Ukab and the desert, they

accepted battle One must ask how the Kalbis

succeeded in making up foi then glaiing inferiority

in numbeis Mas'udI, without explaining further,

speaks of a stratagem devised by MarwSln This

stratagem, which is mentioned by the author of
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the Ikd alfarld^ should be described not as a

ruse of war but as a crime After the advantage

gamed at Mardj al-Suffar, the Omaiyads had had

the time, and without doubt made use of it, to

detach from the Kaisls their temporary allies, the

Yemenis and the Kuda^ls The treasure of the

state seized at Damascus and the large amount of

wealth brought from the 'IrSk by the family of

Ziyad b Abihi may have been of assistance in

doing this The Syrian Arabs, not at their ease m
the camp of Dahhak, no doubt understood how
much the triumph of Ibn al Zubair would be pre-

judicial to their hitherto privileged position and to

the hegemony wielded since the days of the Sufyanids

by the Syrian tubes Their defection must, we think,

have determined the issue of the engagement at Mardj
Rahit and hastened the triumph of the Omaiyad
arms Whatever was the cause this victory was deci-

sive (the middle of July 684) 3,000 Kaisis are

said to have been killed The death of Dahhak
seems to have been the signal of defeat, which
became a regular disaster, in which the principal

chiefs of Kais perished Flight alone saved the most
prominent among them, Zufar b al Hanth [q v ]

The memory of Mardj Rahit was deeply im-

pressed upon the Kaisis It detached them en

bloc fiom the Omaiyad cause Under the first two
Marwanid caliphs, their battle-cry became ‘‘Ven-

geance for the victims of Rahit” Fiom this time

a smile is said ncNcr to have appealed on the

countenances of the surviving chiefs Between them
and their ancient rivals of Kalb the split became
much deeper The latter’s songs of victorv answered

the cries of rage of the Kaisis In celebrating the

battle of Rahit the Kalbi poets give moie emphasis

to their triumph than to that of the Omaivads
Their compositions complacently develop this theme
without regard to the Marwanids, their debtors

rather than their sovereigns This great victory

afforded the aged Marwan the opportunity of pio

claiming himself as Caliph of Damascus befoie

beginning the conquest of the old Sufyanid lands

now under the authority of Ibn al-Zubair In the

bosom of the Caliphate, it nourished the most

dangerous rebellion, it inaugurated a savage war
of extermination between Kalb and Kais The
tribes of Kuda^a first, then the Yemenis and lastly

the Taghlib saw themselves in turn fatally involved

These internal feuds in which the members of

the MarwSnid family had the imprudence to take

pait, to the satisfaction of their maternal connections,

precipitated the fall of the Omaiyad dynasty by
destroying the agreement and the unity amongst
the Arab tribes, which had been but imperfectly

realized by the Sufyanid Caliphs
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MAREJ al-§UFFAR, a plain situated
20 miles south of Damascus near the

modern Tell Sha^hab, a stream called the “WSdi
'Airfim” runs through it The place plays a part

m the military history of the first century A U
,

first m the accounts of the Arab conquest of Syria,

and later at the beginning of the Marwanid dynasty

The name has been sometimes confused with that

of Mardj Rahit [q v
]

Foi the history of Syria

in the first century a H we are exclusively dependent

upon the annalists Forgetting that the name
“Mardj” abounds in the topography of the Damascus

region, writers have conf^used two distinct battles

and made them one and referred them to Mardj

Rahit, a name which occurs frequently in the

poets of the Maiwanid period

At the close of the year 13 A H the Aiabs,

victorious at hihl, endeavoured to leach Damascus

by cutting acioss the Djawlan One of their bands,

under the command of the Omaiyad Khalid b Sahd,

encamped at Mardj al Suffar and allowed them-

selves to be taken by surpiise by the Byzantine

troops Ihe Arab leadei was killed and his con-

tingent decimated But the ariival of Muslim

reinforcements enabled them to regain the ad

vantage The Gieeks then proceeded to shut them-

selves in Damascus to which the Aiabs at once

laid siege

In the month of May 684 (64), suppoiters of

the Omaiyads joined with Djabiya [q v
]

in ordei

to elect a successoi to Mi^Swiya II Dahhak b

Kais [q V ], the leader of the rival section of the

Zubairis and the governor of Damascus, was in-

vited to the confeience He piomised to come to

the conclave and marched out of Damascus at the

head of imposing forces But, having gone about

half way on the road to Djabiya, on the heights

of Mardj al Suffar, he deteimined to await events

there Ihe presence of water and of forage made
It suitable for the encampment of an army An
excellent point of observation, the site not only

commanded the congress of Djabiya, but also com-

manded the road leading to Damascus Dahhak
brought about at this point the concentration of

the Kaisis of Syria, who weic in revolt against

the Omaiyads At Djabiya after 40 days’ deliberation,

the Kalbis and the Omaiyad paitisans elected Mar-

wan b al-Hakam [q v
]

to be Caliph Then in their

advance upon Damascus, they attacked Dahhak
and the Kaisis encamped at Mardj al Suffar and

succeeded in defeating them
Of this campaign the ^Jiak annalists and their

copyists have only recorded and have only desired

to record the decisive battle, namely that of Mardj

Rahit, to the north of Damascus For a quarter

of a century no mention is made of any battle

between the Kaisis and the Kalbis but Mardj Rahit

The extraordinaiy prominence given to this latter

battle by the poets of both sides helped to throw

into oblivion the preceding engagements commencing
with that of Mardj al-Suffar Certain texts have
however preseived its memory Yakut (Mu^^am^
111 400) locates in this place “a battle celebrated

ID the history and poetry of the Marwanid period”

Otherwise there is no reference to Mardj al-Suffar

in the military history of the youngei branch of
the Omaiyads As regards poetry it has kept for

us the testimony of the Taghlibl poet/ al Akhtal
(Dhvdn^ ed Salhani, p 224, v 1) This con-

temporary poet, who was a habitu6 of the Omaiyad
court while praising the glorious deeds of his
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tribe, claims for it “many victories even before

Mardj al-Suffar” As we know that the laghlibis

fought in the ranks of the Omaiyads, for whom
they showed themselves at all times strong paitisans,

the reference must be to this battle Moreover
the manner m which al-Akhtal praises this victory

suggests that he was not dealing with a small

skirmish

In the meanwhile an Omaiyad partisan residing

at Damascus had seized the capital Ihe position

became untenable at Mardj al Suffar foi the KaisTs

It was to avoid being caught between Damascus
and the victorious Kalbis that DahhSk fell back
precipitously to Mardj RJhit where he was defeated

and killed On the 22"^ June 684, the election

of MarwSn b al-Hakam was proclaimed at Djahiya
It IS probable then that the battle of Mardj al-

Suffar must be located in the early days of July
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314 (H lAMMENb)
MAREA [See MSrya

]

MARQiJELAN, originally MarlhInan, a t o w n
in Fargh ana [q v, where also the minor im-
portance of the town in the ivth (xth) century

G A
^

ill 272, 12 saghiid) and its rise in

the centuries following are discussed (SanYani,

K al-Ansab^ GMS, xx
,

f 522 ^ min ma^hahii
al-btlad

y

Yakut, iv 500, 8 mtn aMar aUbilad'f\

Ihe town does not seem to have been of political

importance during this period, although coins

were occasionally struck here under the dynasty
of the Ilek-^^ans [q v

]
(A Markow, Invcntar'nh

Katalog musul mansltih monet Imp Li mitaza,

p 260, 265 and 272) Babul (facs ed Beveridge,
f 3^ ^7) gives a brief desciiption of the town,
the population at that time consisted of barts

[q V
]

1 e , according to the linguistic usage of
the time, of Tadjik [q v], since then the ladjik
have been driven by the 0/begs here as every-

where out of the plain Ihe more lecent, probably
Ozbeg form Maigliilan is found for example in

'Abd al Karim Bukhari (ed Schefer, p 94) whence
the Russian Margelan

,
the river on which the

town stands is called Maigelan Sai In liteiature

the old form Marghinan or Marghman is still

frequently used e g in the TcLrikh Sliahiulht^
ed Pantusow, p 195

Marghelan was occupied without resistance by the

Russians on the 8/20tb Sept 1875, New Margelan
founded as the capital of harghana in 1877 by
the Russians about 7 miles from Marghelan was
called Skobelew from 1907 (since the Revolution
Fergana) The original Marghelan was mainly
noted for its silk industry, according to the census
of 1897, the population was 36,490, in 1911
46,780 of whom only 144 were Russians A building
which is certainly not ancient is called Iskandar

Pasha and said to be the tomb of Alexander the
Great (W Masal'bkiy, Tui kestanskiy Krai, Peters-

burg 1913, p 705 sq)

Bibliography given in the text

(W Barthold)
AL marghInanY, the name of two fa-

milies of Hanafi lawyers, nisba fiom their

native town and the scene of their activities Mar-
ghinan in I arghana

I I Ihe most important was BuruSn ai DIn
Abu ’l Hasan ‘Ali b AbI Bakr b 'Abd al-
DjAi IL AL FARGiiANi AL MarotiTnaM, the author
of the celebrated Htddya lie acquired his know-
ledge on his travels, then still the usual w^ay of
studying in Islam Ilis piincipal teachers were
Nadjm al Din Abu Hafs ‘^Umar b Muhammad b
Ahmad al NasafI (f 537 =1142—1143), al-Sadr
al ^ahid HusSm al-Din ‘^Omar b 'Abd al-‘AzIz

b ‘^Omar b Mazah (f 536 = 1141— 1142) and
Abu ^Amr 'Othman b ^Ali al Baikandi (t 552 =
i^ 57 )» 3. pupil of al-barakhsl He studied Tir-

midhi’s work on Tradition under Dija^ al-Din Abu
Muhammad Sa^id b As'ad with the isnad given
inKuiashi, 1 259, N® 679 and also with al-Hasan
b ‘^Ali al-Marghinanl (Kurashi, 1 198, N® 487)
lie himself as was often done at this time, wrote
a record of his studies but it docs not appear to

have survived He far surpassed his teachers and
won recognition in his native town also where
he died m 593 (1197) Of his works the following
are known, some suiviving in manuscript and
others only known from literary refeiences i Nadir
al Madhhab{\k\x\ ,Lak ,111 Hadjdji Khalifa, 13790
probably wiongly al Madhahtb)y 2 K Manasik
al IJadqdq (Kill

,
Lak

,
IT Kh

, 12943), 3 N
a U-Iafuid (Kur

,
Lak), also called Fmolid aU

^Offmani (H Kh
,
N® 8989), 4 two collections

offetwas K aUTadjnis wa H-Mazid (Kutl
,
Lak

,

II Kh
, 2467 ,

MSS in Brockelmann) and 5
Mukhtdnit al Naiaazil (lak

,
in Kutl called K

Mukhtdi MadqmTl alNawazil and in H Kh

,

N® 11586 exiled Muhhtar al-Iatawd

y

MSS in

Brockelmann), 6 Mazid fi FurJl alHanafi%a

(H Kh
, N® 11838, identical with Is® 4^), 7

a commcntaiy on al Shaib^ni’s nUDiami' ul Kabir
(II Kh

, 11 567), 8 lub principal woik is the
legal compendium K Bidayat alMubtadi (MSS
in Brockelmann), based on Kudun’s Mulhtasar
and Shaibani’s alDjTvni' alSaghJr On this woik
he himself wrote a large commentary m 8 volumes
the KifSyat alMuntaha But befoie he had com-
pleted it, he thought it was much too diffuse and
decided to wiite a second commentary, the cele-

biated Hiddya which later wiiters repeatedly edited

and annotated Ihe most impoitant commentaries
and synopses arc given m the table on p 280

Foi the mansenpts and printed texts of these

commentaries and synopses and many supertom-
men taries and glosses see Brotkelmann, (747

,

1 376, a printed edition of the Hiday a letently

appeared m 4 vols
,
Caiio 1326

Bthltosqi aphv il-Kuiashi, al Dia^vahir al

Mudfa^ Haidarabad 1332, 1 383, N® 1058,
al-Hii) al-I aknawi, al IawTltd aUBahiya,

Cano 1324, p 141 sqq (synopsis of the Tabakat
of Kafawi), Ibn Kutlubugha, Tafq aUTarddjim^
ed hlugel, Leipzig 1862, N® 124, Brockelmann,
G A L, \ 376 and the literature there given

His sons and pupils were

2 HmSd al-DIn Al FARQiSNl, cf Laknawl,

P 146
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3 'Omar NizXm al-DIn ai-FarghXnI Two
works by him are recorded i Faw^td (II Kh

,

N® 9305) ,
2 Djawahir al-Ftkh^ which he compiled

from the Mu^htasar of Fahawl and other works

(H ^ ,
N® 4291, MSS in Brockelmann, G A

Z
, 1 376, note 2, where the mark of interrogation

should be deleted, cf Kuia^i, i 394, Laknawi,

p 149)

4 Muhamm\d Abu ’i-Fath Djaial ai-DIn
al-FarchAnI. cf Kutl

, p 137 and laknawi,

p 182, m Kura§hl, 11 99 appaiently identical

with N® 2

5 A son of 2 and grandson of i Abu ’l-Fath

Zain al-DIn 'Abd al-RahIm b AbI Bakr 'ImAu
al-DIn b 'AlI BurhAn ai-DIn b AbI Bakr b

'Abd al-DjalIl al-FarghAnI al-MarghInAnI
He wrote the work on legal procedure in civil

cases entitled aFFusul al ^Iniadiya^ which he

completed in Sha'ban 651 (Oct 1253) in Samarkand
Cf H lOi

,
N® 9094, Lak

, p 93, Brockelmann,

G A L
^

\ 382, where the MSS are given

Th J Arnaud (1843), J Hal^vy (1869) and E
Glaser (1888), is situated in the plateau of Saba,

3,900 feet above sea level, which runs east of the

Balak range and is traversed by the Wadi Dhenne
(Adhana) which in the course of millennia has

deposited a thick layer of silt and thus made a

luxuiiant vegetation possible The modern village

of the same name stands on a large mound of

ancient rubble within the old city walls and is

situated about exactly in 15° 26' N I at and

45° 16' East Long
,
about 10 days’ journey from

the Red Sea and the same from the Gulf of

'Aden This favourable situation predestined Marib

to be the centre of the Sabaean kingdom, the

heait of which was the southwestern corner of

the Aiabian Peninsula and which at times also

included the eastern hinterland of the Gulf of

'Aden including Hadramot and Mahra (E Glaser,

Retse nach Mtvtb^ p 18, 185) Manb also lay

on the important caiavan-route which connects

the lands which produced fiankincense with the

Bidaya

1

author’s own commentary
Hidaya

\

comm
1

by al-Sighnaki
i

comm by al-Baberti
i

comm by al Kurlani

Nihaya (t 786 = 1384) (viiph — xivth century)

(written p 00 11 00 ^Iria\a Kifd)a

synopsis by Mahmud b Sadr al Shan'a I

(viith =:= xiiph centuiy)

Wtkaya

comm by Sadr al-Shan'a II

(t 747 = 1349
^arh al- Wtkaya
(written in 743)

synopsis by
Sadi al ^ari'a II

Nttkaya

coram by al Kuhistam

(t 95o= iS43 )_

Ujamt"' al-Runmz

II Another family of Ilanati lawyers goes

back to 'Abd ai-'AzI7 b 'Abd al-Razzak b

NaSR B DJA'iAR B SULAIMAN AI-MARfliilNANl,

who died m 477 (1084—1085) in Marghinan at

the age of 68 Of his six sons who attained fame

as muftis we may mention Abu ’l-IIasan /ahIr
al-DIn 'AiI (1506=1112— 1113) His son and

pupil was ZahIr al-DIn ai -Hasan b 'AlI Abu
’l-Mahasin Pour works by him arc recorded

Akdtya^ Fatawa^ Fawiftd and only the

last of which survives in manuscript He was the

teacher of the famous Fakhr al-Dln KadTkhan

(f 592 = 1 196) and of Burhan al-Din al-Marghi-

nanl [q v
]

Btbltogiaphy Sam'ani, K al-Ansab^ fol

522>', Kurashi, N® 487, 850, 1010, Laknawi,

p 62, 97, 121, Flugel, Classen d hanaf Rec/ils-

gelehrtenj Leipzig i860, p 309, Brockelmann,

G A 379 (Hlifening)
MA^RIB (MIrib), a town in the south-

west of Arabia, foimerly the capital of the

Sabaeans and now the capital of the amirate of

the same name
The ancient town of Manb, which so far has

only been visited by three European travellers,

Mediteiranean (Gaza-Cdiazze) and which ran fiom
Miabwat-Sabota via Thomna-Tumna' near Darb
Kohlan in the Wadi Baihan, through Wadi Harib
via Manb into the Minaean Djawf, to Nadjran
and from there Ma Ihirm’tla, Aba al Khadar,
Hlahila, al Djifa^, Djebel Siru, Bedr, Wadi ’1 Hazib,
Wadi ’1 Zibeirl, Wadi ’

1-Paid, Ilaradje, Kotba,
Banat Ilarb, Djurash, Tebala, Karn al ManSzil,
Mekka, Yalhiib (al Medina), Padak, Khaibar

,

aP()la\ laima, Akra', Pabuk, al Ilidji, Mal^na,

Madyan, al Hakl, Aiam, A^ruh to Petra and
thence to Gaza while Manb was also connected
with al Yemama, the coast of the Persian Gulf
and Babylonia, via Nedjran by the route which
followed the Wadi ’1 DawSsir (cf A Grohmann,
Hisioi isch-gcflgraphtsche Bemerkungen zu Gl 418^
4iq^ 1000 A B

^ ^ 116 It still foims an
important junction and has good connections with
Hadramot, Reda', Yerim, San‘a\ al Djawf, Sa'da,

NedjrSn and the Wadi ’1 Dawasir (E Glaser, Retse
nach Mdrtb^ p 20)

The ancient city wall, 3 feet thick, enables us
still to recognise with more or less certainty 8
gates — not only 2, as Ih Arnaud {Plan de la

digue et de la ville de Mareb^ m y A
y

sei vii

,
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vol 111 [1874], p 12) thought — distinct gatelilce

breaks m the stone wall They are now called

B5b al-^A^ir (W ),
Bab al-Hadd (S W ), then along

the south wall to the east and from here to the

north, Bab al-Nasr, Bab Aba ’1 Kar, Bab al-Mah

ram, Bab al Daib, Bab al Kibla, Bab al Madjenna

The names Bab al Nasr, Bab al Darb and Bab
al-Hadd are still borne by the gates of the mod
ern village of Manb but the modern Bab al-Nasr

corresponds to the Bab al-'Akir of the ancient

town, since from the latter by traversing the whole

of the old town the village is reached through

the Bab al-Nasr

Ihe old town forms at the present day a con-

siderable mound or rather a number of mounds
of rums, out of which project remains of walls

and portions of columns Excavations conducted

here would, as Glaser pointed out, bring to light

most unexpected things Four distinct areas may
be distinguished m the site i The mound on
which stands the modern village which
stands in the eastern part, almost m the S E
corner, of the old town and seems to consist en-

tirely of refuse and rubble, beneath which at a

considerable depth one comes upon old buildings

Glaser believed that these old buildings represent

the oldest part of the town upon which in the

later centuries of the Sabaean period lubbish was
shot It IS also possible that the town of Manb
or at least many of its buildings have been several

times destroyed The topmost stratum is of course

of comparatively recent date if we exclude the

many old stones with Sabaean inscriptions The
village, which, accoidmg to Glasei, can hardly

have more than 600 inhabitants, consists of about

80 houses, usually in several stones on a rectangular

plan narrowing a little as they ascend Only the

lower paits are of stone, the lestis of clay Only
the two fort like houses of the amir are built en-

tirely of hewn stone The outer wall of the village

consists simply of the walls of the outermost

houses, which are built on to one another or

linked up by connecting walls The village has

two gates of some size, one facing west and the

other south, and several small doors There is an
old well outside the village between this and the

eastern gate of the old town, and also the chief

mosque (Masdjid Sulaiman) 2 The M a 1 d

n

Umm al-Kis identified by Glaser in his Ka)-
tcnbuch^ p 8 with Umm Bill^Is, in the S E corner

with great mounds of luins, which perhaps come
from castles 3 The S W area which apparently

contained temples and castles 4 A large round

open space (MaidSn) in the N W and western

part of the town which does not seem to have

been built on in ancient times either It stretches

almost to the modern village and particularly on
the south side is surrounded by portions of columns
and other ruins (E Glaser, Retse nach

p 48 , 73) These facetted columns which still

protrude 3—4 feet out of the luins, one of which
lying on the ground measured 12 — 15 sire

also mentioned by \rnaud (p 12) The place is

probably identical with the “Champs de Mars” men-
tioned by the hrench traveller in his report to

Fresnel (y ,
ser iv

,
vol v [1845], P S^S)

The place in any case was at one time surrounded
by laige buildings which are now in rums and
form great mounds, which are also dotted with

fragments of columns and Glaser leaves the ques-

tion open whether theie were here the palaces

of the kings and notables or the temples of the

ancient Sabaeans To the south of the MaidSn m
particular may still be seen the foundations of a

colossal building which Glaser wanted to identify

with the famous royal citadel of Salhin celebrated

by latei tradition

The old town which occupied an area of about

1,000 yards square, a calculation by E Glaser,

which agrees with Ih Arnaud’s plan of the town

(y ser vii
,

vol iii [1874], p li) [Glaser

gives the distance between the two opposite gates

as */4 hour], is built entirely on the left bank of the

Wadi Dhenne It seems, to conclude from the remains

of the 3 feet thick wall around it, which has only

survived in places, to have practically formed an
oblique angled parallelogram the longer sides of

which follow the line of the Wadi Dhenne while the

eastern and western sides (bieadth) run practically

due noith and south The southern wall which
runs parallel to the iiver bank turns from north

to east at an angle of 60° and runs almost E N E
This fact is clear not only fiom E Glaser’s de-

scription of his Reise nach Manb (p 36 sq
, 48)

and the Manb Tagebuch but also from Glaser’s

Skizzen (N® 51) upon which is based the appended
plan of Manb and vicinity It is a stiikmg con-

trast to Th J Arnaud’s description and map

(yA ^
ser vii , vol 111 [1874], p ii) which makes

the wall aiound M5iib describe a circle and also

to Glasei ’s earlier sketches in his large Karten-

buch^ p 8 j// and the map drawn up after in-

vestigations in the year 1888, which forms fol 4
of E Glaser’s collection I The foundation of the

wall consists of cement blocks 5 feet long, 15
inches high and 2 feet thick On the top of 8

—

lolayeisof these blocks aie placed legularly hewn
blocks of marble of the same size The wall which
unfortunately is almost completely destroyed does

not run in a straight line but at regular intervals

there aie lectangular projections, as is clearly

shown in E Glaser’s already mentioned sketch

N® 5^ of his Tagebuch^ xi
, p 1 25,

which moreovei gives the plan of the town
as a icctangle — Glasei notes here “the city

wnll was apparently built as a quadrilateral” —

,

while N® 51 shows lather a trapezium the base

of which lies away from the river while the

shelter side parallel luns along the river The
rectangular projections found at regular inteivals

were probably towers, which strengthened the

defences and stood out at regular intervals in the

style we know fiom Assyrian fortifications (cf the

similar quadrangular plan of a fortress with gates

near the coiner and towers covered by steplike

battlements m B Meissner, Babylonitn und Assy-

?ten, 1, Kultutgesch Bibliothek^ 1 3, Ileidelbeig

1920) That the city walls of Manb had towers

is also evident from the gieat inscription (Glaser

418—419) which is older than the great Sirwah

msciiption G1 1000 In this we are told in line

4 that the unknown ruler built “the two gates of

Manb '^od built towers for Manb of Balak

stone” (cf N Rhodokanakis, Altsabaische Texte^

1 6 sq)

Rhodokanakis suggests, presumably rightly, that

this king was continuing the work of the unnamed
son of the Sabaean mukarrib Sumuhu-^alaya Yanaf

(3i'
I I

O) who, according to the inscrip-

tions Glaser 412 = Arnaud 41, 413 = Amaud 42,

414, 427, 445, 500, 5*0,537, 589, 600, 634 and
pel haps also 751, “built a wall around Manb
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(l^D) by command of and with the help of

^Athtar” Whether the son of Sumuhu-'alaya Yanaf

was the builder of Manb seems uncertain, in any

case he is the oldest builder of the town whom
we know from the inscriptions

Nor is it known who founded MSrib That it

was Saba^ son of Yashdjub, as the Arab genea-

logists think, IS of couise quite an unfounded

supposition (cf Yakut, Mushtartk^ p 239, Abu
’1-Fidfi^, Historta anteislamtca^ p 114 A v

Kremer, Vber die sudarabtsche p 26 sg
^
E

Osiander, Z D M G

,

x 68)

That the city wall was frequently restored is

evident from the fact that inscribed blocks of the

earliest period of Sabaean history were used as

building material in any order without heeding
the context of the inscription (cf Glaser, J^nse

nach Mdrtb^ p 48 51, 74) which is the case

e g in the texts Glaser 699—707, and as there

were no inscriptions of a later period in the lower

strata the renovation must have begun after the

reigns of the three Sabaean mukariibs Yid^i^ilu-

Bayin,Sumuhu-'aUya Yanaf andYith*! ’amaraWatar
To the same period as these inscriptions must
belong the old Sabaean boustrophedon text, Glaser

926 = 1350 + 1351 = ^36, which comes from al-

Meghdjah, not far east of Sirwah, m the second

line of which there is mentioned the building of

a road up to the gate of Manb (2'^^) (cf E
Glaser, Altjememsche Nachrtchten^

1 ,
Munich 1908,

p 98 sq and N Rhodokanakis, Katabamsche
Texte zur Bodenunrtschaft^ 11 49, and note 3,

54— 56) Of the three Sabaean mukarribs mentioned

here YithVamara, YidVllu and Sumuha-^alaya, the

first, as N Rhodokanakis has pointed out, is

identical with ^ijjjVamara Watar, Yidh-Mu with

YidVilu Bayin, the conqueror of Nashk, while

Sumuhu-'alaya is perhaps the same as Sumuhu-
'alaya YanSf, in whose reign the inscription Glaser

926 was set up Glaser must also be right in

assuming {Sktzze^ i 68) that the town of Manb
is considerably older than the wall and a number
of decades must have passed away before the

town attained the extent indicated by the oldest

remains of walls This is also evident from the

mention of independent kings of Manb in the

inscription Glaser 302 which is older than Glaser

418—419 A memory of this earliest period in

^ Sabaean history seems to be preserved by the

poet ^Alkama Dhu Djadan, who mentions kings

of M5rib along with kings of Sirwah (cf D H
Miiller, Sabdtsche DenktnaUr^ p 99)

According to al-HamdanI {Iklil^ vui
,
in D H

Miiller, Burgen u Sch/osser^ 11 959 ,
1038 j^),

there were in Manb the three citadels Salhin, al-

K ash lb and al-Hadjar For the forraei which is

expressly stated to have been the royal capital and

palace of Bilkis, cf the article salhIn 1 he question

where this castle is to be located in Manb has been

very variously answered D H Miiller, Burgen
u Schlosser^ 11 968 thinks that Salhin was on the

site of the modern village of Manb, which, as

Arnaud had already suggested, had been occupied

by an old citadel A
^
ser vii

,
vol 111 [1874],

p 12) Glaser {Betse nach Mdrtb^ p 73) on the

other hand indentifies Salhin with the colossal

building the foundations of which he south oi

the Maidan In connection with Salhin, al Ham-
dSni also mentions the lower pillars of the throne

(of Bilkis) — so D H Miiller translates ^ardk —
yrhirh Kpramp r>AlAKrafA/^ 4-Ka M'liclitn urrkrlrl

through Kurban xxvii 23 and weie still standing

in his time and so firmly rooted in the ground

that they could not be overthrown Glaser, Retse

nach Mdi tb^ p 139 however assumes that the

reference here is to the Haram of Bilkis with its

pillars but admits the possibility that a citadel of

the town proper is being described, since Salhin

IS talked of immediately afterwards DjirdjI ZaidSn,

JCitab a^Arab habl al-hlam^ p 143 also assumes

that the palace of Salhin is leferred to Sprenger,

Post- u Reise7outen, p 140 also tells of this

throne of Bilkis that it stood on stone pillars

29 ells high which weie still intact and the

foundations were as deep as its height (this

statement is erioneously attributed by Sprenger to

Bakri but presumably comes from Ibn al Mudja-

wir) The Dnhan-numa also (cf Jomard in F
Mengin, Htstoti e de VE^ypte^ p 344) says that the

throne of Bilkis was built on columns 28 ells high

in Saba^ (= Manb) This sounds veiy improbable

if we should really understand by ^ar^ a throne,

which according to Nasjiwan al-Himyarl, p 50,

stood in the palace of Bilkis in Manb When
however we aie told by Nashwan, p 70, that

^ar^Ji IS a castle which was built on columns of

stone and the verse of As'^ad Tubba' quoted gives

the name ^ardi to the palace of Bilkis, wc may
then in the above passages take it to mean a

citadel rather than a throne and with Glaser,

Retse nach Mdnb^ p 73, look for it in the S E
corner of the old town Legend has associated

the name ^Argh Bilkis with other localities also

According to Abu ’1-Rabf SulairnSn b al Raihan

in \akut, Mti^djam^ in 640, it is the name of a

place a day’s journey from DhamSr on which

stand SIX great marble columns and the principal

group of pillars of the old ruins of Siiwah still

bears this name (J Hal6vy, Rapport^ J A
^
set vi

,

XIX [1872], p 6^ sq
y
Glaser, Reise nach Mdrtb^

p 179) On the other hand, it is an open question

where the two other citadels al Kashib and al-

Hadjai mentioned by al-llamdani and Bakri

djam^ 11 502) are to be located According to

Yakut, Mthij_ani^ iv 1 04, al-Kashib was built by

order of king ^arahbil b Yahsub, who put up

on It a copper plate inscribed “They who built

this castle are 1 hawbal and Sahar, its building

was entrusted to them by Sharahbil b Yahsub,

the king of Saba^ and of the fihama and its

Arabs” D H Muller in Burgen u Schlosser^ 11

1039, note I has already identified Sharahbil b
Yahsib with king ^Ilisharah Yahdib of the Sabaean

inscriptions (Glaser, 424, 220, Btbl Nat
^

NO 2) and for Thawbal compared the Sabaean

ThwbM and for Sahar (so to be read, not the

similar Sabaean name If the inscription given by

Yakut really goes back to a genuine musnad
inscription, Kashib must have been built about

the first century A D If the Sabaean king here

mentioned whose epithet in the Flimyar kapida

(verse 109) publ by A v Kremer is to be read

Yahdib, in the Sabaean inscription Btbl Nat
^

NO 2 [cf article salhIn] speaks expressly of

Salhin, Ghundan and Sirwah only and does not

mention al Kashib, this is not itself proof that

Yakut’s foundation inscription is not genuine

The building might easily be later than the in-

scription Btbl Nat
^
NO 2 A difficulty however

IS raised by the fact that al Hamdani (in Miiller,

Cy/r/zipr^** 11 frtinl <in/1 MoeTiwSrt ol.
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Himyarl (quoted tbtd
^
note i) give al Kashlb b

Dbl Hazfar as the buildei Glaser, Rttse nach

M&rtb^ p 139, goes so far to say that the name
Kashlb is derived from the veib kst,b or hkM^
which fiequently occurs m dedicatory inscriptions,

and the form of the king’s titles points to the

last period of Himjar rule and the king is to be

identified with Sharahbil Ya'fur, indeed it must

be conceded that the style and titles is quite

unusual for a king of Saba^ and Dhu Raidan and

for this reason the musnad msciiption must be

regarded as a foigery This does not mean that

al-Hamdani’s note is to be rejected as worthless

F Hommcl {Ei/mologte u Geogiaphtt d alien

Orients^ p 666 and note 2) has shown the pos-

sibility that the castle of HajJjar (the name means
“the town”) was peihaps the principal castle, on

the ruins of which the modern village of Marib
was planted and the older and more celebiated

Salhin was a smaller castle If we remember the

meaning “new” given in Yakut, iv 104 and

Nashwan, p 86 s v kaihib^ al-Kashib might also

be an epithet of the citadel as “the new” which

came to be erroneously diffeientiated from al-

Iladjar as the name of a third castle Al-BakrI,

11 502, 754 explains the difficulty by

saying that al-Kashib was the last of the castles

to be built in Marib and therefore called the “new”
Ihe Masdjid Sulaimin lies to the west,

just below the village w'hich is built on a great

mound of rubble This Masdjid Sulaiman b Dawud,
now the principal mosque of Maiib, according to

Arnaud {J A
,

ser vii
,

vol 111 [1874], p 13)

an obviously modern building, square with a flat

roof and built of hewn stones, is of interest be-

cause, according to E Glaser {^Retse nach Afd)tb^

p 41,73 sq)^ Its noith side is built against 7 01

8 colossal columns (monoliths) which coriespond

exactly to those of the Ilaram Bilkis and the

^Amafid to be discussed below Glaser suggests

that there was once a temple here similar to the

Ilaram Bilkis F Hommel, / Ihnologtt ti Geogra-

fine d alien Orients^ p 664, 666 thinks the

Masdjid Sulaiman was the temple of the chief

deity Ihis principal temple in his opinion formed

a group with the second temple, which lay on
the south side of the Maidau — according to

Arnaud (plan of Marib) local tradition thinks this

was the site of an ancient temple dhe length

(2,000 yards), suggested by F Ilommel {op cit
^

p 666) for the distance of this second temple

from the Masdjid Sulaiman, is however too high,

as both Glasei and Arnaud put the distance be-

tween the two opposite city walls at only 1,000

jards J IIal6vy’s figure {^Rappoit^ J A
^

vi

,

XIX [1872], p 96) which puts the diametei of the

Marib ruins at about 500 yards would give a

much shortei distance but the estimate is certainly

a very casual one and hardly to be taken seiiously

In the south and west outside the old town walls

lies an old cemeteiy with a numbei of tombs,

some vertical and some hoiizontal, the latter of

which have a small opening at the top It is now
called Medjennat (or Djiibat) Ghana It is pro-

bably from here that have come a number of old

Sabaean tombstones (Glaser, N® 436, 574, 575,

581, 582, 605, 662, 663, 665, 667, 683—685,
748, 769, 773, 792) with rectangular niches

sometimes rounded below or peaked at the top,

in which IS placed the bust of the deceased with

an inscription below On two of those tombstones

(Glaser N® 684, 745)i Glaser found the bust let

into the stone still in its place (cf Reise natk

Martb^ p 75, 92, Tagebuch, xi 59) We may
probably find the models for these tombstones in

the steles of Assur Stone sarcophagi are also

sometimes found One is still in use before the

gieat well of Marib as a drinking-trough for

animals {Retse nach Mdrtb^ p 74)
In the southwest of the old town outside the

city walls, Glaser found a remarkable building
still partly preserved {G on the plan of the im-

mediate vicinity of the old town of Maryab) which

was probably used for distributing the water and
has on its north side the inscription Glaser 474 =
1671 It consists of two huge stretches of wall

running due east and west in one line with a gap
in the centre The two corneis of the northern

entrance of this passage are angular while at the

south side the two are rounded Ihe inscription,

which is placed on the north side of the eastern

wall states that Dimri ‘^alaya Watar, Mukarrib of

Saba^, son of Kariba ^ilu, built a (^fisji) op-

posite (or in front of) the sanctuary of 'Athtar

Glaser actually found some 300 paces N W or

W N W of this building, also outside of the old

city walls but quite close to them, a rum unfor-

tunately reduced to a heap of rubble, which from

Its plan suggests a sanctuary, since on the N E
side (the right stretch of wall) the niches for an

idol can still be seen {Reise nach Marib^ p 40,

Tagtbuch^ xi 47, //on the plan of the immediate

vicinity of the old town of Maryab)

S S E of the modern Milage of Marib {A') at

a distance of about 3 miles between the Wadi
IJhennc and Wadi ’1 Felcdj is the Haram Bil-

kis {D) which was visited by Th J Arnaud on

July 20, 1843 and by E Glaser on March 25,

1888 (cf J A
,
scr vii

,
vol 111 [1874], P 14 1

Glaser, Rase nach Maub^ p 41, 44 sq
^ 73, 137,

141), the latter corrects Arnaud on a number of

essential points Ihe Ilaiam is a large building,

elliptical in form, the longer axis of which 300
feet long runs from NW to S E The shorter

axis runs N E to S W and is 250 feet in length

It is built of legularly hewn square blocks which

are placed one above the other in 31 layers up to

the frieze so that the height of the wall is 31 feet

This wall IS finished off with a double cornice at

the top which consists of two rows of blocks

which follow one another at short intervals and

look like dice on the top of the wall, the result

being a mural crown-like frieze which recalls the

lelief found by 1 h Bent in Jeha in Abyssinia (cf Th
Bent, The Sacred City of the Rlhtoptans^ London

1^93) P HO Ihe top of the Sabaean relief

in D Nielsen, Handbinh der altai abtsthen Alter-

tumskunde (p 1 57, fig 44) The row of blocks

below the lower cornice form a simple and effec’ive

decoration by placing the blocks four to six

inches apart so as to leave little gaps A similar

kind of mural decoration is known from the Sa

baean temple of Jeha (cf Deutsche Aksum-Expe-

ditton^ 11 80, fig 165) The frieze is still quite

intact in places, especially on the east side There

is no trace of a roof But it cannot be asserted

definitely that there never was one, as Glaser

assumes, the windowless building could have been

lit by sky lights There are two doors m the

wall, the laiger (a) at the northeast end of the

shorter axis and the smaller (3) at the N W end
of the building at the end of the larger axis
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Exactly N E of the centre of the building there

are four other monolithic pillars in the wall itself

Originally there were a larger number here so

that the main gateway (a) had a pillared way

leading to it N E of these at a distance of 32

paces are 8 columns which are also erected m a

line running from S E to N W (£) They are

rectangular prisms, smooth, 15 feet high without

capitals and terminate in dice-shaped tops 4
inches long on ivhich stood the architrave On
the S S E side of the Haram just outside the

inside He expressly states however that he

could discover no chambers in the walls as

he had expected On the other hand, the fine in-

scriptions on the outside of the walls give us in-

formation as to the purpose of the building — it

IS a temple of the Sabaean moon-god Almakah —
as well as the history of its erection Arnaud was

only able to copy 3 of these inscriptions, two

others whose existence he established were covered

by sand, which has since made further progiess,

so that he could not copy them The oldest in-

Plan of the immediate vicinity of the ol

toi\n of Maryab

A the modem village of Marib, B Umm al

C Masdjid Sulaiman, D Ilaram Bill^is, £ '^An

F Filial b E S F of al-Merwath, G old Bui

not given a definite name, 1/ Temple, I—

A

city wall of Maryab, L W5dl Dhenne

o

C

wall, four small pillars form a little square the

sides of which he W to E and S to N (f)

Perhaps we have here the pillars foi the canopy

of a thione which was probably similar in appear

ance to the Aksumite king’s throne illustrated in

Deutsche Aksum-Expedition^ 11 63, fig 139 The
floor of the building never seems to have been

levelled, as a natural rock rises almost m the

middle Unfortunately in the interior the walls

are nowhere clear, so that Glaser could form no

deductions as to what it must have looked like

scription Ghser 184 is on the 28th layer from

above on the east side It records that Yid'i Mu
Dharih, son of Sumuhu Slaya, mukarrib of Saba\

built the wall of the temple of Almakah ^Awm
(cf the latest definitive edition of the text in N
Rhodokanakis, Studien^ 11 7 ) Since the bril

liant E Osiander had previously recognised {Z

D M G
^

\ 70) that the Haram Bilkls was a

temple of Almal^ah, Glaser (Sltzze^ 1 68) was

able to deduce rightly from this inscription that

the sanctuary ^Awm frequently mentioned here
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and in other Sabaean inscriptions was this very*

temple From it the god Almakah is called “lord

of ^Awm” (DIX
I

The completion of this

temple which was begun by YidS-^llu Dharih, by

^Ilishaiiha, son of Sumuhu-^alaya Dhaiih, king of

Saba’, IS recorded in the inscription Glaser,

485 == Ainaud 55, which is on the west side

of the Haram on the 14th layei of stones (cf

N Rhodokanakis, Studten^ ii 12 sqq') Glaser

481 = Arnaud 56, which is on the 13th and 14th

layer on the north side records the completion of

the wall from the inscription to the top by

luba'kariba a prominent official and general of

three Sabaean kings (N Rhodokanakis, Studieuy

11 i^sqq") Connected with this are two insciiptions

of similai content, Glaser 482 = Arnaud 54 on

the south side of the 13*^ layer and Glasei 483
= Arnaud 54 on the east side at the same height

Ihey record the restoration of a ruined part of

the wall (presumably of the part of the temple)

undei King Kariba’ilu Watar YuhanSm of Saba’

and Dhu Raidan, the son of Dhimrl-'alaya Bayin,

and his son Halik-’amaia Whether this concludes

the histoiy of the building of the Haram seems

doubtful since, according to Glaser, Rase nach

Mdrtb^ p 46, inscriptions may still be concealed

under the sand on the north and west sides also

The orientation of the building is of interest

The little door of the Haram {b) faces that

temple of the old town of Marib on the site of

which now stands the Masdjid bulaiman On the

prolongation of the shoiter axis to the N E lies

the luin called al Mikrab, and Glaser has, perhaps

rightly, suggested from this arrangement of the

two buildings that there was some connection

between their purposes Both buildings are moreovei

oriented by the course of the Wadi Dhenne On
the south side of the old city wall may still be

seen the remains of a bridge which was built

almost exactly in the direction of the Haram and,

according to the local tradition, once reached to

it Even if this is an exaggeration it is nevertheless

probable that a bridge was built over the river

0henne, as in the rainy season the water must
certainly have inundated the fields, the continuation

of this bridge to the Haram was probably only a

dam of which no trace now remains

However unusual the elliptical form for the plan

of a temple may appear, this is certainly not an

isolated example in Southein Arabia F Fresnel

(y -<4
,

ser iv
,

vol vi
, p 223) mentions the

great ruins of Khariba (Sirwah) which cover an
even greatei aiea than those of the Haram Bilkis

and include a semi-ellipse and long rows of

pillars still in position According to Arnaud, this

elliptical plan has also been found by Halevy

(y ser VI, vol xix
, p 67 ,

cf also

Glaser, Retse nach Mdftb^ p 110, 137, Sktzze, 1

6jsq) Accoiding to the inscription Glaser, N® 901-

903, its builder was the Sabaean mukarnb Yid'i-

’ilu Dharih, who also built the temple of ’Awm
and the round temple of al-Masadjid

F Hommel {Ethnologte^ p 664 sq ) has endea-

voured to show how this temple came to have
Its modem name of Haram Bilkis In analogy to

the Assyiian and Babylonian temples extia muros
which were always dedicated to the wife of the

chief deity and in which in the month of the

new year his wedding ceiemony took place,

Hommel sees in the Haram Bill^is the wedding
house of Alma^^ah, the sanctuary of his wife

Harimat and seems to assume that the name
IS also connected with this D H Miiller {Burgen
und i^chlossevy 11 972 sq) has shown how the

Arab aichaeologists transformed the god Almakah
into Yalmakah and then gave this name to the

legendary Bilkis and also made a haram (women’s

apartments) out of the ntahram (sanctuary) of the

god h Fresnel’s reasoning moves on similar lines

(^ A
,

ser iv
,

vol vi
, p 226 sq

, 234 sqq )

He assumed that Bilkis was not the coirect name
of the queen of Saba’ but rather Balkamah (so

Ibn ‘^Abd Rabbihi, m the ^Jkd al-Farid and Ibn

al-Djawzi in the MiRdt al Zantan) which was
formed from Almakah The queen of Saba’ was
in this way deified by the Sabaeans and became
the Isis of the Arabs

In the S S E of Marib and accoiding to Arnaud

Y4 hour E S E of the Haram Bilkis— while the

latter, according to Glasei, Retse nach M&rtb^^ 41
lies almost due east barely hour fiom the five

pillars — there stand on the opposite bank of the

Wadi I^enne, Yg l^our or 1Y2 miles (according

to Glaser, Sktzze^ N® 51) from the town, the

pillars called ^Ama’id Five are still upright,

these are 25—30 feet high, 32 inches broad

and 24 deep, prismatic, rectangular monoliths

which weie erected perpendicular to the direction

of the Wadi Dhenne Two which have been over-

thrown lie beside them on the ground The pillars

had no capitals and were just like the other pillars

(at the Haiam Bilkis and other ruins outside the

town) On the fragments of the two fallen pillars

Glaser discovered insciiptions on each (Glaser

479 and 480 = Arnaud 53) from which it appears

that a sanctuary Bar’5n (|N“)3
|

dedicated

to the god Almakah or some such sanctuary

stood here This name occurs not only in this

inscription but is mentioned m Ottom Mus
,
N® 17

(Z D M G
^

xxxni 486, N® i,
3) where J H

Mordtmann reads [HpD^K
| |

and the

name of this place is also found in Hal6vy, N® 43, 2,

48, 4 (]N“On) and 534, 4 (]N13[3]) do the west

just beside the pillais lies a mound of rums,

which peihaps represents the lemains of this

sanctuary Arnaud (y A
,

ser vii
, 111 [1874],

p 15) describes these pillars as pilasters of the

Haram Bilkis and puts their height at 28 spans

In contradiction to Glaser, Arnaud says they have

square capitals His illustration under the plan of

the Haiam Bilkis shows a pillar with a stepped

capital like those from Aksum and Kohaito in

Abyssinia {^Deutsche Aksum-Expeditton^ 11 ,
ed by

D Krencker, Berlin 1913, p 102, fig 224 and

p 155, fig 319^) Which of the two explorers is

right, it is difficult to say as Glaser is usually

very accuiate in his observations On the other

hand, Ainaud cannot possibly have invented this

rather unusual but nevertheless typical form for

ancient South Arabia and made his drawing ac-

cordingly The only way out of the difficulty is

to suppose that in Glaser’s time the capitals— of

which Arnaud says he cannot say definitely that they

belonged to the pillars — had been broken off

Accoiding to Arnaud, the pillars stand close together

at intervals coriesponding to then thickness That

the pieces of stone on the ground near the row
of pillars once belonged to the pillars was not

noticed by Arnaud (p 16) although he copied one

of the inscriptions on them (Arnaud 53 = Glaser,

N® 480) (cf E Glaser, Retse %m Mdrib^ p 401, 141)
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The numerous separate finds made by Glaser

in the neighbourhood of M5rib, sacrificial altars,

masons’ workshops etc cannot be discussed here

On the other hand, there is one erection which

demands a rather thorough discussion as it sur

passes all these already mentioned in magnitude

and preserved the fame of Marib down to the

late Islamic period, namely the dam and works

connected with it, known m Muslim tradition as

Maftb 01 Sudd al-^Arim

Ihe Wadf Dhenne in the course of time had

cut a way through the Balak hills heie and divided

the rocks into two parts Balak al-Kibli and Bala^

al-Awsat The Sabaeans had built a dam of earth

across the gap some 770 paces long behind which

the water was collected The dam, which Glaser

{^Retse nach Martb^ p 58 sqq
^ 173 sq^ desciibes

minutely, rises some 20—25 feet above the present

level of the Wadi and is simply a mound of earth

the section of which is an isosceles triangle the

angle at the top of which is quite sharp The

angle of inclination of the two sui faces to the

base IS about 45® and the breadth of the base

about 50 feet The proper base and the height

of the dam cannot be accurately ascertained as

the mud has accumulated to the depth of many
feet But it |can be assumed^that the dam rested

on a foundation of rock as the nariow passage

between the two BalaV hills has a rocky foundation

which comes up very nearly to the surface But

for this firm foundation of rock it would have

been impossible to build the dam at all The side

of the dam which met the water (the western)

IS covered with small sharp unhewn stones, held

together so strongly by mortar that it is impossible

to detach one of them The dam, which is 172 hours

from Marib, is flanked in the north and south by two

great sluices, the southern one of which is known
asMarbat al-Dimm Here on the site of the

the dam a great rock (A) 95 paces long and 1510
width, at the narrow places only 8— lo has become
detached from the Djebel Balak al-Awsat, it runs

to the N E with a slight tendency to E N E
The mam body of the rock, the northern wall

of which runs eastwards forms with this isolated

rock a pair of lines converging towards the

S.W end of the latter The two rocky walls do
not meet here but are separated by a gap spanned

by a wall six paces long and 12 feet high (C)

In the opening of the angle but within the eastern

ends of the two walls is another detached block

of rock {B) the north side of which runs parallel

to the first mentioned detached rock and the south

side parallel to the main rock (Q but quite close

to the latter All three rocks, particularly the

mam body (C) and the loose block (B)y have
steep sides, not however over 12 feet high On
the north side the great isolated rock (A) is

very irregular in shape It almost looks as if

we had an artificial cleavage here, but Glaser

does not think this possible because an earthquake

IS quite sufficient to account for the remarkable

cleavage of the rocks In any case it looks as if

human hands had worked a good deal on the

natural lines of fracture The great block of rock

(/f) nses 20—25 feet above the present level of

the river bed and has two inscriptions engraved
on Its south side (Glaser, N® 513, 523)
On all three rocks there are or were great

buildings of hewn stone The large block of rock

(A) seems to have supported the mam building

Its masonry consisting entirely of finely hewn
blocks of stone, arranged in pans one above

the other and held together by melted lead poured

into corresponding cavities, it follows closely,

especially on the south side, the rock which forms

the foundation so that it does not form a straight

line, as Arnaud (^ A
,
ser vii

,
vol 111 ,

in p 64,

Dtgue de Marel)) has represented it Ihe whole

length of this wall is about 200 feet, its average

breadth 15 feet, the height at the S W end

about 12 feet, rather moie at the NE end, as

the rock is not high enough here In general the

top IS horizontal but with slight differences of

level where it rises and falls The S W corner of

the masonry consists of round toweis (a) facing

S W which stands about 3 feet above the level

of the rest of the walls The whole building and

the tower have perpendicular sides and do not

slope at all The dam which runs N N W seems to

have joined the wall 25 feet from the towers on the

NW On the side facing the Wadi at the N E end

of the rock, steps have been hewn out of the rock

which led from the bottom of the iiver bed (in

S S W direction) to the walls Almost exactly

south of the already mentioned tower which has

also very steep steps cut m a perpendicular passage

hewn out of the rock, there stands on the mam
mass of rock (C) a second tower (d) of the same

height, lound on the west but flat on the other

sides Between the two towers, is the already

mentioned wall linking up the two rocks As already

mentioned, the top of this wall is 20—25 feet

above the level of the river so that the towers

are 35 to 40 feet above it The dam seems to

have been not much higher than the connecting

wall The out-flow of the water must have taken

place over the connecting wall as w ell as through

openings under the wall, probably now filled up
with rubble, into the Hababid canal, and under
or rather through the rock on which this great

piece of masonry stands, into the Rahab canal

Indeed one can still see quite clearly that the

great isolated rock is connected deep down by

a ridge of rock ((f), only the rounded top of which

is visible, with the smaller block, so that the two
channels were separated from one another It is

also possible that in ancient times the outflow

went below and only later, when the water-level

was raised by silting, over the wall Grooves for

boaids are still recognisable The smaller block of

rock, steep and high on the western side, slopes

to the east down to the level and has steplike

cavities in it everywhere with stones still per-

pendicular on It, as if it had had a balustrade,

especially above the steep wall m the west At its

eastern end where it joins the level giound, it

shows regularly hewn cavities of prismatic shape,

which look like watering-troughs for the cattle

or like stone giaves The main rock shows the

same features The step-like cavities were perhaps

not only used for climbing, but also to measure
the level of the water to regulate the outflow

Both towers and the other buildings in con-

nection with the sluices, except such walls or

railings as may have existed of the smaller block,

are preserved intact The hewn stones are so

arranged that long stones are every now and then
laid crosswise which give the otherwise parallel

layers great cohesion This is particularly the case

with the inner filling of the wall, as can be ob-

served in all very large buildings a section of
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which comes to be exposed The square blocks a kind of railing of masonry The whole wall is

in the dam are also held together by little blocks coped with excellent cement

of lead about 10 cm high and about 10 cm 2 m Almost exactly S E about il paces from the

the section These little rods of lead were placed S W end of the part, I14 paces long already

in holes specially made for them about 4-5 cm described (^) runs to the S E a wall 38 paces

deep and the next block above was placed over long and 21 bioad at its N W end, the S E
with the corresponding cavity filled with the top end of which is narrow and rounded This wall

half of the little rod 1 he Sabaeans only used mortar is exactly the height of the long wall At the

in the stone work of the dam as a top covering present there is on it a modern hu^n (stone-house)

to prevent damage being done by the rain-water built by the amir “^Abd al-Rahman which probably

The northern system of sluices consists existed in Arnaud’s time and certainly in Hal6vy’s

of three walls of which the northern and largest Between the two wills, four paces from either,

Marba{ el-Dimm

O Places where inscriptions are engraved on the rocks i G1 513,20!
514, 3 01 523, 4 01 525

a lower with staircase, of the same height as d and the highest part of

the whole building

b Staircase

c Barrier between the tower and southwestern rocks

d lower exactly similar to a

(a^ b) with one end built against the rocks of stands a north wall only 18 paces long, 3 broad
Balak al-Kibli runs northeast, a little towards and of the same height as the others, the base

E N E This wall, which is m all 184 paces long of which forms a perfect rectangle This wall some-

and 15 thick at the broadest point, although the what damaged on the north side and now joined

average is about Hand 15—20 feet high consists to the S E wall by two modem ‘flight walls, which
of two parts The southwestern part 70 paces long the Beduins use as a stable, stands back a little

(a) is somewhat lower (quite low beside the BaHk at its S W end as compared with the two neigh-

rocks, about 16 feet high at the point where it bourmg walls and like the SE wall shows a pnsm-
joins the N E part) and quite flat on the top shaped cutting about a yard from the west end,
The N E part (b) 114 paces long and somewhat now filled in about 2 feet broad and deep which
damaged towards its west end is not quite flat on was intended to take the boards On the northern
the top and towards the south side the top shows side this groove is no longer to be seen The three
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walls thus foimed, like the three rocks on the

south form two channels of exit, both of which

however, it is worth noting, flow into one and
the same main channel, which runs almost exactly

east for about i,ooo yaids to a large building for

distributing water This canal ran between two

parallel dams of the same style and construction

as the dam proper but the bed, which is paved
with cemented stones, runs above the plain, especially

on the south side some 20—25 feet The dam
proper, barely higher than the two walls of this

canal, joins the east side of the most southern

wall, 38 paces long

The Northern

Similar distributing works existed throughout the

whole plain of Marib Glaser saw traces of aque-

ducts (with double dams) at different places In

the bed of the Dhenne not fai below the dam
he saw a remarkable erection of stone not unlike

a weir Unfortunately the inscription on it which
might have given us definite information had

been removed some years before Canals seem to

ha\e led the water from the great distributing

centres to the smaller ones (manafJk) from which

it was taken direct to the palm gardens and fields

The most of the ma?tdslh aie in the form of cubes

or shallow pi isms and are rarely more than 6 feet

Sluice-system

w > o

JS

Jiafiotah f tioo

ff, ^9 30 y SO^chntX

Q Places with especially important inscriptions I Gl 554, 618, 2 G 1 551, 3 54 ^

O Places with insciiptions

a a little lower than b

The canal, which led the water to the lower hu^n^ about 1,000 yaids away, comes up

to b and c

d a large intervening wall standing by itself

S S W of Mabna al-Hashradj (see below) lies

Husn al-Asfal, a later building erected on the

remains of old water-works, which formed the end

of the mam channel, already mentioned in con-

nection with the northern sluices It lies at about

exactly the same level as the dam and several

yards above the surrounding country It consists

of several walls, some of hewn stone and some

of ordinary stones and cement, which sent the

water out in eight different directions The aqueduct

runs practically westwards up to the northern

sluices of the dam Although perfectly preserved

the bed of the canal has been in many places

filled up with blown sand

high and 12 to 15 feet long As a rule a canal

leads out of them from the centre, usually walled

on one side Nothing is left of the canals which

connected the mana^ih with the larger distributing

centies and on the other side with the fields Deep
furrows torn out of the ground by the periodic

deluges of rain and, like the greater part of the

plain, becoming gradually filled with desert sand

are now the characteristic feature of the once

flourishing plain of Saba^

The great barrier of the dam between the two
Balak mountains seems however not to have suf-

ficed for the strain upon it A second dam called

Mabna al-Hashradj was therefore built N N E
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of the dam and west of Manb which seems to

have been intended to regulate the water of the

Wadi ’1-Sa^ila (cf Glaser, Retse nach Mcirtb^ p 49
sq ), which carried the waters of the north Bala^

hill, the iQjabal Hailan and the l^ash^b hills

into the plain of Manb and joined the Wadi
l^enne below the village of Manb This barrage

consists of thiee walls of black porous stones,

running very iiregularly which are held together

by mortar and arranged in 3 stiata which perhaps

point to 3 periods of building The first of these

walls (^) which dammed the river-bed begins

lust on the right bank of the SaMa and runs 240
paces E N E where it joins a prism shaped erection

(a) 7 paces broad, 12 long and about 15 feet

two walls run the one (third) wall (C) runs with
many windings almost parallel to the second great

wall (i9) and like it runs up to the northern hills,

it is 182 paces long The other building (/) runs

m a curve to the north, 50 paces in length, to

a third outlet exactly opposite the second, which
however consists of buildings (^, A) 8 paces from
each other, with the ground between them covered
by a layer of stone masonry The outlet is to the

N E On the S E is a wall 12 feet long now
partly collapsed Glaser copied 10 Sabaean texts

at al-Hashradj which came from other ruins and
show that these works belong to a later period,

like the late tombstone built into the wall here

(Glaser, N® 509)

Mebna el

high, which lies N W to S E 7 feet N E stands

a second similar building {b) parallel to the first

and continued to the S E in a narrower wall (c)

36 paces in length The space between these two
buildings must have been an outlet With a very

small space between, the second mortared wall (B)

runs N W from the second building (b) and with

many windings turns N and N W where it joins

the rocks Its length is 268 paces, the space between
It and the second building 10 paces (b) 21 paces

N E of the second building are two others (</, e)

which give an outlet to the N E The southern

of the two is only partly preserved It points to

the S E end of the 36 paces long wall (r), per-

haps the two were once connected or there was
a sluice between From the building (d) which
forms the northern boundary of the second outlet

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

The various constructions date, as we learn from

the inscriptions, fiom different periods The southern

system of sluices was erected as early as the

Mukarrib period Sumuhu-'alaya Yanaf, son of

Dhimn 'alaya, Mukarrib of Saba^, according to

the inscription Glaser, N® 513— 514, made here

an outlet in the barrage at Rahab, which was

extended two generations later by the unknown
author of the inscription Glaser, N® 418—419
(cf N Rhodokanakis, Altsabatsche Texte^ i 7,
Studten^ 11 97, 99 sq

,
Glaser, Sktzzg^ 1 •jo sq

^

Rase nach Afdrtb^ p 59 »
Hommel, Ethnologic^

p 666) Where the barrage at Rahab was is not

certain Perhaps ue should assume with Rhodo
kanakis, Studten^ 11 100 sq that it was built on the

rib of rock {e) between A and B About a generation

later than the Rahab barrage is the similar con-

19
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struction at HabSbid, which was probably built

at the junction (r) of the Marbat al-Dimin The
Mukarnb Yith^^I-amaia Bay in, son of Sumuhu-^alaya

Yan5f, built a water-course for it, as his father

had done for the Rahab (accoiding to Glaser,

N® 523, 525 = Arnaud, N® 12, 13 = Ilal^vy,

N® 678, cf Rhodokanakis, Studien^ 11 102 sq
,

Glaser, op at) The noithern sluice-works are

much later, accoiding to Glaser (^Retse nach Mdrtb^

p 66—68), they did not get their present form

till the time of king Shammar YuharSgh (c 300 ad)
and may perhaps even be not older than the

fifth century A D The oldest parts of the works
are put by Glaser (p 68) to the period looo-yoo B c

which is probably rather too early

Ihe great system of dams did not long exist

in this form Ihis we know from two great prismatic

monoliths, which are inscribed on all four sides and
tell us of the later history of the dam The one
with the inscription Glaser, N® 554 is 7 feet long,

30 inches broad, and a foot thick, the second, even
larger, bears the inscription Glasei, N® 618 Both
lay close beside the junction of the noithern wall

of the northern sluice with the rocks of the I^ebel

BalaV According to Glaser, N® 554, king Sharahbil

YaTur in 449 A d had a thorough renovation

of the works carried out But these lasted barely

a year, for in 450 A D the waters broke thiough

the dam so that the works had again to be com-

pletely restored But the collapse of the great system

was not to be prevented From Glaser, N® 618 we
learn that under the rule of the Abyssinian viceroy

Abraha (542 ad) another breach occurred in the

dam Once more restoration work on a large scale

averted the threatened disaster, but the final cata-

strophe must have occurred not long afterwards,

which transformed the fertile plain of Saba^ into

a barren desert, alluded to in the Kui^an (Sura

xxxiv 14 sg
,

cf Glaser, Zwet Inschuften uher

den Dammbruch von Marib^ p 13^^^ ,
Retsenach

Mdrtby p 16, 64, 144 sqq)

Its cause is seen by Glaser in the action of wind

and ram which gradually wore down and weakened

the east side Another main cause of destruction must

have been the silt which so filled the reservoir in

course of decades that the water flowed over the

dam A mention of the bursting of the dam in the

Kurban {sail al-aritn) and the importance of this

event for the town of Marib and the country round

it has resulted in Muslim tradition devoting attention

to this catastrophe and its consequences, so that

all sorts of scraps of information about the dam
were collected Nevertheless it is remarkable how
little even authorities on South Arabia like al-

HamdSnl {Stfa^ p 80 and Ikltl^ viii
,
in D H Muller,

Burgen und Schlosser^ 11 958 sq
^ 1036, 1038, cf

N Rhodokanakis, Studten^ 11 105 sq
^

al-Bakri,

Mu^d^nniy 11 502) really know about the dam
Al-HamdanI only says that the dam was built

against a wall which was built on to the side walls

of the reservoirs, of great blocks of stone linked

together with iron The arrangement for distiibutmg

the water from the farms were still there as if their

builder had only finished yesterday Al-Hamdani

saw the building which had survived on one of

the two sides (1 e on one bank) namely the one

which rose out of the water intact (1 e the sluices)

The breach had only affected the barrage but even

of this a portion remained intact which was ad-

joined by the gardens on the left and was 15 ells

in breadth at the base

How we are to interpret these statements of

al Hamdani, we learn from the description of the

reservoii of Kohaito in (^Deutsche Aksum
Expedition^ 11 150 and pi 23) There a central

wall is flanked by two side walls, one of which

IS at right angles to a third That the stones were

bound together by iron is evident from Glaser’s

description When Yakut (Mu'-djam^ iv 383), who
pays very little attention to the dam itself, tells

us that it lies among three hills, the reference

is probably to the massif of the Cjebel Balak split

into the three hills of the Wadis Adhana and

Masila He also mentions that the blocks are

bound together with lead and says that the water

accumulated behind the dam is led as required

to the fields by strong sluices and cunningly con-

trived arrangements According to al-MaSudi

{Murtidj al Dhahab^ 111 368 sq ),
the barrage was

one parasang in length and breadth and con-

tained 30 lound openings, each of I ell in diameter

thiough which the watei was led to the fields

I ike many buildings in Aiabia, the dam of

Mai lb IS dated by latei tradition to remote anti-

quity and attiibuted to Lukmaii b ‘^Ad (al Bakri,

MiPdj^ani^ 11 502, Yakut, iv 383, al

Mas^Udi, Murud^ al-Ehahab^ 111 366 ,
cf A v

Kremer, Sage^ p 19 ,
Djirdji Zaidan, p 15 1)

or baba^ b Yashdjub b Ya'rub (Yakut, iv 382,
cf F Osiandei, Z D M G

,
\ 68, E Pococke,

Specimen hist A/abum^ p 498) Al-Hamdani
(/kltlf viii

) mentions, besides Lukman, also the

Himyar and al-Azd b alGhauUi as builders of

the dam Al Mas^udi, Muiucpj al-Qhahab^ p 369
sq

,
says that the dam was built by a wise king

on the advice of leained men
The importance of the dam for the prosperity

of the country is evident from the descriptions

of the Arab historians and geographers, who in

this connection usually quote the reference in the

Kurban to the two gardens of the Sabaeans, while,

according to al HamdanT, this irrigated area in-

cluded not only the plain of Saba^ but stietched

to the bordcis of the deseit of Saihad, Glaser

{Reise nach Mdub^ p 52) held the view that the

water accumulated by the dam would suffice to

irrigate amply all the land on the borders of the

deseit as far as Iladramot, and transform it into

a vast garden It is theiefore perhaps not to be
regarded as an exaggeration when al-Mas^udl

{Murudj al’Dhahab, p 366 sq
)

describes the

land of Saba’ with its wealth of gardens and fields,

broad meadows and extensive irrigation system as

the most fertile part of Yemen, the beauty of

which had become proverbial throughout the world

According to him, a man on horseback would take

more than a month to cross the rich cultivated

country and any one travelling on foot or on horse

need not fear the sun from one end of the land

to the other, as he could always travel in the

shade, so rich was the vegetation (cf A v Kremer,
Sagey p 10, note i) According to Ibn Rosta,

p 1 1 4, who also waxes eloquent over the fertility

of the land of Saba’, a basket on the head of a

man walking between the fruit trees would very

soon have filled itself with fruit without one pulling

or gathering them
Under such circumstances it was natural that

the catastrophe of the bursting of the dam, known
as sail al-^arim throughout the Muslim world,

should have the most far-reaching effects The
migration of Himyar tribes to the north is con-
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took this event as the starting point of an era of

their own {^am aUsatl^ al Mas'Qdl, Kitab al-

Tanbth^ p 202) There is hardly any historical

event of pre-Isl5mic history, that has become em-

bellished with so much that is fanciful and related

in so many different versions, as the history of the

bursting of the dam Al Mas^Qdl alone {Muru^
al Dhahab^ iii 370 ) dared attribute it to natural

causes, he thought that the water had worn away
the foundations of the dam and in time under-

mined them without its being noticed When
the masonry of the dam and the barrage had

become so weakened that they could no longer

resist the force of the water, the waters when
unu'^ually big broke through and flooded the

plain But even al Mas'fldl sees in the catastrophe

a punishment for the arrogance of the Sabaeans

and gives a good deal of space in his history to

the legendary version of this event (op cit 373
sqq ),

which in the mam agrees with that of

YakQt, Mu^dpatn^ iv 483—485 Ibn al Mudjawir
alone (according to Sprenger, Post- und Reiserouten^

P *53 history of the destruction of

the dam in quite a different way from the older

historians According to al-Mas^udi the story is

briefly as follows the king ‘^Amr b “^Amir who
lived in Marib was warned of the imminent
catastrophe by his brother ^Imran, who was a

soothsayer and by his wife Zarlfat al Khair, also

skilled in prophecy Tmi 5n foresaw that his people

would be scattered in different directions and told

this to his brother Zaiifa on the other hand
dreamed of a great cloud which covered her

country and sent forth thunder and lightning It

burst and burned up everything upon which it

fell All this pointed to a terrible inundation and
Zarifa was confirmed in her idea by other signs

that the catastrophe was imminent She warned
‘Amr and urged him to see to the dam If he

saw a mouse there tearing out holes with its fore-

paws and throwing out big stones with his hind

feet, the misfortune was inevitable and imminent

‘^Amr went to the dam and actually saw a mouse
which turned over with its feet a stone which

50 men could not have moved from the position

'Amr himself then dreamed of an inundation by

the dam and now decided to realise his possessions

and leave the country with his family which he

was able to do suireptitiously without arousing

suspicions Soon afterwards the collapse came,

which destroyed the whole country, even high

lying fields and plates a considerable distance off

While there are considerable differences in detail

in the different versions of the story— the col-

lapse took place for example, according to Yalj:ut

not under 'Amr but under his biother Mmran—

,

there is still greater disagreement about the date

Hamza al-lsfahSni, for example, puts it 400 years

before Isl5m, 1 e m the third century A D Ac-

cording to Ibn ^aldOn, the catastrophe took

place under Hassftn b Tibban As'ad, who (with

A v Kremer, Sage^ p 120 and note 4) is to

be identified with Abu Karib As^ad and according

to Glaser (Sktzze^ 11 542) reigned from 385-420
Among European scholars Gosselni goes farthest

back in putting the date at 374 bc while Reiske

thinks it took place 30—40 B c and Schultens

puts it at 30—40 A D, Perron 553 years before

Mul^ammad and Silvestre de Sacy 210 or 170 ad
YS^Qt, iv 383 comes nearest the truth, he says

it took place in the period of Abyssinian rule

As the terminus post quern is 542 a d
,
according

to the inscription Glaser, N® 618, we may put

the last disastrous breach m the dam as occurring

between 542 and 570 A D An exact date unfor-

tunately cannot be obtained as the necessary data

are lacking Besides, the stories of the bui sling

of the dam in Mas^Qdi, p 393 sqq and Ibn Rosta,

p sq which speak of the land being twice

devastated by the waters of the dam, may contain

a memory of the actual course of events, and the

final collapse of the dam may have taken place

after the catastrophe of 542 a d when the dam
was carried away for the first time

The vaiious attempts to explain the etymology

of Marib are not satisfactory When, for example,
Yakut, Mu ^am, iv 382 sees in Marib, a place-

name from Arab^^ = or from artba or

aruba^ this clearly shows what difficulties the

explanation of this name gave the philologists

Ills further statement however that Marib was
the name of the babaean kings is worthy of note

(cf H Fleischer, Abulfedae hist antetslamtca^

p 1 14), especially as in Nashwan al Himyari, a

gloss IS preserved according to which Mail in

Himyarile means “lord” (cf Blau in Z D M G
^

XXV 591, note 7) Djirdji Zaidan, /Cttab at- Arab
kabl al-Islatrty p 142 explains Marib as a loan-

word from the Aramaic, a compound of ma^ and
rab E Osiander, Z D M G

^
162 takes

Marib to be connected with the root of the babaean

proper name to which Riyab and Ri^Sb

correspond in Arabic J H Mordtmann, who deals

in Z D M G
y
XXX 322 sq at length with the

etymology of Mariaba, points to the DUNI and

of the inscriptions which he connects with

the Arabic ra^b^^ “dominuscrassus, magnus gentis”

D H Mullei does not accept this derivation

(Burgen und Schlosser^ 11 968 sq
)

Al-Bakri,

MiZdjiamy 11 502 says, following al-HamdSni, that

Maiib was the name of a tribe of the 'Ad after

whom the town is called and in fact al-HamdanI
in Iklily viii (Muller, Burgen und Schlossery 11

960, 1040) says that Marib and Marib are the

names of two Arab tubes In the older babaean

inscriptions the town is called to which the

Greeks added an oc to give it a Greek foim

Eratosthenes and Artemidoros (Strabo, xvi 768,

778) call the town Map/a/Sa The later insciiptions

mention it under the name in which we
have, with Rhodokanakis, to see a later contracted

form, from which comes the Marib of Muslim

tradition The babaean capital is however known
to the classical authors and Arab geographers by

another name, viz (Agatharchides, p 100

in Geogr Gr min
^ 1 188 and in bteph Byz s

and Tdfiuiy cf lka£ in the Art Saba^,

N® I, i?, 11 , ,
col 1516), and Saba^ Tka£

(col 1391 sq) sees in contrast to J H Mordt

mann (Sabaische Denkmaler^ p 3, note i), E
Glaser (^kizze^ ii 15, Sudatabtsche Streitfi agen^

p 10) and A Sprenger (Die alte Geogt aphte Aj a-

btens^ p 159, 162) in this double name of the

babaean capital not an eiioi but believes that

Sabai, while not the usual, was not a wrong name
for the capital

Against this Glaser, SktzzSy 11 1 5, rightly em-

phasised that the capital of the babaean kingdom

Maryab or Marib was never known as Saba^

Saba^ was— so far as the inscriptions are con
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cerned — never anything but the name of the

land or kingdom and of the tribe which had the

hegemony m this land, to which the name Saba^

has remained attached to the present day This is

quite clear from the inscriptions Thus, in the

first lines of the old Sabaean inscriptions Glaser,

N® 418—419, 1000 A and 1000 B (cf N Rhodo-

kanakis, Altsabaische Texte^ 1 20 , 79), Al-

makah (the principal deity of Saba^) and Saba^ is

the formula by which the Sabaean, first a theo-

cratic and then munaichic, state is known That
the predominant tribe Saba^ is however never

described as a tribe in the older period is clear

evidence of its hegemony as Rhodokanakis points

out {Handbuch der altarabtschen A Iterturnskunde^

1 12 1) It was different in the later period, for

example, in the inscription Glaser, NO ^^2, a set up
by king Sfiammar Yuhar'ish, king of baba^ and
Dhu Raidan, of the tribe of Saba^, the reference

IS always to the “lords of the town of MSiib

and Its valleys”
|
31D

1
pJH

1 |
N3D

|

(cf N Rhodokanakis, Katabanisthe Text^

zur Bodenwirtschaft^ ii 14), as a definite sphere

of influence had been allotted to them in the

government of Manb and the administration of

Its territories Deliberately contrasted with them

as citizens of the town and the highly cultivated

area round it are the “Beduins of Marib” (

,

11D) tn / /^, 353, 10 (cf E Glaser, Die

Abesstmer in Arabten und Africa^ p 128 sqq\
who probably lived around the town (for references

as regards Saba^, cf M Hartmann, Die arabtsche

Frage^ p 385—389) The idea that baba^ was a

town, which we find in the classical authors,

which was criticised as early as C Niebuhr,

Beschretbung von Arabten^ p 279, is therefore to

be put down to a misunderstanding rather than

to be taken seriously This is also true of the

identification of Manb with Saba^ among the

Arab geographers (cf the references collected by

Jomard in Mengin, Histoire sommaire de rFgypte,

p 341-344) Yakut for example p 239)
identifies MSrib with baba^ as does Abu ’l-Fida^

{Geographic^ p 130 and Historia anteislamica^

p 1 14), but the latter expressly points out that

Mfirib was known as the town of baba^ and it

was also said that Manb was the name of the

king’s palace while the town was called Saba^ It

IS in keeping with this that we find al-Suhaill in

Yakut, Mu*‘^am^ iv 382 referring to Manb as

the name of a castle of the Azd In al-Kazwini

and in the Qjthan-numn the town is called baba^

Ibn Rosta, who includes Manb m Hadramot and
mentions it under the name Madinat Saba^ or

Saba^, mentions the ruins of a second large town

with wonderful buildings, which was close to baba^

and which the people of Saba^ considered to have

been the town of Saba’ baba’, they said, was two

towns, which lay opposite one another and weie

a days’ journey in length As there are a number
of buildings which belonged to Manb on the

right bank of the Wadi Dhenne, it is intelligible why
the mistake should have been made of imagining

two towns running parallel to one another, espe-

cially as there are still considerable ruins adjoining

the Haram Bilkis, the ‘^Ama’id and the “pillars

of Bilkis” as we have seen The alleged length

of a day’s journey is of course much exaggerated

and indeed the description in Ibn Rosta generally

shows how little was known m later times of the

ancient M5rib The association of the origin of

the town of Manb with Saba’ b Yashdjub probably

led to the name of this legendary ruler being

transferred to the town or Saba’ as a tribe being

identified with MSrib, as Agatharchides had already

done The varying foim in which the name is

handed down, sometimes town of Saba’ and some-

times Saba’ alone, makes this development very

probable Besides al-Hamd5ni {^ifa^ p 7 ^ 5) iden-

tifies the Saba’ of Ptolemy with Manb and always

calls the town Manb
The earliest history of the town is unfoitunately

wrapped in obscuiity The mention of kings of

Manb in the comparatively late inscription, Glaser,

NO 302, 7, shows, it IS true, that the town was still

independent in the time of the older Sabaean

Mukairibs— foi these “kings of Manb” are their

contemporaries — but gives no clue to the date

of its foundation It piobably arose about the

same time as the old royal city of Sirwah Ihe
great inscription Glaser, N® 418—419, shows

Manb already in possession of the Sabaean Mu
kanibs and not long afterwards it became their

capital, this at least seems evident from the in-

sciiption Glaser, N® 481, 2 where we are told

that the founder of the inscription “brought as far

as Maryab the peace between Saba’ and Kataban”

This we can only interpret with Rhodokanakis
{Studien^ 11 24) as meaning that the general (he

IS called Tuba^kariba, son of Dhamaryeda^ of the

clan of Madhmarum) returned to the capital of

Saba^ after the conclusion of peace Not long after

the foundation of the great Sabaean kingdom, of

which the inscription Glaser, 1000 A B relates.

It must have replaced Sirwah, the oldest capital

of the Sabaean kingdom, indeed there seems to be

evidence that this had already taken place in the

reign of the king who set up the two great Sii-

wah inscriptions Glaser, N^ 1000 A B^ Kariba-ilu

Watar, founder of the great Sabaean kingdom
Foi when we are told in Glaser, N® looo B^ 1 5

(N Rhodokanakis, Altsabaische Texte^ i 82) that

he had built the upper part of his palace Slhm

(Dn(?D) which IS probably identical with the famous

citadel Salhin at Manb, it may be assumed that

this Mukarrib resided here Ihe great barrage

which went back to the older generation of Sabaean
Mukarribs, must have then transformed Manb and
the country round it into the fiouiishing oasis

which made the town the centre of a great king-

dom Ihe Mukarribs Sumuhu-^alaya Yanaf and his

father Yid'i ilu Dharih as well as Yith^i amara
Bayin also did much for the development of the

town and the country around it

We do not know exactly when Manb ceased

to be the capital of the Sabaean kingdom Glaser

{Zwei Inschriftenuber den Dammbruch von Mai tb^

p 29) supposes that the capital was removed to

Zafar (near Yarim) at latest towards the end of tne

third century a d
,
but probably as early as the first

century a d
,
since the Periplus mans Erythraei^

§ 23 alieady knows Zafar as the capital

Indeed the evidence of the Periplus which is

supplemented by Pliny, Nat Hist
^

vi 104, who
knows Sapphar as a royal residence, can hardly be
interpreted otherwise than meaning that ZaflSr was
already the residence of the Sabaean kings about
60 A D With the transfer of the capital to Zafar,

the cause of which Glaser finds in the attacks of

the Axumites on the independence of the Sabaean
kingdom, while M Hoximoxin {Die arabtsche Frage^
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p 469) supposes the reason to have been the

victory of the Hamdanids over Himyar(cf C IH

^

347 and M Hartmann, op ctt
^ p 146 ), MSrib’s

glory had passed away, the decline probably did

not set m at once but Glaser must be right in

assuming that Marib was now neglected and this

IS how the dam so important for the cultivation

of the land, fell into disrepair Isolated references

in Muslim sources show that the town had however
not yet lost all its importance Al-BakrI,

1 308 (cf A V Kremer, Sage^ p 138) knows
Marib as one of the treasuries of the Himyars,

and according to the Himyar ^:aslda, verse 56
(A V Kremer, Sage^ p xii

,
note i and p 69),

Shammar Yur^ish (c 281 a d ) kept his prisoners

in Marib The two breaches in the dam which
took place in 450 A d and under Abyssinian rule

in 542 A D
,
must have done grave injury to the

prosperity of the town In this last period of its

brilliant history Marib was for a short time (certainly

in 542 ad) the capital of the governor of the

Ethiopian king Ramhis Zuhaiman, Abraha, and even

had a Christian church (cf Glaser, Zwet Inschrtften

uber den Damhruch von Manh^ p 47) The final

catastrophe sealed the fate of the town Its inhabitants

left the sore tried town and migrated to the Hidjaz

M5rib was resettled in the Muslim period The
favourable situation of the place and perhaps the

rich deposits of salt in the neighbourhood (3 days’

journey east of Marib at Safir, mentioned in the

time of the Prophet, who appointed Abu Musaal-

Agh'ari governor of Marib, E Glaser, Retse nach
Martb^ p 26, al Bakri, Mu^^am^ 11 502, al-Ham
dani, ^tfa^ p 87, 102, 155, 201, A Sprenger,

und Reiserouten^ p 139) also kept the place from

being quite forgotten Ibn Khuidadhbih {B G A
^

VI 138) and al-Mukaddasf (B G A
^
in 89) mention

the Village of Marib, al Hamdanl, p 199
says the sesame of Marib is a speciality of the

Yemen Al-IdrisI, Geographte^ p 149 calls Marib
a bur^^ according to Ibn al Mudjawir (in A
Sprenger, Post- und Retsei outen^ p 140), Marib

(c 630 ah) had a market and a mosque and
was of some importance as a resting-place for the

night and fruit could be obtained there at any
time of the year Since Yal^^nt, Mu^djam^ iv 436,
also says, the district of Marib is rich in palms,

it seems to have in part at least regained its old

fertility

The present little kingdom of Mairib owes its

foundation to the shailf Husain from al-Zahir in

al-^awf, who took a vigorous part in the expulsion

of the Turks from the Yemen in 1640 He was
the first to assume the title of emir His dominion
extended over the whole land from Raghwan in

the southern Ej^^wf to Baihan, which he divided

among his four sons Only one of these, Klialid,

to whom Mai lb fell, could exert effective authority

,

the others never gained possession of their in-

heritances although then descendants still play a

certain part m BaihSn al-KasSb, Harib and RaghwSn
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12 1, 157 (Adolf Grohmann)
AL MARIDINI, the ntsba of three mathe-

maticians and astronomers, of whose lives

very little is so far known
1 ‘^Akd Allah b KhalIl b YUsuf was

mu’adhdhm in the mosque of the Omaiyads in

Damascus and died in the fii st decade of the ix*h (xvth)

centuiy As a result of careless transmission, his

works are often mixed up with those of his grandson

Sibt al-Mandlnl (3) Lists of his works are given

in Brockelmann, G A L ^ \\ 169 and in Suter,

Die Mathematiker und Asironomen der Amber
und thre Werke^ 1900, 421

2 IsmX'Il b IbrXhIm b GhXzI, known as

I bn F alius, lived in the first half of the vii*h

(xui^h) century and composed works on arithmetic

which are listed in Brockelmann, 1 472 and in

Suter, N® 359

3 Muhammad b Muhammad b Ahmad Sibt

al-MaridInI is the best known of the three and

more of his works have survived than of those

of the others He was the grandson of N** i and

mu^adhdhin at the Azhar mosque in Cairo The
date of his birth is 826 (1423) He died about

the end of the ninth century

His works cover most branches of mathematics,

algebra and astronomy, especially instruments for

use in the latter and other technical matters Lists

of them are given in Brockelmann, 11 167 and
Suter, NO 4^5 (M Piessner)

MARIYA, a Copt maiden, according to

one statement, daughter of a man named §ham‘^un,

who was sent with her sister Sinn by Mukawkis

[q V
]

in the year 7 A H to Muhammad as a gift of

honour (according to another authority there were

four of them) The Prophet made her his concu-

bine, w'hile he gave Sirin to Ha<;san b Thabit

He was very devoted to her and gave her a house

in the upper town of Madina, where he is said

to have visited her by day and night, this house

was called after her the mashraba of the mother

of Ibrahim To the great joy of the Prophet, she

bore him a son whom he called Ibrahim, but he

died in infancy According to tradition, an eclipse

of the sun took place on the day of his death,

an interesting statement by which we can get the

date exactly — if the story is true — the 27th

Jan 632, that is only a few months before Mu-
hammad’s death Manya’s beauty and Muhammad’s
passionate love for her excited such jealousy

among his other wives that, to pacify them, he

promised to have nothing more to do with the

Copt girl, a promise which he afterwards with-

drew Abn Bakr and ^Omar honoured her and
gave her a pension which she enjoyed till her

death in Muharram 16 A H There is no reason

to doubt the essential correctness of this story, as

there is no particular bias in it and it contains

all sorts of details which do not look the least

like inventions, so that it is exaggeiated scept

icism when Lammens supposes that the “mother

of Ibrahim”, after whom the ma^raba was called,

was some Jewess On the other hand, in view of

the fact that all the marriages of Muhammad after

the Hidjra were childless, it would have been

surprising if evil-minded people had not cast sus-

picions on the paternity of Ibrahim, and that this

actually happened is evident from some traditions

the object of which is to defend Mariya from

this suspicion

On the other hand, it is not so easy to justify

the part which Kur^anic exegesis makes Mariya

play in the exposition of Sara Ixvi In this SOra,

the Prophet speaks in a very indignant tone against

one of his wives, because she has betrayed a se-

cret to another, which he had imparted to hei

under a promise of the stiictest secrecy At the

same time Allah blames him, because in ordei to

please his wives, he has bound himself by oath

to refrain from something which is not definitely

stated and because he does not use the right

granted him by Allah to release himself from his

oath In addition, there is a word of warning to

the two women who had disobeyed him and a

threat to all his wives that he might divorce them

in order to marry more pious ones (cf xxxiii

28 sq ) According to the usual explanation, the

two wives are Hafsa and ^A’lsh't and the revela-

tion is said to have been provoked by the fact

that Hafsa, on returning unexpectedly to her house,

found Mariya and the Prophet in an intimate

t^te-a-tete and that on a day which by rotation

belonged to her (or ^A^isha) In his embarrass-

ment he pledged himself by oath to have no more
intercourse with the Copt girl But after Hafsa’s

breach of faith, Allah tells him to release him-

self fiom his oath This explanation fits very well

in some respects and that the promise of conti-

nence IS connected with marital complications is

illuminating That there are hadiths, which explain

his quarrel with his wives quite differently, does

not mean very much, for they are no doubt in-

vented to drive out of curiency the popular, less

edifying veision But, on closer examination, there

IS one flaw which makes the latter uncertain, for

It does not answer the question how Muhammad
could call the situation in which Hafsa caught him
and Mariya a secret that he trusted to her
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AL MAR^AB (the Margat, Merghatum of the

Crusaders), a fortress near BaniySs on the coast
of Syria According to the chronicle of Abu
Ghalib Humam b al-Fadl al-Muhadhdhab al-

Ma^arrl (quoted in Yakfft, MiF^am^ ed Wiisten-
feld, IV 500) and the Ta^rikh al-Kilct' wa H-Husun
of UsSma b Munkidh (m Abu ’

1-Fid5^, ed Reinaud
and de slane, p 255), it was built by the Muslims
in 454 (1062) Al Dimaghhi (ed Mehren, p 208)
wrongly attributes its foundation to Hamn al
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Rashid (van Berchem, Voyage, p 304, note 7

where the reference to Rashid [rather Rashid] al

Din in Le Strange, Palestine is shown to be

wrong), his statement seems to be correct, however,

that the citadel was built out of material fiom

ancient rums The Byzantines occupied al-Markab

and other foi tresses in the vicinity under the

general Kantakuzenos in 1104 (Anna Comnena,

’AAfJ/^C, ed Reifferscheid, 11 138 rd re ’Apyt/-

p6KOtarpov [= Safitha] rd Koi^ovfievoy Motpxdcirtv [=
al Mai tab], rk X&i^oihct [Djabala] kou i.KKot. nvu)

When m 51 1 (ii 17—1118) the Crusaders ap

preached the fortress. Its loid Ibn Muhnz surrendered

it on condition that he and his family were allowed

to remain in it, but after a few days the Franks

expelled him and allotted al-ManIka to him in

exchange for al-Markab, Franks and Armenians

were settled in the latter The fiist recorded loid

of the fortress was Rainald Mansuer, the constable

of the prince of Antioch After the earthquake of

1170, from which the fortress must have suffered

damage, Bertrand of al-Markab, peihaps out of

fear of Saladin’s threats, handed it ovei on Feb i,

1186 to the Knights of St John In July 1186

Saladin passed below the watch to\\er (now Buidj

al Sabi), which from ancient times had commanded
the road along the coast (cf Dussaud, Topogr

,

p 127, note 5) below the fortiess and was con-

nected with It by a wall which protected a sub-

terranean passage, but did not dare to attack Markab

any more than lartus [q v
]

Prince Isaac of Cyprus,

a descendant of the Comnenoi (not the Emperor
Isaac Comnenos as van Berchem, op at

, p 298
sq

,
note 5 says), was taken prisoner by Richard

Coeur de-1 ion on May 31, 1191, and imprisoned

in Markab till his death (Neophytos, in Recuetl

hist crots
,
hist grecs, i/ii 562 with note, ii 489

Iv Kac<rr€^,^oi xaAowfzevo) Mapx^TTto) Sultan al Malik

al-Z5hir (rhSzi of Halab whose lands adjoined those

of the Knights of St John sent in 601 (1204

—

1205) iroops against the foi tress, who are said to

have just succeeded in destioying the towers of

the >^alls when then leader fell and they again

letired without accomplishing their object In 628

(1231) and 638 (1240— 1241) the Knights were

again at war with YUsuf, Sultan of Halab From
this period (1212) dates the very full description

of the strong foi tress by Wilbrand of Oldenburg

Built on a high hill and surrounded by a double

wall and many towers, it was regarded in the

period when the power of the Crusaders was

beginning to decline, as maximum totius terrae

tllae solaaum, the bishop of Valenia (Baniyas)

had moved into the fortress by 1212 out of fear

of the Muslims King Andreas of Hungaiy in

1217—1218 gave funds for the maintenance of

the fortress which had given him an honourable

reception (Rohiicht, Regesta Hierosolym
, p 243,

N® 908) The straits to which the humiliating

treaties with Baibars had reduced the Knightlv

Orders is lamented by the Giand Master Hugo
Revel in 1268 in a letter m which he says that

the possession of its last two fortresses, Cratum
and Margatum (= Hisn al-Akrad and al-Markab),

was only granted the Order on payment of op-

pressive taxes (Rohricht, Regesta Hteros , Addita-

mentum^ Oeniponti 1924, p 91, 1358a) After

the loss of Hisn al-Aknad, the lemplars and the

Knights of St John in 669 (1271) by a treaty

which they concluded in 'Arka with Saif al-Din

BalabSn al-DawSddSr (“the secretary”) al-Riimi,
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the Sultan’s plenipotentiary, had to cede half of

the coastland {(ahtl') of AntarsQs, al-Markab and
Baniyas and bind themselves not to build any
new defences (Mufaddal b Abi ’

1-Fada^il, Gesch

d Mamlukensultane^ ed Blochet, in Patrol Orient
,

XU 536) After a raid by the Franks (Oct 1279)
the Emir Saif al-Din BalabSn al 1 abbSldii, the

governor of Hisn al-Akrad for Kala^un, in the

beginning of 1281 sent troops against al-Markab,
but they were driven back with heavy losses

(Mufaddal, op at , xiv 484, and the sources

quoted in van Berchem, Voyage, p 301, note 5)
In the treaty between Kala^un and the lemplars of

681 (1282) al-Markab is mentioned among the

districts half of which were to be ceded (Mufaddal,

op at, xiv 445, van Berchem, op at, p 302,
note 2) The pilgrim Burchardus de Monte Sion

m 1283 mentions the ^Castturn Margath fratrum
hospttalis sancti yohanms''''

,

it was still at this

date the see of the bishop of Valenia {Peregrt-

natores, ed Laurent, p 30, 170)
On Safar 684 (Apiil 17, 1285) Kala^un

appealed before al-Markab and began the attack

as soon as the siege aitillery ai rived On the
19th Rabf I (May 25) the Emir Pakhr al Dm
MukrI received the surrender of the fortress On
account of its strategic value for defence against

possible attacks from the sea, it was not destroyed

but included in the “royal province of the fortunate

conquests”, the capital of ^^hlch till 688, when
Tarabulus was taken, was the Castle of the Kurds,

still governed by Saif al Dm Balaban al-FabbSkhi

al-Mansuri Kala^un in 684 ordeied him to repair

the defences of the citadel as an inscription found

tn situ shows (van Beichem, Inscriptions de Syne,

p 71 J^) Among those present at the capture

of the fortress were the 12 years old Abu ’l-hida\

who was then on his first campaign with his

father, and the historian Ibn ‘Abd al-Rahim, the

continuer of Ibn Wasil’s chronicle The best ac-

count of the taking of al Markab is in Kala^un’s

biography entitled Ta^nf alAiyam wa HlUsur
bi-Sirat al'Sultan al Malik al Mansui (Pans, Mb
ar

,
N® 1704, foi 149 ed and transi m van

Berchem, Voyage, p 310—320)

In the viiitb (xivth) century al Markab belonged

to the province of laiabulus ('Umari, Td'iif,

transi by R Hartmann, Z D M G

,

Ixx [1916],

36, Khalil al-Zahiii, Zubdat Kashf al-Mamalil,

ed Ravaisse, p 48, Kalkashandi, Subh al A^'sha,

ed Cairo, iv 145 J^), at this time it was used

as a state prison (\an Berchem, p 305, note 2)

Its harbour is mentioned in documents of 1193
and 1299 (van Berchem, p 309, note 3), it was

presumably at the mouth of the WSdi ^Ain al-

Khraibe (in Walpole al-Mina') As al-Maikab

lies on the outei spurs of the Ansariye range it

has often wrongly been included among the fortresses

of the IsmS'ilis {Ktlcl aUDa^wa') (so ^Umari, op

at

,

in the Berlin and Gotha MS but not in the

others, Haitmann, Z Af Cr
,
Ixx

, 36, note 7)

So far as ve can judge from the brief notes by

visitors, it was not till about the middle of the

xixtb century that it began to fall into ruins

About 1885 at the request of the ka^mmakSm
of the kada of al-Markab the seat of the govern-

ment was transfeired from the ruined KaPat al-

Mar^iab to BfiniySs (M Hartmann, Z D P V

,

xxii
, p 163, N® 27)
Btbltogr aphy Yakut, ed W\i-

stenfeld, iv 500 ,
Safi al-Din, Mar^td aUI^xtll,
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ed Juynboll, iii 82, al-Dima§hkl, ed Mehren,

p 114) 208) Abu ’1 FidS\ ed Keinaud, p 255,
ibn Battuta, ed Defr^mery-Sanguinetti, 1 183,
al-ldrisl, ed Gildemeister, in Z D P V ^ viii

22, Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems^

p 504 sq
,
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, La Syne a

VEpoque des Mamelouks^ Pans 1923, p 114,

227, Jacob von \ livy
^
Htstona Htei osolymitana^

chap 32—33, in Bongars, Gesta Dei per Francos
sive Orientalts kistoria^ \ ,

Hanover 161 1, p 1068
sq

,
Marino Sanuto, Liber secretorum fidelium

cruets^ Lib ill, Pars xii
,
chap 19, Pars xiv

,

chap 2, in Bongars, op cit
^ 11, p 229, 244,

Amadi, Chromque de Cypre^ ed de Mas Latrie,

Pans 1891, p 216, Korte Reize naar Palestina^

Haarlem 1776 11 82, Pococke, Description

of the East^ 1 200, Lyde, The Ansartyeeh
and Ismaelteeky London 1853, P 230, J L
Burckhardt, Retsen in Syrien^ Palastina u d
Gegend des Berges Stnat^ ed by Gesenius i

,

1823, p 269, Walpole, Travels^ in 289 sqq
,

do, The Ansayrii and the Assassins^ 111 57,

385, W M Thomson, in Bibliotheca ^cra^ v,
New York 1848, p 255, Eli Smith in Ritter,

Erdkunde^ xvn 917, Rey, Etude sur les ntonu-

ments de Vat chitecture milttaire des Crotses en
Syne

,
Pans 1S71, p 19 sqq

^
pi 11 ,

do
,

Les Colonies franques en Syne an X/pfne (t

XIIDme siecle^ 1883, p 120 sqq
,
Chester, P

E F
^
Quarterly^ 1 888, p 75, Dussaud, Voyage

en Syrie^ in Revue archeol
^
i^()6

y
i 318—325,

* 34® > ^0, Topographte historique de la

Syne^ 1927^ P 127, 147 and pass , van Berchem,
Inscriptions arabes de Syrte^ Cairo 1897, p 70-

73, van Berchem-Fatio, Voyage de Syrte^ i,

1913 (= M I F A 0
^

xxxvii
), p 94—96,

292—320, ii, 1914 {y=zM/FAO, xxxvm),
pi Ixiii —Ixix (E Honiomann)
MARRAKESH (Ar Marrakush, popular pro-

nunciation Merrakes^)^ a town in Morocco,
and one of the residences of the Sultan

The form Marrakech, adopted by the admini
stration of the protectorate, is of recent origin in

French Down to about 1890 the town was always
known as Maroc (Morocco) in French The kingdom
of Morocco, distinct in origin from those of Fas
and Sus, finally gave its name to the whole empire
At one time it only consisted of the country
south of the wadi Umm Rabi' as far as the range
of the (ireat Atlas

Marrakesh is situated in 31® 37' 35" N Lat
and 7® 59' 42" East Long (Greenw

)
Its mean

height above sea-level is about 1,510 feet The town
IS 150 miles south of Casablanca It is through
the latter that almost all the liaffic with the coast

passes at the present day It used to go via Safi

which is the nearest port (100 miles) Sidi Mu-
hammad b ^Abd Allah in 1765 tried to supplant
it by Mogador (115 miles), where he built a town
and harbour through which at the end of the
xviiith century most of the trade between Marrakesh
and Europe passed

Although Marrakesh is only 235 miles from
FSs as the crow flies, it is over 330 by Casablanca-
Rabat-Meknes which is the only road that has
been used for over a century, the direct road by
the Tsdla having been rendered impracticable by
the traditional insecurity of the country
The temperature which is very mild in winter

is very hot in summer The average maxima of
39® 6 in the month of August 1927 have nothing

unusual and imply extreme temperatures reaching
or passing 50° on certain days Rainfall is low

(284 5 mm in 1927, against 706 5 in Rabat and
1,0073 ID Tangier) But water fed by the snows
of the Atlas is found at no great depth It is

collected by a system of long subterranean galleries

(M^ltara^ plur khatatir) which bung it to the

surface by taking advantage of the very slight

slope of the surface This method of obtaining

watei, which is described in the xii‘k century by
IdrisI, has enabled the vast gardens which surround

the town to be created I he Almohads and the

dynasties which succeeded them also built aqueducts

and reservoirs to supply the town with water from
the springs and streams of the mountains

Contrary to what was until quite recently

believed, Manakesh is by far the most thickly

populated town of the empire The census of

March 7, 1926 gives 149,263 as the total population,

3,652 Europeans, 132,893 Muslims, 12,718 Jews
The probable growth of the population is not

sufficient to explain the difference between the

present day figures and the old estimates, almost

all far below the tiuth and varying greatly among
themselves fiom 20,000 (given by Diego de
Torres in 1585 and Host in 1768), 25,000 (Saint

Olon, 1693), 30,000 (All Bey el-Abbassi, 1804),
40 to 50,000 (Gatell, 1864 and Eug Aubin, 1902),
50.000 (Lambert, 1868), 60,000 (Beaumier, 1868),
80 to 100,000 (Washington, 1830) up to the

obviously exaggerated figure of 270,000 given by
Jackson m 1811

About 40 miles N of the Atlas, the vast silhouette

of which, covered by snow for eight months of

the year fills the background, Marrakesh is built

in a vast plain called the Hawz which slopes veiy
gently towards the wadi Tansift, which runs 3 miles
north of the town The extreme uniformity of the
plain is broken only in the N W by two rocky
hills called Gilliz (1,700 feet) and Kudyat al ‘^Abid

In 1912 at the time of the French occupation,
there was built a fort which commands Marrakesh
The modern European town called the Gucliz lies

between this hill and the walls of the old town
The wadi Issll, a left bank tributaiy of the

Tansift, a stream often dried up but transformed
into a raging torrent after storms, runs along
the walls of the town on the east To the north
of Marrakesh as far as the Fansift and to the
east stretches a great forest of palm trees, the
only one in Morocco north of the Atlas It covers
an area of 13,000 hectares and possesses over
100.000 palm-trees but the dates there only ripen
very imperfectly

The town is very large The walls which run
all round it measure at least 7 miles in length
The town in the strict sense does not occupy the
whole of this vast area The part built upon foims
a long strip which starting from the zawiya of bidi
bel ^AbbSs in the north runs towards the kasba
which stands at the southern end of the town On
the two sides he great gardens and estates among
which we find in the neighbourhood of the chief
gates inside the walls, isolated quarters grouped
like so many villages around their sQk and their
mosque
The town consists mainly of little low houses

of reddish clay, often in rums, among which are
scattered huge and magnificent dwellings without
particularly imposing exteriors built either by the
viziers of the old makhzen (e g the BShlya, now
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the Residence G^n^rale, the old palace of the B5
HmSd, vuier of MawlSi al-Hasan) or by the great

ka^ids, chiefs of the tribes of the country round

The narrow and overhung streets in the central

area broaden towards the outskirts into sunny and
dusty squares and crossroads The colour, the pictu-

resque architecture, the palm-trees, the branches of

which appear over the walls of the gardens, the

presence of a large negro population, all combine
to give the town the appearance of a Saharan

k^ar of vast dimensions

The centre of the life of the city is the ^ama*^
al-Fna, a vast, irregular, ill defined open space,

surrounded until quite recently by wretched build-

ings and reed huts, overshadowed by the high

minaret of the Kutublya Mosque Its name comes,

according to the author of the Tc^rllh al Sudan^
from the ruins of a mosque which Ahmad al-MansHr

had undertaken to build there “As he had planned

It on a wonderful scale, it had been given the name
of mosque of prosperity {alhand)^ but his plans

being upset by a series of unfortunate events, the

prince was unable to finish the building befoie

his death and it was therefore given the name of

mosque of the rum {d^amc^ al-fanay This origin

having been forgotten, an attempt was later made
to explain the name of the square from the fact

j

that the heads of rebels used to be exposed there

(mosque or place of assembly of ruin, of death)

It was there also that executions took place Lying
on the western edge of the principal agglomeration

of buildings at its most thickly populated part,

close to the suk, connected with the principal gates

by direct and comparatively quiet roads, Djama^

al-Fna is the point of convergence of the roads

At all hours swarming with people, it is occupied

in the morning with a market of small traders

barbers, cobblers, vendors of fruit and vegetables,

of medicines, of fried grasshoppers, of tea and of

soup {harird)y in the evening, it is filled with

acrobats and jugglers (AwlSd Sidi Ahmad u Musa
of Tazerwalt), sorcerers, story tellers, fiie eaters,

snake charmers and ^luh dancers The audience

consists mainly of people from the country who have

come into town on business and want to enjoy the

distractions of the town for a few hours before

going home These visitors are always very numerous
in Marrakesh Besides the regular inhabitants there

is a floating population the number of which has

been put at 20,000 to 25,000 For Marrakesh is the

great market for supplying not only the Hawz but

also the mountain country, the Sus and especially

the extreme south, Dades, Dar'a (Dra') and the Anti-

Atlas A portion of this traffic will probably be

diverted via Agadir when this port is opened to

trade Mairakesh used to be the starting-point for

caravans going through the Sahara to trade with

Timbuktu They brought back chiefly Sudanese

slaves for whom Marrakesh was an important

market The conquest of the Sudan by France has

put an end to this traffic

To the north of the Djama^ al-Fna begin the

suVs which are very large As in Fas and in the

other large towns, the traders and artisans are

grouped by trades under the authority of the

muhtastb^ a kind of provost of the merchants

The most important su^s are those of the cloth

merchants {kisariya\ of the sellers of slippers, of

pottery, of basket work, of the embroiderers of

harness, of the dyers and of the smiths An im-

portant Ihuisday sOflc {al kh<ifn}s) is held outside

and inside the walls around the old gate of Fas
which has taken the name of the market (Bab
al Khamis) This suk was already in existence m
the xvith century

There is no industry to speak of in Marrakesh

The most important is the making of leather

(tanning) The manufacture of slippers occupies

1,500 workmen who produce over 2,000 pairs each

working day There are the only articles manu-
factured in the town that are exported They are

sold as far away as Egypt and West Africa The
war interrupted communications and did great

damage to this industry hor the rest, Marrakesh
IS mainly an agricultural market The whole town
IS a vast fondak in which are warehoused the

products of the country, almonds, carraway seeds,

goat skins, oils, barley, wool, to be exchanged either

for imported goods (sugar, tea, cloth) or for

other agiicultural produce (wheat, oil, which the

tribes of the mountains and of the extreme south

for example do not have)

The town is divided into 32 quarteis ZSwiya
‘^Abbaslya, Sidi Hen Sliman, Aswal, Riyad al-'Arus,

Sidi Abi 'Amr, B5b DukkSla (divided into two
quarters), Sidi 'Abd al-'Aziz, Rahbat Azbast, Da-

bashb Kannarlya, Riyad al-Zitun al djadid, Djnan
ben Shogra, Ksur, Mwasin, Riyad al-Zitun al-

kadim, ‘^Arsa Mawlai Masa Kbira, ‘^Arsa MawlSi

MusS Sghira, Bab Hailana, Sidi Mimun, Ben Salah,

Sidi Aiyub, Bu Zakri, Ka^at ben Modar, Bab al-

Dabbagh, Harat al-SUra, Mawkif, Arbatin, the ka^ba

containing the royal palaces (again subdivided

into several sections al-Badi', Kasbat al nQhas),

Berrima, Bab Ahmar, Maskinat Sidi ^Amara and

the mellah or Jewish quarter We may further

mention outside the walls near the Bab Dukkala,

a quarter called al-Hara where the lepers live

Until recent years the gates of the town were

closed during the night The superintendents of

the quarters {mukaddamln) have watchmen i^assasa)

under their orders The old custom still survives

of firing a salvo at midnight on the Djama' al-Fna

as a curfew

Marrakesh being an imperial town, the sultan who
only stays theie at long intervals is represented

in his absence by a ^altfa^ a prince of the im-

perial family (usually the son or brother of the

sovereign) The role of this khalifa is purely

representative His main duty is to preside at the

ceremonies during the ritual celebrations The
governor of the town is a pa^a^ assisted by a

delegate {na^tb) and several khalifas One of fhe

latter supervises the prisons and the administration

of justice Another has the title of pasha of the kasba

He governs the southern part of the town which

includes the imperial palace and the Jewish quarter

Formerly the pa§ha of the kasba was independent

of the pasha of the town and served to counter

-

balance the poi\er of the latter He commanded

the an armed contingent furnished by the

warlike tribes (UdSya, Ait Immur etc )
settled in the

vicinity of the town by the sultans on the domain

lands At the present day the gish is under the

control of the pasha of the town and the pasha

of the kasba only retains of his former powers

certain rights of precedence and honorary privileges

Muslim law is administered in Marrakesh by

three kadis one is established at the mosque of

Ibn Yflsuf
,
the other at the mosque of al-Mwasin and

the third at the mosque of the hasba The latter’s

competence does not extend beyond the limits ot
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his quarter That of the others extends over the

whole town and even over the tribes of the area

governed from it who have no local kSdl

Marrakesh is not numbeied like Rabat and Tetuan

among the hadarlya towns, 1 e it has not, like them,

an old established citizen population, not of rural

origin, with a bourgeoisie whose tone is given by

the descendants of the Moors driven from Spain

In the xvitk century however, Marrakesh did receive

a colony of Morescoes large enough to give one

quarter the name of Orgiba, a town of Andalusia

from which they came The foundation of the

population consists of people of the tribes for the

most part Beiber or Arabs strongly mixed with

Berber blood Shluh is much spoken in Marrakesh

although the language of the tribes around the

town (Rhamna, Udaya) is Arabic The movements
of the tribes, the coming and going of caravans,

the importation of slaves from the Sudan have
resulted in a constant process of mixing in the

population and the old Masmudian race which
must with Almoravids have been the primitive

population of Marrakesh is only found in com
bination with amounts difficult to measure of Arab,

Saharan and negro blood Even to day this process

is going on the newcomers come less from the

valleys of the Atlas than from the Sus, the Dra^

and the Anti Atlas, from the extreme south which is

poor and overpopulated The greater number
of these immigrants soon become merged in the

population of the town
,
but the Enquete sur les

torporations mttsulmanes^ conducted by L Massignon

in 1923— 1924 (Pans 1925) yielded some very

curious information about the survival in Marra-

kesh of vigorous groups of provincials, specialising

in particular trades the makers of silver jewellery

(at least those who are not Jews) owe their name
of tagmutiyln to the fact that they originally came
from Tagmut in Sus, the Mesfiwa are charcoal-

burners and greengrocers, the Ghighaya, salters

,

the people of the Todgha, gatherers of dates and

Uiataltriya, 1 e diggers of wells, who specialise

in water-channels {klia(attr')
^

those of Tafilalt,

porters and paviors, those of War/5zat, water-

carriers and of Tatta' (Anti-Atlas), restaurateurs,

of the Dra^, water-carriers and ^at^tirlya^ etc

Ihis division is not the result of specialisation in

their original home nor of privileges granted by

the civic authorities but arises from the fact that

artisans once settled in Marrakesh have sent for

their compatriots when they required assistance

Thus groups grew up, sometimes quite considerable

The list of the corporations of Marrakesh giv^^s a

total of about 10,000 artisans Ihese corporations

have lost much of their power under the pressure

of the Makhzen Some of them however still retain

a certain social importance in the first place that of

the shoemakers which is the largest (1,500 members),

then come the tanners (430), the cloth (237) and

silk (100) merchants, the fnsts wholesalers, then

some groups of skilled artisans, highly esteemed

but of less influence, embroiderers of saddles, makers

of mosaics, carpenters, sculptors of plaster etc

Religious and intellectual life Mosques
are numerous in Marrakesh Some of them will be

the subjects of brief archaeological studies Those
which play the most important part in the religious

life of the city are the mosque of al Mwasin, the

mosque of 'All b Yllsuf, both close to the sGks,

that of Sidi bel 'AbbSs and that of the l^asba. Then
come the Kutublya, the mosque of the Bab Duk-

kala, of the Bab Allan, of Berrima, and the ejama*"

Ibn Salah There are also many little mosques

in the various faubouigs But although it can

claim illustrious men of learning, Marrakesh is not

like Fas, a centre of learning and of teaching Ihe

Almohads built schools and libraries there, brought

the most illustrious scholars, philosophers and

physicians from Spam, like IbnTufail, Abu Marwan

Ihn Zuhr (Avenzoar) and Abu ’1 Walid IbnRughd

(Averioes) who died at Marrakesh in 595 (* ^ 9^)

These great traditions did not survive the dynasty

In the beginning of the xvi^ century, in the time

of Leo Africanus, the library of the Almohad palace

was used as a poultry house and the madrasa built

by the Marinids was in ruins At the piesent day

in the town of the Kutublya there is not a single

bookseller A ceitain numbei of ^olba still live in

the madrasas (Ibn Yusuf, Ibn Salah, SidI bel ‘Abbas,

Berrima, Kasba) but the teaching in Marrakesh

has neither the prestige nor the traditions which

still give some lustre to the teaching at al-Karawiyin

in Fas, much decayed as it is Although they

attempt to imitate the customs of FSs (they celebrate

notably the “festival of the sultan of the (olba''*

[cf tAs] every spring) the students are far from

holding in Marrakesh the position then comrades

enjoy in Fas

The devotion of the people of Marrakesh expends

itself particularly on the cult of saints, not at all

orthodox but dear to the Berbers Their town
has always been famous for the great number of

7valt who are buried m its cemeteries and who
justify the saying “Marrakesh, tomb of the saints”

But m the time of Mawlai IsmaTl, the ^aikh Abo
‘All al Hasan al-YusI, by order of the prince or

ganised, in imitation of the old established cult

of the Sab'^atu KidjM(the seven saints of the RagrSga,

around the Djabal al-HadId, among the Shyadma)
a pilgrimage to the bab‘atu RidjSl of Marrakesh

including visits to seven sanctuaries and various

demonstrations of piety The following aie the

names of the seven saints in the order in which

they ought to be visited i) Sidi Yusuf b ‘Ali al-

Sanhadji, a leper, d 593 (1196-1197), buried out-

side the Bab Aghmat on the spot where he had

lived, 2) the kadi ‘lyad, 476—544 (1083— 1149),
kadi of Ceuta, then of Granada, a learned theologian,

author of the a celebrated collection of

traditions, buried beside the Bab Allan, 3) Sidi bel

‘Abbas al-Sabti, patron saint of Marrakesh and the

most venerated of the saints of the region 524

—

601 (1130— 1204) He came to Marrakesh when
the town was being besieged by the Almohads
and settled there, at first in a hermitage on the

Djabal Gilliz where a kubba dedicated to him
can still be seen But the principal pilgrimage

IS to his tomb at the northern end of the town
over which Abu Fans b Ahmad al- MansHr
built a zawiya and an important mosque at

the beginning of the xviith century, 4) Sidi

Muhammad b Sliman al-Djazuli, d in 870 (1465)
at Afughal among the §hy5dma, a celebrated Sufi,

founder of the ^azuli brotherhood His body was
brought to Marrakesh in 930 (1523) by Ahmad
al AVadj the Sa‘dian, 5) Sidi ‘Abd al-‘Aziz al-

Tabb5‘, a pupil of al Djaziili, d in 914 (1508),

6) Sidi ‘Abd Allah al-Ghazwani, popularly called

Mawla ’l-Ksflr, d in 935 (1528) 7) Sidi ‘Abd
al-Rahman al Suhaill, called the Imam al Suhaili,

a native of the district of Malaga, d 581 (1185)
and buried outside the Bab al-Rabb
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It IS quite an arbitrary choice that these seven

individuals have been chosen as the Sab^atu RidjEl

Others could equally well have been chosen, as

the town of Marrakesh and the cemeteries which
stretch before it, contain a very large number of

other venerated tombs The principal are mentioned

in the article by H de Castiies, Les Sept Patrons

de Merrakech {^Hesperts^ 1924) Legend of couise

plays a great part m the cults of the various

saints We may mention for example the sayings

and songs which perpetuate the memory of Lalla

^Uda, mother of the Sultan Ahmad al-Mansur, a

real personage much transformed by the popular

imagination The various trade corporations have

chosen patron saints Thus Sidl Ya'kab is the

patron of the tanners, Sidi bel ‘Abbas of the soap-

makers and lacemakers, Sfdi Mas‘ud “slave” of Sfdi

Muhammad b Sllm5n is the patron of the masons,

Sidi ‘Abd al-^^Aziz al TabbS^^ of the dyers, etc The
majority of the artisans are also affiliated to the

religious brotherhoods In Massignon’s investi

gation will be found details of the attraction which
some of the latter have for certain trades

The Jews At the foundation of Marrakesh,

the Jews had no permission to settle in the town

They came there to trade from AghmSt Allan

where they lived Al Idrlsi relates that under ‘Ali

b Ydsuf they had not even the light to spend
the night in Marrakesh and that those, who were
caught within the walls after sunset, were in great

danger of losing their lives and property They
settled there at a later date At the beginning of

the xvith century there was, according to Mai mol,
in Marrakesh a ghetto of over 3,000 houses It

lay near the suk on the site now occupied by the

mosque of al Mwasin When this mosque was
built by Sultan ‘Abd Allah al Ohalib, the more
scrupulous refused to pray there for some time

on the pretext that it occupied the site of a Jewush
cemetery It was ‘Abd Allah al-Ghalib who, about

1560, settled the Jews on the site they still oc-

cupy, along the wall of the kasba to the east,

where the stables of the palate had been In

the beginning of the xviith century, there was
here, according to the French traveller Moequet,

“like a separate town, suriounded by a good wall

and having only one gate guarded by the Moors,
here live the Jews who are over 4,000 in number
and pay tribute” A century later, there were
about 6,000 Jews and many synagogues The Jewish

quarter, called mellah after the example of the

Jewish quarter of FSs (the name mellah is attested

for Marrakesh as eaily as the end of the xvi^ti

century), has 12,000 inhabitants at the present day

As regards policing, it is under the authority of

the pasha of the kasba but otherwise is administered

by an elected Jewish committee Questions of

personal law are judged by a rabbinical tribunal

of three members nominated and paid by the

Makhzen The Jews of Marrakesh are beginning

to leave the bounds of the mellah For the most

part they wear the ritual costume gaberdine, skull

cap and black slippers, but the younger generation

shows a tendency to emancipate itself from this

dress They have little influence on the corporations

of Marrakesh and are not allowed to settle in the

sffks They are limited to certain trades (jewellers,

tinsmiths and embroiderers of slippers) and share

with the people of Fas the wholesale trade They
trade particularly with the Shluh of the mountains

History The Roman occupation never extended

so far as the region of Marrakesh It is quite

without probability that some writers, following

the Spanish historian Marmol, have sought at

AghmSt or at Marrakesh the site of Bocanum
Emefum {bSkkocvov ^HfitpoaKOTrelov of Ptolemy), a

town of Tingitana, the site of which is now unknown
The earliest historians agree that the place where

Marrakesh was built by the Almohads was a bare

marshy plain where only a few bushes grew The
name Marrakesh gives no clue to the origin of

the town The etymologies given by the Arab
authors are quite fanciful according to al-MarrS-

kushi, it was the name of a negro slave who
escaped and set up as a brigand there Another
writer explains it by a punning interpretation “the

meaning of the name in the language of the

Masmuda is “go away quickly” • The place was
actually a place of ambuscade for brigands” It

was, it appears, in 449 (1057— 1058) that the

Almohads advanced from Stts north of the Atlas

and took Aghmat Wanka It was there that they

settled at first But after the campaign of 452
(1060) in the course of which they conquered the

country of FazSz, Meknes and of the Lawata near

Fas, they wanted to make their position more
permanent and independent by creating a kind

of camp, which could be used as a base for their

fuither campaigns and would threaten the MasmUda
of the mountains and could be used as a connecting

link between the south from which they came
and the kingdom of F5s Yusuf b Tashfm there-

fore purchased from its owner an estate on the

frontier between two Masmuda tribes, the ITailana

and the Hazmira, and pitched his camp there So

far was he from thinking of founding a great capital,

a thing for which this Saharan nomad felt no
need, that at first he lived in a tent here, beside

which he built a mosque to pray in and a little

kasba in which to keep his tieasures and his wea-

pons, but he did not build a sui rounding wall The
native Masmudis built themselves dwellings sur-

rounded by palisades of branches beside the Almo-
ravid camp The town grew rapidly to a considerable

size, if It IS true, that in the reign of ‘All b Yusuf
It had at least 100,000 hearths, but it did not lose

its rural character until Ibn Tumart appeared and
the thieat of the Almohad movement revived by

him forced ‘^All b Yusuf to defend his town and

surround it by a rampart which was built in eight

months, probably in 520 (1126) Some histouans

give the date 526 (1132) but it is certain that the

walls were already built in 524 (1130) when the

Almohads attacked Marrakesh for the first time Mar-

rakesh, the cieation and capital of the Almoravids,

was to be the last of their strongholds to yield When
Ibn Tumart had established his power over the

tribes of the mountains he tiied to attack Marra-

kesh, he then sent an Almohad army under the

command of Shato al-Bashir, who, after defeating

the Almoravids m the vicinity of Aghm5 t, puisued

them to the gates of Marrakesh The Almohads

could not enter the town but established themselves

befoie its walls After 40 days’ siege, ^All b

Yusuf received reinforcements and made a success

ful sortie which forced the attackers to retreat

This was the battle of al-Buhaira (524 = May 1130)

from the name of a large garden, Buhairat al-

Raka^tk^ near which it was fought It lay to the

east of the town before the Bab Dabb&gh and the

Bab Allan Al-Baghfi was slam and Marrakesh re-

spited for 17 years Ibn TQmait died a few months
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later It is hardly likely that 'Abd al-Mu^min should

have made soon after his accession, as the Ktr{as

says, a new attempt to take Marrakesh The memoirs

of al-Baidhak which give such full details of all

the events of this period make no mention of

It They show on the contrary the Almohad armies

busied at first in conquering the country before

occupying the capital, taking Tadla, Sale, Taza,

Oran, Tlemcen and hSs and only returning to

lay siege to Marrakesh after the whole country

had been occupied and the capital alone held out

as the last stronghold of the doomed dynasty It

was in the summer of 1146 that ‘^Abd al-Mu^min

laid siege to Marrakesh He made his headquarters

at Gilliz and, seeing that the siege would be a

long one, at once had houses built in which to

instal himself and his army The siege lasted eleven

months An unsuccessful sortie by the Almoravids

seems to have hastened the fall of the town
Disgusted by lack of success and by famine, a

number of chiefs of the besieged went over to the

enemy ‘^Abd al-Mu^min had scaling ladders made and
distributed them among the tribes The assault was
made and, according to Ibn al-Athir, the defection

of the Christian soldiery facilitated its success

The Almoravid Sultan, Ishak, a young boy who
had sought refuge in the fortress, was slam, along

with a large number of the Almoravids 1 his event

took place in 541 in the month of ghawwal
(March 6—April 3, 1147), according to the majority

of the historians

The Almohad dynasty which came from the

south naturally took Marrakesh as its capital It

was here that ^Abd al-Mu^min and his successors

usually resided when they were not in the country

The town prospered exceedingly under their rule

They gave it many important public buildings

the kasba, mosques, schools, a hospital, aqueducts

and magnificent gardens During this period of

prosperity, there were very few events of particular

interest in the history of Marrakesh In 547 (1152

—

1 1 53) according to Ibn Khaldun, in 549 (i 1 54-1 1 56)
according to al-Baidhak and the Kirtas^ the Banu
Amghstr, brothers of the Mahdi Ibn Tumart, entered

the town and tried to raise the inhabitants against

^Abd al-Mu^min who was away at Sale The rising

was speedily put down and ended in the massacre

of the rebels and their accomplices But on the

decline of the dynasty, 1 e after the battle of Las
Navas de Tolosa (1212) and the death of al-Nasir,

son of al-Mansur, Marrakesh became the scene of

the struggle between the royal family descended

from 'Abd al Murrain and the Almohad shaikhs

descended from the companions of Ibn Tumart
who, quoting traditions of the latter, claimed the

right to grant investiture to the sultans and to

keep them m tutelage Abu Muhammad 'Abd al-

Wahid, brother of al Mans3r, was strangled in Sept

621 (1224) His successor al-^Adil was drowned
in a bath in the palace (Oct 624 = 1227) and the

Almohad shaikhs appointed as his successor the

young YahyS b al-Nasir, while Abu ’1-^Ula Idiis

al-Ma^mun, brother of al-^Adil, was proclaimed in

Spain The whole country was soon in the throes

of revolution YahyS, fearing the defection of the

fickle Almohads, fled to Tinmal (April—May 626=
1228) Disorder reigned in Marrakesh, where a

governor named al-Ma^mtln was finally appointed
But four months later, Yahya returned to Marra-
kesh with fresh troops, put al-Ma^mOn’s governor
to death and after staying seven days in the town

was forced to go to Gilllz to fight a battle (Feb

1230), for al-Ma’mHn had arrived from Spam to

take possession of his kingdom Ferdinand III,

king of Castile, had given in return for various con-

cessions, a body of 1 2,000 Christian horsemen with

whose assistance al-Ma^mHn defeated Yahya and

his followers, enteied Marrakesh and installed an

anti-Almohad regime there, maiked not only by a

terrible massacre of the shaikhs and their families

but by a new orientation in religious matters quite

opposed to that of the preceding reigns On his

arrival in Marrakesh, al Ma^mUn mounted the pulpit

of the mosque of the kasba, recited the ^u{ba^

solemnly cursed the memory of Ibn TQmart and

announced a whole senes of measures, some of

which are given by the Ktrtas and Ibn Khaldun

and which show he intended to do everything on

opposite lines to his predecessors His innovations

revived the discontent so that two years later (1232)
while al-Ma^mun and his militia were besieging

Ceuta, Yahya again occupied Marrakesh and plun-

dered it Al-Ma^mun at once turned back to the

rescue of his capital but died on the way (Oct 17,

1232 = 629 ah) His widow, al-Habab, succeeded

in getting her son al-Raghid, aged 14, proclaimed

by the leaders of the army, including the commander
of the Christian meicenanes In return she gave

them Marrakesh to plunder if they could reconquer

it But the people of the town, learning of this clause

in the bargain, made then own teims before opening

their gates to the new sultan The latter had to

grant them the aman and pay the Christian general

and his companions the sum they might have

expected from the plunder of the capital— according

to the Ktrtas^ 500,000 dinSrs

In 633 (1235— 1236) a rebellion of the Khlot

drove al-Rasbld out of Marrakesh and he took

refuge in Sidjilmasa while Yahya recaptured Mar-

rakesh Al Rashid howevei succeeded m retaking

It and Yahya finally was assassinated It was in

the reign of the Almohad al-Sa'id (1242— 1248)
that the Maiinids who had arrived in the east of

the country in 1216, seized the greater part of the

kingdom of Fas His successor 'Umar al-Murtada,

proclaimed in 646 (1248), found himself in 658

(1260) reduced to the solitary kingdom of Mar-

rakesh, to the south of the Lmm Rabi' In 660
(1261— 1262) the Marinid Abu Yusuf Ya'kub b

'Abd al-Hakk came to attack Marrakesh He en-

camped on mount Gilliz whence he threatened

the town Al Murtada sent his cousin, the satyid

Abu ’1 ^Ula Idris, suinamed Abu Dabbus, to fight

him The emir '^Abd Allah b Abu YUsuf was
slam in the battle and his father lost heart, aband-

oned his plans on Marrakesh and returned to has

at the end of Radjab 661 (beg June 1262)

From this time one feels that the dynasty is lost

although peace was made, which moreover showed
the humiliation of the Almohads who consented

to pay tiibute but they were to destroy themselves

Falling into disfavour with his cousin al Murtada,

Abu Dabbus, this great-grandson of 'Abd al-Mu^min,

who in the preceding year had defended Marrakesh
against the Marinid sult5n, sought refuge with the

latter and obtained from him the assistance necessary

to overthiow al-Murtad5, on condition that he
shared the spoils Victorious and proclaimed sultan

in October 1266, AbU Dabbiis forgot his promises

Abu Yusuf Ya%nb came in person to remind him
of them He laid siege to Marrakesh in 1267 but

Abu Dabbus had a stroke of good fortune for
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the Marlnid had to raise the siege to go and

defend the kingdom of F5s against an attack by

the sultan of Tlemcen, YaghmurSsan The campaign

being over, AbU YOsuf Ya'^kUb returned to Marrakesh

He entered it in Muharram 668 (Sept 1269) The
Ktrtas tells us that he gave the aman to the in-

habitants and to the surrounding tribes, whom he

overwhelmed with benefits and ruled with justice

and remained seven months to pacify and organise

the country By accepting Marinid rule, however,

Marrakesh lost for two and a half centuries its

position as a capital The new dynasty made Fas

its capital

Its sultans however, did not neglect Marrakesh

especially during this peiiod (end of the xiiith and

first half of the xivth century) 1 he chronicles record

many sojourns made by them there but its great days

were over The town began to lose its inhabitants

Abu ’I Hasan was the only Marinid to undertake

buildings of any importance at Marrakesh (a mosque
and a madrasa) In the absence of the sovereign,

the government of the town and district was

entrusted to powerful goveinors as befitted a large

town remote from the central authority For nearly

20 yeais, from 668 to 687 (1269-1288), this office

was held by Muhammad b b Muhalli, a chief

gieatly devoted to the Marinids, says Ibn Khaldun,

and allied by mairiage to the family of their ruler

But in February 1288, fearing treachery from

Muhammad b ^Ali, AbQ Ya^kub Yusuf threw him
into prison and gave his office to Muhammad b

^Attu al Ojanati, a client and confidant of the royal

family, to whom the sultan further entrusted his

son Abu 'Amir Abu Ya'kub had not left Marra-

kesh six months when the young prince \bu 'Amir

rebelled there and proclaimed himself sovereign at

the instigation of the governoi Ibn 'Attu (Nov

1228) Abu Ya'kub hastened to Marrakesh which

he took after several days siege The young AbO
'Amir had time to escape and seek refuge in the

mountains among the Masmudi tribes, aftei plun

dering the treasury

The custom of giving the governorship of Mar-

rakesh to a prince of the ruling family was kept

up Towards the end of May 1307, under the

VI alls of Tlemcen, sultan Abu 1 habit gave his

cousin Yusuf, son of Muhammad b Abi 'lyad b

b 'Abd al-Hakk, the governorship of Marrakesh

and the provinces depending on it By the end

of the year, Yusuf rebelled and proclaimed himself

independent at Marrakesh after putting to death

the governor of the town, al-Hadjdj Mas'ud Defeated

by the imperial troops on the banks of the Umm
Rabi', the rebel fled to the mountains, plundeiing

Marrakesh on his way (Jan 1308) Ihe punish-

ment inflicted on the rebels was severe Yusuf b

Abl 'lyad, handed over by a shaikh with whom
he had taken refuge, was put to death and the

heads of 600 of his followers went to adorn the

battlements of the town AbQ Sa'ld'Uthni5n stayed

at Marrakesh on seveial occasions He did much
rebuilding in 720 (1320) Peace and comparative

prosperity seem to have reigned there under the

rule of Abu ’1-Hasan until this prince, as a result

of reverses suffered in his struggle with the Hafsids,

found his own son, the ambitious Abu 'Inan,

rebelling against him Duiing the troubles which

now broke out, Ibn l^aldun tells us, the town was

seriously threatened with being sacked by the

Masmnda of the mountains led by 'Abd Allah al-

Sakslwl Abu 'Inan was able to consolidate his

power and avert this danger The struggle between
father and son ended m the region of Marrakesh
Abu ’1-Hasan, defeated at the end of Safar 757
(May 1350) near the town, sought refuge in the

mountains with the emirs of the Hintata and died

theie just after becoming reconciled to his son

and designating him his successor (June 1352)
During the course of the xivth century, the

emirs of the Hintata played a very important part

in the country Ihe position of the tribe on an
almost inaccessible mountain, from which it com-
manded Marrakesh, gave its chiefs comparative

independence and predominating influence among
the other Masmuda Abu 'Inan took no steps

against the emir 'Abd al-'AzIz who had given

asylum to the fugitive Abu ’1-Hasan He retained

him in the command of his tribe, which he gave
a few years later to his brother 'Amir In 1 353
the latter, becoming chief of all the Masmuda tribes

and sufficiently powerful to keep under his thumb
the governor of Marrakesh al Mu'iaraid, son of

Abu 'Inan, very soon succeeded in making
himself completely independent He received and
for a time held as hostages two rebel Marinid
princes Abu ’1-Fadl, son of the Sultan Abu S5lim,

and 'Abd al-Rahman, son of Sultan Abu 'Ah
Quairellmg with his prot6g6 Abu ’l-hadl whom
he had made goveinor of Marrakesh, he retired

into his mountains and for several years defied

the armies of the sultan He was in the end captured

and put to death in 1370
After the death of Sultan 'Abd al-'Aziz, the

pretender Abu ’l-'Abbas, son of Abu Salim, had
himself proclaimed in Fas with the help of his

cousin 'Abd al-Rahman b Abi Ifellusen, himself

a pretender to the throne The latter as a reward

for his services was given the independent governor-

ship of Marrakesh and the country round it

(June 1374) The empire was thus completely

broken up The two rulers soon began to quarrel

but then signed a treaty of peace in 1378 There
was a new rupture and a new tiuce two years

later after Marrakesh had been besieged for two
months without result Abu ’1-Abbas in the end
took Marrakesh in l^umada 784 (July-Aug 1382),

and 'Abd al-Rahman was slain Abu ’l-'Abb^,

dispossessed m 1384 and exiled to Granada, suc-

ceeded in reconquering his kingdom m 1387 and
sent to Marrakesh as governor his son al Muntasir

This event is the last recorded by Ibn Khaldun
From the time his record ceases and throughout

the xvffi centuiy we are incredibly poor in in

foimation about the history of Marraxesh The
south appears to have continued to form a large

governorship in the hands of princes of the royal

family Ihe only information at all definite that

we have comes from a Portuguese historian who
records that during the three years which followed

the capture of Ceuta by the Portuguese (1415

—

X4 1 8), Morocco was a prey to the struggles among

the pretenders While Abn Sa'id 'Uthman was

ruling in Fas, Mawlay Bii 'Ali, king of iMarrakesh,

was fighting against another Marinid prince called

Fans The “kingdom” or governorship of Mariakesh

does not seem to have completely broken the

links i^hich bound it to the kingdom of Fas for

the governors of Marrakesh supplied contingents

to the army which tried to retake Ceuta But they

very soon ceased to take part in the holy war

in the north of Morocco and their name is not

found among the opponents of the Portuguese
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Marrakesh by 1430 seems to have become de facto

if not de jure independent but we do not know
within fifty years at what date the HmtSta emirs

established their power, they were descended

from a brother of 'Amir b Muhammad They were

‘‘kings” of Marrakesh when in 1508 the Portuguese

established themselves at Safi, taking advantage of

the anarchy prevailing, for the power of the Hintata

emirs hardly extended beyond the environs of their

capital and they could not effectively piotect their

tribes against the attacks of the Christians By
1512 the Portuguese governors of Safi had succeeded

in extending their power over the tribes near

Marrakesh (Awlad Mta') and the town lived in

fear of the bold raids which on several occasions

brought the Portuguese cavalry and their Arab
allies into the district The king of Marrakesh,

overawed, entered into negotations m 1514 but

the teims were nothing less than his paying tribute

as vassal and the building of a Portuguese fortress

at Marrakesh Agreement could not be reached

The occupation of Marrakesh remained the dream
of the Portuguese soldiers An attack on the town
led by the governors of Safi and Azemmui failed

(April 23, 15^5) This was the peiiod when in

reaction against the anarchy and foreign invasions

the Sa'dian sharifs began to come to the front in

Sqs Ahmad al-A'racJj, who appealed in 1 5 13 to

the north of the Atlas, had himself recognised as

leader of the holy war and accepted as such by

the local chiefs, even by al-Nasii, king of Marrakesh

In the month of April 1514, it is recorded that

he was in Marrakesh with the king At the end
of 1521, al-A'^ra^j established himself peacefully

in Marrakesh which he found partly depopulated

by famine and married the daughter of the king

Muhammad b NSsir called Bu Shentuf The latter

in 1524 having tried to kick against the tutelage

of his too powerful son-in-law, al-A'^iadj and his

brother Muhammad al Shaikh, seized the kasha,

which seems till then to have been held by Bu
^entdf They disposed of the latter by having

him assassinated in the following yeai (1525)
Marrakesh became the Sa'dian capital The king

of Fas, Ahmad al-Wattasi, tried unsuccessfully to

take it in June 1527 It remained in the hands

of al-A'ra(i} till 1554, when it was seized by his

brother Muhammad al Shaikh, up till then king

of Stls After the assassination of Muhammad al

Shaikh in 1557, al-A'ra^j was put to death at

Marrakesh with seven of his sons and grandsons,

so as to secure the crown for Mawlay 'Abd Allah

al-Ghalib The whole of the latter part of the

century was for Marrakesh a period of great

prosperity 'Abd Allah al-Ghalib built a series of

important public works learrangement of the

palace and of the provision storehouses in the

kasba, in the town, the madrasa Ibn Yusuf and

the al-MwSsIn mosque etc Ahmad al-MansQr

finished his bi other’s work by building in the

kasba from 1578 to 1594 the famous al Badi'

palace The sultan, enriched by several years of

peace and good government, and by the gold

brought from the conquest of the SudSn (1591

—

1592), lived almost continually in Marrakesh, to

which he restored a splendour and a prosperity

that it had not enjoyed since the end of the xii^h

century But the death of al-Mansur opened a period

of trouble and civil war “sufficient to turn white

the hair of an infant at the breast” to use the

‘expression of the histonan al-Ifrani While Abu

Ians, son of al-Mansur, was pioclaimed at Marra-

kesh, another son, Zidan, was chosen sultSn at

Fas A third brother, al Shaikh, came and took Fas,

then sent against Marrakesh an army led by his son

'Abd Allah, who seized the town in Dec 22, 1606

But Zidan, who sought refuge first in Tlemcen,

then made his way to Sus, viaTafilalt and coming

suddenly to Marrakesh, had himself proclaimed

there while 'Abd Allah b al ^aikh while escaping

with his troops was attacked in the midst of the

gardens {djtian Bekkdt') \nd completely defeated

(Feb 25, 1607) In October of the same year, 'Abd

Allah returned after defeating Zidan’s troops on

the Wadi Tifalfalt (Oct 2, 1607), fought a second

battle with them at Ras al-'^Ain (a spring in

lansift), regained possession of the town and

revenged himself in a series of massacres and

punishments so terrible that a portion of the popu-

lation having sought lefugem the Gilliz, proclaimed

as sultan, Muhammad, great-grandson of Ahmad
al-A'iadj ‘^Abd Allah was forced to fly (Jan 2$,

1608) Zidan, lecalled by a section of the populace,

regained possession of his capital in a few days

Ihe struggle between Zidan and his brother al-

Shaikh, in the year following, centied round the

possession of has Zidan failed in his plans to

retake it and henceforth has, given over completely

to anarchy, remained separate from the kingdom
of Manakesh On these happenings, a marabout

from Tafilalt, named Abu Mahalli, attempted to

intervene (1611) to put an end to the fighting

among the pretenders, which was inflicting great

suffering on the people His intervention only

made matters worse He took Marrakesh on May 20,

1612 Zidan took refuge in Safi and succeeded in

again gaining possession of his capital with the

help of an influential marabout in bus, called

Yahya b 'Abd Allah After a battle near Gilliz, Zidan

withdrew into Marrakesh on Nov 30, 1613 But

Yahya, succumbing to ambition, rebelled himself

at the end of 1618, against the ruler whose cause

he had once so well sustained Zidan had again

to take refuge in Safi He was soon able to leturn

to Marrakesh, taking advantage of the discord that

had broken out in the enemy ranks 'Abd al-Malik

(1627— 1631), son and successor of Zidan, has

left only the memory of his cruelty and debauchery
He was muidered in May 1631 The renegades,

who killed him, also disposed of his brother and
successoi al-Walid in 1636 A third brother, Mu-
hammad al-Shaikh al-Asghar, succeeded him but

had only a semblance of power He managed
howevei to reign till 1655, but his son Ahmad al-

'Abbas was completely in the hands of the Sfiab-

bSna, an Aiab tribe who assassinated him and
gave the throne to ^Abd al-Karim, called KarrUm
al Hadjdj, in 1659 “The latter”, says al-lfrSni,

“united under his sway all the kingdom of Marra-

kesh and conducted himself in an admirable fashion

with regard to his subjects” His son Abu Bakr
succeeded him in 1668 but only reigned two
months until the coming of the Filali SultSn al-

Rashid, already lord of F5s, who took Marrakesh on
July 31, 1668 Called to Mairakesh by the rebellion

of his nephew Ahmad b Muhriz, al-Rashid met
his death there in the garden of al-Agdal, his

head having been injured by a branch of an orange
tree against which his horse threw him when it

stumbled

Mawlay Isma^il had some difficulty in getting

himself proclaimed at Marrakesh, which preferred
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his nephew, Ahmad b Muhriz IsmS^Il forced his

way in on the 9th Safar 1083 (June 4, 1672) In

the following year, Marrakesh again welcomed
Ahmad b Muhriz After a siege of two years (March

1675—^June 1677), Isma'il reoccupied Marrakesh

and plundered it He passed through it again in

1094 (1683) on his way to Sus to fight Ahmad
b Muhriz who was still in rebellion Marrakesh
was no longer the capital Mawl5y Isma'il took

an interest in it and destroyed the palaces of the

l^asba to use the materials for his works in Meknes
In 1 1 14 (Feb 1703), a son of Mawl5y Isrna^
Muhammad al ^Alim, rebelled against his father,

seized Marrakesh and plundeied it Zidan, biother

of the rebel, was given the task of suppressing

the rising, which he did, plundering the town
once more

Anarchy again broke out after the death of

Isma'il Its centre was Meknes MawlSy al-Mustadi,

proclaimed by the ^Abid in 1738, was disowned

by them m 1 740 and replaced by his brother ^Abd
Allah He sought refuge in Marrakesh His biother

al-Nasir remained his khalifa in Marrakesh till

1745, while al Mustadi tried in vain to reconquer

his kingdom Marrakesh finally submitted in 1746
to Mawlay 'Abd Allah who sent his son Sidi Mu
hammad there as kkaltfa Ihe governorship and
then the reign of the latter (1757— 1790) formed

one of the happiest periods in the histoiy of

Marrakesh Sidi Muhammad completely restoied

the town, made it his usual residence, received

many European embassies there, including a French

one led by the Comte de Breugnon in 1767, and

developed its trade Peace was not disturbed during

his long reign except for a not raised by a marabout

pretender named 'Umar, \\ho at the head of a

few malcontents tried to attack the palace in order

to plunder the public treasury He was at once

seized and put to death (between 1766 and 1772,

according to the sources) On the death of Sidi

Muhammad b 'Abd Allah, the situation remained

very unsettled for several years After taking the

oath of allegiance to Mawlay Yazid (May 3, 1790)
the people of Mairakesh took in his brother Mawlay
Hisham and proclaimed him On hearing this, Yazid

abandoned the siege of Ceuta, returned to Marrakesh,

plundered it and committed all kinds of atrocities

(1792) Hisham, supported by the 'Abda and
the Dukkala, marched on Marrakesh Yazid, wounded
in the battle, died a few days latei in the palace

(Feb 1792) Marrakesh remained faithful to the

party of Mawlay Hisham, but very soon the Rhamna
abandoned him to proclaim Mawlay Husain, brother

of Hisham He established himself in the kasba

(1209=1794—1795) While the partisans of the

two princes were exhausting themselves in fighting,

Mawlay Sliman, sultan of h5s, avoided taking sides

in the struggle The plague rid him at one blow
of both his rivals (July 1799) who had in any

case to submit some time before The last years

of the reign of MawlSy Sliman were overcast by

troubles in all parts of the empire Defeated at

the very gates of Marrakesh, he was taken prisoner

by the rebel ShrSrda He died at Marrakesh on

Nov 28, 1822 Mawlay 'Abd aURahman (1824

—

1859) did much for the afforestation of Agdal and
restored the religious buildings His son Muhammad
completed his work by repairing tanks and aque

ducts These two reigns were a period of tranquillity

of Marrakesh In 1862 however, while Sidi Mu
hammad b 'Abd al-Rahman was fighting the

Spaniards at Tetwan the Rhamna rebelled, plun-

dered the Snh al-Khamis and closely blockaded
the town, cutting off communications and supplies,

until the Sultan, having made peace with Spam,
came to relieve the town (June 1862) Mawlay al

Hasan hardly ever lived in Marrakesh but he stopped
there on seveial occasions, notably in October 1875,
to punish the Rhamna and the Bu ’1 sba', who
had rebelled, and in 1880 and 1885, to prepare
his expeditions into bus

During the last years of the reign of Mawlay
'Abd al-'Aziz (1894— 1 908), it was at Marrakesh

that the opposition to the European tastes and
experiments of the Sultan made itself most strongly

felt The xenophobia culminated in the murdei of

a French doctor named Mauchamp (March 19,

1907), and the spirit of separatism in the pro-

clamation as sultan of Mawlay 'Abd al- Hafiz,

brother of 'Abd al 'Aziz and governor of the pro

Vinces of the south (Aug 24, 1907) But 'Abd al-

Hafiz becoming ruler of the whole empire (Aug 24,

1907) and having signed the treaty of March 24,

1912 establishing the protectorate of Prance and

of Spain over Morocco, the anti foreign movement
broke out again in the south The Mauritanian

marabout al-Hiba had himself proclaimed and
established himself in Marrakesh He only held out

there for a brief period His troops having been

defeated at Sidi Bu 'Uthman on Sept 6, 1912, the

French troops occupied Marrakesh the next day
Relations with Europe Five minor friars

sent by St Francis were put to death at Mariakesh
on Jan 16, 1220, for having attempted to convert

Muslims and having insulted the Prophet Muhammad
in their discourses Their martyrdom attracted the

attention of the Holy See to Marrakesh A mission

and a bishopric were estabh'^hed by Hononus III

m 1225 to give the consolations of religion to

the Christians domiciled in Morocco merchants,

slaves and mercenaries in the sultan’s army In

the Almoravid period, the sultans had Christian

meicenaiies recruited from prisoners reduced to

slavery or from the Mozarab population of Spam
whom they had from time to time deported to

Morocco by entire villages In 1227, Abu ’l-'Ula

Idris al Ma'’mun having won his kingdom with

the help of Christian troops lent by the king of

Castile found himself bound to take up quite a

new attitude to the Christians He granted them
various privileges, including permission to build

a church in Marrakesh and i\orship openly there

Ihis was called Notre Dame and stood in the

kasba, probably opposite the mosque of al Mansur
it was destroyed during a rising in 1232 But

the Christian soldiery continued to enjoy the

right to worship, at least privately, and the

bishopric of Marrakesh filled by an episcopal

board at Seville, existed so long as there was

an organised Christian soldiery in Morocco, 1 e

to the end of the xiv^h century The title of

Bishop of Marrakesh was borne till the end of the

xvph century by the suffragans of Seville (cf Father

A Lopez, Zos obtspos de Marruecos desde cl siglo

XII

f

m Archtvo Ibero^Americano^ N® xlii
, 1920)

A Spanish Franciscan, the prioi Juan de Prado,

who came to re establish the mission, was put to

death m 1631 at Marrakesh A few years later (1637),
a monastery was re-established beside the prison for

slaves in the kasba It was destroyed in 1659 or

1660 after the death of the last Sa'dian Henceforth

the Franciscans were obliged to live in the mellUh
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where they had doNMi to the end of the xviiith

century a little chapel and a monastery As to the

Chnstian merchants, they had not much reason to go

to Marrakesh in the middle ages Trade with

Europe was conducted at Ceuta from which the

Muslim merchants carried European goods into

the interior of the country In the xvi«h century,

'Abd Allah al-Qhahb had a fondak or “bonded

warehouse” built in the suk where the Christian

merchants were allowed to live, but the majority

of those who came to Marrakesh preferred to

settle in the Jewish quarter It was here also that

foreign ambassadors usually lodged, at least when
they weie not made to encamp in one of the

gardens of the palace

Monuments The present enceinte of Marra-

kesh is a wall of clay about 20 feet high, flanked

with rectangular bastions at intervals of 250 to

300 feet Bab Aghmat, Bab Allan, Bab Dabbagh
which still exist more or less rebuilt, are mentioned
in the account of the attack on Marrakesh by the

Almohads m 5^4 (^^ 3®) Yintan, Bab al-

Makhzen, mentioned at the same time, have dis-

appeared Bab al-Saliha (no longer in existence

It stood on the site of the mellah) and Bab
Dukkala (still in existence) figure in the story of

the capture of the town by the Almohads (1147)
The plan of the wall has therefore never changed

It has been rebuilt in places from time to time,

as the clay crumbled away, but it may be assumed

that a number of pieces of the wall, especially

on the west and south-west, are original, as well

as at least three gates all now built up, to which

they owe their survival, but have lost their name
According to Abu ’

1-Fida^ (xivth century), there

were in Marrakesh seventeen gates, twenty-four

at the beginning of the xvi^h century according to

Leo Afncanus It would be very difficult to draw
up an accurate list, for some have been removed,

others opened, since these dates or the names have

been altered Ibn Fadl Allah al-^Umari (beginning

of the xivth century) adds to the names already

mentioned those of Bab Nfis, Bab Muhrik, Bab
MessUfa, Bab al-Raha all four of which have dis-

appeared, Bab Taghzut, Bab Fas (now Bab al-

Khamis), Bab al-Rabb which still exist The only

important changes, which have been made in the

walls of Marrakesh since they were built, have been

the building of the kasba in the south and in the

north the creation of the quarter of Sidi bel ‘^Abbas

The zlwiya, which as late as the xvith century

stood outside the walls beyond the Bab Taghzut,

was taken into the town with all its dependencies

The Kasba The little kasba and the palace

of Dar al-'Umma built by Yusuf b Tashfin, lay

north of the present „Mosque of the Booksellers” or

Kutublya ‘^All b YUsuf added in the same quarter

other palaces called bur al-Hadjar, or Kasr al-

Hadjar because they were built with stones from

the Gilliz, while all the other buildings in the

town were of brick or clay It was here that the

first Almohads took up their quarters According

to a somewhat obscure passage of the Isttbsar^

Abu Ya^Ub Yusuf seems to have begun the building

of a “fort” in the south of the town but it was

Ya^kUb al-MansUr who built the new kasba ( 1 1 89

—

97), that is to say he joined to the south wall of

the town a new walled aiea within which he

built palaces, a mosque, and a regular town
Nothing remains of the Almohad palaces, but one
can from pieces of wall and other vestiges follow

the old wall, at least on the north and the east side

There also the line of the wall has hardly changed

The magnificent gateway of carved stone by which
the kasba is now entered, must be one of al-

MansUr's building Its modem name of Bab AgnSU
(the Negro’s Gate) is not found in any old text

It probably coriesponds to Bab al-Kuhl (Gate of

the Negroes), often mentioned by the historians

Ibn Fadl Allah al 'Umarl, in the xivth century,

Leo Afncanus and Mai mol in the xvith, have left

us fairly detailed descriptions of the kasba, in spite

of a few obscure passages In the \lmohad period,

the kasba was divided into thiee quite distinct

parts One wall in the northwest, around the

mosque of al Mansur which still exists, contained

the police offices, the headquarters of the Almohad
tribes and the barracks of the Christian soldiery

From this one entered through the Bab al-Tubul,

a second enclosure in which around a huge open

space, the “Cereque” of Marmol (asarag)^ were

grouped the guardhouses, the offices of the minister

of the aimy, a guest-house, a madrasa with its

library and a large building called al saka^if (the

porticoes), the “Acequife” of Marmol, occupied by
the principal membeis of the Almohad organisation,

the “Ten”, the “Fifty” and the tolba^ the pages

(ahl al^dar) Ihe royal palace, sometimes called

the Alhambra of Marrakesh, in imitation of that

of Granada, was entered from the AsarSg and
occupied the whole area east of the kasba The
palaces of al-Mansur were still in existence at the

beginning of the xvith century when the Sa'dians

took possession 'Abd Allah al-Ghalib incorpor-

ated them in the new palaces which he was
building Ahmad al-MansUr added, in the gardens

to the north, the famous al-Badi*^ palace celebiated

for its size and splendour Only a few almost

shapeless ruins remain of it, but its plan is per-

fectly clear Mawlay Isma'il had it destroyed m
order to use its materials The kasba remained so

completely in ruins that Sidi Muhammad b 'Abd
Allah when he became governor of Marrakesh m
1746, was obliged to live in a tent until his new
buildings were finished It is to him that we owe
an important part of the present palace with its

inner garden, 'Arsat al Nil Other works were later

undertaken by MawlSy Sllman and his successors

Some large unfinished buildings date only from
Mawlay ‘Abd al-Hafiz A number of gates, in

addition to the Bab AgnaQ give admittance to

the kasba these are Bab Berrima and Bab al-Ahmar
in the east

,
Bab Ighli and Bab Ksiba in the

west The palace has vast gardens belonging to it

Djnan al-^Afiya, Agdal, Djnan Ridwan, Ma^manlya,

Manara The latter, two miles west of the town,
contained m the xvith century a pleasure house

of the sultans 1 he palace of Dar al-Baida\ situated

in the Agdal, took the place of a Sa'dian palace

It was rebuilt by Sidi Muhammad b ^Abd Allah
and has since been restored As to the gardens

of the Agdal, they seem to have been created in

the xii^h century by 'Abd al-Mu’min
Mosques Nothing remains of the early Al-

moravid mosques, in the building of one of which
Yflsuf b Tashfin himself worked along with the

masons as a sign of humility But the cathedral

mosque of ‘Ali b Yusuf, where Ibn Tumart had
an interview with the sultSn, although several

times rebuilt, still retains its name The Almohads,
on taking possession of Marrakesh, destroyed all

the mosques on the pretext that they were wrongly
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oriented The mosque of ^Ali b Yusuf was only

partly destroyed and was rebuilt 'Abd Allah al-

Ghalib restored it m the middle of the xvi^^ century

The present buildings and the minaret date from

Mawlay Sliman (1792— 1822)

K u t u b 1 y a When the Almohads entered Marra-

kesh, Abd al-Mu^min built the first Kutubiya of

which some traces still remain and it has been

possible to reconstruct its plan As it was wrongly

oriented he built a new mosque, the present Kutu-

biya, in prolongation of the first but with a slightly

diffeient orientation It takes its name from the

100 booksellers’ shops which used to be around
its entrance It is a very large building with

seventeen naves, which with its decoiation in

carved plaster, its stalactite cupolas, the moulding

of Its timbeiwork, its capitals and magnificent

pulpit {tntnbar) of inlaid work, is the most im
portant and the most peifectly preserved work of

Almohadart The minaret, begun by 'Abd al-Mu^min,

was only finished in the reign of his grandson

al-MansUr (i 195) It is 230 feet high and its powerful

silhouette dominates the whole town and the palm-

groves It IS the prototype of the Giralda of Seville

and of the tower of HassSn at Rabat It is decorated

with arcatures the effects of which were formerly

heightened by paintings still visible in places,

with a baud of ceramic work around the top

The mosque of the kasba or mosque of al-

Mansur is the work of Ya'kub al Mansur It was
begun in 1189—95 and built in gieat splendour

It has been profoundly altered, first by 'Abd Allah

al-Ghalib the Sa'dian, then in the middle of the

xviiith century by Muhammad b 'Abd Allah, then

more recently by Mawlay 'Abd al-Rahman (1822-

1859) The minaret of brick is intact and magni-
ficently ornamented with green ceramics The lamp-

holder supports a djamur of three bowls of gilt

copper, which occupy a considerable place in the

legends of Marrakesh They are said to be of pure

gold and to be enchanted so that no one could take

them away without bringing on himself the most
terrible misfoi tunes This legend is often wrongly
connected with the dj_amur of the Kutubiya
Among the religious monuments of Marrakesh

of archaeological inteiest, may also be mentioned
the minarets of the mosque of Ibn Salah (dated

731 = 1331) and of the sanctuary of Mawla ’1-Ksur,

built in the Marinid period in the Almohad tradition,

and two Sa'dian mosques the mosque of al-Mw5sm
01 mosque of the ^arifs, which owes its origin

to 'Abd Allah al Qhalib, and that of Bab Dukkala,

built in 965 (1557— 1558) by Lalla Mas'uda, the

mother of the Sultan Ahmad al-MansQr

Madrasas An Almohad madiasa, built “to

teach the children of the king and others of his

family in it”, formed part of the buildings of Ya'kub
al-Mansur This royal school was presumably dif-

ferent from what later were the Marinid madrasas

It stood on the great square in front of the palace

and was still in existence in the time of Leo
Africanus Ihe Marinid Abu ’1-Hasan in 1347
built another madrasa, also described by Leo It

lay north of the mosque of the kasba, where traces

of it can still be seen The madrasa of Ibn YUsuf
IS not, as IS usually said, a restoration of the

Marinid madrasa It was a new building by 'Abd
AllSh al-GhSlib, dated by an inscription of 972

(1J64
— 1565^, the only surviving example of a

SaMian madrasa
Sa'dian tombs The two first founders of

The Encyclopaedia of Islam, III

the dynasty rest beside the tomb of Sidi Muhammad
b Sliman al-DjazQli in the KiySd al-'ArQs quarter

Their successors from 1557 were buried to the

south of the mosque of the kasba There was a

cemetery there, probably as early as the Almohad
period, which still has tombs of the xiv^fi century

Ihe magnificent kubbas which cover the tombs

of the Sa'dian dynasty must have been built at

two different periods The one on the east under
which is the tomb of Muhammad al-§haikh seems

to have been built by 'Abd AllJh al Gbalib The
other, with three chambers, seems to have been

erected by Ahmad al-Mansur (d 1603) to hold

his tomb
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al-MARRAKU§HI. [See "Abd al-W5kid
]

MAR^AD (a), from rasada^ “to wait on the

road, to watch, to he in wait”, originally any
place where a watch was kept, for example, a

custom-house, then (with or without al-kawaktb)

an observatory Al-fafad is also used in the

latter sense “To consult the stars for any one”
IS rasada li-futan^^y to take astronomical measure-
ments with instruments is kasa (cf = ascer-

taining latitude and longitude and mikyas =
gnomon)
The Arab observatories had their models and

predecessors in the Persian, Indian, Greek and
Babylonian observatories Very little is known
about the construction of the oldest observatories

It IS obvious however that when the advance was
made fiom the observation and recording of

isolated phenomena m the heavens, which were

regarded as omens of good 01 ill fortune, to the

exact following of the movements of heavenly

bodies, simple instruments to calculate time and

measure areas and angles in the heavens would

become necessary Such must have existed m the

towers of Babylonian temples which were used

as observatories, m the form of sundials, sand-

and water-clocks measuring rods, and graduated

circles In the time of Ptolemy sundials and water-

clocks were certainly in use, a circle divided

parallel to the equator of the heavens which was

used to calculate the equinox and length of the

year, a meridian circle, the armillaiy sphere and
the astrolabe or plani-sphere Ihe Arab astro-

nomers, however, received their knowledge from

the Hindus and Persians, among whom astrology

and practical astronomy had reached a high level

When the first astronomical observations were

made under the ‘Abbasids at Djundi SSbur and

the first astronomical works were translated out

of the Sanskrit and Pahlawi, there is no doubt

that the observatories erected in Baghdad were
also modelled on Indian and Persian prototypes

In his astronomical work, al-Battani describes the

construction of the sundial {al-rukhama\ a globe

of the heavens {al-batda\ a wall-quadrant (al~ruF

or al-libna) and a triquetrum (al-tdada aUtawlla or

dhat al-£&u^batam) Ihe instrument most used in

the Arab period however was the astrolabe which

was portable (cf above 1 , p 501) The number

of makers of astrolabes, observers and compilers

of astronomial tables from the beginning of the

'AbbSsid period is immense and the rivalry of

princes to obtain more and more accuracy m the

astronomical foundations of astrology also led to

the improvement of instruments and the arrange-

ments in observatories generally It is sufficient

to mention out of the many observatories that of

Cairo where Ibn YQnus (d 400—401 = 1009)

completed the Hakiml tables, the observatory of

Nlshapflr where al-Khazinl (d beginning of the

vith= xiith century) took observations, that of

Maragha which Nasir al-Din al-TQsI erected

with many new instruments for the Mongol KhSn
HfiUgli (1259) and the observatory ofSamar^cand,
where Ulugh Beg employed the astronomers bf his

time Following him in many points but also

stimulated by European astronomy I);ai Singh in

India built the great observatones, the remains

of which still arouse admiiation in Delhi, Djaipllr,

Udjam, Benares and Mathura
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MARIHIYA (a

,
plur marathi\ translated

variously by elegy or dirge, is a poem m
Arabic (and other languages following Arabic

tradition) in memory of a deceased person The
word elegy is hardly applicable in most cases as

such poems differ somewhat from the style of

Greek and Latin poems bearing this name, some
notable exceptions exist and the finest example
of a real elegy is perhaps the poem of a woman
named Barra al Kinaniya preserved in the Kitab
al-Ikhtiyarainy and still unpublished It was the

custom of the ancient Arabs after the usual nawh or

lamentation of w'omen [q v
]

that a member of

the family, gifted as a poet, should commemorate
the noble qualities and deeds of the departed in

a poem by enumerating them These poems as a

rule do not contain the ta$Iibtb or amatory in-

troduction like ordinary ka^ida% and m many cases

have a peculiarity in their diction, the introduction

of a kind of internal rhyme resembling saepfy called

tarst^ This has been fully discussed hy Rhodo-
kanakis in his analysis of the poetry of al-Khansa^,

but is found m many other marthiyas Many poets,

remembering the widespread, nay universal, belief

of the ancient Arabs in fatalism, embellish their

poems with descriptions to show that nothing
can escape inevitable fate A typical example is

the long poem by AbH Dhu^aib (Diwan^ N® 1

,

Mufaddaliyaty N® 126) in which three vivid

pictures are drawn of the impossibility of escaping
death, both for man and beast This tradition has
been followed by Arabic poets from the times of

paganism to the present date and the quantity of

poems produced for example upon the death of the

Egyptian statesman Zaghlfil PSsha proves that the

taste for them has not abated The collected poems
of al-Zahawl, the most prominent living poet of
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the ‘^Irak, contain several pages mourning Zaghlul

As regards the earlier period, poems have been

preserved in considerable numbers and from the

Hatnasa of Abu TammSm downwards nearly every

anthology has a special chapter devoted to marathl

Several early scholars in addition made special

collections of this class of literature and one such

collection has come down to us, made by the

Kafi grammarian Ibn al A'rabi, and published

from an incomplete manuscript by W Wright
The poet par excellence m this class of poetry

however was a woman, al-iyiansa^ v
]

Bibliography W VIng\ii^ Opuscula Arabtca^
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Hansa^ und thre Trauerlteder^ Vienna 1904,
Ibn Rashik, '‘Umda, Cairo, 11 117— 126, chapters
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al-Buhturi and Ibn al-Shadjari
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MARTOLOSEN Lexicons explain martolos and

martoloz as “Christian soldiers, volunteers in the

Ottoman army” The word apparently is not to

be found in Turkish authors, but is often met
with in Western books and documents

Leunclavius {Annales^ p 142) says that mar-

telos means “robber”, Ricaut (Italian translation

by C Belli, htoria dello stato fresente dell' Itn-

pero ottomano) relates that Buda was garrisoned

by 300 martoloi “who are like infantry”, M
Sanudo i^Dtartt^ xxxvi 271) mentions one Sbolo

vach “a very brave man and great martelosso"^

who served the lurks and was killed in action

near Zara in Dalmatia According to Lazaro So-

ranzo {VOttomanno^ 4th ed
,
Naples 1600, p iio-

lii), martelos means spy and thief

Sathas (Monum Htsloriae Hellenicae^ iv
,

Ivi

,

N® 4) derives the word {niartolost^ maitalosi^

martelosty martelossi^ armatolt) from apfJLOtro^d^ and
says that they were soldiers of fortune serving

the Turks, often opposed the “Stradioti”, who
fought for the Venetians

Von Hammer (G 0 R
^

iv 21 1—212) observes

that the marlolost were bands of brigands, armed
by the Turks on the frontiers towards the Vene-

tians and Dalmatians, while, quoting Pouqeville,

who favours the etymology upfiocrohb^^ he inclines

to an etymology from the Hungarian

Pouqeville’s and Sathas* explanations seem to

us the most probable The appellation was not

limited to brigands on the western frontiers of

the Ottoman empire, but was also given to armed
bands of volunteers (xvi^b-xviith centuries) in the

Danube region (Jorga, Geschtchte des osm Rei-

ches^ 111 419, Hurmuzaki, Documente tic
^

xii

,

p 130) (Ettork Rossi)

MA'RUF AL-KARKHlf AbU MahfUz b FIrUz
or FIrDzan, who died in 200 (815—816), was
a celebrated ascetic and mystic of the

Baghdid school The msba al-KarJchl probably refers

to Karl^ BadjaddS, a township in eastern 'Iralj:

(Sam^anl, Ansaby p
478h, 1 10, cf Yaknt, Mu^~

lanky ed WUstenfeld, p 369, 1 8 sqq
),

though

some authorities connect him with the Karkh quarter

of Baghdad His parents are generally said to

have been Christians
,
according to Ibn Taghrlbirdi

(ed Juynboll and Matthes, 1 575 ),
they were

SabPans belonging to the district of Wasit Bakr
b Khunais al-Knft and Farkad al-SabakhT, also of

Kafa, are named as his teachers in SQhsm (AbH
Talib al-MakkI, i 9,/’Mrw/, p 183)
Of those whom he taught or influenced the most

famous was Sari al-Sal^atl [q v ], who in his turn

became the master of E^unaid The story that

Ma^rflf was a client of the Sh»^I Imdm^ "^Ali b

Musa al-RidS, before whom he made profession

of Islam and induced his parents to do the same,

deserves no credence Among the sayings attributed

to him are the following “Love is not to be

learned from men, it is a gift of God and comes

of His grace” “The saints are known by three

signs their cares are for God, their business

IS in God, and their flight is unto God” “Sflfism

consists in grasping the realities (hakd^iK) and re-

nouncing that which is in the hands of created

beings’* Ma^ruf was venerated as a saint, and his

tomb at Baghdad on the west bank of the Tigris

is still a great resort for pilgrims Kushairi relates

that the people used to go there in order to pray

for rain, saying “The tomb of Ma^ruf is an ap-

proved remedy {tirydk mu^arrab)"
Bibliography Kushairi, RtsalUy Cairo
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MA'RUF RU§AFI, one of the best of
contemporary Arab poets, born m Baghdad
of a Kurd father and a Beduin mother in 1292

(1875) His ka^idas have been collected into a

Dtwdn and edited by Muhyi al-Din al-Khaiy5t,

Bairut 1910, following quite an original classi-

fication I Kawniydty 2 I^timf^iydty 3 Tdrikklyaty

4 Wasflydt Rufa'yil Butt! has devoted an ex-

cellent study to him (in al-Adab al-A^rt fi 'l^Irak

al-^Arabty Cairo, balaftya 1922, p 67—96)

_ (L Massignon)

MARUT [See HarDt and Marut]
MARW. [See Merw

]

al-MARWA, [bee al SafX
]

MARWAn b al-IJAKAM, the father of
the Marwanid Caliphs, was born at Mecca
or at la^if, probably several years before the

Hidjra Tradition, by placing his birth 2, 4, or

5 years later than the beginning of this era, aims

at depriving him of a right to the title of

“Companion” by showing that he could not have

effectively accompanied the Prophet, as he must

have followed his father who was exiled to lahf
Further, it endeavours in its hostility to give him

the epithet of ^arid ibn al-(aridy “the banished

son of the banished man” After becoming Caliph,

his grand-uncle 'UthuiSn adopted him as his se-

cretary and under this title he is said to have

governed in his name Seiiously wounded on the

“day of al-D5r”, at the siege of the palace of

'Uthman, he took part later in the battle of the

Camel in which he received fresh wounds All

his life his health suffered from these terrible

shocks Mu'fiwiya I used him alternately with SaTd

b al-"As [q V ],
his cousin, to govern Medina and

the HidjSz He showed in this function a capacity

and vigour, far above the ordinary

Finally dismissed from office, he passed into

obscurity during the latter years of Mu^awiya who
dreaded his ambition When Husain b 'All refused
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to recognize the Caliph Yazid, Marwan advised

Walld b ^Utba, his successor at Medina, to employ

force against the rebel The revolt of the people

of Medina caused him to be expelled with all his

followers from this town He leturned to it in

the tram of Muslim b ^Ukba [q v
]
whose military

operations he was supporting Put to flight once

more after the death of Yazid I, he took up his

residence in Syria and attended the court of the

Caliph Mu^Swiya II After the disappearance of

this prince, Marwan, despairing of the fortunes of

the Omaiyads, was disposed to recognize Ibn

al-Zubair, when 'Ubaidallah b Ziyad persuaded

him to set up himself as candidate Acclaimed at

the assembly of Ej^biya, he defeated the Kaisis

under Dahhak b Kais [q v
]

at Mardj Rahit

[q V
]

The submission of the whole of Syria

was the first result of this victory

The reign of Marwan may be epitomized as an
uninterrupted senes of battles Immediately after

his official installation at Damascus he was forced

to take up the gauntlet He laid it down only

to die in his capital His chief task was the con-

quest of Egypt A rapid campaign gave him
possession of it, while his lieutenant repelled a

raid into Palestine by Ibn al Zubair At Djabiya

he was compelled to recognize as his eventual

successors, Khalid the son of Yazid I and the

Omaiyad '^Amr al-Aghdak [q v
]

After laborious

negotiations, he was able to end them to the

advantage of his own sons ^Abd al-Malik and

'Abd al-'Aziz, the latter being nominated by him
governor of Egypt This was the last success of

his adventurous career Worn out, the septuagen

arian caliph died at Damascus on the 27th Ra-

madan 65 (7th May 685) He is said to have

been murdered by the wife of Yazid I, the mother

of the SufySnid Khalid, whom he had married

after Mardj Rahit

The estimates of the length of his reign vary

between 8 and 1 1 months, according as they

count the first recognition of him at Djabiya or

the second — the exact date is not known —
more ceremonious one at Damascus We do not

know his exact age any more definitely The two

extremes 61 and 81 years reveal the inconsist-

ency of tradition The 63 years sometimes given

to Marwan are merely a lucky number which has

been much abused to give the ages of the older

caliphs It has the advantage that it takes us

back to the year 2, often said tp be the year of

his birth Our texts describe him as an old man,
sketch kabtr^ when he ascended the throne and
contrast him with the kakl, middle-aged man, 1 e

Ibn al-Zubair who, however, was nearly sixty

Ihere must therefore have been an appreciable

difference of age between the two competitors

Marwan, therefore, seems to us to have been over

seventy The last five years of his life, filled with

rebellions, his two exiles, his share in the cam-

paign against Medina, and in those of Syria and

Egypt to reconquer these provinces of his empire

finally wore out the constitution of this vigorous

old man, who had never been completely cured

of the effects of his terrible wounds he received

in his youth This long lean wizened old man —
these physical characteristics earned him the nick-

name k&ati ba^tl — was destined to fall a victim

to the great epidemic that swept over the East

In 65 H the plague reached Syria from the ^Iralj:,

it had begun by carrying off Mu'^awiya II, the

decrepit predecessor of Marwan, as well as Walid
b ^Utba, a relative of both, it ended by laying

low the first of the Marwanid caliphs

Marwan showed himself a statesman worthy of

the highest rank A contemporary of the great

Mu'awiya, he had under the Sufyanids to accept —
without ever resigning himself to it — the part

of a brilliant second He attained the caliphate,

ever the object of his wishes, at the moment he

had ceased to care about it He allowed himself

to be raised to the throne, lather than mounted

it himself But once at the top he regained that

power of lucid decision and spirit of initiative

which had earned Mu'awiya’s appreciation, though

he feaied his ambitibn The new ruler remained

on the throne just long enough to save the

Omaiyad fortunes from an imminent collapse and

to save the future of the younger branch of this

dynasty which bears his name The woik was

continued by his favourite son ‘^Abd al-Malik He
early recognised the merits of this, the elder, man,

and with a brutality and absence of scruple which

was thoroughly Arab, he put him in the place of

the young Khalid b Yazid I, who was less well

fitted foi the difficulties of the restoration This

IS sufficient to characterize his place among the

Syrian caliphs It will explain the hatred of ^Ab-

basid and ^Alid historians, a hatred adopted by

Muslim tradition In energy and knowledge of the

art of government, Marwan, recalled his illustrious

relative Mu'^awiya He would have equalled him,

if to these eminent qualities he had been able to

add that variety of political knowledge, a mixture

of cunning and bonhomie, so appreciated by the

Arabs, which they call htlm He became Caliph in

most critical circumstances and had to display

firmness above all things, to put down rebellions,

and to defend himself against the ambition and
resentment of his relatives, frustrated in their

attempts on the throne, or spoiled by him of

their rights to it If it had been given to him to

live longer, we may well believe that he would
have rivalled the first of the Omaiyad Caliphs in

nobility of soul
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MARWAN II B Muhammad, ^he last of
the Omaiyad caliphs in Damascus He was
the grandson of the caliph Marwan b al-Hakam
As governor of Mesopotamia and Armenia his
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father Muhammad for several years directed the

campaigns against the Byzantines His mother was
a Kurdish slave-girl Maslama b ‘^Abd al Malik

[q V
]
was one of those who followed Muhammad

b Marwan to war, it is not till 115 (733-—734)
that we find Marwan coming to the front as

governor of Aimenia and AdharbSidjan In this

position, which he held for 12 years, he fought

with success against the peoples of the Caucasus

and thus acquiied military experience which enabled

him to reorganise the Muslim army In place of

divisions consisting of the different tribes he created

regular, paid troops under professional commanders

,

the men levied for military service were divided

up into smaller divisions {karadti^) which possessed

much greater mobility and strength than the long

Arab battle lines After the death in 126 (744) of

Yazfd III the succession passed to his brother

Ibrahim b al-Walid, the latter however was only

recognised in the southein part of Syria Under
the pretext of protecting the interests of the sons

of the murdered Walid II, Marwan crossed the

Euphrates into Syria where the Kaisis at once
|

joined him At 'Am al Djarr between Lebanon
and Anti Lebanon he encountered the Kalbis under

Sulaiman, a son of the caliph Hisham In spite

of his years of experience in war with the By
zantines the latter was no match for Marwan He
was defeated and fled to Damascus, where he put

to death the two sons of Walid II He then went
with his father, the nominal caliph Ibrahim to

Palmyra, the capital of the Kalbis, whereupon
Marwan entered Damascus and received the homage
of the people (Safar 26, 127 = Dec 7, 744) After

arranging matters in the capital he made his

headquarters in HarrSn, where he could rely upon
the support of the Kaisis who were devoted to

him The result was a rising of the Kalbis in

Syria Marv\5n soon succeeded in restoring order

but when in the following year he was pieparing

a campaign against the 'Irak not yet subject to

him, he made the mistake of levying Syrian troops

also who were to join the rest of the army on the

march On reaching al-Rusafa where Sulaiman b

Hisham lived, the Syrians deserted from Marwan
and pioclaimed Sulaiman commander of the faith

ful When Sulaiman occupied Kinnasrln, Marwan
had to come back A battle took place neai the

town, Sulaiman was defeated and fled first to

Hims and then to al-Kufa After a siege of several

months Hims was forced to surrender, Marwan
lazed Its walls to the ground and also those of

Ba'albek, Damascus, Jerusalem and other large

towns of Syria In the summei of 128 (746) peace

was finally restored in Syria

In the eastern provinces however complete

anarchy reigned The governorship of the 'IrS^:

had been given by Yazid III to a son of the

caliph 'Omar b 'Abd al 'Aziz, named 'Abd Allah

[q V
]

1 he latter of course did not recognise the

claims of Marwan to the caliphate and the 'Alid

'Abd Allah b Mu'awiya [q v
]

also rebelled in

al Kufa Marwan appointed a new governor Nadr
b Sa'id al-Harashl to restoie peace and security,

the latter however soon fell in battle with 'Abd
Allah b 'Omar and only the approach of a danger

that threatened both sides, the Khandjl movement
brought the two opponents to terms The I£baridjis

a little later seized the town of al-Mawsil 'Abd
Allah, the son of the caliph, was defeated and
had to retreat In the late summer of 28 ('746}

however the JGiaridji leader al-Dahhal^ b Kais
al ^aibani [q v

]
fell in battle with Marwan

himself and in the following year the power of

these dangerous rebels was finally broken after

one of Marwan’s generals Yazid b 'Omar b Hu-
baira had taken the 'Irak from them

Soon afterwards however a cloud that boded
evil appeared in another direction Nasr b Saiylr

al-Laithi, governor of Khorasan, had long before

wained the caliph of the seditious activities of

the 'Abbasids and urgently appealed for assistance

to render their cunning agitators harmless Marwan
however had his hands full and could devote no
attention to the distant east In Ramadan 129
(June 747) the long prepared rebellion broke out

in KhorasSn Apart from a few isolated successes,

the government troops were defeated by the rebels

and after the fall of al-Kufa, Abu ’1 'Abbas who
with his brother Abu Dja'far had taken command
of the 'Abbasid party had himself proclaimed caliph

on the I2tb Rabi' II, 132 (Nov 28, 749) In

Djumada II of the same year (Jan 750) Marwan
was defeated on the upper Zab He then fled

fiom one place to another till he was overtaken

at Busir in the district of Ughmunain in Upper
Egypt Here the last Damascus caliph of the

Omaiyad dynasty fell fighting bravely (end of

132= Aug 750)
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(K V ZLlTLRSTfeEN)

MARWANIDS, a Muhammadan dynasty
in Diyar Bakr, founded by the Kurd chief

Badb, who had begun his career as a shepherd

and then took to brigandage With the help of a

body of men similarly inclined, he seized the town

of Ardjish in Armenia with other strongholds on

the Armenian frontier After the death of the

Buyid 'Adud al-Dawla (372 = 983), he invaded

the province of Diyar Bakr and captured Amid,

Maiyafarikin and Nasibin Ihe armies, which Sam-

s5m al Dawla sent against him, were defeated and

al Mawsil also passed into his hands But when

he tried to seize the capital, Baghdad (Safar 373 =
July—Aug 983), he suffered a complete defeat and

had to abandon al-Mawsil After vain attempts to

retake this town, he took the field again in 380

(990—991) but was defeated by the Hamdanids,

the lords of al-Mawsil, and fell in the battle AbS
'All al Hasan b Marwfin, his sister’s son, then

married his widow and thus came into possession

of the lands conquered by Badh and continued

the war against the Hamdanids whom he twice

defeated After the murder of Aba 'Ali in 387
—998) in Amid, his brother Mumahhid al-

Dawla Abu ’l-Mansur succeeded him The third

brother Nasr al-Dawla AbU Nasr Ahmad at first

attempted to dispute hu authority but without
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success In 402 (loii—1012) Abu ’

1-Mansur was

poisoned by one of his generals, whereupon Abn
Nasr was recognised as lord of Diy5r Bakr During

his rule of fifty years, peace and quiet as a rule

prevailed, and poets and learned men found a

hospitable welcome at his court In 433 (1041—
1042) the Ghuzz [q v ]

who had invaded Meso-

potamia in the previous year, raided Djazirat Ibn

^Omar, but Sulaiman, son of Abu Nasr, succeeded

in outwitting and capturing their leader whereupon
the others dispersed

,
they soon retuined however

and continued their plundering, although AbH Nasr

released their chief and gave them a considerable

sum to induce them to withdraw They then oc-

cupied al-Mawsil, which was completely sacked

while the emir there, KarwSsh b al-Mukallad [q v ],

saved himself by flight In 435 (1044) he finally

succeeded in driving out the Ghuzz whereupon
they withdrew to Diyar Bakr and thence to

Adharbfiidjan When the Saldjuk Sultan Tog^rul
Beg in 448 (1056—7) advanced against Djazirat

Ibn ^Omar, Abu Nasr gained him over by gifts

and a friendly relationship was established between
them Abu Nasr died in 453 (1061— 1062) aged

over 80 He was succeeded by his son Nizam al-

Dawla Nasr, who had however to go through a

hard struggle with his brother Sa'id Ihe former

was victorious in Maiyafarikin, while the lattei

had to be satisfied with Amid In 463 (1070

—

1071) Nasr submitted to the Saldjuk Sultan Alp

Arslan After Nasr’s death (472=1080) his son

MansHr was recognised as his successor Soon
afterwards the Saldjflks overthrew the Marwamd
dynasty In 478 (108$— 1086) Ibn Ejahir, Malik-

Shah’s vizier, and his son Za^Im al-Ru^asa’ Abu
’

1-Kasim conquered the towns of Amid, Maiya-

fan^n and Djazirat Ibn ^Omar and then brought

the whole province of Diyar Bakr under the rule

of the SaldjSks Mansur, the last Marwamd, died

in Muharram 489 (Dec 1095—Jan 1096) in

Djazirat Ibn ^Omar
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MARYA, a tribe in the Western zone
of Eritrea They are — for the most part —
shepherds and inhabit the middle valley of the

'Ansaba river in the district of Karan Their

tribe IS formed by two sections of nobles Marya
Kayih “the Red Marya” and Marya Sallim “the

Black Marya”, and the families of the vassals

The “Red” Marya have been traditionally in a

lower position than the “Black” and they were

obliged to pay on certain occasions special gifts to

the “Black” as, for instance, when the chief of

the “Black” died The vassals were practically

divided between the Red and the Black as every

family of them lived under the patronage of the

chief of a noble family Both the paramount chiefs

of the noble sections had some particular rights

over all the vassals of the noble families of their

sections as they had, for instance, the power to

order that every vassal may give to them the

same gift as to his individual patron or to oblige

the patrons to pay, as a duty to the highest re-

presentative of the tribe, the tenth part of every

gift or duty of their vassals

The MSryS claim to be descendants of a warrior,

Marya, born from Saho stock, who emigrated with

seventeen soldiers to the borders of the 'Ansaba

and was received there as a guest by the natives

But, afterwards, the sons of Marya had so greatly

increased that they were able to occupy the whole

land and to subdue the native tribes who became

their vassals These natives, who are called tigray

on account of their origin, were leally Abyssmians

and Bedja However, the Marya and their vassals

to day speak only the T 1 g r e language
,
and the

Saho, as the Bedja, has been wholly forgotten

The Marya were Christians but, about half a

century ago, they were converted to Islam Even
their clans (as the 'Ad Te-mika^5l, a section

of the “Red”) and their ancestors till recent

generations bore Chiistian names In any case,

Islamic law has gradually gained gieat influence,

among the Marya, and this has been from many
points of view a real profit to the population, as

the laws of Islam may moderate in a good way
the ancient rough customs which strongly assured

the privileges of the nobles and their mastery on

the vassals As a matter of fact, in the hereditary

law, the prevalent right of the first born son and
the exclusion of the daughters from the succession

of their father’s estates became gradually disused

on account of the Islamic influences In the same
way, the custom of declaring slaves those vassals

who could not pay their debts to the nobles and
the great differences, in the penal law, as to the

punishment of crimes perpetrated by the nobles

or by the vassals, had already been diminished

after the conversion of the Marya to the IslSm,

when the occupation of Eritrea by Italy caused

the complete abrogation of those rules
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MARYAM, Mary The Arabic form of the
7 7

name is identical with and tictptufji which

are used in the Syriac and in the Greek Biblei

in the New as well as in the Old Testament In

the latter it corresponds to the Hebrew DHD This
T

name, like other ones with the same suffix, such as
'Amram, Bil'am, points to the region between Palestine

and Northwestern Arabia as its home According

to Muslim interpretation the name means “the

pious” (al~dbtda^ cf the commentaries on sura

ill 31) It occurs frequently in the Kur^Sn in the

combination ['La] Ibn Maryam “[Jesus] the son

of Mary” (slira 11 8 1 , 254, in 31 sqq
,

iv 156,

169, V 19, 50, 76, 82, 109, 1 12, 1 14, 1 16, IX

31, XIX 35, xxiii 52, xxxiii 7, xliii 57, Ivii

27, Ixi 6, 14), no father being mentioned, be-

cause, according to Muslim tradition also, 'Is5 had
no earthly father In the majority of these passages
Tsa is clearly regarded as the higher of the

two Yet Maryam’s place is important from a
dogmatical as well as from a historical
point of view

Maryam is mentioned in the Kur’an, from
the oldest parts down to the later Madinese sUras

To the first Makkan period belongs sura xxin

52 “And we made the son of Maryam and his
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mother a sign, and we made them abide m an
elevated place, full of quiet and watered with

springs'^ Here is possibly the first allusion m the

Kurban to the virgin biith This idea is ac-

centuated in sura xix 20, where Maryam gives

the spirit (i e the angel) who announces to her

the birth of a male child, this reply “How should

I have a male child, no human man having

touched me^” In sura Ixvi 12 the conception is

ascribed to this divine spirit (cf Luke 1 34 sq

Then said Mary unto the angel, How shall this

be, seeing I know not a man? And the angel

answered and said unto her. The Holy Ghost
shall come upon thee, and the power of the

Highest shall overshadow thee)

The virgin birth is also mentioned in sura

Ixvi 12 (Madmian) “And Maryam bint Tmran
who kept her body pure Then we breathed into

It from our spirit She acknowledged the truth

of the words of her Lord and of his book and
she belonged to the obedient”

A third mention of the annunciation and
the virgin birth is in sura iii 37 “When the

angels said, O Maryam, verily All5h has elected

and purified thee and elected thee above the

women of all created beings O Maryam, be

obedient unto thy Lord and prostrate thyself and

bow down with those who bow down” (cf Luke
1 28) Maryam is indeed reckoned as one of the

four best women that ever existed, together with

Asiya [q v
],

Khadidja [q v
]
and hatima [q v

]

(Ahmad b Hanbal, iii 135), and the chief

of the women of Paradise (Ibn Hanbal, in 64, 80)

According to tradition the annunciation
took place in the following way Dj*t>ril appeared

to Mary in the shape of a beardless youth

with a shining face and curling hair, announcing

to her the biith of a male child She expressed

her amazement, but, on the angePs reassuring an-

swer, she complied with the will of God
Thereupon the angel blew his breath into the

fold of her shirt, which she had put off When
the angel had withdrawn, she put on the shirt

and became pregnant The annunciation took place

in the cavein of the well of SilwSn, whither

Maryam had gone, as usual, to fill her pitcher, she

was then 10 01 13 years of age, and it was

the longest day of the year In Christian tradition

also the voice of the angel was heard by Mar-

yam for the first time when she had gone to fill

her pitcher According to a different tradition Tsa’s

spirit entered Maryam through her mouth (Tabail,

Tafsir^ vi 22)

A second important dogmatical feature is

that Maryam belongs to the Trinity according to

the Kurban A glimpse of this conception is given in

sura v 79 “al-Masih, the son of Maryam, is an

Apostle only, who was preceded by other Apost-

les, and his mother an upright woman, and both

were wont to take food” This veise is appar-

ently meant as a refutation of the Christians who
venerated Tsa and his mother as divine persons,

elevated above human needs With this verse may
be compared sura iv 169 “O people of the book,

beware of exaggeration in your religion and say

of AllSh nothing but the truth Tsa b Maryam
18 only the Apostle of Allah and His woid, which

He conveyed unto Maryam, and a spirit that

came forth from Him Believe, therefore, on Allah

and his Apostles and say not ‘three’ Bei^are of this,

this will be better for you Allfih is but one God” etc

311

Clearer is sUra v 1 16 “And when Allah said,

O ‘Isa b Maryam, hast thou said to the people,

lake me and my mother as two Gods besides

Allah > He answered Far be it, that I should

say to what I am not entitled If I should have
said it. Thou wouldst know it” etc

Ihe commentaries also describe the Trinity as

consisting of Allah, ‘Isa and Maryam Al-Baidawi,

however, admits that in sura iv 169 there could be
an allusion to the Christian doctrine of one God
in three hypostasies Father, Son and Holy Ghost
Ihe question how Muhammad had come to

conceive of Maryam as one of the persons of the

innity, has often been asked Maracci has made
a reference to Epiphamus, Adv Haeteses^ Haeres
Ixxviii

, § 23, where this author speaks of women
in Arabia who venerated Mary as God, and
offered to her cakes, from i^hich the heresy is often

called that of the Collyridians Sale, in his Pre-
hmtnary Discourse^ p 45, mentions the Maria-
mites, who worshipped a 1 rinity consisting of God,
Christ and Mary, referring to a passage in the

work of al-Makm It may, however, be that Mu
hammad’s conception was not influenced by any
sect, but by the veneration of which Mary was
the object m the Church itself Or it may be an

inference due to the identification of ‘Isa with

the Holy Ghost (cf sura iv 169 as translated

above), which made a vacant place in the Trinity,

which Mary seemed entitled to occupy A different

explanation is attempted by Sayous, / ^, p 6

1

(see Bibliography)

A comparatively large place is occupied in the

Kurban by the story of Maryam and ‘Isa

Many of the features narrated agree, partly or

wholly, with narratives in the apocryphal Gos-

pels bSra xxiii 52 (see above) mentions the

elevated place that was prepared for ‘Isa and his

mother It is not clear which tradition is here

alluded to According to St Luke i 39, Mary
went to the mountains to visit Elisabeth In the

Protevangelium Jacobi (chap xxii
,

Syriac text,

p 20) It IS Elisabeth who flees together with

John to a mountain, which opens to protect them
against their persecutors The Muslim commenta
tors mention Jerusalem, Damascus, Ramla, Egypt
as being possibly meant by the “elevated place”

Maracci thinks of Paradise

In two passages of the Kurban there is a fuller

narrative of ‘Isa’s birth and what is connected

with it, VIZ in sura xix (which bears the title

of Maryam), vs x—35, and in sflra in 31—42

Sara XIX opens with the story of Zakarlya^ and

YahyS (vs i— 15), on this follows the story of

Maryam and ‘Isa ^^vs 16—34) Sura 111 31—42
contains a the birth of Maryam, b the annun-

ciation ofYahya (vs 33—36), c the annunciation

of ‘Isa (vs 37—41) The comparison of suia xix

with sUra 111 makes it probable that Muhammad
became acquainted with the story of the birth ot

Maryam later than with those of Yahya and ‘Isa

a The birth of Maryam This story goes

back to a Christian tradition coiresponding closely

with that which is \n \.\iQ Pi otevangehum

Jacobi and De nativitate Martae Mary’s father

15 called ‘ImrSn in the Kurban, loachim in Christian

tradition, Ibn IGialdUn {^Ibai, ii 144) is also

acquainted with the name loachim It has been

supposed that the name of ‘Imran, which apparently

corresponds with the Biblical ‘Amram, the father

of Moses, as well as the fact that Maryam is called
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a sister of HSrQn (sHra xix 29), is due to a confusion

between the two Biblical Maryam’s Sale, Gerock

and others think such a confusion improbable

At any rate Muslim tradition assures us that there

IS a distance of 1,800 years between the Biblical

'Amram and the father of Mary
‘^Imran’s wife, ^Isa’s grandmother, is not mentioned

by name in the Kur^Sn In Christian as well as in

Muslim tradition she is called Hanna It is only

in Muslim tradition that her genealogy is worked
out She IS a daughter of Fakudh and a sister of

Ishba*^, the Biblical Elisabeth

Fakodh

Hanna Ishba^ married

married ‘^ImrSn Zakarlya^

I I

Maryam Yahya

According to a diffeient genealogy Ishba*^ and
Maryam were sisters, daughters of 'Imran and
Hanna (Mas'udi, Murud^^ 1 120

,
Tabari,

Tafslr^ 111 144)*.

^Imran

!

Ishba' Maryam

I I

Yahya 'Isa

'Imran and Hanna were old and childless One
day the sight of a bird in a tree, which was feeding

her young, aroused Hanna’s desire for a child She
prays God to fulfil her desire and vows, if her

prayer should he heard, the child to the temple

She had however forgotten that, according to the

Jewish law, it would be impossible, to accomplish

her vow, if she should give birth to a female

child (cf Protev Jacobi^ chapters iii
,

iv
, Syriac

text, p 4) Compare with this Sura, in 31 “How
the wife of 'Imr5n said, O my Lord, I have vowed
to Thee what is in my womb Now accept [this

vow] from me. Thou art the hearing, the knowing
And when she had given birth to the child, she

said, O my Lord, I have given birth to a female
child and I have called her Maryam”
Then the Kurban relates how she invoked on

behalf of Maryam and her posterity Allah’s pro-

tection from Satan On this verse is based the

well known hadith “Every child that is born, is

touched (or stung) by Satan and this touch makes
it cry, except Maryam and her son” (Bul^Srl,

Anbty^^ bab 44 ,
Tafsh

,
Sura 3, b 2 , Muslim,

Fada^il^ trad 146, 147, Ahmad b Musnad^
n 233, 274 sq, 288, 292, 319, 368, 523) This

tradition is used in support of the impeccability

(^tsmd) of 'Isa, Maryam and the Prophets in general

(cf al-NawawI ad Muslim, / c and al-Baidawl ad
sura 111 31)
The Kurban further relates (vs 32) that the

child grows up in a chamber in the temple {nithrab

,

cf the KotrSjv in Protev Joe ^
vi

,
Syr text,

p 5 *^7 ) under the divine grace and under Zaka-

nya^’s care According to Muslim tradition, 'Imran
had died before the birth of Maryam, and Zaka-
riya’ claimed authority over her on account of
his being her uncle, the rabbis did not recognise

his claim, his right was proved by an ordeal,

consisting m the parties throwing their pens

or arrows in a river, the only one that floated

was that of Zakariya’ Sura 111 39 refers to this

Christian tradition knows of an ordeal only in the

case of Joseph, who, because a dove comes

forth from his staff, is recognised as Maryam’s

guardian

As often as ZakariyS" enters Maryam’s mthrdb^

he finds her being provided with food in a mira-

culous way (vs 32) Ihis feature also belongs to

Chiistian tradition (Protev Jacobi^ chap viii
,

Syr text, p 7) Ihe person of Joseph is not

mentioned in the Kur^Sn In Muslim tradition he

takes caie of Maryam, his cousin, because Zaka-

riya^ is no longer able to do so, on account of

old age Maryam stays however in the temple,

which she leaves during her monthly period only

According to Christian tradition, Joseph takes her

into his house when she attains to womanhood,
lest she should defile the temple

b The annunciation of Yahya See this

art and zakarIya’

c The annunciation and birth of 'IsS The more

detailed narrative is that of sura xix 16 sqq

Maryam retires to “a place situated eastward”,

where she hides herself behind a curtain The
commentaries do not know whether a place to

the east of Jeiusalem is meant, or the eastern

pait of her house, to which she retires every

month It IS said that this is the origin of the

ktbla of the Christians

In vs 1
7—2 1 the story ofthe annunciation is given

(cf above), followed by that of 'Is5’s birth, which,

according to some Muslim traditions, followed the

conception either immediately or very soon The
pains of childbirth came upon Maryam when she

was near the trunk of a palm “She said, would

to God I had died before this, and had become
a thing forgotten, and lost in oblivion And he

w’ho was beneath her [1 e the child, or Djibril,

or the palm] called to her, saying, Be not grieved

,

God has provided a rivulet under thee, and shake

the trunk of the palm and it shall let fall ripe

dates upon thee, ready gathered And eat and
drink and calm thy mind” This story may,
perhaps, be consideied as a parallel to the Christian

tradition in which it is related that, during the

flight to Egypt, the babe Jesus ordered a palm
in the desert to bow down in order to refresh Mary
by its dates, whereupon the palm obeyed and
stayed with its head at Mary’s feet, till the child

ordered it to stand upright again and to open a

vein between its roots in order to quench the

thirst of the holy family (Apocryphal Gospel of

Matthew, chap xx ) The Kur^Sn goes on (vs 26)
“ \nd when thou seest any man, say, I have

vowed a fast unto the Merciful, so 1 may not

speak to any man to-day” The commentaries
say, this was meant to avoid importunate questions

This feature is not in Christian tradition, yet m
the Pf otevangelium Jacobt it is said (chap xii

,

Syr text, p ii) that Mary, who was then 16 years

of age, hid herself from the Israelites According
to Muslim tradition, she stayed in a cavern during
foity days “Then she brought him”, continues
the Kurban (xix 28), “to her people, carrying
him They said, O Maryam, now thou hast done
a strange thing O sister of HarOn, thy father

was not a bad man, neither was thy mother a
harlot Then she pointed to the child” Then the

child begins to speak, one of the wellknown
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miracles ascribed to IsS The “very shameful

calumny” which the Israelites brought forth against

Maryam, is also mentioned in sura iv 155
As to the words “O sister of Harun” (cf above),

it may be added that, according to the commentaries,

this Harun was not Moses’ brother, but one of

Maryam’s contemporaries, who was either a wicked

man, with whom she is compared in this respect,

or her pious brother

A legend about loaves of bread which Maryam gave

to the Magi, is mentioned by al Mas'ildi, iv 79 sq

The flight to Egypt is not mentioned in the

Kur’Sn, unless the “elevated place” (sura xxiii

52, cf above) should be an allusion to it Ac
cording to Muslim tradition which is acquainted

with It, the abode lasts 12 years After the death

of Herod the holy family returns to Nasira

After his alleged death Tsa consoles his

mother from heaven According to otheis it was

Mary Magdalene The stories of the Transitus

Martae have not obtained a place in Muslim
tradition Instead of these, there is a narrative of

how Maryam went to Rome in order to preach before

Mai at (Nero), accompanied by John (the disciple)

and Shim'un, the coppersmith When ^im'un and

Tadawus (Thaddaeus ?) were crucified with their

heads downward, Maryam fled with John When
they were persecuted the earth opened and with-

drew them from their persecutors This miracle

was the cause of Marut’s conversion
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MARZUBAN, A r able form of the title of

provincial governors in the SasSnian
empire, especially of the “wardens of the marches”,

the “markgraves” The word is derived ixom mat

z

which still means in Persian a frontier district

(Horn, Grundrtss der neuperstschen Etymologie^

p 218) and is found in Pehlevi in the form

marlpUn (in the Kar-namak^ cf H S Nyberg,
Hilfsbuch des Pehlevi^ 1 ,

Upsala 1928, p 54)
which suggests a north Iranian origin (cf Lentz,

Z I w 255, 295), as we find alongside of

marz also mardj in Persian (Horn, he ctl) The

title IS not found, however, before the SSsanian

period and in the great inscription of Paikuli, the

wardens are called bitakhsh (Arm bdeashkh\ also

a north Iranian title (Herzfeld, Patkuli^ Berlin

1924, p 155, cf also Marquart, Eransahr^ p 165
sq) In Syriac we find the forms marzbana and
marzabana (Payne Smith) and the Armenian has

marzpan and marz{a)van (Hubschmann, Armenische

Grammatik^ p 193) Persian finally has kept the

word as marzban^ marzaban or marzawan (cf e g
the But han-i Kati^)

It is from Arab sources that we are more par-

ticularly informed of the duties of the marzuban
Al Ya’^kubi [TcPrtkh^ ed Houtsma, 1 201) says

that It was the title of the icPis aUbalad^ while

the four gieat divisions of the empire were governed
by padhghdspdn The histoiians al Tabari and
al-Baladhuii tell us of the different marzuban en-

countered by the Arabs in their conquests (cf

the list of pi oVI aces ruled by a marazuban^ drawn
up by Baladhurl, and given by Noldeke m Gesch

d Ptfser and Arabei
^
Leyden 1879, p 446) In

this period we find these governors acting in-

dependently of any higher authority and concluding

truces and treaties They sometimes retained their

offices aftei the Aiab conquest Under the Sa-

sanians the matzuban were fai fiom having such

an independent position We sometimes find them
acting as generals under the command of the

spahbad (e g Joshua Stylites, ed Wright, p 61)

Although the title giadually fell into disuse,

Muslim Persia still retained the word, used in its

original sense of “warden of the marches” It is

frequently found in literature (cf Sa'di, Bustan^

ed Graf, p 73) On the other hand after the

Sasanian period, mai zuban and its variants became
a proper name (in Arabic sometimes al-Marzuban)

among Muslims and also among Parsis (cf the

names of the copyists of Pahlavi manuscripts, cf

especially Justi, Iramsches Namenbuch^ s v

Mai zpan)
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MARZUBAN b Rusiam, a prince of the

Bawand dynasty of Tabaristan [q v
]
regarded

as the original author of the Marzuban-nama^
a work in Persian prose containing a series of shoit

stones and fables of a moral and didactic character

This book IS known in two versions in elegant Persian

of the xiiBh century, the author of one of which was

Sa'd al Din al Warawini, he dedicated it to Abu
’

1-Kasim Rabib al-Din, vizier of Uzbek b Muham-
mad b Ildegiz, Atabeg of Adharbaidjan fiom 1210

to 1225 These dates give us probable limits for

the composition of the book The other version is

the work of Muhammad b GhSzi al-Malatyawi,

secietary and later viziei of Rukn al-Din bulaiman-

ibah, Saldjuk of Rffm, who reigned from 1192 to

1204 It is called Rawdat ald-UkTil and diffeis a

good deal in form and contents from the other, which

IS called the Marzuban nama
In the pieface by Sa'd al-Din al Warawini we

aie told that the original work had been written

in the language of Tabaristan and the ancient

Parsi^ the popular language, but that thanks to

him this valuable work had been given a new
life after 400 years (p 6 and 33 of MirzS Muhammad
Kazw Ini’s edition) In the first chapter Marzuban
b Sharwin, descendant of Kayus, brother of the

SSsSnian king Anushuw&n, is mentioned as wHdt^-i
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ki(&b. The Rawdat aUUkul on the contrary attributed

the original book to a descendant of the Ziyarid

Kabns b Washmglr and says simply that it is

written in a coarse style Apart from these, there

are very few references to the book in Persian

literature The author of the Kabus-nama (composed

in 1082) says that the grandmother of his mother

was the daughter of the prince Marzuban b Rustam
b Sharwin, author of the Marzuban-nama Ibn
IsfandiySr m his Tc^rikk t T^bartstan (written in

1216) speaks of the I^ahbad MarzubSn b Rustam
b Sharwin Panm as the author of the Marzuban-
nama^ a work which is in every way better than

the book of Kallla wa-Dtmna He adds that this

same Marzuban composed a diwan in labariveise

called the Niki-nama (cf An abridged Translation

of the History of Tabaristan^ by E G Browne,
Leyden 1905, p 86), finally the Persian biblio-

grapher Rida Kuli ^an in the Farhang i Nastrt

speaks of the Marzuban-nama as having been written

by Marzuban b Rustam and dedicated to (ntansub

ba) the emir Kabus Shams al-Ma'all
,
in the Madjma^

al-Fusaha^ the same author incidentally mentions

the Mai zuban-nama
These very incomplete and sometimes contra-

dictory statements have caused Mirza Muhammad
Kazwini to suggest that the individual who gave

the book its name was Marzuban, son of the “king”

of Tabaristan, Rustam b Shahnyar b Sharwin b

Rustam b Surkhat, a descendant of Baw, son of

Ka5rus, brother of Anushirwan This genealogy is

based on Ibn Isfandiyar’s work and seems more
probable than that given by Schefer {Chtest pers

^

11, p 194), who thinks that Marzuban was the son

of Rustam b Surkhat (d S95) The date of Rustam
b ShahriySr b Sharwin, who was in all probability

the father of MarzubSn, is only known from a

com of the year 355 (966) (H L Rabino, Ma-
zandardn and Astarabad^ London 1928, G M
NS vii

, p 135) MarzubSn must have therefore

flourished about 1000 a D
,

i e during the period

of the Persian renaissance

In the first chapter of the Marzuban-ndma
Marzuban is descnbed as the brother of the

reigning “king” (perhaps D5ra b Rustam, who
reigned for 8 years, cf Rabino, loc at) who
begged to be allowed to live a life of seclusion

and to compose a book containing “wise counsels

and useful directions for the conduct of life in

this world” In this connection he has a disputation

with the king and his vizier in the course of

which he relates several anecdotes The other

chapters continue in the same style Seveial of

the fables and anecdotes are found in other books

just as we find similar stories in the book of Kallla

wa Dtmna and in the Atabtan Nights The col-

lection therefore belongs to an essentially Persian

literary type, which has had considerable influence

on Arabic literature Since its contents have not

been examined for comparison, it would be too

hazardous to express an opinion on its relation to

similar collections and popular Persian stories It

IS very possible that a number of the stones are

of Indian origin On the other hand, we ought

perhaps not to credit the statement that originally

it was wntten in the Tabari dialect, for then we
should have to believe that the two authors of

the new recension knew this dialect, about which
however, we only have the notes in the Tc^rlbh-t

J'abaristdn of Ibn IsfandiySr Perhaps the reference

is to a text in archaic Persian like the probable lang-

uage of the Khuddt-ndmak which FirdawsI used (cf

Noldeke, Geschichte des Artachsir t Pdpakdn^ Got-

tingen 1879, P ^7) source of a poem
like Wis u-Ramin, a text which no longer pleased

the taste of the literary connoisseurs of the

xiitk century

The Marzubdn-ndma was published by Mirza

Muhammad Kazwini in 1908 {GM S ^
vii

)
from

a manuscript m the British Museum (Or 6476)
with the help of two other MSS in the same

collection, one in the Bibhothfeque Nationale and

another sent from Persia The Pans manuscript

had already been used for the publication of extracts

from the Marzubdn-ndma in Ch Schefer’s Chresto-

mathie persane^ Pans 1885, p 172—199 The
Rawdat al-Ukul is represented by a manuscript

in I eyden (cf M Th Houtsma, Line unbekannte

Bearbeitung des Marzbdn ndme^ Z D M G
^

In

359—392) and another in Pans Mirza Muhammad
has given extracts fiom it in the pieface to his

edition Ihere is also an Arabic version of the

same work from the pen of Ibn ^ArabshSh, based

on a Turkish version ofSaM al-Warawinl’s recension,

this Arabic text was lithographed at Cairo in 1278
Bibliography The philological data have

been collected by Mirza Muhammad Khan in the

preface of his edition
, Schefer’s observations

(p 194—211) are to be utilised with caution

Cf also II Eth6, Neupertsche Litteratur^ in

Grundriss d uan Phil
^

11 '^2% sqq and E G
Browne, A Literary History of Persia^ 11 1

1 5,

489 (J H Kramers)
MAS^A [See Sa^y

]

MASAGAN [See Mazaghai
]

MASCARA, a t own in Algeria (department

of Oran), 50 miles S W of Mostaganem and 60
S E of Oran Its position is 35® 26' N Lat and
8' E of Greenwich It lies on the southern slope

of the Beni Shugrin range, called by the Arabs

§h5rib al-Rih and is built on the edge of a

ravine at the bottom of which runs the Wad SidI

Todjiman on the other side of which to the N W
lies the native faubourg of Bab 'Ah Mascara com-
mands the plain of Eghris, which measures 25 to

30 miles from W to E and 10 to 12 miles from
N to S and is one of the most fertile regions of

Algeria The natives have grown cereals here from
the earliest times and the Europeans have introduced

tobacco and created vineyards, the produce of which
is celebrated It is the market for a region, becoming
more and more prosperous, and by the census

of 1926 had 30,669 inhabitants of whom 16,630
were natives

Mascara is of considerable antiquity According
to Bakri (Masdlik^ transl de Slane, rev by Fagnan,

p 160), It included among its inhabitants people

who came from Tihert (Tiaret) some of whom went
and settled at Ifgan, a day’s journey S E

,
when

this town was founded by Ya'lab Muhammad, son

of Salih the Ifranid, in 338 (949—950 ad) Ibn

Hawkal {^Description de PAfrtque^ transl de Slane,

Journ As
^ 1842) and Idrisi (transl de Goeje,

p 96) mention Mascara as a large well watered
village rich in fruits The Almohads seem to have
built a fortress there The Ziyenids of Tlemcen
kept a governor and a garrison there Leo Africanus

(Bk IV
,

ed Schefer, vol 111
, p 34) notes the

importance of the market which was held at

Mascara “one of the towns of the Beni Rasi”

(Bann Rashid) where one could buy, along with
cereals in large quantities, cloth and articles of
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harness manufactered m the country The rulers

of Tlemcen drew considerable revenues from it

40,000 pistoles, according to Marmol {Africa^ vol 11

,

p 356)
The Turks established themselves at Mascara

in the xvitb century and placed a garrison there

In 1701 they made it the capital of the beylik of

the west, which had hitherto been Maziina in Dahra

The beys lived there till Oran was reoccupied by

the Algerians in 1792 During this period, Mascara,

which had hitherto only been an insignificant place,

began to look like a regular town The beys built

two mosques and a madrasa, a wall and a kasba

and brought in a water-supply The manufacture

of burnuses and ha^tks^ celebrated throughout the

Regency, enriched the inhabitants This prosperity

began to decline after the beys left Mascara and
especially after the risings, which broke out in the

province of the west in the beginning of the xixth

century The Darkawi Ben Sherif seized the town
in 1805 and held it for a time In 1827 it was
attacked by the marabout Muhammad al-Tidj5nf

Supported by the Hashim he gained possession

of the faubourg of Bab ‘^AU but was killed by the

Turks when preparing to storm the town itself

At the end of Turkish rule, 'Abd al-Kadir [q v
]

who had been proclaimed Sultan by the tribes of

the plain of Eghiis, established his seat of govern-

ment at Mascara, but rarely lived there An ex-

pedition, in the month of December 1836 led by
Marshal Clauzel, occupied Mascara which the hrench

abandoned next day, after burning down part of

it The emir returned to the town and held it till

May 30, 1841, when a column under Bugeaud
occupied it finally for the French Mascara, then half

in rums, had only a population of 2,840 inhabitants

Bibliography C^s Caupenne, Mascara^

Pans 1856, Gorguos, Notice sur Mohammed el

Kebify Rev Africaine^ 1857, Lespinasse, Notice

sur les Hachem de Mascara^ Rev Ajricaine,

1 877, Correspondence du capitaine Daumas^ Algiers

1912, Tableau des Etabhssements frangais dans
I'Algerie^ year 1839 (G Yvlr)
MASGJID (a ), Mosque

I (JoHs Pedersen)

A Origin

B Foundation of mosques after Muhammad’s death

C The mosque as a religious centre

D The building and its equipment
E The mosque as a state institution

F The mosque as a school

G Administration

H The staff

II (R A Kern)

The mosque in the Dutch Indies

III (E Diez)

Architecture

A Origin of the Mosque

The word NIJIDD is found in Aramaic, the

earliest occurrence being in the Jewish Elephantine
Papyri (ed Sachau, pi 32, ed Ungnad, N® 33,
Cowley, Aramaic Papyri of the fifth Cent B C,
NO 44), also frequently in Nabataean {Corp Inscr

Semite 11 161, I, 176, 185, 188, 190, 218, cf,

Schwally, Z DM G ^\\\
^ 1898, p 134, Lidzbarski,

Handbuch d nordsem Eptgr
^ p 152, 328, Cooke,

North Semitic Inscriptions^ p 238) The word

formed from IjJD “lo prostrate oneself’ seems to

mean in Nabataean a stele, a sacred pillar, al-

though the meaning ** place of worship” has also

been suggested In the Elephantine Papyri where
It IS sworn by WHiMI both meanings

are possible The Syriac and SQ

(cf the Lexica) is like the Amharic masgid derived

from the Arabic, while the Ethiopic mhgad “temple,

church” IS perhaps a genuine formation from the

verb (which is certainly borrowed from the Aramaic

cf Noldeke, Neue lieitrage z sem Sprachw
, p 36)

The Arabic inasdjid may have been formed in-

dependently from the corresponding verb, which

also undoubtedly comes fiom the Aramaic
,
probably

the above mentioned Aramaic substantive was

simply taken over, although no links can be shown
between the Nabataean inscriptions and the Kurban

The word in any case can hardly have been

formed by Muhammad himself from its specific

connection with divine service (“place where one
sad^ada or prostrates oneself’)

I The Meccan period

The word is used in the Kur’an especially of

the Meccan sanctuary (al-Masdjtd al-haraniy Sura

ii 139, 144, 145, 187, 192, 214, V 3, viii 34,
IX 7, 19, 28, XVll I, XXll 25, xlvill 25, 27),

according to later sources, this was already the

usage in the Meccan period (cf Ya^kubl, ed Houtsma,

1 285, la) According to tradition the term al^

Masdjid al-aksa (Sura xvii i) means the Jerusalem

sanctuary (accoiding to Schrieke, /j/, vi i sqq
,

cf Horovitz, ibid
^

ix 159 sqq
^
the reference is

rather to a place of prayer in heaven), and in the

legend of the Seven Sleepers mas^td means a

tomb-sanctuary probably Christian, certainly pre

Muhammadan (Sara xviu
, 20) The word is also

applied to pre Islamic sanctuaries, which belong

to God and where God is invoked, although

Muhammad was not always able to recognise the

particular cult associated with them It is un-

doubtedly with this general meaning that the word

IS used in this verse of the Kurban “If God had

not taken men under his protection, then monasteries,

churches and places of prayer {salawat) and masa-

djid would have been destroyed” (Sura xxii 41)

1 he word is also used in a hadith of an Abyssinian

church (Bukhari, Salat^ bab 48, 54 ,
Muslim,

djid^ Tr 3) and in another of Jewish and Christian

tomb-sanctuanes (Bukhari, Salat^ bab 55, Muslim,

Masad^td^ Tr 3) Even Ibn KhaldSn can still use

the word in the general meaning of a temple or

place of worship of any religion (^Mukaddimay

fast 4, 6 at the end) There is therefore no question

of a word of specifically Muslim creation This is

in entire agreement with Muhammad’s original

attitude to earliei religions Just as Abraham was

a Muslim, so David had a masdjid (Tabari, 1

2408, 7 sqq )

To the Prophet the Meccan sanctuary always

remained the principal mosque, known as Bait

Allah even before the time of the Piophet It was

a grave charge brought against the Kuraish m the

Meccan period that they drove the believers out

of al-Mas4jid al-harani (Sura 11 214, v 3, viii

34, XXll 25, xlvill 25), which was considered

all the more unjust as they worshipped the true

lord of the sanctuary To the true God belonged

al-rnasa^id (SQra Ixxii 18, Meccan), it is therefore

an absurdity for the godless to prevent the wor-
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ship of God in “God’s own mosques” (Sara 11

108) The result was that it was revealed in the

year 9 “It is not right for polytheists to fiequent

the mosques of God” (Sura ix ly sg) and the

opponents of the new religion were therefore ex-

cluded from the sanctuary The Stra agrees with the

Kurban, that the sanctity of aUMas^td al haratn to

which Muhammad had been used from childhood was

always regarded by him as indisputable Like other

Meccans, he and his followers regularly made the

tawaf around the Ka^ba and kissed the Black Stone

(e g Ibn Hiiibam, p 183, 12 sqq
^ 239,8, 251,

J5), it is frequently stated that he used to sit in

the massijid like his fellow citizens, alone or with

a follower or disputing with an opponent (Ibn

Hisham, p 233, 16, 251, IS, 252, 14, 259, 260,

294, 18 sq

)

It is related that he used to perform
the salat between the Yaman cornet and the Black

Stone, apparently from the narrator’s context very

frequently (Ibn HishSm, p 190, 9 sqq) After his

conversion, ^Umar is said to have arranged that

believers performed the salat unmolested beside

the Ka'ba (Ibn Hisham, p 224, 13 sq
, 17 sq ),

How strongly Muhammad felt himself attached to

the Arab sanctuary is evident from the fact that

he took part in the traditional rites there before

the Hidjra (Sara cviii
, 2), in the year i, one of

his followers, Sa'd b Mu^gdh, took pait in the

pilgrimage ceremonies and in the year 2 he him-

self sacrificed on the lo^h Phu ’1-Hidjdja on the

musalla of the BanQ Salima He therefore, here as

elsewhere, retained ancient customs where his new
teaching did not directly exclude them But when
an independent religion developed out of his

preaching, a new type of divine service had to

be evolved

In Mecca, the original Muslim commumty had
no special place of worship The Prophet used to

perform the sal5t in secret in the narrow alleys

of Mecca with his first male follower ^All and
with the other earliest Companions also (Ibn Hi-

shSm, p 159, 166, 13 sqq) The references are

usually to the solitary salSt of the Prophet, some-

times beside the Ka^ba (Ibn HishSm, p 190, 9 sqq
),

sometimes in his own house (Ibn Hisham, p 203,

6 sq) That the believers often prayed together

may be taken for granted, they would do so in

a house (cf Ibn Hisham, p 202) Occasionally

also 'Umar is said to have conducted the ritual

prayer with others beside the Ka'ba (Ibn Hi§ham,

p 224) because 'Umar was able to defy the Ku-
raish When the Prophet recited in the mosque
the revelation, later abrogated, recognising al Lat,

al-'Uzza and Manat, according to the legend, not

only the believers but also the polytheists present

took part in the sud^ud (Tabari, 1 1192 Abu
Bakr is said to have had a private place of prayer

(masf^td) in Mecca in his courtyard beside the

gate, the Kuraish, we are told, objected to this

because women and children could see it and might

be led astray by the emotion aroused (Ibn Hi

shSm, p 246, Bukhari, B 86, Kafala^

B 14 etc
,
Mazaltm^ B 22)

In the dogma taught by Muhammad a sanctuary

was not a fundamental necessity Every place

was the same to God and humility in the pre-

sence of God, of which the ritual prayer was the

expression, could be shown anywhere, hence the

saying of the Prophet that he had been given

the whole world as a masdjid, while earlier pro-

phets could only pray in churches and synagogues

(Wakidl, transl Wellhausen, p 403 ,
Corpus juris

dt Zatd b ed Griffini, p 50 and clxxix, Bu-

khfirl, ^alat^ B 56, Tayafnmum, B i, Muslim,

Masa^td^ Tr i) and also the saying “Wherever

the hour of prayer overtakes thee, thou shalt per

form the salat and that is a masdjid"" (Muslim,

Masa^td^ Tr i) Ihit he nevertheless remained

firmly attached to the traditional sanctuary of the

Ka'ba, produced a confusion of thought which is

very marked in Sura 11 136 sqq When in Medina

he was able to do as he pleased, it must have

been natural for him to create a place where he

could be undistuibed with his followers and where

^hey could perform the ritual salat together

2 The Foundation of the Mosque
in Medina

According to one tradition the Prophet came
riding into Medina on his camel with Abu Bakr

as ridf sui rounded by the Banu Nadjdjar The
camel stopped on Abu Aiyub’s fiti^ Here (ac-

cording to Anas) the Prophet performed the ^alat^

and immediately afterwards ordered the mosque
to be built and pui chased the piece of land from

two orphans, Sahl and Suhail, who were under

the guardianship of Mu'adh b 'Afra^, for 10 dinars,

after declining to accept it as a gift, he lived

with Abu Aiyub until the mosque and his houses

were completed During this period he performed

the salat in courtyards or other open spaces (Bukhari,

Salat^ B 48, Muslim, Masadjtd^ Tr 1, Ahmad b

Hanbal, 111 212 above, Ibn HishSm, p 336,
Tabari, i 1258 ,

Mas'udi, Mutu^^ iv 140 sq)
According to this tradition, the building of the

mosque was intended by the Prophet from the

first and the choice of the site was left to the

whim of his mount According to another tradi-

tion the Prophet took up his abode with Abu
Aiyfib, but during the first period of his stay in

Medina he conducted the salat in the house of

Abu Umama As'ad, who had a private masijjid,

m which he used to conduct salats with his

neighbours The Prophet later expressed the desire

to purchase the adjoining piece of ground and

he bought it from the two orphans, who, ac-

cording to this tradition, were wards of As'ad

(Baladhurl, Futuh al-Buidan^ ed de Goeje, p 6,

cf Wustenfeld, Gesch d Stadt Medina^ p 60)
The site was covered with graves, rums {^irab

^

also harth^ Tabari, i 1259, 17, 1260, i ,
cf Ah

mad b Hanbal, Musnady iii 212, 7, perhaps due
to an old misreading) and palm trees and was
used as a place for keeping camels (and smaller

domestic animals, Bukhari, Wudu^^ B 66) Ihe
site was cleared, the palms cut down and the

walls built The building material was bricks baked
in the sun {labin) (Ibn Hi§h5m, p 337, Bukhari,

^lat^ B 62, 65 ,
according to one tradition they

were baked at the well of PStima, Wustenfeld,

Stadt Medina^ p 31), in places it was a court-

yard surrounded by a brick wall on a stone

foundation with three entrances the gateposts

were of stone On the kibla side (1 e the north
wall) at first left open, the stems of the palm-
trees which had been cut down were soon set up
as columns and a roof was put over them of

palm leaves and clay On the east side two huts

of similar materials were built for the Prophet’s

wives SawdS^ and 'A^igha
,

their entrances opened
on to the court and were covered with carpets

they were later increased so that there were nine
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little houses for the Prophet’s wives When the

ktbla was moved to the south, the arbour at the

north wall remained, under this arbour called

iuffa or zulla the homeless Companions found

shelter (Bujcharl, ^alat^ B 48, 62, Wiistenfcld,

Medina^ p 60 sg
^ 66 ,

DiySrbakrl, Tc^rlkh al-

KhamU^ Cairo 1 302, 1 387 sqq
,
on the

p 387 in the middle, 391 after the middle, cf

L Caetani, Annalt deW Islam^ 1 377 sq )
In

seven months the work was completed (Wustenfeld,

Medina^ p 59), according to others m the month
of Safar of the year 2 (Ibn Hi&hSm, p 339, x8 sq )

The mosque was very simple It was really only

a couityard with a wall round it, the ^uffa

already mentioned supplied a shelter on the north

side, while on the south side, later the ktb/a side, an

arbour was probably built also, for the Prophet

used to preach leaning against a palm-trunk and this

must have been on the ktd/a side How large the

arbours were cannot be ascertained The mosque
was the courtyard of the Prophet’s houses and
at the same time the meeting-place for the believers

and the place for common prayer

According to the sources, it was the Prophet’s

intention from the very first to build a mosque
at once in Medina, according to a later tradition

Gabriel commanded him in the name of God to

build a house for God (Khamls^ 1 387 infra),

but this story is coloured by later conditions It

has been made quite clear, notably by L Caetani

(Annalt ddV Islam^ 1 432, 437 sqq ) and later by
H Lammens (Mo^dwta^ p 8, note 5, 62 etc

,

do
,

Ztdd^ p 30 sqq
, 93 sqq

)
that the earliest

masdjid had nothing of the character of a sacred

edifice Much can be quoted for this view from
Hadtth and Sira (cf Annalt deW Isldm^ \ 440)
The unconverted Ihakifis were received by the

Prophet in the mosque to conduct negotiations

and he even put up three tents for them in the

courtyard (Ibn Hi§h5m, p 916, Wakidi-Wellhausen,

p 382), envoys fromTamim also went freely about

in the mosque and called for the Prophet, who dealt

with them after he had finished prayers (Ibn Higham,

P 933 f
Wak^di-Wellhausen, p 386) Ibn Unais

brought to the masdjid the head of the Hudhaili

Sufyan, threw it down before the Prophet and
gave his report (Ibn Hisham, p 981 ,

WSkidl
Wellhausen, p 225) After the battle of Uhud the

Medina chiefs spent the night in the mosque
(W5^cldl-Wellhauscn, p 149) The Awsis tended

their wounded here (tbtd
, p 2

1 $ ,
1 abari, i

1491 sq)^ a prisoner of war was tied to one of

the pillars of the mosque (BukhSri, ^Idt^ B 76,

82 ,
cf 75) Many poor people used to live in the

^Ujfa (Bukhari, 5b/5/, B 58), tents and huts were
put up in the mosque, one for example by converted

and liberated prisoners, another by the BanQ Ghifar,

in whose tent Sa^d b Mu^adh died of his wounds
(tbtd

^

B 77, dsd al-Ghdba^ 11 297) People sat

as they pleased in the mosque or took their ease

lying on their backs (Bukhari, V/;w, bab 6, Saldt^

bab 85, Ibn Sa'd, 1 124, 14), even so late as

the reign of ^Umar it is recorded that he found

strangers sleeping in a corner of the mosque
(Kdmtl, p 1 1 8, 15 sqq^^ the Prophet received

gifts and distributed them among the Companions
(Bukhari, ^Idty bab 42), disputes took place over

business (tbtd
^
bab 71, 83) and m general people

conducted themselves as they pleased Indeed, on
one occasion some Sudanese or Abyssimans with

the approval of the Prophet gave a display with

shield and lance on the occasion of a festival (do
,

^/5/, bab 69, ^Tdatn^ bab 2, 25, Q^thad^ bab 81)
and on another a stranger seekmg the Prophet,

rode into the mosque on his camel (do
,
V/w,

bab 6) bo little “consecrated” was this, the oldest

mosque, that one of the Munnfikun^ ejected for

scoffing at the believers, could call to Abu Aiyub
“Are you throwing me out of the Mtrbad Banl
TliCL'laba (Ibn Hish5m, p 362, i© sq )

All this gives one the impression of the head
quarters of an army, rather than of a sacred

edifice On the other hand the mosque was used

from the very first for the general divine service

and thus became something more than the Prophet’s

private courtyard Whatever the Prophet’s intentions

had been from the first, the masdjid with the in-

creasing importance of Islam was bound to become
very soon the political and religious centre of

the new community Ihe two points of view can-

not be distinguished in Islam, especially in the

earlier period The mosque was the place where
believers assembled for prayer around the Prophet,

where he delivered his addresses, which contained

not only appeals for obedience to God but re

gulations affecting the social life of the community
(cf Bukhari, Saldt^ bab 70, 71), from here he

controlled the religious and political community
of Islam Even at the real old sanctuaries of

Arabia, there were no restrictions on what one

could do, what distinguished the mosque from

the Christian church or the Meccan temple was

that in It there was no specially dedicated ritual

object At the Ka^ba also people used to gather

to discuss everyday affairs and also for important

assemblies, if we may believe the Sira (Ibn Hisham,

p 183 sq^ 185, I, 229, 8, 248, 257, 19) Here
also the Prophet used to sit, strangers came to

visit him, he talked and they disputed with him,

people even came to blows and fought there (Ibn

Hisham, 183 sq
^ 185 sq

^ 187 sq
^ 202, 19, 257,

259, Chron d Stadt Mekka^ ed Wustenfeld, 1

223, ii) Beside the Ka'ba Ddr al-Nadwa^

where important matters were discussed and justice

administeied (tbtd
,

see index) From the Medina
mosque was developed the general type of the

Muslim mosque It depended on circumstances

whether the aspect of the mosque as a social

centre or as a place of prayer was more or less

emphasised

3 Other Mosques in the time
of the Prophet

The mosque of the Prophet in Medina was not

the only one founded by Muslims in his lifetime

and according to tradition not even the first, which

lb said to have been the mosque of Kuba’ In this

village, which belonged to the territory of Medina

(see Wustenfeld, Geschichte det Stadt Medina^

p 126), the Prophet on his Hidjra stopped with

the family of 'Amr b ^Awf, the length of his

stay IS variously given 3, *4

According to one tradition, he found a mosque

there on his arrival, which had been built by the

first emigrants and the Ansar and he performed

the salat theie with them (see Wustenfeld, of

city p 56, Baladhuri, FutUh al-Bulddn^ p i,

Diyarbakri, Ta^rthk aUKhamis^ Cairo 1302, i

380 sq )
According to another tradition, the Prophet

himself founded the mosque on a site, which
belonged to his host KulthQm and was used as a

mtrbad for drying dates or according to others,
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to a woman named Labba, who tethered her ass

there (WUstenfeld, Medina^ p 13 1, Ibn HishSm,

P 335) Tabari, 1, 1260, 6, Ibn Sa‘d, i i, 6,

Mas'fldI, Murii^y iv 139, UiyarbakrI, Kkamts^ i

381, al-Sira al-Halabtya^ Cairo 1320, n 58 sq)

Out of this tradition arose a legend based on the

story of the foundation of the principal mosque
in Medina The Prophet makes (first Abu Bakr

and ‘^Umar without success, then) ^Ali mount a

camel and at the place to which it goes builds

the mosque with stone brought from the Harra,

he himself laid the first stone, and Abu Bakr,

^Umar and ^Uthman the next ones {Khamts^ 1

381) The Prophet is said to have henceforth

visited the mosque of Kub5^ eveiy Saturday, either

riding or walking and the pillar is still shown
beside which he conducted the service (Bukhari,

Fadl al ^alat ft Mas^td Makka wa ''l-Madina^

bSb 2, 4 ,
Muslim, tr 94 ,

Khamts^ 1

382, Baladhurl, p 5) We are occasionally told

that he performed his salat on the Sabbath in

the mosque at Kuba’ when he went to the BanQ
Nadir in Rabi^ 1 of the year 4 (Wakidi-Wellhausen,

P >6*)

It IS obvious that the customs and ideas of

the later community have shaped the legend of

this mosque The only question is whether the

old tradition that the mosque was founded either

by the Prophet himself or even before his arrival

by his followers is also a later invention We
thus come to the question whether the Prophet

founded or recognised any other mosques at all

than that of Medina L Caetani, in keeping with

his view of the origin of the mosque, is inclined

to deny it, pointing to the fact that there was
later an obvious tendency to connect mosques
everywhere with the Prophet and that Sura ix

108 strongly condemns the erection of an “op-

position mosque” (Af al-Dtrar) The Kurban passage

IS as follows “Those who have built themselves

a masdjid for opposition {dtrar) and unbelief and
division among the believers and for a refuge for

him who in the past fought against God and his

Prophet, and they swear we intended only good

God IS witness that they are liars ’ 1 hou shalt

not stand up in it, for verily a masdjid which is

founded on piety from the first day of its existence

has more right that thou shouldest stand in it,

in It are men who desire to purify themselves

and God loveth those who purify themselves” (bSra

IX 108— 109) According to tradition this was

revealed in the year 9, when the Prophet was
on the march to Tabuk, the Banu Salim said to

him that they had built a mosque to make it

easier for their feeble and elderly people, and

they begged the Prophet to perform his sal5t in

it and thus give it his approval The Prophet

postponed it till his return, but then this revelation

was announced, because the mosque had been

founded by Munajikun at the instigation of Abu
‘Amir al-Rahib, who fought against the Prophet

According to one tradition (so Ibn ‘Umar, Zaid)

the “mosque founded on piety” was that of

Medina from which the people wished to emancipate

then^selves
,

according to another (Ibn ^Abbas)

the reference was to that of Kuba^, Aba ‘Amir
and his followers were not comfortable among
the Banu ‘Amr b *Awf and therefore built a new
mosque According to some traditions it was in

DbS Awan The Prophet however had it burned
i

down (Tabari, 1 1704 sq
,
Ibn HishSm, p 357 I

sq
^ 906 sq

,
Ibn Sa‘d, 1 i, 6, Wakidi-Wellhausen,

p 410 ,
Tabari, Tafsir, xi 17 sqq

,
Wilstcn-

feld, Medina^ p 13 1, al-Stra al-Halabtya^ 11 60,

Baladhurl, p i ,
Muslim, Ir 93) II

the connection with the Tabuk campaign is correct,

the Masfi^td al Dtrar is to be sought north of

Medina, the “mosque founded on piety” would

then be the mosque of Medina rather than that

of Kuba^ which lies to the south of it There is

in Itself nothing impossible about the rejection in

principle of any mosque other than that of Medina

We should then have to discard the whole tradition,

for, according to it, the Prophet is at first not

unfavourably disposed to the new mosque and his

wrath, according to the tiadition, arises from the

fact that it had been founded by a refractory

party But as a matter of fact there aie indications

that a number of mosques already existed in the

time of the Prophet, for example, the verse in

the Kur’an “in houses, which God hath permitted

to be built that His name might be praised in

them, in them men praise Him morning and evening,

whom neither business nor trade refrain from

praising God and perfoiming the salat and the

giving of alms” etc (bura xxiv 36 sq ) If this

revelation, like the rest of the Slira, is of the

Medina period, it is difficult to refer it to Jews
and Christians, and this utterance is quite clear

“Observe a complete fast until the night and touch

thou them (i e women) not while ye are in the

mosques” (Siiia 11 183) This shows that there

were already in the time of the Prophet, several

Muslim mosques which had a markedly religious

chaiacter and were recognised by the Prophet

That there were really public places of prayer

of the separate tribes at a very early date is

evident from the tradition that the Prophet in

the year 2 offered his sacrifice on the lo^k Dhu
’1-Hidjdja on the Musalla of the Banu Salima In

addition there are constant references to private

masaf^td where a few believers, like Abu Bakr

in Mecca, made a place for prayer in their houses

and where others sometimes assembled (BukhSrl,

Salat

^

bab 46, 87 ,
Tahadj^^ud^ bab 30 ,

cf also

Adhdn^ bab 50)

B Originof Mosques after the time
of the Prophet

I Chief Mosques

What importance the Medina mosque had attained

as the centre of administration and worship of

the Muslims is best seen from the fact that the

first thought of the Muslim generals after their

conquests was to found a mosque as a centre around
which to gather

Conditions differed somewhat according as it

was a new foundation or an already existing town
Important examples of the first kind are Basra,
K u fa and al-FustSt Basra was founded by
‘Utba b Nafi‘ as winter-quarters for the army in

the year 14 (or 16 or 17) The mosque was
placed in the centre with the Dar al-Imara^ the

dwelling of the commander-in-chief with a prison

and Diiuan in front of it Prayer was at first of-

fered on the open space which was fenced round,
later the whole was built of reeds and when the

men went off to war the reeds were pulled up
and laid away Aba Masa al-Asja'ari, who later

became ‘Umar’s Waif, built the edifice of clay and
bricks baked in the sun (Jabtn) and used grass
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for the roof (BalSdhurl, p 346 ^ ^$0, B G A
,

V 187 sqq
,

Ya(j:at, Mu^^am al^Buldan^ i 642,

6—9, cf Tabari, 1 2377, 14 sqq) It was similar

m Kufa which was founded m 17 by SaM b
Abi WakV:as In the centre was the mosque and
beside it the Dar al-Im^ra was laid out The
mosque at first was simply an open quadrangle,

^ahn^ marked off by a trench round it The space

was large enough for 40,000 persons It seems

that reeds were also used for building the walls

here and later Sa'd used labtn On the south side

(and only here) there was an arbour, zulla^ built

(cf Baladhuri, p 348, i suffa) The Dar al Inid^ a

beside the mosque was later by ‘^Umar’s orders

combined with the mosque (Tabari, 1 2481, 12

2485, 16, 2487 sqq^ 2494, 14, Yakut,

IV 323, 10 ,
Baladhuri, p 2T^sqq ,

cf Annah
delV Islam^ 111 846 sqq

) The plan was therefore

an exact reproduction of that of the mosque in

Medina (as is expressly emphasised m Tabari, 1

2489, 4 sqq ), the importance of the mosque was also

expressed in its position and the commander lived

close beside it 1 here was no difference in a 1-

F us tat, which, although there was already an

older town here, was laid out as an entirely new
camp In the year 21, after the conquest of

Alexandria, the mosque was laid out in a garden

where ‘^Amr had planted his standard It was

50 df^tra^ long and 30 broad Eighty men fixed its

ktbla,^ which however was turned too far to the

east, and was therefore altered later by Kurra b
Shank The court was quite simple, surrounded

by a wall and had trees growing on it, a simple

roof is mentioned, it must be identical with the

above mentioned zulla or suffa 'Amr b al-'Asi

lived just beside the mosque and around it the

Ahl al-Rc^ya I ike the house of the Prophet, the

general’s house lay on the east side with only a

road between them There were two doois m each

wall except the southern one (Yakut, Mu^^am^
111 898 ,

MakrizI, Khtta(^ iv
,
Cairo 1326, p ^sqq

,

Ibn Dukmak, K al-Intisar, Cairo 1893, P 59W >

Suyuti, Husn al-Mukadara^ 1 63 , 11 135 ,

cf Annah deW Islam^ iv 554, 557, 563 sqq
)

We find similar arrangements made in al-Mawsil
twenty years earlier (Baladhuri, p 331

In other cases the Muslims established them-

selves in old towns either conquered or surrendered

by treaty, by the treaty they received a site for

their mosque (e g Baladhuri, p 116, 14, 147 2)

But the distinction between towns which were

conquered and those which were surrendered soon

disappeared and the position is as a rule not

clear Examples of old touns in which the Mus-
lims established themselves are al-Mada^in, Da-
mascus and Jerusalem — In al-Mada^in
SaM b Abi Wal^kas after the conquest in 16

distributed the houses among the Muslims and

Kisra’s Iwan was made into a mosque, after Sa'd

had conducted the ^alat ahFat

h

m it (Tabari, 1

2443, xs 7 Damascus which

was occupied in 14 or 15 by capitulation, ac-

cording to tradition, the Church of St John was

divided so that the eastern half became Muslim
from which Muslim tradition created the legend

that the city was taken partly by conquest and
partly by agreement (Baladhuri, p 125, Yakut,

Mu^^am^ 11 591, Ibn Cjubair, Rthla^ p 262,

y A
^
sex 9, vii 376, 381, 404) As a matter 01

fact however, the Muslims seem to have laid out

their own mosque here just beside the church

[cf DAMASCUS], and close beside it again was the

Khadra\ the commandcr-in-chief’s palace, from

which a direct entrance to the mak\uta was later

made {B G A
j

in 1 59, 4) Conditions here

were therefore once more the same as in Medina
But the possibility of an arrangement such as is

recorded by tradition cannot be rejected, for there

is good evidence of it elsewhere, m Hi ms for

example, the Muslims and Christians shared a

building in common as a mosque and church, and
It is evident from al-Istakhri and Ibn Hawkal that

this was still the case in the time of their com-
mon authority, al-Balkhi (309 = 921) (B G A

^
i

61, 7 ,
11 1 17, 5, 111 156, 15), and a similar ar-

rangement is recorded for Dabil in Armenia
{^B G A

^
\ 188, 3 ,

11 244, 2t ,
cf 111 377, 3 sq )

Ihere were special conditions in Jerusalem
Ihe Muslims recognised the sanctuary there, as is

evident from the earlier Kibla and from Sura xvii

1 (in the traditional interpretation) It must there-

fore have been natural for the conquerors, when
the town capitulated, to seek out the recognised

holy place Indeed we are told that %’mar in the

year 17 built a mosque in Jerusalem on the site

of the temple of Solomon (F Baethgen, agmente

syt u arab Htst 17, I lo, following IshoMcnah,

metropolitan of Basra after 700 A D
,
cf for the

viiith century Iheophanes quoted by Le Strange,

PalesUne undei the Moslems^ ^^90, p 91 note)

That the Kubbat al Sakhra [q v
]
which the Mosque

of ^Umar leplaced, stands on the old site of the

Temple is undoubted How he found the site is

variously recorded [cf al-kuds] The building was,

like other mosques of the time of ‘^Umar, very

simple Arculf who visited Jerusalem about 670 says

“The Saracens attend a quadrangular house of

prayer {domus orattorns^ 1 e mas^ttd) which they

have built with little art with boards and large

beams on the remains of some ruins, on the famous

site where the Temple was once built in all its

splendour” {^Itinera Hierosolymitana^ ed P Geyer,

1898, p 226 sq
,

transl by P Mickley, in Das
Land dcr Btbely 11/2, 1917, p 19 sq) It is of

interest to note that this simple mosque, like the

others, was in the form of a rectangle, m spite

of Its simple character it could hold 3,000 people,

according to Arculf

As late as the reign of Mu^^awiya we find a

new town, KairawSn, being laid out on the old

plan as a military camp with a mosque and Dar
ahimara in the centre (Y5^f:ut, Mu^^amy iv

213,10 sqq) As Baladhuri, for example, shows,

the Muslim conquerors even at a later date always

built a mosque m the centre of a newly conquered

town, at first a simple one in each town, and it

was a direct reproduction of the simple mosque

of the Prophet in Medina It was the exception

to adapt already existing buildings in towns But

soon many additional mosques were added

2 Tribal mosques and Sectarian mosques

There were mosques not only in the towns

When the tribes pledged themselves to the Prophet

to adopt Islam, they had also to perform the salSj

It IS not clear how far they took part in Muslim

worship, but if they concerned themselves with

Islam at all, they must have had a Muslim place

of meeting Probably even before Islam they had,

like the Meccans, their ma^lts or noUii or dar

sAHra^ where they discussed matters of general

importance (cf Lammens, Mdbiwta^ p 205, ZiUd
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Abiht^ p 30 sqq
, 90 ,

Le Berceau de Vlslam^

p« 222 sqq ) As the mosque was only distinguished

from such places by the fact that it was also used

for the common ^alat^ it was natural for tribal

mosques to come into existence Thus we are told

that as eaily as the year 5 the tube of SaM b

Bakr founded mosques and used adi^n (Ibn Sa'd,

l/ii 44, 7, not mentioned in Ibn Hish^m, p 943 sq
,

Tabari, 1 1722), it is also recorded of the Banil

i^adhlma who lived near Mecca that they built

mosques in the year 8 and introduced the adjian

(Wakidl-Wellhausen, p 351) How far one can

rely on such stories in a particular case is how-
ever uncertain A late writer like al-Diyarbakri

says of the Banti ’1-Mustalik that they aslamu wa-
banu masa^tda {Td'ri^ Khamts^ 11 132, ao, cf

Annalt delV Islam^ 11 221), in the early sources

this IS not found Nor is the story, told by Ibn
SaM at all probable, that envoys from the Banu
Hanifa received orders to destroy their chuiches,

sprinkle the ground with water and build a mosque
(Ibn Sa'd, l/ii 56, n sqq while Ibn Hisham,

P 945 ,
Tabari, 1 1737 sqq and Baladhun,

p 86 sq say nothing about it) But that there

were tribal mosques at a very early date is

nevertheless quite certain The mosque at Kuba’
was the mosque of the tribe of ^Amr b ‘^Awf

(Ibn Sa'd, i/i 6, 6 and cf above) and according

to one tradition, the Banu Ghanm b ^Awf were

jealous of it and built an opposition mosque
(Baladhurl, p 3, Tabari, Tafslr^ i 21 infra) A
Companion, who had taken part in the battle of

Badr, Mtban b Malik, complained to the Prophet

that he could not reach the masdjid of his tribe

in the rainy season and wanted to build a mosque
for himself (Bukhari, bab 46, Muslim,

Masa^td^ bab 47) The Prophet himself is said

to have visited the masdjid of the Banu Zuraik

(Bukhari, ^thad^ bab 56—58) and in the masdjid

of the Banu Salima during the prayer, there was
revealed to him Sura 11 139, which ordered the

new kibla^ wherefore it was called Mas4jtd al

Ktblataim (Wiistenfeld, Medina^ p 62)
The tnbal mosque was a sign that the indepen-

dence of the tribe was still retained under Islam

Indeed we hear everywhere of tribal mosques, for

example around Medina that of the Banii Kuraiza,

of the Banu Hanlha, of the Banu Zafar, of the Banu
Wa^il, of the Banu Haram, of the Banu Zuraik,

said to have been the first in which the Kur'5n

was publicly read, that of the Banu Salima etc (see

Wttstenfeld, Gesch d Stadt Medina^ p 29, 37 sqq
,

44, 50, 57, 136 sqq ), the “mosque of the two Kiblas”

belonged to the Bann Sawad b Ghanm b Ka^^b b
Salima (Wustenfeld,J/>^?«dt, p 41) This then was
the position in Medina the tribes had usually their

own mosques and one mosque was the chief mosque
This was probably the position within the Prophet’s

lifetime, for m the earliest campaigns of conquest,

mosques were built on this principle 'Umar is

said to have wntten to Abfi Musa in Basra telling

him to build a mosque h and mosques
for the tribes, and on Fridays the people were to

come to the chief mosque Similarly he wrote to

Sa'd b Abi Wakl^Ss in Kufa and to 'Amr b al-

'Asi in M 1 s r On the other hand in Syria where
they had settled in old towns, they were not to

build tnbal mosques (Makrizi,
t
Cairo

1326, p 4 infra) It is actually recorded that the

tribes in each had their own mosques around
the mosque of 'Amr in al-Fust5t (cf Ibn Dul^mSk,

p 62 infra sq) and even much later a tribal

mosque like that of the Rashida was still in existence

(Ma^rizi, iv 64, 4 sqq ) Even in the chief

mosque, the tribes had their own places {tbtd
^

p 9, xa )
We have similar evidence from the

' I r 5 If In B a s r a for example there was a Masdjid

Bani "Ubad (Baladhurl, p 356, a), one of the BanH

Rifa'a {B G vu 201, 16), one of the Band

'Adi (tbtd^ V 19 1, 4) and one of the Ansar (cf

QQ\dLV^^XyMuhamniedamscheStudten^ 1 77, note 5),

in Kufa we find quite a number such as that of

the Ansai (Tabaii, 11 284, 13 sq\ of the 'Abd

al-Kais (tbtd^ 11 657, a, 9), of the Banu Duhman
(tbtd

^ p 670, 4), of the Banu Makhzam {%btd
^

P 734i 19X of 1^® BanU Hilal (tbtd
, p 1687, s),

of the Banu 'Adi {M
^ p 1703, 4), of the Banu

Dhuhl and Banu Hudjr {tbtd
^ p 532, 8 J^), of

the Djuhaina (tbtd
^ p 533, s), of the Band Hardm

{tbtd
^

111 2509, xo) and the 'Absis even had several

masadjid (Baladhurl, p 278, 12 ,
s also p 285

and Goldziher, loc ct()

During the wars these tribal mosques were the

natural rallying points for the various tribes, the

mosque was a madjli‘', where councils were held

(labari, 11 532, 6 sqq) and the people were taught

fiom Its minbar {tbtd
^ p 284), battles often

centred for this reason round these mosques (e g
labari, 11 130, 148, 6, 960) “The people of your

mosque”, ahl masdjtdtkum {tbtd

^

p 532, 19,) became
identical with “your party” Gradually as, new sects

arose, they naturally had mosques of their own,

just as Musailima before them is said to have had

his own mosque (Baladhun, p 90, 4 from below,

Ibn Hanbal, Musnad^ 1 404 infra) Thus we read

later of the mosques of the Hanbalis in Baghdad,

in which there was continual not and confusion

(Hilal al-Sabi, Kitab al-lVuzara^y ed Amedroz,

P 335) sometimes happened that different parties

in a town shared the chief mosque {B G A
^

111

102, 5 sqq ) but as a rule it was otherwise In

particular the Sunnis and Shi'fs as a rule had

separate mosques (cf Mez, Dte Kenatssance des

hiatus^ p 63) It sometimes even happened that

Hanafts and ^afi'ls had separate mosques (Yakut,

Mu^djam^ iv 509, 9, cf B G 111 323, n)
These special mosques were a great source of

disruption in Islam and we can understand that

a time came when the learned discussed whether

such mosques should be permitted at all But the

question whether one might talk of the Masdjid
Bant Bulan was answered by saying that in the

time of the Prophet, the Masdjtd Bant Zuratk
was recognised (BukhSri, Salat

^

bab 41 . cf Dj thad^

bab 56—58 and Tabari, Tafstr^ xi 20 after the

middle of the page)

3 Adaptation to Islam of Older
Sanctuaries, Memorial Mosques

According to the early historians, the towns,

which made treaties with the Muslims, received

permission to retain their churches (Balfidhuri,

p 1 2
1, in the middle, Tabari, i 2405, 2407)

while m the conquered towns the churches fell

to the Muslims without any preamble (cf Baladhurl,

p 120 infra) Sometimes also it is recorded that

a certain number of churches were received from
the Christians, e g fifteen in Damascus according

to one tradition (tbtd 124, 8, otherwise p 12 1,
cf y yf

, 9 Ser
,
vu 403) It is rather doubtful

whether the process was such a regular one, in

any case the Muslims in course of time appropriated
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many churches to themselves With the mass
conversions to Islam, this was a natural result

The chuiches taken over by the Muslims were

occasionally used as dwellings (cf Tabari, 1 2405,

2407), at a later date it also happened that they

weie used as government offices, as in Egypt
m 146 (MakrizI, iv 35, cf for Kafa, Baladhuri,

p 286) The obvious thing, however, was to

transform the churches taken into mosques It is

related of ‘^Amr b al-'Asi that he performed the

salat in a chuich (MakrizI, iv 6) and Zaid b ^Ali

says regarding churches and synagogues, ^Perform

thy salat in them, it will not harm thee” (Corpus

tuns dt Zaid b ^All^ ed Griffin
i,
N® 364) It is

not clear whether the reference in these cases is

to conquered sanctuaiies, it is evident, in any

case, that the saying is intended to lemove any

misgivings about the use of captured churches and
synagogues as mosques I he most important example
of this kind was in Damascus where al Walid
b ^Abd al Malik in 86 (705) took the church of

bt John from the Christians and had it rebuilt,

he IS said to have offered the Chiistians another

church in its stead (see the references above, B i

,

and also J A
^ ^ Ser

,
vii 369 sqq

,
Quatremere,

Hist Suit Maml
^

ii/i 262 sqq and the article

DAMASCUS) He is said to have tiansformed into

mosques ten churches in all in Damascus It must
have been particularly in the villages, with the

gradual conversion of the people to Islam, that

the churches were turned into mosques In the

Egyptian village there weie no mosques in the

earlier generations of Islam (Makrizi, iv 28 sq
,

30) But when al-Ma'’mun was fighting the Copts,

many churches were turned into mosques (ibtd
^

p 30) It IS also recorded of mosques in Cairo
that they were converted chuiches According to

one tradition, the Rashida mosque was an unfinished

Jacobite church, which was surrounded by Jewish
and Christian graves (MaknzI, iv 6j, 64; and in

the immediate vicinity al-Hakim tinned a lacobite

and a Nestorian Church into mosques (//^/^/,p 65)
When Djawhar built a palace in al-Kahira, a det

was taken in and transformed into a mosque
(ibid

^ p 269), similar changes took place at later

dates {ibid

^

p 240) and synagogues also were
transformed in this way (Masdjid Ibn al-Banna^,

ibid
^ p 265) The chief mosque m Palermo was

previously a church (Yakut, Mu^djam^ 1 7 19)
After the Crusades several chuiches were turned

into mosques in Palestine (Sauvaiie, Hist de

Jtrus et iVHebron^ 1876, p 77, Quatremere,

Suit Mam I
,

i/ii
, 40)

Other sanctuaries than those of the “people of the

sciipture” were turned into mosques For example

a Mastoid al Shams between Hilla and Kerbela^

was the successor of an old temple of Shamash
(see Goldziher, Muh Study 11 331 Not far

from Istakhi was a Masdjid bulaiman which was
an old “fiie-temple”, the pictures on the walls of

which could still be seen in the time of Mas'udi

and al-MaVdisI (iv^k century) (Mas'Qdl,' iv

77 ,
B G A

y
\\\ 444) In Istakhr itself there was

a djami®, which was a converted fire-temple {tbtd
, p

436) In Masisa, the ancient Mopsuhestia, al-Mansur
in 140 built a mosque on the site of an ancient

temple (Baladhuri, p 165 jj/ )
and the chief mosque

in Dihll was originally a temple (Ibn BattQta, 111

1 51), as to Ts^f cf Aba DSwad, ^alat^ bab 10
Thus in Islam also the old rule holds that sacred

places survive changes of religion. It was especially

The Encyclopaedia of IsiXm, III

easy in cases where Christian sanctuaries were as

sociated wUE Bibhqal personalities Who were also

recognised by Islam

^

the Church of St John
in Damascus and ma'ny holy places in Palestine

One example is the mosque of Job in Shgkh Sa'^d,

associated with Sura xxi 83, xxxviii 40, here

in Silvia’s time (fourth century) there was a church

of Job (Mas'udi, 1 91, Baedeker, Z^a/<3:x/ u Syrten^^

1910, p 147)
But Islam Itself had created historical associations

which were bound soon to lead to the building

of new mosques Even in the lifetime of the

Prophet, the Banu Salim are said to have asked
him to perform the salat m their masdjid to give

It his authority (see above A 3) At the request

of Ttban b Malik the Prophet performed the

salat along with Abu Bakr in his house and there

by consecrated it as a musalla, because he could
not get to the tribal mosque in the rainy season

(Bukhari, Salaty bab 47, Takad^^ud^ bab 36,
Muslim, Masad^id^ tr 46 ,

a similar story in

Buldiari, Adhaity bab 47, Tahac^^udy bab 33 is

perhaps identical in origin) After the death of

the Prophet, his memory became so precious that

the places where he had prayed obtained a special

impoitance and his followers, who liked to imitate

him in everything, preferred to perform their salat

in such places But this tendency was only an
intensification of what had existed in his lifetime,

and so it is not easy to decide how far the above

stories reflect later conditions Mosques very quickly

arose on the road between Mecca and Medina at

places where, according to the testimony of his

Companions, the Prophet had prayed (BukhSri,

Salaty bab 89, WSkidl-Wellhausen, p 421 sqq)y

the same was the case with the load which the

Prophet had taken to Tabuk in the year 9 (Ibn

HishSm, p 907, Wakidi-Wellhausen, p 394,
there were 19 in all, which are listed in Annalt
delP Jslam^ 11 246 sq

)
Indeed wherever he had

taken the held, mosques were built, for example

on the road to Badr, where according to tradition

Abu Baki had built a mosque (Wakidi-Wellhausen,

p 39, also Wiistenfeld, Medinay p 135) The
mosque of al Badikh was built on the spot where
the Prophet had prayed in a leather tent during

the war with the Banu Nadir in the year 4
(Wakidi-Wellhausen, p 163, Wiistenfeld, Medina^

p 132) He is said to have himself built a little

mosque in Khaibar during the campaign of the

year 7 (Diyarbakil, Ta^rikh aPKhamts^ ii 49 sq
,

cf Annalt delP IslUm^ 11 19) Outside Ta^if a

mosque was built on a hillock, because the Prophet

had performed the salat there during the siege in

the year 8, between the tents of his two wives,

Umm Salama and Zainab (Ibn Hisbam, p 872,

sqyy Wakidl Wellhausen, p 369), m Liy>a the

Prophet is said to have himself built a mosque

while on the campaign against Ta’if (Ibn Hisham,

p 872

,

Wakidi-Wellhausen, p 368 sq

)

Mosques

arose in and around Medina, “because Muhammad
prayed here” (Wustenfeld, Geuh d Stadt Medinay

p 31, 38, 132 sqq^ It is obvious that in most

of these cases later conditions are put back to

the time of the Prophet, in connection with the

“war of the Ditch” we are told that “he prayed

everywhere wheie mosques now stand” (WSkidl-

Wellhausen, p 208) Since, for example, the

Masdjid al-Fadikh is also called Masdjid al Shams
(Wustenfeld, Medina^ p 132) we have perhaps

here actually an ancient sanctuary

2X
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Mosques became associated with the Prophet in

many ways In Medina, for example, there was

the Masdjid al-Baghla where footprints of the

Prophet’s mule were shown in a stone, the Masdjid

al-Idjaba where the Prophet’s appeal was answered,

the Masdjid al-Fath which recalls the victory over

the Meccans, etc (see Wustenfeld, Medina^^ 136
sqq ) In Mecca there was naturally a large number
of places sacred through associations with
the Prophet and therefore used as places of

prayer The most honoured sue, next to the chief

mosque, is said to have been the house of IQiadldja,

also called Mawlid al Saiyida Fatima, because the

daughter of the Prophet was boin there Ihis
house, m which the Prophet lived till the Plidjra,

was taken over by ^U^^ail, 'All’s brother, and
bought by him through Mu'awiya and turned into

a mosque {Chromken d Stadt Mekka^ ed Wusten-
feld, 1 423, III 438, 440) Next comes the house
in which the Prophet held his first secret meetings
This was bought by al-!^aizuran, mother of Harun
al Rashid, on her pilgrimage in 17 1 and tuined

into a mosque {Chron Mekka^ 111 112,440) She
also purchased the Prophet’s birthplace, Mawltd
al^Nabt^ and made it into a mosque {ibid

^
\ 422,

111 439) If Mu'awiya really bought the Prophet’s

house from his cousin, it was probably the right

one, but the demand for places associated with

the Prophet became stronger and stronger and we
therefore find more and more places referied not

only to the Prophet, but also to his Companions
Such are the birthplaces of Hamza, 'Umar and

'All {Chron Mekka^ in 445), the house of Mariya,

the mother of the Prophets son, Ibiahim {ibtd

^

\ 447, 466) who also had a mosque at Medina
(Wustenfeld, Medina^ p 133) Theie were also a

Mas^ijid Khadidja {ibid
^

i 324) and a Masdjid
'Alisha (tbid

^

111 454), a Masdjid of the “granted

appeal” in a narrow valley near Mecca, where
the Prophet performed the salat {ibid

^ 111 453),
a Masdjid al-Djinn, where the Djinn oierheard

his preaching {tbtd
^ 1 424, 111 453), a Masdjid

al-Ra^ya, where he planted his standard at the

conquest {tbtd
^

11 68 infra and 71 supra, 111

13, 453)1 a Masdjid al-Bai^a where the first homage
of the Medinese was received {tbtd

^
i 428, 111

441) In the Masdjid al-Khaif in Mina is shown
the mark of the Prophet’s head m a stone into

which visitors also put their heads {tbid ^\\\ 438)
Persons in the Bible are also connected with

mosques, Adam, Abraham and IsmS'll with the

Ka'ba, beside which the Makatn Ibrahim is show n
and in 'Arafa there is still a Masdjid Ibrahim {ibid

,

1 415, 425) and another in al-ZShir near Mecca
(Ibn ^ubair, Rthla^ I907 ) p To these

memorial mosques others were later added, e g
the Masdjid Abl Bakr, Masdjid Bilal, the Mosque
of the Splitting of the Moon (by the Prophet) etc

(s Ibn i^ubair, Rthla^ p 114 sqq
,
B G A

^
\\\

102 sq
,
Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, 11 27, al-

Batananf, al-Rthla al-Hi^azlya 2, Cairo 1329,

p s* m )

In al-HidjSz the Muslims thus acquired a senes

of mosques which became important from their

association with the Prophet, his family and his

Companions, and made Muslim history live On
the other hand, in lands formerly Christian, they

took over sanctuaries which were associated with
the Biblical history which they had assimilated

(see Le Strange, Palestine^ passim) Other mos-
ques soon became associated with Biblical and

Muslim story The mosque founded by 'Umar on

the site of the Temple in Jerusalem was, as al-

ready pointed out, identified as al-Masdlid al-Akfi

mentioned m Sura xvii i and theiefoie connected

with the Prophet’s night journey and the journey

to Paradise The rock is said to have greeted the

Prophet on this occasion and marks in a stone

covering a hole aie explained as Muhammad’s

footprints (sometimes also as those of Idris
,
cf Le

Strange, Palestine^ p 136, al-BatanunI, Rihla^

p 165, Baedeker, Palestine^ 1910, p 52 ,
cf

Ya'kubI, ed Houtsma,ii 31 1) The name
al Aksa was used throughout the early period for

the whole Haram area in Jerusalem, later paitly

foi it, and partly for the building in its southern

part {B G A 100, Sauvaire, Hist Jerus Hebron^

p 95, 121 ,
cf Le Strange, Palestine under the

Moslems^ p 96 sq) Then there were the mosques

which had specifically Muslim associations, like the

Masdjid of 'Umar on the Mount of Olives where

he encamped at the conquest {B G A
^

111 172)

In Egypt not only was in old Christian

sanctuary called Ma'bad Musa (Makrizi, iv 269),

but we aie also told, for example, that the Mosque
of Ibn lulun was built where Musfi talked with

his Lord (Makrizi, iv 36), according to al Kuda'i

there were in Egypt four MasSdjid of Musa (Ibn

Dukmak, ea Vollers, p 92), there was a Masdjid

Ya'kub wa-Yusuf {B G A
^

111 200) and a Joseph’s

prison, certainly dating from the Christian period

(Makrizi, iv 315) There was also a Mosque of

Abraham in Munyat Ibn al-Khisib (Ibn I)jubair,

p 58) The chief mosque of San'a^ was built by

Shem, son of Noah {B G A
^

vii no) The old

temple near Istakhr mentioned above was con-

nected with bulaiman (Mas'udi, MufU(l;^ iv 77,
Yakut, 1 299) In the mosque of Kufa not only

Ibrahim but one thousand other prophets and one

thousand saints, described as wasi^ are said to

have offeicd their prayers, here was the tree

Yaktin (Sura xxxvii 146), here died Yaghuth
and Ya'^uk, etc (Yakut, iv 325, also Ibn Jljubair,

p 2 1 1 ) and in this mosque there was a chapel

of Abraham, Noah and Idris (Ibn Djubair, p 212),
a large number of mosques were associated with

Companions of the Prophet What emphasis was
laid on such an association is seen, for example,
from the story according to which 'Umar declined

to perform the salat m the Church of the Resur-

rection in Jeiusalem, lest the church should after-

wuds be claimed as a mosque

4 Tomb Mosques

A special class of memorial mosques consisted

of those which i^ere associated with a tomb The
graves of ancestois and of saints had been sanc-

tuaries from ancient times and they were gradually

adopted into IslSlm In addition there viere the

saints of Islam itself The general tendency to

distinguish places associated with the founders

of Isl5m naturally concentrated itself round the

graves in which they rested In the Kurban, a

tomb masdjid is mentioned in connection with the

Seven Sleepers (Sura xviii 20) but it is not clear

if It was recognised As early as the year 6, the

companions of Abn Basir are said to have built

a mosque at the place where he died and was
buried (W5|^idl-Wellhausen, p 262) The Prophet
IS also said to have visited regularly at al-Ba^^i'

m Medina the tombs of the martyrs who fell at

U^ud and paid reverence to them {tbtd
^ p 143)
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Whatever the exact amount of truth m the story,

there is no doubt that the story of the tomb-

mosque of Aba Basir is ante-dated The accounts

of the death of the Prophet and of the period

immediately following reveal no special interest

in his tomb But very soon the general trend of

development stimulated an interest in graves which
led to the erection of sanctuaries at them The
progiess of this tendency is more marked in al-

Wakidl, who died in 207 (823), than in Ibn Ishak

who died in 151 (768)
Ihe collections of Hadlth made in the third

century contain discussions on this fact which show
that the problem was whether the tombs could

be used as places of worship and in this connection

whethei mosques could be built over the tombs

Ihe hadiths answer both questions m the negative,

which certainly was in the spirit of the Piophet

It IS said that “Salat at the graves (y? 'l-makabtr)

is makruJi'' (Bukhari, Salat^ bab 52), “sU-4iot

upon graves and perform not salat towards them’*

(Muslim, Djanatz, tr 33), “hold the salat in your

houses, but do not use them as tombs” (Muslim,

^alat al-Mmafirin^ tr 28) On the other hand it

IS acknowledged that Anas performed the salat

at the cemetery (Bukhari, bab 48) We are

also told that tombs cannot be used as masa^td
(Bukhan, Salat^ bab 48, Djand^tz^ bab 62) On
his deathbed the Prophet is said to have cursed

the Jews and the Christians because they used

the tombs of their prophets as masadjid Hadith

explains this by saying that the tomb of the Prophet

was not at first accessible (Bukhari, Salaty bab 48,

55 ^
JQjtana^tz^ bab 62, Anbiya^y bab 50, Muslim,

Masa^ui^ tr 3), as a matter of fact its precise

location was not exactly known (Djano^tz^ bab 96)
The attacks in Hadith insist that tomb-mosques
are a reprehensible Jewish piactice “When a

pious man dies, they build a masdjid on his tomb”
etc (Bukhari, Salaty bab 48, 54, Muslim, Djana^tZy

bab 71) Although this view of tomb-mosques is

still held in certain limited circles (cf Ibn faimiya,

the Wahhabis), the old pie-Islamic custom soon

also became a Muslim one The expositors of

Hadith like al-Nawawi (on Muslim, Masadytd
tr 3, lith Dihli 1319, 1 201) and al-'Askalani,

(Cairo 1329, 1 354) explain the above passages

to mean that only an exaggerated tdzim of the

dead is forbidden so that tombs should not be

used as a kibla, otherwise it is quite commendable
to spend time in a mosque in proximity to a

devout man
The name given to a tomb-mosque is often

kubba^ a word which is used of a tent (BuWiaii,

Djana^tz^ b5b 62, b5b 64, Fard al-

Khumsy bab 19, aUDnzyay bSb 15, Tarafa,

vii i), but later came to mean the dome which

usually covers tombs and thus became the general

name for the sanctuary of a saint (cf IbnJ^ubair,

Rthla^ p 1 14, 1 15, cf Dozy, Supplement

^

s v)
Makam also means a little chapel and a saint’s

tomb (v Berchem, Corpus Inscr Arab^ i
,
N® 72,

etc
,
cf index) The custom of making a kubba

at the tomb of a saint was firmly rooted in By-

zantine territory, where sepulchral churches always

had a dome (Herzog-Hauch, RealenzyclopUdie^^ x

784) The usual name however for a tomb-sanctuary

was maihhady this is applied to places where
saints are worshipped, among Muslim tombs par-

ticularly to those of the friends and relations of

the Prophet (v Berchem, Corpus Inscr Arab
^

t, N« 32, 63, 417, 544, MakrIzI, iv
, p 265,

309 s^g
)

but also to tombs of other recognised

saints, e g Ma^had Qjirdjis in Mawsil (Ibn Djubair,

Rthla^ p 236) etc

Ihe transformation of the tombs of the
Prophet and his near relatives into sanctu-

aries seems to have been a gradual process Mu-
hammad, Abu Bakr and ^Umar are said to have
been buried m the house of 'A^igha, Fatima and

^All lived beside it 'A^isfia had a wall built between
her room and the tombs to prevent visitors car-

rying off earth from the tomb of the Prophet

The houses of the Prophet’s wives remained as

they were until al-Walid rebuilt them He thought

it scandalous that Hasan b Hasan b "^All should

live in Fatima’s house and ^Umar’s family close

beside ^A^isha’s home in the house of Hafsa He
acquired the houses, had all the houses of the

Prophet’s wives torn down and erected new buildings

The tombs were enclosed by a pentagonal wall,

the whole area was called al-Rawda “the garden”

,

it was not till later that a dome was built over

it (Wustenfeld, Medina^ p 66 sqq
, 72 sq

^ 78
sqq

, 89) In the cemetery of Medina, al Baki^^ a

whole senes of Ma^ahtd came to be built where

tombs of the family and of the Companions of

the Prophet were located (ibid
^ p 140 sqq

,
Ibn

Cjubair, Rthla^ p 195 sqq) It is often disputed

whether a tomb belonged to one or the other

(e g labarl, 111 2436, 2 sqq
)

Such tomb mosques
were sacred {jnukculdasy Ibn I^ubair, p 114,

13, 17). they were visited It 'l-baraka The name
al-Rawda of the Prophet’s tomb became later ap-

plied to other sanctuaries (Ibn Djubair, Rtkla^

p 46, 16, 52, 1 1) Separate limbs were revered

m some mosques, like the head of al-Husain in

Cairo, which was brought there in 491 from

'Askalan (^Ali PSsiba MubSrak, al-Khitat aIDjadtday
iv 91 ^qq ,

cf Sauvaire, Htst Jerus Hebr
^

p 16), his head was also revered for some time

in the Mashhad alRa^s in Damascus (according

to Ibn Shakir, y A
y

ser
,

vii 385)
Gradually a vast number of Muslim tombs of

saints came into existence, and to these were

added all the pre-Islamic sanctuaries which were

adopted by Islam No distinction can therefore

be drawn between tomb-mosques and other me-

morial mosques It was often impossible to prove

that the tomb m question ever really existed In

the Mashhad 'All for example, 'All’s tomb is

honoured but Ibn Djubair leaves it in doubt

whether he is really buried there {Rthla^ p 212)

and many located his grave in the mosque at

Kafa and elsewhere (Mas'udi, Muru^y iv 289,
V ()%y B G Ay \\ 163) In 'Ain al-Bakar near

'Akka there was also a Mashhad 'Ali (Yakut, in

759) and also in the Mosque of the Umaiyads

(Ibn I^ubair, p 267), on this question cf B G A
^

III 46 Names frequently become confused
and transferred In Mecca between SafS and Marwa
there was a Kubba, which was associated with

'Umar b al-Khattab but Ibn Djubair says that it

should be connected with 'Umar b ‘Abd al-'Aziz

{RthlUy p 115, It sqq) In gjiza there was a

Mashhad Abi Muratra^ where the memory of

this Companion of the Prophet was honoured,

It is said to have been originally the grave of

another Abu Huraira (Makrizi, 1 335 i *9) Wherever

Shi'is ruled, there arose numerous tomb-mosques of

the Ah/ al^Batt In Egypt Ibn Djubair gives a

list of 14 men and five women of the Prophet’s
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family, who were honoured there {Rihla^ p 46
sq

)

Islam was always creating new tombs of

saints who had been distinguished for learning or

asceticism 01 miiacle-working, e g the tomb of

al-Shafi^^i in Cairo and Ahmad al-Badawi
m Tanta There were mosques, chiefly old

established sanctuaries, of Biblical and semi-Biblical

personages like Rubil (Reuben) and Asiya the wife

of Pharaoh p 46) In and aiound Damascus
were a number of mosques, which were built on

the tombs of prophets and unnamed saints (Ibn

Djubair, Rthla^ p 273 sqq
) In Palestine could

be seen a vast number of tombs of Biblical pei-

sonages (cf Le Strange, Palestine nndei the Moslems^
Index and Conder in Palestine Explor Fund^
Quarterly Statement^ 1871, p 89 ), usually

mosques with a kubba
After the sanctuaries of persons mentioned in

the Bible came those of people mentioned in the

Kurban For example, outside the Djami^ in 'Akka
was shown the tomb-mosque of the prophet Salih

(Nasir i Khusraw, Sefer-Nameh, ed Schefer, p 15, 1

= 49), and in Syria that of his son (Ibn Djubair,

p 46), that of Hud was also shown near 'Akka

{Sefer-Nameh^ p 16, 5 = 52), farther east that of

Shu*^aib and of his daughter (jbtd
^ p 16, 12 =

53), the tomb of Iltid was also pointed out in

Damascus and in Hadramawt (\akut, 11 596,16),
then we have peculiarly Muslim saints like Dhu
U-Kifl, the son of Job {tbtd

^

p 16, 4 = 52) then
theie are the sanctuaries of saints who are only

superficially Muslim but really have their origins

in old popular superstitions, like al-IOiadir who
had a ma^hhad in Damascus (Yakut, 11 596, 9),

or a saint like ^Akk, founder of the town of

'Akka, whose tomb Nasir-i Khusraw visited outside

the town {Se/et-Nameh^ p 15, 6 from below =51)
Such tombs were much visited by pious travelleis

and are therefore frequently mentioned in literature

(on Mashahid of the kinds mentioned here in the

‘^IrSk, see B G A
^

\\\ 130, for Mawsil etc, ibtd
^

p 146) In this way ancient sanctuaiics were

turned into mosques and it is often quite a matter

of chance under what names they are adopted by

Islam (cf Goldziher, Muh Studien^ 11 325 sqq
)

It therefore sometimes happens that the same saint

is honoured in several mosques Abu Huiaiia,

who is buried in Medina, is honouied not only

in the above-mentioned tomb mosque in Djiza

but also at various places in Palestine, in al-Ramla

and in Yubna south of Tabartya (Khalil ed-Dahiry,

Zoubdat Kachf el-Mamdltk, ed P Ravaisse, p 42,

I from below
,
Sefer-Nanteh of Nasir-i ^usraw, ed

by Ch Schefer, p 17, i from below =59, Yakut,

111 512, 20, IV 1007, 12, cf Symbolae Osloenses

Fasc Supplet
^ 11 [1928], 31) The tomb of the

Prophet Jonah is revered not only in the ancient

Niniveh but also in Palestine

Just as the kubba under which the saint lay

and the mosque adjoining it were sanctified by
him so vice-versa a kubba and a mosque could

cause a deceased person to become considered a

saint It was therefore the custom for the mighty not

only to give this distinction to their fathers but

also to prepare such buildings for themselves even

m their own lifetime This was particularly the

custom of the Mamlllk sultans, perhaps stimulated

by the fact that they did not found dynasties

in which power passed from father to son Such
buildings are called kubba (van Berchem, C I A

^

1 ,
N® 82 sqq

, 95, 96, 126, 138 etc ), exceptionally

zawiyaQbtd 98), fiequently

,

N® 58,

66, 88, 106, 107, 1 16 etc), the formula is also

found “this kubba is a turba^' (N® 67), the

latter word acquired the same meaning as masdjid,

paitly saint’s giave and partly sacred site (cf Ibn

fijubair, Rthla^ p 114, 196), but this word does

not seem to be used of ordinal y tomb-mosques,

although the distinction between these and mos

ques in honour of saints often disappeared In

these kubbas the legular recitation of the Kurban

was often arianged and the tomb was provided

with a kiswa Ihe mausoleum might be built in

connection with a great mosque and be sepaiated

from it by a grille (Yakut, iv 5^956^7^)

5 Mosques deliberately founded

In the early peiiod the building of mosques was

a social obligation of the ruler as repiesentative

of the community and the tribes Very soon a

numbei of mosques came into existence, provided

by individuals In addition to tribal mosques, as

alieady mentioned, there weie also sectarian mos-

ques and prominent leadeis built mosques which

were the centres of their activity, foi example

the Masdjid ^Adi b Hatim (Tabari, 11 130), the

Masdjid Simak in Kufa {ibid
^

1 2653), the Mas-

djid al Ash’^ath etc As old sanctuaries entered

Islam, the mosque received more of the character

of a sanctuary and the building of a mosque became
a pious woik, there arose a hadith, according

to which the Prophet said “for him who builds

a mosque, Ood will build a home m Paradise”,

some add “if he desires to see the face of God”
{Cotpus juris di Zaid b ^Ali^ ed Griffim, N®

276, Bukhari, Salat

^

bab 65, Muslim, Masadjidy

tr 4 ,
Zuhd^ tr 3 ,

Makrizi, iv 36) I ike other

sanctuaues, mosques were sometimes built as a

result of a revelation in a dream A story of

this kind of the year 557 is given by al SamhudI
foi Medina ^'Wustenfeld, Medina^ p 91 ^7), and a

similar one of a mosque in Damascus (7 ^
i
ber 9,

vii 384), a mosque was also built out of gratitude

for seeing the Prophet {al-Madrasa aUShxriftya^

Makrizi, iv 209) It was of course particularly

an obligation on the mighty to build mosques
Even in the earliest period, the governors took

care that new mosques were built to keep pace
with the spread of Islam (cf Baladhurl, p 178 J7

)

About the year 1000 the governor of Media, Badr
b Hasanawaihi, is said to have built 3,000 mos-
ques and hostels (Mez, Die Renaissance des Islams^

1922, p 24) The collections of inscriptions, as

well as the geographical and topographical works,

reveal how the number of mosques increased in

this way
In Egypt, al-Hakim m the year 403 had a

census taken of the mosques of Cairo and there

were eight hundred (Makrizi, iv 264), al Kuda^i

(d 454 = 1062) also counted the mosques and
his figure is put at 30,000 or 36,000 (YSkiit, ni

901, Ibn Dukmak, ed Vollers, p 92, Makrizi,

IV 264) which seems quite a fantastic figure (there

IS probably a wa lacking before alif 1 e 1,036)
Ibn al Mutawwadj (d 730) according to al-MaljrizI

counted 480, and Ibn Dukmak (about 800) gives

in addition to the incomplete list of dij5miS a list

of 472 mosques, not including madaris, khanakahs
etc

,
the figure given by Makilzi is smaller The

fantastic figure of 30,000 for Baghdad is found
as early as Ya'^kubl {B G A

^
vii 250) It is also

an exaggeration when Ibn ^jubair was told in
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Alexandria that there were 12,000 or 8,000 mos-
ques there (p 43) In Basra where ZiySd built

7 mosques (B G A
^
v 1 91), the number also in-

creased rapidly, but here again an exaggeiated

figure (7,000) IS given {B G A
^

vii 361) In

Damascus, Ibn 'Asakir(d 571 = 1176) counted

241 within and 148 outside the city (^^,Ser 9,

VI* 383) I** Palermo Ibn Hawkal counted over

300 and in a village above it 200 mosques In

some streets there were as many as 20 mosques

within a bowshot of one another, this multiplicity

IS condemned everyone wanted to build a mosque
for himself (Yakut, 1 719, 111 409, 410) As a

matter of fact, one can almost say that things

tended this way , Ya^^kQbl mentions in Baghdad
a mosque for the Anbari officials of the tax-office

{B G A
y

vii 245) and seveial distinguished

scholars practically had their own mosques It

occasionally happened that devout private in-

dividuals founded mosques In 672 Fadj al-Din

built a mosque and a separate chamber in which
he performed the salat alone and meditated (Ma-
kiizi, IV 90) Ihe mosques thus founded were

very often called aftei their founders, and memorial

and tomb-mosques aftei the person to be com-

memorated Sometimes a mosque is called after

some devout man who lived m it (MakrizI, iv 97,

265 sqg )
and a madrasa might be called after its

head or a teacher (thi/

y

iv 235, Yakut, Udaba^y

vii 82) Lastly a mosque might take its name
fiom its situation or from some featuie of the

building

6 A l-M u s a 1 1 a

In addition to the mosques propei, al-Makrizi

mentions for Cairo 8 places for prayer {mu mild)

mainly at the cemetery (iv 334 ) The word
musalla may mean any place of prayer, therefore

also mosque (cf bura, 11 119, cf Makiizi, Khitaty

IV 25,16, do, Itlfazy ed Bunz, p 91,17, Yakut,

Mu^djaniy iv 326, 3
— 5) or a particular place of

prayei within a mosque (Tabari, i 2408, 16,

BukhSrI, Ghusly bab 17, Salat

y

bab 91) In Pa-

lestine, there weie many open places of prayei,

piovided only with a mihrab and marked off, but

quite in the open (cf for liberias, Sefer-Namehy

transl Schefer, p 36) It is recorded of the Prophet

that he used to go out at the two festivals (a/-

Btit and al-Adha) to the place of prayer (al-

musalla) of the Banu Salima A lance which the

Negus had presented to al Zubair was carried in

front of him and planted befoic the Prophet as

sutra Standing in front of it, he conducted the

salat, and then preached a Idiutba without a min-

bar to the lows m front of him (labari, 1 1281,

14 sqq
y

Bukhari, Haidy b5b 6, ^alaty bab 90,
^Tdatn, bab 6) lie also went out to the musalla

for the salat al-isttskd (Muslim, Jstiskdy tr i)

This Musalla was an open space and Muhammad
is even said to have forbidden a building on it

(Wustenfeld, Medina

y

p 127 sqq) This custom

of performing the salat on a musalla outside the

town on the two festivals became suntia Theie

15 evidence of the custom for seveial towns In

Medina however, a mosque was latei built on

the musalla {ibid
y p 12% sq) which also happened

in othei places An early innovation was the in-

troduction of a minbai by Marwan {tbtd
y p 128,

Bukhari, ^TdatUy bab 6) When SaM b Abi Wakkas
built a mosque m Kisra’s Iwan in al-Mad5^n, at the

festival in the year 16 it was expressly stated that

it was sunna to go out to it Sa'd, however, thought

It was a mattei of indifference (Tabari, 1 2451)
Shoitly after 300 a musalla outside of Hamadhan
IS mentioned (Mas^udl, Muru^jy ix 23) Ihere

was al Musalla al-^Atlk m Baghdad, here a dakka
was elected for the execution of the Karmatian

prisoners (Tabari, 111 2244 sq
,
cf 1659, rs), m

Kufa, several are mentioned (ibid
y

11 628, 16,

1704,8, 111 367,8 sq )y two in Merw (/^/^/
,
11 1931,

2, 1964,19, cf Si/er-Alame/i
y
transl Schefer, p 274),

one in P'arghana (B G A
y

ii 393, n) In Tirmidh,

the musalla was within the walls (B G A
, 11 349,

18) which also happened elsewhere (tbtd
y 378,6

sq

)

In Cano the two festivals were celebrated

on the Musalla Khawlan (a Yemen tribe) with

the Ivhatib of the Mosque of 'Ami as leader

according to al-Kuda'i the festivals were to be
celebrated on a musalla opposite the hill Yahmum,
then on al Musalla al Kadim wheie Ahmad b Pulun
elected a building in 256 dhe site was several

times changed (Makrlzi, iv 334 ,
cf B G A

y
lu

200, 14 sq) In 302, 306 and 308 the ^alat ald^id

was performed for the first time in the Mosque of

'Ami (Makrlzi, iv 20, g sqq
,
Husn al Muhadaray

11 137 infra, Ibn Taghribirdi, 11 194,9 1^*^

Battuta notes the custom m Spam (1 20) and lunis

(i 22) and also in India (111 154) Ibn al Hadjdj

(d 737) says that in his time the ceremonies

still took place on the musalla but condemns
the btd^a'‘s associated with them (A' al Madkluil

11, Cairo 1320, p 82 sqq) It is also laid down
in Muslim law, although not always definitely (see

Juynboll, Handbuch d tslam Ges

,

1910, p 127,
I Guidi, II Muljtasary i

, 1919, p 136) The
custom seems in time to have become generally

abandoned In the ninth centuiy the Masdjid

Aksonkor was expressly built for the Idiutba at

the Friday sei vices and at festivals (Makrizi, iv

•07, 17)

C The Mosque as the Centre for
Divine Service

I Sanctity of the Mosque

Ihe histoiy of the mosque in the early centuries

of Islam shows an increase in its sanctity which
was intensified by the adoption of the traditions

of the church and especially by the permeation

of the cult of saints 1 he sanctity already associated

with tombs taken over by Islam was naturally

very soon transftired to the larger and moie im-

posing mosques Ihe expiession “house

of Cod”, which at first was only used of the

Ka'ba came now be applied to any mosque (s

Corpus lutts dt Zaid b ^Aliy N® 48, cf 156, 983,
Chi on Mekkoy^^ Wustenfeld, iv 164, v Berchem,

Coipus Insci Aiaby 1, N® lo, 1 18, Ibn al-

Ha^idj, H al-Madkhaly 1 20, 23 ,
11 64, 68 ,

cf

Bait Rabbihiy tbtd
y

1 23, 73, 11 56) The alteration

in thcoiigmal conception is illustrated by the fact

that the Mamlak al-Malik al Zahir Baibars declined

to build a mosque on a place for tethenng camels

because it was unseemly, while the mosque of

the Prophet had actually been built on such a

place (Makrizi, iv 91 ,
Abu Dawud, Salat

y
bab 22)

In the house of God the Mihrab and the Mm-
bai (sec below) enjoyed paiticulai sanctity, as did

the tomb, especially m Medina (BuWiarl, Fadl
al SalatfI Masd;id Makka wa 'l-MadinUy bSb 5)
Ihe visitors sought barakayipaxtly by touching the

tomb 01 the railing round it, partly by praying
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m its vicinity, at such places “prayer is heard”

(Chron Mekka^ iii 441, 442) In the Masdjid al-

Khaif in Minfi the visitor laid his head on the

print of the Prophet’s head and thus obtained

baraka {tbtd
^

iii 438) A mosque could be built

on a site, the sanctity of which had been shown
by the finding of hidden treasuie (Mat:rizi,iv 75)
There were often places of particular sanctity in

mosques In the mosques at Kuba^ and Medina,

the spots where the Prophet used to stand at

prayer weie held to be particularly blessed (BalSdhurl,

p 5 ,
Bul^Sri, ^(£2/5/, bab 91 ,

Wustenfeld, Medina^

p 65, cf 82, 109) In other mosques, places where
a saint had sat or where a divine phenomenon had
taken place eg in the Mosque of 'Amr and in

the Azhar Mosque (MakrTzI, 111 19, 52) or the

Mosque in Jerusalem (MakdisI, B G A
^

iii 170)
were specially visited Pious visitors made tawa,f

[q V
]

between such places in the mosque (Ma
krizi, IV 20) Just as in other religions we find

parents dedicating their children to the service of

a sanctuary, so we find a Muslim woman vowing
her child or child yet unborn to the mosque
(Bukhari, Salat^ bab 74, Makrizi, iv 20) The
fact that mosques, like other sanctuaries, were

sometimes founded after a revelation received in a

dream has already been mentioned (B 5)
This increase in sanctity had as a natural result

that one could no longer enter a mosque at

random as had been the case in the time of the

Prophet In the early Umaiyad period, Christians

were still allowed to enter the mosque without

molestation (cf Lammens, Mo^awta^ p 13 J7
,

Goldzihcr, in W Z K M
^

y\ 100 sq) Mu^awiya
used to sit with his Christian physician, Ibn Uthal,

in the mosque of Damascus (Ibn Abi Usaibi'a,

I 1 1 7) According to Ahmad b Hanbal, the Ahl
al-Kttdib (or Ahl al-^Ahd) and their servants, but

not polytheists, were allowed to enter the mosque
of Medina (Musnad^ iii 339, 392) At a later date

entrance was forbidden to Christians and this re-

gulation IS credited to 'Umar (Lammens, op at
,

p 13, note 6) A strict teacher of morality like

Ibn al-H5djdj thought it unseemly that the monks
who wove the mats for the mosques should be

allowed to lay them in the mosque {MadUuil^

II 57) Conditions were not always the same In

Hebron, Jews and Christians were admitted on

payment to the sanctuary of Abraham until in

664 (1265) Baibars forebade it (Quatrem^re, Htst

Suit Matnl
^

l/ii 27)
According to some traditions, a person in a state

of ritual impurity could not enter the mosque
(Aba Dawud, Tahara^ bab 92 , Ibn M5dja, Tahara^

bab 123) and m any case only the pure could

acquire merit bv visiting the mosque (Muslim,

Mas^td^ tr 49 ,
Corpus tuns dt Zatd b ^Ali^

N® 48), and in a later penod it is specially men-
tioned that the wudu^ cannot be undertaken in

the mosque itself (Madkhal^ 11 47 infra) nor could

shaving \tbid
^ p 58 )

It IS always necessary to be careful not to spit

in a mosque, although some traditions which are

obviously closer to the old state of affairs say,

“not m the direction of the l^ibla, only to the

left (Bukhari, ^lat^ bab 33 ) The custom

of taking off one’s sandals in the mosque is

found as early as the time of Abu 'Ubaida (second

century) (Ya^ut, Udabci^ v 272, 13 sq ) and according

to aUMadkbfil (see below) is also mentioned by

Abu Dawad Al-Tabari puts the custom back to

the time of 'Umar (1 2408) That it is based on

an old custom observed in sanctuaries is obvious

(cf on the history of the custom, F Cumont,

Foutlles de Doura EuropoSy 1926, p 60 ) Ihe
custom however seems not to have been always

observed In the viii^fi century in the Mosque of

the Umaiyads the shoes were taken off only in

the maksUra^ because the floor was covered with

mats, but in 827 an Egyptian superintendent

oidered that the mosque should only be entered

with bare feet {J ^ ,
ser 9, vii 21 1, 217) The

visitor on entering should place his right foot first

and utter ceitain prayers with blessings on the Prophet

and his family (which Muhammad is said to have

done ’) and when he is inside perform two rak'a’s

(Bukhari, Salai^ bab 47, Taha^djud^ bab 25,

Muslim, %alat al Musafirin^ tr 12 sq
^

Tabari,

111 2464, 2532) Certain regulations for decent

conduct came into being, the object of which was

to preserve the dignity of the house of divine

service Public announcements about strayed animals

were not to be made, as the Beduins did in their

houses of assembly, and one should not call out

aloud and thereby disturb the meditations of the

worshippers (Bukhari, Salat
^

bab 83 ,
Muslim,

Masa^td^ tr i8, more fully in Madkhal^ 1 19

sqq

)

One should put on fine clothes for the

Friday service, rub oneself with oil and perfume

oneself (Bukhari, bab 3, 6, 7, 19) as

was also done with tib for the Hadjdj (Bukhari,

Hadjd^y bab 143)
A question which interested the teachers of mo-

rality was that of the admission of women to

the mosques That many did not desire their pre-

sence is evident from the hadith that one cannot

prevent them as there is no fitna connected with

It, but they must not be perfumed (Muslim, Salat^

bab 29, Bukhan, Qjium^ay bab 13, cf Chron
Mekka^ iv 168) Other hadiths say they should

leave the mosques before the men (al-Nasa’i, Sahw^
bab 77, cf Abu Dawud, Salat

^

bab 14, 48) Some-
times a special part of the mosque was railed off

for them, for example, the governor of Mecca m
256 had ropes tied between the columns to make
a separate place for women {Chron Mekka^ 11 197
infra) According to some, women must not enter

the mosque during their menstruation (Abu Dawud,
Tahara^ bab 92, 103, Ibn Madja, Taharoy bab 117,

123) In Medina at the present day, a wooden
grille shuts off a place for women (al-BatanunI,

al-Rihla al-Hu^aziya^ p 240) At one time the

women stood at the back of the mosque here

(Yakut, Udabd^y vi 400) In Jerusalem there were
special mak^uras for them G A

y
v 100) Ibn

al-Hadjdj would prefer to exclude them altogether

and gives 'Ah§ha as his authority for this

Although the mosque became sacred it could

not quite cast off its old character as a place of

public assembly and in consequence the mosque
was visited for many other purposes than that of

divine service Not only in the time of the Umaiyads
was considerable business done in the mosques
(Tabari, 11 1118, cf Lammens, Ztady p 98) which
is quite in keeping with the hadith (Bukhari,

^alaty bab 70 sq ) which, actually found it necessary

to forbid the sale of wine in the mosque {tbtd
y

bab 73), but a writer in the viiith century, Ibn
al-Hadjdj, records with disapproval that business

was done in the mosques women sit in the

mosques and sell thread, in Mecca hawkers even
t call their wares in the mosque The list given by
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this author gives one the impression of a regular

market-place {^Madhhal^ 11 54) Strangers could

always sit down m a mosque and talk with one

another (see B G A
^

iii 205) ,
they had the right

to spend the night in the mosque, according to

some, however, only if there was no other shelter

available {JMadkhal^ 11 43 infra, 49 supra, see below

D ih) It naturally came about that people also ate

in the mosque, this was quite common, and regular

banquets were even given in them (e g MaVrizi, iv

67, 121
,
cf in Hadith Ibn Madja, Aftma^h'SQ

24, 29, Ahmad b Hanbal, 11 106,10 from below)

Ibn al-H5djdj laments that in al-Aksa people even

threw the remains of their repast down in the

mosque, animals were brought in, and beggars

and water-carriers called aloud in them etc

{Madbha^-i n 53 ^7 )
It is even mentioned as a

sign of the special piety of al-Shirazi (d 476 =
1083) that he often brought food into the mosque
and consumed it there with his pupils (Wusten

feld, Der Imam Schdji% 111 298) Giadually the

mosques acquired greater numbeis of residents

(see D 2h) In the Azhar Mosque it was the

custom with many to spend the summer nights

there because it was cool and pleasant (Makiizi,

IV 54) This was the state of aflfaiis about 800 A H
Similar conditions still prevail in the mosques

2 The Mosque as a Place of Prayer
F nday Mosques

As places for divine service, the mosques are

primarily “houses of i^hich God has permitted

that they be erected and that His name be men-
tioned in them” (Sura, xxiv 36), i e for His

service demanded by the law, for ceremonies of

worship {manastk)^ for assemblies for prayer (^a-
m^at) and other leligious duties (cf Chron Mekka^

iv 164) The mosques weie mciabid (Makrizl, iv

117, 140) In Medina after a jouiney, the Prophet

went at once to the mosque and performed two

rakVs, a custom which was imitated by others

and became the rule (Bukhari, Salat

^

bab 59 ,

Muslim, Salat al’MusaJiiin, tr ii, Walj:idi-Well

hausen, p 412, 436) In this respect, the mosque
played a part in public woiship similar to that

of the Ka'ba in Mecca at an earliei date and the

Rabba sanctuary in 1 a^f The daily salats, which

in themselves could be performed anywhere, became
especially meritorious when they were performed

in mosques, because they expiessed adherence to

the community A ^aldt al~djiama^a^ we are told,

is twenty or twenty-five times as meritorious as

the salat of an individual at home or in his shop

(Muslim, Masd4jid^ tr 42 ,
Bul^ari, Saldt^ bab 87

,

Buytil
^

bab 49) There aie even hadiLhs >^hich

condemn private salats “Those who perform the

^alat in their houses abandon the surma of their

Prophet” Masad^id^ tr 44, but cf 48 and
Bukhaii, i^alat^ bab 52) If much ram falls, the

believers may, however, worship in their houses

(Bukhail, bab 14) In this connection a blind

man was given a special rutk^a
,
it is particularly bad

to leave the mosque after the adhan (Muslim,

Masa^td^ tr 45) It is therefore very meritorious

to go to the mosque, for every step one advances

into the mosque, he receives forgiveness of sms,

God protects him at the last judgment and the

angels also assist him (Muslim, Masddjtd^ bab 49-
51, Bukhari, painty bab 87, Ad&an^ bab 36, 37,
Dxum^ay bab 4, 18, 31, Corpus tuns di Zatd b

"'Ally NO 48, 156, 983)

This holds especially of the Friday salat {salat

al-^um^a)y which can only be performed in the

mosque and is obligatory upon every free male
Muslim who has reached years of discretion (cf

Juynboll, Handbuck
y p 86, Guidi, Sommarto

del Dtrttto Malechttay i 125^^) According to

Ibn Hisham (p 290) this salat, which is distin-

guished by the khu{bay was observed m Medina
even before the Hidjia This is hardly probable
and besides is not in agreement with other hadiths

(see Bukhari, Djurriay bab ll) but the origin of

this divine service, referred to in Sura Ixii 9, is

obscure Ihe assemblies of the Jews and Christians

on a particular day must have formed the model
(cf Bukhari, bab i) Its importance m the

earlier period lay in the fact that all elements of

the Muslim camp, viho usually went to the tribal

and particular mosques, assembled for it in the

chief mosque under the leadership of the general

The chief mosque, which for this reason vias

particulaily large, was given a significant name
They talk of al^Mas^td al alzam (Tabari, 1 2494

,

734)
^ 701 ) 1702, Kufa, BalSdhuri, p 5, Tabari,

TafslVy XI 21, centre, tbtd also aUMasdjtd aU
akbaVy Medina, cf al~Mas^td al-kabtry B G A

y

vii 245) or Mas^id al-DjamoIa (Yakut, iii 896,

al-Fustat, also Tabari, 11 II 19, Ibn Kutaiba,

Mdartfy ed Wustenfeld, p 106), Masdytd h
U-Djama^a (Makrizi, iv 4), Mas^td ^am^ (Ba-

ladhuri, p 289, Mada^n, Yakut, 1 643, 647,
Basra), then Mas^ui al-Djam^ (Yakut, 111 899,
IV 885, B G A

y
w 298, 315, 387, vii 1 10 etc)

As an abbrevation we find also al’Dianiala (YSkPt,

1 400, Ibn Battuta, iv 343, cf Masd^idi al-

Hyama^ay BalSdhuri, p 348) and especially Djamf^
As the khu{ba was the distinguishing feature, we also

find Mas^td al-Khutba (Makrizi, iv 44, 64, 87),

Diamt^ al-Khutba {tbtd
y

iv 55) or Masdytd al-

Mtnbar {B G A
y

\\\ 316 foi Pjamt^y 1 8)

Linguistic usage varied somewhat in course of

time with conditions In the time of ‘^Umar there

was propeily in every town only one Masdjid

Djami^ for the hriday service But when the com-
munity became no longer a military camp and
Islam replaced the previous religion of the people,

a need foi a number of mosques for the Friday

service was bound to arise This demanded mos-

ques for the Friday service in the country, m
the villages on the one hand and several Friday

mosques in the towns on the other Ihis meant
in both cases an innovation, compared with old

conditions, and thus there arose some degree of

uncertainty Ihe Fiiday service had to be con-

ducted by the ruler of the community, but there

was only one governor m each province, on the

other hand, the demands of the time could haidly

be resisted and, besides, the Christian converts to

Islam had been used to a solemn weekly service

As to the villages {al-kura)y ^Amr b al ^Asi

in Egypt forbade their inhabitants to celebrate the

Friday service for the reason juj»t mentioned

(Makrizi, iv 7) At a later period then the khutba

was delivered exceptionally, without minbar and

only with staff, until Marwan in 132 introduced

the minbai into the Egyptian kuid also {tbtd
y

p 8) Of a mosque in which a mtnbar had been

placed, we are told t^uHla mas^td*^*^ It ^l-a^yaa

(Tabari, 1 2451) and a village with a minbar is

called karya djdmt^a (Bukhari, HxurKay bfib 15,
cf Madina Qxdmi'^ay B G A

y
\i 32 1), an idea

which was regarded by Bukhari (d 256= 870)
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as quite obvious In introducing minbars into the I

Egyptian villages, MarwSn was apparently fol-

lowing the example of other regions In the

fourth century, Ibn Hawkal mentions a number of

manUbtr in the district of Istakhr {B G A
,

ii

182 sqq) and a few in the vicinity of Marw

p 316) and in Transoxama (jbtd

^

p 378, cf

p 384), and al-MakdisI does the same for other

districts of Persia (B G A
^ 111 309, 317) and he

definitely says that the kuras of Palestine are d/ia^

manabtr {tbtd

,

p 176, cf 1 58), Baladhuri (p

331) also uses the name minbar for a village mosque
built in 239, in general, when speaking of the

kuras, one talks of manabir and not of d^awamt^
(cf B G A ^

\ 63) Later however the teim Masdjid
^jami' is used for a Friday mosque (Ibn Djubair,

p 217) The conditions of primitive Islam are

reflected in the teaching of the Hanafts, who only

permit the Friday service m large towns (cf al

Mauardi, al-sul(dmya^ tdi Enger, p 177)
As to the towns, the Shafihs on the other

hand have retained the original conditions, since

they permit the Friday service in only one mosque
in each town (cf uJUM^^a and op cit, p 178
but with the reservation that the mosque is able to

hold the community The distinction between the

two rites uas of importance m Egypt When in 569
§alah al-Dln became supreme in Egypt, he ap-

pointed a Shafi'l chief kadi and the Friday seivice

was theiefore held only in the Hakim mosque,

as the largest, but in 665 (1266) al-Malik al-

Zahir Baibars gave the Hanafis preference and

many mosques were therefore used as Fiiday

mosques (MakrIzI, iv 52 sq
,

al SuyutI, BTusn al-

Muhadara^ 11 140, Quatrem^ie, Hist Suit Maml

^

l/ii 39 sqq ) During the Umaiyad period and to

some extent in the ‘^Abbasid period, the numbei
of ^awSm^ in the towns were still very small The
geographers of the third and fourth centuries in

their descriptions of towns as a rule mention only

“the djami^” Ibn al-Fakih, c 290 (903), sometimes

says masd^td d^ami^ wa-mtnbar^ B G A 304-306,
also mtnbar simply, p 305 In keeping with the

oldest scheme of town planning, it was very often

in the middle of the town surrounded by the

business quarters {B G A ^\\ 298, 325, 111 274 ,

278, 289, 314, 316, 375, 376, 413, 426, 427 etc
,

N5sir-i Khusraw, ed Schefer, p 35, 41, 56) and

the dar al tnidra was still frequently in the im
mediate vicinity of the chief mosque (b G A

^

11 298, 314, 111 426)
Istakhr! mentions as an innovation in Isl5m that

al-Hadjdj^dj built a djami' in al-Wasit on the

west bank, although theiewas already one on the

east bank {^B G A
^

\ 82 ,
cf 111 118, vii 322)

Ibn Djubair {Rthla^ p 211 mentions only one '

djSmi' in Kufa, called Mas^td al Kuf

a

by Ibn

al Fakih, although he also mentions other mosques

(B G A
^
V 173, cf 174, 183 and 111 116) In

Basra where Ya^^kubl (278= 891) already men-

tions 7,000 mosques (B G A
^
vii 361), al MakdisI

(375 = 985) gives 3 ^awavii' (B G A
^
lu 117)

In SSmarra’, among many mosques, there was
one lijami' (B G A ^ vii 258, 259), which was

later replaced by another (tbtd
^ p 260 j^), al-

Mutawakkil also built one outside the original

town {tbtd
^ p 265, see also P Schwarz, Dte^Ab-

bastden-Restdenz Samarra^ 1909^ P 32) In Bagji-
dad, Ya^nbi (278 = 891) mentions only one
djami' for the eastern town and one for the

western {B G A
^

vii 240, 245, 251, 253, the

almost contemporary Ibn Rogta just mentions the

old western town and its djami', tbtd
, p 109)

although he gives the fantastic figures of 15,000

mosques in the east town {tbtd
^ p 254) and

30,000 in the west (01 in the whole town tbtd
,

p 250) Aftei 280 there was added the djami' of

the eastern palace of the caliph (Mez, Renaissance,

p 388 quoting al Khatib al Baghdadi, tUi

Baghdad, a private djami^' of HarSn al-Rashid in

the Bustan Umm Musa is mentioned by Ibn al-Kifti,

Td'rtlh al-Iluka?na\ ed I ippeit, p 433 infra)

These 3 dyawami' are mentioned about 340 (951)
by Istakhil (B G A

,
1 84), who also mentions

one in the suburb of Kalwadha Ibn Hawkal in

367 (977) mentions the latter and also the 2jami'

al-Baratha (B G A
,

1 164 sq
,
of 329, Mez, loc

ctt\ a fifth was added in 379, a sixth in 383
(Mez, p 389), thus al Khatib al Baghdadi in 460

(1058J gives 4 for West Baghdad, 2 for the east

town (cf Le Strange, Baghdad, p 324) Ibn

I^ubair in 581 (1185) gives in the east town 3,

and 1 1 djaivami*' {Rthla, p 228 sq ) for the whole

of Baglidad For Cairo, Istakhri gives two cljami^

the ^Amr and Tulun Mosques {B G A
,

1 49)
besides that in al-Kaiafa, which was regarded as

a separate town (cf Ibn Rosta [c 290 = 903],
BGA, vii Ii6sq) Al-Makdisi, who writes (375
= 985) shoitly aftei the Fatimid conquest, mentions

the ^Amr and Tulun mosques, the new mosque in

al Kahiia (al-Azhar), also one m al Djazira, m Djiza

and in al-Karafa (BGA, 111 198— 200, 209, the

djami' in al Djazira, also Djami' Mikyas [cf MakrizI,

iv 75], is mentioned in an inscription of the year

485 ,
sec van Beichem, Corpus, 1 ,

N® 39) As these

places were all originally separate towns, the

principle was not abandoned that each town had
only one djami^ Ihe Fatimids however extended

the use of Friday mosques and, in addition to

those already mentioned, used the Djami' al-Hakim,

al Maks and Rashida (Makrizi, iv 2 )
Nasir 1

Khusraw in 439 (1047) mentions m one passage

the (Ijaivamt^ of Cairo, in another seven for Misr

and fifteen in all (ed Schefer, p 134 147)
This was altered in 569 by Salalj al-Din (see

above) but the quarters, being still rcgaided as

separate towns, retained their own Fiiday mosques
(cf for the year 607 in al-Karafa Makiizi, iv 86)

After the Friday service in Egypt and Syria

was freed from restriction, the number of ^awamt''
increased very much Ibn DukmSk (about 800)
gives a list of only eight djawamt^ in Cairo (ed

Vollers, p 59—78), but this list is apparently

only a fragment (in all he mentions something
over twenty in the part of his book that has

survived), al-Makrizi (d 845=1442) gives 130
d^aivam^ (iv 2 sqq') In Damascus, where Ibn

Djubaii still spoke of “the djami'^”, al-Nu'^aimi (d

927 = 1521) gives twenty djawami' (^ A ,
ser 9,

vii 231 sqq), and according to Ibn Battuta, there

were in all the villages in the region of Damascus
masad/td d^anii^a (1 236) Ihe word ijjami' in

Makrizi always means a mosque in which the

Friday service was held (vi 76, 115 sqq) but
by his time this meant any mosque of some size

He himself criticises the fact that since 799 the

salat al-^um^a was pei formed in al-Alomar, al-

though another djami' stood close beside it (iv

76, cf also 86)
The great spread of Friday mosques was reflected

in the language While inscriptions of the viiith

century still call quite large mosques mas^td, in
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the ninth most of them are called ^amt^ (cf on
the whole question, van Berchem, Corpus^ 1 173
and while now the madra&a begins to predominate

and IS occasionally also called djSmi^ (see below,

f 4), the use of the word masdjid becomes

limited While, generally speaking, it can mean
any mosque (e g Ma|^rlzi, iv 137, of the Mu aiyad

mosque), it is moie especially used of the smaller

unimportant mosques While Ibn Dukmak gives

472 masSdjid 111 addition to the djawami*^, madaris,

etc
,

al-Makrizi only gives nineteen, not counting

al-Karafa, which probably only means that they

were of little interest to him Djami' is now on
the way to become the regular name for a mosque
of any size as is now the usage, in Egypt at least

In Ibn al-Hadjdj (d 737) is occasionally

used in this general meaning in place of aUmasa
(^id {Madkhal^ 11 50) Among the many briday

mosques one was usually distinguished as the

chief mosque, we therefoie find the expression

al-Ljjam^' al-a^zatn (Ibn Battuta, 11 54, 94, cf the

older al-masd^td al a^zam, tbid
^ p 53) The principal

djami^ decided in such questions as the beginning

and ending of the Fast of Ramadan {Madkhal^

11 68)

3 Other religious activities

in the Mosque

„ The mentioning of the name of God” m the

mosques, was not confined only to the official

ritual ceremonies Even in the time of the Prophet,

we are told that he lodged ihakifi delegates m
the mosque so that they could see the rows of

worshippers and hear the nightly recitation (Wa
kidi-Wellhausen, p 382) Although this story

(which is not given in Ibn Hisham, p 916) may
simply be a reflection of latei conditions, the le-

citation of the KurSn must have come to be con-

sidered an edifying and pious woik at quite an

early date In the time of al-Makdisi the ku7ra^

of Nisabur used to assemble on Fridays m the

djami' in the early moining and lecite till the

duha G A
^

111 328), and the same authoi tells

us that in the Mosque of ‘^Ami in Egypt the

aimmat al-kuri sat in circles every evening

and lecited {tbid
^ p 205) In the tune of Ibn

Djubair, there weie recitations of the KiiPan in

the Umaiyad mosque after the Salat al-Subh and
every afternoon after the ^alat al-^Asr {Rthlay p
271 sq) Besides the recitation of the Kurban there

weie praises of God etc, all that is classed as

dhtkr^ and which was paiticulaily cultivated by

Sufiism This form of worship also took place in

the mosque The Ahl al-Tawhtd wa H-Ma^iifa

formed mad^ahs al~dhikt . who assembled in the

mosques (al-Makki, Kut al-Aulub, 1 152) In the

Mosque of the Umaiyads and othei mosques of

Damascus, dhtkf was held during the morning on

Friday (Makilzi, iv 49) In the Masdjtd al-Alsa

the Haiiafis held dhtki
^
and recited at the same

time fiom a book (B G A
,

111 182) In Egypt,

Ahmad b Tulun and Khumarawaih allowed twelve

men quarters in a chamber near the minaret to

praise God, and during the night four of them

took tuins to praise God with recitations of the

Kur^Sn and with pious kastdas Fiom the time of

Salah al-Din an orthodox ^aktda was recited by
the mu’adhdhins in the night {tbtd

^
iv 48) Ibn

al-H5djdj demands that the recitation of the Kurban

aloud should take place in a mosque for the special

purpose {tnas^tdinad^hUr) as otherwise pious visitors

are disturbed (Madkhal^ 11 53, 67) Mosques and
particularly mausoleums had as a rule regularly

appointed reciters of the Kurban In addition there

was, e g in Hebron and in a mosque in Damascus,

a shaikh who had to read Bukhari (or also Muslim)

for thiee months (Sauvaire, Hist Jerus Hebr
,

p 17, 7/1, ser 9, 111 261) In Tunis, al-Bukharl

was read daily in a hospital (Zarkashi, tiansl

Fagnan, Rec Soc Arch Constantine^ 1894, p 188)

Sermons were not only delivered at the salat

al‘djiun^a In the ^Irak, even in al-Mal^disl’s time,

one was preached every morning, according to

the sunna of Ibn ‘^Abbas (B G A
^ 111 130), it

was said Ibn Djubair, in the Nizamlya in Bagh-

dad, heard the ShafiS ra^is preach on Friday

after the ^asr on the minbar His sermon
was accompanied by the skilled recitation of the

kurra^ who sat on chairs, they were over twenty

in number (Ibn I^ubair, p 219—222) In the

same way, the calls of the mu^adhdhins to prayer

to the Friday khutba weie delivered to a musical

accompaniment (see below, II 4) The unofficial

sermons, which moreover were not delivered in

mosques alone, were usually delivered by a special

class, the kussds (plur of kd^s) (on these

cf Goldziher, Muh Stud
^ 11 161 sqq

,
Mez, Die

Renaissance des Islams
^ p 314 sqq

,
and the aiticle

kissa) The kussas, who delivered edifying eddresses

and told popular stories, were early admitted to

the mosques
lamim al-Dari is said to have been the first

of these, in Medina in the caliphate of ^Umar
before the latter’s decease, he used to deliver his

oiations at the Friday salat and under ^Umar he

was allowed to talk twice a week in the mosque,

in the reign of ‘All and of Mu'awiya the kussSs

weie employed to curse the other side (Makrizi,

IV 16 sq) In the Mosque of 'Amr m Cairo by

the year 38 or 39, a kd^s was appointed, named
Suhiin b Ttr al-Fudjibi, who was also kadi {ibtd

^

IV 17 wrongly bulaiman, Kindi, Governors and
Judges^ ed Guest, p 303 sq ) There are other

occurrences of the combination of the two offices

(Ibn Hudjaira [d 83], Kindi, p 317, lUiair b

NuSiin in the year 120, ibid
^ p 348, cf Husn

al-Muhdda7 a^ 1 13 1, Djbr, according to Thawba
b Nimr, Husn^ 1 130 infra, Ibrahim b Ishak

al Kari [d 204], Kindi, p 427 ,
see also Makrizi,

IV 18) which shows that the office of kass was

quite an official one Theie is also evidence of

the employment of kuss5s in the mosque of the

'Irak in the 'Abbasid period (Yakut, Udabd^^ iv

268, V 446) Ihe kass read from the Kurban

standing and then delivered in explanatory and

edifying discourse, the object of which was to instil

the feai of God into the people (Makrizi, iv 18)

Under the Fatimids also, kussas were appointed

to the mosques, for example, in 403 the im5m
undertook the office in the Mosque of 'Amr (Ma-

krizi, IV 18 infia) and the lulers had also a

kd^^ in the palace The kuss5s weie called a^hdb

al-kardsi^ because they delivered their discourses

on the kursi (al-Makki, Kiit al Kulub^ 1 152,

Ibn alHadjdj, Madkhal^ 1 159, cf Makrizi, iv

1 21) Iheii discouise was called ^tkr 01 7valz or

maxv'iza^ whence the kass was also called tnu^

dhakkir (B G A
^

111 205) or 7vdUz Specimens

of their discourses are given by Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi

(alllkd al-farid^ Cairo 1 32 1, 1, p 294 ) It

w'as not only the appointed officials who delivered

such discourses in the mosque Ascetics made
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public appearances in various mosques and collected

interested hearers around them (cf e g Makrlzi,

IV 135) In the al-Kar5fa, a whole society,

the Banu Djawharl, delivered wa'z discourses on

a kursi for three months on end, their servant

collected money in a begging-bowl during the

discourse and the shaikh distributed some of it

among the poor (tdtd
^
iv 121)

The kasas was completely taken over by popular

Sufiism and later writers would hardly reckon,

as al-Makki does, the “story-tellers” among the

mutakalltmun (^Kut al-Kulub^ 1 152) The whole

system degenerated to trickery and chailatanry of

all kinds, as may be seen in the Makama literature

(cf thereon Yakut, Udab^^ vi sq and see

also Mez and Goldziher, op zi/) Al-Makrizi there-

fore distinguishes between al-kasas al-hhas^a^ the

regular and seemly edifying discourse in the mosque,
and al-ka^as aU^amma^ which consisted in the

people gathering ’ound all kinds of speakers, which
is makruh (Makrizi, iv 17) Others also have
recorded their objections to the kuss^ Ibn al-

Hadjdj utters a warning against them and wants

to forbid their activities in the mosque completely,

because they deliver “weak” narratives {Madbhal^

1 158 ,
11 13 50) He says Ibn ^Dmar,

Malik and Abu Dawud rejected them and ‘^Ali

ejected them from the masdjid of Basra It is of

little significance that al-Mu^tadid m 284 forbade

them to sit in the mosques and forbade people

to gather round them, for he issued a similar

interdict against the fukaha^ and the reasons were

evidently political (Tabari, in 2165), it was for

political reasons also, but with a very different

motive, that ‘^Adud al-Dawla forbade then appearing

publicly in Baghdad shortly before 400, because

they increased the tension between Sunnis and
Shi'^is (Mez, op r//

,

p 319) As late as 580 the

wu^^dz still flourished in the mosques of Baghdad,
as is evident from the Kthia of Ibn gjubair

(p 219 sqq
^ 224), and in the ninth century there

was in the Azhar mosque a ma^dlis aUwe^z as

well as a halak al-dhtkr (Makrizi, iv 54)
When Ibn al-Hadjdj denounces speaking aloud

in the mosque, it is 111 the interest of the pious

visitors who are engaged in religious works and

meditation l^tibdf [q v], retirement to a

mosque for a period, was adopted into Islam

from the older religions

The word ^akf means in the Kurban the cere-

monial worship of the object of the cult (Sura

vii 134, XX 93, 97, XXI 53, xxvi 71, cf

Has]itmlydt^ ed Horovitz, p 86, 15) and also the

ritual stay in the sanctuary, which was done for

example in the Meccan temple (Sura 11 119, xxii

25) In this connection it is laid down in the

Kurban that in the month of Ramadan believers

must not touch their wives “while ye pass

the time in the mosques” Qdktfun fi 'l-masd^td^

Sura 11 183), an expression which shows, firstly

that there were already a number of mosques in

the lifetime of the Prophet and secondly that these

had already to some extent taken over the character

of the temple The connection with the early

period is evident from a hadlth, according to which

the Prophet decides that ^Umar must carry out a

vow of i^ttkdf for one night in the Mas^^td
al-Hardm made in the gjahillya (Bukhari, J^ttkdf^

5^15 )
Fard aUKhums^ bab 19, Magkdzi,

bab 54, Atman wa U-Nudhur^ bab 29) It is

completely in keeping with this that the Prophet,

according to the hadith, used to spend ten days

of the month of Ramadan in ftikdf in the mosque

of Medina (Bukhari, Fttkdf^ bab I ,
Fadl Latlat

al JCadar^ bab 3), and in the year in which he

died as many as twenty days {tbtd
,
IHtkdp^ bab

17) During this period the mosque was full of

booths of palm branches and leaves in which the

^aktfun\vi^^{tb%d^ bab 13, cf 6, 7) The Prophet

only went to his house for some very special

reason {ibtd
^
bab 3) This custom was associated

with the asceticism of the monks The faithful

were vexed, when on one occasion he received

Safi) a in his booth and chatted for an hour

with her (Bukhari, tard al F&ums^ bab 4

,

Fttkaf^ bab 8, ii, 1 2) According to anothei

tradition, his iHihdf was broken on another occasion

by his wives putting up their tents beside him

and he postponed his i^tildf till Shawwal (Bukhart,

Ftikaf^ bab 6, 7, 14, 18) According to Zaid b

'Ali, the can only be observed in a chief

mosque {Cotpus turts dt Zatd b ^Alt^

N® 447) During the eaily peiiod, it was one of

the initiatory rites for new converts In the

year 14, ‘^Umar oidered the retreat (ab-ltydm) in

the mosques during the month of Ramadan for

the people of Medina and the provinces (labari,

I 2377) Ihe custom persisted and has always

been an important one among ascetics “The man
who retiies for a time to the mosque devotes

himself in turn to salat, recitation of the Kur^’an,

meditation, dbtlt etc ” says Ibn al-Ha^dj {J^fadkbflh

II 50) There were pious people, who spent their

whole time in a mosque {akdmu fiht^ Makrizi,

IV 87, 97), of one we were told that he spent

his time in the mandra of the Mosque of 'Amr

{ftakafaj tbtd
, p 44) Al-SamhUdi says that during

the month of Ramadan, he spent day and night

in the mosque (Wustenfeld, Medina^ p 95) SaM
al-Din (d 644) spent the month of Ramadan in

the Mosque of the Umaiyads without speaking

(Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, 11 192) Nocturnal vigils in

the mosque very early became an established

practice in Islam According to Hadith, the Prophet

frequently held nocturnal salats in the mosque with

the believers (Bukhari, bab 29) and by

his orders ^Abd Allah b Unais al-Ansarl came from

the desert for twenty-three successive nights to pass

the night in his mosque in rites of worship (Ibn

Kutaiba, Ma^drtf^ ed Wustenfeld, p 142 ^7)
Out of this developed the taha^^ud [q v

]
salat,

particulaily recommended in the law and notably

the tard'ivth salats [q v ]
In Dihli on these oc

casions women singeis actually took part (Ibn

Battuta, ill 155)
During the nights of the month of Ramadan

there were festivals in the mosques and on other

occasions also, such as the New Year, sometimes
at the new moon, and in the middle of the month
Ihe mosque on these occasions was illuminated,

there w'as eating and drinking, incense was burned

and djhih and kti'ifa performed

The Friday Salat was particularly solemn in

Ramadan, and in the Fatimid period, the caliph

himself delivered the khutba (see Makrizi, ii

345 W » ibn laghribirdi, ii/i
,

ed Juynboll, p
482—486 and ii/ii, ed Popper, p 33i“333)
The mosques associated with a saint had and still

have their special festivals on his mawltd
[ q v

]

,

they also are celebrated with dJitkr^ ktrd^a etc

(cf Lane, Mannei s and Customs^ ch xxiv sqq )

The saint’s festivals are usually local and there
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are generally differences in the local customs In

the Mag^inb for example in ceitain places the

month of Ramadan is opened with a blast of

trumpets from the manabir {Madkhal^ ii 69)
The mosque thus on the whole took over the

role of the temple The rulers from 'Umar onwards

dedicated gifts to the Ka'ba (B G A
,
v 20 sq

and 6^/
,

s V ^atnsa)^ and as m other sanctuaries

we find women vowing children to the service of

the mosque (Bukhari, Salat

^

bab 74, Makrizi,

IV 20) 'fawaf was performed, as at the Ka'ba, in

mosques with saints' tombs as is still done, e g
m Hebron, Mudjir al-Din sees a pre-Islamic cus-

tom in this (Sauvaire, Hist Jerus et Hebion^

p 5) Especially important business was done here

In times of trouble the people go to the mosque
to pray for help, for example during drought, for

which there is a special salat (which however
usually takes place on the mu^alla)^ m misfortunes

of all kinds (e g Wustenfeld, Medina^ p 19—20,
Ma^rlzl, IV 57), in time of plague and pestilence,

processions, weeping and praying with Kurbans

uplifted, were held in the mosques or on the

musalla^ in which even Jews and Christians some-

times took part (Ibn Taghribirdi, ii/u
,
ed Popper,

p 67, Ibn Battuta, 1 243 sq
,

cf Quatremere,

Hist Suit Maml
^

ii/i 35, 40, ii/ii 199) or for

a penod a sacred book like Bukhari’s Sahth was
recited (Quatremere, ^7/ at

^
il/ii 35, al-Djabartl,

Mcrvetlles Btographtques^ French tiansl
,

vi 13)
In the courtyards of the mosques in Jerusalem

and Damascus in the time of Ibn Battuta so

lemn penance was done on the day of 'Arafa

(1 243 sq ), an ancient custom which had already

been introduced into Egypt in the year 27 by
'Abd al-'AzIz b MarwSn (ku^ud after the ^Asr^

cf Kindi, Wulat^ p 50) Certain mosques were
visited by barren women (Wustenfeld, Medina^

p 133) An oath is particularly binding if it is

taken in a mosque (cf Job Pedersen, Der Etd
bet den Semtten^ p 144), this is particularly true

of the Ka'ba, where written covenants were also

drawn up to make them more binding {tbtd
^

p 143 ,
Chron Mekka^ i 160 jy) It is in

keeping with this idea of an oath that Jews who
had adopted Islam in Cairo had to take oaths in

a synagogue which had become a mosque (MakrIzi,

iv 265) The contract of matrimony {^akd al

ntkah) also is often concluded in a mosque (San

tillana, II Muf^tasar^ 11 548 ,
Madkhal^ 11 72 infra

,

Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka^ 11 163 sq\ and the

particular form of divorce which is completed by
the Uan [q v ]

takes place in the mosque (Bukhari,

^alat^ bab 44, cf Job Pedersen, Der Etd etc,

P J« 4)

It IS disputed whether a corpse may be biought

into the mosque and the ^alat al-^tndza performed

there According to one hadith, the biei of Sa'd

b Abl Wakkas was taken into the mosque at

the request of the Prophet’s widow and the salat

held there Many disapproved of this, but 'A’lsha

pointed out that the Prophet had done this with

the body of Suhail b Baida^ (Muslim, ^an^tz^
tr 34, cf also Ibn Sa'd, i/i 14^7) The discussion

on this point is not unconnected with the dis-

cussions regarding the worship of tombs In theory

this IS permitted by al-Shafi'l, while the others

forbid it (see Juynboll, Handbtuh^ p 170, I Guidi,

II MuJ^ta^ar^ 1 151) The matter does not seem
to be quite clear, for Kutb al-Din says that only

Aba Hanlfa forbids it, but he himself thought that

it might be allowable on the authority of a state

ment by Aba Yasuf (Chron Mekkay 111 208—210)
In any case, it w^as a very general practice to

allow It, as Kutb al-DIn also points out 'Umar

conducted the funeral salSt for Aba Bakr in the

Mosque of the Prophet and 'Umar’s own dead

body was brought there, later it became a general

custom to perform the ceremony in Medina close

to the Prophet’s tomb and in Mecca at the door

of the Ka'ba, some even made a sevenfold tawaf
with the corpse around the Ka'ba This was for

a time forbidden by Marwan b 'Abd al Hakam
and later by 'Umar b 'Abd al 'Aziz (Kutb al-Din,

loc at
y
Wustenfeld, Medina^ p 77) The custom

was \ery early introduced into Ae Mosque of

'Amr (Makrizi, iv 7, 1 sqq ) That later scholars

often went wiong about the prohibition is not at

all remarkable, for it is not at all m keeping

with the ever increasing tendency to found mos-

ques at tombs Even Ibn al-HadjdJi who was anx-

ious to maintain the prohibition, is not quite

sure and really only forbids the loud calling of

the kurra\ dhaktriny mukabbirtn and muridin on

such occasions (Madkhaly ii ^o sq
, 64, 81) When

a son of SultSn al-Mu^aiyad died and was buried

in the eastern kubba of the Mu^aiyad mosque,

the khatib delivered a khutba and conducted the

salat thereafter and the kurra^ recited for a week
at the grave, while the amirs paid their visits to

the grave (Makrizi, iv 240, ^ sqq ) In Persia, it

was the custom for the family of the deceased to

sit in the mosque for three days after the death

and receive visits of condolence (B G A
y

111

440 infra)

4 Mosques as Objects of
Pilgrimage

! As soon as the mosque became a regular sanc-

tuary It became the object of pious visits This

holds especially of the memorial mosques associated

with the Prophet and other saints Among them
three soon became special objects of pilgrimage

In a hadith the Prophet says “One should only

mount into the saddle to visit three mosques al-

Masdjid al-Haram, the Mosque of the Prophet

and al-Masdjid al-Aksa” (Bukhari, Eadl al Salat ft
Masdjtd Makkawa '^UMadlna^ bab 16, Djaza^ al-

Satdy bab 26, Saxvnty bab 67, Muslim, Ilad^djy

tr 93, Chron Mekka^ 1 303) This hadith reflects

a practice which only became established at the

end of the 'Umaiyad period The pilgrimage to

Mecca had been made a duty by the prescription

of the Hadjdj m the Kurban The pilgrimage to

Jerusalem was a Christian custom which could

very easily be continued, on account of the

significance of al Masdjtd al Aksa in the Kurban

This custom became particularly important when

'Abd al-Malik made it a substitute for the pilgrimage

to Mecca (Ya'kabi, ed Houtsma, 11 31 1) Although

this competition did not last long, the significance

of Jerusalem was thereby greatly increased Pilgrim-

age to Medina developed out of the increasing

veneration for the Prophet In the year 140 Aba
Dja'far MansCr on his hadjdj visited the three sanct-

uaries ( Tabari, 111 129) and this became a very usual

custom Mecca and Medina however still held the

preference Although those of Mecca and Jerusalem

were recognised as the two oldest (the one is said

to be 40 years older than the other, Muslim,
MasaAj^tdyXx i, Chron Mekka^x 301), the Prophet
however is reputed to have said “A salSt in this
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mosque is more meritorious than i,ooo salSts in

others, even the al-Mas^td aUHarani"'^ (Bukhari,

Fadl al-^lat ft Mas^td Makka iva U-Madina^

bab I, Muslim, Had^^^ ti 89, Chron Mekka^ 1

303) The hadith is aimed directly against Jerusalem

and therefore probably dates from the Omaiyad
period According to some, it was pronounced

because someone had commended perfoiraing the

salat in Jerusalem, which the Prophet was against

(Muslim, loc at
,

Wakidi-Wellhausen, p 349)
Ihe three mosques however retained their pride

of place (Ibn ^aldun, Mukaddima^ fast 4, 6,

Ihn 55), and as late as 662

(1264) we find Baibars founding for pilgrims

who wished to go on foot to Jerusalem (Quatrem^re,

Htst Suit Matnl
^ 1 /i, 248)

Although these three mosques officially hold a

special position, others also are highly recommended,
e g the mosque in Kuba^ [see al-madIna] A salat

m this mosque is said to be as valuable as an

^umra or two visits to the mosque in Jerusalem

(Diyarbakri, Khamts, 1 381 ) Attempts were also

made to raise the mosque of Kufa to the level

of the three 'Ali is said to have told some one
who wanted to make a pilgrimage from Kufa to

Jerusalem that he should stick by the mosque of

his native town, it was “one of the four mosques”
and two rak^a’s in it were equal to ten in others

(B G A
^
V 173 ,

Yakut, iv 325),
in another tradition, salats in the provincial mos-

ques are said to be generally worth as much as

the pilgrimage (Makrizi, iv 4), and traditions

arose about the special blessings associated at

definite times with different holy places of Islam

{B G A
^

ill 183) and especially about their

superior merits (B G A
^

v 174) The Meccan
sanctuary, however, always retained first place,

which was marked by the Hadjdj It was imitated

by al-Mutawakkil in Samarra’ he built a Ka%a
as well as a Mina and an 'Arafa there and made
his amirs perform their hadjdj there (B G A

,

111 122)

D Equipment of the Mosque

1 Ihe Development of the Edifice

Except in the case of Mecca the earliest mos
ques as described above (B i) were at first

simply open spaces marked off by a zutta The
space was sometimes, as in al Fustat, planted with

trees and usually covered with pebbles, e g m
Medina (Muslim, Hadjdj^ tr 95, Baladhuri, p 6)

and al-Fustat (Makrizi, iv 8, Ibn Dukmak, iv 62,

Ibn Taghribirdi, 1 77) i^hich was latei introduced

in Basra and Kufa the courtyards of which were

otherwise dusty (Baladhuri, p 277, 348) These

conditions could only last so long as the Arabs

retained their ancient customs as a closed corporation

in their simple camps The utilisation of churches

was the first sign of a change and was rapidly

followed by a mingling with the rest of the po-

pulation and the resulting assimilation with older

cultures

‘Umar made alterations in the mosques in Medina

and in Mecca also He extended the Mosque of

the Prophet by taking in the house of ^Abbas,

but like the Prophet, he still built of labtn^ palm-

trunks and leaves and extended the booths (Bu^ari,

bab 62, Baladhuri, p 6) In Mecca also

his work was confined to extending the area oc-

cupied by the mosque He bought the surrounding

houses and took them down and then surrounded

the area with a wall to the height of a man, the

Ka^ba was thus given its find^ like the mosque
in Medina (Baladhuri, p 46, Chron Mekka^ 1

306 sq
,
Wustenfeld, Medina^ p 68 ) 'Othman

also extended these two mosques but introduced

an important innovation in using hewn stone and

plaster for the walls and pillars For the

roof he used teak {sa^) The booths, which had

been extended by 'Omar, were replaced by him

by pillared halls {arwtka^ sing rtwak) and the walls

were covered with plaster (Bukhari, Saldt, bab 62

,

Baladhuri, p 46, Wustenfeld, Medina^ p TOsq)
Sa'd b Abi Wakkas is said to have already taken

similar steps to lelieve the old simplicity of the

barely equipped mosque in Kofa The su//a con-

sisted of pillars of marble adorned in the style

of Byzantine churches (Tabari, 1 2489, Yakut,

IV 324)
Ihis was little in keeping with the simple

architecture of the original town, foi Basra and

Kufa had originally been built of reeds and only

after several great files weie they built of labtn

(see above bab i
,

cf Ibn Kutaiba, Ma^arif^ ed

Wustenfeld, p 279) As to Kufa, Sa'd by 'Omar’s

orders extended the mosque so that it became
joined up with the Dar al-lmara A Persian

named Ruzbeh b Buzurdjmihr was the architect

for this He used bricks (ad;nrf) for the building,

which he brought from Peisian buildings and in

the mosque he used pillars which had been taken

from churches in the region of Hira belonging to

the Persian kings, these columns were not erected

at the sides but only against the Kibla wall Ihe
original plan of the mosque was therefore still

retained although the pillared hall, which is

identical with the zul/a already mentioned (200

dhtrab broad), replaced the simple booth and the

materials were better in every way (Tabaii, 1

2491 sq
, 2494) Already under the early Caliphs

we can therefore note the beginnings of the

adoption of a more advanced architecture

These tendencies were very much developed

under the Omaiyads Even as early as the reign

of Mu'awiya, the mosque of Kafa was rebuilt by
his governor Ziyad He commissioned a pagan
architect, w^ho had worked for Kisra, to do the

work Ihe lattei had pillars biought from al Ahwaz,
bound them together with lead and iron clamps
to a height of 30 dht}f and put a roof on them
Similar halls, built of columns (here like the old

booth in Medina called sujfa Tabari, 1 2492, 14,

but also plur zilal Tabari, 11 259 ) were

added by him on the north, east and western wall

Each pillai cost him 18,000 dirhams The mosque
could now hold 60,000 instead of 40,000 (Tabaii,

1 2492, 6 sqq
,

cf 2494, 7 ,
Yakut, Mu^^atn^ iv

324, I sqq
, Baladhuri, p 276) Al HadjdjSdj also

added to the mosque (Yakut, iv 325 sq ) ZiySd

did similar work in Basra Here also he extended

the mosque and built it of stone (or brick) and
plaster and with pillars from al-Ahwaz, which were
roofed with teak We are told that he made al-suffa

al-mukaddimaj 1 e the ktbla hall, with 5 columns
This seems to show that the other sides also—
as in Kufa — had pillared halls He erected the

Dar al-Im5ra close to the kibla side This was
taken down by al-Hadjdjadj, rebuilt by others,

and finally taken into the mosque by HSrUn al-

Rashid (Baladhuri, p 347, 348 supra, 349, Yakut,

1 642, 643) In Mecca also in the same period
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similar buildings were erected Ibn al Ziibair and

al-Hadjdjadj both extended the mosque, and Ibn

al-Zubair was the first to put a roof on the walls,

the columns were gilt by 'Abd al-Malik and he

made a roof of teak {Chron Mekka^ i 307, 309)
The Mosque of 'Amr was extended in 53 with

Mu^awiya’s permission by his governor Maslama
b Mukhallad to the east and north, the walls

were covered with plaster {nurc^ and the roofs

decorated ,
it is evident from this that here also

the original booth of the south side was altered

to a covered hall during the early Omaiyad period

A further extension was made in 79 in the reign

of 'Abd al-Malik (Makrizi, iv 7, 8 ,
Ibn Dukmak,

iv 62) Thus we find that during the early Omaiyad
period and in part even eailier the original simple

and primitive mosques were some extended, some
alteied The alteration consisted in the old simple

booth of the Mosque of the Prophet being gradually

enlarged and transformed into a pillared hall with

the assistance of the arts of countries possessing

a higher degree of civilisation In this way what
had originally been an open place of assembly

developed impeiceptibly into a court, suriounded

by pillared halls Very soon a fountain was put

in the centre of the court and we now have the

usual type of mosque Ihe same plan is found in

the peiistyle of the houses and in the aithnon of

a basilica like that of lyre (llerzog-Hauch, Real-

encyclopadte 3
,
x 780)

Ihe gicat builders of the Omaiyads, ^Abd al

Malik and his son abWalid I, made even more
ladical progress The former entirely removed the

oiigmal mosque in Jerusalem and his Byzantine

architects erected the Dome of the Rock as a

Byzantine building (cf Sauvaire, Jert4s et Hebton.,

p 48 sqq ) Al-Walid likewise paid equally little

attention to the oldest form of mosque, when, in

Damascus, he had the church of St John trans-

formed by Byzantine architects into the Mosque
of the Omaiyads As al Makdisi distinctly states,

they wanted to iival the splendours of the Christian

churches G A
^

111 159) The new mosques,

which were founded in this period, were therefore

not only no longer simple, but they were built

with the help of Christians and other trained

craftsmen with the use of material already existing

m older buildings Al Ha^Jjdjadj, for example, used

materials from the surrounding towns when building

his foundation of Wasit (Tabail, 111 321 ,
Baladhuri,

p 290) Columns from churches were now used

quite legularly (e g in Damascus Mas^di,

Mu7U(1;, in 408, Ramla B G A
^
ni 165, cf

Baladhuri, p 143 ,
for Egypt see Ma^rizi,

IV 36, 124 sq) Sometimes remains of the older

style remained alongside of the new In Iranshahr,

al Makdisi found in the chief mosque wooden
columns of the time of Abu Muslim along with

round columns of brick of the time of ‘^Amr b

al-Laith (B G A
^ 111 316) The building activities

of al Walfd extended to al-Fustat, Mecca and Medina

(cf B G A
^

\ 106 sq) where no fundamental

alterations were made, but complete renovations

were carried out With these rulers, the building

of mosques reaches the level of the older archi

lecture and gains a place in the history of art

There is also literary evidence for the transfer of

a style from one region to another In Istakhr,

for example, there was a dj^mi' in the style of

the Syrian mosques with round columns, on which
was a bakara {B G A

^ 111 436 sq
,
cf for Shiraz,

p 430) Al-Walid also rebuilt the Mosque of the

Prophet, in part in the Damascus style {B G A
^

111 80, KazwinI, ed Wiistenfeld, 11 71)
This revolution naturally did not take place

without opposition any more than the other in-

novations, which Islam adopted in the countries

with a higher culture which it conquered After

the Mosque of the Prophet had been beautified

by Christian architects with marble, mosaics,

shells, gold etc and al-Walld m 93 was inspecting

the work, an old man said “We used to build in

the style of Mosques, you build in the style of

Churches” (Wustenfeld, Medina^ p 74) The
discussions on this point are reflected in hadiths

When “^Omar enlarged the Mosque of the Prophet,

he IS reported to have said “Give the people

shelter from the ram, but take care to make them
red or yellow lest you lead the people astray”,

while Ibn ^Abbas said “You shall adorn them
with gold as the Jews and Chiistians do” (Bukhari,

^alat^ bab 62) Ibn ^Abbas here takes up the

Omaiyad attitude and 'Omar that of old-fashioned

people, according to whom any extension or im-

provement of the zulla was only permissible for

strictly practical reasons The conservative point

of view IS predominant in Hadith It is said that

extravagant adornment of the mosques is a sign

of the end of the world, the works of al Walid

were only tolerated from fear of the fitna (Ibn

Hanbal, Musnad^ iii 134, 145, 152, 230, 283,
al Nasa% Masddjttd^ b5b 2, Ibn Madja, Masddjtd^

bab 2) The lack of confidence of pious conser-

vatives in the great mosques finds expression in

a hadithj according to which the Prophet (according

to Anas) said “A time will come over my umma
when they will vie with one another in the beauty

of their mosques, then they will visit them but little”

(al 'Askalani, Path al Bart^ 1 362) In the Fikh,

we even find divergence from the oldest quadrangular

form of the mosque condemned (Guidi, II Mu/}

tasar^ i 71) Among the types which arose later

was the “suspended” (mu^allak) 1 e a mosque
situated m an upper storey (e g in Damascus, J
A

,
ser ix, vol v 409, 415, 422, 424, 427,430)

2 Details of the Equipment
of the Mosque

a The Mina ret (see also manara)
The earliest primitive mosques had no minaret

When the adhUn call was introduced, Bilal is

said to have summoned the faithful in Medina to

the early salat from the roof of the highest house

in the vicinity of the mosque (Ibn Hisham, p 348,
Wustenfeld, p 75), on the day of the conquest

of Mecca, the Prophet instructed Bilal to utter the

call to prayer fiom the Ka'ba, according to al-

Azra^I, from the roof {Cfnon Mekka^ 1 192, cf

Ibn Hisham, p 822) During the early days of

Islam, the mu^adhdhin did not however utter his

summons from an elevated position (cf below G
2d) It IS doubtful in the first place when the

minaret was introduced, and in the second whether

it was adopted into Islam, expressly for the call

to prayer

The Omaiyad caliph al-Walid (
86—9^)

doubtedly had considerable importance for the

history of the minaret, although even earlier m
84 (703) Sidi 'Ukba in Kairawan had been built

by Hassan b Nu'man with a minaret (so according

to Bakri H Saladin, La Mosquie de Stdt Okba^

1899, p 7, 19) Ihere was also a minaret in the
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Omaiyad mosque iq Damascus At the present

day, the mosque has 3 minarets as was the case in

the time of Ibn fijubair, who mentions two on the

west and one in the north {Rthla^ p 266), while

Ibn Battuta also says there were three and adds that

one was in the west, another m the east and another

in the north (1 203), which agrees with present

day conditions One of the earliest authorities, Ibn

al-Falj:ih (d 289= 902), however mentions only

one minaret {pii^dhanc^ and says that in the days

of the Greeks it had been a watch-tower {natur\

which belonged to the church of St John and was

left standing by al-Walld [B G A
^

v 108, 5)

A1 MakdisI (d 375 = 985) mention:* only one

minaret, which was above the Bab al-Faradis,

when he calls it a manara muhdatha (5 G A ,
ui

159) he may perhaps mean a renovated minaret

(cf Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems^ p 229)
and besides, his description does not exclude the

existence of other minarets The tradition that the

minaret of the Omaiyad mosque was taken over

from the predecessors of the Muslims long survived

,

for Yal^nt, who mentions the east and west minarets,

says that the western belonged to a fire-temple

and a flame used to be visible on it {Mu^d;am^

11 596) and according to Ibn Battuta, the east and

west minarets had been built by the Byzantines

while only the north one was built by the Muslims

(1 203 sq
,

a story also given by al-BosrawI [d

1003= 1 594] quoting Ibn ‘^Asakir [d 571 = 11 76],

see y A
^
ser 9, vii 423 ,

Quatrem^re, Hist Suit

Maml
y

ii/i 273) In Mecca also, al-Walid built

iyxxxQis (shurrafat ,
Chron Mekka^x 310), sometimes

minarets (as is evident from tbtd
^ p 310, 311)

They were later increased so that Kutb al-Dln

mentions 7 minarets
, 111 424—426) According

to al-Samhudi, he also built in Medina 4 towers

but SulaimSn b ^Abd al-Mahk, in the year 97
had the southwestern tower taken down, because

the shadow of the mu^adhdhm from it fell upon
him, when he was in the house of MarwSn b

al-Hakam While al-Sarahudi says that there were

no minarets in Medina before al-WalTd, he asserts

on the other hand that ^Omar had already built

towers in the four corners of the mosque (Wu-
stenfeld, Medina^ p 75 ,

cf Ibn Battuta, 1 272)
In the time of Ibn j^ubair (in 580) there were

still only 3 minarets there [Rthla^ p 195) It was

not until 706 that Muhammad b Kala’un rebuilt

the fourth minaret (Wustenfeld, op at
, p 76)

After the time of al-Walid, minarets became
more and more numerous In Rami a his brother

HishSm built a beautiful minaret {B G A
^

111

165, 6) For the mosque in Jerusalem Ibn ^Abd
Rabbihi about 400 mentions 4 minarets (^Jkd,

Cairo 1331, IV 274 ) which Mudjir al-Din claims

to go back to the time of al-Malik (Sauvaire, Hist

Jerus etHebron^^ 125) Ibn Hawkal (367 = 977)
expressly notes of the ^ami‘ m Farayab in ^u-
rasfin that it did not have a minaret {B G A

^
11

321) and he seems to consider it btd^a to build

two minarets (ibid, p 13 sqq) Apart from the

isolated reference by al-Samhudi to 'Omar’s building

activities, to which very little importance can be

attached, it is probable from this evidence that

al-Walid was the first to introduce the minaret

into Syria and the HidjSz That he introduced it

into IslSm Itself, is however not certain According
to Baladhuri (d 279= 892), ZiySd m Basra, where
he was governor in 45, built the minaret of stone,

when he built the mosque of brick (p 348) This

seems to suggest that there was already a minaiet

there According to the Egyptian historians, Maslama
b Mukhallad in al-Fustat by Mu'Swiya’s orders

in 53 built a tower at each corner of the mosque
of 'Amr (sazo/na^a)^ which had not been done

before (Makrlzi, iv 7 , 44 ,
Ibn Taghribirdi, 1

77) The staircase leading up to the minaret was

originally outside the mosque, but was later put

inside It Maslama is said to have introduced the

minaret into other mosques in al Fustat (1 e in

all except those of TujJjib and IGiawlan
,
cf Mal^rizi,

IV 44, Ibn iaghiibirdi, lot at) How old this

story IS, cannot be ascertained, but the view often

put forward that al-Walid was the first to introduce

the minaret (cf Schwally, in Z D M 6^,111,1898,

p 143— 146), is in any case not ceitain

There are thiee names in common use for the

minaret Ma^dhana or mt^dhana^ “place of the adhan

call”, which is in general use m Egypt and Syria at

the present day, is frequently found in literature

and msciiptions (B G A
^

111 225, 15, v 108, 5,

MakrIzI, iv 13, xo, 20, 4, 6, and pass
,

Ibn A
Usaibi'a, 11 204, 2 fiom below, v Berchem, Corpus^

1 ,
N® 25, 63, 88, 89, 90 and others from the

viB^ century onwards) Sawma^a^ specially used

in North Afiica (Mar^ais, Les Monuments aiabes

de Tlemcen^ 1903, P 45), i'' frequently found

(Ibn ^ubair, Rthla^ p 91, 100, 145, 195, 266,
Ibn Battuta, 1 203, 272, a 2, 12, 13, Makiizi,

iv T sq
^
Ibn laghribirdi, 1 77) 1 his word means

also cloister or cell and in the older literature is

used as the equivalent of dair (Sura xxii 41,
Ibn Hisham, p I15, Bukhari, a/ fi'l-Salat^

bab 7, Mazalim^ bab 35, Anbtya^^ bab 48, ^6^
^,11 154, Makrizi, iv 389, Ibn al-Farid, T^iya
V 561) Manara is the most usual word in literature

(Makrizi, iv 7 manor
^

cf v Berchem, Corpus^

1 ,
N® 63, A' al-Madkhal^ ii 63, 67) This word

has the same meaning as Syr m^narta but is

piobably an analogous, independent formation

The word means light, position m which a light

IS put (Imru^ulkais, Dizuan^ 148, 37 ,
Abu Dhu^aib,

Dlzvdn, ed Bell, 1 60, (7 vii 132), also

lighthouse (^ G A
y
in 177, Kindi, Wulat^ p 64,

Ibn D^ubair, RihlOy p 41) Manar{a) also means
a boundary stone or a signpost {^alamy Ltsany

VII 99, I from below
,
Kais al-Rukaiy5t, p 37, 7,

70,2, Ibn Sa'd, ii/i
, 135, Fragm Hist Arab

^

11 12 and Gl) or 2L watch tower (Tabari, 1 864,

878), the boundary stones of the haram area,

for example, are called Manat al Haram (B G A
y

11 25) and Abraha was called 'BManary
because he put up signposts {Ltsan^ vii 105, n,
Djawhari, ^ahahy i 410), obelisks are also called

manara (B G A
y
vu 117, 20, Il8 i) The deri-

vation of the last named manor from mtltanon
(Fraenkel, Frerndworter, p 283) is little likely

and still less probable is a derivation from a Persian

building for hre-worship (v Berchem in E Diez,

Churasanische Baudenkmaler, 1 [1908], 113 sqq

who distinguishes rather ingeniously between ma-
nara “light” from nUr and manor “fire-tower” from
nar) Probably there is only a single word in

question and the signposts received their name
from the watch-tower (note that ^alam also is used
of the minaret Ibn 'Arabsh^h, Vita Ttmurty ed
Manger, 1767, in 704) There are a number of
references to the existence on the coasts of a
senes of mand^ir and each manara gave warning
by light-signals of the movements of the enemy
(B G,Ay 111 177) According to al-BalSdhuri
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(p 128 manaztr)^ this was already the custom
in ^Omar’s time and was in all probability an in

hentance from the Byzantines Similar watch-towers

(semantenon) were used inland in the Byzantine

period e g in the eastern Hawran, and the Persians

had similar towers on their fiontiers (tnanara

Tabari, i 864, 878), a similar manara in the

Tiak IS described by Ibn Djubair (p 210, cf B
G A

,
w 176), in the Maghiib also, fort-like towers

aie called manaia, e g in lunis and Gabes (al-

fiiijanl in 706—708, ? ser 4, xx [1852],

99, 144) lhat these towers used fire signals is

veiy probable and Musil gives evidence of this

custom for the Edom territory (Arabia Petraea^

ii 2, 232) In the viiith (xivth) century again al-

'Umari (ThVl/ bt U-MnUalah Cairo 1312,

P ^99 refers to the use of a series of heights

and towers for light-signals, including the Mc^dhanat
al-'^Aius^ one of the minarets of the Omaiyad
mosque of Damascus (on the whole question see

R Hartmann, in Z D Af G
^
Ixx

, 1916, p 486,

505, Mernnon^ 111 221, /j/, 1 388 sq) It is

obvious that the tower of the mosque was given

the name manara from its resemblance to similar

watch towers and it is possible that its use for

hre-signals was more general in earliei times In

Fls the hours of prayer were indicated by lamps
from the minarets (y A^ ser ll, xii

, 1918,

p 341)
Ihis docs not however answer the question why

the minaret w'as introduced into Islam From what
has been said above it is probable that the minaret

was introduced specially for the adhan call

According to Ibn al hakih and others, it was in-

corporated in the Mosque of the Omaiyads, simply

because it was already there as a part of the

chuich (cf above), this agiees with de Vogue’s

obseivation that the use of towers in churches

and the larger public buildings in Syria in the

ivth and vth century was common (La Syne centrale^

1 57) The tower in the mosque of Basra is thought

to be an original church tower (cf Diez, Die Kunst
der tslamischen Vblker^ p sq) Ihis indicates

that the minaret in Syria became part of the

mosque in a purely architectural way But after

Its intioduction, it was soon used as a place in

which the mu^adhdhm could stand, which must

have been an obvious thing to do This did not

happen at once however From labarl and others

we can see that the call to prayer at a much
later date could still be uttered in the street, and
al-Farazdak (d about 110 = 728) who refers to

the existence of manar al-masad^td(Kamil 481,

AgAant^ 2nd ed Cairo, xix 18) also speaks of

mu^adhdhins on the city wall (labarl, u 1302,
NakcLid^ p 365 ,

see J Horovitz, in Isl
,

xvi

,

1927, p 253, 255) with which we may compare

the tradition that the Prophet considered whether

he ought to permit the call to prayer to be uttered

on the foitifications of Madina (Wa a(am al-Madina^

cf Ibn SaM, i 7)

It is however by no means impossible that the

minaret may have arisen elsewhere in a different

way If we can trust the account by al-MakrizI

and others (see above), the minaret was introduced

into Egypt by Mu'Swiya’s orders as a corner towei

Here it was at once used in a way which recalls

the dwelling-towers of ascetics It was used for

the adhSn, but not only for the five calls to prayer

but also for vigils, in which the mu^adhdhms re-

peated litanies (MaVrIzI, iv 44 middle) and its

architect, Maslama b Mukhallad, used it for the

i^tikaf (ibid
^ p 44) An ascetic who died in 469

lived in the manara the Mosque of ^Amr (Yakut,

Udaba^^ iv 274) This suggests the meaning of

minaret expressed by the word ^awma^a (cf also

Makrizf, iv 7, 8) as a saint’s cell According to

one source, rather late however, al-Walld is said

to have found a monk in the tower of the church

of St John who lived in the sawmcLa there (cf

y A
^
ser 9, vii

, p 189, Quatrem^re, /List Suit

Mainly ii/i 264) Ihis use of the minaret was
kept up during the golden age of Islam Ihus
Ibn Qjubair records that he saw m the west

minaret of the mosque of the Omaiyads cells foi

devout Maghribis and in the topmost chamber,
where al Ghazali had lived in f'tikaf^ there was
now a zdhid (Rthla^ p 266, 18 sqq)^ Ibn Tumart
also lived there (Ya^ht, Mu^djam^ 11 596, 17 sq )

and 'Abd al-Latif also found another devotee

living there (Ibn Abi Lsaibi'a, 11 204, 2 from below)
According to al-Makrizi, the Egyptian minaret was
not intioduced in a purely architectural way, but

even fiom his account it appears most likely to be
Syrian in origin

If the minaret did not have a single origin, it

is improbable that a single type of tower served

as the model for it ZiySd is said to have built

the minaret in Basra of stone Ihe quadrangular

Syrian Omaiyad type (B G A
^

iii 182), which
was taken over from the church-tower, was also

of stone In Egypt, on the other hand, according

to al-Makrizt, minarets for many centuries were

only built of brick and the earliest stone minarets

in this country were not built till shortly befoie

700 m al-MansSriya and al-Akbughawiya (Makrlzi,

IV 224) In North Africa where the Omai)ad,
Syriin type was introduced, a round minaret of

brick in 7 stories with pillars was built in "Abbasiya

south of Kairawan in 184(800) (Yakut,

iv 1 1 9) Ibn al-Hadjdj condemns minarets of his

time as being built too high It is interesting to

note as throwing a light on what was considered

btd^a that he regards the round form as the old

and genuine one (Madkjml^ 11 6 1 below) — For
literature see Fraenkel, Schwally, v Berchem, R
Hartmann, Horovitz quoted above, Doutt6, in R
A/r

^
IV, 1900, p 339 sqq

, J H Gottheil, in

y Am O 5, xxx
, 1909— 1910, p 132— 154, K

A C Creswell, in Burlington Magazine^ xlviii

,

1926, p 134— 140, 252-—258, 290—296
b The Chambers
The old mosque consisted of the courtyard and

the open halls running along the walls these

were called al~mugha\td (B G A
^

111 82, 158,

165, 182) because they were roofed over When
we are told that in Palestine, except in Jericho,

towers were placed between the mughatta and the

courtyard (ibid
^ p 182), this seems to suggest

that the halls were closed, which would be quite

in keeping with the winter climate of this region

The halls were particularly extensive on i\ie kibla

side, because assemblies were held here The space

between two rows of pillars was called rtwdkj pi

arwt^a or riwakdt (B G A
^

iii 15^1 *59? MakrIzI,

IV 10, II, 12, 49) Extension often took the form

of increasing the number of the arwtka In some

districts a sail-cloth was spread over the open space

as a protection from the sun at the time of the

service (B G A
^

111 205, 430)
The courtyard was called ^ahn^ The open

space around the Ka'ba is called Ftnd^ aUKeLba
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{Chron Mekka^ i 307, Ibn Hisham, p 822, cf
|

Zamzam Yakut, Ubada^ vi 376) Fina^ is

also the name given to the open space around

the mosque (MakrizI, iv 6) frees were often

planted in the courtyard e g in the mosque of

'Amr (see B i
,
when we read in Makrlzi, iv 6

that It had no ^ahn^ this probably means that this

space, planted with trees, between the covered

halls was very narrow) In Medina, at the present

day, there are still trees in the Rawda (BatanunI,

Rthla^ p 240), in Ibn ^ubair’s time there were

15 palms there {^Rthla^ p 194) Other mosques
in Cairo had trees growing in them (Makrlzi, iv

54, 64, 65, 120, m al-Masdjid al Kafuii, there

were as many as 516 trees tbtd
^ p 266) as is

still the case to-day In other cases the court was
covered with pebbles (see above D i), but this

was altered with a more refined style of architectuie

Al-MakdisI mentions that this was only found in

Tiberias, out of all the mosques in Palestine (B
G J

^
111 182) Frequently, as in Ramla, the halls

were covered with marble and the courtyaid with

flat stone (zbtd
^ p 165) In the halls also the

ground was originally bare or covered with little

stones, for example in the mosques of ‘'Amr until

Maslama b Mukhallad covered it with mats (see

below) The floor of the Mosque of ‘^Amr was
entirely covered with marble in the Mamluk period

(Makrizi, iv 13 cf in ^iraz Ibn Battuta, 11

53) But in the mosque of Mecca, the sa/m is

still covered with little stones (BatanUni, Rihla^

p 99 below), 400 dinars used to be spent an-

nually on this (Chron Mekka^ 11 10 ) In

Medina also little pebbles were used (Ibn I^ubair,

Rthla^ p 190, Ibn Battuta, 1 263)
There were not at first enclosed chambers in

the halls A change in this respect came with the

introduction of the maksura [q v
]
(on this word

cf Quatrem^re, Htst Suit Maml
^

i/i
, p 164,

note 46) This was a box or compartment for the

ruler built near the mihrab Al-Samhudi gives the

history of the maksUra in Medina (Wustenfeld,

Medina^ p 71 89 j^) Ihe traditions all

agree that the maVsura was introduced to protect

the ruler from hostile attacks According to some
men, ^Othman built a maksura of labtn with windows,

so that the people could see the imam of the

community {ibid and Makrizi, iv 7) According

to another tradition, Marwan b 'Abd al-Hakam,
governor of Medina, after an attempt had been
made on him by a Yamani m the year 44, was
the first to build a mal^sura of dressed stone with

a window (Baladhuri, p 6 below, Tabari, 11 70)
Mu^Swiya is then said to have followed his example
Others again say that Mu'awiya was the first to

introduce this innovation He is said to have in-

troduced the maksurat with the accompanying

guard as early as the year 40 or not till 44 after

the Kharid]! attempt (Tabari, i 3465, 9, B G 4 ^

V 109,3, Makrizi, iv 12, ix according to

one story because he had seen a dog on the minbar

(Baihal^i, ed Schwally, p 393 below, cf on the

whole question H Lammens, Md'awtya^ p 202

sqq) This much seems to be certain, that the

maksura was at any rate introduced at the beginning

of the Omaiyad period and it was an arrangement

so much in keeping with the inci easing dignity

of the ruler that, as Ibn Khaldun says, it spread

throughout all the lands of Isl5m \Mukaddima,
Cairo 1322, p 212 sq

^ fa^l 37) The governors built

themselves compartments m the principal mosques

of the provinces, e g Ziy5d in Kufa and Basia

(Baladhuri, p 277, 348) and probably Kurra b

^aiik in al-Fustat (Makrizi, iv 12) In Medina,
we are told that 'Omar b 'Abd al-'Aziz as governor

(86—93) raised the maljsura and built it of teak,

but al-Mahdi had it taken down m 160 and a

new one built on the level of the giound (thtd
^

p 7, Wustenfeld, op at
,
Baladhuri, p 7 centie)

We are further told that in 161, al-Mahdi prohibited

the makaslr of the piovinces and al Ma^mun even

wanted to clear all the boxes out of the masa^td
d^amt^a^ because their use was a sunna introduced

by Mu'awiya (Makrizi, iv 12, Ya'kubi, ed Houtsma,

11 571) But this attempt did not succeed On the

contiary, their numbers rapidly increased In Cairo,

for example, the Djami*" al-'Askar built in 169 had

a maksura (Makn/i, iv 33 sqq )
and the mosque

of Ibn Tulun had a maksura beside the mihrab

which was accessible fiom the Dar al-Imara {tbid

^

P 37 ^ 42? Ibn Taghribirdi, 11 8, 14) Ihe
maksura was found in the larger mosques In the

Djami' al-Kal'a, Muhammad b Kala^un in 718
built a maksuia of iron for the bultan’s salat

(Makrizi, iv 132) According to Ibn Khaldun, the

malfUfa was an innovation of Islam’s own Ihe
question must however be left open, whether m
its introduction and development there may not

be some connection with the boxes of the Byzantine

couit, at least, foi example, when the links in the

Yeshil Djami' in Brussa put the Sultan’s box over

the door (R Hartmann, Im nenen Anatolten^ p 27)
Although the maksura was intioduced with the

object of segregating the ruler and was therefore

condemned by the strict as contrary to the spirit

of Islam (e g MadUialy 11 43 sq)^ viaka^ir were

probably introduced for other purposes Ibn Djubair

mentions three in the Mosque of the Omaiyads
the old one built by Mu'awiya in the eastern part

of the mosque, one in the centre, which contained

the minbar, and one in the west wheie the Hanafis

taught and perfoimed the salat Iheie were also

other small rooms shut off by wooden lattices,

which could be sometimes called maksma and
sometimes zawtya As a rule, there were quite a

numbei of zawiya connected with the mosque which
were used by students {Rihla^ p 265 sq ) We
find the same state of affairs in other mosques

While the groups of the kurra^, the students,

the lawyers etc had oiiginally to sit together m
a common room, gradually the attempt was made
to introduce separate rooms for some of them
Small compartments were either cut off in the

mam chamber or new rooms were built in sub-

sidiary buildings In the former case we get the

already mentioned makasir or zaivava Ibn al-

Iladjdj says that a madrasa was often made by
the simple process of cutting off a part of a mosque
by a balustrade (darbaztn) {Madkha\ 11 44) Thus in

the halls of the Mosque of 'Amr there were several

compartments for teaching, which are called maksura
and zawiya, m which studies were prosecuted
(Makrizi, iv 20, x6, 25) In the Azhar Mosque
Maksurat Fatima was made in the time of the

hatimids, where she had appeared, and the emirs
in the following period made a large number of
such makaslr [ibid

^ p 52, 53) In the Aksa Mosque
about 300 A H

,
there were three maksuras for

women {B G A
^
w 100) These divisions might

be a nuisance at the great Friday assemblies and
this is why al-Mahdi wanted to remove them m
i6i from the masadjid al-djama'at (Tabari, 111 486),
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and Ibn al-Hadjdj condemned them as works of

the mulk and numbers them like other embellishments

with the aihrat al-sa^a {Mad^al^ ii 43 sq )

The mu’adhdhins not only lived in the minarets,

where, at any rate m the TQlunid period they

held vigils (MakrizI, iv 48) Ihey had rooms

{^ghuraf^ sg ghurfa) on the roof and these rooms
in time came to be numerous {tbtd

^ p 13, 14)
All kinds of rooms were put in subsidiary buildings,

for the khatib {tbid
^ p 13), for judges, for studies,

etc In addition there were dwelling-houses, not

only foi the staff but also for others As already

mentioned, devout men used to take up then

residence in the mosque for a considerable peiiod

for t-ttkaf and any one at any time could take

up his quarters in the mosque, he could sleep

theie and make himself at home It therefore

came quite natural to the devout to reside per

manently in the mosque Ascetics often lived in

the minaret (see above), a zahtd lived on the roof

of the Azhar mosque, others made themselves

cells in the mosque, as a shail^ in Nasibin did

(Ibn Djubair, Rthla^ p 240, cf m Harran, p 245)
and as happened in Salah al- Din’s time in the

mosque of the Omaiyads (Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, 11

182) It was however very usual for them to live

in the side rooms of the mosque, as was the case

for example, in the Mosque of the Omaiyads (Ibn

Djubair, p 269, Ibn Battuta, 1 206) In particu-

laily holy mosques like that in Hebron, houses

for al mu^laktfun were built around the sacred

place (Sauvaire, Htsl Jerus et Hebt on^ p 1
1 ^

and also beside the Masdjtd YUms at the ancient

Niniveh {B G A
^

iii 146) Kitchens were there-

fore erected with the necessary mills and ovens

and cooked food {d^ashiska) and 14-15,000 loaves

{ragiiif) were daily distiibuied to those who stayed

there and to visitors (Sauvaire, p 20 sq
^

cf

Quatrem^re, Htsl Sull Maml i/i
, 231) Bread

was also baked in the mosque of Ibn Tulun (Qua-
tiem^re, op at

,
i/i

, 233) and kitchens were often

found in the mosques (for al- Azhar, see Djabarti,

MerveilleSy iii 238 ,
SulaimSn Rasad, JCanz al-

Djawhai fl TcCri^ al-Azhar^ p 71 sqq
, 107 sqq

)

Those who lived in and beside the mosque were

called mud^awtrun (cf B G A
^

\\\ 146, for

Jerusalem, N5sir i Khosraw, p 82, 91, foi Mecca,

Ibn Djubair, p 149, for Medina, Ibn Battata, i

279, where we learn that they weie organised

under a kaddim^ like the North Africans under an

amln in Damascus, Ibn Djubair, p 277 )
Ihey

were pious ascetics, students, and sometimes tra-

vellers Ihe students generally found accommoda-
tion m the madaris but laige mosques like that

of the Omaiyads or al-Azhar had always many
students who lived in them The name of the

halls rtwak^ plur arwika^ was later used for these

students’ lodgings (cf v Berchem, Corpus^ i 43,
note I

,
perhaps MakrizI, iv 54, 23) Strangers

always found accommodation in the mosques (cf

Cl) In smaller towns it was the natural thing

for the traveller to spend the night in the mos-

que and to get food there (YSkut, 111 385, al-

Kif(I, TflVfM al Hukama^^ ed Lippert, p 252)
Travellers like Nasir-i Khosraw, Ibn Djubair, Ibn

Battuta, al'Abdarl A
,
ser 5, iv

, 1854, p 174)
were able to travel throughout the whole Muslim
world from one mosque to the other (or madrasa
or rtba() The traveller could even leave his money
for safe keeping in a mosque (Safar-nama^ p 51)
Large endowments were bequeathed for those who

The Encyclopaedia of IstXm, III

lived in the mosques (Ibn Ojubair, op at
,
Ibn

Taghrlbirdl, ii/ii
, 105 sq

)

In later times the rulers often built a lodge or

pavilion (nianzara) in or near the mosque (Ma
knzi, 11 345, IV 13, cf on the word Quatrem^re,
Hist Suit Maml

y

It/**
i

* 5 )

There was often a special room with a clock

in the mosques, this also is probably an inherit-

ance fiom the church, for Ibn Rosta (290= 903)
talks of similar arrangements in Constantinople

{B G A
^

vii 126 supra) Ibn Djubair (p 270)
describes very fully the clock in the Mosque of

the Omaiyads (cf J A
^

ser 9, vii 205 sq

)

It

was made in the leign of Nur al-Din by Fakhr
al-Din b al-Sa^^Sti (Ibn Abi Usaibi^a, ii 183 ,

an expert was kept to look after it tbtd

,

p 191)
There was a clock in the Mustansiriya in Baghdad
(Sarre and Herzfeld, Arch Retse^ ii 170) and the

Mosque of ^Amr also had a ghurfat al-sa^at

(Makrizi, iv 13, 15) In the Mosque of Ibn Tu-
iQn IS still kept a sundial of the year 696 (1296—

1297, cf v Berchem, Corpus^
1

^

N® 514) but the

clockb were usually mechanical (see also Dozy,
Supplement^ s v mtn^dna and on the clock gener-

ally E Wiedemann, in lYova Acta der K Leop

Carol Akad
^
vol C, Halle 1915) In the Maghrib

also we find mosque clocks, e g in the Bu'ana

niya {J A^ ser ii, xii 357 sqq)

Ihe very varied uses to which the mosques were

put resulted in their becoming storehouses for all

sorts of things In 668, the Mosque of the Omai-
yads \\as cleared of all such things, m the court

yaid there were for example stores for machines of

war and the zawiya of Zain al 'Abidin was a regular

khan A
^

sqy 9, vol vii 225 sq )

c Mihrab[qv]
Whether the Propnet considered it necessary to

erect an indicator of the direction of prayer m
Medina may be considered doubtful According to

tradition, when the revelation of the alteration

of the ktbla tame to him, he turned round in the

middle of the prayer without further investigation

(Wustenfeld, Medina^ p 41, 62, Tabari, Tafstr^

XI 25 centre, Muslim, Maiad^td^ tr 2) On the

musalla however and on journeys he used a spear,

which was stuck in the ground right m front of

him, but this sutra [q v
]

was not intended so

much to give the direction as to be a substitute

for the wall, to mark off the aiea of the worship

per. It could therefore also be an animal or some
living thing (Bukhari. Salat^ B 18, 80, 90—92,
Muslim, Saldty tr 46, Zurkani on Muwa{tdl‘^ i

283, Abii Dawud, 1 69, Ahmad b Hanbal, J/wf-

nad^ 11 106) At the present day the mihrab is

often called ktbla (and as early as Ibn Taghri

bird!, 1 351, Yakut, i 642)
In al-Fustat ^Amr is said to have ascertained

the kibla very carefully with the help of many

others (Makrizi, iv 6 supra, B G A^ viii 359,
Ibn Taghrlbirdl, 1

*

1 ^ sq) But we are not told

how it was indicated, probably by a pole or

something of the kind The kibla was however

too far to the east, so that during the prayer the

worshippers turned more to the south At first

they were probably content with the direction,

roughly correct, m keeping with a hadlth of AbU
Huraira, according to which the kibla in general

lies between east and west (Tirmidhl, MawHklt
al-$alat^ p 139, Makrizi, iv 24) The first mos-

que in Isfahan was built where AbU MUsa had
peifoimed the salat, and a brick placed in position

22
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Ijy him was taken as the kibla (i? G A
^

s\\ 200)

But later the problem was tackled seriously Ma-

krlzi mentions the different solutions of it in Egypt

(iv 21—33) A 1 Azhar had the li^ibla accurate^

the mahartb al-saKaba^ \ e that of the Mosque

of ^Amr and those of the mosques in Djiza, Bil-

bls, Alexandria, Kus and Assuan were too far to

the east, that of the Mosque of Ibn Tulun was

found by a committee to be 14 daradj too far

west, those of the villages too far west The direc-

tion was ascertained from the stars Many however
followed the kibla of Syria In the transformation

of churches into mosques, frequent under al Ma^mUn,
their orientation from east to west was decisive

Ihe dooi on the east side as a rule was made
the mihrSb (MakrIzI, iv 30)
The word mthrab before and after the begin-

ning of Islam meant in the first place a palace

or a part of one (Imru^ulkais, p 52, 33, South Ar
,

Mufaddallyat^ p 21, 13, Persian, Buhturi, Ha-
masa^ p 404, 4, Kais al Rul^aiyat, p 2, 5, 49, 2),

also women’s apartment ('Omar b Rabi^^a, p 136, 9,

247, 2, MakrizI, IV 378, 14), secondly a niche

where a bust stood, e g before Islam (Ibn Ku-
taiba, ^Uyiin al-Ahkbar^ p 356) and for the Muslim
period (Hudhathtendnvan^^ 90, 14, Huhtun, Ha-
mUsa^ p 692), especially of a niche with an image

of a Christian saint ('Omar b Rabi'a, p 262, 9)

Perhaps the part of the palace, called mihrab in

the above examples is simply a niche with a

throne in it (cf esp Mufaddahyat^ p 21, 13)

The same use of the word is found in the Kurban

In Sura xxxviii 20, it means the part of the

palace where the king is, xxxiv 12, most pro-

bably a place where images are put, and iii

32 sq
,

xix 12, a temple or rather a cell in

a temple where one prays At a still later date

we find expressions like mthrab al-madhbahj ap
parently a name for the apse in the church behind

the altar [J A^ ser 9, vii 189) M^hiab has

been derived from hatha “spear” and from South
Arabic mikrab^ Ethiop mek^^rab “temple” but the

etymology is not certain (see on the whole ques

tion Fraenkel, Fremdxvorter^ p 274, Rhodoka
nakis, va W Z K xix

, 1905, p 296—298,
Pratonus, in Z D M G

^
Ixi

, 1907, p 621 sq
^

Noldeke, Neue Beitrage z sem Spiachiv
^ p 52,

note 2 ,
Lammens, in J A

^
ser xi

,
vi 247

,

Becker, Islamstudten^ 1 492 sqq
, J Horovitz, m

/j/, XVI, 1927, p 260 sqq)
If the word mihrab means the niche placed in

the mosque in the direction of prayer, this con

nects quite well with the usual usage of the word
All are agreed that the mihrab did not originally

belong to the mosque and that it was taken over

from the church finds confirmation in Muslim
literature (see Lammens, Ztad, p 33, note 7, 94,
note l) and it is evident that the innovation

found its way into the mosque by a purely ar-

chitectural way The mihrab became the place

where the imSm stood during the salat It may
therefore be assumed that it was one of the prin-

cipal niches in the church, which was taken over

into the mosque
,

it may have contained the

bishop’s throne or the image or picture of an im-

portant saint

There is no unanimity as to the date when
the mihrSb was introduced into; the mosque Mu-
'awiya is occasionally mentioned G A

^
v

109, 2) as a rule, however, and probably with
greater right, al-Walld His governor 'Omar b

'Abd al-'Aziz is said to have introduced it into

Medina (Wiistenfeld, Medina^ p 74, G A
^
ui

80, tj however takes it for granted that 'Omar b

'Abd al-'Aziz only levived it)
,
similarly his goveinoi

Kurra b Shurik (90—9^) recorded to have

introduced the prayer niche (mthrSb mu^awwaf)
into Egypt (MakrIzi, iv 6, 14, 9, 9, Ibn Dukm5

|^,

iv 62, 12 sq
,

Ibn Taghribirdi, 1 76, SuyU^I,

Husn al-Muhadata^ 11 sq) Only occasionally

IS Mu'awiya’s governor Maslama b Mukhallad

(47—62) or 'Abd al-'AzIz b MarwSn (65— 84)
mentioned as having introduced this innovation

(MakrIzi, iv 6) It therefore seems not to be

wrong when one of the mahatib in the Mosque
of the Omaiyads is described as the oldest m
Islam But it is an anachronism to call it mthrab

al-^ahaba and attribute it to Mu'5wiya (Ibn Oju-

bair, p 265, Ibn Battuta, 1 203) Ihe mihrab is

however said not yet to have come into general

use in the second century (see Lammens, Ziad^

p 04, note 1), on the other hand, Tabari presup-

poses a mthtab in the Muslim sense as early as

David (Tabari, 1 2408, 7, 12, B G A
^

\\ 112,

10 sq
,

other prophets also had their mihrabs in

Jerusalem, tbtd )

In the larger mosques there were usually several

mihrabs, used by the different madhShib, in the

mosque of 'Amr, for example (according to Ibn

Taghribirdi, 1 79), in Hebron (Sauvaire, Hist

Jems et Hebron^ p 17), in the mosque of the

Omaiyads (J A ^
ser 9, vii 213 sqq

,
Ibn JJju

bair and Ibn Battuta as above) Ihey might be

of wood, but as a rule they were built of masonry

or put on pillars They were often highly orna-

mented In the mihr5b of al-Walid, a looking-glass

that had belonged to 'A^sha is said to have been

placed (Kazwini, 11 71) A IStimid adorned a

mihrab in the mosque of 'Amr and one in the

Azhar mosque with a silver girdle which weighed

5,000 dirhams (Makrizi, iv 52)
Ihe general objections to adorning mosques

were also applied to the mihrSb A hadith is said

to have forbidden this as an inheritance from the

churches, it is compared with the altars (see

Lammens, Ztdd^ p 33 note 7), but even a puritan

like Ibn al-IIadjdj does not reject the mihrab in

principle, he only condemns its adornment {Mad-
khal, 11 48) In fact the mihrab was held in

special respect as the most important part of the

mosque which found expression in the election

of a kubba over it (e g Makrizi, iv 91 ,
cf v

Berchem, Corpus^ i
,
N® 79) The special import-

ance of the mihrab is shown from the fact that

Its position was occasionally revealed in dieams,

e g in Kairawan (Ya^Liit, iv 213) and in the

Mosque of Ibn TulQn, here the Prophet appeared

to Ahmad b Tulun and showed him the mihrab
and the spot was surrounded by ants (Makrizi,

IV 39) In the principal mosque of San'a^ there

I

was a prophet’s tomb under the mihrab {B G A
^

vii no), which recalls Christian altars As the

most sacred part of the mosque, the mihrab is

compared not only with Christian altars, but the
word is used of the sacred place of prayer in

any sanctuary, e g in the pre-Christian temple,
which stood on the site of the later mosque of

the Omaiyads (J A ,
ser 9, vii 371) In Palestine,

in keeping with this idea, very many mihrSbs are

said to have been the mihrabs of Biblical per-

sonalities (see Sauvaire, Htst Jer et Hebr
, p 42,

76, 96 102, Le Strange, Falesttnc^ Index)
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d Minbar [q v
]

In contrast to the mihrab, the intnbar was m
troduced in the time of the Prophet himself I he
word, often pronounced mimbar (cf Brockelmann,

Grtmdrtss^ i i6i), comes fiora the root n^b-r

“high’^ it could be derived from the Arabic quite

easily with the meaning “elevation, stand”, but

IS more probably a loanword fiom the Ethiopic

(Schwally, Z D M G
^

In, 1898, p 146— 148,
Noldcke, Neue BeittUge z sent Sprachw

^ 1910,

p 49) Its case IS therefore somewhat similar to

that of masdjid It means “seat, chair” (e g
Chron Mekka^ u 8, Aghanl^^ Cairo, xiv 75)
and IS used, foi example, for saddle (Tabari,

Gloss) and of a litter (A gkdni^ xiii 158, cf

Schwally) It is therefore identical with mad^lts

(Bukhfiri, Qxum^a^ B 23), with (A'rtw//, p 20,
Aghanl^ 111 3), or kursl {Usd^ 1 214, cf

also Becker, Kanzel^ p 8) The use of the word
for the pulpit is m keeping with its history

When the kh<ttlb [q v
]
spoke among the Arabs,

he usually did so standing (cf Mufaddallyat^ ed

Lyall, xci *3^ t)j5hiz, Bayan^ Cairo 1332, 1 129,
11 143) frequently beating the ground with bow
and lance (tbtd

^
1 198, Labid, 7,15, 9, 45)» or

he sat on his mount as did e g Kuss b SsSda
{Bayan^ i 25, 31, 11 141) The Prophet did

both of these things In ^Arafa he sat on his

camel during his and on other occasions,

when addressing the community during the eaily

period, even as late as the day of the capture of

Mecca, he stood (cf SQra Ixii ii) The people

sat on the ground around him (Bukhari, ^utn^a^
B 28, ^Idatn^ B 6) In the mosque in Medina
be had a particular place, as is mentioned in the

stories of the introduction of the minbar Some-
times, we are told, he stood beside a tree or a

palm tree (Bukhari, Manakih^ B 25, ed Krehl,

ii 400), as a rule however, beside a palm-trunk

{^tdl^-i so Ibn SaM, i^i 9, 10, ii, 12) and on

a few occasions beside one of the pilhrs (Bukhari,

Mamktby B 25, ed Krehl, ii 401, Diyarbakn,

Khamls^ ii 75) This is undoubtedly the original

tradition the Prophet stood beside one of the

palm-tree trunks used as pillars in the mosque
For “beside” (usually kama tld^ Bukhari, Buyu^^

B 32 Ytnda) “up” {kama WJ, alread) in BuldiSii,

Sjium^a^ B 26) is sometimes found later and for

the column or trunk, we find a stump on which

he sat

Various passages record how the minbar was
introduced, notably the following Ibn SaM, i|i

9— 13, Bukhail, Salat

^

B 18, 64, 91

,

B 26, Buyii^^ B 32, Htba^ B 3, Manaktb^Yt 25,
Muslim, Masid^id^ tr 10, s also Wensmek,
book^ s V Pulpit, Usd al Ghaba^ 1 43 infra, 214,
WUstenfeld, Medina^ p 62 sq

,
Ibn BattQta, i

275 sq
,

the whole material is in Diyfirbakn,

Khamls^ i 129, 11 TS sq and Sirat al-Halabi,

11 146 sqq The details are variously given The
minbar, we are told, was built of tarfS wood or

tamarisk from the woods near Medina, the builder

was a Byzantine or a Copt and was called BSkOm
or BaVm, but the names Ibrfihim (Usd^ i 43),
MaimHn, §ab5h, Kulab, Mina [see KHAMIs] are

also given He was a carpenter, but a slave of

the wife of one of the Ansar or (Bukhfirt> Hiba^

B 3) of the Muhaijiran Others say he belonged
to al-^Abbas The suggestion is sometimes credited

to the Prophet and sometimes to others The
palm-trunk is said to have whined like a camel

or a child when the Prophet mounted his new
seat but was calmed by stroking and kind words
from the Prophet Most stones take it for granted

that the minbar was primarily intended for the

^u^ba, ID some it is added that the object was
to enable the large assembly to hear him (Ibn

SaM, i/i 10, ii) We are told also that the Pro

phet performed the salat on it and, during the

su^Ud, he came down from it He also took care

that the people could see his salat and follow

him (Bukhari, ^alat^ B 18, B 26) This

last tradition however presuppose^ the later custom

of standing upon the minbar (note that the same
idea of the palm-stump occurs in Djum^a^ B 26)

In this connection it is interesting to note a

tradition in Ibn al Athir, according to which the

Companions asked the Prophet to take up a raised

position as many wufud were coming {Usd al-

Qhaba^ 1 43) Another tradition is in keeping

with this, according to which the Prophet, when
he was visited by a man named famim, stood on
a ktnsi and addressed him from it {tbid

^ p 214,
cf Lammens, Modwia^ p 204, note 5) Here we
have a seat of honour on which the ruler sits

This is undoubtedly in keeping with the character

of the minbar, while the raised seat was in general

use among the northern Semites the Arabs usually

sat on the ground, often leaning against a saddle

The raised seat was the special mark of the ruler

or, what is the same thing, of the judge We are

told that Rabfa b Mukhashin was the first to

sit on a minbar or saiir when acting as judge

{Aghdniy 2”‘l Cairo ed ,111 3, Makrizi, iv (s sq)

Al-HadjdjSdj^ for example, when he addressed the

people (hardly in the mosque) sat on a chair

which belonged to him {kurst lahu Tabari, 11

959) and when he tried and condemned his ene-

mies, a satir was erected for him (tbtd

y

p 1119),
in the same way a kursi was placed for Yazid

when he issued his orders for a battle {ibid
^

p 1107, see also Becker, Kanzel^ p 8)

If tradition usually suggests that the minbar

was intioduced exclusively for the khutba, this

seems to be a somewhat one-sided view The
minbar was primarily, as Becker was the fiist to

point out, the throne of the mighty Prophet in

his capacity as a ruler In keeping with this is

the tradition that it was introduced in the year

7, 8 or 9 (Tabari, 1 1591, KhamiSy 11 75, Usd
al-Ghaboy 1 23) The Prophet used it for the pu-

blication of important announcements, for example,

the prohibition of wine That he should also make
his public speeches to the community from the

new seat was only natural His Wiutbas however

were not confined to the Friday service and he

could still deliver a khutba without a minbar,

e g at the festival on the musallS, where Mar-

w5n was the first to put up a minbar (Bukhari,

^Idaifiy B 6) and beside the KaMa after the

capture of Mecca (Ibn HishSm, p 823)

The Prophet’s minbar is often called a^wdd

from its material (Bukhari, Saldt^ B 64, Dxuw^'a^

B 26) It consisted of two steps and a seat

{ma^lts KhamiSy 11 75 ,
Bukhari, B 23,

mak^'ad Tabari, 1 1591) After the time of the

Prophet, It was used in the same way by AbO
Bakr, ‘Omar and ‘Othman (see below) Its signi-

ficance as a throne is seen from the fact that in

the year 50 MuMwiya wanted to take it to Syria

with him, he was not allowed to do so but he

raised it by 6 steps At a later date, ‘Abd al
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Malik and al Walid are said to have wanted to

take the Prophet’s minbar to Damascus (Tabari,

11 92 sq
,
Kharms, 11 75, Ya’^kubT, ed Iloutsma,

11 283, B G Ay y 2 ^ sq
y
Wustenfeld, Medinay

p 63) In the time of the Prophet, it stood against

the wall so that a sheep could just get past (Bu-

khari, Salat

y

p 91) In the time of al-Makdisi, in

the centre of the Mughatta there was pointed out

the position of the old minbar
,

above which

Mu'awiya was said to have built his new one

(B G A
y

111 82
,

cf 11 26 and KazwinI, ed

Wustenfeld, 11 71) According to some hadiths, it

was ovei the ha7vd of the Piophet (Bukhari, Sa~

lat ft Makkay B 5, Fada^tl al-Madtnay B 5, 12

and pass
)
At a later date, new minbars were erected

in the mosque (see Wiistenfeld, Medway p 64,96)
That the Omaiyads should have a minbai of

their own was natural, they sat on it, just as

their predecessors had done (cf Goldziher, Muh
Stud

y

11 42) Mu'awiya took it with him on his

journey to Mecca (Chron Mekkay \ 333), he also

had It taken to the festivals on the musalla

(Ya^kubi, ed Houtsma, 11 265), just as Maiwan
used to do in Medina (see above), it was therefore

still portable and indispensable for the sovereign,

when he wished to make a public appearance as

such In Ibn Djubair’s time, the tmrtbar al khufba

in Damascus was 111 the central maksuia (Bthlay

p 265) According to Ibn I^aldun, Mu^awiya
was the first in Islfim to use the thione {sartry

tntnbary takhty kursi) but he is clearly not refer

ring to the minbar of the mosque {Mukaddtmay
Cairo 1322, p 205 sqyfasly 3, N® 37)
The minbar taken to Mecca by Mu'awiya re-

mained there till the time of al-Rashld, when the

latter visited Mecca on his hadjdj m the year 170
or 174 a mtnbar tnankudi with 9 steps was
presented to him by the emir of Egypt and the

old one was put up in ‘^Arafa At a later date,

al-Wathik made minbars for Mecca, 'Arafa and
Mma {Chron Mekka, 1 333, 111 114) Ihe Mec-

can minbar was a portable one It usually stood

beside the makam but was put beside the Ka^^ba

during the khutba (Ibn Djubair, p 95, 97, cf

Chron Mekkay 111 429) Accoiding to al-Batanuni,

this custom was kept up until Sultan Sulaiman

Kanuni (926—974) built a marble minbai, north

of the makam {al Rthla al-Hidjaziyay p lOO)

It seems at first to have been doubtful whether

manabtr should be put up in the provinces or

not According to al-Kuda% ‘^Amr had a minbar

made in al- Fust at but ^Omar ordered him to

take It away he was not to raise himself above

the Muslims so that they would have to sit below
his heels (Makrizi, iv 6 ,

Ibn Taghribirdi, 1

76, SuyntI, Husn al-Muhadaray 1 63, 11 135)
The idea obviously was that the throne belonged

to the caliph alone After ^Omar’s death however,

‘Amr IS said to have used a minbar (Makrizi, iv

8, 27) It stood there till Kurra b Shank rebuilt

the mosque During the rebuilding it was put in

the Kaisariya, which was used as a mosque, only

when the mosque was completed in the year 92,

did Kurra put up a new minbar Tradition how-
ever IS uncertain The minbar removed by Kurra
perhaps dated from ^Abd al-^Aziz b Marwan, who
had taken it from a church or had been presented

with It by the Nubian King (Makrizi, iv 8, Ibn
Taghribirdi, 1 78) Kurra’s minbar remained till

379 ^^hen the Ffitimid vizier Ya'kQb b Killis re-

placed it by a gilded one A large new minbar

was placed in the mosque of “^Ami in 405 by al-

Hakim (Makrizi, IV 8, Ibn laghrlbirdi, 1 785^)
We heai of no objections in other places to

the manabir in the amsSr In al-Mada’in as

early as the year 16 SaM erected a minbar in the

mosque improvised in the Iw5n of Kisra (labari,

1 2451, 9) In Basra, Abu MUsS put up a minbar

in the middle of the mosque This was however

found inconvenient because the ImSm had to cross

from the minbar to the kibla “over the necks”

of the (seated) believers Ziyad then placed the

minbai against the south wall (Yakut, 1 642) On
the other hand, we are told that ‘^Abd Allah

b 'Abbas (governor of Basra 36—40) was the

first to mount the minbai in Basia (Djahiz, Bayatiy

1 179) When Ziyad had to fly from Basra he

saved the minbai which he put up in his Masdjid

al Huddan (labari, 1 3414 sq) Ihe minbar was

the symbol of the luler and the governor sat upon

it, as representative of the ruler It therefore foimed

a feature of the Masfljid al-Djama'a, where the

community was officially addiessed In the year 64
therefore, there were minbai s in all the province*-

In this year homage was paid to Mai wan b al

Hakam not only in the capital but in the other

manabii in the Ilidjaz, Misr, ^a^m, Djazira, 'Irak,

Khurasan, and othti am'^ar {B G A
y

viii 307)
Special mention is made of the fact that labariya

had no minbar
In the first century and beginning of the

second, we find the wall in the smaller towns,

delivering the kh}*tba standing, with the staff

only But in 132 the governor ‘^Abd al Malik

b Mai wan had manabtr put up in the kura of

Egypt (Makrizi, iv 8, 17 sqq
,
Ibn Taghribiidi,

I 350 sq ) When the khutba became purely a

divine seivice and the luler was no longer the

khatib [q v
],

the minbar became the pulpit of

the spiritual preacher and eveiy mosque in which

the hriday service was celebiated was given a

minbar At the same time, i e after al-Ra§hid,

the change was gradually completed and the pieacher

spoke, standing on the pulpit Hadiths therefore

came into existence, according to which the Prophet

used to deliver two Idiutbas on Friday, standing

“just as is done to day” (Bukhari, JD^utn^ay p 27,

30 and 'Omar, tbtd
y p 2)

The minbar was thus now quite analogous to

the Christian pulpit It is very probable that this

latter also influenced its form We have alieady

noted above, of a minbar in the mosque of 'Ainr,

that it was said to be of Christian origin The
same thing came to be said of the Prophet’s minbar

(Wustenfeld, Medway p 63) Mu'awiya made the

Medina minbar larger, while the one brought by
him to Mecca had only 3 steps and was of course

portable We again hear of poi table minbars later,

which did not exclude their being large (cf above
on the minbar of Mecca) Thus the manabir in

al Maghrib are said to have been portable Ibn
al HajJjdj regards this (the oldest) custom as btd^a

and theiefore ascribes it to al-HadjdjSdj {Mad^haly
II 47, 13 sqq) The oldest minbars were all of

wood There is however one hadith which says

that the Prophet had a kursi of wood with iron

legs made for the reception of Tamim {Usdy 1

214, 8 from below, cf Lammens, A/b'aw/a, p 273,
note 3), it IS however uncertain what relation

this had to the minbar A minbar of iron was made
as early as the Omaiyad period (Ibn Taghribirdi,

1 78) 8 aUmtnbar aUhadld probably correct m
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spite of Becker, Kamel

^

p 10, note, cf 79,4,
see below), and also of stone (Goldzihei, Muh
Stud

^ 11 42, note 5 with a refeience to Ibn

Ha(l]ar), later they were also built of bricks (Wii-

stenfeld, Medina^ p 64, 96) As a rule the minbar

stood against the kibla wall beside the mihrab

Al-Mahdi had tried to reduce the manabtr to their

original small size (Tabari, 111 486, la, Mal^ilzl,

IV 12, 13 sqq \ but he could not arrest the develop-

ment In the larger mosques several manabtr were

even built Ibn al Fakih about 300 A H already

mentions 5 minbars in the mosque in Jerusalem

{B G A
f

V 100, 8 sq) In the Sultan Hasan
mosque in Cairo 4 were planned and 3 erected

when a minaret fell down in 762 and diverted

attention to other work (MakrizI, iv 117, 18 sq
)

Ihe importance, which the minbar alieady had
in the time of the Pi ophet, caused special reverence

to be paid to it and the sanctity of the mosque
was concentrated lound this and around the mihrab

The governor of Kufa Khalid b 'Abd Allah al-

Kasrl (105— 120) recened a lettei of censuie from

the caliph because he had prayed for water on
the minbar (^Katml^ p 20, 15 sqq) A false oath

taken on or beside the minbar of the Prophet led

to hell absolutely (Ibn SaM, i/i 10, 3 sq
^ 12, 19

sq
,
Ibn Hanbal, Musnad^ 11 329, cf Jobs Pedersen,

Det Etdy p 144, 147) Legends giew up which
represented the Prophet seeing into the future

from the minbar (Bukhari, bab 29) and
being able to follow the battle of Mu^ta fiom it

(cf Wakidi— Wellhausen, p 311, Ibn Hisham,

p 796) and also telling how his prayers on the

minbar weie specially efficacious

Just as the Ka^ba was coveied {kasa) so was
the same thing done to the minbai ^Othman is

said to have been the first to cover the minbar

of the Prophet wnth a kattfa (Khamts^ 11 75, i

fiom below) Mu^awiya did the same thing when
he had to give up his attempt to abolish it (tbid

^

p 76, 4, labail, 11 92, 4) It was not quite the

same thing when al Hakim rediscovered the already

mentioned iron minbar and covered it with gilt leather

because it was covered with diit (read kadhar)

I c rust (Ibn Taghiibiidl, i 79, 5 ) Under the

^Abbasids a new ktswa was sent every year for

the minbar of the Prophet from Baghdad, the

Sultans later did not renew it so fiequently (Wii-

stenfeld, Medina^ p 64) We find other references

to the covering of the minbar on special occasions

(Ibn Djubaii, p 149, 16) Ibn al Hadjdj (Madkkal^

II 74) demands that the imam should put a stop

to the custom of putting carpets on the minbar —
(On the question of the minbar see C H Becker,

Die Kanzel tin Kultus des alien Isiam
^
Noldeke^

hestschrift^ i 331

—

— Islamstudten^ \ 450

—

471, Caetani, Annali deW Islam^ i 533, 739, 11

68 sq
^ 87, 213 sq

,
H Lammens, Mo^awta^^ 63,

204—208, 273, J Horovitz, in Isl

,

xvi

,

1927,

p 257—260)
e Dakka
In the larger mosques there is usually found

near the minbar a platform to which a staircase

leads up Ihis platform (dakka^ popularly often

dtkka) is used as a seat for the mu^adhdhms when
pronouncing the call to prayer in the mosque at

the Friday service This part of the equipment
of a mosque is connected with the development of

the service (cf below under H4 and C H Beckei,

Zut Geschtchte des tslamtschen Kultus^ in, 1912,

P 374—399 = Islamstudten^ 1 472— 500, L

Mittw'och, Zur Entstehungsgeschichte des tslamtschen

Gebets und Kultus^ Abh Pr Ak 1913, Phil -

Hist Cl
, 2) The first adh^n-call is pronounced

fiom the minaret, the second (when the l^atil)

mounts the minbar) and the third (before the

salat, tkama^xn the mosque itself These calls were

at first pionounced by the mu^adhdhin standing

in the mosque At a later date raised seats weie

made for him
Al-Halabi recoids that Maslama, Mu'^awiya’s

governor in Egypt, was the first to build platforms

(here called manabtr) for the calls to prayer in

the mosques {Sira Halabiy a^ ii ill below) 1 his

story however, given without any reference to

older authorities, is not at all reliable It seems

that a uniform practice did not come into existence

at once In Mecca the mu^acUidhins for a time ut-

teied the second call (when the preacher mounted
the minbar) fiom the roof As the sun in summer
was too strong for them, the emir of Mecca, in

the reign of Harun al Rashid, made a little hut

(zulla) for them on the roof Ihis was enlarged

and more strongly built by al-Mutawakkil in 240,
as his contemporary al Azraki relates {Chron
Mekkuy i 332 sq

)
The position in the mosque

of 'Amr in Cairo was similar Here also the adhan

was uttered in a chamber (ghutfa) on the roof and

in 336 there is a reference to its enlargement

(MakrizI, iv ii) As late as the time of Baibars,

when the many chambeis were lemoved from the

roof of the Mosque of “^Amr, the old ghurfa of

the mu^adhdhm was left intact {tbtd

^

p 14, cf

al Kindi, Wulaty ed Guest, p 469, note 2) In

the Mosque of Ibn Tulun the adhan was pronounced

from the cupola in the centre of the sahn (Makrizi,

IV 40) Al-Makdisi records in the fouith century

as a notable thing about KhurSsan that the

mu^adhdh ins there pronounced the adhan on a satir

plated in front of the minbar {B G A
^ 111 327)

Ihe dtikkan ** platform” in front of the minbar in

the mosques of Shahiastan roust have had the

same purpose [tbid

^

p 357)
In the viiith century, Ibn al-Hadjdj mentions

the dakka as a hid'-

a

m general use, which should

be condemned as it unnecessaiily prevents freedom

of movement within the mosque {Madklml^ 11 45
above) In the year 827 a dakka in the mosque
of al-H5kim is mentioned (MakiizI, iv 61), the

dakkas mentioned in inscriptions from Cairo all

date from the period before and after 900 a h
Ibn al-Hadjdj mentions that in addition to the

laige dakka used for the Friday service there was

sometimes a lower one for ordinaiy salats (^Mad~

khfll^ 11 46 sq
)
and says that m the larger mosques

there were several dakkas on which mu’adhdhms
pronounced the adhSn in succession so that the

whole community could hear it {tabltgh . ibtd
, p 45

sq
) Lane also mentions several muballtgks in the

Azhar Mosque {Manners and Customs, Everyman’s

Library, p 87, note 2)

/ KursI, Kur^Sns and Relics
In the mosques there is usually a kursi, that

IS a wooden stand with a seat and a desk The

desk is for the Kurban, the seat for the kas^^ or

reader, kart^ Ibn Djubair attended a divine service

in Baghdad at which a celebrated preacher spoke

from the minbar, but only after the kurra^^ sitting

on kaiasi had recited portions of the Kurban

p 219, 222) The wc^tZy often identical with the

^gss sat on a kursi made of teak (Ibn Djubair,

p 200, Yakut, Udabl^^ 11 319, Makrizi, iv I2l),
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sometimes he spoke from the minbar to which

the wfihz often had access (cf Ibn see

Mez, Renaissance des Islamss p 320) The kussSs

are called by al-Makki a^hab al-katast which is

in keeping with this 1 152, quoting

K al-Madkhal^ 1 159) Several karSsi are often

mentioned m one mosque (cf for the Mosque of

^Amr, Makrizi, iv 19) Whether the karSsi men-

tioned for the earhei period always had a desk

cannot be definitely ascertained Ihe kar&sl with

dated inscriptions given by van Berchem in his

Corpus all belong to the ixth (xvth) century (N® 264,

302, 338, 359 bis, 491) According to Lane, at

the Friday service while the people are assembling,

a kari’ on the kursi recites the i8th Sura up to

the adhan {Manners and Customs^ p 86) The
same custom is recorded by Ibn al-Hadji and
condemned because it has a disturbing effect {fC

al-Mad^al^ 11 44, middle)

Ihe Kurban very soon received its definite place

in the mosque like the Bible in the church (cf

Bukhari, Salat^ bab 91 they prayed at a pillar

beside almu^haf) According to one tradition,

'Othman had several copies of his Kurban sent to

the provinces (e g Noldeke Schwally, Gesih d
Qor ,11 1 1 2 ) ,

al Hadj^adj, a little later, is said

to have done the same thing (Makrizi, iv 17)
The mosques had many other copies beside the

one kept on the kursi Al-Hakim put 814 ma^ahtf
in the Mosque of Ibn Talun, where the founder

had already put boxes of Kurbans (Makrizi, iv 36,

40 ,
cf Husn al Muhadara^ 11 138) and in 403

he presented 1,289 copies to the Mosque of 'Amr,

some of which were written in letters of gold

(Makrizi, iv 12, Husn al Muhadara^ ii 136)
Even earlier than this there were so many that

the kadi al-HSrith b Miskin(237—245) appointed

a special amln to look after them (al Kindi, W’ulaty

p 469), there are still a very large number in

the Mosque of the Prophet (see Batanuni, Rthla^

p 241 above) Of particular value was the Mushaf
Asma^^ belonging to the Mosque of 'Amr, prepared

by ^Abd al-^Aziz b Marwan, later bought by his

son and afterwards by his daughter Asma’, her

brother left it in 128 to the mosque and it was
used for public readings (see its whole history

in Makrizi, iv 17 j^) Besides it, another copy
was for some time also used for reading, which
was said to have lain beside 'Othman, when he
was killed and to have been stained with his

blood, but this one was removed by the Fatimids

{ibid
y p 19) In the time of Ibn Battuta, a Kurban

for which the same claims were made was kept
in Basra (11 10) On New Year’s Day when the

FStimid caliphs used to go in procession through

the town, the Caliph at the entrance to the Mos-
que of ^Amr took up in his hands a mushaf said

to have been written by 'Ali and kissed it (Ibn

laghribirdl, ii/i
, p 472 middle), it was perhaps

the Mushaf Asma^ In Syria, Egypt, and the HidjSz,

in the fourth century, there were Kurbans which
were traced back to ‘Othman (B G A

, in 143,
cf ii II 7) One of the Kur^Sns made for ^OthmSn
was shown in the Mosque of the Omaiyads in

Damascus in the time of Ibn Cjubair It was
produced after the daily salSts and the people

touched and kissed it {Rihla^ p 268) It was
brought there in the year 507 from Tiberias (Dha-
habl, HaidarabSd, 1337, 11 25) Other
Kurbans of K)thinan were shown in Baghdad and
Cordova (see Mez, Renaissance des Islams^ p 327)

and Ibn Cjubair saw another in the Mosque of

the Prophet, it lay in a desk on a large stand,

here called mthmal {Rthla^ p 193, cf thereon

Dozy, Supplement^ ^ Fadillya Madrasa

also had a Mushdf ^Uthfnan^ bought by the Kadi
al Fadil for 30,000 dinars (Makrizi, iv 197) and

there IS one in Pas {Ai chives Matocaines^ xviu

,

1922, p 361) Valuable Kurbans like these had
the character of relics and belonged to the hh^zana

of the mosque They were often kept in a chest

({anduh) (Ibn Djubair, op ett
,

for al-mu^haf
Bukhari, Salat

^
bab 95, Muslim has al^anduky

see al-'Askalani, Fath al-Bart^ 1 385), also called

tMut (Ibn jDjubair, p 104) In the Ka'ba, Ibn

Ojubaii saw two chests with Kurbans (p 84, 3) Ibn

al-Fakih mentions 16 chests with Kurbans in the

Jerusalem mosque {B G A
^

v 100) In the

mosques there were also satiddik for other things,

such as lamps (Makrizi, iv 53, Wiistenfeld, Me-
dtnay p 82 = Ibn Djubair, p 194), a tabut for

alms {K al-Madkhal^ ii 44, infra)^ for the bait

al mal or the property of the mosque (see below)

There were also chests for rose wreaths {Madkhaly

11 50) which were in charge of a special officer

In the Mosque of 'Amr there was a whole series

of tawablt (Makrizi, iv 9)
The Kur’ans were not the only lelics to be

kept in the mosques Bodies or parts of the bodies

of saints (cf B 4, C i) and other athdr were
kept and revered in mosques the rod of Moses,
(in Kufa, Yakut, iv 325, previously in Mecca,
see Goldziher, Muh Stud

y 11 361), the Prophet’s

sandals (in Hebron, B G A
^

v 10 1, also in

Damascus, where the A§hrafiya Madrasa had his

left and the Dammaghiy'^ his right sandal, J A
ser 9,111 271 402), his cloak (in Adhruh, B G
A

,
111 178), hair from his beard (in Jerusalem

among other places, Batanuni, Rthla^ p 165) and
many other things (see Goldziher, Muh Stud

^

11 358 sqq
,

Mez, Renaissance d Islams
^ p 325

sq ) These relics were often kept in valuable

reliquaries The head of Husain was buried in a

tMut in his mosque in Cairo (Ibn Ej^bair, p 45)
There was a black stone like that in the Ka'ba
in a mosque in Shahrastan {B G A ^ 111 433)
On the other hand, pictures and images were

excluded from the mosques, in deliberate contrast

to the crucifixes and images of saints in churches, as

IS evident from Hadith (Bukhari, bab 48, 54

,

Rjana^tz^ bab 71, Muslim, tr 3, cf on the

question Becker, Christliche Polemtk und tslatntsche

Dogmenbildung^ Z A
,
xxvi = Islamstudieny 1 445

sqq
) It is of interest to note that in the earliest

period, SaM b Abi Wakkas had no scruples about
leaving the wall paintings in the Iwan of Kisra
at Madahn standing, when it was turned into a
mosque (Tabari, i 2443, 2451) The case was
somewhat different, when, before the chief mosque
in Dehli which had been a Hindu temple, two
old copper idols formed a kind of threshold (Ibn
Battuta, 111 1 51) although even this is remarkable
(cf Snouck Hurgronje, Verspreide Geschriften^ 11

451 sqq = Z D M G^ Ixi
, 1907, p 186 sqq^

In some circles the opposition to pictures extended
to other relics also Ibn Taimlya condemned the
reverence paid to the Prophet’s footprint, which
was shown, as in Jerusalem, in a Damascus mos-
que also (Quatremfere, Hist Suit MamI

,
n/ii 246)

g Carpets
Carpets were used to improve the appearance

of the mosques The custom of performing the
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salat upon a carpet is ascribed by Haditli to the

Prophet himself Anas b Malik pei formed the

salat with him in his grandmother's house and
the Prophet used a cloth or mat which

had become black through wear, as a rule, he

used a mat woven of palm leaves, Ihumra (Bukhari.

^laty bab 19, 20, 21, Hatd^ bab 30, Muslim,

MasU^td^ tr 47 ,
Ahmad b Hanbal, Musnad^

111 145) In any case, it is clear from Baladljuri

that the salat was at fiist performed in the mosque
simply in the dust and then on pebbles (Baladhuri,

p 277, 348, cf 2\’Z\x\\^v\^^arh^ala'l^Muwa^^

^

1 283 sq )
Later, when the halls were extended,

the ground, or the paving, was covered with

matting

The first to cover the ground in the Mosque
of ‘^Amr with hu^ur instead of hasba^ was Mu^awiya's

governor Maslama b Mukhallad (Mal^rlzi, iv 8,
Husn al Muhddata^w 136, Ibn 1 aghribirdi, i 77)
Ihe different groups which frequented the mosque
(cf above) had their places on particular mats

when a kadi (middle of the third century) ejected

the Shafihs and Hanafis from the mosque, he had
their husur torn up (al-Kindi, Wulat^ p 469)
Ibn lulun covered his mosque floor with 'Abba-

danian and SSmanian mats (Mikrlzi, iv 36, 38)
For the mosque of al-Hakim in the year 403,
al-H5kim bought 1,036 dhtr^ of carpeting for

5,000 dinars (Mal^rizi, iv 56, cf for al-Azhar,

tbtd
^ p 50) In the year 439 in the Mosque of

'Amr, there were ten layers of coloured carpets

one above the other (Nasir-i Khosraw, ed Schcfer,

p 31 [text], p 149 [transl ]) In the Mosque at

Jerusalem 800,000 dhirl^ of carpets were used

every year {B G A
^

v 100) In the Mosque in

Mecca they were renewed every Ramadan (^B G A
^

V 100) On ceremonial occasions the minbar was also

draped with a carpet {sadj^ada, q v ), in Medina,

the minbar and the sacred tomb was always covered

like the Ka'ba in Mecca (Wustenfeld, Medina^

P 83, cf Quatremere, Hist Suit Maml
^

ii/i 91)
and some, especially the teachers, had their skins

{J^arwa\ in some cases also a cushion to lean

upon The doors were also covered with some
material (Makrizi, iv 56) On feast-days, the mos-

ques were adorned with caipets in a particularly

luxurious fashion (see Ibn Taghribirdl, li/i 483)
Ihe Puritans rejected all this as btd^a and preferred

the bare ground {Madkhal^ ii 46, 49, 72, 74, 76)
as the Wahhabis still do

h Lighting
Where evening meetings and vigils were of

regular occurrence, artificial lighting became ne-

cessary A1 AzrakI gives the history of the lighting

of the Meccan Mosque The first to illuminate

the Ka'ba was ^Ukba b al-Azrak, whose house

W'as next to the Mosque, just on the Makam^
here he placed a large lamp {nu^baK) ^Omar,

however, is said previously to have placed lamps

upon the wall, which was the height of a man,
with which he surrounded the mosque (Baladhuri,

p 46) 1 he first to use oil and lamps (kanadtl) in the

mosque itself was Mu'awiya (cf B G A
^
s 20)

In the time of 'Abd al-Malik, Khalid b "Abd
Allah al-Kasri placed a lamp on a pillar of the

Zemzem beside the Black Stone, and the lamp of

the Azrak family disappeaied In the reign of al-

Ma’mlln in 216 a new lamp-post was put up on
the other side of the Ka^^ba and a little latei two
new lanterns were put up around the Ka^a HarQn
al-Rashid (268—271) placed ten large lamps around

the Ka^^ba and hung two lanterns on each of the

walls of the mosque (l^uratySl^ cf Ibn Djubair,

A’MAr, p 149, 150,155, 271, V Berchem, Cofp Inscr

Arab
, 1 ,

N® 506) Khalid al-Kasn had the mas%
also illuminated during the pilgrimage and in 219
the torches called nafatat were placed here and
‘Omar b 'Abd al-'Aziz oidered the people, who
lived in the streets of Mecca, to put up lamps on the

ist Muharram for the convenience of those visiting

the Ka'^ba (Chron Mekka^ 1 200-202, cf 458 )

In 253 Muhammad b Ahmad al MansOrl erected

a wooden pole in the centre of the sahn and
kanadil on ropes were hung from it Ihis was
however very soon removed {ibid

^ 11 i ()6 sq) About
100 years later, al-MakdisI saw around the Tawaf
wooden poles on which hung lanterns (kanadtl)

in which were placed candles for the kings of

Egypt, Yemen, etc (B G A
,

iii 74) Ibn Djubair

describes the glass which hung from hooks
in the Meccan Ilaram {Bthla^ p 103) and lamps
(nia^h^il) which were lit in iron vessels {tbtd

^

p 103, cf p 143) Similar silver and gold

were seen by him in Medina {tbid

^

p 192 at the top

,

see also Wustenfeld, Medina^ p 83 sqq
)

\ccording

to al-Fakih (before 300), i ,600 lamps were lit every

evening in Jeiusalem (i5 G A
^
v 100) and in

the next century al-MakdisI says that the people

of Palestine always burn kanadtl in their mosques,

which were hung from chains as in Mecca (A G
A^ 111 182) The illumination was thus very

greatly increased In the year 60, when Ibn Ziydd

was searching for his enemies in the mosque of

Kufa, the lamps were not sufficient, and large

torches had to be used in searching the pillared

halls (Tabari, 11 259 sq) This, like what has

already been said about Mecca, shows out of what

modest beginnings this part of the mos(iue’s equip

mcnt developed

In the time of the ‘^Abbasids, lamps and lanterns

were part of the regular furniture of the mosque
Al-Ma^mun is said to have taken a special interest

in this He oidered lamps to be put in all the

mosques, partly to assist those who wanted to

read and paitly to prevent crime (Baihaki, ed

Schwally, p 473) For this purpose, the kanadtl^

alieady mentioned, hung on chains were used, as

at the building of the mosque of Ibn 1 ulun (Makiizi,

IV 36, 38), in the Azhar Mosque and elsewhere,

they were often of silver (tbtd
, p 56, 63) Golden

kanadtl were also used and were of course con

demned by Ibn al-Hadjdj {Madkhal, 11 54) as

ostentatious At the same time, candles (skam^ or

shama^) were used in large numbers, the candle

sticks {atwdr^ sing tawr) often being of silver

(Ibn IJjubaii, Rihla^ p 45, 1 51, 194, cf Wu'^ten-

feld, Medina^ p 95, 100) About 400, large can-

delabra were made in Egypt, which from their

shapes were called tannur^ stoves Al Hakim pre

sented the Mosque of 'Aiiir with a tannur made

out of 100,000 dirhams of silvei
,
the mosque doors

had to be widened to admit it He also gave it

two other lamps (SuyutI, Husn al-Muhada) ii

136 infra, cf Nasir-i Khosraw, ed Schefer, p 51

[text],p I48[tiansl], Ibn laghilbirdi, ed Popper,

11/11 , p 105) In the Mosque of al-Hakim, m
addition to lamps and candle lanterns, he also

put 4 silver tanantf and he made similai gifts to

the Azhar and other mosques the lamps were of

gold or silver (MakrIzI, iv 51, 56, 63, cf Ibn

Taghribirdl, ii/ii 105) The tanUnlr and other

lanterns could also be made of copper (see v Berchem,
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Corpus, 1, NO 502, 503, 506, 507, 5 II), as, foi

example, the celebrated candelabrum of the Mosque

of Mu'aiyad (Makrizi, iv 137) which was made for

the mosque of Hasan but sold by it (tdid
, p 118)

This great interest in the lighting of the mosque

was not entirely based on practical considerations

Light had a significance in the divine service and

Islam here, as elsewhere, was taking over something

from the Church When, in 227, the caliph was

on his deathbed, he asked that the salat should be

performed over him with candles and incense (^dt

wa 7 bukkur) exactly after the fashion

of the Chiistians (Ibn Abi Usaibi a, 1 165, cf 11

89) The dependence of Islam on Chiistianity is

also seen in the story that ^Othman, when he

was going to the evening salat in Medina, had a

candle carried in fiont of him, which his enemies

condemned as btd'^a (Ya'khbi, ed Houtsma, 11

187) The Shi^a bias does not affect the signifi-

cance of this story A light was used particularly

in the mihrab, because it represented the holy

cell, to which light belongs (cf Sara xxiv 35)
Then, in Mecca, lamps were placed before the

imams in the mihrabs and there were consideiable

endowments for such mihrab lamps (Ibn Djubair,

Rthla, p 103, 144) Light, as was everywhere the

custom in ancient times, was necessary in mauso-

leums and the documents of endowment show that

a large number of oil lamps were used in this

way (cf e g the document for al Malik al Ashraf's

mausoleum, v Berchem, Corpus, 1, N® 252) But

in the mosque generally the use of lights hid 1

devotional significance and lamps might be endowed
for particular individuals (cf EGA, in 74,

|

quoted above) The lamps so given by al-H5kim
were therefore placed m the mosques with great

ceremony, with blasts of trumpets and beating of

drums (Ibn Taghribirdi, ii/ii 105)
On ceremonial occasions a great illumination

was therefore absolutely necessary In the month
of Ramadan, says Ibn Djubair, the carpets were

renewed and the candles and lamps increased in

number, so that the whole mosque was a blaze

of light {Rthla, p 143), on certain evenings trees

of light weie made with vast numbers of lamps

and candles and the minarets were illuminated

{ibtJ

,

p 149— 151, 154, 155) In the Mosque of

the Wophet in the time of Samhudi, forty wax
candles burned around the sacred tomb, and three

to four hundred lights in the whole mosque (Wu-
stenfeld, Medina^ p 100) On the maivhd al nabi,

sa>s Kutb al-Din, a procession went from the

Ka^a in Mecca to the birthplace of the Prophet

with candles, Ian terns (y<jw5//Jj) and lamps

see Chron Mekka, 111 439) In the harara of

Jerusalem, according to Mudjlr al-Din, 750 lamps

were lit by night and over 20,000 at festivals

(Sauvaire, Hist Jerus et Hebron, p 138) In the

dome of the Sakhra in 452 a chandelier and 500
lamps fell down {ibid, p 69), at the taking of

the town m 492 (1099) the Franks carried

off 42 silver lamps, each of 3,600 dirhams, 23

lamps of gold and a tannui of 40 rt^l of silver

{ibtd

,

p 71) It was similar and still is in Cairo

and elsewhere in the Muslim world For the latlat

al-wulmd in the Mosque of ‘^Amr, 18,000 candles

were made for the Mosque of ‘^Amr and every

night eleven and a half kin tar of good oil weie

used (Mal^rlzl, iv 21 and more fully 11 345 sqq)
The four <*nights of illumination” fell in the

months of Radjab and Sha'^bSn, especially Nu^f

Shol-ban (Quatiem^re, Htst Suit Maml ,i\j\\ 131,

cf also Snouck Huigronje, Mekka, 11 77) Quite

recently (1908) electric light has been introduced

into the Mosque of the Prophet (al-Batanunf,

Rihla, p 245 fr/)

[On the question in general see Clermont-

Ganneau, La lamps et Vohvter dans le Coran^ in

Recuetl d''Archeologte Orientale, viii
, 1924, p 183-

228, on the copper candelabra see A Wingham,

Report on the Analysis of various examples oj

Oriental Metal- Woi k etc in the South Kensington

Museum etc, london 1892, F R Martin, Alters

Kupferarbeittn aus dem Oiient, Stockholm 1902,

on glass lamps see G Sthmoranz, Altorientahsche

Glass-Gefasse, Vienna 1898, v Berchem, CIA,
1 6^^ sqq

,
Max Herz Bey, La Mosques du Sultan

Hasan {Comitt, de Conservation des Monuments

de VAit Arabs), 1899, p 8 sqq
,

see also the

Bibliography in Isl

,

xvii
, 1928, p 217 sqq]

t Incense
Accoiding to some traditions, even the Piophet

had incense burned in the mosque ('lirmidhi, 1

116, see I ammens, Mdaivia, p 367, note 8) and

in the time of Klmar, his client 'Abd Allah is

said to have pei fumed the mosque by burning

incense while he sat on the minbar Ihe same

client IS said to have carried the censer {tmdjmar

cf Lammens, loc cit) brought by 'Omai from

Syria before ^Oinar when he went to the salat in

the month of Ramadan (A Fischer, Btographie

von Gewahrsmannern etc, p 55, note) According

to this tradition, the use of incense was adopted

into Islam very early as a palpable imitation of

the custom of the Church In keeping with this

IS the tradition that in al bustat as eaily as the

governorship of ^Amr, the mu^adJldhin used to

burn incense in the mosque ('Abd al-Hakam, p 132

,

cf Annah delP Islam, \w 565) 1 he Sakhra Mosque
had incense burned in it during the consecration

ceiemony (Sauvaiie, Hist Jems et Hebron, 53)
Under the Omaiyads, incense was one of the

regular requirements of the mosque {tib al masdyid

Tabari, 11 1234, 10) Mu'awiya is named as the

first to perfume the Kai)a with peifume {khaluk)

and censer {tat) aba EG A
,
v 20, 12) It became

the custom to anoint the sacred tombs with musk
and tib {Chron Mekka, 1 150, 10, Ibn Qjubair,

Rihla, p 191, 9) Baibars washed the Ka^^ba with

rose-water (Makrizi, iv 96, 14) Incense, as well

as candles, was used at burials (cf de Goeje,

ZD MG
, 1905, p 403 sq

,
Lammens, Mo^awta,

p 436, note 9) Al-Mu7asim’s desire to be buried

with candles and incense {bukhur) exactly like the

Christians (Ibn UsaibVa, 1 165, a sq
,
cf above)

shows that they were aware that the custom bore

much the same relation to the Christian usage, as

the mosque building did to the church The con-

sumption of incense in the mosques gradually

became very large, especially at festivals (see foi

the Fatimids Ibn Taghribirdi, ii/i
, 484, 12, ii/n

,

cd Popper, p 106, 3, Makrizi, iv 51, on vessels

for holding incense see the Bibliography in Isl

,

xvii
, 1928, p 21 T sq)

j Water-Supply
Nothing is said of a water-supply in connection

with the oldest mosques The Mosque of Mecca
occupied a special position on account of the

Zemzem well In the early days of Islam, two
basins {hawd) are said to have been supplied by
It, one behind the well, 1 e just at the side of

the mosque for wudt^ and one between the well
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and the rukn for drinking purposes, the latter

was moved nearei the well by Ibn al-Zubair In

the time of SulairnSn b ^Abd al-Malik, a grand-

son of ‘^Abd Allah b ^Abbas for the first time

built a kubba in connection with the Zemzem
{Chron Mekka^ i 299) At the same time, the

governor Kh5hd al-Kasrl laid down lead-piping

to bring water from the well of al-Thabtr to the

mosque, to a marble basin {Jisktya) with a running

fountain {fawwata) between the Zemzem and the

rukn, probably on the site of the earlier hawd
It was intended to supply drinking water in place

of the saltish water of Zemzem, but a branch was
led on to a btrka at the Bab al-Safa, which was
used for iitual ablutions The people, however,

would not give up the Zemzem water and imme
diately after the coming to power of the 'Abbasids,

the provision for drinking-watei was cut off, only

the pipe leading to the btrka being retained {ibid
^

1 339 sq ) In Ibn l^ubair’s time, there was, in

addition to the Zemzem, a supply of water in

vessels and a bench foi performing the wudu^
{Rihla^ p 89) Khalid’s plan, arrangements for

ablutions at the entrance and a running fountain

in the sahn, seems to have been a typically Omaiyad
one and to have been introduced fioni the north

Such fountains were usual in the north, not only

in piivate houses, but also for example in the

aithrion {ah turn) sui rounded by pillars, which,

from Eusebius’s descnption, foimed part of the

chuich of Tyre (see Hauch in Herzog-Hauch,
Realanzyclop f piot Thcol u Kirchc^^ x 782)
The usual name for the fisktva (in Egypt

now fasktyd) is piuina^ which in the Mt^hna and in

Syiiac takes the form ptskin (see Levy, Neuhebr
u chald Worterbuch^ iv 81^, Fiaenkel, Fremd-
worter^ p 124, jiskina^ found in al Azraki, Chon
Mekka^ 1 340 IS probably due to a slip) At the

same time, however, birka or sikha or sthrt^

which probably comes from the Persian (cf Fraenkel,

op at ^ p 287) or the old Arabic haivd are also

used Ihe arrangements for ablutions weie called

matahir or inayadi^u^ sing mt\/a^a (now usually

nicda)^ “place for wudu^'' The accommodation in

Mecca just mentioned was later extended Ibn I^ubair

mentions a building at al-Zahir, i mit north of

Mecca which contained matahu and stkaya for

those performing the minor {Rihla^ p ill)

In Medina, Ibn Djubair mentions rooms for

wudi^ at the western entiance to the mosque
{Rthla^ p 197, 13 sq

,
cf the plan in al-Batanuni,

Rihla^ facing p 244) At the same time Ibn Zabala

mentions seventeen receptacles for water in the

sahn in the yeai 199, probably for drinking \\ater,

later (viiitb century) a large basin surrounded by
a railing is mentioned in the centre of the court

It was intended for drinking purposes, but became
used for bathing and was therefoie removed Baths

and latrines were built anew by al-NSsir’s mothei

(Wiistenfeld, Medina^ p 99 sqq )

In Damascus, where every house, as is still the

case, was amply supplied with water, Yakut (d

626=1229) found no mosque, madiasa or kha
nakah which did not have water flowing into a

btrka in the ^ahn (Yft^iut, 11 590) Ibn Djubair

describes the arrangements in the Mosque of the

Omaiyads In the sahn, as is still the case, there

were three kubbas The centre one lested on four

marble columns, and below it was a basin with

a spring of drinking-water surrounded by an iron

grille This was called nafa^ al-ma^ “water cage”

North of the ^ahn was a Masdjid al-Kallasa in

the sahn of which there was again a ^ihud^ of

marble with a spring (Ibn Djubair, Rihla^ p 267)
Ihere was also running water in an adjoining

mashhad (p 269), in the khSnakSh and madiisa

(p 271), and in a hall beside the living apart-

ments there was again a kubba with a basin

{hawd) and spring water (p 269) There were

also sikayat against the four outer walls of the

mosque, whole houses fitted up with lavatories

and closets (p 273), a century earlier, we are

told that at each entrance to the mosque there

was a mi^da^a {B G A
^

\\\ 1 59) 1 he whole ar-

rangements correspond exactly to those made by

l^alid al Kasri in Mecca in the Omaiyad period

and must therefore date from the Omaiyads
It was the same in other Syrian and Meso-

potamian towns In Samarra^ al-Mutawakkil

built in his new djami' a fawwata with constant

running water {B G A
^
vii 265) In Na«»ibin, the

river was led through the sahfi of the mosque
into a sihrt^ ,

there was also a sihridj at the

eastern entrance with two sikayat in front of the

mosque (Ibn Djubair, Rihla^ p 239) In Mawsil

m the mosque, which dated from the Omaiyad
period, there was a spring with a marble cupola

over it {tbtd
^ p 235) In Harran, there \icre in

the sahn three marble kubbas with bt^r and dunking

water {ibid

^

p 246), in Haleb two {ibid

^

p 253)
In Kufa there were three hawd with Euphrates \\atcr

in front of the Dj5mi' {ibid
^ p 212) but m the

mosque in a z5wiya a domed building with running

water (Yakut, iv 325, 326, here called tannin
,

cf B G A^s 173, Ibn I^ubair, p 89, 267) L
was the same in Amid (N5sir-i lOiosiaw, ed Schefer,

p 28) and in Zarandj m Sidjistan {B G A
^

ii

298 sq
)
Ihe principal mosques of the Trak had

inayadi^u at the entrances, for which, according to

a remarkable note by Makdisi, rents were paid

{B G A
^

111 129, read katasi'^^ cf viastaba ILn

Djubaii, p 89) In Palestine also, m al-Mak-

disi’s time, there weic conveniences for ablutions

at the entrances to the djawaini' {matahir B G
A ^\\\ 182, Mayadi^u ibid

^

1 58) and in San'a^
in the fourth century, beside each mosque, there

was water for drinking and for zvudii^ {B G A
^

vii III) In Persia also, it was the custom to

have a kaiud in front of the mosque {B G A
y

in 318) and theie was drinking-water in the

mosque itself on a bench {kursi) in iron jars

into which ice was put on Fridays {ibid
^ p 327)

Not only at the Zemzem well but also in the

mosques of the 'Irak, men were appointed whose

duty It was to distribute drinking-water (libari,

111 2165) — The regular custom, therefore, w as to

have at the entrance to, 01 in fiont of the mosque,

conveniences for ivudi^^ in the court of the mos

que itself a fountain as the traditional ornament

and foi drinking water It was the excejHion foi

the wudtd to take place in the mosque itself

In Egypt at first the Mosque of Ibn Tulun

was arranged similarly to the Syiian mosques In

the centre of the sahn theie was a gilt dome,

suppoited by sixteen marble columns and sur-

rounded by a railing This uppei storey was sup-

ported by nineteen marble columns and below

was a marble basin {ka^^a) with a running fountain

{fawwai a)
y
the adhan was called fiom the dome

(Makiizi, iv 37, the description is not quite deal)

People complained that there were no arrangements

for washing {mt^dd*a) there Ibn Tulun replied that
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he had not made them because he had concluded

the mosque would be polluted thereby He there-

fore made a mt^dc^a with an apothecary’s shop

behind the mosque {tbui
^ p 38, 39, Husn al-

MuhadarOy 11 139, Ibn Taghribirdl, ii/i 10) Ihis

suggests that previously in Egypt the washing

arrangements had been directly connected with

the mosque After the fire of the year 376, the

fawwara was renovated by al 'Aziz (Maljrlzl, iv

40), in 696 again by al-LadjIn, whose insciiption

still exists (C / ^ , 1 ,
N® 16) A new mt^da^a

was built in 792 beside the old one on the north,

outside the mosque (Ma^^rizi, iv 42)
Ihe Mosque of 'Amr first got a fawwata in

the time of al-'Aziz In 378—379 his vizier Ya'kub

b Killis installed one in the cupola, alieady in

existence for the batt al-mal Marble jars were
put there for the water (probably drinkmg-w^ater)
(Makrizl, iv 9, 1

1 ,
cf Husn al-Muhadara^ 11

136, Y5^^ut, 111 899) A new water basin was
installed by Salah al Dm beside his manzara m
the mosque The water was led to the fawivaiat
al-Jiskiya fiom the Nile This was prohibited in

the reign of Baibars al-Bundukdari (658—676) by
the chief kSdl^ because the building was being

affected by it (Makrizl, iv 14, Husn al-Muhddat
n 137) The emir, who restored it, brought the

water foi the fiskiya from a well m the street

(Makrizl, iv 15)
Like Ibn T^lun, the Fatimids do not seem to

have considered the miMa’a indispensable For the

Azhai Mosque had originally no miMa^a as late

as al Hakim’s wakf document for the provision

of miMa^a, money is given only with the provision

that something of the kind should be made (Ma-
krizl, IV 51, 54) At a later date we hear of two
miMaVs, one at the adjoining Akbughawlya

p 54) On the other hand, there was already a

fiskiya m the centre of the court, but whether it

had existed from the first is not known It had
disappeaied, when traces of it were found m 827
m laying-out a new sihrt^ (tbtd

^ p 54) The
fiskiya of the Mosque of al-Hakim was not erected

by the founder I ike that of the Mosque of 'Amr,

It was removed m 660 by the kadi l 5dj al-Dln

but after the earthquake of 702, it was again re-

!)uilt and provided with dnnking-water from the

Nile (tbtd

y

p 56, 57) and again renovated after

780 (tbtd

j

p 61) A small miMa’a, later replaced

by another, was in the vicinity of the entrance

(ibtd
^ p 61) Other Fatimid mosques had basins

in the sahn, which were supplied from the Nile

and from the lOialldj {tbtd

,

p 76, 81, 120)
The traditional plan was retained m the period

following also For example, we know that the

emir TughSn in 815 placed a btrka in the centre

of the DjSmi' Aksunkur which was covered by a roof

supported by marble pillars and supplied by the

same pipe as the already existing miMa^as (Makrizi,

iv 107, cf 124, 138, 139 etc) At the ceremonial

dedication of mosques, it was the custom for the

patron to fill the birka m the sahn with sugar,

lemonade or other sweet things (e g al Mu^aiyadi,

m 822 Makrizi, iv 139, Madrasat DjamSl al-

Din m 81 1 tbtd

^

p 253, another in 757 tbid

y

p 256)
The importance of the birka of the mosque,

as a drinking-place, diminished as pious founders

erected drinking fountains everywhere (cf for
|

Mecca Chron Mekka^ ii I16-I18, also BGA^
IV 21 1 , s V hubby p 258,8 V sabil) and especially i

when it became the custom to build a sabil with

a boy’s school in part of the mosque (see below,

E 4 end) A haivd for watering animals was also

sometimes built in the vicinity of the mosque

(Makrizi, iv 76) Sometimes also the biika of the

sahn was used for washing In the year 799 the

emii Yelbugha made arrangements for this in the

A^roar mosque so that one could get water for

wudt^ fiom taps fiom a birka put up in the sahn

(Makrizi, iv 76) MakrUi condemns this addition,

but only because thcie was already a miMa^a at

the entrance and the sahn was too small for the

new one {tlnd
)
and not on grounds of principle

,

and It was only because the wall was damaged

that the emii’s gift was removed in 815 (tbid
, p 77)

The custom of using the water supply of the sahn

for wudu^ survived in many places in Egypt The

arrangements were therefore usually called mt^da^a or

rathei meda (which is not found in the inscriptions)

If they had taps, they were called hanafiyoy accord-

ing to Lane’s suggestion because the Haiiafis only

permitted ablutions with lunning water or fiom a

cistern 10 ells broad and deep {^Lexicon

y

s v
,
cf

Manners and Customs^ Everyman’s Library, p 69,

cf on the question Max Ilerz, Observations cri-

tiques suf les bassins dans les ^hns des Mosqueesy

B I Ey 111/7 1896, p 47—51, do, La Mosquee

du Sultan HasaUy p 2, Herz wrongly dates the

modern usage from the Turkish conquest in 1 517)

In quite recent times the mt^da^a^ have often

been moved outside to special buildings Ibn al

Hadjdj condemns bringing water into the mosque,

because the only object is for ablutions and ablutions

in the mosque are forbidden by “our learned

men” {Madkhaly ii 47 sq
, 49), like shaving,

ablutions should be performed outside the mosque

in keeping with the Prophet’s saying i^alti ma-

(ahtrakum ^ala alnvab* masadyidikum {tbtd y\\ 58)

It was in keeping with this principle that in earlier

times the mi^dd^a was usually put at the entrance

and the barbers took up their places before the

entrance (cf the name Bab al-Muzaiyinin “ I he

Barbers’ Gate” for the main entrance to the Azhar

mosque) Mi^da^a’s were also to be found in hospitals,

thus the “lowei hospital” was given two in 346,

one of which was for washing corpses (Ibn Duk-

mak, p 99 infra)

E Ihe Mosque as a State Institution

1 The Mosque as a political centre
Its relation to the Ruler

It was inherent in the character of Islam that

religion and politics could not be separated The
same individual was ruler and chief administrator

in the two fields, and the same building, the

mosque, was the centre of gravity for both politics

and religion This relationship found expression

in the fact that the mosque was placed in the

centre of the camp, while the ruler’s abode was

built immediately adjacent to it, as in Medina (and

in al-Fustat, Damascus, Basra, Kufa) We can

trace how this dar al-imaia or ka^r (so for Kufa
Tabari, 11 230 sq

,
kasr al tmara ibid

y p 234)
with the growth of the mosque gradually became
incorporated in it in al-Fustat and Damascus and
was replaced by a new building The tradition

remained so strong that in Cairo, when the new
chief mosque Ejami' al-'Askar was being planned

in 169, a Dd) Umail^ Mi^r was built beside it

with direct access to the mosque (Makrizi, iv 33
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sq ) and when Ibn Xflltln built his mosque, a building

called the Dar al-Imara was erected on its south

side, where the ruler, who now lived in another

new palace, had rooms for changing his dress,

etc
,
from which he could go straight into the

malfsQra {tbtd
^ p 42)

The ‘^Abbasids at the foundation of Baghdad
introduced a characteristic innovation, when they

made the palace the centre of the city, the case

was similar with hStimid Cairo, but SulaimSn b

‘Abd al Malik in Ramla had already built the

palace in front of the mosque (Bal5dhuri, p 143)
Later rulers who no longer lived just beside the

mosque, had special balconies or something similar

built for themselves in or beside the mosque
Salah al Din built for himself a manzara under

the great minaret of the mosque of ^Amr (Ma^J:rizi,

IV 13, Husn al-Muhddara^ 11 137) and just to

the south of the Azhar mosque the FStimids had

a manzara fiom which they could overlook the

mosque (MakrTzi, ii 345)
The caliph was the appointed leader of the

salat and the khatib of the Muslim community
The significance of the mosque for the state is

therefore embodied in the minbar The installation

of the caliph consisted in his seating himself upon
this, the scat of the Prophet in his sovereign

capacity When homage was first paid to Abn
Bakr by those who had decided the choice of the

Prophet s successor, he sat on the minbar ^roar
delivered an address, the people paid homage to

him and he delivered a khutba, by which he as-

sumed the leadership (Ibn Higham, p loi 7 ,
Tabarf,

i 1828 sq
,
K al’Khamls^ ii 75, Ya^kubi, 11

142), it was the same with 'Omar and 'Othman
{tbtd^ p 157, 187)

The khutba, after the glorification of God and
the Prophet, contained a reference to the caliph's

predecessor and a kind of formal introduction of

himself by the new caliph It was the same in

the period of the Omaiyads and 'AbbSsids (see

for al-Walld Pabart, 11 1177 sqq
,
al-Amin tbtd

^

111 764, al-Mahdl tbid

^

in 389, 451, 457, cf

on this question also Bul^ari, Ahkam^ bab 43)
The minbar and the ^utba associated w'lth it

was still more important than the imSmate at the

salat, It was minbar al-mulk {Hamasa^ ed Freytag,

p 656, V 4) According to a hadith, the Prophet

carried the little Hasan up to the minbar and
said, “This my son is a chieftain'’ etc (Bukhari,

Matiaktby bab 25) This reflects the later custom
by which the ruler saw that homage was paid to

his successor-designate, this also was done from

the minbar (cf ^u^iba yawm al-^um^afi h
tadtd bt-wilayat al^ahd^ Tabari, 111 2131) The
Fatimid caliph showed honour to a distinguished

officer by allowing him to sit beside him on the

minbar {Husn al-Muh&daray 11 91), in the same
way Mu'Swiya allowed Ibn 'AbbSs to sit beside

him Ws sarlrtht (Ibn Abl Usaibi'a, 1 119) but

whether the reference is to the minbar is perhaps
doubtful The bat^a could also be received by an-

other on behalf of the caliph but it must be ac-

cepted on the minbar Thus the governor of Mecca
in 196 accepted on the minbar homage to 'Abd
AllSh b Ma^miin and the deposition of Muhammad
b HSrun (Tabari, iii 861 sq

y
cf for al-Mahdi

tbtd
, p 389) There are other cases in which the

solemn deposition of a ruler took place on or

beside the minbar {A^ani^ 2“fl ed Cairo, 1 12,
Wiistenfeld, Medina^ p 15) Even at a much later

date, when spontaneous acclamation by the populace

was no longer of any importance, the ceremonial

installation on the minbar was still of importance

(Makrizi, iv 94) It had become only a formality

but still an important one Homage was paid to

the ^Abbasid caliphs m Egypt in the great iwan

of the palace or in a tent in which a minbar had

been put up, and similarly to the sultans whose

investiture was read out from the minbar (cf

Quatremere, Hist Suit Maml
^

l/i 1 1 7, 149 sqq
^

1S3 sqq )
If one dreamt that he was silting on

the minbar, it meant that he would become sultan

{tbtd
^

ii/ii 103) — The 'Abblsid caliph had how-

ever long had his own throne after the old Per-

sian fashion in his palace {al-Ta^ ft AkJklak al-

Muluky ed Ahmad Zaki, Cairo 1914, p 7 sqq)

and so had the Fatimids (Ibn Taghnbirdi, ii/i

457) and the Mamluks (Quatremere, op cit
,

i/i

87, cf 147) When later we find mention of the

hurst '"l-ihtlafa (v Berchem, Corpus^ 1 ,
N® 33),

sartr al mulk {Chron Mekka^ iii I13), sarir al

saliana (Makrizi, 11 157, cf al-sartry royal throne

B G A
^ 11 282, 285, kursl similarly cf Ibn

'Arabshah, Vtta Ttmutt^ ed Manger, 11 486) or

martabat al mulk (Quatremere, op city i/ii 61),

the reference is no longer to the minbar This

does not mean that the ruler could no longer

make public appearances in the mosques thus in

648 Mu'izz Aibak regularly gave audiences in

aUmaddris al^^alih iya (Quatremere, Hist Suit

Maml
y

i/i 17) and memorial services for Baibars

were held a year after his death in several mos-

ques, madaris and khawanikin Cairo (677 = 1278,
tbid

y
l/ii 164 sq)

The caliph spoke chiefly from the minbar of

the capital, but when he made the pilgrimage he

also spoke from the manUbir in Mecca and Medina

(cf e g labari, ii 1234, Ya'kubi, 11 341, 501,

Chron Mekka^ 1 160) Otherwise in the provinces,

the governor stood in the same relation to the

mosques as the caliph in the capital He was ap-

pointed “over salat and sword” or he administered

“justice among the people” and the sal5l (Tabaii,

111 860), he had “province and minbar” under

him {tbtd
^ 11 61 1),

alwilayat wa 'l-khutba {B G
^ 337) Speaking from the minbar was a right

which the caliph had delegated to him and it

was done m the name of the caliph 'Amr b al-

'Asl therefore refused to allow people in the country

to hold d^uma^ except under the direction of the

commander (Makrizi, iv 7) This point of view

was never quite abandoned The khutba was de-

livered “in the name of” the caliph {tbtd

^

p 94)

or “for” him {It tbtd
y p 66, 74, 198, Ibn

Taghribirdi, ii/i 85 tnfray B G A y
m 485 supia)

and in the same way an emir delivered a khutba

“for” a sultJn (Makrizi, iv 213, 214). The sultan

did not have the “secular” and the caliph the

“spiritual” power, but the sultSn exercised as a

Muslim ruler the actual power which the caliph

possessed as the legitimate sovereign and had

formally entrusted to him During the struggles

between the different pretenders, there was thus

a confession of one's polit’cs if one performed the

salat with the one or the other governor (Tabari,

11 228, 234, 258, Chron Mekka^ 11 168) The
pretenders disputed as to whether the one or the

other could put up his standard beside the minbar

(Tabari, 111 2009)

Like the caliph, the governor also made his

formal entry into office by ascending the minbar
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and deliveung a khutba, this was the symbol of

his authority (e g Tabari, ii 91,238,242, Chron

Mekka^ 11 173, cf Hamasa^ p 660, v 2—3,

Djahiz, Bayan^ iii 135) After glorifying God and

the Prophet, he announced his appointment or

read the letter from the caliph and the remainder

of his address, if theie was a war going on, \\as

exclusively political and often consisted of crude

threats 1 he khutba was not inseparably connected

with the Friday seivice The commander-in chief

could at any time issue a summons to the salat

and delivei his khutba with admonitions and orders

(see Tabaii, 11 as above and p 260, 297 sq
^ 298,

300, 863, 1179) and it was the same when he

left a province {tbtd

^

p 241), a governor, who
could not preserve his authority with the khutba,

was dismissed {tbid
^ p 592)

Since war was inseparably associated with early

Islam and the mosque was the public meeting-

place of ruler and people, it often became the

scene of warlike incidents While the go\ernor

in his khutba was issuing orders and admonitions

relating to the fighting, cheers and counter-cheers

could be uttered (jbtd

,

p 238) and councils of

war were held in the mosque (labari, 1 3415,
11 284 ,

Baladhuri, p 267) Soon after his election

^Abd al Malik asked from the minbar who would

take the field against Ibn al-Zubairand al Hadjdjadj

shouted that he was ready to go (Chron Mekka,
11 20) After the battle of the Camel, ^AIi sent

the booty to the mosque of Basra and '^A^islja

looked for another mosque (Tabari, 1 3178,3223)
Rowdy scenes occasionally took place in mosques
(Kindi, Willat

y p 18), Ziyad was stoned on the

minbar (Tabari, 11 88), one could ride right into

the mosque and shout to the governor sitting on

the minbar (tbtd

^

p 682), fighting often took

place in and beside the mosque (tbtd
^ p 960,

1701 sqq
,
Wustenfeld, Medina^ p 13 -r^) Some

times for this leason, the governor was surrounded

by his bodyguard during the salat or on the minbar

or even clothed in full armour (al-Walid Tabari,

ii 1234, Wkfibi, 11 341, al-Hadjdjadj Tabari, 11

234) Salat and sword were thus closely associated

in reality

It thus came to be the custom for the enemies

of the ruler and his party to be cursed in the

mosques Ihis custom continued the old Aiab
custom of regular campaigns of objurgation between

two tribes but can also be paialleled by the By-

zantine ecclesiastical anathematisation of heretics

(cf Becker, Islamstudien^ 1 485 Gesch d tsldm

Kultus)

The first to introduce the official cursing of the

'Alids from the minbar of the Ka'ba is said to

have been IGialid al-Xasn (Chton Mekka^w 36) The
leciprocal cursing of Omaiyads and ^Alids became

general (cf Tabari, 11 12, 4 sq
,
Aghanty 2nd edition

Cairo, X 102, Ibn laghiibirdl, 1 248, see also

I amraens, Mo^awtay p 180 iq') Like the blessing

upon the ruler, it was uttered by the kussaf (Makiizi,

IV 16), It was even recorded m inscriptions in

the mosque (Ibn Taghribirdi, ii/ii
,
ed Popper,

p 63, 64, cf also Mez, Renatssancey p 6j) As
late as 284, al-MuTadid wanted to restore the

anathematisation of Mu'awiya from the minbar
but abandoned the idea (Tabail, iii 2164) Ana-
themas were also pronounced on other occasions,

for example, Sulaiman had al-Hadjdj5dj {Chron
Mekkoy 11 37) and al-MuTamid Ibn TulUn solemnly
cursed from the manSbir (Tabari, m 2048, 5

sqq
)

and other rulers had Mu'^tazili heretics cursed from

the pulpits (see Mez, op p 198, cf against

Ibn Taimiya Quatiemere, Hist Suit Maml yUjii

256) Ibn Battuta desciibes the tumultuous scene

with thousands of aimed men uttering threats m
a mosque m Baghdad when a Shi'i khalib was

on the minbai (11 58)
It was very natural to mention with a blessing

upon him the 1 tiler in whose name the hriday

khutba was deliveied Ibn 'Abbas, when governor

of Basra, is said to have been the first to pionounce

such a du'^cH over 'Ah (Ibn ^aldun, Mukaddtmay

37> end), it is not improbable that the custom

aiose out of the reciprocal objurgations of 'Alids

and Omaiyads, the ku^^a^y who had to curse the

'Alids in the mosques, used to pray for the Omaiyads

(Makrizi, iv 17) Under the 'Abbasids, the custom

became the usual foim of expressing loyalty to the

luler (Ibn Taghiibirdi, ii/i 151) After the caliph,

the name of the local ruler or governoi was men
tioned (tbtd

y p 156, 1 61), even in Baghdad in

369 by ordei of the caliph al-lah', the actual ruler

'Adud al Daw la was mentioned in the du^lP (Ibn

Miskawaih, vi 499, Cairo 1915^ P 39^) and

the Buyids, according to al Makdisi, were generally

mentioned in the khutba even in the remotest

parts of the kingdom (this is evident from the

above-mentioned expression khtittba lahUy for which

we also find ^alathi see B G A y\\ 20, 111 337,

338, 400, 472, 485, cf Glossaiy, s v) There is

also evidence that prayers used to be utteied for

the heir-appaient (Makrui, iv 37, KitUb al-Wu-

za/a^y ed Amedroz, p 420) Under the Mamluks
also, the sultan’s heir was mentioned (Quatrem^re,

J/ist Suit Maml

y

ii/i loi
,

li/ii 3) Under the

hatimids, it was even the custom to call salam

upon the lulei from the minaret after the adhan

alfad^r (Makiizi, iv 45), this also took place

under the Mamluks (e g in 696=1297, when
I 5djm was elected Quairemere, Hist Suit Maml

,

11/11 45) The prayer for the sovereign m the

khutba did not find unanimous approval among
the learned (see bnouck Hurgronje, Verspreide

GeschrifteUy 11 214 r^)

In general, the mosque, and particularly the

minbai, was the place wheie official procla-

mations were made, of course as early as the time

of the Prophet (Bukhari, Salcity bSb 70, 71),

'Othman’s bloodstained shirt was hung upon the

minbar (Tabari, 1 3255), messages from the caliph

weie read fiom it (tbid
y
m 2084) Al Walid an-

nounced from the minbai the deaths of two dis-

tinguished governois (Ibn Taghiibirdi, 1 242),
the results of battles weie announced in khutbas

(Yakut, i 647, al-^Ikd al-fartdy 11, Cairo 1321,

p 149 sq) In the Fatimid and 'AbbSsid periods

also proclamations, orders, edicts about taxation

etc by the ruler were announced in the principal

mosque (Tabari, 11 40, iii 2165, Ibn Taghribirdi,

li/ii 68, Makrizi, Itti^dZy ed Bunz, p 87 supiOy

Quatrem^re, Hist Suit Maml
y

l/ii 89, ii/ii 44,

1 51), documents appointing the more important

officers weie also read upon the minbar (Kindi,

Wulaty p 589, 599, 603, 604, etc pass
,
Makrizi,

II 246, iv 43, 88), frequently the people trooped
into the mosque to hear an official announcement
(Kindi, Wulaty p 14, cf Dozy, Gesch d Mauren
in Spanieuy 11 170)

After the position of the caliph had changed,
tradition was so far retained that he still delivered the

Wiutba in the principal mosque on special occasions.
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particulaily at festivals Thus the FS^imid al-'Aziz I

preached in the mosque of al-H5kim on its com-

pletion (Makrlzl, iv 55) and in the month of

Kamadan he preached in the three chief mosques
of Cairo, one after the other {ibid

^

p 53, cf

t \ sq
^
Ibn Taghrlbirdl, il/i sqq

,
exceptionally

also m al-RSshida Makrfzi, iv 63) The ‘^AbbSsid

caliph also used to preach at festivals (e g al-R5di

Yakut, Udabd?^ 11 349 j^), it was the exception

when a zealot like al MuhtadI (255) followed the

old custom and preached every Friday (Mas^udl,

Murui^^wn 2) Fven the caliph faineant inFgypt
preached occasionally (MakrizI, iv 94 ,

Quatremere,

Hist %ult Mainly ii/i 138 sq^ Although the

mosque lost its old political importance in its

later history, it has never quite lost its character

as the place of assembly on occasions of public

importance Ihis is evident from al-Djabarli’s

history and even quite recently large meetings

have been held in the mosques of Fgypt on questions

of nationalist politics

2 1 he Mosque and public
administration

The actual work of government was very early

transferred from the mosque into a special dtwan
or mad; Its (see 1 ibari, 6^/, s v

)
and negotiations

were earned on and business frequently done in

the ka^r al-imara (cf labarl, 11 230 sq) But

when financial business had to be transacted at

public meetings, the mosque was used, of this

there is particular evidence fiom Egypt Here the

director of finance used to sit in the Mosque of

'Amr and auction the farming out of the domains,

with a crier and several financial ofticers to assist

him Later the DiwSn was transferied to the

Uiami^ Ahmad b lulun but even after 300 A H
wc find Abu Baki al-Madhara^i sitting on such

occasions in the Mosque of 'Amr Under the hatimids

the viziei Ya'kub b Killis used fiist the dar al-

tmdra of the Mosque of Ibn liilun (see above),

later his own palace and afterwards the caliph’s

kasr was used (Makiizi, 1 131 jy )
In the same

way, in the reign of Mu^awiyn, the Coptic churches

were used and the taxation commission took up
their offices in them [Papytus Erzherzog Kainer^

Fuhref dutch die Au^steilung^ N® 577), and Ibn

Rosla (c 290 = 903) says that the officials in

charge of the measurement of the Nile, when they

noticed the rising of the iiver, went at once to

the chief mosque and announced it at one halka

after another, at the same time scattering flowers

on those seated there {B G vii 116)

The connection with administration was also

seen in the fact that the treasure-chest, the bait

al-mal (identical with the tabut^ Kindi, Wuldt^

p 70, 1 17) was kept in the mosque In al-Fustat
Us5raa b Zaid, the director of finance, in 97 and

99 built in the Mosque of '^Amr a kubba on pillars

in front of the minbar for the bait al-mal of

Egypt A drawbridge was placed between it and
the roof In the time of Ibn Rosta (c 300) it was

still possible to move about freely below the kubba

but in 378—379 al-'Aziz put up a running fountain

below \\. G A
^

v\\ I16, Makrlzl, iv 9, ii,

13, Husn al-Muhadara^ ii 136, Yakut, in 899)
Al Kindi lecords an attempt to steal the chest in

145 {Wulat^ p \\2 sq) In the disturbed years

about 300, the wall al Nughari closed the mosque
between the times of salat for the safety of the

chest, which was also done in Ibn Rosta’s time

(Kindi, VEulaty p 266, B G A
^

\\\ 116) New
approaches to the Bait al-M5l were made in 422 from
the khizSna of the mosque and from the Diwan
(MakrizT, iv 13)

In Kufa, the buyut al amwal^ at least during

the eaily period, were m the Dar al Imara (Tabari,

I 2489, 2491 sq)y in the year 38 during the

fighting, it was saved from Basra and taken with

the mmbar to the Mosque of al HuddSn {tbtd
,

p 3414 sq
)

In Palestine, in the chief mosque
of each town, there was a similai arrangement to

that in the Mosque of ‘Amr (^B G A
^
in 182) In

Damascus the bait al-mal was in the most
western of the three kubba’s in the court of the

Mosque of the Omaiyads, it was of lead and lested

on 8 columns i^B G A
^

\\\ 157, Ibn Djubair,

p 264, 267 ,
Ibn Battuta, 1 200 jy ) ,

it is still

called kubbat el-khazne ( “treasure cupola”, earlier

knbbat ^A^tsJia) (cf Baedeker, Palastina und
Sytten) In the time of the two tiavellers men-
tioned, the kubba only contained property of the

mosque Ibn Djubaii saw a similar kubba in the

chief mosque of Harran and says that it came
from the Byzantines (p 246) In Adharbaidjan
also by the time of Istakhrl, the Syuan custom
had been everywhere introduced (B G A

^
1 184),

in Iianshahr in the centre of the court, there

was a building with marble columns and doors

(B G A
^ 111 316) which perhaps points to a

similar statement of affairs and in Armenia it is

recorded that the bait al mal was kept in the Djami^

in the time of the Omaiyads as in Misr and elsewhere

{B G A
^
u 241) The kubba was usually of lead

and had an iron door Ibn al-H5djdj considers it

highly illegal to shut off a diwan in a mosque,

which is the same as forbidding entrance to it This

shows that the custom still survived in his time

Ibn Djubair’s remark about Harran suggests

that here again we have an inheritance from By-

zantium It was probably the building belonging

to the piscina (cf above) that the Muslims put

to a piactical use in this way For the Byzantines

had the treasury (^akelle) in the palace and it is

doubtful if the treasure-chambers of the church

{skenophylakton) were built in this way (cf Fianz

Dolger, in Byzantxnisches Archiv^ Heft 9, 1 927,

p 26, 34)

3 The Mosque as a court of justice

lhat the Piophet used to settle legal questions

m his mosque was natural (see Bukhari, Ahkam^
bab 19, 29 etc, cf Salat^ bab 71, A hu^umatj

bab 4), but he could also delivei judgments in

other places (tbtd
^
pass) In Hadith, it is recorded

that some V^dis of the earlier peiiod (^uraih,

al-Sha^bi, Yahya b Ya^mar, Marwan) sat in judg-

ment beside the minbai, others (al Hasan, /uraS

b Awfa) on the open squaie beside the mosque

(Bukhari, Ahkam^ bab 18) The custom had all

the better chance of survival, as churches were

used in the same way (Joshua Stylites, ed Wright,

ch 29, cf Mez, Renaissance^ p 223) Sitting in

judgment was primarily the business of the luler

but he had to have assistants and Abu Bakr’s

kadi is mentioned as assisting 'Omar (Tabari, i

2135) and a numbei of judges appointed by

'Omar are mentioned (B G A
^

vii 227) In the

reign of 'Othman, 'Abd Allah b Mas'Ud is said

to have been judge and financial administrator of

Kufa (Ibn Kutaiba, A/iz'Sr//, ed Wustenfeld, p 128)

On the other hand, we are told that 'Abd Allah
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U. Nawfal) appointed by Marv\an in 42, was the

first kadi in Islfim (Tabari, 111 2477), it is recalled

that m the year 1 32 the kSdl of Medina administered

justice in the mosque {ibtd
^ p 2505) In Basra,

we are told that al-Aswad b Sarf al Tamlm im-

mediately after the building of the mosque (1 e

in the year 14) worked in it as kSdl (Baladhuri,

p 346) In the early period ^Omar wanted to

choose a kadi, who had been already acting as a

judge before Islam (Kindi, Wulat^ p 301 sq
,

Husn al-Muhadara^ 11 86) Even the Christian

poet al-Akhtal was allowed to act as arbiter in the

mosque of Kufa (see Lammens, Mu^&wta^ p 435 )

In al-Fustat, as early as 23 or 24 A H by com-
mand of *^Omar, 'Amr b al-^AsI appointed a k^dl

named Kais {Husn al-Mnhadara^ 11 86, Kindi,

IVi /Sty p 300 sq ) The kadi held his sessions

in the Mosque of ^Amr but not exclusively there

The kSdl Khair b Nu^aim (120— 127) held his

sessions sometimes before his house, sometimes in

the mosque and for Christians on the steps leading

up to the mosque (Kindi, Wulaty p 351 )

A successor of his (177— 184) invited Christians

who had lawsuits into the mosque to be heard

{tbtd
^ p 391), of another judge (205—211) it is

recorded that he was not allowed to sit in the

mosque {tbid
^ p 428) It seems that the kadi

could himself choose where he would sit A judge,

officiating in the year 217, sat in winter in

the great pillared hall turning his back towards

the kibla wall and in summer in the sahn near

the western wall {tbtd

^

p 443 sq) During the

Fatimid period, the subsidiaiy building on the north

east of the Mosque of ^Amr was reserved for the

judge This judge, called from the year 376 onwards
kadt H-kudat (cf Husn al-Muhadara^ ii 91, Kindi,

Wulat^ p 590), sat on Tuesday and Saturday in

the mosque and laid down the law (MakrizI, 11

246, IV 16, 22, cf Kindi, Wulat^ p 587, 589,
cf Sefer^NamCy transl Schefer, p 149)

In Ya'^kUhl’s time in Baghdad, the judge of the

east city used to sit in its chief mosque {B G A
^

vii 245), in Damascus the vice-kadl in the fourth

century had a special riwak m the Mosque of the

Omaiyads {B G A
y

iii 158), and the notaries {al-

shurU^iyun) also sat in the Mosque of the Omaiyads
at the Bab al-Sa'at {tbtd 17) In Nisabur, every

Monday and Thursday, the ma^lts al-hukm was

held m a special mosque {tbtd 328) In course

of time the judge was given a moults al-hukm of

his own (cf HusUy 11 96) and in -279 al Mu'^tadid

wanted to forbid the to hold sessions in the

mosques (Ibn Taghribirdl, ii/i 87 supra
y
perhaps

however we should read see Goldziher, Muh
StudyW 164, note 4) Justice was also administered

in the dar al-^adl (Quatrem^re, Htst Suit Maml
y

ii/ii 79) But the administration of justice did not

at once lose all connection with the mosque Under

the Fatimids, the custom had been introduced that

the kadi should hold sittings in his house, but Ibn

al-^Awwam, appointed just after 400 A H
,
held them

either in the Ejami® at the Bait al-MSl or in a

side-room (Kindi, IVulaty p 612, cf Ibn Taghri-

birdl, ed Popper, ll/ii
, p 69 ,

KalkaghAoclI, Subh

al-A^ihc^y 111 487 for 439 = 1046, see Nasir-i

Khosraw, ed Schefer, p 51, text, p 149, transl )

In Mecca, the dSr al-kadt was in direct con-

nection with the mosque (Ibn D)ubair, p 104)
In the viiith century Ibn BattQta attended a court

presided over by an eminent jurist in a mosque
(madrasa) in ShlrSlz (ii 55, 63, cf also aUMad-

kiksl^ 11 54 mfra\ and in Damascus the Shafts I

chief ^:a^i held his sessions in the 'Adillya Madrasa

(so Ibn ISballikan, Quatrem^re, Htst Suit Maml
^

ii/i 22, cf also for Egypt tbid
^ p 87,11/11 253),

the vice kadis sat in the Zahirlya Madrasa (Ibn

Batrata, 1 218) The judgment might even be put

into execution in the madrasa {tbtd
, p 220) During

the Mamluk period in Egypt, vie occasionally find

a small mosque being used as a ma^lis foi judges

(Makrizi, iv 270, Ibn Dukmak, p sufra^y Ibn

Khaldun held legal sittings in the Madrasa al-

Salihiya Qlbaty vii 453)
A mufti, especially in the large mosques, was

also frequently appointed, he sat at definite times

in a halka It Vfatwa^ e g in Cairo (al-Kazwini,

Husn al-Muhadat a^ 1 182, Djalal al Din, ibid
^

p 187), in Tunis (Zaikashi, transl hag-

nan, Rec Mem Soc Arch ConstanttnCy vol xxi

,

1895, p 197, 202, 218, 248) In Baghdad Abn Bakr

al-Dinawari (d 405) was the last to give fatwas

in the Mosque of al-MansUr according to the

madhhab of Sufyan al- Fhawri (Ibn laghrlbirdi,

ed Popper, n/11
, p 120)

F The Mosque as an Educational
Centre

I IslSmic studies in the Mosque to

the end of the hatimid period

The new studies stimulated by Islam were from

their nature associated with the mosque The
learning by heart and the understanding of the

Kur^Sn formed the starting-point and next came
the study of Hadith, by which the proper conduct

for a Muslim had to be ascertained The Prophet

was often questioned on matters of belief and
conduct, in or outside the mosque (Bukh5ri,^///;i,
bab 6, 52, 23, 24, 26, 46) After the death of

the Prophet, his Companions were consulted in

the same way and scientific study began with the

collection and ariangements of hadiths, as has

been shown, notably by Goldziher Ihis process

IS reflected in the hadiths themselves According

to them, even the Prophet in his lifetime was asked
about hadiths {tbtd

^
b5b 4, 14, 33, tr 9, 51,53),

the Prophet sits in a mosque surrounded by a

halka and instructs his hearers, the latter repeat

the hadiths three times until they have leained

them {tbtd
y
bab 8, 30, 35, 42) The necessity of

^tltn IS strongly emphasised and the talab al-

Ulm IS recommended, a man is held up as a

model because he undertook a month's journey
for the sake of a single hadith {tbtd

^
b5b 19-22,

cf Goldziher, Muh Study 11 32 sq
y

sq)
Jewish influence is perhaps to be recognised when
learning is compared with the drinking of water
(Bukhari, '//w, bab 20, cf Proverbsy xviii 4,
Pirke Abothy 1 4, ii) and the teachers are called

rabbantyun (Bukhari, ^Ilmy bab 10) A special

class of students, Ahl al-^Ilmy was formed who
spread the knowledge of traditions throughout
Muslim lands {tbtd

y
bab 7) They collected people

around them to instruct them in the most necessary
principles of the demands of Islam, 'Abd Allah
held one of these matdtza every Thursday, only
once a week, m order not to tire the people {tbtd

,

bab 12) In this simple form of instiuction which
was indistinguishable from edifying admonitions
lay the germ of Islamic studies The teacher
^kkara his hearers, elsewhere it is called fak-
kaha or allama and the knowledge imparted is
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Sim or htkma {tbtd
^
bSb 15) Such knowledge

was imparted to the tnbes by the Prophet {thd
^

bab 25) or by teachers sent to them In the year

17, 'Omar sent teachers of theKur^Snin all directions

and ordered the people to appear every I<riday

m the mosque The complicated nature of the

subjects of study resulted at the principal centres

of Islam in the formation not only of a guild of

teachers but of a regular system of instruction The
typical scholar, in addition to the was the

muhaddtllk (tbtd
^
bab 29) although new branches

of study were soon added as a result of contact

with lands with older cultures, notably linguistic

studies and in this connection the study of the

old poetry, philosophical and speculative studies,

logic, etc 1 he learned man of the old period was
also called fakih {Htisn al-Muhadai 1 131,
Tabari, ii 1183, 1266, A ^hani^ viii 89, Ibn Sa^d,

V 167 etc) Even after the new branches of

learning were added to the older studies, the mos-

que remained the chief centre of instruction I his

may have been facilitated by the fact that in the

old Chiistian countries it had been the custom
for studies to be prosecuted in connection wuh
monasteries and churches (on the univeisity con-

nected with the Chuich of the Apostles in Con-
stantinople cf A Heisenberg, Gt abesktrche und
Apostelkii rhe^ 11, 1908, p 17 sqq')

We hear of a madjlis for educational purposes

in the Medina mosque m the first century a H
(Aghani^ i 48, iv sq') Yazid b Abi Habib sent

by 'Omar b 'Abd al 'Aziz as mufti to Egypt (d 1 28),

IS said to have been the first to teach in Egypt
{Ilusn al-Muhadara^ 1 1 31)1 is mentioned

along with another as teacher of al I aith (Kindi,

Wulat^ p 89) and the latter, upon whose pro-

nouncements fatwa’s were issued had his halka

in the mosque {Husn^ i 134) 'Omar II had before

this sent al-Nafi', the Mawla of Ibn 'Omar, to Egypt
to bring them the sunan (tbid

^ p 130) He also

sent an able reciter of the Kur^Sn to the Maghrib
as kadi to teach the people ktra^a {tbtd

^ p 131)
Education was arranged for by the government

by allowing suitable people to give instruction in

addition to their regular office From the very

first, education in Egypt was closely connected

with admonition to right living The first teachers

in the mosques were the kuq^as^ as a rule kadis,

whose discourses dealt with the interpretation of

the Kurban and the proper conduct of divine service

(cf C 3) Their was the direct continuation

of the moral instiuclion given by the old Companions
(cf BukhSrI, '//w, bab 12) The instruction started

m the mosque of 'Amr was continued for centuries

In the third century a h
,

al-§hSfi'l taught various

subjects here every morning till his death (240)
(Husn al Muhddara^ i 134, Yakut, Udaba^^ vi

383) It was after his time that the study of fil^h

came markedly to the front and the great teachers

used at the same time to give fatwfis (cf Husn,
1 182 'Abd Allah al-KazwInI, d 315 1 183

'Abd al-Rahman al-R5zi, d 339) In the year 326

(938), the Shafi^Is and Malikis had each 15, the

Hanafis 3 groups in the mosque of 'Amr (Ibn

Sa'id, ed Tallquist, p 24) The Maliki Muhammad
al-Na"5lI (d 380) had so many hearers that the

class occupied the area which 17 pillars in-

cluded (^Husn^ i 207) In the fourth century, al-

Ma^jLdisI mentions the groups (halaK) of fukaha^^

kurrl^ and ahl al-adab wa ^l-htkma^ who sat m
the mosque (B G A

^
111 205 ,

cf foi the fifth

3S*

century N5sir-i ^osraw, ed Schefer, p 50 [text],

p 148 [transl ]) He also mentions that the followers

of Aba Hanifa held meetings in the Masdjid al-

Aks5 with dhtkr^ which here must mean something

like lectures, where they read out of a volume and
the fukaha^ used to sit in the mosques of Palestine

generally, to teach between the salats {B G
,

III 182) In the third century, Ibn al-Fakih tells

how the fukahd^ sit m the mosques of Si^jistSn,

Balkh and Herat, while the people crowd around

them {tbtd
^

ii 317) The maSmhib which later

lost their importance had also their study-circles

in the mosques For example al-Mal>disi says that

the Hawudiya had study-groups in FSrs (111 439)
and the Awza'iya had even a mad^jlis in the mos
que of the Omaiyads [ibid

^ p 179)
Arabic philological studies were ardently pro-

secuted in the mosques The interest of the early

Arabs in rhetoric survived under Islam, the fakih

Sa'id b al Musaiyab (d 95) (cf Tabari, 11 1266)
discussed Arabic poesy in his ma^jlis in the mosque
in Medina, but it was still thought remarkable

that poems should be dealt with in a mosque
{A ghant^ 1 48,1V 162x7) In the year 256, al-Tabari

by request dictated the poems of al-lirunmah beside

the Bait al-Mal in the Mosque of 'Amr (Yakut,

^Udabd^^ VI 432 tnfrd) In the chief mosque of

Basra, the As/tab al ^Arabiya sat together and were

visited by Hamad b Salama (d 167 or 169) while

he made Hasan al-Basri give lessons (/^/</ , iv 135)
In Granada we hear of a nahwi who gathered

many pupils around him in the djami' (Mal^l^ari,

11 254) In Tunis in the viiith century, the Ma^^mas
of al Hariri were actually read in the ^ami' Zai-

tana (Zarkashb transl Fagnan, Rec Soc Anh
Constantine^ *894, p III) In Baghdad al-kisa^i

gave his lectures in the mosque, which bears his

name and the pupils used to take their places in

front of him after the morning sal5t (Yakut, Udaba^^

IV 243 sq
)

About 200 A H we hear of lectures

on tafstr in the principal mosque of the same
town (ibid

,
vn 105) At the same time, the study

of Hadith still retained its importance (Wustenfeld,

Schafi't^ 111 362) 1 he Mosque of al-Mansur remained

the most distinguished school, the goal of all

the learned (Y5\cat, Udab^^ i 246 sq
)
When a

traveller came to a new town, he could go to the

dhami' in the confidence that he could attend

lectures on Hadith there (B G A
j
m 415, in

SUs) In Mecca, for example, al Shafi'i lectured

(Yakut, Udab^^ vi 391), in Medina Ibn Ishak,

who died in 234 [tbtd
^ p 400, 401) In Damas-

cus we hear of some one who lectuied on ktra^a

(J/usn^ 1 182) and of another, Abu Tahir al

Iskandarfini (d 359) who lectured on Hadith m
the same place (ibid

^
i 183) Teachers went from

one town to another MakI b Abi Talib came

from Kairawan to Misr, Mecca and Kurtuba, in

the last named place he put up in two riwaks of

the chief mosque, where he lectured on kir^a^

afterwards in another mosque, and he was much
sought after on account of his'i/m (Ya^:ut,

vii 174) At quite an early date we read of special

apartments (which were certainly also lecture-rooms)

for authorities on the Kurban, for, according to

al-Wfikidi, 'Abd Allfih b Umm MaktQm lived in

Medina in the Dar al-Kurrc^ [Husn al^Muhadara^

11 142)
As IS evident from the examples quoted, studies

were not only prosecuted in the chief mosques
but also in other mosques In Egypt, not only
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the Mosque of ‘'Amr but also the chief mosques

of later date were important centres of study As
soon as the Mosque of Ibn TQltln was founded^

a pupil of al-S2jafi'i began to lecture in it on

Hadi^ {Husn al-Muhadat u 139) During the

Fatimid period this was continued In the year

361 (972), the Azhar Mosque was finished Soon

afterwards, the new Shfl K5di, ^Ali b al-Nu^m5n,

lectured in it on hikh according to his school,

in 378 al-^Aziz and his vizier Ya^kub b Killis

founded 35 lectureships and in addition to their

salaries, the lecturers were given quarters in a

large house built beside the mosque (Makrizi, iv

49, Sulaiman Rasad al-Hanafi, Kanz al-Djawhar

ft Ta^rtkh al-Azhar^ p I 2 sqq) Immediately after

the foundation of the Mosque of al-IIakim, the

fukaha^ gave lectiiies {tahallaka Makrizi, iv 55)
in It In the Fatimid Mosque of al Akmar, also

founded in 519, teaching was earned on from the

very first (tbtd

^

p 77)
We can therefore say definitely that mosques were

from the beginning through the centimes educational

institutions, that leained men occasionally used to

live m mosques and that under the Fatimids and
probably much earlier, there were special houses

for the learned teachers The mosque therefore

coriesponded to church, town hall and school and

sometimes hostel It was, then, a public place of

assembly for the town Nasir 1 Khosiaw in 439
(1047) gives a vivid picture of the activity m the

Mosque of '\mr which was visited by 5,000 people

daily, teachers, Kurban reciteis, students, strangers,

scribes, who drew up bill of exchanges and contracts

etc (ed Schefer, text, p 50 and transl
, p 148)

It was therefore an exception when the Sakhia

Mosque was open only on Mondays and hridays

(Sauvaire, Hist Jerus et Hebr
, p 54) which

happened with very few other sanctuaries, and

also unusual for the mosque only to be opened

for prayer, as sometimes happened out of con-

sideration for the safety of the bait al-mal The
people demanded unrestricted access to the mos-

que at all times (cf Maknzi, iv 54)

2 Special Educational Institutions

In the descriptions of the larger mosques the

libraries are often mentioned These collections

were gradually brought together from gifts and

bequests, and it was a common thing for a scholar

to give his books for the use of the Musumin or

Ahl (e g al-Khatib al Baghdadi Yal^ut,

Ubadlf^ i 252, cf IV 287) Many other libraries

were semi-public These often supplemented the

libraries of the mosques, because they contained

books in which the mosques were not much in-

terested, notably on logic, falsafa, geometry, astro-

nomy, music, medicine and alchemy, the latter

were called al~ulum al-kadima (Ibn Abl Usaibi'a, i

1 13, uses this already for the pre-Islamic period)

or ^ulum al awd?il (on them see Goldziher, in

Abh Pr Ak W

^

1915, Phil Hist K1
,
N® 8,

Berlin 19x6) The academy, Battal-Hikma^ founded

by al-Ma’mun (198—202) in Baghdad, deserves

first mention It recalls the older academy founded

in Gund5§hapar, to which Mansur had invited

Gorgios b Gabriel as head of the hospital, he

also translated works from the Greek (Ibn Abl

Usaibi'a, 1 12^ sq) In the new academy there

was a large library, and it was extended by the

translations which were made by men qualified in

the above-mentioned fields, there was also an

astronomical observatory attached to the institution

m which there were also apartments for the scholars

attached to it {Bihrtst^ ed Fliigel, p 243

,

cf Ibn

al Kifti, Tdnkh al-Hukama\ p 98) When the

caliph al-Mu'tadid (279—289) built himself a new
palace, he had apartments and lecture-rooms in

an adjoining building for men learned in every

science, who received salaries to teach others

(Makrizi, iv 192, 2 sqq
,
Husn al Mtihadara^ 11 142)

Private individuals of wealth continued bene-

factions on these lines '^Ali b Yahya, who died

in 275 and was known as al-Munadjdjim, had a

palace with a library, which was visited by those

in search of knowledge from all lands, they weie

able to study all branches of learning in this in

stitution, called Khizanat al-Htkma^ without fee,

astronomy was especially cultivated (Yakut,

V 467) Al Munadjdjim also presented a whole

libiary to Fath b khakan {tbid
^ p 459, infra ^

on al Sub’s libiary, see ibid

y

vii 136, n ^qq)
In Mavvsil, Dja^far b Muhammad al-MawsilI (d

323) founded a ddf aHtlm a libiary in which

students worked daily at all branches of knowledge
and were even supplied with fiee paper The

founder lectured on poetiy in it (tbtd ^\\ 420) In

the fourth century al-Makdisi visited in ^ir^z a large

library founded by ^Adud al-Dawla (367—372) to

which people of standing had access 1 ht books
were arranged in cases and listed in catalogues,

and the library was administered

by a diiector {^vakil^^ an assistant {kJidzin') and
an inspectoi {B G A

y
in 449, cf a

little latei Yakut, C^daba\ v 446, 12 sq
)

In the

fourth century, a ceitain Ibn Sawwar founded both

in Basra and in Ram-Ilurmuz a large da> at-

kutub with stipends foi the scholars who worked
in It, in Basra a shaikh used to hold chsses (;;/w

dan is) on Mu^tazih kalam (^B G A ^\\\ 413, xs)

In al Raiy, there was at the same time, a bait

al-kutub with ovei four hundred camel loads of

books, which were catalogued in a ten volume
fihfist and included many Shih woiks (Yal^ut,

Udabt^ ii 315, 9 sqq
) In the year 383, the vizier

Sabur b Arda^Ir founded a dat uHitm in Karkh
with a large library for scholars (Ibn Taghribirdi,

ed Popper, p 5G i6
,
Ibn al Aihlr, ix

,
Cairo

edition, p 35, 7)

Many of the libraries had a strongly, but by
no means exclusively, ^I'a character As to the
^ulum al aw(Ptl^ the 'Abbasids, as already men-
tioned, were interested in them and the Omaiyad
IGiahd b Yazld b Mu^awiya studied alchemy and
medicine along with Hadilh (Ibn Taghrlbiidf, 1

246, 5, Yakiit, Udaba\ iv 165) But the connection
between the ^I'a systems and Hellenistic science

of which we have evidence, for example in the
Ikhwan al-Safa, perhaps caused a greater interest

to be taken in this branch of knowledge among
the Shfis than among the Sunnis In Cairo, the

Fatimids founded similar institutions in the interests

of the Shi'^a In their palace, they had a library which
was said to be the largest in Islam It had about
40 rooms full of books and all branches of know-
ledge were represented, they had for example
1,200 copies of al-Tabaii’s History and 18,000
books on the “old learning” (Makrizi, 11 253

—

255) The vizier Ya'kub b Killis founded an
academy with stipends for scholars and spent
1,000 dinars a month on it (Yahya b Sa'id, ed
Tallquist, fol 108a, Ibn Khallikan, JVa/ayat^ Caito

334 »
cf Mal^rizi, iv 192, 21) It was
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ershadowed by the “House of Knowledge” {dar
^tltn or dnr al-htkmd) founded by al-Hakim m
5 (1005) It was at the northern end of the

St palace and contained a library and reading*

>m as well as rooms for meetings and for classes

brarians, assistants, with their servants administered

and scholars were given allowances to study

*re, all branches of learning were represented —
ronomy, medicine etc in addition to the speci*

ally IslSmic subjects Al Hakim built similar in*

tutions in al-Fust5t (Ma^rlzi, 11 334 sqq
,
according

Ibn Dul^ma|<L, ed Volleis, p 80, 5 tnfra^ there

11 existed in his time [about 800] a building

lied the Dat in al-hustSt) In the year

5, al'Sanbadi saw in Cairo a library with

)00 books on astronomy^ handasa and falsafa

)n al-Kiftl, p 440, 13 sq ) We do not learn

ry much of the subjects taught there but oc-

sionally hear of someone who lectured on Arabic

iilology in it (Kindi, Wulat^ p 610, 15) But
2 whole institution was closely associated with

I^a propaganda, which is obvious from the fact

at it was administered by the D^t U-Du^at
10 held conferences with the learned men
ere every Monday and Ihursday (MakrizI, iv

6, Kalkashandl, ^ubh al-A^sha\ 111 487), oc-

sionally he was a k5di (Kindi, Wulat^ p 600,

)
A similar missionary institute (dar V da^wd)

IS built in HaHb in 507 by the emir Fakhr al-

ulk (Ibn 1 aghrlbirdi, ed Poppei, p 360, 17)

e may assume that these buildings were also

ranged for the performance of the salat

With the dar al-htkma^ IslSm was undoubtedly

ntinuing Hellenistic traditions Al-Makrizi men
>ns a dar al-htknia of the pre Islamic period,

tiere the learned men of Egypt used to work
r 377, 4), Ibn Abi Usaibi% also mentions pre-

lamic seminaries in Egypt where Hellenistic

arning was cultivated (dar al-^tint^ 1 104, 16,

,
Athens is also called dar hikmat al- Ytlnanlyln

G A
,

i\ 135, 14) and the similarity with the

lexandrine Musewn^ which was imitated in Per-

iraon and Antioch, for example, is apparent (John
^ H The Umverstites of Ancient Greecg^

ew York 1919, p 48—50) Al Hakim’s institution

as closed by the vizier al Afdal on account of

ditical and leligious disputes but shortly after-

ards (517=1123) reopened by the vizier al-Ma^mun

another building, south of the east palace (Makrizi,

3^3i 337? 17 W) considerably

nailer During the famine in the reign of al-

ustan^ir, the library was plundered In 461 (lo68)

i eye-witness saw twenty-five camels carrying

)oks from the palace library (Makrizi, 11 254,
Wustenfeld, Fatimtdenchalifen^ p 261) Ihe

stitute was finally closed with the end of the

atimid dynasty (567 = 1171) Sal5h al-Din had
1 the treasures of the palace, including the

joks, sold over a period of ten years Many
ere burned, thrown into the Nile, or thiown

I to a great heap, which was covered with sand

\ that a regular “hill of books” was formed and
le soldiers used to sole their shoes with the fine

indings The number of books said to have dis-

osed of vanes from 120,000 to 2,000,000 but

lany were saved for new libraries The K5df

FSdil is said to have procured 120,000 volumes

dalfLrlzI, 11 253—255, Abn Shama, Kitah al-

'awdatatn^ Cairo 1287, 1 200, 268) SalSh al-Din

so allowed anyone interested to take what he

ked from the kk^danat al-kutub in Halab for

The Encyclopaedia of Islam, III

example (Yakut, Udaba\ vii 20) These attacks

on libraries did not mean they were tired of books
as Yakut (Udaba^y v 389) suggests, but was only

one expression of the reaction against the ShiSs

3 Origin and spread of the Madrasa
While the institutions called the Dar ai-Ilm

developed in Fatimid countries into centres of

Shi^a propaganda, the madrasa grew up in the

east out of similar Sunni institutions It is interesting

to note that in 400, al-Hakim built a Sunni dar
alhlm in Cairo In it lived two Maliki scholars,

who gave instruction and gathered round them
men learned in hadith and fikh (Ibn Taghrlbirdi,

ed Popper, ii/ii
, p 64, 105, 106, al-DhahabI,

Dmoal al-Islam, Haidarabad, 1337, 1 186) As
the instruction (see the first reference) was
given in the Qjami^, the institute must have
been connected with a mosque, probably that

of ‘^Amr It owed its existence however only to

a passing fancy and after three years, the insti-

tution was abolished and the two learned teachers

executed With the growing strength of the Sunna,
especially in the Shafi'i and Hanafi form, many
educational institutions arose in the east which
had a pronounced Sunni character, the Sunna in

the fourth century wanted to have influence with

the other schools (B G A
^ 111 323, 365, 415)

Many teacheis built houses of their own, where
they dictated hadiths and held lectures on fikh,

e g a teacher who died in Merw in 420 (Wdsten-

feld, Imam Schaflt^ 11 232) Aba Hatim al Bust!

born in 277 (890) founded in his native town a

school Hith a library with apartments and allowances

for the maintenance of foreign students (tbui
y

p 163) In Amul, al-Ruyani (d 502) built a school

,

he himself taught in the mosque, also in al Raiy

(ill 245) In TabarSn a school was built for al-

Hatimi (d 393 = 1003) (tbtd
^

ii 202) In Baghdad,

j

al-Ismahli (d 396 = 1006) founded two lecture-

1
ships m fikh studies, one of which was filled by

I

al-Isfara^ini, who otherwise lectured in the Mosque
of Ibn al-Mubarak, and the other by al-Bafi (tbid

y

p 204, cf p 217) The philologist and hi^ja’-

poet al Zawzani who died in 463 lived with other

learned men in a madrasat al-Suyuri (Yakut, Udaba^y

VI 409)
In Nisabar especially, where studies were vigor

ously prosecuted in the mosque (e g Wustenfeld,

SchdjUiy 111 236) many such institutions arose

Thus a special school was built for the Shafi^I

fikh-scholar al-Sa’igh al-Nisaburi (349= 960 ,
tbtJ

,

11 156, cf 160) Abu 'All al-Husaini (d 393)
himself founded a school m which to teach Hadith

and It was attended by 1,000 scholars (tbtd 203)

Ibn Furak (d 406, tbtd
^ p 216) did the same

and in the year 437 Abu ’1-K5sim al-Kushairi

(tbid 111 284) and for Rukn al-Din al-Isfaia^ni

(d 418 = 1027) a school was built which sur

passed all others (tbtd
^

11 229) As early as the

fourth century, we thus find al MaVdisi praising

the very fine maddtis of Iianshahr (B G A
^

111

315) In the first half of the fifth century, there

were four especially famous madSiis m NisSbflr

al-Madrasa al-Baihakiya, founded by al-BaihakI

(d 384), when he became a teacher in Nisabilr

in 441 (Wtistenfeld, Sch&jYty 111 270, al-Suyuti

is therefore wiong in ascribing its foundation to

before the birth of Nizam al-Mulk [m 408], see

Husn^ 11 141), al-Sa'idlya founded by the emir

Nasr b Subuktakin (governor of NisSbllr in 389)

23
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and one built by Abu Sa'd Isma'^il al-Astarabadi

and another built for the teacher Abu Ishak al-

Isfara^ni A Nizaraiya was also built here by Nizam
al-Mulk for the Imam al-Hai amain alDjuwaini
(MakrIzI, iv 192, Husn al-Muhadara^ 11 141

It was an event of great importance when Nizam
al Mulk (456—485, vizier of the Saldju^: sultans

Alp Arslan and Malik §hah) founded the celebrated

Nizamiya Madrasa in Baghdad, the building was
begun in 457 and on the loth Phu ’

1-KaMa 459
(Sept 1067) It was consecrated It was founded
for the Shafi'i teacher Abu Ishak al-Shirazi, but
he at first refused to accept the call, because
the ground on which it was built was said to

have been acquired illegally, and Abu Nasr Ibn
al-Sabbagh therefore held the office for the first

twenty days {tdtd
,
and Wustenfeld, SchdJiH^ 111

297, Ibn Oallikan, Wafaydt^ Cairo, 1 143 sq)
The Muslim historians are 111 some doubt about

the history of the madrasa Nizam al-Mulk is given
the credit of having founded it, but al-Makiizi

and al-SuyutI point out that madarts were already
in existence befoie him and mention the four

above-named, but, as we have seen, even they were
not innovations Al-Subki thinks (says al-Suyuti)

the new feature was that Nizam al-Mulk endowed
scholarships for the students But this again was
nothing new as we have already seen But the

enthusiasm and energy of Nizam al Mulk meant
the beginning of a new period of brilliance for

the Madiasi The sultan and men of high rank
were now interested in it and the type evolved
by NizSm al Mulk, a school in which the students

were boarded, became the prevailing one after

his time We may presume that the older schools
also had a place for prayer in them, i e they
resembled mosques The type of school known
to us is built as a complete mosque Since even
the older mosques containing living-rooms which
were frequently used by students, there is no
difference in principle between the school and the
ordinary mosque, only the schools were especially

arranged for study and the maintenance of students

This character is expressed by the name madrasa,
plural madarts

,

it is a genuine Arabic formation
from the word darasa^ “to read”, “to study”,
taken from Hebrew or Aramaic (Sura Ixviii 37
and elsewhere, Hd^tmiydt, ed Horovitz, p 53,
18, Agkdnl, XIV

,
2nd Cairo ed

, p 78, cf darasa
“to teach” Bukhari, Bad^u ''BWahy^ bab 5 and
elsewhere, “to study” Kdmtl, ed Wright, p 171),
where Bait Mtdrds is used of a Jewish school
(Bukhari, J^tzya, bab 6, Ibn Ilisham, p 383,
388), it IS therefore an analogous formation to

Masdjid (cf also Fleischer, Klein Schnften, 11

122 sq
,
Noldeke, Neue Bettrage z sent Sprachw

,

P‘ 38)
In the time of Nizam al-Mulk and immediately

afterwards, the madrasa spread in the''Irak,K]iuras5n,

al-Ejazlra etc He was not content with the two
he founded in Nisabur and Bagdad There was
also a Madrasa Ntzamiya in Balkh (Wustenfeld,

111 240), in Mawsil {tbtd

,

p 319), m
Herat to which al-Shashi (d 485 = 1092) was
called from Qhaznaandin Merw (Yakut, iv 509)
Ibn al Sabbagh, who had to give up his position

m favour of al-ShirazI, received a promise from
Nizam al-Mulk that he would build a madrasa for

him m Bagdad, but the death of this scholar
prevented this being done (in 477, tbtd

,

p 304)
The great vizier’s rival Tadij al-Mulk (d 486=

1093) in Baghdad founded a Madtasa Taliya
{tbtd

y

p 31 1) In Nisabur^ other madiasas were

founded at the same time, for example one by

al-ManYi who died in 463 (jbtd
, p 277) and a

Shatiblya {tbtd

^

p 327) In Marw, al-Sam'ani

who died in 484 taught in a ^afi'i madrasa {tbtd

,

p 321, cf above) In Maiw al-Rudh, Ahmad al-

Manl'i (d 512) built a madrasa {tbtd
^ p 326)

The prospeiity of the madans stimulated by

Nizam al-Mulk in the fifth centuiy survived for a

long time in the east In the sixth century Ibn

Djubair (580 = 1184) mentions some thirty madans,
all in the eastern part of the town, the most

notable being the Nizamiya, renovated in 504
{Rthla, p 229) In 631 (1234), the caliph al-

Mustinsir founded the magnificent Mustansiriya as

a school for the four rites, each with a teacher

and seventy five students and a teacher for Kurban

and one foi Iladith, as well as a physician Attached

I

to it were a library, baths, hospital and kitchens,

I

there was a clock at the entrance, beside it was a

gaiden where the caliph had a pavilion {martzat a)

from which he could survey the whole building

(cf Le Strange, Baghdad, p 266 sq
,
Wiistenfeld,

Akademten der Arabct

,

p iv and 29)
1 he Nizamiya and the Mustansiriya survived

the destruction of Baghdad by Hul5gn and both

aie mentioned at the beginning of the viii^h century

by Ibn Battuta (11 108 sq') and the building of

the latter still exists Ten otheis are known of

the viii^h—jxth centuiy including the Madrasat
'Abd al-K5dir al ^jilani (688=1286), Madrasat
Abi Ilanifa (of about the same date) and al-Mir

djaniya (758=1357), all still in existence, which
were founded for Shafi^is, Hanafts and for the study

of Kurban and Hadith Besides these three there

still exist seven madrasas founded in Baghdad in

the xvii^h and xviiiih centuries (L Massignon,
Les Medresehs de Bagdad, B I F A 0

,
vii

, 1909,

p 77-86
,
the inscriptions, ,\ii M I F A 0

,
xxxi

,

1912) Although the latars in 699 (1300) destroyed

many madans (Quatrem^re, Hist des Suit Maml

,

il/ii 163 jy), Ibn Battuta shows that in the eighth

century there were still flourishing schools in the

east In Wasit there was a madrasa which specialised

in iad^wtd al-KuFdn
,

it had three hundred rooms
for foreign students (11 3) In Tustar, the sultan

expended one-thiid of the revenues on madrasas
and monasteries (11 31) and in Shiraz and other
Persian towns he also found madrasas (11 62 and
pass) Por NisSbUr, he mentions foui madans
beside the chief mosque (111 80), according to

Hafiz Abrfi (c 820=1417), this town still had
eight madans under the "Abbasids and he mentions
seventeen in which Shafi^ fikh was taught {Sefer
Natneh, ed Schefer, p 281) For Marw, Yakut
about 600 mentions, in addition to the Nizamiya,
the school founded by Abu Sa'id Muh b MansQr
al-Mustawfi (d 494), also the 'Amidiya and the
IGiatUniya (iv 509) I arge madans were still being
built m Persia in the xviiith century and they
arc still to be found there in modern times
(E G Browne, A Year amongst the Persians^,

1916, p 104, 217 sq) Although the institution

had for long a Sunni tendency, it could of course
be taken over by the §hi"is without any difficulty

In 728 (1328) m Mashhad 'Ali, Ibn Battuta found
a large Shl'a madrasa (1 415) The Mongols also
built madans, e g Karaka Khan, the descendant
of Cingiz Khan (Quatrembre, Bbtst Suit Maml,ili
56) Hulagii’s mother built two madrasas in Bukhara
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vhere l,ooo students studied daily in each A
^

er 4, XX 389) The period of greatest prosperity

the madaiis m Central Asia was under the

rimarids, notably in Samarkand, where Timur
milt a dj5mi' “in the Indian style”, and his wife

L madrasa (Ibn ^Arabshah, Vtta Ttmurt^ ed
danger, 1767, p 444 sqq

,
see also Diez, Kunst

ier Islam Volkefy p 99 )

In the towns of Mesopotamia and Syria
he movement spread from the fifth century onwards
^ur al-Din b Zangl founded madSris for Shafi^is in

Damascus, Halab, HamS, Huns, Ba'albek (7 A
^

>er 9, 111, p 428, cf 488, Makrtz!, iv 192)
<^amal al-Din (d 572) founded a madrasa in Mawsil,

wo in Nasibln and one in Damascus (Wustenfeld,

^chdji% p 317) TakI al Din, the nephew of

5alah al-Din, built a madrasa m al-Ruh5 (Ma-
crlzi, IV 195, 14) Ibn Djubair who travelled from

>78 (1183) to 587 (i 191) mentions two in Nasibln

p 240), one in Harran (p 247) and a large

ianaft madrasa in Halab and four or five others

P 253), three in HamS (p 257), one in Hims

p 258), about twenty in Damascus notably the great

il-NQriya (p 283, 8 sq
, 284, 4) and six or more

n Mawsil (p 236, i sq)^ a madrasa in the last-

lamed town was built in two stones with a Dar
il Hadith on the ground floor (Ibn Abi Usaibi'a,

ii 204, in the year 585)
The development in Damascus was of particular

importance Information about this is contained in

the Tanblh al-Tdlib wa Irshdd aUDarts of Muhyi
1-Din al-Nu^aimi (d 927 = 1521), the synopsis

which by ^Abd al-B5sit al-^Ilmawi (d 1059 =
1 549) has been published by Sauvaire A

,
ser 9,

111 —vii ), the substance had already been given

by Fleischer from MikhaM Meshaljua (A7 SchrtfUn^

111 306 sqq =: Z D M G
^

viii
, 1854, p 346 sqq

,

cf 111, 1849, p 123, there are a few differences

in points of detail between Fleischer’s and Sauvaire’s

publications) A Dar al~KuPdn^ the Risha^fya, was

founded here about 400 {J A
,

ser 9, lu 262)
and the first madrasa for fil^h studies was the

Hanafi Sadiriya, which was founded beside the

Mosque of the Omaiyads by Shudja^ al-Dawla

Sadir in 491 (1097) {tbtd

,

iv 266), next came,

sometime before 520, the likewise Hanafi Tar-

kljaniya {tbtd^ and in 514 the Shafi^i Aminiya
founded by the Atabeg Amin al-Dawla (tbtd

^
iii

395), then the Hanbali Sharifiya founded by a scholar

who died in 536 (iv 467), the Hanafi KhStuniya

built extra muros by a princess in 526 {tbtd
, p 254),

the Hanbali 'Omariya founded by a shaikh who died

in 528 p 473, cf Fleischer, A7 Schr ^\\\ 328)
The two rulers Nur al-Din b Zangi (541-569 =
1146— 1163) and Salah al-Din (570-589= 1174-
1 1 93) displayed a munificent activity in this direction

as did their emirs and relatives NOr al-Din founded

a dar al hadith,^ the Nuriya (tbtd
^ 111 280), and

the following Shaft*! madSris al-SalShiya {tbtd

,

p 414), al-*^Usraniya (tbtd
^ p 428), al-‘^lmadlya

(tbtd
^ p 430), al KallSsa {tbtd

^ p 439), and he

began the building of the 'Adiliya (completed by

alSSlih, tbtd
^ p 423), and as a Hanafi madrasa,

the large and small Nflilya (tbtd^ iv 388, 291)
In his reign an emir also built the Asadiya for

^afi^s and Hanafis (tbtd

^

111 387), another emir

a ^Sfi^i MudjShidiya inside and another outside

the town [tbtd
^ p 440), of Hanafi madaris, an

emir al-Du^aVl built two, al-Balkhiya and al-

NSghiya (tbtd^ iv 245 sq)y a slave of NQr al-

Dln’s, the RaihSnlya in 565 (tbtd^ p 259), an
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emir the Mu%iya in 555 (tbtd

^

p 281), a lady

built a Hanbali madrasa with a ddr al-hadlthy

the ‘Alima (tbtd

^

p 477), a Hanbali Shaikh, who
died in 596, the MusSmirlya (Fleischer, op at

^

p 329) Salah al Din rebuilt the Shafi‘l Kallasa,

which had been burned down (J A
, ser 9, iii

439) and himself founded the Maliki Salahiya and
and a Maliki zavviya in the Mosque of the Omaiyads
(tbtd

^

IV 460 sq^ There were also built in his

reign a dar al~hadith by the Kadi al-Fadil {ibtd
^

111 277), a madrasa for Sh5fi*^Is and Hanafis, the

‘Adhrawiya, by his daughter or brother’s daughter

in 580 (^<^/</
, p 425), six ShafiS madaris (i^/r/,p 391,

399 , 403, 435, 442), some five Hanafi including

one founded by his (previously Nur al-Din’s) wife

(tbtd

^

IV 256, 266, 277, 284 sq^ This building

activity was continued into the seventh to ninth

centuries so that al Nu'aimi can give the following

totals seven dur al-Kut^dn^ dur al-hadtth

(one the Kusiya, is not given in Fleischer), three

for both Kurban and Hadith, sixty Shafi^i (two of

them also for Hanafis, in Fleischer, Nrs 16 and

30 are not given), fifty two Hanafi (two of them
also for Shafi‘is, m Fleischer, one of them, the

Dammaghiya, is not given it appears among the

Shafi‘l as Dabbaghiya), four Maliki and ten Han
ball madaris (in Fleischer, one of the two Diya’iya

is not given, on the other hand he has the Musa-
miriya), also three madarts al-ttbby all of which
belong to the seventh century The founders were

mainly rulers and emirs, but also included merchants

and quite a number of men of learning, and a

few women also As in the east, especially in

earlier times, a madrasa was often founded for a

particular scholar (tbid
^ 111 400, 488) and one

sometimes finds a learned man handing over his

house to be a madrasa (al-Dawla‘iya, tb^
^ p 403,

cf 439, IV 470) According to MikhaM Meshika,

in his time (1848) these madaris had practically

all disappeared or were used as dwelling-houses,

because their endowments had disappeared and

there were only five left in his time (Fleischer,

op city p 307—311)
§alah al-Din introduced the madrasa into Jeru-

salem In 585 (1189) he endowed the Khanakah
Salahiya, in 587 the Zawiya Khatanlya south of

al Aksa for a particular scholar and in 588 he

turned the Church of St Anna into the Salahiya

Madrasa, in 589, 583 and 598 emirs built similar

institutions and in the seventh— ninth centuries a

whole series of them came into existence According

to Mudjir al-Din (d 927 = 1521), there were

thirty-one madaris and monasteries (which were

in part used in the same way as madaris) in direct

connection with the Haram |area or near it, and

sixteen at some distance Of these some forty are

especially called madrasa^ one a ddr al-Kur^dn

and one 2, ddr al-Hadith (Sauvaire, Htst Jerus

et Hebr
^ 1876, p 139 sqq

,
v Berchem, CotpuSy

11 I
,
cf for SalSh al Din Ibn Khallikan, IVafdydty

11, Cairo 1310, p 402 sq') In Hebron there

was also a madrasa, that of al-Malik al-Nfisir

(Sauvaire, op city p 23)

Next to NizSm al-Mulk, Salah al Din has the

greatest reputation as a builder of madrasas He
owes this mainly to the fact that his great activity

as a builder lay in countries, \ihich became of

great importance in the Muslim world, Syna with

Palestine, and Egypt Even before the fall of

the Fapmids he had founded in the year 566 in

the vicinity of the Mosque of ‘Amr, the Nasirlya
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for Sl^afi^is and the Kamhiya for MSlikis, for

Shafi'is also the Shariffya (called after its head

also Madrasa Zam al-Tudjiar) and notably the

great Salahlya or NSsirlya (for the identity of the

two cf Makrizi, iv 251, with Husn aUMuhadara^
11 142 sq') beside al-Sbafi^'s mausoleum, he also

built a madrasa beside the Mashhad al-Husain and

in 572 a Hanaft madrasa, the SuyQftya, and he

turned the house of an emir named SaM al Su^ada

into a khSnakah (Husn al-Muhadara^ 11 141/^,
Makrizi, iv 192 sqq

,
Ibn Khalhkan, 11 402 sq )

Those around him emulated this activity His vizier

the Kadi ’

1-Fadil in 580 built the Fadiliya for

ShSfi'is, Malikis and for tkrl^ (Makiizi, iv 197),
a brother the Saiftya (tbtd

^ p 199), another, al-

Malik al-^Adil, the Madrasat al ^Adil (/^/^ , p 195),

his nephew Taki al-Din built in Cano the ManSzil

al-'Izz or Ta^:awiya for Shafi^^Is (tbtd
^ p 194, Ibn

DukmSk, p 93) and two others in the Fiiyum
(Makrizi, iv 195) Other emirs and their relatives

followed his example (tbtd

^

p 196, 199 sq') and
even a merchant, al-Arsufi, founded a madrasa in

570 (tbtd
^ p 194) Ibn Djubair, who travelled

through Egypt in the time of Salah al Dm, speaks

of several madrasas in Alexandria (Kthla^ p 42)
and particularly of one beside al-^afih’s tomb,

which looked like a whole town (tbui
^ p 48)

During the period of the AiyQbids and Mamluks
the number of madaris increased to an extra-

ordinary degree In the street called Bain al Kasiain

there were two long lows of madaris on the site

of the old Fatimid palace in Cairo (cf P Ravaisse,

in M M A F
^ 1, 1889, p 409 sqq

y
pi 3) As

a rule, the madrasa was in the street in line with

the houses Ibn DukmUk mentions that in Cairo

only two stood isolated (p 98) Al-Nu'aiml and
Ibn DukmSk describe several madaris (and masSdjid)

as mu^allaka 1 e above the ground-floor Ibn

Battuta, who travelled at the beginning of the

eighth century, found madaris even in quite small

towns, eg in Dimyat, Munyat b Khasib, Kina,

Kus, Asna (1 65, 96, 106, 108) Ibn Dukma|c

fp 92-99) about 800 gives a list of twenty four

madaris, this is obviously very incomplete, on the

other hand, it contains nine names, not given by
al-MakrIzI This author (d 845 = 1442) mentions 73
madaris, fourteen for ^afi'is, four for Malikis, ten

for Hanafls, three for Shafi'^is and Malikis, six for

^afi'ls and Hanafls, one for Malikis and Hanafls,

four for all four rites, two exclusively used as dar
al-hadith^ while the nle of twenty-five is not men-
tioned and four remained unfinished Of these

madaris, according to him, about thirteen were
founded before 600, twenty in the seventh centuiy,

twenty nine in the eighth century and two after

800 To the two schools of Hadith (al Kamiliya

of the year 622 and al-Kharublya of about 780,

see IV 201, 211 is to be added the Maraghiya

mentioned by Ibn Dukmak (p 99) A notable

feature is the decline of the Hanbalis and in

contrast to Damascus the large number of schools

which included all four rites The first Egyptian

madrasa to include all four rites was the Salihiya,

founded in 640—641 by al-Malik al-Salih (Ma-

Ifrlzi, IV 209 sq ) probably on the model of the

Mustansirlya

In SalSh al Din's time, the madrasa was also

introduced into the H 1 dj S z In the year 579,
the governor of *Aden built in Mecca a madrasa
for the Hanafls and in the following year a ShSfi^

madrasa was also founded there (Chron Mekka^

11 104) Up to the beginning of the ninth century,

eleven madfiris are mentioned (tbtd
^ p 104— 107)

but others were added (tbtd

^

111 i*jq sq
^
211 sq

^

^25 , 351 sqq
^ 417) In the xviiith century

they ceased entirely to be used for their origin^

purpose (see Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka^ 11 229
sqq

) Madarts were also built in Medina (WU
stenfeld, Medina^ p 58, 98, 1 12)

In Asia Minor, madrasas spread under the

Saldjilks, the oldest known date from the seventh

century In Konya for example theie were the

SirCali Madrasa of the year 640 (1242— 1243),

Karatai Madrasa 649 (1251— 1252) and Indjemi-

nUreli Madrasi 674 (1274— 1276) (Cl Huart,

Koma^ 1897, p 156, 160, 178, hr Sirre, Retse

tn A letnastetty 1 896, p 48 , 5 1 ,
R Hart-

mann, Im neuen Anatolten^ 1928, p io() sqq) In

Siwas thiee madaiis date fiom the year 670 (1271-

1272) namely the Sihibiya or Gok Madiisa, founded

by Fakhr al-Din, that of Muziffar BarOdjirdi and

that of Shams il-l)in Muhammad Ihe first men-

tioned is probably identical with the Dar al 7 adns
described by Ewliya, which contained eighty rooms

in two stones (see v Berchem, Cotpus^
i P

sqq
^ 26 sqq

^ 31 sqq) In Diwrigi, a madiasa has

been built in the Djami' Ahmad Shih erected in

626 (1228— 1229) (ibtd
^ p 71 80) About

733 (*333) Battuti found madaris ill ovei

Ash Minor, even m quite small towns (11 260,

267, 269, 283, 296 sq
, 340, 343, etc ) Building

activity was continued under the Ottomans (cf

Huart, Konia^ p 59, 92, 109, Sirre, Retse tn

Kletnasten^ index
,
R Hartmann, op ett

, p 2e^sq)

According to the Kttlas^ the madrasa was brought

to North Africa as early as the time of Salah

al Din, for we are there told that the Almohad
Ya'kub b Yfisuf (580—595 = 1184— 1199) built

mosques, hospitals and madrasas in Ifrikiya, the

Maghrib and al Anda\i\s(Tornherg^ Annales Return

Mamttamae^ Upsala 1843, i 143), but no exact

details are given to corroborate this statement

The Maghnbi madrasas were exclusively Maliki

In Tunis, many madaris weie erected under the

Hafsids (625 —941 = 1228— 1534), the oldest being

the Madrasat al-MiVad about 650 In the Chronicle

of funis (Zarkashl, in Chromque des Almohades
el des Hafgtdes^ transi E hagnan, in Rec Not
el Mem Soc Arch Const

,

xxi
, 1895, see index)

eleven are mentioned including the Madrasat 'Unk
al-Djamal of 742 (1344), the Midrasat Ibn fafi-

radjin, founded by a learned man in 766 (1364),
the Madrasa Shammi^ya (before 734= 1333, see

op at
^ p 105, 106, 221), Madrasat Belljalfawin

in 796(1393) (tbtd

^

p 183), and six of the ninth

century (see op ett
,
index

,
cf also Margais, Manuel

d^Art Musulman^ 11 500, N® 2) Ibn BattSta

mentions at the beginning of the eighth century

the Madrasat al-KutubiyIn (1 20) Ihere is no
trace of madrasas of the Almohads and the state-

ment in the Ktr(as regarding them does not agree

with the other sources The first madrasa in the

Maghrib was, according to Ibn MarzQk, Musnad^
the Madrasa al-Saffarin built by the Marimd Abu
Yusuf Ya'kub b 'Abd al-Hak^ (656-685 = 1258-
1 286) in Fas in 684 [also called al-Halfa^iyln,

see the edition by L6vi-Provengal, in Hesperts^ v

,

*925? P 34 (Arabic)= p 44 (French)] In Fas, we
are told by the same source, Abu Sa'id (720-731)
and his son Abu '

1-Hasan (731—749) built several

madrasas the M al-Madina al-BaidS^ (=M Dar
al-Makhzin in FSs Cjadid) in 721 (1321), the M
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al-§ihrldj m 723 (1321), the M al-'Attarln 10725
(1325) later called M al-Wadi and in 747 (1346-

1347) M Misbah after the teacher, the next Marinid

Abu ^Inan (749
-“759) built in 756 (1385) the

Bu^ananiya (Tornberg, Annates Reg Maur
,

1 280

tnffay Ibn MarzHk, in Hesperts^ v 34 and 68,

Ed Pauty, tbtd
^ 111, 1923, p 515 ,

Bel,

Inscriptions de Fh^ in J ser ii, x, 1917,
XU, 1918, Margais, Manuel d'Ait Musulman^

11,1927, p 465 ) These Marinid madans are

all still in existence No longer in existence is

the M al-LebbSdin (Bel, y A
,

sqi il, x 148),

the M al-Sihiidj consisted of a laiger and a smaller

madiasa, the latter is now the M al-Sha'iym

p 215 Others were built under the Sharifs,

notably the M al Sharratin in the xitl* (xviBl»)

century, now the largest in fas (tdtd

^

p 114,
Bel writes bhaghghatin) In other towns also Abu
’

1-Hasan built madaris in rSza Miknasa, Sala

(742 = 1340)1 Tandja, Sabta, Anfa, Azammur,
Asfa, Aghmat, Marrakash^ al-Kasr al-Kabir, al-

^Ubbad near lilimsSn (747= 1346— 1347), lilim-

san and al-Djaza’ir (Ibn Marzuk, Hesperts^ v 35
and p 69) That of Miknasa was completed by
the son of Abu ’

1-Hasan, AbU Tnan, who was a

great builder of schools (Ibn Battuta, 1 84) In

Tilimsan, the Ziyanid Abu Hammu Musa I had
already built a mosque in 710 (1310) and before

737 AbQ la^ifin founded the similar institute,

which bore his name (Margais, Monuments arabes

de Tlemcenj do, Manuel d''Art Musulman^ 1927,

n 483, 5 « 5 )

In Spain according to Ibn SaSd (vuth= xui‘l'

centuiy), there were no madiasas, instruction was
given in the mosques (al Mak^:arf, ed Dozy, 1

136), but in the following year, however, a large

madrasa was founded in Granada by the Nasrid

Ytlsuf Abu ’1 Hadjdjadj in 750 (1349) (Almagro

Cardenas, in Bolettn de la Real Acad de la Hist
,

xxvii 490, Margais, op ctt^^ 517)
According to Ibn Sa'id, men of learning were

held in high esteem in al-Andalus, the Marinids

in the Maghrib also built madrasas in their enthusiasm

to further learning The traveller al-^Abdari (688 =
1289), however, found no interest in learning in

TilimsSn, al-Djaza’ir 01 Constantine (with one

exception), it was only in lunis that he found

any enthusiasm ( y ^ ,
ser 5, iv , 1854, p 154,

157, 158, 161, 169) This is certainly connected

with the fact that the madrasa had just then been

introduced into lunis But not even the madiasas

brought about any deepening of interest in study

in the west Ibn KhaldQn (808=1406) testifies

to the spiead of madrasas in Tunis and the Maghrib

but laments the decline in education In al-An-

dalus, Muslim culture was dying out and after the

decline of Kurtuba and Kaiiaw5n, education in

the Maghrib was on a low level, while the old

schools in the Tra)^ w'ere no longer of importance,

Cairo was a centre of learning to which all made
their way and studies also nourished in Persia

{Mukaddtma^ Cairo 1322, p 342—344, fa^l 6,

N® 2) This decline in interest in learning soon

became general The learning of the time lacked

vitality and international scholar'^hip was affected

by political conditions Ini5i7A D, leo Afncanus
says that the lecture rooms in Cano were large and
pleasant but the numbers who attended them were

small Some still studied fikh, but very few the

arts (^Descr de I'Afr ^ 111 372, in Rec de Voy et

de Doc
^
ed Schefer, Pans 1896— 1898) In Egypt,

interest in the specialised madrasa decreased con-

siderably and the great builder of the xiBh (xviiith)

century, the emir Katkhuda, still built madrasas,

but his real interest was in the mosque (see below)

I^ne only mentions the Azhar Mosque as an im-

portant centre of study in Cairo 1 he development
in Mecca was similar, where in modern times

studies are only prosecuted in the mosque (Snouck
Hurgronje, 1 17, andcf above) On education

and the madrasa in general cf also F Wustenfeld,
Die Akademien der Araber und thre Lehrer^ Got-
tingen 1837, Krcmer, Kulturgeschichte^ 1877, 11

479 t
Hanebeig, Abhandlung uber das Schul

und I ehrwesen dei Muhammedaner tm Mittelaltei
,

1850, V Berchem, Corpus Inscr Arab
^ 1 252

—

269, G Gabrieli, Manuale dt Bibhografia Musul^
mana^ 1 , 1916, p 109 sqq

4 Development of the Madrasa and
similar Institutions

a Madrasa, Masdjid and Djami'
Ihere was, as already mentioned, no difference

in principle between the madrasa and other mos-
ques Even after the introduction of madaris, the

regular mosques remained schools as befoie Ibn

Battuta, who travelled in the eighth century, in

the period when madaris flourished most, attended

lectures on Iladith not only in the DjSmi^ of Shiraz

but also in the Djami' MansUr in Baghdad (11

83 110) In Damascus in 580, Ibn Djubair refers

to rooms in the Mosque of the Omaiyads, which
were used for Shafih and Maliki students, who
received consideiable stipends (/^^ 5^, waV«;;/) and

among them weie many Maghartba. the mosque
had large endowments {ytarapk) for strangers and
ahl al talab {Rthla^ p 266 supra, 272 supra),

Ibn Battuta also speaks of the halakat al tadris of

this mosque in the different sciences (i 212) In

Egypt in the lime of al Makrlzl (ninth century),

there were 8 rooms for fikh studies in the Mosque
of ^Amr and before 749 there were over 40 halakat

in it (Maknzi, iv 20, 21) In the Mosque of Ibn

Tulun after its renovation in the reign of Ladjin

(696—708) courses of fikh, according to the four

madhahib, and other studies were arranged (tbtd
^

p 41 ,
cf Quatiem^re, Hist Suit Maml

^
wjn

47 sqq ) and in 767 an emu appointed 7 teachers

in Ilanafi fikh there (MakiizI, iv 42) In al-Azhar

in the seventh century and later after the earth-

quake of 702 many lecture-rooms with paid teachers

were built {ibid
j p 52), likewise in the Mosque

of Hakim, where, after the earthquake, lecture-

ships in fikh for each madhhab and for Hadith

were founded with salaries for the teacheis and

scholarships foi the students (jbtd
^ p 57) In

Fatimid mosques, like the al Zsfir and the

Dj&mi^ Maks built by al Hakim, Mamluk emirs

founded new lectureships (ibid
^ p 66, 81) and

not only in the Mashhad al-Husiini but also in

the Mashhad al NafisI were studies carried on in

the eighth century {Husn al-Muhddara^ 1 195,

Muhyi ’

1-Din)

When a particular room was set apart for

teaching purposes in a mosque, this was often

called a madrasa, for example 6 of the Damas-

cus madSris were in the Mosque of the Omai-

yads the Shahiniya, GhazSllya, Kuslya, ‘Izzlya,

Safiniya, MunadjdjS^tya, of which the first and
third were also known simply as halka (y A

^

ser 9, 111 410, 432, 437, IV 262, 270, 481,
others vii 230), al-Hakim’s Mfihki madrasa vas
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in the Mosque of ‘’Amr (see above) and Ibn

Dul^mSk (p 100 sq) mentions 8 zaway5 in this

mosque, which were endowed for tadris The
madrasas were often also built close beside the

large mosques so that they practically belonged

to them This was the case in Mecca {Chron
Mekka^ 11 104 $qq ,

cf Ibn Battuta, 1 324), in

Damascus where there was a Shaft 1 madrasa beside

the western gate, Bab al Barid (Ibn Djubair, p 271),
in Nisabur (Ibn Battuta, 111 80) and in Cairo where
al-Madrasa al Taibarsiya in 709 and al-Akbugh5wIya
about 730 were built so close to the Azhar Mosque
that they had common walls and windows in them,
which was specially permitted by a fetwa, they
were afterwards completely incorporated in the

Mosque (MakrizI, iv 223 sq) In F5s, the chief
madrasas are arranged round the great mosque
al Karawlyin and the same arrangement is found
in Marraicash (Pauty, in Hespens^ 1923, p 515W 5 523)

If the madrasa, as a building, had little in-

dependence, Its character as a home for students
and place of instruction was very marked But
even where it was quite an independent institution,

the distinction between madrasa and ordmaiy mosque
was very slight, all the less as sermons were also

preached in the madrasa In the fifth century the

minbar had already been introduced into a

large number of mosques In the Nizamiya in

NlsSbur, services were held as soon as it was
finished (by ‘^Abd al-Rahim Wustenfeld, Schdji^i^

ill 285) and the NizSmfya in Baghdad had a

minbar(Ibn ^ubair, p 219) A problem was how
ever raised by the fact that these madaris were
Shaft*! and this school held that only one mosque
in a town could celebrate the Friday service, un-

less the town was of very considerable size and
we are deftnitely told that al-Djuwainl conducted
the Friday service in the madrasa in NisabUr al-

though he was also khatib at the ManiS mosque
(Wiistenfeld, Sekdfi^t^ 111 251) In Egypt from 569
to 665 there was only one Friday khutba, but

after this time there W'lS usually a minbar in the

larger madrasas The caliph actually preached in the

madrasa built by Kala’un (678-689, Makr!z!,iv 221)
The minbar for the djum*a in many mosques is

expressly mentioned, e g the Hidjazlya 761 {ibtd
^

p 222 sq)^ the Bakriya J'j6(tbtdfP 236), the Za-

maniya 797 (/W, p 241), the (/<^/f/,p 249)
The Sahibiya, which had not a minbar at first,

was given one in 758 and was henceforth used
for the Friday service (tbtd

^ p 205) In Fas the

mixed type of djami* and madrasa was found in

the Bu*ananlya (Bel, y ^ ,
ser ii, xii 339)

It was only natural that the madrasa should

also be called mas^td (cf Ibn Djubair, p 48, n
with line 19, 20) Ibn al-Hadji m the viiBfi

century still wants to distinguish between mas^td
and madrasa and to give more importance to the

former (^Madkhal^ 11 3, 48) The distinction re-

mained however quite an artificial one and this is

also true of the distinction between madrasa and
^amf The name madrasa was decided by the

mam object of the institution and the special style

of the building The name was only given

if the Friday service was held in it Thus, as late

as 772, we find the emir Bubakri building a ma-
drasa and opposite it a djSmi*, but in the year

815, the madrasa was given a minbar and used
as a dj5mi* (Ma^rlzi, iv 235 sq) If these two uses

of the building are equal) either name may be used

(cf the double name in an inscription of the emir

Mukbil van Berchem, Corpus^ 1, N® 201) In

some cases a Fiiday mosque can be said to be

in the madrasa (Ibn Battuta, 11 39) The great

Ejami* Hasan begun in 757 was also one of the

laigest madans in Cairo (Maljrlzi, iv wq sq) and
on the other hand, the Ejami* Khatlii m Balak

built in 737 and the Djami* Aslam founded in

746 were educational institutions {tbtd
, p 106,

III, Husn al Mukadata^ 1 1 92) In the ninth

century the Djami* al-Mu^aiyadi was the most im-

portant new madrasa in Cairo (Makrizi, iv 139)

The same variation in nomenclature is often found

in this century (cf v Berchem, i
,
N® 235,

248, 253, 262) On the other hand Makrizi, in

the ninth century, only uses mas^Jid as a name
for quite insignificant mosques (iv 263 sqq

,
where

19 masadjid aie mentioned) In the xii^ft century

the emir Katkhuda built 18 large mosques and

many smallei ones and his interest in the furtherance

of learning was specially displayed in his buildings

at the Azhar mosque, which had developed at

the expense of the specialist madaris (al-DjabarU,

Metvetlles Biographtques^ 111 230 sqq
,
Sulaiman

Rasad, Kartz al-Djawhar ft Ta^ri^ al- 4zhar^

P 74 -^5^) >
similar situation in Mecca

cf above
The connection between mausoleum and

mosque was also found with the madrasa The
tomb of the founder was placed in Nilr al-

Dln’s madrasa in Damascus (Ibn Djubair, p 284, 4

sq ) and during the MamlQk period it was the

regular custom for the founder of a madrasa to

be buried under a kubba in it

b Monasteries
A close connection arose between the monastery

and the madrasa As already mentioned, it was

quite a common thing for devout men to live

permanently in the mosque e g in the minaret or

somewhere else on the roof or in subsidiary buildings

or in a cell in the mosque Such a cell which

can be used for teaching or for meditation is called

zawtya, lit corner (Ibn gjubair, p 240,245,266,
Makrizi iv 20, cf Greek ymlot^ see Dozy, Sup
plement^ s v

) Pious ascetics however had letained

from the older religion the custom of living ir

special monasteries e g in Djawlan in the fourth

century {B G A
^

\ 188), Muslim historians trace

these back to the time of the Companions (Makrlz!

IV 272 sq) In the fourth century ascetics and

Sufis, especially the Karramlya [q v
]
or Kinamiya

(cf Mez, Renaissance^ p 273), had quite a numbei

of monasteries [khawdmk^ also yiuwantk, sing

khdnakah) in FarghSna, Marw al-RQdh, Samarkand

Ojurdjan, TabanstSn etc {B G A
^

iii 323, 365)
in Jerusalem and in Egypt also the Kirr5mlya ha(3

their monasteries in which they held dhtkr (tbtd

p 179, 182, 202)
Ihe distinction betvNeen ^hjdnakdh and rtba

(plur rubut) is one of origin rather than fact

RibSt was simply a dwelling for men who wagec

the ^thad on the frontier but the word was alsc

used by the Sufis who waged a spiritual ^thac

(cf Makrizi, iv 292 sq )
There was a rtbdt 11

the Maghrib in the fourth century in the W5d

Sal5 (B G A
^
n 56) When Ibn Marzfik say

that they had only two tubu^ of the eastern kmc
(in Safi and Sal5

,
HespertSy v 36, 71), it is doubtfu

whether he means an establishment of Svlfls o

of ghSzis In the v^h (xi^h) century there wen
several military rubut on the river Niger, fron
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which the Almoravids originated From the

century onwaids many were built in Morocco
against the Spaniards and Portuguese Mahits is

the usual word for itb^ (see Bel, y ^ ,
ser ii,

IX, 1917, p 325, N® i) In the east in the fourth

century, rubut are frequently mentioned, which pro-

bably had a military character (/>’ G A
,
in 30^^,

3 54, 4 1 5) 1 he original distinction between khanakah

and ribat is never quite forgotten, as late as the

beginning of the eighth century we find rtba(

used of a barracks (MakiizI, iv 276) Ibn Battuta

says that the word kjmnakah had not reached the

west, here the old Arabic teim zawtya was used

(Ibn Battuta, 1 71 ,
Uianakah howevei in Ibn MarzOk,

Jlesperts, v 35 ) Usually we find the three

terms used without any definite distinction being

made between them (sawma^a also seems to be

used in the Atrtas of a Muslim monastery, see

lornbeig, AriNaies^ p 143, cf p 18), for all

thiee names aie applied to Sufi monasteries,

which also take in strangeis, 1 e are used as

hospices

Ibn Battuta mentions many monasteries in the

^Irak and Peisia Beside the tomb of al Rifa'l, not

far from Wasit was a ribat, which he calls rtwak^

where “thousand of pooi men”, 1 e Sufis, lived

(u 4) In al Lui especially, he found a vast number
of monasteries, the sultan there built 460 zawaya
and spent ‘/g of his revenues on them and the

madaris (11 31)
For Syria, Ibn Djubair testihes to the flourishing

monasteries which were often regular palaces and

he says that the names khanakah and rtbat are

used indiscriminately (p 243, 271, 284), the word
khanakah sounded strange to him as a westerner,

as to Ibn Battuta (p 284) Nevertheless al-Nu^aiml

distinguishes the three terms and mentions 29
l^awanik, 23 rubut and 26 zawaya The oldest

khanakah mentioned by him (Duwaira) was founded

for a learned man who died m 401 (Sauvaire, m
y A

,
set 9, V 269, 377, 387 sjq )

It was similar with Egypt The first l^anakah

was built by Salah al-Din in 569 m Cairo (al-

Salihiya, originally called Dar Sabd al-Su‘^ada

Makiizi, IV 273), the next in the seventh century

by Baibars al Bundukdarl, who also founded new
monasteries in Syria (ibtd

^ p 282, 298) Of
Iha^vamk^ al Makiizi mentions 22 (Ibn Dukmak only

one), of the sixth century one, seventh one,

eighth 18, ninth one Of rubut I2 (Ibn Dukmak 8),

of the seventh century 9, of the eighth one,

besides 5 on al-Karafa Of zawaya 26 (Ibn Dukmak,

9), these were mainly outside the town and were

obviously quite small, often being simply the

house, later the tomb of some devout man The
oldest dated from the sixth century In Jeru-
salem also Salah al-Dln built a khanakah (v

Berchem, Corpus^ 11 , p 87 sqq
)

Among the

khawanik, zawaya and rubut in this city the last

named seem to have been specially intended as

hostels for pilgrims {tbtd
^ p 197 sqq

,
see also

Sauvaire, Jerus et Hebton^ index) In Mecca

50 rubut are mentioned, the oldest dated fiom

400 {Chron Mekka^ 11 108— 115) At places of

pilgrimage, the monasteries played an important

part as hostels but even in other places they also

gave accommodation to strangers Ibn BattHta on

his travels usually stayed in them (he calls them
zawaya) but he also lodged in madaris, which

were generally used as hospices (cf Quatrem^ie,

Htst Suit Maml
^

ii/ii 35, note) Some of these
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institutions were convents for single women (MakrizI,

IV 293 sq
)

The mam object of monasteries, however, was
to afford Sflfis a home and place for their devotional

exercises In the khanakah of Baibars founded in

706, 400 Sufis were maintained (Makrizi, iv 276
tnfta) and in the khanakah Siryakus 100 {tbid

^

p 285) Ihey were given lodging, food, clothing

and money
,

there were often baths attached to

them I he building was arranged for dhtkr exercises,

and also for salats so that it was a kind of mosque
Ibn iJ^iibair mentions a ribat on the summit of

Abu Kulnis in which there was a mosque (p 108)

A iibat may be actually called a masdijid (Makri/I,

IV 294, cf khanakah and inasdjtd^ p 282 and
the term inasdjui alt that Ibn 'Arabsbah, Vita

Tttnuit^ ed Manger, iii 880) The monastery

founded by Salah al Dm was actually given a

minaret in 780 (mkdhana) and it is recorded that

people used to wear sandals to walk in the sahn
(Makrizi, iv 275 tnfta) Sometimes only the oc-

cupants of the monastery are admitted to the

salM {tbtd
^ p 277 Khanakah Baibars) Iheiewas

therefore an imam on the staff of the khanakah
{ibid

^ p 287) I ike other sanctuaries the monasteries

sometimes preserved relics, the Ribat al-Athar, for

example, preseived a piece of non and wood which
had belonged to the Prophet (tbid

^

p 295) We
sometimes find a l^anakah built close to a large

mosque like the khanakah of AkbughS beside

the Azhar Mosque (ibid
^ p 292, cf p 289

Kusun) or the founder built a masdjid for the

Fiiday salat beside the monastery (Siryakus, tbtd

^

p 285) The occupants of the Salihiya ^anakah
took a prominent pait in theFiiday service in the

mosque of Hakim (tbtd

^

p 274) At a later date,

we find the monasteries themselves arranged for

the hiiday salat This was the case with the Ribat

al Afiam, which in 663 was given a minbar for

the briday and festival khutbas (tbid
, p 297) and

al-Mu^aiyad made a house, that had been begun

before he came to the throne, into a djami^an wa-
khanakah (ibid

^ p 134 infra) just as vice versa

a djami^ could be built with living-rooms for Sufis,

e g the Djami'^ al Basiti (beginning of the ix^b

century, like the preceding, tbui
^ p 140 infra)

and in the viph century, the Djami^ Shaikhu (before

the building of his khanakah, p 113) Baibars

al-Bundukdau was buried in his khanakah and the

monasteries had as a rule tombs, either of the

founder, or of devout men who had lived in

them
The development of the monastery is therefore

quite analogous to that of the madrasa, the one

institution merges into the other, because learning

and manifestation of piety are inseparable in Islam

Learning was also cultivated in the monasteries,

at the piesent day, w^e find students living m a

monastery and attending lectures in a madrasa Some

scholars lectured on Hadith in their 100ms in a

monastery (ibid

^

p 294, 295, 303) but instruction

was also ai ranged for in some monasteries just as

in the madaris 'Abd al-Latif (d 629 = 1231)

lectured in a ribat in Baghdad on u^uly hadith^

etc (Ibn Abl UsaibFa, 11 203) and a Rib5t al-

^atuni is mentioned heie, which had a library

(Ibn al Kifti, ed Lippert, p 269) There are other

refeiences to libraiies in monasteries (see for

Marw Yakut, iv 509) In Khanakah Sh^ikhH
founded in 756, an extensive course of lectures,

Fikh according to all four Madhahib, Hadith and
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(Ma^rlz!, iv 283), was given In the Rib^lt

al-Ath5r in the eighth century, instruction was

given in ShSfi^l Fifeh (tbtd
^ p 296) and in the

al-Fakhri built in 821, arrangements were

made for students as well as for Sufis {tbtd
, p 136),

the Hanafi madiasa al-^amallya (73®) ^

hhanaph {tbtd
y p 238 supra)

y
they had a com-

mon director

In the eighth and ninth century this combination

of the two institutions became quite frequent, for

example in the Nizamiya in Cairo of the year 757
(v Berchera, Corpus^ 1 242 sqq ), in the mausoleums

of Barsbai 835 {tbtd

y

p 365 sq
,
cf Ibn lyas, 11

21, 22, 41), of al-Malik al-Ashraf InSl, 855—860
{tbtd

y
N® 2']l sqq) and of KS^t Bai 879 {tbtd

y

P 43* The same institution thus came to

be given different names (cf tbtd
y p 172 sqq)

and al-SuyUti deals with the khawanik under the

madSris In the east, Ibn Battuta found the same
relationship, for example in Shiraz and in KerbelS^

(ii sq
y 88, 99) and this is what he means

when he says the Persians call the zawiya madrasa

(11 30, 32) In the west, he lauds his own sovereign,

who had built a splendid zawiya in FSs (i 84),
here also learning and Sufiism were associated

(see the quotation in Dozy, SuppUmenty s v zawiya)

and the zawiya still plays an important part in

North Africa (see Depont and Coppolani, Les

Confrtries Reltgtetises MusulmaneSy Algiers 1897,
El-Hachaichi, Voyages au Fays des Senousstay transl

Serres and Lasram, Pans 1912) Cf on the mona-

steries V Berchem, C I Ay \ 163 sqq
y 174 sq

c Hospitals
We commonly find, e g in Ibn Djubair and

al-MakrIzI, the hospital, blmdrtstany matistany

munsfafiy mentioned in close connection with the

madrasa, probably because it was administered by

learned men and as a rule also contained a medical

school Al-Walld is said to have been the first

in Islam to build a hospital, in the year 88 (Ma-

krizi, IV 258 sq
y
B G Ay v 106) In Cairo

in 259 or 261 (1 e before the mosque) Ibn Talun

built a hospital for the poor At the same time

he installed a dispensary behind the mosque and

a physician used to sit here to be consulted every

Friday According to al Makrizi, his mSristSn (called

m Ibn Dukmak, p 99 the “upper”) was the first

in Egypt, this probably means the first free public

hospital, it IS improbable that this Hellenistic in-

stitution did not already exist in Egypt (Makrizi,

IV 38, 39, 258, HusUyW 139) Al-MakrizI (iv 259
sqq ) mentions in addition to this hospital in Cairo

the Maristan Kafur (in 346, perhaps identical with

that called the “lower” by Ibn Dukmak, p 99), al-

Maghafir (232-247), al-Mansuri (682), al-Mu^aiyadl

(821) To these must be added the two which

Salah al-Din maintained m Misr and Kahira (Ibn

Djubair, p 51,52, cf Ibn Khallikan, Cairo 1302,

11 402 sq) In Damascus Ibn gj^bair found two

hospitals, one of them the Bimdnstan al-Nuri

(p 283, 284, cf Ibn ]^allikan, 11 403) He also

mentioned one in Nasibin (p 240), in Harran 2

(p 247), in Halab i (p 253), in Hama i

(p 257), in Baghdad he refers to a number

without particularising them but we know of hospitals

here from the third century and in 304 Sinan b

Ihabit was director of the hospitals of Baghdad,
he \^as responsible for the foundation of three

more (Ibn al KiftI, ed Lippert, p 193, cf A't^db

al~IVuzard*y ed Amcdroz, p 21 and on the whole
question Mez, Renatssancey p ^26 sq) There was

a hospital attached to the great Mustansirlya madrasa
(Le Strange, Baghdady p 268)

As regards the teaching of medicine, Ibn

Abl Usaibi^a shows (1 103 sqq ) that it was con-

tinued without interruption in Islam for example, he^

mentions 'Abd al-Malik b Abdjar, who was in charge

of the medical school in Alexandria, and after the

conquest adopted Islam At a later date, the chief

medical schools were m Antakiya and Harran,

among other places (i 116 tnfra) For a long

period most of the physicians were Christians (cf

also B G A y\\\ 183) leaching was usually given

in connection with the hospitals The head physician

collected the students around him whom he trained

{hhfsrra^a) and they assisted him (e g the Georgios,

summoned from Gunde^apur to Baghdad by Man-
sur Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, i 124) Kala^un had a

lecture-room installed in his hospital, the Mansurl,

wheie the rcdts al-attbb^ lectured on medical

science (Makrizi, iv 260), instruction was also

given m the great al-Bimarisian al-NUri in Damascus
(Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, 11 192) Lectures on medicine

{{tbb) were sometimes also given in the mosques
but in this case it was for the most part a theoretical

science closely connected with philosophy Ibn al-

Haitham (d c 430) lectured on ^tbb in the reign

of al-Hakim {tbtd

y

11 90) and when Ladjin restored

the mosque of Ibn fiiliin he also endowed lecture-

ships on this subject (Makrizi, iv 41 ,
which shows

that ttbb should be read in Quatremere, Htst Suit

Maml
y

ii/ii 47) Ttbb could also be studied m a

madrasa, for example, al-jDjili, who died in 641
lectured on it in the 'Adhrfiwiya in Damascus
(Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, n 171) At the same time there

were special madarts al-(tbby thus in the seventh

century three were built in Damascus {JA ,
ser 9,

IV 497—499, Fleischer, A7 Schr
y 111 329) The

teachers in them could also be physicians at the

hospitals (Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, 11 266)
d Children's Schools
These were older than Islamic science, since at

the very beginning of Islam, reading and writing

were taught in Arabia In Medina the teachers

were often Jews (see Baladhuri, p 473 tnfiay cf

the name labbant for the teacher Sura, 111 73,
V 48, 68, Bukhari, V/w, bab 10, Ya'kubi, ed
Houtsma, 11 243), but ability to write was not

so common heie as m Mecca (cf on the question

Noldeke-Schwally, Gesch d Qoransy i sq
y

Goldziher, Muh Study 1 iiosq) After the battle

of Badr, several captured Meccans were released

to teach writing in Medina {Kamily ed Wright,

p 1 71, cf Goldziher, op at
y p ui, Sprenger,

LebenMuhyiw 131) After the capture of KaisSrIya,

the prisoners were settled in al Djurf and some
were employed in the school {kuttab) (Baladhuri,

p 142) Another contemporary of 'Omar’s, Djubair

b Haiya, who was later an official and governor,

was a teacher {mu^allini kuttab) in a school in

T5^f (Ibn Hadjar, I^abay Cairo 1323, 1 235)
Mu'awiya, who had acted as the Prophet’s ama-
nuensis took a great interest in the education of

the young They learned reading, writing, counting,

swimming and a little of the Kurban and the

necessary observances of religion Famous men like

al-Hadjdjadj and the poets Kumait and Xirin'n'Sh

are said to have been schoolmasters (Lammens,
Mo^hwiay p 329 sqq

,
360 sqq

)
The main subject

taught was adaby so that the schools of the children

were called ma^Ults al-adab {AgUjUnty xviii
,
2“d

Cairo ed
, p loi), and the teacher was called
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mt^addth (e g MakrizI, iv 223 ,
cf Yaknt, Udabd*^

IV 272, vii 105)) also mu^alltm (Bukbarl, Dtyat^

bab 27, Ya^cut, 111 410, Ibn Ba^tata, 1 213), m
modern times fiklh (s Lane, Manners and Customs^

Everyman^ Library^ p 61) The teacher was as

a rule held m little esteem, perhaps a relic of

the times when he was a slave, but we also find

distinguished scholars teaching in schools, thus

Dahhak b Muzahim who died m 105 or 106, the

exegist, traditionist and grammarian, had a school

in KUfa, said to have been attended by 3000
children, where he used to ride up and down among
his pupils on an ass (Yakut, Udaba^^ iv 272 )

As language was of the utmost importance, we
find a Beduin being appointed and paid as a

teacher of the youth m Basra
,
u 239) Schools

spread during the Omaiyad period They were

found in KhurSsSn and instruction was also given

at home m the houses (see Haneberg, Schul- und
Lehixvesen^ P 4 ) Under the Fatimids, there

was a boys’ school in the palace wheie the youth

of the upper classes was prepared for the Caliph’s

service (Makrizr, 11 209—211) It is natural to

find a children’s school also attached to the mos-

que, but education became probably more and
more centred round the KuFan In the Mosque
of the Omaiyads children were taught (Ibn BattUta,

1 213, Ibn Djubair, p 272) and the teachers had

special rooms at the north door of the mosque
(ibn gjubair, p 271) In Palermo most of the

numerous mosques were also used for teaching

the Kurban (tbid
^ p 332), according to Yakut

(ill 410), there were no less than 300 teachers

here, but, he adds, because they were exempt
from military service, but in the fourth century

Ibn Hawkal counted 300 katatib in Palermo, the

teachers of which were held in high esteem {B G A
^

n 87)
To this day children are taught in the sahn of

the Azhar Mosque In the sixth century there

were also many independent schools In Cairo,

Ibn 2jubair found a large number of schools mainly

for orphans and poor children and the teachers

and pupils were maintained by the Sultan (p 52)

and in Damascus he saw a similar large institution

(p 272) In Jerusalem Salah al-Din built a school

(v Berchem, Cotpus^ il/i
,
108 jy )

Ibn Djubair

says that in these eastern countries, the Kurban

was only taught orally (by talkin') while writing

was practised with poems etc
,
out of lespect for

the Kur’5n (Etkla^ p 272) This did not hold

generally however At a later date (xiitb century)

we are told that a pipe was led from a school in

the Azhar Mosque to the tomb of the founder so

that his grave could be wateied by the water in

which the slates, on which sentences fiom the

Kurban had been written, were washed (Sulaiman

Rasad, /Tanz al-Q^awhar fl Ta^rtkk al-Azhar

^

Cairo 1320, p 73) As a rule the school was

placed close to the mosque and beside a drinking

fountain During the Mamluk period, nearly every

founder of a madrasa built in connection with it

a similar institution for orphans and poor children,

who received free instruction and sometimes also

maintenance in it (see Makrizi, s v madarts
^

passtm) The object of one such school beside the

mosque of Ibn Tulttn is thus defined by LSdjin

as “to teach the orphans of the Muslims to recite

the Book of God, the Exalted and also for

other works pleasing to God and the various

kinds of piety” (Ma^rizI, iv 41) Elsewhere it is
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often said to be “to teach them the Kur^Sn” In

the Maghrib also, the children only learned the

Kur’an, i e to recite it, while in Andalus they

also learned reading and writing (^kitab\ poems
and a little grammar In Ifrikiya they learned,

beside the KuFan, some HadIth and a little of

other sciences (Ibn KhaldUn, Mukaddtma^ p 447
sq

, fasl^ vi 32)
The children’s school is called maktab (e g

Yakut, Udaba^^ iv 272, MakrIzI, iv 41, 201) or

kuttab (Bukhari, Dtyat^ bab 27, Baladhurl, p 142,
Makrizi, iv 197, 240), those founded for poor

children kut*ab sabll or maktab sabil (cf eg
Makrizi, iv 53, 117, 199, 201) The word sabtl

characterises the school as a public benevolent in-

stitution
,

cf the expression “she made a maktab
It U-sabir' (tbtd

^ p 223, of Kala^un’s hospital,

tbid
^ p 260, s also Dozy, Supplement^ s v

,

Qiiatrem^ie, Hist Suit Maml
^

i/i
, 229 note and

B G A^ IV 21 1, 258) — Cf on elementary

education Goldziher, Art Education^ in Hastings,

Encycl of Rel and Ethics
,

Mez, Renaissance^

P 1
Lane, Manners and Customs

^
Snouck

Hurgronje, Mekka^ 11 144 sqq

5 I ibr aries

In Mecca, as well as in Medina, there were

large collections of books in the mosques (Ibn

Djubair, p 89, 193, on modern conditions m
Medina, see Bataniim, Rtkla^ p 254 sq ) The
Dj5mi‘ Zaituna in lunis had a large library

(^Rec Soc Arch Constantine^ 1894, p 287) The
Nizamiya in Baghdad had a library of which al-

IsfarS’ini (d 488) was librarian (Wustenfeld,

111 314) The Mustansiriya was better supplied in

this lespect than any other madrasa {Chron Mekka^
III 174) In Marw there were in the sixth century

10 public endowed libraries in the mosques and
madans, two of them in the chief mosque, one

of the latter containing about 12,000 volumes

(Yakut, iv 509) Among the madaris in Cairo,
the Badiliya was particulaily well endowed in this

lespect. It contained 100,000 volumes (Makrizi,

IV 197), these weie acquired by al-Kadi al Fadil

from the Fatimid Academy (Shihab al-Din Abu
Shama, K aURawdatain^ Cairo 1287, i 200,268,
Makrizi, 11 253 sqq

)
and in KalS^un’s hospital

there were accoiding to Ibn Taghribirdi (ii/i 482),

100,000 volumes from the same library Ihese

libiaiies were often broken up and portions put

in other madaiis During the famine of 694, the

students of the Fadihya sold the valuable books

foi a loaf a volume (Makrizi, iv 197 ,
cf also

p 252) In Syria, Asia Minor (v Berchem,

Cotpus^ iii/i 26 sqq) and m the Maghrib also

(y ^ ,
ser II, X 109 sqq

,
Hesperis^ v 35) and

elsewhere, libraiies formed part of the endowments

of the madaris With the decline in interest in

leainmg many of these libi aries became neglected

What suivived has often been collected and placed

in new libraries, as for example in Cairo in the

Royal Libraiy since 1891 for Damascus see

Habib al-Zay5t, Kkazei^tn al Kutub ft Ditnashk

wa-Daxvahiha (Cairo 1902)

6 The subjects taught and the
methods of instruction

As already explained, in the earliest period the

principal subjects studied in the mosque were

Kur’Sn and Hadith to which was added the study

of the Arabic language In BuWiarl (AT aHllm)
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Him still means Hadith but, with the development

of the systems of law and theology, these \^ere

also taught m the mosques In the mosque of al-

MansQr in Basra, al Ash'art heard al Ojubba^i ex

pound the Mu'tazila kalam (Wustenfeld,

p 1 31), closely connected with this was metho

dology {al-Mudhakai a %va U-Nazar^ cf Yakut,

Udaba^^ vi 383) But many different subjects could

also be taught Al l^itib al Baghdadi, who taught

in Mansur’s Djami' in Baghdad, lectured on his

history of Baghdad (Y^kiit, I daba^^ 1 246 sq

)

Philosophy proper however disappeared from the

mosques In Spain, we are told, falsafa and tan^jtm

weie only cultivated in secret, as those who studied

them were branded as zindik, even stoned or burned

(Makkart, ed Dozy, 1 136) Ihe madSris were
mainly established to teach the established systems

of fikh and originally each school was intended

to lepresent only one madhhab Where the four

madhahib are represented in one school one can

talk of four madaris, e g al-Madarts al^Salthtya

(Makiizi, lY 209,282, al-Madt asatam^htQ^yx^^

it was divided by the street, p 209, cf v Beichem,
C I A

^
i 104^ note l) The custom, often occurring

before Nizam al-Mulk’s time of founding a Dat
aUHaditJi was also continued after him AlMakii/i
mentions two of them in Cairo al-Kamiliya, founded
in 622 by al Malik al-Kamil (iv 21 1 sq

^
and al-

Khaiubiya, founded in 785 {tbtd

^

p 201) The
former was restored in 1166 again as a hadifh

school (v Berchem, C I A ^ 1 ,
N® 61) Befoie

al-Malik al Kamil, Nur al-Din (d 599) had founded
the Nuriya in Damascus as a Dar al-Hadtth

(Makiizi, IV 211, cf y A
^
set 9, 111 280), when

al-Maknzi says this was the first built on the

earth he must be coriected In Damascus many
similar schools were built 16 are mentioned, and

3 Kurban and Hadith schools besides (y A ,
ser 9,

111 271 sqq
f
Fleischer, AT/ Schnften^ 111 318

329 differs slightly)

The ordinary madilns however included other

subjects beside the study of fikh alone Special

mention is made of tiahw (al-SShibiya, MaknzI,
iv 205) In the Nizamiya in Baghdad and in other

madaris in the east, philological studies were pro

secuted (cf Yakut, Udaba^^ vi 409, v 423 sq

and iv 253, but it must be an anachronism when
SulaimSn b 'Abd Allah is said to have taught

philology in 403 in the Nizamiya in Baghdad)
In 604 (1207) al-Malik al-Mu'azzam built beside

the SaWira mosque a Madrasa exclusively

for Arabic linguistic studies (Sauvaire, Hist yer
et Hebr

, p 86, 140) and schools for special subjects

were not rare (cf Siibki, Mu^id^ ed Myhimann,

p 153) In addition to those in Makrizi, theie

are frequent references to ktra^a (often al kjrd^at

al sab^)^ haditji^ tafstr and nit^ad (devotional ex-

ercises cf thereon Quatremere, Htst Suit Manil
,

11/11 47) Al-Subkl mentions, in addition to the

special Hadith schools, also Madarts al- 7 afsh
and Madarts al-Nahtv (MuHd al-Nt^am^ ed Myhr-
mann, p 153)

In his Mukaddtma {fas

I

6, N® 4 sqq ), Ibn

lUialdun gives a survey of the divisions of IslSmic

studies They are divided into ^ulum iabtHya and
nakliya The former are based on observation by the

senses and deduction and are therefore also called

falsafiya or ^akltya^ the latter are dependent
on revelation by the ^‘legitimate determiner” {al-

WadH^ al~SkarH\ are therefore based on special

communication The %lum nakliya therefore com-

prise all branches of knowledge which owe their

existence to Islam, namely Knt^an^ 1 e tafstr

and the seven ktta^Qt (N® 5)1 hadllh with the

sciences auxiliary to it, including al-fiasikk wa
l-niansukh^ mustalah al-hadith (N*' 6

), alfkh with

special emphasis on alfata^td^ the law of in-

heritance (N® 7— 8), tisul alfikh with the prin-

ciples of law including methods of deduction on

the differences between the madhShib (No 9), al

kalam^ theology, which is nakliya in as much as

it IS really a ffirlher development of tnian which

comes under the head of leligious duties, but is

"^akltya in its natiiie since it is entiiely based on

abstract proofs (N® 10), al-tasawwuf^ something

like practical theology (N® ii), ta^btt al-tuya^

interpretations of visions (N® 12)

Linguistic sciences come next to the study of

Kurban and Hadilh (cf N® 4, 37 beginning), which

arc divided into 4 parts al nahiv^ al-lugha^ al bayan^

al adab (N® 37), and in the last named category

comes the whole study of Arabic literature

The'«//7w ^akltya aie variously classified, usually

into 7 main sections (N® 13) and are al-manhk^

logic, which is the foundation of allotheis(N® 17),

al aitthnatikt^ aiithmetic, including hisab etc

(N® 14), al handasa^ geometry (N® 15), al-hada^

astionomy (N® 1 6), al-muslkt^ the theory of tones

and their definition by number etc (see N® 13),

then there is al iabflyat^ the theory of bodies at

rest and in motion, — heavenly, human, animal,

plant and mineral, among its subdivisions, special

mention is made of aUttbb^ medicine, and al-falaha^

agriculture (N® 18

—

2C, cf N® 29) The seventh

main head is ^tlm altlahtyat<, metaphysics (N® 21)

Magic, talismans, mysterious properties of numbers

etc also form branches of Muslim learning

(N® 22 sqq
)

As above remarked, medicine was not only

taught in special schools but also in the mosques,

about 600 A H , 'Abd al-Latif lectured in the Azhar

Mosque but it is not quite clear whether his in-

struction in tibb was also given theie (Ibn Abi

Usaibi'a, 11 207) and in any case the “philoso-

phical sciences” in particular w'ere cultivated in

the mosques Another division which still prevails,

developed, that into principal sciences, those having

a definite aim (makas/d) and instrumental sciences

(dial or zvasdHl) To the former belong kalam

^

al-akhldk al dmiya (ethics, practically the same as

iasawwuf\ fikh^ ustil alfikh^ Kurban {tadjwld

iafstr\hadltJi The lattei comprise linguistics,

{sarf^ md"dm^ baydn^ i^art'*')and in addition metrics

and prosody l^arud^ kdfiy a), logic {matittk) including

the theory of proof {adab al-bahtK)^ probably the

same as the older mttdhdkara and riazar^ mathe-

matics (htsdb and ^abrfi mustalah al hadilh (cf

Mustafa Ban am, Rtsdla^ Cairo 1902, p 20, Snouck
Hurgronje, Mekka^ 11 200 sqq

)
Theie are no

hard and fast lines drawn When in 1162 Ahmad
Basha came to Cairo as governor, no shaikh in

the Azhar could give answers to simple questions

on mathematics and astronomy, because they only

knew as much arithmetic as sufficed to deal with

questions raised by the law of inheritance
,
a very

few studied these subjects privately The Pasha
pointed out that astronomy was necessary for the

study of leligious duties, to settle the times and

seasons (al-DjabartI, Merveilles Btogt aphtquesy 11

no sqq
, cf also A Sprenger, Dte Schulfdcher

und die Scholasttk der Musltme^ Z DM G xxxii

,

1878, p 1—20)
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The method of teaching was by lectures which
had to be learned by heart aftei wards The
first task was lo learn the Kur^Sn by heart and
then acquire as many traditions as possible The
hadith was repeated three times so that the student

could remembei it (Bukhari, V////, p 30) Lecturing

soon became dictation when the student

wrote down what was said, except in the case of

the Kur’Sn (approved Bukhari, V/w, bab 34, 36)
1 he method was the same for linguistic or literary

subjects as for Hadith, Tafsir, etc The philologists

not only used to dictate their grammatical works,

as for example Ibn Duratd (Wilstenfeld, Schaf^t^

p 127) or '^Amr b 'Abd al-W5hid (d 344) who
dictated from memory 30,000 folios on lu^ha

(Yakat, UdahWy vii 26) but also the text of the

poets, like al-Tabari, who lectured on al Tirim-

mah in the Mosque of 'Amr in 256 (tbtd
^

vi

432) Aba Bakr b al-AnbSrl (d 327 or 328),

who dictated in one pait of the mosque and his

father in another, knew by heart 300,000 ^wahtd
for the Kurban and 120 commentaries on verses

of the Kur’an with then isnads {tbtd

^

vii 73)
Dictation was specially important in the case of

Hadith, as the exact establishment of the text was

the first necessity It is therefore always said “he

dictated Hadith” {Husn al-Muhddara^ 11 139,
Wiistenfeld, Schdfi^t^ p 210, 224, 248, 257, 287
etc

,
Ibn Kutlubugha, Tabakdt al-Hanaftya^ ed

Fldgel, p 51, Yal^ut, Udaba^^ 1 246) The position

of a teacher is theiefore mad^lis al-imld^ {tbtd
^

ii 243, vii 74), and his famulus among the

students is aUmustamll (cf tbtd
^

vi 282, vii

74) Problems of fikh were also dictated (so Abu
Yasuf, Ibn Kutlubugha, ed Plugel, 249)

Instruction frequently began immediately after

the salat and the students performed the salat

along with the teacher The class {days') began
with the recitation of the Kurban by a katt^^

with blessings on the Prophet, and other religious

formulae {Madkhal^ 1 56, cf Mez, Renaissance

des Islams^ p 172 At the present day, the

teacher as a rule simply pronounces the basmala

himself Dictation alone was not everywheie the

custom In tune, there came to be so many copies

of the chief texts that the students were able to

get copies for themselves The text was in this

case read aloud and the teacher gave his com-
ments and emendations on the text (Yakut, Udabd^y

1 255) It was only natural that the dictation of

texts was first abandoned in philology, it is said

to have been dropped as early as the fourth

(tenth) century (Mez, Renaissance, p 17 1 with a

reference to Subkl, Tabakdt al~^d^iya, iii 259,
SuyutI, Muzhir^ 1 30) This does not mean that

dictation was completely abandoned for the teacher

still made his pupils write down his comments,
for example Muhammad b ‘Abd al-Rahman (d

584) dictated a commentary on Hariri (Yakut,

Udab^^ vii 20), and the method of having a

text read aloud, while the lecturer explained any

remarkable phrases was used as eaily as by the

teacher of Hadith, Ibn Kaisan (d 299, ibid
^

vi

282) At the present day, either the teacher or

his famulus reads the text to be expounded from

printed copy
Cooperation between teachers and taught by

questioning one another has always been an im-

portant feature of method Ibn Khaldan laments

that so few teachers in his time understand the

correct methods of teaching {turuk al-ta^hm)

They put difficult questions at once to the pupil

instead of which the talkin must be arranged

systematically, so that it is always combined with

exposition and it is a fundamental principle that

the pupil should not mix the different subjects In

Spam and North Africa in particular in his time,

the instruction was not particularly good, and they

laid too much stiess on learning by heart (hifz)

(Mu! addima, p 342, 443 sq
, 445 = fasl 6, 2,

29, 30, cf Subki, Mu^ui al-Nt^am,t^ Myhimann,

p 151 sq) Mechanical learning by heart is re-

cognised for the Kurban It is theiefore regularly said

“he dictated and expounded” (e g Wustenfcld,

Schdfi^t^ p 220, 326) When the above mentioned

Ibn Kaisan expounded hadith'?, he also asked his

hearers about their meaning (Yakut, Udabd^,v\ 282)

Vice versa, the class was at liberty to catechise

the teacher Al-^Sfi'l used to sit in his great

halka m Mecca and say “Ask me what you

want and I will then give you information on the

Kurban and sunnd''' (ibid, vi 391, cf B G
111 379) The teacher was sometimes overwhelmed
with questions (Yakut, lJbadd\ v 272) Ibn Djubair

saw written questions being handed to a teacher

in the Niz’lmiya in Baghdad (p 2i() sq) Both

practices are still in vogue and even in large

classes the student may interrupt with questions

Ibn al Hadjdj condemns irregular interruptions of

the lecture {Madkhal^ 1 57

J

7 The Teachers

The name for a teacher is mudarris (also used

in the pre Muhammadan period Ibn Abl Usaibi%

I 104), ustdiih IS a kind of honorary title (see

Yakat, Udabd\ 1 1 13, 209, 11 271, v 353 » 354 >

358, 448) and is still in use and applied also to

students There were a very large number of

teachers in the great mosques In the madrasa at

first only one was appointed, for example in the

Nizamiya in Baghdad (see above), in the first ol

those founded by Salah al Dm m Cairo (al-Nasiriya

MakrizI, iv 193) and m many others A madrasa

frequently took its name fiom a distinguished

teacher (e g the Ghaznawlya in Cairo Makrlzi,

iv 235, the Sharif lya, originally the Nasirlya

ibid, p 193, M Ibn Rashik ibid

,

p 195, cf

Mas^id al Kisa’i in Baghdad) In the larger madaris,

however, several teachers were appointed
,

Salslj

al-Din appointed 4 lectures to the Kamhiya in

Cairo {ibid, p 193 r^), m this case a definite

number (20) of students was allotted to each

teacher (cf Chron Mekka, 11 105 sq)

It is easily understood that the conditions in

the older mosques, where every one could come

and go, were freer than in the madaiis, which

were built for particular teachers and students

Iheie was ceitamly no official recognition of the

teachers m the earliest period After text books

had come into use, the certificate of qualification

was the idjdza, and so it has remained to modern

times Any one who had studied with a teacher

could get permission from him to teach from the

book, which he had copied out and studied from

his dictation, the teacher wrote this permission

{idjdza) in the book (e g Y’lkut, Udab^,
1^ 253 )

II 272) A teacher could also give an

which permitted the individual conceined to teach

from all his works (Ibn BattQta, 1 251) In Damascus,

Ibn Battuta was given quite a number of these

“diplomas” (i 251—253) It was the usual thing

for a travelling scholar to collect numerous id^dzdt
,
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thus ^Abd al-LatIf had certificates of this kind
from teachers m Baghdad^ KhurSsfin, Egypt and
Syria (Ibn Abl Usaibi^a, ii 202) As late as about
1700 we find al-Nabulusi acquiring td^azal on his

travels {Z D M G
^
\wi 690) There were special

formulae for the td^aza for tadris and futya (al-

Kalkashandi, ^ubh xiv 322 sq

)

Some
scholars only gave occasional lectures 'Abd al-

Wahid (d 494) lectured on Hadith every Friday
in the Nizamiya (Wiistenfeld, Schdji% p 287)
and originally this was the case in the Azhar
Mosque (see above)

The caliph al-K5dir, in his earlier days, used
to lectuie every Friday in a mosque in Baghdad
(thd

, p 233) Some scholars only dealt with a
very limited subject, thus one was appointed to
the Nizamiya to lecture on Bukhari’s Sahih because
he had attended lectures on this from a celebrated
teacher (ibtd

, p 288) There were however many
learned men who devoted themselves mainly to
teaching and taught several subjects Thus al-

Shafi'l began his halka immediately after the salat
al-^ubh and taught students of the Kur^Sn, at
sunrise the students of Hadith came to him and
heard his comments, later in the day he lectured
on method {mudlmhara wa 'l-nazar)^ at the duha
the ahl al^Arabtya came to him and he lectured
on ^atud^ nahw and shfr He went off at midday
(Yakut, Udabn\ vi 383) About 300 a h we
find Ibn KaisSn lecturing for the best part of the
day on a number of subjects in somewhat the
same order {tbtd

^

vi 282), others lectured from
eaily morning till late in the evening {tbtd

^
vn

176, Ibn Abi Usaibi% 11 207 supia) and pious
teachers even spent the night in the mosque in
prayer (Wiistenfeld, Schafi, p 258) Sometimes a
young teacher began by dictating hadith and later
received a post with a wider scope m a mosque
{tbtd^ p 239)
The distinction between teacher and taught was

not absolute
,
any one could have an id^aza in one

subject, while he was still a student in others and
even men of ripe scholaiship attended the lectures
of notable teachers This led students to travel
from one seat of learning to another, just as they
used to travel in early days to collect hadiths
(Eukhari, V/w, p 7, 19, 26) All the biographies
of learned men give examples of this, the old
Hellenistic custom was thus continued (cf J W
H Walden, The UrnversUtes of Ancient Greece^
New York 1910) and royal courts still played
the same part, at them learned guests received
donations, which enabled them to appear as teachers
in the mosques (e g Ibn Battnta, ii 75 sqq

, Ibn
Khaldun, Kitab al-^Ibar^ Bulak 1284, vii 452,
Ibn Abi Usaibi^a, 11 205 , cf Mommsen, Romische
Geschtchie, v 589) Distinguished scholars were
of course much visited by lovers of learning, of
one of the latter, it is said ruhtla tlatht or tlatht

kanat al-rthla “they used to travel to him” (Yakut,
Udab^^ vii 174^ Husn al Muhadara, i 207, cf

p 141) 4“6oo fukaha^ had gathered round a
teacher in the Maghrib m the time of Ibn al

Hadjdj (Madkhal^ 11 5) Sometimes a scholar at-

tended another’s class to try him with questions
(see e g for al-BukhSri Brunnow—Fischer,
mathie^ p 103) and disputations often took place
in which the pupils used to support their teacher
very vigorously If the stranger was recognised,
the teacher might receive him with marks of
honour (al-Aklifaah at al-Kis5^i’s YgkUt, Udah^^

iv 243 sq ) As in the Christian universities of

Europe, public disputations were held in the mos-
ques, m which considerable feeling might be dis-

played, e g in the disputations in the RusSfa
mosque in Baghdad between Ibn Suraidj (d 306 =
918) and the son of Dawud al-Zahirl in which the

former was victorious (Wustenfeld, S€h&fi% p no
sq ) The teachers of the Nizamiya also used to

hold disputations {tbtd
, p 309) Celebrated teachers

were not only visited by other scholars When
(about 300) Ibn Kaisan was lecturing, about 100
horses etc used to stand outside the mosque
because prominent men weie listening to him
(Yaknt, Udabi^y VI 282) The teachers made up
the class of “the tuiban wearers” (nn^'ammam^
muta^ammttn^ arbab al-^tmama^ a^hab al~iviama^
see Makrizi, 11 246 ,

Quatrem^re, Hist Suit Maml
,

1/1 , 244 ,
ii/ii 266, Dozy, SupplementfW 169^),

m eastein Andalus, they did not wear the ^imama^
but this was exceptional (Makrizi, 1 137) The
Kadi Abu Yusuf (d 82) is said to have settled

the dress worn by leained men (Ibn Kutlubugha,
ed FlUgel, N^ 249)

In spite of all this flexibility a certain stability

developed in the teaching staff of the mosques
This was connected with the question of pay It

was for long in dispute whether it was permitted
to accept payment for giving instruction In the

I

collections of Hadith, the practice is both sup-
ported and condemned and it is said that the

teacher may accept money, but not demand it,

and avaricious teachers are strongly condemned
There are continual references to people who gave
lectures without payment (BukhSri, Idjaza^ bab 16,
Abu Dawud, BuyfC'^ bab 36, Ibn Madja, Tid^arat^
bab 8, cf Goldziher, Muh Stud

^ 11 iSl sq
,

Art Fducation^ N^ 3-4 in Hastings, Encycl op

Rel and Ethics
y Lammens, Mo^axvta^ p 360 sq

,

y 190*1 P *43 >
Wustenfeld, Schajft^ p 295,

Mez, Renaissance, p 176) The custom of the older

Jewish scholars of exercising a handicraft was not
common among the Muslims but was found oc
casionally Among men of learning we find shoe
makers, locksmiths, sandal-makers (Wustenfeld,

Schafi-ty p 227, 231, 267, cf also Mez, Renais-
sance des Islam^ p 179) It was the rule however
for the teacher to be paid for his work 1 his

might be quite a personal donation from a prince
or other rich man, for example al-Tabari was
given a sum of money when he taught in the

Mosque of ^Amr (Yakut, C/daba\ vi 428, cf the
remaiks above on wandering scholars), it was as

a rule howevei a regular salary which was paid
out of endowment, so that the position was a
regular professorial chair (see under G), this was
especially the case m the madaris Ihe salaries

of the teachers (ma^lum, also ^awamtky sg ^ama-
kiya^ see Dozy, Supplement^ s v ) varied considerably,

according to the endowment The lecturer in the

Suyufiya received 1 1 dinars a month (Makrizi, iv

196) but in another of Salah al-Din’s schools, the
Salahiya or NSsiriya, the pay was much higher,
the principal teacher received 40 dinars (of 13Y3
dirhams) a month and 10 dinars as principal,

along with 60 ritl of bread and two beasts of
burden, to bring water from the Nile (//^/^, p 251)
In the DjumSl al-Din madrasa, each teachers got

300 dirhams a month {tbtd

,

p 253) The teachers
also received donations in kind on special occasions,
in the other Nasiriya school they received sugar
and meat every month at the festivals (ibid

, p 222),
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m the Hidjazlya on *’Id al-Fitr different kinds of
]

bread and biscuit {ka^k and hhu$jtjtunantk\ at the

feast of sacrifice meat and in KamadSn food was

prepared for them (p 2^3) According to al MakrIzI,

learned men might have 50 dInSrs a month in all

in addition to allowances in kind (111 364) On
ceremonial occasions, they often were given special

marks of distinction, such as gifts in money and

robes of honour
The men of learning were organised in a gild

How the organisation worked in detail is not known
At the end of the third century we find the

institution of the ri‘asa established in Egypt
While Yazid b Habib (d 128) is called fakth
Misr wa ^atkhuha and satytdttna wa-alimund and

^Ubaidallah b Abil^a^far(d c fakth zamamht

(^Husft^ 1 1 31), It is said of a series of scholars

beginning with 'Abd al Rahman b al Kasim (d

191), Aghhab b ‘Abd al-^Aziz (d 204), ‘^Abd

Allah b ^Abd al Hakam (d 214 or 215) that

they had al-rt^asa in Egypt 1 133
which seems to mean that they belonged to an

organisation Ihe position is also called rt^asai

al-^tltn^ as, for example, with reference to Yunus
(d 264) {ibtd

^

1 136) When ihe madhabth dixost^

each school had its own ra^ts in the district Ihe
formulae for this was tntahat tlatht Urtyasa ft
madhhab maltk^ e g of Ibn al-Mawaz (d 281), and

others {Musn, i 136, Ibn Taghribirdi, ii/ii 116),

for the ShafiSs e g Isfara^ini, died 406 (Ibn

Taghribirdi, ii/ii 121
,
cf 1 196, Ibn

I^ubaii, p 219, 220), for the Ilanafis e g al-

Karkhi, died 340 (Ibn Kutlubugha, N® 115, cf

N® II, 13, Ibn Taghribiidi, ii/ii 1 16), for

the Hanbalis al Barbahari (d 329) (Ibn Maskawaih,

1, Cairo 1905, p 260) Besides ra^ts we find

other names like Imam al-Hariaflya bt-Baghdad
or bt-Khut asan or Shaikh A^habtna buma wara^ al^

Nahr (Ibn Kutlubugha, N® 67, 96, 196, cf

SM^*kh al Hanaftya Ibn Taghribirdi, il/ii 116,
^atkh al-Maltktya ft Waktiht Husft

^
1 209)

With such names it is not always clear whether

they are simply epithets like Imam Wakttht,

Imam ^Asrtht (Ibn KutlGbugha, N® 206, 217),

Ustadh Zamamht {Husn^ 1 141), Ba^s fl ^Ilm

al‘Kalam N® Satyiduna {ibtd 50),
“the teacher of the Hanbalis and their Fakih” (Ibn

Taghribirdi, ii/ii 114) There is also evidence of

the Riyasa within the special subjects, e g Shaikh al-

Kurra^ bt Mtsr (Husn, 1 230), Rtyasat al-Hadtth

buMi^r {tbtd
^

1 163 al-Rashid), Rtyasat al-Fat-

wa (Quatrem^re, Hist Suit Maml

^

ii/ii 27),
Rtyasat al-Jkra^ wa 'l-Ifta^ in Alexandria {Husn
I 210) The physicians of a district had their

Rc^is (Makrizi, iv 237 ,
Ibn Abi Usaibi'a,

II 86, 247), a Kfidi was appointed in 684 (1285)
chief of the physicians fQuatrem^re, op at

,
ii/i

81) There was also a Rais al-Mtihandtsin (Makiizi,

iv 224) Shaikh. al-Islam is found as a title of

honour for a scholar, eg in the viiih, viiBh^

ixth century {Husn^ i 143, 205, Quatiem^re, of

at

^

ii/i 68, note, ii/ii 270, 280 Ibn Taimlya),

probably also used earlier (Mez, Renaissance

^

p 179),
while ^atkh cil S&uyukh means the most distin-

guished leader of the SOfis (Makilzl, iv 285)
It is not clear what real importance the organi-

sation of teachers had in the earlier period In

different distiicts there was a principal director

of the organisations, a ra^is al-^ulam£^ in Medina
(Ibn Ejubair, p 200, 5), in Ba^jidad {tbid

,

p 220,

la), in Cairo and Upper Egypt (ATwjw, 1 141, 143,

1 91), also called rc^is alrt^asa (Ibn Abi Usaibi^^a,

11 204, Yakat, Udaba\ 1 248) Every madhhab
had Its rc^is for the district (Husn^ 1 148, 21,

Yakut, IV 512) The chief ra’is could interfere m
the activities, for example, of the teachers of Hadith
(Yakut, LJdaba\ loc at ) He is probably identical

with the naktb al-nukabcl^ without whose permis-

sion the caliph would not admit a teacher to the

Mosque of al-Mansui in 451 (tbid

^

1 246 sg)

This shows that the head of the gild of learned

men even then could exact influence on the ap-

pointment of new teachers Whether appointments

weie made after an examination we do not know
Ihe right of lecturing was in any case limited in

this way in practice, but a systematic set of

legulations hardly existed "^Abd al-Latif lectured

in the Masdjid al-Hadjib LuM u’, being paid by
the Kadi al-hadil and afterwards in the Azhar,

paid out of the Bait al Mai (Ibn Abi Usaibi'a,

11 205, 207), but what his relation to the gild

of teachers was is not known In later times the

chief of the learned men in Cairo and Mecca had
great influence, because he decided who should be
admitted into the gild of teachers and also controlled

salaries (see G 2^)

The teacher had his particular place in the

mosque, often beside a pillar this was his ma^lts^

which was inherited by his successors, al-Buwaiti

was khahfatu ''l-ShafTll fl halkatihi {Husn al-

Muhadara^ 1 135 ?
infra, 182, Makrizi,

IV 5, Yakut, Vdab^^xs 135, Wiistenfeld,

p 239) The outward appearance of the class did

not alter through the centuries His heareis sit in

a circle {halka the listeners tahallaku Makrizi,

IV 49, 17 ,
cf on the word Quatrem^re, Hist

Suit Maml

^

l/ii 197 sqq^ on the giound before

the lecturer 1 he teacher sits on a carpet {sa^d/ada^

cf Yakut, Udabal^ 1 254) or skin (^farwd) This

was desciibed as a symbol of his dignity in his

tva^tya (al 'Umari, Tdrif p 134) It is quite ir-

regular for any one to teach standing (Yakut,

Udah^^v 424, 8, for the other view see Bukhari,

V/wz, bab 45) On the other hand, we often find

in large audiences that the teacher has a raised

seat (for the older peiiod see Ibn Battuta, 1 212)

Ibn al'IIadjdj condemns this because the teacher

must not raise himself out of the circle of his

hearers, he even wants to reject the use of the

skin and carpet as effeminate {Madkhal^
1 96^7)

It was not the custom for teachers, to live in

the mosque Of course a teacher, like any other

pious individual, could stay in the mosque and

even have a room there, al-GhazMi for example

lived in the mosque of the Umaiyads, wheie Ibn

Pjubair saw his room and Ibn Battuta mentions

a teacher, al-Kermani, who lived on the roof of

the Azhar Mosque (1 92 ,
cf also Ibn Abi Usaibi^a,

ii 204) But these were exceptions
,

al ^Aziz built a

dwelhnghouse for the teacher in the Azhar near

the mosque (Ma^iIzi, iv 49) The earlier madans

founded by Nizam al-Mulk had often lodgings for

the teacher, especially as the teacher sometimes

made his lodging his classroom and this is also

found later Thus al-IQiadjndi, who died in 543

(1149) lived in the Baihakiya (Wustenfeld,

p 307) and in the Salahiya the head of the college

had his home within the buildings (Ibn Djubair,

p 48) Shams al-Din (d 637) lived in Damascus

m the ""Adiliya where he taught fi^h (Ibn Abi
Usaibi'a, 11 1 7 1 ,

cf also p 260) This must also

have been the case in other madans But in any
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case many teachers lived outside, which is evident

from the fact that not a few taught m several

places (of the many examples see for the fourth

century, Wustenfeld, Sch&Ji% p 187, later Husn
al-Muhadara^ i 148, 185— 187)

Of the teachers many were also kadis (as in

their day were the kussas, who were in a way
the predecessors of the teacheis see above) Thus
the Fatimid kadi "All b Nu^man read Shi^a fikh

shortly aftei the conquest in the Azhar mosque
and later another member of this family of kadis

also taught theie (Kindi, Wulat^ p 600), in the

same way the kadis taught in Baghdad (Wiisten-

feld, SchdJ^t^ p 235) We find the chief kadis

especially teaching m the madaris In the Salihlya

in Cairo, the Hanbali chief kadi taught (Makrizi,

IV 209, another chief ksdl Quatrem^re, Htst

Suit Maml
^

ii/i 135)1 m the Mansflrlya also a

chief kadi (Makrizi, iv 219), in the Nasiriya the

chief kadis of the Malikis, Hanbalis and Hanafis

{tbtd
f p 222, see also Manazil al-Tzz, p 194,

al-D)amaliya, p 238 etc
,
for Mecca Chron Mekka^

11 105 sq) The kadis frequently were able to

accumulate a considerable number of offices Ihe
chief l^adl Ibn Bint al A^^azz (c 700) had 17 offices

(Quatrem^re, Htst Suit Maml

^

ii/i sq) Tke
teacher could also be a mufti (e g Yakut, Udabd'^

IV 136)
When a teacher dies, m modern times it has

been the custom to mourn 3 days in the Azhar

mosque, with recitation near his pillar and the

recitation of the Kurban on the minbar, while the

teaching is interrupted (Mustafa Bairam, Risaluy

p 65) This is an old custom When al-ShlrazI

died, his pupils sat in silence for 3 days in the

Nizamiya and the madrasa was closed for a whole

year, after al-Djuwaini’s death also, no lectures were

given for a year, his desk was destroyed and his

pupils broke their inkwells and pens ( Wiistenfeld,

Schdfi't^ p 252, 301)
Alongside of the teacher proper, a repeater

(mt^td) was often appointed, usually two for

each teacher His duty was to read over with the

students the lecture after the class and explain it

to the less gifted students The celebrated fakih

al-Bulkini began as a repeatci with his father-in-

law in the I^arrubiya (Makrizi, iv 202), it was

also possible to be an independent teacher m one

school and a repeater in another (al Nasir, d 669,
Husn al-Muhddara^ i 189) When Ibn Khallikan

became old, he put the teaching in his madrasa

into the hands of repeaters (Quatremere, Hist

Suit Afaml
^
ijn 182) The Salahlya, which ought

to have had 4 teachers with 2 repeaters, was run

for 30 years by 10 repeaters and no teachers

(Makrizi, iv 251, cf also p 210, Subki, Mu^td
al‘Nf'amy p 154 ,

Kalkasljandl, ^ubh al

v 464 and Haneberg, Schul- und Lehrwesen der

Muhammedaner^ p 25, Akademien
der Araber und thre Lehrer^ *837)

8 The Students

Every one was absolutely free to join a halka

in the mosques in order to hear a teacher Al-

Makdisi for example tells us that the learned men
of al-Fars used to sit from early morning till

midday and from ^Asr to Maghrib for the common
people {It U-^awdmm) {B G A

^ 111 439) But as

soon as the teachers developed into a regular

class of society, the students {(alaba^ (ullab^ sg

(dltb) who were systematically training in the

Muslim sciences also became a recognised section

of the community Together with the teachers,

they formed the guild of the educated, a^hUb al

^tmama (now ahl al^imme in Egypt) They were

able to select their teachers as they pleased, the

most celebrated teachers had therefore large numbers

of students The MSlikl Imfim Muhammad al-Na*^'^!

in Egypt (d 380) had so large a class that they

occupied the area around 17 pillais in the mosque
{Husn al Muhddara^ i 207) and al-Isfara^nl (d

406) in the Masdjid b al Mubarak had a close

3—700 (Wiistenfeld, Schafi'i^ p 217) Some
students heard a large number of teacheis, Ibn

HamakSn (d 405) attended lectures of no fewer

than 470 teachers in Basia {tbid
^ p 215) Many

never finished studying for they could always find

new teachers to study under up to their old age,

even if they themselves also taught (cf above)

The ambitious would only study under great

teachers {daiasa ^ala) and therefore travelled about

the Muslim world a great deal (cf B G A
y

iii

237) This travelling, partly as teacher and partly

as student (cf Wiistenfeld, Schafi^iy p 121), for

the sake of talab al-tlm was long kept up in

Islam Ibn Kljaldun regards it as necessary and

says that in his time, when learning in the Maghrib
was at a low level, very many Maghribis used to

go to study in Egypt and Syria {Mukaddtma^

6—7, N® 2, 34) and down to the present day

the Azhar has attracted students from the whole

world of Islam

The student kara^a ^ala his teacher, in Fikh

studies tafakkaha ^ala (Ibn KutlQbugha, p 10, ii,

12, 14, 18, 54 etc) or lara^a H^fikh ^ala {tbtd

^

p 12) When the student had completed his teacher’s

couise, the teacher declared his knowledge mature

in the particular subject {j^arra^a laku ft
Yakut, Udab^^ iv 255, 17) and the student was

able to regard himself as perfect in it {takhar-

rad^a ^alaiht tbtd
^ p 244 or btht ft Husn

al Muhadara^ 1 163, 7
from below, 192, 209,

212, Ibn Taghribirdi, ii/i 122, B G A
^

\\\ 237,
Ibn Kutlubugha, ed Hugel, p 44, YSl^ut, iv

512) Ihe relation of student to teacher is patriarchal

and the student kisses his hands This does not

prevent quarrels breaking out and in such cases

the teachers might be treated very disrespectfully

(cf Sulaiman Rasad, Kanz al-Djawhar^ p 141^^^,
192 sqq)

The madaris introduced an innovation into the

relationship of teacher to student, when a definite

number of students (as a rule twenty, see above)

was allotted to a particular teacher Instruction

was thus organised on more systematic lines But

even then irregular students were also admitted

(cf Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, ii 168) In Ibn Khaldun’s

time the period of study for students in the madrasa
in Tunis was five years, but m the Maghrib
sixteen {Mukaddtma^ fasl 6, N® 2 = p 343 of

the Cairo edition of 1322) But it was only in

quite modern times that the instruction was really

properly organised Ibn al-Hadjdj complains that

students go from one mosque to another except

when the new teacher is more learned {Madkkf^li

u 3 i 9 )

We hear exceptionally of women students, one
was a member of al-Shafi^I’s madjbs {Husn al-

Muhadara^ i 181, tnfrd) In the early centuries

It cannot have been unusual, for it is several

times mentioned in hadiths, which reserve special

days for women (Bukhari, V/w, bab 32, 36, 50)
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It IS now the custom in the Azhar mosque to

have no lectures on Fridays and Ihursday after-

noons and also in F5s (P^reti6, in Archives Ma-
rocatneSf xviii 301) From Ibn HajJjdj, we learn

that the custom was already known in his lime

for he protests against it and only allo^\s the

forenoon to be used for purification etc [Mad^hal^

11 13 below the middle), the time after the Friday

salat IS particulaily suitable for studies Thisagiees

also with the geneial practice, in the Azhar mos-
que after its foundation instruction was given at

this very time (MakrIzI, iv 49, 17 ,
cf Yakut,

Udaba^^ vii 198) On the other hand it has always

been a common piactice to close the shops on
l^ridays, as al MakdisI mentions for Egypt for

example {B G A
^

111 205), Ibn Battuta for I^warizm
(ill 4) In al-Azhar in addition to the period al-

ready mentioned, holidays are given on festivals

and various molid’s during the months of Sha'ban,

Ramadan and the first half of ^awwal and also

forty five days of the hot season, when the usual

holidays do not fall in it

Many of the students have always been poor

Buki b Mukhalhd (d 276) held up to his pupils,

as an example, one who lived only on cabbage

leaves thrown to him, and another who sold his

trousers to buy paper (Yakut, Udaba^^ 11 370)
The student could, like any one else, live in the

mosque (tbtd

,

1 255, 5 in the minaret of the

Omaiyads, about 400) Chanty took an interest

in them Ihc learned caliph al Kadir (363—381)
sent food from his table eveiy day, which was
distributed among those who lived in the mosques
(Mez, Renaissance^ p ii, 297 sq

^
fiom Ibn al-

Djawzi), and the vizier Ibn al 1 urat, who was executed

in 312 gave an endowment of 20,000 dirhams for

{ullab al haditji {K al'Wuzara\ ed Amedroz,

p 201 sq
)

In the madarts^ students were offered lodging

and certain allovNances in addition In the Suyufiya,

founded by Salah al Din, the students received stipends

accoiding to their tabakat^ after the teacher had re-

ceived II dinars monthly (Makrizi, iv 196) In an-

other madrasa they received 3 nil of bread daily and

30 dirham fulus monthly {tbtd
^ p 253) On special

occasions they were given meat, sugar etc {ibid
y

p 222, cf for Fas Aich Matocatnes^\s\\\ 289)

With increasing interest in the madrasa, interest

was also taken in those studying in other mosques

In the mosque of Ibn Tulun in 767, the emir

Yalbugha revived the school with 7 Hanafi teachers

and the students received 40 dirhams and i irdabb

of wheat monthly (Mal^rizI, iv 42) The Azhar fiom

its restoration by Salar aftei the eaithquake in 702
had lecture-rooms and dwelling apartments con-

tinually added to it In 818 there were in all 750
poor students in the Mosque of different nations,

each in its own riwak Ihey leceived stipends

and food, bread and halawa {tbtd
^

iv 54) Ka^it

B5i among others (872—901) built lodgings for

Syrian and luikish students and in the twelfth

century the emir Katkhuda extended not only the

large lecture rooms but renovated the lodging for

Meccan and Sudanese students and built new hostels

with a kitchen for those from Upper Egypt There

were at this time several kitchens connected with

the mosque (cf still the name of the eastern door

Bab al‘^urba “Gate of Soup”), and KatkhudS
during the month of RamadSn gave them many
gifts in kind, and increased the daily ration

of bread (^araya) for them (see down to about 1

820 Makrizi, iv 49—55 and to the present day
Sulaiman Rasad al-ZaiySti, Kanz al ^awhar ft
Tc^rthh al Azhar y to Katkhuda cf al I^abarti,

Mervetlles Btographiques^ 111 238—246, cf for

has Arch Maioc^ xviii 289) Shortly before

^Uthman Katkhuda had built a home for the blind

in connection with the Mosque In the nineteenth

century Muhammad 'Ah built a new students’

hostel and his successors have imitated him (see

Sulaiman Rasad, Kanz al J^jiawhar tic
^ p 76, 86,

96, 1 1 2)
A student living in a mosque is called muf^awtr

(Makrizi, iv 54), a word which is also applied to

Meccan pilgrims (Ibn Djubair, p 122) and to

anyone living in a mosque (see above) The students’

apaitments are divided into arwtka^ usually ac

cording to nations, a word which is derived from

the fact that they oiiginally lived in the colonnades
(cf above) Each rtwak is under a shaikh Many
students live in khanakah’s, other in private houses
When I ane was in Egypt, the teachers usually

had students as boaiders In Fas at the present

day, the students in a madrasa themselves choose

a mukaddim^ who acts as door keeper and super-

visor, they have at the same time a naztr {Arch
Maroc

^
xviii 288, 298) With lodging in the

Azhar Mosque goes a small sum of money, at most
about £ I monthly, m addition to the daily

ration of bread, which however is shared by others,

about 3,000 in number Troubles often break out

in these students’ hostels (cf Sulaiman Rasad,

Kanz al-^awhar^ p 175— 196) and the Azhar
has played a pi eminent part in political movements
since the World War (on teaching methods, teachers

and students, sec also ^All Pasha Mubarak, al~

Khtta( al-d^adida^ iv 26 sqq')

9 Recent Reforms in Education

When intercourse between the Muslim world

and Euiope became active, the decline in IslSmic

studies above mentioned was already far advanced

On the one hand it resulted in the planning of

new educational institutions on the European model,

on the other m the lefoimation of the old system

of education in the mosques
In India in the xviiph century education was

given in the mosques as in other Muslim countries,

except that Persian played a considerable part along-

side of Arabic (cf Repot t on the State of Education

in Bengal^ Calcutta 1835 , Refoittic
, 1836)

In 1782 Wairen Hastings founded the Calcutta

Madiasah with a leforraed system of education in

order to train officials, it was imitated by other

madaris When in 1837 Persian was abolished as

the language of the law courts, the madaris only

retained significance mainly as religious institutions

Other institutions arose of more markedly English

chaiacter, like the Anglo-Oriental College in Aligarh

in 1875 (cf Ih Morison, The History of the Mu^
hammadan Anglo Oriental College Aligarh^ AllSh

ab5d 1909, RMM ^
h,i 907 i P 3^0 and the

Islamic College in Lahore etc 1 his led to new re

forms in the madaris In the Calcutta Madrasa an

Anglo-Persian Department was instituted Conferen-

ces were held in 1907-1908, 1909-1910 and 1912,

and on July 31, 1914 the Reformed Madrassah

Scheme was promulgated English was to be learned

in the refoimed madaris and Muslim studies to be

based on modern text-books, only the Calcutta

Madrasah retained a department, the Arabic depart-

ment, where the old Islamic education, although
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somewhat modernised, was still given The education

m the madrasas is linked up with the new uni-

versities in Calcutta and elsewhere {Calcutta Um-
versity Commission^ 1917— 1919, Report^ Calcutta

1919, l/i 143--187, v/ii 60—70) In 1922 there

were already 14 universities of which five were

founded after 1919 (Orientc Modtrno^ 11 , 1922,

p 60, on earlier discussions on the foundation

of a university see ^ il/
,
xxi 1912, p 268

sqq^ Ihe older universities, founded on the model

of that of London, are those of Calcutta 1857,
Madras and Bombay 1857, I ahore 1882, AllahSbad

1887 (R M M 4, on Chiefs’ Colleges, ibul
^

p I— 51, IX 44—81) The essential feature of

the refoims is the new method of instruction, the

systematic organisation of the courses, which are

concluded by examinations, and the creation of

a qualified body of competent teachers

Inspired by the same spirit, if not so thorough,

were the reforms which were carried through at

the capital of Islamic studies, the Azhar in Cairo
without the assistance of a European power In

1872 an examination for those beginning teaching

was instituted and the ordinance expanded by

new regulations in 1885, 1888 and 1895 Ihe

principal could however appoint teachers without

examination The students had to be registered

so that unworthy persons should not share the

stipends On June 4, 1895, a council of five members
was appointed to prepare refoims Ihey dealt with

the finance and organisation In 1896 the mosque-
schools in T'lnt't, Damietta, and DassOk and in

1903 those of Alexandria were put under the

Azhar On July i, 1896 (supplemented in 1897
and 1898) examinations for students were arranged,

history, geography and mathematics were introduced

as voluntary subjects and it was forbidden to read

glosses and super-commentaries in the first four years

The driving power in the council was one of its

members, Muhammad ^Abduh, but he retired in

1905 The Khedive ^Abbas II Hilml in 1908 and
in 19 1

1,
after several commissions had been working

at the subject, promulgated a new law which is

still (1928) practically in force The administration

of the Azhar Mosque and the institutions connected

with It (particularly other mosques and the Kadi
School) were reorganised The organisation is based

on the old organisation of the staff with the principal

as head of the 'ulamS’ and the heads of the

madh^hib as members of the committee of manage
ment New subjects were instituted, such as akhldk

in combination with the sira^ history, especially

Muslim, geography, natural history, chemistry,

mathematics, drawing, hygiene, education Instruction

is given in three divisions, e«.\ch of which is estimated

to cover 5 to 7 years lo obtain admission a student

must be 10—17 years of age, be able to read

and write and know the Kurban by heart (by the

law of 1 91 1 he was allowed to learn half of it in

his first SIX months m the Mosque, but this was

abolished in 1921) Each year ends with the

examination in the month of April, the final

examination of the first section enables the success

ful candidate to teach m elementary schools, that

of the second to obtain an appointment in certain

offices or as imam or kha{tb in the mosques, by
the examination, the candidate obtains the highest

degree of and can become a teacher in the

Azhar, or judge or council in the Shan^a courts By
new laws of 1921, 1923 and 1924, the examinations

were reformed and the relationship to the Kaijl School,

Dar al-^Ulum and other educational institutions

reorganised so that in the Azhar, a ktsm a/^taiia{fu^

for Rikk^ Ta/sir^ HadilAy Tawhld^ Man^t^^ IVad"^^

Bayan^ Akhlak^ Islfimic history and practical courses

in teaching and court practice were instituted When
by the law of Aug 26, 1927, a university was

founded with faculties of arts, law, scien ce, and

medicine (cf Onente Moderns^ v, 1925, p lio

sq
, 434—436 ,

vii
, 1927, p 627 sqq

),
the question

of education in the mosque again came up and a

new commission on Nov 27, 1927 was charged

to consider new proposals (for the reforms ol

Egyptian institutions sec P Arminjon, VenseignC'

ment^ la doctrine et la vie dans les unwersites

musulmane d'Egypte^ 19^ 7 )
Mustafa Bairam, Rtsdla,

1902, Sulaiman Rasad al-ZaiySti, Qj^awhar J\
Ta^rthh al-Azhar^ 1320, p 147 sqq

,
A^mal Maipyln

IdUtat al Azhar

^

Cano 1323, anonymous, but by

'Abd al Karim SalmSn, cf al Mandr^ xxv
, 1324

p 703, Commission de la Reforme de R Universiti

d''El Azhar
^
Piojet de Reforme presente par MuK

Pacha Said, Cairo 1911, and the official regulations

,

Johs Pedersen, al Azhar

^

Copenhagen 1922, p 65
sqq

,
A S6kaly, m Revue des Atudes Islamtques^

1927, P 95 465 sq
, 1928, p /^tsqq

etc ,
Onente Moderno^ v, 1925, p 113 ,

vii,

1927, p 634) In Morocco the ruler in 1844 in-

troduced European subjects into the Madrasa in

Fas D^adid (whence its name Madiasat al~Mti~

handtsin)^ these innovations did not become per-

manent but in 1916 the madaris in Fas and Rabat

were reformed (Bell, in ser 11, x 152, P6-

reti6, in Ai ch Maroc

,

xtiii
, 1912, p 257 ^qq ,

see for Tunis R M M
^ 111 385)

Since the World War, throughout the world of

Islam, particularly in Turkey, very far reaching

reforms in education have been introduced the

results of which cannot yet be surveyed

G The Administration of the Mosque

I Finances

Ihe earliest mosques were built by the rulers

of the various communities and the members of

the community did all the work necessary in con-

nection with the primitive mosques The later

mosques as a rule were erected by rulers, emirs,

high officials or other rich men in their private

capacity and maintained by them The erection

of the mosque of Ibn Tuliln cost its builder

120,000 dinars, the Mosque of Mu^aiyad 110,000

(Makrizi, iv 32, 137, 138) The upkeep of the

mosque was provided for by estates made over as

endowments (wakfy hubs') (cf thereon besides the

Fikh books I Krcsmarik, Das Wakfreckt^ Z DM
Gy xlv

, 1891, p 511—576, E Mercier, Le code

du hobous OH ouahf selon la legislation musulmane
y

1899) In the third century we thus hear of houses

which belonged to the mosques and were let by

them (Papyrus Erzherzog RaineryFuhrery N® 773,

837) and Ibn TQlun handed over a large number
of houses as an endowment for his mosque and
hospital (MakrIzI, iv 83) This custom was taken

over from the Christians by the Muslims (see

Becker, in Isl
y 11 404) According to Makrizi,

estates were not given as wa^f endowments until

Muhammad AbH Bakr al-MadharS^ (read thus)

bequeathed Birkat al-HabasJt and Suyu! as en-

dowments (about 300 ah), this was however
cancelled by the Fatimids again (ibid) Al-HSkim
made large endowments not only for his own,
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but also for mosques previously in existence, such

as the Azhar, al-Hakimi, Dar al ‘‘Ilm and al

Ma(^s and Djami^ Rashida, the endowments con-

sisted of dwelling houses, shops, mills, kaisnrlya

and hawanlt^ and the document {tbtd
, p 50 )

specifies how and for what purposes the revenues

are to distributed Baths were also given as endow-
ments for mosques (tbtd

^ p 76 for 529, cf 81

of the year 543) Salah al Din granted lands to

his madaris in 566, for example, a kaisartya to

the Kamhiya and a dai^a in al-haiyOm and the

teachers received wheat from al haiyum and in

the same year he endowed the Nasiriya with gold-

smiths’ shops and a village
, p 193^^, cf an

other document p 196 During the Mamlok
period also, estates were given as endowments (for

documents of this period see van Berchem, C I
Afi^

, 247, 252, 528, Moberg, in MO^ xii

,

1918, p \ sqq
,
y^,ser 9, 111 264—266, ser 11,

X 158 sqq
^
222 sqq

,
xii 195 sqq

^ 256 sqq
^

^6^ sqq) they were often a considerable distance

apart the mosques in Egypt often had estates

in Syiia (v Berchem, C" / ,
i

, 247 ,
Makrizi,

vi 107, 137) Not only were mosques built and
endowed but already existing ones were given

new rooms for teachers, minbars, stipends for

Kurban leciters, teachers etc There were often

special endowments for the salaries of the imam
and the mu^adhdhins, for the suppoit of visitois,

foi blankets, food etc (see Ibn Djubair, p 277
with reference to the Mosque of the Umaiyads)
The endowments and the puipose foi which they

might be used was precisely laid down in the

grant and the document attested in the court

of justice by the kadi and the witnesses (cf Ma-
krizi, IV 50, 196 tnfrd) The text was also often

inscribed on the wall of the mosque (cf tbtd 76,
the above mentioned inscriptions amongst others

Documents from Tashkent see RMM
^
xiii

, 1911,

p 2’]% sqq) Certain conditions might be laid down,
e g in a madrasa that no Persian should be appointed

there (MakiizI, iv 202 infra) or that the teacher

could not be dismissed or some such condition

(v Berchem, C / /f
,

i
,
N® 201), that no women

could enter (y A ,
ser 9, iii 389), that no Christian,

Jew or Hanbali could enter the building {tbtd
y

p 405), etc Endowments were often made with

stipulations for the family of the founder or other

purposes That mosques could also be burdened

with expenses is evident from an inscription in

Edfli of the year 797 (t395)(v Berchem, C/^,
N® 539) ^ mosque was founded without suf-

ficient endowment, it decayed (e g Maknzi, iv

115,201, 203) or the stipends were reduced (/W,

p 251), but in the larger mosques as a rule the

rulers provided new endowments According to al-

MSwardl, there weie also special ‘‘Sultan-mosques”

which were directly undei the patronage of the

caliph and their officials paid from the Bait al-M5l

{al-Ahkam al-Sul^antyay ed Enger, p 172 sufra,

176 supra)

Just as the Bait al Mai of the state was kept

in the mosque, so was the mosque’s own property

kept in it eg the kam or Ihtzanat al Ka^buy

which is mentioned m 'Omar’s time and may be

presumed to have existed under his predecessors

(Baladhurl, p 43 supra
y
C 1 307, 11 14)

The Batt Mai al Qx Damascus was m a

kubba in the sahn (B G A
^
m 157, Ibn Djubair,

p 267, Ibn Baputa, 1 201, cf for Medina Wu
stenfeld, Medina^ p 86) Rich men also had their

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

private treasure chambers in the mosque (see E 2)
as used to be the case with the Temple (see E
Schurer, Gesch d jud Volkcs^^ ii

, 1907, p 322-

328, F Cumont, Fomlles de Doura-Europosy 1926,

p 405 sq)

2 Administration

As Imam of the Muslim community, the caliph

had the mosques under his chaige This was also

the case with the sultan, governor or other ruler

who leprescnted the caliph in every respect Ihe
administration of the mosques could however not

be directly controlled by the usual government
offices By its endowment the mosque became an

object sut genet ts and was withdrawn from the

usual state or private purposes Iheir particular

association with religion gave the kadis special

influence and on the other hand the will of the

testator continued to prevail These three factors

decided the administiation of the mosque but the

relation between them was not always clear

a Administration of the separate
mosques

The mosque was usually in chaige of a naztr

or wall who looked after its affairs The foundei

was often himself the naztr or he chose another

and after his death, his descendants took charge

or whoever was appointed by him in the foundation

chaiter In the older period the foimer was the

rule and is said to have applied especially in the

case of chief mosques, if we may believe Nasir i

Khosraw, according to whom al-Hakim paid the

descendants of Ibn Tulun 30,000 dinars for the mos-

que and 5,000 for the minaret and similarly to the

descendants of 'Ami b al 'As! 100,000 dinars for

the Mosque of 'Ami {Sifer-NdmUy ed Schefer,

p 39 and 146, 40 and 148) In 378 we read of

an administrator {mutawallt) of the mosque in

Jerusalem (MaknrI, iv ii) In the case of mos
ques and madaris founded during the Mamluk
penod, it IS often expressly mentioned that the

administration is to remain in the hands of the

descendants of the foundei e g in the case of a

mosque founded by Baibars (Maknzi, iv 89}, in the

Djami'^ Maks when the vizier al-Maksi renovated

It {tbidy-p 66), the Sahibiya
, p 205), and the

Karasunkuilya {tbtd
y p 232) etc

,
so also in the

Badriya in Jerusalem (“to the best of the descen-

dants”, cf v Berchem, C / A
y

ii/i 129) Other

cases are also found Sometimes an emir or official

was administrator e g in the Mu’aiyad (Maknzi,

iv 140), the Taibarsiya {tbtd
y p 224), the A/har,

{tbtd

y

p 54 ) or the Mosque of Ibn lulun

(Kalkayiandi, Subh al-A'^sha'y xi 159— 162) In

Djamal al Din’s madiasa, it was always the bsitb

al-stri (Maknzi, iv 256), m the Khanakah of

Baibars the ^Sztndar and his successors (v

Berchem, C I Ay 1, N® 252), but it was more

frequently a kadi, for example in the mosque of

Baibars just mentioned, the IlanafI kadi was to

take charge after the descendants (Maknzi, iv

89), in the Akbughauiya, the Shafi'l kadi was

appointed but his descendants were expressly ex

eluded (/<^<^/, p 225) In the Mosque of the Umaiyads

during the Mamluk period, the Shafi'i chief kadi

was as a lule the nazir (Kalkasljandl, iv I9i)and

in the Nasir mosque in Cano {tbtd

y

xi 262—264)
In this city we find dunng the MamlUk period

that emirs and kadis alternately acted as nazirs

in the large mosques (e g the Mosque of Ibn Tulun

24
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Mafcrlzl, iv 42) Cases are also found however
m which descendants of the founder unsuccessfully

claimed the office of nSzir (MakrizI, iv 218, 255)
This was the result of the increasing power of

the kadis (see below) In the madSiis the nSzir

was often also the headmaster, the two offices

were hereditary {tbid
^ p 204 the SShiblya al-

Baha^ya, p 238 supra the ]Qjam5liya) In Tustar

a descendant of Sahl as nSzir and teacher con-

ducted a madrasa with the help of four slaves

(Ibn Battuta, 11 25 )

The Nazir managed the finances and other

business of the mosque Sometimes he had a fixed

salary (in Baibars' J^Sna^ah 500 dirhams a month
V Berchem, CIA^ i, N® 252, in the DulSmiya
m Damascus in 847 only 60 dirhams a month JA ,

ser 9, ill 261), but the revenues of the mosque
were often applied to his personal use His control

of the funds of the mosque was howevei often

limited by the central commission for endowments
(see below) The nazir might also see to any
necessary increase of the endowments He appointed
the staff and he fixed their pay (cf e g MakrizI,

iv 41) He could also interfere in questions not

arising out of the business side of administration

for example the emir Sawdiib, the nazir of the

Azhar in 818 ejected about 750 poor people from

the mosque He was however throun into prison

for this by the Sultan {tbtd
^ p 54) Generally

speaking the nazir’s powers were considerable In

784 a nazir in the Azhar decided that the property

of a muilj5wir, who had died without heirs, should

be distributed among the other students (tbtd
^

p 54) In Mecca, according to Kutb al Din, the

Naztr al'-Haram was in charge of the great festival

of the mawlid of the Prophet (12th Rabi^ I) and
distributed robes of honour in the mosque on this

occasion (C M
,

iii 439) In the Azhar, no nSzir

was appointed after about 1100 but a learned man
was appointed Shaikh al Azhar, principal and ad
ministrator of the mosque (SulainiSn Rasad al-

Zaiyatl, Kanz al ^awhar ft Tcdrikh al Azhar
^

p 123 sqq^ Conditions are similar in Mecca
(bnouck Hurgronje, Mekka^ ii 235 sqq

^ 2^2 sq)
As we have seen, kadis were often nSzirs of

mosques This was especially the case in the

madaris, where the kadis were often teachers (cf

MakrizI, iv 209, 219, 222, 238, etc), the kadis

were particularly anxious to get the principal

offices in the large schools (cf Kalljashandi, xi

235) Their influence was however further increased

by the fact that, if a nazir qualified by the terms

of the founder’s will no longer existed, the kadi of
the madbhab m question stepped into his place (cf

Z DM G
^ ^

1 ^97 ) p 552) By this rule, which
often gave rise to quarrels between the different

kadis (e g Maiirlzl, iv 218 the Zahiriya), a kadi

could accumulate a large number of offices and
“milk the endowments” (tbtd

^ 111 364) Sometimes
their management was so ruthless, that the schools

soon declined (e g the Sahibiya and the

MakrizI, iv 204 sq
, 238) They also exercised

influence through the committee of management
of the mosque

b Centralisation in the Management
of the Mosques

The large mosques occupied a special position
m the Muslim empire, because the caliph had to

interest himself particularly in them especially

those of Mecca and Medina where the rulers and I

their governors built extensions and executed re-

novations (cf C My \ 145, 111 83 sqq) During

the "AbbSsid period, the (^5dl occasionally ptays

a certain part in this connection, for example

al-Mahdl (158— 169) presented the ^{:adi with the

necessary money to extend and repair the Meccan

mosque (C Af, 1 312, 11 43) In 263, al-Muwaffal^

ordered the governor of Mecca to undertake repairs

at the Ka'^ba (tbtd

^

11 200 j^) In 271 the governor

and the kadi of Mecca co operated to get money
from al Muwaffak for repairs and they saw the

work through (^tbid

^

111 136 sq) In 281, the

l^adl of Mecca wrote to the vizier of al-Mu'tadid

about the D5r al-Nadwa and backed up his request

by sending a deputation of the staff there (sadana)

The caliph then ordered the vizier to arrange the

matter through the of Baghdad and a man
was sent to Mecca to take charge of the work
{C J/, 111 144 sqq)

The importance of the ^^adl was based pri-

marily on his special knowledge in the field of

religion A zealous k5dl like al-Harith b Miskin

in Cairo (237—245) forbade the hurra^ of a mos-

que to recite the Kurban melodiously
,

he also

had the ma^ahtf in the mosque of *^Amr inspected

and appointed an amtn to take charge of them
(Kindi, Wulaty p 469) After the building of

the TulOnid mosque, a commission was appointed

under the Kadi ’

1-Kudat to settle the kihla of the

mosque (Makrfzi, iv 21 sq) But at a quite early

date they also obtained a say in the management
of the funds The first kadi to lay his hands on
the ahbas was lawba b Namir alHadraml, while

hitherto every endowment had been administeied

by Itself by the children of the testator or some
one appointed by him, m 118 lawba brought

about the centralisation of all endowments and a

large diwan was created for the purpose (Kindi,

Wulaty p 346) How this system of centralisation

worked is not clear at first, but it was carried

through under the Fatimids

Al-Mu'^izz created a special dnvan al-ahbas

and made the chief kadi head of it as well as

of the djawami^ wa U-mafhahid (Makrlzi, iv 83
and 75, cf Kindi, Wulaty p 585, 587, 589,
according to whom al-'Aziz specially appointed
the chief kadi over the two djami's), and a special

bait al mal was instituted for it in 363 ,
a yearly

revenue of 150,000 dirhams was guaranteed, any-

thing left over went to form a capital fund All

payments were made through this office after being
ceitified by the administration of the mosques
(MakrizI, iv 83 sq

) The mosques were thus ad-

ministered by the kadis, directly under the caliph

The diwan al~btrr wa U-^adaka in Baghdad (Mez,
Renatssanesy p 72) perhaps served similar purposes

Al-Hakiin reformed the administration of the
mosques In 403 he had an investigation made
and when it proved that 800 (or 830) had no
income {^ghalla)y he made provision for them by
a payment of 9,220 dirhams monthly from the

Bait al-MSl, he also made 405 new endowments
(of estates) for the officials of the mosque (Ma-
]j:rlzl, iv 84, 264) Under the FStimids, the V2<}Is

used to inspect all the mosques and maghsihid in

and around Cairo at the end of RamadSn and
compare them with their inventories (tbtd

y p 84)
The viziers of the Fatimids, who also had the
title IfiadI did much for the mosques (Djawhar,
Ya'kfib b Killis, Badr al-Cjamall cf v Bcrchem,
C / ^, 1, NO II, 576, p 631)
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Under the Aiynbids, conditions were the same

as under the FStimids The dtwan al^ahbas was under

the kadis (Maf^rlzl, iv 84) SalSh al>Dln gave a

great deal to the mosques, especially the madSns
(cf above) 20,000 dirhams a day is a figure given

\tbtd
^ p 1 1 7) When Ibn gjubair says that the

sultan paid the salaries of the officials of the

mosques and schools of Alexandria, Cairo and

Damascus (p 43, 52, 275), he must really mean
the Dlwan alieady mentioned

Ihe saire conditions continued for a time under

the Maraluks In the time of Baibais, for example,

the chief kadi 1 5dj al-Din was nazir al-ahbas He
caused the Mosque of ^Amr to be renovated and

when the funds from the endowments were ex-

hausted, the Sultan helped him from the Bait al-M5l

(Mal^rTzI, iv 14), after conferring with experts, the

chief kadi forbade a water-supply brought by Sal5h

al-Din into the mosque (tbtd
^ p 14, Suyuti, Husn

al-Muhadara^ 11 1 37) In 687 the chief kadi fiki

al-Din complained to Kala’un that the ^Ami and

Azhar mosques were falling into ruins, while the

ahbas were much reduced the SultSn would not

however permit their restoration but entrusted the

repairs of the mosques to certain emirs, one to

each (Makrizi, IV 14,15) This principle was several

times applied in later times and the emirs fre-

quently gained influence at the expense of the

kadis Thus after the earthquake of 707 (1303)
(cf thereon Quatrem^ie, Htst Suit Maml

^

7

214 sqq\ the mosques were allotted to emirs,

who had to see that they were rebuilt (Makrizi,

, 15, 53) From the middle of the seventh

century, we often find emirs as administrators of

the chief mosques The k5di had however obtained

so much authority that he was conceded “a general

supervision of all matters affecting the endowments
of his madhhab” (al-'^Umari, Tdrlf bi 7 Mu^talah

p 117, cf Z /> <7 ,
xlv

, p 559),
according to this theory the kadi could intervene

to stop abuses In byria in 660 (1262) Ibn Khal-

likSn became kadi over the whole area between

al'^rish and the Euphrates and superintendent

of wakfs, mosques, madrasas etc (Quatremcre,

Hist Suit Maml
^

i/i 170)

Sultan Baiba rs reformed these endowments and

restored the office of nazir al awkaf or naztr al-

ahbas al mabrura or n (Kalkashandi,

IV 34i 38, V 465, IX 256, XI 252, 257 sqq
,
tf

Khalil al-Zahiri, Zubdat Haihf al Mamaltk^ ed Ra-

vaisse, p 109) According to al Makrizi, the endow-

ments were distributed among the Mamluks in three

departments {(ijihat') i ^that al-ahbas^ managed by

an emir, the Dawadar this looked after the lands

of the mosques, in 740 in all 130,000 faddan,

2 ^ihat al-awkaf al hukmtya bt Mt^r wa H-Kahira^

which administered dwelling houses
,

it was managed
by the Shafi^^i Kadi 'l~Ku<fat^ with the title Naztr
al-Awkaf Ihis department came to an end in

the time of al-Malik al-Nasir Paradj because an

emir supported by the opinion of the Hanafi chief

kadi, spent a great deal and misused the funds,

3 ^ihnt al-aw^af al-ahltya^ comprised all the

endowments which still had particular nfizirs, either

descendants of the testator or officials of the Sultan

and the ]|^adi The emirs seized their lands and

Bar^G)^, before he became Sultan, sought in vain

to remedy the evil by appointing a commission
The endowments in general disappeared somewhat
later because the ruling emirs seized them (Ma|f:rizi,

IV 83—86) In modern times, as a rule, endow-

ments in Muslim lands have been combined under
a special ministry

To be distinguished from the administrators of

the mosque is the naztr who is only concerned with

the supei vision of the erection of mosques Any
one could be entrusted with the building of a

mosque (e g Makrizi, iv 92) Under the MamlUks
there was also a clerk of works, mutawalli sjtadd

al "^ama^ir or naztr al-tmara he was the overseer

of the builders {ibtd
^ p 102, see Zubdat Kashf

al Mamaltky ed Ravaisse, p I15, cf p 109, v

Bcichem, C I A^ \ 742 sq
^ 751)

The caliph or the ruler of the country was in

this, as in othei matters, supreme As we have

seen, he intervened in the administration and
directed it as he wished He was also able to

interfere in the internal affairs of the mosque, if

necessary through his usual officers In 253 (867)
after the rising in the Faiyum, the chief of police

issued strict ordeis by which it was forbidden to say

the basmalah aloud in the mosque the number of

players in the month of Ramadan was cut down,
the adhan from the minaret foibidden etc (^Papyrus

hrzherzog Rainei
^
Fuhrer^ N® 788) In the year

294, the governor Tsa al-Nu^arl had the mosque
of ^Amr closed except at the salats because the

Bait al Mai was kept m it, which however produced

protests from the people (Makrizi, iv 1 1 ,
Kindi,

Wulat^ p 266, B G A
y

>/ii 1 16) Many similar

examples could be mentioned, especially during

periods of unrest In 821 the nahb in conjunction

with the kadis levised the budget of the Mosque
of the Omaiyads and made financial reforms

A^ ser 9, vii 220) The adhan formulae were laid

down in edicts by the ruler (Makiizi, iv 44, 45)
In the year 323, the vizier in Baghdad had a

man whipped who had recited a variant text of

the Kur^’an in the mihrab, after he had been heard

m his defence in the presence of the i^adis and
learned men (Yakut, Udaba\ vi 300) The im-

portance of the sovereign in connection with the

mosque depended on his personality As a rule

he recognised the authority of the regular offi-

cials When for example al-Khatib al Bag^idadi

asked the Caliph al-Ka im for authority to read

Hadiih in the mosque of al-MansUr, the latter

referred the question to the nakib al-nukaba^

(\akiit, Udaba^^ 1 246 sq
,
cf Wustenfeld, Schiiji't^

111 280)

The consecration of the mosque was attended

by certain ceremonies When for example the

midday service was conducted for the first time

in the Djami' al Salih in Cairo, a representative

from Baghdad was present (Makrizi, iv 81) At

the consecration of the Mosque of Ibn 1 ulQn, the

builder gave al-Rabi' b Sulaiman, a pupil of al

Shafi^i, who lectured on Hadith theie, a purse of

1,000 dinais (Suyuti, Husn al-Muhadat a^ 11 1 39)

Al Makrizi describes the consecration ceremony at

several mosques In the M al Mu^aiyad the Sultan

was present seated on a throne surrounded by his

officers, the basin of the sahn was filled with

sugar and halw'a, the people ate and drank, lectures

weie given, then the salat was read and khutba de-

livered and the Sultan distributed robes of honour

among the officials of the Mosques and SGfis

(Makrizi, iv 139), similarly at the ?ahiriya (p 662,

were poems weie also recited cf Quatremcre,

Ht^t Suit Maml

^

i/i
, p 228 sq

), Madrasat Qjam&l

al-Din, p 8i I
,

al Sarghitmishiya, p 757 (Makrizi,

IV, p 217 sq, 253, 256)
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H The Personnel of the Mosque
]

I The Imam

From the earliest days of IslSm, the ruler was

the leader of the salat, he was tmam as leader

in war, head of the government and leader of the

common salat The governors of provinces thus

became leaders of the ^alat and heads of the

and when a special financial official took

over the fiscal side, the governor was appointed

^ala '"l-salai wa 'l-harb He had to conduct ritual

prayer, especially the Friday salat on which oc

casion he also delivered the khutba If he ivas

prevented, the chief of police, sahtb al shurta^ was
his khalifa (cf MakrizI, iv 83) ^Amr b al ^Asi

permuted the people of the villages to celebrate

the two festivals, while the Friday divine service

could only take place under those qualified to

conduct It (who could punish and impose duties,

tbtd
^ p 7) Ihis i\as altered under the 'Abbasids

The caliph no longer regularly conducted the

salats (after the conquest of the Peisians MakrizI,

IV 45), and 'Anbasa b Ishak, the last Arab governor

of Egypt (238— 242), was also the last emir to

conduct the salat in the 4|ami^ An imam, paid

out of the batt al-mal^ was now appointed {tbtd
^

p 83), but the governor still continued to be

formally appointed ^ala U salat Henceforth the

ruler only exceptionally conducted the service, for

example the Fatimids on ceremonial occasions,

especially in the month of Ramadan (Ibn laghri

biidl, ed Juynboll, 11 sqq
,
Kalkashandl,

al 111 509 sqq ), in many individual mosques
probably the most prominent man conducted the

service, according to the Hadith, the one with

the best knowledge of the Kui^an and, failing

him, the eldest should officiate (Bukhari, Adhan^
bab 46, 49)
The imam appointed was chosen from among

those learned in religious matters, he was often

a HSshiniid (Mez, Renaissance^ p 147), he might

at the same time be a kadi or his na^b (see Kindi,

Wulat^ p 575, 589, Ibn Battuta, 1 276 sq^

During the salat he stood beside the mihiab, al-

MakdisI mentions the anomaly, that in Syria one

performed one’s salSt “in front of the imam” (/> G
A

,
111 202), he could also stand on an elevated

position
,
on one occasion AbU Huraira conducted

the ^alat in the Meccan mosque from the roof

(Bukhari, Salat^ bab 17) In Mecca, in Ibn Djubair’s

time, each of the four recognised madhahib (with

the Zaidls in addition) had an imam, they con-

ducted the salat, one after the other each in his

place, in the following order Shafi'ls, Malikis,

Hanafis and Hanbalis, they only performed the

salat al-maghrib together, in Ramadan they held

the tarawih in different places in the mosque,

which was also often conducted by the kurra’

{Rthla^ p 1 01, 102, 143 sq) This is still the

case, very frequently one performs the salat, not

after the imam of his own madhab (Snouck Hur-

gronje Mekka^ 11 79 sq
)

In Jerusalem according

to Mudjir al-Din the order was Malikis, ShafiSs,

Hanafis, Hanbalis, who prayed each in their own
part of the Haram, in Hebron the order was the

same (Sauvaire, Hist Jer et Hebron^ p 136
In Ramadan extraordinary imams were appointed

(tbtd^ p 138) _
When the imam no longer represented a political

office, each mosque regularly had one He had
to maintain order and was in general in charge

of the divine services in the mosque In al-Mak-

disi’s time the imam of the Mosque of “^Amr read

a djuz'’ of the Kui'an every morning after the satat

(^B G A ^ 111 205) It was his duty to conduct

every salat, which is only valid fi ^ama^a He
must conform to the standards laid down in the

law, but it IS disputed whether the salat is in-

valid in the opposite case According to some, the

leader of the Friday salat should be a different

man from the leader of the five daily salats

(Mawardi, al Ahkam al-Sultamya^td Enger, p 171

sqq
,
Ibn al-Hadjdj, K al Madkhal^ 11 41, 43 sqq

,

50, 73 sqq
,
al-Subki, Mu'id al Nt^am^ ed Myhr

man, p 163 ,
for hadiths s Wensinck, Hand-

book^ ^ 109 Many cherished misgivings against

payment being made for religious services and

quoted in suppoit of their view a saying of Aba
Hanifa {B G A

^
111 127)

2 1 he Khatib

The development of this office is analogous to

that of imim When the ^Abbasid caliph no longer

delivered khutbas legularly, a man learned in reli-

gious matters was appointed to the office of khatib

[see D I and the article ^aiIh] It could be

pointed out that the Prophet himself had a Idiatib

namely 'Utarid b Hadjib (Djahiz, Bayatiy 1 178)

and sermons outside the Friday seivice had 111

any case become quite usual Thus Hasan al-Basri

was already a noted preacher (ibid
^ p 190) Later

it sometimes happened that a general like Djaw-

har himself acted as imSm at the sal5t, while the

khutba was left to a learned man (MakrizI, iv 44)
As the khatib in theory represented the ruler, he

uttered a blessing upon him, to this extent the

office had a political significance The caliph was
blessed and the heir-apparent and the king of

the countiy (cf above D i) When the caliph

himself preached, he also pronounced a prayer for

himself (Yakiit, Udabd"^ 11 349 sq )
and the Fatimids

mentioned their fathers Ihe sermons gradually

became quite stereotyped, Ibn Battuta (i 348)
piaises the khatib in Mecca, because he gave a

new sermon eveiy Friday A kadi was frequently

chosen as khatib and a chief kadi could some
times preach in a laige mosque (Kindi, Wulat^

p 589, MakrizI, iv 132, Ibn I^ubair, p 156,
according to Quatremeie, Hist Suit Maml

^
ii/ii

25, a kadi was for the fiist time appointed khatib

in 694 [1925] m Damascus) The khatib could also

be a “witness” (Hilal al Sabi, K al-lVuzara\ ed

Amedroz, p 421 infra') or hold another office like

that of kdtib al-strr (Makrlzi, iv 137, 138, 139,

140), in the last mentioned case the office was
hereditary, which we also find elsewhere (/W, p 9,

98, SuyutI, A/iwj;* al Muhadara^ 1 185 al-'Iraki)

The khatib had frequently a khalifa In the Rashida
mosque, where in 414 two khatibs were deliberately

appointed, they both preached at the same time

on the minbar (MakrizI, p 63 ) Later w^e

find in the larger mosques a number of khutaba^

being appointed who relieve one another

In Mecca the khatib was a particularly imposing
figure In his black robe, trimmed with gold, and tur-

ban with tailasan, he went up to the minbar between
two black banners cairied by mu’adhdhins, while

a seivant walked in front of him cracking a whip,
1 after he had kissed the Black Stone, the chief

mu’adhdhin went quickly in fiont of him with

the sword with which he girded him on the minbar
(Ibn litubair, p 95 ,

Ibn Battuta, 1 376 sqq )
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The whip {farka^a Ibn Djubair, p 96, 97, 144,

156, Ibn BattQta, 1 376, 379, 390, 394, see B
G A

^
IV , s V ) IS also used as he goes out and

on other occasions The black was the colour of

the ‘AbbSsids, it was also used in Egypt (Ibn

I^jubair, p 50) The Fatimid Idiatib wore a cap

(kalansuwa Makrizi, iv 44, 22 sq

)

The diess

of the Wiutaba’ varied with time and country (cf

tdtd
^ p BGA^ui 129, 416, Ibn al H2djdj,

Mad^al^w 73) In Mecca there were celebrations

when a young man became a khatib (Ibn Djubair,

P «49 )

Very frequently the khatib and the imSm weie

one individual, especially in the smaller mosques,

but sometimes also in larger ones (Yakut, Udaba^^

vii 174, 179, Makrizi, iv 124) Ibn al-IIadjdj

even regaids this as the normal thing {K al~

Madkhfll^ 11 59, 60, 73, 74), s also al-Subki,

MuSd^ p i6o and the article khatTb

3 Kass and Kari^

On these see C 3 Sometimes, in the later usage

wa tz is used of the official speaker, veiy like

l^atib (cf Ibn Battuta, in 9), while al kass is only

applied to the street story-teller (al-Subki, MuHd
al-Nt^am^ p 161 Ihe kurra^ are also fre-

quently appointed to madrasas and particularly

to mausoleums (Makrizi, iv 223, YakQt, iv 509,
Subkl, p 162, V Berchem, C I A^ 1,

N« 252)

4 The Mu^adhdh in

According to most traditions, the office of

mu’adhdhin was instituted in the year i, according

to others only after the in the year 2, ac-

cording to some weak traditions while Muhammad
was still in Mecca At first the people came to

the salat without being summoned Trumpets {buk)

were blown and rattles (ndlUs) used or fires lit

after the custom of Jews, Christians and Ma^jus

'Abd Allah b Zaid learned the adhan foimula in

a dream, it was approved by the Prophet and

when Bilal proclaimed it, it was found that 'Omar
had also learned the same procedure in a dream
(Ibn Hisham, p ZSl Khamis^ 1 404 sq

,

BukhSri, Adhdn^ bab I, Zurkani, 1 12 1 sqq^

There are also variants of the story, e g that

the Prophet and 'Omar had the vision, or Abu
Bakr or seven or fourteen Ansar, according to

some, the Prophet learned it at the mt^iadj from

Gabriel, wherefore the introduction of the adhan
is dated after the

^
among the suggestions

made, the hoisting of a flag is mentioned {Sit a

Halabtya^ 11 100 sqq) Noteworthy is a tradition

which goes back to Ibn Sa'd, according to which

at 'Omar’s suggestion at first a tnunadi^ Bilal, was

sent out who called in the streets al-^alata

^amt^at<^^*- Only later were other possibilities dis-

cussed, but the method already in use was con-

firmed by the dream, only with another formula,

the one later used {h hamisj 1 404, Sit a Halabiya^

11 100 sq^ According to this account, the con

sideration of other methods would be a secondary

episode and piobably the tradition in general re-

presents a later attitude to the practices of other

religions But in Islam other methods were certainly

used In F5s, a flag was hung out in the minarets

and a lamp at night A
,

ser ii, xii 341)
The flag is also found in the legend of the origin

of the practice

The public crier was a well known institution

among the Arabs Among the tribes and m the

towns important proclamations and invitations to

general assemblies were made by criers Thiscner
was called MunUdl or Mu^adhdhtn {Sira Halablya^

II 170, Lammens, La Mecque^ p ()2 sqq
^ 146, do,

Berceau^ 1 229 note, do^Modwta, p 150) A^an
therefore means proclamation, SQra ix 3, and
adhdhana^ mt^adhdhtn^ Sura vii 70 “to proclaim”

and “crier” Munddi (Bukhari, Fard al-Khums^

bab 15) and Midadhdhtn {ibid
^
^awm^ bab 69,

Saldt^ bab 10 = Dnzya^ bab 16, Sira Halabiya^ 11

270) are names given to a ciier used by the Prophet

or AbQ Bakr for such purposes Official procla-

mations were regularly made by criers (cf Tabaii,

III 2131, 3) Sadjah and Musailima usedamu^adh-
dhin to summon the people to their prayers (Tabari,

I 1919,1932, cf 4nnalt delV Isldm^ 1 410 ^q ,

63^ ) If therefore was a very natural thing

for Muhammad to assemble the believers to common
prayer through a crier {nddd ItU or tla 'l-saldt^

Sura V 63, Ixii 9), the summons is called Ntdd^
and Adhdn^ the crier Miinddl (Bukhari, WudT^^
bab 5, Adhan^ bab 7) and Mu^adhdhtn

,
the two

names are used quite indiscriminately (e g tbtd
^

PFudif^ bab 5, Tabari, 11 297 sq) Munddi
'‘USaldty B G A^ 111 182, 12, also Sd^tk “crier”

IS used (Tabari, m 861, Chron Mekka^ 1 340J
In these conditions, it was very natural for the

"^ler in the earliest period to be regarded as the

assistant and servant of the ruler, he is his mu'^adh-

dhin (Ibn Sa'd, 1 7, Muslim, Saldt^ tr 4, Makrizi,

IV 43, etc, cf Tabari, 11 1120) 'Umar sent to

Kufa 'Ammar b Yasir as emir and 'Abd Allah

b Mas'iid “as mu^adhdhtn and waztt ” (^ G A
^

V 165), he is thus the right hand of the ruler

Al Ilusam had his munddi with him and the latter

summoned to the salat on al Husain’s instructions

(labari, 11 297, 298, cf Ibn Ziyad, tbtd
^ p 260

and in the year 196 the ^dmtl in Mecca, ibid
^

111 861, 13, also Chron Mekka^ 1 340) During
the earliest period, the mu^adhdhin probably issued

his summons m the streets and the call was very

short al ^aldta d^dmif^at^^ (Ibn Sa'd, 1 7, 7 ,
Chron

Mekka^ 1 340, Tabari, 111 861, cf also in the

yeai 196, Sit a Halabtya^ 11 lOl
,
Khamis^ 1 404

sq^ Ihis brief summons was, according to Ibn

Sa'd, also used later on irregular occasions (1 7

sqq
,
cf the passage in Tabari) Perhaps also the

summons was issued from a particular place even

at a quite early date (see D 2a) After the public

summons the mu^adhdhin went to the Prophet,

greeted him and called him to prayer, the same

proceduie was later used with his successor when
he had come, the mu^adhdhin announced the

beginning of the salfit {akdma ’/ salat cf Bukhaii,

Wudii^y bab 5, Adhdn^ bab 48, Sira Halabna^

II 104 sq
,

Makrizi, iv 45) The activity of the

mu^adhdhin thus fell into three sections the as-

sembling of the community, the summoning of the

imam and the announcement of the beginning of

the salat With time changes were made in all

three stages

The assembling of the community by crying

aloud was not yet at all regular in the older period

Duiing the fighting, Ibn Ziyad in the year 60

called his munadi with threats to the evening salSt

in the mosque and when after an hour the mosque

was full he had the ikdma announced (Tabari, u

260) When a large number of mosques had come
into existence, the public call to prayer had to

be organised lest confusion arose, and the custom
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of calliDg from a raised position became general

after the introduction of the minaret While

previously the call to prayei had only been pre-

paratory and the thnma was the final summons,

the public call {adh&n) and the tkama now formed

two distinct phases of the call to prayer Tradition

has retained a memory of the summoning in the

streets, now completely fallen into disuse, when it

tells us that 'Othman introduced a third adhan,

a call in al-Za\\ra\ which was made before the

call from the minaiet this call however was trans-

ferred by Hisham b ^Abd al-Malik to the minaret

(Bukhara bSb 22, 25, Sha Halahtya^

11 no, Ibn al-H5djdj, Madkhal^ ii 45) This may
be evidence of the gradual cessation of the custom

of summoning the community by going through

the streets Ibn BattOta, but this is exceptional,

tells us that the mu^adhdbms in Kh^arizm still

fetched the people fiom their houses and those who
did not come were whipped (iii 4 sq ), which recalls

Wahhabi measures When exactly the Sunni and

in distinction to it the Shi^^I formula, finally developed

can hardly be ahceitained [see adhan] Ihe call

katya ^ala U-falah is known from the time of ‘^Abd

al-Malik (65-85) (Akhtal, ed SalhanI, p 254, see

Horovitz, in /j/, xvi
, 1927, p 154, on takblr see

tbtd
,
on adhan formulae see {\yx\\iQX Sh a Halabtya^

ii 105 sq^ At first the call was only made at

the chief mosque, as was the case in Medina and

Misr (MakrIzI, iv 43 infra) but very quickly other

mosques were also given mu’adbdbms their calls

were sufficiently audible in the whole town The
chief mosque retained this privilege, that its mu^adh-

dhin called first and the others followed together

(MakrIzI, iv 43 tnfra^ 44)
The summoning by the imSm in Medina

was therefore quite a natural thing The custom,

at first associated with the ruler’s mosque, was

not observed m Medina only (see for ^Otbnaan

and ^All Tabari, 1 3059 sq
)
but was also usual

under the Omaiyads The formula was al-Saldm

^alatka atyuha U~Amtr wa-Rahmatu 'llah wa
Barakaiuhu^ hatya ^ala hatya ^ala 'l-Falah

al’^alat^ yarhamuka 'llah (MakrIzI, iv 45, Sira

Halabiya^ 11 105) After the alteration in the

adhan and the greater distance of the ruler from

the mosque, to summon him was no longer the

natural conclusion to the assembling of the com-

munity In the ^Abbasid period and under the

Fatimids there was a survival of the old custom,

in as much as the mu^adhdhins ended the adhan
call before the salat al-fadjr on the minarets with

a sal5m upon the caliph This part of the mu^adb-

dbn^’s work was thus associated with the first

adhSn call When Salfih al-Din came to power,

he did not wish to be mentioned in the call

to prayer, but instead he oidered a blessing

upon the Prophet to be uttered before the

adb^Q to the ^alat al~fa^r^ which after 761

only took place before the Friday service A
muhtasib ordered that after 791 in Egypt and

Syria at each adbSn a salSm was to be uttered

over the Prophet (MakrIzI, iv 46, Sira Halablya^

11 no) Ibn Djubair relates that in Mecca after

each salat al maghrib, the foremost mu^adhdhin

pronounced a du'a^ upon the ‘^Abbasid ImSm and
on Salah al-Din from the Zemzem roof, in which
those present joined with enthusiasm (p 103) and
according to MakrIzI, after each salat prayers for

the Sultan were uttered by the mu^adhdb»ns (iv

53 Another relic of the old custom was that

the trumpet was sounded at the door of the ruler

at times of prayer, this honour was also shown
to ^Adud al-Dawla in 368 by order of the calfph

(Ibn Maskawaih, vi 499, Cairo 1315, p 396)
The tkama always remained the real prelude to

the service and is therefore regarded as the original

adhan (Bukhari, bab 24 ) In the earliest

period it was fixed by the arrival of the rulei and

it might happen that a considerable interval elapsed

between the summoning of the people and the

tkama (cf Tabari, 11 260, 297 sq) The times

were later more accurately defined, one should be

able to perform 1— 3 salats between the two calls

(Bukhan, Adhan^ bab 14, 16) Some are said to

have introduced the practice of the mu^dhdbm
calling hatya ^ala 'Usalat at the door of the mosque
between the two calls {Stta Halabtya^ 11 105)

Fiom the nature of the case the tkama was always

called in the mosque, at the Friday service, it

was done when the imam mounted the minbai

(Bukhari, bab 22, 25, Stra Halabiya^ 11

no, MakrIzI, iv 43) while the mu’adbdbm stood

in front of him This mu’adhdbin, according to

some, ought to be the one who called the adhan

upon the minaret {Stra Halablya, 11 109), while

Ibn al-Hadjdj ignoring the historical facts only

permits the call from the minaret {Madkhal,

11 45) In Tunis, the tkama was announced
by ringing a bell as in the churches (Zarkashi,

transl Fagnan, in Rec Soc Arch Constantine^

1894, p III A similarity to the responses

in the Christian service is found in the fact that

the call of the mu’adhdhin, which contains a con-

fession of faith, is to be repeated or at least an-

swered by every one who hears it (Bukhari, Djum^a^

bab 23), this IS an action which confers religious

merit (Ibn KutlQbughS, Tabakat al’Hanaflya^ ed

Flugel, p 30) It IS possible that we should re-

cognise in this as well as in the development of

the formulae the influence of Christians converted

to Islam (cf Becker, Zur Gesch d tslam Kultus^

in Isl
^ 111, 1912, p 374 sqq and Islamstudien^ 1

472 sqq who sees an imitation of the Christian

custom in the ikama in general, on the possibility

of Jewish influence see Mittwoch, in Abh Pr A
W, 1913, Phil -Hist Cl 2)

The mu^adhdhin thus obtained a new importance

His work was not only to summon the people to

divine service, but was in itself a kind of religious

service His sphere of activity was further developed

In Egypt we are told that Maslama b Mukhallad

(47— 62) introduced the tasbih Ihis consisted in

praises of God which were uttered by the mu’adh-

^ins all through the night until fadyr This is

explained as a polemical imitation of the Christians,

for the governor was troubled by the use of the

nawaktz at night and forbade it during the adhSn
(MakrIzI, iv 48) In the time of Ahmad b Tulun
and Oumarawaih, the mu^adhdhins recited religious

texts throughout the night in a special room Sal5h
al Din ordered them to recite an ^aklda in the

night adhan and after 700 dhtkr was performed
on Friday morning on the minarets {tbtd

^ p 48
sq

,
Stra Halabtya^ ii ill) In Mecca also the

mu^adhdhins performed dhikr throughout the night

of the first Shaww5l on the roof of the kubba of the

Zemzem well (Ibn Djubair, p 155, 156, cf for

Damascus MakrIzI, iv 49) Similar litanies are

kept up in modern times as well as a special call

about an hour before dawn {Ebed^ Tarhim see

Lane, Manners and Customs [Everyman’s Library],
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P 75 »
cf p 86, Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka^

il 84 sqq )

The original call of the mu^adhdhm thus developed

into a melodious chant like the recitation of

the Kurban Al-Makdisi tells us that in the fourth

century in Egypt during the last thud of the night,

the adhan was recited like a dirge (B G A
^

111

205) The solemn effect was increased by the

large number of voices In large mosques, like

that of Mecca, the chief mu’a^dh»n called first

from a minaret, then the others came in turn

(Chron Mckka^ 111 424 sq
,
Ibn Djubair, p 145

sqq y
cf B G A

^
y\\ III, x sqq

,
et supra) But

in the mosque itself the tkama was pronounced

by the mu^adhdhins in chorus on the dakka (see

D 2e) erected for this purpose, which is also traced

to Maslama In the third and fourth centuries we
hear of these melodious recitations (ta^rtb) of the

mu^adhdhins on a raised podtum in widely separated

parts of the Muslim world (San'5^, Egypt, KhurfisSn

B G A
y

ill 327 , vii III, the expression a/-

mutala^^ibln^ “the musicians”, if correct, probably

refers to the mu^adhdhins B G A ^\\\ 205 ,
cf also

Kindi, Wulaty p 469, foi hSrs we are expressly

told that the mu^adhdhins call without tatrib B
G A

^ 111 439, 17) Sometimes in laige mosques
they were stationed in different parts of the mos-

que to make the imam’s words clear to the com-
munity (tabltgh) The singing, especially in chorus,

like the tabhghy was regarded by many as htd^a

(Kindi, op at
,
K al-Madkhal^ 11 45 61 ,

Sira Halabtya^ 11 iii) In other ways also the

mu^adhdhins could be compared to deacons at the

service The khatib on his progress to the minbar
in Mecca was accompanied by mu^adhdhms and
the chief mu^adhdhm girded him with a sword

on the minbar (Ibn Djubair, p 96 sq)

Ihe new demands made on the mu^adhdhins

necessitated an increase in their number, especially

in the large mosques Ihe Prophet in Medina had
two mu^adhdhins, Bilal b Ribah, Abu Bakr’s

mawla and Ibn Umm MaktQm, who worked in

rotation -Othman also is said occasionally to have

called the adhan in front of the minbar (i e the

ikama) (MakrizI, iv 43) It is therefore regarded

as commendable to have two mu^adhdhins at a

mosque (Muslim, ^alaty tr 4, cf Subkl, Mu^id^

p 165) Abu Mahdhura was also the Prophet’s

mu^adhdhin in Mecca Under ^Omar, Bilal’s suc-

cessor as mu’adhdhin was SaM al-Karaz, who is

said to have called to prayer for the Prophet m
Kuba^ (MakrizI, op at

,
cf Stra Halabiya^ 11 107

sqq ) In Egypt under ^Arar, the first mu^adhdhm
in al-Fustat was Aba Muslim he was soon joined

by nine others The mu’adhdhins of the different

mosques formed an organisation, the head Qarif)

of which, after Abu Muslim, was his brother

Shurahbll b 'Amir(d 65), during his time Maslama
b Mukhallad built minarets (MakrizI, iv 44)
The office of mu^adhdhin was sometime hereditary

The descendants of Bilal were for example mu^dh-
dhtns of the Medina Mosque in al Rawda (Ibn

Ejubair, p 194), we also find in Medina the

sons of Sa'd al-Kaiaz officiating (Ibn Kutaiba,

Handb d Gesch
^

ed Wustenfeld, p 132, 279),
in Mecca the sons of Abu Mahdhura (/^/</, p 278,
Sira Halablyay 11 1 06), in Basra, the sons of al-

Mundhtr b HassSn al-^^Abdi, mu^adhdhms of 'Ubaid-

allah b Ziyad (Ibn Kutaiba, p 279), it is how-
ever possible that this was really the result of a

system of guilds of mu^adhdhius In the djawSmi^

of the Maghrib in the eighth century each had
regularly four rau^adhdhtus who were stationed in

different parts of the mosque during the salat

(AT al Madkhaly 11 47 supra)
y
but there were often

quite a large number In the Azhar mosque in

the time of al-Hakim there were fifteen, each of

whom was paid two dinars a month (Ma^rizi, iv

51) Ibn Battuta found seventy mu’adhdhms lu

the Mosque of the Omaiyads (1 204) About 1900,

in Medina there were in the Mosque of the Prophet

fifty mu’adhdhins and twenty-six assistants (Ba-

tanuni, Rthlay p 242) Blind men were often

chosen for this office, Ibn Umm MaktOm for example
was blind (Bukhari, Adhan^ bab ii

,
Sira Halabiya^

11 104, cf Lane, op at
y p 75) The Prophet

IS said to have forbidden the Ihakif to pay a

mu^adhdhin (WSkidi Wellhausen, p 383) ‘Othmfin

is said to have been the first to give payment to

the mu^adhdhins (MakrizI, iv 44) and Ahmad b
l^lfln gave them large sums (tbtd

^ p 48) They
regularly received their share m the endowments,
often by special provisions in the documents
establishing the foundations

The mu^adhdhins were organised under chiefs

(ru^asd^ Makrizi, iv 14) In Mecca the ra^is al-

mt^adhdhtntn was identical with the vttPadhdhtn

al-Zavtzami who had charge of the singing in the

upper story of the Zemzem building MeJ ka^

ill 424 ^q ,
Ibn Djubair, p 145, cf Snouck

Hurgronje, Mekka^ 11 322) The ra’is was next

to the Imam but subordinate to him, in certain

districts, It was the custom for him to mount the

pulpit during the sermon with the imSm (when
the latter acted as khatib) (AT al-Madkhal^ 11 74

,

correct above p 928, 1 31 in keeping with

this) The position which they originally occupied

can still be seen from the part which they play

m public processions of officials, e g of the Kadt
U-Kudat^ when they walk in front and laud the

ruler and his vizier (Makrizi, 11 246)
Closely associated with the mu^adhdhin is the

muwakkit^ the astronomer, whose task it was to

ascertain the kibla and the times of piayer (Subkl,

MuHd^ p 165 J^), sometimes the chief mu^adhdhin

did this (Snouck Ilurgronje, Mekka^ ii 322)

5 Servants

Accoiding to Abu Huiaira, the Mosque of the

Prophet was swept by a negro (Bukhari,

bab 72, cf 74) The larger mosques gradually

acquued a large staff of servants {thuddam)y notably

bawwaby farrash^ and water carriers (cf eg v

Berchem, C / , 1 ,
N® 252) In Mecca there

have always been special appointments, such as

supervisor of the Zemzem and guardian of the

Ka'ba {sadtn^ pi sadana^ also used of the officials

of the mosque Makrizi, iv 76, cf Ibn Djubair,

p 278) In Ibn Battuta’s time the servants {khud-

dam) of the Mosque of the Prophet were eunuchs,

particularly Abyssinian, their chief {shaikh al-

khuddam) was like a great erair and paid by the

Egyplian-Syrian government (i 278, 348), cf the

title of an emir of the year 798 shfl^hh masha^tkh

al-sdda al-khuddnm bi 'l-hai am al sharif al nabawt

(v Berchem, C / ^ , 1 ,
N® 201) In the Mosque

of Jerusalem about 300 A H
,
there were no less

than 140 servants (hhadim B G A yV too), others

give the figure 230 (Le Strange, Palestine^ p 163)

and according to Mudjlr al Din, ‘^Abd al Malik

appointed a guard of three hundred black slaves

here, while the actual menial work was done by
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certain Jewish and Christian families (Sauvaire,

Iltst Jcr it Hebr ^ p 56 )

In other mosques superintendents {katytm^ pi

kawama) are mentioned, a vague title which covered

a multitude of duties thus the Madrasa al-Madj-

dlya had a kaiyim who looked after the cleaning,

the staff, the lighting and \^atei -supply (MakrIzI,

IV 251), the Azhar Mosque had one for the miMa^a,

who was paid twelve dinars (tbtd
^ p 51) and also

4 kawama, who weie paid like mu^adhdhins (two

dinars a month) and aie mentioned between them

and the imams, probably supervisors of the staff

p 51) In other cases a katytm some-

times a kadi, IS mentioned, i\ho is apparently the

same as the imam, the khatib or some similar in

dividual of standing (tbtd
^ p 75, 121, cf 122,

cf Ibn Djubair, p 51) A nm^rtf^ inspector, is

also mentioned, e g in the Azhar (Makrizi, iv 51)

B tb It ogr ap hy given in the article

(JoHs Pedersen)

II

The Mosque in the Dutch East Indies

In the Dutch East Indies, two kinds of mosque
have to be distinguished, the mosque for the Friday

service — these alone are called mosques {mastgtty

also mtsd;ui) — and simple houses of prayei This

second category is found all over the country,

especially m smaller villages and owes its origin,

partly to private initiative and paitly to public

efforts, they have native names (langar [Javan],

taju^ [Sum ],
stirau [Malay]) The langar^ or what

ever it may be called, of the village is a centie

at which the sa/at can be perfoimed, but it also

serves other purposes of general interest The up

keep of the building is the affair of the community
and in particular one of the tasks of the religious

official of the village The upkeep of the other

langars, erected by private individuals, is left to

them The building stands on its own site and is

maintained by the founder or his descendants

The owner cannot however refuse admission to

strangers who desire to use it for the sa/at or

as shelter the night Such private chapels are

always found beside the Muhammadan seminaiics

(Jav pasantren) We sometimes find that these

langar are endowed as wakf (Jav Mai wakap)

The village langar on the other hand has a more
public character

The mosques, 1 e the masdjtd djamt^y are found

in larger places usually in those which are also

centres of administration Their erection and main-

tenance is regarded as a duty of the Muslim
community, every one contributes his share in

materials, work or money, according as he is re-

quested and is able to do When a new mosque
is to be built, not only is the site necessary for

the building railed off, but also that for the dwellings

of the staff and other people, whose piety induces

them to seek a dwelling place near the mosque

,

here they find the spot, where in their opinion

they can be best benefitted by the atmosphere of

their faith, spiritually and socially This mosque
area, at least the mosque itself and its immediate

neighbourhood, is populaily regaided as wakap
although the conditions necessary to make it an

endowment m the sense of the iharfa are not

fulfilled In wakap affairs, the shari'a is regarded

as authoritative and not affected by common law
Each mosque has its own staff, of the size it

requires, in the large mosques there may be 40
or more In Java and Madura, they form a regular

hierarchy, this holds also for the relation of the

larger and smaller mosques to each other A mos-

que serves the requirements of a definite area,

the staff of the mosque at the chief place in a smaller

district IS subordinate to that of a larger one and

so on up to the capital of a legency (which is

the highest native administrative unit) At each

mosque a superintendent is appointed and the

head of the mosque at the capital of the regency

IS r^arded as head of all the mosque officials

in the whole district On the other islands the

native, political organisation is less developed, the

hierachy of the secular power therefore less in-

fluenced by it Generally speaking the personnel

of the mosque is the same everywhere, the more

the secular hieraichy is giaded, the more noticeable

IS the classification of the personnel of the different

mosques into various ranks, but we always find

one recognised as the head of the staff

The superintendent of a mosque in Java and

Madura bears the general name pan[h]ulu His

main duty is to see that the Friday service is

held, he can act as imam at it himself but usually

he leaves this to someone else Besides him there

are a large numbei of other officials, whose names

usually are taken from the Arabic and whose duties

are very varied, among them however we find

the (Jav Ar kkattb) lie delivers the seimon

,

but this also can be done by some one else The
maintenance of the building is also the duty of

the superintendent The expenses have to be met

from the money collected by the staff, of which

he has control (see below)

In Java and Madura generally, and very often

elsewhere, the superintendent of a mosque is also

an official, 1 e he is the legal authority who is

present at the marriage ceremony, sometimes he

acts as waktl of the wait He is also authorised

to give in marriage women who have no blood-

relative to act as wall, in this capacity he is

called wall hakim Marriages are concluded in the

mosque, it is exceptional for the pan[h]ulu to

perform the marriage ceremony in person, he

usually leaves this to one of his subordinates

People of high rank marry in the house
,
on these

occasions the pan[h]ulu himself acts The same
holds mutatis mutandis of talak and ru^u^y these

also are reported to the pan[h]ulu and recorded

hy him along with marriages in a register

In smaller centres, where there are only langar

(chapels) there is an official, who assists the vil-

lagers in matters of Muhammadan law
,
he belongs

to the village administration and may be regarded

as the lowest rank of the mosque hierarchy,

people desirous of matrimony apply to him, he

accompanies them to the mosque of the district

to which his village belongs, he also acts for the

pan[h]ulu as ^amil of the ^akat (zakat) and pttra

{zakat alJitr) (see below) From this capacity

comes the name he bears in some parts of the

country amtl

The appointment of the mosque officials (as

distinct from the village officials in whose cases

the local customary law is followed) is not done
everywhere m the same way In Java and
Madura, it is in the hands of the native chiefs

who are also the highest state officials, on the

other islands of the East Indian Archipelago, m
so far as Isl5m prevails on them, the wishes of
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the Muslim community are more or less respected,

the secular authorities however exert a great

influence

The revenues of mosque officials come from

various sources donations, freewill offerings, in

cases where their services are required — at

religious festivals, burials, etc — need only be

mentioned The chief source of levenue is the

so-called marriage fees, less from djiakat zxv^pttra^

these are administered and distributed by the

superintendent of the mosque As already mentioned

the mosque and its accessories have to be main-

tained out of the income Neglect of this duty

has induced the chiefs in Java and Madura to

intervene and form a special fund, the so-called

mosque fund for this purpose This was arranged

as follows a certain percentage of marriage fees

and of the d^akat and pttra was set aside, the

chiefs took chaige of these funds The revenues

of the mosque officials earmarked in this way were

however only a small fraction of the total, the

greater part, perhaps or more, remained at the

disposal of the officials This same procedure is

found here and there on other islands but is not

general

The Dutch government maintains a neutral at-

titude to Islam, in all business matters of the

mosque also It takes no part in the building or

restoration of mosques, only very exceptionally

does It give a contribution in money for such

purposes This was done for example in Kuta Raja

(Atjeh), where the chief mosque, which had been

destroyed during fighting, was rebuilt from govern-

ment funds in 1881 But this act of the authorities

was not appreciated by the Muslim population, in

general, the government officials only see that no
compulsion is used to procure materials or funds

for the building or maintenance of mosques
With the end of the xix^^ century the Colonial

administration began to pay some attention to the

regular organisation of the staffs of the mosques,

primarily in Java and Madura Their measures

aimed at maintaining things as they were and at

getting rid only of abuses and such customs as

had proved to be a burden on the people

D^akat and pttra are regarded as “freewill

offerings” by the colonial authorities, the native

chiefs and village authorities were therefore for-

bidden to interfere with them It is left to the

individual to give them or not, he is also fiee to

give his gifts to whom he pleases The giving of

djakat varies very much with places and persons

and is smallest in Central Java It is concerned

almost entiiely with agricultural produce, especially

with the staple product and even then it rarely

happens that the legal quantity is given In practice

the djakat, where it is levied, is collected by the

village mosque officials and handed over to the

pan[h]ulu, he then distributes it in a certain pro-

portion among his subordinates Ihe proceeds go

almost entirely to the staff of the mosque and the

village officials, firstly because they are ^arnti and
secondly because they consider themselves fahr
and masking they have, as they say, no means
of livelihood like other people

Pitra IS paid regularly, it happens very frequently

with this “donation” that it is paid direct to those

entitled to it and not through the officials Never-

theless a considerable portion goes the same way
as the djakat

The government confined itself to seeing that

the djakat and pitra collected by the Pan[h]ulu,

was distributed as it ought to be according to

custom but this was not always done

Marriage, talak and ru^tf have been regulated

by a colonial law The pan[h]ulu or his deputy
was confirmed in his already mentioned functions

as an official with legal standing At the same time,

others than the appointed pan[h]ulu were forbidden

by the secular authoiity to perform marriages

The registration of marriages, falak and rudjv^

was improved The fees and their distribution among
the staff were fixed according to local custom
Every effort is made to keep these as low as pos-

sible Similar regulations were later promulgated
for the other islands

As to the funds of the mosques, it was ascer-

tained that there was more money in them than

was required for the maintenance of the building

and that they were being used for other purposes

than the traditional ones This caused the govern-

ment to place the funds of the mosques under
the joint control of European and native authorities

This holds particularly of Java and Madura, but

wherever else the mosque had funds, these were
retained

The regulations promulgated for Java and Madura
have recently been attacked by Muslims, they

wanted as far as possible to withdraw everything

relating to marriage from government interference

The intervention of the government is now (since

1929) limited to the fact that parties who wish

to enlci into matrimony have to report themselves

to a registrar Talak and ru^if have also to be

reported to him The marriage ceremony may be

performed by others, but they are under the control

of the registrar, this last method is now the

exception, the majority continue to go to the

district officer

In one other respect the mosque has come under

the control of government regulations In Muslim

districts of the East Indian Archipelago hardly a

mosque is built without the consent of the local

seculai authority Although it does not have to

give its approval expressly, no work will be begun

until the plan is approved In Java and Madura

the chiefs have long held themselves entitled to

decide on the question whether a new mosque

should be erected, though they justified this claim

by saying among other things that a new mosque,

if not desired by the entire community, may easily

lead to jealousy and disputes about the validity

of the h riday service etc
,
which might result in

general unrest

The custom of making the site of a mosque

wakap— or at least regarding it as such,— results

in it being impossible to use such pieces of

ground for public purposes, even if it is long

since the mosque buildings had been lemoved

from them
These and other difficulties induced the govern-

ment to require the approval of the chiefs for

the building of new mosques on Java and Madura

and also that the sites should become wakf It

was however expressly laid down that there can

be no possible question of interfering with the

religious lequirements of the Muslims, the chief

can only refuse his consent in the public interest

The law of the Dutch Indies demands the pre-

sence of the pan[h]ulu or some one with similar

functions, at the courts for Muslim natives and
also when a native appeals as accused or plaintiff
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in a court, to assist the court as adviser An
endeavour is made to get the most suitable people

as advisers they are officially appointed It was

found to be desirable to combine this office and

that of the administrator of the mosque in the

one individual, and this is now the usual practice

The influence of the government on the appoint-

ment of the personnel of the mosque^ which

otherwise is reserved foi the chief, has thus been

increased, especially as in the appointment of the

assistant[s] of the pan\h\ulu^ the ability of acting

as adviser is also taken into account

The bonds which connect the personnel of the

mosque and the secular authonty are thus fairly

close, — in the opinion of some too close In

recent years the effort has been made m nationalist

Muslim circles, to loosen or even break all secular

connections in the fulfilment of religious duties

One way of doing this is to get private individuals

to found mosques with the help of similar-minded

people Ihis is quite possible in the conditions

described and is still done
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III

Architecture

Ihe mosque with an open quadrangle was
the natural form for the hot southern lands of Islam,

and IS simply a continuation of the many types

of pillared halls and chambers which were to be

found all over the near east, beginning with the

Egyptian temples and coming down to the apadanas

of the Persians and the stoas of the Greeks, of

which of course only the latter influenced the

development of the early Muslim mosque This

consists of a courtyard or quadrangle {sahn) usually

very large which is surrounded by cloisters (rtwdk)

which arc either connected by flat beams, or

more usually by arches and covered by a flat

roof At the kibla side the riwSks were deeper so

that the rows of worshippers could find shelter

from the sun The supports were at first very

often columns taken from ancient buildings and
where these were not obtainable, were of wood
or brick The pillared hall at the kibla side was
called al-iwan al-kibll or llwan A portion of the

liwan was shut off* by a railing and reserved for

princes and priests On the quadrangle side of

the Uwan is a podium (dtkka) supported by pillars

and reached by a staircase or ladder, this is for

the officials of the mosque, who repeat the words

of the imSm during the service to make them
audible on all sides At the end of the liwan

the mtkrab is set into the middle of the wall and
beside it is the mtnbar In the centre of the

court is a well, originally intended for ritual

ablutions but these were as a rule performed in

rooms specially set apart for the purpose

These mosques with open quadrangle were built

in the first century A H on a large scale, as they

were pnmarily intended to be mosques for the

troops, whence they were called ^askar mosques

The ]2j 5 mi‘ Ibn TQlun in al Katai, Cairo is a

comparatively well preserved specimen of one of

these ^askar mosques It was built in 264—267

(876—879) and measures 466 X 3^3 ^^et and its

court is 300 feet square The principal llwSn had

originally five rows of pillars but has now only four

since the first one fell down, the others had two rows

each, which are connected by pointed arches, parallel

to the walls, thus still following the type of the

Hellenistic agora The piers are built of brick

and into the corners are let small columns Between

the pillars are pointed arches and ornamental win-

dows with little pillars at the sides Similar windows

with stucco gratings pierce the outer walls The
roof, most ol which is now modern, was made ot

palm trunks with sycamore planks nailed over

them In front of the mthrab was a niaksura for

the ruler This maksUta was as here usually dis-

tinguished by its cupola In the later mosques of

this kind an aisle of some width led through the

pillars up to the maksura^ usually through the

naves of the Ihuan so that an aisle was created

for a ceremonial procession by the ruler into the

mosque In the Djami' Ibn Talun as in the ‘^askar

mosques of the third (ninth) century in general

there are no transepts as yet so that the succession

of pillars is quite unifoim Ihe mihrab projects

out as the wall juts out a little here and the niche

has two steps cut into the wall and then projects

in a semi circle Two marble pillars are built ifito

the angles formed by the projection of the niche,

which have been taken from older Christian build-

ings The white stuccoed surfaces of the walls

are ornamented along the upper margins and ar-

chivoits with decorative strips of carving, which
were originally painted Ihe interiors of the arches

were also originally decorated but are now for

the most part whitewashed Immediately below

the roof on a wooden frieze runs a KQfic inscrip-

tion two miles long with suras from the Kur^Sn, the

letters of which are cut out of wood and nailed on
to the boards The mosque has a battlemented

wall, which again was surrounded on three sides

by a second outer wall so that the w^hole area

was square in shape and the outer courtyards

put some distance between the quadrangle of the

mosque and the surrounding streets The outer

walls of these early army mosques were turreted

like a fortress with round projecting towers even

though not intended foi defence This was not

the case with the Mosque of Ibn Tulun On the

minaret, which stood outside the mosque among
the outer buildings on the north side and like the

mosque itself was restored under the Mamluk SultSn

Ladjin, cf the article mantra Similai mosques
for the troops were built in all the garrison towns
of the young empire, like Basra, Kufa, Baghdad,

Samarra, Rakka, m Cairo, KauawSn and elsewhere

The type of mosque with quadrangle and piers

or columns was however by no means limited to

the mosques for the troops but was general in

the early centuries of IslSm and survived much
longer than this, just as the early Christian basilica

had done Many pillared mosques, the foundation

of which dates back to the early centuries A H
are still in use, like the mosque of the Umaiyads
in Damascus, the great mosque of Sidi Ul^ba in

Kairawan, many mosques in the Maghrib, where
they have frequently remained faithful to this type

down to the present day, the Djami' al-Azhar and
others in Cairo In towns that are cold in winter, the
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^ar3m was shut off by doors and windows from the

quadrangle as in the pillared mosquesm Konya, SlwSs

and Turkish towns^ but also in Damascus and Cdrdoba

The Domed Mosque The great mosques

built on piers — in so far as they were not simply

army mosques — were primarily used for the

Friday service in the larger cities In addition to

these, there weie in every town several smaller

mosques either for the use of the separate quarters

or for special purposes For these also in Fgypt

and the lands of the Maghrib the type of piered

mosque with open quadrangle persisted while in

Mesopotamia, the lands of the Caucasus andPeisia,

suiting the ruder climate and undoubtedly stimulated

by the influence of the Christian churches the closed

domed mosque became the type Some of these

mosques (e g in WerSmin) reveal with their com-

bination of a long building and a dome such a

striking similarity to the older, mainly Nestorian,

churches that M Dieulafoy and van Berchem com
prised them undei a type to which they gave the

name “mosqu^e 6glise” Typical mosques of this

kind with a central domed chamber and internal

pieis are to be found in Tabriz, Fiiwan, DiySr
|

Bakr etc It was only under the Ottomans in Asia
j

Minor that the domed mosque attained the next
j

stage in its development and it reached its zenith— !

not by chance — where the similar Christian style

of church architecture had reached its final develop

ment, namely in Constantinople

M a d r a s a The foundation for the further

development of the mosque with a great open

quadrangle, as perfected under the Saldjuks in

the east, was the type of madrasa which had in

the meanwhile been evolved [cf the articles ma-

drasa and architecture] Ihe ideal plan of a

madrasa is an open court with vaulted cloisters

opening on a central quadrangle in the centre of the

four fagades, i e at the mtei section of the axes

This plan howevei only became regular in Persia

and we only find a few specimens exceptionally

in Cairo On both sides of these four Iwans are

the cells and dwelling apartments of the teachers

and pupils usually in two stories In contrast to

the pillared mosque with an open court, which

arose out of a Hellenistic Mediterranean type of

building, the model for the development of the

eastern madiasa, which combined both school and

monastery, was on the one hand the Indian Buddhist

monastery and on the other the Khurasan iwan,

while the madrasa of Syria, Egypt and the Maghrib

was influenced by native types of mosque and

house The Turkish peoples, as lepiesentatives of

the Sunna and its propaganda through the madrasa,

before they invaded Persia and became Muslims,

were mainly under the influence of Buddhism and

Nestorian Christianity, which survived much longer

in Turkestan and the Tailm basin than in Persia

and still was very important as late as the xiiBk

century a D
,
as is evident fiom the narrative of

William of Rubruck The Turks before they adopted

IslSm had, among the Buddhists and Nestoiians,

become acquainted with the missionary side of

religion This seems to explain the prominent part

later played by them as propagandists of Islam in

Persia and Asia Minor It must have seemed to them
that the most suitable centre of propaganda was
the same type of building as that used by the

Nestorians and Buddhists, namely the monastery
The Buddhist monasteries which were courtyaids

with cells built round them, numbered hundreds

in Central Asia They are as a rule oblong

quadiangles with cells built round them and a

stupa m the centre and several large rooms for

meetings In Persia, under the influence of these

buildings, the type of quadrangle and cells with

4 iwans in the form of a cross became established

as the ideal scheme of a madrasa That this plan

which was architectonic in origin was also the

practical ideal for the fourfold doctrine of the

Sunnis, was a fortunate combination, which m some
large state madrasas became of practical significance

The Persian Mosqu e-M a d r a s a The
quadrangle surrounded by cells with four Iw5ns of

the Persian Madrasa was now combined with the

old piered mosque and the result was a very

happy combination the mosque-madrasa (as we
Europeans call it) The important result of this

combination was from the architectonic point of view

the monumental quadrangle with cells, which now
replaced the old courtyard with pillars or piers which

was no longei architectonically satisfactory and was
also foreign to the spirit of Persian architecture

But with this transformation of the quadrangle a

change was brought about in the spiritual aspect

of the mosque It symbolised the transformation

which had meanwhile taken phee internally and
externally in IslSm from a combative, conquering

religion organised on military lines into a spiritual

attitude to life controlled by theologians and men
of learning Ihe fighting, however, which was still

conducted by military forces, and the conquests

had now become more or less the private business

of the secular rulers, above whom was the religious

propaganda of the Muslim clergy The most instruc-

tive example of this penetration of the older type

of mosque by the Persian quadrangle surrounded

with cells IS the Masdjid-i Djum'^a in Isfahan

Ihis mosque, like all the Friday mosques in Persia

was originally built as a pillared mosque and had

been frequently enlarged At the present day, as

the plan shows, it consists of colonnades which have

in course of centuries been added to one another

from time to time A great deal of wood must

have been built into its framework, since Yakut

tells as that during the siege of Isfahan by the

Saldjuk TughiH Beg (442= 1050/1051) the mosque
was destroyed to obtain wood From the contem-

poiary accounts that have been handed down,

we further learn that the Saldjuk Sultan Malik

Shah when the mosque was completely restored

by his orders began with roofing the walls of

I

the courtyard He is credited with building the

southern iwan 1 he other three iwans are over then

piesent form of later origin By covering over this

huge quadrangle, the courtyard, the only charac-

teristic architectural feature of the mosque, received

the necessary unity and importance (Around it,

this mosque, like most Friday mosques, was com-

pletely surrounded by bazaars which made any

external development impossible the quadrangle

was therefore all the more important) The rows

of cells had here no longei any piactical significance

as dwellings but became an architectural feature

Behind the southern iwan, directed towards Mecca,

a large domed hall was built as a sanctuaiy, m the

south wall of which weie the mihrab and pulpit

Here the solemn Friday service was held Thus the

Friday mosque was cieated of the type which

became general in Iran and Turkestan Mosques

and madrasas w'ere frequently combined with

mausoleums [cf the article architecture]
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The Mosque building in the early
period Muhammad left no instructions as to how
future mosques were to be built so that the ear-

liest mosques vaiied considerably and we can
hardly talk of a fully developed type before the

third (ninth) century The Prophet’s house in

Medina, where he pei formed the salat with his

faithful followers and instiucted them, was a dar
of the usual local type quite unsuitable as a
model for the future mosque It consisted of a
courtyaid surrounded by a brick wall with living

rooms and outhouses along the inner wall As
was usual and still is in every house of this kind
m Arabia and other tropical lands, palm trunks
were put up in the courtyard and a fiat roof of
palmleaves put over them and covered with a
layer of clay This is how the earliest accounts
would lead us to picture the Prophet’s house In
the courtyard was a reception tent furnished with
fine carpets and materials, for Muhammad did not
despise the nomadic luxuries and comforts of his
people (cf H Lammens, F^ittma et Its jilles de
Mahomet and do

^
m J A

^ 1915, p 238 sqq)
Aiound this establishment of the Prophet, his

wife and daughters, lay the court in which his

friends and followers used to assemble for the
daily piayer and which thus became the first

quadrangle of the fiist mosque The use of a typical

Arabian courtyard arranged in this way as a

masdjid howevei gives us no idea of the future

imposing building For half a century, it is tiue,

they were content with this primitive mosque,
during the patriarchal period of the first four
caliphs, out of respect for the Prophet’s mosque,
but the first Omaiyad caliph Walld 1 who in

transforming the church of St John in Damascus
into the Mosque of the Omaiyads had acquired
experience “in matters of building” and connec-
tions with builders, on the occasion of his pilgri-

mage to Medina in 90 (709) ordered the primitive
mosque which had served the purpose so far, to be
removed so that an entirely new building could
be erected on its site, which was extended For
this purpose, as Samhndi tells us, he asked the
Byzantine emperor for skilled woikmen and shells

for the ornamentation, which were sent to him
“The walls and columns of the new mosque were
built of large hewn stones of equal size and bound
with plaster, ornamentation in shell and marble
was carried out and the roof built of palm wood
and covered with gold paint” Instead of the
early primitive mosque, Walld had thus given the
Medinese a substantial pillared mosque, like the first

mosques which he had built m Syria with the
help of Byzantine artisans from pillars plundered
from Hellenistic colonnades and Chiistian churches
It was only in this Hellenicised form that the

mosque of Medina could have infiuenced the fur

ther development of the mosque in so far as we
can speak of such influence at all (It w^as given
Its present form by the Mamluk Sultan Ka^it Bey
in 888 = 1483) Ihe ordinary Arab village mosque
IS different in appearance It has retained the form
of the Arab pre islamic mu^alla This “place of
salat” was and still is a long hall supported by
pillars, open on one side without a courtyard and
having no mthrab and tntnbar

The lack of any generally binding or recognised
rules or tradition is shown by the varying form
of the mosque m the early centuries A H The
earliest mosque of the general ‘^Amr in Fustat

of 21 (642) was an enclosed rectangular hall

without a courtyard, with a hbla which was not

yet marked by a mthab The first mosque in

Basra was, like the whole city of encampments,
built of reeds so that it could be taken down
with the camp In the year 16 or 17 a h Aba
MUsa, the newly appointed governor of Basra,

built a mosque of unbaked brick and clay with

a roof of grass It was only under the Omaiyad
goiernor ZiySd that a mosque was built of brick

and plaster with a roof of teak and pillars, which
came fiom the quarries of AhwSz on the KSrun
river The first mosque in K u f a on the other hand
of 17 A H was “a covered hall which had no
side wings nor buildings behind it” (Tabari), before

it was an open square “and so, continues Tabari,

weie all the mosques except the Masdjid al^Haram
(1 e Mecca), out of lespect for the sanctity of

the latter, it was not copied in the other mosques”
This mosque also was rebuilt by Ziyad, governor
for the first Omaiyad Mu'awiya I (4 1-62= 661-680)
For It he had plans drawn up by Mazdaean archi

tects “Uno degli architetti gli fece un disegno

sul modello degli edifizi eretti dai rei sassamdi,

ossia un vasto colonnato con tetto e chiuso ai lati”

(cf Atwah deir Islam^ III, § 47, p 857) When,
on the othei hand, the conquerors found buildings

in towns which weie suitable for masdjids from
the point of view of space, they utilised them In

al Mada^in, for example, the old twin city of

Seleuceia-Ctesiphon, the iwm of the white palace

was used as a place of assembly for the hriday

I

salat, and the pictures of men and 'inimals in

it were not destroyed In Syria, however, the

churches were turned into mosques by changing
the orientation from east to south and placing

a quadrangle in front of them In this way the

building of the mosque of any place in the early

centuries A H was adapted to the traditions in

existence and where there were no buildings, as

m the newly founded camp cities, it was on every

occasion a problem for the governor requiring

much consideration In spite of this uncertainty,

as one can deduce from the descriptions, they
were more inclined, even as eaily as the first

century a H
,

to the type of piered mosque with
a quadrangle, to which all the prototypes as well
as the climate pointed

Development of the Masdjid and the
Madrasa in the different countries

Syria As the place of residence of the fiist

ynasty of the young Muslim empire and a land
of ancient culture, Syria was naturally destined to

build the first substantial mosques and to influence

eaily developments This influence it exercised on
the one hand indirectly through the Syrian mosque
built by Walld in Medina, next to Mecca the
most sacred and most visited city of IsISm, on
the other hand, the Mosque of the Omaiyads in

Damascus, as we know from Arabic sources, was
taken as a model as far away as Cdrdoba The
earliest centre of Muslim building was Jerusalem,
which the Omaiyads endeavoured to play off against
Mecca Beside the rotunda of the Kuhbat al Sakhra
on the Haram al Sharif, the sacred rock of which
was to supplant the Ka’^ba, 'Abd al-Malik used
the parts still standing of Justinian’s Church of
the Virgin to built the Qjami'- al-Ak^d (finished

in 83 = 702) According to de Vogue’s plan, this

building, later often restored or rebuilt, was a pil-
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lared hall with three naves, of necessity oriented

to the south with the mihrSb in the long axis

At a later date the transept with the dome and
four side naves was added Ihe Mosque of the
Omaiyads in Damascus arose out of the rebuilding

of the Church of St John, which had been built

on this site by Theodosius out of the pillars and
other stones of the Antonine temple of Jupiter

We must assume that Walid had the pillars of

the basilica moved so that three equal naves were
built These were crossed in the centre by a transept,

which led up to the mihrab and had a dome over

its ccntie The rich decoiation with mosaics was
a suggestion from Syria and was probably done by
Syrian workmen (plan and history of these buil-

dings in Diez, Dte Kunstd tslam Volker^^ 14
of the fiist and p 32 sq of the second edition,

with leferences to the liteiatuie) Ihe mosque of

Damascus was the first to have a transept, the

prototype of which Thiersch no doubt rightly

finds in the chalke of llyzantium {Pharos^ p 214),
which fiequently appears again in Syria and Nor-

thern Mesopotamia ihe great mosque of
Aleppo was also built after the plan of the

Omaiyads with a transept, as the latter can hardly

have been added until the rebuilding of 365 (976)
(pictures in Saladin, Manuel^ p 85) The mosque
of ^Isa in Ephesus, finished in 777 (1375), and
the mosque of Diyar Bakr are noithern outposts

of this type, the infiucnce of which can also be

often traced in Cairo and the Maghrib
Alongside of these principal mosques in Syria

a series of smaller mosques arose, partly out of

ancient temples (Aleppo, Hama, Homs, Ba'albekk,

fripolis, al-'Umtaya), partly built out of material

available fiom Christian buildings (Ramla, Kusair,

al-HallSlbat, Bosra) Some of these mosques may
have been pre-Omaiyad foundations, certainly the

Mosque of 'Omar in Basra All these mosques,

except Kusair al-Hall5bat, have the same type of

quadi angle with halls around it, two or more being

on the kibla side, without transept The develop-

ment of these halls varies howevei, as a result

of local tradition or the material available (e g
the naves of Christian chuiches) Ihey are as a

rule vaulted with pointed arches but sometimes

have gable roofs and thus, along with their closed

fagades, in front of which we exceptionally have

a bowered corridor, bear a western or northern

stamp in keeping with the ruder climate The
later Syrian mosques under the Aiyubids and Mam-
luks differ veiy much in their plans The Mosque
of Firdaws in Aleppo, for example, has a small

pillared couit and a broad nave, with a row of

five small domes, as the harSm besides various

side rooms, cf M v Berchem and E Fatio,

Voyagt en Syrte^M I P A O
^
Cairo 1914, 2 vols )

Madrasas in Syria A very complete study

of the madrasa in Syria and Egypt by K A C
Creswell {The Ottgtn of the Cruciform Plan of
the Cairene Madrasas^ B I F A 0

, 1920) has

brought some cleainess into the question of its

typical form etc After an examination of eight

madrasas built before 1270 A D, the plans of

which can still be traced in Aleppo, Damascus and

Hama, Creswell shows that the symmetrical plan

was unknown in Syria and that there was no

regular scheme in the arrangement of the rooms, but

It depended on the site available A typical speci

men is the always correctly oriented mosque a nave

of three vaulted rooms with three pointed arched
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doors to the court, a Itwan on the court, rows
of cells in the rest of the court and usually two
tomb cupolas usually flanking the mosque, the rest

of the area is occupied by rooms Madrasas used
by two rites had two llwans Of the 80 madiasas
counted by al Tlmawi m Damascus in the xvBh
century {f A

,
ser 9, vol 111 —iv

), 33 weie
Hanafi, 31 Shafi'i, 9 Hanball, I Maliki, 6 used

by bhafi'is and Hanafis Creswell’s investigation

shows that in Syria there was not one madrasa of

all four rites nor a cruciform one, a result, which
suggests new deductions for the Egyptian madrasas
Arabia Ihe indigenous form of the masdjid

m Arabia is a large hall formed of chambeis
with pillars and aiches The authoi found such

oratories, more correctly to be described as musallas,

m M a nam a on Bahrain (picture in Diez, d isl

Vy p 46) These praying chambers, open to the

street without a couityard, have no furniture, not

even a mmbar or mihrab The latter was foreign

to Arabia and m the larger masdjids its place

was taken simply by a slab of stone with some
adornment But these pillared halls weie only a

more substantial form of the local native masdjid

of palm trunks, which could probably often be
found in the simple villages of the interior and
whose sanctified precursoi was the Masdjid al-

Nabawi m Medina built in this fashion Alongside

of this type of mosque which was indigenous to

Arabia we find imported forms, like the masdjid

in Medina (see above), of slight importance fiom

the aichaeological point of view Mention may be

made of the nuns of a mosque near Manama of

740 (1339/1340) described in an inscription as

mashhad aPsharif dhu U-minai atatn*^ with old

pillars of teak of the fourth (tenth) century, the

Shi'a form of the creed on this as well as the

insciiptions on the kibH stones of the xiv^h century

mark it as a Shi'a edifice (cf Diez, Fine sch^itische

Moscheerutne auf der Insel Bahrayn^ in Jahtb
d astat Kunst^ II, 1925)

'Irak and Mesopotamia Ihe earliest sett

lements of the conquering Arabs in the 'Irak were

primitive camps built of leeds, equally primitive were

the earliest mosques Sasanian buildings were used

for the purpose in conquered cities, like Ctesiphon

A pillared mosque was early built inKiifa(i7AH}
which Tabari describes and which was rebuilt as

early as the beginning of the Omaiyad period by

“Persian builders” in the form of a completely

enclosed pillared hall (see above) In the capital of

the caliphs also, as a result of its complete destruction

by Timur nothing woithy of note has survived

We know however that the hriday Mosque
of al -Mansur (149=766) was built of pillars of

teak with capitals of wood and a flat roof A
wooden dome over the maksura is probable It

was rebuilt under Harun in 192— 193 (808) Al-

Mu'tadid began to enlarge it after the return of

the troops fiom Samarra (280= 893) (cf Sarre-

Herzfeld, Arch Retse, II, 134 with plan)

Outside of Baghdad the unlimited space available

permitted great mosques for the soldiers to be

systematically planned, as in Rakka and Samarra,

these were the great piered mosques of the third

(ninth) centuiy, which were copied in the Mosque

of Ibn Talun in Cairo Of the three large old mosques

in Mosul, that of the Omaiyads has completely

disappeared, according to YakSt’s description it

was “completely vaulted, with alabaster slabs” This

seems to be the origin of that type of piered mosque
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with vaulted arches which was later fuithei developed

by the Saldjuks and Ottomans (see below) The
Mosque of NHr al Din (541—569=1146— 1173)
or ]^5mi‘ al-Kabir was also vaulted from the

first (with cross-vaulting) on piers (543 = 1148)

and on its rebuilding in 566—568 (1170— X172)

was not given cupolas The third Mosque of al-

Mu^jahid, JChidr Ilyas, has been completely mo-

dernised Smaller mosques of the vi^h (xuth) century

like the Djami' Nabi, Ejirdfs have single domed
chambers as praying-rooms

In Baghdad the following madrasas were built

under the 'Abbasids the Shafi'i Nizamlya in 459
(1066), the Tfidjiya in 482 (1089), the HanafI
Tutushlya in 508 (1114), the Nasirlya, c 600 A H
and the Mustansirlya about 630 a h Only the

latter is still in existence and is used as a customs

warehouse (sketch-plan in Sarre and Herzfeld,

Arch Retse^ 11 i6i) Of remarkable oblong shape

\^86 X 210 feet) it has six liwans, a large vaulted

hall, rows of cells and side-rooms Besides the

four rites this, the first state madiasa, also accom-
modated a dar aUhaditk and a dar al-Kurban

If the Mustansirlya was not planned in a strictly

symmetrical way with four liwans at the inter-

section of the axes, it nevertheless incorporated

the same idea and may therefore have stimulated

the development of the next type In Mosul there

were several Ilanafi madrasas

Egypt The type of pillared mosque imported

from the ^Irak under Ibn Tulan prevailed in Cairo

along with the pillared mosque dowm to the Mamluk
period It is the regular rule that the large military

and Friday mosques always have pieis, the smaller

mosques intended for the people of the quarter

have pillars Some of the latter however were on
occasion also used as Friday mosques 1 he rows of

piers were always parallel to the Kibla wall and

connected by arches, a natural result of the rect-

angular form of the piers, which had to run

parallel to the rows of worshippers In the pillared

mosques the naves might also be perpendicular

to the Kibla wall, without inconveniencing the

worshippers The Cairo mosques of this group are

The Mosque of 'Amr Ibn al-^As in

Fustat, which received its present form as a result

of repeated rebuilding and additions to the above

mentioned hall of the year 21 (642) (cf E K
Corbett, Tht History of the Mosque of Amr at

Old Catro^ f R A S

,

1890)
The Mosque of Ahmad Ibn TulSn of

263—265 (876—879, for a description see above,

cf E K Corbett, The Life and Works of Ahmad
Jbn Tulun^ y R A 1891, p 527—562)
The Mosque of al-Azhar of 359-361 (970-

972) on pillars the first Mosque of Fatimid Cairo,

remarkable for the central nave, broader than usual

with two domes {sel^uka) probably borrowed from

the Ma^rib and unusual here, also for its stilted

pointed arches which henceforth became frequent

in Cairo, finally for the rich decoration of the

plaster in the arches, which were recently cleaned

(They will be published by S Flury m CreswelFs

great work on the architecture of Cairo) The
Azhar has long been used as a Dar al-FunUn
(state madrasa)

The Mosque of Hakim, a piered mosque of

the year 380—403 (990— 1012), with valuable

decorations on the plaster and inscriptions and two
unwalled, historically important manaras [q v

]
(cf

M V Berchem, Notes d'Arche^logte Arabe^ Monum

et Inscr Fatinntes, J 1891, reprint, p 23)
Ihe Mosque of al A^J:mar, a small pillaged

mosque histoiically important for its fagade built

by Abu ^Ali al-Mansur al-'Amir (495-524), finished

519 (1125), restored by BarVSk in 799 (1396—
1397) and given a manara which was removed in

815 (1412) (cf M V Berchem, / r, ^ /f, 1891,

reprint, p 81)
The Mosque of al-Faklhani, built by the

FStimid caliph al-Zafir in 543 (1148-1149), com-

pletely restored in the Ottoman period

The Mosque of al-Salih falS’l^ outside

the Bab el-Zuwele, built about 550 (1160) A
smaller pillared mosque of the usual type, which

was sometimes used as a friday Mosque (cf M
V Berchem, / c

,
reprint, p ^ sqq

,
pictures in

R L Devonshire, Son e Catto Mosques and their

Roundels^ London 1921, p I— lo)

1 he Mosque of al Zahir Baibars of the year

665—667 (1266— 1269), a mosque with piers

of buck, built for the troops with a very strong

stone wall and three portals jutting out like the

Mosque of al-Hakim The six rows of columns in

the haiam are crossed by a tianscpt with a dome of

three naves breadth in diameter before the mihrab
Porticoes with double naves suriounded the court

The Mosque of Sultan Muhammad al Nasir on
the citadel, of the year 718— 735 (1318—1335)
on pilhrs

The Mosque of Amir al Mas (Shaii*^ Hilmlya)

of 730 (1329—1330)
Ihe Mosque al MardSni of 739-740(1338

—

1340) on pillais

The Mosque of Amir Aksunkur of 747—748
(1346— 1348) on pillais

The Mosque al Mu^aiyad of 819—823 (1416

—

1420)
Of pillared mosques in Egypt outside Cairo we

may mention the Mosque of “St Athanasius” and the

Mosque of the “ 1 housand Pillars” in Alexandria
the plans of which were recorded by the French
expedition {Deso iption de Rhgypte^ Antiquites^ v

,

reproduced m Thiersch, op ctt

,

p 224) Shortly

before the arrival of the French, Alexandria still

had 88 mosques, 46 of which were large Practic-

ally nothing of these is left at the present day The
two above mentioned were pillared mosques and
particularly the second, also called the “Mosque of

the Seventy”, with its liwans of equal depth on all

sides (only the northeastern one has 4 instead of

5 rows of pillars) the arches of which always run
parallel to the outer walls, 1 e palm-like, con
tinue the type of the Hellenistic pillared agora

or the gymnasion as Thiersch has pointed out The
same type predominated in the towns of the Delta

The second, later type of mosque in Egypt was
decisively influenced by the madrasa, to which we
may now turn oui attention As Creswell has shown,
the Egyptian madrasa was by no means always

cruciform, as was usually supposed previously It

is also distinguished from the Syrian type and
cannot be at once said to have been introduced

from Syria It is true that the first madrasa for

all four rites in Cairo was built by Salih Na(ijm
al-Din Aiynb, but this Salil^Iya was a building

divided into two halves and cannot be considered
as the original of the later type (641 = 1243

—

1244) The first cruciform madrasa with 4 liwans

in Cairo was the Zahirlya which was built on the

site of a part of the old Fatimid palace which
was cleared for this purpose and consecrated in
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660 (1263) Ihe south llwSn belonged to the Sh^fi^Is,

the north to the Hanafis, lectures on Hadith were

given in the east llwan and m the west llwSn the

seven ways of reading the Kurban were taught (Ma-
^crizl, ) While the ^alihlya held all four

rites but was not cruciform, the Zahirlya was cruci-

foim but did not accommodate all four rites The
Nasirlya of 695 (1295-1296) was the first madrasa
of the rare type which, cruciform and accommodating
all four rites, allotted a liwan to each Ma^rizlalso

mentions a large number of other madrasas of one or

two rites which have completely disappeared but

probably were of different forms, as the existing

madrasas and ruins show One great difference in

principle between the Syrian and Cairene madrasas

was the installation of the mosque In Syria this

was always a broad chamber with a central dome
and two tunnel vaults but in Cairo one of the llw5ns

was always used as a mosque and with this object

was furnished with a mihrab The Egyptian ma-
drasas also always had minarets, which was the

exception in Syria Creswell’s assertion that the

cruciform mosque is of Cairene origin, although it

remained the exception, therefore will hardly find

acceptance Timur and his successors certainly did

not get the design for their numerous cruciform

madrasas from Cairo but followed the old Khura-
sanian tiadition It remains to be seen whether

future excavations in Nishabur, TUs and other

towns of Khurasan will supply further information

on this point Creswtll gives a chronological list

of the madiasas of Cairo mentioned by MakrIzI

and others, which were built betNveen 566—81

1

(1170— 1408), these number 55, 26 of which are

still in existence Two of these are devoted to all

four madhhabs, the Madrasas of Sultan Hasan 757-
764 (1356—1363) and of Djamal al-Din of 811

(1408) (Creswell, loc at
^ p 44) Further details

of these madrasas will be found in Creswell, op

at and in Diez, Kunst d isl K 2^ p 118-125
Here we shall just mention the most celebrated

building of this kind in Cairo, the tomb mosque-
madrasa of SultSn Hasan It belongs to the

group of buildings which contain several places

of worship and are devoted to all four rites, the

school llwSns of which were however outside the

central court at the four corners of the building,

quite separate from one another The four llwSns

had therefore only an architectural significance

In keeping with the Cairo tradition, the kibla llw5n

was made much larger and arranged as a masdjid

With this adaptation of the madrasa for use

as a mosque, the foundations were laid for the

further development of the mosque
during the period of the Circassian Mamluks when
it may be described as a transformed and roofed

madrasa As a rule we can distinguish in it three

compartments, the Kibla liwan, a central chamber
sunk a step lower occupying the place of the

former open courtyard and a room at the back,

as a rule a smaller one Of little importance from

the architectural point of view, these small mosques
were elaborately decorated and formed fine spe-

cimens of the decorative art of Cairo The tomb
mosque of Ka^t Bey of 880 (1475), the mosques
of Kishma al-Isljial^T of 885-886 (1480— 1481), of

the Amir AkljSr of the year 908 (1503) and of

al-QbnrI of the year 908—910 (1503— 1504) are

building of this group The Ottoman domed mos-

ques from 935 (1528) follow the Tuikish tradition

The Mai^rib (North Africa and Spain)

The typical mosque of the Muslim west is the

mosque with courtyard, on pillars or columns
It was only under Turkish rule that the domed
mosque became established in those parts of North
Africa affected by it The rows of pillars run,

as a rule, perpendicular to the Kibla wall from

which however they are separated by a transept

The axis of the latter is a continuation of

the axis of the central nave which is always

broader Of the rows of pillars in the axis the

two or three outeimost ones are continued over

the court and form the arcades, of which the inner

entrance side of the court has as a rule only one

The beginning and end of the central nave are

as a rule marked by a dome The western mosques
are given their characteristic features by the horse-

shoe and bulbous arch (a mixture of the horseshoe

and the pointed arch) The mihrab of the western

mosques is as a lule a pentagonal niche consider-

ably deeper than the eastern semi-circular one
Ihe oldest surviving large mosques in the west

are in KairawSn, Tunis and C6rdoba (since the

expulsion of the Church)

The foundation of the Great Mosque of
Kairawan like that of 'Amr in Cairo goes back
to the first century A H but like that in Cairo

also retains nothing from its founder ^Ulfiba b NSfi^

except the name By 76 (695) the original masdjid

was rebuilt, and later enlarged but in 221 (836)
it was completely taken down by the Aghlabid
Ziyadat Allah and rebuilt and in the third (ninth)

century again enlarged on two occasions In spite

of many later restorations, the mosque has retained

the form it was given in the third (ninth) century

Seventeen naves on pillars run perpendicular to the

Kibla wall from which however they are separated

by the transept The central nave is broader

and flanked by double columns and marked ex-

ternally by two domes It may be noted as a

special feature that the first two trav6es of the

harSm seem to be one with the court arcades

while the part behind was shut off by doors The
arcades of the court rest on pillars with double

columns in front of them, which with their bul-

bous arches give the court its special charm The
CjSmi*^ Zaituna in Tunis was built as early

as 114 (732) by the Omaiyad governor Ibn al-

Habhab but entirely rebuilt in 250 (864), in spite

of many loteinal restorations, it has in the main

retained to the present day its old form of the

end of the ninth century In Spain we have from

the Omaiyad period the (former) Mosque of C6r
doba It was built by 'Abd al RahmSn I (138

—

172 = 756—788) and several times extended by

his successors until the har&m contained 19 naves

each with 35 pillars The special feature of this

mosque is the double storied airangement of its

rows of arches, a bold innovation, which does not

seem to have been imitated elsewhere Recent in-

vestigations have revealed the original floor of

the mosque at a much lower level, which is decorated

with mosaic This would alter the proportions

The horseshoe arch taken over from the Visigoths

was varied in the clover leaf and indented arch

and these arches were imitated in the Maghrib (mos-

ques of Algiers, Tlemcen etc) Ihe domes swelling

into various shapes were frequently imitated in

KairawSn and C6rdoba The mosques of Sus
(236 = 850) and Sfax (235 = 849) were founded

in the Aghlabid period but the latter was com-
pletely restored in the tenth century. The rise of
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the Fatimid empire m North Africa (297 = 909)
brought about a new development of mosque

budding The mosque of the new Shi'l capital

Mahdiya in Tunis however corresponds completely

to the preceding Aghlahid type A novelty how-

ever IS the use of cross vaulting which henceforth

we find frequently, first of all in the two mosques

of Monastir and in the new part of the Great
Mosque of Sfax Of the great pillared mosque
of the Kal'a of the Bani HammSd, the minaret

of which still stands and was mentioned in the

aiticle MANARA, it IS only possible to reconstruct

the ground plan, which had 13 naves with 8 trav^es

(cf Blanche
t,

Nouvelles archives de Missions^ vol

xviii
, p 13 sqq and De Beyhe, La JCalaa des

Beni Hammddy p 77 sqq) A second mosque of

the Bani Hammad has been destroyed m Bougie

but It is evident from an old description that it

belonged to the type of KairawSn (De Beylie, op

city p 102— 104)
Mosques of the Almoravids (448-541=

1056-1147) and Almohads (524-667 = 1120-

1267) The great mosques in Algiers and
Tlemcen, the Kutubiya in Marrakesh and

the mosque in Tinmal are pillar mosques with

bulbous arches On the other hand the Mosque
of Has an in Rabat, now completely destroyed,

the largest mosque of the Maghrib, stood on round

pillars (610X465 begun 539=1196-1197)
A noteworthy feature is the mausoleum behind the

mihrab in the mosque of Tlemcen, which now
becomes frequent in the Maghrib (but seems not

to have been unknown in eastern Islam, as the

plan of the madrasa of Khargird shows, cf Diez,

Churasan BaudenkmaUr^ p 73)
Maiinids in Morocco (1195— 1470), sue

cessors of the Almohads (xiiBh—xiv^h

century) a large mosque in Taza, Morocco, piers,

broad central nave and transversal nave, finished

in 693 (1294) A. large mosque in Auyda on
the Algenan-Moroccan frontier (696 = 1 296) S i d i

bel-Hasan in Tlemcen (696 = 1296), a

small mosque with onyx columns, and Awl ad
al-Imam in Tlemcen (710 = 1310), small, but

richly decorated The great Man sura mosque
in Tlemcen (736 = 1336), a very regular

building, thirteen naves on onyx columns, a broad

central nave, a three naved transept, a maksura

in the centre, a polygonal mihrab with mausoleum
behind Sidi bu Medyen of al-Awbad (739 =
1339) and Sidi al-Halwi (754=1353), both

in Tlemcen, small, the former on piers, the second

on columns with slightly modified horseshoe arches

with a wide span Sheila (harbour of Rabat),

Necropolis of the Manmds, a tomb-mosque (739 =
1339) (plan in Margais, ManuelyW ,p 498) Around
Tlemcen are several small mosques of the xiv^h

century

Mosques of the Hafsids in lunis,
i

xiiith—xiv^h century Mosque of the Kasba in

Tunis, built by the founder of the Hafsid dynasty

AbUZakarlyS Yahya I (625—647 = 1228—1249),
finished in 633 (1235) Pillars with chaptrels, sup-

porting horseshoe arches in the quadrangle and
cross vaulting, the usual form of roof in Ifrikiya from
the tenth century (cf Sfax etc ) is similar The Mos- I

que of al-HawS of the xiiBh century is similar

Mosques in Morocco under the Sharlfs
951—1311 (1544—1893)

In Morocco preference was given to the old

Almohad type of mosque as exemplified m the

Kutubiya The Bab Djikkala 965 (1537) and
Muasiyn 976 (1562) mosques in Marra]|^gh
have seven naves at right angles to the kibla, and
a transept along the kibla wall Innovations seem
to be, in addition to the broader central nave,

that the two outside naves left and right along

the side walls were broader and a dome was placed

at each of the four cornel s of the mosque A
second transept on the court side of the HarSm
seems to be exceptional, as in the Bab Dukkala

The mosque of the Kasba of MarrEkesh
dates from a foundation of the Almohad al-MansHr

After the explosion of 1574 was rebuilt and m
the xviiith and xix^h centuries repeatedly restored

(cf the monograph by H Basset and ferrasse)

The mosques of al Kaiawiyin and MUlSy
IdrTs inFSs have likewise been restored

Mosques in Algeria under Turkish
rule (1518) In addition to the two mosques

which date from the Almoravid period, the Great

Mosque 490 (1096) and the M Sidi RamdSn in

Algiers, only two other mosques of the old type

are believed to exist, all the others, over 100 in

number, are Turkish The oldest Turkish mosque
IS ‘^Ali Bitshnnn (1622), now Notie Dame des

Victoires Ihis building had a large central dome,
which IS suriounded by small domes It is note-

worthy that the square minaret was not ousted

by the Turkish type All the later mosques of

Algeria show variations of this type, except the

“Mosque on the Fish-Market” 1070(1660)
the plan of which recalls those of the Jesuit churches

of the xvBh century, it may howevei owe nothing

to them but derive from Byzantine-Turkish models

Mosques in Tunis under the last Haf-
sids and Turks (from 1534) Under the last Haf-

sids the venerable Djami*" ZaitUna was again restored,

enlarged and given its present portico and the

outer gallery of arcades The oldest luikish mosque
IS Yusuf Da*^! (1610-1637) It is significant that

It IS built after the old Tunisian type on pillars with

cross-vaulting, as are the later M ofHammuda
Bey finished in 1067 (1654) and several mosques
of the xviiidi and xixth centuries Ihe Turkish
style (Ahmediya in Constantinople) represented

by the S 1 d 1 M a h i e z (second half of the xviB*'

centuiy) remains the exception in Tunis
The medersa in the Maghrib Medersas

weie first introduced into the western lands of

Islam by the Almohads but nothing of these seems
to have survived The oldest medersas date from
the xiiB^i—xivth centuries The Manmds in

Maghrib al-Aksa were paiticularly active in

building and encouraging medersas, which, as in

Syria and Egypt, were also state institutions This
evolution of the medersa was apparently a result

of the Sunni, particularly Maliki, revival under the

Marinids (1195—

^

470) Al-Saffarin, the oldest

medersa in Fes, built by the great warrior and
champion of the taith Yak'Ub YUsuf (685-706
= 1286—1306) of the Marinids who also built

Sheila (see above), was the prototype of all the

later medersas m the extreme Maghrib An angular

gateway, such as is usually only fonnd in private

houses leads into a court with a central basin and
the cells A domed chamber with a pentagonal
mihrab adjoins it On the analogy of the tombs,
it IS called kubba Adjoining it reached by a cor-

ridor IS a mtda^a^ with a basin in the centre for

ablutions and latrines These three mam parts of

the building, ^ahn^ kubba and mufo^a and usually
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a separate minaret, are found continually in a

number of variations, usually dependent on the

space available, which Mar^ais, op at
, 11 504,

divides into three groups In FSs m addition to

those mentioned there are other seven medersas
of the xivth century With the medersas of Mek
nes, Sale, Taza and al-Awbad in Flemcen
we have in all eleven medersas of the Marinids

extant (cf the list in Margais, op at
^ 11 504

sqq^ The most imposing and finest medersa in

F 5 s IS the BQ 'Ainfiniya, founded by Abu
‘^Ainan, 749-759 (1348-1358) With its masdjid

of two transepts at the end of the sqiiaie court

and two domed chambers in the central axis of

the court it recalls the mosque of Hasan in Cairo

with Its llwans Ihe fagades on the court display

the wealth of wall adornment usual in the Maghrib
tiles, stucco moulding and stalactites

Medersas of the xvBh~xixth centuries in

Morocco The Mtdersa of Ben Yusuf in

Marrakesh is regarded as the largest in the Maghrib
and stands on the site of an originally Almoravid (>)

and next Marinid Medersa Abu ’

1 - II as an Ihe

plan seems to be old and in its regularity recalls

the al Htrl type of Arab palace and the palaces

of the Omaiyads and 'Abb^sids built in this style

in the desert (plan in Maigais, op at
^ 11 , p 702)

Ihe Medersa al-l^amtin in has, begun in

1670, shows a similar plan but is smaller and

simpler

Medersas of the xvith-xix*h centuries in

1 unis In the century the Hafsids built a

number of medersas heic Of the lurkish, the

most interesting is the Medersa Bashiya of

'All Pasha (1740-1755) a court with cells, masdjid

on pillars and rntda^a^ but, like the Egyptian ma-
drasas, it has also the tomb of the founder and
a public fountain In Tunis, probably as the result

of Egyptian or Oriental influence, it is common
to find medersas and mosques associated with the

tomb of the founder The three varieties distingu-

ished in Egypt by van Berchem, mosque-mausoleum,
madrasa-mausoleum and monastery-mausoleum were

also built in lunis

Salih^k empire in Rum, Armenia and
Georgia In Saldjuk Anatolia (470-700= 1077-

1300) the thiee types of piered mosque, the court-

llwSn madrasa and domed madrasa aie to be distingu-

ished The piered hall was used as the large

public mosque On account of the colder climate

the open courtyard with pillars was not found

here The pillars were sometimes of wood (E§href

Rnm ^ami'), usually howcvei of stone The flat

wooden roof rested directly on the piers or on the

arches which connected them, which run sometimes

parallel, sometimes peipendicular to thekibla wall

The UlQ Djami' in Wan has a vaulted roof testing

on pillars, a system later often used in the Otto-

man empire Of more importance architecturally

are the smaller (m os que-)mad rasas, which
played a prominent part m the baldjQ^: empire,

but they fell far behind the Persian madrasas in

impressiveness and harmonious development The
model for the evolution of the Iwan-madrasa
was the Mesopotamian-Anatolian {arma house

From the latter came the bowers along the sides

of the court which were placed in front of the

IwSn and the rows of cells The combination of

school and mausoleum m which the builders, usually

high officers of state, were interred, was the rule

The domed madrasa consists of a domed hall

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

with a water basin in place of the open court

with living rooms, a lecture-room and a mausoleum
adjoining it The external ornamentation of these

Sal^juk madrasas and mosques is confined to the

gatei\ays Ihe fagades of the gates, irrespective

of the material used elsewhere in building (brick

or moulding), weie always covered with slabs

and the portals then ornamented with strips of

decoration or inscriptions, fantastic looking cande-

labra of palmettes (Diwngi), bundles of rods and
convolutions in low and high relief and thus one
of the highest points in Muslim decorative art

was attained ihe iwans along the court, interiors

of the comparatively low domes (which here usually

bridge over the comers on triangular consoles), the

friezes on the wall and the mihrabs are frequently

adorned with glazed brick and mosaic friezes in

a style which in pattern and colour is readily

distinguished as an independent pattern from the

Persian decoration Here we find geometrical net-

work patterns, which were not usual in Persia and
a colour scheme which receives its special character

fiom the much used black, alternating with bright

and daik blue, although other colours are also

found The following is a list of the most im-

portant buildings, so far as they are known i

Piered mosques Mosque of 'Al 5 al-Din
in Konya, completed 616 (1209-1210), Dj a m 1

'

Kebir in Siwas, —xiBh cent, citadel mos-

que 576 (1180— 1181) and great mosque 679
(1280-1281) in Diwrigl, E§href Rlim (Eski)

bjami*^, xiiflh century, in Beyshehir, Ulu
Djami' in Egerdir, xiiith century (>), U 1 H
Djami' in Caesaiea (Cappadocia), mosque
of Minucehr 464—495 (1072— 1 100) in Ani
(with octagonal Manara), UlU Djami' m Wan,
xifll'— xiiBh century — 2 Court iwan madra-
sas Sirdjcly Madrasa 641 (1243— ^244),
(/‘ok Madrasa, Barudjirdiya and Tjiftc
Minare, all 670 (1271— 1272) in Siwas, KhS
tuniya, 783 (1381— 1382) in Karaman, Ibra-
him Bey Madrasa, xiiBl^—xiv^b century in

Akserai, Ijifte Minardi, xiiBh-xivth century

inP'rzerum — 3 Domed madrasas Kara
1 ai Madrasa 649 (1251) in Konya, Indje
Minardi 650—684 (1252— 1285) in Konya,
Enirge DjamC 657 (1258) in Konya, Tash
Madiasa 613 (1216) and 659 (1260) in Ak-
shehir, Sultan Walide xiii^h and xv^k century

in Saiyid-i GhSzI
The mosque of the Turcoman ruler 'Isa I

(1348— 1390) in Ayasoluk (Ephesus) is an ex

ception in Asia Minor, it was finished in 777

(1375— 1376) and Its architect is said to have

been 'All b al-Dimishki The interior is modelled

on the mosque of the Omaiyads in Damascus, the

walls however aie in the Turkish style of that

period, as developed in the provinces of the Atabegs

The west fagade is closely related to the fagades

of the mosque of Ilasan in Cairo, which also

drew inspiration from Northern Mesopotamia

The Ottoman empiie The Ottoman Turks

further developed the types of mosque built by

their predecessors, the Saldjulj:s A second very

important factoi in the development was their

expansion into Europe and the new model, the

Byzantine domed churches, especially the Hagia

Sophia in Constantinople Here three main types

of mosque may again be distinguished the piered

hall, the cruciform domed mosque and the central

or great domed mosque The first and third were

25
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commonly used for Friday mosques and mosques
for the people, while the second type was reserved

for the SultSn’s Friday service and religious in-

struction, and was more used for private mosques

The Ottoman piered hall mosque is distingu-

ished from the Saldjuk, principally by its vaulting,

rows of cupolas over the piers The court is limited

to a hypaetral water-basin of the same size as the

dome above it The Ulu djami^ m Brussa for ex-

ample IS an unadorned pillared hall, rectangular

in shape with five aisles each with four domes m
a row Ihe second group of four pillars in the

central aisle was originally uncovered (now it has

a glass dome) and contains the basin for ablutions,

the rudiments of a court The domes of the five

aisles rise one above the other to the central low
The most important buildings of this group are

Ulu U^ami*^ 1370—1420 in Brussa, U6 ^erefeli
I^ami' 889-893 (1484-1487/8) in Adriano pie,

Djami^ ca 1403— 1420 in Adrianople,
xv^h century (!*) in Man is s a (Magnesia

on Sipylos), Djumaya in Fill be (Philippople), old

mosque (now museum) 882 (1477-1478) in Sofia,
Sindjirl! Koyu I>j5mi' ca 1500, Ahmad Pasha
DjSmi^ by Sinan ca 1555 and Piale Pasha DjamP

1573, all in Constantinople, Eski Walide in Scu-
tari ca 1570 The piered hall as an unmixcd
form became extinct in the xvph century The
Hekim Oghlu Djami^ in 1734 in Constantinople

is a mixture of the latter with the great dome
The origin of the cruciform domed mosque
IS rightly sought by Wulzinger in the Saldjuk

madrasas with courtyards which come in time to

be covered ovei with a dome The centre which
lies somewhat below the level of the rest, is oc-

cupied by a square roofed with a dome, again

the rudiments of the former couityard, and still

often containing a fountain The Kibla chamber
is vaulted with a barrel or dome, the praying

chambers to right and left are either like iwans

open towards the centre or have barrel-vaulting

The similarity of these mosques to Byzantine

churches (in plan, not in structure) is involuntary

and lies in the system On the other hand, the

open piered outer court (khtyal') may go back to

Byzantine stimulation These outer courts however
are very general in the east to give shade The
most important buildings of this type aie according

to Wulzinger’s list {op at
^ p 186) Mosque of

Murad I (1359—1389) in Brussa, fin end of

xiv^h century, two storied, Mosque of Bayazid I

Yfldfrfm (1389— 1403), fin after 1402, Yashil-

J^ami' in Brussa, fin 1423, Mosque in the

Koimesis church in Isnik, beg of xvth century,

Nilufer Khatgn ‘^Imaret, end of xivth century, Piruz

Bey Ejami' in Milas, fin 797 (1394), Mosque
of Murad II (1421-1451), fin 1447 in Brussa,
Mosque of MurSd II m Adriano pie, 'Imaret

Cjami^^ in Philippopolis 1359, Mosque of Hamza
Bey before 1451 in Brussa, GhazI Michal DjamP
ca 140010 Adrianople The great domed mos-

que developed out of the more primitive single

domed mosque which was very common through-

out Asia Minor and Turkey as the simple village

mosque, private mosque etc and continued to

survive (In Ayasoiuk alone 14 small single domed
mosques can be counted) This type of building

was also used for the numerous turbes The following

are more important single domed mosques outside

Constantinople Yaghi
’

1-Djami‘ 794 (1392) and
Mahmiad Celebi Qjami^ about 1400 m Isnik,

Masdjid of Khodja Yadygyar beg 1369 in In-

Onii, Masdjid of Elias Bey fin 806 (1404) in

Balat (Milet) The development of the great

domed mosque from this type took place in part

through combination with cruciform domed types,

but its aim was however the elimination of all

minor domes which at first it had for constructional

reasons to put at the sides A Gabriel’s table

gives a good idea of the different variations He
gives the mosques of Constantinople, which num-

ber 42 (with Scutari), under six mam types {Les

Mosquees de Comtanttnople^ in Syrta^ vii
, 1926,

p 352—419)
A Square or oblong halls with one or more

domes, sometimes flanked by secondary domed

chambers Mahmud Pa^a Djami^ 868 (1464),

Murad Pasha Djami' 870 (1466), Dawud Pasha

Ihami"^ 890 (1485), ^Atik ‘^Ali Pasha Djami' 902

(1497), Sultan Selim DjSmi^^ 926 (1520)

B Quadrangular single domed halls (continuing

the list just given of the not yet very large single

domed mosques from the city area of Constanti-

nople) Firuz Agha Djami^" 896 (1491), Djezeri

Kasim Pasha Masdjid 921 (1515), Khasseki Khurem
Djami'^ 946 (1539), Mehmed Agha Djami 993

(1585), CMl? Ihami^ 1050 (1640), NurCOthmaniya
DjamP 1169 (1755), I alel! Djami' 1177 (1763),

Walide jDjamP 1287 (1870)
C Square hall with a central dome, usually

supported by two half domes Sultan Bayazid

Uljami' 906 (1500), Sultan Sulaiman 957 “'

964 (1550— 1557), Kflfdj ^Ali Pasha Djami^ 988

(1580)
D Square hall with a central dome supported

by four axial half domes Shahzade Djami*^ 955

(1548), Sultan Ahmad Dj5mi' 1026 (1617), Yen!

Walid Dj5mi‘ 1120 (1708), Sultan Mehmed Djami'

867 (1463), reconstructed n8o (1767), variants

oblong hall with a central dome supported by

three half domes Iskele DjSmi' in Scutari 954
(i 547)
F Oblong hall with six domes of equal size

(old type of people’s mosque, cf above) Zindjyrl!

Kuyu Djami*^ ixif^ (xv^f') century, Piale Pagha Djami'

981 (« 573)

/ Oblong hall with central dome and aisles

Group a Central dome with square plan and

pendentives Bal! Pasha I^ami^ middle of xth (xvith)

century, Mihrimah Dj5mi*^ middle of x^h (xvi^h)

century, Zal Mahmud Pasha Djami' 958 (1551)
Group b Central dome on octagonal basis

Ibrahim Pasha Djami' 958 (1551), Rustam Pa&ha

Dj5mi^ middle of xth (xvph) century, Eski ‘Ali

Pasha Djami^ 994 (1586), Yen! Walide ^ami^ 1120

(1708) in Scutari, A^zab Kapu I)jami' 985 (i 577)>

Aiyub Sultan Djami*^ founded ix^h (xith) century, re-

built xiith (xviiith) century, Nishandj! Mehmed
Pasha Djami' 992 (1584)
Group e Central dome on hexagonal basis Ah-

mad Pasha Djami' 962 (1555), Sukul or Mehmed
Pasha Djami^ 979 (1571), 'Atil^ Walide DljSmr 991

(1583) in Scutari, I^erah Pasha DjamP 1002 (1594),
Hakim Oghlu 'Ali Pasha Cjami^ H47 (1734)
A survey of this list shows that the type given

under A is also the earliest This was directly linked

up with that in use in the older capital Brussa and
already being built in Konya in the xiiitb century

(Kara Tai Madrasa, Y!ld!r!m and Yashd Ej5mi^)

which seems to be continued in the Mahmud and
Murad Pashft ^ami^ But already the original

Sultan Mehmed gjami^ (rebuilt in the xviuth century)

Ulu (Eski)

Ulu ^amr
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which forms a striking anachronism in Gabriel’s

list under D with its date 1463 (only the second
modern Mehmedlya of 1767 belongs properly

there), had made the first important step towards

a single great chamber (cf Agha Oghlu’s recons

tructed plan in Diez, Kunst d tsl Volker^ 2"^

ed
, p 105) and this plan was repeated for the

'Auk 'All Pasha I^ami', while the Dawud Pasha
Djami' of 1485 had already used another vaiiation

(cf the plans in Gabriel, op at
)

This in brief

IS the historical development of the Constantinople

mosque from the Anatolian Saldjuk-Ottoman type

The next important step to the gigantic domed
mosques of Constantinople given under D was
completed by the greatest of Ottoman architects

SmSn (1489— 1588) step by step in the Miahzade
DjSmi', the SulairnSniye and the Selimiye (1567-

1574) in Adnanople His guiding idea was, by
thrusting the pillars of the domes as far back

into the walls as possible, to get a single domed
chamber of the largest possible dimensions, no
longer interrupted by pilhrs, binan achieved this

end in the Selimiye in Adnanople
Persia, lurkestan and Afghanistan,

Old mosques or remains of them have not sur-

vided in Persia, as in Egypt, the Maghrib and
Syria, except peihaps for a few old parts still

standing in the great complex of buildings, that

forms the Friday Mosque of Isfahan or in the

old Friday Mosque of ^Iraz We know however
from literary sources that at the beginning of the

'AbbSsid period large mosques were built every-

where in the towns and some must have existed

even earlier Abu Muslim, the celebrated general

and 'Abbasid propagandist, built mosques in Merw
and Nishabur The latter was built on pillars of

wood and similar stiuctures are occasionally men-
tioned in Persia (e g at Rubat in the province

of Djurdjan, SlrSf on the Persian Gulf etc ) In

the ninth century, however, greater use began to

be made of columns of brick or stone or marble

columns taken from older buildings where they

could be obtained, as in Istikhr at Persepolis

'Amr b al-Laith (26$—287 = 878—900), the

second ruler of the Saffand dynasty, renovated

the Friday Mosque in Nlsfiabur and among other

mosques built the Qjami' 'Atik in Shiraz, both mos-

ques with columns of brick, of which parts are still

standing in Shiraz The Friday Mosque of Baikh

destroyed by the Mongols in 1220, is said to

have had splendid pillars, as Ibn Battuta lecords

An old mosque on piers of the fourth (tenth)

century has survived in the remote desert town

of Naiyin, cast of Isfahan, and enables us to make
deductions about the architecture of mosques m
the early period in Iran The haram consists of

eleven barrel-vaulted aisles running perpendicular to

the Vibla wall, of which the central one is broader

than the others The court is flanked by four-

aisled nwa|cs which run parallel to the kibla wall,

only the wall of the entrance has an arcade The
plan IS therefore similar to that of the mosques
of the Maghrib It is built on columns or piers

of different forms The part around the mihrSb
IS richly ornamented in stucco and has bands of

inscriptions around it (cf H Viollet and S Fluty,

Un monument etc
,
Syrta^ 11 , 1921) How securely

the piered hall, as the type of Friday Mosque,
maintained itself m the Sunni east, is seen from

the rebuilding of Timor’s great mosque in Sa-

markand after his return from his raid on India
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in 1410, a mosque with columns, which was directly

connected with the madrasa of Bibi Khanum, but
has now completely disappeared The mosque had
460 columns of hewn stone, each seven ells in

height The vaulting was covered with large

beautifully carved and polished slabs of marble

There was a minaret at each of the four corners

of the mosque The door was of bronze and the

walls were coveied inside and outside with in-

scriptions in relief (according to Sharif al-Dln‘All

Yazdi) How far there was any Indian influence

here cannot now be ascertained In any case, the

Iwan and mihrab couit became established in Persia

in the fifth (eleventh) century and as the above
described Friday Mosque in Isfahan shows, became
blended with the pillared court The great Mos-
que of Herat (cf Niedermayer-Diez, Afgha-
nistan^ p 55 and figg 149— 153) shows a similar

mihrab court adapted to the (piobably older) piered

halls In the completely new buildings of the

flmarid and Safawid period, the piered hall com-
pletely disappeared and the haram is extended
by a central dome with vaulted halls at the side,

when the kibla iwan itself does not fulfil the pur-

pose The mosque of the great sanctuaries in Kom
Ma^had, Kerbela^ the Masdjid-i Shah in Isfahan

and many other urban mosques of Persia are built

on this plan Only in Eastern Khurasan, as in the

Furbat i Shaikh I^am, does the old piered mosque
survive but with vaulted arches and a large dome
in the centre of the harSm, all of which betrays

Indian influence (cf the plan m Viez^ Chui asantsche

Baudenkmdler^ p 79)
Of the already characterised type of domed

mosques may be mentioned the “Blue Mos-
que” in Tabriz and the Masdjid-i ShSh in

M a sh h a d, both similar in plan with a large central

dome and two flanking minarets The former was
built during the reign of the Turkoman ruler

Djihan Shah (1437— 1467), the latter by Amir
Malik Shah, the aichitect being Ahmad b Shams
al-Din Muhammad Tabriz! (cf J R A S

^

p 1131) The Tabriz mosque had a chapel leading

from the domed area with a second smaller dome
Both domes were decorated with tiles, the larger

with white tendrils on a green ground, the smaller

with white stars on a black ground (Tavernier)

Only fiagments survive of the Blue Mosque, which

show how splendidly it was once decorated, on

the other hand, the Masdjid-i Shah in M a sh h a d

IS still standing, although the dome has lost its

decoration To this group belong also the mos-

que on the citadel mound of E r 1 w a n, the

mosque of Miaikh Lutf Allah m Isfahan, the

Kaliyan mosque used as a royal private mosque

and the public Mosque of 1611 in Bukhara,
both with high entrance Iwans and without a

court At largely attended common prayer, the

people assemble in front of such mosques This

IS paiticularly the case in Turkestan, for the Iwan

and niches were simply very large mihrabs and

nothing further was necessary In Baikh also

there is a similar, formerly domed mosque probably

intended for the ruler with a towering Iwan (xvth

century) (cf Niedermayer-Dicz, Afghanistan^ figg

204—205) Besides these large mam types, there

were and are in these lands of eastern Islam

hundreds of smaller mosques in the towns and
villages, which sometimes show very interesting

structures Ihus in DjUdjarm in the Isfarl^n steppe

(northern Persia) there is a mosque with a small
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open court and domed chamber m front of the

mihrSb, and two triple yoked aisles, probably

a reminiscence of Ne&torian churches (cf Diez,

Churas Bdkm
, p 83) We also find everywhere

small mas^jids, which aie simply little oratories,

where the people can promptly worship at the

proper time flat-roofed large halls on wooden
pillars, which are frequently richly carved m
TurkestSn, Afghanistan (KSbul) and Central Asia

(Kashmir etc )

Ihe Mad rasa in Persia, Turkestan and
Afghanistan Shafi^i madrasas i\ere built in the

'Abbasid period in NishSbur (where Hafiz Abru
counted 17), Merw, Bukhara, Amol, lus and
other towns Nasr, brother of Mahmud of Ghazna,

is said to have built the first state madiasa Under
the Saldjuks, Nizam al Mulk, vizier of Alp Arslan

and of Malik Shah, built three state madrasas in

NishSbur, Tus and Baghdad None of these

pre-Timurid madrasas in Persia has survived, un-

less the ruined iw5n in Khargird is what is left

of a madrasa, which is veiy probable (cf Diez,

op
, p 71 sq') The rums of the Hmiind

period however give us a picture of the Persian

madrasa of the golden period of Muslim Persian

architecture The madrasa in Khargird near

Khaf close to the Afghan frontier, completed in

848 (1444— 1445), still shows a pure unmixed
madrasa design a quadrangular court with four

barrel-vaulted large iwans, equal in size, at the

intersection of the axes, each flanked by two or,

with the upper storey, four cells, four vaulted

corner-chambers, a narthex-like outer building,

consisting of three successive domed chambers,

low confined mihrab fagades with low flanking

towers at the corners The walls, especially of the

court, were adorned with rich tiled mosaic, the

walls of the domed chambers with ornamental

frescoes (cf Diez, Churas Baudkm
, p 72—76,

pi 31-34) In contrast to the low fagade of Khar-
gird built by a West Persian (^iraz) architect aie

the Turkestan madrasas with their high iwans,

characteristic of the east in general, and gateways

especially In Samarkand we have the three

Rigistan madrasas ^ir D2r (c 1610), Pillya

K5ri (c 1610^) and UlQgh Beg (c 1434), also

the Madrasa Bibi Khanum (about 1410) built by
Timur, all large courtyards with mihrab couits

and domed chambers, usually four minarets at the

surrounding walls In Bukhara, the Madrasa Mir
Arab of the end of the xvi^h century is related

to the Madrasa Shir Dar Of the madrasas in

HerSt, e g the celebrated Ekklaussiya, nothing

has survived, nor do 'we have anything left of

the madrasa of Turbat-i Shaikh Djam in Eastern

Khurasan (cf Diez, op f//
, p 78) A rum archi-

tectonically interesting is the state madrasa founded

m the xviith century by Malik Hamza, the Gumbaz-i
Surkh at KaPa-i Fath in SijJjistan (cf Pate, Setstan^

fig P 78) The cells are vaulted with the typical

Persian house and bazaar domes The last fine

Persian madrasa is the Mader-i Shah Sultan Husain

in Isfahan built by the Safawid Shah of this name
(1694—1722) The tiled decoration of the court

IS among the finest of its kind that has survived

in Persia (cf Sarre, Pits Bdkm
,
and Diez, Kunst

d tsl Volker^ p 106— 107) The dome still shows
the original glazed tiles with foliage patterns

dark blue and white, changing to black stalks and
and yellow leaves on a turquoise blue ground
India In India the history of Muslim archi-

tecture so far known does not go beyond the

xiiith century The two earliest mosques of which

the ruins still survive, the mosques of Adjmir
and of Dehli, are large coveied courts, built of

pillars taken from Jama temples The domes on

eight pillars found m all Jama temples are here

found ranged m rows The richly sculptured pillars

weie simply cleared of any figures on them before

being used Vaulting on square piers continued in

use after there were no moie pillais to plunder

(mosques m Kulbarga and BidjSpur) P'or the rest,

Indo-Muslim mosque architectuie developed in

different ways according to varied traditions and

local conditions In towns completely islamised

like Mandu on the Narbada, the capital of

the sultanate of M a I w a founded by Dilawai Shah
at the beginning of the xvtl' century, or Pjawnpur
neai Benares, which was founded by the sultan

of Dehli in 1359, Muslim places of worship show

a marked synthesis of Hmduistic tradition with

the rigid forms of Muslim symbolism Similarly

m the Muslim towns of Gudjarat, in A h m a d a b a d,

Cambay, Dholka, MahmudabSd, Muslim

sacred architecture developed out of the local Hindu
art so that the demands made by Islam on the shape

of a mosque, such as an entrance iwan and minaret,

were carried through by purely Indian means and

only the arch gave the building a Muslim stamp

In Bengal again, wheie the cuived bamboo roof

prevailed, mosques were built with curved roofs

from the bricks in use there, as is shown, notably

by the ruins in Gaur on the Ganges Instead of

glazed tiles, the walls were generally adorned with

richly oinamented slabs of stone South of the

Vindhya range also, in the Deccan and in South

India local schools of architecture grew up according

to the same general principles In Ahmadnagar,
Golkonda, Kulbarga, Bidar, Awrangabad
and other capitals of Muhammadan principalities,

the building of mosques was much cultivated

Architectonically, the most important city was Bi-

iij a p U r, the capital of the state of the same name,

which became independent in 1490 under Yusuf

^Adil Shah and survived down to the xvii^h century,

when Its great period of building culminated in

the gigantic dome of the mausoleum of 'Adil Shah
Ihe mosque of Bidjapur (second half of the

xvith century) consists of a piered hall with small

domes over each group of four piers and a large

dome in the centre In the Moghul period little

change was made in this mixture of Hindu and
Muslim methods, although the Persian elements

are often more marked The huge mosque with

courtyard built by Akbar in Fathpur Sikri
has the usual plan with slight variations The
Great Mosque of Agra built by Akbar still shows

little Indian pavilions on the tops of the cornices

It was only under his successors that a Puritan

reaction set in, which finds its fullest expression

in the mosques of Dehli and Lahore The pro-

cess of assimilation thus attained its end
China and Indo-China From the Maghrib

to the Pamirs and southeast of them the general

character of the country, plains and deserts, linked

the peoples of Islam together by certain common
features, which also secured the mosque its uni-

formity of structure in the early centuries In China
where Islam was only the religion of a few isolated

groups of immigrants the mosque soon adapted
itself to the well marked Chinese style of archi-

tecture and the mosques of the south and western
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provinces, where Islam has established itself in

places, are not distinguished externally from the

Chinese temples or yamen and internally only by
the absence of idols which are replaced by the

mihrab and minbar Exceptions are the mosques
in the seaports, where the colonies of Muslims
kept up steady inteicourse with the home of Is-

lam and the mosques were at the same time

built by native architects This holds for example

of the mosques of Ts’iuan-tscheu, province of ?u
kien, the Zaitun of mediaeval writers, which was
built in 400 (1009— 1010) and restored in 710
(1310— 1311) by an architect, a native of Jeiu-

salem, who came from Shirgz, as the inscription

testifies This mosque which is built of hewn stone

consists of a hypostyle hall, such as we find in

Asia Minor (e g Siwas) and has bulb shaped niches

(cf G Arnaiz and M v Berchem, Memotres sur

Us anttquites musulmanes de TsUuan Tcheou,

T'^oung PaOj vol xii
, 1911) The mediaeval chief

mosque of Canton also followed the western tia-

dition and even has a minaret, which is never

seen on the mosques of the interior The same
holds of mosques in Burma and the Indian Archi-

pelago They are usually built of wood and adapted

to the native architecture

Btbltogtaphy The works quoted under

MANARA will also serve for Mosque and Madrasa

Special works are quoted in the text hor the

Maghrib the new, excellent Manuel d'art musuU
man of G Mar9ats was mainly used, which
deals only \\ith the Maghrib (2 vols

,
Pans 1927)

(Ernst Difz)

AL MASDJID Ai -AK§A, the mosque built
on the site of the Temple in Jerusalem
The name means “the lemotest sanctuary" and is

first found in the Kur^Sn, Sura xvii i “Praise

Him who made his servant journey in the night

from the holy place to the remotest sanctuary,

which we have surrounded with blessings to show
him of our signs"

As was explained in the article isrA^ [q v ],

the older exegesis refers this verse to the journey

to heaven [cf MpRAjm] and sees in the name al

Masdjid al-AksS a reference to some heavenly place

(cf Sidrat al Muntaha^ Silra liii 14)

This explanation had however in time to give

way to another, according to which the expression

IS a name of Jerusalem This explanation is con-

nected with Muhammad’s “journey in the night"

(jsral*) The combination of the tsrd^ and mi-rddj

thus gives the story of the Prophet’s journey by

night to the Masdjid al-Aksa (Jerusalem) and his

journey following it from Jerusalem to the heavens

The question arises how Jerusalem came to have

this name among the exegists of the Kur’an Ac-

cording to Schrieke [cf isrA’] it is a lesult of

the Omaiyad tendency to glorify Jerusalem at the

expense of the holy land of Islam Ilorovitz has

challenged this explanation (in Islam
,

cf the

Btbl^ In any case, Jerusalem was fiom veiy eaily

times regal ded in Islam as a sacied place, the

original Kibla, which, although abandoned in favour

of Mecca, still retained its sanctity as may be

seen, for example, from the fact that ‘^Omar had

a Masdjid built on the site of the Temple [see

AL-KUDS, 11 , p 1097]
The name al-Mas^id al-Aksa is now particularly

attached to the mosque in the south of the Temple
area, which according to some was originally a

church built by Justinian [cf al-kuds, 11 , p io96l>]

According to late Arab writers the mosque was
built by the caliph ‘Abd al-Malik (785—805), a
statement which might simply mean that Justinian’s

church was rebuilt On this compare ai^kuds, 11

,

p 1098 sqq where the further history of the mosque
IS given

For a picture of the site and the mosque see

PI V to the article al-kuds, plan and description

of the interior m Travels of Alt Bey^ London
1816,11 21^ sqq

,
h^L^Acktr^Palastmaund SyrterP^

P 54 sqq

Btb Itograp hy Btbl to the art isrA^,

and B G A
,

\\\ 168— 17 1, Mudjir al-Din, al~

Uns alDjalil^ Cairo 1283, 1 201—203, 238
sqq

,
248 sqq

, 365 sqq
,
Caetani, Annalt, A H

21, sq
y

a picture, tbtd
^
vol iv

, p 504,

J Ilorovitz, Korantsche Untersuchungenj Berlin

and Leipzig 1926, p 140, do, in Isl
^
ix 161

sqq
,
A J Wcnsinck, Tree and Bird as Cos-

mological Symbols
y

in Verb Ak Ams(
^ 1921,

p 31, F Buhl, Das Leben Muhammeds^\^t\^z\g

P *90^ 159 (A J Wensinck)
AL MASDJID Ai -HARAM, the name of the

Mosque of Mecca I he name is already found

in the pre-Muhammadan period (Horovitz, Ko-
rantsche Studietty p 140 in Kais b al-Khatim,

ed Kowalski, v 14 “By Allah, the Lord of the

Holy Masdjid and of that which is coveied with

Yemen stuffs, which are embroidered with hempen
thread" (J^) It would be veiy improbable if a Medina
poet by these two references meant anything other

than the Meccan sanctuary The expression is also

fairly frequent in the Kurban after the second

Meccan period (Horovitz, op ctt ) and in various

connections it is a grave sin on the part of the

polytheists that they prohibit access to the Masdjid

Haram to the “people" (SQra 11 214, cf v 3,
viii 34, xxii 25, xlvii 25), the Masdjid Haram
is the pole of the new kibla (Sura 11 139, 144),
contracts are sealed at it (Sura ix 7)

In these passages mas^id haram does not as

in later times mean a building but simply Mecca

as a holy place, just as in Sura xvii i Masdjid

Aksa [q v
]

“the remotest sanctuary" does not

mean a paiticular building

Accoiding to tradition, a salat performed m the

Masdjid al-Haiam is particularly meritorious (Bu-

khari, al-Saldt ft Ma^^td Makka^ bab i) This

masdjid is the oldest, being forty years older than

that of Jerusalem (Bukhari, Anbtya^y bab 10, 40)

This Meccan sanctuary included the Ka'^ba [q v ],

the Zemzem [q V
]
and the Ma^am Ibrahim [see

ka^ba], all three on a small open space In the

yeai 8, Muhammad made this place a mosque

for worship Soon however it became too small

and under 'Lmar and ^Uthman, adjoining houses

were taken down and a wall built Undei '^Abd

Allah Ibn al-Zubair, the Umaiyad and ‘^AbbSsid

caliphs, successive enlargements and embellishments

were made Ibn al Ziibair put a simple roof above

the wall Al-Mahdl had colonnades built aiound,

which weie covered by a roof of teak The number

of minarets in time rose to seven Little columns

were put up around the Ka'^ba foi lighting pur-

poses The mosque was also given a feature which

we only find paralleled in a few isolated instances

this was the putting up of small wooden buildings,

or rather shelters for use during the salat by the

imam, one for each of the four orthodox rites

The fact that one of these ma^Sms might be more

or less elaborate than another occasionally gave
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nse to jealousies between the Hanafis and the I

Ultimately the ground under the colon-
|

nades, which was covered with gravel was paved

with marble slabs, m the mataf around the Ka'ba

as well as on the different paths approaching the

mataf

The mosque was given its final form in the

years 1572

—

1577 )
m the reign of the Sultan

Selim II, who, in addition to making a number
of minor improvements in the building, had the

flat roof replaced by a number of small white-washed

cone-shaped domes

A person entenng the mosque fiom the Mas'a

or the eastern quarters of the town, has to descend

a few steps The site of the mosque, as far as

possible, was always left unaltered, while the level

of the ground around— as usual in oriental towns
and especially in Mecca on account of the Sel—
gradually rose automatically 111 course of centuries

(cf Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka^ i 18—20)
The dimensions of the Haram (interior) are given

as follows (al-BatanunI, Rthla^ p 96) N W side

545, S E side 553 feet, N E side 360, S W
side 364 feet

,
the comers are not right angles, so

that the whole roughly represents a paiallelogram

Entering the mataf from the eastern side, one

enters first the Bab Ban! §heba, which marks an
old boundary of the masfljid Entering through the

door, the Makam Ibrahim is on the right, which

IS also the Makam al-Shafi% and to the light of

it IS the minbar On the left is the Zemzem building

As late as the beginning of the xixth century,

there stood in fiont of the latter, in the direction

of the northeast of the mosque, two domed buildings

(al^Kubbataifi) which were used as store-houses

(Chron d Stadt Mekka^ 11 337 These Kubbas
were cleared away (cf alieady Burckhardt, 1 265),
they are not given in recent plans

Around the Ka^ba are the makams foi the imSms
of the madhhabs, between the Ka^^ba and the south-

east of the mosque, the makSm (or musalla) al

Hanbali, to the south west the makam al-Maliki,

to the north-west the makam al-Hanafl The latter

has two stories
,
the upper one was used by the

mu’adhdhin and the muballigh, the lower by the

imam and his assistants Since Wahhabi rule has

been established, the Hanbali imam has been given

the place of honour The makam al-IIanafi stands

on the site of the old Meccan council-chamber

(dar al~nadivd) which in the course of centuries

was several times rebuilt and used for different

purposes The mataf is marked by a row of thin

brass columns connected by a wire 1 he lamps for

lighting are fixed to this wire and in the colonnades

The mosque has for centuries been the centre

of the intellectual life of the metropolis of Islam

This fact has resulted in the building of madrasas

and riwaks for students in or near the mosque,

for example the madrasa of Ka^t Bey on the left

as one enters through the Bab al-Salam Many of

these wal^fs have however in course of time become
devoted to other purposes (Burckhardt, 1 282,
Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka^ 1 17) For the staff of

the mosque cf shEba (banB), Burckhardt, 1 287-
291
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^ 13— 16, 337

sqq
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121, 139, 159, 165, 190, 203, 205, 227 sq,
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,
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(A J Wensinck)
MA§HAF. [See MusHAt

]

MASHAFl, Ghulam HamadanI b WalI
Muhammad, a distinguished Urdu poet,
was born in Lucknow but went to Dihll in 1190

(1776), where he applied himself to the cultiva-

tion of Urdu poetry His house was resorted to

by the eminent poets of the capital In 1201

(1786) he leturned to Lucknow and spent the

rest of his life there under the patronage of Prince

SulaimSn Shikoh, son of ^ah ‘^Alam He died in

1240 (1824) He IS the author of seveial Dtwdns
in Persian and Hindustani, and of biographies of

Urdu poets, called Tadhkua-t Hindi He also

wrote another Tadhkira of Persian poets who
flourished m India fiom the time of Muhammad
Shah (1131— 1161 = 1719—1748) to the reign

of Shah ‘'Alam (1173— 1221 = 1759— 1806) entitled

^Ikd Thuraiydy and a historical work in verse

which he entitled Shah Ndma
Bibliography Shifta, Guldian Bllhdry

p 138, A/ad, Ab-i Haydt (\ ahore 1913), p 309-

338, Garcm de I assy, Litterature hindouiCy i

373 »
Spiengei, Oude CataloguCy p 182, Rieu,

Cat Persian Mss Br Mus
y p 377

(M HlDAYFr Hosain)
ma^a^allAh, the son of Ath(a)ri or Sanya,

a celebrated astrologer, who along with

Nawbakht fixed the day and hour for the foundation

of Baghdad by ordei of al-Mansur According to

the Fihristy he was a Jew whose oiiginal name
was Misha (a corruption of ManashshI, 1 e Ma-
nasse'*), whethei he later adopted Islam and for

this reason took the name Masha’allah is not

recoided The dale of his birth is unknown, but

It can hardly be latci than 112 (730) He is said

to have died in 200 (815)
In numeious works M5sha’allah covered the

whole field of astiology, and also the making and
uses of astronomical instruments There has only

survived in Arabic fragments of a treatise on the

puces of various wares which was translated into

Latin under the title Mesahallae Libellus de Mer~
cibiis Many of his astrological works were translated

into Latin by Johannes Hispalensis and others and
later printed Hebrew versions are also known It

may be safely assumed that Arabic originals will

still be found in eastern libraries The critical

study of the Latin translations existing in manu
sciipt and printed form is most desirable in view
of the early date of the author

Bibliography Ibn al-Nadim, Fihristy ed
Flugel, 1 273, 11 129, H Suter, Mathe-
matikerverzeichmsy 1892, p 6 i—62, H Suter,

Die Mathematiker und Astronomen der Arabery

1900, p 5—6, NachtragCy 1902, p 158, M
Steinschneider, Dte arab Literatur der Juden^
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1902, p 15—23, F Dahem, Systeme du monde^

11 , 1914, p 204—206, G Introduction^

I S3I (J Ruska)

al-MASI?, the Messiah, in Arabic (where

the root m-s h has the meanings of “to measure”

and “stroke”) it is a loanword from the Aramaic
where was used as a name of the Redeemer

T

{^Koramsche Uniersuchungen^ p 129) con-

siders the possibility that it was taken over from
the Ethiopic (niasth) Muhammad of course got the

word fiom the Christian Arabs In Aiab wnteiswe
find the view mentioned that the word is a loan-

word from Hebrew or Syriac labarl {Tafslr on
Sura 111 40 vol ill

, p 169) gives only purely

Arabic etymologies, either with the meaning “puri-

fied” (from sms) or “filled with blessing” Iloro-

vitz, op at
^

calls attention to the occurrence of

the word in inscriptions, proper names and in the

old poetry

In the Kurban the word is first found in the

Meccan suras, a alone Sura iv 170, ix 30,
with Ibn Maryam Sura v 19, 76, 79, ix 31,
c with ^Isa b Maryam Sura 111 40, iv 156
None of these passages make it clear what Mu-
hammad understood by the word From Siiia 111

40 “O Maryam, see, Allah promises thee a word
from Him, whose name is al-Masih ‘Isa b Maryam”
one might suppose that al-Masih was here to be

taken as a proper name Against this view how
ever is the fact that the aiticle is not found with

non-Arabic proper names in the Kur'an

In canonical Had! th, al Masih is found in three

mam connections a in Muhammad’s dream, in

which he relates how he saw at the Ka^ba a very

handsome brown-complexioned man with beautiful

locks, dripping with water, who walked supported

by two men
,
to his question who this was the reply

was given al-Masih b Maryam (Bukhari, Lthas^

bab 68, Ta^btr^ bab ii, Muslim, Iman^ trad 302),
b in the descriptions of the return of ‘Isa [q v ]

,

c at the Last Judgment the Christians will be

told “What have you worshipped**” Ihey will

reply “We have worshipped al Masih, the bon of

God” Foi this they shall wallow m Hell (Bukhari,

Tafslr^ Sura iv
,
bab 8 ,

Taivhtd^ bab 24 ,
Muslim,

Jman^ trad 302)
In Hadith also we frequently find lefeiences to

al Masih al-Kadhdhab and al-Masih al-Dadjdjal,

see the article al i)AI>[I)JAl

Btbltogr aphy given in the aiticle

(A J Wensinck)

MASKAT, I a seaport on the Gulf of
^Oman, on the cast coast of Aiabia m 23° 37' 26"

N Lat and 56° 15 26" East Long Maskat is

the only harbour between ‘Aden and the Persian

Gulf, which ships of any size can entei and next

to ‘\den and Djidda, the best harbour m the

Peninsula The port is of considerable importance

from its position commanding the entrance to the

Persian Gulf It lies at the end of a horse-shoe-

shaped bay 900 fathoms long and 400 broad which

is enclosed and sheltered from the winds by multi

coloured rocks of volcanic oiigin, devoid of any

vegetation Behind the white town rises a senes

of extensive ranges of mountains on the highest

of which, the I^abal Akhdar, 9,000 feet high,

snow occasionally lies in winter time On the slopes

we even find the Muscatel vine growing which is said

to have been introduced by the Portuguese The
harbour is very busy, in the middle on the shore

stands the sultan’s palace, at the south end the

offices of the British political agent On either side

the town is flanked by an old Poituguese fort,

MaranI and gjallall The chapel in one of them
bears the date 1588 The bazaar consists of low
buildings and is of little importance The mosques
are remarkable for the absence of the usual tall

minarets

The climatic conditions are by no means favour-

able With al-Hodeida and Djidda, Maskat is one
of the hottest towns in the world In 1912 the

maximum temperature was 4572° ^ minimum
1772° ^ 5

tl'® rainfall varies between 75 and 150 mm
I he high temperatures are caused mainly by the

hot winds which at certain periods in the summer
months usually blow fiom the Arabian desert and
from the rocky hills for several hours in the night

hrom November to the middle of March the weather

is howevei quite pleasant, but one must beware
of malaria and fever

Maskat plays a considerable part as centre of

trade with the neaier east There are regular com-
munications with India, Persia, East Africa and
Mauritius The ships of quite a number of steam-

ship companies call regulaily at Maskat, e g the

British India Steam Navigation Company on the

route from London to India, the Bucknall Steam-
ship Company and the Strick Line to Basra, the

West Hartlepool Steam Navigation Company on
thc‘Aden-Basra route, the Hambuig America Line

monthly to the harbours of the Persian Gulf, the

Arab Steamers Ltd on the Bombay-Basra route,

and the Compagnie Russe de Navigation a Vapeur
et de Commerce In 1912— 1913 the total tonnage

entering the port was 98 steamers with 127,885 tons

and 63 sailing vessels with 5,021 tons and leaving

it 86 steamers of 90,803 tons and 30 sailing ships

of 2,379 The ships in question were mainly

British (86 73 7o) Masqat has a regular postal

service with the rest of the world instituted by
the British, as well as a cable connection which
the Indian Government has laid to Djashk The
population, which changes a good deal, is about

10,000 souls, primarily Arabs but there aie also

Persians, Hindus, Indian Muslims, Beludjis and a

few Europeans settled here, mainly tradeis

Maskat was at one time a flourishing centre of

the silk and cotton trade but in recent years this

has almost been destroyed by Indian and American
competition The gold and silver work done by

Indians here is famous, notably richly oinamented

swoids and daggeis The imports of Maskat in

1912— 1913 were valued at £ 463,551 and the

expoits at £ 301,477 The former were mainly

arms and munitions, cereals, dyes, precious metals,

pearls, foodstufts, textiles, tobacco, building mate-

iials, enamel, glass and porcelain, ironmongery,

perfumes and soaps, the latter camels, horses and

asses, weapons, cereals, dried and salt fish, dates,

lemons and pomegianates, wars and dragon’s blood,

pearls, melted butter {ght\ mussels, mother-of-

pearl and tortoise-shell, textiles, hides and leather

The chief importer was India, then Belgium, Eng-

land and ‘Aden, the exports went mainly to India,

the Arabian coast, England, Persia, America and

Zanzibar

According to local tradition Maskat was founded

at an early period by Him>ai colonists A Sprenger

has identified Maskat with the of

Ptolemy, vi 7, 12 As the harbour has only a

narrow entrance on the north and is enclosed on
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the east by rocky heights, it is, as a matter of

fact, easy for sailors to overlook it, and the name
“the hidden’* would be quite appropriate Al-

Mu^^addas^ (B G A
^
in 93 sg ) who mentions the

port of al-Maskat, says that it is the first place which

the ships from Yemen reach and is a fine town,

rich in fruits Ibn al-Fakih al Hamadhani (^B G A
^

V ll) says of Maskat that it is the very end of

'Oman, about 200 parasangs from Siraf, the starting

point for ships sailing to India and to Kulumall,

a month’s jouiney beyond it Ships take in water

here and Chinese ships pay 1,000 dirhams for it,

the other 10—20 dinars Idrisf briefly mentions

Maskat as a densely populated town, Ibn al-Mu-

djawir IS fuller (in A Sprenger’s Post und Retse-

routen^ p 145 ) and tells us that Maskat
was originally called Maskat— so also Niebuhr,

p 296 — and that it is a considerable centre of

trade with Africa and the east coast of the Persian

Gulf, whence the wares are forwarded to Sidjistan,

KhurSsan, Transoxania, Ghawr and Zibulistan In

the beginning of the xvith century a d
,
Maskat,

whose history had hitherto been that of ^Oman,
attracted the attention of European powers In

1506, Albuquerque appeared before the town and

demanded that it should submit to the Portuguese

At the first the people seemed to be peacefully

inclined and willing to accept his terms, but this

attitude changed and the Portuguese admiral decided

to attack and destroy the town Forty large and
small ships and many fishing-vessels and the Imam’s

arsenal were destroyed, the mosque pulled down
and the town burned 1 he Portuguese fortified

the place and in 1527 built two forts, Marani

and Djallali, and factories, the present buildings

of these names weie however only built after the

union of Portugal with Spam in 1580 by direct

instructions from Madrid The Portuguese had not

an easy position here They were frequently at-

tacked by the surrounding tribes and in addition

by the Turks, in 1526 a rising in Maskat was
put down by Lopo Vaz, the governor of India

In 1550 a Turkish fleet under Pir Bey appeared

before Masqat, attacked the town and took it by

storm after eighteen days’ bombardment The Por-

tuguese commander and 60 men were earned off

to be Turkish galley-slaves, out in 1553 the Por-

tuguese succeeded in destroying the Turkish fleet

and re establishing their sway in the Persian Gulf

Maskat was now fortified as a naval base But

after 1631 Portuguese prestige began to decline

rapidly At the end of 1649, Maskat was attacked

by the Imam’s army and had to surrender on

January 23, 1650, as relief came too late The
town now lost much of its former importance,

although under Dutch influence its commerce was

still considerable Towards the end of the xvii^k

century it attained an unenviable notoriety as a

nest of pirates, in 1737 it was taken by the Persians,

who were driven out by Ahmad b Sa'ud, the

founder of the dynasty still ruling in Maskat, who
was elected im5m in 1741 Since 1793 Maskat

has been the capital of the sultanate of 'Oman
After 1797 the French began to be influential m
Maskat, the town played a prominent part as a

base for attacking India in Napoleon’s grandly

conceived plan for destroying England’s power ,
we

need therefore not be surprised that England also

soon paid increased attention to the town In

January i8oo, Capt John Malcolm was sent to

Maskat by the Indian government and concluded

a treaty with the Sultan by which an earliei agree-

ment with the East India Company was ratified

and an agent of the company established at Masl^at

In 1807 and 1808 the French made treaties with

the Sultan and also sent a consular agent to Maskat

The town flourished under this sultSn, Sa'id b

Sultan, and became a centre for commerce with

the Persian Gulf Maskat repelled an attack of

the WahhSbis with the assistance of the English

in 1809, but in 1833 it became tributary to them

The change from sailing to steamships brought

about a decline in the importance of the town

In 1863 Palgrave describes Maslj:at as an important

harbour with 40,000 inhabitants, but in 1895, Bent

puts the population at only 20,000 and at piesent

it can hardly be more than 10,000 In 1833 how-

ever, the sultan was able to negotiate a commercial

treaty with the United States, followed by a similar

one with England in 1839, in 1844 France and

Maskat drew up a commercial treaty by which

France obtained the privilege of the most favoured

nation and hi ench subjects were given full freedom

to trade in Maskat The independence of Maskat,

although expressly stated in the Anglo-French

declaration of 1862, was however little more than

nominal, for England, who had several times come
forward to piotect the sultanate, had through her

political agent considerable control over the sultan

In connection with the slave trade, which England

was endeavouring to suppress, the sultan of Maskat

had bound himself in various ways to England and
in 1854 even ceded to England the KhOryan-MurySn
Islands of which France was endeavouring to obtain

possession When Sultan Saiyid Sa'id died in 1856,

his kingdom was divided between his two sons

Ihuwainl and Madjid of whom the former received

Maskat, while the latter was given Zanzibar which

had belonged to Maskat since the end of the

xviith century This division was negotiated by
England through lord Canning, the Viceroy of

India In i86i Zanzibar was declared independent,

but it had still to pay an annual tribute to Maskat,

which England in 1873 undertook to pay in com-
pensation for various concessions of the sult5n of

Masqat in connection with the suppression of the

slave trade so long as the sultan fulfilled his pledges

and showed friendship for England This readiness

to meet the English was also seen in a telegraph

agreement of 1864 In 1891 Sultan Faisal concluded a

treaty of friendship, commerce and navigation with

England in which the Sultan bound himself and
his successors not to cede, sell or let land except

to England The French opposed this and in 1894
succeeded in obtaining a coaling station five miles

S h of Maskat England raised objections and
quoted the treaty with the sultan although Fiance

in the treaty of November 17, 1844, had secured

the right to acquire land Diplomatic negotiations

finally brought about a settlement, by which France

gave up the coaling station in the Gulf of 'Oman,
and in compensation was lent half the coal depots

of Mukalla As France in 1916 again lent this

coaling station to the English, the dispute was
finally settled in favour of the English A second

contretemps was similarly settled, although for

a time it caused grave diplomatic negotiations

The French consul of Masqat and Zanzibar had
given French papers and flags to a number of

ships belonging to 'Oman The captains of these

who often traded in slaves and smuggled arms,

resisted the jurisdiction of their sovereign, the
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sul^&n of Masqat, and when the latter took steps

to deal with them they were protected by France

The affair finally became so serious that m 1903
there appeared to be danger of a conflict between

England and France, but in 1905 the question

was submitted to the Hague Tribunal which decided

that only those sailing-vessels which had received

the French flag before January 2, 1892, had the

privilege renewed and licences later issued were

cancelled as invalid, in so far as they were not

given to Fiench proteges of 1863 As, in 1917,
only 12 'Oman sailing-vessels still carried the French
flag, this privilege of France must soon die out

It was only natural that the active smuggling

of weapons from Maskat not only to Persia and
Afghanistan but also into the interior of Arabia,

should cause anxiety to England The flourishing

trade in arms was put down in 1912 by the establish-

ment of a depot for the sale of arms under govern-

ment control, which alone could sell arms It is

true that the smugglers have now migrated to

Birk, Shab'ain and Ru’ais, but the great decline

in the import of arms into Maskat is best shown
by the statistics of the year 1912— 1913 when in

the first half year 147,391 lbs of arms were still

imported while in the last five months the total

was only 36,667 In 1913, the new ruler SultSn

Taimur, who succeeded his father on October 4
and was recognised by England and France on

November 15, 1913, met with serious opposition

from the tribes in the south of 'Oman, who de

dared themselves independent under an im5m
whom they chose themselves It is only England’s

power that keeps these rebels from Maskat and

thus secures the existence of the dynasty, whose
rule has long been quite nominal
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R Said Ruete, Said bin Sultan {i 7gi—

Genealogical lable of the Imams of Maskat

Sultan

(1206—1219 AH)

Ahmad b Sa'id

(1154—1188 ah)

Salim Sa'id

(1219 A H) (t 1273 A H)

I

Sa'id

(1188—1193 ah)
1

Hamid
(1193— 1206 ah)

furki

(1287—1305 A h)
I

h aisal

(1888—1913 ad)
I

Taimur

(1913— A D)

Jljuwami

(1273—1283 A h)

I

Salim

(1283—1285 ah)
'Azz’in b Kais

(1285-1287 ah)

2 Maskat al-Raml, a village on the road
from al-Basra to al-Nibadj

3 Market town on the Black Sea (Bahr

al-^azar), said to have been founded by lOiusraw
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MASLAMA IBN *Abd al-Malik, son of the
second MarwSnid caliph “His chivalrous
figure seems to have made a vivid impression on
the popular imagination

,
one might think he came

out of a popular romance” (C H Becker) Few
of the Marwanid princes were so active and gifted

in so many diverse directions He lived long enough
to give proof that he was not unworthy of the
high hopes placed upon him Jfis gifts earned him
the confidence of all the Marwanid rulers, to whom
he was a Nestor whose counsels were always heeded,
from ^Abd al Malik to Hisham, not even excepting
‘^Omar II, who was not at all favourably inclined
to the sons of ^Abd al-Malik, nor the hysterical
Yazid II nor the ciiminal and fanatic Willd II,

who wept at his loss He had been carefully educated
by his father ^Abd al-Malik His long career as a
military leader revealed his personal courage and
his knowledge of the art of wai A man of good
counsel and excellent judgment, versed m liteiature,

a pation of poets and an accurate critic of their
merits, adored by his men, Maslama made use of
his exceptional position to be a protector of all

the oppressed, to maintain the unity and cohesion
at the heart of his dynasty, which was threatened
by the absurd law of seniority which regulated
the succession to the throne
The chance of birth — his mother was a sHve-

girl — prevented him from rising higher Walid I

gave his brother Maslama the task of conducting
the military operations against the Greeks Hence-
forth — with a few short intervals— he was to

hold the office of commander in-chief of the Arab
armies, in which he frequently had under him
his nephew, the able and valiant 'Abbas [q v ],
son of the caliph Walid In the year 91 (709-710)
he succeeded his uncle Muhammad as go\ernor of
Armenia, a province not completely subdued,
which required a military man to rule it He also
governed the ^und of Kinnasrm [q v ], another
frontier province continually exposed to the attacks
of the enemy He never spent much time m
civilian appointments, for which his soldierly spirit

seemed less adapted and in which the independent
character of the Marwanid prince usually came
into conflict with the central power

His first campaign was marked by the capture
of the important fortress of Tyana (luwana) the
rigorous winter of the high Anatolian plateaus
did not interrupt the operations of this long siege,

in which the assailants suffeied great hardships
[for the chronology see at -'abbas ibn al-walId]
The dismantled town remained deseited, a seiious

loss for the Byzantines Their enemies now held
both slopes of the Cilician Taurus, the gateway to

Anatolia Under Maslama’s directions, his nephew
'Abbas in the next two or three years completed
the conquest of mountainous Isauria In 93 (712)
the fortress of Amasia was taken and Maslama
entered Galatia through Armenia This opened
up the road to Constantinople In q8 he laid siege

to the capital The attack diagged on and caused
unspeakable sufferings in the Arab aimy Con-
temporary writers blame for their failure the lack
of foresight and insufficient diplomatic skill in the
commander-in chief 'Omar II recalled the besiegers
to Syria and sent Maslama to the 'Irak against
the ^aridjis Yazid II sent his brother to put
down the rebellion of Yazid b Muhallab [q v

]m the 'Irak After the death of this lebel (i02 =
720), Maslama became governor of the two 'Iraj^s '

Before this, he had very opportunely persuaded
the caliph not to modify the order of successi on to
the disadvantage of HishSm Yazid was not long
in finding fault with his brother, especially as he
neglected to send him the taxes of his immense
eastern vice-royalty He recalled him to Syria,

where Maslama endeavoured to combat the in-

fluence of favourites on this weak sovereign Re-
turning to the army in 108 he conquered Caesarea
in Cappadocia The following years were marked
by Maslama’s great campaign in Armenia and the

land of the Khazars After partial successes in

which the country was laid waste, the stubborn
resistance of the natives and the Turkish tribes

forced him to retire The letreat was a disastrous

one with great difficulty Maslama succeeded in

bringing back the remnants of his army to Arab
territory by sacrificing all his baggage and equip-
ment (115 A h) His intervention to support the

claims of Walid b Yazid [q v
],

heir presumptive
to IIish5m, compiomised him at court He died
before this caliph and seems to have taken with
him to his grave the fortune of the Marwfinids,
for they rapidly declined after his time
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_ (H Lammens)
MA§MUDA (the broken plural Masamtda is

also found), one of the piincipal Berber
ethnic groups forming a branch of the
B ara n 1

s

If we set aside the Masmuda elements mentioned
by al Bakri in the neighbourhood of Bone, the
post Islamic Masmoda seem to have lived exclu-
sively in the western extremity of the Maghrib,
and as far back as one goes in the history of the
interior of Morocco, we find them forming with
the Sanhadja [q v

], another gioup of Baranis Ber-
bers, the mam stock of the Berber population of
this country Indeed from the first Arab conquest
in the seventh century to the importation of the
Hilahs by the Almohad Sultan Ya'kub al-Mansur
in 1190, it was the Masmuda who inhabited the
great region of plains, plateaus and mountains,
which stretches from the Mediterranean to the
Anti Atlas to the west of a line from N E to
S W passing through Miknasa (Meknas) and
Dimnat, the only parts of this territory which
were not occupied by them weie three small San-
hadja enclaves the Sanhadja of 1 angler, of the
valley of the Wargha and of Azammur To the
north and to the west, the land of the MasmQda
was bounded by the Mediterranean and the At-
lantic To the east and south it was bounded by
the lands of the Sanhadja To the north were the
Sanhadja of the region of Taza and those of
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Wargha, m the centre, the Zanaga or Sanhsdja

of the Cential Atlas, to which should be added
the ZanSta of FazSz, to the south, the Haskura,

the Lam^a and the Gazilla

It was from the presence of this Masmilda bloc,

extending continuously from Sus to the Mediter-

ranean, that eastern Morocco generally must have

received the name of Sus, a name found for ex-

ample m Yakut (cf Mu^^am^ s v Sus) who dis-

tinguishes a Hither Sus (capital Tangier) and a
Farther SGs (capital Tarkala separated from the

other by two months’ journey It is also to this racial

unity that are due the legends according to which
all the N W corner of Morocco was once in-

habited by the people of Sus {ahl Sus) Before

the coming of the Hilali Arabs, the Masmuda
peoples were divided into three gioups

1 In the north, from the Mediterranean to the

Sabu and Wargha, the Ghumara [q v
]

2 In the centre from the Sabu to the Wadi
Umm Rabl^, the Baiaghwata [s berchAwai a]

3 In the south, from the Wadi Umm Rabi^ to

the Anti-Atlas, the MasmUda in the strict sense

of the word
Like the majority of the BarSnis, who in this

respect are a contrast to the Butr, who are inclined

to be nomads, the Masmuda were all settled, for

if, in one passage, Ibn Khaldun mentions two
nomad tribes, the Lakhs and the Zaggan as forming

part of the MasmQda confederation of the Haha,
he also points out that they were tribes of the

Lamta, i e of the nomadic Sanhadja, who finally

became incorporated in the Dhawu Ilassan, Ma^kill

Arab nomads of Sus Ibn ^aldiin further makes
special mention of the fortresses and fortified villages

(mc^aktl wa husun) of the Masmuda who lived

in the mountains of Daran oi the Great Atlas

Other Arab historians and geographers mention

the many little towns {karva) in the plains oc-

cupied by the Dukkala or the Baraghwata, a pastoral

and agricultural people, but these were gradually

ruined and destroyed in the course of the fighting

which went on without interiuption in their country

from the establishment of the Zanata principalities

of Sfialla, Tadla and \ghmat the Almoravid and
Almohad conquests, repeated campaigns against

the heretical Baraghwata, the Hilali occupation,

the struggle between the Almohads and the Marmids,

the rivalry between the Marlnid kingdom of Fas

and that of Marrakusb and lastly the wars with

the Portuguese Exterminated as heretics, dispos-

sessed of their lands and driven from them by

the Aiab or ZanUta nomads brought into then

territory, transported to a distance (region of Fas)

by the Wattasid sultans, for whose taste they showed
too little hostility to the Portuguese, the central

MasmUda, the oiiginal inhabitants of the Azghar,

of TSmasna and of the land of the Dukkala finally

disappeared, their place was taken by nomads,
Hilali Arabs (in the north, in Habt and Azghar,

the RiySh, in the south, the Djusham, Sufyan,

Khull, HanU I)jabir) and the Berbeis (Zanata Haw-
wara), in the xvBh century the coming to power
of the SaMian dynasty brought about the immigration

of Ma‘(j:il Arab tribes to the same region 'Abda,

Ahmar, Rahamina, Barabish, Wadaya, Awlad Du-
laim, Zu'air, etc

From the xvith century onwards, as a lesult of the

occupation of their central plains by the Aiabs,

Hilali then Ma^^ill, the Masmuda only survived

m the mountainous regions which formed the

northern and southern extremes of their old domains
The Masmuda of the north (or Masmudat

al Saktl “M of the shore” of al-Bayan) were
chiefly represented by the Ghumara group [q v

]

But, alongside of them, we find two small groups

having the same racial origin

a The Masmilda of the Straits, settled between

the district of Ceuta, which belonged to the Ohu-
mara and that of Tangier, a Sanhadja country It

was they who gave their name to the fortified

port of Kasr Masmuda, also called Kasr al-Madjaz,

the modern al-Kasr al-Saghir Their presence here

is attested in the tenth century, for it was while

fighting here against them that Ha-Mlm, the prophet

of the Ghumaia, was slain, al-BakrI (xBh century)

knows them in the same area corresponding to

that of the modern Andjra

b Al-Bakri mentions another group of Masmuda
(tube of the Assada) settled in the land lying

between al-Kasr al-Kabir and Wazzan, there is still

a small MasmSda tribe between these two towns

The Masmuda of the south, who inhabited

the lands between the Wadi Uram Rabi^ and the

Anti-Atlas, were divided into two groups those

of the plain and those of the mountain

a The Southern Masmuda of the plain
lived to the north of the Gieat Atlas The chief

tribes were the Dukkala, the Banu Magir (around

Safi), the Hazmiia, the Ragraga and the Haha (to

the south of the lower course of the Tansift) The
chief town in this region was Safi (Ar Asfi)^

for the town of Azemmur [q v
]
and the rtbdt of

Tit [q V
]
were m the enclave of Sanhadja, beside

the port of Sifi, we must also mention that of

Kuz (the As^oz of the Portuguese) at the mouth
of the Tansift, which gave Aglimat access to the

sea and had a ribat^ and that of Amagdul (the

Mogador of the Portuguese) which served the

district of Sus Besides these three centres, there

were, is in Pamasna, a large number of fortified

little towns {Lajya) many of which survived down
to the xvith century, the Portuguese chroniclers,

Leo Africanus and Marmol have preserved for

us many names of these places which have now
disappeared then very memor) being lost

,
the

local hagiographic collections and notably the

Kxtdb al Ta^awivuf of al Tadili (xiii^h century)

have preset ved a good deal of valuable information

on this subject At the present day all the country

to the north of the Atlas is arabicised and if the

old Beiber element has not completely disappeared.

It is at least ovei whelmed by Arabs of whom the

majority seem to be of Ma'^kili origin The Haha
alone, between Mogador and Agadii, ha\e remained

almost intact and have retained the use of the

Berber language

b The Southern Masmuda of the moun
tains occupied the Great Atlas {^Dyabal Datan\

the massif of Sirwa (anc Sirwan) and the Anli-

Atlas or mountains of the Nagisa (Beib In (iist)

In the Great Atlas, the Mismiida extended to

the east as far as the upper course of the Tansift

(a pass called lizin Telwet) Fiom east to west,

the following were the chief groups the Galawa,

the Ilailana (or Ailana), the Warlka and the Haz-

radja, near Aghm5t, the Assadan, including the

Masfiwa, the Maghus and the Diighagha or BanQ

Daghugh, the Hintata, including the Ghaigbaya,

the people of Tin-Mallal, on the upper couise of

the river of Naflfls, the Sauda or Zauda, m the

lower valley of the Asii al-Mal, the Gadmiwa and
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lastly in the west, the Ganfisa, the chief tribe of

which was the SaksSwa or Saksiwa

The massif of Sirwa and the high valley of the

Wfidi Sns were inhabited by the BanH Wawazgit

and the Saktana The N E part of the Anti Atlas

was occupied by the Hargha
Farther to the south, the Sus, properly so-called,

was inhabited by heterogeneous elements of Mas-

mtlda origin (al-ldrisi, akhla( mm aUBarbar al-

Ma^amtda) Describing the road leading from Taru-

dant to Aghmat, al-IdrisI mentions between Taru-

dant and the land of the Haigha, four tribes the

names of which, corrupted by the copyists, are

unfortunately hardly identifiable

Besides these highlandeis, who were strictly

Masmuda, we must mention the Haskura (or Hasa-

kira) These were highlanders of Sanhadja origin,

brethren of the Lamta and Gazula, who led a

nomadic existence to the south of the Great Atlas

and the Anti-Atlas The Haskura were settled in

the high valley of TSnsIft and the Wadi al-‘Abid,

on the two slopes of the mountain range which
links the Great Atlas, the home of the Masmuda,
with the Central Atlas, the home of the Zanaga

(= Sanhajija) of Tadla, their chief tribes were the

Zamrawa, the Mughrana, the Garnana, the Ghudj
dama, the Fatwaka, the Mastawa, the Hultana, and
the Hantifa, who, according as they lived on one

slope or the other, belonged to the Haskurat al-

Kibla (H of the south) or to the HaskUrat al Dill

(H of the north) Ibn Khaldun, who calls at-

tention to the Sanhadja origin of the Haskura, adds

that, as a result of their taking up the Almohad
cause, it became customary to associate them with

the Masmuda tubes, but that they never enjoyed

the same privileges as these latter

History In 682, 'Ukba b Nafi' marched
against the Masmuda of the Atlas with whom
he fought several battles On one occasion he was
surrounded in the mountains and owed his safety

solely to the help given him by a body of ZanSta

In the same year he attacked and took the town
of NaffIs which was occupied by ‘‘Rum” and
Berbers professing Christianity Thence he went
to Igli, a town of Sus which he also took

Legend adds that he even thrust his way to

the Atlantic where he rode his horse into the

water, calling God to witness that there were no

more lands for him to conquer This first submission

of the Masmuda does not however seem to have

lasted after the departure of ‘Ckba In 707, Musa
b Nusair had to reconquer Morocco, he in person

took Dar^a and TSfilalt and sent his son to the

conquest of Sus and the land of the Masmuda
In 732 ^Ubaid Allah b al-Habhab was appointed

governor of the Maghrib, he appointed his son

IsmS'll as assistant to the governor of Morocco

and gave him particular charge of the district of Sus

In 735, the same 'Ubaid Allah sent Habib,

grandson of ^Ukba, to make an expedition into

Sns against the Masmuda and the Sanhadja (Mas
sufa) Later the latter’s son 'Abd al-Rahman al

Filiri (d 745) becoming semi-independent gover-

nor of the Maghrib occupied Igli and built a camp
there, the remains of which could still be seen m
al Bakrl’s time It is to the same governor that is

attributed the making of the wells which supply

the road from Tamdalt to Awdagbast via WadSn,
through the modern Mauritania

The land of the Masmuda then disappears from
history till the ninth century The conquests of

Idris I did not extend in the south beyond the

Tamasna and the Tadla But in 812 Idris II made
an expedition against the town of Naffis

, o n his

death in 828, his son 'Abd (or 'Ubaid) Allah

obtained as his share of the kingdom, Aghmat,
Naffis, the lands of the Masmiida and of the Lamta
as well as Sus Al-Bakrl records that some of his

descendants ruled as lords of Naffis and among
the Banu Lamas, not far from Igli Other Idrlsids,

descendants of Yahya b Idris, were at this time

lords of Dar‘a

With the decline of Idrlsid power in the tenth

century, the MasmOda again became independent

and were ruled by elected chiefs or tm^karen (=
Arabic shuyukH) ,

al Bakri tells us that those ot

Aghmat were appointed by the people for a term

of one year When at the end of the tenth century,

ZanSta principalities became established in Morocco
(at Fas, Shalla and Tadla), Maghrawa established

themselves at AghmSt, but all we know of them

is that they were attacked by the Almoravids In

1057, after receiving the submission of Sus and
of the Masmuda (Zauda, Shafshawa, Gadmiwa,
Ragraga and Haha), the Almoravid chief ‘Abd Allah

b YS-Sin took AghmSt, the last Maghiawa ruler

of which, I agut b 'All, fled to TSdla His wife,

the famous Zainab, who was one of the Nafzawa,

finally became the wife of Yusuf b lashfm whom
she initiated into the fine art of diplomacy

From 1057 AghmSt was the capital of the Al-

moravids till 1062, when Yusuf b Tashfm founded

Marrakusb [q v
]

In 1074 the same ruler, having

divided his empire among several governors, gave

his son Tamlm the governorship of Marrakush,

Aghmat, of the Masmiida and of Sits, then of

Tadla and Tamasna
The Masmuda seem to have remained subject

to the Almoravids till the rebellion in 1121 pro-

voked by the mahdt Ibn Tumart [q v
]

of the

tribe of Hargha, who, supported by 'Umar Inti,

shaikh of the Hintata, and by 'Abd al MuWn
[q V ], brought about the foundation of the Almohad
dynasty [q v

]
The history of the Masmflda is

henceforth involved with that of the dynasty which
they brought to power and which was to last

till 1 269 The Masmuda, together with the Almohad
dynasty, thus contributed to the rise of the Hafsids

[q V ], who luled over Ifnkiya fiom 1228 to 1574,
through the descendants of Abu Hafs 'Umar Inti,

shaikh of the Hintata

During the first half of the xiiith century, the

power of the Almohads, routed by the Christians

of Spain at the battle of Hisn al-'Ukab (las Navas
de Tolosa) in 1212 and vigorously attacked in

Morocco by the Bantl Marin, soon began to decline

The Masmnda of the Atlas, indifferent to the fate

of the dynasty, took advantage of its plight to

regain their independence It was the tribes of

the Hintata and the HaskOra, which in 1224 at

the proclamation of al-'Adil assumed the leader-

ship in the movement, frequently allied with the

Hilall Arabs of the plains, Sufyan and Khult, we
find them fighting in all the civil wars and sup-

porting various pretenders to the throne

When in 1269, the Marlnids had definitely crushed

the Almohads, the Masmiida retained a certain

amount of independence and lived more or less

in submission to the central power, ruled by chiefs

chosen from the great local families AwlSd YQnus
among the HintSta, AwlSd Sa'd Allah among the

Gadmiwa, among the SaksSwa, 'Umar b HaddiX
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was an independent chief who went so far as to

claim the Berber title agellid (= king) In Sos

the Banu Yaddar founded an independent princi-

pality which lasted from 1254 till about 1340
As to the Hasknra, the power among them was
exercised by the Band KhattSb

Down to the xvth century, except during the first

half of the reign of the Almohad dynasty of which
they had been the principal supporters, the Mas-
muda of the Atlas were hardly ever under the

direct rule of the Moroccan government, only

the tribes of the plains, Dukkala and Haha in a

position of inferioiity as a result of then geogra-

phical situation, were able to offer less resistance

and had to submit The hter dynasties, SaMian
and 'Alawi, were no better able to subdue the

Masmuda of the highlands
,
but instead of gathering

round local chiefs with temporal power, the latter

now placed themselves under the leadership of

holy men with religious prestige

In the beginning of the xvi^li century, the land

of the Masmuda was in a state of anarchy Some
asfiyaUi of the tribe of the Hintata held the lands

of Marrakush, the most famous was Abu ^antuf,
to the south of Tfinsift, the xiv*li century saw the

rise of the warlike group of the Ragraga, in the

xvth century, the power of the mystic al Djazull

[q V
]

spread among the Haha In the adjoining

country of Dar'a, the SaMian dynasty was rising,

which after occupying SOs imposed its domination

on the whole of Morocco
But it did not howevei succeed in subjecting

completely the highlanders of the Atlas The power
ful Ahmad al-Mansur himself had to fight against a

pretender who had proclaimed himself king of

the Saksawa
After the death of al Mansur, the Atlas and

Sfls were all under the authority of local religious

leaders of whom the most impoitant were to be

found among the Haha and in TazarwSlt (family

of Ahmad U MSsS)
It was the 'Alawid SultSn Mawlay Rashid who

restored Sus and the Atlas to the Moroccan

empire The only episode to note is the con-

stitution in TazarwSlt, by a marabout baiyidl

Hisham of a kind of independent kingdom, the

capital of which was Illghet and which lasted from

the end of the xviii^h century till 1886

Henceforth the Masmuda disappear from history

The Atlas remained more or less independent,

according to the degree of power of the ruling

sovereigns, but all the important events m the

region took place among the Haha or in Sus [q v ]

The French occupation found the old Masmuda
grouped, since the death of the 'Alawid Sultan

Mawlay al Hasan, into three bodies each under

the authority of a local family the Glawa in the

east, the Gundafa in the centre, and the Mtugga
in the west The only one now in existence is

the Glawa, as a result of the disappearance of

their leaders, the two others were recently broken up

The name Masmuda, still preserved in the north

Morocco in the name of a little tribe of al-Kasr

al-Kabir, seems to have completely disappeared in

the south, where the former Masmuda peoples,

continuing to talk Berber, bear the name of ^uluh
(French Chieuhsy q v ) It may even be asked if

the name MasmSda, which is found so often in

the Arab historians and geographers, was ever m
regular use among the peoples to whom they

apply It, it is, indeed, suggestive that it is not

found in the long lists of ethnics given in the

Kttab al-Ansab^ published in the Documents tnedits

d'^Htstotre Almohade
Sociology The Masmuda of the Atlas lead

a settled life, living by a little agriculture and
breeding a poor type of cattle

,
they live in villages

or hamlets of stonehouses with clay roofs Ibn

KhaldQn notes the existence among them of

numerous little strongholds and fortified villages

(^ma^akil wa-hu^un)^ the ancestors of the modern
tighiemt^ and ngadtrs There were no towns

among the mountains, Tin Mallal, famous for the

mosque where Ibn Tumart was buried, was never

a town Before the Almoravid ruler Yusuf b Tash-

fin founded Marrakush in 1062, built moreover

m the plains out of reach of the highlanders,

whom it was to control, the only urban centres

in the district were situated at the foot of the

Atlas on its lowest slopes 1 he principal towns were

in the north, the double town of Aghmat [q v
]

and that of Naflfis on the river of the same name,
m the south, in SOs, Igli and Taiudant, as places

of less importance we may mention in the north,

Shafshawa (mod Shiahawa), Afifan and Tamarurt,
in the east, among the Haha and in the borders

of Sus Tadnast The great trade-routes which
traversed the region started from Aghmat for the

port of KQz (at the north of the lansift), Fas

(via fadla), SidjilmSssa (through the land of the

Ilazradja and the Haskura), and SUs (via Naffis,

the land of the Banu Maghus and Igli, no

doubt using the pass now called Fl/i-n-Test) Al-

Bakri particularly mentions the industry and ap-

plication and the thirst for gam, characteristic of

the Masmuda of the Atlas and of Sus 1 he principal

products of the country were fruits (nuts and
almonds), honey and oil of argan {hargan^ argan\
a tree peculiar to the country, of which there

were regular forests among the Haha The Mas-
muda could cast and work iron and also copper,

which they exported in the form of ingots or

“loaves” Itangult')^ they also worked and chased

silver jewellery In Sus also the cultivation of

the sugar cane enabled sugar to be made
hrom the intellectual point of view, the Masmuda

seem to occupy a place of first rank among the

Berbers Each of then three principal groups has

produced a reforming prophet, the author of sacred

woiks in the Berber language HS-Mlm of the

Ghumgra, Sglih b Tarif of the Baraghwata
,
Ibn

Tumart of the Masmuda of the Atlas It may also

be noted that, bus is one of those few districts m
which books were written in Berber down to a

quite recent date (cf H Basset, Essat sur la lit-

terature des Berberes^ p 73—81)
As regards religion, the Masmuda were converted

to Islam in the viBh century by 'Ukba b Ngfi^,

who left his comrade Shikgr among them to teach

the new religion The latter died among them

and was buried on the banks of the Tansift where

his tomb is still venerated The place is now called

Ribat Saiyidl Shikar near the confluence with the

river of the Shlshawa The Mosque of the town

of Aghmgt of the Hailgna was founded at the

beginning of the eighth century m 704
Ibn Khaldun desciibes the Masmuda of the

Atlas as being attached to Islam from the first

conquest, m which they differed from their brethren

of the north, the Baraghwata and the GhumSra,

who remained faithful to their heretical beliefs

At the beginning of the eighth century, several
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of them accompanied Tari^: on his conquest of

Spam, the best known of these was Kuthaiyir b

WaslSs b Shamlal, of the tribe of the Assada,

who settled in Spam and was the grandfather of

Yahya b Yahya, one of the ruwat of the Muv)at{(^^

many others also settled m Spam and their des-

cendants played important parts under theOmaiyads
In the eleventh century however, al-Bakri notes

Rafidi heretics among the MasmHda, these were

the Banu Lamas settled to the north of the Hargha
and the town of Igli In this district he also

mentions the existence of idolators who worshipped

a ram perhaps we have here a relic of the cult

of the god Ammon among the ancient Berbers

The towns however formed impoitant centres of

Muslim culture, the influence of which was felt

not only by the Masmuda of the district but also

by the Sanhadja of the adjoining deseits Lamta
and Gazula We know that it was in the town
of Naffis, with Waggag b Zallu, a learned juiist

of Lamta origin and a pupil of Abu ‘Imran al-

Fasi of al-Kairawan, that in 1039 Yahya b Ibrahim
al-Gudali recruited ‘Abd Allah b Ya-Sin al-GazuU
who was the promoter of the Almoravid movement
For the Almohad period al-Tadiirs hagiographic

collection, entitled Kttab al- Tashawwuf shows us

the land of the Masmuda of the south full of

wonder-working saints Later the tube of the Rig-
raga, settled on the lands now occupied by the

Shayadima, was the cradle of a movement at once

religious and wailike, the details of which are

little known but the memory still alive In the

first half of the xvii^h century, religious activity

seems to be concentrated in the south of Sus, in

Tazarwalt where the descendants of the saint

Saiyidl Ahmad U-Musa carved themselves out an
independent marabout principality
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al-MA$MUGHAN. aZoroastrian dynasty

whom the Arabs found in the region of Dun-
b awand (Damawand) to the north of Raiy

The origins of the Masmughans The
dynasty seems to have been an old though not

particularly celebrated one as is shown by the

legends recorded by Ibn al Fakih, p 27$—277,
and in al-BirunI, p 227 The title of masmughan is

said to have been conferred by Farldun upon Arma’il,

BewarSsp’s former cook (Zohak), who had been

able to save half the young men destined to perish

as food for the tyrant’s serpents Arma^il (according

to Yakut, 11 606, a Nabataean, a native of the

Zab) showed to Faridun in the mountains of Dailam

and Shirriz, a whole nation of these refugees,

which caused Faridfln to exclaim was mana kata

az3d kardt which is explained to mean ^What a

large number of people of the house {ahl bau^^')

thou hast saved !”

The first historical reference to a masmughan
IS found in Tabari’s (1 2656) account of the taking

of Raiy by Nu‘aim b Mu^amn in the time of

the caliph ^Omar [according to Ibn al-AthIr in

the years 18, 21 or 22, Marquart however puts

these events as late as 98 (716—717)] The King
of Raiy, Siyfiwakhsh b MihrSn b BahrSm-Cobln,

had received reinforcements from the people of

DunbSwand, but when he was defeated, the mas-

mughan of Dunbawand made peace at once with

the Arabs and received honorable terms {^alU

ghair^ na\r^^ wa la ma^unat^**-') promising an an

nual payment of 200,000 dinars The charter given

by Nu aim was addiessed “to the masmughan of

Dunbawand, Mardan-shSh, to the people of Dun-
bawand, of ^^ar, of Lariz (Laridjan) and of

Shirriz” This gives us an idea of the extent of the

sway of the masmughan His possessions included

the country round Mount Damlwand [q v ]
and

stretched down the plains as far as the east of

Raiy The district of Dunbawand [-^Duba-wand, (the

land occupied by) the ^ Duba clan ?] did not form

part of labaristan Ihe Arabs mention it along

with Raiy (Tabari, 1 2653—2656, Mukaddasl,

p 209, Ibn al Fakih, p 275—277), but as we
have seen at the time of the conquest, Raiy and

Dunbawand were under different dynasties Ihe
old capital of Dunbawand may have been at

Mandan where, according to Ibn al-Fakih, Armahl
had built a wonderful house of teak and ebony,

which in the reign of IlarQn al-Rashid was taken

to pieces and transposed to Baghdad In the Arab
period there were two towns in Dunbawand Wima
and Shalanba (the latter is marked on Stahl’s map
to the south of the modern town of DamSwand,
which lies on the slopes of Mount Damawand)
According to Yakut, the masmughan’s piincipal

stronghold was called Ustunawand or Djarhud

This should be sought above the village of Reinh,

which must correspond to the old Karyat al-Had-

dadin (Ibn al-Fakih’s stoiy of the shops

m which worked the smiths, the noise of whose

hammers exorcised the enchained Bcwaiasp must

refer to the chambers carved out of the rock near

Reina, cf Crawshay Williams, Bock-Dwellings at

jReinah^ y R A S, 1904, p 551, 1906, p 217)
An attempt made by Abu Muslim in 13 1 to

conquer the masmughan was a disastrous failure

his general Musa b Ka‘b was attacked by the

masmughan’s men and on account of the difficult

nature of the country {li-dih biladihi) was forced

to return to Raiy (Ibn al Athir, v 304 ,
cf IlSfiz

Abru in Dorn, Auszuge^ p 441)
The piincipahty was not conquered until I41

In this period there were dissensions in the family

of the masmughan Abarwiz b al-Masmughan,
quarrelled with his brother and went over to the

caliph al Mansur who gave him a pension (Tabari,

111 130) Kitab al-'^ Uyiin wa U-Hada^iky^ 228,
testifies to his bravery in the rising of the Rawan-
diya and calls him “al Masmughan Malik b Dinar,

malik of Dunbawand” This Abarwiz (or Malik)

had enjoyed considerable influence, for, according

to Ibn al-Fakih, the appointment of ‘Omar b ‘Ala

as commander of the army sent against Tabanstan
was made on the advice of Abarwiz who had
known him since the trouble with Sunbadh (on
the partisans of this “Khurraml” in 'f^banstan cf

Mas‘Qdl, Muru^^ vi 188) and with the Rawandiya
In the year 141, the biother of Abarwiz who

occupied the throne of Dunbawand was at war
with his father-in-law, the ispahbad Khurshld of

Tabanstan, but when he heard that the forces

sent by al-MansUr were on their way to Tabanstan,
he hastened to effect a reconciliation with his ad-

versary (Tabari, 111 136, Ibn al-Atblr, v 386)
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The stones of the campaign against Tabaristan

directed by al-Mahdl by order of his father al-

MansUr are very contradictory as is shown by

their very detailed analysis in Vasmer, op at
After the defeat of the ispahbad, the Arabs con-

quered the masmughan and captured him and his

daughters Bakhtariya (f) and Smyr or Shakla)

Of these princesses one became the wife of Mahdi
b MansHr and the other the umm-walad of 'Ali

b Raita According to a story in Ibn al-Fakih,

p 314, KhSlid b Baimak (Vasmer, op at 100,

thinks that his expedition was sent especially against

the lord of DunbSwand) sent the masmughan and

his wife and his two daughters to Baghdad, but

in another passage, p 275, the same writer says

that the masmughan obtained avian from Mahdi
b Mansur and came down from the mountain of

al»'Aiiain (>) He was taken to Raiy and there

Mahdi ordered him to be beheaded

After the death of the masmughan, the people

of these mountain regions lapsed into baibansm
{haivziyd) and became like wild beasts (Tabari, 111

136) According to Ibn al-hakih (p 276) however,

the descendants of the masmughan {=:. ArmaM i)

were still well known
Spiegel’s and Ma^r quirt’s hypotheses

Yakut 1 244 inter pi ets ntastntighan as kabtt al-

mad^us “the great one of the magi” {inas^ “great”,

N W Iranian form) Spiegel thought of connecting

this dynasty with the prince priests of Raiy, whose
existence is known from a well known passage in

the Avesta {Yasna^ ix 18, trinsl Darmesteter, 1

170, cf Jackson, Zoroaster^ p 202—205) In spite

of Marquart’s criticisms, who says it is impossible

to quote the authority of Avestan traditions which
relate to much eiilier state of affairs, Spiegel’s

suggestion is still of interest We have certainly

to deal with vague memories and not with actual

facts In the time of the Arab conquest the

descendants of Bahram-Cobin were ruling in Raiy,

but the Arabs (labari, 1 2653—2656) installed

there a certain al-Zainabi, son of KQla and father

of al-FarrukhSn It remains to be seen if this

family of Zainbadi, “w'hom the Arabs call al-Zainabi”

(Baladhuri, p 317) is connected with Dunbawand
Their stronghold in Raiy was called ^Arin (^) which
resembles the name of the mountain al 'Airain from

which the last masmughan came down (cf the

note by de Goeje in Ibn al Fakih, p 275) Mar-

quart wanted to connect the masmughans of the

BSwanid dynasty, the eponymous ancestor of which

Baw, a descendant of Kayiis, brother of Khusraw I,

is said to have lived in the time of the hter

SasSnians This Baw was a man of piety and after

the fall of Yazdagird 111 had retired to his father’s

fire-temple Marquart regards him as a “magus”
and identifies him with the father of the Christian

martyr Anastasius, who bore this name (BaO) and

was a “master of magian lore” Lastly he quotes

the fact that the Bawanids appeared in 167 only after

the disappearance of the masmughan (after 141)
as if to continue their line Unfortunately several

details of the ingenious argument are not accurate

our sources (Ibn Isfandiyar, Zahir al-DIn p 204-

205) give not the slightest suggestion that B5w
belonged to the priestly caste According to Ibn

IsfandiySr (transl Browne, p 98), his grandfather’s

temple was at KQsSn, which Rabino, p 160, locates

a little distance west of Ash^^f 1 e quite remote

from Dunbawand The passage in Tabari, iii 1294,

which Marquart quotes to prove the occurrence

of the name Masmughan among the Bawanids
refers to the cousin of Maziyar of the Karinid

dynasty, which is quite different from the BSwanids
(cf below)

The Karinid masmughans It is curious

that neither Ibn Isfandiyar nor Zahir al-Din speak

of the dynasty of the masmughan of Dunbawand,
perhaps because they do not include this region

m Tabaristan proper On the other hand, they

mention a masmughan (madmugban > raazmughan)
Walash, who was the marzuban of Miyan-du rud

(Zahir al-Din, p 42 says that this canton was
near the Sari between the rivers Kalarud and
Mihriban and that on the east it adjoined Kaia-

tughan
,
Miyan-du riid is thus quite close to where

Rabmo puts Kusan') This masmughan WalasJi
(Ibn Isfandiyar, p lOl

,
Zahir al Dm, p 42) lived

in the time of i^jamaspid Farrukhan the Great

(709—722 ?) and belonged to the elder branch of

the Karinids descended from Zarmihr b Sukhra
(We do not know why Justi, p 430, takes this

Walash to be the son of the last masmughan of Dun-
bawand >) The Karinid Wandad Hurmuzd (of the

younger line, descended from Karin, brother of

Zarmihr) in his rising against the caliph (cf Mahdi,

p 158-169 had combined with the ispahbad Shar-

win (772—797) and the masmughan Walash of

Miyan-du-rud Ihis latter (Ibn Isfandiyar, p 126,
Zahir al Din, p I55) seems to have been one of

the successors of the masmughan Walash mentioned
above

Under 224 (838) Tabari (111 1294) mentions a

cousin of the Karinid Maziyar, who was called

Shahriyar b al Masmughan According to this, al

Masmughan would be identical with Wandad
Ummid, uncle of Mazyar (cf Justi, p 430) On
the other hand under the year 250 (864), labari,

111 1529, mentions a Masmughan (su) among the

allies of the 'Alid Hasan b Zaid Ibn Isfandiyar,

p 165 calls him Masmughan b Wanda Ummid
One must either suppose there is an error in

Tabari’s genealogy or admit that the title of mas-

mughan was borne lK)th by Wanda-Ummid and

his son, but the form of the designation of the

latter with the article) would rather

show that the title had become a simple proper name
(Browne is wrong in translating Masmughan”)
To sum up then Alongside of the masmughans

of Dunbawand, we have the masmughans of Miyan-

du-rud Ihcse marzuban^ if we may rely on Zahir

al-Din, belonged to the Zarmihnd branch of the

dynasty of bukhra (Sasanian goveinoi of Tabaristan

descended from Karin, son of the famous smith

Kawa) Later we find the title (or proper name ’)

of masmughan recurring in the younger branch

of the line of Snkhra (the Karinid branch), which

occupied a position in Tabaristan subordinate to

the Bawandid ispahbads (Zahir al-Din, p 154, 14)
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p 66 1, Marquart, Eran^ahr^ p 127, Vasmer,

Dte Eroberung Tahartstans zur Zett des

Chalifen aUMan^ur^ m Islamua^ 111 , p 86-150
(V Minorsky)

MASSA (Berber Masset)^ the name of a

small Berber tribe of Morocco of Stls,

settled some 30 miles south of Agadir at the

mouth of the Wadi MSssa, the latter is probably

the jlumen masatat mentioned by Pliny the Elder

(v 9) to the north of the Jlumen Darat^ the

modern Wadi Dar^a^ and the Masatas of the

geographer would correspond to the modern ah/
Massa
The name Massa is associated with the first

Arab conquest of Morocco according to legend,

It was on the shore there that, after conquering

Sus, 'Ukba b Nafi' drove his steed into the waves
of the Atlantic calling God to witness that there

were no more lands to conquer on the west In

any case, Massa appears very early as an important

religious and commercial centre Al-Ya‘kubi (end

of the third = ninth century) notes that the har-

bour was a busy one and mentions a ribat already

renowned, that of BahlHl Al-BakrI and al-Idrlsl

mention the harbour of Massat, al-Bakri em-
phasises the fame of the nbal and the importance

of the fairs held there Ibn Khaldun devotes several

passages in his Kttab al-^lbar to the rtba^ of

Massa, where according to popular belief the

expected Mahdi or Fatimid was to appear, this

belief induced many devout people to go and

settle in this nbat and also sent many adventurers

there to raise rebellions

Towards the end of the xvtk century, the religious

movement begun by al-l^azuli made Massa one

of the great zazatjya^s of SUs In the middle of

the ixtk (xvitb) century Leo Africanus describes

Massa as a group of three little towns surrounded

by a stone wall in the middle of a foiest of palm-

trees
,
the inhabitants were agriculturists and turned

the rising of the waters of the Wadi to their ad-

vantage Outside the town on the seashore was a

very venerated “temple”, from which the Mahdi
was to come, a peculiar feature of it was that

the little bays in it were formed of ribs of whale-

bone the sea actually throws up many cetaceans

on this coast and ambergris was collected here,

local legend moreover says that it was on the

shore of Massa that Jonah was cast up by, the

whale
After the fall of the Sa'dians, the development

of the Marabout principality of TSzarwalt again

made Massa a commercial centre The port was
frequented by Europeans but it was soon supplanted

by that of Agadir The rapid decline of the prin-

cipality of TSzarwalt and the steadily increasing

influence of the central Moroccan power finally

destroyed almost completely any religious and

economic importance of MSssa
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MAS^D AbU Sa'Id, the eldest son of

Sultan MahmUd of (^azna, was born in the

year 388 (998) In 406 (1015—1016), SultSn

Mahmud nominated him his heir-apparent, and
two years later made him governor of HerSt In

41 1 (1020), at the command of his father, he led

an expedition to Qhur and reduced the north

western part to submission Shortly after this, he

was disgraced and sent as a prisoner to MultSn

but he was soon taken back into favour and was

reinstated in his government at Herat When the

province of Raiy was conquered in 420 (1029)

Sultan MahmUd placed it under Mas^iid who, aftei

subjugating the outlying parts, conquered HamadhSr
and Isfahan from their Buwaihid ruler, '^Ala'* al

Dawla b Kakawaih, in the beginning of 421

(1030), and was making preparations for furthei

conquest when news arrived of the death of hi*

father and the succession to the throne of hi*

brother Abu Ahmad Muhammad Mas'nd hurriec

to Ghazna to claim the throne In the meantime

the army tired of Muhammad, deposed him
and had the khutba said in the name of Mas^ud

Muhammad was blinded and sent to the fort o

Mandish, and Mas^ud ascended the throne in ShawwSl

42 X (October 1030), about 5 months after the deatl

of his father 1 he Caliph al-Kadir bi’llSh conferrec

on him the titles of NSsir Dim ’llah, Hafiz Tbad
’llah and 7ahir Khalifati ’llah

In 422 (1031), Sultan Mas^ud sent an army t(

punish ‘^Isa, the ruler of Mukran, for his rebellion

Hs5 was defeated and put to death, and his brothe

named Abu ’

1-Mu'askar was placed on the throne

In 424 (1032— 1033), Mas^Qd hid siege to a for

named Sarasti in the southern Kashmir hills, tool

it by assault and returned to Ghazna in the spring

After this he attacked Fabanstan, as the luler o

that country, named Abu Kalin^ar, had adoptee

a hostile attitude, and captured Astarabad Abl

Kalindjar was forced to offer submission and tc

promise to pay annual tribute About the end 0

426 (October 1035), Ahmad b Niyaltigln, th(

governor of Lahore, rebelled Mas'ud sent agains

him one of his Hindu generals who was defeatee

and slam in battle He then sent another Hindi

general named Tilak, who defeated Ahmad an<

forced him to fly to Sind where he was drownec

while attempting to cross the river Indus Abou
the end of 427 (October 1036), Mas'ud led ai

expedition to India, took the forts of Hansi anc

Sonipat and returned to Ghazna, leaving his soi

MadjdUd as the governor of the Pun^ijab In 431

(1038— 1039), Mas'ud crossed the Oxus to punisl

PUrtigin, son of 'Alitigln, ruler of BukhSrS, fo

his hostility, but before he could accomplish any
thing he received news that the baldjUks wer
advancing to Balkh to cut off his retreat, and h<

immediately returned to KhurSsSn
Early in his reign, bultSn Mas^Ud had beei

called upon to deal with the SaldjQks whose powe
had considerably increased during the period 0

disturbance following the death of Sultan Mahmud
They raided Herat as early as 422 (1031) but wer
repulsed with heavy loss at Farawah and forcei

to take refuge in the Balldian Mountains Thi
however did not stop their activities, and by 42
(*033— *034) they had started to make systemati

incursions into Khurasan In §ha‘ban 426 (June

1035) Mas'ud sent against them two of his general*

the Hadjib Baktrghdl and Husain ^Ali b Mlka’ll

who inflicted a crushing defeat on them, but whil
the Ghaznawid troops were engaged in plunderinj

the camp of their vanquished foes, a body of th

SaldjHks under Dawud issued from the hills, fell up
on their disorderly ranks, and made fearful slaughte

among them Husain ^All was taken prisoner, am
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Baktoghdi managed to escape Instead of marching

against the SaldjQi^s, Mas^Qd wasted his time m a

fruitless expedition to India in 427, as stated above^

and the result was that they became bolder and
more powerful In 428 (1036— 1037), they captured

Balkh, but retired to Marw at the approach of

Sultan Mas^ad, and sued for peace Mas‘tld gladly

consented to it, but it was only a shampeace
and when Mas^ild started on his return maich to

Qhazna, the Sal^Qks fell upon his rear and put

many of his soldiers to death Mas^ad turned round

and took terrible revenge for this treachery The 1

Sal^jQks redoubled their efforts against the Sultan, I

and won over the people of SaraWjs, Nasa and
Blward to their side Mas'ud now personally took

the field against them The SaldUQks advanced to

meet him under their leader lughrfl The two

armies met at Dandanakan on 8th Ramadan, 431
(May 23, 1040) Mas'ud fought bravely but being

deseited by his generals and finding himself sur-

rounded on all sides by the enemy, he fought his

way out of the field of battle and managed to

reach Ghazna in safety

Ihe SaldjQks had evidently become too strong

for him, and he resolved to withdraw to India,

possibly with a view to gaining a respite and
preparing a large army there to retiieve his affairs

He left Ghazna with all his treasure, and accom-

panied by his captive brother Abu Ahmad Mu
hammad At Ribat i MSnkalah, shortly after crossing

the river Indus, his slaves rebelled against him,

plundered his treasure, and, being joined by the

rest of the army, they seized Mas ud and acclaimed

the blind Muhammad as their sovereign Mas^ud

was sent as a prisoner to a fort where he was
put to death on iith jQjumada I, 432 (January 17,

1041) His reign had lasted 10 years and three

months
Mas^nd was a man of strong build and great

physical strength He was brave and generous,

but he lacked the wisdom of his father, and early

m his reign, he lost the co operation of his officers

by foolishly attempting to bring about the rum of

the old servants of the House on the advice of

his young and ambitious courtiers, and demanding
the return of the money which Muhammad had

distributed among them at the time of his succes-

sion to the throne Mas'ud was a gieat lover of

learning, and numerous scholars had assembled at

his court, one of whom was the famous Abu RaihSn

al-BlrUnl who dedicated some of his greatest works

to him Several poets sang his praises and were

given munificent rewards He adorned his capital

with beautiful buildings, and the New Palace with

Its magnificent throne was one of the wonders of

the times
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MAS^^UD b MawdUd b ZangI, Hzz al-DIn

Abu ’l-FaT9 (or Abu ’

1-Muzaffar), lord of al

Maw^il MawdUd [q v
]

died in 565 (1170), he

was followed by his son Saif al-Diu Qb^zl [q v ]

as AtSbeg of al-Mawsil When the latter came
into conflict with Saladin [q v

]
in 570 (1175) he

gave his brother Mas'Ud command of the troops

sent to relieve Halab, which was being besieged

by Saladin Aftei Saladin had left Halab and seized

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

the citadel of Him§, Mas'ad, who had in the mean-
while attached the Halabis to his side, attacked

him but was defeated in Kama^Sn 570 (April 1175)
at Kurun Hamat Saif al-Uln died on 3^d Safar 572
(Aug II, 1176], or according to another less authen-

ticated statement in 576 (began June 29, 1180),

and Mas'‘!id then became lord of al-Mawfil To this

in 577 (1181 1182) was added Halab, which his

cousin al Malik al Salih [q v
]
bequeathed to him

shoitly before his death, but Mas^iid did not hold

It very long On the advice of the influential emir

Mu(4]ahid al Din Kaimaz, he ceded his new pos-

sessions to his brother Hmad al-Uin ZangI who
gave him SindjSr in exchange, and in Muharram
578 (May 1182) the latter occupied Halab Soon
afterwards, Saladin took hdessa, al-Rak^fa, SarQdj
and Nasibln, and in Raj^jab (November) of the

same year he appeared belore al Mawsil but could

not take it by force, so he retired in the following

month and turned his attention to ^indjar After

he had taken this town, he forced Tmad al-Din

to capitulate (Safar 579= June 1183) 5^^

(1185) baladin again attacked al-Mawsil but had
once more to retiie with his object unachieved

After the capture of the town of Maiyafari\^ia, he

made a third attempt to take al Mawsil, and en-

camped at some distance from the town but fell

ill and was taken to Harran In spite of this, ^Izz

al-Din did not dare to oppose him any longer but

began negotiations Saladin declared himself ready

to make terms, and in Dhu ’

1-Hidjdja 581 (March

1186) peace was made on condition that ‘^Izz al-

Din recognised the suzerainty of Saladin and gave

him Shahrazur with the lands behind the Zab
'Izz al-Din died in al- Mawsil on bha^ban 27 or 29,

589 (Aug 28 or 30, 1193) after designating his

son Nui al Din ArslSn Shah as his successor The
Arabic historians pay him as high a tribute as

they do to his father Mawdnd
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MAS'UD B Muhammad Abu ’l Fa JH Ghiyath
al DtN, a SaldjvHp ruler in the 'Irak (529-547
= 1134— 1*52) Like Muhammad’s other sons,

Mas'ud, when quite a child, was entrusted to an

atabeg to be educated, namely the celebrated emir

Mawdud and when the latter was murdered, Ak
Sonkor and Aiaba Djuyu^ Beg acted successively

as Mas'Qd’s tutors The latter, an ambitious emir,

in the beginning of Mahmud’s reign tiied to secure

the sultanate for his prot^g^, then an eleven-year-

old boy, but the attempt failed, in an encounter

with Mahmud’s troops he was put to flight and

Mas'ad as well as his wazir, the famous Arab poet

al-Tu^ra'i [q v ], were taken prisoners (514=
1120) On the fate of the poet see the article on

him Mas Qd was pardoned and later given Gandja

by his brother (1130) After Mahmlid’s death (525
= 1131), his son DawUd was at first recognised

as sultSn but Sandjar decided that Mas^d’s brother

Tughrll should be sultan Mas^ttd soon made peace

with DSwud, after some fighting near labriz, and
sought to obtain from the caliph al-Mustarshid that

the latter should mention him in the khu^ba in

26
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Baghdad The caliph, who had been approached

with the same object by another brother of Mas^Qd

named Saldiuk and his atabeg Karadja, found

himstlf forced to accede to both by having Mas'ad’s

name mentioned fiist, followed by that of baldjlSk

He also collected his forces to go in alliance with

them against Sandjar, but when he ariived in

Khanikln, he withdrew so that Mas'ud and SaldjQl^

had to continue the struggle against their uncle

alone and they were routed by him near a hill called

Pandj Anghusht in the neighbourhood of Dinawar

(1132) Sandjar however allowed Mas'lid to return

unhindered to Gandja and at the end of the same
year Mas'ud found an opportunity to go to Baghdad
where Dawud also now was Both princes were
received by the caliph in public audience and given

robes of honour and othei tokens of esteem Homage
was paid to Mas'Qd as sultSn and to Daw ud as heir

apparent Thereafter he fought with vaiying fortune

against his biother Tughrtl and after the lattei’s

premature death (528—529 = 1134) was generally

recognised as sultan Anush^irw^n b Khalid, the

caliph’s vizier, now was given the office of viziei

to the sultSn Soon afterwards however, a number
of Turkish emirs became dissatisfied with Mas ud

because they had felt themselves insulted by the

advancement of Kara Sonkor, the powerful emir

of AdharbaidjSn, and were able to win the caliph

over to their party In the hope that Dawud would
join him, he went with some 7,000 horsemen

towards Hamadhan, where Mas^ud then was, but

when the sultan’s troops met him at Daimarg, his

own men left him in the lurch or even went over

to Mas ud so that he and his vizier and other

high officials were taken prisoners (529=1135)
The sultan, it is true, treated him with deference,

and began to discuss terms of peace, but he did

not release him He took him with him to MarSgha,

where in the same year (cf the various dates given

Weil, Gesch der Chaltfen^ in 231, note 4) he

was murdered by a number of fida^is The murderers

were apparently hired by the sultSn, on the advice

of Sandjar, who had been stirred up against the

Caliph by Dubais [q v
]

1 he latter, who was also

with Mas^^d, was soon afterwards treacherously

slam by him These deeds of violence naturally

made a very bad impression Dawud and Saidjuk

began again to besiii themselves, the new caliph

al kashid bi’llah, a son of al-Musiaishid, adopted

a hostile attitude and other Turkish emirs, notably

Zangi, the lord of al Mawsil, began to be insub

ordinate, in a word, anarchy soon prevailed every

where But when Mas'ud returned to Baghdad
with his troops they all retired Mas ud thereupon

had the caliph, who had escaped with Zangi to

al-Mawsil, deposed by a fatwa of the kadis and

jurists and approved the appointment of al-Muk-

tafl (530=1136) After peace had in this way
been to some extent restored, Mas^ud thought he

might now devote himself to his pleasures and

remained the whole year of 1137 in Baghdad in

comparative inactivity, without allowing his leisure

to be disturbed by a demonstiation by the mob of

the capital, which was intended to remind him
that It was his duty to wage war upon the un-

believers Once again several Turkish emirs rebelled

and tried to bring Dawud to the front again,

among them the most dangerous were ‘Abd al-

Ra^man b Tugljanyerek, lord of lOialkhal, and
particularly the prince Mingubars, whom Sandjar
after Karadja’s death had sent to Fars and who

was vigorously supported by his deputy in ^Clju-

zistan, Buzaba Mas^ud, it is true, sent troops against

them under Kara SonJ^or but they had to retire,

and a battle was only fought when Mas^Ud him-

self came up, at Kur^anbe near HamadhSn (532
= 1138) Ihe sultan was at first victorious and

put Mingubars, whom he had captured, to death,

but when his troops were scattered plundering the

enemy’s camp, BuzSba fell suddenly upon them

so that he and Kara Sonkor had narrow escapes

and some twelve of the emus with him were

captuied and all put to death by BuzSba I^ortunately

for Mas^ud, Buzaba did not pursue him, but was

content with occupying Fars, the sultan was also

able to make peace with Dawud, and the deposed

caliph was murdered in Isfahan on Ramadan 25,

532 (June 6, 1138) Ihe sultan’s posiiion however

was not one whit better, for the different provinces

of the empire were m the hands of powerful emirs,

who not only paid no heed to the sultan, but

occasionally appeared in open rebellion against

him in the name of various Saldjuk princes whose

atabegs they were The most poweiful of these

was still Kara Sonkor who began a war on Buzaba

to avenge his son, who had been murdered by

the latter When he approached, however, Buzaba

withdrew into an inaccessible citadel and when
Kara Sonkor retired, he took prisoner the prince

Saldjuk whom he had appointed to rule over Fars

and then continued to rule in Fars as atabeg of

two sons of Mahmud, Malikshah and Muhammad
After the death of Kara Sonkor, who died in 535 of

a broken heart after the great losses he suffered in

the terrible earthquake in Gandja in 533 (1138),
CawlI al EjSndar took his phcc and like his pre-

decessor was generally attached to Mas'ud Buzaba’s

attempt along with another emir named 'AbbSs

[q V ],
who had gained an influential position in

al Kaiy, to put the sultan’s youngest brother Sulai-

m5n on the throne therefore failed Mas'^ud invited

this prince to come to him and when he came he

was imprisoned m spite of the sultan’s promise

Cawli died in 541 (1146) in the same year as

Zangi and in the following year *^Abd al RahmEn
and ^Abbas were disposed of by assassination so

that Buzaba alone remained of the enemies of

Mas^ud Buzaba now set out for Haroadhan to attack

the sultan, but not far from this city was taken

prisoner in a fieice battle and executed (542 =
1147) The princes Muhammad and Malikshah who
weie with him escaped Mas'nd afterwards sent

for the latter, gave him his daughter in marriage

and designated him his successor In these nego-

tiations the sultan followed the advice of his

favourite beg ArslEn b Balangari, best known
by the title KhEssbeg, who in this way disposed

of all his rivals, but at the same time aroused

great discontent so that even the aged Sandjar

came once more to al Raiy to remonstiate with

his nephew (544 = 1149) But all this was in vain,

and when in 547 (1152) Mas'ud died, Khassbeg
put Malik^ah upon the throne, when in a short

time the latter showed himself quite incapable,

he sent for Muhammad, who had lUiassbeg treacher-

ously murdeied
Bibliography in the article selejuks —

Ibn Kballikan’s article on Mas^Iid (Bulak edition

1299, 11 531) IS of no importance

(M Th Houtsma)
MAS^D B Sa^d B SaimXn, a poet in Arqbic

and Persian, was born in Lahore His father
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remained for a considerable time in the service of

the kings of Qbazna and had become the possessor

of great wealth and lands in LShore and other

parts of India After his father's death these lands

were confiscated by the Governor of Lahore and

Mas^ad was compelled to proceed to Ghazna to

demand justice, but there also his enemies were

able to put him to more troubles and bring

against him a false accusation, which caused him
to be imprisoned He at last through the recom-

mendation of Mas'ud b Sultan Ibrahim was per

mitted to return to India and take possession of

his estate When baif al-DIn Mahmud b Sultan

Ibrahim came in India as viceioy, Maj.^ad attached

himself to this prince as courtier and panegyrist

and became one of the special favourites of his

court But again, a false charge being brought

against him, he once more fell upon evil days

and loss of fortune It was maliciously reported

in 492 (1098) to Sultan Ibrahim b MahmUd that

his son Saif al-lJin Mahmud intended to go to ^Irak

to Malikshah This report so much aroused the

indignation of the Sultan that he ordered his son

with all his courtiers to be ariested and put to

prison Our poet for the next ten years remained

a piisoner But on the intercession of Abu
’

1-Kasim Khas<5, the Sultan pardoned him and
released him from prison He retuined to India

and was again placed in possession of his father’s

lands and dignity

He died in 515 (1121) He is the author of

two diwSns, one in Aiabic and the other in

Persian

Bibliography AzUd al-Bilgirami, Subhat

al'Mardj^an^ p 24, Uawlat Shah^ Tadhkirat al-

p 47, Siddik Hasan, Abijjab al-^Uliim^

p 890, NizSmi ''ArUdi, ed Browne,

index, ^Awfi, Lubb al-Albab^ ed Browne, 11

246-252, ^Abd al-Wahhab Kazwini, m y R A
6, 1905, p 693—740, 1906, p 11—52, and
Brow ne, A Literary History of Persia^ ii

, p 324
(M Hidayet Hosain)

AL MAS^UdI, Anu ’i -Hasan ‘^AiT b al-Husain,

Arab historian and geographer and one of

the most versatile authors of the fourth century a h
Information about his life can only be gleaned from

occasional leferences in his works, as his activity lay

outside the lines of the regular schools of learning,

he gets little mention from their representatives

The author of the //AruZ regards him as a Maghribl

According to his own statement however, he was
born in Baghdad and descended from an Arab
family which could trace its ancestiy to a Companion
of the Prophet While still quite young he travelled

through Persia w'here he spent part of 305 (915)
m Istakhr Next yeai he went to India and visited

Multan and al Mansura He went by Kanbaya and
SaimQi as far as Ceylon, joined some merchants on

a voyage to the China Sea and back to Zanzibar

from which he returned to 'Oman We again find

him travelling along the southern shore of the

Caspian Sea and in 314 (926) at Tiberias in

Palestine In 332 (943) he visited Antioch and
the Syrian frontier tow ns and after a brief visit to

his native province of Basra, he was staying in

Damascus in 334 (945) Afterwards he seems to

have lived sometimes in Syria and sometimes in

Egypt He was m al Fust5t in 336 (947) and 344

(955) and he died there in DjumSdfi II 345 (956)
or 346

His restless life is reflected in his literary acti-

vity His travels were certainly stimulated not by
thirst for adventure but by a strong desire for

knowledge But this was superficial and not deep

He never went into original sources, as did al-

BlrUnl later, but contented himself with super-

ficial enquiries and accepted tales and legends with-

out criticism Nevertheless we owe him a good

deal of valuable information about the lands on

the periphery of Islam His method of presenting

his material has the same faults as his scholarship

He IS never able to finish a subject he has begun

but continually diverges from his theme His literary

activity, in addition to philology and theology in

the nariower sense, touched on almost all the

fields of interest of his time, particularly natural

philosophy, ethics and politics as well as heresio-

graphy His works, a list of which is given by

de Goeje in the preface to the Kitab aLTanbih^ p vi
,

are for the most part lost because they were not

of general interest Posterity was only interested

in him as a historian In the year 332 (943) he

began his great history of the world Kttab Akhbar
aLZaman iva man abadahu H-Htdfhan mtn aLUniam
al-madiya wa 7 A^yal al-khaltya wa ’/ Mamalik
al-dathira^ which is said to have filled 30 volumes

Burckhardt’s statement {Travels tn Nubta^ p 527)
that twenty voluires of it are preserved in the

Aya Sofia m Constantinople has unfortunately not

been confirmed Only a single volume, the first

of the work, which A v Kremer obtained in

Aleppo, is preserved in Vienna (see v Kremer,

S B IV A
, 1850, p 207—21 1, Flugel, Die ar

pers u turk Hss der KK Hofbtbhothek^ 11

,

N® 1262, another MS of the same pait is in

Berlin, see Ahlwardt, N® 9426) The work begins

with the creation and after a brief geographical

survey discusses the non-Muslim peoples and goes

fully into the legendary history of Egypt He
reproduced extiacts from this work in the Kttab

al awsat of which one volume perhaps survives

in Oxford (see Uri, Catalogus codd MSS or
,

i

666) The substance of these two works he gave

in briefer form in the Muru^j al Dhahab wa
McLadin aLDjawahtt

,
which he finished in Dju-

mada I, 336 (Nov -Dec 947) but revised in 345

(956) In addition to the manuscripts used for the

Pans edition, a number of others are in existence,

e g in the Ambrosiana {R S O
^

iv 97), in Fez

{Fthrist Mas^td aLKarawlyin^ N® 1298) and

M5sul (DawCd, Makhtulat al-Mawsil^ p 122,

N® 22, p 173, N® 32), printed as Magoudi, Les

prairies d'^or (the more correct translation would

be “Gold-washings”, see Gildemeister, W Z h M
^

V 202), Texte et Traauction par C Barbier de

Meynaid et Pavet de Courteille, 9 vols
,
Pans 1861-

1877, BQlak 1283, Cairo 1313, on the margin of

Ibn al-Athir, Bulak 1 303, of Makkari’s, Nafh al-

fiby vol I—3, Cairo 1302 A synopsis of the

Muru^X al-Dhahab down to the fall of the Omaiyads

was made by Ibrahim al-Abshihi in 1118 (1706)

(MS Vienna, Flugel, N® 807) Another synopsis

of which It has still to be ascertained whether

the two works on which it is based were not also

used in addition to the Murueix^ with a continu-

ation down to the year 638 (1248) was composed

by Aba 'Abd Allah Muhammad b 'Ali al-ShStibi

of TSza in Morocco under the title aLQx^imUn ft
Akhbtlr aLZaman (wrongly ascribed

by de Sacy, N Ey ii

,

1787 to Ma^l^arl, MS
Gyangos, 64, fol 31— 195, see Asm Palacios,

EscatologiUy p 374, other MSS in Cairo and
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Damascus see M Kurd ‘All, R A A D
^

ui

239—242) An anonymous synopsis of his magnum
opus with special reference to travellers’ tales from

the Indian Ocean with additions fiom the Kitab

al-Htnd of Ramhurmuzi., as well as from

the legends of Egypt, entitled Kitab Akhbar al-

ZamSn wa ^A^ji^ib al Buldan^ or Mukhta^ar al-

^A^c^ib wa ’/ Gkaf a^tb is preserved in several MSS
in Pans (see Carra de Vaux, JA ,

ser 9, vol vii

,

P * 33— *44) Towards the end of his life, Mas^di
composed a survey of his whole literary activity

and supplemented it where necessary from new
sources m the Kitab al-Tanbih wa 'l-I^jiraf (ed

de Goeje, in B G A
^

viii
,
Leyden 1894, additions

to these in a 1 eipzig MS, ZDMG^ Ivi
,
223

—

236, see Carra de Vaux, Magoudt^ U Lvre de

Vavertissement et de la revision^ French transl

,

Pans 1897)
Bibliography Ibn al-Nadim, Kitab al

Fihrist^ ed Flugel, p 154, Yakut, Irshad al

Arlb^ v 147— 149 ,
al-Subki, Tabakat al-^aji'tya^

307 >
Quatrem^re, J A

^
ser 111

,
vol vii

,

p I—31 ,
"Wustenfeld, Geschichtschreiber der

Arabery N® 119, Brockelmann, G A L 141-

143, Nicholson, A Lthraty History of the

Arabs^ p 352— 354, J 'bll^x(\\x^x\.yOsteuropatsche

und ostasiatische Isiretjzuge^ xxxiv/xxxv

(C Brockelmann)
MASYAD, a t own in Northern Syiia on

the eastern side of the gjabal al Nusairiye The
pronunciation and orthography of the name varies

between the forms Masyad^ Masyaf (in official

document‘d and on the inscriptions mentioned below
of the years 646 and 870 A H ), Ma^yat and

Ffa^yath. (on the interchange of / and th see

Kescher, ZDMG^ Ixxiv 465, Praetorius, Z D
M G ,

Ixxv 292 ,
Dussaud, Topographic hist de

la Syrtey p 143, note 4, 209, 395, note 3) The
variants Ma^yab (Yakut, Mu'djamy ed Wusienfeld,

IV 556), Afa{yah (IGialil al-Zahirl, Zubda^ ed

Ravaisse, p 49) and Ma^yat (al Nabulusf, in v

Kremer, SB Ak Wietiy 1850, 11 331) are no
doubt due to mistakes in copying (van Berchem,

JAy Ser 9, IX [1897], 457, note 2) At a later

period, the pronunciation Mi^yafy Mtsyad became
usual (al-Dimashkl, ed Mehren, p 208, al Kal-

feasbandl, Subh al A^sha^^ Cairo, iv 113, Ibn al-

Shihna, Bainit, p 265, cf Mesyaf on v Oppenheim’s
map in Petermanns Mtlietlungeny Ivii [1911], 11,

Taf ii) The name is perhaps a corruption of

a Greek Meepoiia (= Maaa-bot) or Mdperov which

presumably lay on the Marsyas ammsy the boundary

river of the Nazenni (ancestors of the Nusairis^^

Plinius, Nat Hist
,
v 81) (cf Pauly Wissowa Kroll,

Realentyklopaduy xiv , Col 1985 s Marsyasy
NO 3)
A number of ancient pillars and capitals built

into the gates of the fortress (some reproduced in

G L Bell, Syria The Desert and the Sown^

p 217—220) are its only remains of antiquity

An old Roman road (ra^tf) from HamS to the

west passed the town (according to Miss Bell,

loc cit )

Masyad is not mentioned in the early middle

ages, the first mention of the fortress is probably

m a Frankish account of the advance of the Cru-
saders in 1099 perventmus gaudentes hospitari

ad quoddam Arabum castrum {Anonymi gesta

Francorum et altorum Hierosolymitanof um^ cd
Hagenmeyer, 1890, p 418 with note 29, Dussaud,
Histoire et religion des Nofairts^ Pans 1900, p 21,

note 4) When in 503 (l 109--I lio), the Franks

advanced on Kafaniya, Tughtakin set out to relieve

It, by the terms of the peace concluded between

them, the Franks bound themselves to abandon

all designs on Masy&th and Hi§n al Akrad and

in compensation these two places and Hisn Ttiffin

were to pay them tribute (Sibt b al UjawzI,

Mir^at al Zamatty in Rec Hist Or Grots
y

111

537) Before 521 (1127) the fortress was in pos-

session of a blanch of the Mirdasids, who sold it

to the Ban! Munkidh Yfter the Nusairi citadels

of KadmUs and al-Kahf had fallen into the hands

of the Isma'ills in 527 (1132—1133), the latter

also seized the fortress of Masyfif in 535 (1140

—

1141), by outwitting the commandant bunkur, a

mamluk in the service of the Bani Munkidh of

Shaizar, who was surprised and slam (Abu ’l-bid5\
Mukhtasar ft Akhbdi al-Bash.ary in Rec Hist

Or Grots
^

1 25, Ibn zS. Kamtlytbtd
^

\ 438,
al Nuwaiii, Cod Leyden f 222^^, in van

Berchem, J A^ 1897, p 464, note i) Masyad now
became the residence of the Syrian ‘Master’ of

the sect (as we may call him, with van Berchem,

to distinguish him fiom the Grand Master in

AlamUt), known as S&athh al-Djabal After the

Master {Mukaddani) AbU Muhammad had gathered

round him the members of the sect in the hills

of KadmQsiya, about 557 (1162) KSshid al-Uin
Sin 5 n [q v] appeared in Syria, as envoy from

the Persian Grand Master, took over command of

the Assassins [q v] there and displayed his

unusual organising ability, by raising the sect to

be a well equipped and dreaded force, the terror

of the Crusaders Saladin, who wanted to punish

them for two attempts on his life, invaded the

land of the Isma^s in Muhanam 572 (July-Aug

1176), laid It waste and laid siege to Sinan in

Kal‘at Masyaf Ihrough the mediation of baladin’s

uncle Shihab al-Din al-Haiimi, lord of HamS,
Sinan however succeeded in obtaining Saladin’s

forgiveness, in the beginning of August, he went

with his aimy to Hama (Abu’l hida^ and Ibn al-

Athlr, in Rec Hist Or Grots ,1 47, 626) Shortly

before he laised the siege of Masyfid (about the

ist Safar), he received fiom UsSma b Munkidh,
who was in Damascus, a letter containing a pane-

gyric of his great patron (Uerenbourg, Vte POusdma^
Pans 1 893, p 400 sq

) Rashtd al Din died in

588 (Sept 1192) The byiian Masters, as the official

epithet al-Dunyd wad-Din henceforth regularly

borne by them shows, were raised by him to a

position with power and privileges equal to those

of sovereign rulers (van Berchem, op ett
, p 470)

While Sinan had completely emancipated himself

from the suzerainty of the headquarters of the

sect in Alamut, in 608 we find the old conditions

completely restored (AbU Sh&nia, al-Dhatlfi'l-Raw-
dataiUy in van Berchem, op ett

, p 475 ,
note l)

According to an inscription in the inner gate of

the castle (van Berchem, JAy 1897, p 482 =
van Berchem-v Oppenheim, Bettrage z Assyrtol

^

vii/i, p 17, N® 18), this building was restored

by the Syrian Master Kamal al-Dunya wa’l-Dln

al-Hasan b Mas^Qd under the suzerainty of the

Grand Master of AlamQt 'Alft^ al-Din Muhammad
111 (618—653) The reference is probably to the

al Kamal, who according to al-NasawI {Htst du
Sultan Djelal al-Dtn Mankobirtty ed Houdas,

p 132) was for a period before 624, governor m
Syria for the grand master of the IsmS^ills It is

uncertain whether the commandant (mutawallt)
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Madjd al Dio, who received in 624 the ambassadors

of Frederick II (Hamawl in Amari, Btbl arabtco

stcula^ App 11 , p 30) was one of the Masters

(van Berchem, JA, 1897, p 501, note i) About

625/6 and still ID 635, SirSdj al Din Muzaffar h

al Husain was Syrian Master (Nasawl, op ext
, p 168,

inscription of al-Kahf, ed van Berchem, op ett
^

p 488) A Persian from Alamat, Tadj al Din,

was ID 637 mukaddam of the Syrian Ism^llls (Ibn

Wasil, Geschxchte der Axytibtden^ Pans, MS Ar
1702, f 333l> in van Berchem, p 466, note 2)
As Tadj al Din Abu’l-Futulj he appears in an in-

scription in Masyad of Dhu’l-Ka'^da 646 (Feb -

March 1249), according to which he had built

the city wall of Masyaf and its south gate The
commander of the fortress under him was ^Abd
Allah b Abi ’

1-Fadl b ^Abd Allah (inscriptions A
and B in van Berchem, ^^4,1897, p 456 = van

Berchem-v Oppenheim, Bextr z Assyr
^
op city

NO 19) Probably it was Tadj al Din to whom
the Dominican monk Yvo the Breton, a member
of an embassy sent by Louis IX to the “Old Man
of the Mountains” in May 1250, sent a naive and
fruitless appeal for his conversion (Jean dejomville,

Hisi de St Louts^ ed Wailly, p 2^6 sqq
,
van

Berchem, JAy 1897, p 478—480) In the time

of the Master Rida^ al Din Abu’l Ma'ali in 658
(1260) the latars seized and held the fortress for

a time, but after the victory of the Egyptian

Sultan Kutuz at ^Ain Djalut, they abandoned it

About two years later Baibars began to interfere

in the affaits of the Ismlblis and to demand tribute

from them He very soon deposed the Master

Nadjm al-Din Isma'il and appointed his son-in law
Sanm al Din Mubarak in his place and took Masyad
from him When the latter returned there, Baibars

had him seized and brought to Cairo, where he
was thrown into prison Nadjnn al Din was again

recognised as Master foi a brief period and then

his son Shams al-Din, before the Sultan definitely

incorporated Masyad in his kingdom in Radjab

668 (1270) fAbu ’1-Fida’, in Rec hist or crots y\

153, Miifaddal b Abi ’

1-FadaM, Gesch d Mam-
lukensultancy ed Blochet, in Patrol Orient

,
xiv

445, van Berchem, J A 1897, p 465, note 2)

Masyad piesumably at first belonged to the

“royal province of foitunate conquests” the capital

of which was Hisn al-Akrad, then to Tarabulus

(after its capture in 688) It was later separated

from this province and added to the niyaba of

Dimnshk to which it still belonged in the time

of Kalkashandl [^uhh al A^iha^^ Cairo, iv 113,

202, 235) about 814 (1412) Khalil al-Zfihin

(Zubdat kasjif al-Mamaltky ed Ravaisse, p 49)
includes Masyad with Hama (about 850) Under
Egyptian rule the position of the lands of the

Isma'ills with Masyad as capital was to some
extent exceptional (Gaudcfioy Demombynes, La
Syne h VEpoque des MameloukSy Pans 1923,

p 182, NO 3)
Abu ’1 Fida’ (about 720= 1320) described MasySd

as an important town, with beautiful gardens

through which streams flowed, it had a strong

citadel and lay at the eastern base of the Qjabal

al-LukkSm (more accurately Cjabal al Sikkln)

about a farsakh north of BSrln and a day^s journey

west of HamS (not Hims, as Le Strange, Palesitney

p 507 erroneously says, Abu U-Fids’, Geogr
y
ed

Reinaud, p 229 sq) As a result of its high situa-

tion, It has a more temperate climate than the

low ground on the Nahr al-*^AsI, the young UsSma

in 516 (1122— 1123) brought to Masyftd the wife

and children of the emir of Shaizar, his uncle

^Izz al Din Abu ’1 ‘Asflkir SultSn, from the heat

of Shauar which was causing the emir anxiety about

their health (Derenbourg, Vte d'Ous&may p 43)
Ibn Battuta passed through Masyad in 756 (1355)

and al-NabulusI m 1105 (1693— 1694) The latter

mentions that the governor of the town then was
a certain SulaimSn of the tribe of lanOWi An
inscription of Masyad of Ramadan 870 (Apnl-
May 1466) contains a decree about taxes of the

Sultan al Malik al Zahir Khushkadam (van Berchem-

v Oppenheim, Bextr z Assyr
,

vii
, p 20, N® 23

N® 22 IS perhips of the same Malik al Zahir)

Of a later date are two inscriptions of an emir

Mustafa b Idris, one of the year 1203 (1788-

1789) relating to the building of a well (sabil)

{op ext
y p 21, N*' 24), the other (N® 25) of 1208

(1793— 1794) to the building of the house of the

Isma^lll emirs

The Isma'ills lived constantly in open or secret

enmity with the Nusairls, although various tribes

of the latter had offered their services to the

Isma^^lli Masters, for example as early as 724 (l 324)
to Rashid al Din (Guyard, Un grand maitfc des

Assassins au temps de Saladitty ^ A yp 1877,

p

Dussaud, Histoire et Religion des No^axrtSy p 80)

A number of Nusairls of the tube of RaslSn,

whom the emir of Masyad had allowed to settle

in the town under their Shaikh Mahmud, m 1808

murdered the emir, his son and about 300 Ismahlls

and seized the town The other inhabitants, who
had sought refuge in flight, applied for protection

to Yilsuf P§sh5,
the governor of Damascus He

sent a punitive expedition of 4-5,000 men against

the Nusairls, Masyad had to be surrendered by the

Ban! Raslan after three months’ stubborn resistance

and the fugitive IsmS^Ihs returned to Masyad in

1810 (Dussaud, op city p 32, Burckhardt, Retsen

in Syrteny p 258) In 1812 Burckhardt estimated

the population of Masyad at 250 Isma'ill and 30
Christian families The population since then seems

to have diminished still further Burckhardt and

lammens found many houses in the town in rums

and hrge gardens within its walls According to

Burckhardt, the land east of the town is a desert

moor, while in the north at the foot of the hills

the citadel stands on a high steep rock on the

west side is a valley, in which the inhabitants

glow wheat and oats The town, which lies on

the slope of a hill is about half an hour’s walk,

in circumference Three older gates have been

incorporated in the present more modern walls

The mosque is in ruins The citadel has an outer

wall from which the inner defences are reached

by a vaulted passage (G L Bell, Syria The Desert

and the Sown^ p 218) The old citadel is for the

most part destroyed
,
only a few buildings have been

roughly restored and in parts aie still inhabited

B tblto^rap hy Y5^f:ut, Mkdjamy ed Wu-
stenfeld, iv 556 [the article Safady also YakOt,

111 399, according to Dussaud Syria^ iv 332^^

IS based on a misspelling of Mn^yad]y Safi al-

Dln, Mara^idal Itlila^ed Juynboll, iii III, Ibn

al-Athir, Kamity ed Tornberg, xi 52, Abu
’1 FIda^ Tokwtm al Buldany ed Reinaud, p 229

sq y
al Dimasbkl,ed Mehren, p 208, Ibn RaUtSta,

ed Defr^mery-Sanguinctti, i 166, ^alll al-Zahirl,

Zubdat KasJ^ al MamMiky ed Ravaisse, p 49,
Ibn al-Shtbna, al-Durr al-muntahihab fi Ta^rlkK

Mamlahat Halaby Bairtlt 1909, p 265, '^Umarl,
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Ta^rlf^ Cairo 1312, p 182 transl by R Hart-

mann, ZD MG^ Ixx [1916], p 36, with note

II, Kalkaghandl, Subh Cairo, iv 113

[where in 1 13 the words Hama wa- should

be deleted, cf 1 14 ’]i abNabulusI, transl v

Kremer, S B Ak W%en^
> P 33* > Le

Strange, Palestine under the Modems^ p 81,

352, 507, Gaudefroy-Demombynes, La Syne a

Vepoque des Mamelouks^ Pans 1923) P 77,

182 , J L Buickhardt, Travels in Syria and
the Holy Land^ London 1822, p 150 sqq

,

German by Gesenius, p 2^^sq
,
Quatremere,

in Fundgruben des Orients^ iv 340, note r),

Ritter, Erdkunde^ xvii 822, 918, 922, 935,

967 , 972 ,
E G Rey, Rapport sur une

mission scienttfique dans le Nord de la Syne
(1864— 1865), in Archives des missions scient

et litt

,

Ser u
,
lu

,
Pans x866, p 344, R

Rohricht, Regesta regm Hierosolymitanty p 191,

N® 715(1193 A d),H Deienbourg,

wa, Pans 1893, P 43‘> 399 van

Berchem, Eptgraphte des Assassins de Syrie^ in

JA, Set IX, IX [1897], p 453—501, R
Dussaud, Rev archeol

^ *897, 1 349, do,

Htstotre et religion des Nosains (= Bibl de

Vecole des hautes etudes^ fasc cxxix ), Pans 1900,

p 21, note 4, 23, 32, 80, do, Topographte

htstonque de la Syne antique et medtevale^ Pans

1927, p 142 , 153, 187, H Lammens, An
pays des Nosains^ \xi R 0 C

^
v [1900], p 423-

427 ,
G L Bell Syria The Desert and the

Sown^ London 1907, p 218 ,
German transl

entitled Durch die Wusten u Kulturstatten

Syrtens^ Leipzig 1908, 21910, p 211 ,
M v

Oppenheim, Z G Erdk Bert
^
xxxvi [1901],

p 74, do and van Berchem, Inschnften aus

Synen^ Mesopot
^
Kletnasten^ 1913 (= Beitra^e

z Assyriol
,
viijx), 17-22 ,

also the literature

given under assassins (E Honigmann)
MATALr [See Mati a ]

MATAMMA, a town in the Eastern
Sudan (province of Kassala, district of Gallabat)

Matamma has a remarkable importance as a

market on the Sudano-Eihiopic frontier near the

route of the caravans between the Abyssinian

region of Lake T5na and |ChartQm Its economic

value has greatly increased on account of the

development of agriculture in the Anglo-Egyptian

Sudan and the new survey of I ake Tana as a

possible reservoir of water to extend irrigation in

the Sudan and Egypt and by this means to in-

crease and intensify the culture of the cotton

which IS the principal source of prosperity in those

countries

Matamma is famous in the recent history of

Ethiopia because the Emperor {Negusa Nagast)

Yohannes IV was defeated and killed in the neigh-

bourhood of this toii^n by the so-called Darawisb

of the Sndanese Mahdl, March 10, 1889 A D

(ist maggabit 1881 of the Abyssinian era) The
Emperor was preparing an expedition against Shawl
to oblige Menilek, King of that country, to recognise

definitely his vassallage to the Ethiopian Crown
But, when he was informed that a corps of Dara-

wl§b had advanced as far as the frontier and that

the zone of Lake T5na with the ancient capital,

Gondar, was menaced by the fanatic followers of

the Mahdl, he came back to the Northern regions

with his army, and met the Darawfgh at MatammS
After a strenuous fight the Emperor Yohannes IV
himself was killed and the Abyssinians were defeated

The Darawish cut the head of Yohannes and sent

to the Mahdl as a sign of their victory

The battle of Matamma howevei had no greater

value for the Mahdi’s followers than a successful

razzia they retreated to the Sudan after pillaging some

neighbouiing countries and did not occupy any terri-

tory of Ethiopia On the contrary, Matamma caused

the end of the Northern Abyssinian dynasties, and

the southern region— the Shawa kingdom— became

the political centre of the Empire, when in the

same year, 1889 A D, King Menilek proclaimed

himself Emperor {Negusa Nagast) as a descendant

of the Salomonic dynasty

The death of the Fmperoi Yohannes as a martyr

during the battle against the Muslims, hereditary

enemies of the Christnn Abyssinians, has been

celebrated in many songs and poems The following

IS a very interesting example of the Abyssinian

poetry in recent times

“Ihe Empeior Yohannes was a fool,

and we all despise him ’

They said to him “Reign in the middle of

the country ’”]

He answered “I will be the keeper of the

frontier ’”]

The Empeior Yohannes was a liar’

He said “I do not like drink”

And we have seen him drinking

a drink which causes the head to turn

around ’”]

(The last verses allude to the head of the Emperoi
sent to the Mahdl by the DarSwIsh)

Btbliogiaphy Afawark Gabia lyasus,

Dagmawi Mentleky Rome 1909, Blatta Kheruy
Walda SellSsg, Ityopya-nna Matamma^ Addis

Ababa 1918, C Rossetti, Storia diplomatica

della Etiopia^ Turin 1910, E Cerulli, Canti

popolart amarict^ in R R A L
^
xxv

, 1916, do
,

L/tia raccolta amartca dt canti funebrt^ in R S
0 ,

x, ^924 (Enrico Ceruili)

MATfiHARA, the name of a Berber tribe
belonging to the great family of the Butr, they

were 1 elated to the Zanata and brethren of the

Matmata, Kumya, Lamaya, Saddina, Madyuna,
Maghila etc

,

with whom they form the racial

group of the Banu F5tin Like the other tubes

belonging to this group, the Matghara originally

came from Tripolitania the most eastern members
of the Matghaia, however, knowm to al-BakrI and
Ibn Khaldun were those who lived in the moun-
tainous regions along the Mediterranean from Mil-

yana and Tenes to the north of Undjda (port of

Tabahrit), those of the western part of this zone

were allied with the KQmya, their mountain rose

not far from NadrQma and the fortress of Tawunt
was on their territory

Three sections had reached the western Maghrib
as early as the eighth century and theie formed
an important bloc These were

1 The Matghara of Fas and the couloir of TazS,
al-Bakri observes that the source of the Wadi Fas
was on their territory, in the region where Leo
Afneanus still mentions the Suk al bhfltnls of the

Matghara “fifteen miles west of Fas”
2 The Matghara of the Middle Atlas in the

Djabal Ma^^ara which Ibn IChaldQn locates S E
(ktbli) of I'as and which Leo Afneanus says is

five miles from TJzS (to the south >) The reference

then IS to the mountain region now occupied by
the Alt WJrSin, an impoitant section of the latter,

the Alt EjellidSsen, represents the BanQ GallidSsan
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whom al-Bakri gives as a section of the Ma^gbara,

settled near Tenes in Algeria We still find among
the Alt WSram several sections of the Imghilen

who represent the Maghlla, brethren of the old

Matghara
In al-Bakri’s time (vtb — xith century) these

two sections of the Matghara had as neighbours

in the west, the ZawSgha of F5z5z and of TSdla

3 The Matghaia of the oases of the Sahara

settled in the region of SidjilmSssa and in the

town Itself, m which they constitute the mam
element of the population, in the region of Figig,

in TuwSt, T5mant!t and as far away as Wallan
(Ouallen)

At the beginning of the Arab conquest, the

Matghara are represented by Ibn Khaldun as settled

and living m huts built of branches of trees

those of the Sahara lived in fortified villages {ku^ur)

and devoted themselves to growing dates In the

time of Leo Africanus, the Matghara of the Central

Atlas occupied about fifty large villages

Like othei peoples belonging to the group of

the Bans Fatin, the Matghara took an active part

in the events at the beginning of the Arab con-

quest and weakened themselves considerably in

the fighting As soon as they had become converted

to Islam, a number of bodies of Matghara went

over to Spam and settled there Later like their

brethren, the Matmata, they adopted the principles

of the Sufriya, one of their chiefs, Maisara, pro-

voked the famous schismatic rising of 740, which

was the beginning in Morocco of the Baraghwata

heresy In a list of the tribes which adopted this

heretical teaching we find the Matmata and Mat-

ghara of the Central Atlas, as well as the Banii

Abi Nasr, the modem Ait Bu Nsar, the eastern

section of the Ait WaiSin

With the rise of Idris, the chief of the Matghara,

Bahlul, declared himself at first a supporter of the

caliph of Baghdad, Harun al-Rashid, then rallied

to the new dynasty Latei and down to the xviith

century, the Matghara of the Central Atlas do not

seem to have played any part in politics, they

retained their independence at least From the

xvii^h century, they seem to have been supplanted

on their territory by invaders from the south As
to the Matghara of the shore, settled in the region

of Nadruma, their alliance with the Kumya gained

them considerable political importance, when the

latter became suppoiters of the Almohads It was

at this period that they built the fortress of Tawunt
They then rallied to the Marinids but this brought

upon them the wrath of the ruler of Tlemcen, the

celebrated YaghmurSsan, who finally crushed them

Ibn KhaldQn uses the form Madghat a instead

of Matghara
,

in Moroccan texts of late date we
also find Madghara

Bibliography al-BakrI and al IdrisI,

dtcesy Ibn KhaldUn, Kttab al-^lbar^ transl de

Slane, 1 237—241, Leo Africanus, Dcsciiption

de VAfrique^ «d Schefer, 11 54 and 342, in

71 and 225 (G S Colin)

MATHAL (a
,
pi amthal) is originally by ety-

mology, like the Eth fnesl, messale^ Aram matkla
and Hebrew ma^Jial (see O Eissfeldt, Der Maschal

im Alien Testamente^ Beihefte zur Z A T W
^
xxiv

,

Giessen 1913), simile, comparison, as popular

sayings commonly appear in this form, the term

was applied to them in general and thus obtained

the general sense of proverb and popular
saying The fondness for similes and allusions,

which is common to all primitive cultures, survived

among the Semites and especially among the Arabs

with great tenacity and therefore plays an important

pait, even in the higher forms of literature The
simplest form of metaphor usually draws parallels

between man and beast Of a sleepless man, one

says bata bidatlaii ankada (or ankadjia) “he spent

the night like a hedgehog” (AbH Hilal al-^Askari,

Madjma^ al Amtial^on the margin of MaidSnl, Cairo

1310, 1 109, x5, Ltsan al’l'Arab^ iv 437) and with

the downrightness beloved by the Arabs the good
example and educative influence of a leadei or

father is described as bala hitrtar^*^ fa “'stabala

ahmirat^^^ or bala fadtr^^^ fa-bala ^afruhu (al-

Maidani, Mammal' al-Amthal^ Cairo 1310, 1 64,

65) The comparison to animals is also used to

indicate veiled mockeiy of unpleasant social con-

ditions as al-bughathy fi ardina yastansiru “here

among us the sparrow plays the falcon” (al-^A skari,

» 193, 20) Such proverbs are sometimes developed
into regular fables (see Brockelmann, Fabel und
Ttermarchen in derdltet en arab Litteratur^ Islamtca^

11 96— 128) Among them we find much that is

common to all nations, which it is hardly ever

possible to trace back to a single source (cf the

discussion on the „goat and knife ’ Z D M G
y

xlvi 737 sqq
,

xlvii sqq
)y

unless the origin is

as well known as that of the two bulls from the

Kaltla wa~Dimnay\t\i\d\' is given by al ‘^Askaii, 1

47i 16 aod therefoie 'All cannot have applied

It to his relationship to 'Othman
But the circumstances of everyday life also provide

material for similes which usually take the form

aj^al^ tntny as in those which al-'Askari and al-

Maidanl quote at the end of each chapter of their

collections of proverbs arranged in alphabetical

order Fven quite banal happenings may pass into

proverbs {fa-sdrai or dhahabat matjial<^^^ or dw iba

Inht 'l-ma(hal^y as so many Arabic stories end),

like the story of Ku'ais of whom we know no

more than that his aunt once gave him as a suiet^

and never redeemed him (al-Mufaddal b Salama,

al Fdkhii
y
ed Storey, p 24, N® 61), or the story

of the poor woman selling butter of whom a rogue

took advantage after inducing hei to hold two

skins of butter firmly together m her hands (al-

FdUiii
y p 70, N® 147) But the memoiy of im-

portant historical events is also perpetuated in

proverbial sayings, like that of the fratricidal war

between the Bakr and laghlib provoked by Basus

{al Fdkhtr^ p 76, N® 157), al-Mufaddal in his

al’Bdthtry p 217—231, and al Maidani, 11 38-47,

therefore give the most notable battles of the Arabs

in their lists of proverbs and proverbial allusions

Many incidents of the Muslim period have attained

equal renown, like Mu'awiya’s exclamation of joy

on hearing that al Ashtar had been poisoned (see

above, 1 504, al MaidanI, 1 8, 19) or the memory
of the fine voice of the two singers of the bon

vivant Caliph Yazid b 'Abd al Malik (al Maidftnl,

1 137, 12) It however not always epoch-making

events that are handed down to posteiity in this

way, like the stormy night in the time of the

Caliph al-Mahdi, which provoked him and his

retinue to do such penance (al-Maid§ni, i 17^1 12) >

or the story of the defeat and fall of the KhSkSn,

apparently that chief of the Khuttal, whom Asad

b "Abd Allah conquered in the year 119 (737),
which, according to Tabari, 11 16 16, made a great

sensation at the court of HishSm, while Mufaijdal

in al-Fdhhtry p 80, u sqq
,
refers it to the fighting
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against the IQiazars, but the historians record no

event of the kind among them, or the story of

Mu^awiya’s ambassador to the Emperor of Byzantium

(Ibn Kutaiba, ^Uyun^ p 238, and the proverb

'Askarl, 1 76, u sqq
,
MaidSnl, 11 72, 4) Such

historical memories are frequently preserved in

the form of allusions like the famous ^ahtfat al-

Mutalammis and the dj^az^ Stmmmar Many pro-

blems of this kind are of local origin, like the

allusion to the two equally poor asses of the man
from Hira (Maidani, i 72, 15) or to the Meccan
dandy (MaidanI, 1 127, xx)i such proverbial allusions

are particularly numerous from Medina {tbid
^ 1

l68, 6^ *73^ aoi 261, ig, ^^4) 3' 280, aj 298^ x),

but we also have them from Basra {thtd
y 1 145,

16 and 30, a parallel from KUfa in j^ahiz, K at-

Hayawan^ v 153, ijV KQfa [tbtd
^ 1 192, x5» as

a nest of §111*18), W5sit {tbtd
^ i 97, g) and Hims

{tbtd
^ 1 190, ai) Men celebrated for particular

qualities, as m other lands, are frequently com-
memorated among the Arabs in proverbial sayings,

but the popular imagination very often invents

the representative of such virtues, when Hatim
has to share the reputation foi liberality with the

lyadi Ka'b b Mama and Hanm b Sinan (*^As-

karl, i 223 sqq
y

MaidSnl, 1 123 sqq\ this is

due to tribal rivalry There are therefore various

typical representatives of fidelity ('Askari, 11 251
sqq

,
Maidani, 11 23 1 sqq ), of perspicacity (Mai

dam, 1 219 sqq \ and also of stupidity (Dugha
al-Fa^iTy p 24, N® 58, Maidani, 1 147, Shawla

al-habhtr^ p 71, N® 148, Gothamites of Arabia,

the people of al-Hadjar Maidani, i 178, xg» Abu
Qhabshan and others in Maidani, 1 146 sqq

^ 150
sqq^y the best known is ^uha, around whom have

crystallised the stories of a wandering rogue in the

Adab literature (cf Schwally, Z Z? Jl/ 6^
,
Ivi 237)*),

but we also have the Omaiyad governor of the ^Irak,

Yusuf b 'Omar al-Thakafi (Maidani, i 99, 3,)
Memories of Penelope seem to have found their

way to Arabia in completely perverted form (“stu-

pider than the woman who continually undid hei

weaving”, which is found as early as Kur^Sn, xvi

94, cf 'Askari, 1 283, 7, Maidani, 1 172, 5) and
of Sisyphus “greedier than he who turned the rock”

(Maidani, 1 297, 17), among the typical repre

sentatives of stupidity and greed respectively

But among Arabic proverbs there are not a few
the meaning and origin of which had already been
quite forgotten at the time they were put on
record, so that Arab writers invented all kinds of

explanation for them from pseudo history, with a

particular fondness for the Amalekites, not in-

frequently a choice is given of several stories, as

for the “naked warner” (Maidani, 1 31, 30), “the

gatherer of acacia shoots of the tribe of 'Anaza”

(tbtd

y

1 49, 3X1 288, x7)i “the repentance of al

Kusa'i” {aFFakhtry p 74) We also find widely

disseminated motives, as in the story of Khuzafa

which the Prophet is said to have told his wives

(aFFak&tr^ p 137, N® 280) In many cases the

learned editors have gone so far as to invent

stories because they passed over the simplest ex-

planation as too easy Thus the saying htda^ htda^

wai^akt bunduka probably only means “Hawk,
hawk, the ball (which was shot from the bow
before the invention of fire-arms) is behind you”,

i) The Nawadtr Djukd, al-KubrUy ed Hikmet
Bek Sharif, Cairo 1346 (1928) are for the most
part from the Turkish Nasraddin

which Aba 'Lbaida refers to a children’s game,
al-Kalbl and al Shar^J:l however take HtdU and

Bunduka as names of South Arabian tribes who
had fought with one another {al Fakhiry p 38,

N® 93) Similarly the same writers invent stories

of the time of the Amalekites in which HimUr is

a proper name to explain tarakuhu ^aivfa htmar^n^

which al-Asma'i rightly takes literally {al-Fakhtry

p 12, N® 18)

The number of proverbs is naturally very large

in which maxims of life, often very trivial, are

laid down, they include some which owe their

origin to social conditions in Arabia, like “assist

thy brother whether he is right or wrong” (<?/-

Fakhiry p 119, N® 259) They also include much
that IS the common property of all nations, the

origin of which can rarely be demonstiated, as

in the Arabic pendant to the definitely Roman
Res vemt ad trxartos in al-'Askari, 11 32, 15 The
subject can only be touched on here To the

references given by the writer in Ostas Zeitschnfty

viii 66 sqq we may add a few Arabic parallels to

our proverbs “Walls have ears” (Maidani, 1 57,

at), “Speak of an angel and you hear his wings”

{ibid

y

p 57), “Hammer and anvil” {tbtd

y

p 58

ig), “A liar must have a good memory” {tbtd
y

1

49, ,3)5 “Festina lente” {tbtd

y

i 87, 31), “Out of

the frying pan into the fire” {tbtd
y

11 25, 9 ), “To
fall between two stools” {tbtd

y
ii 64, 7),

“To be

on tenterhooks” (11 74,13), “Hoist with his oun
petard” (11 168, n), “A bird in the hand is worth

two in the bush” fi Ukaff^ kjiatrttn nitn

kurkiy^^ fi U‘4yaww^ al HamadhSni, Rasa^tly BairUt

1890, p 44, 3)

Among sayings which are international in cha-

racter those disseminated by religious communities

occupy a special position It is of couise not an

accident, but is quite in keeping with the importance,

which IS becoming more and moie evident, of

Christianity for the intellectual life of ancient

Arabia, that New Testament sayings aie common
among \rabic proverbs, notably from the Sermon
on the Mount, like Mt 7,2 = Maidani, 11 67, 17,

Mt 7,1 5 = Maidani, 1 192, 23, Mt 7,16 = Mai-

dani, 1 34, g, 336, 31, ii 182, 4, 'Askari, 1 68,

Mt 9,24 = Maidani, 11 113,231 Mt 17,3 = Mai
dani, 11 67, 261 Mt 23,24 = Maidani, 11 259, 16,

Gal 6,7 = Maidani, 11 73, 13 On the other hand,

except for a few echoes of Proveibs and Eccles

in which the origin is uncertain, the only one
from the Old Testament is Maidani, 1 228, 30,

which looks like a quotation from Deut 32,15
From Christian legend we have also the proverbial

martvrdom of Cjurdjus {al-Fakhtry-^ 256, N® 517)
and the story of the Seven Sleepers which appears

m various forms {al-Fakht^y p 109,239, Maidani,

11 196, 14, Kali, Amally i 6i
,
cf M S 0 Sy s

228) On the other hand, of Old Testament figures

we find only Noah once in a late proverb, probably

native to MSsul (Maidani, 11 250, xx) The Mandaean
Creator-deity Fitahl must have gone into the proverb

Maidam, 11 62 sq
,
from the verse of Ru’ba quoted

there, to whom it was welcome, like other foreign

matter, to give an appearance of learning (see

Ahlwardt, Der Dtwan des Rt^bay xv ) Later tradition

also associated with Lui:man [q v
], the wise hero

of Arab antiquity, sayings attributed to Ahikar and
common to many nations

Although the proverb is from its nature ano-

nymous, learned tradition often tries to find authors

Many proverbial sayings are therefore attributed
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to the Prophet and his Companions The Amth^l
al-Nahl^ which circulated outside the canonical
collections of Tradition were collected by Ihn
Kfeallad al Ramhurmuzl {Fthrtst^ p 155) and AbU
Hilal al-‘AskarI, al-MaidanI accuses the latter of

being uncritical and quotes in his preface as an
example of genuine Hadith the parable of the

good and bad companion in Bukhfirl, Sahlh (ed

Krehl, 11 17) This does not prevent him however
from putting in his collection a series of sayings
of the Prophet, as his predecessors had done, and
at the end of his book compiling a special chapter
of them, which also includes sayings of the first

Caliphs Special popularity was always enjoyed —
not only among SliI^Is — by ‘Mayings attributed to

‘^All Ibn Kutaiba in his ^Uyun aUAhhhar^ in the

fifth book, K al-^Ilm wa '/-ffayan (cod Kopr

,

fol already uses a collection of this kind,

such as was current in various recensions (ano-

nymous in al-Tuhfa al bahjya^ Stambul 1302,

p 107— 1 14), e g m alphabetical order by ‘Abd
al-Wahid b Muhammad al-Amidl, about 510(1116),
entitled Ghurar al-Htkam wa-Durar al-Kaltm^
lith Bombay 1280 and also edited in Persian and
Turkish (s 1 299, and also W Yule, Apophthegms
of Alee the son of Aboo Taltb {Matltlb hull Taltb]
with an early Persian paraphrase and an Engl
translation^ Edinburgh i8'?2, Sad Kalima^t Maw-
la^t Muttaktyan Amtr al-Mu^mmin^ Teheran 1 304,
Nathr aULa^alt^ the second coll m Fleischer, with
Turk paraphrase by Mu^^allim Nadji entitled Am-
(]ial ^Aliy Stambul 1313, with lurk comm by
Nasib entitled Ptshta^t Djawahir^ Stambul 1257)
Numerous also are the proverbs which have a

metrical form, while it is impossible to say whether
the poets, in whose Dtwan% they are, originated the
idea or only gave it its form Al Sukkarl (Fihitst^

p 78) and ^Uyaina b al-MinhSl (tbtd
y p 48,

108) collected such abyat sa\ra A fine collection

has been made by al-lbshihi in the /Titab al-

Musiatraf Cairo 1320, 1 27 sqq Among such
metrical sayings are some by the greatest poets
of the pagan period like Tai afa (^/-/'5^/r, p 254,
509, al-MaidanI, 1 161), Imra’alkais ('AskarT, 1

255 = MaidfinT, 1 133)1 Lebid ('Askari,
1 37) and

by later poets like al-Farazdak {al-Fakhiry p 250,
N® 496, al-'Askari, 11 46) and Mutf b lyas,

whose two palms of Hulwan (^Askarl, 1 297,452,
MaidSnT, 1 297) are famous From a misunder-
standing of a verse of Farazdalj’s in which the i

way to 'Unsulam is mentioned (MaidSnf, i 38,
quoted by YfilcUt, 111 73^), this verse became
typical of taking the wrong way Al-Mutanabbi’s
verses that have passed into the language have
been collected by IsmS^Il al-TSlakanl, d 385 =
995 (YaVnt, Irdk&dy^\ 501—518, SuyUtl,

al-Wu^at^ p 35), in al-Amtkal al s'^tra mtn
al-Mutanahbl {Fthnst^ Cairo 111 23)

Proverbs excited the interest of the learned from
the very beginning of Arabic literature, historians

and philologists emulated one another in collecting

and explaining them Thus we find among the

sources of the works that have survived to us the
old historians and genealogists like al-SharVi b al-

Kutaml (Wustenfeld, Geschtchtschretbery N® 23) and
‘AwSna b al-Hakam {tbtd

^ N® 27) and Abu *1 Yak-
zfin {tbtd

, p 36 ,
fl/ Fahh.tr

y

p 253), the two former
very often as authorities for HishSm b al-KalbT,

to whom with the great monographist Muhammad
b Habib (Wtistenfeld, N® 59), Zubair b Bekk5r
{tbtd

^

p 61) and al-MadS^nl {ibid
^ p 47), we owe

most of the legendary and historical material Almost
all the philologists of note have devoted special

works to the subject To their interest in language
IS to be ascribed the fact that the limits of the
scope of the subject are extended to include phrases

and idioms which have really nothing to do with
the proverb and, as for example Ifanahu Ulahu
{al-Fahhtry p 7\do not seem to require explanation,

but we owe, for example, to al-Mufaddal the in-

teresting note that it had become a habit with
some Syrian Arabs to use the Greek “says

he” The oldest work of the kind that has survived

is the Kitab al-Amthal of al-Mufaddal al-DabbI

(t 170= 786), pr Stambul 1300 The next oldest,

that of Abu 'Ubaid al-KSsim b SallSm al-HarawI
(d about 223 = 837), is preserved in a number
of Stambul MSS (s Rescher, Z ,

Ixiv 517,
N® 43, Af 5* 0 S

,
xiv 6 ,

il/ 0
,

vii 123),
and in the Escurial (Derenbourg, L^vi-Provenial,
N® t 757 )> sl*^^ the commentary by *Abd Allah
al-BakrI (d 487 == 1094), N® 526 and I Slell,

N® 1795, printed as N® i of the al-Tuhfa al-

bahtyay Stambul 1302, p 2— 16, on the other

hand, the work dealt with by E Bertheau in his

Diss, Gottingen 1836 (s Freytag, Arabum Pto-
verbta^ 111 ,

vii — xi
)

is much more recent The Kttab
al-Fahhtr of al-Mufaddal b Salama, a pupil of Ibn
al-A'r5bI (d 231), has been edited by C A Storey

for the “De Goeje Foundation”, I eyden 1915 The
specially numerous proverbs of the form afc^l^ mtn
were collected by Hamza al-isfahani (d between
450-460= 960—970) in a work which only sur-

vives in a unique MS in Munich (see Mittwoch, in

M S 0 S As
y 1909, p 33 sqq ), which was much

,

used by later writers, and copied word for woid

j

by al-MaidanI for the corresponding section of his

1

book Abu Hilfil al-*^Askar! (d after 395 = 1005)
compiled the Djamharat al-Amthal^ extant in

1

seveial MSS in Stambul (see Rescher, Z D M G
y

Ixiv 513, MF 0 B
,
v 501 ,

M S O S As
^
xiv

S
36) and printed at Bombay m 1306—1307 as

well as on the margin of MaidSni (Cairo 1310),
in which an attempt was made for the first time
to annotate each proverb from the philological

and historical point of view, excluding all post

classical material, to which Hamza had allotted

considerable space Al-MaidanI [q v
]

collected

the material compiled by his predecessors m his

Mad^ma^ al-Amthal and expanded each section

by an appendix on modern proverbs This has

since then been regarded as the standard work
on the subject and not even Zamakh^an's Kttab

al-Mustakfa. fi ^l-Amthaly although also much read

(to the MSS mentioned in G A L ^ 1 292, xiv

may now be added the following in Stambul, M
S 0 S As

y
xiv 15, R S 0

y
\y 708, M 0

y
vvx

97, 102, 123, also Agba, N® 991, DSmadzade,
N® ! 557 »

Scutari, ZDMGy Ixvni 58, Biussa,

tbtd y^ 50, Mosul, DfiwUd, al-Mahhtiitat al-Maw-

stllvay p 329, 37 Cairo, Fthrtst^y in 355), could

according to HSdjdji Khalifa, N® 11421, permanent-

ly affect its popularity Al Mawardi’s [q v
]
book,

like the different collections of sentiments made
by al-Zamakh§harI, was from the first intended

to deal rather with the literature than with the

language of the people

It was not till the xix^b century that inteiest

ID the east i^as again aroused in proverbs under

the influence of European scholarship Almost all

works on modern Arabic dialects contain col-

lections of proverbs (cf the lists which could of
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course now be very much extended m A Fischer,

MS OS As, i 198—199 and E Littmann,

Proverbs collected by Mrs A P Smger, Cairo

1913, p IX ), in addition to the works by modern

Orientals there quoted we may mention IbiShim

Sarkis LubnSnl, al-Durra al-yattma fi V Am(hal
al’kadlma^ Bairnt 1871, Mahmud Ef 'Omar al-

BadjUrl, KttabAmthal al mutakalltmin mtn '^Awamm
al’Misriytn ialladhi kaddamahu fi 'l-Mu^tamar al-

^tlmi al-thamm bt-Btlad al-Sued wa *l-jVorwe^

mtn Mamaltk Uruba Sanat 188g mil\ (12^X0 1311,

Tahir b Salih al-Djaza^rl (cf M Kurd 'All, in

PA AD, viii 576—596, 666—679), Ashhar al

Amiial, Cairo 1338, cf O Kescher, Pt/inologtscAcs

tm arabtschen Spruhwort, Isl

,

11 98-101,111 178
Btbltogr ap hy in the article and T A

Stephens and W Bonser, Proverb Literature,

London 1930, p 355—370 and 395—399
(C Brockelmann)

al-MAIHSnI, a term of uncertain
meaning which occurs twice in the

Kurban, namely in SCra xv 87 **and we have

brought thee seven of the matkani and the noble

Kurban”, and Sura xxxix 24 “Allah sent down
the most beautiful recital, a book which is in

harmony with itself, matkani, at which the skin

of those who fear their Lord creeps”

The interpretation of the word is made more
difficult by the fact that in the latter passage it

seems to mean the Kurban itself, in the former,

on the other hand, something similar to the Kurban

In Tabari {Tafsir, xiv 32 sqq
,
cf xxiii 124

sq ) we find the following opinions

a Musa was given six out of the seven matkani,

two were lost when he broke the tablets The seven

matkani are like seven long snras, 1 e 11 -vii and
a seventh, on the identity of which there is a

difference of opinion, it is either Sura x or viii

and IX combined
b The seven matkani mean the Fatika which

contains six verses These with the basmala in

the beginning make seven It is called the matkani,

1 e repetitions, because it is repeated in the salat’s

at each rcLha This explanation is supported by

quoting the term mutashabth (“in harmony with it-

self”) which immediately precedes the word matkani

in Sura xxxix 24
c The matkani means the Kurban in general

Hadith hesitates among these interpretations a

(Tirmidhf) Tafsir, SQra ix
,
trad i ,

cf Bukhari,

Adkan, b5b 106) and b (Bukhari, Tafsir, Sura 1

,

bab I
,
Sura xv

, bab 3 ,
Bad^tl al-KuPan, bab 9,

TirmidhT, Tafsir, Sura xv
,

trad 3, 4, Nasa^i

Iftitak, bab 26)
Nor is there any unanimity in explaining the

form matkani Baidawi on SGra xxxix 24 gives

as the singular muthannan, muthnan or mutkmn
Zamakhshari gives matkna The latter form is found

in the Kurkin (SGra iv 3, xxxiv 45, xxxv i)

and in Hadith (BuWiarT, bab 84, Witi,

bab 1 ,
Takadyijiud, bab lo, Muslim, Musafirin,

trad 145— 148, Tirmidhl-) ?alat, bab 206 etc) as

a distributive, meaning “occurring in pairs” This

meaning however would not be at all suitable for

matPpani

Geiger (^Was hat Mohammed aus dem Juden-
tkume aufgenomtnen ?, p 57 ^^ ) has already com-

pared the Hebrew mtikna (Aram matinitbfi) Ac-
cording to him then mafkMni would mean the

Kurban itself as a whole His suggestion is approved
by Noldekc-Schwally (Geschichte des Qorans, p 1 14

sq ) Attention might further be called to the fact

that mtshna means a single law as well as the whole

codex and from this could be derived the double

meaning of matkani (separate verses and the whole

Kur^Sn), a derivation which could be supported

by the parallel double meaning of the word Kur^Sn

(single revelation and all revelation as a whole)

Sprenger (^Das Leben und die Lehre des Mo-
hammad, Berlin 1861, 1 463 sq^ explains the

word from the Hebrew dijxna “to repeat” and the

conception from SGra xxxix 24, from which it

would appear that the matkani are pait of the

stones of punishment This view has been adopted

by D H Muller, Die Pt opheten in ihrer ursprung-

lichen Form, 1 43, 46, note 2 ,
H Grimme,

Mohammed, 11 77, N Rhodokanakis, m W Z
K M, XXV 66

, J Horovitz, Korantsche Unter-

suchun^en, p 26 sq This would imply that, at

least when Sura xv 87 was revealed, there were

seven of these legends of punishment

Early evidence of the use of the word outside

of the Kui^an is found in a poem of Abu ’1-Aswad

al-Du^ali (text and transl by Noldeke, va Z DM
G

,

xviii 236 sq
,

cf thereon Bevan, m J R
A S, 1921, p 584 sq

,
Horovitz, op cit) Here

the matkani are mentioned along with the Mt^una,

“the seven versed” along with the “hundred versed”

suras of the Kurban The exact content of these

groups IS unknown
In conclusion it may be mentioned that Gold-

ziher {Z DM G ,\yi\ 866 sqq ) has called attention

to a term matjknat, which occurs in non-canonital

tradition and is obviously a new formation modelled

on the Hebrew mtshna

Btbltogr aphy In addition to the references

in the article Th Noldeke, Neue Bettrage z

sent Sprachxvissenschaft, p 26, Fakhr al Din

al Razi, Mafatik aI Ghatb, iv no

—

1 12, al-

Suyutl, /than, p 124, Ltsan al/Atab, xviii 127

sqq
,
Lane, Lexicon, s v matknan

(A J Wensinck)
MAIHNAWI, a form of poetiy in which

each bait (verse) is noimally a self-contained whole,

grammatically complete and with the two mtsrd/ii

(hemistichs) rhyming with one another and not —
except accidentally — with the verses that follow

In Persian, Turkish, Turk! and Urdu, poetic com
positions of any length dealing with epic, romantic,

ethical or didactic themes are of the mathnawi
form, which probably oiiginated in Persia Daw-
latshGh (ed E G Browne, p 29) relates a tradition

that in the time of the Dailamite 'Adud al-Dawla

(d 372 = 982) there was still to be found in-

scribed on the palace at Kasr-i Shinn a bait in

“Old Persian” having the two hemistichs rhyming
There would appear to be no pre Islamic Pahlawi

verse of the kind extant, and the mathnawi form may
be merely a development or expansion of the matla^

of the kasida or ghazal However that may be, in

the oldest fragments of Muslim Persian literature

that have come down to us, there are examples
of the mathnawi as of the other forms of verse

Of these fragments the oldest belong to the work
of AbQ ShukGr of Balkh, who is said, probably

on that account, to have invented the genre They
appear to be parts of a series of narrative math-
nawls (cf Asadl’s Lugkati Furs, ed P Horn,

p 29 of the Persian, and also p 22 sq) Along-
side of them are to be found sufficient portions

of the work of RGdagI (a later contemporary of

his), to indicate that he also used the same form
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for a translation of the Kallla u-Dtmna (Asadi,

op otf
f

-p 19 sgq and Dawlatshah, p 31 ) There
IS also a couplet m the haza^ metre indicating

an erotic matbnawl (Asadi, p 48 , cf Eth6, Rudagt^

in G IV GoUy 1873, p 735
The first complete poem that has suivived of

the genre is the ^Uh-namay begun by Dakl^^I

and completed by Firdawsi Actually, apart from

the arrangement of the ihyme, it is not of the

regular mathnawl type More characteristic is Fir-

dawsi’s Yusuf u-Zall^a^ composed m the same
metre (the mutakanb') Tt begins with a number
of intioductory sections of which the first is in

praise of Allah and the rest are headed respectively,

“In praise of the Prophet”, “In desciiption of the

king of Islam”, “On the cause of the revelation

of the Sura of Joseph”, “On the reason for setting

down this nairative”, etc Then comes the story

proper, commencing with the description of Jacob’s

working foi Rachel and pursuing its way through

the various episodes of Joseph’s career until he

becomes treasurer to the house of the vizier Poti

phar, whose wife ZalikhS falls in love with the

youth When he refuses her advances she denounces

him for wizardry to her husband Here is introduced

the often illustrated incident of the Egyptian ladies

who, at a feast to which they had been invited

by Zalikha, catch sight of Joseph and are so

astounded by his beauty that, without being con-

scious of what they are doing, they peel the skin

from their hands instead of keeping their knives

for their oranges Then comes the account of the

imprisonment of Joseph, the events that lead to

his release and exaltation, the confusion of the

wicked brethren, the repentance of Zalikha, her

rejuvenescence and marriage to Joseph, and the death

of Jacob

A contemporary of Firdawsi’s, %^nsurT, is credited

with a mathnawi romance which has not survived

Wamtk u-Adhra What purports to be a version

of the story is given in a Turkish mathnawi by
Lami^i (d 940= 1533), according to which, Wamik,
a priest in a fire-temple, is described as having

fallen in love with AdhiS, a maiden devoted to

the cult They are forced to part, AdhrS going

to the frozen regions of the North and Wamik to

the torrid lands of Ethiopia They pine away in

separation, and dying are turned into stars The
mnden becomes Virgo holding Sfica in her hand,

while WSmik becomes Arcturus The story bears

marks of being of Pahlawi oiigin, the Arabic

names being only translations

Of mathnawis which have survived there follow

chronologically two works of Nasir-i Khusraw,
namely the Raw^anc^l-nama and the ScYadat^

ncLmay two ethico-didactic poems written in the

hazadij metre After them in time is usually put

the romance of Wis u-Raniin^ ascribed by ^Awfi
to Fakhr al-Dln Gurgani (d 440=1048), who
IS said to have derived it from the Pahlawi In

the version which has come down to us (ed W
N Lees, Calcutta i865\ we have a tale of passion

unrestrained, which Pizzi {Poesia Perstanay 11 88)
characterizes as a vulgar product of India in Akbar’s

time In the tale, Wis or Wisa, the wife of Mobad,
king of Merw, has for her paramour her husband’s

brother RSm or Rfimin, who proves unfaithful to

her but in the end marries her after M3bad has

been killed If the woik is genuine, it marks a step

in the differentiation of the romantic from the

epic mathnawi, being composed in the hazafx and
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not the mutakdrtb metre which had hitherto been
common to both

The true creator of the romantic mathnawi is

NizSmi of Gandja, who, after beginning with the

composition in that form entitled the Makhtan
al Asrar — a collection of ethical and religious

maxims interspersed with anecdotes, — wrote m
succession the four other works which form his

Khamsa or Pan^ Gan^ This quintet provided

the model for all subsequent mathnawi writers

Strictly speaking, only the second, third and fourth

of them arc romances, namely (a), the Khusraw
u-Shirln^ the story of the love of the Sasanian

prince Khusraw Parwiz for the Christian princess

Shirin, who is also loved by the mighty builder

and engineer Faihad, and of the latter’s betrayal

and tragic end, (b), the Laila u-Ma^nUny the

scene of which is laid in the desert and which

shows the two lovers prevented from union by
the hatred of their families for one another, and

(c), the Haft Patkary which has BahrSlm GUr as

Its hero and consists of seven tales, each told to

the king by one of his seven favourite wives The
Stkandar namay which forms the fifth of the group,

treats of the life of Alexander in epic style, but

with a mystical touch in the later passages which

makes him a prophet as well as a conqueror Fach

of the five mathnawis is prefaced by introductory

sections similar to those m Firdawsi’s Yusuf
u Zaltkjmy with the necessary changes for the

names of patrons etc and with a further section

headed “On the mi'ra^ of the Prophet” added

in the works which follow the Khusraw u-Shirin

Every imitator of NizSmi’s mathnawis copies him
ID this respect as in others, so that even the

xviith century Judaeo-Persian Dantal nama (by

Khwadja Bukhari, British Museum, MS Or 4743)
has this introductory matter, though Moses is sub-

stituted for Muhammad in the section devoted to

the Prophet

The chief imitators of Nizami are, in Persian,

jDjami, in Turkish, Shaikhi with his Khusraw
u^itin and Fuduli with his Latli u Madjnuny
in Turki, Mir 'All Shir NawST with his Khamsa

,

and m Urdu, Amin with a Yusuf u-Zaltkkay

Tadjalli with a Laila u Mad^nuny etc (cf G de

1 assy. Auteurs Htndoustamsy Pans 1885, p Z^sqq }

The Mathnawi par excellencey 1 e the Mathnawhi
M<Ynawt of gjalal al-Din Rumi, is in a class by

itself, being a long medley of the doctrines of

SSfiism combined with parables, allegories, and

pseudo-histoncal narratives It is without the pre-

liminary sections characteristic of the romantic

mathnawi
Arabic contains no poems of the mathnawi gent ey

but poems having the two mt^r'^% of each bait

rhyming together independently of the rest are

known The arrangement of the rhyme is known

as muzdaivtdja Short specimens translated from

Persian are quoted in Idia'alibi’s Yatimat al~Dahr

(iv 23), and there are longer compositions, metrical

grammars, by Hariri {Mulhat al'‘Prab') and by

Muhammad b Malik {Kttab al-Alfiya) (for both

of which see de Sacy, Anthologte Arabey p 134

sqq and 145 sqq of the Arabic text and p 325,

356 of the notes)

The metres normally associated with the mafi*

nawl form are those used by the masters in their

compositions, viz
y
in addition to those mentioned

above, the sart and k&(sfif used by NizSmi for

Mahh^an al~Asrar and the Haft Patkar respectively

,
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md the ramaly used by al-Din Rtlml in his

Maiknawi and by Farid al Dln'At^r in the Man^tk

%UJ'atr

Bibliography in addition to the works

quoted above, cf Eth6, in the Grundriss d
tran PhtlologtCy F RUckert, Gramtnaitky Poetic

und Rhetortk der Persery ed W Pertsch, Gotha

1874, E J W Gibb, History of Ottoman
Poetry^ and Agba Ahmad ^Ali, Haft Asm'Sn
{Bibliotheca Jndtcd)y Calcutta 1873

(R Levy)
MATHURS, name of a city, situated in

27® 31' N latitude and 77® 41' E longitude,

and of a district of the same name in Northern
India The site of the city was of importance in

the Buddhist period, as is proved by the numerous
inscriptions and pieces of sculpture that have been
found there In later Hindu times it attained

sanctity as the reputed birthplace of the god
Krishna and the temples erected there acquired

great wealth and reputation In 1017 Mahmud of
Ghazna [q v

]
captured the city and levelled all

the temples to the ground, there is no further

recoid of the city until the reign of Sikandar

Lodi, Sultan of Dihll (1488-1516), who destroyed

all the temples that existed in Mathura in his

time The city was practically refounded in the

reign of Akbar, who visited the sacred site and
gave permission for the election of four temples,

the ruins of which still exist In 1669 Awrangzgb
destroyed a vast temple that had been built in

the reign of gjahangir and changed the name of

Mathura to Islamabad, but like many other Mu-
hammadan designations of towns in India it failed

to displace the original name of the city With
the break-up of the Mughal empire after the death

of AwrangzSb, Mathura suffered from the political

:onfusion m which all the country between Dihll

find Agra was involved, and at one time or an

other passed into the hands of the Djats, the

Marathas and finally the British

In the centre of the modem city stands the

mosque erected in 1661 by 'Abd al-Nabi Khan,
who was appointed governor of Mathura by Aw-
rangzeb in 1659 The Muslims number 13,475
out of a total population of 56,666 (in 1921)

Bibliography Elliot-Dowson, History of
Indtay 11 44, iv 447, Vincent A Smithy Akbary

Oxford 1917, Index s v
,
F S Growse, AfaMwrtf,

a District Memoir

y

3rd ed
,
Allahabad 1883, D

L Drake-Brockman, Muttra {District Gazetteers

of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudhy

vol vii
,

Allahabad 1911), al-^Utbl, Ta^rihhr^

Yaminiy Muh Kasim Firishta, Gulskan’t Ibra-

himty Bombay 1832, Nizam al-Dln Ahmad,
fabakdt t Akbariy 'Abd al-Kadir Bada^unT, Mun-
takhl^b al‘Tawarlkhy ed and transl by Ranking,
Mulla 'Abd al-HamIdl ahavi rl, Nama^
MustaSdd Khan, Mc^athir-i ^Alamgiriy all in

the Bibl Indica series of the As Soc of Bengal,

Nawwab Ibrahim Khan, Ta^rikh-t Ibrahim Kkdny
MSS and transl in Elliot and Dowson’s History

of India (T W Haig)
al-MATIN [See AllXh

]

MATLAS MaxXli^, ascension Two kinds of

ascension are distinguished

I Ascension in the sphaera recta R — Modern
astronomers use the expression right ascension for

all points of the heavens, the older astronomers
only for those of the ecliptic The right ascension

R is found by drawing a circle of declination

which IS perpendicular to the equator through the

corresponding points of the ecliptic. With us and

as a rule with the Arabs the right ascension of

the arc of the equatoi is between the beginning
of Aries, the vernal equinox and the inter-

section of the circle of declination with the

equator Many Arab astronomeis calculate the as-

cension R' from the beginning of Capricorn, then

A' 4“ 90® gives the degiee of the equator which

rises at the time at which the corresponding degree

of the ecliptic culminates The ascertainment of

this is, according to Suter, of impoitance for

certain astrological pui poses If in fig i, the point

A or the star 5 of the ecliptic rises above the

horizon, the point B of the equator, the poles of

which are P and P\ rises at the same time,

7 IS therefore the ascension of the arc y A of

^he ecliptic in the sphaera recta

One also talks of the ascension of a sign of the

zodiac, it is the arc of the equator which rises

contemporaneously with the 30® of this sign The
longitude of the ascension generally vanes with

the different signs, but from time to time is the

same for those which are similanly situated at

the beginning of Aries or of Libra, and for those

which are at the beginning of Capiicorn or of

Cancer

The matali^ in the sphaera recta are therefore

so important (for astronomical purposes also) because

in stereographic projection they give the curves

corresponding to the degrees of the ecliptic, ac-

cording to which the ecliptic, which is projected

as a circle, is to be divided on the astrolabe

Tables for the right ascensions have been pre-

pared by numerous Muslim scholars, e g by
Muhammad b MusS al-!^warizml, al-BattanI, al-

BirUnl etc

If the point being observed does not he on the

ecliptic, the matali^ are those of the degrees of

the equator, which run at the same time as the

star through the centre of the heavens i e the

upper meridian {tataivassa()y quite in keeping with

the modern definition

The ascension in the sphaera recta is called

matali^ (often with the addition of al-burud^ =
the sign of the zodiac) Ji ''l^Falak al-mustaklm

(M m the sphaera recta), M It U-Buru^ ft
Khaft al-Istiwa\ M al^Buru^ buKhatl al Istiwa^

,

M fi Mawdi^ Khali al-Istiw'^
y
M al-Kura al-

mustakima
, M al-Kura al munta^iha or fi U-Kura

etc
,
M al-titiwaliya and al-falaktya

If one calculates from the degree of Capricorn,

the right ascension is also called matali^ al kubba

(1 e Kubbat al-Ardy “M of the dome”, namely
of the dome of the earth)
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2 The ascensio obliqua (fig 2) of a point A
in the ecliptic at any point is the curve y B of

the equator the poles of which are P and P\
between the beginning of Aries and the horizon

at the moment in which this point rises (for any
particular star S substitute “star” for “point of the

ecliptic”, It IS often also made to begin at Capricorn)

Tables for the ascensio obliqua can only be

given for particular places as they differ from
place to place The ascensio obliqua however can
easily be calculated from the ascensio recta

The ascensio obliqua is called Matali^ aUBalad^
M al-Buldafty M al Iklim (of the clime), M Ji

U-Balad^ M ji M al baladtya^ M al-

ufklya^ M ji d Ajlak al mlPtla^ M al-Buru4y
fi U~Kura al mai^tla^ M al-^uruk We may also

note the terms M al Nazxr and M al- Wakt
Ascensio recta might perhaps be tianslated direct

or spherical ascension and ascensio obliqua by
local ascension

Arab astronomers, following Ptolemy, have pro-

posed the following formulae for the ascensio

obliqua If f is the plane of the ecliptic, 3 the

declination of the point A on the ecliptic, a^ its

right ascension and ; the number of parts (usually

60) into which the radius is divided (with the later

Arabs and modern astronomers r = /) then ac-

cording to al l^^arizmi and al-BattanI, we have

sin 3 cos e

sin a, — ^ ^ = tg ctg
* cos d sin «

&

The ascensio obliqua for the latitude <p

sin (p sin ^
(7,= ascensio recta (a,) + arc (sin r =
2 V 1/ I V cos(p cosy

± arcsin (tg tg 3) At the same time it is

to be observed that al-JChwarizml (d about 850)
and al-Battam, who published his book before 900,
give the formula with sine and cosine, while Habagh
al Hasib, who made his observations between 825
and 835, uses tangents and cotangents

To ascertain the ascension, the above formulae

are used if tables are not available But one can

also use one of the many apparatus which are

made for the mechanical solution of such problems

The simplest of these is the armillary sphere (see

Nolte quoted in kura) and the globe with the arm (see

Schnell quoted in kura) as in both cases the heavens

can be used as the largest circles fheie are also

the monographic methods, in which projections

of the sphere of heavens are used, as in the astro-

labe (s J Frank, Die Verwendung des Astrolabs

nach al-Kk^Urtzml^ Abhandl zur Gesch, der

Naturwtssensch etc, Heft 111, 1922), the uni-

veisal plane, the ZarkSll plane (see an article

to be published later by Mittelberger), Werner’s

meteoroscope {Joanms Verneri de Meieoroscopts^

publ by J Wiirschmidt, Abhandlungen zui Gesch

d Mathmatik^ Heft xxiv/ii
, 1913) and the mu

kan{ara quadrants. On the sine quadrants, the

system of lines which enable the sine and cosine

to be read off, the above formulae can be obtained

with the help of the latter (on the quadrants see

P Schmalzl, Zur Geschichte des Quadranten bet

den Araberny Munich 1929)
Along with the matah^, the tnagkdrtb also were

ascertained If one is observing, not the rising

but the setting points, the corresponding curves

are called magharib (a table for the latter is given

by al-Birunl in the Mas'adic Canon)
Addendum Among the Greeks and Arabs

and European astronomers of the xiii^h-xviih century

means i the globe or geometrical sphere,

2 the space between two surfaces of two concentric

spheres, a shell of a sphere, 3 the circle which
corresponds to the assumed path of a heavenly

body, i e the ecliptic, the epicyclus, the eccentric

circles - The Arabic kura has only the first meaning,

the word jalak the second and third, the second

in the theory of Ibn al-Haitham (see al-Kharaki)

The sphaera recta, al-falak al mustaktm is the

sphere of the heavens, 1 e for the inhabitants of

the equator, in the Latin translation of the tables

of al-I^warizmi (table 59) it is said of the ascension

in the sphaera recta “horoscopus secundum terram

Ann” (Arm is a coiruption of Azin-Udjam= Lj-

jayinl in Sanskrit, which was erroneously taken

to be the kubbat al-ard^ dome of the earth, the

centre of the equator and of the inhabited world)

At all places which do not he on the equatoi,

there is a sphaera obliqua so that these are in-

numerable
Bibliography VioXtray^ Almagest^ cdi Hei-

berg, passim^ al-Balfantt Opus aslronomtcum

etc, ed C A Nallino, H Suter, Die astrono-

mischen Tajeln des Muhammed Ibn Musa al

K h’^Urtzmi etc [cf also Al -KtlwARiZMl] and
numerous works on astronomy — (1 am much
indebted to Prof Nallino for a number of sug-

gestions) (E Wiedlmann)
MATMATpA, the name of a Berber tribe,

belonging to the large family of the Butr, and

brethren of the Matghara, Kumya, Lamaya, Sad-

dina, MaclyUna, Maghila, etc They formed with

them the ethnic group of the Bana Ffitin who,

like all the other Butr, seem to have had their

original home in Tripolitania

Our chief source of information about the Mat-

mata aie al-Bakri and Ibn Khaldun As with the

majority of the Butr Berbers, three principal divisions

can be distinguished

1 Elements settled in the eastern Maghrib not

far from their original home these are the modern

Matma^a in Southern Tunisia, some 30 miles S W
of Gabes

2 Elements which have settled in the Cential

Maghrib first in the plateaus of the Sersil, m
the N E of Mindas, then having been driven

out of this territory by the Zanata Banu PiidjiDi

they sought lefuge m the mountainous massif of

of WSnsharls (the modern Ouars^nis)

3 Elements which have migrated as far as

Morocco In the fouith (tenth) century we find

them in the country of the modern KabdSna (to the

S E of Mellila) and m the upper valley of the

Molu}a at AmaskOr Ibn ^aldhn also mentions

a little isolated group settled on the mountain
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?hich bears then name between Fas and §ufiay,

berc must also have been some of them in the

ouloir of Taza for a place between FSs and Faza

till bears their name Finally we owe to al-ldrisi

he record of the most western body the Matma^a

f TamasnS
The Matmata played a fairly important part m

he early centuries of IslSm Those of the central

Maghrib had adopted AbSdl doctrines, being con-

juered by the SanhSdja and ZanSta, many of them
nigrated to Spam The most famous member of

his people was Sabik b SulairnSn, the famous

Berber geneaologist, so frequently quoted by Ibn

Kbaldan
Bibliography al Bakri and al-IdnsT, In-

dices^ Ibn Khaldun, Hut des Berbires^ tiansl

de Slane, i 246—248 (G S Colin)
MATN (a ), a term with different meanings

'cf the lexica, s v
),

of which that of text,
especially that of the text of a tradition,
deserves to be mentioned here

Matn occurs in the sense of text already in pre-

[slamic poetry and is used in this sense m Arabic

literature up to the present day It denotes espe-

cially the text of a book as distinguished from

Its oral explanation or its written or printed

commentary
In connection with traditions matn denotes the

contents as distinguished from the chain of tradi-

tionists who handed it down {isnad)

Bibltogf aphy Goldziher, Muhammeda-
msche Studien^ 11 6 sqq (A J Wensinck)
MATRAH, a t own on the Gulf of 'Oman,

two miles west of Mas^iat on the east coast of

Arabia The town, >\hich has about 14,000 inha-

bitants, is the starting point for caravan traffic into

the interior of Aiabia and, next to Maskat, the

most important commercial centre in 'Oman The
town IS beautifully situated in fei tile surroundings,

has a good harbour, easily entered but little

sheltered, from which Maskat can be reached in

an hour by boat The sultans of 'Oman used to

have wharves for shipbuilding here and the textile

industr) was not unimportant (spinning and
weaving) A fort built by the Portuguese still stands

ELS a memorial of their rule in 'Oman According

to Wellsted, the town used to have 20,000 in

habitants

Bibliography C Niebuhr, Beschretbung

von Arabteny Copenhagen 1772, p 297, C
Ritter, Erdkunde von Asun^ Viii/i

,
Berlin 1846,

p 518—520, A Sprenger, Die alte Geographic

Arabiensy Bern 1875, p 106, Th Southern

Arabia, London 1900, p 6S sq
^
Muscat Re

port for the year igi2—iqis on the Trade of
Muscat Ed at the Foreign Office and the Board

of Trade^ London 1913, p 3 (N® 5198 An-

nual Series, Diplomatic and Consular Reports')

(A Grohmann)
MATURIdI, AbU MansUr Muhammad b Mu-

hammad B Ma^mUd al HanafI al Mutakallim
al-MXturTdI al-SamarkandI is the titular
head of the Maturldite School of theo-
logy which, with the Agh^arite School, form or-

thodox Sunnite Islam The two Schools are equally

orthodox, but there has always been a tendency to

suppress al-MSturldl’s name and to put al-Ash'arl

forward as the champion of Islam against all heretics

except in Transoxiana {Md warl^ al-Nahr) where
his School has been, and is, the dominant, repre-

senting the views of ahl al-sunna wa 'l-^amlfa

Next to nothing is known of al Maturidi’s life,

but he died at Samarkand in 333 (944)1 ®

temporary of al-Agb'ari who died a little earlier

about 330 (941), while al TahSwi [q v ],anothei con-

temporary, died m Egypt in 331 All three repre-

sented the movement, which must have been very

widely spread, to defend orthodox Islam by the

same weapons of logical argument with which the

Mu'tazilites had attacked it Maturid or Maturit is

a locality {niahall^ karya) in Samar(j:and Its geo-

graphical reality and the identity of Abu MansUr

al-Maturidi are assured by the article MStuiiti in

the Ansab of al-Sam'anI (fol 498h, 1 4, cf also

Barthold, Tuik^stan down to the Mongol Invasion,

GMS^^ 90, notes 9 and 10, p 267, note 5, and

the Russian references there) Ihe books of Hanafite

Tabakat give the names of his> teacheis, but to us

they are names only (see Ibn Kutlubugha [ed

Flugel, N^ 173] and Flugel’s Hanefiten^ p 274,

293^ 295, 298, 313) The Saiyid Muitada in his

little treatise on Maturfdi, inserted in his com-
mentary on the Ihyod (11 5— 14), complains that

he has found only two biogiaphies and that

both are short {^ala 7 ihhti^ar) Even Yakut in

his Mildyam has no mention either of him or of

Maturid Ibn Khaldun m his sketch of the origin

and history of Kalam {Mukaddima, transl de Slane,

111 55 sqq
,

ed Quatremere, 111 38 sqq
)
has no

place for him and speaks only of Ash'arl and the

Ash^aiites For Ibn Hazm (d 456=: 1064, Fi^al^

ed Cairo 1320, 11 in) the orthodox opponent of

al-Ash'^arl is Abu Hanifa and he has no mention

of al-Matuiidi Similarly 5>hahrast5ni (d 548 =
1153, Milal^ transl Haarbrucker, 1, p 159, text

on margin of Ibn Hazm, i 188) gives the views

of Abu Hanifa but does not mention Maturid!

Abu Hanifa, he says, inclined to the Murdji’ites

and his followers were even called the Mindji^tes

of the Sunna, meaning, appaiently, a form of

Murdji^sm consistent with orthodoxy Similarly the

Saiyid Murtada {Joe c//

,

p 13 foot) says that the

Mu'tazilites claimed Abu Hanifa for themselves and
rejected his authorship of one book because it was
too flatly against their positions The truth evidently

was that Abd Hanifa (d 150 = 767) was the

first to adopt the methods of the Mu'tazilites and

apply argument to the foundation of the Faith

Also, fiom the beginning, his standing was so

high that It was simply impossible to call him
a heretic This status continued in the MStundite
School

All this goes back to the time before kalam
had become a technical term and when fikh meant
both theology and canon law, with the diffeience

that theology was called “the greater {al-

ftkh al-akbar, see article kalam above, vol 11

,

p 672^) That was the title of one of Aba Hanifa’s

books and we have a commentary on it ascribed

to Maturid! (Haidarabad 132 1), the only writing

assertedly by him apparently in print This does

not occur m the two exactly similar lists which
we have of his books (Saiyid MurtadS, p 5, Ibn
Kullabugha, p 43) I Kitab al-Tawhld, 2 kitab
al-Makalat

^

3 Kitab Radd Azva^tl al-Adilla It

H Kalbi^ 4 Kitab Bayan Wahm al-Mu^tazila

,

5 Kttab Ta^wilat al Kurban Of these only the

last is given by Brockelmann, 1, p 195, 4, the

biographers praise it highly The otheis suggest

only anti-Mu'tazilite polemic (for al Ka'b! see

Horten, Philosophische Systeme^ by index) As a

matter of fact it is only in one MS of the com-
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mentary on the Fi^h Akbar that this work is

ascribed to al Maturldl

How the theological school of AbU Hanifa came
to be known as that of al Maturldl we do not

know The epithet aUmutakallim^ applied to al

Maturldl, may mean that he was the theologian of

the school of AbU Hanifa as opposed to those

who were canon lawyers {fukaha^) But the two
tendencies to accept him and to suppress him still

continue Ihe ^Aka^td of one of his followers, al-

Nasafl, fortified with the commentary of al-Taft5-

z5ni, an Agh^^arite, is the theological text-book of

the last two years of the Azhar course and is a

final authoiity in Egypt Yet when Muhammad
^Abdu, the late Chief Mufti of Egypt, a regenerator

and refoimer of lsl5m, put his views of the

development of Muslim theology and of its final

position into a couise of lectures at Bairut

al-taxvhid Expose de la religion musulmane^ traduite

de VArabe by B Michel and Moustapha 'Abdel

Razik, Pans 1925) he showed himself a Maturidite

with no mention of al-Matuiidl

Ihe differences between the two Schools are

commonly reckoned as thirteen in number, six,

a diffeience in idea {nidnawt) and seven m ex-

pression {lofzt) (for them in detail see the Saiyid

Murtada, p 8 sqq and Abu 'Udhba, al-Rawda al-

Ilaidarab^d 1904) Ihey have been studied

by (joldziher in his Vorlesungen^ p no sqq
^
and

by Horten is his Phtlosophtsche Systeme^ p 531
sqq It IS frequently said that these points of dif

feience arc slight, but that is not so Ihe moral

position of Abu Hanifa is as plain in them as in

his canon law Al-A^^ari was concerned only to

maintain the absoluteness of Allah’s will, that he

could do anything, and that a thing was “good”
because he willed it buture rewards and punish-

ments, therefore, had no “moral” basis But Abu
Hanifa, and after him al-Maturidi and his School,

recognizes that man possesses free will {tUiHyai i)

actions for which he is rewarded and punished

No explanation is attempted of this fundamental

antinomy of predestination and free-will, they are

stated side by side as equal, if contradictory, facts

Similarly, while Abu Hanifa admits that evil deeds

are by the will {tradd) of Allah— otherwise they

could not happen — he cannot bring himself to

say that they are by the “good pleasure” (rtdwan)

of Allah Further, the Matuiidite School admits

the doctrine of “assuiance of salvation” and the

Ash'^arite does not A Maturidite may say, “I am
a believer, assuredly” (kakk^^)^ but an Agh^ante

must say, “I am a believer if Allah wills”

Because, then, of this essential difference in

human and moral feeling the School of al-Maturldi

has steadily penetrated the School of al-Ash^ail

and even the professed A§h^arite at the present

time is, to a greater or less extent, a Maturidite

Bibliography has been given in the

article But cf article kai Am throughout

(D B Macdonald)
al-MA'’UN, title of Sura cvii taken from

Vs 7 where md'un denotes the %ak^t

MAWALIyS, MawwXl, means a kind of
popular song Tradition says that this genre

of poetry was invented by the people of Wasit,

but that It was the people of Baghdad who after

improving it made it fashionable It is said that

when llariin al-Raghld had the most piominent

Barmecides massacred, he forbade for lamentations
j

them One of the slaves of IJja'far, so well-known
|

from the Arabian Nights^ composed m everyday

language an elegy on her old master and at the

end of each strophe she said mawallya “O my
masters Whence the name of this kind of poetry

From the point of view of metre, the mawwal,

a popular form from mawaltyd. or mawaliya, is a

song in the basjt metre (first ^arud^ of which the

last verse of each hemistich is foTtlun^ fi'lun or

fi'lan

In its primitive form, the mawwSl consisted of

strophes, each of four hemistichs rhyming with one

another Later it was somewhat altered the strophe

contained five hemistichs in which the first, second,

third and fifth, but not the fourth rhymed together

or it contained seven hemistichs of which the first,

second, third and seventh had the same rhyme
and the fourth, fifth and sixth rhymed together

The red mawwal is used for war-songs while

the green mawwal is used for love-songs In all

cases the mawwal must be in the popular dialect

and make use of alliteration

Bibliography Besides the treatises on

prosody quoted in the article 'arDd and by
Fleischer, Z DM G

^
vii 365 sq and Description

de PEgypte"^ (Pans 1822, xiv 306, xviii
,
part I,

75 '*“77 )
quoted by Do/y, Suppl aux diet ^ 11 844,

we may mention al-lUiafadji, Shifd al-Ghalil^

Cairo 1320, p 9, Bistani, A/z/Af/ 77/ A/wA/Z, BairQt

1870, p 2011 (sub m-w 1 ) and 2289 (sub w-l y]y

Ibn Khaldun, Protege iii 451^77 ,
Muhammad

Tal'at, Ghayat al-Arab fi Siria^at SA^^r al-^Arab^^

Cairo 1316, p 1 01, Muhammad al-Damanhuri,

Hashiya ^ala U-Kafi^ Cairo 1316, p 3^) ^^u

hibbi, Khulasat al Athar^ Cairo 1284, i 109,
baiyid Amin, Bulbul al Afrah wa-Muzil al Atrah
ji ''l-Mawawtl al-khudr wa U-humr al-Milah^

Cairo 1316, p 4 sqq , DjabrSn Mikha^il Filtiya,

al-Bast al diaft^ BairQt 1890, p I05» al-Abshihl,

al Musta(raf, Bulak 1292, 11 258, 271, L
Cheikho, V/w al-Adab^^ Bairut 1908, 1 429,
'Abd al-Hadi Nadja al-Abyarl, Sdud al-Matdlf"

liSdiid al-Mutdli^^ Bulak 1283, i 283, Jules

David, Les Maouals^ Caen 1864, Hammer Purg

stall. Notice sur les Mozvaschschahat^ etc
, y ^ ,

Aug 1859, p 155 sqq
,
Ahmad al Hashimi,

Mizdn al-Dhahab fl ^ind^at Shi^r aNAraby Cairo

n d, p 140, Muhammad Bey DiySb, Ta^rikh

Addb al-Lughat aNarabiya^ Cairo nd, p 149,
al DjabartI, '^A^d^ib al-Alkar fi V Tarddjim wa
'l-Akhbdr^ Bulak n d

,
1 293
(Moh Bencheneb)

MA WARA' al-NAHR (Arab) “that which

(lies) beyond the river”, the name for the lands

conqueied by the Arabs and subjected to Islam

north of the Amu-Darya [q v
]

The fiontiers of

Ma war5^ al-Nahr on north and east weie where

the power of Islam ceased and depended on poll

tical conditions, cf the statements of the Arab

geographers on Ma wara^ al-Nahr in G Le Stiange,

The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate^ Cambridge

*905> P 433 >*7 i
^ Barthold, Turkestan {G

M NS, V, London 1928), p 64 sqq The

phrase Ma wara^ al-Nahr passed from Arabic

literature into Peisian As late as the ninth (xvth)

century, Hafiz 1 Abrn [q v
]

devotes a special

chapter (the last) to Ma wara^ al Nahr in his

geographical work Undei the influence of literary

tradition, the phrase Ma waiH^ al-Nahr was used

down to quite recent times in Central Asia itself

(Babur, G M 1
,
Index, the Ozbeg Muh Salih,

Sprav Kniika Samark Oblastiy v 240 et pass )
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although to the people of Central Asia the lands

in question were on their side of and not across

the river fW Barthold)
AL MAWARDI, Abu ’l-Hasan 'AlI b Muham-

mad B HabIb, a ^gfi^^i fakih, who on the con-

clusion of his studies taught in Basra and Baghdad
and after holding the office of chief kfidi at Usluwg
near NisSbCr, settled permanently in Baghdad
Here he often acted for the caliph al-Kadir (381-

422 = 991— 1031) in his negotiations with the

Buyids, who then ruled al-'^Ira^^, when the Buyid

Cjalal al-Dawla in 429 (1037—1038) asked the

caliph al-Muktadi to grant him the title of shahan-

shah (tnalik al muluk\ he expressed his objections

in a fatwa and thus earned the enmity of the

Buyid He died an 30^ Rabl'^ I 450 (May 27,

1058) at the age of 86
His works are said to have been collected and

edited only after his death by one of his pupils

The following have survived i Tafstr al-Kurban
or Kttab al-Nukat wa ''l-^Uyun^ MSS in Rampur
(s Journ As Sac Bengal^ NS, 11, xli ), hez

\Fthit5t Masi^td al-Karawlytn^^^ 2i5)andStam
bul (Kihfc 'All, NO 90), 2 A" al-Hawt al kabu

fi 'l-Furu^f MSS in the Brit Museum Or 5828,
s Ellis and Edwards, Desct Ltsly p 22, Cairo

{Fthrtsl^ 111 215) and Stambul (Sulaimaniya, N®

436), 3 his most celebrated work, dealing with

constitutional law in purely theoretical fashion,

disregarding the political conditions of the time

(s A V Kremer, Cullurgeschtchle^ 1 396, M
Hartmann, Unpoltltsche Briefe aus der Tuikei^

p 242), entitled K al-Ahkam al-Sultamya^ Con-

sHluttones poltltcae^ ed R Enger, Bonn 1853,
pr Cairo 1298, 1324, 1327 Translations Publtek

en admtmstraluf regt van den Islam met een in

hiding over de toepasselijkheid van dat regt in

Nederlandsch-Indte door b Keizer, ’s-Gravenhage

1862, Les constitutions pohtiques^ had et com-

mentees d'apres les sources orientales par le compte

C Ostorog, Pans 1900—1906 ,
Les statuts gou

vetnemenlaux ou regies de droit public et admtnt-

sttatif trad et comm par F Fagnan, Algiers 1915,
cf H F Amedroz, The Mazalim jurisdiction^

JRAS^ *9^*1 P 635—674, 4 K Nasihat al-

Muluk, MS in Pans, de Slane, N® 2447, 3, 5

K Tashil al Nazar wa Ta^4l^l al-^afar^ on politics

and the art of government, Mb in Gotha, s Pertsch,

Verz
^
N® 1872, 6 K Kawanin al-WizatOy Ms

m Vienna, Consularakademie, JCrafft, p 475, entitled

Kanun al Wazlr wa-Siyasat al-Mulk^ Mb formerly

in Landberg’s possession, s Goldziher, Abh zui

ar Phtlologie^ 11, note p 14 (the K al fVtzara

in Stambul, Top Kapu 2405, 3 is however, according

to Rescher, A 0 5 , iv 710 perhaps only a pait

of N® 4), 7 K allam al-Nubuwa, MS in Berlin,

Ahlwardt, N® 2527, Qoxto^Fihi ist,\ 270, pr Cairo

1319, 1330 (cf Diez, Denkwurdigkeiten von Asten^

11 382 ,
Schreiner, in Kohuts Semitic Studies,

p 502—513), 8 K Adab al-Kadi in Stambul,

bulaimgnfya, N® 381 , 9 K al-Amlial wa U-Htkam,

a collection of 300 traditions, 300 wise sayings

and 300 verses in 10 fa\l to 30 proverbs in

Leyden, s Catalogus,\ 382, 10 K (al-Bugiiya

aNuly'd ft) Adab {Adab) al-Dunya wa U-Din^ a

work still much read
,
pr Stambul 1299, Cairo 1309,

1310, 1315, 1327, 1328, 1339, on the margin of

al-AmulI’s Ka$hkUl^ Cairo 1316, in India 1315
Uwais Wafa’ b DSwnd al-Arzan^Snl Khgnzgde
wrote a commentary entitled MinhU^j al-Yakin^

pr Stambul 1328 A synopsis was prepared by

Ibn Liyun a teacher of the vizier LisSn al-Din b

al-Kbatib (d 776=1376), Madrid, N® 427 An
anonymous synopsis entitled K Mdrifat al-FaddItl

is in the Escurial, s Derenbourg, 11 748
Bibliography Ibn lyiallikSn, Wafayat

al-A^an^ Cairo 1299, 1 410, Ya^^Qt, Irs^ad al-

Arib^ V 407, al-Subki, 'fabakat al ShUfiHya^

in 303—314, Ibn faghrlbirdl, ed Popper,

p 718(11 224), Wiistenfeld, N® 395,
R Enger, De vita et scnptis Mawerdii^ Bonn

1851, Brockelmann, GAL^i 386
(C Brockei mann)

MAWDUD, Abu ’i-Fath, bHinSB al Dawla
WA-Ku-fB Al -M illa, ruler of Ghazna, was

born about 412 (1021— 1022) In Muhairam 432
(September 1040) he was appointed to the govern-

ment of Balkh with Kh^a^a Abu Nasr Ahmad b

Muhammad as wazir A few months later, his father

Sultan Mas'od was deposed and Muhammad, son

of Sultan Mahmud, was raised to the throne On
leaining news of this, Mawdud left Balkh, took

possession of Ghazna, and spent the winter in

making preparations foi a stiuggle for the thione

with Muhammad At the end of the winter, Mu-
hammad maiched from India to take Ghazna and

Mawdud advanced to meet him A fieice battle

took place on 3*‘d bha'ban, 432 (April 6, 1041)
near Dunpur or Dinawar (modern I athabad on

the Peshawar Kabul route) in which Mawdnd was

victoiious Muhammad, all his sons except 'Abd

al Rahim, Sulaiman b Yusuf, and Nushtigln of

Balkh were taken prisoners and executed Mawdud
returned to Ghazna in triumph, but he was not

yet the undisputed master of the kingdom His

brother Mawdud, governor of Multan, was advancing

on Ghazna by way of I ahore, but three days after

his arrival at Lahore, he died mysteriously on the

morning of Dhu ’i-Hisijdja, 432 (August li,

1041)
In 435 (1043— 1044) Sukhpal, alias Naw5sa

ShSh, son of Djaipal of the HmdushSlhiya dynasty

of Waihand, formed a confederacy with some Hindu
Radjas and laid siege to Lahore Sukhpal was

killed in action, and aftei his death the RadjUs

quarrelled among themselves, raised the siege and

retired to their respective kingdoms Ihe Muslims
followed them m pursuit and laid siege to the

fort of Sonipat where one of the confedeiates

named Dipal Haryana had taken refuge The fort

was captured and given up to plunder but DipUl

managed to escape About 5,000 Muslims who
had been imprisoned in the fort were released

The victors next attacked another Radja, called

Tabat Balrl by Ibn al Athir, took his fort and
returned to Lahore with immense booty These
victories restored for some time the waning prestige

of the Gbaznawids in Upper India

It w'as the ambition of Mawdud to restore the

greatness of his empire by conquering the provinces

which his father had lost to the Saldjuks In Mu-
harram 435 (August 1043) he attacked Khurasan
but was defeated by Alp ArslSn b DawUd In

the following month the Ghaznawud troops retrieved

their reputation by inflicting a defeat on the Sal-

djuks near Bust, but in spite of this reverse they

became so powerful that Mawdud found it diffi-

cult to overcome them single-handed After pro-

tracted negotiations, he secured the assistance of

j

the ruler of Isfahan and the ghan of Turkistan,

j

and marched towards Balkh to join forces with

i

the Khan of Turkistan, but he had not gone far
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when he was taken ill with colic and was forced

to return to Qhazna where he died on 20th Ra^ab,

441 (December 18, 1049), at the age of 29 years

Mawdad was a good ruler and was famous for

his generosity Paikan-t MawdUdi (the Arrow of

MawdQd) IS called after him It is stated that in

his wars he used golden arrows so that if the

victim was killed, the gold in the arrow would
pay for his funeral, and if he was only wounded,
It would defray the expenses of his treatment He
was a skilful general, and his premature death put

an end to all hopes of crushing the power of the

baldjuks
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MAWDUD b "^ImAd al-DIn ZangI, Ku^b al-

DIn al A'racj, lord of al-Mawsil After the

death at the end of Cjumada 11 544 (Nov 1149)
of his elder brother Saif al-Din GhazI 1 [q v ], Maw-
dud was recognised as lord of al Mawsil through

the influence of the powerful vizier al-I^awad

[q V
]
and of the commander in chief of the army

Zain al-Dln 'All A number of emirs negotiated

with the third brother, Nur al*Dln Mahmud, who
lived in Hahb, and seized the town of Sindjar,

and Mawdlld began preparations for war I he

vizier however, who feared not only Saladin but

also the Franks, succeeded in dissuading him,
whereupon Nur al-Din handed over SindjSr to his

brother and was given Hims and al Kahba instead

On other questions also Mawdud followed his

vizier’s advice, al-^)jawad however fell into dis-

grace and in 558 (1163) he was thrown into

prison and replaced by Zain al-Din Ku5ik In

the next year Mawdud joined forces with his

brother NQr al-Dm m a war against the 1" ranks,

and in Ramadan (Sept 1164) the latter defeated

the Christian forces and stormed Kal at Harim
According to the most usual statement, Mawdud
died on 22nd Ohu ’1 Hidjdja 565 (Sept 6, 1170)
aged about forty He is described by the Oriental

historians as a just and benevolent ruler He was
succeeded in al-Mawsil by his son Saif al-Din

Ghazf II
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(K V ZETTERSTfeEN)

MAW^IF (a ), nomen loci from w-kf “to

stand” Of the technical meanings of the term

two may be mentioned here

a the place where the wuhUf [q v
]

is held

during the pilgrimage, viz ^Araftlt [q v
]
and Muz-

dalifa [q v] or Cjam'. In well known traditions

Muhammad declares that all ^Araffit and that all

Mu^alifa IS maw^if (Muslim, trad 149,

The Encyclopaedia of IslIm, III

Aba Dawud, Mandsik^ bab 56h, 64 etc
,
cf Hand-

book of Early Muh IfaditioUs s v ^Arafa)
Snouck Hurgronje (^Hel mekkaansche feest^ p 150
=5 Verspretde Geschriften^ i 99) has conjectured

that these traditions were intended to deprive the

hills of ^Arafat and Muzdalifa of their sacred

character, which they doubtless possessed in pre-

Islamic times

b the place where bn the day of resurrection

several scenes of the last judgment will take place,

cf al Ghazali, al Durra al-Fdkhira^ ed Gautier,

P 577i 683, X2, 813, cf Kitdb Ahwdl al-Kiydmas
ed M WollT, p 65 sqq

(A J Wensinck)
MAWLA (a ), a term with different meanings

(cf Lisdn al-Arab^ xx 289 of which the fol-

lowing may be mentioned
a Tutor, trustee, helper In this sense

the word is used in the Kurban, Sura xlvii 12

“God is the mawla of the faithful, the unbelievers

have no mawla” (cf sHia 111 143, vi 62, viii

41 ,
IX 51, xxii 78, Ixvi 2) In the same sense

mawla is used in the Shi^ite tradition, in which

Muhammad calls ^Ali the mawla of those whose
mawla he is himself According to the author of

the LtsdUs mawla has the sense of wall in this

tradition, which is connected with Ghadir al-Khumm

[q V
, cf C van Arendonk, De opkomst van het

Zatdieltsche imamaats p 18, 19] It may be ob
served that it occurs also in the Musnadoi Ahmad
b Hanbal (i 84, 118, 119, 152, 330 sq

,
iv

281 etc)

b I ord In the Kurban it is in this sense

(which IS synonymous with that of satyid) applied

to Allah (sura 11 286, cf vi 62, x 31), who is

often called Matvldnd “our Lord” in Arabic lite-

rature Precisely for this reason in Tradition the

slave IS prohibited fiom calling his lord mawla
(Bukhari, Qxihddy bab 165, Muslim, Alfd^y trad

15, 16)
It IS not in contradiction to this prohibition

that Tradition frequently uses mawla in the

sense of “lord of a slave”, e g in the well known
hadtili “Ihree categories of people will receive

twofold reward and the slave who fulfils his

duty in regard to Allah as well as to his

lords” (Bukhari, '//w, bab 31, Muslim, Atmdny
trad 45)

Compositions of mawla and suffixes are frequently

used as titles in several parts of the Muslim world,

e g mawldy{a) {mouldy)^ “my Lord” (especially

in North Africa and in connection with saints),

mawlawl {molld\ “Lordship” (especially in India

and in connection with scholars or saints)

The term mawla is also applied to the former

lord (patron) m his relation to his freeman, e g
in the tradition “Who clings to a (new) patron

without the permission of his (legal) mawla, on

him rests the curse of Allah” (Bukhari, Dxizya^

bab 17, Muslim, trad 18, 19)

c Freed slave, eg in the tradition “the

mawla counts as the people to whom he belongs”

(Bukhari, Fard^tdy bab 24, etc

)

In this sense

mawla, or rather the plural mawdlly is frequently

used in Arabic literature The evolution of the

idea as well as the position and the aspirations

of the mawdli have been expounded by von Kremer

(Culturgeschichte des Orients unter den Chalifen^

11 154) and by Go\^z\hex{Muhammedanische Studien^

1 104 sqq ), by the latter especially in connection

with the siu^ubtya [q v
]
On the position of the

27
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mawall m the law of inheritance law cf the

art MlRATH
Bibltography in the article, also Doutte

in RHR
^

xli 30 sqq
,
Littmann, m N G IV

^

1916, p 102 (A J Wensinck)

MAWLAWI [See MawlA
]

MAWLAWlYA (Turkish pronunciation Mew-
lewiya), Order of Derwishes called by
Europeans Dancing or Whirling Der-
wishes

1

Origin of the Order Its name is derived

from mawlana (“our master”), a title given par
excellence to DjalSl al-Din al-RUml (e g by the

Turkish writers SaM al Din and Peiewl, cited

below), of which the Persian equivalent was ac-

cording to the Mafidktb al-^Artfm (translated by
Huart as Les Saints des Dervtches Tourneur5

y

Pans 1918— 1922) bestowed on Djalal al-Din

[q V
]
by his father, with whom this hagiography

commences According to the same authority (1

162), his adherents adopted the name Mewlewt^
and indeed copyists of the Mathnawi of the years

687 and 706 A H thus designate themselves

(Nicholson’s ed
,

i 7 and ui 11), yet Ibn Battuta,

who visited Konia after the latter date, asserts

that they were styled Djalallya, and the i^ord

Mawlawi seems to be used occasionally in the

Manaktb in the sense of “scholar”, which it or-

dinarily has in India This work asserts that one

Badr al-Din GuhartSsh (a histoiical personage,

since he is mentioned in Ibn Bibi’s chronicle of

the Seldjuks of Asia Minor) built a college at

Konia for the children of Cjalal al Din’s father,

which was inherited by Djalal al-Din The Manaktb
(by Shams al-Din Ahmad al-Aflaki, 718-754 ah),
however, so teems with anachronisms and extra-

vagances that Its statements must be used with

great caution

The European name is taken from the ritual

of the dh}kr^ in which the derwishes revolve, using

the right foot as a pivot, to the tune of various

instruments Djalal al-Din is said to have claimed

that he had elevated the practice, but denied that

It was an innovation (Manakib^ 11 79) Certainly

“dancing” (rakO is mentioned as a Sufi practice

in works earlier by some centuries than Djalal

al-Dln’s time, often with severe condemnation
The historian Sakhawi {al Ttbi al-Masbuk^ p 220)

in recording an edict issued in 852 against the

practice in Egypt cites veises by one of “the

earliest Saiyids” in which the Sufis who perform

It are compared to apes and are bitterly repi cached

Dancing is indeed a natural accompaniment of

music {AgKaniy x 121) or poetry {Irippad al-Arib,

V 131, ii), but the whirling of the derwishes

would seem to have for its purpose the produc-

tion of vertigo rather than the presentation of an
idea in rhythm Of the various reasons which

have been assigned for it the most interesting is

that recorded in the Mafidktb (1 190) as the ex

cuse of DjalSl al-Din, viz that it was a concession

to the pleasure-loving inhabitants of Asia Minor,

who might thereby be drawn to the true faith

The theory that the whirling was a reproduction of

the motions of the celestial bodies 1$ found in

his Mathnawi (ed Nicholson, iv 734), and the

same view is offered in the much earlier Rtsdla

of Ibn Tufail (Cairo 1922, p 75), where its hypnotic
effect IS emphasized The saints in the Manaktb
are represented as able to maintain the exercise

for many days and nights continuously, but the

actual dh^kr lasts only about an hour, with some

intermission

2 Relations with other Orders Al-

though the earlier mystics, such as Djunaid, BistSml

and Hallaiij mentioned in the Manaktb with

profound reveience, the treatment of founders of

orders who came near DjalSl al-Din’s time is very

different ‘Abd al Kadir of Djll^n is ignored, Ibn

^Arabi mentioned with contempt, and RifS'l with

severe condemnation Haildji Bektfish is represented

as having sent a messenger to inquire into the

proceedings of Djalal al-Din, and to have acknow-

ledged the supremacy of the latter At a later

period the rivalry of the Mawlawi with the BektSshI

Order became acute

It has been shown by F W Hasluck {Ckrtsltantly

and Islam tmdet the Sultans^ Oxford 1929, 11 370
sqq

)
that the environment wherein the Mawlawi

Order originated was favourable to Christians, and

that throughout its history it has shown itself

tolerant and inclined to regard all religions as

reconcilable on a philosophic basis He suggests

that the veneration of the Muslims of Konia for

the supposed burial place of Plato (in a mosque
which was once the church of St Amphilochius)

may have been intentionally favoured by the Maw-
lawi derwishes, or possibly their founder, as pro-

viding a cult which Muslim and Christian might

share on equal teims In three other sanctuaries

of Konia, one of them the mausoleum of Djalal

al-Din himself, he found evidence of a desire to

provide an object of veneration to the adherents

of both systems It is not, however, easy to accept

his inference that some sort of religious compromise

on a philosophic basis was devised between the

SeldjQk Sultan 'A 15^ al Dm, Dj^^^^l Dio, and the

local Chiistian clergy It appears from the

that the Order was frequently exposed to persecution

from the fukaha^ in consequence of the music and

dancing, and they found an analogy in Christian

services to the employment of the former They
are credited in recent times with having impeded

the massacres of Armenians

3 Spread of the Order The Manaktb at-

tributes Its propagation outside Konia to Djalal

al-Din’s son and second successor, Sultan Baha^

al Din Walad who “filled Asia Minor with his

lieutenants” (11 262) It would however appear

from Ibn Battuta’s narrative (11 282) that its fol-

lowing was not in his time extensive outside Konia,

and was confined to Asia Minor The story told

after SaM al-Din by v Hammer {G O R y\ 147) and
others, that as early as 759 (1357) Sulaiman son

of Orkhan received a cap from a Mawlawi dcrwish

at Bulair, has been shown by Hasluck (11 613)
to be a fiction The historians make no allusion

to any impoitance attaching to the Mawlawi chief

when Murad I took Konia in 1386, but when
the city was taken by Murad II in 1435, peace

was negotiated according to SaM al-Din (1 358)
by Mawlana Hamza, but according to Nesirf
(quoted ibtd') by a descendant of MawUna Djalal

al-Din al-kUml, ^Arif Celebi “who united all the

glories of worth and pedigree, and possessed mystic

attainments”
,
the rebellious vassal supposed that a

holy man of the family of the Mawla would inspire

more confidence The same person performed a

similar service m 1442 (SaM al-Din, i 371) Ac-
cording to V Cuinet {La Turqute d'Aste^ 1 829)
Selim 1 when passing through Konia 10922(1516)
in pursuit of the Persians (?) ordered the destruction
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of the Mawlawlkliana, at the instance of the ^aiyi
al-lsl3m, and though this command was repealed,

the moral and religious authority of the head of

the Order was gravely compromised That the

saints of Konia >\ere highly reverenced in the

Ottoman Empire later in the sixteenth century

appears from the list of graves visited by Saiyid

‘All KapudSn in 1554, which commences with those

of i^alal al Din, his father and his son (Pecewl’s

History, 1283, 1 371) In 1634 Murad IV assigned

the of Konia to the Celebi Yet the first

reference to “dancing derwishes” in Constantinople

which Hasluck produces, is from the time of the

Sultan Ibrahim (1640— 1648) Cuinet mentions
three Mawlawikhana of the first rank and one
Tekye of the second in Constantinople and the

neighbourhood, he gives the names of the saints

whose tombs they contain, without dates He
mentions seven other Mawlawikhana of the fir^)!

rank, at Konia, Manissa, Karahisar, Bahariya,

Egypt (Cairo ^), Gallipoli and Biusa, and as the

more celebrated of the second rank that of Shamsi
Fabrlzi at Konia, and those in Medina, Damascus
and Jeiusalem lo these Hasluck adds lekye at

Canea (Crete), founded about 1880, Karaman,
Ramla, Tatar (in Thessaly), and possibly Tempe
(for one in Smyrna see M IV

y 1922, p 161,
for one in Salonica see the work of Garnett, and
for one in Cyprus that of Lukach cited below)

It would seem then that the Order was confined

to the limits of the Ottoman Empire, and indeed

to Its European and Asiatic territories

By a decree of Sept 4, 1925 all the Tekye
in Turkey were closed, and the library of the

MawlawI^Sna of Konia was transferred to the

Museum of the city {Oriente Moderno^ 1925, p 455

,

1926, p 584)

4 Political importance of the Order
Reference may be made to Hasluck's work (11 604
sq

) for refutation of the stories uncriacally repro-

duced by Cuinet and some less authoritative writers

In these “the Shaikh of the Mawlawi becomes first

the legitimate successor by blood of the Seldjuk

dynasty, and finally the real Caliph Hasluck
supposes these tales to be based on the supposed
“traditional right” of the Mawlawi Shaikh to gird

the new bultan with a sword Ihis right cannot

be traced eailier than 1648, and appears to have
obtained recognition in the nineteenth century

It would seem that reforming bultans used the

Ma\^lawi Order as a make-weight against the

BektS^his, who supported the Janissaries, and then

against the ^Ulama’, who supported the treatment

of the Muslim community as a privileged com
munity against the djiimmis In recent limes the

Sultans ^Abd al-^AzIz and Mehmed ReshSd were
members of the Order

5 The ritual of the Order has been

described by numerous travellers, e g J P Brown,
The Dervtshesy i8i58, p 198-206, 1927, p 250-

258, V Cuinet, loc city p 832, Garnett and
Lukach in the works cited, M Hartmann, Der
tslamische Orient

y

1910, 111 12, S Anderson, Af
W

y 1923 The attire consisted of a cap called

stkkey a long sleeveless skirt called tennure^ a

jacket with sleeves called deste-guly a waistband

called ehf-l'&m-endy and a cloak with sleeves called

kktr^ey thrown over the shoulders (in Lukach’s

description [Cyprus] “a violet gown worn over a

dark green cassock”) The instruments employed
according to the last writer (dealing with Konia)

are six reed-flute, zither, rebeck, drum, tambourine,

and one other Cuinet enumerates four, of which
three agree with the above, the last being hallUy

vulgarly 2^/, a sort of small cymbal Brown enumerates
three, flute, violin, and kettle-drum 1 hose mentioned
in the Manaktb are rendered by Huait, JiuteyVtolon

and tambour de basque The service in Konia ac-

cording to Lukach was held twice a month after

the Friday prayer, in Constantinople, where there

were several tekycy they were held more frequently

to enable the members of different tekye to join in,

6 Administration of the Order The
head of the Order, resident at Konia, had the

titles Mulla Khunkai
y
Hadret-i Piry delebt MullUy

and ^Aziz Ffendt A list of persons who have
held the office is given by Hartmann {Joe city

P *93) after the Hakd^ikt A dhkar-i Mawldtidy
making 26 in all down to 1910, this list appears
to be imperfect, and the Celebi whom Lukach
found in Konia was uncertain whether he was
the 39th or the 40th The head of the establish-

ment at Manissa counted as second in authority

Cuinet enumerates seven officials subordinate to

the delebi at Konia, but the names of several

seem seriously mutilated Others mention a secretary

(weltl) An account of the discipline which those

who would enter the Order had to endure is given

by Huart {Koniay la Vtlle des Derviches Tourneurs
Pans 1897) Ihey had to perform menial service

for 1001 davs, divided into periods of 40, when
this was over, they were clothed in the uniform

of the tekyey assigned cells, and instructed m the

exercises of the Order, and they had to remain

thus occupied till they believed themselves able

to enter into relation with the Deity by means
of whirling, meditation, and music

Bibliography see especially the works of

Brown, Cuinet, Haitmann, and Hasluck, cited

above, Lucy M Garnett, Mysticism and Magic
in Modem Turkey

y

London 1912, H C Lu
kach, The City of Dancing Derwishesy London

1914, S Anderi>on, in M IV
y 1923, p 188—

191 (D b Margoliouth)
MAWLID (a )or MawlDd (pi mawalid)y time,

place and celebration of the birth of any

one, particularly of the Prophet Muhammad (^Mawlid

al-Nabi) From the moment when Islam in its

attitude to Muhammad abandoned the lines laid

down in the Kur^Snic view of him and began to

bring his personality within the sphere of the

supernatural, the scenes among which his earthly

life had been passed naturally began to assume a

higher sanctity in the eyes of his followers Among
these, the house in which he was born, the Mawlid

al-Nabiy in the modern Suk al Lail in Mekka, the

history of which is preseived princip dly in the

chronicles of the town (ed Wustenfeld, 1 422),

does not seem at first to have played a part of

any note It was al KhaizurSn (d 173), the mother

of Haiun al- Rashid, who first transformed it from a

humble dwelling-house to a place of prayer As
they did to the tomb of the Prophet in Medina, the

pious now made pilgrimages also to his mawlid to

show their reverence for it and to receive a share

of Its blessings (A U-labarruk) In time also the

reverence in which the house was held found
expression in its development m a fitting architec-

tural fashion (Ibn Qjubair, ed Wright, p 114,

163, on the present state of the house Snouck
Hurgronje, MekkUy 1 106 ,

11 27)
Records of the observation of the birthday of
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the Prophet as a holy day only begin at a late

date, according to the generally accepted view, the
day was Monday the 12‘h RabiM Ihcstoiy which
Wiistenfeld originated, accoiding to which the
pious Shafi^i Karadji (d 343) observed this day by
breaking his fast upon it, which he only did on one
other occasion, the ^Id al Fttr (Adh G IV G

^

XXXvii
,
NO 126), does not seem to find any con-

firmation in the sources and is in contiadiction to

the general custom of fasting on Monday, as this

day plays a special part in the life of Muhammad
as the day of his birth, of his Hidjra and of his
death (GhazSli, Ihya^ [Bulak], 1 363 and pass On
the Jewish origin of fasting on Monday, see
Wensmek, Mohammed en de Joden^ p 126) But
that on this day a special celebration was arranged,
as distinct from private observation, one first learns
for Mecca, where one would expect it earliest
from the local traditions, from Ibn ^ubair(d 614,
Travels^ p 113), who however is obviously referring
to a custom which has already been a considerable
time in existence Ihe essential featuie of the
celebration is however only a somewhat conside-
rable increase in the number of visitors to the
Mawlid house which was exceptionally open the
whole day for this purpose This visit and the
ceremonies associated with it {mash etc ) are carried
through entirely in forms which are characteristic
of the older Muslim cult of saints

But just as the later cult of the Prophet cannot
be put on a level with the reverence shown to
other holy men, so new and special forms developed
for his birthday celebrations, which in spite of
minor differences in time and place show the same
general features everywhere and are comprised
under the name Latla al Mawltd or hnefiy Maw/td
aFNabi An anticipation of the Mawlid celebration
IS found in Egypt as early as the middle and later
Fatimid period During the period of office of the
vizier al-Afdal (487—5*5)iWe hear that the ^‘four
Mawalid” were abolished but a little later revived
in all their old glory (MakrizI, al 1 466,
for the description of the festival 1 433 sqq)
The celebration still took place in broad daylight
and participation was practically limited to the
official and religious circles of the city 1 here were
not yet any preliminary celebrations

,
but we already

have a solemn procession of all the dignitaries to
the palace of the caliph, in whose presence — he
sits, covered with a veil on one of the balconies
of the palace — the three ^utabcF of Cairo (cf
above, 11 , p 928) in succession deliver a religious
address, during which a special ceremonial is

observed As to the matter of the discourses, we
only know that they were like those delivered on
the nights of the illumination so that they presu-
mably dealt mainly with the occasion of the
celebration It is interesting to note that the
mawlid ceremonies here are not confined to that
of the Prophet but the mawJids of 'All, Fatima
and even that of the reigning Caliph, the Imam
al‘hddtr^ are similarly observed As in the funda-
mental idea of these celebrations {Mawlid al-Imdm
al‘hadtr\)j Shl'u influence can also be traced in
separate elements of it It had not yet come to
be a festival of the common people in the time
of the Fstimids This no doubt explains why— except in Ma^rlzl and Kall^ash^ndl, the great
historians of Flltimid Cairo — there is hardly any
reference to these celebrations in the literature
emanating from Sunni circles, not even when

writers like 'All Pasha Mubarak are dealing with
features peculiai to Cano and deal very fully with
the history of the Mawlid festival

The memory of these Fapmid niawalid seems
to have almost completely disappeared before the

festivals in which Muslim authors unanimously
find the origin of the Mawlid, the Mawlid which we
find first celebrated in Arbela in 604 by al-Malik

Muzaffar al-Din Kokburl, a brother-in-law of baladin

The fullest account is given by a somewhat later

contemporary, the great historian Ibn ly^allikSn

(d 681) on whom later writers continually base their

statements (e g al-SuyutI, Husn al-Mak^td [Brockel-

mnnn, G A Z , 11 157] and others) The personality

of this ruler, his period so disturbed by the turmoil

of the Crusades, and his milieu to which Ibn Khal-
likSn calls special attention, lead us to suggest

marked Christian influence in the development of

this celebration
,
his close relations with the §afl

movement on the other hand suggest the possibility

of influence of quite a different nature Ihis is clear

from the description of the celebrations Preparations
are begun long before and people come in from
remote distiicts The prince takes special care that

the visitors are housed in splendid wooden (cubbas

specially built and they are entertained with music,
singing and all kinds of amusements (shadow-plays,
jugglers etc) Ihe streets of the town were for

I

weeks as busy as on the occasion of an annual
fair On the eve of the Mawlid night a torchlight

procession took place fiom the citadel of the town
to the khSnkah, led by the prince after the magbnb
salat Next morning the whole populace assembled
in front of the l^ankah, where a wooden tower
had been erected for the ruler and a pulpit for

the waltz From this tower the prince surveyed
not only the crowd assembled to hear the address
but also the troops summoned to be reviewed on
the adjoining maidSn We are told nothing of the

substance of the address On its conclusion the
prince summoned the distinguished guests up to

the tower to give them robes of honour The
people were then feasted at the prince’s expense
in the maidan, while the notables were entertained
in the khankah The following night was spent
by the prince like so many of the Sufis in samal
(Ibn ^allikan, Bulak 1299, 11 550 sqq)

In contrast to the Fatimid celebrations, what is

specially striking here is the large share taken in
the festival by the Sufis and the common people,
a circumstance which is all the more notable, as
it IS probably in this association with SUflism that
we have the reasons for the later great popularity
of the mawlid At the same time the torchlight
procession, really foreign to Muslim sentiment,
and borrowed from contemporary Christian customs
at festivals deserves our attention, it is not found
at the celebration in Cairo which was purely a
day ceremony, while the lavish entertainment
of all present, especially with sweets, and the
addresses are found in both cases In this remark-
able ceremonial, we seem really to have the
foundation of all Maulid celebrations With the
great political and religious movement, which we
may call Sal4|iik reaction, the Mawlid reached
Egypt in Saladm’s time, where it is significant
that Sfiflism very quickly took deep roots, thus
preparing the way for an observance like the
Mawlid, which is essentially kept up by popular
religious sentiment

The observance of the festival spread sooner
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or later from here to Mecca where its old form
was transformed Its further progress was along

the coast of North Africa to Ceuta, llemcen and
FSs to Spain but it also went eastwards to India,

so that ultimately the whole Muslim world is united

on this day in a ceremonial, frequently of unpre
cedented splendour, but alike everywhere in its

mam features We have innumerable descriptions

of the festival from all parts of the Muslim world,

most fully for Mekka {Chrontken^ ed Wustenfeld,

111 438 sq
,
Ibn Hadjar al Haitami, Afflw//i/[Brockcl

mann, GAL, 11 389] ,
for modern times Snouck

Hurgronjc, Mekka, 11 ^isqq ), where the celebrations

have always been famous, for Egypt (Muh Taw-
flk al-Bakri, Bait al ^tddik, Cairo 1323, p 404
sqq

,
Lane, Manners and Customs^ [1871], 11 166

sqq) and the Indies (Snouck Hurgronje,

1 207 ,
do

,
Verspreide Geschriften, 11 8 sqq

,

WtxVXois^Qanoone Islam [1832], p 233 sq
,
Gold-

ziher, Culte des saints [1880], p 13, here it is

frequently not the birth but the death of the

Prophet that is commemorated) The Turkish element

in IslSm also has not resisted the advance of the

celebration of the Mawlid (Turk M'ewlud) Since

Sultfin Murad III introduced it in 996 into the

Ottoman empire, it has enjoyed increasing popularity

Since 1910 It has been celebrated as a national

festival Accurate descriptions of the festival as

celebrated in the older period of the court of Con-
stantinople (Mouradgea d’Ohsson, Tableau general,

Pans 1787, 1 255 sqq^ GOB, viii 441) cleaily

reveal its relationship with the festivals of a more
popular nature in other lands of Islam

One element in particular is very prominent,

and that is the most characteristic one of the latei

celebrations, namely the recital of mawltd's i e

panegyrical poems of a very legendary character,

which start with the birth of Muhammad and
praise his life and virtues in the most extravagant

fashion The origin of these addi esses is already

to be found in the religious addresses in FStimid

Cano and in Arbela and perhaps in part at least

goes back to the sermon usual at C hristian festivals

The A' al~TanwJr fi Maivlid al'Strad2^yi\i\0^ Ibn

Dihya composed during his stay in Arbela at the

suggestion of Kokbiirl was already famous as a

mawlid at this period (Brockelmann, GAL, 11

310) It was not till latei times however that

mawlids became a predominant element in the

celebration, along with torchlight processions,

feasting and the fairs in the street, ever increasing

in size In Mecca, for example, at the present

day they form the main feature of the celebration

in the mosque, among the pious they are the most

popular evening entertainment for days before the

celebration and teachers interrupt their lectures

in order to deliver mawlids to the students and
the people on the streets and m the coffee houses

find edification and entertainment in listening to them
The number of such mawlids is quite considei able

Beside the famous but not very popular Banat
Su^Sd of Ka'b b Zuhair of the older period, the

Burda and the Hamziya of al-Busiri and their

numerous imitations, there are a whole series of

regular mawlids, some of which are intended to

instruct like that of Ibn Hadjar al Haitami, others

purely edifying like a shorter version of it, and

notably that of Ibn al-QjawzI (G A L
,

\ 503) ana
al-BarzandjI {GAL, 11 384) In addition to those

in Arabic, there are a great many mawlids m
Turkish (Irmg Engelke, Suleyman Tscheleln*s Lob*

gedicht, 1926) It IS significant of the part played
by these poems, that they have passed from the

mawlid celebrations to other festivals, so that the

word has actually become a name for “festival” and
particularly “feast” (^azima, cf Snouck Hurgronje,

Mekka, 11 147, 154 and pass
,
Becker, in Isl

,

ii

,

191 1, p 26 sqq) Quite apart from any festivals, the

recitation of mawlids is popular, in Palestine for

example in fulfilment of a religious vow (T Canaan,

in Journ of the Pal Or Soc ^
vi

, 1926, p 55
sqq

,
cf also the introductory anecdote in the

mawlid alleged to be by Ibn al ^Arabi \G A L

,

1 441]) Like the substance of these mawlids, the

form is also very regular Prose and poetry alter-

nate, interrupted frequently by appeals to utter

blessings on the Prophet l^ikrs are usually added
at the end

The Ma^^lld as the finest expression of reverence

for Muhammad has found almost general recognition

in Islam, as fulfilling a religious need of the people

and as a result of the strength of the §nfi movement
This must not however blind us to the fact that

at all times there has also been vigorous opposition

to it This IS found as early as the festival ol

Arbela (al-SuyOti, Husn al Maksid) The celebiation

IS a btd^a, a leligious innovation, which is in sharp

contradiction to tradition Even ardent advocates

of the festival confess this and the strictly orthodox,

who adhere to the sunna, reject it most emphatically

But, as in so many other things, practice has here

proved stronger than dogmatic theory Once the

festival had been thoroughly established in the

lehgious life of the people, it \^as bound in time

to find appioval as an element of the td^m^ Its

supporters found it easy to get this btd^a legitimated,

in theory at least, as a btd^a hasana When the

festival had been accepted by the consensus of the

community, the essential thing had been done and

legitimate ground for opposition had been removed

While the opposition thus finds itself reduced to

combatting the outer forms of the festival and

Its developments, its supporters are never tired

of calling attention to the merit that lies in

feeding the poor, in the more frequent leading

of the Kur^Sn and mawlids, and in expressions

of joy over the birth of the Prophet and all that

the day brings with it It is significant of the

character of the opposition that the opponents

object to those very forms which show the influence

of Sufiism (dancing, sama^, ecstatic phenomena etc )

or Chiistianity (processions with lights etc) The
most interesting document of this feud is a fehva

by al-SuyUtl (d 91 1, Brockelmann, GAL, 11

157 Husn al-Mak\td ft ^Amal al Mawlid) which

gives a brief survey of the history of the festival,

then discusses the pros and cons very fully and

concludes that the festival deserves approval as a

bid^a hasana, provided that all abuses are avoided

Ibn Hadjar al-Haitami in his Mawlid and Kutb

al-Uin {Chromken det Stadt Mekka^ 111 439 sq
)

take the same view, while Ibn al-Hadjdj (d 737)

as a more strict MSlikl condemns it most vehemently

(A' al*MadMol [1320], 1 I 53 )

Although the height of this struggle was ap-

parently reached in the eighth—ninth century,

It did not completely die down in later years,

indeed it received new life with the coming of

the Wahhabis The cult of the Prophet is m such

contradiction in their fundamental principle, the

restoration of the ideal purified primitive IslSm,

that we can understand that they should completely
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disapprove of this, the most popular and most
splendid expression of it In doing this, they are

only putting into action the protests of the extreme

Han ball Ibn Taimlya (d 728), the famous precursor

of their movement, against innovations which are

contrary to the sunna (Ibn Taimiya against the

holding of ^atma% in the Mawlid night Faiawa
[Cairo 1326], 1 312) Similar ideas are still found

to-day even where Wahhabism is rejected, notably

in the school which Goldziher calls “Kuliurwahha-
bismus”, founded by the celebrated Muhammad
'Abduh (d 1905), who in connection with the

worship of saints condemns the Mawlid also, in

the periodical al-ManZv (Goldziher, Rtchtungen
der tslam Koranauslegung^ p 369 sqq

)

In the revel ence shown to othei Muslim
saints, the Mawlids also play a great part

Although the success of an appeal to a saint

does not depend on particular days, yet certain

days and birthdays m particular are regarded as

particularly favourable These celebrations are

often connected with places, to which a certain

sanctity had been attached from pre-lslamic times

(the Mawlid of Shaikh Hasan al Badawi in Tanta
Goldziher, il/wA Stud

^ 11 338 jy ) There are also

Mawlids of nameless saints In the derwish orders,

next to that of the Prophet, the Mawlid of the

founder is held in particular popularity ^All Pasha
Mubarak {Khtiat Djadtda^ 1 90, in 129 sqq

)

mentions a large number of such festivities in

modern Cairo, the characteristic features of which,

he says, are the brilliant illumination of the town,
the ceremonial procession {Mahfil, at the Mawltd
al Nabi mawkab

y
cf P Kahle, in /j/, vi

, 1916,

P *55 great feasts One cannot now
imagine the popular religion of Egypt without
these feasts

B tb Itogr ap h

y

Besides the works already

mentioned Muh Tawfik al-Bakrl, Bait al Stddik^

Cairo 1323, p 404 sqq
,

al Sal^awi, al Ttbr
al masbuky Bulak 1896, p 13 ,

numerous
Mawlid texts are given in the Verzetchn der

arab Hs der Kgl Btbl zu Berlin Of special

value IS the Mawlid of Abu ’

1-'Abbas b ^Abd
Allah al-1 akhmi of Ceuia (Brockelmann, G A Ly
1 366),}—J L "QziXghSy Complement de I'htstoire

des Bent'Zeiydny 1887, p 47 sqq
,
Description

de CEgypte^ Pans 1826, xiv 196 sqq
,
A Mez,

Renaissance d Isldms^ 1922, p 403, Goldziher,

Vorlesungen uber den Islam 1925, p 257
(H Fuchs)

al-MAW§IL [See Mosul]
MAWSIM (a

,
from the root w-s-m “to stig-

matise”), market, festival In this sense the

term is used in hadithy especially in connection

with the markets of early Arabia, such as those

which were held in ‘Ukaz, Madjanna, Dhu ’1 Madjaz,

‘Arafa, etc (BukhSri, Hady^y b 150, Tafsir,

sflra 2, b 34) At these markets the worst elements

of Arabia gathered {al-mawstm ya^ymd ra^cl al~

n&Sy Buhhan, Hududy b 31) Advantage was also

taken of these assemblies to make public procla-

mations and inqumes, e g in order to regulate the

affairs of deceased persons (Buyiari, JChumSy b 13,
Matidkib al-An(dry b 27) As the pilgrimage was
at the same time one of the chief markets of
early Arabia, the term mawdstm is often combined
with it (mawdstm al-ha^^, Bukhari,
b 150, Buyu\ b I, AbC DawQd, Mandstkyb 6)
Upon this basis the term mawsim has developed
chiefly in two directions, it has acquired the

general meaning of (religious) festival (Dozy,
plementy s v) and that of s e a s o n In the Lebanon
mawsim denotes the season of the preparation of
silk (Bistam, Muhil^ s v )

In India and in European terminology referimg
to these parts of the world, it has acquired the

meaning of season in connection with the weather-

conditions special to those regions, such as the

regularly returning winds and rainperiods Monsoony
moussoHy moesson and other corruptions of the

term are found in this literature

Bibliography apait from the works
mentioned in the art cf Ltsdn al-^Aiaby xvi

123 sqq
,

Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heiden^
tumsy Berlin 1897, p 84 sqq

y 246, Yule and
Burnell, Hobson^Jobson ed Ciooke, London
1903, s V monsoon (A J Wensinck)
MAWWAL [See MawSlIya

]

mawzUna, a small silver coin struck by
the Sharifs of Morocco in the eighteenth and
early nineteenth century It was the smnllest silver

piece and equivalent to 24 copper fulus or a

quarter dirham Another name for the mawzuna
was ud;a In 1911 ri33o) copper coins of the
value of 10, 5, 2 mawzunat were issued, the maw-
zuna being now the equivalent of a centime On
recent issues the name mawzQna has disappeared
and Its place is taken by senttm

Bibliography J J Marcel, Tableau gene^

ral des Monnates ayant course en AlgerUy Pans
1844, p 9, 36—40 (J Allan)
AL MAYURl^I, nisba of three Arabic

authors, belonging to Majorca (Mallorca),
the largest of the Baleaiic Islands

I the poet Abu ’1 Hasan ‘'All b Ahmad b
‘Abd al-^Aziz b Tunaiz, d in 475 (1082), accor-
ding to others in 477 at KSzima near Baghdad,
poems by him are preserved in the MS of the

Escurial in Derenbourg, N® 467, 2
,
cf al-Suyntl,

Bughyat al'WildtyS 327 , Yakut, ^«‘'^(zw,iv 722
II the traditionist AbQ 'Abd Allah Muhammad

b Abi ’1 Nasr Futuh b ‘'Abd Allah b Humaid al

Azdi al Humaidl, cf above, 11 3, where to the sources
should be added Yakut, IrMd al-Arlb, vii 58-60
and 'Abd al-'Aziz al-DihlawT, Bustdn al Muhad-
dt^hiny p 81 In addition to the works there
given, the following still exist i aUQjanI bam
al-Sahihain Sahth al-Bukhda wa-Sahth al-MuduUy
Mss in Cairo, /'Mm/, I 325 and MSsul, s DawQd,
Makhtutdt al Maw^ily p 194, i6 (fragment),
Yahya b Muhammad b Hubaira al Wazir (d
560 = 1165) wrote a commentary on it, MSS in
Berlin, Ahlwardt, NO 1192, Leipzig, Vollers, N®
313 and in the Brit Museum, NO 1603 2 Tafsir
gharib md fi 7 ^ahihatn murattab ^ala H-Masdnld

yMS m the possession of A TaimQr Pasha in Cairo,
s A* Ill 340 3 Tashilal Sabiltld Taallum
al’Tarsil bt Tamihtl al-Rfumd(j^aldt wa~Ta\nif
aUMukhdtabdt

y

MS in Stambul, lop Kapu, N®
235 photograph in Cairo, s Iihrtst^y 111 62

III 'Abd Allah b 'Abd Allah al Tardjuman,
born in Majorca of Christian parents, studied in
Lenda and Bologna, then went to Tunis on the
advice of Bishop Nicolas Martell, who was himself
a Muslim in secret, there adopted Islam and in

823 (1420) wrote a pamphlet against Christianity
entitled Tuhfat al-Artb (Adlb) Ji U-Radd ^ald Ahl
al-^lib

y Mss in the Brit Museum Or 5942,
Ellis and Edwards, Descriptive Listy p 13, m
Stambul, Kbalis, N® 5275 (with Turkish translation),
Fatih, N® 2909, As'ad, N® 1147—ii48,pr Cairo
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1895, transl by J Spiro, Pans 1886, cf J Miret

y Sina, La tomba del escrtptor Catala Fra Anselmo^

Barcelona 1910 Abu *

1-Qbaith Muhammad al-Kash-

shash wrote an introduction to the book and de-

dicated It under the new title Tahiyat al-Asrar

Ta^llf al-Akhyar al An^ar fi H-Radd ^ala 'l-Na^ara

U Kuffar to the Ottoman Sultfin Ahmad I (1012-

1026=1603— 1617), MSS s GALf i\ 250
(thereon Pans, N® 6051—6052) The author’s son

^Abd al-Hallm wrote a synopsis of the work, MS
in Berlin, Ahlwardt, N® 2211

B tbltogr ap hy Steinschneider, Polemtsche

and apologettsche Lttcratur^ p 34, 15, A*

Afr ^
V 266, R HR^ xii 68— 89, 179—201,

278-301, ^ T’, xiii (1906), p 89-101,292-294
(C Brockelmann)

MAZAGAN (old Arabic name al-Burat^a^

‘‘the little fortress”, modem Arabic name al

^adlda new”), a town on the Atlantic
coast of Morocco, 7 miles S E of the mouth
of the W5dl Umm Rabi^ Its population in 1926
was 19,159, of whom 14,141 were Muslims and

3,385 Jews
Some writers think that Mazagan was built

on the site of the of Ptolemy,

or Por*U5 Rutubts of Pliny Ihe texts however
do not say that there was ever a to\\n there, but

only a roadstead frequented by ships The situation

seems to have remained unchanged throughout the

middle ages As to the name Mazagin, it seems

to appear for the first time in al Bakil (eleventh

century ad) This geographer, enumerating the

ports of Morocco on the Atlantic coast, mentions

a Marifen (de Slane’s reading), which should un-

doubtedly be emended to Mazighan, a form attested

by Idris! (xiitb century) The same place-name is

found in a manuscript collection of edifying anecdotes

relating to the great saint of AzammQr Sidi Abu
Shu^aib, >\ho also lived m the twelfth century

Mazighan appears here as a fishing village between
AzammQr and the ribSt of Tit [q v

]
The proxi

mity of these two fairly important towns prevented

it from developing The roadstead is marked on

a whole series of European planispheres and por-

talans of the xivth and xv^h centuries (publ by

Ch de La Ronci^re, Decouverte de VAfnque au
Moyen Age^ 1925) which give the forms Messegan

(1339 and 1373), Maseghan (1367), Mazagem, inter

mediate between Mazighan and the Mazagao of

the Portuguese Ihe latter, from the end of the

xvth century, used to come to the harbour of

Mazagan for cargoes of the gram of DukkSla to

supply the capital In 1502, a squadron commanded
by a Portuguese gentleman, Jorge de Mello, caught

by a storm in the Straits of Gibraltar was driven

to Mazagao and landed there The Portuguese in-

stalled themselves in a deserted tower there to

defend themselves against a possible attack by
the inhabitants Jorge de Mello soon returned to

Portugal and obtained the king’s permission to

build a fortress at Mazagan Although the story

of these events is only recorded by writers of the

xviiith century, it must be in keeping with the

facts, for letters patent of king Dom Manuel dated

May 21, 1505, give Jorge de Mello the captaincy

of the castle which he is authorised to build at

his own expense at Mazagan He did not however
make use of his privilege for, when on Aug 27,

1513 the Portuguese army sent to take AzammQr
under the command of the Duke of Braganza

landed at Mazagan, there was neither town nor

fortress there except the old ruined tower (<j/,

Burat^a) The difficulty of entering the port of

AzammQr led the Portuguese to establish a more
accessible base at Mazagan During the summer
of 1514 under the direction of the architects Diego
and Francisco da Arruda, a square castle ffanked

by towers at each of the four corners was built

One of these bastions was formed by the old

tower, al Buraidja, the name of which survived

among the natives as that of the Portuguese town
This early castle still exists almost in its entirety

Particularly striking is a magnificent subterranean

hall, the vaulting of which is supported by 25 pillars

It was probaidy, rather than a salle d’armes, a huge
granary built to hold the contributions in gram
paid by the tribes subjected to the Portuguese

protectorate It was at a later date used as a cistern

to hold supplies of drinking-water for the garrison,

when the place blockaded by rebellious tribes had
no longer any taxes in grain to collect, which

happened in 1 54 1 h or ten years before, the situation

of the Portuguese stations on the coast, m view

of the religious and anti-foreign movement stirred

up by the coming and successes of the SaMian
Sharifs, had been so bad that the king of Portu-

gal thought of abandoning several of his fortresses

The taking of the fort Santa Cruz on the Cape
of Guer (Agadir) by the sharif (March 12, 1541)
was a warning John III decided to evacuate Safi

and AzammQr and to concentiate on Mazagan, a

more favourable and more easily defended position,

all the Poituguese forces he wanted to leave in

the south of Morocco The operation was earned

through in the autumn (before Nov 6) From the

month of April onwards the work of putting the

town in a state of defence had been going on

The work was actually pushed on during the hst

months of the year (1541) under the direction of

the gieat architect Joao da Castilho, who used

plans prepared by an Italian engineer, Benito of

Ravenna This was when the walls of Magazan
were built as they still stand to-day

In retaining Mazagan the Portuguese wanted to

keep a base on the coast to secure protection for

the route to India They also hoped that the

fortress would serve them as a base for the conquest

of Morocco, when a favourable conjuncture should

arise, which however never happened In fact for

the more than two hundred years in which the

Portuguese retained it, the possession of Mazagan
only served them as a pretext to obtain from the

Pope bulls of Crusades, which supplied the Popal

Treasury with appreciable revenues The tribes

kept the town so closely blockaded that the in-

habitants could not go outside its walls without

military protection The collection of wood and

the cultivation of a few gardens, continually

devastated by the natives, gave rise to continual

skirmishes The Muslims of the country around

had built two little towns, a few miles from

Mazagan, Fahs al /ammQrlyin and Fahs Awlad

Duwaiyib, where they entrenched themselves to

keep up the blockade and where the devout, desirous

of acquiring merit from participation in the holy war,

used to come to discharge a few shots at Mazagan

Badly supplied by sea, often a prey to famine

and epidemics, the garrison and population however

lived m sufficient security under their powerful

walls, against which the tribes could do nothing

On several occasions however, they had to resist

vigorous attacks In April 1562 Muhammad, son
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of the SaMian SultSn, ‘Abd Allah al-Qbahb bi’llah,

at the head of a vast horde of tribal warriors laid

siege to Mazagan Two assaults were repulsed and

the besiegers lost heart On Aug 4, 1623, the place,

attacked by 3,000 Muslims during the absence of

the governor, who was led into an ambuscade,

owed Its safety to his wife who ordered the gates

to be shut, organised the defence, distributed arms

to the whole population, women as well as men^

and sent them on to the walls During the disorder

which accompanied the decline of the Sardian

dynasty, the governors of Mazagan seem to have

succeeded in raising the blockade and resuming

relations to some extent with the tribes 1 he

mud^ahtd SidI Muhammad al-'Aiyaghii to put an

end to this, attacked the Portuguese in 1639 and

inflicted some losses on them Mavlay Isma'il,

occupied with the siege of Ceuta, never seriously

tned to take Magazan The honour of retaking it

belonged to his grandson Sidi Muhammad b ‘Abd
Allah The Sultan came to besiege it in person at

the end of Jan 1769 The place held out success-

fully for five weeks but, the order to abandon it

having arrived from Lisbon, the governor sur-

rendered on honourable terms The garrison and
civilian population returned to Portugal with their

arms and possessions On abandoning Mazagan on

March 10, 1769 the Portuguese exploded mines

there which did great damage, the sultan entered

a ruined town which he repopulated in part but

It remained in so miserable a state that it was
called al^Mahdtlma “the ruined”, until, in the

reign of Sldl Muhammad b in 1240

(1824—25) It was restored by Sfd! Muhammad
b al-Taiyib, ka^d of Dukkala and Tamasna, who
gave it the name of al-Djadtda by which it is

generally known to Muslims
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para a htslorta da praga de Mazagao^ ed by
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MAZANDARAN,a province to the south
of the Caspian Sea bounded on the west by

Gilan, on the east by the province of Astarabad

(q V
,
formerly Gurgan)

The name If Gurgan to the Iranians was the

“Land of the Wolves” [vshrkana\ the region to

Its west was peopled by “Mazainian dSws” (Bartho-

lomae, Altir Worterbuch^ col 1169 under mH-
zainya dalvd) Darmesteter, Le Zend-Avesta^ 11

373, note 32, thought that Mazandarln was a

“comparative of direction” (*Afazana tara^ cf gHDSH
and ^ushtar) but Ndldeke’s hypothesis is the more
probable (Grundr d tran Phil

^ 11 178) who
thinks that Mazan-dar = “the gate of Mazan”
was a particular place, distinct from the part of

the country known as Tapuristan [A village of

Mesderan(?) is marked on Stahl’s map 12 km
south of Flnlzkah

!]
In any case the name Mazan-

daran seems to have no connection with roV

'SpovQ which according to Ptolemy, vi

,

ch V
, was situated between Parthia and Areia

(Harl-rQd) and was connected by Olshausen (^Maz-

doran und Mazandaran^ Monatsbenchte Ah Berlin^

*877^ P 777—783) with Mazduian, a station 12

farsakhs west of Sarakhs . cf Ibn Khurdadhbih,

p 24, MukaddasI, p 351 [cf however the late

source of 881 (1476) quoted by Dorn, Melanges

asiat
,
vn 42]

The Avestan and Pahlavi quotations given by

Darmesteter, loc cit
,
show to what degree the

people of Mazandarln were regarded by the Per-

sians as a foreign group and little assimilated

According to the Bundaht^^ xv 28, transl West,

p 58, the “MazandarSn” weie descended from a

different pair of ancestors to those of the Iranians

and Arabs The Shah nama reflects similar ideas

(cf the episode of Kai-ka^Os’ war in Mazandaran

and esp Vullers ed
, 1 , p 332, v 290 the war

IS waged against Ahriman, p 364, v 792—793
Mazandaran is contrasted with Iran, p 574, v 925
the bestial appearance of the king of Mazandaran)

Among historical peoples m Mazandaran are

the Tapyres (Tarupo/), who must have occupied

the mountains (north of Simnan), and the Ainardes

('Afzap^oi)^ who according to Andieas and Marquart

have given their name to the town of Amol (al

though the change of rd to / is rather strange in

the north of Persia) These two peoples were defeated

by Alexander the Great The Parthian king Phra-

dates 1 (in 176 B c) transplanted the Mardes

(Amardes) to the region of Xdpa^ (Kh^Sr to the

east of WarSmin) and their place was taken by

the Tapyres, whose name came to be applied to

the whole province

The Arabs only know the region as TabaristSn

« Tapurstan, on the Pahlavi coins) Ihe name
MSzandarSn only reappears in the Saldjuk period

Ibn al-AthIr, x 34, in speaking of the distnbution

of fiefs by Alp Arslan in 458 (1065) says that

MfizandarSn was given to the emir InanjJj Baighu

Ibn Isfandiyar, p 14, and Yakut, 111
, p 502, 9, think

that Mazandaran as a name for Tabaristan is only

of fairly modern origin (in Arabic >) but according

to Zakarlya KazwinI, p 270, “the Persians call

Tabaristan Mazandaran” Hamdallah Mustawfl dis-

tinguishes between Mazandaran and Tabaristan In

his time (1340) the 7 tuman of the “wilayat of

Mazandaran” were jDjurdjan, MGrQstak (>), Astar-

abad, Amol and Rustamdar, Dihistan, RGghAd and
Siyah-rustak (^) ,

on the other hand the dtyUr-i

Kiimis wa-TabartsfUn included Simnan, Damghan,
FirQzkuh, a town of Damawand, Firrlm etc We find

a similar distinction in Kh^andamtr, ed Dorn, p 83
Geography The actual extent of Mazandaran

(Rabino) is 300 miles from east to west and 46
to 70 miles from north to south Except for the

strip along the coast — broader in the east than
the west — Mazandaran is a very mountainous
country The main range of the Elburz forms
barriers parallel to the south of the Caspian, while

the ridges running down to the sea cut the country
up into a multitude of valleys open on the north
only The principal of the latter ridges is the

Mazar-CGb, which separates Tabaristan from Tuni-
kabun The latter is bordered on the south by
the chain of the Elburz in the strict sense, which
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separates it from the valley of the ShahrUd (formed

by the waters of the AlamQt and TalaV&n and

flowing westward into the Safld-rlld)

To the east of Mazar-Cflb, a number of ranges

run out of the central massif of the Elburz I to

the east the chain of Nlir which cuts through the

Harfiz-pey and 2 to the S E the southern barrier

which forms the watershed between the Caspian

and the central plateau Between the two, rises in

isolation the great volcanic cone of Damawand
(9,900 feet)

To the east of Damawand the southern barrier

rejoins the continuation of the NOr and the new
line of the watershed of eastern Mazandaran is

marked by the ranges of Band-i-pey, Sawad-kuh,
Shah-mirzad (to the south of Simnan), of Hazar-

jJjarlb (to the south of Damghan), of gh^lh-kOh (to

the south of Sh^hrQd) etc

The rivers of Mazandaran are of two kinds A
hundred short streams run straight down into

the sea from the outer mountains of Mazandaran
Much more important are the rivers which rise in

the interior and after draining many valleys form

a single great river when they break through the

last barrier Such are (from west to east') the Sard-

abrOd, the Caliis, the Haraz pey, ivhich drains

the region of mount Damawand and then runs

past Amol, the Babol (the river of Barfrflsh), the

Talar (river of ^Aliabad), the Tldjm (river of Sari)

and the Nika (or Aspneyza) which flows from east

to west, Its valley forms a corner between the

southern chain (cf above) and the mountains which
surround the (julf of Astarabad on the north
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The historical geography of Mazandaran

IS still full of difficulties although Vasmer’s very

full study has considerably reduced their number

The matter is complicated by the fact that certain

well-known names are used in different periods

for more or less identical districts

The eastern frontier of Mazandaran (Tabaristarf)

in the strict sense, with Astarabad (Qjurdjan) seems
to have always run near Kulbad (on the nver
Kimnd, cf Ptolemy Xp/y^oi) where there used to

be a wall (i^ar-t Kulbad) which barred the narrow

strip of lowland between the Gulf of Astarabad

and the mountains, cf Ibn Rusta (p 149) who
speaks of the brick i^all (a^urr) and of the Gate

of Tamis through which travellers had to pass

(cf Ibn al-Fakih, p 303) To the west the town

of Shalas (Calus) was situated on the frontier of

Dallam (Ibn Rusta, p 150 ft nahw* 'Naduw)
but later the valley of the Sard-ab-rQd (Kalar-

dasht) seems to have been annexed to Tabaristan

Farther west the coast of Tunikabun was governed

sometimes with Mazandaran and sometimes with

Gilan

The Arab geographeis distinguished between the

plain (al-sahliya) and the mountains (al djabahyd)

of Tabaristan (Istakhri, p 21 1, 271) Theimpoitant

towns of labanstan were in the lowlands Amol,

Natil, Shalus (Caliis), Kala (Kalar), Mila, Tardji

(Tudji, Bardji^), ^Ain al-Humm, Mamtir(=Bar
furushX Sari, Tamlgha fcf Istakhri, p 207, cf

Mukaddasi, p 353) The principal town (niadtna)

of Tabaii&tan in the time of YaTtubI, p 276,

still was Sanya \q z'], but in the time of Mas'Qdi,

Tanbih^ p 1 79, Istakhri, p 21 1, and Ibn Haw^al,

p 271, the principal town (ka^abd) and the most

flourishing one in Tabaristan was Amol (larger

than Kazwin)

The mountain area was quite distinct and its

connection with the plain is not very clear in the

Arabic texts, cf the confused summary in Istakhri,

p 204 Tabari, 111, 1295 under the year 224 (838)
distinguishes three mountains in Tabaristan I the

mountain of Wanda-Hurmuz in the centre (7oasat),

2 that of his brother Wandasandjan (stc) b Alandad
b Karin and 3 that of Sharwin b Surkhab b

Bab Now according to Ibn Rusta, p 151, (the

Karinid) Wanda Hurmuz lived near Dunbawand
On the other hand, the same writer, p 149, says

that during the rule of Tabanstan by JBjarIr b
Yazid, Wanda-Hurmuz had bought 1,000 djarib of

domain lands {^awdfi) outside the town of San
These alf djarlb seem to correspond to the region

round the sources of the rivers Tldjm and Nika
which in Persian is called Haz3r djarlb Later, the

lands of Wanda Hurmuz included the greater part

of eastern Mazandaran Wandaspdjan seems to

have ruled over the greater part of Mazandaran
for his capital Muzn was the rallying point from
which expeditions set out against Dailam Finally

the mountain of Sharwfn comprised the S E part

of Mazandaran, for according to Ibn al Fakih, p 305,
It was close to Kumis

In the time of Istakhri, the three divisions of the

mountains specified are the mountains of Rubandj,
of Fadusban and of Karin “They are high moun
tains {djibal) and each of them {^abal )\x?iS a

chief’

R Q b a n dji according to Ibn Hawkal, lay between
Raiy and Tabaristan Barthold, Olerky p 155
emends the name to *Rilyandj and identifies it

with Ruyan Ibn Rusta, p 149 says that RQyan,
near the lands of Raiy, did not form part of

Tabaristan but formed a special kut a with the

capital Kadjdja> which was the headquarters of

the Wali (cf KaCarustak in the buluk of KudjOr)
According to this, *Ruyand = Ruyan is to be
located in the S W part of Mazandaran (north

of Teheran) In the Mongol period, Hamdallah
Kazwini, p 160, is the first to mention Rustamdar
(on the Shah-rOd) As Vasmer, loc cit

^ p 122

—

125, has shown, Rustamdar later included all western

Mazandaran between Sakjitasar (Gilan) and Amol
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Rustamdar therefore included RHy5n, without the

two terms being completely synonymous
Cjibal Karin had only one town Shahmfir, a

day’s journey from SSriya The local chiefs of the

dynasty of KSrm lived in the stronghold of Firrlm

which must have stood on the western branch of

the river Tidjm, which later flows past S5rl The
modem buluk of Firrim is in the Haz5r-Cja^lb

(more accurately in its western half which is called

Dudfinga) According to Ibn IsfandiySr, p 95, the

possessions of the KSrinids included the mountains

of Wanda ummid {tbtd
^ p 25, the water supply

of the mosque of Amol came from this mountain),

Amol, I afur (on the eastern source of the river

Babul which runs to Barfurush) and Firrlm, “which

is called Kuh i Karin” According to Yaknt, 111

283, the lands of the Karinids included I^ibal

%arwin (cf above) which Ftimad al-Saltana, Kttab

al-Tadwtn^ p 42, identifies with Sawad-kuh 1 e

the sources of the Talar (river of ‘^Aliahad between

Amol and Baifurash)^ the pass leading to Sawad
kuh IS still called Shalfin < Shar\%in

The Djibal Padnspan long wrong-

ly read lay a day’s journey from Sarl

The district had no cathedral mosque, the chief

lived in the vilhge of Uram (Ibn Hawkal, p 268, ,7

Uram-khast, Arum) AsVasmer has shown p 127-

130, this must be sought on the middle course

of the rivers of BarfurUgh and ^Ahabad (to the

north of I afur and near Shirgah)

Btblwe^raphy B G A
^

s v Dailam, Tabaristan,

Amol, Sanya etc Ibn al-Fakih, p 301—314, in

paiticular gives very detailed information about

Tabaristan Mas^dl, Murudj al~Dhahab^ index

,

Idrisi, transl Jaubert, 11 169, 179-180, 333, 337-
338 (of little originality), Zakariya Kazwini, Athar
al-Buldan (clime iv ) Amol, p 190, Bilad al-

Dailam, p 221, Ruyan p 250, Tabaristan, Yakut,

cf Dorn, Auszuge^ 1^58, p 2—45, where are

collected all the articles relating to Tabaristan

[but the text of Wustenfeld’s edition is preferable]

,

Hamdallah Kazwini, Nuzhat al Kulub^ G M S ^

p 159 and 1 61, Dorn, Auszuge aus 14 tnor

genI SchriftstcUern betreffend d Kaspische Meer^

Melanges Astatiques^ vi
, p 658, vii

, p 19—44
and 52—92 ,

cf also the historical biblio-

graphy European works Spiegel, Eran Alter

~

tuntikunde^ 1871, 1 64—74, Doin, Caspia^ 1875
(a mass of rather undigested information), Geiger,

Osttramsche Kultur^ 1882, index, Brunnhofer, Vom
Pontus bts turn Indus

^

Leipzig 1890, p 73—93
Alburs and Mazanderan (the author seeks to ex-

plain Iranian geography from Sanskrit texts), Bar-

thold, /r/or obzor Irana^ St. Petersburg 1903,

p 158— 1 61, Pers transl
,
Teheran 1930, p 289-

295 ,
I e Strange, The Lands of the Eastern Cali-

phate^ p 368—376, Vasmcr, Die Eroberung etc

History The local dynasties of MSzandaran
fall into three classes i local families of pre-

IslSmic origin, 2 the ^Alid saiyids and 3 local

families of secondary importance

I At the coming of the SSsSnian dynasty, the

king of Tabaristan and of PadajJbwfirgar (Marquart,

Er^nSakr^ p 130 “the district opposite the region

of FarshuwSdgar is a misreading of the

name, which is also found in the Bundahtsh^ xii

17) was Gushnasp, whose ancestors had reigned

since the time of Alexander In 529—536 Tabaristfin

was ruled by the SSsSnian pnnce Kayfls, son of

KawSt AnUghirwan put m his place Zarmihr, who

traced his descent from the famous smith KSwa#
His dynasty ruled till 645 when Gil GaubSra (a

descendant of the Sasfinian Cjamasp, son of PSrDz)

annexed Tabaristan to Gllan These families, on

whom their coins might throw some light (cf

below), had descendants ruling in the Muslim period

The Bawandids (who claimed descent from

Kayus) provided three lines the first 45—397
(665— 1007) was overthrown on the conquest of

Tabaristan by the Ziyand Kabns b Washmgir,
the second reigned from 466 (1073) I® 606(1210)
when Mazandaran was conquered by Muhammad
Khwarizmshah, the third ruled from 635 (1237)
to 750 (1349) as vassals of the Mongols The
last representative of the Bawandids was slain by

Afrasiyab Culawl

The Karinids (in the Kflh 1 Kirin) claimed

descent from Karin, brother of Zarmihr (cf above)

Their last representative Mazylr [q v'\ was put

to death in 224 (839)
The PadHspanids (Ruyln and Rustamdlr)

claimed de^scend from the DabQyids of Gilan

(their eponym was the son of Gil Gaubara, cf

above) They came to the front about 40 (660)

and during the rule of the ^Alids were their vassals

Later they were vassals of the BQyids and Bawandids,

who deposed them in 586 (1190) The dynasty,

restored in 606, survived till the time of TimHr,

one of its branches (that of Kawus b Kayttmarth)

reigned till 975 (1567) and the other (that of

Iskandar b KayOmarth) till 984 (1574)
IT Alongside of these native dynasties the

'A lids were able to establish themselves, princi-

pally in Tabanstln In 250 the people of ROyan,

rebelling pgainst the governor, sent to Raiy for

the Zaidl Saiyid Hasan b Zaid, a descendant of the

Caliph ^All in the sixth generation This (Hasanid)

branch ruled in Tabaristan till 316 (928) The
Husainid branch ruled from 304 to 337 (^) Another

dynasty of Mar'ashT saiyids ruled in Mlzandarln

between 760 (1358) and 880 (>475) The founder

of this dynasty was KiwSm al-Din, a descendant

of 'All in the twelfth generation A third family

of Murtadl^I saiyids is known in HazSr Pjarib

between 760 and 1005 A H
III The noble families who enjoyed considerable

influence, mainly in their fiefs, are very numerous

Rabino mentions the KiyS of CulSw (at Amol,

Talakan and Rustamdar) between 795 a h and

909 A H
,

the Kiyl ^alSliof S5rl in 750

—

763, the house of RflzafzHn of Sawadkub

between 897 and 923, the Dlw in the period

of ShSh 1 ahmSsp m certain parts of Mazandarin

,

the Banli-Ka^Iis between 857 and 957, the

Hanu-Iskandar between 857 and 1006 and

the different princes of Tamisha, of Miylndurud,

of Llridjln, of Mimtfr, of Lafdr etc

Besides this confusion of feudal dynasties, a

senes of conquerors from outside has ruled in

M&zandarSn the Arabs (their expeditions began

in 22 = 644, the final conquest took place under

al-MansUr in 141— 144 [cf the article tabaristXn] ,

the dates and facts given are very contradictory

as Vasmer has shown), the Tshirids, the SaffSnds,

the Slmanids, the Ziyarids, the Ghaznawids, the

Salsljnks, the Kh'^SiizmshShs, the Mongols, the

Sarbadlrs, TimOr and his descendants, the Safawids

ShSh IsmS'll sent an expedition to MizandarSn

in 923 (1517) but it was under ShSh 'AbbSs that

the land was definitely incorporated in Persia m
1005 (1596) This monarch claimed hereditary
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eights there from the connection of his family

with the Saiyid Kiwftm al Din Mar'nshi

arU^ TeherSln, p 354) Farahfibad was founded in

1020 (1612) and in the next year Ashraf was
built with Its famous palaces

Bibliography On the campaigns of Alexander

the Great and Antiochus 111 (in 209 B c
,
cf

Polybius, X 28-31), cf Dorn, Caspta^ sub Alexander,

Dorn, JRetse^ p 156— 161, Marquart, Alexander's

Marsch von Persefobs nach Herat^ in (Intersuch

z Gesch von Eran^ 11, 1905, p 45—63, Stahl,

Notes on the march of Alexander the Great from
Ecbatana to Hyrcama^ J R G Oct 1924,

p 312—319 On the Arsacid and Sasanid period

Darmesteter, Lettre de Tansar a Jasnasf^ rot de

Tabartstan^ J A
, 1894, i, p 185—250 et 502

—

555 (Tansar [THsar^], the priest of the SSsanid

Ardashir I exhorts Cjushnasf to submit
,

the

document translated from Pahlavi into Arabic is

given by Ibn al-Mukaffa' in Persian in Ibn Isfan-

diySr), Justi, Iramsches Namenbuch^ *^95 -) P 430—
435 (tables), Justi, in Grund d tran Phtl

^

11

547, Marquart, Eranlahr^ p 129— 136
For the Muslim period Baladhurl, p 334—340,

Tabari, index, Ya'^kubl, Htstortae^ 6d Houtsma,

11 329—330, 355 , 447 , 465, 479 , 5 * 4 , 582, Kttab

aNUyun^ ed Jong and de Goeje, p 399—405,
502— 516, 520— 523, Ibn al-Fakih, op at

,
Ibn

al-Alhir, index, as well as the local histones given

below [an astenk marks the works which seem to

be lost] Abu ’

1-Hasan ^All b Muhammad al-Mada’inl

(d 225 = 890), *Ktfab Futiih Dnbal abTabanstan^
*Bawand-nama (written for Shahriyar b K5rin who
reigned from 466— 503 = 1072— 1109), ‘Abd nl-

Hasan Muhammad Yazdadi, *^Ukud al-Sthr wa-
KaWid abDurar

y
Muhammad b al-Hasan b Is*

fandiySr, Tcdrtkbrt Tabartsfan (written in 613 =
1216), abbr transl by E G Browne, G M S

^

1905, the manuscript mentioned by Dorn has been

continued to 842 (1488), Badr al-Ma'all Ai^liyS-

Allah Arooli, *Ta^ri^ t Tabanstan (written for

Fakhr al-Dawla §hSh Ghazi, 761—780=1359

—

1378), 'All b Djamal al Din b 'All Mahmud al-

Nadjibl RHyani, ^Td'rikh t Tabanstan (i^ritten for

the KSrkiya MirzS 'All before 881 = 1476, used

by Zahir al-Din)
,

Saiyid Zahir al Din (born

in 815=1412) b S Nasir al-Din al Mar'ashi,

Tcdrtkh’t f'abartstan wa-Ruyan wa-Mazandaran^

fin in 881 (1476), ed Dorn, St Petersburg 1266

(1850), Dorn’s Germ transl was printed in 1885

but only a few copies are kno\^n, Ibn Abi Musallim,

’^Tcdriikrt Mazandaran (date unknown), Kttab t

Gildn wa^Mazandaran wa Asia? abad wa-Simnan

wa-Damghdn wa-ghatrth (Pers MS of 1275 [1859],

cf Dorn, Bertcht) ,
Muhammad Hasan lUian PtimSd

al-Saltana, Kttab al-TadwJn fl Ahwalt Dnbalt

Sharwln, TeherSn 1311 (geography and history

of Sawad-kOh, lists of the BSwandids, P5dnsp5n
etc) Cf also the local histones of Gil 5 n

Zahir al-Din Mar^a§hl, Toirthhrt Gildn wa-Datla-

mtsfdn (to 1489), ed Rabino, Rasht 1330(1912),
(Annex p 476—498 correspondence of I^3n

Ahmad GilSnl), ‘All b Shams al-Din, Tdrtkh-t

Khdnl (880—920), ed Dorn, 1858, ‘Abd al-FattSh

Flimanl, Tcdri^ t Gildn (923— 1038), ed Dorn,

1858, and the local histones of Djurdjan AbH
Sa‘ld al-Ra^rnSn b Muhammad al-Idrisi (d 405 =
1014), ^Tcc'rikh-t Astardbddy continued by Ibn al-

Kasim Hamza b Yusuf al-Sahml al-DurdjSiiI (d 427
= 1036) who IS the author of a Tclrlkhr^ Diurc(^dn

[perhaps= Mdrtfat ^Ulamd ^Ahh Djurc(fdn^

written by Abu ’l-K5sim Hamza al Sahml in 689=
1290, cf the Catalogue of the Bodleiana, Oxford

1787 (Uri), p 165, Arabic MSS, N® 746], ‘All

b Ahmad al-DjurdjanI al-ldrisi, Td'rikKt ^ur^dn
(date unknown) A large number of Muhammadan
sources relating to MSzandarSn have been collected

by Dorn, Dte Geschuhte Tabartstans und der

^rbedare nach Chondemiry Mem de VAcad de

St Petersbourg^ 1850, vol viii
,

and Auszuge

aus Muham Schrtftstelhrn betreffend d Gesch

und Geographic^ St P^tersbourg 1858 (extracts

from 22 works) For Timur’s campaigns ^afar*

tidma, 1 348, 358, 379, 570, 11 577 ,
Mtinedjdjim-

bash? (1630

—

IT02\ ^hePtf al Akhbdr^ Stambul

1285 (1868) (dynasties of MSzandaran
,
cf Sachau’s

translation, Etn Verzetchmss d muhamm Dynastien^

Berlin 1923 Dte Kasptschen Furstentumer^ N®
3-J3)

European woiks d’Ohsson, Hist des Mongols^

1835, ill 2, 10, 44, 48, 106—109 (Cmtimur
governor in MSzandaran), 120— 1 22, 1 93, 414

—

418 (Abaka), iv 4, 42, 44—45 (MazandarRn

apanage of GhazSn), 106, 1 24, 155, 159, 600
(Abu Sa‘ld in M ), 613, 622 (revolt of Yasawur),

685 (Hasan b Coban in M ), 726, 730 (Tugha
Timur, q v\ 739 (the barbadars, q z/ ), Melgunov,

op ett (lists of the dynasties and governors of

MSzandaran), Rehatsek, The Bdw and Gaobdtah

sepahbuds^ J Bombay branch R A 1876, xii
,

p 410—445 (according to Zahir al-Din, Mirl^ond
and the Muntakhab abTawdrikh)^ Howorth, History

of the Mongols^ index (publ m 1927), Horn in

iYit Grundr d tran Phtl ^ 11 563 (‘Alids), Lane-

Poole, The Muhamm Dynasties^ cf the additions

by Barthold m the Russ transl
, 1899, p 290

—

293, Casanova, Les Ispehbeds de Ftrimy in A
Volume presented to E G Biowne^ Cambridge

1922, p 1 17— 126 (the identification of Firlm

with Firuzkuh is wrong), Huart, Les Ztydrtdes^

Mem de I'Acad des Inscr
,
xlii

,
Pans 1922, index

,

Barthold, La place des ptovtnees casptennes dans

Vhistoire du monde musulman (Russ), Baku 1925,

p 90— 100 (Timur in MSzandaran), Rabino, Les

dynasties alaoutdes du Mazandatan^ J A
^ 1927,

cev 253—77 (lists without references), Zambaur,
Manuel de geneal et de chtonologtey Hanover

1927, ch IX and tables C and P, Vasmer, Dte
Eroberuns; Tabartstans durch dte Araber z Zett

des Chalifen al Man^ur^ Jslamtcay 1927, Ili/i

,

p 86— 150 (very important analysis of the Mu
hammadan sources)

,
Rabino, Mazandaran and Asia-

rabad^ p 133— 149 (lists of dynasties and governors

detailed but without references), Vasmer, Dte
Munzen d Ispehbede und Statthalter von Tabanstan
(in preparation) On the Russian expeditions to

Mazandaran see Dorn, Caspuiy Kostomarov, Bunt
Stenkt Raztna — 1669), in Sobrantye sohnenity

St Petersburg 1903, Kniga I, vol 11 407—505
(Persian sources call the Cossack chief Stenka Razin

“Istln Gurazi”), Butkow, Sut les evenements qut

eurent Iteu en lySi lore de la fondation d'un
etablissement russe sur le Golfe d'Astarabad (Russ

),

iurn Mtn Vnutr del
j

xxxiii
, 1839, p 9,

Butkow, Matertah dlta novot tsiont Kavkaza^ St

Petersburg 1869, index (in the Persian sources the

leader of the Russian expedition of 1781 Count
WoinowiC IS called “Karifs [= Graf]-ldian”)

Archaeology Bode, On a recently opened
tumulus tn the neighbourhoodof Astarabad^ Archeo-

logta^ London 1844, xxx 248— 255 (on the circum-

stances of the find made at Tiirang tflpa cf Bode,
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OteUstvennyia Zaptskt^ 1856, N® 7, p 152— 160),

Rostovtsev, The Sumerian treasure of Astarabad-

Journ of Egyptian archaeol
^ *920, vi. 4—27,

Minorsky, Transcaucastca (publ m J A
^
*93o),

De Morgan, Mission scientifique^ Kecherches archeo-

logtques^ part 1 ,
Pans 1899, p 1—3 (prehi-

storic sites of Mazandaran), Crawshay-Wilhams,
Rock-dwelhngs in Raineh^ J R A 1904, p
551— 552, 1906, p 217, Hommaire de Hell, cf

above (atlas), Hantzsche, PaldsU Schah Abbas I
in Mazanderan^ Z DM

,
xv

, 1862, xx
, 1866,

p 186, Sarre, Denkmdler persischer Baukunst^

Berlin 1901— 1910, Textband, p 95— 116 Die

Bauwerke d Landschaft Tabanstan (GrabtUrme
von Mazanderan

,
Amol

,
San

,
die Palastanlage von

Aschref, Safi-abad, Farahabad), Diez, Churasa-

msche Baudenkmalei
y
Berlin 1918, p 88, inscription

of Radkan of the Ispahbad Abu l^a^far Muhammad
b Wandarin Bawand of 407 (1016, studied by
van Berchem) (V Minorsky)

The coins of Mazandaran The question

>^hether the Sasanians struck coins in Mazanda-
ran IS still an open one and can only be settled

when the groups of letters that mark the mints

on Sasanian coins have been properly explained

According to the so far msufiicient attempts to

explain them, the letters A M found from the

time of Firuz onwards are an abbreviation for

Amul, but this explanation is quite without

proof

The Dabwaihids and the earlier Arab governors

of Tabanstan struck in the second (eighth) centuiy

coins of the type of the Sasanian drachms of

Khusraw II, on the obverse, with the bust of

the ruler, his name is given in Pahlavi characteis

and on the reverse is the fire-altar with its two
guardians and on the right the mint Tpurstan and
on the left the year in the Tabanstan era (began

on June 1 1, 652) These silver coins average in

weight 1 90 grammes= 29 3 grains and are hemi-

drachms Of the Dabwaihid rulers, Ferkhwan, Dat-

burdjmatGn and Khurshit are mentioned upon
them The coins of the first bear the yeais 60-77

(71 1—728), of the second 86—87 (737—738)
and of the third 89— 115 (740—766), these dates

enable us to correct the chronology given by the

historians On some coins with the name lQiur§hit,

earlier students read the dates 60—63 but this is

to be explained by the similarity of sRast and
dehsat in the Pahlavi script and these coins are

really of the years iiosqq The assumption of a

KhQrshid I, who reigned in the sixties of the

Tabanstan era (Mordtmann), is thus quite unfounded

As RhOrshld died in 144 A H =110 Tabanstan

era, and there are coins with the names of Arab
governors earlier than the year 1 16 Tab, it must

be assumed that the Arabs continued to strike

coins in the name of the earlier ruler of the land

for a period after the conquest of Mazandaran,

just as they did after the conquest of Persia under

the Caliph ‘Omar
The earlier coins struck by Arab governors of

Tabanstan bear the name i£h^ht (IQialid b Barmak,

1 16— 1 1 9) and Umar (‘Omar b al-‘Ala, 120— 125)
in Pahlavi From 122 the name of the governor

is given in KQfic also and afterwards in this

exclusively (‘Omar, Sa‘rd, Yahya, £JjarIr, Sulaimln)

In the years 130 and 140, there frequently appear

on the coins names which seem to have belonged

to some other officials, as the names of governors

given for this penod by historians are different

Anonymous coins were also struck Ihe issue of

these coins with bSsftnian types ended in the year

143 Tabanstan era (794, anonymous) but we have

a coin of 16
1 (812) on the obverse of which in

place of the king’s head — as earlier on the coins

of the governor bulaiman (136— 137) — there is a

rhombus with the puzzling Arabic letters bh and

on the margin al-tadl b Sahl DhuT-Riyasatain

(in Arabic) is named, on the reverse, instead of

the altar with its guardians are three parallel

designs like fir branches, between them an inscrip-

tion ID four lines giving the Muljammadan creed

in Kafic and the date and mint in Pahlavi (Tiesen-

hausen, Zap vost otd arch obshl
,

ix 224)
We know dirhams of Tabanstan mint of the

Caliphs of the years 102 (Lavoix), 147 (Brit Mus
with the name of the governor Rawh), 190-192,
copper coins of the years 145 and 157 (Zambaur,
Numtsm Ztschr

,
xxvi

,
the latter with the name

of ‘Omar b al ‘Ala) At a later date, coins were
struck there by the da'is of the ‘Alids (‘Amul,

253 AR, 306 AV and ar), the Buyids and Ziyarids

(Amul, Sanya and Firrim), the Bawandids (Firrlin,

353 — 367, 401 ar), sometimes by the bamanids,

(Amul AV 341, AR 302, 353—357) still later

by the Hulaguids, Serberdars, li murids (Amul,
Sari) and Shahs of Persia (Amul, Sari, Tabanstan,

Mazandaran) In Amul anonymous copper coins

were struck from the xvBh century onwards On
several pieces of this period the mint TabaristSu

occurs As these are all very rare, the issue must

haNe been an occasional one The dates are not

preserved on any specimens More common are

copper pieces of the value of 4 kazbeki (18—22

grammes= 280—340 grains) with the lion and

sun and mint MSzandar&n, which belong to the

xviiith century During the Russian occupation of

Gilan in 1723— 1732, to meet the shortage of

currency provoked by the financial crisis in Russia

at this time, Persian copper coins were overstruck

with a Russian die (double eagle) and circulated

in the occupied provinces in place of Russian money
These coins are often called Mazandaran pieces

but this IS not correct, as only GilSn and not

MUzadarSn was occupied

Btbliogr aphy

y

Olshausen, Die Pehlevt-

Legenden auf den Munzen der letzten Sasamden^

Copenhagen 1843, Krafft, Wiener Jahrbucher^

cvi
,
Anzeigeblatt^ 1844, Mordtmann, Z D M G

^

viii
,

xii ,
XIX, xxxiii

,
SB Bayr Ak

^ *871,
Dorn, Melanges Asiatiques^ 1

— 111
,

vi
,

viii
,

Thomas, fRA^y 1849, 1852, 1871 A new
work on the TabaiistSn Pahlavi coins is in pre-

paration by R Vasmer For the latei period

The coin catalogues by b Lane Poole and R
Stuart Poole, Markov, Inventamyi Katalog

.y

Numtsm xlvii 136, R Vasmer,

Sbornik Ermitaza^ 111 119—132 (Russ)

(R Vasmfr)

MAZAR-I SHARlF. a town in Afghan
istSn, south of the AmH-Darya [q v

]
In the

middle ages it was the site of the village of Khair,

later called Khodja Khairan, 14 miles east of

Balkh On two different occasions, in the vi^h

(xiith) century after 530 (1x35— XX36) xn the time

of Sultan bandjai [q v ],
and in 885 (1480-1481)

in the reign of the TimQrid Sultan Husain, the

tomb of the caliph ‘'All was “discovered” here and
its genuineness declared to have been proved A
place of pilgrimage [matdr') at once arose around
the tomb with a considerable market, the second
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tomb which is still standing (the first is said to

have been destroyed by Cingiz-lQian), was built

m 886 (1481— 1482) Ihe maiar does not seem

to have been of any particular importance during

the time of the Ozbegs and is haidly mentioned

although several Ozbeg Sultans were buried there

In the first half of the xixtb century, the place

IS usually simply called mazar by travellers, the

name Mazar i Sharif seems only to have arisen

within the last hundred years ^Abd al-Karim Bukhari

(ed Schefei, p 4) does not mention Mazar at all

among the towns of Afghanistan, in 1832 when A
Burnes passed through it, it was a little town with

about eight bundled houses In i866, the Afghan
governor Na^ib '’Alim Khan, a Sht'l, chose Mazar 1

^arif as his residence, since then Mazar-i Sharif

has been the capital of Afghan Turkisian In 1878
It was described by the Russian geneial Matweycw
as one of the best towns in Northern Afghanistan

with about 30,000 inhabitants (Kostenko, Tutke-

stanskty JCrat^ 11 157)
Bibliography On the first discovery of

the tomb cf the text of Abu Hamid al-AndalusI

al-Qharoati (G A L
j

\ 477, where the name is

different), in ^ ^ ,
ccvii

, 1925, p 143 sgq
,

on the second Kh^andamir, Habib al Styar^

lithography of Tihran, 111 260 ,
C E Yate,

Northern Afghanistan^ Edinburgh and London

1888, p 279 sqq (W Barthold)

al-MAZATI, a name borne by ovei twenty

A bad! writers or men celebrated foi their piety,

among whom may be mentioned Abu ’1 Rabi^

Sulaimlnb Yakhlaf al-Mazati, a pupil of AbQ ^Abd
Allah Muhammad b Bakr Celebrated for his

learning and his virtues, he spent all his life in

study and teaching and died in 474 (June ii,

1081—May 31,1082) in a little town of the Banu

WislU a clan of the tribe of Mazata,

which in those days occupied the lands between

Gabes and the south of Inpoli He wrote a book
on the principles of law («|«/) entitled al Muthaf

Bibliography Abu ’

1 -*^Abbas Ahmad b

Sa'id al Shammakhi, fCitab al Styar^ Cairo 1301,

p 412, 592 (Moh Blncheneb)

MAZDAK, the apostle of a religion,
which was founded two centuries before him by

Zaradusht, son of Khurrakhan, but spread in Persia

only after his propaganda, it had great political

influence in the country in the time of Kawadh
(488—531 A D with an interregnum) The latter

adopted it and even made arrangements for putting

Its teaching into practice but after his restoration

he put Mazdak and a large number of his followers

to death The best known feature of his teaching

was the endeavour to remove every cause of

covetousness and discord among men, and thus to

purify religion, by making women and possessions

common property

It IS not possible to reconstruct from the sources

the Mazdaki doctrine in detail nor to settle its

relations with the other religions or sects of Persia

The main features will be indicated here

The sources Detailed narratives of the reign

of Kawftdh and some important references to

Mazdak and his teaching will be found in the

contemporary Syrian and Byzantine writers (Joshua

Stylites, Agathias, Procopius, Malala, Theophanes)
In Pahlavl literature there are few references to

Mazdak The bulk of our information about Maz-
dak and his relations with KawSdh come to us

from Aiab and Persian writers and go back mainly

to the Kk^adainama^h or Royal SftsSnian Chronicle,

of which the best known Arabic version was that

of Ibn al-Mu]^affa'^ Baron Rosen has shown that

the other Arabic versions were not all dependent

on this one, some of them having been prepared

directly from the original Some compilers also

inserted historical or legendary episodes taken

from other Pahlavi works and others attempted

to harmonise different narratives and did a ceitain

amount of retouching in their leconstruction of

the original Ihe Peisian and Arab writers who
had these different versions or compilations at

their disposal only very rarely mention their sources

and endeavour in turn to reconcile the statements

made Noldeke has alieady distinguished two

“Hauptquellen” for the vaiious Arabic and Persian

narratives (the first followed by Ibn Kutaiba and

Eutychius and a pait of Tabari, the second by

al«Ya‘^kubi and another pait of Tabaii) Christensen

in his fundamental study thinks he can distinguish

four lines of the tradition of the AJf^adamamagh
found by the Arab and Persian authors in the

diffeient versions 01 editions of it Noldeke’s two

“llauptquellen” correspond to the first two, a

thud is represented by al-Dinawari (Noldeke thinks

his story is a harmonising of the two “Haupt-

quellen”) and the Nihayat al-Itab ft Akhbar al’^

huts wa H^Arab iff R A S
^ 1900, p 195 sq\

the fourth presents features of its own, some
ot which are legendary in character and are

found again in Styasat-Ndma o{ Nizam al Mulk,

which IS independent of the A k^addindmagh The
common source of all these legendary features

would be, according to Christensen, the Book
of Mazdak, a Pahlavi work of fiction (like the

Kaltla wa-Dtmnd)^ which enjoyed great popularity

and was translated into Arabic by Ibn al-Mukaffa^

and into Arabic verse by Aban b ‘‘Abd al Hamid
al LHhikl Ihe elements of this fourth line of

tradition are, according to Christensen, found in

the Kitdb al Aghdm^ al Iha^alibi, P'lrdawsi, al-

Biruni, Ibn al-Athir and Abu ’l-hida^ Some re-

ferences in al Mas'^ndi and al Khwarizmi can also

be traced to the book of Mazdak
Independent traditions would also be preserved

elsewhere, for example by the Arabs of al-Hira

Al-Shahrastani’s notes (to which some critics deny
any historical value) might go back to books of

the sect now lost These are not found elsewhere

and their immediate source was Muhammad b
Hariin Abn 'La al-Warrak, a Zoroastrian converted

to Islam Ihc source of the notices in the A/Arrr/

IS not known (it calls the Mazdakis Zoroastrian
s),

the Persian work of the xviiih century called

Dabistdn-i Madhdhib^ is probably a mere compilation
of no value, from sources already mentioned and
the pretended Mazdaki book Dlsndd^ which it

quotes, is not genuine

Doctrine The fact that the majority of these

sources emphasise the social aspect of the Mazdaki
reforms and do not mention special doctrines or

beliefs of the sect (some like the Fthnst and Ibn

al-Athir connect it with Mazdaeism) has convinced

the majority of Orientalists who have studied this

subject (e g Noldeke, Nicholson, v Wesendonk)
that the reforms must be considered as a social

movement which aimed at purifying the Mazdaean
religion a communist system of which the precepts

regarding women and property and those of an
ascetic nature (like the prohibition of slaughtering
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animals and eating their flesh) had however a

religious aim, and were clearly distinguished by
this character from modern social communism

Christensen, in his work already quoted, comes
to the contrary conclusion that Mazdakism was
above all a religious movement and that its social

precepts were originally a very secondary feature,

It was, he says, a reform of Manichaeism, already

preached by Zaraduaht, two centuries before Maz-
dak Christensen supports his argument by two
well known passages in Malala, of which the first

deals with the doctrines propounded at Rome
under Diocletian by the Manichaean Bundos in

opposition to official Manichaeism
This Bundos is supposed to have afterwards

gone to Persia and spread his doctrine there, which
was called rUv AecpterdsvSiv (from the Pahlavi form

d^rtst-dendn= followers of the orthodox faith) 1 he

other passage calls king Kaw5dh h Aapda-Sgvof (an

inaccurate form for i Aap/Vfljvo;), an epithet which

contains an allusion to the MazdakT faith A popular

form is said to be the origin of the

very coriupt forms of this surname, which aie

found in the Aiabic texts and are due to the

similarity of certain Arabic letters (al Tha^Slibi

translates it “may his beard fall” which presupposes

a form Christensen thinks these

links sufficient to identify Zaradught with Bundos
(Bundos would be an honorific title of the reformer,

“the venerable”, fioin the Pahlavi bundtgli^ bun-

dagK) and defines Mazdakism as a Manichaean

Phis theory is supported by abShahrastSnPs

resume, which gives us, along with the general

character of the religious history of Iran, the best

argument for this thesis, and those who hold the

other view are forced to deny any force to the

evidence of this historian of sects Christensen also

concludes that it is with good reason that the

Byzantine histoiians call the Mazdakis Manichaeans

but it must be added that their classification of

a doctrine so little known in the west (where on
the other hand Manichaeism was well known and
was, so to speak, the typical heresy of Persia) is

not of much value

According to al ^ahrastSni’s expose, Mazdak’s

system resembled that of Mam, except that he

said that the dark spirits did not act of their own
will and without restraint {bt U-ka^d wa 'l-tkhttydr)^

but blindly and by chance (Jbt V k&ab^ wa 'l-ittt-

JaU)y that mixture is produced also bi '1-kh.abt va
H-ittifak and liberation will be produced bt 7
wa U-iUtfak In this connection we must remember
that the same author in his suivey of the Mani-

chaeans tells us that the views of the Manichaeans

on the cause of mixture were divided and that

some of them said that it was produced bi l-kkab(

wa U-ittifak the opposite of what was laid down
in the original cosmogony Other Muslim writers

allude to this point in dispute among the dualist

sects al Mu^ahhar b T&hir al Ma^disI says, for

example, that mixture bt H-lbabt wa 'l-tUtfak is

taught by the Sabians, a name which is sometimes

applied to the Manichaeans All this gives the

impression that the mention of the Mazdaki teaching

in this connection is quite in keeping with the

conditions of polemic among dualists Perhaps the

practical teachings of Mazdakism should be con-

nected with the doctrine of mixture bt U-l^abtwa

Uttafnk

Al-ShahrastanI also gives from another source

other details on Mazdaki cosmogony (the four

forces, which surround the object of worship as

court dignitaries surround the king of Persia, the

seven viziers, the twelve spiritual beings, the

three elements, the director of good and of evil),

details which have their parallels in othei gnostic

and dualist cosmogonies, which should be studied

with their names from the point of view of the

latest studies on Iranian syncretism

Al-Shahrastaiil finally alludes to certain cabalistic

speculations on the letters of the supreme name
and mentions Mazdaki sects (like the AbQ Mus-

limiya) still in existence in his time in Persia and

as far away as Soghdiana

We may conclude that it is at least premature

to deny all connection between Manichaeism and
Mazdakism, it seems that rather than put the

question in the form of a rigid alternative between

Mazdaean or Manichaean influence, it would be

better to regard Mazdakism as a form of gnosis

upon which two powerful religious forces have

exerted an equal influence, the official religion and
the Manichaean heresy, and some other elements

also (just as Manichaean gnosticism owes much
to the national religion)

In any case, the feature which appears most

clearly from the sources and which struck con-

temporaries was the general body of Mazdaki

precepts with communist and humanitarian tendency

and especially those which relate to community of

women and property and were actually put into

practice for a short time The ascetic prescriptions

are quite in keeping with a gnostic character of

the sect (the prohibition of slaughtering animals

and eating their flesh) which with communist

teachings would be the elements forming the path

to gnosis and liberation

Ihe presence of an ascetic strain in Mazdakism,

as in Manichaeism, is probable The people naturally

seized on these principles and eagerly attempted

to put them into practice on a large scale Thus
excesses resulted which, at least in origin, were

very far from the intentions of the reformer and

the 6hte of his adherents This explains also why
the religious character of the sect was forgotten

and memory of its social teachings retained Whether
the founder and his leaders also abandoned them-

selves to the excesses of which the sources accuse

them, one cannot say, we know that very fre-

quently the initial good faith of reformers is

disturbed by contact with reality

It was natural to give a more practical value

to this body of teaching, if we regard Mazdakism

as a Puritan reform remaining within the Maz-

daean religion and not becoming an independent

religion

Contemporary sources also tell us of a bishop

elected by the Mazdakis, named, according to

Malala, Indarazar (which Noldeke connects with

the Pahlavi word andarzgar = to advise, cf

the tspasagh or eptskopos of the Manichaeans) who
was slain with the other Mazdakis on the day of

the massacre, according to Christensen, it is pos-

sible to identify him with Mazdak

During the persecution which followed the mas-

sacre, all the Mazdaki books were destroyed The
Persian work of the seventh century, Dabtsf&n-t

Mad&ahtb quotes a book called DisnUd which is

usually regarded as a forgery all the notices of

the sect professing to come from this book are
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taken from the text of al Shahrast&nl and other

sources, like the rest of the book The Book of
Mazdak which enjoyed a great popularity and was

translated m Arabic by Ibn al-Mu^caffa^ and into

Arabic verse by AbSn b 'Abd al-Hamid al>Lahil^i

was a work of entertainment and not of religious

teaching (cf above)

History of the Mazdaki movement in

the reign of KawSdh — The Massacre
We know very little about the life of Mazdak
(also written Mazdak) His fathei was called Bam-
dfidh (a Persian name like Mazdak) and according

to Tabari, they came from a town which

Christensen is inclined to identify with MSdharayS
Istakhr and Tabriz are mentioned as the birth-

place of the reformer According to some sources,

he had been a Zoroastrian priest {mdba4h)y al-

BirUni who sometimes follows a romantic tradition

(cf above), calls him mdhadhan mobadJi ’ The details

of his doctrine are not known but it is certain

that he developed and spread the teaching of his

precursbr ZarSdusht of Pasa, who lived two centuries

before him It is evident that the disturbed con-

dition of Persia after the victories of the Heph-
talites facilitated the spread of revolutionary

doctrines, but it is difficult to see why the king

(whose reign began in 488) became a conveit to

the new faith (and this is a question which also

puzzled the ancients), and how he became con-

nected with Mazdak
The necessity of crushing the power of the

nobility and higher clergy which he found annoy-

ing may have caused the king to use for his own
ends a sect which aimed at destroying the pnvileges

of these classes Noldeke (who thinks KawSdh
was a man of strong will) credits him with this

plan Christensen (who had accepted this thesis)

now sees in the allusions of some of the sources

proof of the sincerity of Kawadh (whom, as he

says, the contemporary sources do not credit with

a “Machiavellian character”) Kawadh, he thinks,

was moved primarily by religious motives and was

attracted by the religious element in the new
teaching, while ready to take advantage of any

political advantages that the sect might be likely

to gam for him In any case it is evident that

in his wars he was not restrained by any humani-

tarian prejudices, although one Arabic source with

a hostile bias says that the king as a zandik feared

to spill blood Christensen likes to compare his

attitude with regard to Mazdaki morality with that

of Constantine with regard to Christian teaching

In any case it is difficult to give a verdict on

KawSdh, in view of the varying prejudices of the

sources and the tradition of the time of Khusraw

which in general tends to elevate the figure of

AnQshsirwSn at the expense of the others Theie

were numerous conversions among the upper classes,

proselytising among the common people was faci-

litated by the wretched conditions in which they

lived and of course also by the nature of the

teaching which in every age has seduced the

masses Mazdakism thus became a remarkable force

and permeated all the machinery of government

The practical effect of the king’s favour was seen

in the measures alluded to in contemporary sources

,

but we do not know to what degree they realised

the Mazdaki ideal, either as regards community
of women (perhaps this was only an extension of

regulations ^eady existing in the SSsSnian code ?)

or community of property (only taxes on the rich ?)

But what 18 certain is that {Cbusraw at the beginning

of his leign had to take important steps to remedy
the disastrous results to property and the organi-

sation of the family, such abuses were however

not the direct result of the legal measure adopted

by KawSdh but rather of the violent application

of communism which was a later development

The philo Mazdak policy of the king and the

growing power of the sect provoked a revolution

in the palace and KawSdh was dethroned and

imprisoned i)j2masp, his brother, was put on the

throne in his stead KawSdh succeeded in escaping

and took refuge with the Hephtalites and regained

his kingdom with their assistance (498 or 499)
In the meanwhile, in spite of the dethronement of

the king, the sect had grown more and more and

Its power became disquieting Ihe people, urged

on by their leaders and more alive to the practical

advantages than to the leligious elements of the

reform, naturally abandoned themselves to all sorts

of excesses and disorder broke out everywhere

The estates of the nobles weie plundered, the

women cairied off, w'hich, with a horror of com-

munist principles, explains the violent language

used by contemporary and Arabic and Persian

sources against the sect All this must have frightened

the king on his return Having revenged himself

on his piincipal enemies immediately on his re-

storation, he now found it necessary to come to

an agreement with the majority of the nobility

and clergy in order to face the war with Byzan-

tium Prince Khusraw seeing his rights to the

succession threatened by the activities of the sect,

which, taking advantage of its power, was endea

vouring to secure the election of Kawash’s eldest son

Padhasbkhwar Sh5h (Phthasuarsan) It is also said

(in the souices of the fourth line, cf above) that ICbus

raw was eager to avenge himself on Mazdak, who
had refused to take as his wife the mother of Khusiaw
(offered to him by Kawadh in recognition of the

principles of the sect) until the prince humbled him
self befoie him Khusraw, who had already begun to

display his remarkable political abilities, must have

had consideiable influence with his father, who
was persuaded to have Mazdak and his followers

massacred, aftei inviting them en masse to the

court on the pretext that a theological disputation

was to be held (or accoiding to another story,

for the public proclamation of Padhasbkhwar Sh2h
as heir to the throne) The massacre took place

in 528 or at the beginning of 529 Arab wi iters

wrongly put it at the beginning of the reign of

lyiusraw, this exploit earned him the title of

AnQsbarwan The number of slain is unknown
Kawadh died in 531 and after him Khusraw took

special steps to restore order in the ownership of

property and in the social organisation which had
been upset by the application of communism The
surviving Mazdakis were persecuted in a blood-

thirsty fashion and their books burned
Mazdakism after the massacre It is

not probable that Mazdakism disappeared with the

persecution, perhaps the survivors sought refuge

m the mountains, in different parts of Persia where
we later find sects (e g the Khu) ramlyd) whom
Muslim writers do not hesitate to connect with

the Mazdakis NizSm al-Mulk, who in his manual
on the art of government attributes great political

importance to a knowledge of the various sects,

IS very clear on this point According to some
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orientalists Mazdaki elements can be discovered

in Bft(inism and IsmS^lism But the whole question

of the relations between these sects (of which vety

often insufficient is known) and the old Persian

religious forms must be examined thoroughly with

a knowledge of the progress made in the study

of Iranian gnoses and syncretisms It cannot be

dealt with here, cf the articles ismX^IlIya, khur>
RAMlYA, MUBAIYIDA, MUHAMMIRA, MU^ANNA*, rX-

WANDlYA, SINBXD etC

Btbltography Th Noldeke, Geschtchte

der Perser und der Arabet zur Zeit der Sasantden^

Leyden 1879, p 455—467 (fundamental), cf

the popular sketch of the subject by the same
author in Deutsche Rundschau^ 1879, p 2%^sqq

,

E G Browne, A Literary History of Persia,

Cambridge 1900 and 1928, vol i
,
O G v

Wesendonk, Die Mazdakiten^ in Dei Neue Orient,

VI 35—41, do
,
Die Religion der Drusen^ tbtd

,

vii 85-88, 1 27-
1 30, A Christensen, Le regne

du roi Kawadh I et le communisme mazdaki te^

in Det Kgl Danske Videnskabernes Selskab^

Hist -filol Meddelelser, IX 6, Copenhagen 1925
(very important) (Michelangelo Guidi)

MA^HAR, MIrzX DjancjXnAn, an Urdu
poet and eminent Safi, of Turkish descent,

was born in 1111(1699) or 1113 (1701) in KSla-

bagh, Malwah His father Mirza ^5n was an

officer of AwrangzSb [q v ], who, when the news of

his birth was conveyed to him, said his father

was MirzS Qjan and hence his son should be

called though his father afterwards

named him *^ams al-Din, yet he is known by

the name which the emperor had selected for

him He was received into the Nakshabandi order

by Saiyid Mir Muhammad liada’iini and into the

KSdiri order by Muhammad ‘^Abid SumSLmi He
died in Dihll on the lo^h of Muharram 1195
(January 6, 1780) from a pistol shot fired at him
by some Shi^a fanatic His memoirs with some
letters, called Makamat Mazhari or Lata^if Khamsa
are edited by Muhammad Beg b Rahim Beg, Dilhi

A H 1309, A D 1892 His biography, together with

notices of his disciples, has been written by Mu>
hammad NaSm Allah Bahia^i^ji in Bi^Rarat Maz-
hariya

Bibliography Shifta, GulsKan Bik}&r^io\
142b—143a, Azad, Ab‘i Hayat^ I ahore 1913,

p 137— 148, Karim al-Din, Ta^nkhr^

Urdu^ Dilhl 1848, p 105— 107, Hada^tk a/-

Hanafiya, Lucknow 1891, p 453, Sprenger,

Oude Catalogue^ p 488, Garcin de Tassy, Litt

Hind
^ 11 297, and Rieu, Cat Persian Mss

Br Mus
^ 1

363a (M Hidayet Hosain)
MAZIN, the name of several Arab tribes

who are represented in all the great ethnic groupings

of the Peninsula
,

this finds typical expression

in the anecdote recorded in A ghani^ viii 141

(= IrsMd^ ii 382—383), according to

which the Caliph al-WSthiti^ asked the grammarian
Abu 'OthniSn al-MSzini, who had come to his

court, to which Mazin he belonged — if to the

MSzin of the Tamlm, to those of the Kais, to

those of the Rabfa or to those of the Yemen
The first are the Mfizinb Mftlikb ‘^Amr

b Tamlm (Wiistenfeld, Geneal Tabellen, L 12),

the second, the MSzinb MansiIr(D 10) or the

Mazin b FazSra (H 1 3) ,
the third, the M S z 1 n

b ShaibSn b Dhuhl (C 19), the last, the

MSzin b al-NadjdjSr, a clan of the l^azradj

AnsSr (19, 24) But alongside of these, many other

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

tribes and clans bore this name The Hxamharat
al AnsSb of Ibn al-Kalbl gives no less than seventy,

of whom the best known are the MSzinb Sa^d
b D a b b a (Ibn Kutaiba, K al-Ma^artf^ ed

WUstenfeld, p 36, more accurately according to

the Djamhara, MS Br Mus
,
Add 23, 297,

fol ii4r Mazin b ^Abd Manat b Bakr b SaM
b Dabba, not given in the Tabellen), Mazin
b Sa^sa'^a b Mu^Swiya b Bakr b lla-

wazin (Ibn Kutaiba, p 42, Tabellen, H, 14),
Mazin b Raith b ^atafan (H, 10), Mazin
b Rabija b Zubaid or Mazin M a dh h 1 dj

(7, 18), Mazin b al-Azd (ii, li) The large

number of tribes named Mazin and their distri-

bution over the whole of Arabia makes the

hypothesis that we have heie a single tribe that

had been broken up into small sections impossible

and we are led to suppose that the name Mazin,

is a descriptive rather than a proper name, since

the verb mazana means to “go away”, one
might suppose that Mazm originally meant “the

emigrants” and was used in a general way of any
ethnic group which became separated from its

own tribe and was incorporated in a strange tribe

This etymology, like almost all those of the names
of Arab tubes, is of course only a hypothesis

The sources give a certain number of geogra-

phical and historical references to different tribes

called Mazm, but they are generally very scanty,

none of these tribes having attained sufficient

importance to make it independent of the larger

body to which it was attached We have a few

details about the Mazm b al-NadjdjaG ^

fairly important group of Madinese Khazradj (on

the part played by them at the beginning of Islam

see Caetani, Annali deW Islam, Index to Vols
1 —11), as well as about the MSzin b Fazara
who took part as members of the tribe of the

Dhubyan, in the war of Dahis and al-Ghabra^

(cf DHUBYAN, and Aghani, xvi 27) Ibn MaiySda,

himself a Dhubyani, directed a violent satire against

them at the end of the first century A H (A ghant,

ii 90, 102) As to the Mazm b Shaiban b

Dhuhl, to whom the grammarian Abu 'Olhman
belonged, we know from the anecdote above quoted

that m their dialect, m (initial ^) was pronounced

like b (ba'smuka for malsmuka, what is thy name ^),

a peculiarity which does not seem to be lecorded

of the dialect of other Rabija Lastly the Mazin
b al-Azd, whom tradition makes migrate to the

noith, changed their name to Ghassan [q v] under

which they became celebrated

It is only of the MSzin b Malik b 'Amr
b Tamim that we have fairly full information

Legend, which has developed with unusual detail

around the sons of Tamim
]

gives M5zin a

part in the story of his uncle 'Abd Shams b Sa'd

b Zaid Manat b Tamim’s fight against al-'Anbar

b ^Amr b Tamlm (cf al Mufaddal b Salama, a/-

Tat&ir, ed Storey, p 233 and the references

given in the note) This tube of Mazin never left

the gieat group of the '\.mr b Tamim to which

it belonged and dwelled with them in the lands

m the extreme NW of Nadjd, their headquarters

were around the well of Safari near Dhu KEr

{Nakahd, ed Bevan, p 48, note to line 17,

Yakat, 111 95 »
Bakri, p 724, 1 787—788),

their principal subdivisions were the BanU HurVtIs,

Khuza*^!, RizEm, Anmar, Zabina, UthaUia and

Ra’lan In the Cjahiliya, the Mazin followed their

parent tribe and we find them sharing m the

28
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wars of the latter, m rotation with the other

Tamiml tribes they held the office of haktm at

the fair of “"Ukar {^Nak^^l4^ P 43^) At the coming

of Islam, their chief was Muyian\^ b ^ihab, also

known as a poet (cf especially al Qjahif, Bayan^

n 17 1, al-Kali, AmSliy in 50, Ibn Hadjar, Isada^

Cairo 1325, VI 156) VVithout being particularly

sealous partisans of the new religion, they did

not take part in the rtdda with the other Tamiml
tribes (u AH) and they even drove away the

messengers sent them by the prophetess SadiJa^l

[q V
]
and made one of them prisoner, the Taghhbi

al-Hudhaii b ^Imran, the latter waited for his

revenge till the troubled period that followed the

murder of the Caliph ^OthnaSn (35 = 656), of

which he took advantage to ravage the district

of Saf&n, but the M&zin met him and slew him
and threw him into the well (Tabari, 1 1911,

1915, cf Aghanl^ XIX 145— 146, transl in Caetani,

Annah diW Islant^ x 552—553, in the last

passage the expedition against the Safari appears

to be independent of the events of the rtdda)

At a later date, the Mazin settled in large

numbers, like the rest of the Tamim, in KhurasSn

and took part m the conquest of Central Asia,

among the M^inis who distinguished themselves

there were ^ih£b b Mukhaiik, son of the chief

already mentioned (Tabari, 1 2569, 2707), Hilfil

b al-Ahwaz, who in 102 (720) slew the members
of the family of Yazid b al-Muhallab after the

defeat of the latter (Tabari, 11 I9I2*-19I3), ^Umair

b Sinan, who killed the Persian chief Rulbfl (Ibn

al-Kalbi, Nasab al-Khatl^ p 30, note to lines 3-4)
We also find many of the Banu M&zin among the

kuwwOd of the ^Abbasid army m the time of the

rising against the Umaiyads But a no less number
went to swell the ranks of the IChSridils, the

celebrated chief of the Azral^, Katarl b al-hudjfi^a

[q v]^ belonged to the M&zinl clan of Kabiya
b Hur]||:ns

Very few of the remarkable number of poets

produced by the Tamim belonged to the Mazin

We may note however Hilal b As'ar of the

Qmaiyad period (Agkant^ 11 186), Mfilik b al-Raib,

poet and brigand, contemporary of al-HadjdjSdj

{a qhani^ xix
,

162—169, Ibn Kutaiba, al-^t t

wa ed de Ooeje, p 205—207 etc ),

Zuhair b ‘Urwa al-Sakb (Agham, jcix 156, the

few verses that we have by him, often quoted,

are also attributed to his father, ^Urwa b Djalham,

and even to ^Abd al-RahraSn b Hassan b Ihabit

cf Mujaddaltyat^ ed Lyall, p 249, note y)
Lastly It may be mentioned that the MSzin have

given to Arab philology two of its most illustrious

masters AbS ‘Amr b al-'Ala’ (^ d I 54) and

al-Na^r b Shumail whose genealogies are given

in Wiistenfcld, Tabellen (L)

Bibliography "Wustenfeld, Register z d
geneal Tabellen^ p 291 ,

Ibn Kutailw, K al-

Afa'artfs tdi WUstenfeld, p 36—42, Ibn Duraid,

K al-Ishhka^, tdi Wttstenfeld, p 124— 126,171,

211, 258, Ibn al Kalbi, l^amharat al-Ansab,

ms Bnt Mus
,
Add 23, 297, fol 90 v—92 r,

and passim (G Levi Della Vida)

MAZYADIS, a Muhammadan dynasty in

al*Hilla The Bans Mazyad belonged to the

tribe of Asad and lived west of the Iigris, from

Ktifa to Hit In the southeast, on the KhQ^istSn

frontier, the BanQ Dubais had settled When Abu
*

1-Ghanft^m Muhammad b Mazyad, who was related

to the Banu Dubais, slew one of their chiefs with

whom he had quarrelled, a war broke out between

the two tribes {401 = loio-ioii) Abu ’bGhanE^im

fled to his brother Abu ’

1-Hasan 'All, the latter

set out against the BanQ Dubais with an army,

but was defeated and Abu ’

1-GhanQ^m fell in the

battle In 403 (1012—1013), ^All was recognized

as emir by the Buyid SultSn al Dawla In Mu-
harram 405 (July 1014), he undertook a campaign

against the Banu Uubais, to revenge himself for

the defeat he had suffered and slew HassQn and

Nabhan, the sons of Dubais, but in CjumSdS of

the same year (Oct -Nov 1014) he was routed by

their brother Mudar After 'All’s death in Dhu
’

1-Ka'da 408 (March-Apiil 10 1 8), his son Dubais

succeeded him The latter’s brothei al-Mukallad

with the help of Turkish mercenaries in Baghdad,

endeavoured to seize the power for himself, but

order was soon lestored and al-Mukallad went to

al-Mawsil to the 'U^ailids In a few years Dubais

became involved in war with KarwQsh b al-Mu

kallad [q v
]
and he had also troubles within his

borders In the wai between the two BQyids Abu
Kfilidjar and Djalal al-Dawla, the former was sup

ported by Dubais and the latter by al-Mukallad

After the defeat of Abu Kali^jSr in 421 (1030),

al-Mukallad with the help of the Banu ;^af5dja
and the troops of Djalal al Dawla invaded his

brother’s territory Dubais had to take to flight

and the land uas laid waste Peace however was

soon arranged Dubais was allowed to retain his

lands but had to pay DjalQl al-Dawla a considerable

sum The third brother Thabit allied himself with

al-BasasfrI, the military governor of Baghdad, and in

424 (1032— 1033) they advanced against Dubais

The latter sent an army to meet them, but his

troops were routed and he himself had to take to

flight After receiving reinforcements he advanced

against 1 habit, they met at Djarsljaraya and after

a fierce baitle, Dubais had to cede a part of his

possessions while al-Basasirl, who arrived too late

to take part in the battle, returned to Baghdad

In Radjab 446 (Oct -Nov 1054) the Banu ^afadja
invaded the country but were soon driven out with

the help of al-BasasIrl Two or three years later

war broke out between al-BasSsIri who was joined

by Dubais, and the Saidjuk Sultan Toghrll Beg
and his follower Kuraigh b Badran [q v

]
Dubais

died in ^awwQl 474 (March-Apnl 1082) at the

age of 80 Ills son MansQr succeeded him but

died in RabT I, 479 (June-July 1086) In the

reign of his son and successor Sadaka [q v
]

the

power of the Mazyadls spread over almost the

whole of the 'Irak At first he was a stout sup

porter of BarkiyarQk [q v], in 494 (llOO— iioi)

however he turned to his brother The towns of

Hu, Wasit, Basra and lal rit fell successively into

his hands but, as the commander appointed by Sadaka
in Basra did not prove fit for his task, Muhammad
seized the suzerainty of the town and installed a

new governor In Sadaka’s reign the capital al*

DjSmi'an was extended and fortified, and given

the name of al-Hilla (495=1101— 1102) His

steadily increasing power however aroused Muham-
mad’s misgivings and in spite of long negotiations,

a ruptuie finally occurred between them At the end
of Radjab 501 (Febr -March 1 108) Muhammad him-

self set out from Baghdad against Sadaka A section

of the Arabs allied with him fled and Sadaka fell

in the battle His son Dubais was taken prisoner

hut the latter’s two brothers escaped and were
only able to return home after Muhiammad’s death
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($11 = iiig) In 529(1135) he was treacherously

murdered [cf the article dubais] and succeeded
by his son .^ada^a In the war between Sul^n
Mas^Ud and his nephew DfiwQd, Sadaka declared

for the former After Mas'Qd’s victory, the troops

scattered to seek booty and several emirs including

§ada^ca were surprised and captured by the enemy
and at once put to death (532=1137— 1138)
SadaVa's brother Muhammad was thereupon re-

cognised as lord of al-Hilla In 540(1145— 1146)
however, the third brother 'All went to al-Hilla^

because he was afraid of the Sultan and drove
out Muhammad After he had taken the town, he
drove back the SultSn's troops and it was not

till 542 (i 147— 1 148) that SalSrkerd, one of Mas'Qd’s

generals, was able to expel 'Alt but in the same
year he was defeated by the latter and had to

‘abandon the town In 544 (1149— 1150) 'Alt

endeavoured to induce the caliph al Muktafi to

abandon Mas'ud but, as the caliph refused and
summoned the Sultan to his help, 'Alt had to

madan Dynoshes, p 1 19 ,
de Zambaur, Manuel

de genealogte et de chronologie^ p 137
(K V ZetterstAen)

MAZYAR, [BalSdhurl gives the form MSyaz
diy5r<* Mfih-yazd-yar], the last of the KSrinid
rulers of TabaristSn, leader of the rising

against the caliph al Mu'tasim
Origins The Kirin-wand dynasty claimed

descent from Karin b SSkhri, whom Khusraw
AnOghirwin had established in Tabanstin and
who was descended from the legendary smitli

K3wa, who saved Faildun The hereditary fief of

the dynasty was the “mountain of Karin” [or of

Windad Hurmuz], Tabari, 111 1295 The capital

of this region was probably LapQra (cf LafQr on
the eastern source of the river Babul which later

runs through Barfurugh) The Klnn-wand were
subordinate to the Bawandid tspahbads (capital

Firrim) The genealogy of the Karinids given by
Zahir al-Din, p 167 and 321 is fantastic The
first Kannid known is Windid-Hurmuz (138-190 =

Genealogical Table of the Mazyadis

Mazyad al Asadi

HammSd I ‘All I

1

Muhammad

1

i

al-Mukallad
1

2 Dubais I

1

1

Ih&bit
1

al Hasan

I

3 Mansur
1

1

4 Sadaka I

- 1

1

5 Dubais II

1

1

Badrin
1

Mansur

i 1

6 Sadaka II 7 Muhammad 8 ‘AU 11

submit and the rebels who had joined him dispersed

'All died m the following year and al Hilla was
given as a fief to SalSrkerd by Mas'ud On Mas'ad’s

death in 547 (1152), the town fell into the hands
of Mas'ud Bil^, the commander of Baghdad

^ the

latter however was driven out by the caliph’s

troops who occupied al-Hilla When in 551 (1157)
Sultin Muhammad took the field against al-Muk-
tafi [q V ], they had to withdraw and Muhammad
put a garrison in the town The Mazyadis sub-

mitted to his deputy but in 558 (1162— 1163)
the caliph al Mustandjid sent an army against

them which put an end to their power 4,000 men
were slam and the remainder outlawed so that

they were scattered in all directions

Bibliography Ibn al-Athir (ed Tornberg),
IX 157, 170, 174 sq^ 215 jy, 227, 248—250,
265 sq^ 297, 358, 381, 41 1, 430“43»i 447 ,

X. 5, 78, 98 sq, 177, 192, 198, 209 sq, 223,
243-248, 251 sq, 254, 258, 264, 266 sq,

272 sq, 276—278, 283 sq, 289—291, 302—
3i3> 376—3S0, 394—399, 422-430, 435, 439—
443i 459—46*, 470 sqq

,
xi 18 sqq

, 30, 40,
69. 80 sq, 88, 94, too, 195, Ibn Kb&ldUn,
al^Ibar, iv 276-293, Weil, Gesch d Chalifen,

III 67 sqq
, 78, 80, 87, 97 sq

,
102 sq

, 144,

*52, 156—160, 214—232, 242, 257, 259, 309
sq

, Karabacek, BeUrdge %ur Gesckichte der

M^jaditm, Stanley Lan^oole, The Mokam-

755—805 0 who raised a coalition of local chiefs

against the Arabs (the Bftwandid Sharwln, [the]

Mismughin Walash of Miyandurud, the PaduspJn
Shahiiyir b P&duspan) and defeated the generals

sent by the caliph al-Mahdl (first Salim Farghani,

then Firasha, Ibn IsfandiySr, p 128 Zahir al-Din,

P * 55— *59) Windad-Hurmuz had to submit to

Hadi, the son of the Caliph, and accompany him
to Baghdad Soon he returned to his native mountains

and resumed an independent attitude (tbtd

,

p 160)

According to Ibn al Fa^:ih, p 304, Windfid Hurmuz
came to the court of HirUn al-Rashid, who appointed

him tspahbad of Khurfisan He died in the reign

of al-Ma^mun His son and successor was Karin

(a contemporary of the Biwandid ShahnySr)

According to Ibn Isfandiyar, p 145, he accom-

panied al-Ma^mUn on his campaign against the

Byzantines but this does not agree with the dates

given for his successor

According to Zahir al Dm, p 321, MazySr
b KSrin ruled for 30 years (194—224 =
809—839) but on p 167 the same wnter says

that his (tyrannical’) government lasted 7 years

(217—224) Tabari, lu *015, under the year

201, speaks of the conquests in TabanstSn of

'Abd AllSh b Khurdadbbah (sic 1
)

as a result

of which the BSwandid Shahriyir b gharwlu had
to leave the mountains and MSzySr b IjLSrm was
sent to al-Ma’mlln According to late sources,
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Shahriyar b Sharwin had deprived MSzyar of his

possessions MazySr sought refuge with his cousin

Winds Ummid b WindSd-aspSn, who handed him
over to Shahriyar MSzySi however managed to

escape^ sought refuge with al Ma mUn and became

a Muslim, assuming the name Muhammad After

the death of ShahnySr (210= 825, Jabarl, 111

1093), Mazyar, returning to 1 abaristSn, slew Shaptlr

b Shahriyar and seized the mountain (labari,

ibtd) [Ibn al-Fakih’s story, p 305—306, about

the “son of Sharwin b ShahriySr”, whom MSzyar
assassinated treacherously seems to refer to Shapur

,

to allay the suspicions of his victim, MazySr had
built a mosque in Firrim] Mazyar assisted the

Arab governor MusS b Hafs b ^Umar b al-^Ala"*

to subjugate the mountain of Sharwin and al-

Ma^mun appointed him governor of TabanstSn,

KQySn and Dunbawand witn the rank of tspahbadh

(Balfidhurl, p 229, Ibn al-Fakih, p 309) At
this time (Ya'l^nbi, Htstoriae^ 11 51^2), MSzyar
boasted the title of JQjil Qx%lan^ tspahbadh upah-
badhan Btshwar^Khurshad (read Paits^war-djar-

shdh\ Muhammad b Kartn^ muwdii (sic) amtr
aPmu^minin (i e “ally” instead of mawld “client”)

When MQsa b Hafs died, Mazyar paid no heed

to his son Muhammad b MQsa Complaints against

Mazyar weie taken to Baghdad by the BSwandids

and by devout Muslims But as aUMamun was
setting out against the Byzantines (expedition of

216—218?) MSzyar felt himself free from any

control In his turn he charged Muhammad b

Musa with intriguing with the ^Alids and on this

imaginaiy pretext besieged Amul The town capi-

tulated at the end of 8 months MSzyar executed

his enemies and imprisoned all the notables, in-

cluding Muhammad b Musa, hrst at RQd bast and
then in his principal stronghold of Hurmuzd-5bad
To judge from Tabari, iii 1289— 1292, the place

must have been in the valley of the lalar, above

Uram (Arum) at a distance of 8 farsakhs from

Amul and from Sari [cf the article mXzandaran]
In the sixth year of the reign of al-MuSasim

(218—227), MSzyar openly rebelled (Baladhuri,

p 229 kafara wa-ghadara) The Tahirid ‘Abd
Allah, governor of KhurasSn, had denounced to

the Caliph the “misdeeds, tyranny and apostacy”

of MSzySr When al-Mu^tasim’s ambassador anived,

M&zyQr would not lisien to him Ibn Isfandiyar,

p 152, even accuses him of having conferred

honours “on Babak, Mazdak and other Magians

who had ordered the destruction of the mosques

and the obliteration of all traces of Islam”

Mazyar^s schemes It is difficult to recon-

struct Mazyar’s programme from the sources, which

are hostile to him, but the narratives of con-

temporary witnesses which Tabari, 111 1268—1303,
gives under the year 224 contain a number of

curious and important details

The extension of Mazyar’s power (after the ass

assination of the Bawandid Shapur and the oc-

cupation of the mountain of Sharwin) had brought

him into conflict with the Jahirids to whom he

refused to pay It may be noted that

Mfizyar’s very title “ispahbadh of KhurasSn” (this

vanant is given in Ya'kubi, B G A ^ vii 276)
must have been displeasing to the TShirids On
the other hand the celebrated Afshin, who after

his victory over Babak was at the height of his

glory, coveted ICfeorasan He therefore secretly

encouraged MSzyar’s resistance to his rivals and
according to Jabarl, 111 1269, played upon his

sentiments as a man of noble Iranian blood {yasta-

miluhu bi U-dahkanatt)

From the national point of view, Mazyar could

recall the precedent of his grandffiiher Windad-

Hurmuz to whom late sources attribute the orga-

nisation of the massacre of the Arab garrisons

MSzyar, who came out of “the mountain” where

he had only an almost unknown town (Istakhri,

p 206 al Asahmar ?) must have looked askance

at the urban elements of the great towns of the

“plain” among whom Arabs and their clients

{abnd!^) predominated The landowning class was

certainly hostile to him, as in order to weaken

and even exteiminate them, he had relied on the

support of the peasants Mazy5r’s actions were

ceiiainly very violent, for ten centuries later, Zahir

al Dio, p 167, quotes the proverb “so and so

has done an injustice such as not even MSzyar

could have done”
Coming out in open rebellion (probably before

the year 224 under which Balsdliuri and Tabari

I elate the denouement) Mazyar had homage paid

to himself, took hostages and levied kharadj at

once The doings of his governor SurkhastSn in

Sari are characteristic He transferred all the in-

habitants of SSrl to Amul, where he shut them
up in a fort, as to the people of Amul, he took

20,000 of them away into the mountains of Hur-

muzd abad (cf above) Ihe walls of Sari, Amul and

Tamisa were razed to the ground “to the sound

of fifes and drums”
Mazyar had given orders to the peasants to

attack and plunder their masters (Tabari, iii 1269)

The next passage (111 1270) seems to indicate that

a cadastral survey was ordered (amara an yumsaha
’/ balad) and the lands were let out, the lental being

30®/o produce) As to burkhastan, he collected

260 nobles {abna U-kuwwdd), the bravest he could

find, and on a pretext “that the abna^ were

favouiable to the Arabs and to the 'Abbasids”,

handed them over as dangerous individuals to the

peasants, who slew them at his suggestion He
even tried to provoke a massacre of all the im-

prisoned landowners, saying to the peasants “I

have already handed over to you the houses of the

landowners and their wives”, but this time the

peasants refrained from following his advice

1 he later sources retain the usual accusation

of apostacy against Mazyar (“he once more as

sumed the giidle of Zoroastrianism”, says Ibn
Isfandiyar, p 150 quoting the k§di of Amul)
Baladhuri, p 229 and Ibn al Fakih, p 309 also

say that Mazyar “renounced the faith and com-
mitted treason”, but this point is more obscure

in Tabari, where it only occurs in the list of charges

made against Afshin, 111 1311 (transl in Browne,
Ltt Hist of Persia^ i 334) Ihe tone of the

letter which Mazyar had addressed to his repre-

sentatives, tbid
^

111 1381, IS respectful to the

Caliph, in form at least But there is no smoke
without fire, if we may believe the authors who
mention the existence in TabaristSn of a Mazyartya
sect connected with the Khurramlya [q v

]
or

Muhammtra [q v
] (1 e followers of Babak) Cf

al-Baghdadi (d in 429), Fai k bam al-firak^

p 251-252, Tahir al-Isfara^inl (d in 451),

ft 'I din [quoted in FlUgel, BUbek^ Z D M G
^

1869, p 533] and Sam'ani, C? A/ 5, fol 501a
Mazyar’s end ‘^Abd Allah b Tahir sent

against Mazyar his uncle Hasan b Husain to

operate from the direction of Cjurdjan as well as
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Haiyfin b Cjabala, who went with 4,000 horses via

KQmis towards Qjabal al-SharwIn (= SawSdkQh^,
cf the article mXzandaraN) At the same time

the caliph al MuHa^im sent considerable forces

under the command of Muhammad b Ibrahim

who entered RQyan (webiern Tabaristan) by Sha»

lamba and Rud^bar (Tabari, 111 1264) MansQr
b Hasan, “lord of Dunbawand”, attacked from

Raiy while Abu ’1-Sadj advanced via Lanz and

Dunbawand
The Arabs very skilfully exploited the rivalues

and enmities in the entourage of Mazyar First of

all his nephew Karin b Shahriyar (his representative

in the mountain of Sharwin =Sawadkah) went over

to Haiyan, who marched on Sari and began to

negotiate with Mazyar’s brother Kuhyar In the

meanwhile Surkhastan’s army which occupied the

Tamisha front dispersed and allowed Hasan b

Husain to advance Kuhyar, who had been pro-

mised Mazyar*s place, submitted to Hasan Mazyar
seems to have lost his couiage when he found

himself surrounded by the Arabs and betrayed by

his follower He trusted KUhyar, who had pro-

mised him the aman^ and came with him to Hasan
(Tabari, iii 1288— 1291, dramatic story by an

eye-witness) but Hasan did not even acknowledge
his greeting Mazyar was handed over to Muhammad
b Ibrahim and sent to Samarra Here he was
confronted with Afsh»n and seems to have denounced
the latter Ihe caliph ordered him to be given

400 lashes, under which he died and his body
was exposed beside that of Babak in 224 = 839

KOhyai’s treachery served him little He was

slain as a traitor by his cousin Shahriyar b Mas-

mughan who commanded the Dailamis in the ser-

vice of Mazyar
Surkhastan was betrayed by the soldiers after

the defeat at Tamisha and the other of Mazyar’s

generals, al-DurrI, who was fighting against Mu-
hammad b Ibrahim on the Riiyaa front, died while

attempting to reach Dailam (Tabari, iii 1300)
JBtbliography Ya'^kQbl, ed Houtsma, i

514, 11 582, Baladhuri, p 229, Tabari, 111

1268— 1303, — among his authorities were Mu-
hammad b Hafs al-1 hakafi al-Tabari (perhaps

related to the Aiab wall MSsa b Hafs and

'All b Sahl Rabban “the Christian” [author of

the Firdaws al-htkma^ ed Siddiki, Berlin 1928],

whom MazySr employed as his scribe, cf the

Fthrtst^ ed FlUgel, p 299, Tabari is the souice

of the later epitomists Kitab al-Uyun^ ed de

Jong-de Goeje, p 399—405 ,
Ibn Miskawaih,

VI, ed de Goeje, p 502—516, 522 — 525, Ibn

al-Athir, VI 351—359, 362— 364, 366 etc Cf

also Ibn Rusta, p 276, Ibn al Fakih, p 304,

305—306, 309—310, Mas'udi, BG A
^

vii 137,

YSl<:nt, 11 608, 111 284, 490, 506, Ibn Isfan-

diyitr, transl Browne, p 14— 154, Zahir al

Din, index (these two last local sources do not

know Tabari and contain a number of quite

legendary stories), Weil, Gesch d Chaltfen^ 11

321—325, Justi, Iran Namenbuch^ p 201-202
(bibliography), Marquart, Eramahr^ p 334

(V Minorskv)
MECCA.

I

On the eve of the Hiijra It is With the

birth of Muhammad — between 570-580 ad —
that Mecca suddenly emerges from the shadows
of the past and thrusts itself upon the attention

of the historian The geographer Ptolemy seems
to know It under the name Macoraba, but it must
have been in existence long before his time Mecca
was probably one of the stations on the “incense

route”, the road by which the produce of the

East especially valuable perfumes, came to the

Mediterranean world It owes its importance to its

position at the

Intersection of great commercial
routes The town that had grown up around
the well of Zimzam and the sanctuary of the Ka"ba

was advantageously placed at the extreme ends

of the Asia of the whites and the Africa of the

blacks, near a breach in the chain of the harat,

close to a junction of roads leading from Babylonia

and Syria to the plateaus of the Yemen, to the

shores of the Indian Ocean and the Red Sea By
the lattei it was in communication with the

mysterious Afiican continent What advantages

were offered by this situation at the boundary
between civilisation and barbarism, at the point

of contact of two societies, brought together by

necessities more pressing than political ambitions

or the quarrels of race and religion* This was the

part played by the Palmyrans, situated between

the Romans and the Parthians It demanded an

adaptability and diplomatic skill beyond the or-

dinary The two societies were frequently at war,

it required wits to deal tactfully with them But

if the position had its risks, it had the advantage

of being able to fix the price for its services to

the belligerents In the delicate role of intermediary

and broker between two world, the strength of

will of the Ishmaelite and the tenacity that lay

beneath his apparent complaisance assured his

success from the first Civilisation and baibarism

might conclude peace for a time or be at war,

he was able to trade on their agreement or ex-

ploit their dissensions with equal satisfaction to

himself Ambiguous and amphibious, the Meccan
was able to have a foot in both camps without

it being possible to discern where his sympathies

really lay

At an early date we see the Meccans opening

negotiations with the stales adjoining Arabia Ihey

obtained from them safe conducts and capitulations,

permitting the free passage of their caravans This

is what their chronicles call the “guarantee of

Caesar and of Chosroes” They also concluded

agreements with the Negus of Abyssinia, with the

principal shaikhs of Nadjd the kail's of the Yemen,
with the phylarchs of Ghassan and of Hira In

the negotiations with the Gieeks and Persians the

principal of the “open door” was not admitted

Commercial transactions were earned through at

posts on the frontier or in towns specially designated

for the purpose In Palestine these were the ports

of Alla and Ghazza and perhaps also Jerusalem

In Syria, BosrS was their principal outlet, their

great market

Sura cvi 2 mentions as a peimanent institution

“the double caravan of winter and summer” 1 he

nassaba^ genealogists, record the names of the

Kuraish chiefs who had succeeded in obtaining

by negotiation permits to trade The countries open

to commerce in this way were called

direction, mal^ar^ region of trade There were

innumerable restrictions, limiting the extension of

the privilege Eastern governments did not permit

free trade Distrustful of merchants even when her

own subjects, Byzantium showed herself still more
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susi^iciotts of foreigners, especially Bedouins, a

slippery race which filled her with an uncon-

querable distrust The latter had therefore to make
heavy sacrifices, to pay onerous taxes, to pay

continual customs-dues and tolls or to hand over

hostages before negotiations could be begun Mecca

was not inspired by principles any more broad-

minded
,
she took care to recompense herself from

foreign traders and to levy various charges upon
them, tithes, charges for permits to stay in the

country, to travel about and to trade Tithes had
to be paid before entering Mecca There was also, as

at Palmyra, a “departure” tax or tax on exportation

In short, foreign merchants were entangled in a

very intricate fiscal system, whether they settled

in Mecca or only passed through it, especially

those who did not obtain the i^twar or guarantee

of a local clan or notability

The population About the time of the

Hidjra, the people of Mecca claimed descent from

a common ancestor They called him Kuraish or

Fihr, sometimes also al-Nadr surnamed Kuraigh

The origins of the Kuraish were humble and little

IS known of them They formed one of the less

wealthy branches of those who went back to the

main stock of the KinSna [q v
]

At first they

led a miserable existence in the wild mountains

around the sacred territory of Mecca A condot-

tiere from the northern Hidjfiz, Kusaiy, is said to

have installed them by force of arms in Mecca,

which he took from the control of the tribe of

KhuzS'a [q v
]

Some ten mam clans can be

distinguish^ among them HSshtni, Umaiya, Naw-
fal, Zuhra, Asad, Taim, Makh^Hm, ^Adl, j^omah
and Sahm These occupied mainly the centre of

the town, the bottom of the valley, al-Bath5’,

where the water of the well of Zamzam accu-

mulated, the hollow where the Ka'ba stood Their

living in this neighbourhood earned them the

epithet of Abtahi^ Btfahi or Kurat^ ai-Bt(ah

This central quarter of the town was regarded as

that of the aristocracy and of the oldest Kuraigh

families Among these ten groups, some owe to

Islam a renown hitherto denied them Such were

the Taim and the 'Adi, rendered illustrious by

the caliphs Abu Bakr and 'Umar Other clans more
vaguely connected with the eponymous ancestor

were thrust towards the outskirts of Mecca, on

the lower slopes or in the gorges of the

hills which dominate the town They were called

the “Kuraish of the outskirts’^ al^fawahtr)

Held in less consideration than their fellow-tribes-

men of the Bath5\ these suburbans had the

advantage of being distinguished from them by

their bravery They supplied the Kuraish com-

munity with its best soldiers and never failed to

cast this up to the Meccans “of the centre”

Government and Administration It is

not easy to discover definite indications of this

There must however have been a rudimentary

system of archives in which to preserve treaties

of alliance and commerce, and later the equivalent

of an office to take ch^e of the collection of

taxes on foreign traders Nowhere do we find any

explicit allusion to the working of such adminis-

trative organisations A tradition records the exist-

ence of purely honorary offices with no jurisdiction

But It does not agree either upon the number (ten or

six) nor upon the functions of these offices I

imagine it was invented to satisfy the vanity of
the great families The only allusion to it is in

the verses of a MedTnese poet, Hassin b. Th^bit*

The office of “pavilion and reins” has nothing

to do — as has been supposed — with the art

of war This dignity, which was an ancient one

and no longer understood, was a memory of the

ritual processions held in pagan Arabia The
kubba was simply the pavilion or portable taber-

nacle, containing the fetish of the tribe and

solemnly carried on the back of a camel The

chiefs and notables took turns at holding the

reins of the animal bearing this precious burden

It IS taking nothing from the glory of Kbldtd b

al-Walid to say that he had not a monopoly of

this privilege Behind the legend of the Meccan

dignities, we perceive the intention of glorifying

the cradle of the Prophet In giving it admims-

trative institutions, an attempt was made to con-

ceal the modest beginnings of the Haghitnls and

no less those of AbQ Bakr and 'Umar The onerous

office of tsAnak^ which had to pay compensation

for murder and injury, was far beyond the finan-

cial resources of the modest citizen called AbU
Bakr The entrusting to 'Umar of the saf'&ra or

diplomatic missions cannot be reconciled with his

extreme youth and plebeian origin

I have elsewhere, for lack of a better term,

called Mecca “ a merchant republic ” If AbO
SufySn is called “Shaikh and chief of the Kuraish'\

several of his contemporaries are given equally

high sounding titles There is not the slightest

reason to think that he was a kind of Kuraish

doge The manner in which the events of the

first eight years of the Hidjra are recorded pro-

duces the fallacious impression that he held the

power in Mecca in his hands In reality he was

only the ablest and most intelligent of his peers,

the chiefs of the Kuraish clans As al-FSsi pertin-

ently observes, all were equal “no one exercised

authority unless delegated or kindly permitted to

do so by them” Did their chiefs constitute a

regular official body^ Yes, says tradition Mecca
IS even said to have had a kind of Senate or

Grand Council, the dar al nadwa It met only in

extraordinary circumstances Usually however, we
find that it is in the ma^ltSy family groups or

clubs, the Nadi Kawm opening on the square

of the Ka'ba — the forum and bourse of the

town — that affairs of general interest were
dealt with

The Kur^fin cannot conceive of authority with-

out a council of notables, without the mak^ This

institution is so frequently mentioned in the Kur^Sn
that the Prophet must have seen it working be-

fore his eyes We think then that Mecca was
ruled by the oligarchy of the inalc^^ the equivalent

in the town of the mad^lts of the nomad tribe

This was an assembly of the chiefs of the wealthiest

and most influential families This is why Umaiyads
and Makbzumis are most usually mentioned as com-
posing the mald!^ Neither election nor birth could

necessarily open the way to a seat on it, but

rather the fame of services rendered, the prestige

of ability and wealth Thus it welcomed to its

counsels the very wealthy Ibn Ejud'an, a member
of the humble clan of Taim An assembly of

elders or if you like of senators, in conformity
with the principle of seniority among the Arabs
Its authority, purely moral, was limited to advising,

studying, looking ahead and giving to the merchant
community the benefit of the experience of its

conscript fathers In the absence of any coercive
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powers, persuasion was the only force it had to

make its wishes obeyed Hence the importance of

eloquence m a milieu like this, where every family

and eveiy clan claimed autonomy The cause of

peace was in continual conflict with their claims

Without infringing their prerogatives, the malc^

was able to exert moral pressure when the general

good required it The system recalls, though

remotely, the organisation of Palmyra and of

Venice

Siteandclimate In the form of an elongated

crescent with its points turned towards the flanks

of the Ku'aiki'^an, the town was hemmed in by

a double range of bare and steep hills The
centre of this ill-ventilated couloir coincided

with a depression in the soil The early town
occupied the bottom of this, this was the wadt^

the valley, the batn Makka^ the hollow of
Mecca Ihe centre, the lowest part of this

depression, was called al Batha^ (cf above) Some
buildings m this quarter were so close to the Ka'ba

that m the morning and in the evening their

shadows were merged in that of the sacred edifice

Between these houses and the Ka^a [q v
]

a

narrow esplanade {fina ) lay below the level of

the sui rounding soil This open area formed the

primitive tnasdjitd^ a sanctuary open to the heavens

The pre-Islfimic Bathd" knew no other The ends

of the little streets opening on this open space

were called the “gates of the haram or of the

masdjid” The so-called gates or openings took

their names from the clans settled around the

Ka'ba Thus one regularly spoke of the “gate of

the BanU lJ|jumah” The walls of their houses served

to mark the boundaries of the mas(ijid It was
on the ground floor of the buildings facing the

sides of the Ka'ba that the rnac^its or nadi of

the chief families met, those that formed the

wa/a^ (cf above)

In the suburbs (zawahtr\ and at a later date

in the ravines {shfb) which had been dug by

erosion out of the flanks of the hills, was a confusion

of poor houses, low and lamshackle hovels Ihe

unpleasant features of a town of this kind are

obvious The geographer MakdisI has summed
these up strikingly “suffocating heat, deadly

winds, clouds of flies” 1 he continual difhculiy

was the dearth of water The population was
dependent on the variable output of the Zamzam
There were other wells mainly outside the town
Those inside had a doubtful reputation The scarcity

of drinking-water is evident from the amount of

precaution taken, when some thousands of pilgrims

had to be supplied In such deplorable conditions

one can imagine what suffering the long days

brought, ramdd^ Makka “the burning of Mecca”,

why the great families preferred to send their

children to be brought up in the desert, why the

Sira only incidentally mentions the plague of

Mekka {wabd* Makka) Smallpox is mentioned only

in connection wnth the enemies of the Prophet

Rams are few and far between Droughts some
times last for four years But when the winter season

IS wet, the rains may sometimes attain an unheard-

of degree of violence To the east of Mecca a

rocky wall raises its steep barrier, a succession

of strata and summits merging into the chain of

the SarSt These jagged hills collect on their flanks

the surplus rams of the monsoon which brings

fertility to the Yemen All along these slopes,

where no shrub interrupts the fall — at the bottom

of each a sail is formed — the cataracts augmented
by all these tributaries fall into the hollow of

Mecca, bafn Makka^ of which the Ka^ba occupies

the bottom The waters rush to this depression

thev force a passage through the “gates of the

masdjid” and flow over the area around the sanctuary

They fill it and rise to attack the Ka'ba Before

the Hidjra, the Kuraish syndicate seems to have

paid no heed to the flooding or said they were

powerless to prevent it Efforts made by the caliphs

yielded “only mediocre results”

This IS why the misdeeds of the satl fill the

annals of Mecca On several occasions their violence

has overthrown the Ka^ba and turned the court

of the great mosque into a lake As a result of

the floods, epidemics broke out The deposit of

filth brought by the waters polluted the wells

bodies left unbuned formed centres of epidemic

infection The annalists avoid dwelling on this,

troubled by the I radition which says that the plague

never reaches Mecca The absolute sterility of the

soil brought another scourge, that of famine The
slightest irregularity in the convoys of grain from

Syria or the SarSt was enough to cause it It

continues to figure along with the ravages of

flood and plague in the monotonous annals of the

town
Economic lifeand finance On examining

closely the picturesque literature of the Stra and

Hadith^ one receives the impression of business,

of intense activity bursting out of the narrow and

sterile valley of Mecca The Kurban only strengthens

this impression All his life the Prophet retained

the impress of his Kuraigh education and training

This fundamentally mercantile character is revealed

at every turn

Writing and arithmetic • One is amazed at their

importance in the economic life of the town

Relying on the Kur’anic epithet umml^ i e

pagan, gentile, and on biassed writers like al-

Baladhurl, it has been held that, except for some
fifteen individuals mentioned by name, all the pre-

Hidjran Kuraish were illiterate Alongside of the

“book” of accounts, the scales always figure in

the Meccan shops not so much to weigh goods

as to verify and check payments of all kinds in

eluding cash Now, coins were not plentiful on

the Meccan market, they were supplemented by

the precious metals, ingots of gold and silver, by

ttbr^ gold dust Only the scales could determine

the value In the more delicate cases, recourse

was had to the services of a wazzan or profes-

sional weigher

It would be difficult to imagine a society in

which capital enjoyed a more active circulation

The ta^ir^ business man, was not engaged in

hoarding, in gathering wealth into his strong boxes

He had a blind faith in the unlimited pioductivity

of capital, in the virtue of credit Brokers and

agents, the bulk of the population lived on credit

T he sleeping partnership was much in favour (fhu-

f/5ra3f/), especially the “partnership for the half”,

which supposes 50 ®/o
participation in the profits

by the sleeping partners Thanks to the develop-

ment of these institutions the humblest sums could

be invested, down to a gold dinSr or even a

or half dinar Such a flexible organisation stimulated

even the humblest to take his share m commercial

enterprises

The coins brought to Mecca were of very dif-

ferent kinds the dinanus aunus of the Bysantines
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and the silver drathm of the SSsSnids and Himyars
These pieces often worn, rudely engraved, very

unequal in weight and format, came from the most
varied mints Only the money-changer had the

requisite flair, the eye sufficiently trained to deal

with the confusion of currencies, to determine ac-

curately the standards, values, and the kinds in

circulation In addition there were the complications

caused by the difference of standard and the os-

cillations of exchange The Byzantine provinces,

Syria and Egypt, were among the ahl al ^akab
or countries wilh a gold standard Babylonia was
ahl al-wartk^ a land with a silver, the SSsfinian,

standard On the eve of the departure of the
caravans for Syria, there were regular battues in

search of dlnSrs The Meccan ta^tr was not distinct

from the financier His first article of trade was
money When occasion arose, he invested his capital

in business, in the organisation of large caravans
To the leaders of the caravan, to the traders and
to the factors, he advanced the funds necessary
for their operations

Primarily a clearing house, a banking town,
Mecca had customs and institutions peculiar to

this kind of transaction and to finance Sometimes
it is rtba^ usury, in all its ugliness dinar for dinar,

dirham for dirham, i e 100% interest To the

condemnation of rtba in the Kur^Sn, the Kuraish
objected that they saw in it only “a kind of sale’’

(Kurban 11 276), of letting out capital for a rent

Speculation too was rampant, on the rates of ex-

change, the load of a caravan which one tried to

buy up, the yield of the harvests and of the flocks

and lastly the provisioning of the tOMin Fictitious

associations were formed and sales were made on
which loans were borrowed “Every Arab”, says

Strabo, “rs either a trader or a broker” In Mecca,
says the hadith “he who was not a merchant,
counted for nothing” In setting out on a military

expedition the citizens always took merchandise
along with them This is what they did when
going to relieve the Badi caravan The first thing

the Meccan muha^trun did on arriving in Medina
was to ask the way to the market-place The
women shared these commercial instincts Abu

mother ran a peifumery business The
activities of the ta^^tra ^adidja are celebrated

Hind [q v ], the wife of Abu SufySn, sold her
merchandise among the Kalbis of Syria Like their

husbands the Meccan women had financial interests

in the caravans On the return of the convoys
they gathered round Abu Sufyan to know what
their money and their contributions had earned and
to get their share of the profits

The caravans The organisation of a caravan
was the subject of interminable palavers in the

fiddi around the Ka^ba Its departure and return

were events of public interest The whole population

was associated with it En route it remained in con-

tinual communication with the metropolis through
Beduins met on the journey or special couriers

Abu SufySn sent one of these messengers to describe

the critical position of the Badr caravan It cost

him 20 dlnSrs, an enormous sum, but one pro-

portionate to the value of the convoy in which
Mecca had 50,000 dlnSrs invested The Meccan
caravans were of considerable size Neither horses

nor mules appeared in them The number of camels
on occasion rose to 2,500 The men (merchants,
guides {dalll'] and guards) varied from 100 to 300
The escort was strengthened on approaching areas

infested by bandits {^dlUk) or when traversing

the territory of hostile tribes The Badr caravan

may be taken as typical We do not know of

another in which the capital invested attained

such an amount Ihe greater part was supplied

by the important Umaiyad firm of AbH Uhaiha,

i e the family of Sa'id b al-^As This firm had
formed a company of the family, adding to their

own considerable reserves the contributions of its

sleeping partners To their 30,000 dinars the other

Umaiyad houses added 10,000 Four-fifths of the

capital of the Badr caravan was therefore of

Umaiyad origin We can understand why the

direction and supreme control of the convoy was
entrusted to Aba Sufyan, who was personally in-

terested in the enterprise

In the first place a caravan from Mecca carried

skins and leather, sometimes also the zabib of

Ta^if, a kind of currant, then ingots of gold and
silver partly from the mines of the BanU Sulaim
and ttbr^ gold dust from Africa The texts fre

quently call it latlma^ 1 e a convoy laden with

perfume and rare spices Of the perfumes, the

most esteemed came not from the Hidjaz, but
from southern Arabia, the “land of frankincense”,

or even from India and Africa To these migb^
be added aromatic gums and medicinal drugs, likl

the senna of Mecca, all objects of small bulk and
purchased at higher prices by the luxury of the

civilised countries

From the Yemen the Meccan caravans brought
back the products of India, the silks of China, the

rich ^adani cloths, so called from ‘^Aden Besides

gold dust, the main exports of Africa were slaves

and ivory From Africa Mecca recruited her labou-

rers and her mercenary soldiers, the Ahdbtsh or

Abyssinians In Egypt and in Syria, the Kuraigh
traders bought luxury articles, products of the

industry of the Mediterranean
,

mainly cotton

,

linen or silk stuffs and cloths dyed in vivid purple
From BosrS and the Sharat (Syria) came arms,

cereals and oil, much appreciated by the Beduins
The pace of the caravan was slow but the

articles transported, leather, metals, scented woods,
feared neither damage nor the delays of long
journeys The expenses were confined to the hire

of the animals, the payment of the escort, the

tolls and presents to the chiefs of the tribes

With such an economical organisation, the profits

of ioo®/q attested by our authors were quite usual

This was the case with the caravan of Badr “each
dinar having brought back a dinSr” Two years

after this brilliant affair, the Companions of the
Prophet who had sought refuge in Medina were
able to carry out as profitable a transaction in

the same field “since each of their dirhams gained
a second dirham”, that is to say a profit of Ioo7o
again

Fortunes in Mecca We can now imagine
how money had gradually accumulated in the
chests of the Meccan financiers, who were natur-
ally of a saving disposition This explains Pliny
the Elder’s ill-humour when he recalls “the mil-
lions of sesterces which the Arabs take annually
from the Roman Empire giving nothing in return,
mhtl tnvtcem redtmenttbui'' {Htst Natur

,
vi 28)

This last statement is an exaggeration, but it should
be remembered that the Meccan caravan carried
only articles of high value, and that with regard
to the Empire the Arabs were mainly importers,
so that the trade balance was always very much
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in their favour The 30^000 dInSrs invested by the

one house of AbQ Uhaiha in the Badr caravan

suggests that H Winckler is quite right when he

tells us to think of the Palmyra of Zenobia if

we wish to get an idea of the Hnaocial capacity

of Mecca The fortunes of the MakhzHmls were

no less than those of their Umaiyad rivals The
Taiml ^Abd Allah b JJjud'an must have been a

millionaire if the poet thought of comparing him
to Caesar The principal organisers of the Badr

caravan were also millionaires The thousands of

dinars subscribed by them did not even represent all

their fortune Other portions of their capital were
out at interest or put in other speculations Among
other millionaires we may mention the MakhzQmls
Walld b al-Mughira and ^Abd Allah, father of

the poet %^mar b Abl Rabija

Next to these representatives of high finance

come the well-to-do Meccans, like ‘Abd al Rah-
man b ‘Awf who had a capital of 8,000 dinars

and al-Hanth b ^Amir and Umaiya b Khalaf

Of the latter two, the first had 1,000 and the

second 2,000 dinars in the Badr caravan Lastly

there were the small traders brokers and shop-

keepers who formed the petite bourgeoisie of the

town To their commerce a number added the

supervision of some industry like ironwork or

carpentry The most typical representative of this

class IS given us by the future caliph AbQ Bakr,

a baziaz^ retailer of cloth He belonged like Abu
Ojud‘an to the plebeian clan of Taim, rich in

men and women of initiative, like ^A^isha, daughter

of Abo Bakr He seems to have had a capital of

40,000 dirhams ‘Abbas, the uncle of the Prophet,

IS also mentioned among the rich bankers of

Mecca, but we have no details about him The
other HashimTs lived in circumstances bordering

on poverty Those Meccans most certainly must
have been wealthy who paid without a murmur
the enormous ransoms demanded for their relatives

after the defeat of Badr After this sacrifice — it

cost them not less than 200,000 dirhams — the

Meccan chiefs gave up their share of the pro-

fits in the Badr enterprise — some 25,000 di-

nars — to prepare for the revenge They did this

tatytbuU-anfus “with a good heait”, with the easy

grace of opulent financiers, used to running the

risks of speculations on a large scale One touching

detail is recorded They refused to touch the

modest shares of the small contnbutors This

example shows how at Mecca, “the strong'*, ahl

al^kuwwa (Wa^idf), 1 e the patricians, were able

in critical circumstances to realise a spirit of

solidarity and of sound democracy
Mecca before the Hidjra had neither ships nor

a port It was only exceptionally that foreign

ships cast anchor in the little bay of Shu'aiba off

a desert shore It was here that the Byzantine

ship was wrecked, the wood of which went to

build the terrace of the Ka^ba It was to Shu^aiba

that the first Muslim emigrants for Abyssinia

went, no doubt on hearing that two merchant

ships had touched there More rarely sailings took

place from the desolate shore of Djidda, which

was nearer Mecca From the time of 'Uthtnan,

Qjidda took the place of Shu^aiba and became
the port of the Kurai^jh metropolis When Mu-
hammad settled in Medina and cut their communi-
cations with Syria, the Meccan leaders never

thought of taking to the sea but resigned themselves

to the enormous detour through al-Nadbd The

creation of an Arab navy was the work of the

caliph Mu'Swiya
2 After the Hiijra We need not rehearse

the events of the first eight years of the Hidjra

They are summed up m the struggle with the

Prophet This struggle and the ndda^ the surrender

of Mecca, were fatal to its economic prosperity One
after the other, the great families migrated to

Medina, now the capital of IslJm This tendency

increased under the first three caliphs, who made
their headquarters among the AnsSr 'All definitely

left Arabia to settle in Ktlfa Richly endowed by

the state, the leading Koraisb, becoming generals

and governors of provinces, lost interest in com-

merce No more is heard about caravans or fairs

in the Hijijaz It was only at the period of the

pilgrimage that Mecca became alive again and

saw the caliphs reappear at the head of the pil-

grims The conquest of the ‘Irak dealt the last

blow to the economic decline of western Arabia

The Indian trade resumed its old route by the

Persian Gulf and the valley of the Euphrates

Direct communication was established by land with

the markets of the middle east

Umaiyad period The situation improved

with the coming of the Umaiyad dynasty Mu'awiya
took an active interest in his native town He
erected buildings there and developed agricul-

ture in the environs, dug wells and built dams
to store up the water Under his successors,

especially the Marwanids, Mecca became a city

of pleasure and ease, the rendezvous of poets

and musicians, attracted by the brilliant society

formed by the sons of the Companions of the

Prophet Many people returned to live in Mecca
after making their fortunes in the government of

conquered provinces Contact with foreign civili-

sations had made them refined and fastidious They
had become accustomed to baths, a luxury which

presupposes an abundant water-supply Water had

to be procured from the hills of the Sarat I^Slid

al-Kasri’s [q v
]

name is associated with this

undertaking which changed the aspect of the

town To meet the scourge of flood, the caliphs

'Umar and 'Utfimfin had called in the aid of

Christian engineers, who built barrages in the

I

high lying quarters They also secured the area

round the Ka'ba by making dykes and embankments

The Umaiyad caliphs continued and completed

these works They dug a new bed along the

course of the sat/ and endeavoured to break its

violence by barriers built at different levels Their

great anxiety was to protect the depression of

the Batha’ where the Ka'ba stood The skill of

the engineers of the period did not succeed in

overcoming the topographical difficulties nor in

averting the ravages of the winter rams, regular

cloudbursts They were frustrated by the steep slope

of the ground, still further aggravated by the unusual

shape of the Ba^hS^, a basin with no outlet The

houses on the bank of the sat/ were taken down

and the alleys ad)oining the Ka'ba removed Each

modification of the old plan meant the sacrifice

of more buildings 1 hese clearances in time changed

the traditional aspect of Mecca, where the sa$/

continued to sow destruction

Along with these precautions against flooding an

endeavour was made to enlarge the exiguous court

around the Ka^ba Islam aspired to possess a

temple in keeping with its worldwide claims Succes-

sive expropriations begun by 'Umar and finished
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by Walld I prepared an esplanade The plan of

the great mosque [cf al-maseijid al-harXm] with

Its gallerieS) a vast courtyard with the Ka^ba m
the centre, is the work of the Umaiyad caliph

He had the assistance of Christian architects from

Syria and Egypt to carry it out The important

governorship of the Hi^jaz with its three cities,

Medina, Mecca and Ta’if, could in principle be

given only to a member of the ruling family Among
the most celebrated of these Lmaiyads may be

mentioned Sa^fd b al>^As and the two future

caliphs, MarwSn b al-Hakam and ^Umar b ^Abd
al-^Aziz When no Umaiyad was available the

choice fell upon an official of tried capacity like

Hadjdjfidj and ^Elid al-Kasri At first they were
given Tfi^if and then transferred to Mecca It was
only after this probation that the three towns
were entrusted to them But even then the centre

of government remained in Medina, which under
the Umaiyads eclipsed Mecca by its political

importance and by the fact that it was the home
of the new Muslim aristocracy

Under Yazid I, the rising of ^Abd Allah b al-

Zubair [q v
] brought Syrian troops to Mecca

The rebel had made his headquarters in the court

of the great mosque A scaffold of wood, coveied

with straw, protected the KaT>a The carelessness

of a Meccan soldier set it on fire Ibn al Zubair

rebuilt the edifice and included the Hidjr within

it [see ka'ba] When HadjdjSdj had overthrown

the Zubaind anti-caliph, he restored the Ka^ba

to Its former dimensions which have since remained

unaltered In 747 a ^andji rebel from the Ye-

men seized Mecca without meeting opposition He
was soon defeated and slam by the troops of the

caliph MarwSn II In 750, Mecca passed with the

rest of the caliphate under the rule of the^AbbSsids
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I Mecca under the ^AbbSsids down to

the foundation of the Sharifate (750-961)

Although the political centre of gravity in IslSm

now lay in Baghdad, this period at first presents

the same picture as under Omaiyad rule The
Haraman are as a rule governed by 'Abbasid

princes or individuals closely connected with them

{Die Chrontken der Stadt Mekka^ ed Wustenfeld,

II 181 sqq) Sometimes Mecca and la^if were

under one rulei, who was at the same time leader

of the Hadjdj, while Medina had a separate governor

of Its own
Arabia had however from the first century a h

contained a number of ‘^Alid groups, who, as was

their wont, fished in troubled waters, lay in wait

as brigands to plunder the Hadjdj caravans and

from time to time hoisted their flags when they

were not restrained either by the superior strength

or by the bribes of the caliphs We find al-MansOr

(136—156 = 754—774) already having tiouble m
Western Arabia Towards the end of the reign

of al-Mahdi (156—169 = 774—785) a Hasanid,

Husain b 'All, led a raid on Medina, which he

ravaged, at lakhkh neai Mecca, he was cut down
with many of his followers by the 'Abbasid leader

of the Hadjdj The place where he was buried is

now called al-Shuhada^ It is significant that he

IS regarded as the “martyr of lakhkh” (Tabari,

III 551 sqq
,
Ckfon Mekka^ 1 435, 501 sq^

H9run al-Rashid on his nine pilgrimages expended
vast sums in Mecca He was not the only 'Abbasid

to scatter wealth in the holy land This had a

bad effect on the character of the Meccans There

were hardly any descendants left of the old distin-

guished families and the population grew accustomed

to living at the expense of others and were ready

to give vent to any dissatisfaction in noting This

attitude was all too frequently stimulated by political

conditions

In the reign of al-Ma^mnn (198—218 = 817

—

833) it was again 'Alids, Husain al-Aftas and IbrS-

hlm b Mus3, who extended their rule over Medina,

Mecca and the Yemen (Tabari, iii 981 sqq
,
Chron

Mecca^ ii 238), ravaged Western Arabia and
plundered the treasures of the Ka'ba How strong

'Alid influence already was at this time is evident

from the fact that Ma^mHn appointed two 'Alids

as governors of Mecca (Tabari, in 1039, Chron
Mecca^ ii sqq^

With the decline of the 'AbbSsid caliphate after

the death of Ma’mQn, a period of anarchy began
ID the holy land of IslSm, which was frequently

accompanied by scarcity or famine It became the
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regular custom for a number of rulers to be re-

presented at the Hadjdl the plain of ^Arafat

and to have their flags unfurled, the holy city

was rarely spared fighting on these occasions The
safety of the pilgrim caravans was considerably

affected, it was very often ‘^Alids who distinguished

themselves in plundering the pilgrims

The ^Alid cause received an important reinfor-

cement at this time by the foundation of a Hasanid

dynasty in TabanstSn (Tabari, iii 1523—1533,

1583 sq
^
1682— 1685, 1693 1840, 1880, 1884

sq
, 1940) In Mecca the repercussion of this event

was felt in the appearance of two Hasanids (Chron

Mekkay i 343, ii 10, 195, 239 sq\ Ism&^il b
YQsuf and his brother Muhammad, who also ravaged

Medina and Djidda in the way that had now
become usual (251=865—866)
The appearance of the Karmatians [q v

]
brought

still further misery to the country in the last fifty

years before the foundation of the sherifate (Tabari,

111 2x24—2130) Hard pressed themselves at the

heart of the empire, the caliphs were hardly able

even to think of giving active support to the holy

land, and, besides, their representatives had not

the necessaiy forces at their disposal From 916
onwards the Karmatians barred the way is the pil-

grim caravans In 930, 1,500 Karmatian wairiors

raided Mecca, massacred the inhabitants by the

thousand and carried off the Black Stone to Bah-

rain It was only when they realised that such

deeds were bringing them no nearer their goal—
the destruction of official Islam — that their zeal

began to relax and in 950 they even brought the

Stone back again Mecca was relieved of serious

danger from the Karmatians The folloiMng years

bear witness to the increasing influence of the

‘Alids in western Arabia in connection with the

advance of Fatimid rule to the east and with

Bflyid rule in Baghdad From this time the Meccan
^Alids are called by the title of Sharif which they

have retained ever since

2 From the foundation of the Shari-
fate to Katada (c 350—598= 960—1200)

a The Muslwls The souices do not agree

as to the year in which Cja'far took Mecca 966,

967, 968 and the period between 951 and 961 are

mentioned {Chi on Mckka^ 11 205 sqq^ ^Alids

had already ruled before him in the holy land It

is with him however that the reign of the Hasanids

in Mecca begins, who are known collectively as

sbarifs, while in Medina this title is given to the

reigning Husamids
The rise and continuance of the Sharifate in

dicates the relative independence of Western Arabia

in face of the rest of the Isl&mic world from

a political and religious point of view Since the

foundation of the Sh&rlfate, Mecca takes the pre

cedence possessed by Medina hitheito

How strongly the Meccan sharifate endeavoured

to assert its independence, is evident in this period

from two facts In 976 Mecca refused homage to

the Fapmid caliph Soon afterwards the Caliph

began to besiege the town and cut off all imports

from Egypt The Meccans were soon forced to

give in, for the Hidjaz was dependent on Egypt
for Us food supplies (Ibn al-Athli*) Kamtl^ viii

49 X
,
Chron Mekka^ 11 246)

The second sign of the Sharifs* feeling of in-

dependence IS Abu ’l-Futflh’s (384—432 =
994— 1039) setting himself up as caliph in xoii

{Chron Mekka^ 11 207, Ibn al-AUxIr, Kamtly ix.

233, 317) He was probably induced to do this

by al-HSkim’s heretical innovations in Egypt
The latter however was soon able to reduce the

new caliph’s sphere of influence so much that be
had hurriedly to return to Mecca where in the

meanwhile one of his relatives had usurped the

power He was forced to make terms with al-

Hakim in order to be able to expel his relative

With his son Shukr (432—453=1039—1061)

the dynasty of the MUsSwIs, 1 e the descendants

of Musa b 'Abd Allah b MlIsS b 'Abd Allah b

Hasan b Hasan b ^Ali b Abi Jalib came to an

end He died without leaving male heirs, which

caused a struggle within the family of the Hasanids

with the usual evil results for Mecca When the

family of the Banu Shaiba (q v
,
the §h5bis) went

so far as to confiscate for their private use all

piecious metals in the house of Allah, the ruler

of Yemen, al Sulaihi {Chron Mekka, 11 208, 210

sqq y
Ibn al-Athir, KamtlyW 422, x 19, 38), inter-

vened and restored order and security in the town

This intervention by an outsider appeared more
intolerable to the Hasanids than fighting among
themselves They therefore proposed to al-Sulaihi

that he should instal one of their number as ruler

and leave the town

He therefore appointed Aba HSshtm Mu-
hammad (455—487 = 1063— 1094) as Grand

Sharif With him begins the dynasty of the

b HawSshim (455-598 = 1063-1200), which

takes Its name from Abu Ha§him Muhammad, a

brothel of the first Sharif gja^^far, the two brothers

were descendants in the fourth generation from

MQsa II, the ancestor of the MusSwIs
During the early years of his reign, Abu Hisfiim

had to wage a continual stiuggle with the Sulai-
mani branch, who thought themselves humiliated

by his appointment These Sulaimanis were des

cended from Sulaimln, a brother of the MUsS II

above mentioned

The reign of Abu Hashim is further noteworthy

for the shameless way in which he offered the

suzerainty, i e the mention in the khutba as well as

the change of official rite which is indicated

by the wording of the adhaUy to the highest bid-

der 1 e the Fatimid caliph or the Saldjuk sultan

{Chron Mekka^ 11 253, Ibn al-Athir, x 67) It

was very unwelcome to the Meccans that imports

from Egypt stopped as soon as the official mention

of the hatimid in the khutba gave way to that of

the caliph The change was repeated seveial times

with the result that the Saldjfik, tired of this comedv,

sent several bodies of Turkomans to Mecca

The ill feeling between Sultan and Shanf also

inflicted great misery on pilgrims coming from the

Tr&k As the leadership of the pilgrim caravans

from this country had gradually been transferred

from the ^A lids to Turkish officials and soldiers,

Aba HSshim did not hesitate occasionally to fall

upon the pilgrims and plunder them {Chron Mekka^

11 254, Ibn al-Athir, x 153)

The reign of his successor is also marked by

covetousness and plundering The Spanish pilgrim

Ibn Pjubair, who visited Mecca m 1183 and II85,

gives hair raising examples of this. Even then

however the HawSshim were no longer absolutely

their own masters, as over ten years before, the

Aiyabid dynasty had not only succeeded to the

Fapmids in Egypt but was trying to get the whole

of nearer Asia into their power
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• Saladin's brother, who passed through Mecca on

his way to South Arabia, abandoned his intention

of abolishing the sharifs but the place of honour

on the Hadjdj belonged to the AiyObuds and

their names uere mentioned in the khutba after

those of the ^AbbSsid caliph and the sharlf

(Ibn Cjubair, p 75, 95) The same AiyGbid in

1186 also did aA^ay with the Shl'l (here Zaidl,

for the Sharifs had hitherto been Zaidls) form of

the adJtfln {Chi on Mekka^ 11 214), had coins

struck m Saladm's name and put the fear of the

law into the hearts of the sharif ’s bodyguard, who
had not shrunk from crimes oi robbery and murder,

by severely punishing their misdeeds —^ A further

result of AiyQbid suzerainty was that the Shafi^i

rite became the predominant one
But even the mighty Saladin could only make

improvements in Mecca He could abolish or check

the worst abuses but the general state of affairs

remained as before

3 The rule of KatSda and his des-
cendants down to the WahhSbi period

(c 1200— 1788)

In the meanwhile a revolution was being pre-

pared ^hich was destined to have more far-reaching

consequences than any of its predecessors Katada, a

descendant of the same Musa (see above) from whom
the MGsawis and the Hawashim were descended,

had gradually extended his estates as well as his

influence from Yanbu^ to Mecca and had gathered

a considerable following in the town According
to some sources, his son Hanzala made all prepa-

rations for the decisive blow on the holy city,

according to others, KatSda seized the town on
the 27*h Radjab when the whole population was
away performing a lesser ^umra in memory of the

completion of the building of the Ka^ba by ^Abd
AllSh b al-Zubair, which was celebrated on this

day along with the festival of Muhammad’s ascension

to heaven However it came about, Katada’s seizure

of the town meant the coming of an able and
strongwilled ruler, the ancestor of all later sharifs

He steadfastly followed his one ambition to make
his territory an independent principality Everything

was in his favour, that he did not achieve his

aim was a result of the fact that the HidjSz was
once again at the intersection of many rival lines

of political interest

Katada began by ruining his chances with the

great powers
, he ill-treated the son of the AiyUbid

al-Malik al ‘Adil (540—615 = 1145—1218) in

brutal fashion {Chron Mekka^ 11 263) He roused

the ire of the caliph by his attitude to pilgrims

from the ^IrS^ He was able however to appease

the latter and the embassy he sent to Baghdad
returned with gifts from the caliph Ihe caliph

also invited him to visit Baghdad According to

some historians, however, the gharif turned home
again before he actually reached Baghdad On this

occasion, he is said to have expressed his policy

of the “splendid isolation” of the Hidjaz in verse,

as he did in his will in prose (see Snouck Hurgronje,

QatiLdaiCs Policy of Splendid Isolation etc in Btbl )

On the other hand, Katada is said to have vigor

ously supported an Imam of Hasanid descent in

founding a kingdom in the Yemen After the recon-

quest of this region by a grandson of al-^Adil, the

AiyGbids of Egypt, Syria, and South Arabia were
mentioned in the ^utba in Mecca along with the

Caliph and Sharif

Katada’s life ended in a massacre which his

son Hasan earned out m his family to rid himself

of possible iivals (Chron Mekka^ 11 215, ,

Ibn al-Athir, Kamtl^ xii 262 sqq

)

The AiyQbid

prince Mas^Qd however soon put a limit to his

ambition and had Mecca governed by his generals

On his death however power again passed into the

hands of the sharifs, whose territory was allowed a

certain degiee of independence by the rulers of the

Yemen as a bulwark against Egypt

About the middle of the xiiith century the world

of IslSm assumes a new aspect as the result of

the advent of persons and happenings of great

importance In 1258 the taking of Baghdad by

HGlfigG put an end to the caliphate The pilgiim

caravan from the 'Irak was no longer of any

political significance In Egypt power passed from

the AiyUbids (to the Mamluks, Sultan Baibars

(658—676 = 1260— 1277) was soon the most

powerful ruler in the lands of Islam He was able

to leave the government of Mecca in the hands

of the sharif, because the latter, AbG Numaiy,
was an energetic individual who ruled with firmness

during the second half of the xiiith century (1254

—

1301) His long reign firmly established the power

of the descendants of Katada

Nevertheless the first half century after his death

was almost entirely filled w'lth fighting between

different claimants to the throne 'Adjlftn’s reign

also (1346

—

1375) filled with political unrest,

so much so that the MamlQk Sultfin is said on

one occasion to have sworn to exterminate all the

sharifs 'AdjlSn introduced a political innovation

by appointing his son and future successor Ah-
mad co-regent in 1361 by which step he hoped

to avoid a fratricidal struggle before or after his

death

A second measure of 'AdjlSn’s also deserves

mention, namely the harsh treatment of the

Mu^adhdh in and Im5m of the Zaidis, this shows

that the reigning sharifs had gone over to the

predominant rite of al Shafi'i and forsaken the

Zaidi creed of their forefathers

Among the sons and successors of 'AsljlSn special

mention may be made of Hasan (1396— 1426)
because he endeavoured to extend his sway over

the whole of the HidjSz and to guard his own
financial interests carefully, at the same time being

able to avoid giving his Egyptian suzerain cause to

interfere

But from 1425 he and his successors had to

submit to a regular system of control as regards

the allotment of the customs

From the time of Hasan, in addition to the

bodyguard of personal servants and freedmen, we
find a regular army of mercenaries mentioned which

was passed from one ruler to another But the

mode of life of the sharifs, unlike that of other

Oriental rulers, remained simple and in harmony
with their Arabian surroundings As a vassal of

the Egyptian Sultan the sharif received from him
every year his (awkt^ [<1 v

]
and a robe of honour

On the ceremonies associated with the accession of

the sharifs see Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka^ 1 97 sq

Of the three sons of Hasan who disputed the

position in their father’s lifetime, B a r a k a t (I) was
chosen by the sultfin as co-regent, twenty years later,

he succeeded his father and was able with slight

interruptions to hold sway till his death in 1455 He
had to submit to the sultSn sending a permanent

garnson of 50 Turkish horsemen under an emir
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to Mecca This emir may be regarded as the pre-

cursor of the later governors, who sometimes at-

tained positions of considerable influence under
Turkish suzerainty

Mecca enjoyed a period of prosperity under

Barakat’s son Muhammad {Chron Mekka^ ii

341 sqq
,

111 230 sqq \ whose reign (i455—H97)
coincided with that of KS^tbey [q v

]
m Egypt

The latter has left a fine memorial in the many
buildings he erected in Mecca

Under Muhammad’s son Barak at II (1497

—

1525) who displayed great ability and bravery in

the usual struggle with his relatives, without getting

the support he desired from Egypt {Chron Mekka^

11 342 sqq
,

ill 244 sqq ), the political situation

in Islam was fundamentally altered by the Otto

man Sultan Selim’s conquest of Egypt in 1517
Although henceforth Constantinople had the im-

portance for Mecca that Baghdad once had and
there was little real understanding between Turks
and Arabs, Mecca at first experienced a period of

peace under the sharifs Muhammad Abn Nu-
maiy (1525— 1566) and Hasan (1566— 1601)
Under Ottoman protection the territory of the

sharifs was extended as far as Kfiaibar in the

north, to Hall in the south and in the east into

Nadjd Dependence on Egypt still existed at the

same time, when the government in Constantinople

was a strong one, it was less perceptible, and
vice versa This dependence was not only political

but had also a material and religious side The
Hidjaz was dependent for its food supply on corn

from Egypt Ihe foundations of a leligious and
educational nature now found powerful patrons in

the SultSns of Turkey
A darker side of the Ottoman suzerainty was its

intervention in the administration of justice Since

the sharifs had adopted the ShafiS madhhab, the

ShSfi^i Kadi was the chief judge, this office had
also remained for centuries in one family Now
the highest bidder for the office was sent every

year from Constantinople to Mecca, the Meccans
of course had to pay the price with interest

With Hasan’s death a new period of confusion

and civil war began for Mecca In the language

of the historians, this circumstance makes itself

apparent in the increasing use of the term Dhawl
for different groups of the descendants of Abfi

Numaiy who dispute the supremacy, often having

their own territory, sometimes asserting a certain

degree of independence from the Grand Sharif,

while preserving a system of reciprocal protection

which saved the whole family from disaster (Snouck

Hurgronje, Mekka^ 1 1 1 2 )

The struggle for supremacy, interspersed with

disputes with the officials of the suzerain, centred

m the xviith century mainly around the ‘^Abidila,

the Dbawl Zaid and the Dhawl Barakfit

Zaid (1631— 1666) was an energetic individual

who would not tolerate everything the Turkish

officials did But he was unable to oppose success-

fully a measure which deserves mention on account

of its general importance The ill-feeling between

the Sunni Turks and the Shl'i Persians had been

extended to Mecca as a result of an order by

Sul^Sn MurSd to expel all Persians from the holy

city and not to permit them to make the pilgrim-

age m future Neither the Sharifs nor the upper
classes in Mecca had any reason to be pleased

with this measure, it only served the mob as a

pretext to plunder well-to-do Persians As soon

as the Turkish governor had ordered them to go,

the Sharifs however gave permission as before to

the to take part in the pilgi image and to

remain in the town The Sharifs likewise favoured

theZaidls, who had also been frequently forbidden

Mecca by the Turks
The further history of Mecca down to the coming

of the Wahhabis is a rather monotonous struggle

of the Sharlfan families among themselves (Dhawl
Zaid, Dhawl Barakat, Dhawl Mas'^Hd) and with

the Ottoman officials in the town itself or in

Djidda

4 The Sharifate from the Wahhabi
period to its end The Kingdom

Although the Wahhabis [q v
]

had already

made their influence perceptible under his prede-

cessors, It was Ghalib (1788— 1813) who was

the first to see the movement sweeping towards

his territory like a flood, but he left no stone

unturned to avert the danger He sent his armies

north, east and south, his brothers and brothers-

in-law all took the field, the leaders of the Syrian

and Egyptian pilgrim caravans were appealed to at

every pilgrimage for help, but without success In

1799 ^alib made a treaty with the emir of Dar lya,

by which the boundaries of their territories were

laid down, with the stipulation that the Wahhabis
should be allowed access to the holy territory

Misunderstandings proved inevitable however and

in 1803 the army of the emir Sa^ud approached

the holy city After Ghalib had withdrawn to

Djidda, in April Sa‘Qd entered Mecca, the in-

habitants of which had announced their conversion

All kubbas weie destroyed, all tobacco pipes and

musical instruments burned, and the adhan purged

of praises of the Prophet

In July, Ghalib returned to Mecca but gradually

he became shut in there by enemies as with a

wall In August the actual siege began and with

It a period of famine and plague In February of

the following year, Ghalib had to submit to acknow-

ledging Wahhabi suzerainty while retaining his

own position

The Sublime Porte had during all these hap-

penings displayed no sign of life It was only

after the Wahhabis had in 1807 sent back the

pilgrim caravans from Syria and Egypt with their

mahmals, that Muhammad 'All was given in-

structions to deal with the Hidjaz as soon as he

was finished with Egypt It was not till 1813 that

he took Mecca and there met Ghalib who made
cautious advanced to him Ghalib however soon

fell into the trap set for him by Muhammad 'All

and his son Tusun He was sent to Salonika,

where he lived till his death in 1816

In the meanwhile Muhammad 'All had installed

Qhalib’s nephew Yahya b Sarui (1813-1827)

as ^arlf Thus ended the first period of Wahhabi

rule over Mecca, and the HidjSz once moie became

dependent on Egypt In Mecca, Muhammad 'All

was honourably remembered because he restored

the pious foundations which had fallen into rums,

revived the consignments of com, and allotted

stipends to those who had distinguished themselves

in sacred lore or in other ways

In 1827 Muhammad 'All had again to interfere

in the domestic affairs of the sharifs When Ya^ya

had made his position untenable by the vengeance

he took on one of his relatives, the viceroy deposed

the Dhawl Zaid and installed one of the 'AbSdila,
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Muhammad, usually called Muhammad b ^Awn
(1827—185 He had first of all to go through

the traditional struggle with his relatives Trouble

between him and Muhammad ^Ali*s deputy resulted

in both being removed to Cairo in 1836
Here the §hanf remained till 1840 when by the

treaty between Muhammad ‘^Ali and the Porte the

was again placed directly under the Porte

Muhammad b ^Awn returned to his home and rank

Ottoman suzerainty was now incorporated in the

person of the w5li of jDjidda friction was inevitable

between him and Muhammad b ^Awn, the latter’s

friendship with Muhammad ^All now proved of

use to him He earned the gratitude of the Turks

for his expeditions against the Wahhabi chief faisal

m al'Riyfid and against the ^Aslr tubes His raids

on the territory of Yemen also prepared the way
for Ottoman rule over it

In the meanwhile the head of the Dljawl Zaid,

^Abd al-Muttalib (1851-1856), had made good
use of his friendship with the grand vizier and
brought about the deposition of the ‘^Abadila in

favour of the Dhawl Zaid 'Abd al-Muttahb however
did not succeed in keeping on good terms with one

of the two pashas with whom he had successively

to deal In 1855 it was decided in Constantinople

to cancel his appointment and to recall Muhammad
b ^Awn ^Abd al-Muttalib at first refused to re-

cognise the genuineness of the order
,
and he was

supported by the Turkophobe feeling just provoked

by the prohibition of slavery Finally however, he

had to give way to Muhammad b ^Awn, who in

1856 entered upon the Sharifate for the second

time, this reign lasted barely two years Between
his death in March 1858 and the arrival of hts

successor ^Abd Allah in October of the same year

took place the murder of the Christians in Qjidda

(June 15) and the atonement for it (cf ijjidda,

and Snouck Hurgronje, Een rector der mekkaansche

umverstteitj in Bijdragen t d Taal-^ Land- en

Volkenkunde van Ned -Indte^ 5® volgr
,

deel 11

,

p 381 m , 399 m )

The rule of 'Abd Allah (1858—1877) who
was much liked by his subjects, was marked by

peace at home and events of far-reaching impoitance

abroad The opening of the Suez Canal (1869) meant

on the one hand the liberation of the Hidjaz from

Egypt, on the other however more direct con-

nection with Constantinople The installation of

telegraphic connections between the Hidjaz and

the rest of the world had a similar importance

The reconquest of Yemen by the Turks was cal-

culated to strengthen the impression that Arabia

was now Turkish territory for ever

The brief reign of his popular elder brother

Husain (1877—1880) ended with the assassination

of the sharif by an AfghSn The fact that the

aged ‘Abd al-Muttalib (see above) was sent by the

Dhawt Zaid from Constantinople as his successor

(1880—1882) gave rise to an obvious supposition

Although the plebs saw something of a saint

m this old man, his rule was soon felt to be so

oppressive that the notables petitioned for his de-

position (Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka. 1 204 sqq )

As a result in i88x, the energetic ‘Othmfin NCrl

Pasha was sent with troops to the HidjSz as com-
mander of the garrison with the task of preparing

for the restoration of the ‘AbSdila ‘Abd al-Muttalib

was outwitted and taken prisoner, he was kept

under guard in one of his own houses in Mecca
till his death m 1886 ^

Ojhman Pasha, who was appointed wall In July

1882, hoped to see his friend ‘AbdilSh, one of

the ‘AbSdila, installed as Giand Sharif alongside

of him ‘Awn al Rafi^ (1882—1905) was however

appointed (portiait in Snouck Hurgronje, Btlder

aus Mekka^ p )
As the wall was an individual

of great energy, who had ever done much for

the public good and ‘Awn, although very retiring,

was by no means insignificant, nay even tyrannical,

trouble between ^Hera was inevitable, especially as

they had the same powers on many points, e g
the administration of justice and supervision of

the safety of the pilgrim routes After a good

deal of friction ‘Othman was dismissed in 1886

His successor was Djamal Pasha, who only held

office for a short penod and was succeeded by

Safwat Pasha Only Ahmad Ratib could keep his

place alongside of ‘Awn and that by shutting his

eyes to many things and being satisfied with certain

material advantages After ‘Awn’s death ‘AbdilSh

was chosen as his successor He died however before

he could start on the journey from Constantinople

to Mecca ‘Awn’s actual successor was therefore

his nephew ‘All (1905— 1908) In 1908 he and

Ahmad Ratib both lost their positions with the

Turkish Revolution

With Husain (1908—1916—1924), also a

nephew of "Awn’s, the Ij^t sharif came to power
But for the Gr^?t War his sharifate would probably

have run the usual course The fact that Turkey
was now completely involved in the war induced

him to declare himself independent in 19x6

He endeavoured to extend his power as far as

possible, first as liberator of the Arabs,

then (June 22, 1916) as king of the HidjSz or

king of Arabia and finally as caliph Very soon

however, it became apparent that the Sultan of

Nadjd, ‘Abd al-‘AzIz Al ba^^d, like his Wahhabi
forefathers, was destined to have a powerful say in

the affairs of Arabia In Sept 1924 his troops took

Ta’if and in October Mecca King Husain fled first

to ‘Akaba and from there in May 1925 to Cyprus

His son ‘All retired to I^jidda Ibn ba‘ad besieged

this town and Medina for a year, avoiding bloodshed

and complications with European powers Both
towns surrendered in December 1925

Since January 1926, Ibn Sa‘ud has been king

of the Hidjaz, the official title of his kingdom
now is Hidjaz, Nadjd and dependencies A political

unit has thus been formed which covers a larger

area than the sharlfs ever ruled and possesses

greater internal strength than has been seen in

Arabia since the end of ‘Abbasid power
By the organisation of the Nadjd warriors {tkhr

wan) as agriculturists also, by the maintenance

of a strict discipline among the Beduins, by the

creation of a military police, which is held in awe,

a security has been created such as Arabia has

perhaps never known and secure foundations laid

for traffic, especially of the pilgrims

With the representatives of foreign governments
m Qjidda the king maintains friendly relations

Recently several states have raised their consulates

there to the rank of an embassy Treaties have
been concluded with a number of states

By making use of modem technical skill, the

king IS endeavouring to counteract the natural

poverty of the land The automobile has become
of importance for the pilgrim traffic, agricultural

machinery 1$ being imported and cisterns built to

hold the rain water A project for examining the
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ground to prospect for minerals has been drawn
up as well as a plan for a quay in the harbour

of Cjidda

Wahhabism — or as they prefer to call it in

Arabia Iblam according to the Hanball rite — is

the state religion But it has advanced cautiously

in comparison with Us attitude at the beginning

of the xixth century The external symbols of

veneration for saints and the dead have been re-

moved, Muhammad’s tomb in Medina has how-
ever been spared The maljmal [q v

]
no longer

comes to the hadjdj, the new covering for the

Ka'ba is made eveiy year in Mecca The pilgrim

tiaffic again shows high figures and even Shifts are

admitted again to the pilgrimage

The religious and economic life of the city has

from the earliest times centred round the pilgrim-

age (cf the article hSejcj) and the Mosque (cf

Ai-MASi)jlD al-harAm) I he character of Mecca
as the metropolis of Isl2m is reflected in the great

variety of its population Besides the original

Meccan nucleus we have numerous Arab elements
-— among which the Hadramis are particularly

prominent on account of their energy — and colonies

of foreigners from all parts of the Muslim world

^who have out of worldly or leligious motives

taken up their abode permanently in the capital

Among these, special mention must be made of

those from the Malay Archipelago who are known
collectively as Djawa, with them it is exclusively

religious motives that have caused them to take

up permanent residence in Mecca
Even at the present day, slaves mainly African,

form an important element in Meccan society

Abyssinian slave girls have always been highly

esteemed as concubines The slave market however

18 no longer of the importance it once was Fieed

men rise from the slave caste and their dwellings,

huts put together of every conceivable material,

are on the outskirts of the city

Artisans are, or at least down to the end of

the xixtk century were, organised in gilds Among
these gilds that of the pilgrim guides {mutawwtf^

q V ), who have agents in Djidda and outside

Arabia, is the most important
,

it lives entirely on

the pilgrim traffic

This IS true in a way of the whole population,

which has arranged to let houses to the pilgrims

for a considerable portion of the year By the

eighth month, tens of thousands of these visitors

are in the town Their number increases till the

twelfth In Muharram, Mecca resumes its usual

appearance

During the last few hundred years — except for

the first Wahhabi period — the cult of saints in

Mecca has steadily increased Numerous places

have sacred memories of Muhammad and his family,

the most prominent muha^ijtrUn and later saints,

numerous ^ul)bas were built over their graves and

hawls and mSlids weie celebrated in their honour

The Wahhabis have done away with a great deal

of this, how much is not exactly known.

Mecca is the seat of the government, although

the king's residence is in Kiyad The official gazette

Umm al JfCurU appears weekly There are also

printing presses, which mainly print Wahhabi or

Hanbal literature

List of the Sharlfs of Mecca
(ca 961—1916)

a Masawls (ca 961—1061)

DjaTar ca ca 961—ca 980
Tsa ca 980—994
Abu 'l-Futflh 994—1039
Shukr 1039—1061

b Sulaimanis or BanQ Abi ’l-'faiyib, from

1061, at constant feud with the

c Hawaghim (1063--1200)
d Katada and his descendants (1200

—

1916)
Katada 1200— 1221

His sons till 1254
Abn Numaiy 1 1254— 1301
His sons till 1346
^Adjlan 1346—1375
His sons till 1396
Hasan 1 1396—1426
Barakat 1 1426—1455
Muhammad 1455—1497
Barakat II 1497—1525
Abu Numaiy II 1525—1566
Hasan II 1566—1601

His sons till 1631
Zaid 1631—1666
Sa'd I 1666— 1672
Ehawl Barakat 1672—1684
SaM 11 1684— 1704
Dhawi Barakat 1704— 17 1

1

^awi Zaid 1711—1770
SarQr 1773—1788
Ghahb 1788—1813
Yahya b Sarlir 1813— 1827
Muhammad 1827—1851
‘^Abd al Muttalib 1851—1856
Muhammad 1856—1858
'Abd Allah 1858—1877
Husain I 1877—*8^0
’^Abd al-Muttalib 1880— 1882
^Awn al-Rafik 1882—1905
'Abdilah 1905
^All 1906— 1908
Husain II 1908—1916 as

^arlf, till 1924 as King
Bibliography Die Chroniken der Stadt

Mekka^ ed WUstenfeld, passim
^
Tabari, cd de

Goeje, passim^ Ibn al AUiIr, Kamtl^ passim,

Ahmad b Zainl Dahlan, Khuln^at al-KalUm

fi BayUn Umara^ al^Balad al Haram^ Cairo

1305, Wustenfeld, Du Scheri/e von Mekka tm

XI {XVII) Jahrhundert {Abh G W Gott

,

xxxii
, 1885), C Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka

(Hague 1888— 1889, on ^his work is based the

above sketch down to the beginning of ^Awn’s

reign), do, Een rector der Mekkaansche Urn-

versiteit (B T L V
y

5c reeks, 11 344 sgq =
Verspr Geschr

y
irft 65 sqq)y do, Qatd-daVs

Poluy of Splendid Isolation of the Hijaz (A

Volume of Oriental Studies presented to E G
BrownCy Cambridge 1922, p 439—444 = Verspr

Geschr
y 111 355—362), do. The Revolt in

Arabia (New York 1917= Verspr Geschr
y
iiu

31 1 eqq)f do, Brins Faisal Bin Abdal-Astz

^ al-Saoed {Verspr Geschr y
vi 465 sqq)y J L

Burckhardt, Travels in Arabiay London 1829,

1 170 sqq
,
All Bey, Travels

y

London 1816,

ch VI -X ,
R Burton, Personal Narrative of a

Pilgrimage to El Medinah and Meccahy Leipsig

1874, vol 111
,
T F Keane, Six Months in

MeccOy London 1881 , H St J B Philby, The
Heart of Arabiay I ondon 1922, do

,
The Recent

History of the Hyazy London 1925 ,
Amin al-Rai-

hani, Tcrrihk Nai/fdy BairUt 1928, do, MulUk
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al-Arab^ Ortente Moderno^ passim (especially v

*43 302 W? 4*3 660 sqq
,

vi 219
sqq. etc s v Arabia, treaties vi 14 sqq

^ 42
sq

^
vn 6 sq

^ 474—479, x 105 jy , 122, con-

stitution VI 530 sqq
,
assumption of regal title

VI lOl sqq ,
cf vii 172 sq )

(A J Wensinck)
MEDEA, a town in Algeria (department

of Algiers), 60 miles S of Algiers, in 36® 1 5' 50"

N Lat and 2® 45' E Long (Greenwich) Medea
lies at an altitude of 3,070 feet on the northern

border of the mountainous massif which divides

the high plateaus from the Mitidja Down to the

French occupation, it could only be reached by

a bridle-path over the Muzaia pass (3,270 feet)

The building of a road through the goiges of the

Chiifa, alongside of which a railway now runs,

has made access to it easier The town itself is

built at the foot of slopes covered with vineyards

which yield wines of superior quality andorchaids

in which, as a result of the temporate climate,

fruit trees grow very well In the neighbourhood

a number of European villages have grown up in

which the cultivation of cereals is combined with

that of the vine There is also a fairly busy market

but it is losing in importance since the railway

has been extended to ^-Ifa at the southern end

of the high plateaus The population (census of

1926) IS 13,816 of whom 2,225 Europeans,

almost all French and 11,591 natives

Medea occupies the site of the Roman settle-

ment of Lambdia, on the rums of which Boluggin

b Zlil in the tenth century built the modern town

The district in which it was built was, according

to Ibn Khaldun {Berberes^ transl de Slane, 11 6),

mhabited by the Sanhi^ja tribe of Lemdia, whence
no doubt the name Lemdani taken by natives of

Medea Of the history of the town itself we know
hardly anything Leo \fricanus (Bk iv , ed Schefer,

III 66) and following him Marmol 11 394)
only tell us that after having belonged to the

sultans of Tlemcen who kept a garrison there, it

passed into the hands of the sultans of Tenes,

and then of the Turks when the Barbarossas

established themselves in Algiers Under Hasan
Khair al Din, Medea became the capital of one

of the three provinces (beyliks) of the Regency,

the beylik of the south or of Tilteri, to which at

a later date was added the lower valley of the

Sebau in Kabylia Down tQ about l^^o we there-

fore find the bey of this province living alternately

at Medea and Bordj-Sebau It was not till this

date that, the region of Sebau having been in-

corporated in the Dar al-Sultan governed by the

dey, the bey of Tilteri settled permanently at

Medea where he was in a better position to

control the nomadic tribes of the plateaus He
had however no authority over the inhabitants of

the town itself, who were under the authority of

a huktm appointed by the agha of Algiers The po-

pulation, which did not exceed 4,000—5,000 among
whom were many Kulughljs and Turks retired

from the service, became wealthy through its trade

with the south Caravans brought thither the pro-

duce of the Sahara and also negro slaves who
were sold to the citizens of Algiers

During the years which followed the capture

of Algiers, the French on several occasions (Nov
1830—May 1831—April 1836) occupied Medea,
without taking permanent possession ^Abd al-

KSdir however placed a bey in it and had his

ownership of it recognised by the treaty of the

Tafna [cf 'abd al-k5dir] The outbreak of hostilities

again between the Emir and the French led to

the final occupation of Medea by the latter on
May 17, 1840

Bibliography Federraann and Aucapitaine,

Notice sur Vhistoire et Badministration du beylik

de Tilteri^ R 1869, F Pharaon, Notes sur

les tribus de la subdivision de Medea^ R A
,

1857 (G Yver)
MEDINA. The Arabic word madlna “town’’

[cf Ai -madIna] has survived in Spam m a number
of place names Ihe principal are Medina de
las lorres m the province of Badajoz, Medina
del C a m p o and Medina de Rioseco, in

the province of Valladolid, Medina de Pomar,
m the province of Buigos, Medinaceli, m the

province of Soria and Medina-Sidonia, in the

province of Cadiz The Arabic place-names Ma-
dlnat Walid and Madinat al-Faradj cor-

respond to Valladolid [q v ] and to Guadal-
jara respectively (from the second Arabic name
of this town IVadt 'I Hi^ard)\z{ above 11 177,
and it may be added that the town took its name
from a known individual, MSlik b 'Abd al-RahmSn
Ibn al-FaraiJj, according to Ibn al-JChatlb, Ihata^

MS m the Escorial, 1 189]

(E LfeVl-PROVENgAL)

MEDINACELI, a little town in the N E
of Spain on the railway from Madrid to Sara-

gossa, about halfway between these two towns,

some 3500 feet above sea-level on the left bank
of the jal6a In the Muslim period it was called

Madinat-Salim^ which is not to be confused with

Madinat Ibn al Salim or Ibn Salim, in the Seville

district (Idrisl, Descr de VEspagne^ 174/208 and
note 5, 1 7 7/2 1 5), the modern Grazalema in

the province of Cadiz

The Arab geographers give brief descriptions

of Medinaceli According to IdrisI, it was a large

town built m a hollow with many large buildings,

gardens and orchards Abu ’1 Fid5^ says that this

town was the capital of the Middle March (al-

thaghr al-awsat)^ YakQt adds that Tank [q v
]

found the town in rums at the conquest of Spain

but It was repopulated under Islam and became a

prosperous town
through Its geographical position, Madinat Salim

was of considerable strategic importance for the

Umaiyads from the fourth century onwards It was
on many occasions, as the last stronghold on
Muslim territory, the point from which forces

assembled at Cordova finally started for expeditions

against the Christians of the N E of the Peninsula and
to which they retired Though somewhat decayed
down to the reign of ‘^Abd al-Rahmfin III al-Nfisir,

It was rebuilt, if we may believe the detailed

evidence of a chronicler quoted by Ibn ^Idhfirl,

*** 335 (946) this ruler put the work m charge
of his client, the general Qb&lib, and all the

garrisons of the country lent their aid in the work
This GhSlib remained governor of Medinaceli and
all the Middle March until the power was seized

by al-MansQr Ibn Abl ‘Amir [q v
]

It was in

Medinaceli that this famous had^ib died on 27th

RamadSn 392 (Aug 10, 1002) on returning from
his last expedition against Castille In the following

century Medinaceli was frequently taken by the
Chnstians and retaken by the Muslims, before being
finally incorporated in the Kingdom of Castille

Bib liography Idrisf, ^ifat al*AndaluSy ed
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Dozy and de Goeje, text 129, transl 229-230,
Abu 1-Fidft\ Takwlm aI buldan^ ed Reinaud

and de Slane, text 178, transl 257, Y5(^Qt,

al-Buldan^ ed Wiistenfeld, 111 13,
E Fagnan, Extraits inedits relatifs an Maghreb^
Algieis 1924, index, Ibn ‘^IdhSri, al~Bayan al-

mugh> tb^ ed Dozy, 11 229— 230, transl Fagnan,

11 354—355, R Menendez Pidal, La Espaha
del Cidy Madrid 1929, 11 532

(E L^'VI PROVENgAL)
MEDINA-SIDONIA, a little town in the

W of Spain, in the province of Cadiz, almost

juidistant from Algeciras and Jeiez de la Frontera

nder the name of ShadhUna it was in the Muslim
enod the capital of the district of this name, its

irritory formed part of the province of Seville

id adjoined that of Moron
Bibliography Idrisi, Sifat al Andalus^tdi

Dozy and de Goeje, text 174, transl 208, and
note 6, Abu ’1 Pida\ ed Reinaud and de Slane,

text 166, transl 236, Mu'djtim at buldan^

ed Wiistenfeld, iii 267
(E Ltvi-PaovFNgAL)

MEDJELLE (a malalia) Under this name
le Civil Law Code of Turkey, is

eneially known it is an abbreviation of Med^elle-i

hkam-i ^adllye The elaboration of this Civil Code
)ok place between 1869 and 1876 and was a

art of the legislative progiamme of the Tanziniat

1
v

]
It had been preceded by a Penal Code

[858) and a Commercial Code (1861), but, while

lese two codifications had been based in a large

leasure on the laws of European countries, the

ledjelle was a codification of that part of Hanafite

kh^ which treats of obligations {niiL'amalat)

he codification was done by a commission of

;ven members, having as president Ahmad Djew-
et Pasha [q v

]
In a preliminary report (mad-

cz/rf), dated i8 Dhu ’

1-Hidjdja *285 (Apiil i,

869), this commission explains the reasons why
codification of this mattei had become necessary

he newly instituted seculai tribunals (nizamtye)

ad often to deal with matters of common civil

iw, but the judges did not know much, as a

ale, about it had, therefore, been thought

rise to appoint the president of the so-called

sligious tribunal at the same time piesident

f the secular tribunal Ihis, however, did not

rove satisfactory and so it was necessaiy to put

be mam points of the law of obligations into a

ode that could be more easily consulted than the

oluminous filjLh-books Among the previous endea-

ours to bring Hanafite law into this form the com-
iission mentions expiessly Ibn Nudjaim (q v ,

he biography of this jurist is to be found at the

nd of the first part of the Cairo edition of 1334
f his al Bahr al-ra^tk [communication of Dr C
an Arendonk]) The editors have followed as

rule those opinions of Hanafite doctors, which
re most m harmony with the exigencies of modern
ife and business It is, however, expressly stated

hat the Introduction (mukaddtme') and th"» first

look have been approved by the ^aikh al-Islam

nd other prominent jurists

Though the different parts were successively

anctioned by Imperial t&<^t( (with the formula

^Uip^ibtndpe ^amel oluna)y the Medjelle cannot be
aid to have had an exclusive authority in the

natter regulated The judges were perfectly fieeto

orm their own opinion as a result of the study of the

lanafite law books and this liberty was really used

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm. Ill

44^

The mukaddtme of the Medjelle contains in 100
articles a number of principles (kawa^td) as already

elaborated by Ibn Nudjaim and his school, then

follow sixteen books (kitab\ beginning with the

Kitab al Buylt

^

the last four books deal with
process matters The whole has 1,801 articles The
first part of each book gives definitions of the

technical law terms used, and most of the articles

are followed by examples taken from the collections

of fetwds The Introduction and the first book
obtained the imperial sanction on the 8th Muharram
1286 (April 20, 1869) and the last two books on
the 26th of Sha^ban 1293 (September 16, 1876)

The text of the Medjelle is to be found in the

big code collection Dustur (the introduction and
book 1 -via in vol i

,
book ix -xiv in vol 111 ,

and
books XV and xvi in vol vi ) It has been published

several times with a commentary, as the Me^elle i

Ahkam-i ^adttye sharhl by H M Diya’ al-Din

(Der-i Se'adet 13 il) and a work under the same
title by the in his time famous jurist ‘^Atif Bey
(Der-i Se^adet, in different parts from 1328 to 1339,
most parts had a second and the first part a third

edition), the latter commentary, however, does not

go beyond art 1448 A full French translation is

found in G Young, Corps de Droit Ottoman^ vol

VI, Oxford 1906, p 170—446
Since the Great National Assembly has adopted,

on February 17, 1926, a new civil code (Kdnun-i
medent, cf Oriente ModernOy vi 134 sqq )y which
IS substantially the Swiss civil code, the authority

of the Medjelle has disappeared

(J H Kramers)
MEEjlDlYE In February 1844 (Muharram

1260) in the reign of *^Abd al-Medjid the Turkish
coinage was entirely re-organised on European
models and this currency is known as the Medjt
dlye The name Medjidiye was also given to the

largest silvei piece in the new coinage the 20
piastre piece of this new issue, it weighed 372
grains (24 08 grammes) (J Allan)
MEHEDIA [See al-Mahdiya

]

MEHEMET, MEHEMMED, MEHMED [bee

Muhammad
]

MEHMED PASHA [See KaramanI Mehmi^u
Pasha

]

MEHRl »), the language of the Mahra
country in Southern Arabia, which with Shhawrf

(spoken in the mountains northeast of Zafar) and

the dialect of the island of bokotra forms a separate

blanch of bouth bemitic, the i elation of this branch

to the now extinct languages found in the in

scriptions of the Sabaeans, Minaeans and Hadia-

mawtans has not yet been accurately defined

Mehri itself as a spoken language in South Arabia

IS seriously threatened by the steady advance of

northern Arabic The Mahra people are alieady

almost all bilingual and their native idiom is veiy

much influenced, especially in vocabulary, by

northern Arabic, for example, of its old numerals

It has preserved only the first ten, all higher

numbers have been replaced by the northern Arabic

forms It is therefore not always easy to distinguish

with certainty old words which are also found in

northern Arabic from later borrowings

As regards phonetics, the Mehri consonants

are in general agreement with Arabic and Elhiopic

Of the laryngals the loss of which still sur-

I) In this article the author’s system of trans-

literation is retained for philological reasons

29
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vives m Shhawri, is characteristic of Mehri The
uvular plobive k seems always to be voiced, of

the palatals the g, which still survives lu ^hawrl,
IS always hquihed, as in noithern Arabic, to (jj[

The case of the sibihnts is particuhily charactciistic

The original Semitic s seems to have been preserved

as such, but m many words, as in norlhein Arabic,

the original Semitic has coalesced with it This

sound, which is preserved in ShhawrI as well as

in Canaanite and Aramaic, has often been replaced

by h in genuine Mehri words, initially for example
in htrna (he) “heard” (compare mtsJima “eai-

muscle”) and medially in neha “forgotten”, in

the final position it may be dropped, as in hy
“a little goat”, here “head” But when we find

alongside of huda “to obstiuct” stida “to cairy

over, to come to an agi cement”, which is con
nected with the Arabic sadtd “straight, coirect”,

the latter can only be legarded as borrowed from

the Arabic Ihis s however is also found in words
like Itbes (he) “put on” and in the pronoun of

the third pers fern j<r, sen^ etc ,
in which any

such borrowing is highly impiobable, these must
therefoie belong to a dialect foi which the phonetic

law ih—h did not hold The primitive Semitic

ih has also suivived where a following t was as

similated to it, even when the consequent doubling

was dropped, as in the prefix to the causative

reflexive A piimitive Semitic sound seems

also to have survived in the skin^ to which lahn

has given the name “lateial”, and which is trans-

literated in the Vienna texts by it conesponds
etymologically to the Arabic diin^ and therefore to

the hn in Canaanite and old Aramaic Whether the

position of articulation was exactly the same cannot

of couise be decided, but the desciiplion of the sound

as “lateral” piobably means the same as the pni-

nunciation with flattened tongue which is assumed

for Canaanite and Aramaic Among the dentals

we find alongside of d and t also the fiicativcs

dh and t]i m native as well as loanwords, but in

both groups the fricative pronunciation has fre-

quently been dropped, e g in the case of dh

regularly in the demonstratives, alongside of thelathe

mtye 300, we have telatin 30 In ser “behind” s

appears instead of the th in the Arabic athai

“tiack”, probably under the influence of r, like

^ in the Eth ashai instead the of *a^ar which

we should expect bo aKo in the case of the

fricative has in many cases become a plosive t

under conditions still to be explained, as in tohr

“noon”, ataim “great” = Arabic zuhr^ ^azhn I he

voiced d has a lateral articulation differing from

the Arabic In the labials, as in Aiabic, the voice-

less fricative y* corresponds to the voiced explosive

b Of the liquids, «, when in proximity to velars

and palatals, is fiequently more nasal than in

Arabic L and ; before consonants frequently lose

their own sound and merge in the preceding

vowel, as mattgh “slam” from ltgh-= ktl, yaghdas

“he carries her” from ghdl (by dissimilation in liat

“night”, kallet “every night”), kain'^kdn “horn”,

kari'^kdi “belly”

The vowels are frequently prefaced with the

laryngal fricative instead of the laiyngal plosive,

1 e we often have ha for hamza As in Ethiopic

and probably also m primitive Semitic, only two

short vowel sounds, a and are distinguished,

while of long vowels we have 5
,
u and t The

old diphthongs are contracted to e and d These
basic vowels are however more strongly affected

than in Arabic by the predominant articulation o

consonants 1 he distinction between a and e 1

thus frequently obliterated Stress brings abou

the disappeaiance of short vowels in unaccentei

syllables and lengthens them in accented ones

whereby a, if it is not letained by laryngals o

emphatic (1 e phaiyngahzed) consonants, become

0 (which often passes into «), open sounds ad

joining It howevei become / (//?/5f/rt) Assimilatioi

of vowels m adjacent syllables is frequent Origina

long vowels after laiyngals and emphatic consonant

become au^ ou and at^ it

Of the phenomena of sound-shi fti n g am
sound-change in combination, a chaiaetensti

featuie is the tendency, paralleled in the vowe

assimilation just described, to bring voiced ani

unvoiced sounds into agieement ( Jahn, Gtammalik

p 8) On this is based the transformation of Ai d)i

akharii “of otheis”, the loot of which poeti

language retains in wakjmt “to be delayed”, int<

ghaher with metathesis of the initial sound {Junnz

being replaced by h) (cf mghote “thereupon’

while the ghatr of the Aiabie, which Bittnei

StudiLti^ 1 15 compares with this, is to be regarde

as distinct) Ihe tendency to the assimilation e

n IS, as in Arable, usually counteracted by th

necessity of maint lining the verbal system Althoug

the disappearance of vowels produced by stre*-

sometimes produces double consonants initially, thi

IS frequently avoided at the end of words by th

insertion of an epenthetic vowel, e g ared alongsid

of a^d “earth” Such additional syllables are foun

mediilly also before sonants as in the subj yidele

( after laryngals as in ythaklm and velar

as in y tUtabez^ yaghazei^ etc Dissimilation, especiall

between sonants “idol” from sanam^ ztibon <

ziiman “time”, Hein, p 117,25), haplology as 1

*tadit'^ “one” (fern
)
ind stiong metathese

like katala > h togh “he slew ”, ihama{f) > henut \

hltem^ htte/ii “heavens” also contribute to giv

the Mehri vocabulary its special featuies

The pronoun has preserved veiy archaic fornv

The first peisonal prommn ho^ hu can probabl

not be equated (as Bittner, Stiidiin^ 111 7 suggest'

to kti in Accadian anaku^ as the chinge / > // 1

not found elsewhere in Mehri, but must be connecte

with the piimitive Semitic (with aspiiation c

the initirl vowel — see above) It is also improbabl
that the pers pionoun sg het^ plur m tet

f tin^ should preserve in the singular, with ass

milation of the «, the initial syllable ^an found 1

the other Semitic languages, but reject it in th

plural It is peihaps more piobable that the initu

sound of the 2«d pers has been assimilated t

that of the i and 3 The 1 plui nha leveals

coriuption of the primitive Semitic ''mhtiu Ih

3 pels has alone among Semitic languages pr(

served the original difleience in the initial sound
m he, f se, plur m hem^ f sen, on the othe

hand, the double distinction through the vowel

has been dropped Among the suffixes may b

noted the distinction of genders, found also 1

some North Semitic dialects, in the 2 pers n
k, f with palatalisation from kt^ as in ^hawi
shtbdit (Muller, 111 1 13, 14) and bok dnbdeh (Millie

11 227, N® 2), ^‘liver” In place of the suflixe

the independent pronouns may also be used wit

the genitive particle as mol dt-hd^ “my farm’

har^awn lehet, *‘thy sheep”
Ihe demonstrative pronouns end in th

sg in d (in place of ^) and distinguish th
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genders as m Arabic, m f d\ in plur comm
Idy they are further combined with (ni)e to m
ddm{e\ f dtm{e)y pi hdm[t)y with ^ to m dak

f dtk^ pi Itek^ or with both elements to m dalem{e)^

f dtkem{e)^ pi ltakem{e)^ in the basic form both

gendeis when unstressed sometimes coincide in

de^ in the combined form m dekme The basic

form, reduced to da^ de^ di without distinction of

gender, pi A/, le^ It^ serves also as a iclative In

the inteirogative besides the personal mon
“who we have the neuter hl<^\n “what-'”

Of the numerals, as already mentioned, only

the hrst ten have survived “One” in the basic

form had is only used as an indefinite “anyone”,
otherwise it has been diiven out by the relative

phiase ^dhad'^ tad

^

the fern takes the ending of

the nomma unitatis (see below), which by analogy

has been transferred to 2 and the other numerals

except 4 and 5, perhaps undei the influence of

8, which follows the legular phonetic

law, fiom '‘^tadti we get by haplology /J/, Ihe

numeral 2 agrees in its stem with the Aiam fh^u

(like del > hadi c “son” with the ending

u from a is the old dual ending of the nominative

In 3 the initial letter, as in Sabacan and Ethiopic,

is dissimilated (from the final) to s and the final has

become a plosive stlit
^
the feminine form after

dropping the / (see above) has dissimilated the

linal (Ji of the stem to /, becoming fajait 4 arba^

loses in the feminine the unaccented first syllable

1 hot 5 loses the last radical, weakened to /#, in

the masculine the basic form 'UiatmA has through

vowel assimilation become through kh^mth^

the feminine shows the feminine ending 5
,

to

which the vowel of the stem is assimilated Ihotno

6 and 7 change the initial A to while the

final dth of 6 as in Arabic by mutual synthesis

becomes tt htt^ 7 following phonetic laws m
hoba^^ f htbeyt 9 loses its initial sound, N\hich

had alicady lost its vowel in the uii icccnted syllabic

sa^ f satt 8 and 10 show, following reguhr
phonetic laws, m (h^nidne^ f fh^menit^ m oser,

f av tt

Among the nouns, the most notewoithy for

their form aie those which wcie oiiginally mono-

syllabic, they are found throughout with the pre-

fix ha {ha) as in hab/

1

alongside of be/ (see above)

“son”, a new formition (differently Bittner, i

28, 5), following hab/ it alongside of bo /

1

“daughter”,

harnu “water”, hayuiu^ heyum^ h%ut/i “day, sun”

alongside of yimo “today”, halliu alongside of

lelet {het^ kallet see above) “night” Heib “father”

and held “hand” are theictore not to be equated

directly with ab and with h foi h instead

of hantza^ as it is found in hani “mother”, but

we must recognise in them as well the prefixed

syllable which is found also before some nouns

which aie tiilitcial in the other Semitic languages,

like he/e “head” = *ra^A^ hand/ “soul”, which

Bittner explained by metathesis, hmc “vessel” =
Ar handby pi hantoh “gieat, elders” = Ar
ndb^ pi 'anyab “old she-camel, head of a family”,

htmd (Mih nid) “watei-skm” = llebi ndd^ Accad
nddu In bt hu ivddt “in a valley” (Muller, 111

24, 5) this syllable (here assimilated only to the

beginning of the next word) serves as an indefinite

article, which has lost its significance in the above

words and become a component of the stem, so

that it also appears in the plur habun etc

,

but originally however must have been identical

with the numeral had^ which is still used as an

indefinite pronoun Hadid “uncle” and haddit
“aunt”, hitheyl “fox” show the ha weakened
to ha A Lmbei, in Zeitschr f ag Spr u Alt

^

h n8, 138, compares these nouns with the as

similited stems with prefixed h in Egyptian dis-

cussed by Seihe, tbid
^

xlvii 80, note 2

Of other nominal forms we need only mention

the diminutives, sometimes with internal for

mation similai to Ar kuwaitil (see Rhodokanakis,

Zur For/nenleh/ e^ p 5), as, for example, tawafil

“little child”, sometimes also with the ending

which here always appears as dn under the in-

fluence of the diphthong of the basic form kutail

(Rhodokanakis, ibtd)^ wukaten “short time”

Ihe feminine ending at takes the accent

in nominatives with short stem vowel and there

fore appears as at^ bty or with assimilation to close

front vowels as etj as m lahmat “ram”, saghfot

“leaf”, hadyiret “chamber”, aftei long stem vowels

however, it is unaccented, as in aid/net “flag”,

fkhaidet “tube”, dyiridet “palm-wood”, especially

in loanwoids from the Arabic, while in true Mehrl

words the vowel in the unaccented syllable usually

disappears and the vowel of the now closed root

syllable is abbreviated, as m (= Yemen hdfe)

“town, village”, sust “worm”, dayeft “meal”, at

the same tune showing assimilation of the final

consonants djitt (from djid) “good” (fern ),
kanett

(from ka/tun) “small” (fern
)

Another feminine ending /, which still occasion

ally appears unsupported in Arabic and Aramaic,

is here found, as in most Semitic languages, only

in combination with the usual ending / as a

regulaily accented //, e g in the participles, and
again in simple noun-siems, coiresponding to the

masc ending dney e g teb/d/iCy f teb/ltty in the

deiivative stems like //lesafire^ f //leijit tite^meftekerCy

f /neftiktnte with from the masculine transfeience

of ^<7, and also in the feminines by signification

deiivcd fiom the masc like kelbtf “bitch”, habrit

“daughtei” (see above), bdlit “lady” from bdly Aft/
“noble lady” from At/ if The endings of the

nomina unitatis likewise end m this way in bidait

“egg” from btdy lii/iit “citron” fiom li/rty sefit

“hall” fiom Hf (ilongside of the usual ending as

in khabezot “biead”, nakfiUt “date palm”), as in

1 igre and ligiina, these are really feminines of

adjectives of relation, which in their oiiginal

meaning preserve the full form lyet (see Rhodo
kanakis, op cit

, p 6, 7)

Of the dual only a trace remains in tA/u 2,

peihaps however also in the ending i of nouns

before this numeral, like ka? if this is

not simply an epenthetic vowel befoie the double

consonant Gka^t/ eyen^ boriowed from the Arabic

al-a^rai/ity takes the meaning “peiiod after the

^a5F\ from this is formed on the model of ft/wwe/t

“before”, ghas/owtn “at the time before the ^us/''

Ihe sound plural of the masculine with the

ending in {atn^ ein)y before suffixes /,
is still in

use to a greater extent than in Arabic Ihe plural

of adjectives of relation in lym is still found along-

side of the contracted form f//, fiequently in names

of trades like ha/nmali) iriy seiyapyin (Rhodokanakis,

op at
, p 9) d he ending of the fem pi is dty

sometimes oteeiy which does not, as Bittner thought,

maintain the nunation, which survives in Mehri

(as in modern Arabic and m Hebrew and Ethiopic)

only in adverbs Ihe suffixed syllable is the plural

ending of the masc in unaccented syllables {Grundr
,

1 442), just as the fem sg it takes the masc
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ending e (see above), or it may be, as Rhodokanakis

[pp ctt
, p 8) suggests, the othei plural ending 5/i,

as in Accad kullatan ‘‘all” In the foimalion and

use of the broken plural, Mehri adopts a mean
between Arabic and Fthiopic Characteristic are a

number of formations from plurals of the pluial,

such as aie found also in Arabic, e g siuk “a

piece of wood”, plui *sirak^ then *saraytk and

and thence ser\ak (Khodokanakis, p ll sqq^

Double plurals also arise through the addition of

the masc pi ending in in ttahein “wind”, dhern-

bin “tails”, sehmtn “bows”, to which the original

plurals rtah^ dhenob^ ^um are then taken as singulars

(Rhodokanakis, p 9), and again with vowel re-

duction after the accented syllable in ktUbten

“bitches”, habanten “daughters”, in which how
ever Rhodokanakis (p 15) sees the ending an
The case-inflections, except for 1 few lemains

of the accusative in some adverbs, have completely

disappeared The genitive is expressed by the

simple juxtaposition of two nouns, more frequently

by the relative, sometimes with a demonstrative

suffix, as in ^eldeh de ghodeb htb)e dt bagfet “the

skin of the steer, the young of the cow”. Hem,

p 15, 161 alongside of hebre tnvlt “the young of

the ewe”, tbid

^

p 3, 17

Determination and indetermination are never

indicated Nunation only survives in some adverbs,

\\V.tfenoiven “in front”, ghatren “behind”, mghdren

“later”

The prepositions of Mehri are for the most

part new formations, some of uncertain oiigin

Of the old Semitic piepositions, only bi {ba^ b-\

betn^ bad “after”, U <Cj^ala and //5
,
and mtn have

survived, ka^ ke has come to mean “with” Ihe

place of It has been taken by ha^ he^ which Bittner

traces to the first syllable of //«, but this is not

very probable The other prepositions have been

replaced by words indicating place, like fehdwmy
fettl “before”, ser (properly “track”) “behind”,

tcwdl^ tuivul “at” (properly a 1 -nomen connected

with Arabic wait) a “to be near”, rather than

with Syriac as Bittner considers), nkhalt

“below” (properly “depression” hut bokotiT,

nhet
^
Muller, 111 54 tnfra\ or parts of the body,

like btrek “in” (lit “in the bosom”, Christian)

and /ur, ^air '’'’upon” (properly “back”)

The verb distinguishes from the simple form,

which is found in the active as ketdb “wrote ’ and

stative as libes “was clothed”, an intensive

which has however dropped the doubling and thus

coincides with the purposive, and a causative

with the prefix ha^ which in the imperfect also

sometimes has the same form as the intensive

(e g hemidd “to tend a sick person”, impf ind

ytkemrod^ subj ythamrad^ but hasaidh ^4o remedy”,

impf ind ) ihaydlah^ subj ytha^alah) The causative

has very often a passive sense, like the simple

intransitive verb, with which it often coincides as

an inner causative To each of these stems there

IS a reflexive with inserted / to the simple verb

in double form as katteb or kateteb^ or with assi-

milation to the vowels of the simple verb ktetoby

to the intensive ktoteb, to the causative from the

simple form shagh fur “to beg pardon”, to the

purposive stem shhdkem “to go to law”, $h.dildel

“to quarrel”

In contrast to the perfect (quoted above as the

normal form), which expresses a fact as such, there

is an imperative in the active teber “break”,
in the stative lebds “put on”, m the intensive

I sdfer “travel”, in the causative hakteb “cause to

write”, m the reflexive ktiteby ktetdby ktdteb^ in

the caus refl ^haghfer and shhdkem Fiom these

imperatives is foimed the affective mood (Bittner’s

subjunctive), like yitber “that he crush”, ytlbos

“that he put on”, yt^ojet “that he ythakteb

“that he write”, ytktiteb^ yiktetdb^ ytkidteb^ ft-

ihaghfer^ ytshhdkem Next theie is expressed the

progressive aspect, which presents the action as

in progiess, often with limitation to the present

and future, a form which doubles the second radical

in the simple verb but, as in the intensue, has

replaced the reduplication by lengthening the

vowel as in yitoba “he crushes”, so also in the

causative yihakdteby but m the intensive and some

times ID the reflexive shows an ending corresponding

to the Arabic eneigicus, as in ytsdferen “he

tiavels”, refl ytktetJben and yiktdteben^ caus lefl

Mshhdkemen In the intransitive simple veib, the

afleciive mood serves also to indicate that an

event is happening at the present time (as a

so called indicative), on account of the relations

of the intrans to the caus and refl already referred

to this formation, but now for the indicative only,

IS transfeired to these foims in yihaktdb (alongside

of y thakdteb\ y tshaghfot and yiktetdb (from katteb')

In the so called perfect in active verbs, the

stress lemains on the second syllable of the stem with

the exception of the 3rd fern sg
,
the ending of

which dt^ as in the noun, attracts the emphasis

to Itself {teberdt) The 3rd pi has lost the endings

and replaces them only in the masc by m,
which comes from the pronoun The consonantal

terminations have lost their vowels, but the double

consonant at the end of a woid is separated by

the insertion of an epenthetic vowel only before

the sonant « of the pers plur (tebdren)^ befoie

other terminations the vowel of the stem remains

short As in hthiopic the initial of the 2«d pers

is assimilated to that of the i‘>t (-^), as in the

suffix, the 2nd fern sg appeals in the palatalised

form sh The intransitives with the exception of

the 3rd fem sing retain the stress on the first

syllable of the stem, the vowel of which is assi-

milated to that of the second (fiber') In the

intensive the lengthening of the <2 to 0 is found

only in the forms which do not add a termination

In the imperative in the transitive simple

verb as well as in the causative theie is no
distinction of gender in the singular In the

intransitive form however, the vowel of the second
accented syllable of the stem was assimilated to

the feminine ending /, so that even after it was
dropped the distinction between m tebdr and f

tebir was retained, similarly in the reflexive ftehdm^
ftehim

Accordingly, in the intensive and its reflexive

and in the causative reflexive the distinction of

gender is expressed also by changing the accented

vowel m sdfet
,

f sifer^ m ntdbeh^ f ntibeh^

m shkhdlefy f sjykhaylef In the plural the genders
are distinguished by the endings in -m, f -en

In the intransitive simple form however, the vowel
change is transferred from the singular to the

plural, m tebdrem^ f teblren and in the reflexive

of the scheme ktetdby with peculiar change of

function m ktetlbem (assimilation to the indic

imp yiktetiben^ pi ytktetibem), f ktetdben The
same change of function is also found in the perf

of the causal 3 m pi haktibemy f haktdb

Out of the imperative arises the so-called subj.
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of the impf by means of the same personal

prefixes as in all Semitic languages and with the

endings i for the 2“d sg f and m f ~en

for the plural of the 2nd and 3rd pers In the

corresponding indicative the distinction of gender

is expressed in the second person by internal

YOU el change, m tetdber^ f tetlber and on the

addition of the plural endings the short vowel

{yiteberem etc

)

is restored In the intransitive

simple verb the moods are not distinguished, the

gendeis of the 2nd pers sg are distinguished by

the same vowel change as in the imperative,

this vowel change is also transferred to the plural

(m tetborem^ f tetbtten) and with exchange of

functions also to the 3rd pers (m yitblreni^

f Uthdren) In the intensive, distinction of gender

in the second person is expressed only in the

singular (subj tcsdfei^^
,
indic m tesafeien^

f testfeien)^ before the endings, the vowels are

short and the mood endings give way to the plural

endings so that the 3rd pers f sg and pi aie

the same tesaferen

The participles are m the simple form

active tebrone^ f tebrite (see above), pass meibtr
^

in the deiivative stems as in e g intensive mekatebe^

f mekatebite^ caus mehaktebg^ f mehakteblte
,

in the

passive they follow the model of the simple verb,

makhazdts ^Mespatched” (in the intensive only

when borrowed from the Arabic like meqaddem
^^chief”)

Ihe infinitives are in the simple verb of

the form fiber (more rarely like ^hadel ‘^tocariy”,

mtfid “to be ill”) or dabyu{ “to take” (frequently

with med lar
),

with prefix, like “N\ork”,

or with ending like ghafitdn “to forgive”, in the

intensive Ubitd “to tool down”, in the causal

and the reflexives with the ending dt (ut) as in

Eth haktebot^ ktethdt^ diagJifetot

In the verbs with laryngal as second ladical,

the perfect is e g ^ehem “he went”, it is theie

fore, as in Fthiopic, the intiansitive scheme with

the type of the transitive making itself felt, the

imperfect is therefore inflected as in the intransi-

tives without distinction of mood As a first radical,

a laryngal fiequently produces intrusive syllables,

as in subj “let him judge” //tiwzd:, arising

out of ^atn as first radical, acts in the same way,

e g vedandf “let him become haid” (cf Arabic

'^anafa^ not Hebrew ^dnaf as Bittnei suggested),

while an original hamza disappears, as in yamer
“let him say” As a second radical ^atn disappears,

but keeps a m the perfect of the simple verb

unchanged, as (an “thrust (past tense) with the

lance” In the verbs with third unlike Ethiopic,

trans and intrans foimation is distinguished in

the simple verb, whereby the perf of the trans

coincides with the intensive (ddfa “he paid” like

^oma “he collected”), the intransitives distinguish

the moods of the imperf exactly like the transitives

In the verbs with first wavi, the primitive

Semitic formation of the biliteral stem is dying

out It IS true we still find the imperative zem
“give” with the subj yizem and keb “come in”

with the subj ytklb^ but keb is already limited to

the feminine and the masc wekdb formed from it,

we have besides the reduplicated imperatives zem-

zem^ kebklby as well as dakadek and ^akaHiek “to

load”, and with vowel lengthening “to

calm” and ij^eyb “to be necessary” In secondary

formations the w disappears from the root in some
forms of the reflexive, like watkbaf “to go in the

afternoon”, imp ind yttkhdf^ subj yttakhfy mf
takhf and watkat “he awakened”, imp ind yetkot^

bubj yetekety mf teketetn For the rest the first

waw verbs inflect regularly, and the few first

verbs follow them
Ihe third hamza verbs very often coincide with

the third-w57<^ and third-j5 In the transitives in the

simple form we have u throughout and in the in

transitives /, which in the perfect in the forms with

consonant endings merges with the stem, e g ksu

“he found”, but 2 m and i c kusk and Hm “he

saw”, but sink In the 3*'d plur m besides the

original ksuem^ we have also kstum with secondary

vowel differentiation, and with a new foimation on

the model of foims like kuskem also kusern In the

imper and subj the form of the third-j5, like kse^

ytkse has predominated, in the indic the unac

cented final voucls disappear except in the 2 f

sg (tekeysi) ihe denominative blrii “to bear”

from bei “son” follows completely the strong

paradigm fibtr^ only the / of the 2 sg f is also

found in the 3»'‘l, e g ttbi lu^ alongside of Itbrou

and tiberu (Muller, iv 31, 2^) In the derivative

stems only the 3rtl m sg of the perf in the caus

(haksu) and its refl (shaksti) is formed after the

trans simple verb, in all other forms the paradigm

of the third-j5 is followed (kost^ ktou^ katst etc )

But the final vowel is lost m the imperative always

and in the subj of the reflexive sometimes (kattr

“hide ihyself”, subj yikatlr^ but ghatii “speak”,

subj Vighatli t\ and both forms lose it regularly

m the causative and its reflexive (hebd^ ythebd^

sometimes with lengthening heyder “get up”,

ytheydeiy sjitdh [Jahn, p 1 1 3, 25] “give heed”,

ytshtdali)

The medial « and i verbs are, as in Fthiopic, to

a great extent assimilated to the plan of the strong

verbs, \d and waiu being treated as consonants

Only in the simple form of the med u is the

old Semitic inflexion retained in principle But

the old foim ytmuf (frequently yimot) has become
indicative, and a new subj has been formed \Mth

vowel change, ytmet^ followed by the imperative

met As in the intransitives, the ending of the

2nd sg f reacts on the stem in the indicative

whence also the fern plur temJten to the

m hmdtem^ and the 3rd pers iMih these ie\ersed

ytmitem^ temotin In the perf mdt <^mata is re

tamed but abbreviated before consonant suffixes,

as metk^ the participle from it is metbne But the

pass part is quite strong in formation as makh

wtf “feared” Some verbs, probably formed from

nouns, follow the strong paradigm throughout the

simple form, like tawos “to be finished”, hanvel “to

be mad” This is always the case in the reflexive

of the base, e g Setivek “to long for home” and

in the causative, as hadxvdf “turned” and its re-

flexive, e g dihotvdb “warmed himself”, as well

as in the med yd verbs e g seyot “travelled”

The inten''ive stem shows a peculiar formation,

e g aivld “returned”, impf 1 ind ye^awuien^ subj

ydawtd^ imp awidy part ma^auade^ mf aivbdet

(from the simple verb, elsewhere however like

tcdaivlr') and ayit “called aloud” following the

formation of the doubled veibs

1 he biliteral roots with short vowel (the so-called

med gem or doubled verbs) have retained the

primitive Semitic inflection with doubling of the

second radical only in the perfect of the simple

form, in addition the consonantal endings take an

epenthetic vowel m temm ^‘was at an end”
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f temmdty m tenimek etc But the vowel of

the stem changes without regard for the meaning

hass ^^thought of’, fiss ‘^crept” (spider), hudd
‘‘stopped”, ztill “lost the way”, ghott “covered”,

dobb “crept” Ihe imper and subj follow the

pattern of the strong verb, e g temem^ yitmem

Ihe indicative however is yitmom {yifelul) Ihis

IS a new formation on the analogy of the med S,

\\\i& yiniot yimet Ihe simple form had

avoided the thieefold repetition of the same sound

just as the intensive has done, by forming in the

peif temlm, ind impeif yit{^e)mitfien^ subj yitmlni

(with assimilation to the vov\els of the inf tetmim ?)

The causative of the simple foim follows in the

perf haimom and ind impf the strong paradigm
e g yihatmdm^ while in the subj the succession

of similar consonants is avoided, as in Aramaic,

by doubling the first radical yihdttein^ and in the

imper hatttm and part ma fiattame The causative

of the intensive however follows its formation,

eg perf hatuitm^ etc The leflexive of the simple

form replaces in the perf (after the model of

katteb') the repetition of the second radicil by

doubling the t fattak “was released”, but in

other respects follows the pattern of the stiong

verb e g ind yifteluk^ subj yiftakl

^

imp ftakJ

^

part meftakke^ inf ftakkot The causative reflexive

follows the same pattern but with doubling of

the 2«d radical in the subj and part ^(mdud^
“he attained”, ind ’^i^tnidTid^ subj ytslummed^
part nieskemmtde

The suffixes aie added to the 3»‘d pers sg m
of the perf with the “binding vowel” /, which

as in the similaily constructed forms of the Syr

imperf (e g may have been an originally

independent particle, which in Arabic is expanded
to tya^ cf eg ghabrts “he met her” with ghahor

Only before the 2"^ pers sg m suffix, u appears

instead for unknown reasons Ihis / may also

appear in association with the element t found

in North Semitic (Hebrew ^oth^ ^eth etc ), pro

bably abbreviated from the verb *atd “to come”,
which w ith the 2nd pers sg m tuk also shows tlk

These independent suffixes however may also

appear after all the other verbal forms, which
otherwise take the suffixes direct or with an

epenthetic vowel

The vocabulary shows the closest affinity,

apart from later boriowings, to northern Arabic,

but possesses, in addition to many chaiacteiistic

new foimations like khd “mouth’ (cf Arab

khawhhat “airhole”), many old words which

otherwise survive only m outlying regions, like

fdm “foot” as m Punic, instead of the phoneti-

cally inconvenient rtgl^ so also thiwit^ tiwlt^ Sok

teten^ tee^ Miiller, iv 170, 221 i, 2, “sheep” = Fg
Aram and Mand tetjm (see Lidzbarski, Eph

,
111

256, Johannesbuch^ ii 215 note), fakhre “to

gether”, cf Accad pakharu “to assemble” The
language of the Beduins and that of poetry has

in addition many special features, particularly in

Its vocabulary
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Vienna Academy possesses a wealth of material

for a dictionary of the Mehrl language from

material left by the late W Hem, V C hiistiaii

is expected to edit it (C Bkockhmxnn)
MEKNES (Ar Miknas and Miknasai ai-

/aiiUn), a town in Moiocco, one of the
residences of the Sultan The old French

name Mujutnez or Miqumez his not prevailed

against the form inspired by the ethnic

Situated in 5° 39' W 1 ong (Gieenw
)
and 33° 53'

N Lat at an average height of 1,700 feet above

sea level, Meknes is 80 miles ea^^t of Rabat and

40 west of has It occupies the centie of the

transitional zone which lies between the Middle

Atlas, 30 miles to the south, and the Seliu It

commands the exit towards the Gharb of the depies-

sion (“south Rifan pass”) which sepaiates the

massif of the 7arhun fiom the plateau of el-Hadjeb

At Meknes intersect the loads from Rabat to has,

from lafilalt through the land of the Beni Mgild

and Aziii, fiom Marrakush through the ladia

Meknes at the present day is economically con-

nected with Knitra

The temperature rarely exceeds 30” C or falls

below 5*^ The rainfall (491 mm in 1920) is re-

maikably eijual from one year to the other Ihc
excellent water supply of the plain of Meknes and
the quality of its light soil, resting on a subsoil

of peimeable limestone, make it one of the best

agricultural districts of Morocco
The population at the last census was 30,000,

of whom 19,000 were Muslims and 6,000 jews
Canal in 1902 put it at 20,000 of whom 9,000
were Bual^eis and 5,000 Jews

Meknes is built on the flank of a mountain
spur The ruins of the Ka^ba of Mawlai Ismahl

he to the S h of the native town, and give to

the old town, suriounded by walls of clay, a con-

siderable extension, of which the mdtna itself only

covers about a fifth Beyond the lavine dug out

by the Wadi Bu Fekran the European town has

been laid out and is being built The appearance

of the native town, dominating this ravine and
placed upon a verdant plateau, is striking Ihe
houses of the mdina^ often substantial, are always

very simple There are only fifteen or so houses

of an artistic interest They date for the most
part from the reigns of Sultans Muhammad b
^Abd al Rahman and MawlSi al Hasan ^1 he suburbs

of the town look like the streets of a country

village The suks, which lie between the Madrasa
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BQ 'Inania and the Djami*^ al-Nadjdjann (suks of

the jewellers, caipenters and cuiiosity shops), have

no remarkable features except the covered a

[q V
]

the booths of which weie ornamented a

few years ago with shutters of painted wood Ihe
mellah [q v

]
of Meknes is to the south of the

mdinUy it seems to have been here since the reign

of Mawlai Muhammad b ^Abd Allah A new
fiiellah^ three times the extent of the old one, his

been occupied since 1925 The mdltia of Meknes
IS one of those which have retained their native

character most uniffeeted Only one iiteiy, the

Rouamzin stieet, is acecssililc to Furopean trade

ind liafhc Ihe eentie of the town’s activity is

the Hedim square In the evening the story-tellers

and bufToons, who usually call themselves shorfa^

of Miwlai ^Abd al-kadir al-fjilanl, are surrounded

by a crowd, the animation of which is exceeded only

by that which hlls the Djama*^ al hna at Marra-

ku^ lo the S E he the vast rums of the ka^ba

of Mawlai Ismabl They now reveal nothing but

chaos and disorder The only buildings still kept

m lepair are the Iljenan b Halima, out of which
the Direction de I’Agiiculture has made a churning

girden, and the Dar al Baida^ which is now a

school for native officers In the Dar al-Makh?en
live the last suiviving women of the family of

Mawlai al-IIasan and sometimes it is used as a

royil residence Begun at the end of the xvidb

century this pal ice was built in several peiiods

Ihe Bab Dar al Mayizen dates fioin 1889 In

the luins of the Dar Kbiri live the families of

the IlisanI sJiorf=l\ near the abode of the nakib

of the Mawlai Kabir b Zidan To the

D^ama' al Akhdai mosque the kadis, shorfa^ and

principal oflicials go every Friday and on the

occasion of solemn pra)ers In the old Agdal of

Mawlai Isma^il, among waste lands, in ostrich

farm, the origin of which goes back to Mawlai
'Abd Allah, has beeu laid out, beside an experi-

mentil garden Farther on theie is a horse bi ceding

establishment The remainder is nothing but luins

Iht visitor goes along miles of massive walls and
finds enormous ruins the HciI il Mansur used as

a stable and storehouse for foiage, the stables, the

gran iry and the ornamental water left to go to

ruins

Iheie IS very little industry in Meknes car-

pentry and particulaily weaving, already noted by

al-Idrisi Ihe mo^t notable aitistic industries are

the many coloured embioideries of laigc iiregulai

point lace and painted wood The public sei vices

endeavour to keep going these trades, m which

puicly Berber influence is more and moie maiked

European competition is sevciely affecting, it Mek
ncs as elsewheie, some classes of aiiisms, like the

tadois, smiths and potters Ihe building trades,

on the other hand, are flourishing Suks are held

outside the town and aie attended by the country

people the Suk of the Bab Djdid, before the gate

on which the heads of rebels used to be jilaccd

for the edification of the tubes, the Suk al-Khamis

and that of the Lanterns There is no native com-

mercial house of any impoitance The maiket of

Meknes does not extend beyond the environs of the

town it exports nothing except in years of abundant

harvest The legion was already famed in the tenth

century for its fruits, its vines, its gardens and

its vegetables The mills, four or five of which

aie still working, date from the same period Since

the French occupation, colonisation has developed

considerably The colonists, most of whom have
come from Algeria, cultivate mainly wheat, of

which they are obtaining increaMng yields Ihe
cultivation of the vine is inci easing each year The
region of Mawlai Idiis is one of the principal

centres of olive growing in Morocco (400,000 tiees),

3^0 fairns are Hid out in the district, covering

85,000 hectares Official colonisation which has

now disposed of almost all the reserved lands

has been out-distanced since 1927 Viy private

colonisation The native farms (130,000 hectares)

tend to disappear fiom the plain and to confine

themselves to mixed farming in the mountains

Prospecting for minerals has only been done piece-

meal, traces of peti oleum have been found beside

Petitjean and of lead in the Cential Atlas

The government of Meknes, which is a makh-
zantya town, is in the hands of a ba^a He is

also badid of the Buakheis, who have retained a

relic of their past gieatness in a special statute

and down till 1912 provided the gai risen of the

town (800 men according to I e Chatelier) The
naktb of the Hasani shoifa’ exetcises a jurisdiction

independent of that of the basha In the admini-

strative organisation of the protectorate, Meknes
has been made the capital of a very considerable

area It was from it that the military operations

m the Centril Atlas were directed Although this

active part is now over, Meknes is still a military

command, and its administrative region, although

greatly reduced, still stretches to Midelt Situated

in the centre of Morocco at the junction of im-

portant roads, Meknes is marked out as one of

the strong places of the countiy in the future a

militaiy camp is being laid out at el Hadjeb
The population of Meknes consists of many

distinct elements Shorfa^, Biiakhers, Berbers and

Jews The Idnsid shorfa^, who have played their

part in the history of the town and retain privileges

(of the numerous descendants of Mawlai Idris, only

the families residing m Fds and Meknes aie al-

lowed to share in the income of the zawiya of Fas)

and the Hasani ghoifa^, who have many privileges

of their own,foim a kind of aristocracy, generally

penurious T he Biiakhers, descendants of the "^abid

of Miwlai IsmaTl, up till 1912 formed an un
reliable element, which was always a nucleus of

tiouble Since that date they have been taking up

the trades of mat makers and farriers They live

close to the town of old kashas and gardens which

belong to the Makhzen, and in the old kasha of

Mawlai IsmaTl in the Bab Mi 5h quaiter I heir

houses, roofed with thatch, look like African en-

campments But it is the Beiber {Bfuber) element

which predominates at Meknes and gives it its

desire for independence, a feature of which has

for centuries been a jealousy of Fas It is the

Betbeis of the mountains who give it its tone,

when they come down to the town then women
give colour to the stieets of the mdlna with their

short skills, their leather gaiteis and their wide

brimmed hats The Berber elements of the plain

are much more mixed, having undergone many
vicissitudes since the day when MawHi Muhammad
b 'Abd Mlah inaugurated the policy, considerably

practised by his successors, of transferring tribes

A considerable part of the population of Meknes

consists of floating elements who come, usually

between harvests, to work as artisans These im-

migrants almost all come from the south, from

I
Tafllaltm particular (potters, tanners and porters),
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om STU (grocers), from TuSt (oil-makers), from

igfg and Dar^a (masons) The Rifans and Jbfila

ipply most of the agiicultural labourers A small

amber of Fasis, who have in recent years merged

to the population of the town, are cloth-merchants,

d-clothes-dealers and shoemakers

Jews form a quarter of the native population

oucauld estimated the mellah of Meknes to be

ilf that of Fas Chenier lemarked on its prosperity

has increased since his day as elsewhere and

le position of the Jews is greatly improved since

le establishment of the French Protectorate

Religious life From the presence of the

Irisid and Hasanid shorfa^, the proximity of the

nctuary of Mawlai Idris and the religious event

the celebiations of his musem (class mawstm^
V ) every year, Meknes is one of the most im
irtant centres of sharlfism At the same time for

e Berber population it is a centre of marabout

tes of the most elementary kind All the brother-

)ods that have zawiyas in Morocco are represented

I Meknes The most important are those of the

adiriya, Tldjaniya, and especially HmSdsha and

le largest, the Tsawa, to which half the population

e attached Meknes, whose patron saint is Sidi

[uhammad b Tsa and which contains his tomb
ader the kubba erected by MawlSi Muhammad
‘^Abd Allah, IS the capital of the order This

Lint came here at the end of the xvth century

is teaching at first met with a vigorous resistance,

hich he overcame so completely that, when the

jvernor of the town sought to take steps against

im, the people protected him Before his death

; acquired an estate, constituted it hubus and

t It aside as a cemetery It is still used and many
en of religion are buried there The celebration

his musem on the first day of the mulud (niawltd)

stival is the great event of the year The pre-

irations for it begin forty days before and become
1-absorbing ten days before the festival On the

ly before or the preceding day delegations flock

I from all parts of Morocco, following the traditional

mtes The most generous hospitality is given to

le pilgrims by the descendants of Shaikh al Kamil,

ho have the ntkaba (Brunei) The excesses com-

iitted on the occasion of this pilgrimage have

een frequently described Many other special cults

re observed in Meknes BQ Zekrl is the patron

f the graziers, and MawlSi Idris of the Zarhun is the

atron of the tanners, weavers and butchers (Mas

gnon) There is even the cult of a living holy

lan, MawlSi Ahmad Wazzani As it was his

istom to sit in the public way in a very simple

)stume, he was in 1917 granted clothes and a

%bba at the request of MawlSi Yusuf The kubba

at the entrance to a dispensary and the admirers

r the saint come there daily to keep him company
History We know nothing certain about the

istory of the region in the Roman period nor in

ic centuries which followed The most advanced

Oman stations were on the slopes of the Zarhun

Liarding the plain, out of which the warriors of

le Central Atlas might debouch, and perhaps

irowing out a screen as far as the plateau of

L-Hfi(ijeb

We do not know at what date the people here

ad their first contact with Islam, nor even if it

ras not till the HilSli invasion that Islam became
ecurely established here The Berber tribes of
he Sa^s and Sebfl made the most of the fertility

f their country A tradition records that a fire

destioyed the gardens there in 917 It was at this

peiiod that the country was covered, from Taza
to Meknes, by the migration of a ZnSta tribe, the

Miknasa, a section of whom, who received the

name of Miknasa al-Zaitfln to distinguish them
from the Miknasa 15za, who lived farther to the

east, established themselves secuiely in the plain

The Idrlsids met with a vigorous resistance from

the MiknSsa They always found in them opponents

whom they could not oveicome in spite of several

campaigns, and who were the medium of Umaiyad
intervention

The Ktrtas records that a governor of the district,

al Mahdi b Yusuf al-Kezani, having joined YUsuf
b Tashfin, was assassinated by the tribesmen, but

the teinfied citizens hastened to disown the murder

At this date a few villages stood on the site of

Meknes One cannot say at what date, perhaps in

the tenth century, they weie grouped together to

form the Tacadart mentioned by IdnsI {^Tagrart^

according to the Kttab al-Isttbsar) The population

seems to have been more numerous in the Almoiavid
period than later, and prosperous Enclosed by a

wall, Meknes looked like a pleasure resort, with

its gaidens, cultivated fields, its mosques, its baths

and water channels

The MiknSsa vigoiously opposed the Almohad
onslaught When passing through this region in

1120—21, Ibn Tumart preached here but he was
not well leceived Twenty years later, ‘Abd al-

Mu’min laid siege to Meknes but it was not he

who took It He left it to enter Fas, leaving the

conduct of siege in the hands of YahyJl b Yagh-
mur The Ktrtas says the siege lasted seven years

The town fell in 1150 It was plundered, the

defences dismantled, a part of its wealth confiscated

and all its garrison put to death, except the governor

Yadder b Ulgut, who is said to have gone over

to the Almohads before the surrender in order to

save his head On the site, or beside the ruins,

Meknes rapidly rose again under the shelter of

the foitifications built by the Almohads At the

end of the century, it had regained some importance

and the mosque of al-NadjdjarIn was finished This
IS the oldest monument in Meknes in 1756

—

1757 Muhammad b ^Abd Allah had it restoied

and built the present minaret The Almohads
brought water hither from Tadjenna, five miles

away In 1182 the khu0a was said in five diffeient

places in Meknes and theie were six gates in the

wall which surrounded the town
In the course of the following century, the in-

trigues of the BanH Marin [q v
]

disturbed the

country, where the fighting that accompanied the fall

of the Almohads was particularly lively In 1231-
1232, al-Ma^miln had to intervene against the Banfl

Fazaz and MekISta, who were ravaging Meknes
In 1236— 1237, as a result of the Marlnid success

in the battle in which al-Sa'id’s son was slam,

Abu Bakr entered the town This occupation was
only temporary but the Almohad restoration was
not secure In 1245— 1246, the governor left there

by al-Sa^Id was slain in a rising in the town in

favour of Abfl ZakariyS^ the Hafsid Al Sa'id

again returned victorious, causing YahyS b 'Abd
al-Hal^V fly to Taza The Marlnid had only

two years to wait, after the death of the Almo-
had governor, he returned to Meknes to occupy
It definitely

The first period of greatness for Meknes dates

from the Marinids They set out to make it beautiful
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like Rabat and Fas Abfl Ytlsuf moved from Fas
Djdid to Meknes, which owed to him a Vasba and
a mosque (1276) Ab\I

’

1-Hasan improved its

water supply, built bridges on the road to Fas and
began the Madrasa l^adtda which AbQ 'In5n

was to finish It bears the latter’s name and is

still the most notable building in Meknes, in spite

of the indiscieet restorations earned out in 1917—
1922 Other madrasas, ''AttSrln and hilSla, were
built by the Maimids

During this period the political organisation of

the country was developing in quite a different

direction The Idrlsid ^oifa\ having assisted the

Marlnids to gain powei, prepared to take advantage

of the organisation which the latter had given

them Thus the foundations were laid for the

movement which was to end in the partition of

Morocco in the last years of the xvth century into

practically independent divisions The shorfa’ were
numerous m Meknes When the weakening of

the Marlnids and the decline of their prestige made
it possible, they supplied leaders History has pre-

served the name of Mawlai Zaiy’ln The Wattasids

only once intervened, it appears, when at the

beginning of the xvi^h century Mas*^ud b al Nasir,

having rebelled against Muhammad al-BortugSli,

found an asylum at Meknes The bultSn besieged

the town and took it, then installed his brother

al-Nasir al-Kiddid there, who however did not

prove faithful to him The few years of indepen-

dence enjoyed by Meknes were not particularly

glorious They maik, however, an epoch in the

history of the town destined at other periods to

be only the prey of anarchy or the plaything of

a tyrant

The rise of the brotherhoods of the xvdi century

found a favourable soil among the Miknasa Ihe
zawiya Djazullva was established there, as in other

places in Morocco A few years later, Muhammad
b Ts5 was teaching there

Meknes was thus well prepared to welcome
the Sardians When Muhammad al Shaikh ap-

proached in 1548 he entered the town without

much trouble Ihe Mannid al-Nasu al-Kasrl is said

to have agreed to hand ovei the town in return for

the liberty of his father Ahmad Bii ZekrI, and the

marabouts to have demanded the conclusion of

such an agreement Muhammad al Shaikh however
took a sufficiently sure method to establish his

authority, when the Kh'itib Abu ’

1-Hasan ^Ali b Har-

zuz began to preach against him, he had him scourged

to death When he returned two years later, he
was welcomed with gifts The estimates of travellers

of this time put the population of the town at

6—8,000 hearths It was the only town in the

region The Sa'dians took little inteiest in Meknes
which never attracted their attention The country

was well in hand and the Berber tribes peaceful

to such a degree that the road from MarrSkush
by the TSdla was regularly used It was the practice

to make Meknes the residence of one of the sons

of the Sultan There was however no important

command attached to it I co Afiicanus credits it

with a revenue equal to half that of the viceioyalty

of Fas, which IS astonishing Under Ahmad al-

MansUr, Abu ’

1-Hasan ‘All lived there and then
after the second partition, Zidan and, lastly Mawlai
al Sbaijclf, but as a prisoner in the last years of

his father’s life

The civil war which broke out on the death

of al-Mansttr placed Meknes at the mercy of the

Berber risings and marabout intrigues Mawlai
‘Abd Allah b al-Shaikh lived by brigandage and
often found a refuge in al-Kasr al-Kabir In 1619,

his brother Muhammad defeated him near Meknes
Al-Ifram mentions for the next year the rising of

an individual who called himself the ^arlf Amghar
In the midst of this disorder an authority gradually

made itself felt, that of the zawiyas, and especially

the Zawiya of Dila^ In 1640— 1641, Muhammad
al-Hadjdj was even able to seize the sovereign

power and get himself recognised by tSs and

Meknes aftei his victory over MawlSi Muhammad
al Shaikh b /idan He gained over the Berber

tribes, and MawlSi al-Rashid in 1 666 found the

Bani Mtir against him, allied with the Dila^i Abu
‘Abd Allah, and he had to fight them again in 1668

Mawlai al-kadjid seems to have been interested

in Meknes, the Kasba of which he restored In

burying him in the mausoleum of al-Madjdhub,

Mawlai Ism’l^il said he w^as fulfilling the last wishes

of the deceased But the most important event

was that al Rashid sent MawlSi Ismahl to Meknes
The latter lived before his accession in the Almohad
kasba, as a landed proprietor managing his estates

In his choice of a capital, we see the attraction

of a rich district like this He wished it to be

in his own image and realised his desire hor

fifty years Meknes was simply the framework for

his splendour, the scene of his extravagances

He at once decided to build himself a palace

and at once a grandiose scheme was projected

He began by clearing a space The houses ad-

joining the Almohad wall east of the town were

destroyed and their owners forced to carry the

debris off to a site which has retained the name
of Hedim, then to rebuild on a site which the

sharif enclosed by a wall to the N W of the

mdina Ihe site which he chose for himself was

also separate from the town His palace was built,

and one even more splendid for his women This

first edifice, Dar Kbira, was finished in 1679 It

was a series, without intelligible plan, of riySds

embellished with fountains, paved with marble,

surrounded by galleries which were supported by

columns of marble, the apartments opened on to

three galleries The sovereign’s palace was in two

suites, that of his ladies in four and larger than

his His four wives and his favourites were equally

splendidly housed The other concubines, of whom
he had 500 of all nations, were housed in rooms

along the passage At the end was a common hall,

on a higher level, which gave a view ovei the

gaidens through iron grilles The reception pavilions

were planned on the same scale
,
one of them had

forty rooms The palace contained in all 45 pavilions

and tv^enty kubbas The ^^hole was surrounded

by a crenelated wall pieiced by twenty gates It

was triple in the N E with a road round it and

it could be defended equally well against the in-

terior of the kasba I he bastions supported batteries

of guns and mortars The women being subject

to rigorous confinement and MawlSi Isma‘ll being

very meticulous in the performance of the duties

of religion, a mosque was set aside for them An-

other had been begun in 1672, communicating

with the town by the B5b ‘Isi Lastly the palace

with Its dependencies contained four mosques, two

arc still in use, the £j5mi‘ al-AWidar and in the

quarter of the mews, very broken down, the Djami*

al RuwS To the south was a garden, the area of

which IS equal to that of the present mdina^ an
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orchard in which olive trees piedommated Faither

on were the stables to which the Sultan admitted

only picked horses, to the numbei of 1,200 two

parallel rows of ai cades about 100 feet apart In

the centre rin running water hach annual had

Its stall and a shelter foi its equipment Opposite

was a stoiehouse, the hcrl^ which suppoitcd a sup-

plementary palace with twent) pavilions Between

the palace and the stables was the granaiy, forty

feet high and big enough it was siid, to contain

the whole harvest of Morocco At the side was a

pond for irrigation purposes and also subterranean

reserves of water in case of a siege

Ihe buildings did not stop hcic To the south

west of the town lay a city of pleasure, Madinat

al Riyad, where the officials had palaces, wheic

Mawlai Ismabl himself had his mosque, his madrasa,

hib hammam, his fondaks and the offices of the

umana^ of the treasury, with the shops of the

Sharifan tailors In 1732-1733 Mawlai 'Abd AlKh
on retaining from an unsuccessful expedition into

the Sus, had the Madinat al- Riyad destroyed by

Christian slaves Iheie is nothing left of it to-day

except the Bab al-KhamIs, dated 1667, one of

the finest and best proportioned gitcs in the city

lastly a site was iesei\cd for the troops lo

the west of Meknes a large ducvioar was settled

with and their families To the cast of the

Dar al-Makh/en, five kinba% for the 130,000 men
of the gt^ were gradually incoipoiated in the

great kasba

After fifty years of unoiganised but supei human
effort, the buildings were not vet completed It

was in 1731— 1732 that MawHi ^Abd Allah finished

the surrounding wall and the BTb Mansui, the

most finished example of the Ismablian gate,

ponderous, of propoitions by no means perfect but

imposing, of which the Bab al Barda^in and the

Bab al Nuar aie the two other finest examples at

Meknes at the present day 1 his name of a renegade,

Mansur al-'Euldj, was no doubt that of a keeper

of the gate Maw lai Ismahl directed all the operations

himself Duiing the first twenty four years of his

reign he never spent twelve months on end at

Meknes But he returned there after each expedition
,

in propoition as his ambition and his powci in-

creased, his despotism ind the needs of his govern-

ment, his army and his family grew, his scheme

became more and more grandiose, the work done

was found unsatisfactoiy, modifications weie made,

buildings taken down and the work began all over

again The result certainly was sumptuous and

imposing but also odd and vaiied

All the country helped in the work Mawlai

Jsma^'il collected materials wherever he could

Volubilis, Chella, Marrakush were plundered If

he destroyed al Badi^, it was perhaps out of jealousy

of SaMian work, or perhaps simply to get material

Like Ahmad al Mansur, he procured maible fiom

Pisa One day w'hen a corsair ship had stranded

near Tangier he ordered the Ghumara to bring

the cannon from it by unaided manual labour

When he died the columns of marble which were

still on their way were left at the roadside

labour was recruited by similar means The
Sultan imposed days of labour on the tribes, levied

forced labour as he pleased, sent his ministeis to

the workshops, but relied mainly on renegades

and Christian slaves who were his permanent
workmen From 1680 the work was pushed
on frantically All the Christians in Morocco were

collected theie Ihe riinitarians of Fas joined

them Ihe slaves were at first housed in siloes

near the building yards, then they were moved
to the Dai al-Makhzcn, then to near the stables,

undei the arches of a bridge, where their lot was

particularly miseiable, finally to the interior of a

ruined bord^^ cast of the town along the north

wall of the Dar al MaUi/en Ihey weie able to

oiganise themselves a little theie, to build themselves

a church, to have chapels, a convent and infirm iries

A pharmacist monk made up a medicine, the

“Christian decoction ’
,
this was the means by which

humane relations weie established with the natives,

even with the dwelleis in the palace 1 heir last

historian has reduced the number of Christian

piisoners in the set vice of Mawlai Isma^fl to its

leal figure they did not as a lule reach a thousand

and the Sultan, in the course of over fifty yeais,

himself killed only one hundred and nine (kochlei)

Ihe emperor revealed 111 his palaces his extia-

vagance and his cupidity, he accumulated wealth

as he did buildings, but only to hide it Ihe

consuls and ambassadors who came to negoti ite the

lansom of captives he received with a mixtiiie of

buffoonery and splendoui 1 requent nuntion is

nude of the cruelty and the teiroi which this ruler

inspired, he loved to torture his women ind cut

off heads to show his skill Ills amusements were

of a similar chaiacter, he liked to shoot with his

k^^ids at the deer in his mcnageiies then to finish

them off w'lth speai thrusts “I et us avert our

eyes from all these honors which make natuie

shuddei”, says Chdnier following his example his

household inspired tenor in the town lie had

six hundred children, a nurseiy of slaves, “who
might have had a happiei lot if he had loved

them as much as his horses” On the approach

of any of them, “every one hid all that he might

take a fancy to”, and the ^abtd in then turn, negroes

robed in bright cclouis, went about bullying, in

the name of their master at fiist and then in

their own
All his woik was to collapse at his death, but

he was able to keep it up in his lifetime Inom
the troubles that broke out when he disappeared

from the scene, one can judge of the energy of this

man of eighty who maintained order among his

horde of negioes and in this country destined by

God to anarchy ihe kasba of Zarhun, the kasba

of Azru in the middle of the Central Aths, defended

Meknes on Noith and South lie was also able

to preseive it from other scourges, when an

epidemic of pligue broke out, i\{Q^abid weie simply

given orders to kdl any people who came from Fas

Mawlai IsmaSl was buried like his brother in

the mausoleum of Sidi ^Abd al Rahman al-Madj

dhub, a moralist saint of the with century His

sons, the rebel Mawlai Muhammad, killed at larU-

dant in 1706, and Mawlai Zldan in 1707, had

alicady joined Mawlai Rasjjid In 1859 the ashes

of Mawlai ‘^Abd al Rahman weie also deposited

there

On the death of Mawlai Isina^^il, the Buakhers

and the soldieis of the gidi stirred up a palace

war which lasted twenty yeais Mawlai 'Abd Allah

lost and regained his throne six times But however
great this danger was, the other thieat was still

more disturbing, having got rid of the garrisons

of the Isma'ilian l^asbas, the Berbers, aimed,

came down from the mountains The problem for

the sultans was to choose the lesser evil, they
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declined to disband the ^abtd and in the struggle

which naturally arose between these and the Ber-

beis relied moie on the furmei The civil war ex

tended to the tribes of the plain and the garrisons

of Fas, especially the Ddaya, pretcndeis stiired

up the flames, readily giving the signal to plunder

and, in the iivalries of races and tribes, easily

finding a party to suppoit them Gradually

the Buakjiers sank in misfortune It was in vain

that Mawlfti ‘^Alid \llah and his sons expended

the tieasuie of Mawlai IsmlSl foi them The worst

of It for Meknes was that every one ended or

began by plundeiing it

Muh immad b ^Abd Allah almost re established

order and lestored to the town its past glory

He did a gieat deal foi it, his palace of

])ar al Baida^, the scveie aichitccturc of which,

not without charm, can still be seen in a part

of the olive grove of il-IIamriya, in the Kasha,

he built the Hjann' al-Anwar and in the mdJna^

the minaret of the Hjamf al-Nadjcljaiin, the kubba
of Sidi Muhammad b 'Isa, and sevei il mosques
(al-Azhir, al-Haida'in, Bab Miah, Berrima and Sfdi

Bu 'L thman) It was he who made the 12,000 books

of the libiary of Mawlai IsinaSl hubtis foi the

beneht of all the mosques of Moiocco As regaids

the tribes his policy was to bleak them up He
tiansplanted many of them and tried several re-

pressive measures Ihe end of his reign was marked
by the success of the Berbers whose attacks had
been resumed about 1775

Soon nothing was to be left of the work of

Mawlai Isma'il Ihc Christian community lost its

1 lancisean mission in the leign of Miwlai Yazid

and did not suivivc the peisecution of this shirif

Ihe earthquake of 1755 had destro) ed then church,

convent and hospice The renegades, who had
gathered together at Kasba Agurai, were gradually

absorbed

Ihe Beiber eiisis was again acute fiom 1811
j

Communication with has was continually being
|

cut and it was something to boast of for the

sultJn to go out of Meknes Mawlai Sliman (Sulai-

man), who hid undertaken to icstore the Kasba
and lebuild the bridges on the road to his and
wdio would have liked to get iid of the Buakhei,

deeuled to settle in 1 as His walls were his only

defence at Meknes, which was blockaded by the

tribes Mawlai 'Abd il Rahniln, whom Delacroix

saw there and who built a kubba in Djenan b

Hilimi, left the Berbers in semi independence

and at last disbanded the ^abui without even granting

those who remained in Meknes the chaiacter of

Makhzen tioops His son caiefully avoided all

qu irrels

Mawlai al-Hasan revived the tradition of the

great sultans and made his authority felt He was
able to enter Meknes after his accession only by

crushing the power of the tribes In 1879 he con

ducted a campaign against the Beni Mtir In 1887
he foiced his way through the countiy of the

Beni Mgild in his campaign against the Nun On
his death the Beibers legained their independence

If they retained their ka^ids it was because the

latter cast off their allegiance to the Makhzen
After the fall of MawHi 'Abd al-'Aziz, Meknes
recognised all the competitors in succession It

was Meknes that pioclaimed 'Abd al-Hafiz, who
had come via the Berbers of Tadla in 1908, m
1909 it summoned the sharIf al Kattanl and in

19 1 1 rallied to MawlSi Zam It was in this yeai

that General Moinier entered Meknes and two
years later Colonel Henry s under the direction

of Geneial Lyautey pacified the Beni Mtir country

B lb ho ap hy In addition to the references

in the article isma^Il (Mawlai) a Arabic
sou ices editions and translations of al Bakn,
Ibn Abi Zar', Ibn al-Athir, al Idrisi, and of the

Kitab al-I\tibmr
^
Houdas, Monographic dt Me-

quinez^ in J A
, 1885, Leo Africanus, Desci iption

de BAfnque^ cd Schefer, 1897— 1898, al Kabir

b /idan, Hisioire de Meknes {^Ithaf a^lam al-

nas bt aHibar hadii at Miknas), 2 vol publ
,

Rabat 1920- 1930
b Furopean sources Marmol Caravajal,

Description genet al de Afnca^ * 573 »
Mouetle,

Relation de la captivitc du Sieitr Mouette^ *683,
Mission histoi lal dt Mairuecos^ escr por Fr

de San Juan de cl Puerto, 1708, Windus, A
joutney to Mequinez^ 1725, Jiusnot, Htstoite du

rt^ne dt Mouley Ismail^ * 73 * >
Hanngman,

Tagebuch cintf Rase nach Maiokko^ 1805,
Castiies andCenival, Soutces inedites de Vhistone

du Maiot^ in eouise of public
,
Chimpion,

1 ani^ei
,

Bes^ Meknes^ 1924 (gives the French

transl of the passage of Wmdus relating to the

kasba of Mekne^'), Perignj
,
Au Maroc Casablanca^

Rabat, Meknes^ * 9 * 9 >
Cenival, La mission fian-

cisiatnt du Matoc^ *927, Koehlei, La penetration

chittienne au Matoc Lai mission franciscaine,

1914, do, ]h ef apei gu sur qiulques ti aits

d'histoiie ayant tiait aux captifs chrctiens de

Mekiits^ in Rev de gtoee^r niarot
, 1921 ,

do
,

Quelqius points iVhistoii e sur les captifs cht etiens

dt Meknes, in Iltbpeii^, 1928, Maigais, Manuel
d\it t musiilman, 192C— 1927 ,

Saladin, Les portes

de Mel nes d'apits les documents envoyes par

M Le Captaint Fmonet^ and La grande nios-

quee de Mthtus
,
m hull aicheol du Com

des Ti avail X /list
^

1916 and 1917, Rieard,

/^oui comp) iiidi t Bait miisiilman en Afitque du

Notd ct en Fspagin^ *924 (gives a plan of the

Dar al-Makhzen), boucauld, Reconnatssame au

Maiot^ 1888, Segonzae, Voyages au Maroc, 1903,
Massignon, J e Maiot dans les piemities anmes
du sieile Tableau d'apies Leon FAfn-
cain, 1906, do, Liiqiitte sur les coipoiations

musulmans d\i) tisans et de tommei gants ait

Matoc, 1925, le Chateliei, Notes sur les villts

ct tribiis du Maioc en i8go^ 1902, Biunel, / ssai

sin la confieiie leligieuse des ' lisshoua au

Maioc, 1926, I/tstoi) e d""un saint musulman
vivant attuellement a Meknes, in Rev hiA des

telig^ * 9 * 7 >
lens, Den me les vieux miirs tn

) uines, 1 922, do
,
Pt atiqiies des ha? ems mat ocains,

1925, Arnaud, Monogtaphie dt la 1 tgion de

Meknh, 1914, Beauge and Joleaud, lUude tetto-

niqut de la region de Meknts, in Bull Sot

gtol de Fiance, 1922, Memorial du Set vice

geog) aphique de FA) met Vest ) iption geometi iqut

du Maiot Pat alltit de Meknts, 1926

(C bUNCK-BRENlANO)

MELLAH, the name given to the quarter in

Moroccan towns which the Jews are compelled

to inhabit Being ahl al dhtmma, the Jews have

a light to the special piotection of the govern-

ment which allots them a particulai quarter to

live in, situated very often quite close to the

citadel (ka^aba) where the governor of the town
lesides Moieovei, the sovereigns and governois

liked to have at hand “their” Jews who were
frequently of use, to them as clever diplomatic
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agents and often gave them valuable financial sup-

port All the towns of Morocco, even the large

ones, did not necessarily have a nullah Ihus at

Tangier there are certain quarters particularly in-

habited by Jews but they are not set aside for

them and we also find Muslims there As to

Rabat, its present mellah was established only m
1808 by Sultan Mawl5y SulaimSn, formerly the

Jews lived together in the al-Buhaira quarter (el-

Bhera) where there were also Muslims When he

founded Fas in 805, Idris II compelled the Jewish

refugees who flocked into the capital to reside in

the northein pait of the 'Adwat al-Kaiawiyin

(Aghlan quaiter as fai as the gate called Bab
Hisn Sa'dUn), this was undoubtedly the fust

Moroccan ghetto, and the present Fondak el-Ihudl

(“the Jew’s warehouse”) apparently preserves its

iiiemoiy But at the end of the xiiith century the

Maiinid [q v
]
dynasty, wishing to cieate a new

capital, founded alongside of “Old Fas” {has al-

^5//)“New Fas” (/ d:/ or “White City”

(al-Madtnat al-Batdif) In the fiist half of the

xiv^h century, the town of Hims was built close

beside Fas and at fiist occupied by the Ghuzz
aichers who formed a pait of the regular Marlnid

army, after the suppression of this foice in 1320,

Hims became the quarters of the Christian mer-

cenaries, whom we find theie in 1361 later,

probably at the beginning of the xvth century,

and no doubt as the result of massacies, the lews

of Old has were oidered to settle in Hims, this

town was built on a site knowm as al~Malldh^

the “salt spring”, or “salt marsh”, and the new
ghetto became known by this name From a proper,

this became a common noun, and passed from Fas

to the othei towns of Morocco as the name for

the quarter assigned to the Jews The etymology

proposed by Doz) in his Supplement (al-mallah^

al-mahalla “quarter”) is therefore to be rejected,

as are the explanations as “salted, accursed land”,

or “quarter of the Jews who weic foiced to salt

the heads of decapitated rebels” In Morocco in-

stead of eUmellah^ in speaking, the expression

el mesnis (class al-masus) is often used by anti

phrasis, lit the “not-salted”

The mellah of Fas is theiefore the oldest in

Morocco in every way hor a long time it was
also the most impoitant, in the middle of the

xBh century, al Bikrl says that Fas is the town

with most Jews in the Maghrib, which has given

rise to the proverbial saying Fas balad bt-la nas

“Fas, a town where there are no people (woith

mentioning)” But the constitution of Marrakiish

m 1063 lesulted in the foundation in southern

Morocco of a new Jewish centre which was to

attract to it the Jewish and pseudo-Jewish peoples

of the Atlas The term el mellah however appeals

for Mariakush only in the second half of the xvBh

century (cf E Fagnan, hxtrails tnedits relatifs

au Mas*hreb^ p 409) At the present day the

mellah of Marrakiish and the Jewish town of Mogador
form the most important Jewish centres of Morocco

The name el mallah is peculiar to Moiocco,

there, howevei, it is applied not only to the Jewish

quarter in a town but also to little mountain vil-

lages exclusively inhabited by Jews At Tlemcen
the term derb el-thud (class dai b al-yahUd) is

used, at Constantine e^ihaia^ and in Algiers,

Tunis and Tripoli el-hara

On the interior organisation of the present day
Moroccan mellah see E Aubin, Le Maroc d^aujourd'

huty Pans 1904, p 367—372, J Goulven, Les

mellahs de Rabat Sale

^

Pans 1927^ P 99— *07 >

the article Moiocco m the Jewish Encyclopaedia

Bibliography Gaudefroy-Demombynes,

Marocatn Mellahy \n Joui nal Asiati^ue^sci ii,

vol 3, 1914, p 651—658, W Margais, Textes

arabes de Tango
^ p 470 and 466

(Georges S Cohn)
MELILLA (in modern Arabic MTilya^ Beiber

Tdmlilt^ “the white”, in the Arab geographers

Maltin')^ a seapoit on the east coast of

Morocco on a promontoiy on the peninsula of

GeFiya at the end of which is the Cape Ires

Porcas or thelhree Porks {Rds Ilurk of the Arab
geographers, now Rds Werk')

Mellila probably coriesponds to the Rusadir of

the ancients (cf Rhyssadn oppidum et portus

[Pliny, V 18], Russadir Colonia of the Antoninian

Itinerary) Leo Afiicanus says that it had belonged

foi a time to the Goths and that the Arabs took

it froiii them, but in reality we know nothing of

the ancient history of the town
It IS only at the beginning of the tenth century

that Mellila appears in the Muslim history of

Morocco In 930, the Umaiyad Caliph of Spain,

^Abd al Rahman al-Nasir li-Dlii Allah succeeded

m detaching from the P^atimids the famous Mik-
nasa chief Mosa b A bi ’l-'Afly a, who had established

his authority ovei the basin of the Moluya and

the district of Taza, having seized Mtlilla, al-N5sir

built ramparts around it and gave it to his new
ally, who thus had at his command a base of

defence (ma^ltl) against the P'atimids of Ifrikiya

and a poit which made communication with Spam
easy Latei on, the descendants of his son, al-

Buri b Mqs^, rebuilt the town, which remained

one of the strongholds of the MiknSsa in Morocco
doi^n to the time of the decline of the power of the

tribe, who were definitely defeated and scatteied

by the Almoravid Yusuf b lashfm in 1070
But the Miknasa must have abandoned it before

their dynasty was crushed by the Alinoravids, foi

al BakrI shows us that by 1067 a descendant of the

Hammudid Idnsids of Spain had been summoned
to Mellila and recognised as ruler by the people

of the district

At the period when al Baku wrote (1068) Melilla

was a town suiiounded by a wall of stone, inside

\^as a veiy stiong citadel, a great mosque, a

hammam and markets Ihe inhabitants belonged

to the tribe of the Banu WartadI (or B Wartarda),

a branch of the Sanhadja gioup of the Battuya

Melilla had a haibour which was accessible only

in summer It was the terminus of a trade route

which connected SidjilmSsa with the Mediterranean

through the valley of the Moluya and Agai sif ( French
Gueicif) Ihe trade must have been considerable,

the principal expoits were no doubt those men-
tioned by Leo Africanus iron from the mines of

the mountains of the Banu ba'id and honey from
the Kabdana country, we may also add pearls

which were taken from oysters found in the har

hour itself Al-Bakri notes that the inhabitants made
money bv granting protection to merchants The
environs of the town were occupied by the Banu
Wartadl (who also occupied the stronghold called

Kulu' Caret), the Matmata, the Ahl KabdSn, the

Marnisa of the “White Hill” {al Kudyat al-batda^)

and the GbassSsa of the massif which ends in

Cape Tres Forcas {Dj.abal Hurh) All this region

was then independent and had no political
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link with the kingdom of FSs or that of Nakiir

But in 1080 the Almoravid sovereign Yusuf b

Taghfin took Melilla and added its territory

to the Almoravid empire In 1141—1142, in the

course of the Almoravid pursuit of the Almohads,

a body of the latter set out from Tsmsaman to

lay siege to Melilla, which was taken and plundeied

In 1272, the Maiinid Sultan Ya'^l^ub took Mehlla

from the Almohads and Ibn ^aldun simply mentions

It as a fortified place It seems in fact that these

three captures of the town had destroyed its com-
mercial importance to the advantage of another

town on the west coast of the peninsula of the

Gel'^Iya Ghassasa also called al-Kudyat il-baida%

the Alcudia of the Portolans, in the xiiitb century

It IS this latter town that appears as the Mediter-

ranean port of Fas and laza, and it was through

It that political and commercial relations with

eastein Spain and Italy (Genoa and Venice) were
carried on

I.eo Afncanus says that m 1490, hearing that

an attack on it was planned by the Spaniards, the

inhabitants abandoned the town and fled to the

mountains of the Battuya, to punish them for this

the Wattasid Sultan had the town burned down

,

when m Sept 1497 the Spaniards arrived they

were thus able to disembaik without resistance

and occupied the town, abandoned and half de-

stroyed The occupation of Melilla enabled the

Spaniards to attack the port of Ghassasa by land

and it was taken in April 1506 The Moioccans

recaptured it in 1533 but the dangerous proximity

of Melilla henceforth depiived it of importance 1 he

commercial activity of this region was moved faithei

west to the port of al Mazimma (Spanish Alhucemas,

Fr Albouz^mc), and the centre of Muslim resistance

in this part of Morocco was henceforth the strong

hold of Tazuta, which after having been the capital

of the Marinid fief of the Banu Wattas became that

of a practically independent leader of a holy war
After passing into the hands of the Spaniaids, Melilla

was continuously besieged by the Muslims, mainly

by the forces of the leaders of holy war established

at Tazuta and at Mdjau (the Meggeo of Leo Afri

canus) Occupied by the Chiistians, the town
naturally became one of the places in Morocco
in which Muslim pretenders and rebels found asy-

lum and support against the cential power, especi-

ally at the beginning of the Sa'dian dynasty In

1549, It sheltered the dispossessed Wattasid Abu
Hassun, “king” of BSdis, in 1550 it welcomed
with his family the Mawlay ^Amar, “king” of

Debdu It was from Melilla that in 1595, the

pretender al-Nasir b al GhSlib bi*ll5h set out against

his uncle Sultan Ahmad al-Mansur

Later Melilla only appears in history in con-

nection with sieges which it had to suffer sieges

by Mawlay Ismahl in 1687 and 1695, siege in

1 774 by Mawlay Muhammad b 'Abd Allah, Spanish-

Moroccan war of 1893 (Sidi Waryagh affair) From
1903 to 1908 the region of Melilla was the scene

of struggles between the pretender al IJjllall al-Rugi,

established in the ka^ba of Selwan, and the troops

of the Sultan ^Abd al-^AzIz, defeated and receiving

no support, the latter had to take refuge in Spanish

territory and be repatriated Still more recently in

1921, the same district witnessed the sanguinary

battles between the Spaniards and the Rifans under

'Abd al-Karim (Anwal disaster) Melilla is for

Spain a “place of sovereignty” like Alhucemas,

Pefion de Velez and Ceuta Before the establish-

ment of the French protectorate, Melilla, consti-

tuted a free port, was the landmgplace for all the

European merchandise (cotton, sugar, tea) intended

not only for eastein Morocco but also for the

Saharan legions of Morocco and Oiania It has

now lost much of its commercial importance

Bibliography al Bakil, index, Leo Afri-

canus, Description de VAfrtque^ ed Schefer,

vol 2, p 309, H de Castiies, Sources inedits

de rhistou e du Maroc^ Espagne^ vol 1 , pp i
-

xxviii Mehlla au XV^^ie siecle

(Georges S Colin)

MENDEREZ, the name of two rivers in

western Anatolia
1 Buyuk Mendeiez (called by al-‘^L marl

Menderos, by Plri Re^is, Mendiraz or Mendiroz),

the ancient Maeander, the Mandra of the Ciusadeis

It uses in the district of GermiySn in a little lake,

the Huweiran Golu (bami) above Diner (according

to Abu Baki b Bahiam in a spring called Kuiiar

basht, a day’s journey from Homa), flows past

Iloma at some distance off, then through the plain

of Ash?klT and the kazas of Baklan and (5al In

the kaza of Carshamba (capital Bulladan) it is

joined by the Banaz f'ai (called Murad Dagh Suyu
m Abu Bakr b Bahram whose statement that

it flows past Ishfklf IS wrong), which rises in the

Muiad Dagh and flowspast Banaz Farther down
Its course, in the plain of Denizli, it receives the

(Liiiuk Su, the ancient Lyciis FI farther on a

ruined bridge called Demirtash Kopiusii marked
the frontier between the two old liwas of (jermiyan

and Aidfn, according to Abu Bakr a warm spring

rising in its foundations had contributed to the

destiiiction of this budge
In the territory of Aidfn the Buyiik Menderez

flows past at a distance the villages of OrtakSl,

Nazilli, Sultanhisai, Kogfik and GuzelhisSr Aidtn,

breaks up into several arms in the plain of Balat

(Palatia, the ancient Miletus) and feeds a lake

full of fish (al-'Umaii) there, which is now called

Bafi Dehizi (lake of Palatia, the ancient

Aar/x/x^;) A little below Balat, it enters the sea

Al-'Umari who, generally speaking, is inaccuiately

informed about its course (he puts Denizli and

Birgi on it, 1 e bungs the Cayster into its basin

and makes it flow into the Black Sea) compares

the Maeander for its size at low level with the

Nile, m flood however with a sea According to

him, it IS navigable and the people on its banks

sail from its mouth on military or commercial

entei prises Western writers also speak of the trade

home on the Maeander in the late middle ages

The main centre of trade on the Maeander and

also on the land routes through the valley was

Palatia (Balat, the ancient Miletus), in latei times,

however, the caravan route down the Maeander

valley ended in Scalanuova (Kugh Adasi)

2 Kilciik Menderez, the ancient Caystrus
The central part of its course runs in a wide plain

on the northern edge of which is Birgi, on the

southern edge Fire, the old capital of the Itwa of

Aidfn A little below Ayasolugh, the ancient

Ephesus, it enters the sea

In the middle ages the centre of trade with the

hinterland reached by the Cayster was Altoluogo

(from @t6?<oyoq)^ the ancient Ephesus (1 urk

Ayasolugh, now called Seldjuk), later Scalanuova

(Kush Adasi) In the Ottoman period Smyrna
attracted all the trade of the Aegean Sea with

the Anatolian hinterland The caravan routes which
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came down the river valleys opening on the

Aegean thus ended in Smyrna, just as at the

present day the railways which utilize these valleys

stait from Smyrna
Btbltogiaphy Ibn Fadl Allah al-'Umari,

Masahk al-Absat
^

ed Taeschner, p 34 (hr

transl Quatreinere, in A
,

xiii 353), Pm
Re^s, Bahtye^ cd Kahle, Chap 15, Position 16

(Ajasohigh suyu the Caystei), Kap 16, Pos 20
and Chap 21, cf the beginning und Pos i (Balat

suyu the Maander), Abu Hekr b Behram in

the printed edition of Kiatib (!elebi’s Dphan-

fiuma^ Stainbul 1145, P ^34 )
J^ami, Kamus

al-A'lam^ vi 4446, W Heyd, (jeschichte ties

Levantehandels tin Mittelaltei

,

Vol 1 Stuttgait

1 ^79 ^ P 590 ^9^ ^
espcc 594 (hiench ed

,

P 54® j
espec $44 ) »

W lomaschek, Zui
histortschen Topographte von KUtna^un tin Miltel

altct^ Wien 1891, p 34 (Cayster), 36 (the month
of the Maeandei), 99 (the source of the Maeander),

Fr laeschner, Das anatohsclu Wegeiittz nach
osinanischen Quelleity Vol 1 ,

Leipzig 1924,

p 170 sqq (h TAisCllNER)
MENF ^ee Manui*

]

MENGOCEK (MangUjdjak), a 1 u 1 k 1 s h

emir, who after the capture of Romanus Diogenes

in 1071 A D seized various places in the noith-

east of Asia Minor and transmitted his power to

his descendants We had them in Fizindjan, Ko-
ghonia (Colonia, Kara-Ilisai Shark!) and Diwrigi

(cf the genealogical table in von /ambaur, Manuel
de Genealogte etc

, p 146) Little is known of

their history It is incidentally mentioned in Michael

Syrus (ed Chabot, iii 205) that Ibn Mangudjak,
being threatened by the Ortukid Balag, made an

alliance with Iheodoie Gabias, the Byzantine com-
mander of frebizond, but \Nas taken prisonei in

battle along with the latter (in8) He was, how-
again released by the DanisJimandid Emir Gha/!,

whose daughter he had married, while the Greek
had to pay a heavy ransom His name is not

mentioned but, fiom the genealogical statements

in the inscriptions of his descendants, he was
called Ishak The same stoiy is given elsewhere

but not so fully Better known is his grandson

Fakhr al-Din Bahramshah, who ruled for many
years in Erzindjan and died in 622 (1225) To
him the celebrated poet Ni/amI dedicated his poem,
Makhzan al Asiar^ which was composed in 1198
or 1199 He was on the best of terms with

the Saldjuks of Konya, with whom he was con

nected by marriage, but when these relations

were altered under his son 'Ala al Dm Dawud
shah, the lule of the Mandjukids was ended At
the end of 625 (1128) he was forced to cede

Erzindjan to
|
Kaikobad, and his brother Muzaffar

al-Din Muhammad who ruled in Koghonia met a

similar fate A collateral line established in Diwrigi

and ruling there in the name of the SaldjUks held

out for a few more years, perhaps till the coming
of the Mongols into these regions in 675, only

a few scraps of information about this line have

been gleaned from inscriptions and coins

Btbltogr aphy Munadjdjim Bash?, Didmt^
aLDuwal, ed van Berchem, in CIA^ 111, An-
hang 1, p loi sqq

,
Houtsma, La dynastic des

Benu Mengulek^ in Rev 0^,1904, p 277,
van Berchem, Materiaux pour un C L A

^ p 55
sqq

,
V Zambaur, Manuel^ loc at

,
where further

references are given

(M Th Houtsma)

I MENTESHE-ELI, a little principality
in Anatolia Ihe boundaiies of the teiritory of

the Menteshe oghlu’s [q v
]

arc given by Munedj-

djim-bash? (cf hr Babinger, GO p 234 sq)

in his Saha^iJ aLAMcii (Stambul 1285) as marked
by Mughla, Balat, Boz l)yuk, Milas, Bardjin, Mann,
tine, Fawas, BoinSz Makri, Godjiniz, hoCa and

Meimeie they thus euirespond appioximately to

those of the ancient Cana Ihe oiigin of the

name is unceitiin, but it can confidently be as-

serted that the opinion, presumably first put foi-

waul by h Menmski (Lexuon^ iv 737) and till

quite recently upheld, that the district takes its

name from the Myndus [Mvv^oq in Strabo) of the

ancients is not worthy of credence Several of the

places above mentioned play a not unimportant

part as centres of scholaiship and litcratuic in

the eailier peiiod of Ottoman intellectual life

Thus in the time of the Menti ^e-oglilu Mehemmcd
(775—777) a certain Mahmud b Mehemmed of

Baidjin composed a Ba^ nama which was published

by J v Hammer Purgstall under the title '^Lalkrut-

klee''’' (Pest 1840) fiom the Milan MS and rightly

described as one of the eailiei documents of the

Ottoman language In miny of these places theie

were academies where an ictivc intellectual life

llouiished, so that the share of the district of

Mente^ie in Ottoman litciaturc is strikingly laige

(I'K Babincik)
MENTESHE-OQHLULARi, i petty dy-

nasty in Anatolia ihe piin<es of Menteshe
first appear m history after the bieak up of the

Seldjuk cmpiie Ihe founder of the family is said

to have been a certain Menteshe Beg b Beha^

al-Din Kurd! He had his couit at Milas (Mylisa)

in the ancient Cana, and not far fiom it his

stronghold Pai^in (Petsona) His descendants also

lived in Mills until they moved their couit to

Miletus 1 he son of Menteshe was L rkhan Beg,

who IS known fiom an inscription on a building

in Milas and from Ibn Battuta who visited him

in 1334 in Milas (cf Ibn Battuta, Voyages^ ed

Defremery, Pans 1854, II, 278 sqq) Urkhan’s

successor was his son Ibiihim, who built a mosque
in Mughla in 745 (1344) and left two sons, Ahmed
Ghazi and Mehemmed The second succeeded him
in 755 (1354)1 succumbed in the struggle for

the throne to Ins bi other Ahmed, who took Fski

Ilisar in 755 (1354), m 777 (1375) founded an

academy at Bardjin and at the end of Djumada II,

780 (Oct 1378) completed the Liu Djami' in

Milas Ahmed Ghazi died in Sha'ban 793 (July

1391) and was succeeded by his nephew Ilyas

The Ottomans had in his reign alre idy taken

possession of several principalities in the neigh

bourhood of Menteshe eli, such as that of the

Germian-eli [q v
]

and of the Ilamid eli [q v ],

and now seriously threatened the existence of the

MentesJjes Immediately after the accession of

Ilyas Beg, Bayazid I, who had just become Sultan,

depiived the lords of Menteshe of the last vestige

of independence Ihey sought refuge with the

luler of Sinope, Bayazid Koturum, and later with

the conqueroi of the Ottomans, Flmur I enk IlySs

Beg, who built a mosque in Miletus, regained

possession of Menteshe-eli in 1402 On 24 July

1403, he concluded a treaty with the Count of

Crete, Marco Fallen (publ by Mas Latiie, at the

end of his essay, Commetce d'Ephese et de Milet

moyen age in the Btbl de VEtoh des Chartes^

Ser V Vol vi Pans 1864, p 226 sqq
)
and with
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the admiral Sei Pietro Civrano on 17'*' Oct 1414

(cf Dtplotnatarium Veneto-Levanttnum^ ii 305,

293 and W Heyd, Htsiotre du commerce du

Levant^ 11 353 )
The reign of Ilyas r>eg,

filled with fighting and difficulties of all kinds,

ended in 824 (1421) when his lands passed to

the Ottomans Mchemmed I had struck coins as

eaily as 818 (1415) on which he calls himself

lord of Menteshe Among the children of Ilyas

Beg, mention is made of I mth Beg, but the

shidovvy part he played is quite uncertain The

year 829 (1426) saw the end of he princes of

Mentc^die A certain Balaban was appointed as

Ottomin governor of Mente^ie-eli and henceforwaid

the distnct forms a part of the Ottoman empire

Ihe chronology of the dynasts of Menteshe is

still uncertain and essential points have still to

be cleared up, which viill require a systematic

study of the many monuments in Menteshe eli

with their important inscriptions, especially in

Milas, Miletus, Bardjm, Muglila, etc

Ihe following genealogical table shows the

lelationship of the vaiious princes and is based

on coins and inscriptions

Hldjdj Behh.^ al-Din Kuidi,

Governoi of Siwas undei the Seldjuks

I

Mente Jie

Shudja*^ al Dm bikh^n

(c 730=1330)

Ibiahim

(<• 745 = 1344)

TSdj al Din Ahmeti Ghazi Mehemmed

777 (« 375 )i
d 793 («390 755 (‘ 354)

Muzaffar al-Din Ilyas

I 793 (‘ 39 ‘)

II 805—24 (1402—21)

LaiUi Uwais Ahmed hatima

824(1421) d 823(1420)
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MERDAWIDJ [See Mardawi£»j
]

MERIDA, Ar Marida, from the Latin //a,

a town in the southwest of Spain, in the

modern piovince of Badajoz, where it is thecipitil

of a partulo^ on the light bink of the Guadiana
Now somewhat decayed, it has only 11,150 in-

habitants It IS on the Madrid-Badajoz railway and

IS also connected by rad with Cdceies in the north

and Seville in the south

The ancient capital of 1 M'>\'^-\w\d^^Augusta Fnui tta^

was founded in 23 B ( and under the Roman
empire attained remark iblc importance and pro-

sperity Numeious remiins of Roman buildings

still testify to the position it held in the Iberian

peninsula m those days a budge of 64 arches,

a ciieus, a theatre, and the famous aqueduct of los

Milagtos^ of which there are still standing ten

arches of brick and granite Meiida undei the

Visigoths became the metropolis of Lusitania and
according to Rodrigo of Toledo was fortified

and strongly defended, which explains why the

Muslim conquerors led by Musa b Nusair [q v
]

had some difficulty in taking it Ihe Arab leader

on landing in Spam in Ramadan 93 (June 712)
first took Medina-Sidonia and Carmona, then

Seville He next laid siege to Meiida, befoie which

he stayed for several months, but the iiihabitaids

in the end capitulated and the town suriendtred

on ist l^awwal 94 (June 30,713) Trom Merida,

Musa b Nusair continued his advance to Toledo

Lndei the Arab governois, Meiida seems to

have veiy soon become a rallying point foi a

large number of rebels of Berber and bpinish

origin It was there that Yusuf al Fihil ciidcavouicd

to organise a movement against that organised

for his owm benefit by ^Abd al-Rahman al-Uikhil

in 141 (758) At a later date, a Berber named
Asbagh b "^Abd Allah b Wansiis rebelled there

agiinst al-IIakam I in 190 (805) and the emir

of Cordo\a had foi the next seven years to undei-

lake summci campaigns against him before bunging

him to leason Another lebellion broke out in

Menda in 213 (828) and the town had to be

besieged in 217 and again in 254 (868) In the

reign of Emir ‘^Abd Allah it was the headquarters

of 'Abd al-Rahman b Marw^an al jDjilliki (the

Galician), an Arabic name which concealed that

ol a Christian nationalist leader Menda definitely

returned to its allegiance m the icigu of ‘^Abd

al-Rahman III al-Nasir when it submitted in 316

(928) to the ka^ui Ahmad b Alyas

From the xph century, Menda began to decline

in favour of Badajoz, especially when the latter

town became the capital of the independent little

kingdom of the Aftasids [q v
]

It remained in

the hands of the Muslims till the beginning of

the xiiph century In 1228 it was retaken by

Alfonso IX of I eon but nevci recovered its former

importance

The Arab geogiaphers who mention Merida,

describe its Roman rums in detail, they also

mention the Muslim citadel, the foundation in-

scription of which has been preserved It was

built in 220 (835) by the governor 'Abd Allah

b Kulaib b lha%ba by order of the Umaiyad
Emir ^Abd al Rahman II

Btbltogi aphy The Arabic historians of
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Umaiyad Spam {AHiar ma4jtnt^a, Ibn 'IdhSrl,

Bayafty Ibn al-A^iIr, Nuwairi, Makkari,

passtm), Idrisi, Dent tpHon de VAfrtque et de

VEspagne^ ed Dozy and de Goeje, text, p 175,

182, transl
, p 21 1, 220, Yakut, Mtddyam al-Bnl-

dan^ ed Wiistenfeld, iv 389—390, Abu ’I Pida^,

Takwtm al-Buldatty ed Reinaud and de Slane,

p 172—248, Ibn ‘Abd al-Mun^itn al-Himyarl, «/-

Rawd almi^(dr^ edition in preparation, Spain,

N® 117, E Fagnan, Extraits inedits rdatifs

au Maghreb^ Algiers 1924, index, Dozy, Htstotfe

des Musulmans d'Espa^ne^ 11 37, 40, 62, 96,
Rtcherches hist litt Esp^^ 1 54— 56, Codera,

Inscription arabe del Castillo de Merida {Bol

R Acad Hist
^
Madrid 1902, p 138—142), E

L6vi-Provengal, Inscriptions arabes d'Espagne^
Leyden-Paris 1 931, N® 39—40

(E Lfevi Provfnqal)
MERlNIDS (Band MarIn), a Berber dy-

nasty, which luled over the extreme Mighrib
(Morocco) from the middle of the xiii^h to the

middle of the xvth century

The first references we have to the Banu Marin

show them living a nomadic life m the Sahara

between Piguig [q v
]

and Tafllalt [q v
]

Like

the other groups who claimed to be Zenata, they

must have been driven to the west by the nomad
Arab Banu Hilal in the second half of the xitb

centuiy Like their brethien, the Banu ^Abd al-

Wad, whose lands adjoined theirs, they had at-

tempted in 1145 to resist the conquest of the

Central Maghrib by the Almohads and had been

defeated While the Banu ‘^Abd al-WSd enteied

the service of the conquerors, the Banu Marin

took refuge in the desert The weakening of the

Almohad empire gave them a chance to take their

revenge In the course of their pei iodic move-

ments in the valley of the Muluya, they learned

of the weakness of the defences of the extreme

Maghrib, the best forces of which were engaged

in Spain, and the Banu Marin therefore made a

formidable razzia northwards in 613 (1216) This

was the first stage of the conquest which was to

proceed step by step for 53 years It was con-

tinued next year by the crushing of the Banu
RiySh Arabs, who lived in the plains of the west,

and by a first fiscal exploitation of the country

The Almohads, paralysed by dynastic feuds,

made no serious thrust in return until 27 years

later, when the Banu Mann were defeated by the

troops of the caliph al Sa'^id (642 = 1244) After

a forced check, the conquest was resumed with

more method by the amtr Abu Yahya b ^Abd

al-Hakk He endeavoured to increase his military

forces by granting lands to groups of his kinsmen

and taking into his service foreign mercenaries,

and he made every effort to capture towns To
achieve this end and to gain a moral support

which he lacked, the amir claimed to be the

mandatory of the Hafsids [q v ], the Almohads
of Ifril^iya He further declared himself the protector

of the holy men, who were venerated by the

people It was thus that he took possession of

Meknes, Fas, ISzS, Rabat and Sale Finally the

help he gave the Almohad pretender Abu Dabbus

enabled the amir AbO YHsuf Ya'kab, Abu YahyS’s

successor, to annex Marrakesh, which marked the

completion of the Marlnid conquest (669 = 1269)

Inhenting this area of the western Muslim world,

which had been the very heart of the great Almohad
empire, the Merlnids also inherited the traditions

of those they had dispossessed and their dreams

of hegemony in Spam and Barbary

As in the time of the Almoravids and Almohads,

Spain was for the Ma^ribis the sacred land of mai ty rs

for the faith Not only did the dynasty send there

Its troublesome sons, princes whose presence in the

Maghrib might be inconvenient and who formed

the corps of volunteers of the faith, but several

sultans fought theie in peison AbQ Yusuf, whose

lesumplion of the holy war was his one gieat

scheme, his successor Abu Ya^kub, and Abu ’1 Hasan,

who saw the failure of these oversea expeditions

In crossing the Strait, Abu Yusuf fulfilled his

dearest vow but he was also answering the reiterated

appeals of the Banu ’1 Ahmar of Granada, who were

tiled of enduring the exactions and insults of the

King of Castille He was received there as a

saviour and at once undertook a plundering ex

pedition Don Nuno de I ara, endeavouiing to

capture the loot taken from the Christians, sustained

a heavy defeat near Lcija and was himself slain

(674=1275) Very few other pitched battles are

mentioned in these wars of the Merinids in Spain,

but almost daily razzias into Christian territory

The Muslims destroyed or earned off the crops

and stocks and they took prisoneis who were sold

as slaves in the Maghrib The relations between

the Sultans of F5s and of Granada, by no means

warm at the time of the landing in Spam, became
decidedly hostile when Abu YOsuf claimed the

ownership of the town of Tarifa [q v
]

as a base

for his future operations in the Peninsula Ibn al-

Ahmar appealed to the King of Castille for help

against the encioachments of his rescuer An alliance

was formed between Christians and Muslims of

Spam which Yaghmorasan, sultan of Flemsen, soon

joined Ihe latter undertook to prevent or impede

any further crossings of the Moroccan ruler into

Andalusia

The entente with the Christians did not how-
ever prevent the latter fiom continuing the task

of the Reconquista In 709 (1309) they took

Gibraltar and the SultSn of Granada appealed

again to the Maghrib! Sultan Abu ’

1-Hasan sent

his son'Abd al-Malik who recaptured Gibraltar (733
=== * 333 ) ^Abd al Malik having been killed, Abu
’I Hasan sent a large army on ships supplied by
the ports of Ifrikiya and himself landed near Tarifa

This town was in the hands of the Christians

He tried to take it but was routed by the combined
forces of Alfonso XI of Castille and Alfonso IV
of Portugal This disaster of 1340 and the taking

of Algeciras by the King of Castille finally dis-

couraged the Merinid sultan Neither he nor his

successors again made attempts m Spam
If circumstances prevented the Merinids from

reviving against Christianity the glories of the wars

of the Almohads, they were able to devote them-

selves to regaining the great Afiican empire of

their predecessors and they succeeded m doing

so for a comparatively short time That empire,

as is well known, covered m addition to the king-

dom of the Merinids, that of the ^Abd al-Wadids

of Tlemsen and that of the Hafsids of Tunis [q v
]

The kingdom of Tlemsen was that most directly

threatened by the ambitions of the sultans of F5s
Causes of quarrel were numerous between these

neighbouring and related d> nasties To old rivalries,

dating from the days when the two clans were

nomads, had been added the competition of two
adjoining states each seeking to extend their frontiers
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The 'Abd al-W?ldids very soon lost hope of an-

nexing territory m the west If, as we have seen,

they were a thorn m the side of the Merlnids

ivho desired to cross into Spain, this policy was
nf brief duration Very soon they had to con-

fine themselves strictly to the defensive On many
occasions, the kingdom of Tlemsen was invaded

aind the Tlemscnians shut up within their walls For
example for eight years and three months, from 698

[1299), they were blockaded, during which period

the Merlnids established a permanent camp which
became the town of al-MansSia [q v

]
in addition

to numerous other works of circumvallation

,

Tlemsen however did not fall till later In 737
[1337) Abu ’

1-Hasan took it, he and his son Abfl

^InRn were to hold it for 22 years For these two
princes, whose reigns mark the apogee of the

dynasty, Tlemsen was only a first stage towards

IfrUciya Ihe dream of recreating the empire of

the Almohads was to be realised by annexing

the Hafsid kingdom
Constant relations, in which each hoped to gam

some advantage, united the two states of east and
west, Band Hafs and Band Marin To a con-

temporary observer like the Egyptian al ^Umarl,

the Band Marin alone counted as a military power,

but the Band Hafs, descendants of the Almohad
caliphs, had a prestige which the Band Marin
could not claim in spite of the title of Amtr al-

Mt^mtntn which Abu ‘Inan arrogantly assumed
Ihis explains why, from the very first, the Band
Marin in annexing the towns of the Maghrib
declared themselves mandatories of the sovereigns

of Tunis and why they married Hafsid princesses

On their side, the Band Hafs did not think it

wise to refuse their daughters, they dealt tactfully

with the Moroccan sultans, who might be useful

in protecting them against the sultans of Tlemsen
In a word, they hoped to see the Merlnids attack

central Maghrib but not to become complete masters

of it, which would directly expose Ifrikiya to the

attacks of the conquerors

This is what actually happened in 1347 Taking

advantage of the usurpation of the throne of Tunis

and of the troubles which followed it, Abu U Hasan
invaded Ifrikiya and sought to impose his authority

there as in his own kingdom The situation here

however was very different from what he was
familiar with in the Maghrib In Ifrikiya, the

Arabs were still very strong Abu ’l-Hasan came
to grief against the Arab tribes united against a

foreign master and near KairawRn they inflicted a

disastrous defeat on him in Muhairara 749 (April

1348) This disaster even endangered the position

of the Marlnids in the Maghrib itself An attempt

by Abu TnSn, son of Abu ’1 Hasan, to reconquer

Ifril^iya proved fruitless

In spite of the collapse of Marlnid aims, the

period of these two last sultSns was nevertheless

one of the greatest in the history of Muslim Bar-

bary, one of those which has left us most memorials

of its magnificence

The Merlnids were vigorous builders In 1276,
Aba YOsuf had founded New Ffis, west of the

old town, to make it his official capital, but

It was during the first half of the xivth century

that the greatest building activity was displayed

The majority of those that have come down to

us date from this period Works of considerable

artistic value, they are at the same time evidence

of the military activity and religious ardour of

Thb Encyclopabdia of Islam, III.

the Banfl Marin, like the ramparts and the mos-
que of al-Manslira, the walls and necropolis of

Chella, the medersas of F5s and Sale, the different

buildings erected near Tlemsen around the tomb
of the great ascetic Sidi Bu Madyan Piety in the

form of mysticism was the dominating note in the

intellectual life of the Maghrib We must however
not forget that the court of Fas was frequented

by men like ^Abd al-Rahm5n b ]^aldan, Ibn

al Khatib and Ibn Battuta, who have left a name
in the field of literature and profane learning

The failure of the attempts upon Ifrikiya and
the disaster at Kairawan may be taken as the

beginning of the decline of the Merlnids As a

result of these military failures, the troops stationed

in some parts of the Maghrib had to be with-

dtawn The passes of the Atlas being no longer

guarded, the Arabs of SUs and TafilRlt, excited

by the rumours from Ifrikiya, began to display

their turbulent spirit The tribes who paid taxes

now paid only at longer and longer intervals

under the threat of expeditionary forces sent

against them There was still a graver cause of

decline the power of the viziers vastly increased

An aristocracy of high officials related to the

royal family handed down offices from father to

son, backed by powerful clans, and ended by
acquiring the power to nominate the new sove-

reigns To keep them in tutelage, they used to

choose for the throne a minor or a weakling.

When the Sultan displayed some desire to rule

in person, they did not hesitate to dethrone or

asssassinate him Thus in 762 (1361) Abu Salim

was decapitated by a soldier of the Christian

militia, his successor Taghfin, an idiot, was de

posed and replaced by AbU Zaiyan, who was found

strangled and drowned in a reservoir

In the midst of these palace revolutions the

unity of the kingdom was destroyed We find the

prince who governs SidjilmRsa fighting with the

sultan reigning at FRs The vizier who has control

of the legitimate sovereign has pretenders against

him, who end by dividing up the country among
them Marrakesh fights against Fas At one time,

the traditional enemies of the dynasty, the 'Abd

al-Wadids of Tlemsen, endeavour to profit by the

occasion to resume the aggressive policy of Yagh-

morRsan But Tlemsen was itself too weakened
to attain success Besides, it was attacked in the

rear by the Arabs of the Central Mag^ri^ instigated

fiom Fas One of the shaikhs of the Suwaid Arabs

IS called the “friend and patron of the Marlnid

dynasty’’ The BanH Marin had another means of

neutralizing Tlemsen
,

this was to support pre

tenders of the 'Abd al-W5did family To sum
up, in spite of the weakness of the BanU Marin,

the BanU 'Abd al Wad, whose lands had for the

most part passed into the hands of the Arabs, cut a

still sadder figure and could not resist when attacks

from the west were resumed From 13^9

sultans of Tlemsen ruled under the suzerainty of F5s

But grave events were to turn the attention of

the Merlnids from the affairs of the Central Maghrib

In 1401, King Henry III of Castille landed in

Barbary to take vengeance for outrages of the

Muslim corsairs and destroyed Tetwan This attack,

which produced considerable commotion in the

Maghrib, and the taking of Ceuta by the Portuguese

in 818 (1415)) provoked a vigorous campaign by

the religious element The threat from abroad,

combined with its weakness in meeting this critical

30
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situation, brought about a senes of troubles under
which the dynasty succumbed In 823 (1420) after

the assassination of the Sultan Abti Sa'fd, the

Merinids gave place to the BanQ Wattas

Bthltogi aphy Ibn ^aldOn, Proltgonunts^

ed Quatrem^re, transl de Slane (Notices et ex-

traits des manuscrUs de la Bibhotheque tmpertale^

vol XVI -XXI ), do, Histoire des Berberes^ ed
de Slane, vol 11 ,

transl de Slane, vol iv
,
Ibn

Abi Zar', Kawd al Ktrtas (Annates regum Maurt-
tantae), ed and Latin transl lornbeig, 2 vol,
Upsala 1843, Ibn al-Ahmar, Rawiat al-Nisrln
(Histoire des Beni Merin\ ed and transl Gh
Bouali and G Mar^ais (Publications de la Fa-
culte des lettres d^Alger\ Pans 1917, E L6vi-
Proven^al, Deux nouveaitx manusciits de la

Rawdat an-nisrtn dUbn al-Akmar^ m youmal
Astatique^ 1923, 11, p 219 sqq

,
Ibn Battuta,

Voyages^ ed and transl Defr^meiy and San-
guinetti, IV, Pans 1879, Ai-dakhirat as-santya
(chrontque anonyme des Mertnides\ ed Ben
Cheneb (Publ de la Faculte des lettres d^Alger),
Algiers 1921, al-Djazna’i, Zahrat el-as, traitant
de la fondation de la ville de Fes, ed and transl

A Bel (Publication de la Faculte des Lettres

d'Alger)^ Algiers 1923, Ibn Marzuk, Musnad
(Hist du mertnide Abu '"I Hasan), extracts, ed
and transl L^vi-Proven^al, in Hespetts, 1925,
Ibn Fadl Allah al-'Umari, Masalik al-Absar^

1 ,

transl Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Pans 1927, A
Bel, Jnscfiptions arabes de Fes^ Pans 1919
(repi fiom the Journal Asiatique^ 1 91 7-1 919),
H Basset and L6vi-Provengal, Chella^ une necro-

pole menmde, Pans 1923 (repi from Hesperts,

1922), A Coui, Les dernieis Mertnides, in

Bulletin de la Sotiete de Geographie d'Alger^

1905, do, La Dynastie marocaine des Betiu
Wattas^ Constantine 1917, G Maigais, Les
Arabes en Bet bene du au siecle,

Constantine-Pans 1913, do, Manuel d'art
musulman^ Varchitecture^ 11, Pans 1927, W
and G Margais, Les monuments at abes de

Tlemcen^ Pans 1903, van Berchem, Tittes

califiens d' Occident^ in Journal Asiatique, 1907,
1, p 24$ sqq

,
Ch leirasse, Medersas du

Maroc^ Pans, n d
,
Henri Teirasse, Portes de

Varsenal de Sale, in Hesperts, 1922, p ZSl sqq

(Gkorges MARgAIb)
MERKEZ, Musliii alDIn MUsa, an Otto

man Shaikh of an Order and Saint
Merkez Muslih al-Din MCsa b Mustafa b Kilidj

b Hadjdar belonged to the village of Sai! Mah-
mndlu in the Anatolian district of LSdhiklya He
was at first a pupil of the Molls Ahmad Pasha,

son of Khidr Beg [q v
],

and later of the famous
Khalwetl Shaikh Sunbill SinSn Efendi, founder of

the SunbiilTya, a branch of the ^alwetlya, head
of the monastery of Kodja Mustafa Pasha m Stambul
(cf on him Brusal! Mehemmed lahir, ^Othmanll
MiPellifletl, i 78 ) When the latter died in

936 (1529), Merkez Efendi succeeded him in the

dignity of Plr He held the office of head of a

monastery for 23 yeais and died in the odour ot

sanctity in 959 (1552), aged nearly 90 He was
buried in Stambul in the mosque which bears his

name (cf Hadthat al-Djawamd"

,

1 230 sq
, ] v

Hammer, G O R
,

iy. 95, 495) before the

Yefii Kapu At the tomb of Merkez Efendi there

is a much visited holy well, an ayazma, to which
one descends by steps Its reddish water is said

to have the miraculous power of healing those

sick of a fever (cf Ewliya Celebi, 1 372, J v

Hammer, Constantinopohs, i 503 ,
do

,
G O R

,

ix 95, N® 495, following the Hadikat al-DtawHnH,
loc cit

)
Beside it is the cell (zamya) of Merkez

Efendi, of which wonderful stones still circulate

among the people He had many pupils, including

his son Ahmad, famous as the translator of the

Karniis, his son in-law Muslih al Din (cf EwliyS,

1 372), the poet Ramadan Efendi, called Bihisbtl

and many otheis

Bibliogr aphy In addition to the references

in the text la^kopiiizade, ^aka^ik al-Nu^-

manlya, transl Medjdi, p ^22 sq
,
Brusalf Me-

hemmed Tahir, ^Olhmanll Mu^elltjlerl, 1 160,
Mehemmed Ihuiaya, St^illi ^ot^mani, iv 363,
F Babmger, G 0 iv

,

44, note i

(Fr Babinger)
MERSiNA, an Anatolian sea-port on

the south coast of Asia Minor
Mersina, the poit and capital of the former

sandjalf of the same name (with an aiea of

1,780 sq m ) m the wil5yet of Adana [q v
]
on

the south coast of Anatolia, is 40 miles from
Adana, to which a railway runs The name Mer-
slna comes from the Greek myrsini (iMvpa-lvvf), myrtle,

because this tree grows in large numbers in this

region The regularly built town, founded only in

I

1832, with about 21,171 inhabitants (1927) is

only of importance as a poit for the export of
silk, coin and cotton Ihe climate is very unhealthy
in summer Ihe old name of Merslna was Zephirium,
in the vicinity (8 miles S W ) he the rums of
Soloi or Pompeiopolis The town which is quite
modern is of no Muslim historical interest

Bibliography V Cuinet, La Turqute
d'Asie, ii 50 sq (Fr Babinger)
MERTOLA, Ar Mat tula and Mirtula, a little

town in the south of Portugal on the Gua-
diana, 3$ miles above and north of the mouth
of this river, at its junction with the Oeira Ihis
place, the Myt tilis of the Romans, was of some
importance in the Muslim period It was in the
district of Beja and according to Yakut was the
best defended stronghold in the whole of the west
of the Peninsula At the end of the ninth century
It was the headquarteis of an independent chief, ‘^Abd
al-Malik b Abi ’1-Djawad, who was in alliance

with the lords of Badajoz and Ocsonoba and held
his own against the Cordovan emir 'Abd Allah

Bibliography IdrisI Description de VAfri-
que et de Phspagne, ed Dozy and de Goeje, text

P transl p 211, 217, Mu^djiam
al Buldan, ed Wustenfeld, iv 714, Ibn ^Idharl,

al-Bayan al-tnuglirtb, ii
,

text p 140, transl

P _223 ^ (E LfiVI-PROVENgAL)
MERWARA, a British district in R5dj-

putana, lying between 25® 24' and 26° ii' N
and 73° 45' and 74® 29' E

,
has an area of 641

sq miles and a population (1901) of 109,459
The local name of the district is Magra, or “hills”

Beyond the fact that between 1138 and 1232(1725
and 1816), several unsuccessful attempts were made
by Radjputs and Maiathas to subdue the country,
the history of MerwSra is a blank up to 1234
(i8i8), when the British appeared on the scene
The Distiict was at one time an impenetrable
jungle, inhabited by outlaws and fugitives from
surrounding states Ihe population known under
the name of M5rs originally comprised a mixture
of castes, CandSla Gudjars, Bhatl, RsdjpUts, Brah-
mans and Minas It is said that NisaldSw, the
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CauhSn King of Adjmlr, subdued the inhabitants

and made them drawers of water m the streets of

Adjmir The country has made much progress undei

the British rule
|

Bibliography Imperial Gazetteer of Indta^ \

xvii 309—31 1, Rajputana Dtshict Gazetteers^
j

vol 1 (Ajmer 1904) 1

(M HiDAYET Hosain) I

MERZIFUN, also called MXrsiwXn, a town
in the Anatolian wilayet of biwas [q v]
and in the sandjak of Amasia [q v

] at the beginning

of the fertile plain of Sulu Owa, with 11,334 in-

habitants (m 1927), of whom the Armenians have

had to migrate, which produces a good deal of

wine and makes some cotton Merzifun before the

World War was the centre of activity of the

Protestant missions in this region and contained

the Anatolia College The town most probably

occupies the site of the ancient Pha/emon
111 the district of Phazemonitis ,

the name is pro-

bably a development of Ibn Bibi (cf

Recuetl de textes relattfs h Vhtstoire des Seldjouctdes^

ed M Th Houtsma, iv
,
Leyden 1902, p 292^

12) also gives the form Little is known

of the early history of the town in the Muslim
period It belonged to the kingdom of the Danish-

mandids [q v
]
and N\hen m 1393 BSyazid I drove

the luler of Siwas, Mir Ahmad, out of the country,

the land of “Marsvani”, as the Bavarian traveller

Hans Schiltberger (cf Hans Schiltbergers Retse-

buch^ ed V Langmantel, Tubingen 1S85, p 12)

called It, passed to the Ottoman empire Merzi-

fOn plays a notable part in the history of Otto-

man culture as the birth-place and scene of the

activities of learned men and authors (cf A D
Mordtmann, Anatohen^ ed F Babingei, Hanover

1925, p 88) In Merzifun there used to be a

number of dervish monasteries (cf Ewliya tSelebi,

Styahetnama^ ii 396 infra, wheie several are men-
tioned) Of special interest are the mosques, mainly

converted from Byzantine churches, including the

so called Eski DjSmi', on the walls of which

Christian paintings could until recently be seen (cf

V Cuinei^ La Turqute d'Aste^i 761) and the mosque
of Murad II, both on the market-place The saint

locally reverenced was Pir Dede Sultan, said to

be a pupil of Hadjdjl Bektagh (Ewliya, op at
^

11 396) In A D Mordtmann’s time (1852) the

“whole Turkish population” consisted of shailfs,

1 e descendants of the Prophet

Bibliography Ewliya Celebi, Styahei-

name^ 11 396 sqq
,
Engl transl by J v Ham

mer, u 212 sqq
^
Le Voyage de Monsieur d^Aia-

pion
,
escript par J Chesneau^ ed Ch

Schefer, Pans 1887, p 68, J Morier, Journey
through Persia^ Armenia and Asia Minoi

^
Lon-

don 1812, p 350, Petermann's Mitteilungen^

1859, Heft 12, C Ritter, Etdkunde von Klein-

asien^ 1 179 sqq
,
Wm Ainsworth, Travels in

Asia Minor

^

London 1842, i 33, Wm Hamil-

ton, Reseat ches in Asia Minor

^

London 1842,

1. 329, A D Mordtmann, Anatolien^ ed by

F Babinger, Hanover 1925, p 87 sqq
,
Henry

J van Lennep, Travels in little-known parts

of Asia Minor
^
London 1870, 1 82, F Cumont,

Studia Pontica^ 11 140, in 162, V Cuinet,

La Turquie d^AsUy i 758 sqq — [As regards

the derivation of the name Merziftln from Pha-

zemon, it must be pointed out that the ancient

name no longer came easily to the mouths of

the later Greeks, Stephen of Byzantium (fifth

century ad) already writes (var lect

(Fr Babinger)
MESHHED (al-Ma^HHAd), capital of the

Persian province of JCburSsan (q v, n
,

p 966), the greatest place of pilgrimage
for the Shi'is in Persia It lies 3,000 feet

above sea level in 59® 35' E Long (Greenw)
and 16° 17' N Lat m the valley from lo to 25
miles broad of the Keghef-Rud, which runs from

N W to S E This river, also called Ab 1 Meahhed
(the “river of Me&bhed”), rises about 12 miles N W
of the ruins of Tus [q v

]
in the little lake of

Ceshme 1 Gllas (cf Frasei, op at

^

p 350, Kha-
nikoff, op at

y p lio, Yate, op at
y p 315) and

joins the Herl (Hari)-Rud (q v
,
and cf I e Strange,

op at
, p 407 sq ) about loo miles S E of Mesh-

hed on the Russo Persian frontier Meghhed lies

about 4 miles south of the bank of the Keghef
Rud Ihe hills which run along the valley rise

to 8,000 or 9,000 feet at Meshhed
In consequence of its high situation and pro

ximity to the mountains, the climate of Mesh-
hed is in the winter rather severe, in the sum-
mer, however, often tiopically hot, it is regarded

as healthy

Meshhed may m a way be regarded as the

successor of the older pre Muhammadan Tils [q v ),

and It has not infrequently been erroneously con-

founded with It

The fact that Pus is the name of both a town and
a district, together with the fact that two places

aie always mentioned as the principal towns of

this district, has given rise among the later Arab
geographers to the erroneous opinion that the

capital TOs is a double town consisting of Tabar5n
and Nukan, e g Yakut, 111 560, 5

(correct at

IV 824, 23) and in the Lubab of Ibn al-Athir

[q v
]

quoted by Abu ’l-hida^ {pp at
^ p 453)

Kazwml (^Athar al-Bilady ed Wustenfeld, p 275,

3i) next made the two towns thought to be

joined together into two quarters {inahalla) This

quite erroneous idea of a double town TGs found

Its way into European literature generally Sykes

(fj R A S
^
191O7 P ms— 1 1 16) and following

him Diez {Churasamsche Baudenkmaler^ Berlin

1918, i 53 J7) have rightly challenged this unten-

able idea The older Arab geographers quite cor-

rectly distinguish between Tfibaran and Nukan as

two quite separate towns NokSn, according to

the express testimony of the Arabic sources, was

only Y4 parasang {farsahh) or one Arabic mile from

the tomb of Harun al-Raghid and 'All al-Rida

(see below) and must therefore have been veiy

close to the modern Meshhed The ruins of TS-

baran-Tus and Meshhed are about 15 miles apart

As to Nukan (often wrongly vocalised Nawkan)
it is sometimes called more precisely (e g Yakut,

ill 153, 21) Nukan Tils, and occasionally (e g
Istakhri = B G A

^
1 257, 3, Hamd Allah al-

Mustauff, op «/ , p 1 5 1
, 2—3) included with Sana-

badh Tlhe distance between these two towns is put

at an Arabic mile (Yft5^at, 111 153, 21) or what is

practically the same, 74 farsakh (e g IstaWirl,

op at y
Ibn Hawkal in Abu ’l-FidS^, op at

^

p 451) Na^an must have lam to the east and

northeast of the modern Meshhed and a small

part of it is the northeastern quartei of the latter

town
In NS^Lan or in the village of SanabSdh belonging

to it two distinguished figures in Muslim history
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were buned within one decade the caliph H S r G n I

al-Rashld and the "Alid "All al-Ridfi b

MGsa
When HSrGn al-Rashid was preparing to take

the field in ^^urSsan, he was stricken mortally

ill in a country house at San5b5dh where he had

stopped, and died in a few days (193 = 809) The
caliph, we are told (Tabari, op at

^
in 737, 13—17),

realising he was about to die, had his grave dug in

the garden of this country mansion and consecrated

by Kur’Sn-readers

The three available accounts differ at first sight

as to the house in which HUrun spent his last

hours Two of them are given by Tabari according

to the first (111 736, 17—xg^ 737^ 4) it was on the

estate of Djunaid b "Abd al-RaWsn that the

caliph stopped, the second story (111 735, 15—16)

738, 14—15) says that Harun lived in the mansion
of Humaid b Abl Qhanm A third story in Yakut
(ill 560) says that the tombs of Haiun and of

"All al-Ridl were in one of the gardens of the

house of Humaid b Kahtaba Now there is not

the slightest doubt that the references to the house

(dar) of Humaid b Kahtaba and to that of Humaid
b Abl Ghanm are to the same place Humaid b

Kahtaba must be the same person as Humaid b
Abl Ghanm, they are both described ^as of the

tribe of Taiy

As to Tabari’s second story, which substitutes

a dar b "Abd al-Rahm5n for a dar Humaid, it

may be observed that gjunaid b "Abd al-Rahman
held the office of governor of ^urasSn under the

Omaiyads (caliphate of HishSm) from ill to 1 16

(729-734) (on him cf above 1 1109^^ ,
ii 357^,

Weil, «/,i 629—631,E V Zambaur, (7/ «/

,

P 47) I^unaid probably resided as a rule not in

NishSpur or Tus but m the palace at Sanabadh which
he had probably built One of his successors, Humaid,
also chose to live here and seems to have enlaiged

the place This would explain how our sources

call the same house the house of Djunaid and of

Humaid Perhaps the estate became the property

of the "Abbasids on the death of Humaid
About 10 years after the death of Haiun, the

caliph al-Ma^mGn on his way fiom Merw spent

a few days in this palace Along with him was
his son-in-law "All al-KidS b Musa, the caliph

designate, the eighth imgm of the Twelvers The

latter died suddenly here in 203 (818), the actual

day is uncertain (cf Strothmann, Die Zwolfer-^t^ay

Leipzig 1926, p 171) On "All al-Rid5 and his

death cf above 1 296, 298b, m 222a, Weil, op

at
^ p 11 225b, Fraser, Narrative of a Journey

into Khorasan (London 1825), p 449—451 (gives

the story current in Meshhed of the imam’s death)

,

Yate, op at
y p 340—342, Sykes, The Glory of

the Shta Worlds London 1910, p 235—238, W
Jackson, op at

^ p 265—266
It was not the tomb of the caliph but that of

a highly venerated imam which made Sanabadh

(Nubian) celebrated throughout the Shl’^a world, and

the great town which grew up in course of time out

of the little village actually became called al-Mash-

had (Meshhed) which means “sepulchral chapel”

(primarily of a martyr belonging to the family of

the Prophet) Cf on the conception of Mashhad,
ill 323 and v Berchem in Diez, Churasamsche
Baudenkmalery i (Berlin 1918), p 89— 90 Ibn

IJawkal (p 313) calls our sanctuary simply Mash-
had, Ya);:ut (ill. 153) more accurately al-Mashhad
al-Ri45wI= the tomb-chapel of al-Rida

,
we also find

the Persian name Me^hed-t mukaddas = “the

sanctified chapel” (e g in Hamd AllSh al-Mustawft,

p 157) As a place-name Mashhad first appears

in al-Mut:addasl (p 35^), 1 e in the last third of

the tenth century About the middle of the xiv^b

century the traveller Ibn Bat^Qta (iii 77) uses the

expression “town of Mashhad al-RidS” Towards

the end of the middle ages the name Nfil^an,

which is still found on coins in the fiist half of

the xivib century under the Ilkhans (cf Codrington,

A Manual of Musaltnan Numismatics

y

London

1904, p 189), seems to have been gradually ousted

by al-Mashhad or Meshhed At the present day

Meshhed is often more precisely known as Meshhed-i

Rida, Meshhed-i mukaddas, Meshhed-i Tus (so

already in Ibn Battuta, 111 66) Not infrequently

in literature, especially in poetry, we find only

Tus mentioned, 1 e New Tus in contrast to Old

Tus or the proper town of this name, cf e g
Muhammad Mahdi al-"Alaw’i, 7 a^iihh Tus aw al

Masjihad al-Ridawl, Baghdad 1 927, p 3

The history of Meshhed is very fully dealt

with in the work of Muljammad Hasan Khan
Sam" al-Dawla entitled Ma^la^ al-Shams (3 vols

,

leheiEn 1301— 1303) The second volume is ex-

clusively devoted to the history and topography

of Meshhed, for the period from 428 (1036) to

1302 (1885) he gives valuable historical material

On this work cf Yate, op at
y p 313—314 and

E G Browne, A Histoiy of Pers Lit
,
Cambridge

1924, IV, p 455—456 The Mailed aU^ams
forms the chief source for the sketch of the history

of the town in Yate, p 314—326 Cf also the

chronological notes in Muhammad Mahdi al-"AlawT,

op at
y p 13— 16

The importance of Sanabadh-Meshhed continu-

ally increased with the growing fame of its sanctuary

and the decline of TGs Tus received its death

blow in 791 (1389) from Mlranghah, a son of

Timur When the Mongol noble who governed the

place rebelled and attempted to make himself in-

dependent, MlrSnsh^h was sent against him by

his father Tus was stormed after a siege of several

months, sacked and left a heap of ruins, 10,000

inhabitants were massacred (see Yate, op at
,

p 316, Sykes, in J R A 5, 1910, p 1118 and
Browne, op city 111, p 190) Those who escaped

the holocaust settled in the shelter of the ‘Alid

sanctuary Tus was henceforth abandoned and
Meshhed took its place as the capital of the

district

As to the political history of Meshhed it

coincides in its main lines with that of the pro-

vince of Khurasan [q v
]

Here we shall only

briefly mention a few of the more important events

in the past of the town Like all the larger towns
of Persia, Meshhed frequently saw risings and the

horrors of war within its walls To protect the

mausoleum of "All al-Rida in the reign of the

Ghaznawid Mas"Gd [q v ], the then governor of

Khurasan erected defences m 1037 In 1121 a

wall was built round the whole town which afforded

protection from attack for some time In 1161
however, the Qbuzz [q v

]
succeeded in taking

the place, but they spared the sacred area m their

pillaging We hear of a further visitation by Mongol
hordes in 1296 in the time of SultSn QhSzSn [q v

]

Probably the greatest benefactors of the town and
especially of its sanctuary were the first TlmUrid

ShahRukh (809—850= 1406— 1446, see vol iv.

265 sq^ and his pious wife Cjavvhar-ShSdh
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With the rise of the national ^afawid dynasty

V
], a new era of prosperity began for Meghhed

he very first Sh^h of this family, IsroS^Il I (907-
jo=i5oi— 1524) q V ), established Shihsm as

e state religion and, m keeping with this, care

r the sacred cities within the Persian frontier,

pecially Meghhed and Kumm, became an important

ature in his programme as in those of his suc-

ssors Pilgrimage to the holy tombs at these

aces experienced a considerable revival In Megh-
‘d the royal couit displayed a great deal of

Hiding activity In this respect 1 ahmasp I, Isma^il Ts
ccessor (930—984 = 1524— 1576, q v

))
and the

eat Shah ^Abbgs I (995—1037 = 1587—1627,
V

)
were especially distinguished

In the xvitb century the town suffered consider-

>ly from the repeated raids of the Ozbegs
Jzbek) In 1507 it was taken by the troops

the Shaibani liJhSn [cf §haibanids], it was not

1 1528 that Shah TahmSsp I succeeded m re-

eling the enemy from the town again Stronger

alls and bastions weie then built and another attack

r the same Czbeg chief was foiled by them m 1535
at in 1544 the Ozbegs again succeeded in entering

e town and plundering and murdering there

he year 1589 was a disastrous one for Meshhed
he Shaibanid ^Abd al-Mu^min aftei a four months’

Jge forced the town to surrender The streets of the

wn ran with blood and the thoroughness of the

llaging did not stop at the gates of the sacred

ea Shah ^AbbSs I who lived in Meshhed from

>85 till his official ascent of thethionem Kazwin

1587 was not able to retake Meghhed from the

zbegs till 1598
At the beginning of the reign of TahmSsp II

V
]

in 1722 the AfghSn tribe of Abdall [q v
]

vaded KhurSsSn Meshhed fell before them, but

1726 the Persians succeeded in retaking it after

two months’ siege Nadir Shah [q v
] (1736

—

r47) had a mausoleum built for himself in Meshhed
After the death of Nadir Shah civil war broke

It among the claimants to the throne, in the

lurse of which the unity of the Persian empire

as broken The whole eastern part of the king-

)m of Nadir Shah, particularly ^urasan (except

e district of Nlgh^ptir), passed in this period of

*rsian impotence under the rule of the vigorous

fghan Shah Ahmad Durrani An attempt by
arlm Khan Zand to reunite Khurasan to the

St of Persia failed Ahmad defeated the Persians

id took Meghhed after an eight months’ siege in

[67 (1753), cf above 1, p
169b, 202b, 203b

hmad §h5h and his successor Timur Shah left

jah Rukh in possession of Khurasln as their

issal, making Khurasan a kind of buffer state

tween them and Persia As the real rulers how
^er, both these Afghan rulers struck coins in

eghhed (cf above 1 , p
202b)

Otherwise the reign of the blind §h5h Rukh,

hich with repeated short interruptions lasted for

‘arly half a century, passed without any events

special note It was only after the death of

[mUr-Shah (1207 = 1792) that Agha Muhammad
ban, the founder of the Kldjar dynasty, succeeded

taking Shah Rukb’s domains and putting him
death m 1210 (1795) ending the

paration of gburasSn from the rest of Persia

f above, i
, p 204a) The death soon after-

ards of Agha Muhammad (1211 = 1796) enabled

adir, who had escaped to Herat, to return to

eghhed and take up the reigns of government

again A siege of his capital by a KadjSr army
remained without success, but m 1803 Path ^Ali

Shah was able to take it after a siege of several

months when Nadir’s funds were exhausted

From 1825 Khurasan suffered greatly from the

raids of Turkoman hordes and the continual feuds

of the tribal leaders (cf Conolly, op ett
,

1 288
and Yate, op at

,

p 53) To restore order the

crown prince ^Abbas Mirza entered Khurasan with

an army and made Meshhed his headquarters He
died there in 1249 (1833)
The most important political event of the xixtb

century for Meghhed was the rebellion of Hasan
Khan Salar, the prince governor of Khurasan, a

cousin of the reigning Shah Muhammad-i ‘^Abbas

For two years (1847—1849) he held out against

the government troops sent against him At the

time of the accession of Nasir al-Din (1848) Khu-
rasan was actually independent It was only when
the people of Meshhed, under pressure of famine,

rebelled against Salar that Husam al-Saltana’s army
succeeded in taking the town

In 1 91 1 a certain Yiisuf Khan of Herat declared

himself independent in Meshhed under the name
of Muhammad ^Ali Shah and for a period disturbed

Khurasan considerably with the help of a body
of reactionaries who gathered round him This

gave the Russians a pretext for armed intervention,

and on March 29, 1912, they bombarded Meghhed
in gross violation of Persia’s suzerain lights and
many innocent people, citizens and pilgrims, were

slain This bombardment of the national sanctuary

cf Persia made a most painful impression m
the whole Muslim world Yusuf KhSn was later

captured by the Persians and put to death (cf

F G Browne, The Puss and Poets of Modern
Persia^ Cambridge, 1914, p 124, 127, 136, Sykes,

History of Persia^ London 1927, 11 426—427)
Meshhed is now the centre of eastern Persia,

the capital of the province of Khurasan
which, since its eastern part was taken by the

Afghans in the xviiith century, is barely half its

former size (cf Le Strange, op at
, p 383 sq

,

/j/, XI, 108 sq and above, 11 966) In the

middle ages it was not TQs, Meshhed’s predecessor,

but Naisabur (modern Persian Nishapur) that was

the capital of this extensive and important province

A royal prince has usually been governor since

the fall of the Nadirids Since 1845 lucrative

and influential post ofMutawallI-BashI,the controller

or treasurer of the sanctuary of the Imam, has usually

been combined with the governorship (cf Yate,

op at
^ p 322)

Ihe only plan — not very accurate — of Mesh-
hed known to me is that of Colonel Dolmage (cf

Curzon, op at
y

i 151, note 2, 160) and was

made about 1870 It is published in MacGregor,

op at
^

i 284 The plan of the town is an ir-

regular oblong with its longer axis running from

N W to S E Its circumference is according to

the most reliable calculations about 6 miles, the

greatest breadth about a mile, and the length not

quite two miles measured along the mam street

^lyRban which runs right through the town

Like most Persian towns Meshhed is enclosed

by a great girdle of walls, which gives it a

very picturesque appearance The lines built to

stiffen the defences, namely a small moat with

escarpment before the mam wall and a broad ditch

around outside, are now m rums and in places

have completely disappeared
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The citadel (arJ^) in the southwest part of

the town is directly connected with the system of

defences It is in the form of a rectangle with

four great towers at the corners and smaller bastions

The palace begun by ^AbbSs Mirza but finished only

in 1876, with Its extensive gardens, is connected

with the fortress proper, now’ fallen into disrepair

(cf Yate, op
, p 327) It is used as the gover-

nor’s residence The whole quarter of government

buildings which, according to MacGregor, occupies

an area of i ,200 yards, is separated from the town
by an open space, the Maid5n-i T5p (Cannon Place)

which is used for military parades

There are six gates in the city walls

The town is divided into six great and ten smaller

quarters [mahalla) (see Yate, op ctt
^ p 328)

Ihe six larger bear the names of their gates, see

al Mahdi al-^AlawI, op at
The principal street w’hich divides the whole

town into two roughly equal halves, the Khiya-

b5n, IS a creation of Shah ‘^Abbas I who did a

great deal for Meshhed (1587— 1627, see Yate,

op n/, p 319, cf the pictures in Sykes, The

Gloiy of the Shta Woild^ p 231) Ihis street, a

fine promenade, is, being the mam thoioughfaie,

filled all day with a throng of all classes and

nationalities, including numerous pilgrims, and

caravans of camels and asses, the bustle is

tremendous, especially in the middle of the day

The canal, which flows through the Khiyaban

in a bed about 9 feet broad and 5 feet deep is

fed, not from the Keshef Rud (see above) which

runs quite close to Meshhed, as it has too little

water, but from the Ceshme 1 Gil5s aheady men
tioned, which used to provide Tus with water

When this town had been almost completely aban-

doned, Shir ^All, the vizier of Sultan Husain b

Mansur b Baikara (1468—1506, on him see above,

343 » ' 594^)1 1^^® beginning of the

x\flb century had the water brought from this

source to Meshhed by a canal 45 miles long, thus

sealing the rum of iQs, cf Yate, op n/, p 315,
al-Mahdl al-^Alawi, op at

^ p 13

Ihe making of this canal (see Yate, op at
^

p 315, Mahdi al-‘Alaw’i, p 13) contributed es-

sentially to the use of Meshhed, for the greater

part of Its inhabitants rely on it for water, al-

though after entering the town, the canal becomes
muddy and marshy (which was often a subject of

satire, cf ‘Abd al-Kaiim, op at
^ p 74), and use

It for drinking, washing and religious ablutions

without hesitation There are also Urge and deep

reservoirs before the mam gates Ihe water is

saline and sulphurous and therefoie has an un-

pleasant taste (cf Conolly, 1 333—334, Khamkoff,

p 105, Curzon, 1 153)
The sacred area divides the principal street into

two parts the Bal5 (= Upper) !^iy5ban in the

N W and the Pa^In (= Lower) I^iySban in the

S E , of which the former is about 3 times as

as long as the latter The sacred area covered

by the sanctuary of the Im5m al-RidS is usually

called Bast (cf above, 1 709) Ihe name Haram-i

Sharif or Haram-i Mukaddas or Haram-i al RidSwi

(al-Rida’s Haram) is often also applied to it, fre-

quently It is called simply, “Imam” as in Persia as in

the ^Irak this title is applied also to a building

or piece of ground sacred to an Imam The Bast,

a rectangle 900 feet X 7^0 feet in area, is m
the lower half of the Khiyaban With its courts,

mosques, sanctuaiies, madrasas, caravanserais,

bazaars, dwellinghouses etc it forms a town by

Itself, a wall around it cuts it off completely from

the rest of Meshhed The mam entrances from

the IGiiyaban are two great doors on north and

south, but they are barred b) chains so that no

vehicle or nding-beast can enter, for the ground

of the Bast is holy and may only be trodden

on foot Animals which get m by accident become

the property of the administration of the Im3m
The Bast also has the right of asylum (whence

the name Bast) Debtors who take refuge m it

are safe from their cieditors, criminals can only

be handed ovei by older of the MutawallT-Baghl,

which IS now usually done after three days In

the whole of the sacred area strict discipline is

maintained by its own police, there is a special

prison for thieves (see the plan in Yate, p 332,

N® 75, cf also Conolly, i 263, Khamkoff, p 98,
Bassett, op at

^ p 224, Curzon, 1 1 53—154,
Massy, op at

^ p 1 006, Yate, p 334)
Enhance to the Bast is strictly forbidden to all

non-Muslims In earlier times the rule does not

seem to have been so stiict, foi Cla\ijo (see Btbl)

in 1404 was able to visit the sepulchral chapel

of the ImSm al-Rida In the xixth century Frasei

(1822, 1833), Conolly (1830), Burnes (1832), Pei-

ner (1845), Eastwick (1862), Vdmbdry (1863),
Colonel Dolmage (in the sixties) and Massy (1893)
visited the sacred area Only Fraser, Conolly,

Dolmage and Massy actually entered the sepulchral

chapel Itself Vdmb^ry and Massy were dressed as

Muslims while the others retained their Euiopean
dress Except Dolmage, all these travellers have
given more or less full descriptions of the sacied

area The full and accurate description given by
Sykes in the J R A 1910, p 1130—1148
and in the Glory of the Shta World is based on
information supplied by the attach^ to the British

Consulate, Khan Bahadur Ahmad Din-1^5n (cf

y R A 5, 1910, p II 13 and The Shta Wot Id,

p 111 , see also Curzon, 1 154 and Mahdi
al-'AlawI, p 17—22)
The most detailed plan of the B^st is m

the already mentioned Matla^ al Shams of Sani^

al-Dawla (1885), also given m Yate, op at
^

p 332 A plan on a somewhat smaller scale was
prepared by the Persian architect Mu'5win-i Sana'ya
(cf Sykes, Glory of the Shta World^ p 240) and
was published by Sykes in ihe f R A S

^ ^9^0,

p 1128 and m Glory of the Shta Worlds p 100
The latter differs in details not inconsiderably

from Sani al-Dawla’s plan, which is right we
have not the means of telling

The history of the sanctuary of ‘^Ali

al-Rida is pretty well know’n from insciiptions

and literaiy sources (cf especially the references

in Yate, op at
^ p 317 sq , Sykes, J R A S,

1910, p 1130 sq and Mahdi al-'^AlawT, p 14 ^^ )

According to local legend, Alexander the Great
built a wall around, the site as he foresaw in a

dream that it was destined to be the tomb of a
saint (cf Fraser, Narrative^ p 449, Sykes, op
at

^ p 1130) As early as the second half of the

tenth century, as Ibn Hawkal tells n& {B G A
^

1* 313), the 'Alid sanctuary had a strong wall

built around it, within which devout men who
wished to lead an ascetic life ffttkaf^ 9 v ) took
up their abode The almost contemporary account
of al-MuhallabI 10 Abu ’1-Fida\ p 452 is similar

A few decades later, Sultan MahmQd of Qhazna
(998—1030) as a result of a dream enlarged the
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buildings of the tomb and provided a new wall

around them (see Sykes, p 1130) The sanctuary

at a later date seems to have fallen somewhat in-

to decay for about a century later it was restored

by the SaldjQk Sultan SandjSr [q v
]
out of gra-

titude, local tradition says, for the miraculous cure

effected on his sick son there (see Fraser, op at
,

p 451, Napier, J R G xlvi [1876], p 80

sq
,
Sykes, op at ^ p 1141—1142 and in Glo^y

of the Shta fVor/d, p 238 sq

)

It is to this event

that an inscription of 512 (i 1 18) inside the chamber
of the tomb refers (see it in Sykes, p 1140— 1141

and cf Mahdi al-‘^AlawI, p 18) There is also a

second inscription (in Sykes, p 1 142— 1 143) which
records a restoration undertaken in 612 (1215)
The existence of these two inscriptions, the oldest

in Meshhed, shows that the Mongols of Cingiz-

KhSn when they swept over KhurSsan m 1220,

if they may have plundered the sanctuary, spared

the buildings We hear of another restoiation of

the buildings in the reign of Sultan Dldj5 itrt Khu-
dabanda (1304— 1316, cf Sykes, JR ASy 1910,

p 1132, Mahdi al'AhwI, p 18) From the middle

of the xivth century we have the somewhat fuller

description of ihc sanctuary of 'All al-Rid5 by

Ibn Battuta (11 77—79) Timur’s son Shah Rukh
(1406— 1446) and his wife Djawhar Shadh did a

great deal for the Ilaram Ihe latter built the

splendid mosque to the south of the tomb which
still bears her name The Dai al-Siyada, the fine

hall west of the tomb, and the adjoining chamber,

the Dar al-Huffa?, aie also due to this queen
Under TimUr’s grandson Sultan Husain Baikaia

(1469— 1506) [q v ], the vizier Shir 'All erected

the southern part of the Sahn i Kuhna, “the old

court”, with the imposing portico, see the inscription

reproduced in Sykes, p 1133
With the coming to power of the Safawids a

new and biilliant era dawned on Meshhed The
rulers of this dynasty vied with one another in

the development and adornment of the sanctuaiy

of 'All al-Rida, which they raised to be the

religious centre of their kingdom In this respect

Tahmasp I, 'AbbSs I, 'Abbas II and Sulaiman I

deserve special mention Tahmasp I (1524

—

1576) erected a minaret covered with gold in the

northern part of the Sahn-i Kuhna, adorned the

dome of the tomb with sheets of gold and put a

golden pillar on the top of it The Ozbegs carried

off this rich adornment on their raid in 1589
'Abbas I the Great did most of all the Safa-

wids (1587—1627) for Meshhed 'Abbas II

(1641— 1666) devoted his attention mainly to the

further decoration of the Sahn-i Kuhna The
inscription published in part by Sykes, p 1133
(cf also j^anikoff, p 103) was written by the

master hand of Muhammad Rida 'Abbasi (on him
cf Sarre and Mittwoch, Zetchungen den Rtza Ahbasst^

Munich 1914, p 15— 16) Sulaiman I (1666

—

1694) devoted special attention to the restoration of

the dome of the Imam’s tomb
,
see Mahdi al-'AlawI,

p 19 (cf also Yate, p 343, Sykes, p 1137)
Foreign potentates also gave great gifts to the

'Alid sanctuary in the Safawid period, such as

the Emperor A k b a r of India who made the

pilgrimage to Meshhed m 1695 (cf Yate, p 319)
and in 1512 the Kutb Shah of the Dekkan

It was Nadir Sh 5 h (1736-1747) who did most

for the town of Meshhed in the xviiith century Al-

though a very strict Sunni, he devoted a consider-

able part of the enormous wealth which he had

brought back from his Indian campaign to the embel
lishment of the great Shi'a place of pilgrimage He
restored thoroughly the southern half of the Sahn-i

Kuhna built in the reign of Sultan Husain Baikara

He decorated the portico richly and covered it with

sheets of gold so that it is still called “Nadir’s Golden
Gate” after him In 1 730, before his accession to

the throne, Nadir erected a minaret covered uith

gold in the upper part of the Sahn, as a counter-

part to that erected by Tahmasp I on the north

side of the “old couit” Cf on Nadir Shah’s activities

at the sanctuary of al-Rida Muhammad 'All Hazin
Ta'rtkh Ahwal Shfltkh Hazin {Memoti ed Balfour,

London 1831, p 272)
Ihe rulers of the Kadj^r dynasty of the

xixth century, Fath 'All (1797— 1834), Muhammad
%ah (1834-1848) and Nasii al-Din (1848-1896),
faithfully followed in the footsteps of their pre-

decessors, as regards attention to the Imam’s
sanctuary

In spite of the number of times which the 'Alid

sanctuary has been plundered in course of time,

It still has countless treasures within its buildings

and puts in the shade, as regards this wealth and
the extent of its buildings and courts, all the

other great Muhammadan sanctuaries, except per-

haps Mecca, but including the much admired Nadjaf
and Kerbela^

A detailed and accurate description of the
Haram and an account of its aichitectural history

based on its present state cannot be given because

the strict prohibition of admission to members of

other faiths has prevented non-Muslim scholars

from examining thoroughly and reproducing the

buildings Relying on descriptions of the sacred

area prepared by Europeans and Orientals and on
the valuable data contained in inscriptions (the

latter were first noted by Khanikoff, p 103— 104,
the more impoitant were published by Sykes as-

sisted by lOjan Bahadur Ahmad Din, in J R A S
^

1910, p 1131 we can assume with consider

able piobability that, except the tomb proper, which

in Its present form (excluding the later dome)
according to the inscription (512 = 1 1 18), dates

from the beginning of the xii^b century, only in-

significant remains of the earlier mediaeval peiiod

have survived The Haram in its present form is

in the mam a creation of the last 500 years, as

is briefly outlined m the above short historical

sketch of the sanctuary

The dome of the tomb with its various annexes

rises in the centie of the sacred area and is bounded
on the north and east by two great rectangular

courts, the Sahn-i Kuhna and the Sahn i Naw,
while in the south it is adjoined by the extensive

buildings of the Hjawhar ^adh mosque
The most popular entrance to the Bast and the

one preferred by pilgrims is the gateway in the

Bala-KhiySban barred by a chain Ihe road luns

for 250 yards through this street filled with shops

and ends at a great gateway thiough which the

Sahn-i Kuhna, the “old court” is entered Its

northern part dates from the time of Shah 'Abbas I,

while the southern is as old as the second half

of the xvth century (reign of Sultan Husain Bai-

kaia) but was completely restored by Nadir Shah

Four great towers with niche like halls (hence

called atwan) admit to the court The simplest

are the west and east toweis built by 'Abbas I,

the former has the clock tower, while the platform

of the latter is used as mkkara^hhflne 1 e “music-
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house”, where, according to an old Persian custom,

found m other royal cities, sunrise and sunset are

greeted with music From the east gate one reaches

the eastern exit of the Bast through the Bazar

of the Pa’ln-KhiySban Much more impressive from

the architectural point of view are the northern

gateway built by 'AbbSs II and especially the

southern gateway of the court, “Nadir’s Golden

Gate”, Nadir Shah’s most splendid achievement

and the most imposing building of the whole

Haram At each of the two great gates stands a

minaret loo feet high, the upper part of which
IS covered with gold, the builder of the northern

gate was Tahmasp I and of the southern Nadir
Shah Nadir built in the centre the famous octagon

of “Nadir’s Well” covered by a gilt baldachin

ii^akkU- Khdne % = “Nadir’s water carrier-

house”), it was hewn out of a huge block of

white marble which the Shah had brought at

great expense from Herat The walls of the court

are pierced by two rows of alcoves, the lower of

which IS occupied by artisans, schools and dwellings

of the servants of the mosque, while the highei

officials of the Imam occupy the uppei storey

The whole courtyard which has a length of about

100 yards and a breadth of 70, is paved with

dark Meshhed stones (cf below) which are also

to some extent tombstones For pictures of the

Sahn-i Kuhna with clock tower and Nadir’s Well
see above, 111 384, pi 15, Yate, p 340, 346,
Sykes, Glory of the Shta tVorld^ p 241 ,

picture

of Nadir’s Golden Gate in Yate, p 328 and Sykes,

op at
, p 245

Nadir’s golden gateway leads southwaids into

the area of the holy tomb, the sepulchral

chamber with the halls and rooms surrounding it

Strictly speaking, it is only this nucleus of the

whole sacred area that should be called Haram
or Haram^t Mukaddas or Hat am-t Mubarak^ terms

often extended to the whole Bast The names
aURawda al-Mutahhaia and Asttane= the (holy)

threshold, are also used After passing through

the Golden Gate one enters the Dar al-Styada^

built by Djawhar Shadh, the finest hall in the

sacred quartei Hung on a wall here is a round
dish said to be that on which the poisoned grapes

were offered to ^All al-Rida The pilgrim can see

into the sepulchral chamber thiough a silver grille

from the D5r al-SiySda Turning to the southeast

one enters a smaller, more simply decorated

chamber, the Dar al-Huffaz

Adjoining the Dar al-Huffaz in the north is the

dome of the Mausoleum of the Imam Ihe
interior of the sepulchral chamber (see the picture

in Sykes, op at
^ p 251), an almost square area,

30 X 27 ^cet, IS, as there are no proper windows,

lit by the dim light from golden lamps and

chandeliers and furnished with the greatest splendour

The tomb itself is in the N E corner and sur-

rounded by three beautiful grilles, one of which,

dated 1747, is said to come from the mausoleum
of Nadir ^ah now destroyed ^Abbas I gave the

top of the tomb with its gold covering In a pro-

jection at the foot of the tomb, Fath ‘Ali ^ah
placed a false door of gold inlaid with jewels

(picture in Sykes, op at
y ^ 255) In niches in

the wall behind glass are kept very valuable

votive offerings (jewelled arms, etc
,
mainly gifts

of the ruling house) On the wall are the two
inscriptions already mentioned of 512 (1118) and
612 (1215) of which the first is the earliest known

example of the so-called round hand (Jhultlf) in

Arabic epigraphy (cf v Berchem in Diez, Ckurasan

Baudenhmdler^ 1 97, note 8) These enable us to

place the building of the present chamber in the

beginning of the xii^ century, while the dome

65 feet high covered with sheets of gilt copper

was built only in 1607 by ^AbbSs I and renovated

in 1675 by SulaimSn I, according to inscriptions

on Its outside As the thread of tradition regarding

the site of the ImSm’s grave can hardly have been

broken, it may be assumed practically with certainty

that the present dome is built on the true site

There is no longer any trace of HSrQn’s grave, it

probably was in the centre of the mausoleum,

whence the tomb of the "^Alid who died later was

put in a comer of the same place

Of the other chambers and isolated buildings

belonging to the system of the Haram proper, we
shall only mention here the Gumbad (domed tomb)

of Allah Wardi ^an, which lies to the NE
and takes its name from its builder, a famous

general of ^Abb5s I (cf Conolly, 1 271, Sykes,

The Glory of the Shta Worlds p 266
,
see also

the picture in Diez, Persten Islam Baukunst tn

Churasan^ p 54)
Leaving the sacred chamber by the eastern door

one reaches, after traversing two adjoining rooms,

the “Golden Gate” of NSsir al-Din, which leads

into the New Court {^ahn t Naw)^ its northside

IS bounded by the Pa^fn KhiySban Fath 'All

Shah began this court in 1818 His two succes-

sors continued the building, which was completed

in 1855
If one turns southwards from the Dar al-Siyada

already mentioned, one soon enters the area of

the charming mosque endowed by Sultana Djawhar

Shadh and bearing her name Like the Sahn-i

Kuhna this older court, an oblong running N to

S about 100 yards long and 90 broad, is broken

in the middle of each of its four sides by an arched

hall (ativan)^ while the unbroken parts of the

walls have rows of alcoves fitted up as dwellings

The largest and finest of these four aiwans of the

mosque, the Aiwan-i MaksHra in the south (for

Maksura = stall, cf 111
, p 336), is used for

prayers, in it is a wooden pulpit in which the

Mahdl will one day show himself to the faithful

The entrance hall is covered by a blue dome
which surpasses that on the tomb of the Im5m
in height and width, and is flanked by two high

minarets covered with blue glass tiles The centre

of the court is occupied by the Mas^td-t Pir-t

Zan = “Mosque of the Old Woman”, a square

unroofed area surrounded by a wooden balustrade

around which runs water in a deep stone channel

The Djawhar ShSdh mosque is the noblest and
finest building in the sacred area ,

cf the opinions

of Fraser, Narrative^ p 447, Vdmb6ry, Metne
Wanderungen etc, p 322 and Sykes, JRASy
1910, p 1145 — Pictures of the mosque in Sykes,

The Glory of the Shta IVorld, p 263, Yate,

p 344 (Atwltnt Mak^uia and Mas^td-i Pir~t

Zan)y Diez, Persten Islam* Baukunst.^ p 45-48
Of the various small sanctuaries which the pil-

grim visit in the Haram, only two need be men-
tioned here, the ZiySrat Kadam-i Mubarak
or Sharif = “the place of pilgrimage of the

blessed or excellent foot” also called Dpl-t Sang t

tahar pa = “place of the foot-stone” (see the plan

in Yate, p 332, N® 16), a circular space covered
by a dome (east of the north aiwan of the Djaw-
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iiar ^Sdb mosque); in which reverence is paid to I

i dark grey oval-shaped stone said to contain an

impression of 'All al-Rid5*s foot (cf Massy, op

p 1003— 1004) The second noteworthy feature

3f the BSlst IS a tall stone pillar, out of which a

ivater basin has been roughly hewn It is said to

[lave fallen into the Bast as a shapeless block

from heaven (see Massy, op at
, p 1002)

Inside of the sacred area are the richest and
busiest bazars of the town, the most richly endowed
madrasaS; the most profitable caravanserais and

ihe most popular baths These are all, like the

1 welling houses there, the absolute property of

the Imam, the 'Alid buried here, 1 e of the cc-

lesiastical authorities who administer the sanctu

iry on his behalf The whole Bast belongs exclusively

to them This dead hand however has still more
possessions in land, buildings, canals (kanat^

in all the provinces of Persia, especially in the

immediate and more distant vicinity of Meshhed
To the vast sums which these properties yield in

produce and rents, are to be added the consider-

ible payments for funerals and tombs, the gifts

of pilgrims etc There is also considerable expen-

diture, the payment of a considerable number of

higher officials and of a large number of lower

officials and servants, the maintenance of many
pilgrims, the cost of repairs, lighting, decoration

of the sanctuaries etc Ihe income of the Haram
in course of time has naturally varied Towards
the end of the Safawid period it is said to have

been about £ 15,000 while at the time of Fraser’s

first visit (1822), as a result of the troubled times.

It had sunk to £ 2,000—2,500 (Fraser, Narrative^

p 456) Later travellers, like Basset (1878) and
Curzon (1889), estimated the annual revenues of

the Imam at £ 16,000 to £ 17,000 (without re-

venues in kind), for the last decade of the xixth

century Massy (p 1106) and Yate (p 344) give

£ 20,000 Ibrahim Beg’s estimate {pp at
, p 43)

of £ 40,000 IS certainly much too high

At the head of the administration of the Haiam
there has been from early times a Mutawalll-
BSshl) who must be a layman In view of the

very influential position which this official occupies

in his capacity as head of the greatest Persian

sanctuary and treasurer of a very considerable

estate, it is only natural that an appointment to

such a position of trust is regarded as a very

special honour As it was not uncommon for dis-

putes about the limits of their respective spheres

of authority or other matters to arise between the

holder of this office, the representative of ecclesi-

astical power, and the governor of Khurasan, the

clerical element has since the middle of the xixth

century been subordinated to the civil power
by giving the office of Mutawalli-BashI to the

governor of the time (see Yate, p 322, 344)
Phis very lucrative double office — the Mutawalll-

BSshl gets 10 ®/q of the revenues of the Haram—
is as a rule only held for a few years by the

same individual

The Mutawalll-BStshi is assisted by a staff of

highei officials (mutawallis) He has further at

his command the varied hierarchy of the sacred

area, among whom the mu^tahtds [q v ], who
have a thorough knowledge of religious law and
are men of great prestige and influence, occupy
the first place Next comes a regular army of lower

clerics {mulla%) who conduct the services, teach
j

in the schools and guide the rites of the pilgrims, I

not a few of them make a living by supplying

official documents sealed with the seal of the

Imam (see the picture in Sykes, Glory of the

Shta Worlds p 278) which deal among other matters

with the answering of petitions made by the pil

grims at the sacred tomb (cf Khanikoff, p 99)
On the administration of the sanctuary of Meshhed
cf Fraser, op at

^ p 455—456, Curzon, i 162-

164, Massy, p 1006 and especially Yate, p 344-346
As we know from mediaeval Arabic sources,

pilgrimage to the tomb of 'All al-Rid5 began at

an early date We occasionally hear also of royal

visits from the xB^ centuiy onwards
As to the number of pilgrims who visit

Meshhed annually we have different estimates for

the xixffi century but as exact figures can hardly

be kept and the numbers vary greatly, they can

only claim reliability to a very limited extent

While Yate (p 334) gives the annual number
for the last decade of the xix^h century at 30,000,
earlier travellers, except Marsh (1872 20—30,000)
give much higher figures, e g Bellew (1872) 40-

50,000, Ferrier (1845) 50,000, Khanikoff (1S58)

and Eastwick (1862) over 50,000, Curzon 1889
even gives 100,000, but this is certainly too high

The numbers go up considerably when special

religious ceremonials are going on, e g at the

anniversary of 'All al-Rida’s death (cf the pictures

in Diez, Persien etc
, p 46) and during the first

third of the month of Muharram at the Tfztya

[q V
]

in memory of the tragedy of KerbelS We
have a full description of the Muharram festival

of the year 1830 from Conolly (see his Journey
etc

,
1 267—284, 335—336) and a shorter one

of 1894 by Yate {op at
^ p 144— 148), cf also

the illustrations in Yate, p 146 and the drawing

by the painter 'All Rida 'AbbSsI of a Meshhed
pilgrim at the time of the Muharram festival in

Sarre and Mltt^\och, Zachnungen des Rtza Abbast

(Munich 1914), Plate i (thereon p 23, 49 and

[si
,

11 216 sq )

Every pilgrim who arrives has a right to free

maintenance for three (according to Vdmb^ry six)

days In the sacred quarter, south of the Bala

KhiySbSn (see the plan in Yate, p 332), theie is

a special kitchen used exclusively for pilgrims,

which gives out 5—600 free meals every day (cf

Vdmb^ry, op at
^ p 323, Goldsmith, Eastern

Persia^ i 364 and Curzon, 1 162)

On the ceremonies which the pilgrims have

to perform at their visit to the tomb of 'All al-Rida,

we have accounts by Massy, op at
,
and the notes

supplied by KhSn Bahadur Ahmed al-Din Kh5n in

Sykes, J R AS ^ 1910, P 144-45 and in the Glo^y

of the Shta Worlds p 240 sq Special mention may
be made of the three circumambulations {tazvSf

[q V ]) of the tomb and the cursing of all enemies

of the imSm three times, especially the Caliphs

Harun and Ma^mfln

Every pilgrim who has performed the pilgrimage

to 'All al RidS’s grave in the prescribed fashion is

entitled to call himself Mes^hedl

Meshhed occupies first place among all the

places of pilgrimage in Persia Among the great

sanctuaries of the Muslim world, Meshhed stands

seventh in the view of Shl'a theologians, coming

after, not only Mecca and Medina, but also the

four specifically Shl'a sanctuaries of the 'IrS^,

Nedjefj Kerbela, SSmariS and KS^imain, m this

order (cf Sykes, The Glory of the Shta World^

p xiii) According to a version current in Shl'a
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circles which Curzon (i 150) gives, Meshhed is

entitled to the sixth place, coming between Kazi-

mam as fifth and SamarrS which is put seventh

The longing of every to find a last resting

place in the shadow of one of the beloved Imams
caused extensive cemeteries to be laid out at

an early date at the great centres of pilgrimage

Thousands of corpses are brought every year to

Meshhed, mainly of course from Persia, but also

from all the Shl'a lands, particularly India, also

Afghanistan and lurkestan Nowhere m the whole
of Persia are there so many tombs as at Meshhed
As the ground of the cemeteries must be used

over and over again, the graves change their

occupants every few years Fine solid tombstones
are not used, but simply rough blocks of granite

or soapstone from the quariies of the neighbour

hood (cf also Conolly, 1 343—4 and Khanikoff,

p 105) Graves within the sacred quarter itself

are naturally most desired Every available space

there is used for the purpose, the pavingstones

in the courtyaids are often tombstones for the

dead below The fees for graves within the Bast,

which vary with the distance from the Mausoleum
of ^All al Rids, bring a not inconsiderable levcnue

to the authorities

Of the large cemeteries {makbara^ outside

the Bflst the most important is the Makbara Katl 1

Gah (“place of the killmg“) lying north of the

sacred area East of it is that of Saiyid Ahmad
in which three children of the seventh Imam,
Mtisa al-Kazim, are buried (cf Mahdi al-'Ahwi,

p 8) In the Pa’in KhiyabSn quarter is the Mak-
bara Pir-i PSlandQz S E of the citadel is the

cemetery of Gumbad i Sabz (“green dome”) which
takes its name from a half ruined mausoleum
there, now inhabited by dervishes (cf Yate, p 328,
Mahdi al-^AlawI, p 9)

In the Nakan quarter is the Makbara Shah-zade

Muhammad (see Mahdi al ^AHwI, p 8) We may
also mention that outside the Nukan gate on the

site of the old town of Nuk5n (see above), are

visible the remains of a gigantic cemetery on

which, according to Sykes R A S
^ 1910,

p 1 1 16), there may be found stone sarcophagi

with inscriptions carved upon them dating from

760 to 1099 (1359—1688)
Outside of Meshhed a good half hour’s journey

to the south, on rocky ground is the cemetery of

MirzS Ibrahim al-Ridawi (see Mahdi, op cit
, p 8)

and still further from the town, 3 miles north of

It, that of Rabf (cf Sykes, op at,

p 1124 and Ibn SaM, vi 127 sq) According

to the popular view, he was a Sunni in spite of

his relations with 'All and is therefore m a way
regarded as the patron of the Sunnis m KhurSsan,

of whom those who live in Meshhed are usually

buried near his tomb Rabin’s mausoleum is one
;

of the most interesting in the whole of KhurSsSn

it IS a large octagonal building crowned by a dome
but now It IS in a half ruined condition

Meshhed is the centre of Muslim theological

and legal studies in Persia A number of c o 1

leges {inadrasa%) there are devoted to teaching

these subjects Lists of them with dates are given

by Fraser (p 456—460) who mentions 14 of the

present 16 madrasas, also by Khanikoff (p 107)

who gives 13, and by Mahdi al-'Alawi(p 9—12)

The latter observes that there were 20 older col-

leges, of which he gives 15, and a number of more
modern op^s, Fraser also gives brief notes on the

possessions of the various madrasas and the clerics

(mullUs) attached to them Yate (p 329—330)
simply mentions six of the best known from
these lists, which supplement one another in wel

come fashion, we get the names of 20 colleges

From the dates of foundation we find that the

oldest of the madrasas still standing in Meshhed is

the Madrasa Dudlr, which was built in 823 (1420)

by the Timurid Sultan Shah Rukh and restored

by Sulaiman I Under the same ruler was built

the Parizad Madrasa which was completely remod-

elled by SulaimSn I From the time of 'Abbas

II date the two almost contemporary colleges

Khauat Khan (1058 = 1649) and Mirza Dja'far

(1059 = 1650) The majoiity of the older colleges,

no fewer than nine in number, date from the

time of Sulaiman I, who also restored some build-

ings (1666— 1694) As to the Kadjars, one was

founded in the reign of Fath 'All Shah and two

in that of Nasir al Din, who also restoied two

that had fallen into ruins

Fiom the artistic point of view, the finest

is the Madrasa of Mirza Lja'far which was built

and richly endowed m 1059 (1650) by a Persian of

this name who had made a fortune m India It

is generally regarded as the third finest building

in Meshhed, next to the Mausoleum of ^Ali al-

Rida and the JJjawhar Sh^dh Mosque In its plan,

with vaulted halls and courtyaid with niches,

and Its rich decoration, it follows the style of the

courts and mosques of the sacred area above

described, typical of the ecclesiastical aichitecture

of Persia (cf above, in 439, 447 sq and also Fraser,

p 466—467) Not only the Madrasa of Mirza

Dja'far but also other richly endowed colleges,

like that of Pa^in-Pa (both of the time of Sulai-

mSn I) owe their origin to Persians who had

made fortunes in India (cf on the foundation of

the two last named colleges Fraser, p 457-459,
Sykes, The Glory etc

,

p 267—269) The most

I

esteemed colleges aie m the Bast, namely the

three already mentioned as the oldest
,
Dudar,

Parizad and Khairat-Khan, also Balas^r and 'Ah

Naki Mirza Others, like the above mentioned Mirza

Dja'far Madrasa and the Musta§har Madrasa have

doors communicating with the Sahn 1 Kuhna of

the Haram quaiter

Students also live in the madrasas, their main-

tenance being provided for by pious endowments
While in KhanikofF’s time (1858) there were no
outstanding teachers there and the number of

students was small, the reputation of the Meshhed
colleges went up again m the second half of the

xixth century so that Sykes ( The Glory etc p 267
sq^ in 1910 puts the attendance at 1,200 students,

who came from Persia, India and other Shl% regions

The student who wishes to take a higher theological

training after the nine yeais’ course at Meshhed
must go to Meshhed 'All (Nedjef, q v ) and attend

the lectures of the teachers there, who are the

first authoiities on Shl'a theology

We have no details of the libraries of the

Meshhed colleges Of the rich FSdil-Khan Madrasa,

Fraser only says (p 457) it has a valuable

library The administration of the Haram also has

a large and valuable collection of books (on its

location see the plan in Yate, p 332, N® 65 and
cf N® 29), founded m the first half of the xvth

century by Sultan Shah Rukh The treasures accu-

mulated under him and his successors were for

the most part lost when Meshhed was sacked by
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the Ozbegs under 'Abd al-Mu"'min Kl)5n(i589, cf

Yate,p 3x8, Sykes, The Glo)y 239, cf also

llerzfeld, in EphemeuJes Ortentales^ 1926, N® 28,

p 7—8) A thorough examination of the manu-
scripts here might give valuable results

In this connection we may mention the activity

of the Meshhed printing presses (news-

papers etc \ which began w ith the last decade

of the xixtb century
,

see thereon Browne, The
Press and Poetry of Modern Persia (Cambridge

1914)) P 34^ (Index, s v Meshed), Browne,

Literaly History of Persia^ iv
,
Cambridge 1928,

p 223, 489, Mahdl al-'AlawI, p 12

Meshhed is remarkably rich m mosques which

are built in the sacred area, at cemeteries and at

separate tombs, and are connected with madrasas

and other buildings of a religious charactei

Here we may also mention the Musa 11 a which

stands outside the town, 72 ^he Pl'’in

KhiySban gate on the Herat road It is a hall

{aiwan) about 30 feet high which opens into a

gigantic arch about 60 feet high

However picturesque Meshhed may look from

outside, the impression one gets on enteiing it is

far from pleasing, excepting the Bast which forms

a separate enclave Except for the already described

broad main street (l^iyabSn), there are only narrow

dark alleys the level of which is almost always

considerably above that of the inner courts of the

houses of brick, so that they can only be entered

by long gloomy passages (cf Khanikoff, p 304,
Yate, p 328)

As to the population of Meshhed,— the 1

permanent residents, excluding the many pilgrims,— j

It was at Its highest in the reign of Nadir Shah,

who frequently held his court here and in every

way contributed to the prospeiity of the town At
that date Meshhed had not less than 60,000 in-

habitants But the half century of turmoil which

followed the reign of Nadir ^ah brought about

a great decline in the town so that only 3,000
houses were reckoned there in 1 796 (cf Yate, p 330)
In the xixth century began a slow but steady

rise Truilhier in 1807 estimated the number of

houses at 4,000, Fraser in 1822 at 7,700 with

25-30,000 inhabitants Conolly (1830) and Buines

(1832) estimate 40,000 inhabitants, Ferrier (1845)
and Khanikoff (1858) at 60,000 In i874Khur5san
suflered a teirible famine and 24,000 in Meshhed
alone died of starvation (see Goldsmid, 1 361)
Baker is too high in putting the figure at 80,000

in 1873 and Curzon too low at 45,000 for 1889
Meshhed at the present day is said to have 100,000
inhabitants (see Mahdl al ^Alawi, p 4), it is in

any case the third largest town in Persia

Ihe permanent population of Meshhed is a rathei

mixed one, in consequence of the great influx of

pilgiims and the commerce which was very great

at least in an earlier peiiod, many foreigners (Tur-

komans, Afghans, Indians etc ) settled in Meshhed
Except for a very small section, all the Muslims

of the town are Shifts The small number of Sunnis

are mainly Afghans and Turkomans We have

already mentioned that the Masdjid-i Sh^h and

the Matbara Kh^adja Rabf are used by the

Sunnis The number of Christians is infinitesimal

and is confined to a few Armenian traders and
the personnel of English and Russian consulates

established in 1889.

Nadir Shah settled 100 Jewish families in

Meshhed whom he had transplanted from Kazwin

After his death their position became a miserable one,

especially after the catastrophe which oveiwhelmed
them in 1839 When in this year, during the

celebration of the Muslim Kurban festival, a Jewess

on medical advice placed her hand, which was

suffering from an eruption, in the bowels of a

freshly slam street dog, the Muhammadans took

this for an insult to their religious observances

The excited mob, seizing the excuse, fell upon

the Jewish quarter, plundering and mlirdeflflg as

they pleased and destroyed the synagogue The
surviving Jews had to adopt IslSm These Jewish

converts are called Djadid, more fully Djadid al-

Isl5m = “new comers to Isl5m’*, because their

foiced conversion is of recent date The change

of faith w'as only an external one, it is tiue that

these l)jadld to aveit suspicion regularly attend

the mosque, but not a few of them are said to

observe their old iites in secret The number of

Judeo-Muslims in Meshhed at the present day

who are small traders, physicians, etc

,

was put by

Bassett (1878) at 300 families, by Yate at 200 On
the Jews of Meshed and their persecution in 1839

cf rruilhici, p 273, Conolly, 1, p 304—308,

J Wolff, Nairative^ p 177, 394—396, Fcrriei,

p 122— 123, J J Benjamin (see Bibl\ p 189-

190, Vdmbery, WandcruH^ieH^^i 324-325 1
Bassett,

p 230—233, Yate, p 322

The clerical element is strong in the Muslim

population
,
everywhere one sees mullas, tolbas

(students) and dervishes The town swaims with

saiyids (alleged descendants of ’^Ali) among whom
the Ridawis, who claim descent from ‘All al-Rida,

enjoy special privileges Meshhed is not only one

of the most fanatical cities in the whole Muslim

world but also one of the most immoral in Asia

Prostitution, the so-called pilgiim marriage (Peis

iighe^ cf Mur'A and iv
, p

353a, 355a), sanctioned

by the Imaraf group of the ^Ya, flourishes here

Most pilgrims take advantage of this institute of

temporary marriage (cf Khanikoff, p 98, Curzon,

1 164— 165, Ibrahim Beg, p 45, Yate, p 419,
Allemagne, 111 86—87)
The people of Meshhed are described as very

superstitious, see especially Bassett, p 228

and the Meshed Stones in Conolly, 1 316—318
Many stones are told of miracles wrought in the

'Alid sanctuaries see Fraser, p 451—452, Bassett,

p 426—427, Massy, p 992—993, 1002, Yate,

P 325, 337
The population of the town lives partly by

catering for pilgrims and paitly on local industries

and commerce
The industries, once very flourishing, have now

declined The famous manufacture of sword blades,

introduced by a colony of workers transplanted

by Tlmlir from Damascus, has now almost entirely

disappeared (cf Pruilhier, p 275, Fraser, p 124,

Ferrier, p 468, Curzon, i 166)

A speciality of Me§hhed is the manufactuie of

decorated vessels (household utensils, like jugs,

pots, dishes etc )
out of serpentine and dark grey

soapstone (Meshhed stone), from the quart les 1^/2

hours south of Meshhed This stone industry is

old and the Arabic soiiices of the middle ages

mention it as native to the distiict of Tils and

especially to the town of NukSn (the predecessor

of Meshhed), cf B G \ 258, 11 313, lu

324, 326, al Muhallabi m Abu ’1 Fida\ p 452,
Abn Hamid al-Qhain5tI, in f A

^ * 925 , p 203,
Yakut, iv 824 and cf G Le Strange, op at

^
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p 389 For the xix^h century cf Truilhier,p 274-
275, Fraser, p 469, Ferner, p 124, Bellew,

p 366—367, Baker, p 184, MacGregor, 1 291-
292, Bassett, p 234, CurzoD, 1 167
The celebrated turquoise mines east of Nlgha-

pHr (about 172 days’ journey distant, cf fIrUzkh
and Le Strange, op at

^ p 368, Fraser, p 409-
420, Ferner, p io6—107, Khamkoff, p 90-92,
Bassett, p 216—217, Yate, p 399—408) at one
time were of special significance in Meshhed’s
trade and industry Meshhed was the centre of
the turquoise trade, for the whole output of these
mines came to it and they were controlled by
Meshhed merchants The turquoises were sorted
in Meshhed and put into commerce theie Now
however, the finest specimens are usually sent
directly abroad from the mines and only pieces
of inferior quality come to Meshhed, to be worked
there by the still very stilled stone cutters into
ornaments and souvenirs for pilgrims On the
turquoise industry of Meshhed cf Truilhier, p 274,
Bellew, p 367, Goldsmid, 1 365, Baker, p 184W e a V i n g IS another important industry in Mesh-
hed The carpets produced here were at one time
of immensely greater value than those of the pre-

sent day, which are produced in factory fashion

The modem shawls of Kashmir style are especially

prized and known as Meshhedi, as are the velvets,

which in Fraser’s time were regarded as the best in

Persia On weaving in Meshhed cf Fraser, p 468,
Ferner, p 124, Goldsmid, 1 365, Baker, p 184-
185, Curzon, i 167, IbrShlm Beg, p 47, Schweinitz,

p 27—28, Allemagne, 111 no
|

Until the second half of the xix^b century, Mesh-
hed was one of the first empona of Eastern IrSn
At the intersection of important caravan routes.

It was the entrepot for the trade of Central Asia
and especially of Afghanistan Since however Russia
has become established in Turkistan and built the
Transcaspian railway, Meshhed’s through trade has
much declined Nevertheless the town must still

be described as an important centre of
traffic and trade, not least on account of
the numerous pilgrim routes that lead to it Mesh
hed is 150 miles from the Russian railway station

of Ashkabad [q v ], the capital of the Trans-
caspian area, theie is a good road between the
two towns

For the housing of the numerous pilgrims and
other strangers who come to Meshhed, a consider-

able number of caravanserais are available In

Fraser’s time (1822), there were at least 25—30
such places in use, apart from some that had been
abandoned and allowed to fall into ruins (see

Fraser, Narrative^ p 460) Khamkoff (p 107-108)
gives 16, four of which, intended for pilgnms only,

were inside the Bkst, of these latter the oldest

IS the Sultan Caravanserai, built by Tahmlsp I,

others date from Sulaimln I
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New York 1911, p 263—277, H H Graf
von Schweinitz (1908) Orientalische Wande
rungen in Tutkestan und im nordostl Persteny
Berlin 1910, p 15—28, E Diez (1913), Chu
rasamsche Baudenkmdlery vol i

,
Berlin 1918,

p 52—61, 66—69, 76—78, 85—86 with index,

u 19—20, 23—29, 36,2, 32, 38, do, Persien
Islamische Baukunst in Chuidsdny Hagen i W
*923, P 43—79 , 91, *54, O von Niedermayer

(19*3, * 9 * 5—

*

9 *^), ^ftltr der Glutsonne IranSy

Dachau 1925, p 207 — In the general works
of K Ritter, Erdkundcy viii (1838), p ii,

127, 238—308, 310, IX (1840), p 904 and
G Le Strange, The Lands of the Eastern
Cahphatey Cambridge 1905, p 388—391, 431
Tns and Meshed are not satisfactorily distm
guished, cf above (M Si reck)
MESHHED ^ALl [See Nldjaf

]

MESHHED HUSAIN (KerbelA^), a place
of pilgrimage west of the Euphrates
about 60 miles S S W of Baghdad on
the edge of the desert (Yakut, Mu^^anty ed
WUstenfeld, iv 249) It lay opposite Kasr Ibn
Hubaira (al-Istakhri, B G A yi %^y qI al-Baladhuri,

FutUhy ed de Goeje, p 287

,

al-Ma^:disI, B G A
y

111 121)

The name Kerbela^ is probably connected with
Aram Karbela (Daniel, 3, 31) and Assyr KarbaL
latu (a kind of headdress) (G Jacob, Tufktsche
Bibliotheky xi 35, note 2) It is not mentioned
in the pre-Arab period

After the taking of al-Hlra, Khalid b al-Walid
IS said to have encamped in Kerbela" (Ya^int, iv

250) On the Aghhra^ day (iotl» Muharram) 61
(Oct 10, 680) the Imam Husain b ^All (cf 11

,

P 339) 0** march from Mecca to the Ira^,

where he intended to enfoice his claims to the

caliphate, fell in the plain of Kerbela* m the

district of Ninawa (al-Tabari, iii 2190, Yakat,
iv 870, now according to Massignon Kljaimat
Ka'a, according to Musil Ishan Nainwa) m a
battle with the troops of the governor of al-KQfa
and was buried in al-Ha^r (Ya^Ut, 11 188 sq

y

al-Tabari, 111 752, E Herzfeld, cf above, 11,

p 221)
The place where the decapitated body of the

I
Piophet’s grandson was interred (on the fate of
the head which was cut off and sent to Damascus
to Yazid I, cf van Berchem, Festschrift

y
Ed Sa-

chau gewtdm
y

Berlin I 9 * 5 > P 298—310), called

Kabr al-Husain, soon became a celebrated place of

pilgrimage for the Shf'^is (cf art ShTa)
As early as 65 (684—685) we find SulaimSn

b Surad going with his followers to Husain's

grave where he spent a day and a night (al-Ta

bari, ed de Goeje, 11 545 sq) Ibn al-Athir

i^Tcdribhy ed lornberg, v 184, ix 358) mentions

further pilgrimages in the years 122 (739—740)
and 436 (1044—1045) The priests of Me§hhed
Husain at quite an early date were endowed by
the pious benefactions of Umm Musa, mother of

the Caliph al-Mahdi (al-Tabari, iii 752)
The Caliph al Mutawakkil in 236 (850—851)

destroyed the tomb and its annexes and had the

ground levelled and sown, he prohibited under

threat of heavy penalties visiting the holy places

(al-laban, m 1407, Hamd Allah al-Mustawfi,

Nuzhat aLKuluby ed Le Strange, p 32) Ibn
Hawl^al (ed de Goeje, p 166), however, mentions
about 977 A D a large meshed with a domed
chamber, entered by a door on each side, over

the tomb of Husain, which in his time was already

much visited by pilgiims Dabba b Muhammad
al Asadi of ^Ain al-lamr, supreme chief of a number
of tribes, devastated Meshhed al-HSTr (KerbelS^)

along with other sanctuaries, for which a punitive

expedition was sent against ^Ain al-Tamr in 369
(979— 980) before which he fled into the desert

(Ibn Miskawaih, Tadjartb al-Umamy ed Amedroz
in The Eclipse of the Abbasid Callphatty 11 338,

414) In the same year, the Shi'l Buyid 'Adud al-

Dawla (cf above, i 143) took the two sanctuaries

of Meshbed 'Ali (=: al-Nadjaf) and Meshhed al-

Husam (M Ham) under his special protection

(Ibn al-Athir, vm 518, Hamd Allah al-Mustawfi,

loc cit)

Hasan b al-Fadl, who died m 414 (1023

—

I
1024), built a wall round the holy tomb at Mesh-
hed al-Husain (Ibn Taghribirdi, Nudjuniy ed
Popper, 11 123, 14 1 ), as he also did at Meshed
^Ali (Ibn al Athir, ix 154)

In Rabi' al awwal 407 (Aug /Sept 1016), a

gieat conflagration broke out caused by the up-

setting of two wax candles, which reduced the

mam building (al-Kubba) and the open halls

(al Arwika) to ashes (Ibn al-Athir, ix 209)
When the SaldjQk SultSn Malik Shah came to

Baghdad in 479 (1086— 1087) he did not neglect

to visit the two Meshheds of '^Ali and al-Husain

(Ibn al-Athir, x 103) The two sanctuaries at this

tune were known as al-MaghbadSn (al-Bundari al-

Isfahani, Tawdrikh aLSal^uky ed Houtsma, in

Recueil des textes
,

11 77) on the analogy of

the duals al-^Irfil^an, al-Basrat5n, al-Hirat5n, al-

MisrSn etc

The Ilhhan Ghazan in 1303 visited KerbelA’

and gave lavish gifts to the sanctuary He or his

fathei Arghun is credited with bringing water to

the district by leading a canal from the Frat (the

modern Nahr al-Husainlya) (A Noldeke, Das Het-

Itgtum al-Husains zu Kerbela\ Berlin 1909, p 40)
Ibn Battnta (ed Defr^mery and Sanguinetti, 11

99) visited Kerbelfi^ in 727 (1326—1327) from
al-Hilla and describes it as a small town which
lies among palm groves and gets its water from
the FrSt In the centre is the sacred tomb, be-
side It is a large madrasa and the famous hostel
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(al-zawiya) m which the pilgrims are enter-

tained Admission to the tomb could only be
obtained by permission of the gate-keeper The
pilgrims kiss the silver sarcophagus, above which
hang gold and silver lamps The doors are hung
with silken curtains The inhabitants are divided

into the Awlad Rakhik and AwlSd FSyiz, whose
continual feuds are detrimental to the town, al-

though they are all Shfis

About the same date, Hamd Allah al Mustawfl

(<?/ «/) gives the circumference of the town as

2,400 paces, he mentions there also the tomb of

Hurr Riya (b Yazfd), who was the first to fall

fighting for Husain at KerbelS^

The §afawid ^ah Isma'^il I (d 930 = 1524)
made a pilgrimage to al Nadjaf and Meshhed Husain

Sultan Sulaiman the Magnificent visited the two
sanctuaries in 941 (i534— 1535)> repaired the canal
at Meshhed al-Husain (al Husainiya) and trans-

formed the fields which had been buried in sand
into gardens again 1 he Manarat al-^'Abd (see below),
formerly called Engusht-i YSr, was built m 982
(*574—

*

575) Murad III in 991 (1583) ordered
the wall of Baghdad, 'All Pasha b Alwand, to

build or more correctly restore a sanctuary over
the grave of Husain Soon after the capture of
Baghdad in 1623, ^AbbSs the Great won the

Meshheds for the Persian empire Nadir Shah
visited Kerbela^ m 1743, while he is credited

with gilding the dome in Meshhed ^Alf, he is

also said to have confiscated endowments intended

for the priests of Kerbela^

The great prosperity of the place of pilgrimage

and its large number of inhabitants is emphasised
on the occasion of the pilgrimage of ^Abd al-

Karim, a favourite of Nadir Shah Radlya Sultan
BSgum, a daughter of Shah Husain (1694—1722),
presented 20,000 nadirls for improvements at the

mosque of Husain
The founder of the Ka^har dynasty, Agha Mu

hammad Khan, towards the end of the xviiitb

century, presented the gold covering for the dome
and the manara of the sanctuary of Husain (Jacob
in A Noldeke, op cit p 65, note 4)

In April 1801, in the absence of the pilgrims

who had gone to al Nadjaf
,

12,000 WahhSbis
under Shaikh Sa'ud entered Kerbela^, slew over

3,000 inhabitants there and looted the houses and
bazaars In particular they carried off the gilt

copper plates and other treasures of the sanctuary

and destroyed the shrine But after this cata-

strophe contributions poured in for the sanctuary

from the whole Shi*^! world

After a temporaiy occupation of Kerbela^ by
the Persians, Nedjib Pasha in 1843 succeeded by
force of arms in enforcing the recognition of Tur-

kish suzerainty over the town, the walls of the

present old town were now for the most part de-

stroyed The governor Midhat Pasha in 1871 began

the building of government offices, which remained

incomplete, and extended the adjoining market

place (references for the history of Meshhed Hu-
sain are given in A Noldeke, op ctt

, p 35-50)
At the present day with over 50,000 inhabitants,

KerbelS^ is the second largest and perhaps the

richest town of the ^I^a^^ It owes its prosperity

not only to the great number of pilgrims who
visit the tomb of Husain, but also to the fact

that It IS the most important starting point for

the Persian pilgrim caravans to al- Nadjaf and
Mecca, and through its situation on the edge of

the alluvial plain it is an important “desert port”

for trade with the interior of Arabia

The old town with its tortuous streets is sur-

rounded by modern suburbs About half to three

quarters of the citizens are Persians, the remainder

Arabs The most important tubes among
them are the Ban! Sa^ad, Salalme, al-Wuznm, al-

lahSmze and al-N5siri)e The Dede family is the

richest for constructing the Nahr al-Husainlya it was
rewarded with extensive estates by SultSn Selim

The name Kerbela^ stiictly speaking only ap-

plies to the eastern part of the palm gardens

which surround the town in a semi-circle on its

east side (Musil, The Middle Euphrates^ p 41)
Ihe town itself is called al-Me^hhed or Meshhed
al-Husain

The sanctuary of the third Imam lies in a court

)ard {^ahn) 354 X ^7® aiea, which is

surrounded by liwan^ and cells Its walls are

decorated with a continuous ornamental band which
is said to contain the whole Kur^Sn written in

white on a blue ground The building itself is

156 X 138 feet in area The rectangular mam
building entered by the “golden outer hall” (pic-

ture in Grothe, Geogr Charakterbilder^ pi Ixxviii

,

fig *3fi) IS surrounded by a vaulted corridor (now
called

^
A Noldeke, op ctt

^ p 20, 3)
in

which the pilgrims go round the sanctuary (Jawaf)
(Wellhausen, Eeste arab Hadentums^^ p 109—
1 1 2) In the middle of the central domed chamber
is the shrine {janduka) of Husain about 6 feet

high and 12 long surrounded by silver mas]irabtya

work, at the foot of which stands a second smaller

shrine, that of his son and companion-in-arms
‘^Ali Akbar (Mas'^Qdl, Kttab al Tanbih, ed de Goeje,
B G A

,
viii 303)

“The general impression made by the interior

must be called fairy like, when in the dusk
even in the daytime it is dim inside— the light

of innumerable lamps and candles around the

silver shrine, reflected a thousand and again a
thousand times from the mnumerable small crystal

facets, produces a charming effect beyond the

dieams of imagination In the roof of the dome
the light loses its strength, only here and there

a few crystal surfaces gleam like the stars m the

sky” (A Noldeke, op ctt
^

ip 25 S(/
)

The sanctuary is adorned on the Kibla face

with magnificent and cosily ornamentation Two
manaras flank the entrance A third, the Manarat
al-^Abd, rises before the buildings on the east

side of the Sahn
,
south of it the face of the buildings

surrounding the court recedes about 50 feet, on
this spot IS a Sunni mosque Adjoining the Sahn
on the north side is a large medrese the court-

yard of which measures about 85 feet square
with a mosque of its own and several mthrabb
(on the present condition of the sanctuary cf

A Noldeke, op cit^p 5—26, on its history p 35-
50 and on its architectural history, p 51—66)
Abut 600 yards N E of the sanctuary of Husain

IS the mausoleum of his half brother ‘AbbSs On
the road which runs westward out of the town is

the site of the tent of Husain {Khaima^ah) The
building erected there (plan in Noldeke, pi vii

,

photograph in Grothe, pi ixxxviv
,

fig 145) has
the plan of a tent and on both sides of the
entrance there are stone copies of camel saddles
On the desert plateau {hammad) west of the town

stretch the graves of the devout Shl'is North of
the gardens of Kerbela" he the suburbs, gardens
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ind fields of al-Bkl5re, N W those of Kurra, S
those of al-Ghadhiriya (YakQt, ni 768) Among
places m the vicinity, Yakut mentions al-^Akr (iii

695) and al Nawayih (iv 8x6)

A branch line diverging north of al-Hilla con-

nects Kerbela^ with the Ba^dad-al-Basia rail\\ay

Caravan roads lead to al-Hilla and Nadjaf The
sanctuary of Husain still has the leputation of

securing entrance to Paradise for those buried there,

wherefore many aged pilgrims and those in failing

health go there to die on the holy spot
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MESHHED-I MI§RIYAN, a ruined site

in Tran scaspiana (Turkmenistan), N W of

the confluence of the Atrak and its right bank
tributary the Sumbar, or more exactly, on the road

which luns from Cat at right angles to the road

connecting Cikishlar with the railway station of

Aydfn
The ruins are surrounded by a wall of brick

and a ditch and have an area of 320 acres

The old town, situated m the steppes which are

now peopled by Turkomans, received its water

from a canal led from the Atrak about 40 miles

above Cat Near the latter place the canal diverged

northwards from the river, crossed the Sumbar by
a bridge and finally followed an embankment
6 feet high on which the bed of the canal was
12 feet broad

The rums of a fine mosque can still be seen,

the gateway of which, decorated with faience, has

an inscription according to which this tdk was
built by ‘Ala^ al-Duny5 wa U-Din Ghiyfith al-Islam

wa ’1-Muslimin Zill Allahi fi ’l-'^Alamln Sultan Mu
hammad b Sultan Takish Burhan Amir al-Mu^minln

The Kh^arizmshah Muhammad in question reigned

1200— 1220 On one of the two towers (minarets ^)

IS wiitten bismillah barakat^*^ mm Alldh^
minima aiitaia bihi Abu Djafar Ahmad h Alt

'"l-Agtarr pdhib al-ribat^ dazzahu ^llah*^ ^Amal
^All R (?) The identity of this Ahmad is un-

known but the title “lord of the ribat” which he
gives himself, confirms the fact that M -MisnySn
was a frontier fortiess {iibal) Near the east gate

stood another white mosque
liadition (Conolly) ascribes the destruction of

MisriySn to the “Kalmuk latars” Ihe appearance
of the Kalmul^s in these regions may be dated
about 1600

1 he name Meshhed i Misnyan (variants Me-
stonan, Mest-Debran, Mest-Dovran, Mastan) is

obscure, unless Mestorian is to be explained as

Nestoriyan “Nestorian Chiistians”, it may be
recalled that during his campaign in the Csl

to the east of the Caspian, Yazdagird II

persecuted the Christians (Hoffmann, p 50, Labour!,

Le christianisme aans Plinpire Perse^ 1904) p 126)

Ihe site of the rums (to the north of ]3jurdjan)

is given the name Dihistan in Muslim sources,

which recalls the name of the old Scythian people

Daha who led a nomadic life on the Atrak (Greek

Aaai and Edaotiy cf lomaschek in Pauly-Wissowa,

Real-Encycl 2, iv
,
col 1945') From the Dahian clan

of the Painoi was descended the Arshakid dynasty

which imposed its authority on the Parthians (cf Mi-

noisky, Transcaucasia, JA ,
X930,July-Sept ,p 56)

The basin of the Atrak (the ancient is

at the extieme limit of the lands described in the

classical and Muhammadan geographers The sources

mention several settlements in DihistSn but m a

somewhat confusing fashion As the analysis by
Hoffmann and by Barthold has shown, a distinction

must be made between i the settlement on the

sea-shore, 2 the town of DihistSn and 3 the ribat

Dihistan

I The first of these was built on a promontoiy

(dakhld) behind which ships could shelter Mar-

quait, Erdnsahr, p 1 30, reads the name concealed

in the variants in Istakhrl, p 219, note as

“Dihistan Bayasin” which he connects with the

district of BaySsSn mentioned (in Djurdjan ’) by

labari, 11 X330, BalSdhurl, p 337 and Ibn Khur-

dadhbih, p 35 The Hudud al-^Alam mentions a

peninsula of Dihistan-Sur on the coast of Dihisttin

This jAw may be an echo of the name of the

Turkish (?) princes or (Hoffmann, p 281)

who attacked jQjurdjSn fiom the north (Ibn al-

Athir, 111 22) Lastly Tabail, ii 1325, locates an

island of Buhaira 5 farsakhs from DihistSn Barthold

identifies all these names with the cape of Hasan-

Kuh which shelters the bay into which the Atrak
flows [Cf also the article tUrXn, on the Diz i

AlanSn mentioned in the ^5^ nama'\.
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A difficulty IS raised by Istakhrl (p 219) who
puts at 50 farsakhs and p 226 at 6 marhala

(each of 8^/3 farsakhs) the distance between Abas-

kun (at the mouth of the river CjurdjSn, now
GUmiish-tapa and the cape of DihistSn in question

If we follow this double indication literally^ we
ought (with Hoffmann, p 279, who reads the

name “Dihistan-*TabS^!r”) to move the cape of

Dihistan considerably to the north, in the bay of

Krasnoi^odsk, which is certainly a very important

place In this case the cape would be a different

one from Buhaira= Hasan Kuli (Hoffmann, p 278)
2 The town of Dihistan, according to the

middle Persian list of the towns of ErSn, was
founded by a certain NarsahS the Arshakid (Mar-

quart, EranHhr^ p 73) and according to the

Nufthat al-ICuluhy p 1 66, by the SSsanid Kubad
b FirSz According to Mukaddasi, the town of

DihistSn was called Akhur Tabari locates (the town
of) Dihistan 23 farsakhs from (the river of) Djurdjan
and, as we have seen, 5 farsa^s from Buhaira This

latter distance is by the way less than the actual

distance betvi een Hasan-Kuli and Meshhed-i Misriyan

3 The rums of Meshhed-i Misriyan (as the in-

scription on the mosque suggests ’) must coriespond

to the rib at of Dihistan w hich Mukaddasi, p 358
(cf also p 312, 367, 372) mentions distinct from

Akhur This ribat situated on the borders of the

steppes had fine mosques and iich markets Relying

on YakSt, i 39, Barthold thinks that m the xii^h

century the ribSt (and not AkhQr to the east of

the Cjurdjan-ribat road) was the capital of the

district of Dihistan
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MESl^I (originally TsS), an important Ot-

toman poet of the time of BSyazId II Born in

Prishtina (northern Albania), he came as a youth

to Constantinople where he became a softa (theo-

logical student) and distinguished himself as a

calligrapher In the end he won the favour of

the grand vuler KhSdim ‘All Pasha [ff
v] and

became his diwSn-secretary But his irregular

life and carelessness in the performance of his

duties frequently irritated his patron (‘All Pasha

called him Sfi^hr og&lanf) He held his post,

however, till the death of ‘Alf Pasha in 917

(1511) in battle against the Shl^ rebels under

ShSlh KQlY Mesihl wrote an elegy on his death,

full of the deepest emotion

His attempts to find a new patron failed He
had to be content with a miserable fief in Bosnia

where he soon died in 918 (1512), poor and for-

gotten and still quite young

According to Ahmad Pasha [q v
]
and NeiijStl

(d 9x4= 1509), Mesihl was regarded as the third

great Ottoman poet and the greatest lyric poet

before B5kl He is a most artistic and original

figure His output was not extensive, but of lasting

influence His Dlwan has not yet been printed,

a fate common to nearly all important Turkish

poets In his lyiic poems he is above the average

of contemporary poets In addition to the grace

and delicacy of his diction, there is a certain

novelty in his style New images and pictures arc

introduced with great boldness, perhaps a result

of his Albanian blood The best known of his

poems, in Europe is his Ode to Spring {murebb^a)

which Sir William Jones published with a Latin

translation Poeseos Astaltcae commentartorurn librt

seXf Leipzig 1 774 and has been repeatedly re-

printed (by Todenni, by Wieland in the Deutsche

Aferkur^ by J von Hammer etc ) His Diwan is

also of importance linguistically, for it bears the

stamp of the Rumelian dialect

Mesihl’s most original work is his Metknewi^

Shehr-engtz (the “Thriller of the Town”), which
is also the most original work in Turkish litera-

ture down to Mesihi’s time It is original in

subject also, as it did not have a Persian model

It introduced quite a new style of poem, which

was frequently imitated Shthr-engn represents

the first attempt at humorous verse in Turkey,

and Its language is very close to the spoken

speech Here Mesihl could write Turkish to his

heart’s content, while in other forms he had to

use the learned jargon He laments in one pas-

sage that without Persian and Arabic there would

be no room for him as a poet, even if he had come
down from heaven

3hehr englz is a burlesque catalogue of the beau-

tiful “boys” of Adrianople — it [is interesting to

note that they are all Muhammadan — and became
popular on account of its unaffected language

As a product of his activity as a secretary,

we have also a collection of elegant spe-

cimens of epistolary style, not without historical

interest, entitled Gul-t ^ad Berg (the hundred-

leaved rose) I have a manuscript of this work,

which seems to be rather rare, of 991 (X583) en-

titled Mestht

Bibliography Sehl, Hesht Bihii^t^ Con-
stantinople 1325, p X09, Latiff, Tezkere^ Con-
stantinople 1314, p 309-311, Tfiureiya, St^tll-t

^othjnaniy Constantinople 1311, iv 369, SSmI,

Kamusy Constantinople X 316, vi 4286, Ahmad
Rifat, Lughat-i tcdriklByCy Constantinople 1300,
v 80

,
H Husam al Din, Amasiya Tcdi Con-

stantinople 1927, 111 260, Nedjib ‘Asim, Mestht

Diwanf^ T,0EM 300—308 (Notices historico-

sociologtques tirees du divan de Messtkt)^ Mehmed
Tahir, ^Ot&mSnlt Mu^elltflerty Constantinople

1333, ii 4x0 (the Z^Ize^S/iin the Hamidlya-Library
IS numbered N® 483 [not 473], I could not
find the copy of the Insi^ m the Cat of the

NUr-i ‘othmaniye), Hammer, GOD^ 1. 297—
302 ,

G 0 B \ 679 ,
Smirnov, Olerk istoriiy

St Petersburg X891, iv 477 (KorS), Gibb, A
History of Ottoman Poetry^ London 1902, ii

226—256, the Catalogues by Pertsch (Berlin,

Gotha), Rieu a 0 (Th Menzel)
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METAWILA [See MutawXlI
] |

MEWLANA HUNKiAR, a title of the
head of the Mawlawl Order [see maw-
lawIya] Ihe second word is the Turkish form

of the Persian the equivalent

of mawla^ which according to AflakI {Saints des

Dervtches Tourneurs^ i 59) was bestowed on I^alal

al-Din by his father Sami in his Turkish I exicon

states that the word, besides being used for “Sultan”,

“King”, IS applied to certain saintly personages,

in such combinations as fir hunk^ar or mullU
hunk^ar The underlying idea of such a title is

probably that the saint has had committed to him
the goveinment of the world, if he choose to under-

take It, an idea elaborated by Ibn ‘^Arabi

Makktya^ i 262, 11 407), who regards such a

saint as the true ^altfa Ihe title celebt is more
generally lecognized as that belonging to the head

of the Mawlawi Order (Sami, loc at
^ p 510a)

(D b Margoliouth)
MEZZOMORTO, an Ottoman Grand Ad

m 1 1 a I whose real name was HaeJPJI Husein
Pasha

Hadjdjl Husein Pasha, known as Mezzomorto,
1 e “half dead ’ because he was severely wounded
in a naval battle, came from the Balearic Glands,

if A de la Motrayc’s statement ( Voyages^ The
Hague 1727, i 206) that he was born in Malloica

IS right He probably spent his youth sailing with

corsairs on the seas off the North Afiican coast

He first appears as a desperate pirate in the sum
mer of 1682 in the Baibary States When Fiance

was preparing to deal a decisive blow at the

pirates of Algiers, whose arrogance had passed

all bounds, he was handed over as a hostage to

the French after the bombardment of Algiers, but

managed to return there, to strike down with hit»

own hand, in a mutiny of the mercenaries which

he had stiried up, the Dey of Algiers Baba Hasan,

who was ready to make peace and to fight his

way to the head of the state (summer of 1683,
cf Zinkeisen, GORy \ sq) Husein Re’is 10

the following year concluded with Louis XIV of

France a truce for a hundred years, which how-
ever was only of biief duration His own rule

over Algiers was not long either (till 1688, cf

A Bernard, VAlgerte^ Pans 1929, p 159) About
ten years later, in Muharram 1107 (Aug 1695),
Husein Re^is, who had already distinguished himself

as commander of a galleon {kahun kapudan%\ was
appointed Grand Admiral of the Ottoman fleet

{kapudUn-t derya) in succession to 'Amfldijazade

Husein Pasha, who was appointed governor of

Adana after the taking of Chios He owed his

promotion to his skilful seamanship at the capture

of Chios where he distinguished himself in the

battle with the Venetian fleet (spring of 1695)
In 1697 Husein Pasha inflicted a disastrous defeat

on the Venetian Captain General Alessandro Molino
off the island of Lemnos, and in the following year

in a naval fight on July 6 with Molino’s succes-

sor, Giacomo Comaro, near Mytilene it was very

doubtful whether the Crescent on the Lion of St

Mark gained the victory (cf Zinkeisen, G 0 R
^

V 183, from the account by the inquisitor

e

Gar-

zoni in his Istoria della Repuhhltca di Venezia^

Venice 1705, p 644 sqq
^ 691 sqq

y 748 sqq and

775 W) Ottoman authorities and the historian

Raahid (fol 231, cf J V Hammer, G O Ry vi

635) credit the victory to the Ottomans In 1113,
Mezzomorto was dismissed from his rank and re-

The Encyclopaedia of IslIm, III
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placed by ‘^Abd al-Fattah Pasha He retired to

Chios, where his adventurous life came to an end in

the same year on the I3‘h Safar 1 1 13 (July 20, 1701,
according to Safwet, op at ), on the 14th Safar 1114
(1 e July 9, 1702) according to others J v Hammer,
G 0 R

y vi 766 and vii 624, gives the date as
15th Rabi' 1113 (Aug 20, 1701) One of these

dates is prob'ibly that of his dismissal

Btbltogr aphy In addition to the references

in the text cf Safwet Bey, Kapudan Mezemorta
Husein Paihoy btambul 1327, Admiralty Pi css,

129 pp small 8°, repunt from the periodical

Qxerlde-i bahriy CyiXocwmtviis and original sources

relating to Mezzomorto, cf F Babinger, (7 C? IP",

P 397 sq
y
a D Grammont, Histoire d'Alger

sous la domination turque^ Pans 1887 ,
L Plantet,

Con espondance des deys d Alger avec la cour
de Fuinccy Pans 1890 (Fr Babinger)
MLCHANA [See ManAra

]

MIDHAT PASHA, Ottoman statesman,
twice grand vizier

Midhat Pasha was born in Stambul in Safar 1238
(beg Oct 1 8, 1822), the son of Hadjdjl ‘Ali

Efendi-Zade Hsdjdji Hafiz Mehemmed Eshref Efendi,

a native of Ru^6uk The family seem to have
been professed Bektashis and Midhat Pasha also

had a leaning towards them His earliest youth

was spent in his parents’ home at Widdin, Loffca

(Bulgaria) and later in Stambul, where his father

held judicial offices In 183^ he was working in

the secretariat of the grand vizier and later he
filled confidential posts in various governorships (in-

cluding two years in Damascus), in 1844 he came to

Konya and in 1849 became second, in 1851 first

secretary to the Council {mi^lis t wala) In 1854
the grand vizier Kibrizl? Mehemmed Pa§ha gave

him the difficult task of pacifying the provinces of

Adiianople and the Balkans and clearing them of

robber bands Heie he displayed for the first time

his special talents for administration, which were
not unnoticed by the Porte and soon afterwards

brought him the appointment of governor of the

Danube districts (Widdin, Silistria) In 1858 he

spent SIX months travelling for study in western

Europe, including Vienna, Pans, Brussels and

London In 1861 he was appointed governor (w5/;)
of Nish and Prizren with the rank of vizier, where

he earned distinction by his pacification of the

country, so that, when the new organisation of

wilayets was carried out in 1864, he was given the

model province, Danube-Bulgaria {Tuna WildyeB)

During his four years’ governorship, he raised the

province to a level rare in lurkey, although it

was only under his successor that the people

learned to thank him for it He built schools and

educational institutes everywhere, created funds

to make advances to and support useful under-

takings, built hospitals, granaries, roads (2,000 miles)

and bridges (1,400) and improved communications

in every way As he required money for all these

progressive undertakings, which the government

could not give him and he would not raise by

abuse of taxation, he raised the necessary funds

by “voluntary contributions” from the people The

Bulgars, with whom for nationalist reasons he had no

sympathy, suffered not a little from the enterprising

spirit and unrestrained love of work of the young

governor who, of unbending will and inexorable

severity, was of a nature not attractive, but rather

arrogant and conceited At the same time he was
quite modern in his views and had no scruples about

31
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mtroducmg absolute equality between Christians and I

Muslims in his province He proceeded ruthlessly

against agitators and rebels^ dismissed incompetent

officials and brought extortionists to book His most

rigorous steps were directed against the Russian

Pan Slav intrigues, the leaders of which he ruthlessly

hanged Although in a few years he made the

Danube province the richest in Turkey without it

costing the state a piastre, in 1869 Midhat Pasha,

who had incurred the hostility of the Russians, was
deprived of his office and sent to remote Baghdad
as governor and commander of the vith Army Corps

Midhat Pasha was not dismayed, but went to work
with renewed energy to develop his new governor

ship He laid roads, started horse tramways, built

a technical school, founded a savings bank, insti-

tuted regular steamship tiaffic on the Tigris between
Baghdad and several harbours on the Persian Gulf
and urged the building of a “Euphrates railway”

Under the pretext that he had taken part in a

conspiracy against the Sultan, Midhat Pasha, who
had already earned the gratitude of the Baghdad
province and also won Nedjd for the Ottoman
empire, was summoned to Stambul where his enemy,
the grand vizier MahmHd NedTm Pasha, had chosen

him for the office of wall of Adnanople Instead

of this, on the fall of his rival, Midhat Pasha was

appointed grand vizier on Aug i, 1872, only to be

dismissed on October 19 It was clearly shown that

his real strength lay in provincial administration

All possible elements combined to bring about his

fall Sultan ^Abd al ^Aziz could not endure him
because he opposed his mad whims, the Old Turks

regarded him as an infidel because he planned his

measures regardless of dogmatic objections, he was

most unpopular with the Russians because he had
taken sharp measures to deal with the Slav Bulgar

intrigues Midhat Pasha retired into private life as

persona ingrata In the grand vizierate of Es'ad

Pasha, he became minister of justice on March 1 5,

1873 and held this office still under his successor

Shlrwanl-z5de Mehemmed Rushdi Pasha till Sept 29,

1873 In the following October, the governorship

of Salonika was given to him which he only

accepted with reluctance and held for barely three

months On Feb 17, 1874 he was again dismissed

and retired once more to private life He used the

leisure thus forced upon him to work out the

schemes which he later unfolded and which meant
a decisive change in the orientation of the Ottoman
empire In August 1875 old enemy Mahmud
Nedim Pasha, who had again received the imperial

seals, appointed him minister of justice but by

November he had handed in his resignation, which

was accepted The empire was then m a state of

complete confusion risings, famine, an empty
treasury and a half mad sultan Midhat Pasha then

composed his famous memorandum of March 9,

1876, which was to have such momentous results

On May 20, 1876 he entered the cabinet of the

grand vizier MUterdjim Mehemmed RUshdi Pasha

as minister without portfolio In the night of

May 30, Sul^Sn ‘^Abd al-'Aziz was deposed and

Murad V raised to the throne of his fathers On
July 15^ a proclamation issued m the name of the

new sovereign used for the first time the word
“constitution” Midhat Pasha was the soul of the

new movement and he worked ardently with a

few kindred spirits to give Turkey a constitution

Sultan Murad V became insane and was replaced

by his brother ^Abd al-Hamid, on December 18,

1876 Midhat Pasha became grand vizier for the

second time, and five days later, the constitution

was solemnly proclaimed Ihe reactionary party

and a powerful camarilla never ceased its endea

vouis to bring about the fall of Midhat Pasha

and to bring his progressive schemes to nought

Undei the pretext of high treason he was dismissed

on Feb 5, 1877 and banished to Europe He was

put upon a steamer and went via Rome and Pans

to England He was only permitted to return in

1878 and then only to Ciete In November 1878

under piessuie from England, he was appointed

governoi-geneial of Syiia In 1880 he was trans

ferred to bmyina as governor Here ^Abd al-Hamid’s

wrath overwhelmed him In May 1881 he was

airested and brought to Stambul The ludicrous

charge of having caused the assassination of Sultan

‘^Abd al 'Aziz was brought against him Midhat

Pasha was condemned to death but the sentence

was not Gained out He was banished for life to

Ta^f in Aiabia After repeated attempts to poison

him, he was sti angled on April lo, 1883 (Radjab 29

1301) in prison In this tiagic fashion ended the

life of one of the most notable and best statesmen

of Turkey, perhaps the most important administrator

that the Ottoman empire has produced in modern

times Midhat Pasha had a son, 'Mi Haidar Midhat

Bey, who after his death conducted a campaign

to clear his memory and wrote a very full life oi

his father

Bibliography The mam source for the

life of Midhat Pasha is the work of his son

'All Haidar Midhat Bey, which appealed in

2 vols entitled Midhat Fasha^ Hayat t styastyesl^

menfa hayatl at Stambul in 1325

(1909) (vol I Tabpre-i ^Ibret^ vol 2 MiFat-\

Hattety Hilal press) — He had previously

published The Life of Midhat Pasha By hu

son Alt Haydar Midhat^ London 1903, xii

and Midhat' Pachay sa vie— son auvre Par son

fils Alt Haydar Midhat Bey^ Pans 1908, xxiii

A kind of translation of these works is Yusul

Kamal Bey Hatata, Mudjiakktrat Midhat Basha

Caiio 1331 (cf F Babinger, G 0 W
^ ^ 395

note) Of the wealth of literature on Midhat

Pasha we may mention Leouzon-le-Duc, Mtd
hat Pachay Pans 1877, Benott Brunswick, La

verite sur Midhat Pacha^ Paris 1877, A Chcian

Vassif Effendi, Son Altesse Midhat Pacha^ Grana
Vtztry Pans 1909, vii

,
Un horrible assassmai

commts sur Vordre special du Sultan Abdul
Hamid II Assassinat de Midhat Pacha d^apres

les documents officttls de la Jeune Turquie^ publ
par le Comite Ottoman d' Union et de Progres
Geneva 1898, also Midhat Pasha we'Damac
Mahmud Pash<^ Hadretinih Sul(an ^Abd ul-Haml
dih Emrile Kaxfiyet Sh^hadetlerly Geneva 1314

(1896), IhuraiyS Rif'at, Midhat Pashantn Ka
tilleily Stambul 1324, of importance for the

political ideas of Midhat Pagha are his own pu
blications Feryad we-Fighanlary Stambul 1326
political apologia, al-Dawla al-^othffi'^nlyc^

al styasiya bt '^LNazar tla H-Madt wa U-Ha^
wa '^l-Istikbal La Turquie^ son passe^ son avenir

Tcfltf Midhat BUsiyd wa had tar^amahS Khalil

Efendi al Khuif, BairQt 1879, thereon Mehemmed
Riishdl, Midhat Pash^mn Wastyet'Namesl we
Shehadeity Stambul 1325 — Of European work*

on the life and work of Midhat Pasha may be

mentioned [A D Mordtmann sen ],
Stambui

und das moderne Turkenthumy New Senes
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Leipzig 1878, p %2sqq
,
[Gg Dempwolflf],

und Hohe Pforte^ Vienna 1879, p 237 sqq
,

Carl V Sax, Geschtchte des Machtverfalls der

Turket^ Vienna 1908, p 375 sqq But the

western souices have mainly to be used with

caution, as the very varying statements about

his origin, date and place of birth show
(Fr Baringer)

AUDILLC, Turkish foim for My tile ne, name
of the island of Lesbos, which in the middle

ages had already taken the name of Us capital

The island is about 650 sq m in area and has

two large gulfs, the Gulf of Kalloni (KalSlnia)

and that of Jeros (Kelemia)

When the Muslims first became acquainted with

the island, it belonged to the Byzantine empiie

Its conquest in the reign of the emperor Alexios

Comnenos in 484 (1091) by the Emir of Smyrna,
Tzachas, fathei-in-law of the Seldjuk Kfl?dj ArslSn I

b Sulaim5n, was only temporary After the conquest

of Constantinople by the Latins (1204), the island

passed for a time to the Venetians In 1355, the

emperoi John Palaeologos, on the marriage of his

sister with the Genoese Francesco Gattilusio, granted

the island to the latter as a fief It belonged to

this family when Mehmed II the Conqueror took

Constantinople m 1454 The islands of the Aegean
had to pay tiibute to the lurks, to which the

Gattilusio in the hope of retaining their position

readily agreed, and when the grand vizier Hamza
Pasha m 1456 anchored off Lesbos on the voyage

to Rhodes, the prince Dorino Gattilusio sent rich

gifts to the Turkish commander through the histo-

rian Ducas After the death of Doiino, his son

and successor Domenico sent an embassy under

the same Ducas to try to gain the good graces of

the Sultan, but the Turks imposed rather harsh

conditions In 1458 Domenico was slam by his

bi other Nicolas who had escaped from Lemnos
and the latter seized the island On the pretext

that he had given sheltei to the pirates who
harassed the Asia Minor coast and had committed

other acts hostile to the Sultan, Mehmed in 1462
set out against Lesbos The grand vizier Mahmud
Pasha conducted the siege of the capital It was
taken after 27 days’ bombardment and the Sultan

received the surrendei of the island in person

(^Ashik Pasha Zade, ed Giese, Leipzig 1929,

p 156 jy ,
HSdjdji Khalifa, Tuhfd al~Kibar ft

Esfar al Bthar^ Constantinople 1141 [1728-1729],
fol 6b, Hammer, 11 15, 67, Zinkeisen, 11 226,

239 sqq ) A mosque in the citadel of Midillii was

built by Fatih, cf Newton, 1 1 17 ,
Koldewey, p li

Attempts of the Venetians undei Orsato Giusti-

niani (1464) to take the island from the Turks

failed (v Hammer, 11 83 sq ) An expedition against

the island in 1500 of the allied brench and Venetian

fleets was thwaited by the Turkish forces (v Ham
mer, u 327, Hadjdjl Khalifa, op cit

^
fol lo^)

Since that date the island had been in undisturbed

possession of the Turks until during the Balkan

War It was handed ovei to the Greeks on Nov 24,

1912 and finally conceded to them by the Peace

of London of May 30, 1913, although with certain

reservations by Turkey
Ihe island, the largest in the Archipelago,

belonged to the “wilayet of the Archipelago”

{j^xez^tr-t Bahr-% sefid) and formed in it the

sandJa^j: of Midillii with 5 ^azS’s Midilld (with

the capital, in the east of the island), Pilemar (=
Plomary, m the south), Molowa (= Molivo, the an-

cient Methymna, in the north), Sighri m the west of

the island, and lastly the Junda Islands (Moskomsi)
east of Midillii, cf Sami, Kamus at’-A^lam^ col

1894, 4243, Cuinet, La Turquie d'Aste^ 1 449

—

472, cf also Suleimln Fa^ik, Rehhat Derya^ 1

(Stambul 1299), P 55—59 According to Bae-

deker 1914, the island had 140,500 inhabitants of

whom vvere Greeks and Muhammadans
Bibliography On the island in ancient

times and most of the questions connected with

it, see the very full article by Biirchner on
Lesbos in Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, xii (1925), col

2107—2133
A full description for the earlier Turkish

period IS given by the Turk Pirl Re’is in his

Bahrtye written in 1521 this section has been

translated by Maximilian Bittner in Paul Kretsch-

mer, Der heutige Leslnsche DiaUkt (= Schriften

der Balkankommission^ Vienna 1905, col

579—584 ®d of the Bahrtye of Pirl

Re^s (Berlin and Leipzig 1926), chap ix

Mtdillu^ text p 21—26, transl p 32—42 —
The most important later descriptions are those

by Pococke, Description of the East^ ii/ii
,
London

1745, Newton, Travels and Discoveries tn the

Levant^ London 1865, ' 37 >
A Conze,

Reise atif der Insel Lesbos Hanover 1865 and
R Koldewey, Die antiken Baureste der Insel

Lesbos Ini Auftra^e des Kaiserhch-Deutschen

Archaologischen Instituts unteisucht und aufge~

nommen^ Berlin 1890 This book gives details of

early explorations of the island and accurate

maps on a larger scale of sections of it

(P Kahle)
MIBJMARA, the censer, from ^amray

“glowing coal”, the Arabic name for the con-
stellation of the Altar which lies south of

the Scorpion (SvTvipiov in Aratus, ara in Cicero,

Manilius etc

)

or censer (Pvfjiiariiptov in Ptolemy,

turibulum in Geminus)

Bibliography al-Kazwini, ed Wustenfeld,

1 41, L Ideler, Untersuchungen uber den Ur-

sprung und die Bedeutung der Stet nnamen,

Berlin 1809, p 280, A Haubei, Planetenkmder-

bilder und Sternbildcj
^
Strassburg 1916, p 193-

199 ^ (J Ruska)
MIDRAR BanU [See SibjilmXsa

]

MIHNA (a
),
noun derived from the root vi-h n^

appearing in the Arabic veib “to smooth”,

and in some Aethiopic derivations, trial (e g
the trials to which the piophets and especially the

family of Muhammad, the ^Alids, are exposed in

this world, cf Goldziher, Vorlesungen^ p 212 sq
^

261), inquisition In the latter sense it is

usually applied to the Mu'tazilite inquisition and

persecution extending from 218—234 (833—848)

On the viiBh form of the verb, vntahanay “to

torture”, cf especially Quatremere, Histone des

sultans mamlouks^ l/ii
, p 81, note loi

The first Mu^tazilite inquisition was instituted

towards the end of his reign by the ^Abbasid

caliph al Ma^mun (q v, 198—218 = 813—833),

who was a MuTazilite by conviction, especially

with regard to the creation of the Kurban [cf the

articles al KURBAN and mu'^pazilites] He sent a

letter to the governor of BaglidSd, Ishak b Ibr&him,

ordering him to cite before him the ^^adi’s under

his jurisdiction m order to test them with regard

to their opinion on the Kurban (Tabail, iii 1112

sqq
^
transl by Patton, op at

^ p 37—61, JCitab

Bagidady p 338 sqq , cf Abu T-Mat^5sin, i 636
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sqq
, Fragmenta Hut Arab

, p 465) Those who
declared their opinion in conformity with that of the

caliph^ should cite the legal witnesses under their

jurisdiction and institute a similar inquisition

This letter was sent to the provinces In Egypt
little was done At KUfa the general feeling was
against yielding to the order of the caliph In

Damascus^ the latter, probably on his way to Asia

Minor, personally conducted the testing of the

doctors of the town
In a second letter he ordered Ish5k b Ibrahim

to send to him seven of the leading theological

authorities of Baghdad, that he might test them
himself The name of the chief champion of the

orthodox view, Ahmad b Muhammad b Hanbal

[q V ], which was at first in the list, was cancelled
at the instance of the chief kfidi Ahmad b Abi
Du’fid [q v], the most vigorous advocate of the
mi^na under al»Ma^mun and his successors Among
the seven who were summoned to the court was
Muhammad b Sa^d [q v ], the secretary of al

Wfifeidi [q V ], and author of Kiiab al-Tabakat
All of them gave way to the pressure, assented
to the view forced upon them and were sent back to

BaghdSd, where Ishak b Ibiahim had them repeat

their confession before the theologians (Tabari, 111

1 1 16 sq
,
Kitab Baghdad^ p 343 )

The success

of the caliph moved him to cling to the method in-

augurated by him In a third letter which is intei

woven w ith theological arguments (1 abari, 111 1 1
1

7

sqq
,
Patton, op at

, p 65 sqq
)
he enjoined Ishak

b IbrShim to test all the kadis under his jurisdiction,

who in their turn should test all witnesses and
assistants in matters of law Ishak b Ibrahim cited

before him a number of the most notable doctors

of Bagiidad (Tabari, 111 1121 sqq
,
Patton, op at

^

p 69 sqq
), among them Ahmad b Hanbal The

result of the test was that some of them yielded

and others remained steadfast, Ahmad b Hanbal
belonged to the group of the latter

In a fourth letter to Ishak b Ibrahim (Tabari,

ill 1125 sqq
,

Patton, op at
^ p 74 sqq \ the

caliph discussed the attitude of each of the doctors

in connection with his character and way of life,

and ordered those who had given unsatisfactory

answers to be sent to his camp in TarsHs After

a further examination by Ishal^ b Ibiahim two
of them only remained steadfast, Ahmad b Hanbal
and Muhammad b NQh Ihey were sent to Tarsiis

as prisoners On the way thither the report of the

caliph's death reached them They were sent back
to Baghdad

,
Muhammad b Nuh died before he

had reached the capital

Ahmad b Hanbal remained in prison Although
he was urged to make use of takiya [q v

] as

others had done, he stuck to his attitude Cited

before al-Ma’mGn’s brother and successor al-Mu^tasim

(218—227 = 833—842), there originated lively

debates on the nature of the Kurban and other

theological subjects between him, the caliph, Ahmad
b Abl Du^ad and others, which lasted three days
No change, however, being brought about in Ah-
mad's attitude, he was scourged at the order of the

caliph, and afterwards, from fear of an insurrection

(for Ahmad was very popular), set free Little

more is heard of the mihna under al-Mu^tasim
(Abu 'l-Mahasin, i 649, Patton, p 113), who
had neither the interest nor the training of his

predecessor in theological matters
His son al-Wath4 bi’llah (227—232= 842

—

847) who succeeded him, returned to the methods

of al-Ma’mnn (Abu ’1 Mahasin, i 683 , Patton,

p 1x5 sqq
), although it is said that he had restrained

ins father from prosecuting the mihna any farther

He ordered the governors of the provinces to

test the notables under their jurisdiction Little is

known of the consequences of this order Ahmad
b Hanbal m the meanwhile had become a favourite

teacher, when, however, he heard of the renewed
activity of Ahmad b Abi Du^fid he refrained of his

own will from teaching, and was henceforth left alone

Al-W5thik personally intervened in the trial of one

person of note, the theologian Ahmad b Nasr b
Malik al-Khuza^I who had moreover taken part

in a conspiiacy (Weil, 11 341, Patton, p 116

sq
,
cf Tabari, 111 1343 ,

de F) agmenta
hist arab

^ p 529 sqq) Questioned about the

Kur^fin, al-Khuz5^i replied that he believed it to

be the word of God The tiial had not proceeded

much farther, when the caliph put an end to it

and personally made an attempt to behead his

victim, in which he did not succeed without the

assistance of some one more skilled than himself

(Sha^bSn 231=846)
Other persons of note who remained steadfast

under al-Wathil^ were Nu'aim b Hammad and the

well known Abu YaTcub YQsuf b Yahya ’1-Buwaiti,

the pupil of al-^afi'i and editor of some of his

works (Patton, p 119) Both died in prison As
an instance of the fanaticism of Ahmad b Abi
Dii^ad It is related that, when in 231 (846) it

was proposed to ransom 4,600 Muslim prisoners

from the Byzantines, he proposed to abandon those

who would not admit the creation of the Kur^gn,
this was actually done (Tabari, 111 1351 sqq

,
J^ragm

hut arab
^ 11 532, Abu ’1-Mahgsin, 1 684, Patton,

p 120) It IS said that al-Wgthik gave up his

Mu'tazilite views before his death The mihna
continued to exist during the first yeais of the

reign of his successor al Mutawakkil (232—247=
847—861), but in 234 this caliph stopped its

application and forbade the piofession of the

creation of the Kur’an on pain of death
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MIHR, the seventh month of the Persian
solar year which runs from Sept 17 to Oct 16

and therefore begins the autumn Mihr is also the

name of the l6th day of each month To
distinguish between the month Mihr and the day,

the former is called Mihr Mah and the latter

Mthr RUz On the i6tb Mihr, the day when Mihr
M5h and Mihr Rtiz coincide, called Mthr-gan,

one of the great feasts begins, which is also called

MihrgSn and lasts till the 2pt of the month The
first day of the feast is called Mthr-t ^Umma^ the

general Mihr, the last Mthr-t the special,

proper Mihr The associations of this feast partly

relate to the beginning of autumn, partly to the

sun, whose name the month indeed bears, and
partly to herioc legend MihrgSn is the feast of

Feridnn’s accession after his victory over DahhSk
On the rites observed at the feast see the sources

mentioned below

Bibliography Ginzel, Handbuch d math
u tcchn Chronologic^ t

> § 67 sqq
,

al-BirUnl,

Athjar^ ed Sachau, p 42, 43, 70, 222 sqq
,

Vullers, Lexicon persicodattnum^ s v

al-Kazwini, ^Ail^d^ib al-MakklTikat^ ed Wiisten

feld, ^ %\ sq (M Plfssner)

MIHR-I mAh sultan, daughter of
Suleiman the Magnificent Mihr-i Mah
(sometimes also written Mihr u mah cf KaraCelebi-

zadc, Rawdat ul-Ebrai
^ p 458) was the only

daughter of Suleimln the Magnificent [q v
,
as well

as F Babinger, in Master der Politik^ ii 2, Berlin

1923, p 39—63] While still quite young she was
married to the grand vizier Rustem Pasha (cf F
Babinger, G 0 W

^ ^ 81 X7) in the beginning

of December 1539 (cf J H Mordtmann, in il/

5

0 5
,
Year xxxu

,

Part 2, p 37), but the marriage

does not seem to have been a happy one She
used her enormous wealth — St Gerlach in 1576
estimated her daily income at not less than 2,000

ducats (cf Tagebuch, Frankfurt 1674, p 266) —
for many pious endowments Among these the most

important were the two mosques built by her, one

in Stambul at the Adrianople gate (JEdirne Kapusu
QjamiHj cf EwliyS, Seyahet name, 1 165, HSfiz

Huseiny Hadikat al Djawamt^^ 1 24 and J v Ham-
mer, G O R

^
\x 50, N® i) and the other {Mthr-i

Mah Sultan Qjami'i

,

EwliyS, p/ a/,i 472
Hafiz Husein, «/,ii 186 and | v Hammer, 6^ 0
A’, IX 128, N® 741) near the landing-stage in Scutari

The second was the woik of the great architect

Sinan [q v
]
who built it in 954 (1547) and also

erected a palace for Mihr-i Mah in Scutari near this

mosque After her husband’s death (July 8, 1561)
Mihr-i Mah Sultan intervened in political matters on

several occasions, for example she continually urged

upon her father that the conquest of Malta should

be one of the main undertakings of the Holy War
and offered to equip 400 galleys for this campaign

at her own expense She was still alive at the

reconciliation with her brother Selim and his acces-

sion Ihe correct date of her death, Jan 25, 1578
IS given only by Gerlach, lagebuch^ p 449, the

date in Kara£elebi-z5de, op cit
^ p 458, namely

Ohu ’

1-KaMa 984 (Jan 20—Feb 18, 1577), is a

whole year out She was buried beside her fathei

in his turbe (tomb mosque) in Stambul From her

marriage with Rustem Pasha two sons and a

daughter Alisha !^anum were born, the latter

married the grand vizier Ahmed Pasha

Bibliography In addition to the references

in the text, cf Mehemmed Xhuraiya, Sid^ilLi

^ottmanl, 1 83, J v Hammer, G 0 R^ in

393^ 425 and pass ,
a description of the circum-

cision festivals of her softs DjibSngir and BSyazid
IS given in the Turkish MS ,

N® 34, fol 43a sqq

in the Pruss State Library (cf W Pertsch,

Verzeichms^ 66) (Fr Babinger)

MIHRAB (see also masi2JIdI,D,c) Derivation
of the niche The mihrSb niche has been given

a twofold origin by Orientalists and historians of

art from the Christian apsis and the Buddhist

niche “Tout ce qui reste de la basilique dans le

sanctuaire de la mosfju6e c’est la qibla, sorte

d’abside atrophic” says M v Berchem in his Notes

d^archeologie arabe A
,
vol xvii

, 1891, p 427)
The introduction of the niche mihiJb into the

mosque is no doubt rightly ascribed to the Omaiyads,
who were the first to build mosques of any size,

under the influence of the Christian architecture

of their lands The simple Arabian and Persian

village mosques have no niches even at the pre-

sent day According to tradition, Walld I, when
he visited the mosque built for him with the help

of Byzantine masons in Medina, was reproached

with having built the mosque in the style of

Christian churches (Wustenfeld, Geschichte der Stadt

Medina^ Abh G W Gott
^
ix

, 1861) When^Omar
b 'Abd al-^Azfz in his Syrian buildings had the

kibla made in the form of a niche, he provoked

the opposition and anger of the zealots on account

of the similarity which was thus produced between

the mosques and churches H Lammens has col-

lected a number of references, in which the mihrab

is roundly asserted to be copied from the Christians

and to have become naturalised only with difficulty

and not till the second century (Ztyad, p 94,
note I quoted by C H Becker, Zur Geschichte

des tslamtschen Kultus, Islamstudien^ p 493) Per-

haps the custom of placing several niches in the

kibla wall of large mosques was also a gesture

against the appeal ance of imitating the Christian

custom On the other hand it should not be for-

gotten that the semicircular niche was one of the

most widely disseminated forms of ornament m
Mediterranean architecture and its adoption was

much more natural than an imitation of the much
larger Christian apsis The derivation of the mihrab

fiom the Buddhist or Hindu niche for idols has

as much or as little m its favour as the othei

For It was only exceptionally that the Indian idol

stood in a niche, but regularly it was in a sepaiate

quadrangular cell The separate phenomenon of

the eastern polygonal mihrSb developed by the

Turkish peoples, which w^as brought by the Seldbuks

and other Tuikish peoples to Asia Minor and is

found in Mesopotamia from the end of the xiiph

century Can only be explained satisfactorily as a

deliberate creation of its makers As the heart of

the house of worship, the mihrab forms the cul-

minating point in the equipment of the mosque,

and as the carrier of the varied forms of decoration

and continually changing systems of Muslim decora-

tive art through the centuries is of considerable

importance in the history of art As a barometer of

culture and art the mihrab, if properly read, shows

the prevailing tendency of art and its changes as a

result of social changes The writing of its history is

a task foi the future and it can only be outlined here

History The l^ibla was originally indicated not

by a niche but by some mark such as a strip of

paint or a flat stone marked in some way. Ac-
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cording to AbU Huraira, it uas introduced into

the first mosque of the Prophet in Medina “In-

stead of a mihr&b or prayer niche a block of

stone directed the congregation, at fiist it was
placed against the northern wall of the mosque
and it was removed to the southern when Mecca
became the Kiblah” (R F Personal Nar-
rative of a Ptlgrtmage to Mecca and Medina^ *874,
11 72) The oldest mosque of ‘^Amr in Fustat of

21 (642) had no niche, but the kibla, accurately

-calculated, was marked (Corbett, fP A S
^ 1 890,

P 757-800) The Arabian use of slabs to indicate

the kibla instead of a niche survived, alongside of

the mihrSb and in spite of it, for several centuries

within and without Arabia The mosques in Arabia
proper are still unknown and only a few buildings

on the borders enable us to draw some con
elusions The ruins of the xith—xii^h century on
Bahrain (Die/, Line shttitsche Moscheet nine auf
der Inset Bahrein^ Jahrb d astat Knnst^ 1925,
II Ilalbband) and the mosque of Kisimkazi on
Zanzibar R A ^ 1922, pi 111) show examples
of a type later well known Such slabs of stone

or stucco were fiequently built into the front

pillars of the harSm down to the xiiitb century

to indicate the kibla They are to be found in

Mosul (Herzfeld, Arch Retse^ 11 277, 280) and
they would ceitainly have been found m Baghdad
for example had the old mosques survived theie

They gave the caliph and his repiesentatives the

opportunity, so limited in Islam, of perpetuating

their names and boasting themselves helpers of

Islam by presenting such flat mihrabs Examples
are the richly ornamented stucco slab presented

by the vizier al-Afdal in the name of the Caliph
al Musransir (485 = 1092) to the mosque of Ibn
Tulun and its counterpart ordered by bultSn LSdjm
(696—698 = 1296—1298) (illustr in h Flury,

Die 0/ namente det Hakim- und Ashar Moschee^

1912, pi XVI ) When Muslim architecture is de-

liberately developed on a grand scale however we
find the mihrab in the viiith century as a semi-

circular shell shaped niche flanked by pillais, and
this is the form that has survived essentially with

local variations to the present day

Mesopotamia Ihe oldest example here is

the mihrab of the Djami^ al-IGiassaki in Baghdad
It consists of a single marble block 5' 4" inches

high and 3' i" broad with a semi-circular niche
in It 12' deep The columns have spiral grooves

in them and Corinthian-like capitals upon which
the horseshoe shaped shell is directly placed without

an abacus The niche, otherwise smooth, has in

the central axis a perpendicular strip of oinament
as its sole decoration, which is quite devoid of

any structural function and is quite in the textile-

like style of later Islamic decoration Herzfeld

supposes that this mihrab was brought by water

about 145 A H for the newly founded Baghdad
fiom North Syria or Diyar Bakr and suggests for

this and similar mihrabs of Northern Mesopotamia,
the similar niches in Christian churches as models
(/f/, 1 35 sqq) The lUiassakl type of mihrab is

^und again in the walls of Amid, which were
built in 297 (910) by al-Mu^tadir (M v Berchem,
Inschrtften aus Syrten etc

,
coll by Frh von

Oppenheim, De Beylie, Promt et Samarra^^g 42,
V Berchem-Strzygowski, Amtda^ fig 12, 292,
pi 111 The change to the pointed arch
however took place here probably by the tenth
century, certainly m the xi^h a d Instead of the

semicircular we find also flat niches cut out in

the form of a rectangle eg in the tomb of a
holy man in AbQ Huraira (Saire-Heizfcld, Arch
Retse^ i 133 The use of stucco, which is so

easily worked, hastened the development of the

form of the niche in the xiiith century In the

mausoleum of the Forty Faithful (al-Arba^In) in

Takrit theie is a stucco mihrab of 660(1261—62)
with a stepped arch in profile The tomb ofZainab

in Sindjar of about 657 (1288) contains a iichly

decorated stucco mihrSb completely covered with

ornaments and scrolls {Arch Retse^ p 308 sq
,

pi IV
) This wealth of decoiation may in turn

have reacted on the niches of stone, as the rich

mihrab of the great mosque of 543 (1148) and
other niches in Mosul show {Arch A’

,
pi v

xci xciii ) In contrast to Persia, stone remained
the usual mateiial here We now find twisted

little pillars with vase bases and vase capitals,

zig/ag arches and richly fluted bands with plumed
fuications (mihiab of Badr al-Din in Mosul) The
Hellenistic mussel-shell, so far as it still sui vives, lost

Its naturalism by turning the sphincteral structure

into oinament Ihe rectangular ftame of the arch of

the niche completed the adaptation of an originally

Hellenistic type to the oriental spit it of architecture

In the vacant field below the conch we here fiequently

have a mussel shell carved in relief We find vaiia-

tions like the flat rectangular niches with the base of

the couch protruding as in the DjamP al '“Omarlya

{Arch R
,

pi cxxxv
) When however we find in

Pandjah ‘‘All in M5sul in 686 (1287) le under
the Ilkhan ^rghun, a polygonal mihrab with
stalactite canopy, we have apparently eastern, Sel-

djuk influence, which produced the abstract stereo-

metiic ciystallisation of the details and general form
Their seeming stiuctural function is taken from
the flanking pillars by direct continuation around
the arch Finally we may mention the occurrence
of corner mihiabs in Mesopotamia when the kibla

demanded it and it was not possible to 01 lent the
whole building pioperly Such exceptions were
confined to sepulchral domes (Mashhad ImSm 'Awn
al-Din in Mosul cf Herzfeld, Arch R

,
pi cxxxv)

Syria 1 he Mosque of the Omaiyads in Damascus
has twelve mihrabs in all (cf the plan by A Dickie,
supplemented by C Watzinger and K Wulzinger,
Daniaskus^ Die islatntsche StadI) If systematically

studied, they would probably give a conspectus of
the development of the mihrSb in Syria Only the
principal mihrab appears, at least in its architectonic
development, if not in its embellishment to go back
to the time of the foundation of the mosque The
other niches were put up mainly in the xivth century
and later {J A, 1890, ser vii

, p 185) The two
favourite styles of decorating the walls in use among
Byzantine workmen under Walid were opus secttle

and glass mosaic 1 hey must have been used almost
exclusively for the early mosques along with carved
mouldings The description by Ibn Djubair, who
visited the mosque in 580 (1184) 1 e not till

after the first great fire of 461 (1069), gives us an
idea of the mihrab as it then was, probably still

predominantly Omaiyad The mihrab wall was
covered with marble slabs, the arch of the niche
had inscriptions in gilt letters on a blue ground,
probably in mosaic, and had a quadrangular frame
The wedges between arch and frame were decorated
with the famous “vineyard of Walid”, as we may
safely assume, in mosaic The vaulting of the niche
was probably adorned in the same way The frame
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of the mihrSb was crowned by a miniature arcading,

a motive which with others was taken to Spam
(see below) and above this the wall was adoined

with views of celebrated towns and trees in mosaic,

the Ka'ba in the centre Remains of these mosaics

still survive and the mosaics discovered a few years

ago in the mosque by the French give us an idea

of the splendour of their colouring The mihrSb

destroyed in the fire of 1893 had a miniature

arcading (illustr m Saladin, Manuel^ fig 35), it

had also an arch encii cling it above, which also

suggests an Omaiyad oiigin (According to Mar^ais,

la mo^quee d'cl Walid h Damas et son influence

stir Parchitecture musulmane d"* Occident^ A* ^ ,
L,

where the dependence of the mosque of Cordova
on that of Damascus is discussed, in Damascus all

arches were originally horseshoe-shaped — and as

in the rebuilding — arranged in two stories as

we see from old descriptions) Of the mihrab of

the Djaml^ al-AksS we know that it was covered

with marble in 583 (1187) by order of Saladin

It has a wide niche formed of segments, with a

pointed arch The two sets of pillars with acanthus

capitals are earlier than Saladin (Saladin, op cit
,

fig 28) Le Bon mentions two peculiar mihrSb

niches in the transept of the mosque (Za ctvihsa

twn arabe^ p 148 and fig 68) Under the Aiyubids

the use of interlacing patterns in stone was popular

in Northern Syrian architecture They are sometimes

lectihnear, sometimes rounded intei lacings of textile

origin which were used on the fronts of doors and
prayer niches either in profile or as bands of stone

in alternating colours The decoiation of the mih-

r2b thus received a lemarkable stimulus, as the

prayer niches of the Madiasa al-Sultaniya and the

DjSmi^ and Madrasa al Firdaws of 633 (1235), both

in Aleppo, and the mihrab restored by Baibars of

the Kubbat al-SiIsiIe in Jerusalem, shew (picture

in Creswell, The Works of Sultan Baibars^ B I h
// (9 ,

pi xxvi
,
pi 28, 29) Another peculiarity

of the Syrian mihrab is the occasionally found

adoinment of the vaulting of the niche with —
it IS true very rounded — views of buildings

and trees in opus sectile, as an example of which
we may take the mihrab of the great mosque of

Iripoli founded in 693 (1294) (pict inM!FA (9,

vol XXV 1909, pi 5) The later Syrian mihrabs

continued the traditional encrusting with different

coloured maibles to which Turkish influence added

the stalactitic conch

Egyp^ The principal mihrab of the oldest

mosque that has survived in Cairo, the mosque of

Ahmad b lulun, is thought to be the original

one in its general stiuctuie Ihe mosaic frieze

with inscription at the level of the capitals

and the marble covering below belong either to

the restoration by Kala^Qn or more probably

to that of Ladjln Thus a type was created in

Cairo in the middle of the third century which is

characterised by the double stepping of the niche

with two pillars on each side, in this case taken

from old Christian buildings and by the stilted

pointed arch and rectangular frame
,

this form

became the Egyptian model In place of the Meso-

potamian conch, the top of the niche was smooth

and piobably, as in KairawSn, painted The narrow

top continued through the Fa^imid period while the

double recess of the niche with pillars gives all later

Cairene miljiRbs their character A stucco mihrSb

of the fourth (tenth) century, only the upper third

of which has survived in its original form, of

which there is a copy m the Arab Museum, had
the same structure with two pairs of pillars The
conch was imposed later (Flury, £m Stuckmihrab
des IV (AT) Jahrhunderts^Sarre-Festschrift^ ^92$,
yhb d as K) The stucco mihiSb of the sepulchral

mosque of DjiyUghl on the Mukattam in Cairo, a

century later (478= 1085) and particularly richly

decorated, has a similar niche with a high pointed

top (pict m Fluiy, Ornamente he ett
^

pi. xvii
,

Springer, Hdbch d
,

vi
,

fig 400) It is to be

assumed that the original mihrabs of the Fatimid

mosques of Hakim and al Azhar also belonged to

this group The al-Akmar mosque, completed in

519 (1125) introduced a new motif in its fagade,

which was much imitated in Cairo, the placing

of a row of ribs like the corrugation of a shell

along the top of the niche The stucco mihrab
already mentioned, a copy of which is in the Arab
Museum, must have been embellished about this

time by a mussel shell 1 he mihrab in the sepulchral

chapel of yiadjarat al-Durr [q v
]

the widow of

Sultan Salih Nadjm al Din Aiyub of c 648-=: 1250
(fig in R L Devonshire, Some Cairo Mosques^

London 1921, p 32) shows this fashion in a much
more decided and more advanced mugharnasised

stage Such variations were however the exception

On the other hand the stucco mihrab survived

down to the Mamluk period Cieswell, for example,

ascribes the stucco mihrab on the outside of the

north wall of the mosque of 'Amr, rebuilt by

Sultan Baibars, to the time of Baibars on grounds

of style (658—676= 1260— 1277) i^The Works of
Sultan Baibars^ B I F A 0

^
xxvi 1926) The

splendour of the exceedingly thick stucco oinament-

ation in relief is here increased by the mugharnat
in the miniatuie arcading of the upper part

of the niche Stucco decoration thus reached

Its last effective possibilities With the Mongol
invasion of Syria, Syrian influence on Egyptian

art was renev\ed (Cano also benefited by the taking

of Mosul by the Mongols in 653= 1255 and the

resuliant migntion of the celebrated coppersmiths

of Mosul to Cairo, where from this time on the

art of the metal-worker flourished, cf Creswell,

op city p 182) Syrian influence also brought

the Syrian mihrab overlaid with marble slabs and
stone mosaic to Egypt, where it drove out the

other types and became predominant The oldest

prayer niches of this new kind appear in the

buildings of Kala^Un at the end of the vii^h (xiii^h)

century The flanking double pillars give them their

Gothic giace and elevation The arches are usually

composed of alternating coloured wedge shaped

stones serrated m various ways The walls of the

niches are decorated with mosaic in geometric

patterns between miniature arcading and the conch

vaulting overlaid with light and dark strips of

colour alternating (often zigzag) Exceptionally we
also find glass mosaic, as m the masdjid of the

Moristan of Kala’an Under the late rulers of the

Circassian Mamluks the decoration of the niche

reached its height The inlaying was done with

all kinds of costly materials such as mother-of-

pearl, turquoise, agates, ivory (Madrasa of Abn
Bakr b Muzhir and al Qhtirf cf Briggs, Muh
Arch y fig 1 19 and 127)

A small group by itself is formed by the three

portable mihrSbs of the vith (xiith) century from

al-Azhar, Saiyida Rul^aiya and Saiyida Naftsa which

are now preserved in the Arab Museum
Maghrib The history of the mihrSb m the
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in^tpen knds of IslSm begins with the prayer

the i^reat mosque ofl$:airaw9Q It was

Abt the direct model for the later midribs —
th^*was reserved for the portal of the library of this

diiosclue but with its wide semi-circular niche

and the slightly rounded but still pointed arch it

forms the transition to the western form of mih-

rSb The pillars of mottled red and yellow stone

rest on late antique bases and support pseudo-

Byzantine porphyry capitals the abacuses of which

are decorated with KQfic inscriptions The wall

of the niche is covered with marble slabs, some
|

perforated, some carved in relief, the frames of

which also bear inscriptions Behind is a recess

The vaulting of the niche still shows traces of

having been painted with vine tendrils arranged

in circular patterns^ which remind one of Mghs-ttS

(pictures in G Marqais, Coupoh et plafonds de la

Grande Mosquie de Katrouan^ *925, pi vin
)
The

frieze separating the recess and the vaulting of the

niche, and the surrounding walls are covered with

the famous lustre tiles made, some in BaghdSd
and some by a Baghdad artist in Tunis, and
presented in 281 (844) by IbrShim b Aghlab This

remarkable mihrSb of the early period, when Islam

was still in search of a style, thus combines all that

the empire could produce in decoration, sculpture,

painting, both richly brightened by gold and

shining tiles The fully developed western style

is found a century later in the mihrab of the

Mezquita in Cordoba This mihrab, built by Ha
kim II about 970, consists of an isolated hepta-

gonal space 12 feet broad and 23 to 26 feet high

One side is formed by the wall containing the

door The floor and walls are covered with rect-

angular pieces of white marble, above are a frieze

of inscriptions and the cornice, on which a richly I

carved niche wall with clover leaf arch on marble

pillars with gilt capitals forms the upper part, which

again terminates in an inscribed frieze and is

covered by a single piece of marble in the shape

of a mussel shell In the inscription on the outer

wall the artist is mentioned ‘‘the work of Badr

b, al-KhaiySn^ The historically important part

here is the entrance wall to this chamber, which

consists of a horseshoe-arch gateway with rect-

angular frames and miniature arcadmg at the top

This form of wall, which now becomes typical for

mihrftbs and portal walls in most lands of the

Magbnb and shows its own course of development,

hiks been traced to the portal wall of the library

of the great mosque m Kairawin as the earliest

model, or both go back to a common Syrian

ongtnal (cf Margais, Manuel, i 264 sq ) In Cor-

doba we meet with a special shape of the mihrSb

recess, the origin of which is doubtless different

from that of the niche and goes back to an

ongtnal with special functions connected with the

cult of relics and of the dead According to tradi-

tion, a relic of the Prophet was actually preserved

in tins space and the believers used to pay rever-

ence to It in a sevenfold circumambulation A
quite singular, similar, isolated mihrSb is found

m the madrasa in l^iurfisSn (cf mas-

lyiD and below Persia) (Whether here we
have the influence of the pradakshina of the

Indian cult of relics cannot be settled The
circumambulation of Ultars^ tombs of saints, and
other sacred objects was of course a widespread

custom in northern lands also) Horseshoe-arches,

multiple rectangular border and miniature arcade

are the typical elements of the henceforth cano-

nical mihrab wall The wedge-shaped stones

6f the horse-shoe arch are not serrated in

complicated fashion, as in Egypt and Syria, but

usually alternate m colour and are all smooth, as m
Cordoba, or alternately smooth and carved m relief

In Cordoba the spandnls are sfill filled with palm-

branches and acanthus-like tendrils in relief and

the two borders decorated with KQfic inscriptions

(cf R Amador de los Rios, Jnsenphones arahes

de Cordoba^ Madrid 1892) Ihe niches of the

miniature arcadmg with clover-leaf arches are

covered with mosaic (pict m E Kiihnel, Mau-
rtsche Kunst K d O

,

1 3, 14) The wall of

the pentagonal mihrSb niche in the great mosque
of Tlemsen of about 1135 a D is similarly formed

(pict in Kiihnel, op cU

,

pi 24) But we already

And here in the spandnls the isolated rosettes

which first appear on the mihrSb of the Aljafena

in Saragossa of the second half of the eleventh

century (pict in Margais, Manuel,^ fig 215) The
mihrSb wall of the Almohad mosque in Tinmal
in the Atlas (i 1 53 a D shows, instead of the tendrils,

a woven pattern such as is often found on carpets

(pict m Margais, op at
,
fig 216), and in place of

the miniature arcadmg we have round arched win-

dows alternating with flat niches A divergence from
the canonical type 1$ found m the mihrfib of the

mosque m lozeur built m 590 (1194) in the oasis

of L^erid (pict in Margais, op at
^

fig 218) It

has a double arch and profuse ornamentation, on

the wall of the niche also Margais explains the

divergence by saying that the mosque was built

by a conqueior of Almoravid descent in the Al-

mohad period by workmen from Andalus The
niche bears the stamp of hurried improvisation

The mihrab here reproduced, in the Sidf Okba
mosque in the Siban oasis at Biskra which is

considered the oldest mosque m Algeria, may be

regarded as an example more 111 the popular tradition,

therefore particularly interesting The date is un-

known The decoration belongs to the field of

Kletnkunst Under the dynasties which succeeded

the Almohads from the xiii—xvi th century the

Cordoba type remains the model m principle Only
the proportions are more slender, the horseshoe
arches more elegant and, instead of the miniature

arcadmg, windows with coloured glass in a stucco

framework have become naturalised The isolated

mil^rab chambeis have given place to semicircular

or polygonal niches Examples are the makarlb
of the mosques in Taza, Sidf bel Hasan and al-

^Ubad in and near Tlemsen, m Ffis and the Hamra
of Granada, the latter covered with mosaic (pict,

in Margais, op at, fig 336—338 and P Ricard,

pi X
,

XI ) In Tunis of the xv—xviiitb century
also the mihrab with flat round niche and horse-

shoe arch of alternately coloured and ornamented
stones and rectangular frame continued to pre-

dominate The plinths are regularly covered with
marble or tiles, while the niche vaultings are

fluted like a mussel shell

Persia, Turkestan, Afghanistan The
two earliest prayer niches in Persia, so far as is

kown, are in the mosque at Nayin, east of Isfahan,

of the IX—xtb century A D (Viollet and Flury 10

Syrta, 1921,0! xxx and S Flury, in 1 930)
and ID the Twan at jyjargird, l^urasan, of the
XI—xiith century (Diez, Churasamsche Baudenh
mdler, pi 30)

In spite of their different ornamentation, these



J ig. 3. Milirab of the Mosque in SidI 'Ulfba

‘(Ziban oasis, Algeria).



Fig. 6. Wooden mihrab from the Saiyida Nafisa
.

Mosque in Cairo (Arab Museum).

Fig. 7« Mihrab from Bidjapur

(1636 A« D.).
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two stucco mil^rSbs are very^ similar Both are

rectangular niches flanked by inset pillars with

leaf capitals, with pointed conches diagonally set

and thickly decorated with tendrils m a rectangular

frame The back wall under the conch presents a

repetition of the architecture of the niche so that

we have a niche in a niche In Persia therefore,

if Flury is right in his early dating, perhaps as

early as the third (ninth) century, a rich double

framed style of mi^rfib had been developed, which

lasted down to the xivth century, as is shown by the

next surviving monument of this group, the stucco

mihrfib in the Masdjid-i gjum^a m Isfahan of

710 (1310) (Diez, d hi Volker^ p 109, 2n<led,

p 85) In the interval however the decoration,

at first purely floral, had become mainly epi-

graphic, a transition that can be followed step by

step fiom the xith century The stucco mihrSb of

the mosque of Djiy^shi on the Mukattam in Cairo

of 478 (1085) IS also of importance for this se-

quence of development (pict in Flury, Ornamente
etc

,
pi xvii)

But in Persia a second type developed alongside

of the stucco mihrab, the mihrSb decorated with

lustre faience, with which this part of the decoration

of the mosque and with it Persian faience reached

its zenith The lustre mihrab of Kash5n of 624 (1226)
in Berlin (pict in Springer’s Kunstgeschichte^ vi

438) and a similar niche from Waramln m the

possession of the firm of Kelekian (Cat of the

Exhtb of Perstan Arty London 1931) may be

quoted as examples These mihiabs show the same
double niches as their stucco countei parts but are

flatter, more framework than niche In place of

the curved arch, the canopy is a rectilinear gable,

a change in shape probably mainly due to the

material The colours are predominantly a light

blue ground with letters in daik blue relief and
decorations in brown lustre By the combined effect

of the colours and the profuse ornamentation,

these mihrSbs have a truly fairylike suggestion

and reach the highest ideal of IslSmic decorative

art The mihrab assumed a new form in the

Timurid period Instead of the semi-circular or

flat rectangular niche we now find under Turkish

influence the polygonal — pentagon constructed

out of an octagon — of larger dimensions than

previously, broader and deeper The ornamentation

proceeds parallel with the usual Timuiid wall

decoration In the same way the plinth is covered

breast high with polygonal tiles and the walls

above usually with flat miniature arcadihg, which

pass into vaulted mugharnat painted or covered

with tiles Finally the fiames and the scrolls of in-

scription filling them are frequently inlaid with

that finely executed tile-mosaic which forms the glory

of Tfmuiid architectural ornament As examples

may be mentioned the mihrltbs in the praying

chambers of the madrasa in Khargird (Diez, Chur
BaudenkmiiUr

y

pi 33, i), the mihrab of ZiySret

Abl Walld near Her5 t (Niedermayer Diez, Afgha^
ntstafty fig 174), the splendid prayer niche in the

mosque of Cjawhar-Zade in Ma^had (Diez, K
d isl Volkety V fig 146 and 108) all of the ix^h

(xvth) century The mihrSb in the splendid medrese

in Herat, now destroyed, must have been similar

to that in Meghhed, here reproduced, having been
founded by the same princess and probably built

by the same architect (cf above 111 p
387h) In

the ^afawid period, we find alongside of mihrSbs
with mosaic and mugharnat also painted niches,

which show intertwining tendrils standing out m
white from a buck red ground Miljrabs like this

are to be seen in the rums of the Musall& outside

Isfahan and m ReshhEr, Ijj^hurasan (fig Diez, Chur
Baudenkmaler

y

pi 22, 3) They seem to have been

very widely disseminated. It may be mentioned in

conclusion that in place of a prayer niche in the

Ktbla-iwUn of the Timflnd madrasa in IQiargird,

there is a rectangular windowless chamber, acces-

sible by a doorway through the iwan The similarity

with the mihrab chambers frequently found in the

Maghrib is remarkable and is discussed under Spam
India No mosques earlier than the xiiith century

have survived in India In the mosques of the

xmth—xvith centuries the prayer niches are built

in Indian fashion, that is to say flanked by decorated

Indian pillars and adorned with Indian ornamentation

The gable-shaped panels over the niches are particu-

larly ornamental The wall of the niches is usually

adorned in relief with a lotus rosette and a pen-

dant vase out of which grow tendrils Numerous
niches of this kind are to be found in mosques
of Gudjarat and AhmadabSd of the xivth—xvith

centuries An Indian peculiarity is the placing of

three to five, sometimes even seven mihrSbs in the

kibla wall in keeping with the architectonic units

of the main building, each marked by a dome
(Djami*^ Masdjid in Bharoch, and Champanir, Gudja-

rat etc ) 1 here are also mosques with mihrSb

chambers, which we can assume with Havell to

be adaptations of the former cells for idols (Dholka,

Gudjarat, IQians Masdjid and AhmadEbad) It is

therefore not impossible that isolated mihrab

chambers outside of India, as in Ij^argird, Persia,

or even in the Maghnb, should be traced to Indian

influence, although this feature is not found in

the earliest mosques in Adjmir and Dehli In

Gudjarat however these chambers might have been

used as mihrSbs in the oldest mosques and pro-

vinces with a sea coast and international trade

may have had influence abroad (cf Arch Survey

of IndtOy Western IndiOy vol vi
,

vii
,
Gudjarat,

Ahmadabad) When Persian influence began to

be felt under the Moghul emperors, the Indian

elements gradually disappeared from the mihrabs

and their place was taken by the polygonal niche

in the wall incrusted with coloured marble Under

Akbar Indian detail still survived The arches of

the mihrab of the great mosque in Fathpur Sikrl,

for example, are edged with a lacework of carved

palmette friezes , the material is stone but the inlay

work imitates the Persian tiled mihrabs (pict in

V A Smith, A History of Fine Art in India and

Diez, K d tsl Volker p 229 and p 1 41) In

the court mosques of Agra and Dehli we find

dazzling white marble mihrabs with coloured mtarsia

of flowers The most splendid mihrab in India

and indeed in all the lands of Islam is the

niche of the Friday mosque in Bidjapui, the former

capital of the ^Adil Shahs in the Dekhan The

only rival that it can ever have had is Walld’s

mihrab in Damascus Framed by a gigantic arch

resting on double pillars, the pentagonal niche

recess constructed out of an octagon goes deep

into the wall on whose surfaces the motif of the

niche IS three times repeated The central of the

three niche areas is mystically marked by a gilt eight-

pointed star as the real l^ibla In gigantic letters of

gold the two sacied names Allsh and Muhammad
in the spandrils of the arch impress themselves

on the hearts of the worshipper, and chime m
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afresh m the drumshaped flanking pillars, which

m BidjSplXr decoration are frequently used as con-

ventional ornament but are here of structural

importance ManSras and sepulchral domes crown

the structure and their principal motive is again

a niche in the centre This imposing decoration is

carried out in shallow relief and is painted with red,

blue and black colours heightened with gold In

the rectangular fields on both sides and in the

arches are inscnptions on bands and in medallions

of which we give Cousens translation of one

because it sums up Muslim philosophy in a

nutshell

“Place no trust in life it is but biief”

“Theie is no rest in this transitory world'’

“Ihe world is very pleasing to the senses"

“Life IS the best of all gifts but it is not lasting"

“Malik YaTtub, a servant of the mosque and

the slave of SultSn Muhammad, completed the

mosque'*

“This gilding and ornamental work was done
by order of the SultSn Muhammad 'Adil Shah,

1045" (1636 AD)
Asia Minor, Armenia and Turkey The

mihrab took a development quite of its own
among the SeldjQks of RQm Instead of the des

Cendant of the high, Hellenistic round niche, we
find here a prayer niche which rather resembles

a hearth and is probably to be explained as an

adaptation of the prayer caipet to this form of

building The appearance of these niches, which

are thus of no structural significance, is how-

ever made up for by their stereometiically cry-

stallised cone-shaped vaulting formed of cells

The Turkish art of the SeldjQks brought as its

dowry to the art of the Muslim woild the Mu-
gbarnat, the suggestion of which, it in turn owed
to Buddhist art, for the Seldjuks came from Central

Asia where Buddhist art had long prevailed

During the short period of Seldjuk architecture

in Asia Minor, the xiii^h century, the form of the

niches remained unaltered They are low rectangular

shallow niches with pillars built in without bases,

which bear rhombohedral crystal bodies as capitals

and come to a point with the conical cells of the

vaulting The spandrils and frames are inlaid with

the usual Seldjuk white, blue and black tile mosaic

(pict m Loytved, Sarre, Springer-Kuhnel and Diez,

op ctt )

The most important change undergone by this

early Turkish mihrab in Ottoman architecture was

the raising of the supporting niche to its full

height The niche assumed polygonal form, i e

it has three or five surfaces constructed out of the

octagon, such as we find in India and Persia from

the xvith century, it was however raised higher

and looks more slender and regularly ends in a

mugbarnat cone The decoration consists mainly

of marble and Turkish tiles A moulded tinfoil frieze

formed the usual framework for the whole The
combination of Byzantine and early Turkish elements,

the hard forms and a certain rationalism in execution

give these mihrabs that cold appearance which is

peculiar to Ottoman art

Worthy of mention is the splendid mibrab of

the UlC Djami^ in Wan in the Persian style with

mosaics of glazed brick terracotta reliefs and in-

scriptions, a niche with a mugjiarnat (xiith

—

xui‘h centunes, pict in Bachmann, Ktrchen und
Moscheen m Armemen^ pi 62)

Btbltography The references given under

manXra and masejid apply also to mihrXb
The mihrab has not yet had separate studies

devoted to it The following works have been

specially used here F Sane and E Herzfeld,

Archdologtscht Retse^ 4 vols
,
E Herzfeld, Die

Genesis der tslatntschen Kunst und das Mschatta-

problem (for the KhassakI Mihrab), in /j/, 1 ,

M V Berchem and J Strzygowski, Amtda^

H Viollet und S Flury, &n monument des

premiers sticks de Vhegtre en Perse^ in Syna^

1921, S Flury, La mosquee de N&yin^ in Syrta^

1930, do, L>ie Ornamentik der Hakim und
Askar Moschee^ Heidelberg 1912, do, Em
Siuckmihr&b des IV (X) Jahrh (Jahrb d
as Kunst

^

1925), E Diez, Etne schiitische

Moscheerutne auf Bahrein {Jahrb d as Kunst,,

1925), do
,
Die Kunst dei isl Volker,^Handbuch

d Kunstwissenschaft
f
do

,
Churasamsche Bau

denkmaler A C A brief Chtonology

of the Muhammadan Monuments of Egypt to

A D /J”//, B IEA 0
,

XVI
,
do. The Works

of Sultan Bibars in Lgypt,, B IE A (9
,
xxvi

,

P Ravaisse, Sur trots mthrhbs en bots sculpte,,

Mem Inst Egypt 11 1889, G Margais,

d'art musulman,, 2 vols, 1926, E Kuhnel,

Maunsche Kunst,, K d Orient
,,

vol ix
,
H

Salad in. La mosquee de Stdt Okha a Kairouan^

G Margais, Conpoles et plafonds de la Grande

Mosquee de Kairouan^ J H Loytved, Konta,^

Inschriften der seldschuqischen Bauten,^ C Gurlitt,

Die Baulunst Kon^tantinopels Arch Survey

of India, Western India, vols vi and vii
,
H

Cousens, Btjapur, a Guide to its Ruins, Poona

1923 (E Dicz)

AUHRAN, the n ame given by Muslim
writers to the Indus (Sanskrit Stndhu), called

by the Greeks and by the Romans
Stndus and Indus, and by early Muslim writers

Ab t Sind (the Water of Sind) The name is more
particularly applied to the lower reaches of the

river, after it enters Smd Pliny writes of “Indus,

incolis Sindus appellatus"

The Indus rises in 32° N and 81® E, receives

the Kabul nvei almost opposite to Atak, and the

Pandjnad, the accumulated waters of the five rivers

of the Pandjab, just above Mithankot Near Ka§b"

mor, in 28® 26' N and 69° 47' L
,
the river enters

Sind, and below Bakkar is locally known as Darya,
“the Sea” It falls into the Aiabian Sea in 23° 58' N
and 67® 30' E Its drainage basin is estimated at

372,700 square miles and its length at a little over

1,800 miles

The courses of the Indus and its tributaries

have undergone, even in historical times, extensive

changes of which it is impossible to give details

in this article, and which have misled historians

who have disregarded them They have been
minutely and elaborately described in J A SB,
vol 1x1 (1892) by the late Major H G Raverty,

who has illustrated his scholarly monograph by
a series of admirable maps

(T W Haig)
MIHRGAN [Sec MiHR

]

MIHRl KHATUN (oiiginally Mihr-i Mah), an
important Turkish poetess of the end of

the xv^h and beginning of the xvith centuries She
belonged to Amasia, which produced a number
of poets, and spent her whole life there She was
one of the family of Pfr Ilyfis Her father was a

k54l and wrote poetry under the mahhlaq of Belfil

She inherited from him her poetic gifts and also
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received from him the poetic and theological training

ascribed to her by EwliyS

Not much IS known of her life This is in part

to be explained by the reticence of the East re-

garding women That in the East boys rather than

girls are sung of in love songs is due not so

much to a preponderancy of paederasty as to a

disinclination to talk of women at all She died

m 912 (1506) Her tomb in Amasia is a place of

pilgrimage She belonged to the literary circle of

prince Ahmad, the second son of SultSn Bayazid,

who was governor of Amasia in 886-918 (1481-

1512) Of a ciicumcision festival in the konak of

the prince in 911 (1505), it is lecorded that Mihri

was the chief of the poets present

In spite of the love affairs credited to her and

sung by her (with Iskender, son of Sinan Pasha,

with Mu^aiyad-zade [born 860 = 1456] and others),

the Tuikish biographers emphasize besides her

beauty her virgin life, in spite of the glowing

fervour with which she described her nights of

love Her natuie was evidently not quite clearly

understood by ihQtezkerecjjl Contrary to the Oriental

custom, Mihii lemained unman led in spite of

many wooers It is not improbable that the ex-

periences described by her are not quite inventions

but evidence of her passionate nature which drove

her to unfettered love Mihri’s great merit is that

she did not suppress her femininity, so that in

her poems she reveals a truly womanly soul In

this respect, she is the most personal among Tur
kish poetesses

As a woman she found it doubly difficult, in

view of the restrictions on her sex at the time,

to win a place as a poet, as the study of the

Persian poets was absolutely necessaiy for this

The energy with which she managed to achieve

her aim is remarkable Her chief model was Nedjatl

(d 914=1509), the most important poet of the

period, with whom she tiied to compete Most of

her pieces are written in Nedjatl’s manner She

IS not very oiiginal, but veiy few Turkish poets

are In language and in images she is conventional

But her freshness, directness and passionate feeling,

in which no othei poetess equals her, are remark-

able Her eloquence and biilliant style weie pro-

verbial

She left a (edition in pi eparation by Mar-

tinovitch) and several treatises m rhyme A number
of her poems have been made accessible to us by

Smirnow According to Ew liya’s statement (in MSS
,

not in the printed text), she also composed rtsala'%

on fikh and farc^xd

Btbltogt ap hy I^itlfl, Tczkcre^ Constan-

tinople 1314, p 3x9—322, Sehl, Con-
stantinople 1325, p 122, Ewliya, 5<r^5^a/-A^5;;/^,

Constantinople 1314, 11 192 (my MS of the

year 1176 gives ii
,

f qir full details of her

works which are not in print), ZihnI, Ma^hahir
Constantinople 1295, 11 240—241, Mu-

^allim Nfi(iji, Esamt^ Constantinople 1308, p 310,
Ahmad Mukhtar, KJianlmlarlmlz^ Con-

stantinopel 1311, p 59, UimeiyS, Con-

stantinopel 1311, iv 527, Reshfid, Ta^rikA t

EdebiyaM "^othmanlye^ p 225—227 (n d ), ShihSb

al-Din SuleimSn, Icdrlkh^ Edebtyat^ Constanti-

nople 1328, p 58, do and Koprtiluzade M Fu^Sd,

^Othpianll Ta^rikA't FdebxyHt^ Constantinople

1332, p 248—253, M Tahir, ^Olbwanti Mt^-

elltflert^ Constantinople 1333,11 408, ‘^Ali Emiri,

T^rikh'i we^EdebtyUt^ Constantinople 1335^ n

508-510, IbrShlm Nedljml, Ta^rtkht Edehiyat

Derslert^ Constantinople 1338, 1 79, Hammer,
GOD,\ 306 309, 111 Tit G 0 R \ 19 1,

Smirnov, Ocerk tsiortt turtekot hteratury^ St

Petersburg 1891, iv 478—481, do, Obrazeovtja

pi otzvedenxja osmanskoj hteratury^ bt Petersburg

1891 and 1903, Gibb, A History of Ottoman
Poetry^ ii 123— 135 (Th Mknzel)
MIKAL, the archangel Michael [cf

mai A^ika], whose name occurs once in the Kur’an,

VIZ in sura 11 92 “Whosoever is an enemy to

Allah, or his angels, or his apostles, or to Gabriel

or to Michael, verily Allah is an enemy to the

unbelieveis” In explanation of this verse two
stones are told According to the first, the Jews,
wishing to test the veracity of the mission of

Muhammad, asked him several question*?, on all

of which he gave the true answer Finally they

asked him who transmitted thte revelations to him
When he answered, Gabriel, the Jews declared

that this angel was their enemy and the angel of

destruction and penury, in opposition to Michael

whom they said to be their protector and the

angel of fertility and salvation (Tabari, TafslVt

i 324 sqq
)
— According to the second story, 'Cmar

once entered the synagogue {mtdias) of Madina
and asked the Jews questions concerning Gabriel

The) gave of that angel as well as of Michael an

account similar to the one mentioned above,

whereupon 'Lmar asked What is the position of

those two angels with Allah? Ihey replied Gabriel

IS to His right nnd Michael to His left hand, and
there is enmity between the two Whereupon ^Cmar
answered If they have that position with Allah,

there can be no enmity between them But you are

unbelievers more than asses are, and whosoevei is an

enemy to one of the two, is an enemy to Allah There-

upon mar went to meet Muhammad, who received

him with the words Gabriel has anticipated you by

the levelation of “Whosoever is an enemy” etc

(sura 11 92, Tabari, Tafstry 1 327, Zimakhsharl,

p 92, Baidawl ad sura 11 91)
We do not know of any Jewish traditions which

ascribe to Gabriel a hostile attitude towards the Jews

For the statements legardmg Michael as communi-

cated above, theie is sufficient literary evidence In

Daniel xii i Michael is called the great prince, the

piotector of the people of Israel, cf Taxgum Canti-

cum^ viii 9 “Michael, the lord of Isiael”, Daniel

X 13, 21 where Michael is said to have protected

the Jews against the kings of Persia and Greece,

further 1 Enoch xx 5 where he is called the

protector of the best part of mankind
,
Testamentum

Levtt XV 6, Test Dan^ vi 2

In Vita Adae et Evae^ chap xii sqq
,

it is

Michael who orders Satan and the other angels

to worship Adam Although the story is mentioned

several times in the Kurban [cf iblIs], there is

no tiace in Muslim literature of the role asciibed

to Michael in Vita Adae et Evae^ the only mention

of Michael in the Muslim legend is that he and

Gabriel were the first to worship Adam, in op-

position to Iblls who refused to do so (al Kisa%

P 27)
Neither does Muslim literature seem to have pre-

served other features ascribed to Michael in Jewish

Apocrypha (mediator between God and mankind,

X Enoch xl 9, Test Dan^ vi 2, 3 Baruch, xl 2),

or in the New Testament (Ep Jude, vs 9 Michael

disputing with the devil about the body of Moses,
Revelation xii 7 sqq Michael and his angels
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fighting against the dragon and the final discom

filure of the latter) Perhaps a faint recollection

of Michael as the protector of mankind (the

Jews, the Christians) may be found in the tra-

dition according to which Michael has never

laughed since the creation of Hell (Ahmad b
Hanbal, in 224) Further, however, Michael is

rarely mentioned in hadltk (bukharl, Bad^ al-

Khalk^ b 7, where he, together with Malik, the

guardian of Hell, and Gabriel, appears to Muhammad
in a dream, Nas5% b 37 where Michael

incites Gabriel to urge Muhammad to recite the

Kurban according to seven ahruf)
al Ya'^kubi mentions a story of which we have

no counterpart in Jewish or Christian literature

either, which is not amazing, the story bearing

an outspoken Shi'ite tendency One day Allah

announced to Gabriel and Michael that one of

them must die Neither however was willing to

sacnfice himself in behalf of his partner, where-
upon Allah said to them Take 'All as an example,

who was willing to give his life on behalf of

Muhammad (the night before the ht{ij[ra^ YaknbI,
II 39)

Michael is further mentioned by name as one

of the angels who opened the breast of Muhammad
before his night journey (Tabarf, ed de Goeje, 1

,

1157—59, Ibn al-Athir, ed Tornberg, 11 36 sq\
and as one of those who came to the aid of the

Muslims in the battle of Badr (Ibn Sa'd, ii/i 9, 13)

In the text of the Kui’an as well as in a verse

cited by Tabari (ed de Goeje, I, 329), the form

of the name is Mikal as if it were a mtf^al form

from wakala (Horovitz) A direct reminiscence of

the Greek, probably also of the Hebrew and Aramaic,

forms of the name is to be found in the tradition

preserved by al-Kisa’i (p 12), which calls MikhaM
the attendant of the second heaven, in contra-

distinction to MikS^il, who is the guardian of the

sea in the seventh heaven (p 15) Other forms

of the name are MikaM, MikaM, Mika^il, Mika^ln

and Mika^ll It is hardly necessary to say that

in the magical use of the names of the ai chan gels

that of Mika^il is on the same level as that of his

companions (e g Zwemer, The Injitunce of Ant-
mtsm on Islam^ p 193, 197)

Btbltogr ap hy al-Ya'kubI, Ta^rihhj ed

Houtsma, al-Kisal, Ki^a^ al-Anbty^^ tdi Eisen-

berg, Leyden 1922, al-Tabari, ed de Goeje, 1

329 sq
,

Ltsan^ xx 1 59 (on the form of the

name and its meaning), Ibn Hi§ham, ed Wii-

stenfeld, p 328, 624, Rhodokanakis, in IV Z
K Af, xvii 282

,
Umaiya d Abi Salt, ed

Schulthess, in Beitrdge z Assyrtologie^ vii

,

N® Iv
,

1 8 (spurious), Horovitz, Korantsche

Untersuchungen^ I eipzig-Berlin 1926, p 243
(A J Wensinck)

MII^AT (a , mtf^al-form fiom plural

mawdkit) appointed or exact time In this

sense the term occurs several times in the Kur^2n

(sOra 11 185, vii 138, 139, 154, xxvi 37, xliv

40, Ivi 50, Ixxviii 17)
In haditk and fikh the term is applied to the

times of prayer and to the places where those

who enter the haram are bound to put on the

thr'&m For the latter meaning of the term cf

ihrAm, 1

Although some general indications for the times

at which some ^fl/3/s are to be performed occur

in the Kur^An (cf sllra 11 239, xi ll6, xvii

80, xxiv 2Q) it may be considered above doubt

that during Muhammad’s lifetime neither the number
of the daily nor their exact times had been

fixed and that this happened in the first decades

after his death

A reminiscence of that period of uncertainty may
be preserved in those traditions which apply a

deviating nomenclature to some of the ^aldts The
^aldt al-zuhr e g is called al-ha^ir al-Ula^ the

^aldt al-magArtbftsha^^ the^ut/5/ ^aiama^

fadjr. ghadat ( BukhSrI, Mawdkit al ^aldt^

bab 13, 19) In other traditions the term al^atama

as applied to the ^alat al^tsh^ is ascribed to the

Beduins and prohibited (Muslim, Masd^td^ trad

228, 229, Abu Dawud, Hudud^ bab 78, Aljmad

b Hanbal, Musnad^ ii lo etc), cf on the other

hand Bukhari, Mawdkit^ bab 20, Muslim, ^aldt^

trad 129 etc, where the term ^atama is used

without censure

From some traditions so much may be gathered,

that the — or at least some of the — Umaiyads

showed a predilection for postponing the times

of the salat (BuWiarl, Mawdkit^ b 7, Muslim,

Masdipytd^ trad 166, 167, al-Nasa\ Imdma^ b 18,

55, Zaid b 'All, Madqmtf al-Ftkh^ N® 113).

In opposition to this a ^aldi in due time is

declared the best of works (Bukhari, Djthdd^ b i

,

Mawdkit

y

b 5 ,
Muslim, Imdn^ trad 1 38, 1 39

,

Tirmidhi, Saldt^ b 13, Btrr^ b 2) In other

traditions this is said of a ^aldt at its earliest

time (Tirmidhi, ^aldt^ b 13)

This early state of things is reflected in several

respects in a tradition according to which 'Umar
b 'Abd al-'AzIz once postponed one of the salats

and was rebuked for this by 'Urwa b al Zubair,

who related to him that al-MughIra b Siu'ba had

once been rebuked for the same reason by Aba
Mas'ad al-Ansarl, on account of the fact that

Gabriel himself had descended five times in order

to perform the five salats at their exact times in

the presence of Muhammad Thereupon 'Umar

admonished 'Urwa to be caieful in his statements

(Bukhari, Mawdkit^ b i
,
Muslim, Masdd^id^ trad

166, 167, al-Nasa% Mawdklty b lo)

Some early groups of traditions affect to reproduce

reminiscences of the practice in Madina in Mu-
hammad’s time

a The ^aldt al-zuhr was performed at noon,

when the sun was beginning"" to decline (Bukhari,

Mawdkit

y

b li),

b the ^aldt al^a^r when the sun was shining

into 'Alisha’s room, no shadows being yet cast

there (Bul^arl, Mawdkit^ b 13, Muslim,

trad 168) After this ^aldt people had still time

to visit the remotest parts of the town, while the

sun was still “alive” or “pure” (Bukhari, Mawdkit^
b I, 13, 14, 18, 21),

c the ^aldt al maghrtb was finished at a time

when people could still perceive the places where

their arrows fell down (Bukhari, Mawdkit^ b 21),

d the ^aldt alAtslk^ was sometimes postponed

till a late hour, sometimes till the first thud of

the night had passed (Bukjiarl, Mawdkit^ b ii,

20, 21, 24),
e the fa/3/ al-fa^r was performed by Mu-

hammad at a time when a man could discern his

neighbour (Bu^firl, Mawdkit^ b 13), but the

women on their way home could not yet be

i
recognised (BuyiSrl, Mawdkit^ b 27)

In a second layer of traditions these general

indications are specified by the mention of the

first and the last limits allowed for the different
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prayers (cf e g Muslim, Masa^td^ trad 176,

177) On one day Muhammad performed

a the {alUi a/ $ukr when the sun began to

decline

,

d the ^a/at when the sun was still high,

white and pure,

c the ai ma^rtb immediately after sunset

,

d the ^alat when the twilight had
disappeared,

e the \alat al^fa^r at daybieak

On the following day Muhammad performed

a the zuhi later than the day before, !

b the later than the day before, the sun

being still high up

,

c the maghrtb before the twilight had dis-

appeared
,

d the ^t$ha when the first third of the night

had passed,

e the fa^r when sunrise was near {asfara biha)

In a tradition communicated by al-Shafi^i

al-Umm^ 1 62) the fixing of the mawSklt just

mentioned is ascribed to the example of Gabriel

(cf Zaid b ‘^Ali, Mad^niu^ al Fikh^ N® 109)
These mawSkil have for the most part passed

into the books of fikh We cannot reproduce all

details here The following scheme may suffice

a zuhr from the time when the sun begins to

decline till the time when shadows are of equal

length with the objects by which they are cast, apart

from their shadows at noon The Hanafites alone

deviate in one of their branches in so far as they

replace the ultimate teim by the time when the

shadows are twice as laige as their objects In

times of great heat it is recommended to postpone

the zuhr as late as possible,

b from the last time allowed for zuht till

before sunset According to Malik the first teira

begins somewhat later,

c maght tb from the time after sunset till the

time when the red twilight has disappeaied Small

deviations only, in connection with a predilection

for the first term,

d from the last term mentioned for the

^aiat al-ma^h tb till when a thud, or half of the

night has passed, or till daybreak,

e fad^i from daybreak till before sunrise

Side by side with these mawSkit we find in the

books of Tradition and of Law the times on which

It IS not allowed to peiform prayer, viz sunrise,

noon, and sunset (BukhSii, Mawaklt^ b 30—32,

Muslim, Salat al-Musafirin^ trad 285—294, cf

al-Nawawi’s commentaiy for controversies regarding

this point, and further Wensinck, A Handbook of
Eaily Muh Trad

^
ip 192 a) According to 'A^§ha

it is only forbidden to await sunrise and sunset

for prayer (Muslim, Musafrin^ trad 296) In

Makka prayer is allowed at all times (Hukhail,

Ha4yiyy b 73, Tirmidhl, Ha^^^ b 42)
Bibliography Apart from the works cited

Zaid b ‘All, Ma^mu^ al-htkh^ ed Griffini, Mi-

lano 1919, p 23-26, Abu

’

1-Kfisim al-Muhaklj:ik,

KitUb ^ara^i^ al Isldm^ Calcutta 1255, p 26,

A Querry, Droit musulman^ Pans 1871, p 50
sqq

,
Malik, aUMuwall<f

^
ch Wukiit al ^laty

1 12 sqq
,
^alil b Ishalj:, al-Muhhta^ar ft V-

Ftkh^ Pans 13x8 (1900), p 13 ,
Guidi and

D Santillana, II Muhta^ar 0 ^minarto delT

dirttto maUchita di Halil ibn Iskdqy Milano

19x9, i 45 ,
al-Slxtfi% KitTtb al’Ummy Cairo

1321—25, 1 6x sqq
,
Th W Juynboll, Hand-

hiding tot de kennis van de Mok Wet^ Leyden

1925, p 53 ,
Burhan al-Din Abu T Hasan

‘All b Abl Bakr al-Marghmanl, al-Htdaya wa
U-Ktfaya^ Bombay X280, i 83—89, al-^a‘ranl,

al-Mtzan al-KubrUy Cairo X 279 )
^ ^58— 160

(A J Wensinck)

MlKHA^lL §ABBAfiH, an Arabic author
born of Catholic parents in Akko m 1784, was

educated in Damascus and then came to Egypt
Here he joined the French army of Napoleon’s

expedition, had to leave the country with them
and came to Pans The State printing works em-
ployed him as a proof-reader and the Bibliotheque

Nationale as a copyist of Oriental manuscripts,

his inegular habits prevented him leading a com-
fortable or settled existence, although de Sacy and
his pupils appreciated his thorough knowledge of

his mother tongue He himself only used it to

compose kasidas in the old style in praise of

great men of the period and to make some money
thereby For example in 1805 he addressed a poem
to the Giand Juge when he visited the printing

works, in 1805 to Pope Pius VII, m xSio to

Napoleon on his marriage in i8n to the King
of Rome, m 1814 to Louis XVIII These poems
were printed at the government press, that to

Pius VII with a Latin translation by de Sacy,

that to Louis XVIII with a French one by Gran-

geret de Lagrange He also published a work on

carrier pigeons entitled Hitab Mmabakat al Bark
wa ’/ Ghamam ft Stiat al-Hamam La colombc

messagerCy plus laptde que Feclav
^
plus prompts

que la nue^ par M S traduit de I’Arabe en h rangais

par Silv de Sacy, Pans 1805, based on the pre-

ceding Die bhtzgeschwtnde Bnefposty oder smn-
retche Kunst des OnentSy Tauben zum Bestellen

der Briefs abzurtchtsn^ nach dem Arab des M b

Herborn 1806, Bsscht stbuttg der Kunst dsr Tauben-

posty wslche sett der Lett der Erlosung gebraucht

tvtrd^ aus dem Arab von Dr Th J K Arnold,

Frankfurt 1817, La colomba messagtere ratta pm
del lampOy trad di S A Cataneo, Mailand 1822,
Die B) leftaube schneller als der Blitz^ aus dem
Arab von C Loper, Strassburg 1879 — He left

in manuscript a history of the Arab desert tribes

of Syria, a history of Syria and Egypt and, im-

poitant for its lexicographical information al-Risala

al tamma fl Kalam al^Amma wa H-Manahtdy ft
Ahwal al Kalam al dandj^ M S ’s Grammatik der

arab Umgangssprache in Synen und Agypten,

nach der MUnchener Hs herausg von H Thor-

becke, Strassburg 1886
Bib It ograp hy Humbert, Anthologte Arabe^

p 291 sqq
,
Biographic UniversellSy xxxix 427

(C Brockelmann)

MIKHAL-OSHLU, an old Ottoman noble
family This family traces its descent to the feudal

lord Kose Mikhal ‘Abd Allah, originally a Greek

(cf F -A Geuffroy in Ch Schefer, Petit traicte

de I origins des Tureqz par Th Spandouyn Canta-

castny Pans X696, p 267 Vung desdictz Grecz

estoit nomme Mtchalt Dudtet Mtchalt sont des-

cenduz les Michaloglt)^ who appears m the reign

of ‘Othman I as lord of Chirmenkia (I£birmendjik)

at the foot of Olympus near Edrenos, and later

as an ally of the first Ottoman ruler earned great

merit for his share in aiding the latter’s expansion

(cf J v Hammer, in G 0 R
^

\ 48, 57, following

Idris BitllsI and Neshri) Converted to IslSm, Kose
Mikhal appears again in the reign of ‘OthmSn’s

son Urkhan The rank of commander of the a^tn4ii\
[q V ]

became hereditary in the family of Kose Mli^Sl,
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which IS even said to have been related to the royal

house of Savoy and of France (cf Paolo Giovio

Mtchalogh dt sangue Turchesco e per vta di donna

St fa parents del Duca dt Savoia e del Re dt

Franaa, in this case Mikhal [M/%«ifA] alias Kose

Mikhal must have been descended from the Palae-

ologi, cf J V Hammer, GOR i 5^2)1 along

with the Malko6-oghlu (properly Malkovic, 1 e

Markovic), the Ewrenos-oghlu [q v ], Tlmurtash-

oghlu [q V
]
and 1 urakhan oghlu [q v

]
was among

the most celebrated of the noble families of the early

Ottoman empire Kose Mikhal, called 'Abd Allah,

died inAdiianople and was buried in the mosque
founded there by him in the western Yildmm quarter

As Adrianople was certainly not conquered till 1361

(see F Babinger, in M 0 G 31 1) he must there-

fore have lived into the reign of Muiad I What

J H Mordtmann has said in the article ghIzI

EWRENOS [q V
]
would therefore be true about his

remarkably long life Kose Mikhal had two sons,

namely Mehemmed Beg and Yakhshl (Bakhjib!

of whom only the formei acquired some renown

He was vizier under Musa Celebi and a close

friend of Sheikh Bedr al Dm of Simaw [q v
]
Under

Mnsa he was Beglerbeg of Rumelt, and died in

825 (1422) at Isnik at the hand of the judge T5dj

al Dm-oghlu and is snid to have been buried at

Plevna in Bulgaiia (cf EwliyS Celebi, Styahet^

The following genealogical table shows the order of succession of the Mikhal oghlus

^Abd Allah, called Kose MikhM, son of “^Aziz”, d at Adrnnople,
bulled in his own mosque there

Gh5zi Mehemmed-Beg GhazI Yakhsht-Beg
d 826 at Isnik d 816 at Bunar-HisSr

I

GhazI Khidr Beg
d 87o(>), buried in

Adrianople

Gjjazi ‘All Beg GhazI Iskender-Beg •) GhazI Balf-Beg

fell at Villach 1492 d 903 |

I I

Ghazi ‘All Beg

Mikhal-Beg Yakhsh? Beg
d 895 (1490)

GhSzl Ahmed (5elebi GhSzl Kliidr Beg Ghazi

Mehemmed-Beg Hasan-Beg

1

Ghazi

Suleiman Beg

‘Omer-Beg

According to the genealogy published by Isma‘il office, Wakfiye Defterl^ 247, in Siwas, the

Hakki, Kttabeler (Stambul 1345=1927), p 25 genealogy of the Mikhal-oghlus is as follows

which is based on a Stlstlename in the Ewkaf-

Ghazi Mikhal Beg

I

Ghazi ‘Ali-Beg

Mehemmed-Beg Yahya Beg

Khair al-Din Khidr Pasha ‘^All Beg YurkiiGPasha Sman-Beg Barak-Beg

I I _!
^ ,

Kasim-Beg Mehemmed-Pasha
| | |

I (

Khidr-Beg Suleiman-Pasha ‘Omer-Beg Mehemmed-Pagha
Urudj-Beg Mustafa-Beg

| |

I

Iskender-Beg
j

Mehemmed-Pasha IQiidr-Pasha ‘All Beg Iskender-Beg

If we compare the article YurkiiC Pasha in where the descendants of this geneial are given,

Mehemmed SuraiyE, St^tll-t ^osmdni^ iv 652, we get a different picture of the genealogy

i) Ac^iording to Mehemmed Thuraiya, Sti^tll-t ^otimani, iv loi, Iskender-Beg had four sons, ‘All,

Mehemmed, Khidr and Suleiman This must be wrong and the genealogy is as above
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tSme, 111 305), after being previously (816 =
[413) detained as a state prisoner in the prison

>f Bedewl Cardak near Tokat His son was Khidr-

3eg who distinguished himself in the wars of

^ur5d ll’s leign He died in 870 (1465) and was
)uiied at Adrianople beside his ancestor Kose
\liklial lOiidr Beg seems to have had three sons,

lamely GhSzi ‘^Ali Beg, GhazI Iskender Beg and
jhazi Ball Beg, of whom only the first two are

if any historical importance Ghazi 'Alf Beg in

461 distinguished himself in the battle against Vlad
see J V Hammer, ii 64), in 1473 ravaged the lands

if Uzun Hasan (/^/</, ii 118), invaded Hungaiy
n 1475 {tdtd

^

11 144) with his brother Iskender

3eg, m 1476 (idtd

^

11 156) was in command of

he altndjW befoie Scutari in Albania and appears

ince again m Iransylvania {tbid

^

u 172), m the

lext 13 years nothing is heard of him In 1492
le seems to have met his death at Villach in

^arinthia, defeated by Count Khevenhiiller, although

ithei sources mention him at a still later date

\ccoiding to them, he died m Plevna His brother

skender Beg in 1476 commanded the light cavalry

it the siege of Scutari, as san^akbeg of Bosnia

880, 885 and 890) (J v Hammer, G 0 R
^

\\

[56), in 895 (1490) in the Karamanian campaign,
n which he lost his son, the governor of

Caisaiiya MikhSl Beg (see J v Hammer, G 0 R
y

i 300), who was taken prisoner and sent to Egypt
le seems to have lived till 903 (1498) The mili-

ary exploits of Ghazi ^Ali Beg were celebrated

ly SQzi Celebi (d 930=1530 at Piizrcn, cf F
Babinger, G 0 W

^ ^ 34 ) in a long epic,

said to have been 15,000 couplets) fiagments of

vhich have recently been discovered (one in Berlin,

Or N® 1468 containing 1,700 batt and the

>ther in Agram, South Slav Academy of Sciences,

Zoll Babinger, 535, i, with 212 bait) In

ome sources a Mehemmed Beg, who was distin-

guishing himself at that time is described as a

ourth son of Ghazi Khidr Beg, in others how-
ver, he appears as the son of Ghazi '^Ali Beg,

vhich is not at all probable, if he really was

wice governor of Bosnia, namely as early as 897
1492) and again in 949 (1542) and did not die

ill 950 (1543) Ihe fomily of the Mikhal-oghlu

low begins to fall into the background About the

niddle of the xvBh century an Ahmed Beg is

Lgain mentioned, perhaps as the last of the Mikhal-

ighlu holding the hereditary office in the family

if leader of a body of aktncjjVs (see J v Hammer,
T 0 R

^
m 293), and lastly a Khidr Pa^a is

nentioned in history as a descendant of Kose
dlWial (see J v Hammer, G 0 R

y
ly 512) The

amily at a later date had estates in Bulgaria (around

human, cf EwliyS Celebi, iii 390 and C JirScek,

Das Furstenthum Bu/garten, Vienna 1891, p 138
nd Philippopolis, tbid

^ p 379 s^) and survived

lown to modern times As we learn, however, from

heSa/name of Adrianople for 1309, p %2 sqq
y
the

dikhal-oghlus had already at an early date large

states around Adrianople They had the country

ound Bunar-Hi§5r, Tirnovo, KfrV Killse and Wize
s a hereditary fief The Anatolian district of

dlkh&lidj in Chalkondyles,

> 225, cf EwliyS Celebi,v 293 ,
W Tomaschek,

^ur htstortschen Topographte von Klemasten pn
MUtelalteVy inS PV A W

^
Phil -ktst Kl

,
vol cxxiv ,^1

/lenna 1891, p 95 and J H Mordtmann, in Z
D M Gy vol Ixv

, 1911, p loi) seems to be

onnected with the family of the MikhSl-oghlu

Bibliography The well-known histones

of J V Hammer, Zinkeisen, Jorga Under the

title Ahwal-t GhUzl Mtkhal (pr Stambul 1315,
cf F Babinger, G 0 IV

y

p 35, note l) Nuzhet

Mehemmed Pasha published a work glorifying

a Kose Mikhal and his descendants — A1 A
Olesnickij in Agram is preparing an edition of

the woik of Sozi Celebi and at the same time a

histoiyof the Mikhal-oghlus (Fr Babinger)
MIKNAS [See Mlknes

]

ML^YAS, any simple instrument for mea-
suring, e g the pointer on a sundial, in Egypt
the name of the N 1 1 o m e t e r, 1 e the gauge
on which the legiilai rise and fall of the river

can be read To get an undisturbed surface, the

water was led into a basin
, in the centre of this

stood the water gauge, a column on which ells

and fingers weie carefully measured off The level

of the water was ascertained by an official daily

and proclaimed by crieis

Originally the rising of the Nile was measured
by the gauge {al-ra^asa) Accoiding to Ibn 'Abd
al Hakam, al-Kuda'^i, and others, Joseph, the son

of Jacob, built the fiist Nilometei at Memphis, at

a later date, the ‘‘aged DalUka” built Nilometers

in Ahmim and Ansina (Antinoe) These were
the Nilometers in use throughout the Gieek period

till the conquest of Egypt by “^Amr b al-^As The
latter erected a Nilometer at Assuan and a second

at Dendera Others were built in the reigns of

Mu'Swiya and “^Abd al-^Aziz Finally the Caliph

al-Mutawakkil had a large Nilometer built and
instead of the Christian officials appointed Abu
’l-Raddad to look after it, and the office remained

hei editary in his family down to the time of al-

Makrizi (d 1 442)
The ancient Egyptians are said to have diowned

a virgin m the Nile at the beginning of its rise

as a sacrifice ^Amr compelled the Nile to rise

and fall at God’s command by means of a writing

which he threw into the watei

Bibliography al-Mukaddasi, B 6^ ^ ,
111

206, al-Kazwinl, ed Wustenfeld, 1 186, H
Eth^, el Kazwtni's Kosmogt aphtey 1868, p 379,
al-Dimishki, Cosmogi aphtCy ed M A h Mehren,

p 90, al Makrizi, K al-Khitaty Bulak 1270, 1

57 ^ Bou riant. Description topographique

et hutortque de VEgyptCy in Mem de la mis-

sion aicheol frangaise du Cairey vol 1 , 1925

p 162 sqq
,
A Mez, Die Renaissance des Islams

y

1922, p 427, All Bey, TravelSy London i8i6,

11 _23 (J Ruska)
MILAD (a ) According to some Arabic lexico-

grapheis the meaning of this term is time of

birth in contra-distinction to mawhd which may
denote also “place of birth” The latter is the

usual term for birthday, especially in connection

with the birthday of Muhammad and Muslim

saints [cf the art mawlid], milad denotes also

Christmas For other special meanings cf Dozy,

Supplement aux dtcHonnatres arabesy s v

Bibliography the Arabic lexicons

(A J Wensinck)

MILAS, the ancient My las a, capital of Cana
and famous in antiquity for its sanctuaries of the

Carian Zeus (in mediaeval and modern western

sources Milas o, Milaxo, Melaso, Melaxo),
a town in SW Anatolia, 15 miles from its

seaport, Kulluk (on the Gulf of Mendelia) It is

the capital of the ]|^aza of the same name m the

wilityet of Mugh^a (formerly the sandjak of Men-
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tesbt) and has 7^346 mhabitants (census of 1928)

compared with 7,261 (of whom 3,200 were Greeks

who were removed by the exchange of 1922,

739 Jews, who still flourish, and 71 foreigners)

in 1908 (Salname Aidtn^ of 1326 A h)
Milas lies on a low eastern spur of the Sodra

Dagh (Gr St Elias) in the centre of a very fer-

tile plain surrounded on all sides by hills, and

watered by the Sar! Cay which flows lound

the Sodra Dagh on north and west The road to

the sea however does not follow this marshy water

course but crosses the hills south of the Sodra
Dagh, here commanded by the once powerful me-
diaeval fortress of PeCin (three miles S of Milas)

The bay itself was in the middle ages defended

by the island citadel of Asin KaPesi (Judeich,

lasos, Athen Mxttetl
^
xv 139) and later by a

castle at the harbour built by Mehemmed II (Pin

Re^Is, Bahrlye^ ed P Kahle, chap 21) At
Milas met the old, and although difficult, only

roads to the west to the important mediaeval

port of Balat (Miletus), to the north into the fer-

tile plain of Karpuzlu Ovvas! and Cine and into

the Maeander valley, and eastwaid to Mughla,

the other impoitant town of the district This and

its protected situation near the sea within a broad

fertile plain destined the town to be once more
a capital when the region again attained political

independence under the Turkish dynasty of the

Menteshe [q v
]

The region first passed temporarily under Tur-

kish rule when, after the victory of the SeldjQks

at Mantzikert in 1071 the western Anatolian coast

with Nicaea, Smyrna and Ephesus and even islands

like Samos and Rhodes were occupied by the 1 urks

Although we have no definite information about

Milas Itself we know that the monks of the neigh-

bouring Latmos had to leave their monasteries on

account of the Turks (in 1079, cf Th Wiegand,
MtUt^ m/i 185) But Byzantine rule was soon re

stored It was only when the centre of the imperial

government was withdrawn to Constantinople after

the victory over the Latins in 1261 that this region

finally passed into Turkish hands When and how
the final conquest took place we do not exactly know
Melanudion, which with Milas formed a theme from

the period of the Comnenoi (W Tomaschek, Z
hist Topographte KUinastens tm MA

, Vienna 1891,
Abh d Ak d p 38), and is therefore to

be located in the neighbourhood of Milas and was
Byzantine till 1273 at least, was again taken for

a time from the Turks of Menteshe in 1296, so

that It must have been occupied by them a few
years before (Wiegand, op at') That Menteshe

IS called 'ZolK’k&ki^ (= Sahil Bagi, Emir al-Sawahil)

m Pachymeres (1 472, 11 2ii,Bonned), in Sanudo
(Hopf, Chron g? eco-romatnes^ p 145) Turqueno-

domar (read Turqmenodomar = “Turkoman of

the sea”) suggests a conquest from the sea There

is no longer any record at this period of the

bishopric of Milas, which as a church of the

eparchy of Cana (see G Parthey, Hteroclis Synec

demus et noitttae graecae episcopatuum^ p 32, 112

etc )
was under the metropolis of Stavrupolis

which still existed in the xivth century (A Wflchter,

Der Verfall des Grtecheniums tn KUtnasten tm
XIV yahrh

j p ^^sqq) (Stavrupolis, the ancient

Aphrodisias, at the village of Gere, twenty miles

west of Denizli)

Milas appears as the capital of the principality

of Menteie about 1330 m al-^Umarl (ed Taesch-

ner, p 21, corrupted from while

Fskeh= Phocaea which appears as a capital in the

Genoese repoit, tbtd
^ p 47 is probably an error

of the writer and is not to be corrected to Mughla)

and in Ibn BattQta (ed Defremeiy and Sanguinetti,

11 278 sqq) also, who here enjoyed the hospitality

of the Akhi ^ Futtlwitname written in

Milas at the end of the xivth century see laeschner,

in Islamica, iv 40) and admires the wealth of

the town in gardens and orchards and gives the

name of the lord of the countiy as Shudja^ al-Din

Lrkhanb Menteshe, whom he visited in his capital

Pe£in, not far away Ihe Menteshe built veiy

little in Milas as they were engaged in embellishing

their residence It is noteworthy that the two mos

ques of this period he oubide the old town, still

laigely enclosed in its old walls, one to the

south, in the Hadjdji HySs quarter, the little

Silah al Dm Qjamih with outer court and stepped

minaret, built under Urkhan Bey in 1330, the other

just outside the walls to the east, the mosque

of Ahmed Ghazi built in 1378, which with its

entiance in the narrow side (without an outer

couit) and the stepped minaret built above it

(Ismail Hakki, KttabeUr^ Istanbul 1929, fig 47)
looks as if it had once been a church (cf Wul-
zingei, Die Piruz-Moschee zii Milas

^

in Festschr

d Techn Hoihschule tn Karlsruhe^ 1925, p to

of the reprint) The minbar of this mosque also

dated 780 (1378) is now in the Cinili Kiosk in

Constantinople From the position of these mos
ques, It may be deduced that the old town remained

in the occupation of the Christians, who still held

the most of it in quite recent times The only

mosque in the old town, just in its centre, and

in the highest part of it, the Bulend Djami', seems

also to have been a chuich and was probably

used by the garrison, if it is old The medrese of

Khodja Bedr al Dm, which dates fiom the period

of the Menteshe, unfortunately cannot be exactly

dated {Rev Hist
,
v 58)

Milas leceived its first important building fiom

the first Ottoman governor Uruz, whom Bayazid I

appointed over Menteshe A\{Dusturname-t Enwen^
ed MUkrimm Hilal, Istanbul 1928, p 88) after

the conquest (792 = 1390) (the date given by

most Turkish sources is supported by Bayazid’s

confirmation of the Venetian privileges for Bal5t

of May 21, 1390, Diplomatarturn Veneto-Levantt

num^ Venice 1899,11, N® 134) The Menteshe who
fled to Egypt {Dusturname^ / r

)
was probably

the prince of the house ruling in Balat, while

the senior Ahmed GhazI may have held out in

Milas and PeCm till July 1391 (according to his

tombstone he died in Pe£in in §ha'b5n 793 as

shahid) In 1394 Firuz built to the north of the old

town and outside of it a splendid mosque in the

style of the Brusa private mosques (cf Wulzmger’s

monograph) Ottoman rule was interrupted by

Timur who passed through Milas on his return

from Smyrna in the winter after the battle ol

Angora (1402) (Ducas, p 76, Bonn ed ), for about

twenty years by the restoration of the formei

dynasty This last period of the Menteghe-oghli^

has left no memorials m Milas or Pe5in The
^ipman commanders then made their headquarter*

4(fc^Pe£in, after which this kazS of the Menteshe
sandjak was long called (Abu Bakr b Bahram 10

Hadjdji I£ballfa, I^than nutna^ p 638, 1 e the

second half of the xviith century) and only moved
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to Milas at a later date, when a magnificent offi-

cial lesidence was erected, with defensive towers,

and IS still partly inhabited

From the second half of the xviith century we
have Ewliya’s description of the town (in the un-

prmted vol ix oih.\% StyUhet Beshir Agha,
N® 452, fol 51) He says the town had 4 mosques,

3 masdjids and two large Idjans At this time the

garrison was still in Petin He praises the gardens

of the town but rightly desciibes the climate as

unhealthy Among the products he mentions tobacco,

with which Milas supplied the whole of Anatolia

Among the holy places mentioned by him, we
may note that of Shaildi Shushterl because it pro-

bably belongs to the Baba al-§hnshterl met here

by Ibn Battuta Ewliya’s description of the old

rums is much exaggerated, although he saw a good
deal more than now exists Pococke 11 /2,

ch 6) at the end of the eighteenth century was
still able to sketch a temple of Augustus and
Roma here All that now suivives in addition to

the town walls is the Balta Kapu (a Corinthian

gateway with the Canan double-axe) and a mauso-
leum called Gilmuihkesen (filigree worker) (Choiseul-

Gouffier, Voyage dans VEmpire Ottoman^ i 234
sqq

,
pi 85—92) In the adjacent village of Shaikh

Koy is the turbe of Shaikli Bedr al Dm b Shaikh

Kasim, who died at Brusa in 884 (1479) and is

buried here, a khalifa of Saiyid Muhammad al-

Bukharf (see Rev Hist
^
v 3iij*^^), on the site

of a church of St Xene, who died here {^Sull

de Corr Hell
,
xiv 616 sq^

The capital of the Menteshe, already mentioned
several times, Petin (Gr Petsona) consists of an

imposing citadel built over ancient foundations

and Byzantine masonry and an extensive town
lying south of it The citadel with its walls and
towers crowns a steep rock that rises out of the

southern end of the plain of Milas (Isma^il Hakki,

fig 40) and IS accessible only at the south side

by a great door flanked by a tower adorned with

lions carved upon it Inside the fortress, where

there now is a miserable little village, the only

architectuial remains are the foundations of a

church Opposite to the entrance to the citadel,

on a plateau surrounded by walls, some of which
still stand, lie the palace and its annexes, now
mostly in ruins All that survives is the charming

mediese, built of stone, of Ahmed Ghazi of 777 =
1375 (Isma^il Haklji, fig 51— 54) In the liwan^

the arch of which is flanked in the spandrels by
reliefs of lions holding flags, the founder is buried

(see above), opposite the medrese stands a mos-

que built by Urkhan Bey in 732 (1332), in rums
except for the gateway of Byzantine doorbeams
and fragments of ambos (the inscription is given

in EwliyS), probably the one that Ibn Battuta saw
being built on his visit to PeCin (Bardjin) There
is also a mosque and medrese, a bath and a palatial

serai, all in ruins Exceptionally finely carved

tombstones give the names of important people

who lived here down to the xvtk century EwliyS,

who still found about one hundred houses here,

thought there must once have been a great town
here Petin is mentioned by Kalkaghandl, ^ubh

viii 18, as the possession of a cert||||

Emir Mas5
,
lord of BalSt and Bardjin

is known from a com in the collection of J H
Mordtmann) A native of Barjljln was MahmUd
b, Mehmed, who about the middle of the xiv^h

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

century dedicated his “Book of the Falconer”

(^BUzname) written in Turkish to a Menteshe-oghlu
(v Hammer, Falknerklee^ Vienna 1840, Thdry,
Torok nyelvemlekek a XIV sz

, p 29) On
October 17, 1414 in Pezona the Menteshe oghlu
Ilyas Bey concluded a treaty with the Venetians

{piplomatarium Veneto-Levantinum^ 11 ,
N® 166)

Btb ho i;r ap hy In addition to the works
mentioned in the text V Jurqute d^Aste^

111 666 sqq
,
Ch Texier, Aste Mtneure^ Pans

1872, p 648, Heyd, Gesch d Levantehandels

tm MA
,

i 584 (Fr ed
, 1 535) I was unable

to consult the work mentioned by Hasluck,
Christianity and Islam^ 11 596 entitled I Kou-
koulis, Ti Nea Mi/Aa<ra, in in 448
sqq For the Muslim inscriptions see A Tewhid,
\xi Rev Hist (Constantinople), 11 761, in 1146,
also Hafiz Kadri {tbid

^
v 57, 308) and Isma^Il

Hakki, Kitabeler^ Istanbul 1929, p 155 sqq

(P Wittek)
MILK (a), possession, property The

word IS not found m the Kurban, but is in regular

use in legal terminology The double meaning of

the word shows that the usual distinction in our

legal language between the conceptions of posses-

sion and property are not found in the fikk
There is, it is true, a special term for the actual

power over a thing, what we call possession in

the narrower sense, namely yad^ lit “hand”, but

the distinction between a judicial ownership and

the actual control is not found in Muslim juris-

prudence and there is not a woid for property

which takes into account the actual ownership,

eithei from the positive or the negative point of

view As a result we find, for example, that the

ownership of a thing passes directly by an agree-

ment if this was intended, even if the thing in

question is not at once handed over On the other

hand, not only things but also rights can be owned
The following are excluded from the possibility

of being piopeity and subject to legal regulations

I useless things (e g wild animals), 2 things

the use of which is prohibited by religion (e g
wine grapes), 3 things which are ritually impure

or have become polluted to such an extent that

they cannot be purified (e g swine, dung etc )
so

long as they are not essential parts of a pure 01

permitted thing If such things, however, are ac-

quired, one talks not of vitlk but of ikhtisas^ a

special claim upon them
,
legal transactions relating

to such things have a special vocabulary of their

own
Kamal al-milk is a necessary preliminary for

the pioperty of an owner being liable to zakat [q v
]

Bibliography The articles ‘^abd, bai^,

mXl, shikka, TI12JXRA and the literature there

given, Juynboll, Handleidtng (1930), §60 and

the references there given
,
al Ghazzali, al Wadjiz^

1 85 sq (M Piessner)

MILLA (a), religion, rite However ob-

vious it may be to connect this word with the

Hebrew and Jewish- and Christian-Aramaic mtlla^

mella^ “utterance, word”, it has not been satis-

factorily proved how and where it received the

meaning which is taken for granted in the Kur'^Sn

religion or rite Nor is it known whether it is a

purely Arabic word or a loanword adopted by

IKluhammad 01 others before him (Nbldeke, Z,

D M G ^
Ivii 413 seems to hold that it is Arabic

for he refers to the 4th form amalla or amlU “to

dictate”) In the Kur’fin it always means (even in
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the somewhat obscure passage, Suyi xxxvni 6) is pierced by se\eral doors In the centre of the

‘^religion^’ and it is used of the heathen religions court of the mosque is a little domed building

(vii. 86 ,
xiv i6, xvni 19) as well as of with a minaret built over a fountain There is an-

those of the Jews and Christians (11 114), and of other dome over the colonnade on the west side

the true religion of the fathers (xii 38) 1 he word (see the illustrations, 11 256)

acquired a special significance in the Medina The most striking feature of Mina is the very

sections where the Prophet in his polemic against great difference, noted already by MukaddasI,

the Jews speaks of “Abraham’s fntlld'\ by which between the quiet and empty streets of the greater

he means the original revelation in its purity, part of the year and the tremendous throng and

which it was his duty to restore (11 124, iii 89, bustle of the pilgrimage month when, as Waved
xvi 124, xxii 77 ,

cf IV 124, vi 162, XU says, half a million people with heavily laden

37) Muslim literature folloiAs this Kur^Snic usage beasts of burden hope to cover nine miles in the

but the word is not in frequent use With the period between sunrise and 10 a m Every spot

article, al-mtlla means the true religion revealed in the valley is then covered with tents in which

by Muljammad and is occasionally used elliptically the pilgrims spend the night Mukaddasi talks of

for ahl the followers of the Muhammadan fine houses built of teak and stone (among them

religion (Tabari, 111 813, x5-> 883, 4), just as its was a frequently mentioned Dar al-Imara), and

opposite al-dhtmma is an abbreviation for ahl al large stone buildings are still to be found in Min5 ,

dhtmma^ the non-Muhammadans who are under but these are usually empty and are only let at

the protection of Islam, e g, Ibn Sa'd, 111 /i, the pilgrimage to the more wealthy pilgrims and

238, ai» cf also the deiivative mtlli opposed to even among these many prefer to live in tents

client (Baiha^I, ed bchwally, p I2i infra) This depopulation of the city has been a subject

Bibliography ^oX^d^n^^OrientahscJu Sktz- for discussion among the legists, for some held

%tn^ p 40, Z D M G
^

Ivii 413, labari, ed that this circumstance enables Mina and Mecca to

de Goeje, Glossary s v
,
Snouck Ilurgronje, Het be regarded as one city {nn\r\ a view which

Mekkaansche Feest^ p 30 sqq (F Buhl) others reject But another circumstance must

MiM, 2 4th letter of the Arabic alphabet, have cont ibuted to prevent a permanent settle-

with the numerical value of forty On different ment of the town, which is also true of other

forms of the letter cf akabia, plate i In some places on the pilgrims’ route, namely the incredible

dialects of Southern Arabia and of tribes coming filth and dreadful stench which is caused by such

from that region, mim was and is used as the masses of humanity at the Hadjdj Complaints are

article of determination, side by side with / A made even of the uncleanness of the Masdjtd al-

well known tradition is put into the mouth of a Khaif and at Mina theie are further the decom
man from Southern Arabia in the following form posing remains of the countless animals sacrificed

Laua mm am-btrrt am \t)amu fi '^m-safat Cf The Hadjdj ceremonies in Mina date back to

Ibn Ya^^Ish, ed Jahn, 11 1331, Landberg, Etudes the old pagan period [cf HAmej], for Muhammad,
sur Us diaUctes de VArabie meitdtonale^ ll/ii as usual in taking over old customs, contented

281—290 (A J WE^bINCK) himself with cutting out the too obviously pagan
MINA, later often pronounced Muria^ a place 1 elements, the result being that we can no longer

in the hills east of Mecca on the road reconstruct the old forms with certainty The old

from it to ^Arafa [q v] The distance between poets make only passing references to them (cf

the two is given by Mul^addasI as one parasang, ejamra), that they were similar to the Muslim

while Wavell calls it five miles and says the con- practices is evident, for example, from an interesting

tinuation to ^Arafa is nine miles Mina lies in a passage in the Medina poet Kais b Khatim (ed

narrow valley running from west to east, 1,500 Kowalski, N® 4, p i sqq
) where there is a re

paces long according to Burckhardt, surrounded ference to the “three days in Mina” and wheie
by steep barren granite cliffs On the north side we further learn that the festival held there

rises a hill called Thabir Travellers from Mecca offered an occasion for entering into and carry-

come down into the valley by a hill path with mg on love affaiis The stone throwing is certain-

steps m It, this IS the [q v
]
which became ly very ancient, its significance is quite unm-

famous in connection with Muhammad’s negotiations telligible in Islam, although it is doubtful if

with the Madinians The town consists of stone there were already three heaps of stones in the

houses of fair size which form two long streets pre-Islamic period [cf ejamka] It is also clear

Close beside the ^Akaba is a rudely hewn short pillar that the ceremonies m Min5 formed the conclusion

leaning against a wall this is the “great djamra” of the Hadjdj even in ancient times Muhammad
or the “'Akaba djamra”, at which the pilgrims however made some serious alterations here, for

cast stones [cf eJAMRa] A little to the east in he inserted a visit to Mecca before the stay m
the middle of the street is the “middle djamia” Mini, whereby the ceremony first received its

also marked by a pillar and lastly at a similar legitimate Muhammadan character, but the old

distance the third (the so called “first djamra”) elements remained the important factors, for the

As one approaches the east end of the valley, Hadjdj ends not m Mecca but, as before, m Minfl,

there is on the right of the road a square mos- to which the pilgrims return after the digression to

que surrounded by a wall, the Masdjid al-Kbaif, Mecca A survival of the pagan period probably

which was rebuilt by Saladin and m 874 (1467) exists in the slaughtering place preferred by the

reconstructed by the Mamllik Sultfin KS^t Bey Along majority on the southern slopes of Thabfr “the

the west side of the surrounding wall is a colon- j^ce of sacrifice of the ram” (cf Suraxxxvii loi

nade with three rows of pillars, but there is none J^B), as its association with the story of Abraham
on the other sides It was different earlier, forfSBoably enabled an old pagan sacred spot to be
Ibn Rusta (c 300 ah) tells us that the mosque adopted into Islam From Burton’s description it

had 168 pillars of which only seventy-eight sup- is a square rocky platform reached by a few steps,

ported the west wing The north side of the wall Muhammad himself did not directly forbid the use
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of the pagan place of slaughter, but deprived it on which he used to preach to the people, it had
of its importance by saying that all MinS is a two steps and a seat (mak'ad) The minbar was
place of sacrifice a clever procedure which he therefore originally a raised seat or throne On
also followed at 'ArafSt and Muzdalifa the morning after the death of the Prophet, after

Accoiding to the law of Islam, the pilgrims stormy disputes, Aba Bakr took his seat on the

who arrive in Mecca on the 8th ’l-Hidjdja Prophet’s minbar in a solemn assembly and received

should leave this town m time to be able to per- the general homage here The later caliphs followed

form the mid-day §alat in MinS and remain there this tradition, as did the governors, who ascended

till sunrise on the 9th and only then go on to the pulpit on their accession to office and on their

^Arafat The majority however do not do this but resignation Ihe minbar in the early period was
go on the 8th straight on to ‘^Arafat where they therefore not at all specially associated with wor-

arrive in the evening After performing the cere* ship but was the seat of the ruler in the council

monies of the pilgrimage in ^Arafat and Muzdalifa The pulpit only gradually grew out of it with the

[q V ], they go before sunrise on the 10th to development of public worship According to Becker,

Mina to celebrate the day of the gieat saciifice the date of the change from the ruler’s or judge’s

(yawm al^adha or yawm al-nahr) (in contrast to seat to the simple pulpit coincides with the end
the pre-Islamic practice, which was to start only of the Omaiyad dynasty In 132 AH all the

after sunrise) Here the concluding iites are gone mosques in the provinces of Egypt were provided
through, the slaughtering, the clipping of the hair with minbars, about the same period probably in

and nails and the lapidation Ihere is not com- the other lands of Islam also At the beginning
plete agreement on the order of these ceremonies, of the ^Abbasid peiiod the minbar was already a

which one tradition (Wakidl, transl Wellhausen, pulpit exclusively J he hrst tendency to its use

p 429) makes Muhammad declare to be quite as a pulpit is seen by Becker in the introduction

irrelevant Ihe modification of the stone throwing of the minbar into the divine sei vice at the Musalla

IS noteworthy, for on the day of sacrifice it is m Medina, which is ascribed to Mu'awiya or to

only done at the ^A^aba heap, while on the three his goveinor The Piophet did not have a minbar

following days each pilgiim daily throws seven at the Musalla and nothing but divine service

little stones on all three heaps (cf the illustrations could have been held there

above, 11 256 and Burton, ii 205) Ihe conclu- Ihe typical form of the minbar as a pulpit,

Sion of the whole pilgi image is the three Mina which is placed to the right of the mihrab and
or tashrtk days, the iith^ 12th and 13‘h of the spectator, is an erection on steps with a
’

1-Hidjdja (cf above, 11 199 and the article ta^ portal with or without a door at the entrance to

rIk) they are days of rejoicing which are cele- the steps and a ciboriumlike canopy to the plat-

brated with great jubilation, illumination and the form Ihis form is peculiar to the minbar of

firing of shots All the pilgrims however do not wood, which is the most usual The variants in

wait for these three days but set off on then re- stone and brick are more simple and frequently

turn journey before then are only a bare platform i cached by three to five

Bibliography Wa^idl, tiansl Wellhausen, steps The fine series of minbars of wood begins

p 423, 426, 428, Ibn baM, ed Sachau, ii/i with that most famous of all in the history of

125, al-Mukaddasi, B G A
^

\\\ 76, Ibn Rusta, art, the minbar in the great mosque in

ibid

^

vii 55, Yakut, Adu^d/am^ ed Wustenfeld, Kairawan On the occasion of the extension of

iv 642 sq
,

Burckhardt, Reisen in Arabten^ the mosque by Ibrahim 11 Ibn Aghlab (261—289

p 415—431, Buiton, A Pilgnniagt to al Ma- =874—902) it is said to have been biought with

dinah and Meccah^ Memoiial Edition, 1893, 11 the lustre tiles of the mihiab wall from Baghdad
203—222, al-BatanunI, al Rthla al-Hid;aziya^ and set up It is made of plane tree wood and is

Cairo 1329, Wavell, A modern Ptlgrtm^^ I 53“ Ik® canonical minbar shape with a staircase—
Resie arabischen Heuientums'^^ heie of 17 steps — to the preacher’s platform,

p 80, 88, bnouck Hurgronje, Het Mekkaansche The pulpit, however, has not yet the stylized

Feest^ Leyden 1880, esp p 158-167, Juynboll, structure of the later wooden minbar It has not

Handbuch^^ 151-157, Gaudefioy Demombynes, the portal nor the canopy at the top Its com-

Le pilermage a la Mekke^ >923, p 238-295, cf position of about 200 carved panels and narrow

the Bibl to the article ejamra, and add Houtsma, strips of unequal size, is simply a primitive ag

Het Skopelisme en het Steenwerpen te Mind^ in glomeration of profuse ornamentation, still very

Versl Med Ak Amst^Afd Letterkunde^^ Reeks, nomadic in feeling, such as would hardly ever have

VI 104—2x7, Chauvin, Le jet de purres et le been found in Baghdad, and even in Kairawan can

pelerinage de Mecque^ in Annales de VAcad scarcely be regarded as oiiginal Saladin has pointed

d'Archeologie de Belgique^ ser v
,
vol 4, p 272 out that the pulpit must have been restored after

sqq
,
Wensinck, Handbook of Early Mnh Tra- Kairawan had been sacked by the troops of the

dition^ s v wheie also are given the passages hatimid Mustansir Abu famim in 441 (1049)

from Hadith refeiring to the prohibition of any case it has several times suffered damage and

fasting during the days of Min5
,
and to the undergone restoration so that its present general

order to stay in Mina during the ** nights of M ” appearance cannot be dealt with critically until

(Fr Buhl) we have a thorough monograph based on exact

MINARET [See ManXra
] investigation on the spot The ornamentation must,

MINBAR (a), pulpit [cf masejid] On the as KUhnel observes, be regarded as Omaiyad

origin of the form of the minbar the reader may (Springer’s Kunstgeschichte^ vi 385)

be referred to C H Becker s exhaustive stu^lk The vine branches of the frame-strips and the

Die Kamel tm Kultus des alien Islam (Ai?/flfe>iBpanels filled with floral patterns and leaves resemble

Festschiift and Islamstudien) Becker refers to the decoration at Mshatta^ [q v] and some of the

the earliest historical statement which says that geometrical patterns, which arc of all imaginable

the Prophet m the year 7 a H made his minbar combinations, are already found on the shafts of
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pre-IslSmic columns in DiySr Bakr (cf van Berchem-

Straygowski, Amtdd) The archaistic combination

of designs on the minbar has no connection with

the decoration which since SamarrS we call ‘Ab-

basid We have heie a phenomenon comparable

to Mshatta^ since here also ornamentations from

different souices are combined to form a general

scheme whose common denominator is formed by

the formal quality of the chiaroscuro common to them

all We do not even know how long the nucleus

of these carved strips and latticed panels may
have previously existed m Baghdad and they may
have there belonged to an Omaiyad minbar before the

pieces were brought to Kairawfin and supplemented

by copies and additions of local workmanship
The few pulpits that have survived from the

PStimid period follow the Syio-Egyptian style of

woodwork of the period with their system of

frames filled with foliage The tendiils were pre-

vented from over-running the whole surface by
being placed within small polygonal areas which
were grouped together in cassettes (KUhnel, Sprin-

ger’s Kunstgeschtchte^ vi 406) The wooden mihrSb

of the xii*h century from Caiio illustrated in the

article MIHRXb illustrates this style, which is also

represented by the minbar made in 1091 a d foi the

mosque in 'Askalfin and now in Hebron, and by

the pulpit of 1155 A D in the mosque of ‘^Amr

in KUs on the upper Nile

During the FStimid period the pulpit developed

Its canonical form as represented in the minbar

of the Masdjid al Aksa in Jerusalem, which was

gifted in 1168 A D by Nur al-Din to Aleppo and

later taken by Saladin to Jerusalem (Saladin,

Manuel^ fig 28) It henceforth appears with the door

way and the domed canopy The mam decoiative

motives are 8-pointed stars and the polygonal and

star-shaped subsidiary panels show carving in relief

inlaid with ivory and mother-of-pearl Of the

minbar of Sultan LSdjm in the mosque of Ibn

TSlUn of the year 1269 a d little more is left than

the framework, while the panels are preserved in the

Arab Museum in Cairo and in the South Kensington

Museum (cf Descriptive Catalogue of the Arab
Museum^ Cairo) That wooden minbars were some-

times copied in stone is shown by the stone pulpit

in the mosque-madrasa of Sultan Hassan (757

—

764=1356— 1363) The mukarnas on the door

case and soon after found on the dome also, here

as in the mihrab goes back to 1 urkish influence

transmitted through Syiia Like the mihrSb, the

minbar also attained its finest woikmanship in

Cairo under the second MamlGk dynasty in the

xvth century and later No essential alteration was

later made in its canonical form and its embellish-

ment remained standardised and varied only in

details. A fine example of this fully developed

Cairo type is in the South Kensington Mu«<eum

According to the inscription, it was presented by

Ka^t Bey (1468— 1495) and has finely carved

ivory panels and traces of painting on the wooden
parts The usual star pattern is replaced by a smooth

surface. The gilt onionshaped dome with its finial

and crescent on the stalactite cornices are, as Briggs

observes, characteristic of the penod (Briggs, Mu-
ham Archit %n Egypt and Palestine^ p 217)

After the Turkish conquest, the general deteriora-

tion in craftsmanship in Cairo affected the minbar

also, but exceptions, like the finely-worked pulpit

of the mosque of al-Burdain!, however show that

the good old tradition still survived. Hakam Il’s

minbar in Cordoba has not survived but from the

descriptions of the Arab writers it must have been a

peculiarly valuable piece of work, for according to al-

MakVarl it cost 35,705 dinars It could be moved on

wheels and contained the caliph 'Omar’s Kur^Sn In

the mosque of 'Ala’ al Din in Konya is a minbar of

hazelwood, according to an inscription on the posts

suppoiting the upper part, the work of an artist

of AkhlSt of the year 550 (XI55) Two insciiptions

on the door of the pulpit mention Sultan Mas'Qd I

(510—551 = 1 1 16— 1156) and Kilidj Aislan II

(551—584 = 1156—1188) (cf J H Loytved,

Konta and F Sarre, Seldschuktsche Kleinkunst^

p 27 ,
pi VI —viii )

Inscriptions from the

Kur’an decorate the fiames of the balustrades of

the steps The pulpit is of the traditional Syio-

Egyptian form, but is, however, distinguished fiom

them by its vigorous structure Polygons and

star shaped panels fill the sidefiames, together with

the same tendril patterns symmetrically interwoven,

as we find naturalised in all the eastern lands of

IslSm from the beginning of the eleventh centuiy

(detailed illustration in Sarre, op cit
,

fig 24)
In Persia and Afghanistan all the old

minbars seem to have been destroyed during the

Mongol invasion On the other hand, the minbar

illustrated here in the mosque of Djawhar ^ah
Agha in the sanctuary of the Imam Rida in Meshhed
which was built about 840—850 (1436— 1446) is

original m ornamentation and an example of the

TimQrid minbar The structural motive is thiust

into the background by the profuse covering of

small pentagonal and star shaped wooden panels

with tendrils carved in relief after the style of

the contemporaiy tiles, the effect is that of a

carpet Nothing is known of old minbais m Turke
Stan In India, pulpits were built almost exclu-

sively of stone Many, some of them richly carved,

still exist in the Muslim provinces and towns of

India The pavilion on four pillars, common and

popular in India, which gives a charm to buildings

for Muslim worship as a decorative finish to the

roof, was also used here for the stone minbar In-

deed one might even wonder whethei this originally

Indian structure was carried by the Eastern Turks

to Cential Asian lands and adopted by them for

the minbar Minbars with such canopies are fre-

quently found in the mosques of the province of

Gudjarat and in AhmadSbad (cf these volumes in

the Arch Survey of Indta^ Western India) The
mosque of Hilal Kb5n Kadi of 1333 A D in Dholka,
for example, has a stone minbar with seven steps

and a canopy on pillars on the roof, but no en-

trance gate ihe triangular side walls are divided

into square areas which are carved in relief {Arch
Survey of Indta^ Western Indta^ vol vi

,
Gudjarat,

pi xxviii
,
XXX

)
In Haidarabad, the Muslim state

of the south, on the other hand, the minbars are

moie simple and heavier, and have no canopy
(cf illustration from OsmanSbSd)

Bibliography M S Briggs, Muhamma-
dan Architecture in Egypt and Palestine^ Oxford

1924, F Kuhnel, Die tslamtsche Kunst^ Sprin-

ger’s Handbuch der Kunstgesch
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Loytved, Konta^ Inschriften der seldschuktschen

j

Bauten^ Berlin 1907 ,
F Sarre, Seldschuktsche

Uj^Kleinkunst^ Leipzig 1909, J Strzygowski, Altai-

Iran (ornamentation of the minbar in Kairawan),
Arch Survey of India, Western India^ vol vi,

I

Gudjarat, vol vii., AhmadSbSd.
I (E, Diez)



Fig, I. Minbar in the Sidl ‘Ukba Mosque in KairawSn,

Fig. 3. Minbar in the SulHn Hasan Mosque in Cairo.
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MINTA^A or Minjai^at AL-BuRtJm also Min-
XAi^A Falak al-BurCcj or (more rarely) NijX^
al-BurUej means, like the technical term Falak
AvBuRUjaj most frequently used m scientific lite-

rature, the cixclt (mm(aka) of the twelve signs
of the zodiac (“towers”, Greek 7rijpyot\ then

the zone of the ecliptic foimed of the twelve

signs each covering 30®

The Kur^Sn contains references to mtntaka
in three different passages, viz

SQra XV 16 “We have placed towers {burU^j^

in the heavens and adorned them for the spectators”

Snra XXV 61 „ Blessed be he that placed towers

(buru^) in the heavens and who placed a lamp
in them and a light-giving moon”

SQra Ixxxv is entitled a/-Buru^ and verse i

“By the heavens with its towers {burud^Y
Babylonia may with great probability be assumed

to be the original home of the zodiacal circle The
period of its origin cannot be fixed with certainty

the first attempts at a grouping of the constellations

on the path of the sun and the planets, however,

date from before the period of Hammurabi and
in any case into the third millenium B c Almost all

the names familiar to us are already found in

Sumerian inscriptions The Boghaz-Koi list of about

1300 B c gives all the signs of the zodiac with

the exception of Leo and Libra

The only pictorial representation of the starry

heavens of the early Muslim period, the fresco

on the dome of Kusair 'Amra shows the ecliptic

as a broad band, along which are arranged the

twelve burud̂
,

it also shows the pole of the ecliptic

and the 12 (ecliptical) degrees of longitude, as

well as the equator and a series of parallel circles

Ihe peculiarity of the ariangement of the heavens

With considerable southern latitudes shown beyond

the equator on the hemispherical inner surface of

the dome results in the equator and ecliptic not

being shown as the largest circles The method
of representing the separate constellations on the

fresco, especially the mmtaka, is, broadly speaking

the same as that on the Atlas Farnese (n b

It should be noted that the fresco of Kusair ^Arara

represents the heavens reflected as in a mirror)

The twelve BurQdj Preliminary Note
The names of the buru^ are given in Arabic

literature with many variations those quoted below

are the most usual With the fixed stais a distinc-

tion is made between those which form the outline

of a constellation {Kawakib mtn al-{ura), i e the

essential stars and such as “go beyond the constel-

lation” a/-^«ra)and are regarded as only

being loosely connected with it, i e the unessen-

tial stars

Ihe account here given is based in its mam
features on the statements m the first part of

al-Kazwini’s Cosmography

I al’Hamal o\ aUKabsh^ the Ram (Arus) It

consists of 13 essential stars, 5 unessential lie in

Its immediate vicinity, its fore-part is turned to

the west and its hind-part to the east It has its

face on its back The two bright stars on the horn

(/3 and y) are called al S&ara^Sm or a/-NSfth (“the

butter”), they form at the same time the first of

the 28 stations (“mansions”) of the moon
(manaztb) According to another reading the name

al-Nafth is given to the unessential star » Arietis

situated above the figure of the Ram. The three

stars f
,
I and p Arietis form the second station of

the moon and are called al*bu(asn (“little paunch”)

2 al-Thawr^ the Bull {Taurus) 32 essential

and 11 unessential stars; its forepart faces the east

The bright star at the point of the northern horn
(presumably (3 Taun) is also included in the Wag.
goner (Auriga) as well as in the Bull, a is called

al^Dabaran^ ^Atn aUThawr^ TS/i HUdi
U-Na^m and al-fanlk (“large camel”), while the

Hyades which surround it arc called (the

“young camels”) The Pleiades are called al-TIm-
ratyH^ x and v together a/ KalbUnt (“the two dogs”
of al-Dabaran) The Pleiades form the third, a/-

Dabnran and the Hyades together the fourth
station of the moon

3 al-Taw^amUnt or al Qjiawza^^ the Twins
{Gemtni) 18 essential and 7 unessential stars The
Twins are in the form of two men whose heads
are turned to the northeast and feet to the south-

west Castor and Pollux (a and
(3) are called a/-

UhtraZ al mabsuta
,

they form the seventh
station of the moon y and | are called al-

HarZa^ together with three other stars of the Twins
they form the sixth station of the moon
The name of »f and Geminorum is al-Bah&Sli

4 al liaralaft
^
the Crab {Cancer) 9 essential

and 4 unessential stars 0 Cancri wuth y and 3

form the eighth station of the moon and
have the peculiarly Arab name of al-Naihra {^ihe

cartilage of the nose”) or in keeping with the

Almagesi^ al-Ma^laf (= praesepe) The star |3 on the

south hind foot is called the extremity”)

^ Canen and A Leonis form the ninth station
of the moon, «/- 7br/ (“the glance”)

5 al Asad, the Lion {Leo) 27 essential and
8 unessential stars, he is conceived of as looking to

the west ot (Regulus), y, f and if are called al

^abha (“Forehead of the Lion”) and form the

tenth station of the moon, 3 and ^ are the

eleventh station of the moon, al-Zubra

(“back-hair” or “mane of the Lion”) or Kahtl
al Asad Leonis is called Kunb al-Asad or as

the twelfth station of the moon al-Sarfa

According to another leading, the name Kunb al-

Asad IS given to small stars in the vicinity ot

al-Sarfa

6 aU^Adhr'^ (only in the catalogue of fixed

stars taken from the Almagest), the Virgin
{Vtrgo) or al-Sunhula^ the ear of corn 26 es-

sential and 6 unessential stars, the head of the

Virgin lies south of /3 Leonis, her feet west of et

and |3 Librae The five stars in the shoulders 0,

If, 7, 3 and s Virginis, form the thirteenth
station of the moon al-Awwl^, ot Virginia

forms the fourteenth station of the moon,
al-Stmak al-a^zal or al-Sunhula (cf Sptca) which
name is applied to the whole constellation of

the Virgin (N B The name Sak al-Asad for ot

Virgmis is not quoted as a name of the fourteenth

station of the moon) The fifteenth station
of the moon consists of the stars ^|, /, x and

A on the left foot, it is called al-Qkafr

7 al^Mlzan^ the Scales {Libra) 8 essential

and 9 unessential stars 01 and Librae on the

pans of the balance form the sixteenth station
of the moon which is called al-Zubana or Za-

bantya al-^Akrab (“claws of the Scorpion”) (cf

Sumerian ZI BA ANNA, Akkadian Zibantta as

the name of the constellation Ltbrd)

8. al-^Ahrab^ the Scorpion 21 essential and

3 unessential stars, it has its head to the west

and Its tail to the east
|
3
,
3 and t Scorpii mark

the seventeenth station of the moon a/-
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eighteenth station of the moon
^alb al’^^A^rab^ V iht nineteenth station
of the moon al-Shawla (“Sting of the Scorpion^^)

The stars «• and r to the right and left of Kalb
al^Akrab^ are called al-N%yUt

9 al-Raml^ the Archer {Sagittarms) or a/-

Kaws^ the Bow or al-SaAm, the Arrow 31
essential and no unessential stars, the face with bow
and arrow is turned to the west, the hind-part of

the horse’s body to the cast (The fresco on the

dome at Kusair 'Amra on the other hand shows
the upper part of the body of the archer turned

towards the hind-part of the horse’s body, and
aiming with the bow over this to the west The
stars y (on the point of the arrow), b (on the

bow-grip) f (at the south end of the bow), if (on

the right fore-foot) aie called ai-Na^am al-wartd^

a (on the left shoulder), ^ (on the notch of the

arrow), r (on the shoulder blade) and f (under

the shoulder) a/-JVa^am al-(&dir Both constellations

together form the twentieth station of
the moon, al-Nd'^ttn fji and A Sagittarii on
the northern bend of the bow are called a/-

^allmam^ a (on the knee), and
/
3

| ^ (on the

shin-bone) are together called al-Suradam The
space almqst void of stars at t Sagittarii marks the

twenty first station of the moon, al~Ba/da

or Baldat aUThdlab
10 al^^ady^ the Goat (Caprtcornus) 28

essential, no unessential stars the figure is con-

ceived of as looking to the west a and /3 on the

eastern horn form the twenty-second station
of the moon Sa^d aUDhabth y and i on the

tail arc called al-muhtbbam

11 Saktb al-Ma^ or al-Sakiy the water-
carrier (Aquarius) or aUDahv^ the pail 42
essential and 3 unessential stars, the head of

Aquanus points to the N W
,

the feet S E a
and 0 on the nght shoulder are called Sdd aU
Mahk or 5aV al-Mulk The two (or three) stars

on the left hand (/x, v or /x, v, i) form the twenty-
third station of the moon Sdd al-Bula^y

|3 and
(I'
on the left shoulder together with and

C2 Capncorni form the twenty-fourth station
of the moon Sa^d al-Su^ud The four stars y,

f, T and If on the right fore-arm and the right

hand are called al-Akhbiya and form the

twenty-fifth station of the moon
1 2 al-Samakafam^ the two Fishes (Pisces)

or aUHut^ th e F

1

s

h

34 essential and 4 unessential

stars, the figure is conceived as two fishes, the

western in the south of the back of Pegasus, the

eastern in the south of Andromeda The two

fishes are connected by a band of stars al-KazwIni

does not mention any outst'inding stars

It is evident, then, that by far the greater part of

the 28 manUzil fall into the area of the 1 2 buru^
and form part of them Only the following four

do not belong to them N® 5 aUHak^a (a, ^2
Ononis), N® 26 aUFargh aUawwal («, ^ Pegasi),

N® 27 al-Fargh al-thani (y Pegasi, ct Andromedae),

N® 28 Batn al-HUt or al-RislyP (a large number
of stars forming a fish in the neighbourhood of

fi
Andromedae)
The zodiacal figures N® i, al-Hamal^ N® 4,

aUSara^'&n^ N® 7, aUMtzan and N® 10, al-Djady
are known together as Burudy munkaltba^ Greek

rpw/jei, N® 2, N® 5, al-Asad^

N® 8, and N® ii^al-Dalw VLn^ei BurUdt
thdlbita^ XjiibM oTgptd, N® 3, N® 6,

al^AdhrJp^ N® 9, al^RSmt and N® 12, aFSama-

kafSm under BurUdl al^^asadatn,

(i e ^Signa bicorpora”, “Double figures”

Twins, Virgin and Ear of corn, Archer with Horse’s

body and the two Fishes)

al Kazwini gives from Ptolemy the extent of

the Minta^a as 486 259 721V7 AfJ/, the length of

each Bur^ as 39 388 3102/3 MUy and the breadth

as X 322 943V3

Mintaka in Astrology

Muthallatkat

By al’-muthallathat (sg aUmuthallatJia) are

meant in Arab astrology the Greek Tp/ywva, Lat

trigona or triquetiay which in the middle ages

were usually translated by triphciiates

The twelve signs of the zodiac are here arranged

in threes at the angles of four intersecting equilateral

triangles of which one is allotted to each of the

foui elements Each triangle is given two of the

seven planets as its rulers (rabby pi arbaby Greek

o\yidbt(r%OTtti 01 rpiymoKpuTopsd)^ one for the day

and another for the night, a third is associated

with the two others as “companion”
Ihe arrangement is as follows

I Muthallatha — Element Fire

Zodiacal sign al-Hamaly al-Asad and aURanii

(N® I, 5 and 9)
Ruler by day al ^ams (Sun), by night Mushtari

(Jupiter)

Companion Zuhal (Saturn)

2 Muthallatha — Element Earth

Zodiacal sign al Thawr^ al~Adhrc^ and al-Djady

(N® 2, 6 and 10)

Ruler by day Zuhara (Venus), by night al-Kamar
(Moon)

Companion Mtrrikh (Mars)

3 Muthallathd — Element Air

Zodiacal sign al~DiawzcP^ al-Mtzan und al-Dahv

(N® 3, 7 and ll)

Ruler by day Zuhal (Saturn), by night ^Utaria

(Mercury)

Companion Mushtari (Jupiter)

4 Muthallatha — Element Water

Zodiacal sign al-Saratariy al-Akrab and al Santa-

katam (N® 4, 8 and 1 2)
Ruler by day Zuhara (Venus), by night Mtrrikh

(Mars)

Companion al-Kamar (Moon)

The distribution of the Muthallathat has been

settled since the time of Ptolemy (rsrpti^tf^Xe;)

Wudjuh or Suzvai By dividing each burd;

into three we get 36 decans each of 10®, which

in Arabic are called wud/uh (sing wad/h)y suwar

(sing siira) or daiidjan (from the Indian dtekkanay

a loanword from the Greek) or dahatp; (Pers ),

in Greek btuceyol or Tpba-uray in mediaeval Latin

faciesy more rarely decant The astrological signi-

ficance is the same as with the Greeks, who in

their turn go back to Egyptian models The decans

are not mentioned in Ptolemy al fuwar means
properly the paranatellonta of the Babylonian

Teukros, the constellations which rise at the same
time as the separate decans according to his list

Aba Marshal* 2nd other Arab authors took over

the list of the paranateUonta from Teukros un-
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altered, but not the astrological interpretations

associated with them
BuyUt The Greek oTxo/ or Lat domtctha

or (mediaeval) domus^ are called in Arabic buytit

(sg baxi) The sun and moon are each ruler {ydhib^

rabb^ Greek olKobitrvbrviQ [cf above muthtallat}iat\)

over one sign of the zodiac, each of the other

five planets rules over two signs at the same time,

according to the following scheme, also already

laid down in the rfrp^/3//3Ao;

Lion — - Sun Archer
^

1

Jupiter
Crab —• Moon Fishes

)

Scales 1

Bull
\

Venus
Goat

,

Water carrier
1

Saturn

Scorpion 1

Ram S

Mars
Virgin

^
Twins v

Mercury

The btou^ fiom the Lion to the Goat are day-

houses, the rest night-houses If a planet is in its

day-house during the hours of day or in its night-

house at night, it IS Cl edited with particularly

poweiful astiological influence

Sharaf and HubUf By ^araf (pi asjiraf) we
understand the Vypcofjtae of the Greeks, subhmttas

of Pliny, altitudo of Firmicus Maternus, exaltatxo

in mediaeval Latin
,
hubu( is the Greek rx’rtima-tQj

TOi'jrttvufjLOCf more rarely class Lat dtrectto^

med Lat casus

A planet attains its maximum astrological in-

fluence in its iharaf y
its influence is least in the

hubut^ 1 e the point in the heavens diametrically

opposite the ^araf on the circle of the ecliptic

Planet Sharaf Hubilt

Sun Ram 19® Scales 19®

Moon Bull 3® Scorpion 3®

Saturn Scales 21® (20®) Ram 21®

Jupiter Crab 15® Goat 15°

Mars Goat 28® Crab 28®

Venus Fishes 27® Viigin 27®

Mercury Virgin 15® Fishes 15®

Ihe only inaccuracy in the list of exaltations.

alieady fixed in ancient times, is giving 20® in-

stead of 21° to the Scales for Saturn, which how-

ever goes back to a very old error, it is also found

in Pliny, Firmicus and in the Hindu astronomer

Vaiaha-Mihira

al-BaPamI assumed that at the time of the

creation of the world the planets were in their

a^iaf
Various Arab writers since Abu Ma'sbar also

ascribe exaltations and dejections to the nodes of

the moon {^akdam or ^ukdatanty sell al kamar)

ascending node (ra^s) as ^araf the Twins 3®,

and as hubuty the Archer 3®
,

vice versa to the

descending node idhanab') as sjkaraf the Archer

3°, as hubut the Twins 3® This allocation is not

known to the Greek astrologers

Hudud Each of the five planets (excluding the

sun and moon) possesses in each of the 12 buiudj

a sphere of influence covering several degrees

(Arab hadd^ pi hudtld^ Greek l^p/ov, Lat fines

^

med Latin terminus') which has the same astrolo-

gical significance as the planet itself and can

represent it at any time in hoioscopes On the

distribution of these spheres of influence within

the zodiacal circle opinions differed widely and
unanimity could never be attained Ptolemy added

one more to the Egyptian and Chaldaean divisions

already in existence (The various systems arc

fully expounded m the rfrp^/3/^Ao$, 1 20, fol 43
Boll has studied this question very fully in Neues
zur babylontschen Planetenordnung^ Z A

,
xxxviii

[*9^3]> P 340 W) astiologers used
almost exclusively the Egyptian system, which
makes the different spheres of very unequal sizes

Mintaka in Astronomy
The Mintaka is, as in the Greek astronomy, the

fundamental basis for all calculations It is divided

into 360® degiees (dju^^ pi a^zU^ ox dara^^a^csed^

darady^ pi dara^at\ each degree into 60 minutes
{daklkay pi daka^xk\ each minute ihto 60 seconds

(jhamya^ pi thawanl)^ each second into 60 thirds

(jiJlhtfia^ pi (hawalt^) and so on
The points of intersection of the ecliptic with

the equator {^dahra or fa/ak mu'-addtl al-nahar)

define the two equinoxes (al-d-ttdalant)^ the points

of the greatest northerly and southerly declination

the two solstices {al-tnktlabam) The position of

a fixed star or planet with respect to the Mintaka
is defined by giving its longitude {tul^ pi atival

or in al BattSni al-^usd alladhi ftht al kaxvkab)

and latitude i^ard^ pi ^urud) Ihe longitudes are

numbered from the vernal point (al-miktat al

rabHya) The axis erected perpendicular to the

plane of the ecliptic meets the sphere of the fixed

stars in the two poles of the ecliptic (kutba d^xrat

al-burudfi)

On Arab star-maps and -globes, we frequently

find a mixed ecliptical and equatorial system of

coordinates used (cf the remarks above on the

fresco on the dome at Kusair 'Ami a), which con-

sists of ecliptical circles of longitude thiough the

poles of the ecliptic and equatorial parallel circles

Precession (in al-Battani Harakat al kawakib
al-thabita^ in later authors moie precisely Muba-
darat nuktat al d'tidal) Among the Arab astro-

nomers supporters were found for the theory of

Ptolemy, who explained the precession as a continual

revolution of the whole heavens around the pole of

the ecliptic with a period of 36,000 years, as well

as for that handed down by Theon of Alexandria

(Thawun al-lskandarani) from older sources, ac-

cording to which the process of the precessions

consisted of an oscillation to and from around the

“nodes of the path of the sun” The greatest amount
of the precession according to this theory is 8°

west or east of the nodes, the retrogression

amounts to i® in 80 years so that the whole
phenomenon repeats itself after 2,560 years The
latter theory found particular approval in India

and was further developed there 1 habit b Kurra
gave an explanation for it which at the same
time took into account the (more suspected than

observed) diminution in the obliquity of the ecliptic

and calculated the length of the period at 4171V2
years al-Battani attacked and refuted this oscil-

lation hypothesis of Theon and of the A\hab al-

txlsamat (aTorgAfo*|ti«T/)co/') ,
on a basis of new

and compaiative observations he found that the

precession amounted to 1° in 66 years, which

corresponds to a period of 23,760 years, which

IS roughly 10% too small The very accurate

estimate of i® in 70 years is also occasionally, if

rarely, given in Arabic literature, according to E
Zinner, Geschtchte der Sternkunde^ p 289
Obliquity (Mail falak al-buru^y very fre-

quently al-matl kulluhu or al-kulli in contrast to

“declination of the separate points

in the Minpilfia”, cf. al-Aghz5wi, p 21) The pro-
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blem of estimating the obliquity of the ecliptic

was during the classical period a centre of interest

for the Muslim astronomers As a hrst attempt

at an exact estimate in the Muslim period, Ibn
YUnus (ch ix

, p 222 of the Leyden Codex or

of the Pans Codex, N® 2475) mentions an ob-

servation of the period between 778 and 786
which gave the value 8= 23® 31' We have an
unusually large number of observations of later

dates (For details see Nallino’s notes on al Bat-

tSnI’s Opus As/ronomtcum^ 1 157 sg^)

al-Battanl in his observations used a paiallactic

ruler (triquetrum, idada (awtla) as well as a finely

divided wall quadrant {Mna) He ascertained with
these instruments in al-Ral^ka the smallest zenith

distance of the sun at 12® 26', the greatest at

<47® 10^

59® 36', this gave t = = 23® 35' This
2

value IS at the basis of all al BattSni’s calculations

and tables and has been adopted by many other

Arab astronomers

The question whether the amount of obliquity

remains constant at all times or is subject to a

secular diminution was answeied in different ways
by different students As a matter of fact the

degree of accuracy of observation was not sufficient

to settle this point and the old Hindu value

of s = 24®, on which these investigations weie

often based, was based not on observations but

only on a statement of Euclid’s according to which

astrologers of his time used to estimate the obliquity

as a fifteenth part of the circumference of the ciicle

The following table gives a survey of the Arab
values for the obliquity of the ecliptic (cf Nallino,

al~Battanl^ Opus Asti onomtcum^ loc at) Ihe
column ‘‘average obliquity” gives by Bessel’s

formula

f= 23® 28' i8" o— o" 48 368 t —
o" 000 002 722 95 = years after 1750)

the true values calculated for the periods in question

The years given in brackets are only approximate,

1 e not given by the authors themselves

Bibliography al-Batt5nI, AT al-Zi^

(Opus Astrortomcum)f ed C A Nallino, vol 1 -iii

Milan 1899, 1903, 1907), al-KazwInI, al-

Bilad wa-Ahh.bar al-Ibad {^Cosmography''')^ ed
Wiistenfeld, table 1 , 9 and 10 (Gottingen 1849),
al-Kazwinl, Koimographie^ transl H Eth6,

vol I (Leipzig 1868), Fr Boll, Sphaera

(Leipzig 1903), Boll-Bezold, Sternglaube and
Sterndeuiung^^ ed by W Gundel (Leipzig 1926),
F K Ginzel, Handbuck der mathematischen und
technischen Cht onologte^ vol 1 (Leipzig 1906), A
Jeiemias, Handbuch der altorientalischen Geistes-

kuliur^^ p 201—228 (Berlin and Leipzig 1929),

E Zinner, Geschuhte dei Sternkunde^ Beilin

1931, p 288, 289, 292, 293

(Willy Hartner)

MINICOY, a coral island in the Arabian
Sea midway between the Laccadive and the Mal-

dive Islands, it belongs like the foimcr to the

All RSja of Cannanore but ethnographically and

geographically has more claim to be attached to

the Maldive group It is six miles long but very

narrow, being only square miles in area The
population is about 3,000 The people, who are

probably of Singhalese origin, have been Muham-
madans since the xivth century Ihe language is

Mahl but the Arabic chaiacter is used They are

strictly monogamous A gnl’s consent is required

for her mairiage and she brings no dowry, but

receives presents from the bridegioom The women
go unveiled There are three castes m the island

The inhabitants all live in one village which is

divided into ten quarters in each of which the

men and women are separately organised with

their own headmen and headwomen All work on

land is done by women The men are sailors and

fishermen Most of the island’s food supply has

to be imported The chief exports are cocoanuts,

coir, cowries and dried fish Ihe important position

held by women in Minicoy has suggested its

identification with Marco Polo’s “Female Island”

(ed Yule, ii 404)

Comparative table of the Arab values for the Obliquity of the Ecliptic

Observer Place Year Obliquity

observed

Average

obliquity
Error

Eratosthenes Alexandria (230 B C
)

1

i
23® 43' 45

" + 7' 35"

Hipparchus Rhodes (130 B C)
1

|> 23® 51' 20" 42' 57" + 8' 23"

Ptolemy Alexandria (140 ad) 41' 10"
-f 10' 10"

Tabulae Probatae (al-Zi^ al-

mumtahan) Baghdad 829 33' 35 ' 41" 2' 41"

Other observers under al-

Ma^mun Damascus 832 33' 52" 35' 40" — i'48"

Banu MUsa Baghdad (860) 35
'

35 ' 26" — 0^26"

al-BattSnl al-Rakka (880) 35
'

35
' 17" — o'i7"

Banu AmSdjUr s ? (918) 35
'

35
'
0" 0' 0"

«Abd al-Rahman al-Snfl Baghdad f (965) 33
'

45
"

34' 35" -- o'so"

Abu ’

1-Waf5' Baghdad 987 35
'

34' 25" + o' 35
"

Widjan b Rustam al-Kuhl Baghdad 988 51' i" 34' 25" + 16' 36"

Ibn Yunus Cairo 1001 34' 52" 34' 19" + o' 33
"

al-Biriini Ghazni (1019) 35' 34' 10" + o'5o"

Alphonsinian Tables Toledo (1250) 3*' 29" 32' 19" + o'lo"

Ibn al-aifitir Damascus (1363) 31' 31' 25" — 0'25"

Ulugh Beg .
1

Samar^nd (1437) 30' 17" 30' 49" — 0'32"
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Bibliography Account of the Island of
Mimcoy^ in The General Report of the Trigo-

nometrical Suivey of India i86g p xxvi-
XXXI

,
Imperial Gazetteer of India, s v

,
Black-

wood's Magazine^ 1889, p 197-213, 307-323,
Report on Mimcoy by W Logan (i37o) and
by H M Wmterbotham (1876), W. Logan,

Malabar

s

1 285—287 (J Allan)
MINUCIHRI, Abu ’l-Nacjm Ahmad b Ya'kUb,

Persian poet, nicknamed Sha^t-galla = “sixty-

herds”, because of the wealth he accumulated in

horses and cattle, but some say the name should be

xtOidi Shast-kul or ^ast-kula 1 e “crooked-thumb”

He was a native of Damghan, calling himself

“DamghSnl” in his verse although Dawlatshah says

he came from Balkh He was a younger contemporary

and imitator of '^Unsurl [q v ], but he is considered

to have excelled his model in poetic power After

completing his studies under Abu ’1-Faradj of

Slsl5n (d circa 392 = 1002) he enrolled himself

in the service of the Amir MinQiihr b Kabus b

Washmgir, ruler of Djurdjan and vassal of Mahmud
of Ghazna, and from the name of this first patron

he took his talhallus Presumably through the in-

fluence of ‘^Unsuri he later became attached to

Mahmud’s entourage of literary men at Ghazna,

and wrote ka\tda^ in praise of his new pation and
of his sons Muhammad (who reigned for less than

a year) and Mas'Qd who succeeded to the Ghaznawid
throne The latter was assassinated 10432 (1041),
and Minii^ihri did not long survive him (Riza-

kuli Khan, Ma^ma^ al-Fusah^, i 543, says he

died in the same year and quotes ^Awfi as having

called him “shoit lived”) In his work Minu^iihrl

shows himself to be a skilled versifier, displaying

a clever felicity of rhyme and very often a re-

freshing simplicity and straightforwardness of

language Also he did not hesitate to use new
forms for his verse, and he is the earliest Persian

writer we know of to have used the strophic form

of the musanimate which, as used by him, consists

of a series of mtsrah or sitehot, in groups of six

All Six may rhyme together, or only five, in the

latter case the last line rhymes with the last lines

of the other strophes In spite of his qualities as

a versifier, Minutihil cannot be regarded as a great

poet, even for his day His themes, — wine,

love, springtime and the virtue of pations — are

of the stock pattern, and his are delibeiately

moulded on the Arabic form, with all its aitificialities

In flattery of his patrons he is as servile as any

in the whole range of Persian panegyrists and his

conceit of himself as it appears in his work is

sometimes ludicrous in its effect (cf N® 48 in

Biberstein Kazimirsky’s edition. Pans 1886)
Bibliography works quoted above and

Eth6, in Grundrtss d iran Phtlologie A Tihran

ed of the Diwdn was published in 1297 A H
(R Levy)

MiR, a Persian title abbieviated from the

Arabic amir and approximating in meaning both

to it and to the title mlrza [q v
]
(For the dropping

of the initial altf cf Bu Sahl for AbU Sahl etc)

Like amir the title is applied to princes (MmU-
£ihrT,ed Biberstein-Kazimirski, 1886, p 96, speaks

of MasHid, Sultan of Qbazna, as “Mir”), but it is

also borne by poets and other men of letters (e g
Mir ‘All Shir, Mir Kh^and, Mir Muhsin, cf the

following art) In India, Saiyids sometimes call

themselves by the title As a common noun, it is

used as an equivalent of ^Mib, e g mlr panipji.

tntr akh^iir In Turkish there was derived from
it the colloquial adjective mlri (“belonging to the

government”), which gave rise to al-mlrl (“the

government”) in the colloquial Arabic of ‘Ira^

(R Levy)
MiR, the poetical designation of Mir

Muhammad TakI b Mir ‘Abd Allah, was

a native of Akbarabad After the death of

his father he went to Dihll during the reign

of Shah ‘Alam (1173— 1221 = 1759— 1806) and
became a pupil of Siradj al-Din ‘^AlT IChan ArzS
In 1190 (1776) he left Dihll for Lucknow, where
he spent the remaining portion of his life He is

recognised to be the most eminent poet of the

Urdu language He died at Lucknow in 1225 (1810)
when he was nearly 100 yeais old He is the

author of six diwam which have been repeatedly

printed m India, and a biography of Urdu poets,

entitled Nukat al-^ilaia^

Bibliography Shifta, Gulshan t BlhpMr^

fol 167— 176, Azad, Ab-i Hayat^ I ahore 1913,

p 203-241, Karim al-Din, Tcdrlkh-i ShtlarcH i

Urdu^ Dihli 1848, p 1 15— 120

(M Hidayet Hosain)
MiR AMMAN [See AmmXn

]

MIR DJUMLA [See Muhammad saTd
]

MTRADJ (a ), originally ladder, later “ascent”,

especially Muhammad’s ascension to heaven
In the Kur^ 5n, Sura Ixxxi 19-25 and liii 1-12,

a vision is described in which a heavenly mes-

senger appears to Muhammad and Sffra hii 12-

18 deals with a second message of a similar kind

In both cases the Prophet sees a heavenly figure

approach him from the distance but there is no
suggestion that he himself was carried off It is

otherwise with the experience alluded to in

Sura xvii i “Praise him, who travelled in one

night with his servant from the Masdjid al-Har5m
to the Masdjid al-Aksa, whose surroundings we
blessed, in order to show him our signs” That
Muhammad is meant by the “servant” is generally

assumed and there is no reason to doubt it (Schneke,

Islam, VI 13, note 6, Bevan, Z A T W

,

xxvii

53 j^), that the Masdjid al Har5m is the Meccan
sanciuaiy is certain from Kur^anic usage (Horo-

vitz, Koian Unters

,

p 140), but what is the

Masdjid al Aksa According to the traditional

explanation, but not the only one recognised in

Iladith (see Schneke, op at

,

p 12, 14 and above,

s v isrA^) It would mean Jerusalem, but how
could Muhammad, who in Sura xxx i speaks of

Palestine as adna V ard, call a sanctuary situated

in Jerusalem al-masdjid al ak(d'^ The age of this

explanation is not quite certain, perhaps it was

already known to ‘Umar b Abl Rabfa (ed Schwarz,

xci ) and Abu SaWir {Lieder der Hudhailtten, ed

Wellhausen, cclxiv 24), but even these belong

only to the Umaiyad period (contrary to Lam-
mens, Sanctuaires, p 72, this is true also of Abn
§akhr, who according to Aghant, xxi 94 was a

partisan of the Banff MarwSn and panegyrist of

‘Abd al Malik) Muhammad probably meant by

al-Masdjid al Aksa a place in heaven, such as the

place in the highest of the seven heavens in

which the angels sing praises of Allah and we
would then have in Sffra xvii i, evidence from the

Prophet himself about his nocturnal ascension into

the heavenly spheres (Schneke, op at, p l%sqq,

Horovitz, /j/, ix 161 sqq
),
testimony which is how-

ever content with the mention of the experience itself

and says nothing about its course The question
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of the possibility of an ascent to heaven is several

times touched on in the Kurban In Sara xl 38
Fir^awn gives Hamln orders to build a palace so

that he can reach the cords of heaven and

climb up to the god of MBs! (cf also SBra xxvm

3) In Sura In 38, the calumniators are asked

whether they had perchance a ladder (sullam) so

that they could hear the heavenly voice and m
Sara VI 35 the consequences are considered which

the signs brought by the Prophet with the help of

a ladder to heaven might have on his hearers

The old poets also talk of ascending to heaven

by a ladder, as a means of escaping something
one laants to avoid (Zuhair, Mt^allaha^ p 54,
A‘^sh5, XV 32)

Hadith gives further details of the Prophet’s

ascension Here the ascension is usually associated

with the nocturnal journey to Jerusalem, so that

the ascent to heaven takes place from this sanctuary

We also have accounts preserved ^hich make the

ascension start from Mecca and make no mention
of the journey to Jerusalem In one of these the

ascension takes place immediately after the "pun
hcation of the heart” (see BukhSrl, ^alat^ bab 1

,

Had^djy bab 76, Manaktb^ bab 42, Ahmad b
Hanbal, Musnad^ iv 207, v 143, Tabari, ed de

Goeje, 1 1157 In the last mentioned passage

we read "When the Prophet had received his

revelation and was sleeping at the Ka^ba, as the

Kuraish used to do, the angels Gabriel and Michael

came to him and said With regard to whom
have we received the order > Whereupon they

themselves answered With regard to their lord

Thereupon they went away but came back the

next night, three of them When they found him
sleeping they laid him on his back, opened his

body, brought water from the Zamzam well and

washed away all that they found within his body
of doubt, idolatry, paganism and error They then

brought a golden vessel which was filled with wis-

dom and belief and then his body was filled with

wisdom and belief Thereupon he was taken up
to the lowest heaven” The other versions of

the same story show many additions and variants,

according to one, for example, Gabriel came to

Muhammad through the roof of his house which

opened to receive him, according to another, it

was Gabriel alone who appeared to him and there

are many similar variants All these versions how-
ever put Muhammad’s ascension at an early period

and make it a kind of dedication of him as a

Prophet, for which the purification of the heart

had paved the way Ethnographical parallels

(Schrieke, op at
^ p 2—4) show other instances

of a purification being preliminary to an ascension

Similar stones are found in pagan Arabia (Horovitz,

op at
^ ^ 1 71 sqq) and also in Christian legends

{op at, p 170^7^) Another story (Ibn SaM, i/i

143) says that the ascension took place from

Mecca although it does not associate it with "the

punfication of the heart” which it puts back to the

childhood of the Prophet [cf halIma]
How did It come about however that this, ob-

viously the earlier, tradition of Mecca as the starting

point of the ascension was ousted by the other

which made it take place from Jerusalem ? The
localisation of the Kur^Snic Masdjid al-Aksa m
Jerusalem is by some connected with the efforts of

*Abd al-Malik to raise Jerusalem to a place of special

esteem in the eyes of believers (Schrieke, op at
^

p 13, Horovitz, op at
^ p 165 sqq ,

do, in

Islamtc Culture, 11 35 case it

cannot be proved that this identification is older

than the time of ^Abd al Malik It might all the

easier obtain cuirency as Jerusalem to the Christians

was the starting point of Christ’s ascension and

from the fourth century Jesus’s footprint had been

shown to pilgrims in the Basilica of the Ascension

,

as now, perhaps as early as the time of 'Abd al-

Malik, that of their Prophet was shown to Muslim

pilgrims (Horovitz, op at
^ p i 6y sq) The idea

of the "heavenly Jerusalem” may have had some
infiuence on the development of the tsra^ legends,

when Muhammad meets IbrShlm, MUsS and 'IsS

in Jerusalem, the presence of these prophets in

the earthly Jerusalem is not at once intelligible,

but it loses any remarkable features if Bait al-

Makdis (Ibn HishSm, p 267) from the first meant

the "Heavenly Jerusalem” (Horovitz, op at
, p 168,

another explanation cf 11 604) Perhaps also the

phrase alladJit baraknd kawlahu was taken to sup-

port the reference to Jerusalem, when these words

occur elsewhere in the Kur^Sn they refer to sites

in the holy land (Lammens, op at , p 72, note)

While the stories quoted above only say that Gabriel

took the Prophet up to the heights of heaven,

but are silent as to how, others add that a ladder

{mt^ra^') was used for the ascent (see Ibn Hisham,

p 268, Tabari, Tafstr^ xv 10, Ibn S'ad, i/i

143), this ladder was of splendid appearance, it is

the one to which the dying turn their eyes and with

the help of which the souls of men ascend to

heaven The ladder is probably identical with Jacob’s

ladder in Genesis, xxvm 12, the Ethiopic Book
of Jubilees, xxvii 21 calls this ma^areg and Sara

Ixx 3, 4 calls Allah Uhu H-Ma^arid^ “to whom
the angels and the spirit ascend” {tc^rudj^ Ac-

cording to Sara xxxii 4, the amr rises to Allah,

according to Sara Ivii 4 and xxxiv 2, Allah knows
"what descends from heaven and what ascends to

It”, and in Sara xliii 32 there is a reference to

steps {ma^art(lf) m the houses of men Muham-
mad therefore already knew the word, which is

presumably taken fiom Ethiopic (Horovitz, op at
^

p 174 Among the Mandaeans also the ladder

{sumbilid) is the means of ascending to heaven
{Gtnza^ transl Lidzbarski, p 49, 208, 490) and
there are parallels to the ladder of the dead in

the mysteries of Mithras (see Andrae, Dte Person
Muhammeds,^ 45, Wetter, Phos^ p 1 14, note 2),
the Manichaean ^amud al-sabh {Fthrist^ p 335, 10)

by means of which the dead man is taken to the

sphere of the moon is a more distant parallel

(Sevan, op at, p 59)
Just as the mi^ra^ is associated with the ascen-

sion, so Burak is originally connected with the

night journey to Jerusalem ,
it found its way how-

ever at an early date into the legend of the as-

cension (see Bukhari, Manaktb, bab 42, Ahmad
b Hanbal, Musnad, iv 207, v 387, Tabari,

Tafslr^ XV 12) The prophets earlier than Mu-
hammad had used Burak as their steed (Ibn Hisham,

p 263, DiyarbakrI, Tc^rlkh al-Khamls^ 1 349),
in particular Ibrahim ('AdjdjSdj, ed Ahlwardt,

xlv 48— 52 ,
Tabari, Tafstr, xv 5 ,

Iha'labl, ^Ara^ts^

p 63, Halabi, 1 369) This idea of one animal
used by the different prophets is borrowed, ac-

cording to the Midrashic statement, late it is true

{Yalkut on Zachariah, ix
,
N® 875, Ptrki de R

ER^ezer^ xli
), the ass which Abraham rode (Genesis

xxii 3) is the same as that used by Zipporah and
her sons (Exodus, tv 20) and is that on which
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the Messiah will make his entrance (cf also Ibn

SaM, i/ii 176) The recollection that this steed

was an ass survives in Muslim tradition so that

BurSk IS described as “smaller than a mule and

larger than an ass'^ (Bukji&rl, Manaktb^ bib 43,
similarly Ibn Hish^nn, p 264, Ibn Sa^d, i/i 143)
Ibn SaM already describes Burak a female

beast and, as early as a story attributed by Ibn

Ishftk to al-Hasan al BasrI, Bui Ik is given wings

(Ibn Hisham, loc at) Tha^labi seems to be the

first who speaks of Biirfik’s human face (in HalabI,

1 370), in the miniatures dealt with fully by

Arnold, Painting in Islants p n8 sqq
^
al-Burak

usually has a woman’s head

At the gate of each of the seven heavens through

which he wanders with the Prophet, Gabriel is

asked for his own name and that of his companion
(Bukhari, SalUt^ bib i, Tabari, Tafsir^ xv 4, An-
nates^ ed de Goeje, 1 1157) After he gives these

he IS next asked if Muhammad has already been

sent as a prophet {awakad tlaiht^ correction

for the original awakad bu^itka found in Tabari,

Annales^ 1 1158, see Snouck Hurgronje, ///, vi

5, note 4), this also indicates that the ascension

originally belonged to the period immediately after

his call (Schrieke, op at
, p 6) In each heaven

they meet one of the earlier messengers of God,
usually Adam in the first, Yahyl and Tsa in the

second, YQsuf in the third, Idris in the fourth,

Harun in the fifth, MiisI in the sixth and Ibrahim

in the seventh heaven, there are also variations

und Adam appears as judge over the spirits of

the dead (Andrae, p 44 ,
Schrieke, p 17,

Ahmad b Hanhal^ Musnad^ v 143, cf Apoc Afosts^

P 37) Of the other messengers of God we are only

told — in addition to being given a description of

their personal appearance — that they greeted Mu-
hammad, Musi is an exception who expressly says

that Muhammad is higher in the esteem of Allah than

himself and that the number of his followers sur-

passes his own (Tabari, Tafslr^ xv ii) Onanpther
occasion, Muhammad engages in a conversation

with Musa after Allah had imposed upon him 50
salats a day as obligatory prayers for the faithful

On MQsa’s advice, Muhammad asks several times

for an alleviation and each time Allah grants it,

but when Musa says 5 salats are still too many,

the Prophet refuses to ask for less (on Genesis^

xviii 23 sqq as the prototype of this episode, cf

Goldzihci, Siudten^i 36, Schrieke, p 19, Andrae,

p 82) According to some versions, Musi dwells

in the seventh heaven and the conversation seems

to be more natural there To the ascension belong

the visits to paradise and to hell Paradise according

to many versions is in the seventh heaven, according

to others in the first, in some it is not mentioned

at all The statements about its rivers are contra-

dictory (Schrieke, p 19, cf above kawthar), the

Stdrat al-Muntakd, is usually placed in the seventh

heaven (Bevan, p 59, Schrieke, p 18) In one

description hell is put below the first heaven (Ibn

Highlm, p 269, Tabari, Tafstr^ iv 10) According

to another, the place of punishment of the damned
IS on the way between heaven and earth and
Muhammad sees it on his journey to the Bait al-

Makdis (Jabarl, xv loi, also Ahmad b Hanbal,
Musnad^ 1 257, 11 353, 111 X20, 182, 224, 231,

239) On the punishment m hell cf Schrieke,

p 17, Andrae, p 44, Horovitz, p 173, Reitzen-

stein. Das mandUtsche Buck der Grdsse^ p 81 sqq
,

Lidcbarski, Johanntsbsuh^ p 98 sqq
,
Gtnta^ P 1^3

That Muhammad appeared before Allah’s throne

in the seventh heaven and that the conversation

about the obligatory prayers took place there, is

already recorded in the oldest stones (see above)

but only rarely do they extend the conversation

between Allah and the Prophet to other subjects

(Xabarl, xxvii 26, Musnad^ iv 66 as a dream,

Andrae, p 70) But objection was raised to the “

assertion that Muhammad on this occasion saw
Allah face to face (Andrae, p 71 5qq \ and the

question was also raised at an early date whether

the ascension was a dream or a reality, whether
only the soul of the Prophet was carried up or

also his body (Caetani, Annah^ Intr § 320, Andrae,

p 72, Bevan, p 60, Schrieke, p 13, note l)

The Hadith contains, besides these, other

details which Asm {hscatologia^ Madrid 1919,

p 7—52, do, Dante y el Islatn^ Madrid 1927,

P 25— 71) has discussed In developing the story

of the Prophet’s ascension Muhammadan writers

have used models afforded them by the Jewish
and Christian Apocalypses A few features may also

come from the Parsecs from the Arda Viraf, cf

the works already mentioned by Andrae, Bevan,

Schrieke, Horovitz and W Bousset, m A R IT,

IV 136— 169
Later accounts (Chauvin, Btbltographte^ xi

207 sqq Asm, Escatologia^ P 53 » do
,
Dante

etc
, p 72 sqq

,
Nallmo, in R S 0

^
viii 802)

collect and systematise the material scattered m
the older sources, they only increase the matter

without however increasing the depth of its thought

Among the MiSadj-books which have become
popular in modern times that of al Ghaitl may
be mentioned (this is the correct form, see Nallino,

op at
^ ^ 813) on which Dardir (d 1201) wrote

a haiktya, also that of Barzandji (d 1179) In

the non-Arab lands of Islam, Persian, Turkish,

Hindustani and Malay versions of the legend have

contributed to its dispersion (see Chnuvm, loc at )

The ascension of the Prophet later served as a

model for the desciiption of the jouiney of the

soul of the deceased to the throne of the divine

judge (Asm, Escatologta^ p 59 for the SUfls

however, it is a symbol of the rise of the soul

from the bonds of sensuality to the heights of

mystic knowledge Ibn al-^Arabl thus expounds

It m his work Kitab al Isra^ tla Makam al’Asra

(Asm, p 61 sqq
,

Andrae, p %i sq\ and m
his Futuhat^ 11 356-375 he makes a believer and
a philosopher make the journey together but the

philosopher only reaches the seventh heaven, while

no secret remains hidden from the pious Muslim

(Asm, p 63 sqq ) Abu ’l-'AlS^ al-MaSrrl’s Rtsalal

aUGhufian is a parody on the traditional accounts

of the MiVadj (Asm, p 71 sqq) Asm in his two

books quoted has dealt with the knowledge of

Muslim legends of the ascension possessed by the

Christian middle ages and their influence on Dante

In a separate work (Za escatologia musulmana

en la divtna comedta^ Madrid 1924) he has collected

and discussed the liteiature produced by his

Escatologia down to 1923

According to Ibn SaM, i/i 147 the took

place on the 17th Rabi' 1
,
the ascension on the 17th

Ramadan For centuries however, the night before

the 27^h Radjab — a date also significant in the

history of Mecca (see Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka^

11 71) — has been regarded by the pious as the

Latlal al'Mi^iH^i^ the eve is like the Mawhd
al-Nabl devoted to reading the legend of the feast
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(see al-*AbdarI, Mad^al^ 1 143 sqq , Herklots,

Qamon e Islam p 165, Lane, Manners and
Customs^ London 1896, p 474 sq

,
Snouck

Hurgronje, The Achehnese^ 1 219, Asm, Escato-

logia, p 97)
Bibliography is given in the article, cf

also R Hartmann, in Bthlwihek-Warbw Vor-

trhge jg28—ig2g (Leipzig 1930), p 42—65
( J Horovitz)

MIrANCII, whose full name was Mir Mu-
hammad b Sfi^in data b KSdi Kalaudar,
commonly called MiySn Mir or MiyfindjI, born

93^ (* 530 ^*^ Slwast2n, Sind He traced his origin
to the caliph 'Umar and spent the last 60 years
of his life m great sanctity at Lahur He died m
1045 (1635) But according to the Badstdh-Nama
of 'Abd al-HamId, 1 330, his death took phce
in 1044 (1634) ^ah DjahSn repeatedly visited

the saint and Prince DSra Shiknh erected a splendid
dome over his tomb The Prince also wrote a
work called Safinat al^Awltya^ in which he de-
scribed fully the lives of this Indian saint and his

disciples

Bibliography Safinat al-Awlty'^ p 70,
Khazlnat al A^fiya^^ p 154, ‘Abd al Hamid,
BadsKah-Nama^

1 329, Rieu, Persian MSS
British Museum^ \ 358

(M Hidayet Hosain)
MIRAN MUHAMMAD SHAH I, of Khandesh,

was the eleventh prince of the P’aruki
dynasty He belonged to the youngei branch
of that line, which had taken refuge in Gudjarat,
and his ancestors had lived in that kingdom and
had married princesses of the Muzaffarl family
until Mahmud I of GudjarSt had, on the extinction

j

of the elder branch of the FarQkls, placed 'Adil
|

Kh5n III, Muhammad’s father, on the throne of

Khandesh Muhammad, who was, through his mother,
the great-grandson of Mahmud, and the grandson of
his son, Muzaffar II, succeeded his father in Khandesb
in 1520, and in 1527 incautiously intervened in the
cause of 'Ala’ al-Din Tmad Shah of Barar by
aiding him against his enemy, Burhan Nizam ghah I

of Ahmadnagar He was defeated and driven back
into Khandesh, but succeeded in persuading his

uncle, Bahadur of Gudjarat, to intervene, and with
him invaded the kingdom of Ahmadnagar The
campaign was only partially successful, but Mu-
hammad was indemnified by Burhan I for his

losses He accompanied his uncle in the campaign
which ended, in 1531, in the capture of MandH
and the annexation of Mslwa to Gudjarat, and on
Bahadur’s death in 1537, was summoned, in his

mother’s nght, to the throne of GudjarSt, but died
on his way to Ahmadabad

Bibliography Muhammad Kasim Firishta,

Gulshan-i Ibrahimi^ Bombay 1832, An Arabic
History of Guitarat E Denison Ross
Texts Senes')^ T W Haig, The Faruki Dy-
nasty of Kl&ndesk [The Indian Antiquary^ 1918)

(T W Haig)
MIRAXH (a

), inheritance (pi mawaritli)^

mUritIt legator, warith heir

1

The law of inheritance i^ilm al-far^iJ^ “the
science of dispositions”, 1 e of the quotas laid

down in accordance with SQra iv 16, which is

called after its most important and most difficult

part) is one of the branches of Muhammadan law
in which Muhammad more deeply modified earlier

practice by legislation Although the Kur’amc re-

gulations are fairly detailed, the task of deducing

all necessary conclusions from them, to which lawyers
turned with particular enthusiasm, gave rise to a
great mass of traditions and considerable diver-

gences of opinion on questions not expressly

decided in the Kur’Sn In the law of inheritance

we can also still trace fundamental old Arabian

pre-Islamic features

2 In the period before the rise of Islam, in

keeping with the patriarchal system prevailing

among the Arabs, the estate of a deceased tribesman

went, if he died intestate, to the nearest male
relative(s), the order of succession in which these

relatives, the so called ^asaba (coi responding to

agnati)^ were called upon to inherit survives syste-

matised in its order in the Muslim law of inheritance

(cf below) Minors were, as incapable of bearing

arms, excluded fiom the succession as weie female

relatives widows also were not entitled to inherit,

and originally no doubt themselves formed a part

of the estate, a view which survived in the levirate

marriage usual among the Arabs, to which Sura iv

23 (cf below) refers in forbidding it There is

no evidence of any preferential treatment of the

first-boin, which we find elsewhere in Semitic law
This, the original legal position, had by Mu-
hammad’s time most ceitainly altered somewhat
in favour of women

,
in cases where the deceased

left no male relatives his daughters seem frequently

to have obtained the estate but woman had by
no meins equal treatment with man, as is clear

from Muhammad’s regulations In addition to these

principal heirs the pre-I&l5mic Arabs had also

secondary heirs who correspond to the later so-

called quota-heirs [dhawu Hfar'd^td') and received
a part of the estate, the bulk of which went to

the ''asaba From Kur’an 11 176 and iv 37 which
confirm this arrangement, we can see that these

included the parents, the “relatives” — apparently
so far as they were not ^asaba — and the so called

confederates [haltf plur hulafa^) the settlement

of the portions falling to them was done in

accordance with Sura 11 176 — at least in part —
according to the last will of the testator

3 Muhammad modified this system considerably
in details, the mam point being the improvement
in the treatment of women as in his innovations
with regard to the laws of family life generally
[cf talSk], at the same time there is a clear

endeavour to fix in legal form the practice which
had varied considerably in heathen times The mam
lines of the system and the general conceptions
as above briefly outlined were retained by the
Prophet One provision which had been made under
special circumstances he was not able later to keep
m force, immediately after the Hid^ra^\i^ had ordered
that those who migrated with him (the muha^irun)
and the believers m Medina (the <rwj5r) should regard
themselves as brethren and therefore able to inherit

from one another, while all bonds of relationship

between the muhad^trun and their relatives left in

Mecca, even if they were believers, were to be
regarded as broken (Sura viii 73, with the limi-

tation imposed in viii 76), but this was expressly

revoked by Sura xxxiii 6 Tradition regards this

fraternization as a special case of confederacy
[halif^OTCiy cf above, section 2) For the rest,

Muhammad in: his first Medina period confirmed
the system of secondary heirs and the whole general
practice m regard to inheritance (cf ibid^ Sllra 11.

176 is probably to be dated m RamadSn of the
year 2, and iv 37, of which the first view in
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al-BaidawI is undoubtedly the right one, cannot

be much later), that in 11 176 he expressly makes
the fair treatment of the secondary heirs a duty,

already reveals the direction which later ordinances

were to take Connected with this is the probably
contemporary 11 241 sqq which secures the wife, if

she survives her husband, a legacy of maintenance
for a year Not much later, about the year 3, is

Sara IV 23 “Ye, who are believers, are not per-

mitted to inherit women against their will”, this

IS a prohibition against the ^a\aba forcing the

widow of the deceased into a levirate marriage and
generally assuming the position of wall over her

which belongs only to her male relatives, this is

not meant as a regular legal ordinance but is part

of Muhammad’s endeavour to improve the position

of women [cf talSk
]
Veiy soon after the battle

of Uhud, when numeious Muslims had fallen, we
have — as a result of it — the final Kur^anic

ordinance of SQra iv 8— 18 “To the men belongs

a share of what their parents and relatives leave,

and to the women belongs a share of what their

parents and relatives leave — whether it be much
or little — as a definite share 9 If the relatives

(not entitled to inherit), the orphans and the poor

are present at the division, give them some of it

and speak kindly to them (verses 10 sq go on to

deal with the treatment of orphans) 12 Allah

commands you, as regards your childien, as follows

to the boy belongs as much as the share of two
girls, if however there are (only) girls (and) more
than two, two thirds of the estate belongs to them
and if theie is one (girl) to her belongs the half

And the parents shall each have a sixth if (the

legator) had childien, and if he had no childien

and (only) his parents inherit fiom him, his mother

shall have a third If however he have bi others, his

mother shall have a sixth (All this) after deducting

any bequests he may have made or a debt Ye
know not whethei your parents or your children

be of greater use to you (Ihis is) an ordinance of

Allah and Allah is all knowing and wise 1 3 To
you belongs the half of the estate of your wives,

if they have no children, but if they have children

you shall receive a fouith of their estate — aftei

deducting any bequest that they may have made
or any debt 14 To them belongs a fouith of

your estate, if you have no children, but if you
have children an eighth of your estate belongs to

them — after deducting any bequest that you may
have made or any debt 15 If distant relatives

inherit from a legator, male or female, and he has

a brother or a sister, each shall have a sixth
,
but if

there are more, they shall have a third among them
after deducting any bequest which he may have

made or debt, 16 Without prejudice (this is) an or-

dinance of Allah Allah is all-knowing and gracious”

(Verse sq contain promises and threats) As the

settlement of the succession in indirect lines left

questions undecided, SHia iv 175 supplemented

the above „'lhey ask thee for a decision Say
Allah gives you the following decision for remoter

kindred if a man die childless and have a sister,

half of what he has is hers and if she die childless,

he IS her heir, if theie be two sisteis, two-thirds

of the estate belongs to them, but if there be
both brothers and sisters, the brother shall have
as much as two sisters ” The object of these regu-

lations is simply to supplement the law regarding

the rights of the ^a^aba
,
they are not a reorganisation

of the whole law Each of the persons named is

therefore only allotted a definite portion The
remainder, and this is as a rule the major portion,

of the estate falls as before to the ^a^aba There
IS a distinct tendency to give female relatives half

the share of male relatives of the same degree,

even in the case when theie are daughters but no
sons (and correspondingly sisters but no biothers),

they do not receive all that would belong to the

sons or brothers, but as regards a few smaller

portions the two sexes rank equally The quotas

here given abolished the testamentary settlement

of the portions usual in the heathen period, which
was still approved by Sura ii 176, this is the

historical starting point for the tradition — early

interpreted in another sense — that a legacy in

favour of the heirs is not valid Sura 11 241 sq (cf

above) is probably rightly regarded as abrogated
by the settling of the widow’s portion in tradition.

There is a slight difficulty in interpretation only

in IV 15 ,
but there can be no doubt that this verse

refers to half-sisters on the mother’s side, as indeed

It has always been interpreted, the text of Ubai^

even inserts an addition to this effect (cf Noldeke-

Bergsti^sser, Geschichte des Qorans^ 11 85, 93,
note 5) Ihe verse iv 175 on the other hand
refers to full sisters, how the Kurban wished half-

sisters on the father’s side to be dealt with, is

difficult to say In iv 12 “more than two” (girls) is

to be interpreted, as the sense requires, as “two and

more”, similarly, in the case in which the mother

IS allotted a third of the estate, it is presumed
that the father gets the other two thirds

4 The full details which tradition is able

to give regarding the causes of the revelation of

the regulation of the law of inheritance are not

historical, on internal grounds all we can say is

that It took place soon after the battle of Uhud
(cf above, section 3) The numerous hadiihs which

simply repeat the Kur’anic regulations may be

neglected here Tiadition can only record very

few actual divergences from the prescriptions of

the Kurban one of these is that a woman received

back as her inheritance a slave whom she had

presented to her mother and who represented the

latter’s whole estate (in a parallel case it is a

man who has given his mother a garden, by

this alteration the divergence is disposed of)

Accoiding to another story, the Prophet is said

to have laid it down that the wives of the muhad^trun
should inheiit the houses of their husbands, ac-

cording to the wording, it cannot have been a

tempoiary arrangement which was abolished by

the final settlement While nothing can be quoted

in favour of the first hadtHi^ the second, which

does not seem to be intended as a foundation for

any legal clause, may have a gram of historical

truth in it

5 The prescriptions of the Kur^Sn are supple-

mented and developed in countless traditions

among which a comparatively large number relate

not decisions of the Prophet himself, but of his

Companions (we may cite Ibn Hanbal, iv 279 sq

as a typical mixed form), m reality they must

not for a moment be regarded as fact, but

only as anonymous evidence of the first develop-

ments of the Kur’finic law of inheritance At this

stage of development it is already firmly established

that an unbeliever cannot inherit from a Muslim,
the right of a Muslim to inherit from an un-

believer IS finally also denied, although there is

some opposition to this view, on the question
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of inheritance of a murtadd^ unity was not attained

Excluded from the right of inheritance is also one

who has killed the legator, according to one view

always, according to another only if the slaying

was deliberate (with cf article katl) That

a slave has no right of inheritance is taken for

granted Legal relationship is necessary for the

right of inheritance, thus illegitimate children or

those whose paternity has been disputed by h^an

[q V ]
have no legal claim on the estates of their

father and his relations 1 he patron (inaw/S^ <1 v )

IS included among the ^asaba^ who are placed in

the order which had been handed down from the

pre-Islamic period and continued to hold good the

patron and the manumitted slave inherit from one
another and according to one view, the same right

IS granted to the mawla^ meaning the man before

whom the person concerned has adopted Islam

After the mawla come — although some oppose
this <— the dhawu U-arhanty i e persons related

to the legator in the female line, whose represen-

tative is usually the or maternal uncle In

case all these heirs should not exist, the fellow-

tribesmen are named The law in SQra iv 14 is

also extended to the widow whose husband dies

before the consummation of the marriage, on the

question what should be the share of two daughters,

we have the answer two-thirdb, doubtless in keeping

with the sense of Sura iv 12, but also that based

on the literal interpretation (the half), finally

half brothers on the feather’s side, about whom the

Kurban lays down nothing definitely, are excluded

from inheriting by full brothers With certain

modifications which occur again in the later teaching,

a son’s daughters are treated like daughters and
grandparents like parents, but this regulation only

won recognition after opposition and varying

practice in details Here arises the problem of the

different shares of the grandfather along with the

brothers when he appears with them as ^a^aba^

which goes back to his varying position in the

series (cf below sect 6b)
^
along with other views

we find quoted also the one that later prevailed

but It does not seem to be the earliest The
Kur^Sn lays it down that before dividing the estate

the amount of any legacies and debts should be

deducted, and in early times — probably in liteial

interpretation of the Kur^anic passages — the

legacies often were given preference to debts,

after some opposition the opposite teaching pre-

vailed The dtya [q v ] to be paid for a slam

man was m itself subject to the usual laws as

part of his estate, but in early times the wife

was not allowed a share in the dtya of her slam

husband, which goes back to old Arab conceptions

of the family
,
the other view ultimately prevailed

In addition there are numerous, often contradictory,

views on separate points which show the eager

interest taken in the matter The interest taken

in early IslSm in the law of inheritance is reflected

in Hadith > there are traditions in which the Prophet

orders the law of inheritance to be taught and

learned, calling it ^the half of knowledge” on
account of its difficulty and expressing the fear

that this subject, so difficult to remember, might in

time disajtpear from the memory of his community
6 The law of inheritance attained its full

development in the system of fikhy the following

are its principles according to the teaching

(for the most important divergences in the other

schools cf. below sect 7).

a The law of intestacy in general.
According to Muslim law, there is no fusion between

the property of the legator and that of the heir

The creditors of the estate can therefore only assert

their claims against the estate
,
on the other hand,

the heirs have no claim on the estate until all

debts are paid The fikh has therefore no special

teaching on the rejection of legacies, the different

ways of succeeding to an inheritance, etc In addition

to pledges entered into by the deceased, the debts

of the estate include the funeral expenses and the

religious duties omitted by the deceased so far as

they consist of concrete things (e g unpaid zakat)

or can be atoned for by payment (e g neglected

fasts [^awm]) or can be carried through at the

expense of the estate by a deputy (e g the

omitted without good reason), m the opinion of

a minority of Shafi^i legists, omitted salSts may
also be included in these After the debts any

legacies have to be paid [cf wasIya]
,
the remainder

passes to the heirs A necessary condition for in-

heriting IS that the heir has survived the testator,

in doubtful cases, when persons who would inherit

from one another have died without its being

certain which died first, as a rule no inheritance

passes between them (this decision is already found

in Tradition
,
there was a very old difference of

opinion on the point) Ihe heir must also have

existed when the testator died, only in the case

where a man leaves a pregnant widow or umm
al walady is a child’s share reserved for the unborn
child (Tradition is not agreed on this point) If

a man is missing long enough to be considered

dead, the kadi can declare him “presumably dead”

at the request of the heirs after investigating the

circumstances, the heirs thus receive the right to

take possession of the estate for the time Excluded

fiom succession are the following one who has

caused the death of the deceased, the murtaddy

an unbeliever from the succession to a Muslim and
vice versa, the harbi (the unbelieving member of

a state with which the Muslim stands in no treaty

relation) and the slave As in old Arab law the

succession of the ^asaba is the basis of the law of

inheritance in the case of an intestate, the ^a^aba

are the usual heirs, inheiitance by others is only

an exception from the general rule, on the order

of succession among the ^a^aba cf under b Ihe
^asaba receive the whole estate after the deduction

of the portions set aside for the quota-heirs by
the Kurban (cf under c) If there are no ^a^aba^ that

portion of the estate which remains after the deduc-

tion of the portions of the quota-heirs goes to the

state treasury {bait al-nialy a notable change from
the view found in traditions — cf section 5 —

,

even ‘^Omar II is said to have decided otherwise,

cf al-I)ariml, I^ara^td, bab 56), it being presumed
that this IS administered according to law for

the benefit of the Muslims, otherwise the Kur^anic

quota-heirs receive the remainder of the estate in

proportion to their quota by the so called law of

reversion, with the exception of the widower or

widow if they are not also at the same time blood-

relations of the deceased (here also as in the case

of the exclusion of the widow from sharing in the

dtya of her slam husband, the basis is the old

Arab family law) Only if there are neither ^a^aba

nor quota-heirs and the state treasury is not
being administered in accordance with the law
are the ihflwu W-arham — 1 e persons related

to the deceased in the female line as well as those
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female relatives who cannot be quota-heirs —
called upon to inherit (there are two theoiies

regarding their order of succession) If there are

none of these relatives, any Muslim may take

possession of the estate, if he is capable and ready
to administer it for the general good of Muslims

b Rights of the ^a{aba The ^a^aba are

called upon to inherit in the following order which
in essentials already existed in the pre-Muhammadan
period 1 The male descendants of the legator

in the male line, a nearer excluding the more
distant relatives from the succession 2 The nearest

male relative m the ascending male line with the

provision that the father, but not the grandfather

(and remoter ascendant), of the deceased inherits

before his brothers, the grandfather shares with the

brothers (cf below) 3 The nearest male relative

in the male line in the descendants of the father

first the full brother, then the half-brother on the

father’s side, then the descendants of the full brother,

then those of the half brother on the father’s side

4 Ihe neaiest male relative in the male line

among the descendants of the grandfather (as

under 3) etc
, 5 lastly the mawla^ 1 e the patron

(or patroness), if the deceased was a freed man,
and then his ^a\aba — 1 he brothers of the deceased

inherit only with the giandfather as ^a^aba in equal

shares with him, but if there aie more than two
brothers there, the grandfather receives one-third

of what IS to be divided between him and the

brothel s If there are also quota heirs, the grand-

father IS allowed in addition at least a sixth of

the estate (which he would inherit as a quota-

heir, cf below c) He can then choose the most
favourable of the three arrangements This rule

seems to be a compromise between the two
earlier contradictory views that the grandfather

excluded the brothers or vice vosa was excluded

by them (cf above section 5) — Female ^asaba

If the deceased left sons as well as daughters

they inheiit jointly, the share of a son being

twice as large as that of a daughter (according

to SSra iv 12) while the quota allotted to the

daughters (/^r<f) is dropped, as is intended by the

spirit of the Kur^anic law The daughter who
inherits along with a son is therefore also called

^a^aba and in order to distinguish her from the

male ^asaba^ the ^asaba bt-nafstht {^^a^aba by them-

selves”), she IS called ^asaba bt (“become
^a^aba through another”) The daughter of a son

of the legator is similarly treated, inheriting along

with the son of a son, and the full sister who
inherits along with a full brother (by Sura iv

175), finally it applies also to the half-sister on
the father’s side who inherits with a half-brother

on the father’s side (the grandfather makes the

full sister as well as the half-sister on the mother’s

side ^a^aba bt U-ghatr*) — If the full sister and
the half-sister on the father’s side inherit along

With a daughter of the deceased or of a son, they

do not receive their Kur^anic quota (Sura iv 175)
which in this case goes to the daughter or son’s

daughter (according to SGra iv 1 2), but the rest of

the estate after deduction of all quotas that have

to be paid, they are in this case therefore called

^a^aba ma^a (“inheriting with one another

as ^afaba^*)

c Rights of the quota-heirs {0ctwu

cf the article FARX^ip) The regulations

m this connection are in general based on literal

interpretation of the l^ar^Snic regulations It is
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true that here only the daughters, parents, husband
and wife, and brothers and sisters are allotted a
quota but (with some limitations) the rules holding

for the daughters have been extended to the

daughters of the son and those for the parents to

the grandparents, in addition, a distinction has

been made among the sisters between the full

sister, the half-sister on the father’s side and the

half-sister on the mother’s side The total number
of quota-heirs has thus been raised to twelve

1 The daughter is entitled to half the estate,

two or more daughters get two-thirds, but if

daughters inherit along with sons, their claim to

the quota drops and sons and daughters receive

the whole after deduction of the quotas to be

paid, in this case the daughter’s share is half a

son’s 2 The daughter of a son is subject to the

same rules as a daughter, inheriting along with

the son of a son she receives half as much as

he as ^asaha bt ’/ gbatr* As the son’s daughter

IS related to the son through him, she is ex-

cluded from participation when a son of the legator

mheiits A daughter on the other hand does not

exclude a son’s daughter fiom the succession, as

however daughters and son’s daughters together

have only two-thirds of the estate as their quota,

a son’s daughter has only a sixth if there is one

daughter, and nothing if there are two or more, unless

she inherits in these cases along with a son’s son

as ^asaba bt ’/ j^hatr^ 3 Ihe father’s quota is al-

ways a sixth of the estate, in addition he appears

as ^asaba and receives as his quota also any resi-

duum of the estate after deducting all quotas, un-

less male descendants of the legator inherit jointly

with him 4 The paternal grandfather (in default

of him, the remoter ascendants) also receives one

sixth of the estate as his quota but is excluded

by the father, he also appears as ^a^aba (like the

father) if there are no male descendants nor father

of the deceased But if in addition to him there

are also brothers of the legator, he appears with

them as ^a^aba (on the share which falls to the

grandfather in this case and in the case where

there are also quota hens cf above h) 5 The
mother by Sura iv 12, receives one-sixth of the

estate if there are children, son’s children or two

or more brothers or sisters of the legator, other-

wise a third (on the meaning of the Kur^Snic

rule cf above, in practice the father in this case

as a rule receives two-thirds, 1 e according to

the scheme, one sixth as quota-heir and the rest

as ^a^aba^ on the exceptions cf below under d')

6 The quota of the grandmother is always a sixth

,

from this the mothei’s mother is excluded by the

mother, and the father’s mother by the father and

mother, all other female ascendants of the legator

rank equally with the grandmothers on both sides if

there is no father and mother, so far as they are

not related to the deceased by a male descendant

not entitled to inherit (therefore for example

the mother of the maternal giandfather inherits

nothing) 7 A full sister receives half, tw'o or

more such sisters receive together two-thirds of

the estate (SGra iv 175) Along with a full brother

or grandfather she becomes ^a^aba bt ^l-ghatr^ and

receives the half of the brother’s share (SGra iv

175) Along with the daughter or son’s daughter

she becomes ^a^aba ma^a H-ghatr^ (cf above ^),

sons, sons’ sons and the father exclude her from

succession She has a claim to the quota only

when the legator has died without leaving de-
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scendants or male ascendants 8 The treatment

of the half-sister on the father’s side in general

corresponds to that of the full sister, along with

a half-brother on the father’s side or the grand-

father, she becomes ^a^ada bx with the

daughter or son’s daughter ^a^aba ma^a 'l-ghairt

(cf above ^), sons, sons* sons, father and full brothers

exclude her from the succession Full sisters ex-

clude her only in so far as two or more full sisters

receive together two thirds of the estate, so that

nothing is left for the half sisters, if however the

half sister inherits along with one full sister they

receive together two thirds, the full sister getting

a half and the half-sister a sixth, unless she in

these cases inherits along with a half brother on
the father’s side as ^a^aba bx H-ghaxr^ (i e the

same rule as with daughters and sons’ daughters
,
cf

above) 9 and 10 The rights of the half-brother

on the mother’s side and of the half-sister on the

mother’s side are based on Suia iv 15 each of

them receives a sixth, two or more together share

a third among them, they are excluded from the

succession by descendants and male ascendants 1

1

By Sara iv 13 the widower receives half of the

estate, but only a quarter if there is a son or

son’s child, it is indifferent whether these are his

wife’s or his own descendants 12 The widow,

by Sara iv 14, receives the half of what a widower

would receive under the same circumstances, if

the deceased leaves more than one widow they

share equally the quota allotted to the widow
During the ^tdda (period of waiting, q v) after

a revocable talak a man and woman are still

regarded as man and wife for purposes of in-

hentance

d Exceptions from the general rules
Although the quota-heirs can never all inherit to-

gether and in particular the collateral relatives

are excluded from their quotas by those in the

direct line, the number of qualified quota-heirs

may sometimes be so large that the sum of their

shares is larger than the whole estate
,

in this case

their shares are proportionately reduced [cf ^awl]

Otherwise, the occurrence of a number of heirs

makes no change from the mam lules necessary,

except in a few particular cases which have special

names
,
these are cases in which, if the mam rules

were strictly earned through, the inheritances would

be m a proportion to one another which would

be contrary to the law, e g in the case of the

so-called ^harxbatUn if some one dies leaving a

husband or wife and both parents, the mother

would receive in this case a thud, the father’s

share however, which is usually two-thirds (cf

above c 5), would be here reduced by the quota

either of the widow 1 e a quaiter or of the

widower, 1 e the half [and thus reduced to five

twelfths or to a sixth, according to tradition, it

was ‘Omar who decided in this case that father

and mother should share, in the proportion of two

to one, what remains after deducting the portion

of the widow or widower, an arrangement which

IS doubtless in the spirit of the Kur’Snic rule

Another case, the so-called muHiarraka^ is that in

which a wife leaves her husband, her mother, two

or more half-brothers ou the mother’s side and

also one or more full brothers
,
as the quotas in this

case make up the whole estate, nothing would be

left for the full brothers as ^a^aba^ and they are more
closely related to the legator than the half-brothers

,

in this case, which is also said to have been

decided by ‘Omar, the law lays down that the

full brothers have the same rights as the half-

brothers so that all inherit in equal shares the

third oiiginally set aside for the half-brothers On
a third case of this kind cf akdarIya

7 The most important points of difference

among the madhahxb^ including the early legists,

are the following It is unanimously agreed that

an unbeliever cannot inherit from a Muslim nor

a Muslim from an unbeliever, but Sa‘id b al-

Musaiyib and Ibrahim al-Nakha‘tJ recognised the

right to inherit in the latter case Unbelievers

who belong to different religions cannot inherit

from one another according to MSlik and Ibn

Hanbal, but they can according to AbU Hanifa

and al-^ah i There aie three views regarding

ability to inherit from the murtadd according to

Malik, al Shafi‘i and Ibn Hanbal his whole estate

goes to the state treasury, according to AbQ Yusuf

and al-ShaibanI it goes to his Muslim heirs, ac-

cording to Abu Hanifa what he has made while

a Muslim goes to his Muslim heirs, but what he

made after his apostacy goes to the treasury If

a legator has been deliberately (with ^amd) and
illegally shin, his shyer, it is unanimously agreed,

IS excluded from inheriting Abfi Hanifa, al Shafi‘l

and Ibn Hanbal, but not Malik, also exclude one

who has killed him without design (with

q v
)

One who is a slave to some degiee can,

according to Abu Hanifa, Malik and al Shafi'T,

neither inherit nor bequeath, according to Ibn

Hanbal, Abu YOsuf, al-Shaibani and al-MuzanI he

can inherit 01 bequeath in the propoition he is

free According to Aba Hanifa and Ibn Hanbal,

if there are no ^a^aba and quota-heirs, the dhawu
U-arharn inheiit, according to M5hk and al Shafi‘l

(cf above 6 a) as well as Zuhii, al-Awza‘i and

Dawud al-Zahiri, in this case the treasuiy steps

in If there are only quota heirs, according to

Malik and al-Shafi‘i the remainder goes to the

treasury, according to Abu Hanifa and Ibn Hanbal
however also to the quota heirs

,
according to

Sa^id b al-Musaiyib the maternal uncle inherits

along with the daughters The relationship of

mawla^ which is produced by some one attaching

himself to the tribe (usually on the adoption of

Islam by a nonAiab, cf above, sect 5) and
which results in the patron becoming surety for

the dtya [q v
]

of the client, does not, according

to the usual view, give any right to inherit IbrShim

al-Nakha‘i and Abu Hanifa take the opposite view
but hold but It may be dissolved at any time by
either side so long as the patron has not paid a

dtya for his client The paternal grandmother is

not excluded fiom the succession by the father,

according to Ibn Hanbal only, in his view,

in this case she inherits a sixth either alone or

shared equally with the mother Among female

ascendants, according to MSlik, only the mothers of

the two grandmothers inherit, likewise their mothers
and so on, but according to Abu Hanifa also the

mothers of all male ascendants and their mothers
again, and so on, both views are quoted by al-

§hafi% but the latter is best known and has

established itself in the madjihab According to

Malik and al-§hafi'li the female ascendants on the

father’s and mother’s side share in equal portions

the sixth allotted to the giandmother who is

nearer of the two to the legator According to

Aba Hanifa, however, the nearer female ascendant

on the father’s side excludes the remoter on the
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mother’s side from the succession Whichever of

the two sides is entitJed to inherit a quota in-

herits, according to Mfilik and only on
ground of “stronger” relationship, according to

Abo Hanifa and Ibn Hanbal on ground of both
respects (this case, particularly frequent in the

marriages of the Parsees, has been decided in various

ways in Tradition, cf al-D5iimI, Fata^td^ bab 42),
in the case of two cousins on the father’s side,

of which one is also the brother on the mother’s
side, the latter, it is unanimously agreed, receives

a sixth and the remainder falls to the two as

^asaba in equal portions, while Abu Ihiwr and
al-Hasan of Basia mike him inherit the whole
The estate of a child, whose paternity has been
disputed by Hearty as well as that of an illegitimate

child, passes in default of other heirs, according

to Abu Hanifa, entirely to the mother (a third as

Kur^Snic quota and the remainder as quasi-'^r/a^fl),

accoiding to Malik and al-Sh5 fi'i the mother receives

a third as Kur^anic quota and the remainder goes

to the treasury
,
according to one view transmitted

fiom Ibn Hanbal the ^asaba of his mother are

regarded as his ^asaba^ and receive the re-

mainder, the other view corresponds to that of

Abu Hanifa In the special case of the so-called

mu^an akuy Malik’s view agrees with that of al-

Sh^fi^T (cf above 6^/), this is also the opinion of

al-Zuhrl and of Sa^id b al-Musaiyib and others,

according to Abu Hanifa and his fellows, Ibn

Hanbal and D5v\ud al-Zahiri, the full brothers

actually receive nothing

%a The law of the Imamis (Twelver-Shl^Is) as

regards inheritance is based on the same piinciples

as that of the Sunnis but in its practice shows
a number of featuies of its own, which already

can for the most part be traced in the traditions,

i e in the earliest post-Kur^anic development
Among the divergences — apart from differences

in terminology and presentation — are the classing

of the ^a\aba and the dhawu ’/ arham together

into one group of relatives, which is divided into

three classes i the ascendants in the first degree

and the descendants, 2 the other ascendants and
the descendants of the ascendants of the first degree,

3 the maternal and paternal uncles and aunts

Each of these classes excludes the following ones

from the succession and within the two categories

of the two first classes the relative of the nearest

degree excludes all others of a remoter degree of

relationship, 1 e for example the daughter excludes

the son’s son
,
within the third class a distinction

is made between the uncles and aunts of the

legator and their descendants, the uncles and aunts

of his paients, and their descendants etc
,
and here

also the member of a nearer degree excludes those

of a remoter degree Within the same grade all

full relatives (male or female) exclude all relatives

on the father’s (not the mother’s) side, 1 e full

sisters exclude half brothers
,

the relatives on the

mother’s side are excluded only from a share

in the residuary estate by all other relatives of

the same degree If relatives whose relationships

with the legator is traced through several peisons

inherit jointly, the piopoition of their shares is

settled by the (hypothetical) shaies of the persons

through whom they are related to the deceased

If, for example, paternal and maternal uncles in-

herit together, the former divide two thirds of the

estate (i e the father’s hypothetical share), the

latter a third (i e the mother’s hypothetical share),

Thb Encyclopaedia of IslXm, 111

correspondingly, son’s children and daughters
children, children of brothers and children of sisters,

and ascendants on the mother’s and father’s side

The rules applying to the brothers and sisters of

a legator are also applied to his father’s brothers

and sisters and so on, if the latter are called upon
to inherit, if, for example, father’s full brothers

and sisters (uncles and aunts), and father’s brothers

and sisters on the mother’s side exist together, the

latter are not excluded by the former but receive

a third (if there is only one, a sixth) which is

divided equally among them (Sura iv 15), and
the former receive the remaining two-thirds (or

five sixths as the case may be) of which each uncle

gets twice the share of an aunt, the process is

similar when their children take the place of uncles

and aunts, the grandfather (and if the case arises the

remoter ascendants) also inherits equally with the

brothers of the legator Within similar groups the

male inherits double as much as the female, so far

as there are no special regulations to the contrary

(cf above), for the rest the male relative on the

father’s side is not specially privileged before the

others, as among the Sunnis Besides these heirs

by blood, there are “heirs for special reasons”,

1 e the husband and the patron (inawla\ namely
1 a patron who has released the legator from slavery,

2 a patron before whom the legator has become
a Muslim, or who has pledged himself to pay the

dtya for him, 3 the tmam^ who here takes the

place of the state treasury and who, as the general

protector of all Muslims, is entitled to inherit in the

last resoit — In both mam groups there are simple

heirs and such as have a claim to a Kur’anic

quota If the estate does not suffice to satisfy all

the quotas, the shares are roirespondingly reduced
to the paternal relatives only, never to the mater-

nal What is left over after satisfying the quotas

IS given to relatives by blood according to the

above rule, but if there are no blood relatives

entitled to inherit, the quota heirs, with the exception

of the husband or wife, receive the residuum also

by the residuary law (cf however above), if there

aie no heirs by blood the patrons come in, in

the order given, so that the tmaiiiy 1 e the treasury,

inherits only in the last resort — These general rules

aie sufficient to cause the distribution of an estate

to look very different among the Shfis from among
the Sunnis But theie are in addition differences

in detail, of which the most important are the

following The Muslim can inherit from the un-

believer (and apostate), even the remotest Muslim
heir of an unbeliever has a preference over all

non-Muslim heirs, unbelievers of all sects inherit

from one another, the succession of the heirs

to the estate of an apostate who was born a Mus-
lim begins from his apostacy The accidental killing

of a legator does not exclude the slayer from in-

heriting If the sole existing heir is a slave, he is

purchased at the expense of the estate (his owner

cannot refuse to sell him), thus becomes free and

inherits what is left, if the paients of the legator

are slaves, they must in all cases be purchased at the

expense of the estate, according to some the children

also (this is disputed) and according to others

every heir (this has not been accepted) The part-

slave inherits to the degree in which he is free One
who has a claim to an inheritance fiom two sides

inherits on both giounds Of the estate of a child

whose paternity has been disputed by li'an^ the

mother receives a third as the Kur^anic quota

33
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and the remainder as quasi ^asaba^ according to

the more usual view
,
according to the other the re-

mainder goes to the tmam There are no legal

relationships between an illegitimate child and his

ascendants (including his mother and her relatives),

only between him and his descendants, if theie

are none, the estate goes to the tmam In the

special case of the so called gharthatan (cf above

6 ^/), theie is no divergence from the general

principles — On the whole then the Shl^a law of

inheritance represents an independent systemati-

sation of the common principles found in the

Kurban and Tradition but diverging further from the

old Arab pre Islamic principles, whether and how
far it the Sunni system already presupposes (as

has been proved for the Zaidls
,
cf Bergstrasser, O

L Z
,
vol XXV

, p 124) has not yet been investigated

b On the law of the Shl4 Zaidis cf Strothmann,
hi

,
vol xiii

, p 36 sqq

c The most impoitant peculiarities of the law
of inheritance among the J^aridji Ibadis are the

following the paternal grandfather inherits as

quota-heir a sixth of the estate if there are descendants

of the legator, otherwise he inherits as ^asaba^

thus excluding the brotheis, just as he himself is

excluded by the father The grandmother is only

excluded by the mother Female descendants, like

husband or wife, have no light to the residuum

Manumission confers no rights of inheritance,

freedmen, negroes, Indians, Abyssinians or Nubians
can inherit from another if there are no other

heirs (cf above, sect 5) If there aie no heirs

at all, the estate is given away in charity The
special case of the so called mu^a? t aka is settled

as among the Shafi^^Is (cf above 6 d) — The
dependence of this system on the Sunni is ap-

parent

9 The law of inheiitance, as a branch of family

law and as possessing a peculiarly religious character

from Us very full regulation in the KuFan, has

always been one of the chapteis of Muslim law

most carefully obseived in practice [cf ^ada and
sharTa] As in the long run it must lead inevitably

to the splitting up of even the largest estates,

various endeavours have been made to avoid this

result, which was considered undesirable A plan,

frequently adopted, was to constitute consideiable

portions of the estate religious endowments [cf

WAKi*] the proceeds of which could be disposed

of by the grantor as he pleased, but most endow
ments in course of time became much bioken up
Another way adopted in the Dutch Indies is, in

keeping with the local ^dda^ to admit only a

portion of the actual estate to division among the

heirs, we also frequently find an estate divided

already in a lifetime by gift or friendly arrangement,

and not infrequently some member of the family,

according to circumstances, simply takes over the

estate and obligations of the deceased, lands here

are taken out of the control of Muslim law So

far only a very few Indian modernists (notably

Khuda Bukhsh) have dared to criticise the Muslim
law of inheritance and demand its abolition It

IS the general practice of Muslim lands and is used

by the sharta tribunals, which also undertake the

distribution of the estate, a thing too difficult

for a layman to attempt The Muslim law of inhe-

ritance IS also applied to members of other creeds,

when they come with problems to be settled to

the Shart^a tribunals, which often happens in Muslim
countries
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9 Juynboll, Handletdtng^^ p 250 sq further

references there given p 406
(Joseph Schacht)

MIRDAS B UDAIYA, lOiandji leader in

Basra, killed in 61 (680—681) He belonged to

the Rabfa b Hanzala b Malik b Zaidmandt
(called Rabfa al-Wusta, ed Bevan, p 185,

5
= 699, II, Mufaddallyat^ ed Lyall, p 123, 12,

772 g), a branch of the tribe of 1 amim which sup-

plied so many leaders to the KhaiidjI movement
His father was called Hu da 11 b ^Amr b ‘^Abd

b Ka^b and U d a i y a was his mother’s or

grandmother’s, name, she belonged to the tribe

of Muhaiib b Khasafa (Ibn Duraid, KttZib al-Ishtt-

kdk^ ed Wustenfeld, p 134, Ibn Kutaiba, Kttab

al’Maldrif^ ed Wustenfeld, p 209, Tabari, Mu-
barrad, Baladhuri, cf Btbl) He is often called

by his kunya Abu Bilal
Ills brother '^Urwa b Udaiya had been one

of the instigators of the Khaiidji movement of

secession at the battle of Siffin
,
he himself had

taken part in the movement and had fought against

the Caliph 'Ah at al-Nahrawan (38 ah), after

this defeat he gave up all political activity although,

like his brother, he remained faithful to his old

opinions, but he declared himself against armed
insunection, political assassination {isHrad') and
the participation of women in the Khan^lji move-
ment These moderate views, which Mirdas retained

till the end of the caliphate of Mu'awiya and
which caused the extremists to class him among
the (quietists) of the Kh5 ridjls, made it all

the more remaikable when he came out openly
and actively against the excesses of the governor
of Basra, 'Ubaidallah b Ziyad, in his repression

of Kharidjism A woman named al-BaljJja^ or al

Bathdja^ (the latter form, given by Ibn al-Athir

from al Baladhuri, seems to be wiong) had been
cruelly martyred by the governor MirdSs’s in-

dignation was so aroused that he left Basra with

40 of his followers and went to al-Ahw5z on the

Fars frontier, where he held out for a long time
without committing any of those acts of fanaticism

usual among the Khandjls and confined himself

to imposing a levy equal in value to the pension
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which was legally due to him and his com-
panions (60 ah) 'Ubaidallfih b Ziyad sent against

Miidas the KilabI chief Aslam b Zur^a (this is

the best authenticated form, al-Tabarl in the first

of the two versions which he quotes has Ibn
Hisn

,
al-Dinawarl Aslam b Rabl'^a, Yakut Ma'bad

b Aslam) at the head of 2^000 men They met
near a village called Asak (or Midjas, according

to a verse quoted by Yakut, iv 712—713) but

the Kharidjis, in spite of their greatly inferior

number, defeated him In the following year, a

second expedition of 4,000 men under the Tamiml
^Abbad b Akhdar was organised by Ibn Ziyad,

he found the KhSndjis encamped m front of

Dar5bdjird It was a Friday and the two parties

agreed to finish their piayers before fighting But
the government troops, breaking the oath they

had sworn, fell upon the I^Siidjis while they

weie still praying and massacred them MirdSs’s

head was cut off and taken to Ibn Ziyad

Ihis episode, insignificant in itself, provoked a

tremendous reaction throughout the 'Irak in view
of the fame which the piety and moderation of

Mirdas had brought him IIis death was promptly
avenged by ‘^Ablda b HilSl, who was later to

become one of the leaders of the Azral^i nosing,

and It was in the name of Mirdas that KhandiTs

rebelled again on the death of the Caliph Yazid I

(65 ah) The heroism and death of Mirdas were
sung by several poets, notably the famous Tmran
b Hittan [q v

] ,
his memory was cherished for

long in KharidjI circles and especially in ‘^Oman,

the centre of the Sufiiya (al-Mubarrad, p 533,
1 14 = A^ham^ xvi 154) The latter, whose in-

transigeance is much less marked than that of

the Azrakis, may rightly regard MirdSs as their

predecessor (cf Haarbrucker, asch-Scharastdni^s

Reltgtonspat theten und Philosophen-Schulcn^ ii 406,
from the Kitdb al Tabfir fi H-Dm of ^ahfur b
lahir al-lsfara^Inl [Block, 1 387]), on the other

hand, the Mu'tazills held that Mirdas had only

rebelled under compulsion {tnunktrf^n'^ and the

Shfis even denied that he was a true Kharidji

(al-Mubarrad, p 560—561)
Mirdas’s brother, 'Lrwa b Udaiya, does not

seem to have taken part in the insurrection, but

this did not save him from persecution by Ibn
Ziyad, who had him arrested and executed shortly

after the death of Mirdas, the version which puts

his execution before the rising of MiidSs m 58 a h
(Tabari, 11 185) is less probable

Bibliography The fullest and most com-
plete account is that of al-Mubarrad, al-Kdtml^

ed Wright, p 584— 596, without indication

of source, al-Raladhurl, Ansdh al Ashrdf, Con-

stantinople MS ^Ashir Efendi, p 386''— S^yh,

is very close to but not identical with al-Mu-

barrad’s and quotes a large number of veises

He also omits the isnad Al-Tabari, Annales^ ed

de Goeje, 11 186— 187, 390— 391 relies on two

sources, Wahb b Cj^^'lrand an anonymous one,

of which the former does not seem very reliable

and the latter follows al-Mubarrad and al-Baladhurl,

but is much shorter, Mu^^am al-Bulddn^

ed Wustenfeld, 1 61—62 (cf also 11 434, 1 i)

seems to have used an independent source Ibn

al-Athlr, al^Kamtl^ ed Tornberg, 111 428—430,
iv 81-82 harmonises al-Tabari and al-Baladhuri,

and follows al Mubarrad, p 592 for the death

of ‘^Urwa, al-Dinawarl, al-Akhhdr al itwHl^ ed

Guirgass, p 278—279 knows the episode, but

wrongly attributes it to the Azra^Is (sic ’) and
does not even mention MirdSs — Cf also Well-

hausen, Die rel -pol Oppositionsparteien {Abh
G W Gott

^
phil-hist K1

,
N J V

, 2, 1901),

p 25—27 (G Levi Della Vida)

MIRDASIDS, an Arab dynasty in Syria
The Miidasids took their name from the leader

of the Beduin tribe of the KilSbis, Salih b Mir-

das We know nothing of Mirdas himself On
Salih cf the art and on his successor Shibl al-

Dawla, the art
,

for the other members of the

dynasty cf halab

In the beginning of the fifth (eleventh) century

the Kilabis migrated from the 'Irak to the region

of Aleppo In 414 (1023) their leader Salih took
the town The dynasty, at first so strong, gradually

became so feeble that its last representative Sabik

exchanged the town in 472 (1079) m spite of his

brothers’ protest for a few smaller towns with the

then powerful Beduin chief Muslim b Kuraisb

The importance of the Miidasids, the second

last Arab ruling family of Syria, lies in the fact

that they successfully defended the northern pro-

vince of Aleppo by arms and policy against the

Byzantine^ and Turks Lane-Poole gives the gene-

alogy in his Muhammadan Dynasties^ London

1894, Shibl al-Dawla Nasir (2) had also a son

Mubarak and Rashid al Dawla Mahmtld (4) had

also sons Shabib and Waththab

Bibliography given in the article

(M Sobernheim)

MIRJAM [See Maryam]
MiR KHAWAND. historian, author of the

Rawdat al-Saf (“Garden of Purity”) He was

son of Buihan al Din Khawand Sh^h, native of

Transoxiana, and, apparently, of Bukhara He lived

much in Heiat and died there on June 22, 1498,
aged 66 His woik is a universal history in seven

volumes, beginning with the Creation and ending

at the death of Sultan Husain of Heiat in 1505
The last volume, however, is really the work of

his grandson, Kh^andamlr [q v
]

His work is not

so interesting as his grandson’s Habib al-Styar^

for It IS a compilation and wants the personal

note The style too is bombastic, and there is

little historical criticism But it is a work of great

industry and has a high reputation in the East

It was lithogiaphed in Bombay 1848, m Tihran

1852, a lurkish translation appeared at Constan-

tinople in 1 842 ,
partial translations were made

by Jenisch, Mitscharlik, Wilken, Vullers, Shea (O
T F series), Rehatsek (T F series), Jourdain and

Silvestre de Sacy {^Jouinal des Savans^ 1837)

Bibliography Quatrem^re {yournal des

Savansy 1843, p 1 27, 170), Rieu, Cat Pers

MSS Bit Itsh Museum^ 1 87, Elliot-Dowson,

iv 127 (and the authorities quoted there, p 132
5q')y Eth6 (s V Mirkhond), Enc Bnt

^

vol xviii (H Beveridge)

al-MIRRIKH . the planet Mars The etymo-

logy of the name is unknown The spheie of Mars

IS the fifth sphere of the planets It is bounded
on the inner side by the sphere of the sun and

on the outer side by the sphere of Jupiter, and

its breadth is according to Ptolemy (xx 376)

998 miles Its period of 1 evolution is estimated

at I year, 10 months and 22 days In about 17

years, after 9 1 evolutions. Mars comes back to the

same spot in the heavens, it spends about 40 days

in each sign of the zodiac and covers about 40
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minutes each day It ib said to be one and half

times the size of the earth

Astrologers call Mars al Nahs al^a^ghar^ the
minor misfortune It is the planet, which

next to Saturn is credited with the most ominous

omens and effects, war, revolutions, death, con-

flagration etc The character of those bom under

Mars is in keeping with this

Btbltograp hy al-Kazwini, al-MaUt
lukat^ ed Wustenfeld, i 26, A Haiiber, Plane-

tenkinderbilder und Sternbtlder^ Strassburg 1916,
passim, Rasa^tl I^wan al-Safai^^ Section 111

,
iv

_ (J Ruska)
MiRZA or Mirza, a Persian title, from Mtr-zada

ox Amh -zada^ originally meaning “born of a

prince” (cf Mahk zada and Farhang-zada^ which
occur in SaMi etc ) The title, in addition to bearing

its original significance, was also given to noblemen
and others of good birth, thus corresponding to

the Turkish AghS Since the time of Nadir ^5h’s

conquest of India it has been further applied to

educated men outside of the class of mulldh or

^ulatn^ In modern times the title is placed after
the name of a prince, and before the name of

other peisons bearing it eg Husain Miizd
“Prince Husain”, whereas Mirzd Husain is prac-

tically equiv^ent to “Mi Husain” (R I evy)

MIRZAPUR, a district (and town) in

India in the Benares division of the Central

Provinces area 5,240 square miles The population

IS nearly 1,100,000 of whom barely 7 ®/o are

Muhammadans The latter show a tendency to

increase in proportion to the Hindus, owing to

their greater vitality, containing as they do a

smaller proportion of the very poor The district

is however a stionghold of Hinduism, and Islam

makes little progress by conversion Nothing is

known of the eaily history of the district It was
occupied by Radjputs in the eleventh century a d
and in the next century passed into the power of

the Muslim rulers of pjawnpur Down to the

Moghul conquest, the district played an important

part in the military history of India, as it contained

the great stronghold of Cunar which guaided the

gateway of the east

At Rasulpur near Ahrauia is the tomb of a Muslim
martyr called Saiyid Ashiaf ^Ali which is a place

of pilgrimage Near the gateway of the fort of

Bijaigarh is shown the tomb of Saiyid Zain al-

'Abidin, the saint who miraculously took the

stronghold for Sher Shah The town of Cunar

contains two mosques at one of i\hich are preserved

garments said to have belonged to Hasan and

Husain The tomb of the Afghan saint Shah KSsim
SulaimanT (1545— 1606) with those of his family

forms a group of buildings of architectural interest

His festival is celebrated on the 17th— 21st

Qjum3dS I

Mirzapur city is the capital of the district

of the same name It has a population of 80,000

of whom a sixth are Muslims It is a Mogjiul

foundation dating from late in the xviith century

in the xviiith and early xixth centuries it attained

great prosperity as a trading centre, being at the

junction of important roads and at the highest

point on the Ganges reached by the larger ships

In 1864 the opening of the East India Railway

left the town isolated, since then it has declined,

as the railway now carries the trade with which

it used to deal

Among the mosques is one founded in the middle

of the XIX di century by a Muslim lady named

Ganga Bibi who also left funds to build a sarai

The town contains the celebrated Hindu shrine

of Vindhesvari, much visited by pilgrims and

formerly held in special veneration by Thugs

Bibliography D L Drake-Brockman,

District Gazettetr of Mirzapur^ Allahabad 1911

(J Allan)

MiRZA TAKi KHAN, Amir i Nizam or Amir t

Kabtr^ was born at harahan of humble parents,

his father having been first the cook and then

the steward of the Kd'im Makam^ Mirza Abu
’1-Kasim, who ended his life as the first minister

of Muhammad Shah Kadjar (1834-1848) In 1829,

as a young menial, Taki lUian accompanied the

Persian Commander in-Chief on the Mission which

was sent to St Petersbuig aftei the murder at

Tihran of the Russian ambassador Grebaiodoff

On his return to Persia after this visit to Europe,

he was promoted to be a miizd or writer, and

subsequently was advanced to the rank of khSn

By the time his mastei and patron died the young

official had achieved distinction enough to be

made wazir lesponsiblc for the army in Adhar-

baidjan Still furthei honours came, when, during

the negotiations at Erzerum for the settling of

outstanding disputes between Persia and lurkey,

he was sent to represent his own countiy m place

of the Mushli al Dawla, who had fallen ill after

his appointment as plenipotentiary On the con

elusion of the Ireaty of hrzeium, Mirza TakI

returned to lihrSn and was then commissioned

to accompany the young Wall ^Ahd, Nasir al-Din

Mirza, to Tabnz, to which the latter was sent as

governor of Adbaibaidjan In 1848, laki Khan’s

master became Shah, and on the way back to

Tihran he appointed his lieutenant to the post

of Prime Minister It is said that either modesty

or prudence caused him to refuse the title of

Sadr-i A^zam which is bestowed on the holders

of the office, but, in any event, he contented him-

self with the less imposing one of Amir i Nizdm^
which he had held in Adharbaidjan as Commander-
in Chief As a mark of the royal favour he was
given the sister of the Shah in marriage, and
found in her a wife who displayed the utmost

devotion to him foi the shoit remaindei of his life

In office he had the rare distinction in Persia

of being inamtnable to bribery, and he had a

regard for his country which led him to resent

interference from foreign powers in its affairs

Moi cover, recognizing the reactionary influence

of the ^ulama^^ he attempted in such ways as

were open to him to counteract their activities

He reoiganised the army in spite of attempts by
his enemies to louse ceitain sections of the troops

into revolt against him, he made efforts to im-

prove the fiscal system of the country and he
had some success in making the provincial trea-

suries self-supporting Trade, both internal and
external, was encouraged by him, and it was he
that equipped Tihian with the fine bazars which
It now has As has been indicated, his period of

office was not a peaceful one In 1850 occurred
the execution of the “Bab” z/

]
at Tabriz, the

revolts of the Babls at Yazd and Zindj5n and the

execution of the “Seven (BabI) Maityrs” at Tih-
ran The risings were put down with great cruelty,

and in consequence an attempt was made by the

Babls on the life of the Amir-i Nizam, whom they

regarded as responsible Almost fiom the begin-
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nmg of his period of office he had aroused by I

his influence over the Shah the jealousy of the

latter’s mother and of possible rivals, and their

secret attacks were helped by his overbearing

character In November 1851 his enemies suc-

ceeded in securing his dismissal, after which the

ill-judged attempt of the Russian ambassador to

give the fallen minister his protection roused the

anger of the Shah who oidered him to letire in

disgrace to Kashan There, on January 9, 1852,
he met his death at the hands of the sovereign’s

farrash-bash 1

Bibliography Lady Shell, Glimpses of
Persia (London 1856), p 201 sq

^
248—252,

R G Watson, f?/ (London 1866),

p 364—404, Muhammad Taki, Ta^rtkh-i Ka-

4;ailya (Tihran n d not paged), part III,

folios_i3b, 14a, 26 (R I lvy)
MISAHA (science of measurement,

plane and solid geometry) is the

name given by the Arabs to the science of

comparing magnitudes and its methods In the

wider sense it covers the measurement of all things

which can or need be measured, mainly lengths,

areas, volumes, weights and numbers, in paiticular

however, the ^ihn al-mtsaha deals with geometry,

with definitions of solids and geometrical figures

as well as the laying down of rules for
the calculation of lengths, areas and
volumes of the different figures in ele-

mentary plane and solid geometry The
conception mtsUha therefore includes only a portion

of what we call measurement in the widei sense,

or practical or technical geometiy (1 e the mea
surement of things having length, breadth and
volume), in particular it excludes mensuration in

the narrow sense, geodesy The Arabs possessed

special treatises dealing with the problems of

geodesy They therefoie make the same distinction

between theoretical and applied measurement, which

had developed among the Gieeks fiom the time of

Aristotle and is most clearly expiessed by Hero
in his Metrica and Dioptia

Ihe definitions given by the Arabs themselves

of the conception rmsaha aie very varied Some
authors give a very wide one (e g al-^Umawi

“Measurement consists in ascertaining an unknown
quantity by means of a known one The result

gives the amount of the unknown quantity in units

of the quantity used for measuring”), most of them
mean by it the measurement of length, area and
volume Al-Shinsha\\ri makes a clear distinction

between direct measurement, “the test of coinci-

dence” {tatbtk\ and indirect measurement by cal-

culating from certain formulae

We find treatises on geometry through-

out the whole period in which the Aiabs acted

as the transmitters of the ancient culture with

which they had become acquainted, from the

earliest beginnings of their literary activity at the

beginning of the ninth century A D to the decline

of Arab mathematics about 1600 The purpose of

such works was to give the future surveyor, ar-

chitect or soldier the necessary equipment, the

theoretical foundation for his progression Three

groups of these treatises can be distinguished ac-

cording to their method of treatment
a those which are quite like our modern col-

lections of formulae, are made as brief as possible,

give only the usual methods of calculation and

contain no examples (e g that of Ibn al-BannS^)

,

b those which contain examples, completely

worked out, illustrating the process of calculation

(e g that of al Baghdadi),
c those which only contain a senes of fully

woiked out pioblems, and are a kind of exercise

book (e g that of Abd Bakr)
On the method of exposition in these

works It should be noted that we cannot of course

speak of mathematical formulae in our sense of

the word among the Arabs They, especially the

eastern Arabs, had no language of mathematical
formulae, it was only late among the western

Arabs and probably only in the field of algebra

that a technical language was developed The rules

for measuring were ahvays written out fully in

words, sometimes even the figures occurring in

the text

The matter of the works on especially

the larger ones, as a rule comprises mtioductory

remarks, rules for calculating areas and volumes and
the most important lengths found on them, and
occasionally also practical exercises

A Introductory remarks Ihese are as a rule

1 Definition of the term misaha

2 Fxplanation, desciiption and systematic classi

fication of the geometrical figures to be discussed

3 Definition and list of the most common units

of measuiement

B Rules for calculation

I Plane surfaces (and the lengths occurring

on them)

1 Quadrilaterals (square, rectangle, rhomboid

trapezium, trapezoid, quadrilateral with salient

angle)

2 Triangles (equilateral, isosceles, scalene, right

angled, acute-angled and obtuse angled)

3 Polygons (regular, inegular, “drumshaped

figure” (nintahbal\ “hollow figure” {tnudjawwif)

“stepshaped figuie” {intidarradf)

“Drumshaped” and “hollow” figures are formed

by the combination of two congruent trapeziums

in such a way that in the former the shorter, in

the latter, the longer paiallel sides coincide, a

number of varieties aie distinguished The stepshaped

figure is formed by placing together a number of

rectangles of the same length but different breadth,

in which the proportions of the breadths form an

arithmetical progiession

4 Circle, segments of a circle (semi circle,

segment, sector, circumference) and related areas

(horseshoe or crescent \hilali\ egg shape, bean-or

lentil shaped, or oval figures)

The crescent is formed by the subtraction of

two segments of ciicles of different radius with a

common chord egg shape and bean-shape by the

addition of two congruous segments which in the

egg-shape are less, in the bean shape greater than

the semi circle The area of the oval (ellipse) is

given by Savasorda as */4 {a -f- b'f x

II Solids (and the areas, especially superficies,

and lengths that occur on them)

1 Prism (ordinary straight and oblique prism,

square column, rectangular column, dice, triangular

prism, obliquely cut prism, corpus simile domut

in Abu Bakr as translated by Gerard of Cremon a)

2 Cylinder
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3, Pyramids (straight and oblique pyramids,

sections of pyramids)

4 Cones (straight and oblique cone, section

of cone)

5 Sphere and section of a sphere, hemisphere,

segment, sector and zone

6 Regular and semi-regular bodies (the five

Platonic and two Archimedean are treated at any

length only in al-Kfi§hi)

7 Other bodies [cylindrical vault (azS^^ and
^tlan^ the only difference between them is the

length) hollow dome (kubba)^ roof-shape {corpus

stmtle caburt in Abu Bakr), wreaths and discus

(hollow cylinder), terrace-shaped figures]

C Practical exercises

These aie generally speaking rare m works on
mtsaha We frequently find exercises in dividing

fields modelled on Hero and Euclid Savasoida

has a number of exercises on fields on slopes, in

hollows and on summits and on the calculation

of the heights of hills, al-Hanbali has some on
the measurement of inaccessible pieces of ground,

the depth of wells and breadth of rivers Of other

problems may be mentioned, for example, the

calculation of the number of pieces of stone or

bricks requiied to build a house or a loof, the

ascertainment of the height of a wall

It must not however be supposed that the subject

matter as above described is fully contained in

any work on misaha The individual works differ

in subject matter according to the inclinations and
abilities of their authors, just as our text-books of

geometry do at the present day We find works

planned on a very comprehensive scale (by al-

Hanball and al-KSshi), alongside of very brief ones,

often dealing only with portions of the subject

(e g the anonymous Berlin MS N® 5954 which
contains only formulae for calculating plane sur-

faces), or even only a single problem (like the

treatise by al-Shinshawri) We therefore often find

expositions which are only put into works on geo-

metry in order to show the author’s special know-
ledge or results of his research in a paiticular field

Among remarkable examples of this kind are

the insertion by Djamshtd al Kashi in a work on

misaha of a treatment of regular and some semi-

regular bodies (the calculation worked out by him
in sexagesimal fractions to the fifths is so accuiate

that It only begins to diffei from the correct figure

m the tenth decimal place), the formulae for the

area of a surface given by al-UmawI A'= abed
for trapezoids with a right angle and his impro-

vement of Hero’s formulae for the segments of a

circle, the formula for an arc given by al-KarkhI,

the formula Yg \n{n — i) 6] a^ wheie d is

the diameter of the circle around a regular polygon

of n sides of length a given by the same author

and al-Baghdadl (the same formula is found m
Nemorarius and Regiomontanus and attributed by

the latter to the Hindus, it is however, so far

as we know, not found in any Hindu mathe-

matical work yet published), also the application

of algebra to geometry by Abu Bakr and Ibn al-

Banna’ The former uses the algebraical solution

for problems of areas in order to show the

application of equations of the first and second

degree to the six cases distinguished by al-Khwa-

rizml, the latter uses combinatorial analysis to in-

vestigate the different possibilities of stating the

problem

The methods of calculating the volume
are the same as we find among the Greeks and

Egyptians When it is not a question of matter

that has been taken over from them, in which

case the formulae are directly adopted, the ob-

taining of results IS purely inductive and empirical

Al-KarkhI for example foi the volume of a sphere

gives, m addition to the formulae d^ (‘Vu)^
the method of obtaining which he says nothing,

also d^ (^^45) which he gets by compaiing the

weight of a cube of wax with the weight of

a sphere, which is made out of the cube of wax

and whose diameter is equal to the edge of the

cube al-Baghdadi deals with a method of ascei-

taining the volume fiom the weight and specific

gravity al-Kashi knows the method of immersion

of Archimedes mentioned by Hero The diiect

method of measuring the length of aieas by laying

a thread along them is still recommended as

the most reliable by al-Karkhi and Bah5^ al-

Din It IS evident that such methods must lead to

approximative results and formulae of ap-

proximation, the typical feature of piactical

geometry, continue to be used by the Arabs in

measuring long after they obviously knew of their

inaccuracy Ilm Mammati criticises the usual foi-

mulae for the area of a triangle Yj "t“ V4 ^

and Y2 “h al-Baghdadl the formula for

a quadrilateral Y2 "i" 0 V2 which comes

from the Egyptians

The reasons for the long survival of such rules

are partly that the formulae gave in practice quite

useful results and partly that the practical men who
were concerned with measuiement m the exercise

of their trade wanted values easy to calculate

rather than great mathematical accuracy and took

no note of slight errors, especially if they thereby

avoided calculations with roots P'or similar reasons

and in keeping with the traditional piactice, almost

all works of misaha give no scientific geometrical

proofs of the accuracy of the formulae they quote

Only the book of the Jew Abiaham Savasorda,

who may be reckoned among the western Arabs,

gives logically worked out proofs in any numbei

,

we occasionally find references to early mathe-

maticians (especially Euclid) in Ibn al-Banna’ and
Ibn al-Hanbali Piobably inspection was quite suf

ficient (‘^Abd al ‘^Aziz for example draws plane

figures in a network of squaies each of one unit

and counts the squares and their parts within this

area) or a simple demonstration in some form or a

calculation to piove the correctness of the procedure,

which was frequently illustrated also by examples
completely worked out

A further peculiarity of Aiabic authors was to

give formulae which agree completely in substance

in different algebraical foims Ihe Berlin MS
5954 gives for example for the calculation

of the section of the hypotenuse q in the right

angled triangle the following formulae q =. Y2 [a
-f-

[a + i) = i/j [a2 -|- (fS— (52)] a This

differentiation was probably only intended to give

as many forms as possible of the relations between
the known and unknown magnitudes so as to afford

the practical man a choice of different coiiect

formulae of which one might suit the special case

better than another

The sources of Arab geometry aie to be sought

among the Greeks and Hindus The form and
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substance of the rules are almost entirely Greek,

especially m the older authors Hero’s “elaborations”

in particular, which in turn go back to Egypt, seem
to have been the model for Arab works on geo-

metiy To Egypt may be traced the prefacing of

a metrological section (found in many books on
mtsaha\ the problems on dividing fields, the formula

for the tiapezoid, the special name for the upper
side of a quadiilateral {rc^s al-^artd) Hindu are

the values for t in al-Khw5rizmI, the formula

a b c for the quadrilateral inscribed in a circle,

the teims aie, perpendicular fiom the summit of

an arc and chord, the marking of lengths m
Hindu figures, the use of algebra to solve geo-

metrical pioblems (equations, method of double

error, combinatori'il analysis) The chief teacheis

weie however the Greeks, whose achievements the

Arabs generally speaking never surpassed
,

the

requirements of practical mensuration gave them
no new problems and practical geometry remained
down to quite modern times elementary, the majority

of the problems of which had been finally settled

long ago by the Greeks

The services of the Arabs to geometry lie less

in the extension of the field by ascertaining new,

hitherto unknown facts, although in the misaha

works we do find a series of new and novel rules,

than in their enrichment of this science by new
methods of calculation and teaching and especially

in their preserving the inheritance of the ancients

and handing it down to the western world Al-

though Hero’s geometry first became known in

northwestern Europe through Roman surveyors, it

was mainly the Aiab sources which gave new life

to this subject which had become stagnant in its

old form Arabic original works were made ac-

cessible to (lie west in Latin translations Leonaido
of Pisa in his Praettea geometrtca^ which remained

a standard work for three centuiies, depended
closely on Savasorda, who most probably owed a

great deal to Abu Rakr as there are striking

similarities between the I ther embadorum and
the Liber mensuratiom^

^

down to late in the

xvRb centuiy we continually come across writings

on practical geometry, which in form and content

show to what originals they go back

Bibliography a T Manuscripts Ara-
bic authors translated into Latin
I Liber in quo ten arum et corporum continen
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Abu Bakr, f 1055 ,
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I Ibn al-Djiyab (c 1150) “Records of the mea-

surement of surfaces”, Escurial, old N® 924,
fol I a—70

h, 2 ‘Imad al Din al-BaghdadI (t *3357
Suter, NO 494), “Work on the science of mea-
surement and the sharing of difficulties”, Berlin

5976, fol 17a—26a,
3 Ibn al-Banna^ (t 1339-
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(t 1436— 1437 ,
Suter, NO 429), “Keys for the

calculator in the science of arithmetic”, Berlin

5992, fol 27a—48h,
7 Ya'ish b Ibrahim al-

Umawl (c 1490, Suter, N® 453), “Abolition

of difficulties in measurement”, Berlin 5949,
fol 73a—

g

II3J1 al-Hanball (t *563, Suter,

N® 464), “Marks of beauty in the problems of

geometry”. Pans 2474, fol 1^—53“, 9 '^Abd

Allah al ^inshawri (j 1 590-1 591 , Suter, N® 472),
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Gotha 1078, I and 1079
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Ruska, Zur altesten arabischen Algebra und
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mann, Vber die Geomttiie und Arithmetik nach
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^
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^en nach Ibn al-Haitam^ Beitrage^ xvii

,
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MIS‘AR B MUHALHIL AbU Duiaf al-Khaz-
RAiij! ai-YanbD‘I, an Arabic poet who lived

at the court of the Samanid Nasr II b Ahmad
(301—331=913—942) and in 331 was sent by

him to conduct a Chinese embassy back to their land

and on his return visited India He later gained

the favour of the Buyid vizier al-Sahib al-Talk5ni

(so al Sam‘ani, Ansab^ fol 363b) Ism5‘il b ‘Ab-

bad (d 385 = 995) To him he devoted a long

kasida on the thieves’ dialect of the Banu Sasan,

which his patron so much admired that he him-

self wrote a commentary upon it ( extracts m
Tha‘alibl, Yatima^ 111 176— 194) The dates of

his birth and death are nowhere exactly given

To his long journeys he alludes in his verses

quoted by lha'alibl, op cit
^

111 1 74 The only

authentic information has been preserved by the

author of the Fihrist
^
on p 346, 30 sqq (where

wa-kana djawwdlai^*^ is of course not to be trans-

lated as hlugel does [note 182] “there was a

rumour current” but “he was a great traveller”)

he gives his account of a temple in Mukran said

to be of gold, and on p 350, 15 sqq a description

of the capital of China A comparison of these

with the corresponding account of his journey attri-

buted to Abu Duiaf in Yakut, Mu^^am^ 111 457,

ao sqq
y 45 1, 55 sqq shows that the latter is a

late falsification (cf Marquart m the Festschrift

for Sachau, p 292) This is confirmed by an in-

ternal criticism of his statements The first country

to be entered after leaving Muslim territory is, he
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says (YSVSt, iii 449, 7),
al-lUiargah, 1 e as Mar-

quart, S B B A
^
igi2^ p 492 has recognised, the

Persian translation of the Turkish name for Kfigh-

ghar, Ordukand Of this kingdom of the BoghrS-

khSns however, this author (p 447 )
talks as

if It belonged to the tribe of BoghiSt, whose

ruler was a descendant of ^All, as the East Tur-

kish legend of Satok BoghrS KhSn says of his

grandson The story is theiefore compiled from

various sources Marquart (Sachau, Festschrift
y

p 271—272) has also recognised that the alleged

ruler of Sadjist5n whom the author claims {op

at
, p 458, 4) to have met, Abu Bja'fai Muham-

mad b Ahmad b Laith, son of BanUi, a sister of

Ya'^kub b Laith, is identical with Khalafb Ahmad
son of Banu, a granddaughter of 'Amr b Laith,

who was taken prisoner by MahmQd of Ghazna in

1002— 1003 and died in 1008 The geographical

information given by the compiler is therefore

quite unreliable in detail His story is also preserved

in the second version of Kazwini’s Cosmography

in the Gotha Mss 1506 (M oiler, 2316) and

has been edited fiom it by Schlozer

Bibliography al-Tha^alibl, Yatimat al

Dahr^ 111 174— 194, F Wustenfeld, Des Abu
Dolef Mtsar Bericht uber die turhschen Hordetiy

Zeitschr fur vergl Erdlunde^ I Jahrg
,
vol 2,

Heft 9, Magdeburg 1842, Abu Dolaf Mtsarts

ben Mohalhal de itinere suo asiattco commenta-

rtusy ed C Schlozer, Berlin 1845, W Giigo-

rieff, Ob arabskom putesestvenmkya X jaka

Abu Dolef i stranstwowanu ego no srednei Astiy

in iurnal mimsterstwa narodnago prasvjacentiy

vol clxui /2 (1872), p I—45
(C Brockelmann)

MISBAHA [See Subha
]

MISKiN, poor, a loanword which has shown
remarkable vitality It goes back to the Assyrian

muskenUy “poor” (in the Laws of Hammurabi it

is a name for a class between those enjoying full

citizenship and slaves, according to L W King
freemen who do not belong to the ruling race)

In the meaning “pooi” it has passed into Aramaic
{meskin)y Hebrew (inisketi)^ North Arabic {miskln

or, against analogy, viaskin\ into Southern Arabic

and Ethiopic (meskiri) It has passed from Arabic

into Italian as meschino and into French as mes-

quin In Arabic, on the analogy of the form mtfHly

it is usually of common gender but the feminine

form misktna is also found with plural miskinat

Muhammad often uses the word in the Kur’Sn in

the list of persons whom it was a duty for be-

lievers to support As in Sura ix 60 it is found

alongside of fukard^^y commentators and jurists

have felt that some distinction must be made
between the two They usually explain miskln as

needy, but not absolutely without possessions like

the fukardy and refer to Sura xviii 78, where

there is a reference to poor people who possess a

ship among them How uncertain this is, is how-

ever evident from the fact that the Malikis in

opposition to the Sh^fi^is take the other view and

regard the mtsklnuna as the most needy, cf also

the various definitions collected by Lane
Matraba in SUra xc 16 does not help us From
the meaning “poor” gradually developed that of

“base, miserable”, also in the moral sense, cf e g
Ibn SaM, iil/i 6 ult where AbU Sufyan’s wife

Hind IS called al-Mtskina On the other hand, the

word can mean “humble” as in the words attri-

buted to Muhammad “Let me live as a miskln

and die as a miskln and include me among the

mtskinund^’^

Bibliogr aphy On the Assyrian cf the refer-

ences in Gesenius, Hebratsches Worterbuch^%

and King, History of Babylony p 164, for

Arabic Lane, 1 1305, Abu IshSk al airSzI,

Tanbihy ed Juynboll, 1 879, 5 ,
Th W

Juynboll, Handbuch des tslamtschen GesetzeSy

p 106 (Fr Buhl)

MISR, a a propei name denoting the

eponym of Egypt, the ancestor of the

Berbers and the Copts In accordance with

the Biblical genealogy (Genesis x i sqq) Misr is

called the son of Ham, the son of Nuh The Bi

blical origin of the pedigree appeals clearly in

the form Misra'im 01 Misiam (cf Hebrew Mt^ratm)

which is found side by side with Misr

In some genealogies between Ham and Misr

there is inserted Baisar, a name of which the

origin IS unknown to me
Ihere exists, however, also quite a different

genealogy, accoiding to which Misram is a son

of Tablll, one of the early heroes {djababira\ who
ruled Egypt aftei the Deluge

Bibliography al Hbari, Tdrikhy ed de

Goeje, i 217, al Ya'knbl, Tidrilh^ ed Houts-

ma, 1 210, al-Mas^dl, Murud^ al Dhahaby Pans
ed, 11 394, Ibn Khurdadhbih, B G A

y
vi 80,

Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamily ed Tornberg, 1 58, al-

Suyuti, Ilusn al-MuhUdai ay Bulak, p 15, Muh
'Abd al-Mu'ti al-Manufi, Kitab Akhbar al Duwaly
Cairo 1311, p 5 ,

b a proper name denoting Egypt as a

country It may be supposed that Misr was al-

ready the name of Egypt among the Arabs in

pre-Islamic times as it is used in the KuFSn (e g
sura X 87, XU 21, 100, xliu 50), where the

Biblical form Misraim does not occur It has

remained the Aiabic name of Egypt [q v ] up to

the present day

c a proper name denoting the capital
of Egypt, 1 e at present and since its foundation

Cairo, which with its full name is called Misr al-

Kahira [cf CAIRO] Misr occurs, however, already

as the name of the city or the cities situated south-

west of later Cairo, when the name had been

transferred to this city, the name Misr al-kadima

(Old Misr) clung to the old settlement, situated

between the mosque of 'Amr and the right bank
of the Nile (cf Butler, Babylon of Egypty p 16)

In the period between the Arab conquest and
the foundation of Cairo the name Misr is regularly

applied to the settlement just mentioned (Ibn

Khurdadhbih, B G A
y

vi 247, 251, Ibn Rosteh,

B G A
y

vii 1
1 5 sqq

,
al-Bukharl, Fard al KhumSy

bab 13, Abu DawOd, Taharay bab 74) We are,

however, not able to decide which of its parts

(Babylon, Fustat or the Tulunid capital) is especially

denoted by it It may be supposed that the com-
bination of Fustat Misr “Fustat in Egypt” (cf eg
Mas'^tidi, Tanbihy B G A

y
viii 358, Makrizf, Khitap

1 285 opposes Fustat Misr to ard Misr) forms
the link between the application of the name
Misr to the country and to the capital After the

conquest of Egypt by the Muslims there were
two settlements only on the right bank of the

Nile where it divides, viz Babylon and Fustat

The papyri never mention Misr as the name of

either of these settlements Yet in the latter part

of the seventh century A D the application of

the name Misr to one or to the other or to both
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must have begun, as is attested by John of Nikiu

who at least once uses Mesr as the name of

a city, where he speaks of “the gates of Mesr”

(p 25) In other passages Mesr appears as the

name of the country (p 201, 209)
The statement that the name Misr as the name

of a town arose after the Muslim conquest only,

IS in opposition to Butler, who maintains that at

least since the age of Diocletian there existed on

the right bank of the Nile, to the South of the

later Babylon, a city called Misr (cf Butler, Babylon

of Egypt^ p 15, do. The Arab Conquest^ p 221

note) Caetani a H 19, §47) has already

pointed to the fact, that the traditions concerning

the Aiab conquest of Egypt do not give the

slightest credit to the existence of a city bearing

the name of Misr Butler’s reference to the Synaxary

proves nothing, as this work was composed many
centuries after the conquest — The Coptic name
of Babylon was Kerne

Bibliography A J Butler, The Arab
Conquest of Egypt and the Last thirty Years

of the Roman Dominion^ Oxford 1902, do,
Babylon of Egypt^ Oxford 1924, Maspero and
Wiet, Matet taux pour seivtr a la geographic

de TEgyptCy in M I E A O
^
vol xxxvi

, p 168

sqq
,
Chromque de Jean eveque de Nikiou^ texU

ethiopien public et trad par H Zotenbtig^ Pans

1883, register

d a common noun, denoting a town,
it IS used especially in connection with the capitals

of the provinces in the times of the conquests,

e g in the tradition “The am^ar "smII be con-

queied at your hands” (Abu Dawud, Djthad^

bab 28) Basra and KQfa are often called “the

two misrs” (BuldiarT, Had^d^^ bab 13, Yakut,

Mu^^am^ iv 454) Further any town may be

called misr (e g Bukhari, Dhabd^ihy bab 2 Adaht^
bab 15, ^Idatn^ bab 25, Tumidhi, Nikdh^ bab 32
etc

)
This misr is a genuine Semitic word, cf

Jtsan al-^Arab^ s v and the Jewish Aramaic w/j/

,

mesrand^ which have the same meaning, viz that

of a house or a field as an exactly delineated and
demarcated teriitory (cf J Levy, Chaldaisches

Wortet buchy do, Neuhebratsches-talrnudisches Wor
terbuch)

It may be supposed that the geographical name
Misr (cf above, a —c ) comes from the same
root and has originally a meaning akin to that

of the common noun (A J Wensinck)
MISRAS a te rm in Arabic prosody ap-

plied to a hemistich or half line (bait), the first

hemistich is called sadr and the second ^adjuz

Each has two, three or four feet, taf^ila or djuid

The last foot of the first hemistich is called ^afud

and the last of the second darb As a general

rule, and in the first verse of a poem, the ^arud

foot should have the same measure (tasrL) and

rhyme (takfiyd) as the darb foot

(Moh Bln Cheneb)
MI§Rl [See NiyazI

]

Missis, arab al Mas§I§a, a town in Cili-

cia on the Djaihan
In antiquity it was called iirrix a name,

which (like that of Mdypov in the Cilician

passes) is deiived from the cult of the legendary

seer Mopsos (cf Meyer, Geseh d Altert ^ 1/11

§ 483) In ancient times, the town was chiefly

famous for its bishop Iheodorus (d 428), the

teacher of Nestorius and friend of the suffragan

bishop and inventor of the Armenian alphabet,

Masht^oc' (Peeters, Revue des Etudes Armen
,

ix
,

Pans 1929, p 210, on him cf e g al Mas'Udi,

Tanbihy ed de Goeje, p 1 52, Mich Syr, transl

Chabot, 11 3 ,
Barhebraeus, Chron cedes

,
ed Ab

beloos-Lamy, 1 133, Iheophanes, Chron, ed de

Boor, 1 77, ig, 96, 4) In the reign of Justinian

a synod was held in Mopsuhestia in June 550 to

see that his name was removed from the diplychs

of the bishops (Mansi, Acta Concil
,
ix

,
col 275-

289, Ilefele, Konzihengeschichte, 11 832-834)
At a later date the name of the town was usually

written Mof^rliovea-rix (pronounced Mobsuhestia ?,

cf Append ad Petri Sicuh hist Mantch
,
ed Gie-

seler, p 63, j, Wilh Schulze, Zeitschr f vergl

Sprachforsch
,
xxxiii

,
new series, xiii

, 1895, p 372

,

references in (^elzer to Georg Kypr 819, Syr
Mompsuhestia Noldeke, W Z K M, 111, 1889,

p 356, Severus Antioch, Epist
,
v 6, ed Brooks,

p 338, Arab Mabsubastiya in Ibn ^urdadhbih,
ed de Goeje, p 99) As early as the end of

classical times we already find the popular forms

Mompsistea (Tab Peut), Byzant Ma/tz/Vra (Mi
chael Glykas, Annal

,
Bonn Corpus, p 570, 4, Anna

Komnena, ed Reifferscheid, 11 140, 5,in al-ldrisi,

ed Gildemeister \n Z D P V
,

viii 24 Mdmstrd,
the Byzantine work on “Towns with later altered

names” ed Burckhardt, Hierokles, Synekdem

,

Leipzig 1893, p 62, Appendix I, N® 29, wrongly

says Kx<Trx(Sx^x 1^ v£/v Mxf^to'rx
,
the former

is rather the modern Budrum KaPe)
,

Masista

(Iheodosius, De situ teirae sanctae, c 32, ed

Geyer in Corp Scfipt Eccles Lat
,
xxxix 150,5),

1 e Syiiac MasIstS {^Notitia Antiochena, ed Rah-

mani, I fasti della chtesa patiiatcale Antiochena,

Rome 1920, p V
,
Byzant Ztschr

,
xxv 74, 81),

fiom which the Arabic al-MassIsa, Armen Msis

and Turk Missis or Missis have arisen

The emperor Heiaclius is said to have removed

the inhabitants and laid waste the district between

Antioch and Mopsuhestia on the advance of the

Arabs, in order to create a desert zone between

them (al-labari, 1 2396, al-Baladhiiri
,

ed de

Goeje, p 163 between al-IskandarUn and Taisus),

and under the Omaiyads all the towns taken by

the Arabs from al Massisa to the fourth Armenia

(Malatya) are said to have been left unfortified

and uninhabited as a result of the inroads of the

Mardaites (Theoph
,
ed de Boor, 1 363, 17) Ac-

cording to Abu ’1-Khattab al-Azdi (in al Baladhuri,

p 164), the Arabs conquered al Massisa and

Tarsus under Abu ’’Ubaida, according to others

under Maisara b Masruk, who was sent by him and

who thereafter advanced as far as Zanda (in l6 =
637 Caetani, Annali delV Islam, 111 805, § 311)

MiPawiya on his campaign against ‘‘Ammuiiya in

25 a H found all the fortresses abandoned between

Antakiya and TarsHs (see above) Accoidmg to

the Maghdzi MiL'dwiya he himself destroyed all

the Byzantine fortresses up to Antakiya in 31

(651—652) on his return fiom Darawliya (Aop*/-

Kxm in Phyrgia) (al Baladhuri, p 164 jy )
After

the Syrian rebellion against 'Abd al-Malik, the

emperor Constantine IV Pogonatos in 65 (684-

685 ad) advanced against the town and regained

it (al Ya'knbi, ed Houtsma, 11 321) YahyS b

al-Khakam in 77 marched against MariJj al-Shahm

between Malatya and al Massisa (al-Ya^kiibl, 11

337) It was only in 84 (703) that 'Abd al-Mahk’s

son '^Abd Allah retook the town and had the

citadel rebuilt on its old foundations fBalSdjiur!,

p 165, Ya^abl, 11 466, Wa^cidl in Tabari, 11
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1127, Ibn al-Ath?r, ed Tornberg, iv 398, Theo-

phan, Chron^ cd de Boor, p 372, 4, Mich Syr,

transl Chabot, u 477, Flias Nisiben
,
Opus chro-

nology ed Brooks, p 156, transl, p 75, Scrtpt

Syriy chrontca nimoray ed Guidi, p 232, transl

,

p 176, under 1015 Sel year, Weil, d Chaltfeuy

i 472) In the following >ear, he installed a gar-

nson in the fortress, including 300 specially picked

soldiers, and built a mosque on the citadel hill

(Tall al-Hisn), a Christian church was turned into

a granary {huryun^ hurya ^ horreutHy korreay '\1-

Baladhurl, p 165 ,
Ibn al-Shihna, ed Baiint, p 179)

To the same event no doubt refers the wrongly
dated reference in the Chronicle of the Armenian
Samuel of Am of the year 692 A D to the forti-

fication with strong walls of the town of ‘‘Ma-

mestia, i e Msis” by the Muslims under ^Abd
al-Malik {Ratio iemporum usque ad suam aetatem

preshytert Samuelts Amensts, in Euseb Pamphil

,

Chron
y
ed A Mai and I Zohrab, Mediolani 1818,

App p 57 ,
Alishan, Sissouany p 286) Every yeai

from 1,500 to 2,000 men of the corps {tawalt^)

of Antakiya used to winter in the town According

to Michael Syrus (transl Chabot, 111 478), 'Abdal-
Malik died in 1017 Sel (705 a d ) in al-Massisa

'Umar II is said to have intended to destroy

the town and all the fortifications between it and
Antioch and to have been either prevented by
his own death (Baladhurl, p 167) or dissuaded by

his advisers, according to this version, he then

had a large mosque built in the subuib of Kafar

baiya in which there was a cistern with his

inscription It was called the “Citadel Mosque”
and kept up till the time of al-Mu'tasim (al-Bala

dhurl, p 165, but Kafarbaiya was probably not

really built till the time of al Mahdi 01 H5run
al-Rashid, [see below] Yazid b Djubair {'At^i^o^ 6

toG Xovv^i) in 704 ad attacked Sis (rh Zlerm

KArrpoVi in al-Tabari and Ibn al Athir Siisina in

the Nahiya of al-Massisa) but was driven off by
Heraclius, the emperor’s brother (Theophan

,
ed

de Boor, p 372, 23 A M 6196, according to

al Tabari, 11 1185, and Ibn al-Athir, iv 419, wrong-

ly not till 87 A H ) Hisham built the subuib

{al~Rabad)y Marwan II the quarter of al-Khusos

east of the Djaihan, which he surrounded with a

wall with a wooden door and a ditch The bridge

of Djisr al-Walid between al-Massisa and AdJiana,

9 mil from the former, was built in 125 (742

—

743 ad) and restored in 225 (840) by al-MuHa-

sim (al-Baladhuri, p 168, YakQt, Mu^d^amy ed

Wiistenfeld, 11 82 ,
Safi al-Dln, Maraudy ed

Juynboll, 1 255) In the first half of the viiitb

century the caliphs al-Walid II and Yazid III

brought the gipsy tnbe of the Zutt, who had been

deported to Basra by Mu^^awiya in 670 a d
,
and

settled them with great herds of buffalo in the

region of al-Massisa in order to fight the plague

of lions in the district of the Djabal al-Lukkam

(al-BalSdhurl, p 168, De Goeje, Bijdra^e tot de

Geschtedents der ZtgeunerSj 1875, P *7—22)

The first 'AbbSsid, Abu ’l-'Abbas al-Saffah, on

his accession strengthened the garrison by 400 men,

to whom he gave lands, the same estates were

later allotted to them by al-Mansiir The latter

in 139 (756—757) restored the wall, which had
been damaged by an earthquake m the preceding

year, and increased with 8,000 settlers the much
diminished population of the town, which he called

al-Ma'mtlra (al-Baladb'iri, p 166, Ibn al Athir, v

382,Y5Vnt IV 579, s V al-Ma^muriya

y

Ibn Shihna,

p 179) On the site of a heathen temple he built

a large mosque which far surpassed the mosque
of 'Umar in size When 'Abd Allah b Tahir was

governor of Maghrib (i e 21 1 =826), it was en-

larged by al-Ma^mnn Al Mansiir increased the gar-

iison to 1,000 men and settled in the town the

inhabitants ofal-^usus, Persians, Slavs and Christian

Arabs (Nabataeans), whom Marwan had transplanted

thither (see above), and gave them allotments of

land It is probably that to the same event the

story refers that Sftlih b 'All, when in the 'Abbasid

period the inhabitants of al-Massisa, harassed by

the Byzantines, resolved to migrate, sent DjabrPil

b Yahy5 al-Badjali al-KJiurasani in 140 (757

—

758) to rebuild the town and settle it with Muslim

inhabitants (al-Baladhuri, p 166 according to

al-laban, 11 135 in the year 14 1) Under al-Mahdi

the garrison was increased to 2,000, in addition

there was the Antakiya coips of almost the same

size which wintered here regularly until Salim of

Burullus became their wall and increased the gar-

rison by 500 men instead There is a brief reference

in the Syriac inscription of 'Enesh to a raid by
al Mahdi to the DjaihSn (Syr GihSn) in 780 A D

(1091 Sel ,
Chabot, in ^ ^ ,

ser ix
,
xvi

, 1900,

p 287, Pognon, Inscr semit de la Syne et de la

Mesop
y p 148— 150, N® 84) Harun al Rashid built

Kafarbaiya or according to another story, altered

the plans for this suburb prepared by al-Mahdl and

fortified It with a ditch, he also built walls which

were only completed after his death by al-Mu^tasim

In 187 (803) an earthquake laid waste the town

(al Tabari, 111 688) In the following year, the By
zantmes invaded and pillaged the region of al

Massisa and 'Am Zarba and cairied off the in-

habitants of Tarsus into captivity, whereupon H5riin

al-RasJjid attacked and defeated them (Mich Syr

,

111 16) According to al Tabari (in 709) and Ibn

al Athir (vi 135), the Byzantines m 190 (806)

invaded 'Ain Zarba and Kanisat al-Sawd5^ and

took prisoners there, but the people of al-Massisa

regained all their loot from them If, as it seems, the

curious story in the By/antine chroniclers (Theoph
,

Chron
y
ed de Boor, p 446, ig, Georg Kedren

,

Bonn Corpus, 11 17) that in 771—772 (A M
6264) ’AA<pa$at^ Ba$ivapy i e al-Fadl b Dinar,

who had 500 Byzantine prisoners with him, lost

1,000 men and all his booty through a sortie of

the Mofzypovs(rrs7; refers to the same events, the

latter would appeal to be wrongly reported and
wrongly dated

On the 13th Haziran 1 122 Sel (81 1 A D ) the walls

and many houses in the town and three adjoining

villages fell in a gieat earthquake, near al Massisa

the course of the Djaihan was dammed for a week
so that the boats lay on the dry bed (Mich Syr

,

111 17) In 198 (813—814) ThSbit b Nasr al

Khuza'i was fighting in the Syrian marches of

al Massisa and Adhana (Ya'kubi, 11 541) On his

campaign into Bilad al-Rum, al-Ma^mun passed

through al-Massisa and Tarsus in Muharram 215
(March 830, (al-Taban, 111 1103, Ibn al-Athir, vi

294, Abu ’1 Fida^, Annales Muslem
y
ed Reiske,

11 152, Weil, Gesch d Chal y\\ 239) In revenge
the emperor Theophilos in 216 (831) raided the

lands around these two towns and slew or took
prisoner 2,000 men (al-Tabari, 111 1104, Ibn al-

Athlr, vi 295)
After the emperor’s campaign against Zibatra

(837 A d) in which he also defeated the Mo/z-

^oveffrheii (Const Porphyrog
,
De caertm

,
ed
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Bonn, p 503, Vasilev, Vizantiya t Arabt^ in

Zaptskt tst filol fak tmp S -Ptb^ Untv , Cast Ivi

,

1900, p 88 ,
note 4), al Mu'tasim bi *llah m

the following year attacked 'Ammurlya , his general

Bashir commanded a part of the army which in

eluded the Massisa contingents (Mich Syr
,

in

96) In 245 (859) the town was again visited by
an earthquake which destroyed many places in

Syria, Mesopotamia and Cilicia (al-Ya'^kubl, 111

1440) The Caliph al Mu^tadid after restoring order

in the Ihughur al-Sh^miya (287 = 900) returned

from al-Massisa via h unduk al Hussain, al-Iskandariya

and BaghrSs to Antakiya, Halab and al Raljka

(al Tabari, 111 2198—2200, al Funduk, a place in

the Thiighur near al-MassIsa Yakut, 111 918,
Safi al-Din, Mata^td^ 11 365)
When in 292 (904—905) the Byzantine An-

dronicus invaded the distiictof Mar'^ash, the people

of al Massisa and Tarsus met him but were defeated

and lost their leader Abu ’1-Ridjal b Abi Bakkai

(al-Tabarl, 111 2251
,
Ibn al Athir, vii 37 1 ,

Vasilev,

Zap ist -Jil fak tmp S-Ptbg Untv
^
cast Ivxi

,

1902, p 154, note 2)

In 344 (955—956) the Hamdamd Saif al Dawla
was visited by horsemen from the frontier towns

of Tarsns, Adana and al Massisa and with them
an envoy from the Greek king who concluded a

truce with him (al-Nuwairi and Kamal al-Dln in

Freytag, ZDMG
^

xi
, p 192, Ibn 7afir al-Azdl,

Kttab al-Duwal al Munkati^a^ transl Vasilev,

op at
,
PnloXen

, p 86) Defeated by Leo Phocas

in 349 (960) in the pass of al KuCuk, Saif al-

Dawla spent the night in al-Hawanit and returned

to Ilalab via al Massisa (Kamal al-Din in Freytag,

op at
^ p 196, Vahya b Sa'^id, TiPnUi^ ed

KraCkovskiy-Vasilev, in Pattol Otunt
^

xiii
, 1924,

p 782)
In 352 the emperoi Nicephoros took Adana,

the inhabitants of which fled to al-Massisa, and
sent the Domesticus John I zimisces (Yams b al-

Shimishklk al-Dumistik) against this town The
latter besieged it for several days but had to

withdiaw as his supplies were running short, and
after laying waste the country round burned the

adjoining al Malliin {l^othK6i) at the mouth of the

DjaihSn (Vahya b Sahd, op at
^ p 793 sq') Ihe

emperor himself came again in Dhu ’1 KaMa 353
(Nov 964) to the marches (al 1 haghr) and besieged

al-Massisa for over 50 days but had again to abandon

the siege owing to shortage of supplies and retiied

to winter in Kaisariya Finally the town was stormed

by John Tzimisces (Arm Kuir 2an) on Thursday

the iithRadjab 354 (July 13, 965) 1 he inhabitants

set it on file and fled to Kafarbaiya After a desperate

struggle on the bridge between the two towns the

Greeks took this suburb also and carried off all

the inhabitants into captivity (Yahya b SaSd, op

y P 795 j
Ibn al-Athlr, viii 408—411, Abu

’l-Fida\ Ann Musi
^
ed Reiske, 11 482 ,

Mich
Syr, 111 128, Elias Nisiben

,
ed Brooks, p 218,

transl p 106, Geoig Cedien
,
ed Bonn, 11 362,

Leon Diakon
,
ed Bonn, p 52 ,

Matt'eos Ur-

hayec'i, ed Dulaurier in Rec hist crots
,
Docum

Arm
^

i 5 ,
Step'^an Asohk of Taron, Armen

Gesch H Gelzer and A Burckhardt, Leipzig

1907, p 134, 94) They were, to the number of

200,000, it IS said, led past the gates of TaisOs,

which at that time was being besieged by the

emperor’s brother Leo, to terrify the people of the

town (Ibn Sliihna, Rawdat al-Manazir^ in Freytag,

Z D M G
^
Elias Nisiben

,
op at

)

The gates of

larsHs and of al-MassIsa were gilded and taken
as trophies to Constantinople, where one set was
put in the citadel and the others on the wall of

the Golden Gate (Georg Cedren
,
u 363)

Ihe town remained for over a century in the

hands of the Byzantines, the Emperor Basil II

Bolgaroktonos stayed for six months in the region

of al-Masslsa and Tarsus before going to Armenia
aftei the death (March 31, 1000 A D ) of the

Kuropalates Davit‘s of lajk' to take possession of

his lands by inheritance (Vahy5 b Sa^ld, TePrikh^

ed Rosen, p 39, m Zap Imp Akad Nauk^ xliv
,

St Petersburg 1883) In 1042 the Armenian prince

Aplghanb, son of Hasan and grandson of Khafc^ik

of the house of the Arcrunians, was sent by the

emperor Constantine Monomachos as governor to

Cilicia (St Martin, Mem sur VArm^ 1 199) In

1085 A D Philaretos Brachomios, who was appointed
in Constantinople peihaps Sebastos (Mich Syr

,
111

173) or at least Kuropalates (Mich Altai
,
Bonn ed

,

p 301) and whose ephemeral kingdom comprised

the land from Tarsus to Malatya, Urfa and Antakya,
held al Massisa (Mich Syr

,
loc at Laurent,

et Anttoche sous le curopalate Phtlarete, Rev des

Et Atm
^ ^ 1929, p 61—72) Shortly before the

arrival of the Crusaders, the SeldjQk Turks took

larsus, al-Massisa, “^Ain Zarba and the other towns

of Cilicia (Mich Syr, 111 179) About the end of

Sept 1097 Ibe Franks under Tancred, who had
been invited thither from Lambron by Dshm III,

took the town which was stormed after a day’s

siege the inhabitants were slam and rich booty

fell into the hands of the victor (Albert Aquens
,

111 1 5 ,
in Migne, Patrol Lat , clxvi ,

col 446 sq
,

Radulf Cadom
,
Gesta Tancredty c ^9 sq) William

of Tyre describes al Massisa on this occasion (111

21, in Migne, Patrol Lat
y

cci
,
col 295) ^Erat

autem Mamistra una de nobtltortbus etusdem pro-

vinctae avitatibus^ muro et multorum tncolatu

tnsigms^ sedet opttmo agro et gleba ubere et amo^^

mtate ptaecipua conimendabihs'*'' Count Baldwin,

who had quarrelled with Tancred, followed him
along with the admiral Winimer of Boulogne and
encamped in a meadow near the Djaihan bridge,

Winimer left him there and went with his fleet to

al-L5dhikIya, while the two uvals had a desperate

fight, after which Baldwin withdrew to the east

(Albert Aquens, 111
,
c 15, 59, in Migne, op at

^

col 446, 472) Tancred followed him, after he had

imposed on the city '^plus paternas quam prtnapis

leges'' (Radulf Cadom
, c 44) The Byzantine

general Tatikios, who had joined the Crusaders to

take ovei their conquests in name of the emperor,

left them in the lurch in the beginning of Feb

1098 at the siege of Antakiya and ceded to Bohemund
the town of Tursol (larsQs), Mamistra and Addena
(Adana) (Raymond of Agiles, in Bongars, Gesta

Dei per It ancoSyY{2CCiO\tx 1611, p 146,5) Bohemund
only took possession of the towns of Tarsus, ‘^Ain

Zarba and al Massisa in August (Will of Tyre,

vii 2) After the town had again fallen to the

Greeks for a period Tancred again took it in iioi

(Rad Cad
,

c 143), but had to hand it over with

Tarsus, Adana and 'Ain Zaiba to Bohemund on

his return from captivity in 1103 (Will of Tyre,

vii 2, in Migne, op at ^ col 379) In the following

year however, Longinias, Tarsus, Adana and

were regained for Byzantium by the campaign 1 of

the geneial Monastras (Anna Comnena, 'AAs$/a$, ed

Reifferscheid, 11 140, 5, who apparently did not
recognise the identity of Mdfitvra with M^ow
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tTvlou which she mentions several times) In the

treaty between Bohemund and the empeior Alexios

of Sept I io8 the town was promised to the former

(Anna Comnena, op at
^

ii 218), Tancred having

taken it in the preceding year with 10,000 men
from the Byzantine general, the Armenian Aspietes

(Anna Comnena, 11 147) At this time, of the

quarters of the town one (probably Kaiarbaiya)

was in rums (Anna Comnena, op at) Baldwin

of Burg and Joscelin of Courtenay, who allied

themselves against Tancred with Kogh Vasil of

Kaisum, were supported by the latter with a detach

ment of 800 men and a body of PeCenegs, who
were stationed in al-MassIsa as Greek meicenaries

(MatPeSs Ufhayec^i, transl Dulauiier, p 266 jy =
I^ec Hist Crots

,
Doc Arm

,
1 86) The great

earthquake of 1114 destroyed the town like many
others in Cilicia and Syria (Smbat, m Docum
Arm

,
i 614)

Under the Frankish patriarchate of Antioch,

Mopsuestia-Mamistra was separated from the eccle-

siastical province of Anazarbos and made an

autocephalous metropolis (Michael Syius, in 19
recensions of the Notitia Anttochena of the Cius-

ading period, MS of Chalki [now in I eningrad,

Russ Publ I ibr
,
MS Gr 716, cf Beneshevi5,

Byz -Neugrtech Jahrb
^

v, 1927, p 103, note],

ed Papadopoulo-Kerameus, in EAA^v 4>/AoA ^vkXoy ,

MecvpoyopS B//3A/o5
,

Constantinople 1884, p 65
*0 MovixypOBa-r/ac^ aird roC ^pdvov "Ava^xp(3if^

Kxi srteyii xvroxe<pxXo;

y

cf cod Pans suppl grec

1226, ed Nau, R 0 Cy 1909, p 215, Vatic gr

1455, ed Gelzer, Byz Ztschr
^ 1, p 250, N® 165

and pass
)

The zvopia Moyl^ovta-riXi sti etched (ac-

cording to a work on the boundaries of the

Antiochene dioceses, ed Papadopoulo-Keramevs,
op at

, p 67) from Seleuceia in Syria and Adana
ofKO roO f^eyxXov %>ipoirorxfioi (now Ozerlu or Rabat
6ai>) TO0 (jLsydhou •jroTXfioV ^v(rSiv The latter is

undoubtedly identical with 6 fJisyxQ TroTXfJid^

the Saihan
,

for the name I^aihan (pro-

bably first found in the 'Umaiyad court poet 'Adi

b al-Rika' c 710 A D Noldeke, Z DM G
,
xhv

,

1890, p 6995*^) and Saihan for Pyramos and Saros

are no doubt derived from the names of the Biblical

rivers Glhon and Pishon {Gen ,11 ii) (wrongly ex-

plained from the Persian I^ihan in Cousin, Kyros
le Jeune en Aste Mtneuie^ Nancy 1904, p 278, ,)

In 1132/33 the Rupenid Levon I (Ae/3o(/v>f;), son

of Constantine, took the town (Arm Msis, Mises,

Mamestia or Mamuestia from the (ireeks (Cinnamos,

1 7, 111 14, Smbat Sparapet Chronicle^ m Docum
\

Army 1 615) The brother of the emperor John IT

Comnenos went to him and Levon gave his

sons his daughters as wives with the towns of

al-MassIsa and Adana as dowries But when they

quarrelled he took back from the Greeks all that

he had given them, and Isaac had to flee with

his sons to Sultan Mas'ud (Michel Syr
,

ii 230)
Levon, falling through treachery into the hands

of Raymond of Poitiers, had to cede (1136— 1137)
al-MassIsa, Adana and Sarvantik'ar (now Sawuian
KaPe ?), but regained his liberty in a couple of

months, he very soon retook these towns {Docum
Army 1 152 = Chron de Matthieu d'EdessCy

transl Dulaurier, p 457 ,
Smbat, «/,p 616) The

emperor John in 1137 (1448 Sel ) had his revenge

on Levon He invaded Cilicia, took Tarsus, Adana
and al Massisa, seized Levon himself with his wife

and children and took them to Constantinople,

where Levon subsequently died (Ibn al-Alhir, xi 35

,

1 Michael Syrus, 111 245 ,
Gregor presbyt

,
Forts d

Chrontk des Matt^eosy transl Dulaurier, p 323,
cf Docum arm

y 1, p xxxii
,

i and 153,4, Will

of lyr, XIV 24, Kohricht, Gesck d Kgr Jem-
saieniy^ 21 1) John installed Coloman
son of Boris and grandson of king Coloman of

Hungary, as governor of Cilicia (Will Tyi
,
xiv

24, XIX 9, m Migne, Patr Lat
,
cci

, col 603,

756, a '^Dux Ctlmae^’' mentioned in Regum et

prtnapum epistolaCy N® 24, in Bongars, Gesta Det

pet FtanCy p 1182, 1 46 and passim) When the

emperor John died at Mardj al-Dib5dj on April 8,

1143 (Will of lyr, XV 22 sq
,
Rohricht, Gesck

d K^i Jerus
, p 228, 4), his successor Manuel I

Comnenos had his body brought by boat from

Mopsuestia do>\n the Pyramos to the sea and

taken by sea to the capital (Niketas Choniat
,

Man Komn
,

i
,
Bonn ed

, p 67)
Thoros II, the son of Levon who had escaped

home from his confinement in Constantinople, was

again able to cast off the Byzantine yoke When
in 1

1
51 he took Msis and T'll (Tall Hamdun)

fiom the Byzantines (Smbat, in Doc Arm
,

1 619)
and made their general Thomas prisoner, the

emperor Manuel in the following year sent against

him with 12,000 cavaliy Andronicos Comnenos,

whom he had appointed governor of Tarsus and
al Massisa (Gregor presbyt

,
\nDoc Arm

,
1 167 ==

Matth Edess
,

tiansl Dulaurier, p 334, Smbat,

Chron
y

in Doc arm
y

1 619) Andronicos, who
did not recognise Thoros as ruler of Asia Minor,

advanced against al Massisa but was surprised by

the Armenians and put to an ignominious flight

with his 12,000 men Ihus not only the town,

which was very well supplied with piovisions

and military material of all kinds, fell into his

hands, but also a gieat part of Cilicia (Gregor

presbyt
,

tiansl Dulaurier, p 334—336 = Doc
Atniy 1 167 sqq

,
Smbat, of at) The emperor,

himself too weak to avenge the insult, twice in-

duced by gifts the Sultan Kflfdj Arslan 11 (Gregor

wiongly Mas'ud) of Koniya to attack Ihoros The
Sultan, who on the first occasion (1153 ad) was

content with the defeat of the Armenian and the

return of the lands taken from the Greeks, again

attacked al Massisa, 'Am Zaiba and Tall HamdQn
(Arm I’^iln Ilamtunoy) in 1156 but could do

nothing against them and had finally to retire

after heavy losses (Gregor
,

op at
, p 338 =

Doc Arm ,1 171)
The emperor Manuel himself passed through

Cilicia m 1159 iMth a large army to the assistance

of the Crusaders Thoios had already retired to

Vahka in the desolate mountains {At men Rhymea
Chron

, in Doc Arm
, 1 505) when the emperor

entered al-Massisa at the beginning of November,
but he did no injury to any one there (Gregor

,

transl Dulaurier, p 353 sq :=z Doc Arm y\ 187)
The Frankish kings led by Baldwin came to pay
homage to him in the town or on the adjoining

pratum palliorum (as Will of Tyre, xiii 27
translates Maidj al Dibadj) where Ls court was
held in camp for 7 months (Gregor

,
transl Du-

laurier, p 358, Rohricht, Gesch d Kgr Jerusal
y

p 298) Thoros was also able with great tact to

become reconciled with him, and on acknowledging
Byzantine suzerainty and ceding several towns in

Cilicia, was recognised as “Sebastos” of Msis,

Anazarbos and Vahga {Doc Arm
y 1 186, Smbat,

tbtd
y p 622) His brother Mleh, who attempted

his life while out hunting between al-MassIsa and



Adana, was banished by Thoros ana given by
Nar al-Din the town of Kurus (Kyrrhos, Smbat,
loc at) After the death of Thoros of Msis(ii68-

1169, Smbat, p 623), Mleh (Aiab Mallh b LI-

wun al-AimanI) succeeded him and at first ruled

only over the district of the passes {Btlad al~

Durub) In 1171 he surprised Count Stephen of

Blois at Mamistiaand plundered him (Will of Tyre,

XX 25—28) In 568 (1172— 1173), supported by
troops of his ally Nur al-Dln, he took fiom the

Greeks Adana, al-MassIsa andlarsOs (Ibn al-AthIr,

XI 255, Kamal al-Din, tiansl in Rohiicht, in Bet-

trage z Gesch d AO 1 ,
Berlin 1874, p 336)

When Mleh’s successor RupSn III fell through

treacheiy into the hands of Bohemund of Antioch,

his brother Levon (II) obtained his release in 1184
by ceding al-Massisa, Adana and Tall Hamdun
(TMn) and paying 3,000 dinars

,
immediately after-

wards, RupSn retook these strongholds from the

h ranks (Mich Syr, 111 397, Doc arm
^

i 394)
Het'um, the nephe\\ of the Catholicos Grigor

IV and son of C'ortvanel of laron, who came
to Cilicid in 1189 with his brother Shahinshah,

received from Levon II (1185— 1219) his niece

Alice, daughtei of Rupen 111, in mainage and the

town of Msis, but died in the same year (Smbat,

in Doc arm
^ 1 629, Marquart, Sudarmemen und

die Ttgrtsquellen^ Vienna 1930, p 481 sq

)

The
Fmperor Frederick Barbarossa in 586 (1190) was
about to go to Syria via Tarsus and al-Massisa

when he met his tragic end in the Kalykadnos
(alleged ["] letter of the Aimenian Catholicos in Ibn
Shaddad, in Rec JItst Orient des Crots

^ 111 162)
a portion of his army theieupon went to Antioch

via Tarsus, Mamistrta and Thegto (Hisn al-Mutliak

kab, not Pottella^ the Syrian passes, with which
Rohiicht, Gesch d Kgt Jet us

^ p 530, 4, iden-

tifies it)

Wilbrand of Oldenburg who visited the East

in the train of Duke I eopold VII of Austria

and Steiermark and the Teutonic Grandmaster

Hermann von Salza, came in the beginning of

1212 to Mamistere which he describes as follows

(Wilbr
,

c 18, ed Laurent, Pere^rtnato7 es^ I eip-

zig 1864, p 175) <nHaec est cwttas bona^ super

dumen stta^ satts amoena^ murum habens circa se

turrituniy sed antiquitate corrosum^ paucos in quo-

dam respectu habens inhabitatores^ qutbus omnibus

rex tllius terrae impeiat et dominatuP' In the

vicinity lay y^quoddam castium quod erat de patri-

monio beati Pauli sed nunc temports posst-

detur a Giaetts'''" „//? hac avitate [Mamistere]

habetur sepulchrum beati Pantaleoms Ipsa vero

distat a Canamella (cf 1 omaschek, S B Ak Wien^

1891, app vm
, p 71) magnam dictand' Levon

II granted the republics of Genoa and Venice the

privilege of having their own tiading centres in

al-Massisa, which could be reached by ship from

the sea before the mouth of the DjaihSn became
silted up (Alishan, Stssouan ou VArmeno-Cilictey

p 287) The attempt of Raymund RupSn of

Antioch to seize the throne of Aimenia after

Levon’s death in 1219 failed, he was, it is true,

able to take Tarsus and attack al-Massisa but he

was taken prisoner by Constantine of Barirberd

and died in prison m 1222 (Doc arm
^ 1 514,

Rohricht, Gesch d Kgr Jerus
y p 741^^)

For a century the Rup5nids ruled almost un-

disturbed in the town Their glory reached its

height under the splendour-loving HetSim I (1219-

1270) Here were held the annual festivals of the

Church at which numerous princes and nobles

used to gather down to the last and difficult

years of the king Here was held the brilliant

ceremony at which his 20 year old son Levon was
dubbed knight Hither the king brought the seat

of government after the destruction of Sis (Ali-

shan, Stssouan^ p 2%^ sq)
Baibars sent a punitive expedition against Het'um

m 664 (1266) under al-Malik al Mansur of Hama,
who advanced as far as KaFat al-'Amudain and
into the district of Sis, while Saif al Din KilS^n
took al MassTsa, Adana, Ay2s and Tarsus (al-

Makiizi, Hist d Suit Maml

^

transl Quatremere,
i/ii 34 sq

,
Abu ’1-FidV, Annal Musi ^ed Reiske,

V 18, al-Nuwairl, 111 Weil, Gesch d Chal
^
iv 56)

Three years later (1269), the district of al-Massisa

was visited by an earthquake (al-Suyuti, in Doc
arm

^ 11, 1906, p 772, note f) Baibars (Arm
Pntukhtar = Aiab Bunduldar) himself in 673
(spring of 1275) took the field against Levon III,

son of HeFum, laid waste the whole of Cilicia

as far as Korikos and stormed al Massisa and Sis,

the former on 26^ March The inhabitants were
massacred, almost all the houses burned and the

great bridge destroyed (Armen Kandarayn Msisay,

le Kantai at al-Massisa
,
cf al-Makrlzi, i/ii 123 sq

with note 154, Mufaddal b Abi ’1-FadaM, Gesch

d Mamlukensultane^td Blochet, in Orient
y

389, Barhebraeus, Chron syr
y

ed Bedjan,

p 531, 6, Smbat, Chionik^ in Doc aim ^ 1 653,
Rohricht, Gesch d Kgr Jei usalemy p 967 ,

van

Berchem, C F A
y

\ 688, note 2) When in 697
(1297— 1298) an army under the emirs Saif al-

Dln Kip6ak, the Na^b of Dimashk, FSris al-Din

Jlbeki al-S2ki al-Zahiri, the NS^b of Safad. Saif

al Din Bizlar al-Mansurl and Saif al-Din ^Az5z

al-Salihi invaded the land of Sis, al-MassTsa is not

specially emphasised among the unimportant places

taken like 1 all Hamdun, Hammus (Humaimis), Ka'lSt

Nadjima, al Massisa, SirfandikSr, Hadjar Shughlaii,

al-Nukair and Zandjfara (al-Makrizi, ii/ii 60-65 ,

Mufaddal, op cit
^ p 602, al-Nuwain, in Blochet,

ibid) In 1322, the Egyptians crossed the Djaihan

by a bridge of boats, got behind the Armenians
who had retired to Msis and inflicted a severe

defeat upon them
,

among those who fell are

mentioned the barons Het^um of JDjlknoc^, his

brother Constantine, Wahram Lotik, Oshin, the

son of the marshal, along with 21 knights and

many men (Smbat’s Continuator, m Doc arm
,

1 668) This authority also mentions a raid by

an Egyptian force against al Massisa (Mamuestia),

Adana, al-Mallun (Mlun) and Tarsus in 1334

—

1335 (Doc arm
y 1 671, Tomaschek, S’ B Ak

Wten^ 1891, part viii
, p 68) The last Egyptian

invasion took place in 823 (t373— 1374) Among
the towns destroyed were Sis, Adana, al-Massisa

and 'Ain Zarba, and Levon IV had to surrender

in 1375 after a siege of nine months in Ghaban

(Doc arm , 1 686, note 3) The town thus pas-

sed nominally into the Futuhdt al-Qj.ahaniya of

the Mamluk empire, it had, it is true, by now
sunk into insignificance and it is not mentioned,

for example, among the towns taken by Shahsuwar

in 1467 (Alisban, Stssouan^ p 290)

Armenian sources mention 8 archbishops of the

town from 1175 to 1370 (1175—1206 David,

1215 Johannes, 1266 Sion, 1306 Constantine 1316

John, 1332 Stephen, 1342 Basil, 1362— 1370 un-

named ,
cf Alishan, op at

, p 290) Michael Syrus

knows only Job of about 800 a d (C^r£i«
,
transl.
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Chabot, HI 23 , 451, N® 27) and the Frankish

wnters from 1100 onwards Bartholomaeus, before

1234 Radulphus and in the years from 1162-1238
three or four more unnamed bishops (Albert Aquens

,

IX 16, Will of Tyie, xiv 10, Le Quien, Ortens

Chrtsttanusy 111 1198— 1200, Rohricht, Gesch d
Kgr Jerusal

, p 42, 202) On account of the many
Egyptian invasions the Latin archbishopric was
removed to Ay5s by Pope John XXII in 1320
(Alishan, Sissouan^ p 290)

After the fall of the kingdom of Little Armenia,
the power of the RamadSn-Oghlu and Mu ’l-Kadr-

Qghlu gradually spread in Cilicia Selim I on his

campaign against Egypt in 922 (1516) and on his

return also preferred to keep to the east of their

land (Taeschner, AnatoI Wegeneh^ ii 32) Missis

has been Ottoman since that year, m which the

decisive battle was fought on Mardj al-Dabik

In Kafarbaiya a khan was built for caravans

passing through in 1542 and restored in 1830 by
Hasan Pasha The I^aihan bridge became useless

in 1736 when the central arch collapsed, in 1766
this was repaired but it wai> blown up in 1832
on the retreat of the Turkish troops fiora the

fighting at Bailan m order to hold up the

advance of Ibrahim Pasha’s pursuing army As
late as the middle of the xix^h century it

could only be crossed by an improvised wooden
footbridge

In modern times Missis is mentioned only by

eastern pilgrims and travellers who as a rule only

spent a short time there Thus it was visited in

1432 by the Burgundian Bertrandon de la Brocquiere

Mtsse-sur-yehan'^)y in the xvith century by P
Belon, 1682 the Mecca pilgrim Mehmed Edib, 1695
the Armenian Patriarch of Antiochia Makanos, 1704
Paul Lucas, 1736 Chevalier Otter, 1766 the Dane
Carsten Niebuhr, 1813 Macd Kinneir, 1834 Aucher
Eloy, 1836 Colonel Chesney, 1840 Ainsworth, 1853
Victor Langlois, whose reports were exhaustively

used by Carl Ritter {Erdkunde^ xix 66— 115) The
“Merges Galles” visited by Ludwig von Rauter

on July 8, 1568, is not (as in Rohricht Meisner,

Deutsche Ptlgerretsen nach dent hi LandCy 1880,

p 434, note 43) al-Massisa, but Merkez Kal'est

on the Bab Iskandarun (Cilic -Syr passes) Somewhat
fuller descriptions of the modern Missis and its

ancient and mediaeval ruins were given in the

xix^h century by Langlois, Alighan and at the

beginning of the xxth by Cousin (see Bibliography)

The stretch of the Baghdad railway from Dorak
south of the Taurus via Adana and Missis to

Ma^mura at the foot of the Amanos was opened

on Apnl 27, 1912 As a station on the railway

(the station is actually 1^2 miles N W of the

place) the town gained a certain strategic im-

portance in the Cilician campaign of the French

in 1919—1920 (1919 settlement of about 1,2

—

1,500 Armenians, May 27-28, 1920 futile Turkish

blockade of the garrison there, about a company
strong, end of July withdrawal of the troops to

Adana
,

cf E Bremond, La Ctcthe en igig—
79-20, in Rev Etud Arm

^
Pans 1920, 1, p 31 1,

360, 363, 365) After the Turkish occupation

the newly settled Armenians were probably ex-

terminated in the usual way The importance

of the town has now passed to the neighbouring

QjihSn

According to the Arab geographers, al-MassIsa

lay on the QjaihSn (iTt/pdiju^^, sometimes confused

by the Byzantine authors with the Sipac, Arab

SaihSn, with which it seems to have had at one

time a common mouth George Cedren
,

11 362

,

Anna Comn
,

11 147), i-—2 days’ journey from

Baiyas and one from ^Ain Zarba and Adhana, 12

mil from the Mediterranean coast The sea could

be seen from the hriday mosque in the town, in

front of the town lay a beautiful fertile plain (the

ancient ’AAif/ov tts^Iov) Al-Massisa lying on the right

bank was connected with Kafarbaiya by an ancient

stone bridge built by Constantius and restored by

Justinian The country lound was rich in gardens

and cornfields, watered by the QjaihSn According

to Yakut, the town originally had a wall with

5 gates and Kafarbaiya, one with 4 gates A
speciality of the town were the valuable fur-cloaks

exported all over the world Ten miles from al

Massisa, which is somewhat inaccurately placed by

Ibn Khurdadhbih, Yakut and others on the Djabal

al Lukkam (Amanos), was the plain of Maidj al-

Dlbadj, which is often mentioned in the recoids

of the fighting between the Mamlnks and Little

Armenia (probably the ^ager Mopsuestiae’'"^ on which

Cicero encamped ad farn
,

111 8) In it, N E of

the town on the road to Sis, was the fort of al-

^Amudam (al-MakrIzI, ed Quatrem^re, ll/ii 61 ,

cf KaPat al ‘^Amudain in Abu ’1-Fid5^, Ann Musi
^

ed Reiske, v 18, located by AlighSn, Stssouan^

p 225 sq too far east in “Il^m6ti6 Kal^ssi”) A field

of Mardj al-Atrakhun is also mentioned near al-

Massisa (Yakut, iv 487, Salt al-Din, Mata^id^ 111

74) Tall Hamid, a strong fortress of the Thughur
al Massisa, corresponds to the modern Hamidlye,

now called Djihan {Z DM G ^
xi 191,200, Yakut,

i 866, Safi al-Din, i 211, Ibn al Shihna,

Bairat ed
, p 339) There also was fall Hum (Yakut,

1 867 ,
Marastdy 1 21 1 ,

Ibn al Shihna, tbtd
,
exact

site unknown) Al-'^Ain at the foot of the Djabal

al-Lukkam, over which went the Darb al-'Ain pass,

was also one of the foits of al-Massisa (Yakut,

111 756, Mara^idy 11 293), on the frontier against

Halab lay Buka (q v
,

cf van Berchem, Voyage en

Syrte^iyp 257,3) Hisn Sinan (al-Baladhuri, p 165,
Yakut, 111 155) IS probably also to be sought

near al-Massisa A pass called Thanlyat al ‘^Ukab,

to be distinguished from that of the same name near

Damascus, was in the region of al-Massisa (Yakut,

1 936, Matasidy 1 230) Even the remote fortiess

of Sainalu (on its site cf Tomaschek, Lestschnft

f H Ktepett^ p 144) was sometimes reckoned in

the Syrian Ihughur and located near al-Massisa and
al-larsas(Baladhuri,p 170 DhamalQ, YaVut,iii 416,
Marastd^ 11 167, Byzantine to kHo-t^ov Zvi{jlocAoCo(;)

al-Safsaf on the present Sugudl!-su (Z D M G
^
xi

180, Reiske on Abu ’1-Fida^, Annal 11 649, note

76 according to Hadjdji Khalifa “Ilisn Safsaf, that

IS Sogud”) is also reckoned by Yakut (111 401) to

the marches of al Massisa Not far from the town
was a Syrian monastery, Gawikath (mentioned

about 1 200 A D Barhebr
,

Chron cedes
,

ed
Abbeloos-Lamy, 1 624, in Alihan, Stssouan^ p 295
CjoWiath, probably identical with Joacheth) The
neighbouring fortress of Adamodana (now Tumlu-
Kal^e) and Cumbetefort {^tn terntorio Meloni'\ 1 e

of Mlun, Arabic al-MallUn) were according to

Wilbrand of Oldenburg {of at) about 1212 in

the possession of the Teutonic Order {Allemant)
The Venetians had a church in al Massisa (Gestes

des ChtproiSy m Doc arm
^ 11 831) Armenian

authors mention there the churches of St Sarkis,

Thoros and Stephan (Alishan, p 288 sq
)

The present Mi§si§, (frequently also written Missis,
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cf Taeschner, Turk Btbl
^
xxii

,
pi 16 and 17),

IS an insignificant village lying on almost exactly

37° N Lat (pict in Alishan, p 283), which is

stretches along the heights of the right bank of the

Djlhan £ai A stone bridge with nine arches (in Bae-

deker, Konstantinopel^ P 303 wrongly “five

arched”) the foundations of which are in part ancient

(pict in Alishan, Stssouan^ p 289, Lohmann, Im
kloster zu Sts^ p 15), leads to the left bank where
pieces of walls and insciiptions still mark the site

of the ancient Mopsuhestia Here lay the medieval

Kafarbaiya, while this form is the one in general

use in Arabic texts and in modern authors, al-Idrlsi

(transl Jaubert, 11 133) and Hadjdji ^alifa {Q^than-

numa^ Constantinople 1145 [1732], p 602) have
Kafarbina (Taeschner, Tw k ^/^/,xxii,p 145,1),
as Langlois

( Voyage^ p 462) and others apparently

heard on the spot Ihe name is unknown there

now (Heberdey-Wilhelm, Ak IVuUyxhv
part VI

, p 1
1 ,

the Turkish General Staff map
in the German version of July 1918, Sheet Adana,
calls the two halves of the town “Misis Nahijesi” and
“Iluranije”) According to Ibn al-Shihna(Bairut ed

,

p 179), Kafarbaiya was also called “I ittle Baghdad”
Missis lies where the river emerges from a gorge

with walls of yellow loess at which the last foothills

of the highlands between the Saihan (now Saihun)

and Djaihan (now Djih5n-£ai) in the N W and the

Djabal Nur(NQrDagh, 2,200 feet
,
pict in Alishan,

p 284), a part of the Djabal Missis {Stadiasm

mar magn Tlx^tov ^po?)-, m the southeast meet
Ihis ridge, which takes its name from the town,

lying in the centie of the Cilician plain on the

left bank of the lower DjaihSn and linked up with

the Amanos in the east, is cclcbiated, paiticulaily

in the jDjabal Nur, for its rich flora, which was

studied by the Austrian 1 heodor Kotschy on 24th-

26th April 1859 On account of its medicinal herbs,

Ibn al-Rumiya in his commentary on the book of

Dioscurides says that many wi iters took al-Massisa

to be the city of the wise Hippocrates (Ibukrat)

who, however, according to others, belonged to

Hims (Mufaddal b Abi
’

1-Fadahl, in Patrol Orient
,

xiv 393, Ibn al ‘yiihna, BaiiUt, p 180)

Near the mouth of the DjaihSn, which at one
time was navigable for small ships up to al-Mas

sTsa, lay al Mallun, the site of which is not known
now lather Bebel? than Karatash, cf R

Kiepert, Form orb antiqu
,
viii

,
text p 19^) The

trankish writers also speak of a ^portus tie Ma-
mtstta'' (Raimundus de Aiguilers, Htstoria Francor

qut ceperunt Iherusalem^ c xi
,
cf Doc arm

, 1 ,

p xlvi, note i), probably on the ^fauces fluminis

Malnnstrae'\ wheie al Idrisi mentions the place

al Busa {Z D P V

^

viii 141 ,
Tomaschek, S P Ak

Wten, cxxiv
, 1891, fig viii

, p 69 writes al Busa)
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MISWAK (a), a term denoting the tooth-

brush as well as the tooth -pick The more

usual term is siwdk (plural suwuk) which means

also the act of cleansing the teeth Neither of the

two terms occurs in the Kurban In Hadith
miswSk IS not used, stwak^ on the other hand,

frequently In order to understand its use, it is

necessary to know that the instrument consists of

a piece of smooth wood, the end of which

IS incised so as to make it similar to a brush

to some extent The piece of wood used as a

tooth pick must have been smaller and thinner,
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as appears e g from the tradition in which it is

related that Muhammad one day received a visitor

and kept the tooth-pick ‘^at the end of his

tongue” (Mir, T^hara^ trad 45)
Concerning Zaid b Khahd it is related that he

used to sit in the mosque keeping the tooth-pick

behind his ear, ‘‘just as a writer will keep his

pen” (Abu DawHd, 'fahara^ b5b 25, al-Tirmidhl,

Tahardy bab 18) When Muhammad was in his

last hours, there entered a man with a piece of

wood fit for a stwak^ 'A^sha took and chewed it,

so as to make it smooth (Bukhari, Maghazt^ bab 83)
In general Hadith emphasises the value attached

by Muhammad to the stwak When he entered

his house, his first movement was towards it (Muslim,

Tahara^ trad 43 ,
AbU Dawud, Tahara^ bab 27)

His servant ^Abd Allah b Mas^d has received the

epithet of ^ahtb al-stwak “he who used to take care

of Muhammad’s stwak*' (Bukhari, Fada^tl al-Sahaba^

bab 20) When Muhammad awoke at night, he

cleansed his mouth by means of the stwak before

he washed himself and performed night prayer

fBukhari, AdKan^ bab 8, WudtF^ bab 73, Tahadj-

djud^ bab 9, Abu Dawud, 'fahara^ bab 30, Muslim,

Tahara^ trad 46, 47) When fasting, Muhammad
also made use of the stwak (Ahmad b Hanbal,

111 445, 446)
The miswak is chiefly used before wudfd as a

preparation before the ^aldt It is said that this

was the practice of Muhammad (Muslim, 'fahdra^

trad 48) who attached so great a value to it, that

he would have declared it obligatory before every

salat^ were it not that he feared thereby to over

burden his community (Bukhari, Adhan^ bab 8,

Muslim, Tahara^ trad 42, Abu Dawud, Tahara^

bab 25, Tirmidhi Tahara^ bab 18) In one tradition

it IS said, as a matter of fact, that the obligatory

use of the stwak before every salat was introduced

by Muhammad as a compensation for the abolition

of the obligatory wudU^ before every salat (Abtl

DawHd, 'fahara^ bab 25) In another tradition

(Nasa% Djum^a^ bab 66) the use of the stwak is

called obligatory before the Friday-service

The appreciation of the miswak which appears

from all these traditions culminates in the fact that

it belongs to the customs of the “natural religion”

{Jitra Abu Dawud, 'fahara^ bab 29) or to the

ordinances of the Apostles (Tirmidhi, Ntkah^ bab i)

Nevertheless Fikh does not declare the use of

the miswak obligatory in any case There is general

agreement on this point According to some tra

ditions, however, the Zahirites did declare the use of

the miswak obligatory before the salat^ but these

traditions are not generally accepted According

to Fikh the use of the miswak is lecommended
at all times, especially in 5 cases in connection

with the ^alat^ under all circumstances, in con-

nection with the wudu^ i
with the recitation of the

Kurban
,

after sleep
,
and as often as the mouth

has lost Its freshness, e g after long silence

According to the school of Shafi^i the use of

the miswak is blamable (makruh) between noon

and sunset at the time of fasting, for the nasty

smell of the faster’s breath is beloved

by Allah (cf NasI^, Tahara^ bab 6)

It 18 recommended to use a miswak of arak-

wood of medium hardness, neither too dry nor

too moist, to cleanse the palate as well as all

sides of the teeth, beginning from the right side

of the mouth, moving the miswSk upwards and

downwards m order not to hurt the alveoles
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MirA [See Mut'a]

MIIHKAL (a), the weight of a thing, this

is the meaning of the word in the Kur^’an, a

particulai weight for weighing precious metals,

jewels, drugs, etc
,
probably the oldest unit in the

Aiab Troy system The mithkal corresponds to the

Roman solidus of the Constantinian system which

the Arabs adopted in Syria ^Abd al Malik took

it over for his unit of gold when he reformed the

cunency in 77 (696) His dinar weighed a mithV^l

of 65 5 grains (4 25 grammes), hence mithkftl is

used as a synonym for dinar The silver dirham

weighed ’/lo of a mithkal and the mithl^al contains

24 kirats Slight variations in weight are found

in the different parts of the Muhammadan world

Bibliography See the bibliogiaphies to

the articles dInar and habba (J Alt an)

MrWADH [See HamA’il
]

MFZAF, Mi^zafa (a
,
plur Ma^aztf) Among

the various classes of musical instruments dealt

with by Arabic, Persian and Turkish writers on
music IS one which embraces those with “open

strings” (awtar mutlaka) such as the lyre or

cithara, harp, psaltery and dulcimer Among them
are instruments grouped as mdaztf Nowadays,
this term refers to all stringed and wind
instruments (M F 0 B

y
v\ 28) but in the

Middle Ages it had a more restricted meaning
and stood for “instruments of open strings” Al-

Djawhari (d ca 1003) and al-Sagh3ni (d 1261)
define them as “musical instruments which you

beat upon as in the ^tid (lute), iunbur (pandore)

and the like”, meaning by this that ma^aztf were
played with the fingers or plectrum in the same way
as the ^ud and tiinbur were The Tafj al- Artis

includes the tambourine among the ma^aztf but

it IS an erroneous deduction from the saying of

'Umar, marra bt-^azf^ duff^^ (“he passed by the

sounding of the duff"), which has misled many
writers (cf Sachs, Reallexikon der Musikmstrumente^
s v) The author of Mafatih al-^Ulum (x^h cent )

states that the mt^zafa was “a stringed instrument

belonging to the people of al-'Irak” (p 237),
whilst al Mutarrizi (xiith cent ) says that the mt^zaf

was “made by the people of al Yaman”, a pro-

venance which Ibn Khurdadhbih (d Q12) also

gives the instrument (al-Mas'udi, viii 93) A more
precise classification is allowed by al-^al5hi who
includes the mt^zaf among barbitons {barabit) and
lyres (latran)^ which agrees with our oldest authority,

al-Laitb b al-Muzaffar (viiith cent ), who says that

both mf'zaf and mH^zafa were terms given to “an
instrument of many strings”, whilst al-F5rabI (d

95p) specifically denominates mctaztf as instruments
of “open strings” (Kosegarten, Ltb cant

, p 77,
no) In the Ktfab al-A ghani the m^'zafa\%x2ixk^y

placed in the hands of the minstrels, probably
because it was of inartistic merit One performer
on the instrument, Muhammad b al-Harith b
Baskhir (ixth cent ), was asked sarcastically if it

were a rat-trap {Agkant^^ x 153)
Tradition avers that mcdazif were “invented”

by Dilal the daughter of Lamak, who was of the
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seventh generation from Adam (al-Mas^Qdi, vm
89) Since there was a hadlth condemning ma^aztf
as signs of the end of the world (al-Tirmidhi, ^

33) it IS quite likely that the fukahc^ thought it

consistent with policy to make Dilal or DalSl

(“error, destruction”) the originator of these ma-
lahi or “forbidden pleasures” On the other hand,

we read that ‘‘David the Prophet had a mt^zafa

on which he used to play when he recited the

psalms” {^Ikd al Farld^ 111 189), which was an

echo of the Jewish tradition that he was an adept

on the ktnndr (I Samuel, xvi i6, 23) The name
may be a survival from the days of belief in

sympathetic magic The voice of the was
termed the ^azf^ and the spiritual world could be

conjured by the sounds of the mi^zaf In Islamic

times musicians claimed that their music was in-

spired by the (i^mn The Greek was an
instrument of the same class as the mt^zaf It was
of Lydian origin and the name is suspiciously

like the Semitic one
Lyre and cithara Although we see these

instruments in the hands of the ancient Semites

on the monuments they do not appear to have

had acceptance among the musicians of Islamic

times except with the fallahln^ unless the seven-

stringed wana^ (=zzana(ij) of Khuiasan was such

an instrument (al-Mas^udi, viii 90) Both words
are of Greek origin and they appear in Arabic as

lur and ki(ara generally In Palestine and Egypt
to-day, a primitive type of lyre is known under

the name of tunbura barbarlya or kltara {ktssard)

barbarJya Villoteau de VEgypte^ etat mod
^

i 918) and Saint Saens (Lavignac, Ency de la

mustque^ 1 528) have shown that much of the

ancient Greek method of lyre-playing still obtains

in the modern Egyptian kltara playing It is worthy

of notice that the Aiabic w'ord for striking the

ki(ara strings is harraka^ and this is practically

identical with the Greek xpsxo;

Harp Whilst we possess an actual example
of a Sumerian harp with the sound-chest below

the strings, this type does not seem to have had
any vogue with the Arabs or Persians in artistic

music, and is only found among the peasantry

In Palestine and Upper Egypt to-day it is called

the tunbura Sudani and nanga Ihe haip with

the sound-chest above the strings has been a

far more important instrument with the Semites

and is to be found in the Assyrian sculptuies

(cf the Assyr word sanaku and the Ethiopic

sanko') That extremely chatty 1 urkish writer Ewliya^

CelebI says that this instrument, which the Persians

called the lan\^^ was “invented” by Pythagoras to

solace Solomon (7 ravels^ i/ii 227), and even

al ShalahT says that it was of Byzantine (^Eiimt)

origin (fol 15) Yet Ibn KhurdSdhbih and al-

Djawhar! show that it was peculiar to the Persians

and, indeed, the type may be found on the Sa-

sanian sculptures (Ker Porter, Travels^ 11 175)
The Arabs called it the ^ank and/or ^an^ (cf

al-I^awall(^I, ed Sachau, p 97) It may be that

the ^ank and were diffeient types of harp,

the Persian and Arabian There were ceitainly

two types, the straight sound-chest and the crooked
In the Mafatih al-l'Olum the Byzantine salbdk

(fl-«/20t/xif) and IUr (Ai/pa) arc likened to the i^ank
and san^i respectively Among the Arabs the ^ank
IS mentioned as early as al-A'sha Maimlln (d ca

629) Al-FarabI devotes a section m his Ktlab

al-MUslki to mc^aztfy ^unUk and/or {unu^^ and

The Encyclopaedia of IslKm, III

other instiuments “in which there is made to every

note, according to its state, a solitary string”,

and he shows them strung with both fifteen (diatonic)

and twenty-five (chromatic) strings (Kosegarten,

I c) Both Ibn SlnS (d 1037) and Ibn Zaila (d

1048) deal with the ^an^^ whilst in the ICanz

aFTuhaf (xivth century) and the works of Ibn

Gfeaibl (d 1435) the cang is fully described The
oblique sound-chest was 109 cm long, and the

handle {dasto) 81 cm long From the sound-chest

to the horizontal bar below twenty-four or twenty-

five strings of goat s hair were stretched, being
fastened to metal pegs {nialawt) Some players

even used thirty five strings so as to embrace the

scale of the Systematists Ihe face of the sound-
chest was of skin, but the remainder of the frame-

work was of vine or plum tree wood Ihe handle
was placed under the left arm (cf the pictures

in MbS ) and the fingers of both hands were used
in performance, plectra {zakhmat) being fastened

to the finger tips Nowadays the harp has fallen

into complete desuetude among the Arabs and
Turks Even among the Persians it has become
rare, and in its modern form it was little different

from the occidental instrument (Adviellc, La mu
stque chez les Persans, p 13), whilst the instrument

shown by Kaempfer (xviith century) under this

name was a zither In 1638 Fwliya^ Celeb! found
only twelve players of the bang in Constantinople

because, he said, it was a difficult instrument to

play {Travelsy i/ii 234) At this time the Turkish

cang had forty strings, and a very large instrument

of the xviffi (not xviiffi) century is given by Engel
(^Mus tnstr tn the South Kensington Museum^

p 59)
Although the “humped back” of the cang or

djank became a favourite theme for poets, and it

was certainly the best known type, yet an instru

ment with a “straight back” was also to be found

A more pronounced “hump” existed in a type

mentioned by Ibn Ghaib! and called, probably on
account of this feature, the agtt It was strung

similarly to the cang but had a wooden instead

of a skin face on the sound-chest, and its tuning-

pegs were also of wood
A Byzantine harp called the salbdk (erroneously

written salydk^ slialydk [cf the art shalyak.
which clashes with the opinion of the present

writer, Red ], or salbdn in most dictionaries and
MSS ) was also known to the Arabs It was
actually a survival of the old Greek o’UfifioKtfy and
is described in the Mafatih aKUlum as “an in-

strument of the Greeks {Yundniyun) and Byzan-

tium {Runi) resembling the d;ank" (p 236)
According to Ibn Khurd5dhbih it had twenty-four

Strings (dl-Mas'udI, viii 91, cf Farmer, Byzantine

musical instruments in the ninth century^ p 4
sq ) Ibn Sln5 classes it with the ^an^ among the

instiuments with “open strings” stretched across

a space

Psaltery In describing those instruments with

“open strings” stretched across a suiface, both

Ibn Sina and Ibn Zaila mention a particular type

named the ^ankd Whilst the name suggests a

“long necked” instiument, the details given of

strings of different lengths but identically situated

bridges {hamtldt)^ compel one to recognize in it

a trapezoidal psaltery, one species of which was

known later as the kdntln The word ^ankd also

stood for “phoenix”, and we know that the Greeks

of old had an instrument called the This

34
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may account for both the instrument and the name
among the Arabs It is not mentioned however,

after the xi^h century

The kanun [q v ],
the present-day psaltery of

the Aiabs and Turks, is said by Ibn Ghaibi to

have been invented by Plato, although the in-

strument as known in the century is attri-

buted to al-ParfibI (Ibn Khalhkan, Biog Diet
^

111 309) The woid itself is derived from the Greek
xtfvMv Although the instiument is delineated in

the various MSS of the Syriac lexicon of Bar

BahlQl (xth century) sub “kithara”, yet the name
kanun is not given It is mentioned in the Thousana
and One Ntghts (ed Macnaghten, 49th and 149th

nights), and in one place is designated the kanun
mtpi (‘^Egyptian psaltery”) In Spain it was parti-

cularly favoured and al-Shakundi (d 1231) includes

It among the Andalusian instruments manufactured

at Seville (al-Makkari, Analectes^ 11 143— 144)
In the Persian Kani al-Tuhaf and in Ibn Ghaibi

it IS desenbed in detail Ihe shallow, flat, trape-

zoidal sound chest, 9 cm deep, was made of vine

or plum tree wood Ihe lengths of the bass and
treble sides were 81 and 40 5 cm lespectively,

whilst the oblique side was 74 25 cm It was
mounted with sixty four strings (seventy-two ^ m
Ibn Ghaibi), arianged trichordally Although the

kanun has fallen into disuse in Persia, it is still

a great favourite in the Maghrib, Egypt, Syria

and Turkey, wheie it is to be found strung

trichordally with from fifty-one to seventy five

strings

A rectangular type of psaltery of gieater com-
pass was the nuzha It was invented by Safi al-

Dln ^Abd al-Mu’min (d 1294) and a design is

sometimes to be found in his Kttab al-Adwar

(see Farmer, Arabic musical rnss in Ihe Bodleian

Library^ frontispiece) Its featuies are also fully

discussed in the Kanz a/- Th/m/ and by Ibn Ghaibi

Its dimensions were 74 25 X 54 c**'
1

whilst the

depth of the sound-chest w^as 27 cm 108 strings

were mounted on the instrument

Dulcimer Ibn bina and Ibn Zaila desciibe

an instrument with “open strings” played on with

beating rods {maiartk') which is called the sand; stni

(“Chinese sanfi;'') Ihis is clearly the dulcimei,

later to be generally known as the sinfir or santur

(also written ^antur^ sintir and {an(if)j a word
derived immediately from the Aramaic, but probably

finally traceable to the Greek \pacATiipiov Indeed,

It IS invariably found in the hands of Jews and

Greeks It is of similar structure to the kanun^

but with two of Its sides oblique instead of one

The strings, which are mounted dichordally in

Egypt, are of metal and are beaten with sticks

(niadartb) instead of plectra as in the kanun We
find it mentioned by Ibn KhaldSn (d 1406) and

al-Haithami (d 1563), but its popularity was but

fitful among the Arabs In the xviii^h century it is

doubtfully acknowledged by Russell (1 152) and

Niebuhr {tympanori) In Egypt, both Villoteau and

Lane show that it was only to be found in the

hands of Jews, Greeks and other foreign residents,

whilst native writers like Mushar^^a and Darwisb

Muhammad make no mention of it To day it is

practically unknown in Syria and Egypt In the

Maghrib it is unnoticed by Host, Christianowitsch

and Salvador-Daniel, and although it is dealt with

by Delphin and Gum, it is scarcely know n to-day

In Persia however, it obtained greater recognition

In the xviiih century it is mentioned by Chardin,

but not by Kaempfer, whilst Advielle in the xix^h

centuiy gives both a design and a desciiption In

Tuikey, whilst the woid is registered in the xviith

century by Meninski, it is not mentioned by Hadjdji

Khalifa nor described by Ewliya’ Celebi, m their lists

of lurkish musical instruments In the next century

howevei, it is lecognised by Toderini, and to-day

the santur is one of the most esteemed instruments

in the country, where it may be seen in two forms

the santur tut ki and the santurfranstz 1 he former,

exclusively used by the Jews, has 1 60 strings grouped

in fives, giving thirty two notes, a two octave chro-

matic scale The latter, which is confined to the

lurks, was introduced from the West about the

middle of the last century by a certain Hilmi Bey It

IS mounted with 105 strings, also grouped in fives,

which aie placed on the sound chest in the Occi-

dental way
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ai-MIZAN, the balance, is the nomen in-

stiumenli from wazana “to weigh”, which means
to weigh in the ordinary sense and also to test
the level of, like the I atm librate Here we
shall discuss

I The various instruments used for weighing
in the ordinary sense, biief notes are added on
the ascertainment of specific gravities 2 Levelling

instruments

I Balances

I he steelyard {al karastuny q v
) has already

been dealt with, the geneial principles of the

balance aie also discussed in that article — The
usual balance with two arms of equal length had
the same shape among the Muslims as in ancient

times and at all periods in the west, this we
know from extant specimens and illustrations in

various works, notably in al Khazini, in a manu-
script of al KazwinI with reference to the con-

stellation I ibra (fig i), in a manuscript of Hariri,

in the ^A^in i ^Akbari of Abu ’1-Fadl (fig 2) In
the beautiful manuscript fiom which Ch Schefer

published the Sefer Nameh of Nasir-i Kbusraw^,
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on p 88 in the illustration of the Masdljid al>AksS

there is a balance labelled teiazu (Sefer Nameh^
Relation du voyage de Nasstri Khosrau^ ed Ch

Fig I

Schefer, Publications de Vecole des langues orientates

vivantes^ 11 ser
, 1, Pans 1881) The common

balance is called mizan but m the Kurban we also

Fig 2

find kus{as, ^\hlch, according to al-Iha'labl, is a

loanword Other names are dkahin^ which does

not only mean the beam and tongue of the balance

and IS contrasted by the l^wan al-SaJa^ to the

kabban (steelyard), also tarts from the Persian

tarazu^ then mthmal for scales for gold and kubba
for beam and tongue Min^am means the tongs

and also the beam According to J Ruska, hab-

baba seems to be used for scales (for gold) On
the expressions connected with karastun^ see that

article A 1 Mikdisi mentions Harran as a place

wheie balances were made, in his work Ahsan
al-Takasim ft Ma^itfat al-Akahm^ p 1 4 1, in this

town many very skilful mechanics weie engaged
in making astronomical instruments The accuracy

of the balances made in Harran was proverbial

The Arabs devoted special attention to the con-

struction of balances used to identify metals and
jewels from their specific gravity, to distinguish

false from genuine and pure and to ascertain the

composition of alloys of two metals by the use of

the piinciple of Archimedes They called these

balances w/25/z al-mot*, “water”(hydiostatic) balances

Of makers of these, al-Khazini (c IIOO, q v)
mentions Sanad (Sind) b ‘All (c 250= 864),
Muhammad b Zakaiiya al Razi (f 320= 932

—

933)1 al ‘Amid (f 359 = 969—970), Yuhanna
b Yusuf (perhaps al-Kass, d c 370= 980—981),
Ibn Sina (I 428 = 10^7), Ahmad al-Fadl al-Massah

(the “measurer”, also mentioned by al Blruni with-

out the “MassSh”), Abu Hafs ‘Omar al-I^aiyami (as

the celebiated mathematician is never called Abu
Hafs, It IS doubtful whether he is the individual

mentioned by al-Khazmi) The balances made by
these men are still fairly simple as only two, or at

most three, scales were used in them A contem-

porary of al-lOiazini, namely Abu Hakim al-Muzaffar

ibn Isma‘il al Asfizari (d before 515 = 1121) added

two more scales, these and other improvements made
the scales much more convenient to use Of him
al-Baihaki says (L Wiedemann, Reitr

^
xx , Einige

Btographten nach al Baihakl^ \xs S B P M S Prig
,

xlii
, 1910, p 17) “He constructed the balance

of Archimedes with which one ascertains forgeries

The treasurer of the great sultan feared that his

frauds would thus be discovered He therefore broke

the balance and destroyed its paits Al Muzaffar

died of grief as a result” Al-;^5zini then took

up al-Muzaffar’s work and made the balance a

F'g 3
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most accurate means of measuring, he called it the in the physical (Jabti) balance of Muhammad b
universal balance, a/ But, no doubt ZakariyS al-Razf (fig 3), it goes back to Greek
in memory of his predecessor, he called his book models, e g of Archimedes (fig 4, cf al-^5zinl,
KttSb MHan al-Htktna op at )

Fig 4

For special purposes such as the examination of Here we shall describe somewhat more fully the

gold and silver and their alloys, many contrivances “balance of wisdom” *) of al-Khazini

were made with balances and the movable scales Al-iOiazini gives the beam A of the balance

and running weights on the beams, for example (fig 5) a thickness of six cm and a length of

E

5

l) H Bauerreiss {Zur Geschichte des spez Gewtchtes tm Alta turn und Mitulalter^ Dissertation,

Erlangen 1913) has reconstructed the “balance of wisdom”, as nearly as possible following the data

of the original Reproductions are in Erlangen and the (jerman Museum in Munich The illustration

is taken from a photograph In the original right and left are reversed
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two m In the centre it is strengthened by an
additional piece C, obviously intended to avoid

any bending at this point A cross-piece B i^aridd)

IS let in here Corresponding to it is a similar

cross-piece F on the lowei part of the tongs, in

which moves the tongue Z), itself about 50 cm long

The upper cross-piece E is hung by rings to a

rod which is fastened somewhere Pegs or small

holes are placed at exactly opposite places of the

cross-pieces B and F to which threads are tied

or drawn through The friction at an axis is thus

avoided, which, in view of the great weight of

the beam, is quite consideiable The knob visible

below the beam under its centre is used to secure

the tongue to the beam or to take it out in order

to adjust It evenly The tongue has for this

purpose a peg at the foot which goes through a

hole in the beam A1 KhSzinl also observes that

one could also take shorter beams but then all the

other dimensions must be pioportionately smaller

The beam is divided not on one side only, as in

the illustration, but on both The scales are hung
on very delicate iings of steel {ghtitab “ravens’*)

the points of which fit into little niches on the

upper surface of the beam Five scales are used

in ascertaining specific gravities, 1 e in investigating

alloys and examining precious stones Of these the

scale H (fig 5a) is called the cone-shaped or al

hUktm^ the judge, as it is used to distinguish false

from true It goes into the water and in order to

meet with less resistance in sinking is cone shaped

and pointed below The scale J is called the

winged {ntu^annah^ fig 5h and 5c, side and top

view) It has indented sides so that it can be

Fig 5h Fig 5*

brought very close to the adjoining scales It is

also called the movable {mnnakkal) There is also

a movable running weight K {al mmmana al

satyara) which serves, if necessary, to adjust the

weight of the lighter beam, it is therefore also

called the rummana of the adjustment {al la^dtl)

The other scales are used to hold weights \ 1-

KhSzinl attained an extraordinary degree of accuracy

with his balance This was the resivlt of the length

of the beam, the peculiar method of suspension,

the fact that the centre of gravity and axis of

oscillation were very close to each other, and of the

obviously very accurate construction of the whole

Al-KhSzinl himself says that when the instiument was
weighing 1,000 mithi^Sls, it could show a difference

of I habba=: V68 mithkSl, 1 e about 75 centigrammes

m 4,5 kilogrammes We thus have accuracy to Yeo 000

Al-1^5zinl used his scales for the most varied

purposes Firstly for ordinary weighing, then foi

all purposes connected with the taking of specific

gravities, distinguishing of genuine {^amtm) and
false metals, examining the composition of alloys,

changing of dirhams to dinars and countless other

business tiansactions In all these processes the

scales are moved about until equilibrium is obtained

and the desired magnitudes m many cases can at

once be read on the divisions on the beam
False balances That as early as the time

of Muhammad balances showing false weights were
used for fraudulent purposes is shown by various

passages in the Kurban (sura xxvi 182, vii 13,
XVII 37) We read for example “Weigh with

the just (or upright, mustakim) balance” Al-

I)jawbail (middle of the xiiith century, cf E
Wiedemann, Betlrage^ iv

,
Oder Wagen bet den

Arabern^ va S B P M S Frig
^
vol xxxvii

, 1905,

p 388) describes two such arrangements In the

one the beam of the balance consisted of a hollow
reed closed at the ends in which theie was some
quicksilver, by a slight inclination of the beam
this could be made to flow as desired to the side

of the weights or of the articles and thus make the

one or other appear heavier A balance like this was
used in Cairo in the time of E W Lane by a dishonest

police inspector {muklastb) In the second pair of

scales the tongue was of iron and the merchant had
a ring with a magnetic stone By bringing the ring

close to It the balance went down to right or left

The balance or the principles applying to it

were used for many purposes besides weighing

Contrivances turning on an axis in which some-

times one and sometimes the other side becomes
lighter or heavier, especially by the admission or

release of water, were used to produce automatic

movements, they are often called mizan (cf

e g the writings of the Banu Mns5 and of al-

Djazarl, e g in F Hauser, Ober das Kttab aB
Hiyal Das Werk uber dte stnnt etchen Anordrtungen

der Banu Mum^ Abh 2, Gesch der Naturwissen-

schaften und Med

.

Heft II, 1922, E Wiedemann
and F Hauser, Uber dte Uhren tm Beretch dei

tslamtschen Kultur^ in Nova Acta der Kais Leap -

Carol Akademte^ vol c, 1915, N® 5 and other

passages) In the hour balance used to measure

time, a container filled with sand or water is hung
at one end of a lever poised with arms equal and

has a hole in the bottom The equilibrium disturbed

by the gradual loss of sand or water is compensated

for by weights which move along the other arm
From their weight and position one can calculate

the time that has passed (E Wiedemann, Bettrage^

xxxvii Vber dte Stundenwage, in 5 ^ ^ .S' Erlg
,

xlvi
, 1914, p 27, a full description is given by

Prof F Hauser in E von Bassermann-jordan, Dte

Geschichte der Zettmessung und der Uhren')

Most artisans also describe as “scales” al tnts-

tara^ 1 e ruler, al-barkaz^ the compasses, aBkumya^

set square and level, as they serve to show lapses

from the straight etc — Mtkyal^ ell, shahtn^ kubban

are “scales” with which one measures whether things

are correct or over measure in business transactions

{Rasd*il Ikkivan al-^a/cP^ Bombay 1305, i/ii 128)

For a few further meanings of al-mtzan see

Dozy, Supplement^ s v wazana — In mathematics

the balance is used to elucidate certain mathematical

processes The steelyard is used to illustrate the

inversed relation the weights are in inverse pro-

portion to the length of the arms (cf e g Th
Ibel, Du Wage tm Alterturn und Mittelalter^ in

Programm Forchhetm^ 1905— 1906, p 93, RasU^tl
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IkJiwUn Bombay 1305, i/u 10 and othei

places) Al-BirunI uses the balance to explain the

procedure in solving equations {al-^abr wa 'l-mu-

k&bala) {Kttab Tafhtm etc
,

Berlin, N® 5665,
fol Qh) The method of the double error is also

called the “process with the use of the beam**

One knows whether a number is divisible by

nine by casting out the nines to do this one adds

up the figures in a number and takes away 9*s

from the total until 9 or another number is left,

the number left is called mtzan Ihe word mlzan

also means testing the correctness of any cal-

culation (cf Bahfi’ al-Din, Khulasat al-Htsab^ ed

G H F Nesselmann, Berlin 1843)
In magic squares the sum of the largest and

smallest figure is called al-mizan^ it is half the

total of the vertical row, horizontal row or of the

diagonals (G Bergstrasser, Zu den magtschen

Quadraten^ in /j/, xiii
, 1922, p 223)

Alchemy is often called ^tlm al~mizan^ the

science of the scales, or of accurate measurement,

as in the preparation of the elixir etc the choice

of the right proportion of the ingredients is an

important matter

Among other uses of the word mtzdn may be

mentioned that a tree on a boundary near BSmyas
at the source of the Jordan was called “tree of

the balance” {mtzan) We may also note that on

the day of judgment a balance with a very long

beam will be erected (on it cf e g M Wolflf,

Muhammadamsihe Eschatolo^ie^ I eipzig 1872, text,

p 81, transi
, p 148 and al-Qhazali, al-Durra I

al’fa^tia ft Kashf^Ulum al Akhtta^ ed L Gautier,

Leipzig 1878, text, p 67, transi
, p 79)

Specific Gravity We have already mentioned

that the “balance of wisdom” and other scales

were used to test the purity of metals etc and

to ascertain the composition of alloys ue shall

now briefly discuss the work of the Arabs on this

subject Two magnitudes have to be considered

The weights of equal volumes are compared, which

corresponds to an investigation of the specific
gravities*), al-BlrOni, for example, takes hemi-

spheres of the different metals or rods of equal

size and compares their weights, 01 the volumes

of equal weights are compared by finding those

of any weights and then comparing the specific

volumes (i e the volumes of the unit of weight)

For these measurements one used either methods

based on the principle of Archimedes, according

to which a body loses in a liquid as much weight

as the volume of the fluid displaced by it, or one

measures the fluid displaced by the body itself For

this purpose al Biruni constructed a cone-shaped

vessel {aUalat al-makhrtitiyd) [fig 6] This vessel

is filled with water until it begins to run out by

a pipe at the side, then a definite mass, as large

as possible, of the substance (weight is weighed,

as IS the scale P2 placed under the outlet pipe The
substance is then put in the vessel and the pan

I ) It IS to be noted that expressions like specific

gravity and specific volume, which refer to the unit

of weight and the unit of volume are not found

among the Arabs Al-Blrunl, for example, gives the

amount of water displaced by 100 mithkals of

various substances corresponding to their volume and

the weights of the metals which have the same
volume as 100 mithkllls of gold and in the case

of other substances the same volume as 100 mith^als

of blue yakut

with the water displaced weighed (/g), so that from

P^P^ we get the volume of water corresponding

to the mass /*i,
which is then calculated by al BlrUnl

for a weight of 100 mithkfils As almost always.

in ascertaining the specific gravity the Arabs rely

on the ancients, particularly on the work of Menelaus

“on the artifice by which one ascertains the quan-

tity of each of a number of mixed bodies”, Ft Hila

allatl 1 tPrafu bt hd Mtkddr hull wdhtd mtn ^Idda

Ad^sam mukhtaltta (from the Escorial MSS ) and

Ma^rtfat Kammlyat Tamayyuz al-Ad^rdm al-mukh-

talt(a (according to Ibn al-Kifti, p 321, Piofessor

Dr Wurschmidt is giving an edition of this work

in Phtlologus) In al Biruni’s work, Archimedes

himself IS mentioned and a certain Manatiyus (ac-

cording to Noldeke, probably Mavr/ac) The Muslims

however did not slavishly take over the statements

of the ancients Al-Birum, for example, emphasises

that one can ascertain the composition of an alloy

of two components b it not of one of three, as

Menelaus says Among the Muslims it was certainly

al Biruni who did most in this field, in his work
“on the relations \Nhich exist between metals and
jewels in volume” {Makdla fi 7 Ntsab allatl batn

al-Ftlizzdt wa ’/ Djawahtr fi U-Ha^m^ cf also al-

Biriini, Chronology^ text, p xxxxiv), which still

exists, and also in another work, which only survives

in fragments quoted by al-Khazini Al-BirunI was
induced to compose the first named by the diffi-

culties encountered by goldsmiths in ascertaining the

quantities of metals necessaiy to copy a given article

As predecessors he mentions Sanad b “^All, YuhannS
b YCsuf, Ahmad al-Fadl al-Bukharf So fai as weknow
he was followed and his results were used by Abfl

Hafs ^Omar al-hjiaiyaml (see above), al-Asfizari (see

above), al-^^azinl (see above), Fakhr al-Din Mu-
hammad Ibn 'Omar al-R5zI (t 1210, Suter, N® 328),
and Abu ’

1-Fazl Allamf, EliyS Misrakhl, a work
ascribed to Plato which was composed in the time of

Bayazid by a slave of a son of Sinan, a Turkish work
by al-(B)affarI, and a Persian by Muhammad b Man-
sur (on these works, as on mineralogical literature

in general, see E Wiedemann, Bettt
,
xxx Zur

Mtneralogte des Islam^ \nS PM S Erl
,
xliv

, 1912,

p 205) We must also mention the study by AbS
Mansur al-NairIzl who is not to be confused with

the commentator on Euclid, and the work on the

measurement of bodies which are compounded of
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other substances^ in order to ascertain the unknown
amounts of the separate constituents Mmbar fi
MtsUhat al-A^sam al-mukhtalt^a It 'sttkhra^ Mtk
dar ma^hultha by Samu’Jl b YahyS b ‘^AbbSs

al-Maghribl al-Andalusi (d ii 74-1 175 at MaghSra,
s Ibn al-Kiftl, p 209, Suter, N® 302)
The statements on specific gravities refer to

A Metals gold, mercury, bronze copper,

brass (^tbh\ iron, tin {ra^as\ lead {usruf and
usrub) B Precious stones blue yakut^ red

yakut^ ruby, emerald, lapis lazuli, pearl, coral,

cornelian, onyx and rock crystal C Othersub-
stances Pharaonic glass, clay from Siminyan, pure

salt, salt earth (sabaM\ sandarach, enamel {nnna\
amber, pitch, wax, ivory, bakkam wood, willow wood
Ihe weights of equal volumes of liquids and the

volumes of equal weights of liquid are sometimes

found directly, sometimes ascertained with the araeo-

meter of Pappus The former magnitude plays an im
portant part in the liquids used m every day life like

oil and wine The second was of more scientific inter-

est It is especially interesting that the Arabs found

that hot water and hot urine had a larger volume
than equal weights cold They also knew that ice

had a largei volume than the same weight of water

The facts ascertained with the araeometer of

Pappus for fluids refer to cold fresh water, hot water,

ice (does not pioperly belong to

this connection), sea watei, vine-

gar, wine, sesame oil, olive oil,

cow’s milk, hen’s egg, blood of a

healthy man, warm and cold urine

Fig 7 shows the araeometer

reconstructed by H Bauerreiss

from al-Kh5zini X is a massive

cone used to make the instrument

heavy There are inscriptions

corresponding to the Roman
numerals For details the reader

may be referred to II Baueiieiss’s

article — The principle that

floating bodie^i of the same weight

sink in water to the same depth

finds application in a juristic trick

cited in the Kttab al Htyal

fi U~Ftkh of \bu Hatira al-Ka?

winl The weight of a camel is

ascertained by putting it in a boat

and noting how deep the boat

sinks The camel is then replaced

by iron weights until the boat sinks

to the same level (cf J Schacht

in G Bergstrasser, 7?^//r zursemt

ttschen Phtlologte undLtngutsttK)

In medical works and treatises

on weights and measures, figures

are given for the weights of

equal volumes of wine, oil and
honey (cf Bauerreiss, op at)

So far as it is a question of

particular bodies, the values as ascertained by the

Arabs agree very well with those obtained by modern

science and even surpass in accuracy those obtained

by it up till the beginning of the last century

Bibliography This is given in the article

al-karasxUn

2 Levelling {wazana^ to weigh, corresponding

to the Latin librare)

The Arabs certainly adopted a large number oi

methods of levelling and testing levels from other
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peoples, either the Byzantines or the Persians

The statements in Ibn Wahshlya (see below) about

the making of canals etc agree with those of

Vitiuviiis, who in turn drew on Greek sources

Ihe Arabs learned partly from Greek works, for

example we are told that according to Philemon
(accouling to M Steinschneider Philon), the incline

in canals must be at least 5 1,000, but they

also utilized data gained from the practical ex-

perience of land owners, canal builders etc Whether
the Arabs were acquainted with the standard works

of Hero on this subject, the Metrica and the “On
the Dioptra” (Hero, Opera omnta^ ed H Schone,

111 ,
Leipzig 1 903), IS not known, for no corresponding

title IS found in the biographical or bibliographical

woiks But the writing mentioned in the Fihrist

“On the use of the astrolabe” may have dealt

with geodetic problems Many problems in the

Arabic sources are veiy similar to those dealt with

in the woik “On the Dioplra”, only the Arabs use

the astrolabe or quadrant instead of the dioptra

Whether one or other of the methods described

below was discovered independently by the Arabs

and by whom, cannot be established from the

authors on the subject, who were mainly practical

men They aie described in the most different places

In levelling, one is faced with two problems

fiistly to make a surface exactly level and horizontal

or to place a rod or a surface exactly perpendi-

cular, and secondly to ascertain the point on the

same level as a given one, or to ascertain the

difference in height between two points

I A surface is made level and horizontal in

the following way
A ruler with a straight edge is moved over the

surface and one sees whether it touches it every-

where so perfectly that light penetrates nowhere

between ruler and surface, in this case the sur-

face IS perfectly smooth (al-ShfrazI, see below)

That the ruler itself is straight is ascertained b)

seeing if a thread stretched along it and fastened to it

at one end can be lifted the same height from

the rulei along its whole length Whether three

rulers are straight is tested by putting them side

by side and exchanging their sides (Ibn YSnus,

in K Schoy, see below)

To examine if a surface was perfectly horizontal,

the following tests were adopted

1 Water is poured over the surface and it is

observed whether this flows equally in all directions

,

this is one of the most usual methods The same

plan IS given by Pioclos in his Hypotyposis (ed

K Manitius, Leipzig 1909, p 50, 51) According

to him, one pushes supports in under a level surface

on all sides till it shows no slope anywhere, this

is the case when water poured on it remains

standing without running to one side

2 An object which can roll is placed on one

side, if It does not roll off but only oscillates,

the surface is horizontal (al Shiraz!, see below)

3 Water is poured into a phte or dish {dj^afnas

fig 8) with an edge which is parallel to the

surface and of the same height all the way round.

Fig 8

and it IS observed whether the water comes exactly

up to the edges on all sides (Ibn LuyQn, see
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below). An exactly straight ruler is laid on the

plate and one looks over this

Ibn Sin5 (Cod leidensis, N® 1061) in order to

test whether the upper surface of the base of a

theodolite is horizontal, makes a cavity in it with

exactly perpendicular walls, pours watei m and
proceeds as in the case of the plate To test

whether a large ring is absolutely smooth, al-^Urdi

used a process which he called al-afadatn This

is not a ready made instrument but an apparatus

to be put together from case to case The ring

to be tested is first of all placed exactly horizontal

with the ground by means of the level (fig 9)
Inside the ring on its concave side a circular

In the original the rod is at the rope at

b € mur^tkal^ it is a triangle of wood,
at d thread, at / thakkala^ weight

gutter of potter’s clay is built Its outer edge
comes up to the level of the surface of the ring

while Its inner edge is a little higher The gutter

IS filled with water and some light ashes are

scattered on it If the water flows over the ring

the depressions in the ring are filled with it,

while the ashes remain on the raised parts of

it The inequalities in the surface of the ring

are thus brought out (fig 10) Al-'Lrdl em-

Fig 10

phasises that the test must be made in absolute
calm

Al-'Urdi also used the same ’method in order

to see that the outlets for w^ater in a distribution

system at Damascus were all of the same level

In the centie of the reservoir he put a gutter

like this and deepened or raised the bottoms of

the channels running out of it until the water

fiom the gutter spread equally over the channels

which levealed any inequalities (fig ii) Cf H
J Seemann, in S B P M S Erlg

,
lx

, 1928, p 49,
81 and J Flank, in Zettschr f Instf untentenkunde^

xlviii
, 1929

4 A plumb line buld^ balad [from /3^A/;],

thakka/a) is diopped from the apex (fig 12) of a
isosceles triangle, made for example of wood, with

Its perpendicular marked
,
a piece is sometimes left

open m the centre of the under side for the weight
of the plumb line If the plumb line coincides with
the perpendicular, the surface is horizontal (the
figures go back to al-^ilrazi and al-Khaiyiall) Such
drawings have led to the erroneous idea that Muslim
students were already acquainted with the pendulum
(cf E Wiedemann, in Verhdl d d phys Ges

, 1919,
p 663 ,

the apparatus is called aBfUdtn [e g in
al Sj^irSzl, al 'UrdI, see below]. Dozy, op at

,
also

al kddm)
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In the architect’s balance (fig 13), according to

Ibn Luyun 01 al-Tighnarl(see below), a quadrangular

piece of wood is placed on the beam aa to ht

h

F'g 13

examined, in the middle of it, a perpendicular

line b a \s drawn before which a plumb-line is

hung, according to the original figure, it seems to

be two parallel lines between which the plumb-
line hangs

A1 Marrakushl (see below) has described a more
perfect foim (fig 14) In the figure ab^ a c and de
are rods, and ab — ac and a d e \s equilateral

triangle, d e \s pierced m the centre A plumb-line

a

IS hung from a through the hole If the surface on
i^hich b and c are put is horizontal, the thread of

the plumb line goes through the centre of the hole

Whether the levels and other similar instruments

are themselves correct, whether for example the

plumb-line from the apex to the base is perpen-

dicular, IS tested in this way After the plumb line

comes to rest in one position of the level, the

latter is put in various positions on some horizontal

suiface, particulaily in one peipendiculai to the

first, and in one in which left and right have places

exchanged If the plumb-line always comes to rest

the level is correct but if it only doe's so in the

former case the error can be corrected by adjusting

the position of the surface and that of the level

The level here described is usually called kunlya

the word, however, is also used for the

wooden set square, as used by carpenteis (s Maf&tth
al^Ulum^tdi v Vloten, p 255) and land surveyors

like Abu ’1-Wafa^ (s Abhandlungen zur Geschtchte

der Naturivissenschaften und Medtztn^ Heft iv
,

1922, p 98) A synonym is according to al-Shir5zI

{Nthayat al-IdrUk fi Dirayat al^Ajidk^ Mak 2,

chap 13) afadan From the same root we have
in Ibn Wahshiya (Cod Leidensis, N® 1279, p 5^7)
fawdan^ in Dozy {Supplement^ ii

, p 246) fddtn
and fUdim Connected with this is fawdUn^ dual

of fawd
Sometimes one finds it stated that levelling is

done with the shakUl^ c g in al-Battanl (ed Nallino,

text, 1903, p 137) mawzUn bi U ihakul^ and an
exactly similar statement is made by Ibn Sln5

(Cod Leidensis, N® 1061) A set square is either

brought up to the plumb line and a perpendicular

dropped on the surface from it, or the slmkul is

used for the level, the essential part of which is

the plummet
On larger surfaces, such as roofs, etc

,
a long

rod {kubtal = cubitale) is first of all laid down
and on it the apparatus for testing the level is

placed
,

this is called mnan al-tzur (or al bannd^ln

of the architects, cf Ibn LuyQn, see below)

5 At the apex of a threesided pyramid built

on a surface by 3 rods of equal length, a plumb-
line with a sharp point in the plummet is hung
This ought to hang over the centre of the surface

(al-^azinT, see below)

6 On the apexes A and B (fig 15) of two

sharp pointed tetrahedra of equal height A IHKy
and B L M a rod of some length A B is laid

jL 6 B

Fig 15

on which IS fixed a triangle with a plumb line

hanging from it or an arrangement such as is

already described for the scale-beam If the plumb-

line or the tongue comes to rest, the rod and

therefore the surface is horizontal (al-Marraku§hI,

see below)

The necessity of making surfaces exactly level

continually crops up in building, and also in

putting up astronomical instruments, and m con-

structing the Indian circle with which the meridian

and then the direction of the ktbla is a certained

In this case the level surface is usually not prepared

on the ground but on a firm foundation, perhaps

of stone The construction for the Indian circle

is already described in the Hypoiyposu of Proclos

{loc at )
in the same way as by the Arabs

We now deal with the tests used to see if a

thing IS perpendicular
1 The simplest method is to hang a plumb-line

beside it In the case of level perpendicular surfaces,

this must touch it all the way down if its point of

suspension is on it This method is always recom-

mended in working with the quadrant (s also below)

2 If the point of suspension is a little in front

of the surface the thread must be equidistant from

It all the way down

3 In the side of the gnomon, a perpendicular

lod, often with a cone-shaped top, Ibn Yflnus (see

below) cut out a groove which ended in a hemi-

spherical cavity In the groove a thread is hung from

the top of the gnomon with a ball shaped weight

If this comes to rest in the hollow, the gnomon
IS perpendicular
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4 The gnomon is moved backwards and forwards

(turned about on its foot mukbtl wa-mudbtr)
^

its

shadow must only move so far on the level surface,

on which it stands, as is in keeping with the

movement of the sun dunng the tuining (Ibn YUnus,
see below)

5 A circle is described at the foot of the rod

and a pair of compasses used to test whether the

distance of the top of the gnomon is the same from
all points of the circle

8 Ibn Sina dnlls a small hole through the

gnomon parallel to its base, puts it in a vessel

with a horizontal bottom which is filled with muddy
water and examines whether the surface exactly

coincides with the level of the hole

7 In order to examine whether a level suiface

IS standing exactly perpendicular, two exactly equal

parallelepipedal blocks of wood (fig i6) are placed

on it, Lx and Za,
one above the other

From the upper edge

of Lx a plumb line is

hung
, one watches

whether its thread ex-

actly touches Za, the

best plan is to place a

very thin ruler between

Lx and the plummet
and test the position

of the thread with

respect to Za (al-Mar

rakusjbi, see below)

II In order to as-

certain the difference

in height between two

points Sx and Ja which
are at a distance a

from one another, as

is necessary in making
a canal for example, one looks horizontally from

Sx with an apparatus which is at a height h from

the ground to a vertical rod at and ascertains

the height Ax at which the point observed is above

the ground A mark can be made on it (in modern
mensuration, the rod at has divisions marked
on it) The difference in height is Ai-A According

to fig 19, the Arabs, like Hero, seem to have

used something similar Ibn al 'Aww5m (see below)

uses a square board on which are marked a

number of circles touching one another, which are

distinguished by different colours or ha\e different

centres In order to place the rods absolutely perpen-

dicular, plumb lines are hung beside them (fig 17)

The horizontal line of vision is obtained in

various ways

1 A rod (e g an ell long) with square sides

IS put up in such a way that the upper surface

appears horizontal to the eye and one looks along

this surface

2 The rod (kub(il) is put on the above men-

tioned dish or plate (fig 8) and one looks along it

3 At the end of the rod nails are fastened at

the same height and their heads are pierced and

one looks through the holes

4 For a rough examination, one can put, at

the two places, two tube-shaped bricks which for

convenience may be made each out of two half-

pipes (Ibn al-^AwwSm, see below)

5 An astrolabe is put in a horizontal place such

as the edge of a well or on its cover and one

looks through the eyepiece

Fig 16

Other methods of ascertaining differences of level

are as follows

1 An assistant is sent from the higher position

to the lower holding a rod of a known length /

vertically until one sees just the end of u, if h

then IS the level of the eye, /-A is the difference

in height If the distance is too great for the top

of the rod to be distinguished, a light is put on

It, for example a lighted candle and the observation

IS made by night

2 If It IS a question of ascertaining whether a

place outside a well is lower than the level of

water in the well, the distance of the latter from

the suiface of the ground or from the edge is ascer-

tained by letting a rod and thi ead down with a shining

heavy object at the end and used in calculation

Two apparatuses, closely connected with each

other, are the following

3 To a rod (fig 17) the tiiangle with the

plumb-line is attached To its two ends two threads

with weights at the ends are attached, a and b

Two posts j and 2 are erected at the points, the

difference in level of which is to be ascertained

1 he one thread is fastened to the end of the lower

post / and the other hung along and over the

post 2 until Its weight comes to rest The amount
of shifting of the thiead measures the difference

in height (al Khazini, see below)

4 1 he mutdjikal (the bat, fig 18) consists of

an equilateral triangle with a plumb line which

hangs from the middle of one side The triangle

is suspended by this xi

side Iwo rods, an

ell in length, are

erected 10 ells apart,

a rope is passed from

the top of one to the

top of the othei and

by two threads a a t

the mutdjtkal is sus

pended in its centre

If the plumb-line

goes through the

apex of the triangle,

both places are on Fig jg
the same level, if

not, one is raised by putting stones below it for

example, but the end of the rope can, as in 3,
be moved along (Ibn LuyUn, see below)

5 In the Pans manuscript N® 2468, an un-

known author describes 3 apparatuses for levelling

(fig iqa-c) In the first {al tnasjthur^ the known)
a rod of wood an ell in length is bored through
its entire length and tongs with a tongue suspended
from Its centre (fig 19a) Through the hole a rope
some 15 ells long is drawn which is fastened to

the two vertical rods already mentioned The second
apparatus (fig 19b al-shabiha^ the similar) corres-

ponds to the tnur^tkal only the two threads a a
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are replaced by rings which are put over the long
rope a a The third arrangement (fig 19c al-

anbtlb^ the pipe) is also mentioned by al-Karkhl

Fig 19a Fig 19*5 Fig 19c

(From the Parts MS Nr 141'j

a IS the knowtif b the similar
c the ptpe^ d the weight)

and Baha^ al-Din but not described
,

it probably
1

coriesponds to our canal level
,

a communicating 1

pipe filled with water, such as is veiy fully de-

scribed by Heio {Dioptra^ p 197 and lot cit)^

but he gives it no particular name, probably be
cause It is associated with a dioptra On the

plumb-line of the figure is wiitten thakkala (cf

E Wiedemann, Batr

,

xxxv
,
see below)

TighnSrl mentions mother instrument called

mtzan al kat^y Ibn Wahshiya (see below) one of

brass called kafar or kakai Neither are desciibed

however Arab authors who give full descriptions

of Arab instruments are the following

1 Ibn Wahshiya (or Abii Talib al Zaiyat, f 870)
in fCttab al halaha al Nabatiyay in “the Book of

Nabataean Agriculture” (cf H Schmeller, in

lutti^en zur Gesch der Naturwtssen^ch und Medizm^
Erlangen 1922, Heft VI, p 36) His data are

supplemented by those of numeious commentators
2 al KhSzinl (c iioo) in the Kitab Mtzan al-

Hikma
y

cf Th Ibel, Die Wage tm Alterturn u
Mittelaltei

y
Diss Erlangen 1908, p 159 sqq

3 Ibn al-^Awwam(c 1 130) in Kitab al Faldha
(cf E Wiedemann, Betti a^e, x, see below)

4 Abu ‘Othmin b I uyun (c 1348) in Radjaz

fi U-Balahny deals with levelling ground etc
,
and

gives notes on al-TighnSrl and others (cf E
Wiedemann, Bettrage, x 317 and Dozy, Supple-

ment^ 11 302 and 579)

5 Baha^ al Din al-'^AmiU, Fssenz de? Rechen

kunst^ ed F Nesselmann (1547— 1622, s E
Wiedemann, Bettrae^e^ x 319)

Full details of levelling are given in the astro-

nomical books in discussing the ascertainment of

the meiidian, e g in Kutb al Din al-Shlra/i (d 131 1

,

cf E Wiedemann, in Z/z/JcAr fur Phystk^ vcA x,

1922, p 267), al Khalkhali etc Many books on

the astrolabe give information on the subject in

discussing surveying pioblems, e g al Birlini (cf

E Wiedemann, Bettrai^e^ xviii 59 sqq
)

I give once again the names of the levelling

instiuments

ntlzatjy mtzan al-banna^lHy mtzan al kat^^ mtzan

al-tzur^ kubtdly kuniyay fadtn^ kddtn^ afadatn^

d^afna, mut^ikaly kakar

I know of no comprehensive tieatise on level-

ling in connection with canal building etc in the

early Muslim period For the literature see my
Bettrd^e^ 111 229, xviii 26 and H Schmeller,

loc at
y p 41 — For knowledge of these matters

in ancient times see C Merkel, Die Ins^emeur-

techmk tm Alterturn and H Diels, Anttke Techntk

Leipzig 1920

Bibliography Lcrchondi and Simonet,

Cl estomatta arabtgo espanoloy Granada 1881,

p 138— 139 (see also Ibn Luyfln, i e Leon),
cf also Fleischer, Kleinere Schrtfteny 111 , 1888,

p 187—198, K Schoy, Dte Gnomontk der

Araber (Ibn YUnus), p 6—7, E v Bassermann-

Jordan, Dte Geschtchte der Zettmessung und der

Uhreny vol 1, fasc F, 1923, E Wiedemann,
Bettrdge^ x

, Zur Techntk der Araber

y

111 ,
Ober

Nivelliet en und Vermesseny m S B P M S Erl
y

xxxviii, 1906, p 310-—321, do, Beitrdgey

xviii
,

NO 3 Geodaetische Messungeny ibid
,

vol xli, 1909, p 59-78, do, Beitrdgey xxxv
Ober Ntvellteren^ tbtd

^

vol xlv
, 1914, p 15-16,

Kutb al Din, al-§hlrazi, Nihdyat al-Idrdk fi
Ditayat al Afldk (cf E Wiedemann, inZettschr

fur Phystky x, 1922, p 267, Verhandlungen det

deutschen phystk Gesellsch
y 1919, p 663), al-

Marrakushi, Tratte des instruments astronomt-

quesy ed L A S6dillot, 1 376, Ibn Sina, Fi
Ittikhdd al-Alat al rasdtya (Cod Leyden,

N® 1061), cf also E Wiedemann, Uber etn von
Ibn Stnd (Avicenna) hergestelltes Beobachtungs-

mstrumenty in Zettschr fur Instrumentenkundey

1925, p 269-275 ,
Husain al-Husaini al-Khalkhall,

Rtsdla fi V Dd^tra al-htndtyay Abhandlung (Cod
Gotha, NO 1417), Mu’aiyad al-Din al-'LrdI,

Rtsdla ft Kaifiydt al-Irsdd wa nid yuhtd^u
lid ^Ilmiht wa-^Amaltht mm al-Turuk al mtfiad-

dtya tld Ma^tifat ^Awddt al-Kawdktb etc (Pans

Cod, NO 2544, also contains descriptions of

the instruments in the observatory at Maragha

,

s H J Seemann, loc at)
(E Wiedemann)

MIZMAR means literally “an instrument
of piping” In the generic sense it refers to

any instrument of the “wood wind” family, 1 e

a reed-pipe or a flute In the specific sense it

refers to a reed pipe (1 e a pipe played with a

reed) as distinct from a flute, as we know from

Ibn Sina (d a d 1037) who describes the mtz-

mar — a leed-pipe — as an instrument “which

you blow into from its end which you swallow”,

as distinct from an instrument like the yardl" —
a flute — “which you blow into from a hole”

Ibn Zaila (d 1048) writes similarly but substitutes

the Persian word nay for the Arabic word miznidr

In Ibn bina's Aiabic treatise al Nad^dt we read

of the mizmdi
y
but in the identical passage in his

Persian Ddnt^ ndma the word is ndy Further,

the Mafdtih aOUlTim says, “the mtzmdr is the

ndy''' (p 236) For the present purpose, “wood-

wind” instruments (niazdmlr) may be divided into

I reed-blown types, and 2 pipe-blown
types Among the foimer have single reed-

pipes of the clarionet, oboe, and saxophone types,

as well as double reed-pipes, the bagpipe, and

the cheng Among the latter we have the flute

and recorder, as well as the panpipes

a Reed-blown types — Single reed-
pipes occur in ancient Semitic ait and literary

remains (Lavignac, 1 35 )
Hoary gossip attri-

butes the “invention” to the Persians (al-Mas'^Udl,

Murti^y viii 90), whilst Djamshid himself is

claimed to have been the actual “inventor” (Ew-

liy5 CelebI, 1 641) With Islamic peoples, reed-

pipes are found with a conical or cylindrical tube

(unbub) pierced with finger-holes (thukub)y and
played with a single or double beating reed {ka-

qabay kaqfiqfia) Among the Arabs of the vith

century, the mtzmdr finds a place at convivial
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parties {AfufadifallyHt^ xvii ), and in the viith

century it is one of the martial instruments of

the Jewish tribes of al-Hidjaz {Aghaniy ii 172)
When IslSm came, an anathema was placed on

reed-pipes mainly, it would seem, on account of

the female reed-pipe player (zammara) who, as

was common in the East, was looked upon as a

courtesan, and, indeed, the terms zammara and
zanlya became almost synonymous It is impro-

bable that the Prophet Muhammad could have
referred to a reed-pipe (nttzmar) in the well known
hadlth m praise of the chanting (ktra^a) of Abu
MQs5 al-A^'arl The reference was rather to “a

mazmur (Hebr mtzmor “psalm”) fiom the maza-
mir of the House of David” (cf my Htst of
Aradtan mustc^ p 33) In early days, what the

Arabs called the mtzmar^ the Persians called the

nay^ and the latter distinguished the flute by the

name nay narm (soft nay) Later they called the

reed-pipe the nay siyah (black nay) and the flute

the nay saftd (white nay) because of the coloui

of the instruments About the beginning of the

ixth century, a musician at the ^AbbSsid court

named Zunam invented a reed-pipe which was
named after him the nay zunami or zunamt {Ta^
al^ Artis) What the invention was we can only

conjecture It may have been the cylinder used

for altering the pitch of the instrument, or per

haps It was the introduction of a conical tube

(see my StitdteSy p 79, 82) At this period we
have no infoimation whether the various reed-

pipes had cylindrical or conical tubes or whether

they were played with single or double beating

reeds The word zunamt was accorded little recog-

nition in the East, whatever favour the invention

itself found In the West, where the name even-

tually became vulgarized into zullamt^ it became
the most important reed-pipe not only in Spam
as we know from al-Shakundl (d 1231, al-Mak
l^arl, Moh Dyn

,
i 59), but also in the Maghiib

(Ibn I^aldun, 11 353) It became the xelamt of

the Spaniards (see also Schiaparelli, s v )

The mtzmar (= mizmar wahtd) is described

and delineated by al Farabi (d 950) It had eight

holes for fingering, giving a complete octave He
also describes a smaller reed-pipe called the sur~

yanat (Kosegarten, p 95, Land, p 122, D’Erlan-

ger, p 262) One special feature of this instrument

was called the ili-aHra In the Mafatih al^Ulum

(p 237) we read “The i^a^ira of the mtzmat is its

head, and it is that by which it is made narrow
and wide [in compass]” It was actually the cylinder

inserted into the head of the instrument which

lowered the pitch when required (see my Studies^

p 82), a device called later the tawk {Kanz al

Tukaf) or fas/ (Villoteau) It was called the

ska^ira perhaps on account of the button at the

top of the cylinder which was turned round The
word suryanat came to be modified into surnay

and then surna Popular etymology opined that

the word was derived from stir “ftte” and nay
“reed”, but this form only appears in the lexicons

(Burhan-t kat^) Some moderns even write {urnay

The surn'&y found its way into martial music as

early as the beginning of the ixth century (AgAani^

xvi 139 the text has surnab)

In the xith century, Ibn Zaila shows how, by
devices in the fingering and embouchure, other

notes were obtained on the reed-pipe (Pers nay)
In the Persian Kanz al-Tuhaf (xivth cent ) the

mtzmUr^ also called the ndy styah^ is both de-

scribed and delineated More valuable is the expla-

nation of the actual making of the beating reed

with which the instrument was played, from which

we learn that it was a double reed In the next

century a Turkish author Ahmad Ughlu ^ukrullSh

copied extensively fiom this work (Lavignac, 1

3012) Ibn Ghaibl (d 1435) says that all the

notes could be obtained on the zamr siyah nay

by accomodating the fingering and the embouchure

The smaller instiument, the suina^ was defective

in the uppei octave he says A similar type of

reed-pipe to the latter called the balaban is also

mentioned by him EwliyS Celebi says that it

came from ^iraz In the Muhammad b Murad

Treatise (xvth cent
)
we learn that the nay aswad

{z=^nay styah =. nttzmat) was 27 cm long

With the Turks, the Peisian ^^ord surna had

been altered to zurna and the term had become

common to both the zamt (= mtzmaf

)

and surna

in the East Ewliya Celeb! (xviflh century) mentions

among the Turkish reed pipes of his day the haba

zurna 01 ^ai^ami zutna^ the ^atabt zurna, the

a^afi zurna^ and the shthabi zurna (a Moroccan

reed pipe) He also speaks of the kmnUta which,

he says, was an English invention (1 642) If

this IS the same as the kurnatta, it was the

clarionet, an instrument which Denner is said to

have “invented” about 1690, which is after its

mention by E\vliySl Celebi The Persians still con-

tinued to call their reed pipe the surna^ and a

xviith century design of the instrument is given

by Kaempfer Both Russell in Syria (1 155) and

Villoteau in Egypt (1 356 sq )
refer to several

kinds of reed-pipes in use in the xviiith century

The latter delineates these and describes them
fully They are three, the kaba zurna or zamr al^

kabir^ the zamr or zurna

^

and the zurna ^ura
or zamr alsughatytf^ the first being 583 cm
and the last 31 2 cm in length The modern in-

strument is also delineated by Lavignac, p 2793,
Sachs, p 428 h or specimens see Biussels, Nrs 122,

355 i 357 ,
New York, NO 1331

In the West also we find a new name, or in-

strument, the ghaita or ghayta [q v
]

It is said

to have been introduced by the Turks (Delphin

and Gum, p 48) but the name is mentioned by
Ibn Battuta (d 1377) who likens the Mesopotamian
sutnay to the Maghriban ghatta (11 126) There
are, however, two kinds of ghai^a, one — a cy-

lindrical tube blown with a single reed, and an-

other — a conical tube blown with a double reed

This may explain why ghaita does not always

equate with surnay and mtzmar in the West
(Tadhktrat al-Nisyan^ p 93, Muhammad al Saghir,

p 34) The cylindrical tube instrument is known
in Egypt as the ghtta For details see Bu ‘^All,

p 103, Delphin and (lUin, p 47 For specimens

and designs see Host, p 261, tab xxxi
,
Brussels,

N® 351, New York, Nrs 402, 2824, Lavignac,

p 2921

A reed-pipe that became quite famous in Western
Europe was the buk played with a reed The original

buk [q V
]
was a horn 01 clarion, and was made

of horn 01 metal Pierced with holes for fingering,

and played with a reed, a new type of instrument,

somewhat similar to the modern saxophone, was
evolved In the xth century, this biik was “im-

proved” by the Andalusian Caliph al-Hakam II

\Btbl de autores Espan
^

li 410) Ibn KhaldQn,
who describes it, says that it was the best in-

strument of the zamr family (11 353) Ibn Qbaibi,
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m his holograph MS m the Bodleian Library,

writes but adds, “also called buk'\ but the

latter remark has been deleted It appears to be
delineated in the Canttgas de Santa Marta (Riaho,

fig 41, b)
Another interesting instrument is the ^Irakiya

or ^Irakya, which may have been the forerunner

of the European rackett It has a cylindrical pipe

and IS played with a double reed It is probably

the descendant of the Nay aNIraki that al-Ghaz-

zali (d iiii A d) speaks of It is delineated and
fully described by Villoteau (1 943 sq

)
Examples

are given at Brussels, N® 124, New York, N® 2861
With Islamic peoples, reed-pipes belong to out-

door music Just as we see them in the Alf Laila

wa-Latla as being essential to folk, ceremonial,

processional, and martial music, so they are today,

and probably have always been

Double reed-pipes Ibn ^urdadhbih says

that the Persians “invented” the double reed pipe

called the dtyanat (al Mas^ndi, Murudj^ viii 90),

the earliest instrument of this type that we know
by name in Arabic literature, although it appears

in the viiith century frescoes at Kusair ‘^Amra

(Musil, pi XXIV ) It has been suggested that the

word should be dunay^ but dtyanat is also given

by al-FarSbi (see my p 57), who describes

and delineates the instrument which, he says, u as

also called the mtzmar al~mu(Jianna or muzawa^
The two pipes were of equal length and each was
pierced by five finger-holes, which gave an octave

between them Probably the instrument known in

the Middle Ages as the zammara (vulg zummara)
was actually the old dtyanat^ although it merely

equates with fistula in the Glossartum Latino-

Arabtcum (xiih century) and the Vocabultsta

(xiijth century) As early as the xiii^h century we
read of the mawsul in Egypt (al-MaljirizI, i/i 136)
The name itself means “joined’’ (see my Studies,

p 78), and It was doubtless a double reed-pipe

Since the xviii^h century at least, zummara has

been the name for this instrument m the East (cf

Niebuhr, 1 145), and lane (p 367) describes and

delineates it It has cylindrical tubes and is played

with single beating reeds It is to be found with

a varying number of finger holes and is named
accoidmgly (Sachs, p 433) In the Maghrib it is

called the makriin and makruna (I avignac, p 2793
R A , 1866), whilst in Syria it is given a vulgaiized

or metathetical form of the old muzawa^ (cf

Sachs, p 257, Dalman, Pal Dtvati) For speci-

mens and descriptions see Biussels, Nis 115-118,
New York, Nrs 2167, 2633, and Z D P V

^

*927,

p 19 Specimens in my collection range from 18

to 43 cm in length

Another type of double reed pipe has only one

pipe pierced with finger holes, whilst the other

serves as a drone This also carries the name of

zummara when the two pipes are of the same

length (cf Niebuhr, 1 145) When the drone pipe

IS longer than the chanter pipe it is known as

the argjiul (arghun, MushSrlja, p 29, ^arkun^

Lavignac, p 2812) in modern times (cf Freytag,

Chrest Arab
^ 1834, p 34) m Egypt and Syria

Villoteau (1 962) gives a detailed description with

scales and designs of three sizes, 107, 82 6 and

38 6 cm in length (In South Kensington Museum
there is one 144 cm long) Like the preceding

instrument it is played with single beating reeds

The drone pipe is furnished with additional tubes

(ztyadat) which are affixed to lower the pitch |

I

In Syria the smaller type of argJpUl is named the

I

mashura^ a most significant name, in spite of it

being Ignored in the lexicons L^ne (p 367)
figures a six finger-holed instrument which, he
says, was used at 4Ipkr%, and by Nile boatmen
For specimens see Brussels, Nrs 342—346, ZD
P F, 1927, pi 2

Bagpipe An ancient instrument in the Orient

Just prior to Islam we have it figured on SSsSnian

sculptures (Ker Porter, Travels^ 11 ,
pi 64) We

do not know its ancient Semitic name, but Ibn
Sina and ibn Zaila mention it as the mtzmar al-

iijttab, describing it as being played by “an
artificial contrivance” Although Niebuhr (1 146)
calls it the zummarat al kirba, and Lane, p 386
names it the zummaia bi-stLn, the more general

term used in Arabic speaking countries is zukra^

although we find mtzawd used in Tunisia (Von
Hornbostel, p 4) The word zukra is given variations

by some European writers as in the zUkkata of

Villoteau (1 970) and the sukkata of Rouanet
(Lavignac, p 2812) In Persia, the bagpipe has
long been known as the nay anban zxi^naymadik
or mashkak {But han t ka(t^) from whence the

Hindustani name mashk or musfiuk (Tagore, p 24,
Day, p 1 5 1) In Turkey, the older word was (ulum,

tulum or tulum (Meninski, Sachs, cf Ewliya

delebi, 1 642 tulum duduk), but ghatdU would
appear to be equally popular, and this name is

to be found throughout the Balkan countries (cf

Arab ghat t

a

,
Span gatta

,
Engl wayghte)

The bagpipe used by IslSmic peoples is generally

equipped with a chanter pipe (with five or six

finger holes) and mouthpiece, but rarely with a

drone pipe The chanter, terminating in a horn

bell (Schallstiick), is often double, a feature which
was probably the original reason for the term

zummara being used with the bagpipe The wood-
work is sometimes inlaid with metal, whilst an-

other feature is the adornment of the instrument

with tassels, beads, shells, and other frippery

Designs may be found in Niebuhr (tab xxvi

)

and Sachs (p 434), and actual specimens in

Brussels, N® 372
Instrument of free reeds The Chinese

cheng is such an instrument Probably it was not

used by Islamic peoples although known to them

The cheng is described in the Mafatih aNUlum
as follows “The mustak is a musical instrument

of the Chinese It is made of compounded tubes

{anabtb), and its name in Persian is biiha mushfd*'*

(p 237) We get a little more information from

Ibn Ghaibl who informs us that the cubltk or

mustkar t khatay, \^as made of tubes of reed joined

together It was blown through a tube and the

notes \\ere obtained by fingei-holes I* or description

and designs see Van Aalst, Chinese Mustc^ p 80

b Pipe-blown types — The flutes of the

Arabs, Persians and Turks, unlike those of Western

Europe, are played veitically, a current of air

being blown across the orifice {manfakk) at its

head Ewliya Celebi (1 623, 636, 642 read

not jiji) is not suie whether it was Pythagoras

or Moses who “invented” the first instrument of

this type, the shepherd’s flute, called the kawUl

(cf Kotvhbi) Ibn Ourdadhbih says that it ori-

ginated with the Kurds (al-Mas'udi, vni 90), and

Ibn Ghaibi (S&arh al Adwar) says that this in-

strument was the nay abyad (white nay') We know
from Ibn al-A^rabl (d S46) that the Arabs called
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this flute or reed-pipe the A characteristic

of the Arab flute was its length, hence the ancient

Greek proverb which likened a talkative person
to an Arabian flute (Menandrt Ft agm

)

In the early days of Islam, the Arabs called

their flute the kiissaba (later modified into ka^aba\
and this is the name used by the poets al-A^sha

(d 629) and Ru^ba b al 'AdjdjSdj (viiith century)

These terms fell into desuetude in the East when
Persian musical influences were at then height

The Persians called their flute the nay narm
(soft nay) so as to distinguish it from the nay
proper and the surnay^ which were reed-pipes,

and so the Arabs of the East called their flute

the nay^ although in the West the old word kus-
^aba or ka^aba was retained Another term for the
flute in early days, perhaps a different kind, was
yara"' {Mafatth al-^'Ulum, p 236), and in the
xith century Glossartum Laitno-Arabteum it equates
with calamaula In the xiiitf^ century it was still

a common name with Safi al-Din ^Abd al-Mu^min

(p 9) in the East, and with al Shakundi in the
West (al-Makkarl,

1 59, read yara^ not bara"-)

In the contemporary Vocabuhsta tn Arabteo it

{yara) agrees with fistula The words hatra^'a and
hatt^a (al-Djawhari, al-t iiuz5b5di) would appear
to be vulgar forms of yara^

Whilst the diminutive kaslba[ku^ait>a)som^\\\x\e,%

occurs in reference to a small flute, skabbaba and

Mbab 0/ihabb

a

^to grow up”) were the more
geneial terms used in TrSk {/khwan al-Safa^,\ 97),
Egypt (al Ma^rizI, 1 136), Spain (al Shalahi, Voc
tn Arah\ and the Maghrib (Ibn Khaldun, 11 352)
It became the exabeba of Western Europe Another
name for a small flute was djuwak^ and this word
also found a place with the I atins as the jock
(Du Cange) In Persia, the small flute was called

the pisha {Kanz aUTuhaf)^ hence the Balkan pts-

cotu and ptsak

We read of the nay in the Aghani (ix 71) but
we cannot be sure whether it was a flute or a

reed-pipe Al-FarabI (Kosegaiten, p 45) ignores

the flute {nay) and says that it was inferior {ukhtu

)

to the mizmar (reed-pipe), but it soon gained
wide recognition in chamber music probably by
reason of appraisement and the dhtkr of the

darwtdk Safi al-Din '^Abd al Mu^min (d 1294)
describes the nay with eight holes for fingering,

the thumb-hole at the back being called the shu^a^
(“vehement”), its name revealing its function In
the Persian Kanz al~Tuhaf (xivth cent ) we find two
very small flutes mentioned, but in the ^arh al-

Adwdr (xvth cent
) we find that the nay abyad

was normally 63 cm long Five larger sizes are

given, the longest being 99 cm
,
with two smaller

sizes, the limit being 31 5 cm Ibn Ghaibl also

registers several varieties including the nay bamm
of 67 5 cm approximating in pitch to the bamm
string of the lute, and the nay ztr of 33 75 cm
approximating to the ztr string Ewliya CelebI

(xviith cent ) gives the names of a number of

Turkish flutes (1 623) including the shah mansur,
the dawudi^ and the bol-aheng Villoteau (1 954)
describes and delineates the Egyptian instruments

of the late xviii^h century The largest, 77 cm
long, was the nay sMh {=zsFllh ndy)^ and the

smallest, 48 8 cm long, was the nay ^trafi the

htraft of modem Syria (MughSr^^a, p 29) Other
flutes named by him are the nay kushuk^ the tidy

sufurdja (? supurda\ the tidy mu^lak^ and the nay
husatnl In Turkey the supurda is the smallest

flute used in chamber music (Lavignac, p 3019)
Turkish and Egyptian flutes are usually well made,
with a head to support the lips In Palestine and
the Maghrib they still retain, more or less, a

primitive appearance, and although the seven holed
flute is common (Christianowitsch, pi 2), the five

j

and six holed instrument has acceptance (Delphin

I

et Gum, p 45 Z D P V
^ 1927, pi i) In the

Maghrib the flutes in the orchestras still retain

the name of kasaba (vulg kasba\ and they are

generally about 40 cm long, whilst the ^uwdk
or skabbaba {shabdb) is smaller In the interior,

longer flutes like the gtbli and suddsst may be
found Delphin and Gum give an account of these

The recorder, or flflte a bee, also found
favour in the Fast This is the Arabic nay labak

(mouth ndy\ the Persian sut^ the Turkish duduk^
and the Hindustani alghuza As early as the Ikhivdn
al Safd^ and the Mafdtih al-Ulum (x^h cent) we
read of the saffdra^ which was doubtless a flflte

a bee (see my Studies^ p 83) Villoteau (1 951)
says that it was an instrument of this type m his

day in Egypt The duduk or duduk is mentioned
by Ewliya CelebI m nine different species (i 642),
and IS also mentioned by HadjdjJ Khalifa (1 400)
The shdhtn would appear to have been a small
three-holed recorder such as was common with
pipe and tabor players m Mediaeval Western Europe
It was played with the fingers of one hand, the
other hand being used for beating the tabl or drum,
hence the phrase in al Ghazzall “the shahtn of
the drummer {tabbdiy^

Panpipes are also common to the folk Both
Pythagoras and Moses are credited by Fwliya
delebi (i 624, 636) with the “invention” of the
mustkdr or panpipes Although the word stands
for “a composer of melodies” m the Mafdtih al-

^Uliim (see also Memnski), it referred to a musical
instrument m the xvth century {N ^ ,

xiv 312)
A contemporary writer, Ibn Ghaibi, says that “the
mustkdr is one of the [wind instruments with] free

pipes Its notes are determined by size [of pipes]
The longest have the low notes, and the shortest
the high notes” We find the instrument called
musikdl {Farhang t Shu'^uri) whilst Ha^ijdjl Khalifa

(1 400) has mithkdl^ and Toderini (1 237) mescal^
which probably gave birth to the Roumanian
muscal The term musikdl survived up to modern
times (Villoteau, 1 963), but the more general
word used today (Musharka, p 29) is ^andh
(Pedro de Alcala [1503] mentions a harp by this
name, but perhaps he confused the name with
^ank) Russell {The Natural History of Aleppo^
1 156) writing in Syria in the xviii‘h century says
that panpipes were to be found with from three
to twenty-three pipes Kaempfer, p 743, delineates
a xviith century Persian instrument
The names of instruments in the mazdmlr group

in Arabic are legion Many of those not mentioned
in this article are regional and are of folk origin,
their source being often discernable, such as in
the zam^ara and zamkhar, to name only two
More interesting however, are the older words
like hunbuka^ nakib and zanbdk The first two occur
in al-FlrQz5b5dI (d 1 4 M)? ^^d which equates
with mtzmdr^ reminds us of the much debated
passage in Ezekiel^ xxviu 13 Zanbak occurs in
in al-Azharl (d 981) and even earlier (cf Lane)
The Greek and the Latin sambuca were
stringed instruments, and Isidore of Seville’s $am-
buca as a “wood-wmd” instrument has long been
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suspect, but since zanbak is to be found in Arabic

equating with zammSra and tnizmar there would
appear to be good reason for accepting Isidore

of Seville
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mizwAr, aiabicised form of the Beiberawewar,

he who precedes, he who is placed at the
head, equivalent to the Arabic mukaddam and
like tins frequently has in North Africa the meaning
of chief of a religious brotherhood (Jarikuy

q V ), the superintendent of a zawiya [q v
]

or the chief of a body of shotfa (q v
,
dialect

form from the class plur ihurafd^) In those

districts of the Maghrib, where the old Berber

organisation has survived, mainly in the Great

Atlas and Central Atlas, amzwar is sometimes the

equivalent of anflTiSy the political adviser to a

body, cf R Montagne, Les Berberes et le Makhzen
dans le Sud du Maroc (Pans 1930, p 222)
The term mizwUr (or mazwar) is early found

in the histones of the Maghrib in connection with

Almohad institutions There it means the head

of a faction and the corresponding office seems

at this time to be often confused with those of

hafiz and muhtasib [q v
]

In the time of the

Mu'minid Caliph Abli YUsuf Ya'l^Ub [q v
] al-MansUr,

eacn of the twenty-one Almohad tribes had two
mizwSrs “one for the first rank of the hierarchy,

1 e the earliest recruits of the Almohads, and an
other for those who had joined them later (ghuzaty'*

(Kitab al-Ansaby in E L^vi-Proven^al, Documents
inedits d'histoire almohadey Pans 1928, p 70, cf

also p 63—64 and M Gaudefroy-Demombynes, in-

troduction to the translation of the Masaltk al-Abfar
of Ibn Fadl Allah al-'Umari, Pans 1927, p xxxvi)

At the present day, niuzwar is in constant use

m Fas for the nakib [q v
] of the principal Sharlfan

groups who live in this capital

(E I feVI-PROVENQAL)

MQBEDH. a Persian word which passed into
o- >

Arabic in the form v-XjyO or AjyO
,
we also find

in Arabic the Persian plural, mobedhany but usually

combined with mdbedh in the expression mdbedhdn
mdbedhy which means “chief of the mdbedh%'\ “grand
mdbedh" It is also found alone (mdbedhdn) standing

for mdbedhdn mdbedh The Arabic plural is mawd-
bidh The word is derived from the Pehlevi magupaty
which means “chief of the magi" and therefore

indicates a priestly office, according to al-Mas'ndl,

Kitab al-Tanbih wa 'l-Ishrdfy B G A
y
vn 103,

the word would mean hdfiz al din and be derived

from mu = “religion” and badh = “protector”, and
according to al Ya^kubi (Tdrihhy 1 207) ^dlim al-

^ulamd^ In Aimenian texts the word is rendered by
mogpety in the Greek acts of martyrs by

fzxuriif (iubirnif ii^irretyin Syriac and especi-

ally in the acts of the Persian martyrs not only by

but also by m one passage

(Hoffmann, AuszugCy p 88, cf below), the word

IS used immediately before i^oLo

The Syiiac has also resh mgusin or

reshd dam^gushc corresponding to the Greek

fjLayoi; fjuzym We have no satisfactory

information regal ding the functions of thew^^^^s,
we know moie about those of the chief of the

mobedhs or mdbedhdn mdbedh The information given

below relates to the SasSnian period, a period in

which the clergy were reorganised and which is

reflected in the Arabic and Persian Muslim sources

In the later Avesta we find references to the

sacei dotal organisation but the names do not agree

with those of the Sasanian period, for example

the principal office, that given in the Sasanian

period to the mdbedhdn mdbedhy is called Zara-

thustrotemay and had judicial functions like the

chief of the mdbedhy The term magupat is only

found m the Pehlevi commentaries on the Avesta

The sources from which we can extract information

about the mdbedhy and the mdbedhdn mdbedh or

chief of the mdbedh%y are of course Pehlevi or

go back to Pehlevi texts Among the former

which have come down to us is the Bundahishn

which among other things contains a list of

mdbedhdn mdbedh, the Aida Wtrdf Ndmak y

the Kdrndmak-i Artakhshir-i Pdpakdn (transl by

Noldeke in the Benfey-Festschrift :=: Beitrdge zur

Kunde der indogermanischen Spracheny iv
, 1878,

and by Pagliaro in VFpica e il Romanzo net

Medio Evo persianoy Florence 1927, a part of the

text I—3 is reprinted in the Hilfsbuch fur das

Pehlevi by Nyberg), the Mdtihdn-% hazdr Ddte-
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s^an^ a legal work studied by Bartholomae m Zum
sasamdtschen Recht^ Stizungsber d Hetdelb Akad
d Wtssensch

, 1922, is valuable for our know-
ledge of the judicial functions of the mobedhs and

mdbedhan mobedky a few short moral treatises

preserving traces of law (cf Pagliaro in R S 0
^

X,i925^p 468—577)etc The numerous references

to the mbbedhs and the mdbedkan mdbedh which

we find in Persian and Arabic sources come from lost

Pchlevi sources or Arabic and Persian versions of

them Ihus the Book of Kings especially m the latter

part contains some information about the tndbedh^

but nothing very full or precise about their functions,

the matter of the ^ahnama is taken, as we know,
from a Persian prose version of the KhwadainUmagh
The version which we have of the letter of lansar

(publ and transl by Darmesteter m J A ^ 1904^ * )

gives very interesting information about the SSsa-

nian hierarchy and also about the mobedh^y it

comes from a Pehlevi document which, according to

Christensen, goes back not to the time of Arda^hir

but rather to that of IQiusiaw the Gieat (cf Empire
des Sasantdes^ ill— 112, and more recently Abet-

^am it Tansar^ in Acta Ot lentaha^ x 43 sqq )

The numerous wi iters in Arabic and Peisian

whose works give us notes on the nidbedhs derive

their matter, as legards Persia, from information

supplied directly by contemporary mobedh^ or

grand mdbedh^y from Pehlevi woiks translated into

Arabic (especially the translations of Ibn al Mu^affa*^)

which no longer exist, such as the Khwadatnamagh
and the ^A^tn-nama or “book of offices” {Aitdb

alRusum^ cf below) Of great importance is the

Ki/ab al-Tadji or Ahhldk al-Muluk by al DjShiz

(cf P Gabrieli, in A* 5 0
,
x [1928], p 232— 308)

and others written by al-Djahiz himself and the

Ktfab al Mahastn wa U-Addad which is attributed

to him, very important also are the works of the

historians, chroniclers, geographers and polygraphers

or men of letters like al-Ya'kubI, Ibn Kutaiba, al-

Dlnawari, al-Tabari, al Mas'Qdl, Hamza al-lsfahani,

al-Iba^alibi, al-Nuwairi, al-§hahrastani, etc

Of course all these sources bear different relations

to the Pehlevi originals or to one another and they

differ greatly in value, apart from the fact that

they frequently combine legendary matter with

accurate statements, e g some concerning certain

of the functions of the mobedhs

Information of value can also be extracted from

Syriac, Greek (especially Acts of Martyrs) and
Armenian (historians etc ) sources

Even by combining all these sources it is not

possible to give a precise account of the office of

tnobedk in the SisSnian ecclesiastical hierarchy as

laid down in the organisation of the kingdom at-

tributed to Ardashlr (cf Kitab p 23— 30)

nor to follow its developments (cf the letter from

Tansar, al-Mas^udi, Tanbih^ p 1 03- 1 04 and Afurud;^
11 156, al-Ya^kObl, Htsloitae^ i 202, al §hahra-

stani, ed Cureton, p 193, transl Haarbrucker,

1 292) Nothing definite can be deduced from the

Parsi hierarchy of the present day as the ecclesiastical

organisation has profoundly changed But we may
assume that high priests regularly called mdbedk^

were given the task of supervising in the different

divisions of the empire (one might say dioceses)

the very varied work of the hereditary clergy, the

magt^ who had so great an influence over the lives

of the Persians, that is to say not only the verv

elaborate ceremonies of worship, the sacrifices, the

care of the pyres, but also the cure of souls

and the education of the people Ihese mdbedh'a

and their chief (cf below) were like all priests the

lepositories of learning, profane as well as sacred

(cf Tanbih^ p 97, where theie is an allusion to

the unbounded knowledge of the mdbedk^ and

herbedhA) and the Arab writers must also have

obtained information from mdbedk^ (cf Inostranzev,

Etudes sassantdesy p 10) Ihe mdbedfi^ had also

judicial functions (cf below), in the Acts of the

martyrs they appear vested with executive power,

but since courts of inquiiy were composed of lay

officers and priests, it is probable that this power

was exercised by the whole college 01 by delegation

It is also certain that the title of mobedh is not

applied exclusively to these heads of administrative

divisions or dioceses (of whom it is nevertheless

chaiactenstic) because at the court of the king,

according to the sources, especially the Shdhnamey

there were many high priests called mdbedhs or

herbedH who formed a kind of council around

the grand mdbedh (cf below) or who had other

special offices Gradually the name mobedh must

have come to mean, as at the present day, a

pi lest fully qualified to do eveiything in connection

with woiship The othei teims for Persian priests

seem to refer rather, either to their dignity (e g
dastur) or to functions occasionally performed by
them [cf Zoroastrianism] Rat and magupat are

sometimes put on the same level The relation of

the mobedh to the other degiees of the hierarchy

like the het bedhy another office (perhaps teacher)

having supervision over a body of priests, is not

clear Al-Mas^Qdl says in the 1 anbth^ p 103, that

herbedhs were lower in rank than mdbedh^

At the head of the hierarchy of priests were
no doubt the herbedhJdn herbedh or chief of the

het bedhs and the mobedhan mdbedh 01 chief of the

mdbedh^ 1 ansar, the writer of the famous letter, is

called by the Denkart herbedhdn het bedh^ according

to Darmesteter “chief of the religion”, while al-

Mas'udi {Tanbthy p 99) calls him better the

mdbedh of Ardashlr Indeed it is quite certain

fiom our souices that the supreme head of the

ecclesiastical hierarchy was the chief of the mdbedh%
{mobedhan mdbedh) who was also the first dignitary

of the court, all the power of the Zoroastrian

clergy which constituted a state within the state

was concentrated in this pontiff Al Mas^odi in

the Tanblhy p 103, says of his rank that it was
almost equal to that of a prophet

In accounts of the ceremonial of the SSsSnids,

he is always given first place and he frequently

appears surrounded by a council of high priests,

herbedhs or mdbedh^ Besides all the functions

which he exercised as head of the clergy, 1 e

the supervision of the whole religious life of the

country, the settlement of theological questions,

of problems of ecclesiastical policy, the appointment
and dismissal of ecclesiastical officials, he had
others which we must outline Christensen thinks

he can deduce from several sources (letter of
1 ansar, al Mas'^Qdl, Tanbthy p X03— 104, Ya'klibl,

HistoitaCy p I—202), that four or five high officials

formed with the king a kind of ministry, the

composition and number of members of which
perhaps changed from time to time but which
always included the mdbedhdn mdbedk (cf e g
the Shdhndmey ed Mohl, vi 223 where the mdbedh
IS called the king’s vizier) But he was also

supreme judge as head of the mdbedis of the

administrative divisions, as the latter were the
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judges of higher degree m their respective areas

It IS evident from the studies of Bartholomae on
Pehlevi legal texts (and especially on the Matikan~t

hazUr DatestUn
,

cf Zum Sasamdtschen Recht^

p 34, etc ) that in the different districts there

were judges of first instance and of two degrees

(kas lower, mas higher), above whom was the

mdbedh of the district The supreme judge was
ultimately the mdbedhan mdbedh whose final sentence

could not be disputed For the judicial functions

of the mobedk^ it is interesting to consult the acts

of the Persian martyrs m Syriac and Greek (cf

Hoffmann, Auszuge aus syrischen Akten perstscher

Martyrer^ Leipzig 1880, the texts of Bedjan, etc,

in Pati ologta Orient
,
etc ) The Arab writers also

give us a pretty clear idea, especially as regards

the mdbedhan mdbedh^ for example in Tabari, i

952, Noldeke, Gesch d Ferser und Arabet 230,
the mdbedhan mdbedh in advising the king in the

matter of the son of Dhu Yazan, lays paiticular

stress on the young man’s right to have his

prayer granted, al-Mas‘^udi, Muru^ (11 156) and
Tanbth^ p 103, calls him kddt Hkuddt^ m the

Murudj also (11 211) we are told in connection

with the abuses of Hurmuz son of Khusraw that,

having abolished the jurisdiction of the mdbedhs^

the good old tradition and the ancient laws fell

into desuetude In al-Tha'filibi, Hist Pers
, p 506-7,

we find two answers which are interesting in this

connection, they were given by the mdbedhan
mdbedh to the king, who had consulted him with

regard to the sentence of death to be pronounced
against his chief wife and his cook, in the Kitdb
al~Td^^ p 78 It is related that king Kawadh
full of admiiation for a subtle answer given by

the mdbedh exclaimed “It is with justice that kings

have given you the first place and that they

have entrusted you with the control of jurisdiction’”

Some Arabic sources also allude to the court

of justice which was held on the occasion of the

great festivals of the Nawruz and the Mthrdjdn
(e g Kitdb al Tddj^ p 159—63, aI Mahasin wa
W-Addad^ p 359—65, al-BirunI, al bdktya^

ed Sachau, p 215—219, 222—223, Siydset-ndma^

ed Schefer, p 38—40, etc ) According to these

stories, the people on those days had the right

to bring any complaint against the king before

a commission of which the grand mdbedh was the

most important member, the first complaint was
judged by the grand mdbedh who thus had the

right to condemn the king, the latter having

pronounced a formula of submission, kneeling

before him The complaints that followed were

judged by the king According to al-Nuwairl, the

mdbedh also offered to the king on these ceiemonial

occasions a basket of fruits over which he had
uttered a prayer Tansar’s letter A

, 1904,

p 544—545) informs us that in the procedure laid

down by Ardashir for designating the heir to the

throne the grand mdbedh played the most important

part, that is to say he proclaimed the new heir

chosen by divine inspiration should it happen that

the other dignitaries summoned to deliberate with

him were not in agreement The position of the

grand mdbedh as intimate councillor and mentor

of the king who placed complete confidence in

him (he is often called “councillor of the king”)

IS very clear in the ^dhndma as well as in

the Arabic and Persian sources (cf aLTha^Shbl

p 504—505, al-Mas^ndi, MurUdj!^ 11 171 where

BahrSm son of BahrSm, son of Hurmuz, addresses

Thb Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

the grand mdbedh “Thou, support of religion,

councillor of the king and the man who directs

his attention to affairs of state neglected by him”)

According to al-Mas'Odi, Tanblh^ p 104, only the

mdbedh^ and a few other high officials of state

possessed a copy of the Gdhndme or register of

offices, a very large book, forming part of the

A^in-nama (an A^in~ndma was translated by Ibn

al-MuljLaffa*^ with the title Kitdb al-Rusum)
Among the details which are preserved in the

sources about the grand mdbedh^ we are told that

he was one of the three who shared the king’s

table in time of wai when the royal meals were
very frugal

,
and that when a victory was won, he

along with other dignitaries pronounced a discourse

{Kitdb al Tdd^^ p 173— 174) A very marked
feature in the sources is the wisdom of the grand
mdbedh and indeed of all the mdbedhs (cf below)
In the Shdhndnie (we pick out only a few of the

more interesting episodes) the Byzantine ambassador
who was, the grand mdbedh tells IGiusraw, of the

school of Plato, puts seven questions to the mdbedh
which he answers (Mohl, vi 3 sqq

)
and thus ex-

cites the admiration of the king In this story, as

usual, the grand mdbedh appears surrounded by

other priests called mdbedhs or herbedhs as the

case may be, and he is also given the title dastur

Cf also the questions put by the grand mdbedh

to Khusraw Aniisharwan (Mohl, vi 394 sqq ) and
the assembly of the mdbedh^ under the presidency

of the grand mdbedh to put questions to Hormuz
son of An0sharw5n {ibid

^ p 424—430) Another
passage (Mohl, vi 442 sqq ) describes the heroic

piety of the grand mdbedh who consoles a high

official, a victim of king Hurmuzd, and is poisoned

by the latter The grand mdbedh is also represented

as interpreting the language of birds (cf also

al-Mas'^udl, Murud^^ 11 169— 170 the dialogue

of the owls denouncing the cruelty of king

Bahram son of BahrSm son of Hormuz [276—

293 A D ]), and in al-labari (i 965, Noldeke,

p 250) he explains the invasion of jackals in the

reign of Khusraw as a punishment for the impiety

of the land

The story is very well known among the Arabs
of the dream of the grand mdbedh in the night of the

birth of the Prophet and his interpretation of other

marvellous happenings of the same night (al-Tabari,

i 982 sqq
,
Noldeke, p 253, Annali delV Isldm^

i 150), Hamza al-IsfahSni (ed Gottwaldt, p 27)
quotes a list of SSsSnian kings drawn up by the

mdbedh Bahram son ofMardanshah (Noldeke, p 401)
In religious discussions the steps to be taken

against heretics, in the persecutions and inquisitions

against the Christians, the mdbedhs and the grand

mdbedh are always most prominent (Hoffmann,

Auszuge
t
texts of Bedjan, Pairologta Orient etc)

Cf also the articles mazdak, zindIk

A list of grand mdbedhs of the Sasanian period

and of mdbedhs contemporary with the last editors

of the book is found in the Bundahtdkn^ ch 33
(Christensen, Empire des Sasanides^ p 35) The
first grand mdbedh appointed by Ardashir was,

according to Tabari (Noldeke, p 9), a man named
Pahi (?) The mobedhdn mdbedh AturpSt 1 ZartushtSn

lived, according to the Pehlevi sources, 150 years

and was grand mdbedh for 90 Elis6e (Langlois,

11 230) mentions a grand mdbedp,^ who had the

honorific title of HamakdSn (“he who knows all

religion”) on account of his vast theological learning,

this title seems to have been often given to the

35
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mdbeihui A number of names of grand mbbe^s are

given m various sources, among them the Acts of

the Martyrs in Syriac, Greek and Armenian, some
are also preserved on the seals published by Herz>

feld in his woik on the monument of Paikuli

Mazdak was according to some texts mobedh or

even grand mbbedh In Ibn al•Fa^^ih, p 216, we
have a description in verse of pictures representing

with other dignitaries “their mobedh and their

herbedK' who judges ignorantly and iniquitously

On the zamzamah cf the aiticle zoroasirianism
and Goldziher, Muhammedanische Studien^ 1 170
and al-Ujahiz, Bayarty ed SandubI, Cairo 1927, lu

7, on the ^u%btya It is known that the Zoroastrian

clergy played an important part in the Biku^ubtya

movement (Inostranzev, sassantdes^ St Peters-

burg 1909, p 10—15)
Alter the Muhammadan conquest the importance

of the grand mdbedh and of the mobedh^ diminished
ID proportion as Islam spread, our sources of course

continue to mention them and Arab writers give

information obtained directly fiom mdbedhs (al-

Tabari, 1 2S74, year 31 a H
,
mentions the mdbedh

who advised the governor Mahawaihi not to kill

king Yazdagird, al-Mas‘udi, Ar/5^ p 104
gives the name of the mdbedh of all Persia in

345 AH etc

)

The organisation of the Parsis at the present

day is different, mdbedh means a priest qualified

to perform all the offices of worship this, how-
ever, IS beyond the scope of this article

Bibliography in addition to the works
mentioned in the article see especially Th
Noldeke, Geuhtchte der Peiser und Araber zur

Zett der Sasantden^htyditn A Christensen,

VEmptre des Sassamdes^ D Kgl Danske Vt-

densk Selsk Skrtfter^ 7 Raekke, Copenhagen

1907, Chr Bartholomae, Zum sasantdtschen

Recht^ IV
,

SUzungsber d Heidelb Akad d
Wtssensch

^ 1922, A Pagliaro, Tt acce dt dintto

sasamdico nel trattatelli morali Pehlevtcty \n R S
Oy x,i925, p 468—477, F Gabrieli,

dt corte e costumt SdsdLntdi nel Kitab A^laq
al-Muluk dt al’CdhiZy in R S 0 ^

xi
, 1928,

p 292—305 (Michelangelo Ouidi)

MODON, a t own in the Morea on the
south-west point of Messcnia, about 20

miles N W of Cape Akritas, opposite the island

of Sapienza at the foot of Mount Tomeus
Modon is frequently mentioned in ancient times

under the names MeSmii and from the

latter comes the Italian name of the town, Modon,
under which it has been known since the middle

ages in Europe In the middle ages it was of much
greater importance than in antiquity The good

harbour of the town, sheltered by cliffs of varying

heights, has long been a haven of refuge and of

supply for ships going from the west to the Levant

Hence pilgrims frequently mention the town and

their accounts of their travels even contain maps
The Arab IdrIsI, in his geographical work finished

in 548 (1153) for Roger II of Sicily, enumerates

many seaports and towns on the mainland ofGreece

Among these is Modon of which he records that

it is a fortified town and has a citadel which

commands the sea {Geographu d'Ednst^ ed A
Jaubert, Pans 1846, p 305) By the treaty of 1199
with the Byzantine emperor Alexius 111

,
Venice

was allowed to trade freely in Modon The town
had suffered severely at the hands of the Venetians
in 1125 and again of the Normans in 1146 but

V

was recovering again slowly After the taking ol

Constantinople by the Crusaders (1204) and the

division of the lands which had previously formed

the Byzantine empire, Modon fell to the Venetians,

under whose rule it remained for nearly three

centuries It is this period that marks the golden

age of the town, which, carefully administered by

her merchant princes, developed a new prosperity

and became an important and secure centre for

trading with Fgypt and Syria, while previously it

had often been a nest of pirates In the xvth

century the population of Modon was a mixed

one of Greeks, Jews, Albanians, Turks, Gipsies

and Western Europeans 1 he 1 urks of the neigh-

bourhood leaied swine which they sold to the

townspeople According to some sources, at the

end of the xvth century five thousand swine weie

expoited annually from Modon to Venice About

the same time a settlement of gipsies in Modon
IS mentioned, who came from Gyppe, a district

about forty miles from Modon, from which they

said they had fled — for the sake of the Christian

faith — and were seeking refuge in all lands

with a letter of recommendation fiom the Pope
(cf Die Ptlgerfahrt des Ritters Atnold von HarJdy
ed E V Groote, Cologne i860, p xxviii

, 67 sq
,

ZDP Vy xvii

,

1894, p 144) The fact is, how
ever, that the gipsies of Modon after 1500 went
over en masse to Islam, about the end of the

xviph century were again mainly Christians, out-

wardly at least, after 1715 again became Muslims
and finally after 1821 became Christians again

During the second half of the xivth centuiy the

population ofModon increased considerably formally

Christians and Jews of the Peloponnesus, seeking to

escape the Turkish yoke, took refuge here While
the town itself was immune, the country round,

which was flat, suffered a great deal from the

Turks Ihus for example about 1480, the Turks
raided this plain and destroyed by fire the olive-

trees there In the last decades of the xvth century,

the Venetian republic had much anxiety about

Modon and her other possessions in the East,

which the lurks had long coveted In 1499
Admiral Antonio Grimani was ordered by his

government to see to the defence of Modon against

the lurks In July of this year, the Turkish fleet

came to the vicinity of Modon and soon afterwards

several naval encounters with the Venetian fleet

took place In a naval battle fought on Aug 8,

1499, outside Modon, the heroic Venetian Andreas
Loredano, governor of Corfu, was taken by the

lurks and put to death Another Venetian admiral,

Melchior Irevisano, was now entrusted by the

Venetian republic with the defence of Modon and
her other possessions in the East At the same time
the republic endeavoured to make peace with
Turkey, but the negotiations broke down in face

of the impossible conditions laid down by Bayazid II

Among other things he insisted on the surrender

of Modon In the meanwhile on March 23, 1500,
the Turks had occupied Merona, a little town
near Modon Marcus Gabriel, the commander of
Modon, had previously, on February 18, 1500,
reported to the Venetian government the great

straits of the town According to his report, the
garrison was not sufficient to defend the town against

the lurks, and for a successful defence it would
require four thousand trained men, in addition to

artillery, arms, munitions and gunpowder, which
the town lacked In spite of her difficult financial
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situation, Venice managed to provide the town ^!Vlth

money, troops and ariillery But the Turkish fleet

again appeared before Modon while Bayazid 11

advanced on the town by land at the head of a well

equipped army An attempt by the Venetian fleet

under Admiral Hieronymus ( ontarini to raise the

blockade on July 24, 1500 failed with heavy losses

The lurkish fleet, according to the Venetian admiral,

had very good artillery In the meanwhile famine
had broken out in the garrison so that they could

hold out no longer Four Venetian galleys were

able to steal through the Turkish fleet into the

harbour and bring the garrison food, munitions

and men, but this could not avert the fate of the

town After a siege of twenty-eight days during

which the town was bombarded by heavy artillery,

the Turks stormed it On Sunday, August 9, 1500,
the Venetian garrison had to yield to this onslaught

The lot of the surviving garrison and other

inhabitants of the town was a haid one They were

either massacred in most inhuman fashion or sent

into slavery Very few of them succeeded in escaping

But the number of people captured did not come
up to the expectation of the lurks, because the

Venetian authorities had earlier sent thousands of

old men, women and children from Modon to

Crete and /ante Among those who fell at the

capture of the town was the Roman Catholic bishop

of Modon, Andreas Falcus, a number of prominent

Venetians and high officials of other origin When
the news of the capture of Modon by the Turks
reached Venice, it was plunged into deep mourning
This js reflected in a letter which the Doge
Augustino Barbango sent on September 7 to the

Pope and several European ruleis with reference

to the catastrophe The sole consolation of the

Venetians was the deceitful hope that their fleet

might succeed in retaking Modon The Venetian

Senate at once saw to the settlement of a number
of the refugees from Modon in Cephalonia Sultan

Bayazid II regarded the conquest of Modon, at the

fortifications of which he was rightly amazed, as

a gift from God When he enteied the town as

a victorious conqueror, it had already been paitly

consumed by fire which had been begun by the

defendeis themselves The fugitives fiom Modon,
who had taken refuge in Zante, watched the flames

that were destroying then homes burn foi several

days Sultan BSyazid II promoted the first lanissary

to leap over the walls of Modon to the rank of

Sarak-bey He had two towers built of the skulls

of the fallen and massacred Christians and turned

the cathedral of the town, the venerable chuich

of St John, into a mosque On August 14, 1500,

he went to the new mosque to return his thanks

in prayer He then saw to the resettlement of

Modon, the walls of which were rebuilt By im-

perial decrees, each Peloponnesian village had to

send five families to become permanent settlers

in Modon, the revenues of which were allotted to

Mecca After a brief stay, Sultan BSyazid left his

new conquest He took with him as a prisoner

the last Venetian defender of the town, Marcus

Gabriel, whose life he had spared with the intention

of using him for his own purposes later The
historian Safari, a native of Sinope, wrote some
time before 1521 an account of the taking of

Lepanto (Naupactos) and Modon {Fethname-t

Atnabahh.ll we~Moton) The brief description of

the capture of Modon written by Miinghi Seiyid

Mehmed also gives details of the sul^Sn^s treatment

of the town (cf F Babinger, G 0 I eipzig

1909, p 49)
In 1531 the Knights of St John endeavoured

to take Modon from the Turks and to establish

themselves there To do this they equipped a small

fleet under the command of the Abbot Fra Bernardo
Salbiati, a nephew of Pope Clement VII Two
Greeks employed in the harbour of Modon and

Johannes Skandalis, a Greek from Zante, whose
father was a customs officer in Modon, were to

assist the enterprise The fleet, led by Salbiati

with two merchant ships, which also concealed

soldiers, sailed for Sapienza Ihe warships were
hidden in the vicinity of this island, while the

two merchant ships under the guidance of Johannes
Skandalis, made for the harbour of Modon Per-

mission to land was given without trouble to the

crews of the two ships, who gave themselves out

to be some merchants and some janissaries, and
they were allowed to spent the night in the tower

at the harbour Johannes Skandalis and his little

body of followers then succeeded in overpowering

the lurkish guard at the tower and taking nearly

the whole town Ihe rest of the Turkish gairison

shut themselves in the palace which had once

housed the Venetian governors of the town, and

offered a stubborn resistance In order to overcome
the Turkish garrison the warships hidden at Sapienza

were necessaiy These now came up, although very

late, and bombarded the town with their guns

bcaicely had they begun when a strong lurkish

fleet appeared The Knights and John Skandalis

therefore abandoned Modon but not without car

rying off some sixteen hundred prisoners

The years 1532— 1534, during which a Spanish

force in the service of Charles V occupied the

adjoining Coroni, were a ciitical period for the

Turks in Modon But after this, it was left in

peace for a considerable period The Travels of

Ewliya Celebi who visited the Morea in 1667 to

1668 contain valuable notes on Modon and its

vicinity, while Hadj^ji Khalifa (d 1658) contains

nothing essential

During the war which broke out in 1684 between

Turks and Venetians in which (mermans, Poles and

Russians also shared as allies, Modon with the whole

of the Morea was restored to the Venetians General

Fiancesco Morosim in 1686 broke the resistance

of the Turkish garrison with the help of Greek

and German troops and secured it for the Adriatic

republic The chief mosque of the city, 1 e the

old cathedral, was once more dedicated to Christian

woiship Only in 1699 after the peace of Carlo-

witz, did the Turks recognise the Venetian claim to

Modon Venice now did her utmost to restore

the city which, with its commeice, had much declined

duiing the Turkish occupation Of the seven ad-

ministrative divisions {camel a) into which the

Venetians had divided the Morea, the third was

that of Modon This district was again divided

into four areas (Fanari, Arcadia, Navarino and

Modon) From a Venetian record of September 29,

1690, giving the results of a census by the Venetian

officials, we see that the district of Modon had

been depopulated to an inci edible degree The

218 villages detailed in this list were inhabited

by only 11,202 souls Modon itself, including the

citadel, had only 236 inhabitants of whom some
must have been Muhammadans A large number
of villages which at the turn of the xvii^h—xviii^h

centuries belonged to the district of Modon, have
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Turkish names, some of which survive to this day

These villages were originally fiefs granted to Tutks

whose names in time passed to the village (cf

S P Lambros, in Deltton^ publication of the

Historical and Ethnological Society of Greece,

vol 11, 1885, p 686—710, pi vii
, thereon

Tfl*rop/)etf Athens 1884, p 114 sqq
,

Pier’ Antonio Pacifico, Breve descrtzztone coro-

grafica del Peloponneso d* Morea^ Venice 1704,

p 1*5 m)
After the conquest by Morosini whose services

to Modon are commemorated in inscriptions still

in existence, the town remained for some nineteen

years under Venetian rule In 1715 the grand vizier

‘All Kumurtzi with the help of a number of Greeks
took not only Modon but almost the whole of the

Morea from the Venetians in a veiy short time

The Venetian garrisons of Navanno and Coroni

as well as the inhabitants abandoned them when
the Turkish army approached in the summer of

1715, in order to take refuge in Modon, which
was much more strongly fortified Soon afterwards

the Turkish fleet and army began the siege of

the town After a brief resistance Modon surrendered

voluntarily After the capture of the town the

grand vizier ordered a general slaughter of the

Christians Many in the district theieupon adopted

IslSm in order to save life and property m this

way The Turks who had formerly owned property

in Modon or the neighbourhood were allowed

by imperial edict to resume possession of it The
peace of Pessarowitz (1718) finally ceded Modon
to Turkey The town recovered from the cata

strophe of 1715 from 1725 onwards a busy

trade developed between Modon and the lands

of North Africa, especially Algeria and Tunis,

this trade had existed previously but not to the

same extent Modon played a certain part during

the war between Turkey and Russia in 1768

—

1774 The Russian vice-general Georg Vladimir

Dolgoraki in 1769 with 500 Russians, 150 Mon-
tenegrins and 100 Greeks (mainly Mainotes) besieged

Modon The Turkish garrison of Modon consisted

of 800 janissaries and a large number of Turks

of the town and vicinity able to bear arms The
walls of the citadel were in good condition, and
the supply of food and munitions ample The siege

lasted a long time, the fighting was conducted

mainly by the artillery on both sides The Russians

had also two warships co operating on the sea

At the end of May 1769, Turks and Albanians

from the interior of the Morea came to the help

of the besieged who undertook a valiant sortie,

when they learned of the approach of help In

the battle that now developed the Russians suffered

heavily They were forced to abandon most of

their artillery and to escape to Navanno, from

which they sailed with the rest of the Russian

army and a few Greek notables A few years later,

the Turks in Modon were still displaying the guns

which they had taken from the Russians in 1769
According to reliable sources, the Turkish popu-

lation of Modon about 1820 was four to five

hundred fighting men About the same time ‘^Ali

Agha was prominent among the Turks of the

town for his wealth and in other respects also

The vicinity of Modon was almost exclusively in-

habited by Greeks who cultivated the land, which

mainly belonged to the Turks, and were despised

by them as contemptible menials During the

Greek War of Independence of 1821— 1827,

the attempts of the Greeks to take the town failed

At the end of March 1821, a Peloponnesian force

led by the orthodox patriarch of Methone, named
Gregory, and other notables, besieged Modon and

the adjoining towns of Koroni and Neokastron

The besiegers were joined in the spring by Greeks

from the Ionian islands and later by Philhellenes

from Europe On May 18, 1821, Greek ships,

under the captains of the Speziots, Nikolaou Mpo-
tasis and Anastasiou Koladrutsos blockaded Modon
But neither the Turkish garrison nor the armed

Turkish civilians m the town were the least dis-

mayed On the contrary, they undertook raids in

all directions and did their best to impede the

progress of Greek emancipation Many fierce en-

counters took place between the Turks of Modon
and their besiegers In July 1821, lurkish ships

re provisioned Modon but they were not success-

ful in their attempt to reprovision Neokastron, the

garrison of which was m dire straits from want

of food and even water On August 8, 1821, the

Turks of Modon decided to attempt the relief of

their compatriots m Neokastron, who had in the

meanwhile been forced to capitulate to their Greek

besiegers On the road between Modon and Neo-
kastron a battle was fought on August 8, 1821,

in which the valiant chief Constantine Pierrakos

Mawromichalis, a member of a notable Mainote

family, fell On the same day, the Greeks took

Neokastron, but they giadually abandoned the

siege of Modon The town was able to continue

to hold out, only, however, with the frequent help

of the Turkish fleet

When Ibrahim Pasha, the adopted son of Mehem
med ^Ali, undertook to suppress the Greek rising

and to pacify the Morea, Modon and its neigh-

bourhood formed his mam base There he landed

troops on February 24, 1825, and dug entrench-

ments Modon became an important base for Ibrahim

Pasha’s operations On October 8, 1828 the town
was taken from him by the French General Maison
Not before 1833 the French left and Modon has

since then belonged to the Greeks
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MOGADOR, a t own in Morocco on the

Atlantic coast The Bay of Mogador, protected

against the north winds by the rocky promontory

on which the town is built, against those from

the west by an island about 1,000 yards m length,

forms a natural harbour which, although not

large and inaccessible for ships of large tonnage,

has however the merit of being accessible at all

seasons, an advantage which secures it a favourable

place among the anchorages of the Atlantic coast

of Morocco which is, generally speaking, inhospitable

This favoured situation was taken advantage of

at a very early period In spite of the lack of

precision in the sources, it is probable that we
should seek at Mogador the site of one of the

five Phoenician colonies founded by Hanno (v^h

century) The island seems to have been known
as the island of Hera or of Juno Pliny records

that at the end of the first century b c the king

Juba II founded purple dye works on the Pur-

pwartae Insulae^ islands in the Ocean, “opposite

the Autololes”, a Getulic people who lived in the

north of the High Atlas Getulic puiple, which

was celebrated at Rome, was supplied by the

molluscs abundant on this coast It is only at

Mogador that we find an island and islets which

can be identified as the Purpurartae Insulae^ but

no archaeological discovery has yet been made to

confirm the deductions made from the ancient

geogiaphers

In the xi^h century of the Christian era, according

to al BakrI (who finished his book in !o68), Amog-
dul, a very safe anchorage, was the port for all

the province of Sfls We see in the name that of

a local saint, Sidl Mogdul, still venerated in this

region, whose tomb is on the bank near the mouth
of the Wadi ’1-Ksob It is however possible that

the saint, of whom we know nothing, gets his name
from an old Berber place-name Mogador is only

a Spanish or Portuguese transcription of MogdBl,

through the forms Mogodul, Mogodor, which we
sometimes find in the texts The harbour and the

island bear the name Mogodor or Mongodor on

a senes of portolans of the xivth and xvth century

(publ by Ch dc la Ronci^re, La Decouverte de

VAfrtque at^ Moyen-dge^ *925) there was not

a town here, when in Sept 1506, the king of

Portugal Dom Manuel I commanded a gentleman
of his court, Diogo d’Azambuja, to build a fortress

here which was called Gastello Real of Mogador
Built with great difficulty in face of the hostility

of the natives, the Portuguese stronghold did not

long resist them While at Safi and Santa Cruz
of Cape Guer (Agadir), the state of anarchy in

which the tribes lived favoured the rapid progress

of the Portuguese, it seems that at Mogador they

came up against strong resistance probably or-

ganised by the old Berber marabout body of the

Ragraga Ihe gariison had to remain blockaded
in Castello Real, revictualled with difficulty from
Portugal and Madeira, until in October or November
1510, the tribes were strong enough to seize the

fortress in circumstances which we do not know
A sketch of the xvii^ century and plans of

the xviiith leave no doubt as to the site of

Castello Real It was situated, not at the mouth
of the Wadi ’1-Ksob, where is now shown an

alleged Portuguese foit which however only dates

from the end of the xviiith century, but on the

shore of the northern passage opposite the island,

on the rocky point which supports the mole west

of the present harbour Sometimes abandoned,

sometimes more or less restored by the rulers of

Morocco, who from time to time kept a small

gairison there, the old Portuguese castle survived

till 1764 or 1765 and was only destroyed when
the town was built

In spite of the lack of success of the Portuguese

attempt, this privileged situation continued to attract

the env) of European nations At the beginning

of the xviith century, Spain, fearing that Moroccan,

Algerian or even European corsairs would establish

themselves at Mogador, thought of seizing it her-

self to protect the route to the Indies At the

same time, English agents were thinking of making
Mogador a base against Spam The Sultans Mawlay
ZaidSn in 1611— 1612 and his son '^Abd al-Malik

in 1628 drew up a scheme to fortify the place

to prevent foreigneis from establishing themselves

there Ihis was the time when in France Richelieu

and P^re Joseph were drawing up schemes for a

colonial policy The Chevalier de Razilly in 1626

suggested to them the occupation of Mogadoi and

the organisation of a factory and fisheries there

He had it reconnoitred in 1629 but found it im-

possible to take It by surpiise

In spite of so many projects and attempts against

it, the island and the shores remained practically

deserted Ships however frequented the roadstead

It was through Mogadoi that in the first quarter

of the xviith century, the greater part of the trade

between Marrakush and Holland took place Later,

in the time of Mawlay Isma^Il, the harbour was

mainly used as a refuge for corsairs who came

there to rest and repair their vessels

In 1751, Sidi Muhammad b 'Abd Allah, then

Ihflllfa of his father for the district of Marrakush,

desiring to develop commercial relations between

his subjects and Europe, ceded the island of Mogador

to a Danish company, which however preferred

to establish a centre at Agadir and was not suc-

cessful there A few years later on becoming

sultan and having made Marrakush his capital,

Sidl Muhammad decided himself to found a town
at Mogador and to conduct all the commerce of
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the south of his kingdom through it, to the greater

benefit of the royal treasury, which would obtain

not only the customs from this increased trade

but also piofit by the rents of the buildings, most

of which had been built by the sovereign and were

his private property The harbour also served as

a base for the corsairs who, through the menace

they offered to the fleets of Europe, forced the

Christian nations to conclude treaties with the

sult5n by which he received valuable presents and
even sums of money In order to populate the

toi^n and start business in it, he demanded that

European consuls and merchants should settle theie

and have houses built at then own expense

By 1760 he had begun work but it is from the

autumn of 1764 that the foundation of the town
really dates, it was given the name al-Suwaira
(Souira), the little fortress, by which it is known
to the natives, the name Mogador is only used

by Europeans We also find a Berberised form
{Tasutri) The sultSn went in person to choose

and distribute the sites for the buildings He had
asked the English to send him an architect They
sent him a French “engineer”, a native of Avignon,
called Nicolas Cournut, viho had made the plans

for the fortifications of some places in Roussillon

He was an adventurer who, after working in

France as a contractor, had enteied the English

service during the Seven \ ears’ War He was
living at Gibraltar where he entered Sidl Muham-
mad’s service The sultan did not gain much by

his services and sent him back to France at the

beginning of 1767 None of the present buildings

in Mogador can be attributed with certainty to

Cournut, for after him a number of European
architects and masons worked for the sultSn, notably

a Genoese architect who built the battery called

the skala situated on the western rampart facing

the sea Mogador owed to its builders the narrow

streets, massive gateways and bastions of European
type, the like of which cannot be found in other

Moroccan towns and which give it quite a specific

character Sidi Muhammad also built outside the

town a country palace which still stands half

buried in sand opposite the little village of DiyabSt

The dreams of the sultSn were only imperfectly

realised The merchants, attracted to Mogador by

the promise of a reduction in the export duties

on goods, were soon undeceived when they saw
that the sovereign did not keep his promises but

constantly imposed new burdens on trade The
prosperity of Mogador remained insignificant under

Sidi Muhammad and declined under his successors

The situation of the town, a long way from great

cities and main roads, made it frequently used m the

xixth century as a political prison and compulsory

place of residence for high officials in disgrace

Mogador remained however the stai ting place for

the caravans to Sfls, Mauritania and the SadSn and

has retained from this position a certain commercial

importance, to which the opening of the port of

Agadir to commerce will now do considerable harm

On August 15, 1844, after the battle of Isly,

a French squadron commanded by the Prince de

Joinville, who had just bombarded Tangier, came
and bombarded Mogador It was intended to make
an impression on Sul^Sn MawlSy ^Ahd al KahmSn
by striking at a town which belonged to him
personally and from which he drew considerable

revenues A three hours* bombardment silenced the

batteries, the French army then disembarked on

the island, the garrison of which, entrenched in

the mosque, made a vigorous defence until the next

moining On August 16, a detachment of 600 men
went to spike the guns, throw the gunpowder into

the sea and destioy the last defences of Mogador

The town, which had suffered very little from the

French shot, but had been evacuated by the inha-

bitants, was burned and plundered by the tribes

of the countiy round (ShiySdma and H5ha)

Mogador is now the headquarters of a contrbU

ctvtle It had 18,401 inhabitants at the census of

1926 The Jewish element is particularly large,

numbering 7,730
The extremely temperate climate is remarkably

equable, but it is spoiled by the wind which blows

almost incessantly, laden with the sand from the

neighbouiing dunes
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MOeHUL [See Mu^al
]

MOHUR, an Indian gold coin The name is

the Pei Sian miihr^ which is a loanword from the

Sanskrit mudra, seal or die The earliest occur

rence of the word on coins is on the foiced cur-

rency of Muhammad b Tughlak where it has the

literal meaning of “sealed” or “stamped” By the

xvith century it had come to be used as a popular
rather thin precise name for gold coins in general

Very little gold had been issued in India for

two centuries before the leign of Akbar One of

his reforms was the issue of an extensive coinage
in gold In addition to many pieces which had
only a brief circulation, he revived the old gold
tanka [q v

]
of the Sultans of Dehll on a standard

of 170 grains (ii 02 grammes) to which he gave
the name muhr That the name at first could be
applied to any gold coin is shown by Djahangir’s

reference in his j (transl A Rogers, 0 TF ^

vol XIX
, p 10) to muhrs of 1 00, 50, 20, 10, 5

and 1 tola Aftei the numismatic experiments of

Akbar and I^ahangTr, only one gold piece was struck,

occasionally with subdivisions so that the general
name acquired a particular meaning, especially among
the English merchants in India Mohurs continued
to be struck to the end of the Mughal Empire and
by the states into which it broke up in the xviiith

and xix^h centuries Akbar and CjahJnglr issued
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square as well as round pieces and the former also

struck a few mihraht pieces^ so called from their

shape Of the numerous large denominations recorded

by Abu *

1-Fazl and DjahSngIr, only 5 muhr pieces

of Akbar and of Ojahangir are known to exist

As the silver rupee was the standard coin of

India the value of the mohur fluctuated with the

price of gold In the latter half of the xviii‘h and
early xixth centuries, the East India Company
endeavoured to make g«>ld the standard of India

and issued mohurs (called gold rupees in Bombay)
with the legends of the Mughal Emperor None
of their attempts to keep gold and silver in cur-

rency at a fixed rate were successful When in

1835 a uniform currency was introduced for British

India a gold mohur or 15 rupee piece with English

types was struck in name of William IV but never

attained general circulation
,
this was the last at-

tempt to restore the mohur to circulation The

mohurs occasionally seen of Victoria of 1861,

1862 and other dates are patterns

Btbltography R Chalmers, A History

of Currency tn the British Colonies^ London

1893, p 336—348, Imperial Gazetteer of India

(Oxford 1907), IV 513— 521, S Lane Poole,

Catalogue of Moghul Coins in the British Museum
(London 1892), p Ixxii —Ixxviii

,
E Thurston,

History of Coinage of the East India Company
(Madras 1890) (J Allan)
MOKHA, a small seaport on the Arabian

j

coast of the Red Sea m 13® 19' 50" N Lat

and 43® 12' 10" East Long (Oreenwich)
j

The once imposing town lies on a small bay
|

beti^een two promontories with forts on each

about one and a half miles apart The wall which ,

surrounds the town in a semicircle is pierced by
|

four gates In the north the Bab al HamUdlya leads

to the citadel of the town and to a tongue of

land which runs out into the sea, in the east

roughly in the centre of the wall is the Bah al

^adhill through which the fort of al Barudh is

reached and to the east the road to al Tahzz from

It, while the road to al-Hodeida runs north via

B5t al-Fakih In the south the Bab al Sundiil admits

to the foit of al-Bahgr and the road to ‘Aden, in

the west through the Bab al-Bahr the harbour is

reached
,

its stone breakwater is now much decayed

This also holds of the wall which connects the

city-gates Seen from the sea the town, which

covers an area of about half a square mile, still

looks very fine, the white mass of houses stands

brightly out from the dark blue waters of the Red
Sea But as one approaches, the damage which

wars, dilapidation and turbulent times have done

to the often sore tried town, is apparent, the

houses are for the most part deserted, while the

inhabitants, consisting of Arabs, SSmSlis, Danakil,

Jews and a few Parsecs, have settled in huts outside

the town East of the Bab al Shadhill, for example,

there is a large group of huts, inhabited by Arabs,

south of this another group belonging to SOmSlls,

while farther south and on the other side of the

Wadi M-Keblr is the Jewsh quarter (K5‘ al-Yahnd)

In the north lies the great cemetery and a white-

washed mosque which contains the tomb of the

patron saint of the town. Shaikh ‘All b ^Umar
al-Sh^dhill, in the east of the town is a second

important mosque with a minaret 118 feet high,

which forms a landmark visible from a considerable

distance, along with several smaller ones The
country round is barren Drinking water is brought

by a conduit from the MawzJI® twenty-four miles

to the north The population has varied considerably

in the last hundred years In 1824 it was 20,000,
in 1878—1879 5—8,000, in 1882 it was put at

1,500 inside the town and m 1901 it had sunk
to about 400

al-Mokha IS briefly mentioned by al Hamdam
m connection with al-Mandab as lying in the land

of the BanH Madjid
,
al-Mas‘ndl also refers to it

briefly in his geographical work The Portuguese

gave the town the name by which it has become
known in Europe Moca P Manoel d’Almeyda
calls It Mogud in his Ht^tona geral de Ethiopia

a alia por B Ithesar Tellez (Coimbra 1660)
About 850 years ago Mokha was an insignificant

village, but rapidly grew in importance when
Shaikh Shadhill discovered the peculiar qualities

of the coffee bean and introduced the habit of

drinking coffee In I 5*3 Alfonso Albuquerque found
Mokhg still a modest place but by 1610 it had
become the most important port for trade with

Abyssinia, and England was endeavouring to trade

with it while the Dutch had a factory here Coffee

was the chief article of export along with other

specialities of the Yemen, and received its name
from the town As late as 1763 Niebuhr found

the town very prosperous, but the capture of

‘Aden by the Engli‘;h put an end to its prosperity

‘Aden and al Hodeifla attracted all the trade of

Southern Yemen Under Turkish rule Mol^S was
a kada m the sandjak of Ta‘i7z but its trade was
insignificant In 1916 for example, only about

£ 10,000 worth of coffee was sent to ‘Aden There

is a minimum of industrial activity and that only

to supply local needs Indigo dyeing and the

manufacture of spirits may be mentioned, the

latter is in the hand of Tews Mokha is connected

by telegraph 'with San‘a’ (via ra‘izz), al Hodeida
(via Zabid), Shaikh Sa‘ld and PerTm Mokha has

acquired a new importance by the creation of the

imamate of al Yemen and is now beginning to

share the trade with al-HodeiHa
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MOLLS [See MawtX]
MOLLA KHUSRAW [See Muhammad b

FarAmarz
]

- -o-
MOMBASA anciently Mvita), an

island and town on the cast coast of

Africa, in Tat 4® S, Long 39® E The island,

about 3 miles in length from north to south and

nearly the same distance from cast to west, is

remarkably compact m shape and is so placed in

the deep inlet formed by the converging of several

creeks as to be almost entirely surrounded by the

mainland, only presenting its south-eastern angle
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to the Indian Ocean This peculiarity of its situation

suggested to the late W E Taylor the derivation

of the name Mvita] (the “Curtained Headland’*)

from (»)/a “point** The more usual derivation

from vtia “war’* seems inadmissible on phonetic

grounds, another explanation connects it with

fita “hidden**, either from its hidden position, or

from the inhabitants, as it is said, having hidden

themselves in the bush during a raid from Pate

The town of Mombasa is situated at the eastern

end of the island and, being the terminus of the

Uganda railway and the only port of the colony,

IS of considerable commercial importance The
population, according to the latest information

available, is something over 44,000, of whom
26,906 are classed as “Africans** (1 e the per-

manent residents, mostly Swahili, and a floating

contingent of labourers belonging to other tribes)

The remainder includes 7,523 Arabs, 7,556 Indians,

1000 Europeans, and a proportion of “other races”

The Arabs, Swahili and many of the Indians are

Moslems, the two former chiefly Sunni of the

Shafi^ sect, though a few of the older men belong

to the Ibadiya There are several mosques, veiy

plain buildings, as a rule, and devoid of minarets,

the mt^adhdhtn stands on the flat roof to give

the call to prayer The largest and most imposing

of these structures is that belonging to the KhS^jas

The origin of Mombasa is involved in some
obscurity It is certain that Arab trading stations

existed on the East African coast at the beginning

of the Christian era, and we learn from the Pert-

plus of the Erythraean Sea that the traders fre-

quently married native women This indicates a

fairly early origin for the Swahili race The first

permanent settlements, however, seem to have been

post-Islamic 69 (689) IS given as the date for

the settlement of Pate, and, as Lamu is said by
native tradition to have been founded by colonists

sent out by ^Abd al-Malik b Marwan (a d 684-

705), these two towns were no doubt contemporary

There is no mention of Mombasa in the traditions

of Lamu or Pate, at this period, except for a

statement made to the late Captain Stigand {Land

of Ztnj^ p 29), that ^Abd al-Malik sent out Sy-

rians, who “built the cities of Pate, Malindi,

Zanzibar, Mombasa, Lamu and Kilwa’* Other

authorities place the founding of Kilwa much later,

365 (97^) The Chronicle of Ktlwa states

that ^AU b Hasan of Shiraz, the founder and first

“Sultan**, installed one of his sons as ruler of

Mombasa, no doubt the first of the “Shiraz! Shaikhs’*,

the last of whom was deposed by the Portuguese

It would appear that Mombasa was for some time

under the suzerainty of Kilwa, but how tar the

“King of the Zandj’* described by IdrIsT and, later,

by Ibn Sa^d as residing at Mombasa, was inde-

pendent, IS not clear The names of the twelve

tribes (called indifferently kabtla or la^tfd) said by
native authorities to make up the Swahili population

indicate a composite origin and possibly a late

one, as the bulk of the people came from settle-

ments already founded It is possible that the

Wamvita (who either take their name from the

city or gave theirs to it) go back to the alleged

foundation under ^Abd al-Malik, but against this

IS the assertion, repeatedly made, that the Wachan-
gamwe, Wakilindini and Watangana are the taifa

tatu^ “the three** — 1 e the three abonginal —
“tribes’* Some native authonties give these three

as “Kilindini**, separate from Mombasa Changamwe

IS a village on the mainland, a mile or two from
the crossing at Makupa, Kilindini (now important

as the principal harbour for steamers from Europe)
IS at the western end of the island Tradition says

that Kilindini was a city before Mombasa existed,

and, in fact, the jungle near the present port

contains numerous ruins of uncertain date, which,

so far as I know, have not yet been competently

examined Tangana is on the island of Mombasa,
now included in the town The remaining tribes are

those of Kilifi*) (a town to the north of Mombasa,
Its inhabitants are said to have come from “Shirazi”,

either Shiraz in Persia or a town of the same name
in Tanganyika Territory, a colony from the original

Shiraz), Pate, Paza (or Faza, in the island of Pate),

Shaka (a Persian settlement near the mouth of the

Tana), Mtwapa (between Mombasa and Takaungu),

Jomvu (on the creek known as Port Tudor), the

Wagunya (the people on the mainland north of the

Lamu archipelago) and the Wakatwa (the Somali)

Another account omits this last name and substitutes

that of the Wamalindi Krapf {Dictionary^ p 240)
mentions a tradition that the town was built (not on
the present site, but at the place known as Kwa
Mashekh, a little to the north) by one Shche
Mvita, whose tomb was pointed out to him, but it

seems probable that this eponymus was invented to

account for the name When that of Mombasa
was introduced we have no information, but it

was used by the Arab geographers as far back as

the xiith century It is mentioned, as already stated,

by Idrisi Ibn Sa'id speaks of “a great estuary”

to the west of Mombasa, by which must be meant
the creek now known as “Port Tudor”, and says

it IS distant about one degree from Malindi Ibn

Battuta, who spent one night there, on his way
to Kilwa, describes it as “a large island, two days*

journey by sea from the Sawahil country It pos-

sesses no territory on the mainland They have
fruit trees on the island, but no cereals, which
have to be brought to them from the Sawahil
Their food consists chiefly of bananas and fish

The inhabitants are pious, honourable and upright,

and they have well-built wooden mosques” This
would imply that the coast opposite Mombasa was
not reckoned as part of the Sawahil Present day
Swahilis restrict the term “Swahilini” to the strip of

coast between Malindi and Lamu, which they look
upon as the cradle of their race and this might
be taken as intended by Ibn Battuta, but for his

reference to cereals being brought from “Sawahil”,
which would place it in the south, since the dhows
laden with millet come up from that quarter with
the S W monsoon (cf Taylor, Aphorisms^ §128)
The first European to reach Mombasa was

Vasco da Gama, who touched there, April 7,

1498, but did not land, owing to the real or

suspected treachery of the Arab pilot sent by the
Shaikh He went on to the rival state of Malindi
and established friendly relations with its ruler,

who hoped to find in him an ally against Mom-
basa Mombasa — after the city had been re-

peatedly destroyed, in whole or in part, by Almeida
in 1505, by Nuno da Cunha in 1528 and by
Continho in 1589 — was rendered tributary to the
Portuguese in or about 15QO, after the adventurer
Mir 'Ali Bey had induced the Shaikh to tender
his allegiance to the Turkish SultSn and had been

i) In these names of places, I omit the wer-,

which IS the prefix indicating plurality of persons
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dnven oflf by Contmho’s fleet At the same time

occurred the invasion of the Zimbas, an unidentified

tribe who had spread desolation on their march
north-eastward) “probably from some locality on
or near the West coast” (cf Theal, i 352) From
Mombasa they passed on to Malindi, where the

Portuguese garrison, with the help of native allies,

effectually resisted them, and, if not exterminated,

they ceased to exist as a tribe The fort, still in

existence, was erected between 1593 and 1595,
and Mombasa was held by the Portuguese for

some sixty years The last Shtrazi Shaikh, Shaho
Mshaham b Hisham, was deposed and the Shaikh

of Malindi, Ahmad, installed in his stead with

the title of Sultan Immigration from Portugal was
encouraged, but in 1615 the settlers, apart from the

garrison, only numbered 50 (cf Strandes, p 173)
In 1605, a convent of Augustmian monks was
founded, which, with other ecclesiastical establish-

ments, was under the jurisdiction of the Arch-

bishop of Goa till 1612 In that year a separate

diocese of Mozambique was created Shaikh Ahmad
died in 1609 was succeeded by his son Hasan,

whose treatment by the Portuguese authorities ranks

among the scandals of Colonial history He was
finally murdered, at the instigation of the governor,

De Mello Pereira (1615) His son, Yusuf, aged

seven, was sent to Goa to be educated and there

baptized by the name of Geronimo Chmgulia
After an inquiry held at Lisbon in 1618, the

highest ecclesiastical tribunal in Portugal pro-

nounced Hasan innocent and decreed that YQsuf

should be restored to his inheritance In 1630 he

was sent home and installed as Sultan, continued

for a time to profess Christianity, but, being accused

of apostasy because he had been seen praying at

his father’s tomb and apprehensive of being sent

to Goa (the seat of the Inquisition), revolted,

openly declared himself 1 Moslem and massacred

all the Portuguese in Mombasa (cf Faria y Sousa,

vol 111 ,
IV

, 1 , p 391) His example was followed

by Tanga, Mtangata and some other towns (1631)
Mombasa was besieged for three months by F de

Mowra, with a fleet from Goa, but without success

Yusuf, however, probably seeing that he would

be unable to hold out permanently, retreated to

Arabia after dismantling the fort and destroying

the town The new governor, Seixas de Cabreira,

subdued the revolted towns and repaired the fort,

as recorded in the inscription still legible above

the gateway The Portuguese rule becoming more
and more oppressive, the Coast Arabs appealed

in or about 1660 to SultSn b Seif al Ya'arubi,

ImSm of ‘Oman, who had already expelled the

Portuguese from Maskat He took Mombasa after

a long siege and various operations, and though

it was retaken shortly afterwards, the power of

Portugal was already on the wane, and Seif b Sultan

again captured Mombasa in 1698 and installed

Nasr b ‘Abd Allah al-Mazrui as governor Internal

quarrels and a revolt against this governor laid

the town open to a last Portuguese attack, in

1728, when Luis de Mello Sampayo seized it,

with the help of Bwana Tamn Mknu (Abu Bakr
b Muhammad), Sultan of Pate This occupation

lasted but a short time and was terminated by
another massacre, probably that commemorated in

the tradition recorded by Taylor {Aphorisms^ § 40*)
A period of anarchy ensued, which became so

intolerable that not only the “Twelve Tribes” of

Mombasa but the chiefs of the pagan Wanyika on

the mainland, appealed to Seif b Sul^Sn for help.

He sent three ships and appointed a governor
In 1739 this office was held by Muhammad b
‘Othman al-Mazrui, the first of a line who became
practically independant rulers of Mombasa When
the Ya‘arabT Imlms wore ousted by the Al BH Saidi,

the Mazrui refused to recognise the new dynasty

They were left undisturbed for a considerable time,

but the more energetic policy pursued by Sa^Id

b Sultan (1804— 1856) induced them to seek

British protection in 1823 This was provisionally

granted by Captain Owen, but withdrawn three

years later, as the Home government refused to

sanction it Sa‘ld finally gained possession of
Mombasa in 1837, when the leading Mazrui were
captured by treachery and deported to Bander
‘Abbas From that time till the establishment of

the British protectorate in 1890, Mombasa remained
subject to the Saiyid (now called Sultan) of Zanzibar,

who indeed retains a certain jurisdiction over the

ten-mile strip of coast leased from him by the

British East Africa Company in 1887 The principal

event in its history since that date is the rising

of the Mazrui in 1895, coincident with, but not

caused by the proclamation of the British pro-

tectorate over the mainland territory, which was
taken over from the Company by the Imperial

Government Since then the completion of the

Uganda Railway and the harbour works al-Kilindini

have noticeably changed the character of Mombasa,
which is now a flourishing seaport, much frequented

by European shipping

The dialect of Swahili spoken at Mombasa was
considered by the late W E Taylor “the truly

central” language, “the best fitted for accurate

statement and grave discussion”, though that of

Zanzibar has now attained a wider currency The
art of poetry was, till recently, much cultivated

there, the best known of the native poets are

Muyaka b Mwinyi Haji, Mwalimu Sikujua (died

1891), and Hemedi b Muhammad b Ahmad
al-Mambassi, who was still living during the last

decade of the xix^h century (since deceased), Mu-
hammed b Ahmad, ‘Abd Allah Borashidi, Mwinyi
Mugwama
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MONASTIR (pronounced Mnestir^ Mestlr
^

ethnic Mestirt)y a town in the Sahel, the

eastern coast of Tunisia, on the site of the ancient

Ruspina at the end of a cape which runs out to

the south-east of Snsa The Arabic name raises a

problem which is not yet solved The name clearly

conceals the Greek word fiomonipiov which suggests

that there was an important Christian monastery
here at one time This is however a pure hypothesis,

supported by no text, although Tissot {Geographic

comparee de la province d'Afrique^ 11 165— 166)

seems to take it for granted If on the other hand
we remember that the Arab Monastir from the

end of the eighth century was a great Muslim
monastery and probably the first to be founded

in the west, it is tempting to accept the explanation

(suggested by Si Hasan ^Abd al-WahhSb) that the

name was given to the Muslim foundation by the

Greeks of the country or Berbers speaking Greek,

still Christians or recently converted to Isl5m '

It was in 180 (796) that Harthama b ^AiySn,

who ruled the province of Ifrlkiya in the name
of the 'Abb5sid caliph HSrUn al Rashid, founded

the ribUt of Monastir This fortified monastery

attained considerable importance in Western IslJm

A century after its foundation, hadith^ were quoted

which proclaimed its great importance and promised

the highest rewards to those who came there to

fight the infidel or to prepare themselves for the

holy war The Prophet foreseeing the foundation

of al-MonastIr is said to have said “On the coast

of Ifrikiya, there is one of the gates of Paradise

which is called al-MonastIr, one enters it by

the grace of God’s mercy and leaves it by the

effect of his pardon”, or again “He who keeps
|

watch in the frontier town of al-Monastli for three
j

days has the right to Paradise” (cf Abu ’1 'Arab,
j

Classes des savants de V Ifiiqiya^ transl Ben Cheneb,
1

5, 7, 9, 14, 15 ,
Ibn 'Idharl, Bayan, transl Fagnan,

1 1) In the xith century al-Bakri gives a description

of Monastir, the substance of which is taken from

al-Warrgk (d 973) and which is not quite clear

to us It is a large fortress {kasr)^ he says, which

contains a quarter (rabadh) of considerable size

In the middle of this quarter stands a citadel

{ht^rl) which contains suites of rooms, oratories

and castles {hsab') of several stories To the south

of this citadel is a great court {sahn) with kubha%^

called hbd^b around which women who wish

to devote themselves to religion come to live It

seems that the “fortress” was the town itself with

its ramparts, still known by the name, common
in Tunisia, of bled Outside the bled is the quarter

also encircled by ramparts and turrets in which
we have the rtba^ This occupies the north-east

angle of this “faubourg”, its walls and high tower
called na^b^r dominate with their proud silhouette

the shore and the country round To the south is

a courtyard with tombs, here no doubt we have

to locate the abodes of the pious women mentioned

by al-Warr5k The interior of the riba{ shows

traces of frequent attention and repairs which

makes its plan singularly complicated We can

however perhaps recognise the general arrangements

of which the r%ba{ of Susa, founded twenty-five years

later, gives us a clearer scheme on a smaller scale

a central rectangular court surrounded by two

storeys of cells On the first floor on the south

side, the cells are leplaced by a hall for prayer

of no great height, very simple with cradle vaulting

It IS probably the same as is mentioned by al-

Bakrl “On the first storey is a mosque where there

IS always a ^tkh of great virtue and merit, who has

the direction of the community” The signal tower,

circular in plan, occupies almost the same position

as that which dominates the ribal of Sflsa In ad

dition to the dwellings of the marabouts there are

reservoirs, baths and “Persian mills” in the mon
astery Every year a great fair was held at Mo-
nastir on the ^AshurS^ day when the pious began

their temporary withdrawals from the world Some,

however, shut themselves up for life and devoted

themselves entirely to prayer and the defence of

the lands of Islam The people of KairawSn sup

plied them with provisions, in itself a pious work
The ninth century was undoubtedly the golden

age of the rtba{ of Monastir Its importance how-
ever must have diminished somewhat as a result

of the foundation in 821 of the of SOsa, which
was the starting point for the expedition to Sicily

Al-Bakrl would regard the ribat of Monastir as

a dependency on that of Snsa It was nevertheless,

as well as the land around it, an auspicious place

We can date to about 1000 A D the building of

the Great Mosque, close to the riba{^ and that of

the little mosque of the Saiyida, both of which

have preserved mthrab^ of a very curious transitional

style It IS probable that the “I ady” whose tomb has

given its name to the oratory of the Saiyida was a

princess of the family of the Zirids of KairawSn
Monastir was, especially after the HilSll invasion

(middle of the xitb century), the St Denis of the

SanhSdja rulers According to al-ldrlsl (xiith century),

the dead were brought there by boat (the roads

were by no means safe at this time) from the

town of Mahdlya The tombs of this period are

numerous in the cemetery in which the patron

saint of Monastir, Sldl al MSzarl, is buried

Although Monastir did not play a great part

in history after this period, the town and the

ribat continued to be an object of care to various

Tunisian dynasties From the Hafsid al-Mustansir

(1260) date the two gates of the bled Bab al-Darb

and Bab al-Silr As to the iibat^ one of the gates

was rebuilt by the Hafsid Abn Fins in 828

(1424), another dates from 1058 (1648) and is

the work of the Turks
Monastir is at the present day a town of some

7,000 inhabitants Three little islands, one of which
contains a number of puzzling artificial caves, shelter

the roadstead outside, which is frequented by a

considerable number of ships at the tunny and
sardine fishing season
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MONTENEGRO (Turk Kara Dagh, Serbo-

Croat Crna Gora) is in its heart a steep rocky

citadel, the interior of which is difficult of passage

and much cut up orographically and hydrographic-

ally, It has only a gateway in the south from Lake
Skutari and in the north from the Herzegovina,

these two gateways are connected by a corridor,

the valley of the Zeta This route which, as the

main line of communication, has been the scene of

fierce fighting between the natives and invaders

and IS also the dividing line between western and

eastern Montenegro or Crna Gora in the narrow

sense, the oldest part of the modern state on the

one hand and the eastern districts called Brda on

the other, is formed by the undulating plain of

Zeta on the lower course of the MoraCa, which
flows into Lake Skutari, by its right tributary the

|

Zeta, the large but little fertile basin of the Nik§ic

and the depression of the Duga passes Crna Gora

and an adjoining strip of the Bida running north

and south belong to the most desolate and poorest

parts of the Diiiarian or Illyrian limestone region

which runs along the Adriatic, the forests of which,

still existing down to modern times, have been

sacrificed to get pasture land, lime, charcoal and

tar (C Patsch, Historische Wonderungen im Karst

und an der Adrta^ 1 ,
Vienna 1922, p 28) and

which, with a poor water supply, have only a little

arable land in little hollows and cups on their

cold rocky highlands, on which we also have the

few little villages and towns of which Cetinie at the

eastern foot of the Lovcen (5,750 feet) with 5,473
inhabitants is the laigest Tt is not till we come
east of the Brda to the valleys of the Piva and
Tara with their deep ravines, which join to form

the Drina on the northern frontier, and on the

Lim, around the massif of the Durmitor (7,200 feet)

and Kom (8,000 feet), where the soil is of gravel,

that we have favourable conditions with a regular

water supply, extensive forests of pine and other

woods, rich meadows which enable cattle to be

reared in large numbers, in many places in this

region bread is dearer than meat A very small

fruit-growing region is the alluvial plain of Crmnica,

the “garden of Montenegro” which lies around

Virpazar on the north-western shores of Lake
Skutari, which is full of fish, with a Mediterranean

climate and vegetation, which is also found in the

narrow strip of land along the Karst river Crnoyevica

Riyeka, to the north

I The oldest known inhabitants of the country

were the Illyrian tribes of the Docleates and

Labeates, of whom the former lived in the wilds

of Montenegro and the latter m the Mediterranean

area around Lake Skutari doi^n to the coast After

the destruction in 168 B C of the Illyrian king-

dom of the Ardiae whose last capital was Skutari,

to which they, along with the Herzegovina, Southern

Dalmatia and Northern Albania, had belonged,

they came under the rule of the Romans and later

formed part of the province of Dalmatia In the

first century a d we find the two tribal areas

replaced each by a town organised on Roman lines

with the old tribal territories attached to them,
but ill defined Doclea, at the corner formed by
the junction of the Mora6a and Zeta, and Scodra,

now Skutari, which latter, in the division of Dal-

matia under Diocletian, became the capital of the

provincta Praevalitana or Praevalts and has main
tamed a dominating position almost down to the

piesent time [cf skutari] Doclea, on the other

hand, is representative for Montenegro of the

economic and cultural decline of south west Europe
since ancient times In spite of the step-motherly

nature of the country, we know from the rums of

public and private buildings bleaching in the

miserable desert of the Karst and from epigraphic

evidence that it was once a prosperous city with

considerable trade with the interior across Lake

Skutari and on the Boyana which flows out of it

(Patsch, in Pauly-Wissowa, Realenzyktophdie der

klass Altertumszvissenschaft^ v 1251 J77 ) It

suffered severely in 395 when the Balkans suffered

so much at the hand of the Teutons at the time

of the migration of the Visigoths, but in spite of

the plundering of the Adriatic territory which

followed at other hands also, it was still the see

of a bishop in 602, in the period when the towns

of the peninsula were finally destroyed as a result of

the raids of the Avars and Slavs and the permanent

settlement of the latter, who having no under-

standing of town life, retained in their new homes
their traditional poor and primitive mode of life,

for the most part in family groups settled on the

land and mainly engaged in cattle-rearing

II Its situation and tradition, from traces in

place names, remnants of the old population and

the city walls, now much decayed, preserved for

the ruined town of Doclea which hitherto had

held the position later occupied by Montenegro,

Its old ecclesiastical position — there is a record

of a bishopric of Doclea subordinate to the Greek

metropolitan of Durazzo — and seem also to have

given It a military and political preponderance,

since the little Slav state which later grew up

here boie after it the name of Dioclia, Slav Dio

klitiya down to the xii^h century This originally

comprised only southern Montenegro and the stretch

of territory called Krayina along the west bank

of the Lake Skutari The littoral itself (with Cattaro,

Budua, Antivari and Dulcigno) and Northern Al-

bania, with many Roman towns like Skutari and

Drivasto, remained Byzantine on the contrary, as

part of the theme (province) of Dyrrachion down
to the xith century, while eastern and northern

Montenegro belonged to Serbia and the north west

to the principality of Travunia (capital Trebinye)

Of the eaily obscure pre-history of Dioclia all

that we have is a Byzantine seal of a ruler of pro-

bably the tenth century Tlirpov A/o>eA/«[^]

,

the country was then not only ecclesiastically and
culturally but also politically under Greek influence

like the larger Slav Adriatic states From looo A D
our information is fuller, if not absolutely reliable
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Prince John Vladimir, a figure much obscured by
legend, is inextncably associated with the last

efforts of the Western Bulgar state First a prisoner,

then the son-in-law of the Czar Samuel (d 1014),

he was murdered (drowned in Lake Prespa) by

the last Czar John Vladislav (1015—1018) in the

Bulgar capital Remembered in Montenegro as a

saint by Christians and Muslims alike, he now
rests in the monastery of Shen Jon near Elbassan

m Central Albania

In the years that followed, Byzantium, after the

Bulgars, its opponents for centuries, had been
finally disposed of by the Emperor Basil II

Bulgaroktonos in 1018, being again in possession

of the greater part of the Balkan Peninsula, en-

forced its suzerainty to the northwest also Dioclia

under three able rulers not only survived this

danger but attained an importance never reached

by Montenegro itself in its best days Prince

Stephan Voyislav — it is not known in what
relationship he stood to John Vladimir — in spite

of great opposition from the Byzantines (1036

—

1042) obtained Travunia (see above), Zachlumia

adjoining it (on the central and lower Narenta),

almost the whole Adriatic coast between the Narenta

and Boyana along with Cattaro and Antivan as

well as Northern Albania with Skutari and established

the still existing Latin bishopric in Antivaii, out of

political hostility to Byzantinism His son Michael

was the first to take the title of king, the choice

of his son Constantine Bodin as Bulgar Czar by
rebels in Macedonia (1073) ended however m a

— temporary— humiliation of Dioclia Michael and

Bodin, who succeeded his father presumably in

1082, made an alliance with the Normans in

Italy and supported Robert Guiscard in his fighting

in the west of the Balkan peninsula (1081— 1085)
with Alexius I Comnenus Bodin succeeded at

the same time in extending his rule over Bosnia

also (then practically only the territory on the

lower course of the Bosna, the Vrbas and the

Narenta) and Serbia or Raszia (in the modern
north and eastern Montenegro, the sandjak of Novi
Pazar, S W Serbia and S E Bosnia) The kingdom
of Dioclia attained its greatest extent with the

conquests of Stephan Voyislav — but only for a

brief penod Bodin’s good fortune faded away
After the restoration of Byzantine rule on the

Adriatic, reprisals were begun (1085— 1094) under

the personal direction of the emperor Alexius

The king was defeated, the links that bound the

various parts of his kingdom together were loosened

and quarrels broke out within the royal family

itself In 1096 Bodin could still receive Crusaders

m his capital Skutari Provencals under Raymond
of Toulouse, who had marched through Dalmatia

and probably through the Zeta valley (cf above)

and were making for Durazzo in order to reach

Constantinople from there by the old Via Egnatia

After this we have no certain information about

him and his successors All that is certain is that

Dioclia was driven from the coast and out of

Northern Albania by the Byzantines and became
tributary to them, while Serbia, which had hitherto

been politically insignificant in comparison, began
to expand at the expense of Dioclia under the

Grand 2upan Vlkan, Bodin’s governor, and his

successors, especially after the Byzantine empire
fell steadily into decline from 1180 onwards The
Grand Zupan Stephan Nemanya, a native of Dioclia,

deprived it of the former possessions of Dioclia in

Northern Albania and on the coast from the

eastern shore of Lake Skutari to Cattaro, disposed

of the last Dioclian prince Michael in 1189, and

united his territory with Serbia From the xiith

century the old name of the country was replaced

by that of the river Zeta (I atm Zenta, Genta)

III Under Nemanya’s dynasty Zeta (with Northern

Albania and the coast) remained for 170 years

under Serbia and was frequently governed by

princes, repeatedly by heirs to the throne Widows
of kings also had estates on this sunny strip of

coast A benefactress of the land as a builder was

Helena (d 1314), the French wife of Stephan Uro§ I

(1243— 1276) She had the towns on Lake Skutari

restored, which had suffered severely from the

Mongol storm which in 1242 had swept southwards

along the Adriatic, and built and repaired numerous

churches and monasteries in the predominantly

Roman Catholic territory around the Lake and

on the coast which was under the bishops of Anti-

van and numerous suffragan bishops, including

also the great Benedictine Abbey of Ss Sergius

and Bacchus on the Boyana (now the ruins of

Kisha e Shirjit), at which there was an important

trading centre with much visited animal markets

St Sava (d 1236) created an Eastern Greek

bishopiic for the Zeta on the island of Prevlaka

on the Gulf of Cattaro, the land also had many
well endowed monasteries of this creed on the islands

in the Lake Skutari (like Vranyina), and w'hat

fertile soil existed elsewhere belonged for the most

part to monasteries in Serbia, on Athos and in

Jerusalem, granted by the, in this respect, extra-

vagant Serbian ruler The population received a

considerable admixture, now completely absorbed,

by the immigration of Wallachians and Albanians

A grave danger to Serbia was the power of

the nobles, which had increased out of all pro-

portion as a result of the constant feuds in the

royal family When after the death of the Czar

Stephan Du§an (d 1355) a general collapse of

the great but only loosely knit state began, the

centrifugal forces led m Zeta also (1360) to the

formation once more of an independent princi-

pality by the brothers Stracimir, George and Bal§a,

sons of BaUa, a nobleman of Wallachian origin,

to whom the government of the country was
entrusted

TV The break-up of Serbia took place just

at the time when the Ottomans were vigorously

extending their power in the Balkan peninsula

Their victories at Cirmen on the Marica (1371)
and at Kosovo (“field of the blackbird”, 1389)
destroyed the independence of the petty Serbian

states in Macedonia and reduced Serbia itself to

the district of the Morava, where it however not

only maintained itself till 1459 but, as a result of

the Turkish defeat at the hands of the Mongols at

Angora (1402), was able for a time to rise to

considerable power again In spite of the danger
which threatened Zeta also, George and BalSa ex-

hausted their strength in continual feuds with

their neighbours over pieces of land, and in the

reign of George II the turbulent nobles, among
whom the most prominent were the Crnoyevi6 or

GyuraSevic between Budna, Cattaro and the lower
Moia(a, broke the kingdom up into little baronies

The result was that when the Ottomans under

IQiair al Din entered Albania from Macedonia,
Bal§a in 1385 lost a battle and his life north of

Valona, and George II after fighting with varying
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fortune, realising his own weakness, handed over

his Albanian possessions in the south and east of

Lake Skutari as far as Tuzi (S E of Podgorica)

for an annual pension of i,ooo ducats (1396) to

Venice, who thus became till 1479 the southern

defender of Zeta against the Ottomans George

retained Dulcigno, Antivari and Budna for hirnseh

as well as the lands west and north of Lake
Skutari

BaUa

Stracimir George I (d 1378) BalSa 1 (d 1385)

I

George II (d 1403)

Bal§a n (d 1421)

But even this reduced territory found no peace

Under BalSa II, the last of his warlike but un-

important house, two long and trying wars with

Venice were fought during the second, the prince

died (1421) and left his lands to the despot (Duke)

of Serbia, Stephan Lazarev ic, who lost Dulcigno

to the republic

V The second period of Serbian rule very soon

alienated the sympathy with which it was at first

received and had to fight increasing difficulties

caused by the influential Crnoyevic (see above)

In addition there was an inroad by the Turks in

1430 and the demands of Venice The latter took

Antivan and Budua and appointed the woiwod
Stephan Crnoyevic its salaried governor in the

little mountain country now quite cut off from the

coast, he (1455) induced the people to take the

oath of fealty to the republic in the island monastery

of Vranyina (cf above) Ihe end of Serbia (1459)
seemed to secure Venice complete possession of

the lands round Lake Skutari, but soon afterwards

the Ottomans surrounded this land on all sides,

for the conquest of Bosnia (1463) was followed

(1466) by the annexation of the Herzegovina and

of the present Northern Montenegro as far as

Nik§ic, which then belonged to it

Like Stephan Crnoyevic (d 1465) his son Ivan

(1465— 1490) who called himself Gospodar Zetski

(lord of Zeta), was also a vassal of Venice, who gave

him so little support in the wars with Muhammad II

over Upper Albania that, after the evacuation of

Skutari (1479), he had to fly to Italy, and Zeta

was occupied by the Turks, which was the beginning

of their long rule here The contest for the throne

after the Sultan’s death (1481) induced Ivan to return

and renew the struggle, which however ended in

1482 with the recognition of Turkish suzerainty IIis

youngest son StaniSa, a hostage in Constantinople,

adopted Islam in 1485, and took the name Skender

Beg Ivan, also called Ivan Beg — his country was

also known as Ivanbegovina — resided in Cetinje

where he built a small monastery in 1484— 1485,

to which the Eastern Greek bishop of Zeta (see

above) moved The state suffered from the great

independence of the tribes, who had strong separatist

tendencies, like the Nyegu§i, Biyelice, Ozrinici,

and 6ekli6i, each formed a political entity with a

well-defined territory, its own chief chosen for life,

courts, tribal and family feuds, blood vengeance,

etc ,
institutions which survived in Montenegro down

to the xixffi century and existed in the north

Albanian highlands until quite recently

Not even the greatest submissiveness earned for

Ivan’s elder sons, at constant enmity with one

another, the goodwill of the Turks George (1490-

1496) who introduced the printing-press into

Cetinje and in 1493-95 printed beautiful Cyrillic

ecclesiastical works, died in Asia Minor in exile

Stephan (1496—1499) was interned in Skutari,

where he is said to have ended his days as a monk
On the other hand in 1514, a separate sandjak

with capital ^ablyak (to the north of Lake Skutari)

was created for the Muslim StaniSa Skender Beg

Crnoyevi6 out of Zeta, which had been incorporated

in the san(i]a\r of Skutari The latter did not

deny his descent, he was also tolerant in matters

of religion, used his Slav mother-tongue in his

correspondence and was in regulai communication
with Venice, although their relations were occasion-

ally overclouded, in Venice Boiidar Vukovic of

Podgorica (d 1540) and others from 1519 printed

Cyrillic ecclesiastical works Skender Beg’s title

bandiak Crnogorski naturalised the name Crna Gora
for the country, which we find as early as 1435
and as Montenegro in 1496 for the highlands above

Cattaro In 1528 all notices of this remarkable

Montenegrin Turkish ruler cease Crna Gora again

becomes a kadilfk of the sandjafj: of Skutari

Montenegro under Turkey, under the unassuming

ecclesiastical suzerainty of the bishop or Vladika

of Cetinje chosen by the tribal chiefs, formed five

nahiyas or districts in the shape of a small triangle

between Cattaro, Podgorica and the N W end of

Lake Skutari, which in 1614 contained 90 villages

with 3,524 houses and 8,027 capable of

bearing arms, of whom however only 1,000 had

guns The poll-tax was readily paid and they

shared in the wars of the Poite against Venice

and in suppressing rebellions in the adjoining

lands, such as the closely related Brda, which had

much more desire for independence This long

stereotyped monotony did not change till 1688

when the Montenegrins with the Vladika Visarion

placed themselves under the protection of Venice,

whose lands marched with those of the Turks,

and who since the failure of the siege of Venice had

been fighting with the lurks from 1684 to the

peace of Carlowitz (1699) After the failure of his

first attacks Sulaiman Pa§ha, Sandjak of Skutari,

as a punishment destroyed Cetinje in 1692 with

the support of a number of Montenegrin tribes

VI The process of liberation thus begun found

vigorous support in the warlike Vladika Danilo I

Petrovic Nyegu§ (1697

—

1735)*) whom the

dignity of bishop became hereditary in the family,

and its holder gradually increased his impoitance

at the expense of the tribal chiefs In 1711 an

embassy from Peter the Great introduced relations

with Russia, which however were only occasionally

of benefit to the land Even in the joint war on

the Porte which immediately followed, Montenegro

was left in the lurch at the peace of the Pruth

( 1 7 1 1) The protection which fugitive Montenegrins

found in Dalmatia was used in 1714 as a pretext

by Turkey for declaring uar on Venice In the same

year Nu'mSn Pasha Koprulu laid waste Montenegro

entirely, Cetinje which had been rebuilt in 1704

being once more destroyed As a result of the peace

of Passarowitz (17 1 8) more peaceful conditions

i) The stoiy that all Muhammadans in Monte-

negro who would not be baptised or leave the

country weie put to death as partisans of Turkey

on Christmas Eve 1707 is however a patnotic fable.
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began to prevail except for the almost daily guerilla

fighting on the frontieis Daoilo took advantage

of the peace to build up the country again aftei

the overthrow of the Turkish admmistiation) with

the help of Venetian subsidies, so far as the poverty

and the intractable nature of the people permitted

In 1724 Cetinje was rebuilt

Under his incapable successor Sava Petrovic

Nyegu§ (1735—1782), there was a complete relapse

into the previous barbarism no authority, clan

and blood feuds, murders No one dared to leave

his house unarmed Ihe whole people lived by
murder and robbery In addition there were secret

conspiracies with the Turks against their own
countrymen, abject appeals to Venice and journeys

of appeal to St Petersburg, notably that of the

able but powerless episcopal coadjutor Vasiliye

(d 1766)
In the general distress the Vladika only thought

of ennching himself Some relief was afforded

Montenegro in 1767 by the south Slav Scepan
Mall (Little Stephen), the Laini (false) Czar, who
was accepted as the Czar Peter 111 murdered in

1762, and received such general recognition, out

of respect for Russia, that in spite of his unmasking

by the mission of prince Yuryi VolodimiroviC

Dolgorukiy (1769), he was tolerated by Russia

also until he was murdered by a servant in 1773
Able, unselfish, strict and just, he restored for a

time unwonted order and security

There was no consideiable war with Turkey

for a long period All the more serious then were

the relations with the suzerain in the reign of

Peter I the Saint (1782— 1830) Ihe hereditary

wazir of Skutari, Kara Mahmud Pa^a Bu^atli,

taking advantage of tribal feuds, laid waste the

whole country in 1785, forced it to pay the poll-

tax again and burned down Cetinje During the

Austro-Russo-Turkish war of 1787— 1792, there

were only trifling encounters, for which in 1795
Kara Mahmud PasbS again threatened serious re

prisals He was however defeated in 1796 at

blatma and later killed in the great battle of

Kruse, his head was long preserved as a trophy

in Cetinje, in keeping with the Montenegrin head

hunting custom which had become a regular practice

m war The consequence was that the tribes of

Biyelopavli6i and Piperi, in the Brda east of the

Zeta valley, joined Montenegro

A welcome and more profitable change were

the wars of i8o6 - 1808 and 1813— 1814 in alliance

first with the inhabitants of the Bocche di Cattaro

and the Russians, later with the English against

the French, who had occupied Dalmatia under

General Marmont after the peace of Pressburg

(1805) Numerous rums stretching as far as Ragusa

still testify to the thirst of the Montenegrins for

destruction and plunder even on Christian soil

Peter I, a cultured ecclesiastic educated in Russia,

full of good intentions, endeavoured throughout

his life by legislative (1798 and 1803) and personal

effort to unite his people, raise their moral tone

and avert distress by introducing the potato, but

m spite of great patience he met with bitter

hostility, contributed to also by Russia which, only

after being appealed to for a long time, m 1799
granted i 000 ducats a year for public purposes

but did not pay it regularly

The first ruler over the Montenegnns, Gospodar

Crnogorski i Brdski, was Peter II (1830—51), a

highly gifted man of the world, bishop only in

name, one of the greatest of Serbian poets and

also of unbending vigour which did not hesitate

at severe punishments and death sentences The
Radonyic family which claimed secular (^z/^; nadur)

power for itself had to leave the country Sup-

ported by Russia from 1837 by a grant of

9,000 ducats yearly and occasional gifts of grain,

and on this account more highly esteemed by his

covetous countrymen, he concentrated the government

in his own hands The powers of the tribal chiefs

were restricted A senate of 12 regularly paid

membeis under the presidency of the Vladika

henceforth formed the supieme governing body

and court of justice its authority was enforced

by well-paid troops stationed throughout the

country, the Gvardtya^ in addition to whom the

head of the state had a bodyguard, Peryantet The
building of the first public school and a small

state printing press in the capital, the purchase

of two cannons and the building of a powder mill,

show the small scale of the state but mark the

desire for progress 1 he innovations, and still more

poverty and a great increase of population, as in

earlier times led to the emigration of numerous
families to Serbia and Russia

Foreign politics were mainly characterised by

troubles on the Austrian frontier, continual fighting,

celebrated in song, with the neighbouring Mu-
hammadans, especially in the Herzegovina, which

was then ruled by 'Ali Pasha Rizvanbegovic

(d 1851) as a practically independent sovereign,

under i^hom Small Aga Cengic (d 1840) distin-

guished himself in the fighting

VII Centralisation and reforms generally formed

the programme of the next two reigns, hich was
firmly and successfully carried through m spite of

much opposition Under Danilo 11 (1852—60) the

clan system was dealt a shattering blow, when
the chiefs were replaced by captains of princely

birth and legislation regulated by the code of 1855
His accession however marks the close of a period

in as much as a hereditary secular power now
replaced a theocracy Danilo renounced his spiritual

rank and with the approval of Russia and Austria

had himself proclaimed Knyaz 1 Gospodar Crne
Gore 1 Brda Ihe attempt of the Porte to obtain

by force under Serdar Ekrem ‘^Omar Pasha in

1852— 1853 recognition of her suzerainty thus

threatened was vigorously opposed by Austria after

giving ample assistance in 1853 through Feld
marschalleutnant Count Leiningen’s mission to

Constantinople During the Crimean War (1853

—

1856) Danilo remained neutral to the discontent

of his people On the other hand, he became
involved in a war in 1858 because he supported
the rebels in the Herzegovina, this ended in the

defeat of the Turks in the valley of Grahovo
(north of Risano) and in an enlargement of

Montenegrin territory in 1859 In i860 the ruler,

who had previously had to put down conspiracies,

some led by relatives, was murdered in Cattaro

by a Montenegiin emigrant

His able nephew Nikola I (i860—1918, d
March x, 1921) who had been educated in Trieste

and in France, son of the doughty Woiwod Mirko
(d 1867), completed the building of the state

% long steady work, first as an absolute and
from 1905 as a cpnstitutional ruler, and by very
skilfully managing foreign relations, he created

out of the ill-famed, unfertile, rocky little country

a kingdom which was enlarged by the addition
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of futile valleys with its own sea coast, good
communications and post routes, a busy economic
life, modest prosperity increased by emigration to

America, more law abiding and secure since the

institution of the civil code of 1888, with a good
system of education and a well organised soldiery

with modem equipment to be reckoned with in

Balkan questions Relationship by marriage, notably

with the courts of Russia and Italy, gave reflected

glory to the pretty little capital of Cetinje which
had also become a centre ol culture, 1910 crowned
the work by raising Montenegro to be a kingdom

While interested great powers, notably Russia,

gave grants of money, arms, munitions, etc
,
which

were readily accepted and also requested, this

development was conducted mainly at the expense

of lurkey, with whom thiee wars were waged at

longer mteivals m addition to minor friction in

1869—1870, 1872, 1874—1875, 1895,1898,1911,
1912 Ihe first (1862), a combined attack by

Derwish Pasha from the north and Serdar Ekrem
‘Omar Pasha from the south in the Zeta valley

as a repiisal for the support given to the using

led by Luka Vukalovic in the eastern Herzegovina,

forced Nikola by the threat to Cetinje to conclude

an unsuccessful peace in bkutari Ihe second war
was declared in 1876 by Montenegro in alliance

with Serbia in order to profit by the new insurrection

in the Herzegovina which had begun m the summer
of 1875 in Nevesmye His victory over Muktar
Pasha at Vrbica and at Bileca and the defeat of

j

Serbs were followed by a truce and the intervention
|

of Russia in 1877 Sulaiman PashS succeeded at '

heavy cost in fighting his way out of the Herzego-

vina through the Zeta valley into Albania, but

in 1877 Nikola took Niksic and Antivari and in

1878 Uulcigno The treaty of Beilin (July 13,

1878, Articles 26—33) recognised the independence

of Montenegro and granted it, after cutting down
very much the terms of the preliminary peace of

San Stefano, a broad ring of land around the

original land of Montenegro with Antivaii, Nik§ic,

Banyani, Piva, KolaSin, Spu2, Podgorica, ^ablyak

and the district of Ousinye The latter, as a

result of the opposition of the Albanians, was
exchanged for Dulcigno in 1880 The area was
increased from 4,366 to 9,080 square kilometres

with over 200,000 inhabitants, including 12,500
Catholic Albanians, there was on the othei hand
a considerable emigration of Muslims from the

new territories

The third war with Turkey was the first Balkan

War, which Montenegro began on Oct 8, 1912,

before its allies, Serbia, Bulgaria and Gieece, but

while the sandjat of Novi Pazar and Upper Albania

were easily occupied, Skutari, the main objective,

was only taken after a long siege and with the

help of treachery on April 23, 1913 After the

allies had quarrelled among themselves, Montenegro
also took part in the second Balkan War against

Bulgaria By the peace of Bukarest(Aug 10,1913)
it received the south-western half of the sandja^

of Novi Pazar (with Plyevye, Biyelo Polye and

Berane), the greater part of the Metohia plain (with

Pe6 and Oyakova), the valley of Gusinye and lands

round Lake Skutari, increasing its area by 5,937
square kilometres to 15,017 square kilometres, with

437,000 inhabitants

In the Great War, king Nikola reluctantly declared

war on Austria-Hungary on Aug 5, 1914 Aftei

the capture of the Lovden (see above) the Monte-

negrins laid down their arms unconditionally on

Jan 16, 1916 and the country, which had gone
back a great deal since 1912, was administered

by an Austrian military gcncral-gouvernment The
king went first to Italy, then to France, never to

return again, for after the War he was deposed

along with his sons on Nov 29, 1918 by an

assembly in Podgorica on the charge of treachery
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Berlin 1893 (with an introduction on legal

history), C. von Sax, GeschuhU des Machtver-

falles der TUrka\ Vienna 1913
(C Patsch)

MOORS, a rather vague name still applied m
the xix^h century to certain elements in the
Muslim town population of various coun-

tries and especially to the inhabitants of
the Mediterranean ports of North
Africa The word, presumably of Phoenician

origin, corresponds to the ancient local name of

the natives of Barbary reproduced by the Romans
as Mddlfo/, Maurt and by the Greeks as Havpvtrm
(Strabo, vii 825) The term Maurt used by the

Romans in a general way for the Berbers passed

into Spam in the form Moro^ and it was by the

name of Moros that the people of the Iberian

peninsula throughout the whole period of Muslim
rule knew the Arab conquerors and arabicised

Berbers who had come to settle in Spam from the

other side of the Strait of Gibraltar The name
Moros passed into various European languages

French Maures^ English Moors^Gtxmzxi Mauren At
the time of the “Reconquista” the name Moriscos
was applied m Spain to these Muslims (usually

crypto-Muslims) who had remained in the country

until their final expulsion m 1610 The Monscos
went mainly to North Africa, where they were

known to the natives as Andalus while Christian

travellers gave them the general name of Moors

In modern times the Moors to the European

were therefore the urban population of the North

African ports, irrespective of the proportion of

immigrants from Spam Since then the word has

been generally used with the meaning Muslim of

the towns of the western end of the Mediterranean

(cf such expressions m “Moorish bath”, “Moorish

coffee” etc )

The name Moors has also been given to the

Arab or Berber peoples, pure or mixed with negro

blood, who live to the north m the Senegal in

the province to which the French now give the

ancient name of Mauritania (see below), and to

the offspring of the marriages of Arabs from South

Arabia and Cingalese who form an important

Muslim colony in Ceylon (c 200,000)
(E LfeVI PROVENgAI

)

The land of the Moors is Mauritania or Mauie-

tania This name which has been derived either

from a Phoenician word Mauhartm “the Westerns”

or with more probability from the name of a tribe

living before the Christian era in North Africa,

was applied m ancient times to northern Morocco

(Mauretania Tmgitana) and to the north west of

Algeria (Caesarean Mauretania) At a later date,

by extending the application, Europeans have

given the general name of Moors to the
Arabo-Berber peoples of Mediterranean
And Saharan Africa Then gradually they

came to distinguish out of this mass the groups

with which they came more frequently into contact

(Tripolitans, Tunisians, Algerians, Moroccans), so

that the name Moors came to be limited to the

people of Spanish (Muslim), Jewish or Turkish

origin of North Afnca and particularly to the

nomads of the western Sahara, who traverse what

Ahmad al-§hin^ltl (m al^Wasi^^ Cairo 1329 ah)
calls the “land of ^inl^Itl”, from the name of its

chief village, this country is bounded, says the

author, by the Atlantic Ocean, the valley of the

S^\2X al-HamrS^, the plain of Ibn Haiba (plain

of the BrSkna) on the right bank of the Senegal

and by the two towns of WalSta and Na'ma
(Nema), if, like him, we take into account all

inhabited areas, we ought to extend it to the east

as far as the meridian of Timbuktu

Mauritania, which now forms one of the eight

colonies of French West Africa, is only a part of

this vast area It lies to the north of the Senegal

between this river, the Atlantic Ocean and the

mangot of Karakoio, to the north and east, a

frontier settled by agreements separates it from

the Spanish Sahara (June 27, 1900, Oct 3, 1904,
Nov 27, 1912) and from the territories of the

south of Algeria (agreement of June 7, 1905) and

from the French Sudan (decree of 23*’d April,

1913) It has an area of 835,000 square kilometres,

289,000 inhabitants, the density of population

being o 34
Except for the banks of the Senegal, the

country is steppe or desert, and only suitable

for stock rearing To be brief, it is a military

frontier district defending on the north the more

favoured lands of the Senegal rather than a country

suitable for development by colonisation

I GEOGRAPHY

A semi-circular range of hills of no great height,

worn by erosion but often difficult of access, starts

as It were out of the ocean to the south of the

Rio de Oro and reaches the middle course of the

Senegal after running round the contours of an

ancient gulf of the quaternary period The AdrSr

Tmar and the Tftgant separated by the depression

of the Khat form as it were the cornerstones of

this system and are continued to the north-west

in the “petrified sea” (a plain scattered over with

rocky islets) of the Tins and by the ardtes of the

AdrSr Sutuf, to the south by the Rgaiba and Asaba
Ihe interior of this gulf consists almost entirely

of sands, brought fiom the desert by the pre-

dominating north east winds The dunes in the

south are all fixed and are called “dead”, in

the north they are “alive” and constantly changing

Like the other dunes of the western Sahara they

run in the direction of the wind, N E -S W

,

and are separated from one another by contours

of firmer soil along which traffic can go
The Shamamah is a plain, formed of lands of

alluvial origin, along the lower Senegal and as such

particularly suitable for cultivation
,
as we go up the

river it is known as Litama and then as Gidimaka
Other plains, those of the BrSkna and the Gorgol,

are more remote from the river, they contain

permanent pools of water to which their girdles

of high trees gave a characteristic appearance

{tamurt) To the north of the Shamamah and the

land of the Brakna stretches a senes of dunes

among which may be mentioned those of Amatligh

The couloir of the In^iri continued by that of

the Amsaiga separates the latter from the similar

ranges, the Ak&har and the Azefal, which stretch

to the Tins, they are difficult to cross, but between
them the Tijirit supplies an easy route Beyond
to the north-west, the Tasiast and the Swll^el al-

Abyad are great plains of denudation

On their convex face, the AdrSr and TSgant
are prolonged to the north in the massif of the

Kudiat Ijjel and by that of the Zemmur, separated

by the Tizel-kaf, towards the north-east by the

cliffs of the Dhar AdrSr and the Hank and by
the plateau of the Eglab, which stretches to the
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great sand-dunes of the Igidi, to the east by the

Dhar Tishit which runs to Walata Between these

lines of rock, great ridges of moving dunes make
passage difficult but provide good pasturage for the

docks, these are from north to south, the Erg
al-Hamami, the Makteir, the Waran, the Adafer
and the Aukar Lastly, to the north of all these

masses of sand, the Ghallaman, Karet and Yetti

are “tanezrufts” without water, of hard and flat

soil, which run as far as the Hammada of the Dra
The coast consists of dunes and plateaux with

numert)us sebliitas or salt lakes There is usually

a large sand-bar, nevertheless the sea, which is

very rich in fish, gives a livelihood to a population

of fishermen

Ihe bahara in the proper sense of the word
hardly extends beyond a line marked by Cape li-

miris, Mejnya (Moudjeria), the noithern bank of the

iSgant (depiession of Khat), the southern margin

of the Adafer and Walata It is especially dry

on both sides of the Adrar to the west in the

region of Port Etienne and in the dunes boi dering

on the liris, and especially to the east where to

the north of Walata, the Mraya, Djut and the western

pait of the Erg ^egh, still almost unknown, form

a waterless no man’s-land, this distiict is visited

only by antelopes, gazelles and ostriches, and by

the Nmadi, hunteis who can manage to go lor

days without water and live like their game on

green stuff’s

lo the south of the line above given, the

steppe gradually changes to forest as we near

the river The climate is very hot, the influence

of the sea is not felt beyond a score of miles

inland Subtropical rams fall as far as the north

of the Adrar

II POPULAllON

At the earliest period to which the chronicles

and native traditions go back, Mauritania seems

to have been peopled by negroes Later, in the

course of centuries, it received various immigrations

of Berbers, especially Sanhadja and Zanata, Arabs

and probably also of Jews The Sanhadja came
first, certainly before the iiidjra, later the develop

ment of 1 rans-Saharan commerce brought to the few

towns that had been built, merchants of vaiied

origin (Arabs, Berbers, ZanSta, Nafusa, Lwata,

NafzSwa, etc), at different periods also, Jews
came there to seek reluge from persecutions, the

last of which drove them out of Tuat at the end

of the xvtb century, lastly the Arabs belonging

to the Ma^^lf^il group in their turn invaded the

country from the xv^h century onwards, bunging

with them more ZanSta or driving them in front

of them
The Jews have been completely absorbed into

the Berbers (they form, it is believed, the foundation

of the caste of smiths, ma^allemin) or into the

Fula, so that it is not possible to estimate their

numbers at the present day The negioes, who
have been gradually driven towards the river, are

now represented by approximately 36,000 Tuculors

(Takrttr), 21,600 barakole and 13,000 Wolof, Fula

and Bambara The Arabo-Berber Moors number
about 216,000

III HISTORY

a Prehistory Such researches as have been

made in Mauritania, notably in the AdrSlr and m
the Aukar, have revealed there, as thioughout the

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III
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Sahara, the existence of important prehistoric sites,

if It IS not possible to date them, they are at

least evidence of a very early population whose
utensils seem to connect them with the negroes

These conclusions are fuither confirmed by the

native chronicles and traditions, and perhaps we
ought to connect with these remote inhabitants

of the country the Bafur^ to whom the Moors
attribute the creation of the palm-groves of the

Adrar and who are said to have built a town,

the “city of the dogs”, on the site of the present

Azuggi, ten miles N W of Atar What seems
probable in any case is that these black Mauri-
tanians were more 01 less subjects of the first

kingdoms known to the southwest of the desert

that of Pakrur, which ruled Senegalese buta, that

of Ghana, the capital of which was on the site

of the modern Kumbi, 100 miles S W of Walata
and that of Diara which succeeded them and ruled

the whole of the western Sudan To the north,

the lands of the negroes no doubt marched with
the lands in which the Sanhadja and Znaga Berbers

led a nomadic life in the south of Morocco
b Ihe Sanhadja invasion We do not

know at what date the Sanhadja invaded Mauri-

tania, but It was certainly a very early one It

is possible that expeditions by the Arab emirs to

al-Maghrib al-Aksa, beginning in the latter years

of the seventh century, which marked the first

contact of the Sanhadja with Islam, may have

driven them to the south but their first incursions

into the liris, into the Adiar and to the lagant
were probably much earlier Iheir conquest of

the country, it is tiue, seems to have been fairly

slow and it was not, it appears, till the xpb century

that they succeeded in reaching the banks of the

Senegal for the first time

c The first Sanhadja kingdom At the

beginning of the ninth century, a certain number
of Sanhadja tribes (among them the LemtUna, th^*

Guddala and the Beni Waret) occupied the Adrar,

with iheii advanced posts in the Tagant, and made
rrids into the Hawd (Hodh) against the negro

Sonmke empiie of Ghana Ihe Lemtuna supplied

them with chiefs at this time, and one of them,

Pilutan (d in 836 or 837), succeeded in imposing

his authoiity on all the Berbers and making twenty

negio kings pay tribute to him The chief towns of

his dominion were Azuggi and especially Audaghust,

forty miles N E of the site of the modern Kifah

(Kiffaj Audaghust seems to have been founded m
the seventh century by the Sonmke and its fame

as a centie of trans-Saharan trade brought it a

laige foreign population, already in part conveited

to Islam Berbers of different branches and Arabs

In spite of this brilliant start, this Lemtuna dy-

nasty lasted only a short time and disappeared

in 919 Each tube then led an independent existence

and the emperors of Ghana were able to extend

their power towards the lagant and to take

Audaghust at the end of the tenth century

d The second Sanhadja kingdom To-

wards 1020, the chiefs of the various Sanhadja

tribes agreed to combine again as in the time of

lilutan and thus to resist the encroachments of

the Sonmke The power was placed m the hands

of a LemtunI called farsina, who seems to have

been the first really Muslim ZnagI ruler He went

to Mecca and his enthusiasm as a new convert

led him to a holy war on the negroes, m which
he lost his life (1023) His son-in-law YahyS b

36
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IbrShlm of the tribe of the Guddala succeeded

him, according to the custom which made the

supreme command go to the two tribes alteinately

Like Tarsina, he was a zealot and on returning

from the pilgrimage, he brought from Morocco a

holy man, 'Abd Allah b Yasin, to whom he

entrusted the task of educating his brothers, who
were still very ignorant of the principles of Islam

The saint was at first well received by the San
hadja and he made them build the town of Aiet-

nenna near the site of the modern Tishit But
soon his commands appeared too difficult for the

nomads, who rebelled against him He sought re-

fuge with his disciples in a rtbat or fortified

monastery on an island in the ocean (sometimes
identified with fidra) and they were hencefoith

known as the al Murabttun (the men of the

rtbaOy a word which has been corrupted in Europe
to Almoravids under which name they have become
famous

e The Almoravids Their reputation for

sanctity spread very rapidly and attracted many
disciples to them When ^Abd Allah had gathered

around him a sufficiently large body of men, he
led them against their lebelhous brethren and
against the negroes In a few years they subdued
the whole of the western Sahara, from lafiHlt

and the Dra to the Senegal In 1050, Yahya b
Ibrahim died, and Yah>a b ^Umar, chief of the

Lemtuna, became the political head of the con-

fedeiation, 'Abd Allah b Vasin remaining the

religious chief While the first recaptured ana
plundered Audaghust, the second attempted the

conquest of the Maghrib But soon they were
both slain, Yahya in a rising in the Adrar in

which the negroes of the Takiur tried m vain to

help him, and ‘Abd AllSh in fighting the Bargha-

wata heretics of the plains of Morocco Aba Baki,

brother of Yahya, was then for some time supreme
chief of the Almoravids, then to gratify his am
bitious nephew Yusuf b Tallin he handed over

to him his conquests in North Africa, keeping
only to himself the sovereignty of the south He
devoted himself to a holy war against the negroes

and to their conversion to Islam He succeeded

in driving them back towards the river and in

taking Ghana in 1076 and the capital of the

Takrur in 1080, extending his teaching, the tradition

says, as far as the lands of a Mandingo prince

of the Upper Niger He was slain in the Tagant
in 1087 and his death marked the break up of

the Sanhadja confederation in Mauritania, each

tribe regained its independence

/ The T ashum§ha and the negro re
action Between this date and the end of the

xivth century we know very little of the history

of Mauritania We only suspect that the influence

of the negro kingdom of Mali must have extended

up to the Adr5r and Tagant and that a new
Marabout Berber element formed by the Tashum-
sha of Sns, came and settled in the country

The Tashumsha seem to have at first taken up
the mantle of the Almoravids and to have made
themselves the champions of the ^thad against

the negroes But after a few successes, they were
driven back from the region of the river and fell

back upon the Tins and Adrar, where they gave
up fighting and devoted themselves to study and
religious devotions The successes of the negroes
then became serious Wolofs, Soninkes and 1 uculors

recaptured a whole part of Mauritania and might

I
perhaps have succeeded in subjecting the Berbers,

who were exhausted by then campaigns of con-

quest in the Mediteiranean region, if the coming
of the Ma^^kil Arabs had not checked them

g IheMa^kil invasion It is not possible

to date this new invasion exactly, it is, however,

certain that it was not a single effort It went on

almost down to the nineteenth century with little

groups filtering into the banhadja encampments
and at length submerging them

Setting out from Egypt, the Ma'^kil passed along

the northern border of the desert and reached the

Ocean to the south of Moiocco in the first halt

of the xiiiffi century Ihey then entered the service

of the Marinid rulers of Fas, who used them to keep

in subjection the provinces beyond the Atlas and
to collect taxes Ihese undisciplined nomads very

soon took advantage of their privileged position

Measures had to be taken against their brigandage

and their threats to overrun Morocco, and militaiy

expeditions weie sent against them Either as a

result of these lepiisals, 01 because they weie

called in by the Sanhadja to help them against

the negroes, or because a year of drought drove

them m search of new pasturage, some of them,

belonging to the confederation of the Dwi Hasan
or Beni Hasan, went down towards Mauritania

But the chronicles do not say why In any case,

having helped to drive the negroes back towards

the river, supported by the Zanata Kunta who came
from Tuat at the same time as the first of them,

they reduced to vassalage the Sanhadja of Upper
Mauritania (Ijjel and Zemmur) in the xv^h century.

Western Mauritania, Wadan and Tagant in the
xviffi and the Adiar and Lower Mauritania in the

xviiffi century Ihroughout the long period from
the xvth century to the present day, we find the

authority in the hands of a certain number of

Udaya tribes the Ulad Ri/g, the Mghafia Ulad
Mbaik, the Brakna, the IrSrza and the Ulad YahyS
b ‘^Uthman Other Beni Hasan also went south,

but barely reached Mauritania Ihe Ulad Dlim
have always remained in the desert zone and the

Brabish seem to have passed some years a little

to the north of the Senegal before migrating to

the region of limbuktu
h The Ma'kil and the Sultans of Mo-

rocco From their first sojourn in the south
of Moiocco, these Ma'kil long retained the character

of Makhzen tribes, under the SaMians and ^Alawis,

many of them supplied contingents to the gi^
tribes 1 his status gave their migration southwards
the appearance of a conquest in name of the Sultans

This was no doubt the legal justification of the

tribute which they exacted from the conquered
Beduins, it also explains why the rulers of Fas or

Marrakesh sometimes claimed as theirs the territory

of Mauritania, why they sent several expeditions there
in the xviiffi and xviiith centuries, why they granted
investiture to certain chiefs and lastly why the
author of al Wasit^ after consulting several learned
men, thought that the “land of Shmglt” should be
included with the Maghrib and not with the Sudan

t The Sanhadja reaction Whatever was
the actual success of the Arab conquests in Mauri-
tania, It were not effected without violent reaction
on the part of the SanhaiJja Ihe poverty of the
Tashumsha, the negro danger and the looseness
of links between the various bodies of invaders
facilitated the settlement of the early Arab invaders
But the tyranny of the Ma^^kil towards the Berbers
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brought them in the xviith century to such desperation

that a general rising broke out in the form of

an attempted restoration of the Almoravids led

by Nasir al Din, a marabout descendant of the

Lemtuna Ihis individual, who camped m western

Mauritania, first preached a holy war there against

the negroes, being sure of re-uniting the various

contingents against the traditional enemy Then
having given the troops sufficient training in a

campaign which brought them across the river to

plunder the left bank, he turned openly against

the Arabs Ihis was the celebrated “War of

Babbah”, in the course of which the Arabs were
held in check for thirty years, but in the end
quarrels within the Sanhadja ranks destroyed their

strength and in 1674 the defeat at lin Yefdad
doomed them to vassalage

In much the same way m 1745 Ideisfiilli

Berbers of the Adiar had to bow before the Ma^kil

and at the end of the xixth century we find them
again rising against the Arab amir and assassinating

him Finally m the Tagant, the Sanhadja Idu^^aiih

well led by their chief Muhammad bhein regained

their independence at the end of the xviiBh century

They almost succeeded in seizing the Adrar in

1892, drove the Zanata Kunta out of the Tagant
and extended their power to the Senegal, under

the able lule of amiis who are still reigning and
claim to be true descendants of the Almoravids

j Ihe rule of the amirs All over, from

the xvii^b century, the political situation of the

tubes became stabilised, and regulai little nomad
states seem to have been formed, usually under
Arab chiefs Thus we now find the dynasty of

the Ulad Ahmad b Daman ruling among the

Tiarza with distinguished sovereigns like ‘AU Ban-
dura (1703-1727) who, supported by Sultan Mawlai

Isma'il, delivered his tribe from Brakna domination, '

and especially Muhammad al-Habib (1827-1860)
whose long reign is marked by the first Moorish

resistance to European penetration Among the

Brakna also, the Ul5d ^Abd Allah amirs played

a preponderating role after the wai of Babbah
and their possessions extended from the lagant

to the Ocean Later, and particularly from the

xixtb centuiy, their powei declined, in spite of

the brilliant reign of Ahmaddu I (1818— 1841),
and their desperate resistance to the advance of

the Fiench caused them to disappear from the

political scene In Adrar the Ulad Yahya b

'Uthman also furnished great leaders Ahmad
uld Muhammad (1871—^1891) who was able to

keep his turbulent subjects at peace with their

neighbours and who tried to develop trans-Saharan

commerce, and Ahmad uld Sidi Ahmad (1891

—

1899) who by his military successes earned the title

of “amir of war” Lastly in the person of Bakar uld

Sweid Ahmad, a descendant of Muhammad ^em,
the lagant produced the greatest Moorish ruler

of the xixth century

The rule of these amirs was continually beset

with great difficulties, produced by their rivalries,

the lack of discipline, rebellion and intrigues among
their subjects, by the warlike raids of the negroes,

and particularly by the efforts of Luropeans to

establish their rule on the Atlantic coast and on
the banks of the river

k European rivalries on the coast of
Mauritania It was in the first half of the xvffi

century that the Portuguese visited the coast of

Mauritania and the north of the Senegal for the

first time At the instigation of the Infante Henry
the Navigator, expeditions followed which brought
back slaves, gold and gums After Joao Fernandez
had gone to Wadan in the eastern Adrar, where
he spent some months among the Sanhadja m
1446, a permanent settlement was founded in

1448 on the island of Arguin, which afforded

excellent conditions of security From there the

Portuguese endeavoured to extend their power
into the interior and to command the great caravan

routes which led from the Sudan to Morocco, to

them are attiibuted the fortresses, now m ruins,

near Wadan and at Azuggi But if it is certain

that for a short time they extended their relations

as far as the capital of the negro empire of Mali

on the Upper Niger, it seems that they did not own
factories for any length of time except on the coast

1 he trade of Arguin flourished for two centuries

in the hands of the Poituguese, then of the Spaniards
and It extended as far as Lower Maui itania through
Portendik (corruption of “Port d’Addi” from the

name of an emir of 1 rarza), a not very good road-

stead where barter was carried on Ihe French

at a later date established themselves at the mouth
of the Senegal (1626), the Dutch at war with

Spam took Arguin in 1638, which the English

took fiom them in 1665 and a struggle for in-

fluence began among these three nations which

lasted for a century Aiguin and Portendik con-

tinually changed hands, while France developed

hei trade along the Senegal by building factoiies

Finally the Treaty of Versailles (Sept 3, 1783)
recognised her exclusive sovereignty over the

Atlantic coast from Cape Blanc to the mouth of

the Salum The wars at the beginning of the xixtk

century biought the English back there for

a time, and it was only in 1817, three years after

the treaty of Pans, that h ranee definitely took

possession of the country Arguin and Portendil

had 111 the meantime been almost completely ruined

as a result of these vicissitudes

/ The French conquest Down to 1857
England retained the right to trade at Poitendik,

which allowed the 1 rarza chiefs and in particular

Muhammad al-Habib to play off against one an

other the two nations who seemed to threaten

her independence, and thus to gam a footing on

the left bank of the Senegal 1 he position of the

Europeans with regard to the natives was however

difficult and tiade with them was permitted only

on payment of heavy customs dues It was only

in 1854 with the appointment of Faidherbe as

governor of Senegal that a more vigorous policy

was introduced into Lower mauntania Infouryears

he reduced Walo on the left bank to submission

and drove the Moors out of it and forced the

emirs of Trarza and BrSkna to sign a treaty, which

if It did not abolish the customs, at least re-

cognised that trance had a right of suzerainty

over the peoples living near the river and guaran-

teed freedom of trade there

Foi nearly fifty years, these treaties were respected

and the Moorish chiefs, too much occupied in

maintaining peace among their subjects and in

defending themselves from the intrigues of pre-

tenders, no longer thought of coming into conflict

with French troops, commercial agreements were

made which extended as far as with the Idu'aigh

of the Tagant and one treaty was even made with

the emir of the AdrSr This period also saw a

great deal of exploration of the intenor, after
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Mungo Park (1795—1796), Cailli6 (1825), Caille

(1843) and Panet (1850), Vincent, Bu al-Mugdad,
Bonnel, Aliun Sal, Mage, Fulcrand, Aube, Soleillet,

Quiroga and Cervera, Douls, Soller, Fabeit, Donnet,

Blanchet, Gruvel and Chudeau contributed to our
knowledge of this country and prepared the way
for Its occupation

In the last years of the xixth century the troubles

of which Lower Mauritania was the centre finally

had repercussions on the trading centres on the

river which became daily more serious The in-

security hampered commerce and in pioportion
as the memory of the vigorous policy of Faidherbe
became obliterated, maraudeis ravaged the country
down to the left bank of the river, right into the
administered country The conquest of Mauritania
had to be planned in order to protect effectively

the colony of Senegal and with this object an
endeavoui was made to use the influence of the
marabouts, tired of a perpetual warfare, of which
too often they bore the expense The diplomatic
action of M Coppolani, Commissaire G^n^ral of
the government since 1902, judiciously suppoited
by police operations, brought about the occupation
of the Trarza country in 1903, of the Brakna
country in 1904 and of the Tagant in 1905

Ihis rapid advance, however, was checked
before the anti-foreign propaganda of a marabout
of the Hawd, Ma^ al ^Amln, son of Muhammad
Fadil, who after spending a long period in Upper
Mauritania, had been settled for some years at

Smara near Sagiat al-Hamra^ His piestige as a

magician, supported by the veneration shown him
by the Moroccan sultans, was not long in winning
him the support of the gieater number of the
Moorish tribes and especially of those of the Adrar,
the emir of which had been brought up in his en-

tourage At his instigation, Coppolani was assas-

sinated and a cousin of the Sultan Mawlai Idris

came to lead the dj^thad in Mauritania A success

gained by him at Nyamilan led to nothing, but
on the return of a delegation of Moorish chiefs

who had gone to seek help from the sovereign of

Morocco, a general offensive was begun against

the French troops (1908) To put an end to an
agitation which threatened to become dangerous,
Colonel Gouraud conquered the Adrar in 1909 and
his victoiy was completed in 1910 by the death
of Ma^ al-'Ainln and in 1912 by the capture of

Ti§hit and joining up with the troops of the
Hawd The conquest of Mauritania by the French
was thus practically completed Ihe march of el-

Heiba, son of Ma^ al-^Ainln, on Marrakesh in 1912
revived some inclination to rebel among the Moors,
but the destruction of Smara in 1913 checked this,

and France now only had to secure the protection

of her colony from raiders from the Sahara

IV SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC LIFE

The negroes are settled agriculturists who have
their villages mainly in the Shamamah and the

Gorgol and in the main they belong rather to

Senegal than to Mauiitania

The Moors have a few villages (the principal

are Atar, §hingili, Wadan, Tijigja, Tishit) with
palm groves and a few farms in the AdrSr, the
Tagant and the Dhar They are great nomads
who live under cone-shaped tents of camel skin
and follow the rainfall with their flocks Those
who wander in the zone of the steppes oscillate

between the river and the desert, except the

1 rarza of western Mauritania, who, on account

of the dryness of their country, move over a much
greater area and sometimes even reach Tins and

Adrar Sutuf The people of the AdrSr go down
as far as lagant, and on the north at one time

were in contact with the Fekna of the south of

Morocco around the Sagiat al-Hamra^ Iheii sup-

ply of meat is very scanty and it is not an

exaggeiation when Psichaii calls them “the most

wretched of mankind”
Their groups have been much gradated by the

constant influx of Moroccans Before French rule,

the Ilasan^ pure Arabs, formed the noble and

warrior class who protected the encampments and
lived by cattle-rearing and marauding The Zwaya
01 marabouts, generally Sanhadja or Zanata Berbers,

paid an annual sum called ghajer to the Hasan
for then security

,
they were likewise breeders of

cattle, but also included among them merchants

and men of letters who were regular tiavelling

universities, the more or less open practice of

sorcery served them as a means of defence against

the exactions of the Hasan The Znaga or tribut-

aries (/aAma)y Sanhadja Berbers, were the exploited

Ihe feudal dues which they paid to the Arabs
{liormd) did not always exempt them from periodical

payments to the marabouts nor from arbitrary sums
levied upon them by one or the other 1 hey were
in part agiiculturists The Hafa^in^ freed slaves,

foimed tribes of serfs, usually better treated

than the preceding Finally the Hasan and the

marabouts owned numerous slaves in which they

did a busy trade On the fiinge of all these groups,

the Mcd'lUmin^ the griots itgauti) and the Nmadt
were respectively the workmen, poets and singers and
hunters who supplied the encampments of eastern

Mauritania with meat
The barriers between these castes were m theory

rigid A certain number of marabouts, however,
and even of Znagas succeeded in escaping from
Arab tutelage, like ,the Idu'aish of the lagant, and
devoted themselves to the adventurous life of the

Nmadi huntei {getmer) just as “penitent” Hasan
sometimes adopted the pious life of the Zwaya
(Ttyab)

French administration has left this traditional

organisation intact, only suppressing slavery, it

has, however, checked the abuses of the Hasan
by putting a stop almost everywhere to the pay-
ment of the hormas and ghafers

Economic Life Mauritania has only one
port, Port-Etienne, on the peninsula of Cape
Blanc, It IS, however, only a fishing centre The
course of the Senegal is used as far as Podor in
the dry season, as far as Bakel in the winter
months No road has yet been made, but the im-
poitant points are linked up by automobile or
caravan services Ihe telephone is in use only in

the south, but its place is taken by the wireless,

which connects Mauritania with Dakar, Casablanca,
Agadir, Bamako and Timbuktu
The principal source of wealth of the country

IS stock-breeding 51,000 camels, 3,800 horses,

239,000 cattle, 2,000,000 goats and sheep, 66,000
asses The abundant game (antelope, gazelle,

ostriches, guinea fowl and bustards) supplies further
food for the inhabitants Among agricultural pro-
ducts, special mention may be made of the date-
palms in the north (3,000 tons of date a year),
along the river and in a few favoured valleys of
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the plateaus, millet, rice, maize, wheat and barley

In the south gum is a traditional article of export

(1,250—2,500 tons a year)

The natural resources of the country have hardly

been investigated as yet We may mention, how-
ever, the salt of the Sebkhet Ijjel, which has for

long supplied the caravans to the south, along

the coast a few salt-pans are worked by the

Moors The annual export is 4,700 tons

Industry is in a very rudimentary stage and
confined almost entirely to the manufacture of

leather goods which form the equipment of the

cameleer and the furniture of his tent Fishing

supplies the encampments near the coast

A ceitam number of caravans transport mer
chandise from the north to the south along the

coast and through the Adrar and Tagant to the

trading centres on the river and the Sudan They
take with them animals, gums, salt, dates, ostrich

feathers, skins and leather, and bring back cloth,

arms, powder, candles, sugar, tea, spices and
cereals, and supply the markets of Atar, Shingiti,

Wadan and Tijigja As a result of the insecurity

in the desert there is no longer any regular trans-

Saharan trade

V POLITICAT LIFE

The negroes are ruled by their village headmen
and chiefs of districts The Moors are grouped
in tribes under the authority of a shaikh assisted

by a council of notables or d^eni^a Sometimes
seveial tribes are combined in a hereditary ami
rate, the ruler of which surrounds himself with

a legular court generally recruited from among
the ZnSga or Haratin The shaikh or amir is

piactically all-powerful, only the right to judge

in civil matters is not completely his, the kadis

exercise it The amir further leserves to himself

a kind of right to supervise their judgments through

the intermediary of his piivate kadi who forms a

court of appeal

The French administration has been superimposed

on this traditional organisation A Lieutenant-

Governor, residing at St Louis, on the right bank
of the river, is the head of the colony and is as-

sisted by a military commandant, an inspector

of administrative affairs, a secretary for military

and political affairs, a secretary for finance and
a department of public woiks The local admi-

nistration carried out by administrators or officers

is divided into eight districts (Trarza, Brakna,

Gorgol, Gidimaka, Assaba, Tagant, Adrar and Baie

du L^vrier) and seventeen sub-divisions or admi
nstrative posts It controls the native administrative

and judicial organization

The Moors pay the Kur^anic taxes (zakat and

^ashur) from which their nding-camels and gums
alone are exempt The negroes pay a poll-tax and
a tax on cattle Indirect contributions are paid by

the markets, the salt-pans, the carrying of arms,

the exploitation of the woods and ferries The
Budget for Mauritania for 1930 was 14,623,000

francs

VI LANGUAGE

The language spoken in Mauritania is Arabic,

the hasanta or language of the betdan^ the “whites”

Some 7,000 ZnSga in the south have retained a

Berber dialect related to that of the dialects of

southern Morocco At Wadan and Tisbit, the

language atair (Azer) which is a form of Soninke

IS now spoken only by a few individuals Lastly

the negroes of the nver have retained their own
language

VII RELIGIOUS AND INTELLECTUAL LIFE

History does not tell us what was the religion

of the Sanhadja before their conversion to IslSm,

we can only think that they had to some extent

been influenced by a monotheistic faith like Judaism
or even Christianity Their first contact with Islam
probably dates from 'Ukba b Nafi^’s expedition

to the south of Morocco (681), but it is certain that

their real conversion was much later and can hardly

have been earlier than the energetic proselytising

campaign of 'Abd Allah b Yasin

At the present day all the inhabitants of Mauri-
tania are Muslims of the Maliki rite, but many
of them and more particularly the warriors and
the Nmadi have only a very superficial acquaintance

with their religion and take little interest in it,

superstitions and sorcery further corrupt their

Islam almost everywhere, revealing the primitive

state of the people and negro influence Islam is

not really known and practised, except among the

tribes of marabouts, among the latter, a mystical

tradition and a fairly advanced culture have al-

ways made themselves felt and for this reason they

play in Moorish society the part of a kind of

sacerdotal body such as is found nowhere else in

the Muslim world of the west This is no doubt

a remote consequence of the Almoravid movement,
revived for a time in the war of Babbah, and of

the peculiai situation of these Muslim nomads,

who have here long been the advance-guard of

the white race, face to face with the negro fetish-

worshippeis of the Senegal and Sudan Perhaps,

like Renan and Psichari, we ought also to give

credit to the influence of rehgtosUe of the desert

In any case in thus assuming a kind of sacred

character and surrounding it with a magic prestige,

certain Berbers have had a regular revenge of

their amour propre on the pride of race of the

Arab invaders and have opposed to their tyranny

and brigandage a defensive weapon which has not

been without effect

The principal brotherhoods of Mauritania are

those of the Tidjaniya and of the KSdiriya, their

influence extends into the lands of the negroes

The first are represented by the Ida u 'Ali of the

TrSrza, of the Tagant and of the Adrar, who
claim to be shorfa^ and say they came from Tabel-

bala at the beginning of the xivth century Since

the early years of the xix^b century they have

been connected with the branch of the Tidjaniya

in Fas The second are much more numerous and

influential, they have several branches, that of

the BekkSya dates from the xvtb— xvU^ centuries

and is represented from the bend of the Niger to

the Tagant and Adrar by the tribe of the Kunta

About a century ago it received fresh impulse

in a new “path” and its autonomy in Lower

Mauritania was secured by the great prestige of

the Shaikh Sidiya, of the Ulud Bin (d 1924)

We may also mention the bianch of the Fadiliya,

founded in the early years of the xix* century,

which enjoyed particular fame some 20 years ago

under the direction of Ma^ al-'AinIn and his brother

the Shaikh Sa^d Bu These two branches have

lost their importance since the deaths of these

famous individuals Lastly the KSdiriya are still

represented by the some 600 members of the
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Qhudfiya brotherhood, whose practices are regarded

as heretical by the other Muslims

Shingipy benefiting by its situation on the routes

of the caravans which came from western Morocco
or Sebkhet Ijjel down to the Hawd or the Senegal

was at one period an intellectual centre, the re-

putation of which extended to all the western

Sahara and to the SfidSn We see this in the

fact that it was able to give its name to all the

Moorish tribes (SherMgt^a) and to the territory in

which they led their nomadic life and that the

tradition of the country makes it one of the “seven

holy cities” of IslSm It has now lost its old prestige

In the xvith century the fame of the medersas of

Timbuktu must have offered serious competition

to It At the present day Shingiti is seiiously

thieatened by the sands of the Waran and its

trade is much reduced Atar is assuming an in-

creasing importance, the insecurity and eccentric

development of North Africa and the Sudan have
led to the almost complete disappearance of the

trans-Saharan trade by which it lived and in parti-

cular, as is natural in a land of nomads, it has

been rather under tents and particulaily in the

marabout encampments of western Mauiitania that

intellectual culture has developed Universities have

been created there where the teaching of the KuUan,
theology, law, grammar and logic still flourishes

Some of them have known outbursts of glory

under famous teachers, who have sometimes created

schools of mystic initiation, like those directed by

the Shaikh Sidiya, al-^Ainln or SaM Ru or like

that of the Ahl Muhammad Salem, which is a

kind of university in the Tins which produces

almost all the jurists of Mauritania

A whole original literature has been able to

develop Kur^anic matter, Hadith, law according

to Sidi lUialil and his commentators
,

are its

essential elements, with the doctrines of the Sufis

and their mysticism But historical studies have
also had and still have their eager followers, especi-

ally among the tribe of the Ulad Daman (Trarza)

Lastly poetry is held in honour among all the

tribes, warrior and marabout alike, and supports

a whole caste of troubadours, the griots, who en

joy the favour of the courts of the emirs

Bibliography A complete bibliography

of Mauritania is given in Actes du VIP^ Con

gres de VInstitut des Ilautes Ftudes Marocaines

{Hesperts^ vol xi
,
Pans 1930) Cf also the
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^
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P Marty, Etudes sur VLslam Maure^ Chetkh
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do, VEmirat des Trarzas^ Pans 1919, do.
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Mauritanie^ in Annuaire du Monde musulman^
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_ (F DE LA CHAPELIF)
MORADABAD (MuradSbad), a district in

the Rohilkhand division of the United
Provinces of India and also the chief
town in it The district has an area of about

2,300 squaie miles and a population of 1,200,000

of whom over 420,000 are Muhammadans Nothing
IS known of the early history of the district In

the Muhammadan period it was successively ruled

by the Sultans of Dehli, from whom it was oc-

casionally taken by the SiiltSns of Djawnpur, the

Moghuls, the Rohillas, and the Nawabs of Oudh
until it was ceded to the British in 1801

Moradabad is the principal town in the district.

It is situated on the Delhi-Bareilly road and on
the main line of the Oudh-Rohilkhand railway It

has a population of 75,000 of whom over half are

Muslims The town is a Moghul foundation of

the second quarter of the xvii^h century Its founder

was Rustam Kh’ln who also built the Djami' Masdjid,

as an inscription testifies, 101632 The town takes

Its name from MurSd Bakhsh, the ill-fated son of

Shah Djahan It rapidly ousted Sambhal from its

place as the chief town of the district Its industries

are flourishing (chiefly textiles and brass work) It

was a mint of the Moghul Emperors and also of

Ahmad Shah Durrani duiing his invasion of India

in 1760 Sambhal is a very ancient site but has
lost much of the importance it possessed in mediaeval
times It has an old mosque, an interesting example
of Pathan architecture which has even been claimed
as a converted Hindu temple It is said to have
been built by Babur but it is undoubtedly earlier

Amroha is the great Muhammadan centre of the

district, the majority of its population being Shaikhs
and Saiyids The chief saint of the Saiyids is Sharaf
al-DinShah Wilayat, a descendant of the tenth Im5m,
who came here about 1300 His tomb is still shown
here The Djami' Masdjid is a Hindu temple con-
verted into a mosque m the reign of KaikubSd
It is much visited by pilgrims, mainly Hindus who
seek relief from mental diseases through the power
of Sadr al Din, a former tntVadhdhin of the mos-
que, whose virtues are still believed to be efficacious

There are over a hundred other mosques in the
town

Bibliography H R Nevill, District Ga-
zetteer of Moradabad^ Allahabad 1911

(J At LAN)
MOREA IS the usual name in mediaeval and

modern times for the peninsula of the
Peloponnesus which was regarded in ancient
times as the citadel of Greece The name Morea
is first found in iiii a d in the subscription to

fol I43>' of the Gieek manuscript Brit Mus Add
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288x6 (cf M Vogel—Y Gardthausen,

schen Schretber des Mtttelaliers und der Renais-

sance^ Leipzig 1909, p 28, 466, and also Byzan-
timsch-Neugrtechischeyahrbucher^iyi 72) Originally

the name Morea did not apply to the whole
Peloponnesus but only to the outer mountains of

Ichthya and the lands around them as well as

the whole district of Elis Reliable references show
us that even in the xivth century the place-name
Morea was equivalent to Elis, later the name
became gradually extended to the whole Pelopon-
nesus and with this meaning it is still used not

only by the Greeks but also by other peoples of

east and west

Alongside of the original form Morea {6

with synesis Mope/ac, Mop;^^) we find other divergent

forms in Greek literature ’A/zoi/pea, m ’A/Wpea,

6 ^Afzepex^, 6 Mopfxt;, 6 Mop/a, {} Mdpx, m Mopea In

eastern sources of the mediaeval and modern period

along with the predominant form Amorea (mainly

in Latin Italian documents of the xiiit^^—xivtti

centuiy), Amor&e (particularly in documents of the

xvth—xvi^h century), la Morea (properly Italian),

la Moree (French) we also find Amouree^ la Mouree
(in French documents as early as the xiii^b century)

The origin of all these forms is to be traced to

an inaccurate separation of the article from the

noun la M01 ea-Amorea
In Muhammadan texts we find seven main forms

of the name Morea = Peloponnesus Lamureta^
Lamoreta^ Almora, al-Mora^ Morta^ Mora and
Moreh The first five are properly Arabic, the last

Arabic Turkish There are however Arabic texts,

which have the old classical name of the peninsula

although with certain variants (cf below)

As to the derivation of the name Morea, it has

puzzled students greatly foi centuries Some scholars

of the xvith century wanted to connect the name
with Moors (Ital Mori) These were said to have

settled in the Peloponnesus at one time This

derivation of the place-name, which has even been

adopted by modern scholars, agrees neither with

historical tradition nor with philological laws At

one time the suggestion put forward by Emerson
{History of Modern Greece^ 1 60) and adopted by

Fallmerayer found many supporters it connected

Morea with the Slav word more= sea This view

has been challenged by Kopitar {^Wiener Jahr-
bucher der Litteratur^ 1 [1830], III— 120) and
again by Zinkeisen and Hopf as decidedly “mis

leading and fanciful” and rejected by several later

Greek and Slavonic scholars At the piesent day

it is generally thought that Morea is derived fiom

the Greek word ptop/a= “mulberry-tree”, as Prof

G N Hatridakis (in the periodical *A^ifvi, vol v
,

1894, p 230, 401, 549, VhwaaohoyiKxi MfAfxa/,

Athens 1900, p 29 ^gq') has brilliantly shown on

the basis of philological arguments In Elis where—
as already mentioned — the name Morea, now
applied to the whole of the Peloponnesus for some
centuries, first appeared, the planting of the fields

with mulberry-trees is said to have been very common
in the middle ages These trees were indispensable

for the silk industry which was at one time very

flourishing in the Peloponnesus and no less in

Patras Authors of the Empire (Pliny, Hist nat ,

xix 4, Pausanias, vii 5, aj vi 26, 4, vii 2X, f)

also tell us that Elis in those days produced

p^o’o’ov, 1 e a material related to silk In any

case, as early as the xvith century, the Greeks

thought that the place-name Morea was connected

with the mulberry-tree This is evident for example
from Joh Leunclavius (Annales Sultanorum 0th
manidarum a Turcts sua lingua scripti^ 1 596, p 63)
“Nomen ipsum (= Moreas) denvant Graeci nunc
ab arbore moro quod tota regione scilicet arbor

haec frequens est”

In the mediaeval Muslim writers there is a

confusion between Amureia= Amorion in Phrygia

and = Moreas, Peleponnesus But Am-
mure{i)a [or Amure{t)a^ Amurt{i)a^ Amori(i)a

etc] in Abu ’1-K5sim Firdawsi can only be Amo-
rion, which used to be described as the capital

and “eye of the kingdom” of the Rum In the

geographical tables of Nasir al-Din al-Tusi (middle

of the xiiidi century) and of Ulugh Beg, Amureia
should rather be identified with Amorion than

with Morea = Peloponnesus (cf P Karolidis, in

Wissenschaftliches Jahrbuch [’ETS/tfpfc] der Uni-

versitat Athen^ 111 1909, p 288—297, A Hantzis,

in Byzantinisch-Neu^riechische fahrbucher^ ix

,

*93*1 P 65 sqq) In the little map by the Arab
Idrisi, of the year 1192 A D, Belobunes '=zVq\o-

ponnesus is given (1 e the old classical name of

the peninsula) On the other hand, we find Mona
=: Morea = Peloponnesus (1 e its mediaeval and

modern name) in the Arabic geographical table of

the Pans MS 2214, which is supposed to contain

the cosmography of Ibn Sa^id of the year 1276 a d
based for the most part on IdrIsI (1154 A D

,

cf K Miller, Mappae Arabicae^ 1 ,
Stuttgart 1926)

The Muhammadan peoples really only became
acquainted with the Morea in the xiiith century

A D Hellenistic culture was long extinct there

and Christianity had become predominant At the

end of the fourth century (395 ad), Alaric had
laid almost the whole of the Morea waste and
destroyed many towns and sanctuaries famed in an-

cient times \bout two centuries later, c 589 A D
,

the Avars (a Turkish nomadic people) allied with

Slav tribes are said to have invaded the Morea
and settled permanently It should be expressly

noted that it is only late and tendencious sources

which tell us this What scholars of the xix^h

century put forward as a historical fact, namely

that an independent Avar or Avar-Slav Kingdom,
intractable to Byzantine or Greek Christian influ-

ence, existed in the western half of the Morea for

218 years (589—807), must be relegated to the

realms of fable (cf E Curtius, Peloponnes, 1

,

Gotha 1851, p 86) It IS certain, however, that

considerable ethnological changes took place in

the middle ages in the Morea In the viid^

century in the reign of the Byzantine emperor

Constantine V (741— 775), if not earlier, numerous

Slav tribes had pushed their way into the Morea,

which had been much depopulated from 746 by

a terrible pestilence This epidemic had also made

great gaps in the population of Constantinople,

which Constantine V is said to have endeavoured

to fill with people from the Morea, this imperial

edict must have further contributed to reduce the

Greek element in the peninsula It may be assumed

that the Slavs who at this time were settling

mainly in Arcadia and Messenia, Elis and Laconia,

sought and found new homes in the Morea, which

had been favoured by nature with a milder climate,

not only as hostile robber hordes but also as

peaceful colonists from the north

According to Schafank {Slavische AIterturner^

German transl by Wuttke, vol 11 , p 192), the

spread of the Slavs over the Morea can be fixed
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between 746 and 799 Nevertheless there can

be no question of a complete slavisation of the

country nor of a complete annihilation of the Greek

element in it — as Fallmerayer and his followers

hold The immigrant Slavs in Greece proper

cannot have been very numerous They were leally

nomad herdsmen and peasants, who settled here

and there m the open country Their level of

culture much have been very low On the other

hand, the Hellenic element in Greece proper and
no less in the Morea had always had control of

the coasts and of the towns and fortresses in the

interior, and it was moreover strong enough as

regards culture to assert itself through the centuries

and even to leave its mark on the foreign Slavs The
Slav settlers often caused trouble to the Byzantine

government, so that the latter found themselves

forced to send expeditions against them For ex-

ample in 783 A D the Athenian empiess Irene

ordered the Patriarch Staurakios to punish the

Slav tribes of the Morea and the rest of the

mainland of Greece He appears to have had

numerous troops at his command and was able

to carry out his task satisfactorily in a few months

He subdued the Slavs and forced them to pay

an annual tribute to the imperial treasuiy lie

returned to Constantinople with many prisoners

and considerable booty and celebrated a triumph

in the Hippodrome there

After some time, the Slavs again rose m the

Morea against Byzantine authority They became

a great danger and even threatened the towns on

the coast Supported by Saracens from Africa, the

Slavs in 807 (805 by another reckoning) blockaded

Patras from the land The citizens of this important

town defended themselves bravely in spite of a

shortage of provisions, water and other supplies

When the help sought from the imperial strategos

m Corinth did not come, the citizens of Patras

made a vigorous sortie They put the enemy
to flight and drove them far from their town
Greek superstition seems to have ascribed the

victory won at Patras over the Slav hordes to

St Andrew, the patron saint of the town Nothing

is recorded of the fate of the Saracen allies of

the Slav besiegers of Patras It is supposed that

it was they who ravaged not only Patras but also

Rhodes and other islands by the caliph’s order

in 807 A D With the defeat at Patras the strength

of the Slavs of the Morea was broken It is true

that they again and again attempted to win their

independence of the Byzantines by force of arms

but without success In 850 A D
,
the doughty Byzan-

tine general Theoktistos Bryennios subdued all the

Slav districts of the Morea as far as the mountains

on the Taggetos and Parnon, where two rebel

Slav tribes, the Ezentes and Melinges, had settled

These two tribes survived longest, sometimes as

vassals of the Byzantines and sometimes as their

open enemies As early as the ninth century a d
began the conversions of the Slavs to Christianity

to which is due also their gradual hellenisation

The intermixture of the Greek Moreotes (Turk

Moralis) with the Slavs undoubtedly contributed

considerably to the former process

The Normans in Sicily in the following period

disturbed not only the coasts of the mainland of

Greece but also the interior of various Balkan

provinces of the Byzantine empire The Norman
king Roger II in his campaign in 1146 against

Greece sailed round the Morea and occupied with-

out a blow — after successfully storming the

strongly fortified Malvasia — Corinth, celebrated

for and prosperous from its trade and industries

It was for this same king, that the Arab Idrlsi

composed his Nuzhat aUMu^tak^ finished about

1 1 53 A D According to this work, Morea {Belbonesh\

a flourishing and prosperous island of the Mediter-

ranean, had 13 large and important towns, many
citadels or fortified places and villages Of the

towns of the Morea IdrIsI mentions the following

among others Corinth, “a large and populous

city”, Batia (= Patras), “situated on a piomontory”,

has a “famous” church (of the apostle St Andiew),

Arcadia (= the ancient Kyparissia), “a large and

thickly populated town’’, whose harbour is visited

by many ships, Irouda (= Navarmo) with “a

very commodious harbour” ,
Motonia (= Modon

,

q V ), “a fortified town”, it was protected by a fort

which commanded the sea, Coionia (= Koron),

“a little town” with a citadel commanding the

sea
,
el Kedemona (== Lacedaemonia, the mediaeval

Sparta), “a flourishing and important town, six

miles fioin the sea”, Maliassa (= Monembasia,
Malvasia), “a town defended by a veiy high citadel

commanding the sea, from which the island of

Crete can be seen”, Argho (= Argos), “a famous

place and beautiful country”, Anaboli (= Nauplia,

Napoli de Romania) According to Idrisi, Morea
(the extent of which he puts at 1,000 miles) is

connected with the mainland “only by an isthmus,

the length of which is six miles” (= Hexamilion,

cf below) Only small ships could be taken through

the isthmus from the Gulf of Corinth into that of

Saron, ships of larger size had to sail all round

the peninsula of Morea The confusion in Idrisi

between the promontary of Malea and Tamaron is

not peculiar in mediaeval works Idrlsi’s statements

are not based to any extent on his own observations

(cf Geographte d'‘Edrtst^ transl by A Jaubert,

11, 1840, p 122 and also Th I uc Fc Tafel,

De provincns regnt byzanttm libet secundus Europa^
Tubingen 1845, p 27 sqq)

We get much and varied information supple-

menting the Arab geographer’s account of the

Morea from various xiith century souices, e g the

Ttavels of Benjamin of Tudela (d 1173) who
starting from Saragossa visited the Greek east and
other lands in order to become acquainted with

the Jewish diaspora

The conquest of Constantinople by the Latins

in 1204 and the resulting division of the Byzantine
empire, which had now collapsed, had a great in-

fluence on the future of the Morea Boniface of

Montferrat in 1204 founded the kingdom of Thes-
salonica in Macedonia which he took in exchange
for Asia Minor allotted to him by treaty By a

comparatively slight effort he and his followers

were able from Thessalonica to conquer within

a year a great part of the mainland of Greece
as well as the Morea Two knights, William
of Champlitte, Count of Champagne, and Godfrey
of Villehardouin the younger, may be regarded as

the men who brought the Morea under Frankish
rule When William of Champlitte had to leave

the Morea in 1209; Godfrey of Villehardouin
continued the work of conquest alone and organised
the Frankish administration of the country which
was henceforth known as the principality of
Achaia to Europeans Soon after the Frankish
occupation of the country, it was reorganised on
western lines But the feudal system did not find
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its way into the Morea only ’after 1204 It had
already existed in the country in the time of the

Comneni
The Frankish rulers built new citadels and forts

in the plains and on the mountains, most of

which survived into the period of Turkish rule

A number of fiefs which were formed by the

Franks in 1205 became after the middle of the

xvth century hereditary possessions of the Ottomans
It must also be pointed out that the Venetians

after the Fourth Crusade had secured important

trading centres and depots on the Morea The
Republic m this way acquired the province of

Lacedaemonia, Kalabryta, Modon and Patras, and
in the case of the last two seaports, some of the

surrounding country including the possessions of

a number of distinguished families of the Byzantine

aiistocracy During this period, Venice succeeded

in extending her territory and commeicial influence

and privileges further in the Morea and even

in taking possession of the whole of it (cf below)

The fourth prince of Achaia (Morea), William of

Villehardoum (1245— 1278), the second son of the

above-mentioned Godfrey, had vigorously completed

the conquest of the country In 1245 forced

Monembasia, which had so far remained independent

in alliance with the Greek kings of Nicaea, to

capitulate under certain conditions The same ruler

also conquered a number of Morean tribes who
had shown themselves hostile to Frankish rule

and who played a prominent part in later times

when the Turks occupied the country To keep
in check the wild tribes of Zaconia and Laconia,

William II of Villehardoum in 1249 built near

the ancient Sparta, on a hill jutting out in front of

the Taygetos, Mysithra (Mystra), the fortress of

the same name A Frankish Byzantine town soon

grew up around this fortress which became 1 centre

of art and classical studies The town of Mystra

was destined to be the capital of the later despots

of the Morea, and even in the penod of Turkish

rule It did not completely lose its old importance

Frankish rule in the Morea, which reached its zenith

under William II, was destined to suffer a severe

reverse within his reign In October 1259 a fierce

battle was fought between Castona and Monastiri

(Pelagonia) at Longos Vorilla In this battle fought

the armies of the Despot of Epirus Michael Angelos

and of the king of Nicaea and later Byzantine

emperor Michael VIII Palaeologos As a result of

treachery on the part of an illegitimate son of

the despot Michael Angelos, the Sebastokrator

Johannes, the troops and allies of the former suf-

fered a reverse Even William II of Villehardoum

sought safety in flight only to be shortly afterwards

enticed fiom his hiding-place and captured He
was not released till 1262, after taking the oath

of vassalage to the Byzantine emperor and ceding

him four important fortresses of the Morea Mystra,

Mama, Geraki and Monembasia, as well as a con-

siderable part of Laconia The Byzantines thus

gamed important bases in S E Morea from which

they were able to reconquer the whole peninsula,

which was all the more necessary as William II

of Villehardoum only kept his pledge of fealty

for a shoit time

Relations between the Muslim
peoples and the Morea now became
closer At the end of 1262 the Sebastokrator

Constantine, a step-brother of the Emperor
Michael VIII Palaeologos, landed m the Morea at

the head of a large army which consisted mainly

of Macedonians and Turks This step-brother of

the Emperor came to the Morea as administrator

of the Byzantine lands there and occupied all

the citadels which William of Villehardoum had
been forced to cede m order to secure his release

The Byzantine governor took up his residence m
Mystra Soon afterwards open war broke out between

the Franks and Byzantines To strengthen the latter

there landed at Monembasia m the spring of 1 263 a

new Turkish army corps of 5,000 (according to others

3,000) mercenaries in the service of Michael VIII

Palaeologos, led by two men named Malik and
Shalik We have no accurate record of the origin

and descent of these Turkish chiefs who, so far

as we know, were the first to appeal m the Morea
They must have been either Saldjuks or Turks
of other descent who had no shame about selling

their services to Christian rulers The Turkish

mercenaries under Malik and Shalik contributed

greatly to the successes which the Sebastokrator

Constantine gained over the Franks at the beginning

of 1263 Along with Greeks, mainly from Zaconia

and other provinces of the east, Slavs from the

Morea, Dasmuls (of Greek-Frankish descent), the

Turkish mercenaries attacked from Laconia Flis,

which was the capital of the Frankish principality

The bands of Malik and Shalik then pressed into the

highlands of Skorta Here they ravaged at their will

With the approval of the Sebastokrator Constantine,

they plundered the country, carried off and slaugh-

tered the cattle In these ciicumstances the Skorti-

nians weie forced to pay homage to the Byzantine

emperor and to operate with his army against the

Franks Constantine’s army, composed of so many
different racial stocks, occupied the market town of

Veligosti (near Megalopolis) and burned it, with-

out however being able to take its citadel, they

then conquered Kalabryta and burned the famous

Latin monastery of Isova But soon afterwards they

suffered a terrible defeat not far from Olympia

In the spring of the year following (1264), the

Sebastokrator Constantine continued the war on

the Franks He had no success and also quarrelled

with his Turkish allies, whose pay was six months

in arrears Malik and Shalik at once left him with

their men foi this reason and retreated undisturbed

to the district of Karytaina Constantine tried to

win them over again but they w^ent to William of

Villehardoum who accepted their assistance There

upon Malik and Shalik with their followers went

over to the camp of the, as they thought, generous

Frankish leader in the conviction that the latter

would keep his word By the accession to the

Franks of this Turkish force, the tide was turned in

their favour The Turkish chiefs who were inspired

by an ardent desire to avenge themselves in battle

on their false employers, now advised William II

of Villehardouin’s knights to meet the imperial By-

zantine aimy on the frontiers of Messenia and Ar-

cadia While the Frankish-Turkish army w^as going

through the pass of Makryplagi (between Megalo-

polis and Kalamata, 1 e the line of the modern

railway), they were attacked by an ambush of the

Byzantine army, whose leader was no longer the

Sebastokrator Constantine but the strategoi Alexius

Phylis, Makrenos and Alexius Kabellarius Twice

the vanguard of the Frankish-Turkish force led

by Anselm de Toucy had to give way before the

numerous Byzantines who occupied the heights 01

the pass of Makryplagi, but finally they won the
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hotly contested summit of the pass, from which
they ousted the enemy The Turks under Maltk
and Shalik followed up and completed the victory

The leaders of the army so disastrous!) defeated

sought refuge in the neighbouring caves of Gaidiki
where they were be<^ieged by the Turks The latter

took the caves and led their occupants prisoners

to William II of Villehardoum The latter there-

upon ordered the Turks to raid and plunder the
districts of Moreii previously occupied by the

Byzantines, notably the districts of Zaconia, Helos,
Vatika and Monembasia

After the battle in the Makryplagi pass came
the news that Skortinians had again taken up
arms against the Franks and stormed the fortress

of Buchelet (Araklovon) and Karytaina As the
valiant Godfrey Brun^res, Baron of Karytaina, who
had always been able to keep the turbulent Skor
tinians in check, was no longer m the Morea,
William II of Villehardoum ordered the Turkish
leader Malik and his men to go to Skorta to put
down the rising Terrified by the ravages and
cruelties of the Turkish mercenaries, the surviving

Skortinians submitted to the Prince of the Morea
and begged for mercy which was granted them
The Chronicle of the Afo/ea^ which has survived

in four languages (Greek, French, Catalan and
Italian), is the only source which tells us of the

activities of the Turkish mercenaries in the Morea
(1262— 1265) The same Chionule adds that the

Turks in 1265 sought permission to leave the

Morea and to be allowed to retuin to their Asiatic

home Malik took his leave in the friendliest

fashion from the Prince of the Morea and began
his journey home The Chronicle however specially

mentions that individual Turks preferred to settle

in the Morea They were baptised and married
morean women About the first half of the
xivth century, there were still descendants of Ma
Ilk’s followers there, baptised Turks settled in

Elis It is natural to think that the modern vil-

lages in N W Morea of Maliki (Demos Vuprasion)
and Turkochori (= “village of the Turks”, Demos
Tntaias) owe their names to the Turkish settlers

in the time of William 11 of Villehardoum This
prince gave two of Malik’s followers who remained
m the Morea the rank of knighthood and even
granted them fiefs According to the Catalan

version of the Chronicle of the Moiea^ Malik him-
self married a noble Frankish lady, a widow,
through the intermediary of William II of Ville

hardouin It is a historical fact that Turkish-Moreote

relations date from the second half of the xiiith

century After the death of William II in 1278
we find a reference to estates which this prince

had given to his Turkish allies and which were
occupied about 1280 by the soldiers of Galerano

d’lvry, who acted for a time as governor of

the Morea for Charles of Naples and Sicily

Charles I and his immediate successors in rule over

the Morea had not infrequently Turkish warriors

m their service From the beginning of the xivth

century it not infrequently happened that Muham-
madan pirates from Asia Minor raided and plun

dered the coastlands of the Morea Sometimes
they had allies of the Christian faith, notably

Catalans

About the middle of the xivth century, an im
portant change took place in the administration

of the Byzantine possessions in the Morea The
Emperor Johannes Kantakuzenos in 1349 created

an appanage for his second son out of these lands

which he called the despotate of Mystra and
which lasted till the Ottoman conquest (1349

—

1380) In this peiiod fell the rule of the first

despot of Mystra, Manuel Kantakuzenos the second

son of the Fmpeior He assisted the Franks of

the Morea to ward off the Turkish attacks, which
had reduced the once flourishing Corinth and the

country round to such misery that the Corinthians

in 1358 were forced to send an urgent appeal foi

assistance to their sovereign, the titular Emperor
of Constantinople and prince of Achaia, Robert II

The latter gave a ready ear to their appeal On
Apiil 23, 1358, he gave the Florentine Grand
Seneschal Niccolo Acciajoli and his descendants

the extensive district of Corinth as a hereditary

barony The princely family of the Acciajoli sur

vived in the Morea and on the mainland of Greece
for two centuries, during which they had much to

do with Muslim peoples A series of circumstances,

including the irruptions of the Turks as early as the

middle of the xivtk century and the advance of

the Ottomans, whose strength was steadily increas

mg, brought numerous Albanians to Greece The
fust despot of Mystia, Manuel Kantakuzenos, had
them settled in various deserted regions where they
became distinguished as wairiors, agriculturists and
as huntsmen Thus we find them in Arcadia and
Laconia where they seem to have come in large

numbers I>ater another 10,000 Albanian families

were peacefully settled by another despot of Mystra,
namely Theodoros I Palaeologos ( 1384— 1407),
son of the Byzantine Emperor John V According
to reliable sources, these 10,000 families left Thes-
saly and Acarnania with their cattle and goods
and chattels on account of the Turkish raids and
for other reasons and reached the isthmus There
they pitched their camp and sent messengers to

Theodore I with the request that they might be
allowed to settle in his Morean teintory Theo
dore I acceded to their request and allowed them
to spread over a considerable portion of the Morea
The story of G Bosio {Dell' istorta della Sacta
Religwne et illustrissima Mtltha dt f Gw Gtero-

solimitano^ vol 11 ,
Rome 1594 p 126-129) to the

effect that the Turks had occupied Patras by 1378
and conquered the Morea shortly before must be
relegated to the realm of fable About this time,
there were again great changes in the Morea
The Company of Navarre, which in 1380 had
entered the service of the titular Fmperor Jacob
de Baux of Constantinople and prince of Achaia and
were seeking their fortune on Greek soil, became
after the death of the Emperor in Tarso in 1383
absolute masters of a great part of the Morea In
1386 the Company made Captain Pierre de St
Exupery(Bordo ofS Superan) their leader The latter

was able to extend his power and influence in the
Morea by inciting the Turks and also the Greek
archons against Theodore I During the period 1396—
1402 he even bore the title of hereditary prince
of Achaia (which was given him instead of money
by king Ladislaus of Naples) Sometime before,
a vigorous and enterprising Florentine, Nerio I

Acciajoli (Sept 29, 1394), had been playing an
important part on the mainland of Greece This man,
a nephew of the Niccolo I Acciajoli, already men-
tioned, had acquired considerable territory in the
Morea, partly by inheritance and partly by purchase

Shortly before his death he attained the height
of his glory when he was appointed by king
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Ladislaus of Naples as hereditary Duke of Athens

and the lands belonging to it In 1389 the Venetians

occupied the important fortress of Nauplion and
set about the conquest of Argos The despot of

Mystra, Theodoros I Palaeologos, the son-in-law

of Nerio I Acciajoli, at hisfather-in law’s instigation

anticipated the Venetians and occupied Argos As
a result, hostilities broke out among the Christian

states, which could end only to the advantage of the

Turks The despot of Mystra replied to the demands
of Venice to give up Argos by saying he could

only do so with the SultSn’s approval later the

Venetians joined up with the Navarrese Through
treachery Bordo of S Superan succeeded in taking

Nerio I Acciajoli prisoner on Sept 10, 1389 The
latter remained for nearly a year in the hands of

the leader of the Navarrese but in the end obtained

his freedom

An epoch making event was the great battle on

the field of the blackbird (June 15, 1389) at

Pristina, which decided Turkish rule for centuries

in the Balkans A Turkish army appeared in the

Morea at the end of 1392 under Ewrenos Beg in

ordei to aid, at their request, the Navarrese against

the despot of Mystra The Turks thereupon occupied

a number of strongholds in the peninsula Nerio I

Acciajoli, who had been appointed governor of the

Morea, now pledged himself to pay tribute to

Sultan B5yazld and to be his vassal After the death

of Nerio I Acciajoli, a fatal quarrel broke out

between his sons-m-law Theodore I of Mystra and

Charles Tocco, during which the Turks won im-

portant successes on the mainland of Greece The
fear of the danger from the Turks probably induced

Charles Tocco and Theodore I to make up their

quariel After long negotiations with the Greek

national party in Athens, who hated the T atins,

Turkish forces under the Pasha Timurtash entered

Attica from Thessaly At the end of 1394 or in the

first seven weeks of 1395^ the Venetians occupied

Athens including the Acropolis, after driving back

the Turkish besiegers Theodoros prepared to

advance against the Turks on the isthmus The
latter, however, defeated on Sept 28, 1396 at

Nicopolis the flower of the chivalry of Hungary,

Germany, and France and thus laid the foundations

for their dominion over the lands below the Danube
BSyazld thereupon decided to attack the remnants

of the Byzantine empire as well as the little

principalities of the mainland of Greece He there

fore sent his generals YaTcub, Pasha of Rumelia,

and the already mentioned Ewrenos Beg with an

army of 50,000 men to cross the isthmus again

YaTcub occupied Argos, Ewrenos Beg at the same

time fell upon the Venetian possessions in Messenia

The prince of Achaia, Bordo of S Superan, and

Theodoros I of Mystra found themselves forced as

a result of the Turkish successes to pay tribute

to the Porte leaden with incalculable booty the

armies of Ya%ub Pasha and Ewrenos Beg returned

across the isthmus and in 1397 even occupied Athens

for a brief period In addition to Greek sources,

Turkish writers record that the “city of the

wise”, as Athens is frequently called in Muslim

works, was taken by SultSn BSyazld’s men (cf J

H Mordtmann, in Bytant -Neugrtech Jahrb
,
iv

[1923I, 346 sqq ) \s 3. result of his troubles, especi-

ally the Turkish raids, Theodoros I of Mystra

became utterly tired of his position He therefore

resolved to sell his towns and citadels to the knights

of St John of Rhodes, who after negotiations readily

purchased Corinth, Kalabryta and Mystra in the

years 1400— 1402 But they could not establish

themselves permanently in the Morea, for the Greek

national party in the country, especially in Mystra,

rebelled against the sale, which the Sultan, the

suzerain of Theodoros of Mystra, also declined to

recognise Theodoros therefore cancelled the sale

and compensated the knights partly in money and

partly by ceding the county of Salona and the

barony of Zituni Theodoros I had been able to

take these lands from the Ottomans after their

defeat at Angora m 1402

SultSn SulaimSn I (1403— 1411) abandoned any

claim to suzerainty over the Morea At this time

the influence and power of the Venetian colonies

in the Morea were increasing In 1407 the Venetians

occupied Lepanto In the following year, they seized

Patras and the country round it and from these

two strongholds which lay opposite one another,

the so called little Dardanelles, they were able to

keep in check the Turkish pirates who made the

Gulf of Corinth unsafe At an earlier date, the

Albanian family of Spata had settled m Lepanto

and had occasionally made common cause \Mth

the Turks Patras at this time was ruled by the

archbishop Stephan Zaccaria in name of the

Pope As he suffered a great deal from the Turks,

he pledged the town and the country round it

with the Venetians The latter also occupied the

seaport of Astros in Zaconia They restored the

fortifications of Nauplia and other strongholds in

then possession The Republic of St Mark in

1406 and 1411 concluded treaties with Sultan

Sulaiman 1, by virtue of which they secured their

colonies in the Morea and the East generally

But in the reign of Murad II (1421— 1451) danger

again threatened from the Turks The Venetians

were however able to take the necessary measures

for the defence of their possessions in the Morea

In the districts of Nauplia and Argos as well as

in their flourishing Messenian colonies they settled

numerous Albanians who loved fighting In Corinth

and Attica also the Albanians were welcomed by

the Acciajoli The Albanian element was therefore

very strongly represented in the Morea in the

first half of the xvth century, later they spread

to the islands around the Morea In the wars of

the Greeks and Venetians against the Ottomans,

the Albanians frequently distinguished themselves,

on the other hand, their morals left much to be

desired To this day we still can find descendants

of these Albanian colonists in the Morea and in

the adjoining territories

After the battle of Angora, at the time when

Frankish power in the Morea was declining, the

Byzantines vigorously resumed their efforts to recon-

quer the whole peninsula Theodoros I of Mystra had

previously wanted, with Venetian support, to erect on

the isthmus a great bulwark against the Turks which

would make access to the Morea impossible for

them Manuel II Palaeologos again took upTheo-

doros’s plan and began to put it into execution with

vigour Not far from Corinth on the isthmus, which

was usually called “Hexamilion” in the middle ages,

he built a wall 24 stadia long from sea to sea

with castles at each end and in the middle and

no less than 153 strong towers ’ besides deep

ditches The building material was taken from

older walls and defences In the course of 25 days

(April 8—May 3, 1415)1 i e at a most rapid rate,

the great wall was completed which, like the
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isthmus Itself, was called “Hexamihon**, the greatest

hopes were built upon it, but they soon proved

deceitful The Turks usually called the wall Gez-

mehtssar In 1416, Manuel II left the Moiea after

reimposing his suzerainty upon the prince of

Achaia Centurione II Zaccana and humbling several

Greek and Albanian archons, some of whom he

carried oiT with him to Constantinople

The peaceful relations which had existed between

the Byzantines and the Ottomans under Sulaiman I

and Bayazid suddenly ceased when Murfid II ascended

the throne In 1423 he ordered the celebrated

Pasha Turakhan to clear up the small states With an

army of 25,000 men, which was joined by the Duke
of Attica Antonio I as the Sultan’s vassal, TurakhSn
set out from Thessaly to obey his master’s orders The
celebrated Hexamilion wall proved an insufficient

bulwark against the onslaught of the Janissaiies

Turakhan had the most of it destroyed and advanced
into the Morea The despot Theodoros II ofMystra
could scarcely have checked the Ottoman flood which
swept into his land, plundering and murdering

Mystra, Lontari, Gardiki (on the Makryplagi pass)

and other Byzantine and Latin towns fell into

Turakhan’s hands But he suffered one serious

reverse The Moreotes caught a portion of his

army in the pass of I onsari, where they were

victorious and took much booty or, to be more
accurate, lecaptured their own property In the

Arcadian town of Tavia (the modern Dawia, on

the road from Tnbolitza to Wytina), the Albanians

assembled and chose one of themselves as their

leader and decided to attack Turakhan on his way
back from the south In the battle that followed,

the Albanians did not stand their ground but fled

TurakhSn pursued them and slew many besides

taking some 800 prisoners These he put to death

and, according to the 1 urkish practice, built towers

of their skulls Heavily laden with plunder, Tura-

khan returned soon afterwards across the isthmus

to Thessaly He had however in 1423 not yet

completed Murad’s order to subdue the Christian

states of the Morea
Soon after the withdrawal of the Ottomans,

Manuel II Palaeologos besought Murad II for peace

and concluded a treaty with him, by which the

despot of Mystra was to pay an annual tribute of

100,000 hyperpyra to the Sultan and further to

declare his readiness to give up the Hexamilion

wall Venice, whose colonies in the Morea had

suffered much from Turakhan’s raid in 1423 and

were continually troubled by Muslim pirates, recom

mended all the Chnstian powers interested to form

a united front This appeal for unity, however, fell

on deaf ears The various Christian rulers of the

Morea quarrelled among themselves in spite of the

critical times and even took up arms against one

another The Albanian inhabitants followed their

own inclinations entirely and even began separatist

movements of a political nature

It is remarkable that the Greek political con

sciousness was strengthened in the Morea in this

period of political confusion Mystra became the

centre of a kind of renaissance and a centre of

learning and study of classical antiquity In this

period there appeared in the Morea a great scholar

who was a philosopher of the Platonic school and

also a fervent patriot of radical tendencies in social

and political reforms He was Georgios Gemistos or

as he called himself “Plethon” His teaching was of

a mystical nature It was directed against Christi-

anity, indeed against every positive religion His

followers who aie said to have been numerous,

formed a secret society Plethon (d between Feb

1449 July 1450) had also lived in Brussa

where he had as a teacher a Jew named Elissaios,

who rejected Christianity, Judaism and IslSm as

the positive religions In the reign of Sultan BSyazId,

he was burned at the stake as a heretic about 1390
It IS supposed that the teaching of Plethon and

the seciet society thus formed was suggested by

a similar school of thought in old Turkey, that of

the “akhis” (cf Fr Taeschner, in /f/, xviii [1929]^

236—243
,
Islamtca^ iv [1929], 1 sqq

,
Byzanttmsch-

Neugrtechtsche Jahrbuther^ viii [1929

—

100— 1 13 and Nikos A Bees, tbid
^

vii [1928

—

1929], 237) Plethon’s works were disseminated not

only in the Christian west and Greek east but also

among the Tuiks The MS Enderum 1896 in the

library of the Top Kapu Serai contains an Arabic

tianslation of a fragment of Plethon’s chief woik

Nomo This translation is said to have been made
by order of Sultan Mehmed II and is anonymous
(cf Ahmad Zeki Pasha, Sur une Tiaduction de

Yemtstos \Plethon\ in Bull de V Inst d'Egypte)

The son and successor of the Byzantine Emperor
Manuel II, Johannes Palaeologos (1425— 144S),

concluded a treaty with Murad II The Turkish

danger now threatened the Morea more seriously

than ever Since Nov 1427 the despot Constantine

Palaeologos had been ruling theie Alongside of

this vigorous, enterprising and self-sacrificing ruler

(afterwards Byzantine emperor), we find at this

time also his brothers Thomas and Demetrius as

piinces in the Morea They had less ability and

strength of character and facilitated the conquest

of the peninsula by the Turks The three brothers,

especially Constantine, succeeded in bringing the

whole Morea except the Venetian colonies under

Greek rule, but there was no unity among them
In 1429— 1430 Constantine took Patras, which at

this time was held by the archbishop and clerical

prince Pandolf Malatesta as a vassal of MurSd II

The Sultan protested but Constantine was able to

dispose of the claims of the Sultan and his advisers

by a skilful ambassador This envoy was Georgios

Phrantzes, whose chionicle is an exceedingly im-

portant source foi Greek and Turkish history in

the xv*h centuiy In 1431 Tuiakhan again reached

the northern frontier of the Morea to destroy the

Hexamilion wall a second time, for it had been

restored by the Palaeologos The first care of Constan-

tine who now ruled over the greater part of the Morea
and cherished ambitious plans, had been to restore

the defences of the isthmus His aim was to unite the

Morea with the mainland of Greece and if possible

to found a Greek national state In the west a new
league had been formed against the Turks by Pope
Fugenius IV, Venice and Hungary At the same time

the rising of the Albanians under Skandarbeg roused
a strong feeling against the Turks and encouraged
the Christians Constantine Palaeologos who at the

request of the Pope, Venice and Hungary had
joined their league against the Ottomans in 1444,
crossed the isthmus with a well equipped army
to invade the mainland of Greece He had con-

siderable success He forced the Duke of Athens
Nerio 11 Acciajoli, who was a vassal of the Sultan,

to recognise his suzerainty and to pay an annual
tribute He occupied many towns (including Thebes,
Livadia, Zituni and Lidonki) and encouraged the

Christians of the Pindus to take up arms against
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the Turks of the Thessalian plain An Albanian
clan settled in Phthiotis, whose autonomy had
been recognised by the Sultan, joined the victorious

Palaeologos The latter also occupied the little

town of Witrinitza (on the Gulf of Corinth) which
the Turks had ceded to the Venetians He installed

a chief of the Pindus Wallachians who lived m
Panar (at the foot of the Ithome mountains)
The battle of Barna (Nov lo, 1444) brought

a change in the Balkans which was fateful also

for the Morea The Turks reinforced once again

turned their attention to the south Neno II Ac-
ciajoli of Athens found favour with Murfid II

after most humbly promising to be his vassal and
to pay the usual tribute In ordei to save their

colonies in the Morea, the Venetians also made
a treaty of peace with the lurks soon after the

battle of Barna It thus came about that the Pa-

laeologoi were left to face the Turkish onslaught

quite isolated, a danger which they apparently

did not clearly realise After Neno II Acciajoli

had again recognised lurkish suzerainty, Constan-

tine Palaeologos with a large force invaded Attica

and besieged Athens Ihe consequence w'as that

Neno II Acciajoli turned for assistance to Muiad
II The lattei demanded that Constantine should

evacuate not only Attica but also all the Turkish

territory which Constantine had seized in the

course of 1444 on the mainland of Greece and
in southern Ihessaly Constantine leplied to Mu-
rad II through his ambassadors that he would
keep the lands he had won Murad II was fuiious

at this manly attitude of Constantine II Incited

by Neno II and lurakhan, the Sultan resolved

on a campaign into the Morea By his command
powerful Turkish forces \^ere assembled in 1446
at Serres in Macedonia from Europe and Asia

Constantine Palaeologos and his brother Thomas
also raised a very large army for that time which
was assembled on the isthmus In the winter of

1446, Sultin Murad II led his army from Mace-
donia to the isthmus, without meeting opposition

He encamped at Mingiae (the modern Mi/Zye;)

and began to get his artillery and other arms
ready On his able picked staff was the experienced

old Turakhan who, as already mentioned, had
been twice in the Morea and theiefore knew the

country and the people According to the historian

Chalcocondyles (ed Dark^, 11 114), Sultan Mu
rad's camp on the isthmus was the best organised

that had ever been known A bloody battle deve-

loped for the gateway to the Morea The Turks

with their artillery bombarded the Hexamilion

wall for days A Serbian Janissary succeeded in

leaping over the wall under the eyes of the Sultan

and others followed him The defenders so far as

they were not killed by the Janissaries took to

dight m a panic The wall was thus in the hands of

the Turks, who entered the Morea either thiough

the gates or through the breaches their guns had
made In the CKrontcU of Georgios Phrantzes the

date of the capture of the Hexamilion wall, the

“last bulwark of liberty m Greece”, is given as

Dec 10, 1446 The Chromcum breve of Joanni-

cinus Cartanus gives Dec 14, 1446, a date which
has been accepted as correct by most modern
historians

The brothers Constantine and Thomas endea-

voured to collect the scattered and dying troops, but

in vain The brothers therefore ded into the interior

of the Morea Sul^Sn MurSd II ordered Turakhan

to pursue the Palaeologoi with 1,000 men and he
himself with his army marched along the south

coast of the Gulf of Corinth towards Patras He
burned the lower town, laid waste the country as

far as Glarentza and then turned eastwards to

Corinth In the meanwhile Turakljan had returned

from his pursuit of the Palaeologoi with much
booty and many prisoners The Palaeologoi now
began to negotiate for peace with the Sultan

Ihey declared themselves ready to cede the lands

in Greece proper and in Thessaly which they had
acquired in 1444 and to pay an annual tribute

On these conditions the SultSn left them in pos-

session of their lands in the Morea Ihe Emperor
John VIII Palaeologos died on Oct 3, 1448, and
on Jan 6, 1449 his bi other Constantine, the despot
of the Morea, was solemnly hailed as Bjzantine

Emperor in the Metropolitan church in Mystra Of
course he ascended the throne with the permission

of Murad II, whose tributary he was An event of

importance in the history of the world soon after-

wards took place on the Bosporus On May 29,

1453, Constantinople was taken by the lurks,

the valiant Constantine died defending the city

and thus the line of Byzantine emperois came to

an end When his bi others Thomas and Demetrius

heaid of the fall of Constantinople they sent envoys

to Muhammad II asking to be allowed to retain

their lands in the Morea, on payment of the usual

tribute After many humiliations, their request was

granted them Ihe remainder of the period of

Palaeologoi rule was a brief one and their authority

only nominal In 1453 30,000 Albanians in the

Morea rebelled against the Palaeologoi In July

1454 Venice sent Vettore Capello to the Morea,

to settle certain business of the republic and at

the same time to make peace between the Palaeo-

logoi and the Albanians But their effort failed

In the meantime Muhammad II had ordered

Turakhan’s second son ^Omar to intervene in the

Morea on behalf of the Palaeologoi (end of 1453)
He succeeded in putting down the Albanians

The Palaeologoi were now able to enjoy their

lands as vassals of the SultSn For a few years

they paid their tribute regularly, then they refused

it with various excuses At the same time they

endeavoured to form alliances with western rulers

against the Turks, a thing to which the bultan

could not remain indifferent

Ihe rule of the Palaeologoi was gradually ap-

proaching its end Ihe west scarcely troubled it-

self about the brothers of the last Byzantine emperor,

who were not united and yet had to gather their

last forces against the Turks When a fleet belonging

to the Pope Callixtus III appeared in the Aegean,

Thomas Palaeologos took courage and announced

his refusal of tribute to Muhammad II Already

the latter had received no tribute from the Palaeo-

logoi for the past three years in spite of repeated

warnings He therefore thought it was time to

settle matters himself in the Morea and to teach

his rebellious vassals a lesson In the middle of

May 1458, Muhammad II came to the Morea with

a large army, laid siege to Tarsus, a village in two

parts N W of Nemea and N E of the Lake of

Pheneos, and forced it to capitulate The citadel

of Rupeli in Arcadia, to which many Greeks had

fled with their women and children, surrendered

after two days' stubborn defence Muhammad II

turned from Arcadia to N W Morea Patras, the

headquarters of Thomas Palaeologos, was abandoned
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by Its citizens The garrison left in its citadel did
not dare to offer resistance The SultSn treated

the town of Patras very generously By July 1458
Muhammad II had reached Corinth after taking

BosUtza (Aegion) on the way On Aug 6, 1458,
its commanders left the citadel to negotiate its sur-

render with the bultan 1 he loss of Corinth to the

Turks seriously alarmed the Palaeologoi The ne-

gotiations for peace, which were now begun, were
conducted by Mathaios Asanis The Sultan then
made peace with the despots of Morea but the
price was a high one In the beginning of the
autumn of 1458, Muhammad II left the Morea to

leturn to the north via Athens, which shoitly before
had passed into his hands Ihe sources do not
agree regarding his activity in the Moiea in this

year As a rule, Muhammad's campaign in the
Morea in 1458 is regarded, by modern historians

also, as one of destruction It is true, he was
generous to the people of Patras and left the
Corinthians unharmed after taking their city lie

carried off however a large number of Christians

to Constantinople and its neighbourhood These
settled there as artisans and peasants and formed
the productive element in the capital of the Ottoman
empire

In the year 1458 Muhammad II for administrative

purposes combined his possessions in the Morea
with Thessaly and placed the newly constituted

province under the governorship of 1 urakhan’s son
"Omar The Sultan had hardly left the country when
the Palaeologoi again began to stir up tiouble

Muhammad therefore deprived ^Omar of his office

in Thessaly and the Morea and decided to go in

person to the Morea again in order to be done
with the Palaeologoi once and for all and make
the whole peninsula a Turkish province Demetrius
Palaeologos was not the man who could defend
and save Mystra He did shut himself up in the

citadel with the intention of defending it, but very
soon surrendered it to the Turks Demetrius after

many adventures died as the monk Dorotheos in

Adnanople in 1470(0! Th Spandugino, / C(t7ww^«-

tart (it de I'Ortgtne dd prtnctpt Turcht^ Floience

1551, P 43 sq
) After disposing of Demetrius,

the SultSn turned his attention to his brother

Thomas After the Turks had occupied Mystra he
had not dared to do anything to defend his lands
He was rather seeking to leave a way open to

escape from the Morea, if necessary One town
after the other fell almost without resistance into

the hands of the Ottomans Thomas Palaeologos

embarked with his family at Porto Longo (at

Navanno) for Corfu, which he reached on July 28,

1460 but went on 3 months later to Rome where
he died on May 12, 1465 After the disappearance

of his chief opponents, Muhammad II continued

his victorious march from Messenia to Northern
Morea He left the Morea towards the end of

summer 1460 The plan which he had decided on
when he entered the Morea, was practically carried

through Except for a few places, the peninsula

was now Turkish territory Zaganos Pasha was
installed as governor of the Morea by the Sultan

and entrusted with the reorganisation of the penin-

sula, which had become much depopulated and
was a great deal poorer economically In 1458 and
again in 1460 Muhammad II combined the Morea
with Thessaly for administrative purposes This
union was later dissolved As early as the xv^h
century we already find the Morea a sandjak by

;

)

Itself with 109 ziamets and 342 timar Down to

about 1570, the residence of the governor was
by turns in Corinth, Londari or Mystra, then in

Nauplion and in 1786— 1821 in Tropolitza (cf

below) The division of the country under Turkish

rule, usual fiom the middle of the xviith century,

into 22 or 25 provinces or beyliks is partly suggested

by natuie and partly a survival of theoldei Byzantine

organisation

Ihere is no doubt that the Turks introduced

their own feudal system after their occupation of

the Morea The 1 uikish-Muslim element in the

country was thus able to expand Even during

the hist period of lurkish lule (1458— 1687), other

factors contributed to this, like the immigration

into the Morea of Muslims from other parts of

the Ottoman empire, the conversion of Christian

Moreotes to Islam, the carrying off of Christian

women into luikish harems, etc While in the

north of the Balkan Peninsula and in Asia Minor,

countless Christians had adopted Islam either volun-

tarily or under compulsion, the Christian element

in the Morea at the time of the luikish conquest
was morally strong enough to remain in the

mass faithful to the Christian religion Comparatively
few Moreotes became Muslims, and these were
principally Albanians, who always adopted Islam

more readily (cf thereon C Jirelek, Studun zur
Geschichte und Geogtaphte Albantens tm Mittelalter^

Budapest 1916) As in Asia Minor, Bosnia, Crete

etc
,
so in the Morea also members of the nobility

and middle classes, especially those of Frankish
origin, had adopted IslSm in order to retain posses-

sion of their estates There weie also in the Morea
crypto-Chnstians, as well as people whose Islam

was very superficial These were usually called

murdat (impure) in the Moiea These superficial

Muslims, who continued to retain much that related

to Christian worship, lived mainly in what is now
the province of Olympia and were almost all exter-

minated during the Greek War of Liberation (cf

the articles by Photios Chrysanthopoulos-Photakos
in the Athens periodical vol 11, 1886,

p i) The Barduniots were also foi the most part

superficially Muslims As to the survival of the

Greek Moreote element, there are theories current
m modern literature which can hardly be right

It is said for example that Sultan Muhammad IPs
ordinance regulating the relations of the Christian
subjects to the Ottoman empire benefitted also the
Christian Moreotes But it is wrong to credit Mu-
hammad II with any such ordinance (cf Fr Giese,
in Zr/

,
XIX, IQ31, p 264 sqq) It is however a

historical fact that the Greek Orthodox Church
contributed a great deal to maintain the Christian
element in the Morea as in the East generally The
Christian clergy of the Morea were frequently able
to maintain a privileged attitude towards the
Turkish officials and thus to further the interests

of their co-religionists The Christian Moreotes were
also often cleverly able to avoid having their

children taken by the Turks for the Janissaries
The Christians of the Morea held this, the “blood
tax”, to be the greatest degradation they suffered
under the Turkish yoke and a dreadful disgrace
to their race After the death of Sultan Sulaiman
the Magnificent (1566), the lot of the Christian
Moreotes gradually becamd worse Ownerless lands
were confiscated by the Sultan and given to his

soldiers or allotted to the mosques as wakf% or
given to private individuals as gifts Durmg the
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long period of Turkish rule in the Morea, the

largest and best part of the land was in Turkish

hands As a rule, Christians were not allowed to

own large estates The peasants had to pay over

annually the fifth of the produce of the land and
pay all kinds of annual taxes, were never sure of

their property nor even of their wives and children,

and suffered unspeakably in every way from
arbitrary luikish rule

In view of the abuses ot the Turkish authorities,

the Christian Moreote preferred to abandon the

feitile regions and retire to barren lands and into

the mountains, where he could breathe more freely

and more easily escape the despotism of his ruleis

and shape his course of life a little more pleasantly

We thus find that within the period 1460— 1821
the mountains of the Morea were predominantly

inhabited by Christians Of the factors which con-

tributed to the survival of Greek culture in the

Morea during lurkish rule special stress must be

laid on the political concessions which were made
to them by the Ottomans Ihese lay mainly in

the freedom to govern their own communities Greek
local government, as we find it during lurkish lule,

is said to have been a continuation of old Greek
institutions In the period from 1715 to 1821,

if not earlier, the freedom of the Greek com-
munity was not infrequently limited by the Turkish

authoiities They interfered indirectly in the ap-

pointment of local officials and made propaganda
for their favourites It even happened that the

Kodjabashis, through the influence of the lurks,

were not only appointed for a number of years,

but were also able to hand down then offices

to children and grandchildien Undoubtedly, those

Moreotes were better off who lived in towns or

villages which were allotted to the sacred places

of Islam or to members of the Ottoman imperial

family The town of Dimitzana in Gortynia for

example was originally a wakj of Mecca under the

protection of the bultan’s mother
The peace between their lurkish rulers and

Christians could only be external In the Morea
also there were the so-called “Klefts” who would not

submit to the existing government and took up arms

against it Against them the 1 urks used the Armatoli

force, a gendarmerie of Christians organised on mili-

tary lines In the period from 1715-1821 the Turks

for the security of the country built watchhouses

(derbent') in which a garrison w'as stationed to

watch those who passed, especially at the passes

The Derbenekia (kuluk derbenf) between Corinth

and Argos and the Derbenia of Lontari, the passes

between Arcadia and Messenia (Makriplagi, cf

above) were all very important The Mainotes in

their wild mountains felt little of the Turkish

yoke which weighed heavily on the rest of the

Morea The Mainote tribes who were distinguished

for their valour, were from 1460 to 1821 in con-

stant rebellion against every foreign power The
Porte found itself forced to recognise officially the

independence of Mama, in return for which the

Mainotes were to pay tribute, but dit not always

do so Although the Christians in the Morea were

exempt from military service, the warlike spirit

which they had so often displayed in the Frankish

period continued to survive An eloquent testimony

to their love of freedom was the fact that they

continually took up arms against their Turkish

oppressors, sometimes alone, sometimes with allies

For a long period after the year 1460, when

Sultan Muhammad II had made the greater part

of the Morea a piovince of his empire, this land

became the scene of desperate fighting between
lurks and Venetians, in which the latter had the

majority of the Christian population on their side

1 he great champion of the Christians, Skanderbeg

[q v
], the leader of the Venetian mercenaries,

died in 1468 Iwo years later, lurkish rule over

Euboea was firmly established and they could

record further successes in the Morea
In the spring ot 1499 a new war between Venice

and Turkey broke out On Aug 29-30, 1499, Lepanto
had to surrender to the lurks In 1500 Sultan

Bayazid II ordered Ya^kub Pasha to blockade Modon
with his fleet, while he himself set out by land from
Constantinople with a well-equipped army for the

Morea On Aug 9, 1500 (accoiding to Iladjdji

lOialifa on 14^ Muharram 916), Modon [q v
]

fell after a long siege in the presence of the

Sultan BSyazid II turned the cathedrals at Modon
and Koron into mosques and offered up thanks

m them and gave these towns to Mecca as wakfi
He then paid attention to the defences of the newly
acquired towns and to the repopulation of Modon
In 1502-1503 Venice concluded a treaty of peace

with 1 urkey m which she surrendered her Messenian

colonies and also Mama, which had in the mean-

while been taken by a son of Krokondilos Kladas

in name of the Republic In 1532 the Morea became
the scene of notable battles The emperor Charles V
had decided to intervene in the Morea A con-

siderable fleet assembled in Messina in June 1532
Ihe Pope and the Knights of St John, the Genoese
and the Sicilians also showed a readiness to join

in the expedition, the leader of which was the

Genoese Andreas Dona (Turkish Andreviiius)

After repeated and costly attacks, the allies suc-

ceeded in taking a considerable part of the lower

town of Koion Ihe lurks who had retired into

the citadel of Koron were forced to capitulate

Prom Koron Andreas Dona turned his attention

to Patras, which also capitulated He then returned

with rich booty Sulaiman 1
,
who was now on

the throne, gave the san^ak of the Morea to Mu-
hammad Beg, a son of Yahya Pasha and com-
missioned him to reconquer the fortiesses taken

by Andreas Dona Sulaiman 1 declared war on
Venice in 1537 Kasim Passha, the sandjak-beg of

the Morea, was commissioned to conquer the Venetian

colonies in the Morea Nur al-Din Barbaiossa had

inflicted several defeats on Venice in her colonies,

and she had besides every reason to complain of

her allies, the Pope Paul III and the Emperor
Charles V In the summer of 1540 Venice made
peace with Sulaiman I in order to save what was
left of her possessions The majority of the Venetian

colonies in the East, including Nauplion and Monem-
basia, was the price paid Ihe lurks endeavoured

to populate once more their new possessions in

the Morea About 1550, there were about 42,000

Christian families in the whole Morea We know
nothing definite of the Muslim population at this

time It may be assumed however that, then as later,

Muslims were in a minority Even when Ottoman

power was at its height, the oppressed Moreotes,

always desirous of liberty, rose against their op-

pressors In the xviiffi century the lot of the

Christians in the Morea is said to have been

unbearable Two Turkish sources of the xviith

century are of considerable importance for the

history of the Morea These are the ‘‘Survey of
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the World” {jQ^than-numa) of Hadjdji I^allfa

(d Oct 1657) and the Travels {Styahet-name) of

EwhyS CelebI, who visited the Morea m 1668

and 1670 There is no fullei work on the Morea
than the latter among Muslim sources EwliyS

Celebi’s narrative was based on personal observation

and enquiry and is distinguished by a vividness

of description and to some extent by a tendency

to exaggerate In the treatment of the Morea, given

in his vol viii
,

It IS haidly possible to tiace his

literary sources What he tells us about Muslim
buildings and religious orders is of importance, and
his account of the Christians is also of value He
naturally takes the Ottoman point of view (cf

Ewliya Celebi, Siyahat-riamest^ vol viii
,
btambul

1928, Fr Babinger, GO W
^ p 219 , Fr

laeschner, in Isl
^
vol xviii

, 1928, p 299 sqq^

When Ewliya Celebi visited the Morea, various

Muslim oiders and coiporations had settled there

Ihey included futuwwa brotherhoods, dervish

orders, some of which were anti-lslamic, and
Shih Bektashiye The existence of such brother-

hoods, which weie widely disseminated in the

Greek east from the xv^b century, can be proved

for the Moiea as late as 1828 (cf t W Hasluck,

ChrtsttanUy and Islam under the Sultans^ voU
1 —11, Oxford 1929)

At the end of 1683 another coalition against

the Porte was formed by Venice, Poland, Germany,

Russia and the Pope Francesco Morosini was
appointed by his government to begin operations

against the Turks as speedily as possible He was

given command of the allied naval forces After

42 days of fighting by land and sea, Koron was

stormed by Morosini In the period from the late

summer of 1685 to July 1686 Morosini, Count

Otto Wilhelm von Konigsmark and Hannibal von

Degenfeld took from the Turks Old and New
Navarino, Kalamata, Modon, Zarnata, Passava,

Celefa and Vitilo as well as other fortified places

in southern Morea Ihe Ser'asker IsmS^il Pa^a
was defeated in several battles and had to retire

to the interior of the Morea Hasan Pasha, who
was in Mama, negotiated with Morosini and sur-

rendered voluntarily The Turkish garrisons of many
towns, on the other hand, offered a desperate

resistance It cost the Venetians and their allies

much time and heavy sacrifices to take Nauplion

The capture of the latter contributed a great deal

to increase their confidence By the end of 1687

Morea up to Monembasia was Venetian Continual

Turkish raids, however, continued to disturb the

security of the peninsula By the peace of Carlowitz

(Jan 26, 1699), the Porte had to cede the Morea
to Venice Ihe seas of the Morea and of the

mainland of Greece were now open to Turkey as

well as to Venice For the last period of Venetian

rule in the Morea(i669—1715 or 1718), the reader

may be referred to L Ranke, Zur venettamschen

Geschtchte^ Leipzig 1878, p 277—361 The services

of Venice to the peninsula in the period 1688

—

1714 must not be underestimated, especially as

she had found it at a very low level

Ihe occupation of the Morea by the Venetians

now attracted the attention of western scholars to

the celebrated peninsula The Turkish empire, which

had been able to profit a good deal by the troubles

m Europe at the beginning of the xviiBh century,

resolved at the end of 1714 to reconquer the

Morea Many Greeks felt that the Venetians had
not jespected their rights in religious and family

matters, were hostile to their own government

and even wanted the T^rks back again (cf De
la Montray, Voyage^ vol 1 , p 462) Except for

a few largei towns which offered a lesistance, the

land was easily taken by the lurks and so the

Moiea once again became lurkish Ihe history

of this conquest was written by seveial contem-

poiary writers

The peace of Passarowitz (June 10, 17^^) ceded

Morea finally to the Turks We are most fully in-

formed about their lule from 1718 to 1821 Ihe extant

sources, especially in Greek, enable us to study

the period to the smallest detail After 1715 many
Christians a,gain adopted lsl5m A census taken

in 1720 gave 60,000 male Chiistians of ii years

of age and over I he Muhammadan inhabitants

are said to have been in the minority at this time

On the other hand, the lurkish element increased

in the period 1769— 1780 while the number of

Christians diminished tonsideiably, as did the total

number ot the population From 1715 to ca 1780
the Morea was governed by a Pasha, the Moio-

walesi, who had thiee lughs and the title of

waztr
^

his period of otlice was indefinite He was

usually assisted by two other Pashas, who were

under him and were granted two tughs A change

was made in 1780 Prom this date to 1821 the

government of the Moiea was no longer given to

a particular Pasha but to a simple muhas^tl of the

Porte, who was however given the title of Pasha

The higher offices were held by a mukabelet^t^

a dejterkehaya and^ a Christian dragoman Under
the official system of administrative divisions, the

Morea was divided into 22 districts In this period

Christian local autonomy gained more strength

After the many disappointments they had suffered

from the western powers, the Moreotes now looked

to Russia to liberate them from the lurkish

yoke P'rom the time of Peter the Great the bonds

between Greeks and Russians had been growing
stronger In the middle of the xviiBb century,

Russian propaganda increased very much among the

Orthodox of the Balkans Under Catherine 11, the

Russians easily succeeded, with the help of Greek
agents, in stirring up Greek notables and clergy

in the Morea to rebel against the Turks Among
these the most distinguished was the influential and
wealthy Panayotis Mpenakis of Kalamata This
secret propaganda did not escape the Turks By
1767— 1768 the Christians were preparing for

rebellion On Oct 15, 1768, lurkey declared war
on Russia Russian fleets, whose equipment left

much to be desired, appeared m the Mediterranean

On Feb 17, 1770, Theodores Orloff landed at

Vitylo and received a warm welcome from the

Mainotes, but as the ships had neither sufficient

men, guns or munitions, the first enthusiasm of the

Greeks soon died down On July 21, 1774, a
treaty of peace was concluded at Kutiik Kainardji

between Russia and Turkey Full religious liberty

and other concessions were granted to the Christian

subjects of the Turks About three months later,

the Poite granted a general amnesty to the Chnstians
of the Morea and resolved to clear the land of Al-

banian bandits After 1770 the Porte had confiscated

a number of Christian estates in the Morea and
granted them to mosques and ^imarets By the

treaties of KU5iik Kainardji and Kainali Kanak
(iQth March I779)i Turks now promised to

return these or to compensate their owners, but the

promises were not kept Nevertheless, the Moreote
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[Christians benefited considerably by the treaties

letween Russia and Turkey
,
this was not however

he case with the treaties later concluded (June lo,

[783 and Dec 29, 1791) The right given the

Uhristians of the Morea to trade under the Russian

lag contributed to their economic expansion in the

jeriod 1775— 1821 Intellectual relations between
.vestern Europe and the Greeks of the Morea
became closer and closer after 1790 A new gene-

ation grew up among the Greeks of the Morea and
Jthei provinces Since the peace of Pans of 1815, the

VIoreotes and other Greeks had become convinced

hat only their own efforts could relieve them of

he lurkish yoke Careful preparations were made
n anticipation of the right moment In the spring

3f 1821 open rebellion broke out among the

Greeks of the Morea, when the Turkish governor

Khurshld Pasha was besieging the rebel ^Ali PaghS

it Yanina Soon after the beginning of the rising, in

ivhich a prominent part was played by Theodoros
IColokotronis of a famous Kleft family, the Moreotes

were masters of the lowlands and even occupied

>everal strongholds At the end of 1824 however, the

Porte commissioned Ibrahim Pasha, the adopted son

jf Mehmed ^All of Egypt, to put down the Greek
rising Ibrahim Pasha landed his forces in Messenia

He was able to restore lurkish rule over most of

the Morea, but he failed to put down the Greek

rebellion In the meanwhile, philhellemsm had

made progress in Europe and \merica, and it thus

ame about that the cabinets of Europe began to

take an interest m the question of Greek freedom

Dn July 6, 1827, England, France and Russia

concluded a treaty in London, by which the Moiea
ind other parts of the Greek mainland were to

form an independent principality but to pay tiibute

to the Porte The Turks insisted on their point

Df view and declined the intercession of the great

powers as regards the rebel Greeks On Oct 20,

1827, the combined fleets of the above mentioned

powers destroyed the Turko Egyptian fleet at Nava
rin On Jan 18, 1828, Johannes Kapodistrias came
to Nauplion, having been elected President of the

Greek Free State by the National Assembly at

Troezene On Aug 6, 1828, England concluded a

treaty with Mehmed ^Ali of Egypt for the evacuation

of the Morea by the Egyptian tioops Prench troops,

led by General N J Maison, soon afterwards

landed in Messenia by order of Charles X to

drive the Turko Egyptian troops out of the Morea
In the autumn of 1828 IbrShlm P5sh5 withdrew

to Egypt after turning the Morea into a heap of

ruins during his 3Y2 yeais in the Peninsula After

long diplomatic negotiations, much quarrelling

among the great powers and disagreement between

the Moreotes and the other Gieeks, Prince Otto,

the second son of the philhellene Ludwig of Bavaria,

landed at Nauplion on Feb 6, 1833 as the first

king of Greece Henceforth the Morea formed a

part of the kingdom of Greece During the rising

of 1821— 1827 and later, many Moreote Muslims

adopted Christianity To this day, many buildings

and inscriptions and especially place names recall

the days when the Morea was under the Crescent
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MORISCOS, (Morescoes), the name given in

Spam to the Muslims who remained in the

country after the capture of Granada
by the Catholic Kings, Ferdinand and Isabella, on

Jan 2, 1492 and the dethronement of the last

ruler of the Nasrid dynasty

It IS mainly from Spanish sources that we learn

the history of the Morescoes down to their final

expulsion from Spam Arabic texts relating to them

are very rare the only record at all detailed is

that of the Maghnbl al-Makkarl, a contemporary

of the exodus of the Morescoes, mhis Nafh al-fib

In proportion as the Spanish “reconquest” pro-

ceeded, groups of Muslims gradually increasing in
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number found themselves under Christian rule I

These Muslims for the most part remained attached !

to their religion and the largest bodies of them
were in Aragon and the district of Valencia

,
they

kept up relations with their co-religionists of the

kingdom of Granada But the latter w'ere suddenly

placed in the same position with the fall of the

capital of the Nasrid kingdom The treaty for the

capitulation of Granada contained, it is true, a

large number of clauses safeguarding the liberty

and property of Muslims, granting freedom for

their beliefs and for the practice of the Muslim
religion But these clauses were not long respected

and very soon attempts were made to convert the

people of Granada under the stimulus of the Caidinal

de Cisneros and the Archbishop Hernando of lala-

vera Cisneros in particular began his work in 1499
he tried persuasion at first, then he tried to with-

draw from circulation by burning them as many
Arabic books as possible dealing with different

branches of Muslim learning His efforts did produce

a few voluntary converts, but also caused a rising

which began in Granada itself in the Albaicin

quarter (al Batyaztn) and soon spread throughout

the hilly country of Alpujarras {al-Busharat^ 9 v )

between the southern slopes of the Sierra Nevada
and the Mediterranean, and spread to the towns

of Almeria, Baza and Guadix and the Serranfa of

Ronda The result was in 1501 the promulgation

of a law which gave Muslims a choice between

leaving Spam and adopting Christianity It does

not seem however to have been strictly applied

and the Morescoes of the kingdom of Granada,

retiring to the mountains, enjoyed practical in-

dependence for over half a century

But this first edict brought about the conversion

of the majority of the Muslims of Castille As to

the Morescoes of Aragon, in spite of a few

restrictions on their status they were not much
disturbed and orders were given to this effect to the

Inquisition Nevertheless in the early years of the

xvith century we find the Muslims of Albarracfn,

Teruel and Manises being converted en masse The
reaction became stronger, encouraged by Joan the

Foolish, then by Charles I In 1526 theMoiescoes

of Valencia received their order of expulsion The
situation remained somewhat confused down to 1556,

a date at which a series of vexatious measures were

decided upon in Madrid and began to be applied

against the Morescoes who still remained in Spam
the use of the Arabic language was forbidden

them, It was m any case losing ground daily, even

among the communities which remained Muslim,

they were also ordered to abandon their worship,

their costume and to modify their manner of life

This time the Morescoes of Granada and Alpujarras

did not hesitate to rebel openly The rising once

again started in the Albaicin of Granada in 1568

and spread to the mountains, it was at first led

by an individual named Ibn Umaiya, the Aben-

humaiya of the Spanish chroniclers and afterwards

by 'Abd Allah b ^Abbo (Abenaboo) It took costly

expeditions to put down this movement, and the war

lasted for several years, conducted successively by

the Marquis of Mond^jar and Don John of Austria

The final decree of expulsion was not issued

by Philip II although he had the intention of doing

so m 1582 It was Philip III who signed it m
1609 and in this and the following years, a large

number of Morescoes — estimated at half a million —
had to cross the sea without hope of returning

Islam was definitely uprooted from Iberian soil

According to the Arab authors, the great exodus

at the beginning of the xviith century was a most

cruel hardship for the Morescoes A large number
died on their enforced journey Many went to

Pranci, from which they tried to reach Muslim
lands A few colonies of Muslims from Spain

settled in Egypt and Constantinople But the

majority went direct fiom Spanish ports to North

Africa, their nearest refuge, where they were known
as Andalus and where they were not always

welcomed, at least in Morocco, with open arms

The principal settlements weie those at Sal6 and

Rabat on the one hand and Tetwan on the other,

where their descendants still form the most pro-

sperous and most industrious section of the popu-

lation Ihe Andalus of the seaports of the Atlantic

coast of Morocco soon began to devote themselves

to piracy the celebrated Moroccan corsairs were

almost all Morescoes, who had retained the use

of the Spanish language On the other hand, the

Moroccan Sultans organised corps of picked troops

fiom the Andalus and they played a prominent

part under the SaMians, especially m the conquest

of the Sudan Ihere was also very soon a large

colony of Morescoes m Fas In Algeria, a number
settled in the towns of Tlemcen, Oran and Algiers

At Tunis they were well received by the Dey
‘Uthman they settled together in two quarters

which took then name (cf TUNIS, iv
, p 886)

Those who had not been town-dwellers settled in

little villages which soon became prosperous and
still have a characteristic Spanish look Such are

the villages of Soliman, Grombalia, Djedeida, Zagh-

wan, Teburba, Testur and Gal'^et el Andies (Afl/W
al-Andalus)
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MOROCCO

MOROCCO, a country and Muslim
state of northern Africa The name(Spanish
Marruecosy French Maroc) is a corruption of Mar-
r5ku§b, the largest town in southern Morocco [see

the article marrSkush]

1 Geography

Morocco occupies the western part of Barbary,

it corresponds to the Maghrib al-A^sa of the Arab
geographers [see the article maghrib] Lying between
5® and 15® W longitude (Greenwich) on the one
hand and between 36® and 28® N latitude on
the other, it covers approximately an area of

between 500,000 and 550,000 square kilometres

On the North it is bounded by the Mediterranean,

on the West by the Atlantic and on the South
by the Sahara On the eastern side it stretches

to the Tell and to the plateau of Oran The
boundary which separates it from Algeria is quite

conventional and fixed definitely only on the northern

side, for a length of 80 miles, from the mouth of

the Wadi KTs to Thenyet al-SasT

Although Morocco forms one with the northern

part of Afiica it is chiefly oriented to the West
it IS, one might say, the Atlantic slope of Barbary

,

It is nevertheless a continental country The coast

does not lend itself to a maritime population, the

Mediterranean coast is steep and inhospitable, the

Atlantic coastline straight and lacking in natural

shelters Ihe estuaries of the rivers are of very

little value because of the sandbars which obstruct

their entrances Ihe geological stiucture is some-

what complicated Below the folds of the primary

age, of which there still exists much eroded evidence

covered by secondaiy deposits, have risen strata con-

temporary with the Alps The actual relief which has

resulted from these movements of the earth’s surface

and from these successive modifications consists

of folded mountain chains, plateaux and plains

The chains aie two in number, the Rif and the

Atlas The Rif is the continuation from the other

side of the Strait of Gibraltar of the Baelican Cor
dillera [cf rIf] The Atlas chain forms the back-

bone of Morocco It breaks into the High Atlas

oriented West-North-East, linked by the volcanic

massif of Sirwa to the Anti-Atlas which lies more
to the South, and also to the Middle Atlas running

in a diagonal line from the South-West to the

North-East, as far as the country of the outer

foothills of the Rif, from which it is separated

by the corridor of Taza [see the article atlas]

From these different chains stretch plateaux Those

of the east connect the High Atlas to the Saharan

Atlas of Algeria, those of the West gradually

descend towards the Atlantic Amongst the latter

some are only the vestiges of the primary layer

raised and eroded, others are composed of sedi-

mentary deposits of varying origins

In consequence of the oblique orientation of

the middle Atlas, which gradually draws away
from the coast, the plains, which occupy in Morocco

a more important place than in the rest of Barbary,

he mainly on the Atlantic side They are com-

posed of two series, the one stretching diagonally

from the mouth of the WSdl Tensift to that of

the Muluya (the sub-Atlantic plains, the plain of

Sebn, the corridor of Taza, the plain of the lower

Muluya) The other stretches to the foot of the

High Atlas (Hawz of Marrakush) and disappears

in the heart of the middle Atlas

Climate The climate of Morocco has been
defined as “an Atlantic variety of the Mediterranean

climate” (Gentil) 1 his however must not be taken

to apply to the whole of the country ,
the different

regions differ as much m regard to temperature

as in the distribution of ram On the Atlantic

coast the climate is relatively mild in winter and
cool in summer

,
only small differences are recorded

between the coldest month and the warmest (5®7

at Mogador and 10® at Rabat) In the interior on
the other hand, the seasonal variations and even

the daily ones increase the farther one goes inland

Ihey become excessive in character m eastern

Morocco where the climate is distinctly continental

The rainfall is equally lacking in uniformity Brought
by the West and S -W winds, the rams are abundant
in the autumn, the winter and the beginning of spring

but they are very rare during the summer The
Atlantic coast has everywhere a copious rainfall

although the quantity which falls decreases as one
goes from North to South (Tangier 32 inches,

Casablanca 16 inches) It also enjoys the benefit

of an atmosphere which is saturated with moisture

even in summer The interior is not so well served

The rains diminish in quantity from West to East

The mountain massifs always form an exception

They condense the moisture in the form of rain

and even snow which, although it is by no means
peipetual, neveitheless covers the high summits

of the Atlas mountains until the beginning of the

summer Eastern Morocco on the other hand, isolated

by the bairier of the Middle Atlas, is not subject

to oceanic influences and only receives, except in

the immediate neighbourhood of the Mediterranean,

rare and irregulai downfalls of rain

The flora reveals in striking fashion these varia-

tions of climate lorests of evergreen oak, of oak

and of cedar clothe the peaks of the High and
the Middle Atlas and of the Rif The cork tree

is found in extensive forests in the massifs of the

Za^ir and Zayan and as far as the region of the

Atlantic (forest of the Ma'mura) The thuya and
the arganier (a tree peculiar to the S -W of

Morocco) are already more disseminated Poplars,

willows, elms and tamarisks form a fringe of verdure

along the wadis The olive tree is met almost

everywhere m its wild state But, as the rain-fall

decreases, the forest gives place to scrub where

the jujube tree and the mastic abound, then to

prairie and steppes The prairie, which hardly

goes beyond the limits of the maritime plain, is

the home of plants which are used for fodder and

of bulbous plants The steppe is the home of

shrubs and bushes (artemisia, drin, alfa) which are

adapted to a dry soil and to extreme variations

in temperature The steppes cover a part of the

interior plains of Western Morocco and practically

the whole of Eastern Morocco, where they extend

to the neighbourhood of the Mediteiranean As

regards the desert, it is devoid of vegetation in

the hammada [see ^aharA]’, although the oases

form spots of verdure in the midst of the general

desolation

Hydrography The structure of the country

and the relative abundance of rainfall affect the

hydrography Morocco is much richer in running

streams and in subterranean waters than any other

country in Northern Africa Wadis (weds) are here

more numerous, their courses are longer and their

volume larger A number of them even deserve the

name of rivers The waters flow in three different
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directions towards the Atlantic, towards the Medi-

terranean and towards the basin of the Sahara 1 he

Atlantic rivers are in all respects the most important

They can be divided into three groups those of

the North (LUkkos and SebG), those of the centre

(Bq Ragrag and Umm al-Rabi'), and those of the

South (Tensift and Sus) The Lukkos drains the

districts of the GJiarb, the Sebu, those of the Middle

Atlas, of the Zarhun, and the southern slope of

the Rif On emerging from the mountains it takes

numerous turns and windings across the alluvial

plain and reaches the ocean after a course of 300
miles Although subject to considerable variation in

volume, according to the season, it never dries up
completely It is even navigable in its lower course

The Bu Ragrag and the Umm al-Rabi^ run for a

part of their course through the Central Plateau,

the Moroccan “Meseta” The irregularity of their

courses makes them useless for navigation The
Tensift, to the North of the High Atlas, the Wadi
Sus to the South, which are much less in volume
approach more nearly to the classic type of wadi

of Northern Africa The watercourses of the Sahaia

(Wad Gir, Wad Ziz, W5d Dar^a) diminish in volume
as they go farther away from the mountains and

end by disappearing in the sand Ihe Dar^a alone

reaches the Atlantic, but it only flows inteimittently

m its lower course [see the article dar'a] As for

the Mediterranean rivers, they are only torrents

with violent and rapid floods The Muluya alone

forms an exception It collects water from the slopes

of the Middle Atlas but only reaches the sea in

much diminished volume on account of the loss it

suffers in crossing the steppes

Although the common characteristics of all the

countries of Barbary are found in Morocco, the

greater or less differences in relief, the differences

in climate, the peculiarities of vegetation bring in

their train a diversity more marked than in Algeria

or Tunisia The combination of these different

elements determines the existence of regions which

differ the one from the other in their configuration,

their resources, the density and manner of existence

of their population We may distinguish six such

regions Northern Morocco, the basin of the

Sebu, Central Morocco, the country of the Atlas,

Eastern Morocco, and Moroccan Sahara

Northern Morocco Northern Morocco com-

prises a mountainous zone (the mountains of the Rif

properly so-called which are to the North-West

continued in the “domes” of the Ojebala as far as

the Strait of Gibraltar) and regions less rugged in

character which to the South East and the West
form the transition into the adjoining countries

The mountains, split into deep lavines by the

courses of the wadis, for the most part only leave

between their last escarpment and the sea-shore a

narrow strip, or a few bays enclosed between

the rocky promontories A few cuttings which run

across the ranges afford communication between

the two watersheds The Rif, therefore, must seem

to be a world very little accessible to influences

from without Arab influence has scarcely grazed

it The population has always vigorously opposed

the political measures of the sultSns as well as the

attempts of Europeans to settle themselves there

Crowded into a limited territory, since the highest

parts of the mountains are useless, the Rifans find

their chief means of subsistence in the cultivation

of vegetables and fruits A number of them gain

from temporary emigration an addition to their

resources 1 hey are not nomadic but inhabit villages

perched on the slopes Towns aip represented only

by ShafsSwan and WazzSn, religious and commercial

centres, situated the one on the northern side

and the other on the southern side of thelijebala

Towards the South-East, plains interspersed with

mountain masses extend as far as the Muluya The
lack of ram gives to these plains (SalwSn, GSret)

the aspect of steppes more fitted to a pastoral

life than to agriculture and a settled life Towards

the West the low lying coastland, still a very

narrow border at the strait of Gibraltar, in-

creases gradually from the North to the South

between the Atlantic coast and the last slopes

of the Djebala Ihis district commonly called the

Ghaib is a corridor It still keeps in this respect

Its historical significance, but its economic value

IS diminished by the stagnation of its waters in

the hollows m the flat bottoms of the valleys,

and by the insecurity resulting from the proximity

of the warlike tubes of the high mountains A
few townships have however succeeded in establishing

themselves, either at the crossing of roads such

as al-Kasr al-Kabir [q v
]

or in proximity to the

coast like Ceuta, langier and I arache [see the

articles tIttawIn, ceuia, Tangier, al-^ARX^isn]

The valley of the Sebu Ihe valley of

the Sebu lies between the Rif, the Middle Atlas,

Moroccan Meseta and the Atlantic Ihe situation

of the region, the abundance and variety of its

natural resources makes it of exceptional value

The Sebu links up the whole of it Through its

tributary the Innawan, the valley of which leads

to the pass of 1 aza, it makes communication with

the rest of Barbary easy The mountain masses

there (Zerhiin, Zalagh, mountains of GerwSn) offer

no inseparable obstacles to communication The high

plains of Sa^s and Meknes are contrasted with

the lowei plains of the ShrSrda and the alluvial

plains of the lower course of the Sebu The in-

fluence of the Atlantic is felt far into the interior

and combines with the numerous streams that flow

into the Sebu and its tributaries and the subter-

ranean waters to promote the development of all

forms of vegetation Forests cover the higher slopes

of the mountains, fruit tiees flourish on the sunny
slopes and cereals on the high plains, the mer^ay
temporary marshes produced by the Sebii, in its

lower course are used for grazing until they are

sufficiently dry to be of use to agriculture This
combination of circumstances, so auspicious for

human habitation, has made the valley of the

Sebu a centre of intensive settlement The most
diverse ethnic elements have settled together and
mixed there All types of habitation are found as

well as all degrees of attachment to the soil from
a nomadic to settled town life Human activities

are displayed m the most varied forms (grazing,

agriculture, arboriculture, commerce, industry) The
country villages, douars of “nuwalas” in the plains,

villages of houses of clay in the mountains, are

numerous, the towns are flourishing MawlSi Idris

IS the sacred city of Morocco, SefrQ on the borders
of the plain of Sa^is and the high limestone plateau

lives by trading with the people of the mountains
and the industry of its weavers and makers ot

slippers Fas and Meknes are among the great

cities of Morocco
The first of these towns has remained to this

day the political, religious, intellectual and economic
centre of Morocco It has resisted all the usual
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causes of decline From all time the ownership
of the high plains of the Seba has been bitterly

contested Their possession has been the condition

for the establishment and survival of the dynasties

which have succeeded one another in Morocco
Their political significance and role in history cor

responds very exactly to their geographical position

and economic value

Central Morocco Between the valley of

the Sebn, the ranges of the Atlas and the Atlantic,

covering about a quarter of habitable Morocco,
lies the region called by the geologists the Moroccan
Meseta It includes districts of very different

character, the only feature uniting them being the

possession of a common substiatum, the Ilercynian

paenoplain covered almost everywhere by sediment-

ary horizontal formations Diflfeiences of structure

and of climate distinguish clearly the various parts

the Atlantic plain, the plateaux of the centre, and
the interior plain of the Hawz The maritime plain

lies along the Ocean from Rabat to Mogador
Very narrow at its northern and southern ends.

It broadens near the centre (Dukkala, Shawiya)

to a width of 50 miles lo the rams and the

constant moisture from the vicinity of the Atlantic,

the abundance of running streams and subterranean

waters, the natural feitility of the soil further adds

to the conditions for prosperity The itt s or black

lands which run in an unbroken line behind the

coast from the Bu Ragrag to Fensift are admirably

suited for the growth of cereals I he rural population,

almost everywhere settled, is therefore considerable

The land of the Dukkala has 40 people to the square

kilometre, a density very much greater than that

of the other districts of Morocco Ihe towns of

the coast, Sal6, Rabat, Casablanca, Mazagan, Azem-
mur, Safi, Mogador [q v ], benefit by the richness

of the hinterland The exportation of agricultural

produce has at all tunes been a branch of com-
merce, and has been much developed since the

settlement of Europeans there While facility for

communications and the continental relations with

the valley of the SebU opened the plain to Arab
influences, the ports of the coast maintained contact

with abroad and permitted the infiltration of

European influences

The interior is much more broken The ground

rises gradually up to a height of 2,000-2 500 feet

The predominant foimation is plateaux terminating

on the north in the very old massifs of the Za'ir

and ZaySn, which are really mountains in character,

in the south in the equally old but less elevated

massif of the Rahamna These plateaux deeply

cut into by the course of the Umm Rabi^ oveilook

on the west side the lowlying coastlands from the

top of cliffs, and slope gently on the S E to the

plain of Ifidla This is a depression, over 120

miles in length, running to the north into the

heart of the Middle Atlas where it terminates in

a cul de sac, while it broadens greatly in its

southern part A low pass enables communication

to be made between the ladla and the Hawz of

Marrakush, a basin shut in by the High Atlas in

the south, the Middle Atlas in the east, the Djbilat

m the north and the hills of the Shiyadma in the

west The economic value of this inner region is

very unequal On the mountains of the north the

rains and streams support forests and the natives

devote themselves to cattle-rearing The plateaux

of the centre covered with a surface of limestone

have great stretches of bare rock and cultivation

IS barely possible The TadlS is no better favoured
except in the zone adjoining the Atlas, watered
by torrents descending from the mountains Ihe
plain of the Hawz would also suffer disastrously

from drought, if human industry had not averted

this danger An ingenious system of irrigation has

transformed the country round Marrakush into a

vast palmgrove and resulted in a particularly dense

population (100 to the square kilometre) Com-
paratively large towns (Amismiz, Demnat, Tamas-
iQhet) and especially Marrakush

[<I v
]
have been

enabled to rise and prosper Between this region,

already half Saharan, and the high lying plains

of the Sebu, the plateaux of the centre and the

mountains of the north which come down to within

a fchort distance of the shore, interpose a barrier

which the attitude of its inhabitants makes still more
difficult to cross The Zayan, the Za'ir, the Zemmur,
over whom the authority of the Makhzen has never
been very securel) exercised, have more than once
cut direct communication between F5s and Marr5-
ku^ ihese two cities have been at different

periods the capitals of distinct and even hostile

kingdoms
The region of the Atlas In spite of the

marked differences between the different elements

of the Atlas, the whole region nevertheless has

general characteristics of its own Between Atlantic

Morocco on the one hand and Saharan Morocco
on the other, the Atlas lies as an almost continuous

barrier Only the few transverse fractures in the

Middle Atlas permit passage between the basin of

the SebO and the Saharan oases, while in the High
Atlas valleys running right into the heart of the

massif give access to passes opening on the valleys

of Sus and the Wadi Dar^a Moister and colder,

the Middle Atlas is covered with forests which
are denser and more extensive than those of the

High Atlas Both however are great watersheds

From the Middle Atlas come the great rivers of

the Atlantic slope (Sebu, GigU, Umm Rabi\ Wadi
’1 ‘^Abid), from the High Atlas the 1 asa^ut and the

lensift Ihe lands of the Atlas are nevertheless

poor The high mountains offer little to support

mankind Human activities are found mainly in

the zones of contact between the mountains and
the plains of the Middle Atlas and in some
specially favoured valleys of the High Atlas Except

in the Middle Atlas, where the nomadic mode of

life results in the exodus in the bad season of the

inhabitants who lead a pastoral life, and on the

plateaux of the High Atlas on the Atlantic side

(Haha, Shiyadma) the inhabitants of which are

mainly engaged in cattle-rearing, the natives are

settled They live in villages perched on the slopes

and terraces between wadis or scattered along the

valleys There is nothing approaching a town in

size Ihese regions, defended by the nature of the

country, have almost completely escaped outside

influence they aie still almost exclusively the

domain of Berber tribes (Beraber m the Middle

Atlas and Shluh in the High Atlas) The customs

and institutions peculiar to this people [cf Berbers]

have survived to a greater extent here than in any

othei region of North Africa In particular their

political organisation is still most rudimentary

municipal republics administered by a ^am^a m
the Middle Atlas, feudal lordships ruled in patri-

archal and despotic fashion by a few powerful

families m the High Atlas The people of these

regions have also always opposed vigorously the
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central power, the authority of the MaWizen over

the Berbers of the High Atlas has never been

exerted except through the local chiefs As to the

tribes of the Middle Atlas they have retained

to the present day almost complete indepen-

dence Even the most vigorous sultans have never

succeeded in forcing them into obedience for any

length of time

Eastern Morocco Eastern Morocco may be

described as the continuation of the Central Maghrib

of which It has the distinctive characteristics In

It, as in Orania, we have a tell zone and a

zone rising by successive stages up to 6,000 feet

The upper valley of the Muluya separates them
from the Middle Atlas The monotony of these

vast spaces is only broken by the outcrops of gur^

flat beds of rocks cut up by erosion and by the

depressions of the shott [q v
]
Beaten by the winds,

exposed to the rigours of an extreme climate, these

lands are only fit for the pastoral life led by the

nomads who raise sheep The valley of the Muluya
is no better favoured, except in the vicinity of the

Atlas, where villages surrounded by vineyards with

a settled population are found along the tributaries

of the river As to the Tell, hills of no very great

height (the most important being that of the Beni

SnSssen which does not exceed 5,000 feet) divide

it up into compartments occupied by plains (plains

of the Awlad MansQr, on the coast, of the Trifa,

of the AngSd which in the south reaches the cliffs

in which the high plateaux end) The dryness of

the climate frequently gives these plains a steppe-

like character, only the western part of the plain

of the AngSd with a fertile and well watered soil

lends itself to cultivation The nomads come here

to procure grain But this region owes its importance

less to Its natural resources than to its situation

on the natural route between Atlantic Morocco
and the rest of Barbary Udjda [q v

]
which com

mands the passage, has thus been enabled to escape

various causes of decay that have threatened it

A border district, eastern Morocco has always been

a disputed region, a march for which the lords

of Tlemcen and Fas have contended The authority

of the latter was never solidly enough established

here to impose itself on the settled inhabitants of

the mountains and on the nomads of the plateaux

and plains Down to the French occupation the

country was left to anarchy and disorder

The Moroccan Sahara The Moroccan
Sahara is the N W comer of the Sahara There

we find the general characteristics of this desert

region [cf SAHARA^] Only the parts adjoining the

Atlantic and the thieshold of the mountains offer

favourable conditions for man In the plain of

SCs [q V
]
shut in between the Atlas and the Anti-

Atlas, the rivers and the irrigation canals enable

shrubs to grow The Dar'a, Ziz and Gir are in

their upper courses fringed by a thin border of

cultivated land, pasturage, vineyards, and m their

middle course assure the growth of palmgroves

of which the best known, if not the most prosperous,

IS that of Tafllalt [q v
]

The richness — only

relative it is true — of these oases is m contrast

with the desolation of the rocky plateaux (hammSdd)

which form the greater part of the Moroccan Sahara

These natural conditions determine the mode of life

of the inhabitants Some lead a nomadic life and
drive their flocks up and down the plateaux

,
others

are permanently settled on the Sus, in the high valleys

and in the oases Slls contains numerous villages and

even towns (Agadir, Tiznlt, TSrHdSnt), the oases

have a settled population in the k^iir Those of TSfl-

lalt, Tamgrut, Bu Dnib and Figlg carry on a certain

amount of commerce between Atlantic Morocco

and the Sahara But this very circumstance has

prevented them escaping as completely as the

lands of the Atlas from the political and intel-

lectual influence of Western Morocco, especially

Tafilalt where considerable groups of kxilQ^orfa

have been long established m the midst of Berber

populations But, although the present dynasty

actually came from Tafilalt, the people of this

region have frequently escaped Sharifan authority

Begun in the last years of the xix^h century,

methodically pursued since the French occupation, ^

the scientific exploration of Morocco is not yet

completed From the results so far attained one

thing is clear the lack of uniformity in the country

Ihus its geography may explain to some extent the

historical development of the country
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II History

Morocco before Islam Morocco, like the

other parts of North Africa, has probably been

inhabited from a very remote period We know,
however, nothing dehnite about its earliest in

habitants The traces which they have left, weapons
and tools of chipped flint, pottery, rock paintings,

some of which represent animals of the quatern

ary period, now extinct, megalithic monuments
identical with those found all round the Mediter-

ranean basin, give us no information in this respect

At most, we may suppose that the primitive

population consisted of emigrants from southern

Europe, the Sahara and peihaps from Egypt The
fusion of these diverse elements gave biith to a

race, the members of which, frequently different

in type and physical features, were united by a

community of language The ancient writers called

them Libyans and Moors They were the an-

cestors of the present Berbers [q v]
The first historical fact known, and that only

imperfectly, is the appearance in the xiBb century

B C of the Phoenicians on the Moroccan coast

Ihe sailors of Tyre and Sidon built factories there,

where they exchanged goods of eastern origin for

local products (cattle, wool, hides) and slaves

But Phoenician influence was exercised mainly

through the intermediary of Carthage when it in

turn had become the metropolis of a great man
time empire The Carthaginians rebuilt the ruined

factories and added new ones In the middle of

the fifth century, Hanno in the course of his

celebrated “periplus” established on the Atlantic

coast seven colonies of which one was at the
|

mouth of the Sebu Rusaddir (Melilla), Septem
(Ceuta), Tingis (Tangier), Lixus (I arache), Sala

(Sal6) were the principal Carthaginian establish-

ments It does not seem, however, that Carthage

sought to extend her power into the interior She
was content no doubt to conclude treaties with

the native chiefs and to recruit mercenaries from

the country Morocco remained independent, but

the tribes who inhabited it were not organised

into states, except perhaps in the east, where an-

cient writers mention in the period of the Punic

Wars the existence of a kingdom of Mauretania

or Marusia, extending along both banks of the

Muluya
Ihe destruction of the Carthaginian empire

hardly altered this state of affairs For two centuries

Rome administered only the “Province of Africa’*

directly and left the other legions of Barbary in

the hands of native chiefs under a more or less

severe protectorate Northern Morocco shared the

fate of Mauretania down to the annexation of

this kingdom in 42 A D Ihe region to the east

of the Muluya formed part of Caesarean Maure-
tania The lands stretching from the Muluya to

the ocean foimed Mauretania Tingitana, an im-

perial province governed by a procurator When
the empire was reorganised by Diocletian, it was

attached to Spain

Roman Moiocco never covered more than a

small poition of the modern Morocco On the

Atlantic coast, it barely extended beyond the mouth
of the BO Ragrag, and in the interior to the massif

of the ZarhOn The plateaux and sub-Atlantic

plains and the mountains of the Rif, Middle and

High Atlas escaped the authority of Rome It

was the same with the Sahara The expedition

of Suetonius Paulinus, who in 41 A D advanced

as far as the wadi (lir, remained an isolated

incident

To defend herself against the rebellions of her

own subjects and to protect the country from

Berber inroads, Rome had to keep in Tingitana

an army of ten thousand men, to build strategic

roads and to establish fortified posts on the sides

of the triangle Sala, Zarhun, Tingis With the

exception of Volubilis, the importance of which

has been revealed by its ruins, methodically ex-

cavated in recent years, and which was undoubtedly

a centre of influence of Roman culture on the

people of the interior as well as a military base,

the towns were all on the coast They were Lixus

and Fingis raised to the rank of '^colontae'\ and

Ceuta T hey owed their prosperity mainly to trade

with Spam to which were exported oil and wheat,

the two mam products of the country On the

whole, however, Rome’s influence on Morocco was

superficial and has left little trace

Without any really firm hold on the country,

weakened by native risings and by the quarrels

between the donatists and the orthodox, Roman
rule was to collapse suddenly at the beginning

of the fifth century Germanic invaders, the Van-

dals, came from Spam and in 429 A D con-

quered without opposition Tingitana which they

gave back a few years later to the Romans Soon

afterwards the western empire disappeared and the

natives seized the opportunity to become indepen-

dent The Byzantines, who in the sixth century

destroyed the Vandal kingdom, were content to

re-occupy the two strongholds of Ceuta and langier

The rest of Morocco was in the hands of the

Berbers The latter were divided into a large

number of tribes, of whom the principal were the

Ghomara on the Mediterranean coast, the Bargha-

wata [q V
]

on the Atlantic coast between the

strait of Gibraltar and the mouth of the SebU,

the Miknasa, in the central district, the Masmuda,

on the western slope of the High Atlas and on

the coast from the Sebu to the bUs, the Haskura

between the Sus and the Dar^a, the Lamta and

I amtuna on the left bank of the Dar^a These

Berbers were all of Sanhadja stock
,
some professed

Christianity or Judaism but the majority still fol

lowed the old nature worship The Arab conquest

brought them a new religion IsHm
The Introduction of Islam The Arabs

appeared in the extreme Maghrib at the end of

the viith century A D Tradition relates that Sidi

‘^0^:ba, the founder of Kairawan, in 684— 685

undertook an expedition which carried him as far

as the shores of the Atlantic Ocean This raid,

however, if it ever took place, was too transitory

to have any peimanent results But at the beginning

of the following century, Mus5 b Nusair [q v
]

who had just completed the conquest of Ifrl^iya,

took Tangier, installed a governor there and set

himself to conquer and convert the natives He
succeeded without much trouble Attracted by the

hopes of gam, the Berbers adopted Islam and

enrolled themselves in the armies which were in-

vading Spain They were not long, however, in
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rising against the Arabs Dissatisfied with the

share allotted them of lands taken from the Christians

in the Peninsula, and exasperated by the exactions

of the governors of Tangier, they took up arms

in 740 on the call of the porter Maisfira [q v ]

The rebellion was both religious and political in

character With the same readiness with which

they had adopted Islam, the Berbers adopted

Kharidji doctrines from the east, teachings which

also appealed to their equahtarian tendencies and

to their spirit of independence Ihe army sent

from Syria to establish order was destroyed on

the banks of the Seba (742) and the extreme

Maghrib was lost at one stroke to the caliph and

to orthodoxy Berber principalities were organised

in the Rif [see sieJilmasa], in the west, the

Barghawata [q v
]

recognised the authority of a

certain Salih, founder of a rival religion to Islam,

who had composed a Kur’an, that is a sacred book,

in Berber None of these little states was strong

enough to impose its authority on the others and
to collect all the Berber tribes under one rule

It looked for a time as if the Idiisid dynasty

[q V
]

were to play this part Idris I and his

successor Idris II, actually enforced their authority

over the greater part of the tribes of northern

Morocco and successful expeditions extended their

kingdom from the shores of the Mediteiianean

to the High Atlas and from the Atlantic to beyond

Tlemsen Ardent champions of IslSm, they imposed
their religion on those peoples who did not yet

practise it or who had abandoned it after once

adopting it The conversion of the extreme Maghrib

to Islam IS their work much more than that of

the Arab conquerors Zealous defenders of orthodoxy,

in spite of their 'Alid origin, they fought the

KhSndjfs with the same vigour but did not, how-

ever, succeed m completely extirpating the heresy

It is not without good reason that legend has

transformed these rude warriors into saints, the

one Idris I, patron saint of Morocco, the other

Idris II, the patron saint of the city of F5s [q v
]

which he had founded The building of this city

had enduring results It gave northern Morocco

a religious, political and economic centre which

it had lacked since the disappearance of Roman
rule Favoured by its position. Fas prospered

rapidly It survived all causes of decline, even

the collapse of the Idrisid power
The Idrlsids indeed rapidly declined The various

groups which had recognised the authority of the

founders of the dynasty were not long in casting

it off and fighting with one another These rival

nes were taken advantage of by the Fatimids of

Ifrikiya and the Umaiyads of Spam, who during

the tenth century a d disputed the possession of

the extreme Maghrib With the assistance of the

Miknasa, the Umaiyads in the end remained masters

of the country They were in their turn ousted

by the MaghrSwa [q v ], whose chief Zirl b 'Atiya,

abandoning the cause of the Umaiyads, seized

Fas where his descendants ruled for three quarters

of a century

The Almoravids and the Almohads
The extreme Maghrib seemed to be condemned
to anarchy and to be broken up among small

factions when the Almoravid invasion came [cf

almoravids] After having first of all subjected

all the lands south of the High Atlas, then established

themselves solidly on the northern slopes, at the

foot of which YQsuf b Taghfin founded Marra-

kuah [q V
]
in 1062, these Saharan hordes turned

to the centre, east and north of Morocco, sweeping

everything before them Fas, Tangier, the Rif, Oran
and T^nhs fell before them The Berber principalities

of the Maghrawa, the Barghawata and Banu Ifren

disappeared In less than twenty years, Yusuf b

Ta&hfin became sole master of the extreme Maghrib

as far as Algiers To these territories, already vast,

was soon to be added half of Spam Summoned
by the Muslim emiis who were threatened by the

king of Castille, Yusuf b faghfin checked tbe

Christian advance at ZallSka (1086), then dispos-

sessed the petty Muslim ruleis to his own advantage

Morocco v\as thus extended acioss the Straits of

Gibraltar as far as the Ebro and to the Balearic

Islands The fortunes of the Almoravids were, it

IS true, as ephemeial as they were brilliant In

contact with Andalusian civilization, the Saharans

rapidly became decadent The rigid orthodoxy,

which had been their strength, relaxed, they in

their tuin were regarded as infidels, “anthropo-

morphists’’ {niu^asstmTin\ whom it was lawful and

even meritorious to fight It was in the name
of orthodoxy that the MasmUda and the Hmtata
of the High Atlas under the leadership of Ibn

Tumart and ‘^Abd al Mu’mm entered into the

struggle against the Almoravids

This struggle ended in the displacement of the

Almoravids by the Almohads [see almohads
and Ubd al mu^min] In seven years (1139—1146
ad) 'Abd al-Mu^min conquered all Morocco, Sidjd-

masa, Oran, Tlemsen, and Ceuta fell one after

the other into his hands Next came the turn of

Sale, Fas, and finally of Marrikush, the gates of

which were opened to him by the treachery of

the Christian mercenaries Muslim Spam was also

conquered with the exception of the Balearic

Islands Even in Africa, the Hammadid kingdom
of Bougie was conquered m 545—546 (1151

—

1152) A few years later
(554—555 == 1 159-"

1160) a new expedition led 'Abd al-Mu^min into

Ifrikiya and secured him possession of the interior

and of the coast, which he took from the Normans
of Sicily who had occupied it some time before

Morocco in the strict sense of the word was now
merely a province m the vast Berber empire The
unification of these territories under one ruler had
important consequences for the Maghrib It facili-

tated the diffusion in North Africa of the Hispano-

Moonsh civilization, which was to be perpetuated

m Morocco after it had disappeared from the

Peninsula itself Further it brought into the extreme
Maghrib a new ethnic element the Arab ^Abd
al-Mu^min, as well as his successors, on several

occasions deported Hilall tribes from the Central

Maghrib and Ifrikiya, where they continually created

unrest, to the sub-Atlantic plains where other

groups of Arabs joined them of their own free will

The Almohad empiie was too vast, it com
prised regions of too different a nature, peoples
too foreign to one another to last long united

The Almohad caliphs were powerless to restrain

the separatist tendencies which revealed themselves
on all sides In the first half of the xiiith century

a d
,
the Almohad empire broke up Ifrikiya and

the Central Maghrib recovered their independence,
local dynasties set up m Tunis (Hafsids) and Tlem-
sen ('Abd al Wadids) The extreme Maghrib ended
by slipping away from the descendants of ^Abd
al-Mu^min who were replaced by the Merinids

[q v]
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The M e r I n 1 d s Berbers of ZanSta stock, driven

by the Hilftll Arabs on to the plateaux of Oran
and into the central valley of the Muluya, the BanS
Merin had at first entered the service of the Al-

mohads, then tuined against them, when the power
of the dynasty began to decline By repeated

razzias they made themselves masters of almost

all northern Morocco After the death of the caliph

al-Sa^^id, who had been able to arrest their progress

for a time, their leader AbH YahyS (1243— 1258)
seized Fas, Meknes, Rabat and Sidjilmasa The
capture of Marrakush (1269) by Abu Yusuf,

successor of Yahya, marked the final triumph

of the Merlnids Heirs of the Almohads, the

fiist Merlnids endeavoured to reconstitute the

empire of their predecessors In Spam, they en-

forced their authority on the Muslims of An-
dalusia In Africa, they endeavoured to take the

central Maghrib from the 'Abd al-Wadids They
were successful when Tlemsen, besieged seven

times in sixty years, finally fell into the hands of

Sultan Abu ’l-Hasan (i337 Ad) Ten years later,

the same ruler took Bougie, Constantine and Tunis,

but his hold on these was very insecure At the

end of barely a year, Abu ’l-Hasan, defeated by
the Arabs, found himself forced to abandon Ifrl-

kiya, the Hafsids returned to I unis and the 'Abd
al-Wadids to llemsen, while the sultan’s own son

Abu 'Inan rose against him in Morocco Attaining

to power, Abu Tnan renewed his father’s efforts

He re occupied Tlemsen and Tunis, it is true,

but could not retain them (1360 ad) The Hafsids

and *Abd al Wadids recovered their kingdoms al-

most at once

Separatist tendencies thus triumphed and on

this occasion in a most definite fashion The ex

treme Maghrib, the history of which had hitherto

been so often that of Baibaiy, began to live its

own life The Merinid kingdom, while its bound
aries in Ihe east were still vague and changing,

already corresponded roughly to modern Morocco
and the Merinids may be regarded as the first

strictly Moroccan rulers Lacking the religious

prestige of their predecessors, they endeavoured to

secure the moral authority which they lacked by

taking as their patron saints the apostles of Islam

in the Maghrib The cult of MawKi Idris in the

xivtfi and paiticularly the xvtb century assumed

an importance which it has retained to the present

day No less characteristic is the development of

intellectual life and the arts The Hispano-Moonsh
civilisation never flourished more brilliantly in

Morocco than in the Merlnid period The rulers

attracted to their court the poets, men of letters

and lawyers of the Ibeiian Peninsula and of the

Maghrib The university of al Karawiyin attracted

students fiom all the lands of the western Muslim

world Fas, which the Mermids, abandoning Mar-

rakush and Rabat, the capitals of their predeces

sors, chose as their royal residence, was given

splendid buildings by them, palaces, mosques and
madrasas It was at the same time a commercial

city in which African and Spanish merchants mixed
with Christian traders

This brilliant exterior, however, was quite de-

ceptive Merlnid Morocco was never able to organise

Itself on a solid basis The central power was

very weak and did not succeed in imposing its

authority everywhere The accession of each sultSn

was an occasion for outbreaks The pretenders

who arose always found supporters readily, either

among the Arabs or the Berbers Powerless in the

interior, the sulJSns were no more fortunate in

their enterprises against their neighbours of the

Central Maghrib or against the kings of Granada
Their prestige and their authority could not survive

these checks The Merlnids in the strict sense

disappeared from the scene in 1465, after the as

sassmation of the sultan by an Idrlsid sbarif The
Banu WattSs, descended from a collateral branch,

the chief of whom seized the power in 1470, had

themselves a wretched existence Their kingdom
broke up into a large number of independent little

groups, principalities at Fas and Marrakush, Berber

republics in the Atlas, Marabout fiefs in the Rif,

the Gharb and in Dar^a and Sds The sultSns

were quite powerless to prevent this decomposition

The Christian offensive and the re-

vival of Islam Of all the causes which com
bined to enfeeble and discredit these rulers, the

principal was undoubtedly their impotence against

the offensive of the Christians against the Ma-
ghrib In 1415 the Portuguese took Ceuta, in 1465
al Kasr al-Saghir, in 1471 Tangiers They thus

secured themselves a base of operations in the

north while by the occupation of AslH and Anfa
(Casablanca, q v) they secured a footing on the

Atlantic coast In the early years of the xvitfi

century, they built fortified posts at Santa Cruz

(Agadir) and Mazagan [q v
]
and took by force

of arms Safi and Azemmiir [q v
]
Holding all places

of importance except Larache [see ai-‘ara^ish]

they brought under their protectorate all the lands

near the coast (Shawiya, Haha, Dukkala), forced

the natives to pay them tribute and to hand over

to them strategic points up to the environs of

Marrakush Their expeditions had no other aim

than plunder, no other result than to exasperate

the inhabitants who saw their towns destroyed,

their douars burned, their women and children

massacred or sold as slaves

Menaced in the west by the Portuguese, Morocco
was threatened in the east by the Spaniards also

The latter -completed the reconqmsta by the taking

of Granada (1492) Thus free to go further afield,

and still fired with the religious enthusiasm of

Ximenes, they too went over to fight the Muslims on

African soil The occupation of al-Marsa al-Kabir

(1507) and of Oran (1509) and the establishment

of a Spanish protectorate over the kingdom of

Tlemsen constituted a serious danger to the

Muslims of Morocco
The threat from the Christians produced an

awakening of religious sentiment This renaissance

of Islam in the xvtb and xvith centimes, the results

of which are still to be felt at the present day,

IS beyond question the gieat event in the histoiy

of Morocco since the Idrlsid period The way for

It had, moreover, been prepared by the Snfi

teachings imported from the east and by the

development of the brotherhoods in which the

adepts of these doctrines were oiganized It also

found a favourable soil owing to the persistence of

maraboutism among the Berbers The bahltil or the

charlatan, who had always been an object of public

consideration, became readily identified with the

shaikh, the possessor of the baraka Co*operating

with one another, these pious individuals became

the religious leaders of the people of Morocco

They strengthened orthodoxy, excited the zeal of

the faithful, preached the holy war, and led the

defenders of the faith into battle The ascendancy
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which they exercised, the wealth they accumulated

in their zSwiyas, made them independent of the

sultiln They thus became temporal leaders also,

all the more readily as the sovereigns could not

fulfil their office of defenders of IslSm owing to

lack of energy and also of means The activity of

these religious leaders was always of a local nature

,

It was only effectively exercised within a limited

area and did not extend over the country generally

The religious solidarity thus established, the kind

of common conscience thus created, did not put

a check to the political decline until the time

when the Sa'dian shorfS took direction of the

movement and exploited it for their own benefit

The Sharifian dynasties A The SaMians
[q V

]
Ihe SaMian shorfS benefited by the prestige

which the religious awakening had restored to

the descendants, real or presumed, of Fatima, the

daughter of the Prophet Coming from Arabia at

the end of the xivth century and settling m the

valley of the wadi Dar'a, while another branch of

the family settled at T5filalt(HasanI or ^Alid shorfa),

they were not long in acquiring a considerable

influence over the tribes of the south Thus they

were naturally led to support the people of the

south, who were exposed to the attacks of the

Portuguese of Santa Cruz In 15 ii, the sharif of

lagmadaret, requested by the Muslims to put

himself at their head against the Christians, agreed

to do so Supported by the maiabouts who gave

him valuable assistance, he began hostilities against

the Portuguese The holy war regularly waged
secured to his sons, Ahmad al-A^radj and Muhammad
al-Mahdl, the possession of the whole of southern

Morocco up to the Umm al Rabi' The intervention

of the Merinid sultan in the quarrels which broke

out between the two brothers only resulted in

his own downfall being hastened Muhammad al-

Mahdl took Fas in 1550, the foiling of an attempt

to restore the Merinids in 1554, with the help

of the Turks of Algiers, secured the definite

triumph of the Sa'dians

The coming of the SaMians meant a regular

reconstitution of Morocco Muhammad al-Mahdl

and his successors imposed their authority on the

whole country, protected it against foreign foes

and increased the extent of their territory by
distant conquests They finally triumphed over the

difficulties created by the lurks of Algiers, and
at the battle of al-Kasr al-Kabir in 1578 arrested

a counter-offensive of the Portuguese Ahmad al-

Mansffr (1578— 1610) occupied limbuktu [q v
]

and destroyed the Askia empire of Gao hor half

a century the Moroccans were masters of the

Western Sudan, from the banks of the Senegal as

far as Bornu 1 he plunder taken on this cam-

paign of conquest enabled the sultan to keep a

splendid court, the hierarchy of which was modelled

on the Ottoman court, and to adorn his capital

Marrakush with magnificent monuments
To the same peiiod also belongs the organisation

of the makhzen [qv] The early SaMians
had relied for support on the Arab tribes of the

south To these al MansOr added the Arab tribes

of the region of Tlemsen and Udjda driven into

Morocco by the Turkish conquest These dkraga^

as they were called, received lands around F5s
in return for the military service they were forced

to give Reinforced by a regular army formed of

renegades, Spanish Moors and negroes, trained

by Turkish deserters, the makhzen provided the

sultan with the means of preserving order and

levying taxes, it was thus the essential instrument

of sharifian government and tended to become the

government itself

This instrument proved sufficient in the hands

of an energetic ruler but was inefficacious in

weaker hands and in moments of crisis The
Sardians very soon found this out The tendencies

to disruption which had been held in check by

the energy of al-Mansur broke out again on his

death The dispute for the thione set his sons

against one another One of them, Zaidan, ended

by triumphing over his rivals but could not pre

vent the break-up of the empire Larache was

occupied by the Spaniards, F5s cast off sharifian

authority The Andalus of Rabat and Sal6 [q v ],

enriched by their piracy, formed an independent

republic Finally the Sardians, although they had

owed their elevation to the religious movement,

now found the marabouts rising against them

Delivered from the restraints which the distrust

of al Mahdl and his successors had placed upon

them, the latter began to gam more and more

hold over the people and contributed to the ruin

of the sharifian authority SQs was in the control

of one of them, Sidi 'Ah, TSfilalt was under the

Hasani shorfa, the Gharb under al-'Aiyashi, leader

of the “volunteers of the faith” In the centre,

the power of the marabout of Dila^ (a zawiya on

the upper course of the Wadi ’l-'Abid) increased

Muhammad al-H5djdj^ their leader, victorious over

the Sa'dians and over al-'Aiyashi, lord of Sal6

and Fas, seemed on the point of founding a new
Berber empire from the Atlantic to the Muluya
Incapable, in spite of the support given them by

the English and Dutch, of disposing of their ad-

versaries, the Sa'dians now held only MairSkush

and Its immediate environs The last repiesentative

of the dynasty died in 1660, assassinated by the

shaikh of the tube of ShabbSnat

B The Hasani Shorfa The disintegration

of Morocco was arrested by the coming of the

Hasani Shorfa The latter had taken advantage of

the disorder to assert their authority in TSfilalt, then

by expeditions, which partook of the nature of

brigandage as much as of warfare, they had
conquered eastern Morocco One of them, MawlSi
Muhammad, had even tried, without success, it is

true, to take Fas from the DilS^is His successor

Mawlai al-Rashid (1660-1672) was more successful

He took has, disposed of Ghailan, an adventurer

who had established himself securely in the Gharb,
destroyed the zawiya of Dila^, reconquered Marra-

kush, thus rebuilding as it were piece by piece

the sharifian empire Installed by force of arms, the

new dynasty recognised the necessity of securing

the moral prestige which their origin could not give

them They therefore sought to attract to their

side the sharifian families They heaped favours

on the shorfa of Wazzan, whose patronage was a

guarantee even for the rulers

The work begun by Mawlai al-Rashid was con-

tinued and brought to a successful conclusion by

his successor Isma'il (1672-1729) During the first

fifteen years of his reign, he did not cease to wage
war on the rivals who disputed the districts of

Marrakush and Sus with him While fighting his

enemies, he was engaged in building up an army
which would work his will To the makhzen formed

by the Shraga and Udaya he added a body of black

slaves, the 'Abid al-Bukhari (Buakher), the property
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of the sultan, their children were specially trained

for military service The number of effectives in

this corps by the end of the reign numbered one
hundred and fifty thousand men The sultSn was
thus able to reduce to obedience the Berbers of

the Atlas and the upper Muluya Defeated and
disarmed, the latter were kept in control by gar-

risons placed in kasbas built at the exits to the

valleys or commanding the lines of communication
The notables whom the sultSn had taken into his

service or united to himself by matrimonial alliances

forced their tribesmen to live in peace The btlad

aUmahhzen^ 1 e the country where tribute was regu-

larly paid, extended over almost the whole of the

extreme Maghrib The pacification of the interior

did not cause Mawlai Isma^il to forget the obliga-

tions imposed on every Muslim ruler to fight the

infidels He therefore continued the holy war against

the Christians of the coast He recaptured al Mah
diya, Larache, Aslla, and Tangier, evacuated by
the English m 1684, but could not take Ceuta
from the Spaniards in spite of a siege or rather

uninterrupted blockade for seventeen years He was
no more successful in his enterprise against the

Turks of Algiers, who disputed with the Moroccans
the possession of the plains of eastern Morocco
and the k^ur of southern Oran The expeditions

which he directed against the Algerians ended in

failure, and the lower course of the Muluya con-

tinued to be the boundary of the sharifian empire
In spite of his lack of success here, Mawlai Isma^il

IS nevertheless the great figure of the Hasan!
dynasty, the model the Moroccan sultans have set

themselves to the present day Morocco, however,

remained what it was before, i e an aggregation

of different groups, the cohesion of which depended
on the personal energy of the sovereign The
processes of administration were in no way altered,

the sharif enfoiced obedience by drastic executions,

he squeezed his subjects to the utmost to get the

money necessary for the building of his capital

Meknes [q v ], the palaces of which were built I

by the forced laboui of the natives and of Christian

slaves

On the death of Mawl5i Ism5'il, a reaction set

in For thirty years his sons fought with one
another The real masters of the situation were

the 'Abfd who made and unmade sultans as they

pleased One of them, Mawlai ‘^Abd Allah, was
proclaimed and deposed six times He succeeded,

however, in triumphing over his competitors by
playing the Berbers off against the ‘^Abid, the

importance of whom gradually diminished with the

wars The remedy, however, was not much better

than the disease This period was for Morocco one

of misery and ruin The authority of the shanfs

emerged much weakened from it

Mawlai Muhammad (1757— 1792) succeeded,

however, in restoring it Inheriting the energfy and
vigour of his grandfather Isma'Il, he brought the

rebel Berbers back to their allegiance, and by the

taking of Mazagan in 1769 destroyed the last trace

of Portuguese power on the Atlantic coast Con
vinced, on the other hand, that the weakness of the

central power was mainly due to a lack of financial

resources, he endeavoured to piocure money by
encouraging the development of foreign trade He
inaugurated a mercantile policy, concluded treaties

of commerce with Denmark, Sweden, England, and

France and endeavoured to attract foreign merchants

to his kingdom by founding for them the town of

Mogador [q v
]

in 1764 Heavy taxes, however,

severely impeded the progress of this policy Morocco

remained a poor country and did not open itself,

as had been hoped, to European penetration It

also remained in a perpetual turmoil Under MawlSLi

Yazid (1792—1794) the country was once more
handed over to anarchy Mawlai SllmSn (SulaimSn)

(1794—1822), after at first being able to restore

order, had to spend the last ten years of his reign

in putting down the continual risings of the Berbers

of the middle Atlas
,

in the course of one of

these expeditions he actually fell into the hands
of the rebels This rebelliousness caused the sultSn

much misgiving, he also wanted to prevent the

infiltration of foreign and anti-Muslim influences

which he believed would aggravate it He forbade

his subjects to leave the country and restricted

to a minimum their intercourse with Christians

The diplomatic and consular agents were relegated

to Tangier, and access to the interior was made
almost impossible for Europeans His successors

followed his example Down to the end of the

xix^h century, Morocco was more rigorously closed

than it had been in the time of the Mennids and
Sa'dians and even in the early days of the Hasan!

sharifs In spite of this systematic isolation, the

sultans had nevertheless to face the same difficulties

as Mawlai Sliman and had no more success than

he in overcoming them
hor half a century the domestic history of

Morocco was a series of rebellions which the

sovereigns had great difficulty in suppressing The
regions remote from the centre, Rif, Tafilalt, Figig,

eastern Morocco, escaped the authority of the

makhzen In the very heart of the country, the

Berbers cut communications between Fas and

MarrSkusli, forcing the sultans when they wanted

to move from one capital to the other to make
a great detour by Rabat The empire broke up

more and more Mawlai al-Hasan (1873— 1894)
postponed for a few years the inevitable collapse

His reign resembled that of Mawlai Isma^il At

the head of his army, the artillery of which had

been reorganised by a French military mission, he

was continually in the field raiding the rebels and

tearing down kasbas He re-established order in

the region of Udjda, forced the people of Sus to

recognise his lj:5^ds, reduced to obedience the

Za'ir and Zayan, endeavoured to extend the makhzen

country by expeditions against the independent

Berbers, endeavoured to develop his influence m
the Saharan regions and to restore his authority

in Tu5t But he died before completing his task

and all had to be begun again

Morocco and the Christian powers
The situation was the more critical that the fate

of Morocco could no longer be a matter of m-

diffeience to the European powers It increased

the cupidity of some and aroused the cupidity of

others In spite of their desire for isolation, the

sultans had not been able to bieak every link

with Europe They had also to take account of

the proximity of Spain, established for three centuiies

in the „presidios” of the Mediterranean coast, and

of the trench who had replaced the Turks in

Algeria [q v
]

The conquest of the old Regency,

destroying all the sharifs’ hopes of extension east-

wards, had caused great irritation m Morocco

'Abd al-Kadir [q v
]

found followers among the

peoples of this country and support hardly dis-

guised on the part of the makhzen This hostile
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attitude resulted m the Franco-Moroccan war of

1 844 The ^arlfian army was crushed at the battle

of Isly, the ports of langier and Mogador bom*
barded The moderation of France alone enabled

the maWizen to come fairly well out of this un-

fortunate escapade Henceforth the relations between

France and Morocco remained peaceful, although

the impotence of the sharifian government to

guarantee security on its borders forced France

to military demonstrations like the B SnSssen

campaign (1859) and the wSdl Gir expedition (1870)
Spam in turn being unable to obtain satisfaction

from the attacks directed against her garrisons

decided also to resort to arms The campaign of

1859—1860, ended by the victory of O’Donnell,

revealed the military weakness of Morocco The
treaty of Tetwan (i860) granted to Spam, along

with some trifling territorial aggrandisement, an

indemnity of 100,000,000 reals To pay this debt,

the sharifian government had to raise a loan m
London on the security of the Moroccan customs
and to accept the control of European commis-
sioners For the first time foreigners intervened m
the domestic administration of the empire The
breach thus made was continually enlarged The
exercise of the right of protection, the erection

of a lighthouse on Cape Spartel, served as a pre-

text for diplomatic negotiations and for the exten-

sion of international control European ambitions

i^ere not dissimulated In order to protect itself

against them, the majdizen tried to play one off

against the other and confined itself to granting,

as it did at the conference of Madrid (1880), con-

cessions devoid of all practical significance MawlSi
al-Hasan excelled m this difficult game and the

vizier Ba Ahmad, who directed affairs during the

early years of the reign of ^Abd al-^Azlz, Mawl5 i

al-Hasan’s successor, displayed no less skill Morocco
was thus the object of a very keen struggle for

influence England wanted to maintain her economic

preponderance along with the control of the Strait,

France wanted to ensure the security of her

Algerian possessions and of the roads leading to

the Saharan oases occupied m igoi —1902, Spam
appealed to her “historic rights”, Germany lastly

was preparing to seize the opportunity to acquire

openings for her commerce and emigrants

The Moroccan crisis and the establish-
ment of the French protectorate Such a

position could not hst The imprudences of Sultan

'Abd al-'^Aziz precipitated the crisis The whims
of the sovereign and his immoderate desiie

for European innovations displeased the stricter

Muslims The modifications in the fiscal policy

made by the tartlb disturbed the people already

taxed to the utmost Rebellion broke out every-

where A pretender, the rugl Bu Haroara, rose m
the region of TSzS and louted an army sent against

him It was in vain that France by the agreements

of 1901 and 1902 endeavoured to organise the

activities of the mal^zen against the rebels and

to postpone the inevitable catastrophe On the

failure of this effort, France decided to arrange

with England and Spam to settle the Moroccan
question and prevent the dismemberment of the

empire In return for recognition of the protectorate

de facio exercised by England m Egypt and the

granting to Spam of a sphere of influence m
northern Morocco, these two powers recognised

the right of France to act as her interests best

demanded France hastened to propose to the

sultan a plan for refoiming the sharlhan admmr
stration The intervention of Germany prevented

Its realisation On March 31, 1905, William II

landed at Tangier and in a sensational speech

posed as the defender of the independence of the

sultan On the advice of the German representative,

•^Abd al-'Aziz appealed for the constitution of an

international conference to study the reforms to

be introduced into the Maghrib The conference

met at Algeciias (Jan 15—April 7, 1906) and

affirmed the three principles of the sovereignty

of the sultan, the territorial integrity and economic

freedom of Morocco It did not, however, settle

the Moroccan question The two international bodies

which It decided to set up, the police for the ports

and the state bank, both capable of being of great

service, could not take the place of the general le-

forms necessary foi the salvation of the empire Dis-

orders continued, acts of hostility against Europeans

m Morocco itself and acts of brigandage on the

frontiers increased in number Not being able to

obtain satisfaction for outrages on its subjects, the

French government ordered the occupation of

Udjda and Casablanca in 1907 The country was

then pacified around these two centres and order

restored in eastern Morocco and in the Shawiya

to the great benefit of the natives themselves The
Spaniards m their turn for similar reasons inter-

vened in 1908 in the adjoining region of Melilla

and after a severe campaign in 1909 occupied

Salwan and a number of strategic points

During this period war broke out between “^Abd

al-^AzIz and his brother Mawlai ^Abd al-Hafiz,

pioclaimed sultSn at Marrakush and then at Fas

Supported by the anti-foreign party, the pretender

was victorious All the powers, including France

and Spain, recognised him, after he had promised

to respect the agreement of Algeciras, the inter-

national treaties and all the engagements entered

into by his predecessors France and Spain an-

nounced their intention of not prolonging their

occupation of §harlfian territory The Franco

Moroccan agreements of March 4, 1910, and the

Hispano Moroccan of Nov 19 of the same year,

stipulated that the occupation should cease as soon

as the makhzen should have a force sufficient to

guarantee the security of life and property and

peace within its frontiers This settlement seemed

all the more desirable as there had been occasional

friction between France and Germany which had
only been smoothed over with great difficulty,

the most serious being the affair of the deserters

from Casablanca in Sept 1908 A disquieting state

of tension remained between these two powers,

although France had endeavoured to give satisfaction

to Germany m signifying, by the agreement of

Feb 8, 1909, her willingness not to impede the

economic freedom nor hinder the development of

German interests

The aggravation of the situation in the interior

hastened the denouement The sultan’s rule was
no more effective than that of his predecessors,

the exactions of the sharifian agents in the spring

of 1 91 1
provoked a rising of the Arab and Berber

tribes in the region of has, Besieged in his capital

and on the point of succumbing, the sultan ap-

pealed to the French They decided to send an
expeditionary force to the help of the sultan but

ordered its commander to avoid any injury to the

independence of the sultan and any occupation of

new territory Vigorously commanded by General
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Momier, the military operations had the desired

effect has was relieved on May 21, and after

certain police operations necessary to secure the

peace of the district, the expeditionary force re

turned to the coast But, while the danger was
thus banished from the interior, unexpected com
plications resulted Spam, taking advantage of the

occasion to take possession of the sphere of in-

fluence reserved foi her by the agreement of 1904,
established herself in Larache and al-Kasr Germany,
feeling the moment was decisive, claimed compen
sation in her turn and sent a warship to Agadir
This demonstration provoked the greatest alarm

in France and in Europe generally In the end,

however, a peaceful settlement was i cached After

four months of difficult negotiations, the agreement

of Nov 4, 1911 put an end to the dispute Germany
abandoned all political claims to Moiocco and
admitted with certain reservations, chiefly of an

economic nature, the piinciple of the trench pro

tectorate There was no longer any obstacle to

the establishment of this regime, which the sultSn

accepted by the treaty of March 30, 1912 This

diplomatic document stipulated the maintenance

of the sovereignty of the sultan, the representation

of and protection by French diplomatic and con-

sular agents of Moroccan subjects and interests

abroad, the carrying out, with the collaboration

of and under the direction of France, of a number
of administrative reforms, judicial, financial and

military, intended to “give the sjiairfian empire a

new regime, while safeguarding the tiaditional

prestige and honour of the sultan, the practice

of the Muslim faith and the institutions of religion”

The French protectorate now extends over the

whole of Morocco, but the Spanish sphere of in-

fluence enjoys by the agiecment of Nov 27,

1912 complete autonomy from the administrative

and military point of view
,

while 1 ingier and

its environs form an international zone, the status

of which IS not yet definitely regulated

The establishment of the protectorate was to

have had as its first result the restoration of the

authority of the sharif, whose support was essen-

tial for the carrying out of the reforms 1 his could

only be attained by a considerable effort The central

power was weaker than it had ever been at the

time when the conclusion of the protectorate treaty

put an end to the crisis The bilM al-makhzen

was almost non existent France had to conquer

Morocco for the sultan The name of Marechal

Lyautey, appointed High Commissioner and Resident

General, will remain inseparable from the history

of the pacification of Morocco, like that of Bugeaud
in the history of the conquest of Algeria Very

difficult in Itself, for it brought the French into

contact with warlike tribes, some of whom had

never recognised the authority of the makhzen,

the task was further complicated by events abroad

Order had hardly been restored around the chief

towns, F5s, Mekncs, Marrakugh and communication

restored between eastern and western Morocco,

when the War of 1914 broke out For a moment
it was feared that the F'rench were going to abandon
the interior and fall *back on the coast, but the

progress of the pacification of the country was
only slowed down, not interrupted All the con-

quered positions were retained and the rebels

held on all fronts The counter-offensives of the

rebels m the TazS corridoi, along the Middle

Atlas and m SQs were crushed The War finished,

the offensive was resumed to reduce the districts

still unsubdued (Middle Atlas, south of the High
Atlas, upper valley of the Muluya) Ihree years

of difficult fighting (1921— 1 924) ended m the occu-

pation of “all Morocco of value”, i e those regions

of economic, political 01 military importance The

Rifan offensive in 1925, however, threatened to

compromise all the success achieved A Rifan chief,

'Abd al Karim, had gathered around him the greater

part of the tribes of northern Morocco and inflicted

serious reverses on the Spaniards and forced them

to abandon a portion of the territory which they

had occupied Crossing the Spanish zone, he in-

vaded the valley of the Wargha and threatened

Fas The resistance of the posts echelonned along

the frontier gave reinforcements time to reach the

scene of hostilities Checked in the autumn, the

Rifan advance was definitely crushed in the spring

of 1926 thanks to the combined action of France
and Spam At the moment of writing, the conquest

may be regarded as completed only a few tribes

of the Central Atlas and of the oases of the

Sahara have not yet been reached by the French,

but their reduction is only a matter of time

The administrative reorganisation has kept pace

with the pacification 1 he old machinery has been

retained hut submitted to a control which guarantees

the natives against abuse of their power and ex-

cesses by the agents of the makhzen Technical

sei vices have been created to give the country the

works necessary for its economic life 1 he remark-

able results obtained in all fields have been facilitated

by the influx of European immigrants and capital

Moiocco seemed condemned to vegetate Now it

IS being completely transformed A new epoch

is beginning, very different from any that have

preceded it
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III Population

a Total population and density It is

difficult to fix with any precision the total popu-

lation of Morocco The attempts made at a census

m recent years in the parts subject to the sharlfian

makhzen enable, it is true, comparatively accurate

estimates to be made for the greater part of the coun-

try and corroborate for most distncts the estimates

made by European travellers before the establish-

ment of the French protectorate But the parts of

the sbarlfian empire still outside the authority of

the makhzen and those whose southern boundanes
are not exactly known have not been seriously

investigated from this point of view, and until

they have been scientifically studied it will not

be possible to estimate the total population of

Morocco to within a few hundred thousands

The total usually given is 5,000,000, of whom
a tenth, 500,000, are m the zone of the Spanish

protectorate This population is very unequally

distributed and its density varies with geographical

conditions The most thickly populated part is

that of the plains of western Morocco between

the massif of the iJjbala in the north and the

Great Atlas in the south Gharb, bhSwiya, TSdla,

Dukkfila and ‘'Abda The density of the population

also varies with the fertility of the soil The popu

lation of this region is estimated at two fifths of

the total Ihe mountainous regions, DjbSla, Rif,

Middle Atlas are not thickly populated, as we might

have expected from the comparatively dense popu-

lation of Kabylia, in another mountainous region

of Noith Africa As to the Sahaia zone, outside

the belts of oases in the Wadi (jir, the W5dl

Ziz (Tafilalt) and the Wadi Dar'a (Dra), it is

very sparsely inhabited

b Elements of the population The
population of Morocco consists for the most pait

of Berbers and Aiabs, the former being the

older element and the latter invadeis As to the

Berbers, who do not seem to be a homogeneous
race and whose origin is obscure, see the separate

article on them As to the Arabs, they are in a

minority, but it is often difficult to attribute an

exact ethnic origin to certain tribes or con-

federations, so much have the Arabs and Berbers

become mixed since the Muslim comiuest, and
intermingled either by peaceful or warlike methods

It will be more prudent and will give a more
accurate result if we distinguish in Moiocco between

those who speak Arabic and those who speak

Berber (see below Vll Languages) The former

live entirely in the plains, while with the exception

of the massif of the I^bala, the inhabitants of the

mountains speak Berber

1 Berbers Three mam groups may be distin-

guished among the Berbers of Morocco in the

north the Rifans and the Beni Znasen, in the

centre the ZnSga (Sanhadja) and the Br3,ber (Barabtr)^

who form the population of the Middle Atlas,

the third group is that of the Shluh [cf the article

^illuh] who occupy the western part of the

High Atlas and of the Anti-Atlas, as well the

plain of bus In addition to these main groups,

we may mention the jQjbSla, arabicised Berbers, to

the N W of Fas, and the Haratin (plur of the

Arabic haitani\ who seem to be regarded as an
intermixture of Berbers and SHdanese and form
the basis of the settled population of the zone of

the Saharan oases

2 Arabs The early invasions at the time of

the Muslim conquest do not seem to have appre-

ciably modified the ethnology of the country Down
to the xiiith century A D

,
the country districts of

Morocco were almost completely Berber, it was
the great Almohad ruler ‘^Abd al Mu^min [q v

]

who was the first to introduce into Morocco Hilall

Arab tribes hitherto settled in the Central Maghrib
or in Ifrll^iya

,
these importations, continued by the

successors of this prince and by the Merlnid dynasty,

soon drove the Berber element into the mountains

or absorbed and arabicised it Evidence of such

assimilation is still found in the fact that tribes

with clearly Arab names contain sections whose
names show their Berber origin

These Arab tnbes, who are all settled in the
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plain, may be divided into two mam ethnic groups
the BanU Hilal [q v

]
and the Ma^(^il The latter

occupies almost exclusively the valley of the Upper
Muluya as well as the lands south of the Atlas

The BanQ Hil&l occupy the sub-Atlantic plains and
the steppes of Eastern Morocco

3 Jews There are about 150,000 Jews in

Morocco, mainly living in the towns There are

also a considerable number among the tribes of

the Great Atlas Ihey also form the principal
element in the population of the two little

towns of Debdu and Demnat [q v
]

The origin

of the earliest elements in this Jewish population

IS obscure it is difficult to ascertain whether they

were Jews who had migrated from Palestine or

were judaiciscd Berbers The modern element is

made up of Jews who fled from Spain to Morocco
in the xvitb century Ihe foimer call themselves

p^ltst(im (Palestinians) and are called forasteros

(foreigners) by the Spanish immigrants, who are

practically all settled in the towns of the coast

and are rapidly becoming curopeanised

4 Miscellaneous elements Ihe negroes,
of whom there are considerable numbers in Morocco,
do not however form a distinct group there In

the north we find many, who are almost all of

slave origin The predilection of the townsmen
of Morocco for black concubines, noted for their

domestic virtues, has brought into the population,

especially in bouigeois circles, a very consider-

able amount of negro blood To the south of the

Atlas in the oases, the intermarriage of negroes and
Berbers has produced the Haiatin Finally the

negroes of the Sudan, since the Middle Ages,

have always been esteemed as mercenaries to form

the impeiial guards, especially since the taking

of Timbuktu by the armies of the SaMian Sultan

Ahmad al-Mansur [q v
]

I aige numbers of Muslims from Spain,
whether of Arab origin or descendants of Christian

inhabitants of the Peninsula, have contributed to

form the population of the towns at various times

Cordovans banished by al-IIakam I at the beginning

of the third century a h after the “revolt of the

suburb” and Muslims expelled from Spam at the

“Reconquista”

We must not omit the influence that may have

been exercised on the population of Morocco by

Eu ropeans (renegades, who had adopted Islam,

mercenaries recruited outside Morocco and settled

in the country), and finally we may note that fre-

quently the sultans have purchased women for

their harems in Constantinople

IV Social and Economic Life

a Country The population of Morocco, al-

though for the most part rural, nevertheless has

a larger proportion of town-dwellers than Central

Barbary and, like the rest of North Africa, might

be divided into nomadic and settled, this

division does not at all coincide with that into

Arabs and Berbers, there are still nomadic Berbers,

while certain Arab tribes are becoming settled on

the lands which they cultivate

It has been shown that the nomadic or settled

life of the country-people in North Africa does

not depend, as was long thought, on ethnic factors,

but is entirely conditioned by geographical
considerations It is the rule for dwellers in

the mountains to be settled while the people of
|

the desert steppes, forced to move about in search I

of pasture for their flocks, are nomads There are

however means between these two extremes and

especially in Morocco, where we find many semi-

nomads, who move only short distances, principally

on the borders of the various mountains of the

centre and south But generally nomadism is the

outcome of pastoral migration and its geogra-

phical area is in direct relation to the rainfall and
therefore to the nature of the vegetation

It is in eastern Morocco, in the steppes which
lie to the east of the Muluya, and to the south

of the Great Atlas, towards the Sahara, that we
find the principal groups of nomads in Morocco
In eastern Morocco, we may mention among the

large tribes which lead a nomadic life the con-
federation of the Beni Gil, between Bergent and
Ffglgj on the other side of the Atlas, the Ait
Seddrat, the Ait Djallal, the Ida-u-Blal, the Ait-

u-Mrlbet, lastly to the south of the Dar'a (Dra)
country, the Rgiba, the Shkarna and the Awlad
Dlim As to the semi nomads, we find them, out-

side the Middle Atlas, in the great plains of the

Gharb, in the north, the Rhamna and the ^yadma,
in the south, where a pastoral life has not yet

completely disappeared before a moie settled state

of society

Nevertheless Moiocco is, of the three countries of

Barbary, that which has in its rural population the

largest proportion of settled people, of fixed habitat

and living not only in tents but also in houses The
latter are rarely found isolated in the country, but

on the contiary are grouped into villages of more or

less importance and more or less near one another,

accoiding to the density of the population

The type of dwelling varies with the district

In the mountains we find houses built of unbaked
bricks or stone with a gabled thatch or a flat

flat roof In the plains, the tent predominates, more
or less fixed to the spot, and with it we find

more and more the hut of branches with a conical

roof called nuwwala In the Saharan oases, the

population collects within a w'alled area or ksur

(sg
,
from the class ka^r) ,

these conglomerations

sometimes possess the elements of town life The
villages are called duar (duwxvar) in the plains,

and dshar in the mountains In some hill regions

we find survivals of cave-dwelling

b Town Among the towns of his country,

the Moroccan distinguishes a certain number that

he definitely regards as cities (hadarlyd) These

are Fas, Rabat-Sale and Tetwan, which have been

more than others subjected to the influence of

Spanish culture It must however be noted that

m the ma}ority of the other towns we can still

find traces of the existence of colonies formed

by Muslims from Spam, especially from the xvtb

century onwards 1 he population of the non

hadariya towns is found to be composed of lustic

elements but little urbanised This is the case with

Udjda and Mazagan (country Beduins) and also

with 1 angler (countrymen from the hills) Marra-

kush and Meknes owe their special urban character

to the fact that as capitals they have contained

the courts of two Sharlfian dynasties, both of Beduin

origin, they are 7nahhzamya towns m which the

standard of civilisation does not reach the refine-

ment of the hatfarlya Spanish towns The ports

Tangier, Earache, Mazagan, Safi and Mogador
were for long the only points of contact between
Morocco and European influences, politically as

well as commercially Lastly in the mountains,
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little towns like ^efshawen, WazzSn, SefrU, Debda^
DemnSt owe their existence to political reasons

The two first were founded as bulwarks against

the Portuguese advance in northern Morocco in

the xvitb century DemnSt and Debda are mainly

Jewish towns As to SefrS, it seems probable that

It IS a survival of an old Berber town We may
also mention as towns of secondary importance^ on
the Mediterranean coast, Ceuta, completely euro-

peanised for several centuries, on the Atlantic

coast Arzila (Asaila), Casablanca, which owes its

origin to the little port of Anfa, Azemmur, AgSdfr
In the interior, al Kasr al-Kabir (el Ksar, Spanish
spelling Alcazarquivii), Taz5, TarUdant Several
ancient towns have now disappeared, e g NakOr
and Badis on the Mediterranean, Tit to the south
of Mazagan, the two A^hmat and Tinmallal to the
south of Marrakush and several others, descriptions

of which have been given by the geographers like

al-Bakri, al-ldrlsl and Leo African us

As a rule, the Moroccan town is grouped round
a citadel or kasaha (pop ka^ba) which is the

seat of authority Under the protection of the

citadel lies the mellah or Jewish quarter All

around spreads the town propei or mdina with

its great mosque, markets and katsartya [q v
]

It is surrounded by a rampart (j«r) beyond which
there are usually the suburbs more or less rural

m character I he town itself is divided into quarters

(haumd) with streets {zanka\ alleys {datb) and
squares (rahba)

c Economic Life The country people,

whether settled or nomadic, who form at least

four fifths of the population of Morocco, live on
the land, either by agriculture or stock-raising,

most often combining the two Those in the high-

lands grow cereals (wheat, barley), certain legumi-

nosae (broad beans, chick-peas, vetches) and fruit-

trees They also exploit their forests in a very

primitive fashion (thuyas, cedars) The people of

the plains devote themselves mainly to cereals and
the rearing of cattle, sheep, camels, horses and
asses In the oases of the south, the population

cultivates the date-palm and understands the art

of irrigating the land

The rural industries are very primitive

They are limited to supplying the necessary im-

plements of agriculture, and weaving wool into

the matenal for garments, tents and carpets The
Berbers of SQs show a certain aptitude at metal

working (arms and jewels) Sus no longer expoits

the cane-sugar and copper, which formed con-

siderable articles of trade under the SaMians

Each tribe has a certain number of markets

(suk) which are held in the open country and
bear the name of the day on which they are held

It IS m the sUk that the peasant sells his produce

and buys the manufactured articles that are brought

by the merchants from the towns Cereals are

preserved in siloes {matmura)^ in the Great

Atlas and to the south of it we find fortified

storehouses, which belong to the community and
are called dgadir

It is in the towns that we find industrial
activity concentrated Each trade, which ori-

ginally formed a gild {han{a\ is grouped in one

street which bears its name In it the articles are

made and sold The stocks are kept in the fonduks

(Ar fondak) which correspond to the khan and wa-
kslah of the east Some products, like gram, oil,

coal, wool, are sold in special places called rahba

1 he monopolies of exporting (saka) corn and hides

established by the sultSns at the end of the xix^h

century have now been abolished Several European
products have become of the first necessity in

Morocco and form the subjects of an important

traffic cotton goods, tea and sugar and candles

For the history of the weights, measures and

coins in use in Morocco before the establishment

of the protectoiate see the works by Massignon and

Michaux-Bellaire quoted in the Bibliography The
very vivid picture drawn by Leo Africanus of the

commercial and industrial activity of F5s in the

Middle Ages is still veiy valuable

Ihe Jews, who devote themselves specially to

certain trades that flourish in larger centres (gold-

smiths, embroiderers), also play an important part

as biokers The citizens of Fas, who have a

large number of converted Jews among their number,

had almost a monopoly of the impoit trade of

Morocco, especially from England, and for this

reason had little colonies m the sea-poits

The Beibers of SQs like to settle in the towns

as grocers {bakkal) and having made their fortunes

retuin to the country Since the war of 1914

—

1918 a large number of them have migrated to

h ranee as labourers and they settle in groups,

according to their original tribes, in the suburbs

of certain large industrial towns

V PoLinCAL Organisaiion

It IS only at rare intervals and foi short periods

that Morocco has been entirely under the authority

of the sultan whence the distinction between the

territory subjected to the government {hilad al-

makkzen) and the territory unsubjected {bilad al-

iatba) As a rule, the makhzen teiritory included

the towns, valleys and plains The mountains, on
the other hand, remained more or less independent,

according to the degiee of power possessed by
the sovereign For further details cf the article

MAKHZFS
Outside the towns the population is grouped

into tribes (kabila) Several are sometimes grouped
togethei under a common name, without however
being a confederation in the strict sense of the

word, this IS the case with the Ghumara in the

north, the Haha, the Dukkala, the ShSwIya in

the south The tribe is subdivided into sections

(rub^^ khumsy fakhdha\ which are subdivided into

sub-sections comprising a certain number of villages

of tents or houses

The tribes who own the sultan’s sway are

governed by a h^td appointed by the makhzen
His duty is to allot and levy the taxes, to raise

contingents of soldiers and keep good order He
has under his command a diaikk for each section

under whom are the mukaddam of the sub-sections

For the distinction between maUyieny ^atsji (vulg

glik) and nttba tribes see the article mashzen
In the tribes not subject to the makljzen, political

activity IS confined to the ^amal'ay 1 e an assembly
of men able to bear arms The deals

with all the business of the tribe, civil, criminal,

financial and political It administers justice fol-

lowing local custom (Arabic Berber ttref)

It elects a ihat^k (Berber amghdr) who is only an
agent to carry out its decisions Alongside of the
^amlfa of the tribe, there are 4l^mcd‘a^ of the sec-

tions and sub-sections but their powers are limited

All the tribes of the btlad al-satba are divided
into opposing factions or laff When a tribe of
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a certain laff is attacked, those neighbouring tribes

who belong to the same faction take up arms and
come to its assistance

In the towns, the makhzen is represented by a

governor whose official title is ka^td but in certain

large towns he is often called ba^^a Ihe title of

^amtl has been sometimes given to the governor

of Udjda The kdi^td of the town, generally speaking,

has the same powers as the ka^td of the tribe and
acts as judge in case of any violation of the law

He has an assistant or khalifa Alongside of him,

the muhtasib supervises the corporations, fixes their

average prices and looks after public morals

The ka^td has under his orders the mukaddam
of the quarter and his police (mkhaznlyd) carrying

out his instructions Among the officials sent by the

makhzen to each town may also be mentioned the

nadir or inspector of endowments the trustee

of vacant inheritances {tvakil al^ghuraba^

^

popularly

bu-mwareth = abu 'l~mawartlh)t the collector of

local taxes and market-dues {amin al-mustafad)
Lastly in the harbour and frontier towns, the

customs are collected by officials called umana^
(sg amtn)

Justice IS administered by the kd^td or by the

kadiy as the case may be Ihe latter deals with

questions of personal law, official reports on the

cases are drawn up by the ^udul In technical

cases he appeals to experts master masons, agri-

culturalists, veterinary surgeons {ntwaltn en-nadar^

arbab el lurka^ fallah^ baitar) The legal opinions

(^fatwd) given by eminent jurists on the same
question being often contradictory, the Sharlfian

government has recently created a court of appeal

{madjilis al-isti^naf) at Rabat

I anded property takes a number of different

forms In the first place, there are the state-
domains, they are either managed directly by

the makhzen (crown-lands) or they are allotted to

^J^^-tribes in return for the military service for

which they are liable, others of these lands may
be granted in temporary or definite ownership to

private individuals by imperial edict (zahlr or

tanfidha)

The hubus lands may be urban or rural In

the towns, they not infrequently cover half the

area They are let out under special conditions

which give the tenants special privileges, meftah
and gza (class Ar djazd^) In the country, the

hubus lands consist mainly of fields and orchards

In all cases, the revenue from these lands is set

aside for the maintenance of buildings of a religious

character or of public utility (mosques, colleges,

schools, fountains) and for the payment of the

officials attached to these establishments

In Morocco, there are vast tracts of land which
are not the property of any one individual, either

as a result of the insecurity prevailing or of the

sparsity of the population These lands belong un-

divided to the whole tribe, they are called com-
mon lands (blad al~^ mol'd)

Lastly, lands which have come to belong to

private individuals (mulk) by inheritance or pur-

chase have their character confirmed by a certi-

ficate of ownership {ntulkiyd)

The old Muslim imposts (zakdt and %ih^)
have recently been merged into a single tax, the

lertlb In addition to this tax, from which the state

draws the essential part of its revenues, we may
mention the duties levied at the gates of towns

and in the markets {maks\ unpopular with the

Thb Encyclopaedia of IslXm, 111

people and not countenanced by religion, and the

urban tax on buildings (daribd) In addition to

these, the main taxes, there is the hadlya or

present offered to the sultan on the occasion

of the three great Muslim festivals The 4xizya
or poll-tax paid by non Muslims and the ndtba
or payment for exemption from military

service by certain Arab tribes have been abolished

VI Religious Life

a The Berbers before Islam For lack of

documents it is difficult to get any accurate idea

of the religious beliefs and practices of

the Berbers of Morocco, before their conversion
to Islam and it is only from the survival of
animistic cults which can still be observed in

the country, that we can guess what the primitive

religion was Ihe figures on two carved stones

found in Morocco seem to be evidence of the

existence of a solar worship On animistic practices

surviving in modern Islam in Morocco see below
d Islam in Modern Morocco

b Conversion to Islam At the time of

their invasion, the Arabs found that in the districts

around the towns the people were more or less

under the influence ofJewish and Christian teachings,

but there is little doubt that they did not practise

these religions in their true form It will be more
correct to think of them as professing Judaism
or Christianity rather than as real Jews or

Christians It seems evident that these influences

had prepared the Berber population around the

mountains to adopt the new monotheistic religion,

which the invaders imposed upon them The two
earliest invasions, that of 'Ukba b NSfi' in 640
and that of Musa b Nusair in 7 1 1, could result

only m a very partial and superficial islam-
1 sat ion, for very few Arab elements remained m
the countiy Islam, a town religion, was for long con-

fined to larger centres The Berbers generally became
converted in the hope of escaping the exactions of

the conquerors
,
but when the latter wanted to treat

them simply as tributaries, they did not hesitate

to apostatise, on seven different occasions, if we
may believe the Arab historians One thing is certain,

that while remaining Muslims, they were not long

in trying to cast off the authority of the caliphs

of Baghdad by adopting the heterodox doctrines

of the I^andjis [q v and the article Ai -sufrIya]

The Berbers of Morocco went even further when
new local religions arose among them more or

less based on Islam, with their own prophets and
Kurbans After the attempt at rebellion by the

Berber of Tangiei, Maisara [q v ], which was quickly

suppressed, the Barghawata recognised as their

prophet one of their number, Salih b Tarif, who
gave them a religion and a Kurban in the Berber

language This religion, the progress of which

was opposed by the early Moroccan dynasties, seems

only to have been finally exterminated by the

Almohad rulers of the xiiith century This Bar^a-
wata movement was the most lasting, we also note

that which was created by Ha-Mim (d 313 A h)
among the GhumSra, near Tetwan

In spite of these reactions, Islam, having become
the official religion of increasingly powerful dy-

nasties, gradually gained ground and penetrated

slowly into the Berber mountains, but it is only

from the death of ^Abd al-Mu^min, who destroyed the

religion of the BarghawSta and put an end to the rule

of the “anthropomorphist” (mu^asstmUn) Almo-
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ravids, that we can date the complete uni-

fication of Islam in Morocco Till then, Islam

had had in Morocco champions who were soldiers

rather than theologians, and who after forcing the

people to adopt Islam at the point of the sword,

were little fitted to instruct them in it It required

a Berber of the Great Atlas, Ibn Tumart [q v
],

a theologian who had been educated m the east,

to come back to his country and to secure the

devoted support of a mass of followers in older to

found the movement, which was political as well

as religious, of the Almohads [q v
]
or “preacheis

of iawkid'"'^ [Q ^ ]

If the Almohad reformation was only temporary
in Moiocco, It was nevertheless strong enough while

It lasted to obliterate in the country all trace of

schism or heresy and to establish thoroughly in

It the school of M5hk b Anas [q v
]
which it

still follows

c Evolution of Moroccan Islam h rom
the time of the fall of the Almohad dynasty, Mo
roccan Islam rapidly acquiied featuies of its

own IslSm, defeated in Spam, was giadually driven

out of it, then attacked in Morocco itself by the

Christians of the Peninsula The western frontier

of the Dar al-lslam i^as brought back to its own
territory and then thrust farther back IslSm in

Morocco, attacked by Christianity and forced to

became an active principle It required

all the moral forces of the country, even those of

which the orthodoxy seemed doubtful, in order

to utilise them, it did not hesitate to absorb them
by covering them wuth a more or less superficial

veneer of orthodoxy It was at this period that

the cult of dead and living saints, and to a certain

point Sharifism, which had hitherto only existed

alongside of Islam in Morocco, were adopted into

it and received a kind of official recognition from

the makhzen
Before the Marlnids, Islam had required the

constant assistance of the temporal power to main-
|

tain Itself and advance From the time of this

dynasty, sprung from a Berber nomad tribe, the

roles are inverted, it is now the sovereigns who
utilise Islam to increase their own power, and
try to monopolise it by creating official col-

leges for religious instruction (inadrasa)^

the first of these (^Madrasat al Saffatiti) was founded

in 679 (1280) by the Sultan Abu Yusuf at Fas,

the capital of the dynasty, which made it the great

centre of Muslim culture m Western Barbary [cf

fXs] The immediate sjiccessors of the Marlnids,

the Banu Wattas, established in the same town

the cult of their founder Idris II The mausoleum

in which he is said to be buned was henceforth

an object of great veneration He is the earliest

m date and the most important of the innumerable

canonised Muslims who are the objects of a regular

cult m Morocco, even on the part of the religious

leaders and the aristocracy When the cult of Idris

was established, his descendants — more or less

authentic — claimed the title of sharif and soon

played a preponderating part in Moroccan society,

as a political and moral influence The power of

the Idrlsid ^orfa was soon reinforced by that of

other shorfS descended from 'All through al-Hasan

and this is the origin of the two great groups of

sharlfs in Morocco, the Idrisid and the 'Alid To
the latter belong the two Sharlfan dynasties, the

Sa'dian and Fllali, the latter still in powei From
the moment of their accession to the throne, the

influence of the shorfS on the destinies of the

country became more and more preponderant

The phenomenon of sharifism is closely connected

on the other hand with the development of reli-

gious brothei hoods [cf the article jarIka] Although

we find evidence of their existence at the end of

the Almohad dynasty (HuidjadJi MSghirlyQn, Am-
ghSrlyUn), It is only as a result of al DjazUli’s

(q V
,
d 1645 ad) campaign in favour of a

4̂ ihad against the Portuguese, that we find the

principles of the brotheihoods, as we know them

to day, fiist coming into existence

d Islam in Modern Morocco Here we

will only give a survey of the principal points of

detail in which the people of Moiocco differ from

the rest of the Muslim community as regards the

practice of their religion With the exception of

a few isolated groups, still little studied, who are

credited with heterodox or heretical practices

(Zkara, in the neighbourhood of the Bnl ZnSsen, in

eastern Morocco, Bdfldwa, in the GBarb, not far from

al-Ksar al-KabIr), all the Muslims of Moiocco are

Sunnis and since the Almoravid period have

followed the M a 1 1 k i rite, which prevailed in the

west over that of al-Awza'i It is in the towns

that the population observes most strictly the

duties of religion The Heduins of the plains and

the Berbers of the mountains aie rather lukewarm

Muslims The Djbala, howevei, between has and

Tangier, are very devoted to Islam, show great

piety, and Kur^anic studies are very much in favour

with them, it is from them that are recruited

a great number of schoolmasters who practise

their calling in the plains [cf SiJAHy] It is also

practically only among the hillmen of the north

and south that we find a mosque in every village

In spite of the great distance they have to

traverse, the Moroccans like to accomplish the

canonical pilgrimage A considerable number
settle in the east (there are Moroccan colonies in

Alexandria and Cairo), the importance of these

colonies had even induced the Sultan 'Abd al-Aziz

to appoint a Moroccan consul, amtn al-Maghflrtba^

for Egypt
In addition to the two canonical festivals

of Islam (W kabtt and ’^td ^aghtr\ the Moroc-

cans celebrate the festival of the birth of the

Prophet {mulud^ class mawhd) and that ot

'A§hura^(ioffi Muharram) The rniilud, established

in Moiocco by the Marmids, has become a kind

of national festival, since the accession to

power of sovereigns claiming descent from the

I

Prophet, this festival m Morocco almost suipasses

m importance the two canonical feasts

The peculiarities just mentioned would not be

sufficient to give Moroccan IslSm a special character,

nor would its religious brotherhoods, if the latter

were confined to the practices of religion or ex-

altation of the faith and to satisfying the need for

an elevated mysticism among their adepts These
religious brotherhoods are fairly numerous
Tidjanlya, DarkSwa, Taiyibiya TuhSma, KattSnlya

[q V
] etc But alongside of these brotherhoods,

whose members are almost exclusively recruited

from the literate or well to do classes of the towns
and country, there are popular brotherhoods
m considerable numbers, in which preoccupation

with religion gives place to charlatanish practices

and sanguinary displays Such are the QjilSla,

the 'Isawa, the HmSdaha, the DghUghlya Some
of these brotherhoods recruit their members ex-
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clusively from a particular class of society, thus

the rmd, (class rumat') is a brotherhood of marks-

men, and the GnSwa, a negro brotherhood All

these brotherhoods have this feature in common
that their founder has become a famous saint

{wait)

The cult of saints is highly developed in

Morocco and undoubtedly was so before the intro

duction of Islam, which found itself obliged to

tolerate it There are however very different cate-

gories of saints, from the venerated patron saint

of a capital or of a district to the local holy man
whose name is forgotten, between whom comes the

satytd whose tomb is marked by a kubba (chapel

surmounted by a dome), more or less elaborate

I he more humble saints are recognised by the

circular wall (haivsK) which surrounds their tombs

These venerated individuals, male and female,

have attained sanctity by very different ways, some

in their lifetime, by their learning, devotion, as-

ceticism, miraculous powers ibaraka)^ sometimes

even by more or less mystic mania (niadjdjnib')^

the others, after their deaths, have been distin-

guished by miiacles, apparitions etc The warrior

in the holy war {^thad^ rtbat\ slam fighting against

the infidel is fiequently beatified — hence his

name of murabt( (pop mrabet — Fiench and

English “marabout”) But the early significance of

this term was frequently lost sight of and the

teim murdbt( came to be generally applied to

saints, who never took part in a djthdd in their

lifetime Mtnabti thus came into general use as

a synonym of the other words used for saint in

Morocco wali^ satytd^ salth But it is the only

one applied to the descendants of a saint, who
possess the baraka of their ancestoi Among the

Berbers, the saint is called agurrant The names

of great saints have mawldt prefixed, the others

the title suii^ while women saints of Berber origin
|

are called lalla

The saint to whom sanctuaries are most frequent-

ly dedicated — modest though they are (inakdm^

ihalwa) — was not a native of the country but

the famous patron saint of Baghdad, 'Abd al

Kadir al Gilani, popularly called al-jDjilall, who
undoubtedly never visited Morocco But the saint

whose cult IS surrounded with the greatest splendour

IS the famous Mawlai Idris, founder and patron

saint of Fas Among the other great Moroccan
saints may be mentioned Mawlai ^Abd al-Salam

Ibn Mashlsh, patron of the Djbala, buried on the

Djabal al ^Alam
,

Mawlai Abu Salham, in the

Gharb
,
Mawlai Abu ’1 Shita^ al-Khammar (Mawlai

Bdahshta), m the north of F5s, Sidl Muhammad
b ^Isa, patron of Meknes and founder of the brother-

hood of the Ts5wa, Mawlai Abu Shu^aib fBushel b),

at Azemmur, MawlSi AbS Ya azzS (BTazzS), m
the T5dl5, Sidi Abu ’1-'Abbas al Sabti (Sidi Bel-

'Abbfes), born at Ceuta and patron of MarrSkush

All these and others less famous are the subjects

of a hagiographical literature which will

be dealt with later

Devotion to individuals canonised in their life-

time or after their death is in Morocco not con-

fined to Muslims The Jews have also their saints,

relatively as numerous as the Muslim saints Some
of the Jewish saints have acquired a reputation

so great that even Muslims revere their tombs

e g those of the Rabbi 'Amran in Azjen, near

Wazzftn and of Rabbi Ben Zmiro at Safi On the

other hand, the Jews of Morocco show a special

reverence for certain of the great Muslim saints

of the country

The area, surrounding the tomb of each of

the principal saints is sacred {hurm) and hence

regarded as an inviolable asylum, among the best

known are the hurm of Mawlfti Idris in Fas and that

of Mawlai ^Abd al-Salam b Mashlsh lo ihe moun-

tains of the northwest Ihese pieces of ground are

the exclusive property of the families who are

descended or claim to be descended from the saint

I hey are exempt from state taxes
,
more than that,

the descendants of the saints have the right to levy

for their own benefit certain special dues, by a

privilege officially recognised by the sultan The
levying of these dues is not the only way by

which the saint’s chapel benefits his descendants

Ihe principal source of revenue is the offenngs

of pilgrims when visiting the tomb, this is the

ztyara In general once a year, there is a kind

of patronal festival at the tomb of the saint which

IS called musem (class Ar maivstm ) ,
a vast crowd,

some of them from a considerable distance, gather

there to pay their devotions to the satytd and to see

the display of fireworks given in his honour On
this occasion the offerings flow in and are shared

among themselves by the saint’s descendants

In these circumstances, it is usual for every

sanctuary of any importance to be regularly or-

ganised The chapel which contains the tomb and

the buildings attached to it, an oratory and guest-

house, is called the zawtya It is superintended

by a mukaddam who collects and distributes the

revenues Ihese do not come entirely from the

ziyaia The zawtya often owns lands, sometimes

extensive, which are let out and the profits shared

with the tenants They are called ^azib and the

tenants are called ^azzab These farms, sometimes

acquired by purchase, often come from bequests

or donations {hubus) from pious private individuals

We can thus see how certain famous and wealthy

zawtyas may exert a moral and political in

fluence in the country round them, independent

of their religious influence The latter is

however also very important The great Moroccan

zSwiyas are centres of orthodoxy and give life

and vigour to Islam in the country Some are

centres of mysticism and they are always

centres of religious instruction This ex-

plains the enviable position occupied in Moroccan

society by any group of descendants of a famous

saint, or of marabouts If their ancestor had, in

addition to the virtues for which he was canonised,

the honour to be a descendant of the Prophet,

they aie at the same time shoifa, which further

increases their material privileges The descendants

of a saint who was not a sharif try to claim this

origin for him by inventing more or less fictitious

genealogies The marabouts who have in this way

“infiltrated” into the social category of the

shorfa are very numerous in Morocco A Moroccan

zawtya is not only a centre of hagiolatry
,

it is

also in the majority of cases a body of shorffi

and the centre of a religious brotherhood or of a

branch of one, or of a secondary order affiliated

to a brotherhood The zawtya itself may have off-

shoots Many of the establishments of this name

are daughters of a mother zawtya and are some

times at a considerable distance from it

Hagiolatry, religious brotherhoods and sharlfism

thus form three special aspects of IslSm m Morocco,

which are profoundly intermingled, and it is diflS-
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cult to study them separately For a detailed

account of the principal families of shorfa in

Morocco of genuine sharIf origin or simply marabouts

see the article shorfA Here we shall only mention

the principal ones whose origin is considered

authentic by the Moroccan genealogists They are

descended from al-Hasan and ^Abd Allah al-K5mil

through the latter’s three sons, Idris, Muhammad
al Nafs al Zakiya and MusS al-Cjawn The de-

scendants of Idris or Idrlsids, are subdivided

into Djutiyun (ShabihlyQn, TrarfiniyOn, T5liblyiin,

QhSlibiyun), Dabbaghiyun, Kattfinlyun, 'Alamiyun
(descendants of MawlSi ^Abd al-Salam Ibn Mashish>
buried on the Ej^bal al-'Alam, whence their name,
and are themselves divided into Shafghawaniynn,
RaisHniyan, Rahmaniyun and LihyJniyun) The
descendants of Muhammad al-Nafs al-Zakiya are

the shorfa of SidjilmSsa or Filala (Filalfyun,

ntsba from TafilSlt), i e those of the reigning

Sharifian dynasty, lastly, the descendants of MQsa
al 2jawn are the shorfa KSdiriyun, who take their

name from the great saint of Islam ^Abd al-Kadir

al-GilIni We also find in Morocco, but in small

numbers, Husamid shorfa, also descended from
*A1I through al-Husam, the brother of al Hasan,
these are the shorfa called Si^illfyun and 'Ira(^iyun,

who came from Andalus The great marabout
families are that of the NSsiriya from TSmgrut
in DarV, the Sharkawa [q v

]
in TSdla, the Dar-

^^awa and WazzanlyQn to the northwest of FSs
The shorfa Wazzaniytln (sharifs of Wezzan),
whose chief is also head of the great brotherhood

of the Taiyiblya-Tuhama (cf above), have for long

played a considerable part in politics and
have been the object of particular attention from

the maUizen Even more than the other repre-

sentatives of the great marabout families, they

have in fact rendered great services to the central

power by using for its benefit the great moral

and political influence which they possess among
that part of the population, which is lukewarm
or hostile to the majthzen They have mediated
in the most successful fashion between the sultan

and the unsubjected body of the people

The shorfa are thus at the head of Moroccan
society Some have assumed the power, others are

the auxiliaries of the ruler, who in return shows
them great deference We shall see that they have

occupied a very high place in the intellectual life

of Morocco since the end of the middle ages

Lastly sh^rlfism, an important social factor, has

been able still further to strengthen itself by the

support which maraboutism has brought it, by

incorporating itself m it, and the religious brother

hoods which very frequently spring directly from it

e Survivals of Berber cults The cult

of saints, accepted and even recognised, as we
have seen above, by Islam, is in Morocco much
earlier than the introduction of this religion In-

deed, alongside of saints of note, there are others

who are essentially popular, in the country as

well as in the towns In the large cities like Fas,

the great saiyids venerated by all classes of society

rub shoulders with humble marabouts whose names
show clearly their popular origin, these are Sidi

’l-Mukfefl (Rev the Hidden One), Sidi Amsa
*l«Khair (Rev Good Evening) or Sidi Kadi Hajja
(the reverend gentleman who procures what is

wanted) and notices are given of them by hagio-

graphers like the author of the Sa/zvat al-Anfas
(cf E L^vi-Provengal, Les Htsiortens des Chorfa^

p 383 tnfrd) The humble, often anonymous
khalwa^^ which abound in Morocco, undoubtedly

are to be connected with earlier mythical in-

dividuals, already worshipped m the same place

before the coming of Islam Besides this devotion

to popular saints, there are the animistic cults,

which we see everywhere m Morocco observed

by the lower classes of the population worship

of high places, of caves, springs, trees

and rocks These cults are now being seriously

studied and the results will perhaps enable us to

reconstruct without too great risk of error, the

type of religion practised by the Berbers before

the introduction into their land of the three great

monotheistic religions

It is hardly possible to sepaiate from these

animistic cults that of Mawlai Ya^kub in Morocco,

who always has a kubba beside thermal springs
whose curative virtues are recognised

Survivals of paganism in every case completely

foreign to orthodox Islam may be found every-

where in Morocco, they are hardly distinguishable

from what one finds in other parts of Barbary

The rites which accompany birth and the cere-

monies connected with it (giving of the name
and circumcision), marriage and death are

now beginning to be well known They constitute

practices quite foreign to the prescriptions of the

Sunna but they are not regarded by those who
follow them as m any way heterodox

It is especially in the life of the country people

that we see most clearly traces of pre-Islamic

practices Many of them are strangely like agri

cultural customs of the Romans The Moroccan
peasant has retained the use of the Julian
calendar, no doubt introduced into the country

by the Romans
,

it is of course much more suitable

for the needs of agriculture than the Muslim lunar

calendar Ihe names of the months are retained

in their Latin form with little change January is

vennair from the Latin tanuar(tus) The beginning

of the solar year in Morocco is the occasion of

a festival celebrated, especially in the country,

under the name of haguza^ the festival of the

summer solstice i^ansrd) is also celebrated and
on that day it is usual to have firewoiks Similarly

the agrarian rites, which are still scrupulously

observed by the peasants of Morocco, are com-
pletely foreign to the canonical prescriptions of

Islam They are mainly ceremonies of in-

auguration (of death and rebirth of the land,

fiist day of labour, first day of harvest), rites to

protect the crops from the evil eye, or to pre-

serve the baraka which they contain while standing,

finally special rites to secure rain and good
weather These various ceremonies, to which
ethnographers like Biarnay and Westermarck have
already devoted detailed studies to which the

reader may be referred, are sometimes closely

linked up with ceremonies prescribed by IslSm,
thus the different pagan rites for producing ram
(carnival processions, a large spoon dressed m
women’s clothes and solemnly carried round)
do not exclude the worship of saints specially

noted as rain-makers like MawlSi BUshshtS^ nor
the celebration of the orthodox ceremony of tstuka^

It IS also in the worship of spirits
pop plur djnun) that we find ceremonies
of a strongly IslSmic stamp associated with quite
profane rites This cult is especially practised by
the lower classes of society, and in the towns
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particularly by women The djmns are regarded

as supernatural powers, who have to be conciliated

to avert their evil influence or fought when one

IS attacked by them The rites which deal with them
are either piopitiatoiy or intended to overcome
harm done In spite of the many sacred formulae

of lsl5m, which are found in the celebration of

these two kinds of rites, one gets a strong im-

pression of paganism from them, they undoubtedly

remain practically what they were before the in-

troduction of IslSm into Morocco
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,
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E Laoust, Mots et choses berberes^ Pans 1920,
do

,
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Berberes du Haul et de PAnti-Atlas^ in Hesperis^

Pans 1921, N I arras. La population du Maroc^

m la Geographies Pans 1906, p 337—348,

Doctoresse L^gey, Essat de folklore marocains

Pans 1926, do, Contes et legendes populaires

du Marocs Pans 1926, A R de Lens,

des Harems marocatnsy Pans 1925, E L6vi-

Provengal, Les Historiens des Chorfa^ Pans 1922,
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,
Notes d'hagiographie marocaines Pans 1 920,

G Margais, Les Arabes en Berberte du Xl^me
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Le Maroc dans les premieres annees du XVI

^
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E Michaux-Bellaire,

MaroCs m Nouveau Dtctionnau e de Pedagogies
Pans 1911, p 1230— 1240, do, Les Confreries

religteuses au MaroCs Rabat 1923, do. Confe-
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), Pans 1928, do, m
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y
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collectives au Marocy Pans 1922 ,
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,
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brements du Habousy Pans 1918, E Montet,
I^s confreries religteuses de VIslam marocatny
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,
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que du Nord et plus specialement au MaroCy
Genova 1909, A Mouli6ras, Le Maroc inconnUy

Oran Pans 1895— 1899, S Nouvel, Nomades et

sedentaires au Maroc

y

Pans 19 19, P Odinot,

Le monde marocatny Pans 1926, M L Ortega,

Los Hebreos en MarruecoSy Madrid 1919, V
Piquet, Le Maroc

y

Pans 1920, do, Le peuple

marocatny Pans 1925, Quedenfeldt, Division

et repat iition de la population berbere au Maroc
(transl Simon), Algiers 1904, P Ricard, Maroc
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1926, G Salmon, in Archives marocaines
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de Segonzac, Au cceur de PAtlaSy Missions

au Maroc {igoq—/90J’), Pans 1910, N Slouchz,
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Pans 1908, Ubach and Rackow, Sitte und Recht
tn Nordafricay Stuttgart 1923, T H Weir, The
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E Wester-
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ceremonies du manage au Maroc

y

Pans 1921),
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,
Ritual and Belief in Morocco

y

London 1926
(E Lfevi Proven(;,al and G S Colin)

VII I iNGUisTic Survey

Two languages are spoken in Morocco

Berber and dialects of Arabic Berber is

the oldest language attested in Morocco and we
have no evidence of an earlier language being

used
,
as to Arabic, it was introduced by the Muslim

conquest of the viBb and viiith centuries But until

the arrival in Morocco of the Banu Hilal and of

the Sulaim (xiBb century), it seems that Arabic,

the language of an essentially urban culture, was

spoken mainly in the towns while the country

people continued to talk Berber, it was only after

the occupation of the plains by the Arab tribes

that their language spiead there With the exception

of the region of the Jbala to be mentioned later,

the highlands of Morocco alone have remained

faithful to the Berber language, while the towns

and lowlands are at the present day almost com-

pletely Arabic speaking

Annuaire du Monde Musulman^ (p 162)

L Massignon gives a proportion of 60% of Berber

speakers (3,200,000 to 2,200,000) A Bernard
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thinks this exaggerated and reduces it to 40®/o
(cf, Arabophonts et Berberophones au Maroc^ 1924,

P 278)
A Berber
I Berber dialects According to the works

of E Destaing, the Berber dialects of Morocco can

be divided into two mam groups

The first is the northern group which in-

cludes the dialects of the Rif, those of the Bni

Znasen and of the Berber speaking tribes of the

neighbourhood and those of the Ait SeghrG&hshen,

MarmQ§ha, Ait Warain etc to the north of the

Middle Atlas These dialects are characterised

phonetically by their strong tendency to spiranti-

sation of the dentals and palatals In comparing

these dialects with those which m Algeria the

natives call Znaiiya^ £ Destaing has been led

to describe the group as the group of ZanSta
dialects
The second or southern group includes,

according to the same author, the remainder of

the Berber dialects of Morocco, he distinguishes

two sub-groups

a that of the Tamazight^ the dialect spoken by

the BrSber of the Central Atlas, from the vicinity

of Meknes to the edge of the Great Atlas, the

dialects of the north aie also distinguished from

those of the south It is with this sub group that

we should connect the dialect of the SanhSdja

d-es-Srair, an important highland confederation to

the northeast of Fas, and perhaps also the language

of the sections of the ^umSra who still speak

Berber

b Sub-group of the Tashelhlt^ the dialect once

spoken by the MasmHda of the Great Atlas and

by the §liluh (usual French orthography Chleuhs)

of SSs and the Anti-Atlas

The three groups of Moroccan Berber dialects

seem to correspond very exactly to the three mam
ethnic divisions of the Berbers of the country

ZanSta in the N E
,
SanhSdja Zanaga in the centre

and Masmuda in the south Going back to the

old division of the Berbers given by Ibn Khaldun,

E Destaing proposes to make the first group

correspond to the Butr tribes and the two others

to the Baranis tribes

For the bibliography of Berber studies see the

list of works given by E Laoust at the beginning

of his Mots et Chases Berberes^ Pans 1920, p xvii

,

since that date see the Moi ocean bibliography

annually published by Hesperts A map showing

the division of Morocco between Arabic and Berber

IS given in the articles by A Bernard and P
Moussard, Arabophones and Berberophones au Maroc

(in Annales Soc Geogr
,
vol 33, Pans 1924) For

the north, there is a more accurate map by R
Montagne and Pennes published at the end of the

Manuel de berbere marocatn (dtalecte rtfatn) by

Justmard (Pans 1926)

There is no evidence of the existence of another

language before Berber in Morocco Very few of

those “Libyan” inscriptions have been found which,

although they are not yet read, are admitted to

be in old Berber, one was found in the Roman
ruins of Tamuda, a few miles S W of Tetwan,

and IS preserved in the museum of the latter town

Other Libyan inscriptions have been found in the

region of Petitjean

The earliest evidence of the use of Berber in

Morocco IS given by the Geography of al BakrI (xi^h

century) who says that the prophet Ha-Mlm, killed

in 927 A D
,
had given the Berbers a Kurban written

“in their own language” This can only refer to their

Berber speech, the same author tells us that the

Baraghwata had also a Berber Kurban from their

prophet Salih (d in 750) For the beginning of

the Almohad period, a passage in Documents tn-

edits d^histotre almohade^ p 67, says that at this

time Berber was spoken on the Umm Rabl^ It is

in the same work that we find the earliest recorded

phrases in Moroccan Berber (^Tashfilhit dialect)

transcribed in Arabic characters (cf p 26, 30, 36,

38, 39, 67, 1 1 7)
Ibn Khaldun seems to have been the first to

interest himself in the cieation of a scientific system

of transliteration of Beiber into Arabic characters

Using certain graphic methods used by specialists

in ta^wid^ he invented compound characters to

render sounds peculiai to Berber {g, z [2 emphatic]

and 3) Unfortunately Ibn Khaldun, who in his

Mukaddima gives interesting chapters on the urban

and Beduin Arabic dialects, does not seem to

have devoted any attention to the Berber language

,

one of the few passages to be noted in his book,

as far as Morocco is concerned, is his reference

to the existence of Berber speaking peoples among
the Sanhadja tubes settled m the valley of the

Waigha and aiound the foitress of Amargtl (cf

Htstotre des Beiberes^ ed de Slane, text, i,p 273,
1 11) For the beginning of the xvith century, I eo

Africanus (p 28) gives us more detailed information

The five Berber ethnic groups (Sanhadja, MasmOdi,
ZanSta, Hawwara and Ghumara) have a special

language which they call aquel amartg (= arval

amaztgh)^ 1 e “noble language” (cf the present

name of the Tamaztght dialect) (ed Schefer,

1 ) Berber was still the language of a part

of the Ghumara, for, he says, Arabic is used by

almost all the people (op ett
,

1 29) It even

looks as if the Shawiya (“Soava”) of the ISmasnS
still spoke Berber (“ \frican language”) like all the

other ShSwiya of North Africa with the exception

of some who lived to the south of Tunis (op

, 1 , p 83)
We have to come down to the Danish Consul

G Host, in the xvmth century, to find the first

Moroccan Berber vocabulary collected from a taleb

of “lamenart”, a place probably in the region

I

of Agadir (cf Eftoretntnger om Marokos og Fez^

Copenhagen 1779, p 128— 133)
2 Beibei literature of Morocco Al-

though Berber was the language of the Moroccan
dynasties who followed between the Idrlsids and
the SaMians, it does not seem that, contrary to

what was done in Egypt for the Turkish of the

Mamluks, Berber was made the subject of gram-
matical studies in Morocco, nor that it was used

for the purpose of literary expiession A passage

in the Kirta^ recalls the fact that khutbas were
pronounced in Berber in the great mosque of FSs
but the text of them has not been preserved The
celebrated Almohad reformer Ibn Famart is said

to have composed in Berber theological and legal

treatises which have now disappeared The Berber
Kurbans of the Ghumara and Baraghwata have
also disappeared although al-Bakrf has fortunately

preserved some extracts in an Arabic translation

The only texts which we now have are translations

of or commentaries on religious works of the type
of the Rtsala of al Kairawani or of the Mukhta^ar
of Khalil, all these Berber texts come without

exception from Slis, whether because this region
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had a more advanced culture or its dialect with
a more occlusive consonant system and clearer

vowel system was better suited than others for

transcription in the Arabic alphabet The Moroccan
Berbers have a large stock of fables, legends, songs

of love, war and work etc
,
many of which have

already been collected by French and German
students of Berber (on Berber literature, written

and oral cf Henri Basset, Essat sur la htterature

des Berberesy Algiers 1920)
Among Arab authors the Beiber language is

^a(^amJyay the non-Arab language, barbartya^ Berber,

ra^anuy “jargon*’, in the Documents medtts d'^ht-

stone almohade we several times come across the

expression al Itsdn al gharbi^ “the Moroccan
language” In Moroccan Arabic, Berber is usually

called e^ shelha

B Arabic
The Arabic dialects The Arabic language

was intioduced into Morocco in at least two stages

first in the eighth century at the time of the first

Muslim conquest, then in the xiith at the coming
of the Banu Hilal and the Sulaim Down to the

coming of the lattei, who were brought to Morocco
by the Almohad ruler Ya'^kub al-Mansur, Arabic

seems to have been spoken almost exclusively in

the large towns of the north, where it was used

by a considerable Arab population who enjoyed

a double piestige, religious and political It was

the language of religion and law From the towns

Arabic spread among the people of the surrounding

country, and al Idrisi {Description de VAfrique et

de VEspagne^ text p 79, transl p 90) already

notes that in the xii^h century the Berber tribes

of the southern hinterland of Fas (Banu Yusuf,

FandalSwa, Bahlul, 7awawa, Maggasa, Ghaiyata

and Salalgun) spoke Arabic

It is this linguistic influence exeited by the

towns on the country around them that explains

the arabicisation of the mountainous country of

the Jbala (plur of jeblty “highlandei”) while the

rest of the Moroccan highlands remained Berber

speaking The land of the Jbah, in the w ide sense,

stretches in the form of a crescent fiom Tangier

to 1 aza It was surrounded by a cordon of towns

Nakur, BSdis, TigisSs, Tetwan, Ceuta, al Kasr al

Saghir, Tangier, Aizila, al-Kasr al-KabIr, Basra,

Azdjen, Banu Tawuda, Walili, Fas, and Taza, which

were the only ports or markets available for the

tribes of the region
,
besides, the massif itself was

traversed by the most important commercial routes

of Northern Morocco the roads from Fas to 1 angier,

to Ceuta, to BSdis, to Nakur and to Ghassasa, it

was therefore natural that being subject to the

direct and indirect influences of the towns, the

highlands of Jblla should be the first region of

Morocco to be aiabicised The process was further

favoured by several other factors i the existence

in the mountains of numerous large villages, al-

most towns, which became secondary centres of

Kur^Snic culture, 2 the settlement almost eveiy-

where in the x^h century among the Jbala of

Idrisid sharifs who, driven from Fas by MGsa b

Abi ’l-'Aftya al-MiknEsI, founded independent prin-

cipalities in the mountains, which became centres

of Muslim urban culture, 3 the tribes of the

Jbala furnished a considerable part of the con-

tingents which went to wage the holy war in

Spam and returned home after being more or less

arabicised by contact with the great Muslim towns

of Andalusia
, 4 lastly the rebellions and civil wars

which so frequently disturbed Muslim Spain, the

emigrations or expulsions caused by the progress

of the Christian reconquest, brought to Africa,

from the rising at Cordova (in 814) down to

the xvith century, an important element which
settled in the region of the Jbala either in the

towns around the mountains or in the villages of

the highlands (resettlement of Tetwan, foundation

of Shafshawan) bringing there along with the Arabic

language, the prestige of their cultural, intellectual

and material superioiity

This rapid sketch of the spread of the Arabic
language in Morocco explains why, after studying
the question, three categories of Arabic dialects

have been distinguished

a Urban dialects, b highland dia-
lects, c Beduin dialects, and we may add
d the Jewish dialects

a Urban dialects In Morocco not all the
town dialects are “urban dialects” There are towns
like Casablanca, Mazagan, Safi and Mogador (and
to a certain degree Mikn5s and Marrakush) the

population of which is entirely or for the most
part of rural origin and where the absence of an
old nucleus of town dwellers has not enabled them
to become urbanised 1 he Moroccans however
distinguish quite clearly such places from towns

with a really urban culture, more or less influenced

by Andalusian culture The principal towns with

urban dialects are F^s, Kabat-Sal6, TetwSn, Taza,

al-Kasr al-Kabir, Tangier, WazzSn and Shafshawan

also have urban dialects but these are much
contaminated by the surrounding highland dialects

MiknSs and Marrakush have been influenced by
the Bedum elements introduced by the makkzen
groups into the dialects of these two old capitals

It IS interesting to note the case of AzemmQr
where the old town (AzemmUr al Hadar) has an
urban dialect, while the new town, which has in

recent years grown up beside it around the sanctuary

of MawlSy Abu ^u'aib {vulgo Bu Sh^ail)), uses

a Berber dialect The urban dialects of Morocco
form one group with those of the western part

of the Central Maghrib, notably with thoae of

Tlemcen, Nedroma and Algiers Their phonetic

characteristics are the loss of the interdentals of

the classical language, the affncative pronunciation

(/^) of ta\ the frequent attenuation of kaf to

hamza Tn Fas, b^ g and assimilate the

lam of the article and are treated as “solars”,

the simple d^lm is pronounced like the French j

(= Persian ^), but when it is geminated, it gives

jj in Fas and dj in Tangier The r'^ is often pro-

nounced very close to the French uvular 1

As peculiarities of the dialect of hSs, we may
note the constiuction ketbetto “she has written it”

for ketbet 0^ and the use of an invariable relative

dt representing the old dialectal dhii Tangier and

Tetwfin have a pieposition «-, “to” which is used

before nouns {n ed dar “to the house”) but not

before suffixed pronouns To translate “of”, Mar-

rSkugh uses t-
,
the dialect of this town uses certain

Berber adverbs aMu “because”, hellt “only”

All the uiban dialects use the characteristic

prefix of the piesent indicative ka- in the north,

tU’ in the south F5s uses one almost as much as

the othei

b Highland dialects These are at least

as well known as those of the towns In 1920
I published notes on that of the Tsttl and the
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Britnes m the north of Taza, m 1922, E L6vi-

Provengal published texts, prefaced by a grammatical
sketch, of the dialects of the middle valley of the

Wargha, since then I have had an opportunity

of studying those of the Bni HSzmar (near TetwSn),
of the MestSsa (near Bades) and of the Ghzawa
(near ShafshSwan)

The highland dialects are of course more dif-

ferentiated than the urban dialects The tribes

which use them belong to two political clans

probably originally of different racial origin the
Qhumara, the old inhabitants, and the Sanhsdja,
the invaders In the present state of our knowledge
It does not seem possible to make the dialects

coincide with political or racial boundaries, but
we can nevertheless recognise two mam groups of
highland dialects

I The northern dialects, extending from
the Straits of Gibraltar to the south of ShafshSwan
and embracing in the east the confederation of the
Qhumara, 2 the southern dialects, from
WazzSn to Taza, used by two great classes of
tribes 6rst, the Sanhadja tribes of the valley of
the Wargba Sanh&dja of the Central Wargha,
Sanhadja of the Sun and of the Shade, of Mosbah
and of Gheddo, secondly, the Butr tribes, more or
less closely related to the Zanata and occupying
the lands north of the region of laza Mernisa,
Branes, Tsui, Maghrawa and Meknasa It seems to

be a historical fact that these Zanata and Sanhadja
peoples only settled in their present habitats long
after the first Arab conquest, the Sanhadja of
the Central Wargha certainly now occupy lands
which before the Almoravid period were peopled
by the Ghuraara We should therefore regard these
southern highland dialects as younger than those
of the northern group The slight differences noted
between the two groups may then be due to two
main causes i an evolution of the neigh-
bounng urban dialects which would have taken
place during the period between the arabicisation
of the Ghumara and that of the Sanhadja-Zansta,
2 the non-identity of the Berber substrata

To the two main groups GhurnSra and Sanhadja-
Zanata, we may perhaps add two little islands
in the south the highlanders of the region of
SefiH to the south of Fas (Bhalil, Bni Yazgha
etc), and the Ghiyyata to the south of Taza, they
probably constitute the last vestiges of a conti-

nuous Arabic-speaking bloc which stretched to the
south of the Fas-Taza corridor, the existence of
which in the xiith century we know from al-Idrisi

Phonetically, the Moroccan highland dialects

are characterised by the profound changes under-
gone by the Arabic consonantal system as a result

of the spirantisation of the dental and post palatal
occlusives. We find the interdentals ^ and
which do not represent the classical interdentals,

tc^-ihei* and daUdhal have given in these dialects

t and d respectively, which remain occlusive only
at the beginning of the word or after a consonant
or geminated, but after a vowel we have th and
dh bent “daughter”, plur bnath^ after a vowel
also kaf is pronounced as a spirant like the % of
modem Greek The representative of the group

of the classical language is usually d^ some-

times hardened to but among the GhumSra we
have dh (= emphatic ^5/) The sound tsh is

fairly common The short vowels are commoner
than in the towns, many of the short vowels 1

and u of the classical language are preserved)

this is how we find a considerable number of im-

perfects tR^ uR'^ and a few ^2 ,^3

As to morphology, the fem personal suffixes

-a (< -As) and pi 'tm « -hum) are characteristic

they are the complement of the series begun by
the masc -«, -0 « -hu) Among the northern JbJla

we find the use of a suffix -esh. maiking the plural

It seems really to be a borrowing from Latin

The dual, reserved for names of parts of the body
which occur in pairs and for names of various

measurements (of weight, length, volume and time)

is in -ayen shahrayen “two ytdddh “his

hands” The relative, pronoun and adjective, is d
The classical construct state {tdafd) is very rare

and is only found in a few stereotyped phrases

It is in general replaced by analytical constructions

in which the preposition d “of’ is used, expressing

possession as well as the material of a thing

Almost everywhere the prefixes of the 2*'d pers

com and of the pers fem of the aorist

are de~ (and not te-) dekteb “thou writest, she

writes” The passive participle of hollow verbs

IS often of the type mef^al niebya^ “sold”,

mehwaz “filled up” Finally we may note a few
traces of a passive of the form f^al yef"dl kba{

“to be taken” As evidence of conservatism, we
may mention that in these dialects we have the

I

word fa “mouth” which seems to have disap-

peared since old Arabic

Just as the urban dialects of Morocco may be
linked with a number of urban dialects of Algeria,

so have the highland dialects of Morocco cor-

respondents in the latter country W Mar^ais,

who is the first to have isolated and desciibed

this group of Maghribl dialects and prefers to

use the name of “parlers villageois” for them,
classes along with the dialects of the Moroccan
Jbala two other similar groups, also characterised

by the defacement of the Arabic consonant system

(liquidation, affrication, spirantisation), by the use

of turns of syntax and structural forms taken from
Berber and by the juxtaposition in the vocabulary
of Arabic elements sometimes strangely archaic

and very abundant Berber elements These are

firstly the Oran group of the Tiara m the

country which extends from Lalla Maghniya to

the sea, a mountainous country traversed by the
roads connecting Tlemcen, the capital of the Bana
'Abd al Wad, with the ports of Hunain and
Arshgvln It is with the dialects of the Tr5ra
that the dialects of these Moroccan JbJla show
most agreement
The second group, which differs more, is that

of the highland dialects of Eastern Kabylia, a
mountainous region of the department of Con-
stantine, traversed by the roads connecting Con-
stantine with the ports of Dji4elli and Collo, this

was also the old habitat of the Kutama, whom
their support of the Fatimid movement must have
caused to be rapidly arabicised Alongside of these

three groups of highland dialects (Jbala, TrSra,

Eastern Kabylia), W Margais classes a fourth in

the villages of the Tunisian Sahel, which he in the

coast zone traversed by the roads which connect
KairawSn with the ports of Stts, MahdIya and
Monastir These Tunisian dialects, of which that

of Takriina, studied by W Margais, is a specimen,
are however much arabicised and hardly seem
to have been subjected in their phonetics, mor-
phology, syntax and vocabulary to the profound
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Berber influences which characterise the first three

groups

In spite of their divergencies, which are due

mainly to pronunciation and to the local use of

words and phrases corresponding to two very

distinct forms of culture, the urban dialects and

the highland dialects cannot be either historically

or linguistically separated The fundamental dis-

parity IS that which exists between the urban and

highland group and the Beduin group It is the

townsmen who have taught the highlanders to

speak Arabic, but the urban dialects, used by in-

dividuals whose intellectual activity is greater,

have evolved more rapidly They are also more

sensitive to external influence, literary and political

These facts added to the predominance of Berber

blood in the highlands suffice to explain why the

dialects of the Jbala still seem coarse and quaint

to the townsmen On the other hand, the towns
j

have been frequently repopulated, wholly or m
part by people from the neighbouring hills All

this explains the family resemblance which the

linguist finds between the dialects of the towns

and those of the hills, perhaps the latter, being

more conservative, are also the more interesting

for the history of the language W Margais regards

them as valuable representatives of the Arabic

spoken in the country district of the Maghrib

before the coming of the Banu Hilal and the

Sulaim (cf W Mar^ais, Textes arabes dc Takrouna^

vol 1 ,
preface, p xxviii

)

The principal features which are com-
mon to the urban-highland group and which

distinguish It from the Bedum group are the

following

— loss of the classical interdentals,

— pronunciation of kaf as k or hamza (and

not g as among the Beduins),

— tendency to the syllabic grouping A’* A^2 g

when is not a laryngal nor a sonant,

— rarity of the construct state,

— suffix of the 3>‘d pers masc sing in -«, -o

(and not -aA, as among the Beduins),

— relative rarity of the addition of personal

suffixes, but regular use of the analytical

phrase with dyal ed-dar dyal “my house”,

— diminutive of A* e becomes A* A^ tyye

R^ kltyyeb^ “little dog”,
— diminutive of adjectives of the types A* A^ f

R? « class af^al) and A* A^ i A3 becomes

A* R^i R'^ e A3 hmtmer^ “a little red”, kbiber^

“a little large”

,

— plural of the adjectives A* A* ^ A ^ (<^ class

afal) becomes R^ u R!^ e R} kdhal, “black”

(plur),
— reductions of the plurals a I to

C* C^aC^ e mfdtahy “keys”

,

— use of a verbal prefix to mark the indicative

present Aa- or t^a in the towns and /a-,

Aa-, a- in the hills,

— in the singular of the perfect, the feminine

person is in general used for the masculine

e g ktebtt^ “thou hast written” (m
),
whence

we find in Rabat for the plural, an analogous

form ktebttu^ “you have wiitten”

— in the vocabulary, fAAS/, “how much ?”, f/aAa,

“now”, /As (rka^ kkd)^ “to do”, are charac-

teristic
,— in the imperfect of the defective verbs, the

plural is formed on analogy of the singular

yebkau^ “they remain”
,

“they weep”

c Beduin dialects These are in Morocco
the dialects of the plains the Atlantic plain from

Arzila to Mogador with its continuations into the

interior, the valley of the Multiya, the plateaus of

eastern Morocco and the region of the Moroccan

Sahara (Wad Gblr, Wad Ziz etc), they are still

little known, only that of the Hawwara of Sus

has been studied, but only in Europe and from autho-

rities who had already travelled a good deal else-

where That of the DukkSla of the north (Ul5d

Bu ‘'Aziz, Dlad Fredj), have myself examined
it corresponds in almost all its details to the

dialect of the Ulad Brahlm of Saida (Orania) on
which W Marqais has written a monograph There
IS no doubt that on examination one can divide

the Beduin dialects into groups characterised by
more or less conservatism, should those of the

Ma'kil perhaps be separated from those of the

Banu Ililal ? Perhaps a distinction should also be

made between the dialects of the purely Arab
tribes and those of the Atlantic regions where
powerful Berber tribes (Haha, RagiSga, Dukkala,

Baraghwata) have been arabicised and more or less

submerged by the Beduins It should be remembered
that m the historical period the latter have been

infinitely less stable than the tribes of Berber

origin (speaking Arabic or Berber)
,

whether

because they were taken to form the gtsh^ which

guards each large towns (environs of Fas, Meknes,

Rabat-Sale and Marrakush) or because they were

transported far from their original homes as a

measure of repression (case of the Shrarda), the

Arab tribes of the Atlantic plains have become
much broken up and mixed The Bedum dialects

which have most chance of having preserved their

original character are those of the tribes of the

Saharan steppes who have remained relatively stable

and intact Bni Gil, Mhaya, Dhwl MnP, Dlad

Djrir etc In any case, the following are the mdin

chaiactenstics of these dialects firstly the kaf is

pronounced as g (== kaf ma^kuda\ and it is already

this pronunciation which for Ibn Khaldun charac-

terises the Bedum dialects of his time The thj^^

dhal and dad za^ are retained with their inter-

dental value The short vowels are indistinct the

sound / is almost completely absent and many
short unaccented vowels sound practically like a

labial e Characteristic are the appearance of an

extremely short transitional vowel of u character,

which IS developed after A, kh and gh placed

before a consonant or an 5, eg kubar^ “great”

(plur), tgu^ed^ “he sits down”, Murafa^ “tale”,

ghuzal^ “gazelle”, shk^ara^ “saddlebag”, tug^ag^

“thin” (plur), a similar sound is found after

bby ffy mm andAA, AA, AA-M, e g lughrubR^a^

“the crows”, nujf'^^akha^ “a blow”, rumm'^^an^

“pomegianate”, mkk^ar^ “sugar”, shukk^a^ “piece

(of cloth)”, nukhkk^al^ “sound”, by analogy the

combinations mw and fw when the w corresponds

to a classical wawy are reduced to mm and ff

^

e g lemm'^lda^^ “the (little) place”, leff^ad^ “the

entrails”

The retention of the accent on the first syllable

causes “projected” syllabic forms yekteb^ “he

writes”, plur yekketbu^ meghghfi bt^ “Moroccan”,

mukkahla^ “musket”, beggertt^ “my cow”

The personal suffix of the 3
rd pers masc is

-ah The dialectal preposition translating “of” is

ntlf or /s', from the classical mat^
y
according as

the word before it is feminine or plural, this pre-

position becomes ntc^t {tc^() or ntJlif {(aif)
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It does not seem that the Beduin dialects know
the use of the verbal prefix indicating the indicative

present In the plural personal forms of the defective

verb, there is a reduction of the diphthong glu

yeglU^ from the verb gla “to fry”, nsu-yensU^

from the verb nsa “to forget”

We may also note the use of a preposition //-,

“to” gal-llnaj “he told us”

From the point of view of vocabulary, some
words are characteristic of Beduin dialects dar-

tdir^ “to make, do”, ba %bty “to wish”, yemta^

“when”, “yesterday”, weky dhurky “now”,
from the classical dha'l-wakt We may add the

particle wash used to indicate interrogation wa^h
sheft flan “have you seen so and so ?” and the

phrase ma ila-sh t^fly “he no longei comes”
d Jewish dialects The Jews who emigrated

from Spam have as a rule retained the use of an
archaic Spanish, many have also learned Arabic
for business reasons Alongside of the Spanish

Jews, we have in the Berber highlands and in

the towns of the interior Moroccan Jews of un-

known origin whom the former call forasteros

(Span “foreigners”), according to the district, they

speak Berber or Arabic, but in the towns their

dialects have not yet been studied They have a

literature in an Arabic dialect wiitten in Hebrew
characters (and called, certainly wrongly J udaeo
Arabic) ptyyuitnty songs at family festivals (cf

Tadjouri, in HesperiSy iii
, 1923, p 408—420),

satirical songs and songs dealing with real hap-

penings, some of these texts have been punted
at FSs and Constantine

,
a newspaper written in an

Arabic dialect and printed in Hebrew characters

called al-Hurriya “The Liberty” has been published

at Tangier for a number of years

e Relations of the linguistic groups
of Morocco to one another Morocco appears

to the philologist a wonderful field for the study of

the influence of the substratum on an imported

language, since the language of the substratum,

1 e Berber, is still alive alongside of the Arabic

and quite well known The results of the exarni

nation are very meagre the phenomena actually

ascnbable to the action of the substratum alone

are infinitesmal, this may, however, be due to the

fact that Arabic, a Semitic language, and Berber,

a proto-Semitic language, are not sufficiently dif-

ferentiated

From the phonetic point of view, there is

hardly any sound change found in the highland

dialects of the arabicised Berbers, for which a

corresponding change cannot be found in the

dialectal phenomena of old Arabic, only, peihaps

then tendency to spirantisation should be con-

nected with the identical tendency observed in

the northern Berber dialects found in the confines

of the Jbala country

If we consider the morphology, we see that in

the highland dialects the verb has lost feminine

forms of the plural of the old Arabic, w'hich still

survive in some Beduin dialects and are still found

in Berber A Berber origin has been sought for

the use of the verbal prefix indicating the present

of the indicative, but similar prefixes are found

in Egypt and in Syria where there are very different

substrata

Certainly Berber is the scheme la 1 which
forms nouns indicating trades {ta-bennal-t^ “trade

of a mason”) and names of abstract qualities {la

hramUty “roguery”), it is however curious to note

that in modern Berber, this scheme has not this

significance and is only used to form the feminine

and secondarily the diminutive

In the syntax of the highland dialects, we find

indisputable traces of Berber influence plural

treatment of singulars applied to liquids (water,

urine), phrases translated or stereotyped, eg ia tn

Kaddiir^ “Kaddlir’s brother”, with retention of

the Berber particle indicating belonging to, -tn

But It is in the vocabulary that the Beiber sub-

substratum makes its influence most felt Whether

surviving in the highland dialects or borrowed in

the Beduin dialects, many of the terms relating to

country life are Berber (names of plants, animals,

rocks, agricultural implements and tools), they

have often retained in Arabic the Berber pseudo-

article a-, which, still felt to have Us original value,

makes them unfit to take the Arabic article also,

alongside of the singular in «-, we usually have

a Berber plural in a—an also retained It is curious

by the way but intelligible to find in the highland

dialects words of Arabic origin with the Berber

article These must be Arabic words borrowed and

berberised at a time when the Jbala still spoke

Berber and which have been retained just as they

were in their Arabic dialect after being arabicised,

e g a~hftry “ditch”, plur a-hefrany in Tangier

the nave of the mosque is called a-bldt
y

at Rabat

two words imported from Europe have a Berber

form a-skify “the sultSn’s boat” and a tayy “tea”

Some Berber words have survived in the admi-

nistrative language of the Makhzen afrTigy “a

wall of cloth surrounding the sultan’s camp”,
agdaly “a pasture reserved for the sultSn’s animals”

,

azfely “lash to punish the guilty”, metwaVy “syndic

(nakib') of the sbarifs”

The Beduin dialects naturally contain much
fewer Berber elements than the urban dialects and

still less than the highland dialects, their rustic

vocabulary nevertheless made numerous borrowings

from the technical vocabulary of the previous Berber

tillers of the plains

Within the Arabic area, the highland and urban

dialects have borrowed a certain number of terms

relating to the rural activities of the Beduins, they

are as a rule revealed by the pronunciation of

of kaf as ^ The Beduin dialects in their turn

borrow from the towns their words relating to a

more advanced culture, but, for economic, political

and, to a certain extent, aesthetic reasons, they give

more than they borrow

Some words, which are used in the urban and
highland dialects as well as by the Beduin dia-

lects but aie unknown to the Spanish and Maltese

dialects, are perhaps of “Hilali ’ origin, the prin-

cipal seem to be ^audy “horse”, hallufy “boar” and

sjiafli^ufy “to see”

In addition to the Berber and Arabic elements,

the Moroccan vocabulary contains a fairly important

number of European loanwords They come from

the vocabulary of a higher culture and relate to

the flora (in cultivation or its products), to agri-

cultuie, to food and dress, to furniture and housing,

sometimes even to parts of the body There are

Greek or Latin borrowings of the oldest period,

Romance or Spanish for later periods
,
but neither

their meaning nor their phonetic treatment enables

us always to be able to date accurately the time

of their introduction and their origin

These “European” loanwords are naturally found

in larger numbers in Northern Morocco, which
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has been more subject to Mediterranean influences

which, through refugees from Spam, have been
felt as far as the northern part of the Middle
Atlas The Beduin dialects have escaped these in-

fluences (cf I Simonet, Glosarto de voces tbertcas

y lattnas usadas entre los Mozarabes^ Madrid 1888,

2 Schuchardt, Die romamschen Lehnworief ttn

Berbertschen^ Vienna 1918, 3 G S Cohn, Ety-

mologies magrtbtnesy in Hesperts [1926 and 1927],

4 A Fischer, Zur Lautlehre des Marokkamsch-
arabtschen [chap 11 ,111 and Excurs\ Leipzig 1917)

Between the two extremes marked by the most

conservative Beduin dialects and the most charac-

teristic highland dialects lies a whole gamut of

intermediate varieties, which are in the transitional

stages, they include the highland dialects whose
characteristic features have been reduced through

contact with the plains of the southern periphery of

the massif of the Jbala, as well as certain dialects

of Beduin type used m the Atlantic plains, notably

in the noxi-hadrlya towns “But however extensive

and deep may have been the interpenetration of

the two types, it has not abolished their funda-

mental unlikeness” (W Margais)

In spite of the profound differences which separate

them, the highland and Beduin dialects of Morocco
(and of the Maghrib) agree in one essential and

characteristic morphological feituie the foims sing

n—
,
plur n—u in the first persons of the aorist

Now this fact is attested in the xii^b century for

Almoravid Spam and Norman Sicily, 1 e in langu-

ages from winch Hil5li influence is clearly excluded,

It is also found in Maltese, it must then be admitted

that the two groups of dialects have independently

brought about this innovation, which seems to

have remained exceptional in the dialects of the

east The two groups agree also in the loss of

short vowels in open syllables, this phonetic pecu

liarity is also found in many eastern dialects, but

it IS curious that it has become general m the

Maghrib while the dialects of Spam and Egypt

do not have it

It IS m Documents tnedits d'htstoire almohade

that we find the first information about Moroccan

Arabic [use of bash^ “m order that”, mta^^ “of”,

first persons of the aorist in n— (sing
), n—

u

(plur)], but we have to wait till D de Forres to

find a few phrases transciibed (cf French transl

,

Pans 1636, p 241, 323, 339) Mouette, who was
captured at sea by the Moors in 1670 and was

for a long time a prisoner, has left us a Duttonnatre

arabesque in French and Moroccan, in transcription

(cf Relation de la Capftvite
, Pans 1683,

PP 330—3^2) The first grammatical notes were

collected by Host (cf Efterretnmger
, 1779,

ch 8, p 202—210), who has also given us a

Berbei-Danish-Moroccan Arabic vocabulary (<7/ at
^

p. 128— 133) It IS to Fr de Dombay that we
owe the first monograph on Moroccan dialects,

which is also the first serious contribution to the

study of Arabic dialects, the dialect which he deals

with is that oi'YzXigxtx^Grammattca linguae mauro
Vindobonae 1800) Since then, there have

been a number of studies for works before 1911

see the bibliography given by W Margais in his

Textes aiabes de Danger^ p 207—213, for later

works see the bibliography in Textes arabes de

Rabat by L Brunot (now in the press)

2 Literature of the Arabic dialects
Like all popular literatures, the literature of the

Arabic dialects ofMorocco is essentially poetical The

only texts in prose are those which have been

collected recently by European students of dialects

In the Arabic poetry of Morocco two periods

must be distinguished the first extending down
to the beginning of the Sa'^dian dynasty, the first

known texts are those which Ibn Khaldun gives

at the end of his Mukaddtma among the specimens

of the poetry of the towns To these we may add

a mass of poems composed in honour of the Prophet

{Mawlidlyat) of which numerous collections exist

m manuscript I eo Africanus (ed Schefer, 11,

p 130) says that under the Marinids, poets used

to compose verses in “vulgar African” on the

Mawlid and also on erotic subjects These poems
were recited in the presence of the sultan, who
gave prizes to the winners of the competition From
this group cannot be separated the poems which
accompany classical Moroccan music, “Andalusian”
music, many of which must have been composed
in Morocco, these were collected and classified

by al Ha’ik, a musician of Spanish origin who had
settled in Tetwan All these poems belonging to

this first period are written in the Spanish Arabic
dialect, which after the great success of the Cordovan
Ibn Kuzman (xiitb century) became the classical

language of the new poetic genre called zadjal^

which had this in common with the tnuwadtshah

that, while employing like it new metres, Us prosody

was based like the classical metre on the quantity

long or short of the syllables, but the ladjal differed

from the tnuwashihah in that it was written in the

Spanish dialect and not in the classical language

The mam characteristics of the poetry of the

Moroccan dialects of the first period are attention

to the quantity of each syllable as in Latin and
the use of the Spanish dialect

The second period, on the other hand, is distin-

guished by a system of prosody founded exclusively

on the number of syllables in each verse (as in

French) and by the use of a special language

called melhun^ a kind of xo/vif adapted to literary

purposes, based on the Moroccan dialect but in-

fluenced partially by the Beduin dialects, U seems

moreover that this poetry is of Beduin origin and

it was under the beduinising dynasties of the

Sa'dians and ^Alawids that it arose and flourished

The first known author of a lasula written m
melhun appeals in the xvUh century he was Abu
Fans 'Abd al 'Aziz al Magjjrawi, who was one of

the poets of the Sa'dian Sultan al-Mansur al Dhahabi

(1578-1602) His fame is still great and is preserved

in the proveib Kull twil khawl^ gher en-nehhlo>

u Imeghfdwt ^Nothing that is long is of interest

except the palm-tree and al-MaghrawI” Other poets

followed him It was at this time that the saint

'Abd al RahmSn al-Madjdhub al Dukkali (d in

1569) wrote his mystic ruba^tyyat^ but many of

the verses now attributed to him aie apocryphal

After these we have the poets from Tlemsen, an

important centre of melhun poetiy, first Sa'id b

'Abd Allah al Mindasi al-Tilimsani, author of the

celebrated '^Aklkty <7, who left his native town to live

at the court of the first 'Alawid Sultans Muhammad
b al-Sharif (d in 1664) and al-Raghid (d in 1672),

a pupil of al-Mindasf, Ahmad b al-Turaikl, banished

from Tlemsen in 1672 by the Turks, also came to

settle in Morocco among the Bni Znasen But we
have to come down to the xviiith and especially

the xixth century for the coming of a whole school

of poets writing in melhun The three principal

centres of literary activity were Fas, Meknes and
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Marrakush The subjects treated are most vaned
love poems, mystic, erotic and satincal (discussion

between a white woman and a negress, between

a townswoman and a Beduin woman etc ), political

(on the occasion of the French conquest and the

establishment of the protectorate), didactic (manu-

facture of powder, target-shooting, falconry) poems
or burlesques (parodies of khutbas declaimed by

the students at then f^tes)

Among the numerous authors we may mention bi

Muhammad b Sulaiman, Si al-Tih5mI al-Madaghrf,

al-Ganduz, al-Hunsh, we owe humorous kasidas to

Si al-MadanI al-1 urkumani of MarrSkush, Si Kaddiir

al-’^Alami buried at Meknes specialised in mystical

and ethical poetry The Dar^awl Muhammad al-

Hairak of Tetwan (d 1845) also wrote mystical

kasidas in melhun which are collected at the end
of the lithographed edition of his Diwan (Tunis

1331, FSs, n d) At the beginning of the

century, al-SaMSni of Fas was composing political

kasidas

Melhun poetry has completely replaced poetry

in the Spanish dialect, it constitutes a very vigorous

branch of literature, much in favour with all classes

of society, we frequently find almost illiterate

authors, and people say that their talent is a poetic

gift given by God {mawhub)
^
on the other hand,

even the rulers have not disdained this popular

poetry and one of the last ‘^Alawid Sultans, Mawlay
^Abd al-Hafiz, wrote numerous kasidas in melhun
which have been collected in a Diwan lithographed

at FIs

Alongside of this men’s poetry, there are the

songs of the women (songs of women working at

the mill, songs of gleaners, songs of family f^tes,

lullabies), the children’s songs which are often

strangely conservative, epigrams and proverbs [cf

A Fischer, Das Ltederbuth etnes marokkantschen

Sanger Leipzig 1918, C Sonneck, Chants arabes

du Maghreb, Pans 1902 (Nrs 5, 6, 11, 12, 13,

14, 74, 84, 85, 88, 89, 94-97^ 1 15 and 116 are

Moroccan)
,
E L^vi-Provengal, Un chant pofu-

latre reltgteux du Djebal Marocatn
,
m Revue

Afrtcatne^ 1918, H de Castries, Les gnomes de

Stdy Abd er Rahman el~Medjedoub, Pans 1896, on
the poetry melhun in general, cf Abn ‘^All al-

Ghawthi, Kashf aUKmcd' ^an Alat al-Sinid', Algiers

1904, p 49—93, S Biarnay, Notes d''ethnogra-

phic et de linguistique nord afrtcatnes^ Pans 1924
(songs of women and children), L Brunot, Pro-

verbes et dictions arabes de Rahat^ in Hesperts,

1928 (with Moroccan bibliography of the subject)

III Other Languages A sketch of the

languages of Morocco which only took account of

Berber and Arabic dialects would be incomplete,

for three other elements of secondary importance

have to be considered

a Classical Arabic, the official language

IS used only in writing, for sermons, lectures and

conferences, it is never the language of conversa-

tion But as religious studies are considerably

developed in the towns (especially Fls) and also

among the Jbala (Kur^anic studies and especially

ktrd^at), many words of classical Arabic have been

introduced into the popular dialect by the educated

classes The phonetic peculiarity to notice in bor-

rowed classical words is the retention of the short

vowels of the classical language, as a result of

the process of elongation, e g classical dahir^

plur dah^tr^ ‘‘decree of the suitin’’, borrowed by
the popular dialect m the form dahir^ whence a

dialect plural dwahar Several Kur^Inic expres-

sions or phrases of exegesis hence passed into

everyday language as adverbs bellTltt “guilty”

(taken from Kurkin vi I 53 )> b-et-tawll “slowly”,

lit “in commenting on”, wa kila “perhaps” Mo-

rocco, as a whole being little arabicised, seems

incapable of borrowing a part of the classical

vocabulary and adapting it to its own dialect Its

borrowings from classical Arabic almost always

look like borrowings from a foreign language

b Spanish was the only language spoken by

many of the Muslims of Spam, who in the xv^
century and especially in the xvi^k took refuge

in Morocco, mainly at Tetwln and Rabat-Sale

Mouette, who was taken a prisoner to Morocco in

1670, says that Spanish was as common there as

Arabic, his remark is probably true only of the

towns already mentioned The descendants of these

emigrants from Spam later learned Arabic and

forgot Spanish, under the influence of Isllmic

culture Not having been subject to the latter

influence, the Jews of Spanish origin still speak

an archaic Spanish, sprinkled with Arabic terms

moulded to the flexions of Latin morphology

c At the present day, in the palace of the

sultan, many servants of both sexes still speak

Sudanese dialects, but these seem to have had

no influence on the Arabic dialects of Morocco

No trace has so far been found of the existence

ID Morocco of secret languages, one could hardly

put in this category the argots of certain guilds

(butchers) nor those of the students, the origin-

ality of which consist simply m transposing certain

letters of each word of the ordinary language and

in the addition of certain prearranged syllables

(Georgfs S Colin)

VIII Intellectual Life

More especially since the end of the middle ages,

Morocco has occupied a place by itself, often

important, in the history of Muslim civilisation

From the point of view of intellectual life, it was

for long under the tutelage, more or less marked, of

neighbouring countries, and it was only from the

time it became an independent state with well-

defined frontiers that it began to show independ

ence in this respect also The great activity at

the centres of learning in Arab Spain down to

the end of the xiiith century had undoubtedly an

influence in Morocco, but it was after the return of

the Iberian Peninsula to Christianity, that, owing
to the migration of refugees from Spam
to Morocco, where there happened to be ruling

princes anxious to further Islamic studies, it was

able to preserve the last and only centres of
study m the Muslim west In any case, in spite

of the relatively large number of scholars which

It has produced m various branches of S/w, this

country is far from having inherited in the eyes

of the rest of Isllm the reputation and intellectual

prestige, which Spam enjoyed when it was a Muslim
country However, it may be said that the towns

of Morocco have always held m recent centuries

a large proportion of men of letters, much attached

to their traditional culture Lastly, it may
be noted that this culture, to the end of the xix^h

century at least, never allowed the slightest place

for modern sciences, the study of which, if it has

gradually become more or less established m the

Muslim east, has never interested the west

The characteristic feature of this culture, which
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IS essentially founded on religion, is that it has

remained unchanging In this country, where only

a few years ago tradition strictly regulated all acts

of public and private life, it is not surprising that

the intellectual ideal has always remained the same
It has already been remarked that the Moroccan
^aklh of to-day, whether he be magistrate, teacher,

or official of the Sharlfian government, possesses

the same stock of knowledge as a faklh of the

periods of the Marlnids or Sa'dians The same
instruction has been given him and by the same
methods He has received first of all an elementary

education in the Kur’anic school [see maktab],
he has learned the Kurban by heart, often com-
pletely, and some of the elements of grammar
Next he became a student {tahb\ and the ^alab

which he studied, is goveined by no rules

or programmes other than the traditional ones

He first of all studied the **mother works” {um^
fnahat\ compendia made to be memorised readily,

on theology and grammar (usually the Mursjiid

al-MuHn of Ibn ^A§hir and the Ad^urrumlya) It

was only then that he entered upon a more thorough

study of more advanced texts, usually commentaries

{^ark) or glosses {hashtycL) on works {main) of

established reputation and exclusively Islamic in

character 1 he whole trend of his studies is toward

a better knowledge of theology and law
Ihe result is that in most cases in Morocco

men of learning are almost entirely jurists and

that they differentiate between purely IslSmic

sciences i^ulum) and profane leaining (/«»««) with

some contempt for the latter We understand also

why the part played by Morocco in Arabic literature

is primarily in the domain of subjects directly

connected with the Kur^fin and the Sunna, theology,

law and usul

The centres of learning have varied with

periods and historical circumstances The early

ones seem to have been the points nearest to Spam,
Ceuta and Tangier The foundation of Fas and

the building in this city of the gieat Mosque of

the KairawSnls al-Kai awiytn) facilitated the

establishment of a centre of culture in the interior

A little later, Marrakush, the capital of the Almo-
ravids and of the Almohads, became by desire of

Its rulers the centre of attraction for Maghnbl
scholars and even for a certain number from Spam
But It IS from the Marlnid dynasty, who saw in

the development of educational centres in Morocco

a means to make themselves popular in the country

and to acquire prestige in the eyes of the Muslim

world, that the rise of FSs as an intellectual centre

dates it was the metropolis of learning in

the country from the xivth century Not only did

the Marlnid princes make it the political capital

but by the foundation of a series of colleges or

madrasas (in Morocco medersd) around the DjSmi^

al-KarawIyin and mosque of New F5s, they were

able to attract to this city a host of students from

all parts of the country and to give it the renown
for learning, which it still jealously claims to-day

In the Marlnid period, madrasas were also multi-

plied outside Fas Meknes, Sal6 and MairSkush

had their own, which shows that regular education

was given in these towns

In addition to the part played by the madrasas,

there was the activity of the zSwiyas, directly

connected with the development of maraboutism

and sbarlfism in the country in the period when

the Spaniards and Portuguese were trying to esta-

blish themselves in Morocco in the xvith century

The zSwiyas, religious centres, headquarters of the

^thad^ naturally became centres of teaching

At the time when Ffts could only with difficulty

keep Its character as the principal centre of learning

in the country, the zSwiyas, in which teaching

was carried on, became more and more numerous

,

e g the zawiya of al-Dila^ in the Middle Atlas,

the zSwiya of Tamgrut in the land of Da'ra and
the zawiya of Wazzan m the north Ihe most
famous scholars were frequently either heads of

brotherhoods or diorfa^ who taught in the mother-
house of their order

We do not intend here to give a detailed sketch

of the Aiabic literature of Morocco, but will be

content with a few general indications and names
distinguishing where possible, between Islamic and
profane sciences

It was not till the Muslim west adopted the Malikl

rite that Morocco began to produce work in the

domain of ^tlm in close accord, as already men-
tioned, with the school of Spam In this period

of intellectual dependence, the relations between
the two countries were continued and the Maghribi

students down to the xiiitb century considered a

sojourn in Cordova, Murcia or Valencia necessary

to finish their course The east did not yet seem

to exert the attraction that it did later At this

period, besides, the islSmisation and arabicisation

of the Beiber masses was still too recent Only a

few names may be mentioned foi this early period,

DarrSs b Isma'il, of whom much that is recorded

is legendary, the famous reformer Ibn Tumart
[q V

],
creator of the Almohad movement and

author of several rtsala or ^akida on his teaching,

the kadi ^lyad [q v ], born at Ceuta in 476
(1083), d at Marrakush m 544 (1149), author of

numeious works on Muslim learning, of which the

most famous are the Kttah al and the

MasMrik al-Anwar with a collection of biographies

of learned Malikis, entitled al-Madarik

During the modern period, on the other hand,

the number of learned Moroccans becomes more
and more considerable The best known are for

ktr^at Ibn BarrI (eighth century A H ), Ibn

Fakhkhar (ninth century), the scholar of Meknes
Ibn GiiazI (t9i9), 'Abd al-Rahman Ibn al-Kadi

(t 1082), 'Abd al-Rahman b Idris Mandjra (f 1 1 79),

Muhammad b 'Abd al-Salam al-FasI (f 1214), for

hadxth Yahya al Sarradj (t 808), Sukkain al-

'Asimi (t 956), Ridwan al-Djinwi (t 990 >
Muham-

mad b Kasim al Kassar (f 1012), Idris al-TrakI

(t 1228), for fikh Abu ’1 Hasan al-Sughaiyir, com
mentator of the Mudawwana^ al Djazuli [qv]
and Ahmad Zarruk (ninth century) commen-

tators of the Rtsala of Ibn Abi Zaid al-Kaira

warn, al-Wansharlsi (t 995), al-Mandjur (t995)5
Ibn 'A shir (t 1040), Maiyara (f 1072), for phi-

lology al MakkudI (| 8o7), Ibn Zakri (t 899)

Their works have for the most part been recorded

and will be found detailed either in Brockelmann,

GAL or m Bencheneb’s work on the individuals

mentioned m the I^aza of 'Abd al Kadir al-Flsf

Only a small number have found a place in eastern

libraries, but on the other hand, they all form

the foundations of the collections of manuscripts

formed and preserved in the imperial palaces and
mosques of Morocco

Some Moroccan scholars have written works on
adab or collections of poems, in addition to

books of a strictly Muslim character None of
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them can claim any great originality and purely

literary dlwans are rare Poetry, as a rule — when
it IS not didactic (ur^uza) —,

is religious
or m y s 1 1 c At the courts, there were always a few

literary men maintained by the princes, who were

the panegyrists, often very lurid, of their patrons

It IS at the courts also, especially from the

xivtb centuiy, that we find the few historians who
have given us original chronicles or compilations

Their works, planned on a singularly curious con-

ception of history, have nevertheless the merit

of giving us the only detailed information about

the political history of the country in the period

of the author or immediately preceding it Those
which date from the Middle Ages aie however much
the best The kind of work not only did not

improve latei, but became simply dry chronicles

in which events are related in a biief and colour-

less fashion

The early historians of Moiocco — if we
except the Berbei genealogists about whom we
do not know very much — are contemporaiies

of the Almoravid dynasty A little later, the Al-

mohads find a historian in the person of a com-
panion of the Mahdl Ibn lumart, Abu Bakr

al-Baidh£k al-SanhadjI, the interest of whose
memoirs contrasts strikingly with many later chro

niclers Alongside of the work of al-l'aidhak may
be placed the chronicles of Ibn al Kattan and of

‘^Abd al-W5hid al-Marr5kushi as of high value

But it was m the MarTnid period that the historian

found most favour in Morocco leaving out Ibn
^aldun, whom Morocco is not the only one

to claim, we may mention Ibn Tdharl, a scholar :

of Marrakush, to whom we owe a history of

North Africa and Spain, the Bayan al Mngkrtb^
that of Ibn Abi Zar^, author of a history of

Fas and the Moroccan dynasties, Rawd al Kti fas
y

Ibn Marzuk, authoi of the Musnady a monograph
on the sultan Abu ’

1-Hasan 'All, Ibn al-Ahmar
of the family of the kings of Granada, author of

the Rawdat al-Ntsitn Under the SaMians, the

principal historians were al-Fi§ht5lI, a 1 -

1

f r a n I

,

author of the Nuzhat al-Hadt^ finally under the

'Alawids, al-Zaiyani and Akensus

Geography is represented in modern Moroc-

can literature only in the form of r%hla% or ac-

counts of the tiavels of pilgrims, in which the

description of the country passed through only

occupies an insignificant place Nevertheless, the geo

grapher al Idrlsi [q v] and the gieat traveller

Ibn Battuta were of Moroccan origin

The biographical literature of Morocco

IS considerable The collections of mandktb [q v
]

of saints, monographs dealing with families of

shfirfd or religious brotherhoods are abundant,

especially in the modern period There are also

collections by town or century, some of which

are of a certain interest, even from the point of

view of history All these biographies have been

surveyed in E L^vi-Provengal, La Historiens des

Chorfa The most notable biographers down to the

middle of the xixth century are Ibn Askar, author of

the Dawhat al Naiitr ,
Ibn al-KadI, author of the

Durrat al-Hi4ial and the Djadhwat al-Ikttbas
,
the

histonan al IfrSni, author of the Safwat man tnta-

dSfiTy and al-KSdirl, author of the Nasir aBMathani
and the Ilttkat al~Durar

As to medicine and natural science,
Morocco down to the xiv^h century was closely

dependent on Spain. The physicians of the Al-

moravid and Almohad princes were from Spain,

like Ibn Baija (Avenpace), Ibn Tufail and the

celebrated Ibn Ruahd (Averroes) and Ibn Zuhr
(Avenzoar) In the modern period, we find at the

couits of the sultans several physicians of Moroc-

can origin who have left works Ihe chief were,

in the Sardian period Abu Muhammad al-Kasim

al Wazii al QhassanI, in the 'Alawid period Ibn

ShukrOn, ‘Abd al Wahhab Adarrak, Ahmad al-

Dara% ‘Abd Allah b ‘Azzuz al Marrakushi, Ah-

mad Ibn al-Hadijdj and ^Abd al Salam al 'AlamI

Finally two famous Moroccans studied the exact
science of the xiiBh century Abu *^Ali al-Hasan

b 'Umar al Mairakus^I, authoi of a treatise on

astionomical instruments, pait of which has been

tianslated by S6dillot, and Ahmad Ibn al Banna^,

to whom we owe several works on arithmetic, geo-

metry, algebra, astronomy, astrology and alchemy

At the end of the xixth century, the reign of

Mawlai al Hasan was marked by a kind of
renaissance m Muslim studies in Morocco,

particularly characterised by the need which writers

felt of getting their works printed to make them

more widely known The lithographic pres-
ses of has acquired a ceitain importance at this

time and began to publish texts which had hitherto

circulated only in manuscript A little later, there

appeared at F5s the three volumes of the Salwat

al Anfas o\ Ahmad b DjaTar al-Katt5ni [q v
],

an excellent biographical dictionaiy of the celebrities

of the northern capital At the same time, there

was published in Cairo the great Moroccan history

of Ahmad b Khalid al-Nasiri al-Salawi [q v
]

entitled Kttah al-Isttksd, It Akkbar Dmval aLMa*
ghrtb al-aksa

The establishment of the French protectorate

in Morocco and the remarkable spiead of French

civilisation in the large towns have already pro-

foundly modified the intellectual ideals of the

younger generation in Morocco It is however still

too early to foretell the orientation that Arabic

literature will take in this country in the years

to come
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MORON, Arab MawzUr, a little town in
the south of Spam, on the nght bank of the

Guadaira and at the foot of the Sierra de Mordn
to the S W of Cordova and S E of Seville It

was in the Muslim period the capital of a kUra
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or district and an agricultural centre with numerous
olive groves At the beginning of the tenth century,

It was one of the centres of resistance of the

famous rebel ^Umar b HafsHn, its citadel was
taken by the troops of ‘Abd al Rahman III in

31 1 (923) In the next century during the period of

the petty kingdoms of the reyes tatfas^ Moi6n was
the capital of a little Berber dynasty, the Bana
Dammar, Abadls from the region of Gabes m
Tunisia The first member of the dynasty to declare

his independence in 433 (1041) was Muhammad
b NUh, his father Nuh b Abl Tarid had lived

at Mor6n from 1013 without actually recognising

the government of Cordova Muhammad b Nah
soon excited the jealousy of the 'Abbadid of Seville

al-Mu'tadid who made an attempt on his life He
died in 449 (1057) His son Manad Mmad al

Daw la, who succeeded him, was soon besieged

in Mor6n by al Mu^^tadid and in return for life

and liberty suriendered the town in 458 (1066)
Moi6n and its teiritory were annexed to the king-

dom of Seville and henceforth shared the fate of

the capital

B t bltograp hy YSkut, Mu^djam al-Biildan^

ed Wustenfeld, iv 680, Abu ’l-Iida^, Takivtm

al-Buldan^ ed Reinaud and de Slane, p 175 of

the Arabic text and p 250 of the transl
,
Ibn

'idhSrl, al-Bayan al-Mughrtb^ ii
,
ed Dozy,p 1 95,

transl hagnan, p 306, in, ed I ^vi-Provengal,

appendix p 295— 296, Dozy, Mus E^p
^

IV 300—301 ,
C F Seybold, supra^ ii 87

(E L6VI PROVENgAL)
MOROS [See Moors

]

MOSTAGANEM (Mustaghanim), a coast
town in Algeria, eight miles E of the mouth
of the Shelif (5' E 1 ong [Greenwich]) does not

occupy the site of any known ancient town
There is no natural harbour here, two capes, not

particularly well marked (Kharuba and Salamander),

leave vessels without piotection against winds from

the north and west It is therefore not as a port

that al-BakrI (xBk century) mentions Mostaganem
for the first time He describes it as ti town situated

“not far from the sea” (it is less than a mile

away) living on the produce of its rich territory,

notably the cotton plantations From this time

onwards it was surrounded by a wall which

strengthened its natural defences The old town
occupies a tiiangular plateau formed by the sharp

bend of the ^Ain Sefra and the wall runs along

the top of the ravine On the point of this natural

stronghold, the Almoravid YtJsuf b TSshfln is said

to have built in 1082 a fortress which was later

called BurjJj al-Mahal, from the name of one of

the tribes of the neighbourhood, and is now a

prison I ike the other towns of the coast, Nedroma
or Algieis, Mostiganem was probably given a

small Almoravid garrison Thus strengthened, the

town would serve as a place of refuge against an

attack from the sea and one could keep at a distance

the Berber tribes of the hinterland, who belonged

for the most part to the MaghrSwa confederation

It must thus have developed to some extent In

the middle of the xii^h century, IdrIsI tells us that

It had bazaars and baths, he emphasises the

abundance of the water which irrigated the gardens

and orchards and drove mills

The name of Mostaganem does not figure in

history throughout all this period when the Almo-

hads in theory held the central Maghrib The
decline of the Almohads enabled the MaghrSwa

607

to become completely masters of the country In

1267 and 1271 the Zaiyanid sultan of Tlemsen

Yaghmorasan reduced these turbulent tribes and

incorporated their lands in the empire which he

had founded In 680 (1281) he entrusted the

government of Mostaganem to one of his cousins,

al-Za^im b Yahya, a descendant of one of the

collateral branches of the family of the BanH Zaiyan,

in spite of the lack of confidence he had in those

relatives whom he had deprived of the throne

These fears proved well founded Al-Za^im, having

roused the Maghrawa to rebel, declared himself

independent Yaghmor3san had to march on Mosta
ganem, he blockaded the town strictly and the

rebel surrendered after obtaining permission to cross

to Spam
Like all the coast region, Mostaganem in 735

or 736 (1335— 1336) passed to the Merlnid Abu
’1-Hasan, who was engaged m the siege of Tlemsen
In 742 (1340) the victorious sultan built a mosque
in Mostaganem We have an inscription attesting

this foundation of the interregnum of the Moroccan
princes Regained by the sultans of Tlemsen, the

town suffered disastrously from their weakness

1 he Sowaid Arabs of the great Zoghba confederation

became undisputed masters of the whole district

Mostaganem led a precarious existence Leo Afri-

canus at the beginning of the xvBk century says

that It occupied only a third of its former area

He credits it with 1,500 hearths, however, tells

us of the weavers and of the roadstead to which

ships from Europe came He says the iiver runs

“through the city”, which shows that in addition

to the old stronghold on the left bank there were

now quarters on the right bank In the Turkish

period we know of two suburbs Tidjit (the New)
and Matmor (the Silo) In 1516 Khair al-Din

[q V
]
considerably strengthened its defences Shaw

at the beginning of the xviiBk century speaks of

the citadel (the Fort of the East^) which, built

on a height, commanded the town and vicinity

In 1830 the garrison consisted of some hundreds

of Turks and Kuloghlis Ihe French took them
into their service and put them under the command
of the Ka^d Ibrahim Distrusting the loyalty of

the latter and thinking he had an agreement

with the Medj5her, an unsubdued tribe of the

neighbourhood. General Desmichels occupied the

town in 1833 T he troops whom he stationed there

were attacked by 'Abd al Kadir The vexatious

results of the treaty signed by Desmichels with

the Emir forced Clauzel to retake Mostaganem

(1835) Under Bugeaud, Mostaganem became the

point of disembarkation and the centre of operations

against ^Abd al Kadir It was there that in 1847

the first battalion of Algerian Tirailleurs (Turcos)

was raised, and the town has since been an im-

portant centre for recruiting native troops

Mostaganem has developed considerably since

the early days of the French occupation, it has

now over 27,000 inhabitants Its harbour, which

owes nothing to nature, has been improved by

tw^o jetties which still afford only a rather mediocre

shelter to shipping
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Leo Afneanus, Voyage^ ed Ramusio, Venice
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MOSTAR, the capital of the Herzego
Vina in the kingdom of Jugoslavia, one hundied

miles S W of Sarayevo, on the Sarayevo-(Mostar-)

Dubrovnik railway By the new (Oct 3, 1929)
division of Jugoslavia into nine banats, Mostar

passed to the coast banat, the capital of which is

Split (Spalato) The picturesque town lies two
hundred feet above sea-level on both banks of

the Neretva (Narenta) between the slopes of the

Podvelei and the Hum The old quarters of the

town (Konak, Carshya etc

)

are in the east, the

new in the west In 1929, the number of inhabitants

was 18,038 (in 1921 a little more 18,176) Mostar

covers an area of 16 square kilometres, has 2,916

houses, 33 mosques, 2 Serbian Orthodox and one

Roman Catholic church Mostar has a district

mufti and a sharl’^at judge (kadi) Its trade is con-

siderable as IS its production of fruit, wine and

tobacco Ihe climate is warm and windy

In the time of the Roman empire, there was a

colony in the plain of Mostar, which was destroyed

during the period of migrations In the centuries

following, the immigrant Slavs conquered the

Zahumlye district with its capital Blagay (near

the modem Mostar) According to the Dalmatian

writers Orbmi and Luccari (both at the beginning

of the xviitfi century), the new town of Mostar

was founded in 1440 by Radivoy Cost, a vassal

of Stefan VukCic Kosa6a, afterwards Duke of St

Sava In historical documents the earliest mention

is in 1452 of the two forts on the Neretva bridge

(do castelh al ponte de Neretua)^ the name of the

town itself is not found till 1499
It was only after the Turkish conquest of the

Herzegovina (1483, cf v Hammer, G 0 K \

628), which resulted in the decline of Blagay that

the new settlement began to develop rapidly, first

as an important strategic point in the Neretva

valley, then as a prosperous commercial town in

addition Since it grew up around a wooden bridge,

it was called simply Most (bridge), Mostui or

Mostar^ properly Mostari (plur
,
“the bridgers”)

This “place of the bridge” was by 1522 the

residence of the Turkish sandjakbeg of the Herze-

govina, who had previously lived in Fo6a According

to Hadjdji K^lifa, the crossing of the Neretva

was exceedingly dangerous the wooden bridge,

being on chains, had no piers and swung so that

“one only crossed it in fear of death” The in-

habitants therefore petitioned Sultan SulaimSn to

have a stone one built in its place The architect

sent by the SultSn, the celebrated Sinan [q v],

IS said to have declared it impossible to build a

bridge at this spot, whereupon a local architect

built the fine bridge which crosses the river in a

single bold arch, thirty yards in length and sixty

feet high This is said to have been done in 974
(1566— 1567) The two Turkish chronograms given

by EwliyS CelebI and J!

^Lv sjy actually give this

date This bridge not only gave Mostar its name
but formed its chief sight, as it still is The French

traveller A Poullet in 1658 says that its ^fabrtque

est plus hardte^ sans comparatson^ des plus

dUtendue que finest pas celle de Realte a Ventse^

quoy qu'elle y soil estimee vne meruetlle^' (cf Glas-

mk zemaljskog muzeja u Bosnt i Hercegovim

(hereafter quoted as Gl z m)y xx [1908], 49)
A modern traveller regards the old bridge at

Mostar as the finest in the whole world (R

Michel, Fahrten in den Retchslanden Btlder und
Skizzen aus B und der H [Vienna and Leipzig,

1912], p 31) In his earlier book on Mostar he

describes this bridge as a “crescent in stone”

The building of the bridge was often ascribed to

the Romans and indeed its foundations perhaps

date from them but the modern bridge undoubtedly

dates from the Turkish period and “is the work
of Dalmatio-Italian architects” (J de Asboth,

An official tow through Bosnia and Herzegovina

[London 1890], p 257)
Ewliya Celeb! visited Mostar in 1075 (1664

—

1665) and gives in his diary a number of details

about the town, e g that it has fifty-three mahalla^^

three thousand and forty solidly built houses of

stone, three hundred and fifty shops and forty-

five mosques Of the latter he mentions eight by
name i Old mosque m the Car^bya, built in

878 (1473), 2 Hadydjl Mehmedbeg mosque, built

in 965 (1557), 3 Masdjid of HadijdjI 'Allans in

the Car^ya, built in 1016 (1607), 4 DefterdSr-

paiha mosque, built in 1017 (1608), 5 KoskI

Mehmedpasha mosque, built in 1027

(1617), 6 IbrahlmSgha, built in 1044 (1634),

7 Ruznamedji Ibrahim-Efendi-mosque and 8 Hadjdji

^All mosque For the two latter mosques neither

the chronogram nor the year of building is given

The finest and laigest of all is the mosque of

Hadjdjl Mehmed Bey, which is usually called

“Karagyozbegova dXamiya” The monograph, quoted

below, by Peez gives the names of twenty seven

mosques and twenty-six vakufs (wakf) and in

each case he mentions whether their foundation

records are preserved or not

It the course of the xviBh and xviiith century

Mostar was several times threatened by Venetian

troops (1652, 1693, 1717) At a late date (1763),
the Herzegovina was incorporated in the wilSyet

of Bosnia and Mostar was only the residence of

the musellim This lasted till 1832, when the land

was again made a wilayet and Mostar became the

headquarters of the newly appointed Herzegovinian

wazir 'All Pasha Rizvanbegovic

During the Turkish period Mostar produced a

number of men of note in Turkish and Muslim
literature and learning Of poets we may note

I Diya’i (d 972 = 1564), 2 Derwish Pasha
(Bayezidagic, 1599 and in 1601 governor of Bosnia),

3 his son Ahmedbeg Sabuhl and 4 A^med Rushdi
(born 1047 = 1637) The following learned men
were natives of Mostar i 'All Dede b Mustafa
(d 1007=1598), 2 MustafS Aiyubizade, called

Sheyuyo (d U19 = 1707), Mufti of Mostar, com-
mentator of various works

, 3 Aljraed Efendi Mostari
(Mostarac, d 1 190= 1 77^)1 whose fetwSs (Fetawa-i

Ahmed) were very popular in Bosnia, and 4
MustafS §idkl (Karabeg), Mufti of Mostar (murdered
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in 1878), whose comprehensive Htlih>ya ^ala \

Mtr^Tit al-U^Hl was printed m Sarajevo (1316) |

A few days after the murder of the last-named,

Mostar was taken without resistance by the Austrian

troops (Aug 5, 1878) and on Oct 5, 1908, an-

nexed to the Danube monarchy, in which it re-

mained till 1918 During these forty yeais (1878-

1918) Mostar was frequently the centre of Muslim
(and of Serbian Orthodox) opposition to the govern-

ment In Mostar originated also the Muslim agitation

for autonomy in religious affairs (cf 1 , p 760),
which went on for ten years (1899— 1909) The
leader of the movement, ^Ali Fehml DXabic, the

then mufti of Mostar, had to escape to Constanti-

nople at the end of January 1902, where he was
appointed professor of Arabic liteiature in the

University, in which capacity he published among
other things his book Husn al^^akaba ft Skat h

Asi^ar al ^ahaba (Constantinople 1324) In con-

nection with the struggle for religious autonomy,
there was published (from 1906) the Muslim political

paper Musawai (in spite of its Arabic title written

in the Serbo Croat language) Shortly befoie the

World War, a Muslim family paper (^Pearl”)

(from 19x2) was started in Mostar and a Mus-
hmansha btbhoteka (Muslim Library) which attained

thirty volumes

Since the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian

Monarchy m 1918, Mostar has belonged to Jugo-
slavia
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433—434 (FeHIM BAJRAKTARKVKi)
MQ^UL (al-Maw§il), the capital of

DiySr-Rabi'a [q v] on the west bank of
the Tigris, opposite the ancient Niniveh
Whether the town already existed in antiquity

IS unknown E Herzfeld (Archhol Retse^ 11 207,

259) has suggested that Xenophon’s Hivmha
reproduces its old name and that we should read

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, 111

(= Maw^tl)
,
but against this view we

have the simple fact that this town lay on the east

bank of the Tigris (F H Weissbach m Pauly

W issowa, R E
^
xv

,
col 1 1 64)

The Muslims placed the foundation of the town
in mythical antiquity and ascribed it to Rewand b
BSwarasp Adjdahak According to another tradition.

Its earlier name was KJiawlSn The Persian satrap

of Mosul bore the title Badh-Ardaghiran^hah, so

that the official name of the town was Bfldh-

Ardashlr (Le Strange, Eastern Caliphate^ p 87,
Herzfeld, op cit

, p 208) Lastly Bar BahlQl says

that an old Persian king gave it the name Bih-
Hormez-Kow5dh (G Hoffmann, Auszuge aus syr

Akten pers Martyr
^ p 178)

As the metropolis of the diocese of AthSr,
Mosul took the place of Niniveh whither Christ-

ianity had penetrated by the beginning of the

second century A D Rabban TghO'-yahbh called

Bar Kusra about 570 a D founded on the west
bank of the Tigris opposite Niniveh a monastery
(still called Mar Isha'ya) around which Khusraw II

built many buildings Ihis settlement is probably

the fortress mentioned in the Syriac chronicle

edited by Guidi as Hesna '^Ebhraya (according to

Herzfeld, “citadel on the opposite bank”) (Noldeke,

S B Ak Wietiy cxxviii
,

fasc ix
, 1893, p 20,

Sachau, Chrontk von Arbela^ chap iv
, p 48, i

,

Herzfeld, op cit
, p 208) which later was developed

into a town by the Arabs {Chronicle of Se^erty at

the end)

After the taking of Niniveh by ^Utba b Farkad

(20= 641) in the reign of ^Omar b al-Khatffib,

the Arabs crossed the Tigris whereupon the garrison

of the foi tress on the west bank surrendered on
promising to pay the poll-tax and obtained per-

mission to go where they pleased Under the same
caliph, ^Utba was dismissed from his post as

commander of M5sul and Hartharaa b 'Arfadja

al Bank! succeeded him The latter settled Arabs
in houses of their own, then allotted them lands

and made Mosul a camp city {misr') in which he
also built a Friday Mosque (al BalSdhurl, ed de

Goeje, p 332) According to al-W&kidl, 'Abd al-

Malik (65-— 86) appointed his son SaSd as governor

of al Mawsil while he put his brother Muhammad
over Armlniya and al-Djazira According to al-Mu'^afa

b Ta’us on the other hand, Muhammad was also

governor of AdharbSidjSn und al-Mawsil, and his

chief of police Ibn falld paved the town and
built a wall round it (al-Baladliurl, op cit ) His

son Marwan II is also described as a builder and

extender of the town
, he is said to have organized

Its admmistiation and built roads, walls and a

bridge of boats over the Tigris (Ibn Fakih, ed

de Goeje, p 128, Yfiknt, ed Wustenfeld,

IV 682—684) The foundation of a Friday Mosque
was also ascribed to him M6sul became under

him the capital of the province of al-DjazIra

After Mutawakkil’s death the KhJridjl Musawir

seized a part of the territory of MSsul and made
al Haditha his headquarters The then governor

of M6sul, the lUiuzayl ^Akaba b Muhammad, was

deposed by the Taghlibl Aiyub b Ahmad who
put his own son Hasan in his place Soon after-

wards the 'Azdr 'Abd Allah b Sulairaan became

the governor of al-Mawsil The KhandjIs took the

town from him and Musawir entered into possession

of it Mu'tamid appointed the Turkish general

Asatagin governor of the town, but in Djumada I

259 the latter sent his son AzkQtagTn there as his

39
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deputy The latter was soon driven out by the

citizens of the town who chose Yahya b Sulaiman

as their ruler

Haitham b 'Abd Allah whom AsStagln then sent

to MSsul had to return after achieving nothing

The Taghlibi Ish5^c b AiyGb whom Asatagin sent

with 20,000 men against M5sul, among whom was
Hamdan b Hamdun, entered Mosul after winning

a battle, but was soon driven out again

In 261 the laghlibl Khidar b Ahmad and in

267 Ishak b Kundadj was appointed governoi of

MSsul by Mu'tamid A year after Isba^’s death,

his son Muhammad sent Harun b Sulaiman to

Mbsul (279), when he was driven out by the in

habitants he asked the Banti Shaiban for assistance

and they besieged the town with him The in-

habitants led by HSrun b ‘^Abd Allah and HamdSn
b Hamdun after an initial victory were surpiised

and defeated by the ShaibSms, shortly afterwards

Muhammad b IshSk was deposed by the Kurd ‘All

b DSwGd
When Mu‘tadid became caliph m 279, Hamd2n

(the grandfather of Saif al-Dawla) managed to make
himself very popular with him at first, but in 282
he rebelled in MSsul When an army was sent by
the caliph against him under Wasif and Nasi, ht

escaped while his son Husain surrendered Ihe
citadel of Mosul was stoimed and destroyed and
Hamdan soon afterwards was captured and thrown

into prison Nasr was then ordered to collect

tribute in MSsul and thus came into conflict with

the followers of the lUiaridji HSrun, Harun was
defeated and fled into the desert In place of Tuk
tamir, who was imprisoned, the Caliph appointed

Hasan b ‘Ah governor of MSsul and sent against

Harfln, the mam cause of the strife, the HamdSnid
Husain who took him prisoner in 283 The family

thus regained the caliph’s favour

When after the subjection of the Kh5ridjls,

raiding Kurds began to disturb the country round
Mosul, Muktaff again gave a Hamdanid, namely
Husain’s brother Abu ’1 Haidja^ ‘Abd Allah, the

task of bringing them to book, as the latter could

rely on the assistance of the Faghlibls settled

aiound Mosul, to whom the Hamdanids belonged

Abu ’1-Haidj2^ came to MSsul in the beginning

of Muharram 293 and in the following year sub-

dued the Kurds whose leader Muhammad b Bilal

submitted and came to live in Mosul

From this time the HamdSnids [q v
] ruled

Mosul, first as governors for the caliph, then fiom

317 (Nasir al-Dawla Hasan) as sovereign rulers

The ‘Ukailids who followed them (386—489)
belonged to the tribe of the Banu Ka‘b Their

kingdom, founded by Husam al Dawla al-Mukallad,

whose independence was recognised by the Bflyids,

extended as far as Ta^uk (Dakuka), al-Mada^m

and Knfa In 489 (1095— 1096) Mosul passed to

the Saldjuks

The town developed considerably under the

Atabeg ‘ImSd al-Din Zangf who put an end to

SaldjQV rule in 521 (1127— 1128) MOsul, which

was for the most part in rums was given splendid

buildings by him, the fortifications were restored

and flourishing gardens surrounded the town Under
one of his successors, ‘Izz al-Din Mas‘nd I, Mosul

was twice unsuccessfully besieged by Saladin(ii82

and 1185 ad), after the conclusion of peace

‘Izz al Din however found himself forced to re-

cognise Saladin as his suzerain

The town was at this time defended by a strong

citadel and a double wall, the towers of which

were washed on the east side by the Tigris lo
the south lay a gieat suburb, laid out by the

vizier Mudjahid al Din Kahmaz (d 595) From

607 his son Badr al-Din LuTu’ [q v
]

ruled over

Mosul first as vizier of the last Zangids and from

631 as an independent ruler In 642 he submitted

to HQlagu and accompanied him on his campaigns,

so that Mosul was spared the usual sacking When
however his son Malik Salih Ism2‘il joined Baibars

against the Mongols the town was plundered in

660 (1261— 1262), the ruler himself fell in battle

(van Berchem, Festschrift f Th Noldeke^ 1906,

P *97
The Mongol dynasty of the Djala ir succeeded

the Ilkhans in Baghdad and Sultan Shaikh Uwais

m 766 (1364— 1365) incorporated M(5sul in his

kingdom The world conqueror TirnUr not only

spared Mosul but gave rich endowments to the

tombs of Nabi Yunus and NabI Djirdjis, to which

he made a pilgrimage, and restoied the bridge

of boats between Mosul and these holy places

Ihe Turkoman dynasty of the A^j: KoyOnlil

whose founder Bah2^ al Din Kara ‘Othman had

been appointed goveinor of Diyar Bakr by TlmUr,

was followed about 920 (1514— 1515) by the

Persian Safawids After long fighting the Ottomans
in 1047 (1637— 1638) finally took the town from

them In 1077 (1667) it was visited by a serious

earthquake, in 1156 (1743) besieged by Nadir

SbSh AfshSr and heroically defended by Christians

and Muslims It was then under a Pasha of the

local family of the ‘Abd al-I^alil who had ruled

the town for a long period, faiily independent of

the Porte In the xixtk century MSsul was an un
important provincial town of the Turkish empire

After the World War the wilayet of MSsul after

long negotiations was placed in the mandated
territory of ‘Irak The town has now about 70

—

90,000 inhabitants

The Arab geographers compare its plan to a

headcloth {tailasan)^ 1 e to an elongated rectangle

Ibn Ilawkal who visited Mosul in 358 (968-969),
describes it as a beautiful town with fertile sur-

roundings The population in his time consisted

mainly of Kurds According to al MakdisI (c 375— 985—686), the town was very beautifully built

Its plan was in the form of a semi circle The
citadel was called al-Murabba^a and stood where
the Nahr Zubaida canal joined the Tigris (now
I5kal‘a or Bash Tabiya ^ cf Herzfeld, of ett

, p 209)
Within Its walls were a Wednesday market {Suk
al-Arba^ai^) after which it was sometimes called

The Friday Mosque built by Marw2n stood on
an eminence not far from the Tigris to which
steps led up The streets in the market were for

the most part roofed over Al-Makdisi {op ett
,

P *36) gives the eight mam streets of the town
(discussed in Herzfeld, op ett

^ p 209) The castle

of the caliph {Kasr al-Khahfd) stood on the cast

bank, half a mile from the town and commanded
Niniveh, in the time of al MakdisI it was already

in rums, through which the Nahr al-Khawsar
flowed

Ibn Djubair visited MSsul on 22«d-26tb §afar 580
(June 4—8, 1184) Shortly before, Nur al Din
had built a new Friday Mosque on the market-
place At the highest point in the town was the

citadel (now B5sh Tabiya), it was known as al^

Hadb^ “the hunch-backed” and perhaps as the

synonymous al^Dafc^a (G Hoffmann, aus
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syr Akten pers Mdrtyr^ p 178 ,
E Herz-

1

feld, op at

,

p 210), and according to al Kazwini

was surrounded by a deep ditch and high walls

The cit> walls which had strong towers ran down
to the river and along its bank A broad highway

connected the upper and lower towns (the

north-south road called Darb Datr al-A^ld^) In

front of the walls suburbs stretched into the distance

with many smaller mosques, inns and baths Ihe
hospital {martstdri) was celebrated and the great

covered market {kai^artya)

Most houses in MQsul were built of tufa or

marble (from the Cjebel Maklab east of the town)

and had domed roofs (Yfikat, op at) Later MSsul

was given a third Fiiday Mosque which commanded
the Tigris and was perhaps the building admired

by Hamd Allah alMustawfl (c 740 ah)
Ihe site of the ancient Niniveh (Arabic Ninawai)

was in al Makdisi's time called 1 all al-Tawba and

was said to be the place where the prophet Yunis

stayed when he wished to convert the people of

Niniveh There was a mosque there around which

the Hamdanid Nasir al Dawla built hostels for

pilgrims Half a mile away was the healing spiing

of ‘^Ain Ynnis with a mosque beside it, perhaps

also the Shadjarat al-Yaktfn, said to be planted

by the Prophet himself Ihe tomb of NabI

djls, who according to Muslim legend had suffered

martyrdom in MQsul (cf 1, p 1046 sq \ was in

the east town, also that of NabI (Seth, cf

Herzfeld, op at
, p 206 sq )

MQsul takes its name from the fact that a

number of arms of the river there combine to

form a single stream The town lies close beside

the Tigris on a spur of the western steppe-plateau

which juts out into the alluvial plain of the river

Close beside its walls are quarries in which

the plaster for the buildings and for the mortar

IS obtained The site of the town, almost three

square kilometres in area enclosed by the al-

ready mentioned wall and the Tigris, slopes from

the old fortress gradually to the south To the

southeast stretch, as in the middle ages, the

suburbs surrounded by fertile plains A little above

the spot where the wall joins the river on the

south-east is the bridge of boats All the old

buildings and even the court of the Great Mosque
he, according to E Herzfeld’s investigations, below

the level of the streets in which the accumulation

of mounds of debris from houses is a result of a

thousand years of continuous occupation
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MOZARABS, the name given in the middle

ages to those Christians who lived in
districts under Muslim rule and bore the

stamp of Spanish Moorish culture The word comes
from the Arabic musta^riby the meaning of which

IS exactly that of the Spanish mostdrabsy the Arabic

form Itself is found in documents in the archives

of mediaeval Spain
We know that in principle at the time of

conquest the new subjects of the Muslim conquerors

could either adopt Islam or continue to profess

their own faith, in the latter case falling into the

category of tributaries (dhimmiy q v) Ihe early

Arab rulers of Spam showed considerable tolerance

in this connection and the treaties of capitulation

were definite on this point, at least if we may
judge by one of them of which the text has been
preserved and which was concluded between the

Visigoth Theodemir, lord of the district of Murcia

[q v ], and 'Abd al-^Azlz b Mns5 b Nusair This
attitude of Spanish Islam to the Christians hardly

alteied in the centuries following until the coming
of the Almoravids and Almohads It is tiue there

were occasional anti-Christian reactions under the

first Umaiyads which found vent in persecution

But these persecutions seem to have been dictated

by political considerations rather than by the

fanaticism of individual rulers The Christian com-

munities of the large towns were the most active

nurseries of the nationalist movements which broke

out in Spain mainly in the ninth century Among
the most important we may mention that led by

theMozaiab ‘Omar b Hafsun [q v ], which passed

far beyond the limits of a purely religious movement
At Cordova in particular a few illuminati had to

be sent to the scaffold because they insulted the

religion of the Prophet Ihe Muslim judges seem

to have sentenced them to the supreme penalty

with considerable reluctance and the central autho-

rities took the initiative in summoning a council,

so that the church itself put a stop to the demon-

strations of certain mystics like Eulogio and Alvaro

In any case in the tenth century the Mozarabs

of the caliphate were living in harmony with all

classes of Muslim society and were themselves

considerably influenced by Arab culture They
spoke Arabic, just as the Muslims spoke the

Romance language, and were acquainted with

Islamic literatuie The reciprocal influences were

therefore considerable and were to continue so

till the end of the middle ages

As regards administration, the Christian commu-
nities of Muslim Spain under the Umaiyads were

under the direct authority of officials chosen by

themselves from their own number and appointed

with the approval of the Muslim authorities Their

head, who is sometimes given the Latin title of

defensor or protectory was most frequently called

Count (Comes
y
Sp Condey Ar kumis) The taxes

which the Chiistians had to pay were collected

by an agent called exceptor lo settle their

differences they had a special judge (Ar kadi

'l-na^drd or kadi H-a^^amy Lat censor) who
administered the Visigothic code (Liber JudicuMy

later the Fuero Juzgo)

The Chiistian communities of Cordova and

Seville were among the most important but were

less important than that of Toledo, which was
during the caliphate the residence of the metro-

politan (ma(rdn) of Spam The clergy were under

bishops (uskuf) Public worship was celebrated
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m the churches, there were monasteries (datr)

with monks (raMd) in the neighbourhood of the
larger towns for example that of Armilat (Guadi-
mellato) near Cordova

The history of the Mozarabs of Spam is of

course closely connected with the political history

of IslSm in Spain and with the “reconquista”

But Its development is mainly interesting as

throwing light on the peculiar culture of Moorish
Spam which remained alive even after the fall

of Muslim power Ihe recent publication of a
considerable number of documents from the archives
of the cathedral of Toledo mainly of the xiith and
xiiith centuries enables us to estimate how great
was the arabicisation of all classes m reconquered
Spain, which we find influencing civil, military and
economic institutions and even ecclesiastical ritual

(Mozarab rite) It is similarly to the Mozarab
communities and their representatives who went
to the north of the Peninsula that we must attribute

the origin of a special art, Mozarab art, directly

derived from Cordovan art and characteuzed by
almost regular use of the horse-shoe arch and
the vault
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MSHATTA, a ruined palace in Trans-
jordania
Description of the building The rums

of al-MshattS (the winter camp) he east of the

Jordan about 130 miles south of Damascus and
25 east of the northern shore of the Dead Sea,
near the Darb al-Hadj^J, the pilgrims’ road from
Damascus to Medina and Mecca It consists of a
rectangular outer wall, defended by towers at the

corners, each side being 157 yards long The
entrance gateway is m the centre of the south
side and is flanked by two pentagonal half-toweis

rising out of an octagonal base, across which runs
as far as the next round towers the long frieze

16 feet high and over 45 yards long, which
has for the most part been taken to Berlin and
which made Mghatta a world-famous monument of
early Muslim architecture and decorative art and
a much discussed centre of interest in Oriental

archaeology The building of the whole area with-
in the wall was planned in three sections of which
however only the central one was carried through,
at least in part This again is divided into three 1

parts the entrance area, the central rectangular
open court and the royal residence The plan by ;

B Schulz (cf yahrbuch d preuss Kunstsammlungen^
j

vol XXV
, 1904) shows a gateway and an entrance

i hall, both of which were intended to be vaulted,

and a senes of surrounding rooms, of which the

oblong room to the right of the entrance has
been said by Herzfeld and others to be a mosque
because it has a niche m it which is taken to be
a mihrab Only the foundations of the walls of

this part however are still standing In the large

quadrangular court on the western side is a water-

basin built of brick and traces of a second one
mentioned by Tristram on the opposite side, so

that Schulz thought there were originally intended
to be four for the sake of symmetry Ihe palace

consists of a great hall with three aisles, a domed
chamber and the living rooms at the sides The
walls are about five feet high, of blocks of lime-

stone and above that of brick (21 X 21 and
27 X 27) 65 cm thick) The rooms at the sides

to the left and right of the gieat hall with its three

aisles, are all barrel-vaulted, the smaller vaultings

still exist and, like the relieving arches of the

doors, are remarkable for their pointed arches

Schulz was able with certainty to reconstruct the
fagade which had fallen and was still lying on
the ground It consisted of three round arches on
pillars corresponding to the three aisles The hall

was divided into three sections by pillars of which
a few shafts and a Corinthian capital with painting
and remains of gilding have been found Ploles

and gutteis at the bases and on the shafts sug-
gested to Schulz that the columns had originally

been taken from another building and used agam
heie The horizontal termination of the fagade
also shows that this hall was intended to have a
flat, and not a basilical roof, or actually had one
To give it its height the two supporting rows
of pillars had a second story of pillars placed
upon them, an arrangement usual in Syrian archi-

tecture also The quadrangular hall of audience
and ceremonial, entered from the oblong hall by a
second door, was covered by a dome and three
half domes of buck, all of which have collapsed
Dovetailing on the inside of the sui rounding wall
shows that it was intended to build on to the
sides of the palace dwellings for soldiers and
other retainers On the evidence of these projections
from the wall, Schulz has prepared his recon-
struction of the plan of these wings The qua-
drangular surrounding walls with the round towers
had barely been half built when the half-finished
work was stopped The principal motive of the
great frieze at the part of the wall containing the
mam gateway is a zigzag pattern in high relief
which forms 44 half triangles These triangular
areas are, wherever the frieze was finished, thickly
covered with tendrils in low relief In the centres
of the pairs of interlocking perpendicular and
suspended triangles, bosses are set in high relief

decorated with acanthus rosettes The socket of
the frieze is in the form of a modified Attic base
consisting of a plinth and two toruses The border
which frames the frieze at the sides and above
consists of a leaf kyma at the foot and a second
larger crowning it According to Schulz’s photo-
graph, before the frieze was removed, the half left

of the door up to the mam border was finished
but the right half only up to half height the of
the frieze

The patterns of foliage in the fields of the tri-

angles show great variety Here we follow the
scheme of the official publication in the Jahrb
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d preuss Kunstsammlungen^ xxv (1904), pi viii

The triangles A and B have within circles vines

with birds picking grapes, in the apex of triangle

A there is also a Chinese fabulous animal with

a human head such as was very popular in Chinese

sepulchral plastic art In C the circles are inter-

laced and lotus flowers appear in addition to the

vine-tendrils In D—I the vines which are here

more realistic grow out of vases which are flanked

by lions and winged griffins, buffaloes, panthers,

lynxes and gazelles also relieve the foliage In

triangle J the tendrils grow straight out of the

giound, this area also has the remarkable addition

of men picking the grapes Triangle I is the first

right of the door and is the last to contain animals

The areas of the triangles of the right half show
a quite different style M—T have, it is true, still

vines but of the greatest, lace-like delicacy and
closeness of pattern which varies from tiiangle to

triangle U and V lastly are filled with palm-leaves

and cone-shaped figures instead of vines and crowned
with spirals

Form and purpose of the building
The plan is that of a htra^ 1 e the Arab type of

camp, reproduced in building materials, and so

called after the Lakhmid capital, with the prince’s

tent or house on the central axis just as is de-

scribed by Mas'iidl in his account of SSmarra (cf

E Heizfeld, Erster vorlaujiger Bertcht uber dte

Ausgrabungen von Samatra^ Berlin 1912, p 39
sq ) Mshatta, Ukhaidir and Samarra are descendants

of this eastern type of palace Just as the form

could only be recognised as typical after the

examination of Lkhaidir in the Tiak and by the

excavation of SSmarra, so it was the investigations

of H Lammens that first elucidated the purpose

of these buildings (La Badta et La Hit a sous Us
OmetadeSj in MFOB^ iv

)
Following Lammens,

Herzfeld explained Mshatta as a badtya [q v ],

1 e a country palace which was built in the form

of a hira for an Umaiyad as an occasional residence

History of exploration, bibliography
and date After its first discovery by H B
Tristram in 1872, Mshatta was explained by his

archaeological adviser J Fergusson as a Sasanian

palace, built by Khusraw II after his conquest of

Syria in 614 a D It found a place in literature

with this description in Tristram’s The Land of
Moab (London 1873) It was not till about the

end of the century that Mshatta became a subject

of archaeological study and discussion when it

was visited in 1898 by A Musil and soon after-

wards examined by R E Briinnow and A v
Domaszewski and published in their Provimta
Arabia (1904-1909) In the meanwhile the Prussian

expedition sent to take it down undei B Schulz

had already been there and the Berlin publication

by Schulz and Strzygowski appeared in the Jahrb
d preuss Kunsts

^ 1904 To Professor Strzygowski

IS due the credit of having urged W Bode to bring

the fagade to Berlin Thanks to the interest displayed

by the Emperor William II in the plan and his

friendly relations with SultSn 'Abd al Hamid, the

latter, with the traditional generosity of an Oriental

despot, gave the German Emperor a present of

this ornament of the desert As a result of his

study of the architecture and decoration, Strzy-

gowski dated MghattS between 400 and 600 A d
M v Berchem with Clermont-Ganneau and Dussaud

decided on historical grounds for the Lakhmid
dating, 1 e that it was built as early as the

fourth century A D (Aux pays de Moab et d''Edom^

IV
, J S, 1909, p 401—408) while Briinnow and

Musil assumed a GhassSnid origin On the other

hand in his review of Strzygowski (Z A
^
xix

,

1905— 1906, p t^i^sqq and Islamstudien^ p 276
C II Beckei championed the Umaiyad dating,

which E Herzfeld in his Genesis der tslam Kunst
und das Mshattaproblem (Isl

,

1, 1 910, p 27-63
and 105— 144) supported with evidence from the

history of art, and was strengthened by the

appearance at the same time in M F 0 B
^
w

^

1910, p 91— 112 of n Lammens’ study Badta
et Hira This Umaiyad dating Herzfeld tried to

make more convincing in his Mshattd^ Htra und
Bhdtya (Jb d preuss Ksts

^ 1921) and finally

crowned his work with the discovery of an in-

scription drawn up by Walid II himself recording

repairs done by him, WalTd II was murdered after

a year’s reign (126 = 743 -744) and work on the

building was not completed This attribution found
further support in a story quoted by H Lammens
(in y A, 1915) from Ibn al-Mukaffa', according

to which Walld II was murdered by a man named
Ibrahim while building a “town” in the desert,

which was to bear his name Lammens identifies

this town with M^attS Recently the Syrian

desert palaces were again thoroughly investigated

by the two fathers and teachers of the Ecole

Biblique St Etienne in Jerusalem, Jaussen and
Savignac (Mission Arch en Arable III Les cha-

teaux Arabes de Qoseir Amra^ Haraneh et Tuba^

2 vols
,
Pans 1922) As regards Tuba and Mshatta

the two students came to the same conclusion as

earlier scholars, namely that they belong to the

same period As it seemed to them impossible to

attiibute them to the Umaiyad period, they attri-

buted them to the pre-Islamic period, as both

buildings were left unfinished, they must have
been built towards the end of a dynasty or king-

dom I he discovery of idols at Mshatta also, they

said, prevented its being attributed to the Umaiyad
period (cf Diez, Die Kunst d islamischen Vother

^

nth ed
, 1926, p 153)

Establishment of the Umaiyad date
of M sh

a

1 1

5

The archaeological material at

Strzygowski’s disposal when he wrote on Mshatta

in 1904 was still insufficient for the proper

appreciation of the historical position It was not

yet possible to have a complete conception of

Umaiyad art Herzfeld who knew the lands in

question by long residence and frequent travels

was able six years later to approach the problem

from much more solid premises The most important

monument from which deductions could be drawn
was the Mihrab of the Djami' al-Khassaki, discovered

by Sarre and Herzfeld in the meanwhile in Baghdad,

which must be either pre- or early ^Abbasid, and

the decoration of which formed a parallel to that

of Mshatta (/j/, 1 33 and plate 1) The
explanation of the niche in the chamber right of

the gateway as a mihrab had to be decisively

rejected and indeed less emphasis had been laid

on it by Herzfeld than by superficial writers on

the question for whom the “mihrab” meant an

easy proof of their point Schulz had previously

ascertained on the spot that this niche is not a

mihrab, and a study of the plan and Schulz’s

measurements shows a piece of masonry jutting

65 cm out of the wall, containing a niche i 62 m
broad and 1 48 deep The fact that the mihrSb
is never m a projection from the wall (an exception
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would prove nothing) as well as the breadth of
the niche which would be exceptional, even in

very large mosques of late date (such a depth is

hardly ever found anywhere), prove that this can
only be a tribunal niche or something of the kind
Ka§r al-TQba has in its south wall four similar

semi-circular apse-like niches about lo feet broad,

which surely no Muslim archaeologist would claim

as mihrabs Msbatta, however, does not lequire

such illusive evidence to prove its Umaiyad date
The conclusive proofs are found m the variety of
material used and architectural styles, in the ap-

plication of the principles of the minor arts to the
decoration of buildings, already noticed but not
correctly interpreted by Strzygowski, and the variety

of styles in the areas of the triangles which fall

into four gioups

The combination of 'Irfik brickwork with Syrian
stonework in the royal residence proves the co-
operation of different groups of workmen working
on the system of conscription which was levived
by the Umaiyads The construction of the brick
arches is also Trakian in form and, besides, they
are pointed arches which were unknow n before the
beginning of the seventh century, so that it is im-
possible to put the date befoie 600 A D It was
only in the early Muslim period that their use
spread We find Syrian toius profiles on the basi-

lical building and Noith Mesopotamian profiles

on the frieze The pillars in the basilica! hall aie
taken from older buildings as was the custom
wherever possible in the early Muslim period In
the pre-Muhammadan period neither wooden braces
m the arches nor material from older buildings
were used (Herzfeld)

On the significance of the decorative facade we
may add a little to Strzygowski’s and Herzfeld’s
observations Two points weie hardly touched on
in the previous discussion that the fiieze is to

be considered and understood only as the basis
of a great fagade which was planned but was
never finished, and the origin of this system of
decoration from Persian textile art, which alone
could supply the foundation for it and explain
the sudden appearance of this completely new
world hitherto unknown in architectural ornamen-
tation The facade proper planned above this

architectural border would have contained a pattern
on a much larger scale just as we see on carpets
The thousandfold opposed groups of animals still

to be found on Russian carpets and textiles

influenced from Persia and the Caucasus of the
xvmth—xixtb centuries and the zigzag friezes filled

with tendrils each with a cypiess (in place of a
rosette) in the centre show the populauty and
wide distribution and permanence of this motive
When It was taken over for architectural decoration,

the popular textilised forms, however, were tians

lated into the traditional forms of the art of the
land and time This explains the different stylistic

execution of the same plan by the stone-masons
This historic breach with tradition, this sur-

prising control over a differently oriented artistic

tendency presupposes a radical change and re-

organisation of society and outlook An artistic

creed so perfect and complete in itself cannot
possibly be explained by the ambition of some
upstart of a desert sheikh but it presupposes
in addition to enormous wealth and far-reaching

power a highly trained artistic sense, which was
only possible at the time of the Umaiyad Court

and actually existed there, as we know from
many sources Only a passionate builder and lover

of architecture could visualise such a work and
only at a court filled with scholars, poets and
artists from all countries could the plans for it

be drawn up This illuminating emancipation fiom
the Hellenistic fagade with its pillared niches is

only lo be explained as the expression of a new
outlook rooted in religion and proudly conscious

of Its quite different ideals, as was the case with

young Islfim For the first time, the new teaching

was here given artistic expression, in a design on
a figured giound, which was to develop into the

frieze of inscriptions on the Ava// in KhSrgiid in

the xitb century (cf Diez, Churantsche Baudenk-
maler^ PI 18/2)

Bibliography given in the aiticle

(E Diez)

MU^ADHDHIN [See Masejid, I, II, 4 and
AdhXn

]

al-MU^AIYAD rSee Hisham II
]

AL Mai IK AL MU^AIYAD Saif al-DIn, Shaikh

al-Mahmudi (so called after his first owner) al-

Khasskl (member of the bodyguard), a Ciicassian

by birth, was brought as a slave to Cairo and

i

purchased by the Atabeg Barkuk When the latter

became Sultan in 784 (1382) he gave him his

fieedom, put him in the corps of pages {dyanidar^

q v
), moved him to the corps of cup-beaiers {saki^

q V
) and later appointed him to the bodyguard

whence his nickname) Barkuk’s son, Nasir

Faradj [q v ], on his accession in 801 (1399) ap-

pointed him emii of a thousand and in the following

year governoi of Tripoli He seived as a troop

commander in the battle of Damascus against TimOr,
w as taken prisoner, soon after his release again became
governor of Tiipoli and later of Damascus The
leign of Sultan Faradj was a period of uninterrupted

fighting between the Sultan and hisgoveinors and
Shaikh was always in the midst of intrigues, often

he was on the SultSn’s side, more often in rebellion

against him His relations with his rival, the powerful
governor Newrtiz, were similar Finally the Sultan

succumbed to the emirs, was deposed and put to

death, the caliph 'Abbas b Muhammad al-Musta'in

succeeded him m 815 (1412) The governor Shaikh
who was in Cairo at the time, was appointed first

minister {nizam al-mulk) and retained power by
filling all available offices with his followers A
rebellion of the Egyptian Beduins gave a pretext

for deposing the Sultan al Musta'in The emirs
demanded that a man of vigour should occupy the

throne and in Sha'ban of the same year chose
Shaikh as Sultan While he encountered no diffi-

culties in Egypt, the goveinois of the Syrian
provinces refused to recognise him He had himself
to go to Syria to bring them to reason He gradually

succeeded in taking one after the other prisoner,

and after he had executed his chief enemy Newruz
his thione was secure The last rebellion in 818

(1415) he put down with comparative ease

The defeat of the Ottoman Sultan Bayazid in

804 (1402) by Timur and the civil strife in the

Mamltik kingdom had been utilised by the neigh-
bouring rulers in the buffer-states between Egypt
and the Ottoman empire to capture a number
of towns and fortresses in southern Asia Minor up
to a line Larenda-Abulustain Darenda, which had
previously been under MamlOk rule Sultan Shaikh
regarded it as his duty to recapture these fortresses

and again force these former vassals to recognise
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his suzerainty in order to give his kingdom the

necessary strength to resist its enemy, the Ottoman
SultSn, and to protect the noithern frontiers against

the plundering raids of the Turkomans The first

campaign took place in 820 (1418) because, in

spite of repeated demands, the prince Muhammad
b ^Alf of the house of KaramSn would not surrender

the town of Tarsus, which he had taken, although

he was ready to recognise the Sultan’s suzerainty

on the coins and in the l^utba The Sultan set

out from Cairo, receiving in Syria envoys from the

families of Dhu ’1 Ghadir, KaramSn and Ramadan,
who brought the submission of their chiefs Malatiya,

Abulustain, Darenda and Tarsus weie successively

occupied, then Behesna, Kahta and Karkar west

of the Euphrates, the citadels of the two last named
were besieged, but the siege was raised when the

commanders recognised the suzerainty of the SultSn

In the following year, a dangerous enemy of the

Sultan, Kara Ynsuf, chief of the Black Sheep,

invaded Northern Syria in his pursuit of Kara Yelek,

chief of the White Sheep (both called aftei their

banners), plundered the towns in the N E of the

Mamliik empire but then returned to Baghdad Ihe
Sultan’s successes were rendered useless by his

return to Egypt, as the Syrian governors did not

succeed in retaking the citadels The Sultan there-

fore sent his son Ibrahim with a strong aimy to

Asia Minor The latter reached Kaisariya, appointed

friendly chiefs as governors, while seveial hostile

chiefs were taken prisoners and put to death and
others slain in their flight Ibrahim himself returned

to Cairo in triumph but died there in 823(1421)
to the great grief of his father (the story that the

latter poisoned him out of jealousy of his fame
IS absurd) Kara Ydsuf was threatening the eastern

frontier, but he had to turn his attention to his

enemies, a rebellious son and Timur’s grandson

Shah Rukh, and at the end of the year he was
poisoned The Sultan himself had suffered for years

from an affection of the foot, his illness (probably

inflammation) became so serious that he could

scarcely leave his bed He had installed his eighteen

months’ old son as his successor and three of his

emirs formed a kind of regency His death took

place on the 8‘h Muhairam 828 (Jan 14, 1427)
His kingdom was secure, the frontiers consolidated,

but at home there was a lack of order Beduins

were plundering the country and Alexandria was
not infrequently exposed to attacks from the sea

by Frankish pirates Offices were freely sold and

the people suffered much from the extortions of

the officials From time to time the Sultan deprived

high officials of the profits of their extortions or

imposed severe punishments on them Taxes op
pressed the country The Sultan himself was brave

and to the end of his life fulfilled his duties as

a ruler in spite of his painful affliction — he had
frequently to be carried Although he led a life

of pomp and gave popular entertainments, fireworks

and feasts with gieat splendour, he was outwardly

a pious and humble Muslim, who m times of famine

and pestilence took part in prayers in the penitential

garb of the Softs on the bare ground and like a

pious Muslim observed a three days’ fast m times

of drought He was harsh on Jews and Christians,

dismissed them from government offices where they

had clerical and administrative posts, and punished

them in addition The old stiict regulations about

dress were again enforced and all kinds of humi-

liations heaped on the “unbelievers”

Bibliography Weil, Geschichte der Cha-

Itfen^ V 129— 156, Ibn lyas, ii 2—10, Ibn
Taghrlbirdl, ed Popper, VI/i/iii 168— 176, Ibn

Taghribirdi, aZ-ja/l, Arab MS Vienna,

Mixt 329, fol 382—91, for the Asia Minor

dynasties see E de Zambaur, Manuel de Gene-

alogie et de Chronologie^ Hanover 1927^ P ^<1

(M SOBERNHEIM)
AL MU’AIYAD FI ’L-DiN, AbU Nasr Hibat

Ali ah b ArI ‘^ImrSn MUsa b DawUd al ShIrazI,

a Fatimid da^i of high rank, d 470 (1087) At
the beginning of his mission al-Mu^aiyad propagated
the IsmS^ili doctrine in the East, especially in

Shiraz He succeeded in converting the Buwaihid
amir Aba KSlidjar [q v

], but on account of op-

position at home he went to Baghdad and Mawsil,

and thence to Cairo, where he was received after

some time at the court of al-Muslansir bi ’llah [q v
]

He now became chief daH and bab of the ImSm,
and was probably in relations with the other great

da^t Nasir-i Khusraw [q v
]

Al-Mu^aiyad was sent

in command of an army to help al-Basasiri [q v
]

against the Turkmens With his assistance al Basa-

slri inflicted a severe defeat on the Turkmens at

Sindjar, took Baghdad, and read the khutba in

the name of the Fatimid Caliph Al-Mu^aiyad was
also in direct communication with the leaders of

the FStimid da^wa in Yaman In addition to his

capacities as a general he was possessed of great

literary ability and a poet of no mean talent His

dtwan^ which consists of panegyrics on the Fatimid

Imams al-Mustansir and al Zahir, deals paitly with

philosophical subjects Another important work,

contains 800 “assemblies”, dealing with

diffeient theological and philosophical questions,

including his correspondence with the poet philo-

sopher Abu ’1 ^Ala^ al-Ma^^arri [q v
]
on the subject

of vegetarianism (see D S Maigoliouth, in y
A S [1902], 289 sqq) His autobiographical work,

al-Sira^ gives a detailed account of his mission in

^Traz and his admission to the court of al-Mustansir,

and is carried down to 451 (1059) Besides being

one of the few autobiographies in Arabic liteiature,

it is of considerable interest for the histoiy of the

Buwaihids and their relations with the Fatimids

The MSS of these works are preserved in some

collections of Isma^ili works in Yaman and India

Bibliography Contained in the article,

also Ibn al-SairafI, al Id0ra^ Cairo 1924, p 69,

Fdrsnama (G M S
^
N S

,
i ), 119, al MakrizI,

Khitat^ 1 60 ,
Idris Hmad al-Din b al Hasan,

^Uyun al-Akhbar
^

vols vi and vii
,
R A

Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Poetry^ p 134

—

136, X42 _ (H F al-Hamdani)

MU’AIYAD-ZADE, 'Abd al-RahmSn CelebI,

an important Ottoman theologian and
legist Bom in 860 (1456) in Amasia of the

family of Mu^'aiyad-zade (his father 'All was one

of the three sons of Diwnkli zade Shams al Din

Mu^’aiyad felebi [d 851 = 1447], Shaikh of the

Ya’^kub Pasha ZSwiyesi in Amasia), he became, as

a young student of theology, acquainted with prince

Bayazid, the younger son of Sultan Mehmed al-

Fatih and afterwards Sultan, who had been ap-

pointed w5ll of Amasia as a seven year old boy,

and became a member of his circle It is to this

period that his relations with the famous poetess

Mihrl KEatun [q v
]
belong The relations between

the gifted youth and the prince who was about

9 years older than^he (born 854= 1447), became

so intimate that Mu^aiyad soon became the in-
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separable comrade of BSyazId When Sultan Mehmed
heard from various sources, especially from a

complaint m verse by Hallml Lu^f Allah, Kadi

of Siwas, who had been gravely insulted by the

entourage of the prmce, of alleged abuses at the

prince’s court, especially the orgies of drug taking

{muketyefat ber^^ afiyun^ mc^d^un)^ he sent a

commission of enquiry which arrived in Amasia

when the prince was with Mu^aiyad on a pleasure

trip to Ladik The result of the enquiry was the

issue of an older for the execution of the two
chief culprits, one of whom was Mu^aiyad (this

hukm-t ifuilf is given in FerldUn,

Munske^dt^ Constantinople 12742, 1 270—271)
From a note by Mu^aiyad m a book bought b)

him during his stay in Ladik in Rabf I 882 (June

1477) (the Zl^ of Shems al-Din) the date is

exactly fixed (the date in Ferldun should therefore

be altered from 884 to 883 , cf IlusSm al-Din,

Amalia Tc^rl^t^ Istanbul 1927, 111
, 230 note 1)

Mu^aiyad, receiving timely warning of the fate

threatening him, escaped from Amasia, provided

with everything necessary by Bayazid, and after a

short stay in Halab went to Shiraz, where he

completed his theological studies under the cele-

brated Djal5l al-Din al-Dawwani
When Mu^aiyad returned home, on hearing

of Bayazid’s accession, he received an t^jaza

(teacher’s diploma) from Dawwani In 887 (1482)
he reached Amasia where his father had died three

months earlier After staying six weeks here he went

to Constantinople wheie his extensive learning

soon gained him a reputation among the theologians

BSyazld appointed him mudtrrts at the Kalender

WiSne-medrese in Constantinople In 891 (i486)

Mu’aiyad married the daughter of the famous legist

Muslih al-Din KastellanI (MawlSna Kestelll) who
was the last Ksdi-^asker general of the Turkish

empire and after the reforms by which this office was
divided became Kadi-^asker of Rumelia Mu^aiyad
had a brilliant career in 899 (1494) he became
Kadi of Adrianople, in 907 (1501) Kadi-*^askei

of Anatolia, in 910 (1504—1505) Kadl-'asker of

Rumelia and head of all the ‘ulama^ In 917(1511)
the Janissaries who had taken the part of prince

Selim plundered his house because his sympathies

were with Ahmad, the favourite son of Bayaztd

He himself was dismissed by the now senile Sultan

under pressure from the Janissaries Selim I soon

after his accession recalled however him to his

old office as he saw in him the right man to

carry through the important duties of a K5di-'asker

Selim took him with him on his campaign to

Persia against Sh5h Isma^il But on the way back

Mu’aiyad was deprived of his office in Coban Kopru,
as symptoms of a mental breakdown had begun
to show themselves (920=1514) He died in

922 (1516) in Constantinople and was buried in

EiyUb
Mu^aiyad wrote a number of treatises on law

and theology especially on Kur^anic exegesis

Brockelmann, G A L
^ \ 227 and Brusalf Mehmed

Tahir, Mi^dhflert^ Istanbul 1333, 1

355i give a list of his works that survive in MS
Under the nom-de plume of KhSteml, Mu^aiyad
also wrote poetry in Arabic, Persian and Turkish
His great service to Turkish literature lies however
less in his own original work than in the magni-
ficent liberality with which he encouraged rising

young talent, like the poets Nedjatl and Zati, the

historians Kemal-Pasha-Zade and Muhyl al-Din

Melamed, the jurist Abu ’I-Su'lld and others Mu^aiyad

was also famed as a calligraphist He was the first

Ottoman to form a private library of over 7,000
volumes, a huge figuie for the time

Btbliogi aphy In addition to the works

already quoted TSshkopriizSde, t nu^-

mdniye^ Constantinople 1269, p 308—311, transl

into German by Rescher, Constantinople 1927,

p 191— 194, 86, Sehl, btht^t^ Constan-

tinople 1325, p 27—28, La^lfi, Tezkere^ Con-

stantinople 1314, p 238, Habib, K&ait « K&fit'

tdtdn^ Constantinople 1306, p 116, M ShemS,
^Ildweli ethtndr el-Tewdflkh^ Constantinople

1295, p 165, Ihureiya, StdjitiU ^otkntdm, 111

310, Sami, Kdmus al-A^ldm^ iv 30, 70—71,

Hammer, G 0 D
^

\ 305 ,
Gibb, H 0 P

^
w

29—31 (Th Menzel)
MU^AIYID al-DAWLA, AbU MansDr BUye

B Rukn ai-Dawla, BHyid governor born m
Ejumfida II 330 (= February-March 942), died

in Ojurdjan in Sha'ban 373 (January-bebruary 984)
See the article FAiniR ai-dawia

AL MU^AKHKHIR [See Allah, II
]

al-MU'^AMMA, anagram, sometimes cha-
rade, a kind of enigma propounded in

verse and rarely in prose, its meaning is

made ‘‘blind” or obscure with the object of mis-

leading the wits and the eye It is formed by
designating one or more words by various allusions

to the letters foiming it or them or by allusions

relating to the pronunciation the alphabetic value,

the numeral value of the letters, misinterpretation

or inversion {kalb') Very frequently no notice is

taken of the vowels or of letters only connected

with the spelling Good taste is the rule

There are several varieties of mu^ammd which
will be found enumerated in the works given m
the Bibliography

The invention of the miPammd is attributed to

Khalil b Ahmad, the inventor of prosody, while the

Persians of course attribute it to 'Ali b Abl Talib

The following is an example of a mt^ammd on

the name Ahmad Awwaliihu tfmlithp

wa-rdbi'^ ’/ tuffah^ thdnlhi Wa awwal al niish

lahu wa~dkhtr^* U-wai It bdkihl^ “Its

first is the third of [the word] tuffdha (apple)

= A, and the fouith of [the word] tuffah (apples)

IS Its second = H
,
and the first of [the word]

misk (musk) is its third ==M, and the last of [the

word] ward (loses) is the remainder of it = D”
Here is a Persian example on the woid mtlk

Nam t butam an mdh ttrdzi^ haft ast btbdrtsiy

u tdzl^ “The name of my idol, this [woman] fair

as the moon, is seven in Persian and Arabic”
Ihe word satik divided into two, gives sat or sitt

which in Arabic means “six” and tk or yek which
in Persian means “one”, whence we have 64-1=7

Btb Itography Kutb al-Din al-Nahraw5lI,

al-Kanz al-Asmd^ ft Fann al Mt^ammd (Brockel-

mann, G A 11 383), 'Abd al-Mun'im b
Ahmad al-Bakks’, al^Tirdz al-Asmd^ ^ala Kanz
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/t-Su^iid al-Afa(dN^B\i\Sk 1283, 1 3, 'faghkoprii-
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al-^A^am^ ed Mlrz5 Muhammad and
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Rhetor et frosodte dis lang des musul de VOr
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Pans 1873, p 165 (Moh Bencheneb)
MU‘ATTII-A [See Ta^tIi

]

MU'AWAPA (a), barter, exchange
1 Mu^Hwada, barter, is historically an early

form of the exchange of commodities betv\eentwo
parties and the predecessor of buying and selling

\ba{'
^
Roman law emptio-venditio) In course of

time sale developed out of exchange when, with

the coming of money, a sum was given in place

of the goods which the other party had to give

in return In Muslim hw we find the following

four kinds of sale

a Exchange of one thing foi another This is

the primitive method of exchange {mu^awadd)

Exchange is a transaction in kind Payment takes

place “hand upon hand” (yad^^ bt-yad^^^)

b Exchange of a thing for a definite sum
(teaman) By thaman (gold or silver) a sum of

money is meant Here we have a sale in the

proper sense of the word (cf bai')

c Exchange of one definite sum {thaman) for

another, this is the case of gold 01 silver being

exchanged for each or one another Ihis is

called tarf {q v
,
money-changing)

d Exchange of a claim {dain^ debt) for a

definite sum The mam business under this head

IS the salam or salaf [q v
]

2 Mu^Swada is a subdivision of the foim ot

agreement called ^ulh [q v
]

According to Ibn al

Kasim’s definition, p 338, and other fulaho^ such

an agreement is either snlh altbr'd^ leduction of

debt (not \Mping it out) or snlh al^mtd’awada^

exchange of debts Ibn al Kasim thus defines the

latter “And the exchange 1 e the composition is

the ceding of one’s right to a third e g when some

one claims a house or a part of it and he allows

this claim and concludes an agreement with him by

which the debt is paid in some definite tihng e g
clothes” In this case the creditor instead of the

thing claimed by him which the debtor is un-

willing to give up takes another to wipe out the
|

disputed debt An agreement may also be made
about a legal claim instead of a thing The following

IS a practical illustration Zaid has a legal claim

against 'Amr 'Amr raises a claim against Zaid

Each of them abandons his claim in ptlh al-

mtdUivada and the demands aie cancelled

3 Lastly Mu'awada is a technical term

m the general Muslim law of contract, on

which there is so far no comprehensive study

taking full account of the sources A contract

i^akd) may be based on onesided or mutual

obligation {contractus umlateralis or bilateralis)

The latter form, which is the basis for mutual

obligations, claim and counter-claim, is called

mi^Hwada in Muslim law Examples of contract

of this sort are those of sale, lease, marriage etc

Bibliography L W C van den Beig,

De Contractu ^do ut des'\ Leyden i868, p 29,
Ahmad Abu ’

1-Fath, al-Mu^amalat^ Cairo 1340,

1 41, 187, sqq
,
al-ShlrazI, Kitab aUTanblh^ edAWT Juynboll, Leyden 1879, p xi

,
xlvni

,

xiv
, R Grasshoff, Die allgemeinen Lehren des

ObligationenrechtSy Gottingen 1895, also the

usual works on Fi^ch (Otto Spies)

MU'AWIYA, the first Umaiyad caliph,
son of Aba SufySn [q v

]
and Hind [q v ], was

born in Mecca in the first decade of the seventh

century a d Under the training of his father,

the most influential personage in, if not the

actual leader of the merchant republic of Mecca,
he had an opportunity to be initiated into the

principles of government as the Meccans under-

stood It Converted to IslSm in the year of the

fath or surrender of Mecca, he made himself useful

to the Prophet in the capacity of secretary Here
he gained an insight into the workings of

the new regime and learned to know the men
with whom he was later to work or struggle

the autocratic 'Omar, the presumptuous 'All, a

whole crowd of ambitious people, like Talha,

Zubair and 'A^i^ha, sometimes redoubtable for

their talents and capacity for intrigue, like 'Amr
b al-As [q V

]
and Mughira b ^u'ba [q v ]

This dual training early matured the young
Mu^^awiya who was remaikably gifted, and prepared

him fiom the first for his high destiny

In the caliphate of AbQ Bakr he was sent to

the conquest of Syria as second m command to

his brother Yazid, in this new field he displayed

an astonishing activity and distinguished himself

by military successes, like the taking of Caesarea

and other cities of the Phoenician coast On the

premature death of Yazid, he took his place as

governor of Damascus In 'Omai’s reign, with the

advance of Arab arms, he added to this office the

governoi ships of the other piovinces of Syria

'Othman, who was related to him, confirmed him
in these offices and still further increased his

authority Mu'Swiya gained the attachment of those

under him and established in Syria during the

twenty years of his governorship a model province,

the best organized, and with the best disciplined

troops of the young empire Not having been able

to prevent the assassination of 'Othmfin, he was
able cleverly to take upon himself the task of

avenging him This was to lead him to the caliphate

and bring him into open conflict with 'All Delaying

his attack, he let his iival use up his forces

I and lose his prestige in civil stiife and in sterile

conflicts with the dissenters ('Othmanlya, q v

)

and others, who accused him of complicity in the

murder of his predecessor The indecisive battle

of Siflfin [q V
]
resulted in the arbitration of Adbroh

[q V
]

In pronouncing that 'All should lose the

caliphate, the verdict restored to Mu'awiya liberty

of movement He had won over ^Amr b al-'As to his

side and at once used this valuable supporter for

the conquest of Egypt Encouraged by his military

and diplomatic successes, he allowed his troops

to proclaim him caliph and continuously harassed

the provinces that still recognised 'All Ibn Mul

djam’s crime removed the last obstacle separating

him from the throne Mu'Swiya profited by it to

inaugurate his reign in Jerusalem To him the title

of caliph merely meant official recognition of a

fait accompli, the result of twenty years of labour

and devotion to those under his governorship in

Syiia To law-abiding men, he alone seemed capable

of putting an end to the anarchy in which the

empire had been struggling for more than ten

years In the couise of a rapid campaign m the

'Irak m 41 (661), he acquired from Hasan b 'All

a definite renunciation of his family’s claims The
submission of the piovinces to the east of the

Tigris restored the unity of the caliphate This
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year is known as the year of reunion (al-^ama^a)

One man continued to sustain in Persia the

flag of the 'Alids, ZiySd b Abihi [q v
]
Mu'^awiya

won him over by tsttlhal^ a procedure by which
he recognised him as his half-brother, son of Abu
Sufyan This bold stroke secured him the support

of the ablest governor of the caliphate, a worthy

rival of ‘^Amr b al-'As and Mu^lra b Shu^ba,

already supporters of the caliph Against the com-
j

bination of these four brains all the plots hatched

by the anti-Umaiyad opposition were to come to

nothing On the death of Mughira, Ziyad added
the governorship of Knfa to his own of Basra and
for eight years ruled the whole of the eastern

provinces By his ability and loyalty, Ziyad showed
himself most worthy of the confidence placed in

him Freed from anxiety about this half of the

empire, Mu'Swiya devoted his energies to the

pacification and development of the prosperity of

other parts of his vast empire and to removing
the traces of the long struggle from which it had
emerged He organised the Arab navy while his

lieutenants actively pursued the work of foieign

conquest He took Cyprus and Rhodes and on
two occasions his son Yazid closely blockaded

Constantinople His great work was the creation

of the Syrian army of troops blindly devoted to

their sovereign It formed the great military reserve

of the empire for his successors, an inexhaustible

nursery of soldiers and leaders He was able to

keep it in training by annual invasions of Byzantine

territory razzias on a large scale rather than

campaigns with a definite plan of conquest By
thus keeping the enemy engaged at home, he

managed to defend his own frontiers very effica-

ciously Taken at a disadvantage during his tense

struggle with ^All by an invasion of the Mardaites

[q V
], he did not hesitate to purchase the with-

drawal of these adventurers from the emperor If

after his elevation to the caliphate he rarely left

Damascus — henceforth the official capital — to

lead his armies in person, he nevertheless was
still the “real organiser of victory” He saw to the

comfort and equipment of the troops, doubled

their pay and saw that they were paid with a

regularity hitherto unknown His rival 'Ali said

that on the call of Mu^awiya the Syrian army
“would take the field without demanding pay, not

two or three times a year only, wherever it pleased its

leaders to take them” His intuition everywhere chose

the ablest administrators, the best leaders among
the Kuraish and other tribes. To the names already

mentioned we may add those of Dahhak b Kais,

Abu ’l-AVar al-SulamI, Muslim b ^Ukba, Busr

b. Abl ArtSt, Habib b Maslama [q v
]

By the

help of enormous subsidies and by his magnanimity

he was able to keep the members of the Prophet’s

family, the 'Alids and the Hasbimis, quiet Ibn

‘Abbas and Ibn Dja‘far, ‘Akil, the brother, and

“the two Hasans”, al~Hasanan^ the sons of ‘All He
used the business experience of the SartJjtlnids to

organise the financial administration This fiscal

reform gave him the resources required to maintain

his armies, carry out desirable public works and

pay the subsidies necessary to secure the success

of his plaias He continuously interested himself in

agriculture He paid special attention to the deve-

lopment of the province least favoured by nature,

the Hid^az His example, which was copied by
his relations and most influential contemporaries,

brought this 4 pcntury of prosperity under

the Umaiyads such as it was never to see again

In the lands of Medina and Mecca and Ta^if,

Mu‘5wiya carried out great irrigation schemes,

sank wells and built dams
In Syria he strengthened his authority by a

close alliance with the fellow-tribesmen of his

Kalbl wife Maisun [q v
]
and through them with

the other tribes of Kuda‘a and those from the

Yemen
,
these groups formed the bulk of the Arab

population of Syria It was on these foundations

that the hegemony exercised by Syria thioughout

the Umaiyad peiiod was built and consolidated

His policy towards Chiistians was a tolerant one

Lastly, he endeavoured to train his son Yazid to

be an heir capable of continuing his traditions of

government, by checking ceitain tendencies of his

well endowed but impetuous nature with its fondness

for pleasure Seeing his end approaching, he skil-

fully succeeded in getting Yazid recognised as his

successor, first of all in Syria and then in other

provinces These difficult negotiations weie the

last of his political successes Mu'awiya was now
entering on the twentieth year of his caliphate,

in 6o (Oct 679) and probably was in the So^h year

of a life which had been marked by constant

success By the year 3 or 4 — contrary to the

assertion of Ibn Duraid (^Kt(ab al-Ii^ttkak^ p 256) —
he must have reached manhood, for four years

later he was secietary to the Piophet In the course

of the forty years of his public career, no serious

check ever interiupted his progress After the

abdication of Hasan b ‘All, he had “reigned without

a rival, without losing any of the conquests of

Islam Neither ‘Abd al Malik, nor MansUr, nor

Harun al-Rashid earned this praise, unique in the

annals of Islam” (Dhahabi) He died at Damascus

in the month of Radjab of the year 60 (April 680)

and was buried in the cemetery of Bab al-SaghIr

wheie his tomb still survives Before his death he

entrusted the regency to Dahhak b Kais and to

Muslim b ‘Lkba until Yazid should leturn from

Anatolia Companion and secretary of the Prophet,

brother of Umm Habiba [q v
],

“the mother of

the believers”, these claims have not preserved

him from the hatred of the Shl'ls and the official

maledictions pronounced by certain ‘Abbasid caliphs

More tolerant to his memory than to that of his

son Yazid, orthodoxy generally agrees to recognise

his right to the respect which is due to the SahSbls

The Syrians long cherished the memory of his

glorious reign and even beyond the bounds of

Syria he had partisans among the Hanballs, called

ghulaty the enthusiasts for Mu^Swiya

II Mu‘awiya’s policy In the historical

and anecdotal literature of the Arabs there are

few collections which do not devote a paragraph

to Mu'awiya’s “wise mildness and complete self-

control” (Wellhausen), qualities which the Arabs

include under the term htlm By this supreme

virtue they claim to recognise the true statesman

The SufySnid sovereign is said to have owed the

great success of his career to it “Mu‘awiya’s htlm*''

thus became proverbial A somewhat mixed virtue,

essentially opportunist in character, it may be

combined with astuteness, or the less scrupulous

forms of diplomacy In our hero this quality has

been found even in the most difficult trials in-

flicted on his amour-propie His smiling imper-

turbility was able to disarm the proudest of his

adversaries, who were then completely won over

by his generosity With the golden chains of pensions
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and rich gifts the ruler was able to hold in leash

his most intractable enemies When his friends

expressed surprise at the vastness of certain donations,

he would reply “a war costs infinitely more’* This

was his favourite method of*dealing with the 'Alids

and Hashimids He has been unjustly accused of

having introduced the custom of publicly cursing

the name of ^Ali from the pulpit of the mosque
There is no certain evidence of this practice before

the time of the Marwanids
Ihe collateral branches of the Umaiyad family

supplied him with distinguished assistants He was
careful not to bring the more ambitious of them
too much to the front or to leave them too long

in one office He was studious to inculcate into

all his relations the feeling that they must stand

by one another and that this consisted in the

blind execution of his orders 1 he Umaiyads formed
his natural supporters He could not do without

them But the unsettled problem, of the dynastic

succession made him distrustful of relatives called

upon to share the responsibilities of power He
did not fail to keep a close watch over them
With men like Ibn ^Aniir, SaTd b al-^As, Marwan
b al Hakam [q v ], of remarkable gifts and con-

siderable influence, who did not conceal their

aspirations, he came to terms in a way that

effectually discouraged them from following the

dictates of their ambitions As to the sons of the

Caliph ^Othman, they seemed to him too insigni-

ficant to cause him any disquiet On the other

hand, Marwan and Sa'id were appointed to succeed

one anothei at about regular intervals in the govein-

ment of the Hidjaz, the cradle of Islam and of

the ruling family Mu^Swiya was unwilling to give

them time to cieate in such an important centre

a position for themselves and connections which
might have compromised the future of the dynasty

Ultimately he decided to replace these tw'o relatives

by a nephew of his own, now almost grown up,

the Sufyanid Walfd b 'Utba [q v
]

In the important

governorship of the ^Irak, which contiolled the

eastern provinces, Mu'Swiya showed his preference

for Thakaf i officials, Mughira, 7iyad and the latter’s

son “^Ubaid Allah He appreciated the devotion

of these men, who came fiom the shrewd society

in Ta^f, suspected by the other Umaiyad families,

compelled to rely on their sovereign, the author

of their fortunes For a moment, the extraordinary

promotion of Ziyad and the confidence the Caliph

showed in him suggested that he had him in view
as his successor In this attitude to his relatives,

the interests of the dynasty surpassed all other

considerations The heir presumptive was young
Mu'awiya wanted to save his Lmaiyad cousins

from the temptation to set up as rivals of his

successor The first step was to do Yazld rather

a bad turn If, instead of the inexperienced

Walld, Mu^awiya had retained or restored for an-

other peiiod of office in the governoiship of the

HidjSz the energetic Marwan, there is no reason

to think that this w’ould not have turned the

incautious Husain from the hopeless exploit of

Karbala"

In the traditional view Mu^awiya appears as

the perfect type of Arab ruler When writers,

jurists, encyclopaedists and compilers of anthologies

have to quote a trait or a saying illustrating king-

ship, or the conduct of states, they rarely hesitate

to credit it to our hero This unanimity which

reflects so much to his credit has been transformed

into censure by orthodoxy Mu'awiya is reproached

with having transformed the ^r/5/a/,the vicariate of

the Prophet, into mulk^ into a temporal sovereignty,

with having, if we may use the term, secularized

the supreme power, really a purely lay one, m the

heart of Islam This criticism is an attempt to

throw odium on Mu^awiya while in reality it calls

attention to his gieat merit In him the ruler,

“the king”, 1 e the organizer and administrator,

appear very distinctly while they are difficult to find

in his predecessors, painfully fighting against the

outbursts of Beduin anarchy This transformation

of the patriarchal power had begun with '^Omar

who was the first to realise the necessity for it

and attempted to realize it Mu^awiya endeavoured

to hasten its evolution towards more effective

centralization, an extension of the powers and
personal authority of the sovereign To secure for

the latter the advantages of external pomp, the

piestige given by formalities, he gave more cere-

mony to the hitherto democratic appearance of the

caliph at the Fiiday services He appeared in the

mtnbar or pulpit, surrounded by a shorta 01 guard—
^Ali had alieady had one — and remained seated

while delivering his address, the khutba Some
have thought to see in this attitude a sign of

pride This is to forget the primitive nature of

the minbar as the seat of the ruler, the sovereign’s

throne, before it became of liturgical significance as

the pulpit of the mosque, after the latter had become

a building for religious worship This charge of

tnulk was also intended to render suspect the

sincerity of the faith of the Sufyanid monarch But

austerity characterised his morals and private life

He was a good father and a devoted husband We
find him conscientiously performing his religious

duties and dying at length a good Muslim

The chroniclers unanimously find in the complex

character of Mu^awiya another trait besides htlm

political finesse, what the Arabs call dahtya lo be

credited with this it was necessary to have in addition

to diplomatic skill, a remarkable gift of eloquence,

force of decision, a resourceful nature and a

conscience broad enough not to shrink from the

use of tiickery Mu'Swiya was reckoned among the

five best Kuraish orators of his time He was fond

of saying “I have won more success with the tongue

than Ziyad (b Abihi) with the swoid” Arab writers

prefei to attiibute these successes to the Machia

vellian nature of the soveieign He is said never

to have shrunk from recourse to violence or the

use of poison when he wished to get rid of trouble

some adversaries To support this charge the cases

of 'Abd al Rahman b Khalid, Hasan b *AlI and

Ashtar b Malik [q v
]

are quoted But each ol

the examples is capable of a more natural ex

planation We would readily put Mu'fiwiya in the

category of those statesmen to whom useless crime

is naturally repugnant, too wise to allow them

selves to be tempted by violent solutions but not

scrupulous enough to hesitate in such an extremityj

if reasons of state seemed to advise it One oi

his successois, ‘"Abd al-Malik, called him “the

cunning {mtidahin) caliph” The pleasure loving sor

of 'Alt, ruined by his easy life, forgotten and

retired to Medina, did not deserve to be feared

The two other individuals above mentioned died

by accident or were victims of piivate vengeance

The poets, the “journalists” of the period, had ai

undoubted influence on their contemporaries Thr
influence the sovereign succeeded m controlling
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and subjecting to dynastic interests Himself very

susceptible to the charms of verse, he would have
liked to see poetry confine itself to developing

patriotism, and renouncing satire which was a

source of dissension among the tribes The restorer

of (i;ama\ national unity, felt more than anyone

the necessity for this concord to heal the wounds
caused by anarchy Poweiless to prevent the in-

cursions of poetasters into the field of politics he
endeavoured to win them over to his side by gifts and
the use of tact To win them over was to have “a

good press”, and at the same time gam their tribes to

the cause of order, for the tribes usually agreed with

the ideas spread by their bards He exploited his son

Yazid’s relations and friendships with the poets

to compromise them in favour of the Umaiyids and
make them less amenable to the advances of the

reactionary parties He paid for their panegyrics,

he took them under his protection whenever their

lack of discipline brought them into trouble with

the local authorities He did not hesitate to shut

his eyes to some of their poetical outbursts, which
seem to compromise the reputation of his own
hearth, under the 'Abbasids such audacity would
have meant death He further left it to these in-

discreet auxiliaries to deal with abuses by officials

and found in them a useful check on arbitiary

exercise of authority by his lieutenants It was
at the same time a satisfaction of their amour-piopre,

allowed to the vanity of these ihapsodists, who
were courted by all parties and intoxicated by the

terror which their wit inspired In return for this

toleration, he was able to get less disinterested

services from them He imposed on them the

duty of preparing public opinion in favour of the

dai^a^ the recognition, of Yazid as heir-apparent

To accustom the Arabs to this step so repulsive

to their democratic instincts, to give the caliph

leisure to calculate its chances of success, there

was nothing so useful as the intervention of these

heralds with their echoing phrases It enabled the

government to remain discreetly in the background,

ready to come out at the opportune moment
The biased Mas^ndi himself cannot help ad

miring the pliant ease of Mu^awiya’s policy, “his

great generosity to his subjects and the benefits

which he heaped upon them
,
winning their sympathy

and seducing their hearts with such skill that they

put him before their kinsmen and natuial affections”

Firmness in administration, skill in managing men
according to their rank, cordiality, these are some of

the qualities credited by this historian, the friend of

'All, to the successful rival of Ffitima’s husband
Let us now deal with the charges brought against

him by orthodoxy With the object of making them
more readily accepted, the indictment is carefully

put in the mouth of the austere Hasan al-Basri

“Mu'Swiya committed four crimes — one of them
alone would suffice to cover him with dishonour —
he abandoned the nation to men of no repute,

deprived it without consulting it (by the dai^a

of Yazid) of the control of its destinies and that

in the life-time (i e to the detriment) of numerous
Companions and virtuous individuals He chose as

his successor an incorrigible drunkard, robed in

silk and playing the harp He adopted Ziyad
Lastly he condemned Hu^r b 'Adi [q v

]
to

death” The impartial historian will have little

difficulty in clearing the sovereign from these

charges, which reveal his political flair, his instinct

for rulership which raised him high above the

prejudices of his contemporaries The measures

for which he is blamed secured the caliphate

twenty years of peace and prosperity, the longest

period it ever knew
To sum up, Mu'5wiya appears in the series of

Muslim rulers as one of the most attractive indi-

viduals and one of all round ability In him the

Arabs see the very incarnation of sovereignty In

the opinion of Mas'udi his successors at best could

only try to copy him without being able to equal

him In spite of their little liking for the able

SufySnid, the Marwanids frequently appealed to

his traditions and the methods of goveinment

inaugurated by him He was, beyond doubt, the

least oiiental and the most modern of the rulers

of Islam He did not disdain public opinion One
must be grateful to him for not having believed

in the power of force alone in the management
of men, for not having sought to reestablish, as

the 'AbbSsids were to do, the old Asiatic auto-

cracies, for having pieferred that his subjects should

become voluntarily attached to him by winning

their sympathies, for proclaiming that “the world

IS more surely led by the tongue than by the

sword” This conviction led him to adopt several

institutions of Beduin demociacy — such as the

wufud^ deputations fiom the provinces and the

principal tribes — to consult the views of such

assemblies on as many occasions as possible, to

associate them openly with public business by

recognising their right of remonstrance The
astuteness of the sovereign knew how to direct

these manifestations of the old individualism of

the nomads and to bring them to cooperate with

his designs To quote the comparison of the

Byzantine historians, he appealed as a Tcpurovvii-

^ovXo(; in the midst of his <rvn^o?^oty in the delibe-

rations of his Syrian parliament, he posed as

prtmus inter pates He was gradually able to

advance the political education of his subjects

and to control the signs of lack of discipline He
was never perturbed by their criticisms nor by the

satires of the poets “I do not trouble” he said

“about words so long as they do not lead to

deeds” These liberal principles became restricted

under the MarwSnids and disappeared with the

coming of power of the absolute monarchy of the

'AbbSsids

As is frequently the case with men who have

grown old in politics, a long period of power— he

exeicised it without interruption for 40 years —
had made him a sceptic This benevolent scepticism

was revealed in a knowing smile when, with eyes

half closed, he used to listen without missing a

word to the petitions and recriminations of his

visitors and pretended to be taken in by their

customary excesses From his youth, passed in

the cosmopolitan city of Mecca, then in Medina
in the very mixed society of the Companions, he

had been in too close contact with his con-

temporaries to be under any illusions about their

disinterestedness He had not to invent, but no

one managed better than he, that instrument of

government, the id*lif al-kulub^ the rallying of

hearts, an ingenious euphemism of the Kur’Sn,

meaning the art of purchasing hesitating adherents

Other caliphs surpassed him in courage, in outward

austerity, zuhd^ in love of knowledge and other

qualities that dazzle the eyes of the multitude

No one possessed to such a degree as Mu'Swiya
the gifts of the founder of an empire vision,
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energy and promptitude m action, breadth of view,

logical thinking, absence of antiquated prejudices,

skill in adapting the prestige and ceremonial of

his position to Arab taste, ability to use men and
to deal tactfully with their prejudices so as not

to offend them directly This rare combination of

qualities enabled him to extract order out of the

chaos of Beduin anarchy If we endeavour to

appreciate fairly Mu'Swiya’s work with its inevitable

deficiencies, one must take into account the intract-

able material on which he had to work and the

resistance opposed by the inveterate individualism

of the nomads He succeeded not only in disci-

plining them but also in transforming them into

conquerors, able to rule over peoples of superior

cultuie, heirs to the oldest civilisations

For achieving this result, the son of Muhammad’s
old opponent has deserved well of Islam In the

list of those responsible for this great revolution

his name should come after that of the Prophet

beside the name of the caliph 'Omar Orthodox
tradition likes to exalt the latter and present him
as the second founder of Islam Of European
writers, Sprenger and von Kremer have popularised

this view In it we may recognise the reply of

the schools of the Hidjaz to the 'Irak legend woven
round the memory of 'All To their work we owe
the fantastic proportions assumed by the personality

of 'Omar
,

it absorbs not only Abu Bakr, but even

throws its shadow upon the Piophet 'Omar is

brought into the origin of all religious and administra-

tive institutions, especially of all those that cannot

decently be credited to the author of the Kurban This

exaggeiated admiiation of the HidjSz was to provoke

the protestations of the'Abbasids The counterblast

of Shfa tiadition was to place ^Ali alongside of

'Omar to direct him and if necessary to correct

him The indisputable merits of the second caliph

lie elsewhere In the midst of the terrible confusion

that resulted from the conquests he was able to

maintain the unity and cohesion of the empire,

immeasurably enlarged, to bring the Arabs in-

toxicated with success under comparative control

Closely watched, harassed by the selfish claims of

his Medinese senate and its disturbing element

formed by the redoubtable group of the “ten mubas/i-

shaia'^ or “the chosen” and the oldest friends of the

Master, he succeeded in neutialising their restless

activities, their due passion for intriguing and in ex

ploiting their greed and mutual jealousies In the

provinces the generals and governors shov^ed an

obedience scarcely less intermittent 'Omar had fre-

quently to resign himself to approving by sanatio

tn radtee in order not to lose touch with such

undisciplined auxiliaries and to remind all of the

existence of the vicariate of the Prophet The day on

which he thought of a more effective centralization,

of a less ideal systematization, assassination

brutally delivered him from his error The same

fate was to overtake 'Othmfin, when under pressure

from the Umaiyads, he took up his prede-

cessor’s programme where it had been interrupted

With 'All the caliphate relapsed into chaos and
lost a quarter of a century of progress on the way
to reorganization One province alone formed an

exception, Syria, which had been governed since

Its creation by the Umaiyads

But for the intervention of Mu'Swiya and his

able lieutenants, the 'Amrs, ZiySds and Maiwans,

the Muslim empire would have been transfoimed

— like the 'IrS^: and ly^urSsSn — into an arena

to which the Arabs came to settle their petty

tribal quarrels Once on the throne, the SufyS-

nid worked to extend gradually to the rest of

the caliphate the methods of government which
had secured the prosperity of Syria Encouraged by
the results obtained in this country, he set himself

to discipline the other Beduins who, according to

the idea ascribed to 'Omar, formed the “substance

of Islam” Irom this rudts tndtgestaque moles^lhvs

rebellious mass, gradually bioken in by the influence

of Syria, fashioned by teachers trained in his school,

the first Syrian caliph recruited soldiers, then
formed fiom them the cadres of a regular army
wonderful troops always ready to play their double
part, the ^thad abroad, and at home the main-
tenance, against any threat fiom within, of the

the unity of the empire Mu'awiya suc-

ceeded in impressing on these descendants of

caravan-leaders of Arabia, nomads, all obstinate

landsmen, the importance of the masteiy of the

seas Arab thalassocracy dates from this period

Forced to use primitive institutions, the sunna^

tradition, sanctioned by the Prophet and the Medina
caliphs, he endeavoured to turn them to the needs

of a great empire He managed at least to suppress

the anaichical working of the $hura by regulating

the dynastic succession He organised the finances,

he began by revising and reducing the enormous
pensions granted by preceding governments with-

out regard to services rendered to the state Down
to his time the central treasury of the caliphate

had been supplied by intermittent and always un-

willing contributions extorted from the provinces

Mu'Swiya endeavoured to settle the amount to be
paid by each province and to regularise its col-

lection Under him the treasury ceased to be a

relief fund which the conquerors claimed to use

as they pleased His predecessors had had to empty
It periodically to secure assistance or neutrality

important for the success of their policy Hitherto

al tnuslivtin, the collective property of the

Muslims”, the treasuiy now became mal Allah^ikt

treasury of the state, intended to cover general

expenses, to secuie the representation and the

def^ence of the empire These reforms made Mu'Swiya
the first sovereign, maltk^ of Islam, the first ruler

to enjoy a definite authority, independent, unlike

his predecessors, of the anarchic good-will of his

subjects, and no longer at the mercy of an oligarchy

interested in the maintenance of old abuses The
Medinese vicariate which developed from the trium-

virate, could not long survive this coup d’etat,

this diastic solution of the problem of the succession

to the Prophet Before Mu'awiya, the caliphate had

only had a nominal existence For this figment,

the son of Abu Sufyan substituted a reality
,
he

created the Arab state a creation seen darkly by

'Omar without having been brought to realisation

Rtbliogr aphy We refer the reader to our

Etudes stu le 1 egne du caltfe omatyade Md'awta /,

following our Califat de Yaztd I (reprint from

MFOB^ 1 — III) The references are there

given One may also with advantage consult G
Levi della Vida, II cahffato dt ^Alt secondo tl

Kttab ansab aUasrdf dt al Bataiurl^ in R SO
^

VI 427—507, our Ztad tbn Abihty vue-rot de

riraqy lieutenant de Mo^awia I (extract from

the same periodical, iv

)

(H Lammens)
MU'AWIYA B 'UBAID ALLAH [See AbU

'Ubaid AllXh ]
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al-MU^AWWIDHATANI, name of suras
cxiii andcxiv, taken from the opening words

“Say, 1 take refuge with ” The term al-mt^aw-

wtdhat occurs also, it denotes these sQras together

with sura cxii — The mu'awwidhatSni belong to

those parts of the Kur^fin which are frequently

recited (after every salat Ahmad b Hanbal, Mus~
nad^ iv 155, before going to sleep Bukhari,

Da^awat^ b5b 12, m order to avert the evil eye

Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modern
Egyptians^ Paisley and London 1899, p 259, chapter

Superstitions)

AL-MirA??AM [See TUrAnshAh
]

al-Malik AL-MirA!^ZAM Sharaf al-DIn TsA
B Malik al-'Adil b AiyUb was bom in 576 (i 180)

In 597 (1200) he became governor for his father

al-Malik al-‘Adil [q v
]

in Damascus and next year

was besieged by baladm’s sons Zahir and Afdal in

course of the dispute about the succession between
them and ^Adil 'Adil came as far as Nablus with

his army but could not relieve Damascus so that

its fall was imminent Then a quarrel broke out

between the brothers as to who was to get Damascus
The majority of the emirs in the army made peace

with 'Adil and the siege was raised in the course

of the year '"Adil was recognised as the head of

the Aiyubids and Tsa continued to govern Damascus
and the lands going with it as far as the Egyptian

frontier for his father When ‘Add died in 615(121 6)
he had the inhabitants swear fealty to him but

recognised his older biother Kamil as suzerain in

the Friday kfiutba He was, like his brothers, on
fairly good terms with the Crusaders, but at the

decisive moment he joined forces with his brothers

against them and it is not least due to him, as the

most important AiyUbid leader of the period, that

the Crusaders had to withdraw from Damietta in

618 (1221) His desire to seize central Syria (Hims
and Hamat) was not fulfilled as KSmil threatened

him with war when he attacked these towns ^Is5

therefore made an alliance in 623 (1226) with the

Kh^arizm-Shah Djalal al-Din and mentioned him
as suzerain in the Friday prayer instead of his

brother He thus felt strong enough to turn away
the Emperor Frederick IPs ambassador in this

year while Kamil, who did not feel too secure,

negotiated with him It did not however come to

fighting between the two brotheis as both feared

the intervention of Frederick II But before the

latter set out for the Holy Land, ‘La died on

Dhu ’1-Hidjdja 624 (Nov 12, 1227) in Damascus
of dysentery Had he lived longer, Frederick II

would probably not have taken Jerusalem It was

‘Isa’s son NSsir al-Dzn DSwQd who succeeded m
regaining Jerusalem for the Muslims ‘Isa’s rule

stretched from south of Hims beyond Jerusalem to

al-‘Arisb on the Egyptian frontier In addition to

his military ability, he is celebrated as a friend

of poetry and letters and he is also said to have

been an author himself Unlike the other AiyUbids,

he followed the school of Abu Hanlfa

Bibliography Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat
al^A^yan^ N® 526 (transl de Slane, 11 428 sqq),

Abu ’1-Fidfi^, in Recuetl des histortens ortentaux

des crotsades^ 1 (s index), Ibn al-Athir, ATawf/,

m Recuetl^ 11 (s index), Mas‘fldl, ^Ukd aU
IPXum^an, op at

,
and also Rohncht, Geschtchte

des Kontgretchs Jerusalem (s index)

(M Sobernheim)
MUBSH [Sec SharPa ]

MUBAIYipA [See al-Mu^anna‘]

MUBALLIgH [See Mascjid, I, D, e and H, 4 ]

MUBARAK GHAZI, an I n d i a n s a 1 n t In all

parts of the Sundarbun, the Muhammadan wood-

cutters invoke certain mythical beings to protect

them from tigers and crocodiles In the 24 Parganas

It IS Mubarak GhazI who, in the Eastern parts of

the Delta goes by the name of Zindah Ghazi, the

living warrior Mubarak Ghazi is said to have

been a fakir (mendicant) who reclaimed the jungle

tracts along the left bank of the river Hoogly

Eveiy village has an altar dedicated to him and

no one enters the forest nor do any of the

boat’s crew, who might sail through the districts,

pass without first making offerings at one of

these shrines The fakirs in these dangerous forests,

who claim to be lineally descended from the Ghazi,

indicate with pieces of wood called sang the precise

limits within which the forest has to be felled

Mubarak Ghazi, so the legend goes, came to Bengal

when Railja Matak ruled over the Sundarbun The
saint happened to have a dispute with the chief,

who thought himself to be in the right, upon
which the latter agreed to give his only daughter

Shushila in marriage to the former, should his

own opinion be pioved wiong This the Gh5zi

succeeded in doing and won his bride in con-

sequence Since no man saw him die, he is be

lieved to reside in the depths of the forest,

to ride about on tigers, and to keep them so

obedient to his will that they dare not touch a

human being without his express desire Before

entering a jungle or sailing through the narrow

channels whose shady banks are infested by tigers,

boatmen and woodcutters, both Hindus and Mu-
hammadans, raise little mounds of earth and on
them make offerings of rice, plantains, and sweet

meats to Mubarak Ghazi, after which they fearlessly

cut the brushwood and linger in the most dangerous

spots

This strange myth, there cannot be any doubt,

is borrowed from Hindus to suit the taste of the

supeistitious boatmen and woodcutters

Bibliography Ward, Hindus^ 111 186,
Major R Smyth, Statistical and Geographical

Report of the twenty-four Pergunnahs Districts^

1857 _ (M Hidayet Hosain)
MUBARAK SHAH, Mu‘izz al-DIn, the second

king of the Saiyid dynasty of Dihli, was
the son of Khidr Kh5n, the first king, and suc-

ceeded his father on May 22, 1421 The limits

of his kingdom were then restricted to a few
districts of Hindustan proper and Mult5n, and he
was obliged to desist from an attempt to establish

his authority in the PandjSb by the necessity for

relieving Gwalior, menaced by Hushang of MAlwa,
who raised the siege and met him, but after an
indecisive action came to terms and retired to

Malwa From 1425 to 1427 he was engaged m
attempting to restore order in MewSt, and received

the formal submission of the radjAs of Gwalior

and CandwSr (Firiizabad), but Muhammad KhSn
Awhadi of Bayana, whom he had taken prisoner,

escaped and took refuge in MewSt, and the work
there was to do again Muhammad Awhadi, on
being hard pressed in BaySna, fled to Ibrahim

Shah of Ejawnplir, and as the latter marched
against KalpI, Mubarak marched to meet him
Ibrahim, who had been plundering Mubarak’s
dominions, avoided a conflict for some time, but

on April 2, 1428, the armies met near CandwRr
and Ibrahim, though not decisively defeated, retired
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the next day to CjawnpHr Mubarak then collected

revenue m the neighbourhood of Gwalior and
retiied by way of BaySna, which was evacuated

by Muhammad AwhadI, who had returned thither

For the rest of the year his officers were engaged
in restoring order in the Pandijab, ravaged by
Djasrath the Kbokar, and he in a similar task in

Mew5t, and m collecting revenue by force In

1430 Fnlad luikbaCa successfully defied the royal

authority m Bhatinda, and in 1431 a rebellion

broke out in Multan and had no sooner been
suppressed than Djasrath renewed his activity in

the Pandjab The chronicle of the rest of the reign

IS a record of rebellions in the Pandjab, Multan,

Samana, Mewat, Bayana, Gwalior, fidjara and
Itawa, and a rebel captured Labor and attacked

DlpalpQr Labor was eventually recovered, but

the whole country remained in a disturbed

condition

War broke out between Ibrahim of Djawnpur
and HQshang of Malwa in connection with KalpI,

the suzerainty over which belonged to neither and
was claimed by both, and Mubarak, marching thither,

turned aside to inspect Mubarakabad which he

was building, and then, on February 19, 1434,
he was assassinated at the instance of Sarwar al-

Mulk, whom he had dismissed from the post of

minister in the preceding year

Btbltogr aphy Muhammad Kasim Firishta,

Gulshan t Ibtahtmi^ Bombay 1832, Muntakhab
al’Tawart^ and translation by Lt Col G S

A Ranking, Tahakat % Akbarl and translation

by B D6 (both in the Bibl Ind Seites of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal)
,
Yahya b Ahmad,

Ta^rtkhrt Mubarak ^ahi^ lare in MS ,
but re-

produced by the authorities cited above

(T W Haig)
MUBARIR AL DiN [Muhammad b al-Mu-

ZAFFAZ
]

AL MUBARRAD, Abu Y-'AbbXs Muhammad b

YazId AL ThumalI AL AzdT, an Arab philo-
logist, born on the lo^ Dhu ’1 Hidjdja 210
(March 25, 826) in Basra, was there taught by

Abu 'Omar al-Djarmi, Abu 'Othman al-Mazini and

Abu Hatim al Sidjistani, the pupil of Asma'i In

his early works, the Kttab Mas^tl al Qhalat^ he

criticised the Kttab of Sibawaih, but only a small

number of his criticisms ^^ere well founded and
of these only a minority were original (al-Suyuti,

al-Muzhtr^ *11 188, 232) later he went to

Baghdad where he became a very busy teacher,

among his pupils were Niftawaih, Ibn Durustawaih

and Ibn Kaisan His iival for favour at couit was

the Kufan Hja'lab, to whom he was far superior

in ability and style, the rivalry between these two
scholars seems to have been the origin of the later

tradition of the opposition between the schools of

Kafa and Baghdad His epithet al-Mubarrad seems

to refer to his skill in disputation, but there are

a number of anecdotes explaining it in very different

ways (Muzhtr^^ ii 267, n sq
,
Bughya, p 116

—

1 17 ,
Irshdd^ vii 137, xj sqq ) He died in Baghdad

m ^awwal or Dhu ’

1-Ka'da 285 (Oct 898)

His chief work al-Kamtl fi H-Adab is a typical

example of the work of the old philologists as

developed from their teaching Without being tied

down to any fixed anangement or even aiming at

cohesion in the separate chapters, it combines

traditions of the Prophet, sayings of pious men,

proverbs, many poems mostly of the older period,

and also historical matter like the important chapter

on the Khanijls (characteristic is the passage on

p 409 in Wright’s edition “In this chapter we shall

mention something of everything in order by change

to prevent the reader from being weaned and mix

a little jest with the earnest so that heart and soul

may be recuperated”, similarly p 428, exceptions

like the chapters on simile p 447 or on laments

for the dead and consolation p 713 are rare)

The important feature is the full grammatical and
lexicographical commentary which he gives to every

quotation The work was given its final form with

numerous additions and glosses by Abu ’

1-Hasan

al AkJifasli (d 315 = 927) Al-Batalyusi wrote a

commentary on it which has not survived (Mmhtr *,

1 182, g, *223,5), there is an anonymous com-
mentary in the possession of Isma'il Efendi in

Stambul It was first printed in Stambul m 1286,
editions The Kdmtl of El^Mubarrad editedfor the

German Oriental Society by W Wright, part I-I2,

1 eipzig 1864— 1892, reprinted Cairo 1308, 1323,

1324 (with extracts from Djahiz on the margin),

1339, with two modern commentaries Tahdhib al-

Kamtl by al Siba'i al-Baiyuni, Cairo 1341 (1923),
2 vols and Raghbat aTAmtl mtn Kttab al-Kamtl
by Saiyid Ibn 'All al MarsafI (professor at al Azhar),

8 vols, Cairo 345-346 (1927-1928), Das Khan-
dschitenkapitel aus dem K

^
tiansl into German by

O Rescher, Stuttgart 1922 His second collection

of material, the Kitab al Muktadab^ met with less

success, because, it is said, it had been transmitted

by the heretic Ibn al-RSwandi, it is pieserved with

a commentary by Sa'id b Sa'id al-Fariki (d 391 =
1000, see Yakut, Irspfid^ iv 240) in the Escurial

manuscripts^ p ill and in Stambul, Koprulu,

N® 1507—1508 (cf Rescher, \n Z D M G
^
Ixiv

197 pliotogiaph in Cairo, Fthrtst^^ 11 123) Of
his numerous other works given by his biographers

we only have the Kttab al-Ta^azi^ Escurial*,

p 534, X, the Kttab Nasab ^Adnan xva-Kahtan^ in

Stambul 'Atif Ffcndi, 2003 {M F 0 B
^
\ 491)=

Well al-Din, 3178 {M F 0 B ^y\\ 108), Escurial,

Casiri 1700, fol 59r—68v (s Levi Della Vida,

Les Itvres d*s chevaux^ Leyden 1928, p xiii), his

answer to a letter from Ahmad b Wathik on the

question whether poetry is superior to eloquence,

in Munich 791 and in a fragment in Berlin, Ahlw

7177 as well as the Kitab al-Mudhakkar wa
U Mu^annath as transmitted by Aba 'Ah al-F5iisI,

in Damascus, Zaiyat, p 36, N® 113, 2 His other

works are only known from quotations, e g his

Kitab al-Ikhtiyar^ which he himself quotes Kamil^

p 760, 4, the Kttab QAartb al-Hadiih^ which Ibn

al-Alhfr mentions among his sources in the pieface

to the Nthaya^ the Kttab ma 'ttafaka Lafzuhu wa
''khtalafa Ma^nahu (Suyuti, Shark al-Mughnl^ Cairo

1322, p I95,2o)> the Kttab a collection

of poems by contemporary poets beginning with

Aba Nuwas, AghanD^ viii 15,20, 26,13,

al DjurdjSnl, Kttab al-Ktfiayaty p 29, 9 ,
Ibn al-

Athir, al Mathal al s'^tr^ p 189, 16, the Kttab al-

Kttnan on the causes of the poetical strife between

Djarir and Farazda^, 'Abd al-KSdir al-Baghdadi,

Khtzanat al-Adab, 1 305,21, Kttab al-Sharh (i c

S}i<^rk Kalam al-^Atab\ / ^ ,
11 193 infra

Bibliography Fthnsty p 59, Ibn al-

AnbSrl, Nuzhat al AltbbSy p 279—293 , Ibn

KhallikSn, N® 608, 111 35, Zubaidl, Tabakat
al-NahxuiyJny ed Krenkow, R S 0

^
viii

, N® 40,
al-Azhari, in M 0

^ 1920, p 26, Yfi^cat, Irs^d^
vii 137— 143 ,

Suyatl, S n6,
al-Yafi'i, MxFat al-Dxanan^w 2lo—213, Flttgel,
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DU gramm Schulen^ p 93, WUstetifeld, Du
Geschtchischr d Araber^i^ 80, C Brockelmann)

G A L^i io8, Rescher, Abttss^ u 149
(C Brockelmann)

AL-MUBARRAZ, a fortress on the Per
Sian Gulf, about a mile north of al-Hufhuf,

surrounded by open villages and date palm-groves

The population of the fortress and of the hamlets
that belong to it is given, sometimes at 10,000,
sometimes at 30,000

Btbhography C Ritter, Dte Erdkunde
von Asten^ viii/i (Berlin 1846), p 574, viii/2

(Berlin 1847) p 524 (Adolf Grohmann)
al-MUBD1^ [See AllXh, II

]

AL-MupAEjr, name of sQra xxxii
,
which is

also called al-sa^^da or al^^uruz
MUPAR [See RabI^a]
MUpARr, the twelfth metre in Arabic

prosody, which is veiy rarely used Theoreti-
cally each of its hemistichs consists of three feet

[mafcPllun fo^tlatun mafa^tlun')
^ in practice the

third foot is lacking

It has one ^arud and one darb only mafa^tlun
faHlatun maf^ilun fiftlatun A/ir/dVww however
must become maja^tlu The first mafa'^tlun may
lose its ma , in that case the form is flftltt

(==: nta/^ulu) and fa^tlu (M Benchfneb)
al-MUDAWWANA [See SahnUn

]

al-MUDDATHTHIR, title of sUra Ixxiv

al-MUDHILL [See Allah II
]

MUDiR, title of the governors of the
Egyptian provinces, called mudhlya The
use of the word mudit in this meaning is no
doubt of Turkish origin The office was created

by Muhammad ‘All, when, shortly after 1813, he
reorganised the administrative division of Egypt,
instituting seven mudiriyas^ this number has been
changed several times [s Khedive] At the pre-

sent day there are 14 mudtrtya% The chief task

of the mudlr is the controlling of the agricultural

administration and of the irrigation, as executed
by his subordinates, viz the mcimur^ who admi-
nisters a markaz and the nazir who controls the

ktsm which is again a subdivision of the matkaz
Under Sa‘ld Pa§ha the office of mudir was
temporarily abolished with a view to preventing
oppression Until that time they had been without
exception Turks, but under Isma'il Pasha, when the

function was instituted again, this high administrative

position was opened also to native Egyptians
Btbltogr aphy A B Clot Bey, Apetcu

General sur VEgypte^ Brussels 1840, 11 i*j2sqq
,

A von Kremer, Aegypten^ Leipzig 1863, 11 8,
IlySs al-AiySbl, TePrikhMi^r fl^Ahd aUKhadiw
Ismail Basjia^ Cairo 1341, 1 62 sqq

, J Deny,
Sommatre des archives iurques du Caire^ Cairo

1930, p 130 (J H Kramers)
al-MUDJAD1LA. title of sSra Iviii

al-MUEJAhID [See RasUlids]

MUBIASSIMA [See TashbIh ]

MUfiJAWWAZA [See Turban, iv 890b sq
]

al-MUDJIB [See Allah II
]

MUDjfR al-DIN [See al-Olaimi
]

MU'CJIZA (a), part act iv of lit

“the overwhelming’*, has become the technical

term for m 1 r a c 1 e It does not occur in the Kur’Sn,

which denies miracles in connection with Muham-
mad, whereas it emphasizes his “signs”, ayUt^ 1 e.

verses of the Kur’Sn, cf the art Koran Even
in later literature Muhammad’s chief miracle is

the Kui^n (cf AbH Nu‘aim, DaWtl al-Nubuwwa^

p 74) Mu‘dji7a and Uya have become synonyms,
they denote the miracles performed by Allah in

order to prove the sincerity of His apostles The
term karama [q v

]
is used in connection with

the saints, it differs from mu‘djiza in so far as

It denotes nothing but a personal distinction granted

by Allah to a saint

Miracles of Apostles and Prophets, especially

those of Muhammad, occur in the sira and in

hadltp Yet in this literature the term mu^dliza is

still lacking, as it is in the oldest forms of the

creed The Ftkh Akbar^ 11 ,
art 16, mentions the

ayat of the prophets and the of the saints

Mu‘djiza occurs in the creed of Abn Hafs ‘Umar
al-Nasafi (ed Cureton, p 4, ed TaftazJnf, p 165)
“And He has fortified them (the apostles) by
miracles contradicting the usual course of things”

Taftazanl explains it in this way A thing

deviating from the usual course of things, appearing

at the hands of him who pretends to beapiophet,
as a challenge to those who deny this, of such

a nature that it makes it impossible for them to

pioduce the like of it It is Allah’s testimony to

the sincerity of His apostles

A very complete and systematic description

occurs in al Idji’s Mawaktf He gives the following

definition of mu‘{jjiza It is meant to prove the

sincerity of him who pretends to be an apostle

of Allah Further he enumerates the following

conditions i It must be an act of Allah, 2 it

must be contrary to the usual course of things,

3 contradiction to it must be impossible, 4 it

must happen at the hands of him who pretends
to be an apostle, so that it appears as a confirmation

of his sincerity, 5 it must be in conformity with
his announcement of it, the miracle itself must
not be a disavowal of his claim (daHvd)^ 7 it

must follow on his da^wa
Further, according to al-idji, the miracle happens

in this way that Allah produces it at the hands
of him whose sincerity He wishes to show, in

order to realise His will, viz the salvation of

men through the preaching of His apostle Finally,

as to its effect, it produces, in accordance with
Allah’s custom, in those who witness it, the con-
viction of the apostle’s being sincere

Bibliography AhVi Hanifa, Ftkh Akbar
with the commentary of ‘All b Sultan Muhammad
al-K5rI, Cairo 1327, p 69, Abu ’l-BaraV5t ‘Abd
Allah b Ahmad al NasafI, ^Umda^ ed Cureton,
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Abu Hafs NasafI, ed TaftSzanl,
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A‘l5 al-TahanawI, KaihilCaf i^tilahat al-Funun^
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MUEJTAHID [See IihtihXd]
MUDJTATHTH

, the fourteenth metre
in Arabic prosody, has theoretically three feet,

consisting of two successive fa^ilUtun in every
hemistich, m practice there are two feet only

It has one ^arud^ and one darb only musta/Hlun
f'd’tlatun mustaf'ilun fa^ilatun The foot f^ila*
tun of the darb and also, though seldom, that of

the 'arud^ may become fa^tlaluu^ on condition
that mustafhlun retains its », it loses its n when
mustaf^ilun loses its s

Mu^staf'ilun loses its when the preceding
f^ilatun retains its it also loses its when
ftilatun following it, does not become fahlatun

(Moh. Bsnchsneb)
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al-MUFAPPAL b Muhammad b Ya^lX b
‘^Amir b SXlim b al-RammAl al-PabbI, an
Arabic philologist of the Kafan school
By birth he was a free born Arab, the date of
his birth IS not known His father was a recognised

authority on the events in the wars of the Arabs
on the frontiers of KhurSsSn m 30—90 a h
(quoted in Tabari’s Annals) It is possible that

ins son was born in this region As a partisan of

the house of ^Ali he took part in the rising against

the ‘Abbasid caliph al-MansUr led by Ibrahim b
'Abd Allah [q v ], brother of al^Nafs al-zakiya The
rising was put down and Ibrahim killed

,
al Mu*

faddal was taken prisoner but pardoned by the

caliph and appointed tutor to his son, the future

caliph al-Mahdl, and in his tram he visited KhurSsSn
He then worked in Kufa as a philologist and
teacher, among his pupils was his stepson al-A'^rSbi

The date of his death is variously given, the

J^thrtsl does not give it at all while others give

164, 168 or 170
al-Mufaddal, like his contemporary Hammad

[q V ], bore the epithet and title of honour al-

Rawtya^ and was regarded as an authority on the

poetry of the Djahiliya In contrast to HammSd, he

is celebrated for the reliability of his transmission

In the Kttab al-Aghani there are several stones

illustrating this fact While HammSd was re-

proached with having inserted verses which he had
himself composed into the work of the prominent

poets of the DjShiliya, al-Mufaddal is praised for

handing down the old poetry puie and un falsified

There was, of course, a great rivalry between the

two rawls which also finds expression in the stories

of the Aghianl al-Mufaddal is reported to have

said that the influence of HammSd on Arabic

poetry had been most disastrous, to a degree which

could never be made good again To the question

how this was and whether HammSd had made
mistakes in the attribution of the poems or linguistic

errors, he replied if that were all, it could be

made good, but he had done worse than this

Since he was such an authority on the old poets,

he was able himself to write veises in their style

and he had inserted such verses of his own com-
position in genuine old kasidas so that now only

very good critics of the old poetry could recognise

them (cf A^hanh v 172 and Yakut, Ir^Had^ vii

171) It is also lecorded that al Mufaddal once in

the presence of the caliph caught Hammad passing

off verses of his own as the work of Zuhair b
Abl Sulma The ka^lda which Hammad was reciting

began with da^ dha^ and on the caliph asking for

the missing naslb he added several naslb verses

al-Mufaddal however said quite rightly that there

had probably been a nasib before the surviving

verses, but no one any longer knew it HammSd
was thereupon forced to confess his forgery It is

interesting to learn that, as is recorded in this

passage of the Ag^hani^ Hammad was rewarded for

ins recitation but the sum given to al-Mufaddal

was considerably greater al-Mufaddal was given

his leward, not only for his knowledge, but also

for his fidelity and honesty in transmission (cf

Ag[Kanl^ loc ctt and Yakut, loc at)
al-Mufaddal worked in different fields of Arabic

philology He was considered an authority on
rare Arabic expressions, celebrated as a grammarian
and was also an authority on genealogy and on
the Arab battles {Atyam al-Arab) He wrote a

number of books a JCtlUb al-^Am£&al(on proverbs),

The Encyclopaedia of Islam, III

a Kttab al-^ArU^ (on metres), a Kttab McH-na
'l-Shf'r (on the meanings of poems) and a dictionary

Kttab al AIf His pnncipal work, however, is

a collection of old Arabic kasidaz called the Mu-
faddaayat^ which he compiled for his pupil, the

future caliph al-Mahdl Al-Mufaddal himself is said

to have given another story of the ongin of this

anthology, which is one of the most valuable

Arabic collections When on one occasion Ibrahim

b ^Abd AllSh was in hiding in his house, he

brought him some books to read at his request

IbrShIm marked a number of poems and these he

collected in one volume because IbrShIm was a

good critic of the old poetry This collection was
later called the Ikhtiyar al-Mufad(fal (cf Flugel,

Gramm SchuUn^ p 144, note i)

The Mufaddahyat contains 126 poems, some
complete ka^ldaz of many verses, some fragments

of small size, while in Aba TammSm’s collection,

the Hamasa^ only little fragments of poems or

separate verses are contained The latter was com-
I piled some fifty years later, at first it was much
more popular than the Mufaddahyat and more
frequently annotated But al-Mufaddal*s anthology

is of quite outstanding merit The great bulk of

it IS the work of pagan poets and mukhadramun^
while only 6 of the 67 poets represented were

born Muslims Two of the poets whose kasidas

are contained in the Mufaddahyat^ were Christians

I

The poems, the date of composition of which can

frequently be deduced from events mentioned in

them, are m some cases very old The earliest are

those attributed to Mural^kish the Elder, which
probably belong to the first decade of the sixth

century a d al-Mufaddal’s anthology offeis a rich

selection of the old Arabic poetry, the value of

which IS increased by the gieat age of the poems
preserved m it The name of its collector, who
enjoyed a good reputation among his contemporaiies

for his reliability, also gives us a certain guarantee

that we have in the poems of the Mufaddahyat
really genuine specimens of old Arab poetry

Bi bltography Kttab al A ghantj v 172

sq and passim, Fihrtst^ ed Flugel, p 68 ,

Yakut, IrMd al-Artb tla Mc^rtfat al-4dtb^

ed Margoliouth, I ondon 1926, vii 171 sqq
,

al Mufaddal al-Dabbi, al Mufaddaliyaty ed Ch
I yall, Oxford 1918, 1921, esp InUod^ vol 11 ,

C Brockelmann, G A Z, 1, Weimar 1898, G
Flugel, Die grammatischen Schulen dtr Arabery

Leipzig 1862, p 142 sqq
,
Die Mufaddahjaty

ed H Thorbecke, Leipzig 1885
(Ilse Lichtenstadter)

al-MUFID AbU 'Abd Allah Muhammad b

Muhammad b al-Nu'man al-Hariih1, also called

Ibn ai-Mu'allim, a distinguished Twelver
scholar of BaghdSd under the Buyids, was born

at the end of 333 or 338 (945 or 950), and came

of an old Kuraish family which, as his second

epithet shows, had a reputation for scholarship,

he himself became, as his epithet shows, the

teacher from whom all “later students have derived

advantage” While he took little active part in

politics, he was a very prolific author His cor-

respondence, usually replies to queries, came from

Mawsil, Djuriijan, Dinawar, Rakka, [y^warizra,

Egypt and Tabaristfin His literary connections with

other leaders of the Twelvers are seen in the fact

that the Dogmatics mentioned third below is a

critical commentary on Ibn Babhya’s Rtsalat al’^

DttkUdM (published in a collected volume, Teheran

40
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X300) and was in turn commented on by the

Ban^dSdl nal^ib al-Sharif al-MurtadR, the work on

law and tradition given second below was also the

basis upon which his pupil ^aikh TusI [q v]

wrote as a commentary his Tah^ib al-Ahk&m^

one of the “4 (5) books*’ of the Twelvers Mufid
wrote pamphlets against Cl'ihba^I, DjaTar b Harb,

Ibn Kullab, KarSblsi, the Mu^^tazilis, Zaidls, the

followers of al-Hall5^, Hanballs, gjRhi? and the

^UthmSnlya (for other collected titles see al-Kljaiyat,

Kttab al^Inii^dr^ p 1 56) The number of his writings

runs to nearly 200 In addition to those preserved

in European libraries, there are many other manu-
scripts in Sjjl'i libraries, e g in Nadjaf Among
them are the usual handbooks on jikh^ on the

usul e g on as well as the furti^ e g on
the and the law of inheritance, also treatises

on fundamental philosophical conceptions such as

the predicate, the state of being cieated etc ,
but

it IS with specifically problems that he mainly
deals Mufid, as the titles of several of his works
and his influence on later writers show, championed
the enhancement of the dogma of Prophets, dealt

with the question, a painful one for the ShPis,

whether Abu T5lib was a believer, with the imSmate

of ^All and the proof that the Imams aie higher

than the angels He naturally dealt also with the

usual special tenets of the Twelvers, like the con-

cealment of the Im5m and the prohibition of meat

butchered by the “People of the Book” He also

wrote guides for pilgrims to the peculiarly ShPl

holy places

Muftd died on Ramadan 28, 413 (Nov 26,1022)
The nakib al Sharif al-Murtada conducted the funeral

service, he was buried beside Ibn Babuye [q v ]

at the feet of the ninth imam Muhammad al D|aw5d
in al KRzimain
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MUFTI [See Fatwa]
MUStJAL, the name given to the dynasty

of Emperors of Hindustan founded by

Babur in 932 (1526), in virtue of the claim made
by TimUr, the ancestor of the dynasty, to relationship

with the family of the Mongol (Mughal) Cingiz

Khln [q v ]
For the detailed history of the

dynasty see the articles bXbar, humXyDn, akbar,

EJAHXngIr, shXh-ejahAn, awrangzEb, and their

successors

1 The mu£hal empire to the death of

awrai^gzEb
A Military Organization
B Economics and Administration

II The decline of the mughal empire

III MueHAL ARCHITPCTURE in INDIA

I The muchal empire to ihe death of

awrangzEb

A Military Organization of the
Mughal Empire

The army which Babur led into India, and

with which he defeated at Panipat the army of

IbrShim Lodi, 100,000 strong, consisted of about

10.000 combatants, mainly cavalry, but composing

a corps of artilleiy and a small proportion of

infantry, chiefly matchlockmen Babur’s son and

successor, Humayun, though hampered by the

virtual independence of his brother Kamran,

goveinor of Kabul, who annexed the Pandjab,

and thus cut him off from the best recruiting

grounds of the Muslim army in Northern India,

Afghanistan, and Iransoxiana, was nevertheless

able to lead into the field at the battle of the

Ganges, near Kanawdj, where he was defeated by

Shir ^ah, an army of 100,000 men On his return

to India in 1555 he left Kabul with an army of

no more than 15,000 men, and it was his son

and successor, Akbar, who was the cieator of the

aimy of the empire of which he was, in fact,

the foundei

The empire was a military despotism Ihe
governor of a province was entitled sipahsalar^

01 “commander-in chief”, the governor of a pargana^

01 sub-district,

,

01 “commandant”, and

piactically all coui tiers and officials, even those

holding civil and judicial posts, ^^ere graded as

commanders of horse Thus we find Shaikh Abu
’

1-Fadl, Akbar’s secretary, graded as a commander
of 2,500, Radja Bir Bar, court wit and Hindi

poet laureate, as a commander of 1,000, Saiyid

Muhammad, Mlr-i 'Adi, a judge, as a commandei
of 900, and Shaikh haidi, the poet, as a commander
of 400 hoise A command of horse was known
as viansab (“lank” or “dignity”), and its holder

as mansabdar (“officer”) Each of these nominally

commanding from 500 to 2,500 horse was classed

as an amir (“noble”), and each of those nominally

commanding more as amir-t kabtr (“great noble”)

These commands were nominal, conferred merely

for the purpose of regulating the rank of the

official holding them, and were styled mansab t

dhat (“personal rank”) Each of those actually

exercising military authority had, in addition to

his personal rank, sawar (horseman) rank Thus,

a commander of 5,000 might be described as

“commander of 5,000, with 4,000 horsemen”, that

is to say, one ranking as a commander of 5,000,

but supposed to maintain only 4,000 horsemen
In Akbar’s reign, apart from the rank held by
the royal princes, commands ranged from 10 up
to 5,000 horsemen, but at the end of the reign

two or three nobles were promoted to commands
of 6,000 and 7,000 In these two high commands
there was no distinction of grade, but each of

the other commands was divided into three classes,

VIZ I those whose sawar lank was equal to their

personal rank, 2 those whose sawUr rank was
half, or more, of their personal rank, and 3 those

whose sawat rank was less than half of their

personal rank Thus, a commander of 5,000 with

5.000 horsemen would be in the first class of his
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rank, a commander of 5,000 with 3,000 horsemen
in the second, and a commander of 5,000 with

2,000 horsemen in the third A purely civil official

often had no sawar rank, but the distinction

between military and civil officials was less clearly

marked than it is to day, and all officials were,

in theory, soldiers The secretary, Abu ’

1-Fadl,

served, at least on one occasion, in the field, and
Akbar once entrusted military commands in the

field to his court wit and to a leading physician,

with disastrous results

The lists of “commanders of hoise” given in

such works as the Akbarl^ the TabakaM
Akbar and the Paditahnama are not “army lists”,

but graded lists of the whole establishment of

public servants, civil as well as military Even
where, as in the PMskahnama^ sawar rank is

given as well as personal rank, the lists are no

guide to the effective strength of the imperial

army, for commanders with sawar rank did not

maintain, and were not even expected to maintain,

the number of horse indicated by that rank Thus,

^ah-Djahan issued an edict to the effect that com-
manders were not required to maintain more than

one-third, and, in some cases, not more than one-

quarter of the number of horse indicated by their

sawar rank, and in the Balkh campaign they were
not required to muster more than one-fifth of

their nominal quota

The yearly salaries of “commanders of horse”

ranged from Rs 350,000 a year for a commander
of 7,000 down to Rs 4,000 a year for a commander
of 100, but in the commands in which there were
three classes the salary varied with the class Thus,

in the 5,000 command an officer of the first class

received Rs 250,000, an officer of the second

Rs 242,500, and an officer of the third Rs 235,000
These salaries were attached to the personal rank,

and were intended to enable the official to maintain

his position at court or in the provinces, his house-

hold, his transport, and such horsemen as he might

require for his personal service For the payment
of troops actually maintained separate allowances

were made
The horsemen were styled tabinan (“followers”

or “troops”), and the majority of them provided

and maintained their own horses and arms, and,

in the field, then own transport They were divided

into three classes three-horsed and two-horsed

men, each of whom received nearly Rs 25 a month,

and one horsed men, each of whom received rather

more than Rs i6'/2 ^ month At a later date higher

rates of pay than these weie allowed in the Dakhan
Horsemen who could not supply their own horses

were styled barglr^ and were the servants or fol-

lowers of these who supplied them The proportion

of these classes in every ten troopers was usually

three three-horsed, four two-horsed, and three one-

horsed troopers, or ten men and twenty horses

The payment of the contingents maintained by

the man^abd^r^ was at first provided for by the

grant of ^agtrs^ or fiefs, so that the army was

maintained on a feudal system, which, however,

differed from the feudal system of Europe in that the

fiefs were not hereditary, and the ^agtrdar%^ or

fief-holders, had no proprietary rights in them A
fief-holder might be transferred from one fief to

another, or a portion of his fief, or even the whole

of it, might be resumed In 1574 an edict was

promulgated by Akbar resuming all fiefs and con-

verting them into crown lands, the payment of
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the troops being provided for by oiders on the

treasury for payments in cash This edict caused
much discontent, for the djiaglr system was, for

many reasons, far more popular than the nakd^

or cash-payment, system Under the nakd system

a muster-parade might at any time be made a

condition precedent to the issue of a payment
order, and a djaglrdar might reap much profit

by economizing in the administration of his fief, by
rack-renting the landholders, and by encroachments,

but the nakd system furnished him with no such

means of enriching himself The edict was im-

mediately modified, and though the nakd system

was mtioduced in the settled provinces of the

empire, the ^agir system was retained in the

moie recently conquered provinces of Bengal,

Gudjarat, and Sind, and, after Akbar’s death, was
restored, in many cases, in other provinces

Another refoim introduced at the same time,

the dagk u~mahallty or branding legulation, was
resented even more than the substitution of the

nakd for the 4̂ agtr system It was seldom that

maintained their full quota of troopers,

“false musters were an evil from which the Mughal
army suffered, even in its most palmy days Nobles

would lend each other the men to make up their

quota, or needy idlers from the bazars would be

mounted on the first baggage pony that came to

hand, and counted in with the others as efficient

soldiers” It was to check such fraudulent practices

that Akbar introduced the dagk u mahallt regu-

lation, which required the preparation of descriptive

rolls of men and horses, the latter being branded
on being passed as fit for service, and at muster-

parades only these who produced branded horses

were paid This system originated, apparently, with

the Saldjul^s in Transoxiana and Persia, and was
introduced into India by 'Ala^ al-Din Khaldji in

1312, but was not enforced after his death until

it was revived by Shir Shah in 1541 After his

death it was again abandoned, and Akbar had
great difficulty in reviving it, owing to the deter-

mined opposition to any measure designed to

prevent public officials from enriching themselves

by defrauding the state Even he was obliged to

exempt commanders of 5,000, or a gi eater number,

of horse from its operation, though these were

required to parade their contingents for inspection

when ordered In the later days of the empire, the

regulation was not enforced, and when Burhan al-

Mulk joined Muhammad Shah at Karnal, to meet

Nadir Shah, a historian considers it worth while to

describe his contingent as mawd^udt na kaghazl^

that is, “actually present, not merely on paper”,

and later, in 1750, an officer in Bengal leceiving

pay for 1,700 men was said not to have been

able to muster more than seventy or eighty

Besides the contingents of the princes and the

mansabdars there were the sovereign's personal

troops His body-guard was a corps known as the

Wadasiiahl^ composed chiefly of men who had

been attached to him from his youth, and had

served under him as a prince Manucci refers to

these as the emperor’s slaves, and says that they

numbered 4,000 under AwrangzTb Details of their

pay are not given, but they probably received more

than the troopers serving in the contingents of

the man^abdars There was also a corps d^elite

first formed by Akbar, and styled the Ahadt corps

Abu ’

1-Fadl, in a characteristically foolish passage

says that they were ‘*0 called because they were
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fit for a “harmonious unity’*, whatever that may
mean, but they seem to have been called ahadl

because they enlisted singly in the personal service

of the emperor, and were not brought into the

service in bodies by a man^abdar They stood, in

rank, between the lower man^abdars and the

tabmartf and received nearly double the pay of

the latter They may be compared to “gentlemen

of the life-guard”, and many were seconded from

the corps in order that they might hold civil

appointments The proportion of three-horsed,

two-horsed, and one-horsed troopers was the same
in the Ahadi corps as in the contingents of the

mansabdar%

A commander of horse, whether he held a

4j[dgir or whether he diew the pay of his contingent

from the treasury, made his own arrangements
for its disbursement He was entitled to retain

five percent of the pay of his men for himself,

and pay was not always allowed for a whole
year, often only for six, five, or four months
Manucci, writing of the army in the reign of

Awrangzib, says, “in respect of one year’s service

they receive six or eight months’ pay Even that

is not all in coin, they are always foisted off as

respects two months’ pay with clothes and old

raiment from the household Over and above this,

there is almost always due to them the pay for

two or three years’ service The soldiers are obliged

to borrow money at interest from the ^arraf%^ or

money-changers These men lend to them, it is

true, but it is hardly ever without a command
from the general or officer, and these latter have

an understanding with them about the profit from

interest, which they share between them Some
tunes the soldiers sell their papers to these money
changers, who for a note of hand for one hundred

rupees will give them twenty or twenty-five It

IS by these and such-like extortions that these

generals ruin the wretched soldier, who, unable

to find other means of gaining his bread, is forced

to remain on in his service Speaking generally.

It IS impossible for them to escape such extortions,

for these disorders reign throughout all the princes’

establishments If any one resigns service at his

own request, they deduct two months’ pay

Nevertheless service in the cavalry was socially

an honourable profession, a common trooper was

looked upon as being, to some extent, a gentleman,

and such were, even when illiterate, often used to

the highest positions”

The infantry was, in every respect, an inferior

arm With it were classed doorkeepers, watchmen,

runners and spies, gladiators, wrestlers and palanquin-

bearers, but the combatant branch consisted of

musketeers or matchlockmen {barkanduz)^ archers,

and spearmen Akbar maintained a corps of 12,000

matchlockmen, the officer in command of which

was styled darugha A secretary and a treasurer

kept the accounts and disbursed the pay of these

troops The non-commissioned officers of the corps

were graded in four classes, the first of which

received 7^/21 second 7, the third 6^/4, and

the fourth 6Y2 rupees a month The privates were

divided into five classes, the pay of which ranged

from 43/4 down to 2^/4 rupees a month
Besides this corps w'as a number of troops styled

daM.tli^ of which one-fourth were matchlockmen
and three-fourth archers. These were the troops

allowed to the faw^dar^ in the parganas or sub-

districts, to assist them in maintaining order and

collecting the revenue 1 he non commissioned

officers of the matchlockmen received Rs 4 a

month, and the privates Rs 3Y2 c^oh The archers

were considered more efficient than the match-

lockmen, for the matchlock was not an arm of

rapid fire or precision, and an aicher could shoot

many arrows while a matchlockman was loading

his matchlock Neither matchlockmen nor archeis

could, as a rule, face cavalry in the field, and it

was not until the emperors and their vassals were

brought face to face with troops armed and drilled

after the European fashion that they discovered

that infantry was the queen of battles, but belief

in the supeiior efficiency of cavalry died hard

The artillery was divided into two classes, the

heavy and the light Babur had an efficient corps

of artillery, and used it with great effect, but the

Muslims of India were not skilled artillerists, and

the heavy artilleiy \\as usually officered and partly

manned by ^Uthm5nll Tuiks, Portuguese renegades

of pure or mixed blood, and occasionally by other

Euiopeans Ihe light aitillery consisted of field-

pieces earned on bullock-caits, wall-pieces on

animals’ backs, and zamburaks^ 01 still lighter

service-guns, carried on and fired fiom the backs

of camels The heavy artillery was drawn by

strings of oxen, or, occasionally, by elephants, and,

as the army gradually declined in efficiency the

heavy guns increased in length and calibie until

they became so heavy as hardly to be mobile,

so that often they could not be dragged to their

destination but weie left stranded by their load

A defeated army could seldom save its heavy

and field artillery All that it could do was to

spike the guns and leave them The ammunition
was solid shot, sometimes of stone, sometimes of

iron, and field guns and heavy guns in the field

were sometimes loaded to the muzzle with the

lough copper com of the time, which took the

place of case shot, and did great execution at

close quaiteis The artilleiy also comprised a coips

of rocketeers The whole of the artillery was com-
manded by an officer entitled Mir-i or “lord

of fire” The officers were entitled sadtwal (“com-
mander of 100”) coriesponding to a battery com
mander, and mtrdaha (commander of lo), who
had chaige of a subdivision, or one gun The wall-

pieces and zambiirakSy which were numerous, account

for the enormous numbers of “guns” mentioned
in accounts of armies in the field

Akbar used elephants freely in battle, and brought
them into the field in great numbers T hey usually

carried archers or musketeers on their backs Their

use as a fighting force was, however, soon abandoned,
and would have been abandoned sooner than it

was, had it not been for their imposing appearance,

for It had long been established that they were
moie dangerous to their own side than to the enemy
“To the last some elephants protected by aimour
were brought into the battle-field, but their use

was confined almost entirely to carrying the generals

or great nobles, and displaying their standards The
t>aggage elephants were assembled m rear with
those bearing the harem, the women remaining
mounted on the latter during the battle,and protected

by a strong force posted round them”
Under Akbar the elephants ridden by the emperor

weie called (“special”), and all others

were arranged in groups of ten, twenty, or thirty,

called halka (“ring”, or “ciicle”) In later reigns

the same classification was employed, but with
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a more extended meaning, then including I

all riding, and halka all baggage elephants Man- \

{addSrs from 7,000 down to 500 were required

to maintain each one riding elephant, and, in

addition, five baggage elephants for each Rs 2,500
of pay It appears that these elephants belonged

to the emperor, and were not even made over to

the man^abdar% for use, except in the field In the

A^tn-t Akbarl Abu ’1 hadl says that 'Akbar “put

several halkas under the charge of every grandee,

and required him to look after them”
The commander-in-chief of the army was the

emperor himself, but at the head of the military

administration was an officer entitled Bakhshl al-

Mamaltk^ whose position may be described as that

of adjutant general and muster master-general He
was assisted by three balJiM'^ and a number of

btttkcls^ or clerks, and the duties of this department

included enlistment, mustering, and passing the

piy of both mansabda^-^ and tabtnan^ for which

purpose they were obliged to see that the branding

regulations, so long as they were enforced, weie
observed by those to whom they applied Manucci

says, “twice a yeai the baih^H holds a review of

all the cavalry present at court, examines all the

horses, and sees whether any of them are old

and unfit for seivice In the latter case he makes
the owners get iid of them and buy others” These
officers remained at headquarters, and from some
authorities it appears that one of them hadchaige
of the Walashahis^ or body guard, but the Ahadi
corps, which was commanded by one of the great

nobles, had its own dtwan^ or paymaster and

quartermaster, and its own bakhihi^ both officers

being assisted by bitikcts Certificates granted by

the bakhshi were recorded by the wal^a ntgar^ or

writer of the official diary, and were by him
submitted to the waztr^ or minister, who, after

passing them, sent them to the office of revision

and record, but pay was issued on the minister’s

order “In addition to the bakh^ts at headquarters

there were officers with similar functions attached

to the governor of every province”, their office

being generally combined with that of wakt^a-m^ar^

or provincial diaiy-writer
,
and in imitation of the

imperial establishments each great noble had his

own bakhihl^ who performed for him the same
duties as those performed for the emperor by the

imperial bakhshH

It is impossible to estimate accurately the strength

of the army in Akbar’s reign, for the sawdr rank

of the man\abdar% is not given, either in the

A^tn-i Akbart or in the Tabaka i-t Akbart He
maintained 12,000 matchlockmen, and Blochmann
estimates the whole strength of his army at

25,000, of which 12,000 were cavalry and the

rest matchlockmen and artillery, but this seems

to be much too low an estimate Humayun could

put 100,000 cavalry into the field, and it is not

likely that Akbar, with far wider dominions, would
have been content, or could have ruled and extended

his empire with a smaller army It seems probable

that Blochmann’s estimate included only the

emperor’s personal, or household, troops In the

latter half of ShSh Ojahan’s reign the contingents

of the princes and nobles would have numbered

425,500 if each man^abdar had maintained the

full quota of his sawar rank, but this they were

not even expected to do Fortunately a fairly

exact return of the strength of the army is given

in the Pad§h^hnatna There were 8,000 man^abdar^

of all ranks, 7,000 mounted AhadU and barkandaz^

200.000 cavalry, exclusive of the troops allowed

to faw^dars for the maintenance of order and
the collection of the revenue, and 40,000 foot

matchlockmen, artillery, and rocketeers, of whom
10.000 were at headquarters and 10,000 in the

provinces and the forts It is not quite clear what
is meant by the mounted barkandaz classed with

the Ahadts^ for barkandaz is the word used for

a matchlockman, and horsemen certainly did not

carry the cumbrous matchlock, and carbines and
pistols had not been introduced, but it may be

that a few men carrying a lighter musket than

the ordinary matchlock were attached to the Ahadi
corps Of the army in the reign of Awrangzlb
Manucci writes, “ordinarily the king keeps fifty

thousand horse in garrison besides those in move-
men! every day, an almost equal number He has
twenty thousand infantry, all Radjputs, out of
them twelve thousand are in charge of the artillery

,

the rest are for guarding the royal palace, mounting
sentry, et caeterd''"

The army of the Mughal emperors was not

drilled Muster parades consisted merely m the

troopers passing in single file before the bakh^t^

and the nearest approach to any manoeuvres was
the paiticipation of the army, or part of it, in a

royal hunt, when the troops, aided by the people

of the country side, acted as beaters, surrounded

a large tract of country, and, day by day, closed

inwards until in a small aiea was enclosed an

enormous quantity of game, which was then

slaughtered wholesale by the emperor and those

who weie peimitted a share m the “sport”

Apart from this species of hunting styled shtkar-t

kamargha^ the army was never exercised in any

combined movements, or drill, but the individual

trooper paid great attention to the training of his

body, exercising himself with all his weapons,

sabre, spear, mace, battle axe, bucklei, dagger, and

bow and arrows The bow was consideied a most

effective weapon, as a horseman could shoot six

times before a musketeer could fire twice The
trooper also went through various exercises for

stiengthening his limbs and his body, both with

and without apparatus, the latter consisting of

dumb-bells, viugdar^ or Indian clubs, and the

Itzam^ a strong bow with a steel chain instead

of a string, most effective in training these muscles

employed by an archer The horses were also trained

in a so it of niatit^e
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B Economics and Administration

* The Mughal Empire lived mainly by agriculture

The only metals available in quantity were iron

and copper, both were relatively expensive, and

local supplies of the latter were failing in the

xviffh century The existence of coal was unknown,

and of other minerals only lime, salt, saltpetre, and,

locally, building stone were largely produced The
agricultural land was divided into areas known as
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villages ((ieh\ usually, but not always, inhabited. The
villages were grouped traditionally m larger areas

ifiargana\ which were usually treated as admini-

strative units {mahall') Most villages, but not all,

were occupied by a community of peasants, held
together by the tie of common ancestry, each
member of these bodies had separate possession

of the land which he cultivated, but the community
acted as a whole, through the headmen (mu^addam\
in the management of the village, letting surplus

land to tenants, paying the revenue and other
expenses, and transacting such other business as

emerged
The population was predominantly vegetarian

Meat for the officials and the army was provided
where required, but its supply lay outside the
ordinary course of agricultuie The products of
the land were mainly food, cereals, millets and
pulses, with, on a smaller scale, sugar, vegetables,
and condiments Oilseeds were grown for local

needs, opium was produced largely, and tobacco,
a recent introduction, had spread rapidly through
the empire, cotton and some other fibres, together
with indigo and other dyes, were the chief in-

dustrial crops Holdings were usually small, and
were worked largely by the peasant himself with
the aid of his family and the landless labourers

of the village Oxen were used for tillage, im-
plements were few and primitive, and there was
in general a scarcity of agricultural capital, neces-

sitating prompt sales of produce at each harvest,

to the peasant’s loss and the middleman’s gam
Handicrafts were numerous and varied, but

weaving was by far the most important Cotton
cloth was woven all over the empire, most of it

for local consumption, but near the coasts pro-
|

duction was directed largely to supplying oversea
markets, while finer goods— muslins and prints—

I

were carried long distances by land Most of the

consuming markets were conservative, adhering
closely to established styles and patterns There
was thus little scope for invention, copying was
safer than designing, and such developments as

are recorded were the result of either patronage
by wealthy amateurs, or the extension of the
European demand Silk weaving was locally im-
portant in Bengal and Gudjarat, in the latter case
from imported material, jute and hemp also were
only of local importance, but in the xviiffi century
an export trade in sacks and sacking was beginning
to develop

In peaceful region^ commerce was active, and,

for the period, highly organised Funds were or-

dinarily transmitted by bills of exchange, which
could be negotiated in all the principal towns,

and in some centres outside the empire Merchants
were, however, disinclined to carry large stocks

of commodities, and preferred to utilise their funds
in money-lending, the rate of interest in commer-
cial transactions was commonly about lo or 12
per cent, but the charge was much higher when
the element of risk was great

External land-trade was almost limited to the
j

two caravan routes westward by way of Kabul and
Kandahar, though there was some small traffic

with Tibet By sea, Gudjarat had old-established

connections with the Red Sea and the Persian
Gulf, with East Africa, and with Sumatra, Malacca
and further East, on a much smaller scale Sind
had relations with Persia, while Bengal dealt chiefly

with the south of India and with Burma and Siam

During the xvitk century all the sea routes were
dominated by the Portuguese, who were concerned

rather to exploit than develop, the chief extension

of trade due to their efforts was the supply of

cloth to Brazil and West Africa, but most of this

was drawn from the Coromandel Coast, which
was outside the empire until almost the end of

the xviith century After “factories” (/ e agencies)

had been established at Stirat by the English

(1611) and the Dutch (1617), an impoitant tiade

with western Europe grew up in indigo and calico

In the middle of the century the indigo trade

yielded to competition from the West Indies, while

the depopulation of GudjarSt by the famine of

1630 transferred the bulk of the calico trade to

the East Coast, Surat remained, however, an im-

portant centre until its supersession by Bombay In

the second quarter of the xviitk century the Dutch,

followed by the English, established factories on
the Hugll in Bengal, and trade developed in silk,

saltpetre, fine calico, and muslin Towards the

close of the century a change of fashions in Europe
produced a great demand for muslin and prints,

which was met partly by Bengal, and partly by
Madias, by this time technically within the limits

of the empire

The outstanding feature of all trade with India
was the need for importing gold and silver India
bought little beyond the industrial metals and
luxury goods, but was eager to sell produce for

cash, and, since Western Europe could not supply
what was most in demand, the operations of the

trading Companies were necessarily so organised
as to direct streams of gold and silver to India
from those countries which would part with them,
notably, at this period, gold from China, and silver,

and later gold, from Japan The seaports serving

the empire were thus brought into a complex but
efficient organisation, which took whatever they

had to sell, supplied whatever they wanted to buy,
and, so far as was possible, satisfied the demand
for gold and silver

Inland transport was necessarily less efficient

The Indus, the Ganges, the Djumna, and the
waterways of Bengal were largely used, but the
bulk of the empire depended on what were then
called roads, unmetalled tracks, sometimes defined
by lines of trees, with halting-places which were
generally walled or otherwise defended against
robbers, and usually furnished with supplies
Transport was effected by carts and pack-animals,
generally oxen but m some places camels Pas-
sengers travelled on horseback, in palanquins, or
in carts drawn by fast oxen There were excellent

arrangements for the rapid transit of letters, but
these were for official use, and were not ordinarily

available for private persons, who hired messengers
when required, or m a few cases, clubbed together
to send messengers periodically

Standards of life presented sharp contrasts Ihe
mass of the population, peasants, artisans and
labourers, lived in such extreme poverty as to
excite the commiseration of European visitors An
almost equally low standard prevailed among the
numerically important class of servants in the towns,
whether freemen or slaves, who, however, enjoyed
a more secure life than the rural population The
middle classes, comparatively smaller m numbers
than now, were thrifty and frugal, and, even when
wealthy, were careful to avoid any display which
might lead to exactions by officials The superior
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grades of officers employed by the State were
exceedingly well paid when allowance is made for

the high purchasing power of money, and spent
their incomes freely in extravagance and display,

increased by the fact that on their death their

property reverted to the treasury

Ihe prosperity of the empire depended mainly
on three factors the character of the rainfall, the

degree of internal tranquillity, and the working of

the revenue administration The seasonal rainfall

was, as it still is, uncertain, and any serious

defect resulted m insufficiency of food The diffi-

culty of tiansport made it impossible to afford

adequate relief on the spot, the people abandoned
their homes to wander in search of food, and in

contemporary narratives we read again and again of

the then familiar features of deaths from starvation,

cannibalism, and the sale of children into slavery

Recovery from such a calamity was a slow process,

and the famine which desolated GudjarSt and the

Dakhan in 1630— 1631 left its mark for at least

a generation Exceptionally favouiable seasons might
also prove calamitous, though not to the same
extent There was no local market for the surplus

produce, prices fell to a ruinous level, and in

official legulations low prices were treated as a

calamity requiring relief on the same footing as

drought or hail

The dominance of the weather was inevitable,

the other influences on prosperity were matters

of administration Here a clear distinction must

be drawn between the general and the revenue

administration, a distinction denoted by the current

phrase tnulki wa-mali The emperor was of course

supreme in both branches, and was assisted at

his headquarters by foui principal officers, the

Wakll or Prime Minister, the Wazlr or Revenue
Minister, the Bakh^t (see col 629a), and the

Sadr^ who was in chaige of Islamic law and also

administered the department dealing with charitable

grants and endowments Ihe post of Waktl was
not always filled, and when it was in abeyance

the duties attaching to it devolved on the Waztr

In practice the powers of these Ministers depended
on the personality of the Emperor, under Akbar
01 Shah-Djahan they were definitely subordinates,

while jDjahSngir’s Prime Minister was at times

practically the ruler of the country

The system of general administration to which
the Mughals succeeded in Northern India was not

highly developed The great bulk of the country

was held by officers m assignment (a term explained

below), the assignee was responsible for keeping

the peace, and in practice had a free hand in the

methods employed Under Akbar a more effective

system was established, which was maintained

throughout the period The empire was divided

into provinces {:^ubah'), each of which was in charge

of a Viceroy {Stpahsalar^ ^ubahdar\ who at first

was responsible to the Emperor for all branches

of administration, but after 1595 was relieved of

revenue work Apart from the Viceroy, officers

who may be described as Governors were stationed

at selected places, with the duty of keeping the

peace and putting down rebellion, a term which
covered failure to pay the revenue due The
ordinary designation of these Governors was Fawd}-
dar^ but in outlying regions which were controlled

by fortresses the Governor was the fortress-commander

{IC%1̂ adar\ while m a few large assignments the

assignee exercised the powers of a Governor Cities

were governed by officers designated KotwUly who
combined the functions of magistrate, police-com-

mandant, municipality, and censor of morals There
was no regular police force at the disposal of

these officers, who were expected to employ the

troops they maintained as a condition of their

rank, obtaining help when their own forces were
insufficient The efficiency of this organisation

varied with that of the central administration, which
depended mainly on the personality of the Emperor

,

by the close of the xvii^ century it was definitely

breaking down, and conditions of anarchy were
spreading over the empire

It IS difficult to state in precise terms the relation

of this organisation to the extensive portions of
the empire where internal jurisdiction remained in

the hands of Hindu Chiefs, but apparently the

Chief was regarded officially as assignee of his

territories, and was expected to maintain order

within them If he failed to do so, the Viceroy
or Governor concerned might intervene, but his

action would ordinarily be directed against the

Chief rather than against the people

The revenue administration was controlled by
the Waztr

^

sitting in the Revenue Ministry, 'w hich

was known as Dtwam^ as opposed to Hudur^ or

the Court, whence orders were issued by, or m
the name of, the Emperor Revenue at this period

meant practically Land Revenue
,

the Imperial

Treasury had receipts from other sources— Customs,

Salt, Mint, Presents, Inheritance, and, under Aw-
rangzgb, the Capitation Tax (^tzya) —,

but, taken

collectively, they were of little importance com-
pared with the income obtained from the peasants

Under the system traditional in India, and embodied
in Hindu law, every person cultivating land was
requiied to pay a share of the produce to the

King, who determined, within somewhat elastic

limits, the amount of the share, and who also

prescribed the methods of assessment and collection

The first Muslim conquerors accepted this “King’s

share” as the khatadj to which they were entitled

under IslSmic law, the question of property in

land was not raised, but occupants were ordinarily

allowed to letain possession subject to due payment

of the revenue

In the Mughal period agricultural land fell into

three classes Chiefs’, Reserved and Assigned The
areas governed by the more important Chiefs were

not assessed to revenue (kharadj) by the Wazif
,

that was the privilege of the Chief, and any pay-

ments which he made to the treasury were m the

nature of a tribute, determined by negotiation The
treatment of the numerous smaller Chiefs is not

on record, but the few facts which have suivived

are consistent with the view that assessment was

made through them, and that they were allowed

to retain a portion of the revenue in return for

their services In the regions which were directly

administered, certain areas of land, described as

khahsa^ were reserved to furnish the treasury with

cash, and were managed by the staff employed

by the Revenue Ministry, at first the local staff

was under the provincial Viceroy, but in 1596 a

Diwan was posted to each province, to manage

all revenue business directly under the Minister,

and m this way emerged the dichotomy into

dlwatii (revenue business) and faw^dUri (general

business) which henceforw'ard characterised the local

administration

The land not reserved for the treasury was
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available for assignment Every officer appointed

to the Emperor's service was entitled to an income

defined in cash, which represented both his personal

salary and the cost of the troops he was required

to maintain For a short period in Akbar’s reign,

this income was paid, as well as defined, in cash, but

the ordinary practice in the empire was to assign

to each officer an area tuyul^ or

estimated to yield as revenue the amount of his

stated income, and the officer thereupon took

charge of the area assigned to him, and assessed

and collected the revenue in accordance, at least

theoretically, with the general orders in force If

the yield proved insufficient, he could claim the

balance from the treasury, while he could be re-

quired to account for any excess receipts, but in

practice these matters seem usually to have been
adjusted by bribery, for which theie was also

extensive scope in securing profitable assignments,

and in getting rid of those which had been squeezed

dry Changes of assignment weie ordinarily so

frequent that an officer would have been unwise

to spend money on fostering agricultural develop

ment, or do anything beyond extracting the largest

income which his assignment could be made to

yield The great bulk of the land was ordinarily

assigned, the reserved area being one-sixth or one-

seventh of the whole
The share of the peasants’ produce claimed by

Akbar was one-third, later, at some uncertain

time in the first half of the xvii^h century, this

figure became the minimum, with a maximum of

one-half, which inevitably tended to become the

standard Three principal methods of assessment

were in vogue Sharing ( ghalla bakhshi\ Measure-

ment (^patmaytsi^^ and Gioup-Assessment (nasak)

In Sharing, the produce of each peasant was or-

dinarily estimated (or occasionally ascertained at

harvest), and the prescribed share valued to deter-

mine the cash revenue due for that season In

Measurement, a fixed charge, varying with the

crop, was made on each unit of area sown, it

might be fixed in either cash or produce and in the

latter case it was valued at current prices Under
both these systems payment in cash was the general

rule, but payments in kind were permitted in some
backward regions where currency was scarce In

Group-Assessment, the official concerned came to

terms with the headmen of the village to pay a

sum fixed m cash for the year, thus avoiding the

necessity of detailed assessments on individuals,

this system tended to pass into Farming, when
terms were made, not with the headmen, but with

an outsider

Each ruler determined at his pleasure which of

these methods should be employed, and in what
regions Group- Assessment was the prevailing

system at the time of Babur’s conquest, and
apparently was accepted by him After the expul

sion of HumSyun from India, Sher Shah introduced

Measurement throughout his kingdom, and his

methods were at first adopted by Akbar, the

revenue claimed from each unit of area was at

this time a stated quantity of produce, calculated

to be one-third of the average yield, and, except

in the tracts where payment in kind was practised,

this amount of produce was commuted to cash at

prices fixed officially for each season Practical

difficulties arose, however, m regard to commutation,
and in 1579—1580 the revenue was put definitely

on a cash basis, the charge on each unit of area

sown being a fixed number of d3m (reckoned at

40 to the rupee) instead of a fixed weight of

produce Schedules of cash-rates adapted to the

varying productivity of different regions were now
drawn up, which remained in operation during

the rest of Akbar’s reign At some uncertain period,

probably under DjahSnglr, these schedules were

discarded, and a return was made to Group-Assess-
ment, which was the standard system in the middle

of the xviith century, and survived into the British

period, Sharing was now practised only in back-

ward tracts, or in some cases where the headmen
refused to pay what the assessor thought a reason-

able revenue, in which case he proceeded to

detailed assessment on individuals, by Sharing or

by Measurement according to circumstances

Such was the history of assessment in the heart

of the empire, but the outlying provinces were
not brought into rigid uniformity, local conditions

determining the system applied in each, while in

the Dakhan provinces a distinct and elaborate

system was intioduced in the middle of the xviith

century in order to promote recovery from the

effects of war and famine

It would be futile to criticise these varying in-

stitutions, for the value of all alike depended on
the spiiit in which they were worked In admini-
strative circles there was throughout the Muslim
period a definite ideal of agricultural piospenty
as the foundation of the State, its elements being
extension of cultivation, improvement in the class

of crops, and development of irrigation Against
this ideal operated the urgent need for the largest

immediate revenue that could be wrung from the

peasants The course of the struggle cannot be tiaccd

in detail but the central fact is that by the middle
of the xviith century agriculture had ceased to be
an attractive career, and the peasants were deseiting

the land for other occupations, the resulting decline

in agricultural production was the chief economic
factor m the eventual collapse of the empire
The lemaining branches of the administration

require little description Customs duties were form-
ally low, but their incidence was increased by
arbitrary over-valuation and unauthorised payments
required to secure prompt clearance of goods In
the towns, civil justice was administered mainly
by the kadt^ in the country, disputes were apparently
decided summarily by the executive officials Punish-
ments for crime were summary and diastic, and
were not always in accordance with Islamic law
By Indian tradition, local officials raised a large

revenue for local purposes by a multitude of taxes

and exactions of a most oppressive nature, these

were prohibited m masse by Akbar, and again by
AwrangzSb, but the system survived Its worst
feature was the levy of transit dues on internal

trade, which were a cause of constant complaint
by Indians as well as foreigners

Special attention was given to the coinage, as

being a recognised appanage of sovereignty Gold,
silver and copper were coined, all the coins cir-

culating at their metallic value, so that the exchange
rate between different denominations fluctuated,

but gold was not in general circulation The chief

com of the empire was the silver rupee, containing

nearly 180 grains of almost pure silver, the prin-

cipal copper com was the dam^ of nearly 324
grains, and there were various smaller coins of
both metals

The unit of weight used in wholesale commerce
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was the maund 01 man^ which varied in different

parts of the country In the south of India it ranged

lound about 25 lb, in Gudjarat it was 33 lb, but

in 1635 was raised to 37 lb, in North India,

It was 52 lb at Akbai’s accession, was raised by
him to 55 lb, by DjahSngir to 66 lb, and by
Shah-I^ahan to 74 lb In Bengal, it was 64 lb in

the West, and 46 lb in the East All these figures

are given to the nearest lb The unit for retail

trade varied from place to place, but was ordinal ily

smallei than those which have been named Measures
of capacity were not used in wholesale commerce
The measure of length m the North was the gaz
or yard, which was standardised by Akbar at

about 33 inches, and by his successor at about

40 inches, but the smaller unit survived, in the

South the hasta^ 01 cubit, of about i8 inches was
used, m GudjarSt the unit was about 26 inches,

and in Bengal about 27 inches
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pagnie. The Hague 1919
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II The deciine ot niE mughal empire

1 he decline of Mughal authority, already manifest

during the leign of Awrangzeb, lapidly developed

undei his immediate successors Bahadur Shah

[q V
] (1707— 1712) was too amiable, DjahSndar

^ah [q V
] (1712— 1713) was too vicious, Farrukh-

siyar [q v] (1713— 1719) was too feeble, to revive

the empire In seven bloody battles of succession,

fought within SIX years of Awrangzeb’s death, the

imperial family attested its inherent lawlessness

and declining powei Then it became the sport of

rival factions For a while the two famous Saiyid

brothers, 'Abd Allah and Husain ^All of Barha,

became the joint mayors of the palace But they

were unable to conciliate the support of the Mughal

nobles In 1720 Asaf Djah Niz5m al-Mulk rose

in arms Husain 'All marched against him, but was

murdered with the connivance of Muhammad §hah,

the emperor whom he and his brother had set

up in 1719 Shortly afterwards, his brother 'Abd

Allah was defeated, and, after lying in prison at

Dihll for two years, was poisoned When they fell,

Nizam al-Mulk stiove hard to restore something

like the old older of administration But he was

unwilling to force himself upon Muhammad ShSh
as the Saiyids had forced themselves upon Far-

rukhsiyar When the emperor whom he had delivered

refused his advice, and the favourites of the court

made fun of his antiquated dress and ceremonious

manners, he preferred to retire and rule the Dakhan
in virtual independence Ironically enough, Mu-
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hammad ShSh. believed that Nizajn al-Mulk had

been plotting his overthiow

With NizSm al-Mulk’s departure from Dihll the

last chances of a revival of the empire vanished

Never did a falling state betray greater incapacity

for reformation No phoenix could arise from those

shameful ashes Even while NizSm al-Mulk still

retained the nominal control of affairs, extraordinary

incidents could occur At Dihll itself, for example,

a Hindu clerk in one of the imperial offices turned

Muslim, and, when his wife and daughter refused

to follow his change of faith, he laid a complaint

against them, alleging that, as his daughtei had
not attained puberty, she was therefore of her

father’s religion The case offered certain technical

difficulties, was at last referred to the sadr al-^udur

His treatment of the case displeased the Dihli

mob Riots arose, the recital of the ^utba at the

Qjahfin>numa Masdjid was interrupted, two or

three Hindus were seized and circumcised To
pacify the rioters, the girl was imprisoned, and,

a few days later, buried with Muslim ceremonial

“lo cut a long story”, says K5mwar Kh5n who
relates the incident, “she was killed, otherwise

there would have been many headaches and much
vexation”

Nizam al-Mulk’s successors were worthy of the

frivolous emperor ^^hom they professed to serve

For twelve years the imperial councils were directed

by a man called §hah ^Abd al-Ghafur By origin

a cotton-weaver of TatthS, he had lived both as

logt and fakir Claiming magical powers and
popularly believed to consort with djmn and devils,

he was summoned to interpret the dreams of the

emperor’s mother This led him into the imperial

service, and he contrived to accumulate m his own
hand a great number of offices, producing a revenue

of 5,000 rupees a day, apart from the bribes which

he received, said to amount to as much more This

man was pithily descnbed as never having spent

money on a good work, never having conferred

a favour, and never having done a kindness He
was a miser, and at his downfall (for even at

Dihlf under Muhammad §hah such qualities at

last produced their natural reaction) moie than a

crore of rupees was found in his private hoards

But the unpopularity which his character and

habits naturally evoked were as nothing compared

with the detestation with which his son and daughter

were regarded No one in Dihll was safe who
displeased them or denied th^m anything that they

desired

Amid such confusion and under such rulers the

empire rapidly lost its cohesion The Marathas

[q v], whom even Awrangzeb sought in vain to

subdue, soon became the most formidable power

in India On AwrangzSb’s death, his successor,

Bahadur Sh&h, had released the MarathS prince,

^ahU Radja, m the desperate hope of reestablishing

through him the form, if not the substance of

imperial control Shahu Radja met with influential

and talented support In 1708 he took possession

of Satara and by the next year was generally

recognised as ruler A Chitpavan Brahman, BaladjI

Wisbwanath) became his peshwa or first minister,

and began to develop the characteristic Maratha

policy, which was to play a part in the enfeeble-

ment of the empire This was to put forward claims

to a share (under the title of lauth or a quarter

part) in the impenal revenues in as many provinces

as possible In 1709 the Mughal governor in the

Dakhan admitted this claim, and, although later

governors contested it, it was again recognised

by the Bfirha Saiyids in 1719 In the next year

BSladjI Wishwanath was succeeded by his son,

BadjI Rao I, and the process was extended

farther afield Particular provinces were assigned to

particular officers, who were to realise the cauth

either by collecting the amount from the provincial

governoi, or by plundering the country Badji Rao
employed PiladjI Gaekwaf as his chief leader in

raids in Gudjarat, Raghudji Bhonsla established

himself at Nagpur, these and other leaders spread

the terror of Maratha devastations in all directions,

and it was no longer possible for the provincial

governors to make their annual remittances to the

capital At the same time, seeing that their tenure

of office was coming to depend moie and more
upon their own power and resources, the gover-

nors tended to become virtually independent rulers

Asaf I^ah Nizam al-Mulk in the Dakhan continued

to profess himself a humble servant of the emperor,

but he repelled by force of arms the persons who
came with imperial farmam ordering his super-

session, and when he died in 1748 he was succeeded

by his son In Bengal too the succession had become
a matter of heredity or war But the respect which
the name of the empire still enjoyed and the

degradation into which the empire itself had fallen

were exemplified by the large gifts sent by a new
ruler for farmans of investiture and the unhesitating

compliance with which they were issued

The troubles bred by this internal dissolution

were enhanced by those of foreign invasion In

1722 the Safawids were overthrown in Peisia, and,

after a short period of great confusion, the lurk-
m5n Nadir Kull established himself as ruler under

the title of Nadir §h5h [q v ] With him difficulties

arose over the KandahSr frontier He was engaged
in reducing the Ghilzais there to submission Ihnce
he sent envoys to the court of Dihll requesting

that his enemies should not receive shelter in the

Mughal territory But by this time the Kabul
province was falling into a like disorder with the

rest The governor spent his time in prayer and
hunting The money which had been regularly

sent from Dihli to bribe the hill-tribes into quietude

and pay the troops ceased to be sent, partly because

of the growing imperial penury, partly because it

was believed that it never reached the governor
but was embezzled by his patron at court Large
bodies of Ghilzais therefore were able without the

least difficulty to take shelter from Nsdir Shah’s

troops m the Mughal province, while the Mughal
court foolishly supposed it was evading its diffi-

culties by neglecting to answer Nadir Ifiah’s re-

peated demands The ineptitude of the court,

therefore, rather than (as used to be supposed) any
elaborate intrigue of party against party, made Nadir
Shah resolve to invade India No effective opposition

could be offered in either the Kabul province or

the PanjJjab In 1738 Kabul was occupied In the

next year Nadir Shah’s army appeared before Dihli

The emperor went out, not to strike a blow m
his own defence, but to make his humble sub-

mission Conqueror and captive then entered the

city The Dihll mob, grievously mistaking its

strength, attempted to massacre the foreigners As
a punishment Nadir Shah deliberately let loose

his troops for five long hours— from 9 o’clock in

the morning till 2 in the afternoon — during which
some 20,000 of the inhabitants are believed to
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to have perished
,
and beyond this toll of life a

great ransom was exacted, including 50 crores*

worth of those wonderful jewels which earlier

Mughal sovereigns had heaped up for their delight

From this time onwards the annals of the Mughal
empire contain nothing but dishonour Nadir §hah
fell, but Ahmad Shah Durrani established on the

borders of India another empire and repeatedly

invaded India between 1748, the year of the

Ignominious Muhammad Shah’s death, and 1761,
the year in which he inflicted the severest defeat

in all their history upon the Marathas at Panipat

Until the decay of the Durrani empire m the

early years of the nineteenth century, the pi ovinces

of Sind, the Pandjab, and Kashmir, were depen-

dencies of the Afghan kingdom
Europeans in India — Dutch, French, and

English — had observed these events with great

concern Farly in the eighteenth century the Dutch
had sent a great embassy to Bahadur Shah, and

a little later the English had sent one to Fariukh-

siyar Both had secured far reaching farmam by
profuse expenditure, both had found that their

farmam were waste paper wherever they ran

counter to the interests of local governors But it

was the Frenchman Dupleix who first sought to

put into practice the conclusions to be diawn from

this situation Others were convinced that European
force could easily establish itself in India, but he
began experiments, and, in the hope of keeping

the English motionless while he acted, he pro

fessed to be acting on behalf and in the name
of the Mughal emperor This fiction became the

traditional basis of French policy in India, and
down to the end of the century Frenchmen were
elaborating plans (which their failure to control

the sea brought to nothing) for establishing them-

selves in India and expelling their rivals under

cover of imperial grants With equal consistency

the English adopted a political realism which

squared far better with the circumstances of the

time They fought and overcame Dupleix in the

name of their national interests When they acquired

Bengal, they carefully avoided all obligation to

reestablish the imperial authority, and it appears

that their acceptance of the dtwant of Bengal was
dictated, not by any desire to mask the reality

of their power (which no one in India doubted),

but by the desire to take on behalf of the East

India Company something which could not be

taken over by the English crown as a teriitorial

sovereignty certainly would have been Thus it

was that Prince ^All Gawhar, who proclaimed himself

as Shah ‘Alam II [q v] in 1760, on learning of

of his father ^Alamgir’s murder by his wazir, GhSzi

al-Din, first came under the protection of the

English He had for some years been attacking

the province of BihSr with the aid of the Nawab
Wazir of Oudh But after the battle of Baksar

in 1764 he had given up the struggle, joined the

English camp, and in the following year on Clive’s

demand bestowed on the East India Company the

diwanl of the provinces it held in return for an

annual allowance of 26 lakhs of rupees At the

same time the districts of Kora and Allahabad

were assigned to him and he proceeded to reside

in the latter city Soon however, he wearied of

his position of dependence, and departed to join

the Marathas, who, having recovered from their

defeat at Panipat, were once more invading northern

India On this Warren Hastings decided to hand

Kora and Allahabad over to the Nawab Wazir
and refused to continue the payment of the 26
lakhs From this time until the close of the century

he remained under the control of the Marathas,

except at such times as their internal dissensions

led to the recall of their forces from the north

One of their chief leaders at this time, Mahada^l
Sindhia, gradually built up a strong principality

for himself, conqueiing the provinces of Agra and
Dihll, and becoming the emperor’s real custodian

So matters remained till Sindhia’s defeat by the

English in 1803 transferred the guardianship of ShSh
^Alam into the hands of the latter They carefully

refrained from entering into engagements with him,

but they assigned revenues for the maintenance of

the imperial family, they permitted all orders issued

in the city of Dihh to run m the emperor’s name,
though the actual administration was conducted
by an English agent, and they attempted no inter-

ference within the precincts of the palace Gradually
the traditional observances broke down The Mughal
emperor and the British governor general met with

the ceremonial of equals The emperor’s name
was removed from the coinage And it had been
resolved no longer to recognise the imperial title

after the death of its holder, Bahadur ^ah II,

when the Indian Mutiny, in which several of the

imperial princes took an active part although

they seem to have had little share in bringing it

about, led to the formal tnal and deposition of

the emperor and the disappearance of the shadowy
court which for a century had lingered on under

the toleration of the real powers of India

Btbltogi aphy For the period down to

1739 Irvine, Later Mughals^ Calcutta 1922,

2 vols
,
and the numerous authorities therein

cited, for the period after 1739 the Cavibrtdge

History of Indta^ ed Dodwell, vol v
,
Cambridge

IQ29, and the bibliographies included therein

(H li Dodvveil)

111 Mughal architecture in india

I he Mughal dynasts brought to India strong

Central Asian predilections and a keen feeling for

natural beauty But each in succession obeyed his

own instincts, education and caprices Hence they

patronised no “schools” of art, but came to em-

ploy an almost cosmopolitan body of artists, Persian,

Indian, Turk and even European, who one and

all had to adapt their own canons to the aesthetic

moods of their employers In general the Mughals

forbade any sculpture of the human form, but like

the Orthodox Gieek Church, were usually less

rigid towaids paintings of it and even fostered

portraiture till it reached a high level Yet, with

relatively few exceptions, the Mughal buildings

were all religious, comprising mosques and tombs

or shrines Hence their scope was limited, though

within their limits they express the religious feelings

and policies of the dynasty Even the conqueror

Babur found leisure in his brief reign of five years,

1526— 1531, to build at Panipat the Kabul Sh^h
mosque, whose name commemorates at once his

love of Kabul and his victory at Panipat in 1526
His mosque at Sambhal in Rohilkhand is marked
by an ovoid dome When he required constructive

work Babur summoned pupils of Sinan, an Albanian,

from Constantinople, and avoided Indian, Hindu
or indigenous standards, though he must have
employed Indian workmen in spite of his dis-
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paragement of Indian skill and knowledge in de-

sign or architecture

HumSyiln’s longer but still more chequered reign

produced many l;)uildings, of which few remain

His mosque at FathSbSd near Dihll is massive

and well-proportioned, recalling the TughlaV or

Turkish pei'iod, with domes rather more than

hemispherical It is decorated with enamelled tiles

in the Persian manner, appaiently the earliest

example of that style now extant His tomb at

Dihll, doubtless begun, as is customary among
pious Easterns, during his lifetime, is of red sand-

stone and also Persian in style, but in it coloured

tiles are replaced by white marble, of which the

dome IS wholly composed, the lest of the masonry
being also inlaid with that material The mam
dome has a narrow neck, the first of its type to

appear in India, the four comer cupolas, also a

new feature, support domes of an earlier style

Akbar (iSS^— 1605) was versatile in his archi

lectures as he was in his religion In the Fort at

Agra he built the palace — one of the few secular

buildings of the Mughal period which survive—
called the Ejahangirl Mahall His other buildings

at Agra were demolished by Shah-Eljah5n This

palace, built of red sandstone which has weathered

badly, bears the impress of Akbar’s vigour and
originality Throughout arches are used sparingly,

the horizontal style of construction being the rule

Its forms also are as Hindu as its construction,

but the ornamentation, carved on all flat surfaces,

IS of a type used by Akbar but not found in other

buildings Dunng the early part of his reign was
erected at Gwalior the tomb of Muhammad Ghawth,
who died in 1562 Closely resembling that of Sher

Shah at Sahsaram, it marks a considerable advance

in tomb-building during the brief period that had
elapsed between the erection of the two, an ad-

vance ascribed by Fergusson to the invigorating

touch of Akbar’s genius, but doubtless due in great

measure to the skill of the Gwalior school of

architects and masons who were probably Hindus
The tomb is a square, 100 ft each way, exclusive

of the hexagonal towers, and its chamber forms

a hall, 43 ft square, with the angles cut off by

pointed arches so as to form an octagon on which
the dome rests Around this square building is a

wide gallery, enclosed on all sides by a screen of

exquisite tracery in pierced stonework with a

projecting porch on each face

At Fathpur-SikrI, the new capital founded by
Akbar where the court resided from 1569 to 1584,

the emperor’s eclectic phase found its fullest ex-

pression Its architecture is admirably illustrated

in W E Smith’s works *), but all its significance

has not yet been explained The site was chosen

because Akbar’s patron saint, the Snfl Salim

Cishti, lived in a cave on its summit 2) Akbar’s

own residence was the “House of Dreams”, the

Kh^ab-gSh, an unpretentious structure standing on
the roof of the Mahall 1 Kh^ss, which contains

paintings attributed by Smith to Chinese artists

1) The Mughal Architecture of Fathpur-Sihriy

AlUhSbad, Government Press, N W P and Oudh,

1898, 4 vols and Journal 0/ Indian Art^Nrs 47,

64 and 60

2) The tomb of Salim Cishtl is described and
illustrated in Smith’s work cited above and m
J Indian Art^ N® 64 (vol viu, p 41 and sqq\
1898

and apparently depicting Buddha as YamSntaka *).

However this may be, the design of his throne in

the Dlw5n-i Khassa massive pillar symbolizes that

he sat there as a Cakravartin or ruler of the

four quarters, as Havell suggests, though it is

conceivable that it signified his claim to the supreme

headship of his new religion, the Dln-IlShi But

It is rash to dogmatise on the symbolism of a

builder who seems to have had no settled design

for the plan of his new city The Mahall i IQiSss

regarded by Fergusson as the original block of

building at Fathpur SfkrX, has two spacious court-

yards and IS larger than the Red Palace at Agra,

but Its surrounding structures are inferior in rich-

ness of design and ornamentation From time to

time Akbar added courts and pavilions as if to

compensate for this inferiority While the Dlwan-i

Khass IS square, as befits a Hall of Audience, the

Daftar-Khana or Record Office is peristylar like

the one erected by Akbar at Allahabad The Pan5

Mahall, a five-storeyed open pavilion with richly

carved pillars, and long colonnades and walls con-

necting these buildings one with another, complete

this group of stiuctures The most characteristic

and beautiful of his designs here are the three

small buildings, the Mahall or apartment of Bu-
bal’s daughter, the house of Mariam Zamani, mother

of Djahangfr, and the palace of the Rumi Sultana,

Rukaiya Begam, a cousin of Akbar and his first

consort Akbar’s greatness however demanded more

grandiose monuments The Djami*^ Mas^jid or cathe-

dral mosque, elected in 1571 (the year in which

he proclaimed himself the mud^tahid of his age

and openly claimed the spiritual headship of Islam)

commemorated his victoiies in the Dakhan (Southern

India) It ranks amongst the finest ecclesiastical

buildings of India According to its inscription,

it was designed by Shail^ Salim Ci§htl himself and

modelled on the Ka'ba Though highly ornate it

betrays few or no traces of Indian influence 2) The
tomb of the Shaikh, in its courtyard, is built wholly

of white marble, with windows of pierced tracery

of the most exquisite geometrical patterns, and a

deep cornice of marble supported by brackets of

a design so elaborate as to be almost fantastic

The other tomb in the courtyard, that of Salim’s

grandson, Shaikh Islam KhSn, is of sober and ex-

cellent design but eclipsed by its surroundings The
Buland Darwazah or “lofty gateway”, built in 1602,

commemorates Akbar’s conquest of Khandesh and

dwarfs even the Djami' Masdjid It is the grandest

gateway in India and one of the loftiest in the

world, its height being enhanced by its position

on the brow of the hill on which Fathpur-Sikri

stands Its architect placed its portals at the back

of a semi dome, which thus became its porch or

portico, and its dimensions impress themselves as

those of the actual portal It must be added that

Akbar intended his new capital to be a school of

all the arts and that he allied architecture to painting

From the fragments of interior mural paintings

which survive, it is clear that he employed Persian

and Indian artists, who worked independently, and

some idea of their technique is doubtless to be

gathered from the miniatures of this period, as

mural artists were also required to illustrate manu-
scripts

1) J Indian Art^ N® 47 (vol vi
, p 66), 1894

2) For Its wall-paintings see J Indian Art^

N® 66 (vol viii, p 55), 1899
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At Allahabad, the city where Akbar was com-
i

pelled by administrative duties to reside more than
j

at his new but isolated capital, he built the pavilion '

of the Calls SltUn or “Forty Pillars”, of which
only the hall survives Its plan is square, supported

by eight rows of columns, eight in each row,

making sixty four m all
,
and it is surrounded by

a deep verandah of double columns, with groups

of four at the angles, all surmounted by bracket

capitals of the richest design

But perhaps the most characteristic of Akbai’s

buildings, observes Fergusson, is his tomb at Si-

kandra, begun in his lifetime •) but completed by
his successor Lnfortunately ^jahangir, in his

(transl A Rogers, 1 152), asserts that he demolished

Akbar’s work and reconstructed the tomb But,

seeing that the plan of the building is unique in

India and has no Persian or Saracenic parallel, it

is more likely that only its exterior is the work
of the fastidious oithodox Djahangir Its original

plan was modelled on the Pant Mahall, being

composed of five square terraces diminishing in

size as they ascend Thus the outline of the structure

IS pyramidal, not domical Standing in an extensive

garden it is approached by a single gateway and
stands on a raised platform Excluding the angle

towers the lowest storey measures 320 ft each way,

and on this terrace stand three more, similar in

design but more ornate, each about half the height

of the lowest storey or terrace Within and above
the highest storey is a white maible enclosure,

157 ft square, contrasting with the red sandstone

of which the rest of the structuie is built Ihe
outer wall of this enclosure is entirely composed
of beautiful trellis-work, and inside it is a colonnade

01 cloister, also of white marble, in the centre of

which IS placed the tomb of Akbar, resting on a

platform of exquisite arabesque tiacery This doubt-

less typifies Akbar’s celestial lesting-place, for below

it he his remains under a far plainer tombstone

in the basement That Djahangir here departed

from the original plan is certain According to

W Finch, the tomb was to have been covered with

a canopy of “curious white and speckled gold

richly inwrought” What Akbar planned and what
he meant to express by his design must lemain a

matter of conjecture Fergusson postulates a Bud-
dhist model, and even sees in the pavilions which
adorn the upper storeys reminiscences of the cells

which stand on the edge of the great rock-cut

rath at Mamallapuram
,
but these may have been

intended foi use as a theological college like the

100ms and pavilions in the uppei storey of

Humayan’s tomb He also thought that a domical

chamber over the tombstone foimed part of the

original design, since no such royal tomb remains

exposed to the air in any Indian mausoleum — a

dangerous generalization Havell sees in the building

an Indian five-storeyed Assembly Hall, apparently

a meeting-house for the royal older, theDinllahl,

the four lower pavilions (or terraces) corresponding

to the four grades of the order Even Cambodian

i) This view IS contested m Archaeological Survey

of Indtay Annual Repoit^ 1903—1904, p 19, but

it was certainly the usual custom for a Mughal
emperor, like any other good Musulman of means,

to build his tomb during his lifetime The problem

IS fully discussed in The Tomb of Akbar

^

by E
W Smith and W H Nicholls, published by the

Arch Survey of Indta^ AllahSbSd 190S

influences have been conjectured *) Yet it is not

impossible that a Zoroastnan model was kept in

view, as Akbar borrowed from that faith among
others

As compared with Akbar QjahSngIr contributed

little to the architectural magnificence of Mughal
India At Lahore, which he made his capital, he
added the Bar5 IHiwgb-gah or greater sleeping

apartment to the Fort, and the tomb of AnSrkali

was also erected in that city Near Srinagar in

Kashmir he made the Shallmar gardens with their

summer-houses, and the fine gateway to the SarSi

at Nurmahal near Djalandhar is also ascribed to

his leign The quadrangle at Lahore was doubtless

executed by Hindu artisans, as the colonnade,

which surrounds three sides of its area, is sup-

ported by pillars of red sandstone with bracket

capitals and caived figures of elephants, peacocks
and conventional animals like those found in the

Red Palace at Agra DjahSngir’s greatest buildings

were however erected at Dakka, m Eastern Bengal,

wheie he made a new provincial capital in super-

session of Gawr, but his structures there were
principally built of brick, covered with stucco,

only the pillars and brackets being of stone, and

they have been almost destroyed by the jungle

In one respect only did I^ahanglr innovate In

1600 he built the Moti Mas^id or “Pearl Mosque”
at Lahore, the first of its kind in India Between

Akbar’s style and that of I^ahangir little difference

exists The former had used colour ornamentation

at Fathpur-Sikri, its later buildings were richly

decorated with wall-paintings, and marble mosaic

was used in the Djami' Masdjid DjahSnglr relied

still more on mosaic decoration, e g in Akbar’s

tomb at Sikandra, but soon after its completion

we find variegated marble mosaic supplemented

by pietra dura^ as in Ptimad al-Dawla’s tomb, and
in the Tadj we still find inlay almost exclusively

used Akbar had continued the use of enamelled

tiles at Fathpur-Sikii for roofing and more sparingly

for ornamentation, and they were employed by
I^ahanglr at Sikandra and by WazTr Khan, his

waztr^ on his mosque at Lahore Indeed this mosque
is only notewoithy on account of this decoration

Akbar had also introduced painting on interior

walls

Jahangir’s wife Nur Mahall or Nur Jahan
erected at Agra the tomb of her father, Ftimad

al Dawla, completed in 1628 Built almost entirely

of white marble, enriched with semi-precious//^/r<z

duia patterns, it foreshadowed the finest work of

Shah-DjahSn’s reign Jahangir’s tomb, at Sh5h-

dara near Lahore, has little architectural merit,

consisting of a vast platform 209 ft square, with

a minaret at each comer The facades are decorated

with white marble let into the red sandstone and

the flat roof with geometrical mosaics The emperor’s

remains are probably buried beneath an opening

m the roof so that the ram and dew of heaven

might fall on his tomb, as his earliest chronicler

says 2
) In brief the actual grave was hypaethral *),

1) Cf Vincent Smith, A History of Fine Art
in India and Ceylon^ p 41

1

2) Muhammad Salih KambU, in his Shah^^ahSn^
NUma (also called the Amal-i Salih in Elliott

and Dowson’s Hist of India^ vii
, p 123) cited

in Arch Survey of India^ Annual Rep
,
1906—-*

1907, P 13

3) A contrary view, that the tomb had a closed
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following the precedent set by Babur The sarco-

phagus IS of white marble, inlaid with futra dura^

and It stands in an octagonal chamber 21 ft high

and 20V2 in diameter This chamber is enclosed

m nearly solid walls of masonry, 56 ft thick on

all sides, and access to it is afforded by two oblong

apartments, one on each side, but it does not

open into any of the forty other rooms behind

the arches which surround the structure, each fagade

having a central arch with five smaller arches on
each side

Under Sh5h-Cjahan (1627— 1658) Mughal archi-

tecture attained its zenith One of his earliest buildings

was the incomparable 1 adj Mahall [q v ], begun
the year after the death of the empress, Ar^ju-

mand B5nu Begam, entitled Mumtaz Mahall, or

the “Chosen One of the Palace” For himself ^5h
^ahSn planned a corresponding tomb of equal

magnificence on the opposite bank of the river

EjamnS, but Awrangzeb did not carry out the

scheme, problably because it savoured of paganism *)

Considerable controversy has raged over the question

of its architect SbSh DjahSn’s style was essentially

Persian, with an indefinable difference of expression,

and it was sharply distinguished from those of

Ispahan and Constantinople by a lavish use of

white marble, sumptuously decorated with pietra

dura Coloured tiles had by now become rare

Spacious grandeur was combined with feminine

elegance, to which inimitable open work tracery

contributed In the mosques colour was eschewed,

and the finest art is found m the Pearl Mosques
at Agra and Dihll The former was built in 1646-

1653 Meanwhile ShSh-Djahan had founded Shah-

Djah2n3bad, the great palace near modem Dihlf,

recently restored to something like its pristine

roof and only an uncovered tombstone is main-
tained by J P Thompson in the Journal of the

Punjab Historical Society^ 1 12—30 (also W
H Nicholls, in Arch Survey of Indta^ Annual
Rep

y 1906— 1907, p 12) But hypaethral shrines

were not uncommon during the Mughal period

(see H A Rose, in Journ Punjab Hist Soc
,

iii

144— 145, and Glossary of Panjab Tribes and
Castes

y

1 534) It IS possible to reconcile the

structural evidence with tradition by assuming that

the tomb was originally hypaethral, but that a

dome was subsequently erected over it and that

Awrangzib removed the addition in order to restore

the original design but hardly, as Moorcroft states,

with the intent that “his grandfather’s tomb might

be exposed to the weather as a mark of his re-

probation of the loose notions and licentious

practices of Djahgngir” (cf W Moorcroft and G
Trebeck, Travels in the Himalayan Provinces

^

London 1841, 1 108—109)
l) For twin shrines on cither side of the Indus

see the account of Daira Din Pan3h in Muzaffar-

garh (Punjab) District Gazetteer^ Lahore 1910,

p 71 Tavernier records this tradition in his

Travels^ Bk 1 ,
Ch vii

,
but he does not add the

further tradition that ^fih-Djah5n’s mausoleum
was to have been of black marble, a rarity hardly

procurable in India The Tadj was however only
the central feature in a group of smaller and
hardly less beautiful buildings, e g the four Sahel!

Burdjes, tombs of the empress’ maids-of-honour

,

sec Arch Sutvey of Indta^ Annual Rep
, 1903-

P 14 And plate 111

beauty A Persian engineer, 'All Mardan Khan,
had tapped the Ejaning 6 miles above Dihll, and
his canal fed the new capital with many streams

The most favoured of them was the Nahr-i Bihisht

of “Stream of Paradise”, which was so named by

ShSh EjahSn himself It fell in a cascade down
a marble chute in a pavilion — the Shah Burdj—
and flowing along the terrace which bordered the

Hayat BaJcljsh (“life giving”) garden, it traversed the

chain of stately edifices that lined the eastern wall

of the Palace— the Hammam, Diwan-i KhSss and

Khwgb-gah — silently gliding beneath the Mizan-i

Insaf (“Balance of Justice”) across a sun-bathed

court into the cool of the ImtiySz Mahall or

“Palace of Distinction”, styled later the Rang
Mahall Kalan or “Greater Colour Palace”, from

its elaborate painted decoration and gilding Set

on a marble terrace which formeily swept from

end to end of the Fort, it overhung the Ejamna
whose course then flowed along the base of the

red sandstone walls On the West an orchard

separated it from the Dlwan-i 'Am Thence, still

southward, it passed through the Lesser Rang
Mahall, the Mumtaz Mahall and other buildings

of the imperial zanana Thus Dihli combined the

Mughal love of enclosed gaidens, watered by

running channels, with their passion for archi-

tectural beauty It preserved Babur’s love of

nature, and peihaps added to it a sense of land-

scape which also found expression in the Mughal
gardens of Kashmir
With Awrangzeb (1659— 1707) set in the period

of decline, due no doubt largely to that emperor’s

orthodox prejudice against art, but partly also to

his conscientious parsimony He declined to com-
plete ^ah-Djahan’s tomb, ostensibly on the ground

of expense, but also perhaps because he regarded

the scheme as savouring of paganism Yet he

constructed at Benares the great mosque with its

lofty gi aceful minarets, built a copy of the Dihli

mosque at Lahore, and at AwrangabSd imitated,

though on a small scale and with success, the

Tadj in the tomb of his favourite wife Awrang-
zib’s own tomb, at KhuldSbad, a hamlet just above
the caves at Elilra, is mean and insignificant But

some of his buildings, in spite of their incipient

decadence, are the last great examples of the

Mughal style His Djami' or BadshShi mosque at

Lahore is pleasing in form, though the marble
ornamentation of its great central and front fagade

is very inferior m detail to its prototype at Dihli

Its three domes of white marble and the imposing
gateway of red sandstone and marble leading to

it from the Hazuri Bagh are its finest features

Near Dihli the tomb (1756) of NawwSb Safdar

Ejang, Wazir of Oudh, is a passable copy of a

HumSyiin’s mausoleum, but its interior is marred

by indifferent plaster decoration

At Lucknow, the capital of the Nawwab Wazirs

of Oudh, the buildings erected by that dynasty

and Its nobles hardly deserve to be classed as

Mughal The one exception is the vast ImambSra,

built by the fourth Nawwab, Asaf al-Dawla, in

1784 Conceived on a grand scale for the cele-

bration of the Muharram according to the Shl'a

rite, its details will not bear close examination,

though its solidity is impressive The buildings of

the Muhammadan dynasty of Mysore (1760—1777)
have still less claim to be regarded as Mughal
To conclude, the architecture of the Mughals

was, like all their arts, a resultant of many forces
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But Its essential distinction over Hindu art lay in

its balanced use of purely Indian and imported

technique
,

while it recognised the value of

symbolism in its structures, it never made its arts

merely a vehicle for symbols, as Hindu sculpture

tended to do
Bibliography The fullest collection of

material for the study of Indian architecture

IS to be found in the publications of the Archae-

ological Survey of India The best comprehensive

works are James Feigusson, History of Indian

and Eastern Architecture^ edited by James
Burgess, vol 11 ,

London 1910, Gustave Le Bon,

Les Monuments de rinde^VATis Fi Wetzel,

Islamische Grabbauten in Indien aus der Zeit

der Soldatenkatser^ Leipzig 1918, Oscar Reuther,

Indtsche Palaste und Wohnhauser^ Berlin 1925
A comprehensive and critical bibliography of

the Muhammadan Architecture of India by K
A C Creswell appeared in The Indian Anti

quary^ vol li (1922) (H A Rose)
MUGHAMMAS or according to others Mugham

MIS, a valley near Mecca on the borders of

the sacred area According to tradition, Abraha

[q V
]
ordered his army to encamp here when he

was going to attack Mecca, but was prevented from

doing so as birds slew his soldieis by dropping

stones on them In Mughammas is shown the tomb
of the Tariff Abu Righal who died here after

acting as guide to Abraha He was so hated by

the Meccans for this that the custom grew up of

casting stones on his grave [cf al-i^amra] Whether
this explanation is true or not is unknown, but

in any case a verse of Ilassan b Thabit (ed

Hirschfeld, LXli/i ) shows that in the time of the

Prophet the mention of his name was sufficient to

insult the Ta’ifls The antiquity of the custom of

stoning his tomb is shown by a verse of Djarir

“When al-FarazdaV dies, stone him as you stone

the grave of Abu Righal”

Bibliography al-Bakri, Geogr Worterbuch^

ed Wiistenfeld, p 553, Ibn HishSm, ed Wtt-

stenfeld, p 33 ,
Tabari, ed de Goeje, i 937 ,

AzrakI, ed Wustenfeld, p 93 ,
Noldeke,

Geschichte der Araber und Terser^ p 207 sq

(Fr Buhl)
al-MUGHIRA b SHU^BA, of the sept of the

Ahlaf a subdivision of the IJiakif, further a

member of the clan of the Banu Mu^attib
— guardians of the sanctuary of al-Lat — and

nephew of ^Urwa b Mas'ud [q v ], companion and

martyr For having attacked and plundered some
travelling companions during their sleep, he was
forced to leave Ta^if, his native town, and came
to Medina to offer his services to Muhammad The
latter used him to attract the Thakif to IslSm and

after the submission of Ta^f, sent him to this town
to superintend the destruction of the national

sanctuary and the liquidation of the treasure of

al-Lfit In the caliphate of AbQ Bakr, although he

never succeeded in attaining to one of the great

posts which were reserved for the Kuraish, Mughira

was able to keep a position in governing circles

^Omar, while under no illusions about his morals,

appointed him governor of Basra A scandalous

incident temporarily interrupted his administrative

career He was accused of adulteiy The evidence

was overwhelming instead of having him stoned,

‘Omar only dismissed him Mughira holds in tradi-

tion the record for marriages and divorces the

figures of 300, 700 and 1,000 are given In the

year 21 (642), recalled to public life, he was
appointed to the important governorship of Kafa
His slave Aba Lu^u\ who lived in Medina,

assassinated the Caliph ‘Omar Under ‘Othman,
Mughira retired to private life In the reign of

‘Ali, he withdrew to Ta’if to watch the course of

events He went without having been invited to

the conference of Adhruh [q v
]

In 40 (660),

taking advantage of the general confusion that

followed the assassination of ^Ali, he produced an
alleged certificate of appointment from Mu‘awiya
and took over the control of the annual pilgrimage

The great bufyanid was able to appreciate at

their true value auxiliaries of the stamp of Mughira,
one of the chief dahiya of his time, the man “who
could get himself out of the most hopeless diffi-

culty” “if (it was said) he were shut behind
seven doors, his cunning would have found a way
to buist all the locks” Of shocking morals, free

from any attachment to the ‘Alid party, equally

free from any claims to the caliphate, free from
the jealousies of the Kuraish families, as well as

the narrowmindedness of the Ansar clans, a member
of the intelligent and enterprising tribe of Thakif,

everything attracted Mu'^awiya’s attention to him
In the year 41 (661), this Caliph appointed him
governor of Kfifa, a region disturbed by the in-

trigues of the §hi‘a and the continual risings of

the KhSridjis Mughiia succeeded in not compro-

mising himself with the former he was content

to advise them to avoid any too striking outburst

Now nearly sixty, the able Thakafi felt the unusual

ambition of remaining where he was and of finishing

his tioubled careei m peace and honour This

opportunist, who had come over to the SufySnids

after cool calculation, felt little desire to sacri-

fice his own peace and leisuie for the consoli-

dation of the Omaiyad dynasty, he was solely

concerned with keeping on the right side of the

sagacious Mu'Swiya The sudden rising of the

Khand?i leader Mustawrid failed to disturb his

equanimity With remarkable cleverness he was
able to let loose against these rebels their born

enemies, “the fine flower of the Shl‘a” Whichever
was victorious, it could not fail to lighten his

responsibilities By setting them against one another

he rendered harmless the most dangerous elements

of disorder in his province The crushing of the

10i5ridjls enabled him to breathe freely

Thanks to this combination of mildness and

astuteness, and by knowing when to shut his eyes,

Mughira succeeded in avoiding desperate measures

against the people of the ‘Irak, who were a continual

source of trouble, and succeeded in retaining his

position He was even regretted by his foimer

subjects after he was gone Not quite satisfied,

Mu‘5wiya thought of breaking this lieutenant of his

who was playing a double game Mughira was

always able at the opportune moment to provoke

troubles which required the continuation of his

services In this way he prepared the return to

favour of Ziyad b Abihi [q v], destined to be

his successor He is also said to have disarmed

the Caliph’s suspicions by suggesting the plan of

proclaiming Yazid heir-apparent As the general

situation had considerably improved in the ‘IrSk

and order prevailed, on the surface at least, the

Caliph left him in office till his death, the date

of which IS uncertain but which must be placed

between 48 and 51 (668—671) Mughira died

the plague at the age of about 70
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Bibliography AghanL xix 97, 140^148,
XVI 2 sg

,
xvni 165, xx 117, xxi 281—284,

Ibn al-Athir, C/sd al-Ghaba^ iv 116, Tabari, ed

de Goeje, 11 4, 8, 10, 16, 19—21, 36—39, 40,

42, 44, 61, 67, 86—88, III—ns, 173, I74,

181,207 — For Other references cf H Lammens,
ZtUd ibn Abihty vice-rot de VIraq

^
lieutenant de

Mdawta p 1-15 ,
extract from the R SO

1—15 (H Lammens)
AL-MUfiHNi [See AllXh II

]

AL MUHADJIRUNA. the emigrants, a name
often applied m the Kui^an to those followers of

Muhammad who had migrated fiom Mecca to

Medina with him The word is deiived from

which does not mean “flight” but breach, dissolution

of an association based on origin, in the place

of which a new connection is formed The term

muha^tr is not applied to the Prophet himself

but only to those who migrated with him and
later made up a considerable portion of the popu-

lation of Medina The followers of the Prophet

who were natives of Mecca were given the name
An^ar [q v

]
to distinguish them from the Mu-

hadjirun, because the immigrants were mainly

dependent on their help and active support after

they had given up their homes and livelihoods

in Mecca It now became one of Muhammad’s
main olyects to arouse sympathy for them, because

in the early days after their migration they were

for the most part in very needy circumstances

With the greatest eloquence he desciibes them as

the particular favourites of Allah who will receive

a splendid reward for their sacrifices “when those

who have adopted the faith, who have migrated

and fought for Allah’s cause may hope for his

grace” (Sura 11 215), “the sins of the emigrants

and of those driven from home are forgiven”

(ill 19 1) Those who remained in Mecca and
feared to migrate although the earth was large

enough to afford them shelter are severely censured

He who emigrates finds a home on the earth and

if he dies All5h will reward him (111 loi) This

was however at first only an indication of a future

which had not yet materialised and in addition

to these rosy utteiances (cf xvi 43, viii 75, xxii

57) the Prophet made more practical efforts to

help those who were living in difficult circumstances

A portion of the plunder taken in fighting was
given to the poor emigrants who had been driven

from their possessions in order to aid Allah “they

are the trustworthy” (lix 8) In order to make
the bond between them and the Medlnese as tight

as possible it is announced in Sura viii 73 that

the emigrants who had left their homes to fight

for the true religion and those who gave them
shelter (cf Ibn Hi§ham, p 321 ) and assistance

(the Ansar) should enjoy rights of kinship with

one another while on the other hand, those, who
while adopting Islam had not migrated, should

not have any rights of kinship According to the

usual interpretation, this passage refers to the

peculiar bond of brotherhood which Muhammad
instituted between each emigrant and a Medlnese

believer, an explanation which is however not

quite certain as the passage perhaps only expresses

a general principle (cf Fr Buhl, Leben Muham-
tneds^ p 209) Besides, the usual exegesis sees m
the regulations for inheritance (Sdra iv 13, 15) a

proof that this special bond was very early abolished

again.

The high esteem in which the emigrants were

held finds expression in Siira ix 20, where we
read “those who believed and migrated and ex-

pended blood and treasure in fighting foi the

cause of Allah, occupy a higher position (than

other believers)
,

they are the fortunate ones”

Muhadjir in this way became a title of honour

(cf Sura XXIX 25 where Lot is so called) Individuals

who had migrated not to Medina but to Abyssinia

also proudly called themselves muhSdjir (see Fr

Buhl, op at
^ p 172) But the real “migration”

was that to Medina m which the Prophet himself

took part The number of the Muhadjirun gradually

giew as the increasing power of Muhammad from

time to time induced Meccans to leave their heathen

city and go to Medina It is to them that Snra vlii

76 refeis, where those who adopted Islam later

than the fiist emigrants who migrated and after-

wards fought alongside of the older MuhSdjiriln

are acknowledged as belonging to the community

(“they are of you”) After the treaty of Hudaibiya

[q V
]

in particular, we hear of Meccan women
who left their pagan husbands and went to Medina

where in accordance with Muhammad’s interpre-

tation of the treaty they weie not surrendeied if

they offeied the so-called women’s pledge (see

Sura lx II sqq
) Thus the Muhadjiriin, later and

earlier, formed an increasing element in the popu-

lation of Medina, whom Muhammad often mentions

along with other sections of the community as

possessing equal rights with them (e g Sura xxxiii

6, 49) in which connection it should be noted

that Muhadjirun is never, as was the case among
the Ansar, used in genealogies

That these emigrants were specially dear to

Muhammad is easily intelligible, for they had shared

his sufferings in Mecca and made the greatest

sacrifices for him and included in their number
men who had adopted his teaching out of pure

conviction With the occupation of Mecca, the

migration ceased while the Muhadjirun remained

as a separate highly honoured body It is natuial

to suppose that a certain amount of rivalry might

easily arise between them and the other elements

of the community, and that there was actually a

certain amount of friction between the emigrants

and the Medinese is evident from the fact that in

the troubles after the Piophet’s death the Medinese
endeavoured to set up one of their number, SaM b
‘^Ubada, as successor to the Prophet The attempt

failed through the energetic action of ^Umar, Abu
Bakr and Abu ‘Ubaida, and the leadership of the

community remained in the hands of the Muhadjirun
until the descendants of Muhammad’s old opponents
in Mecca seized power for themselves

Btbltogi aphy The biography of Muham-
mad, especially Ibn Hi§ham, ed Wustcnfeld,

p 341 (Fr Buhl)
MUHAL [see Mantik

]

al-MUHALLAB b AbI Supra, AbD Sa^^Id at-

AzdI, an Arab general Al-Muhallab is said

to have been born two years before the death of

Muhammad In the reign of Mu'Swiya he under*

took a campaign against India and raided the

country between Kabul and Multan (44= 664-665)
He next distinguished himself in the expeditions

of the governors of Khurasan against Samarf^and.
Then however, he left the Umaiyads and joined

the anti Caliph ^Abd Allah b al Zubair who gave
him the governorship of Khurasan When he was
just about to start for there, he was appointed

commander-m-chief in the war against the Azrakis
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[q V
]

on the urgent appeal of the people of

Basia Aftei he had driven them from the Tigris

he defeated them in ShawwSl 66 (May 686) at

SillabrS, east of the Dudjail, whereupon they with-

diew to the east He then took part in the war
against al Mukhl^i b Abl ^Ulnid [q v

]
On the

lattei’s defeat and death (Ramadan 67 = Apiil

687) he was sent to al Mawsil to defend the

frontier against the Syrians by Mus'ab b al-Zuban,

who shoitly before had been appointed governor
of Basra In the meanwhile, the AzrakTs had been
glowing more and more dangeious and the only

course for Mus'ab was to send al Muhallab once
again to al-Ahwaz Here he fought the AzrakTs

for eight months, when Mus'ab fell at Maskin

(72 = 691) he paid homage to the caliph '^Abd

al Milik The new goveinor of Basra, Khalid b
'Abd Allah b Kh5lid b Asid, himself then under
took the leadership in the war against the fanatical

Azrakis, but he was not fit for this task so that

the caliph found himself foiced to send foi al-

Muhallab and give him the supieme command
Khalid was soon aftei waids dismissed and Basra

given to ^Abd al Malik’s brother, the governor of

Kilfa, Bishi b Mai wan But since the latter out

of jealousy worked against Muhallab, the latter’s

movements weie hampered, though he succeeded in

seizing the town of Ramahuimuz On the death

of Bishi, al Hadjdjadj [q v
]
received the governor

ship of the ^Irak and as soon as he took up his

appointment, the campaign against the Azrakis

was resumed with vigour (beg of 75=694) At
the end of Sha^bSn 75 (Dec 694), al Muhallab as-

sumed the offensive The Azrakis had to retire

to Kazarun wheie they held out for over a

year They then left ISrs and went to Kirman
Heie they entrenched themselves in the town of

lljlraft and it was some tunc before Muhallab

could overcome them so that al Hacljdj'idj became
impatient and tried to huiry him up Al-Muhallab

prefeired however to await the favourable moment
bortunately the Azrakis split into two parties, one

of which, led by Katan b al budja^ [q v
]
and

^Ablda b Ililal, fled to labaristan wheieupon al

Muhallab easily oveicame ihe rest He then returned

to Basra where as a reward for his services he

was given the goveinoiship of Khurasan (78 =
697-698) brom Merw he undertook two expeditions

against BuUiara, on his way back he died at Zaghul,

a village in the district of Merw al-Rudh, in Dhu
’1 IIidjdj'T 82 (Jan -Feb 702) According to another

statement, his death did not take place till next

year His son Yazid succeeded him in his office

By hnally disposing of the fanatical AziakTs al-

Muhalhb rendered a lasting service to the caliphate

and he is incontestably entitled to a place of

honour among the generals of the I maiyads

Btbltogiaphy Baladhurl (ed de Goeje),
|

P 360, 396, 4 iD 417 ) 432, 442, Anonyme
arab C//z<zzzf/v (ed Ahlwardt), p 15,102— ill,

I13 sq^ 123—125, 135, 271—277, 292, 310
sq

,
al Mubarrad, al Kamil

^

p 626 sqq
,
Ya'kubi

(ed Houtsma), 11 300, 316, 324, 329 sq
,

Tabari, see index, Mas^udi (ed Pans), v 210

sqq
^ 291 sqq

^ 350 sq
^ 388 ^q ,

al-Agham^ see

Guidi, Tables alphabetiqnes
^
Ibn al-AtJiIr (ed

Tornberg), 111 372 sq
^ 380, iv

,
passim, v

64 sqq
,
Ibn Khallikan (ed Wustenfeld), N® 764

(transl by de Slane, iii 508 sqq^^ Weil, Gesch

d Chaltfen^ 1 291, 366 sqq
,
Muir, The Caliphate^

its Rtse^ Decline^ and Fall^^ p 336 sqq
,

The Encyci opaedia of IstXm, III

Wellhausen, Die rehgtos-pohtischen Oppositions-

pafteien^ p 34 sqq
,
do, Das arabtsche RetCh^

p 141 (K V ZETTERSTfeFN)

at-MUHALLABT, AbU Muhammad ai -Hasan
B Muhammad, a vizier of Mu‘^izz al-Dawla
He belonged to Basra and was born in Muharram

291 (= Dec 903) In 334 (945) when Mubzz al

Dawla was marching on Baghdad, he sent him in

advance to negotiate with the Caliph and on Dju-

mada I, 27, 339 (= Nov 950) al-Muhallabi was

appointed viziei He was given the supreme com-

mand in the war with Tmran b Shahfn [cf Mu'izz

AT -dawla] and had brought him into a very

precaiious position when he himself fell into an

ambush and could only save himself with difficulty,

whereupon Mtibzz al Dawla had to conclude peace

with "^Imran In 341 (952—953) the ruler of 'Oman,
\usuf b Wadjih, undertook a campaign against

Basra, al Muhallabi, however, anticipated him, oc-

cupied the town and defeated Yusuf In the same
year, he fell into disgrace but was able to retain

his office and the good relations between MuSzz
al-Dawla and his vizier were restored A few years

latei, Mu'izz al Dawla equipped an expedition

against 'Oman and put al Muhallabi in command
Ihe latter set out in Djumada II, 352 (= June/July

963), but soon fell ill and decided to return to

Baghdad He died on the way on 26*^ Sha'ban

of the same year (= 19th Sept 963) ind was

buried in Baghdad On his death Mu'izz al-Dawla

confiscated all his property, a measure w'hich

aioused geneial indignation

Bth ho ap hy Yakut, It shad al Aitb (ed

Margoliouth), 111 180— 194, Ibn Khallikan (ed

Wustenfeld), N® 177 (tiansl de Slane, 1 410-

412), Muhammad b Shakii, Fawat al- Wafayat^

i 131— 133, Ibn al Athir (ed Tornberg), viii

337, 365, 368 J-y, 372-375 ^ 4°$
(K V ZetiersHen)

MUHAMMAD, the foundci of Islam, was

a native of the city of Mecca, out of which the

energetic KiiiaisJ} had in the sixth century created

a nourishing centie of commeice by exploiting

the much visited places of pilgrimage there In

consequence of the unieliabiliiy of the sources

at om disposal the very first question a bio

giaphei has to ask, namely when was his hero

born, cannot be answered with ceitainty lhat

Miihammad’s activity in Medina covered ten years

(622-632) is certain
,
but we have no certain data

for the Meccan period There is however no cogent

reason to doubt the statement m a poem ascribed

sometimes to Abu Kais b Abl Anas and sometimes

to Hass5n b Thabit (ed Iliischfeld, N® 19, 1) to

the effect that his piophetic activity in Mecca lasted

“ten and some years” The paiallelism between

the two periods, w'hich might be brought forward

as a giound of suspicion, is not complete, and

on the other hand, the annual recurience of the

great pilgrimage at Mecca must have made it easy

for the inhal)itants to reckon by them, so that a

chronological statement originating there deserves

more confidence than others The Meccan period

in any case must not be put too short, for ac-

cording to 'Urwa’s story mentioned below (labarT,

i 1 1 81), “several years” passed after the migration

of his followeis to Abyssinia befoie they returned,

after which new difficulties arose which pioduced

the migration to Medina — hoi the period before

he came forth as a religious reformer we have only

the indefinite expression '^umr (Sura x 17) The

41
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Muslim historians make him usually 40, sometimes

43 years old at the time of his call, which, taken

with the alieady mentioned data, would put the

date of his birth at about 570 A D When however

tradition puts the date of his birth m the “yeai

of the Elephant” (see abraha and Sura cv ), this

IS a result of an unhistoiical combination, for

Abraha’s attack on Mecca must have taken place

considerably before 570 But Lammens has cast

various, not unfounded doubts on the whole chiono

logical calculation itself, in pailicular the fact that

Muhammad’s migration to Medina and his lesultant

activities there do not give the impression that he
was then a man alieady in the fifties In reality 580
01 one of the years immediately following would
suit \eiy well as the date of the Piophet’s biith,

so that the Kur^anic expression ^unn would mean
about 30 years

The name “Muhammad” occurred pieviously

among the Arabs (e g Ibn Duraid, cd Wustcnfeld,

p ,
Ibn SaM, i/i iii sq) and theiefoie need

not be regarded as an epithet only adopted liter m
life by the Piophet As to Muhammad’s descent,
several old poems (e g Ilassan b Ihlbit, ed lliisch-

feld, N® 25,7, A'sha in Ibn His.hain, p 256, i, cf

also on DjaTai Hassan b 1 habit, 21, g, Ki^b

b Malik in Ibn Hishain, p 800, on Hamzi Ibn

Higham, p 630, 7, on Abu Lahib Hassan b

Thabit, N® 217,3) confirm the statement of tradition

that he belonged to the family of Ilashim, and

that he was recognised by them as one of themselves

IS evident from the fact that only the protection

of a fairly poweiful family could have made it

possible for him to stay so long in Mecca m face

of the hostility of his fellow citizens (cf the woids

put in the mouth of the enemies of ^u^aib [Siira xi

93] “Had we not had consideration for thy family,

we would have stoned thee”) Ihe ilashim family

related to the BanU Muttalib (Ibn Hisham, p 536, 14)
was apparently one of the better class families of

Mecca (cf Ibn llisham, p 821 and the words of

the poetess Kutaila, tbui

,

p 539, which however
might be interpreted merely as a polite formula,

cf Song of Solomon, vii 2, Dalman, Palasttmscher

Dnuan^ p 190, 255 ,
E Littmann, Ntua) abische

Volkspoeste^ p 141) On the other hand, the Meccan
enemies of the Prophet say m Sura xliii 30 that they

would believe in him moie readily if he had been

one of the prominent men of the two cities (Mecca
and Ta^if) Ihe Hashim family in any case could

not compare with the most prominent families like

the Makhzum and Umaiya, and what is lecorded

of the needy ciicumstances of Muhammad and
some of his lelatives suggests that the Ilashim

family must have been exceedingly poveity stucken

at this time On his mother’s side he had connec-

tions, which are not clear to us, with Medina [cf

Amina and hashim]
,
according to Musa b ^Ukba

the Medlnese called al ^Abbas their “sister’s son”

(cf Ibn SaM, iv/i 8, 12) We know nothing moie
that IS definite about his ancestrv, for most of

what IS related is legend His father, who is said

to have died before his birth, is quite a colourless

figure, whose name‘Abd Allah is perhaps only a later

improvement on a heathen name His grandfather

IS called Shaiba or^Abd al-Muttalib, the connection
between these two names is however as obscure
as IS that between 'Abd al-Muttalib and the oft

mentioned family of Muttalib (Hassan b 3J}abit,
NO 184, 2, Ibn Hisham, p 230, 13, 536, 14) or

the BanU ^aiba (Ibn SaM, i/i 94,6, n/i 124,25)

I The only thing certain from the Kurban is that

Muhammad giew up as an orphan in very miserable

circumstances (bUra, xciii (> sq) The first tangible

historical figures among his relatives are his uncles

Abu lalib, with whom tradition lecords that he found

a kindly reception, ‘Abb'ls, Hamza [q v
]
and ^Abd

aPUz/a [cf abU I ahab] On the idyllic little story

of the boy’s stay with the Bedum tube of Sa'^d

b Baki, sec the article HAi Ima Ihe story of the

cleansing of his breast (a similar story is related of

Lmaiya b Abi ’ISalt, cf Goldzihei, z Arab

Phtl
^ 1 213) IS a materialisation of Sura xciv i

In Sura xcin alieady quoted, we are told that Allah

made the poor orphan prosperous Coriesponding

to this in tiadition is the mairiage of Mu
li a m ni i d with a rich merchant’s widow,
in whose SCI vice he had been [cf khadIi)Ja] She

bore him four daughters, who play a part m latei

history, and sev cral sons all of whom died in infancy
,

one of them at least must be histoiical as his pagan

name Manaf (Sprengcr, 1 199 sq
,

Caetani,

i 173) could not be invented by later w ritcrs
,
such a

fiction in any case, as posthumous comfort to alleviate

the disgrace of the lack of male hens (I ammens),

would be very inadequate, if it had to make the

sous die again soon after their biith Ihe interest

in business matters apparent in the Kui^^n (Suia 11

194, Ixii 9 sq ) as w'ell as his fondness foi business

expressions (cf however similar expiessions in the

Wisdom of Solomon, iv 20, Pirqc Abot, iii 16,

IV 22, Horn, Gesch d Pets Lit
^ p 10) aie very

natuial if Muhammad took prrt in business transac-

tions as Khadidja’s assistant and husband On the

other hand, it would be wiser to set aside the

alleged trading journeys into neighbouring lands,

which he is said to have made even as a child

with Abu lalib and latei in l^adidja’s scivice,

in the form in which they arc given, they

have distinctly apologetic tendencies [cf bahIra]

and arc quite unnecessaiy to explain Ins latei

religious development Sura xxxvii 137 sq in any

case is not clear proof that he himself had passed

by I ot’s dwellings on a journey Nor did Khadidja

equip tiading caravans independently Equally little

confidence is to be placed in the stoiy, which

IS given in the usual inaicheii style, of the pait

played oy Muhammad in rebuilding the Ka^ba

While the questions already raised are really

of no great importance, the problems which concern

Muhammad’s d^but as a religious reformer aie

of the utmost importance but offei the greatest

difficulties to the student in view of the insufficient

matcnal available in the sources Ihe mam question

is whence did Muhammad, who everywheie betiays

a great receptivity for foieign matter, get his ideas'^

lhat he originally shared the religious conceptions

of his milieu is in every way the most natural sup-

position — his uncle Abu Lahab was an aulent

defender of paganism and AbU Talib, who was like

a father to him, died without adopting Islam —
and IS confirmed not only by the name of his son

already mentioned but also iDy Sura xciii 3 “God
found thee wandeiing and guided thee” (cf also

xlii 52 “Thou didst not know what book 01

belief was” and the statement of Ibn al-Kalbi that

he once brought a sheep as a sacrifice to al “^Uzza)

Distinct traces of his early beliefs suivived in his

later life He shaied the belief of his fellow-

countrymen in ^inn and shayattn^ in evil omens
etc Mecca with its sanctuaiy was a sanctified

place in his eyes (SUra xxvii 93, xxviii 57, xxix
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67 ,
cv I sqq

,
cvi I sqq ) ,

he admitted the

sacrifices offered there into the true worship (cviii

2) and allowed his followers to take part in the

pilgrimage (vii 29 sq ) so that it was all the easier

for him later to accept it as one of the mam
features of his leligion (see below) We shall later

discuss a relapse into paganism, which however
was speedily overcome, as well as the fact that

he was only gradually led to attack on pnnciple
the gods of Mecca He was also influenced by
the manoei of the old Arab inspired soothsayers

(cf on the modern Rwala Musil, Die Kultur,^

1910, p 10) to the extent that he adopted their

peculiar form of speech with mysterious oaths and
rhymed piose (sadf

^
cf Goldzihei, Abhaiidlungen

z arab Philol^ 1 59 sqq
,

Mas'^udT, Murudj^ 111

381 sq
)
when he began to announce his revelations

All his earlier conceptioas were however driven out

except foi such trifling residua as these, when a new
world of ideas began to fill him to an ever increasing

extent, until he was finally compelled with irresistible

foice to come forth and proclaim them Ihesc new
ideas point mainly to the religions of the “possessors

of a scripture” — Judaism and Chiistianity — and
he was conscious of this, in as much as he repeatedly

emphasises the agreement between his teaching

and these older leligions of levelation as inefutablc

evidence of its truth (cf the significant passage

“If thou art in doubt about what We have revealed,

ask them who read the scriptuie before thee”,

&Qra X 94) Ihc only question is, in what way
did he become possessed of these new ideas This

much only is ceitain that he did not get them
from his onvii leading of the holy scriptures of the

Jews and Christians I he word ummi [q v
], ap-

plied to him (bura vii 156) signifies, without com
muting us to anything about his ability in reading

or writing — as a merchant he must have had a

certain knowledge of these aits — that he was an

illiteiate layman, who was not able to read the

Hebrew or Greek Bible, and that ‘his was actually

the case, the Kurban shows on every page For

this explanation of the term Wcnsinck, Acta oi leiit
^

11 191 and (citing the Hebrew ummot ha-^olatii)

Wo\os\Kz^Koi amsche Untersuchungen^ p 52 would
put “pagan”, but, although this might fit

some passages, it could hardly suit buia ii 73
wheie there is a refeience to a difference between

the “possessois of a sciipture” and the ummiyunf^

among the Jews I he usual explanation suits well

enough, as it is certain and it is confirmed by

the Kurban everywhere that, while Muhammad had
some notion of the books of the Bible, the Hebiew
and Greek Bibles were closed books to him

Utterances like the saying that Jesus “received”

the Gospels (iii 44, v 50, Ivii 27) and that it

should be “observed” like the law (v 70, 72)

clearly show that he did not know its real contents

Sura xxi 105 contains a quotation from the Psalms,

but this IS quite an isolated instance and he knew
nothing of the Psalms as a part of the Old Testament

(xvii 57) Ihe parable of the camel and the eye

of a needle (vii 38) proves of course no literaiy

dependence and the alleged description of Mu-
hammad and his followers in the (lospels (xlviii

29) shows what he could build up on a vague re-

collection of something he had heard On the other

hand the stones reproduced, e g the long account

of Joseph (Sara xii ), show that he was indirectly

dependent on the Bible and not only on the

Old but also on the New Testament (cf what

he relates of Mary, Joseph, Zacharia and John),
the story of the Seven Sleepers (cf ashAb al
KAHF and M Huber, Die Wanderlegende von den

Stebenschlafein^ 1910) also presupposes Christian

authorities One therefore cannot blame his enemies

when they said that he had foreign teachers (xvi

105, xxv 5 sq
,

xliv 13), which is certainly not

refuted by the reply in xvi 105 Further it is clear

from the Kurban that he did not come into contact

in this indirect way with the books of the Bible in

then simple form, but that his authorities had
drawn on Midrashic and Apocryphical works, which
IS easily explained by the varied and luxuriant

character of the religious tendencies in Arabia In

particulai what he tells of the birth and child-

hood of Jesus (xix 22 sqq ,111 41 ,
v iO() sq)

conies from Apocryphal sources, and his account
of the death of Jesus (iv 156) has parallels among
the Manichaeans and Basihdians

lo state exactly what icligion exercised particular

influence on Muhammad’s ideas is hardly possible

in view of the scanty information available about

conditions in these days, especially as many things

indicate that he was influenced tiom vaiious sides,

primarily by Christian sects, but latei also by the

Jews Ihere was ample opportunity to become
acquainted with both these religions from caravans

passing thiough to Syria 01 the lands of the

Euphrates, fiom communication by sea with

Abyssinia, and from foreign merchants visiting the

gieat markets, and not only in the moie advanced

districts of South Arabia, but also among several

Beduin tribes (e g Baki, laghlib, Hanifa, laiy),

Christianity had established itself, while Jeuish

colonies had settled lu Medina and the oases

noith of It But a citizen of Mecca in particular

had repeated opportunities of coming into contact

with Christians and Jews 1 he great festivals attracted

people from all districts and it is expressly recorded

that Chiistians also took part in the pilgrimage

(Snouck Hurgronje, Het Mekkaansche Fiest^ p 28,

128, 159), in addition there were Chiistians captured

in war and immigrant Ghassamds living in Mecca
(Aziaki, ed Wustcnfeld, p 07, 458, 466, cf the

Chiistian slave in Tahf Ibn llishSm, p 280 sq
)

In the Kur’an alongside of expressions coming

from the Aramaic, several Ethiopic loanwords aie

evidence of religious influence from Abyssinia (cf

Noldeke, Neiu Beitia^^e ziir semitischen Sprach-

wissenschaft^ p 47) Recently scholars have been

fond of seeking a main source of Muhammad’s ideas

and their formulation in the religious development

which IS alleged to have taken place in South Arabia

I his is certainly a possibility to be reckoned with,

but so long as nc know so little of South Arabian

religious history and in particular so long as no inter-

mediate South Arabian forms are found for the Abys-

sinian loanwoids in the KuUita we are better to

set it aside It should also be noted that Muhammad
in his stories of the prophets frequently mentions

the Aiab tribes of ‘^Ad and 1 hamud [q v
]

but

only larely touches on the older histoiy of South

Arabia (SUra xxvii 20 sqq
,
xxxiv 14 sq

,
xliv

26, 1 13, on the other hand hardly Ixxxv i sqq
,

cf M Hartmann, Die arabtsche Frage^ p 474)
In the utterance ascribed to the Prophet (Bukhari,

ed Krehl, in 56) “Belief and wisdom are

Yemeni”, Yemeni, as the context shows, only

means “of Yemeni fashion“, 1 e cultured, human, in

contrast to Beduin uncouthness The mam objection

however, is that the hypothesis would only mean
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an unnecessarily ciicuitous route, for Muhammad
always appeals directly to his agreement with

Christianity, without suggesting any remodelling

of these religions through a South Arabian medium
And the stronger one endeavours to make Yemenite

influence on leligious matters in Mecca, the moie
unintelligible becomes the stubboin opposition of

the Meccans to Muhammad Much greatei weight

should be given to lor Andiae’s treatment of the

question of Muhammad’s dependence onChiistianity

After calling attention to the wide dissemination

and dominating position of Nestonanism in the

Persian empire, which is of importance as it must
have been much moie accessible to Muhammad than

Monophysiiism, he points out the close lelationship

between Muhammad’s ideas and the ecclesiastical

writings of the Syrians the contempt foi worldly

possessions, the strong condemnation of the arro-

gance and fiivolity of the unbelievers, the warnings

against laughing, joking and careless speech, the

emphasis on the significance of almsgiving as an

atonement for sin, the descriptions of Paiadise (we
even find the houris in Lphraim the Syiian) etc

Alongside of these very instructive similarities, there

IS however one point to be remembered in which

the relationship is somewhat modified, namely
Muhammad’s Christology It is, in in) case, remark

able in several respects for it is distinguished from

his other accounts of piophets and appioxirnates

to the teaching of the Church in striking fashion,

e g in the account of the birth of Jesus and his

miraculous gifts and in the undeniable echoes of

the doctrine of the logos (Snra 111 34, iv 169)
But already in the Meccan peiiod (c g xliii

Muhammad vigorously rejects the idea of Chiist

being the son of God and definitely dtnies that

he had ever asserted anything of the kind of

himself Here it is not sufficient to point to the

Nestorians since they did not deny that Christ

was the son of God When Muhammad from the

first insists on the complete agreement of his

teaching with the old revealed religions, 1 e with

Christianity also, he seems to have been influenced

by a form of Christianity where this dogma occupied

a very unimportant position

What one can deduce in this way fiom the

Kur^5n about Muhammad’s development is supple-

mented m an impoitant way by tradition, iccoiding

to which he was not alone in his search for a

purei religion Vaiious individuals are named who,
dissatisfied with old Arab religion, were seeking

for a more intellectual faith, in particular a cousin

of Khiadidja, Waraka b Nawfal Even if these

traditions cannot be utilised in the form in which
we have them, as they have been influenced by

later Muslim ideas, yet they certainly have a

historical basis, because they are not taken from

the Kurban and are not intended to show Muhammad
in a more favourable light In addition there are

the Hanifs [q v
]

of whom the traditions of the

Arabs have preserved only a very hazy picture,

and Umaiya b Abi ’1 ^alt [q v
]

whose poems
often have points of contact with the Kurban,

which would be of great importance if they could

even in part be regarded as genuine [cf also the

article musailima]

While Muhammad was m a state of great spiritual

excitement as a result of contact with the religious

ideas that had*"penetrated into Arabia, something
happened which suddenly transformed his whole
consciousness and filled him with a spiritual strength

which decided the whole course of his life he felt

himself called to proclaim to his countrymen as a

prophet the revelations which were communicated

to him in a mysterious way When Caetani wishes

to see in this the result of a long development

and continued reflection, this is ctitainly not col-

lect We have much rather eveiy reason to trust

the tiadition which tells of a sudden outbuist of

conviction that he was called to proclaim the word

of God For this view we have the analogy of

prophets in general, from the Old lestament pro-

phets down to Joseph Smith, and no long drawn

lefleclions but only an oveiwhelming spiritual hap-

pening could give him the unshatteiable conviction

of his call 1 his IS also confirmed by several passages

in the Kiir'an, which point to a deciding moment,

definite in time (xliv 2 sq
,

xcvii
,
i, 11 181), in

which connection it is of minor importance whethei

It is possible to identify the levelation of the call

itself among the Suras of the Kur^iln (according

to a common opinion, xcvi i sqq
,
aceoiding to

some, on the other hand, Ixxiv i sqq ), especially

as one must reckon with the possibility that the

\ci} earliest revelations were not written down If

this leally was the case, however, the reason certainly

was not that they were deliberately suppressed,

since a revolutionary change of his world of ideas

into its diametrical opposite while retaining the

earlier apparatus of inspiration would be quite an

untenable hypothesis

The Kurban gues only a few hints about the

manner of these inspiiations, a veil lay over them
which the Tiophet either could not or would not

raise completely Perhaps the wrapping up (Ixxiii

I, Ixxiv i) lefers to a prepaiation for the reception

of the revelations in the manner of the old

Aiab la/iinb, but we are taken furthei in an in-

direct way by the oft recurring accusation of his

enemies that Muhammad was possessed (mat^NUu)^

a soothsayei {kahtn)^ a magician {sahir)^ for they

show that in his moments of inspiiation he made an

impiession similar to those figures well known in

ancient Arabia In addition theie are seveial tra-

ditions which describe his condition in such moments
moie fully and may undoubtedly be rcgaided as

genuine, since they are the last thing later Muham-
madanism might be expected to invent, while these

mysterious seizures afforded to those around him the

most valid evidence for the superhuman oiigin of

his inspiiations In Byzantine authois we find it

stated that the Piophet was an epileptic (e g
Theophanes, Chi onographtOj ed de Boor, 1 334),
and modern psychiaters recognise the corieetness

of these descriptions of his attacks and we must of

course leave it to them to define the exact nature

of his condition From the scientific point of view

the fact IS that the voice heaid by him only ut-

tered what he had from time to time heaid from
others and which now cropped up out of his

subconscious 1 he scientific student therefore does

not see in Muhammad a deceiver but fully agrees

with the impression of sincerity and truthfulness

which his utterances in the older revelations make
(e g Sura, x 16, 20, 1 13, xxviii 85 sq

,
Ixix

44, Ixxv 16 sq
^

cf vii 202, xvi 100, the cogent

imperatives Ixxiv 2 ,
xcvi i

,
the self denunciation

Ixxx I sqq etc ) along with the fact that he
unselfishly endured years of hostility and humiliation

in Mecca in the unshakable conviction of his loft}

task It IS more difficult with the later Medinese
revelations, in which it is often only too easy to
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detect the human associations, to avoid the sup-

position that his paroxysms (e g at the battle

of Badi Ibn Hisham, p 444, in the slandeimg
of ^A^sha, p 736, a) could sometimes be artificially

brought on, and there is even a tradition which
makes ‘^A^i^a say to the Piophet “Thy Lord
seems to have been very qui< k in fulfilling thy

prayers” It must not be forgotten however that

natures like this, without actually being conscious

of It, are able to provoke the same states of excita-

tion, which earlier arose without their assistance,

and so probably not only were his followeis

in Medina (cf Ka^^b b Malik in Ibn llisham,

p 614, 9) but even he himself convinced, that

the spirit was continually hovering about him
to communicate the revelations to him By this

we do not of course mean that in his ecstatic

condition he icceived the divine communications
lu CKtefiso^ as we now have them in the Kurban,

only the foundations were given him, which he

afterwards developed into discouises of greater

length bince in doing this he used the external

forms of the old Arab soothsayers it is natural

that the Meccans took him for one, but it does

not follow that he was spiritually akin from

the first to those soothsayeis who weie inspired

by djintis The indignation with which he objects

to being associated with them is not a pi oof of

such a lelationship of which he wished to rid

himself, simply because he was conscious of the

similarity, but a natural result of the fact that

the enlightened Meccans saw in persons of this

kind ludicrous fanatics of the lowest kind, while

he was firmly convinced that he was filled with

quite a diffeient spirit, one quite unfamiliai to

his enemies

While It IS in this way possible with the help

of the KurMn and Tradition, to get an on the

whole satisfactoiy picture of Muhammad’s develop-

ment and his condition when prophesying, he himself

gives in the Kurban quite a different interpi elation

of the revelations that came to him, which is based

on a peculiar theory which he apparently did not

invent himself but adopted from others The
fundamental idea in it is the conception of a

divine book existing in heaven, al Kitab^ a well

guarded book, which only the pure may touch

(Ivi 76 sqq^^ a well guarded tablet (Ixxxv 21 ),

the mother of the book (xliii 2 sq
), on honourable

leaves, exalted and pure, by the hands of roblc

and pious scribes (Ixxx 13 sqq^ He himself did

not read this book, as E Meyer erroneously thinks,

but it w^as communicated to him orally piece by

piece, not in its original form but in an Arabic

version intelligible to him and his countrymen

(cf XU I, xiii 37, XX 1 12, XXVI 192 sqq
^

xli

2, xliv 58 and especially xli 44 “If wc had

made it a Kurban in a foreign tongue, they would

say Why aic its Tiyat [“signs”, from the small

sections of the text] not expounded intelligibly

a foreign text and an Aiab leadei ’”) In ad-

dition there is the fact that Muhammad was aware

that the complete contents of the book were

not communicated to him, as he expressly states,

e g of the stories of the prophets, not all of

which weie related to him (xl 78, iv 162) He
leceived the communications orally, Allah rehear-

sing to him the substance of the sepaiate sections

(Ixxv 16 sqq etc), while in several passages it

is stated more precisely that the revelations were

communicated through the Spirit (xxvi 192 sq
^

XVI 104, xlii 52) or the Angel (xvi 2, xv 8,
cf liii 5 sqq

,
Ixxxi 23 sqq^^ a late passage of

the Medina period (u 91) is even more precise

in saying that they were communicated byGabiiel

References to visions are rare (e g the encouraging

apparitions in Saia viii 45, xlviii 27, the night

journey must also have been a vision) and even in

such cases the main thing is not what he heard (liii

10, Ixxxi 19) These communications were the

great miiicle that was granted him, while he
expressly and repeatedly says that the ability to

perfoim miiacles in the usual sense was denied

to him (unlike Jesus)

From this book in heaven, the all-comprising

contents of which are not by any means exhausted
in the extracts forming the KuFan, also came the

older religions of revelation “of the possessors of

a sciiptuie”, whose religions therefore in his view
coincide with his and, as he often says, were
confirmed by it (cf Hassan b Thabit, N® 134,5)
This again is connected with a theoiy expounded
by him of a line of prophets which began with

Adam, and of which he was the last representative

Ills source for this idea was not Judaism, for

he does not know of the great prophets who
wiote books of the Old d estament

,
instead ol them

he mentions individuals, whom the Jews do not

count as prophets, e g Lot, Joseph, Solomon, Job,

etc
,
on the other hand the fact that Jesus and

John the Baptist are the last links in the chain of

piophcts clearly suggests a Christian origin, and cer-

tain parallels in more or less heietical early Christian

literature can be demonstiated Of the prophets

Muhammad relates a number of stones, which do

not begin to appear in any number until the

middle Meccan period when the Meccans were

beginning sharply to reject his mission

Ihe ideas in the oldest, passionately excited

inspiiations, developed under a baioque power of

imagination rarely 1 cached later, are veiy simple

They are based not on the dogmatic conception

of monotheism but on the strong general religious

and moial impiession which contact with older

religions had made upon him, which was bound

finally to lead to a breach with polytheism In

particulai he was filled with the idea of the moral

responsibility of man created by Allih, and with

the idea of the judgment to take place on the day of

resurrection, w^hich again points undoubtedly more

to Christian than Jewish influence (cf especially the

introductoiy sounding of trumps, not found among

the Jews) lo this aie added vivid descriptions

of the toiturcs of the damned and seductive pictures

of the joys of Paradise, which are further of interest

because they reveal Muhammad’s strongly sensual

tempei ament Gradually monotheism was empha-

sized as an overruling basic idea and at the

same time he attained a somewhat wider conception

of the Deity With all the vigour of an elemental

religious natuie, he points to the wonders of

everyday life, especially to the marvellous pheno-

menon of man (in this connection cf the poem
of the Jew Samaw^al, al A wid'iyat

^
ed Ahlwardt,

N® 20, x) The leligious duties which he imposes on

himself and others aie simple and few in number, one

should believe in God, appeal to Him for forgiveness

of sins (xxiii ii), offer piayers frequently on the

model of the Jews and Christians, in the night also

(xi 1 16, Ixxiii 20, cf Ixxvi 25 ), assist one’s

fellow-men, especially those who are in need, free

oneself from the love of delusive wealth and— what
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IS significant for the commercial life of Mecca —
from all forms of cheating (xxvi 182

,
Iv 8 stj ),

lead a chaste life and not expose newboin girls,

as the bai barons custom of the time was (accoiding

to Snra VI 152, xvii 33 from poveity, cf al-

Mubarrad, Kamil^ ed Wright, p 277, originally

perhaps a kind of magic to proem e sons, when
only girls had been born, cf Musil, Kuwait ^Amia^

p 38, even befoie Muhammad’s time there had

been people who fought against this barbaious

custom, cf al Mubarrad, Kamil^ loc at

)

This is

the ideal of the tiuly pious man who is called by

the name of mxisltm (Ixviii 35, xxi 108 etc) or

hantf (x 105, XXX 29, xcviii 4, cf vi 79 and

the article) Cf in this connection the list of

Muhammad’s precepts in Aysha’s poem (Ibn Hi^Sm,

p 255, Morgenlandtsche Forschungen^ p 2$ sq)

From all this, it is quite evident that Muhammad
had at this time no thought of founding a new
religion His task was only to be a ‘‘warner’' (li

50, Ixxiv 2, Ixxix 45, Ixxx II, Ixxxviii 21

sgq ), in view of the approach of the day of

judgment, to his countrymen, to whom no prophet

had yet been sent (vi 157, xxviii 46, xxxii 2,

xxxiv 43, xxxvi 51, no notice is taken here of

Ilud and Salih) and as a result of the revelations

grantedjhim to give them, in the form of a lucid

Arabic Kurban (see above), what the “possessors of

a sciipture” had in then scriptures, which were not

accessible to the Arabs and thereby to save them
from the divine wrath The Jews and Christians also

must therefore testify to the truth of his preaching

(x 94, XVI 45, xxi 7, XXVI 197, xxviii 52 etc )

On account of the insufficiency of the sources,

It IS very difficult to ascertain in detail how Mu-
hammad’s relations with the Meccans developed

The Kurban contains only vague hints, which permit

no chronological arrangement, while the traditions

aie very full but little reliable Only one report,

which ^Urwa composed for the caliph ‘^Abd al-Malik

(Tabari, 1 1180 1224 sq)^ the value of which
has alieady been indicated by Sprenger, gives a

biief but apparently trustwoithy glimpse of the

main events (cf also al-Zuhrl in Ibn Sa'd, i/i

^ 33) At first Muhammad met with no serious

opposition and in not a few cases his preaching

fell on fruitful soil, indeed in the words addressed

to Salih (xi 64) we may find a hint that he had
at first aroused considerable expectations among
the Meccans All traditions agree that Khadldja

was the first believer, while they differ as to who
was his first male adherent In any case Abu Bakr,

the manumitted slave Zaid b Haritha, Zubair b

al ‘^Awwam, Talha b ^Ubaid Allah, ^Abd al-Rah

man b ‘Awf, SaM b Abi Wakkas, and Muhammad’s
cousin ^All [q v

]
were among his earliest followers

The majority of those who were won over by his

preaching were however young and of no great

social standing, while the well-to-do and influential

held back (xix 74 ,
xxxiv 30 sqq

,
xxxviii 6? sq

,

Ixxiii 1 1 , Ixxx 1 sqq
,

cf the veiled references

in vii 73, XI 29, xvii 17, XXVI III) This
became still more the case when the full conse-

quences of his ideas became clear to him and he
openly attacked the religion of his native town,
for the Meccans, to the majority of whom such
devotional meetings had been a matter of complete
indifference, now discovered that a religious re-

volution might be dangerous to their fairs and
their trade That this was the salient feature of
their resistance to Mu^iammad is evident from the

fact that he frequently endeavouis to calm the

fears of the Kuiaigh on this point the Meccan

sanctuary, he said, belonged to his god Allah,

whom the Meccans also lecognised as the highest

god (xxxi 24, xxxix 39, cf Kais b al-Khattm,

ed Kowalski, v 14, xiii 12 where Allah is the

loid of the Ka^ba) and he will protect and bless

his sanctuary, if they submit to him (xxvii 93,
xxviii 57, XXIX 67, cvi I sqq) In addition there

was the conservative attitude of these merchants

in the field of leligion and their animosity to new
and fantastic ideas, paiticulaily to that of the

lesurrection of the dead

Iraditions recoid at great length the peisecution

and ill treatment which Muhammad and his folioweis

suffered at the hands of the Meccans These de-

scriptions are undoubtedly much exaggerated, for

the object was to glorify the self-sacrifice of the

bclieveis and no doubt also to put the old patrician

families of Mecca in an unfavouiable light But

it IS equally certain that there is some foundation

foi these stories ‘^Urwa speaks of two persecutions

(y?///^z) which twice foiced the believers to migrate,

and in the Kui^an there is mention of “trials”

which their opponents inflicted upon the believers,

men and women (Ixxxv 10), and it is expiessly

mentioned that the influential wished to prevent

Muhammad from praying (xcvi 9 sq
^

cf the

veiled account vii 84), while on the other hand,

the complaints about what thev would have liked

to do should not be taken at their face value

without more ado (viii 26, xxxvi I 7 ,xvii 78, cf xi

93) The peculiar featuie, repeatedly found in stones

of the prophets, that then opponents threaten them
and their followers with stoning (SQia xi 93 and

frequently) might suggest the hypothesis that Mu-
hammad was actually threatened in this way by

the Meccans, but this would probably only have

been in a momentary outburst of passion and in

any case the quariel was mainly conducted in

endless woidy disputations in which the spiritual

advantage lay with Muhammad His strength lay in

the consciousness that he lived in a higher intel-

lectual world which was closed to the Meccans
and that he proclaimed ideas, “the equal of which
neither men nor djmn with combined effoits

could produce” (xvii 90) Very pertinently he
often points to the lack of logic in his enemies,

when they recognise Allah as the real true (lod

but will not draw the logical deductions from this

But even his most crushing arguments rebounded
from the impregnable wall of their prejudices

which were based on their material interests This

circumstance now began to influence the mattei

of his preaching in a very remarkable way When
his opponents mocked him because the divine

judgment threatened by him did not come (xxxviii

15, Ixx 5) he began to describe in an increasing

degiee m his stories how the contempoiaries ot

earlier prophets had met them with incredulity

and had therefore brought on their heads dread-

ful punishments That he did not use such means
at the very beginning of his mission is evident

from the fact that his preaching, according to the

alieady mentioned credible tradition, at first gave
no offence, and indeed this feature is lacking in

the suras which are certainly the oldest It was
the hardness of heart of his countrymen which
made him take to this weapon in order to stir

them At first it proved by no means ineffective,

as the Arabs knew of old trading peoples like the
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Thamud [q v ], whose destruction might well give

them cause for reflection But gradually this line

of attack lost its effect To Muhammad however

this lesistance to the obvious truth was something

so unintelligible that he could only find solace in

an idea, which was to be of far-reaching importance

in the further development of Muhammadan dog

matics Allah, the immeasurably exalted and al-

mighty, could of course not be impeded by the

resistance of mortals, the unbelief of the Piophet’s

opponents was therefore an effect of the divine

will “Allah makes to eir whom he will and guides

whom he will” (x 99, xxxii 12 sqq
^
xxxv 9,

Ixxiv 34 etc ), a view which his enemies endeavoured

not unskilfully to turn against himself (xvi 37,
xxxvi 47)

Several episodes stand out in the Meccan period

which aie unfoitunately moie or less obscuie and

may be interpreted in vaiious equally uncertain

ways It IS ceitain, in spite of the silence mam
tamed about it in the Kurban (even xvi 43 sq

does not refer to it), that Muhammad’s community
was at one time in so great distress that a con-

siderable section of them migrated to Abyssinia

The later view was that participation in this flight

became a patent of nobility similar to that conferred

by the great Hidjra to Medina, which was actually

granted as a titulai distinction (Wellhausen, Skiz-

zen^ IV 1 1 3), but the Prophet gave the advice

to seek piotection among the Abyssini m Christians

only to those of his followers, of whom he was afraid

that they had not sufficient strength to maintain

their faith under the difficult conditions in Mecca
(cf the significant story of the cool reception

\^hlch some of the exiles later leceived on their

return to Medina, Bukhail, ed Krehl, in 128)

M Hartmann’s view that the emigiants were to

conduct political propaganda m Abyssinia is not

capable of pioof According to 'Urvva, these emi-

grants (1 e probably the gi eater number of them)

returned to then native town, when Islam had

become strengthened by the accession to its lanks

of a numbci of individuals of position At the

same time there is a diffeient story of their return,

which it would not be difficult to combine with

'Urwa’s story if we assume that they gradually

drifted back Wc are told that Muhammad pio-

claimed m one of his sermons that the favourite

deities of the Meccans, al-Lat, al-'Uzza and Manat
[see these articles], might be regarded as divine

beings whose intercession was effectual with Allah

This led to a general reconciliation, news of which

reached Abyssinia and induced a numbei of the

Muslims there to leturn home Here however they

leained to their honor that the agreement had

been of short duration, as the Prophet had very

soon recognised these woids as inteipolations of

Satan and had substituted foi them the words which

we now have in Stlra liii 19— 23 The credibility

of this story has been doubted, certainly wrongly,

for m view of the absolute impossibility of such

a story being a later invention, any possible ob-

jections to the reliability of the authoiities cited

(Tabari, 1 1 192, 1195 ,
Ibn SaM, i/i ill sq) hardly

deserve consideration and passages like vi 56,

57, xvii 75 sq (cf IV 1 13) amply show that

the incident was quite possible from the psycho-

logical point of view

It IS much more difficult to elucidate another

episode of the Meccan period, the story of the

boycott of the HSslliinids That Muhammad’s whole

position during his struggle with the Meccans was
only made possible by the support given him by
his own family has already been indicated All

members of the family of H5shim with the exception

of Abu Lahab [q v ],
who on this account is

perpetually damned m the Kui^an along with

his wife, chivalrously fulfilled their duty in this

respect, although only a few of them believed in

his call It would therefore be not unnatural in

itself for the Meccans in the end to attempt to

make the whult family innocuous without bringing

on themselves the guilt of bloodshed by an open
attack Ihe story, however, which tells how they

forced the Hashimids to withdraw’^ into their own
part of the town and pledged themselves to lefrain

from intei marriage or commerce with them, is

confirmed neither by the Kurban nor by ‘^Urwa,

but sounds in itself somewhat suspicious and is

probably much exaggerated I hat the effort finally

failed IS conceded by the story itself On the

other hand, it is quite possible that Khadidja’s

fortune may have suffered considerably fiom Mu-
hammad’s obligations to his necessitous followeis

and fiom the enmity of the influential merchant
princes

To the last portion of the Meccan period most
probably belongs Muhammad’s noctuiinl journey,

later so celebrated, to the “remotest place of prayer”,

to which xvii I (pel haps also verse 62) briefly refers,

no doubt a vision, which however made upon him

an impression of leality According to the pre

vailing opinion, the tei minus of this journey was

the temple m Jeiusalem, and conclusions are

drawn from this about the gi eat significance which

this city then had for him Schrieke (/•?/, vi i

^qq) and Hoiovitz {thd

,

ix 1 59 sqq) have how''

evei sought to show that inaujjni al-akm refers

to the place of piayer of the angels in heaven

(cf vii 205, xxxix 75), for which view several

cogent arguments can be produced, notably that

the nocturnal journev is associated with the journey

to heaven as eaily as in the tradition given by Ibn

Ishak and lint in the Kurban there is seveial

times a reference to an ascent into hea\en (vi

35, xvii 92 ujq
,
XV 14 sq)

Of othei details we may furthei recall that

Muhammad, who, as alieady remarked, w^as firmly

convinced tint his preaching agreed with the

religion of the “possessois of a scriptuie”, never-

theless had alieady begun in Mecca to leject the

christological dogmas of the chinch 1 his is certain

fiom the conversation with his pagan opponents

(xliii 57 sqq) which can only ha\e taken place

in Mecca Ihis however does not affect his idea

of the fundamental identity of his with the older

revelations but only the false doctrine later adopted

in the chuich, for he makes Jesus vigoiously reject

the doctrine of his divinity, but this limitation

of his theory was not without importance and

was able to seive him as a model in his later

criticism of Judaism

The sources aie somewhat fuller for the close

of the Meccan peiiod, although late tcndencious

historiography has coloured everything in the

traditions According to ‘^Urwa’s account, Muham
mad did, it is tiue, succeed m winning a few^

notables in Mecca (including probably "^Umar) for

his teaching, aftei the emigiation of a number of

his followers to Abyssinia But on the whole his

attempt at a religious reformation could be regarded

as having failed, and when l^iadidja and AbH
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Tahb died, his position gradually became more
and more hopeless An attempt to establish him-

self in Ta^f brought him into considerable danger,

according to the nanative, although the appro-

val of his preaching expressed by some djmn (cf

xlvi 28, Ixxii i) certainly raised his drooping

spirits It was piobably at this period that Mut'^im

b ^Adi took him undei his protection, which is

corroborated by Hassan b Thabit (N® Ixxxviii )

He could now have consoled himself with the

reflection that he had done his duty as a “warnei”

and could regard it as the will of Allah that his

contrymen were not to be saved (cf x 99, xliii

89) But the consciousness of being a chosen in-

strument of Allah had gradually become so poweiful

within him that he was no longer able to sink

back into an ingloiious existence with his object un-

achieved His astonishing gift of being able to exert

a powerful religious suggestion even on men who
were intellectually superior to him impel lously

demanded a wider sphere of activity than a small

number of adherents, mostly without influence In

addition, theie was a factor of which he himself was
ceitainly unconscious but which is apparent on evciy

page of the Meccan suras, namely his mental exhaus-

tion All this brought him to the idea of looking

for a new spheie of activity outside Mecca, however
difficult It must ha\e been for an Arab to break

the links that bound him to his tube and family

The congiess of people from all parts at the

pilgiimage gave him good opportunities to attempt

to find one After seveial unsuccessful negotiations

he found a favourable soil for his scheme with

some men from Medina Unfortunately we know
very little about conditions at this time in this

town [q v
]
but we may safely assume that the

large number of Jews in it had contributed to

make the peasant population of Medina somewhat
familiar with religious ideas (cf Ibn HisJjam, p 1 78)

There is however no question that the Medinese
did not so much want to attiact an inspired preacher

to themselves as to get a political leader, who
would readjust their political relations, which had
been shattered in the tribal conflicts culminating

m the battle of Bu'ath [q v
]

With this we are

faced with one of the most difficult problems in

the biography of Muhammad, the double personality

which he presents to us ihe inspired religious

enthusiast, whose ideas mainly centred around the

coming last judgment, who had borne all insults and
attacks, who only timidly touched on the possibility

of active resistance (xvi 127) and preferred to

leave everything to Allah’s intervention, with the

migration to Medina enters upon a secular stage

and at one stioke shows himself a brilliant political

genius That Muhammad’s eye in Mecca took in

the wider political situation is evident from the

piophecy in Sura xxx i
,
but the passage is

quite isolated there and in any case M Hart
mann’s effort (Dte arabische Frage^ p 53), to

make him play the part of a far seeing diplomat

in international politics is based on fanciful argu
ments with no basis in the sources Nevertheless

in the despatch of a section of his followers to

Abyssinia and in the attempt to reach a com-
promise with the polytheists in Mecca, we have
hints which to some extent bridge over the gulf

between the two figures The decisive point however
IS that the Medinese would ceitainly not have
thought of seeking in him a saviour from their

social and political difficulties, if they had not been

much impressed by his abilities in this direction

Aftei Muhammad had entered into relations with

some Medinese who had come as pilgrims to Mecca,

the latter began to spread Islam m their native

town along with men whom he had sent there

and thus he was able after a preliminary confeience

in al-'Akaba [q v
]

to conclude at the pilgrimage

next yeai (622) at the same place a formal

agreement with a considerable numbei of Medinese,

in which they pledged themselves in the name

of their fellow citizens, to take him into their

community and to protect him as one of their

own citizens, which, as the fuither histoiy shows,

was also to hold for his Meccan followers if they

moved to Medina liadition, and no doubt rightly,

here mentions only the piomise of the Medinese

to take Muhammad undei then protection and

not any further obligations On the othei hand

according to Ibn Hisham, p 287, at the first

confeience at ^Akaba Muhammad is said to have

imposed a series of commands upon them, but

this so called “women’s homage” is, as the very

name shows, taken from the later Sura lx 12

and IS clearly adapted to Meccan conditions (cf

especially the vow not to kill children) These

negotiations, which could not remain unknown
to the Meccans, produced great bitterness, and a

second Jifna^ as 'Urwa says, began for the belie veis,

which must have still more confirmed them in

their lesolution to migrate to Medina They slipped

away in larger or smaller bodies, so that finally

only Muhammad with Abii Hakr and, accoidmgto

the stoiy ‘All, was left lhat the Piophet did not

go with the others was ceitainly due to the fact

that the Meccans otheiwise would have prevented

the whole emigration They knew him well enough

to sec the danger if he w^ere to ally himself with

anothei tribe and there is therefore no reason to

doubt Tradition when it relates, although with

much legendary embellishment (cf on David’s flight

labaii, 1 556), how he had to be the last to flee

from the town Iradition is also confirmed by

Sura ix 40 where there is mention of Muhammad
and his companion (Abu Bakr) stopping in the

cave

Ihe migration of the Prophet, the Hidjra [q v ],

has been with justice taken by the Muslims as

the staiting-point of their chronology, for it forms

the first stage in a movement which in a short

time became of significance in the history of the

woild According to the usual calculation, he ar-

iived in Kuba’, a suburb of Medina, on the 12^
Rabi' I of the first year, 1 e Sept 24, 622 and
shortly after went into his new home The tasks

which awaited him placed the greatest strain on his

diplomatic and organizing abilities He could only

rely with absolute certainty on those who had
migrated with him (the Muha^irun^^^ q v ) for

their whole futuie existence depended entirely

on him and of course only those had migiated

who were firmly convinced of the truth of his

mission In addition, there were those Medinese

who had already adopted Islam or did so soon

after his arrival, the so-called Ansat [q v
]

or

“helpers”, who however formed only a poition

of the inhabitants of Medina He only found

direct opposition in a few families, like the ‘Aws
Allah, but at the «5ame time there were a number
who while they did not exactly oppose him
only reluctantly accepted the new relations, the

so called munafikun<^ [q v
], who were to cause
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him much anxiety Fortunately for him, they were I

led by a man, the Khazradit ^Abd Allah b Ubaiy,

who possessed the munafik quality of iriesolution

to such an extent that he regularly let slip every

occasion on which he might have offered success-

ful opposition A furthei danger lay in the fact

that the old and bittei feud between the two

chief parties, the ‘^Aws and IQiazradj, had by no

means died down, but might easily break out

again on any occasion Finally theie were thejei^s

(in the first place aUKahtnan^^ i e the Nadu and
Kuraiza, cf Kais b al-lUiatim, ed Kowalski, \x

,

Hassan b 1 habit, N® 216, ig, IbnHishim, p 660
and Ibn Sa'd, viii 86, 91) and the judaicised

tribes in Medina, who played an important pait

because of their wealth and the suppoit they had
in the Jewish colonies in KJiaibar etc For Mu-
hammad they were on the whole a plus factor

in his calculations for, according to his theory

already mentioned, he ought to expect that they

would champion the truth of his preaching His

relations with the Chiistians in Medina (cf Hassan
b 1 habit, N® 133, 17) were no longei absolutely

unstrained, since he had begun in Mecca to reject

the orthodox ecclesiastical Christology
,

but they

were insignificant and could be ignored He also

had a much greater sympathy with them than with

the Jews (v 85, Ivii 27)
Muhammad had to foim a united community

out of these heterogeneous elements Ihc first

problem to be tackled was how to procure the neces

saiy means of subsistence foi the emigrants, who
were for the most part without means 01 work,

which could for the time being onlv be done

through the self sicrifice of the Ansar and ceitainly

only very inadequately To strengthen their claims

for protection, he ordered the relationship of

brotherhood to be created between each emigrant

and a man of Medina This arrangement, to which

was added biotherhood between every two emi
|

grants, was abolished after the battle of Badi by 1

Sara xxxiii 6 and left only a few traces (see Ibn

Sa\l, 111 xxxiv
)
On the other hand, we possess

for a somewhat later period, when relations between

Muhammad and the Jews had begun to be strained,

a veiy valuable document in Muhammad’s con-

stitution of the community which has been pie-

seived by Ibn Ishak It leveals his great diplomatic

gifts, foi It allows the ideal which he cherished

of an umma definitely religious in outlook to sink

temporarily into the backgioiind and is shaped

essentially by practical considerations It is true

that the highest authority is with Allah and

Muhammad, before whom all matteis of impoitance

are to be laid, but the umma included also jews

and pagans, so that the legal forms of the old Aiab
tribes aic substantially preserved This scheme had
however no considerable practical importance, it is

nowhere mentioned in the Kurban (hardly even

in viii 58), because it was soon rendered obsolete

by the rapidly changing conditions

It IS a proof of the Prophet’s political wisdom

that he endeavouied to attach the Jews to himself

by taking over several featuies of their worship

Thus he made the lO^h Muhairam a fast-day, ob-

viously in imitation of the Jewish fast on the

loth Tishn, the day of atonement, which is parti

culaily obvious in its name, taken from the Aiamaic

On Jewish practice are probably also

based the introcluction of the midday salat, which

was now (11 239) added to the morning and

evening salats and the easier rule about purification

before the salat (iv 46, v 97) On the other

hand, hnday as the day of the common salat,

which probably goes back to the Jewish day of

piepaiation fcf Becker’s correction to Ibn Sa'd,

iii/i 83, 23, m /j/, 111 519), IS said to have
been already intioduced before the Hidjra by
MusSb b '’Lmair (according to others, Asad b
Zurara) Whether the choice of Jerusalem as the

hbla [q v] was one of the concessions made to

the Medlnese Jews is uncertain as the statements

about his attitude in Mecca on this point differ

But it IS impiobable that he should have turned

towaids the Ka‘^ba there, otherwise it is difficult

to understand how the different stories could have
arisen But whether he then used Jerusalem as the

ktbla, which need not necessaiily mean a bon owing
from the Jews, as this direction of prayer was
elsewhere found in the east, e g among the

V bionites and Flkesaites, whether he turned to the

east like many Christians, or whether he had a

hb/a at all (the Kur^Sn is silent on the point) is

uncertain, but in any case the balance of piobability

IS in favour of the Jerusalem hb/a having been

one of the alterations made to gratify the Medinese

Jews If some writers have seen in the immediate

erection of a place of prayer (Ibn Hisham, p 336)
a copying of the Jewish synagogues, Caetani has

with weighty leasons argued that this was not a

bmlding definitely assigned to the worship of God,
since the alleged masdjid was also used for all

kinds of secular purposes, because m realit) it was
simply the couit-yard (cfar) occupied by Muhammad
and his family, while the assemblies for regular

worship weie held on the mtisalla [cf madTna]
But nevertheless the “mosque of opposition” so called

by the Prophet with horror (Sura ix 108, see below)

stems to have been an actual building recalling

the Jewish synagogues In spite of these concessions

to the Jews, it soon became obvious that he had
seriously miscalculated with regard to them Although

they undoubtedly cherished lively expectations of

the coming of the Messiah (Ibn Hisham, p 286,

373 •^'7 ) could not possilily recognise an Aiab

as the expected Messiah and he had soon leason

to lament that only a few among them believed in

him (ill 106) In particular, the misunderstandings

in his leproduction of the Old iestament stories

01 laws aioused the notorious Jewish love of

ridicule and thus brought him into an unfortunate

position His conviction of the divine origin of his

mission and his position among the believers would

not allow him to confess that he had made a

mistake and on the othei hand he had too often

himself appealed to the testimony of the older

leligions of revelation to be able to ignore this

criticism He rescued himself from this dilemma
by asserting that the Jews had only leceived a

portion of the revelation (iv 47, cf in 115)

and even this included a number of special laws

adapted to a particular age (iv 158, vi 147, xvi

1 19) but they had also concealed all sorts of things

in their holy scuptures (11 39, 141, 154, 169,
111 64 etc ) and indeed had even falsified their

scriptures (11 56 ,
iv 48, v 16, 45, vii 162, cf

Hassan b Thabit, N® 96, 2 ,
and the article tahrIf),

m short they obtained baldly moie benefit from

then scriptures than an ass from the books which
he IS cai lying on his back (Ixii 5) "The Jews
were not able to refute these assertions for, although

i he challenged them to produce these scriptures
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(in 87) neither he nor his followers could read a

word of them He theiefore now poured foith the

vials of his wrath upon the Jews in many speeches

and awaited the time \^hen he would he able to

refute their criticism and malicious witticisms and

tergiversations in convincing fashion (e g in

177 W )
'V 4^) already begun

to regard the church doctiine of the Christians as a

corruption of the true teaching of Jesus, he felt

himself called upon to reform the degenerate reli-

gions of revelation, each of which asseited it was
the only true one (n 107) As a result he now
claimed a special place among the prophets he is

seal of the piophets (xxxiii 40, a metaphorical

expression which Mam among others applied to

himself and which indicates the conclusion of the

series), he is the last prophet, to vNhom Jesus

himself had pointed under the name Ahmad (Ixi

6, cf 111 75) Still he is not thinking any more
than before of introducing a new religion but only

of restoring the religion proclaimed by the piophets

fioin the beginning But nevertheless the early years

after the migration >\ere the peiiod when Muham-
madanism was born as an independent religion,

for parallel with his criticism of the icligions of

revelation and in particular opposition to Judaism

ran a positive shaping of IslSm, through which

he was emancipating himself in important points

from his previous models He gave his leligion a

pronounced national character by taking over various

elements from the worship of the old Arabs and

associating them with his religious ideas In the

second year of the Hidjra (July 623—June 624)
after some hesitation, he ordered that Jerusalem

should no longer be the ktd/a at prayer but the

ancient sanctuary of the Black Stone at Mecca
(11 136— 145) for it “is a gathering-place and a

safe retreat for men” (11 119) FIis native town
was thus made the centre of the true religion As
a substitute for the pilgrimage which he now
adopted into his religion as one of the main rites,

but from which he and his followers were tempo
rarily cut off, he had an animal sacrificed in this

year on the loth Hhu ’

1-Hidjdja on the musalla

in Medina (Tabari, 1 1362, according to Ibn SaM,
i/ii

, 9 he continued this after the occupation of

Mecca) and in the following year he calls the

hadjdj one of the obligations of believers towards

Allah (ill 90 sq ) Friday retained its significance

but was not to be a day of lest like the Jewish

Sabbath (Ixii 9 sq ), which is connected with his

rejection of the Old Testament idea of God resting

after the creation (1 37) In place of the fasting

on 'Ashura^, he substituted quite a new particular

rite, according to which his followeis were to fast

throughout Ramadan, the month, in which he had

received the fundamental revelation (11 281), as

long as the sun was visible in the heavens The
Manichaeans had a similar custom, but whether he

took the new revelation from them or from another

sect cannot be ascertained [cf ramadan]
This nationalisation of Islam, which was to have

so many results, gave Muhammad a final legitimation,

which brought it into harmony with his earlier

appeal to the religions of revelation, as he came
forward as the restorer of the religion of Abraham
(^millat Ibrahim) which had been corrupted by
the Jews and Christians Abraham, whom Jews
and Christians alike regarded as the great type
of faith and whom he had himself emphatically in-

dicated as the true hantf (e g vi 79), now becomes

the great hamf^ not only in contrast to the heathen

but also to the possessors of a scripture (neither

polytheist, noi Jew nor Christian [11 129, iii 60,

89] wherefoie, as Snouck Hurgronje has showm,

VI 162 and xvi 124 must also be Medinese) He
and his son Ishmacl, the ancestor of the Aiabs,

founded the Meccan sanctuaiy and the rites celebrated

heie, now coirupted by the heathen, which Mu-

hammad is to restore (ii 118 sq
^

xxii 27 sqq)

Whether this bold idea, which according to Suia

111 58 met with opposition from the possessors

of asciipture, was an original one and m this case

a really brilliant invention of Muhammad’s or

whethei it was already in existence, for example

among arabicised Jews, cannot be decided The

only thing certain is that he cannot have been

acquainted with it in Mecca for we meet it no-

where in connection with mentions of the Ka'^ba

and it IS actually excluded by the passages men-

tioned above (p 726'')

While his religion was being tiansformcd in this

way, Muhammad’s personal position was being

gradually changed by the altered conditions Ac-

coidmg to the already mentioned constitution of

the community, all impoitant mattcis were to be

laid before Allah and himself It now became a

fundamental duty of the believeis to be obedient

to Allah and to himself (111 3, 29, 126, 166, iv

17 sq
^ 62 [where it is added “and to those among

you who have to exeicise authoiity”], v 93, xxiv

51, 62, cf also lx 12, the “women’s homage”
^^hlch IS inserted in the account of the second

conference at 'Akaba, Ibn Hisham, p 289) and

those who are disobedient are threatened with

the toitures of hell (ix 64) Alongside of the beliet

in Allah now appears belief in the Prophet (xlviii

9, Ixiv 8 etc) Allah is his piotector, as is

Gabriel, and the angels are at his disposal (Ixvi

4) He claims certain piivileges, which suggest a

worldly mortal rather than a spiritual leader (xxiv

62, xlix 2 sqq
,

xxiv 63, Iviii 13 sq
,

xxxlii

53) but which however must be described as quite

moderate demands
The elevation of Mecca to be the centre of his

religion imposed on Muhammad new tasks, which

were soon to lead to unexpected results If visiting

the holy places in and around Mecca was a duty

of the Muslims, who were excluded from the town

(xxii 25 jy ),
the result was the inevitable necessity

of forcing admission to them In addition the

Piophethad an account to settle with the Meccans,

foi by his expulsion they had triumphed over

him m the eyes of the world and the punishment

repeatedly threatened them had not materialised,

unlike the stereotyped punishments of the godless

in the stories of the prophets Phis led to a new
command, that of the holy war (“war on the path

of Allah”, al-iJ;ihadj q v ), and to set such a war

in motion now became the object of his endeavour,

which he tenaciously pursued There were how-

ever considerable difficulties in the way of achieving

this object The Medinese had only pledged them-

selves to defend him like one of their number if

he were attacked, and the anything but warlike

merchants of Mecca were not inclined to oblige

him by beginning The emigrants were, it is true,

not bound in this way, but it went nevertheless

very much against their feelings as Arabs openly

to fight members of their tribe and blood relations

How much their resistance vexed him is shown
by the vigorous reproaches which he makes to his
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follo^^ers in this connection (11 212, xxii 39 sqq

etc
)
He succeeded however in finding a way out of

the difficulty, which might be able to pave the

way for military enterprises without injuring these

feelings too much After he had sent diffeicnt men
with small armed forces who did not succeed in en
counteiing the enemy, in Radjab, one of the sacred

months in which all fighting was forbidden, he sent

some of his followers to NaWrla, w'here a caiavan

was expected and gave their leader sealed ordeis

in which he left it to their judgment what they

should do They did not disappoint him for they

fell upon the caravan which felt secure until the

end of the month and one of the Meccans was
killed The rich plunder was sent to Medina, where
in the meanwhile a storm of indignation hadbioken
out Muhammad however gave the people time to

lecovei and finally calmed them, by the revelation

11 214 The success of the coup had had such an effect

in Medina that not only emigrants but also a number
of Ans5r offered then services, when he appealed

for followers in Ramadan 2 A h in a new raid,

which he himself would lead On this occasion

chance came to his aid in unexpected fashion

He had learned that a iich caravan was on its

way from Syria and he decided to ambush it at

Badr [q v
]

The very cautious Abii Sufyan [q v
]

who was leading tlie caiavan got wind of his
|

plan however and sent inessengcis cxpiess to
I

Mecca f(ji help But when by a divcision to the coast
|

he had reached safety, he soon aftcrwaids sent other
j

messengeis to Meeca to cancel the first message

The angered Meccans had howevei already collected '

an army which was thiee times the size of Mu
hammad’s little handful of men and weie unwilling

to let the opportunity escape of pioperly chastising

then lioublesoine enemy 1 hey went to Badi where
soon afterwards Muhammad arrived with his men,
expecting to meet Abn Sufyan’s helpless caravan

When they discovered their mistake they weie

filled with terroi (viii 5 <:qq
,

cf the continuation

of ‘^Uiwa’s story Tabari, 1 1284 jy), but the

Piophet saw in the cncoiintei the wonderful dis

pensation of Allah, who wished to foice them to

a battle and his remarkable power of suggestion

was able so to inspire his men that they com-
pletely routed the fai superior enemy A number
of the Meccans, including the leadei of thcaristociats

Abu Djahl, were slain and several, including Mu-
hammad’s uncle 'Abbas, were bi ought piisoners

to Medina, where Muhammad had two of them,

al-Nadr and 'Ukba b Abi Mu'ait, put to death,

while the others were held to ransom This in our

eyes very insignificant fracas, which how ever must

be judged in light of the obseivUion by Doughty
who knew the country {^Traveh^ 11 378), became

of the utmost significance for the history of Islam,

for Muhammad saw in the victoiy a poweiful

confiimation of his belief in the superioiity of

Allah (viii 17, 66, 111 119, cf Ka'b b MMik,
in Ibn HishSm, p ^lO sq') and in his own call,

and besides the commeicial city of Mecca enjoyed

such great prestige in Arabia that its conqueror

was bound to attract all eyes to himself He there-

foie displayed even gi eater energy and was able

to utilise the advantages he had won After he

had drawn up the programme given in Sura vin 57
sqq he began to besiege the Jewish tribe of

Kainuka' in their forts The MunSfikHna did not

dare to oppose him seriously and the othei

Jews left their co-religionists in the lurch in shame-

ful fashion (cf lix 14) so that the latter were

forced to migiate to Transjordania

In ^order to protect himself while fighting from

attacks from another foe, Muhammad at this time

adopted a plan which is a further proof of his

outstanding political ability He concluded, as

a number of letters that have been preseived

show (cf J Sperber, Mtttetlungen des Seminars

fin oiicnt Spiachen^ *916), as lord of Medina,

alliances with a number of Beduin tribes in which

the two parlies pledged themselves to assist one

another

In the year 3 A H (June 624—June 625) Mu-
hammad continued lus attacks on the Meccan
caravans so that the Kuiaish finally saw the neces-

sity of taking more vigorous measures and revenging

themseUes for Badr An army of 3,000 men was
equipped and set out with much display for Medina
under the leadeiship of Abu Sufyan, who was
little suited for the task Although several of his

followeis advised Muhammad to make his defence

within the town, he decided to go out with his

foice*', which, had been much reduced by the depar

tuie of the Munafikun'^, and took up a position

at the foot of the hill of Uhud [q v
]

In spite

of the numerir'il supeiionty of the Meccans, the

fighting at fust went in favour of the Muslims,

until a number of aichers who had been placed

to defend his flank joined against Muhammad’s
express onlers m the battle, which piomised to

yield rich booty and this at once enabled IHialid b

al-Walid to fall upon Muhammad’s flank The tables

were now turned and many of the Muslims began

to flee, especially when the rumour spiead that

the Prophet had fallen (cf 111 138) In reality he

was only wounded and escaped with a few faithful

follow'^ers thiough a ravine on to the south side of

the hill fortunately for him, the Meccans were

quite incompetent to follow up their victory and

as they thought that Muhimmad had been punished

and their honour saved, they tuined quietly back

to Mecca The Prophet was thus saved from the

worst, but he had to lament many fallen friends in-

cluding II imza [q V
]
and his newly acquired piestige

naturally also suffeied With all the eloquence in

his power he endeavoured to raise the morale of

his follow eis by exhortation and censure alike (in

1 14 ry
, 133— 154,159—200) but the consequences

of his reverse did not fail to materialise The Jews

who had taken no part m the fighting (according

to Ibn Ilisjiam, they were observing the Sabbath),

made no secret of their delight at his misfortune,

and sevcial Beduin tribes next year (4 A ii = June

625-beginning of June 626
,
the eclipse of the moon

which took place in Djumada II of this year was

that visible in Medina in the night of Nov 19-20,

625, cf Rhodokanakis, in W Z K M xiv 105

,

Caetani, 1 598 sq) showed how much his piestige

with them had sunk [cf bPr ma'Una] It was

therefore all the more necessary to make an ex
'

ample and another Jewish tribe in Medina, the Nadir,

seemed a suitable object after Ka'b b Ashraf’s

(q v and cf HassAn b Ihabit, N® 97) murder

had seived as a prelude It is made a charge

against them m Sura hx 4 that they defy AlKh and

his mcssengei, on which account Tradition imputes

all soits of crimes to them Aftci a siege of several

weeks (Tabari, 1 1850,0! Ewirng^Tagebuch^i^ ill)

they were forced to emigrate to Khaibar or Syria

They left behind them their weapons and their

gold and silver as a rich booty, the distribution
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of which on this occasion Muhammad reserved for

himself (lix 6 sqq )

To this period most probably belongs the pio

hibition of the drinking of wine which is characteristic

of Islam (v 92 sq
,

cf the instructive gradation

in Ixxxiii 25, XVI 69, IV 465 11 216, where the

word ‘‘great” is to be deleted as Schwally proposes)

It has been connected with a number of features

of life in the old Semitic east but the mam
reason should lather be sought in the connection

with the fnatstr games [q v
]

Drinking-bouts with

feasting on a specially slam camel and games of

chance, which were in the eyes of the old Arabs

the bright spots in their hard struggle for existence,

and in which they endeavouied to display their

nobility and hospitality, brought the Muslims into

suspicious relations with pagans and with Chiistian

and Jewish wine-sellers, which might easily lead

to their faltering in their new leligion (cf Wakidi,
transl Wellhausen, p 100, Bukhari, ed Kiehl,

11 270 j^), and this might explain why he for-

bade both at the same time, which of course does

not exclude the possibility that forms of abstinence

for other reasons may have been known to him
(Musailima’s prohibition of wine was obviously

intended as asceticism, cf the article) While
Muhammad was endeavouring to restore his weakened
authoiity, a new and threatening storm came upon
him and Medina from Mecca The Kuraish, whose
caravans were being continually harassed by him
(cf Hassan b 1 habit, N® 16, g ) and who
were urged on by the Jews of Khaibar, recognised

that the victory at Uhud had only been a blow
in the air and realised the necessity of oc-

cupying Medina, which they had then neglected

to do Conscious of their slight military skill, they

negotiated vigorously with various Beduin tribes

and thus raised a large aimy — said to have been

10,000 men — with which they set out against

Medina in the year 5 (June 626—May 627) The
various accounts of the season of the year (some

times a month after the barley harvest, sometimes

cold winter storms, the latter in agreement with

Suia xxxiii 9, cf Hassan b Fhabit, NO 14, g) may
be reconciled by the possibility that the siege lasted

a considerable time (cf Doughty’s description,

Tiavels^ 11 sqq of the siege of 'Aneze, which

in general illustrates this war excellently) The
advance of this imposing army produced great

consternation in Medina, which was still further

increased by the vacillating attitude of the Mumi
fikUna and by the discovery or perhaps only the

suspicion that the Jews were conspiring with the

enemy (xxxiii 10 sqq
, 26) Muhammad in order to

strengthen the defences had a ditch {khandak^ a

Persian word) dug in front of the unprotected

parts of the town According to several stories, he

did this on the advice of a Persian named Salman
but J Horovitz (cf /j/, xii 178— 183) would
reject this as a later accretion Modest as the

defences were — about 150 years later ‘IsS b
Mass bridged the ditch which had been lestored

by Muhammad b 'Abd Allah, by throwing a few
doors across it — they seem to have imposed
upon the enemy who had little experience m the

art of war and the siege gradually dragged on
The able lord of Medina used the time for secret

negotiations with the Ghatai^n and cleverly stirred

up distrust of one another among his opponents
and when at the same time the weather conditions

became unfavourable the besiegers lost heart and

gradually began to retire so that the last effort

of the Kuraish to destroy their sinister foe came to

nothing For one section of the participants however,

the comedy of the “War of the Ditch” was to become
a bloody tragedy Hardly had the besiegers reined

than the Prophet declaied war on the last Jewish

tribe of any size, the Kuraiza, and began to besiege

their quarter of the town The Jews no doubt

hoped to escape in the same easy fashion as the

Nadir had, especially as their allies, the 'Aws, were

veiy actively trying to induce Muhammad to

clemency, but this time he was inexorable and

earned out seiiously a threat that he had previously

made (lix 3) Tradition has howevei endeavoured

to put the lesponsibility foi the massacie of the

Kuraiza on Sa'd b Mu^adh (cf Hassan b Ihabit,

N® clxvii
,
who asserts Sard’s innocence) But there

are vaiious indications that it was the Prophet

himself who made the decision and perhaps induced

the Jews to surrender On this occasion the Jews

showed a strength of character and nobility of

spirit which throws a redeeming light on their

otherwise so ignoble history

By these amputations, which how'ever did not

lemove all the Jews fioni Medina (cf Ibn Ilisham,

p 895, Wakidi-Wellhausen, p 264, 309, 393,
Hassan b Ihabit, N® 133, ,7), the Prophet had

come nearer his goal, the organisation of an timma
on a purely leligious basis, which hitheito he had

to keep somewhat in the background for political

reasons For the present he continued his attacks

on the Meccan caiavans far into the yeai 6 (May
627—May 628) and his raids, usually punitive

expeditions, on Beduin tribes, of these expeditions,

which have no particulai interest, mention may
be made of that against the Banii Mustalik which
must have taken place about this time, as it gave

rise to a serious conflict between the Muhadjiriin!'

and the Ansai and involved 'Ahsha [q v
]

in the

celebrated adventuie which nearly cost her her

position as the wife of the Prophet, until finally

a revelation saved hei (xxiv 4 sq
,

10—20)

Towards the end of the year 6 Muhammad
thought that his position in Medina was so firmly

established that he could risk a step, which would
bring him ncarei the desired goal He and the

emigrants were still excluded from Mecca and its

holy places, but through secret confidential agents,

among whom we may ceitainly include his care-

fully calculating uncle ‘Abbas, he knew that feeling

m the town had been gradually coming round (cf

xlviii 15, lx 7) An increasing number had
become tired of the hopeless wars and thought it

would be much more advantageous for the com
merce of Mecca to make peace with their in-

defatigable enemy, especially after he had adopted

into his programme the pilgrimages to their fairs,

the source of the city’s wealth Trusting to this

revulsion of feeling he gave his followers in Dhu
’1-Ka‘da of the year 6, 1 e March 628 (the news
of the death of the Persian king Khusraw Parwez on

the Feb 29 of this year reached him on the way)

orders to provide themselves with sacrificial victims

and undertake an ‘umra [q v
]
with him to Mecca,

as Allah in a vision had promised him a success

ful fulfilment of the visit (xlviii 27) He probably

chose an ‘umra deliberately (Ibn Higham, p 740,
Wakidi-Wellhausen, p 249 , 253, cf Sura, xx

30, 34) instead of the great pilgrimage which was
soon due, as the consequences of an encounter

with all manner of tribes, with whom he might
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possibly have been waging war, were too incalculable

for him, but perhaps he cherished also the hope
that, if all went well, he might remain there in

the following month also (cf 11 192 which per-

haps belongs to this connection) The step was
nevertheless a risky one, so that he asked seveial

Beduin tribes to accompany him in case they met
with resistance To his disappointment however, they

refused (xlviii 1
1 ) so that he decided to abandon

the military charactei of the march and make his

followers go as harmless pilgrims In Mecca many
were inclined to mee‘ his wishes but the belligerent

party was still strong enough to get a body of aimed
men sent to meet him to prevent him entering

the town He theiefoie encamped at al Hudaibiya

[q V
]

where he began to negotiate with the

Meccans, and when this led to no result he sent

'Uthman, who was protected hy his family con-

nections, into the town as his representative Hut

when the latter showed no signs of icturning and
finally a rumour got about that he had been

murdered, the situation became critical and Mu
hammad dropped all negotiations, collected his

followers under a tiee, probably one long held

sacred, and made them sw'ear to fight for him to

the last, which they did with enthusiasm (xlviii

10, 18) But soon afterwards a numbei of Meccans
arrived and offered a compromise, which is very

characteristic of the aimless Meccan policy, by
which he was to retire this time but to be allowed

to perform an '^umra next year He agieed to the

proposal, concluded a ten years’ truce with the

Kuraish and further piomised to surrender all

Meccans of dependent status who came to him
His followers, whom he had worked up into a

state of great excitement by his promises and the

taking of the oath, heaid these conditions with

scarcely concealed anger, but Muhammad calmly

ordered the sacnficial animals brought with them
to be slam, which was to have been done at an

^umra in the town (see Lane, Lexteon^^ v mahtll\

and had his hair cut and by his aiithoiity foiced

his grumbling followers to do the same Only latei

did they discovei that he had made a brilliant

stroke of policy for he had induced the Meccans
to recognise the despised fugitive as an opponent

of equal rank and had toncluded a peace with

them which promised well for the future

He and the participants received ample com-
pensation for the apparently frustrated himra at the

beginning of the year 7 (May 628— April 629)
by the capture of the fertile oasis of Khaibar [q v

]

which was inhabited by Jews It was the first actual

conquest by the Prophet and he instituted on this

occasion a practice which became regulai aftei-

wards, when Jews or Chiistians capitulated he

did not put the people to death or banish them
but let them remain as tenants, as it were, who
had to pay dues eveiy yeai 1 his expedition which

also brought the Jewish colonies of Wadi ’1-Kur5 in

to his power, made the Muslims rich (xlviii 18-21)

In this peiiod, although the exact date is variously

given, tradition puts the despatch of letters from

the Prophet to Mukaw^is, governor of Alexandria,

the lulei of Abyssinia, the Byzantine emperor, the

Persian king etc
,
in which he demanded that they

should adopt Islam The alleged original manu-

script of the first of these has howevei proved not

to be genuine (see J A
, 1854, p 482 sqq

,

Zaidan, in 1904, P >
Becker, Papyri

Schott-Reinhardt^ 1 3) But even what is i elated

about these epistles hardly deserves the faith most
people have put m it Even if we disregard the

many apociyphal details, we must surely consider

It very unlikely that so sober a politician as Mu-
hammad, who had at this time a very definite

object, the conquest of Mecca, before his eyes,

should have though of indulging so fantastic

an idea as the conversion of Heraclius or the

Persian king, to whom the “lucid Arabic Kurban”

was no less unintelligible than the Bible to

the Prophet and his countiymen, and whom he

could neither compel by force nor entice with

profeiied advantages It is very doubtful if Mu-
hammad ever thought at all of his religion as a

universal religion of the world, as for example
Noldeke, in W Z K M

,

xxi 307, Goldzihei,

Vof lesnns^en uhtt dai Ulam^ p 25, and T W
Arnold, The Preaching of Islam^ p 23 sqq hold

(against them, see Snouck Hurgronje, Mohamme-
danism^ p 48 sqq

,
H Lammens, Etude sin le

legne dti calift Mo'azvia^ i 422) The passages m
the Meccan siiras which can be quoted in favour

of this theory (vi 90, xii 104, xxi 157, xxv i,

xxxiv 27, xxxvi 70, xxxviii 87, Ixviii 52,
Ixxxi 27, cf from the later period 111 90, xxii

25) are limited by their context or by unambiguous

parallels (like vi 92, xlii 5 [the mother of the

city, 1 e Mecca], cf xxvi 214) Besides, in the

Medina period, the place of pei suasion and proof

(“no compulsion in religion” 11 257, cf xvi 126),

was taken by the spread of Islam by force of

arms, which, although based on the supremacy of

Islam over other religions (iii 79, ix 33, Ixi

4), was confined to the lands inhabited by Arabs

If aftei the conquest of Mecca he also declared

wai on the possessors of a scripture (see below)

the campaigns undertaken by him piove that he

was only thinking of Arabs under Byzantine or

Persian lule, and it cannot be prosed that he ever

went beyond this m his schemes (the gift of Hebron,

Baladhuri, ed de Goejc, p 129 may be confidently

asserted to be a forgeiy, cf the article USAMA)
The decisive consideration however is that Mu-
hammad at the height of his power never demanded
from Jews or Christians that they should adopt

Islam but was content with a political subjection

and the payment of tribute Ihe correct conclusion

IS therefore to reject those stories and to look

for the real historical basis in negotiations of a

purely political nature, e g with the friendly

Mukawkis (q v and cf Butler, The Atab Conquest

of Egypt^ 1902) and to assume that the idea of

a great missionary enterpiise arose later under the

influence of Christian traditions, notably of the

miracle of Pentecost

On the other hand, the character of the genuine

letters of the Prophet to the Arab tribes changes

at this time, foi he was no longer content with

a purely political agreement but, relying on his

now consolidated power, also demanded that they

should adhere to his religion, which involved

performing the salat and paying “alms”
,
he even

gave the Djudham on the Syrian coast a respite

{amari) of two months aftei which they were to

decide (see Speiber, op cit
^ p 14 sqq')

In March 629, Muhammad performed the ^umra

stipulated for him by the peace of Hudaibiya (the

'umra of the “contract” or “recovery”) For him
who had been driven out of his native city it

was undoubtedly a great satisfaction to be able to

visit Mecca as the acknowledged lord of Medina,
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but otherwise the significance of the occasion was
more symbolical and the efforts of the practised

diplomat to prolong his stay by his mairiage with
a sister-in-law of his secret ally 'Abbas [see maimOna]
were politely but firmly resisted by the Meccans
On the other hand, it was of great significance

that some of the most important Meccans, like

'Ami b al 'Asi and the military genius ^alid b
al Walld, who saw he was the coming man, openly

joined him, while his uncle 'Abbas and the very

patriotic (Ibn Hishim, p 275) but cautious Abu
Sufyan endeavoured in secret negotiations to prepare
in the most favourable way for the inevitable lesult

In the meanwhile he continued his military ex-

peditions His forces suffered a serious reveise in

the first considerable effort to extend his authoiity

over the Arabs on Byzantine soil, at Mu^ta [q v
]

in 1 ransjordania
,

this is also recorded by Iheo
phanes {Chronographte^ ed de Boor, 1 335) But
several Beduin tribes now began to see what ad
vantages they would piocure not only for the next
but also for this world by joining him, and large

groups like the Sulaim voluntaiily adopted Islam
and placed themselves under his fiag

lhat It was Muhammad’s intention to break the

truce with the Kuraish at the first oppoitumty
may be taken as certain, for it must have been
intolerable for him that the heathen should still

have Allah’s sanctuary in their control (ix lyjy,
cf 111 3) The tactlessness of the Meccans now
gave him his opportunity Very much against the

advice of Abu bufySn, the belligerent party in

Mecca had supported the Bakr against the IGiuza'a,

who were Muhammad’s allies, and thus given a

plausible casus belli (cf perhaps ix 12 sq) In

Ramadan of the year 8 (May 629—April 630)
he set out at the head of an aimy of Muhadjiruna,
Ansar, and Beduins The news produced considerable
anxiety in Mecca where the number of those who
wanted to fight shrank daily so that the more
prudent now could take control Abu Sufyan, who
was sent out with seveial others (including the

I^uza'i Budail b Warka who was a friend of the

Prophet’s) met Muhammad not far from the town,
paid homage to him and obtained an amnesty foi

all the Kuraish who abandoned armed lesistance

(cf 'Urwa, Tabari, 1 1634 sq) Except for a few
irreconcilables (cf Dtwan dtr Hudhathten^W 183,
Mubarrad, al-Kai7iil, ed Wiight, p 365), they

acquiesced and thus the Prophet was able to enter

his native city practically without a struggle and
almost all its inhabitants adopted Islam He acted

with great geneiosity and endeavoured to win all

hearts by rich gifts {icdltf al Kiilub, a new use

of the alms, cf ix 60) Only he demanded ruth

lessly the destruction of all idols in and around
Mecca Only Suia cx seems to preserve an echo
of the exaltation with which this victory filled

him, here as m the unusually touching passage
xlviii I

,
he sees in the success of his plans

a sign that Allah has forgiven him all his sins

Muhammad did not rest long upon his laurels for

not only was la^f, which was closely associated with
Mecca, still unsubdued but the Haw^zin tribes in

Central Arabia were preparing for a decisive fight

A battle was fought with these Bedums at Hunain
on the road to Ta^f [q v

]
which at first threatened

to be a fatal disaster to the Prophet, mainly because
of the unreliability of a number of the new con-
verts, until some of his followers succeeded in

recalling the fugitives and routing the enemy (ix

25 sq
) On the other hand, his inexperienced troops

were unable to take iVif with its defences (cf

the description of impregnable foitiesses in Diwan
der Hiidhailiten^ 66, j© sq

) The people of

Ta^f however aftei wards fell in with the spiiit of

the tune and adopted Islam When Muhammad, aftei

raising the siege, was distributing the booty of

Hunain, the Ansar who as soon as he entered

Mecca had expressed the feai that he would take

up his residence again in his native town, became
veiy indignant about the rich gifts that he made
to his former opponents m order “to win their

hearts”, while they themselves went empty handed
(cf Hassan b I habit, N® xxxi

)
but he spoke

so kindly to them that they buist into teais and
declaied themselves satisfied IIis conduct on this

occasion leminds us to some extent of that of

David towards the Jews and Ephiaimites after

Absalom’s rebellion

Ihe characteiistic feature of the yeai 9 (April

630-April 631) in the memory of the Muslims was
the many embassies which came from different

parts of Arabia to Medina, to submit on behalf

of their tribes to the conqueior of Mecca (cf cx

3) and the letters which he sent to the tribes, to

lay down the conditions of their adoption of Islam

In the autumn of this year, he made up his mind
to conduct a campaign against Northern Arabia
on a considerable scale, probably because the defeat

in Tiansjoidania requiied to be avenged and
beciuse the ^assanid king was adopting a hostile

attitude (cf Ibn Ilishim, p 91 1, Bukhari, Maghazi,
b 78, 79) But his appeal for followers met
with little support Munafikun'' as well as Bedums
held back and even among his devoted followers,

there were some who put forward all soits of

objections, out of fear of a campaign so far away
in the glowing heat (cf ix 45, Ivi 84—91, 98
sqq

)
In particular he seems to have h id to

face at this time a consideiable opposition in

Medina (ix 58-73, 125) so tint he had to

have lecourse to his old instrument of intimidation

and his words recall in a lemarkable way the
period of passion in Mecca (ix 71,129?^) Matters
came to such a pitch that some of the opposition,
behind whom is said by one tiadition to have
been his old inexorable opponent, the ascetic Abu
'Amu 'Abd \inr, founded a house of prayer of
their own “foi division among the faithful and a

support for those who had formeily fought against
God and his Prophet” (ix xo'^sqq) Unfortunately
the expressions m the Kurban and in the traditions

are quite insufficient to enable us to get a clear

picture of this veiy remarkable affair In spite of

all opposition however, he carried through his plan,

but when after great hardships he had reached
Fabuk on the frontier (m the land of the Byzantines

,

cf Ibn Hisham, p 956), he stayed there some time
and then returned to Medina The campaign was
however not without success His prestige had
now become so great that the petty Christian and
Jewish states in the north of Arabia submitted to

him during his stay in Tabffk, foi example the

Christian king Yuhanna 10 Aila [q v
], the people

of Adhruh [q v
]

and the Jews in the port 01

Makna Khalid also occupied the important centie

of Damat al-Dijandal (cf for a criticism of the
account Caetani, ii/i 261—268, Sperber, ^7/ «/

,

P 44 alleged letter from Muhammad
to the Jews in Makna, see also Wensinck, in /j/,
11 290)
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Unfortunately we do not know how the matters

which weie rapidly coming to a head in Medina
actually developed, but we may safely assume
that the death of ^Abd Allah b Ubaiy, which took
place not long after the expedition to Tabuk, must
have contributed to slacken the tension Ihese
years showed a marked increase in the prestige

of the lord of Medina abioad Mecca was in his

hands and among the Beduins an inclination was
noticeable in several places to submit to the will

of the conqueror of this town, to be safe against

his attacks and to have a share in his rich booty
Ihis was foi example the case with the group of

tubes of 'Amir b SaSa% with portions of the

great tube of lamim and the neighbouring Asad
and furthei north with the Bakr and iaghlib

Even in regions so remote as Bahrain and ‘^Oman

within the Persian sphere of influence and among
the chiefs of South Arabia, the new teaching and
order of things penetrated and found aident fol-

lowers in some places But we must not allow

ourselves to be deceived by the representations oi

the histoiians, fiom which it appeals as if all the

people in these lands adopted Islam Caetani and
Sperber in paiticular have shown that these accounts

are not in keeping with reality and that it was
only little groups tint submitted, while there was
a not inconsideiable number who rejected the

Prophet’s demands As regards open opponents
the question was quite simple, when they were
heathen, adhered to their paganism ind would not

abandon their polytheism, they were to be thieatened

by Muhammad with the “holy war” He had not

only to deal with such as those iii Arabia, but

theie were also in addition to the Jews who had
already felt his stiength, a coiisideraule numbei
of Christians, and some Paisis in the eastern and
southern districts Muhammad was thus faced with

a problem which he had to solve hrom his words

in Suiaix 29 sgq where he includes the Christians

and even the Jews, the people of sucli strict

monotheism, among the polytheists, who give Allah

a son and honour men as loids beside him, one

would expect that he would have fought them
like the heathen, if they did not adopt Islim (cf

also the attack on the Christians, veise 76 sgg )

But in contiast to such utterances we have an

other (Sura v 85) where he mentions the Christians

very sympathetically because they, unlike the Jews,

show themselves kindly towaids tiue believeis and
are not arrogant, which he ascribes to the fact

that they have priests and monks (cf his judgment
on monasticism Silra Ivii 21) Ihese remarkable

contradictions may be explained, as pointed out

by Tor Andiae, by the difference between the

Monophysitcs and the Nestorians The former

aroused his unqualified displeasure by their Chnsto-

logy, while the latter, who were then predominant

in the Persian empire, attracted him much more,

and this attitude was shared by his followers after

his death, as the letter of the Catholicos Ishd^yah,

quoted by For Andrae, shows On the othei hand,

his lemaiks about the Jews are always very severe

It is therefore all the more remaikable that the

distinction between Jews and Christians completely

disappears when then position is finally settled

They were included together as “peoples of a

scripture” and they were allowed to retain their

religion if they recognised the political suzerainty

of the Prophet by paying a tax (^tzya^ q v ), if

they did not they were to be fought without mercy

The memory of the agreement between Muham-
mad’s teaching and that of the “peoples of a

scripture”, earlier so much emphasised, must have

contributed to this lather illogical settlement and
in addition there was the fact that treating the

Jews as tax-paying tenants, and allowing them to

practise then religion, as had been already done

at Khaibai, was much more practical for the Muslims

than fighting them till they gave in A fuither

compromise with the “peoples of a scnptuie” was

that believeis were allowed to marry the daughters

of the “peoples of a sciipture” and to eat food

piepared by them (v 7) It is notewoithy that

the Parsis {^Macljus xxii 17) were included among
the “peoples of a scripture” which made a diffi-

culty for later better informed generations ( Fabarl,

i 1005, sq
,
Baladhuri, p 79), piobably Mu-

hammad did not dare for political reasons to demand
that they should give up their religion Ibis ex-

tended application of the term “peoples of a

scripture” is found not in the KurHn but in a

letter of Muhammad’s to the Parsis in Hadjar (Ibn

Sad, i/ii 19) but with the limitation that the

Muslims are forbidden to marry their women and

cat meat killed by them
With these exceptions, the Prophet had appi ca-

ched nearer the object which was always before

him, although it hitherto eluded him, the formation

of an 7ifnma on a definitely religious basis, for the

inhabitants of a number of parts of Arabia were

now actually bound together by icligion The old

differences between the tribes with their endless

feuds, their blood-vengeance and their lampoons

which continually stirred up new quarrels, were

to disappcai at the will of Muhammad and all

believers weie to feel themselves biethien (ix ii,

xlix 10 sq') Ihere was to be no distinction among
believers except in their degree of piel> (xlix 13)

The Piophct certainly had an ideal before him

but it was realised only in a very incomplete way
I he very rapid extension of Islam had been ac-

companied by a considerable diminution in its

religious content Alongside of the older adherents,

who weie really carried away by his pieaching

and whose faith had been tried by piivations and

dangeis, theie were now the many new conveits who
had been gained mainly by fear (cf the well known
poem of Ka'b b Zuhair, the poem of the Hudhaili

Usaid b Abi lyas in Kosegarten, Cannina Hudsatl
,

N® 127) 01 by the proi^pect of material advantages

In spite of the teachers sent out to them there

could be no question of any deep seated conversion

among these Arabs and how the old Arab spirit

continued to flouiish among them unweakened is

shown for example by the boasting and abuse in

the poems m Ibn Hisham, p 934 sqq
,
which are

in no way inferior to the old poems The Piophet

himself in Sura xlix 14 has recorded very definitely

how far the Beduins were from the true faith

they cannot say that they believe but only that

they ha\e adopted Islam Commandments relating

to religion and worship, which had considerably

occupied Muhammad in the early Medinese peiiod,

give way in stiiking fashion to social and political

legulations, a natural result of the fact that the

new membeis weie not iipe for the former Un-

certainty on these matters was still great and even

at headquarters much seems still to have been in

an embiyonic state This is true even of so funda-

mental a law as the rule for the times of daily

player, as the five prayers later obligatory are
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nowhere laid down in the KuUSn (see above, cf

also the expression “morning and evening” in

A^sh&’s poem Mo'fgenland Forsch
, p 259) That

they were introduced by Muhammad himself at

the end of his life is possible, but not very pio-

bable in view of the silence on the point in the

Kui^an, and in any case it is not ceitainly piovcd

by the mention of the five times of prayer in a

letter of the Prophet’s (Ibn Hisham, p 962) as

we are not justified in expecting absolutely literal

accuracy in the transmission of such documents

Only one or tuo religious institutions are dealt

with at all fully in the Kurban, the gi eat pilgrimage

to the sanctuaries at Mecca and the ^umra in the

town itself, but the hadjdj was indeed the crown

of his endeavours begun in Mecca and carried

through with tenacity The Prophet, although he

was now lord of Mecca, did not yet take part in

the pilgrimage in the yeai 8, which was so in

explicable to later geneiations that they invented

an ‘^unira unknown to many of his foUoweis (Ibn

Hisham, p 886, Tabari, 1 1670 ['Uiwa], 1685,
Wakidl, p 380, Ibn SaM, ii/ii i, 123 sq

^
iii/i

103, X8> cf *23 >
Snouck Ilurgronje, Htt

Mekkaansche Fetst^ p 58 ) Nor did he come
111 the year 9 to Mecca to the hadjdj, he showed

his interest m it however by sending Abii Bakr

as his representative and making him read a pro

clamation which had momentous results (Bukhari,

111 163, 249, according to the usual tiadition, it

was 'All who acted as his deputy, but this is probably

a tendencious alteration, cf Tabari, i 1760 sq

where AbQ Bakr complains about being passed

over and is comforted by Muhammad, there is also

another tradition, according to which Abu Bakr

commissioned Abu Huraira to proclaim the ex-

clusion of the heathen from the pilgrimage (Ibn

Sa'd, ii/i 121 Ihis was what is known as

the ba}a^a [q v
]

in which Muhammad, who had

been for so many years excluded from the pilgrim-

age, forbade all heathen any participation in it

and gave them a period of foui months, aftei the

expiry of which they had the choice between the

adoption of Islam and merciless warfare (Sura ix
)

This explains his absence from the celebi ition m
the two preceding years, he wished to wait until

he could celebrate it as sole ruler and completely

in agreement with his intentions or, as he said,

with the ceremonies introduced by Abraham (11

119 sq^ Finally all was prepared and at the end

of the year 10 (April 631-March 632) he was able

to carry through the first leformed pilgrimage (the

“Farewell Pilgi image” or the pilgrimage of Islam),

which became the standard foi all time It is re-

markable that the regulations for the ceremonies

of the hadjdj^ the object of which was to remove

all that was too obviou'sly pagan in the old cere

mon) (cf e g the awth^n m Mina in Farazdak,

in Z D M G
^

lix 604, AzrakI, ed Wiistenfeld,

p 402) and to give it an Islamic colouring, are

found mainly in traditions, where later details can

of course easily have been inserted, and only in

fragments and more or less incidentally m the

Kurban, but broadly speaking, the later form is

undoubtedly based on what the Prophet laid down
on this memorable occasion [cf the article HAQjiy]

The Farewell Pilgrimage, at which an effective

address, of which somewhat variant versions have
been handed down, is put in the Prophet’s mouth,

marks the culminating point in his career His

feelings at this time are probably expressed in

Allah’s words in bura v 5 “To-day I have per-

fected your religion, and completed my favours

for you and chosen IslSm as a religion for you”

Ihere is therefore a touch of the dramatic m the

fact that his caieer closed a few months later

He himself hardly expected this, for only a month
before his death he was preparing an expedition,

which was to set out under the leadership of the

voting Usama [q v ]
against Pransjordania (not as

in some tiaditions to West of the Jordan, cf the

aiticle Usama) in ordei to avenge the death of

his father The situation was such in other diiections

also that it lequiied a man in full vigour to deal

with It, in seveial places the appearance of dif

ferent “prophets” had provoked distuibances [cf AL-

ASVVAD, rur AiiiA and musailima] I hen Muhammad
suddenly fell ill, piesumably of the ordinaiy Medina

fever (Farazdak, ix 13), but this was dangerous

to a man physically and mentally overwrought

He rallied a little but then died on the 13B1 Rabi' 1

of the year 9 (1 e June 8, 632, only this date

suits the statement m Hassan b Thalnt, N® cxxxiii

and all tiaditionists tint it was a Monday) on the

bosom of his favouiite wife ‘^A^sha, according to

the stoiy with tlie words “The highest friend”

for which Goldzihei once proposed laki^^

“the vault of heaven”) of Paiadise*” He left —
foitunately however for his community — no

legal successor, for even the little Ibrahim whom
the Coptic slave Mdiiya boie to him had died

shoiily before (on Jan 27, 632, if the state-

ment IS light that there was an eclipse of the

sun on the day he died, cf Rhodokanakis, in

W Z K M

^

xiv 78 sqq
,
Mahler, op at

^ p 109
ryy

) Ihe wild confusion which party passions

let loose on Mecca when his death became known
had the remarkable result that his coipse remained

neglected for a whole day until it was finally buiied

under Aysha’s hut (Tabaii, i 1817, Ibn Sa'd,

I'A* 57 ) 28 ^ 59 ') t) 7 G 6)

The gieat difticulty which the biographer ot

Muhammad feels on every page is this, that the

real scciet of his career, the wonderful strength

of his personality and his power of influencing

those around him by suggestion, is not recoided

in the early sources and indeed could not be

recoided hiom the Kurban, it is true, one becomes
acquainted with his earliest remarkable inspirations,

which even now are not without effect, and with

his eminent political gifts later in Medina We
do of couise find instances in the battle of Badr
01 the agreement of Hudaiblya wheie his in-

tellectual superiority is overwhelmingly evident,

but these are only isolated flashes and foi the most
part we have to read the essentials between the

lines and be content with instiuctive analogies,

among which the influence of Joseph Smith on
the intellectually far supeiior Brigham Young is

a paiticularly striking example Ihe really power-

ful factor was his unshakable belief from beginning

to end that he had been called by Allah, for a

conviction such as this, which does not admit of

the slightest doubt, exercises an incalculable in-

fluence on others, and the certainty with which
he came forward as the executor of Allah’s will

gave his words and oidinances an authoiit) which
proved finally compelling His real personality was
revealed quite openly with its limitations, his

strength and his knowledge were limited, the

ability to perform miracles was denied him and
bespeaks quite frankly of his faults (vi 69, xxxiv
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49, xl 57, xlvii 21, xlviii I sq
, Ixxx i sqq

^
I

IX 43) Apart from the revelation with which he
was favoured, he is a man like any other and
seveial times refers to the fact that he will die

(xxxix 31, XXI 35 ,
111 138, the episode in Ibn

Hisham, p 1012 is not historical but a ten

dencious story diiected against the tendency becoming
apparent to apotheosise the Prophet) This is ex-

actly the field in which later ages have felt dis-

satisfied, so that they quite early, driven mainly
by their disputations with the Christians (see M
Schreiner, in Z D M G

^
xlii 594), wove around

the person and life of the Prophet a network of

supeihuman features (see lor Andrae’s woik quoted
below) Apart from the traditions which are clearly

confirmed by the Kurban we can only have certainty

in the strictest sense of the woid in cases where
the stones place the Piophet in an unfavourable
light, not only fiom our point of view but also

from that of the Muslims, e g in the story of

his temporary recognition of the three Meccan
goddesses or of his being censured by ^Umar for

putting off the thrum between the 'umia and hadjdj

on the haiewell Pilgrimage, for it is quite incredible

that such features should be later inventions and
as a lule in such cases the compromising stories

are confirmed by the existence of variant tiaditions

which endeavour to dispose of the offensive features

by glossing them over or alteiing them
If the biogiaphers of Muhammad must for these

reasons impose a very considerable lestraint upon
themselves, there is nevertheless one essential aspect

of his activity, which ought to be very strongly

emphasised, particularly as justice is not always

done to it in modern treatments of his life There

IS a tendency in some recent wi iters not only to

emphasise all that is unfavouiable but also to

neglect his real religious importance If he had
really only been an oversexed man, anxious for

worldly profit and quite unscrupulous in the choice

of his means, Islam, which had been created by

him and developed aftei his death, would have

been an effect without a cause It is impossible

for the unbiassed historian to deny that he aroused

the religious instinct of his countrymen, and gave

expression to a body of religious and moral con-

ceptions which not only satisfied his fellow country-

men but supplied the needs of the people of

lands which had old civilizations conquered by
the Muslims and served them as foundations foi

a vigorous and fai reaching intellectual activity

Although as a lesult of his singulai theory of

inspiration, his direct dependence on the older

religions of revelation remained concealed, he

was able in his own way to communicate to his

countrymen a part of the spiiitual wealth of

the ‘‘peoples of a scriptuie” and how he touched

the soul of the Arabs is best seen by the eflfoits

of the Wahhabis at a reformation In lands of

ancient culture, Islam, it is true, was only able

to carry out its task by a sometimes radical re-

moulding and the intellectual activity alieady

mentioned developed also undei the influence of

Christianity and mysticism, but yet it was Mu-
hammad who set the whole process in motion

and he could not have gained this influence if he had

only been what the writeis mentioned profess to

have found in him
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MUHAMMAD Mil [See Umaiyads II

]

MUHAMMAD 1, accoiding to the cuirent view,

the fifth Sultan of the Ottoman Empire,
reigned, after the Empire’s restoration in 1413,
as sole acknowledged ruler until his death in 1421

Like many details of the first century of Ottoman
history, the year of the birth of this Sultan is

unknown, Sidyill-t ^Oth^iani, 1 66 gives 781 or

791 (*379 *389) It IS commonly agreed, that

he was the youngest of the six sons of Bayazid 1,

which probably has made von Hamraei accept the

later date At the time of Timur’s invasion, Mu-
hammad lesided at Amasia, but he was piesent

at the battle of Angora (end of July 1402) From
here he escaped with the help of the vizier Bayazid

42
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Pasha and was able to maintain himself in Amasia
and To^j:at against Timur’s governor in Niksar and
against Turkoman bands Soon aftei BSyazId’s death

m 1403, having found support with the dynasties

of KaramSn and Dhu ’

1-Kadr, he conquered Brusa

from his brother 'Isa, who had fled theie after

the battle of Angora Then followed the struggle

with his other brother Sulaiman, who had escaped

to Adrianople but reappeared in Anatolia on ac-

count of his dealings, friendly as well as hostile,

with the Izmir Oghlu ^unaid Sulaiman was able to

take Brusa but was soon obliged to return to Rum-ili,

where Muhammad had sent their brother Musa
(who, after Angoia, had been prisoner for some
time with the Germiyan Oghlu) When in 1410
the struggle between Sulaiman and Musa ended
in the latter’s victory, Muhammad, whose position

in Anatolia was now strengthened, had to face

Musa himself At first the conquest of Rum-ili did

not seem hopeful, but after some high functionaries,

like the Djandar-oghlu Ibrahim Pasha (cf Taschncr
and Wittek, in /r/, xviii 95) and repiesentatives

of the old nobility, like Ewrenos, had gone over

from Musa to his side, and after he had made the

Byzantine Emperoi Manuel his ally, Muhammad
was able to ciush Musa in the battle of (lamurlu

in Serbia (July 1413) By this battle the unity of

the Ottoman state was re-establishcd, nevertheless

one gets the impiession that, even after the battle

of Angola, the supremacy of the house of 'Othman
over the other Muhammadan and Christian chiefs

m Anatolia and the Balkan Peninsula was never

seriously questioned The hereditary enemy in Asia,

Karaman Oghlu Mehmed, who in the meantime
had gone as far as besieging Brusa, was subdued

at Djanik in 1414 and at the same time the tur

bulent Izmir Oghlu Qjunaid was finally driven

away from Smyrna In 1416 the Ottoman power
in the Aegean Sea was stiengthened by the battle

of Gallipoli against a Venetian fleet lhat same
year witnessed the extremely serious deiwish revolt

in Aidin and the peninsula of Kara Burun, con

nected with the name of Simawna Oghlu Badr

al Din (cf Babinger’s monograph on the subject

in Isi

,

XI I— 174 and, as to the date, p 62 sqq ),

its suppression required the levying of troops from

all paits of Anatolia under Bayazid Pasha In the

European part of the Empire the Sultan kept up
friendly relations with the Byzantine Emperor The

Turks inteivened, howevei, in Wallachia where the

succession was disputed and they built theie the

fortress of Djuidjewo (^Turk Yer K»oku) on the

northern bank of the Danube, at the same time

(1419), the raids of the Tuikish troops reached

Hungary, Bosnia and Styria On the Asiatic side

large parts of the possessions of the prince of

Kastamuni, including Tosia and Kangheri, were

incorporated into the Ottoman possessions From
1416 Muhammad had moreover to face a pretender

to the throne who claimed to be his brother Mu-
stafa, this Dozme Mustafa found an ally in

Djunaid Both were defeated near Selanik and had
to fly to Constantinople The Sultan died in 1421
in Adrianople, shortly after his return from Ana-
tolia His death was kept secret from the army
during forty days, until the heir to the throne

MurSd had ai rived at Brusa

Muhammad I has won the reputation of a mild and
benevolent ruler, he often occuis with the surname
of Celebi (as also do his brothers) Another surname
IS Kiiriishdji, the “Wrestler”, which takes unrecogniz-

able foims in the European sources (“Crixia” in

the Ragusan documents cited by Babinger on p 63
of his article in Is/) Important administrative

measures are not recorded undei his reign, the

political and religious unification and pacification

occupied all his forces Some famous edifices are

connected with his name, he finished the Ulu

2jamY in Adiianople and the mosque of the same

name in Brusa A new building of this Sultan

was the well known Yeshil Djami' at Biusa (cf

Ewliya Celebi, Travels^ 11 15)
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MUHAMMAD II, with the surname Abu

’1 hath, 01, more popularly, Fatih, seventh
ruler of the Ottoman Empire, reigned from

1451 until his death in 1481 He was bom, according

to Sidjill-t ^Othmam^ 1 67, in Radjab 832 (April

1429) and resided during his father Muraa IPs

lifetime as governor in Maghnisa, aftei the death

of his biother 'Ala^ al-Din in 1444 he became
hen to the throne Before his final enthronement

Muhammad had twice resided in Adrianople as

sultan, on account of the abdication of Murad II,

the first time in June 1444, after a ten years’ peace

had been concluded with Hungary When, not-

withstanding this treaty, Hungary and her Christian

allies again took the offensive in July, Murad
came back from Maghnisa, to which he had retiied,

and won the battle of Vaina (Nov 10, 1444)
1 hen Murad abdicated a second time, but a menacing

revolt of the Janissaries in Adrianople made the

grand vizier Khalil Pasha call him back again,

after which Muhammad was relegated once more

to his Anatolian governorship until his fathei’s death

On Febr 9, 1451 this new sultan arrived at

Adrianople and seemed at first peacefully inclined

In leality his reign was to become a period of

untiring and continual conquest under the personal

leadeiship of Muhammad himself, who, especially

in the beginning of his leign, took part in nearly

all the important campaigns PIis conquests did

not very much enlarge the boundaries already reached

at Murad IPs death, but consisted moie in a

bringing under immediate lurkish rule of a large

number of countries, regions and towns that were
still held by local rulers under the Ottoman
suzeiamty In this way Muhammad’s conquests

made possible the enormous expansion of the

Ottoman empire in the xvitb century

The first, and at the same time most conspicuous

military achievement of his reign was the conquest

of Constantinople, where, by the giace of MurSd II,

the Palaeologue Constantine was still reigning The
preparations for this memorable siege had begun
in 1452 with the construction of the castle of Rumih
Hisar (in which an inscription by Zaghanos Pasfia,

one of the builders, of 856 [1452], is found,

cf lOialil Edhem, in T 0 E M
^ 11 484—497)

and other military preparations, e g the casting

of an enormous siege gun Constantinople was
taken on May 29, 1453 and Galata surrendered

soon afterwards [cf Constantinople] In the next
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year, the sultan obtained successes against Serbia,

while Turakhan [q v
]

intervened in Moiea,
where the last Palaeologue despots were at wai
with the Albanians Immediately after the taking
of Constantinople the giand vizier Khalil Pasha
had been deposed and executed by ordei of the

sultan, who had personal and political causes of

complaint against him (cf laeschner and Wittek,
in hi

^
xviii 105 he was leplaced after

nearly a year by Mahmud Pasha [q v ], who for

the next twelve years was to be a no kss eneigetic

supportei of Muhammad in the achievement of the

programme of conquest Ihe year 1455 saw both
of them in Serbia and on the Aegean coast, where
the principal conquests weie Amos and the island

of Lemnos [q v
]

In 1456 they were unsuccessful

in the siege of Bclgrad During the years 1458
and 1459 Serbia was made a diiect Ottoman
province (Semcndra taken in 1459 by Muhammad),
and m the same year and in 1460 the sultan took

pait in several campaigns in the Morea, the northern

part of which was conqueied fiom the Paleologues

About the same time a temporary understanding

was reached with bkanderbeg [q v
]

in Albania
1 hen came the amazing Asiatic campaign of

1461 Amasra (Amastris) was taken from the

Genoese and Smub [q v
]
from the last Isfandiyar

Gghlu, the fall of Irebizond immediately followed

[cf iarab/un], after the beginning of a conflict

with Uzun Hasan of the Ak Koyunlu In the

next year the sultan’s army drove the famous
Wallachian woiwod Wlad Dracul from his prin-

cipality, which was given to his brothei Radul,

and at the end of the year Muhammad and Mahmud
made an end to the rule of the Genoese dynasty
of I esbos Ihe years 1463 and 1464 were mainly oc-

cupied by the annexation of the kingdom of Bosnia

In 1463 began a war with Venice, which was to

last seventeen years, the main theatre of hostilities

was the Moiea, but also in the islands of the

Aegean there weie continual encounters with

Venetian fleets

Ihe death of the Karaman Oghlu [q v
]
Ibrahim

in 1464 had hrst provoked the sultan’s inteivention

and soon nearly all the towns of this once

powerful principality were conquered duiing Mu
hammad’s campaign of 1466 (battle of Laienda)
In that same year Muhammad was successful m
Albania, where he fortihed the town of llbasan

[cf skanderbeg]
Mahmud Pasha had been deposed as grand-

vizier after the Karaman campaign and replaced

by Ram Muhammad Pasha But it was Mahmud
who as governoi of Gallipoli and Kapudan Pasha,

helped Muhammad in the conquest from Venice of

the islands of Negioponte (Euboea) in 1470 In

the same year began again a series of campaigns

under Rum Muhammad and Gedik Ahmad Pasha

against the last towns held by descendants of the

Karaman Oghlu, who were suppoited by Uzun Hasan

[q V
]

and by Christian fleets on the sea side

When Uzun Hasan had even taken the offensive

by conquering the town of Tokat, great preparations

weie made for a new Asiatic campaign of the

sultan, and Mahmud was again made grand vizier

The sultan’s army won in 1473 the great victory

of Erzindjan, which put an end to danger from

that side In this campaign a part was played by

prince Mustafa, the heir to the throne, who com-

pleted in 1474 the conquest of It III (Cilicia) but died

soon afterwards Mahmfld Pasha had been deposed

again fiom the grand vizierate and executed in

August 1474, Gedik Ahmad Pasha took his place

In the following years, until 1480, the sultan’s

chief attention was given to conquests in Europe
He built in 1471 the fortress of babacs (Bogurdelen)

in byrmia, near Belgrad, while his troops in these

and the following years made incursions into Hungary
and far into Austrian teriitory, the war with Venice

continued and in 1474 the Albanian Skutari

(^kodra) was in vain besieged The year 1475
brought the great success of the conquest of Kaffa

from the Genoese and, as a result of the establishing

of the Ottoman power in the Crimea, the sub-

mission of the latar Khanate of the Crimea to

Ottoman suzerainty In 1476 the sultan himself

was successful in Moldavia, but in the next years

the iuikish armies had less success against the

Venetians in Albania and southern Morea, finally

in 1478 Muhammad himself went to Albania and
took Croia, bkutari was besieged a long time,

but surrendered only on account of the peace

negociations with Venice, which led to a peace

treaty (confirmed January 26, 1479) leaving a

certain number of towns in Albania and Moiea
to Venice Ihe Ionian islands, however, were con-

quered in 1479 by a fleet undei Gedik Ahmad,
who, at the same time, went so far as to take

Otranto in southern Italy An endeavour to con-

quer the island of Rhodes in the same year was

not successful

Muhammad’s last campaign took place in 1480,

when he mteivened in the dynastic disputes of the

dynasty of Dhu ’1 Kadi [q v
],

which intervention

gave rise to the first dilficulties with Egypt In

the next yeai, 1481, he had already set out for

a new military enterprise in Asia, the aim of which

was yet unknown, but may have been connected with

the same difficulties, when he died, rathei suddenly,

in the place called Tekfur Lay?r? 01 khunk'ar

CayM between Skutari and Gebzc (May 3, 1481)

His body was transported to Constantinople and
bulled in the iu;de of the Fatih Mosque

Besides being a great conqueror, Muhammad II

was the builder of many important edifices, in

the hist place of the Fatih Mosque in Constan-

tinople and the mosque of Eiyub {Hadlkat al-Dja~

wdmi^^ 1 8 sqq
, 243 sqq

)
and further of the castles

on the Dardanelles and other works of naval and

military importance In the army administration he

succeeded in restoring discipline among the Jams
sines by incorpoiating in them the corps of the

Segbans, further his name is connected with the

first Ottoman Kdnun name (printed as an appendix

to TO hM
^

111) He encouraged scientific studies

and showed an interest in literature and poetry (he

pensioned thirteen Turkish poets), even for the

Renaissance arts in Italy (he summoned Gentile Bel-

lini to Constantinople, who made his portrait, cf

also Tschudi, Vom alien Osmamschen Reich^ lu-

bingen 1930, p 18)
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MUHAMMAD III, thirteenth ruler of the

Ottoman Empire^ was born on May 16,1567,

the son of Murad III and the Venetian lady Baffa,

and reigned from January 27, 1593 until his death,

December 22, 1603 He was the last sultan who,

as crown prince, had resided as governor in Magh-

nisa During his short reign he does not seem to

have exercised any gieat influence on the policy

of the Empire, being mostly under the influence

of his mother who, as wahde sultan^ intervened

in affairs of state through her prot^g^s within

and without the palace Much against her will

but on the insistence of a large part of the

troops and of the high dignitaries, Muhammad
took part m one campaign, namely that of

1596, in which the Hungarian town of Erlau

(Egri) was taken by the 1 urks (Scptembei 1596)

Ihis campaign was a part of the wai against
;

Austria that lasted during all his reign and oc

casioned every year a military expedition to Hungary

or to Wallachia The grand vi/ierate was changed

not less than twelve times undei this sultan , the

most conspicuous grand viziei was Damad Ibrahim

Pasha [q v ],
his brother-in law and the protege

of the wdltde Ibrahim three times held the sultan’s

seal, three other titularies ended their office by

being executed In the same yeai as the conquest

of Erlau, the lurks won the battle of Kercsztes

over the Austrians and Hungarians, the seventy of

the then grand-vizier Cighala Sinau caused a great

number of the troops to desert and to appear some

yeais afterwards as firarrs^ or d^elZili%^ provoking

dangerous revolts in Asia Minor which lasted thirty

years and began with the taking of Urfa by Kaia

Yazfdjl [q V
]

in 1 599 A thud memorable feit of

the Hungarian war was the conquest of Kanina
in 1600 by Ibrahim Pasiia In othei parts of the

Empire the situation was relatively quiet, only in

the Crimea was there a war between two rivals

to the khanate, in which the Ottoman government

had to intervene Relations with the European

powers were peaceful Prance began already to exer-

cise considerable influence through her ambassador

,

with Persia there was peace until beptember 1603,

when a war began with the taking of 1 abriz and

NakhSawan by ^Abbas I

1 he Empire was still supported by the tiaditions of

Suleiman’s time, but the lack of strong government

had introduced a lot of abuses, notably in the

administration of the timars and of the finances

One of the consequences was the dangerous revolt

in January 1603 of the sipahi% in Constantinople,

who demanded the abolition of the harem regime in

the capital and the restoration of the authority of

the government in Anatolia Two high harem func-

tionaries fell as victims of this revolt, the grand

vizier Yemishdjt Hasan was able to oppose the

stpUhH with the aid of the Janissaries, thus creating

an everlasting feud between the two corps, but

m October of the same year this nefarious policy

caused his own fall and execution

Muhammad III was buried in a turbe of the

Aya Sofia, a short time before his death, he had

ordered the execution of his eldest son Mahmud
He is said to have made a great show of

piety, and had some excellent councillors in his

environment, such as the kh'^aija Sa'd al*Dln
(died 1599), who had determined him to accompany

the army in i59^> whole his mothers

influence prevailed by keeping him mainly confined

to the harem in the palace

Bibliography Among the lurkish histo-

rians the woiks of ^Ali (until I59^)» belSniki

(until 1600), PeCcwi and Hasan Beg Zade are
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A contempoiary European source is laz boranzo,
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MUHAMMAD IV, nineteenth bultanof
the Ottoman Empiie, was born on December

30, 1641 and was placed on the thione on August 8,

1648, aftei the deposition, soon followed by the

execution, of his father bultan Ibrahim Ihe power

in the state was at that time divided between the

court, wheic the old walidt Kosem [q v
]

and

bultan Muhammad’s mothei, the wahde laikljan,

held the leins, and the rebellious soldiery of the

Janissaries and the bipahis The lack of stability

m the goveinment at this time is shown by the

fact, that, until the nomination of the giand vizier

Kopiulu Muhammad in 1656, there were no less

than thirteen grand viziers In 1651 the old wdhde

Kosem was assassinated and at the same time the

resistance of the Janissaiies was broken
,
the regime

of the court party that followed under the sultan’s

mother did not improve the situation Ihc grand

vizieiate of lb§hir Pa^a (1654— ^^55), who at

first seemed to be the strong man needed, was

brought to an early end by his iival Murad

Pasha, and m the meantime the Cretan wai against

Venice was exhausting the lesouices of the Empire

In March 1656 a militaiy rebellion forced the

sultan to allow the execution of several of his

favouiite coui tiers

Ihe real strong man proved to be Kopiulu
Muhammad Pasha [q v] ( bept I 5 )

1 ^ 5
^

—

Oct 31, 1661) who eliminated immediately the

influence of the harem on state affairs and became

until his death the leal ruler of the Empire His

regime began with a luikish maritime defeat

by the Venetians at the Dardanelles, but al-

ready m the following yeai he obtained as ser^aske?

successes in Transylvania and succeeded at the same

time in establishing firmly the Turkish authority

in the Danube pi incipalities, the collaboration with

the Crimean l^an was here of great value In

1658 and 1659 he was able to suppress rebellions

in Asia {Minor, and in the Venetian war a great

fleet of Venetian ships and other Christian allies

did not succeed against the Turkish forces on

Crete After his death (Oct 31, 1661), he was

succeeded in his office by his son Koprulu
Ahmad Pa^ja, who completed the work of his

father by cairying through the final conquest

of Crete (surrender of Kandia on Sept 4, 1669)

followed by peace with Venice In 1661 the war

with Austria had begun again, where bultan Mu-

hammad took part in several campaigns, notably

that of 1663 m which tJjvdr (Neuhausel) was

taken In 1664 took place the famous battle of

St Gotthaid, where the Turks weie beaten by an

allied army, a part of which was formed by French

troops, still the peace concluded with Austria in

1665 was favourable for Turkey In 1672 the sultan

took part in the campaign against Poland, after

the Ukrainian cossacks had invoked Ottoman aid
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against the Polish king, the Polish war, ending in

a peace treaty of 1676, strengthened still further the

Empire’s position in the north KoprUlu Ahmad
Pasha (lied Oct 30, 1676 Though the sultan, who
had developed in the meantime a moiose and
capricious character, never showed him the same
deference as to his father, Ahmad had been easily

able to maintain himself against enemies in

the interior, not least by forming new troops

(the be^h and the gonullu\ who were far more
reliable than the Janissaries and SipShis He had
not been able, however, to put an end to the

extiavagant luxury of the court, which wasted

enormous sums IhesultSnhad an abnormal liking

for big hunts, that were organized at enormous
cost in the environment of Adrianople, which
town he pieferred as a residence to Constantinople

After Ahmad’s death the sultan did not himself

take the alTairs of state in hand
,
he appointed

Kara Mustafa Pasha [q v
]

as his grand vizier

1 he latter continued in an unnecessary way the

tiadition of warfare, in 1677 and 1678 be obtained

successes against the Cossacks, behind whom the

Muscovite power now began to gain in importance in

Turkish affairs In 1682 war broke out again with

the Austiian monarchy and led to the second

lurkish siege of Vienna (July 13 —Sept 12, 1683),

ending in a lurkish debacle, thanks to the intei-

vcntion of the Polish king Sobicsky This disaster

cost Kara Mustafa his office and his life and

at the same time the influence of the Serail became
again piedominant 1 he grand viziers now following

proved unequal to then task and in the years

1685—1687 nearly the whole of Hungaiy was lost

to the Austrian aimies (Turkish defeat at Mohies
on June 22, 1687) At the same time the hostilities

with Venice had been leopened in the Morea and

in the Aichipelago

All these disasters caused a revolt of the tioops

in the field, they maiched on the capital in

September 1687 under Siyawugh Pasha of Aleppo
Ihis time the sultan himself fell a victim to them,

he was deposed on November 8, 1687 by the kTx'tm

makavi Koprulu Mustafa Pasha and lived in seclusion

in Adrianople until his death on December 17,

1692 lie was buried next to his mother in the

Yeni Djami'

Btbltog') a p h y Na^^ima (11 )
and Hadjdji

Khalifa, and until 1660 the la^fiUk of Rashid are

the most impoitant luikish histoiical sources

Ihc Siyahat-name of h wliya^ k'elebi describes

many of the military expeditions of this peiiod

and IS also otherwise a valuable source of in-

formation Among the European sources this

period is coveied by P Ricaut, des

t) ois dernters empetetiis des Turcs defuts 1624
jusqu^a Pans 1683 Puither, von Hammer,
6* 0 A% V

,
vi and the works of Zmkeisen (iv

and V ) and Joiga (iv )
See also the monographs

of Ahmad Refik, Kopfuluier, Constantinople

1331 (1913), Kadlnlar Constantinople

1914— 1924, and Felaket Seneleri

Constantinople 1332 (1914)

(J H Kramers)
MUHAMMAD V ReshXd, thirty-fifth

Ottoman Sultan, was born on Novembei 2,

^1844 as a son of Sultan 'Abd al-Madjid During

he reign of his brother °Abd al Hamid II he lived

n seclusion, his very existence inspired ^Abd al-

Hamid with such terroi that even the mentioning

of persons with the name ReshSd had to be avoided

in his presence (cf Snouck Hurgronje, Verspretde

Geschrtften^ 111 232) He was a man of mild

character, who owe<l his accession to the throne

(April 27, 1909) only to the victory of the Young
Turks, moreover he was the first constitutional

ruler of Turkey, but he was unable to give direction

to the very disparate political tendencies that

manifested themselves within and without the

Parliament during the years after the Revolution,

and, after the final victory of the Unionist party

in Januaiy 1913, Muhammad V had to submit,

much against his will, to their government
At the veiy beginning of his reign, Turkey lost her

last vestige of authority over Bosnia and Herzegovina
by Austria-Hungary’s annexation, and ovei Bulgaria

by the declaration of its independence (Oct 5,

1909) The cabinets undei Husein Hilml Pa^a
funtil January 18, 1910) and IsmS*^!! HakkI Pasha

(q V until Sept 29, 1911) were notable to bring

about a peaceful situation in the interior (revolts

in Albania) Hakki Pasha had to resign on account

of the declaration of war by Italy Under the

grand vi/ierate of Sabd Pasha [q v
]

the Italian

war led to the loss of Iripoli, confirmed by the

peace treaty of Ouchy (Oct 15, 1912) The peace

was signed under the anti-unionist cabinet of

Ahmad MukhPir Pasha, but in the same month
began the so called Balkan War against the con-

federated Balkan States 1 he reactionary cabinet

of K>amil Pasjia soon show^ed an inclination to con-

clude a disastrous peace through the intermediary

of the European powers (Conference of London),
then on January 23, 1913 the Unionist coup
d’etat brought again a Lnionist government under

Mahmud %ewket Pagha The lesult was a leopening

of the hostilities and, after the failure of Bulgaria,

the rccaptuie of Adrianople (July 22, 1913) In

the meantime Mahmud ‘^ewket had been niurdeied

(June 28) by adherents of the liberal opposition,

but this did not bring about a change in ihe

political course
,

his place was taken by Sa^id

Halim Pasha, whose goveinment signed the peace

treaties with Bulgaiia (Sept 29, 19 13), Dreece

(Nov 14) and Serbia (March 14, 1914) From this

time on, the Committee of Union and Progress,

which from the beginning of Muhammad Re&h5d’s

reign had not cei'^cd to work behind the scenes,

became all powerful and its leadeis laUat Bey
and Enwer Bey came moie and more to the front

Aftei waids, when at the beginning of the Great War,
the Ottoman (joveinment had decided to remain

neutial, it was the unionist sympathies with

Germany that brought about a gradual estrange-

ment between 1 urkey and the Allies (the “Goeben”

and “Breslau” incident), culminating in the entrance

of Tuikey into the war on the side of the Cential

Powers (the lurkish fleet in the Black Sea on

Octobei 29 and 30, 1914) TaPat Pasha himself

became grand vizier in February 1917 The Allied

endeavour to foice a way through the Dardanelles

was definitely abandoned in January 1916 and in

the meantime Turkish troops fought on the Egyptian

front, in 'Irak and on the Russian and Persian

frontiers Befoie the end of the war Muhammad V
died unexpectedly on July 2, 1918

Bibliography de la Jonqui^re, Htslotre

de VEmptie Ottoman^
>
Ahmad Emin,

Turkey tn the World War^ New Haven 1930,
besides many othei publications on the war and
on the geneial politics of Turkey

(J H Kramers)
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MUHAMMAD VI WahId al DIn, last Sultan
of the Ottoman Empire, was born on

January 14, 1861, as son of Sultan ^Abd al-Madjid

He was called to the throne on July 3, 1918,

aftei the death of his brother Muhammad V
Reghad, the foimer heir to the throne YUsuf ‘Izz

al Din, son of ^Abd «l-'Aziz, having died in 1916

When on October 30, 1918, nearly four months

after his accession, the armistice of Mudros was

signed he was the ruler of an empire that seemed

to be at the mercy of its foimer enemies, whose
military forces occupied the capital and other

hitherto unconquered parts of luikey On the

other hand, the power of the Committee of Union
and Piogress was broken, but, since in the

beginning of 1919 there began m Anatolia an

increasing opposition against the foreign occupation,

joined with an aversion to obey the Constantinople

government, Muhammad VI seemed to have no

other choice than to throw in his lot with the

Allies and, together with his grand \izier Dainad

Fend Pasha, he collaborated with the Allies in

the endeavours to suppress the nationalist forces

(beginning of 1920), this anti-nationalist action was

even sanctioned by a fetiva of the Shaikh al-I«lam

As the nationalist movement grew evei stionger,

the Sultan’s authority could only be upheld in

Constantinople by the support of the Allies His

government had to sign the Treaty of Sevies

(August 10, 1920) and the TewTik Pa^a cabinet

(since October 21, 1920) tried to summon the Par

liament for its ratification But in 1921 things had

already gone so far that Tewfik Pasha recognized

the powerlessness of his government to represent

Turkey 1 he final success of the nationalists against

the Gieeks (seizuie of Smyrna September 9, 1922)
brought about the armistice of Mudania (October

II, 1922), to which the Sultan’s government was

not a paity It was still invited to represent Turkey
in Lausanne, together with the Angora govern-

ment This was not accepted by the Great National

Assembly, which, on November i, 1922, declared

the Ottoman sultanate abolished from March 16,

1920 (occupation of Constantinople)
,

Tewfik

Pasha’s cabinet resigned accordingly (November 4)
and Muhammad \1 lemained as l^alifa in Con-

stantinople, where, on November 10, he appeared

at his last selamltk When, however, the National

Assembly decided some days afterwards to try

Wahid al-Din on a charge of high treason, this

last Ottoman Sultan left Constantinople as a fugitive

on a British ship (November 17, 1922) and the very

next day the Angora government declared him
divested of the caliphate Having gone first to

Malta, the ex sultan proceeded to Mecca as the

guest of king Husain From here he launched a

proclamation to the Islamic world, in which he

maintained that the separation of the caliphate

from the sultanate was contrary to the ^arfa
(text in Onente Moderno^ 11 702—705) This appeal

found hardly any response in the Islamic world

The last Ottoman Sultan left Mecca again and
went to live in San Remo, where he died on

May 16, 1926 In 1924 he had even recognized

king Husain’s claim to the caliphate

Bibliography Jaschke und Pritsch, Die

Turhet sat dem Weltkriege^ in IF" /, vol x,
1927—1929, and vol xii

,
Heft i—2, 1930,

where in the Introduction all available Turkish

and Western sources are indicated

(J H Kramers)

MUHAMMAD, Mu'^izz al-DIn b S5m, was the

fourth of the ShansabSnl princes of GhUr
to lule the empire of QhaznI His name was

ouginally Shihab al-Din, but he assumed that of

Mu'^izz al-Din IIis elder brother Ghiyath al Din

succeeded his cousin Saif al-Din in 1163 and made
Muhammad goveinor of HerSt, entiusting to him
also the duty of extending the dominions of the

house in India

Muhammad led his first expedition into India

in 1175, expelled the Isma'ilian heietics wo ruled

Multan, placed an orthodox governor in that pio-

vince, and captured Ue6h In 1178 he rashly led

an aimy into Gudjarat, was defeated by the ladja,

Bhima the Vaghela, and retiiined to Ghazni willi

no more than the remnant of his army, but in

the following year he took Peshawar, and in Il8i

Labor, taking prisoner Khusi iw Malik, the last

of the Gha/nawids, and adding the PandjSb to his

brother’s doinimons In the wintei of 1190— 1191

he invaded the Cawhan kingdom of Dihli and

captured Bhatinda, but the r'idja, Piithwi Radj,

maiched against him and defeated him at Tirawri,

near Karnal He was wounded, but escaped, and

in 1192 icturned to India, defeated and slew

Pnthwi Radj at larawii, captured Ilansi, Samana,

Guhram, and other foi tresses, and plundeied Adj-

mer On rctuining to Ghazni he left Kutb al Din
Aibeg [q v

]
in India as viceioy, and at the end

of 1192 Aibeg took Dihli and mide it his capital

In 1197 Aibeg was beleaguered in Adjmer and

Muhammad sent a relieving force which enabled

him to defeat Bhima of Gudjarat and to plunder

his capital, Anhilvara

Muhammad was now employed with his brothei

in recovering Khurasan On the death of Takash
Khan Kh^arizmshah [q v

]
in Marw, on July 3, 1200,

Muhammad Curbak was sent to Marw, which he

captured and occupied foi Ghiyath al Din, and

Ghiyath al-Din and his brother besieged and took

Nishapur Muhammad was then sent in command
of an expedition to Raiy but the misbehaviour of

his troops earned a rebuke which led to the only

quaiiel between the brothers

On the death of Ghiyath al Din m 1202 Mu-
hammad succeeded to the great empire which he

had helped his brother to build up, but Muhammad
Kh"arizmshah [q v

]
took Maiw from Muhammad

durbak, recovered NishSpOr, but failed to capture

Herat Mu'^izz al-Din Muhammad marched against

him but suffered a ciushing defeat near Andkhul
and ’fled to Talakan He was besieged by the army
of Gur Khan of Kara KhitSi and purchased a safe

retreat only by the surrender of the whole of his

baggage and material of wai On his arrival before

Ghazni in this plight his slave Ildigiz refused to

admit him, and he passed on to Multan where
the governor likewise refused him admittance,

but he attacked and defeated him and appointed

Nasir al-Din KubaCa [q v
]

to the government of

the province He returned to Ghazni and established

himself there, sparing the life of Ildigiz By the

treaty which he concluded with Muhammad
rizmshah he was permitted to retain Baljdi and
Herat, but not NishSpHr and Marw
On Oct 20, 1205, he marched from Qhazni for

India and, with the help of Kutb al-Din Aibeg,

defeated the Khokars, but on returning towards

Qhazni was assassinated, on March 15, 1206, on
the bank of the Indus, either by Isma^ili heretics

or by some Khokars He was succeeded in Ghtlr
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by his nephew MahmUd, son of Ghiyath al-Din,

but the viceroys of the provinces, Aibeg in Dihli,

KubaCa in Multan, Tadj al-Din Yildiz m Kirman,
and Ildigiz m Ghazni, became independent

Bibliography Tabakat-i Ndn/J^ and
tianslation by Major H G Raverty {Bibl Ind)^
Ta^rtkh-i Guzlda, by Hamd Allah Mustawfi and
translation by Professor E G Browne {G M S)y
The Cambitdge History of India^ vol 111

(T W Haig)
MUHAMMAD, Tuchluk, the second king

of the Tughluk dynasty of Dihll, was the

eldest son of Ghiyath al Dm Tughluk, its founder
During the short reign of the usuipei, Nisir al-

Dm ^usraw, he was in some peril, but escaped
and joined his father, who was marching on Dihli

He was known at first as Djawna Khan, but re-

ceived the title of Ulugh Khan and was sent in

1321 to Warangal, to reduce to obedience the

r5dj5,
Pratapa Kudradeva II In this distant region

he attempted to rebel, but his army refused to

believe his stoiy of his father’s death at Dihli

and to accept him as their king, and he was
obliged to return in haste to the capital, where
he eithei persuaded his father of his innocence

or gained a pardon, for, though his accomplices
sufTeied cruel deaths, he was again sent, in 1323,
into Telingana, and on this occasion compelled
the raejja to surrender and sent him to Dihli In

the following year he acted as legent during his

father’s absence on an expedition into Bengal,

but his conduct aroused suspicion, and his father

rebuked him in letters sent from Bengal He rc

ceived the king, on his return, in a temporary

kiosk of wood, so constructed that the dislodge-

ment of a beam would bring the whole structure

down, and by this device crushed the old man to

death, and ascended the throne in February 1325
The delineation of a chiiacter so complex and
contradictory as that of Muhammad Tugjiluk is

no easy task He was one of the most extraoidinaiy

monarchs who ever sat upon a thione lo the

most lavish generosity he united levolting and
indiscriminate cruelty, to sciupulous observance

of the ritual and ceiemonial prescribed by the

Islamic law an utter disregard of that law in all

public affairs, to a debasing and superstitious

veneration for all whose descent 01 whose piety

commanded respect a ferocity which when roused

respected neither the blood of the Prophet nor

peisonal sanctity Some of his administrative and
most of his militaiy mcasuics give evidence of

abilities of the highest order, others aie the acts

of a madman
The chronicle of his reign is laigely a record

of rebellions punished with gross barbarity In the

second year his cousin Guishasp rebelled in the

Dakan and was flayed alive In 1327 he rebuilt

Devagir, named it DawlaPlbad, made it his capital,

and two years later diove the whole population

of Dihli thither In 1328 Kishlu ^an rebelled

in Multan and was defeated and slain, and m
1329 India was invaded by the Mughul, ^Ala^

al-Din Tarmasbirin, who, however, was driven from

the country In the same year the enhancement

of the land-tax in the Gangetic Doab drove the

inhabitants into rebellion, and the measures taken

to suppress the rising depopulated the country

At about the same time Muhammad issued his

famous fictitious currency, decreeing that his brass

tokens should be accepted as equivalent to silvei

tangas No precautions were taken against counter-

feiting, and when the experiment failed and the

tokens were recalled the treasury was obliged to

purchase mountains of biass at the price of silver

In 1331 a rebellion in Bengal was crushed by
Bahrain Khan, but in 1338 he died, and a second

rebellion separated the province from the kingdom
of Dihli, and in 1334 Saiyid Djalal al-Din Ahsan
established his independence in Madura Muham-
mad marched to punish him, but a pestilence in

his army compelled him to retieat, and on his

return he established in the Dakan the pernicious

system of farming out the revenue for extravagant

sums, the result of which was to drive both the

impoverished cultivator and the defaulting farmer
into rebellion Hushang of DawlatSbad, believing

a report of the king’s death, rebelled, but was
captured and pardoned, a rare instance of clemency,
but a rebellion in the Pandjab was crushed with
great seventy

An enormous army raised for the conquest of

Peisia melted away for want of funds to main-
tain it, and in 1337 a heavy calamity fell on
northern India, a famine of unusual severity which
lasted for seven yeais I he king’s measures to

combat the famine were, on the whole, well

conceived and well executed Giain w^as plentiful

in Awadh, which proved that the famine was
largely due to artificial causes, and he built

a temporal y city, barga-dwaii {Swaiga dwdra^

Sansk “the Gate of Paradise”), on the western

bank of the Ganges, transferred thither the citizens

of Dihli, and with the assistance of ^Ain al-

Mulk, governor of Awadh, fed them fiom the

granaries of that province In the following year

he committed one of the greatest of his many
follies in assembling an aimy of 100,000 horse for

the invasion of Tibet and sending it into the

Himalaya, where it peiished

1339 rebellion in the Dakan was crushed

and even the faithful ^Ain al Mulk was goaded
into rebellion, but, in consideration of his services,

was impiisoned instead of being put to death

Almost immediately afteiwaids ^ahu the Afghan

lebelled m Multan, but fled before the king’s wrath

into Afghanistan 1 he famine was now at Us height,

and the people weic eating human flesh Muham-
mad set himself to the framing of regulations which

should improve and extend agiiculture and obviate

future famines By then means, says the contem

poraiy historian, with conscious or unconscious

iiony, agriculture would have been so piomoted

that plenty would have reigned thioughout the

earth, had they been practicable I hey included

the extension of the system of farming the revenues,

and bied confusion and rebellion, which reacted

on the king until he regarded his subjects as his

natural enemies and waged war against them with

all the weapons of despotic powei The tale of

executions is recorded, with sickening details, by

Ibn Battuta Rebellions in Sun 5m, Samana, Kaithal,

Guhram, Kara, and the Dakan were all traceable

to the king’s revenue system, but he attributed

the discontent in the Dakan to the disaffection of

his officeis and sent to that piovince a wietch

who slew ninety officeis in cold blood, and was
himself slain m the rising which his barbaiity

piovoked Muhammad marched into GuiJjaiat and
personally undertook the collection of arreais due
to the treasuiy, so alarming the officials in the

Dakan that they seized the fort of DawlatabSd
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and proclaimed an Afghan, Isma*^!! Mukh, as their

king The king marched to Dawlatabad, captured

the city, and besieged the rebels in the citadel,

but was recalled to Gu^jarat by a serious rebellion

headed by a man named Taghi He pursued the

rebel in Gudjarat and Kathiawar for three years,

drove him into Sind, and followed him thither,

and on March 20, 1351, died within a few miles

of Thatha, where the rebel had taken lefuge “Ihe
king”, as a historian says, “was freed from his

people, and they from their king”

His empire, at its gieatest extent, included the

whole of India except the small kingdoms of the

Colas and the Pandyas, in the neigbouihood of

Cape Comorin and the principality of Giinar in

Kathiawar Befoie his death he lost Bengal, the

Dakan, the Peninsula, and Sind, and left the

lemnant of his dominions seething with discontent

Btbltograf hy Diya^al-Din Barani, Ta*rt^ t

Firuz ^aht {Btbl Ind\ and later historians,

Tuhfat al-N’uzzar ft Ghaia^jb al Amsar^ by Ibn

Battuta, Thi Cambridge y of Indta^voX 111,

chap VI See also J R A S for July, 1922

(1 W Haig)

MUHAMMAD III, the sixth king of the
TughluV dynasty of Dili I i,

was the son of

FirUz, at whose death the son of Fath Khan, his

eldest son, was raised to the throne on Sept 20,

1388, as Ghiyath al-Din Tu^luk II, but was slam

on Feb 19, 1389, and was succeeded by his cousin

Abu Bakr, son of Zafar Khan, the second son of

Firuz Muhammad, the third son, contested the

succession and, after suffering more than one defeat,

occupied Dihli and ascended the throne on Aug 31,

1390 AbQ Bakr took refuge with Bahadur NShir

in Mewat but was pursued and defeated, and was

imprisoned in Mirath, where he shortly aflei wards

died The old servants of Firuz, men of Eastern

Hindustan, who had been the principal factors m
all the troubles of the kingdom, were put to the

sword, after being tested by a shibboleth which

distinguished them from the natives of Dihll

A rebellion in GudjarSt was suppressed in the

same year by Zafar ^Sn, who in 1396 became
independent in that province, and in 1392 Mu
hammad ciushed a serious rebellion in the Doab,

captured Itawa, lavaged the districts of Kanawdj
and Dalman, and built near Qjalesar a fort, which

he named Muhammadabad In the same yeai, he

put to death his minister, Islam Khan, who was

meditating rebellion, and appointed in his place

Khwadja Djahan Another rebellion was crushed

in the southern Doab, and in August 1393, Mu-
hammad invaded and plundered Mewat and returned

to Djalesar, where he fell sick Bahadur Nahir took

advantage of his illness to plunder some villages

in the neighbourhood of Dihli and Muhammad
marched into Mewat, defeated him, and put him
to flight, but on his return to Muhammadabad
his disorder increased, and on Jan 20, 1394, just

as he had ordered his son HumayUn ^an to

march against the Khokars, who had captured

Labor and were ravaging the Pan(Jjab, he died

Bibliography Muntakhab al- Tawari^^
ed and translation by Lt Col G S A Ranking,
Tabakat i Akbart^ ed and translation by B,D6
(Btbl Ind Senes of A S B)j Muhammad Kasim
Fin&hta, Gulshan't Ibrahiml (Bombay 1832)

(T W Haig)

MUHAMMAD I, the second king of the
Bahmani dynasty of the Dakan, was the

eldest son of Hasan, 'Al5^ al-Din Bahman Shah,

usually, but incorrectly, styled Hasan GangH On
succeeding his father, on Feb ii, 1358, he care-

fully oiganized the government of the four piovinces

of the kingdom and the administration of the aimy
Ihe pertinacity of the Hindu bankers and money-

changers in melting down the gold coinage which

he introduced led to a geneial massacre of the com-

munity and the measure involved him in hostilities

with the Hindu states of Warangal and Vidjayanagar

He invaded the dominions of Kanhaiya of Warangal

three times, put his son Venayek Deva to death,

and compelled him to pay heavy indemnities and

to surrender the town and district of Golkonda

After this success he grossly insulted Bukka 1 of

Vidj'iyanagai by paying some dancing girls with

a draft drawn by him on Bukka’s treasury Bukka

invaded the RSieUr Doab, captured Mudgal, and

massacied its garrison Muhammad marched against

him, attacked him with great impetuosity, defeited

him, and recovered Mudgal, where he rested duiiiig

the lainy season In 1367 he met Bukka at Kaw-
thal, again defeated him, and carried out an indis

criminate massacre of his subjects The Hindus were

cowed by the slaughter of 400,000 of their race,

and Bukka was compelled to sue for peace He
honoured the draft and paid an indemnity, and

received in return \ guarantee that non combatants

should be spared in future wars, and the agieement,

though sometimes violated, mitigated to some extent

the horrors of the long peuod of intermittent war-

faie between the two states On returning from

Visijayanagar he completed, in 1367, the great

mosque at Gulbarga, and then turned against his

cousin Bahram KhSn Mazandarani, who had for

some years been in rebellion at Dawlatabad, defeated

his army, and drove its leaders into (ludjarat He
died m 1377 and was succeeded hy his elder son,

Mudjahid

B tb Ito grap hy Muhammad Kasim Firishta,

Gul^an-t Ibrahiml (Bombay 1832), Muntakhab

al Lubdb^ vol 111 {Btbl Ind Series of A ^ B)^
Burhan~i Mdatjui (MSS ) and translation by

Major J S King {The History of the Bahmani
Dynasty ) ,

An A) ahtc History of Gu^arat^ edited

by Sir E Denison Ross {Indian Text Series)

^

The Cambi idge History of India^ vol 111
,
chap xv

(T W Haic)
MUHAMMAD II, the fifth king of the

Bahmani dynasty of the Dakan, was the

son of Mahmud Khan, the youngest son of

^Ala^ al Din Bahman Shah, the founder of the

dynasty, and was laised to the throne on May 20,

1378, after the assassination of his uncle, Dawud
Shah Finsbta’s statement that this king’s name
was Mahmud has misled all European historians,

but is refuted by inscriptions, legends on coins,

and other histoiians

Muhammad II was a man of peace, devoted to

liteiature and poetry, and his reign was undistuibed

by foreign wars He invited Hafiz to visit his court,

and the great poet set out from ^iiaz in response

to the invitation, but was so terrified by a storm

in the Persian Gulf that he disembarked and

returned to Shli gz, whence he sent to Muhammad
his excuses in a well known ode

Between 1387 and 1395 the Dakan was visited

by a severe famine, and the king’s measures of

relief included the free importation of grain, the

establishment of schools at which children were

taught, fed, and lodged at the public expense,
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and special allowances to readers of the Kur^Sn

and the blind, but only those of his own faith

profited by his benefactions He died of a fever

on April 20, 1397, and was succeeded by his

eldei son, Ohiyfith al-Dln

Bibliography See ait muhammad I, also

y A S B
^
vq\ Ixxiii

,
part 1 , 1904

W Haic)

MUHAMMAD III, LashkarT, the thirteenth
king of the Bahmani dynasty of the
Dak an, was the younger son of HumSylin Sfiah,

and succeeded his elder brother, NizSm ^ah, on

July 30, 1463, at the age of nine His mmistei

was the famous Mihmud Gawan, Malik al-Fudidjar,

Kh’^adja Djahan A compaign against Malwa in

1467 was unsuccessful, but between 1469 and 1471

Mahmud GawSn conquered the southern Konkan
In 1472 Malik Hasan Bahii, Nizam al Mulk, a

Brahman who had been captured in Vidjayanagar

and educated as a Muslim, led a successful expe

dition into southern Urisa and was rewarded with

the government of Telingana hath Allah Mmad
al Mulk, another Brahman with a similar history,

was made governor of BarSi, and Yusuf ‘^Adil

Khan, a lurk, was appointed to Dawlatabad In

the same year Muhammad captured the fortresses

of Bankapur and BalganNS, and his conduct at the

siege of the latter earned for him the title of

I ashkarl, “the Soldier” In 1474 the Dakan suffered

severely fiom a famine which lasted for two years,

and m 1476 a rebellion in Kondawir led the king

into Telingana He relieved Malik Hasan, who had

been besieged in Radjamahendri, invaded Urisa

and punished the rSdja, who had supported the

rebels, and on his letuin, in 1478, captured Kon-

da\slr and assumed the title of Qhji^t

He then set out to invade the eastern Karnatak,

but first divided the great piovince of lelingana

into two goveinments, mortally offending Malik

Hasan, the governor Ihe partition was part of a

scheme, devised bv Mahmiid Gawan, to be applied

to all the provinces of the kingdom

Muhammad made Kondapalli, in the Karnatak,

his headquarters, and returned thither after cairying

out a daring raid to Kandjeweram From Konda
palli he issued an edict dividing the other three

provinces of his kingdom, Barai, Dawlatabad, and

Gulbaiga each into two governments Ihe measure

was intensely unpopular, but it was only the

vindictive Malik Hasan that actively resented it

He regarded MahmOd Gawan as the author of all

the unpopular refoims, ind by means of a forged

letter persuaded the young king that his minister

was in league with the foreign enemies of the

state Muhammad, when under the influence of

drink, summoned his faithful ministei, and on

Apiil 5, 1481, without any inquiry into the circum

stances of the case, caused his head to be stiuck

off Mahmnd’s innocence was established imme-

diately after his death, and from the day of his

unjust execution may be dated the collapse of the

authority of the Bahmani kings Of the two parties

in the state all the foreigners, led by Yusuf ‘^Adil

^Sn, who established himself in Bidjapur, and the

respectable portion of the Dakanis, led by Fath

Allah Hmad al-Mulk of Barai, avoided intercourse

with the king, who was thrown into the arms of

the assassins, led by Malik Hasan The flwfrs

accompanied Muhammad to Bldar and subsequently

on an expedition to Balgafiw, but encamped apart

from the royal troops, and always saluted the king

fiom a distance, refusing to enter his presence

Muhammad attempted to drown his grief and

humiliation in dunk, from the effects of which he

died at Bidar on March 22, 1482, crying out in

his last moments that Mahmiid Gawan was slaying

him He was succeeded by his son MahmUd, who
was never a king but in name

Bibliography See art muhammad I
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MVHAMMAD B 'ABBAS [See Kadjar
]

MUHAMMAD b 'ABD ALLAH, great-
grandson of Hasan, the eldest son of ‘^Ali

and Fatima, was one of the ^Alids who did not

spend their time passively awaiting the fulfilment

of their aspirations but endeavoured to realise

them by personal effort He and his bi other IbiShim

had, according to Wakidi, been brought up as future

rulers and Muhammad was called al Mahdi by his

father As early as the reign of the Umaiyad
caliph Hijiara, the two sectarians al Mughira [q v

]

and Bayan [q v
]
who did not recognise Muhammad

b ^Ali al-Ba^ir [q v
]
endeavoured to make propa-

ganda for him When signs of the imminent collapse

of Umaiyad rule became apparent after Walid’s death,

^Abd Allah’s family by his command paid homage
to Muhammad with the exception of al-Bakir’s son

DjaTar Wider circles also recognised him as the

legitimate heir, including the Mu'tazilis, who in

those days had a distinctly ascetic chaiacter Abu
Dja^far, later the ^Abbasid caliph, was at this time

attached to this school and it is several times

recorded that he was among those who paid homage
to Muhammad This is in itself by no means im-

piobable and well explains his hostile attitude to

him, although it remains lemarkable that Muham-
mad later nowhere, even in his polemical letters

to him, refers to this important fact The Umaiyad
goveinor Ibn Hubaira also thought of joining him
when he was besieged in Wasit in 132 (75®)

dropped the matter when he received no answer

to his letter

When finally the ^Abbasid Abu ’

1-^Abbas in the

same year won the caliphate and ousted the ^ Mids,

the two brothers disappeared and showed thereby

that they would not recognise him There now
began for them a period full of adventure and

dangei, especially after Abu Dja'fai became caliph

in 136 (754) They went secretly from place to

place to gain adherents, nowhere could they feel

safe fiom the caliph but the people were on the

whole favourably disposed to them and at least

would not betray them In this way they reached

not only Basra and Kufa but even went as far

as al Sind via “^Aden, as a rule however, they

stayed in Arabia, most securely among the Dju-

haina, in whose territory lay the hill of Radwa,

which so often appears in the history of the'Alids

The caliph was veiy uneasy at the continued lack

of success of his search for them, more and more

angrily he demanded of his governors in Medina

that they should be produced and he dismissed

several in rapid succession, when they appeared,

perhaps not without reason, ineffective and lukew'arm

in their efforts He himself took very active steps

but with as little lesult On his pilgrimage in 140

(758) he had Muhammad and IbrShim’s father

thrown into piison because they would not betray

their place of concealment, and on a later pilgrimage

(144 == 762) the same fate met the sons and grand-

sons of Hasan, “^Abd Allah’s brother They and
GAbd Allah were taken to Kufa, treated most
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brutally and thrown into prison, where most of

them died The same thing happened to Ibr’l-

him’s father-iD law Muhammad b ‘^Abd Allah, a

descendant of %^thman, whose head the caliph

sent to KhurSsan with a certificate on oath that

It was the head of the 'Alid Muhammad in order

to intimidate his followers there Shortly before

(Dec 761), he finally found a governor after his

own heart, Riyah b ^UthmSn, who conducted the

search with the necessary vigour But he was soon

able to save himself the trouble for in Radjab 145
(Nov 762) Muhammad appeared in Medina and
began the revolution while his brother Ibrahim

went to Basra to do the same It is not clear

whether they did this because in Muhammad’s
opinion the time was ripe or whether they were
forced by circumstances to hasten their plans In

any case, the enterprise was not sufficiently pre

pared, for although they had a large number of

followers in Kufa, Basra, Egypt, where however
Muhammad’s son ^Ali was arrested by the ‘^Abbasid

governor, m Khurasan and even in Sind, to which
another son ‘^Abd Allah al-A^tar was sent, theie

was no question of any organisation, and, as so

frequently, the enthusiasm for the ^Alids was like

a file of straw which blazes up quickly but dies

down as soon In Medina where Riyah was com-

pletely taken by surprise, Muhammad in keeping

with his character acted with great mildness, he

opened the prison, forbade all bloodshed and w^as

content with arresting Riyah The best elements

in the town came over to him after the juiist

Malik b Anas declared invalid his oath taken to

the ^Abbasids, Mecca also surrendered to the new
ruler The outbreak of the revolt was leally a

relief to Abu OjaTar for he had now, as he said,

enticed the fox out of his hole He huiriedly left

Baghdad, with the building of which he was busy,

and went to Kufa, the point of danger With
keen instinct he saw that the weak point of the

rebellion lay in Medina which must be attacked

first, for in this remote spot there was a lack of

materials of war and the roads thither could easily

be barred But he first of all offered a complete

amnesty to Muhammad, which however only led

to a characteristic exchange of letters, in which

one reproached the other with the weaknesses of

his family He then sent his lelative Tsa b Musa
against him with 4,000 men, with instructions

however to settle the matter peacefully if possible

Hi^ainval had a sobering effect upon the Medinese,

of whom a number seized the opportunity to get

out of their difficult position Muhammad howevei

remained undismayed He rejected the well meant
advice of several men to abandon Medina as an

insult to the town but left his people free to stay

with him or not He trusted in Allah “flora whom
victory comes and in whose hand the matter

lies”, and imitated all that the Prophet had done

in his time in romantic fashion For example he

restored the ditch which the Prophet had dug
round Medina when it was besieged by the Kuraigh

,

he used Muhammad’s sword and his battle-cry

was the same as that at the battle of Hunain,

even the old single combat before the battle pioper

was revived The result in these circumstances was
easily foreseen Tsa, after offering a free pardon

in vain for a few days, laid a few doors over the

ditch, entered the town and began a battle in

which Muhammad’s supporters became less and
less in numbers until their leader finally fell

(Monday, 14th RamadSn 145 = Dec 6, 762)
Muhammad’s head was cut off and sent to the

caliph For the further course of the rebellion see

the aiticle ibrShIm b ^abd allah
Muhammad is described as tall and strong with

a very dark skin, on which account the caliph sardo-

nically called him aUMuhammam^ the “Blackened”

He was rightly called “the pure soul” (Tabari,

111 200) for he was an ideal character, gentle

in spite of his peisonal braveiy, but he lacked

those qualities which are lequired of a pretender

m times like his
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MUHAMMAD b 'ABD ALLAH, a Tahiiid,
governor of Baghdad Born m 209 (824—825)
Muhammad in 237 (851) vvas summoned by the

Caliph to Baghdad and appointed military governor

in order to lestore order in the chaos then prevailing

In spite of the great powei of the fahirids, who luled

IGiurasan as independent sovereigns in practice,

although they nominally recognised the suzeiainty

of the Caliph, his task 'was by no means a light

one After al-Musta'in had ascended the throne

(248 = 862), he confirmed Muhammad in his office

and also gave him the governorship of the 'Irak

along with the two holy cities of Mecca and Medina
In the following year troubles broke out in Baghdad
and Samarra The Arabs were defeated by the

Byzantines and the lage of the people was turned

against the Caliph The vizier Utami^ however
finally succeeded in restoring order with the help

of the two Turkish generals Wasif and Bogha the

Younger The'Alids also gave the government trouble

on seveial occasions A descendant of 'All named
\ahya b 'Omar rebelled in Kufa and drove out

the governor of the town After he had routed

an army sent against him by Muhammad, he was
attacked by the 'Abbasid general al-Husain b Ismd'll

while another division took him in the rear and
he finally fell in the battle (Radjab 250 = Aug
864) Another 'Alid, al-Hasan b Zaid, had more
success Two prominent men m labaristSn, who
were dissatisfied with the rule of the lahirids,

appealed to him in 250 and very soon he was
acknowledged as lord of the whole of labaristan

The Tahirid governors of al-Raiy and Kazwin
were driven out and replaced by ""Alids, Muhammad
b Tahir, governor of ^urasSn, a nephew of the

governor of Baghdad, then sent an army against

al-Raiy The 'Alid governor was defeated and
captured and the town had to surrendei, but

again fell into the hand of the 'Alids When the

former governor of TabanstSn, Sulaiman b 'Abd
Allah, invaded this province and conquered it

completely, al-Hasan b Zaid had to flee to Dailam
where he was defeated by Muhammad b Tahir

(351 =865-866), aftei some years (257= 870-871)
however, he inflicted a defeat on the latter’s troops

in Ejurdjan and m 259 (872—873) he again

became lord of Curasao, where he founded an
'Alid dynasty which lasted about sixty years Arabia
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also did not escape the ‘^Alid plots A descendant
of 'Ah named IsmShl b Yusuf raised trouble there

in 251 (865), plundered Mecca and Medina and
killed so many pilgrims that he leceived the epithet

of alSaffak^ “the Bloodshedder” Theie was also

continual trouble in the capital In Muharram of

the same year (= heb 865), al-Musta'in left SamarrS
and went to Baghdad Al Mu'tazz [q v

]
was then

taken by force from his piison m Samarra and
proclaimed Caliph, he then appointed his brother

Abn Ahmad, later co legent with the Caliph al-

Mu'tamid, commander m chief in the wai against

al-Musta'in and his goveinor When all negotiations

failed, the latter had to take to arms but was several

times defeated Fighting took place in and around
Baghdad with varying success during almost the

whole year, while anarchy in the provinces increased

and when Muhammad finally began negotiations

with Abu Ahmad, he was accused of treason, so

that the Caliph had to protect him against the tioops

who were furious with him But when Muhammad’s
friends told him that al-Musta'in intended to saciifice

himself, he made peace with Abu Ahmad The Caliph

had leluetantly to confirm the treaty and abdicate

in favour of his rival al-Mu'tazz (Dhu ’1-Hidjdja

251 = Jan 866) and the latter thereupon ascended

the throne Muhammad died in Dhu ’I Ka'da 253
(Nov 867)
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MUHAMMAD b 'ABD ALLAH HASSAN
Ai MAHDl, the well known Somali Mahdl
called by the British “the Mad Mullah’
He was a Somali belonging to the Ogaden Bah
Gen tube, section Rer Ilamai He was born about

i860 A I) and had been from his youth devoted

to religious and mystic studies, in 1895 a d he

performed the pilgrimage and duiing hts stay in

Mecca became acquainted with Saiyid Muhammad
Salih [cf somatitand] of whom he became an

eager follower After his return to Somaliland he

first settled in the Dulbahanta tribe’s tcnitory and

began a vigorous propaganda on behalf of the

Salihiya tarlka and to call Somali Muslims to a

more strict rule of life As he was a learned,

eloquent man and a skilful impromptu composer

of poems (the ancient and best way to propagate

one’s ideas among the Somali Beduins), he was

easily able to attain a great popularity among the

Dulbahanta in Biitish Somaliland and his OgadSn
countrymen m Abyssinia His influence brought

him to the knowledge of the government of Berbera,

and Biitish officials had sometimes recourse to

him to settle through his mediation disputes arising

between Bedum groups In March 1899 however,

the Mullah suddenly changed his former attitude

to an openly hostile one towards the British

Government In August 1899 he assembled his

followers in Bura'o and declaied himself to be

the Mahdl and proclaimed the holy war against

the infidels A first expedition was sent against

him by the Abyssinians to prevent a further exten-

sion of the rebellion in Ogaden
,

but Grazm56
BSnti, the leader of this force, retired to Harar
after a violent pillaging razzia led by him against

the Rer 'Ah, an Ogaden tribe In 1901 Colonel

Swayne drove back the Mullah as far as the

boundaries of Italian Northern Somaliland and
defeated him at Fardiddin on July 16, 1901 A
second British expedition in 1902 won another

victory in the fight at Erago on October 6, 1902
In 1903 it was decided to send against the Mullah

a great expedition m three columns a British

one departing from Hobya according to a British-

Italian agreement concluded in the same year to

that effect, another British column departing from
Berbera, and a third, an Abyssinian force departing

from Harar The British forces were placed under

the command of General Manning But the fiist

column fell into an ambush and was defeated by
the Mullah at Gumbiiri on Apiil 17, 1903, the

second column suffered heavy losses in a fierce

fight at Daratola on April 22, 1903, the Abyssinian

column made only, as usual, a razzia against Ogaden
groups in the valley of the Shabclla In 1904 a

fouith British expedition defeated the Mullah at

Djidbali on January 9, 1904 and again, after the

landing of a naval force on the shoie of the

Indian Ocean, at Ilig in Italian teriitory on April

21, 1904 In the meantime, Saiyid Muhammad
Salih on the invitation of the Biitish and Italian

(jovernrnents had directed a letter to the most in-

fiucntial Muslim learned men in Somaliland, which

contained a declaiation against the Mullah, who was
said to have violated the lules of the Salihiya

tanka and thus to have become worthy of the

curses of the true follow eis of the Salihiya Ihe
victories of the British, however, as they could

not be followed up by a permanent occupation of

the interior, had not been sufficient to subdue

the rebellion It was therefore attempted to con-

clude an Anglo Italian agreement with the Mullah

and this was earned through by offering to the

Mullah the concession of the Italian portion of

the Nngal valley with Ilig as his seat The Mullah
subsciibed to these conditions in Ilig on March 5<>

1905, but added to his signature the clause '^wa

d-kunsil ya^itf^* halt'" (and the Consul knows
my condition), which was explained in Europe
as meaning a close trust in the Consul, but

otherwise in Somaliland, as he (the Mullah) was

a Sufi, and therefore by no means obliged to

execute any anangement he might have concluded

with infidels on account of temporary political

conditions In Januaiy 1908 the Mullah ictually

began again to lead lazzias against British and

Italian subjects No great expedition was however

sent against him by the British, who even retired

from the interior of their colony
,
a Camel Con

stabulary Corps was raised as a mobile force to

be employed in raids and swift operations against

the Mullah’s parties But after many successful and

gallant raids the Camel Constabulary Corps was

met by an overwhelming enemy force at Dulma-

doba on August 9, 1913 and the Commandant
of the Corps, Sir Richaid Corfield was killed in

the fight In the meantime, the Italians had al-

most entirely occupied the interior of Southern

Somaliland through a veiy successful policy, which
avoided any considerable military action, in this

way they brought about in Northern Somaliland the

subjection of th6 two SultSns (the SultSn of the

Madjerten and the Sultan of Hobya) to the Italian
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Government, and further they organised the Sultan’s

forces to employ them against the Mullah, thus

assuring the defence of the northern frontier of

their colony There then began a series of raids

led by Somali auxiliary bands, especially against

the Mullah’s followers in the northern valley of

the Shabella and towaids NSgal, where Djiriiban

and Gar'ad ^ ere occupied by the Sultan of Hobya
These energetic actions \ihich took place even

during the Great Furopean war, besides weaiing

down the Mullah’s army, caused him to lose

political control of a very large zone where the

population concluded peaceful agreements with Italy

and forced him to be continually ready to defend

his territory from the south also However, after

the end of the Great War, the Biitish Government
decided to attack the Mullah from Berbera and
to finally overthrow him In January-March 1920
after violent bombardments of the Mullah’s defences

by the British airmen, a British force advanced to

Taleh, the Mullah’s last camp, he, rapidly pursued
by the Camel Corps and Somali auxiliaries, fled

to OgadSn and then into the Karanla tribe’s ter-

ritory, where he died on November 23, 1920
The Mullah’s career is a very typical one for

the study of the Somali mind He had begun his

movement as an agent of the Salihiya tarika^ then

his increasing popularity tempted him to a more
ambitious sphere and, accordingly, after placing

his propaganda on a severely religious basis, he

tried to become the leader of all the Somali by

making the ties of the common faith prevail

over the tubal bonds This is really the only way
to lead such a movement in Somaliland where
lsl5m may be regarded as a tie of brotheihood

among tribes otherwise deeply divided by their

secular history of wars and revenge Theiefoie

Muhammad b ^Abd Allah Hassan said in a famous
poem “Have I not put my prayer-mat on this

sea to join together the Muslims who were not

brothers J*” alluding also to his relations with the

SalihTya in Arabia He desired for the same leason

that his followers should call themselves “Daia-
wisb”, forgetting even the name of their original

tribe Therefore he affected to become angry when
he was referred to in official correspondence as “Mu-
hammad 'Abd Allah, the Ogaden Bah Gen” while

he used to add to his signature only the tJisba al-

Hashiml (alluding to the origin of the Somali

from 'Akil b Abi TSlib) [see the art somai iland]

Further, instead of the tribal forces he raised

special armed corps, often with a new name, like the

Hagattu (“the scratchers”) leciuiled among
the Habar Gidir, the Dugad recruited among the

Mikahll (“Dugad” means “shooter”), the KaiyJd

recruited among the Dulbahanta But he did not

pursue this policy to the end the hostility of the

greater part of the Isak tribes, which was a strong

appeal to the old rivalry between Isak and Darod,

Muhammad Salih’s letter, which was undoubtedly

a severe blow to him, since he had had already pro-

voked the hostility of the Kadiriya and so had to rely

entirely on Salihiya support, the necessity of getting

booty for his soldiers who otherwise would have
^ardly remained with him, all these things and his

very nature caused the religious prestige of the

Mullah as the Mahdl of Somaliland to decline and
he gradually became merely the chief of a tnbe,
a powerful chief indeed of a large tribe as the

DarSwIsh were, formed from various elements and
therefore very similar to the federations well known

in the Somali customary law It was obvious that,

when he began to regard himself in this light

(that IS regarding himself as a chief of a Somali

tribe rather than “the biother born fiom the same
fathei and the same mother of all the Muslims”),

it was very difficult for him to restrain himself

and his followers from exaggeiating those tendencies

so familiar to then own national chaiacter, and
therefore they came back gradually to the ancient

Somali custom of gueirilla warfare conducted

in the traditional way, even to defying the tribes

of the enemy in insulting or scornful poems or

designating them with typical iionical nicknames

or giving to every razzia a special name (“the

razzia smashing the bones” was the name given

to the fight at Dulmad5ba, cf the Atyam al-

^Arab)

It may therefore be concluded that the Mullah’s

attempt to avail himself of Islam to conqiiei the

old rivalries between the tribes and combine the

Somali to drive the Europeans out of the country,

failed both on account of the strength of the

European armies and the fierce resistance, often

unconscious, opposed by the Somali on behalf of

then ancient tubal organisation and customary law

Btbljoi!;raphy M MacNeill, In puisuitof
///^ I ondon 1902, J W Jennings,

With the Abysstntans in Somaliland^ I ondon

1905, the Italian Green Book Somalia Itahana

Settenirionale^ XXII legislatura, Sessione 1904-

1906, Rome 1906, the British Blue Book Cor

1 espondence relating to affairs tn Somaliland {QX)

7066), London 1913, Douglas Jardine, The Maa
Mullah of Somaliland^ I ondon 1923

(Enrico Ceruli 1)

MUHAMMAD b 'ABD ALLAH [See Ibn ai-

‘^Abbar, Ibn al-Khatib, Ibn MXiik]
MUHAMMAD B ^ABD al-MALIK, AbU Dja'-

FAR, called Ibn al-Zaiyat, vizier to several ^Ab
basids Ibn al-Zaiy it began his caieer as secretary

in the chancelleiy in Baghdad and when the caliph

al MuHa^im noticed his ability and leaining be

appointed him his vizier (219—220 = 834—835)
He also filled this office in the reign of al WaLbik,
but as he treated the latter’s brother Dja'far, the

future caliph al-Mutawakkil, with a lack of respect

he earned his hatred After the death of al-Wathik

in Dhu ’1 Hidjdja 232 (Aug 847), Ibn al-Zaiyat

wished homage to be paid to his son Muhammad,
the latter, however, was thought to be too young
by the Turkish general Wasif and in his stead

DjaTar was pioclaimed caliph under the name al-

Mutawtakkil The vizier was at first allowed to

remain in office but in Safar of the following

year (Sept 847), he was arrested, deprived of his

possessions and subjected to a cruel form of torture

which he himself had invented After enduring the

most horrible cruelty he died in Rabi' I 233
(Nov 847)
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MUHAMMAD b 'ABD al-MALIK [See Ibn

Tufaii ,
Ibn Zuhr

]
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MUI^AMMAD B ‘ABD al-RAIJIm [See Ibn
al-FurSt

]

MUHAMMAD b ‘^ABD al-WAHHAB [See

WahhAbIya
]

MUHAMMAD b ABI ^AMIR [See al-Man^Dr
B AbI ‘^Amir

]

MUHAMMAD, a son of Abu Bakr and
one of his wives, Asm of the tribe of

Khatb'am He was bom in the last yeai of Mu
hammad’s life so that his father could not have
exeicised any influence on him, while the memories
of Abu Bakr’s gieat friend which were kept alive

in his family must have had all the more influence

on the passionate natuie of the boy, which receives

impoitant confiimation from the tact that Ibn

Kutaiba desciibes him as one of the “pious”

{tmssak) among the Kuiaish When m the leign

of 'Uthinan the bitterness at the piefeience of the

Lmaiyads in combination with a reaction against

the strong secularisation of Islam provoked a

movement which giew in strength, he took part

in it with great vigour and began along with

'Ltiiman’s ungrateful foster son Muhammad b Abi
Hudhaifa to stir up the people of Egypt against

the Caliph He later went with other revolutionaries

to Medina where his equally ardent but much
wiser half sister ^A^isha m vain advised him to

go with hei to Mecca and leave others to cairy

through the crime
,
but he was one of those who

broke into the Caliph’s room where he ill tieated

the helpless old man although it was Kinana b

Bishr who dealt the death-blow He was one of the

few Kuraish who joined 'All and the latter ap

paiently ehedshed a leal affeetion for the young
man, whieh his enemies of couise interpreted as

fuither evidenee of his friendship with the murderers

of 'Ulhman Muhammad took part in the battle

of the Camel, at the conclusion of whieh the

chivalrous ‘^Ali commissioned him to escort his

half-sister to Basia Ihe sources give somewhat
diffeient accounts of the last phase of his life in

Egypt \eeordiDg to Wakidi in Baladhuri, Abu
Mikhnaf (Tabari, i 3392 S(j

)
and Ya^kubi, ^Ali

at once appointed him goveinor of Egypt after

unwisely recalling kais b Sa'd, but as he soon

diseoveied how foolish it was to appoint a youth

inexpeiienced in war to this difticult post, he

sent for his ablest follower al-Ashtar [q v
]
and

gave him command in Egypt while he appeased

Muhammad’s rightly injured feelings by a kind

letter Ihe attempt to make good the mistake

failed, however, for al-Ashtar was poisoned on the

way in al-Kulzum at the instigation of Mu'awiya

Al-/uhii’s aceount (labaii, 1 3242) shows 'Ah

m a somewhat moie favourable light After the

recall of Kais he sent al-Ashtir as goveinoi to

Egypt and only after he was poisoned did he

send Muhammad Pinally there is a third story

(Ibn al Kalbi and Mas'udi) aceordmg to whieh

al Ashtar was sent to Egypt only after the death

of Muhammad, but this must be due to some mis-

understanding of the fiist version In any case, the

choice of Muhammad was an unfortunate one, for

the inexperienced youth, who had no authoiity

and was besides insuflieiently supported by ^Ali,

was not fit to meet experienced opponents like

Mu'Swiya and ^Amr b al ‘^Asi, as anyone but

'All would have seen 'Ami b al'\si came with

an army and a battle was fought at al MusannSt

(the dam) When the actual murderer of 'Uthman,

Kinana b Bishr, had fallen after a brave lesistance,
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the Egyptians lost heart and Muhammad, abandoned

by all, was captuied and killed while tiying to

escape (38 = 658)
Bibliography Baladhuri, ed de Goeje,

p 228, labarl, ed de Ooeje, 1 2869—3414
passim (s index), ill 2470, Dinawarl, ed Guir-

gas, p 160 sq
,
Ibn Kutaiba, Kitab al-Ma^artf^

ed Wustenfeld, p 87, 98, Mas*^ildl, Murud^^

ed Barbier de Meynard, iv 277, 279—281,

421 sq
, Ya'kabi, ed Houtsma, 11 203 sq

^
226

sq
,
Wellhausen, Das arabtsche Reich

^ p 59-62
(Fr Buhl)

MUHAMMAD b ABI BAKR [See Ibn Kaiyim
ai DjawzIya, Ibn Saiyid ai-Nas]
MUHAMMAD b ABI ’l-KASIM [bee Ii'N

AbI dinar
]

MUHAMMAD b ABI MUHAMMAD [See Ibn

Zaiar

]

MUHAMMAD b ABI ’l SADJ AbU ^Ubaid
Allah, son of Abu ’1-Sadj Divvdad, an Eastern
Iranian (not Turkish) noble from L shrusana
in Md-wara"* al Nahr (sec Barthold, Turkestan^ G

5, p 169) hor his early career see the article

SAfijiDS After his rupture with Khumarawaih he

returned to Baghdad (276 — 889) and appeals to

have remained there (cf Tabari, 111 2122) until

his appointment as governor of Adhaibaidjan in

279 (892) Though on his ai rival he had enter-

tained friendly relations with the Bagratid king of

Armenia, Sembat (acc 891), after seizing Maragha
in 280 (893) he made a first incursion into Armenia,

but without success At the same time he had

strengthened his position at Baghdad by giving

Ills daughter in marriage to al Mu'tadid’s confidant,

the general Badr al Mu'tadidi Having been rejoined

by his Ntadiniy the gcneial Wasif, who had defeated

the Dulafid 'I mat b 'Abd al ^Azlz in al Djibal in

281 (894—895) but did not succeed in annexing

his territory, he made a second expedition into

Armenia in 282—283 (895—896) and captured

Kar^, Dwm and Waspurakau Subsequently he

came to terms with Sembat, but his son Diwdad
lemained as governor of Dwm until Muhammad’s
death In 284 (897—898) Muhammad declared his

independence, but finding himself unable to with-

stand al MuHadid made prompt submission, was

pardoned, and in the following year officially

lecognized as governor of Armenia in addition to

Adharbaidjan About the same time he appeals to

have adopted the title of al-Afshln, which appears

on his coinage, and which was evidently intended

as a claim to descent from the old princely family

of Usljrusana (see the article AtsillN and Justi,

Ban Namenbuch^ s v Pisina) In 287 (900) he

made a further indirect attempt to extend his rule

over the territories which were slipping from the

grasp of the Tulunids by encouraging Wasif to

seize Malatya and to apply to the caliph for

investiture with the government of Cilicia Al-

MuTadid, however, leaining that this was only a

pieliminary step towaids the seizure of Diyar Mudar
by Wasif and al Afshin, put an end to their design

by a swift and unexpected campaign against Wasif,

who was himself captured Al-Afshin died a few

months later (Rabi' i, 288= March 901) at Bardha'a

B iblto ^raphy In addition to the works

cited above and under the article SAfijlDS see

Mas^udi, Muru^ al Dhahab^ viii I44-145, 196-

200, al Kindi, Wulat Mts? (ed Guest), p 238,
Ibn Khallikan, transl de Slane, 1 500, Htsloire

de VArmente par le pairtarche Jean F/, trad
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par J bt Martin (Pans 1841), p 132— 133,
145-7-146, 153— 159, 165—169, 173—178,
M F Brosset, Collection d'htstortens artnentens

(St Petersburg 1874-1876), i 187-189,193-196,
11 428, R R Vasmer, 0 mon\takh sadjtdov

(Baku 1927), p 4—8, J Sudarmenten
und die TignsquelUn^ Vienna 1927, p iib-'

—

117'^ (H A R Gibb)
MUHAMMAD b ABI ZAINAB [See Abu

’l-KHAffAB
]

MUHAMMAD B AGHLAB [bee Achi abids
]MUHAMMAD b AHMAD [bee Ibn al-'Alkami,

IBN lYAb, IB^ RUSHD]
MUHAMMAD b ^ALI, a grandson of

Husain the son of ‘^Ali, his knnya was
Abu Dja^far On account of his learning he
was given the hononhc name of al-Bakir (the

investigator, who goes deeply into things) He
was a recognised authoiity on iradition and a
number of pious utterances are also recorded of

him
,

he had at the same time the characteristic

fondness of his family for embroidered silk gaiinents
and colours lhat he did not escape the usual

fate of his family of being celebiated by a section

of the ^i^is as an tinani is shown by a poem of

the ^Idjli Abu Huraiia, but he lived contentedly

in Medina and apparently played no part in politics

although he Mas tieated, foi example by ‘^Umar II,

with respect He was expressly disowned by extreme
Shibs like al-Mughira and Bayan When the paity

which had hitherto paid homage to his bi other

Zaid, abandoned the latter, they transferred his

privileges to him, or rather, since he was dead,
to his son Dja'far [cf uia^iar b muhammad] The
reason of the breach is said to have been that

Zaid would not insult the memory of the two first

Caliphs as his followers demanded but this does not
agree very well with the fact that Muhammad m
Ibn Sard’s obviously much retouched account em
phatically declaies his fondness for Abu Bakr and
^Umar The date of his death is variously given
as 1 14, 1 17 or 1 18 A H

Btbltogr ap ny labari, ed de Goeje, ii

1699 jy , 1739 sq
,

111 213, 2495 sq
,
Fragm

htslortcorum arab
,
ed de Goeje, p 96 sq

^

230, Ya^^kubi, ed Houtsma, 11 365 sq
^ 384

sq
,
Nawawi, Biographical Dictionary^ ed Wu-

stenfeld, p 113 (hR Bum)
MUHAMMAD b ^ALI [See ai-Djawad al-

IsfahAnI, Ibn al-^Arabi, Ibn Askar, Ibn Babuya,
Ibn ai-Tiktaka, Ibn WahshIya

]

MUHAMMAD b ^ALI al-RIDA, ninth
imSm of the Twelver ^i^a, was born in

Ramadan 195 (June 81 1) in Medina As, according

to Abu ’1 Farasij al-Isfahani, Makatil al-Talibiyin

(Teheran 1307), p 195, xg, he was of negroid ap-

pearance, It may be true that his mother, a slave

woman, variously called babika, Durra and ^ai-
zuran, was a Nubian, to give her an honourable
pedigree it was added “of the family of Maria
the Copt” When al-Ma^mun attached ^Ali al-Rida

to his court, he married the boy to one of his

daughters, Umm al-Fadl, who was taken to him in

215 (830) Al-Mu‘^tasim on his accession summoned
him to BaghdSd He arrived there at the beginning
of 220, but was dead already by Dhu ’1-KaMa
(Nov 835) According to the ^Yls and in keeping
with their scheme of martyrdom, he was poisoned
at the instigation of al-Mu^tasim by Umm al-Fadl
who remained childless, but even the already
mentioned Makatil^ which record every murder

of an ^Alid, know nothing of this This Muhammad
is, generally speaking, only occasionally mentioned
outside the Shfa, along with his father, e g in

Ibn Wadih al-Ya'kubi, ed Houtsma
(I eyden 1883), 11 552 and in labail, Annales^ 111

1029, 1102, accoiding to al-Mas^Qdi, Mitrudj al-

Ujhahab (Fans 1861 sqq\ vii 117, Muhammad
died in 219, according to vii 171 not till the

reign of al-W5lhik, 1 e after 227 Even within the

Shfa, his lole is quite a passive one After his

father’s tiagic end, those with Zaidi views who
had hoped some day with him as Caliph to put

into force their activist “^Alid political programme,
went then own ways again, while of those w'ho

held Imami views, one gioup, as usual in such a

case, became “standfast” Wakiflya and another

chose Ahmad, a brother of al-Rida, as Imam, for

Muhammad was only seven at the time For those

who remained faithful to him, there arose in the

Shu? lit al-I?nd?na the question of the child Imam’s
knowledge Ihe case was repeated with the fol-

lowing three Imams But the authority to teach

was in the hands of men whose activity extended
through several imamates, with Madjlisi (s Btbl\
xii 125 infia cf Mirz^ Muhammad al- Aster ibadi,

Manhadj al MakTil (Teheran 1306), p 217, Abu
^Amr al-Kashslii, Ma^rifat Akhba? al RtdjTil (Bom-
bay 1317), p 353 sq

^ 374 sqq
,

Tusi, Jbihrist

Kutub al Spi^a {Bibl Ind
^ 60) 124, 150,

p 289, note I Ihe gradual development of the

dogma in question, which is associated with the

child Jesus teachii g in bura xix 30 sqq
,

is not
quite deal, as regards its apportionment to the

vaiious Imams Heresiographers including al Naw-
bakhti, hrak alMa {Btbl Isl

, 4), p 74 sqq
,

quote the doctrines anonymously Besides, there

IS the confusion of names (which has aKo entered
European indices), foi Muhammad b ‘^Ali was also

the name of one of his giandchildien, who died
before his father, the loth Imam ^Ali al NakI, but
left issue, his adherents continued the imamate
further than the Iwelvers thiough these children,

while they deny the existence of the twelfth Imam
Muhammad al Mahdi as son of his brother, the
eleventh Imam Hasan al-'Askari ^Fa works avoid
confusion by giving the ninth Imam the kunya
Abu IIjaHar al-Xbani, his official title is

al laki, “the God-fearing”, a common epithet
IS al Djawad, “the liberal” he is said to have
paid his father’s debts As wakil or bab^ he had, like

al Rids before him, ‘^Uthman b ba^'ld al "Amrl,
called bamman 01 Zaiyat Among the usual miracles
of the Imams, Abu Dja'fai al-Saffar (d 290) m
Basd^ir al Daradj^at (m Madjlisi, xii 108) relates

that the ninth Imam carried a worshipper at night
from Syria to the holy sites of Kerbela'’, Kufa
and Medina as well as to Mecca The fact that

his memory has been kept so green to the present
day IS due to the fact that he was buried beside
the tomb of his grandfather, the seventh Imam,
Musa al-Kazim [q v

] ,
thus arose the double

Meshhed al Kazimain
Bib hog? aphy A full account with exact

references to the sources is given in Muhammad
Bakir b Muhammad Taki al-Madjlisi, Bihar
aBAnwar

^

xii (Teheran 1302), p 99—126, of
eailier works we may specially mention al-Mufid

[q V ], aBIrihad (Teheran n d without pagina-
tion, airanged m the older of the ImSms

(R Strothmann)
MUHAMMAD b ^AMMAR [See Ibn ^AmmAr ]
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MUHAMMAD b ANUSBTEGIN [Sec Khwx
RIZM5H5H

]

MUHAMMAD b BAKIYA b ‘^ALI [See Ibn
BakIya

]

MUHAMMAD b D5WUD [See Ibn Ai)JURrUm,
AL-I^tAHANI

]

MUHAMMAD b al-EJAZARI [See Ibn al-

DjazarI

]

MUHAMMAD b DUSHMANZIYAR [See Ka-
KOYlDb

]

MUHAMMAD b FARAMARZ [See Khosrew
MOI LA

]

MUHAMMAD b HABIB [See Ibn HabIb
]

MUHAMMAD b al-HANAFIYA, a son of
'All and Khawh. a woman of the tube of the

Banu Hanifi, who had been biought a piisoner to

Medina after the battle of 'Akraba^ [q v
]
and came

into 'All’s possession (cf Saiyid’s poem Kttab al-

Agluint^ vii 4 “she was a servant in the house”),

he was born in i6 AH Although he did not,

like Hasan and Husain, have the blood of the

Prophet in his veins, he became involved not only

in the political tui moils but also in the schemes

which the boundless fancies of the extreme Shi'is

built up around the family of 'Ali He was not

to blame for this, for he was of a retiring dis-

position and acted very cautiously but when Hasan
had sold his rights and Husain had fallen at Kcibela’

in 680, many turned their eyes to him as the

natural head of the family This aroused the suspicion

of 'Abd Allah b Zubair who, after the death of

Husain, appeared more and moie openly as a

pieteiidei
,
the fact that Muhammad had no sym-

pathy with the efforts of the opposition m the

Hidja^ IS evident from the inteiesting statement

of Baladhuri that he definitely declaied the ac

cusations brought against the Caliph Vazid I by

the Medinese to be false Ihe matter only became
seiious when the adventurer Mukhtar [q v

]
after

several vain cffoits to get otheis to join him stirred

up a movement on a large scale in the 'Iiak in

66 (685), as champion of Muhammad’s rights

Even now Muhammad acted with great restraint

and declined the significant title “al-Mahdi” with

which they wished to greet him (cf Tabari, ii

610 and Ibn Sa'd, v 68, which has certainly been

misinterpreted by I ammens) He obviously did

not care for Mukhtar at all, and he had every

reason to doubt the genuineness of his enthusiasm

for him
,
but in view of the many dangers which

surrounded him and probably also from a want of

decision he did not wish to bieak with him openly

Therefore when some people came to him from

KQfa to clear up his attitude to Mukhtar, he only

gave them a diplomatic answer which was non-

committal (cf the somewhat different versions

Ibn ba'd, v 72, Ya'kubi, 11 308, Tabari, 11 607

and thereon Kamtl^ p 598) but which they mter-

pieted as a kind of approval, as it did not definitely

disown him As a lesult the revolutionary move-

ment spiead in extent and much blood was shed

to avenge Husain and other 'Alids Muhammad
was against this also (cf Ibn Sa'd, v 72 77)>

but when Ibn Zubair’s attitude became more and

more hostile and he finally imprisoned Muhammad
and several relatives, including 'Abd Allah b

'Abbas, at Mecca near the Zemzem well, he saw

nothing else for it but to appeal for help to Mukhtar

This was what the latter wanted and he sent a

body of cavalry at once to Mecca and released

Muhammad and the othei prisoners m the nick

of time but by the latter’s express orders avoided

conflict with Ibn Zubair’s troops, as the town was
not to be desecrated by bloodshed Muhammad
then sought shelter with his family at Mina (cf

Kamily p 554, 597, KtlM al-A^/tam^ viii 33,
Kumait, ed Horovitz, 1 78) and later went to

labf He made no further use of MukhtSr and

was therefore not compromised when the revolution

failed and his champion fell in 67 (686—687)
In spite of the threats of Ibn Zubair and the

demands couched in more friendly language of

'Abd al Malik and although a safe place of lesi-

dence was granted him neithei in Hidjaz noi in

Syria, he defined his attitude by paying homage
to neither of the two pretendeis and adhered to

the principle that he would only lecognize a ruler

around whom the Muslim community were united

He therefore appeared in the noteworthy pilgrimage

of the year 688 along with the /ubairids, Umaiyads
ind Kharidns. as an independent head of a party,

although only under an armed neutrality Only
when, after the fall of Ibn /ubair (73 = 692), the

unanimity of the vox popult which he had demanded,
became a reality, did he finally lecognise the

Marwanid as the legitimate luler and visited him
in 78 (697—698) at Damascus He returned how-

ever to Medina, where he died in 81 (700-701)
His strict passivity in the political field is always

attributed to purely religious motives in the

traditions, not human force but Allah s help alone

should assist 'Ah’s family to their rights, but there

IS no doubt that a further leason was his lack

of enterprise and self-confidence, a trait common
to a numbei of 'Alids That, like his whole family,

he at the same time liked the good things of this

world IS evident from the heavy demands which

he sent to 'Abd al-Malik for the payment of his

debts and annual pensions for his children,

relatives and clients, there is also evidence that

he had the family fondness for fine clothes and

cosmetics It is all the more remarkable then that

the more fanciful and extravagant school of Shi'is

seized upon him at once aftei his death and spread

the belief that he was not dead but lived in a

kind of fairy kingdom on the hill of Radwa west

of Medina, whence he would return as the victorious

leader of an army (cf Ki^ab al-Agkant^ vii 4 sq
,

9 sq
,

viii 32) Ihis was the idea of which

"Abd Allah b Saba [q v
]

had associated with

'All (cf Friedlander, in ZA^ xxiii 309 sqq) and

which was now transferied to him, and in fact it

was now easier to bring him into the forefront

than It had been while he maintained an attitude

of stubborn passive resistance in his lifetime

Bibliography Tabari, ed de Goeje, 1

1126—11 783 passim (s indices), 111 2337,

2476, 2530, Ibn Sa'd, ed Sachau, v 66—86,
Baladhuri, Ansab al Ashraf^ in Z D M G

^

xxxviii 394, Mas'udI, Murudji^ ed Barbier de

Meynaid, v 176 sqq
^ 267 sq
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Ya'lj:ubi, ed

Houtsma, 11 267, 308, 31 1—314, 320, Mubar-

rad, Kamil^ ed Wright, p 296 sq
^ 554, 580

sqq
, 597 sq

,
Nawawf, Biographical Dictionary^

ed Wustenfeld, p 113— 115, Dinawarl, ed
Guirgas, p 156 sqq

^ 186 sq
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^ 242,

274, 297 sq^ 303—315? T W Ainold, al-

Mu^taziloy p 10 ,
V Vloten, Recherches sur

la Domination aiabe etc, 1894, H Banning,

Muhammad %bn al Hanafija (dissert), 1909,
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Fr Buhl, Dtt danske Vtdenskabentes Selskab^

Oversigter 1910, p 355 sqq
,
H Lammenb,

Etudes sur le regne dti taltfe Omatyade Md^awta^

p 166, 169 sq (Fr Buhl)

MUIJAMMAD B HANr [See Ibn H5ni"
]

MUHAMMAD b al-HASAN [bee Ibn Duraid,

Ibn HamdUn, al-ShaibanI
]

MUHAMMAD B al-HUDHAIL [bee Abu
’l-Hudiiail ]

MUHAMMAD b HUSAIM, an Ottoman
dignitary and historian, who at the lequest

of the first Wall of Baghdad, Derwl^ Mehmed
Pasha (Ihuraiyg, Sid^tlt t ^othmant^ 11 33), translated

into Turkish the history of 'All b Shihab Ilamadhani,

written in lo bab m Persian, he added two bab

to It and gave it the title luhfat al Mcintun
The work only exists in manuscript

B tb hograp hv Biusal! Mehmed Tahir,

^Otjimanll Mti^elitfieri ^
iii 142, cf also Hadjdji

Khalifa, Kashf al-Zutiun^ Bulak 1274, i 404,
where Mustafa Sha'han is named as the lurkish

translator

The MUHAMMAD KHALHA

who was a dignitary of the court and flourished

under three sultans (Muiad IV, 1032— 1049 =
1623— 1640, Ibrahim, 1049—

^

05^= 1640—1648,
and Mehmed IV, 1058— 1099 = 1648— 1687), was

not identical with him He wrote a chronicle of

his time entitled Td^ri/^-t Ghthnam which coveied

the years 1060— 1075 = 1650— 1665 Ihe work
which consists of 3 babi> and a khfittma (of which

the second bab contains two and the third 13 fast')

was published by Ahmad Rafik as supplement ii

to ro EM

^

parts 78—83, Istanbul 1340 (1924)
A certain Muhammad Khalifa b Husain is per-

haps the same person, he also was a dignitary

of the court of the same three sultans and wrote

a history of his time which covered the years

1043— 1070 (1633— 1659) The only known manu-
script is in Vienna

Bibliography Ahmad Rafik, biogiiphical

introduction to the TcPrtUii Ghtlmantj hliigel,

Katalog^ ii 271, Babinger, G 0 IV
, ^ 209,

N® 179 (text wrongly 170) and 180

(Th Menzel)

MUHAMMAD b al-HUSAIN [bee Abu ’l-Ha-

SAN, AbU S\'d, Ibn Muki a, ai SharIi- al-Radi
]

MUHAMMAD b IBRAHIM [See Abu ’l Ha-
san

]

MUHAMMAD b IBRSHIM ‘ADIL SHAH
(1035-1070= 1626-1660) succeeded to the throne

of Bidijapur after the death of his father In the

year 1044 (1634), the armies of the emperor Shah

DjahSn invaded the Dakan and laid waste the

country of BidjapQr After the subjugation of Daw-
latabad and other forts, Muhammad b Ibrahim

'Adil Shah agreed to pay a considerable tribute

to the emperor of Dehli He was the last king of

Bidijapur who struck coins in his own name In

the latter part of his reign, his vassal biwadji, son

of Sahu Bhusia, by stratagem and treachery obtained

great power, and the foundation of the Bidjapur

monarchy became weakened He died in 1070

(1660) and was buried in Bidjapur where his tomb
is called „Gul Gumbaz“ (circular dome)

Btb liograp hy Fuziini Astarabadi,

^Adtl SlEahi^ fol 314^, Imperial Gazetteer of
India^ viii 189 (M Hidayet Hosain)

MUHAMMAD b ILYAS [See AbU 'AlI
]

MUHAMMAD b lSX_[See TsSwIya
]

MUHAMMAD b IS^A^ [See Ibn Ishak, al
NadIm

] _
MUHAMMAD B al-^ASIM [See Ai u ’l 'Aina^

al-AnbarI
]

MUHAMMAD b ^ASIM, a cousin of
Walid I r86—96=705—715) and son-in-
law of al-Hadjdjadjb Yusuf, was the gover-
nor of Basia, m 92 (711), he was sent to

conquer Sind Having defeated and killed the

Radja of the place called Dahir, he took posses-

sion of that country in 93 (712) and finally

penetiated as fai as Multan about 500 miles from

the sea and even reached the foot of the Himalayas

V irious accounts are given of the death of this

general The common story is that Muiiammad b

Kasim was falsely accused by the two daughters

of the Radja of Dahir, whom he had sent to the

harem of Sulaiman (96— 99 = 715—7I7)> the

brother and successor of Walid, of having violated

their chastity, and that he was therefore sewn up
alive in a raw cow hide, by oidei of the enraged

caliph Others say that Muhammad b Kasim,

with other members of his family, was tortured

and put to death by SMih b 'Abd al-Rahman,

governor of 'Irak, m revenge for the murder of

his brothel by Hadjdjadj

Bibliography Baladhuil, lutuh al-Buldany

p 435—441 ,
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India^ ii 351, xxii 395, Camb Hist of Indta^
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chap I (M Hidayet Hosain)

MUHAMMAD B MAHMDD AbU Shudja'

Ohiyaih al Dunya vva ’l-DIn, a Saldjnk bul
tan 547—554 (1153— 1159), born 522 (1128),
like his brother Maliksfiah was educated with the

atlbeg Buzaba, who set them up as claimants to

the throne against their uncle Mas'ud When Buzaba
in 542 (1147— 1148) was taken piisoner in a fierce

battle and executed, Mas'ud adopted his nephew
and mairied Muhammad to his daughter He pro-

bably intended him to succeed him and not Malik-

shah, as Ibn al AUjir and others say, because after

his death (547 = 1152) the lattei was actually

raised to the throne Muhammad was away at the

time but within three months he was lecognised

as sultan by the powerful Khassbeg, aftei he had
come to Ilainadhan, because Malikshah proved
quite incompetent The new sultan showed his

gratitude by treacherously putting Khassbeg to death

and sent his head to the emirs of MarSgha and
Adharbai^jan in the hope that he would win them
over But he was disappointed for, although they

hated ^assbeg, their honor at the cruel deed

made them prefer to pay homage to Muhammad’s
uncle Sulaiman, who had escaped from years of

imprisonment on Mas'ud’s death Muhammad there-

fore fled to Isfahan, but because Sulaiman was an

inveterate drunkard, he could not hold out in

HamadljSn and when he had gone away Muhammad
leturned and was henceforth recognised as sultan

by the emirs In the meanwhile SulaimSn succeeded

m escaping to Lihf and entered into relations with

the Caliph al-Muktafi h-Ainr Allah The latter

was endeavouring not without success to make
himself independent of the SaldjuljLs and let

Sulaiman come to Baghdad (550=1155) to use
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him against Muhammad He was also able to win
Malikghah over and to collect an army, which was how-
ever scattered in the following year by Muhammad
with the help of Mawdud, lord of al-Mawsil, and Su-

laimSn was again made prisoner Muhammad now
thought himself strong enough to attack the Caliph

himself and to besiege him in Baghdad 'Imad al-Dln,

who was in the town, gives a full account of the

siege Hist Crots
,

11 246 sqq
)
Muhammad

huniedly raised the siege when news reached him
that Ildigiz had occupied Hamadhan with Malik

shah and Arslan (552 = 1157) By the time the

sultan arrived there they had retired, but he was
at war with them till his death in 554 (1159)

Bibliography see the article SfcLCji’KS

(M Th Houtsma)
MUHAMMAD b MALIKSHAH AbD Shu^jA'

£iHIYAlii al-Dunva wa ’l-DIn KasIm AmTr ai-

Mu’minIna, a Saldjuk sultan (498— 511 =
1105— 1 1 18), was born on the i8tb ^a'ban 474
(Jan 20, 1082) of a slave, who was also the

mother of Sandjar, and was given the Turkish

name of lapar After his father’s death, he stayed

at first with Turkan Khatun but then joined his

brother Barkiyaruk who granted him the town of

Gandja Arrived there, he also seized Arran and
allowed himself to be seduced by Mu^aiyad al-Mulk

b Nizam al Mulk into dropping his brother’s name
out of the khiitba The two brothers fought one

another with varying success in the following years

until finally in 497 (1104) Barkiyaruk withdrew from

the western provinces of the empire to Isfahan and

left Muhammad to enforce recognition as sultan from

the governors in these lands When Barkiyaruk died

soon after, at the end of 1104, Muhammad turned

first to Baghdad because he was sure of the homage
of the Caliph, who had already received him and

his brother a few years before in ceremonial audience

(cf the account in Ibn IGiallikan, BQlak 1299, 11

444, had the emir Ayar, who had at first had the

khutba read for Malikshah b Barkiyaruk, treachei

ously put to death and sent the king of the Arabs

Sadaka back to his capital al Hilh with orders to

restore peace in Basra and among the Arab tribes

of the neighbourhood He then hurried to Isfahan,

where the BStinlya had achieved great successes in

the troubled leign of Barkiyaruk and had established

themselves in several hill-foi tresses in the neigh-

bourhood One of their leaders, Ibn Attash, had by

a ruse secured possession of the fortress of Diz-Kuh

or ^ah Diz built by MalikshSh The Sultan regarded

It as his fiist duty to subdue and root out if possible

these unbelievers, he sent his troops to besiege

the fortress and, when it was taken, razed it to

the ground and had the captured Batiniya executed

in cruel fashion (500 = 1107, cf the text of the

repoit sent by him to the Caliph’s vizier in Ibn

al-KalanisI, ed Amedroz, p 152 flf) Nor did he

hesitate to have his own vizier, Sa'd al Mulk Abu
’1 Mahasin al-Atl, executed at the gate of Isfahan,

he was suspected, according to Anusharwan wrongly,

(cf Rec Hist Crots y\i 91) of having had dealings

with the Bapniya
While Muhammad was still in Isfahan, the emir

Cawali Sakawu, who ruled between Fars and Khu-

zistan, made his submission to him
,
the sultan had

frequently tried in vain to bring him to obedience

through the emir MawdUd The sultan was so

pleased that he granted him the town of al-Mawsil

where Ejekermish, who had only paid homage to

him under compulsion, was m command The latter

The Encyclopaedia op Islam, III.

was not inclined to submit to the arrangement,

but was taken prisoner in an encounter with Cawali

The latter however was not yet lord of al-Mawsil,

for the followers of Dje^ermish now supported his

son Zangi and appealed for help to A^sonkor al-

Bursuki, the governor of Baghdad, to Sadaka and

to K!l?dj Arslan, the SaldjQk of al-Rum The last-

named alone answered the appeal and came with

his troops to al-Mawsil where he had homage paid

to himself as sultan, but soon afterwards, after an un

successful encounter, he was drowned in the KhabUr
on his retreat Cawali now had little difficulty in

taking the town and going on to his further task,

the war against the Ciusaders It would take us

too far here to sketch the course of this war, and
the reader may therefore be referred to Weil, Gesch

der Chat
^

111 191 sqq Duiing his absence he

again fell into disgrace with the Caliph, who had
in the meanwhile returned to Baghdad and sent

his troops to attack Sadaka, with whom he was
also dissatisfied Sadaka fell in battle in 501 (beg

of iioi) The sultSn sent Mawdud to al-Mawsil

and granted him the same dignity as he had

previously given Cawali The latter after some time

made his peace with the sultan and was appointed as

atabeg to bars, where he fought the unruly elements

in the population with great energy (cf Ibn al-

Athlr, ed fornberg, x 361 sqq^ Ihe Batiniya

however gave Muhammad no peace, so long as they

were able to hold their strong mountain citadel

of AlamUt, Abu Nasr Ahmad, a son of Nizam al-

Mulk, who after Sa'd al-Mulk acted as the sultan’s

vizier, was therefoie given orders to take this

fortress and when he did not succeed, he was

dismissed in 504 (1109— 10) In the meanwhile the

sultan was being urged more and more from different

sides to prosecute the war with the Crusaders

seriously, and he succeeded in persuading the various

governors the of western provinces to combine and

attack the Christians under the leadership of Maw-
dud accompanied by the young prince Mas'^Ud

After Mawdud’s assassination (507= 1*13) Akson-

kor al Buisuki took command and aftei him Bursuk

assumed the supreme command but on account of

the strife among the Turkish emirs, the valour of

I

the Crusaders and the complicated situation in

Syria, decisive successes could not be attained For

the course of the campaign we again refer the

reader to Weil, of cit
^ p 194 sqq and the

historians of the Crusaders In the last years of his

life, the sultan sent the emir Anushtegin Shlrgir

against the Batiniya in Alamut, but he died on the

24^ Dbu ’

1-Hidjdja 51 1
(Apr 18, 1118) before

the fortress was taken He was only 36 years old

and this is why Weil suggests that the Batiniya

had a hand in his death, but there is nothing to

support this hypothesis in the oriental chronicles

On the contrary, individuals in his immediate

entourage, notably the Great Hacijib ‘^Ali Bar, seem

to have been not quite innocent, because they,

apparently to avert suspicion from themselves,

accused the sultStna Guhaz Khatun and the famous

poet al-TughrS^l of having caused the sul^Sn’s

illness by magic arts The former was blinded and

strangled on the day Muhammad died The reason

given by Matthias of Edessa for this {Docum

Afffty 1 120) IS wrong The sul^Sn deserves credit

for having, with the assistance of his brother

Sandjar who ruled in IQiurasSn and the adjoining

lands, restored the fortunes of the SaldjUk kingdom,

which had declined since the death of Malikshah

43
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and for having vigorously fought infidels and

sectarians in his zeal for Sunni Isl3m and the

‘Abbasid caliphate He was, as Rcc Hut Crou
,

11 Ii8 has it, the perfect man of the SaldjUli:^

and their strong he-camel

Bibliography given in the article slleJUKS

(M Th Houtsma)
MUHAMMAD, AbU Ahmad, Djalal al-Dawi a

wa-Djamai al-Milla, Abu Ahmad Muhammad,
second son of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna,
was born about 387 (997) He was married to a

daughter of AbU Nasr Muhammad b Abu ’1 Hanth
Ahmad b Muhammad, the FarighQnl ruler of Djuz

djanan Aftei the death of Abu Nasr Muhammad in

401 (loio— loii), Sultan Mahmud assigned to his

son Muhammad the government of the province

of Djiizdjan3n In 417 (1026), at the instance of

Sultan Mahmud, the ^AbbSsid Caliph al Kadir

bi ’llah conferred on him the titles of Djalal

al-Dawla wa-Djamal al-Milla Towards the close

of his life, SultSn Mahmud divided his empire

between his sons, giving Ghazna, Khurasan and
India to Muhammad and Raiy, Djibal and Isfahan

to Mas^ud, and took solemn vows from both to

respect this division When Mahmud died in Kabi^ II,

421 (April 1030), Muhammad ascended the throne

at Ghazna, but Mas^Qd, disregarding his vows,

marched from Isfahan to take possession of Ghazna

In the meantime, the nobles at Ghazna deposed

Muhammad on 3rd ^awwSl 421 (October 2, 1030)

and lead the khutba in the name of Mas'ud Mu-
hammad was then deprived of his sight by orders

of Mas^nd and imprisoned in a fort His reign

had lasted only 6 months

In 431 Sultan Mas'ud suffered a crushing defeat

at the hands of the Saldjuks, and resolved to settle

in India In the beginning of 432 (September 1040),

leaving Ghazna in the hands of his son Maw dud
and his wazir, he marched to India with all his

treasures, but on 13th Rabl^ II, 432 (Decembei 24,

1040) his slaves deposed him and raised Muhammad
to the throne Shortly after this, Mas^ud was put

to death Hearing this, Mawdud advanced with a

large army to avenge the death of his father,

defeated Muhammad near Dunpiii on 3rd Sha^ban

432 (April 1041), and put him to death The
second reign of Muhammad lasted only 4 months

Muhammad was obedient to his father and was

a man of amiable temperament He resembled his

father in appearance

Btbliogr aphy Abu Sa'^id ‘^Abd al-Haiy b

al Dahhak al-GardIzI, Kitab Zam al-AMary ed

M Nazim, in Browne Mem Series^ i
,
al-‘Ltbl,

Kitab al-Yaminl (ed Lahore), p 294— 295,
numerous scattered notices in TeZrikKt Mas^udl

by Abu ’1 Ladl Baihaki, Ibn al-Athir (ed Torn-

berg), ix 281—283, 331—334 and TcirtlJi-t

Partita (ed Bombay, 1832), p 60, 68—69
(Muhammad Nazim)

MUHAMMAD b MARWAN, an Umaiyad
governor In 65 (684—685) he was sent by

his father, the caliph Marwan I, to Mesopotamia,

and m the battle of Dair al-Dj5thalik in 72 (691)
in which his brother, the caliph ‘Abd al-Malik,

defeated Mus'^ab b al-Zubair, he commanded the

advanced guard of the Syrian army In the following

year 'Abd al-Malik gave him the governorship of

Mesopotamia and Armenia which carried with it

the command in the war with the Byzantines On
account of climatic conditions the Arab expeditions

always took place m summer In 73 (692), the

emperor Justinian II was defeated at Sebaste or

Sebastopolis in Cilicia In 75 (694) Muhammad
again took the field against the Byzantines and

was successful against them at Mar'a§hi and m the

following year he invaded Armenia Along with

his nephew 'Abd Allah b ‘^Abd al-Malik he was

sent to al-Hadjdjajh in the year 82 (701), to suppoit

him against the rebel 'Abd al-Rahman b Mu-

hammad b al Ash^ath, and in the negotiations with

the 'Irakis before the battle at Dair al DjamSdjim

the caliph was represented by Muhammad and

'Abd Allah In the same yeai, Muhammad led an

expedition against Armenia, and again 11184(703)

and 85 (704) After the accession of al-Walld

(Shaww al 86 = Oct 705) Muhammad fell gradually

into the backgiound while Maslama, the caliph’s

biother, was the actual commander, but the former

retained his governorship foi some time until in

91 (709—710) he was replaced by Maslama here

also Muhammad died in loi (7^9—7^0)
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MUHAMMAD b MUHAMMAD [See AbU
'\u, Abu ’l-Wafa\ alCtHazalI, Ibn 'Asim, Ibn

BAffUTA, Ibn DjaiiIr, Ibn al-HabbSrIya, Ibn

Nuba FA, 'Imad al DIn
MUHAMMAD B MUKARRAM [See Ibn Man

/Ur
] _
MUHAMMAD B MUSA b ^AKIR [See

MUsa Band
]

MUHAMMAD b al MUSTANIR [See Kux-
RUB

]

MUHAMMAD B at MUZAFFAR [SeeMu/AF
l-ARIDS

]

MUHAMMAD b 'OMAR [See Ibn ai-KUtIya
]

MUHAMMAD b 'OIHMAN [Sec AbU Zaiyan
]

MUHAMMAD b RA^IK [See Ibn Ra'ik
]

MUHAMMAD b RAZIN [See Abu ’i-ShIs]

MULJAMMAD b SA'D [See Ibn MardanIsh,
Ibn Sa'd]

MUHAMMAD b SALIM [See Ibn Wasil
]

MUHAMMAD B SA'UD [See kiHORl Dynasiy ]

MUHAMMAD b SA'UD (properly Su'ud) B

Muhammad of the Mukrin clan of 'Anaza, the
^o under of the Wahhabi dynasty of the
Al-Sa'ud in Nadjd [see the article ibn sa'Ud],

succeeded his father as amir of Dar'iya in 1137

(1724) or 1140 (1727) His association with the

reformer Muhammad b 'Abd al-Wahhab [cf WAH-
habIya] began in 1157 (1744) Thereafter until

his death (end of Rabi' I, 1179 = Sept 1765)
the history of his leign consists of an unceasing

and on the whole indecisive struggle against the

neighbouiing settlements and tribes and his former

suzeiains, the Banu Khabd of al-Hasa He took little

active part in these operations, and his personality

is overshadowed by the figures of the Reformer
himself and of his own son 'Abd al-'Aziz Never-

theless his talents as a diplomatist more than
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once saved the WahhSbl state from being crushed

by a coalition of its enemies, notably after the

disastrous defeat by the forces of Nadjran at

Ha’ir in 1764
Bibliography The only full source is the

Kitah al-Ghazawat (vol 11 of Rawdat al-A/kat)

of Husain b GhannSm (d 1225 II ), MS British

Museum Add 23,345, fol 3®—39^ [the Bombay
lithograph (1332 H
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marized by H St J Philby, Arabia^ London
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MUHAMMAD b SIrIN [See Ibn SIrIn
]

MUHAMMAD b TAHIR, governoi o f

Kh urasan After the death of his father, Muham-
mad received the governorship of Khurasan (Radjab

248 = Sept 862) In 250 (864— 5) the ‘^Alid al-

Hasan b Zaid rebelled, which led to a long and

serious struggle [see muhammad b ^abd ai lah]

When 'Abd Allah al Sidjgi rebelled against Ya^kub

b al Laith al-Saffar and appealed for help to

Muhammad, who appointed him governor of al-

fabasam and Kuhistan, Ya'kub found a welcome
pretext to invade khur5s5n Muhammad sent an

embassy to him, but as Ya^kQb had already found

a following among discontented Khurasanians, ill

negotiations were in vain In Shawwal 259 (Aug

873), or according to another statement in 258,

he entered Nisabllr without striking a blow, put

an end to the Tahirid dynasty and took Muhammad
piisoncr But when he rebelled against the Caliph

al-MuTamid, he was defeated in Radjab 262 (April

876) by the latter’s brother al Muwaffak and Mu
hammad, whom he had with him in chains, escaped

Ihe Caliph restoied the latter to his former office
j

in KhurSsan , the exiled Tahiiid however never
|

found an opportunity to exercise his functions
^

He was further appointed — probably not till
j

270 (853—4) — by the vizier Sa'id b Makhlad I

as his deputy as military governor of Baghdad '

He held this office until the accession of al Mu^tadid

(279 = 892) He died in 296 (908—9)
Btbltograp hy Ya^kubi, ed Houtsma, 11
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Muru(^^ ed Pans, viii 42, 44, Ibn al-Athir,
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» 379 1 393i 438, 442i 447. Noldeke, Orten-

talische Shzzen^ p 194 sqq
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Rothstein, in Orient

Studien^ Th Noldeke gewtdmet^ p 164 ,
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MUHAMMAD b TAHIR [See Ibn al Kaisa-

rXnI
]

MUHAMMAD B TAKASH [See Khwarizm-

shah ]

MUHAMMAD B TUGHDJ b Diuff(oi Djaff)

B YaltakIn b FDran b FUrI b Khakan, Abu
Bakr, known as al-I^shId, from the title granted

to him by the Caliph al-Radi in 327 (939)> was
the founder of the Egyptian dynasty of

the Ikhshidids [q v ]

He was born in 268 (882) at Baghdad and

must have spent his youth in Syria, as his father,

who joined the seivice of the Tulunids at about

the same date, was appointed governor of Damascus

and Tabariya c 276, a post which he held foi

some fifteen years, and he himself acted for a time
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as his father’s deputy for labarlya Inconsequence

of the overthrow of the Tulunid dynasty in 292

(904), he was imprisoned at Baghdad He was
released in 294 (907), attached to the wazir al-

'Abbas b al-Hasan, and being implicated in his

murder, had to fly when the conspiracy of Ibn

al-MuTazz [q v
]

failed in 296 (908) He escaped

to Syria and found himself reduced to a humble
station Next year he passed on to Egypt, where

Takin, its governor, took him into favour, so that

he kept him with himself, both in Egypt and in

Syria when he was transferred thither to act as

governor at intervals (302—307 and 309—311),

and promoted him to appointments of importance

At this peiiod Muhammad came into contact

with the powerful Madaia^ family, and also attended

Mu^nis [q v
]
when he was brought to Egypt by

the Fatimid invasions He hid already attracted

some attention at Baghdad by in exploit in 306
In 316 (928), thiough influence at the capital, he

became governor of Ramla, quitting lakln abruptly

In 319 he obtained a transfer to Damascus, where
he became powerful, and in consequence of his

defeat of Bushra m 321 extended his rule over

the whole of Syria In the same year (March 933)
I akin died, and Miihimmad b lughdj succeeded

in obtaining the appointment as governor of Egypt

in his place, but only nominally and for one month
(Sept 933) Two years later, by means of a large

army and fleet, he entered Fustat and took pos

session of the country, overcoming the resistance

of al Madara^ (Muhammad b 'All), who by ap-

pointment from Baghdad was then in control of

Egypt, the governor being under his direction

(tahta tadbirihi) Superior to al MSdara^ however,

was al Fadl b Dja'far b al-f urat [for whom see

I
the article ibn Ai-tURAT], the inspecting minister

{yuazii kashf) of Egypt and Syria, who had been

specially granted full executive powers Muhammad
b Tughdj had acted with the authorization of

al-Fadl and later (324) obtained the confirmation

of al Radi to the addition of Egypt to the province

of Syiia already held by him Probably at the

same time he was gianted the suzerainty over al-

Yaman and the Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina,

for in his letter of the following year to the

Emperor Romanus he boasts of these places as

part of his kingdom Until the death of al-Fadl

in 327 (March 939), he seems to have been

subject, at least in theory, to some control by him
In 324 a decisive MCtory by the troops of Mu

hammad b Tughdj near Alexandria (battle of

Abluk, Maich 31, 936) crushed the third FStimid

invasion of Egypt and led to overtures fiom the

Fatimid Caliph al-Ka^im, which in the end came

to nothing Muhammad did indeed decide three

years later to recognize the Fatimid, and had given

the Older that al K5^m should be proclaimed in

Egypt, out of indignation at the 'Abbasid govern-

ment at Baghdad, but was induced to recon sider

his decision

Only a month after he had received his title

al-Ikhshld from al Radi (RamadSn 327 =June-July

939), he found himself threatened from Rakka by
Ibn Ra^k [q v

]
and learnt that his provinces

had been gianted to this rival BaiJjkam [q v], as

amir al tmar^ at Baghdad, gave no answer to*

his appeal but that the question must be decided

by the sword, the powerless Caliph could say

nothing Ibn Ra^ik rapidly possessed himself of

Syria, diiving back the forces sent to oppose him,
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and had soon captured Ramla (Oct 939) Muham-
mad b Tughdj himself confronted him with an

army at FaramS, and with no fighting beyond some
skirmishing entered into negotiations, ending in

an agreement to cede Syria from Tabarlya to the

north on condition that Ramla and the rest were

restored to him Ibn Ra’i^: soon broke this treaty

and again advanced This time Muhammad b

Tughdj encountered him at al-'Arlsh and routed

him Ramadfin 324 = June 24, 940), but as he
followed him into Syria, met with a reverse in

his turn, one of his detachments being suipiised

and badly defeated at LadjdjCn (i8tk August) Peace

was then renewed on the same terms as before, and
Muhammad b lughdj undertook to pay an annual

subsidy of 140,000 dinars He was back in Egypt
in October

The death of Badjkam in 329 (April 941) drew
Ibn Ra^ik back to Bag^hdad, and Muhammad b
Tughc[) was soon relieved of him completely, for

he was murdered a year later by the Hamdanids
Muhammad lost no time in recovering Syria,

marching thither himself (June 942) and remaining
in the country about six months befoie coming
back to Egypt It must have been at about this

period that he succeeded in dispersing some minor

encroachments on Syria from the direction of

Ra(<:ka that are alluded to without details, those

of 'Adi (al-Badjkami) and Badr al-Kharshani He
had to meet more serious attacks from the

Hamdanids One of them, al-Husain b SaSd, took

Halab from him in 332 (March 944), and in May
he set out to recover it The Caliph al-Mutta^}:i,

moreover, insecure under the protection of the

Hamdanids from iQzun, the amtr aluma)!^^ had
appealed to him for help His enemy retired at

his approach and having regained the town he

proceeded to Rakka, wheie he met the Caliph

(Sept 7, 944) At this time he had thoughts of

becoming amir al umara^ himself He urged al-

Muttaki to come with him to Syria and Egypt,

and even offered to go with him to Baghdad He
begged him not to trust himself to Tuzun, but

could not dissuade him After receiving flattering

marks of honour he departed Before he reached

Fustat on his return the Hamdanid Saif al Dawla

[q v
]
had retaken Halab (Oct 944) The Egyptian

army sent to meet this new aggression was seveiely

defeated at Rastan near Hims, and Saif al Dawla
advanced to Damascus and entered it (April-May

945) Muhammad b Tughdj, coming from Egypt
with his army, obliged him to retreat, pursued

him, brought him to battle at Kinnasrin (May

—

June 945), and defeated him Again Muhammad
made easy terms when victorious Saif al Dawla
retained Syria north of Damascus and was also

given a subsidy The treaty was concluded in

Rabi' I, 334 (Oct -Nov 945), and Muhammad then

went back to Damascus, remaining there until he

died a few months later (21*^ Dhu ’

1-Hidjdja 334 =
June 24, 946), just after the arrival of a Byzantine

envoy concerning an exchange of prisoners for

which he had opened negotiations

Next to nothing is recorded of the internal

events of Egypt during his reign, the country

was doubtless quiet Its revenue, said to have
amounted to two million dinSrs annually, was no
longer accounted for to Baghdad, and no regular

payments were made from it to the cential treasury

But he sent large occasional gifts to the Caliphs,

so that al-RsulI considered him an exemplary vassal

He left seven million dinars at his death besides

considerable other property No constructional

works of much importance are credited to him
At Fustat he rebuilt the shipyard on the mainland,

and on its site on the island of Rawda made a

garden called al-Mukhtar, he enlarged the govern-

ment house in which he lesided, a TOlfinid building

that was situated near the still existing tomb of

al-Kadf Bakkai, and added a matdan^ he also

made another garden known later as al Kafurl,

afterwards the site of the western Fatimid palace

of Cairo His armies at times seem to have been

large At the battle of Abluk the Egyptians are

said to have had 15,000 hoisemen, at that of

Kinnasrin 50,000 men Such numbers would have

been reached by means of levies for particular

emergencies, which he is known to have raised

more than once On one occasion his personal

retainers on whom he more especially

depended, numbered 500 Ihe constantly repeated

and universally accepted figures of 400,000 for

his army and 8,000 for his bodyguard can be dis-

missed as ridiculous, notwithstanding that they

rest on the early authoiity of al-Taniikhi (d 384),

and with them the accompanying myth as to his habit

of concealing his sleeping places when on campaign
The most renowned of his followers was Kafllr

[q v
]

Another of his ghulatm^ Fatik, rose to

some eminence 'All b Muhammad b Kali was

his secretary both at Damascus and in Egypt
Muhammad b 'Ali al-Madara^I was his wazir for

a few months (328—329), Muhammad b 'Ali b

Mukatil, previously secietary to Ibn Ra’ik, was

his wazir at his death His four bi others were all

younger than himself, al-Hasan was in command
at the battle of AblQk, and represented him in

Egypt during all his absences, al Husain was in

command at Ladjdjun and killed theie, 'Ubaid Allih

acted for him in Syria, 'All disappears early

Notable Egyptian authors who flourished during

his reign were the historian Ibn al-Daya (d 334),
al Kindi (d 350), and 'Abd Allah al-FarghSni (d

362), who came to Egypt in 329 and was in his

confidence at Rakka in 333 Al-Mas'udi moreover
visited Egypt in 330 Al-Mutanabbi, just rising

to fame, recited once in his presence in Syria and
addressed a verse or two to him and to his brother

'Ubaid Allah (d 333 at Ramla)
Muhammad b Tughdj was strong physically,

but subject to occasional fits of melancholia His
chaiacter is illustrated by a number of incidents

that have every appearance of being authentic He
was strict, but in no way vindictive or cruel He
often brought his officers to account, and then

after punishing them by ariest or fine would restore

them to favour Hardly any executions are heard

of in his reign He would not allow torture and
the maltreatment of accused persons, so common
in his time His tact and sagacity were conspicuous

He was decent in his life and liked by his men
and the people On the other hand, he was certainly

oppressive and unfair in some of his money
exactions, and though at times not ungenerous

was inclined to be mean and miserly m minor
matters The two gieat faults attributed to him,

even to his face in his lifetime, parsimony and
timidity, are not altogether without foundation

As to the latter, his own defence 111 a particular

instance looks valid

His career was closely parallel to that of Ahmad
b Talan [q v ], even as regards several fortuitous
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occurrences It leaves no doubt of his capacity,

and if admitting of occasional ovei caution, will

not allow of anything like cowardice He did not

make the same mark as his predecessor, but was
a milder and perhaps a better ruler

Bibliography Ibn Sa'ld, al Mughth (ed

Tallqvist, Leyden 1899) contains the text of

the principal authorities, a list including sub-

sidiary authorites, and a full biography in German
carefully worked out from both sources By far

the most important authority is the long and
detailed biography of Muhammad b Tugh^iJ

which forms part of Ibn Sa'id’s woik, and ap-

pears to consist of the life composed by Ibn

ZQlak between 350 and 355, reproduced almost

but not quite verbatim Ihe other principal

authority is the Kttab al-WulM of al-Kindi,

ed Guest Little, if anything, can be added

from books published after al Mughrtb

(R Guest)

MUHAMMAD b TUGHLUK [See Muhammad
Tughluk

]

MUHAMMAD b TUMART [See Ibn TUmart
]

MUHAMMAD b 'UBAID ALLAH [See Abu
’l-Ma'^ali

]

MUHAMMAD b alWALID [See Ibn AbI
Randaka

]

MUIJAMMAD B YAHYA [See Ibn Badjuja ]

MUHAMMAD b YAKUT, AbU Bakr, a

chief of police in Baghdad In 318 (930)
Muhammad, whose father was chief chambeilain

to the Caliph al-Muktadir was appointed chief of

police The maintenance of order in the capital

at this time was much neglected and the praeto-

rians conducted a regular reign of terror In a

fracas between infantry and cavalry Muhammad
intervened on behalf of the latter, their opponents

were cut down, some diiven from the city and

only a small contingent of negroes, who at once

surrendered, remained unscathed (Muharram 318= !

Feb 930) Some months later these mutinied and

demanded more pay, but they weie driven out

of the town by Muhammad and then routed by

the chief emir Mu^nis [q v
]

near Wasit The
confusion was increased by the breach between

Mu’nis and Muhammad At the instigation of

Mu^nis, Muhammad was dismissed in DjumSda II

319 (Tune—^July 931) Mu^nis was neveitheless not

satisfied but demanded that his hated rival should

be banished The Caliph at first refused to giant

his lequest, but when Mu’nis threatened him with

force, he had to yield, whereupon Muhammad
went to Sidjii»t5n (Radjab 319= July 931) Soon

afterwaids the Caliph quarrelled with Mu’nis and

recalled Muhammad In Muharram 320 (Jan 932)
the latter returned to Baghdad, the Caliph then

sent him with an army to al-Ma'shGk in the region

of Takrit But when Mu’nis advanced from MSsul,

the Caliph’s troops under Muhammad and Sa'id

b Hamdan retired to Baghdad without striking a

blow After the victory of Mu’nis and the murder

of al-Mul^tadir in Shawwal of the same year

(Oct 932) the latter’s son ^Abd al-Wahid fled

with Muhammad and his other supporters to al-

Madahn and then to Wasit where a number of

his generals abandoned him When the forces of the

new Caliph al-Kahir approached under the command
of Yalbak, 'Abd al-Wahid and Muhammad fled to

Tustar Muhammad was not populai on account of

his arrogance and selfishness, so that one after

the other laid down his arms and finally ^Abd

al-W5hid surrendered Muhammad entered into

negotiations with Yalbak and the Caliph pardoned

him He then returned to Baghdad where he

gained a gieat influence over al-K5hir On the

accession of al-RSdl in Ej^mada I, 322 (April

934), Muhammad became the real ruler in a short

time, the Caliph appointed him chief chamberlain

and also made him his commander in-chief while

the vizier Ibn Mukla played a more subordinate

part When al-Mu^tadir’s cousin Harun b Ghanb,
whom al-Kahir had appointed governor of Mah
al Kufa, al-Dinawar and MasabadhSn rebelled,

Muhammad was sent with an army against him
In the resulting battle, Muhammad suffered a

defeat (DjumSda II 322 = May 934), soon after-

wards however, Harun fell from his horse and

was killed by one of Muhammad’s slaves With
the death of their commander the resistance of

HSrlin’s folio weis collapsed
,
Muhammad was never-

theless unable long to retain his position of power
On the advice of Ibn Mukla who feared his ever

increasing power, al-R5dl had him arrested along

with his brother al Muzaffar and the secretary

Abii Ishak al Karariti on the 5^^ Djumida I, 323
(April 12, 935) Muhammad died in prison in

the same year

Bibliography ^Arlb (ed de Goeje), p

145 sqq
,
Ibnal-Athlr(ed Tornberg), viii \ (iO sqq

,

Ibn i^aldun, aU^Ibar^ 111 390 ,
Weil, Gesch

d Chahfen^ 11 565—74,645^^,652,656—58
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MUHAMMAD b YAZTD [See Ibn MXiyiA,AT.

Muharrad
] _

MUHAMMAD b YUSUF [See AbU Haiyan]
MUHAMMAD ^ABD al-KARIM 'AlawI,

better known as 'Abd al Karim Munshi, a Persian
historian of the middle of the xixtk cen-

I tury His best known work IS the Tc^rllht Ahmad
or Ahmad^ahi composed foi ^Abd al-Rahman b

HSdjdji Muhammad Rawshan Khan, a history of

the founder of the Durrani dynasty in Afghanistan,

Ahmad Shah After ^Abd al-Karlm had finished

a history of ^udja' al-Mulk Durrani and the con-

quest of Khurasan in 1235 (1820), he decided to

write a complete history of the DunSnisand began his

Ta^rikh i Ahmad The work is based on the TcdrihJtt

Husaittshahi of Imam al Din Husaini (Rieu, Cat

Pe?s MSS But Mus 904^) and is really only

a paraphrase of it It begins with the story uf Ahmad
^ah which he continued to the year 1212 Then

follows a description of the Pandjab and the roads

between Kabul, Harat, PashSwar and Kandahar and

a chapter on Furkistan under Narbuta Bey The
woik concludes with the accession of Shu^S' al

Mulk In addition to this book, ^Abd al-Karlm in

1263 (1847) wrote the Muharabai i Kabul wa-

Kandahdf
y

which describes the war with the

English down to General Pollock’s expedition

(Sept -Oct 1842) It again is not original but

based on the poem Akbar-nama of Kasim Djan

According to Beale, Oriental Biographical Diction-

ary (London 1894, p 5), he also wrote a history

of the Sikh war entitled TcC^ri^-i Pan^ab Tuhfat<in

It 'l-Ahbab^ but there is no mention of a manu-
script or lithograph of any such work in any of

the European catalogues It is possible that there

IS some confusion with the Pandjab section of the

Ta^rtkh-i Ahmad In the Catalogue of the Persian

punted Books in the British Museum (London

1922, p 19), E Edwards ascribes to the author

a dictionary of English and Persian homonyms
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entitled A Dictionary of Anglo-Persian homogeneous

words being a Collection of IVords hoaxing

nearly the same Sound and the same Meanings

Bombay 1889, it is however unfortunately not

possible to be certain that the author of the book

IS the same 'Abd al Karim Munshl
Bibliography O Mann, Quellenstudien

zur Geschtchte des Ahmed Durrani^ in Z
D MG^ In (1898), p 106 sq The Turkistan

chapter is translated in Ch Schefer, Htstoire

de VAsie Centrale par Mir Abdoul Kerim
Boukhaiy^ Pans 1876, p 280 sq The Td^ttkh-t

Ahmad appeared in lith in India 1266 A manu-
script of the Wdki^at-i Durrani in E Browne,

A supplem Handlist of the Muhammadan MSS
in the Libraries of the Umverity and Colleges

of Cambridge^ 1 922, N® 228 An Urdu tiansl

of it lull Cawnpore 1292 (1875) Muhdiabdt
lith in Lucknow 1848 and Cawnpore 1267

(1851) A manuscript in W Ivanow, Concise

descriptive Catalogue of the Persian MSS in the

Curzon Collection of the A SB
^
Calcutta 1926,

N® 22 (E Berihlls)
MUHAMMAD ‘ABDUH, a Muslim theo-

logian, founder of the Egyptian
modernist school
Muhammad 'Abduh belonged to an Egyptian

peasant family and was born in 1849 in Lower
Egypt He spent his childhood m the little village

of Mahallat Nasr in the mudinya of Buhaira When
Muhammad 'Abduh had leained the Kur’an by

heart, he was sent m 1862 to the theological

school of Tanta but he left this after a yeai and

a half discouraged and was only induced to resume

his studies through the influence of a grand uncle

who aroused in him an interest in mysticism In

1865 he returned to lantJ but the next year

proceeded to Cairo to the Azhar mosque There

at this moment the first movements of a new
spirit were becoming apparent in the beginning

of a return to the classics and an awakening interest

in natural science and history, which agreed with

mysticism in a lower estimation of the old tiaditional

studies In this milieu Muhammad 'Abduh at once

devoted himself entirely to m>sticism, practised

asceticism and retired from the world It was again

his grand uncle who persuaded him to give this

up About the same time, 1872, Muhammad 'Abduh
came into contact with Saiyid DjamM al-Din al

Afghani [q v
]
who had just arrived in Egypt and

was destined to exeicise a profound influence

upon him It was he who revealed traditional

learning to Muhammad ^Abduh in a new light,

called his attention to European works accessible

in translations and attracted his interest finally to

Egyptian and Muslim problems of the day Mu-
hammad ^Abduh soon became his most ardent

disciple and in his very first work of a mystic

nature (Pisalat al-Wdridat^ 1290= 1874) enthu-

siastically described Saiyid DjamSl al-Din as his

spiritual guide The influence of Saiyid Djamal
al-Din is still more marked on the matter of

Muhammad ^Abduh’s second work, notes on dog-

matics entitled Ha^iya ^ala Shark al-Dawani li

H-^Akd^id aU^Adudlya [1292= 1876] The influence

of Saiyid the development of

affairs in Egypt towards the end of the reign of

the Khedive IsmS^il caused Muhammad ‘^Abduh

in 1876 to take to journalism, which he practised

hencefoith After concluding his studies at the

Azhar mosque and acquiring the certificate of an

^dlim (scholar), he fiist of all gave private tuition,

in 1879 he was appointed as teacher in the Dar
al 'Ulnm, which had been founded a few years

befoie to modernise instruction in religious learning

In the same year, shortly after the accession of

the Khedive lawfik, Muhammad ‘^Abduh was dis-

missed for reasons that have not been clearly ex-

plained and sent to his native village, while Saiyid

Djamal al-Din was banished from Egypt, but a

libeial ministry very soon recalled Muhammad
‘^Abduh (1880) and appointed him chief editor of

the official gazette cil Wak~?i^ al-Mt\rtya^ which

not only contained official announcements but also

endeavoured to influence public opinion
,
under

Muhammad ^Abduh’s control it became the mouth-

piece of the liberal party In spite of a common
ultimate goal the liberation of the Muslim peoples

and a renaissance of IslSm by its own strength,

theie was an essential difference between Muham-
mad ^Abduh’s programme and that of Saiyid Djam5l

al-Dln, the latter was a revolutionary who aimed

at a complete upheaval, Muhammad ‘^Abduh, on

the other hand, held that only gradual reform

could be successful, thought that no political

revolution could take the place of a gradual trans-

formation of mentality and regarded a leform of

education, especially moial and religious, as the

first preliminary to progress His interest gradually

became concentrated on Islam and its position in

the modern world 'ArabI Pasha’s lebellion put an

end to Muhammad ‘^Abduh’s activity on these lines

His part in this movement has not yet been suf-

ficiently elucidated, although it is certain that he

neither shaied the optimism of military circles nor

approved their use of force, he put himself on
the side of the nationalist opponents of absolutism

and endeavoured to exert a moderating influence

on its leadeis After the suppression of the rebel-

lion he was condemned to banishment from Egypt

at the end of 1882 He first went to Bairut and

then to Pans where in the beginning of 1884 he

met Saiyid Djamal al Din Ihe two founded a

society called aKUrwa al-wuthkd and published

a paper with the same name, which had to cease

publication after eight months but exercised a very

profound influence on the development of nationalism

in the Muslim east In Tunis Muhammad 'Abduh
continued propaganda for the society, but then

cut himself off fiom it and settled m Baiiut at

the beginning of 1885 The ^Uiwa expressed the

views of Saiyid DjamSl al-Din entirely In Bairut

he taught at a theological school and engaged in

Muslim and Aiabic studies In this period he
pioduced his translation from the Persian of the

Risdlat al Radd ^ala 'l-Dahnyin^ the only consider

able wwk of Saiyid Djamal al-Din (1302 = 1886),

and two valuable philological treatises i Sharh
Nahdj al-Balagha [1302 = 1885] and Shark Ma-
kamat Badi^ al Zaman al Hamadhdni [1306 =
1889]) When in 1889 he was allowed to return,

he at once went to Cairo His wish to resume
teaching again was not at once granted, instead

he entered the justiciary and was immediately ap-

pointed a judge on the Tribunaux Indigenes, two
years later Conseiller at the Cour d’Appel, in

1899 he attained the highest clerical post in Egypt,

that of state mufti, an office he held tiH his death

One result of his work in the courts was the

publication of his verdicts in Takrlr fi I^lah al-

Mahaktm al-SharHya (1318=1900) which gave
the stimulus to important reforms in the admini-
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stration of the sharta^ and the foundation of the I

College for KSdIs goes back pi imarily to his efforts

In the same year, 1899, he became a member of

the Conseil L6gislatif, which marked the fiist stage

m the representation of the Egyptian people Finally

he was allowed to resume his interest in education

,

in 1894 he became a member of the governing

body of the Azhar, which had been constituted

at his suggestion, and in this capacity not only

acquired great renown by his reforms in the uni-

versity but himself took an active pait in the

teaching In addition to this many-sided activity in

the fifteen years after his letuin he found time

to publish a number of works, including his most
important the Rtsalat al-Tawhid (1315 = 1897),
his principal theological woik based on his lectures

in Bairut, the publication of a work on logic

{^arh Kttab al-Basa^tr al-Nastrtya^ Ta^ntf al-

Kadi Zain al Din [1316 = 1898]), a defence of

IsKm against Christianity in the field of knowledge
and civilization entitled al-lslam wa V Nasranlya

ma^a '"Klim wa '‘I Madaniya (1320 = 1902, first

published m al-Manar) Muhammad 'Abduh was

not able to finish his commentary on the Kurban,

on which he laid great importance and of which

he had published portions in al-Manat
,

it was

revised by his disciple and friend Shaikh Muham-
mad Rashid Rida and published first of all m
al’Manar Of Muhammad *^Abduh’s numerous

articles by which, along with his lectuies, he most
influenced public opinion, two (of 1900) were

published in a French translation entitled VEurope

et VIslam by Muhammad Tal'at Haib Bey (1905)
Ihe advanced ideas put foiward by Muhammad
^Abduh provoked the most vigorous hostility in

orthodox and conservative circles which manifested

itself not only in serious refutations but also in

attacks on and intrigues against him, as we see

from a whole literature of lampoons But his

teaching met with remarkable support among all

seriously minded Muslims The principal organ of

his views was the monthly alManai
^
which had

appeared since 1897 under the editorship of Sheikh

Muhammad Rashid Rida, who has also produced an

extensive literary monument to his master (but his

views and the tendencies of his peiiodical must

not be identified offhand with those of Muhammad
^Abduh) Muhammad 'Abduh died in 1905, but

his teaching has retained its influence steadily to

the present day

Muhammad 'Abduh’s programme according to

his own statement was i the reform of the Mus-

lim religion by bringing it back to its original

condition, 2 the renovation of the Aiabic

language, 3 the recognition of the rights of the

people in relation to the government His political

activity was dominated by the idea of patriotism,

which he was the first to champion enthusiastic-

ally in Egypt As an opponent equally of the

political contiol by Europe and of Oriental des-

potism in Muslim lands he favoured an inner

assimilation of western civilization, without aban-

doning the fundamental Muslim ideas and a syn-

thesis of the two factois From this programme,

which assures Muhammad 'Abduh an important

place among the founders of modern Egypt, must

be distinguished his effort to carry it through in

the field of theology Muhammad 'Abduh is in

the first place a theologian, his life was devoted

to the attempt to establish and maintain Islam, at

least as a religion, against the onslaught of the

west, while he abandoned without a struggle those

aspects of Muslim-Oriental life in which religion

was of less moment However great a stimulus he
may haveieceived from progressive westein thought,

the actual foundations of his teaching came primarily

from the school of Ibn Taimiya and Ibn Kaiyim
al Djawziya, who favoured reform on conservative

lines, and from al Ghazzali’s ethical conception of

religion Deeply convinced of the superiority of true

Islam, unaffected by the vicissitudes of time, Mu-
hammad ^Abdiih wished to get rid of the abuses

which falsified the Muslim religion and made it

out of keeping with the times, and to adapt Islam

to every real advance by going back to its true

principles Muhammad 'Abduh was thus brought

to attack the madhahtb and takhd\<\ v ], to demand
freedom for tdytihad [q v

]
and a new idj^mal [q v

],

in keeping with modern conditions, based on the
Kurban and the true sunna, for the establishment

of which he laid down strict criteria, he was also

brought to reject the hairsplitting of the fukaha\
the worship of saints and all btd^a^^ and to the

endeavour to create a more ethical and deeper

religion instead of a mechanical formalism The
antiquated system of Fikh, agiinst which Muham-
mad ‘^Abduh claimed full freedom, was to be re

placed by new laws capable of development, in

which consideration for the common good {nta^lahd)

and the times should, in keeping with the true

spirit of Islam, have if necessary preference to the

liteial text (navs) of revelation, just as in any con-

flict between reason and tradition in settling what is

laid down by religion, the verdict of reason should

be followed Alongside of the belief in the sublimity

of revelation there was in Muhammad 'Abduh the

conviction that knowledge and religion, properly

understood, could not come into conflict at all, so

that leason need not recognise a logical impossi-

bility as a religious truth, religion was given to

man as a thread to guide him against the aberrations

of reason, reason must theiefore, after it has tested

the proofs of the truth of religion, which it is

qualified to do, accept its dogmas, Muhammad
'Abduh’s object was a cooperation between religion

and science In dogmatics he adopts essentially

the most lational conception that could still be

reconciled with orthodoxy At the same time he

interioiises the conception of revelation (to him it

IS intuitive knowledge caused by God and provided

with the consciousness ^f this origin, but this kind

of religious experience is limited to the prophets)

and deflects that of religion (to him it is an in

tuitive feeling for the paths to happiness in this

and the next world, which cannot be clearly grasped

by the reason) The task of prophecy for him is

the moral education of the masses Religious teaching

and commandments are therefore intended for the

masses and not for the elite Muhammad ^Abduh
regards the Kur’Sn as created and endeavouis to

weaken the rigidly opposed point of view of 01-

thodoxy Ihe saints he does take into his system

but IS sceptical regarding belief m miracles In

spite of the denial of causality and laws of nature

by orthodoxy, he finds a basis for explaining nature

by causal laws but by quite scholastically formal

leasonmg As regards the duties of religion, Muham-
mad 'Abduh adheres to the four mam duties

ritual prayer, the almstax, fasting and pilgrimage,

only he shifts them, as usual in mysticism, from

the sphere of worship to that of religion and morals

On the old question of free will Muhammad 'Abduh
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decides for indeterminism, he thereby opens the

way to build up a moral system for society, which,

excluding all fatalism, preaches vigorous activity

by every one and, following the ethics of the mystics,

mutual support His view of the substance of Mus-

lim teaching Muhammad ^Abduh defends not only

against traditional orthodoxy but against Christianity

also by a kind of philosophy of history of religion

,

the sending of prophets was a gradual process of

education of step by step, the last and highest

stage, that of absolute religion, is the sending of

Muljammad, if the Muslim peoples of the present

do not correspond to the Muslim ideal, this is

only the result of the fact that they have lost the

old purity of the teaching, an improvement is

possible by return to it This primitive IslSm of

Muhammad ^Abduh is however not the historical

Islam but a very much idealised one The superiority

of Islam over Christianity in substance lies, ac-

cording to Muhammad 'Abduh, in its rationalism

and its closeness to reality and its avoidance of

unattainable ideals of life

In this theology, the religious content consists

of humility before God, reverence for the Prophet,

enthusiasm for the Kurban The basis of this Islam

is the recognition of a not too letrogressive system

of dogmatics, its object is the observance of an

ethical system which is favourable to progress,

and both are influenced by a strongly marked
rationalism, which is genuinely old Muslim but

for Muhammad ^Abduh is no indifferent inheritance

but the mam weapon of defence of Islam and

actually takes the place of a deepening of religion

so that his theology has the character of an apolo

getic compromise
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MUHAMMAD AIJMAD b 'ABD ALLAH,

the Mahdl of the SndSn, was born about

1258 (1843) on the island of Darar in Dongola
among the Argu islands north of el-^Orde A
member of the Kunliz family of the Nubian Arab
BerSbera, in later life when Mahdl to prove his

kinship and mystical relationship with ^All and

the Prophet, he traced his genealogy on his father’s

side to Hasan and on the mother’s to Hasan and
^AbbSs He was the second son of a ship’s car-

penter and had an older sister and three brothers

Mystic tendencies early revealed themselves in

him, after the usual early education he therefore

in 1277 (i86i) entered the order of the SammSnIya
with ^aikb Muhammad Sharif, after a seven years’

noviciate Muhammad Sharif appointed him a shaikh
of the order. After a short stay in Khartum where
he married, he went to the island of AbbS (in

the White Nile, north of Kosti), built a
there and a Ibfll'wa and collected pupils around him

His master Muhammad Sharif, with whom he main-

tained a constant connection, settled near him in

1288 (1872), which seems to have been unwelcome
to Muhammad Shortly after this event there awoke
in Muhammad the consciousness that he was the

Mahdl aUmuntazai^ under the influence of the

traditional ideas of the Mahdl, which brought about

a breach between him and his master He now
joined the enemy of his former leader, the Shaikh

al Kurashi, and in 1297 (1880) became his suc-

cessor In his wanderings {siyaha') from Dongola

to Sennar, from the Blue Nile to Kordllfan, he

convinced himself of the discontent of the people,

who were oppressed by the Egyptian government,

the turbulent, mixed population of the SOdSn, the

religious fanaticism, the dissension between Turks

and Arabs, the old opposition of the Shl'a to the

Turkish ruling official classes, all formed a fruitful

soil for his claims to be the Mahdl, the movement
begun by Muhammad Ahmad which, as his letters

and proclamations show, was based on a religious

experience in which he earnestly believed, became

from the first mixed up with political and social

ideas, which in the east cannot be separated from

religion, and in which finally deception and cunning

played an evil part According to the traditional

formula, Muhammad Ahmad felt himself called

“to purify the world from wantonness and cor-

ruption” For this purpose he summoned the

people to fight in the first place against “the

infidel Turks” He had previously bound a number
of chiefs in Kordufan and Darfiir to him by bat^a

(oaths of fealty, after the model of the Prophet,

for the text see Dietrich, in Islaniy 1925, p 39)
and had been cleverly able to attach men of action

like the unscrupulous 'Abd Allah al Ta'ayishl, later

his Khalifa, to him
,

at the same time he practised

a shameless nepotism He further incited the people

by numerous pamphlets and edicts, which contained

his visions of the Prophet, who had appointed

him Mahdl, of al-Khidr, Gabriel, the akt^b^ sum-

mons “to purify religion”, to “emigrate”, to swear

fealty, to imitate the Mahdl, to the ^thad etc

The hill of Gadir in Dar Nuba became the centre

of this secret propaganda, in Sha'b5n 1298 (July

1881) he made his first public appearance as

Mahdl Negotiations begun by the government in

Khartum with Muhammad Ahmad proved fruitless

Two companies sent against him under Abu ’l-Sa^^Ud

were destroyed, this secured further victories for

him The Egyptian government was moreover pre

vented by the rebellion of 'ArSbl Pashfi from
taking vigorous action The expeditions of the

governor of FashSda, Rashid Pasha, Yusuf Pasha
al-Shall5lI (at Gadir, May 1882) and of Hicks Pasha
(at Shaikan or Kashgil), all ended unsuccessfully

The MahdIya thus spread unhindered from KordufSn
via Bahr al-GhazSl to the eastern Siidfin, there in

SawSkin, ^OthmSn Digna, a former slave dealer,

soon to be the ablest Mahdist general, entered

Muhammad Ahmad’s service Attempts by the

Mahdl to extend his power to the west and with

this object to conclude alliances with Muhammad
al-SanQsI in Djaghbub and with Morocco came to

nothing At the height of his power the campaign
of 1301 (1884) took him to Khartum, which after

a heroic defence by Gordon fell into the Mahdl’s

hands on Jan 30, 1885 Gordon was killed Mu-
hammad Ahmad did not however long survive his

victory, he died, probably of typhus, on 9th Ramadan
1302 (June 22, 1885) at Omdurman nearKbarlUm,
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where a kubha was erected to him by his successor,

the Sballfa 'Abd Allah; it was henceforth the

Mahdist capital until Kitchener put an end to

^Abd Allah's rule and to the Mahdlya in 1898
The organisation of the Mahdlya under Muham-

mad Ahmad, which was primarily to follow the

sunna of the Prophet, was early developed, it was
quite military in character, for the ((^thad was
considered more important than the He
had four khalifas beside him, of whom al-Ta‘‘ayishl

was the most intimate and undoubtedly had the

most pernicious influence on him Particular attention

was devoted to the distribution of booty and to

the administration of the treasury {patt al-mUl)

Muhammad Ahmad’s teaching shows some of the

features of the extreme popular Snfism and some
of those of an idealised primitive Islam His

asceticism was hostile to progress, the contempt

for learning in the Mahdlya and the order to burn

all books on sunna and tafsir alienated the educated

classes from him The only things that had validity

in addition to the Kurban were the proclamations

of the Mahdl, the Ratxb (a collection of dhikr

exercises) and the Ma^lts^ a work that contained

Muhammad Ahmad’s own sunna as a substitute

for the previous one but remained incomplete In

the abolition of the four madkhabs we see the

tkhtilaf tendencies frequent among the Sufis

Wahhabi influences are very probable in a number
of regulations, for example in the prohibition of

adornment, music, extravagance at weddings, tobacco

and wine, particularly however in the zeal against

the worship of saints and sorcery, as a matter of

fact Muhammad Ahmad himself became an object

of worship among his followers even before his

death

The only really new thing in Muhammad Ahmad
IS the addition to the ^ahada “ wa anna Mu-
hammd<^^ Ahmad<^ "'bn^ ^Abd^ Ulah* huiva Mahdiy^
^llak^ wa-khahfat^ rasuhht Where the traditions of

the Mahdl did not suit him, he did not hesitate to

alter them He laid down the following 6 arknn

instead of the arhan of the stmna i salat
^
on the

congregational performance of which the greatest

stress was laid, 2 d^thad^ in express opposition

to the sunnl practice and in place of the hadydy
^

3 obedience to God's commandments, 4 the ex-

tended shahadaf 5 recitation of the Kur’an and
6 of the Raiib

A few extremist ideas, like that of equality

between rich and poor, come partly from the

revolutionary character of the old partly

from the political and social conditions of the

time
,
the social ideas were however not his central

ones but only incidentally used cunningly to attract

the masses In practice the Mahdlya had an ex-

ceedingly unifying and equalising effect slaves

and slave-dealers fought under one banner, the

humblest often rose in a short time to the highest

offices

Muhammad Ahmad’s eschatology centres round

the world domination of the Mahdl The conquest

of the Sudan was to be followed by that of Egypt,

Mecca, Syria and Constantinople

The formation of legends around Muhammad
A^imad’s personality began very early, sometimes

deliberately encouraged by him and his immediate

followers and sometimes actually believed by them

Under pressure from him his court chronicler

IsmS^lI ‘Abd al-Kfidir composed a highly coloured

sfra entitled JCttllb al^Mustahdi tla Sirat al*Imam

al Mahdl It covered the years 1298 to 1302 A H
but was burned in the time of the Khalifa ‘^Abd

Allah Ihe Egyptian writer Shukair (see below)

claims to have had in his hands a copy that was
said to have survived

Bibliography Na'Clm Shukair Bey, Ta'^rlkh.

al Sudan^ Cairo 1903 (in the third part Shukair,

utilizing the edicts of Muhammad Ahmad and the

Khalifa ^Abd Allah, which were collected and

printed under the Khalifa, as well as the above

mentioned Sira and his own experiences in the

Anglo Egyptian army, gives a very full account

of the Mahdlya under Muhammad Ahmad and

*Abd Allah)
,

DjirdjI Zaidan, Riwayat Asir al-

Mutamakdi^ Cairo 1892 — On two fatwUh of

the Egyptian government against the Mahdlya
s Dietrich, in /j/, 1925, p 83 — F R Win-
gate, Mahdtism in the Egyptian Sudan^ London
1891, do. The Rise and Wane of the Mahdl
Religion^ London 1893, Jos Ohrwald, Aufstand
u Reich des Mahdt^ Innsbruck 1892, Slatm

Pasha, hire and Sword in the Sudan^ I ondon

1896, Hasenclever, Geschichte Agyptens im ig

Jahrhundert^ Halle 1917, Ernst L Dietrich,

Dei Mahdl Mohammed Ahmed nach arabischen

Quellen^ in /r/, 1925, p I—90 (with further

literature), J Darmesteter, The Mahdt^ London

1885 (Diltrich)

MUHAMMAD ‘'ALl PASHA (in European

sources often Mehemed Ah or Mehemet Ah) was

the well-known powerful viceroy of
Egypt during the years 1805-1849 (which period

comprises the entire reign of Sultan Mahmud II

q v
),

and the founder of the khedivial, later

royal dynasty of Egypt Seen in the light of

history his life work fully entitles him to the epithet

of “the Founder of Modem Egypt”
Muhammad ^All was born in 1769, possibly

of Albanian extraction, in the town of Kawala

[q V
]

in Macedonia
,
he was engaged m the tobacco

trade until he joined, as bin bashi in a corps of

Albanian troops, the Turkish army that landed m
Egypt in 1799 and was beaten by Bonaparte at

Abu Kir (July 25) In 1800 he was one of the

two chiefs of the Albanian troops in Turkish

seivice who were left behind in Egypt, this secured

him an influential military position when, after the

final departuie of the French in 1801, Turkey

began to try to recover her authority over Egypt

At the end of 1801 he fought as a general against

the Mamluks, but in the troubled years that

followed he was alternatively on the side of the

Mamluk Beys (headed by al-BardisI) and of the

Turkish governors sent fiom Constantinople He
intrigued against Khusraw Pasha [q v

],
who had

to leave Egypt 111 May 1803, and was, already in

the same year, appointed titular governor of

Djidda Under the following governorship of

Khurshld Pasha, Muhammad 'Ali succeeded m
winning the favour of the inhabitants of Cairo

and their spiritual leaders, and used them with

success in his intrigues against Khurshld, whose

Turkish troops — composed of delis — were a

scourge to the population, while his own Albanians

were ordered to behave well The result was that

Khurshld had to withdraw in August 1803, leaving

the citadel of Cairo to Muhammad ^All The Tur-

kish government, though sending several emis-

saries and trying to remove the Albanian troops,

failed to keep Egyptian affairs under control and
ended by recognizing Muhammad ‘All’s self-assumed
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position (November 2, 1805), he was solemnly

installed m April 1806
The internal and external difficulties of the

Sublime Poite did not allow her to interfere any

further for the moment and the new goveinor had
soon occasion to show himself a loyal vassal

when the English — then at war with lurkey

[cf SELiM III] — landed in Alexandria m Maich

1807 At that time Muhammad ^Ali had already

undertaken the struggle against the Mamluk Beys
al-Bardlsi and alAlfl, the lattei of whom was
strongly supported by the English He came back
hastily from Upper Egypt, fortified Caiio, and
gained a victory over the English army at Rashid
(Rosetta) in Apiil Soon aftei the departure of the

British fleet in September the viceroy began the

execution of his far-reaching administrative and
economic measures, which weie to restore Egypt’s

economic strength and consequently to assuie for

himself a more powerful position than any 1 urkish

governor had had for the last two centuries [cf

mamlUks] In the meantime the Beys (whose two
leaders had died in 1807) continued their op-

position (no doubt increased by the viceroy’s land

policy), which was finally broken by the massacre

of about 300 MamlQks in the citadel of Cano on
March i, 1811, on the occasion of a festival Ihe
persecution of the Mamiuks was at the same time

extended to the other parts of the countiy Mu-
hammad ^All now could send, without danger to

his own position, his Albanian troops in the cam-
paign against the Wahhabis in Arabia, to comply
with a icquest of the Porte The Wahhabi war
began in September 18 ii and was conducted,

until 18x6, by Muhammad ^Ali’s son Tusun, after

the latter’s death the command was taken over by
his elder brothei Ibrahim Pasha [q v

]
Muhammad

^Ali himself took part in an expedition to Yaman,
but had to return before the end of the war,

because his position as goveinor seemed to be in

danger

The mihtaiy successes of the Egyptian troops

against the Wahhabi power immensely increased

Muhammad 'All’s authority all over Arabia and in

a larger sense in the entire Near East, European
policy began to look for the first time on Egypt
as a factor of political importance This importance

was further increased by the expeditions to the

south that followed immediately on the Arabian

campaign Egyptian power was established for the

first time m the Sudan [q v
],

where Muhammad
'All’s third son Isma'il found his death in 1822,
the year in which the town of Khartum [q v

]

was founded At this time Egyptian power was
also extended in the diiection of the Red Sea,

which made an end to the hitherto continuous
plague of the incursions of nomadic Arabs into the

Nile valley, the ports of Sawakin and Massawa
(Maswa') came under the Egyptian sphere of in-

fluence, although the direct authority of the Porte

was maintained

A new phase in the development of Muhammad
'All’s power began by his participation in the

military repression of the Greek revolt by the Turks
Only through Egyptian aid was the submission of
the whole of Greece with the exception of Nauplia
obtained, first by the conquest of Crete by Ibrahim

Pasha (1823) and then by the Egyptian army that

landed in 1825 in Morea When in 1827 England,
Russia and France intervened in the Greek question,
the combined Turkish-Egyptian fleet was destroyed

in the bay of Navanno (October 20, 1827), in the

following yeai the Egyptian troops evacuated the

peninsula, after a convention had been concluded

between Muhammad 'All and the British admiral

Codnngton (August 6, 1828) Crete remained under

Egyptian administration until 1841

Muhammad 'All’s power was now such that he

could conclude international agreements without

the sultan’s cognizance, at the same time the two

Mediterranean naval powers, France and England,

were endeavouring to w in him over as an independent

political factor In 1829 Fiance had almost induced

Muhammad 'Ali to undeitake the conquest of the

Barbaresque states of Algiers and Tunis
,
the viceroy,

however, was more inclined to seek territorial ex-

pansion in the east, the more so as the four

governoi ships of Syria had been promised him

by the Porte as reward for his participation in

the Greek war, a promise that had never been

fulfilled At the end of 1831 there aiose difficulties

between Muhammad 'Ali and the Porte on account

of the governorship of 'Akka, which he claimed

for himself Ihe conflict soon biought about the

sending of an Egyptian army under Ibiahim Pasha

into Syria On May 27, 1832 'Akka was taken

In the following month the army that was sent

by the sultan was repeatedly defeated and finally

beaten neai Konya (December 21, 1832) Ihe

Egyptian army, continuing m the direction of

Constantinople, reached Kutahia Here at last an

armistice was concluded between the Porte and

Ibrahim as representative of his father, thanks

again to the intervention of the European powers,

of whom Russia had already sent military aid to

Constantinople Muhammad 'Ali was granted the

governorship of Syria and Adana by the definite

peace of April 6, 1833
During the following six years the viceroy’s

power was at its height While Ibiahim administered

Syria, severely but on the whole to the prosperity

of the country, Muhammad 'All continued his

administrative programme in Egypt and inaugurated

a pan-Arabian policy, the aim of which was to be

the union of all Aiabic-speaking peoples under

his leadership In Arabia his influence was still

considerable since the WahhSLbi war, he now
tried to extend Egyptian influence as far as the

'Irak This policy, while at the same time constituting

a threat to the ambitions of the European poweis

in the Neai East, was to bring him again into

conflict with the sultan, who, having succeeded

at last in subduing too independent vassals in other

parts of his empire, was waiting for an opportunity

to crush his most powerful vassal in Egypt The
latter, in 1838, had even made known his intention

of declaring himself independent of the Turkish

government

Not long after the outbieak of hostilities the

Turkish army under Hafiz Pasha was completely

defeated at Nasib in North Syria (June 24, 1839),

while the Turkish fleet under the Kapudan Pasha

Ahmad sailed to Alexandria and went over to

Muhammad 'All’s side In this desperate situation

the authority of the Porte was saved by the inter-

vention of the five European powers, m defence

of the integrity of the Ottoman Empire The
Egyptian question had thus produced an inter-

national political crisis, which was aggravated by

the opposition of France, which had long been the

best intentioned towards Muhammad 'Ali among
the European governments By the convention of
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London (July 5, 1840) England, Russia, Austria 1

and Piussia agreed with the Porte upon the terms to

be imposed upon Muhammad '^Ali When the latter

did not accept, theie followed military demon-
strations against the coastal towns in Syria ('Akka
taken on November 4, 1840) Soon afterwards a

a Biitish fleet appeared m Alexandria, where
Admiral Napier on November 27 concluded an
agieement with Muhammad ^All The viceroy con-

sented to the return of the Turkish fleet and re-

nounced his governorship of Syria, Adana and
Crete, while on the othei hand he was to keep
the hereditary governorship of Egypt as a part

of the lurkish Empire Ihese terms were con-

firmed by an imperial ftrman of February 13,

1841, completed by another of May 23, in which
the mutual relations of sultan and viceroy were
definitely legulated The chief points were the

right of succession accoiding to seniority m Mu-
hammad ^Ali’s family, the payment of a tiibute

and the permission to maintain an Egyptian army
of 18,000 men, the higher officers of which were
to be appointed by the sultSn

Muhammad ‘^Ah’s last years were passed in peace

In 1846 he visited Constantinople and Kawala,

in 1848 he lost his son Ibiahim to whom so

many of his military successes were due On
August 2, 1849 he himself died in Alexandiia,

to be succeeded by lusun’s son "^Abbas Pasha

[q V
]

He was buried in the new mosque which
he had had erected in the citadel of Cairo

Still more amazing than the career of this once

obscuie Turkish officer are the enormous changes

biought about by his work in the condition and
the international position of Egypt, they have

made him a hero in the histoiy of the Near
East Ills reign is an era by itself in Egyptian

history Muhammad ‘^Ah’s latest biographer says

“He began by seeking only to raise money He
ended by seeking, however mistakenly, to develop

and civilise the country” (Dodwell, p 220) His

work indeed did not at all mean a bieak with

the government traditions pievailing in the Tur-

kish Empiie, but the political aim that Muham-
mad ‘All had set himself, seconded by his per

severing energy and the continuous supervision of

his autocratic individuality, led at last to a

result which, in similar conditions, would other-

wise have been difficult to attain, as is shown
by the state of things prevailing at the same time

in other provinces of the Ottoman Empire
As the measures taken by Muhammad ‘All in

the field of administiation, land policy and the

industrial and commercial mobilisation of the

country have been briefly sketched in the ait

khedIvv, it IS unnecessaiy to enter here into the

same details It is sufficient to point to the fact

that all these measures had as their fiist object to

make the pasha himself the sole pioprietor and

administrator of the riches of Egypt He certainly

listened to the advice of European and othei

councillors and valued European institutions as

examples to follow to a ceitain extent But he

followed oriental methods and made as good as

no use of Europeans as officials in the home
administration

This was not the case in Muhammad ‘All’s

newly created army The pasha himself had not

been entirely able to keep his mercenary troops

under control (mutiny in Cairo in 1816) So he

decided to form a new army, moved by the

same motives that had led Sultan Selim III to

create new legular troops (ntzam-t ^edtd) From
1819 this enterprise was confided to and brought
to a successful end by the French captain

Seve, who, after having embraced Islam, served

Muhammad ‘Ali as Sulaiman Pasha A first at-

tempt to use negro slaves from the Sudan as

soldiers having failed, the fallahs of Egypt itself

were recruited, the officeis were mainly taken

from among the young Mamluks, besides whom
there were not a few Europeans With this army
were won the military successes in Morea and

Syria 1 he recruitment met with exceedingly strong

opposition among the people of Egypt and

later in Syria, and the methods used to get the

required number were sometimes cruel, but the

pasha’s energy prevailed At length this military

organisation proved to be a means of education

for the people and prepared the growth of national

feeling among the generations to come As has

been said alrea<ly, the final Imperial ft)man of

1841 limited the Egyptian army to 18,000 men
in time of peace

Muhammad "All’s attempts to create an Egyptian

fleet go back as far as 1815 At fiist he had

ships built m Fiance and Italy and in Bombay,
but soon Alexandria itself got its yards After

the destruction of the Egyptian fleet at Navarino

ship-building began again and quite a number

of Fiench and Italian officeis were employed in

the Egyptian navy after 1831 Ihe Egyptian fleet,

however, did not long survive its foundei

On the whole, Muhammad ‘All’s lule wore a

Turkish character Most of the responsible posts

in the administration and in the army were held

by Turks and by descendants of the Mamlfiks

Thus the Ottoman ruling system, with some modi-

fications applied after the European model, ^\as

imposed on Egypt most completely at the time

when the country itself was politically lo^^sened

from the empire It may be called an exception

that the Armenian Boglios Bey, who was for a

long time Muhammad ‘All’s ministei of finance

and of foreign affaiis, came to this exalted position,

although the use of Chiistians (Armenians and

Copts) in moie subordinate offices had ali^ ays been

a government practice in Tuikey as well as m
Egypt The viceroy himself is said never to have

spoken well any language other than Turkish

Muhammad ‘Ali was not a great builder of

magnificent architectuial monuments He erected

a mosque after the Turkish fashion in the citadel

of Cairo, but he never built costly palaces for

himself Most of his works were of public utility,

such as the impiovement and the enlaigement

of the iirigation system in the Delta, including

the Nile Barrage below Cairo Ihis last work
was undertaken m 1847, but failed

The judgments on Muhammad ‘All’s personality

were very diveigent evnn during his life-time Most

of his admirers were found amongst the French,

in view of the on the whole friendly attitude

of tht French government this is of course

not stiange British opinion was less favourable,

but all those who came into contact with the

viceroy were impressed by his peisonal charm
Now that his era belongs to the past, the im-

pression lemains of a great man in many respects,

possessed of considerable personal courage and
trustworthy and loyal in a high degree His
methods were sometimes cruel and in the begin-
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mng of his career he often had recourse to

intngues^ but m the circumstances it is hard to

understand how it could have been otherwise As
years passed by and the prosperity of the country

increased, his methods of government grew more
lenient, so that, at the end of his reign, he had

become decidedly popular with his subjects An
equestrian statue of Muhammad 'All now com*
mands the chief square of Alexandria and one

of the largest thoroughfares in Cairo is called

after him
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et E Barrault, Htstoire de la guen e de Mehemed-
Ali contre la Porte ottomane{i8si—j8s3\ Pans

1837, A de Vaulabelle, Htslotre de VEgypte
sous Mohammed Alty vol ix

,
x de Htslotre

sctenhfique et militatre de VExpedition Frangatse

en Egypte^ Pans 1830-1839, F Htslotre

sommaire de VEgypte sous le gouvernement de

Mohammed-Aly {182J— Pans 1839 , J.

Bowring, Report on Egypt and Candta^ addressed

to the Right Hon Lord Viscount Palmerstony

London 1840, Clot Bey, Apergu General sur

VEgypte

y

2 vols (1 75 sqq
,
Mehemet Ah et sa

famtlle\ Brussels 1840, Puckler-Muskau, Aus
Mehemed Alts Retchy Stuttgart 1844, J Napier,

The War in Syrta^ 2 vols, London 1842, h

Perrier, La Syru sous le gouvernement de Mehemet-

Alt juiqtV en 1840^ Pans 1842, E Gouin,

VEgypte au XIX^^ siecle Htslotre mtlUatre et

polttiquCy anecdotique et pittoresque de Mehemet-

Ally Ibiahim Pacha^ Soltman Pacha^ Pans 1847
Latei historical studies A von Kremer,

Agypteuy Leipzig 1863, T W Zx^ktistn^Geschichte

des Osmanischen Retches in Europa^ vol vii

,

Leipzig 1863, G Rosen, Geschtchte der Turkety

2 vols, Leipzig 1866, A A Paton, A History

of the Egyptian Revolution from the Period of
the Mamelukes to the Death of Mohammed Aliy

2nd ed
,

I ondon 1870, M hxittkey Agyptens neue

Zeity Leipzig 1873

,

A von Prokesch-Osten,

Mehmed-Alty Vtze-Kontg von Agypten^ Vienna

1877, 'All Pa^ia Mubarak, al-Khitat al Tawfi-
kiyOy 1 67-74, BUlSk 1306(1889), H Deh^iain,

I e Soudan Egyptten sous Mehemet Aliy Pans 1 892

,

Benedetti, Mehemed-Ah durant ses dermeres

anneesy in Revue des deux MondeSy tome 1 29, Pans

1895, L Br^hier, Htstoire de VEgypte de

a iqoo Pans 1 900 ,
C A Murray, A sho? t Memoir

ofMohammed ^//, London 1898, G Zaidan, Tara-

dfim Ma§l0,hir al-^arky 2ncl ed
,
vol i

,
Cairo

1910, W A Phillips, art Mohammed Alt in

the Encyclopedia Britannicay 1911, do, in

The Cambridge Modern History
y
N Jorga, Ge-

schtchte des Osmanischen Reichesy vol v
,
Weimar

1912, K Sussheim, in Historische Jahrbuchery

1915, A Hasenclever, Geschtchte Agyptens tm

jg jahrhundert (^i^gS-igiq^y Halle a S 1917,
Mohammed Ah et le Khalifat {i8jj—i8jy)y in

Actes du Centres de Geographie du Catre igsjy

tome V
, p 15, Asad J Rustum, The Struggle

of Mehemet Ah Pasha with Sultan Mahmud II

and some of its geographical Aspects

y

m Actes

du Congi de Geogr du Cairey tome v
, p 46

,

Muhammad Rif'at, TcVrtkh Mtsr al-Siyasi ft
V azmina al hadithay Cairo 1926 ,

Shifik Ghor-

bal, The Beginnings of the Egyptian Question

and the Rise of Mehemed Ah A Study in

the Diplomacy of the Napoleonic Era based on
Researches in the Biitish and French Archives

y

London 1928, M ^?ihryy VEmpire Egyptien sous

MohamedAh et la question d^ Orient {^1811-184g')y
Pans 1930, H lyodcwtWy The Founder ofModern
Egypt

y
a Study of Muhammad Aliy Cambridge

1931 (J H Kramers)
MUHAMMAD 'ALl b MUZAFFAR al DIN.

[See KajsJar]
MUHAMMAD BAIRAM (Muhammad b Mu-

sjafx b Muhammad b Muhammad b Muhammad
B Husain b Ahmad b Muhammad b Husain b

BairXm), a Tunisian patriot and man of
letters, born in Tunis in Muharram 1256
(March 5-April 3, 1840) and died on Wednesday,
25th Rabi' II, 1307 (Dec 18, 1889) in Egypt, at

Hulwan, and was buried in Cairo near the tomb
of the Imam al-Shafi'i

Belonging to the family of the Bairams whose
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ancestor Bairam, aUthe head of a body of soldiers,

took part in the capture of Tunis by SinSn PashS
on 25th EjumadS 981 (Sept 24, 1573) and of which
several members had held the office of giand mufti

of Tunis, Muhammad Bairam studied at the QjSmi^

al Zaitnna and had as teachers al-Tahir b ‘^AshUr,

al-Shadhdl b Salih, Ahmad Bairam, Mustafa Bairam,

the Shaikh al-Isl5m Muhammad b Mu'awiya and
others At the age of 17, he compiled a kunnash
in which he recorded the ordinances, decrees and
administrative regulations which the emii Muham-
mad Pasha ordered the authoiities to enforce

On the death of his paternal uncle Bairam IV,

he was given charge of the Madrasat al-^Unukfya

on 9th Djumada I, 1278 (Nov lo, 1861) and on
the 9^ of the following month (Dec 13) of that

of the Djami^ al ZaitHna Soon after this, troubles

provoked by the despotic regime began to disturb

Tunisia and resulted in the closing of the repre-

sentative assemblies in which Bairam was interested

He published in the R^td^ the official gazette, the

two first political articles that ever appeared m
Tunisia and in them he condemned the tyranny

of the authorities, preached the love of liberty

and begged the government to be liberal and to

grant its subjects representative assemblies

On Safar 17, 1291 (Apiil 6, 1874) he was
appointed to administer the awkaf^ which he

hastened to reorganise The hard work ruined his

health and forced him to take a journey in Europe

to recupeiate, this caused him to begin his Safwat

al Rlibar He left in ^awwal 1292 (Oct 31

—

Nov 28, 1875) and visited Pans In the same year

the Sadiki College was founded, Bairam shared in

the preparation of the legulation and programme
of studies, modelled on those of European in-

stitutions, and was one of the first to enrol his

son so as to encourage his compatriots to take

advantage of such innovations

On ist Djumada II, 1292 (May 7, 1875)
was put in charge of the government piinting

works which he at once reorganised, and securing

eminent assistants like Muhammad al-SanusI of

Tunis and Hamza Path Allah of Cairo he produced

the R'^id regulaily It was at this time also that

he reorganised the Maktabat al-§adikiya alongside

of the Djami^ al-ZaitQna

In 1293 (1876) he assisted Turkey in the war

with Serbia and Montenegro by sending money,

horses and camels, political consideiations pre-

venting the despatch of help in men
In the summer of 1295 (*878) he went a second

time to Pans, visited the Exhibition and was

received with great consideration by President

MacMahon He took the opportunity to visit London
and England and, on his way back, Algiers He
took a very prominent part in the reorganisation

or rather the creation of the Sadist Hospital which

was opened on Safar 18, 1296 (Feb 1879) At

the same time he \sas one of the two arbitrators

appointed by the Tunisian government in the case

of Hcnshlr Saiyidl IhSbit and the French govern-

ment In the middle of the same year, he was

appointed by the vizier to go to Pans, to receive

medical attention, it was said, but in reality to

ask Gambetta to remove the French consul, who
was interfering in the domestic affairs of the

country and even managing them The consul

thwarted the plans of Bairam and the vizier On
his return he told the vizier that France intended

to annex Tunisia Tired of the vexatious pestering

of the vizier Mustafft b IsmS^Il he obtained, after

many attempts, permission to make the pilgrimage

to Mecca and left Tunis, never to return, on
Shawwal 16, 1296 (Oct 4, 1879) He went via

Malta, Alexandria and Cairo, where he was received

by the Khedive TewfiV PashS^ and thence to the

Hidj5z, visiting Mecca and Medina He then went
via Yambu' and the Suez Canal to Bairiit, where
he was much honoured by the people and by
Midhat PSsha, the governor of Syria, and on to

Constantinople He wrote a ka^tda in honour of

Sultan ‘Abd al Hamid The Tunisian government

at the instigation of the French consul, who feared

the establishment of closer relations between Turkey
and Tunisia, demanded his return but the Sublime

Porte diplomatically did not receive the request

It was in Constantinople that he began to

prepaie the ^afwa for publication and finished the

first two volumes The penetration of France into

Tunisia was a rude shock to Bairam, who in

collaboration with the former vizier of Tunisia,

Khair al-Din, was appointed by the Sublime Porte

to prepare a report on the situation created by
France Despairing of returning to his native

town he went to Leghorn and was joined by his

family, he then went to Geneva, where he left his

son to finish his education, and to Vienna and

Bucharest and then settled in Constantinople The

Sultan, wishing to send some horses as a present

to the Emperor Frederick III of Germany, Bairam

was appointed to write the letter conveying the

gift During the eighteen months which he spent

m the Turkish capital, Bairam drew a pension of

£T25 per month It was during this stay that

he piepared the third volume of the Safwa
Ills health being undermined by an illness which

grew worse daily and being unable to meet his

expenses and fearing the machinations of his

detractors, who saw in him a man to be removed,

he left Constantinople on Muharram 1302
(Oct 21, 1884) to go to Egypt, where his letters

of recommendation secured him the esteem of the

Khedive Tewfik Pasha, who gave him a pension

On the 251^ Rabi' of the same year (Jan 13,

1883) he produced al-Rlam^ a political and scien-

tific journal

Two years later, he went to London to attend

the Jubilee celebrations of Queen Victoria, had

medical attention in Pans and leturned to Egypt

via Berlin and Vienna He then completed a work

which he had begun in Constantinople entitled

Ta^rtd al-Stfian It d-Radd ^ala U-Khalib Rtnan

(Renan), in which he refuted the arguments which

Renan had advanced at a conference in the Sor-

bonne on March 29, 1883 on Islamisme et la

Science (Pans 1883), in which he alleged that

religion was an obstacle to the diffusion of science

among Muslims He also published a Rtsala in

which he declaied that it was permitted to purchase

bonds or shares in a Muslim government loan so

that Muslim money should not leave the country,

and that this had no character of usury He wrote a

report on the compulsory use of the Arabic language

in the teaching even of modern sciences He finished

the fourth volume of the Safwa and had begun

the fifth which death pi evented him from finishing

On 1 2th Djumada I, 1306 (Jan 14, 1889)

Bairam was appointed a judge in the Tribunal

de Icr Instance in Cairo Going to HulwSn for a

change of air, he took pleurisy and died after

25 days' illness
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He had a vast knowledge of Hadilh, law, history,

ancient and modern, and historical and political

geography

In addition to the works already mentioned

and numerous rtsalm which it would take too

long to enumerate, we may mention the fol

lowing 1 Tuhfat al Khawa^^ ft Hill Satd Bun-
dul al-Rasa{y printed at Cairo in 1303 in which

he claims that the law legards as permitted the

flesh of game killed with fire arms, 2 a treatise

on prosody
, 3 a rtsala in which he says that it is

permissible for men to let their hair hang down
and float in the air, contraiy to the opinion of

several

,

4 al-Tahktk ft Ma^alat al Raktk^

a study in which he shows what slavery among
Muslims is according to the law, points out the

motives of slavery and the rules regulating it, and

concludes by saying that slaves who are sold at

the present day are free men and that Muslim
governments which forbid the sale of slaves aie

acting in accordance with the law, 5 Safwat al

Bubar bt-Muslawda^ al-Amsar^ published m 6 vols

in Cairo in 1302— 1303, 1303, 1304, 1311, the

sixth volume being devoted to the biography of

Muhammad Baiiam and edited by his son of the

same name, it is perhaps the best tieatise yet

written in Arabic on political geography

B tb Itogr ap hy The biography written by

his son and published at the end of the Safway
E Van Dyck, Iktifa^ al-Kanu^^ Cairo 1896,

p 414, Cr Zaidan, Ta^rtkh Adab al-Lughat al-

^Arahlya^ Cairo 1911— 1914, iv 289
(Moh Bencheni^b)

MUHAMMAD BAKA\ son of yiaikh Dhulam
Muhammad, born in 1037 (1627), was first taught

by his father and then by Shaikh ^Abd Allah,

called Miyan Iladrat, and Shaikh Nur al-IIakk b

‘Abd al Hak|^ Dihlawi After a few years he him
self began teaching in his native country He first

became a murtd or disciple of his father, and after

the latter’s death attached himself to the famous

saint, Muhammad MaSum Sarhindi He was pur-

suaded by Iftikhar Khan, Mir Khansaman, to come
to the court of Awrangzeb and accepted the duties

of BakhshI (pay master) and Waki'ahnigar (writer

of the official diaiy), but by special favour he

enjoyed much leisure, which he devoted to literary

work He died in 1094 (1683) at Saharanpur He
IS the author of i MtPal D^ahan Numa (a general

history compiled under Awrangzeb), 2 Rtyad al-

Awltyd^ (life of saints), 3 Tadhkital al-^u^ard^

(biographies of the poets)

Bibliography Bakhtawar Khan, MiPdt
al-^Alaniy fol 478]^, Elliot Dowson, Htstoiy of
Indta^sxw 145— 165, Rieu, Cat Pets MSS Br
Mus

^
111

890a, Ethe, Cat of Persian MSS
^

India Office^ p 49 (M HiDAYEi Hosain)

MUIJAMMAD BAKHTIYAR Khai Ejl was an

inhabitant of Ghor [q v
]
He was of a very mean

appearance and amongst other deformities of his

person it is said that when he stood upright the

end of his fingers extended considerably below his

knees When he reached the age of manhood he

went to Ghazna [q v
]

and offered himself as a

volunteer to the officers of Muhammad Qhorf, but

they refused to enrol him He, therefore, repaired

to Dihll and was appointed by Kutb al-Din Aibeg

[q V
]

to command an army destined for the con-

quest of BihSr about 596 (1199) Here he was
very successful He was next ordered to invade

Bengal In 600—601 (1203—1204) he proceeded
|

to Nadya, the capital of Bengal, and captured it

without any bloodshed His last attempt was directed

towaids the invasion of Bhutan and libet, but he

met with reverses which compelled him to retreat

He succeeded in reaching Devikot in Bengal where

he died, but his body was carried to Bihar and
buried there in 602 (1206)

Bibliography ‘^Abd al Baki Nihawandl,

Mdathir Rahitnt^ part i
, p 292—294 ,

Stewart,

History of Bengal^ London 1813, p 38—50,

Wheeler, History of India^ iv
,
part 1 ,

London

1886, p 46, and Beale, Oriental Biographual

Dictionaiy^ London 1894, p 261

(M Hidayet Hosain)

MUHAMMAD BEY ABtJ DfiAHAB [See 'AlI

Bey
] _

MUHAMMAD BEY "OTHMAN ai-DJALAL
was born in Egypt in 1829, the son of a judge

111 the Court of Appeal, named Yiisuf al Hasan!

When a boy he learned English, French and

Turkish at the school of languages {Madrasat al

Alsun) and when only 16 was given an appoint-

ment m the goveinment tianslation bureau His

patron, the engineer Clot Bey, had him appointed

to the Constil de Medecine In 1863 he entered

the War Ministry and five yeais later the Mmistiy
of the Interior In 1879 the Khedive Icwfik Pasha
appointed him to his civil cabinet and several

times took him to accompany him on journeys

After the death of the Khedive he was appointed

a judge in Cairo In 1895 pensioned and
he devoted himself to liteiary work till his death

at the end of 1898
In collaboration with Clot Bey, he published

a sketch of the history of Muhammad ^Ali and
an elementary grammar of the Arabic and French
languages and also a description in rhyme of his

journey with the Khedive TewfIk He then devoted
himself to the translation of poetry first of the

fables of I a Fontaine, the novel Paul et Virginie^

and of Racine’s tragedies Alexandre le Grand^
Esther and Iphtgeme All these he translated into

classical Aiabic But his real importance lies in

his endeavour to translate Moliere’s comedies into

the modern Arabic vernacular of Egypt, freely

adapting them to Arabic conditions

a Tartuffe under the title ShatUt Matluf^ which
Vollers edited under the title Is selj. Matluf (cf

Z D M G
^

xlv 7 1 sqq and thereon Socin, ibid
,

xlvi 131 j^^), b Madrasat al-Azwd^ {VEcoledes
A/tir/j), transcribed and translated byM Sobernheim,
Berlin 1896 ,

c al-Ntsd* alldlimat (^Les Femmes
Savantes\ tianscnbed and translated by Fr Kein,
Berlin 1898, d Madrasat al-Nisd* {HEcole des

Femmes)
y

e Rnvdyat al-XJiukalJp (Les Pacheux\

1897 His collections of popular poems were also

lithographed Himl Zad^al

Ihe Egyptians were not much attracted by these

comedies translated into the vernacular The language

did not appear cultured enough to the Egyptian
public They were hardly ever produced and the rich

vocabulary which the comedies contain has not been
noticed or utilised by students of modern Arabic

Bibliography On metre and language
see Socin, Sobernheim and Kern, loc at

,
and

see also Biockelmann G A Z
,

11 i*j6 sq
,
the

poet’s autobiography in al-Khital al ^adida of

^Ali Pasha Mubarak, xvii 62
,
al-Adab e^arabtya

fi d-Kain al-tasi^ 11 91 , J E Sarkis,

Dictionnaire encyclopedique de btbliographte arabe.^

11, col 1306 (M Sobernheim)
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MUHAMMAD CELEBI [See GhazAlI
]

MUHAMMAD DAMAD PASHA, grand-
vizier, also called OkOz Muhammad Pasha,
was the son of a farrier of Constantinople and
was educated (rather unusual at that time for a

boy from Constantinople) in the imperial palace

for a military career He left the palace as sthhdar,

but we do no not know his career until he was
appointed, in 1016 (1607— 1608), goveinor of

Egypt Here he was successful in the energetic

suppression of a MamlQk revolt and when he
retained in 1610 to the capital with two years’

tribute, he was appointed Kapudan Pasha, being

at the same time mariied to sultan Ahmad’s seven
yeais’ old daughter Gawhar Khan (married after-

wards to Radjab Pasha and Siyawush Pasha, cf

Sid^ill-t ’^olhmanl^ \ 147), which assured him the

qualification damad As Kapudan Pa^ha he was made
responsible for a defeat inflicted in 1613 on a pait

of his fleet, off the island of Chios, by a small Spanish

Sicilian fleet, this blow prevented the landing of

lurkish ships in Syria on an expedition against the

Druses Damad Muhammad was dismissed from the

post of Kapudan, became, however, second vizier

and, after Nasuh Pasha’s execution (October 17,

1614) he was appointed grand-vizier In this office he

commanded in 1615 as set-masker in a new campaign
against Persia, the peace negociations having ended

unsuccessfully a short time before Nothing was
undertaken, however, that year, paitly owing to astro

logical calculations The grand-vizier lemainedthat

wintei in Aleppo The next year the Persians were

attacked in Armenia, where they had made some
progress, Enwan was beleaguered and capitulated

beginning of July 1616 after a 25 days’ siege

Ihe Turkish army was obliged, however, to with-

draw with heavy losses occasioned by the rude

climate and the insufficient food supplies Damad
Muhammad was dismissed in Januaiy 1617 to be

|

succeeded by Khalil Pasha [q v
] ,

in the Venetian I

Relazioni Khalil Pasha and Muhammad Pasha are I

desciibed as the only members of the Imperial

Diwan that really count Ihe next year, aftei

the accession of ^Othman II, he became Khalil’s

kT^tm-makam during that year’s Persian campaign
and, after ^alll’s disgrace, was appointed a second

time grand-vizier (January 18, 1619) Ihis dignity

he held only a year, in which peace was concluded

with Persia, the reason of his dismissal was a

dispute with the Kapudan Guzeldje ‘^Ali Pasha

[q v ], a favourite of the sultan (January 1620)

Damad Muhammad went as governor to Aleppo
after having been deprived of all his wealth by

the extortions of his successor He died soon after

his arrival in Aleppo and was buried in the iekke

of Shaikh Abu Bakr, where he had a tut be made
foi himself

Bibliography The piincipal Turkish souices

are Nabma I, Pecewl and Hadjdji Khalifa {Fedh-

leke and Tuhfat al Ktbar) further von Ham-
mer, G 0 K

y 442, 468, 475 sqq
, 507 sqq

where some contemporaneous western sources

are indicated
,

'Othman Zade, Hadikat al-

Wuzar^y p 61, Stdjtll-i moihmanty iv 147

(J H Kramers)
MIrzX MUHAMMAD EJA^FAR KARADJA-

DAGHY. Munshi of th^ KadjSr piince
Djalal al-Din Mirza and translator into

Peisian of the famous comedies of the

AdharbaidjSni playwright MlrzS Fath ‘^Ali

Akh^tidzade After they had been published

(1859) Mirza Fath ^All sent a copy of his plays

to the above-mentioned KSdjar piince in the

hope that he would take notice of it But the

book lay unheeded for years in the prince’s library

until Muhammad Dja'^far opened it by chance Ihe
munshi, delighted with the plays, at once decided

to translate them into Persian As no one would

help him, he was forced to print the translation

at his own expense, which brought him into con-

siderable financial difficulties The translation ap-

pealed in lithograph in Teheran in 1874 under

the title Tamlhilat When the work was finished,

Muhammad DjaTar corresponded with the author

and found out that they were related Ihe Persian

translation is of the gieatest importance for the

history of Persian theatre as it gave the stimulus

to ^he composiUon of original works The influence

of Akhundzade on the work of Malkum-KhSn and
even on moie recent dramatists, such as Mahmudi,
IS quite apparent hrom the artistic point of view

however, Muhammad Djafar’s translations cannot

be called successful as their language is very

clumsy and filled with countless AdharbauJjamsms
It is remarkable that European orientalists first

became acquainted with A^undzade’s works in

their Persian dress and published a considerable

number of these translations (see Btbl^ as text-

books for the study of spoken Persian, although,

in view of their linguistic defects, the translations

cannot by any means be regarded as models of

the living Persian language

Bibliography H Ethe, GrundrtsSyix 316,
W H D Haggard and G Le Strange, The
Vaztr of iMtikuratty I ondon 1882 Reviews of

this book by A Chodzko, Bulletin de BA thence

Onentaly Pans 1883 and Barbier de Meynard,
Revue critiqucy Pans, March 19, 1883, Barbier

de Meynard and S Guyard, Trots comedies tra-

duites du dialecte turc azert en person^ Pans
1885, A Wahrmund, Monsten? Joutdan der

patiset Botaniker in Qatahag Neupersisches

Lustspiel von Muh daemf Qaraga dagi^ Vienna

1889 Review by V Zhukovski, Zap
,
v (1890),

129— 132, A Rogers, Three Persian Plays^

London 1890 An edition of the Hakim t Na-
bntUty without author’s name, London 1893, A
Krimski, Perskt Peati zwtdki win uzavs t jak
rozivtwaw^y Kiev 1 925, p 83—86 (Ukrainian),

L Berthels, Ocerk istorii perstdskoj literaturiy

I eningrad 1928, p 130 (Russian)

(E Ber thei s)

MUHAMMAD ES^AD [See Ghalib Dede
]

MUHAMMAD ES'AD [See Es'ad Lfindi]
MUHAMMAD GHAWTH GAWALIYARI,

an Indian saint He was a descendant of the

famous saint Shaikh harld al-Din ^Attar [q v ],

his full name being Abu ’1 Mu^aiyad Muhammad
b Khatir al-Din b Latif b Mu'in al-Din Kattal

b ^atir al-Din b Bayazid b Faild al Dm ^Attar

Some say that his great-giand-father Mu'in al-Din

Kattal came to India and died at Djawnpur One
of his brothers, Shaikh BahlSl, who was attached

to the service of Humayun, fell in battle and lies

buried at the gate of the fort in Bayana Accoiding

to his own statement, Muhammad Ghawth was born

m 906 (1500) He was a pupil of Shaikh ZuhUr
al-Din HajJjdjI Hudur, and belonged to the Shat-

tariya sect of Sufis He and his eight brothers

were disciples of Shaikh Hadjdji Hamid, khalifa

of yiah Kadan, the disciple and khalifa of Shaikh
‘Abd Allah Shattaii After leading a solitary life
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for more than thirteen years m the mountains of

CunSr, he came to Gujijarat, where he became
acquainted with the popular saint and scholar

Shaikh Wadjih al-Din GudjarStl He went to Agra
in 966 (1558) and was treated with high regard

by Akbar Subsequently he returned to Gawaliyar,

where he died in 970 (1562) HumSytln is also

said to have been a kithful follower of Muhammad
Ghawth
He was the author of several Safi works, the

most popular of which is Djawahtr-i Khamsa^ in

Arabic, which he completed in 956 (1549), and

which he subsequently rendered into Persian with

additional improvements His other works are

Kalld t MaM^ztn^ Bahr al-Hayat^ and Mt^ra^
Ndma It is related that his ecstatic sayings in

the Mi^ra^ Nama were condemned by the ^ulama^

of GudjarSt, who passed orders for his execution,

but that he was saved by the timely intervention

of the above-mentioned Shaikh Wadjih al-Din

Bibliography Bankipoie Lib, Cat
^

vol XVI, Nis 1383— 1384, Akhbaf al-A^yar^

p 236, Khazinat aUAsJiy^^ p 969, Tadhktra t

^Ulam^ t Htnd^ p 206, see also HSdjdji Khalifa.

11 643, Eth6, India Office Lib Cat
^
Nrs 1875-

1876, Loth, Arab Cat
^
Nrs 671-^72
(Abdui Muqtadir)

MUHAMMAD GURfiJI PASHA Two lur-

kish grand-v 1 z lers are known under this name
I Ihe one who is also called khadim muhammad

PASHA began his political career after having been

a eunuch in the imperial palace, in 1604 he

became wall in Egypt, where he was able to

establish some order
,

after that he was twice

makam of the grand-vizieiate in the capital,

ID 1611 and in 1615, in the meantime he had

held governorships in Erzerum, Bosnia and Belgrad

He was called to the grand-vizierate in the days

of Sultan Mustafa Ts second reign, when the

Janissaries and the Sipfihis were dictating their

will at Constantinople (September 1622) Khadim
Muhammad owed his nomination to the Sipahis—
who had obtained the dismissal of Mir Husain

Pa§ba, the leader of the Janissaries — but also

to the confidence of the walide and to his well-

earned reputation of a wise and experienced

politician He succeeded indeed in the abolition of

abusesm the army administration by convoking a

large council of dignitaiies, where the reinforce-

ment of the kanun was decided When, however,

m several parts of the empire, there arose op-

position against the Janissary regime, especially

the action of Abaza Pasha [q v
]

in Erzeram, the

grand-vizier was unable to oppose the Janissaries

in Constantinople Their leader Mir Husain was

intiiguing again, while at the same time the

soldateska was crying for revenge for Sultan

‘Othman II, as a result of these riots the former

grand-vizier Dawud Pasha was killed in January

1623 On February 5 of the same year the rebellious

Janissaries, declaring that a eunuch could not be

their grand-vizier, obtained his dismissal in favour

of Mir Husain Gurdji Muhammad went into exile,

but after the enthronement of MurSd IV he came
back to the capital as vizier and acted for the

third time z&kalim-inakam in May 1624 when the

then grand-vizier went on an expedition against

Abiza He died on March 26 and was buried in

a turbe in Eiyfib His age is not given in the

sources In the opinion of the English resident

Roe, Gurdjt Muhammad was one of the few per-

sonalities that were able to lead the affairs of

the empire

Bibliography The historians Na'lmS, Pe-

Cewi, Hasan Bey ZSde, HfidjdjI Kfealifa {Fedft

leke)^ Tughl, Wak^ol-i Sultan ^Othinan KhUn
(used by von Hammer, not printed but existing

in a French translation, cf Babinger, GO IV,

P * 57 )? ‘'Othman Zade Ta^b, Hadtkat al-JVu-

zara, p 71, Sidjtll i ^othmanl, iv 15 1, von

Hammer, GOB, iv
,
Jorga, Gesch des Osm

Retches^ 111

2 One of the grand viziers of the first period

of Muhammad IV’s leign, when the state affairs

were really governed by the waltde Kosem [q v
]

and the ktzlar aghast Suleiman This Gurdji Mu-

hammad had already a long career as governor

of Syria and other provinces behind him when,

at the age of 94 years, he was called to the

highest dignity in the beginning of November

1651 as successoi of Siyawush Pasha, who had

shown too much independence towards the couit

During his giand vizierale he is said to have shown

fully his lack of capacity, taking the alarming revolts

in Asia Minor of Abaza Pasha, Ipshir Pasha and

Katlrdjl Oghlu with the greatest equanimity He Mas

especially anxious to remove fiom the capital all

possible rivals to the grand-vizierate, amongst them

Muhammad Koprulu, which brought him, as NahmS
says, the nickname of habb al-salatin “the pill

of the sultans” On June 19, 1652 he was deposed

again by the court party After having been exiled

he lived some time at Eiyub and died m 1664,

at the age of no years, in Temesvar
Bibliography The histones of Na'ima

and Petewi, further Wedjihl (not published and

used by von Hammer, cf Babmger, G 0 W
^

p 208), also the Siyahat name of EMliya, '0th-

man Zade Ta^ib, Hadtkat al-Wuzar'^, p 95
sqq

,
von Hammer, G 0 R

^ \ ,
Jorga, Gesch

des Osm Retches^ 111
,

iv
,
Ahmad Rafik, Ka-

dlnlar Saltanatt^ Constantinople 1914— 1924

(J II Kramers)
MUHAMMAD HASAN KHAN, a Persian

man of letters, who died on 19th Shawwal
* 3*3 (April 3, 1896) His honorific titles were
Sant al-Dawla and later Rtimad al Saiiana

Thiough his mother he was related to the

Kadjars [q v
]
and through his father he claimed

descent from the Mongol rulers His father, Hadjdjl

'All Khan of Maragha, was a faithful servant of

Nasir al-Din Shah (in 1852 he discovered the

conspiracy of Sulaiman Khan) and the son from
his youth upwards was in the service of the

court

Muhammad Hasan Khan was one of the first

students at the Dar al-Funun founded in 1268 (1851)
and spent 12 years there Later he went with his

father when he was appointed governor of 'Arab-

istan In 1280 (1863) he was appointed second

secretary to the Pans Legation and spent three

and a half years there On his return to Teheran

he was appointed interpreter to the Sh^h and m
this capacity accompanied him on his travels In

1288 (*871) he was appointed head of the drago-

manate (dUr al-tar^uma) and of the press bureau

{dar aU{ibcI(i) as well as director of the official

Rmnama^yi dawlati In 1290 he was appointed

superintendent of the palaces and assistant to the

minister of justice and henceforth continually rose

in rank

E G Browne criticises severely the work of
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Muhammad Hasan Khgg and accuses him of having
put his name to books alleged to have been
written for him by indigent scholars On the

other hand, Joukovsky speaks with much respect

of his works and shows that he inspired a gieat

many literary undertakings (e g the printing of

the Kurban with an inter linear Persian translation,

concordance and index, the foundation of a press

for printing in Roman characteis, the establishment

of the Mushirlya school, encouragement of the

daily press etc ) although after the appearance at

Bombay of a satirical work by Shaikh Hashimi
ShlrazI the censorship was established on the

suggestion of Muhammad Hasan Khan
The fact is that the number of works — often

very useful — bearing the name of Muhammad
Hasan KhSn, is very large Without the help of

**secretaries” some of these books could not have

been undertaken To Muhammad Hasan Khan is

in any case due the honour of having suggested

them His principal works deal with the history

and geography of Persia and are often in the

form of almanacs They are Mtr^at al-BulJan^ i
,

two editions (1293, X294, a dictionary of geo

giaphy letters ! — uj), n
, 1295 (history of the

years i — xv of the reign of Nasir al Dm and
calendar)

, 111 (years xvi —xxxii of the reign of

Nasir al-Din and calendar), iv
,
1296 (geography

letters — — and history of 1296) In the gco-

graphical portions we find quotations from Yakut
and European tiavellers along with notes specially

prepared by the local authorities (an extract from

the Mtr^at al^Bulddn Td'riUk't Babul wa-Ninawd
was published at Bombay in 1311), T(^rikhrt

muntazam-t Nd^trl^ 3 parts, 1298— 1300 (histoiy

from the time of the Hidjra, vol iii history of

the Kadjars 1194— 1300), Mallei' al-^ams^ 3 vols
,

1301— 1303 (description of thejouiney to Khuiasan
with important arch<3eological data, 11 165—213
contains the autobiography of Sh5h Pahmasp, and

11 469—500 a list of books in the library of the

sanctuary of Mashhad), Ktldb Htd^d^a al Sdada
ft Haijji^a al Shahdda^ Tihran 1304, Tabriz 1310
(histoiy of the martyrs of Karbala)

,
Khatrdtun

htsdnun [cf Sura lx 70], 3 vols, 1304—1307
(biographies of famous women of the Islam)

,
Ktldb

Durar al-TiiJjfdn ft Td’rtkh Bant AMdn^ 1308—
1310, 3 vols (history of the Arsacids), Ktldb al

Mdat&tr 7va 'l-Alkat^ *309 (historical almanac for

the 40th anniversary of the reign of Nasir al-Uin

Shah), Kildb al Tadwtn ft Ahwdl Djabal t Shat wtn^

1 31 1
(history and geography of Sawad-kQh in

MazandarSn)
In the field of literature Muhammad Hasan Khan

was only a translator (Swiss Family Robinson,

romances of Jules Verne, discovery of America,

Tdrlkbrf' Inkt^df t Yangi Dunyd^ Tihran 1288,

Memoirs on the Indian Mutiny of 1857) He also

wrote a number of text-books on geography and
on the French language

Bibliography V A Joukovsky (^u-

kowski), obituary of Muhammad Hasan Kh5n
in ^ V 0

^ 1896, p 187— 191, Browne,

Persian Ltleralure in Modern Tunes
^ p 453

—

456, Edwards, Calalogue of Persian Books of
Ihe Brtt Mus

, p 479—480
(V Minorsky)

MUHAMMAD IJUSAIN TABRiZi, a famous
Persian calligrapher, pupil of the celebrated

Mir Saiyid A^mad Mashhadi and teacher of the

The Encyclopaedia of Islam, III.

no less famous Mir ^Imad His remarkable com-
mand of the art of calligraphy, so popular in

Persia, brought him the title of honour Mthln
Usldd (gieatest master) His father Mirza ShukrullSh

was Muslawft al Mamdltk to the SafawidTahmSsp I

(1521— 1576), the master himself, according to

the Oriental sources, was vizier to Shah Isma^ll II

(1576— 1578) but lost the favour of the sovereign

and was forced to fly to India where he remained

to his death Rieu says he died about 950 (1543),
but this does not agiee with other biogiaphical

details and is indeed improbable That he spent

the remainder of his life in India is evident

from the fact that most of the manuscripts known
to have been written by him were finished m
India The inscriptions on the masdjids and khankahs
of Tabriz are said to have been his mastei pieces

but unfortunately they have been almost entirely

destroyed by earthquakes After completing these

inscriptions he made the obligatory pilgrimage to

Mecca and on his return devoted himself exclu-

sively to copying the masterpieces of Persian poetry

A Dtwdn of the Persian poet Amir Shahl from

his pen IS in the Cambridge University Library

Bibl togiaphy Cl Huart, Les calltgi aphes

el les nuntalurisles de Vortenl mumlman^ Pans

1908, p 237, E Browne, A Catalogue of the

Persian MIstS tn the Libi ary of the Umvei stly

of Cambridge^ *899, N® 265^ p 353, Mirza

Habib, Khali u Khattdtdn^ Constantinople 1306,
Ta^rilhri ^/ilamdiayt ^Abbdst^ Teheian 1314,

p 126, Ch Rieu, Catalogue of the Persian

MSS tn the British Museum
, p 782a, 783a,

785a (E Berthels)

MUHAMMAD ISMAIL b ^Abd al-GhanI
AL ^\HlD Mawlana was born on the 28‘h ShawwSl
1196 (1781), of a Dihli family that traces its origin

to the Caliph ‘^Umar He was a nephew of the

famous Mawlana Shah ^Abd al-"Aziz (d 1239 =
1823) Having lost his father early, he was brought

up by his uncle MawlSna ^Abd al Kadii (d 1242 =
1826) In childhood he was inattentive to his studies

and fond of swimming in the Djamna, but thanks

to a retentive memory and a keen intellect he

later on became a learned man
Being shocked at the ^trk or idolatrous ten-

dencies, then prevailing among Indian Muslims,

he zealously preached the doctrines of Isl5m Im-

pressed by the religious sanctity of Saiyid Ahmad
al-Mudjaddid, he became his disciple and his con-

stant companion In 1236 (1820) they went to

Mecca and then to Constantinople, wheie they

were received with marked consideration Six years

later, on their return to Dilhl, they gained many
followers In 1243 (^^27) they with many disciples

went to Peshawar and declared a religious war

against the Sikhs But owing to some innovations

upon the usages of the Afghans, their power declined

and during a retieat they perished in a skirmish

with the Sikhs in 1247 (1831)
He is the author of the following works

1 Rtsdla Usui aLFtkhy a treatise on the prin-

ciples of Muhammadan law according to the

Hanaf! school,

2 Maniab-t Imdmat^ a Persian treatise on the

ImSmat

,

3 Takwtyal al Itndn^ an Urdu treatise on theo-

logy (printed 1293, translated into English by
Mir ShahSmat 'All, cf J R A S^ xiii 316),

4 ^trdl al-Mustaklm^ a treatise in Persian on
the doctrines of Islam

44
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Bibliography SiddlV Hasan, Ithaf al-

Nubal"^^ p 416, Saiyid Ahmad |Chan, Al&ar
al^Satiadfd^ 11 97, and J JR A S

^
xiii 310

(M Hidayet Hosain)
MUHAMMAD KA:^1M b Muhammad AmIn

was a mun^kd or secretary to AwrangzSb
He was entrusted with the compilation, from

official records, of the history of the emperor’s

reign and was ordered to submit it to him for

correction He accompanied the emperor on his

journey to Adjmir where he fell ill and was con-

sequently sent back to Dihll and died there shortly

after his return in 1092 (1681)
The history which he composed is known as

^Alamgir Namay it begins with the departure of

AwrangzSb from AwrangSbad in 1068 (1657) and
IS brought down to 1078 (1667) It has been
printed in the Bibliotheca Indtca^ Calcutta 1865-
1868

Btbliogr aphy KhSfl KhSn, Muntakhab
al-Lubdb^ 11 210, Elliot-Dowson, History of
India^ vii 174— 180, N Lees, Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society^ N S
,
in 464, and Rieu,

Cat of the Persian MSS Br Mtis
,

it 26 7^

(M Hidayft Hosain)
MUHAMMAD KHALIFA [See Muhammad

B Husain
]

MUHAMMAD KHAN BANGA§H, Nawwab
styled Ghadanfar was a Rohila chief
of the tribe of Bangash The city of Far-

rukhabad was founded by him in the name of

his patron the emperor Farrukhsiyar When Muham
mad ShSh became empeior of Dihll, he appointed

him governor of Malwa in 1143 (1730), but as he

could not stop the repeated attacks of the Mahrattas

he ^^as removed in 1145 (1732) and appointed
governor of Ilahabad Muhammad Khan intended

to reduce the BundHas of whom Radja Chatursal

was chief He captured several places but as he
did not know the roads, Chatursal with the help

of Peshwa Badji Rao, surrounded him suddenly

with an army The Nawwab took refuge in the

fortress of Djaitgarh, whereupon his son, Kasim
Djang. having collected an army of Afghans marched
to Djaitgarh and escorted his father in safety to

Ilahabad 1 he imperial ministers then removed
him from the governorship He died in 1156

(1743)
Bibliography MAathir al-Umarc^^ 11

771

—

774 , Ta^rlkh’i Farrukhabad (Asiatic

Society’s copy), fol 9, 13, 18, 20, 26 and 46-

48, and Imperial Gazetteer of India^ xii 64

—

65 (M Hidayet Hosain)
MUHAMMAD KOPROlO [See KoprulU

]

MUHAMMAD LALA PASHA [See Muham-
mad Pasha Lala ]

MUHAMMAD LALEZARI, Shai^, author
of a work on tulips, Mtzan al~Azhar “Balance

of Flowers” This tieatise on the cultivation of

tulips was composed in the reign of Sultan

Ahmad HI (1115— 1143 = 1703— 1730), who had
given the author the title Shuk^ufeperwerdn on
the suggestion of the grand vizier Ibrahim Pasha
between 1718 and 1730

Bibliography PI Fr von Diez, Denk-
wurdigkeiten aus Asten^ Halle and Berlin 1815,
11 1 sqq

,
reprinted as Vom Tulpen- und

Narctssen-Bau tn der Turkey aus dem Turkischen

des Scheich Muhammed Lalezaf Halle and Berlin

1815, Pertsch, Katalog der turk Hss Berlin^

p 305, N® 232 (Th Menzel)

MUHAMMAD LALEZARI, TShir, the name
of a Kadi who died in 1204 (1789) in

Constantinople, who wrote a series of theolo-

gical tieatises and commentaries, which are still only

accessible in ms Mtzan al-Muktm ft Mdrifat
aUKisias al mustakim^ Daf^ Ptirad Raghib ft
Hakk commentary on the Ka^tde-i nuntye^

and the commentaiies in a collected volume in the

"^Ashir Efendi-Ljbiary m Constantinople {Deftert

Kutubkhjane i ^A^ir Efendi^ Constantinople 1306,

p 188,N® 124 [3‘'<i Wakf-foundation]) containing

Djawcihir al-zahire (on Ghazall) . Ydkutat al hamra
(on Birgewi)

,
Zumrudat al-khadra (on 'Abd al-Kadir

al Gilani), alDwrat al zukta (on Hizb al-Bahr)

and Kawkab al-dtrfi (on Ibn Mashlsh) The name
Lalezari comes from I alezar, a quarter of Con-

stantinople near the Fatih Mosque
B t b I to g 7 aphy Brusal? Mehmed Tahir,

^Othfnanll Milellifleri^ 1 349, to which may be

added Ihuraiya, Stdjtll t ^o(hmaniy\\\ 243 dahir

Lalezar-zade, who in 1201 (1786

—

17^ 7 ) was

Molla of Eiyub (Th Menzll)
MUHAMMAD MUHSIN AL-HAfiJSI, son

of Hadjdj Faid Allah, son of Agha hadl Allah,

a rich merchant of Iran who cime to India in

the early part of the xviiit^ century, was born

at Hugh in 1143 (1730) Por a time the Agha
resided at Mur^ihidabad and carried on there an

extensive mercantile business, but finding the

rising port of Hugh a more convenient centie,

he finally settled theie with his son Hadji Paid

Allah

Already settled at Hfigli was one \gha Mutahhar,

who, coming originally from Persia like Agha
Fadl Allah, had won his way at the court of

Awrangzeb [q v
]

That monarch had conferred

upon him extensive (pjagtrs in J^jisOr and other

places in Bengal, and Agha Mutahhar, eager to

take possession, finally himself set out from Dihli

for the Eastein province So well did he manage
his newly acquired lands that he soon became one

of the wealthiest men in the province He selected

Hngli as his headquarters Agha Mutahhar for

many years remained childless and it was only in

very old age that a daughter was born to him
Round this only child, named Manu I)jan Khanam,
all his affections centred, and dying when she

was only seven years old he left her all his pro-

perty The widow of Agha Mutahhar was dis

pleased with the conduct of her husband and
subsequently married Hadjdj Faid Allah, the son

of Agha Padl Allah, her late husband’s friend

The fruit of this marriage was H2djdj Muhammad
Muhsin He was eight years younger than his half-

sister, Manu Djan Khanam Muhammad Muhsin was
first brought up at HUgli, afterwards he completed
his education in Murshidabad After finishing his

studies at Mur§hidabad, he returned to his sister’s

house at Hugll Later, he started on a long journey

and for twenty seven years he continued his travels

in India, Arabia, Persia and Central Asia It was
not until he had reached his sixtieth year that

he finally decided to terminate his travels and
return home Making his way slowly across Northern

India he came at last to Lucknow Thence he
came to MurghidabSd in 1216 (1801), with the

intention of settling there But during his long

absence his sister, MSnIi Cj5n Klianam, had married

her cousin, §alah al-Din Muhammad Khan, nephew
of Agha Mu^hhar

,
her husband died in the prime

of life and she was anxiously waiting for the
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arrival of her step-brother At last at the solicitation

of his sister, Muhammad Muhsin came to HQgli,

and when she died at the age of eighty-one in

1218 (1803), she left a will bequeathing to

Muhammad Muhsin the whole of her property

It was thus not until Hadjdj Muhammmad
Muhsin had reached the age of seventy-three that

he became possessed of the great wealth which
greatly helped his co-religionists m Bengal in the

pursuit of education He had nevei married and
the death of his half-sister left him without near

relatives He was anxious that his great wealth
should be put to good use after his death and
consequently on the April 26, 1806 (1221 a h)
he signed a Deed of I rust, setting apart the

whole of his income for charitable purposes in

perpetuity

Hadji Muhammad Muhsin lived for six years

after making this noble disposition of his property

For his own personal use he had reserved only

so much property as would bring him in about

one hundred rupees a month In 1227 (1812) he

died at the age of about eighty two and was
bulled in the gaiden adjoining the Imambara
which he had so splendidly endowed

Bibliography F B Bradley-Bert, Twelve
Men of Bengal^ Calcutta 1910, p 35~*59,
Mahendra Chandra Mitra, Life of Haji Mo-
hammed Mohsitiy Calcutta 1880, p i—29,
O’Malley, Bengal District Gazetteeis^ Hooghly^

Calcutta 1912, p 292—294, D G Crawford,

Hooghly Medical Gazetted^ Calcutta 1903,

p 243, Bengal Past and Present {journal of
the Calcutta Historical i^ocietyf 11 63 sqq

,
Cal-

cutta 1908 (M Hidaylt Husain)
MUIdAMMAD MURTADA b Muhammad b

Muhammad b 'Abd al-Razzak Abu ’l-Faip al-

HusainI al-ZabIdI al-Hanai I, an Arabic
scholar, born in 1145 (1732) in Bilgrfim in

Kannudj in N W India, settled, after tiavelling

for many years m pursuit of knowledge, in Cairo

on 9th Safar 1167 (Dec 7, 1753) There he suc-

ceeded in reviving an interest in the study of

Tiadition by giving lectures to specially invited

companies In Upper Egypt also he was always a

welcome guest with the Arab Shaikh Humam and
in the Egyptian country towns, and his fame spread

to the Sudan and even to India From the year

1 1 91 (1777) he drew a pension from the govern-

ment He died in ^a^ban 1205 (Apiil 1791) in

Cairo of the plague

His principal works are two great commentaries

He wrote the 7*5^ aHArus on hiiuzabadi’s

Kamus^ finishing it in 1181 (1767) aftei 14 years’

work, although in the preface he quotes ovei a

hundred sources used by him, he takes most of

the additions to the Kamus bodily from the Ltsan

al-Arab of Ibn Manziir It was punted incompletely

in 5 vols in Cairo 1286—1287 and in 10 vols

in Cairo 1307 He wrote a commentary, also very

extensive, on Qhazz5li’s Ihya^ ^Ulum a/-Df/i, entitled

Ithaf al-Sada al-muttakln, in which, in addition

to explaining words he devotes special attention

to establishing traditions quoted by al Ghazzali

,

it was printed at F5s in 1301— 1304 in 13 vols,

at Cairo in 1311 in 10 vols He also composed

a number of smaller works on lexicography and

Tradition and also on the genealogy of the^Alids

I Nasiiwat al-lrttyHh fi Bayan Haktk al-Matstr

wa H Ktdah^ ed by Landberg, Prtmeurs arabes^

1 40—55, 2 al-Kawl al^mabiUt fl Tahkiji Lafz

al-Tabut^ Cairo, Fthrist^^ i 96, 3 Tahktk al-

Wasa^tl h-Ma^rtfai al-Mukatabat wa U-Ras'Sltl^

M6su1, DSwud, Makh^ufMj p 140, 1 , 4 al-Aniall

al-Shatlhuniya^ lectures on traditions, which he

gave in the ^ami^ Shaikhu, Berlin, Ahlwardt,

N® 10253, 5 Risala fi AhadtlA al-*^As&urd'y

Cairo, FihrisL 209, 6 Tuhfat al-Kama'il

fi Madh ^hai^ al-^Arab Isma'll in the form of a

makama^Q,2i\xQ^Lihrist^\\\ 47, 7 Tddh al-Madartk

Ji U-Ifsah ^an^ 'DAwatik^ finished on 4^1* Rabf II

1194 (April 10, 1780), tbtd^ V 51, 8 Qyafhwat
al-Iktibas ft Nasab Bant Abbas

^
finished on

26th ’l-Hidjdja 1182 (May 2, 1769), ibid
^

p 150, 9 Hikmat al-lshfdk tla Kuttab al-Afak^
history of the Arabic script and of famous calli-

graphers, finished on 12th Dlju ’l-Hiiija 1184
(Maich 30, 1771), tbid

^ p 163, lo al-Rawd
al-mitar fi Nasab al Sada A I Djafar al-fatyar^

tbtd
, p 205 , 1 1 Muzll Nikab al Khafai^ ^an

Kuna Sddatind Bant 7 lVafa\ finished on i6^h

Ramadan 1187 (Nov 21, 1774), tbtd
^ p 343,

12 Nisbat al Satytd Muhammad Efendi Ibn Haw-
wd^ bint Ahmad, tbtd

^ p 346, b, 8

B tbltogr ap hy al-l)jabartl, ^A^d^tb al

Athdr^ Cairo 1927, 11 196—210, followed by
^Ali Pasha Mubarak, al Khitaf al-Tawftkiya al-

djadtda, Biil5k 1306, 111 94—96, Mu^min al-

ShablandjI, Nur al-Ab(dr ft Mandktb Al Bait

al MuUttdr^ Bulak 1290, p 273 sqq

(C Brockelmann)
MUHAMMAD PASIfA [See Mui^ammad

Damad PAMiA, Muhammad GuRmi Pasha, Kara-
manI Mehmed Pasha, Sokoli i

]

MUHAMMAD PASHA, BALTAfijI, grand
Vizier, was born about 1660 in the town of

^Othmandjfk and, after an education in the im-

perial palace entered the corps of the bal(a^h

\

On account of his beautiful voice he acted for

i

some time as mt^edhdhtn, later on he became a
I scribe and rose rapidly in this career In 1703, at

[

Ahmad Ill’s accession, he became mir-d^or and

was made Kapudan Pasha in November 1704 In

December of the same year he obtained the grand

j

vizierate as successor of Kalayl! Ahmad Pa§ha,
' against whom, although he had been at one time

his fellow oal{adx\^ he had used all his power of

intrigue, for which he was especially notorious,

according to the histoiiographer Rashid On May

3, 1706 he was dismissed — on account of his

lack of capacity, as Rashid says — and sailed to

Lemnos, but his friends obtained for him the

nomination to the governorship of Erzerum In

January 1709 he became governor of Aleppo and

from here he was called, in August 1710, a second

time to the giand vizierate, after Kopriilu Nu'man
Pasha had proved unable to restore stability m
the way that had been expected from him At
that time the first great conflict with Russia

was drawing near, Charles XII of Sweden, after

the battle of Poltawa, remained in Turkey The
beginning of Baltadj! Muhammad’s second grand

vizierate was therefore filled with preparations for

the war with Russia, which had been decided upon
at a great state council in November 1710, and
approved of by a fatwd of the ^aihh al Islam

Ihe grand vizier was made commander of this

memorable campaign, which quickly was ended by
the battle near Faltiu (Falksen, Turk Falti)
on the Pruth (July 21-22, 1711) Peter the Great’s

army was left in a desperate position, but his

generals succeeded in concluding a truce with the
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grand virier, by the teims of which the Russian
army was allowed to withdraw, while Azof was
restored to the Turks The general feeling in the

Ottoman historical tradition is that Baltadjf Mu-
hammad had been bribed

,
his enemies at any case

intrigued against him in Constantinople so that,

even before his return to the capital, he was in

formed of his dismissal at Adnanople (Nov 1711)
The conclusion of the armistice of the Truth was
also much against the wishes of Charles XII who,
on his remonstrances to the grand vizier, is said

to have got the insinuating reply that, in case

Peter had been taken prisoner, there would have
been nobody to govern his country and that, in

general, it was not good that sovereigns should
leave their country (Voltaire, Htsiotre de Charles
XII et de Pterre I) BaltadjI was exiled to Lesbos
and then to Lemnos, where he died in 1712, aged
over fifty

The bad reputation which this grand vizier has
in Turkish history, and which is also given him by
von Hammer, does not seem to be confirmed by
western sources (Jorga, iv 308)

B t b Itogr a p hy Ihe chief Turkish authority

is Rashid’s the campaign against Russia

has been desciibed in a Ta^rikk i Moslof con

tamed in the work of Hasan of Ciete and in a

Munich manuscript (Babinger, G 0 IV

^

p 307,

310), DilSwer-Zade, Dhatl to the Hadikat al-

tVuzara^^ p 7 ,
Sid^tll z ^othmam^ iv 208 sqq

,

von Hammer, G 0 R
^

\\\ 1 1 1 sqq
, 1 48 sqq

,

Jorga, Gesch des Osm Reiches^ iv where other

v^estern sources are indicated, Ahmed Refik,

Mamalik-t ^othpiamyede Demtr Bash Shari, Con-
stantinople 1910, Ahmad Mukhtar, Rus me-
nabitne gore Ballast Mehmed Fashantn Prut
sefart, T 0 EM

,
yo\ 8, p 160 sqq, 238 sqq

(J H Kramers)
MUHAMMAD PASHA, ELMAS, grand

vizier, was born about 1660 in a village near
Sinub as son of a ship’s captain After having
been attached to the service of the pasfia of Tnpolis,

he was educated in the khass oda of the palace

ind became in 1687 stlahddr

,

soon afterwards he
became mslyind^t and obtained the rank of vizier In

Ahmad II’s reign he was pa§ha in Bosnia, but

did not yet play a prominent part, though he is

said to have been one of that sultan’s favourites

After Mustafa ITs accession he was appointed
k^tm-makam of the imperial stiirup and, when a

revolt of the Janissaries had cost the grand vizier

SUrmeli ^Ali Pasha’s life, he was appointed in his

>tead (April 1695) He accompanied the new sultan

luring the campaigns against Austria of the years

1695, 1696 and 1697 On September ii, 1697
he Turkish army was attacked by the Austrians

inder prince Eugene, while it was passing the

Fheiss near Zenta in order to march on Szegedm
The sultSn had already reached the left bank, but

he grand vizier, together with a number of high
nilitary chiefs, was killed that day in the battle,

vhich meant a heavy loss for the Turkish troops

Simas Muhammad had been against this military

•nterpnsc, but the other members of the council

lad persuaded the sultan to the contrary He is

.aid to owe the surname Elmas “diamond” to his

iccomplishraents and handsome physique
Bibliography The Tcirlkh of RSshtd is

the chief Turkish source, further ^OthmSn Zade
Ta^b, Hadikat al-fVuzard^, p 122 sqq

,
St^tll-t

^othpianl, 1 395 ,
von Hammer, G 0 R ^y\ ,

I Zinkeisen, Gesch des Osm Retches, v
, Jorga,

Gesch des Osm Reuhes, iv
,
Ahmad Rafik,

Feleket Seneleu, Constantinople 1332

(J H Kramers)
MUHAMMAD PASHA ^ARAM^NI [bee

KaramXnI Mehmed Pa^a
]

MUHAMMAD PASHA, LALA, grand vizier
under Ahmad I He was a Bosnian by origin and
a relation of Muhammad bokolli Pasha Ihe year

of his birth is not given After having had his

education in the palace, he was mtr-abhor and
became in 1595 agha of the Janissaries Two years

later he took pait in the Austrian wars as bey lei bey

of RQm ill and was commander of Lsztergom (Gran,

Turkish Usturghon) when this town capitulated to

the Austrian army in September 1595 During the

following yeais Lala Muhammad was several times

ser^asker in Hungary and when, in July 1604, the

grand vizier Yawuz '^Ali had died in Belgrad, on
his way to the Hungarian theatre of war, the

sultan sent the imperial seal to Lala Muhammad
Although peace negotiations were continually being

resumed, the new grand Mzier took in that year

Waitzen (1 urk WaC) but besieged in vain Esztergom
During next yeai’s compaign Esztergom was taken

by Lala Muhammad (Sept 29, 1605) and in

November he crowned the Hungarian Bocskay as

king of Hungaiy (without the regions occupied

directly by the lurks) and Iransylvania In

that same year the Turkish eastern aimy under
Cighale Pa^a was beaten by the Persians, while

the troops sent to subdue the revolt in Anatolia

were routed at Bulawadin After his return it was
decided that the giand vizier should remain next

year in the capital and lead the war on the two
fronts and, if possible, bung to a successful end
the long drawn peace negotiations with Austria

The young sultan, however, changed his mind
in keeping with the wishes of the Kapudan Pasha
Derwish, who was intriguing against I ala Mu
hammad Accordingly the latter was ordered to

take command of the army against Peisia He
had already put up his tent in Cskudar, when
overcome by sorrow because of the frustration of

his plans, he was seized with an apoplexy and died

three days afterwards (May 23, 1606) He was
buried near the turbe of Sokolli Pasha

Bibliography The tcdrikh^ of PeCewI —
who, as scribe, had served Lala Muhammad on
several occasions (cf Babinger, O fV 192)—

,

Na'^imS and Hasan Beyzade, 'Othman Zade Ta^ib,

Hadikat al-Wuzar^^^ ^2 sqq
, Std^tlh "^othmarii,

IV 140, von Hammer, G 0 R
,

\y

(J H Kramers)
MUHAMMAD PASHA, RiyM, vizier and,

according to some sources, grand vizier under
Sultan Muhammad II As his surname indicates

he was a Greek renegade After having had an
education in the palace he was destined for a
military career and became at one time beylerbey

The dates of his birth and of his military advance-
ments are not recorded He had taken part in the

final campaign of Muhammad II against Karamfln
in 1466 and was charged by the sultSn with the

transfer of parts of the population of the conquered
regions to Constantinople, instead of the grand
vizier Mahmad Pasha [q v] who executed these

measures in too lenient a way, as the sources say
On the way back to Constantinople Mahmfid was
dispossessed of his dignity in favour of Rttm Mu-
hammad The latter remained grand vizier until
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470, during which time Muhammad II went on
IS campaigns in Albania [cf skander beg] and
Tegroponte RUm Muhammad Pasha does not seem
) have taken part in these expeditions, but, as

critical perusal of the sources has shown, he was
specially charged with the problem of the repo-

ulalion of Constantinople, his commissionership

)r the transfer of the KaramSman population had
een connected with the same problem

As the measures taken to make the new capital

gain inhabited must have been unpopular in Muslim
ircles— the Greeks and other Christian elements

rere granted as favourable conditions as the

luhammadans to settle in the town — the historical

adition of the early Ottoman chronicles is rather

gainst Muhnmmad Pasha They asciibe to him
^le reestablishment of the house-rent in Constan-

nople called muka^ifa^ which was considered as

n injustice to the new Muslim settlers The mu~
ata^a is said to have been instituted by the sultan,

tien abolished and again instituted by this grand

izier But, as F C Giese has shown by an analysis

f the text of 'Ash?k-Pasha-Zade and lursun Bey
:f hi

^
xix

, 1931, p 268 sqq \ these measures

^ere part of the policy of the sultan himself and
/^ere probably only executed by the temporary

rand vizier, who, being a Greek, must have had

pecial qualifications for the difficult task This

ist ciicumstance, however, makes him the moie
aspect in the eyes of the historiographers and
jr this reason we may perhaps assume that his

eported cruelty towards the population of the Kara-

[iSnian towns has been exaggerated by the sources,

n ordei to add glory to his predecessor Mahmud
’asha, whose memory has survived as that of

national hero It is not even beyond question

hat RQm Muhammad was ever really grand vizier

^othmant) The Hadthat al-Wuzarl^ of

Dthman Zade (p 10) ascribes MahmQd Pasha’s fall

0 RQm Muhammad’s intrigues, but makes Ishak

^asha his immediate successor in the grand-

izierate So do other historians

He was dismissed in 875 (1470) and was after-

irards (according to the Stdjtli-t ^othmanl in 879

1075]) appointed wall of Konya with the mission

o pacify the newly conquered territory He was
iefeated, however, by the tribe of the Warsak in

he Cilician passes, soon afterwards he died, pro-

tably killed by order of the sultan (according to

Aghfk-Pasha Z5de, ed Giese, p 133) The chrono-

ogical order of these events is not certain

Rum Muhammad Pasha was buried in a mosque
vhich he had founded in Cskiidar

Btbltoi^r aphy Among the old chionicles

those of Neshrl and 'Ash!k-Pa§ha-Zade, and

among the later historians especially 'All, Stdjtll-t

^othmanl^ iv 104, von Hammer, G 0 R \

488,499, Hafiz Husain al-Aiwanserayl, Haalkat

aUDjawami^

^

n i 95 (J H Kramers)
MUHAMMAD PASHA, SO^fOLLI [See So-

POLLI]

MUHAMMAD PASHA, SULTAN ZADE,
;rand vizier under SultSn IbrShim, w as born

ibout 1600 as son of 'Abd al-Rahman Bey, son

)f the former grand vizier Ahmad Pasha (under

^urSd III), and by his mother a giandson of a

)rincess of the imperial house, whence his surname

)ultan Zade After having been kapl^l ba$ht in

he palace, he adopted a military career, became

ilready in 1630 kubbe wezlrt and was appointed

n 1638 governor of Egypt In 1642 he was made

commander of the expedition against Azof [q v ]

which town he rebuilt after it had been burned
by the Cossacks before its surrender On his

return he formed with the stlahdar Yusuf Pasha
and the sultan’s favourite Ejmdji Kh^adja a trium

virate, supported by the waltde Kosem [q v
]

,

they intrigued against the grand vizier Kara Mustafa

Pasha, who sought to remove the dangei by sending

Sultan Zade Muhammad in 1643 to Damascus as

wall After Kara Mustafa had been executed on

Jinuaiy i, 1644, Sultan Zade Muhammad was
made grand vizier One of his most conspicuous

characteristics in this office seems to have been

his ability to flatter the sultan and to satisfy his

very extravagant wishes by obtaining money from
all possible sources and by giving sandjaks to

many of Ibrahim’s favouiites At this time the

Empire was at peace with Austria (which sent in

August 1644 an extraoidinary embassy to confirm

the peace) and with Persia, although Rakoczy, the

piince of Tiansylvania, did his best to involve

Turkey in a war with Austria There was, however,
a strong desire to go to war with Venice and
to conquer Crete Ihe giand vizier was against

this undertaking, but his former confederates drew
the sultan to then side Accordingly Ynsuf Pasha

sailed as serdar to Crete in the spring of 1645
and took Canea (August 17) The bad feelings

that arose after Yusuf Pasha’s return led to Sultan

Zade’s dismissal from the post of grand vizier

(December 1645) After Vtlsuf Pagha in January 1646
had fallen a victim to Sultan Ibrahim’s cruel capri-

ciousness, Sultan Zade himself was made serdar

against Crete He departed in Apiil 1646, drove the

Venetians from Tenedos, which they had taken

by surprise, and died shortly after his arrival in

Canea (July 1646) He was buried in the teke of

Huda^ in Uskudar

Btbliogiaphy Na'ima’s Ta^riMk »s the

chief Turkish authority, valuable contemporary

information is given in the Styahai-name of

Ewliya Celebi, who himself went with the ex-

pedition against Azof Further the Dhetl-t

Tawartlh-t Al-t ^Oihman of Nasuh Pasha Zade

(cf Babinger, GO W 21 1) and an anonymous
Nasihat name {G 0 W

^ 152, note), 'Othman
Zade Ta’ib, Hadikat al-Wuzar'^^ p 84 sqq

,

Si^tll~t ^othmanl^ iv 161, von Hammer, G
O A*, V (J H Kramfrs)
MUHAMMAD PASHA, TIRYAKI, grand

vizier under Mahmud I, was born about 1680

at Constantinople His father was a Janissary He
began his career as a scribe and rose to important

posts, in 1739 he played a role in the peace

negotiations at Belgrad with Austria He had been

k'aya of the grand vizierate, viz minister of the

interior, when the sultan, under influence of his

new klzlar aghast^ the so called Besbir the Younger,

dismissed his predecessor Hasan Pasha and called

him to the grand vizierate (August 1746) The twelve

months of his period of office were not filled with

wai but with important diplomatic negotiations,

in which he was supported by the new haya Mu-
hammad Sa'id, later grand vizier, and the rits

efendt Mustafa, both of them equally well versed

in European diplomacy During Tiryakl Muham-
mad’s grand vizierate peace was concluded with

Nadir Sh5h of Persia (September 4, 1746) and
the peace treaties with Austria and Russia were
renewed As the reason for his dismissal (August 24,

*747) 's given his addiction to the use of drugs
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(hence the surname TirySkl) and his quarrelsome,

vindictive character, by which he had made enemies,

especially in the ranks of the ^ulerri^ After his

fall he was governor in different eySlets, as 16

III, MSsul, Baghdad, Djidda, and he died in July

1751 at Rethymo in Crete, where he lived, probably

in involuntary retirement According to the Std^ill-t

^oOimam^ he was a capable official before his coming

to the grand vizierate
,
afterwards he was a failure

in every office

Bibliography The TaVfM of ‘IzzI, Dilawar

Zade 'Omar, Uknl to the Hadthat al-Wtizar"^^

P 73 y
^othmani^ iv 237 (where

the dates are wrong)
,
von Hammer, G 0 R ^v\

(J H Kramers)
MUHAMMAD PA§HA, YEGEN, grand

Vizier under Mahmud II He was called Yegen
“the Nephew” because he stood in that lelation-

ship to Kel Yusuf Efendi, a high official in the

financial administration (5/<i?///-f ^othmanJ, iv 659),
he also began his career by holding different

financial offices, and was also kapt k^ayasl of

the grand vizier Topal 'Othman Pasha (1732) In

1737 he became ka^tm-makam in Constantinople

during the absence of the grand vizier 'Abd Allah

Pasha The latter was successful that year against

the Austrians on the Danube frontier (taking of

Feth Islam), but was nevertheless dismissed, after

his return, through the influence of the khlar aghast

Beshir Yegen Muhammad was appointed in his

place (December 1737) and had to continue the

peace negotiations with Austria and Russia, which
j

were made especially complicated by the rivalry
j

between France (represented by de Villeneuve)

and the Sea Powers in offering their good services

as mediators The grand vizier himself was rather

in favour of continuing the war and, being of a

proud and arrogant character, made the negotiations

still more difficult In June 1737 he went as

serdar to the Austrian front and was successful

in recapturing Semendra and Orsowa (August)

He was back in the capital in November At the

end of the year the Russians retired from 06akow
and Kilburnu, which placed Turkey in a favourable

position in the never ceasing peace negotiations,

in which Poland also had become involved But

not even this grand vizier was to bring the war to

an end, the same influence that had disposed of

his predecessor obtained his dismissal m March

1739 After that Yegen Muhammad was governor

of Crete, Bosnia, Aidin and Anadolu When in

this last office he was called to the post of

serdar on the front of Kars (March 1745) against

the Persians He received large reinforcements from

different quarters and thought himself strong enough

to attack Nfidir §h5h in his encampment near

Eriwan This battle resulted in disaster for the

Turks, owing mainly to a mutiny among the ir-

regular lewends Yegen Muhammad was killed, pro-

bably by the mutineers, in August 1745
Bibliography The Turkish historians Subki,

TzzI, DilSwer Zade 'Omar, Dheil t Hadthat al-

WuzarH^^ p 6osqq
,
St^ill-i ^otlmanl, iv 234,

von Hammer, G 0 R
^

vii
,

Zinkeisen, Gesch

des Osm Reiches^ v
, Jorga, Gesch des Osm

Reiches^ v (J H Kramers)
MUHAMMAD (Mehmed) RA’TJF, an im-

portant Ottoman author and poet who
plays a very prominent part in the development of

the Turkish moderns and of the written language

Born on Aug 12, 1291 (1S75) Constanti-

nople, the son of an Anatolian, who came from

Kutahya, and a Circassian mother, he received

a good education He attended the Naval School

and became a nival officei but he only spent

eighteen months m the navy, mainly m Crete

When quite a boy, he displayed an irrepressible

love for the theatre and literature and began

to write at the age of 10, taking as his models

the novels of Ahmad Midhat and the translations

of French romances of adventure This first pro-

duction was a drama, Denzel yakhod Gaskonya

AV/rja»/a!r?(“ Baseness or the Corsairs of Gascogne”)

As his knowledge of French, and later of English,

increased, he extended the scope of his reading and

of his interests, so that at school he received the

nick-name Roman okuyan Efendi (^the novel-reader)

and later Roman^l (the novel-wntei) His literary

activity proper only began in the Naval School

where he became acquainted with Georges Ohnet,

Octave heuillet, Alphonse Daudet, Emile Zola,

Flaubert, the French lealists and naturalists and

endeavoured to imitate them His story DjUnfeza

IS the most notable of his efforts at this period

When he became acquainted with the works of

the modernist 'UibakI Zade KhSlid Ziy5 [q v
]
he

came completely under his influence, especially

after entering into correspondence with him and
having his story Duihmu^ published by him in

the periodical Klndmet Through Ziya who remained

his model and Husem Djahid, whose friendship

he made soon afterwards, he adopted the career

of letters completely and became an author When
Ojenab ShihSb al-Din had to go to the HidjSz as

medical officer, he left the editorship of his periodical

Mekteb in the hands of Ra^Qf In 1312 (1896)
Ra^Uf at the suggestion of Ziy5 published his novel

Ghararn'i Skebab (“Youthful Passion”) in Ikdam^

but it did not meet with any special success He
only began to be famous as an author with his

cooperation in the periodical Serwet t Funun in

1312 (1896), which was of great influence in the

development of modern Turkish literature Here
he worked with Ziya and the poet Tewfik Fikret

[q V ], to whom he had become related by his

marriage In 1901 the Serwet-i Funun came to

an end and with it his literary activity till the

Revolution of 1908
His first contiibutions to the Serwet were Na~

kahatda (“In Convalescence”) and Uzakdan In the
19th volume was published in serial form his most
celebrated novel Eylul (“September”) which then

appeared in book form like most of his works in

the collection, so important for the development
of Turkish literature Edeblyat t ^edlde Kulub
khanest, vol vi

, 1317 (1901) This novel, which
was reprinted several times and which remained
unique of its kind and represents a height of

achievement never again reached by Ra^Qf, had
great influence and won general approval In

vivid, moving, although unequal language he
describes in impressively realistic fashion the

development and tragic end of a noble, innocent

love The exhausting verbosity in which Ra^uf

revels here was aptly compared by Ziya to a gimlet

which always turns at the same spot

Of his novels we may also mention Ferda^i

Gharam (“The Morning of Passion”), Edebiyat-i

i^edlde^ NO 28, Geniy Ktz Kalbt (“A Young
GirPs Heart”), Menkesjie (“Violet”) and Kabns
(“Nightmare”)

More important are his collections in the pre
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vailing fashion of short sketches, tales and long

stories Among these is his second most famous
woik Styah In^iler (“Black Pearls”), a collection

of poems in prose modelled on Ziya’s Mansur
Shfrler and Beaudelaire’s Fleurs du mal {Edebtyat^

N® II, 1317), also the collection of long stories

^A^tkane (“Enamoured”) {^Edebiyat^ N® 16, 1325
= 1910), Ihitzar (“Death Agony”) (Edebtyal,

N® 12, 1325), Son Emel (“Ihe last Hope”)
{Edeblyal^ N® 29, 1329=1913) and Blr
kin Ta^riih. ^ (“History of a Love Affair”) (i 330 =
1914), further Oc Htkaye (“Three Tales”), Ezhar
(“Flowers”), Perwaneler gtbi (“As butterflies”) etc

Ra’af was no less successful as a dramatist He
wrote the following pieces Pence (“ The Talon”),

a diama (oyun) mio\XT fasl)(^Fdebtyal^'H^ 14,

1325 = 1909), Ferdi we-Shurekasl (“Ferdi and
Co ”) in 3 acts, a dramatisation of the novel of

the same name by ZiyS (hdebiyat^ N® 17) and

Qltdal (“Battle”) in 5 acts {Edebiyat^ N® 30,

1327 = 1911), albo III Kuwwet (“Two Powers”),

Yaghmurdan doltiya

Ra’uf died on Dec 23, 1931 at Constantinople

Numerous contributions by him are in the Serwet t

Funun^ the finely produced women’s peiiodical Me-
hastn of which he edited the only volume that ap-

peared Contributions by him, some his own work,

especially poems (Ra^af possessed not inconsiderable

poetic talent and was regarded as the Turkish

Baudelaiie), also essays and criticisms, of which his

analyses of the contemporary novel aie valuable,

were published in different collections, periodicals

and newspapers in vast numbers His Zambak
(“Lily”) brought him trouble It was confiscated

on account of its sensuality and the author was

imprisoned He wiote other things in the same
style which were not punted

In his works he appears as a very aitistic, rather

sentimental nature, even what he writes in prose

is pure poetiy His prose is as good as that of

Ziya, the leader of the Serwet-t Funun movement
He IS one of the most important personalities m
this group of men of letters, although his maiked
merits in form and style are counter-balanced by

equal defects, which became woise as he paid no

attention to the cultivation of his style, in him
we find a reversed process, from the more perfect

to the less He would have been held in higher

repute generally, if he had ceased to write after

his first works — Owing to the identity of the name
and the parallel literary activity Muhammad Ra^Qf

was often taken for M Ra^nf, the son of Farik

'Atif Pasha, who died on Febr 23, 1918 and was
buried at Haidar Pasha M Ra^uf was editor of

the Resimh Kitab He was a dramatist and wrote

Perwane^ Ntgahda Keramet (“Wonder in sight’),

a comedy Atesji tie Bariit araslnda (“Between Fire

and Powder”) and a piece entitled Tlraze written

jointly with Ra^f Nedjdet, one of his most intimate

friends The following dramas were never printed

^atah aUDm-t Etyubt^ Netlman and a number of

adaptions From the English he translated Saiyid

Ameer Ah’s The Life and and Teachings of Mo-
hammed or the Spirit of Islam in 2 vols entitled

Mufawtoer TcFrtkh t Islam

Besides being an author, M Ra^Uf was also a

teacher, a task for which his extensive knowledge

of languages qualified him (in addition to French

and English, he knew Arabic, Persian, German,

Italian, Greek and others) He lectured at the

University on mythology and Greek and Italian
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literature, on which he wrote two text books Yunan i

kadtm TcHrikh-t Edeblyatl and Itahya Ta^rlkh-t

Edebiyatl He was also for a time teacher of

western literatures, Turkish literature and French
at various secondary schools
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Urkunden und Untei suchungen zur Geistesent-

wtcklung des heutigen Orients^ 111, Berlin 1 91 9,

p 83—86, O Hachtmann, Die turkische Lite-

ratur des 20 Jahrh
^
Leipzig 1916, S 13— 16,

NO 11, 1918, p 530 and 560, C Frank, Zum
Gedachtnis M Reufs

,
m W 0 ,

11 (1918),

167, Th Menzel, Du turkische Literatur^ in

Hinnebeig’s Kultur der Ge^enwart^ Die Orten-

tahschen Literaturen^ Leipzig 19252, p 313
(Th Menzel)

MUHAMMAD SAHD (MIr Djumla), minister
of^Abd Allah Kutb Shah of HaidarSbad
during the xviith century, was originally a diamond
merchant, and was famous in the Deccan for his

wealth before he became minister After the defeat

of his master ^Abd Allah by AwrangzSb, Mir

Djumla took service under the latter, and was
madeGovernoi of Bengal fiom 1071— 1075 (1660

—

1664) He defeated Shah Shudja' when the latter

fought against his brother AwrangzSb Mir Djnmla
w'as afterwards employed in the conquest of Cooch
Bihar and Assam in 1072— 1073 (1661— 1662)

He overran both these countries but owing to

the rainy season and the spread of disease among
his troops, he was compelled to return, only to die

of dysenteiy contracted during his campaign, shortly

after his arrival at Dacca in 1073 (1663)
Bibliography Mdathir al-Umarlf^ 111

530, Blochmann, J A S B
^

XLi/i 51, Elliot-

Dowson, History of India^ vii 199, Imperial,

Gazettee? of India^ 11 402, vii 214, Elphin

I stone. History of India^ 1889, p 588—613
(M Hidayet Hosain)

MUHAMMAD SA'iD [See KhalIl Ffendi

Z5df]
MUHAMMAD SiJSH (1131—1161 = 1719—

1748), emperor of Dihli, surnamed Muham-
mad Rawshan Akhtar (or, the Brilliant Star), was

the son of prince Djahan Shah, one of the three

brotheis who perished in disputing the crown with

their eldest biothei DjahandSi ShSh, son of Bahadur

Sh5h He was born on Friday the 24th Rabi' I

1 1 14 (August 7, 1702), and was ciowned by

the two Saiyid brothers, Saiyid ‘Abd Allfih and

Saiyid Husain, after the death of Rafi' al-Dawla

on the 25th Dhu ’1 KaMa 1131 (September 29,^

1719) Muhammad Shfih reigned for about 30 years

and died one month after the battle of Sarhind,

which his son fought against Ahmad ShSh AbdSll

[q v
]

His death took place on Thursday the
27th Rabi' II 1161 (April 16, 1748) He was
buried in the court before the Mausoleum of
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NizSm al-Din AwliyS^ at Dihll This emperor may
be called the last of the Timurid line, who reigned
in Dihli and enjoyed any power The few princes

of that sovereign’s family who were raised to the

throne after Muhammad Shah were mere puppets
in the hands of the nobles of the court

Bibliography Muhammad HSshim Kbafl
^an, Muniakhflb al-Lubab^ 111 840, Elliot-

Dowson, History of India^ vii 485, Eliphin-

stone, History of Indta^ 1889, p 692
(M Hidayet Hosain)

MUHAMMAD SfiAH I, 'Ala^ ai -Din KhalejI
(695—715 = 1295— 1315), was the nephew and
son-in-law of bult5n DjalSl al-Din Firuz Shah II,

Khaldji, whom he murdered by treachery at Kar5
MSnikplir, m the province of IlShabSd, m 695
(1295), ascended the thione of Dihli in the
same year He re conquered Gudjarat (697 = 1297),
took CitSr and temporarily subdued the RadjpUts

(703=1303) His eunuch general, Malik Kafur,
seized Deogir and Warangal, and founded a Deccan
province of the Dihli kingdom The empire is said

to have flourished during his reign Among con-
temporary poets Amir Khusrau and Khwadja Hasan
held the first rank, Shaikh Nizam al-Din AwliyS^,
one of the greatest saints of India, flourished at

the same time He died in 715 (1315) and was
buried m the tomb which he had constructed in

his life-time in Old Dihli

B lb Itograp hy “^Abd al-B5ki Nahawandi,
Mc^athir Rahimi^ p 322—330, Nizam al Din
Ahmad Harawi, Tabakat Lucknow 1875,

p 68—86, Saivid Ahmad Khan, Athar al Sanadid^
Dihli 1874, 11 157, Wright, Cat of the Coins
in the Indian Museum^ Calcutta, 11 8, Elphin-
stone, History of India^ 1889, P 390—400

(M Hidayet Hosain)
MUHAMMAD SHAH BAHMANI [See Mu

HAMMAD I—III, above p 664 sg]
MUHAMMAD SHARiF al-Nai)JafI was born

in the Deccan where he spent the first twenty five

years of his life He afterwards visited in an
official capacity Gudjarat, Malwa, Adjmir, Dihli,

Agra, the Pandjab, Sind and Kashmir He went
to the last country in the tram of Djahangir and
under the command of Kasim Khan (1031 = 1621)
He IS the author of Madjahs al Salatln^ a short

history of the kings of Dihli and of the Deccan
dynasties from the Muhammadan conquest to the

accession of Shah Djahan, completed m 1038 (1628)
Bibliography Elliot Dowson, History of

Indta^ vii 134— 140, Rieu, Cat Pet stan MSS
Br Mus

^ p 907 (M Hidayei Hosain)
MUHAMMAD TAHIR al-FatanI al Gudja-

rXtT, was born at Patan in Gudjarat in 914 (1508),
after completing his education in his native land,

he proceeded to Mecca, where he studied traditions

with eminent scholars such as Ibn Hadjar al-Haitami
al-Makki and others He acquired much learning
from ^All b Husam al Din al-Muttaki (d 975 =
1567) and also became his disciple in the Kadirl
and SbSdbill orders After his return to his native
country he tried his utmost to spread learning and
to uproot the doctrines of Muhammad al-Cjawn
pilri who had claimed to be the Mahdi of his

time and had a considerable followning among the
BohorSs [q v

], a community to which Muhammad
Tahir himself belonged

In 980 (1572) Akbar went to conquer Gudjarat
After its conquest he conferred honour on Mu-
hammad X^bir by tying with his own hands a

turban on his head, saying that it was incumbent
on him (Akbar) to spiead the true principles of

Islam Khan AVam ‘^Aziz Muhammad Kfikaltash

was appointed governor of Gudjarat and he helped

Muhammad Tahir in uprooting the new doctrines

of Mahdism But when ‘^Abd al-Rahim Khan
Khanan succeeded him as governor, Muhammad
Tahii suffered much at the hands of the followers

of the Mahdi, and proceeded to the court of

Akbar in Akbarabad for lediess On his way at

Udjdjam he was murdered by some followers of

the pretended Mahdi in 986 (1578)
Among his various compositions the following

may be mentioned
1 Madjma^ Bihar al Anwar fi Ghar'^ib al

Tanzil wa Latoltf al Akhbat
^
a copious dictionary

of the Kurban and the Iraditions, lithographed,

Lakhnaw 1248, 1284 and 13 14,
2 al-Mughni^ a dictionary of proper names

of Muhammadan traditionists, lithographed on the

margin of Takttb al^Tahdhib by Ibn Hadjar al-

^AskalSni (Dihli 1290),

3 Tadhkirat al-Mawdu^at^ a treatise on traditions

that have been inconectly attributed to the Prophet
Bibliography '^Abd al-Hakk Dihlawi,

Akhbat al AUiyar
^

Dihli 1309, p 272—273,
GhulSm ‘^Ali Azad Bilgrami, Subhat al Marijyan^

Bombay 1303, p 43—45, 'Abd al-Hay, al^

Ta^likat al'^amya ''ala U-Fawalid alBahtya^
Lucknow 1895, p 67, hakir Muhammad, Ha-
dcitk al-Hanaflya^ Lucknow 1308, p 385

—

387, Siddik Hasan, Ab^ad al-^Ulum^ Bhopal

1396, p 895, Ithaf al Nubalal aUMuttakln^
Cawmpore 128S, p 397—400, Brockelmann,
G A Z

, 11 416 (M Hidayet Hosain)
MUHAMMAD ZA'iM, a T urk ish historian

All that we know of his life is gleaned from his

works He was born in 939 (1532) for he tells

us that at the accession of Sultan Murad III, 1 e

in 982 (1574), he was 43 At the eaily age of

eleven he took part in the campaign of 950 (1543)
along with his elder bi other PerwSne Agha, who
at that time was Kapudj? Bashl to the Sandja^: Beg
of Lepanto, Yahya Pasha Oghlu Ahmad Beg
When the latter, after the capture of Stuhlweissen-
burg, was appointed Sandjalj; Beg there, the brothers

seemed to have remained in his service, probably
till 952 (1545) when Ahmad Beg was summoned
to Stambul, in connection with the plundering of

the Stuhlweissenburg churches In 961 (1554) when
Sultan SulaimSn took the field against Shah Tah-
masp of Persia, Muhammad Zabm was a secretary

in the seivice of the governor of Syria, Teki Oghlu
Mehemmed, and a year later he was secretary to

the powerful grand vizier Mehemmed Sokolli and
in this capacity compiled the official report of the

death of Selim II and the accession of Murad III

which was sent to the governors of Diyarbakr,
Aleppo and Baghdad This office, to which he
perhaps succeeded on the promotion (978 = 1570)
of the famous Feridun Ahmed Beg {q v

], he
must have filled till the death of Mehemmed So-
kolli in 987 (1579), we hear nothing further

about it He held a great fief (zi^amet
j hence his

epithet Za'im)
,
he himself says zu'-amd i ^atebe t

selatJn-i al-i osmdnlyeden Mehemmed tie mute^Urej
•we-sliehlr Friends requested him to write a history

and he finished it within a year He began the work
in Muharram 985 (beg March 21,1577) and had
completed it in l^u ’

1-Hidjdja of the same year
(beg Feb 9, 1578) The date of his death and
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the site of his tomb are not known but he is said

to have left charitable endowments in Karafena
near Salonika

He called his book Huma-t Qjamf' al-Tawa-

rlMk and dedicated it to his master Mehemmed
So^olli As his sources he mentions eleven historians

from FiidawsI and Tabari down to the anonymous
Tawai ikh t Selattn t Al t Osman and gives as his

mam source Behcet aUTawail^^ from which, as

has been proved, he copied out whole pages with-

out a qualm The book, which is not yet printed,

is divided into a preface and five large sections

{aksanty subdivided into guruh and then again into

makalat) and concludes with an epilogue Rieu

and others have given an account of the contents

from the manuscripts In the fourth guitih of the

5th ktsm he deals with the Ottomans and here

alone do we have statements of any value, when
the author describes from his own experience

events from 1543 onwaids He brought his stofy

down to the time of writing and the last event

that he mentions took place m the month in

which the book was finished

The passages in the book relating to Hungary
have been dealt with by Thiiry {Tot ok tortentitoky

11 364—389) who also collected the above data

for his life, the earlier from 1390 to 1476 are

given in extracts and the later from 1521 to 1566
translated in full Of the other less valuable parts

of the book Diez {^Denk^vurdtgketten von Asieny

1 212 sqq) has edited a portion of the very early

history, dealing with Cam and his descendants,

while V Hammer (5//; l^s ortwines russes^ Ixi

120) edited and translated a portion on the tribal

divisions of the Turks, where the RQs appear as
|

the ninth Turkish tribe Of the later Ottoman
historians, lbr5hlm Pe6ewl utilised and quoted

from the work of Muhammed Za'im from the

year 1542 onwards
Bibliography Babinger, G 0 JV

^ p 20,

98 sq
y 193, where further references are given

(W Bjorkman)
Ai -MUHAMMADIYA, a name of seveial

heretical schools, notably the ultra-Shl^i
Muhammadlya

As the example of the KaisSniya [q v
]
shows,

at an early date some Shi'is transferied the imamate
to ^Alids who were not descendants of the Prophet’s

daughter Fatima and then to those who were not

^Alids at all The Mansnriya revered such an one

m Abu Mansur al ^Idjll, whom YQsuf b 'Omar
al-Thakafi, governor of the 'Irak, executed in the

reign of the Caliph HishSm, 1 e before 125 (743)
Abu MansOr, rejected bv the Imam Jlja'far al-

Sadik for Shi'! exaggeration, thrust the 'Alids aside

by still further increasing this tendency Muham-
mad’s family, he said, was heaven, the Shi'a the

earth and he himself the “fragment falling from

heaven” mentioned in SQra hi 44, as he had been

personally touched and taught by God on a

journey to heaven, he is said to have abolished

the religious laws While one group, the Husamlya,

recognised the Imam in his son al-Husain after

the death of Abu Mansur, another, the Muham-
madlya, recognised Muhammad b 'Abd Allah b

al Hasan b al-Hasan b 'All b Abl Talib He is

the pretender celebrated as al-Nafs al^zakiya (“the

pure soul”), who m 145 (762) fell at Medina

fighting the troops of the 'Abbasid Caliph al-MansClr

The Muhammadlya quoted as authority for the

recognition of an 'Alid again an alleged testamentary

disposition of Abu Manstir and compared the fol-

lowing order of succession testament of theHusainid

Muhammad BSkir for Abll Manstir and of the

latter for the Hasanid Muhammad b 'Abd Allah,

with the Jewish line first Moses, then Joshua,

son of Nun, then the sons df Aaron (the later

priesthood is meant) This arrangement was chosen

in both cases so that conflict might not arise between

the two lines of brothers (batnari) — We cannot

be certain that the Muhammadlya formed a definite

sect The name rather records the fact that the rising

of al-Nafs al-Zaklya, which was of great extent,

attracted all circles of the Shi'a to its ranks, even
those who belonged to the Husainid camp, and
members of the Mughirlya, the followers of Mughira
b Sa'id, killed in the year 119 (737) by YUsuf
b 'Omar’s predecessor Kh5lid b 'Abd Allah al-

Kasrl, piobably under the leadeiship of Dj5bir

b Yazid alDju'fi, supported al Nafs al Zakiya

with their good wishes at least

Quite a different group is the ultra-I&lamic
Muhammadlya or Mimlya It took its name
from the belief in the divinity of the Prophet

Muhammad in reply to an 'Ulyamya or 'Ainiya

who legaided 'All as God Its principal representative

al Faiy5d b 'All was executed between 279(892)
and 289 (902)
Ihe ^ari^I Muhammadlya was a separate

party within the strictly Khandji sub-group of the

'AdjSrida, it is called after a ceitain Muhammad
b Zurak

Bibliography al-Ash'an, Makalat al-Is-

lamiymy ed H Ritter, Constantinople 1928,

1 % sq
y
22 sq

y
as-Baghdadi, al-Fark bain al btrak^

Cano 1328, p 42 , 214 234?^, Ibn

Hazm, al btsal ji U Milal
,
Cairo 1317—21,

IV i86^^ ,
cf al-Tdji, Mawaktfy ed Soerensen,

Leipzig 1848, p 353

,

Mas'udi, Mwud^^ ed

B de Meynard, cf Index, J Fnedlander, The
Heterodoxies of the Shiites^vsi J A 0 S

y

xxviii

und XXIX
,
cf Index

,
Th Haarbrucker (on Shah-

lastani’s) Religionspat theten und Philosophen-

schulcn^ 11 409 (R Strothmann)
MUHAMMARA, a t own and p o 1 1 at the

head of the Persian Gulf and in the Persian pro-

vince of ' Viabistan It lies on the right bank of

the Haffar channel (formerly called Nahr Bayan)

which connects the KarUn river with the Sljatt

al-'Aiab Ihe original village from which the town

I

grew appears to have lam on the left bank oi

the channel, on the island of 'Abbadan [q v ],

and Muliammara is probably theiefore not to be

identified with the town of Bayan, though it now
lies on the same site Further, BaySn was included

in 'Irak 'Arab! by the geographeis, whereas Mu-
hammara, lying on '\bbadan island, was a part

of Peisia until the shifting of a channel thiew

the possession of the town into dispute between

that countiy and Turkey By the tieaty of Erzerum

(1847) It was assigned to Persia, but though the

government was nominally directed fiom Shushtar,

It remained in reality in the hands of the Arab

shaikh of the CaT) (or Ka'b) tribe, who were

^I'ls From the fact that the Aiab geographers

Ignore the town, at any rate under its present

name (for references to BaySn see G Le Strange,

below). It may be inferred that the place (? Muhrizl)

was either of minor importance or of compara-

tively recent origin At the present time the

port IS of some importance for the trade of Persia,

its principal aiticle of commerce being dates,
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though it IS also connected with the oil trade I

Bibliography G Le Strange, The Lands

of the Eastern Caliphate^ p 48,8 H Longngg,
Four Centuries of Modern Iraq^ index

,
H G

Rawlinson, Notes on Mohamrah and the Chc^ab

Arabs, m P R G S 351 ,
Yaknt, Mu^dyam^

IV 709 (R I EVY)

MUHARIB, the name of several Arab
tribes (Wustenfeld, Register zu den geneal Ta^

hellen^ p 320 gives five of this name) of which
the most important is that of the MuhSrib b

Khasafa b Kais 'Allan (Wiistenfeld, Geneal

Tahellen, D, 8) They do not however seem to

have been of very great impoitance eithei in the

jDj5hiliya or in Isl5m, Ibn al-Kalbl only gives

them two pages of his Qiamharat al-Ansab (Brit

Mus MS, Add 23,297,10! 163b

—

165b) but these

add considerably to the very meagre information

in the Tabellen especially as regards the lines of

'Alib Djasrb Muhanb and of Badhawa {sic)

b Dhuhl b Tarlf b Khalaf b Muhanb A
typical Beduin tribe, the Muh5rib lived in the

mountainous region of southern Nadjd between
Medina and al-Yamama (Wustenfeld, Register, p
320 following Ibn Kutaiba, Kitab al Ma^artf, ed

Wustenfeld, p 41), several places in their tern

tory are recorded in Yakut’s geographical dictionary

(cf the index of tribes, s v ) We know very little

about their history before Islam, they were closely

connected with other tribes of the great group

of the Kais 'Allan, like the Hawazin, with whom
they are said to have shared the worship of the

idol Djihar (Yakut, Mii^d^am, ed Wiistenfeld, 11

167, 1 2—3 = Wellhausen, Rested, p 65 cf

Ta4i aNArus, 111 1 15, 1 7 from below), and

especially the Ghatafan (notably their clan Iha'laba

b Sa'd b ^ubyan) alongside of whom the clan

oftheal-Khudrb Tanfb Khalaf b Muhanb
(the genealogy of the Tabellen is to be rectified

in as much as al-Malik is the name of al Khudr
and not that of his father) fought the war known
as the yawm al~huraka or yawm Darat Mawdii^
alluded to by the poet of the TOubyan Husain b

al HumUm in some of his poems (cf al-Mufaddahyat,

ed Lyall, Nrs xii and xci and the commentary
of Ibn al-Anbarl, with the passages quoted in

the notes)

The Muhanb at the beginning of Islam were

hostile to Muhammad, this hostility was perhaps

only the continuation of that which prevailed

between the nomad tribes of the 'Aliya of al-Nadjd

and the citizens of Madina Thus we find, in the

early years of the Hidjra, that Muhammad sent

against them (and against the Ghatafan) a series

of expeditions, of the nature of raids and counter-

raids rather than regular military enterprises (our

sources give 30 or 40 men as the total of the

Muslim forces), the details of their fighting are

given in Caetani, Annali delV Islam, i, p 537“

538 (3 A H §6), 596-597 (5 A H §3), 689—
690 (6 A H §1), 694 (6 A H §6) with reference

to the sources utilised (we may add Ibn Sa'd, ii/i

23

—

24, 43—44, 61 — 62) One part at least of

the tribe must however have been attracted within

the growing sphere of Muslim influence since we
find Muhanbis in the cavalry led by al-Zubair at

the taking of Mecca (Caetani, Annah, 11 [8 A H

§ 390]) But it was only in 10 A H that the MuhSrib

sent their ambassadors to Muhammad and gave

their formal adhesion to IslSm (Ibn Sa'd, i/ii 43,
cf Caetani, Annali, 11 344— 345), even on this

occasion they were conspicuous by their uncouth-

ness, quite Beduin, of which another example is

given in the anecdote of the Muhanb! (he is said

to have been called Suw5’ b al-Harith or b Kais)

who dared to doubt the Prophet’s word in con-

nection with the purchase of a horse (cf Ibn Sa'd,

IV 2, 90—91 etc
,
and Caetani, Annalt, ix 627—

628)
The Muhanb abandoned Islam during the

but were easily brought back to obedience (^Annali,

P 594^ 596, MAH ^§M5 ,
m 8), they took

part in the conquest of the 'Irak (Ibn Hadjar,

Cairo 1325, iv 20—21 biography of 'A^dh
b Sa'id, who fought at al Kadisiya and I)jalala

and again, in 36 and 37, at the battle of the Camel

and that of SiffTn, where he was slam)
,
they were

encamped at Kufa 111 the same quaiter as the

Usad and Ghatafan, not far fiom that allotted to

the Tamim (Tabari, 1 2490, 2495)
The contribution of the Muhanb to the politics

and literature of Aiabia is practically nil, we need

only mention the name ofLakitb Bukairb
al-Nadr (d 190), who belonged to 1 branch of

the Banu 'All b Djasr b Muhanb, a poet (cf

Tabari, 111 540), ascetic and historian {Fthrtsi,

p 94 and Yakut, Irdkdd, ed Margoliouth, vi 218-

220, give a list of his works, relating mainly to

literary history)

Of the other tribes bearing the name of Muhanb
the best known is the Meccan tribe of the MuhSrib

b Fihr to which al Dahhak b Kais belonged

[q V
] ,

the Muhanb lampooned by al-FarazdaV

and celebrated by Djarir {Nakaltd, ed Bevan,

p 817 1 4, 1039 1 2) are difficult to identify

It IS not certain, although they are so identified

in the index, that they were the Muhanb b

Khasafa

Bibliography given in the article

(G Levi Dflia Vida)

at-MUHARRAM (a), the first month of

the Muhammadan year The name is origin-

ally not a proper name but an adjective, as the

article shows, qualifying Safai In the pre-Muham-

madan period the first two months of the old

Meccan year were Safar [q v
]

I and II, which

is reflected in the dual “a potion” al-SafarUnt for

al Muhairam and Safar, in the old Arab year the

first half yeai consisted of “three months of two

months each” (Wellhausen), as the two Safars

were followed by two Rabi's and two DjumSdSs
The first of the two Safars, as the one that belonged

to the sacred months, was given the adjectival

epithet almuharram which gradually became the

name of the month itself As Dhu ’1-Hidjdja also

belonged to the sacred months, three of the four

sacred months came together except in leap year

The month intercalated to equate the year to the

solar year was inserted after Dhu ’1 Hidjdja and

was not sacred It thus came about that learned

Muslims described the intercalation as renaming

the Muharram concerned Safar, 1 e as making

Muharram not sacred, they mean that the month
after the pilgrimage, which they consider as al-Mu-

harram, following the custom, is not sacred 1 e

IS and the second month 1 e in their view

§afar, is “al-Mul>arram” In doing this they of

course overlook the fact that Safar proper now
only comes third, but when the intercalary month
was abolished in Islam, the proper conception of

the state of affairs was lost [cf NAsf]

In the early period when an attempt was made
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to equate with the solai year by inserting inter-

calary months, — which was not successful on
account of the ignorance of the old Aiabs in

astronomical matters — al-Muharram introduced

the winter half year as the names of the first six

months show The Arab year began, like the

Jewish, in autumn After Muhammad had forbidden

the insertion of the intercalary months in Stlra

IX 37, Muharram, the beginning of the year,

went thiough all the seasons as the year, which
now consisted of 12 lunar months, had alwyas only

354 or 355 days, as it still has Whether the first

month of the year was originally maiked by a

festival we do not know Wellhausen has endea-

voured to show that the hadj^ originally fell in

the first month of the year, so that Muharram
was haram in its quality as “Dhu ’

1-Hidjdja” This

also suggests that there was originally only one

sacred month, but it was observed at different

times in different parts of Arabia Muhammad in

the Kurban always speaks only of the sacied month
(11 194, 217, V 2, 97), only in Sura ix 36 in

laying down the method of reckoning time does

he speak of four sacred months, in which it was
sought to recognise a later declaration of the

equal sanctity of four diffeient sacred months of

different districts, which was however illusory, as

within Islam the peace of God reigns without this

and, accoiding to Sura 11 217, the defence of the

faith takes prefeience over the sacred month What
the sacred month referred to in the KuPan is,

we do not know, in Sura v 2, at any rate, the

month of the pilgrimage must be meant, which
fits Wellhausen’s theory excellently The com-
mentators think Radjab or Dhu ’I Ka'da is meant,

at any rate not al-Muharram

Al-Muharram has 30 days of which, in addition

to the 1 5‘t as the beginning of the year, the following

are specially noted the 9th as the fast-day of the

ShlS ascetics, the loth as the anniversary of Ker-

bela’ (60 = 680), on which al-Husain b ^Ali b
Abl Talib [q V

]
fell fighting against the Caliph

Yazid b Mu‘^5wiya and therefore the great day

of mourning of the Shfa (on the significance of

the loth Muharram for the Sunnis see 'ashUra^),

celebrated by pilgrimages to the sacred places of the

Shi'a, especially to Keibela^ [see me§hhed husain],

in which the passion play, representing the death

of 'All’s sons [see ta'zTya], plays the most important

part, also the ifitb as the day of the selection of

Jeiusalem as the Kibla [q v
]
and the 17th as the

day of the arrival of the “people of the elephant”

(Sura cv )

Bibliography Wellhausen, Reste arab

Heidmtums’^ (1897), p 94— loi
,
Moberg, An-

Nast^ {Koian /JY, j/) in der tslamischen Tra-
o

dition {Lunde Umversitets Ai ^skrtft
^
N F,

Avd 1, vol xxvii
,
NO i) [1931], Buhl,

Leben Muhammeds (1930), p 57, note 129,

p 350 sq (p 350, line 7 from below, read

intercalary month, for day), al-BlrUnl, Athary

ed Sachau, p 60, 62, 196, 201, 328 sqq
,

al-

Kazwlnl, ^A^'^ib aUMahhlukdt^ ed Wiistenfeld,

p 66, 68 (where further events that happened
on the loth Muharram are given), on the “people

of the elephant” cf Buhl, op cit^'^ 12 sq

(M Plessner)

MUl^ASIBl Abu ‘Abd AllXh HAriih b Asad
al-'Ana7I, called MuhSsibl, 1 e “he who examines

his conscience”, was born in Basra, he died in

Baghdad in 243 (857) A legist of the Shafi'l

school, a theologian who advocated the use of

reason using the dialectic vocabulary of

the Mu'ta/ilis, which he was the first to turn

against them, he finally adopted a life of ascetic

renunciation after a moral conversion long meditated

which is described at the beginning of his JVasHyS

Involved with the Mu'tazilis in a general persecu-

tion as a result of Ibn Hanbal’s attack on the

dialecticians, he had to give up all teaching in

232 (846) and died in retirement

His principal works aie Rt^aya It-Hukuk Allahy

Wa^dya (more accurately Nas^tli)^ Kitdb al-Ta-

wahhum^ Md^tyat al ^All wa Ma^nhhu^ Rtsdlal aR
^AzamOf Bahm al-Saldt

^
none of them is yet printed

The Dawd^ dcP al-Nufus^ uhich Spreoger attributes

to him, lb of an earlier date, it was arranged by
his chief teacher Ahmad b 'Asim Antaki

Muhasibi is the first Sunni mystic whose works
reveal a complete theological education, they

combine in a very original way a keen concern

for exact philosophical definitions, and a fervid

reverence for the most naive traditions with the

rigorous search for an increasing moral purification

In his Ri^dya he discards the foundations of

that “method” of introspection which Antaki had

envisaged, he shows that a correlation is possible

between two series of human happenings, the

external actions of the membeis and the intentions

of the hearts (against this 'Allaf and the majority

of contemporary mutiikalhmuti)

^

he proves in detail

that the enchainment of the states of conscience

(ahwdl) can be guided progressively towards a

perfect purity, provided an ascetic and moral rule

of life is observed, the true rahbdmya mentioned

in Sura Ivii 27

His adveisaries [inuhaddtthun\ especially Han-
balis, attacked him for having differentiated the

concepts of ^tlm and "^akl (parable of the “sower”),

imdn and ma'rtfa (like Ibn Karram), admitted

the created character of the lafz (our pronunciation

of Kur^anic verses)
,
held that the elect, in Paradise,

would be summoned to enjoy directly familiarity

with the divine being, chosen his references fiom

authors not by following the formal correctness

of then tsndds^ but on account of their intrinsic

significance, from their moial weight (^tbra\ for

the reader

The Rt^dya is his main work
,

it forms in

61 chapters, in the shape of advices gi\en to a

pupil, a complete manual of the inner life Ghazali

used it befoie writing his Ih)^

^

and in spite of

periodical attacks, its reputation among Arabic-

speaking Muslim mystics lasted for a long time

and may be compaied with that of the hnttatio

yesn Chttsli among Christian mystics using Latin,

the Shadhiliya brotherhood, with MursI, Ibn 'Abb5d

Rundl and Zariuk Buiniisi, have always recom

mended its use, and one of them, 'Izz al-Din

MakdisI, has made a summary of it

The Ash'^arl theologians also esteem MuhSsibl

as a precursor

Bibliography Hudjwirl, Ka^hf al-Mah-

dxub^ ed Zhukovski, Leningrad 1926, p 134,

219, transl Nicholson, in (7
, 191 1, p 108,

176, Ghazali, Munkidh^ ed Cairo, p 28—29,
Sam'anf, Kitdb al-Ansdb G MS y 1912, fol $09'^

sqq
,
Subkl, Tabakdty 11 37-"42 ,

Leo Africanus,

Descrittione deW Africa^ Venice 1550, book 111,

5 43, Margoliouth, Third Internal Congr of
Orientalists^ Oxford 1908, 1 292-293, L Mas-
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signon, Essat sur Us ortgtnes de la mystique

musulmane, Pans 1922, p 210-225 and 126-127,

do
,
Passion d'^aUHallaj^ index, s v

,
do ,

Textes

tnedits concernant la mystique musulmane^

Pans 1929, p 16—23, and add

(L Massignon)

MUHIBB ai-DIN [See alTabarI]
al-MUHIBBI, a family of scholars in

Damascus of the xth—xi‘^ (xvi*—xvii^h)

centuries of which three members distinguished

themselves in literatuie

1 Muhibb al'Dm Abu 'l-Fadl Muhammad b

Abl Bakr b DSwud b ^Abd al-Rahman b ^Abd

al-Khah^ b Muhibb al-Din ‘Abd al-Rahman b

TakI al-Din al-'^Ulwani al-llamawl al-Dimashki al-

Hanaf
i,
born in the middle of RamadSn 949 (Dec 23,

1 542) in Hamat, studied there, in Halab and Hims
and after a journey to Constantinople obtained a

post as teacher in the Madrasa al-Kuda'iya in

Damascus In 978 (1571) he accompanied the

Shaikh al-Isl5m and Chief Kadi Ciwi Zade to Cairo,

was for a period a kSdl there and after a second

journey to Constantinople was appointed kadi in

Hims, Ma'arrat al-Nu^man and several other towns

of northern Syria In 993 (1585) the post of a

chief nahb {al-niyaba aUkt/bra) was given to him,

at the same time he uas military judge, judge of the

Syrian caravan, taught in several madrasas and

gave fatwas at the SultSii’s request He died on

the Shawwal 1016 (Feb 18, 1608) Of his

numerous \\ritings only three have survived his

commentaiy written in 969 (1561) (according to

al-Muhibbl, 111 322, on the other hand, prepared

at the age of i6j on Muhammad b al Sh^hna’s

(d 815 = 1412) Urd^ma aUBayantya {Manzuma

fi ''UMa^ani wa H Bay an) in the Berlin, Ahlwardt,

Ver%^ N® 7256—7257 and Gotha, Pertsch, N®

2789 MSS
,
his Travels^ al Rthla or HMt V Ad‘lln

aUNad^diya tla H-Dtyar aUMtsriya^ in the Pans,

Cat de Slane, N® 2293, Cairo, Fihrist^ vii 646,

Stambul, 'Atif Efendi, N® 2030 (s Rescher, in

MFOB
^

V 496) MSS, which he wrote when

kadi in Ma'arrat al Nu^^man, and his commentaiy

written in loii (1602) on the authoritative verses

in Zamakhshari’s Ka^JisJkaf entitled Tamil aUAyat^

pr BGlak 1281, Cairo 1307—1308, and on the

margin of Kashshaf^ ibtd
^ 1318

Bibliography al-Muhibbi, Khulasat al-

Athar^ 11 322—331, Die Gelehrten

familie Muhibbi in Damaskus^ in. Abh G IV

Goti^ Hist -Phil Cl, xxx/iii, 1884, p 5—9
2 His grandson Fadl Allah b Muhibb Allah b

Muhibb al Din was born on the 17^^ Muharram 1031

(Dec 2, 1621) in Damascus, at an eaily age showed

great linguistic ability, received in 1048 (1638)

from Nadjma al-Din al-Ghazzi (d 1061 = 1651),

(see Brockelmann, G A L
^ 11 292) the idjaza for

Hadith, and after failing to secuie something in Halab

through the Shaikh al Islam Muhammad b Zakariya,

was given by his father the lattei’s post at the

Derwlghiy*' In 1051 (1641) he accompanied Mu-
hammad 'Ismati to Constantinople, was appointed to

the Madrasa Arbahn there, but dismissed a year

later, when he returned home In 1059 (1649) he

accompanied the kadi Muhammad b ^Abd al-Hallm

al-Bursawi to Egypt and became his deputy After

a quarrel with him, he resumed his studies in

al-Azhar and came home next year In 1073(1662)
he again went to Constantinople and four years

later was appointed 5^adl of BairUt but returned to

Damascus m 1079 where he died on 23rd J2jumada II,

1082 (Oct 27, 1671) While his own Dtwan and his

description of his journeys to Constantinople have

not been preserved, his edition of the poems of his

friend Mandjak Pasha (d. 1080= 1669 in Damascus)

are still in existence He first of all arranged

them chronologically, beginning with a poem on

Sultan Ibrahim I of the year 1055 (1645) (in

addition to the MSS mentioned in Brockelmann,

G A L^n 277 there are now KoprulU, 11 1245

and M6sul, DawUd, Malhmiat, N® 153, 20), then

alphabetically, including poems of a later period

down to 1071 (1660), this edition was printed

at Damascus in 1301 In 1078 (1667) he edited

the biographical work of al-Hasan al-BurInl (d

1024 = 1615), Taradjim al A^yUn min Abnd^ al

Zaman and published it with a supplement, we

may add to the MSS mentioned by Brockelmann,

G A L 290 Muhammad Kurd ‘Ali, inR A A D
^

111, 19231 P 193—202
Bibliography Muhibbi, op «/ ,

111 277~

286, Wustenfeld, op cti
^ p 15— 1

9

3 His son Muhammad al-Amin b Fadl Allah

b Muhibb Allah b Muhammad Muhibb al-Din

al-Dimashki, born in 106
1 (1651) in Damascus,

went with his father in 1077 (1666) to Bairut

but returned home several times from there A
friend of his father’s, Muhammad b I utf Allah

b Bairam al ‘^Izzati, who had been kadi in Damascus

in 1065 (1655) and was military judge in Anatolia

in 1078 (1668), provided him with funds to study

in Brusa He returned home after a brief stay theie

on 8th §afar io86 (May 4, 1675) in company

with the mufti Muhammad b 'Abd al Halim Al-

*^IzzatI had in the meanwhile been appointed military

judge in Adrianople and was able to procure him

a post there But his patron fell ill soon after

wards and had to resign Muhammad accompanied

him to Stambul and looked after him till his

death on loth ShawwSl 1092 (Oct 24, 1681) He
then returned to Damascus and began to write When
in 1 1 01 (1690) he had made the pilgrimage to

Mecca, he was appointed deputy kSdi and then a

teacher in the Aminiya in Damascus He died there

on the 1 8th DjumSda I I in (Nov li, 1699)

His principal work is a collection of 1,289 bio-

graphies of scholars, poets etc of his time and

the period immediately preceding it arranged in

alphabetical order, entitled Khula^at al-Athar ft

A^yan al Kain al hadi ^aihar^ the first fair copy

of which he finished in 1096 (1685) (printed Cairo

1284, 4 vols) The draft of a number of bio-

graphies from the Hidjaz and Yemen, which is

preserved in the Bull Houtsma MS, N® 112 ap-

pears to be part of the preliminary work on this

collection, the draft of a synopsis is in Berlin

(Ahlwardt, N® 9895) A synopsis was prepared

by ‘^All b 'Abd al-Hadjdj al-Ghazzi al-^Amiri (d

ii9Iz=i 777, Muradi, 111 215), MS in Tubingen

(Seybold, N® 9) A second great biographical

work on celebrities of all ages entitled al-Plam

was to give under each letter al-cllam wa U-nisab

wa H-kuna wa U-abn^ wa H-nislS^ wa '^l-ummahUt

separately In the draft m Leipzig (Vollers, N® 683)

giving the letter mlm the sources, which from the

articles are taken usually word for word, are generally

quoted He also wrote a continuation of al-KbafSdjl’s

Raihanat aUAlibb^ entitled Nafkat al-RathUna

wa-Ra$Rhat f'll'^ alHana^ which survives, in

addition to the MSS quoted by Brockelmann, G
A L^ii 294, in Stambul, NUr-i ^Othmaniya, N® 4352
(AfSOS, XV 22) and M3?ul, DSwUd, jifaii^UfSt^
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N® 264, 7 ,
an anonymous selection from it called

IS in Cairo, Fihrtsf^^ 111 342 A sup-

plement {dhatl') to it was written by Muljammad
b Muljammad al Su^alStl in iiii (1699), MSS
in Berlin, Ahlwardt, N® 7422 , Copenhagen,

Mehren, N® 170, St Petersburg, As Mus
,
N® 251,

Brit Mus, Or 6516 (Descrtpt Ltst^ N® 57),
Yale-Landberg, N® 179, Damascus, Zaiyat, N® 78,

64 A companion work of the middle of the xith

century is ^Abd al-Rahman b ShSshuVs Tara^tfn

bo^d al-A^yan mtn Ahi DtmasAk mm ^Ulam^tha
wa Udabl^tha^ pr Bairut 1886 His Dtwan, mainly

kaftdas on friends and patrons, which are as a

rule also included m his Khula^a^ is preseived

in the autograph copy in the library of A Taimur

in Cairo, s R A A D
^

\\\ 342, and the Berlin

MS
,
Ahlwardt, N® 8007 , cf N® 8008

,
FlUgel,

Z D M G
^

IX 224 In the Urdjuza Baiahat al~

Arwah ^ahbat al Surur wa 'l~Afrah^ Berlin,

N® 8162 he collected sayings and proverbs Al-

Iha'filibi’s KttM Thtfnar al Kulub fi V Muddf
wa ''l-MansTib was ai ranged alphabetically by him
as Ma yt^awwal^ ^alatht Ji V Mudaf wa 'l-Mudaf
tlatht, MS in Stambul, Top Kapu, N® 2455, ^Atif

Efendi, N® 2247 (see RSO^ iv 727), Aya Sofia,

N® 4136 (Af 5, vii 132), Cairo, Fthrtsl^y 111

285 The monograph on grammar J^any al~Djan
natam ft Naiv^a^ 'l~Muthannayatn is preserved in

a MS belonging to A Taimur Pasha (A* 4 A D
^

111 340, iv 147) and printed in Damascus 1348
Ihe lexicological work Saxu^ al-Sabtl fhtna fi

U-Lu^ha al-l'arabiya nun al Dahhtl is preserved in

a Damascus MS
^

R A A D
^

\\\ 340
Bibliography al-MuradI, litlk al-Durai

,
iv

86—91, \S\x%i^ii(t\d^Geschtchtschreibtry]4^ 590,
do, Dte Gdehrtenfamthe Muhtbbty p 19—28

(C Brockelmann)

[See SulaimXn I
]

MUHlT [See Bahr MuhIt
]

MUHR (p ,
Sanskrit ^[57)1 seal, signet or

signet-ring Pronounced in Persian mohr and

mohr and in Tuikish muhur with the second vowel

disjunctive and unstable or popularly mohur (Hindo-

glou, Aucher, Ciakciak and Holdermann) or even,

according to Viguier, mthtr The word has been

arabicised in the form of barbarous derivatives like

tamhir “action of sealing” and rnamhur (synonym
muhurlu) “sealed, hidden”

Muslim legend, according to Mouradgea d’Ohsson

(vii 1 21), traces the use of seals to Lahuk, vizier

of LStis, son and successor of the Pharaoh of

Moses (cf Carra de Vaux, Vabrege des mervetlleSy

p 387 ,
in conliadiction with Genesis, xli 42)

In the article khXtam are given useful references

to the use of seals among the Arabs and also among
Turks and Peisians and the coin of this name is

dealt with under mohur Here we shall deal more

particularly with the word muhr as a complement
to that article We have not howevei to forget

that this word muhr was used by the Persians

and Turks either alongside of klk^lam or in place

of it, to express also ideas taken directly from the

Arabs, as in the phrase muhr-t Suleiman or muhr t

J^em “seal of Solomon” (also the name of a plant)

or muhr-t nUbuwwet “the famous mark of a prophet

which appeared on Mu^ammad^s back”
The ^UhnUma regards the seal [tnuhry with its

synonym of ring or mgln
,
the two words sometimes

appear together muhr^t ntgin^ vi 51, verse 557
of MohPs edition) as an attribute of sovereignty,

like the crown and throne It is the same when
sovereignty is delegated to governors (vi

, p 5,

V i,cf i,p 499, V 163, III, p 421, V III,
v", P 459, V 374, P 463, » 418) There is a

reference in the same poem to seals of amber (i

,

P 545) V 692) such as actually existed (cf Remaud,
Mon

y
i 129) They were sometimes steeped in

Chinese musk (vi
, p 351, v 2288)

In Turkey the seal was again the emblem of

power The imperial seal {muhr-t humayuti) was
handed to the grand vizier, hence also called

sahib i muh} [cf sadr a'zam], with great solemnity

(cf M d’Ohsson, vii 120), and Na^ima (iv 430)
in speaking of ambition to become grand vizier

uses the phrase muhur arzusu (“desire for the

seal”)

We may mention here that according to d’Ohsson
{ibid)^ the sultan had four seals with a tughra^

set in lings, one was squaie and remained in his

possession
, he entrusted the others which were

round, to the Grand Mistress or Lady Ireasurer

of the Harem {Uiazna-dai) and to the kJtass oda-

baihty a white eunuch who at one time held the

office of first chamberlain

Ihe seal was changed at each accession of a

new monarch (cf Na ima, i 117) as as the

tughra Itself Ewliya Celebi’s statement, which

implies the contrary, is theiefore rather strange

(vn 300, v 4 from below) In Peisia the seal was

retained but the name was changed [cf khXtam]
The grand vizier produced the imperial seal

on the dtwan days foi the cawush bashi to seal

the bag (^ktse) for the registeis of the ruznama
and the archives of the Finance Department or

mdliye deftei Uianesty the Treasury {khazine') and

the general Archives (de/te? khane) (M 7 A/,

499) The grand vizier also had, like all the viziers

or governors of provinces, two othei seals, one, a

large one, impiessed at the top of buyurultu or

“ordinances”, and the other, a small and modest

one, placed at the foot of letters fiom the vizier,

including official ones (cf Ahmad Rasim, ^Oth,m

Tartkhiy 111 1514)
The use of seals in Turkey (we know very little

of those of the Saldjuks, cf Remaud, Mon
^ 1

121 note) was exceedingly widespread They

were used for impressions in wax {inuhur mumit)

and foi stamping in a paiticular kind of ink to

which saliva was added, as in Persia (cf 1 e P^re

Raphael du Mans, p 129) In more modern times

the seal was carried in the purse (cf a verse by

Mehmed ^Akif in his poem Seiji Baba) It is only

recently that under the influence of the west the

muhur has been displaced by the signature It

must have received its coup de grace vtxih recent

adoption of the Roman alphabet and of lubber

seals

The industry of seal engraving has thus been

gradually disappearing It had at one time reached

a high degree of perfection and the artists used

to sign their work These signatures were usually

veiy brief, Mithli, Sa^i, Ahmad etc They were

written in characters so minute that they could

only be distinguished with a lens and only when
very clearly engiaved Quite a study could be

written on these artists

EwliyS Celebi gives the following information

about the seal engravers of Istanbul (i 575) He
distinguishes

1 Engravers on stone, hak^k^ak^any 105 workmen
in 30 shops They engraved on stones such as
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agate, garnet, turquoise and jasper Their patron

saint or plr was ^Abd Allfih YamanI, a disciple of

Uwais al-KaranI who is buiied in Ta*^izz

2 The engravers of muhur muhurk^enan who
worked especially for the viziers, 8o workmen m
50 shops Their pir was the Caliph 'Othwian In

the reign of Murad IV the most noted were

MahmQd Celebi, Riza Celebi and P'erid Celebi, who
charged from 100 to 500 piastres for their work

3 The engravers of silver seals and talismans

muhurhcnan-t sim u-heyaktl^ 40 workmen m
1 5 shops Plr ^Ukkasha who is buried near Mar'ash,

who, having seen on the Prophet’s back the muht -t

nubuwwet (cf above), began to engrave talismanic

formulae (two of these are quoted) These work-

men “cannot engrave Yemen agate” Ihey were
established in the area called Seytskl&neler

We may still mention the custom of making
partisans, whose loyalty one wished to be suie of,

stamp their seals on a Kurban (Kurban muhur-
letmek)^ cf in the Tuikish papers of June 8, 1925,
statements by a rebel Kurd
The word memhur in the old language of the

Janissaries meant vouchers for their pay (M
d’Ohsson, vu 337)

In figurative language Persian and Tuikish uses

the expression “to bieak the seal” muhr berda^ten^

muhur aimak (or bozmak^ acmak, g^otutmak) for

“to deflower a virgin” [cf further thh art iamgha]

The MUHRDAR (mohrda?)^ Turk muhurdar [cf

the article khatam], keeper of the seals 01

better “private secretary” (cf below), A\as there

fore a very important personage Mir 'Ali ^ir
Newa^i was the mohrdar of Husain Baikara before

becoming diwan begt and first minister (cf Belin,

Notice sur Mtr
, 1861, p 13, cf de bacy, N

E
^
iv 282, 261) He was succeeded in these offices

by another poet, Merwarldi {tbtd
)
— On the tfwhr-

dar in Persia, cf Le Pere Raphael du Mans, p 21

In Central Asia the title of muhrdar seems to

have replaced* that of tamghah which occurs as

early as the Qrkhon inscriptions

In Turkey, each vizier had his muhurdar (Ahmad
Rasim, ^Otpim Taitkhi^ 1 455) Cf the account of

the career of a muhurdar in the St^tll i ^othmaniy

11 31 below (Behdjet Pasha [the same as is mentioned

in the Memoirs of Sa^id Pa^ha, 1 4])

The ruzname^i had also their own muhurdar^

(J Deny, Sommaire des archives turques du

Caire^ p 136) At Kadi K^oy there exists a

quarter called Muhurdar For the work bearing

the title Murhudar Tarikhty cf Babinger, G 0
JPT, p 216 sq

With the viceroys of Egypt the muhurdar was

a “pnvate secretary” of the Khedive Ihe title of

muhurdar was abolished in 1884 but the office

has remained His salary was the same as that

of the chief of the cabinet (cf tbtd 92 and 476)
Bibliography Cf the article KHAtam We

may now add Babinger, Eas Archiv des Bos-

ntaken Osman Pacha^ Berlin 1931, p 23 and
note 5, where reference is made to a little

known article by Riza Efendi Mudezirovic Cf
also von Hammer, Hist de VEmpire Othoman,

XU 425, 539, xvi 2 (J Deny)
MU9SIN ^ALl, son of Sh^b Husain Hakikat,

was an inhabitant of Lucknow In poetry he was
the pupil of ^wadja Wazfr He flourished in the

latter part of the xix^h century He is the author

of a a collection of lyrical poems, and a

biography of Urdu poets called Sarapa Suhhan

Bibliography Nassakh, Tadhkira-t

Shu^ara^ (Lucknow 1874), p 419
(M Hidayet Hosain)

al-MUHTADI, AbU ''Abd AllSh Muhammad,
an ^Abbasid caliph After al WSthi^’s death,

a number of officials wished to pay homage to

the young Muhammad, son of the deceased caliph

and a Greek slave, instead however, al-Wathik’s

brother was proclaimed his successor and only

after the deposition and murder of the un

fortunate al-Mu^^tazz (end of Radjab 255 =July
869) Muhammad ascended the thione with the

name al-Muhtadi His ideal was the Umaiyad

^Umai b ^Abd al 'Azi/ Like the latter, he was

distinguished for the strictness with which he

conducted his life, with piety and simplicity how
evei, he combined strength and ability and during

his brief reign he did his best to raise the caliphate

from its degradation and to restore the power

of the Commander of the Faithful In seveial pro-

vinces there were usings by ^Alids, real or alleged

,

but the most dangerous enemy of the caliph was

the Turkish general Mus5 b Bogha When the

latter, who was fighting against the ‘Alids in Persia,

heard of the accession of al Muhtadi, he returned

home Reaching bamaira in Muharram 256 (Dec

869) he forced the caliph to take an oath to

bring to justice the Turkish chief Salih b Wasif,

who had robbed the mother of the caliph al-

Mu'^tazz of all her priceless treasures When Salih

concealed himself, the Turkish mercenaries mutinied

and were intending to depose al-Muhtadi but were

appeased by the resolute action of the latter Al-

Muhtadi then promised Salih’s followers that he

would pardon him, but as the latter did not

appear, they went to Samaira and began to pillage

it until they were scatteied by Musa Salih was

soon afterwards discovered and killed by one of

Musa’s men When Musa had taken the field against

the Khaiid^is, al-Muhtadi began to incite the people

against him and his brother Muhammad b Bogha
and accused them of embezzlement Muhammad was

brought to ti lal and put to death although al-Muhtadi

had expressly guaranteed his paidon The only

course left for the caliph was to dispose of Musa
if he wished to keep his throne But his plan

was betrayed, Miisa advanced with superior forces

and the caliph suffered a disastrous defeat As he
declined to abdicate, he was murdered in Radjab

256 (June 870) in horrible fashion
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MUHTASIB (a), ‘‘censor”, an officer ap-
pointed by the caliph or his wazir to see

that the religious precepts of IslSm are obeyed,

to detect offences and punish offenders His office

was the hisba^ and to it only men of good
standing could, in theory, be appointed Like all



Group of 29 seals accompanying the address to
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MUHtASlB — MUHYI ’l-D1n MUHAMMAD

holders of public office, he had to be a Muslim
and free Generally he was a fakih^ and in ad-

dition to his police functions he performed those

of a magistrate In some respects his duties were
parallel with those of the kadi^ but the muhtasib’s

lurisdiction was limited to matters connected with

commercial transactions, defective weights and
measures, fraudulent sales and non-payment of

debts Even in these matteis he could hear only

those cases in which the truth was not in doubt

As soon as evidence had to be sifted and oaths

administered the muhtasib’s jurisdiction ceased As
a censor he had power to enforce the law without

first requiring complaint from an injured party

He had to see that in a place where Muslims lived

they did not neglect to hold a Friday service in

the mosque and that if they numbered forty or

more they formed themselves into an organised

community But if the number was large and
there were differences of opinion on the question

of worshipping together, his authority might be

disputed, and it was not within his power to

compel the attendance of the individual Muslim
at the mosque unless he was a persistent defaulter

Even then the officer could do no more than

admonish the delinquent bo far as the mosque
was concerned the muhtasib could insist on the

adhan and he could examine the mi^adhdhtn in

the subject of the times lawful for the adhan If

a public mosque fell into disrepair, the muhtasib

was charged with the duty of calling the attention

of the authorities to the matter

An important part of the muhtasib’s duties was
to see that the laws of the dka/' weie maintained

Persons breaking the fast of Ramadan, widows and
divorced women who did not observe the ^tdda

[q V
]

befoie remarriage, and other tiansgressors,

were liable to have to make explanations before

him Public morals, further, came under his juris-

diction He had to pievent men from consoiting

with women in public and from indulging openly

in wine
,

also the playing of forbidden musical

instruments came under his ban and he had to see

that games and toys did not lead to offences against

the However, he could not act on suspicion

alone nor had he the right to go behind closed

doors to pursue his investigations His powers would
appear to have been wider where the spiritual

welfare of Muslims was concerned Thus if a fakth
propounded views contrary to t^ma^ [q v

]
it was

the muhtasib’s duty to admonish him and to report

him to the sovereign if he persisted m preaching

heretical doctrines Also, if a person not a fakth

suddenly turned to the study of the fkh^ the

muhtasib had to make investigation in oider to

discover his motive and to prevent his misleading

persons who might apply to him Schools also had

to be visited by the muhtasib, though not so much
for the purpose of inspecting the character of the

teaching as to ensuie that teachers did not beat

their pupils too severely (MakrIzI, i 464)
Other matters which came within his jurisdiction

were concerned with public amenities rather than

with morals or religious institutions Thus, in towns

where the source of drinking-water was fouled or

no provision was made for poor wayfarers he

could order the tovirnsmen to rectify matters He
had to ensure that no house overlooked the women’s

quarters of another belonging to a Muslim and

that no house had projecting rainspouts or diains

leading on to the street to the inconvenience of

wayfarers, and finally that the suk was kept clean

and clear of obstacles to traffic
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‘^Abd al-Rahman b

^Abd Allah al Shafi'l, Nihayat al-Rutba ft Talab

al‘Htsba(]ix\i\?>\i Museum, MS Or 9221), trans-

lated by Behrnauer, \n J A y
5‘h series, vol xvi

,

p 347-392, vol xvii,p I—76 — On muhasaba

and the muhtasib from the point of view of

ethics and theology, see Ghazali, Ihyc^y part iv

,

book viii (R Levy)
AI -MUHYl l^ee Allah, b 2 ]

MUHYI ’l-DIN [See Ibn (al-)‘ArabI
]

MUHYI ’i DiN MUHAMMAD (Mehmed) b

^Arf ai-DIn ‘^AiI al-UjamSlI, a Turkish
theologian and historian of the time of

Selim I (1512— 1520) and Sulaiman I (1520

—

1566) His father was the famous mufti Zanbill

^Ali al-Djamali, a grandson of Djamal al-Din Mehmed
of Ak Serai (hence the epithet Djamall) He re-

ceived his theological training first from his mater-

nal giandfather, Husam-Zade Efendi, then from

his father ^Ala^ al Din and later from Mu^aiyad-

Zade Efendi He worked as mudeiris in several

medreses, in Constantinople at the Murad medrese

and at the eight schools of the Fatih mosque and
in Adrianople where he was also a molla for a

period He died in retirement and was buiied at

Adiianople in 957 (1550), according to some,

however, in 956 (*549)
His main importance lies in the fact that he

edited the anonymous Ottoman chronicles, the

Tiwarikk t Al-i ^Otjiman^ under the title T<frlkhr^

Al-i ^Othman These chronicles which run from the

beginning of the Ottoman empire were continued

by him down to 956 (1549) 1 e till shortly before

his death

Iwo versions of his Chronicle exist, both of

which go back to him i a shoiter one to which
coi responds the translation of the Beck manu-
sciipt by Gaudier-Spiegel Chronica oder Acta von

der Turckischen fyi anncn herkommen vnnd ge-

fuhfte KiiegeHy aus Turclischer Sprachen ver

deutschet Vorhtn me in Drnck ausgangen Frankfurt

a/O 1567, it was also published in Latin and
German by Leunclavius Annales Sultanorum 0th-

mamdaium a Tui cis sua li?tgua scripti^ I*rankfurt

1588, 2nd edition with index and German transl

Neive Chromka Turckischer Nation von Turcken

selb? beschrtebeny Frankfurt a/Main 1590,
2 a longer version the so-called Verantian

Chronicle (Codex Verantianus), edited in Latin

and German by Leunclavius Historiae Musul-
manae Turcorum de monumentis ipsorum exscriptae

libri XVllIy Frankfurt 1591 There were 18 books

instead of the 30 planned As early as 1590 the

first three books were published in German at

Frankfurt Neuwer Muselmannischer Historic

Turckischer Nation^ von threm Herkommeny Ge-

schichte vnd Taten^ di ey Bucher^ die ersien vnter

dreyssigeuy followed by the complete Geiman trans-

lation of the Annales Neuwer Musulmantscher

Histori Turckischer Nation^ Frankfurt a/M 1 595
In addition to his chronicle, which exists only

in manusciipt (MSS in Vienna, Munich, Berlin,

Gotha, London, Constantinople etc
),
Muhyi al-Din

IS also credited with poems in Turkish, Arabic

and Persian (also extant in a manuscript) and a

theological work
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Constantinople

1269, p 389, transl by O Rescher, Constan-

tinople 1927, p 247, I>|amal al-Din,

Tc^rlkk we’Muwet nthlen (Aylnc-i Zurefa), Con-

stantinople 1314, p 10 and 25, Rifkat, Raiodat

al~azlziye^ p 180, Xhuraiya, Suij[tll-t ^othmanl^

ill 488 ,
Brusal! Mehmed Tahir, ^Othmanll Mu^el-

lijieti^ 111 63, Babinger, G 0 IV
^ p 72—74,
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,

Carl Ausserer, tbtd
^

xii 226 sqg
,
F Giese,

MOG^ 1 49—75, P Wittek, ibid
^ 1 77 sqq

^

see also the Catalogues of Manuscripts

(Th Menzei)
MUHY! LArI (d 933 = 1526—1527), a Pei-

Sian writer, author of the famous Futuk al~

Haramain^ a poetical description of the two holy

cities^ Mecca and Medina, which also contains a

full account of all the rites of the obligatory

pilgrimage {had^dj[)

This book, written in 911 (1506) and dedicated

to Muzaffar b Mahmud Shah of Gudjarat (917

—

932= 1511— 1526), was for a long time wrongly
attributed to the celebrated poet 'Abd al Rahman
DjImI Muhyl Lail was a pupil of the great philo-

sopher Muhammad al Dawarn (d 907 = 1501)
and made use of his extensive philosophical know-
ledge in a commentary on the great Kastda of

Ibn al-Fand, which is known as al T^iya al-kubrd

In this work he endeavouied, following in the

footsteps of his teacher, to reconcile the principles

of orthodox Muhammadan mysticism with the

teachings of Aristotle in the form in which they

were disseminated in the east

Bibliography Rieu, Cat Pers Brit

Mus
^

11 655a — Persian text of the Futuh aP
Haramatn lithographed Lucknow 1292 A full

description of the contents in Wiener Jalues-

buchern^ Ixxi
,
Anzeigeblatt p 49, Hadjdji Khalifa,

IV 385, H Neuperstsche Literatur {Grund-
rtss der trantschen Philologie^ 11 306)

(E Berthels)
al-MUID [See AllSh, b 2 ]

MUlN al-DIN SULAIMAN PARWANA,
vice-regent of the Saldjuk empire in Asia

Minor after the Mongol invasion of that teriitory

His father Muhadhdhib al Din ‘^All al-Dailami (in

some sources, such as the Ta^rtUi~t Guztda^ Mu^in

al-Din IS called “al-Kashi”, which implies origin

from K2§h5n) had been a minister during the reign

of Kaikhusraw II and had been able, after the

battle of Kose Dagh (1243), to secure for a time

the continuation of the Saldjuk dynasty in Asia

Minor, by his intercession with the Mongol general

Baidju (Ibn Bibl, p 243) His son Muhn al Din
Sulaiman soon rose to hold important offices and

had been commander of Tokat, and later of Tokat

and Erzmdjan, when, in 1256, he was promoted,

by the favour of Baidju, to the rank of parwana
The title parwana denoted a high adminstrative

office (high chancellor) in the SaldjOV: empire and
is erroneously explained by the Persian dictionaries

as a synonym of fainidn (the word is fully dis-

cussed in the foot-note on p 46 of Khalil Edhem’s
article in TO EM

^

vol viii , cf also Huart, Les

Saints

f

etc
, 1 80) At the time indicated the three

sons of Kaijdiusraw were nominally reigning, but

Mu^ln al-Din was already the real director of

affairs After HSlagn had appeared on the scene

m 1260, the empire was divided into two parts,

of which Rukn al Din Kflfdj Arslan got the eastern

part with Parwana as vizier at his side The latter

had also a family connection with the dynasty,

for he was married to a daughter of Kaikhusraw II,

while one of his own daughters became the wife

of the Saldjuk Ghiyath al-Din Mas'^ud II As vizier

of Rukn al-Din he conquered Sinope (Sinub) fiom

the Greek empeior of Trebizond, the town was
given to himself, and after his death some of his

descendants continued to reign there (cf sInUb

and 1 ewhid, Slnubda Parwane Zddeler, in TO EM

^

ist year, p 203) In February 1265 Parwana,

warned that his sultan wanted to get rid of him,

had him imprisoned and aftei wards strangled at

Ak-Seray The two and a half years’ old son of

Rukn al-Din, Ghiyath al-Din Kaikhusraw, was set

up as a puppet-king Duiing the following years,

when Par\\Sna was, under the supervision of the

Mongols, the real master in Eastern Anatolia, the

wretched situation of the country induced many
notable lurks to emigrate to Egypt, where they

incited Sultan Baibars to a militaiy expedition

against the Mongol domination in their countiy

It IS highly probable that MuSn al Dm ParwSna
himself was secretly at the head of these negotiations

Baibars invaded Asia Minoi, defeated a Mongol
aimy at Albistan and occupied the town of Kai-

sariye in April 1277 Here he waited for Parwana
to join him, but the latter had lost his confidence

in the enterpiise and fled to Tokat with the young
sultan Baibars returned again to Syria and soon

a Mongol army appeared under the Ilkhan \baka
to inflict drastic punishment on the Muslim popu
lation, he is said to have killed over 200,000
people At the same time suspicion fell on Par-

wSna He was accused of having fled with his

army at the battle of AlbistSn, of having not

appealed before the Ilkhan after the defeat, and
of having neglected to inform the Mongols of

Baibars’ approach At first Abal^a was willing to

spare him, but on the insistence of the relatives

of those killed in the battle of Albistan, he ord ered

him to be executed at Ala Dagh, together with

his retainers, probably on the Rabi' I 676
(August 2, 1277) Ala Dagh is, according to Khalil

Edhem, probably the same as Kose Dagh, to the

east of Siwas His burial place is not known A
foundation inscription on a mosque built by Mu‘ln
al Dm ParwSna m 663 (1264— 1265) is still extant

in Marzifun His death inspired several poets to

make elegies on him (Munasijdjim BashI) From the

tradition of the Mawlawl order it appears that

Parwana was on intimate terms with j^alal al Dm
Ruini, the latter’s y/oi\iFthtma was dedicated

to him (cf Kropulu-Zade M Fu^ad, Ilk Mutesaw^
wtjler^ p 258)
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MU'^lN al MISKIN whose full name was

Mu'In al-DIn Muhammad AmIn b HadjojI Mu
HAMMAD AT FarShi al-IIarawI and whose
lus was Mu%I (d 907 = 1501— 1502), a cele-
brated traditionist He studied Hailfh for

31 years and throughout this period preached
eveiy Friday in the great mosque of Heiat He
was for year kadi of Heiat but gave up the
post by his own request In 866 (1461 —1462) at

the request of a friend, he began to write a little

book on the life of the Prophet Muhammad Out
of this little book there grew in time the great
biographical work, exceedingly popular in the hast,
called Mddrid^ al-Nubtnvwa ft Maddrtdj al
Futmvwa^ which was not finished till 891 (i486)
and contains a very full account of the life of the
Prophet consisting of a Mukaddima^ four books and
a Khdtima Besides this gigantic work Mu^ini also

wrote a commentary on the Kurban entitled Bahr
al-Durar and a collection of forty hadiths, Rawdat
al-Wdttzm His study of the histoiy of the prophets
produced a laige histoiy of Moses entitled Mit'^izai t

MUsawt (also called TaWikh t Musaivl or Ktssa yi

MUsaivi\ which was completed in 904 (1498-1499),
and the story of Yusuf and Zulai^5, Ahsan al
Ktsa^
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al-MUHZZ [See Allah, II

]

al-MU^IZZ b BADIS [See ZIrids
]

MUHZZ al-DAWLA, Abu ’l-Husain Ahmad b

AbI Shudja^, a BUyid, was born in 303 (915/916)
After the taking of ^iraz by the Buyids he brought
Kirm’In undei his rule in 324 (935—936) When
the rebel governor of al-Ahwaz, al-Barldi [q v

],

after several unsuccessful encounters with Bciijkem

[q v ], the general of the ^Abbasid caliph, sought
the help of the Buyid 'Imad al-Dawla, the latter

sent his bi other Ahmad against al Ahwaz with

an army, Beiijkem was defeated first at Arradjiln

and then at ^Askar Mukiam (326 = 938), wheie-
upon Ahmad took this town, but when he demanded
as a reward for the help he had given that al-

Barldi should help the Buyid Rukn al Dawla against

Washmgli, the brother of MardSwi^j [q v ], al-BaridX

refused and went to Basra After Ahmad had
received reinforcements fiom HraSd al-Dawla, he
was able to take al-Ahwaz In 332 (943—944)
he undertook a campaign against WEsit while the

Amir al Umara^ the Tuikish chief Tuzun, was
involved m a war with the Hamdanid of al-Mawsil

The Encyclopaedia of IslXm, III

Tuzun hurriedly made peace and set out against

Ahmad, and the two armies met in Dhu ’I Ka'da
of this year (July 944) The details are variously

given. It is certain at least that Ahmad soon
afterwards returned to al-AhwSz At the end of

Ra^hab of the following year (middle of March

945), he made a further attempt to take the town
but had to withdiaw the next month on the ap-

proach of Tuzun In 334 (945) he attacked WSsit
foi a third time, its governor had gone over to

his side and the town surrendered without a blow
being struck

,
he then marched against Baghdad and

inDjumada I 334(December 945) entered the capital

wheie he at once seized the power The caliph
al Mustakfi appointed him Amu al-Umara^ and
gave him the title Mu‘'izzal Dawla but was deposed
and blinded a few weeks later because he was
alleged to be dealing with the enemies of the
Bay ids MuSzz al Dawla was soon afterwards at-

tacked by the Hamdanid Nasir al-Dawla of al-

Miwsil, who advanced on Baghdad along with
Abu DjaTar b ^irzad and very quickly occupied
the eastern part of the capital Nasir al Dawla
was not diiven back till Muhariam of the following

year (Aug 946) when he made peace with the

Buyids but without consulting his lurkish allies

The lattei weie angered at this and turned against

him Nasir al-Dawla had to flee and only succeeded
in bunging the Turks to terms with the help of

the Buyids, he then returned to al Mawsil as a

vassal of the Buyids Abu ’1 Kasim, son and suc-

cessor of al Baridi, was the next to be dealt with
Mu^^i/z al Dawla sent an army against him which
put his forces to flight and in 336 (947) he took
the field m person Abu ’1-Kasim fled to the

Karmatians of al-Bahrain and Mubzz al-Dawla
occupied Basra Abu ’1-K5sim’s goveinor ^Imr5n
b Shahin however held out in al Djamida, the

cipital of the Euphrates territory between Wasit
and Basia, and after seveial years fighting Mu^izz

al-Dawla had to confirm him in hib governorship

337 (948—949) Muhzz al-Dawla undeitook a

campaign against al-M\w>>il because Nasu al Dawla
did not send the tribute imposed on him Ihe
lattei fled to Nasibin, but when Rukn al-Dawla,

bi other of Mubzz al-Dawla, was attacked by the

Samanids, Muhz? al-Dawla had to send him help

and concluded peace with the Hamdanids In 347
(958—959) Nasir al-Dawla rebelled again but on
the approach of Muhzz al Dawla he left al Mawsil
and went ftist of all to Nasibin and then to Halab
to his biother Saif al Dawla, while Mubzz al-

Dawla advanced on al Mawsil and took this town
and also Nasibin Thiough the intervention of

Saif al Dawla howevei peace was made (Muharram

348 = Maich—April 959) In the last year of his

life MuSzz al Dawla had to fight the Karmatians

and Tmran b ^ahin The former acknowledged
his suzerainty, the war against the latter was inter-

lupted by the death of Mubzz al-Dawla on 13^
or 17^ Rabf II 356 (March 28 or April 1,

967)
Btbliogiaphy Ibn Khallikan (ed Wusten-

feld), N® 71 (transl de Slane, i 155 J^^), Ibn
al A^ii, ed loinberg, viii

,
Ibn al TiktakS,

al-Fakhrl^ ed Derenbouig, p 376—378, 388

—

390, Abu ’1-hida^, ed Reiske, 11 402 sqq
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Ibn

JOjaldun, al-'-Ibar^ iv 426—444, Hamd Allah

Mustawfi-i Kazwinl, TePrt^-t Guzida (ed
Browne), i 418 ,

Wilken, Gcsch der Sultane

aus d Geschl Bujeh nach Mirchond^ iv
, Weil,

45
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Gtsch d Chaltfen^ ii 651— 653, 666 sqq
^ 688,

692, 695—697, III 2— 7, Le btrange, Baghdad
dwtng the Abbasid Caliphate^ p 161-164, 231-

233, 318 sq (K V ZEllLRSitLN)

al-MUIZZ li-DIN ALLAH, AbU IamIm Ma-
'add b Lma'Ii ai MansUk, fourth FStimid
caliph, was born at Mahdiya on 1 1 tb Ramadan

319 (28*b Sept 931), proclaimed heir appaient in

34* (952—953)> succeeded to the throne in

Shavvwal of the same year (March 953) His first

object was to restore the Fatimid power, which

had been reestablished in Ifri^iya by his father,

over the remaining provinces of the Maghrib In

342 he led in peison an army of Kilama into the

AwrSs mountains and not only reduced the tur

bulent tribes of that region for the first time, but

also received the formal submission of the chiefs

of Zenata and of the ruling princes of the west The
hostility and intrigues, however, of the Umaiyad
luler of Spain, ^Abd al-Rahman 111 [q v ], main-

tained a situation of unrest m the Maghiib, and

after ineffectual naval raids on both sides, al Muhzz
despatched thither in 347 (958) a stiong foice

under the command of his freedman and kattb

^jawhar al-RumI [q v
]

fahart and Sidjilmasa

weie captured with little difficulty, bas surrendered

after an obstinate siege of eleven months in Ra
madan 348, and the othei strongholds in the

Maghiib were occupied, with the exception of

Sala and Sabta, which were held for 'Abd al-

Rahman Although the lesults of this campaign in

the western Maghrib were ephemeial, the establish-

ment of the Sanhadji chief Ziri b Manad at fahart

placed an effective check upon the Zenata of the

Central Maghrib There can be no doubt that al

Mu^izz was already contemplating the conquest

not only of Egypt and Syria, but also of Bagh-

dad, using for this purpose the Kitama, as the

^Abbasids had used the army of Khurasan, while

the Sanhadja should hold North-west Africa for

him, and with this end in view he actively pursued

a policy of conciliation of these tribes by lavish

gifts and the abolition of financial exactions

Though this ambition was no secret, it is repre-

sented in the official correspondence of al Muhzz
as subsidiary to his desire (which was probably

sincere) to assume the leadership in the 4d^had
against the encroaching Greeks Already in 350
(961) the Cretans, besieged by Nikephoros Pho
kas, and despairing of assistance from Kafur, had
solicited his aid In spite of the victory claimed

for al MuSzz by Ibn al-Athir (viii 404), it appears

that he was unable to send assistance in time,

but he seized the opportunity to denounce the

treaty made with the Emperor Constantine VII
in 956, and opened a fresh attack in Sicily Taor-

mina was captured in 351 (962), and an expedi-

tionary force sent from Constantinople was severely

defeated both on land and sea, the geneial Manuel
Phokas being killed, and the commander Niketas

taken prisoner

In the same year (355 = 966) al-Mu^izz began his

preparations for the advance on Egypt, by ordering

wells to be dug along the route His relations

with Kafur at this time are obscure Fatimid emis-

saries had long been engaged in active propaganda
in Egypt, and had evidently made some headway,
aided by the resentment of the population against

the Sudani troops, who were fanatical Sunnis
Their propaganda was indulgently regarded by
KafUr, and u is not impossible that, as the FSp-

mid writers claim, he privily declared his adhesion

to al-MuSzz His death on 2is>t Djumadfi II, 357
(24th May 968) gave the signal foi the advance

of the hatimid army, said to have been over

100,000 strong, which set off under the command
of I^awhar on 14^^ Rabi^ I, 358 (fith Feb 969),

with the support of a naval squadron The dis-

oiganization which prevailed in Egypt and the

tenor inspired by the Greek aimies (who in 968

had swept over the whole of noithern Syria with-

out meeting opposition and had taken immense

numbers of prisoners), contributed greatly to the

piospects of its success, moreovei, many of the

Egyptian notables and even of the troops had

sent letters to al-Mu^izz inviting his intervention

On I^avvhai’s approach the population made their

submission by an embassy of notables, but the

Ikhshidi and Tuluni regiments lejected the con-

ditions laid down in the agreement, and had to

be forcibly dislodged from their positions at Djiza

and on the islands Ihe retreating Mamluks split

up into bands, some of which continued to give

Ojawhar much trouble as local centres of disaffection,

ending only with the arrest and deportation to

Africa of then commandcis, and the disarmament

or imprisonment of the remainder

Djawhar, having entered hustat on 17^^ Sha^jan

358 (yffi July 969) and laid the foundations of the

new city of al-Kahiia, immediately took in hand
the reform of the administration Complete religious

toleiation was promised, and confirmed by the rein-

statement of the existing officials, weekly sessions for

the hearing of mazahni were instituted, several vexa-

tious taxes weie abolished and pioperty which

had been illegally sequestrated to the Frcasuiy

was restored to its owners, and regulai salaries

were assigned to the officers of the mosques
Another of his refoims, however, caused great

resentment, this was the stiiking of a new coinage

to leplace the existing debased coinage, and the

order to levy all taxes in the new currency His

difficulties weie increased by a prolonged famine

and by the turbulence of the Berber soldiery, and

it was not until the arrival in Egypt of al-Muhzz

himself in Ramadan 362 (June 973) that the task

of reorganization was completed by centralizing

the financial administration under Ya'^kub b Kil

lis [q V
]

and 'Asludj b al-Hasan, and by the

removal of the Berber tioops to a new camp near

Heliopolis

Ihe course of events in Syria aftei the occu-

pation of Egypt IS differently related and obscure

in detail I)jawhar’s lieutenant JIjaTar b halah

defeated the joint forces of the Ikhshidids and
Karmatians under al Hasan (in some souices al-

Husain) b 'Ubaid Allah b Tughdj at Ramla in

the early months of 359 (970), but the general

disoiganization and the licence of the Arab tribes-

men preventing him from entering Damascus until

Dhu ’
1-Hidjdja of the same year Shortly afterwards

he detached some contingents against the Greeks,

but the troops sent to recover Antioch were defeated

near Iskandaruna, or, according to Yahya b Sa'^id

(ed Cheikho, p 139), were recalled after besieging

the city for five months Meanwhile the Karmapan
general al Hasan b Ahmad al-ASam (in some
versions al-Aghsham), in revenge, it is said (but

see de Gocje, Les Caimathes du Bahrain^ p 181-

190), for the stoppage of the subsidy he had
received from the lyjshldid al-Hasan, opened
negotiations with the Buwaihid ‘Izz al-Din and
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the Hamdanid amir of al-Mawsil, and with the aid
of subsidies from them and some Il^shidl con-
tingents, defeated and killed ^a^far and lecaptured
Damascus in Dhiu ’1-Ka'da 360 (Aug -Sept 971)
Having shut up the remaining Egyptian forces

in Yafa, he marched on Cairo, but was defeated
by Djawhar m Rabi^ I 361 (Dec 971), and his

fleet was destroyed at linnls The Karmatnns
retained their hold on Damascus, however, repulsed

a stiong Maghribi force despatched to Palestine

by Djawhar in KamadSn 361, and with an army
of Arab auxiliaries and Ikh^Idis (some sources

also add Dailamis) made a second descent upon
Egypt after the arrival of al-MuS/z By bribing

the Arab>, the Caliph succeeded in dividing and
defeating the Kaimatian army outside Cairo in

Ramadan 363 (May-June 964), but not before

Karmatian forces had overrun both the Delta and
the Sahd On al Hasan’s return to al-Ahsa^ the

‘^Ukailid Zalim b Mawhub occupied Damascus on
behalf of al Mu^izz, but came into conflict with

the Maghriln troops, whose indiscipline and excesses

at length led the citizens to appeal to the lurkish

genet al al-Aftakin, who remained m possession

of the city until he was captured by aX-Xiiz

[q V
]

Meanwhile in northein Syria the Patimid

troops gamed a series of sti iking successes against

the Greeks Iripoli and Bairut were captured in

364 (975), and John Zimiskes suffered a ciushing

defeat both on land and sea at the hands of Raiyan,

governor of Iripoli, on his attempt to recover

the city

The empire which al MuSzz bequeathed to his

successor, though it fell shoit of his ambitions,

was still of imposing extent The viceroy to whom
he had committed the westein provinces, Bulukkin

b Ziri [q v ], proved both loyal and capable,

when, on the departure of the Caliph, the ZenSta

again rose in revolt, he scattered then foices and
recaptured lahart and lilimsan 1 he holy cities

of Mecca and Madina acknowledged the suzerainty

of the Fatimids, and they had a poweiful following

in Sind Only in Syria had the Karmatians, on

whose cooperation al MuSzz had confidently relied

(though the lettei reproduced by al-Makrizi,

ed Bunz, p 133 sqq is of doubtful genuineness),

brought him to a halt, but by this action they

had placed a fatal obstacle in his way This dis-

appointment preyed on his mind and, worn out

by ill health and by grief at the loss of his eldest

son 'Abd Allah (died 364), he died at Cairo on

I ith Rabl^ II, 365 (Dec 19, 975), having nominated

as his successor his second son Niz5 r al-'Azlz

The personal character of al-Muhzz was singularly

noble, frank, accessible, simple in his habits,

endowed with brilliant gifts and all the traditional

qualities of hilm^ he was at the same time a

capable administratoi and just towards his subjects,

though the financial exactions of his last years

left a bitter memory No instance of ciuelty is

recorded of him, except the execution of his Kar-

matian captives, and he was completely devoid

of religious fanaticism
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MU IZZi, AmIr AbU ^Abd Ai i ah Muhammad

B *^AiU) Al Mai IK, one of the most famous
of Persian couit poets llis place of birth

IS not exactly kmiwn According to most of the

sources he was born in Samaikand about 440
(1048— 1049) but Nasa and Nishapur are also

mentioned Ihe son of a little known poet 'Abd
al Malik Burhani, who was attached to the court

of the SildjOk Alp Arslan (1063— 1072), he was
introduced to Sultan Malik-Shah (1072— 1092) by

Amir ^Ali b Faramuiz, ruler of Yazd (443-488 =
1051/1502— 1095), made a favouiable impression

on the sultan and received from him the taUiallus

of Mu izzi, which comes from the lakab of Malik-

Shah, MuSzz al Din He enjoyed even greater

distinction under the last great baldjuk ruler

Sandjir (1118— 1157) and was appointed his

malik al-shid'ard' and the head of a regular esta-

blishment of poets, said to have numbered 400
He is reputed to have become fabulously wealthy

from the splendid gifts of the luler and he received

a salary paid out of the revenues of Isfahan

Nevertheless he continually tried to inciease his

fortune and, as he himself tells us, never wrote a

single panegyric without making certain in advance

tlut his work would be well paid According to

the Oriental sources, he came to a tragic end,

being accidentally killed by Sultan bandjai, while

practising archery in his tent Ihis is not possible

however, as MuSzzi himself mentions this incident

in his Diwan and says that, although he suffered

a long illness as a lesult of being struck by the

arrow, he completely lecovered in the end Ihis

event took place in Marw, about 496 (li02

—

1103), but he lived for another 46 years and died

there in 542 (1147— 1148) There is an elegy

wiitten on the occasion of his death in i\\t Diivdn

of Madjd al-Dm Sani^i MuhzzI is one of the most

brilliant writers of kasida^ in the old Ghaznawid

style (^Unsuri) but his ait was finally displaced by

Anwari’s new style and came to be forgotten
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MUKABALA, Gr in the Almagest

aKpbvuKTOQ^ Lat o p p 0 s 1 1 1 o, the term m astronomy

for the opposition of a planet and the sun or of

two planets with one another In opposition the
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diffeience in longitude between the two heavenly

bodies IS 180°, while the modern use is to take

no note of the deviations of latitude from the

ecliptic, al-Battani expressly emphasises {Opus

astronomtcum^ ed Nallino, 111 196) that we can

only have the true mukabala when both bodies

are either in ihe ecliptic itself or are in equal

ecliptical latitudes when opposed in other words

when they are diametrically opposite one another

in the heavens (cf Opposition with

the sun can only occur for the moon and the

outer planets (in ancient astronomy only for Mars,

Jupitei and Saturn), not for the two inner ones,

Mercury and Venus When an outer planet is in

opposition to the sun, its conditions of visibility are

at their best, at midnight it passes through the meri-

dian and IS above the horizon the whole night When
the moon is in opposition to the sun we have the

full moon, the usual technical expression for this

in Arabic astronomy is al tsttkbal which is derived

from the same root as mukabala (Greek ^

and is rendered by Plato Tiburtinus and other

mediaeval translators by pratventto^ but we not

uncommonly find the general term mukabala ap

plied to the opposition of sun and moon, while

on the other hand we never find al~tsttkbal used

in the geneial sense of opposition of the planets

(cf al-Battani, 11 349, s v k b 1)

Al-muk5bala, opposition, foims along with a/-

tarbt^j quadrature (Gr rsTpHyouvov^ Lat M/a
gonum^ quadratum)^ al-tathldA^ t r 1 g o n (Gr Tp/ycuvov,

Lat Itigonum^ iriangulum, tuquetrum^ aspectus

al tasdts^ hexagon (Gr Lat

hexagonum^ stxangulum^ aspectus sexttlis\ the four

astrological aspects {aihkal^ sg shakl^ Gr
or^}jfiotT/crfxol^ (Tvsr^^ilfjLar/a-pio/^ also Lat aspectus

or radtattones')^ which are applied to the eclip-

tical differences in longitude of two planets to the

amount of 180®, 90®, 120° or 60° respectively The
ashkal also play a part in the astrological arran-

gement of the signs of the zodiac {buru^) (cf

the article minjaka and al-Battani, iii 194) It

should be noted that the conjunction of planets

{mukarana^ Greek trvyolo^
,
for moon w ith sun [new

moon] always td^ttm^') is not included among the

ashkaly nor the position when the difference of

latitude is 30® or 150® (cf al-Battani, op ctt)

In horoscopes mukabala and tarbt are as a rule

regarded as unfavouiable in principle, tatpiltth and

tasdis on the other hand as favourable

Bibliography al-Battani, Kitab al Zi^
aU^abt^ {Opus Astronomtcum), ed C A Nallino,

Milan 1899— 1907, i — 111 , Boll-Bezold, Stern-

glaube und Sterndeutung^ 3«'d ed by W Gundel,

Leipzig 1926, p 63—64
(Willy Hartner)

MUIfADDAM (a), “placed in front” Applied
to persons the word means the chief, the one in

command, eg of a body of troops or of a ship

(captain) Dozy, Suppi
,

s v
,

gives a number of

police appointments which have this name In

the dervish orders the word is used for the head
of the order or the head of a monastery

As a neuter noun the word is a technical term

in logic and arithmetic In logic it means the

protasis in a premise in the form of a conditional

sentence, e g “If the sun rises (it becomes day)’*,

where this whole sentence is to be regarded as

premise of a syllogism But as every sentence can
be a premise, mukaddam is really identical with
the condition in the conditional sentence In

arithmetic mukaddam me&ns the first of two
numbeis in a proportion, 1 e 3 ( 5) or in

other words the divided in a simple division —
In logic and in arithmetic the portion following

the mukaddam (in brackets above) is called tali

Bibliography Dozy (cf above) and other

dictionaiies, 1 horning, Beit/hge zur Kenntnis

des isl Vereinsxvesens {Turk iy/^/,xvi), p 106,

Diet of Technical Teims^tiX Sprenger, p 1215,

1362 (M Piessner)

al-MU 1^ADDASI, Shams ai DIn AbO ^Abd
AliAh Muhammad b Ahmad b AbI Bakr al-

BaNNA^ Al -ShA^MI AL-MUKADDASI AL-MA^Rllt BI

’l-Ba§h^akI as he is called on the first page of

the Berlin manusciipt (Cat Ahlwardt, N® 6034),

IS the authoi of the most original and at

the same time one of the most valuable geogra-
phical treatises in Arabic liteiature Ihe
name-form al-Miikaddasi, denoting his origin from

Jerusalem, goes back to Sprenger, who brought

the Berlin manuscript from India and made this

author first known in Euiope (A Spienger, Die

Post- und Reisei outen des Otients^ Leipzig 1864,

p xviii
),

but the form al-MakdisI is probably

more correct as Jeiusalem is commonly spelt al-

Bait al Makdis (Yakut, Mu^d^am^ iv 590) Yakut

always quotes him as al-Bashsharl

Biographical dates on the life of this author are

only to be found in the text of his treatise In

356 (966), when he was at Mecca, he was about

twenty years of age, it is probable that he lived

at least as hte as 1000, as the last datable m-
foimation in the treatise belongs to the end of

the ivth (xth) century His grandfather Abu Bakr
al Banna^ w^as an architect in Palestine and had
made for Ibn Tulun the gates of the town of

'Akka His mother’s family was originally from

Biyar in Kumis, from where his grandfather Abu
’1-Taiyib b al Shawa (in 6^

,
iv

, p vii

,

1 12

“paternus” is to be coirected into “mateinus”)

emigrated to Jerusalem Muhammad b Ahmad
himself shows also a good knowledge of architecture,

besides a good literary and general erudition

The geographical treatise is known from two old

manuscripts, which form the basis of de Goeje’s

edition in the BGA, iii
,
Leyden 1877 and of

his revised edition of 1906 The Berlin manuscript
has the title Ahsan al-Takashn fi Mdrifat al-

Akaltm^ while the Constantinople manuscript (Aya
Sofia, N® 2971 bis^c^ Ritter, in /j/, xix 43), written

10658 (1260), is only indicated as

The I eyden manuscript {Cat
^
v 191) is a modern

copy of the Constantinople one, while another

Berlin manuscript (Cat Ahlwardt, N® 6033) is a

bad copy of the other Berlin manuscript The
date of composition is not certain The text itself

states that it was completed m 375 (985) {B G
A

,
ill 9), but as has been said, information of

a later date has been added, while YS^fit (1

653) gives the year 378 (988) The manuscript

C(onstantinople) is somewhat less extensive than

B(erlin) and de Goeje, hesitatingly, considers the

redaction of C as the older one It is dedicated

to a certain Abu ’1-Hasan ‘AH b al-Hasan and
mentions the SSmanids as the most important

dynasty, B, on the contrary, does not contain the

dedication and is more orientated towards the

FStimids

The general scope of the work proves beyond
doubt that it is based on the same geographical
tradition as the treatises connected with the names
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— al-Istakhrl — Ibn Hawkal, the same
IS proved by the fact that the maps accompanying
both manuscripts show the still rather primitive

type of the Istal^rl maps (the MakdisI maps have

been published by K Miller, m Mappae Arahtcae^

\ol 1 —V, Stuttgart 1926— 193O hst

respect al Makdisl’s work does not really reflect

the considerable progress of geographical know-

ledge that is manifested m the text As in the

texts of al-Istakhri and Ibn Hawkal the object is

to treat only the Islamic world {mamlakat aUIslam')

of the ivth (xtli) century and that after a division in-

to regions {akaltni) which, on the whole^ is the

same as that of the two authors mentioned, the

order is not always the same, but the distinction

between western and eastern regions is maintained

The treatment is often more detailed than with

the eailier authors, while the disposition of the

geographical matter is the same, each region ending

with a survey of the distances between the different

towns In how far al MakdisI is dependent on al

Istakhrl and Ibn Hawkal remains to be examined

His introductory chapters show not a few original

features and are especially valuable for information

about earliei geogiaphical authors As de Goeje

has already remarked, this information is more
accurate in the redaction C than in B, if the latter

redaction is really later it would seem that the

rather depreciating judgment he gives theiein of

al-Balkhi, al DjaihanI and others (p 4) must be

explained by the change of the author’s political

predilection in favour of the hatmiids and occi-

dental Islam Al Makdisl’s style and language is

sometimes difficult, owing to his expressly stated

endeavour to adapt himself in the description of

each region to the special idiom used in that

region Moreover, the reading of his text is several

times made unpleasant by the boisterous way in

which the author speaks of the merits of his work

A hnglish translation of part of the tieatise was

published by G S A Ranking and R F Azoo
in the Bibliotheca Indtca^ Calcutta 1897— 1910,

VOl 1 IV
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(J H Kramers)
alMUKADDIM [See Ailah, II]

MUKALLA (Makaila), a seaport on the
south coast of Arabia, 2^/2 niiles N W of

the cape of the same name The town lies between

two bays at the foot of a reddish limestone cliff,

which rises to a height of 300 feet behind the town,

four toweis for the defence of the town aie built

upon it On the west side a wall runs from the

cliff to the shoie with only one gate in it The
only buildings of any size are the great mosque

on the coast with a minaret which can be seen

from a great distance, and the sultan’s palace, the

other buildings are mainly huts with a few houses

of stone The palace is a gieat six storey building

with decorated windows which stands on a kind

of peninsula In the centre of the town is a large

cemeteiy with the tomb of Wall Ya^kub, in the

modern westein part of the town is the bazaar

which is provided with all kinds of goods and

has some modest industries which provide the

native population with baskets, pipes of a kind

of limestone, silver powder-horns and muskets

without stocks There is a yard in the harboui

where the native sailing-boats are built The
country around is not fertile, a mile to the west
however is an oasis belonging to the ruler, which
is watered by a stream which also provides the

town’s water supply The climate of Mukalla is

very dry, the coast hot, only from October to

April and in June and July do fresh breezes and

showers temper the heat The population vanes

between 6,000 and 12,000
Mukalla is the only place between 'Aden and

Maskat that deserves the name of harbour It

cannot howevei be used as an anchorage during
the southwest monsoon

,
in this period its place

IS taken by BurQm, 16 miles southwest The trade

with India, Somaliland, the Red Sea and Maska^
is considerable The exports are mainly gum arable,

skins, honey from the Yeshbom valley, senna and
some coffee, the imports are cotton goods, metals,

pottery from Bombay, dates and diied fruits from
Maskat, coffee fiom 'Aden, sheep, aloes and fiankin-

cense from the African coast Ihe fisheries also

give a considerable yield while amber is obtained

in consideiable quantities Parsis and banians from
Bombay play a leading part in the trade and

Hindustani is spoken almost as much as Arabic

Since 1 88 1 Mukalla has been under the al Ka'aitl

dynasty with which England concluded a treaty

granting a protectorate on May I, 1888 According

to Ibn al-Mudjawir, the old name of the town was

al-Mukanna, and the natives also call al-Mukall5,

like al Shihr, Bender al-Ahk5f or Suk al Ahkaf
The port has steamship communication with 'Aden,

most of the traffic is borne by native sailing-boats

of 100—300 tons, which are busiest at the time

of the date harvest
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alMUKALLAD b Al Musaiyib, HusXm al-

Dawla AbU Hassan, an 'U kail id After the

death in 386 (996) or 3S7 (997) of the 'Ukailid

emir Abu ’1-Dhaww5d Muhammad b al Musaiyib

[cf bahA^ al-dawla], a quarrel arose between his

brothers, 'All and al-Mukallad, each of whom
claimed power 'All was the elder, but al-Mukallad

wrote to Baha^ al-Dawla and promised him an
annual tribute and then told his brother that BahS^

al-Dawla had appointed him governor of al Maw^il

and asked 'All’s help to take the town Bah5^ al-

Dawla’s general in al-Mawsil, AbQ l)]a'far al-Hadj-
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djSdj, took to flight and the two brothers agreed

to share the government Disputes between al-Mu-

kallad’s representative in Baghdad and BahS^ al-

Dawla’s officials gradually led to open hostilities

A reconciliation was soon biought about and al-

Mukallad promised to pay 10,000 dinars and in

return received the title Husam al Dawla with al

Mawsil, al KUfa al-Kasr and al-Djami'ain as a fief In

387 (997) he took 'All prisoner As a result the

third brother advanced with a strong army against

al Mul^allad
,
before they came to blows however,

their sister Rahila succeeded in making peace
among the brothers 'All was released and received

his confiscated property back and al-Mukallad
turned his attention to the lord of Wasit, 'All b
Mazyad, who was on the side of 'Ali and Hasan
But when al-Mukallad learned that 'Ali had designs

on al-Mawsil, he tuined back but through the

intermediary of Hasan, the two brothers weie again
reconciled Soon afterwards 'Ah and Hasan left

al Mawsil After long negotiations, it was agreed
that 'All should be al-Mukallad’s representative in

al-Mawsil whenever the latter had to leave the

town On 'All’s death in 390 (999— looo), Hasan
succeeded to his privileges but was driven out
by al Mukallad and had to take refuge in the

'Irak In Safar 391 (Dec 1000—Jan 1001) al

Mukallad was murdered in al-Anbar by a Tuikish
Mamluk

Btb Itogr ap hy Ibn Khallikan (ed Wilsten-

feld), N® 745 (transl de Slane, iii 415 sqq)^
Ibn al Athir, ed Tornberg, ix 88 sq

, 94—96,

116, Ibn Khaldun, al-^Ibar^ iv 255-257, Weil,
Gesch d Chahfen^ 111 49—50

(K V Zettersi^kn)
MtlljIAN (Mughan), a steppe lying to the

south of the lower course of the Araxes,
one part of which (about 5,000 square kilometres)

belongs to Russia (USSR) and the other

( 5 *^—70 X c 50 kilometres) to Persia The steppe
which covers what was once the bottom of the
sea has been formed by the alluvial deposits from
the Kur (in Russian Koura) and its tiibutaiy the
Araxes (The latter has several times changed its

course and one of its arms flows directly into the

gulf of Kfzfl-Aghafc) In the interior the only water
m Maghan is from a number of springs, but it is

covered with tells and shows traces of the old
system of irrigation Mughan has a very mild
climate m winter (Kazwini calls it djurum Adhar
batdyati) and in the spring is covered \^ith a rich

carpet of verdure but in summer the heat makes
it a regular hell and it is infested with snakes
(Monteith says “in June the snakes literally covered
the ground”, cf Abu Hamid al-Gharnatl in KazwfnI,

P 379)
The name The old Arabic transcription

(Baladhuri, labari) is MukSn (without article) but
quite early in certain manuscnpts of the Arab
geographers we find Mughan fprobably a popular
etymology mughUn “magi”) which becomes general
in the Mongol period Mark wart, Z Z7 il/ 6^

, 1895,
j

p 633 connects the name of Mokan with that

of the people mentioned by classical wi iters as
inhabiting this region Hecataeus, fragment 170
$K Mt/x4;v iU Pomponius Mela, book iii

,

ch v Mochi (“ad Hyrcanium fretum Albani et

Moschi et Hyrcani”) This tribe is to be con-
nected with the Caspians who lived m this region,
(cf Hdbschmann, Dte altarm Ortsnamen^ ^9^4^
p 269, cf in Ya^nt, IV 676 the genealogy in-

vented by Ibn al Kalbl, according to which MQkan
and Djtlan — both inhabitants of Tabaristan —
were the sons of Kamashah(?) b \afilh b Nuh,
cf Genesis x) Ihe Chronicle of Iheophanes,

P 363, has BovKxvtot (var Bcvicax/a), the Armenian
geography Mukan, the Georgian chronicle Mowakan
(another Mowakan lay near the confluence of the

Alazan with the lora)

History The Byzantine general Leontius in

678 subdued Ibeiia, Albania, Bukania (cf above)
and Media Ihe district of Mukan was con
quered in 21 (642) by an officer of Sura^a Bukair
who addiessed a letter guaranteeing peace to

“the people of Mukan of the mountains of al-

Kabdj” (Caucasus, Tabail, 1 2666) According to

Baladhuri, p 327 329, in 25 (645) Walid b
'Ukba undeitook a campaign against the people
of Mukan (a/il Mulan\ of al-Babr [cf iakom]
and al lailasan (= Talish) Another campaign of

Sa'id b 'Asi against the people of Mukan and
Djilan, although successful, entailed severe losses

According to Ya'kubi, ed Houtsma, 11 395, 15,

in 123 the future Caliph Marwan II b Muhammad
undeitook a campaign in Djilan and MukSn Mukan
figures several times as a stronghold of Babak
(lab, 111 Ii 74 i 1178) III Ihe third (ninth) century

Ibn lUiuidadhbih, p 119, mentions one Shakla (?>)

as chief of Mukan According to al-Mas'udi, Murudj^
11 5, in his time the ^arw5n [cf ^Irwan] had
conqueiedthe states {mamlaka) of L3yiian (several

variants) and al-MukSniya It appears fiom Ibn
Miskawaihi (ed Margoliouth, 1 399) who mentions
the ispahbad of Mukan b Dalula as ally of the

Gil chief Lashkaii b Mardl, who rebelled against

the Dailamis in 326 (937), that Mukan enjoyed
a certain degree of autonomy In 339 (950) the

Kurd Daisam sent his vizier “into the mountains
(sic ’) of Mukan to entiench himself” In 349
Mukan appears as a centre of rebellion (Ibn
Miskawaihi, 11 136, 178—179) The poet Katran
mentions the rising of the ispahbad of Mukan against

the Rai^wadi Wahsudan (344—378, cf Kisiawi,
Pddihahan-i gumnam, Tihran 1929, 11 94) Later
we hear of Mukan mainly as an excellent area
for the winter pasturage of the conquering nomads
In Yakut’s (iv 676) time the majority of the people
of Mukan were still lurkomans In the histoiy

of the Kh''arizmsj3ah Djalal al-Din, Mukan is

constantly mentioned The sultan sends his booty
there, keeps his baggage and mobilises his troops
there (Nasawi, Sira^ p 210, 280, 366 etc) But
in 617 (1220— 1221) the Mongol generals i)jebe
and Subutay spent the winter in Mukan (I^uwaini,
1 1 16), andKazwml, p 379 says that Mongols took
Muglian for then wintei pastures and drove out
the lurkomans In the time of limiii, Mukan
must have been included in the region of Kara-
bagh wheie this conqueror liked so much to pass
the winter During the winter of 804 (1401) Timur
restored an old canal which was given the name
of his tribe Barlas The canal left the Araxes at

Kushk-i Cangshi and at a distance of 10 farsaWis

ended at Sardja-pil (bel ?) Since, in order to give
the necessaiy instructions, Timur (who was to the
north of the Araxes) had to cross the river {Zafar-
nama^ 11 395), we may suppose that the canal
lay to the south of the Araxes, 1 e in the steppe
of Mughan It must correspond to the Yegin
G'aur arkhf of which traces can still be seen for

a length of about 35 miles Sardja-pil may cor-

respond to Caraeh on the Russian map (according
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to the involved description by Monteith, the Barlas

canal issued in the neighbourhood of Kara su ^ ’)

The canal is in any case quite distinct from an-

other canal which limur traced in 806 to the

north of the Araxes towaids the town of BailakSn

(Zafar nama^ 11 543)
In the Safawid period (and perhaps alieady under

the Karakoyunlu) Mughan became the possession

of the Shfi lurkoman tribes who foimed the

principal support of the dynasty and became
known as Shahsew^n [q v

]
By article 11 of the

treaty of Gulist5n of 1813 the steppe of Mughan
was divided between Russia and Persia The
boundary line was more precisely defined in

article iv of the treaty of TuikmanCai [q v
]

In

1884 Russia forbade Persian nomads to cross into

Russian territory Towards the end of the xixtl»

centuiy the project of iirigating the land of Mughan
was conceived and lealised between 1902 and 1907
Ihe four systems of canals were to make 200,000
hectares cultivable, paiticularly for cotton Prom
1884 the steppe was occupied solely by nomads
who were Russian subjects But in 1917 there weie

already 46 Russian villages with 17,000 inhabitants

while the Turkish nomads who had become settled

on the banks of the Kur and of the Araxes numbered

30.000 souls As a result of the tiagic events of

1918, the whole Russian population had to leave

Mughan and the canals became silted up Between

1920 and 1924 the work of restoration was carried

out and the fugitives began to return Ihe total

aiea of iriigated land in Mughan is estimated at

253.000 hectares, while immediately to the north

of Mughan the steppe of Mil (from Mtl-i Batlahan^

“the tower of Bailakan”, cf Khanfkow, Mem
sur les inscriptions niusulm an Cancase^ \n J A ^

Aug 1862, p 72) has another 165,000 irrigated

hectares

Historical geography The Arab geo-

graphers are faiily well acquainted with MUghan
(cf the Bibhogt aphy) In the Mongol period,

Mughan must have comprised all^ the lands to

the north of the Salawat range (which is a western

outlier of Russian Talish and forms the water-

shed between the middle couise of the Kara su

and the Bolgaru), to the east of the lower couise

of the Kara-su (where it follows the noithern

direction) and to the south of the Araxes Towards
the east Mughan stretched to the Caspian Sea

and included the coastal region of Russian Talish

The mountainous part of the lattei, held as in a

vice, must also have belonged to MUghan Ihe
same condition must have existed in the Arab
period for the curious expression of Ibn Miska-

waihi, 11 136 referring to the Q^ibal Mukan
can only refei to the mountainous part of Russian

Talish

We may note Mukaddasi’s remark (p 380) who
among other wonders mentions, one marhala (7

—

8 farsakhs = 20-25 miles) distant from Mukan, an

imposing fortress called al Hsra {p') below which are

houses and palaces in which there are large quan-

tities of gold {dhahab ^aztni) in the form of buds

and wild beasts and “many kings made plans to

seize it but never succeeded in leaching it” Mukad
dasi does not definitely say that the fortress belongs

to Mukan and evidently speaks of it by hearsay

Is this a reference to Shmdan kaPa (which is about

50 miles= 2 marhala to the south of the presumed

site of the ikahrtstan of Mughan) ? On this imposing

mountain (6,000 feet high) can still be seen rums
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of important fortifications (Radde, p 135 “ruins

of a strong castle many rums of brick buildings”)

Finally in a Persian translation of Istakhri, p 186,

X7, we read “The Gils and the Mukan are tubes

on foot who rarely go on horseback” which can

only refer to a few remnants of the old population

settled in upper Talish (where the highlanders

are very distinct from the lowlanders)

Bibliography cf the article shSh-

SEWAN, Djihannunia^ p 192 (of little ori-

ginality), Olearius (1633), Voyages^ book iv

,

ch 21 [ed 1656, p 447—451] ShamUkha-
Djawad - Balhaiu river- Bedjirwan Dizle-Aghfz-

Samiyan - Ardabil, J Struys, Les voyages^ Am-
sterdam 1720, ch 27 (ii

, p 235) itinerary

exactly identical with that of Olearius, J J
Lerch, Nachiicht von d zwetten Retse nach
Peisien (1747), in Busching's Magazm^ part x,

P 3^7—47b Shamakha-^awad-Bolgaru-Lan-
kuran-Astara-Rasht

,
Monteith, Journal of a

tom thi ough Azerdbijan (sic ’), in ^ ^ , 1834,
ill

, p 28—31 Ardabll Bar/and-Rtz?! ka^a (at

the confluence of the four riveis which form

Balarood= Balhaiu ^) Kuyular-tapa-Agha-mazar-

Yedi boluk-Altun [Allan] takht-AsKnduz-Rayat
(wrongly taken for the old Bailakan)-Bardha‘^a,

loropov, Muganskaya steppe^ Kavkaz kalendar^

1864, p 242— 298, Toropov, in Kawkaz^ 1864,

N® 28 ,
OgranoviC, UrocidiU Belasuwar^ in

K’a 7okaz^\%T\ N° 32, V>oxn, Caspta^ St Peters-

burg 1875, index, Ogranowic, Prowtntsit Perstt

Ardebthkaya t Serabshaya^ in Zap Kawk Oldel

Impel Russ Geogr Obs]ic^x/i^ 1876, p 214
Udjarud, Radde, Retsen an der perstuh ?us~

stschen Grenze^ Talysch und seine Bewohnei
^

Leipzig 1886, passim Belasuwar etc — On the

flora and fauna of Mughan and the plans foi

irrigating it there is a whole literature in Russian

The most recent icferences are in W S Klupt,

Zakawkazye^ Moscow 1929, p 50
(V Minorsky)

AT -MUKANTARAT [See Astorlab
]

MUKATIL B SULAIMAN b B^shIr ai-

AzdI Al -Khurasan! ai -BalkhI, Abu ’l-Hasan,

traditionist and commentator on the
Kur^^n, was born in Balkh and lived in Marw,
Baghdad and Basra where he died in 150 (767),

theie is also a refei ence to a stay in Baiiut Of
his life we know almost nothing apart from a few

details for his judgment as a traditionist The
name of his wife Umm Abi ^Isma Nuh b Abi

Maryam has been preserved According to Ibn

Duraid, he was one of the mawalt of the Banu

Asad He is sometimes quoted as Mukatil b Djawal

duz or Dawal duz Ibn Hadjar, Ltmn al-Mtzdn^

expressly states in contradiction of wrong ideas

that this IS our Mukatil and that Dawal duz is

not a lahab of Mukatil himself but of his father

MukatiPs prestige as a traditionist is not very

great, he is leproached with not being accurate

with the isnad His exegesis enjoys even less con-

fidence The biogiaphers vie with one another in

telling stories which illustrate his mendacity and

particularly his piofessing to know everything

Contempt is poured on his memory by stories of

ludicrous questions which were put to him about

the most impossible things and to which he either

gave fantastic answeis or could make no reply

It IS in keeping with this profession of universal

knowledge that the sources are unanimous m
talking of his extieme anthropomorphism (/a^^AlA)
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It did little to help his fame also that he is said

to have told pious stories [cf kissa] in the mosque,

at a time when this was strictly forbidden In

politics he is said to have belonged to the Zaidlya,

in theology to the Murdji^a [q v
]

Mukatil’s literary activity was somewhat com-

prehensive, yet until quite recently nothing was

known of his works Only since 19x2 has a Kui^an

commentary by him been known in the MS Or 6333
of the British Museum, the genuineness of which

however Goldziher did not think beyond doubt

The Fihrist gives a list of his works, Hadjdji

Khalifa also gives some of them They deal mainly

with the language and exegesis of the Kui^Sn,

but a pamphlet against the Kadarlya is also men-
tioned This IS however hardly in keeping with

another story, according to which he wrote a

pamphlet against I2jahm [q v
]

and the lattei

wrote against him
Bibliography Ibn Duraid, Kitab al-Jsh-

tikaky ed Wustenfeld, p 294, Ibn al-Athir, cd

lornberg, v 454, Fihrist^ ed Flugel, p 179
etc, Ibn Khallik5n, ed Wustenfeld, N® 743?
al-Dhahabi, Mizan^ 111 196, N® 1723 and 1724,
Ibn Hadjar, Tahdhlb^ x 279— 285, do, Ltsan

al-Mizan^ vi 82 sq
,

al-NawawI, Tahdhib al~

Asmd^ ed Wustenfeld, p 574 ,
al-Shahrastani,

ed Cureton, p 75, 106, 108, 12 1, Goldziher,

Muh Stud

^

11 206, do, Rtchtungen d tslatn

Koranausleg
^ p 58—60, 87, 112

(M Plessner)

al-MUKATTAM, the part of the range of

hills west of the Nile, which lies immediately

to the east of Cairo and from which the

mountains take a north-easterly direction, boi dering

the Nile delta to the south east It reaches a height

of about 600 feet and consists, as does the greater

part of the north African mountains, of limestome

(cf Description de REgypte^ Etat modernCy Pans

1822, ll/ll 751)
The name Mukattam (the Ta(^ al-^Artis records

also the popular form al-Mukattab) does not go

back to a pre-Muhammadan nomenclature, nor is

It considered, in spite of its correct Arabic for-

mation, as a true Arabic word, for the geographers

(cf Yakut, IV 607 sqq
)
give, hesitatingly, different

explanations of its meaning The name occurs for

the first time in the historical tradition of the

Egyptian Arabs, as found in the Futuh Misr of

Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam (cf Torrey’s edition, New
Haven 1899, p 156 ^7^ ), in half legendary tales in

which also al Mukawkis [q v
]

plays a part Some
of these traditions give it an eponymous hero,

Mukattam b Misr b Baisar b HSm, or lay stress

on the special sanctity of the mountain, declaring

that, in some way, it is connected with the moun-
tain of Jerusalem As in the last mentioned traditions

Ka'b al-Ahb5r [q v
]

is named as final authority.

It seems probable that the origin of the name
must be sought in Jewish legendary traditions

(for Jewish traditions about mountains, cf the

Midrash Thilltm on Psalm Ixviii 17) and that

the name has been fixed only in course of time

on the ill-defined mountainous region to which
It is attached since the flourishing times of

al-Fust5t and al-Kahira The vagueness of the

geographical definition has survived in the Arabic
geographical sources, which either call Mukattam
the entire eastern mountain range as far as UswSn
(Yal^tlt), or even represent under the name Mu-
kattam the whole of the mountain system that

runs over the inhabited world from China to the

Atlantic Ocean (Ibn Haw^al and others) More-
ovei several geographeis give the legendary state-

ment that in the Mukattam are mines of emerald

and other precious stones, while in reality it contains

only stone quarries, but these were used alieady in

very ancient times Makrlzi, Khitaty ed Bula^:, i

123 gives a fairly complete survey of the different

traditions and opinions

It may be thus assumed that the Mukattam
acquired a real geographical identity only after

the foundation of al Fustat Its geographical situa-

tion, VIZ Its pioximity to the bank of the Nile,

has deeply influenced the territorial expansion

of this town and latei of Cano [q v
]

Parts of

the town and famous sites are situated on the

western spurs of al-Mukattam, such as the mosque
of Ibn lulun and the citadel of Saladin Ihe
elevation of Ibn Tulun’s mosque bears, howevei,

the special name of Djabal Yashkur The cemetery

of al Karafa belongs likewise to the Mukattam and

it IS with this cemetery that are connected the

ancient tiaditions already mentioned, in which
al-Mukawkis plays a part, al Mukawkis informs

'Amr b al ^As that the mountain, instead of

earthly vegetation, bs destined to beai the plants

of Paradise and the caliph 'Umar, informed by

'Amr, decides that by these plants of Paradise

can only be meant Muslims who have died

Accordingly, tradition records a number of sa~

hab%% who are buried in al Karafa On the summit

of al Mukattam was built in the FStimid period

the mosque of al DjuyQshl, by Badr al DjamSlI

in 478 (1085), for this reason the mountain is

also called I^abal al Djuyushi On the southern

slopes, towards Hulwan, lay the Chiistnn monastery

Dair al-Kusair (desciiption by al Shahushti towards

1000, cf Sachau, in Abh Pr Ak JVi^s
^ 1909)

A historical, or peihaps legendary feature, con-

nected with al-Mukattam is that the FStimid caliph

al-H5kim is said to have disappeared mysteriously,

in the night of 271^ Shawwal 411 (heb 23,

1021), when he had gone for a iide m the Mu-
kattam — Finally it may be mentioned that the

Mukattam has given its name to one of the large

modern Arabic newspapers published at Cairo

(J H Kramers)
alMUKAWKAS, al-Mukawkis, the in-

dividual who in Arab tradition plays
the leading part on the side of the Copts
and Greeks at the conquest of Egypt
The Prophet is said to have sent a letter to him
in the year 6 A H In the address on this lettei,

the text of which is given in Ibn 'Abd al Hakam
(ed Torrey, p 46), al-Makrizi {Khitaty 1 29), al-

SuyutI {Htisn al Muhadara^ 1 58) and al Manuft

(p 29), as well as in an entirely different version

in Pseudo-Wa^Lidi (p 10), and also in the accounts

of the incident in the Arab historians, the position

of Mukawl^is IS described in the following phrases

I ^ahib al Iskandartya (Nawawl, p 577, Ibn
'Abd al Hakam, p 45, 52, Abu $alih, p 38(100],
Ibn Kathlr, iii

,
fol 159^, along with N® 7 m

Ibn Sa'd in Wellhausen, Sktzzen und Vorarbetten^

3 [99])? 2 Malik aUIskandarlya (Ibn 'Abd
al-Hakam, p 49, al-Suyfltl, 1 60, Pseudo Wakidi,

p 25, Ibn Hi§h5m, p 970 1 3 ^^hib Mt^r (Abu
’l-Flda^ 1 149), 4 Malik (al-Manufi, p 7,
cf al-Ma^irlzI, Kht^afy 1 163, 2a J^^), 5 Mahk
Mt^r wa U Iskandailya (Pseudo-WSjcidi, p 10),

6 ^ahtb Mt^r wa 'I-Iskandartya (Pseudo-WS^cidl,
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p 10), 7 ^Azim al-Kub( (Ibn *^Abd al Hakam,

p 46, 47, al-MakrIzi, KlkHaU ^ 29, la, 16, al

SuyiitT, 1 58, al-ManOfl, p 29, al-Tabari, 1 1575,
al-Mas'^udi, Tanlnh^ p 261, 5

along with i, q v )

All these epithets no doubt mean simply the

actual ruling authonty m Egypt, whose true title

was not known to the Arabs If we remember that

in the year 6 (628) the Persians were masters of

Egypt, we can hardly give much credence to the

stoiy of the Arab historians This is evident fiom

the statement recorded by Manufi (p 30) that

Egypt was under the lule of Mukawkis continu-

ously from the lifetime of the Prophet, through

the caliphate of Abu Bakr to the beginning of the

caliphate of^Omar Muhammad’s lettei to Mukawkis
was long ago declared not to be genuine by

E Am^lineau (F;agme/fis copies^ p 392) and

Wellhausen {Sktzzeti tind Vora) betten^ iv 90)
although they did not doubt the fact of the em-
bassy to him, later Butler {Conquest^ p 522) and
Th Noldeke (Z D M G

^
xlviii 160) still believed

in the embassy although the latter gi anted the possi-

bility that tradition might have transferred the name
known from the time of the conquest to the man
to whom Muhammad sent gifts, while for example
S I ane Poole {Egypt tn the Middle Agesy p 6,

note 2) supposes that the Mukawkis of 628 and

the Mukawkis of the conquest are two different

people Ihis suggestion however is disposed of by

the fact that the Mukawkis of the letter is called

in Ibn Kathir (10 Abu ’

1-Fida’

the patronymic has been corrupted thiough

to
)
Nawawi only gives 1 e the

same as the Mukawkis of the conquest, foi we
need not heed the patronymic of Mukawkis given

by Pscudo-Wakidi (p 10) while the

epithet al Farkab al-Nuni, which al-Mas^udl,

Tanblh^ p 261, 5
has taken in an obviously

coriupt form from an old source, is the Ibn Kurkub
al-Yunani of the Mukawkis of the conquest In

view of the many serious contradictions, which the

transposing of Mukawkis into the period of Peisian

rule in Egypt offers, there is no alternative but to

legard with Caetani, Annali dell' Islam^ iv 90
the story of Muhammad’s embassy to Mukawkis
as legendary and devoid of any historical value

(cf also G Rouillaid, p 187 and note 2) The
genuineness of the parchment found in a monastery

at Akhmim by the French egyptologist E Bar-

th^lemy in 1852, which was thought to be the

original of Muhammad’s letter to Mukawkis and
was actually put among the relics of the Piophet

in the old Serail, thus disappears (cf the publi-

cation by Belin, in JA^ 1854, p 482—518 and

DjirdjI ZaidSn, in Htlal^ xiii /2, 1904, p 103

Its falsity had already been recognised by J Ka-
rabacek {Beitrage zur Geschtchte der Mazjadtten^

Leipzig 1874, p 35, note 47 and Mitteilungen des

K K Osterr Museums^ xix [1884], p 183) (cf

also Noldeke-Schwally, Geschtchte des Qorans^ i

,

Leipzig 1909, p IQO) As a matter of fact palaeo-

graphical grounds are clearly against any assump-

tion of a date in the first century foi this document

The same discrepancies, which we find in the

transmission of the name and title of the Mukawkis
of Muhammad’s letter are found in the Mukawkis
of the conquest In the historians we find the

following names

1 Djuraidj b MlnS (Abu Salih, p 30 [81],

loi [230]), 2 Cjuraidj b Mina b Kurkub (Ibn

'Abd al-Hakam, p 64, note 9 ,
Ibn Hadjar, Isaba^

ill 1090), 3 Ibn Kurkub or Ibn Karkab (al Kindi,

p 8, al Makrlzl, Khi^at^ 1 289, 27, Ibn Taghil-

birdi, 1 9, Yakut, 111 894, 14)

1 aking first of all the name of his grandfather,

J V Karabacek’s endeavour (p 2) to dispose of

apparent contiadictions in the statements about

the patronymic by assuming a double name Mind
barkab proves unnecessary, when we see the name
unequivocally given in N® 2 When Karabacek

(P 3) preferred the reading Barkab for Kurkub^

he was at least able to quote the form

in the Codex Parisinus of Ibn Taghrlbirdf, but

I cannot agree with Amelineau in supporting

Karabacek’s proposal {I^t aginents^ p 394 sq^ to

equate this name with especially if we

remember the variant of the Isdba^ and

Noldeke must be light when he {Z D M G
^

xlviii 1 61) lestores this to the rejected

by Karabacek 1 he form ^ (unpointed however)

has however so far been found in only one papyrus,

the more usual form being {Z D M G
^

1 158) Butler’s conjecture (p 523) on the name

seems to me as improbable as Karabacek’s

identification He calls attention to Abu Salih’s

observation (p 67 [156]) that is a corruption

of Gregorios and supposes that Kaikab is a cor-

ruption of Karkar so that Ibn Karkab would be

an erioi for Ibn Karkai and mean “son of Gregory”

Casanova’s proposal (in Butler, p 523) must be

dismissed as still more improbable, viz
,
that Ibn

Karkab is a coriuption of Abu Kirus The office

filled by Mukawkis is desciibed by the sources

in the following teims

I Sahib Mtsi (al-Baladhurl, p 226), 2 Malik
^ald Mi^r (al Makiizi, hJlitat^ 1 163, 22 >^7 ^

fbn

Dukmak, v 118), 3 Amir al-Kubt bt-Misr (Ibn

Hadjai, 111 1090), 4 ^Ainil ^ald Misr (Ibn ^Abd
al-Hakam, p 64, note 9, al-Makin, p 29), 5 ^Amtl
^ala 'I’Kharddj bi-Mi^r (Futychius, 11 302) If

the three first lei ms only mean the ruler of

Egypt in general, the two last named limit the

sphere of activity of Mukawkis to the administration

of taxation and the expression given in 4 may
be taken as synonymous with amir “goveinoi”

In this connection we have the very clear evidence

of Ibn 'Abd al Hakam, p 37 and Ibn Dukmak,
V 1 19 who pieserve the statement that Mukawkis
was appointed by the emperor Heraclius as governor

of Egypt and entrusted with the waging of war

and the levying of taxation Abu Salih’s statement

(p 30 [81 Jr/]) that Mukawkis Djuraidj b Mina
had lented the taxes of Egypt from Heraclius for

18,000,000 dinars fits in with this This makes
intelligible the statement of Eutychius (11 302)
who calls Mukawkis controller of the land

taxes Qdmil al k/iard(lq) and traces his attitude to

the Aiabs to his embezzling the taxes raised,

and fuither explains the description of Mukawkis

(nKATTD^IOC.) as

JIMUCIOH nxe^wpA «KHJ^€ in the Viia

of Apa Samuel published by Am61ineau (p 367),
to which we may add the statement of the Ethiopic

Synaxar that Mukaw^:is had been Patriarch and
financial controller of Egypt
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M J de Goeje and J v Karabacek have laid

special stress on this side of the activity of Mu-
kawkis and identified the prefect George mentioned

in John of Nikiu (p 559), whom de Goeje regards

as prefect of Lower Egypt and Karabacek (p 8)

as pagarch of Babylon, with Mukawkis who is

called in the sources George son of Menas A J

Butler (note 4 to Abu Salih, p 81), Milne and

Lane Poole have followed de Goeje while Am^lineau

(^hragments copies^ p 404, Samuel de Qalamon^

p* 24 Resume de Vhxstotre de PEgypte^^ 243)
wished to identify Mukawkis with the Patriarch

George who was appointed by the emperor Heiaclius

as successor or deputy to Cyrus during the period

of the latter’s stay in Constantinople (cf John of

Nikm, p 574)
In contrast to these attempts at identification,

which aie m more than one respect in contra-

diction to the sources, the most probable solution

of the Mukawkis problem is the identification of

Mukawkis with the Patriarch und goveinor Cyrus

of Phasis, who was sent in the year 631 a d by

Heraclius to Alexandria where he died on Maich

21, 642 While Zotenberg (in his edition of John
of Nikiu, p 576, note 2) had already pointed out

that the main features of the activity of Cyrus are

found in the Aiabic stories of Mukawkis, although

no doubt the legend mixes up the activities of several

individuals under this name, F M Esteves Perena,

(Vtda do Abba Samuel, p 41— 53) completel]^

proved the identity of the two Independently

J Krall in an unpublished article for the Mtl-

tetlungen aus der Sammlung des Papyrus Erzhet zog

Ratner^ on the authority of three new fragments

of the Vtta of Apa Samuel, had come to the same

conclusion The full study of the whole problem

by A J Butler, the mam result of which, the

identity of Mukawkis with the Patriarch Cyrus,

has been adopted by B Evetts {Paltologta Orten-
tabs, 1 491, note i), by M Guidi in his doctoral

thesis, C H Becker and O Braun in his article

Cyrus in the Kirchhches Handlexicon, 11, col

530 and others, has been critically examined by

L Caetani {Annalt deW Islam, iv 86 sqq ) The de

cisive evidence for the identity of the two indivi

duals is found in the History of the Patriarchs

of Severus of Ashmunain (ed Evetts, p 490 sq
,

ed Seybold, p 106 ) in which there are references

to the Patriaich and governor of Heraclius in

connection with the flight of the Patriarch Benjamin

once as Cyrus then a few lines later as

al Makawkaz 01 al-Makawkas
,

the synaxars in

this connection also give the name al Makawkas
(cf E Am61ineau, Pragments coptes, S 397, note

^ > P 39^1 ^'ote I
, p 406, note i and the edition

by R Basset, Patrologia Orientahs, xi 562) and
the Arabic Vita of Benjamin (Am^lineau, p 400,
note 1), of peculiar importance is the text edited in

^ 0 C
,
xx 393, where the combined names Cyrus

al-MuVawkiz appear There is the additional fact that

the period of ten years which, according to the history

of the Patriarchs, lay between the flight and return

of the Patriarch Benjamin coincides within a year

with the period of office of Cyrus (631—642) in

Egypt, whom the Christian sources describe as

an “unbeliever” (riAC^feHC, Am61ineau, Frag

ments coptes, p 364, 366 , kafir m Severus of

Ashmunain, p 495 [108]), godless and sinful Kauchios

(nRMr^Xot n&C«&HC OMIAp^feATHt,

Vienna Coptic fiagments of the Vita of Apa Samuel

in Krall, Kauchios frequently in Am^lineau), deceit-

ful Antichrist (nAMTI^piCTOt
in Am61ineau, p 366 sq ) and Pseudoarchiepiskopos

{ibid, p 365) The double position of Cyius or

Muk:aw(j:as as supreme head of the administration

and archbishop, of which we have ample evidence

(cf G Rouillard, p 230, note 2), and which is

quite certain from the testimony of Severus (p 490,

495 [io6— 108]) and the Aiabic and Ethiopic

synaxai (Amelineiu, p 406, note i

P 399) Jiod also by the Vita of Samuel (Ameli-

neaii, p 367), was quite unknown to the Muslim

Arabic sources Noldeke has already called attention

to this remaikable fact (p 160) and it lemains

a crux for the identification of the two figures

Theie was however no necessity foi the Arabs

to refer to his position in the chuich He was

only of impoitance to them as head of the ad-

ministration If one wants to, one can see an

indication of his ecclesiastical dignity in the wish

expressed by Mukawkis duiing the negotiations

with 'Amr regarding the capitulation of Alexandria

(in Ibn 'Abd al Hakam, ed Torrey, p 72) that

he might be buried in the Church of St John
(cf theieon Am61ineau, p 400 How much
the Christian sources differ in their ideas of the

personality and position of Mukawkis may be

gathered from the description of the death of

Mukawkis According to Seveius of A§hmunain
(ed Evetts, p 495, Seybold p 108), the governor

and Patriaich of Alexandria poisoned himself after

the occupation of Alexandria lest he should be

put do death by ‘Ami, while John of Nikiu (p 335,

578) says that Cyrus weakened by vexation at

the faithlessness of ‘Amr caught dysentery and

died According to Caetani, the contradictions

and obscurities on the part of the Arab histouans

show that they did not considei who Mukawkis
exactly w^as, but simply used the name as the family

name of the chief personage in Egypt at the time of

the Muslim conquest Evidently all who negotiated

with ‘Amr in the name of the Copts are included

in one individual The unanimiter with which Mu-
kawkis IS described as a Copt and the different names
given him suggests that Mukawkis conceals not

only Cyrus but also othei Egyptian negotiators ~
e g peihaps the commander of Babylon, George,

and the bishop of the same town, Menas The
Arabs must have made one out of these two
negotiators and given him like Cyrus the name
Mukawkis Of the attempts to explain this name,
Karabacek’s (p 8) as little probable

as Am 61ineau’s explanation (p 407—409) which
makes Kauchios “the man fiom Kaukhion” We
would rather think with Butler and Guidi of a

connection with KocvKounoti, which indicates the

home of Cyrus But even this explanation is by

no means certain and the comiection of Mukawkis
with Cyrus has again (in Canterelli) given rise

to serious doubts Nau, p 1 1 has compared Mu
kawkis with yictKbi His name survived in the

K6m el Mukawkis m the area of old Cairo (Ibn

Dukmik, IV 53)
Bt bltogi aphy Ibn ‘Abd al Hakam,

Futuh wa Akhbartha, ed Ch C Torrey

(in Yale Oriental Series Researches, 111 ,
New

Haven 1922), p 37, 45—49 , 5 ^ sq

,

5 ^, 63—
72, 109, 156, sq, 161, 173, 175, 317, al Kindi,

Kitab Tdrikh Mt^r wa-Wulattha, ed Rh
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Guest, m G M Leyden 1912, xix 8, al

Baladljurl, Kitab Futuh al-BuIdZin^ Cairo 1901,

p 222 sq
^
226—229, Ibn SaM in J Well-

hausen, Skizzen und Vorarbeiten^ iv
,

Berlin

1889, text, p 3, N® 4, transl p 90, 99, al

MakrizI, BulSk 1270, i 29, 163, 167,

289, al SuyUtl, Kttab Husri al Muhadma ft
Aihbat Mtsr wa U Kahtraj Cairo 1299, 1 58,

60, Ibn Dukmak, Kttab al Intimi li-Wasitat

^Ikd al’Amsar, Cairo 1893, iv 53, v 118
,

Ibn 1 aghribirdi, a/ alzahita ft Muluk
Mtsr wa H-Kahtra^ ed T G

J Juynboll-B

F Matthes, Leyden 1855, 1 9, al Manofi,

Kttab Latent/ AUibar al-Uwal ft man ta\arrafa

ft Mt^r mtn Arbdb al Duwal^ Cano 1300, p 7,

29 sq
f
Abu ^Abd Allah Muhammad b ‘^Umai

b Wakid al-Wakidi al Madam, Kttab Fntuh
Mtsr %va 'l-lskandat tya^ ed H A Hamaker,

I eyden 1825, p 9 , 25, 214, al-Tabail, ed

de Goeje, 1 1575, Ibn Kathir, al-Badaya wa
'l-Nthaya^ Cod N F

,
N® 187 of the National

library in Vienna, fol 159^, Abu ’l-Fida^,

Tc^riljt^ Stambul 1256, 1 149, al Makln, Td'rtkh

al-Mitsltmtn^ ed Th Erpenius, I eyden 1625,

p 29, Ibn llisham, Sit a^ ed h Wilstenfcld,

p 5, 12 1, 971 ,
al-NawawI, Kttab Tahdhib

al Asma\ ed F Wustenfeld, (jottmgen 1842—
1847, p 577, Ibn Hadjar, ed A Spienger,

111 1090, al Mas'udi, Tanbth^ B G A
^

viii 261 ,

\akut, Mt^djam^ ed Wiistenfeld, 111 894,
Lutyehius, Annalts^ 11 302, Chy ontqne de Jean^

evtque de Ntktou^ ed M H Zotenberg, in N
A, xxiv/i 3J5, 559, 562, 564, 570—578.
Severus b al-Mukaffa^, Kttab Si\ar al-Abcd al~

Batartka^ ed C F Seybold, Bairiit 1904, p
106— 108, do

,
ed B Evetts, in Patrolos;ta

Orientalis^ 1 ,
Pans 1907, 490—495, Abil Salih,

ed B I A Y^saWsi^Anudota Oxoniensia^

Semitic Stftes^ vii
,
Oxford 1895'', p 30, 38,

81, 100 sq
^ 230, V M Lsteves Pereiia, Vtda

do Abba Samuel do mosteu 0 do Kalamo

1894, p 41— 53 (ef 111 Noldeke’s discussion

in xlviii 158—161) F Wustenfeld,

Die Stallhalter von A^vpten zut Zett de/ Cha-

Itfen^ 1, Abh G G IV
^
xx (1875), 2—7, M

J de Cioeje, De Mokaukis van pte, in Etudes

atcheol Itni; et htst dedtes i C LeemanSjJ eyden

1885, p 7—9, J V Kaiabacek, De/ Mokaukis
von Atgypten {Mttthetl a d Sam/nlung d
Papyrus E/zh Earner^ 1, 1886) p i— F
AmGmeau, Fragments copies pon/ servi/ a

Phtstoire de la conquete de VEgypte pa/ les

Arabes A
^

sei viii
,

vol xii
, 1888), 361—

410, do, Sat/tuel de Qalamou/t^ in A’ H R
^

XXX (1894), p 12—24, do, Kesu/7u de Phtstoire

de PEgypte^ Pans 1894, p 243 (cf also Acad
des inscriptions^ Comptes rendus^ xv 477 j^),

A J Butler, On the identity of ^aPMukaukts'

of Egypt^ in P S B A ^y.^\\\ (1901), p 275-290,
the same art enlarged in A J Butler, The

A/ab Conquest of Egypt and the Last thirty Yea/ f

of the Rotnan Dominion^Ci^do/x^ 1902, appendix

C On the identity of aPMukaukas^ p 5®^

—

526, L Caetani, Annali delP Islam^x 725 sqq
,

IV 86 sqq
^

lio, 179— 181, 233, 239, 244,

255 sq, 261 sq, 330, 337, 342, J B Bury,

A History of the later Roman h.mptre, London

1889, p 214, 262, 270, S Lane-Poole, Egypt

in the Middle Ages, London 1924, p 6, J G
Milne, A History of Egypt under Roman Rule,

London 1898, p 224, O Braun, article Cyrus

von Phasts, in Ktrchliches Handlextkon, ed by
M Buchberger, ii

,
Munich 1912,00! 530, Can-

tarelli. La sene det prefetti di Egitto, in Mem
R A L

,
see morale v

,
yol xiv

, p 432, C H
Becker, Islamstudien, 1, Leipzig 1924, p 148,
(> Rouillard, Kadministration civile de PEgvypte

byzantine'^, Pans 1928, p 187, 230, note 2,

p 243 sq
,
Nau, La politique matt ttnoniale du

Cy/us {le Mocaucas) etc, Le Museon,idv (1932),

p I— 17, cap p 8—17 (A Grohmann)
MUKHADRAM (a), the term applied to

an individual whose life fell within the

periods of both paganism and Islam Va-

rious explanations are given of the origin of the name
Some derive it from udhn mukhadrama “cropped

ear” and say the meaning is that these people

were cut off from the Djahiliya by Islam (cf

ndka mukhadrama “a she-camel with ciopped ears”)

It IS said that the tubes who adopted Islam cropped

the e\rs of their camels differently from what they

had done in the pagan period A man who had
therefore seen both the pagan and Muslim styles

was called mulJiadram Others derive the word

fiom md* khidritn “(a well) which contains much
witer” and explain that a man who has lived in

both Djahiliya and Islam was called mukhadt am,

since he was fully acquainted with both periods

The term muhad/am is occasionally found with

the same application and the explanation given

IS that the individuals had mixed paganism and

Islam Some commentators describe as mukhadt amun
only those who adopted Islam after the death of

Muhammad
The word mukhadt am is particularly used to

desciibe one of the four classes into i\hich the

Arab philologists divide the poets It me ms those

whose work was begun in the period of the JDjahi-

llya but who lived to see Muhammad and his mission

and some even adopted Islam Among these for

example were I abid, al A'^a and Ka^b b Zuhair

These poets aie still completely immersed in the

poetic tiadition of the Djahiliya The new outlook

was late in finding its way into poetry so that the

change is not yet reflected in the poets who were

Muhammad’^ contempoiaries The scheme of the

kasida of the pagan poetry with its fixed themes

and stereotyped images also holds for the mukha-

dtamun and in their poems one can hardly find

the slightest hint that they were contempoiary with

the great religious change in Arabia The onl)

exception is the kasidas composed m honour o:

Muhammad, like the kasida of Ka'b b Zuhaii

called after its opening words Banat Suad anc

the panegyric on the Piophet by al-A'^sha While

these still follow the scheme of the kasida as

legardsform they reflect Muhammadan points of view

and legal ordinances and also use KuFanic phrases

Bibliography W Ahlwaidt, Vber Poesti

und Poetik der Araber, Leipzig 1875, Ka^b b

Zuhair, La Banat So^ad, ed by R Basset, Algiers

1910, Morgtnlandisihe Fot schungen. Festschrift

fut Fleischet

,

I eipzig 1875, P 235 sqq
,
Ltsdr

aKArab, xv 75, Ta^ aP^A/us, viii 281, al

SuyutI, Muzhir, section 49
(Ilsf Lichtenstadter)

MUKHLIg al-DAWLA [See al-Mukallad
al-MUKHTAR b AbI 'Ubaid al-ThakafI, i

Shi'a agitator who seized possession of Knf
in 66 (685—686) The clan of Thakif to whicl

he belonged was the same as that of the poe

Umaiya b Abi 'l-Salt [q v
]
and another poet, Ab’
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Mihdjaii) was his second cousin (al-MukhtSr^s grand-

father Mas^d being the son of 'Amr b ^Umair

b 'Awf, cf Whstenfeld, Gm 7ab^ G 19) He is

said to have been born in 622 (Tabaii, 1 1264)

a statement which has perhaps no real foundation

(cf Tabari, 11 2 in 40, he was a “young man”,
ghulam s&^bb) and based on the fact that his

adversary ‘Abd Allah b al-Zubair was born in

the same year His father having died the death

of a hero at the battle of the Bridge in 13

against the Persians, the orphan was brought

up by his uncle SaM b Mas^Qd who became
goveinor of al Mada^n under the caliph 'All

Al-Mukhtar was his deputy when Sa'd left al-

Mada^n to go after the Kharidjis who had left

'All’s camp m 37 (Tabari 1 3366, al-Dina\^ari,

p 218) His eaily life and his family traditions

therefore made him a partisan of 'Ali al-TabaiT

(11 2) however says that when 'All’s son al-

Hasan took refuge with al-Mukht5r’s uncle when
fleeing from Mu'awiya in 40, the nephew pro-

posed to surrender him to his rival and he was
reproached with this disloyal act 25 years after-

wards by the Shl'ls This is all we know of the

early days of one who was destined to become the

champion of the extreme Shi'is his refusal to bear

witness before Ziyad b Abihi against Hudji b

'Adi, who was accused of having attempted an

anti-Umaiyad rising at Kufa in 51 (Tabari, 11 134),

shows however that his feelings were already

pro-'Alid It is only when, after the death of

Mu'awiya, the hopes of the partisans of 'Ah’s

family began to use again, that al-Mul^tar emerges

from obscurity, he took part in the using of

Muslim b 'Akil in 61 and, imprisoned by the

governor 'Ubaid Allah b ZiySd, he was only released

after the failure of al-Husain’s attempt and returned

to Mecca, where 'Abd Allah b al Zubair was
secretly engaged in preparing the movement which

was to take him to the head of the anti Umaiyad
rising It IS alleged that al-Mukhtar, after vainly

trying to compromise Ibn al-Zubair prematurely, dis-

appeared from Mecca for a whole year which he

spent in his native town of al-Ta’if It was no
doubt in this period that the ideas ripened in

him which made him the initiator and leader in

a new political and religious phase of the Shi'a

movement, but of the way in which his ideas

came to him, their immediate origin and the in-

fluences which went to form them, history unfor-

tunately knows nothing

In any case, al-Mukhtar returned to al-Zubair,

who had in the meanwhile been publicly recognised

as caliph, and fought bravely at the first siege of

Mecca m 64 But his adhesion to the cause of

Ibn al-Zubair had no other object than to enable

him to return to Kufa which was then under the

anti-Umaiyad caliph According to one source

which IS in contradiction to Tabari, al-Mukhtar

was sent by al-Zubair himself to the capital of

the 'IrSk to take charge of its administration,

having promised him the support of the 'Alid

party (al-Mas'udi, Murud^^ v 70), it seems more
probable that, as Tabari says, he went there of his

own accord to carry out his plans for a Shi'a revival

The Shi'is of Kiifa were at this time (RamadSn

64) under the influence of SulaimSn b Surad [q v
]

Al-MukhtSr did not wish to join his party and
began propaganda of his own, saying he was the

emissary of Muhammad, son of 'All called Ibn
al-Hanaflya from the name of his mother’s tribe

[cf MUHAMMAD B AL hanafIya] The motives

which gave al-MukhtSr the idea that he could

pass off as the legitimate successor to the rights

of 'All, this son, who was not born of Fatima, the

daughter of the Prophet, have not been fully ex-

plained
,
but as the other children of 'Ali who had

escaped the massacre of Kerbela’ were quite in-

capable, al-MukhtSi’s choice was limited In any

case, his fieiy and peculiar eloquence (he pro

nounced his discourses in sa^ with obscure phrases

and expressions which recalled the Kurban, without

being a slavish imitation of it, he also said or

allowed it to be said of him that he was inspired

by the angel Gabriel) was able to gain partisans

for the idea of the Mahdl whose imminent coming

would restoie the rule of the true religion Without

being yet openly hostile to the rule of Ibn al-

Zubair, al-MukhtSr’s attitude was suspected He
was therefore imprisoned by the Zubairid governor

'Abd Allah b Yazid al-Ansari but his captivity

was not rigorous and enabled him to remain in

contact with the people of Kufa After the defeat

and death of Sulannan b Surad, which he had

predicted, he was set at liberty on guaranteeing

he would not fight against the Zubairid govern

ment Al MukhtSr took advantage of the liberty

restored to him to secure the cooperation of IbrShim

b al-Ashtar, son of 'All’s famous general, who
kept up his father’s traditions The latter hesitated

long before accepting al-Mukhtar’s proposals and
only agreed on receiving a letter, undoubtedly a

forgery, in which Ibn al-Hanafiya introduced al-

Mukhtar to him as his plenipotentiary {amtn) and

minister
(7
vazh)

The rising then began (14 Rabi' I 66) the re-

sistance of the chiefs of the tribes (the AsAraf)^ who
while opposed to the Umaiyads and former fighters

by the side of 'Ali, had long lost their enthusiasm

for the cause of his family, was overcome by the on

slaught of the troops, composed for the most part

of adventurers and rnawall led by Ibn al Ashtar, a

most capable warnoi The Zubairid governor fled

(he was at this time 'Abd Allah b Mup' al Kurashi),

the Ashraf capitulated and al Mukhtar, undisputed

lord of Kufa, rapidly extended his power over

Mesopotamia and the eastern provinces, to which

he at once appointed governors the south alone,

with Basra, remained to Ibn al-Zubair

Al-Mukhtar had naturally to give the Ashr5f

positions of authority in his organisation but he
could not completely gain their confidence Although
old partisans of 'All, or sons of partisans, they

were moderates who distrusted al Mukhtar as an

extremist and demagogue indeed, the favour which
the latter showed to the mawUli^ who formed his

real support, threatened to overthrow the system

on which the political and economic supremacy
of the Arabs over the native population was based,

for not even the conversion of the latter to Islam

had made them equal to their conquerors Al-

Mukhtar therefore was faced with the necessity

of deciding for one or other He preferred the ma-

wait party, probably more fiom genuine conviction

than for political leasons he must have believed

that the triumph of the Mahdi whom he foietold

would make all believers equal without distinction

of race During the absence of the army which

had gone under Ibn al-Ashtai to fight 'Abd al-

Malik’s troops, the Ashraf made an attempt to

overthrow al-MukhtSr who was forced to temporize

with them, but succeeding m informing Ibn al
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Ashtar of his difficulty, the latter returned to I

Kufa and completely routed the enemies of al-

Mukhtar This was the signal for putting into

execution the latter’s full programme
,

all

those who had taken part in the murder of al-

Husain, or had neglected to defend him, were
put to death This bloody deed seemed to have
divine approval, for two days later the Syrian

army which had set out for the 'Iralj: was completely

routed on the banks of the Khazir by Ibn al-

A§htai, and its leader ^Ubaid Allah b Ziyad, who
had defeated and killed al Husain, was killed in

the battle (Muhairam 67) In the fanatical enthu-

siasm of these days in which the Shi'a cause seemed
to have won a definite success there took place

episodes of great religious interest although un

fortunately not yet clearly explained, notably the

worship of the empty chair (labarl, 11 702— 706,
cf al-Mubarrad, alKamtlf^fX Wright, p 597-600)
^jBut in spite of his successes at home and abroad,

al Mukhtar was threatened by the presence m
Basia of the brother of ^Abd Allah b al Zubair,

Mus'ab, whose aimy, organised by al-Muhallab b

Abi Sufra, hardened in the war with the Kharidjis

and strengthened by the accession of the Kufan
Asfiraf who had left the town, was one to be feared

Indeed, the ShiS troops were defeated by it at al

Madhar on the Tigris, a little latei at Haiurft^,

they suffered a complete rout, mainly because of

the absence of Ibn al-A^tar who was in thenoith

at al Mawsil and whom al Mukhtai either through

distrust of him or through excess of confidence m
himself had neglected to recall Al Mukhtar who
had taken refuge in the citadel of Kufa held out

there valiantly toi four months finally abandoned
by most of his men, he wis slam in a desperate

sortie (Ramadan 14, 67) Ilis body was mutilated,

his hand suspended at the gate of the great mosque
(and it was only taken down many yeais later by

al-Hadjdjadj)) one of his wives, who would not

disown him, was executed in brutal fashion, although

she was the daughter of al-Nu'^man b Basfiir

al-Ansari, who had been governor of Kufa under

Mu'^awiya A great many of aUMukhtar’s followers

were also massacred

The nature of the movement led by al-

Mukhtar has been variously judged by modern
historians Ihe historical tradition which grew up

in Kufa, especially in the milieu of the Ashraf, is

naturally hostile and regards him as an adventurer

and false prophet His conduct was undoubtedly

somewhat crooked occasionally
,
the way in which

he exploited the name of Ibn al-Hanafiya (who
never wished to be completely compromised in

the business of the Mahdi) was not quite fair

But neither these doings nor his double dealing

with regard to the Ashraf (they paid him back

however only too well) are sufficient to convict

him of bad faith They weie tactical expedients

which every one who wants to stir the masses is

justified in employing for the triumph of his cause

It seems certain that al-Mukhtar sincerely believed

in his mission, and his equalitarian ideas about the

mawall^ although premature, were, as the future

was to show, the only ones which could secure to

Islam Its later expansion and transform it from

the exclusively Arab movement it was at first into

a world wide civilization What is still and will

remain mysterious in the personality of al-Mukhtar

(Wellhausen rightly observes that “demoniac”

natures like his arc always problematic), is the

manner in which he arrived (no doubt through a

ciisis within himself) at the religious and eschato-

logical conception of the §hi‘^a of which he was
the creator and which is infinitely greater than

the expiatory sacrifice of the tawwabun of Sulaiman

b Surad It is owing to this conception that the

importance of the movement started by al-Mukhtai

IS far greater than the ephemeral political success

which he enjoyed, in the popular enthusiasm which

welcomed his propaganda we see the germs of

the ideas which transfoimed the ^i^a fiom a

political movement to a religious doctrine In what
measure these ideas weie in existence before al-

Mukhtar, in what 1 elation they stood to that enig-

matical personage ‘Abd Allah b Saba^ and his

disciples are points that aie still obscure But if

he was not the inventor of the doctrine of the

Mahdi, it was undoubtedly he who in locating m
a real peison, Muhammad b al-Hanafiya, the

mystical figure of the Messiah, the restorer of the

true religion, gave it the stamp which was hence-

forth typical of Imarni doctrines

The name Mukhtai ly a is borne by one of the

many ^i^a subdivisions given in the lists of the

writers on heresies
,
but it is doubtful if it ever had

a ical existence as an organised sect, especially as the

sources which mention it do not clearly distinguish

It from the Kaisaniya [q v] and the Kha-
shabiya [q v ], which seem veiy likely to be

the legitimate successors of the teachings of al-

Mukhtar
Bibliography Ihe principal and almost

the only source foi the histoiy of al-Mukhtar

is al-Tabari (ed de Goeje), 11 530— 752 and
passim^ which is based for the most pait on
the statements of eye-witnesses of the events

ihe secondary sources add practically nothing

new, they are quoted in Caelani, Chronographta

tslamtca, a 64 § 13, 65 ^ 6, 66 5—7, 9—12,
67 2, 4, 42 (a few details also m the biography

of Muhammad b al Hanafiya in Ibn Sa^^d, v

71—77), H D van (.elder, Mo^ldr de valsche

Propheet^ I eyden 1888, J Wellhausen, Die rel •

pol Oppositionspartcien tm alien Islam {Abh G
W Gott

^
N S, V 2, 1901), p 74—89 Cf

also the bibliography given in the articles kai-

SANiYA and KiiA^AUiYA (add al-Nawbakhti,

Iiiak al ^i^a^ ed Ritter [Bibl Islamua^ iv
,

1931], p 20—30) (G Lhvi Della Vida)

MUKHTAR PASHA, GhazI Ahmad, a 1 u i-

kish general and statesman, was born in

Sept 1832, the son of a high official in Brussa,

and received a military training there and in Con-

stantinople (officer in 1854) He took pait m the

Ciimean War, from i860 taught in the Mekteb i

Harbiye as professor of the art of war and m 1865
was tutor to the prince Yusuf 'Izz al-Din After

holding a command in Albania (1867— 1870) he

distinguished himself undei Redif Pasha in the

Yaman campaign, the conduct of which he took

over m 1871 as General of Division and Pasha
On his return he was given the title of mushlr

In the Herzegovina he was defeated in 1876 at

the Duga Pass After the declaration of war by
Russia (April 24, 1877) he was given the supreme
command on the Caucasus front, where after at

fiist having to retire to Kopriikoy, he counter-

attacked at Dahar(June 21) and Ziwip (June 25)
and foiced the Russians under the Armenian
generals Loris-Mehkoff and Ter-Hugassoff, to eva-

cuate Ottoman tenitory and occupied Sukhum,
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Successes in August on the Yagjin! Dagb and at

KfzfhTepe (near Bash Gedikler) earned him the

title of honour of Qjiazl [q v
]
but did not prevent

the collapse of the army in Oct —Nov [cf dewe
boyDn, KARS and erzerum] Appointed Commandei-
in-Chief of the Artillery, he restored peace in Crete

in 1878, in 1879— 1885 he served as commissioner

on the Greek frontier As a result of the Anglo

Turkish agreement of Oct 24, 1885, he became

the first High Commissioner of the Porte in Egypt,

holding the post till 1906 and playing a part in

the faba affair In this peiiod he busied himself

with the question of reforming the calendar, he

advocated a uniform Hidjra solar year for all

Muslims (see Btbl^

From Dec 1908 Vice-Piesident of the Ottoman
Senate, he pioposed in the National \ssembly of

Apiil 27, 1909 to give piinte ReshSd the name
Mehmed V in memoiy of the first conqueror

of Constantinople [see muhammad 11]

(communication of 'Abd al-Rahman ^eief to

Martin Hartmann), he himself led the deputation

which announced his accession as Sultan Caliph

and brought him to the War Ministry to receive

the oath of allegiance [cf bai'^a] On Oct 14,

19 1 1 he succeeded SaSd Pasha [q v
]

as Presi

dent of the Senate and on July 22, 1912 as

grand-vizier in the cabinet of the “Great Ones”
{BuyukUt) Under pressuie from the association

of old-Turkish officers (Khala^karan) he per-

suaded the Senate on Aug 4 by a bold interpre-

tation of the constitution to declare the session

of Parliament closed He endeavoured to free the

army and civil service from politics, obtained an

amnesty for Albania, recalled Ahmad 'Izzet Pasha !

from the Yaman, instituted the Naval Medal and
Medal of the Red Crescent, obtained favourable terms

in the treaty of peace with Italy (Oct 18, 1912)
but could not avert the catastrophe in the Balkan

War On Oct 29, 1912 he letired in favour of

K‘arail Pasha, but remained a member of the

Senate till 1918, in which on Feb 12, 1917 he

advocated the adoption of the Gregorian calendar

and rejection of the Christian reckoning for the

financial year He died on Jan 21, 1919 Mahmud
Mukhtar Pasha is his son

Bibliography General Izzet-Fuad, Autres
Occasions perdues

,
Critique strategique de la

Campa^ne d'Asie Mtneure i8jj— Pans

1908 (Izzet-Fuad Pasha makes use of Mehmed
'Arif Bey’s book Ba^imlza Gelenler which was
inspired by Mukhtar Pasha), Ghazi Ahmed Moukh-
tar Pacha, La Reforme du Calendner (transl

ONE), Leyden 1893, Collection Dustui^

Tertib t Ihant^ vol 1 ,
v

,
vii

,
Osmamscher

Lloyd^ Constantinople 1908— 1912 and othei

scattered sources (G Jaschke)
MUKHTART, SiRy^Dj al-DIn 'UrHMAN b Mu-

hammad al-MukhtarI al GhaznawI, court
poet of the later Ghaznawids Ibiahim b

Mas'ud II (1059—1099) and Mas'ud Illb Ibrahim

(1099— 1 1 14) He lived for a considerable period

in Kirm5n, where he wrote panegyiics on the

Saldjuk Arslan Shah b KirmSn^ah (1101-1141)
The great poet Madjd al-Din Sana^I showed him
the greatest reverence and celebrated him in a

long ka^lda as the best poet of his time He could

not have been SanS^I’s teacher, as the Bankipore

Catalogue (1 32) says, since he must have been
only a year or two older than SanS^i His influence

however is ouite marked in manv of Sanaa’s

works One of Mukhtari’s philosophical kasidas

may be regarded as the one of the finest exam-

ples of the old Persian school of poetry since

naziras, on it were written by the best poets such

as lOiakani, Amii Khusraw, Athli-i Aldisikati,

'Abd al Rahman Djami and Nawa^I His chief

work IS a large Dnvan of lyrics, the majority of

which are panegyrics m the style of the old Ghazna

wid poets like 'Unsurl and I^arrukhi, and dedicated to

Arslan-Shah, Bahram ^ah, Adud al Dawla DailamI,

lamghash Khin and a number of viziers Besides

these kasida\ there were m the Dtwan a few

shoit mathfia%vi\^ one of which of an astronomical

niture seems to have had a great influence on

later poetry We should probibly also ascribe to

our poet the authoiship of the fhahrtyar-nama^ an

imitation of the ^ih narna^ the hero of which is

Shahnygi son of Barzu son of Suhiab, 1 e a great-

grandson of Rustam, and the action of which is

laid in India Ihe poem is dedicated to Mas'^ud III

,

in the pieface the poet says that he has woiked

at it for three years and hoped for a present

woithy of this labour If he does not receive this

gift however, he will not write a satiie this,

seems to be a diiect refeicnce to Firdawsi The
year of Mukhtari’s death is not exactly known, 530

O135), 534 (1139), 544 (1149) and 554 (1159) aie

mentioned Ihe last date seems to be the right one

Bibltogtaphy H Eth6, Neupetstsche

Lileratuf {Gi I Ph
^

ii 234, 256—257),
Dawlatshah, p 93, Mad^rna^ al Fu^aha^^ i

598—607 A manuscript of the Shah? ivai nama
in Rieu, 11 542 (E Berihels)

al-MUKIT [See Ali Xh, II
]

MUKRA, a distiict and village in the
Yaman, a day’s jouiney south of San'a^ The
Arab geographers mention a cornelian mine heie

The mine is also given to a mountain in the

Yaman Sarat According to Spienger, we cannot

connect the Himyar tube of this name with the

MoxpTra/ of Ptolemy

Bibliography al-Hamdanl, Sifat Djazirat

al^Anib^ ed I) H Muller (Leyden 1884-1891),

p 68, 104 sq
,

al-Mukaddasi, B G A
^
m 91,

al Hamadhani, B G A
^
v 36 ,

Ibn Khurdadhbih,

VI 141, al-Ya‘'kubi, BGA^ vii 319, Yakut,

Mu^djam^ ed h Wustenfeld, 111 130, iv 437,
603, A Du alU Geogr aphu A) abiens^

Bern 1875, p 244 (A Grohmann)
MUKTADAB, name of the thirteenth

metre in Aiabic piosody, very little used,

in theory it consists of thiec feet, with two sue

cessive mmtaf^iliin^ in each hemistich
,

but in

practice it has only two

There is one ^arud and one datb

maf^ulatu mustafHlun maf^ulatu mustaf^ilun

However, maf^Ulatu should lose its f {nia^ulatu

=r ffulatii) or change its u to which is veiy

frequent (ynaf^ulalti= fd'ilatu)

Mustaf^ilun can never retain its / {ynusta^ilun

z=z mufta^ilun) (MoH Benchenfb)
AL MU^TADI Bi Amri ’llXh, Abu ’l-Kasim

'Abd AllXh b Muhammad, 'Abbasid caliph
His father was a son of the caliph al-Ka^im and
his mother an Aimenian slave girl named Urdjuwan
After the death of his grandfather al Ka^m m
Sha'ban 467 (April 1075), al-Muktadi succeeded

him as caliph The leal rulei was the Salsljul^

sultan Malikhhah [q v
]

to whose daughter al-

Muktadi was married in 480(1087) By 482 (1089)
however* she had returned to her father because
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she was neglected by the caliph Malik^ah, who
wished to prevent the caliph interfeiing in affans

of state, endeavouied to induce him to leave

Baghdad and take up his residence m another

town, this plan however came to nothing through

the death of the sultan in Shawwal 485 (Nov
1092) and al-Muktadi was left in ptace in the

capital About this time the power of the Saldjuks

reached its greatest height and in all the lands

conqueied by them the spiiitual supremacy of the

caliph was recognised A1 MuktadI died suddenly

on 15th or 19th Muharram 487 (4th or S^h Peb

1094) at the age of 38 He was perhaps poisoned

by Malikshah’s son and successor, Barkiyaiuk [q v]

whom he had offended by confirming the selection

of his minor brothei Mahmud as sultan

Btbltogf aphy Ibn al Athir, ed Tornbeig,

X
,

see Index Ibn al-liktaka ai FalJiti^ ed

Derenbouig, p 398—403, Muhammad b Shakir,

Baivat al-Wafayatj 1 233, Ibn Khaldun, al

^Ibar^ 111 472 sqq
,
Hamd Allah Mustawfi i

Kazwini, Taii^ t Guzuia^^A Browne, 1 359 ,

Weil, Gesch d Chahfen^wx 121 — 137 ,
Houtsma,

Retueil de textes relattfs a Phtstotte des Stl-

djoucides^ 11 12, 22, 45, 49—81, Le Stiange,

Jni^hdad dtptng the Abbastd Caliphate^ p 283,

292 sq
^ 326 (K V ZLlTFKSlf'EN)

al-MUKTADIR [See Ailah, II]

AL MUKTADIR Bi ’ll ah, Auu ’i Fadi Dja^

lAR B Ahmad, ^Abbasid caliph, son of al

Mu^^tadid and a slave named Shaghab After the

death of his bi other al-Muktafi in IJhu ’1 Ka'da

295 (Aug 908), al-Muktadir who A^as only 13 at

the time was proclaimed caliph Many however

preferred 'Abd Allah, son of the caliph al MiiSazz,

and after the murder of the viziei al 'Abbas b

al Hasan b Ahmad [q v
], al Mukladir was declared

to be deposed and Ibn al MuSazz elected caliph

1 he eunuch Mu^nis [q v
]
came forward to save

al Muktadir, Ibn al Mu'tazz was slam and al-Muk-

tadir retained the caliphate He showed very little

independence however and allowed himself to be

guided, sometimes by the peisonnel of the harem and

sometimes by the viziers among whom special

mention may be made of the intiiguing Ibn al-

Fuiat [q V
]
and the brave Ibn al Djarrah [q v

]

Al-Muktadir’s caliphate was therefore maiked by

a gradual decline In his reign the dynasties of

the Fatimids [q v
]
and Hamdanids [q v

]
became

independent The Karmatians also lebelled once

moie In the years 307 (919—920) and 31

1

(923) Basia was plundered by the Karmatian

chief Abu Tahii Sulaiman [cf al ^annabI] and

at the end of the year 31 1 (924) he fell upon

the pilgiim caiavan returning from Mecca In

Dhu ’l-Ka'da of the following year (925) he

attacked the caravan which was going on the

pilgi image to Mecca fiom Baghdad and put it to

flight He next plundered al-Kflfa and then returned

to 'Bahiain An army sent against the Karmatians

under the command of Mu^nis arrived only after

they had retired In 314 (926—927) Yusuf b Abi

’1-badj was summoned from AdharbaidjSn to help,

but SulaimSn defeated him m Shawwal of the

following year (Dec 927) and took him prisoner

The caliph’s troops did not dare to give battle and

in Muharram 316 (March 928) Sulaiman seized

the town of al-Rahaba After an unsuccessful

attack on al-Raklja he retired, in 317 (929

—

930), or, according to others, in 316, he plun

dered Mecca and carried off the Black Stone

On the Byzantine frontier both sides continued

their raids with varying fortunes In 305 (917)
the Byzantines made an offer of peace and after

two years peace was definitely concluded, but

hostilities very soon broke out again In 314
(926—927) the Byzantines ravaged the district of

Malatya and in the following year they ciossed a

considerable part of Aimenia After taking seveial

Armenian cities which belonged to the Arabs

(316 = 928—929) and occupying northein Mesopo-
tamia (317=929—930) they lost all their gams
in 319—320 (=931—932) In Muharram 317
(heb 929) a rebellion broke out in the capital

Al Muktadir was forced to abdicate but was brought

to a place of safety by Mu^nis, while the soldiery

plundered the palace IJis biothei Muhammad
was summoned to be Commandei of the haithful

in his stead with the style al-Kahir, but since

the chief leadei of the rebels, the head of police

Nazuk, could not satisfy the demands of the troops

foi higher pay, al-Kahir was deposed after a few
days and al Muktadir placed on the throne once
more In Baghdad the confusion increased and in

320 (932) the catastrophe came Ihe enemies of

Mu^nis took advantage of his absence to peisuade

the caliph that Mu^nis intended to dethrone him
and when Munis approached at the head of his

army, al Muktadir was perbuaded with great reluc-

tance to take the field against him
,
he fell at the

beginning of the encounter (27th Shawwal 320 =
31, 932) See also the article muiiammad

B \AKUr
Btbltogiaphy Tabari, ed de Goejc, 111

2280—2294, 'Arib, ed de Goeje, p 21— 186,
Mas'udi, Munid^^ ed Pans, viii 247—286, ix

6, 8, 47, 52, Kitdb aPAghanl^ 11 76, v 32, Ibn

al Athir, ed loinbeig, viii 6 uqq
,
Ibn al Tik-

taka, al ha^rt^ ed Derenbourg, p 352—374,
Ibn Khaldun, al-^'lbai^ 111 358 sqq

^
Weil,

Gesch d Chaltftn^ 11 540 sqq
,
A Muller, Der

Islam tm Moj gen und Abendland^
1 532 sqq

,

Muir, The caliphate^ tts ttse^ decline^ and fall^

new ed by Wen, p 563, 565, le Strange,

Baghdaddnnng the Abbastd Caliphate^ see Index,

do
,
A Gftelv Embassy to Baghdad in 9/7 A D

^

in y R A S

,

1897, p 35 sqq
,
M Bowen, Life

and Times ^Alt tbn ^Isa^ Cambridge 1928
(K V ZEllLKSTiLN)

AI MUKTAPi LI Amri ’llSh, AbU'Abd Ailah
Muhammad, 'AbbSsid caliph> boin on I2th

Rabi*^ II 489 (April 9, 1096), son of al-Mustazhir

and a slave girl After the deposition of his nephew
al Rashid, al-Muktafi was acknowledged as caliph

on the 8th Dhu ’1 Hidjdja 530 (Sept 17, 1136)

While the Saldjuks were fighting among themselves,

he did his best not only to maintain his indepen-

dence but also to extend his, rule and one district

aftei the other in the 'Ii5k fell into his hands

In 543 (1148) a number of emirs announced then

allegiance to Sultan Mas'ud and maiched on Baghdad

but dispeised after several encounteis with the

caliph’s troops According to some sources, the

same thing took place again next yeai In Radjab

547 (Oct 1152) Mas'ad died, and was succeeded

by his nephew Malikshah who was deposed in

a few months and succeeded by his brother

Muhammad In the meanwhile the caliph seized

the two towns of al-Hilla and W3sit In the fol-

lowing yeai SultSn bandjar who lived in KhurSsSn

was attacked and taken prisoner by the rebel Ghuzz

[q V
]

whereupon his emirs proclaimed Mas'Ud’s
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brother SulaimSnshah sultan In Muharram 551 I

(Feb -March 1156) the latter was recognised by the

caliph on condition that he did not interfere m the

affairs of the ‘^IrSk Although al-Muktafi supported

him he was defeated in I^umSda I (June—^July) of

the same year by his nephew Muhammad and the

latter’s auxiliary In Dhu ’l-Hidjdja (Jan -Feb 1157)
Sultan Muhammad advanced on Baghdad to take

vengeance on the caliph The latter had to letire

to the eastern part of the town and was besieged

there for several months In Rabi' 1 552 (May
1 1 51) however, the sultan suddenly raised the siege

because Malikshah was advancing on Hamadhan
As the Utter theiefore retired, hostilities autoina

tically ceased and Muhammad is said to have

later made his peace with al-Muktafi The latter

twice besieged laki it in vain, on the other hand,

he succeeded in taking Lihf Ihe Crusaders con-

tinued their hostilities in al Muktafi’s caliphate

The most powerful pillai of Islam was* the Atabeg
of al-Mawsil, Tmad al-Din Zangi, and his son Nur
al-Din Mahmud in Syria Al-Muktafi died on 2nd

Rabi'^ I 555 (March 12, 1160)
Bibliography Ibn al-Athii (ed lornberg),

xi 27 sqq
,
Ibn al Tiktal^a, / (ed Deren-

bourg), p 416—425, Ibn KhaldUn, al^'Ibat^

111 512 sqq
,
Hamd Allah Mustawfi-i Xazwini,

Tcirtlh-t Guzida (ed Biowne), 1 364 ,
Weil,

Gesch d Chaltfen, m 219,258—306, Houtsma,

Rectietl de textes relatifs a Vhistoue des Sd
djouctdesy 11 ,

see Index

(K V Zeifersieen)
al-MUKTAFI bi ’ilaii, AbO Muhammad 'Ai I

B Ahmad, '^Abbasid caliph, son of al-Mu'tadid

and a Turkish slave girl named diCek (Arabic

l^jidjak) In 281 (894—895) he was appointed

by his father governor of al-Raiy and seveial towns

in the neighbourhood, and five years later he was
made governor of Mesopotamia and took up his

quarters in al-Rakka After the death of al-MuHadid

on 22nd Rabi^ II, 2S9 (April 5, 902), he ascended

the throne and at once won the good-will of the

people by his liberality and by destioying the

subterranean dungeons in the capital He proved

a brave and fearless leader who fought with suc-

cess against the many enemies of the caliphate

The Karmatians were ravaging Syria, one town

after another fell into their hands and Damascus
itself was plundered On the 6th Muhariam 291
(Nov 29, 903) the general Muhammad b Su
laiman finally succeeded in inflicting a crushing

defeat on them and they scattered in all directions

Muhammad then tuined his attention to Egypt

where he put an end to the rule of the Tuliinids

Many of their followers joined him and after the

Tulanid IJarQn b Khiumarawaih had been slain,

the capital had to suirender (Safar 292= Jan

905) and 'Is5 al-Nu§han was appointed governor

of Egypt An attempt to restore the Tulunids was
easily crushed (293 = 905—906) About this time

the Karmatians again began to be troublesome and

at the beginning of the year 294 (Oct -Nov 906)
they attacked the gieat pilgrim caravan returning

from Mecca, massacred the men and carried off

the women and children In Rabi' I of the same
year (Dec 906—^Jan 907) they were defeated

near al-KadisTya by the caliph’s troops under

Wasif b §aw5rtegln The war with the Byzantines

was also vigorously pursued In 291 (903—904)
a Greek named Leo who had adopted Islam under-

took a number of raids on the Greek coasts with

his fleet of 54 ships Ihe Byzantines however

had the advantage by land In 292 (904—905)
Mai^aab, al-Massisa and Tarsus were taken by the

Greek general Andronicus and in the following

year the Byzantines advanced as far as Halab

Then the Muslims gained the upper hand and

Andionicus ^\ent over to them Al-Muktafi died in

Dbu ’1 Ka'da 295 (Aug 908) at the age of 31,
cf also the article al-'abbas b ai hasan b

AHMAD
Bibliography labarl (ed de Goeje), 111

2140 sqq
y 2207—2281, 'Arib (ed de Ooeje),

p I sqq
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Mas^^udi, Muriidq (ed Pans), viii 213-

247, IX 47, 52, Kitab al-Aghaniy vui 54, ix 14
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XV 99, Ibn al-At]2ir(ed loinberg), vii ^t'^'^sqq ,

viii 4 ,
Ibn al-liktakS, a/ (ed Deien-

bourg), p 350—352, Muhammad b Shakii,

Faivat al-Wafayat^ 11 \\ sq
y

Ibn Khaldun,

al-lbar^ 111 352 ^qq

,

Weil, Gesch d Chahferiy

Rise^w 483, 488, 516 ^qq ,
Muii, The Caliphate^ its

Decline^ and Fall^ new ed
, p 554 sqq

,
Le Strange,

Baghdad during the Abbastd Caliphate^ p 120,

195, 252 ^qq (K V Zei ^FRST^:EN)

ai-MUKTANA, Baha^ alDIn, a Druse
missionary and author, with his teacher

Hamza (b S\li, q v) founder of the theological

system of the Druses [q v
],

the fifth mmistei of

the Druse theogony, with several titles of honour,

in addition to the above two al-Djanah, al-Aisar,

al Tali, al-Khayal, al Mukasir etc llis ‘‘secular”

name was Abu ’1-Hasan ‘^Ali b Ahmad al-Samuki

Of his life practicallv nothing is known As Arab
histoiians aie silent about him (Silvestre de Sacy,

Expose de la 1 eligion des Dtuzes^ 11 320), his

own writings are almost the only source Accor-

ding to Druse tradition, he was k*idi in Alexandria

m al-Hakim’s time [q v
]
(M v Oppenheim, Vom

Mittelmeer zum Peisischen Golfy 1, Berlin 1899,

p 135) As his works leveal quite a good know-
ledge (not without misunderstandings) of Chiistian

religion and literatuie, he may have been born a

Christian, probably in byiia Only for the period

of his teaching do we have chronological exactness

His taklld of investiture is dated on the 13th

Sha^ban of the third year of Hamza’s mission 1 e

411 (1020) (S de bacy, op cit
^ 1 474—475,

3^9) 3*3

>

tiansl
,
ibid

^

11 297—309) Ihe
earliest of his known writings is of the tenth year

of Hamza, 418 a h {ibid
^ 11 326) In conse-

quence one must assume that he came to the front

after the disappearance of al Hakim and Hamza
His activity was not a continuous one and he had
even to live for a time in concealment (about

the year 17— 18 of Hamza, see b de bacy,f?/ cit
^

11 364), whether in Egypt or byria is not certain

(II Guys, Za nation druze^^ 114) Ihe latest date

known in his writings is the 26*h year of Hamza,
1 e 433—434 (1042) (b de Sacy, op cit

,
i

496, 11 379) His farewell epistle dates from this

year, according to it he had retiied into conceal-

ment (ibid
^ 1 514— 515, 11 358), nothing

more is known of him Ihe “Druse theogony”

does not agree with these dates, it gives 17 years

as the period of his activity (H Guys, op ett
^

p 107) Ph Hitti’s assertion {The Oiigins of the

Druze People^ p ii) that he ied in 1031 is due

to a misunderstanding

Druse tradition not unjustly ranks him with Hamza
and regards him as the greatest theological writer, to

whom four of the sacred books are ascribed (M v

Oppenheim, op cit
,
i 1 35-137) These are not books
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m the proper sense but collections of separate

tracts, usually in the form of epistles, directed to

folioi^ers of the Druse teaching or of other creeds

in various lands (Byzantium, Syria, Egypt, Arabia,

India) They are to this day frequently read by
the Druses in their Ihalawat^ commentaries were

written on some of them by the last independent

Druse theologian ^Abd Allah al-TanukhT (d 1480,

on him see Ph Hitti, op at
^ ^ 53, 71, M v

Oppenheim, op at
^

i 137) Of the some iio

Druse treatises so far known in Europe, 70 are

ascribed by S de Sacy to al Muktana {op at
^

\

484 and 496) Except for a few short texts

published by S de Sacy along with other writings of

Hamza (see Btbl^ very few have been printed,

namely the Kttab al Ba(P by Chr Seybold (s Bibl)

and al-Rxsalat al-Kustantimya^ sent in 1028 to the

Byzantine Emperor Constantine VIII
,
by J Khalil

and L Ronzevalle (s Btbl and extiacts in Hitti,

op at
, p 64—67) Others aie accessible only in

translations and extracts (espec in Silvestre de

Sacy, al-Rtsalat aRMasxhlya^ a synopsis in Hitti, op

at
y p 68—70) As with other Druse writers, the

style IS very obscure and artificial, frequently

embellished with rhymed piose

Silvestie de Sacy, whose book still is the most

important collection of material, regards al-Muk-

tana as “un enthousiaste de bonne foi” (op at
,

1 508) It IS highly desirable that some one

should devote a special study to his life and work,

paying particular attention to the authenticity of

his works and to a critical edition of them
Bibliography (cf also the references in

the text) Silvestre de Sacy, Expose de la religion

des Druses^ 11 ,
Pans 1838, p 297—384 and

passim The German version is still valuable

for its Index Ph Wolff, Die Drusen und ihre

Voilaufer^ I eipzig 1845, P 394“"402 and passim
y

H Guys, La nation druze^ Pans 1863, p 106-

115 and do, Theogome des DtuzeSy Pans 1863,

p 66—68, 1 19— 120, Philip R Hitti, The

Origins of the Dt uze People and Religion^ New
York 1928, Index, Silvestre de Sacy, Chresto-

mathie arabe'^y 11, Pans 1826, p 67-105 (text)

and p 191—273 (transl ), by al-Miiktana are

N® 9— II and probably 7, Chr Seybold,

Die Drusenschiift Kitab Alnoqat Waldaw^ii
Das Buch de? Punkte und K? eise^ Kirchhain

N-L,I902,p IX and p (Kttab al Bad^)y

J Khalil and L KomtvsaWcy Vflpitre a Constant

tiUy \\\ MF 0 B
y 111, Bairut 1909, p 493-534

(Ion KRAfStHKOWSKY)
MULAI [See Mawi a

]

MULK (a), royal power, is used in the

Kurban with refeience to God and to ceitain pre-

Islamic peisonages, who all appear in the Old

Testament, and in the former case is synonymous
with malakuty the latter word however occurs

only four times in the Kur^Sn and always with

a dependent genitive (hull shai^ or al samawat
wa 7 ard) while mulk is often used absolutely

To God alone belongs mulky He has no associate

therein, to Him belongs mulk over heaven and

earth as well as over the judgment He gives

mulk to whom He will, the unbelievers have no

share in it ShaitSn promised Adam imperishable

mulk and tempted him with this promise to eat

of the shadjaiat al Mmld (Sura xx 1 18) Nimrud
endeavours to claim for himself God’s mulk against

IbrShim (11 260) but God gives mulk to the family

of Ibrahim (iv 57) Yusuf thanks God in prayer

The Encyclopaedia of Islam, III

for the mulk which. He has given him (xxi 102)
Fir^awn boasts of his right to the mulk Mt^r
(xliii 50), God wills to give lalQt mulk over

the lecalcitrant Israelites and to send the tabut

as a sign (11 248 sqq )
Dawud’s mulk is mentioned

11 252 and xxxviii 19 and Sulaiman’s 11 96,
the latter pxays for it (xxxviii 34)

That the conception of mulk was not carried

over into Muslim law generally has been explained

in the article malik
,
an exception is Egypt during

the Aiyubid period and in quite modern times

Cf also the article iadj and G Richter, Studien
zur Geschichte de? dlteren a? ab Furstenspiegel

(Leipz Sent StudieUy N F
,

111
, 1932), esp p 6

(M Plessner)
MULTAN IS an ancient town of the

Pandj’lb situated in 30° 12' N and 71® 31' E,
and has been known at various times as Kashtpur,
Hanspur, BSgpur, Sanb 01 Sanabpur, and finally

Mulasthan, of which Multan is a corruption This
name is derived from that of the idol and temple
of the sun, a shrine of vast wealth, which the

Arabs, who plundered it, named ddr al djyihaby

or the house of gold It remained the Arab capital,

and the outpost of Islam in India, for three cen-

turies but by A D 900 Its ruler had become in-

dependent of Baghdad At this time it was seized

by ^Abd Allah the Karmati, and became a strong-

hold of the Karmatian heretics, who were crushed

and expelled by the orthodox Mahmud of Ghazni

Hie town and province remained nominally subject

to his descendants until lOiusraw Malik, the last

of them, was earned into captivity by MuSzz
al Din Muhammad b S5m, when it became a

province of his Indian empire On his death the

goveinor, Nasir al Dm KabaCa, attempted to establish

his independence of Dihll, but Kutb al-Din Aibak
reduced him to obedience, and the province

lemained nominally subject to Dihll from 1206
to 1438 when Shaikh Yusuf Kurai§hi became
independent ruler of Multan and was followed b>

the kings of the Langah tribe, who reigned until

1527 The town was occupied both by Timur in

1397 and by Babiir in 1528
The province was one of the suba% of Akbar’s

empire, and remained nominally subject to his

successors until 1752, when its allegiance was

transferred to Kabul It was threatened by the

Sikhs as early as 1771, but was not annexed by

them until 1818, when Randjit Singh took the

city by storm It was not affected by the first

Sikh war, but the murder of two British officeis

by Mulraiij led to the second Sikh war, and the

city was captured on Januaiy 3, 1849 Its foitifi-

cations were dismantled in 1854 and its garrison

was disarmed in the mutiny of 1857
Bibliography Firi^ta, Guldian t Ibrahwii

(Bombay 1832), Tabakdt i Akbariy by Niz5m
al-Din Ahmad, Sir Edward D Maclagan, Gazettee?

of the Multaft District (I ahore 1902)
(T W Haig)

MU^MIN, title of sura xl See also Allah,
II and ImSn __
al-MU^MINUN, title of snra xxiii

alMUMTT [See An ah, II]

MUMKIN [See Mantik
]

AT -MUMTAHINA, title of suia lx

MUMTAZ, Barkiswurdar b MahmUd Turk-
man FarAhI, a Persian writer, a contempo-

rary of the Safawid Sultan Husain (1694— 1722)
At an early age he left his native town of Farah

46
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and went to Marw where he entered the service

of the governor AslSn-Khan After two years

however, he left this post and became munshi with

Hasan KQlI ^an Sh^nila Kur&I bSghi m Isfahan

At a banquet there at his master’s house he heard

a story which attracted him exceedingly He wiote

it down and it became the foundation of a great

collection, Mahfilara^ which contained about 400
stories and consisted of a mukaddama^ eight bab

and a hhflttma Soon afterwards he returned to

FarSh, spent some time in HerSt and Meshhed and
then entered the service of the emir Minu(ihr

iy>an b KarCighfiy whose duty it was to defend

Darun and KhabushSn against raids by the wild

nomad tribes His stay there was disastrous for

MumtSz, since he lost all his goods and chattels

and the valuable manuscript of his Makfilata
during a nomad raid, he did not have another

copy of It He resolved however to restore the

book and wrote all the stones that he could

lemember a second time Thus arose the second

version of the Mahfilard^ which consists of a

mukaddamay five bab% and a hhdttnia and has

come down to us under iheXiiXt Mahbub al JCuIub

The book is written in an extiavagantly artificial

style The khdtima is the best part, it contains

the celebrated story of Ziba and Ra na, which is

very common in Persia in a simplified form in

many editions from the popular presses

Bibliography H Eth6, Ncnpersische

Litteratur {fi I Ph
^
w 333) A MS of the

Mahbub aUKulub m Rieu, ii 767, 1093, lith

Bombay 1852 (Edwards, Catalogue

^

p 150) See

also Malcolm, Histoiy of Peista^ i 614
(E Berthei s)

MUMTXZ MAHALL, wifeofShShDjahan,
and the lady for whom the Tadj Mahall [q v

]

was built She was the daughter of Abu’l-Hasan

Asaf Khan, who was Nur ^Jahan’s brother Her
name was Ardjumand BanQ, the title Mumtaz
Mahall being conferred on her after Shah i)jahan’s

accession She was his favourite wife and bore

him fourteen children, seven of whom grew up
She was born in 1593, married in 1612, and
died, at Burhanpur in the Deccan, very shortly

after the birth of a daughter in 1631 She was
beautiful and amiable, and §hah I^ahan loved her

tenderly

Bibliography Kh^Sf i Khan, Muntakhab
al-Lubdby 1 459, ‘^Abd al-Mamid Lahdri, Bad-
^dhndma 1 384, Manucci, Stotia do Mogor^
translated by W Irvine, Elliot-Dowson, vii

27, Indian Magazine for December 1913, p 316
(H Beveridge)

MUNAEIEIIM [See Astrology
]

MUNAC]£JIM bash! IS the name by which
the author of the most impoitant general
historical work written in Turkey is

known His real name was Ahmad Efendi, son of

Lutf Allah, a native of Eregh near Konya He
was born in SelSnik, in the first half of the xvith

century, received a scholarly education and served

in his youth for fifteen years in the Mewlewi-kljane

of KSsim Pasha under ^aikh Khalil Dede {St^tll~t

^othmaniy 11 287) Afterwards he studied astronomy
and astrology and became court astrologer (mu-

na^jilirn basM) m 1078 (1667—1668) In 1086

(1675—1676) he was admitted to the intimate circle

of Sultin Muhanunad IV as musahtb t pddt^ahi
He was dismissed in Muharram 1099 (November
1687) and banished to Egypt From here he went

some years later to Mecca, where he became shaikh

of the Mewlewi-khane In 1105 (1693— 1694) he

was obliged to move to Medina, where he lived

for seven years Soon after his return to Mecca
he died there on the 29^!^ of Ramadan 1113
(February 27*!^ 1702) and was buried near the

tomb of Khadidja

Besides writing his historical work, Munadjdjim

Bash? displayed a considerable literary activity

Of his works aie mentioned a hdihtya on the

Kur’an commentary of Baidawi, a commentaiy on

the ^Aka^id allAdudtya of al Idjb a La(<PtJ-ndme^

a translation of the anecdotes of 'Ubaid-i Z5k5ni,
and a number of treatises on geometry, mysticism

and music His Turkish diwdn also gives him a

place in the ranks of lurkish mystical poets, his

takbflllit^ was ‘‘Ashik

The general history was written in Arabic under

the title but although manuscripts

of the Arabic original exist (the SemdI-Khane-t

hdeb of ‘Ali Enwer mentions two MSS not men
tioned by Babinger, viz one m the library of the

mosque of Selim II in Adnanople and the other

in the imperial palace, in the library ofAhmad III),

it IS much better known in the lurkish translation

made by the poet Nedim [q v
]
in the xviiBh century

under the title Saha^if al-Ahjibar (printed in three

volumes in Constantinople in 1285) It is a world

history, arranged, after the fashion of similar Arabic

works, according to dynasties, with a main division

into three parts the first treating of the history of

Muhammad, the second the non-Muhammadan
dynasties and the third the Muhammadan dynasties

In the introductory chapters the author cites his

numerous sources, not a few of which are lost

in the original J herefore the work has a special

value for the knou ledge of many smaller dynasties

and for this reason it has been especially used

by Is Sachau for Em Verzeichms muhamme-
damscher Dynastien^ in SB Pr Ak W

^
Berlin

1923 (cf the introduction) The last dynasty

treated is that of the Ottoman Sultans
,

it is pro-

portionately longer and more detailed than the

history of the other Muhammadan dynasties and
based on several imperfectly known sources, the

last part, which ends in 1089 (1678), gives con
temporary history The Turkish translation of

Nedim is very readable and not composed in the

high-flown literary style that pi evaded in his period

For this reason it is especially praised and repre-

sented in Ebuzziya Tewftk’s Numune-i Edebiyai-t

^othmdmye^y Constantinople 1 330
Bibliography F Babinger, 0 G W and

the sources mentioned there

_ (J II Kramers)
Ai MUNAFIKUN (a

),
the term applied in

the KuCan to those Medinese upon whose
fidelity and zeal Muhammad could
not absolutely rely The Arabs (e g
Mubarrad, Kamily ed Wright, p 153) derive

the word from nafika^ (“one of the entrances

to the hole of a fieldmouse”), but it is certainly

the borrowed Ethiopic manafek “heretic” from

nafaka to “split”, nafaka “to be divided, irresolute”

The meaning “waverer”, “doubter” quite fits the

usual use of the word in the Kurban, while the

usual translation “hypocrite” only suits a few

passages Another description of the same people

in the Kurban is “those in whose hearts there

is sickness (weakness, doubt)”, again in contrast to

the unshakably firm believers Sometimes (ix 68
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sq
,

xxxiii 73, xlvm 6, Ivn 13) there are refe-

rences to women of this type {munafikat) m
addition to the male munSfikan A closer consi-

deration of the passages in question shows we
have not to think of a regular, rigidly defined

party, sometimes the reference is to such Medinese
as had only joined the Prophet undei compulsion

01 reluctantly, and sometimes to those who had
quite honestly joined him but had not been able

to letam their belief and enthusiasm (ix 67,
1x111 3) Muhammad also on one occasion speaks

of munafikun among the Beduins Ihe first group

found their leader in ‘^Abd Allah b Ubaiy [q v
]

who would have been the chosen head of the

Kaila tribe, if a new and superioi force, which

he could not meet, had not opposed him in

Muhammad Nevertheless these grumblers, joined

by other unieliable elements, were stiong enough

to cause the greatest embarrassment to the Prophet

in ciitical moments e g before the battle of Fhud
(ill 160 sq

),
in the Wai of the Ditch (xxxin i,

12—24, 60, 73) and before the march on TabQk
(ix 65—69, 74, 78), as he had always to be

careful not to drive them over into the enemy’s

camp It is no wonder then that his utterances

about them are always made in a tone of great

irritation He describes them as hypoeiites, who
say something different from what they mean in

their hearts (111 161, xiii i), in their irresolu-

tion they join, according to their view of the

future, sometimes the Muslims and sometimes the

enemy (iv 137— 142, v 57), if it goes badly

with the believers, they think thit their leligion

has deceived them (viii 51) When they are

together among themselves they levenge themselves

for the lestraint which they must put upon them
selves by malicious remarks about the Piophet

and his revelations, but ate in gieat anxiety, lest

Allah may communicate their seeiet conversations

(ix 65 sqq
,

X 79, 125 sqq
)

they are indolent

at piayer (iv 14 1), refuse to take part in the

fighting or to contribute from then means (xlvii

22, 31, Ivii I sq
,

Ixiii 71, cf IV 40 sqq)^ they

hope foi a weakening of his power so that the

more worthy may expel the meaner (Ixiii 8) As
repiesentatives of the true Meccan aristocracy, their

attitude and eloquence made a certain impression

on the Prophet but on closer examination they

are nothing but “propped timbers” (Ixiii 4) In

a word, they aie no bettei than the unbelieveis

God makes them err (iv 50 sqq
) and then abode

shall be hellfiie (ix 74, Ivii 13 sq) We cannot

help feeling in some ways a certain sympathy foi

these men who were deprived of their rights, but

in the end they deserved then fate for their com-

plete lack of ideas and courage at decisive moments
and their conduct with legaid to the Jews in

Medina, whom they incited to resist Muhammad
and then left in the lurch (cf Iv ii), makes a

very unfavourable impression With the death of

^Abd Allah they lost then leadei and their oppo-

sition was forced to be silent before the great

successes of Muhammad’s last years

The word munafik remained however and like

other Kur’anic teims was used in the fighting

between the various paities as a term of abuse,

cf eg its application to Ibn Zubair (labarl,

467, 3) and his party (Ahlwardt, Anonyme
arab Chrontk^ p 73, 4)

In the Kur’Sn SSra Ixiii is called after the

MunafiVUn, it is connected by most commentators
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with the campaign against the Banu Mustalik

Bibliography Wellhausen, Rests arabt

schen Heidentums’^^ p 232, Noldeke, Neue
Bettrage zur semthschen Sprachwissenschafty p
48 sq

,
Noldeke-Schwally, Geschichte des Qoransy

p 88 , 167 , 209, Ibn HishSm, ed Wusten
fdd, p 41 1—413, 546 sqy 558—-560, 651, 670,

688, 726, 734, 894 (Fr Buhl)
ai-MUNDHIR b MUHAMMAD [See Umai

\ADS II
]

Ai MUNDJIYA, title of sura Ixvii
,

which is

also called al mulk and al waktya
MUNGIR (Monghyr), the head-quarters

of the Mungir District in BihSr and
Orissa in India, situated in 25° 23' N and
86° 28' L on the south bank of the Ganges The
population of the district in 1911 was 2,132,893,
of whom 200,339 were Muhammadans Muham-
madan histoinns state that Bakhtiyar lOialdji was
the first Muhammadan who conquered Mungir
duung his subjugation of Bihar about 595 (H98)
Henceforth it became a place of militaiy impor
tance In 1177 (1763; Nawwab Mii Kasim, the

Nawwab Subadar of Bengal, when he pioposed

to fight against the British made Mungir his

militaiy head quarters He founded here an arsenal

under Gurgin (Gregory) Khan, his Armenian
general The gun making industry for which the

town IS famous is said to date from the establish

ment of this arsenal

Bibliogi aphy Impt rial Gazetteer of IndiOy

xvii 401—403, O’Malley, Bengal District Gazet-

teei Monghyi
y
Calcutta 1909, xvii

_ (M Hidayei Hosain)
MUNIS DEDE or DfrwIsh MUnis, Ottoman

poet of Adrianople He belonged to the

Mcwlewi Oulei He received his education from

the famous Fnis Dede (d 1147 = 1734) He died

in 1145 (1732) in Adrianople, where he is buried

Bibliogi aphy Fatin, Tezkerty Constanti-

nople 1271, p 385, Uiuraiya, Si^ill-i^othmaniy

iv 527, 'All Enwer, Setndkhdnet Edeb^ Istanbul

1309, p 226 (Th Menzel)
MUNIS al-MU?AFFAR, Abu ’l Hasan,

principal 'Abbasid general from 296 to

321 (908—933), and latterly virtual dictator

(usual attribution ^o him of nisba al-Kushuri seems

to lest on passage — p 347 — in Hilal al-babi^’s

Kttab al-Wuzaia [ed Amedroz], where Nasr

should be read foi Mu^nis), a eunuch (passage of Ibn

Miskawaih [ed Amedroz and Margoliouth, i 160]

shows that khadtm in this case does not mean
merely freedman, as suggested by Massignon, al-

Hallajy p 205, NO 2), said by al Dhahabi, TcC'rtkk

al Islam (followed by Ibn Taghnbirdi, ed Juynboll,

II 255) to have been 90 years old at death (though

this age would seem incredibly great for a recently

active commander), i e
,

to have been born in

231 (845—846), and to have held the rank of

amir for 60 years

Mu^nis first appears (if passage of al Tabari,

III ^ 953 i
refers to him) as a ghulam of al-Mu'-

tadid (not yet caliph) in Zandj [q v
] campaign

of 267 (880—881), and is mentioned as Chief of

Police in caliph’s camp in 287 (900) Al Dhahabi
(also Ibn Taghnbirdi, loc ett) states, again, that

he was banished to Mecca by al-Mu'tadid, to be
recalled on accession of al-Muktadir [q v ] , and
as Mu^nis is nowhere referred to during interve-

ning reign of al Muktafi, the statement may be
true (If so, in al Mas'iidl’s description, MurU^
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al-Dhahab^ ed B de Meynard, vm 212, of al- I

Mu'tadid’s death, for MjMdttn read as in

^Arlb, ed de Goeje, p 29)

Mu^ms owed his later eminence mainly to his

leading the defence, in 296 (908), of the Hasani

palace at Baghdad for al-Mu^:tadir against the

partisans of the latter’s cousin, the pretender Ibn

al-Mu'tazz [q v
]

During the caliph’s youth his

gratitude and that of his powerful mother for this

service assured Mu^nis’s position, and though later

al-Muktadir’s favour turned to enmity, by that time

Mu^nis’s authority was hardly in need of support,

owing chiefly to his almost invariably successful

generalship For though he undertook no very

important campaigns, except perhaps the repulse

of the Fatimid al-Mahdl [q v
]

in 307 (919—920)
(for which he received the lakab al-Muzaffar\2,vA
the defence of Baghdad from the Karmatnns [q v

]

in 315 (927—928), he was only once defeated —
in 306 (9x8)

Mu^nis early fell out with the wazir Ibn al-Furat

[q v ], repeatedly opposing him, till in 312 (924),
on Ibn al-Furat’s thud term of office, Mu^nis phyed
a prominent part in securing his dismissal and ex-

ecution He now became all-powerful, being in-

variably consulted on the appointment of viziers

and so controlling the government Hence the

change of al-Muktadir’s affection to dislike, first

signalized (315 = 927) in an abortive plot of the

caliph’s to murder him In 316 Mu^nis lent him
self to al Muktadir’s deposition in favour of his

half-brother al-Kahir [q v
]
He almost immediately

restored him, howevei, thereby becoming more
absolutely his master than ever Al Muktadir
eventually defied Mu^nis (319 = 931), who theie-

upon left Baghdad Next year, however, having

meanwhile collected a strong force, he marched
on the capital intending to reimpose his authority

He duly defeated the caliph’s army outside the

walls, but al-Muktadir himself was killed on the

field

Mu^nis now restored al-K5hir But by resuming

his dictatorial ways he soon so alienated him also

that he was obliged in self defence to keep the

new caliph a prisoner in the palace He even

contemplated deposing him Al-Kahir, however,

succeeded in luring Mu^nis, together with his

chief supporters, into the palace, where he shortly

had them executed in Sha^ban 321 (August 933)
Mu’nis’ influence was on the whole exeited for

good, but he was neither stiong nor intelligent

enough to prevent the declme of the caliphate

His example of depriving the caliph of real power
was pernicious It was to be followed all too soon

by the series of adventureis who, with the style

of amir al umarl^ [q v
], were to dominate al-

Kahir’s successors

Bibliography In addition to the authorities

cited above Ibn al-Athir al Kamil^ viii
,

al-

Kindi, Governoi s and Judges of Egypt (G M
5,xix) p 273,277—278, Hilalal-S5bi’,

al- Wuzard^ (ed Amedroz), index
,
Ibn Miskawaih,

Tad^artb al-Umam^ v
,
passim (= Amedroz and

Margoliouth, Eclipse of the Abbasid Caliphate^

vols i and iv), ^Arib, ed de Goeje, index,

H Bowen, Life and Times of ^Ali b ^Tsa^

Cambridge 1928, index (Harold Bowfn)
MUNKAR wa-NAKIR (the forms with the

article are also found), the names of the two
angels who examine and if necessary
punish the dead in their tombs To the

examination in the tomb the infidels and the

faithful — the righteous as well as the sinners—
are liable They are set upright in their tombs

and must state their opinion regarding Muhammad
The righteous faithful will answei, that he is the

Apostle of Allah, thereupon they will be left

alone till the Day of Resuriection The sinners

and the infidels, on the other hand, will have

no satisfactoiy answer at hand In consequence

of this the angels will beat them severely, as long

as it will please Allah, according to some autho

rities till the Day of Resurrection, except on

BTidays

In some sources a distinction is made between

the punishment and the pressure (daghla) in the

tomb, the righteous faithful being exempt from

the foimer, not from the latter, whereas the infidels

and the sinners suffei punishment as well as

pressure (Abu ’1-Mu‘’in Maimun b Muhammad
al-Nasafl, as cited m the commentaiy on the

Wasiyat Abi Hanifa^ Ilaidarabad 1321, p 22)

The punishment in the tomb is not plainly

mentioned in the Kurban Allusions to the idea

may be found m several passages, e g sura

xlvii 29 “Rut how when the angels, causing

them to die, shall smite them on their fates and
backs”, sura vi 93 “But couldst thou see, when
the ungodly are in the floods of death, and the

angels leach forth their hands, saying, Yield up

your souls this day shall ye be recompensed with

a humiliating punishment”, suia viii 52 “And
if thou wert to see when the angels take the life

of the unbelieveis, they smite their faces and

their backs, and taste ye the toiture of buining”

(cf further sura ix 102, xxiii 21, In 47)
The punishment of the tomb is very frequently

mentioned in Tiadition (see Bibliography')^ often,

however, without the mention of angels In the

latter group of traditions it is simply said, that

the dead are punished m their toml^s, or why,

e g on account of special sins they have com
mitted, or on account of the wailing of the living

The names of Munkar and Nakir do not appeal

in the Kill an, and, so far as I can see, once

only in canonical 1 radition (Tirmidhl, Djan^tz^
bab 70) Apparently these names do not belong to

the old stock of traditions Moreover, in some
traditions one anonymous angel only is mentioned
as the angel who interrogates and punishes the

dead (Muslim, Iman^ trad 163, Abu Dawud,
Sunna^ bab 39h, Ahmad b Hanbal, 111 233, 346,
IV 150? Tayahsi, N® 753)

So there seem to be foui stages in the traditions

regarding this subject the fiist without any angel

being mentioned, the second mentioning “the” angel,

the thud two angels, the fourth being acquainted

with the names Munkar and Nakir

1 his state of things as reflected in hadith finds a

similar reflex in the early forms of the cieed In the

Ftkh Albar 1
,
which may date from the middle of

the vinffi century A d
,
the punishment of the tomb

appears as the only eschatological representation

(art 10) In the Wasiyat Abi Hanifa^ which may
represent the orthodox views of the middle of the

viiith century, we find, apart from an elaborate

eschatology, the two following articles (arts 18, 19)
“We confess, that the punishment in the tomb
shall without fail take place We confess, that in

view of the traditions on the subject, the interro-

gation by Munkar and Nakir is a reality” The
term “leality” is apparently intended to oppose the
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allegorical interpretation of eschatological repre-

sentations as taught by the Mu^tazilis

The Ftkh Akbar 11 ,
which may represent the

new orthodoxy of the middle of the ixth century

A D
,

IS still moie elaboiate on this point (art 23)
“Ihe inteirogation of the dead in the tomb by
Munkar and Nakir is a reality and the reunion

of the body with the spirit in the tomb is a reality

The pressure and the punishment in the tomb aie

a reality that will take place in the case of all

the infidels, and a reality that may take place in

the case of some sinners belonging to the faithful”

In the latei creeds and works on dogmatics the

punishment and the interrogation in the tomb by
Munkar and Nakir are expiessed in similar ways

The Karramiya [q v
]

taught the identity of

Munkar and Nakir with the two guardian angels

who accompany man (‘^Abd al-Kahir al Baghdadi,

UsUl al-Din^ Stambul 1928, p 246) GhazSLli admits

the idea that eschatological representations are a

leality that takes place in the malakut

The origin of the names is unceitain
,
the meaning

“disliked” seems doubtful Ihe idea of the exami-

nation and the punishment of the dead in their

tombs IS found among other peoples also The
details to be found in Jewish souices {hibbut

hak keber) are stiikmgly parallel to the Muslim ones

Bibliography The passages from hadith

in Wen SInek, Handbook of Eat ly Muh 7 ; adt tion^

s V Grave(s), further E Sell, The Faith of
Islam^ I ondon 1880, p 145, Mouiadgea d’Ohs-

son, Tableau de VEmptte othoman^ Pans 1787,

1 46, Wensinck, The Muslim Ctuf Cambridge

1932, Geiieial Index, s v Punishment and Mun-
kar and Nakir, J C G Bodenschatz,

Verfassung der hciituren Judai^ Erlangen 1748,

111 95 ,
al laha\M, Bayan aI Sunna wa

U-Biamd'a^ Halab 1344, p 9, Abu Hafs ^Umar
al Nasafi, ^AkZt'td^ Stambul 1313, with the com-
mentary of laftazani, p 132 sqq

,
al-Ghazali,

Ihy^^ Cairo 1302, iv 451 sqq
,
do, al-Durta

al-fahhiraj ed Gautier, p 2^ sqq
,
Kitab Ahiual

aUKiyama^ cd M Wolff, p 40 sq

(A J Wlnsinck)
MUNSARIH, the name of the tenth metre

in Arabic prosody, it has three feet to the

hemistich It has three ^atud and four darb

mustapilim maf^iilatu mustaf^ilun

mtistapilun mnf^ulatu mustaf^ilun

mustaf^ilun maf^iilatu mustaf^ilun

mustaf^ilun maf^ulUtu maf^ulun
2nd ‘^aiud mnstaf^ilun maf^ulan
3rd 'arud mustaf^ilun niaf’^Tdun

We larcly find mudaf^ilun in the darb of the

tirst ^atud Ihe second darb of the fiist ^atiid is

not indicated by al Khalil b Ahmad but Ibn Barri

notes It was much used by the muwallad poets,

among them Ibn al Rumi It may be noted that

the second and third ^arud aie legarded as be

longing to the tadqaz mctie

Mustaf^ilun may lose i its j except when
used as the first datb in the fiist ^ariid

^

2 its f
and the foot becomes {jnusta^ilun =) muftaHlun^

3 Its s and / at the same time (which is very

bad) and the foot becomes (niutc^ilun •==)fdtlatun

Ihis last change could not be undeigone by the

first ’^arud

Maf^ulatu loses i its /, which is veiy bad and

the foot becomes (ma^iilatu =) tnafaHlu^ 2 its

w and the foot becomes (tnaf^ulatu =E) f^iiatu.

3 Its / and w at the same time which is very bad
and we have (mefulatu =) fdilatu

Maf^ulan and maf^ulun may lose their / and
become (ma^ulan =) fa^tilan and (tna^Tdun =)
fal^ulun (Moh Ben Chlnkb)

MUNSUr [See InshA'
]

MUN§IF (a
),

part active iv of n $-f^ “to be

just, to act with justice”, the title of a native

judge of the lowest grade in India

Bibliography Yule and Burnell, Hobson-

Jobson^ s V moonsiff

alMUNTAFIK, a section of the Arab
tribe of the Binu ^Ukail, which in turn is a

subdivision of the gieat group of the 'Amir b SaSa'a

[q v] Genealogy al Muntafik b *^Amir b

‘'Ukail (Wustenfeld, Gen Tab
^
D 1 9) Ihe very

scanty information in Wiistenfeld can be supple-

mented by the notice which Ibn al-Kalbl gives

of the Banu ’1-Muntafik (Djamharat al- insah^ MS
Blit Mus

,
fol 130V—

1
3 ir), but this little clan no-

where appears to play a great part in early histoiy

The terntoiy inhabited by the Banu ’1 Muntafik is

the same as that of the other divisions of the BanU
'Ukail, in the southwest of Yamama, some places

belonging to them are quoted by al Bakri {Md^am^
ed Wustenfeld, p 567), Yakut {^Mddj,am^ ed

Wustenfeld, 1 793—794, iv 712, 1 78 we may
note that in these two passages al Muntafik is said

to be the surname of Mu'Swiya b 'Ukail while

the usuil genealogy makes this Mu'awiya a son
of al Muntafik), al HamdanI (Djazira^ ed D H
Muller, p 177, 1 12— 15 note the mention of

gold mines in their territory) 1 he Banu ’1-Muntafik

numbered among their clients the Banu Tathr

(Wustenfeld, Gen Tab
^
C 13) whose eponym was

said to have been made a prisoner by them (Kitab

al-Aghani^ vii Ho), one of the few episodes of

the pre Islamic peiiod in which this clan is men-

tioned is the battle of Shi'b Djabala where Kais

b al Muntafik distinguished himself (Aghani^ x

44, Nalaltd^ ed Bevan, p 671 1 12—672, 1 14,

’where Ibn Tufail should be deleted) In the history

of the origins of Islam, several of them appear as

ambassadors of the Banu 'Ukail to the Prophet

such were Anas b Kais b al-Muntafik and Lakit

b ^Amir b al Muntafik (Ibn Sa'd, i/ii 45 etc
,

on the latter the biogiaphical collections have

long discussions as to whether he is to be identified

with this 01 that muhaddith cf among others Ibn

Hadjar, 1 ahdhib al Tahdjnb^ viii 456) In the

period of the conquests, the Banu ’1-Muntafik

settled in the maishy region between Kufa and

Basra (al-Kalkashandi, Nihayat al-Arab^ p 65

—

66) All that we know of them after this period

IS the names of a few individuals who held public

offices a certain ^Amr b Mu'awiya b al-Muntafik,

mentioned by Tabari, 1 3284 at end, as fighting

at Siffin, IS Slid by Ibn al-Kalbi to have been

governor of Armenia and Adhaibaidj'in under

Mu'awiya, according to Ibn al Kalbi, 'Abd Allah

b Mii'awiya b Rabi'a b "Amir b al Muntafik

was governor of Marw and AhwSz, also under

Mu'awiya, and 'Abida b Kais b al-Muntafik of

Armenia, under Yazid I These men are not men-

tioned elsewhere the same is true of the poet

I)jahm b 'Awf b al-Husain b al-Muntafik (Ibn

Hadjar, IsUa [ed Sharaflya, Cairo 1 325], v 124
follows Ibn al-Kalbi)

Bibliography Given in the article

(G Levi Della Vida)
al-MUNTA?IM. [See AilAh II]
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al-MUNTA§1R (also called Mustansir) bi ’llAh,

AbU Hia^far Muhammad b JDja^far, ^AbbSsid
caliph, son of al-Mutawakkil by a Greek slave

After his fathei had been murdeied in Shavywal 247
(Dec 861) by conspirators, imong whom was al-Mun-

tasir, the latter ascended the throne, aged 25 according

to the usual statement As a ruler he was only a

tool in the hands of the vizier Ahmad b al Khasib

and the Turkish generals His brothers al Mu'tazz

and al Mu^aiyad were forced to renounce their claims

to the throne and Wasif, the commander of the

bodyguard, was sent to the Byzantine frontier

Unlike his father, he treated the 'Alias with great

consideration, nothing else lemarkable is recorded

of him Al-Muntasir died in Rabi' II 248 (June

862) or, according to a less tiustwoithy leport end
of Rabi' I, in Samarra after a reign of six months

Bibliography Ya'kubI (ed Houtsma), 11

594—596, 601—603, Tabari, 111 1379 sqq
,

Mas'ndl, Muruip^^ Pans, vii 290— 323 ,
ix 46, 52,

72, Kttab al-A ghanl^ see Guidi, Tables alphabet

tiques
y
Ibn al-Athir (ed Tornberg), vn 27 sqq

^

Ibn al-Tiktak5
,

al~Fahhti (^ed Derenbourg),

P 327—329, Muhammad b ^akir, Faivat al

Wafayat^ 11 184, Ibn Khaldfln, al-'^Ibar^ 111

282, NAeil, Gesch d Chalifen^ 11 351 sqq
,

Muir, The Caliphate^ its Rise, Decline^ and tall^

p 531 (K V ZETlLRSlfeEN)

MURABIT [See Almokavids
]

MURAD, the name of an Arab tiibe,

belonging to the great southern group of the

Madbhidj [9 v], genealogical tradition (Ibn al-

Kalbl, Diamharat al-Ansab^ Escuiial MS
,
fol 1

14b-

117b, which IS followed by Ibn Duraid, Kttab

aFIsktikak^ ed Wustenfeld, p 238, cf also

LtsUn al-^Arab^ iv 409) regards Mur5d as a nick-

name, for this tribe was said to have been the

first to rebel {tamarradd) in the Yaman an ety

raology which is not convincing Murad’s own
name is said to have been Yuhabir b Madh
hidj and he was therefore a brother of the 'Ans
and the SaM al-'Ashira (Wustenfeld, Geneal Tabellen^

p 7, 11) Although they were neighbours of the

South Arabian civilization, the Murad have always

retained a typically Beduin character, their country

(usually called al-Djawf and placed to the east of

NadjrSn and MaYib) is bare and sterile (cf the

picturesque description given of it by the Kitab aF
Aghants xviii 135 and “the mountains of the Murad”
mentioned by Yakut, Md^am, 11 78) and its inhabi

tants are notorious as brigands {fatk Muidd^ cf

Kttab aFAghant^ x 147) I he land inhabited by

the Mur5d and by their neighbours, the Hamdan

[q V ], had once belonged to the Taiy^ (Yakut,

Mid'dyam^ 1 129), who had left it to settle in

the north of the Arabian peninsula, it is probable

that it was from the old masters of the country

that the Murad and the Hamdan inherited the cult

of the god Yag^uth (cf below)

The Murad appear for the first time in history

in connection with an episode, not however at

all clear, of the last days of the dynasty of the

Lakhmids of al-Hira, as the king ^Amr b al

Muntihir (III) b Ma’ al-SamS^ had excluded his

half-brother 'Amr, a son of UsAma, sister of Hind
mother of the first-named 'Amr, from a share m
the kingdom, the latter sought refuge with the

Murad, who recognised him as their chief but

when he began to rule tyrannically, they killed

him, which gave 'Amr b Hind a pretext for in-

vading the land of the MurSd and putting to death

the muideier of 'Amr b UsSma (al Mufaddal al

Dabbi, Amthal aF'^Arab^ Constantinople 1300,

p 68—69, ""lio gives a more satisfactory account

than that contained in the passages quoted by

G Rothstein, Du Dyn dei Labmtden^ p 99, in

which Yakut, IV 130 should be lead for i 130)

'Amr IS said to have been killed by a ceitain Ibn

al jQju'aid (the same stoiy is given by Ibn al-Kalbi,

Djamhard)
,
accoiding to Yakut on the other hand

by Hubaira b 'Abd Yaghiith surnamed al Mak-

shuh, the latter’s son Kais seems to have been

one of the most poweiful chiefs of the Murad at

the lime of the rise of Islam

The Murad had just then suffered a disastious

defeat, which had considerably weakened them,

at the hands of the Ilamdan, as the result of a

quarrel which had arisen m connection with the

control of the woiship of the god Yaghuth (cf

Wellhauscn, Reste at ab Ilctdintums'^^ p 19—22

and the sources mentioned by him) It is probably

this defeat (\ awm al-Rizm), which tradition

places in the same year as the battle of Badr,

which mide a section of the Murad think it ad-

visable to seek an alliance with Muhammad, but

Kais b al-Makshuh lefuscd to join in this

It was therefoie another Muiadi chief, Farwa b

Musaik, who went to al-Madina in the year 10 A H
,

and concluded a treaty there with the Prophet

(cf Caetani, Annalt delV Islam^ 11 332) To what

extent tiadition is right in saying that Parwa was

given authority to levy zakat on all the tribes of

the Yaman, is very difficult to asceitain In any

case, the policy of the Murad was not oriented

towards Muhammid under the leadership of Kais

b al Makshuh In the great rising led by al-Aswad

al-'AnsI against Peisian hegemony in the Yaman,
the Murad were against him But if, as tradition

has It, Muhammad used his connections with some
chiefs of the Yaman to prevent al-Aswad’s success,

after the death of the Prophet these same chiefs

refused obedience to Abu Bakr and resolutely

threw themsehes into the stiugglc against IslSm

It is again Kais b al Makshuh who plays the

chief pait in these events laken prisonei, Abu
Bakr gianted him his life and henceforth the

chief of the Murad and his tube played their

part bravely in the conquests We find them some-

times in Syiia, sometimes in the 'Irak, and Kais

everywheic distinguishing himself by his exploits

He lost an eye at the battle of Yarmuk (cf

Caetani, Annali delT Islam^ 1 —v ,
index s v

Qays b Hiibayrah) But the account of his death

in the civil war between 'All and Mu'awiya at

the battle of Siffin is based on confusion with

another man of the same name of the tube of

Badjila (this fact, which is clearly indicated by

Ibn al Kalbi, Djamhara and Tabari, i 3301—
3302, has already been noted by Ibn Hadjar, Isaba^

ed Sharafiya, v 281
,
Annali delT Islam^ ix 638

should be corrected) We also find the Mur5d in

the conquest of Egypt i^Antialt^ iv 573 i
2I A H

,

§191 b [29]) But it was at Kufa that they settled

in the largest numbers It was there that one of them,

'Abd al-Rahman b Muldjam, assassinated the caliph

'All, it was there also that in 60 (679) H2ni’
b ^Urwa al-MurSdi was executed by orders of

the governor 'Ubaid Allah b Ziyad after being

found guilty of conspiring with Muslim b 'A^jlII

in favoui of al-Husam (Tabari, 11 227 sq) He
was a descendant of the poet 'Amr b Ki'Ss (A
S 0

,
xiii 58, 327*), one of the very few poets
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of this tribe, which does not seem to have pro-

duced many individuals of note either during the

DjShiliya or under Isl5m We may however men-
tion Uwais al-Karanl (of the Banu Karan b
RadmSn b Nadjiya b Murad, Wustcnfeld, Cental
Tab

, p 7, ag), one of the piototypes of Muslim
asceticism

Bibliography Given in the article

(G Lfvi Dllla Vida)
MURAD I, according to the common tradition

the third ruler of the Ottoman state,
was a son of Orkhan and the Byzantine lady

NilUfer Although some Ottoman sources profess

to know the year of his birth (St^ill i ""othmani^

1 74 gives the year 726= 1326), this date, like

all dates given by Turkish sources relating to this

period, is far from certain The name Muiad (Greek
sources such as Phrantzes have from
which later Latin souices make Amurath, while con-

temporary Latin souices from Italy have Moratibei)

must have originated in mystical circles and hardly

occurs in earlier times An 'Abdal Murad lived m
OrkhSn’s time (cf Stdj_xll-t^ot}undtni^\s 354, ‘Ashfk

Pasha- /^ade, ed Giese, p 200
,
photographs of his

tomb in R Hartmann, Im neuen Anatohcn^ Leipzig

1928, plates 9 and 10) The ancient Turkish chro-

nicles often call Murad Ghfizi Khunkiar, later

lurkish historians Khudawendikiar [q v
]

During his father’s lifetime Murad had already

been entrusted with the governorship of In Ohii

and later of Brusa His brother Sulaiman Pa§ha
had held the more important sandjaks and was
destined to become Orkhan’s successor Sulaim5n’s

untimely death, shortly before that of Orkhan
himself, placed Murad unexpectedly at the head
of the Ottoman principality This happened about

1360, the date of Orkh3n’s death is uncertain

Murad I became the first great Ottoman conqueror

on European soil In this he followed the foot-

steps of his brothel Sulaiman Pasha and of other

Turkish emirs before him
It is not yet possible to gain a clear idea of

the succession of the military achievements by

which the Ottomans succeeded in establishing them-

selves firmly on the Balkan Peninsula Even the

outstanding victories are confounded with each

other in the Ottoman and Western sources, and
the exact dating of even important events is subject

to great difficulties The Byzantine sources, the

most reliable of all, arc mainly concerned with

the tortuous policy of the Byzantine ruleis On
the other hand, many tales of a legendary character

have entered the histoucal accounts of later times

The impiession on the whole is, that the Ottoman
successes were mainly due to the mutual rivalry

between the then existing Balkan states, Byzantium,

and the Bulgarian and Serbian kingdoms, complicated

by the stiuggle of Venice and Genoa for an ad-

vantageous position in the Levant, and the zeal

of the popes foi bringing the Greek church back

to Rome This secured the Ottomans at all times

allies in the Chiistian camp itself Nor is it pos

sible to asceitain which Ottoman expeditions were

really planned by Murad and his councillors and

which were merely successful raids by Turkish

bands All this makes it extremely difficult to

form an adequate judgment of Murad’s peisonality

as a Warner and as a statesman

Provisionally three periods can be distinguished

The first begins shortly after Murad’s accession

with the conquest of Western Thrace, in which

were taken Corlu, Demotika (if this town had
not already been taken under Orkhan), Ghmiil-

djina, Adrianople (about 1362, cf edirne) and
Phihppopolis, mainly through the activity of the

beglerbeg Lala ShShIn and Ewienos Beg These

conquests provoked a coalition of Servians, Bosnians

and Hungarians, who were beaten on the river

Mantza by Ha^dji Ubeki The western part of

Bulgaria was raided up to the Balkan Mountains

and the Byzantine Emperor John Palaeologos made
his first submission as vassal to MurSd Murad
himself had been on a campaign in Anatolia,

which brought him as far as Tokat [q v
]

during which he consolidated the Ottoman hold

on Angora (already taken by Sulaiman Pasha in

1354, cf Wittek, hestschrift Jacoby *932, p 347,

351 sqq') He then came to RUm ill and took up
his residence in Demotika, to change this town
in 1366 for Adrianople, from this time on the

European capital of the Ottomans 1 he story about

a treaty between Ragusa and Murad concluded

in 1365 has a legendary character (cf Giese,

schttfl Jacoby *932, p 42, after JireCek) In the

meantime the hostility between Byzantines and
Bulgarians gave Murad the opportunity of taking

Ishtebol (Sozopolis) near Burgas, and the same

hostility led to the failure, about 1366, of a crusade

undertaken at the instigation of Pope Urban V
by count Amadeo of Savoy to come to the rescue

of the Byzantine Emperor, the expedition only

drove the Turks from Gallipoli for a short time

A second period of Murad’s reign may be said

to begin with the crushing of a Serbian advance

on the Maiitza near Cirmen, probably in *371

This Serbian defeat is known to the Turkish sources

as 5 %rf stmilghl and gave the Turks during the

following years the important Macedonian towns

of Seres, Drama and Kawalla, and at the same

time the possibility of advancing west of the Vardar

1 hese conquests were made by Ewrenos and Djan-

darl! Khalil Pasha, while Lala ShShin obtained

about the same time successes in eastern Bulgaria

(battle of bamakow) Ihen followed again some
years of comparative tranquillity, m which the

newly won regions were partly colonized with

Ottomans, the still unsubdued northern parts of

Seibia and Bulgaria were governed by the local

rulers as vassals of Murad The latter had more

than once to interfere with the dynastic affairs of

the Palaeologoi After John Palaeologos had sold in

*375 island of lenedos to Venice, this led to

an action of Genoa in combination with the lurks,

in course of which John lost his throne and was

imprisoned, until, by the favour of Murad, he

became Emperor again in 1379, his dependency

went so far as to help the Turks, together with

his son Manuel, in the conquest of Philadelphia

(Ala ^ehir), the only remaining Greek fortress in

Asia Minor The end of this second period is

maiked by an increased activity in Anatolia A
part of the territory of the Germiyan-Oghlu [q v

]

was acquired as a wedding gift to prince Bayazid

when he married the daughter of that ruler (probably

in 1381), this territorial accession was followed by

the sale of the greater part of the lands of the

Hamid Oghlu to Murad and by the conquest of

a part of the principality of Teke
About 1385 there followed new conquests m

Europe Turkish troops intervened m Epirus and
Albania (under IQ^alll Pasha), but decisive for the

establishment of Ottoman power m the Balkans
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was the taking of Sofia (138$ ?) and Nish (1386?)

About the same time, the Italian republics, Genoa
and Venice, obtained by tieaties with MurSd, con-

cluded respectively in 1385 and 1388, commercial

privileges in Turkish territoiy Immediately aftei

the successes m Serbia, probably also in 1 386, Mur5d
went to war with the Karaman-Oghlu 'Ala^ al-

Din, his son in law, this conflict had long been

threatening [cf karaman-oojlu] ,
now the Otto

man power had grown so far as to destroy

the political equilibrium m Anatolia MurSd was

victorious in the battle of Konya, but left 'Ala^

al-Din in his possessions and set the example,

henceforward tiaditional, of leniency in dealing

with the Anatolian population This caused a

lively discontent amongst the Serbian troops who
had taken part in the battle of Konya These
Serbians are said to have contributed to the anti-

lurkish feeling among the Serbians in general,

who, under the leadership of Lazar Gresljanowitch,

and with the Bosnian king Iwrtko as a powerful

ally, were preparing a last effort to free themselves

from Turkish vassalage They succeeded in defeating

an Ottoman army at Plochnik (1388) The lesults

were meagre, however, for at the same time the

Turks made new conquests in Bulgaiia (^uinh
and Tirnovo) and even raided Morea In 1389
Murad himself marched against the Serbians and

their allies and fought the famous battle of Kos-
sowo Polje (Turkish Kosow a), where he him-

self lost his life, although the Serbians, partly

owing to treachery in then own ranks, were

defeated The most probable date is June 20, 1389
(Gibbons, cf also Giese, in Ephemerides Ortentales^

N® 34, April 1928, p 2 Ihe way in which

Murad was killed, during or after the battle, is

not clear from the early sources, the latei Serbian

epic tradition has the well-known tale that Murad
was murdered by Milosh Obianowitch, Lazar’s

son-in-law, who, claiming to be a deserter, had
obtained an audience with MurSd after the battle,

was admitted to his presence and killed him with

a daggei Mur5d’s body was transported to Brusa

and buried in a turbe near the mosque which he

had built at Cekirge in Brusa (cf Ahmed Tewhid,

m T 0 E M ^
vol 111 )

Mur5d I was the first ruler under whom the

state founded by ‘^Othman rose to be more than

one of the then existing Turkoman principalities

in Asia Minor This development is symbolised in

the successive change of titles given to him m
different building inscriptions dated in his reign

(cf Taeschner, in hi

^

xx 131 sqq^ While the

oldest inscription calls him simply Bey, like his

father QrkhSn, and gives him a lakab (ghihab al

Dunya wa ’1-Dln) after the Saldjhk fashion, he

IS already called Sultan [q v
]

in 785 (1383),
while in the insciiption from 790 (1388) on the

^iniaret built by him in Iznik, we find the style

which afterwards became a tradition with the

Ottoman sultans (al-maltk al~mu^azzam al-khakan

al-mukarram aUsultan ibn al-suhan) It was a

time when the old Saldjuk traditional institutions

no longer held and new forms of government

and administration came into being, to which the

example of Byzantine institutions, and also those

of Mamluk Egypt may have contributed Even if

it IS not true that Ejandarl! I^air al-Din Khalil

Pasha — who was appointed Murid’s vizier at

the beginning of his reign and died about 789
(1387) — was the first Ottoman grand vizier, it

cannot be denied that the activity of this man—
who by his origin belonged to a higher culture

than the Ottoman — as Murad’s councillor as well

as his military deputy and administrator in Mace
doma, makes him a tiue prototype of the grand

viziers of a later age (cf Taeschnei and Wittek,

in Is/
,

xviii 66 sqq
)

His son ‘^Ali Pasha began

also to play an important military part during the

later years of Murad’s leign It is also with Khalil

Pasha that the old Turkish sources connect the

institution of the Janissaiies as tioops formed from

converted Christian prisoners of war In the ad

ministration of the Itma/b [q v
]

a Kanun of

Murid 1 is said to have brought improvements

Some of these measures were closely connected

with the problem of acquiring a quiet and loyal

population m the newly conquered Christian ter-

ritories, this was not possible by Turkish coloni-

sation only but succeeded mainly through a humane
treatment of the original inhabitants, after the

region had once been conquered

Ihe more important buddings of Muiad I arc

all in Asia Minoi Ihe best known are the Khu-
dawendikiir DjamiG in (lekirge, neai Brusa,

where Murad himself is buried, and the U 1 u

Djimi' in Brusa, further a mosque in Biledjik,

the Nilufer Tmaieti in Iznik (recently described

by Taeschner, in /r/, xx 127 sqq') There is

also a mosque of Muiad in Serres The old Otto-

man chronicles enumerate his foundations — On
Murad I’s coins cf ^Ali, in T TEM

^
xiw 224

B t bl togf ap/iy ihe mfoimation given by

the old Turkish chronicles ('Ash?k Pasha Zade,

Anonymus, ed Giese, Urudj, the translations of

1 eunclavius, also Dustur tiame t Emvet I, ed

Mukrimin Khalil, Istambul 1928 and this editor’s

Medhal^ Istambul 1930) is sometimes supple

mented by the latei historiographers (Sa'^d al-

Dm, *^Ali, Miinedjdjini-Bash!) The Byzantine

historians (Phrantzes, Ducas, Chalcondyles), how-
ever, give a far clearer survey of this peiiod

so far as it came under their attention, while

documents from Venice, Genoa and Rome throw

light on the diplomatic activities provoked by
the advance of the Turks in Europe Ibn Hadjar
al-^Askalani, Inbc^ aUGhtimr ft Anb^ all'Uinr^

contains also a biography of Muiad I Further

the historical works of von Hammer, Zinkeisen

and Jorga, and H A Gibbons, The loundation

of the Ottoman htnptre^ Oxford 1916, p no
W ?

C Jirecek, Geschichte der Serben^ Gotha

1918 (J Kramers)
MURAD II, si xth rulei of the Ottoman

Pmpire, was born m 806 (1403— 1404) and
ascended the throne in May 1421, when he

arrived in Adrianople some days after his father

Muhammed I’s death, his decease had been kept

secret on the advice of the vizier T^^ad Pasha

until the new sultan’s arrival As crown prince he

had resided at Maghnisa, and he had taken part

in the suppiession of the revolt of Simawna Qghlu
Badi al-Din Immediately after his accession he

had to face the pretender known in 1 urkish

history as Dozme Mustafa [q v
]

and his ally

Djunaid [q V
]

Both were supported by the Byzan-

tine emperor Manuel and at first weie successful

m the European part of the empire Biyazid Pa§ha,

sent from Brusa, was defeated and killed in the

battle of Sizl! Dere (between Seies and Adrianople)

and the allied Greek forces took Gallipoli Then
Murad himself had to face them m Asia, he sue-
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ceeded in sowing discord between Mustafa and
Djunaid and defeated the hrst in the battle of the

bridge of Ulubad Then Murad went over, with the

help of ships from the Genoese colony of New
Phocea (Yeni Fo5a), recovered Gallipoli, after

which he entered Adrianople and killed the pre

tender In 1422 he began a siege of Constantinople,

this siege was raised, either by the effect ofByzan
tine gold (through the intermediaiy of the graecophil

vizier Ibrahfm PasJja) 01 as a result of the use of a

new pretender in Iznik in the person of Murad’s
younger brother Mustafa The latter was at last

betrayed by his former supporter Ilyas Pasha and
killed Then followed a struggle with Djunaid,

who had established himself again at Aidin, but

surrendered at last in 1425, after which he was
killed Murad was now at peace with all his

European neighbouis and vassals, the Emperor
Manuel had died in 1424 and was followed by

John Palseologos, with whom peace was concluded

Seveial towns had been taken in the meantime
in Morea, and Wallachia paid tribute In Anatolia

there had been a conflict in 1423 with Isfendiyar

of Sinub, ending with the acquisition of a part

of his territory by Murad, after 1425 the Ottoman
power was confirmed in Teke and Menteshe and
the Karaman Oghlu Ibrahim, who tried to take

the already Ottoman Adalia, had to retire and
made peace In eastern Anatolia Yurkedj Pasha

subdued the lurkomans round fokat and Amasia
and of the region of Djanik In 1428 there began

difficulties on the Hungarian frontier The most

noteworthy exploit of this period was however the

captuic of Saloniki (Selanik, q v ) in March 1430,
after the Greeks had sold this town to Venice in

1427, Murad had never given up the plan of

avenging that transaction Peace with Venice

soon followed

Occasionally the Turks had taken several fort

resses in Epirus and Albania, but then interest

began more and more to concentrate on the north

western regions, where George Brankovitch ruled

as vassal over Serbia With the latter peace was

renewed in 1432 and his daughtei Mai a was given

to Murad, but the Turkish raids continued in

Serbia as well as far into Hungarian territory In

1438 the lurks made, togethei with Serbians and
Wallachians, incursions in Hungary (capture of

Semendra), in 1440 they beleaguered Bclgrad in vain

and in 1442 Turkish troops under Mezid Bey
laid siege to Hermannstadt Here they suffered

a heavy defeat by John Hunyadi, who in the

coming years was to act as champion of Hungary
and Christian Europe He was the leader, in X443,

of a big crusading army including Serbians, Poles

and Geimans, the Turks were thiown back at

Ni§h-i after which Sofia was taken Ihe campaign

ended with a heavy defeat of the Turks at Jalowaz,

between Sofia and Philippopolis In the same year

Murad had to oppose again the Karaman Oghlu,

who supported the Christian allies But the peace

with Hungary, concluded in July 1444 at Szeged,

though advantageous to Hungaiy, maintained the

former frontiers of the Ottoman political influence

,

only Wallachia became tributary to Hungary
After this peace, which was to last ten years

and seemed to Murad a guarantee foi the future,

he abdicated in favour of his son Muhammad,
leaving with him Khalil Pasha, son of Ibrahim

Pasha (who had died of the plague in 1429) and

Khusraw Molla [q v
]

as councillors He retired

himself to Ma^nisa, but had to come back when,

in September of the same year, the Hungarians,

flouting the peace treaty, were preparing a new
crusade 1 hey marched south of the Danube
to Varna, here the army of Murad inflicted on

them a crushing defeat, in which King Ladislas of

Hungary was killed Again Murad II went back

to Maghnisa, but in the following year a Janissary

revolt broke out in Adrianople and it was the

vizier Khalil who invited Murad to return a second

time, as the young Muhammad did not seem to

be able to face the situation

During the last six yeais of his reign Murad
led again several campaigns in the Balkan penin-

sula In 1446 an action was undertaken against

the Palaeologoi in the Morea (destruction of the

Hexamilion, capture ofCoiinth and Patras), in 1447
against Albania, where the activity of Skander

Beg [q V
]
had begun in 1443, *44^ he faced

again a Hungarian invading army, which was

beaten on the plain of Kossowa, and in 1450 he

was again in Albania (siege of Groja) In that year

Constantine Palseologos became, by the grace of

Muiad 11, the last Byzantine Emperor, after the

death of John Shortly afterwards, in the first

days of February 1451, Murad died at Adrianople

He was buried in Brusa at the side of his mosque

(cf Ahmad lewhid, in TOhM^ 111 1856)

His reign was of extraordinary impoitance for

the future political and cultural development of

the Ottoman Empire After the fiist critical years

he continued his father’s work of consolidation

His aim was mainly to live on peaceful teims

with the vassal piinces, of whom the luler of

Siniib and the despot of Serbia gave their daughters

to Murad This peaceful policy was in concordance

with his character, the Byzantine historians and

other Christian sources describe him as a truthful,

mild and humane ruler His most influential viziers

were not yet the renegades of later times, they

belonged to the old families that had supported

the cause of Murad’s forefathers and were becoming

a kind of heieditary nobility Ibrahim Pasha and

Khalil Pa^a of the Djandarl! Qghullaii (F

Tacschner and P Wittek, in hi xviii 92 sqq\

Iladjdji ^Iwad Pasha (Taeschner, in /j/, xx 154
sqq ), the sons of Timurtash, of Ewrenos and others

[

The mystical tradition was strong in his surroundings,

as is proved by the great influence of a man like

the Shaikh Amir Bukhari, othei ^aikhs came to

his court from Persia and Mesopotamia This

determined also the direction which the classical

Ottoman literatuie was to take in following centuries

Murad II was the first Ottoman prince whose court

became a brilliant centic of poets, hteiary men and

Muhammadan scholars [see TURKS, B, 111] But

also to non Islamic envoys and visitois Murad’s

court seemed a centre of cultuie (cf lorga, i

464 sqq
,

which description applies principally

to Murad II) Amongst the sultan’s buildings a

mosque in Brusa (cf II Wilde, Brusa

^

p 51)

ana one in Adrianople (the (Jc Sherfeli Djami^),

are notable and some large bridges His aimy

organisation is well knoi^n fiom a full desciiption

by Chalcondylas

Bibliography The older Turkish sources

Neshri (Haniwaldanus), 'Ashfk Pasha Zade, Urudj,

RuhT, Anonymus Giese, are completed by the

Byzantine historians Phrantzes (who himself

played a part in the diplomatic history of the

time), Ducas and Chalcondylas, and also by
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the later Ottoman authors SaM al-Din, ^All and

Munedjdjim BashI A curious contemporary de-

scuption IS that of an unknown captive from

Muhlenbach in Transylvania (captured 1438) in

his Tractatus de mortbus condtitombus et nequttta

Turcorum (cf K Foy, m MSOSy iv
,
v)

General later descriptions of MurSd Il’s reign

in the works of von Hammer, G 0 R
^ 1 ,

Zinkeisen, 1 and Jorga, 1

(J H Kramers)
MURAD III, twelfth ruler of the Otto-

man Empire, was born on the 51^^ Djumada I

953 (4^*^ July 1546, ^o(hmanl^ 1 76) as

son of the later sultfin Selim II and the ^5^-
^ekl Nur BSnQ He arrived at Constantinople on
Dec 2ist, 1574, after Selim IPs death and reigned

until his death on January 16, 1595 or a few days

later His reign is not characterized by great con-

quests in Europe The peaceful relations with

Austria were officially maintained
,
peace was several

times confirmed (in 1575 and 1584) by a new
treaty and by extraordinary Austrian embassies

Nevertheless there were continual Turkish raids

into Austrian territory, especially in Croatia in

1578 — where even a new sandjak was formed —
followed by triumphal processions in the capital,

which the Austrian envoys were forced to witness

It was only in 1593 that 1 formal war broke out,

in which the then grand vizier Sinan Pasha took

the town of Raab (1594) 1 he relations with Venice

were of the same kind as with Austria, notwith-

standing several serious naval collisions peace was
maintained, mainly through the influence of Murfid’s

kha^^ekt Saflye (of the family of Baffa) and the

Kapudan Pashas, who were Italian renegades In

the Danube principalities the never ending dynastic

disputes went on, this was also the case in Tran-

sylvania Even Poland was considered more or

less as an Ottoman tributary vassal state, the

Polish king, Stephan Bathory, owed his crown to

the sultan’s protection and after his death (1587)
the new king Sigismund began to reign by the

grace of Murad The Porte had to intervene several

times in the disturbances caused by Polish cossacks

in Moldavia and the Tatar Khanate and by Tatar

incursions m Poland In the Ciimea the Ottoman
intervention was even stronger, because the Peisian

war necessitated in 1581 and 1583 expeditions by
the way of Kaffa and the Crimea against Daghistan

and Transcaucasia

The most outstanding military exploit of the

Ottoman Empire during Murad Ill’s reign was
the war with Persia, which lasted from 1577 to

1590 Persia passed, after Shah Tahmasp’s death

in 1576, through serious inner tioubles This gave

the Turks a favourable opportunity of enlarging

their lerritoiy Between 1577 and 1584 the chief

theatre of the war was Georgia
,
Lala Mustafa

Pasha won the battle of Lake Caldir (August 9,

1578), after which the princes of the small Geor-

gian kingdoms became nominally Ottoman vassals,

while several towns, like Tiflis and §hakl, came
under direct military occupation In 1579 the town
of Kars was fortified That same year Sinan Pasha
became ser-‘asker on the Georgian front The
completion of the conquests confronted the Ottoman
armies with serious difficulties, especially after

Simon, the former king of Kartli, had come back
from exile in Persia This made necessary the

already mentioned expedition by the way of the

Crimea in 1581 under Ozdemir ^OthmSn Pagha

who was joined in 1583, by the same way, by

Cja^fer Pasha, they came back to Constantinople

again via the Crimea and 'OthmSn Pasha was
received with great honour by the sult5n after

his return, although it would seem that the real

aim of the expedition — a junction with the

Turkish forces of the south — was not reached,

owing to the combined efforts of the people ot

Georgia and Shirwan (cf W E D Allen, A
History of the Georgian People^ London 1932,

p 157) The second phase of the Persian war

began with the taking of Tabriz in 1585 by

^OthmSn Pasha, followed by other successes on

Persian territory (Gandja in 1 ranscaucasia and

NihSwend) In 1587 Shah 'Abbas I ascended

the thione, soon afterwaids there began peace

negotiations, ending in a peace treaty (March 21,

1590) which left Georgia, §hirw5n, Karabagh,

Tabriz and Luristan to the Ottoman Empire One
of the peace conditions was that the Persians

should give up most of then anti Sunnite reli

gious practices

During Mur5d Ill’s first years Muhammad Pasha

Sokolli [q V
]

had continued to administer the

huge Empire as grand vizier, but his once un-

questioned authority began to wane under the

influence of the sultan’s courtiers like Shemsi Pasha

and the defterdSr Uwcis, an influential personality

also was the Kh^adja Sa'd al-l)in — the historian—
and the eunuch Ghazanfer Agha Home and foreign

politics were influenced also by Murad’s mother

Nnr BanQ and the already mentioned kha^^ekt

^afiye (Baffa), who used as a powerful agent outside

the palace the Jewess Kira (Chierazza in the Italian

sources) Sokolli’s confidants were relegated from

the capital (as the tnshan^i FerldQn) or executed

(like Michael Cantacuzenos) But he was still grand

vizier, when he was murdered on October 11, 1579
After him the grand vizierate was changed no less

than ten times under Murad III SinSn Pasha,

already mentioned, held the offiice three times,

'Othman Pasha, appointed in 1585, after his return

from DSghistan, died eight months aftei wards As
the sultan, though well-intentioned, was too weak
himself to direct a consistent policy, — as he

acknowledged himself according to'Ali(cf Hammer,
G 0 R 11 567) — all kinds of abuses gradu-

ally began in this epoch, especially in the admini-

stration of the fiefs [cf fImar] and the enrolling of

the Janissaries, they are summed up in Ko£i Bey’s

Risala This sultan’s reign witnessed for the first

time revolts of the Janissaries directed against the

imperial diwan itself The first mutiny, in April

1589, was caused by depreciation of the coinage

and could be appeased only — as so often after-

wards — by the sacrifice of the lives of high

officials In 1592 there was a similar Sipahi

revolt More than one provincial rebellion had to

be subdued by force, the most celebrated expedi-

tion was that of Ibrahim Pagha, the later damad
and favourite of Muhammad III, to Egypt and Syria

in 1585, in Syria he persecuted severely the BanC
Ma'an, the leaders of the Druses, but very soon

afterwards the successful career of Fakhr al-Din

[q V
]
began

Murad’s reign can be characterized as the be-

ginning of the internal weakening of the Ottoman
power The sultan did not possess the strong

personality of his grand father
,
his amorous tenden-

cies were much encouraged by his mother and his

wife Safiye, and he had far more than a hundred
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children Besides he was inclined to mysticism,

he protected mystic poets and himself wrote poems
under the ta^allus MurSdl, besides a mystical

treatise called Futuhat al Styam (Hfidjdji Khalifa,

N® 1003) It is possible that he was in sympathy
with the repeated outbursts of Muhammadan fana-

ticism that occurred during his reign and led to

the conversion of several churches in the capital

into mosques, amongst them the church of the

Greek Patriarchate Ihese actions caused violent

but vain remonstiations from the representatives

of France and other Catholic powers Ihe outward
splendour of the court was extiavagant, the festival

of the circumcision of his son Muhammad, in June

1582, seems to have surpassed all similar cere-

monies in the Ottoman history (description by
Leonclavius)

Btbltogiaphy The lurkish contemporary

sources are the historical works of ^All (a Nusrat
name of ‘Ah is dedicated to the Georgian cam-

paign), PeCewl, Selaniki, Solak Zade and Hasan
Bey Zade, NaSmE and the Fedhlcke of Hadjdji

Khalifa begin with the year 1001 of the hidjra

(October 1 592) Contemporaneous western sources

are the Relaztom of the Venetian bailors, the

diary of Gerlach, further v Hammer, G 0
IV and the historical works of Zinkeisen, iv and

Jorga, III
,
E J W Gibb, HO P

^
11 170 sqq

_ (J H Kramers)
MURAD IV, fifth son of sultan Ahmad I,

and seventeenth ruler of the Ottoman Em-
pire, was born 28^^ Djumada I 1021 (July 27,

1612) and called to the throne as a result of the

mutiny of the Janissaries and Sipahis, which had
forced Mustafa I to abdicate, on Septembei ii,

1623 When the lives of Murad and his brothers

were in danger, they had been hidden by

Khalil Pasha But even after his enthronement
Murad IV’s position was far from strong Ihe
turbulent and continuously mutinying Janissaries

and Sipahis were the real masters of the situation

and the seven grand viziers that succeeded each

other between the accession and 1632 \^ere more
or less dependent on the momentary wishes of

those militias The young sultan and his mother
Kosem [q v

]
^^e^e it first unable to restore the

authority of the government, and more than

once they were constrained to sacrifice a high

official to the mutinous soldateska, amongst them
the grand vizier Hafiz Pasha [q v] in February

1632 Gradually the old experienced statesmen

of ‘Othman Il’s time regained their influence,

and sometimes the sultan was able to suppress

unreliable officials, as already in April 1624
by the execution of the grand vizier Kemankesh
‘All Pasha [q v ], but it was only in 1632 that

he became real master of the situation, in that

year he had the grand vizier Redjeb Pasha —
until that time one of the most influential men
at court — executed, after which began MurSd
IV’s personal reign of terror

During this period from 1623— 1632 the Asiatic

affairs of the Empire required all the available

energy of the Porte In 1623 BaghdSd had fallen

after many atrocities into the hands of the Persians

as a result of the intrigues of the Turkish su

bas3 Bekir, MSsul also became Persian, and the

Anatolian army under HEfiz Pasha was powerless

AbSza Pasha [q v
] was still in revolt at ErzerUm,

in 1624 an agreement was reached with him,

but only in 1628 the grand vizier ly^osrew Pasha

forced him to surrender, after which AbSza played

a part as governor of Bosnia and of Silistria In

the meantime several vain efforts were made to

recover Bagh<ISd, by HSfiz Ahmad Pasha in 1626,

and by Khosrew Pasha [q v
]

in 1630

From 1632 MurSd IV prepared with incredible

energy the mobilisation of all the country’s re-

sources for the war against Persia, where Shah

‘Abbas I had died in 1627 He suppressed with

great ciuelty the rebellious movements among the

Janissaries and reduced their number by not ap

plying the dewshtrme for twelve years New and

more reliable troops were formed from the ^ebe^tSy

bostandj^t% and especially the segbam (seymens)

Ihe necessary funds were procured by drastic

financial measures, amongst them the confiscation

of large fortunes Every attempt at opposition

was cruelly suppressed, in 1633 even the Shaikh

al IslSm Akhi Zade Husain was excecuted In

October 1633 an army under the new grand vizier

laban! Yas! Muhammad Pasha left Constantinople,

but that year and the following no important

military operations took place The Kapudan
Pasha Dj'^'far, howevei, was successful in sup-

pressing the power of the Druse Amir Fakhr

al Din [q v
]
and bunging him alive to Constan-

tinople In 1635 MurEd himself left the capital,

joined the grand vizier’s army in Erzerum and

conquered Eiiwan (August 1635) Then the un-

defended 1 abriz was taken and destroyed, after

which the sultan returned In the following year

the Persians recaptured Eriwan Finally, in 1638,

Murad took the field foi the second time with

the grand vizier TaiySr Muhammad Pasha, Bagh-

dad was taken by them in December 1638, and

thousands of Shills were massacred This was

the end of the Persian war, in 1639 a peace

was concluded, which left Baghdad to Turkey and

Friwan to Persia

In comparison with the events in Asia, Euro

pean affairs were of secondary importance The

peace with Austria was several times renewed

(1625 at Gyarmath and 1627 at Szon) although

predatory laids from both sides never ceased

Serious trouble was caused in 1624 by the appear

ance of Cossack ships in the Bosporus, they were

1
defeated only in 1626 Another hotbed of unrest

I

was the Crimea, wheie from 1624 till 1628 the

Porte had to suffer against its will the Khan

I

Muhammad Giray and his brother Shahin GirSy,

!
who even took Kaffa for a time After 1628

the Tatar MirzE Kantemir (or Kantimur), chief of

the Noghays, became the most powerful man in

the khanate
,

his continual incuisions caused

serious conflicts with Poland (peace restored in

1634) and in Moldavia At last Kantemir was

executed at Constantinople in 1637

The peaceful relations with Venice and the

western sea powers continued, in 1624 the capi-

tulations had been renewed, but as the Porte was

without authority over the Barbiry states of Algiers

and Tunis, England, Holland and France con

eluded separate treaties with their rulers in order

to avert as much as possible the damage done to

their trade by the ships of the corsairs In 1638

a more serious battle took place in the Adriatic

between the Venetian fleet and Barbary corsairs
,
at

first MurEd ordered the massacre of all Venetians

m his Empire, but in 1639 peace was restored

In Constantinople the ministers of Holland (Haga)

and England (Roe) intervened successfully in the
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troubles between the Porte and the Greek Pa-

triarchate

Murad IV died on February 9, 1640 and was

buried in the turbe of the mosque of his father

Ahmad, he was the last warlike sultan of the Em-
pire, by his energy he restored foi some time its

militaiy authority, but his refoims did not last after

him Still a separate hanun name bears Murad
IV’s name He was a man of considerable physical

strength and of high personal erudition and he

liked the company of poets Ills attachment

to the poet Tifli [q v
]

is famous in literary

tradition The poet Nef'i [q v
]

on the other

hand was executed by his order On verses

written by MurSd cf Gibb, H 0 P
^

\\\ 248 sqq

He had foui sons, all of whom died young, at

his death there was only his brother Ibiahim to

take the succession His brothers Baya/id and
Sulaiman were killed by his order during the

Eriwan compaign, and later also his brother Ka-
sim In course of time MuiSd had become evei

more ferocious, and he is said to have swoin m
1639 that he would subdue all his Christian neigh-

bours (Joiga, iv i)

Bibliography The chief Turkish sources

are Na'ima, Pecewi and Kan delebi 7ade’s

Rawdat al-Abtdi Fuither the continuation of

Htayi’s biographical work by ‘Ushaki /ade (6*

0 IV

^

p 259), Fwli}a Celebi’s SiuihaMuune
is also particularly rich in information about

the reign of Murad IV Of Western contem- I

porary sources must be mentioned the Venetian

Relaztom and the correspondence of Sir Tho-
mas Roe and Cornelius Haga (Rijks geschxedkutt'

dige Publtcatun, x
,
Bionnen tot de Geschtedent^

van den Levantschen Handel^ ijgo—1660^ II,

’s Oravenhage 1910) Later treatments of this

period in the general works of von Hammer (v
),

Zmkeisen (iv
)
and Jorga (111 )

(J H Kramers)
MURAD V, Ottoman Sultan from May 31 1

till Sept 7, 1876 He was boin on Sept 21,

1840 as son of SulHn 'Abd al Madjid and was

deprived of all influence on public affaiis during

the reign of his elder bi other ^Abd al-^Aziz, who
had the plan of altering the succession in favour

of his own descendants, so as to deprive Murad
of his rights Murad was called to the throne by

the coup d’etat of the recently established cabinet,

of which Midhat Pasha [q v ], Muhammad Rushdi

and Husain ^Awnl were the leading members By
deposing Sultan ^Abd al ‘Aziz they hoped to eli-

minate the influence of reactionary elements who
were opposed to their schemes of refoim and they

expected to find an ally in Murad In the night

from 30‘k to 31st May 1876 Murad was induced with

some difficulty to proceed to the Ser‘askerate in

Constantinople, where he received the homage of

the troops and the high dignitaiies lie con-

firmed the cabinet in office Very soon afterwards

took place the suicide of the deposed sultan

(June 5) and the murder of the ministers Husain

‘AwnI and Rashid Pasha during a cabinet meeting

in Midhats house (June 15) These events seem
to have been fatal to the mental equilibrium of

the new sultan, who, already in the night of his

accession, had shown signs of abnormal nervous

excitement He was unable to appear before his

people at the selamllky nor could the sword-girding

ceremony {kllldji alayV) be applied to him Midhat
Pasha and his friends, although fearing that a new

change of rulei might endanger their plans had to

arrange another deposition, they had the sultSn’s

health examined by a number of physicians and,

on their report, obtained a fativtl fiom the Shaikh

al IslSm Hasan Khair Allah Efendi, authorizing

Murad’s deposition (September i) His younger

brothei ‘Abd al-Hamid II became sultan and Mui ad

went to live in the Ciiaghan Palace, where he

died on August 29, 1904 His confinement during

‘Abd al-Hamid’s leign continued to excite spe-

culation as a yet unsolved mystery and was

occasionally represented as one of the crimes of

the Hamidian regime

Bibliography Keratry, Mourad prince^

sultan^ prisonntei d^etat 1840—i8y6^ Pans

1878, Djtmaleddin Bey, Sultan Murad F,

the Turkish Dynasty Mysteiy i8y6—iSgSt

London 1895, lewfik Nur al-I)m, ^Azizth

A haPl %vc Jntihart^ Constantinople 1324, Ah
mad Sa lb, Tartkh-i Sultan Muhammad Khamts^

Cairo 1326, Husain \\\{7\ Sultan Murad Khamis

we-Sebeb’t Khal^h C. onstantinople 1326, ‘Othman

^^xx^^AbdalHamtd Thant ive-Dewi-i Saltanatl^

Constantinople 1327, 1 30 sq
^ 91 ,, Ah

Ilaydar Midhat, J ife of Midhat Pasha^ London

1903 (J H Kramers)
MURAD PASHA, Turkish grand vizier

under Ahmad 1 ,
was a Cioatian by birth and

was born about 1520 He served the empire as

military commandei and latei as wait in different

provinces (Fgypt, Yaman, Anatolia) and was made
prisoner by the Persians in the battle of Tabriz

(Sept 1585), where ighale’s army was defeated

In 1601 he was pa&ha of Budin and in 1603

commander-in-chief on the Hungarian front In

these posts he lepeatedly conducted for the Porte

peace negotiations with Austria He was the chief

negotiator of the peace of Zsitvatorok (Nov ii,

1606) A month afterwards (Dec ii, 1606), after

the execution of Derwisll Pasha in Constantinople,

he was appointed grand vizier, being then already

about 80 years of age

As grand viziei Murad Pasha became particu-

larly famous by his lelentless peisecution and

repression of the many rebellions in the Asiatic

provinces In 1607 he defeated the Kurd Djanbulad

[q v] in North Syiia (battle of Urudj Owasf in

Oct 1607) After having passed the winter in

Aleppo, he succeeded in crushing the forces of the

arch rebel Kalender Oghlii at the pass of Goksun
in Cappadocia (July 1908), where he decided the

battle by his personal com age Then he pursued

from Slwas the rebel Maimun and defeated him
neai Baiburt His habit of thi owing the captured

rebels into pits dug for that puipose brought him
the name of Koyudju Murad Pa^a Notwithstanding

the sultan’s order — provoked by his enemies

in the capital — that he should proceed imme-
diately against Persia, he returned in December

to Constantinople, where he was received with

great honours Poets celebrated his achievements

against the rebels In 1609 Murad Pasha went

to Scutari for the Persian campaign, but he went

no further that year, because he wished first to

deal with two remaining dangerous rebels Muselli-

^.aush in \l 111 and Yusuf Pasha in Aidin By
false propositions of reconciliation these two were

at last induced to surrendei and afterwaids killed

Murad Pasha had to make use more than once of

his personal influence with the sultan to restrain the

latter’s impatience before his plans had succeeded
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On the other hand, the sultSn had to protect several

dignitanes against the personal hatred of the terrible

old man In i6io the grand vizier at last marched
to Persia and destroyed Tabriz, then he went to

Erzerum, from where he began long and extended

negotiations with ^ah 'Abbas Before the following

year’s campaign had begun, he died (August 5,

1611) He was buried in a turbe neai the medrese

he had founded in the quarter Weznedjiler in

Constantinople

By his successes in restoring the internal order of

the empire Mui 5d Pa&ha is considered as one of the

most able grand viziers, the historians give ample
proofs of his sound judgment of persons and
situations To his initiative is due a compilation

of the kanuns regulating the ttniar administration

(G 0 JV, ^ 141)
Btbltogi aphy 'Othman Zade, Hadikat al-

tVuza?a^f p 55, the historians Na'^ima, Pecewi,

IladjdjI ^allfa (Fedhleke) and Hasan Beg Z5de
Mostly after them von Hammer, G 0 F

^
\v

^

Zinkei^n, iv
,
Jorga, iii (J H Kramfrs)

MURAD SU [See ai-I-urai
]

MURADABAD [See Moradabad
]

muradI, takhallus of MurSd 111 [q v
]
and

Murad IV [y v']

MURCIA (Ar Murstya)^ atown in the S E
of Spain, 140 feet above sea level in the centre

of the famous huerta de Mmcta (“gardens of

Murcia”) watered by the river Segura (Ar IVddt

^akura [q v
]
or Wadi 7 ab)ad^ “the white river”)

Ihe area of Murcia has a large population over

150,000, although the town in the strict sense

has barely 30,000 Murcia is the capital of the
province of the same name and the see of a

bishop. It has also a university Its port, 40 miles

to the south on the Mediterianean coast, is Car-
tagena, the Kai tadjanna or Kartad^annat al

K/hulafad of the Arabs

The situation of Murcia in the centre of very

fertile gardens, forming an island of vegetation

in a bare country poorly endo\\ed by nature, had

been noticed already by the Arab geographers who
give more or less long accounts of it Abu ’I Fida’,

for example, says that it was like Seville for the

number of its gioves and parks {muntazahat)^

among which he mentions the famous al Rushika
Murcia in the Umaiyad period was the capital

of a province or kfua which bore the name of

lodmir [q V
,

iv 805] Ihis name which is

connected with the name of Iheodemir, a Visi-

gothic chief of the region at the time of the

Muslim conquest, was also applied to the town of

Murcia itself, fiom the tune when it supplanted

Orihuela [q v
]

as the chief town of the region

Indeed almost all the Arab authors who speak

of Murcia agree in saying that it was a compara-

tively recent foundation, it was built by ordei of

the Umaiyad emir 'Abd al Rahman II al Hakam
about the year 210 (825), according to the al-

Rawd almH^taf in 216 by the governoi Djabii b

Mahk b Labid

The land of Todmir and with it of course

Murcia was much involved in the civil wars

provoked by the rivalry of the YamanTs and the

Mudarls of Spam in the period of the indepen-

dent emirs of Cordova In the reign of 'Abd

Allah (275-300= 888-912), a lebel, the renegade

Daisam b Ishak, rose there with the conni-

vance of the famous agitator Ibn HafsHn [cf umai-

YADS II] He ruled independently all the province

of Todmir until the emir of Cordova sent to

suppress him in 283 (896) an army led by his

uncle Hisham b 'Abd al-Rahman b al Hakam
and the general Ahmad b Muhammad Ibn Abl
'Abda Daisam was defeated between Aledo and

Lorca and the latter town besieged The country

was only definitely pacified and restored to the

central power in Cordova in the reign of the

caliph 'Abd al RahmSn III and his successor al-

Hakam II

During the events which ended in the break

up of Umaiyad Spam, Murcia became, like the

majority of the great towns of the Peninsula, the

capital of a little independent state At
first in the hands of the “Slavs” [cf sakaliba]

Khairan and Zuhair, along with Almeria and Jaen,

the principality of Murcia was then for some
time attached to the kingdom of Valencia, in the

reigns of 'Abd al-'AzIz al MansUr Ibn Abi 'Amir
and his son 'Abd al-Malik al-Muzaffar The governor

who then ruled Murcia was Abu Bakr Ahmad b
Ishak Ibn Tahir, when he died in 455 (1063)
after amassing a consideiable fortune, he was suc-

ceeded by his son Abu ‘^Abd al-Kahman Muham-
mad who soon proclaimed himself independent

and repudiated the authority of the Valencian

dynasty

The principality of Ibn Tahir soon aioused the

covetousness of the minister of al-Mu'tamid [q v
]

Ibn ' Vl)bad, king of Seville, and an expedition

was sent against Murcia with the help of an in

dependent lord of the district, Ibn Rashik Ibn

l\hir was taken prisoner and shut up in Mon
teagudo, but escaping, he reached Valencia wheie

after acting as advisei to al-Kadir Ibn Dhi ’l-NUn

[q v
]
and having almost succeeded him, he finally

died in 508 (1119) 1 he conquest of the kingdom of

Murcia by Ibn 'Ammar in the name of the 'Abbasids

took place in 471 (1078), but it was only nominal

and It was Ibn Rashik who exercised the real

power instead of Tbn Tahii

The kingdom of Murcia was one of the first

districts of the Peninsula to be conquered by the

A 1 m o i a v i d s Murcia was taken for Yusuf b

Tasjifln [q v] in Shawwal 484 (Nov -Dec 1091) by
the I amtunian general Ibn '\bsha who next took

Denia and lativa Ibn ^A7 sha remained governor

of Murcia, he w^as replaced later by Abii Bakr

b IbrMiim Ibn llhlwit, then by a brother of the

sultan 'All b Yusuf, Abii Ishak Ibrahim

A general using against the Almoravids took

place in Spam in the beginning of the xid» centuiy

and ga\e use to the formation of a new series of

kingdoms of “taifas’ Murcia therefore between

1 145 and 1147 was in the hands of two rival leadeis,

'Abd Allah b lyad and 'Abd Allah b Faradj,

until the Valencian ruler Muhammad b Ahmad
b Sa'id Ibn Maidanish seized it and took up

his residence there Ihis individual, who was of

Spanish oiigin (cf above, 11 , p 403), soon became

the poweiful luler of all S F Spain, between

Valencia and Almeiia, and instituted a series of

fruitful alliances with the Christian rulers of

Catalonia, Aragon and Castille He was for long

able to lesist the attacks of the first Alraohads

'Abd al-MiFmin [q v
]

and Yfisuf [q v
], and it

was only after his death m 567 (1172) during

the siege of his capital Muicia that his kingdom
passed finally to the Mu^minid sovereigns

P'rom the fall of the Almohad empire in Spam
until Its conquest by the Christians Murcia had
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a very troubled existence It ^as in turn the

residence (from the beginning of the xiii*^ century)

of princes of the family of the Band Hud of

Saragossa Muhammad b Ydsuf al Mutawakkil,

the latter's uncle, Muhammad, Abd BakrMuhammad
abWSthih, then it passed to the Nasrids of Granada

to 'Abd Allah b All Ibn Ash^llula For details

of the obscure history of this period see the mono-

graph by Gaspar Remiro quoted below According

to Ibn al-Abbar (cf M Bencheneb, Notes ehfono-

logtques sur la conquete de VEsfagne^ m Melanges

Rene Basset^ Pans 1923, 11 73), Murcia was sur-

rendered to the Christians by Ahmad b Muham-
mad b Hud, son of the governor, on Thursday
I0‘h Shawwal 640 (April 2, 1243) But if we may
believe the Christian chronicles it was in February

1266 that Don Jaime of Aragon took definite

possession of Murcia

Bibliography al-ldrisl. Description de

rAfrtque et de VEspagne^ ed and transl Dozy
and de Goeje, p 194—236, Abu ’
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wim aUBuldan^ ed Reinaud and de Slane,
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IV 497, Ibn 'Abd al-Mun'im al-Himyari, al-

Raivd al m^tar^ art Murstya
,

Akhbar ma^
mu^a^ Ibn al-Kutlya, Iftitah al Andalus^ passim^

Ibn 'IdhSn, al-Bayan al-mughrtb^ ii and 111
,

indices
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all the historians and biographers of the
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by M Gaspar Remiro, Historia de Murcia
Musulmana^ Saragossa 1905 Cf also Dozy,

Histoire des Musulmans d'EspagnCy 2nd ed
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A Gonzdlez Palencia,

Historia de la Espaha Musulmanay p 57, 82,

88, A Prieto Vives, Los Reyes de Taifas^
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(E Lf.VI-PROVENgAl

)

MURDADH (p), the fifth month of the
Persian solar year running from July 19 to

Aug 1 8 (Murdadh mah) Murdadh is also the name
of the seventh day of each month {^Murdadh
riiz), It IS the last of the senes of the days which

are called after the Amesha Spentas Murdadh
(Pehlevi amurdath “immortality”) forms with Khur-

dadh [q V
]

(Pehlevi kkurdalh perfection) an in

divisible pair and the days which bear these names
come together They denote a pair of archangels,

of whom Murdadh has charge of the gifts of the

earth on which the life of man depends The
seventh day of the month Murdadh on which the

names of the day and of the month are the same
is called Murdadhgan

Bibliography al-Biriim, ed Sachau,

p 42, 43, 70, 221 Geiger-Kuhn, Gr I Ph
^

11 638, 675 sqq (M PieSSNER)

al-MURDJUA. name of one of the early
sects of Islam, the extreme opponents of the

SbSndjitcs [q V
]
The latter thought that a Muslim

by committing a mortal sin becomes a kafir The
Murdji^a, on the other hand, were of opinion that

a Muslim does not lose his faith through sin This
doctnne led them to a far-reaching quietism in

politics, according to their doctrine, the imam
who was guilty of mortal sins did not cease to

be a Muslim and must be obeyed The salSt

performed behind him was valid

Occidental and Oriental explanations of the

name show considerable divergencies (cf e g
Sale, Preliminary Discourse

^

p 22() sq
^
Goldziher,

Richtungen der islam Koranauslegung^ p 179,

V Kremer, Oesch d herrschenden Ideen^ p 20,

Houtsma, Strijd over het dogmuy p 34) It seems

to me that the oiigin of the name must be sought

m the term irdya\ in this way that Murdji^a meant

adherents of the doctnne of ('Abd al-KShir

al-Baghdadi uses the term for their doctrine) and

that this term goes back to verse 107 of sura ix

The context of this verse not only explains the

term tr^a\ but may also give an insight into

the evolution of the ideas of the Murdji’ites In

the preceding verses Muhammad makes a distinc

tion between two groups among the Madinese who

had forsaken him in the expedition to labuk

[q v
]

some had shown mfUk without penitence,

they were to receive punishment in this and in

the other world (veise 102) Others had shown

penitence {tawba^y they were left to Allah's mercy

(verse 103) The third group, who had not made

penitence, were left in suspense {ntur^a^unay

or, according to a diffcient reading, mur^awna)
The situation in Madina after the expedition to

Tabuk was generalised by later sects As a matter

of fact, the third group mentioned in the passage

discussed — viz sinners who did not show peni-

tence — was relegated to Hell by the Khandjites

In opposition to this, the Murdji^tes taught the

doctrine of trdy^ mentioned in shra ix 107 and

therefore they were called MuriJji^a, i e the

adherents of the doctrine of respite or hope, for

this the term irdyal means, the variants murclya^una

and mur^aivna are irrelevant in this respect

In the course of time the doctrine of the MurjJji’a

assumed a double aspect Iheir chief thesis was the

indelible character of faith, in opposition to the

l^aridjites Their second thesis was of an escha-

tological nature wheie there is faith, sins will do

no harm On account of the latter doctrine they

were called the adherents of promise {ahl al wald)y

in contra-distinction to the Mu'tazila [q v
]
who

were called the adherents of threats {ahl al-

7va^id) So the doctnne of tr^a^ had acquired a

tuple aspect — which accounts for the divergent

explanations of the name—
,
viz the doctrine of faith

bearing an indelible character, an indulgent attitude

towards sinners in the Muslim community, and a

hopeful prospect for them in the Last Judgment
Ihese are the chief tenets of the Murdji^a as

they appear to us as well as to later Muslim
writers such as al ^ahrastSni Eailier authors

enumerate a number of divergencies among the

different groups of Murdjihtes Al Ahh'ari mentions

their variety of opinion regarding faith, unbelief,

SIDS, tawhidy interpretation of the Kur^fin, escha-

tology, mortal and venial sins, forgiveness of mortal

sins, the impeccability of the Prophets, punish-

ment of sms, the question whether there were

infidels among the early generations of Islfim,

redress of wrongs, the beatific vision, the nature of

the Kur’Sn, the quidditas of AllSh, His names and

sifdty predestination

'Abd al-Kahir al-BaghdSdi mentions three groups

of Murdji^a a those who taught ir^ydl regarding

faith and freewill, to this group belonged ^ailSn
AbQ Marw&n al-Dimashki, Abu ^Smir, Mu1]Lammad

b Abl Sh^hlb al-Basri
,
b those who taught ir^ylH

regarding faith and compulsion ({(tabr), c those

I
who gave faith the pre eminence before works and
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belonged neither to the adherents of the doctrine
of free will nor to those of predetermination

, to the
latter group belonged the followers of YGnus b
'Awn, QiassSn, Aba Thawban, Aba Mu'adh al-

Tawmani, Bishr b Qbaiyath al-Maiisi [q v
] The

followers of GhassSn reckoned Aba Hanifa as one
of their friends, not, however, quite rightly, accor-
ding to al-BaghdadI That Aba Hanifa shared the
general views of the Murdji^a, appears from his
(unedited) letter to al-BattI, which is preserved in
a MS in the library of Cairo

Although al-Baghdadi mentions a hadttk m
which the Murdji^a are cursed, the high esteem
in which Abu Hanifa stood as a dogmatist and
as a doctor of the law would be in itself sufficient

proof of the fact that the “sect” was not too
eccentric As a matter of fact, their political quietism
was largely practised by orthodoxy itself As regards
eschatological punishment, the Ftkh Akbar^ ii

(art 14) rejects the Murdji^I doctrine of our good
deeds being accepted and of our sins being for

given, Allah being free to punish the sinner or
to grant him forgiveness — The same ^-akida^

however, shares the Murdji^i doctrine of the con
stancy of faith (art 18)

Bibliography M Th Houtsma, Z)/

ova het dogma tn den Islam tot op al-Ash^art^

I eyden 1875, p 34 sgtj
,
I Goldziher, Vorlesungen

uber den Islaniy Heidelberg 19 10, Index, s v
Murdschi’a, A j Wensinck, The Muslim Greedy
Cambridge 1932, General index, s v Murdjites,
al-Ash'aii, Makalat al-IslUnitytn^ ed Ritter,

Stambul 1929, i 132 sqq
,
'Abd al-Klhir al-

Baghdadi, Kttab al-Fark batn aFFtraky ed Muh
Badr, Cairo 1328, p 190 sqq

, al-Shahrastani,
ICitab aFMtlal wa U-Nthaly ed Cureton, p
103 sqq

,
Ibn Hazm, Kttab aFFt^al^ 11 112

iv 44 sqq
, 204 sqq

,
Ibn al-Alhlr, ed Torn-

beig, X 29, Muir, The Life of Mohammad^
3*'d ed

,
Edinburgh 1914, p 431

(A J Wensinck)
MURQiiAB [See Mervv al-^Xhiqjan

]

MURlD, novice, the term applied during his

period of preparation to one who wishes to enter a
derwish ordei [iarIka, q v

,
cf also u^Rwr^]or

a guild [siNi^, q v] The task of the murid and his

obligations to his master /f;
)
and to his ideal

and their mystic and erotic foundations have been
often and fully discussed, so that it is here sufficient

to give a reference to the most important literature

of modern times, which will guide one to the
sources themselves In the widei application of the
word murid has become a term for mystic in general

Bibliography the articles mentioned and
^liiADD, II Thornmg, Bettrage zur Kenntnis des

islamtschen Veremswesens(Turk Btbl y\v\ ,1913),
R Hartmann, al-Kuschatris BarsteHung des

!}ufitums {Turk Btbl

^

xviii
, 1914), Diet of

Techn ed Sprenger, s v
,
Asin Palacios,

El Islam cfisttantzado^ *93*^ esp p 145-158
(M Plessner)

al-MURIYANI, Abu AiyUb SulaimSn al
I^Uzl, vizier of the caliph al-MansGr
When the governor of Ears Sulaiman b Habib
al-MuhallabI in the Umaiyad period had the future

caliph al-MansGr, who was accused of embezzling
state funds, dogged and intended to treat him
with still greater indignity, the latter was saved
by Aba AiyUb al-MUnyanl who was Sulaimln's

secretary According to another story, al MansGr
purchased him as a young boy and sent him in

some capacity to his brother, the caliph al SaffSh,

who was so pleased with him that he at once
took him into his service and retained him there

after his manumission Al-MGriyanl was m any
case appointed vizier by al-MansGr in succession

to lUiSlid b Barmak He had a great influence

over the caliph, in 153 {^^o) however, he was
ai rested with his brother and the latter’s sons

and deprived of all his property According to

some, his crime was that he had embezzled a

large sum received from al Mansur to make a

district in ^uzistan arable and deceived the caliph

when he came to inspect it by making the place

look as if It were cultivated According to others,

he had a son of al MansQr murdered He died in

prison in 154 (770/1) — Ihe nisba al-Munyant
comes from Muriyan, a town in Khuzistan

Btbltogi aphy Ibn Knallikan (ed Wusten-
feld), N® 275 (transl de Slane, 1 595 j^),
Ya'kabi (ed Houtsma), 11 468 ,

Tabari, ed
Leyden, 111 370, 372, Mas'adi, Muiudij (ed

Pans), vi 165 sq
,
Ibn al-Alhir (ed loinberg),

V 466 sqq
,
Ibn al-Tiktaka, al Fakhit (ed Deren-

bourg), p 236—239 (K V ZETlLRSTfFN)
MURSAL (a), part pass IV from at sala “to

send” As a technical term it denotes a an apostle

of Allah, b traditions of which the tmad is

defective in a certain sense, cf hauixh, 111 c

AI mursalAt, title of sura Ixxvii
,
after the

first verse “By those which are sent by Allah,

following one another in a continual series” Ac
cording to some interpreters a certain gioup of

angels is meant here, according to others, however,
the mursalat are the verses of the Kurban See the

commentaries on the Kurban on sura Ixxvn i

MURSIJIDABAD, district in the Presi
dency Division ofBengal, area 2,14359 m,
pop 1,372,274, of whom 713,152 are Muslims
Ihe public offices are at BarhSmpar, but the old

capital is at Muisfiidabad, which before Mur^hid
Kuli’s appointment was known as Makhsusabad
or Makhsudabad 1 he district is mainl) agricultural,

and produces much rice, jute, etc

,

and is famous
for its mangoes The silk industry was formerly

of great importance, but has now much declined

The district played a very prominent pait in the

historv of Bengal, and is full of historical sites

though Plassey is now outside its bordeis The
history of Calcutta and of the English in Bengal
IS intimately connected with Mur^idabad But
the NawSbs are no longer of political importance

Bibliography J H P Walsh, Htstoiy

of Mill shidabad Dtshtety London 1902, Puma
Ch Mazumdar, Mumud of Murshtdabad^ Mur-
shidabad 1905, Ghulam Husain al-TabatabaT,

Sivar al Muta^akiikk^itn^ translated by Mustafa,

a French renegade, in 1789, Ghulam Husain of

Malda, Rtyad al-Saldtin (Btbl Ind
^

text and
translation), reference may also be made to

Anquetil Du Perron’s account of his travels, to

Mrs Sherwood’s Autobw^aphyy Bishop Heber’s

Journal^ and to Macaulay’s Essays
^
Fifth Report

of the Select Committee of the House of Com^
mons on the Affav s of the Hon East India

Company^ 1812, Census of Indta^ ^9^^^ vol v,
paits i and 11 ,

Imperial Census of India^ vol

xviii
,
W W Hunter, Statistical Account of

Bengal^ vol ix
,
Rev J Long, The Banks of

the Bhagnathi {Calcutta Review) y S C Hill,

Bengal in /yj'd—77/7 {Indian Records Senes)

(H Beveridge)
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AL-MURTApA al-^ARIF Abu ’l-K5sim 'AlI

B al-TXhir nki ’l-Manakib AbI Ahmad al-Hu-
SAIN B MUsX B Muhammad b IbrahIm b MDsA
al-Kazim b Dja'far al-Sadik b Muhammad al-

BAkir b 'AlI Zain al-'AbidIn b al-Husain b ^Ai I

B AbI Talib, 'Alam al-Huda, Arab author
born m 355 (966), died m 436 (1044) as Mih/f

of the 'Alids in Baghdad Of his works, which

are detailed in Ahlwardt, Verzeichnts det Hdss
tn Berlin^ N® 16, we still have the following

I His principal work Ghurar al-Fmva^td wa Durar
al’Kala^td bt ''l-Muhadarat^ usually called briefly

al-Durar wa U-Ghurar^ which he finished on the
22n<l Djumada I 413 (Aug 24, 1022) is an adab

book which to the discussion of veises of the

Kurban and traditions adds numerous philological

and lexicographical notes and extensive references

to poets and is divided into 80 (82) tnad;dlts^

lith TihrSn 1273, 1277, pr Cairo 1325 as the

JCttab al-Amalt^ 2 Kitab al ^afi^ a defence of

the imSmate of the Twelvers against the Mugtni
of the Mu'tazili chief kadi of the Shafi'is in Raiy

Abu ’

1-Hasan ‘^Abd al Djabbar b Ahmad al-Asad-

abadl (1*415 = 1024), along with an abbreviation

of the year 432 (1040) by Shaikh al Tusi entitled

Tal^l^ aUShafl printed in one volume Tihran

1301, 3 Irshad al^'Aivamm in a collected volume
Tihran 1304 (s E G Browne, A Yea} among the

Perstans^^ 554)) 4 al-Dhari^a tla Usui al-Sharfa^

Brit Mus Or 5581 {Descriptive 21),

5 al-MaslYtl al’Nasirtya in the collected volume
al Djawam^^ al^fikhtya

^

Tihran 1276, 6 al-Inttsdt^

on the differences between the Shi^a and the other

madhahib^ lith Bombay 1315 (s Goldziher, Vorl

fiber den Islam^ p 271), 7 al-^ihab fi "I-Shat

b

wa 'l-Shabab^ pr Stambul (Djawa^b) 1302 in a

Madjmu% Tihran 1272 (s Goldziher, Abhandl
zur arab Phtlolo^te^ 11 , p xxi

,
Ivi )

He IS also regarded by some as the author of

the Nah(l; al-Balagha^ a collection of reputed

sayings of^Alf, which others (so always in Yemen,
according to MSS of the Ambrosiana, see R S O

^

III 574) attribute to his brother al-Radi Abu
’

1-Husain Muhammad, born in 359 (969), d 406

(1015) [s vol IV, p 354 sq\^ lith Tabriz 1247,

Tihran 1271, Cairo n d, BairUt 1885 with com
mentary by Muhammad ^Abduh (d 1905), Cairo

1290, 1328, with footnotes by Muhammad Hasan
Na^il al-Marsafi, 1925 Commentaries on it were

written by i his contemporary 'All b ai Nasir

al-Husainl entitled Plant Nahdj al B ilagh 7, s

Catalogue of the Arabic MSS in the Buhar Libra?y^
N® 413, ii

,
2 ^Izz al-Din Abu Hamid 'Abd al-

Hamld b Hibat Allah b Abi ’

1-Hadid al-Mada'ini,

d 655 (1257) {G A L
^

i 249—282], Bombay

1304, Tihran 1270, 2 vols
, 1281, 10 vols

,
Cairo

1330, 20 vols
, 3 Kamal al-Din Mitham b 'Ah

b Mitham al-Nadjrani in 776 (1374), Cairo,

IV, b, 60, 4 'Imad al-Din Yahya b Ibrahim b

Yahya al-Djahhafi (s Brit Mus Suppl
,
N® 1228,

IV
,

his Diwan in Munich, Glaser, N® 104) in

the Ambrosiana, C 7, s R S O
^

s\ 1304, 5

(Persian) FaWir al-Din 'All b Hasan al-Zawari in

the reign of Sh^h Tahmasp I (930-984= 1524-

1576), s Story, Pers Literature^x 14, 6 (Persian)

the latter’s contemporary Husain b 'Abd al-Hakk
al-Ilahi al AstarSbadi, s Ivanov, Cat As Soc Ben-

galy N® 1107 The book was also several times

translated into Persian e g by 'Ali b Hasan al-

Zawari about 647 Rawdat al Abrar^
s Catalogue Browne^ p lO, by Fath Allah b

Shukr Allah al-Kash5ni (d 978= 1570, according

to the Kashf al-HudjiUb^ p 143 in 997=1589)
entitled Tanblh al Ghafiltn wa-Tadlpkirat al-Ari-

fin^ s Rieu, Brit Mus
^
N® 18, 1120— 1121,

Ivanov, Cat As Soc Bengal^ 11 372, Cambridge

Suppl
^
N® 1342, Asafiya, 11 1608, N® 185

While the authorship of the Nah^ al-Balagha

must remain open the anthology Taif al-Khay'al

IS to be ascribed to our author and not with

Derenbourg, Cat Escur 2, N® 348 to his brother,

as in the preface he quotes his own work men-
tioned under N® 7 He and not his brother as in

the article ^ARlt pasha is to be credited with

the Mad^azat al-KuPan^ which Hadjdji Khalifa

N® 11377 ascribes as al-Ma^az to al-Radi and he is

probably also the authoi of the Kitab al Ma^uzat
al-nabawtyay also ascribed to al-Radi and extant in

a manuscript in the British Museum (s Oriental

Studies presented to E G Browne^ p 137, N® 2)

and was printed at Baghdad in 1328 This also

holds of the Kitab Ma^anl al KuPan^ there quoted

but now lost The Turkish commentary on the

Diwan ascribed to 'Ah also credits him with the

authorship

Bibltogt aphy Ibn Khallikan, ed Wusten-
feld, N® 454, Cairo ed

,
1 243, al Baldiarzi,

Dutnyat al-Ka^r^ p 75, lusy. List of Shia

Books^ p 472 (C Brockelmann)
MURTADD (A ), “one who turns back”, espe-

cially from Islam, an apostate Apostacy is called

irtidad or rtdda
y

it may be committed verbally by
denying a principle of belief or by an action, for

example treating a copy of the Kurban with dis-

respect

1 In the Kurban the apostate is threatened

with punishment in the next world only
,

the

“wrath of God” will fall upon him according to

a Sura of the latest Meccan period (xvi 108 sq )

and severe punishment (^adhab) “except he did

it under compulsion and his heart is steadfast in

beUef ” Similarly it is written in the Medina Sura

ill 80 sqq “ This is the punishment for them,

that the curse of Allah, the Angels and of men
is upon them for all time (82), the punishment
shall not be lightened for them and they shall not be

gianted allevation, (83) except for those who
later repent and make good their fault, for Allah

is foi giving and merciful (84) Those who dis-

believe after believing and increase in unbelief, shall

not have their repentance accepted, they are the

erring ones (85) Those who are unbelievers and die

as unbelievers, from none of them shall be accepted

the earth full of gold even if he should wish

to ransom himself with it, this is a painful punish-

ment for them and there will be no helpers for

them” (cf also iv 136, v 59, ix 67) Sura 11

214 is to be interpreted in the same way although

it IS adduced by Shafi'i as the mam evidence for

the death penalty “ He among you who
falls away from his belief and dies an unbeliever —
these, their works are fruitless in this world and the

next, and they are the companions of the fire

for ever”

2 There is little echo of these punishments in

the next world in the Traditions (cf Ibn

Madja, Hudud^ bab 2 ,
Ibn Hanbal, 1 409, 430,

464 jy ,
v 4, 5) Instead we have in many traditions

a new element, the death penalty Thus Ibn 'Abbas
transmits an utterance of the Prophet “Slay him,

I

who changes his religion” or “behead him” (Ibn

!
Madja, Hudud^ bab 2, Nasa^f, Tabrim aUDam^
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bab 14, N® 2689, Malik) Akdtya^ tr 15,
cf also Bukh^i^l) Istitabat al Murtaddin^ bab 2,
lirmidhl, HudUd^ bab 25, Abti Dawnd, Hudud^
bab I, Ibn Hanbal, 1 217, 282, 322) According
to another tradition of Ibn ‘Abbas and ‘A^sha, the

Prophet IS said to have permitted the blood to be shed
of him “who abandons his religion and separates

himself fiom the community (Bukhari^

Diyat^ bab 6, Muslim, Kasama^ tr 25,26, Nasa%
J'ahrim aUDam^ bab 5, 14, Kasama^ bab 6, Ibn

Madja, HudUd^ bab i
,
Abu Dawud, Hudud^ bab i

,

Tirmidhi, Dtyat^ bab 10, Fttan^ bab i, Ibn Han-
bal, i 382, 444) But theie was no agreement
from the first on the nature of the death penalty,

thus ‘Ikrima (d 106 = 724) and Anas b Malik (d

91 = 710) criticise ‘All for having burned apostates

Istatdbat al-Mw taddln^ bal) 2, rirmidhi,

Hudud^ bab 25, Abu Dawud, Hudud^ bab i,

Ibn Hanbal) 1 217, according to a variant the

reference is to Zmdiks or Zutt, who served idols,

Nasa% Tahnm al-Dantj bab 14, Ibn Hanbal, 1

282, 322) According to a tradition of ‘A^siha’s,

apostates aie to be slain, ciucified or banished

(NasE^i, Tahrtm rt/-Z>^;//) bab 1 1 ,
Aizjtf ///tf

)
bab 1 3

,

Aba Dawud, Hudud^ bab i)

On the question whether the apostate should

be given an opportunity to repent, traditions differ

According to one tiadition of Abu Buida (d 104 =
722), Mu‘adh b Dj'ibal refused to sit down until

an apostate brought before him had been slain

“in accordance with the decision of God and of

his apostle” (BukhEii. MagJuizi^ bab 60, IstUdbat

al-Murtaddtn^ bab 2) Ahkdm^ bab 12, Muslim,

Jmdray tr 15, Aba Dawud, Hudud^ bab i
,
Ibn

Hanbal, v 231) In the same tradition in Abu
Dawud however, it is added that they had tried

m vain for 20 nights to convert the apostate The
caliph ‘Omar is also represented as disappioving

of this proceeding with the words “Did you then

not shut him up for three days and give him a

round loaf {raghtf) daily and tiy to induce him
to repent Perhaps he would have repented and

returned to obedience to God O God’ I was not

there, I did not order it and I do not approve,

see, it was thus reported to me” (Malik, Akdtya^

tr 15) There are also traditions according to

which God does not accept the repentance of on
apostate (Ibn Hanb-il, v 2 sqq

)
and others

according to which even the Prophet foigave

apostates (Nasa% Tahtitn ai-Davi, bab 14, 15,
Aba Dawad, Hudud^ bab i, Ibn Ilanbal, 1 247,
Tabari, TafsiVy 111 223)

3 a In the Fikh there is unanimity that the

male apostate must be put to death, but only if

he is grown up (balt^h') and compos mentis

and has not acted under compulsion

A woman on the othei hand is imprisoned, ac-

cording to HanafI and Shi‘l teaching, until she

again adopts Islam, while according to al Awz5‘l,

Ibn Hanbal (Tirmidhi, Hududy bab 25), the Malikis

and Shafi'^is (cf Umm^ 1 131, wheie ^afi‘i vigor-

ously attacks Aba YUsuf who is not mentioned

by name) she also is put to death Although this

punishment is not properly hadd (cf thereon

Shfifi% Umm^ vii 330, ao—32) it is regarded as such

by some jurists, as it is a question of a hakk

Allah (cf c g SarakhsI, Styar^ iv 162), there-

fore the execution of the punishment lies with the

imSm, in the case of a slave however, the inawld

can carry it out, as with any other hadd punish-

ment Execution should be by the sword According

The Encyclopaedia of Islam, III.

to the above traditions, apostates must sometimes
have been tortured to death The caliph ‘Omar II

had them tied to a post and a lance thrust into

their hearts (Aba YQsuf, p 112) BSdjnri

expiessly forbids any form of torture, like burning,

drowning, strangling, impaling, flaying, according

to him, Sultan Baibars (708-709= 1308-1309) was
the first to intioduce toiture (Snouck Hurgronje,

Versp) Geschrtfien^ 11 198) Lane (Manners and
Customs^ ch 111

,
near the end) records the case

of a woman who had apostatised and was led

through the streets of Cairo on an ass, then strangled

in a boat in the middle of the Nile and thrown

into the river [The throwing of the corpse into

the Nile was already usual in Cairo in the FStimid

period, cf Mez, /Renaissance d Isl
^ p 29] In

quite recent times followeis of the KEdyani or

Ahmidlya sect in Afghanistan were stoned to death

(O A/
,
V [1925], 138) In former Tuikish territory

and Egypt as well as in Muslim lands under
European rule since the middle of the xixtb

centuiy, undei Euiopean influence the execution

of an apostate on a kadi’s sentence has been
abolished, but we still have imprisonment and
deportation (cf Isabel Burton, The inner Life of
Syita^ I ondon 1875, 1 1 80 sqq')^ but nevertheless

renegades are not sure of their lives as their

Muslim relatives endeavour secretly to dispose ot

them by poison 01 otherwise Occasionally modern
Islamic writers (Ahmadiya movement) endeavour

to prove that Islam knows of no death penalty

foi apostasy
,
the Indian apologist Muhammad ‘Ah

lays great stiess on the fact there is not once an

indication of the death penalty in the Kur^En

(Zwemer, 1 he Law of Apostasy

y

in IslaiUy p 17,

37 sq
^
London 1924, 0 A/, v [1925], 262)

I should like here to call attention to an agree

ment which is probably not accidental As in IslSm,

in addition to apostasy, unchastity and unnatural

vice (even by stoning are punished by death)

according to both Shafi‘is and MSlikis, as well as

blaspheming God or a prophet and magic, we
find in Islam all crimes punished by death which

in the Mishna (Sanhedrin^ vii 4) are thieatened

with stoning

b Whether attempts at conversion must be made

IS a question of ithtilaf A number of jurists of the

first and second (viB^ and viiBb) centuries deny this

(as do the Zahins) or like ‘Ata^ (d 115 = 733 )

make a distinction between the apostate born in

Islam and one converted to Islam, the former is to

be put to death at once (so also the Shl‘is) Others

insist on three attempts at conversion (relying on

Suia iv 136, cf Tabari, Tafsir^ v 193 sq) or

have him in the first place imprisoned for three

days (cf above 2) According to others again one

should await the lound of the five times of prayei

and ask him to perform the ^aldt at each, only

when he has refused at each is the death punish-

ment to be enforced If however he repents and

and professes Islam once more, he is released (cf

thereon Sliafi% Umm^ 1 228, Abu Yusuf, Khard^y

p 109) In later times was always applied

c Apart from the fact that apostasy deprives

the murtadd of burial with Muslim rites it has

certain civil consequences The property of the

murtadd is fat^ accoiding to ShEfi‘l and the MElikis,

if the fugitive murtadd returns penitent, he is

given back what remains (cf Umniy i 231 sqq
,

where ShSfi'i opposes the contrary Hanafi view;

Others, especially lat^^r §hafi‘is, regard the rights

47
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of o>\nership of the apostate as suspended (waw-
|

lefuses the milk of other nurses and is suckled

kUf) and regard him as one who is under guaidian- 1 by his own mother Coming to the assistance of

ship (waA^Sr), only if the fugitive apostate dies 1 a haid pressed Israelite he kills an Egyptian but

in the dar al-harb^ does his property become
|

repents of this cume to \shich Satan had tempted

(Sh^rfizI, MuhadMhab^ Cano 1343, u 240, him lie is puisued and escapes to Madyan At

cf ShSft% Umm^wx 355) Among the Hanafis and a well there he waters the flocks of the two

ShSfi'Is the estate is allotted by the kadi to the legal daughters of a shaikh One of them invites him

heirs (cf also the traditions in Dariml, Fai'^td^ home modestly He receives her as his wife at

bab 40), the mudabbar and umm walad aie set the price of 8— 10 yeais seivice This preliminary

free, even when the apostate escapes into the dar history is told in Siiia xxviii 1—28, the mission

alharb^ for this is equivalent to his death If he itself is often mentioned

comes back penitent, however, he receives of his Musa receives from the burning bush in the

property what still exists, the heirs however are holy valley of Tuwan (xx 12, Wxix 16) orders

not liable foi compensation — Themaniage of the to take off his shoes, the message to Pharaoh, the

murtadd is void Of his legal undertakings signs of his mission, the rod, the snake, the hand

the tsttldd IS effective {najid]i)^\ e umm walad that becomes white Ilis speech is difficult to under-

becomes free, the htaba also continues Other stand (xliii 52), Ilaiun accompanies him as wazii

legal activities, like manumission, endowment, (xx 30, xxv 37) Pharaoh reproaches Musa with

testament, sale are suspended according ingratitude, saying he had been brought up by

to Abu Hanifa, according to Abu Yusuf they them (xxvi 17) Pharaoh assembles his magicians

are effective as in the case of a person in but their rods aie devoured by Musa’s 1 he magicians

good health, according to Muhammad al ^aibSni profess iheir belief in God and are mutilated in

howevei only as in the case of an invalid, 1 e punishment (vii 106— 123, xx 59—78, xxvi

they cannot deal with more than one thud of the 36—51) Phaiaoli wishes prayeis to be offcicd to

estate In the case of the female apostate how- him as God, oiders Haman to build him a towei

ever, they are alwa)s effective If the apostate so that he can reach the God of Musa (xxviii

makes such legal arrangements after his flight into 38, xl 38) Musa peiforms nine miiacles (xvii

the dar al-harb^ they are iinalid (Siiakhsi, Styat
, 103, xx 59— 78, xxvii 12) Ihese are I the rod

iv 152, cf also Abu \usuf, Khanidj^ p in) But and snake, 2 white hand, 3 deluge, 4 locusts,

since according to Shafi'i and Malik his whole 5 lice, 6 fiogs, 7 blood, 8 darkness, 9 dividing

estate becomes fai\ such legal arrangements are the sea (cf e g fabaii, ed de (joeje, i 485)
invalid, only the manumission of a slave icmains MUsa spends 30 and 10 nights with God (vii

suspended until his possible return penitent, in 138) He bungs instiuction and admonition on the

the case of his death also this slave becomes fat^ tablets In his absence bamiri makes the lowing

(cf however above the view of later Shafihs) golden calf (vii 146, xx 79—98) Musa breaks

He IS punished for crimes committed before the tablets He desires to see fiod God crumbles

apostasy, if he returns penitent, for crimes com- the hill to dust (vii 139) Israel fears war and

mitted during iidda^ no notice is taken of the has to wander 40 years in the wilderness (v 24

—

hukuk Allah (i e no hadd') but only of the hukuk 29) Musa’s enemies, Kaiun (Koiah), Pharaoh and

al-ibad^ and he must for example pay the dt^a Haman, perish (xxix 38)
(SarakhsI, Siyar^ iv 163, 208 sq

,
cf Shafi^^i, Vmm^ Some details differ fiom the Biblical story In-

1 231) stead of Pharaoh’s daughter, it is his wife who
Bibliography In addition to the books rescues the infant, instead of seven shepheidesses

on Tradition and Fikh see especially ^afi^^i, Mosa assists two Instead of ten plagues, Muham-
Kitab al Utntn^ Cairo 1321, 1 227—234, v 51, mad speaks of nine miracles Musa strikes twelve

vii 330 355, Abu Yusuf, Kitab al Khaiadj^ springs out of the rock, one for each tribe (11

Cairo 1302, p 109— 112, SarakhsI, Shath al~ 57, a memory of the twelve springs of Elim,

Styar al kabu

,

Haidaiabad 1336, iv 146— 219, Exodus xv 27) Ihc divergence is greater when
DabUsI, TePsts al-Nazar^ Cairo n d, p 22, Haman is made minister to Pharaoh Ihen there

Goldziher, Muh Studien^ Halle 1890, 11 215 are new features MOsa repents of having slam

sq
,
bantillana, Istituzioni dt dintto musulmano the Egyptian Musa sees the burning bush at night

malichtta^ Rom 1926, 1 131— 134, Zwemer, and desires to take a brand from its fire for his

The Laiv of Apostasy tn Islam^ London 1924, house (xx 10, xxviii 29) Pharaoh’s magicians

German transl
,
Gutlersloh 1926 die foi then belief in God

(Hefu-mng) Ihe following seems to originate in Haggada
MUSA, the prophet Moses of the Bible God forbits the infant to be suckled by an
I In the Kur’an Muhammad regards MUsS Egyptian mother (xxviii ii) In the Haggada

as his predecessor, his model, and believes he had Moses is offeied to all Egyptian suckling mothers,
already been foretold by Musa (vii 156), his but the mouth that is to speak with God cannot
religion is also Musa’s religion (xlii ii) Musa is also imbibe anything impure {Sdla^ 12^) That God
conceived in Muhammad’s image Charges are brought tilts the mountain over Israel (11 60, 87,
against him similar to those made against Muhammad vii 170) is explained from the Haggada Isiael

he is said to want to pervert people from the faith hesitated to accept the Tora and God tilted

of their fathers, (x 79), he practises magic (xxviii Sinai over them Tora or death (Sabbath^ 80a,

18) Musa and Harun seem rather to be sent to the ^Aboda Zaia^ 2^) The turning of the sabbath
stubborn Pharaoh than to the believing Israelites breakers into apes (11 6i, iv v 65, vii

Revelation is granted him tawrat^ kttab^ furkan^ 166) recalls the Haggada in which the builders of

(11 50, xxi 49, liii 37, Ixxxvii 19), illu- the tower of Babel become apes (5a«Air</rw, 109a)

mination, instruction and guidance Ihe picture KSrSn is represented as an exceedingly rich man
of him IS made up of Biblical, Haggadic and new the keys of whose treasure can hardly be cairied

elements MUsS is exposed, watched by his sister, by many strong men (xviii 76, 79), the Haggada
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says that Korah found a hidden Egyptian treasure
300 mules carried the keys of his treasury (/>«!
SMhmy 119a, Sanhedrin^ iioa, Pal Sank

,
x ayd

Giniberg, Legends^ vi 99, 560) — The Kur’Snic
story of a believer at the couit of Pharaoh who
wants to save Masa is not quite clear (xl 29)
Ought we to compare Jethro in the Haggada who
advises clemency at Pharaoh’s court? {Sd{a^ iia,
Sanheihtn^ lod^j Ginisbcig, v 392, 21, v 412
loi)

’

The story of Mas5 accompanying a wise
man on a journey seems without parallel (xviii

59—81) The attempt is often made to distinguish

this Musa of Khadir as Musa b Manasse from
MQsa b Tmran [cf the article lOiADiR]

2 MHsa in post-Ku r^anic legend The
histones of the prophet (especially IhaHabi’s) sup-

plement the Kui’amc story with much from the

Bible, Haggada and folklore

Much IS added from Haggada Pharaoh’s sick

daughters are cured as soon as they touch Moses’s I

cradle Exodus Rabba^ 1 23 makes Pharaoh’s

daughter be cured of leprosy — The infant Musa
scratches Pharaoh’s chin Pharaoh wants to slay

him On the intercession of Asiya he tests him
by putting gold and jewels on one side and
burning coals on the other Mus5 reaches foi the

gold but Gabriel directs his hand to the burning

coal Musa puts his burned hand on his tongue

and therefore becomes a stammerei (Ginzberg, v

402, 65, Hamilton, Zeiischr f ^omantuhe Phtlo- !

hgte^ XXX VI 125— 159)
Elements of othei legends aie woven into the

legend of Musa I he Ibrahim Nimrud legend sup-

plies the following features Phaiaoh frightened

by dreams persecutes the infants, MQsa is hidden

from the assassins in the burning oven but the

fire becomes cool and does him no harm Pharaoh

orders prayers to be offered to himself as to a

god, has a tower built, shoots an arrow against

heaven, the arrow comes back bloodstained and
Pharaoh boasts he has slam God ( labari, 1 469) —
From the story of Jacob and Laban come the

following Musa serves 8— 10 years for his wife

(xxviii 27) His father m law offeis him the spotted

lambs born in his flock and the ewes for the

watering troughs bear spotted lambs (Tha^labi,

p 1 1 2) There are fiequent references to a pious

Egyptian woman who is martyied by Pharaoh

with her seven childien, the youngest of whom is

still at Its mother’s breast (in Iha'labi, p 118,

139), this IS of couise modelled on the martyr

mother of the Maccabees

There are many fanciful embellishments, e g
the miracle of the snakes, the plagues, the scenes

on the Red Sea, Moses’s rod in particular plays

a great part It came from Paradise
,
Adam, Ilabil,

ShRh, Idris, NQh, HQd, Salih, IbiShim, IsmaSl,

Isha^: and Ya^kub had previously used it (KisS^f,

p 208) In (P 460 sq
)
an angel brought

the rod MQsS obtained it from his wife
,
his father-

m law quarrels with him about its ownership and

an angel decides in favour of MQsa It is a

miraculous rod and Tha^^labi (p III—Il6) in

particular relates the wonders it performs It shines

in the darkness, it gives water in a drought, and

placed in the ground it becomes a tiee bearing

fruit, It produces milk and honey and fragrant

scent, against an enemy it becomes a double

dragon It pierces mountains and rocks, it leads

over rivers and sea, it is also a shepherd’s staff

and keeps beasts of prey from the herds of Moses
When MQsa was asleep on one occasion the rod
slew a dragon, on another occasion seven of
Pharaoh’s assassins

The varied Biblical, Haggadic, legendary and
fairy tale features in the Islamic legend of Musa
are thus blended into a very full picture and in

IhaHabi form a regular romance
B tb Itogt ap hy Sura 11 48-130, vii loi-

160, x 76—88, XX 8—93, xxvi 9—65, xxviii

2— 76 ,
xl 24—56 and the commentaries thereon

,

Tabari, ed I eyden, 1 414—449 ,
Tha^abi, Kt^a^

al-Anbtyd^^ Cairo 1 325, p 105— 156, Ki&a%
Ktsa^ al Anbiyd^ ed Eisenberg, p 194—240,
Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamtl^ Bulak, i 61— 78, Abr
Geiger, Was hat Mohatnmed ,1902 2, p 149-

177, M Grunbaum, Neue Betti age^ p 153--

185, J Horovitz, Koiamsche Untersuchungen^

p 14 1— 143, R Basset, jooi Contes^ Beats et

legendes aiabes^ iii 67, 85, D Sideisky, Les

Of tgines des Legendes musulmanes dans le Coran

et dans la Vte des Piophetts^ Pans 1933, p 73-

103, J Walker, Btble Chaiacteis tn the K01 an

^

p 84—111 (Bernhard IIeiier)

MUSA b NUSAIR B ^Abd al Rahman b Zaid

Ai I AKHMl (or al-BakrI) AbD *^Abd al Rahman,
Arab governor, conqueror of the western
Maghrib and of Spain He was born in

19 (640), hib father had been in the immediate

entourage of Mu^awiya [q v
]

Musa was at first ap-

pointed by the caliph 'Abd al Malik to collect the

Lhfltad^ at al-Basra, but having been suspected of

embezzlement, he fled and took refuge with the

caliph’s brother, the governor of Egypt ‘^Abd al

’^Aziz b Mai wan, the latter took MQsa to Syria

to the caliph who fined him 100,000 dinars ‘Abd

al ^Aziz provided half of this sum for Musa and

biought him to Egypt where he gave him the

governorship of Ifrikiya which had been previous!

v

held by Hassan b al-Nu^man The various chro-

niclers are not agreed as to the date of his ap-

pointment to the oflice but it possibly took place

in 79 (698) or the following year

Musa and his troops thereupon entered on a

career of successful conquest which ended in the

consolidation of Arab power in Ifnkiya and in the

conquest of the rest of north Africa and of Spam
Here we give only the most essential details

Assisted by his son '^Abd Allah al Marwan he

sent successful expeditions against Zaghwan and

Sadjiima and reduced the Ilawwara, the Zanata

and the Kutama The Berbers taking refuge in the

west of the Maghrib, Musa decided to bung them

to subjection, confirmed in his office by 'Abd

al Malik’s successor al Walid, he continued his

advance to 1 angier and Sus [q v
]
and returned

to Ifnkiya leaving as his deputy in the Maghrib

his freedman lank [q v] The latter in 92

(7 10-7 1 1) invaded Spam and Musa anxious about

and at the same time jealous of the progress made

by his lieutenant crossed himself in the following

year leaving his son ^Abd Allah as governor of

Ifnkiya Landing at Algeciras in Ramadan 93
(June-July 712) with his other son 'Abd al-^AzIz,

he refused to take the same route as Tank and

taking the towns of Sidona (Shadhuna, q v
), Car

mona, Seville and Merida, he was on his way to

Toledo when TSrik came to meet him and was

bitterly reproached by his master Musa b Nusair

then continued his march and completely subju-

gated the north of Spain from Saragossa to Na-
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\aire In 95, he left Spam with immense booty,

leaving his son 'Abd al-^AzIz as governor, he

reached Kairaw&n at the end of the year and

continued by land to Syria in a triumphal pro-

cession of Arab chiefs and Berber and Spanish

prisoners The caliph al-Walid then near his end

urged him to hurry while his brother and heir

presumptive Sulaimkn, eager to appropriate the

vast wealth brought by Mflb5
,

tried to delay him
He arrived in Damascus shortly before the death

of al Walld and when Sulaiman assumed power
he at once displayed his hatred of the conqueror

Regarding Musa b Nusair's stay in Syria before

his death in 98 (716—7I>), the Arab historians

give a number of details which are obviously of

quite a legendary charactei

Bthlio aphy All the Muslim chronicleis

who deal with the conquest of Africa and Spam
deal more or less fully with Musa b Nusair

We may mention among the more impoitant

Ibn ‘^Abd al-Hakam, Futuh Mtp
^
ed Torrey,

Yale Univ Press, 1922, Ibn al Kutiva, IfUtah
al-Andalus^ ed Ribera, Ahhhar ed

I afuente y Alcdntara, Ibn 'Idhari, al-Bayan

al-mughrtbf ed Do7y, 1 and 11
,
Ibn al-Athlr,

Kamtl^ etc — Biographical notes on Musa b

Nusair are given by Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat
al-A^yan^ 111 475, Ibn al-Faradi,

al Andalm^ in B A //, vui
,
N® 1454, al-I)abbi,

Bughyat al-Multamis^ in B A /r,iii,No 1334,
Ibn al Abbar, al-Hullat al styai ed Dozy,

{Notices sur quelques manuscfits arabes^ Leyden

1847— 1851), p 30—32 Cf also Fournel, Les

Berbers^ Etude sur la conquete de VAfrtque
par les AiabeSf Pans 1857— 1875, Saavedra,

Estudio sobre la invasion de los Aiabes en

Espaha^ Madrid 1892, Dozy, Hist des Mus
d'^Espagne^ new ed Leyden 1932, 1 12

1

_ (E L^-VI-PROVENgAL)

MUS£ CELEBI, one of the younger
sons of the Ottoman sultan BayazId I

According to some sources he was younger than

his brother Muhammad I [q v
],

who is generally

considered as the youngest Musa had been taken

prisoner in the battle of Angora (1402) and was
left by Timur in custody with the Germiyan OghlH
Ya'kub Beg The latter sent him afteiwaids to

his biother Muhammad m Amasia, and for some
time he became Muhammad’s helper in the re-

establishment of Ottoman power in Anatolia, he
is even said to have driven their brother Tsit

from Brusa, though the current opinion is that

Muhammad went there himself When, in 1404,
their eldest biother Sulaiman Celebi appealed m
his turn m Brusa, MusS first opposed him in the

name of Muhammad and went afterwards, with

the latter’s consent, to Europe, where he hoped
to make an end of SulaimSn’s reign with the aid

of Mirte of Walachia and Stephan of Serbia At
first this enterprise failed through a defeat inflicted

on MQsa near the walls of Constantinople SulaimSn
resided in Adrianople Here MusS appeared sud-

denly in 1411 (or 1410), Sulaiman had to flee

and was killed on his way to Constantinople,

after which MUsa took his place as ruler of the

Ottoman territory in Europe, surrounded by the

military and political councillors of Sulaiman, as

EwrenosBegand theCjandarl! Oghlu Ibrahim Pasha
MSsa began his short reign with great energy,

recovering nearly all the Ottoman possessions in

Serbia and Thessaly, and sending raiding ex-

peditions as far as Carmthia* At the same time

he adopted a despotic attitude which displeased

his entourage and prepared the final victory of

his brother Muhammad Ibrahim Pasha, sent

to Constantinople to exact tribute, went from

there to Muhammad’s court (cf Taeschner and

Wittek, in Isi
,

xviii 94) and, when MOsa

soon aftei wards began a siege of Constantinople,

Muhammad came to the rescue of the emperor

In this he failed for the moment and he was

obliged to return to Anatolia But m 1413 Mu-
hammad appeared again in Europe, having found

allies in the Serbians Meanwhile, the Turkish

commanders m Serbia and Thessaly weie drawn

to Muhammad’s side and even the old Ewrenos

prepared to leave Musa’s cause, his son and other

militaiy chiefs went over openly to Muhammad The
latter approached Adiianople fiom the north and

followed from here Mura’s aimy beyond Philip,

polls, then he joined his allies in Seivia and met

MQsa’s aimy on the plain of Camurlu, east of

Sofia Here Musa’s army was defeated (July 1413)

and Musa himself perished in the flight His corpse

was found and buiied in the turbe of Murad 1

in Brusa

Btbh ogi aphy Ihe ancient Ottoman ehro

nicies of 'Ashtk Pasha Zade,Neshri, Uindj Beg and
Tawankh i Al i ^Ofhman (Anonymus, ed Giese),

besides the Byzantine historians Phrantzes, Ducas

and Chalcondylas Fuither all general Ottoman
ihstories since the al-TawanUi^ and the

modern works of von Hammer {G,0 A’, 1 ),

/inkeisen and Jorga, Mehmed Zaki, Maktul
^hzadelei

^
Constantinople 1332, p ll sqq

(J H Kramers)
MUSA, AbD Muhammad at HAdI, an ‘Ab

basid caliph After the death of his father on

Muharram 22, 169 (Aug 4, 785) al Hadi ascended

the throne and at once put an end to the in

fluence of his mother al-Khaizur5 n, by forbidding

her to interfeie in the slightest in matters of state

When he pioposed to exclude his brother Harun
from the succession in favour of his son I^jaTar,

he met with vigorous opposition from the Bar

makid Yahya b Khalid [q v
]
When the latter

boldly persisted m his opposition, he was arrested,

but the caliph’s plan came to nothing for he

died suddenly in Rabf I 170 (Sept 786) in

'Isabadh near Baghdad Accoiding to the usual

but not at all ceitain story, he was poisoned or

stabbed by his mothei’s orders Al Hadi who was

only 26 when he died is described as brave, just,

liberal and full of joie-de-vivre The most important

event of his biief reign was an ^Alid using in

Mecca and Medina ‘^Omar b ‘^Abd al 'Aziz, the

governor of Medina, had punished an 'Alid along

with some other citizens of the town foi drinking

wine As a result the 'Alids rebelled and le

nounced their allegiance to the caliph After several

days fighting the ringleader of the movement, a

descendant of 'Ali called al Husain b 'All, marched

on Mecca where he obtained a number of addi-

tional followers Soon afterwards the pilgrims

arrived, at Fakhkh near Mecca, a battle took

place and al-Husain was killed (Dhu

’

1-Hidjdja 169

= June 786) As regards the fighting with the

Byzantines, the Muslims under Ma'yHf b YaljyS

invaded Asia Minor where they took much booty

Bib Itography Ibn Kutaiba, Kitab al-

Ma^nrtf WUstenfeld), p 193, Ya'kabi (ed.

Houtsma), 11 476, 487—491, 515, BalSdhuri
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(ed de Goeje), p 190 jy , 233, 297, 323,
Tabari, ui 467 sqq

,

533—599, Mas'ndl, Mu-
rU^ (ed Pans), vi 261—287, viii 294, ix

44, 51, 66, J^tfad aUAglmnt^ see Guidi, Tables

alphabettques
^

Ibn al-Athlr (ed Tornberg), vi

13—74, Ibn al-Tiktaka, al^Fakhrt (ed Deren-
bourg), p 254—263, Ibn Sbaldun, aU^Ibai^

111 208 sqq
,
Weil, Gesch d Chaltjen^ 11 104,

XI 2, 1 18— 12 1, Muller, Der Islam tm Morgen-
und Abendland^ 1 477 sqq

,
Muir, The Cali

phate^ Its Rtse^ Decline^ and Fail‘d

^

p 465

—

477 ,
Le Strange, Baghdad during the Abbastd

CaMhate^ P *93 (K V Zetterst^en)
MXJSk ai-KA!^IM the seventh Imam of

the Twelfer §bi^a, son of Dja'far b Muham-
mad aI-S5dil^ [q v ], was born about 128 (745)
at al Abw5^ [q v ], the traditional but lal place of

Amina, mother of the Prophet He grew to man-
hood m his father’s house in Medina and remained
there as Imam after the latter’s death in 148

(765) without playing any part m politics In par-

ticular he took no share in the great rising of

the Hasanid ‘^Alids which collapsed at Fakhkh in

169 (786) Nevertheless the caliph was suspicious

of him He was perhaps already imprisoned by
al-Mahdl In 179 (795) HSriin had him biought

first to Basra and then to Baghdad, he is said to

have been released for a time but he died in

prison in Baghdad, accoiding to the usual story

in Radjab 183 (Aug -Sept 799)
I ittle attention was paid to Musa outside the

Shl'a, but we find him occasionally, as the Shl^is

point out, quoted as an authority, for example
for a strongly pro ^Alid tradition in Ahmad b

Hanbal, Musnad^ i 77infia(cf al-DhahabI,

al-Ftidal^ N® 1835) The Shl^a recoids are more
voluminous He is said to have had the honorific

al-Kazim “he who restrains his anger” because

he returned kindness for injury to an opponent
so that the latter came over to him As evidence

of his fitness for the tniamate he is reputed to have

had a great knowledge of fikh and is thus biought

into connection with Aba Hanifa The chapters

on miracles^ usual in all biographies of the imams,

credit him with being born with a knowledge of

languages, e g Ethiopic and the language of birds,

in later stories also of “Frankish” to fit a stoiy,

modelled on a later Kerbcla^ motif, that H5run

could not find a Muslim to assassinate him and

therefore brought Franks, who were so impressed

by his nobility that they refused to kill him
Prayeis by Musa have been handed down, a letter

of waining to al-Husain b ^All b al-Hasan, the

leader of the Fakhkh rising, letters from prison,

a statement of his claims to the tniamate against

Harun through lelationship with the Piophet, not

through 'All like the 'Abbasids through 'Abbas

but through FStima, whom he compares with the

mother of Jesus Considerable portions of the bio

graphy are the result of the disputes within the

Shl% even the account of his conception and

birth That his mother was bought from a slave

dealer is not disputed
,
but great pains are devoted

to proving she was a virgin When at the death

of his father a group of the Nitwuslya “remained”

steadfast to him, the Isma'ill) a [q v
]

and the

Fatljlya branched off, the claims of MnsS had to

be based on a will of Eja'far, the authenticity of

which IS as doubtful as that of MHsS in favour

of his son 'All al-Ri4S, this was used against the

followers of another son Aljmad, as well as against

the Mamtara who “remained” by MusS himself

and a similar party in the Mflsawlya (Masa’iya,

for details see the writers on heresy, especially

al-Ash^^ari, Makalat^ ed Ritter, Constantinople

1930, p 25 )
The dispute with the latter

groups also explains the very detailed stories of

witnesses w^ho had seen MdsS’s corpse Bitter dif-

ferences of opinion within the family are revealed

by the fact that even MQsa’s son Ibrahim for a

long time denied his father’s death, and also by

the fact that Musa’s bi other Ibrahim or a nephew
'All b Isma'il played the traitor with HSiiin, in-

citing him by pointing out the great sums which

were given to Musa as the true caliph by his

followers
,
on the other hand, the incautious acknow-

ledgment of Musa’s tniamate by the theologian

Hisham b al Hakam is made responsible for his

capture — The kunya of Musa is Abu Ibrahim or

Abu ’
1-Hasan, also Abu 'All

,
the statements

regarding the number of his children vary between

30 and 60
, 37 IS the usual figure Besides his

successor 'All al-KidS some prominence was attained

by the partial imam Ahmad, but more by Zaid,

who at the time of the great rising of Abu ’l-Saraya

in Basra, by burning the houses and followers

of the 'Abbasids acquired the name Zaid al-N5i,

“Zaid of the fire” (labarl, 111 986), and Ibrahim,

who on account of similai activities in San'a^ was

called al-Djazzar, “the butcher” (Tabail, 111 987),

a daughter Fatima, who died in Kumm, has given

to this city in her tomb its most important sanctuary

MUsa himself was buried in the cemetery of the

Kuraish in Baghdad, where his grandson, the ninth

imSm Muhammad al DjawSd [q v ], was in time

interred beside him
,
thus arose the twin sanctuaries

al-Kazimam [q v
]

Dibltogtaphy Mufld, al^/rshad (Teheran

without date or pagination arranged in the order

of the imams), Ibn Babuya, ^Uytin Akhbar al‘

Rida (MS Berl N® 9663), esp fol 10^—52^,
comprehensive collection of ^I'i accounts with

references to the sources in Muhammad Baljir

al Madjbsl, Bthar al-Anwai
^
xi

,
Teheran 13037

p 230— 3177 Abu ’

1-haradj al IsbahSnl,

al-Talibiyin^ leheran 1307, p 172— 176, Ibn

Khallikan fVa/avaty Bulak 1299, 11 1^2 sq

(from al-Khatib, Tcdtikh Baghdad)^ Mas'udi,

Mu)u^ (ed Barbier de Meynard), vi 309 sqq
,

329 ,
E de Zambaur, Manuel de getiealogte

et de chtonologie^ Hanover 1927, table D —
As the importance of imams like MusS lies less

in their own personality than in the views of

the dogmaticians upon them, their vitae should

also be compared cf in Ka^shi,

bai al-Rulqal^ Bombay 1317, section Ashab

Musa b Flta^jPar wa-^All b Miisd^ p 344 sqq

and also the vitae of Hisham b al Hakam,

Hisb^m al Dhawallah 'AmmSr b Mus5 al Sabatl

etc ,
and the same names in the alphabetically

arranged works of NadjSshb A/^d/, Bombay

1917, TusI, Fihrtst^ Calcutta 1853— 1855,

AstarabSdi, Manhad; al-Makal^ Teheran 1306

_ (R Strothmann)
BanU MUSA, more precisely BanU MUsX b

ShAkir, the usual name for the three brothers

Aba i^a'far Muhammad, Abu ’

1 -K 5 sim
Ahmad and al-Hasan b Mas 5 b hh^kir,

who made a reputation under the 'Abbasids from

al-Ma^man to al-Mutawakkil asmathematicians,
astronomers and technicians and also at

times played a part in politics The father is said
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to have begun life as a bandit in iChurSsan, then

to have become an astronomer and geometer We
have no means of testing such stories or learning

how a bandit could become an astronomer If

we assume however that Musa b ShSkii like

Muhammad b Musa al-Khwarizml joined al-

Ma^mHo’s train in Khurasan as astronomer and

astrologist and then came with him to Baghdad,

we can undei stand that al-Ma’mQn took his thiee

sons, still young, into his seivice on Musa's death

and had them educated in mathematical sciences

by the astronomer YahyS b Abi Mansiir Ihe
Banu Musa thus at a comparatively early age were

admitted to that ciicle of scholars who, by their

thorough and expert translations, introduced Greek
science to Islam and by their own leseaiches laid

the foundation for the glorious development of

the sciences in the iii^h (ix^ti) and ivth (x^h) centuries

Attaining fame and fortune, they used their wealth

to purchase Greek manuscripts and sent agents

into the Byzantine provinces to seek for and pur

chase books Of Muhammad b Musa it is lelated

that he met Thabit b Kurra in Harran while on

a journey and induced him to settle at the caliph's

court It may be assumed they these scientific ex-

peditions to seek books and scholars did not take

place without the caliph's support

History also records political and literary feuds

A particular enmity is said to have existed between

al-Kindf and the three brothers, because the caliph

al-Mu'tasim did not entiust them but al-Kindi with

the education of his son Ahmad The feud went

so far that the Banu MosS are later said to have

intrigued against the choice of Ahmad as caliph

This story can only be understood in connection

with court intrigues, in which the ambitions of the

brothers and the jealousy of the courtieis played

the same parts as elsewhere If all is true that is

recorded of the malevolent attitude of the brothers

to recognised scholais, little praise can be bestowed

on their character The stories of the huge in-

comes, especially that of Muhammad b MQsa —
he IS said to have had for a time an annual in

come of £ 300,000 — exceed all that even the

most liberal caliph could heap upon a scholar

The works of the Banu Musa include translations

and original works on geometry, astronomy and
mechanics Many of their works are written jointly

by two or three brothers, others only b) one Mu
hammad b Musa is regarded as the most versatile, al-

Hasan the best mathematician, Ahmad as specially

inteiested in mechanical and technical problems

The astronomical and metiological observations of

the brothers were probably made mainly m Samarra,

their tables of observations of the sun aie men-
tioned by Ibn Yunus M Curtze, H Suter, E
Wiedemann and F Hauser have devoted special

attention to the editing and elucidation of these

works that have survived in Arabic or Latin

Bibliography Ibn al-Nadim, Fihtisi^ ed

Flilgel, p 271, Ibn al-Kiftl, ed J Lippeit,

p 315 and 441—443, Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat^
ed Wilstenfeld, N® 718, transl de Slane, 111

315, Caussin de Perceval, in ^ ,
1803— 1804,

M Steinschneider, Die Sohne des Musa b Sha~

ktr^ in Bibl math
^
N S, 1, 1887, p 44—48,

71—75, M Cantor, und setn Buck uber

die Propof itonen^ in Btbl math
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,
11 , 1888,
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ll Suter, Das Mathemattkerverzeichms

des Fthrist^ in Abh z» Gesch d Math
,
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,

1892, p 24, H Suter, Die Mathematiker und

Astronomen dei Arabei
^
tbtd

^
x, 1900, N® 43,

M Curtze, Der Liber trtumftatrum de geometf ta^

in Nova Acta Acad Germ Nat curiosoium^

vol xlix
,
Halle 1885, E Wiedemann, -5^/*

vi
, 1906, X, 1906 and xii

, 1 907, F Hauser,

t)bei das k al htyal det Benu Miiw^ in Abh
z Gesch d Naturw n d Med

^ 1, 1922, E
Wiedemann and F Hauser, t)ber Ttinkgefasse

und Tafelaufsatze nach aLJazaii und den

Benu Mma^ in /j/, viii 55—93, 268—291,
Ibn Abl Usaibi'a, ed Milller, index, labarl,

ed de Goeje, indices, Cana de Vaux, Les pen
scars de Vlslam^ 11, Pans 1921, p 140, Abu
'1 Fida\ ed Reiske, 11 241, Abu '1 Faradj, TcLilkh

Mukhta^a) al Dnwal^ Pococke, Oxford 1663,

text, p 280, tiansl
, p 183 (J Ruska)

MU§‘^AB B 'UMAIR, a follower of Mu-
hammad of the Kuraisb family of 'Abd al-Dar

The son of rich parents, this handsome young man
had attacted attention by his elegant appearance

when Muhammad’s preaching made so deep an im-

pression upon him that he abandoned the advantages

of his social position to join the despised adherents

of the Piophet Iradition dilates on the contrast

between his former liixurious life and later poverty

but these, like such stories in general, are somewhat
suspicious, although not impossible, since the people

m Mus'ab’s time had not yet acquired wealth and
could not have been accustomed to luxury

When his parents endeavoured to prevent him
taking part in the w^orship of the believers, he

went with several of the faithful to Abyssinia from

which he returned however before the Ilidjia The
Piophet thought highly of him and sent him after

the fiist meeting at 'Aljaba as a missionary to

Medina where he won a number of followers for

Islam According to some traditions, he on this

occasion, following the practice of the Jews [see

MUHAMMAD], introduced the common Priday salat,

which however, as was noted as early as by Musa
b 'Lljba, others asciibe to the Medinesc AsSd
b Zurara, while otheis in an effort at harmonising

say that As'ad conducted the common salat during

the absence of Mus^ab
At Badr and at Uhud he cairied the Prophet’s

banner in memoiy of the old privilege of the 'Abd
al Dar, he met his death in the latter battle With
what ardour he adopted the new teaching is seen

from his attitude to his mothei who is depicted

as a most lovable character and particularly from
his words at the capture of his brother in the

battle of Badr His wife was Hanna bint Djahsb
of the Asad

Bibliography Mus5 b 'Ukba, ed Sachau,
\\iS B Pi Ak IV

^ 1904, p 451, Ibn Hish5m, ed
Wustenfeld, p 208, 241, 289 57, 459 sg

^ 487,
560, 566, 586, Tabari, ed de Goeje, i 1182,

1214 s,/f, 1337, 1386, 1394, 1404, 1425, al

Wakidl, transl Wellhausen, p 49, 68, 79, 106,

1 14, 135, 143, Ibn Sa'd, ed Sachau, iii/i
,

81— 86, lii/ii
, 139, Nawawl, ed Wtistenfeld,

P 556 sg
,
Ibn Hadjar al ‘AskalSnl, f^abay ed

Sprenger, m 861 ,
Wensinck, Mohammed en

de Joden te Medina^ p ill (Fr Buhl)
MU§'AB B al-ZUBAIR, son of the famous

huivarl of the Prophet, al-Zubair, and brother

of the anti-Caliph ^Abd Allah b al-Zubait Hand-
some, chivalrous, generous to the most foolish

prodigality, he resembled his elder brother 'Abd
AllSh and the family of the Zubairids only in his

bravery and in fits of severity in exacting punish-
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ment which bordered on barbarity He began his

military careei at the beginning of the caliphate

of Marw5n I by a badly planned invasion of

Palestine Later sent as governor to Basra by his

brother 'Abd Allah, he soon found himself called

to the help of the people of Kcfa, tired of the

yoke of Mukhtar b Abl 'Ubaid [q v
]
He began

by putting to flight the aimy brought against him
by the redoubtable iJiakafi agitator and then
besieged him for four months in the citadel of

Kflfa On the death of Mukhtar, Mus'ab oidered
several thousands of his followers to be executed
and by this savage act made as many enemies as

the victims had relatives He was less successful

against 'Ubaid Allah b al-IIurr [q v
]
who had

been sent into the ‘^Irak to stir up a counter-

1 evolution in favour of the Marwanids A similar

attempt at Basra by the Umaiyad Khalid b Asid
failed But by proceeding with great seventy against

Khalid’s followers Mus'ab alienated the most in-

fluential peisonages in the city

Soon he found he had to defend the Hrak which
was directly threatened by the Caliph 'Abd al-Malik,

tioops were massed at Badjumaira Mus^ab awaited

the Syrian army here and then retired to Dair al

Djathallk [q v
]

Ills position soon became critical

for the Basian troops lefused to follow him The
best troops of the piovince were far away with

Muhallab, engaged in an inteiminable campaign
against theKhaiidjis 1 he Zubairid’s tioops displayed

only moderate enthusiasm His officers tired of his

iron hand were prepared to betray him and entered

into negotiations with ^Abd al Malik The Mar
wanid w^as not stingy in his piomiscs He also I

tried to negotiate with Mus^ab, who learning of I

the perfidy of his followers rejected all offers and

decided to die like a brave man Among his fol

lowers Ibiflhim b al-Ashtar alone fought vigorously

in the battle, the others folded their arms duiing

the fighting or went over to the Syrian ranks

“^Abd al Malik offered MusSb his life for the last

time with the government of the 'Irak, but in vain

Ihiown from his horse, the Zubairid received the

coup-de grace from an avenging Bakri, 'Ubaid Allah

b Zabyan This took place about the middle of

Ojumada I (October) of 72 (691) 'Abd al Malik

wept for him and ordered his poets to com
memorate his heioic end Mus'ab’s great generosity

earned him numeious eulogies from poets He is

also famous foi the fact that he had in his harem

the two most independent and haughtiest women
of the time, belonging to the most undoubted

aristocracy of IslSm, 'Ahgha bint Falha [q v ], the

second htnvmt of the Prophet, and Sukaina, grand

daughtei of 'Ml, feminine types, remarkable in

spite of their frivolity for having bravely tried to fight

against the degiadation of then sexm Muslim society
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—
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al-MUSABBIJ^AT, name of sflra’s Ivii
,

lix
,

1x1
,

Ixii
,
Ixiv as a group, after the first word of

each of them, sabbaha or yusabbihu The name is

old, cf Muslim, Zakdt^ trad 119
MUSAFIRIDS (Kangarl or Sallari), a dynasty

of Dailami origin which came from Tarom

[q V
] and reigned in the fourth and fifth centuries

of the Hidjra in AdharbaidjSn, Arr5n and Armenia
Its coming to power was one of the manifestations

of the great movement of IrSnian liberation which
formed a kind of interlude between the end of

Arab domination and the first Turkish invasions

While in Khurasan and Transoxania this movement
culminated in the rule of the Samanids [q v ],

in western Persia and Mesopotamia its standard-

beareis weie the Dailamis and to a smaller extent

the Kurds (cf V Mmorsky, La domination des

Dailamtie^^ Pans 1932)
Ihe Musafirids and the I)justSnids

According to a genuine document quoted in YSkilt

(ill 148— 50), the Kangarl family only comes into

history after seizing the famous stronghold of

ShamTran in the district of Tarom [q v
]
which

was under Ka7\NTn Ihe Kangaris have therefore

to be distinguished from the ruling family of

Dallam, 1 e the Djustanids of RudbSr, of whom
seven are known from between 189 and 316
(805— 928), while members of the family can be

traced till 434 (1042) We know that Muhammad,
son of Musafir, the eponym of the dynasty (whose

real Iranian name must have been Aswai, cf Mas'ndl,

Murudj^ IX 16), had married Kharasuya, daughter

of the I^ustanid Djuslan HI (from 250 until after

300) From such alliances the names peculiar to

the ruling family of Dailam (Djustan, WahsildSn,

Marzuban) became popular among the Musafirids

In 307 (919) Muhammad killed his wife’s uncle

'All b Wahsndan to avenge the death of his

father m law l^ustan b WahstldSn Henceforth

there was a breach between the two families The
last Djtistanid took refuge with the Dailami chief

Asfar (lord of Raiy and Kazwin) who sent the

/lyanid Mardawldj against Muhammad but instead

of fighting they joined forces and Mardawidj slew

Asfar Muhammad was an important rulei and

Mus'ir b Muhalhil speaks with praise of his

buildings at ghamiran (1,850 houses) on which

5,000 workmen weie emplojed (the rums of

Shamir^n have been described in Brugsch, Reise

d preuss Gesandtschaft^ 1862, 11 471—472) but

he was a difficult chaiacter and did not agree

even with the membeis of his own family

The two branches of Musafirids In

330 (941) his sons Marzuban and Wahsfldan by

airangement wnth KharasQya, seized ShamlrEn and

shut their father up in a foitress, aftei which the

dynasty bioke up into two blanches Wahsudan
lemained in the hereditary fief of Tarom, while

Maiziiban extended his power over Adharbaijijan,

eastern 1 lanscaucasia and some districts of Armenia

The fourth generation of the Musafirids consisted

of the sons of Marzuban Djustan, Ibrahim, Nasir

and Kay Khusraw, and of the sons of Wahsfidan

(330—355) Isma'il, Nah and Haydar (?)

Marzuban This ruler (330—346= 941—957)
IS the most important figure in the dynasty After

the death in 314 (926) of the Sadjid [q v ]
Yllsuf,

Adharbaidjan became the scene of the struggle

between the IHiaridjl Kurd Daisam b Ibrfthlm

and Lashkarl b Mardi, a native of Gllan, whom
the Ziyarid Wushmagir supported alternately
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Lashkarl died in Armenia and Daisam was betrayed

by his vizier Abu ’1 KSsim 'All b Eja'far who had
come to an arrangement with MaizubSn for both

were hU^tnt (Ibn Miskawaih, ii 32) Marzuban
occupied Ardabil and Tabriz and finally Daisam
surrendered to MarzubSn and received from him
a castle in Tgrom Marzuban extended his territory

northward as far as Darband In 332 (943—944)
the Russians (Rtis) came by the Caspian and the

river Kur and took the capital of Arran [q v ],

Barda'a [q v ], in spite of the resistance of the

subjects of MarzubSn At the same time, the

Hamdanids of Maw^il had conceived designs on
Adharbaidjlin and Marzuban had to deal with a

force under AbH 'Abd Allah Husain b Sa'id b
Hamdan and the HadhbgnI Kuid Dja'far b Shakuya,

which had reached Salmas [q v
]

but was soon
recalled to Mawsil by Nasir al Dawla On the

other hand, the Russians, decimated by disease

and harassed by the Muslims, beat a retreat (cf

the sources on the Russian invasion including the

Armenian historian of the tenth century, Moses
Kalankatvatzi,in Dorn, St Petersburg 1876,
the text of Ibn Miskawaih, 11 62-67, was translated

with commentary by Yakubowski in the Vizant

Vremenntk^ Leningrad 1926, xxiv
, p 63—92)

A new d inger arose in the south east of the

lands of Marzuban when in 335 (946) the Buyid
Rukn al-Dawla occupied Raiy (disputed by the

Samanids and Ziyarids) Marzuban filled with wrath

at the BGyids decided to attack them in 336 But
Rukn had time to get reinforcements from his

brothers In 338 (949) Marzuban, defeated near Ka-
zwln, was besieged in the castle of Sumairam (in Ears)

The fugitives from his army gathered round his

father Muhammad and occupied Ardabil while

Wahsndan remained in Tarom Muhammad soon
gave dissatisfaction to his captains and was shut

up by Wahsudan in his castle at Sh^saggn (?)

Rukn al-Dawla sent to Adharbaidjgn Muhammad
b 'Abd al-Razzak, the foimer governor of Tns [q v ],

who had deserted the Samanids Wahsudan released

Daisam in the hope that he would be able to

organise resistance Daisam who had time to take

Ardabil, was defeated by Ibn 'Abd al-Razzak but
the latter disgusted by the intrigues around him
returned to Raiy in 338 (949) Daisam reoccupied

Ardabil but the advance of 'All b Mlshki, a sup
porter of Marzuban, forced him to seek sheltei

with the Artsrunids of Wasparakan [cf wan]
In the meanwhile by an ingeniously planned coup,

Marzuban escaped from Sumairam and recovered

all his strongholds and treasures (in 342) After

a long series of adventures which brought him to

Mawsil, Baghdad and Aleppo, Daisam in 344(955)
collected a force and read the khutba at Salmas
in the name of the Hamdanid of Aleppo Saif al

Dawla Marzuban quickly put down a rising in

Darband and later drove Daisam back, who once
again sought refuge with the Artsrunids who handed
him over to Marzuban under threats from the latter

In an important passage, Ibn Hawkal, p 251-
255, gives the list of the tributaries of Marzuban
compiled by his minister Abu TKasim (in

344) The names include those of the lords of

S^Irwan, Abkhaz (? uncertain name of a district

north of Shirwgn
,
cf Marquart, Stret/zugCy p 174

Abkhan), of ShakkI [q v
], of

,
of Cjurzan

wa-SaghiySn (Gurziwan and Sagjiiyan to the west
of Sh^rwan), of Vayota-dzor (district of Smnie), of

Ahar and Waizakan (N E of Tabriz), of IGiIzan

(N of Baku ?), as well as the Artsrunids, Bagratids

and the princes of ;^a6en (west of Baida'a)

Wahsudan and his nephews Marzuban
died in Ramadan 346 (Dec 957) and while be

queathing the powei to his brothei WahsUdan
forgot to cancel his first will by which his sons

Cjustan, Ibrahim and Nasii were to succeed him
in succession

The commandeis of the forti esses would not

surrender them to Wahsudan who returned to

Tarom m disgust ^ustan b Marzuban was

lecognised by his brothers but was only interested

m his haiem Marzuban’s old general I)justan b
Sharmazan set up in Urmiya [q v

]
and won to his

side Ibrahim, with whom he occupied Maragha
In 349 (960) the grandson of the caliph Muktafi

Ishak b 'Isa rebelled in Gilan and took the name
of Mustadjii bi *llah Djustan and Ibrahim became
reconciled and defeated the rebels at MUkan [q v

]

Wahsudan began intiiguing among his nephews
and detached Nasir from DjustSn but the quarrel

was of shoit duration Under assurances from Wah-
sudan, Djustan with his mother and Nasir came
to Tarom but were thrown into prison Wahsudan
sent his son IsmS'll to Adharbaidjan Ibrahim

who was ruling Armenia (Dwin) made a move in

349 or 350 which gave WahsUdan an excuse to

massacie his pnsoneis Isma'il soon afterwards

died at Ardabil after which Ibrahim reoccupied

Adharbaidjan and laid Tarom waste while WahsUdan
sought refuge in Dailam Meanwhile WahsUdan’s
general Sharmazan b Mishkl, however, succeeded

m defeating IbiShlm and the lattei, abandoned by
all his soldiers, sought refuge with his brother-in law
Rukn al-Dawla, who had manied a daughter of

Maizub5n (355 = 966)
Rukn al-l)awla with his usual chivalry heaped

favours on Ibrahim and sent to Adharbaidjan his

famous minister Ibn al-'AmId (Ustadh Ra^s) who
reinstated Ibrahim and subjected the Kurds and
Djustan b Sharmazan to him Ibn al 'Amid who
was much impressed by the wealth of AdharbSidjan

proposed to Rukn al-Dawla to annex this province

but his master recalled him to Raiy, saying that

he did not wish to be accused of coveting the

inheritance of one who had sought his protection

After the leturn of Ibn al 'Amid matters went
badly and from the allusions in Ibn Miskawaih
we know only that IbrShlm was deposed and
imprisoned (probably about 369 = 979, the year
in which the Tad/arib al-Umam stops)

The end of the Musafirids In the Muslim
souices the situation in AdharbaidjSn till 420 is

obscure but the statements of the Armenian
historian Stephen Asohk, Ht^t Untverselle^ part 11

,

book 111, transl by Macler, Pans 1917, ch ii,

12, 1 8, 19, 29, 38 and 41, enable us to fill the

gaps According to Kasrawl, in 369 (979) Ibrahim b
Marzuban was dispossessed of his lands in Adhar-
baidjSn by the Rawwadi family (on which see the

articles marAcuja, marand, tabrIz and Kasrawl,

op at
, 11 ) The son of Ibrahim Abu U-Haidja

(the “Ablhadj Delmastani” of Asohk) retained

Dwin [q V
]
and on the invitation of king Mushel

of Kars in 982—983 made an expedition into

Armenia where he desecrated the churches This

Ablhadj later lost all his lands to his neighbour
Abutluph of Gohhn (1 e AbH Dulaf ShaibanI, lord

of Ordnbad) He later wandered in Georgia and
Armenia and even visited the Byzantine emperor
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Basil II
,
he was killed by his servants at Ukht^ik^

(Olti) Finally another Ablhadj, son of Rovd, amir

of Atrapatakan (Abu ’

1-Haidj5 b Rawwad of Adhar
baijJjan), took from AbH Dulaf “the towns ofSalar

and after sacking Gotten marched on Dwin, seized

this town and demanded from the Armenians the

arrears of tribute” (Asohk, ch xviii ) King Smbat II

hastened to accede to the demand The RawwSdids
thus gained possession of the remainder of the

possessions of the MusSfirids of whom they claimed

to be the successors There is no reason to connect

the Arab-Kurd RawwSdids with the Mus5firids,

who were of DailamI origin, although there may
have been intermarriage between the two families

The Taiom branch After the disappearance

of the descendants of MarzubSn, Taiom, the original

fief of the dynasty, alone remained in their hands

Wahsudan had extended his power over the adjacent

districts of ZandjSn, Abhar and Suhraward (the

latter name is usually mutilated in the sources)

A kasTda of Mutanabbi (Kasrawl, op at
,

i 45)
dated probably in 354 suggests that Rukn al-Dawla

drove WahsudSn fiom TSrom for a time, but his

family had remained there, for from Yakut, 111

148— 150 we learn that in 379 (989) the Ruyid

Fakhr al-Dawla took Shamiran fiom the young
son of NHh b Wahsud’ln, whose mother he married

(the child’s name was probably Djustan, cf Yakut,

Irshad al-Attdf ii 308)
In 387 (997) after the death of Fakhr al Dawla,

Ibrahim b Marzuban b Ismahl b Wahsudan
seized the fortress of Sardjihan and Tarom In

41 1 (1020) even Kazwfn \^as in his hands (cf

Nuzhat al’KulUb^ \xiG M S 58) When Mahmud
of Ghazna had taken Raiy, he sent against him
the DailamI Kharamil After the return of Mahmud
to ;^urasan (420), his son Mas'Ud attacked Ibrahim

but only captured him by a stratagem Sardjihan,

however, remained in the hands of Ibrahim's son

In 427 (1037) we find the “salar of Tarom” in his

fief again

Nasir 1 Khusraw who was in this region in 437
(1045), speaks in high terms of the lord of Shamiran

Djustan (b ) Ibrahim whose title was “Marzuban

al Dallam Djil-i Djilan Abu Salih, Mawla Amir
al-Mu’minln”

Under 454 (1062) Ibn al-Athir records the visit

of Tughril to Tarom, wheie he imposed a tribute

of 100,000 dinars on Musafir, who is the last

Musafiiid known From Yakut’s words we may
conclude that the Ismahlis of Alamut put an end
to the rule of the family when they dismantled

Shamiran

B th ap hy Cf the articles maracha,
MARANi), tXrom, TABRIZ, URMHA The principal

source is Ibn Miskawaih, ed Amedioz and Mar
goliouth (abridged in Ibn al-AthIr, viii — ix)

The Ta^rtkh Adharbat^an of Ibn Abi ’I-Haidja

al-Rawwadi (cf SafadI, in J 1912, xix

,

March, p 249, and IladjdjI lUialifa, 11 107)

has not yet been found Cf also Munedjdjim

Ba§hi, ^aha^tf al-A^bUr^ 1 505
Sauvaire, Sur qutlqties monnates de M* de

VEcluse^ in yRAS^ 1881, p 380-398 (r^sum^

of Ibn al Athir ,
description of a dirham struck

at Ardabll in 343 in the names of “SSlSr Abu
MansUr” [? perhaps WahsHdan] and “Malik al-

Mu^aiyad MarzubSn b Muhammad Abn Nasr”,

and of a dinar struck at Maragha m 347 m the

names of Ibrahim and Qjustan, son of Marzuban)

,

Justi, Irantsches Namenbuch^ 1895, p 441,

Marquart, Notes on Mayyafartqln^ in

A 5 , 1909, p 170—176, Sir E D Ross, On three

Muhammadan Dynasties in Northern Perua^ m
Asia Major

^

1925, n /2, p 212—215 (cf also Sir

E D Ross, in y i? -(4 5
, 1924, p 617-619), Huart,

Mosafindes de VAdharbaidjUn^ in A Volume
presented to E G Browne^ Cambridge 1922,

p 229-256, R Vasmer, Chronologted dasta-

ntden und Sallartden^ in Islamtca^ 1927, m /2 ,

p 168— 186, Zambaur, Manuel de genealogte^

Hanover 1927, p 180, Saiyid Ahmad Kasrawl,

Padshahan t gumnTim^ Teheran, 1 , 1928, and
passim^ 11 — 111

, 1929—1930 (a very good book
analysing all the Muslim and even some Armenian
sources), yi'X'cV'^ 2iX\.^Die Entstehungd armentschen

Bistumer^ in (9 C, xxvii /2, N® 80, Rome 1932,

p 150— 15 1
(recognises the identity of the Raw-

wadls of 1 abriz and Maragha) (V Minorsky)
MUSAILIMA (a contemptuous diminutive from

Maslama, which is the form of his name given in

Mubarrad, Kamtl^ ed Wright, p 443,5, Baladhurl,

ed de Cioeje, p 422 ult
,

cf Tulaiha [q v
]

for

Talha), a prophet of the Banii Hanifa in
Yamama contemporary with Muhammad His
genealogy is variously given but always contains

the name Habib, his lunya was AbS Thumama
According to the usual account, he appeared as a

prophet soon after the death of Muhammad, after

having visited the latter m Medina with a deputation

There is however another tradition according to

which he began his prophetid career before Mu-
hammad did, and D S Margoliouth hns given

very cogent reasons for accepting this According

to Ibn Ishak (Ibn Hish’Tm, ed Wtistenfeld, p 200),

Muhammad’s enemies reproached him with having

obtained his wisdom from a man of YamSma named
RahmSn Now we have ample evidence (Wakidl,

transl Wellhausen, p 28, Tabari, 1 1935, 14,

BalSdburl, p 105, Baghawl on SHra xxv 61) that

Musailima, who preached in the name of RahmSn,
was himself called Rahman Further the story

recurring in all traditions that Musailima pioposed

to the Medinese prophet a division of authority

01 a transfer of his power to him on his death

(a similar story is told of the Hanifa chief ITawdha)

becomes moie intelligible if this prophet already

occupied in Yamama a position similar to that of

Muhammad in Medina It is also worthy of note

that the prophetic utterances attributed to Musailima

lecall the earliest Meccan suras with their short

rhyming sentences and curious oaths and have

no resemblance at all to the later Medinese sHras

In particular the fact that all the Banu Hanifa

followed him into battle against the Medinese

shoitly after the death of Muhammad shows that

he must have been active foi a considerable time

and was no upstart imitator of Muhammad That

the latter was the usual method of explaining the

“liar” Musailima, is readily intelligible, nor is it

to be wondered at that oithodox tradition could

not deny itself the pleasuie of depicting his relations

with the Tamlm prophetess Sadjah [q v
]

in the

most scuriilous fashion Fortunately however, the

otherwise little reliable Saif gives quite a different

story, which although influenced by later ideas

(Musailima in order to gain followers reduces the

five daily palais to three, he has a mt^adhdhtn
and a muklrn

,
he tries in vain to imitate Muhammad’s

miiacles etc
),

gives a picture of him which is in

the main correct and we can agree with Wellhausen
that his utterances have a distinctly YamSma
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colouring According to Saifs account, he must

have been considerably influenced by Christianity

for he speaks of the kingdom of heaven and of

film who will come from heaven Like several

other men of the time in Arabia of deep religious

feelings he favoured asceticism He forbade wine

and marital intercourse after the biith of a son

It IS interesting that Palgrave on his journey into

Nadjd found a number of sayings still current

under Musailima’s name, unfortunately he did not

trouble to record them so that we cannot compare
them with what is recorded of his utterances in

literature This rival community in the heart of

\rabia meant a serious danger to the young faith

)f Islam Therefore when the fiist attempts to

epress it had failed, Abu l^akr sent his ablest leader

Chalid b al-Walfd against Musailima and the Banu
lanifa A battle was fought at 'AkrabS^

[<l ]

n 12 A H which at first went against the Muslims,

»ut KhSlid^s superior strategy finally prevailed and
dusailima and many of his follo^vers fell martyrs

or their faith The battle was unusually fierce and
he Muslims also suffered heavily, among the fallen

leing a number of the best authorities on the

evelations of Muhammad
Btb Itogr ap hy Ibn Hisham, ed Wilstenfeld,

P 945 \ 964 sg
, 971, 996 sq

,
al-BaHdhiiri,

ed de Goeje, p 86 sqq
,
Tabari, ed de Goeje, 1

1737—

>

739, >748—1750, > 795— 1797, >871,

1880, 1915— 1921, 1929— 1957, Ibn Kutaiba,

Kttdb Wiistenfeld, p 206, Mas^udi,

Tanbthy m B G A
y

\\\ 275, 284 sq
,
Baihaki,

Kttab al-MahastUy ed Schwally, p 32, Muir,

Annals of the Early Caliphate^ p 31, 38—46,
Wcllhausen, Sktzzen und V01 arbetten^ iv 102,

1

1

5, 156 ,
vi 15

—

IQ, Caetani, Annalt deW
Islam, \\ 450^^,635-648, 727-738, Hirschfeld,

New Researches, p 25, D S Margoliouth, in

y R A * 903 i P 485 ,
against him Lyall,

tbtd
y p \ sq

,
Palgrave, Narrative of a Yeai^s

yourney through Central and Eastern Arabia,

1 382 (Fr Buhi)
MU§ALLA (a), part pass II of ^ Iw, place

^here the salSt is performed on certain
c c a s 1 o n s When Muhammad had fixed his

bode in Madina, he performed the ordinary

a/3/’s in his dar, which was also his rnasdjtd

not in the sense of temple) The extraordinary

alat'Sy however, were performed on a place situated

outhwest of the city in the territoiy of the Band
lalima, outside the wall, northeast of the bridge

n the wgdi, where at present the street from

he suburb al-'Anbarlya reaches the market place

laiT al-Mun5kha (cf Burton, Personal Narrative,

Ian opp 1 256, picture of the musalla as well

s of the mosque of 'Umar situated on the place,

pp 1 329, al-BatanunI, al-Rthla al Ht^Hzlya,
nfl ed

,
plan of Madina opp p 252, part of the

larr al-MunSkha, ibtd

,

opp p 264, Caetani, Annalt,

ol 11 /i, opp p 72)
On this spot the salat was performed on the

Shawwgl and on the lo^k Dhu 'l-Hidjdja (Tabari,

1281, 1362) On the latter day the salat was
ombined with the slaughtering of two spotted

ams (Bukhari, Adaki, bab 6) On the two days
tf festival Muhammad and his followers on their

eay to the musalla were preceded by Bilal who
mre the spear Qanaza

, q v )

It is also said that the {alat for ram was held
)n the musalla (copious data in Tradition, cf

iVensinck, Handbook, s v Ram, and do, Moham^

med en de yoden, p 14 1) Further it is related

that the service for the dead was performed on
this spot (Bukhari, ^and^tz, bab 4, 61 ,

Wen
smek, Mohammed en de yoden, p 140) finally

the musalla is mentioned as the place wheie execu-

tions took place (Bukhan, Talak, bab ii, Tabail,

1 1903) The sacred character of the place appears

in the fact that menstiuating women w’ere taught

to avoid it (Bukhari, Hatd, bab 23) According to

Caetani (a 11 i, §55, note 3, cf ah 2, §24,
note i), the musalla was used more frequently

It was not only in Madina but in a large number
of othei places that the rites mentioned, or some
of them, were performed on a musalla According
to al-Nawaawi (commentary on Muslim’s Sahih,

Cairo 1283, 11 296), this was the practice of most

of the capitals The custom prevails up to the

present day Accoiding to Doutt6, the North Afiican

musalla IS used for the rites of the lo^h E^u
’1 Hidjdja It IS a large threshing-floor, with a wall

provided with a niihrah, there is also an elevated

place for the khattb This is the form of the

musalla in many towns of Morocco
To the doctors of the law it was questionable

whether the festival ceremonies should be performed

on the musalla or in the mosque There was

divergency of opinion on this point, even within

the madhhaPs (Abu IshSk al ShlrSzI, Tanbih, ed

Juynboll, p 41, where “the field” {al sahtd') is

mentioned side by side with the mosque
,
ZuikanI,

comm on the Muwattc^,
1 328, Khalil b Ishak,

Mu^htasar

,

Pans 1318, p 33 ,
al-NawawI, op

at, 11 296)
Wensinclc has conjectured that even in pre-

Islamic times rites of seveial kinds were performed

on an open area, threshing-floor, musalla or the

like The connection between all those rites and the

special place is sought by him therein, that they had

a special connection with the fertile earth, of which

the threshing-floor and the like were symbols
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MUSAWT [See Mecca, 11 4 ]

al.MU§AWWIR [See Ali Xh II
]

MPSH, town in Western Armenia near

the southern bank of the Murad §u (Arsanias), some

70 km as the crow flies to the west of Khilat

In pre-Muhammadan times it was the principal

town of the district of Taraun (HUbschmann, Idg
Forsch

,
XVI 326

,

J Saint-Martin, Memoires Histo-

riques et Geographtques sur VArmenie, 1 ,
Pans

1818, p 102) In Islamic times the name Jarlin
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(as spelled by Ya^nt, iv 534) is sometimes used
for the town itself as in Tabari, 111 1408 (cf J
Markwart, Sud Armtmen und die Ttgrtsquellen^

Vienna 1930, p 354) The tiadition of the Ar-

menian historians connects the foundation ofMu§lj
with Mushei Mamikonean, the ancestor of the

powerful, originally non-Armenian family of the

Mamikoneans, who lived in the ivth century A D
To him IS ascribed the construction of a castle,

the ruins of which are still visible on one of

the hills that dominate Mosh This town itself

is situated at the mouth of a mountain gorge and
befoie it extends, as far as the river, a large fertile

plain, the “plain of Mnsh” During the first centuiies

after the Muhammadan conquest. Mush remained
a centre of Armenian national life, from 825

—

851 it was the residence of the Bagratid Bagiat

After the abduction of this prince to Baghdad in

851, the inhabitants revolted and killed the Mu-
hammadan governor YOsuf b Abl Sa'id al Marwanl
(Tabari, 111 1408 sq

) Later on it was part of

the vassal kingdom of the Bagratids Occasionally

it was occupied by Muhammadan adventurers,

as in the days of Saif al-DawH (Ibn al Athii,

viii 408) in 353(964) About this time the name
Mash appears for the fiist time in Islamic geo
graphical literature ('il-MakdisI, p 150) In Saldjiik

times the influence of Islam became stronger, the

atabegs of the Armanshah dynasty disputed the

teiritory of Khilat and Mush with the Urtiikids

and even the Aiyuliid Nadjm al Din laid siege to

Mash in 604 (1207) Athir, xii 169, 180),

and in 625 (1228) Djalal al-Din Kh^aririnshah

was master of the country, in that year a battle

was fought by him and lost on the plain of Mush
against the SaldjHk ruler of Fizeriim (Ibn al-Athli,

xii 314 ,
Djuwainl, 11 181)

This accounts for the ruined slate of the toun
in the middle of the xivth century (Hamd Allah

Mustawfl) After the Mongol period Miish was

raided by limQr in 1386, when he invaded the

possessions of the Kara Koyunlu (^aiaf al-Din,

lix 419) In X473 power of the Ak Koyunlu
ruler Uzun Hasan was definitely bioken in Armenia
and from that time on Mush belonged to the

Ottoman Empire At that time the population of

its surroundings was already strongly mixed with

Kurds and Turcomans Ihe direct authority was
exercised by Kurdish local chieftains, who, in the

luling system of the Empire, were suboidinated,

as sandjaV begs, either to the pasha of Bitlis or

to that of Wan At the beginning of the xix^h

century ruled the Kurdish muniiran Emin Pasha,

who was deposed in 1828— 1829 (Ritter, x 676
and Std^i/l t ^othniam^ 1 426) In the middle of

that century. Mush became the chief town in the

merkez kaza Miish, in the sandjak Mush m the

wtlayet of Bitlis, and in the Turkish republic it

lb a kaza in the wila) et of Bitlis The population

of the town (some 5,000 inhabitants) was, until

the Great War, half Armenian and half Muham-
madan, one of the Armenian churches had been

converted in 979 (1571) into a mosque, according

to an inscription (Ritter) The environs of MOsh
had also a mixed population, where, however,

ancient Christian sanctuaries had long continued

to exist, such as the monastery of Surb Karapet,

called by the Turks Cafil? Kilise and described

by Ewliya Celebi

During the Armenian troubles in the last years

of *Abd al-HamId IPs reign, in 1905, there began

in MUsh a revolutionary movement of Armenian
tashnakists, which brought about an intervention

of the Kurds and a suppression by government
troops, in which the population suffered much In

the Great War the Russian advance in Armenia
had gone as far as Mu§h, when, in accordance

with the treaty of Brest-Litowsk (1917), the Russian

tioops retiied in 1918, leaving this part of Ar
menia again in Tuikish possession

Bibliography Yakut, Mt^djam^ iv 682,
Abu ’1 FidV, ed Reinaud, p 392— 393, Hamd
Allah Mustawfl, p 106, Hadjdj* Khalifa,

numa^tA Constantinople, p 416
,
Ewliy5 delebi,

Styahaf nUme^ 111 228, C Ritter, Erdkunde^ x,
Berlin 1843, P 662 sqq

y 676 sqq
,
V Cuinet,

la Turqine d'^Asie^
1 ,

Pans 1841, p 551, 575

(J H Kramers)
AT -MU^ABBIHA [see TashhIu

]

MUSHAF (a
), Ethiopic loanword (cf Noldeke,

Neue Beitrage^ p 49 sq
,
the forms mishaf and

mashaf otcui also
,
according to some grammarians

they are less correct, especially the latter), codex,
or, according to the definition of Arabic lexico

grapheib, leaves {suhuf^ plural of sahifa\ when
the} are bound together betw'een two covers In the

tradition on the redaction of the Kurban [q v
]
by

Iludhaifa b al Yaman during ‘^UthmSn’s caliphate,

it lb said indeed, that the collection of leaves that

had been made by Zaid b Thabit at 'Umar’s in

stigation, was copied and arranged into ma^ahtf
These were sent to all legions (as standard copies),

the stihuf yiQxc restoied to 'Umar’s daughtei Hafsa,

in whose possession they had been ever since her

fathei’s death Other suhuf were annihilated as

often as occasion offered itself (Bukhari. Fadlatl

al KuFan^ bab 3, '/////, bab 7, JDithad^ bab 12,

Tafst)^ sura 9, l^ab 20, Ahkam^ b5b 37 ,
lirmidhl,

TafstP^ sura 9, trad 19)
hrom the time of the redaction of the Kurban

under 'Uthman tna^ahtf are frequently mentioned

in Arabic literature In a tradition on 'Amr b

al-'As’s well known stiatagem during the battle of

Siffin It IS said that a huge mushaf from Damascus
was tied to the points of three lances (al Dina

wan, Kitab al-Akhlmi al tnval^ ed Girgass, p 20i

sq
,
Nasr b Muzahiin, IVaFat Bairut 1921,

P 350, cf p 353), in other traditions “copies of

the KuUan” in several numbers are mentioned

(e g Tabari, 1 3329)
In a tradition on the ^alat it is assumed that

in the mosque of Madina the mushaf had a fixed

place (Buyiarl, Salat^ bab 95 ,
Muslim,

trad 263, 264), nowadays this place is by the

dtlka (cf Lane, Manners and Customs of the

Modem rgyptian^^ chap Religion and law's, and

sttpia^ art MASCJii>, I, D, f
)

It IS said that 'A'isha had a mushaf copied for

her private use by her mawla Abu \unus (Tirmidhl,

Tafsn^ suia 2, trad 29, cf Bukhari, Fadcftl al-

Kui^an^ bab 6)

Mo^ahif were taken into the field by Muslim

soldiers (cf Tirmidhi, Hudud^ bab 28, AbU
DSwffd, ^thady b5b 135), this practice met, how-

ever, with objections (cf Bukhari, Djihad^ bab 1 29,
Muslim, Imata^ tiad 92, 93), founded on the fear

that they might fall into impure hands For a

similar reason persons impure in a ritual sense

were prohibited from touching masahtf^ save in

a special cover i^allaka^ BuWiSri, b5b 3)
Btbltogr aphy The lexicons, s v

(A J Wensinck)
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MUSHIR (a), councillor, Turkish pronun-

ciation miis]nr and muskur (modern orthography

musur) with meaning “Marshal” Mu^klr literally

means “one who points out, advises” Cf also the

article mustashAr
According to some authorities, mu§hlr was at

first (before the 'AbbSsids) the title of the ministeis

(later ivaztr
^ q v

)
or secretaries of state (kaitb)

So at least we are told by Ibn al-Tiktaka’ (ed

Derenbourg, p 206, transl Amar, p 244) Khalil

al'Zahirl (ed Ravaisse, p 106 and 114) says that

“foimerly” an official to whom he gives fourth rank

in the hierarchy, which shows he cleaily distinguishes

him from the wazlr^ bore the title of mushir We
seem however to have very little other information

about this dignitary On the other hand, the word
mushir in a non-technical sense is often found

along with wazir of which it sometimes seems to

be a doublet or synonym (cf Makrizl, ed Wiet,

IV, fasc 1, p 20 and 74, Noldeke, Die Er-
zahlungen vom Mdusekontg und setnen Mmtstern^
Gottingen 1879, p 53 tnu^ir nd^th^ wazir
nd^th)

We may note however that this older and
broader conception did not survive According to

Ibn Khaldun the wazir is, it is true, an “assistant”

to the sovereign, but to his predecessor Maward!

{Les stahits gouvertumentaux^ transl Fagnan, p 43
sqq

) the %vazh is not the adviser of the tmZwi

but his delegate

If Ibn al-TiVtaka”s statement is correct we must

see a survival of this older state of affaiis in the

usage of the Mamluk chancellery where we find

among the honorific lakabs of the waztr that of

muihtr aUdawla (or al saltana or al mulUk wa
U^saldfJn) Cf Kalkaghandl, vi 70

The, same usage, which perhaps came from the

Saliijuks, is still more clearly established m the

Ottoman chancellery We actually find the word
mushir among the alkdb of the Turkish waztr

(vezlr) and almost at the head of the formula,

which shows its importance dustur-t mulerrem^
mushtr-t mufakhkham, mzdm uUdletn etc Whence
in the epistolary style the epithets mushtrl and
mu^lrdne used along with dtistun and dusturdne

or Miidtwt and khtdtwdne to designate all that

belongs to an official of the rank of weztr

Mahmud II in creating the principal ministries

naturally thought of again giving a real value to

this title of mushir, which he gave to the princi

pal ministers, and in the reign of his successor

'Abd al-Madjid “the privy council {mcdjhs t khdss^

a regular council of ministers) consisted of the

grand vizier, the dietkh al tsldm^ eleven mushir

and three officials of the first rank” (Bianchi, Le

fremter annuatre imperial de VEmpire Ottoman^

Pans 1848, p 7, Bianchi translates mushir by
“councillor or under secretary of state” and has

been followed by Barbier de Meynard in his

Supplement^ the references in which should be

taken with this reservation) In 1250(1834— 1835)
the title of muihir was given to the new ndzir

of the Interior {rnulklye ndziri= the former ket

bhUda) and of Foreign Affairs {yiari4diye ndzir

t

=
the former ri'ts ul-kuttdb^ cf I utfl, v 29) The
zab{lve mushirItyi was created m 1262 (1846) (Lutfl,

viii 87)
MahmUd II also created the post of beyleibeyt

wezir or chief of the imperial guard, who bore
the title musilr~t ^asdktr-t {Pasi<^\ an officer

who took rank after the ser^asker or War Minister

(Hammer, de VEmp Ott
^
xvii 188 and 189)

Ihis title was soon to be contrasted with that of

mushir i ^asdkir-i sk^hdne by the other tioops

(Lutft, V 28)
The ministers did not long bear the title of

mushir which gave place to ndzir^ but the former

of these titles, perhaps under the influence of the

word “marshal”, which it more or less resembles,

became a special military title It became the

highest rank in the army, corresponding to vizier

in the civil service and of kazaskei in the religious

hierarchy At first the title redif t martsure mushift

(cf Lutfl, V 68, 74) was given to the walls of

certain provinces, or simply mushir of such and

such a province (tbtd^ p 165 sqq
,

vi 102, 103,

vii 70) This coiiesponded to the demarcation of

the army corps

The number of milshir 01 “marshals” soon in-

cieased and in the reign of ^Abd al-IIamld II,

theie were 39 in 1890 and in 1895, 31 (see the

Salndme i ^askerl of the years 1306 and 1311)

Those who had the right to this title were the

sei^asker, the iopkliane t ^dmtre mudnrt or “grand

master of artillery”, the saiUy mushir

i

or “grand

master of the Palace” (leplacing the old caivudi

basht^ according to Ahmad R 5sim, Ta^rtkhy 1 156
and 186), the z (as under MahmUd II),

the commanders of the seven army corps {kol

ofdu^y the heads of the army services, the aides

de camp to the sultSn (ydwer t eh em) The only

duty of five of the miishlr was to superintend the

ceremony of the Selamlik {seldmhk resm i ^dlistne

me^mtlr) The officer in charge of the police station

{merkez) of Beshiktash> near the Yildiz Kiosk, was

also a mushir {MS 0 5
,
vii

, 1908, part 2, p 40)
Instead of sardy mushtri the more usual phrase

was md-beyn mushir (Lutfl, vn 62)

The honorific form of address for a miishir was

deivleth (dewletlu) efendtm hazretleri In the plural

the Persian form mushtrdn or with epithet mushirdn t

^izdtn The name of the office is mushiriyet or

mushirhk^ more rarely mushtrl (Lutfl, v 91)
The title of mushir, which has been borne by

Mustafa Kemal Pasha himself, has survived in the

Turkish lepublic but there is at present only one

miishir in office, the Chief of the General Staff,

FewzI Pasha

In Khedivial Egypt they stopped at a stage

where the influence of the reforms of Mahmud II

was still felt The rutbet mushir there was down
to the present reign exclusively the highest grade

of officers but without distinction between military

and civil offices It was also in theory a civil

rank {futba mulktva') to which all the princes of

the khedivial house had a claim

In Persian the title mushir has been rarely

used Cf however the case of the mushir ed dowle

(cf the similar title above) borne by an aide de-

camp of Nasr al Din §h5h (Feuvrier, Trots ans a

la Cour de Perse^ p 135— 136)
Bibliography Cf J Deny, Sommaire des

archives turques du Catte^ Cairo 1930, index,

s V mouchiry Mn»e Kibrizli Mehemct Pacha,

ans dans les Harems d'"Orient^^dxxs 1875, p 126

(description of a ceremonial presentation of a

mushir’s firman)
,
on the word mushtrlye in actual

use in Damascus, cf Saussey, Les mots turcs

dans le dialecte arabe de Damas^ m Mel de

VInst fr de Damas^ 1, 1929, p 117

(J Deny)

MUSHRIK. [See Shirk
]
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AL'MUSilTARl, the planet Jupiter, Pers

Hurnmd < Aunnazd {Ahura-mazdah) The name
of the planet is in Sumerian S^ulpd^e^ later also

Mulu-babba) “the white star” (= in

Hesychios
,
cf Meissner, Babylomen und Assyrten^

Heidelberg 1925, a 404), in the later Accadian
period it IS always identified with the numen
supremum Marduk (Biblical Merodach) In Hebrew
It is called S^dgk^ in Greek — just as among the

Babylonians, as the symbol of the highest deity —
6 ToC Aioq As a synonym of al-Mughtarl

we find (e g in Hadith) the name Barits (cf

Ltsan al-^Ayab^ vii 323)
The Arab astronomers, like Pythagoras and

Ptolemy, put Jupiter in the sixth sphere {falak)

from within 1 e the third from without On the

interioi it adjoins the outer surface of the sphere

of Mars and on the exterior the inner surface of

the sphere of Saturn Ihe following table gives

the least, mean and greatest distance of Jupiter from

the centie of the eaith, expressed in radii of the

earth, as given by al BattanI {Opus ash onomicum^

ed Nallino, ch 50), al-Farghani ch 21),

Ibn Rusta {Kitab al-A^lak^ ed de Goeje, p 18-20)
and Abraham bar Ulya {Sphaha mundi^ ch 9),

as well as the Hindu values given by al-Biruni

from the compilation by Ya^kQb b Tank of the

year 161 A H
,
and the modem figures for these

distances

be expected from the Almagest^ taking into account

the precession

The movement of Jupiter is as in the Almagest

represented to be through four circles (“spheres”,

aflak) (cf al-Batt5nI, Op astr
^
ch 31) Ihe astro-

nomical tables take for its mean daily sidereal

motion the value of 5' Its period of sidereal

revolution is given by al Kazwini {Athflr^ ed

Wustenfeld, i 26) at il years, lO months, 15 days

Al-Mushtari in astrology Al-Mughtari is

the ruler {rabb) of the (Sagittarius,

night-house) and al-Hut (Pisces, day-house), also

night-ruler of the i Muthalla^a {Trtquet)um\
which consist of al Ifamal (Aries), al-Asad (Leo)

and al Rami (Sagittarius), whose ruler by day is

the sun, and finally companion {laftk) of the 3
Muthallatha It has its ^araf (exaltation) in the

15° of al-Saratdn (Cancer), its Hubut in the 15°

of al-Qxady (Capricornus) According to al Kazwini
(i 22), “the astrologers call al Mushtari the larger

star of fortune”, ahSa^d ahakbar^ because its good
influence surpasses that of Venus, they attribute

to it numerous happy states and the greatest good
fortune The idea that the planet Jupiter is a

star of good foitune is general among other peoples

also, we also find it in Babylonia, India and
China For fuither details of the part played by

Jupiter in Arab astiology see the works of Abu
Ma^^Uiar

least distance

(Jertgte)

mean distance greatest distance

(afogee)

al-Battani 8,022 rad

8,876

of the eaith 10,473 raJ of the eaith 12,924 rad of the earth

al Farghani w 11,6401/2 n 14,405 n

Ibn Rusta 8,820 JIi503V2 » Ct
00

Bar Hiya
Hindu

8,000
It

10,200
ft 12,400 „

(al-BirQnl) 8,0191/21 It
10,8662/3 n 0 ,7 14^/7 »

Modern 92,500 » 122,250 n 152,000 ,

Ihe radius of the earth is here estimated at

3,250 (al BattSnl, al-Farghani and Bar Hiya) and

3,818 Arab miles respectively (Ibn Rusta) while,

according to al-Bliuni, the Hindus give it as 1,050

farsakh = 3,150 Aiab miles (1 Ar m =1,973
metres, cf Nallino, II valore metrico del grade di

vteruhano) Ihe true geocentric distances of the

planet Jupiter are actually about 1 1V2 times gi eater

than given by al-Battani for example It should

however be pointed out that the relation of 37 23
CO I* Via greatest and least observed apparent

diameter taken by this scholar, with the help of

which the distance of the apogee was calculated

from the estimated distance of the perigee at 8,022

radii of the earth agrees remarkably well with the

modern estimate The appaient diameter of Jupiter

at the mean distance is given by al BattSni as Y12
of the diameter of the sun From this and the mean
distance he calculates the true diametci of Jupiter

at 4Y3 diameters of the earth (= 8^/3 radii), and
Its volume at 81 times that of the earth (1 e [473]^)
The true values are 2 56 (1 e 170 times largei)

diameter of Jupiter=ii 14 diameters of the earth,

volume = 1,380 times the volume of the earth

Following Ptolemy {Almagest) al BattanI gives

the greatest observed northern (geocentric) latitude

as 2® 4', the greatest southern as 2° 8' On the

other hand, he points out (ch 31 and 45) that

he found the length of the apogee of the ec-

centric circle from his observations to be about

8® smaller (in 879 a d, 164® 28') than was to

Bibliogtaphy See that of the articles

'U^ARID and MiNTAkA (W Hartner)

MUSlKl or or jjJiA-wyo as it was

wiitten in the West (al Farabi, Ihsa' allUluniy

Schiaparelli, Vocabuhsta tn Arabtcoz^l atm rnustta)^

is the name given to the science of music
It is a post classical woid derived from the Greek

f4,ov(riKyj, and ^^as already current at the lime of Ishak

al-Mawsili (d 236 = 850) [q v
]

In the Mafatih
allUlnm (iv^l^ = xih century) musiki is one of the

four mathematical sciences Its author says “As for

mustki^ Its meaning is the [science of the] com-
posing of melodies {alhan) It is a Greek word,

and It IS named the mu(nb And the composer of

the melodies is the mustkur 01 mustkar (p 236)”

The contemporaiy IkhN\an al-Safa^ say (1 87)

^Milstkt IS ghma^y and the mustkar is the mughanm^
and the musikat {mustkUrtya in Dieterici) is the

instrument of music {ghtna^y' ^Ilm al-musikt was

the name given by the Arabs to the Greek or

mathematical theory of music as distinct fiom ^tlm

aRghma^ which was the Arabian practical theory,

as we know from the Kttab al A ghani and Yahya

b 'All b Yahy5 b Abi Mansur (d 300= 912)

The latter tells us (Brit Mus MS, Or 2361,

fol 236V) of the “disagreement between the masters

of Arabian ghtn^ and the masters of [Greek]

musikV'' Of course, the Arabs and Persians pos-

sessed a theory of music long before they became
influenced by the tianslations made from the Greek
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at the end of the (viii^^) and beginning of the

mth (ixtli) centuiy

The Pre-Islamic System The source of

both Persian and Arabian theory of music was an

older Semitic one which had influenced, if it had

not been the actual foundation of Greek theory

(cf Farmer, AT/J/ Facts
, p 123) No Persian or

Arabic technical nomenclature of a theory of mtlslkt

(1 e speculative theory) has come down to us from

pre IslSmic times, although it must have existed

Al-Far5bl (d 339 = 950) describes a musical in-

strument, still used in his day, called the (unhur

al-baghdadi or al-mlzdnl^ the fret^ {dasattn^ a

Persian word) of which gave a “pre-Islamic scale’*

(Kosegarten, Ltb cant
^ p 89, Mafatih al-Uluni)

It was a quarter tone scale which was arrived at

by dividing a string into forty equal parts The
idea could be traced to Eiatosthenes (Ptolemy,

Harm
,
ed Wallis, 11 14) but probably was of

far greater antiquity (Farmer, Influence of Mustc^

m Proceedings^ Musical Association^ 1926, p 121)

Although al-Farabi’s instrument did not actually

give the following scale, yet the theoretical division

mentioned above would produce a scale which,

expressed in cyclic cents, would legister

Fret Nut 2"^ 4^^ 6th gth loth

Cents o 89 182 281 386 498

J P N Land was of opinion that the later

Pythagoiean lute scale of the Old Arabian School

was derived from the system of the tim^nir al-

baghdadi It is more likely however, that there

was an earlier lute scale than that of the Old
Arabian School, as has been hinted elsewhere

(Farmer, Hist of Arabian Miisic^ p 70) Ihis

was a one octave scale fixed by the accordatuia

{tasiviyd) C-D-G-a, the frets of which gave the

following scale

Cents o 204 408 498 702 906 1110 1200

For a discussion of this scale see Farmer, An
Old Moot ish Lute Tutor

, p 27 ,
do

,
Hist Facts

,

P 3*0
Ihe Old Arabian System Inthei^h (viith)

century we get definite glimpses of a theory in

the music of the Arabs and Persians We read of

a certain Ibn Misdjah [q v ] (d ca 97 = 715) who
had learned Peisian music (ghina^) and accomplish-

ments in playing {(iarb)^ and had received instruction

from Byzantine (ruml) barbiton players {barbatiyd)

and theorists [ustukhuslya = erroixetocTXt) These

borrowings fiom abroad he iiicorpoiated into a

system which came to be recognized throughout the

peninsula {JCildb aFAghani^ 111 84) We are told

however, that Ibn Misdjah rejected from Persian and
Byzantine methods what he found to be “alien to

Arabian music”
(
ghttiP') This would appear to show,

as Land once pointed out (Pemarks^ p 156), that

these foreign importations “did not supersede the

national music, but were grafted upon an Arabic

root with a character of its own” We know that

about the same time, or perhaps slightly later (Kitab

al-Agkdniy i 98), that the Arabs adopted the Persian

lute in the place of their own instrument This latter,

as we have seen, gave a one-octave scale based
on the accordatura C-D-G-a, whilst the Persian

lute was tuned in fourths thus A-D-G-c, which
enabled the performer to attain (with a shift) the

double octave Yet only the highest and the lowest
strings of their old lute needed to be altered, and
these were given the Persian names of zir and

hamrn^ whilst the second and third strings retained

their old Arabic names of mal^nd and mathlath
The new accordatura of the lute brought about

a change m the scale {{abaka) as the following

distribution of the frets shows (Brit Mus MS

,

Oi 2361, fol 237) Ihe lute with the Arabs was
the basis of all “theoiy”, just as the lyie was
with the Greeks

tRETS STRINGS

Mutlak

Bamm

0 vo

Mathlath

oc

ll

996

k

294
(Open string)

Sabbdba 204 702 1200 498
(ist Finger)

IVustd 294 792 90 0000

(2nd Fingei)

Binsir 408 906 204 702
(3rd Finger)

Khinsir 498 996 294 792
(4th Finger)

Nevertheless, this scale did not satisfy everyone,

and we find that the Persians introduced a new
wus(a fret at 303 cents, whilst later a famous
musician at IlSrun’s court named Zalzal [q v

]
(d

175 = 791) adopted a fret at 355 cents, halfway
between the new Persian wusta fret and the bitmt

fret By the time of Ishak al Mawsili (d 236= 850)
these Persian and Zalzalian frets seem to have
created such confusion that this musician attempted

to recast the lute scale in its old P)thagorean
mould, which, we are told, he did without recouise

to Euclid or a solitary book of the “Ancients” as

the Greeks of old were called {ICitab al Aghani^ v

52—53, ^Ild ai farid^ iii 188) His reform appeals

to have been successful in 'Irak and lasted theie

until the ivth (x^k) century {Kitdb aFAgfydnt^ 1 2,
PasiPtl lUiwdn aFSafid^ 1 98) Elsewhere however,

the Persian and Zalzalian notes continued in favour,

as we know fiom al Farabi (Kosegarten, Z/3 cant
^

p 85) and the Mafdtih aHUliim^ p 239 A
centuiy later, whilst the Persian note of 303 cents

had disappeared, that of Zalzal was still popular

(Ibn Sina, India Office MS, fol iTy)
There is but little preserved of the writings of the

theorists of the Old Arabian School Whether the

books of Yunus al Katib (d ca 148= 765) [q v]
and the more famous al-Khalil (d I 75= 79 i)[q v]
on music {nagham and ika^) dealt with these theories

we know not since they have perished {^Fihrist^

p 43, 143) A similar fate appears to have over-

taken the music books of 'L'baid Allah b 'Abd Allah

b Tahir (d ca 300 = 912), 'All b Harun b 'All

b Yahya b Abl Mansur (d 352 = 963) and
Sulaiman b Aiyub al-Madini t^Kitdb aFAgAdnl^
v 45, Fihrist^ p 144, 148) Beyond the sparse

information given in the Kitdb aFAghani and the

Muruf/ of al-Mas'Sdi (viii 89 sq ), we have only

the Risala fi U-Musikl of Yahya b 'Ah b Yahya
b Abi Mansur (d 300 = 912) to depend on, since

the Kitdb aFLahw wa V Maldhi of Ibn Khur-

dadbbih (d ca 300= 912) [q v
]

is in private

hands (^Hildl^ xxviii 204)
Although we read that Isha|^ al-MawsilI made

his calculations by hisdb (Yahya b 'All, fol 237'^),

yet the Old Arabian School, so far as we know
from Yaljya b 'All b Yahya, did not adjust the
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frets of the lute Qud) or pandore {(unbur) by
this method Their rule for fixing the frets was
based on tuning a note with its octave or, as

they termed it, its ^lyah or although the

latter term shows that they recognized the interval

ratio I 2 When the Greek scholiasts came to

deal with the theoiy of music all this was changed
The Greek Scholiasts By the middle of the

iiith (ixtfi) century, the effects of the wiitings of the

ancient Greeks on music, which had been translated

into Arabic, began to be felt Among these treatises

were Aristotle’s Problems and De a?nma^ the com-
mentaries of rhemistius and Alexander Aphro
disiensis on the lattei, two works by Aristoxenus—
including the (TTOiX^lx it would seem, the two
books on music attributed to Euclid, a treatise

by Nicomachus, presumably the lost book, and the

HartJiomcs of Ptolemy, all or most of which
had been translated by the first half of the iv^b

(xtb) century at least, as we know from al-

Farabi (Fthtst^ p 266, 269, 270, Ibn al-Kifti,

p 65, al-Makkarl, Anal
^

11 87, ^Ikd alfarld^

111 186, i? vii 128, Pasa\l Ikhwan al

Safa^^x 102, eek Theortsis of Music
tn Aiabic Ti anslation., in Isis^ xiii

, p 325)
The ^ilm al miistki now became one of the

courses of the ^ulum iiyadiya or quadi tvtiim^ and
was studied by most savants at this peiiod although

Htei a few fought shy of the subject probably,

as in Western Europe (farmer. Hist luuts
,

p 184), because it was too abstiuse (Ibn KJiallikan,

111 471) Ihe early scholiasts dealt with the theory

of sound {sawt)^ intervals {all'ad^ genres {ai^nas\

species systems {djuniTC'^ djarnfat)^ muta-
tion {intikal) and composition {ta^ltf\ after the

manner of the (ireeks, and fiom the above oidei

we see that Euclid influenced them 111 this respect

To this was added ihythm All this was of

immense value to Arab theoiists and their later

copyists, the Persians and Turks Instead of the

old method of desciibing intervals accoiding to

their fiets they were now given definite names
and recognized by ratios Ihe octave became a/-

kull (“the w'hole”), whilst the fifth, fouith, and
ditonc were given identical names m Arabic The
tone was variously known as the {antn^ ^atvda or

mudda The semitone or nu^f {amn was recognized

in Its two forms, the inji\al or HiTroTOfxvi, and the

baklya or fadla which was the whilst the

quarter tone was the irk/jZf In some w ays the

Scholiasts were slavish and diffuse m what they

borrowed, although in others they weie eclectic

On the question of the physical bases of sound

however, and their treatment of musical instiuments,

they pushed ahead of their masters

The first to take advantage of the newly found

treasures of the “ Ancients” was al-Kindi(d 260=
874) [q V

]
Seven treatises on music theoiy appear

under his name {Fihrist^ p 255—257, Ibn al-

Kiftl, p 370, Ibn Abl UsaibiS, 1 210), and four

of them would seem to have survived (Farmer,

Hist of Arabian Music

^

p 127 ,
do

,
Some musical

MSS identified^ p 91) Ihree of them are at

Berlin (Ahlwardt, Vetz^ Nrs 5503, 5530, 5531)
Risala fi Mlflbariya al-MustkJ^ Risala fi
’/ Luhtin^ and another without title The fourth,

the Risala ft Kfiubr TcPllf al-Alkan^ is in the British

Museum (Or 2361), and is probably later than the

others In the latter we see the author’s indebtedness

to Euclid and Ptolemy He had written a Risala

ft Ktsmat al-Kanun^ presumably Eluclid’s Sectio

canonts lie uses a one-actave alphabetic [ab^jtad')

notation which was an improvement on Greek
methods, but his pointing the way to a reform

of the scale was probably of greater import to the

Arabs By introducing a fifth string on the lute,

so as to reach the double octave without recourse

to the shift, he obtained the Complete System

al c£‘^am Ptotemy’s ffvcrriifjix riKtov) To ac

complish this a fret called the mud^annab had to

be introduced at 114 cents bet\^een the mu(lak
and the sabbaba fret, which m itself created another

pioblem, and eventually led to frets being tried

between the mutiak and the above mud^annab at

90 cents and between the 2vus(a and btnstr frets

at 384 cents Here was the germ of the limma^
Itmma^ comma scale of the later tunbut al-khura-

sant^ the forerunner of the Systematist scale

After al Kindi, we have a gap of a century in

actual documents I here aie names of theorists in

abundance but their works have not survived

Al Kindi’s two disciples, Ahmad b Muhammad
al-Sarakhsi (d 286 = 899) and Mansur b lalha b
lahii, contributed works on the theory of music,

the foimei writing six (Inhiist^ p 117, 149, 261)
More important perhaps, were the three books of

1 habit b Kuira (d 288 = 901) [q v ], as well

as those of Muhammad b Zakaiiya al RazI (d

320 = 932) [q v
]

and Kusta b Luka (d ca

320 = 932) [q v] {I ihiist^ p 276, 295, Ibn Abl

UsaibiS, 1 309, Kitab al Aghaniy viii 54, Hadjdji

Khalifa, v 161) The gieatest of all the scholiasts

however was al-barabi (d 339= 950) [q v
]
(Ibn

al Kifti, p 277, Ibn Abi UsaibiS, 11 134, Stein-

schncider, al haiabt) Although we lack two of

his books on music, the Kalam fi V Mustki and

the Aitab fl Ihsof al Ika^^ yet his greatest work,

the Kttab al^Miislki al-kablt
,
has been preserved

Ihis treatise, so he tells us, was written because

he found an “incompleteness” in what had been

handed down from the Greeks It has been called

“the most important treatise on the theory of

Oriental music” (cf vol 11 54), but it probably

deseived to rank as one of the gieatest works

that had been written on music His treatment

of the physical and physiological principles of

sound and music is certainly an advance on the

Greeks, whilst he was the first to devote a detailed

study to musical instruments, a subject on which

nothing has come down to us from the Greeks

\ 1-Farabi was a good mathematician and physicist,

and that enabled him to do justice to what the

Aiabs called the '"ilm al nazaii or speculative

theory, even to not repeating the errors of the

Greeks (Farmer, Hist Faits
, p 292—293) Yet

he was something more lie was a practical musician

and could appreciate the art as well as the science,

which was more than Themistius could do, as

al FSiabl himself mentions As a performer with a

reputation (Ibn IGiallikan, 111 309, Rasa^il Ikkivdn

al 1 85) he could bring the ^ilm al^amall

or practical art to bear upon the discussions So
whilst he was more thorough than the Greeks in

handling the physical bases of sound, he could

also make valuable contributions to physiological

accoustics, 1 e the sensations of tone, a question

which the Greeks left practically untouched

By the time of al-F5rabi further additions had

been made to the scale The principle by which

the Persian and Zalzalian wusta frets at 303 and

355 cents had been determined, was also applied

to the insertion of corresponding mu^annab frets,
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between the mu\lak and the sabhaba^ at 145 and

168 cents, with the result that there were now
three mu^annab frets known respectively as the

Ancient, Persian and Zalzalian, whilst the

one at 114 cents had disappeared Here is the

fretting of the lute in al-FSiabi’s day

i-rets strings

Bamm

1
Mathn'i

.h

N
Hadd

Mutlak 0 498 996 294 792
Ancient mufi^annab 90 $88 1086 384 882

Persian mu^annab HS 643 1141 439 937
Zalzaltan mu^annab 168 666 1164 462 960
Sabbaba 204 702 1200 498 996
Ancunt wus^a 294 792 90 588 1086

Persian wusta 303 801 99 597 1095
Zalzaltan ivus(d 355 853 151 649 1147
Btn^ir 408 906 204 702 1200
Khtn^ti 498 996 294 792 90

Al-FarSbi also noted the scale of the tu?ibui

al-^urasam proceeding by a Itmtna^ hmma^ cotnma^

which doubtless was prompted by al-Kindi’s specu-

lations It became the paient of the later theory

of the Systematist School In describing the scales

of the iabd,b or rebec he shows one that gave the

just minor third (316) and just major third (386)
The next great writer after al Farabi was Abu

’1-Waf5’ al-Buzdjani (d 388 = 998) [q v ], the

most eminent of the Arabic writers on mathematics

His book on rhythm has unfortunately disap-

peared, although Its importance has been testified

to {^Bibl Ind

,

1849, p 93) The contemporary

encyclopaedists, the Ikhwan al-Safa’ in then

Rasd^il^ and Muhammad b Ahmad al-Kh^arizmi

in his Mafatlh al^Ulum^ also deal with the theory

of music The latter does not break fresh ground

although his work is helpful in contiollmg others

The former, however, are of considerable import

because of their able and lucid treatment of

accoustics Here is an instance According to Helm-
holtz {op at

, p 10), musical tones are distinguished

by their force, pitch, and quality, and the force

of a musical tone, he says, increases and diminishes

with the extent or so-called amplitude of the

oscillations of the particles of the sounding body
Preece and Stroh refused to accept this definition

and pointed out that loudness does not depend

upon amplitude of vibration only, but upon the

quantity of air put in vibration {P K S
,
xxviii

,

p 366) The IJdiwan al Safa^ had already enun-

ciated this opinion “Hollow bodies” they say,

“like vessels will resound for a long time

after they are struck, because the air within them
reverberates time after time until it becomes still

Consequently, the wider the vessels are, the greater

the sound, because more air is put in vibration”

(1 89) They also recognized the spherical propaga-

tion of sound (1 88), which was an impiovement
on the Aristotelian De audtbihbus (802, a) which
said that “the direction of sound follows a straight

line” (cf Vitruvius, De arch
,
v 3)

The next writers whose works have been spared

us are Ibn Sin 5 (d 428= 1037) [q v
]
and Ibn

Zaila (d 440=:X048) Two treatises on music
stand to the credit of Avicenna, as he was known
in Europe, and they are contained in the

(India Office MS
, 1811) and the Na^at (Bodleian

MS Marsh, 521) (Ibn al KiftI, p 413 ,
Ibn Abl

Usaibi^a, 11 2 ,
cf Casiri, 1 271) Unlike al-FSrabl,

the aBrd^Js was not a practical musician, yet

his biographers claim that he dealt with questions

on the theory of music which were neglected by

the Greeks He is scientific and philosophic in

his approach, and even critical at times, but he

displays little of that originality that is so apparent

in his other wiitings Ibn Zaila was his disciple

and echoed his opinions, although some fresh

details emerge when dealing with the practical

art He quotes from al-Kindi on the question 01

rhythm, and is useful on that account

Egypt also contributed its quota of music theorists,

two outstanding writeis being Ibn al-Haithani
(d 430= 1039) [q V

]
and Abu ’1-Salt Umaiya

(d 528= 1134) Ibn al Haitham appears however

to have written commentaries on both the xaraTO/uif

KotvbvoQ and the apjuov/xij of Euclid (Ibn

al-Kiftr, p 168, Ibn Abl Usaibi'a, 11 90) Although

there were several Arabic commentaries on Euclid’s

Canon not one appears to have survived Yet

we have two at least in Hebiew whose authors

probably depended on Aiabic works One of these

was Moses N levy (Halevy) who quotes Shem
fob b Isaac Shafrut, and the othei was Isaiah b

Isaac {Beth osar hassphardth’^ Year 1 ,
xxix

,
xxxi

)

The Rtsala fi
’/ Mustkt by Abu ’1 §alt was probably

of some impoitance since it is quoted by Jewish

wiiters (Ibn Abl Usaibi^a, 11 52, Ahlwaidt, Verz
^

N® 5536 [5], P Uuran, Grammar^ Vienna 1863,

p 37) In Syria we have Ibn al-Nakk5^
(d 574=1178), Abu ’1-Hakam al-Bahill
and his son Abu ’1-Madjd Muhammad (d

576=1180), and ‘^Alam al Din Kaisar (d

649= 1251), all of whom were interested in music

theory (Ibn Abi Usaibi^a, 11 144, 155, 162, 181,

Ibn Khallikan, ill 471), whilst fuither East we have

such names as Ibn Man'a (d 551 = 1156), ^Abd
al-Mu^min b Safi al-Din (vith = xiiih centuiy^),

Fakhr al Dm al Razi (d 606 = 1209) [q v ], and

Nasir al Dm al lusi (d 673 = 1274) [q v
]
(Ibn

Khallikan, 111 467, Bodleian MS Ouseley, N® 1 17,
Brit Mils MS Oi 2972, Pans Bibl Nat MS,
Arabe, N® 2466) In the West, the two theorists

of consequence aie Ibn Badjdja (d 532=1138)
[q V

]
whose book on music enjoyed the same re-

putation in the West as that of al-h5iabi in the

East (al-Mak^arl, Anal

^

11 125), and Ibn Rushd
(d 594=1198) [q v] whose commentary on

Aristotle’s De a?nma reveals that lucidity of treat

ment in the section dealing with the phenomena
of sound that made him so famous on other

questions

I he Systematist School After Ibn Sina

and Ibn Zaila, the most thorough exposition of

the theory of music, so far as existing documents
show, was made by a musician in the service of

the last Caliph of Baghdad, named ‘JafI al-Din
^Abd al-Mu^min b takhir(d 692=1294)
[q V ], the author of two estimable works, the Rtsalat

al ^arafiya and the Kttab al-Adwar^ which almost

every subsequent writer in music uses as his principal

authorities A later theorist, 'Abd al-Kadir b Ghaibl,

frankly admitted that Safi al Din was the fountain

head in music theory, whilst a modern has called

him “the Zailino of the Orient” (Kiesewetter,

p 13), and many commentaries have been penned
on his theories Safi al-Din was no mean physicist,

and he attacks both al Farabi and Ibn Sln5 when
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e finds that their terms and definitions are inexact

luch of It may be mere quibbling over verbal

iceties, but it redounds to his credit that he
ealized that in a science we must start off with

jrminological exactitudes Like al-Parabi, he was
practical musician, and the reform of the scale,

^hich must be attributed to him (cf Helmholtz,
I 280), was possibly due to this fact The Greek
choliasts had done much to stabilize Arabian
lusic theory, yet anomalies still existed Ihe
lost notable was the Zalzalian wusta note at

55 cents together with its attendant sixth at

53 cents these did not conform to the scholiasts’

cale which produced a succession of fourths (cf

lelmholtz, p 281) It was to lemedy this defect,

t would seem, that Safi al Din laid down a new
heory of the scale in which the octave was divided

Qto seventeen intervals in the succession of Ittnma^

wima and comma^ which enabled him to embrace

he fractious Zalzalian notes of 355 and 853 cents

ly close approximations which worked out at 384
nd 882 cents This scale, which has been con

idered “the most perfect ever devised” (Parry,

Irt of Mustc^ ist ed
, p 29), gave consonances

lurer than our scale of equal temperament can

fford us (Riemann, Catechism of Musical History^

65) It is no wonder therefore that Helmholtz has

onsidered the theory of the bystemaiist School so

noteworthy in the history of the development of

lusic” (p 283) Heie IS the scale of Safi al-Din

bRElS STRINGS

$ ll

'§

Zlr

du^lak 0 498 996 294 792
^atd 90 588 1086 384 882
Mu^annab 180 678 1176 474 972
abbaba 204 702 1200 498 996
^ersian wus(a 294 792 90 588 1086
^alzalian wus(a 384 882 180 678 1176
hn^ir 408 906 204 702 1200
(htn^ir 498 996 294 792 90

After the fall of Baghdad (654=1256), the hub
f cultuie moved fuither East, and the writings of

he Systematist School have to be sought as much
a Persian as in Arabic Most of this literature

as been preserved Kutb al-Din al-^IiSzi (d 710=
310) [q v ], who devoted a valuable ^JiUtnla to the

science of music” in his Durrat al Tailj (Brit Mus
,

IS Add 7694), was the fiist of these writers in

•eisian He was followed by Muhammad b Mahmud
1-^Amuli (viiith — xivth century), whose Nafa^is
l-Funun also has a section on music (Brit Mus

,

IS Add 16827) Another xivth century Persian

rork deserving of mention is the Kanz aUTuhaf
Brit Mus Mb, Or 2361) More important were
he four works of 'Abd al-Ksdir b Ghaibi (d 839 =
435) [q V

],
entitled the Djamt^ with its

wo epitomes the Maka^td al~Alhan and the Mukk-
i{ar al^Alhanif) (Bodleian MSS

,
Marsh, N® 282,

)useley, N® 264, 385), and the ^arh al Adwar
L fifth work, the JCanz al-Alhan^ the most precious of

11 since it contained noted music, has disappeared

bn Ghaibi depends on al- Farabi, Ibn Sina, and

afl al-Din, but is by no means servile What he

dds to our knowledge of the music of his day

oncerns the practical art Both his son and his

The Encyclopaedia of IslAm, III

grandson were theorists, and their works still exist,

the Makawat al^AdwUr and the Maka^td al-Adwar
(Nflri ‘^Uthmaniya Library, Nrs 3646, 3649) They
were in the service of the Turkish sultans, who
were now patronising this class of savants, and we
find two theorists, Khidr b ^Abd Allah and Ahmad
Ughln Shukrullah, writing m Turkish, the latter

translating the Kttab al-Adwdr of Safi al-Din

(Lavignac, N® 2978) They were eclipsed, however,

by two Arabic wi iters, the author {Jl 855—^86
= 1451— 1481) of the Muhammad b Mur^d
Treatise (Bnt Mus, MS Or 2361), and Muham-
mad b Abd al-Hamid al Ladil^i (/ 886—918 =
1481— 15^2), the author of the Risalat al Fathlya
(Bnt Mus

,
MS Or 6629) Al Ladiki is the last

writer to deal in an appreciable way with the

speculative theory of music which had been sus-

citated by the Scholiasts (cf Kiesewetter, p 88)
As for the author of the Muhammad b Murad
Treatise^ we have in him an able mathemati-
cian who places the Arittima{ikl of Nicomachus
and Ibn Slna under contiibulion He is replete

with argument and carefully examines the statements

of his predecessors on questions of accoustics We
find him saying that he had put certain theories

to practical test and found them wanting He
gives divisions of the string other than those laid

down by ‘^afi al-Din

The contemporary encyclopaedias also contain

a section on music, the most notworthy being the

Dun al-N’aztm (Vienna MS
,
NF

,
N® ^)qx IriRdd

al-Ka^td {Btbl Ind

^

1849) of Muhammad b
Ibr’Ihim al-AkfanI (d 749=1348), the Makahd
al-Ulum (Bnt Mus

,
Mb Or 3143) attributed

to ^All b Muhammad al Djurdjani (d 816 =
1413), and the Unmudha^/ al-^Ulum (Vienna
MS, N F

,
N® 7) of Muhammad Sh5h Celeb!

b Muhammad al Fanfiri (d 839 = I435) To al-

Djurdjani may also be ascribed the Sharh Maw-
lana Mubarak Shah^ the most thorough and illu-

minating commentary on the theories of Spafi

al-Din 'Abd al Mu^min, and the most strikingly

original treatment of the physical and physiological

rudiments of sound (But Mus, MS Or 2361)
After the close of the ixth (xv^h) century, tieatises

on the ^ilm al-mustki are rare Waters abound who
profess to deal with it, but actually they are only

concerned with the practical art If any ^ilm is

displayed in these later books it is the Vw al-

nuf^um^ and authors fill their pages with astro

logical tables linking up the twelve buyut of the

heavens with the twelve makamat^ and so forth

Many treatises are written in verse, a form

which, however much it may attract the pure adab

lovei, is scarcely suitable in dealing with a science

The author of one of these howeier, Shams al-Dm
al Saidawi al Dhahabi (or al-Dimashki), is worthy

of attention by reason of his use of a stave for

the purpose of a musical notation, a device which

may be traced to the year 1200 at least (Bodleian

MS, Marsh, N® 82, Pans Bibl Nat MS, Aiabe,

N® 2480) In the West, treatises on the theory

of music are scarcei still Ibn Khaldun (d

809 = 1406) [q V
]

gives a glimpse of what
was taught under this heading in his day {^Prol

^

ii 410), but actual works are rare A certain 'Abd
al Rahman al FSsI wrote a treatise in 1650 entitled

the Kttab al-Djumu^ fi ^Ilm al-Musiki wa 'l-Tubu^

(Ahlwardt, Veiz^ N® 5521), but its author borrows
his theory from older authorities (Farmer, An Old
Moorish Lute Tutor

^

p 14)

48
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The Modern School The chief feature of

this school IS the so called quaiter tone system,

and Its most important theorist is MikhaM Mush^ka
(d iS8S) [q V

]
The system was not invented or

introduced by him as Parisot thought {Rapport^ p 21)

because MushSl^a himself tells us that it existed before

his day {M F 0 B 52, 105) Nor can we say

that the xixth century was the peiiod of its origin

(cf Lachmann, Grovers Diet of Mustc^ 111 576)
since we know that it was practised in the xviiit^i

century as Baron de Tott (La Boide, 1 436-439),
Todermi (i 243) and Murat (F^tis, 11 363) have
shown Nor can it be tiaced in a MS mentioned
by Villoteau, as Land suggested p 77-

78), because this work can be identified with a

MS entitled al-^hofi^ara dhatal Akniam (Brit Mus
,

MS Or 1535) in which there is no mention of the

quarter-tone theory How did the system originate?

Dr Lachmann holds that it was due to the needs

of transposition {Grove's Diet of Mtistc^ 111 567)
On the other hand, Collangettes avers that in

actual practice (for the lute is no longer fietted)

It is simply the Systematist scale to which several

smaller intervals have been added (p 419) Some
of the technical terms used in the system are of

Persian oiigin such as those for the quarter tone,

three quarter tone, and tone, mm^araba^ttk^at aba^

and barda Further, as early as the xvth century,

as we know fiom Ibn ^aibi, ^ihib al Dm
al-^A^jamr, and the author of the Muhammad
b Murad Treatise, intervals finer even than

those of the Systematist School were being used

in the newly adopted shubab 01 modal extensions,

which were not used in the time of Safi al Dm
^Abd al Mu^min, although they are part of the

earlier (?) Persian system as reflected in the Bahd^at
al’Ruh by^Abd al-Mu^min b Safi al Din (Bodleian

MS, Ouseley, N® 117) A Persian origin of the

quarter-tone system is, theiefoie, not unlikely,

although MahmQd Raghib, a well known writer

on Turkish music, argues in favour of a Greek
origin (see the Turkish journals Mtllt Mad^mu^^
May-Oct

, 1927, and the Turktsche Fost^ June
and Aug, 1928) In the xviiph century we have

evidence (La Borde, 1 436) that the octave was
divided into twenty-four equal parts of 50 cents

each producing a scale compusing three major

tones of 200 cents, each divided into four quarter

tones, and four minor tones of 150 cents, each

divided into three quarter-tones

TONES

CENTS

IS
IQ

I
t

K

LlAA
200 150 150 200 200 150 150 Total 1200

Mushaka tells us that he was dissatisfied with

the theorists of his day in regard to their division

of the octave (cf Murat’s division of the octave

into 55 commas) There was certainly a difference

so far as Lgypt was concerned, since one theorist

divided even the minor tones into four parts as

well as the major tones, thus giving twenty-eight

intervals to the octave (Muhammad b IsmS'lI

ShihSb al-Din) At any rate, MughS^a attempted

to lay down a principle that would establish the

quarter tone {ruF) system on a proper basis His
method is by no means clear (Land, Recherches^

p 75, Collangettes, p 417,418), but Ellis (y S A
,

p 497) and Parisot {Mus ortent

,

p 15— 16)

believe that he was aiming at a quaiter-tone scale

of equal temperament, twenty-four to the octave,

which was actually the scale (see La Boide, 1 436)
that he found in use (cf Collangettes, p 419)

NOTES ^3

1

II
0
W

13
Fast

Dukah
Sikah

Diaharka

CENIS 0 200 350 500 700 850 1000 1200

This IS the same scale as the preceding with

the exception that the base has been given a

lower note in the system, 1 e yakah instead of

rust The system of the quartei-tone scale is

generally accepted to day thioughout the Islamic

Neai Last (Collangettes, p 41 5 )^

Middle East (‘All Naki lOian Waziri)

Although in the Maghiib veiy little is written

about the theory of music nowadays, yet in Egypt,

Syua, Persia, and Turkey, there is no lack of

books on the subject, as the Bibliography will

show, although many of the tieatises aie merely

manuals for piactitioneis Even in 1 urkesian, under

the auspices of the Soviet, works aie being published

During the last decade a great fillip has been given

to the study of the theory of music by the establish

ment of conservatories of music in the great Oriental

capitals and chief cities, notably the Ddr al-Alhdn

at Constantinople and XhtNadt V Mustkl al-^arki

at Cairo
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(H G Farmer)
MUSLIM (a ), part IV of s-l-m^ denotes the

adherent of Islam [q v] The term has be-

come current in some European languages (also

m the forms mosltmy moslemf as a noun or as an
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adjective or as both, side by side with Muhant’-
madan (in different forms) It has replaced Mu-^
sulman (in different forms), except in French,
where the latter term is used as a noun and as
an adjective The origin of musulman is probably
musltm with the ending an of the adjective in

Persian In some countries, e g Germany and the
Netherlands, popular etymology has taken man for

the vernacular “Mann, man”, whence the plural
forms Muselmiinner, mutelniannen etc These forms
have, however, become antiquated — In Arabic
literature the term Muslim is and has always been
used to denote the adherents of Islam See further
the artt Iman, amIr al muslimIn

Bibliography H Yule and A C Burnell,

Hobson-Jobson^ s v Mussulman^ H I ammens,
Kemarques sur Us mots ftan^ats derives de
Varabe, Beyrouth 1890, p 176, E Littmann,
MorgenlUndische fVorter im Deutschen^ ed

,

Tubingen 1924, p 61 ,
R Dozy, Oosterlin

gen^ VGravenhage-Leyden-Arnhem 1867, p 44
(A J Wfnsinck)

MUSLIM B 'AKIL, cousin of Husain b
‘^Alf The latter, taking refuge in Mecca after the
death of Mu^awiya I, sent him to study the situation

in KQfa where the partisans of ‘^All were inviting
him to Come and proclaim himself caliph Muslim
there received promise of support from thousands
of Shi'ls He wrote to Husain imploi^ing him to
hasten there and take command of the movement
in peison In the meanwhile, the energetic 'Ubaid
AllSh b Ziyad had leplaced the irresolute Nu^mSn
b Bashir [q v

]
Realising the seriousness of this

change Muslim took refuge with HanU b ^Urwa
[q V

]
A stratagem devised by the new governor

soon revealed his hiding place Hani^ having been
captured, Muslim, abandoned by all his followers,

wandered from one place of concealment to an-
other The descendants of Ash^ath b Kais [q v

]
revealed the secret of his last hiding place a
deed which earned the family the hatred of the
Shl^a The unfortunate 'Alid when discovered sur-

rendered without lesistance to the minions of 'Ubaid
Allah His head was sent to the caliph Yazid I

Bibliography Tabari, ed de Goeje, ii

227—229, 231—272, 281, 284—286, 292—294
For other references see the writer’s Caltfat de
Yazid^ 1 136—145 (in MFO B

^
v)

(H Lammens)
MUSLIM B al-HADJDJADJ Abu ’l-Husain

al-Ku§HAIRI al-NIsabUrI was born at Nisabur in

202 (817) or in 206 (821) He died in 261 (875)
and was buried at Nasrabad, a suburb of Nisabur
An anecdote regarding the cause of his death
is related by Ibn HajJjar (see Bibliogiaphy) His
fame is based upon his Sahih^ which, along with
BufeliSri’s book of the same name, enjoys the
highest fame among the collections of traditions

Muslim travelled widely to collect traditions,

in Arabia, Egypt, Syria and ‘^Irak, where he heard
famous authorities such as Ahmad b Hanbal, Har-
mala, a pupil of and IshSk b Rahuya
His ^hih IS said to have been composed out of
300,000 traditions collected by himself He wrote
a large number of other books, on Jikh^ tradi-

tionists and biography, none of which seems to
have survived

The $ahlh differs from the other collections of
canonical hadidt. m that the books are not sub-
divided into chapters, whereas in BukhSri’s work
the traditions act as examples of the tar^amcp%

Still, It IS not difficult to trace in the order of
the traditions in Muslim’s Sahih a close connection
with corresponding ideas of fikh As a matter of
fact the groups of traditions have been provided
with supeiscriptions which may be compaied with
Bukhari’s tari^ama\y this was not, however, done
by Muslim himself, as appears from the fact that

the headings are not unifoim in the different edi

tions of the iMhlh

A second diffeience between Muslim and the

other collections consists in the fact that he pays
peculiar attention to the isnad'^s^ to such an extent

that a tradition in his work is often followed by
several different t57idd\ which serve as an intro

duction to either the same or to a slightly dif-

ferent main Such a new tsnad is indicated in the

text by
^

(tahwil or hawala “change”) Muslim

IS praised for his accuracy regarding this point,

in other respects, however, Bukhari is superior to

him, as is even recognised by a man so devoted
to him as al Nawawl, who wrote upon the SahJh
a commentary, which in itself is a work of im-
mense value for our knowledge of Muslim theo
logy and Jikh

Muslim has prefixed to his work an introduction
to the science of tiadition Ihe woik itself consists
of 52 books which deal with the common subjects
of hadith the five pillars, mairiage, slavery, bar-
ter, hereditary law, war, sacrifice, manners and
customs, the Prophets and the Companions, prede-
stination and other theological and eschatological
subjects The book closes with a chapter on the
Kurban {Tafstr\ the shortness of which is several
times outweighed by the value of the Kuab aU
Imdn^ which opens the work, and which is a
complete survey of the early theology of Islam
On the commentaries upon the Sahth see Brockel.

mann, G A L
^

\ 160, to which may be added
®Ali b Sulaiman al Maghnbi, Washy aUDtba^
^ala ^ahih Muslim b al Had^c^aipy^ Cairo 1298

Bibliograp hy Brockelmann, G A i

160 sq
, al-NawawI, Tahdhtby ed Wustcnfeld,

P 54^ >
Ibn ^allikan, Wafayat al-A^yan-^

ed Wustenfeld, N^ 727, 19,153, Ibn Hadjar
®l"^AskalanI, Tahdhib al~Tahdhtb^ HaidarabSd
1327, X 126—128, Hadjdiji Khalifa, ed Flugel,
Index auctorum, s v Abil ’Ihosein Moslim Ben
Hajjdj, Noldeke-bchwally, Geschichte des Qorans^
11 149^7 ?

Goldziher, Muh Studien, 11 245^77 »

J E Sarkis, MiY^am aUMatbiPat ald'arablya
wa 'ImtYarraba^ Cairo 1346 (1924), col 1746

(A J Wensinck)
MUSLIM B I^URAISH Sharaf al Dawla

Abu ’l-Makarim of the Arab family of the ‘Ukailids
[see ^oKAiirus] was the most important
ruler of the last great Arab dynasty in
the Nearer East, during his reign the struggle
between Fatimids and ^Abbasids for supremacy in
Syria and Mesopotamia was decided in favour of
the latter In the year 433 (1042) the 20 year
old Muslim was chosen chief of the tribe after
the death of his father Kuraisb b Badran and
succeeded him as ruler of Mosul Like most Arab
rulers of the lands of the Euphrates he recognised
the Fa^imid caliph m Cairo as his suzerain partly
because he was himself a ^i^i Quite early in his
reign he began to cherish the ambitious plan
of gradually extending the rule of his tribe over
Mesopotamia Every means of extending his power
was taken by him The first opportunity occurred
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when In 458 (1066) the SaldjQk Sul^Sn Alp Arsiftn

[q V
]

aftei conquering the l^wgnzmians was pro-

ceeding to establish his supremacy in Syria For
this he had to entice the Arab chiefs from the

sphere of influence of the Fatimid caliph and win
them over to an alliance with him and to a re-

cognition of the 'Abbasid caliph He therefore

concluded an alliance with Muslim and granted

him several towns in Mesopotamia As a partner

in this alliance Muslim defeated the Banu Kil5b

who were vassals of the Fatimids In 463 (1070)
Alp ArslSn died The alliance was renewed with
his son Sultan Malik ShSh [q v

]
With his help

Muslim was able a few years later to extend his

power into Syria and take Aleppo In 472 (1079)
this town had no strong owner, the town was ruled

by the Kadi al-Khuta^Itl, and the citadel by one

of the last Mirdasids [cf the article halab] There
was a lack of provisions, as the town was con-

tinually threatened by enemies and the roads to

it were cut off

Damascus was in possession of Sultan Tutush

[q V ], to whom his brother Malik Shah had granted

Syria, which was still to be conquered It was natural

for Tutush to wish to bring Aleppo also into his

power but the people did not care for him because

of his cruelty and greed, shut their gates against

him and appealed for help to Muslim After Tutush
had withdrawn, Muslim appioached the town with

large supplies of provisions and after lengthy

negotiations both town and citadel were handed
over to him [see halab] and the MirdSsid chiefs

received some smaller towns in compensation He
received a grant of confirmation from Malik Sh^h
who did not want his brother to become too

powerful, on paying a considerable annual tribute

(£ 150,000) Muslim extended his territory by

adding to it Ruha (Edessa), Ilarran and a number
of smaller fortresses, out of which he drove the

leaders of Turkish bands so that his power stretched

from Northern Syria to the Euphrates Instead of

being content with this his unbounded ambition

made him overestimate his strength 1 ike Tutush

he had dreams of conqueiing all Syria, especially

Damascus He could not obtain the town from

Malik Shah who had granted Central Syria to

Tutush He therefore again joined forces with the

enemy of the Sal^Uks, the Fatimid caliph, who
promised to send troops to assist him to take

Damascus Muslim took advantage of the absence

of Tutush who was engaged in a campaign against

the Byzantines in Antioch, to advance on Damascus
He occupied several towns in Central Syria, in-

cluding Baalbek [q v
]

But the FStimid help did

not materialise and Tutush was called back by
his vassals who hated Muslim These ciicumstances

and a rising in Harr5n foiced him to retire To

replace Muslim who had deserted him, Malik Shah

bestowed his favour on the sons of a former vizier

of the 'AbbSsids, Ibn Ejahir, and sent them against

a supporter of the Fatimids, the Marwanid Manstlr,

to deprive him of his chief possession Amid The
latter found support from Muslim They joined

forces, were attacked at Amid and withdrew into

the fortified town leaving their other possessions

undefended SultSn Malik ghSh seized the oppor-

tunity to send 'Amid al-Dawla, another son of

Djahlr, to Mosul, to take this city from Muslim

who had in the meanwhile escaped from Amid
When Muslim saw that he had lost his posses-

sions he made overtures to the Sultan through

the son of the vizier NizSm al-Mulk and humbly
begged for mercy The Sultan, who thought Muslim
no longer dangerous, pardoned him and restored
his lands to him but Muslim could not be at

peace Perhaps in secret agreement with Malik Shah,
he turned in 477 (1084) against a SaldjOk prince

of Asia Minor, Sulaiman b Ku^ulmish, who had
taken Antioch from the Byzantines and demanded
from him the same tribute as the Byzantines had
paid When Sulaim5n refused to pay, he advanced
against him with a force of Arabs and Turkomans
In the neighbourhood of Antioch in $afar 478
(May 1085) the forces met, unexpectedly for Sharaf

alDawla, his troops, who hated Muslim, went
over to SulaimSn Muslim was defeated and slam
along with 400 of his Arabs (cf Ibn al-^Adim,

fol 68b) With his death the power of the 'Ukailids

was at an end They lost Aleppo on Muslim’s
death and only survived a few years longer (till

489 = 1090) as governors of M5sul [see 'okaii ids]

Muslim is described as an able and just man and
his tolerance of Christians was remarkable His
rule IS said to have been able and orderly and
indeed he did bring the finances of Aleppo into

order in a very short time after taking it In any

case he had wide vision and successfully endea-

voured to maintain the power of the Arab tribes

m Syria and Mesopotamia It ceased with him,
Turkish generals became the rulers of Syiia and
Mesopotamia

Bibliography Ibn al Athir, al fCamtl^

index, E v Zambaur, Manuel de %enealogte^

index, s V (M Sobernheim)
MUSLIM B 'UKBA of the tribe of the BanQ

Murra, a famous leader in the armies of
the SufySnid caliphs We know veiy little

about the early stages of his career We find him
early established in Syria to which he piobably

came with the first conquerors Completely devoted

to the Umaiyads and of great personal valour, he

led a division of Syrian infantry at the battle of

Siffln But he failed in an attempt to take the

oasis of Dumat al-Djandal [q v
]
from ‘^Ali The

caliph Mu'Swiya appointed him to take charge of

the kharadj^ the finances, of Palestine, a lucrative

office in which he refused to enrich himself Muslim
was prominent at the death-bed of Mu'Swiya The
caliph had chaiged him and DahhSk b Kais [q v]

with the regency until the return of Yazid who
was in Anatolia at the head of his troops The
confidence which the great Sufyanid had m his

loyalty is seen in his advice to his heir “If you

ever have trouble with the Hidjaz, just send

the one eyed man of the tribe of Murra there”

(Muslim had only one eye) This time had now
come

Muslim had been a member of the embassy

sent to Medina to bring the Ansar back to obedience

All other efforts at conciliation having failed,

Yazid I decided to resort to force In spite of

Muslim’s age and infirmities, Yazid felt he was the

man to command the expedition He was obliged

to travel in a litter so infirm was he At Wadi
*1 Kur5, Muslim met some Umaiyads who had

been driven out of Medina, these exiles informed

him of the military situation of the town When
he reached the oasis of Medina, Muslim encamped
on the harra of Wakim and for three days awaited

the result of the negotiations begun with the

rebels, Ansar and descendants of the muha^trun
of the Kuraish On the fourth day, all overtures
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having been rejected, he made his plans for battle

It was a Wednesday, the third last day of Dhn
’1 Hidjdja 63 (Aug 26 27, 683) After a slight

initial advantage for the Ansar, the battle ended

at midday in the complete rout of the rebels The
Syrians followed them into Medina and began to

plunder the city Anti-Umaiyad legend has much
exaggerated the horrors and the duration of this

pillaging which it extends to three days On the

day after the battle, Muslim's intervention restoied

order and he used the next few days m drawing

up the case against and trying the principal

leaders of the rebellion who had fallen into his

power
Having established ordei in the town, which

he left in chaige of Rawh b Zinba^, m spite of

the aggravation of his malady, he resumed his

march on Mecca to deal with ^Abd Allah b al-Zubaii

[q V
]
who had rebelled against the Umaiyads

Arriving at Mushallal [q v
]

he became so ill

that he had to stop In obedience to the caliph

Yazld’s instructions, he appointed to succeed him
in command of the army Husain b al-Numair

[q V
], his second in command He died at Mushallal,

where his tomb long'continued to be stoned by
the passers-by Writers with Slii'^a sympathies are

fond of twisting the name Muslim into Musrtf
(criminal an allusion to Kurban, v 36, vii 79,
xl 29, 36 and passim) One statement which

must be a ridiculous exaggeration puts his age

at 90 Every thing, however, points to his having

been born befoie the Hidjra He died a poor man
This disinterestedness is not the only feature m
his character which makes us take him as one of

the most representative of the types of this

generation of soldiers and statesmen, whose talents

contributed so much to establish the power of

the Umaiyads Dozy described him as “un Be-

douin m^cr^ant” Muslim, it is true, retained all

the proverbial uncouthness {d;afa^) of the BanQ
Murra But his whole career reveals the MurrI

general as a convinced Muslim of a rectitude rare

in this period of unsettlement, which saw so many
extraordinary vicissitudes of fortune and wavering

loyalties

Bibliography Tabari, ed de Goeje, 1

3283, 11 198, 409—425, 427 Other references

are given in the writer’s Califat de Yaztd

p 223 sqq
,
reprint from MF 0 B

^
v 225 sqq

and in his Etude sur le regne du cahfe oviaiyade

Md-cLwta m MF 0 B
^ 1 sqq, p 19, 45,

269, 373 (H Lammens)
MUSLIM B al-WALID ai-AnsarI (called

Sarf al-Ghawani= “he who is laid low by the

fair ones”, as was al-KutamI [q v
]

before him),

an Arab poet of the early 'AbbSsid period, born

in Kafa c 130—140 (747—757), d 208 (823)
in I^urdjan His father, a mawla [q v

]
of the

Ansar [q v ], was a weaver Nothing is known of

the poet’s education He probably got his literary

training not from particular teachers or from books

but in the busy life of the Mesopotamian cities,

the intellectual life of which had risen to a still

higher level with the advent of the ^AbbSsids

Like most of his contemporaries he earned his

living as a poet by writing panegyrics and was
acquainted with many statesmen and emirs Among
the former were the general Yaztd b Mazyad al-

ShaibSni (see Dlwan,'^^ I, 6, xo, 16, 49), DSwud
b Yazid al-Muhallabi (N® 20), Mansnr b Yazid

al-Himyari (N® 31) and many others He gradually

won the favour of the influential Barmakids (cf

N® 17, 40, 45) and of the caliph HSrOn al-Rashid

(N® 14, 41, 57), according to one story, he received

his nickname from the latter on account of a

verse of his (N® 3, 35, cf also N® 23, 39) He
even mentions the caliph’s sister 'AbbSsainan ode

57, 10) The fall of the Barmakids about 187

(803) did not affect his career he dedicated some
of his odes to al-Amln (N® 7, 28, 30) but his

principal patron in latei times was al-Ma^mtln’s

vizier Padl b Sahl [q v] 1 hrough his inteivention

he received from al-Ma^mun an official post (pro-

bably sahib aUbarid) in Djurdjfin He remained

faithful to Fadl b Sahl until his death in 202

(8x8), and out of grief for him he wrote no more
There is a stoiy told by his rawi accoiding to

which he destroyed a consideiable part of his

poems before his death

As regards the mattei and style of his poems
he was on quite traditional ground In addition

to his old-fashioned odes and elegies his satires

aie particularly interesting in this respect, in his

polemics with the (otherwise little known) poet

Ibn al-Kanbar on the merits of the Ansai and

Kurai^ he revived the coarse and bitter tone of

the polemics of an al Farazdak [q v
]

or an al-

Tirimmah [q v
]

on a similar subject The two
bundled years of development of Arabic poetry

were naturally not without influence on him, in his

nastbs we frequently find the style of an 'Umar
b Abi Rabi'a or al-'AbbSs b al-Ahnaf [see ibn

al-ahnaf], Muslim’s contemporaries His drinking

songs deseive special mention Although Noldeke
only very rarely finds in them “the natural effusion

of Bacchantic joy as so frequently in Abu NuwSs

[q V ]”, Aiab critics are of another opinion These
two poets are to them practically the same in

this respect and we must confess they are right

His drinking-songs are not only of great value for

the descriptions of society and social life in the

cities but from the point of view of poetry they

are among the best of Muslim’s work If we
must, as regal ds subject matter, number Muslim
among the imitators of the old poets, in style he
belongs to a more modern period The historians of

Arabic literature frequently mention him as the

first to introduce the “new style”, al badi^^ with its

tropes and figures This is however not quite such

a simple point, the “new style” arose only gradu-

ally in Arabic poetry, although Muslim with his

contemporaries, Bashshar b Burd [q v ], Abu
Nuw5s etc

,
was one of the first who definitely

struck out on the new path The younger generation,

especially Abu Tammam [q v ], drove this new
style to banality

Muslim was on terms of friendship or enmity
with many contemporary poets, e g Abn Nuw5s,
Abu ’l-'Atahiya [q v ], al 'Abbas b al-Ahnaf (who
maliciously called him ^ait al GhiIan or Sari^ al^

Kas^ cf Diwan, N® 44), Abu ’1 Shis [q v
], al-

Husain al Khali' etc His literary influence was
not inconsiderable Di'bil [q v

]
was his pupil

(which did not prevent him exchanging satires with

Muslim), Abfl TammSm was particularly fond of

studying his poems His Diwan has been trans-

mitted in very unsatisfactory fashion, it was collected

m alphabetical order by al-Sttll [q v
]
but this edition

has not come down to us (there are a few tiaces

of it in the Kitab al-Agjiani), another story speaks

of the collection made by the philologist al Mubanad
The only known European manuscript (Leyden)
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on which de Goeje’s edition is based, contains

only a portion of his poems (including a few
spurious, see Barbier de Meynard, op at

^

p 17 It represent an nnknown edition and
IS of little importance for the criticism of the

text

Bibliography Dtwan Poetae A Walid
Mosltm tbno-B Walid al~Anfd) t cognomtne Qarto

U-ghawant^ ed de Goeje, Leyden 1875 (un-

fortunately without an index of rhymes), the
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of 1 303 ( 1 886) IS not accessible to me (see Rescher,

op at
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It claims to give a bettei text than

the Leyden edition, see Sarkis, op at') Most
of the souices are given by de (ioeje m
his edition (p 228—310), the most important

IS of course the KttM aUAghani (p 228—271)
Of others we may note Ibn Kutaiba, Kttab al^

Shi^ry ed de Goeje, p 528—535, passim (s

index), Ibn al Mu'^tazz, Tabakat al-^u^ar^ al-

muhdathin (MS Escurial, N® 279), fol 15^

—

I5'^> al MarzubanT, al Muwa^thihahy Cairo 1343
{al-Matba^a al-salaflyd)^ s index — Modern
literature Th Noldeke, review of de Goeje’s

edition, in G G A
y June 9, 1875, p 705

—

715, Brockelmann, G A L^i 77, 7 (with

mispunt in date of death 803 for 823), M
Barbier de Meynard, (/ft poete arabe du Il^me

Steele de Phegtre (Aetes du Connies des

Orientalistes^ section iv
,
Pans 1899, p i—21),

Cl Huart, Litteratuie arabe^y Pans 1912, p 72

—

74 (with the same error as in Brockelmann),

Cjirdji Zaidan, Td^rtkk Adab al Lugha al-

^arablya^ 11, Cairo 1912, p 66, A F Rifa%
^A^r al-Ma^muny 11, Cairo 1927, p 374—392,

J E Sarkis, Dictionnaire encyclopedique de btblto-

graphte arabe^ Cairo 1930, col 1746— 1747, O
Rescher, Abriss der at abt^chen I itteratui ge

schuhte^ Lieferung IV, Stambul 1929, p X2— 15
(Ign Kratschkowsky)

MUSNAD [See HadIxh, iv
]

AL-MUSTADr bi-Amr» ’llah, AbU Muham-
mad al-Hasan, ^Abbasid caliph, born on
23’“^ Sha^^ban 536 (March 23, 1142), son of al-

Mustandjid and an Armenian slave named Ghadda
After his father’s death on 9‘b Rabi^ II 566
(Dec 20, 1170) al MustadP succeeded him and at

the beginning of the following year was formally

recognised as caliph in Egypt also, which passed

into the hands of the Aiyubids at this time [see

the article fafimids, 11 96] The assassins of al

Mustandjid soon quai relied among themselves

^Adud al-Din [q v ] whom al-MustadP had been

forced to make vizier was dismissed by 567 (1171

—

1172) at the instigation of the emir Kaimaz In

Dhu ’

1-Ka'da 570 (May 1175) the lattei was about

to attack the treasurer Zahir al-Din b al-'^Attar,

but the latter fled to the caliph whereupon Kaimaz
began to besiege the palace of the latter Al-Mustadf

appealed to the people to help him, the house of

Kaimaz was pillaged and he himself fled but died

soon afterwards and ^AdUd al-Din again became
vizier Al-Mustandjid already had quarrelled with

Shimla, lord of KhnzistSn In 569 (ii 73— ii 74)

a war broke out between the latter’s nephew Ibn

Shanks and al-MustadP, Ibn Shanka was soon

taken prisoner and put to death The insignificant

al-MustadP died on the 2nd Dfeu ’1 Ka'da or, ac-

cording to another statement, at the end of Shawwal

575 (end of March 1180)

B tb Itograp hy Ibn al-Athir, ed loinberg,

XI 237 sqq
,
Ibn al Tiktaka, al Fakhri^ ed Deren-

bourg, p 428—433, Muhammad b Shakir,

Fawat al Wafayaty 1 137 ,
Ibn Khaldgp,

al-^Ibary 111 525 sqq
,
Hamd Allah Mustawfi-i

Kazwini, Td'tt^t Guzlday ed Browne, 1 367-

369, Weil, Gesch d Chahfeny 111 337—363,
Houtsma, Reaml de textes relatifs a Vhistoire

des Seldjouctdesy 11 304 ,
I e Strange, Baghdad

during the Abbasid Caliphate^ p 87, 195, 260,

280 (K V ZEITERSrfeEN)

MUSTADJAB khan BAHADUR (NAWAB),
thirteenth son of the celebrated Rohilla
leader Hafiz al Mulk Hafiz Rahmat Khan (1707-

1774) and author of a biography of his
father, which he wrote in Persian under the

title Gullstan-i Rahmat Hafiz Rahmat Khan, who
was an Afghan of the tribe of Yusuf-zai by descent,

had been since 1 748 a chief in Rohilkhand (Katehr)

and throughout his life waged a bitter warfare

with the Mahralas He fell in 1774 in a fight at

Miranpur Katra where he was fighting against the

combined forces of the Nawab of Oudh Shudja^

al Mulk and the English Warren Hastings’ act

in supporting the Nawab with English troops

became the subject of a judicial investigation

Mustadjab Khan’s book describes Hafiz Rahmat
Khan as a fine lepresentative of Afghan chivalry and

contains much of value for studying the relations

between the individual Afghan tubes

Bibltogtaphy 1 do not know of any

edition of the original text of the Gulistan-i

Rahmat Ihere is an abbreviated English tians-

lation by Ch Flliott, The Life of Hafiz ool-

moolky Hafiz Rehmut Khan^ wtUten by his son

the Nuwob MoosPujab Khan Buhadoor and
entitled Goolistan-t Rehmut^ I ondon 1831, H
Hamilton, The East-India Gazetteer London

1828, 11 468, Impel tal Gazetteer of India^

London 1908, xx 138 and xxi 307 sq

(E Berth ELs)
MUSTAFA I, the fifteenth Ottoman

Sultan, was born in the year 1000 (1591) as

son of Muhammad 111 He owed his life to the

relaxation of the kanun authorising the killing of

all the brothers of a new sultan and was called

to succeed his brother Ahmad I at the latter’s

death on November 22, 1617 But his weakminded-

ness — which is said to have him made escape

death on account of superstitious fear of Ahmad —
made him absolutely incapable of ruling Ahmad’s

son ‘^Othman, who felt himself entitled to the

succession, had little difficulty in procuring Mustafa’s

deposition in a meeting of the Imperial DtwaUy

by the khlai aghoy the mufti and the kc/im-

makaniy the grand vizier IGialil Pasha [q v
]
being

absent This happened on February 26, 1618

Unexpectedly MustafS I was again called to the

throne when, on May 19, 1622, the lebellion of

the Janissaries broke out against ^Othm5n II He
was taken by force from his seclusion in the haiem

and the Janissaries forced the ^ulama^ to acknow-

ledge him as sultan The next day ‘Othman was

killed and until June the grand viziei Dawud
Pasha, the man responsible for the murder, re-

mained in power Then he was deposed by the

walide The leal masters weie the Janissaries and
Sipahi’s, several grand vizieis were nominated

and deposed again at their pleasure The SipShl
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party began, after some time, to exact vengeance

for ‘^OthmSn and m January 1623, when Gur^ji

Muhammad Pasha [q v
]
was grand-vizier, Dawtid

Pasha was killed ^on the Janissary party came
again to influence under the grand-vizier Mere
Husain Pasha (Feb 3) The latter succeeded in

maintaining himself until August 20
,

then the

general feeling amongst the ^uiama^ and the

people, combined with the steadily growing op-

position in the provinces against the tyranny

of the militiar in the capital, as manifested by
the action of Saif al-Din Qghlu in Tnpolis and
still more by the revolt of Abaza Pasha [q v

]

in ErzerQm, brought about Mere Husain’s de-

position The new grand-vizier, KemSnkesh 'Ali

Pasha, together with the deposed the sultan

on Sept 10, 1623 and called Ahmad’s son MurSd
to the throne

During all his reign Mustafa had continued to

give signs of his complete mental abenation , he died

in 163S and was buried in the Aya Sofia The
only important international act that took place

during his reign was the peace concluded with

Poland in February 1623
Bibliography The Turkish souices for

this period are the historical \^orks of Na^^Ima,

Hadjdjl Khalifa (^Fedhleke\ PeCewT, Hasan Bey

Zade and Tughi Contemporaneous reports in

in the Memoirs of the English envoy Sir Thomas
Roe Further the general historical works of

von Hammer, Zinkeisen and Jorga

(J H Kramers)
MU§TAFA II, the twenty second Ottoman

sultan, was a son of Muhammad IV Born in

1664, he succeeded to his uncle Ahmad II on

February 6, 1695, at a time when the empire uas
at war with Austria, Poland, Russia und Venice

The new sultln in a remarkable k&atl-t sherlf

proclaimed a Holy War and carried out, against

the decision of the Diwan^ his desire to take

part in the campaign against Austria Before his

departure a mutiny of the Janissaries had cost the

grand vizier Defterdar ‘All Pasha his life (April 24,

1693) campaign was led by the new
grand vizier ElmSs Muhammad Pasha [q v

]
The

Turkish army operated not without success in the

region of Temesvdr, taking Lippa, Lugos and
Sebes The Venetians had been beaten in Febiuary

near Chios and were beaten again in September

In October Azof was delivered from the Russian

siege Next year the sultan and his army were

again successful in raising the siege of Temesvir,

but no part of the lost territory could be recovered

from the Austrians That year, however, the Russians

took Azof The campaign of 1696 is memorable
for the heavy defeat inflicted on the Turks near

Zenta on the Theiss (Sept ii), where ElmSs Mu-
hammad lost his life, while the sultSn, who had
already crossed the river, had to fly to Temcsvdr
The imperial seal fell into the hands of the Austrians

From Temesvdr Mustafa nominated ‘Amfliija ZSde
Husain [q v ], of the Kopriilu family, his grand

vizier Under this very able statesman peace was
at last concluded In 1698 the grand vizier went
to the frontier, while the sultfin stayed at Adrianople,

but the peace negotiations were pursued more
earnestly than the war In October of that year

began the peace negotiations at Karlowitz (Turk
Karlof^a, see carlowitz) on the Danube, where
on February 26, 1699 peace was concluded with
Austria, Poland and Venice With Russia only

an armistice was concluded to be followed in 1700

by a definite peace The English and Dutch ministers

took part in the negotiations as intermediaries

The peace treaty meant the loss of Hungary and

Transylvania, with the exception of the district

of Temesvar, Poland recovered Kameniecz, while

Venice had to cede Lepanto and some other

towns in Morea With Russia the Dniestr became

the frontier

The peace enabled the grand vizier to bring

order into the affairs of state,which had suffered

by the long and disastrous war The Re^ls Efendi

Rami and the mufti FeizullSh, who had great in-

fluence with the sultan, were his collaborators

Some interior troubles were easily appeased, only

in 1701 a campaign in ‘Irak was needed to take

Basra from the hands of a local party that had

submitted to Persia Fortresses were put in a better

state of defence and a new KanUn-name was issued

for the fleet Husain Pasha lesigned his offices

in Sept 1702 and died soon afterwards His

deposition was paitly the work of the mufti

Feizullah, who made the sultan appoint in his

place Daltaban Muhammad Pasha When the latter

showed himself of too warlike a disposition and

caused at the same time unrest in the capital by

favouring the claims of the Tatar Khan, the influence

of the mufti caused his deposition and execution

(Jan 1703) Rami [q v] became grand-vizier

Raml’s measures to enforce the authority of the

central government were salutary but made him
many enemies, moreover the Janissaries were not

contented with a grand-vizier who was not a

military man The general unrest was increased

by the permanent residence of sultan Mustafa m
Adrianople All these circumstances bi ought about

in July 1703 a Janissary revolt in Constantinople,

directed at first against Rami Pasha and against

the mufti The latter’s deposition was obtained

without much difficulty, but the rebellion continued

under the leadership and organisation of a certain

Hasan Agha A deputation of the rebels to Adrianople

was imprisoned and treated in an insolent way
Too late the sultan promised to come himself to

Constantinople, the ^ulani^ were constrained to

give a fatwa authorising the sultan’s deposition

In August 1703 a rebel army went on its way
to Adrianople, after having agreed on Mustafa’s

brother Ahmad as successor to the throne When
Mustafa saw himself at last abandoned by his own
Janissaries he resigned on August 21 He died

soon afteiwaids on Dec 31, 1703 and was buried

in the Aya Sofia He is rightly considered as a

wise and good ruler, as is proved by his careful

choice of able statesmen He wrote poems under
the ta^allu^ of MeftQni and IkbSll Under
him the imperial tughra appeared for the first

time on the Ottoman coins

Bibhogiaphy The chief source is the

Ta^rl^ of Ra^id, besides an anonymous histo-

rical work, used by von Hammer and only

mentioned in a note by Babinger, GO
p 247 and 248 Useful information also in the

history of the Crimea by Mehmed GirSy {G
0 IV

^ p 235) and Saiyid Mehmed Rida (G
0 W

^

p 281) The InshU^ of the grand-vizier

Rami Pafiha (not mentioned in G 0 fV) has

importance as containing contemporary docu-

ments Further the general histones of von
Hammer, Zinkeisen and Jorga

(J H Kramers)
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mu^TafA III, the twenty-sixth ruler!
of the Ottoman Empire, was one of the

younger sons of Ahmad III and was born on
Safar 14, 1129= January 28, 1717
^othmUnt^ 1 80) When he succeeded to the

throne, after ‘^OthmSn Ill’s death on October 30,

1757, his much more popular brother and heir

to the throne, Muhammad, had recently died, in

December 1756 Turkey enjoyed at that time,

since the peace of Belgrad of 1739, ^ period of

peace with her neighbours Since December 1756
the very able Raghib Pagha [q v

]
was grand viziei

and remained the real administrator of the empire

until his death in 1763 RSghib had removed from

the capital all those who might have counteracted

his influence, taking at the same time wise financial

measures and endeavouring to keep the military

forces in good condition The sul^Sn meanwhile,

who was of a vivid and active temperament, busied

himself, like his predecessor, with regulations con-

cerning the clothes of his non-Muslim subjects and

the appearance in public of Muhammadan women

,

at this time there was also taken up again the never

realized plan of linking the gulf of Iznik with the

Black Sea [see sabani^a] The Seven Years’ War
in Europe (1756— 1763) had not remained without

influence on the policy of the Porte, after long

hesitation lurkey agreed at last to conclude a

treaty of friendship with Prussia (March 29, 1761)
Raghib himself was inclined to conclude even an
alliance, but the sultan and the influential ^ulant^

were peacefully minded
Aftei Raghib’s death Mustafa began to reign

himself and different grand viziers succeeded one

another at short intervals From 1765 to 1768
the grand vizierate was held by Muhsin Zade

Muhammad Pasha, under whom the disastrous war

with Russia broke out Difficulties with Russia had

already commenced in 1762, when Russia had

supported the ruler of Georgia against the Turkish

Pasha of Akhisjj^a ((laldtr), here, as well as in

Montenegro, Russian emissaries woiked in seciet

against the Turkish rule Moreovei the Kh’In of

the Crimea lepeatedly complained about Russian

military measures on his northern frontier, while

the party of the Confederates in Poland urgently

appealed for the intervention of the Porte against

the aggiession of Catherine’s goveinment on

Polish liberty In these circumstances the Porte

had no more interest in seeking the alliance of

Prussia, wheie, in 1764, Ahmad RasmI Efendi

had gone as envoy, of which embassy he aftei-

wards wrote his well known Sefaret r/Smf The
sultan himself was decidedly anti-Russian, but the

diplomacy of the Russian minister Obreskoff and

the pacifism of the ^ulama^ delayed the war,

until, in August 1768, Mustafa obtained from the

then nmfti Wall al-Dln a fatwa authorizing the

war with Russia War was declared only on

October 6, after the dismissal of the grand vizier

Muhsin Z5de, who had advised delay until the

spring Obreskoff was imprisoned in Yedi Rule

The war began in January with destructive raids

of the Crimean Tatars in southern Russia under

their newly appointed KhSn Kirlm GirSy ,
at

that time de Tott was an eye witness with the

Tatar army In March 1769 the then grand-vizier

Muhammad Emin Pasha left Constantinople with

the Holy Banner, on this occasion there was an

outburst of Muhammadan fanaticism against the

Austrian internuntio and his party, who had come

to witness the procession While the grand vizier

went to the DobruCa, the Russians made an attack

on Chotin (Turk I^o5in), which they were able

to take only in August In the meantime the

grand vizier had been deposed and executed, his

place was taken by Moldowandji *^AlI Pasha, who
had encounters with the Russians on both sides

of the Dniestr Other Russian armies took Jassy

and Bucarest and advanced into Transcaucasia The
year 1770 was still more disastrous for Turkey
The Russians reached, through Rumania, the Danube
and in the autumn they took Kilia, Bender and
Braila, in the immediate neighbourhood of the

luikish general headquarters m Baba Dagh! In

the same year a Russian fleet appeared in the

Mediterranean, several towns in Morea were con-

quered and evacuated again, but the heaviest blow
was the burning of the Turkish fleet in the bay
of Ceshme (July 1770) Moldowandji ^All — already

dispossessed of his grand vizierate — was sent to

strengthen, with de Tott, the defences of the Dar-

danelles But the Russian fleet had ceased to be

a danger and the Danube campaign of the fol-

lowing spring also was rather favourable for the

Turks In the beginning of 1771 the military

organisation had been improved That year, how-
over, the Russians forced the isthmus of Perekop

and conqueied the entire Crimea This was a

definite loss for Turkey, and a great majority

of the Tatars declared their allegiance to the

Russian empress The Turks were able, however,

to remain in Olakow and Kilburnu In Constan-

tinople meanwhile laborious diplomatic negotiations

went on with the envoys of the European powers

who offered to mediate, notably Austria and

Prussia With Austria the Porte concluded in

July 1771 a secret “treaty of subsidy” for diplo-

matic services, while the Porte disinterested her-

self completely in Polish affairs, going so far as

to propose a partition of Poland The result

was an armistice, concluded m June 1772 at

Giurgewo, followed by the peace congress of Fofcani

(August 1772), where Turkey’s chief representative

was the arrogant ntsh.and;i ^Othman Efendi After

the failure of the negotiations the armistice was

prolonged and a new conference began at Bucarest

in November These negotiations weie again broken

off in March 1773, mainly from lack of agieement

on the subject of the Turkish fortresses on the

Black Sea, as to the Crimea, Turkey had already

agreed to a formula such as was later adopted in

the peace of Ku6iik Kainardji In Constantinople

it was chiefly the ^ulaml^ who had opposed the

Russian peace conditions The war in 1773 was

not very eventful, the general headquarters had

been transferred to Sljumna after Muhsin Zsde had

become grand vizier a second time (Dec 1771) The
Russians won a victory at Karasu m the DobruCa,

but attacked Silistra and Warna in vain Bairut

was bombarded by Russian ships in connection

with the rebellion of the MamlOk 'All Bey [q v]
in Egypt, who was supported by them In the

summer of 1773 sultSn Mustafa made known
his desire to accompany the army against the

Russians, but he was prevented from doing so by
his entourage and by his illness, to which he
succumbed on December 24, 1773, to be succeeded

by his brother 'Abd al-Hamid I MustafS was
buried in his own turbe^ connected with the

LSleli DjSmi'i, which he had begun to build

in 1759 {Hadikat al-Q^awamf^^ 1 23).
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Mus^af^ III IS praised m the Turkish sources

as a good ruler He had a special liking for

religious disputations in his presence and was parti-

cularly interested in astrological calculations He
took an interest in the least important affairs and
this prevented him from such a real statesmanlike

insight as was much wanted in the later years of

his reign In his way he was an “enlightened

despot” But even a more able ruler would pro-

bably have failed to save Turkey fiom her military

inferiority against the Russian armies, measures

of military organisation were taken with the aid

of de Tott, but this could not prevent the desertion

of the troops from assuming disastrous dimensions

during certain episodes of the war Besides the

Laleli DjSmi^, Mustafa built the Ayazma Cjami'i

at Scutari for his mother, he caused a new suburb

of Stambul to be built outside the Yeiii Kapu
His reign is further marked by the extremely

severe earthquake that laid large parts of the

capital in ruins in 1766
Bibliography The TaViM of WSsif [q v

]

is the chief historical source for Mustafa’s reign,

Wasif himself played a prominent part as secretaiy

during the long-drawn-out peace negotiations with

Russia It IS completed by the Ta^rtkh of Enwerf
The IVaka^f-name of Diya^i, son of Hakim
Oghlu ^All Pasha, seems not to be preserved

(^G 0
, p 300) The well-known Ahmad

Rasmi Efendi wiote a history of the war with

Russia under the title Khulasat aUPitbar (G
0 IV

^ 310) The Talthi^at of the learned

grand vizier Raghib Pasha {GO W
^ p 288)

give documents from the beginning of Mustafa’s

reign A contemporary western source is the

Memoires sur les Turcs et Us Tartares of Baron

Fr de Tott, Maestncht 1785 Further the historical

works of von Hammer, Zinkeisen and Jorga

__ (J H Kramers)
MUSTAFA IV, twenty-ninth sultan of

the Ottoman Empire, was a son of 'Abd
al-HamId I and was born on Sha^ban 26, 1193 =
Sept 19, 1778 (Mehmed Thilreiya, St^tlUt ^othmam^

1 81) When the anti-reform p^rty, headed by the

k^im makUm Musa Pasha and the mufti^ and sup

ported by the Janissaries and the auxiliary troops

of the Yamaks had dethroned Selim 111 [q v ] on

May 29, 1807, Mustafa was proclaimed sultan Im-

mediately afterwards, the unpopular ntzam i djedtd

corps was dissolved and Kabakdji Oghlu, the leader

of the Yamaks, was made commander of the Bospo-

rus fortresses Turkey was at that time at war with

Russia and England, but peace negotiations had

already begun and, moreover, the foreign affairs

of the empire were really governed by general

European politics A secret article annexed to

the peace treaty of Tilsit (July 7, 1807) had in

view — already at that time — a conditional

partition of Turkey Turkey’s ally, France, tried

to urge a peace with Russia and obtained a Russo-

Turkish armistice at Slobosia (near Ginrgewo), by

the terms of which the Danube principalities were

to be evacuated When in the end Russia was
unwilling to put into effect the terms of the ar-

mistice, relations with France became strained

(departure of Sebastiani in April 1808) and new
preparations for war followed, while overtures were
made to England, the English admiral Codnngton
had already entered into negotiations with ^Ali

Pasha of Yanina
Meanwhile the k^im makam and the mufti were

the real rulers in Constantinople, the grand vizier

Celebi Mustafa Pasha remained with the army in

Adrianople and had no influence The Janissaiies

and Yamaks, howevei, continued to be rebellious,

measures had to be taken against them and the

sultRn himself went so far as to favour secret plans

for restoring the mzam-t d^edid under another name
In December 1807 Musa Pasha was dismissed from

the office of kd*tm makam — on account of dis-

sension with the mufti — and was succeeded by

Taiyar Pasha Ihe latter, dismissed in his turn,

fled to BairakdSr Mustafa Pasha [q v ], an acknow-
ledged friend of the reform party, in RusCu^ From
here began the action against the regime in the

capital Bairakdar went first to Adrianople and

joined forces with the grand vizier in June 1808

They arrived in July before the gates of Constan-

tinople at Dawud Pasha Sultan Mustafa came
there on July 23 to accept their terms, which

for the moment were only the destruction of the

ruling party and of the Yamaks On July 28

Bairakdai, after having seized the sultan’s seal

from the grand vizier, began to act on his own
account He went with his troops to the palace,

where the sultan —• who had left shortly before

foi an excursion — returned in haste He had
only the time to order the execution of Selim III

but was deposed immediately aftei wards by the

intruders, who put his younger brother MahmQd
on the throne After having passed some months
in confinement, he was killed by order of the new
sultan on November 16, in the days of the general

revolt against BairaVdSr’s regime, when the exist-

ence of the former sultan had become a real

danger for MahmUd’s position Mustafa was buried

in the turbe of his father 'Abd al Hamid I, near

the Yehi Djami'

Bibliography Djewdet Pasha, Ta^flkhy
2nd ed

,
viii (Stambul 1303), p 145 sqq

^

'Asim, Tcfrtlhy 11 (where large use has been

made of Sa'id Efendi’s Tcfrtkhce^ cf F Babin-

ger, G O JV
y p 338), A de Jucheieau de

St Denis, Revolutions de Constantinople de i8oy
et 1808

y

new ed
,
Pans 1823, Zmkcisen, Ge

schichte des Osmamschen Retches^ vii

(J H Kramers)
MU§TAFA, name of several princes belonging

to the Ottoman dynasty

I Mustafa Celeb 1, eldest son of
Bayazid I, the date of his birth is not recorded

He disappeared in the battle of Angora (July 1402)
This Mustafa is the first Ottoman prince to bear

this name, which, like such other names as Bayazid

and Murad, originated in mystical circles in Asia

Minor in the xivffi century According to the

Byzantine sources, this Mustafa is the same as

the person called by the majority of the Turkish

sources

Dozme Mustafa, who came forward in 1419
as pretender to the Ottoman throne against Mu-
hammad I He was supported by Mirfce of Wal-
lachia and by the Izmir Oghlu ^unaid [q v

]

Near Selanik they were beaten by Muhammad and
Mustafa took refuge in the town together with

Ejunaid, the Byzantine commander refused to give

them up to the sultan and sent them to Con-

stantinople In a treaty concluded with the emperor
Manuel, the sultan promised to pay a yearly sub-

sidy to provide for the maintenance of the prisoners,

while the emperor undertook to keep them in

custody This treaty was observed until Muhammad’s
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death, Mu§tafa was relegated to a monastery on
the island of Lemnos After Muhammad’s death,
ho^^ever, he was released and the emperor sup-
ported him against Murad II [q v

] In a short
time he was master of the Ottoman teriitories in

Euiope, the army sent against him under Bayazid
Pasha went over to his side at SazlI Dere between
Seres and Adiianople He was joined likewise by
great feudal lords like the sons of Ewienos He
soon felt strong enough to break his alliance with
the Greeks and expelled them from the recently
taken Gallipoli After having resided some time
in Adnanople, he went together with Djunaid to
Asia Minor, where they met Murad’s army in a
battle neai the bridge of Ulubad By the treacherous
retreat of Djunaid, Mustafa was beaten and fled

to Gallipoli and Adnanople, from here he tried

to reach Wallachia, but was taken by Murad’s
troops and executed at Adnanople All this happened
in the first year of Murad Il’s reign (1421— 1422)

Bibliography Ducas and Chalcondylas
relate the events before Muhammad’s death

,
so

does the chronicle of Neshrl, but the other early

Turkish chronicles know only of what happened
in the beginning of Murad’s leign On coins

struck by Mustafa T 0 B M
^
xv 387, von

Hammer, GOB, 1 ,
Mehmed Zeki, Maltul

Shehzadeler, Constantinople 1332, p 45 ^qq
2 Mustafa, son of Muhammad I and

younger brother of Murad II, was supported as

pretender against the latter in 1423, while Murad
besieged Constantinople This Mustafa was about

13 years of age, he had fled to the Karaman Qghlu
with his Iala Ilyas From here they took Iznik

and marched against Bmsa Mustafa even went
for some time to Constantinople, but Murad, laising

the siege, returned to Brusa, wheie Mustafa vas
delivered to him by the treachery of Ilyas, he was
executed by the sultan’s orders

Bibliography Ihe Byzantine writers Ducas
and Chalcondylas, the old Turkish chronicles

and after them the later historians, von Hammei,
GOB, i

,
Mehmed Zeki, Maktul Shelizadele?

,

p 53 ^qq

3 Mustafa, son of Sulaiman the Magni-
ficent, wasboin in 921 (151 5} (Mehmed JLhiireiya,

Stdjill~i ^othfuam, 1 79) He had been made, in 1 533,
governor of Sarukh^ln in Maghnisa, later he became
governor of Konya, while SulaimSn’s favourite son
Muhammad was given Sarukh5n When Muhammad
died in I 545 i

SaruWian was given to Mustafa’s
younger half-lDrother Selim and he himself was
placed in Amasia This setting aside of the elder,

moie talented and more brilliant son was the work
of Khurram Sultan (Roxelane), mother of Selfm,

and of her son in-law, the grand vizier Rustam
Pasba Already some years before there had been
signs of SultSLn Sulaiman’s lack of confidence in

Mustafa’s loyalty When, in 1553, a new campaign
had been planned against Persia, of which Rustam
was to be the commander, Sulaiman decided at

the last moment to accompany the army himself,

being warned again against Mustafa through the

intermediary of Selim’s favourite Shamsi Agha Selim
joined him on the way and, when at Eiegli near

Konya, prince Mustafa came to pay homage to

his father, he was killed by order of Sulaiman on
October 6, 1553 corpse was conveyed to

Brusa and buried in the turbe of Murad II This

execution of an Ottoman prince is one of those

events that made the deepest impression in the

empire It caused immediately the threatening of
a Janissary revolt, which could only be appeased
by the dismissal of the grand vizier Rustam Pasha
It is said' that his brother Ojihanglr died soon
after him of grief, a minor son of his was
killed in Brusa shortly after his execution Mustafa
had also made himself beloved as a patron
of poets and scholars, amongst whom Sururi is

to be mentioned in the first place Several poets

lamented his death in elegies, in w'hich Rustam
and others were openly accused of having caused
the murder, best known is the merthiye of the

poet Yahya Bey Mustafa wrote poetry under the
talhallns Mukhlisi 1 here is further strong evidence
for the probability that Mustafa wrote a history

of his father’s reign, a bulatman-natne, under the
pseudonym herd! (cf G 0 W

,

83)
Bibliography The historical works of

‘All, Solak Zade and Pe6ewi The tragic death
of the prince is also treated with more or less

veracity in contemporary sources, as the Letters
of Busbecq In later times von Hammer, 6^ OB,
111 , ‘All Djjewad, Tc^rikhih lanll Sahtfeleri

Shehzade Sultan Mustafa, Constantinople, n d
(cf Fr Babinger, 6^ (9 W 398), Ahmad Rafilj,

Kadhtlar SaltanaB^ 1, Constantinople 1914,
Mehmed Zeki, Maktul Shehzadeler, Constanti

nople 1336, p__223 sqq (J H Kramers)
MUSTAFA KAMIL PASHA, leader of the

second nationalist movement in Egypt
(on the first, see the articles ‘arAbI pasha and
KHEDIVE)

Ihe son of an Egyptian engineer, he was born
in Cairo on Radjab 1291 (Aug 14, 1874),
studied at the Khedivial school of law there and
after taking his examination went to study in

Toulouse wheie in 1894 he took his “licence en
droit” When still a student of 18 he began his

political activity and entered into personal relations

with the Khedive ‘Abbas It [q v
]
On his return

fiom France he founded 111 1894 the second Egyptian
national paity («/ Hizb al watani) with the object

of inducing England by appeals to justice to

abandon the occupation and restore the complete
independence of Egypt Latei he also aimed at

getting the Sudan handed back to Egypt and tried

to prepaie the Egyptians by modern education for

parliamentary goveinment As the representative

of his party he spent each year a considerable

time in Europe, especially trance where he con-

soi ted with politicians and journalists and conducted
a vigorous propaganda for his object All his life

he was very friendly with the journalist Juliette

Adam, he had dealings with Rochefort, Drumont,
Col Marchand, Pierre Loti and in 1896 had a

coirespondence with Gladstone I ater he visited

Berlin, London, Vienna, Budapest, Geneva and
Constantinople where he was highly thought of

because he insisted on the Sultan’s suzerainty over

Egypt, Sultan ‘Abd al-Hamid II [q v
]
gave him in

1904 the title of Pasha In Cairo he founded in 1898
a school for training the youth in nationalist ideas,

and in 1899 staited the newspapei al-Liwa^ (The
Banner), which appeared early in 1900, had a great

success and from 1907 appeared also in English
and French editions Prom 1902 he published the

nationalist quarteily Ma^allat aULtw^ In his

speeches and ai tides he emphasised his aims with
fiery eloquence, at the same time he expressed
his approval of the building of the Turkish strategic

Hidjaz railway and his sympathy with the Japanese
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m their war with Russia (1904—1905) Mustafa
Kamil also regularly emphasised the privileged

position of Muslims as belonging to the state

religion and recognised the sultSn as caliph and

head of Islam and thus contributed to the pan-

IsISmic movement which began early in the

twentieth century

The “Entente Cordiale” concluded on April 8,

1904 between England and France was a severe

blow to him and the nationalist party, by it

France, in return for a free hand in Morocco,

dropped its objections to the English occupation

of Egypt The Egyptian nationalists thus lost all

hope of open or secret support from the French

government and were thrown upon their own
resources This situation caused Mustafa Kamil
to redouble his energy and in vigorous speeches

and writings against France and England, in

travelling and negotiating with statesmen of dif-

ferent lands, he endeavoured to make Egypt’s

point of view clear As a result of the intensity

of his agitation there was a breach between him
and the Khedive ‘Abbas II (Oct 1904), on the

other hand, his following m Egypt rapidly increased

and began to be troublesome to Lord Cromer who
had so far treated the new nationalism created

by Mustafa Kamil as a “quantity n^gligeable”

The DinshawS^f (a village near TantS in the Delta)

affair gave the nationalists a great stimulus, on

June 13, 1906, some English officers out shooting

were said to have wounded an Egyptian woman
and were attacked by fellSLhin with clubs and one of

the officers was killed A special court set up by

the English government sentenced four fellshin

to death and 17 to prison or flogging and the

sentence was carried out next day The indignation

in Egypt and Europe rose to great heights and

even in the House of Commons the authorities

were criticised Mustafa Kamil hurried to London
and discussed the matter with the Prime Minister,

Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, whom he endea-

voured to convince of the necessity of recalling Lord
Cromer and giving greater freedom to Egyptians On
this occasion he mentioned as suitable representatives

in a parliamentary system of government all those

Egyptians who in the later political movement
after the war played important parts On his return

to Egypt, through the press and mass meetings

in which he urged Egyptians to unite against

England, he gave a great stimulus to the nationalist

movement and soon had the satisfaction of seeing

Lord Cromer recalled — although he was not at

all the only cause of this — and replaced by Sir

Eldon Gorst The latter adopted a milder tone

with the Egyptians, was on good terms with the

Khedive and endeavoured to support him with a

newly founded party MustafS Pasha attacked this

representative of England vigorously also, in Oct

1907 put his national party on a broader basis

and summoned it to a “national congress”, which

met on Dec 7 of the same year in Cairo, 1,017

delegates from all over Egypt appeared and after

a speech by Mustafa KSmil which carried them
away the latter was elected life-President of the

party This was however his swan-song — he

had been ill since the summer of 1906 ,
he died

on Feb 10, 1908 (S^h Muharram 1326) at the

age of 34 of a slow internal trouble (intestinal

tuberculosis) The rumour spread that he had been
poisoned at English instigation His funeral was
an impressive expression of the national grief

Mustafa’s creations did not long survive him and

his party, which produced no leader to equal him
and was broken up by dissensions, gradually sank

into insigniflcance Although he obtained no positive

results by his agitation, he prepared the way for

the third and greatest nationalist movement (under

Sa‘d Zaghlnl Pasha from Nov 13, 1918) It is

to his credit that he conducted his whole campaign

without any appeal to force, which would have

been quite useless against the British Empiie, and

without bloodshed

Of his numerous writings only the more important

can be mentioned, many of them were only printed

after his death, some in the great (never completed)

biography by his brother ‘Ali Bey Fahml KSmil
aUMas^ala ktya (1898 and 1909), Mt^r wa

al tn^ltzi (collection of speeches and

essays, Cairo 1313), Dtfa^ aUMt^rt ^an Btladihtj

Cairo 1324 (1906), al Shams al-f?tushrtka (Cairo

1904, on the Russo-Japanese war), LetIres fran-

(atses-egyptunnes (Cairo 1909, also m Arabic and

English transl His letters to Juliette Adam),
Egypttens et Anglais^ Pans 1906 (speech of July 4,

1895 in Toulouse), Le petti anglais^ Pans 1899,
What the National Patty 7vants (Cairo 1907, speech

of Oct 22, 1907)
Bibliography ‘All Fahmi Kamil,

Kdmtl Baskd ft 34 Rabt^tt (Cairo 1326— 1328~ 1908— 1910, 9 vols
,

his life and speeches

to Feb 1900), do, Slrat Mu\{afa Kamil ft
arab^a wa-thfllathln Rabi^^**^ vol i

,
Cairo 1 344

(1926), only to August 1899, MahmQd Hasib,

Faktd al'Watan wa ^l-Umma al maghfur lahu

Mustafa Kamil Bashu (in Ma^allat al

Ma^allUt aNarabiya^ Cairo Febr 10, 1908,

year 8), Muhammad Husain Haikal, Tarafjim
misriya wa-^arabiya^ Cairo 1929, p 139— 162,

Juliette Adam, VAngleterre en Egypte^ Pans

1922, p 144— 198, Ahmad Shafik BSshS, Haw^
liydt Mt^r al stydslya^ vol 1 ,

Cairo 1345 (1926),
passim^ Th Rothstein, Ei'ypt^s Rutn^ London

1910, p 366 sqq
,
W S Blunt, Secret History

of the English Occupation of Egypt., London

1907, passim

y

do. My Dianes 1888—79/-/,

London 1919— 1920,

H

R F Bourne,

Egypt under Bntish Control.^ London 1906,
passim

.y
A Colvin, The Making of Modern

Egypt., London 1909, passim
^
E Dicey, Our

Position in Egypt {Empire Review., xi
,
London

1906, p 322-338), Mohamed Duse, Jn the Land
of the Phataosy London 1911, passim., H Spen-
der, England., Egypt and I ondon 1906,
Foreign Office., Egypt igod., N® 3—5, London
1906, Ad Hasenclever, Geschichte Agyptens tm

jg jahrhundert iqg8— Halle a/S 1917^

p 462—466, P G Elgood, The Transit of
Egypt., I ondon 1928, p 147 and 184 sq

(Max Meyerhof)
al-MU§TAFA li-DIN ALLSH [See NI/ar

B al-Mustansir
]

MU^TAFA pasha BAIRA^DAR, Turkish
grand vizier in 1808, was the son of a

wealthy Janissary at Rus5 u]|^, born about 1750 He
distinguished himself in the war with Russia under

Mustafa III, and acquired in these years the sur-

name of batrakddr After the war he lived on his

estates near RusSufp, and acquired the semi-

official ppsition of a^yan of Hezargrad and later

of Rus5u^ With other a^yUm he took part in an

action against the government at Adrianople, but

became Anally a reliable supporter of the govern-
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ment Having already received the honorary
offices of kapt^i and of tnlr akhpr^ he
was, in 1806, piomoted to the rank of Pasha
of Silistna and at the same time was appointed
ser-^asker on the Danube frontier against the ad-

vancing Russian army This made him one of the

most influential men m Riim-ili He had become
a zealous supporter of Selim Ill’s reform policy

and, after that sultSn’s deposition, it was to him
that the enemies of the new reactionary govern-

ment turned In June 1808 he was joined by the

dismissed ka^tm^makarn of the grand vizierate in

Constantinople, Taiyar Pasha, from RusCul^ they

went to Adiianople, where they joined forces with

the grand vizier Celebi Mustafa Pasha So the

entire Kuinelian army marched against the capital,

where they dictated their will to sultan Mustafa IV

(July 23) On July 26 Bairakdar (or ^Alemdar as

he was called officially) was appointed commander
in chief and on July 28, after having taken by

force the sultan’s seal from the weak grand vizier,

he marched with his troops to the palace of the

sultan, under the pretext of bringing back the

holy standard of the piophet At fiist he was
allowed only to enter the first court of the serSy,

while sultan Mustafa — who had been absent —
returned in haste from the seaside As Bairakdar

had made known his intention of restoring Selim III

to the throne, Mustafa had just time to have
his predecessor killed But immediately afterwards

he was himself deposed and Bairakdar now re-

cognized Mahmud II [q v
]

as sultan

After this began the short personal regime of

Bairakdar Mustafa Pa^ia as grand vizier He had
a number of the supporters of the foimer sultan

executed, arranged a magnificent funeral for

Selim III and began to form a corps of troops

called this time mzamll ^asker At the same time

he summoned a great imperial conference m the

capital, to which all the high-placed officials of

the empire were invited Many of them answered

the appeal and subscribed to the extensive pro-

gramme of reforms which the giand vizier laid

before them in a solemn meeting in the first

days of Octobei and which was also approved

of by a fatwa of the mufll But the precipitation

with which the new measures were taken 10

hand and the tactless procedure in the abolition

of long established abuses, made him ever more
unpopular The influential ^ulanid^ were also

alienated by the exaggerated reforming zeal His

only support were his Rumelian troops and a

small number of friends, such as Begdji Efendi

and Ramiz Pasha, together >^ith Kadi Pasha of

Karaman who had remained in the capital after the

imperial conference Matters came to a head on

November 14, 1808, in the last days of Ramadan

1222, by a rebellion of the Janissaries The night

following that day they surrounded the grand

vizier’s residence and set the quarter on fire

Bairakdar, surprised by the fire, saw no way of

escape, he hid himself in a tower of hvs palace,

where his body was found three days afterwards,

after the fire was quenched The rumour had been

spread that BairakdSr had escaped, which had

caused much uncertainty

The grand vizier was buried in the fortress of

Yedi Kule, where his bones were dug up in 1911

during railway works, they were transported to

the mosque of Zeineb SultSn

Bib Itography Djewdet Pash^, Ta^riki^

2nd ed
,
via

,
ShSni Z5de, Ta^rtkh^ 1 ,

Mehmed
ThtireiyS, t ^othmUnl^ iv 460 , Zinkeisen,

Geschtchie des Osmamschen Retches sqq ,

Afdal al-Din, ^A/emddr Mustafa Pasha^ in T
(9 iW, 11

,
111

,
IV (with portrait on 11 528)

(J H Kramers)

MU5TAFA PASHA BUSHATLI, the last

hereditary wazirof Scutari (hence often

called IsHKODRAL?), the son of the celebrated Kara
Mahmud Pasha Bu^atll [q v ],

succeeded his uncle

Ibrahim Pasha about 18 10 and received the rank

of wazii in 1812 In 1820 the sandjak of Berat

and m 1824 those of Ohrid and Elbasan were

put under his government and he received the title

of Ser'asker Nevertheless like his father he aimed
at greatei independence and when Mahmud Il’s

reforms threatened to deprive him of his hereditary

rights and privileges, he became stiongly hostile

to the Sultan and maintained friendly relations

with the Serbian prince Milo§, the discontented

Bosniaks (cf 1 , p 757) and the Egyptian Muham-
mad 'Ali (cf J Deny, Sommatre des at chives tur^

ques du Caire^ p 264 and 553) He therefore

maintained quite a passive attitude in the Russo-
Turkish war (1828) and only towards the end of

It, in May 1829, did he appear with his Albanians

on the Danube (Vidin, Rahovo), then went on to

Sofia and Philippopolis, but without taking any

active part in the fighting

On the conclusion of peace the Porte (beg of

1831) demanded of Mustafa Pa^ha that he should

hand over the districts previously held by him
(Dukakin, Debar, Elbasan, Ohrid and Trgovi§te)

to the grand vizier Reshid Mehmed Pa§ha (on

him cf Sidjtll t ^othmaniy ii 391) and cany through

certain reforms in Scutari itself Mustafa Pasha

resisted and with the financial and moral suppoit

of prince Milo§, led an aimy in the middle of

March 1831 against the grand vizier He was joined

by the other Pashas of noithern Albania and old

Serbia who objected to refoims Ihe rebels had
at first certain successes including the occupation

of Sofia but they were completely routed at Prilep

by the regular troops led by the grand-vizier

(beginning of May) Mustafa Pasha hurried back

to Scutari via Skoplye and Prizren and shut him-

self up in the fortress When he surrendered on

Nov 10, 1831 after six months’ siege, he was

pardoned on Metternich’s intercession and taken

to Constantinople

Fifteen years later he again held various gover-

norships, chiefly in Anatolia (from 1846), then

in the Herzegovina (1853) and lastly in Medina

where he died on May 27, i860
Bibliography Kamus al^A^lanty 11 982,
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—
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MU§TAFA pasha KOPROLO [See K6p-

RdLl)
]

mustAFA pasha LALA, a famousmili-
tary commander in the Ottoman history
of the xvitb century The date of his birth

is not given He was a native of S^^ol, the
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same Bosnian locality from which came the grand

viziei So^Lolh [q v and began his service in the

imperial seray He lose m rank under the grand

vizier Ahmad (1553— 1555)^ but was not in favour

with the latter’s successor Rustam Pasha, who made
him in 1556 Iala to prince Selim with the object

of ruining him 1 he outcome of this nomination was
the contraiy of what was expected, Mustafa became
the chief originator of the intrigues by which Selim

came into conflict with his brother Bayazid and
which ended with Bayazid’s execution in Persia

[cf SHIM ii] After these events Rustam Pasha
managed to relegate the intriguer in administrative

functions to different paitsof theempiie, for eight

years he was wait in Damascus Nor was the grand

vizier Sokolli favourably disposed to Mustafa,

but m the beginning of 1569 Sultan Selim II called

back his foimer lala as in the capital

Very soon afterwards Sokolli appointed him ser-

^asker in the Yaman, Mustafa went to Cairo to take

charge of his command, but here he became in-

volved in serious disputes with the wait Sinan Pasha
on the equipment of his army The end was that

Sman was appointed in Mustafa’s stead and the

latter had to return to Constantinople SultSn

Selim’s protection saved him from death and in

the beginning of the following year he was ap-

pointed again set-basket of the army destined for

the conquest of the island of Cyprus Lala Mustafa

Pasha led this memorable campaign with complete

success, Nicosia was taken in July 1570, while

Famagusta suirendered in August 1571 With the

surrender of this town is connected the brutal and
cruel execution of the Venetian commander Braga

dino After his return he became a serious candidate

for the grand vizierate, should Sokolli disappear

from the scene IIis only rival was Sinan Pasha

When in 1577 the war with Persia broke out

[cf MURAD hi] both were appointed ser-asker^

but, on account of Sinan’s arrogant character, the

latter’s appointment had to be withdrawn In

April Lala Mustafa began his campaign in Geoigia,

fought the memorable victory of Caldir (August

1578) and took Tiflis besides a number of other

towns These military glories did not bring him to

the ambition of his life After Sokolli’s assassination,

Rustam’s son-in law Ahmad Pasha had been made
grand vizier and, on the latter’s death in May 1580,

it was SinSn [q v
]
who got the sultan’s seal

Lala Mustafa died in October of the same year

and was buried in the court of the mosque at

AiyUb Apart fiom the unquestionably important

events in which he played a prominent part, Lala

Mustafa Pasha has a particular importance in

Ottoman historiogiaphy because the historian ^All

[q V ]
had been attached to his person as scribe

since the beginning of his career Therefore his

able, but intriguing and reckless character is known
better than that of many other lurkish statesmen

or generals By his marriage with the grand-daughter

of the last Mamlnk Sultan KSnsu Ghurl he was a

very wealthy man, who, notwithstanding his reputed

avarice, founded several mosques (as in Erzerum)

and many buildings of public utility in the different

places where he resided as governor

Btbltogr ap hy The chief Turkish source

is, as has been said, ^All, not only in his Kunh
aUAhhbar^ but also in a treatise entitled Nadtrai
al-Makartb, describing the war between Selim
and BSyazId (MS unknown

,
cf Babinger, G O

IV,, p 132) and in his Nu^rat-name, which

gives a description of the Georgian campaign

Other sources aie the works of PeCewi and

SolaV Zfide Western contemporary sources are

the Diaiy of Gerlach, the Letters of Busbeck

and, especially for the conquest of Cyprus, the

Italian histoiical desciiptions

(J H Kramers)

MU§TAFA PASHA RA§HID [See RAsjilD
]

MUSTAHABB [See SharTa
]

MUSTA'IDD KHAN. Muhammad Sai^I, born

about 1061 (1650), was brought up as an adopted

son by Muhammad Bakhtawar KhSu, whom he

faithfully assisted in vaiious capacities After the

death of his patron he passed into the service of

Awrangzeb In the reign of Shah 'Alam Bahadur

Shah I (1118—1124=1707— 1712), he became

the secretary of 'Inayat Allah Khan, son of Mirza

Shukr Allah, the minister of Bahadur Shah, and

by his desire Mustahdd Khan composed the history

of the reign of Awrangzeb, entitled Ma^nthir-t

bAlam^itt Part 1 is a mere abridgement of Mirza

Kazan’s history of the first ten years of the emperor’s

reign, part 11 contains the histoiy of the last

forty years of 'Alamgir’s reign (edited in tht

Bibliotheca Imiua,^ Calcutta 1870— 1871)
He died at the age of seventy five at Dihli in

1136 (1723)
Bibliography Khafi Khan
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al'Lubab^ 11 211, Ma^athtr-i ^Alatngitt,^ p 253,
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(M Hidayet Hosain)

al-MUSTA‘IN bi ’llah, Abu ’l-^AbbAs Ahmad
B Muhammad, an ‘^AbbSsid caliph His father

was a son of the caliph al-Mu'tasim, his mother

a slave girl named MukhSrik of Slav origin After

the death in RabY II 248 (June 862) of al Mun-
tasir the piaetonans appointed his cousin Ahmad
caliph under the name al-Musta^in Ihe choice

aroused discontent m Samarra and uniest broke

out among those who supported al-Mu^tazz [q v
]

which was only put down after much bloodshed

by the Turkish soldiers When al-Musta'in was

recognised as caliph he confirmed the governor

of Baghdad, Muhammad b ‘^Abd Allah b lahir

[q V ], in office He bought all the property of

al-Mu'^tazz and his brothei al-Mu^aiyad and then had

them arrested The Turks wanted to put them to

death but they were protected by the vizier Ahmad
b al-KhasIb who soon afterwards fell into disgrace

and was banished to Crete In 249 (863) trouble

broke out as a result of a defeat of the army by

the Byzantines, the rebels were however scattered

by the vizier Utami&h and the two Turkish generals

Wasif and Bogba Junior Utamish was soon after-

wards murdered at the instigation of the latter

As the caliph no longer felt safe in SSmarra he

went to Baghdad in Muharram 251 (Feb 865)
Al MuHazz was then taken by his supporters out

of his prison in Samarra and a war broke out

which ended in Dhu ’1-Hidjdja 252 (Jan 866) in

the abdication of al-Musta^n [cf Baghdad] By
the arrangement made the latter was to live in

Medina in future, but he was detained in Wasit

and murdered in Shawwal 252 (Oct 866) at the

age of 35 See also the article muhammad b 'abd

ALLXH B fXHIR
Bibliography Ibn Kutaiba, Kitab al-

Mabarif, ed Wiistenfeld, p 200, Ya'l^ubl, ed

Houtsma, 11 603—610, Tabari, m 150 sqq ,
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Mas^ndl, Muru^^ ed Pans, vii 323—371, ix

46, 52 ,
Ibn al-AthIr, ed Tornberg, vii 75

sqq
,
Ibn al-Ti|^ta]|^a, al^Fahhtl^ ed Deienbourg,

P 329—332, Muhammad b ^akn, I^awat al-

fVafayatj 1 68 ,
Ibn Kl^aldun, al^Ibar^ 111

283 sqq
,
Weil, Gesch d Chahfen^ 11 378

Muir, The Caliphate^ its Rtse^ Decline and Fall^^

P 534 W 1 Muller, Der Islam tm Morgen-
und Abendland^ 1 528, Le Strange, Baghdad
during the Abbasid Caliphate^ see index

(K V ZLlTERSTfeEN)

ai-MUSTAKFI bi ’liah, Abu ’i-KAsim 'Abd
Aliah, 'Abbasid caliph, son of al-Muktafi

and a slave girl After the Amir al-Umaia^ Fuzun had
deposed the caliph al Muttaki, he chose al-Mustakfi

as his successor on the same day in Safar 333 (Sept -

Oct 944) Ihe new caliph was only a tool in

the hands of Tuziin and his successor Aba Dja^^far

b Shirzad Baghdad began to suffer from a

constant famine and neither food nor money
could be laised foi the tioops When the Buyid

Ahmad b Abi Shudja^ approached [cf MU^I7Z al-

dawla], the caliph had to declare himself ready

to recognise the Buyids as the legitimate rulers

in all the provinces conquered by them, and m
Djumada I 334 (Dec 945) Ahmad enteied Baghdad
and was given by the caliph the title of honour
Mu'izz al-Dawla and the fullest power in all secular

matteis But the new rulei suspected that the

caliph was in communication with the enemies of

the Buyids so he had him blinded (on 22nd Dju-

mSda II 01 Sha'ban 334= Jan 29 or M'\ich946)

and deposed Al Mustakfi died in Rabi^ II 338
(Sept -Oct 949)

Bibliography Mas'^Qdi, ed Pans,

viii 376—41 1, IX 48, 52, Ibn al Athir, ed

Tornberg, viii 314 sqq
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al-MUSTA^LI bi 'LLAH Abu ’l-Kasim Ahmad
B al-Mustansir, ninth Fatimid Caliph,
born 20th Muharram, 467 [Sept 16, 1074] (so in

all the best sources and in al-Mustansir’s letter to

Ahmad b 'All al Sulaihl, quoted in Idifs, vii 152),

the youngest son of his father At this time it

was generally assumed in the Isma'ill organization

that the eldest son, Nizar (born 437), would, in

accordance with custom, succeed his father in the

imamate, although no formal investiture with the

wilayat allahd appears to have been made The
influence of the all powerful wazir Badr al-Djamall,

however, and of his son al-Afdal, was thrown into

the scale in favour of Abu ’

1-Kasim and al-Mu-

stansir’s consent obtained to the marriage of Abu
’

1-Kasim with Sitt al Mulk, the daughter of Badr

(the statement in al Fariki [ap Ibn al KalanisI,

ed Amedroz, p 128] that he was the son of

Badr’s daughter is evidently a misunderstanding)

According to the tradition of the Musta'lian Is-

ma'ills [see bohoras], Abu ’

1-K5sim was invested

with the succession at the time of this marriage,

in another version (Ibn Muyassar, p 66 sq) al-

Mustansir confided his nomination of Abu ’

1-K5sim

to his own sister, who divulged it after his death

On the death of al-Mustansir on 1 8tk Q]}u

487 (Jan 10, 1094), the Shi'ite 'Z/ al-Qhadtr^ al-

Afdal secured the accession of al-Musta'li without

serious difficulty The subsequent revolt of Nizar

[see NIZAR B AL-MUSTANSIR] at Alexandria failed

owing to the opposition of the army, and al-Mu-

sta'li’s succession was generally recognized, except

by the Isma'ilis of Persia [see al hasan b al-

sabbah]

Throughout his reign the actual power was

entirely in the hands of al-Afdal [q v
]

At first

some successes were gained in Syria, hamiya
(Apamea) made a voluntary submission in 489,
and lyre was recoveied from a rebel governor in

490 A project of alliance with the Saldjukid

Rudwan of Aleppo against Damascus in the same
year fell through On the appearance of the Cru-
sadeis in Syiia (490= 1097) an Egyptian embassy
was sent to open negotiations with them, and in

491 (Julv-Aug
, 1098) Jerusalem was lecaptured

from the Ortukids Sukman and Il-Ghazi The ad-

vance of the Crusadeis in the following year took
al-Afdal by surprise, Jerusalem was again lost,

and the defeat of the Egyptian army near 'Askalan

(14^ Ramadan, 492 — Aug 5, 1099) definitely

established them in possession Iwo years latei

(17th Safar, 495 = Dec 12, iioi) al-Musta'^h died

and was succeeded by his son al-Mansur (al Amir
bi-Ahk5m Allah)

1 he personal charactei of al Musta'li is highly

piaised by his bunni contemporary Ibn al-Kalanisi,

later writers speak of him as a fanatical Shi'ite, and
It would seem that the Fatimid organization and
propaganda was intensified in his reign Idils lefers

especially to his close relations with the da^wa

in the Yaman, represented by al-Malika al Hurra
and her dTi't Yahya b Lamak b Malik al-Ham
madi In the capable hands of al-Afdal, order and
good government were maintained, and Egypt con-

tinued to enjoy prospeiity, except for a famine in

492 or 493, due to the influx of Syrian refugees

Bibliography Ihe fullest sources are Ibn

al-Kalanisi (ed Amedroz), p 128— 141, and Ibn

Taghrlbardi (ed Popper), 11 ,
part 2, p 298

—

325, the chionology of the latter is defective,
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Halabi (Brit Mus Or 3685, foil 74h
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of the doll Idris b al-Hasan [d 872] (MS m
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IS given m the articles fatimids and al-mu-

STANSIR (H A R Gibb)

al-MUSTANDJID bi ’llah, Abu ’l-Muzaffar

YUsuf, 'Abbasid caliph, boin on i^t Rabi' II

510 (Aug 13, 1 1 16), son of al-Muktafi and a

Greek slave girl named Nardjis or Ta^us After

his father’s death on 2^^ RabP I 555 (March 12,

I i6o) al Mustandjid succeeded him as caliph While
al-Muktafi was dying and hope of his recovery

had been abandoned, the mother of his son Aba
'All endeavoured to dispose of the future caliph

who had already been selected heir apparent in

542 (1147) After winning over several emirs for

her plot, she armed her slave-girls with daggers
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to murder the heir-appaient when he entered his

father's apartment Al-Mustandjid however heard

of the plot and had the instigator and her son

arrested A few years after his accession the Mazyadls

were expelled [q v
]

The end of the Fatimids

also fell within his reign although the 'AbbSsids

were only officially recognised as caliphs of Egypt
under his successor al-MustadP In 562 (1166

—

1167) Shimla, lord of Rhuzistan, invaded the Trak
and demanded from the caliph the grant of a

portion of the lower Euphrates territory as a fief

The caliph however sent an army against him
Shimla’s nephew, Kflfdj, was routed and Shmila
leturned home Al-Mustandjid died on 9th Rabi^ II

566 (Dec 20, 1170) When he was very ill, his

physician arranged with his chamberlain Adud al

Din [q V
]
and the emir Kutb al-Din Kaimaz to

give him a bath to hasten his end The caliph

refused to agree, he was nevertheless shut up in

the bath until he died

Btbltograp hy Ibn al-Athi^ ed Tornberg,
XI 81, 169 sqq

,
Ibn al-Tikta^a, al Falhri^ ed

Derenbourg, p 425—428, Ibn Khaldun, al-

^Ibar^ p 522 sqq
,
Hamd Allah Mustawfi i

Kazwini, Tc^rlUi-t Guztda^ ed Browne, 1 365-

367, Weil, Gesch d Chalt/en^ in 307—336,
Iloutsma, Recuetl de textes relaltfs a Phtstoire

des Seldjouctdes^ 11 223, 289, 291—294
(K V ZETTERSTfeEN)

al-MUSTAN$IR BI 'llAh, AbO al-

MansDr b al-Zahir, 'Abbasid caliph, like

his father whom he succeeded on the 14^ Radjab

623 (July II, 1226), he IS described as a just and
devout man and was generally liked although he
played no great part in politics He acquired Irbil

by a legacy in 630 (1232— 1233) and eight years

later his lands were increased by the acquisition

of the town of ‘Ana which he bought from its

previous owner About this time the Mongols
began to threaten the lands of Islam Cingiz-Khan

[q V
]
had died in Ramadan 624 (Aug 1227) but

his sons continued his campaigns of conquest In

635 (1237—1238) the Mongols were defeated by
the caliph's troops, the strongest defender of

IslSm however was I^alal al-Din, §hah of Kh^Srizra

[q v] Al-Mustansir died on 20^ DjumadS I or

loffi QjumadS II 640 (Nov 15 or Dec 5, 1242)
According to Ibn KhaldGn however, he did not

die till the following year The al Mustansiriya

university founded by him in Baghdad bears his

name
Bibliography Ibn al-Athir, ed Tornberg,

XU 299, Ibn al-Tik^aka, al-Fahkrt^ ed Deren-
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al-MUSTAN§IR BI 'LLAH, AbU TamIm

Ma‘add b ‘AlI al-ZAhir, eighth F3pmid
Caliph, bom 16^ JQjumadS II,42o(July 2, 1029)
(according to Idiis, on i6ffi Ramadan= Sept 29),
succeeded his father alZahir [q v] 15^ Sha'han

427 (June 13, 1036), and died 18^ Ohu 'l-Hidjdja

487 (Jan 10, 1094), after the longest recorded

reign of any Muslim ruler and one which, besides

bemg marked by the most violent fluctuations of

fortune, was of critical importance in the history

of the Fapmid Isma^Ili movement
Internal history During the childhood of

al-Mustansir the authority remained at hrst in the

strong hands of his father’s wazir Abu 'l-Kasim

al-Qjardjara’l On his death (7^ Ramadan 436 =
Match 28, 1045) It was seized by the evil genius

of al Mustansii’s reign, his mother, who was a

Sudani slave, and her former master, the Jewish

merchant Abu Sa‘d al-Tustarl When AbG Sa‘d

was assassinated in 439 (1047), after an outbreak

of noting between theluikish and Berber troops,

his place as the queen-mother’s agent was taken

by his brothei Abu Nasr HarGn (see however the

documents published by Mann [Bibl]) and the

kadi AbQ Muhammad al Hasan al-YazGri, who
eventually accepted 'ilso the wazirate (7^^ Muharram

442= June I, 1050) and held it for eight years

[cf al-vAzDrI] Meanwhile there was considerable

unrest and perhaps also economic unsettlement

in the country If a statement in al-Makrizi (i

82 [99], ed Wiet, 11 4 [67]) is to be believed, the

^a/a^ of the Egyptian provinces amounted only

to one million dinars in the time of al-Yazurl,

but this may have been exceptional, though it is

plain from other sources that the government had

already been forced to the familiar expedient of

confiscations and indemnities The Delta was

disturbed by Arab risings, the most serious of

which, that of the Banu Kurra, was put down
only with great difficulty by Nasir al-Dawla (see

below) with the Taiy and other Arab troops at

K6m Shank in 443 (1051) (cf Ibn al-Sairafi,

p ^2 sq
y

Ibn al-Alhir, tx 396 sq and for the

date Ibn al-KalanisI, p 85) At the capital there

was an increasing state of tension between the

lurkish and Berber troops and the enormous
bodies of Sudani slaves raised by the Caliph’s

mother (cf MakrizI, i 94 [ed Wiet, ii 45] and

P 335 )
detailed but probably unreliable figures

also in Nasir 1 IGiusraw, ed Kaviani, p 66) In

striking contrast to this is the magnificence of

the court and prosperity of Misr-Fustat as described

by Nasir i ^usiaw [q v
]

There can be little

doubt that the source of much of this prosperity,

apart from the manufacture and supply of luxuries

to the court, is already to be sought in the

commercial relations between Egypt and the Indian

Ocean on the one hand (cf Nasir i Khusraw's

account of ‘Aidhab) and Constantinople on the

other Ihe general insecurity deepened after the

execution of al-Yazuri, who was the last wazir to

attempt to control the situation He was followed

by a rapid succession of puppets in office, many
of whom, despite the pompous titles duly recoided

by Ibn al-Sairafl, held the position for no more
than a few days at a time

Ihe Fatimid Caliphate was now destined to

pass m a few shattering years through the same
agony as the ‘Abbasid Caliphate at Baghdad had
suffered in the early part of the previous century

The breakdown of the civil administration and
subsequent exhaustion of the treasury gave a free

hand to the military, and the sinister policy of

the Caliph’s mother brought matters speedily to

a head In a pitched battle at Kom al-Rlsh (close

to Cairo) m 454 (1062) (sometimes confused with

the previous battle at K5m Sharik) the lurkish

and Berber troops led by Nasir al-Dawla Ibn

Hamdan, a descendant of the Hamdanids of MCsul,

defeated and drove the Sudanis into the ^a^Id, but

the struggle continued for some years and the blacks

were not finally routed and driven out until 459
(1067), thereafter they were confined to the Sa^Id,
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vhich suffered severely from their plundering and
levastations NSsir al-Dawla in turn quarrelled

vith the Turks, and, defeated in battle by a force

otnmanded by al-Mustansir m person (461 =
[068—1069), appealed to theSal^ukid Alp-ArslJn

q V
]
Without waiting foi his help, howevei, he

egamed control of Cano and the Delta with the

ud of the Arabs and Lawata Berbers, reduced al

Vlustansir (it is said) to the state of a pensioner

3n a hundred dlnSrs a month, assumed the title

jf Sultan al-Dawla, and attempted, but unsuccess

fully, to restore the ^Abbasid kkutba In Radjab

05 (March 1073) he and all his house were killed

by the rival Turkish faction, led by lldegu/, under

whom the Caliph fared little better Meanwhile
the constant anarchy and remorseless plundering

3f the country by the troops bi ought agriculture

to a standstill (although the Nile floods seem to

have been uniformly good) The result was a famine

which lasted from 459 to 464 (1067— 1072) and

Decame progressively more severe During these

yrears the country was a pi ey to the utmost misery

,

the royal city and palaces were looted, and Fustat

was twice plundeied and even buined by Nasir

il Dawla 1 arge numbers of the population, in-

cluding even the Caliph’s own family, sought

refuge m Syria and ^Irak (for the depopulation

and shrinkage of hustat cf Makrizf, 1 5, ed

Wiet, i 12, on the fate of the royal library see

also Olga Pinto, Le BtbUoteche degli Arabt, Rome
1928, p 25—26) The bunni historians dwell on

this famine with some complacence, regarding it

as the retribution for the impious attack of al

Basasiri on the 'Abbasid Caliphate (see below),

and circumstantial stories are related of the extieme

destitution to which al Mustansir himself was re-

duced That these must be accepted with some
reserve is clear from such passages as Ibn Taghri-

baidi, iiyii 186, ig—jg

At length in 465 (1073) al-Mustansir, taking

courage of despair, secretly invited the governor

of ‘Akka, the Armenian geneial Badr al I^jam^li,

to assume supreme control in Egypt Badr accepted

the commission, on condition of bringing his own
troops with him, and sailing from ‘Akka in the

winter, reached Cairo on 28th jDjumada I, 466
(Jan 29, 1074) His rapid and energetic move-
ments took the Turks by surprise, and he put to

death the whole body of their leaders, together

with a large number of Egyptian notables and
officials hor his further military and administrative

measuies, by which he restored order and relative

prosperity in Egypt (the total revenue of Egypt
and Its remaining Syrian possessions, which in

466 had amounted to 2,800,000 dinars, lose by

483 to 3,100,000 dinars MaknzI, i 100, ed

Wiet, ii 68, cf Abu Salih, fol 7b—9a) see the

article badr al-12JamAlI The alliance between

general and caliph was cemented by the mariiage

of Badr’s daughter to al-Mustansir’s youngest son

Ahmad, the future Caliph al-Musta'^li [q v
]

The
Fatimid Caliphate was saved but, like its ^AbbSsid

rival, at the cost of abandoning its temporal

authority to a series of military commandeis,

entitled umard* al fiom whose contiol

it never afterwards succeeded in emancipating

Itself

Al-Mustansir is described in contemporary sources

as upright and amiable in character, and just and

equitable m his dealings, but as a ruler his per

sonality is entirely obscured by the successive

The Encyclopaedia of Islam, III

wazirs and generals who kept him virtually a

prisoner The statements of the later anti Fapmid
writers must, of course, be entirely discounted,

the Fatimid sources, on the other hand, praise

his sagacity and infallibility as ImSm
External relations The empire to which

al Mustansir succeeded was beyond any doubt the

most powerful Muslim state of its time It extended

from Ifrikiya and Sicily to Mecca and Central

Syria, and maintained an active propagandist or

ganization in ‘^Irdk, Persia and KhurSsan (see the

following section) Within a few years of his

accession its teiritories were still further expanded
by Anu^tagin’s conquest of Aleppo in Sha^ban

429 (May 1038) [cf the articles FAJIMIDS and
HALab] and extension of his authority even across

the Euphrates, on the one hand, and on the other

by the conquests of ‘^Ali al Sulaihi m the Yaman,
after establishing himself at Masar in the same
year (cf suiAini, also H F al-Hamdani, in

Jotirnal of the Royal Central Asian Society^ 1931

P 5C>5 and \\\ J R A 5, 1932, p 126 sqq)
After the deaths of Anushtagin and the wazir al-

L^ardjaia’i, who m spite of their rivalry zealously

maintained the interests of the dynasty, the power
and prestige of the Egyptian court steadily declined

The Arab tribes in Syiia, though defeated in the

field, remained unsubdued, and the Caliph had to

be content with the little moie than nominal

allegiance of the Mirdasids [q v
]

at Aleppo At
Damascus, the rivalries between the Berber and
Turkish troops and the hostility of the citizens

reduced the governors to impotence The disturbed

state of Syria was the more disastrous that it

made it impossible for the Fatimid government
to give effective support to the amir al-Basasiri

(q v
,
see the list of war material and subventions

sent from Egypt Ibn Taghribardi, p 177) in his

attempt to oppose the advancing baldjuk power,

with the result that his occupation of Baghdad
and proclamation of al Mustansir in 459 (1058

—

1059) was speedily brought to an end The sub-

sequent military and economic disorders in Egypt
allowed a free hand to the Turkmen (Ghuzz)

bands, who had appeared m Northern Syria as

early as 447 (1055), though it was not until 463

(1071) that the first Saldjukid armies entered

Northern Syria and the CBiuzz bands under Atsiz

[q V
]

occupied Palestine and began to harass

Damascus In many of the other towns and districts

of Syria the authority was seized by local chiefs,

such as the kadis Ibn ‘^Ammar (q v
,

also G
Wiet, in Mem Henrt Basset^ p 279 sqq

)
at Tara

bulus and Ibn Abi ^Akil at Tyre, though both of

these acknowledged the spiiitual authority of the

Fatimid Caliph (cf also the account of the foun-

dation of the castle of Saikhad by Hassan b
Mismar al Kalbi m 466 [1073— *074]> quoted

from Sibt b al I^awzi in Ibn Taghribardi, p 253)
The menace of the Saldjukids became more sub

stantial after the arrival of Tutush [q v
]

in 470
(1077— 1078), but the latter never actually or-

ganized a full campaign against the Fatimids On
the contrary, the offensive was taken by Badr,

who succeeded in restoiing Egyptian control on
the coast as far as Tyre, Sidon and Qjubail in 482
(1089), but not in recovering the interior of

Palestine and Damascus (lost in 468), in spite of

a certain revulsion of feeling in Syria in favour

of the Fatimids It is difficuP to know how much
weight to lay on the story (Ibn Taghribardi,

49
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p 272—273) that Tutugh at one time proposed

to ally himself in marriage with Badr

The success of the SaldjHkids also affected the

position of the Fatimids in Arabia In 462 (1069)
the 'Abbasid Caliph was acknowledged in the

Holy Cities, and after a brief return to the Fatimid

obedience between 467 and 473 the Hidjaz passed

definitely to the ‘^Abbasid cause In the Yaman,
the Sulaihids in the interior and the Zurai^ids in

the important commercial centre of ‘^Aden main-

tained the suzerainty of the Fatimids, the latter

until the AiyHbid conquest by Turanshah in 569

(1173) [cf the ait saladin]

Meanwhile the Fatimid empire had been similarly

shorn of its possessions in the West About 435
(1043-1044) al-Mu'izz b Badls [q v ],

the Zirid

lieutenant of the Fatimid Caliph in Kairawan, began

a senes of repressive measures against the Shiites of

Ifrlkiya, in 440 he seems to have made the first

overt gesture of independence, and in 441 super-

seded the Fatimid coinage
,
but it was not until

443 (1051) that he formally renounced the Fatimid

suzerainty and obtained an investiture from the

'Abbasid Caliph According to the traditional ac-

count (already fully developed in Ibn al Saiiafi),

the wazir al Yazuil in revenge launched against

him the nomad bands of the Banil Hilal (q v
,

the tribes mentioned in the Egyptian souices aie

Zughba, Riyah, al-Athbadj, and 'Adiy), who had

been a cause of much tiouble to the government

in the Sa^id and were now given a free hand to

plunder the territories of the Zirids [cf Tunisia,

vol IV 85 1^] As Wustenfeld has already indicated

(p 234 n
),

the story as it stands is open to

serious objections, and there can be little doubt

that it has been amplified by popular legend The
westward movement of the Hil5l tribes began as

early as 440, and there is no reason to reject the

account of Ibn TdhSrI that it was al-Muhzz him
self who invited the Arab tribes, then in Barka,

to enter Ifrikiya as his djund (since he was not

on good terms with the Sanhadja), and that they,

having set out in response to his invitation, began

to plunder on their own account and alieady before

the close of 443 had inflicted a severe defeat on

his troops The two traditions are not, however,

mutually exclusive and may be reconciled by
supposing that the BanU Hilal were transported

in the first instance to Barka (the governor of

which had thrown in his lot with al Mu'izz), and

that their advance into Ifrlkiya was facilitated,

for opposite reasons, by both al-MuSzz and the

wazir (cf also Ibn al-Athir, ix 387—388) During

the first years of his reign, the son and successor

of al-Mu'izz, Tamlm (453—501 = 1061— 1107),
temporarily returned to the Fatimid allegiance

(Lane Poole, p 138 n i), but with the conquest

of Sicily by the Normans in 463 (1070) Barka

became the western limit of the Fatimid state

The diplomatic relations of al-Mustansir with

non-Muslim states covered a wide field In 429
(1038) the existing tieaty with the Byzantine

Emperor was renewed and relatively cordial relations

established If Nasir-i Khusraw (ed Kaviani, p 67)
is to be trusted, the Egyptian government was in

communication in 439 (1047) also with the

Georgians, the Dailamites, the KhSkan of Turkistan

and even the radja of Dihll, all of whom shared

with Egypt a common hostility to the SaldjQkids

and the Ghaznevids The friendly relations with

Constantinople, however, were broken off in 446

(1054), when the Empress Theodora demanded an

offensive alliance against the SaldjUl^ids Egyptian

troops were despatched on an unsuccessful expe-

dition against al-I adhiklya, the Empress retaliated

by opening negotiations with the baldjukids, and

al-Mustansir seized the treasures of the Church of

the Holy Sepulchre {al-Kumama) This breach

with Constantinople had important consequences

for the future of Egypt, since to it may peihaps

be asciibed the opening up of diiect commercial

relations with the Italian trading cities, though

documentary evidence on the point is lacking (cf

Ileyd, Histoire du Comtrte^ce du Levant^ 1 105,

124)
Religious Conditions The wide expansion

of the Fatimid power undei al-Mustansir is reflected

also in the religious situation Propaganda on

behalf of the Fatimids is synonymous with the

dissemination of the official state religion of the

hatimids, the Isma'ili-Shi'^ite faith Not only in

Egypt and othei lands in actual subjection to the

hatimid authority, but in all quarters of the IsKmic

world, we learn of missionaries (du^at)^ who during

the long reign of al Mustansir stiuggled, in pait

with great success, to secure recognition of his

claim to be the religious Imam In the Last, in

Persia, and especially m ^iraz, at the couit of

the Buyid prince Abu Kalidjar [q v ], we can

trace the activities at least since 429 (1037— 1038)
of the dd‘% Abu Nasr Hibat Alldh b Musa al-

Mu^aiyad fi Dm Allah [see al-mu^aiyad], doubtless

the most prominent personality of his time in the

IsmS'ili dahva He endeavoured to win over the

court and the Dailamite troops to the Fatimid

cause, but was forced to leave his post in 439
(1047— 1048) as the result ofpro-'Abbasid intrigues

In the fiist part of his autobiography (see Btbl)

al*Mu aiyad gives a detailed account of his activity,

and in particulai publishes his coirespondence

with an unnamed Sunni from Khurasan, in which

he explains the religious and political principles

of his mission To what an extent the power of

the Fatimids and the success of their emissaries

in Tiak and Persia was feared at Baghdad is shown
by the fact that several times and latterly in 444
(1052), there was published a document, to which

the ‘^Alids also subsciibed, with the object of

declaring false the claim of the Fatimids to descent

from ^All At the same time the fatimid cause

gained also new ground in the Yaman After the

political power of the Fatimids had been reduced

there to a minimum in the couise of the fourth

centuiy, it now acquired in the Sulaihid 'All b

Muhammad a powerful suppoiter He and his

successors regarded themselves not only as political

but also as lehgious lepresentatives of the fatimid

Imam in the \ aman The voluminous correspondence

between the Sulaihid rulers and al-Mustansir, which

is still preserved, collected in a separate work
{fCtiab al’St^illat wa U-Tawkfat wa U-Kutub It-

Mawlana al-Mustanstr bt Ulah^ MS Sch Or St
,

many of these letters are also repioduced in Idris,

vol vn [see BiblW deals, along with political

questions, in the first place with the position of

the da^wa in the Yaman and in the Fatimid state

In Egypt itself, soon after the accession of al-

Mustansir, the doctrines of the moderate official

Isma'illya were threatened by the appearance of

extremists related to the Druzes [q v
]
A pretender,

al-Sikkln, together with his associate al-'Ani, gave

himself out as the returned Caliph al-Hakim, but
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was promptly unmasked (Idris, vi 296) Al-

Mu^aiyad, who came to Cairo m 439 and won
the goodwill of Mustansii, was entrusted with the

leadership of the religious mission as Da^t 7 Du^at
(it should be remarked, however, that al YSzurl

during his waziiate also held the title of d^t
'l-du^at^ cf Ibn al-Sairafi, p 40) In the reopened
seminary in Cairo, where the du^ai of the various

countries received instruction, he gave his lectures

and gathered into his hands the strings of the

whole d<dwa He appears to have exercised a

special influence over the development of the

dd^wa in the Yaman, as the future Yamanite ddt
Lamak b Malik was numbered amongst his pupils

From Persia the newly-converted Isma'ili Nasir-i

Khusraw [q v
]

c ime to Egypt, to find his master

in him At the same time al-Mu^aiyad seems also

to have played an impoitant political role In his

autobiography he quotes numerous letters which

he wrote to al BasSsiri and other generals of the

Fatimids in Syria and Mesopotamia In particular

it was at his instigation that the khutba for the

hatimids was introduced into the prayer at Baghdad
in 450 (cf Ibn Muyassar, p 8,1, 10,6-7)
his poems he eulogizes the Imam al-Mustansir in

a similar manner to Nasir i Khusraw Other IsmaSli

authors of this period weie the poet Hasan b

Mahbub, the ddt Ahmad b Ibrahim al Nisaburi,

and the author of the Kttab al Madjalis al-

Mustansviya (lectures in which the imamate of

al Mustansir is demonstrated with the aid of the

IsmaSli tdwtl\ which are ascribed by the Fatimid

tradition to Badr al-Djaraali — For the Fatimid pro-

paganda in Transoxania see also Barthold, Turke
stan^^ G M S

^ Xt 304—305
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MUSTA'RIB(A) (a), “a i a b i c i s e d”, the

name of one of the groups into which the Arab
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genealogists divide the population of Arabia The
first is the '‘arab ^artba^ the original Arabs of pure
stock, they numbeied nine (some say seven) tribes

which are regarded as the descendants of Aram
b Sam b Ndh [q v

]
and the first settlers m

Arabia ‘Ad, Xhamud, Umaiyim, ‘Abil, Tasm,
Djadls, ‘Imlik, ]3jurhum and Wab5r These are

extinct except for a few remnants incorporated in

other tribes The second group comprises the

mutdrriba [q v
] who are not pure blooded

Arabs Ihey aie regarded as descendants of Kahtan
(the Yoktan of the list of nations in Gen x 25
sq

)
and live in southern Arabia The third group

is called musta^riba
^

this name is also applied to

tribes who were not originally Arabs, they trace their

descent from Ma‘add b ‘Adnan, a descendant of

Isma‘il [q V
]

All the north Arabian tribes are

included among the mu^tdiiba^ so that the Banu
Kuraish to which Muhammad belonged is one of

them, his genealogy is in this way traced back
to Abraham and he thus thought he could prove
his connection with the Biblical prophets The
old term mustdrtba^ for tribes not originally of

Arab descent, obtained a new meaning after the

conquest of Spain It was applied to the Christian

Spaniards who adopted Islam
,
the word mustdrtba

was corrupted to Mozaiab [q v
]
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al MUSTARSHID bi ’llAh, AbU MansUr al-

Fadi, ‘Abbasid caliph, born m 486 (1093—
1094), son of al-Mustazhii and a slave girl Al-

Mustarsliid, who was proclaimed his father’s suc-

cessor after the latter’s death on 16^^ Rabi‘ II

512 (Aug 6, 1 1 18), was the first caliph since the

occupation of Baghdad by the Buyids who was
not content with spiritual supremacy but also

endeavoured to revive the caliph’s authority in

temporal matters The Saldjuk sultan had died

before al Mustazhir (Dhu ’1-Hidjdja = April

n 1 8) and his son Mahmud [q v
]
was appointed his

successor His uncle bandjar and his brother Mas‘ud

both rebelled against the new sultan and the tur-

bulent Mazyadi Dubais b badaka [q v
]

was

raising tumble in the ‘Irak and had also quarrelled

with the caliph Ihe lattei defeated him in 517

(1123) and after al-Mustaishid had repelled a legular

attack on the capital he was able to adopt a more

independent attitude to the Saldjuks But as his

increasing power aroused the misgivings of the

governor of Baghdad, the latter in Radjab 520

(July-Aug 1126) went to bultan Mahmud and

asked him to put a limit to the caliph’s powers

Mahmud agreed and attacked the capital while

al-Mustarshid sent an army against Wasit in order

to seize this town The attempt failed however,

towards the end of the year MahmUd entered

Baghdad and al Mustarshid could not hold out

indefinitely but had to make peace, whereupon the

sultan appointed ‘Imad al-Din Zangi governor of

Baghdad and all the Tiak But in Djumada II 52

1

(July 1127) the latter was given the governorship

of al-Mawsil and after Mahmud’s death (525 =
1131) the succession was again disputed In 526
Dubais and Zangi undeitook a campaign against

Baghdad but were defeated by the caliph at the
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end of Rad^ab (June 1132) and in the same year

Mas'^Gd [q V
]
had to give him complete control of

Baghdad and the surrounding country After some

time he attacked the sultan but was taken pusoner

in Ramadan 529 (Jan 1135) and murdered in Dhu
’

1-Ka'da of the same year (Aug 1135) [cf the art

DUBAIS B §ADAKA]
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MUSTASijAR (a), councillor, Turkish
pronunciation meaning “general secretary

to a ministry” or “under secretary of state” The
word which means literally “one who is consulted”

comes from the same root as mudilr [q v
]
which

properly means “he who gives advice” Sami Bey
regards the word musieshar as a synonym of the

old Turkish inal — The office was called mustesharl

or more simply musteMrllk
Like the title mushv

^
that of musteshaf was

created by Mahmud II There weie at first two
ffiuste^Far in the giand-vizierate, one for foreign

and the other for home affairs The latter was
later replaced by a Ministei of the Interior who
had in his turn a musteshaf Ihe number of

musteshar gradually increased but some less im
portant departments had mu^awtn “assistant, de

puty” (m 1296 for example there were mu^awinxn
the finance and police departments) The office has

been retained under the present republic and each

ministry or wek^alet\iz.s its musteslmr^ that of national

defence has three (for army, navy and air force)

The chief judge of Istanbul used to have a

musteitar According to Lutfl Efendi, the post of

musteshar of the Navy was created in 1253 (v
,

p 91) and that of musteshar of the sadreyn or

of the two kaza*ker in 1262 (viii
, p 127) On

the honorary grades of musteskar cf the same
author, vi

, p 66, cf also p 103, line 8 from below

Musteshar is also the name given to the “coun-

cillors” of Turkish or foreign embassies or legations

The title of mustasRar awwal borne by the am-
bassador himself, sent by the SultSn of Morocco
to Stambul in 1197, is inexplicable to us (cf IJjewdet

Pasha, edition 1309, 11
, p 251, cf Recuetl de

Memoires Orientaux de VEc des Langues Orten-

tales a Paris^ P 6)

As to the term musjmwir^ a synonym of the

preceding and from the same root, it is applied

to technical advisers, whether foreigners or not,

hukuk mu^awtri “legal adviser”

Bibliography Cf the various Ottoman ca-

lendars The historians Ahmed Ejewdet and Lutfl,

following their predecessors, give no details of

the administrative organisation (J Deny)
al-MUSTA^$IM Br ALLAH, AbU Ahmad*Abd

Allah b al-Mustansir, the last 'Abbasid
caliph of Baghdad, bom in 609 (1212/3) After

the death of his father in Ejumada 1 or II 640
(Nov /Dec 1242) he was raised to the caliph’s

thione but he had neither the talent nor the

strength to avert the catastrophe thieatening from

the Mongols, he allowed himself to be guided

by bad councillors who were not agreed among
themselves but working against one another In

683 (1255/6) the Mongol Khan Hulagu [q v
]

demanded that the Muslim lulers should make
wai on the Isma'iiis Ihe caliph did not trouble

about this and in Rabf I 655 (March/April 1257)

a Mongol embassy came to Baghdad and demanded

that alMustaSim should raze the defences of the

city and appear in person before Hulagu foi

further negotiations or send a deputy As the

caliph refused to meet these demands, HGlagU

threatened him with war After another message

m which al-MustaSim tried to intimidate Hulagu,

the latter set out against the ancient city of the

caliphs On the way he met another embassy,

offering him an annual tiibute but this effort to

appease the cruel foe was useless and by Muhar-

ram 656 (Jan 1258) the Mongols were at the

gates of Baghdad Preparations for the siege ad-

vanced rapidly and after all attempts to resume

negotiations had failed against the relentless Hu-

Hgii, al-Musta^^sim had to sui render on 4^^ Safar

Feb) and the city was sacked len days

Hter Hulagu had the caliph with some of his

relations put to death [cf the art Baghdad]
Bibliography Ibn alTiktaka, al-Iakhrt

(ed Derenbourg), p 448—458, Muhammad b

Shakir, Fawat al-Wafayat^ 1 237—239, Ibn

KJialdun, al^lbar^ 111 536 sqq
,
Rashid al Dm

(ed Quatiemere), 1 228 sqq
,
Hamd Allah Mu-

stawfi-i Kazwini, Ta^rlUi-t Guzida (ed Biowne),

1 371-373, Weil, Gesch d Chalifen^ in 470-

478, Le Strange, Baghdad during the Abbastd

Caliphate^ see index, A Muller, Der Islam^ 1

640, 11 228 sqq
,

Muir, The Caliphate^ new
ed

, p 590 sqq (K V ZbTlERSlfEN)

MUSTAWFl, an official in chaigc of

goveinment accounts Under the 'luikish

systems, e g under the Ghaznawids and Saldjuks,

the title was borne by a functionary of high rank

who was at the head of the dtwdn concerned

with keeping the tally of public income and ex-

penditure Under the NizSm al Mulk the office of

the mustawfi was second only to that of the

vizier (Bundarl, ed Houtsma, p 100) and appears

to have coi responded to the diwan al-zwidm or

dhvan al azimma^ the “Bureau of (Financial) Con-

trol” of the ‘Abbasids (Tabari, in 522), although

the SaldjQks also had a diwan of this name tenable

by the mustawfi himself (BundSri, p 58) The
qualities requisite in him were such as to fit him
for the vizierate itself (ibid

^ p 96), and indeed

there were duties which were common to the two

offices so that the same man could act as the

ntPib in both (ibid
^ p 129, last line) The vizierate

might be refused by a powerful mustawfi holding

all the reins of government in his hands and
reluctant to expose himself to the dangers inherent

in the nominally more exalted office (tbtd
^ p 136,

14 1 ) But no officer was safe from a capricious

or greedy monarch and the mustawfi Safi al-Din

suffered death and the confiscation of a large

part of his property at the hands of SultSn Mas'Qd

(tbtd
^ p 17 1 )

It IS probable that the actual title

of the State mustawfi was mustawfi U-mamlaka
or something similar (ibid

^ p 31), the ordinary

mustawfi, or accountant, holding a subordinate

position (tbid
^ p 31, 3)
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Under the Mongols the title was given to the

superintendents of provincial finances (e g Hamd
Allah Mustawfi and his great grandfather

, cf E G
Browne, Lit Hist of Persia^ iii 87), and under
the TimUnds, Safawids and KSjJjSrs, the mustawfi
H~mamaltk filled the office of a secretary of state

in charge of the public treasury accounts while

the ordinary mustawfi was one of the lesser offi-

ceis of the court (R du Mans, Estat dt la Perse

en 1660^ cd Scheffer, Pans 1890, p 26, sq
^

A Olearius, Voyages and Travels^ I ondon 1669,

p 274, Sir J Malcolm, History of Persia^ Lon-
don 1815, 11 437, R G Watson, History of
Persia^ London i866, p 16 j^) Mustawfi 'Lma-

maltk might however, under the latest Kadjars,

be a title peisonal to a particiilai individual, who
might be the Minister of the Interior (as in 1890)
or even Prime Minister (as in 1910)

In Egypt, under the Fatimids and Mamluks,
the mustawfi might be the head of a diwan (as

of the diwan al~^at^) or hold a less exalted,

but still important, position as financial controller

in such matters as the iktH^at^ or military fiefs

(cf MaVrizI, Khttat^ Balak 1270, 11 193, middle

and p 227, under nazr at djatsji) The ordinary

mustawfi was a minor official of the status of a

cleik employed under a Mdd^ or overseer, in

land-surveys or crop estimation or else in a govern

ment office such as the depot of the government
gram monopoly {op at

,
ed Wiet, 11

,
ch 32,

p 23-25)
Bibliography In addition to works cited

in the article, see Quatrem^ie, Hist des Sultans

mamlouks de Makrizi^ i/i
, p 202 sq

,
Mirza Mu-

hammad Kazwini, Mukaddama to j^uwaini, Ted-

rikht Dtahan-gusha (in GMS\ l/xi (L>)

(R I evy)

MUSTAWFI [see Hamd Attah]
al-MUSTAZHIR BI »LLAH, Abu ’l-'Abbas

Ahmad b ai-MuktauI, 'Abbasid caliph After

the death of his father in Muhaiiam 487 (Feb 1094)
the young al-Mustazhir succeeded him, about this

time the power of the Saldjuks was beginning to be

weakened by internal dissensions [cf barkiyarUk]
The Assassins, who had already appeared on the

scene in al Mu^tadl’s reign, were able to take ad-

vantage of the situation and fighting this dangeious

sect soon became one of the most important tasks of

the sultans and caliphs The Crusades also began at

this time In Sha^ban 492 (July 1099) Jerusalem

was taken and in the following years numerous
fugitives reached Baghdad who urged Sultan Mu-
hammad to take part in the stiuggle He there-

fore sent an army under the emli Mawdud against

the Crusaders m 505 (1111/12) Al Musta/hir, who
IS hardly ever mentioned in the political history

of this period, died on 16 Rabl*^ II 512 (Aug 6,

1 1 18) at the age of 41

Bibliography Ibn al-Athlr(ed Tornberg),

X 154 sqq
,
Ibn al-TiktakE, al-Fahhri (ed De-

renbourg), p 403—406, Ibn Khaldun, al'^Ibar^

111 480 sqq
,
Hamd Allah Mustawfi 1 KazwInI,

Tcdrlkhrt Guzida (ed Browne), i 360 sq
,
Weil,

Gesch d Chalifen^ 111 138 sq
y

Muir, The

Caliphate^ its Rise^ Decline^ and Fall^ new ed
,

p 582 sq
,
Houtsma, Rfcueil de textes relatifs

h Vhistoire des Seldjouades^ 11 83, 95, 119,
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Le Strange, Baghdad during the

Abbasid Caliphate^ see index

(K V Zetterst£en)

MUSULMAN [See Muslim
]

MU’TA, a t own in the centre of a fer-

tile plain in the land east of Jordan,
east of the southern end of the Dead Sea, about

two hours’ journey south of Kerak, celebrated for

the defeat of the Muslims there in l^jumada I

of the year 8 According to the Arabic account, the

reason why Muhammad sent 3,000 men to this

region was that an envoy whom he had sent to the

king (presumably the imperial commandant) of Bosra

had been murdered by a Ghassanid, but the real

reason seems to have been that he wished to bring

the (Christian or pagan) Arabs living there under his

control If the story is correct that he chose three

leaders for the expedition, Zaid b H5ritlia [q v
]

and if he fell his cousin DjaTar b Abl Talib

[q V
]
and if he also fell the poet 'Abd Allah b

Rawaha [q v ], he must have fully recognised the

hazardous nature of the enterprise, but the tendency

of the stories to describe the dangers of the ex-

pedition and the overwhelming nature of the op-

posing force as very great in order to put the

unfortunate lesult of the battle in a better light

IS quite evident In Hassan b Thabit (xxi
,

cf

cxiviii ) we are only told that the three leaders

above mentioned fell in succession When the

Muslims ai rived m Ma^^an in eastern Edom, they

learned that no less than 100,000 Byzantine soldiers

and Beduins — a much exaggerated figure which

Ibn Hisham doubles — had assembled in Ma^ab

Musil (Arabia Pettaea^ 1 29) locates this Ma^ab,

which according to Tabari, 1 2108, was not a

town but a camp (fuUat\ at Ladjdjun, a place

near a spring with tiaces of an old Roman camp
But Abu ’1-Fida^ identifies it with al Rabba which

he describes as a village on the site of the former

capital of the district, 1 e Rabbot Moab or Areo-

polis (P Thomsen, Loca Sancta^ p 25, Brunnow,

M N D P K, 1895, P 70 photographs,

Musil, op at
^ p 370 sqq

^ 381) According to

the Arab story, it was the emperor Heraclius him
self who assembled this great army in Ma^ab, which

IS of course not true When the Muslims heard

this, we are told, they lost courage and wanted

to wait until the Prophet could send them rein-

forcements but “^Abd Allah b RawSha was able

to fill them with such enthusiasm for a possible

martyr’s death that they marched on the impeiial

army According to Ibn Hisham, the latter met

them at a village belonging to Balka^ called

Mashfinf, but this must be a misunderstanding as

this term means the Syrian fortresses on the edge

of the desert At the sight of the great force of

the enemy, they withdrew to the south but fighting

began at the village of Mu^ta and they were routed

When the three leaders named by Muhammad had

fallen in the order indicated, they wanted Thabit

b Aikan to take command but he gave it to

Khalid b al Walid who succeeded in saving the

rest of the force, this was the fiist occasion on which

his militaiy talents benefitted the Muslims
,
how

he did it, we do not know as the stratagem related

by Wal^idi, p 312 is not to be taken seriously

Besides the Muslim account, we have a Byzantine

one, the earliest in the history of the Prophet,

by the histoiian Theophanes, whose version bears

the stamp of veracity According to him Muham-
mad sent four chiefs to the land east of Jordan

against the Christian Arabs there They went to

a village named Mucheon, which de Goeje, Me-
moire sur la conquete de la Syne p 6 sqq

,
takes
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to be a copyist’s error for Ma%, while Musil,

op at
^ p 153, identifies it with IGjirbet al Mahna

which lies in a broad depression, in order to fall

upon the Arabs on a feastday (vifiipot

ttVT&y^ which seems to indicate a heathen

rather than a Christian population) but the vtcartus

Theodoros there learned of their plans and rapidly

collecting the garrisons of the fortresses, fell upon
the Muslims at Mu^ta and defeated them Three

of the leaders and most of the force were killed

and Chaledos who was called the “sword of God”,
alone succeeded in escaping Ihe tombs of the

martyrs who fell there used to be pointed out at

Mu’ta, where a mausoleum was built over them
B tbltogi ap hy Ibn Hisham, ed Wusten-

feld, p 791 sqq
,
Tabari, ed de Goeje, i 1610

sqq
,

WaVidi, transl Wellhausen
,

Ibn Sa'd,

ed Sachau, ii/i 92 sqq
^

cf lll/ii 82, 14, iv

22 sqq
,

Caetani, Annalt delV Islam^ 11 80

—

88, Mas^udi, B G viii 327, Theophanes,
ed de Boor, 1 335, Lammens, Le Bercemi de

Vlslam^ p 176, Ya'^kubl, B G A, vii 326,
MukaddasI, B G A

,
\\i 178, Yakut, Mu^^am^

ed Wilstenfeld,iv 677, Abu

’

1-Fida’, ed Remaud
and de Slane, p 247, Musil, Arabia Peipcea^

i 152, Piobst, Die geogr Verhdltmsse Syrtens

u Palasttnas nach Wilhelm v Tyrus {Das
Land der Bibel\ 1927, i 73 (Fr Buhl)
MUrA (A ), temporary marriage (ac-

cording to the Arab lexicographers “marriage
of pleasure”), a marriage which is contracted

for a fixed period on rewarding the woman
I Before Islam According to Ammianus

Marcellinus, xiv 4, 4, temporary marriage was in

use among the Arabs already in the fourth century

A D
,
but this can hardly be a reference to mut^a

as the woman brings a hnce and tent to the man
and can leave him if she likes after the period

has elapsed It is also doubtful if there is a distinct

mu^ta character in the marriage of Hasbim with

Salma bint ^Amr, whom he married during a tern

porary stay in Yathnb and left with her family there

after the birth of her child (Caetani, i iii, §92)
From the passage A ghdni^ xvi 63 {pnatti^unt biha

H-latla) as well as from Muslim traditions it may
be concluded that mut'a was known in the Dj5-

hillya If we remember that the same kind of

temporary marriage as the mut^a was known in

Erythraea (Conti Rossini, Princtpi d% diritto con-

sueiudinarto^ Rome 1916, p 189, 249) it seems

to me certain that mut^^a is an old Aiabian insti-

tution (Temporary marriage is also found among
other peoples cf Wilken, p 21 sq

^
Westermarck,

History of Human Marriage

^

London 1 02 5, in

267 sq
,

cf also the eiypa(poi; in Egypt, to

which Griffini, p 327 calls attention, in a demotic

document there is a reference to such a marriage

for five months cf Mitteis-Wilcken, Grundzuge
der Papyruskunde^ ii/i

, p 203 sqq
)

II In the Kurban there is undoubtedly a

reference to this form of marriage in the Medina
sura IV 28, although the orthodox explanation of

this passage as early as the first century refers

It to the ordinary nikdh^ after giving a list of the

classes of women with whom marriage is forbidden,

it goes on “And further you are permitted to

seek out wives with your wealth, in modest con-

duct but not in fornication, but give them their

reward {u^ur) for what you have enjoyed of them
{istamta^tum) in keeping with your promise” After

tstamtftum^ Ubai^ b Ka'^b and Ibn 'Abbas read the

words tla adjal^**^ musamm^*^ “for a definite peuod”
(Tabari, Tafsir^ v 9), a reading which naturally

has not found its way into Sunni circles but is

often added in Shfa books

III The traditions are contradictory on the

question of mut'a According to some, it was in

use in the time of the Prophet and he was even

said to have practised it {mattePaha Tabari, An
nales^ 1 1775, 1776, cf Caetani, 11 478, N® 17

and 19) In return for a robe or a handful of

dates one could take in unmarried woman {uyydm)

for a period of cohabitation (Muslim, tr 13,

17, Tayalisl, N® 1637) Especially when a man
came to a strange town he could marry a woman
theie for the period of his stay so that she could

look after him (Tiimidhi, Ntkah^ bab 28)

On the othei hand, according to one tradition

related by 'Ali, it was foi bidden by the Piophet

on the day (or in the year) of Khaibar (Bukhari,

MagkdzJ^ bab 38, Dhabdhh^ bab 28, Ntkdh^ bab 31,

Muslim, Nikdh^ tr 31—34, Nasa% Nikah^ bab 71

[“on the day of Hunam” must here be a mistake

for I^aibar], SVi/r/, bab 31, Ibn Madja, Ntkdh^

bab 44, Tirmidhi, Ntkdh^ bab 28, Aftma^ bab 6,

Malik, Nikdh^ ti 41, Ahmad b Hanbal, i 79,

103, 142, TayalisT, N® in, Zaid, MadjmiP^
NO 718)

According to other traditions, he is said to have

permitted it foi a short time on paiticular occasions

In this connection we have a group of traditions

which goes back to Sabra b Ma'bad, the various

accounts of this, some long, some short, which

supplement one another are in part given without

date (Muslim, Nikdh^ tr 20, 26, Nasa’i, Ntkah^

bab 71, Abu Dawud, Ntkdh^ bab 13, Ahmad b

Hanbal, 111 404), in part refeired to the conquest

of Mecca (Muslim, Ntkdh^ tr 21, 24, 25, 27, 28,

Darimi, Ntkdh^ bab 16, Ahmad b Hanbal, iii

404, 405), and in part to the farewell pilgrimage

(Ibn Madja, bab44, Darimi, bab 16,

I

Abu Dawud, Nikdh^ bab 13, Ahmad b Hanbal,

ill 404 sq
)

Their substance is as follows Ihe

Prophet permitted mut'a, Sabra therefore went

with a companion to a woman and each offeied

her his cloak She chose the younger with the

shabbier cloak and slept thiee nights with him,
thereupon the Prophet forbade it According to

the stories associated with the farewell pilgrimage,

the woman wished mut'a only for a fixed period

so that ten days or nights was agieed upon, but

the Prophet forbade it after the first night, saying

“Whoever of you has mariied a woman for a

period, shall give her what he promised and ask

nothing of it back and he shall separate from

her, foi God has forbidden this up to the day

of resurrection” (Tor the conclusion cf also the

fragments of this in Muslim, Ntkdh^ tr 23, 30)
According to a second group of tiaditions, which

goes back to ^ ‘^Abd Allah and Salama
b al-Akwa'^, the Prophet peimitted muFa for three

days on a campaign (Bukhari, Ntkdh^ bab 71,
Muslim, Nikah^ tr 14, 15, Ahmad b Hanbal,
IV 47 > 51? according to Muslim, Nikdh^ tr 19
and Ahmad b Hanbal, iv 55, this was in the

year of Awtas, 1 e shortly after the capture of

Mecca) In Bukhaii we have at the end “ 1 he

partnership of the two parties lasted three nights,

and if they agreed to extend it they did so, and
if they wished to separate, they did so” A pro-

hibition is given only in two versions in this

group
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According to other traditions, mut'a was first

forbidden by the caliph 'Omar at the end of his

caliphate (Muslim, Nikah^ tr i6— 18, Ahmad b
Hanbal, 111 304, 380 and iii 325, 356, 363, where
there is a leference to the two kinds of mut'a,

1 e tamattu^ on the pilgrimage and inut^at al-

msa^) 'Omar threatened the punishment of stoning

so that he regarded mut'a as fornication (Ibn

Madja, Ntkah^ bSb 44, Malik, Ntkahy tr 42,
TaySlisI, N® 1792) Cf the angry exclamation of

Ibn 'Omar when he was asked about mut'a “By
Allah, we were not immodest in the time of the

Prophet of Allah nor fornicators” (Ahmad b
Hanbal, 11 95, 104)
What then is at the bottom of these contra-

dictoiy traditions ? While Wellhausen regards mut'a

as simply prostitution and not an old Arabian

custom, Caetani points out that the traditions agree

in connecting mut'a with an entrance of the Prophet

into Mecca and sometimes even with the had^^
and that a three days’ duration is a feature of

the mut'a, taking account of othei considerations,

he concludes that mut'a in the pagan period was
religious prostitution on the occasion of the Meccan
festival However tempting this explanation may
be, there is a complete lack of evidence for any

religious prostitution in Mecca With Wilken
and Robertson Smith, we must rather regard mut'a

as the survival into Islam of an old Arabian

custom The Piophet gives this custom sanction

in the Kurban and also practised it himself The
tiaditions, if examined carefully, only mention two
cases of piohibition by the Prophet lyiaibar and

Mecca As both these are later than the above

Kur’anic passage (years 3— 5, according to Noldeke-

Schwally, 1 198) this prohibition would be quite

possible But since on the other hand the caliph

'Omar prohibited mut'a, which there is no reason

to doubt, we might regard the tradition of pio

hibition as representing later views, which, as is

often the case, are put back to the time of the

Prophet

IV Attitude of the fukaha^ 'Ibn Abbas
(d 68) was an aident champion of mut'a (Bukhaii,

Ntkah^ bab 31, Muslim, Ntkdh^ tr 18, Tayalisi,

NO 1792, RazI, Mafatth al Ghatb, Cano 1324,

III 195) In Mecca and the Yaman, according to

Ibn Rushd {Btdaya^ Cairo 1339, n 54), he also

had followers, but before his death he is said to

have been converted to the opposite view (Tirmidhi,

Ntkdh^ bab 28 ,
Razi, loc at ) In later times,

people still spoke deiisively of a marriage by

a fetwa of Ibn 'Abbas In the second half of

the first century in Mecca, fetwas were still given

permitting mut'a (Muslim, Ntkah^ tr 29) The
Kur’Sn commentators Mudj^hid (d 100), Sa'id b

Bjubair (d 95), and al-Suddi (d 127) also referred

the above verse of the Kurban to mut'a Suddi

says that it is a marriage for a fixed period and

that it should be concluded with the permission

of the wall and with two witnesses, that after

the expiry of this period the man has no longer

any claim on the woman and that the two parties

cannot inherit from one another (Tabari, Tafstr^

v 8) With the second century, the contrary view

begins to predominate, although individuals like

'Amr b DinSr (d 126), Ibn Djuraidj (d 150)

and the Zaidl sect of the DjarUdlya permit mut'a

(Ibn Rushd, loc at ,
van Arendonk, Opkomst etc

,

Leyden 1919, p 72, note 9), al-lhawri (d 161),

Ibn al-MubSrak (d 181) (Tirmidhi, bab 28)

and all the Sunni schools of law as well as the

Zaidls (al-N5tik bi
’

1-Hakk, Tahrtr^ Berlin MS
,

Glaser 74, fol 53h) consider mut'a forbidden Its

lecogmtion was now limited to the Shi'a And if

the caliph Ma^mun tried to intioduce mut'a again,

this was certainly due to his Shi'l tendencies (Ibn

Khallikan, Wafayat^ ii 218)
At the same time, we still have in the second

century the opinions of a period of transition

According to Zufar (d 158), the matriage concluded

under the form of mut'a was valid as a marriage

but its limitation in time was invalid (Sarakhsi,

Mabsut^ V 153, cf also BukhSri, Htyal^ b5b 4)
According to al-Hasan b Ziyad al I u^lu^I (d 204),
the mut'a was valid if the partners could not sur-

vive the time fixed, e g 100 years or more (Sarakhsi,

loc at
)

But in spite of their refusal to recognise mut'a,

the Sunnis made concessions by which mut'a gained

a footing in another form It became the practice

not to insert a definite period in the contract,

any agreement made outside the contract was not

affected by the law Al-ShSfi'i {Umm^ v 71) for

example, declared a marriage valid when it was
concluded with the unuttered resolution {fttyd) to

observe it only foi the period of stay in a place

or foi a few days only, so long as this was not

expressly stipulated in the contract Similarly if

agreement to this effect {tnurawada') had been

previously made and even if made on oath, but

he desciibes such an agreement as makruh There

are also traces in later literatuie of a decision by
Malik by which he peimitted mut'a (Sarakhsi, v

152, Bada^iini, Miintakhab aUTawartkh^ ed Lees,

ii 208 sqq )
although only the contrary is recorded

in the MiiwattcP and Mudawwana (iv 46)
A good exposition of the two opposite points

of view IS given from the Sunni side by KasSni

(d 587), Bada^t^ al-San^t^^ Cairo 1327, 11 272

—

274 and in Razi, op at
^

111 193— 198 and from

the Shl'i side by 'Ahm al Huda al-Murtada, In^

tisar^ Teheran 1315, p 60— 65 The Sunnis refer

the verse above mentioned from the Kurban to

regular marriage and declare the adjr to be mahr^

while the Shi'is base their view on this verse and

consider the traditions of prohibition not to be

abrogatory and do not consider 'Omar authoiitative

foi a prohibition The Imamis even go so far as

to say “The believer is only perfect when he has

experienced a mut'a” (al Huir al-'Amili, v 69, 2)

V The teachings of the Imamis
I Form Mut'a is an irrevocable (/5s/z«) contract

which, like every contract, comes into existence

through kabul and l^ab It may be concluded

with the words nikah^ tazivi^ or tamattu^^ but

must always contain a precise statement of the

period (adjal) and a definite recompense {ad;r or

mahr) This lecompense may be the dowiy usual

in other marriages or a handful of corn, a dirham

or such like The period may vary from a day

to months or even years Witnesses are not neces-

sary, noi need it be concluded before the kadf,

if the partners are capable of using the formulae

correctly If the mahr is not given, the contract

is invalid If the period is not given, according

to some it is a regular marriage if the word tamattu^

was not used at the end of the ceremony, in the

latter case the contract is again invalid

2 The two partners must naturally fulfil

the usual conditions for the conclusion of an
agreement The woman must further be unmarried
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and chaste i^aftfa) and if possible ought to know
about mut^a, i e be a and can only contract

a temporary marriage with a Muslim According

to Ibn Babuye (d 381) and al-Mufid (d 413),
mut^a with an unbeliever is forbidden, even with

a member of the possessors of a scripture (kttabtva\

The nawastb (extreme KhSndjIs) are included

among the unbelievers According to most ImSmis

(and TusI also) however, mut'a with a Christian

01 Jewish woman is permitted but maktuh with

a ma^usiya Mut'a with a slave girl is only ad

muted with the consent of her master Usually

the woman contracts the marriage without a wah^
only a virgin ibtkr\ according to some, requires

her father s consent (Abu ’1-Salah, d 82 ,
Ibn

Babuye, d 381, Ibn al-Barradj, d 481 ,
cf

Hilli, 111 92) The man may in this way take

other wives in addition to his four legal wives,

especially on journeys He must not, however,

take two sisters at the same time, not even during

the "^tJda

3 The mut'a ends on the expiry of the period

agreed upon It cannot be prolonged by anange-
ment between the two parties, a new temporary

marriage with a new mahr must rathei be con-

tracted at the end of the period Divorce is im-

possible, according to some, however, and

phar are permitted

4 There is no obligation on the man to provide

food and home for the woman The two partners

cannot inherit from one another, but according

to some, inheritance may be piovided for in the

contract The ’^tdda after the expiry of the mut'a

IS two periods or 45 days, 1 e the ^idda of a

slave-girl There is, however, disagreement whether

on the man’s death the peiiod of waiting is the

usual one for a wife or that for a slave Ihe
children go with the father

VI Modern practice Although these Shl^

views have a certain amount of moral support,

the mut'^a in many cases can only be described

as legalised prostitution It is true that m Persia
such marriages aie made for very long periods,

e g 99 years, but the Persian, when on a journey,

temporarily marries in any place where he is

stopping for some time and in the towns and
caravanserais mollahs and other brokers offei a

wife to each new arrival To make this business
|

more profitable, the ^tdda peiiod is evaded by
concluding a second temporary mairnge with the

same man after the expiry of the first, for in the

case of such a marriage the ^tdda is not necessary

This marriage and a woman of this kind is called

m Persia si^he (lit “form” 1 e of the contract)
I

Cf Olearius [1637], Muscoivit u pers Reyse,

Schlesswig 1656, p 609, Chardin [1673], Voyages^

Pans 1811, 11 222—223, 225— 227, Polak, Per-

sten^ Leipzig 1865, i 207 ,
E G Browne, A

year amongst the Persians^ Cambridge 1927, p 505
sq

,
H Norden, Persien^ I eipzig 1929, p 148,

167, and the romance of the traveller James
Morier, The adventures of Hajjt Baba of Ispahan^

1824, part 111
,
chap 6—

8

The constantly quoted story (first in Wilken,

p 19) of Alex Hamilton {A new account of the

East Indies^ Edinburgh 1727, 1 51) that at the

beginning of the xviiith century temporary marriages

were publicly negotiated m Sounan (= San^a^)

in South Arabia and concluded before the kadi,

is a very improbable one, for Hamilton knew only

the coast-towns from his own observation and wrote

his account of his travels later from memory He
seems to be confusing them with conditions in

Persian towns, and he makes mistakes on other

matters

In Mecca, in modern as well as ancient times

(for the middle ages cf Ltsan al-Arab wa muPat
al tazwt^ bt-Makka minhu)^ temporary marriages

were concluded among the Sunnis but nothing is

said of this in the marriage contract 01 this w'ould

make it invalid, everything necessary is arranged

previously by word of mouth On the conclusion

of the contract, the man utters the {alak formula

with a time limit Such agreements aie as a lule

kept (Snouck Hurgionje, Melka^ 11 156, do,
Verspr Geschriften^ vi 150) Ihe same artifice is

used in such cases as ^afi'^i indicated long ago

(cf above)

Bibliography Early History G A Wilken,

Mairtarchat^ Leipzig i884,p 9—25, W Robert

son Smith, Kinship and Mairiage^ london

1903, p 82 sqq
,
Wellhausen, Die Ehe bet den

Arabern^ in N G W Gott
^ 1893, p 464 sq

,

Caetani, Annalt^ Milan 1910, 111 894—903,
Griffini in Zaid, Corpus luitSy Milan, 1919

p 324—332 — In addition to the usual works
on F'lkh and tradition al-MufId (d 413 =
1022), Muhni^Oy rabiiz 1274, p 77 sqq

,
com-

mentary thereon lusi (d 459=1067), Tah-
dhtb al AhkUm^ Teheran 1318, 11 183 sqq

,
al-

Muhakkik (d 676=1277— 1278), Shardi^t^ al-

Islam^ transl Querry as Droit musulman^ Pans

1871, 1 689 sqq
,

Ibn al-Mutahhar al Hilli

(d 726 = 1326), Mukhtalaf al Shfa ft Ahkdm
al-^art^a, Teheran 1323— 1324, iv 8— 14,
al-Hurr al-^^Amili (d 1099 = 1688), IVasa'ti

al-^d^a^ leheran 1288, v 68—76, 'All b
Muhammad 'Ali al-Tabataba^i (written in x 192 =
1778), Rtyad al-MasWil^ Teheran 1267, 11

133— 141 — Toinauw, Moslem Recht^ Leipzig

1855, p 80, P Kitabgi Khan, Droit musulman
schyite Le manage et le divorce^ liaiisanne 1904,

P 79 W '> ^ ^ Wilson, Anglo Muhammadan
Law^ London 1912, p 452—458, Juynboll,

Handletdtng^latydtn 1925^ p 193^^ )
Goldziher,

Vorlesungen^ Heidelberg 1910, p 238
(Hfi gening)

AT MUTA'ALI [See Allah, II
]

MUTA'ARRIB(A) (a ) “arabicised”, the terra
applied to the descendants of Kahtan
(the Biblical Yaktan) who were regarded by the

genealogists as “having become Arabs” m contrast

to the supposed native “pure” Aiab tribes like

'Ad, ITiamud, etc They settled in South Arabia
and adopted Arabic fiom the “pure” Arabs The
latter had learned it through I^urhum, the only

man who spoke Arabic in Noah’s ark (all the rest

spoke Syriac), and his son-in law Aram b S5m
b Niih was the ancestor of the 'Ad and ITiamud
etc From South Arabia, their mam centre, tribes

of the Banu Kahtan migrated to the north, so

that there are in Northern Arabia also tribes whose
genealogies make them belong to the Banii KahtSn
[cf the article musta'rib(a) where the literature

is given] (Ilse Lichtenstadter)
MUTADARIK, name of the sixteenth

metre in Arabic prosody, added to al Khalil

b Ahmad’s list by al-Aldifash al-Awsat [q v
]

It

is also called mukhtara^^ muhdath^ khabab^ fhaktk^

muntasik^ darb al-khatf rakd al-khatf \awt al-

nakus It does not seem to have been used by
the poets before Isl5m or of the first century a h.
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It has four feet to the hemistich and two ^arud 1

and four darb

Fa^tlun faSlun fd'thm fahlun
fdtlun fahlun fdtlun fa^tlun

Fa^tlu?t fZ^tlun fdtlun
fcFilun f(Ftlun fa^ilatun

Fa^tlun fa^tlun fdtlun

f(Ftlun fdtlun fa^tlan

Fd^ilun fc^tlun fd'tlun

fdilun fdthin fa^tlun

change to fdtlun {fa^lun =) fi'lun

(Moh Ben Chfneb)
Ai-MU'TApiD BI »LLAH, Abu ’l 'Abbas Ah-

MAD B Ialha, 'Abbasid caliph, son of al-

Muwaffak, co regent with the caliph al-Mu'tamid

[q V ],
and a Gieek slave named Dirai A 1 Mu'tadid

was already the leal ruler m the two last years

of al-Muwaffak’s life and after the death of al-

Mu'tamid in Radjab 279 (Oct 892) he ascended

the throne The new caliph who had inherited

his father’s gifts as a ruler and was distinguished

alike for his economy and military ability is one

of the gieatest of the 'Abbasids in spite of his

strictness and cruelty On the accession of al-

Mu'tadid the Tulunid Khumarawaih [q v ],
weaned

of the long wai, concluded peace and gave the

caliph his daughtei in marriage While the Kh5

ndjls in Mesopotamia were weakened by internal

dissensions, al Mu'tadid in 280 (893—894) under-

took an expedition against the rebel Banu Shaiban

and brought them to obedience In the next two

years the allies of the lOiaridjJ chief Harlin b

'Abd Allah were defeated and in 283 (896) the

latter fell into the hands of Husain b Hamdan,

and was sent to Baghdad where the caliph had

him crucified The influence of the Hamdanids

now began to increase in Baghdad The Dulafids

[q V
]
who had given the caliphs much trouble

were soon finally conquered After al-IIarith b

'Abd al-'A7iz called AbH LailS had been defeated

and slam m Dhu ’1 Hidjdja 284 (Jan 898) near

Isfahan, al-Mu'tadid had the other Dulafids im-

prisoned and the family now disappeais from history

The Samanids increased their power at the expense

of the Saffands and the 'Alids In 287 (900) the

Saffarid 'Amr b al I aith [q v
]
was captured and

brought to Baghdad In the same year the 'Alid

Muhammad b Zaid, lord of Tabanstan, occupied

jDjurdj marched against KhurasSn but was defeated

by the Samanid general Muhammad b Harun and

died of his wounds while Ibn HarUn took possession

of Bjurdjan and Tabanstan in the name of the

Samanids About the same time the governor of

Aimenia and Adiarbaidjan Muhammad b Abi
’

1-Sadj endeavoured in combination with his freed-

man WasTf to conquer Egypt The lattei however

was taken prisoner by the caliph’s troops and as

the most influential men in Tarsus had promised

their help
,

al Mu'tadid had them arrested and

the fleet there burned Muhammad was howevei

allowed to retain his post but died soon after-

wards of the plague The Karmatians [q v
]
now

appeared on the scene and in the same year the

Karmatian leadei al DjannabI [q v
]

inflicted a

complete defeat on the caliph’s troops Al Mu'ta-

did died in Baghdad on 22 Rabf II, 289 (April 5,

902) at the age of 40 or 47 According to some he

was poisoned — Cf also the art ismA'Il b bulbul

Btbltogr aphy Tabari (ed de Goeje), 111

2131 sqq
^

'Arlb (ed de Goeje), see Index,

Mas'ndl, Muruii (ed Pans), viii 112—213,

IX 47, 52 ,
Kttab al-Aghanl^ see Guidi, Tables

alphabettques
^
Ibn al-AthIr (ed lornberg), vii

234 sqq
,
Ibn al-Til^taka, al-Fa^rl (ed Deren

bouig), p 348—35^9 Muhammad b Shakir,

Fawat al Wafayat^ 1 45 9
Khaldun,

al-^Ibar^ 111 346 sqq
,
Weil, Gesch d Chaltfen^

11 433, 460, 476 sqq
,
Muir, The Caliphate^ its

Rtse^ Decline^ and Fall^ new ed
,

index
,
Le

Stiange, Baghdad during the Abbastd Caliphate^

see index, A Muller, Der Islam

^

1 53 ^

(K V Zetterst^:en)

AL MU'TApID BI ’llAh, Abu 'Amr 'AbbSd
B Muhammad b 'Abbad, the most important and

most powerful sovereign of the 'Abbadid
dynasty [q v] who reigned over the little king-

dom formed by his father Abu ’1 Kasim Muhammad
b 'Abbad, with Seville [q v

]
as his capital, at

the time of the break up of the Umaiyad caliphate

of Spam and the rise of the reyes de taifas {muluk

al~tawalif)^ in the course of a reign of nearly

30 years (433—460 a H = 1042— 1069 ad), he

very considerably increased his territory by making

himself the champion of the Spanish Arabs against

the Berbers in Spam whose numbeis, already very

large in the tenth century, had been much increased

since the period of the 'Amirid dictators

When he succeeded his father, the new king of

Seville, who was then 26, following the usual

practice of the period, assumed the title of hadjtb^

and a little later the lakab of al Mu'tadid bi ’llah

by which he is best known Gifted with real

political ability, he was not long in revealing his

character, that of an autocratic ruler, ambitious

and cruel and little scrupulous in the means

which he used to achieve his ends As soon as

he came to the throne he continued the war

begun by his father against the petty Berber

ruler of Carmona [q v], Muhammad b 'Abd

Allah al Birzali, then against the latter’s son

and successor I s h a k At the same time, al-Mu'tadid

was extending his kingdom in the west between

beville and the Atlantic Ocean It was with this

object that he attacked and defeated successively

Ibn T a 1 f n i, lord (sShtb) of Mertola, and

Muhammad b Yahya al-Yahsubi, lord of

Niebla (Ar Labia) [q v
]
who in spite of his Arab

descent had had the audacity to ally himself

with the Beiber chiefs In face of these successes

of the king of Seville, the other muluk aLtaw^if

who distrusted him formed a kind of league into

which entered the piinces of Badajos [q v ], Alge-

ciras [q v ], Granada [q v
]

and Malaga [q v
]

This soon became a war between the 'Abbadid

of Seville and the Aftasid [q v
]
of Badajoz al-

Muzaffar [q v], it was to last for many yeais

in spite of the effoits at mediation by the Djah-

warid ruler of Coidova which only achieved their

end in 1051 Down to this year, while harassing

the frontiers of the kingdom of Badajoz, al-Mu'tadid

displayed other activities in succession he defeated

Muhammad b Aiyub al-Bakrl, lord of Huelva

[q v
]

and of Saltes [q v
]

(whose son was the

famous geographer), the Banu Muzain, lords

of Silves [q v ], and Muhammad b Sa'id Ibn
Harun, lord of Santa Maria de Algarve [q v ],

and annexed their territoiies To justify these an-

nexations, al-Mu'tadid used a very crude pretext

he alleged that he had found the unfortunate

Hish5m II, who had really died in obscurity a

few years before, and would go on till he had

restored to him his former empire subdued and

^arud

2nd ^arud

Fdlilun may
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pacified in its integrity In order not to be exposed

to the cruelty of the king of Seville, the majority

of the petty Berber chiefs settled m the mountains

of the south of Andalusia acquiesced in this make-

believe and paid homage to the ^Abbadid and to

the Commander of the Faithful miraculously restored

to aid the cause of al-Mu'tadid but at the same

time carefully concealed by him It was labour

lost for them One day the ^Abb5did invited to

his palace in Seville all these petty chiefs with

their suites and put them to death by asphyxiating

them in baths the openings in which he walled

up In this way he took Arcos [q v ], the capital

of the principality of the Banu ^izrun, Moron

[q V
]

defended by the Banu Dammar, and

Ronda [q v ], capital of the Banu Ifran (1053)
This aroused the wrath of the most powerful

Berber ruler in Spam, B 5 d 1 s b HabbOs the Zirid

[q V
]
who ruled in Granada and who alone seemed

able to resist al-Mu'tadid The latter however found

that fortune favoured him in this war and a little

later took Algeciras from the Hammudid al-K5sim

b Hammud He next tried to seize Cordova and
sent an expedition against it in charge of his son

IsmaSl, the latter tried to profit by the occasion

to rebel and create for himself a kingdom with

Algeciras as capital This rash plan cost him his

life, which his father took with his own hand,

just as before him ‘Abd al Rahman III and al-

Mansur b Abl ‘^Amir had inflicted the supreme

penalty on their unworthy sons This was the

beginning of the political career of al Mu^^tadid’s

other son Muhammad al-Mu^tamid [q v
]
who

was to succeed him on his death, by his father’s

orders he went with an army to support the Arabs

of Malaga, who had rebelled against the tyrannical

ruler of B5dis, the despotic Berber of Granada
But the latter routed the Sevillan army and al-

MuHamid in sorry state reached Ronda from which

he sought and received the pardon of his terrible

father The latter had long before repudiated the

fiction of the pseudo-Higham which he no longer

needed He was now by far the most redoubtable

and the most feared of the Spanish rulers He
had no enemies but the Berbers, Muslims like

himself but much further removed from his social

ideal of a Spaniard than his Christian neighbours

in the north In another land he might have been

called “Berbcroktonos” But the bitterness of his

hatred cast a shadow over his last days it was not

without fear that he followed events in the western

Magjirib, hitherto the fief of Muslim Spam
,
at least

in the sub-Mediterranean zone The irresistible ad-

vance of the Almoravids [q v
]
following Yusuf

b Ta§hfln through all Morocco would not find

the straits of Gibraltar an insurmountable obstacle

for long Al-Mu^tadid realised this very well Death
at least prevented him from seeing his kingdom,

entirely built up by his own energy and bold

initiative, pass m a few weeks into the hands of

invaders, brethren of these Berbers of Spam whom
he had detested and in part destroyed

Btb Itograp hy All the texts of Arabic

historians relating to the ‘^AbbSdids (particularly

Ibn Haiyan afud Ibn BassSm, Dhakhlra^ Ibn

Khaldun, Ibn al-Abbar, Makkarl) have been

published by R Dozy in \i\% Scriptorum arabum
loct de Abbadtdts^ Leyden 1846 Add also Ibn

Hdharl, al’Bayan at-mughrib ft AMar Muluk
aUAndalus wa ^l^Maghrtb^ vol 111 ,

ed E L^vi-

Provengal, Pans 1930, and appendices (cf

indices), Ibn al-Klja«b, Pnidl ft man
buyfa kahl al-Ihttlam tntti Muluk al-Islamy^?Lxi

relating to the history of Spain, ed E L6vi

Provengal, Rabat 1934 (in the press) Cf also

Dozy, Histoire des Musulmans d'Espagne^ new
ed ,I eyden 1932, index, A Piieto Vives, Los reyes

de taifas^ Madiid 1926, A Gonzdlez Palencia,

Htstoria de la Fspaha musulmana^ Baicelona

1929, p 73—75 (E LkVI-PROVENgAI )

MUTAFARRIKA (a), name of a corps of

guards, who were especially attached to the

person of the Ottoman SultSn in the ancient

Turkish court The name is also applied to a

member of the guard Iheir occupations were

similar to those of the Cawudi [q v
],

not of

military character, nor for court service only, but

they were used for more or less important public

or political missions Like the Caivu^^ the Muta-

farrika were a mounted guard In later times there

were two classes, the gedillt or zfdmeth Muta-

farrika, and the fiefless Their chief was the Mu-
tafarrtka Aghast In course of time their number
constantly increased, at the end of the xvii^h

century the maximum was fixed at 120 (^G 0 R 2^

ill 890, after Rashid), but in the beginning of the

xixth century von Hammer gives the number 500
for the total The Porte needed sometimes to

lay stress on the importance of the office to

make them acceptable as extraordinary envoys by

foreign governments (^G 0 R 2^ m 929, after RSshid)

Among those who have occupied this rank

was the well known first Turkish printer Ibrahim

Mutafariika

Although different explanations of the title

mutafarnka are given, the most piobable inter-

pretation is, that these functionaries were not

given a special duty but formed originally a corps

used for “different matters” This is still the use

of the word in modern Turkish

Bibliography J von Hammer, Des

osmanischen Retches ^taatsverfassun^ und Staais

verwaltung^ Vienna 1815, 11 55, 105, Ricaut,

Histoire de REtat Present de VRmpire Otto-

man^ Pans 1670, p 338 (J H Kramers)
al-MUTAKABBIR [See Alt ah, 11]

MUTAKALLIM [See Kalam
]

MUTAKARIB, name of the fifteenth
metie in Arabic prosody, it contains four feet to

the hemistich There are two "^arud and six darb

Fcfulim fcfulun fa^ulttn fa^ulun

fa^ulun fa^ulun fa'^ulun fcfuhm
FdTilun fcfulun fcfulun fa^ulun

fa^ultm fcfulun fdtilun fcLtil

Ldulun fa^ulun fa^nlun fcfulun

fcfulun fa^ulun fcftdun fa^al

Fcfulun fcfulun fa''ulun fcfulun

fcfulun fcftilun fcfulun fal
Fcfuhin fcfulun fefal

fa^ulun faHilun fefal

Pcfulun fcftilun fefal

fa^ulun fa^ulun fal
Outside of the darb^ the foot fa^ulun often loses

its n and becomes fcfulu^ used as the first ^arud^

It further undergoes the following changes fa^til

and {fdul =)fa^al According to al Khalil, the

foot which precedes the darb cannot suffer any

change The first foot of the fiist hemistich of the

first line of a piece of verse may become Culun =)
Jflun and {^ulu =) fflu (Moh Ben Cheneb)
MUTAKAWIS, term in prosody, cf the art

KXFIYA

I St ^atud

2nd ^atud
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MU^TAMAD KHAN, Muhammad SharIf, was
born m an obscure family m Persia, but coming
to India, he attained high honours in the reigns

of Djahangir and Shah Djahan He received in

the third year of Djahangir a military command
and the title of Mu'^tamad Khan (the trustworthy

Lord) Subsequently he joined prince Shah Ojahan
in his campaign in the Deccan as a bakh^t (pay-

master) On hib return to court, in the year

of jDjahangir’s reign, he was entrusted with the

duty of wilting the Empeior’s memoirs He attained

a higher rank in the service of Shah Djahan and
was appointed intr bakhsht (adjutant-general) in

the loth year of the new reign He died m
1049 (1639) He is the author of a history called

Ikbal Naina i Diahangtrt^ in thiee volumes i the

history of Akbar’s ancestors
,
2 Akbar’s reign (MSS

in the India Office Library and in the Bankipore

Libraiy), 3 the leign of l^ahangir (printed in the

Bibliotheca Indica^ Calcutta 1865 and in I ucknow,
A H 1286)

B t b 1 1 0 g } a p h y Mc^athir al Umar'^^ in

431, Tuzuk t Djahangtt f, p 352,
N b

,
111 459, LIliot-Dowson, Htstoiy of Indta^

VI 400, Rieu, Cat Br Museum^ 1 255, Ethe,

Cat of the India Office Libraiy^ p I2X and
Moiley, Catalogue^ p 120

(M Hidayb r Hosain)

AI MU'TAMID 'ala ’llah, Aiuj ’l-'Abbas Ah-
mad B Dja'i-ar, 'Abbasid caliph, son of al-

Muta\\akkil and a slave giil named hityan from

Kufi He ascended the throne on the deposition

of al-MuhtadI in Radjab 256 (June 870) He had

no ability as a ruler, but relied on the vizier

'Ubaid Allah b \ ahya b Khakan and left most

of the affairs of government in the hands of his

brother Abu Ahmad al Muwaffak In Shawwal 261

(July 875) he designated his son Dja'far al-Mufaw

wid as his successor and governoi of the western

provinces and al-Muwaffak as his successoi and

governor of the east The able al-Muwaffak soon

became the real ruler and gradually restored ordei in

the empire again while the caliph himself exercised

no influence Already in the reign of al Muhtadl a

dangerous rising had broken out among the Zandj

the negro slaves in the lower Euphrates valley,

but It was not till 270 (883) that its leader 'Ali

b Muhammad [q v
]
was conquered by al Muwaf-

fak Some time after the accession of al Mu'tamid —
according to the usual statement in 259 (873)—

,

the dynasty of the Tahirids was overlhiown by

Ya'^kub b al-Laith [q v
]
and soon afterwards the

S5m5nids appeared in Transoxania On the death

of Ya'kub in 265 (879) his brother 'Amr [q v
]

submitted to the caliph and received the eastern

provinces as a fief About the same time Ahmad
b Tulun [q v

]
made himself independent in

Egypt and after his death (270 = 884) his son

KhumSrawaih waged a desperate struggle against

the 'Abb5sid caliphate In al Mawsil and the sur-

rounding countiy the Kharidjls continued then

destructive career, but weie finally subdued Peace

was also often disturbed by 'Alid rebels and there

was also the war with the Byzantines The Pau-

licians who had stood by the Muslims faithfully

were repeatedly defeated by the emperor Basil

and in 263 (876) the latter retook the fortress of

Lu^lu^a near Tarsus which al Mu'tasim had taken

It was not till 270 (883) that the Muslims were able

to inflict a complete defeat on the Byzantines

The war was however continued After the death

of al-Muwafifak in 278 (891) the caliph had to

proclaim the latter’s son al-Mu'tadid [q v
]

as

his successor instead of Dja'far al-Mufawwid In

the following year al-Mu'tadid left Samarra and
moved the capital to Baghdad again Here he died

in Radjab 279 (Oct 892) at the age of 48 or 50
According to some he was poisoned by al-Mu'tadid
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111 303 sqq
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falf new ed
, p 544 sqq
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al MU'TAMID 'ala ’ll ah, the lakab by which
the third and last member of the dynasty of
the 'Abbadids [qv]of Seville in the xUl' century

is best known, his real name was MUHAMMAD B

'aBBAD AL-MU'faDID [q V
]
B MUHAMMAD B ISMA‘^iL

IBN 'abbAd While still a boy— barely 13, having

been born in 431 (1040) — he was placed by

his father in nominal command of an expedition

against Silves (Ar Viilb [q v ]), then in the pos-

session of Ibn Muzain, and this town was taken

by assault as was Santa Maria d’Algarve soon

aftei (Ar Shantamariyat al-ghai now Faro [q v ])

which was held by Muhammad b Sa'id Ibn Haiun

[q v] (444=1052) Ihe young 'AbbSdid prince

was then appointed by his father governor of

these two towns IIis elder brother Isma'il having

been executed in punishment for his rebellion

(455 = 1063, cf AI mu'iadid), Muhammad al-

MuTamid became hen presumptive to the throne

of Seville A little later, the army which he was

leading to the help of the Arabs of Malaga, who
had rebelled against the tyranny of Badis b

Ilabbus, the Berber ruler of Granada of the Zirid

[q V ]
dynasty, was routed by the latter and al-

Mu'tamid had to take refuge in Ronda [q v
]

to

which his fathei, at first verv angry at his failure,

finally sent him his forgiveness When the poweiful

ruler of Seville died in 461 (1069), his son suc-

ceeded to a considerably extended kingdom which

included the greatei part of the southwest of the

Ibeiian peninsula

A whole series of more or less lomantic episodes

is associated with the reign and life of al-Mu'tamid

If we may believe several authors of the Muslim

west, an individual called Ibn 'Am mar, vizier

and poet, exeited a very considerable influence

during the greater part of the career of this prince

from his governorship of Silves Al-Mu'tamid’s

relations with a young slave girl a 1 Rumaikiya,
gifted with consideiable poetic talent, has also

been the subject of much literary embellishment

It was from the surname of this young woman
I'timad, that al-Mu'tamid is said to have adopted

his which comes from the same root She became
his favouiite wife and presented him with several

sons As to Ibn 'Ammar, exiled by al-Mu'tadid,

he was recalled on the accession of his patron

to Seville from which he went at his own request
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to be governor of Silves before being appointed

grand vizier

In the second year of his reign, al-Mu‘tamid

was able to annex to his kingdom the principality

of Cordova [q v
],

over which the Djahwarids

had been ruling, in spite of the efforts of the king

of Toledo, al-Ma^mUn [q v
]

The young ptince

^Abbad was appointed governor of the old capital

of the Umaiyads But at the instigation of the

king of Toledo, an adventurer named Ibn 'UkSsha
was able in 468 (1075) Cordova by sur

prise and put to death the young ^AbbSdid prince

and his general Muhammad b Martin Al-Ma’mun
took possession of the town where he died six

months later Al-Mu'tamid whose pateinal affection

had been wounded and pride insulted tried for

three years vainly to reconquer Cordova He was
not successful until 471 (1078), Ibn 'Uka§ha was
put to death and the part of the kingdom of Toledo
between the Guadalquivir and the Guadiana con-

quered by the aimies of Seville Nevertheless at

this time it took all the skill of the vizier Ibn

'Ammar to conclude peace by paying double

tribute with Alfonso VI of Castille when he sent

an expedition against Seville

This was just the time when through the energy

and tenacity of the Christian princes taking advan-

tage of the feuds which were setting the Muslim
rulers of the tatfas against one another, the re-

conquistOf which had received a check and then

a setback from the last Umaiyads, resumed its

advance on the south of the Peninsula In spite

of their successes, of which the Muslim chroniclers

make a great deal, it must not be foigotten that

by the middle of the vth (xith) century, many Muslim
dynasties of Spam were being forced to seek on
payment of heavy tribute the temporary neutrality

of their Christian neighbours Shortly before the

taking of Toledo, which had far reaching effects,

by Alfonso VI in 478(1085), al-Mu'tamid began
to be involved in serious difficulties On the im-

prudent advice of his vizier Ibn 'AmmSr, al-MuSamid
tned to add to his kingdom, after the principality

of Cordova, that of Murcia [q v ], which was
ruled by a prince of Arab origin, Muhammad b
Ahmad Ibn Tahir In 471 (1078), Ibn 'Amm5r
went to the Count of Barcelona, Ramon Berenguer II,

and asked him for assistance to conquer Murcia
in return for a payment of 10,000 dinars, until

this sum was paid al-Ra^bid, a son of al-

Mu'tamid, was to remain as hostage After animated
negotiations which ended in the payment of a

sum three times as large to the Count of Barcelona,

Ibn 'Ammar resumed his plan of conquering Murcia
and soon succeeded in doing so with the help of

the lord of the castle of Bildj (now Vilches), Ibn

Rashi^^ In Murcia however, Ibn 'Ammar soon
rendered himself obnoxious to his master by
assuming the attitude of an independent ruler

and on al-Mu‘tamid’s reproaching him he replied

by insults to the king of Seville, his wife and his

sons Betrayed by Ibn Rashllj:, he had to take

refuge in Murcia and then successively in Leon,
Saragossa and Lerida Returning to Saragossa, he
endeavoured to assist its ruler al-Mu’tamin Ibn
Hnd [cf SARAGOSSA] on his expedition against

Segura, but he was taken prisoner and handed
over to al-Mu*tamid, who in spite of the bonds
of friendship which had so long linked them
together, slew him with his own hand

In the meanwhile, Alfonso VI was no longer

I concealing his designs on Toledo, the siege of

which he began in 473 (1080) Two years later,

when he sent a mission to enforce payment of the

annual tribute due to him fiom al-Mu‘tamid, its

members weie insulted and the Jewish treasurer

Ibn Shalib who accompanied it was put to death

because he had refused to accept debased money
He therefore invaded the kingdom of Seville,

sacked the flourishing towns of Aljarafe (Ar

al-^aiaf, q v ),
advanced through the district of

Sidona (Ar ^adhtlna, q v
)

as far as Tarifa

[q V
]

where he uttered his celebrated remark

expressing his pride at having reached the utmost

limits of Spain

The capture of Toledo by Alfonso VI dealt a

serious blow to Islam in Spain The king of

Castille soon demanded of al Mu'tamid that he

should surrender those of his lands which had

formed pait of the kingdom of the Dhu ’1-Nunids

(a part of the modern provinces of Ciudad-Real

and Cuenca) Ihroughout Muslim Spain, his de

mands which incieased every day, made the position

very serious In spite of their leluctance, the

Muslim rulers in Spam, led by al Mu'^tamid, were

forced to seek the help of the Almoravid sultan

Yusuf b Tashfin [cf Al moravids] who had

just conquered the whole of Morocco in an irre-

sistible advance It was decided to send him an

embassy consisting of the vizier Abu Bakr b Zaidun

and the kadis of Badajoz, Cordova and Granada

An agreement having been reached, not without

difficulty, Yusuf b Tashfin crossed the Straits of

Gibraltar and on the 22^^ Radjab 479 (Oct 23,

1086) inflicted on the Christian troups the disastrous

defeat of 7all5ka [q v
]
not far fiom Badijoz We

need not recall here how \usuf b Tashfin recalled

to Africa, could not follow up his victory as the

Muslim rulers of Spain had hoped, who through the

influence exercised by the Spanish fakihs on the Al

moravid, soon lost all prestige in his eyes Aftei his

departure the Christians began again to harass Mus
lim lands, to such in extent thatal-Mu^tamid had this

time to go in peison to \usuf b Ta^fin in Morocco

to ask him to cross the Straits once more with

his troops Yusuf consented and landed at Algeciras

in the following spring (482 = 1090) He laid

siege to the fortress of Aledo but without taking

it, then stimulated by popular feeling and the

advice of the fakihs, he came to the conclusion

that it would be more advantageous for him to

wage the ^thad in Spain on his own account and
proceeded to dethrone and dispossess the piinces

who had sought his inteivention With this object

he sent an army to invade the kingdom of Seville

under Sir b Abi Bakr, who at the end of 1090
tooklarifa, then Cordova where one of al Mu^tamid’s

sons, Fath al Ma^miin, who was in command of it,

i^as killed, Carmona, then Seville, which was cap-

tured in spite of a heroic sortie by al-Mu'tamid

The latter was taken prisoner by the Almoravid

and sent with his wives and children first to

Tangier, then to Meknes and a few months later

to AghmSt [q V ], near MarrSku^Ji There he led a

miserable existence for several years until his

death at the age of 55 in 487 (1095)
The sad end of al-MuTamid touched all his

biographers, who are particularly numerous and

expatiate on his natural gifts, poetical talents,

generosity and chivalrous spirit He is one of the

I

most representative types of the enlightened Spa-
I nish Muslims of the Middle Ages, patrons of letters
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and scholarship, liberal and tolerant, but living in

an atmosphere of luxury and ease little compatible
with the care of a kingdom with fiontieis open
to envious neighbours on all sides Not so great

a ruler as his father al-Mu^tadid, al-Mu^^tamid is

however a much more attractive figure, peihaps
just on account of his misfortunes He is entitled

to a place among the great figures of Spanish
Islam, alongside of ‘^Abd al-Rahman III, al Hakam II,

al-Mansur b Abi 'Amu and at a later date I isan

al-Din b al-Khatib
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(E I f VI PROVENgAL)
MUTAMMIM B NUWAIRA, a poet, con-

temporary with the Piophct He was the

brother of Malik b Nuwaira [q v ],
chief of the

Bana Yarbu', a large clan of the Banu lamim
Mutammim owes his fame to the elegies in which

he lamented the tragic death of his brother Malik

and these poems have made the latter’s name
immortal The Arabs said there was nothing com-
parable to these elegies, overflowing with emotion

Ihey regaided their author as the type of bro

therly devotion

Mutammim does not seem to have played any

prominent part before the Hid^ia He was eclipsed

by the striking personality of his brother, to

whose qualities he never hesitated to pay homage
He is represented as having been of unpreposses-

sing appearance, one-eyed and short in stature

I he BakrI chief al-Hawfaz5n eulogized the humanity

with which Mutammim treated him during his

captivity Falling in his turn into the hands of

the Banu Taghlib, Mutammim was delivered by

a stratagem devised by his brother He seems to

have adopted Islam at the same time as his brother

Like the latter, he is numbered among the “Com-
panions” although we nevei find him in direct

relations with the Prophet He escaped from the

disaster in which Malik was overwhelmed, a few

fragments of other poems suggest he did not write

elegies exclusively

But after the death of Malik he devoted himself

to celebrating his memory and demanding ven-

geance for his death Refused by the Caliph AbQ

Bakr, he thought he might have more success on
the accession of 'Omar He hurried to Madina
where he was very well received by ‘Omar The
latter listened with delight to his elegies, regretted

that he himself had not the gift of poetry so that he

might worthily celebrate his brother Zaid who had

fallen in the wars of al-Yamama, but he refused

to reverse Abu Bakr’s decision and limited himself

to dismissing Khalid b al Walid, a step which

probably owed something to the poetical exor-

tations of Mutammim
After this, tradition says that the poet became al-

most blind through weeping, and that he wandered
ovei the many routes of Arabia, uttering his com-
plaints everywhere He found himself abandoned
by his wives who became tired of his incurable

sadness and wandeiing life He left two sons Dawud
and Ibrahim, also poets lie survived 'Omar if,

as Ibn Khallikan says (ed Wustenfeld, N® 792),
he IS really the author of an elegy on the death
of this caliph

B lb It o s;r ap hy The principal references

are given in Noldeke, Beitr zur Kenntmss der

Poeste^ p 95 — 152, Brockelmann, G A L^\
39, Cl Huart, Litterature arabcy Pans 1903,

p 43, Mufaddaliyat^ ed Eyall, ix Ixvii

,

Ixviii
,

Buhturi, Haniasa^ photo ed I eyden,

p 138, 331, 341, 371, Kitdb al-Aghanl^ xiv

66— 76, Ibn Kutaiba, Kitab al-Sht^r^ ed de

Goeje, p 192—6, Ibn al-Athir, Usd al-Ghaba^

IV 398—9, Ibn Hadjar al-'AskalanI, al-Isaba^

Cairo, VI 40— I ,
Caussm de Peiceval, Lssat sur

Vhistone des Arabes^ 111 368—369
(H I AMMENS)

Al -MUTANABBT, “he who piofesses to be a

piophet”, the surname by which the Arab poet
Abu ’l-Taiyib Ahmad b al Husain al-Dju'i-I is

usually known (cf in Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat
[Cairo 1310], 1 36, two genealogies, which do not

agree, going back to his great-grandfather) Abu
’l-faiyib was born in Kufa in 303 (915) m the

Kinda quarter whence the ethnic al Kindi some-

times given him His family m very humble cir-

cumstances claimed descent fiom the YamanI clan

of the Dju'f and he himself all his life was con-

vinced of the superiority of the Arabs of the

south over those of the north (cf al Wahidi,

Shai h Dtwan al Mutanabbiy ed Dietenci, p 48

—

49, al-Yazidji, aUUrf al-taiyib^ p 29 [these two

works will be quoted as Wah and Yaz]) The
boy received his eaily education in his native

town and soon distinguished himself by his in-

telligence, his prodigious memory and his precocity

as a poet He now passed under ^I'l influences,

perhaps Zaidi (cf 'Abd al-Kadir al-BaghdadI,

Khizana^ 1 382, la) which affected the development

of his philosophy, a subject to which we shall

return Circumstances were however to accelerate

the speed of Abu ’1-Taiyib’s religious development

lowards the end of 312 (924), undoubtedly under

pressure fiom the Karmatians [q v
]
who had just

taken and sacked Kafa, Abu ’1 Taiyib and his

family made a first stay of two years (cf al-Sam'5ni,

Ansabj 506 ba4 ,
al-Badi'l, al-^ubh al-munbt^ 1 6)

in Samawa, the region lying between the SawSd
of KQfa in the east and Palmyrene in the west

The BanH Kalb who led a nomadic life m these

desert steppes had been much cultivated by the

Karmatian deft's It is possible that the young
poet at this time came into contact with some of

these heretics It is however not very probable.
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m view of his youth, that this first contact had
any definite effect upon him On the other hand,

this stay among the Beduins certainly gave Abu
U-Taiyib that profound knowledge of the Arabic

language of which he was later so very proud

On returning to Kufa, at the beginning of 315

(927), Abu ’

1-laiyib seems to have decided to devote

himself entirely to poetry At this time he most

admired the great panegyrists of the preceding

century, Aba Tammam and al-Buhturi [q v
]

Like

them and like the majority of his contemporaries,

he sees in poetiy a sure means of attaining wealth

and power He at once attached himself to a

certain Abu ’1 Fadl, of Kufa, to whom he dedicated

a shoit piece (Wah
, p 17—2i,Yaz,p io~ii)

Perhaps a conveit to Karmatism, in any case a

complete agnostic — the piaises which he allows

to be offeied him show this —
,

this individual

seems to have exercised a considerable influence

on the religious and philosophical development
of al-Mutanabbi (cf also KhizTina^ i 382 below)
Prepared by the Shfa atmosphere in which he
had passed his childhood and by the relations he
had had with the Karmatians in Samawa, Abu
’1 Taiyib in contact with this patron cast off

religious dogmas which he regarded as spiritual

instruments of oppression He then adopted a

stoic and pessimistic philosophy, echoes of which
are found throughout his work The world is made
up of seductions which death destroys (cf Wah ,

P 39)
1 8— 13, p 162 ,

1

12— 13, Yaz
, p 23 and

97), stupidity and evil alone triumph theie (cf

Wah, p 161,1 8— io,Yaz, p 97), the Arabs —
representatives of a superior lace m his eyes —
are overwhelmed in it by cowardly and barbarous

foreigners (cf Wah, p 148, I 1-5, p 160,

1

2-6,
Yaz

, p 87 and 96) In contact with this world
with which he was out of harmony, the conscious-

ness of his talent, which Abu ’

1-Taiyib had,

developed rapidly
,
his vanity increased to a degree

which is almost inconceivable (cf Wah
, p 60, Yaz

,

p 34) His Arab particularism, as with all anti-

Shu^gbis [cf ^u'UbIya], incited him to attack foreign

oppressors (VVah
, p 58, 1 30—31, Yaz, p 33)

This is why, by a contradiction from which he

IS hardly ever fiee, al-Mutanabbi coveted all his

life those riches and power which he scorned in

his heart, while he stands out from the mass of

his contemporaries by his rigid morality and
austerity (cf al-BadiS, op at

^ 1 78—81)
At first however, Abu ’

1-Taiyib thought only of

conquering the world by his poetic gifts, and to

find a more favourable field for his activity he

left Kufa towards the end of 316 (928), probably

as a result of the town being again sacked by
the Karmatians He was naturally attracted to

Baghdad (cf al-Badih, op at
,

1 82—83) and
there became the panegyrist of a compatriot of

his, Muhammad b ‘Ubaid Allah al ^Alawl (cf

Wah, p 6—7, Yaz, p 3—4) From there he

went to Syria For two years he led the life of

a wandering troubadour of the period (cf Mez,
Renaissance des Islams^ p 256) It is impossible

to follow him in his wanderings for his Dlivan^

our only guide, does not present his poems m a

satisfactory chronological order Some pieces of the

period are addressed to Bedmn chiefs of the region

of Manbidj [q v
]

(cf Wah
, p 24—25, 38—39,

66—67, Yaz, p 12— 13, 22—23, 28—29), others

arc dedicated to men of letters of Tripolis (Wah

,

p 88-89, Yaz
, p 19-20), al-Ladhil^Iyii (Latakia)

(cf Wah,p 116-135, Yaz
, p 66-78) Thepoems

of this period aie hurriedly written and mediocie

in quality, but traces of his real genius are already

apparent With the exception of a marthiya (lament)

and some impromptu pieces they are all kapida^

on neo-classical lines The influence of Aba Tammam
and al-Buhturi preponderates

In the course of this peiiod of experiment,

Abu ’1 laiyib was iriitated at not finding his

merit recognised Gradually he looks forwaid to

his dreams of domination being realised by violence

(cf Wah, p 138, 1 3—7, Y\z
, p 79) Finally

he abandoned the work of a paid panegyiist and

returning to al-Ladhikiya he began revolutionary

piopaganda, the natuie of which has long been

misunderstood According to Oriental writers (al-

Badi% op at
^ 1 25—30, Ibn al-Anbaii, Nuzhat

al-Alibba\ p 369), Abu T-laiyib proclaimed himself

a prophet in al-Samawa, was taken prisoner by

Ikhshidid [q V
]

troops and then leceived his

epithet of al“Mutanabbi Kratschkowsky {Mutanabbt

t Abu VAla^ St Petersburg 1909, p 9— il) does

justice to these traditions, without howevei taking

full account of some clear allusions in the Diwan
The latter contains pieces which prove beyond
all possible doubt that a rebellion was led by al-

Mutanabbi (cf Wah
, p 49-58, 86, Yaz

, p 28-33,

50) This rising, as usual at this period, must have

been political as well as religious The rising

began in al-1 adljikiya and then extended to the

western borders of Samawa wheie the BanH Kalb
constituted an element always leady to rebel

Without adheimg to Karmatism, al-Mutanabbi

exploited its principles which found only too

ready an echo among the marauding Beduins (cf

Wah
, p 57,1 22—23, Yaz, p 32 ,

allusion to the

massacre of pilgrims by the Kaimatian Abu Tahir,

in 317=: 930) The ambiguity of the utteiances

of the lebel, the opportunism of his doctrines

and his conception of the imamate on Karmatian

lines, may have caused some misunderstanding

of his preaching, since at this time any agitator

was legal ded as a K irmatian After some initial

successes, al-MutanabbI and his Beduins were

defeated, he was captuied and impiisoned at Hims
(towards the end of 322 = 933) After a tiial

and two years’ imprisonment {Dnvany Pans MS
,

N® 3092, fol 16''), Abu ’

1-Iaiyib was condemned
to retract his errois and set free From this ad-

venture he gained only the epithet of al Mutanabbi
and the conviction that poetry alone would lead him
to the realisation of his ambitious dreams

Ihe poems composed by Wm ’l-daiyib imme
diately before and during his rebellion are distin-

guished by spontaneity of inspiration, by the libeity

which the poet takes with poetic forms, by the

vigour of the style, which has a much more personal

character than in his first manner
As soon as al-Mutanabbi had returned to his

profession of panegyrist, he naturally resumed his

wandering life (beginning of 325 = 937) for
several years he led a precarious existence and
had to be content to sing the praises of citizens

and minor officials of Antioch, Damascus, Aleppo
etc who paid him very badly (cf Wah

, p 93

—

206, Yaz, p 51— 131, Yakat, dr^hady v 203)
I ittle by little however, his fame grew At the

beginning of 328 (939), we find him becoming
court poet to the emir Badr al-Kbarghani (the

Badr b '^Ammar of the Diwan)^ governor of

Damascus for the cji^amir al umar^ Ibn Rah^ [q v ],
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who had just taken possession of Syria Of Arab
origin, Badr was regarded by al-Mutanabbi as the

Maecenas forwhom he had been waiting so long The
panegyrics and occasional poems which are dedicated

to this emir reveal a sincere admiiation for him
and possess a sustained inspiration (cf Wah

, p
206— 245, Yaz

, p 132— 163) These pieces and
those that precede them, after Abu ’

1-laiyib’s

leturn to liteiature, constitute what might be
called the thud manner of the poet With the

exception of a poem on hunting in the style of

Abu NuwSs [q V
]

(cf Wah, p 201—202, Yaz,

p 128— 129) and a number of impromptu poems
of no particular interest, al-Mutanabbi wiote only

kandas dining this peiiod He would seem then

to have returned to his first mannei, if the work
of this period did not show consideiable progress

in form

The friendship between Badr and al Mutanabbi

lasted only about a year and a half and as a

result of intrigues of jealous iivals (cf Wah
, p 253,

lines 13— 16, Ya/, p 169), Abu ’

1-iaiyib feeling

no longer safe, sought refuge in the Syiian deseit

(cf Wah, p 251—252, Yaz,p 168— 169) There

the idea of rebelling again took possession of

him (cf Wah, p 253—254, Ya/
, p 170— 171)

Fortunately the departure of Badr for the Trak

enabled him to leave his hiding place and resume

his profession of panegyrist He now sang the

piaises of several individuals of second rank (cf

Wall, p 107—108, 284—348, \a7, p 60—61,

194—241) Lastly he succeeded in establishing

himself at the Hamdanid court in Aleppo where

he became the official poet of the emir Saif al-

Dawla [q v
]

at the beginning of 337 (948)
From the literary point of view, the work of

this period which runs roughly from the middle

of 329 (940), date of the quairel with Badr, to

the beginning of 337 (948), marks his fouith manner,

to which he remained faithful till his death It

is characterised by a compromise between the

pure neo-classical tradition and a fieei form which

the poet had adopted in the poems of the period

of his rebellion Without rejecting the framework of

the neo classical kauda^ he i educes the erotic pro

logue to a minimum, sometimes even replacing it by

a philosophical and lyrical opening which breathes

his dreams, disillusionments and angeis

Al Mutanabbi stayed nine yeais viith Saif al-

Dawla He was genuinely attached to this patron,

who was in his eyes the personification of the

ideal Arab chief, brave, magnanimous and geneious

Saif al-Dawla in his turn recognised the worth

of his panegyrist whom he overwhelmed with

gifts and never treated with arrogance Al-Muta-

nabbi accompanied him on his expeditions and

on returning to Aleppo sang of his exploits against

the Byzantines and the Beduins of the deseit In

the brief intervals of leisure between the campaigns

of the Hamdanid, the poet shared in the leisure

of the court of Aleppo, devoting himself to im-

provisation and writing panegyrics as occasion

arose (cf Wah,p 522—537 ,
Yaz

, p 376—395) or

laments (inarthtyd) on the deaths of relatives of

Saif al-DawIa (cf Wah
, p 388—389, 408—409,

577-578, Y5z, p 271-272, 286-287, 427-428)

The difficult charactei of al-Mutanabbi and the

repute which he enjoyed did not fail to gam him

implacable enemies A few devoted friends like

the poet al Babbagha^ [9 ]
tried, it is true, to

defend him but their zeal could do nothing against

the enmity of the hostile group led by the famous

Abu Firas [q v
]

Saif al-Dawla at first paid no
attention to the attacks made upon his favourite

When he grew wearied and his protection ceased,

Abu ’l-T aiyib no longer felt his life safe, fled secretly

from Aleppo with all his family and sought refuge

in Damascus (end of 346 = 957 )

Eastern critics generally are agreed that the

poems composed by al-Mutanabbi during his stay

with Saif al-Dawla mark the highest point in his

work Although there is a certain degree of exag

geration in this, it is certain that the poet, while

continuing his fourth manner, reveals in the highest

degree the mastery which he had acquired in his

art during this period Much more than Abu Firas,

with whom he is often contrasted, he was able

to depict the glories of Saif al-Dawla’s campaigns

against the Byzantines His verse, it is true, has

not the charm of that of AbU Firas but it is

fuller and more epic in style

From Damascus, Abu T-Taiyib went to Egypt
to al-Fustat [q v

]
where he obtained the patronage

of the Ikhshldid Kaffir [q v
]

Al Mutanabbi’s

career now reveals the necessities to which poets

in the fourth (tenth) century had to submit Deprived

of moral and material independence Abu T-Taiyib

was forced to sing the praises of a patron for

whom in his heait he felt only contempt The
panegyiics which he devoted to him barely con-

ceal his regret at losing the favour of Saif al Dawla

They are somewhat forced and contain points

against Kaffir (cf al-Badi% op at
^

1 125— 1 26)

I Ihe poet peihaps only agieed to celebrate this

pation because the latter had promised him the

governoiship of Saida (Sidon) (cf tbtd
^

1 1
1 5)

When he saw that these promises weie not being

fulfilled, he tried to gain the favour of another

I

Ikhshldid general, Abu ^^udja*^ Fatik {ibid
^ 1

131— *32), hut the latter dying in 350 (960) and

relations with Kaffir still being strained, al-Muta-

nabbi had once more to decide to fly On the

day of the feast of sacrifice of this year, after

writing a satire on Kaffir, he left al-F'ustSt secretly

and crossing Arabia after great trials (cf al Badi%

op at
^ 1 139— 140), he reached the Hrak, spent

some time in Kufa, then settled m Baghdad He
perhaps thought of attaching himself to the famous

Buyid vizier al-Muhallabi who had gathered a very

brilliant court around him He had however to

abandon hope of this in face of the hostility to

him evinced by poets and scholais established at

the court of al Muhallabi, such as Ibn al-Hadjdjadj

[q V
]
and Abu T-Faradj al Isfahan!, author of the

Kttab al Agkant During his stay here, as he had

already begun to do in Egypt (cf Ibn al-Faradi,

Ta^rihh al Andalus^ N® 453), al-Mutanabbi gave

lectures in which he expounded to a group of

friends the work he had done till that date (cf

Dhahabi, Fans, N® 1581, fol 265a)

ihe year 353 (964) was spent in this fashion The

poet perhaps also visited Kufa about this time

(cf F Gabrieli, Vita di al-Mutanabbi^ p 60, note 4)

At the beginning of 354 (965) in any case, he

left the 'Irak and went via al Ahwaz to Arradjan

[q V
]

in Susiana where he received the patronage

of the Buyid vizier Ibn al-'Amid [q v
]

Al-Muta-

nabb! devoted some panegyrics to him (cf Wfih

,

p 740—741, Y5z
, p 564— 565), then he left him

to go to Shiraz m FErs where he rejoined the

Buyid Sultan 'Adud al-Dawla [q v] who had

expressed a desire to have him at his court After
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addressing to the BQyid SultSn several panegyrics

which are among his best work, Abu 'l-lstiyib

left ShTraz for reasons not clearly known, perhaps

simply out of nostalgia (cf Wsh
, p 766, line i—3,

Y5z
, p 589) He was returning by short stages

from Persia to Baghdad when he was attacked by

marauding Beduins near Dan al-'Akul [q v
]

at

the end of Ramadan 354 (Aug 955) He and his

son were killed in the fighting and all his baggage,

including the autogiaph MSb of his Dtwan^ was
scattered (cf al Badl\ op at

^
i 227—239)

Even in his lifetime, al-MutanabbI had been

surrounded by ardent admirers who defended his

work in its entirety against the attacks of detractois

no less eager to lun him down Among the latter

however, the majority only criticised him as a poet

because they objected to his character as a man
Ihe criticism was therefore not distinguished by
impartiality and only reflects the opinions of a coterie

It required the death of Abu ’I Taiyib to produce

a third class of admirers who were more cleai-

sighted than the first and sufficiently impartial not

to fall into the exaggerations of the second (cf

al-I^urdjSnl, al-Wasa^a^ p II

—

12, 45—46) It

was the opinion of this new category that prevailed

and when Mutanabbi’s contemporaries had all dis-

appeared, the literary public remained decidedly

favourable to Saif al-Dawla’s bard (except al

'Askari [q v
]
and Ibn Khaldun) From the fifth

(eleventh) century the name of al-Mutanabbi be-

came a synonym for “great poet” His literary

influence became one of the most considerable

ever exercised on Arabic poetiy Annotated by

Ibn Cjinni [q v] and latei by Abu ’

1 -^Ala^

[q V ], by al-Wahidi, al-1 abrizi, al-'Ukbari
and Ibn Slda [q v

], to mention only the most

eminent, the Diwan of Abu ’l-laiyib throughout

the middle ages and in modern times has been

made accessible to scholars and literary men from

Persia to Spam by learned men, often more zealous

than intelligent Space does not permit us to

estimate what later poetry owes to al-Mutauabbi We
are content to point out that in different ways

all Arab panegyrists have been influenced by Abu
’

1-Taiyib At the present day he is still one of

the most read in North Africa, Syria and Egypt
also hold him in very high esteem and many critics

have devoted studies full of praise to him It

seems however that in the last named country

al-MutanabbI attracts at least as much by the

boldness of his philosophy and the ardour of his

pro-Arab feelings as by his purely literary qualities

Btbhogtaphy Numerous biographies of

al-Mutanabbi have been written by eastern

authors, only five of these contain original matter

These are i 'Abd Allah al-Isfahani, Idah al^

Musjiktl al-Mutanabbt^ in the Khizdnat

al-Adab of ^Abd al-K5dir al-Baghdadi (Cairo

1299), 1 382—389, 2 al-Tha^alibl, Yatlmat

al-Dahr (Damascus 1304), 1 78

—

162^ passtm
y

3 al-Khatlb al Baghdadi, TcYrikh Baghdad
(Pans MS

,
N® 2129), fol 105-106, reproduced

in the Nuzhat aUAltbbd^ of Ibn al-Anbari (Cairo

1294), p 366—374 and in the Ansab of al-

Sam'^ani (Leyden 1912), fol 5o6h, 4 Ibn iCfeal-

likan, IVafayat ai-A^yan (Cairo 1310), 1 36—8,

5 al-Badi'i, aUSubh al-tnunbl ^an Hatthtyat al-

Mutanabbl (on the margin of the commentary
of al-^^Ukbari on the Diwan of al MutanabbI,
Caire 1308), 1 5—245 — Al-Mutanabbl’s work
has been studied m the east, in addition to

commentators, by Abu ’

1-Hasan al-gjurdjanl,

al- IVasafa batn al-Mutanabbi wa-Khu^umtk
(Saida 1336), by al-Xha^alibi, op at

,
by Diya^

al-Din Ibn al-Athir> al-Mathal al-sa^tr (Bula^

1282) A list of commentators, but incomplete,

is given in Iladjjijl Khalifa, Lexicon^ 111 306

—

312 The most celebrated commentaries are

those of al-Wahidl, Mutanabbii carmtna cum
com?nentarto Wahtdit^^^ Dieteiici, Berlin 1861),

of al-'Ukbari, al-Tibyanfi ^arh al-Diwan (Cairo

1308), Nasif al-Yazidji, al-'^Urf al-fatytbfl Shark

Diwan Abt V Tatytb (Bairiit 1305) Orien-

talists have often studied the work of al Muta-

nabbi either in paits or as a whole Heie we
only give general studies Bohlen, Commentatw
de Motenabbio (Bonn 1824), Hammer-Purgstall,

Motenehbt^ der grosste a? abische Dtrhter {yitnavL

1824), Brockelmann, G A L^ \ 87—88, Nichol

son, A I tteraiy History of the Arabs (London

1923)7 p 304—313, F Gabrieli, La Vita dt

al Mutanabbi {R S D
,

xi ), 27— 42

,

do
,
Studi

stilla poesta dt a I-Mutanabbi i^Rendtc della Ac
cad del Ltncei^ 1927), do, La Poesta dt al

Mutanabbi (Giornale della Soc asiat itahana^

1929), ii/i, R Blachere, Le Poete arabe al

Motanabbi et VOccident musulman {R E J 929)

p 127 ,
do

,
Motanabbi (monogiaph in pre

paiation) (R Biach^'re)

MUTARADIF, term in piosody, cf the art

KAFIYA
MUTARAKIB, term in prosody

,
cf the art

KAHYA
MUTARRIZI, Abu ’l-Fath NAsir b 'Abd al

bAiYiD B '^Ail B Al MU1ARRI7, grammarian
ad lb and jurist, was born in Kh'vanzm in

Radjab 538 (1144) He was a pupil of al-Mawfik

b Ahmad known as Akhtab lOiwaiizm As he wa*
born in the same province and in the year ir

which al-Zamakhshari died, he was called Khalifat

al-Zamakhshari
,
al Suyuti’s assumption that he wa^

a pupil of /amakh^hari was deduced from this

epithet and is of course wrong Al-Mutarrizi wa«

an adherent of the Mu^tazila As a jurist of the

Hanafi school he enjoyed paiticular prestige and

his work al-Mughrtb Ji V Lugha^ a dictionary

arranged alphabetically, of terms used in traditior

and of the legal terms of the jurists of the Hanaf
school, was regarded by the scholais of this madhhat
with the same respect as the Gharib al-Ftkh ol

al Azhari by the ShSfi'is Foi his son he compilec

a lexicon of synonyms entitled al^Ikna^ It ml
huwtya taht al-Kinf^ which the latter was tc

study after he had learned the KuCan by heart

It IS a kind of text book giving a comprehensiv<
survey of the subject In al Mutarnzi’s opinion th<

existing works on this subject were either too bi^

or not full enough The work deals only witl

“good and usual” words, omitting the “bad anc

unusual” ones Modern and ancient linguistK

usage are distinguished and verses often quotec

in illustration His al Mt^bah fi H-Nahiv^ whicl

deals with the grammar of the Arabic language
was also written for his son It was much usee

by students and often commented upon Super
commentaries were added to the commentaries
one of the latter was even translated into Turkish
Al-Mutarnzi was also an expositor and preparec

a commentary on the Makamat of Hariri He als<

was a poet, among his efforts being a poem 11

which he set himself to use nothing but synonyms
In 60

1 (1204) he was in BaghdSd where he ha<
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disputations with the scholars of that city In
Cjumada I of 6 to (1213) he died in his native
town

Btbltograp hy W Ahlwardt, Verzetchms
der Handschnften Berlin^ No 6946/7, 6968,
Brockelmann, GAL^ 1 293, Hadjdji Khalifa,

ed FlUgel, 1 329, 384, II 33, V 582, 648,
VI 62, 87, ^yx^MW^Bughvat al-Wu-atft Tabakdt
al-Lughawtyln wa U-Nuhat^ Caiio 1326, Yakut,
Irsh-ad al’Arlb tla Ma'rtfai al-Adtb^ ed Mar-
goliouth, in GMS^ vii 202

(ILSE LlCIirFNSrADlER)
MUTA§ARRIP [^ee bANijjAK

]

AL MU^TA^IM Bi ’i lAh, Abu Ishak Muhammad,
an 'Abbasid caliph, born m 179(795—796)
01 180 (79^— 7)? the son of Harun al-Ra^id and
a slave-girl named Marida In the reign of his

brothei al-Ma^mun [q v
]

he took pait in the

fighting against the Byzantines in Asia Minor and
received the governorship of hgypt After ihe death

of al Ma^nun in Radjab 218 (Aug 833) he ascen-

ded the throne and was soon afterwards acknow
ledged even by his nephew al-'Abbas b al Ma^iniin

[q V
] whom the troops had proclaimed cahph

and the army also then paid him homage An
'Alid pretender, Muhammad b al Kasim, was dis

posed of by the governor of Khorasan ^Abd Allah

b Hhir [q V
]

Aftei concluding a truce with the

Byzantine empeior Theophilus, al MuHasim sent

an army commanded by the Arab general ^Udjaif

b ‘^Anbasa against the Zott [q v
]
who had migrated

from India in the basdnian period and settled in

the swamps between Basia and Wasit Ihey had
been frequently used in their wars by the Muslims
After the death of al-Ma mun however, they began
to ravage and lay waste the country round as if

It were hostile terntoiy Ihey submitted after

seven months’ fighting at the turn of the year

219—220 (834—835} and in Muharram 220 (Jan

835) they were biought in ships to Baghdad and
banished by al-MuHasim to ‘Ain Zarba [q v

]
In

the same year he appointed Haidar b Ki^us,

usually called al-Afshin [q v ], commander in chief

in the war against Babek [q v
],

but it was only

after two years that he was victorious The intole-

rance of the caliph against all those who would
not share the opinions of the Mu‘tazila made
him unpopular with the people and in addition

there was the dissatisfaction of the citizens

of the capital with the undisciplined Berber and
Turkish mercenaries whom al Mu‘tasim took into

his service At the end of 220 (835) he iherefoie

lesolved to move his residence to a smaller place

While his son Haiun al Wathik remained in

Baghdad as governor, the caliph established him-

self first on the al-Kfttal canal and then in bamarra

three days’ journey up the river Here in the

course of the year 221 (836) there aiose a splendid

palace with numerous buildings for the troops

[cf the ait badhljSl)] Very soon afterwards the

war with the Byzantines blazed up again Ihe
empeior Theophilus invaded Muslim territory on

the Upper Tigris, captured Zibatra and wrought

tremendous havoc in northern Syria and Mesopo-

tamia In CjumSda 1 223 (April 838) al-Mu‘tasim

himself took the field, accompanied by his ablest

generals The huge force advanced in three columns

the eastern army was commanded by al-Af^in,

the two divisions of the western one by al Mu‘iasim

and AshnSs Al-Afshin very soon put the emperor

to flight and in Shawwfil (Sept ) of the same year

The Encyclopaedia of Islam, HI,

Amorium after 55 days’ siege passed through
treachery into the hands of the caliph who had
the town destroyed But the victory had no per-

manent results As winter was coming on, al-

Mu‘tasim had to retire, particularly as a conspiracy

in favour of his nephew al-‘Abb5s b al Ma’mun

[q V
]
demanded urgent measures About the same

time the ispahbad of Tabarisian Maziyar b Karin
rebelled, but the rising was suppressed by ‘^Abd

AlUh b lahir [q v
]

In 226 (840—-841) or 227
troubles again broke out m Palestine where the

Umaiyads still had many supporters The leader,

Abu Harb al-Mubarka‘, claimed to be a descendant
of the Lmaiyads and everywhere preached rebel-

lion against the caliph until Radja^ b Aiyub al-

Hiddn, whom al-Mu tasim sent against him, took
him prisoner and brought him to bamarra Al-
Mu‘tasim died on i8th Kabi‘ 1 227 (Jan 5 842)
in bamarra By favouiing the Turks and suppres-
sing the Arab element he hastened the decline

of the ‘Abbaisid empire Unlike al-Ma mun, he
was comparatively uneducated lhat learning was
not allowed to fall into oblivion in his leigu is rather

due to the chief kadi Ahmaa b Abi Du^ad [q v
]
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(K V ZhTILRST^LN)

AL MU‘TASIM, Muhammad b Ma^n b Mu-
hammad Ibn Sumadih ai-TudjIbI, second
ruler of the dynasty of rudjibids[qv]
of the kingdom of Almeiia [qv], reigned

from 443 to 484 (1051— 1091) Gifted like his

contemporary al Mu'tamid [q v
]
of Seville with a

certain amount of poetic talent, he made his capital

duiing his long reign one of the great centres of

cultuie in the Peninsula But like the other muluk
al (aiva^if of bpain, he was foi the most of his

tune at war with one or other of his neighbours

He was without doubt implicated in the conspiracy

fomented by the Jew Yusuf against his master

Badls, king of Granada [cf zIkids] Later his forces

took part with those of Yusuf b la§hfin in the

famous battle of Zallaka [q v] Like the other

Muslim rulers of Spam he felt in the following

yeai the weight of the Almoravid sultan’s arm
After unsuccessfully besieging the fortiess of Aledo

and inciting Yusuf to act harshly against al Mu‘tamid,

whom he hated personally, he realised on his

death-bed that his capital would be besieged by

the Almoiavids as Seville had been This is why
he advised his son and successor Ahmad Mu‘izz

al-Dawla to seek an asylum with the lords of

50
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Bougie [q V
]
Almena was taken veiy soon after-

wards by the Almoravids

Btbltogiaphy Ibn Bassam, al^Dhakhtra
^

Ibn al-^atib, Ihata and I^laniy Ibn al-Abbar,

al-piullat al 5tyara\ ed Dozy, p 172, 174,
'Abd al-W5hid al Marrakushi, al-Mti d^tb^ ed

Dozy, transl Fagnan, Ibn al-Bayan a I-

mughribj 111 ,
ed Levi-Proven^al, Dozy, Htstotre

des Musulntans d'Espagne^ new ed
,

ni
,
do

,

Recherches sur Bhtstotre et la Utteratut e des

Arabes d'Espagne 3
,

vol 1 (memoir on the

lujJjlbids) (E Lfevi-PROVENgAi)

al-MUTAWAKKIL ^aia ’liah, Abu ’l-Fadl

Dja'^par b Muhammad, an 'Abbas id Caliph,
born in Shawwal 206 (Feb -March 822), son of

the caliph al-Mu'tasim and a slave giil from

Kh^varizm named S]iudj5^ He ascended the throne

in l^u ’

1-Hidjdja 232 (Aug 847) on the death

of his brother al-Wathik Ills old opponent, the

vizier Ibn al-Zaiyat, soon fell a victim to the cruelly

of the new caliph and a similar fate befell the

Turkish general Itakh, although the Utter along

with Wasif had helped him to the throne Ihe
caliph dreaded his influence and had him tin own
into prison where he died of thirst (Djumada II

235 = Dec 849—Jan 850) Fioin the religious

point of view al-Muiawakkil was thoroughly ortho-

dox boon after his accession he forb ide any dis-

putation about the Kui'an Ihose who had been

anested because they would not lecognise the

teachings of the Mu'tazila were released and in

235 (849—850) he revived and intensified the

regulations for special dress for Jews and C hristians

which went back to the caliph 'Omai The syna-

gogues and churches recently built in Baghdad
were taken down and the Mu'tazili chief kadi

Ahmad b Abi Du^ad [q v
]
with his sons dismissed

and the office of chief kadi given to the Sunni
Yahya b Aktham 1 he 'Alids also fell under his

ban In 236 (850—851) he had the mausoleum
of al-Husain in Kerbela"' destroyed and pilgrim^

age to this place forbidden The provinces were

frequently ravaged by rebels and foieign foes

In Adharbaidjan in 234 (848—849) Muhammad
b al-Ha'ith rebelled, he had earlier been taken

prisoner and brought to SSmairS but had escaped,

he established himself in the strong town of

Maraud The caliph’s troops could do nothing

against him until Bogha al Sharabi [q v
]

took

command After a long siege the Utter offered

him a pardon, but when Ibn al Ba'ith tried to

escape he was seized and brought to Samaira,

where he soon died in prison When al Mutawakkil
attempted to treat semi independent Armenia like

a conquered province, a dangerous using broke

out there m 237 (851—852), which was suppressed

in the following year, but only with difficulty, by
Bogha al-Kablr About the same time (238), the

Byzantines landed in Egypt and plundered Damietta
and in Asia Minor the war went on in the traditional

fashion against the Byzantines When the Paulician

sect was persecuted by the empress Theodora they

went over to the Muslims in masses The Byzantines,

however, succeeded in taking many prisoners Those
who would not become converted were massacred

,

but when al-Mutawakkil who had moved his

residence in Safar 244 (May—June 858) to Damascus
but left It after only two months, sent Bogha with
the Turkish cavalry against the Byzantines, the
fortune of war turned Bogha fought with success
against the enemy and in the following year the

MUTAWATIR

emperor Michael himself was defeated at Samosata

In 246 (860—861) the Muslim generals took a

considerable numbei of piisoners, but no peimanent

change in the situation was pioduced In Syria

also tiouble broke out Two governois in succes-

sion were diiven out of Hims and only with the

help of the troops from Damascus and al-Ramla was

order restoied (241=855—856) About the same

time al-Mutawakkil sent an aimy under command
of Muhammad b 'Abd Allah al Kummi against

the lebel Bedja Ihe latter were completely defeated

but their leader 'Ah Baba was pardoned In the

reign of al Mutawakkil the dynasty of the Saffaiids

[q V
]

was established in bidjistan To keep the

people of Baghdad in check, he sent foi the

governor of lUiurasan, Muhammad b 'Abd Allah

b lahii [q v
J,
and when the tuibulent praetoiians

made trouble he built a new lesidence at Dja'faiiya

in 245 (859—860) outside of Samarra, which

swallowed up enormous sums Poets and scholiis

were rewaided with princely munificence by this

caliph 1 he extravagance, capiicioiisness and cruelty

of the caliph, however, made him hated, and finally

he (|uarrelled with the commander of the 1 iirkish

bodyguard In Dhu ’

1-Hidjdja 235 (July 850) he

had arranged that his eldest son Muhammad al-

Muntasir should succeed him and the two other

sons Abu 'Abd Allah al Mu'tazz and Ibrahim al-

Mu^aiyad were each to receive a goveinoiship with

a claim to the thione after al-Muntasii He began

to favoui al-Mu'tazz howevei, and thus aroused

al Muntasir’s discontent The latter conspiied with

a few others of the same sentiments and in

Shaw wal 247 (Dec 861) al-Mutawakkil was mur-

dered [s Al tAlH B KHAKAN]
Btbltogtaphy Ibn Kutaiba, Kttah al-

Md'attf^ ed Wustenfeld, p 200, Va'kribi, ed

Houtsma, 11 591 602, Baladliuil, ed de Goeje,

see index, Tabari, ed de Goeje, 111 1368 sqq
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(K V ZliierstIen)
MUTAWATIR (a

),
part act vi from 7u-t r,

“that which comes successively” It is used as a

technical terra in two senses

a In the theory of cognition it is applied to

histoiical knowledge {j^abar)^ if the latter is

geneially acknowledged, e g the knowledge that

there is a city called Makka and that there has

existed a king called Alexander

Definitions of the term show slight differences

According to al l)juijij5m knowledge is mutawStir,

when it is supplied by so many persons that either

then number or their trustworthiness excludes

doubt of Its tiuth (^Ta^rlfat^ ed Flugel, p 210,
cf Sprenger, Dictionary of Technical Terms

^

P *470
According to Abu Hafs 'Umar al-Nasafi (f 537 =

1142) reports are mutawStir when handed down
without deviation by peisons who cannot be sup
posed to have plotted a he TaftSzanf in his
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commentary (p 33 sq
)
mentions two objections

The first is, that Jews and Christians accept as

mutawatir reports that are rejected by Muslims
lo this objection TafiSzSnl simply replies that the

possibility that these leports should be mutawatii,
IS excluded The second objection is, that the
reports of every single repoiter {ahai/^ q v

) re-

present an opinion only and that an accumulation
of opinions cannot be said to afford certainty

lo this faftazanl replies that often pluiality has
a power of which singleness is devoid, e g a

cord made of hair

For the place of this souice of knowledge within
the theoiy of cognition, cf the Suppienie/it, s v

M
b In prosody the term is applied to the ihyme

in which one moving letter intervenes between
the quiescents

Bibliography a ‘^Abd al Kahir al Bagh
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,
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i933i “ 355 J Wlnsinck)
MUTAWWIF, Meccan pi 1 g 1 1 m s’ guide

I he woid literally means one who leads the latvaf

[q V
]

The task of the mutaivwif is howevei by
no means limited to assisting pilgiims from foreign

lands, who entiust themselves to then guidance,

to go thiough the ceremonies lequiied at the

circumambulation of the Ka^ba On the contrary

they act as guides at the sa^y also and at all other

ceremonies which are prescribed 01 only recom-

mended for the hadjdj or ^umi a [(\ v] Ihemutiw-
wifs also cater veiy completely foi the physical

welfare of the pilgrims As soon as the pilgrims

arrive in Djidda, their agents are ready on the

airival of the steamers to provide all the sei vices

they requiie from disembaikment to departure for

Mecca In Mecca the mutawwifs 01 members of

their families and servants take charge of the

pilgrims During the whole of their stay they

provide the pilgrims with lodging, seivice, food,

purchases (necessary and unnecessary), attend them

if they fall ill and in case of death take charge

of what they leave behind them

The mutawwifs of course do not do all this

foi nothing They are appiopriately paid for their

tiouble and see that, if the pilgrim is iich, then

friends and lelations also make something out of

him Of the money which they themselves leceive,

they have to hand over a considerable put in the

form of fees, presents etc to the shaikh of the

gild and to the treasury, — another leason foi

getting as much as possible out of those entrusted

to their care It is therefore no wonder that many
pilgrims have complained bitteily about the cove-

tousness of these particularly piomiiient represen-

tatives of the Meccan pilgrim industry Recently

the fees for guides have been fixed by a legal

enactment of the Hidjaz goveinment {0 M ,
xii

[1932], 249)
Reference has already been made to the fact

that the mutawwifs are organised in gilds, they

are divided up into separate groups who sometimes
have the light to exploit the pilgrims from a definite

area only (e g Lower Lgypt) All these groups
together form the gild with a chief ahaildi officially

recognised at their head The gild is also very exclu

sive “Wild” (1 e independent) guides {jpyarrar^

have to be content with the scanty pickings left

over for them by the organised mutawwifs

Bibliography Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka^
Ihe Hague 1888 sq

,
11 28-38, 98-IOI, 295 sqq

,

passim^ Juynboll, Handbuch des tslamtschen Ge-

seizes^ Leyden—Leipzig 1910, p 150, Gaudefroy-

Demombynes, Le peleiinage h la Mekke^ Pans

1923, p 200—204, F Duguct, Le peleiinage de

la Mecque au point de vue religietix^ social et

sanitaire. Pans 1932, p 70 , 82
, J L

Burckhaidt, Tiavels in Arabia^ London 1829,

1 354—360, foi modem times E Rutter, The
holy Cities of Arabia^ New Yoik—London 1928,
1 80^^,113^7,11 139 , 143— 148, ^akib
Arslan, aLIrtisamdt aPlitaffl Khdln al Hddy^
ltd Akdas Matd/y Cairo 1350, p 71—80

(R Paret)
al-MU'^TAZILA is the name of the great

theological school which created the
speculative dogmatics of Islam Ihe
meaning of the name is deal from al-Mas'odl,

Miitudy^ VI 22 the Mu^tazilis aie those who
profess the doctrine of i^tizdl^ 1 e the doctrine

of the manztla baina 'Lmanztlalatn^ or the state

inteirnediite between belief and scepticism, the

fundamental doctrine of the school (see below)
A tradition which emanates from the ahl al hadiit

derives the name Mu'tazila from a schism which
took place in the circle of al-IIasan al BasrI

aftei laying down their doctrine of the manztla
baina V manzilataini^ Wasil b 'Ata’ and 'Amr b
‘Ubaid are said to have scpaiated (/ tazald) fiom

al-lJasans circle to found an independent school

01 rathei to have been expelled fiom it by the

latter 1 hese traditions aie not entiiely without

historical found iiion but the interpietation of the

name deduced from them is ceitainly wrong Ihe
Mu^tazilis were proud of then name, which they

certainly would not have been if it had been a

nickname invented by their enemies We have heie,

as the variety of versions also shows, a tendencious

invention of the ahl al-sunna wa ''Ldjamd^a anxious

to rehabilitate al-Hasan and biand the MuHazilIs

as heretics

Origins and political history i here are

quite definite indications th\t the MuTazila was

of political origin and that it arose under

the same constellation as the ^1^1 and Kharidji

movements Ihe accession of ^Ali (Dhu ’l-Hidjdja

35) IS the great wateished in the currents of the

histoiy of Islam It is well known that seveial

notable Companions of the Prophet lefused to

pay ^Ali the homage which he demanded 01 offered

It leluctantly The most frequently mentioned were

lalha and al Zubair but the names of many others

have been preserved Sa‘d b Abl Walj:tas,

‘^Abd Allah b '^Omar, Muhammad b Maslama,

Lsama b Zaid, Suhaib b Sinan and Zaid b

1 habit (al Tabari, 1 3072) Of these Talha and
al-Zubair openly rebelled against ^AU but the

majority remained neutral 1 he Medinese in general

followed the example of the latter and in Basra

al Almaf b Kais with 6,000 Tamimls and a group

of Azdis under Sabia b ShaimSn also stood aside

from the quarrel (al-Tabari, 1 3169, 3178) In
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speaking of the latter the text uses the verb

x'tazala^ which still has its propei sense of “to

separate from", but which is already on the way

to become a political teim meaning “to take up

a neutral attitude in the quarrel between ‘All and

his adversaiies" Now al-Nawbakhti mentions

(Kitdh Fttak ed Rittei, p 5) a party

which on the accession of ^Ali separated and

followed Sa'd b Abl Wakkas, 'Abd All5h b ^Omar,

Muhammad b Maslama and Usama b Zaid “ These

separated {t^tazalu) fiom ^Ali and refused either

to fight against him or to take his side although

they had paid homage to him and had received

him favourably
,
they were called al Mu^taztla and

are the ancestors of all the later Mu'tazila” The
Mu^tazila as a theological school must therefore

have been preceded by a political Mu^^tazila, which
determined its structure

This hypothesis seems to be confirmed if we
analyse carefully what is recorded of the founders

of the theological school According to a unanimous

tradition, this school originated with two natives

of Basra, Wasil b ^Ata^ v
]
and 'Ami b 'Lbaid

[q V
]

Ihe period of their activity covers practi-

cally the reign of the caliph Hish'^m and his

Umaiyad successors, 1 e the yeais 105-131
(723—48) We have a good deal of quite eaily

information about them, not always free from

lacunae, but sufficient to enable us to grasp the

leading ideas in their theological work (see Btbl

)

It IS clear from all these traditions that the doctrine

of t^hzal formed the starting point for the creation

of the school, that Wasil was the first to formulate

it and that he later won over 'Amr to his teaching

This is how al-Khaiyat records the origin of the

idea of ^tizal Muslims were agreed that he who
committed a grave sin deserved the name of fastk

and of but opinions varied as to the

character of the individual who received these

epithets The Kharidjls said he was an infidel

The Murdji’is said he was a believer in spite of

his jisk and his fudjiir ^
al Hasan al-Basri and his

circle described him as a hypocrite {niunafik)

Wasil demonstrates that the description given in

the Kur^tin of a believer and an infidel cannot be

applied to a believer who has committed a grave

sin
,

the latter is therefore neither believer nor

infidel Now it is impossible to regaid him as a

hypocrite as al-Hasan wants to do, for a hypocrite

must pass as a believer until his hypocricy is

brought to light Ihd only possible course then

is to put the Jasik in a special categoiy of those

who are in an intermediate state [ftianzila batrta

U-manztlatatri*) These same ideas are found in

the conversation by which WSsil is said to have

won 'Amr over to the doctrine of ^^itzal (al-Saiyid

al Murtada, Amali^ 1 114 = Ibn al Murtada,

aUM'U'tazilah^ p 22 sq
^

source probably al

OaiySt)
There are political problems concealed behind

these speculations The doctrine of manztla batna

'I'fnanztlatam^ is not the result of interest in pure

speculation, but arose out of an clearly defined opinion

on the individuals who took part m the quarrels

that raged round the caliphate of 'All It is striking

how much space is occupied by the question ot

'All, of Talha, of al-Zubair and of 'A^sha in the

rather scanty information which we possess regarding

the theology of Wasil and 'Amr, we cannot doubt
that here they were dealing with a central problem
Wasil and 'Amr took neither side m the dispute

{Kttab al Intt^ar^ p 97—98) According to them,

'All, Talha, al-Zubair and 'A^sha were originally

tiue and pious believers But the wai which broke

out among them divided them into two parties

who could not both be light, one of these parties

committed a sin but we do not know which We
must therefore leave their cause to Him who knows
it but in their relations with one another we
cannot regard them as true believers in the strict

sense of the word As a result if one of these

individuals bears witness against another of the

opposite party, we cannot accept this evidence,

lelatively to the one, the other is fastk and vice

versa (cf also Baghdadi, Kttab al I^ark^ p 100)

If we may believe the ahl al-hadith^ 'Amr showed

himself more severe than Wasil, he is said to

have refused to accept the deposition made by

any member of these parties against any member
of the community on any matter whatever

Baghdad^ xii 178, al-Baghdadi, Kttab ald^atk^

p 100), for he declared guilty {fussdk) per se

both the parties engaged in the battle of the

Camel It is therefore not surprising that Wasil

and 'Amr have sometimes been confused with the

I^aridjis (verse of Ishak b Suwaid al-'Adawi,

al Djahiz, Bayan, 1 13)
However, the opinion of the leadeis of the

Mu'tazila on 'All is based on quite a different

foundation To understand the position coriecily

It is important to note that i Wasil and the

whole Mu'tazila were definitely enemies of the

tmaiyads and that 2 Wasil adopted a somewhat
ambiguous attitude regarding 'Othnian and his

muiderers (^Kttab al-Inttsar^ p 97—98) Ihis

tacitly implies a declaration in favour of the'Alids,

the first actors in the drama played at Mecca in

the year 35 Indeed Wasil was on somewhat
intimate terms with the 'Alids of Medina (Ibn

al Murtada, al-Mu^laztlah^ p 20), the Zaidiya

revere him as one of their leaders, and Zaidl

theology is essentially based on that of Wasil

This is tiue not only of the speculative theology,

there is agreement also on political doctrines

Ihe Zaidls do not say that the first caliphs Abu
Bakr and 'Omar were usurpers as the extreme

Shi'is do, Wasil and with him the whole Mu'tazila

regards the caliphate of Abu Bakr as legitimate

(commentaiy of Ibn Abi Hadid on Nahdy al-

Balagha^ C uro 1329, 1 3), he left undecided

the question of knowing who had the superior

claim, Abu Bakr, 'Omar or 'Ah, but he credited

'All with a superior claim to 'Othman Ihis

attitude, a little complicated as regards 'All, and
therefore prudent towards the extreme Shl'is, at

the same time unreservedly hostile to the Umaiyads,

can in my opinion only be interpreted in one way
All these appnrenlly dissimilar lines converge on a

common centre the 'Abbasid movement It

is precisely WSsiTs attitude which we must regard

as characteristic of the partisans of the 'Abb5sids
The latter regarding themselves as the true ahl
al-batty It was evidently in their interest to lower

somewhat the preponderating position attributed

to 'All by the extreme Shl'is in order themselves

to profit by the prestige enjoyed by the family

of the Prophet, but on the other hand, they had
every reason not to cut the links with the Shi'is

who were indispensable as allies to them It is

obvious that in these circumstances it was particu-

larly important for them to win over the relatively

moderate Zaidl faction to their cause In a general
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way the teaching of Wasil on al~manztla can only
be perfectly understood if we see in it the

theoretical crystallisation of the political programme
of the ^Abbasids before their accession to power
Everything leads us to believe that the
theology of WSsil and of the early
Mu^tazila repiesents the official theo-
logy ofthc'Abbasid movement This gives

an unforced explanation of the fact that it was the

official doctrine of the ’^Abbasid court for at least

a centuiy It seems even probable that WSsil and
his disciples took direct part in the 'Abbasid
propaganda In his ka^tda^ mentioned below
Safwan al Ansari tells us that Wasil had emissaries

in all parts of the Muslim world Safwan
describes them as aident believers and ascetics

who were distinguished from other men in

physiognomy and dress, they were the supports

{awtad) of God m all lands and centres in which
his commandments were made manifest and in

which the art of disputation (with the enemies

of the faith) flourished The period of this activity

coincides exactly with that of the most intense

'AbbSsid propaganda, in which all the forces

working for the ruin of the Umaiyads were co

operating, it is impossible not to believe there

was a connection between the two That Wasil
did actually extend his propaganda very far to

the west is proved by the fact that theie existed

long after the fall of the Umaiyads a Wasili

community at Tahert (Yakut, 1 815) numbering
about 3,000 members who had allied themselves

with the Tbadis They had rebelled against Mansur
under Idris b ‘\bd Allah al-Hasani (al Shahiastanf,

p 31, on these happenings see Tabari, in 561),
they were theiefore reckoned among the enemies

of the fiist ^Abbasid caliphs It is interesting to

note that the connection between Wasil and the

Kharidiis, supposed by Ishak b Suwaid al-^Adawi

to exist (see above) was here an actuality

The quarrels of WSsil and his followers with

Djahmb Safw 5 n [q v] form a difficult problem

which has not yet been solved On the one hand,

Djahm’s theology left distinct traces on that of

the Mu'tazila, the doctrine of the created Kur^Sn

which was later to become a fundamental MuHazila

thesis was probably formulated by Djahm and in

the doctrine of the divine attributes theie are

coincidences on both sides which cannot be

accidental On the other hand, there are many
serious differences which are probably practical

and political in their nature I^ahm professed in

the most extreme form the doctrine of predestination

(djabt^ All the actions of man are involunlaiy

Wasil maintained the opposite thesis of free will

Now once again we have political problems hidden

behind these theological controversies, the Umaiyads

in general preferred the dogma of predestination

while the opposition accepted the dogma of free

will in Its widest inteipretation, in Damascus,

GhailSn al-Dimashki, who figures among the fathers

of the Mu'^tazila (Ibn al MurtadS, al Mu^laztlah,

p 15— 17), was put to death by the caliph Hi§h5m
for holding the doctrine of free will (al-Tabari,

in 1733)
Once the hypothesis of a definite connection

between the Mu'tazila and the ‘^AbbSsids is admitted,

the question of the relations between the Muhazila

founded by WSsil and the early Mu'^tazila of the

period of ^AU presents itself in a new aspect It

will be admitted that there is a striking resemblance

between the attitude of these former companions
of the Prophet and that of the 'Abbasids It is

true that ^Abd AllSh b al-^’Abbas entered the
service of ‘Ali after the death of 'Othman but his

true sentiments were somewhat ambiguous, he
was a great friend of 'OthmSn but a rather lukewarm
partisan of 'All and after the latter’s death he
placed himself at the service of the Umaiyads
His descendants did not remain at Medina, probably

because the 'Alids were their rivals there, after

a stay in Damascus, his son went to Humaima
near Adhruh and here a foimal rapprochement
took place in 98 between the 'AbbSsids and the

'Alids (Wellhausen, Das atabtsche Retch^ p 312 )

Before this event, we may regard the 'Abbasids
as a kind of Mu'tazila in the old sense of the word
With 'Amr b 'Ubaid a new element enters

the Mu'tazila as founded by Wasil 'Amr originally

was one of the ahl aUhadxth^ brought up in the
circle of al Hasan al-Basri, he transmitted a laige

numbei of hadiths fiom his master and he is

remembered as one of the muhaddithun His con-

version to the doctrine of t'‘tizal brought about
a rupture between him and these circles

,
but

with him a considerable section of the Kadaris

of the ahl al hadith joined the Mu'tazila, thus

reinforcing the moie politically inclined Kadariya,

of which Wasil was the champion Kadart and

mu^tazili were soon to become synonymous teims

'Amr seems to have been decidedly anti-'Alid (see

above), in any case he preferred Abii Baki to

'Ali (Ibn Abi Hadid on Nah^ al Balagha^ 1 3)
This attitude implies a certain predilection for

'Othmgn, which is foreign to Wasil, indeed, a

section of the old Basris, among them al I)jahiz,

IS said to have belonged to the party called aB
^Othmamya 'Amr’s point of view was of great

importance for the development of the Mu'tazila

After their final triumph, the 'Abbasids immediately

dissolved the alliance with the Shi'a, which had
only been a political instiument for them As
regards the extreme Shi'a, the RawSfid, the Mu'tazila

unreservedly followed the direciion of then new
masters, but it is fairly evident that some of them

did not decide to break so abruptly with the

moderate Shi'a It lesulted in a sch ism One section

remained faiihful to the alliance with the moderate

Shi'g
,

this section was later to foim a special

Mu'tazila school in Baghdad But the Mu'ta

zilis of Brsia with 'Amr at their head seem to

have attached themselves without protest to the

'Abbasid cause 'Amr even became the intimate

fiiend of Mansui and so to speak his spiiitual

fathei In the west, the Mu'tazilis allied with the

I^andjis rebelled against the 'Abbasids (see above)

I et us sum up the characteristic featuies of the

Mu'tazila at the beginning of the 'Abbasid period

The Mu'tazila was i in general devoted to the

cause of the 'Abbgsid caliphs, only a faction

being opposed to them, 2 decidedly hostile to

the extreme Shi'a, the Rafida, 3 hostile to the

^ahmiya, by which however it was a little influ-

enced, 4 kadari in reuniting several of the old

factions of this name, 5 in serious disagreement

with the ahl aUhadith^ who soon declared it

heretical This position had a decisive influence

in determing the structure of the Mu'tazila
theology The beginnings of this theology go

back to W5sil and 'Amr and aie connected with

the fight against the Rafida The extreme Shl'ls

had quite early assimilated a good number of
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non-Muslim beliefs, we need not doubt that Ma
nichaeism played a part in them, m any case

certain gnostic and dualist ideas had found a way
into IslSm through the intermediary of these SljiSs

These tendencies, very maiked in Kufa, were also

represented at Basra, in the house of an Azdl

who was a sumani or Buddhist, Wfisil and 'Amr
had frequent meetings with ^Abd al Karim b Abi
’1 'Awdja^ and Salih b 'Abd al-Kuddus, who pro-

fessed dualist doctrines {al-thanawtya
^
ue should

probably understand by this Manichaean views) and

the poet Bashshar b Burd [q v
]
{Kttab al Agkant^

ill 24) A serious schism broke up this cuiious

inadjhs This event decided the whole futuie of

the Mu'tazila Henceforth the fight against zan^

daka and thflnaivtya is a cardinal point in the

programme of the Mu^tazila Wasil himself com-
posed a refutation of Manichaeism which al-Bahill

(c 300 ah) was still able to peruse {al Mt^ta-

ztlahy p 21) But they also found themselves

compelled to combat these heresies in a positive

fashion
,
to the doctrine of fire professed by Bash-

ghar they offered a theology of earth, so to speak,

a theology based on the natural philosophy of the

time The poems of SafwSn al Ansari (al Djahiz,

Kitah al-Bnyan^ 1 16— 19) afford us a specimen

of this theology, here we have one of the fun-

damental documents for the histoiy of Mu^tazila

dogmatics It is not yet clear whence came the

philosophy put at the service of theology but its

general character is apparent, it is the philosophy

of the alchemists, physicists of late antiquity, a

kind of summa of the scientific principles which

seem to have been accepted everywhere in Asiatic

Hellenism SafwSn perhaps gives us a hint as to

the circles from which it came to the Mu^tazila,

when he tells us that Bashshar called W5sil and

his friends Dai^ams^ this is in any case worth

noting In a general way those who handed on

this natural philosophy seem to have been the

school called Dahrtya by Muslims The Mu'tazila

fought these Dahris with a vigour which reveals

the dependence on this heretical philosophy of

which they were couscious The true founder of

the dogmatic system of the Mu'tazila was Abu
M-Hudhail Muhammad b al Hiidhail al-

^Allaf [q v] Abu ’l-Hudhail, his friends and
pupils, continued on a large scale the polemic

against Manichaeism, a polemic which is certainly

not unconnected with the persecution begun bj

the ^AbbSsids against the open or secret adherents

of this religion On the other hand, he fought the

Rafida most vigorously, then represented by the

very remarkable theologian Ilisjjamb al-Ha-
kam [q v], and it was through his disputes

with the latter that he was led to study the

books of the philosophers, which furnished him
with a system of dogmatics, a little bold, but

full of fertile new ideas Alongside of him there

was a crowd of important theologians at Basra

Mu'ammar, an independent mind whose ideas have

not yet been sufficiently analysed
, HishSm b

'Amr al Fuwatl and al-Asamm, adversaries of Abu
’1-Hudhail and several others Among the pupils

of Abu ’l-Hudhad mention must first be made of

IbrShlm b SaiySr al-Nazzam [q v] These
theologians gave Mu'tazila dogmatics its essential

character This theology is i apologetic it aims

at defending the revelation of the Prophet, as a

result It 18 2 strictly Kurban ic the sacred book
is the only source of the theological denomina-

tions {asni^^ and of the precepts of religion

(ahkdm')^ it is 3 polemical it vigorously invaded

the domains of other religions and other Muslim
parties to fight them on then own ground, it is

4 speculative it has recourse to philosophical

means to refute its adversaries and formulate its

dogmas, consequently it is 5 intellectualist it

envisages the problem of religion under the purely

intellectual aspect Nothing could then be less

justifiable than to regard the Mu^tazila as philo-

sophers, free thinkers or liberals On the contrary,

they are theologians of the strictest school, their

ideal IS dogmatic orthodoxy, philosophy for them
IS only an onctlla Jidet^ they are nothing less

than tolerant What they created was Muslim
scholasticism

Paiallel to the school of Basra, a MuHazila

school was founded in B a gh d a d by Bishi b

al-Mu'tamir (q v
,
d 210 = 825-826) This school

was pro-'Alid ('All preferable to Abu Baki), and

Bishr was persecuted by H5rQn al-Rashid But

under Ma^mQn (q v, 198—218 = 813—833), a

decidedly pro ‘^Alid caliph, the school of Bishr

gained a prepondeiating influence mainly through

the theologians Thumama b Ashias (d in 210=
825-826) and Ibn Abi Du^ad (d in 240 = 854-

855) Ihis school paiticularly attacked those who
held the doctrine of the uncreated Kurban [q v

]

This attack howevei had disastrous consequences

foi the Mu'tazila Abandoned by the caliph al-

Mutawakkil (232—247) who adopted the doctrine

of the uncreated Kur^3n, it rapidly fell from its

influential position and soon found itself sui rounded

by implacable enemies In the second half of the

third century, Ibn al Rawandl, a partisan of the

Baghdad school, made a stii when he left the

Mu'tazila for the most advanced R5fida, a man
of violent temperament, he criticised the Mu'tazila

in a scathing way which did it much damage
Towards the end of the third century, the Kar-

matian movement came on the scene, reinforcing

the extreme RSfida and causing trouble in every

seculai and spiritual sphere In the struggle against

the Karmatians it is no longer the Mu'tazila who
appear at the head of the defenders of orthodoxy

but the ahl al-hadt(h In the year 300, al Ash'ari

broke with the Mu'tazila of Basia, of which he
had been a convinced supporter, to intioduce

speculative dogmatics among the ahl al-hadith^ who
were soon to give its character to Sunni theology

Among the Mu^tazila theologians of the thud
centuiy we may mention the following At Basra
the tradition of Abu ’1-IIudbail al'Allaf was pro-

pagated by a flourishing school represented by

Yusuf b 'Abd Allah al-Shahham, AbO
'All al-Aswari and others 'AbbSd b Su
1 a 1 m a n was the pupil of HishSm al-Fuwatl

Ibrahim b Isma'il known as Ibn 'Ulaiya

(d 218) was the pupil of al-Asamm The school

of al-Nazzam developed certain special doctrines

which the later Mu'tazila rejected (Fadl al-Hadathi

and Ahmad b Haht, Kttab al-Inlt^dr^ p 222

—

223), but among the disciples of al-Nazzam we
also find al-Djahiz[qv] In the second half ot

the century, the most important Basra theologian

was undoubtedly Aba "^All Muhammad b 'Abd
al-Wahhab al-Ejubba^I [q v

]
In Baghdad

we find in addition to the theologians already

mentioned 'Isa b Subaih al-Murdar, contemporary

of Bishr b alMu'tamir, then “the two Dja'fars”

Eja'far b Mubashshir (d 234) and Dja^far
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b Harb (d 236), at a later date Muhammad b
ShaddSd al Misma'l ZurkSn (d in 278) und Abu
’1-Iiusain ^Abd al-Rahim b Muhammad al ^aiyat,
the great authority on the history of the MuHa-
zila (d at the end of the century) On the Mu'ta-
zila of Syria we are not well informed, and
only a little better on that of Egypt I he first

Mu'^tazill heie was Ibn 'Ulaiya (cf above) who
had disputations with al-Shafi'i, with him Hafs
al-Fard came to Cairo, this last represented

the official theology in Cano duiing the mthna
of al-W5t]iik Hafs was declared a heretic by al-

KhaiySt {^Kttab al-Inttsat
^ p 133— 134) — In

Spain the Mu'^tazilt teaching was disseminated

by Abu Bakr Faradj al Kurtubf who had visited

the east and studied theie with al-l>^ahiz
,

it was
therefore al Djahiziya — at bottom al-Nazzamlya
— that was known inSpain,veiy soon the Mu^^ta

zila seems to have become undistinguishable from

the Batinlya (Asm Palacios, Abenmasarfa y su

escuela^ Madrid 1 9 14, p 21—22)
Ihe fourth century saw the Shi^a flourishing

and 'Abbasid powei disappearing, the favour of

several Buyid governois now to some degree made
good the loss of prestige which had been suffeied

by the Mu^tazila Ihe schools continued their work
and the Mu'tazila spread to the east At Basia,
al lijubba^ had left a large number of disciples

but his school was soon surpassed by that of his

son Abu Hashiin [q v], representatives of the

latter were among otheis Abu ^Abd Allah al-

Husain b 'All al-B\srI (d 369), Abu ’1 Husain

al Azrak (Ahmad b Vusuf b Ya'kub) al Tanukhi
(d 377), a member of the well known al-Tanukhi

family, Abu Ish5k Ibiahim b ^Aiyash al-Basri

and his pupil the Kadi ^Abd al Djabbar b Ahmad
al HamadhanI 1 he latter, the most remarkable of

the Basra theologians of the period, migiated in

360 to Raiy where he founded an influential school

and died m 415 In Baghdad the school of Abu
Bakr Ahmad b 'Ah al Ikhshldh (d in 320) do

minated the whole century A very celebiated

Baghdadi, Abu ’I Kasim 'Abd Allah b Ahmad
al-Balkhi al Ka'bi, a pupil of al-Khaiyat, founded

a school at Nasaf, where he died in 319,
among his pupils we find al-Ahdab Abu ’1-Hasan

We also find the Mu'tazila in Isfahan, where

Abu Bakr Muhammad b Ibrahim al Zubaiii of the

school of Abu ’1 Hudhail had introduced Mu'ta-

zila doctiines, at Kir mi sin (school of Abu
Hashim), (/uigan, NishapUi and inseveial other

towns of Khuiasan During the fifth centuiy it

was the theology of 'Abd al-Djabbar which do

minated at Basra, one of his pupils, Abu Muham
mad al Hasan b Ahmad b Mattawaihi, handed

down the great work on dogmatics of his master,

al-Miihi! bi V Takltf
^
another theologian, Abn Ra

shid Sa'id b Muhammad al-Naisaburi (d in 460),

complied a lesum^ of the questions disputed in

the schools of Basra and Baghdad Several theo

logians of Baghdad are known, some of them

must have belonged to the Zaidiya and generally

speaking the Baghdad school becomes moie and

more merged in the Zaidiya The last great theo-

logian of the Mu'tazila was al-Zamakhsharl

[q v
]

(d in 538) but the schools continued to

exist long after him, especially in the east It

was probably the invasion of the Mongols that

put an end to them, the Mu'tazila has however

survived to our day in the Zaidiya

It was not speculative dogmatics alone that

formed the subject of Mu'lazila activity Their
part m the history of the exegesis of the Kur^Sn
lb a very considerable one, it was they who in-

troduced the strictly grammatical method There
lb a very close connection between them and the
philological school of Basra, the representatives of
which in general taught Mu'tazila doctrines (e g
al-Asma'i) The exegetical works of the Mu^tazila,

for the most part now lost, were utilised to a

large extent by their adversaries, e g Fakhr al-

Din al RazI — All questions of fikh were vigorously

discussed in the Mu'tazila schools, the influence

of the Mu'tazila on the u^ul al’fikh and the

madhahtb has still to be examined — Lastly the

science of hadith certainly received various stimuli

from the Mu'tazila criticism of the ahl al-haditk

Madhhab Mu'tazila theology is summed up
undei five principles {tqtil) or fundamental doctrines
which one must accept in their integiity to be
recognised as a Mu'tazili (al-MasUdi, Mutudj^ vi

22) As these were probably in origin the
principal points in the progiamme of Mu'tazili

propaganda, these ustil later became a kind of

framework of speculative dogmatics

I Asi al-taiuhid the stiictest profession of

monotheism (igainst any kind of dualism), denial

of all resemblance between Allah and his creatures

(against the anthropomorphisms of i\\Q muhaddtthufi

on the one hand and those of the Rafida and
Manichaeans on the other), the divine attributes

recognised (against the I^ahmiya) but deprived

of their real existence they are not entities added
to the divine being (this would be ihtrk^ against

the Stfaitya among the ahl al-haditji') but iden-
tical with the being (Wasil, Abu ’1 Hudhail),

allegorical interpretation of the anthropomorphisms
of the Kurban, denial of the beatific vision,

vigoious affirmation of a peisonal God and creator

(agiinst the Dahriya), integral affirmation of the

revelation of the Piophet but distinction between

a natural theology and a revealed theology Problems

discussed here 1 The nature of God and his

attributes a omnipresence God is in all places,

in the sense that he directs everything (Abu
’1-IIudhail, al-Djubba’i) — he is not in any place

(geneial thesis), b perceptibility he is not per-

ceived by the senses (thesis generally adopted) —
he 's perceived by the heart (Abu ’1 Hudhail) —
he has a hidden mahtya which will be peiceived

in another woild with the help of a sixth sense

which God wull then create (Hafs al Fard and

others, thesis declared heretical), c the attributes

(eternal, names of the essence) identical with the

essence (Abu ’1 Hudhail, thesis generally adopted)—
inherent in the essence through ma^am (Mu'ammar)
— through ahitfal{KhvL Hashim), expiessing positive

aspects (Abu ’1 Hudhail and generally) — negative

(knowledge negation of ignorance etc
,
al Nazzam)

2 The structure of the created woild
a stai ting point anthropology tieated in a positive

way (exact definition of religious duties) and negative

(refutation of thanawtya) man is the empirical

phenomenon which we see, the body {^tsm) which

IS composed of a certain number of indivisable

entities (atoms) and which supports the accidents

life, the senses, colours etc
, nafs is ma^na and

distinct from ruh (Abu ’l-Hudhail) — man is

composed of body (badan) and ruh (identical with

na/s) which are mutually intei penetrant (tnuda-

lhal(i)y the colours, senses, sensations, forms and

spirits foim different catagories of ^aw^htr (not
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accidents, not atoms), all that is living forms a

single category {mu^anasa) (al-NazzSm) — man is

an indivisible entity {^awhar) characterised by

hayat, kudra, the body is the instrument of

this ijawhar
,
the accidents (movement, rest, colours

etc ) are inherent in it through ma^am which are

inherent in other ma^anl etc tn tnjinttum (Mu^^am-

mar) — man is bashar (‘^AbbSd b SulaimSn) —
the nafs is an instrument which the body uses,

the ruh is an accident (Dja'far b Harb) — the

ruh is a body and distinct from the life which is

an accident (al-Djubba^i)
,
b the physical world

dead nature is distinct from that which is living

in as much as nature acts through darura while

living beings act through their free will

for the rest, the one and the other category are

of the same structure, the problems of physics

being those of anthropology (substance, accidents,

bodies, atoms etc), theoiy of znhur and kutnun

formulated by al-Nazzam and which correspond to

his theory of penetration {tuudakhala) things are

hidden one in the other, physical development
consists in the hidden things becoming manifest

(e g the fire hidden in the stone) 3 The re-

lation between God and the created
world a laisa ka-mttjilthi a rigorous

distinction between kadtm and muhdath (no hulul\

b the activities of God, expressed by his attii

butes, have for their objects the things of the

created world If these activities are eternal, the

things ought to be so also, now these things are

created 1 e put into existence after having been non-

existent, several solutions of the problem “thing”

IS only what exists and before the reaction the thing

was not thing which implies that divine knowledge
IS born with the things (DjahmT thesis adopted by

Hi§li5m al-Fuwati) — before the creation things

were posited {thjdbit') as non-existent in God’s eternal

knowledge but without the accidents which cha-

racterise them in existence (al Shahham and others)

— with these accidents (al I^aiyat, al-Ka^bi and

several theologians of BaghdSd [school of md’du-
nilya\) God created all things at one time, one 10

the other and these things are manifested in the

created world one after the other (al-Nazzam), c

are the objects of divine knowledge and power
limited? Yes (Abu ’l-Hudhail) — no (the others),

d divine power does not extend to the accidents

(Mu'ammar) — to the phenomena resulting spon

taneously from human action {tawallud, see under

a^l al-^adl) 4 Revelation prophecy a prophet

is ma^sum, 1 e free from grave sins
,
b the Kur^5n

created, God creates the woid in a substratum

{iawh al-mahfuz, the Prophet, the bush etc) The
Kur^Sn is miraculous in composition and style —
denied by al-Nazzam, distinction (which goes back

to Wasil) between muhkam, the precepts of the

Kur^Sn which are clear and without ambiguity and

fnutashabth, the precepts which are not immediately

clear and evident, distinction between ndstkh and

mansukh
II A{1 al-adl God is just, all that he does

aims at what is best for his creation [a^lah'), he
does not desire evil and does not ordain it {amr
and trada identical) He has nothing to do with

man’s evil deeds, all human actions result from
man’s free will, man has a kudia and an tstt(a^a

kabla ’/-yfV, man will be rewarded for his good
deeds and punished for his evil ones Problems
discussed here i Divine power a can God
commit an injustice? No al-NazzSm — yes, but

he does not general thesis, b theodicy could God
prevent evil? yes, for he possesses a store of

hidden grace (/«//) which would be sufficient to

destroy evil completely at once Biabr b al Mu'lamir

and several Baghdad theologians — no, foi he

always does what is best and wisest for his creation

general thesis 2 Human power created by

God
,
physical evils, diseases etc are not subject to

the human will, man’s actions aie movements,
distinction between af^Ul aUkulub and af^al al^

djawai th
,

problem of tawallud stated by Abu
M Hudhail and particularly discussed in the school

of Baghdad the effects of an action are attributed

to him who performs it, and even after his death

he remains responsible for it

III Asi al-wd'd iva U^wdtd (or al asma^ iva

U-ahkam) practical theology Problems here

discussed a belief and unbelief belief consists in

all the acts of obedience, obligatory or superero-

gatory
,
sms are divided into grave {kaba^ir)

and petty {sagha'tr), the following are kaba^ti

tashbih Allah bt khalktht^ ta^wtruhu ft huhnthi

and lakdhtbuhu ft khabartht, radd al-tdjma'

^l~nabt, God of his grace may foigive ^aghWtr,

he who is not a Muslim obeys God if he does

something which God has commanded in the

Kurban {ta^a la yurad^ Ulah^ biha) Abu ’1 Hudhail

(thesis rejected by al-Nazz5m and the Baghdad
school), distinction between Imdn bt 'Hah and
tman h 'Hah from Hish^m al huwati onwards,

belief consists in avoiding e acts regai ding

which God has laid down a threat (reriW) al-

Nazzam
,
b al-asma^ wa 'I ahkam the good {al~

hasan) is what God has ordained in the Kurban,

evil {al kabth) what he has forbidden Questions

of fikh in general, c Tradition the authenticity

of a tradition is only guaranteed by 20 believers one

of whom IS predestined to Paradise, there are m
each generation 20 believers who are free from grave

sins {ma^sum) Abu ’1-Hudhail and Hisham al Fu
wati, the tawatur does not necessarily piesuppose

believers, the Muslim community can agree upon
what IS an error or a mistake al-Nazz?tm and others

IV Asl al-manztla batna 'l-manztlatavi^ 1 Pro-
blems of theocracy a the caliphate of Abu
Bakr was legitimate but not based on a divine

revelation general thesis, b superiority of Abu
Bakr over 'Ali (Abu Bakr superior to 'Omar, the

latter to 'Othman, the latter to ‘^Ali) the old

Basils and Thumama, superiority of 'All to Abu
Bakr the Baghdadis and some later Basris (al-

DjubhaT towaids the end of his life, 'Abd al-

Djabbar)
,

neutral attitude {tawakluf) on all that

concerns the question of knowing who was entitled

to the superiority Abu Bakr, 'Omar or 'All, 'All

superior to 'OthniSn Wasil, Abu ’l-Hudh*!!!, Abn
Hashim 2 The problems of fSsik, the old

problem being no longer a live one, petty sins

{al-sagha^tr) were discussed under this head
V Asl al-amf bt 'Umdrtif wa 'l-nahy ^an^

'I’tnunkar programme of Mu'tazila activity before

the coming of the 'Abbasids, the faith must be

spread by the tongue, the hand and the sword,

later this asl is little discussed, al-Asamm denies

its obligatory character
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Leipzig 1902 also the woiks mentioned in the

text (H S Nyberg)

al-MU^TAZZ bi ’i lXh, Abu 'Abd AllSh Mu-
hammad (or al-Zubair) b Dja'far, an 'Abbasid

caliph, son of al-Mutawakkil and a slave-girl

named Kabiha After al-Musta'in had been forced

to abdicate, al-Mu'tazz was proclaimed caliph on
4^1^ Muharram 252 (Jan 25,866) When he wanted
to get nd of the two Turkish geneials Wasif and
Bogha the younger, they got wind of his intentions

and went back to SJmarrS On the other hand,

he succeeded in putting his brother and successor

designate al Mu’aiyad to death and throwing the

third brother Abn Ahmad into prison In the

following year Wasif was killed by the troops

when they mutinied for their pay and he attempted

to appease them After the death in Dhu ’1-KaMa 253
(Nov 867) of the governor Muhammad b 'Abd
Allah [q v ], tiouble broke out in Baghdad and
in the following year Bogha was murdered at the

caliph’s instigation As the latter could not pay
the troops they mutinied Al-Mu'tazz applied to

his mother who possessed immense wealth, but
she refused to help him and at the end of

Radjab 255 (July 869) the cruel and faithless

caliph was deposed He was put in a subterranean
dungeon where he died of staivation in 3 days
at the age of 24 In his reign the dynasty of the

1 ulunids was founded and Y a"kub b I aith [q v
] was

recognised as governor of Sidjistau Ihe Kharidjls

sacked al Mawsil and in Asia Minor the Muslims

were defeated by the Byzantines Cf also the articles

AL-MUIAWAKKII
,
AL-MUNTASIR and Al -MUSTA'IN
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MUIHALLAIH, also Muihallatha, plur

always muthallathat^ triangle, it forms the first

category of plane surf ices bounded by straight

lines {al basd^it al musattaha al mustakimat al

khutut) (cf al Khwarizmi, Mafdfih^ p 206) Fol-

lowing Euclid’s FlcmentSy 1 ,
"Opo^ 24—29, the

Al lb mathematicians classify triangles from two

points of view either accoiding to the sides {dtPy

pi adld^) into equilateral {al muthallath al-mutasdwt

’/ adldl^ in Euclid r^iyiavov /V^xAsvpov), isosceles {al-

muthallath al mutasdwi ’/ dtPatfiy rplymov }v09itehi^)

and scalene {al-muthallatJt al-mukhtalif al-adlcl^

Tplymov (TK»hviv6v)y or according to the angles (z5-

ivtya^ pi zaxvdyd)y into right-angled {al muthallaUi

al kd^im al zdwtya^ Tplymov bp^oywinov)y obtuse

angled {al-muthallath almunfaiidj al-zdwtvay rpl-

ymov ijtz/JAwyiwv/ov) and acute-angled {al-muthallatk

al-hadd al zdwt^a [zawdyd']^ rplymov h%vymiO)i)

In the equilateial triangle the base is called

al-kditday the apex al-tcZsy the sides al-dtPdn

(see above), in the right-angled triangle the hypo-

tenuse IS called al ku{r^ 1 e “diameter” (because

the hypotenuse lepresents the diameter of the circle

described around the right-angled triangle), for

the two sides the term al-dtPdn is generally used

Mtsdhat al mutJyillathdt as a technical term
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means trigonometry (cf Dozy
^
Supplemental 163a)

MuxHALLAiiiA (always with the feminine ending)

IS a technical term in astrology Astro

logy divides the zodiacal circle {tntntaha [q v ])

into four muthallathat (Gr rplymx^ Lat trtgona^

trtquetra)^ each of which includes three signs 120®

apart These “are situated together in the trigonal

plane” [tathllih^ Gi rp/V^vov, Lat aspectus trinus)^

the word tathllth itself is frequently found as a

synonym of muthallatha which comes from the

same root {(hrl-tlp) (cf Dozy, op at
^ p 162b)

In star nomenclature Kawkab al-Muthallath

IS the constellation of the (noithein)
Triangle (in Eiatosthenes AeAtwt^v, in Ptolemy

Tp/ywvov) which IS adjoined in the east by Perseus,

in the north by Andromeda, in the west by Pisces

and in the south by Aiies According to Ptolemy
{Almagest) and al Sufi (ed Schjellerup, p 123 ),

It consists of three stars of the third magnitude and
one of the fifth The star at the apex (a Trianguli)

IS an astrolabe star and is called Ra^s al Muthal'
lath The latter name is found in Ltbros del saber

de astrotwmia del tey D Alfonso X de Castilla

in the corrupted form “alcedeles”

Bibliography al-Khw5rizmT, Kttab Ma-
faith aU^UlTim^ ed G van Vloten, Leyden 1895,
Codex Leidensis 399, i Euchdts I^lementa ex

interpretatione al Hadschdschadschu^ Copenhagen

1893— 1932, vol 1 ,
^Abd al-RahniSn al-Sufi,

al Kaxvaktb wa 'l^Suwar {Descuption des etales

ed H C F C Schjellerup, St Peters-

burg 1874 (WiLiY IIartner)

al-MITTI [See An ah, 11]

AL-MUTr LI ’llah, Abu ’l KSsim ai-Fadi,
an 'Abbasid caliph, son of al Muktidir [q v ],

brother of al-RadI and of al-Muttaki [q v
]

Al-

Mutl^ was a bitter enemy of al-Mustakfl [q v
]

and therefore went into hiding on the latter’s

accession and after MuSzz al-Dawla [q v
]

had

become the real ruler, al-Muti^^ is said to have

taken refuge with him and incited him against

al-Mustakfl After the deposition of the latter in

Djum5da II or Sha^ban 334 (Jan or Maich 946)
al-Muti' was lecognised as caliph His reign marks

a very unfortunate period in the history of the

^AbbSsids The caliph himself had not the slightest

authority, the power was in the hands of Mu'izz

al-Dawla and after his death (356 = 967) in those

of his son BakhtiySr The Fatimids were growing

more and more powerful and the Samanids also

declined to recognise al Muti' as the legitimate

suzerain The HamdSnids were weakened by their

wars with the Buyids and the FStimids In Baghdad
the Sunnis and Shfis were fighting one another

and several Shi^l usages were introduced by the

BGyids who had 'Alid sympathies At last the

weak and sickly caliph was forced by the lurks
to abdicate in favour of his son 'Abd al Karim
al-TaV (i3^h Dhu ’

1-KaMa 363 = August 5, 974)
Al Muti' died in Muharram 364 (September

—

October 974) in Dan al-'Akul

Bibliography Mas'udI, Muru^y (ed Pans),

I
,

IX 48, 52, Ibn al-Athir (ed Toinberg),

viii 315, 338 sqq
^

Ibn al TiktakS, al’Fakhri

(ed Derenbourg), p 390 sq
,
Muhammad b

ShSkir, Fawat aUWafayat^ 11 125, Weil, Gesch

d Chaltfen^ in \ sq (K V ZETTERSTfEN)
MU^LAl^ (a ), part pass IV from “to

loose the bond (katd) of an animal, so as to let

it free” (e g Muslim, Qxthnd^ trad 46, Abu
DawGd, J^ih^d^ bab 100) The term is also applied

to the loosening of the bowstring (Bukhari, Uythad^

b 170), of the garments, the hair etc 1 hence

the common meaning absolute, as opposed to

restricted {fnukaiyad)^ and further the accusative

mu(lakan “absolutely” The use of the teim is

so widely diffused, that a few examples only can

be given

In grammar the teim maf^td mutlak denotes

the absolute object (cognate accusative), 1 e the

objectivated verb of the sentence, such as “a sitting”

in the sentence he sat a sitting

In the doctrine of the roots of fikh the

term is applied to the mudytahtds of the heroic

age, the founder*? of the mad/ihabs who aie called

mudytahid mutlak^ an epithet which none after

them has borne [cf iiviiihad]

In dogmatics the teim is applied to existence,

so that al-wudjud al mutlak denotes Allah, as

opposed to His creation, which does not possess

existence in the deepest sense

In ontology the term is also applied to

existence {yvn^lynd) in connection with the question

of the nature of the Utter Here al-ivudyUu al

mutlak is opposed to al~%vudyud al mahmul It

'"Ima'ivdu^ See the art maniik, supia p
259h

In other surroundings the term has the meaning
“general” as opposed to UiTi<;s

^

cf the definition

in DjurdjSnl’s Ta^tifat Mutlak denotes the one

without specification Cf further the Pictionaiy

of the Ttchmtal Terms
On the meaning of 1 a7Vi mutlak in prosody,

cf Fieytag, Darstellung d arab Ve?skunst^ Bonn

1830, p 311
Bibliography de Sacy, Gt ammat) e atabe^

second ed
, 1, Pans 1831, p 298, Wright, A

Grammar of the Ai abu I angua^e^ 3rd ed
,
new

impression, Cambridge 1933, n 54 sqq
,
M b

Howell, A Grammar of the Classical Atahtc

Language

^

Allahabad, 1883, 1 139— 142, Juyn-

boll, Handletdtng tot dt kenm^ van de moh
tvet^ Leyden 1925, p 24, Snouck Hurgronje

\n Z D M 6^,liii 140 {Verspr Gesch? iften^

11 385 Iloiten, Du speculative imd positive

Theologte tm Islam^ I eipzig 1912, Anhang I

and II, s v
,

al Idji Maivakif^ Constantinople

1239, p 184 ,
al l^uidjani, TXtifdt^ ed

Flugel, p 233, Muh A'^la al Tahanawl, Diet

of the Technical Term^^ Calcutta 1862, p 92 1-

924 (A J Winsinck)
al-MUTTAKI II ’ll ah, Abu Ishak IhrAhIm,

an 'Abbasid caliph, son of al-Muktadir [q v]
and a slave-girl named Khalub In RabP I 329
(Dec 940) he succeeded his brothei al-Radi [q v ],

by this time the caliphate had sunk so low that

five days passed after the death of al Radi before

steps were taken to choose his successor Al-

Muttaki at once confiimed the Amir al Umaia^
Bedjkem [q v

]
in office, after his death however,

the Turks and Dailamis in the army began to

quarrel with one another Abu 'Abd Allah al-Baildi

[see al-barTdI] seized the capital but could only

hold it a few weeks He was diiven out by the

Dailami chief KQrtegIn who however was soon

overthrown by Ibn Ra^k [q v ]
When Abu 'Abd

Allah sent his brother Abu ’1 Husain with an

army against Baghdad, the caliph and Ibn Ra^k
escaped to al Mawsil to the Hamdanids (Djumada II

330= Feb —March 942) After the assassination

of Ibn Ra^ik the Hamdanid AbG Muhammad al-

Hasan was appointed Amir al Umara^ and received

the honorific title of Nasir al-Dawla The occu-
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pation of BaghdSd offered him no difficulty, the
Turkish general Tuzun rebelled a little later and
Nasir al-Dawla had to evacuate the capital which
was enteied by Tuzun in Ramadan 331 (Juni 943)
as Amli al-Umar5^ A1 Muttaki soon found himself
forced to seek the protection of the Hamdanids
again and at the beginning of the following year
(autumn 943) he fled to al-Mawsil Then he settled

in al Rakka but vihen luzun made peace with Nasir
al Dawla, al-Muttaki appealed for help to the

Ikbshidid of Egypt, the lattei came to al-Rakl^a

in Radjab 332 (March 944), the negotiations how-
ever were unsuccessful and finally the caliph put
his trust in Tuzun, who after assuring him of his

loyalty by the most sacicd oaths had him blinded

(Safar 333= Oct 944) Al Muttaki was then declared

to have been deposed He died m Sha'ban 357
(July 968)
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viii 344—376, ix 48, 52, Ibn al Athir, ed

Tornberg, viii 275 sq
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Ibn al-Tiktaka, al FaVut^

ed Derenbourg, p 385—388 ,
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Muller, Der Islam tm Morgen-
und Abejtdland^ 1 ^66 sqq

,
Muir, The Caliphate

its Rtse^ Decline^ and Fall^^ p 575 sqq
,
Le

Strange, Baghdad dunnst l^^^ Abbastd Caliphate^

p 56, 195 (K V ZhlTFRSHhN)
AL-MUTTAKI Al -HINDI, au t hor of seveial

woiks in Aiabic, whose real name was ‘All B

Husam ai-Din ‘Abd at -Malik b KadI Khan
AL Shadhii I ai KAdirI, was born at Burhanpur
in (judjarat of a respectable family of I^awnpur

[q V
]

He first joined the Cishti order, as a

disciple of ‘Abd al Karim b Shaikh Ba^an at

Buihanpur and afterwaids went to Multan wheie
he read with Husam al Dm al-MuttakI, after whom
he is called al Muttaki He spent the remaining

portion of his Indian life at Ahmadahad during

the reign of Bahadur ‘^ah, but left India for

Mecca after IlumSyuo defeated Bahadui Shah in

941 (1534) spent hib last days in Mecca where
he lived for thirty years more, during which he

read with Ibn Hadjai al ‘Askilani and others and
entered the Kadirl and Shadhili ordeis His high

spiritual life and learning led many people to

become his murid (spiritual disciple) He died a

highly respected saint and scholar in Mecca 975
(1567) at the age of ninety He is the author of

the following works

1 al-Bui han ft ^Aldmat Mahdt TiUnr al

Zaman^ an account of the Mahdi and of his coming
at the end of the world,

2 al-Burhan al-d^ali fl Mfrifat al-Walty

3 TallMs a I Bayan ft ^Aldmat Mahdt akhir

al Zaman
,

4 ^aivamf al Kaltm fi V Maivaltz wa V Hikam^
a collection of sentences on morals,

5 Hidayat Rabbi Hnda Fahad al Murabbt
^

6 al-Htkam
,

7 Kanz al'^Ummal fl Sunan al Akwal, a

combined edition of Suyutl’s Didml al-Masdnid

or Djdnl al-Djawdmi ‘ or al Qidmi^ alkabtf^

newly arianged according to chapters (printed

in Haidar5b5d 1312),

8 al Mawdhtb allallya f DjanI al Htkam al-

kuPdniya wa dhadlthtya,

9 Minhadj^ al-^Ummdl ft Sunan al-Akwdl^

an abridgement of SuyU^i’s well known alphabe

tically arranged work al Djdmi^ al saghtr containing

a collection of traditions from authentic sources,
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newly arranged according to chapters togethei with
a supplement

,

10 Mukhta^ar al-Nihdya^ an abridgment of

D^azari’s dictionaiy of traditions entitled a/

ft Ghartb al-HaditJi
,

11 Ni am al-Mfydr wa U-Mtkyds h-Mdrifat
Mardtib al-Nds^ a short tract on the classification

of man
Bib ho (ft ap hy 'Abd al Hakk al-Dihlawi,

Akhbdr al Akhydr^ p 249, AzSd al-Bilgrami,

Subhiit al-Mat p 43, Fakir Muhammad
al I Haddhk al Hanaftya^ p 382, Siddik

Hasan al Kannudji, Ab^ad al-^Ulum^ p 895,
Rieu, Pet Sian Cat

^ p 356, and Brockelmann,

G A L ^\\ 384 (M Hidaylf Hosain)
MUWALLAD (a

) means properly one born
of non- Arab parents but brought up among Arabs
Ihis IS how it IS usually to be translated in the

Iladith (e g Malik, Nikdh^ bab 42) Later it was
used to distinguish from the new convert
the children of converts, who were
brought up in Islam The common translation

“renegade” is wrong as is the adoptado of Pedro
de Alcala In theory they had equal rights with

the old Muslims but the caliph ‘Omar in the in-

teiest of the state’s finances oidered that they

should pay the land-tax {khatadj') while the old

Muslims only paid a tenth of the yield The

muwalladun were of special importance in Muslim

Spain, especially from the time of‘Abd al Rahman II,

when conversions to Islam became more and more
numerous Some even retained their old family-

names (Banu Angelino, Banu Sabaiico) This section

of the population among whom were often crypto-

christians {Christiatn occultt) played the largest part

in the fiequent revolutions against Muslim authority

in Spain

I he post classical poets were called muwalladun

in contiast to the Islamtyun^ their language was

no longer considered a model of giamnar, lexico-

graphy and prosody Ihe boundary between the

two lies about the end of the fiist century Among
best known muwalladun were al-Buhtuii, al-Muta

nabbi and, according to some, also al Faiazdak and

Djarir

Bibliography The dictionaries, v Kremer,

Cultur^esihuhte^ 11 154, Dozy, Histoire des

Musulmatis d'E^pas;ne^t(\ Levi Provengal, Leyden

1932, 1 283 sqq
,
E L6vi Provengal, Vhspagne

musulmane^ Pans 1932, p l8 sq

(Heiiening)

MUWASHSHAH, MinvAiiisHAHA or IawshIh,

an ode or poem intended to be sung, is

so called by comparison with the wishdh^ which

is a double belt ornamented with pearls andiubies

or a band of leather studded with pearls which a

woman weais across her body from the shoulder

to the opposite hip, thus going round the body

Ihe muwashshah is composed of two parts one

of which contains complete lines and the other

hemistiches

The muwashshah, which belongs to the “seven

kinds or branches” {funun) considered to be

post classical, is composed according to the rules

of the purest syntax

Ihe muwashyiah is divided into “stanzas”, the

technical name of which is not exactly settled,

they are usually called or bait In its most
perfect form, it usually begins with one or two
lines, a sort of prelude to the actual poem, this

prelude is caded madhhab^ or ma{la^
^
we
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also sometimes find the ta^rfy if it is a distich,

the first hemistiches of each verse rhyme together

and the two second hemistiches also If A be the

rhyme of the first hemistich and B that of the

second, the mad&hab or gku^n is of the following

form

2 lines < .

/ — - A
I line

I
A

After the madhhab or ghu^n come the stanzas

proper called or bait

The ^uz^ or bati contains two parts the first

consisting of a varying number of hemistiches with

the same or alternate rhymes, which howevei are

never those of the madhhab or ghusn This fiist

part is called dawr or stmt 1 he second part

which IS exactly like the madhhab or ghusn^ both

as regards number of lines and rhymes, is called

kafla or kujl The stanza therefore presents the

following form

First type

A

Second type C

D
C
D
C
D

A B

A B

B

B
— B

The rhyme or rhymes of the dawr or stmt vary

from one stanza to another, but those of the kajia

are alviays the same as those of the madhhab or

^husn The kafla is a sort of refrain which does

not fail to make an impression on the listeners

by the repetition of the same sounds and rhythms

These are the most usual models of the mu-
washshah, but the poets, not being bound by
hard and inflexible rules, have, each according to

his temperament, exercised their imagination con-

siderably m this genre

Thus Ibn San 5^ al-Mulk composed a poem in

which the first foot of each hemistich is fa^tlun

and has the same rhyme as the hemistich of which

It forms part This is the scheme

madhhab
or

dawr
or stmt

kafla

dawr

kafla

\

\

!

A
A
B
B
B

A
A
C
C
C

A
A

etc

- A
- A
-B
-B
-B
-A
-A
-C
-C
-C
-A
-A

The blind poet of Tudela shortened the hemi-

stiches which gives a more lively rhythm

A B

--C

A B

C

It would be wearisome to give all the forms

of stanzas which are found in the muwaghshah
From the point of view of metre, very gieat

variety is found Martin Haitmann recognised 146
which may go back to the 16 classical metres

Three other types which are found do not seem

to be derived from any well defined form

maf’ulatu new type

mutafahlatun type approaching the khabab

mustaf^tlatun mustaf^tlun

a type which might be connected with du batt

From the historical point of view, Freytag thinks

that the muwashshah belongs to an old type which

has now disappeared There is certainly no doubt

that the pre Islamic poets composed poems similar

to the muwashshah, these are known as musammat

^

e find here again the word stmt applied to the longest

part of the stanza or couplet of the muwashshah
The musammat began with an opening line with

tapV'y then came four hemistiches rhyming to

gether on a different rhyme from the first line,

next came a fifth hemistich rhyming with the first

and completing the stanza A nevs stanza followed

with four hemistiches not rhyming ^^lth those of

the first stanza, it ended with a hemistich rhyming

with the opening line Here is the scheme

A -- -- A
B B

B _ — - B

A
C C

— C _ — C

A

Imru T-Kais is said to have composed a piece of

this nature but it does not seem to be genuine

The inventor of the muwashshah is said to have

been Mukaddam b Mu'Sfa, a poet at the court

of ‘^Abd Allah b Muhammad al Marwani who
ruled in Spain (275—300= 888—913) He was

followed by Ibn *^Abd Rabbihi, author of al-^Ikd

al’fattd Their muwashshah are however believed

to be lost

1 he first to shine in this genre was ‘Ubadat al-

Kazzaz, a poet of al Mu'tasim b ‘Jumadih, prince

of Almeria Al-ATam al Batalyawsi records that he

heard Abff Bakr b Zuhr say “All the composers

of muwashshah are simply children beside 'Ubadat

al-Kazzaz” In the opinion of all men of letters

no contemporary writer could rival 'Ubadat al-

Kazzaz in the days of the muluk al-(awa^tf

After him comes AbQ ‘^Abd Allah Irfa' Ra^sah,

the court poet of al-Ma’mOn b Dbti
’

1-Nun, prince

of Toledo In the time of the Almoravid dynasty

there flourished a group of poets among whom
may be mentioned the blind poet of Tudela,
Ibn Balj:T, Abn Bakr b al-Abyad, Abn Bakr b

Badja

Id the time of the Almohads the most famous
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composers of muwasbshah were Muhammad b
Abu ’

1-Fadl and Ibn Haiyiin At a later period we
have IbrShlm b Sahl al Isra’ill, a poet of Seville

and of Ceuta, Ibn iQialaf al-i^azS^iI (of Algiers),
Ibn IChazar of Bougie, the vizier and celebrated
man of letteis, Lisan al-Din b al-Khatib

Eastern poets have followed those of Spam
One of them, Ibn Sana’ al Mulk al Misri (551

—

608 = 1156— 1212), acquired a reputation m both
east and west

As to the subjects of the muwaahshah they are

the same as those of the traditional kastdas^ but
as they are composed with the definite object of

being sung to the accompaniment of stiinged

instruments they are usually love-poems

On the musical origins of the muwashshah see

the aiticle iiK
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al-MU?AFFAR, the honorific lakab by which

the second of the 'Amirid dictators of

Muslim Spam is best known, the son of the

celebrated al-Mansur [q v
],
AbU Marwan'Abd

al-Malik Ibn AbI ‘Amir al Ma'aurI He was

invested with the office of had^ib by the caliph

HishSm II, on the death of his father, on 28^ Rama-

dan 392 (Aug 10, 1002) and ruled as absolute

master the territory of al-Andalus until his death

of angina as he was setting out on an expedition

against Castille on 16^ Safar 399 (Oct 20, 1008)

The relatively short peiiod of the ha^ib^it. of

‘Abd al-Malik al-Muzaffar was until quite recently

almost unknown for lack of documents and in his

Histoire^ Dozy had to pass it over almost in

silence m spite of its importance in the history

of the early xph century in Spain I have been
able in the course of recent years to fill this gap,
thanks to the discovery of accounts of the hadjibate
of al Muzaffar in the Dhakhtra of Ibn Bassam and
the Bayan of Ibn ‘Idhari and the unpublished
chapter devoted to him by Ibn al-Khatlb m his

Fmal al-Flam The result is the discovery that

the septennium of ‘Abd al-Malik was for Muslim
Spain a period of peace and prosperity, a regular

golden age, just on the eve of the first upheavals
which preceded the collapse of the Umaiyad
caliphate, the chroniclers compare this period to

the first week of a maiiiage {sabF al-at us
^
cf Dozy,

Suppl Diet Ary 1 626— 627)
Al Mansur had actually left his son and successor

an empiie not only completely pacified and solidly

organised but also enjoying an economic prosperity

hitherto unprecedented ‘Abd al Malik aimed at

following scrupulously the line of conduct laid

down for him in his father’s last wishes to preserve

and justify the popularity of the ‘Amirid regime
by peace at home and the continual harassing of

the Christian foe beyond the marches (thughur)

Every year of Muzaffar’s rule was therefore maiked
by a summer expedition (sa t/a) or a winter one

(shattya)y in 393 (1003) led his armies against

Catalonia {btlad al-lfrand^)y laid waste the country

round Barcelona and destroyed 35 stiongholds

befoie returning to Cordova, in 395 (1005) an
expedition was led against Castille by the haf^tby

in the following year his objective oras the town
of Pampeluna [q v

],
which he seems to have ap-

proached but not reached, in 397 (1007) took

place, against Catalonia, the expedition known as

the “victorious” {gkazat al na^r) ‘Abd al-Malik

forced his way into Clunia and carried off a vast

booty This triumph earned for him from the

nominal sovereign the title of “Victor” (a/-^«zq^ar)

which henceforth replaced his previous lakab of

Saif al-Dawla In the course of the winter of 398
(1007— 1008) there was an expedition which ended

in the capture of a castle of San Martin which

has not been identified Ihe last expedition under-

taken by him as mentioned above came to nothing

but at least enabled him to die like his father

on the way to wage war on the infidel

At home al-Muzaffar maintained intact the strong

administrative organisation which dated fiom the

reign of ‘Abd al-Rahman III [cf umaiyads, 11 ]

which al-MansOr had maintained intact, while re-

moving from It the representatives of the Arab

aristocracy On his accession to office, he won
the good graces of the Cordovans by reducing

taxes by a sixth He was easily able to dispose

of several conspiracies against him He left to his

brother ‘Abd al RahmSn Sancho a heritage which

the latter might easily have preserved if he had

not at once exasperated his subjects against him

by displaying a hateful partiality and attempting

to arrogate to himself the caliphate completely
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al-MU?AFFAR b "ALI [See ‘^Imran b

ShahIn
]

AL MU^AFFAR 'Omar b AiyDb [See AiyU-

BiDES, HamA
]

MU?AFFARal-DIN, fifth Shah of Persia
of the Kajh^ir [9 v] dynasty, was born on

March 2$, 1853 He was Shah Nasir al Din’s

second son, the eldest son 7ill al Sultan being of

lower birth by his mother As crown prince Mu
zaffar al-Din had been some time governor of

AdharbaiiJjan (a desciiption of him as ciown prince

in Cuizon, Pefsia and the Persian Questlon^x 413)
After his father’s assassination MuzafTar al-Din was

enthioned on June 8, 1896 With this new reign

the uvalry between England and Russia for com-

mercial and political influence in Persia became ever

raoie apparent 1 he sympathy of the high officials,

which was divided between the two powers, and

the economic and military strength of the country

was since long too weak to enable Peisia to

follow an independent policy Under the relatively

strong rule of Nasir al Urn popular discontent

with the increasing misery had been suppiessed,

the new ^ah, however, though well intentioned,

did not possess the character of a strong luler

and, besides, did nothing to check the extravagancy

of the court His financial difficulties made Persia

the debtor of Russia, in 1898, 1900 and 1901

considerable loans were given by Russia, guaranteed

by large parts of the custom receipts, the collecting

of the custom duties being administered by Belgian

officials A good deal of the borrowed money was
used for the expensive journeys to Europe under-

taken by the ^ah in 1900, 1902 and 1905 In

the meantime, the condition of the people became
more and moie miserable, headed by some in-

fluential merchants and some high ecclesiastics

they protested against the heavy taxes and the

tariffs as fixed in the commercial agreements with

Russia and England of 1903 The growing discontent

took several forms, some wished to call in the

Turkish Sultan as Caliph and at other times there

were outbursts against the Babi’s in Yazd and

Isfahan Besides theie were special grievances

against several high officials, amongst them the

chief Belgian inspector of taxes In December 1905
a popular movement took place in TeherSn, with

the aim of obtaining the deposition of the then

grand vizier 'Am al Dawla (since 1903) An evei

increasing number of merchants, mulla’s and
citizens took refuge (basi) in the shrine of Sfeah

'Abd al 'Azim At last the Shah piomised 'Am
al-Dawla’s dismissal and some reforms, but m
the course of the following year none of these

promises were fulfilled So in 1906 the discontent-

ment reached again a culminating point, directed

this time by some more or less secret patriotic as-

sociations In July large crowds of the people of

the capital went with the mullas to Kum, to take

refuge m the sanctuary there, at the same time

the British Legation accorded asylum to a con-

siderable number of merchants and citizens The
results were that on July 30 'Ain al-Dawla was
dismissed and that on August 5, all the demands
of the protesting people were granted, including

a constitution Ihe ecclesiastical leaders returned

from Kum There followed some friction with

the government about the elections and other

matteis, but at hst, on October 7, 1906, the first

Pei Sian Madjlts or National Assembly was opened

by the Shah The new Mad^hs had to face imme-
diately some difficult problems and showed fiom

the beginning its determination not to be a mere

toy in the hands of the court parly Progress was
hampered, however, by dissensions amongst clerical

and non clerical members of the popular party,

while there were disturbances m iabriz, owing to

the tyranny of the crown piince Muhammad 'All

The Constitution {Xdnun t Asdsi
^ q v) was

latified by the ^ah only on December 30, 1906

Mu/affar al Dm himself died on January 8, 1907
after a long illnes, leaving his country to the

eventful reign of Muhammad 'All Shah

Bibliography E G Biowne, The Persian

Revolution of igoj—igog^ Cambiidge 1910,

p 98 m
(J H Kramers)

MU^AFFARIDS, a Peisian dynasty Iheir

ancestois came from Arabia and had settled in

Khurasan at the time of the Muslim conquest,

where they lived for several centuries On the

appioach of the Mongols, the emir GhiySth al-

Din HaJjdji, with his three sons Abu Bakr, Mu-
hammad and Mansur, retired to Yazd The two

first named enteied the service of the Atabeg of

Yazd, 'Ala’ al Dawla, and when Hulagu [q v
]

marched on Baghdad, Abu Bakr followed him with

300 horse Aftei the capture of Baghdad he was

sent with an army to the Egyptian fiontier Heie

he fell in an encountei with the Arab tribe of

Khafadia whereupon his biother Muhammad suc-

ceeded him as a vassal of the Atabeg of Yazd

while Mansur remained with his faihei in the little

town of Maibudh neai \azd Mansur had three

sons, Mubanz al-Din Muhammid, Zain al-Din 'All

and Sharaf al Din Muzaffar, the latter of

whom became the ancestor of the dynasty
of the Muzaffarids Appointed governor of

Maibudh by Yusuf Shah, 'Ala’ al-Dawla’s son and

successor, he cleaied the hills of the robber bands

from Shiraz and when Yusuf Shah, who had put

to death the envoys of the Ilkhan Arghun had

to take to flight and went to Sistan, Muhammad
followed him but left him on the way and went

to Kirman where he was kindly leceived by Sultan

Djalal al-Din Surghatmu^ Kara ^itai (685 =
1286— 1287) After some time he returned to Yazd
and was presented to Arghun who took him into

his service He was also on good terms with Arghun’s

successors Gaikhatu and Ghazan The latter appointed

him amtr-t hazara “commander of a thousand”,

and after the accession of Uldjaitu (703 = 1303-

1304) he was given custody of the roads fiom

Ardistan to Kirmanshah and from Herat and Marw
to AbarkQh Muzaffar died on 13^ Dhu ’1-Ka'da

713 (March i, 1314) He was succeeded by his

13 year old son Mubanz al-Din Muhammad
who IS described as brave and devout but at the

same time cruel, bloodthirsty and treacherous He
continued to live at the court of Uldjaua, on the

latter’s death in Sljawwal 716 (Dec 1316) and

the accession of his son Abu Sa'id he returned

to Maibudh Along with the lord of the southern

coast of Persia, the emir Kaildjusiaw b Mahmud
Shah InjijQ, he very soon fell upon the Atabeg

of Yazd, HfidjdjI Shah, and succeeded m taking
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the town from him (718 or 719= 1318 or 1319)
A shoit time after this event the people of bistan,
the Nikudars, arose in rebellion, Muhammad at-

tacked them and then leader NawrOz was defeated
and slam Ihe rebels however gathered together
again and Muhammad had to fight no less than
21 battles before they were finally suppressed
After the death of Abu Sa'id (736 = 1335-1336),
complete chaos began and pretendeis arose in dif-

ferent parts of the wide empire Ihe emir Abu
Ishak b Mahmud ^ah Indju endeavoured to take
the town of Yazd but was driven back After some
time Muhammad took this province from the Mongol
governor in Kirman, Malik Kutb al Dm In the

end however, Abu Ishak succeeded in taking ^iraz
and had the khutba read and coins stiuck in his

name In bafai 748 (May—^June 1347) he set out
to subjugate Kirman and laid waste Sirijan, but

returned when he heard that Muhammad was ready

to offei vigorous resistance to his advance One
of the viziers of Abu Ishak then undertook a

campaign against Kiiman but was defeated, where-

upon Abu Ishak put himself at the head of a new
army and marched on kiiman to take vengeance
on Muhammad But this effort also failed, Abu
Ishak was completely defeated and had to take

to flight In 751 (1350— 1351) he went to Yazd
and began to besiege the town but returned, having

achieved nothing In spite of all his failures how
ever, Aba Ishak never lost heart In the following

yeai he sent a new army under the emir Beg
Djaka? to Kirman and when the lattei met Mu-
hammad on the plain of Bandj Angu^it in I^uinada I

753 (J'lae^—^July 1352) ^ battle lesulted Djakaz

was defeated Muhammad to follow up his victory,

went to bhira/ and laid siege to it On the 3^'!

'^awwdl 754 (Nov I, 1353), the governor had to

suriendei and Abu Ishak fled to Isfahan In the

following year Muh immad took the oath of homage
to the ^Abbasid caliph m Kgypt Isfahan was now
besieged But as Muhammad had also to deal with

other rebels the siege was somewhat prolonged

Resistance was m the end oveicome and the town

had to suirender At the same time Abu Ishak

fell into his hands and was at once executed
(21st j^umada I 757 01 758=: May 22, 1356 or

May II, 1357) After Muhammad had defeated

all his enemies and become undisputed lord of

Fars and the 'Irafc, an envoy appeared from the

ruler of the Golden Horde, Djani Beg Khan b

Uzbeg Khan, who announced that the Khan had

taken Tabriz and wanted to appoint Muhammad
yasatvul “Marshal” Muhammad gave the envoy

an ariogant and unfiiendly answer, but when he

heard soon afterwaids that Djani Beg had returned

home and left the emir AkhI I)jul^ in Tabriz he

decided to take the town Soon afteiwaids the

news of DjanI Beg’s death ariived, Muhammad at

once set out and met Akhi Djuk at Miy5na in

AdhaibSidjan The latter was defeated and Mu-

hammad entered Tabriz But as a large army was

approaching fiom Baghdad he dared not risk

remaining but decided to begin to retreat In

Ramadan 759 (Aug 1358) he was suipiised and

taken prisoner by his own son Shah ^udja" [9 v
]

who believed himself suppressed and ill-treated

by his father, in conceit with some othei lelatives

Muhammad was blinded and kept m prison for

several years until his death at the end of Rabi*^ I 765

(Jan 1364) at the age of 65 He was succeeded

by Sh 5 h Shuija' who shortly before his death

799

appointed his son Zain al ^Abidin ^All his

successor in ^Iraz and gave his brother 'I mad
al-Din Ahmad b Muhammad the governor-
ship of Kirman As soon as Zain al-'Abidin had
begun to reign his cousin Shah Yahyab bharaf
al Dm Muzaffar set out from Isfahan to attack

him Poitunately however, the threatened war was
averted by a friendly agreement, but Shah Yahya
could not stay long m Isfahan, he was driven

out by the tuibulent and fickle inhabitants and
fled to Yazd whereupon Zain al-^Abidln appointed
his mateinal uncle Muzaffar 1 Kashi goveinor of

Isfahan In 787 (1385— 1386) an envoy from
limur ariived m KirmSn bringing assurances of

his peaceful and friendly intentions and buitan

Ahmad hastened to offei his humble homage to

the powerful conqueroi In Shawwal 789 (Oct—
Nov 1387) It was repoited that limui had in-

vaded the ‘Irak and that Muzaffar 1 Ka§hi had given
him the keys of the towns and forti esses where-
upon Zain al-‘Abidin left Shiraz and went to

Baghdad while Shah Yahya endeavoured to piocure
suitable gifts to pacify limllr and ordered that a

sufficient sum should be paid out to maintain his

army But when fimui’s officials appeared in

Isfahan to take the money, they were attacked and
killed by the citizens In consequence the Mongols
cairied out a dreadful massacre among the people

of Isfahan, in which 200,000 weie said to have

perished iimui then went to bars and confirmed

Sultan Ahmad as lord of hais, the 4iak and Kiiman,
whereupon he leturned to Samarl^and When Zain

al-^Abiciin had left ^iraz, he met his cousin SJIjah

Mansar b ^araf al-Din Mu/atfai at ^justar and
was at fii St welcomed, then suddenly attacked and
impusoned Shah Mansur was now able to occupy

Shiraz without opposition, while Shah Yahya retired

to Yazd After the foimer had established himself

securely in Shiraz, Zain al 'Abidm was released

by his jaileis and brought to Isfahan where the

people welcomed him In the meinwhile he had been

persuaded by Shah Yahya to combine with bultSn

Ahmad to take vengeance on bhah Mansui Ihe
plan failed however, the allies were defeated and

Shah Mansur seized the whole of the Trak When
Zain al-‘Abidm wanted to escape to Khurasan, he

was tieacherously seized by the governor of al-

Raiy and biought to Shah Mansur who at once

had him blinded The latter then tried to form a

coalition against Timfir In 795 (1393) howevei,

Timur left his winter quarters in Mazandaran and

marched on ^ustar After storming Kal‘a i Sefid

which was considered impregnable he marched on

Shah Mansur’s capital and a battle was fought

near Shiraz Although bhah Mansur’s chief emir

abandoned him with most of his troops, the battle

lasted till far into the night Ihe undismayed

Muzaffaiid fought with desperate couiage, but

finally fell in the meMe, after fighting his way to

limur and giving him two cuts with his sword,

which however the stiong helmet of the Mongol
leader averted Shah Mansur’s relations then

submitted
,

nevertheless Timur a week latei

(Radjab 795 = May 1393) had all the Muzaffarids

executed

Bibliography Mahmud Kutbl in Hamd
Allah Mustawfi 1 Kazwini, Tatikht Guzida (ed

Browne), 1 613—755 ,
Defi 6mery, Memoir

e

histojique sur la destiuction de la dynastic des
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Howorth, History of the Mongols^ 111 693
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716 , Miiller, Der Islam tm Morgen^ und Abend-

landy 11 264 sq
,
296 sq

,
Lane-Poole, The Mo-

hammadan Dynasties^ p 249 ,
do

,
Duwel-t

tsldmiye (transl ^alil Edhem), p 395 sq
,

E de Zambaur, Manuel de genealogte el de chro-

nologies Hanover 1927, p 254
(K V Zkiterst^:en)

MUZAWAEJA, a te rm in rhetoric {J)adl')

which means the association of two things in the

lelation of condition {jhai 0 and result {djazd")

and then employing the same combination for two
other things in the same conditions Here is an

example from the Diwan of al-Buhtuii (Cairo 1329,

P 3 > 7 )

Idha '^htarabat yawman fa fadal dima^uha
iadhakkarat al kurba fa fadat dumtinha

“When they (the horsemen) are one day fighting

and their blood flows in profusion^ they remember
their bonds of kinship and their tears flow

abundantly” The poet associates fighting with

recalling bonds of kinship m the two parts

of the conditional statement, then he completes the

first by adding their blood flows in pro-
fusion and the second by saying their tears
flow abundantly

Bibliography al Kazwini al-Khatib, Tal-

hhis alMiftails Cairo 1322, p 354, Ibn Hudjdjat

al Hamawi, Khizanat al-Adabs Cairo 1304,

p 435, Garcin de fassy, Rhetor et prosod des

lang de ROi Mas
s
Pans 1873, p 87

(MoH Bencheneb)
alMUZDALIFA, a place roughly half

way between MinS and 'Arafat where the

pilgrims returning from 'Arafat spend the night

between the 9th and loth yku ’l-Hidjdja, after

performing the two evening salats On the next

morning they set off before sunrise and climb up
through the valley of Muhassir to Mina Other

names for this place are al-Masl^ar al haratUs

from Sura ii 194 and Qjam' (cf Latlat Djam^
Ibn b'ad, ii/i 129, e)? but I2jam', according to

another statement, comprises the whole stretch

between 'Arafat and Mina, both included, so that

Yawtn Djaml {Kitab al~A ghanls vi 30, xi) is

explained as the day of 'Arafat and Atyam Djam^
as the days of Mina The rites associated with

the night of Muzdalifa go back to the old pagan
period, which the Arabs themselves recognise when
they make Kusaiy introduce the kindling of the

sacred fiie in this night and say that guiding of

the departure for MinS is a privilege of the family

of Adwan
The sacred place in Muzdalifa was the hili of

Kuzah [q V
]
Even after Muhammad in deliberate

contrast to the pagan practice had declared all

Muzdalifa to be mawktf [cf I, ^], this

hill retained its ancient sanctity According to

Azral^i, there was a thick round tower upon it on
which the Muzdalifa fire was kindled, in the time

of Harun al-Raghid it was a fire of wood, later

It was illuminated with wax-candles In the Muslim
period a mosque was built about 400 yards from
the tower, of which AzrakI gives a detailed de-

scription while Mu^addasI speaks of a place of

prayer, a public fountain and a minaret Burton
also mentions a high isolated tower at Muzdalifa
but the illumination in the night of Muzdalifa

now takes place on the mosque
Bibliography Ibn HishSm, ed Wusten-

feld, p 77, Ibn Sa'd, ed Sachau, i/i 41, ii/i

125, 129, Tabari, ed de Gocje, 1 1105, 1755,

Azraki, ed WUstenfeld, p 36, 130, 41 1 sq

415 sqq
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BakrI, ed Wiistenfeld, p 243 sq
, 509 sq

,
Yak

ed Wiistenfeld, iv 519 ^7 , Burckhardt, Ret

in Afabun, p 412 J7
,
Burton, Petsonal Ni

rattve of a Pilgrimage to el-Medtnah and Meccy

111, 1856, bnouck Hurgronje, Het Mekkaansy

leesty p 154— 158, Wellhausen, Reste arc

schen HadentumSs p 81 sq
s 120, Juynbi

Handbuch des tslamischen GesetzeSs p I 57
(Fr Buhl^

MUZDAWIDJ means among philologists t

use of two terms in which the form
one IS changed to make it resemble th

of the other For example in this hadiUk (1

Madja, i^unatts Cairo 1313, 11 246) iri^^t^

nidzurat ghatr ma'djutdts “retuin home lad

with sin and not with rewards”, the word ma
zurat from the lOot lu z-r has been changed 11

mclzurdt to give it the same form as ma ^ut
It IS similar in the phrases (cf Lisaiis xix 35
ghadlyat 7va ^arhiydts ghudaiydndt wa-^u^aiy at

bi V ghaddya wa ^llashdyd “moinings and evenin|

in which the foim of the fiist word has b<

adapted to that of the second

The muzdawidj, among ihetoricians, consists

establishing a kind of alliteration between t

adjacent words having the same form, the sa

metrical quantity and the same rhyme {rawt)s e

in this veise of the Kurban (xxvii 22) 7

dy^tuka mm b>abd^*^ bimaba^i^*' “I have brouj

thee news from Saba”’ wheie we have the ies(

blance between Sabd^a and naba^^^^ We may g
as another example this hadith (Ibn al-

NthayOs Cairo 1911, iv 291 undci h y-n)

milminuna hatnuna latnuna “Believers are pea

able and mild in character” and the phrase |

LtsdUs xvii 280, 331) hainun latnun^ haiyih

latytnun

Ihe object of the muzdawidj among poet«

to make the hemistichs of a poem rhyme toget

two by two As a rule, it is only used in didai

ur^uzas (like the Aljiya of Ibn Malik), al-'Air

however, in his Kasjikul (Cairo 1302) has usee

with X\\Qwafit d^udramal metres (p 76, 78,83)
Persian and I uikish, it is called mathnawi (niasna

and composed in the metres ramals hazadj and mu
kdftb In this kind of composition, it is necess

that the last foot of the two hemistichs sho
be alike Among the Arabs there is a kind

poem in the ta^az metie (and sometimes sc

verses follow strictly the sart"- metre) called m
daivi^at (a collection of them was published

Cairo m 1299), they consist of strophes of I

hemistichs in which the first four hemistichs rhy

togethei and the fifth have a common rhyi

bometimes the strophe has only four hemistu
the first three rhyming together and the fou

rhyming jointly as m al-Pldm bi-MuiRallatk

Kalam of Ibn Malik (Cairo 1329) and Natl
Arab fl MuthallatlPdt aNArab of Hasan Kowa
al-^alili (Buiak 1301)

Bibliography gjuidjanl, Ta^rlfat^ C
stantinople 1307, p 142, Muhammad 'All

'All al-Tih5nawI, KasR^ludf Istilahdt al-hun
Constantinople 13177 » 199, ^72 ,

Muhamr
b Kais al-Razi, al-Mu^djam ft Mddylr A^
aNA^ants Leyden 1909, p, 390, Garcin

Tassy, Rhitorique et prosodte des langues

VOr Musul
s
Paris 1873, P 375

(Moh Bencheneb
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al-MUZZAMMIL, 1 1 1 1 e of sQra Ixxiti
,
taken

from the first verse *^0 thou wiapped up”, viz

Muhammad, who wrapped himself up in his gar

ment or was wrapped up by others For explanations

of the allusion cf Sale’s note as well as the

commentaries on the KuFSn Variants of al-muz-

zammil, which stands for al mutazammtl^ are al-

muzatnmal^ al-muzammtl (Baidawf)

B tbit ogf aphy Besides the works mentioned

in the art
,
cf Noldeke-Schwally, Geschtckte des

Qorans^ i
,
Leipzig 1909, p 98

N
al-NABA^, title of suia Ixxviii

,
taken from

the opening verses “Concerning what do the un-

believers ask questions of one another? Concerning

the great news” According to the commentaries

the great news alluded to is the resuirection, the

subject of lively discussions among the Meccans
Bibliography The commentaries and trans-

lations of the KurMn
,

Noldeke Schwally, Gf-

schichte des Qotansy 1, I eipzig 1909, p 104

NABATAEANS, an Arab people who lived

in ancient times in Arabia Petraea — As early as

the seventh century B C the Nabayati are

mentioned by Assurbanipal {^Ketltnschr Btbl
,

11

216 sqq) Whether the Nebayoth of the Old

Testament are to be identified with them is un-

certain (against the identification Noldeke in

Schenkel’s BibelUxtcon^ s v Nabataer, for it

amongst others Musil, Arabia Deset ta^ New Yoik

1927, p 492) The Nabataeans weie never I

completely subjected eilliei by the Assyrians, or

the Medes, Persians or the Macedonian kings

(Diodoi ii 48) In 312 B c Antigonos sent two

expeditions against them without success They

were then a nomadic people of shepherds and

tiaders, with a few natural fortresses like Petra,

Bosia, Salkhad, al Hidji which seived as depots

for then arms and riches I iving lound the

Dead Sea they exploited fiom time to time the

remunerative asphalt deposits on its eastern shore

They were often on friendly terms with their

neighbours, e g with the Jews under the Macca-

bees and especially with the Salamians (Arab

Sulaim, cf Yakut, Mu^d^am^ ed Wustenfeld, 11

594, s V Birma), with whom according to Stephanos

Byzantios and the testimony of the Nabataean

inscriptions, they weie in close alliance (cf sui aim

B MANSUR and B Moiitz, Salatnit^ in Pauly-

Realenzykl ^yo\ 1 A, col 1824 The

capital of the kingdom, called Nabatu in the

inscriptions, was Petra on the Djabal Harun,

according to Noldeke {Z D M (7
,
xxv 259

Hebrew Sela', Arab Hisn SaP in the Wadi Mlis5

in the hills of al-Shar5 (YS^cut, Mu^djam^ in

117, x3, Musjtlattk^^ 252, 9), whileMusil(^ra<5w
Petraea^ ii/i 337, note 2, on p 318) identifies

this with Kser es SeP The rums reveal a peculiar

mixture of Nabataean and Hellenistic architecture

while they have yielded remarkably few Nabataean

inscriptions (on these see Dalman, Petra und seme

Felshetligtumer, 1908, do
,
Neue Pett a-Forschungett,

1912, Bachmann, Watzinger, Wiegand, Petra^

192X, A B W Kennedy, Petra^ Us History ana

Monuments^ 1925)
The Nabataean kingdom comprised the lands

The Encyclopaedia of IslSm, III.

of southern and eastern Palestine as well as Idumaea
and Peraea, from 88 B c also Hawran, twice

(85 B c and c 34—62 A D
,
perhaps also m the

interval, cf Mommsen, Rom Gesch
,

v 476,
note 3), Damascus also belonged to it [cf 1

,

p 903] In the southwest it stretched over the

ancient Midian as far as the coast of the Red Sea

where ‘^Obodat I founded the town of HawarS
(Steph Byz

,
s v Al'apx^ probably= Asvk^ xwfzif,

now perhaps al-HawrV), in the interior as far

as al ‘^Ula (Dedan) and al-Hidjr [q v
]

on the

frontier of the Hidjaz The Nabataeans also

penetrated into the nome of Arabia in the

eastern Nile delta as an inscription from Tell

cl Shughaflye in the Wadi Tumilat shows (Clermont-

Ganneau, Les Nabateens en Egypte^ m Recuetl

d'Atch Or
^
wm [1924], p 229—257) A number

of their kings cm be dated with approximate

I exactness Harithat (Aretas) I 169B c,H5ntliatII

c no—96, *^Obodat (Obodas) I c 90, Rabb^el

Rabilos) I c 87, Haiithat III (’Ap«T«5 4>/A«AA>fv) c

86-62, [^Obodat II c 62-47 Maliku (Malichos) I

c 47—30, 'Obodat 11 (IIP) before 25
—

'' 9 B C
,

Hanthat IV Kahem-'^ammeh {^iXbtrcirpt;) c 9 A D —
40 A D

,
Maliku II 40—70/71, Rabb^Sl II Swrifp

70/71— 106 A D [Maliku III, 106 A i) ?, cf

Cleimont Gmneau, Recuetl^ viii 247] Ihe real

founder of their power is said to have been king

Erotimos, who is probably the same as Hanthat III

whose leign fell in the peiiod of decline of the

Seleucid empire (E Taubler, in AV/t?, x 251—253)

As “allies”, the Nabataeans were able to maintain

to some extent their independence of the Romans

At a very early date, like the Palmyrans, they

attained through their trade the position of mono-

polists 111 Neaiei Asia At the beginning of the

Roman empire they dropped their nomadic life

and became peacefully settled Just as in the east

they have left their inscriptions particularly on

,

the trade-ioutes followed by their caravans, e g

I from Petra to Damascus and Tadmor, to Forat

; at the mouth of the Euphrates, to Geriha (Arab

al-Djar'a^u near al-Katif), to the Sinai peninsula

! and Egypt and to Gaza, so we find in the Roman

> empire epigraphic traces of Nabataean merchants

• as fai as Upper Egypt (Dendera), in Miletus,

5 Rome and Puteoli In 106 A D the emperor

I Trajan conquered Petra and made the most im-

r portant part of the Nabataean kingdom the Roman

,
Provincia Aiabia The remainder of the territory

,
left to the Nabataeans in the desert suffered

I economic rum about 200 A D when the Palmyrans

gradually obtained control of the remunerative

3 carrying trade

51
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Ihe king, who was assisted by a vizier, the

highest official (Greek WiTpofcoi)^ with the title

“brother’^ had under him a number of shaikhs

of the separate tubes (4it/Aa/), we also

find the titles eparchos and strategos The high

social position of women is notewoithy, they

could possess property independently and dispose

of it as the) liked (Noldeke in Euting, Nabat
Inschr

^ p 79 the coins often bear portraits

of the queens (Kammerer, Petra et la Nabatene^

Pans 1929, p 377, Brtt Mus Cat of Greek

Corns Arabia etc
,
London 1922, Plates I and II)

Our only source for Nabataean law is their

epitaphs, the threats of punishment in which aie

based on a formula of the Greek law of pioperty

and contract which elsewhere is only found in

tomb-inscriptions in Asia Minor (B Keil, Heimes^
xliii [1908], p 567—572)
As nomads, simple in their customs and raiely

owning slaves, the Nabataeans, as a trading people,

had a gieat respect for wealth The mention in

inscriptions of physicians, wise men and poets,

shows a certain level of intellectual culture Whether
circumcision was piactised among them is uncertain

(Kammerer, op
, p 375 ^5^)

The Nabataean pantheon is known to us

mainly from tomb and votive inscriptions The
piincipal god was Dushara [cf DiiU ’L-iUARA],

the principal goddess Allat [cf al-iXt], the

goddesses Manuthu (= Aram Mcnawata, cf manXt),
Kaisha, Mutaba and Hubal [q v

]
aie also mentioned

Their kings were perhaps woi shipped as gods

aftei their deaths (cf C / 5
, 11 354)

As Noldeke was the first to emphasise, the

Nabataeans were pure Arabs as their names
show, but in wiitten intercourse they used Aramaic,

the usual written and business language of Neaier

Asia Many aramaisms thus entered their language

in the north of the country (like kabia, nafska^

arna) Arab writers therefore e\en used the term

“Nabataean” foi “Aramaic”, in the southein Higia
(al-Hidjr) on the other hand, the Nabataean Arabic

retained its greatest purity, the Arabic script
developed out of the Nabataean cursive at the

close of the ancient period [cf Arabia,

In the Muslim period the Arabs called those

inhabitants of Syria and of the Mi 5k, who were
neither shepherds nor soldiers, “Nabataeans” (Ibn

al-Kalbi in Yakut, Mii'dj^am^ 111 634), a term also

applied in a somewhat contemptuous tone to the

Aiamaic-speaking peasants (Noldeke, in ZD 3f G
^

XXV 124) When then we find “Nabataeans” (Nabit,

Nabt etc )
mentioned in Malat) a as well as on the

2jaih5n, in Syria, on the Khabur and in the ^Iiak,

in ^Oman and Bahiain, the name is not to be

taken in the ethnographical sense (Noldeke, op

ctt

,

p 125) As the grammarians of the ‘^Ii^k

paid special attention to the “Nabataean” language
of the Aramaic country people, by “Nabataeans”
was frequently meant the inhabitants of the Trak
and especially of the Bata^h (Noldeke, op cit

^

P 127)
The inhabitants of the distiict of Hisma in the

most northern part of the Hidjaz, once the gjudham

[q V
], now the Huwaitat [q v

], are regarded as the

descendants of the Nabataeans [cf Arabia, a
]

Btbltogi aphy Noldeke, in Z D M G
^

XXV ,1871, p 122—128,} Euting, Nabatatsche
Inschtften^ Berlin 1885, do, Sinaitische In-

schriften^ Berlin 1891 ,
do

,
Tagbuch etner Retse in

Inner-Arabien^ 11, Leyden 1914, p 293 (Index),

C M Doughty, Travels tn Aiabta Deseita^ 11,

Cambridge 1888, p 638 (Index), C I ii/i

,

1889, p i8l
,

ii/ii
, 1907, p I sqq

f
Clermont-

Ganneau, Recuetl PAi ch Or
,

vol 1 — viii

,

passim^ H Vincent, Les Nabateens, in Revue
Btbl

, 1898, p 567— 588, Schurer, Geschtchte

lies judtschen Volkes^ 1 I eipzig 1901, p 726

—

744, Dussaud and Macler, Mission dans la

iegion deseitique dt la Syfte moyenne^ Pans

1903, G A Cooke, A textbook of North*

Semitic insci iptionSy Oxford 1903, p 214—262,
do, ait Nabataeans^ in J Hastings’ Encyclo-

paedia of Religion and Ethics^ ix
,
Edinburgh

1917, p I2X sqq
,
Dussaud, Numismatique des

rots de Nabatene^ m f A
^

I 904 i P 189—238,
Brunnow and v Domaszewsky, Provincia Arabia^

1 —111, 1904— 1909, E Littmann, Nabataean

Inscrictions^ in Public of an American Aichaeol

Exped to Syy la in iSgg—igoo^ part iv

,

New York 1905 Semitic Inscr
^ p 85—97,

do
,
Nabat Inscr

,
in Public of the Princeton

Aichaeol Exptd to Syria tn igo4—igo^ and
igog^ division vi

,
section A, Leyden 1914

,

Musil, Aiabta Peti aea^wji (^Ed0m\Vitnnd, 1907,

P 1 59
— 337 »

do
,
Aiabta Deserta^ New York

1927, index, p 61^ yllcuAyllistoi ta nummoi
Oxford 1911, p 810 ,

G I Hill, But Mus
Cat

,
Gieek Coins ofArabia^ London 1922, Jaussen

and Savignac, Mission ai cheologique en Arable^

1 “111
,
Pans 1909-1922, W W T^Ltn^ Ptolemy II

and Arabia^ in fourn of Egypt Aichaeol xv
,

1929, p 9—25, A Kammerer, Petia et la

Nabatene^ Pans 1929,} Cnniin^'in^ Le Nabateen^

1 —11, Pans 1930—1932, J H Mordtmann,
Em Nabataer im Salaeilande^ in Klw^ xxv

,

1932, p 429 sq (E Honigmann)
NABI (a), prophet, bon owed from Hebr

nabi or Aram n^bt^a^ is found in the Kur’an from
the second Meccan period in the singular and
plural nahtyun^ in the Medina period we find

also the broken plural anbi) a^ Lists of the nabiyun

are given in Suia vi 83 sqq
,

111 34, iv i6l sqq
,

furlhei information about them is given in several

passages of Sura xix and m xvii 57 The list

consists exclusively of names from the Old and New
Testaments (if we leave out Idris in SOra xix 57,
whose name Muhammad had howevei also learned

from a Christian source, see above 11
, p 442-450,

Horovitz, Koi an Unteis
^ p 88 jy), while mess-

engers of God {lasTil [q v ], plur lusiil
,
mursaluri)

had also been sent to other peoples of the past
— eg Hud or Salih —

,
according to the Kur’Snic

idea “prophets” had appeared only among the

Ahl al-Kitab [q v
]

Only a minority of the

individuals called prophets in the Kur^Sn are so

desciibed in the Bible, and Yiinus b Mattai [q v
]

IS the only one of the anbtycP of the Kur^Sn who
appears among the literary prophets of the Bible

Muhammad himself did not claim the name nabi

until he was in Medina when he was addressed

as the Prophet (j5 aiyiiha 'l-nabi) and, as finally

closing the series of prophets, is called their “seal”

{kpatani) When Muhammad in SHia vii 156 and
158 is called al nabi al-umml^ this is to distinguish

him as the prophet who has arisen among the

heathen, the Jews called the heathen ummdt ha*

^olam (“peoples of the world”) and also recognised

prophets who had arisen among them among
these they included e g Balaam and Job This

Jewish name for the heathen became the al-ummiyiin

of the Kur^Sn (Sura Ixii 2, 111 19, 69), that
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ummtyun refeis to the heathen ib quite clear from
Sura 111 19, where they aie contiasted with those
who have received the scripture When Sara 11

73 refeis to the ummtyun mm AhI al-Kitab^ the
reference is most probably (with Wellhausen,
Sktzzen, IV 13, note 2) to originally pagan Aiabs
who had adopted Judaism The deiivation of /<;//////

from Hebiew ummdt ha-^olam therefore fits all the

Kur^anic passages, while that most generally adopted
from Hebiew ^am haafe^ “people of the country”,
a term for Jews who did not know the Jewish
law, would at best fit only Sura 11 73, but even
for this passage is not absolutely essential

The post-Kui^anic ideas about the prophethood
of Muhammad are discussed in the article MU-
HAMMAD (cf also Tor Andrae, Dte Person
Muhammeds tn Lehre und Glaube seiner Gememde^
Stockholm 1918) The accounts of the othei prophets

which found a way into Islam m the post-Kur^anic

period are collected in the works on the Ktsa^

al-Anbtya^ These, however, aie not confined to

the prophets proper who appear in the Kui^an by
name or anonymously, and to other figures of Jewish
and Chiistian Biblical and post-Biblical tiadition,

but deal also with the histoiy of such peisonalities

as Djirdjlb and BulukyS to whom there is not the

slightest reference in the Kur’au

B tbltography Wensinck, 111 Acta Often

taha, 11 173 sqq
,

Lidzbarski, De propheitcts

quae dicuntur legendts

^

Hoiovitz, m Z D M G
^

Iv 519 sqq
^
do, Koramsche Untei suchimgen^

Beilin and Leipzig 1926, p 44 sqq

(J IIoRovirz)

NABl, VUsuF, an Ottoman poet, Yusut

Nabi came from Urfa (Ruha, hence Ruhawl, not

Ruhanl as one often finds) From there he came
m the reign of Muhammad IV to Stambul and
became a favouute of the grandvizier Kara

Mustafa He held a post as kuiya^ made the

pilgrimage after Kara Mustafa’s death and latei

settled m Aleppo When the governor there,

Muhammad Baltadji [q v ], became grandvizier,

he took Nabi to Stambul and gave him the post

of superintendent of the department of the Anatolian

chief accountant (Anado/u muhascbedjtst) Latei

he gave up this office foi another and died aged

about 90 on 3rd Rabi' I 1124 (Apiil 10, 1712)

He was buried in Skutari in the Karadja Ahmad
cemetery near the Miskinler monastery

,
the in

sciiption on his tombstone is given by SaM al

Din Nuzhet, Mezat Stambul 1932, p il

Nabi wiote seveial histoiical works in a florid

style which wns considered classical in his time

and even later, such as an account of the conquest

of Kameniec in Podolia (1083 = 1672) called

Ta^rikh t WekaY % Kantinca^ Fethname t Kaminca

or simply Ta^rihkt Kamtnca He also wrote in

prose and veise a desciiption of his pilgiimage

to the holy places (1089=1678, the work was

written only in 1093 = 1682) entitled Tuhfat al

Haramatn Ills very popular DUvan with supplement

earned him the title of “king of poets” In his

Khatrl-name^ usually called Khaittye^ he gives his

son Abu ’

1-Khair moral admonitions and advice

His letters {Mundkc^dt) were at one time highly

esteemed and are of some historical value He
continued Waisi’s Styar in a Ukatl t Styar-i Watsi

Printed works Dlivan^ BulSk 1257 Stambul

1292, Dhatl~t Styar-t JVatst^ BUlal^ 1248, Khatrtye

m Consetls de Nabt Efendt a sonfils Abou H^Khatr
,

pubhes en lure avec la traduction frangaise et des

notes pat M Pavet de Couiteille, Pans 1857,
Tcdrtkht Kamtnca^ Stambul 1281, Siirat-i Huiii-
(iqat-t 'ftfiantye^ s 1 (= Stambul, about 1870),
deals with questions of pedagogics, Stambul
1288, Tuhfat al Haramatn^ s 1 [Stambul] 1265
tor further information see F Babinger, GO
P 237—239

Bib hog) ahy Cf F Babinger, G O IV
^

p 239, where it should be noted that there is

also a MS of Dhail-i Styar Waist in London,
Brit Museum, Add 7863 (cf Rieu, Cat of
Turk Mss

^
NO ^7) and in Heidelberg, Univ -

Library, Cod or
,
N® 439 (copy of the year

1175 A H
), Tuhfat al-Haramain in Pans, coll

Cl limit, Stambul, Hamldiye^ N® 400—401,
and the Fhairiye in Agrara, Ak der Wiss

,
coll

Babinger, N® 826, 1 On the printed copy of

the IcPrtkhi Kamtnca cf J A^ 1868, 1 471
sqq — On a Nabi zade Nazim Bey cf Brusalf

Muhammad Tahii, '^Otfimanlt Midelltfierl^ 11

467 sqq __ (pRANZ BaBINGER)
NABI YUNUS [See NInawa

]

NABIDH (a
), a compiehensive designation for

intoxicating drinks, several kinds of which
were produced in early Arabia, such as mtzr

(from barley), biF (from honey Buldiari, Maghazi^

bab 60, Asjittba^ bab 4, Adab^ bab 80, or from

spelt Ahmad b Hanbal, iv 402), fadlkk (fiom

different kinds of dates Bukhari, Ashptba^ bab 3, 21)

Grapes being scarce in Arabia, it is said that in

al-Madina “wine” was usually prepared from kinds

of dates, exceptionally fiom grapes (BukhSrf,

Aiirtba^ bab 2, 3, Muslim, Ashuba^ tiad 3, 6)

Ihis may be true Yet even these traditions betray

a tendency connected with the question whethei

the prohibition of wine included that of intoxicating

drinks Generally speaking haditjt favours the

affirmative answer and is consequently anxious to

point out that the khamr which was prohibited

by Muhammad included nabldh

Ihe question was difficult in so far as these

kinds of drinks were intoxicating to degrees which
partly depended upon the duration of the process

of fermentation This appears e g from the copious

traditions in which 'Alisha relates how nabldh

was prepared for Muhammad and at what time

the beverage was done away with [cf khamr],

as well as from the traditions in which the pre-

vious piohibition of certain vessels [Jianiam^ mu-

zaffat^ etc ) was abrogated and all kinds of vessels

declared allowed, provided the drinks prepared

in them were not intoxicating (Muslim, Q^ana^tz,

trad 106, A^rtba^ trad 63—65, 67— 75 etc)

A series of traditions which could be adduced by

the Hanafites in favour of then view, according

to which nabldh is not included in the prohibition

of wine, IS to be found in al-NasSh’s collection,

Ashitba^ bab 48 Cf further the art khamr
bide by side with milk and honey nabldh was

also the beverage that was offered to the pilgrims

in Makka The institution, al-stkaya (also the name
of the building, close to Zamzara, where the

distribution took place), was an office held by the

'Abbasids (Ahmad b Hanbal, Musnad^ 1 372,
Muslim, Hadydy^ trad 347, Abll DSwUd, Manastk^

bab 90) The descriptions by Ibn Sa'd (f 230=
845) and al-AzraVl (t 244 = 858) give the im-

pression of referring to the present state of things,

in the time of al-MukaddasI (f about 1000 ad)
the institution had already passed into desuetude

For details, cf the work of Gaudefroy-Demombynes.
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Bibliography cf the Bibliography of the

article lyjAMR ,
further Fatawn ^Alamgirt^ Cal-

cutta 1251 (1835), )
Santillana, II

la^ar"
,

Milan 1919, 11 739 sgg
^

Ibn

HadjAr al-Haitaml, Tuhfa^ Cairo 1282, iv 118

sqq
,
Abu ’1-K5sim al-Muha^kik, Kitab

al-Islam, Calcutta 1255, p 522, Querry,

de lots cone les musulmans schyites^ Pans 1872,

II 237 sqq
,
Th W Juynboll, Handleidmg

tot de kennis van de moh wet^ Leyden 1925,

p 173, Snouck Hurgronje, Het mekkaansche

Feest^ Leyden 1880, p 169 {Verspr Geschr
^

i III), Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Le pelertnage

a la Mekke^ Pans 1923 {^Annales du Musee

Gurnet^ Btbl d'eludesy N° 23), p Ti sqq
^

al-

Azra^i, ed Wilstenfeld, p 335 sqq

(A J Wensinck)

NABISHA al-DHUBYANI, a famous poet
of the pre - Muhammadan period His real

name was Ziyad b Mu'awiya and he belonged to

the tribe of Dhubyan He probably flourished in

the second half of the century which preceded

Muhammad and died shoitly befoie the beginning

of Islam Caussin de Perceval (Htsloire des Arabes^

2»d ed , 11 502) puts the date of his buth in

535 A D and Father Cheikho {Poetes arabes

chreltensy p 640) dates his death in 604 A d

These dates however can only be conjectural

The surname Nabigha has been variously inter

preted by Arab wi iters According to some, our

poet was so called because in one of his verses

he uses the verb nabagha “She stopped among
the BanG Kain b l)]abr and they felt the effects

of our attacks” But this veise is apocryphal and

the process recalls that used to justify the ety-

mologies of Muhalhil and of Mutalammis [q v
]

According to others, he was so called because he

did not write poetiy until he reached manhood
or more simply because in Nabigha poetry “flows

from the spring”

We know nothing about his family, his noble

birth asserted by the Kitab alAghaniiyy. 162) and

Ibn Kutaiba (ed de Goeje, p 74) is doubtful and

we know nothing definite about his childhood and

youth

At some date which it is impossible to ascertain

definitely, Nabigha was admitted to the court of

the Lakhmid princes [cf of al-Hira, vassals

of Persia, in the reigns of the kings al Mundhir III

and al Mundhir IV in paiticular this Christian semi

Persian, semi Arab city had become an impoitant

literary centre and the focus of a brilliant culture

Our poet sang the praises of these two sovereigns

and received gifts from them but his fortunes

reached their zenith in the reign of Nu^man Abu
Kabus whose boon companion and favourite linger

he became The poet lived on intimate terms with

the king in the lap of luxury and opulence Such

favour could not fail to excite the envy and jea-

lousy of the other courtiers hence his enemies,

notably Murra b SaM, resolved to break the

king’s attachment to him The trick attempted by

his enemies was a crude one and the king was not

deceived by it the attack on the poet failed

Far from being discouraged, Murra patiently

awaited another opportunity to avenge himself

this soon appeared According to the Kitab al-

Aghdnly Nabigha, who had free access to the

palace of Nu'man, one day unexpectedly enteied

the apartments of queen Mutadjarnda, famous for

her beauty Taken by surprise, she dropped her

veil, showing to the delighted eyes of the poet

“a part of her statue like body” By the time

she could replace it, it was too late Struck to

the heait, Nabigha composed in honour of this

“beauty” his famous poem which begins with

the line “Go and leave Maiya in all haste
”

(Derenbourg, Divan^ xiv )
Unfortunately he was

impiudent enough to recite it to his enemy

Murra who hastened to report it to Nu'man
The latter in his anger decided on the poet’s

rum
According to another tradition, one evening

when Nabigha was seated beside the queen in

company of the king and another poet, Munakhkhal
al-Yashkurl, Nu'man asked Nabigha to describe

Mutadjarnda to him Nabigha at once obeyed and

lecited the poem which he had composed shortly

before Munakhl^al, who was said to be the

queen’s lover, exclaimed “Sue, this description is

that of an eye-witness”, and the poet’s days

were now numbered Warned by his friend, the

chamberlain ‘Isam, the poet hurriedly fled and

sought refuge with the princes of Ghassan

These stories, on the whole little probable, seem

to have been invented to explain Nabigha’s dis-

giace In his book Ft ’/ Adab al dj[ahtlt (Cairo

* 927 i P 332), Taha Husain disputes their authen-

ticity and acutely points out that nothing in

poem viii “It has reached me, mayest thou avoid

the censure etc ” supports these stones He sup-

poses on the other hand, relying on this kasida^

that the princes of Gj^assSn won the good graces

of Nabigha at some time by their largesse and

the poet showed his giatitude by singing their

praises, this having come to the cars of Nu%an,
the latter took umbrage and decided on the ruin

of his favouiite

Nabigha was by no means unknown to the

GhassSnids, phylarchs of Byzantium and rivals

of al-Hira He had been very well received

by the princes al-Hanth b Abu Shammar and al

Ilarith al-Asghai The former at the poet’s request

had released a large number of the BanG Asad
taken prisoner at the battle of Hallma, the latter,

also at Nabigha’s request, had released a number
of the BanG Asad and BanG FazSra after the

battle of 'Am Ubagh This leads us to say a word
about Nabigha’s political activities

Ihe poet in the couise of the wars of his

tribe never lost interest in his fellow tribesmen

and their allies, we have mentioned his inteiven-

tions on their behalf with the Ghassanids, during

the celebrated war of Dshis between 'Abs and
Dhubyan, it was his constant care to maintain

the alliances contracted with the BanG Asad and
BanG Tamim In the reign of the Ghassanid

Nu'm3n b Harith Abu Karib, he had once more
to intercede on behalf of the BanG Dhubyan defeat-

ed in the battle of DhG Ukui
,

later, in view of

his devotion to his patron and his love for his

own tube, he appealed to Nu'mSn to abandon
his war on the BanG DhubySn allied with the

BanG Hunn As a result of refusing to listen to

him, the king was defeated

At the court of C^assan, Nabigha was over-

whelmed with favours by 'Amr b Harith and
later by his successor Nu'man He celebrates

the former’s generosity in a kasida full of grati-

tude (Derenbourg, 111 ) and his elegy on the death

of Nu'mSn (Derenbourg, xxiv
) is cWacterized by

deep emotion
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In spite of his luxurious life, Nabigha felt his

heart and his thoughts turning towards al Hira and
Its king Therefore on the death of NuSnan b
HSrith Abu Karib he decided to return to al Illra

to attempt to regain the favour of the son of

al-Mundhir

Learning that NuSnan was ill, he set out ac-

companied by two Fazarls, Manthnr b ZabbSn
and SaiySr b ‘Amr, friends of the piince, w'hen

they ai rived at al Hira, Nu'mStn had recovered

Hearing of the arrival of his two friends, he had
a tent of leather pitched for them and sent them
a woman singer to entertain them He himself

often came to visit them One evening at a party

the singer sang Nabigha’s poem “O abode of

Maiya” i^Diwan^ 1 ),
the prince delighted exclaimed

“That IS an excellent poem’” The Fa/arls theie-

upon seized the opportunity to intercede on behalf

of Nabigha and the generous piince forgave the

poet A little later Nu'm5n was put to death by
order of the SasSnian king KisrS Parwiz foi

having refused to give him one of his relatives

as a wife Nabigha lamented his patron and retired

to his tribe We do not know when he died

Before giving an estimate of Nabigha as a poet,

we have still to discuss his religion Derenbourg
makes him a monotheist, and in support of his

opinion quotes a number of verses in which the

poet speaks of God, of the feast of palms, of the

cross of Zawia^ On the other hand, Cheikho thinks

he was a Christian We find, he says

en Arable avant VIslam^ Baiiut 1923, p 429

—

430), in the poems of Nabigha evidence of his

belief in God, of his leligion and piety, but the

arguments are not numerous or of gieat cogency

a vague mention of God, of David and his son

Solomon, of priests present at the obsequies of

Mundhii, of the cross of Zawia^ As a mattei

of fact, Nabigha was a pagan and there is nothing

Christian in his poems the allusions in his poems,

even if we accept them as authentic, are in reality

only rather faded memories of the Chiistian cere-

monies which the poet had witnessed at al Hira,

and GhassSn and a distant echo of the religious

ideas curient in the peninsula at this period As to

the word Allah, it is undoubtedly the result of a

substitution foi al I at [q v
]
made at a later date

by some Muslim purist

Nabigha al-Dhubyani holds a high position among
the poets of ancient Arabia, he is unanimously

placed “in the first lank of poets”

In our opinion he possesses in a high degree

the two qualities which make a great poet sen

sitiveness and imagination To sincerity of feeling,

he adds splendoui of imagery and freshness of

expression In him ideas and words, feeling and

turn of phrase, matter and foim aie in perfect

haimony His satiies are often bitter, ironical and

scathing

He is also an artist who skilfully uses all

resources, all effects and all artifices His verse is

compact, solid and uniform and readily impresses

itself on the memory with the idea which it ex-

presses Of course it is not without its faults we

find a few weaknesses and examples of lack of care

Tfiha Husain {al’Shi^r al-^ahilt^ Cairo 1926)

has recently raised the question once more of the

authenticity of the poems of Nabigha and othei

pre-lslamic poets Rejecting all that has been

handed down about it he regards the old poetry as

apocryphal The discussion of this question however,

as can readily be understood, lies outside the scope
of this article

B tb li ogi ap hy Kttab al-Aghant^ 2^^ cd
,

Cairo, IX 154^^^ ,
Ibn Kutaiba, ed de Goeje,

Leyden, p 74 Djamharat A^ar al ^Arab^

BalaV 1308, al-BaghdadI, Khtzanat al Adab^ Bolak
1 299, 1 287 sqq

,
al 'AbbasI, Ma^ahid aU Tan^ts^

Cairo 1316, SuyutI, Muzkti
^
Cano 1325, Ab-

karius Iskandar Agha, Tazytn Nihayat al-^Arab^

Biiiut 1867, F E al-BustanI, Razvdyd^ N® 30,
Bairiit 1931, Ibn Sallam, Tabakat^ Cairo n d

,

Deienbourg, Le Divan de Nabigha^ Pans 1869,
Cheikho, Poetes arabes chretiens^ BairQt 1890,
Ahlwardt, Six diiuans^ London 1870, Khams
Dawawtn^ Cairo, seveial editions, Cheikho, Le
Chf tsltantswe et la Utterature chrettenne en Arable
avant Vlslani^ Bairut 1923, vol 111

,
Caussin de

Peiceval, Essai sui Vhistoire des Arabes^ 2”d ed
,

Pans 1902, vol 11 , Sylvestie de Sacy, Chresto-

mathie^ ist ed
,
vol 111

,
do

,
Anthologie gram'

maitcale^ p 435} Lyall, Ti anslations of ancient
Arabian Poetiy^ I ondon 1885, p 95 sqq

,

Brockelmann, G A L
^

\ 22 ,
Nicholson, Literary

Histoiy of the Aiabs^ ed
,
London 1914

(Maurice Chemoul)
NABOB [See NS^iu

]

NABULUS, a town in central Palestine,
the name of which is derived from that of FI avia
Neap oils built in honoui of Vespanian Its Old
Testament predecessor was S h e c h e m, which
however lay more to the east, on the site of

the present village of B a 1 a t a (the name is

explained by S Klein, \\\ Z D P F, xxxv 38

,
cf R Hartmann, ibid

^

xxxiii 175 sq
^

as

“platanus'\ from the evidence of the pilgrim of

Bordeaux and the Midi ash Gen rb
^

c 81, § 3)
According to Eusebius, the place wheie the old

town stood was pointed out in a subuib of Nea-
polis Ihe correctness of this identification of the

site of Shechem has now been completely pioved

by Selim’s excavations, and this also explains

how the old name did not as usual drive out the

late Greek one In the time of the Arab writers,

the name Shechem was long forgotten and what
they tell us refers to Neapolis Nabulus

Nabulus IS in a long > alley (running from east

to west) foimed by two chains of hills, on the

south side Garizim, Arabic l)jabal al-Tur or al-

Kibli (2,900 feet high), on the noith side Ebal,

Arabic Djabal Eslamiya or al-Shamali (3,140 feet

high) G Holscher (Z D P F, xxxiii 98) refers

the older name of Neapolis Mabartha (Mamortha)

m Pliny and Josephus (i e “crossing”, nia^barta)

to the low saddle running right across the valley

The town with its 22 spiings is unusually rich

in water, which is heard lunning everywhere and

pioduces a very luxuriant vegetation Where the

road from the south turns westwards into the valley

there is a well with the rums of a church Una-
nimous tradition since the fourth century A D
locates here Jacob’s well and it is undoubtedly the

same as is mentioned in John iv 5 About a thousand

yards to the north is a building where tradition

locates Joseph’s grave

In the post-exilic peiiod Shechem belonged to

the territory of the mixed people of the Samaritans

whose capital it became after they had built on
the hill of Garizim (the Samaritan text of Deut
xxvii 5 has this name instead of Ebal) a temple as

a rival to that of Jerusalem They were continually

at strife with the Jews and in the end John Hyreanus
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in 129 B c destroyed Shechem and its temple

At a later date this always turbulent people was

equally hostile to the Romans, which caused

Vespasian to attack them on Ganzim when a large

number were slam Christianity gradually spread

in the country and Neapolis became a bishopiic

The result was that the Samaritans now turned

their arms against the Christians and tieated them

with great cruelty Aftei a deadly raid by them,

the Byzantine emperor Zeno (474—491) had them

driven from Garizim and built a church there They
wrought still greater havoc in the time of Justinian

who punished them with great severity and destroyed

their synagogues while he rebuilt the churches

This finally broke their spirit, many of them fled

to Persia while others became Chiistians Their pait

had been played by the time when Nabulus with

many other towns fell into the hands of the Muslims
The notices of the Arab authors about the town

are very scanty They know that it was inhabited

by Samaritans [cf Ai samirI] and some add that,

according to the Jews, they are found nowhere
else, but it should be noted that Baladhuri (ed

de Goeje, p 158) speaks of Samaiitans in hilastTn

and Urdunn Ya'kubi mentions (p 328), Nabulus

a town near two sacred hills with a population

of Jews, foreigners and Samaritans Below the town

IS a subterranean city, hewn out of the rock

MukaddasI says “Nabulus lies in a valley between

two hills, IS rich in olive-trees and a stream flows

through It The houses are of stone and there aie

mills there, the mosque m the centre has a beautiful

paved courtyard” In the Crusading period Nabulus

is mentioned as unfortified On Jan 23, 1120, an

assembly of prelates and secular notables was held

here with the object of improving the morals of

the Christians Idiisi mentions the well of Jacob
where Christ had the conversation with the woman
of Samaria, a fine church had then been built on

the spot The Jewish travellei Benjamin of Tudela

(1160— 1173) records that there were no Jews m
Nabulus, but about 100 Kutaeans (Samaritans)

who offered burned offerings on the altar on
Garizim at the passover and on other feast-days

His contemporary ‘^Alial-Harawi says the Samaiitans

are very numerous He, as does Yakut, always

writes Garizim as Kazirim, a corruption which we
already have in the “Agazaren” of the pilgrim of

Bordeaux A terrible earthquake in 1202 added
to the miseries inflicted on the town by the con-

tinual wars between h ranks and Muslims Under
the great Mamluk Sultan Baibars [q v

]
it finally

passed into possession of the Muslims Yal^ut lemarks

on the wealth of water and fertility of the district,

here, he says, is the hill on which accoiding to

the Jews, Abraham wanted to sacrifice Isaac (not

Ishmael as the Muslims say) When praying, the

Samaritans turn towards Garizim Dimashkl says

that NSbulus is like a palace surrounded by gardens,

he mentions the pilgrimages of the Samaritans to

Garizim where they sacrificed lambs Ihe Muslims
had a fine mosque in the town, where the Kurban

was recited day and night According to JChalll al-

Zahirl (d 872=1467), the area included 300 villages

The people of Nabulus retained their unfriendly

character and fondness for rebellion so that the

town was less visited by pilgrims Only the modern
period has brought order and greater security, but

even now the dislike of the Samaritans to strangers

as spectators during their passover sacrifices may
give rise to trouble

Btbltogr aphy Sellin, in ZDPV^ xlix

2295 sq
,

1 205 sqq
, 265 sqq (on the excavations

m the ancient Shechem), Holscher, tbtd

^

xxxiii

98 sqq
y
R Hartmann, tbid

^

xxxiii 175, P
Ihomsen, Loca sanctay p 93, 108 ,

Robinson,

Palasttna^ 111 336 sqq
,
Guerin, Samatte^ 1 390

sqq
,
Ya^knbl, in ^ ^ ,

vii 32, Istayiri, tbtd

^

1 58, MukaddasI, tbtd
^

111 174, IdrIsI, tbtd
y

viii 122 (text, p 4), iQSiT&ngtyPaiesttne under

the Moslims^ p 512, Sir Geoige Adam Smith,

Htstotual Geography of the Holy Land^ index,

s V Nablus, The Ittnetary of Rabbt Benjamin

of Tudela^ ed A Aschei, 1840, 1 66—68,
Yakut, Mu^(ljam^ ed Wusteufeld, iv 724

,

Dimashkl, ed Mehien, p 200, Rohricht, Gesch

d Komgieichs J^rtisalem^ p 146, 205, 41 1,

684 and passim
y
Piopst, Die geogi Verhaltnisse

Synens und Palastinas ttach Wilhelm von TyiuSy

1 55 sq (Fr Bum)
AI -NABULUSi [See ^Abd al-CiHanI ]

NADHIR (a
,
pluial nudhur

y
Slira liii 57), used

as a nomen agentis from n dhf iv
,
with the meaning

of Warner, sometimes also as an infinitive, c g
Slira Ixvii 17 The plural nudhui is also found

in the sense of an infinitive, e g Sura Ixxvii 6

The term occurs frequently in the Kur’Sn, it is

even said to be synonymous with lasuf its op
posite is bashir^ mubashshir Nadhir as well as

bashh are applied to the prophets, the former

when they are lepresented as warneis, the latter

as announcers of good tidings (cf Sura xvii

106, xxv 58, xxxiii 44, xlviii 8 mubaihshiran

wa nadhij^^) As an epithet it is used especially

in connection with Noah, the great waincr before

the Deluge, and with Muhammad himself who
thereby receives the stamp of a second Noah (cf

Sura xxvi 115, 1 51, Ixxi 2 with Sura xxix 49,
XXXV 21, xxxviii 70, Ixvii 26) Sometimes Mu-
hammad emphasises his being only a warner (Sura

xlvi 8), or his being the first warner who was
sent to his people (Sura xxviii 46, xxxiv 43)
The term is found in hadith apart from the

common use, known from the KuUan, in the curious

expression nadhn ^loyan (Bukhail, KikHl^h^h 26 ^

Ptisaniy lab 2, Muslim, FadlPily trad 16) with

which Muhammad denotes himself The tradition

runs as follows “Myself and my mission are like

a man who went to some people saying I have

seen the army (of the enemy) with my ejes and
I am the naked warner” Several anecdotic stories

aie told by the commentators in explanation of

this expression It is also said by some of them,

that in caily Arabia a man who saw an approaching

danger, stripped himself of his clothes and wound
them around his head in order to warn his tribes-

people — The meaning Nazirite which in several

dictionaries is given to the term nadhir in the

first place does not occur in the Kur^5n, nor in

hadith^ nor in Lisan al~^Arab nor m Ta^ al-^Aius

y

it IS, however, used in translations of the Bible

Bibliography Ltsan al-^Arab^ \ii 54J^7,

Taiit al’l'AruSy 111 561 sq
y
Ibn al-Athir, NthUyay

IV 136, KasjallSnl, ix 305, Nawawl’s com-
mentary on Muslim’s ^ahlhy Cairo 1283, v 71

(A J Wensinck)
NACHR, V o w, was taken over into Islam

from the pre-Muhammadan Arabs and underwent
modification by the new religion The idea of

dedication is associated with the root n-dh r which

IS also found in South Arabic, Hebrew and Aramaic
and to some extent in Assyrian An animal could
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be the object of dedication among the Arabs For
example, they dedicated by nadhr certain of

their sheep etc, for the ^attui feast in Radjab
(^Ltsan al’^Arab and jQjawharf, s v ), the dedication

which was expressed m solemn formulae signified

that the animals were removed from the mundane
sphere and placed in the sacred one

As a rule, a sacrifice as dedicated m order to

obtain good fortune in a particular respect The
promise to dedicate an animal when the herd had
reached the number of a hundred {op at) had
an efieot on the prosperity of the animals because
the word anticipated the fact According to the

story, ‘Abd al-Muttalib similarly dedicated a son
to be slam beside the Ka^ba if he should have
ten sons and they grew up (Ibn Hisham, p 97 )

but for his nadhr 100 camels were substituted —
A childless woman could also vow if she had
a son to dedicate him to the sanctuary {thtd

^

p 76, perhaps this story is a literary borrowing)

According to the hadt(h of Maimuna bint Kardam,
hei fathei promised to sacrifice 50 sheep if he

had a son (Yakut, 1 754, Abu DawQd, Aiman^
bab 19, Ibn Madja, Kaj^arat^ bab 18) If a child

was sick, its mother could dedicate it by a vow
as ahmas (from hums) if it iccovered (Azra^:i,

p 123, g
sqq) Fscape fiom every difficulty was

sought by a nadhr During a battle a camel used

to be dedicated as a sacrifice (Wakidi-Wellhausen,

p 39) The traveller in the desert used to make
a vow on account of the danger (see the verse

in I ane and Lisan al-Arab^ s v ) In distress at

sea one promised offerings to God or a saint or

vowed to do something oneself, such as fasting

(Sura X 23, XXIX 65 ,
Abil Dawud, Atman^hlh 20,

see also Goldziher, Muh Stud

^

11 31 1) During

a drought ‘Omai vowed to taste neither samn^ nor

milk noi meat till the ram fell (Tabari, ed de

Goeje, 1 2573,13
Even if a sacrifice weie promised, the vow also

affected the person concerned, as wc see from the

fact that he had his hair shoin not only on the

hadjil hut also, for example, when sacrificing after

a jouiney (Ibn Hisbam, p 15, 749, Wakidt-

Wellhausen, p 324, 381, 429 . Bukhari, Hadjdu
bab 125), for the cutting of the hair ended, as

in the case of the Israelite Nazirite, the state of

consecration Ihe vow theiefore had always more
or less the character of a self dedication Ihis

aspect was often quite prominent Ordinary sacred

duties such as participation in the hadjdj were

assumed as a consecration by nadhr (Suia xxii

30) at which special obligations were assumed

eg to go to the sanctuary on foot, or barefooted

(Bul^Srl, DjazeP al-Said^ b5b 27, Tirmidhi, al

Nudhur wa H Aiman^ bab 17) The sacied con-

dition of f'ttkaf was assumed as a nadhr, thus

before his conversion 'Omar vowed to make a

nightly t^ttkaf in the Meccan sanctuary (Bukhari,

MagKazl^ bab 54, Atman^ b5b 29) Such a vow
to separate oneself from everyday life in some

special way was very frequent among the ancient

Arabs, for Labid (p 17,17) compaies an antelope

buck alone among the bushes to one fulfilling his

vow {kd,d% 7 nudhu) )

This isolation had the definite object of spiiitual

concentration and strengthening the soul and thereby

influencing the deity Abstinence was therefore

practised in preparation for great deeds, especially

m war The Arabs “touched no perfume, married

no woman, drank no wine and avoided all pleasures

when they were seeking vengeance, until they

attained it” {Hamasa^ p 447, v 5 schol ), avoidance
of wine (Hamasa, p 237, v 4 sqq) and women
{Kttab al-Aghani^ xv 16

1 ,
2«d ed

, p 154) is

specially mentioned These abstentions like the

hadjdj rites and the i^tikaf are also the objects of

a nadhr Ihe form of this vow is for example “wine
and women aie hardm to me until I have slam

100 Asadls” [Aghanl^ viii 68, 2nd ed
, p 65)

A definite term may be fixed, such as drinking

no wine for 30 days in order to obtain vengeance

(Kais b al-Khatim, ed Kowalski, iv 28) korms
of abstention aie not to eat meat, not to wash
the head, so that the djanaba is not removed
{A^rhUm^ IX 149, 2nd ed

, p 141 ,
xiii 69, 2nd ed

,

p 66, Ibn Ilisham, p ^
Hudhailitenhedei

^

ed Wellhausen, 189), not to anoint oneself

(Wakidi-Wellhausen, p 201) Refraining from meat,
wine, ointment, washing and sexual intercource

are mentioned together {Aghani^ vi 99, 2nd ed
,

p 97, viii 68, 2nd ed
, p 66, Ibn HishSm,

P 543 ^
Wakidl Wellhausen, p 73, 94) Ihere is

also evidence of complete fasting (VVakidi-Well-

hausen, p 105, 402) The abstentions, the offering

and the deed to be done form the content of the

nadhr It is said nadhartu ''ala ?iafst and nadhartu
malt (I^awhaii and Ltsdn al-^Atab^ s v ) as well

as nadhara dam^ fuldn ('Antara, p 21, 84, Kais

al Rukaiyat, p 52, 5) After a wish has been
fulfilled a vow of gratitude miy also be taken

(Wakidl, p 290)
The consecration placed the person making the

vow in connection with the divine powers, the

nadhr w^as an '^ahd (Sura ix 76, xxxiii 27, xlviii

10), whereby he pledged himself A neglect of

the lunilu was a sin against the deity (Imra^ al

Kais, p 51, 10) Ihe sacied obligation of living

made this a nadhi or (synonymous) nahb^ which one

should fulfil {kadd\ instead of wandering aimlessly

(Sura xxxiii 23, Wakidl, p 120, labid, p 41,1,
Kumait, HadiimJydt^ ed Horovitz, p 4, 48) The
importance of the binding pledge gradually becomes
more prominent (cf Lisan al-'‘Af ah^ where nadhara

is explained by a^vcljaba^ ironically Asma^iydt^

p 7,2), the emphasis on the material dedication

gradually became less The abstinences mentioned

receive their importance on the one hand from

works meiitonous to the deity, on the other fiom

the unpleasant deprivations, by which the person

taking the vow disciplines himself Both points

of view are seen in the examples quoted The
releasing of slaves or divorcing of wuves often

foim the subject of a kind of vow by which a

man pledges himself under certain conditions A
man many also vow to sacrifice all his camels if

he IS lying {Lfamdsa^ p 667, v 3) The strict

obligation inherent in the nadhr makes it closely

related to the oath [see kasam]

One can also bind one’s family by a vow A
mother swears not to comb hei haii or to seek

shade until her son or daughter fulfils her wish

{AgPiant^ xviii 205 ,
2nd ed

, p 205, Ibn HishSra,

P 319) *1 90) The strength of this kind of

“conjuration” is based on the relationship between

the two partneis If a dying man vow's that his

tribe shall slay 50 to avenge him, this binds the

tribe {Hamdsa^ p 442 sq) There thus arose m
Islam the problem of how far unfulfilled vows
had to be fulfilled by the descendants (Muslim,

Nadhr

f

trad i
,

BukhSrT, IVasUya^ bSb 19 ,
cf

Goldziher, ^hhiriten^ p 80)
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In IslSm the vow and the oath are treated to-

gether In the Kur’an it is prescribed that uncon-

sidered expressions {la^w) in an oath may be

broken and expiated (Sara ii 225, v 91) The
context shows that the leference is to vows of

abstinence, especially relating to food and women
Snra 11 226—227 in continuation says that those

who bind themselves by not to touch a woman
should either break the vow after 4 months or

pronounce the formula of divorce The breach of

the oath then requires the kaffaia The zthar

formula is absolutely foibidden (Sura Iviii i—5,

cf xxxiii 4), It is a great sin in the eyes of the

law, while the tla^ is not a sin (see Juynboll,

Handbuch^ p 284 sqq
,
Sachau, Retht^^ 13,

68 sqq ) The “release from the oath” promised

in Sura Ixvi 2 refers to a vow of continence The
same kaffdra holds for a broken vow as for an

oath It IS probable in this case that we have

Jewish influence (cf Mt^na^ N^dartm) but the

principle of releasing oneself from a vow by doing
something else is certainly also originally Arab
But with Islam comes the view that nudhuf are

useless because they cannot influence God (Bukhari,

Atman^ bab 26, Kadai
^
bab 6, Muslim, Nadhf

j

trad 2) Thus we find hadiths which urge the

fulfilment of vows as well as those that foibid

them Following hints in the hadiths, we find a

systematic division into vows of piety (nadhf al

tabarrur)^ which are intended to acquiie merit

by a pious deed (J^a\ and vows by oaths which,

since they are conditioned, serve to incite, prevent

or strengthen The latter are called nadhr al

la^^a^ wa 'l-ghadab They are deprecated but

must be treated like oaths Their matter must not

be sinful, according to some, such a vow is in-

valid, according to others, it is valid but must be

broken Their matter must not already be an in-

dividual duty (tvadjib ^aint) The peison taking

the vow must, like him taking an oath, be mukallaf
and be acting of his own free-will
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al-NADIM, Abu ’l-Faraej Muhammad b AbI

Ya^kTJb IshXk al-WarrAk al-NadIm ai Bagh-
dAdI, Arabic bibliographer, compiled the

Fthrtst in 377 (987—988) Little is known about
his life According to a statement which goes back
to Ibn al-Nadjdj5r’s (d 643 = 1245) Dhatl Tc^rthh
Baghdad (see FltigePs edition, p xii

,
note 2), he

died in 385, according to another statement (see

Ibn Hadijar al 'As^alanl, Ltsdn al-Mtzdn, v 72)
probably 388 (? the figure is damaged in the Hai-

darSbSd edition) Both dates are in contradiction

to the fact that in the Fihrtst events of 392
(P ^ 7 ? 6) and “after 400” (p 169, xf) are men-
tioned, unless these are additions by another hand
A clue to the date of his birth is given from his

account (p 237, e) of a meeting with a learned

man in the year 340, this suggests 325 as the

latest date for his birth Nothing is known of his

family There is no reason to connect him with

Ishfik b IbiShlm al-MawsilI al-NadIm (d 235 =
849) or with Yahya b al-NadIm, a pupil of al-

Baladhuri (d 279= 892) His father was a book-

seller (rw; 5^) (p 303>94, 318, 6, 35 L 14) Whethei
the epithet al-Nadtm “table companion”, i e

member of the circle of a caliph or other great

man, refers to the father or to a remoter ancestor

is unknown It is not impossible that it refers to

the author of the Fthiist himself, against this

however is the fact that he is usually quoted as

Ibn al-NadIm That Baghdad, if not his biithplace,

was at least his place of abode is evident from

passages, like p 337, 967 349^ 17 (see below) and
the frequent mention of Baghdadis among his

acquaintances (p 132, 67 219, 95, 236, ,27 266, 9)

He several times mentions a stay in MQsul (p 86,

127 160, 9, 190, 97 265, 93 »
cf also p 283, 9)

We know nothing of other jouineys by al-Nadim

(Dai al-Rum, p 349, ,4 is the name of the Latin

quarter in Baghdad as V v Rosen has shown)
His teachers and authorities also point to Baghdad
He most frequently quotes the authority of the

grammarian al-Slrafi (d 368) (all the quotations

can be found in the latter’s AlJibdr al Nahwiym
al-Basimn) Personal relations are indicated by

P 5^1 *3 mention of his sons (p 31, 93,

45, u, 62, 93) Al-Nadim also studied under Ibn

al-Munadjdjim (p 144, xi) He gives traditions

heard from Muhammad 1> YOsuf al-Nakit (p 24,

141 25, g) He also gives traditions from Abu
’I Faradj al Isfahan! (p 141, 17

= Kttab al-Aghani 3
^

1 5 )
and fiom Abu ’

1-Fathb al-NahwI(p 145,

95) celebrated for the reliability of his transcripts

(p 145, 95) He also mentions as his teacher AbU
Sulaiman al Mantik! (p 241, jf)

whom we know
from 4bu HaiySn’s Mukdbasat He was friendly also

with the logician Ibn al-DjarrSh (p 244, g, 245, 19)

and with the Christian philosopher Ibn al-KhammSr

(p 245, xa) and with Yahya b ^Ad! (p 264, g)

This circle of friends is very much in keeping with

al Nadim’s friendly nature, the breadth of his in-

tellectual interests, his intelligent inteiest in other

religions and his tolenncc, which finds expression in

Makdla\ 5 and 9 of his work That he was a Shi^I

and Mu'tazil! did not escape his biographers (cf

Goldziher, in ZDMG
^
xxxvi 278 sqq^^ thus he

uses khdssi and '^dmml in the sense of Shi‘i and
Sunn! respectively, calls the Sunn! traditiomsts

al-Ha^hwtya (p 231, 19), claims many of their

leaders for the Zaidlya (p 178, 9, 95), says that

al Shafts was a man of decidedly outlook

(p 209, xg) and praises al-Wakidl (p 98, 90) as

a Shi'l Shills were numerous among his friends

(p 139, 97 and p 154, 93) and acquaintances

(P 178, 67 19O7 27 117 197, 117 198, 4) Al-Nadim
like his father was a bookseller This is nowhere
expressly stated but is evident from the whole
plan of his work m which he faithfully records

not only scientific literature but also the numerous
diw5ns of contemporary poets and the vast mass
of anonymous light literature, love stories, fairy

tales and books of adventure, indeed even works
of a popular nature neglected alike by scholars

and bibliophiles, books on good manners, cookery

books, books on poison, books dealing with hunting

and sport, down to collections of farces, books on
magic and on prophecy, in brief everything that

was on the Baghdad book market in the fourth
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(tenth) century That he was a bookseller is also

indicated by the frequent particulars about the size

of the books dealt with (cf especially, p 159, jg),

about copies in the hand of famous scholars, about
the demand foi books (p 70, 5, g, 77, ,4, 79 , 23)
and about the book trade (p 271, 5, 359, ao) He
several times mentions other booksellers (p 264,

8> *99, 4 ' 355, «)
The Fthrtst exists in two recensions (on the

manuscripts, see Z DM G
^

Ixxxiv 1 1 1 sqq and
the literature there given, to these may now be
added a fragment in Tonk and a private manuscript
in Medina) Both were made in the year 377 (987)
The longer contains ten makalat^ of which the

first six deal with the literatuie of Isl5m (i Kur’an,

2 grammar, 3 history etc
, 4 poetry, 5 dogmatics,

6 law), while the last four deal with non-Islamic

literature (7 philosophy and “ancient sciences”,

8 light literature, 9 history of religion, lo
alchemy) The shorter version contains only the

four last makaldt of the longer one, 1 e the

Arabic translations from the Gieek, Syriac, Persian

and Sanskrit and the other literature based on
these models It is mentioned by Iladjdji Khalifa

(Stambul, ii 21 1) under the title Fawz al-Ulum
The two recensions have in common an intro-

ductory section on the various forms of writing —
A survey of the contents of the Fthtst follows

the pieface (see also Flugel, in Z D M G
^

xiii

190 sqq) The aningement there given is strictly

adhered to in the book Ihe special quality of

the book and its value lies in the fact that it

gives the Arabic literature of the first four

centuries in a bibliographical arrangement while

the biographical method is the only one used in other

contemporary sources A1 Nadim, it is true, as a

rule treats of his subjects in biographical sketches

but it is the list of works of the author that is

the main thing Sometimes a bianch of literature

is treated purely bibliographically under its vaiious

branches (e g the literature of Kui^anic exegesis,

P 33, 20—37, XI, also p 87, 88, 170, 171) This

arrangement was necessary with the anonymous
literature, especially in the eighth makala (p 305
sqq) A further step towaids treatment from the

point of view of the literary historian is found in

the brief introductions and surveys (e g on the

pre 'Othnianic recensions of the Kurban, p 26 sqq
,

on the beginnings of Arabic grammar, p 40 sqq )

In the last four makalat^ such sections (e g on

the oiigins of philosophy, of medicine, of alchemy,

the beginning of the translated literature, the origin

of the “i 000 tales”) are so extensive that they

have the character of a regular history of literature

to a much greater degree than the moie biblio-

graphical first six makalat The ninth makala oc-

cupies a special position, it is a treatise on the history

of religion in which the bibliographical element

is not at all prominent — The sources used by

al-NadIm are mainly of a literary nature He piefers

to use works in copies from the hand of reliable

copyists He comparatively rarely quotes peisonal

authority — Although a younger contempoiary of

al-Nadim’s, al-WazIr al-Maghribl (d 418=1027),
prepared an improved edition of the work, it seems

at first to have had only slight influence The
earliest author to make considerable use of the

first four makUlat (in al-Maghnbi’s edition) was

Yal^tit (d 626=1228) (see Bergstrftssei, in

11 185) He claims to have consulted a copy in

al-NadIm’s own hand, as does the lexicographer

al SagbSnl, d 650 (1252) (see KhtzHnat al-Adab^

111 83 pu) Ibn al-Kifli (d 624=1226) and Ibn
Abl Usaibi'a (d 668=1269) copied much from
the Fthrist In later times it is only occasionally

quoted, e g by al-Dhahabi (d 748=1347) and
Ibn Hailjar al-'AskalanI (d 852 = 1448) and lastly

by IladjdjT Khalifa (d 1067 = 1656) and al-

^afadji (d 969 =1561) — Al-Nadim also wrote

a Kitab al-Awsaf wa l-Tashblhat {Fthrtst^ p 12,

a) which has not come down to us

Bibliography Das iCtiab al-FthrtsI m\i

Anmerkungen hrsg v G FlUgel, 2 vols
,
Leipzig

1871—1872, reprinted Cairo 1348 (also contains

the text of the Leyden fragments published by

Houtsma, in W Z K iv 217 sqq) A new
edition IS in pieparation for the Bibliotheca

Islamica — The earlier literature is given in

the preface and in the notes to hlugel’s edition —
Yakut, I? ihad al Artb^ ed Margoliouth, vi 408,
Ibn Hadjar al-'^Askalani, Luan al-Mizdn^ Haidar-

abad 1331, v 78, Brockelmann, G A L
^

\

147, J b lick, Literaturgeschichte aus

dem 10 Jahihundett {Z D M G
^
Ixxxiv il

sqq)^ H Zu den Handscht tflen des Fihrist

(///, XV 11 15 sqq) Considerable sections of the

1 ihrist are dealt with separately in the following

woiks A Muller, Die griechischen Philosophen

in d arab Halle 1872, Suter, Zlaj

Mathematikeiverzeichnis tm Fthrtst {Abh z Gesch

d math Wtss
y

vi
, 1892), do, tbtd

^
x, 1900

and xiv
, 1902, M Die arabtschen

Vbersetzungen a d Gnech (s Z D M G
371 sqq)y Kessler, Maniy Berlin 1889, 1 33

1

sqq
,

Berthelot, La chtmie au moyen-age^ Pans

1893, 111 26 sqq (Johann Fuck)
NADlM, Ahmad, an Ottoman poet, born

in Stambul, the son of a judge named Muhammad
Bey who had come from Merzifun His grand

fathei (according to Gibb, If 0 P
^

iv 30) was
a military judge named Mustafa Ahmad Rafik

mentions as his great-grandfather Kara-Celebi-zade

[q V
]
Mahmud Efcndi who also was a military

judge The genealogy given by Ahmad Rafik is

howevei wrong because he confuses KararnSni

Muhammad Pasha [q v
]

with Rum Muhammad
Pasha 1 he statement that Ahmad Nadim is descended

fiom Ojalal al Din is therefore simply the result

of confusion I ittle is known of his life He was

a mudeiiis^ later on intimate terms with Ahmad III

and his grandvizier Damad Ibrahim Pasha [q v
]

He probably got his lakab al-Nadim from this

friendship I utterly he held the office of librarian

in the library founded by his pation DamSd
Ibrahim Pasha On hearing of the end of Ibrahim

Pasha and the deposition of the sult5n, Nadim
lost his life at the beginning of October 1730
(RabP I, 1143) in a horrible way, while escaping

from the mob leaving the grand-vizier’s palace

he fell fiom the roof and was killed He was

buried in Ay5s Pa§ha in Pera beside the historian

Pfndfkl?!! Sil5hd5r Muhammad Agha
Ahmad Nadim is regarded as one of the greatest

of Ottoman poets, who is still appreciated for

his pure language, free from foreign additions.

Many literary historians have discussed his merits

as a poet (cf the specimens collected by Gibb,

H O P
^

\s 30 sqq

)

His collected poems
{Dlwan^ printed BOlfik, n d

,
a more recent critical

edition with introductions by Ahmad Rafi^ Bey
and Muhammad Fu^ad Bey appeared in 1338

—

1340 in Stambul, there are manuscripts of the
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Dlwan m Europe in Munich, London and Vienna)

enjoys great popularity Nadim translated into

Turkish the history of Munedjdj^n^ bashi Ahmad
Efendi (cf F Babmger, GO

, p 234 sq
,

cf

thereon y A
^
str 7, xiii 272), he was also one

of the Turkish translators of ‘^Aini’s history (cf

F Babmger, G 0 W
^ ^ 259 J77

,
the edict

relating to this is in Ahmad Rafik, Htcri on tktnct

astrda Istanbul hayati^ 1100—1200^ Stambul 1930,

p 84 ^7 ) but the MS seems to be lost

Bibltogt aphy Ahmad Rafik’s pieface to

the new edition of the Diwan
^
St^tll t^othmant^

IV 549 (very superficial, heie his grandfather

IS said to have been a certain Sadr Muslih al

Din and his father the judge Muhammad),
Brusal! Muhammad Y\Il.\^^Othmanl\

11 453 sq
, J von Hammei Purgstall, G O D

^

IV 310 sqq (who does not appreciate him highly),

Gibb, H 0 P
^

\s 30 sqq

(Franz Babinglr)
NADIR SHAH, king of Peisia

(
1 147—1160

= 1736—1747)
Origins Nadir b Imam kuli b Nadhr feuli

belonged to the Kfifljilu clan of the Turkoman
tribe of the Afshars, of which a section had settled

in northern KJiurasan, and was born on the 28th

Muharram 1100 (Oct 22, 1688) at Kubkan
Entering the service of Tahm2sp II, he was
called Tahmasp-kuli Khan but after his coronation

his original name was improved to Nadir, “the

rare one” At an early date Nadir distinguished

himself in the incessant fighting with the Turko-
mans of Nas5

,
the Camighgazak Kurds of Kha

buihan (Ku£an), the Ozbeks, the Tatars of Marw
and even against his Afsljar fellow tribesmen The
little nucleus around Nadir consisted of his Afshar

relatives, some Kurds of Daragaz and Abiward,

and 300—400 families of Djalayir Tuikomans with

their chief Tahmasp kuli Wakil
Fighting in I^urasan During the Afghan

invasion of Persia, Mashhad was occupied by
Malik Mahmud, a scion of the Sislan family

NSdir fought against Malik Mahmud at first on
his own initiative When the Safawid Tahmasp II,

driven from his other lands, arrived in Khurasan,

Nadir very cleverly supplanted the commander in

chief Fath ^All Khan Kadjar and on ifi^h RabiMI
(Dec 22) captured Mashhad with the help of

treachery Henceforth it became his headquarter^-

There were already signs of a breach between
Nadir and Tahmasp II at this time

The Shah urged Nadir to set out against his

enemies the Ghilza^i Afghans but Nadir wished

first of all to dispose of the nearer enemy, the

Abdali Afghans of Herat, but the campaigns of

1728 (against the Abdali and the Turkomans) had
no success Nadir however was able to extend

the sphere of his activities, he ousted from Astarabad

and MazandarSn the governors appointed by Tah-
mSsp and came into conflict with the Russians

and the Shilza^I Afghans
The Abdali In the meanwhile trouble had

broken out in Herat between Allah yar IHian and
Dbu ’

1-Fikar I^an Nadir re established Allah-yar

Khan but transplanted many tribes to Khurasan

(1141 = 1727)
The QbilzS’l At this time

Siege to Simnan while his general Saydal had gone
to Bistam On the 6th Rabl^ I (Nov 27, 1729), Nadir
defeated the Afghans on the banks of the river

MihmandUst This victory he followed up by others

Nadir in SW Peisia Tahmasp appealed

to Nadir to complete the deliverance of the country

Leaving Shlrlz and crossing LOiistan, Nadir ai rived

m BurUdjird where the Shah sent him a crown
set with precious stones and a commission i^ahd

nama) as v\ali of all I^urasan along with Mazan-

daran, Yazd, Kirman and Sistan (cf also 'Ali

Hazin, p 189) Tahmasp also gave his sister Gawhar-

shad to Nadir and betrothed his other sister Fapma-
sultSn to Rida-l^uli Mirza

1 he Ottomans who then occupied the whole of

western Persia and the gieatei part of Trans-

caucasia were reluctant to leave Persia Nadir oc-

cupied Nihawand, defeated the Turks at Malayir,

retook Hamadan and on the 27^^ Muharram 1143
(Aug 13, 1730) Tabiiz was retaken

Nadir retuins to the east Nadir learned

in Tabilz that Dhu ’

1-Fikar Abdali having diiven

Allah yEr Khan from Herat was fighting Nadir’s

biothei Ibrahim Khan under the walls of Mashhad
Nadir at once set out for Khurasan, ciossing the

steppe of the Yomut Tuikomans and towards the

end of Rabi*’ II (Nov 1730) was at Mashhad wheie

he reviewed 56,000 families of the tribes trans-

planted from other provinces

On the 4th Shawwal (April 12, 1731) Nadir

was 3 faisakhs from Herat In the month of

August the Abdali restoied Nadu’s candidate Allah-

yar Khan but the latter regaining contact with

his tribe now rebelled It was not till Ramadan i,

1144 (^eb 27, 1732) that Herat was taken

P allure of Tahmasp II Taking advantage

of the absence of his commander-in-chief, the Shah

resumed the initiative in the military operations

and m Djumada 11 1143 (end of Dec 1730) set

out against the Ottomans Fearing the return of

Nddir the Ottomans on Jan 10, 1732 signed a

preliminary treaty at Baghdad by which the Persians

letained only the lands south of the Araxes I ater

on Jan 21—Feb i, 1732 the Shah’s representatives

signed at Rasht a treaty with the Russians by

which the latter bound themselves to evacuate the

lands south of Saliyan (on the Kur) while the

return of Baku and Darband was made dependent

on the reconquest of Transcaucasia by the Persians

Deposition of lahmasp II Nadir was
indignant at the peace with the 1 urks signed

after a defeat Setting aside the Shah’s authority,

Nadu Shah denounced the treaty and appointed

his own governors everywhere lahmasp was
deported to Khurasan and his son 'Abbas III, an
infant in the cradle, proclaimed king on the 17th

Rabi^ I 1145 (July 7, 1732)
Fust campaign against the Ottomans

Having punished the Bakhtiyaris and the Kurds,

Nadir occupied Zohab and besieged Baghdad (Jan

1733) Ahmad Pasha made the negotiations drag on
until the army commanded by Topal 'Othman
Pasha had time to come to Mesopotamia On
6th Safai 1146 (July 19, 1 7 33) Nadir Shah lost

the battle fought on the Tigris and returned to

Hamadan via Bahriz and Mandaldijin (Mandali)

Arriving there on 22nd ^afar (Aug 4) Nadir

set out again for Zohab on the 22nd Rabi' II

(Oct 2) and then attacked Memish Pasha who had
occupied the pass of Agh darband (1st Djumada 11

= Nov 9, 1733) Then Topal 'Othman Pasha with

the bulk of his army intervened in the battle but

lost It and had his head cut off The Ottomans
hastened to abandon Adharbaidjan By the 15th

RatJjab (Dec 22) Nadir was already on his way
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to Persia via Ba^say (Ba kusayS), Bayat, Bayan
and Shnalitar

Mahmud BalUC The reason of this hurried

move was the rebellion raised by MahmUd Khan
BalUC in b W Peisia Mahmud ^an was quickly

driven from the pass of ^ulistan and on 27th

Slia^ban (Feb i, 1734) Nadir reoccupied ^Traz
Campaign in Transcaucasia In Isfahan

Nadir received the Turkish ambassador *^Abd al-

Karim Efendi and informed him that the retrocession

of 1 ranscaucasia was a sine qua non of peace On
the other hand^ prince S D Golitsme was re-

ceived at Isfahan on May 20-31, 1734 and thereafter

by Nadu’s order accompanied him everywheie (his

Itinerary in Lerch Schnese) On the I2th Muhirram
1147 (June 17, 1734) Nadir left Isfahan for Adhar-
baidjan and as the lurks did not reply, Nadir
began by attacking the Daghestan chief [Ghazl-

KumUk] Surkhay whom the Porte had appointed

goveinor of Shirwan lahmasp Kuli Djalayir

defeated the Daghestanians near Dawa-batan (in

the district of Kabala) while Nadir to cut off the

retreat penetiated into the heart of the extiemely

difficult region of GhazI Kumuk In spite of the

exploits of the Abdali the success gained in Daghe
Stan was only partial for Surkhay had escaped to

the noith

On 6ffi Djumada II (Nov 3, 1734) Nadir was
before the walls of Gandja, which was defended

by ^All Pasha The siege necessitated consideiable

works and prince Golitsme piocuied Russian

engineers for N5dir On March 21, 1735 ^ treaty

was signed at Gandja by which Russia and Persia

became practically allies

On i^t Muharram 1148 (May 26, 1735) Nadir

went first to Kars but the encounter with'Abd Allah

Pasha Koprulii-zade took place near Erlwan on
the plain of Baghawaid, on 26^ Muharram (June 18,

1735) the Ottomans weie defeated Gan^a there

upon capitulated on the 17^ Safar (July 8) and
liflis on 22nd Rabi' I

(
\ug 13)

Nadir returns to Daghestan Via Tiflis

[q V ],
from which 6,000 families were tiansferred

to Khurasan^ Nadu attacked the I ezgi of Djar

and Tala (north of the Alazan) The Khan of the

Crimea Kaplan Giray, who had in the meanwhile
advanced as fai as Darband and had placed his

nominees everywhere, withdrew to the Crimea and
Nadir endeavoured to pacify Daghestan but Sur-

khay still evaded capture

Nadir proclaimed king On 13^ Ramadan
(Jan 27, 1736) Nadu came to Mughan [q v

]

where in the meanwhile the governors and notables

of the province had assembled It was explained

to them that Nadu, having liberated Persia, wished

to retire to Khurasan and that the delegates w'ere

free to put the government in the hands of

Tahmasp II 01 ^Abbas III “who were alive” Nadir

finally accepted the crown but on condition that

the Peisians abandoned the Shl^a practices intioduced

by Isma^il 1 which were “contiary to the beliefs of

Nadir’s ancestors” The Persians were to form a

fifth orthodox madhhab, placed under the patronage

of the Imam DjaTar Sadik A document to this

effect was sealed by the assembly The five clauses

of the treaty to be pioposed to Turkey were next

drawn up 1 the Turks were to recognise the

new Dja^farl rite, 2 the latter was to be given

a place of prayer {rukn) at Mecca, 3 Persia was
to send an amli al-hadjdj every year through Syria

,

4 prisoners should be exchanged and 5 ambas-

sadors were to be exchanged after mutual approval

of the appointments Ihe formal coronation of

Nadir took place on Thursday, 24^ Shawwal 1148
Kandahar This principality in which Husain

Khan,, brother of Mahmud, still asserted himselt

remained the only black spot on the horizon

Leaving Isfahan on 2“d Shawwal (Feb 3, 1737),
Nadir was before Kandahar before NawrUz 1149
(March 1737) and had a new town built on the

site of his camp (Surkba SJiir) which was called

Nadirabad

Kandahar capitulated on the 2"d I)hu ’1-Ka‘da

1 150 (March 23, 1738) The citadel was dismantled

Expedition into India So far Nadir’s

military expeditions had been dictated by a desire

to reestablish the old frontiers of the Safawid

empire Ihe expedition to India was provoked
solely by the attraction of ill-guarded provinces

and by the desire to replenish the treasury ex

hausted by lepeated campaigns Ghazni was occupied

on the 22nd Safar 1151 (June ii, 1738), Kabul
on I2ffi Rabi*^ I (June 30), Djalalabad on Sth

Djumada II (Sept 17) From the neighbourhood
of the latter town, the prince Rida-Kuli was sent

back to Persia to act as regent
,

he and his

brother Nasr Allah were given crowns

Going vn SarCoba Nadir avoided the Khaibar

Pass and took prisoner Nasir-Khan, governor of

Pc^awar On 15^ Ramadan (Dec 27) Nadir left

this town He next took Lahore and reappointed

the local goveinoi Zakarlya-Khan (a Khurasanian)

(Nasir-Khan also was restored to his post) Leaving

Lahore on 26^ ^awwal (Feb 6, 1739) Nadir

learned that Muhammad Shah had reached Karnal

and was in a place between the jungle and the

river He succeeded in cutting Muhammad Shah
off from his capital and hastened to attack the

reinforcements which Sa^adat-Khan (a KhurSsanian)

was bringing from the province of Oudh Thus
began the decisive battle of 15^ Dhu ’1 Ka'da 1151

(heb 24, 1739) in which the commander-in-chief

Khan Daw ran was mortally wounded and Sa'adat-

Khan captured Nadir and Muhammad Shah entered

the capital where Nadir’s name was inserted in

the Ihu^ba and coins struck in his name On the

15^^ Dhu ’1-Hidjdja (March 26, 1739) a rumour
spread that Nadir had been assassinated and the

populace massacied 3,000—7,000 of his soldiers

Next morning Nadir went to the mosque and gave

the signal for the massacie of the inhabitants On
26ffi Dhu ’1 Hidjdja (April 6) Nasr Allah Mirza was

man led to a Mughal princess On 3rd Safar 1152
(May 12, 1739) a great council was held in Dihli

in the course of which Nadir replaced the crown
on the head of Muhammad Shah but the latter

had in return to cede to Nadir all the provinces

north of the Indus The amount levied by Nadir

cannot be estimated According to Anandram,
who was attached to the vizier’s office, it amounted

to 6,000,000 rupees in specie and 500,000,000 in

jewels and precious stones, including the Koh-i

NOr diamond and the Peacock throne Large sums

were distributed among the soldiers and the people

of Persia exempted from taxation foi three years

Nadir left Dihll and reached Kabul on ist

Ramadan (Dec 12) Now took place one of the

most remarkable of his expeditions He suddenly

turned back to reduce the loid of Sind Khuda-y&r
KhSn ^AbbSsI (a native of Siwl, cf Malcolm, op

at
^ 11 88) and going via Bangash^ LSrkSna and

Shahdadpur penetrated into the desert south of
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the Indus and took Khuda-yai prisoner, he had
shut himself up in ‘Umarkot (north of Thar and
Parkar in the province of Bombay) Having
organised his Indian possessions in three provinces

Nadir returned to Nadir-abad (via Siwi and §hal)

on 7th §afar (May 5, 1740)
Nadir in Turkestan Nadir retained to

Herat on lO^b Rabi' I (June 5) and after a fort-

night devoted to festivities set out for Balkh which
he reached on 7*^ Djumada I (July 31) Arriving
before BukhSia on 19th Ojumada II (Sept 22),
Nadir treated Khan Abu Faid kindly and renewed
his investiture by crowning him with his oun
hands The Oxus was proclaimed the frontier and
the Khan had to supply Nadir with 20,000 Ozbegs
and Turkomans, which indirectly left in the hands
of the conqueror the control of the internal affairs

of Bukhara
On the 1 6th Radjab (Oct 7)1 Nadir had set

out for ^wanzm The fleet followed the army
The ^an 11 Bars of Hazarasp retired to his fortress

of lOianliLah which surrendered on 24th Sha'ban
after bombardment Finally Khlwa, the capital of
the kingdom, also capitulated By 4th Shawwal
(Dec 23) Nadir had returned to Cardjiiy and entered

Mashhad at the end of Shawwal
Nadir sets out again for Transcaucasia

While in India, Nadir had learned of the death
of his brother Ibrahim IGian who had been killed

by the Lazgl rebels of Djar and Tala To punish
them. Nadir left Ma§hhad and on his way learned

that the Abdall troops who had been sent in

advance had already ravaged Djar, l^awukh (^) and
Akziblr, but the pacification of Daghestan was by
no means complete

j

An incident that followed marks the turning- i

point in the career of Nadir Shah On the zS^h

Safar (May 15, 1741) near KalVyi Awlad (Ma-
zandaran) an unknown man concealed in thebiush
wood shot at Nadir, wounding him slightly Con-
necting this with events m Daghestan Mahdi KhSn
says that the crime was committed by a slave of
the son of Dilawar Khan Taimani [q v

]
but

suspicion very soon turned upon the prince Rida-
Kuli who had besides not behaved viell during
his regency He was sent for the time to Tihr5n
while Nadir continued his march via Kazwin,
Karadjadagh, Barda' and Kabala

In June 1741, for the third time, Nadir entered

Daghestan and lemained there a year and a half

The shamkhal of Tarkhn, the usmt of the Kara-
KaytaV and Surkhay Khan of the Ghazi Kumuk
came over to Nadir but new difficulties kept
cropping up Relations with Russia became some-
what strained for the Russian representatives

suspected Nadir of designs on the northern
Caucasus As a precaution the Russians in May
1742 concentrated 42,000 men at Kizlar (s But-

bow, 1 220) Cares were undermining the health
and character of NSdir At the beginning of

Dec 1742 when the camp was at Bashlu the heir

to the throne Rida-Kuli, denounced by the author
of the attempt on Nadir in MSzandaran, was blinded

after a form of trial Nadir himself was thoroughly
upset by this incident Rebellion was now threatening

everywhere (in ICfewgrizm and m Balkh)
Third campaign against the Turks In

Dlju *l-KaMa I 1742, the Turkish ambassador
brought from Constantinople a letter from the
Sultan refusing to recognise the fifth ma^hhab
Nadir then reminded the Sul^n that the whole

of Persian territory had not been regained from
Turkey and added that he soon would take the

field to make his own terms

Nadir left Daghestan on the i6‘h ghu ’l-Hidjdja

(Feb 7, 1742) and came to KirkQk (H^f^ Djumada II

= Aug 5, 1742) which capitulated as did Irbil

On the 26th Ra^jab (Oct 5) Nadir airived near
Mawsil but the siege of this fortress was unsuccessful

and on 2«d Ramadan (Oct 20) he retreated to

KirkOk and Khana^:In Friendly relations were
established with Ahmad Pa&ha of Bagdad Nadir
with his wives made the pilgrimage to the Shi^f

and Sunn! sanctuaries of Mesopotamia and on the
24th Shawwal 1156 (Dec 12, 1743) summoned a

great assembly of ecclesiastics at Naiijaf The
document drawn up by Mahdi Khan summing up
the discussions confirmed the lenunciation by the

Persians of the “heresy of §hah IsmS^lP’, while

the "^ulani^ of Mesopotamia and Transcaucasia

recognised the claims of Dja^far al-Sadik and
declared the special features {furu^ai) of the Persian

beliefs compatible with Islam The Sunni theologian

‘^Abd Allah b Husain al-Suwaidi, Kttab al Hud;^a^
al-kafiyah'ttifakal-Fttak al-Islamtya^Q,z\xo 1324,
also gives a veiy inteiesting summary of this

dispute, cf Ritter, /r/, xv , 1926, 1 106 and the
detailed account by Prof A E Schmidt, Iz

tstof it sunntisko ^ntski^ otnoikfmy in the ^Ikd
al Dj.umaft (Baithold Festschrift, Tashkent 1927,

p 69-107)
Rebellions The strange abandonment of the

campaign in Mesopotamia is to be explained by
the new risings in the east Much more important
was the rising in h3rs led by the beglerbegi

Taki Kh5n, a great favourite of N5dir He was
ultimately captured and castrated In AstarabSd
the KadjSrs lose against the oppression of the

governor’s son (Hanway, Hist Account^ 1 192)
Nadir had to send his nephew 'All Kuli to Khwarizm
hinally the Ottomans of Kars disseminated in

AdharbSidjan letters from the new pretender Safi

Mirza (Muhammad ‘^All Rafsindjani) and then refused

to begin an exchange of prisoners

Fourth Campaign against the Turks
In the meanwhile the Poite equipped a new army
(150,000 horse and 40,000 janissaries) which
advanced on Frzerum and Kars under the com-
mand of the former vizier Yegen Muhammad Pasha
while '^Abd Allah Pasha Djebedji’s army went via

Diyarbaki and Mawsil On the 21st Radjab (Aug
20) came the news of the victory won by Nasr
Allah Mirza over 'Abd Allah Pasha’s army (near
Mawsil) and at the same time Yegen Muhammad
PaghS died leaving his aimy in complete disorder

Nadir again won a brilliant victory (on the very
scene of his first victoiy in 1735) then, quite

unexpectedly, wrote to the SultSn saying he was aban-
doning the first two clauses of Mughan Personal
fatigue may explain why Nadir could not exploit

his success

On Sept 4, 1746, peace was signed with the

Turkish envoys and on lo^k Muharram 1160 (Jan

22, 1747) the ShSh’s representatives (Mustafa Khgn
Sh^nilu and the historian Mahdi Kh5n) set out
for Constantinople with the {ulh tidma NJdir
renounced his famous religious clauses in favour
of the Sultan, “the Oallfa of the people of Islam
and the glory of the Turkoman race” By the

treaty the frontier was restoied to that of the

time of Murfid IV [cf tabrIz] but in a platonic

fashion, NSdir expressed the wish to receive one
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of the provinces which had belonged to the
** Turkoman Sultans”

On the loth Muharram, Nadir left for Kirman
marking his route by piles of skulls erected every-

where After the NawrQz, Nadir returned to Mashhad
and devoted himself to “spilling the blood of

the innocents” His conduct was now cleaily ab-

normal In an epilogue to his history written aftei

the death of Nadir, Mahdl Khan records the

denunciations, executions and extortions carried

out by the agents of the treasury and the ruin

of the country, which had however begun before

the Indian expedition (Otter, Residents russesy

Hanwiy, 1 230) The Shfi opposition must also

have been intensified in view of the frankly Sunni

turn which Nadir’s “Kliura^anian” policy had taken

Ihe rising in Sistan, which brought matters

at a head was provoked by the actiMties of the

tax collectors who were demanding a contribution

of 300,000 tumans from the province ^Ali Kuli

Mirza, nephew of Nadir, put himself at the head

of the rebels Even lahmasp Kuli Khan Hj^i^ayir,

the most faithful prop of the throne, wanted to

proclaim one of Nadir’s sons as king The troubles

spread to Khuiasan and the Kurds of Khabn
§han raided the royal stables at Radkan Nadir

marched on them but on the eve of i ]3jumada II

1160 (June 20, 1147) he was assassinated in his

camp near Fathabad by the KSdjar and Afshar

chiefs in conspiracy with the bodyguard hather

Bazin was a witness of the disorder which bioke

out m the camp after the assassination On the
27^h |>jumada II (July 5, 1752) ^Ali Kuli Mirza

came from Herat and was proclaimed king All

the royal princes were massacred

The treasure amassed by Nadir was soon scattered

to the winds, the country, utterly exhausted, was

in the throes of crisis Nadir s attempts to compose

religious difficulties had failed completely, but

Persian territory and its periphery were cleared

of enemies But for Nadir ^ah, Persia viould pro-

bably not exist, even in its present bounds

Btbltos^taphy Muhammad Muhsin, mu-
stawfi of Nadir, Itibdat al~7awatM^ Brit Mus

,

Or 3498, fol 184a (wheie Nadir is mentioned as

Na^ibt Ulka-yi Abhvaid') — fol 190, Mahdi
Khan AstaiabSdi, Ta^rt^t Nadiri^ a valuable

woik by the official historiogiapher (numerous

MSS and oriental lithographs uncritically edited)

,

the French translation Histotte de Nadir Chah

by W Jones, London 1770 — source of the

majority of the later works — completely out

of date, Mnhdl KhSn AstarabadI, Duna~yt
Nddtfa^ lithographed at Bombay 1280 (1863),
Muhammad K5zim (wazir of Marw), Nadir-
namay of this recently discovered work only

volumes 11 (327 pages folio years 1736-1743)
and 111 (251 pages folio end of the leign to

the retreat of the Persians from Turkestan) are in

the Asiatic Museum of Leningrad, cf Barthold,

hv Akad Nauk^ 1919 ^ P 927, and Zap
,
xxv

,

p 85 (according to Barthold, this work “by

the wealth of its data far sui passes all the

other souices not even excepting MlrzS Mahdl,
it will undoubtedly become the fundamental

source for the study of the reign”)

Shaikh 'All Hazin, Tc^fthhr^ Ahwal^ ed and

transl by Belfour, 1 1831, p 162—288 (to

the year 1154=1742, pro$afawid),

'Abd al-KarIm KhSn Kashmiri, Bayan al- Wakt^^

English transl, by F Gladwin, The memoirs of

Khojeh Abdulkurreem^ Calcutta 1788 (the events

before 1739 are omitted in the translation),

French transl by Langl^s, Voyage de TJnde a
la MekkCy Pans 1797 (transl from the English

with further abbreviations), Abu ’

1-Hasan b
Muhammad Amin, Mudpmil al-Ta^rthh-t ha^d-

Nadirtya^ ed O Mann, Leyden 1891, p 9—
21 (death of Nadir), Radi al-Din Tafrasfii,

History of Persia between 1136 and 1193, Br

Mus Add 6787, fol 185—218 on Nadir, cf

fol i86h— 204, Hasan Fasa^i, Fars-nama-yt
Nasitt (a few documents issued by Nadir)

Indian sources Elliot-Dowson, The
Histoiy of IndtOy 1877, viii

,
W Irvine, Later

Mughals (1719-1739), 1922, 11 Cf also the letter

from Nadir announcing his victory in India, Br
Mus, Egerton 1004, fol 115— 125, Nizam al-

Dm Siyalkoli, ^ahnama-yt Nadtrl (a poem on
the invasion of India, written in 1162), Br
Mus, Add 26285 (fol I— 130), letter from
Pfere Saignes (z' t), lamburi Artin (zi t), king
Irakli (z/ t )

lurkish sources Hammer, G 0 R
^
chap

Ixiv —Ixvi and Ixviii —Ixix
,

cf the edition of

1831, vol vii and viii
,
2*ided,vol iv

,
French

transl ,
vol 111 (from the chronicles of Subhi

and of 'Isi, but especially based on Mahdi Khan
and Hanway) Cf the list of 6 Turkish accounts

of the campaigns against Nadir in Babinger,

G O W
^ ^ 289, and tbid

, 'Abd al-RazzSl^

Newres, TebiJztye-t Hekim-oghlu ^Alt PdM
(campaign of 1143=1730), Mehmed Raghib
Pa§ha, Tahhik we-TezvfJk (negotiations of 1149
= 1736), Sirri, account of the campaign of

1157 = 1744, Nu'mSn Salih-zade, Tedbirat-i

pesendide (journey to Hamadan with Ahmad Pasha
Kesriyeli in 1160=1747)
Armenian sources The Catholicos Abra-

ham of Crete, Mon htstotre et celle de Nadtr^

transl from Armenian by Brosset, Collection d'hts-

tot tens atmemens^ 11, 1876, p 259—338 (eye-

witness of the battle of Eghawaid and of the

election of Nadir in 1736, interesting details on
the oiganisation of the army etc), Akop, Var-

dapet of Shamakha, Shaholakany this MS col-

lection composed in 1743 contains a brief chronicle

of the years 1722—1736 (visit of Nadir to

ECmiadzin, battle of Eghaward), cf Ter Avetisian

m Bull Kavkaz Istot -Arkhcol , I eningrad

1929, N® 5 , P 13 )
Tamburi Aruthiun, Tah-

masp kulu khantn tevankhi yazllmtz Istambollu

Tamburi Arutinden osmanlt elhst tie yold^ulu--

ghunda AiJjiemistan tarajlai Ina (popular 1 urkish

in Armenian characters), Venice 1800, French
tiansl by Yacoub Artin pacha. Journal de

Tambouri Aroutine sur la conquete de VInde
pat Nadir Schah^ jyjj—1740^ in Bull de

rinstitut Egyptten^ * 914 )
premier fascicule,

p 168—232
Georgian and Caucasian sources

Fssai sur les troubles actuels de Perse et de

1754, p 88 and/iWJ//;^
,
Brosset,

de la Georgie, ii/i
, p 129—136 (Nadir’s coming

to Tiflis), 11/2, p 354—370, Borg6, Aktlsobran-

nfye Kawkaz athhfogr komiss
^ 1, Tiflis 1866,

P 73—74 three firmans of Nadu
,

Butkow,

Materialt dlta nowoy tstoin Kawkaza (1722

—

1803), St Petersburg 1869, cf detailed index;

Kozubski, B bliografiya Daghestana^ appended
to the Annuaire du Daghestan de igos
Russian sources W. Bratish6ow,
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0 pt ois^edsh*^ mehiu ^ahoin Nadtrom i Reza

Kuh mtrzoyu peialntkh prois^estvtyaJJi v Pet sti

1T4I—1742^ St Peterbbuig 1763, 84 pp 16®,

J J Lorch, Nachrtcht von der zweiten Retse

nach Persten^ in Btischtng's Magazin^ 1776,

vol X, p 365-476, YuzefoviC, Dogovorl Rossii

s Vostokom^ St Petersbuig 1869, p XI—XV
and 185-207, S M Solowiew, Istonva Rosstt^

vol XIX —xxii

Contemporary European sources [the

works which have not been accessible to me
are marked *] Voyages de BastU Vatace en Europe

et en Aste (rhymed narrative in modern Greek
ed and transl by Legrand) in Nouvtaux me
langes orteniaux, Ecole des Langues Orientales,

Pans 1886, p 185—295 Vatace also wrote a

*Io-Top/a TO0 rtux Na^/p of which there is a

synopsis in [A»fpt^Tp/o$ *Ia'Top/« tiJc

*Vovfiecv/6eq^ 8^, Leipzig 1816, as an appendix

to vol 11 , p 3—22 (of no importance), VouUon,
Verdadetra e exacta Nottcta de Thamas Kouh
khan da Persta no Impeno do Gram Mogbr^
escrtta na lingua Petstana em Delhy en 21 IV
I73g e mandada a Roma por Mons Voulton^

Lisbon 1740, transl into English by L Lockhart,

in Bull of the School of Oriental Studies^ iv
,

1926, p 223— 245 ,
*Le Margne, Vida de Thamas

Kouh'Kan^ Madrid 1741 (probably a translation),

J Spilman, A journey thiough Russia into

Persta in 173g^ to which is annexed a

summary account [p 51—60] of the rise of the

famous Kouh Kan^ L 1742, ^[Anonymous],

The compleat Htstoiy of Thamas Kouh kan^

1 (Persian Empire), II (Indostan), 1742, J
Fraser, The History of Nadir Shah^ London

1742, [Le P du Cerceau], Htstotre de Thamas
Kouh kan Sopht de Perse^ Amsterdam (Arkst^e

and Merkus) 1740, 2 vol
,

(Barbier, Dutton
natre des ouvrages anonymes^ *873, 11 736,
attributes this work to the Jesuit du Cerceau,

author of the Histoire de la derniere revolution

de Persey Pans 1728, based on the narrative of

Krusinski)
,

[Anonymous], A genuine history

of Nadir Cha with a particular account

of hts conquest of the MoguPs country^ trans-

lated from the ot igtnal Persian MS into Dutch
by order of f 4 Sechterman^ piesident of the

Dutch factory at Bengaly and noiv done into

English (this comes down to 1739 and differs

from the preceding >\ork), [A de Claustre],

Htstotre de Thamas Kouh kan^ nouveau rot de

Peisey 014 histoire de la dermere i evolution de

Perse arnvee en i732yVzx\^ 17A^2y republ 101758
(this compilation by the Lyons priest de Claustre

IS quite different from the work of du Cerceau,

cf Barbier, 0 I
^ 736) The accounts of the

Jesuit fathers are collected in vol iv of the

Lettres edifiantes ecrites des Missions Etrangeres^

new ed
,
Pans 1780 (the arrangement of this

edition IS different from that of the original

edition) Relation historique des revolutions de

Perse sous Thamas Kouh kan, jusqu'h son ex-

pedition dans Vlnde^ tiree de differentes lettres

ecrites de Perse par des Missionatres jesuites^

p 169—230 (= ist ed, vol 25, p 311), lettre

du P Satgnes (Chandernagor, Feb 10, 1740,
on the invasion by N5dir), p 230—264 (=
I St ed

,
vol 25, p 402), Fr^re Bazin, Memoires

sur les dernieres annees du regne de Thamas
Kouh Kan^ p 277—322 (= ist ed

,
vol 9,

p 14), do, Les rivolutions qui suwirent la 1

mort de Thamas Kouh-Kan^ p 322—353 (=
ist ed

,
vol 9, p 83), '^[Anonymous], Histoire

de Thamas Konh-Kany tot de Perse^ new ed

with supplement, Milan 1747 (reissue of CUustie’s

work ? ?), Otter, Voyage en Turquie et en

Perse (1734— 1739), Pans 1748, La Mamye-
Clairac, Histoire de Perse depuis le commence-

ment de ce siecle^ 3 vol
,
Pans 1750, J Hanway,

A histoncal account of the Bntish trade on
the Caspian sea^ I 753 i

s index, do. The re-

volutions of Persia^ London 1753 , 11, p I— 103,
containing the history of the celebrated usurper

Nadir Kouh fiom hts birth in 1687 till hts

death in 1747 y
I di Santa Cecilia, carmelitano

scalzo, Palestinay Pers^a^ Mesopotamiay Rome
»753, » JS2) 157, 161—162, 217, m 39,
Col Gentil, Abrege historique des souverains

de Vlndoustatiy 1772 (MS of the Bibl Nat,
Fr 24219)
General surveys Sir] Malcolm, History

of Persia^ 1815, p 33— 108, C R Markham,
A general Sketch of the Htstoiy of Perstay

I 1874, P 298—318, Muller, Der Islam im
Morgen- und Abendlandcy 1887, 11 379—382,
C Horn m the Giiindtiss d Iran Phtlologtey

II 587—592, Sir P A History of PerstOy

1915, 11 331—369, F G Biowne, A Liter

History of Persia^ iv 1 32— 138 (following

Hanway) All these are obsolete or defective

A thesis on Nadir for a doctorate of London
is in preparation by I Lockhart Cf also R
Stuart Poole, The Coins of the Shahs of Pet sia^

Brit Mus
, 1887, p xlix,lxix 72- 84 (60 pieces

described), R B Whitehead, The Coins of the

Durrams and of Nadv Shahy Oxford 1933,
General Kishmishev, Pokhodl Nadir ^aha
V Heraty Kandahar^ Indiyut sobltiya v Pcrsii

posle yego smertiy liflis 1889 (Nadir’s campaigns

from the soldier’s point of view, cf Zap
y

vi

,

1892, p 351), Sir Mortimer Durand, Nadir
Shah^ London 1908 (a novel, with several con-

temporary illustrations), do. Nadir Shahy in

JR A Sy 1908, 1 286—298 (general sketch),

Sa^id Naflsi, Akhirm yadtgar-i Nadir-i^ahy

Tihian, Madjalla-yi ^arky 1300, 31 pages

(story in dramatic form) Ihe career of NSdir

Shah impressed the imaginations of the peoples

whom he conquered In addition to Indian and
Peisian panegyiics there is a poem in the Guram
dialect (spoken in Kurdistan) on Nadir Shah
and Topal ‘Othman Pasha and a Daghastanian

song collected in the district of Ghunib
on the highlanders’ fight against Nadir (cf

Daghestanskii shorntky Makha6 KaPa, 1927, 111

p 51—53) In Europe of the xviiith century it

was seriously discussed whether Nadir Shah
was a European adventurer there are also

several contemporary works in French, German
and Poituguese, the subjects of which are the

deeds real or imaginary of Nadir §h2h like

Vespton de Thamas Kouh kan dans les cours

de VEurope by the Abb6 Rochebrun, Cologne

1746 etc (V Minorsky)
NADIR (Na?Ir al-Samt or al-NazIr j<«t’

e%ox^v)y the bottom, the pole of the horizon

(invisible) under the observer in the direction of

the vertical, also the deepest (lowest) point in the

sphere of heaven The nadir is the opposite pole

to the zenith [q v
]

The word naffr (from nazara^ “to see’*, “to

I observe”) originally (and generally) means the
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point diametrically opposite a point on the circum-

ference of a ciicle 01 the surface of a sphere,

we find mukabal as a synonym of nazh in this

general meaning [cf also mukabala]
(Willy Harinlr)

NApiR (Banu ’l-), one of the two main
Jewish tribes of Madina, settled m Yathrib
from Palestine at an unknown date, as a consequence
of Roman pressure after the Jewish wars Al-Ya'kQbi

(11 49) says they were a section of the Djudham
Arabs, conveited to Judaism and first settled on
Mount al-Nadir, whence their name, according to

the Sha Halabtya (Cairo, 111 2) they were a truly

Jewish tribe, connected with the Jews of lOiaibar

This seems the more probable, but a certain

admixture of Aiab blood is possible, like the

other Jews of Madina they bore Arabic names,
but kept aloof from the \rabs, spoke a peculiar

dialect, and had enriched themselves with agri-

cultuie, money-lending, business in armour and
levvels

I hey were clients of the Aws, siding with them
in their conflicts with the Khazradj, and enteimg
with them into the compact with Muhammad known
as the Constitution of Madina in i a H Iheir

most impoitant chief at this time was Iluyaiy b
Akhtab, whose daughter Saflya became Muhammad’s
wife in 7 ah For a list of Muhammad’s worst

enemies among the Banu ’

1-Nadir see Ibn Hish^m,
Stra, p 351—352

Their fortresses were half a day’s march from

Madina, and they owned land in Wadi Buthan
and Buwaiia, their dwelling places were south

of the city

The Banu ’1 Nadir seem to have been in

(commercial relations with Abu Sufyan before

the battle of Lhud In 4 A H
,
in Rabl^ I, owing

to difficulties about the Banu ’1 Nadir’s contribution

to certain blood-money which was being collected

from the whole Muslim community in Madina,
Muhammad, who had personally negotiated the

mattei with their chiefs, became convinced of thtir

enmity towards himself and suspected them of

intending to kill him He decided to get nd of

such dangerous neighbours, and ordered them
through Muhammad b Maslama al-Awsi to leave

the city within ten days, undei penalty of death,

allowing them to take with them all their movable
goods, and to letuin each year to gathei the produce

of their palm groves

The tribe, having no hope of help from the

Aws, agreed to leave, but ‘^Abd Allah b Ubaiy al-

Khaziadji, chief of the munafikun^ peisuaded them
to resist in their foi tresses, promising to send

2,000 men to their aid Huyaiy b Akhtab, hoping

the Banu Kuraiza would also help them, prepared

to resist, m the face of opposition from moderate

elements in the tribe

The siege lasted about a fortnight, help fiom

the mufiafikun was not forthcoming, and when
the Muslims began to cut down their palms the

Banu ’

1-Nadir suriendered Muhammad’s conditions

were much harder than formerly, their immovable
propel ty was forfeited, and nothing left them but

what they could take away on camels, arms alone

excepted After tw'O days’ bargaining the tribe

departed with a caiavan of 600 camels, some
went to Syria, others to ^aibar
The Banu ’

1-Nadir’s booty Muhammad did not

divide in the usual manner, the land was distributed

among the muhad^trUn^ so as to relieve the An^^r

of then maintenance, part of it the Prophet kept

for himself

Smai ai-Hashf (lix ) was revealed upon the

expulsion of the Banu ’

1-Nadlr

From Khaibar the exiles planned with the

Kuraish the siege of Madina in Dhu ’

1-Ka‘da

5 A H The treasure of the Banu ’

1-Nadir was
captured by Muhammad in Khaibar in 7 A H

Bibliography Csietam^Anna It do/B Islam
^

« A H, §38, 39, 58, 4 A H, §10-14, Ibn

Hish’Im, Stra^^ 652—661, Noldeke, Geschichte

des Qorans^ p 153, Yakut, Mtld^am^ ed Wu-
stenfeld, 1 662-— 663, 756, VVensinck, Moham-
med en de Joden te Medina^ p 22, 33 sqq

,

156 sqq
,
R Leszynski, Die juden in Arabten,

Berlin 1910 (V VacCA)
Ai NADJAF (Mashhad ^AlI), a town and

place of pilgrimage in the ^Irak 6 miles
west of al Kafa It lies on the edge of the

deseit on a flat barren eminence from which the

name al Nadjaf has been transferred to it (A Musil,

The Middle Enpluates^ p 35)
According to the usual tradition, the Im5m al-

Mu^minin ‘All b Abl lalib [q v
]

was buried

neai Kufa, not far from the dam which protected

the city from flooding by the Euphrates at the

place where the town of al-Nadjaf later arose

(Yakut, Mtld^amy ed Wustenfeld, iv 760), also

called Nadjaf al-Kufa (Zamakhshari, Lexicon geo-

gtaphtcum^ ed Salverda de Grave, p 153) Under

Umaiyad rule the site of the grave near al-Kiifa

had to be concealed As a result it was later

sought in different places, by many in al-Kufa

Itself in a corner above the ktbla of the mosque,

by others again 2 farsakhs from al-KQfa (al-Istal^rl,

ed de Goeje, B G A
^

\ S2 sq
f
Ibn Ilawkal,

ibid, 11 163) According to a third story, ‘All

was bulled in al-MadIna near Fatima’s grave (al-

Mas‘udi, Mu/ Tidj: al'Dhahab^ ed Barbier de Meynard,

viii 289), according to a fourth, at Kasr al-Imara

(Caetani, Attnali delV Islam^ x
, 1926, p 967 sq

,

A H 40, 99) Perhaps then the sanctuary of al-

Nadjaf is not the real burial-place but a tomb held

in reverence in the pie-Islamic period, especially

as the graves of Adam and Noah were also shown
there (Ibn BattQta, Tuhfa^ ed Defr^mery and

Sangumetti, 1 416, G Jacob in A Noldeke, Das
Heiligtum al Husains zu Kerbela^ Berlin 1909,

p 38, note i) It was not till the time of the

Hamdanid of al-Mawsil Abu ’I-Haidja’ [see ‘abd

ALIAH B hamdan] that a laige kubba was built

by him over ‘All’s grave, adorned with precious

caipets and curtains and a citadel built there (Ibn

Hawkal, op cit
^ p 163) The ShiT Buyid ‘Adud

al Dawla [q v
]
in 369 (979-980) built 1 mausoleum,

which was still in existence in the time of Hamd
Allah Mustawfi, and was buried there, as were his

sons Sharaf and Baha^ al-Dawla Al-Nadjaf was

already a small town with a circumference of

2,500 paces (Ibn al-Alhir, ed Tornberg, viii

Hamd Allah Mustawfi, Nuzhat al-Kulub^ ed Le

Strange, p 32 in the year 366 = 976

—

977 )*

Hasan b al-Fadl, who died about 414 (1023-24)

built the defensive walls of Maghhad ^AIl ((Ibn

al-Athir, ix 154) The Mashhad was burned

in 443 (1051— 1052) by the fanatical populace

of Baghdad but must have been soon rebuilt The
Saldjuk sultan Maliksh^h and his vizier NizSm al-

Mulk who were in BaghdSd in 479 (1086-1087)
visited the sanctuaiies of ‘All and ^usain (Ibn

al-AthIr, X 103) The IlkhSn QhSzSo (1295-1304),
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according to Hamd AllSh Mustawfi, built m al-

Nadjaf a D5r al-SiySda and a dervibh mona'itery

(y^nkah) The Mongol governor of Baghdad in

1263 led a canal from the Euphiates to al Nadjaf

but It soon became silted up and was only cleared

out again in 1508 by order of Shah Isma'il This

canal was originally called Nahr al-Shah (now

al-Kena^) {Lughat al-Arab^ Baghdad, 11, 1930

—

1931, p 458) This Shi^^l Safawid himself made a

pilgrimage to the maHnhadan of Kerbela^ and al-

Nadjaf Sulaiman the Magnificent visited the holy

places in 941 (1534

—

1535 ) A new canal made
in 1793 also soon became silted up, as did the

2erl al-Sh&ikh and al-Haidarlya canals, the latter of

which was made by order of 'Abd al-HamId II

In 1912 iron pipes were laid to bring water from

the Euphrates to al Nadjaf (Lu^at At ab^ 11

458 , 491) A considerable part of the ^Ir5k

with Baghdad, al-Nadjaf and Kerbela^ was tem-

porarily conquered by the Persians in 1623
According to the Arab geographers, al-Hira lay

on the eminence of al-Na^jaf (al-\a'kubi, Kttab

al^Buldan^ ed de Goeje, B G A
^

vii 309)
Massignon thinks (M I F A 0

^
xxviii 28, note i)

that al Hira lay on the site of the present al-

Nadjaf, while Musil (^The Middle Euphtates^ p 35,

note 26) places the centre of the ruins of al-Hlia

S E of the tell of al-KnSdre which lies

halfway between al KQfa and al Khawarnak Ibn

Battuta entered Mashhad 'All which he visited in

726 (1326) through the Bab al Hadra gate which

led straight to the Mashhad He describes the town

and sanctuary very fully According to al \a'kubi

(loc at) the ridge on which al Nadjaf stands once

formed the shore of the sea which in ancient

times came up to here For the number of its

inhabitants and its architectural beauty, Ibn Battuta

reckoned the town among the most important in

the 'Ira^ It has now about 20,000 inhabitants

(Persians and Arabs), has a 5hi^i college and
celebrated cemetery in the Wadi al SalSm Near

al-Nadjaf were the monasteries of Dair M5r Fathiyun

(Yakut, Mu^djam^ 11 693) and Dair Hind al-Kubra’

(Yakut, 11 709), also al-Ruhba (5 hours b W of

the town
,

Yaknt, 11 762
,

Musil, The Middle

Euphrates^ p no, note 61) and Kasr Abi ’

1-Khasib

(Ya^at, IV 107) The lake of al Nadjaf marked
on many older maps has long since completely

dried up (Nolde, Reise nach Innerat abien^ p 105)
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NO 3) (E Honigmann)
BanU NADJAH, a dynasty of Abyssinian

Mamluks at Zabid [q v] fiom 412 to 553
(1022— 1158) When the last Ziyadi [q v

]
had

been put to death in the vizierate of the Abyssinian

Mardjan by one of his Mamluk governors Nafis, the

other Nadjah came forward to avenge him After

desperate fighting, Nafis was slam and NadjSh in

Dhu ’l-Ka'da 412 (Feb 1022) entered Zabid where

he had the vizier built alive into a wall m exact

revenge for the Ziyadl As his rival Nafis had
already done, NadjSh assumed the insignia of

royalty, struck his own coins and inserted his own
name in the khiitha after that of the 'AbbSsid caliph

The latter found himself foiced to recognise him
under the title al-Mu^aiyad NSsir al-Din His king-

dom extended over al-1 ihSma, while the highlands

beyond remained divided up among petty chiefs

When among the latter the Sulaihls [q v
]
came

to considerable power, their relationships with the

Banu NadjSh decisively affected the history of the

latter The first Sulaihi 'All is said to have had
this first Nadjah poisoned about 452 (1060) through

a slave girl sent him as a present In the con-

fusion that followed, 'All occupied Zabid itself and
Nadjah’s sons fled to the island of Dahlak [q v

]

While the eldest Mu'arik committed suicide, the

other two resolved to regain their lands Sa'id
al-Ahwal and Abu ’ 1-1 ami Qj

a

1 y a sh, whose
lost work al Mufid ft Akhbar Zabid was the foun

dation for 'Umara’s work (in Kay, see Bibl) Sa'id

made his preparations in a place of concealment

in Zabid and had gjaiyagh come later, the two
then came out openly, fell upon and killed 'All

al Sulai^I, who was on a campaign against Mecca,

probably in 473 (1081) Zabid at once recognised

Sa'id as its lord, he had appealed less to the

Sunnis against the Shl'is than to the racial feeling

of the numerous Abyssinian soldier slaves {anU

radjiul^^ minkum iva Szzukum DjaiySgh in

'UmSra, p 63, 3—4) But Asma^, the widow of 'All

al-Sulaihi who was kept a prisoner in Zabid,

persuaded her son al-Mukarram to relieve the town

(475 = 1082— 1083) The Na(ij2h again escaped

to Dahlak In 479 (1086) Sa'id again returned as

ruler but in 481 (1088) was put to death at the

instigation of the ^ulaihl queen al-$aiyida, the

wife of al-Mukarram Qj^iySsh escaped to India

with his vizier b TShir, said to have been

an Umaiyad, returned to Zabid disguised as an

Indian, plotted with his compatriots and easily
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regained powei in 482 (1089) With his death in

498 or 500 (1105— 1106) disruption set in He
himself had had domestic difficulties He executed
the kadi Ibn Abl 'Akama whose ancestor had come
to the country with the first Ziyadi, his foiinei

helper Khalaf had to seek refuge in flight A
certain degree of strain in his lelations with his

brother Sa^id is alieady evident from Djaiyash^s

account and there were fierce family feuds among
his descendants His son Fatik I, the son of a

girl bought in India, had to defend himself against

his half brothers Ibiahim and 'Abd al Wahid and
died young in 503 (1109

—

I no) The latter’s

infant son al Mansur was set aside by his uncles,

who were quarrelling with one another, and fled

to Saiyida, whose favourite al-Mu/affar b Abi
’1 Barakat brought him back in 504 (iiio— nil)
as vassal of the SulaihTs

On account of the new ruler’s minority, events

repeated their course under the Ziyadis The
Mamliik Anis was Mansui’s vizier and he even

assumed royal honouis When he attained his

majority Mansur disposed of him by murdering
him with his own hand in 517 (1123) after inviting

him to the palace Mansur however was at once
poisoned at the instigation of the next vizier Mann
Allah In the following year, the latter defeated

under the walls of Zabid Na^iib al-Dawla, whom
the hatimids had sent as the Sulaihi power
was weakening to restore their suzerainty in the

land Mann Allah had made the boy batik II

nominal king, the son of Mansur and a slave girl

singer 'Ala

m

who had been purchased from Anis’s

estate This woman (d 545 = 1150) endeavoured

with great skill to preserve the lights of her

house against the encroachments of the viziers and
played among the Nafljah a part similar to that

of Saiyida among the Sulaihl In paiticular she

equipped and led regular caravans of pilgiims and
thus unconsciously furtheied the rise of 'All b

Mahdi who was finally to drive her own family

from power Mann Allah m 524 (1130) was killed

in his harem thiough a plot of 'Alain’s His

successors weie the Mamluks Ruzaik and then

al-Mullih Against the latter 'Alam put forward

her favouiites Surur and Ikbal, who were however
not on good terms In their quarrels the various

parties several times biought the petty Arab princes

who lived around it against Zabid Ikbal had
Fatik II poisoned (531 = 1137) As he had no
hens, he was followed by his cousin Fatik III

b Muhammad b Fatik I b Djaiyash Ihe govein-

ment had been in the hands of SuiUr since 529

(1135) His career of indefatigable activity was
ended in a mosque in Zabid on the 12th Radjab

551 (Sept I, 1156) by an assassin, a “Kharidji”

envoy of 'All b Mahdi When the Zaidi Imam
al-Mutawakkil Ahmad b Sulaiman was summoned
to help them by the Abyssinians, he made it a

first condition that Fatik should be deposed and
he himself recognised as loid of Zabid Ihe
troops agreed to this but the victory lay with

'All b Mahdi [q v and the article mahdI]
On 14th Radjab 554 2, 1159) he enteied

Zabid

The Banff Ziyffd and the Banff Nadjfih continually

brought over shiploads of Abyssinian slaves to

recruit their troops and thus continued that mixture

of races, which already existed before Islam and
is still very marked in the Yaman plains These

Mamlffks however became a great dangei for the

The Encyclopaedia of Islam, III
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Ziyadis and also for the Nadjah themselves. Djaiyash
had attempted to counteract them with a bodyguard
of luikish Oghuz [cf cruzz] But they were not
suited to the climate, in particulai it was im
possible to establish a colony of them there per
manently as their children, if they did not die,

remained weaklings The Abyssinian admixture was
still further incieased by the many slave girls, who,
particularly when they became mothers, exerted

some political influence The enormous harems of

the notables created the most complicated family

relationships For example the settlement of the

estate of the vizier Ruzaik became a notoriously

difficult case in the law of mheritence which

occupied the ablest fukaha^ for years until finally

a very aged Hadiamawti found a solution m ac-

cordance with the bhari'a

B tblto gr ap hy S the article zabId, esp

Kay, also Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-A^yan^

Bulak 1299, 1 153, Husain F HamdSni, The
Ltfe and 7 tmes of Quien Saiyidah Afwa the

'^ulathid of the Yemen {J C A 5
,

xviii
, 1931,

P 505

—

5 * 7 )» Zambaur, Manuel de gene

logie et de clu onologie^ Hanover 1927, p 117—
1 18 _ (R Strothmann)
ai NADJASHI, designation in Arabic of

the king of Abyssinia It is a loanword from

Aethiopic “king, prince” etc In Arabic it is

sometimes used as a proper noun, sometimes as a

nomen appellativum The word is also genuine

Arabic, but as such it has the meaning of driver

of game It does not occur in the Kurban In

Hadith it IS the designation of the king of

Abyssinia, just as Kaisar [q v ], Kisra [q v
]
and

al Mukawkas [q v
]

are the designations of the

rulers of Rum, Fans and Misr In their totality

they represent the Great Powers which in the

time of Muhammad surrounded the territory of

Islam On the fresco in the hall of the castle of

Kusaii 'Amra [cf 'amka], dating from the middle

of the viiph centuiy a d, al Nadjaghi appears as

the fourth of these Powers, the place of the

Mukawkas being taken by Roderick the Visigoth

In the Sira the Nadjashl occupies a place of

some importance, chiefly in connection with the

two huljia’s to Abyssinia, wuth Muhammad’s letter

persuading him to embrace Islam, with his con-

version from Christianity to Islam and with his

equipping two ships in behalf of the return of

the emigrants to Arabia, amongst whom was Umm
Habiba, who was to marry Muhammad (a H 7)
These tiaditions have been critically examined

by Grimme, Caetani and Mis Vacca Grimme
denied the historical foundation of the traditions

concerning Muhammad’s letters to the Great Powers

Caetani submitted the question to an elaborate

enquiry Mrs Vacca reduces the traditions to the

following historical facts a the return of Dja'far

b Abl lalib from Abyssinia in 7 AH, when
Muhammad was besieging IHiaibar

,
b the ex-

pedition of 'Amr b Umaiya in A H 6 in order

to reconduct the emigiants from Abyssinia to

al-Madina, c vague traditions concerning the

emigration from Makka to Abyssinia To these

groups several episodes agglomerated, viz to a the

story that Umm Habiba, Abff Sufyiln’s daughter

and widow of 'Ubaid Allah b I^ahsh, was asked

m marriage by Muhammad and provided with

a marnage-gift of 400 dinars by the Nadjfishi >

to b the stoiy of Muhammad’s letter to the

Nadjashi) bis embracing Islffm and his becoming

52
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the iDtermediary of the conversion of ^Amr b

al-‘As

In Hadith the Nadjashi is also mentioned in

connection with the story that his death in

RamadSn 9 A H was proclaimed, without previous

intimation, by Muhammad, who held on the musalla

[q V
] a funeral service in behalf of this fellow

Muslim As his proper name is given Ashama or

Adhama b Abhar
The title al Nadj5shl is also given in Arabic

literature to later kings of Abyssinia, as

may be seen from this article
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AL NADJASHi, Kais b 'Amr ai-HXriijiI, an
Arab poet of the seventh century A d, lived

at first in Nadjran [q v
]

and quai relied with

^Abd al-Rahman, son of Ilassan b Thabit [q v
],

because the lattei had addressed in songamaiiied
female relative of NadjSghi m Medina Aftei an

exchange of lampoons with his opponent from his

native place, he met him at the annual fair at

Dhu ’

1-Madjaz and again in Mecca when ^Abd
al Rahman not only proved inferior as a poet but

suffered bodily injury, so that his aged father had
to interfere on his behalf Nadjashi had a second

conflict with Ibn Mukbil, the poet of the Banu
‘Adjlan, he was so unbridled in his defence that

the caliph ^Omar punished him with imprisonment
after piocuring an opinion on his veises from

HassSn and al Hutai^a Aftei ‘^Othman’s assassi

nation, al-Nadjashi appeared in Kufa as one of

'All’s poets, and for the latter exchanged political

lampoons wnth Mu'Swiya’s poets at the battle of

Siffln But his disorderly life lost him the favour

of 'All and after a drinking bout in Ramadan he
was given the thrashing prescribed by law and

put m the pillory After a conflict with Klifan

notables, in which he expressed his wrath at this

punishment in satirical verses, he was expelled

by 'All and went over to Mu'awiya He then

went back to his native countiy Yaman and died

in Lahdj m the year 40 (669), in which year he
wrote a lament on the death of Hasan
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NADJATI BEY

MIr 'Abd ai-'Al NAEI^'T, a Persian poet,
born about 1046 (1636— 1637), the son of a Ilusaini

Saiyid Mir Muhammad Murrain of IsfahSn Little

is known of his life Only this much is certain,

that he, like many other Peisian poets of this

time, worked in the offices of different Persian

dignitaries For example he was a tnnsfawfJ [q v ]

with Sadr Mirza Habib Allah, latei occupied the

same office in AstarSbad and ended his career in

1126 (1714) after being for many years munskt
with the Safawid piinces ShSh SulaimSn (1667

—

1694) and Shah Sultan Husain (1694— 1722) He
owes his fame mainly to a long poem Gul u-Kushtl

(“Wiestling”) which he finished in 1112(1700

—

1701) and which deals with the theme of the

zur khana [q v
]

still very popular in Persia As
the Persian athletes still form a special closed

corporation they use a special language (a kind

of slang) which is full of the technical terms of

their art and is not intelligible to the outsider

Nadjat used these technical terms very skilfully

in his poem which makes it very difficult foi laymen

to understand 1 his produced several commentaries

on his woik, of which those of ArzQ, Ratan Singh

Zakhmi (punted Lucknow 1258) and Gobind riin

(lith Moradabad 1884) are the best known Of
NadjSt’s contemporaries some did not approve of

his peculiar style and thought his poem degraded

the poet’s art with its vulgar expressions and low

humour As a matter of fact, Na^jat’s tone differs

considerably from the traditional lofty style of

Persian court poetry and approaches the language

of the Persian middle classes
,

this makes his

work of considerable importance for the history

of the Persian language Besides the poem, we
only know of a collection of lyrics by NadjSt of

which theie are manuscripts in several libraries

(see below)
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NADJATI bey, properly 'Isa (NQh, also given,

IS not certain), the first gieat lurkish
lyiic poet of the p re-classica 1 period,
one of the founders of the classical Ottoman
poetry Born in Adrianople (Amasia and Kasta-

munl are also given), the son of a slave, obvi-

ously a Christian prisoner of war for which reason

he IS called 'Abd Allah, the name given to every

one, he was adopted by a Well-to-do lady of

Adrianople, received a good education and was
trained by the poet Sahll In spite of the fact

that his non Turkish origin was generally known,
he was regarded as their equal in every way by
the lurks in keeping with their democratic ideas

He early came to Kastamlinl and there began his

poetic career and soon gained a great reputation

His poems are said here and there to bear traces

of the KastamUni dialect Coming to Constanti-

nople, he at once gained the favour of SultSn

Mehmed II by a V^slda on winter, in 886 (1481)
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he celebrated the accession of Bayazid II in a

J^aslda and was rewarded by an appointment as

secietary in the DtvSn He gained such favour

with the Sultan that he was appointed secretary

to his eldest son ‘Abd Allah and was given the

title of bey when the prince went to Karaman
as governor {inute^anif') After the prince’s early

death (888 := 1483) Nadjatl returned to Constan-

tinople with an elegy on the death of the prince

which showed deep emotion After a long interval

in which he wrote a great deal but was in con-

tinual need, through the influence of Mu^aiyad-

Zade [q V
]

he became mshani^t to Bayazid’s

younger son Mahmud when the latter went to

SarukhSn in 910 (1504) Nadjati wrote his finest

verse while on the staff of this piince, this was
the happiest period of his life Mahmud also died

prematurely m 913 (1507) in Manissa, the capital

of SarSkhan, and NadjStI again lost his patron

He returned with a beautiful elegy to Constan-

tinople and finally retired from the service of the

court on a modest pension He took a house on
the Wefa Maidan? where many friends gathered

round him, especially his pupils, the poet and
iezkered^t Edirneli Sell! and the poet Sun^i Nadjati

died on the 251^ Dhu ’1 KaMa 914 (March 17,

1509) He was buried near his own house, at the

monastery of Shaikh Wefa and a tombstone was
put up by Sell! for him

He left a DnvTin which he had collected on

the advice of Mu’aiyad Zade and dedicated to

prince Mahmud There is also attributed to him
a mesnewl, which is not otherwise known, entitled

Munazara t Gul u Khostew^ also quoted as Latla

n Med^nun and Mthr u Mah Even more uncer-

tain seems to be the existence of the mesnewl
mentioned by Sehi Gul u Saba Nadjati is also

mentioned as a translator of Persian works but

his pupil Sehl says nothing of this He is said to

have translated for piince Mahmild the Khniya-t

Sc^adet of Imam Ghazall (the Persian version of

the Arabic Jhy a^) and the al Hikayat
(properly Dj^aivamt^ al~Htkayat wa-Lawamt^ al

Riwaydf) from the Peisian of Djamal al Din
al-^Awft

His Dtivan which is still unprinted, gives Nadjati

a very prominent place in Ottoman literatuie, the

Diwan i^as regarded as a model for all Ottoman
poets Nadjati, whom Idils BidllsT in his Heskt
fithtihl calls A host ew i RTim and others

Malik aUSht^arTd and 7 nst t Rum (= the Fir-

dawsi of Asia Minoi), was regarded as the best

poet of Rum He does not, it is true, reach the

heights that Nesiml does but he surpasses all his

predecessors, of whom Ahmad Pasha and Zati

were the greatest, in originality and creative power
Only Baki and Fuzuli have surpassed him The
problem to be solved by Ahmad Pasha, Nadjati

and Zatl was to incorporate completely into Tui-

kish the matter borrowed and translated from

Persian literature, which was still felt to be foreign,

to adapt Turkish to Perso-Aiabic metres and to

domesticate fully the Arabic and Persian vocabulary

This was a great achievement for the time Na-

djStl brought about a great change in the literature

as regards outlook, feeling and language In him
the age of Sultfin BSyazId is most clearly reflected

Although he is not to be claimed as a very great

poet, he was the king of the gild of poets of

his time, who started a great literary movement
Nadjati combined a thorough knowledge of Persian
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with a masterly command of 1 urkish In the

number of his ghazels he far surpasses BakT His
work as a poet of kasidas was original and stimul-

ating He was specially celebrated for his skill in

the use of the proverb
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NADJD [See Nfejd]
NADJDA b _^'AMIR [See Kharidjites

]

al-NADJDJAR, ai -Husain b Muhammad AbU
^Abd Ali Ah, a Murdji and Djabari theologian of

the period of al-Ma^mun, a pupil of Bishr al Marls!

whose views were combatted by Abu ’1 Hudhail
al-^Allaf and al Nazzam He probably lived in

Bamm where he was a weaver According to him,

the divine attributes aie identical with the essence

and express its negative aspects Vision of God
lb only possible through a divine act which trans-

forms the eye into the heart by giving it the power
of lecognition 1 he word of God is created, accident

when It is read, body when it is written God
who knows from all eternity all worldly things,

wills them all, good as well as evil, faith as well

as unbelief God has a hidden essence (theory of

mahiyd)^ there is in him a hidden fund of grace

(/;///) which would suffice to bring all the infidels

back to him Pioblems of the body and accidents

atom = accident, the body then consists of a

conglomerate of accidents (= Dirar) which are in

juxtaposition without interpenetrating one another

(against the mudaULdlf^ of al-Nazzam), momenta-
riness of the accidents This orientation of the

problem is due to the theocentric tendencies of

al Nailjdjar All that takes place in the world

comes from the incessant and unrestrained activity

of God beside whom there is neither reality nor

agent God creates the actions of man He gives

his assistance to every good action and shows his

desertion of every bad one, this assistance and

desertion constitute the faculty of doing which

accompanies the action {aUistit^a ma^a '"l-fi'l against

the Mu*^tazila) The activity of man consists in his

appropriation of the divine will {kasb') Man carries

out one action only by one tstt(^a the secondary

effects (al-muwalladat) do not depend on man
but on God (against the Mu'tazila theory of

ta'ivallud') Faith consists in the knowledge of God,
of his apostles and his commandments and in the

profession of this knowledge by the mouth Faith

consists of several qualities each of which
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IS an act of obedience complete faith is

the sum of all haith may increase but

not dimmish
, it can be completely lost only

through unbelief He who commits a heinous sin

and dies impenitent is doomed to hell from which
he will emerge however, unlike the complete m
fidel Al-Nadjdjar denied the punishment of the

tomb i^adJj^b al-lahr)^ probably as a lesult of his

determinism — Al-Na^djar like his master Bishr

lepresents the reformed and modified jDjahmiya

The influence of MuTazila theology on this school

IS manifest
,

on the othei ^und, the Mu'^tazila

itself, especially that of Baghdad, seems to have
received certain quite important stimuli from his

school in spite of its opposition to it Several of

al-Nadjdjar’s doctrines are found at a later date

in al-Ash'arl — Ihe Nadjdjarlya flouiished in

Raiy and Gurgan It was divided into three schools

I the BurghUtliiya, the followers of Muhammad
b Tsa Burghulh

,
2 the Za^faraniya, the

followers of a certain Abu 'Abd Allah b al-ZaTa-

rani, 3 the Mustadrika, a refoiming party
which taught paradoxical doctrines on the divine

word
Bibliography ed Hugtl,

p 179 (with a list of his writings), al-Mukaddasi,

B G A
,

111 37— 38, 126, 365, 394—395. al

Sam ani, Ansab^ fol 554'^, al KJiaiyat, Kitab al-

hitisa)^ ed Nyberg, s index
,
al Ash'ari,

al Islam!) 7//, ed Ritter, s index
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al Baghdadi,
Ktfab al-Iatk^ Cairo, p 195-198, 20i

,
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stSnf, Kitab al-Mtlal^ ed Cureton, p 61— 63
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Mu'allim NADJI, properly 'Omer, an im-
portant Ottoman author, poet, critic
and man of letters, who occupies a special

and somewhat hybrid position in the history of
the fuikish modems and has given his name to

a whole literaiy period Born in 1266 (1850) in

Constantinople, the third son of a master saddler
‘All Agha (not Bey, as some literaiy historians

say), he lost his father at the age of seven ihe
widow Fatime al Zehra, who was descended from
a muhad^ir who had come to Constantinople from
Rumelia, went to Varna to her brother, the KalayffljT

Ahmad Agha Ihe latter in spite of his limited

means, made it possible for ‘Omer to be educated
at the mediese and ‘Omei’s elder bi other Salim
gave him considerable assistance ‘Omer devoted
himself at first to calligraphy and for his lewhas
used the makhlas l^ulusi A ceitain Khbdja Hafiz

aroused in him a fondness for poetry and he
took the makhla<! Nadji foi his poems (from a

passage m the Mukhai)alat of ‘Aziz ‘All Girldi)

He also tried to obtain the title of hafiz His •

training in the medrese left a permanent influence '

on him It was long before he decided to put off '

the turban and the ^iibbe 1 he spirit of the molla
|and a ceitam intolerant fanaticism however never

left him
1

In 1284 (1867) Nadji received an appointment
1

as second master in the Rushdiye school m Varna '

At an inspection the then mute^ai rif of Varna,
j

Kurd Sa‘id Pasha (later Foreign Minister, President
|

of the Council of State and several times an am-
bassador), made the acquaintance of the intelligent

young teacher He took him into his service as

secretary, when he was moved to Tulca just before

the outbreak of the Russo-Turkish war in 1877,
thence he was moved to Tirnowo and later to

‘Osman Pazar? Nsdjl accompanied the much

NADJI

tiavelled Pasha on his moves and journeys After

a brief stay in Constantinple, he went to Yeni
^ehir henSi (= Larissa in Thessaly) where NSdji
made the acquaintance of the poet and Mewlewl
‘Awni Bey, who had a very good knowledge of

Peisian Nadji who acted as secietary to the court

and judge of investigation had here finally to lay

aside the turban When Sa‘id Pasha set out on a

nine months’ tour of inspection in Asia Minor,
the Euphrates and ErzerUm, Nadji again accom-
panied him He recorded his impressions in the

poem Vmm i Ghartban he had abondoned him-
self with other congenial wits to a life of dissi-

pation at lawk PazaiT, both earlier and after his

return to Constantinople The transfei of the Pasha
as wall of the Aegean islands to Chios, where Nadji
acted as mtimtiyiz saved him fiom this Here he
was able fully to develop liis litenry leanings

Already in 1292 he had published poems and
articles in Vaina in the Tuna newspaper of which
some weie even reprinted by the Constantinople

paper Basil el^ such as his Bti Mu alltmth Shagti -

iianhia K hitab! From Chios he began his association

with Ahmad Midhat Ffendi who was then editing

the 1 ei djliman t I/aktkal
^
fiom his contributions

in poetry and prose, which appeared in the
Tenljliman over the pseudonym Ahmad Mas'od
and Mas‘nd 1 Kharab^ti, a close fiiendship arose
which proved of decisive influence on his future

career When Sabd Pa^a went as ambassador to

Berlin, Nadji declined to go with him, which was
much to be regretted in the interests of his literary

development He therefore resigned his post in

the Foreign Ministry and devoted himself entirely

to authoiship Midhat gave him the editorship of
the newly formed literary section of his paper At
the suggestion of Midhat, whose son in-law he had
become, he leained hrench although he was now
ovei 30 When he left the Teuf/uman foi literary

reasons, he undertook the editoiship of Se^adel

newspaper

I

By his gieat literary and ciitical activity, he
gained an influence which can hardly be estimated

high enough on the intellectual life of Turkey in

his time, not least through his position as lecturer

on Turkish literature at the Mekteb 1 Sultani in

Galata Seiai and in the law school He became

I

celebrated under the name Mtlalltm (teacher)

I
of which he was particularly proud In 1307

' (1889) he was appointed by imperial Turkish

I

historiographer. To"i ikhrjiuwls t Ah ''Osman^ as a
reward for his historical poem bitoghiul Ghazt
But he did not live to do anything serious in

this field except an introduction which suivives
in MS He died on 27th Ramadan 1310 (April 14,

*^93)) at the age of 43 from heait failure and
was bulled in the garden of the liubt of SultSn
Mahmud
As a literary figure, Nadji revealed two aspects

On the one hand, he was a fanatical admirer of
the old literature out of which he had developed
and for which he endeavouied to revive the taste

of his milieu by every means, by his modest poetic
talent and considerable skill in versification

,
on

the other hand, he seemed in sympathy with the
moderns but in view of his convinced belief in

the decadence of western culture he had little

real understanding of them
Nadji’s services to Turkish prose are undeniable

Over 50 years ago he was already writing the prose
of the future, a model, clear, simple, style in the
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language of a master who could not be surpassed

Two years before SezSyl’s celebrated Kucuk ^eiler

(1309) with its complicated prose, NSiJjl gave a

classic specimen of simple prose, in his ''Omeun
Co^^uklnghu (1307) which was only properly ap
predated and imitated at a much later date In it

i

we find the first suggestions of Turkish realism
|

The forms not cultivated by the old writers,

the story and the drama, he did not, it is true,
j

entirely omit, but apait from autobiogiaphical

sketches and a translation from Zola, he wiote

no stories and he was a failure as a dramatist

In theory, it seemed sufficient to him and his

followers to put Fiench stones of crime into the

ofta oyunu form in order to pioduce regular

lurkish “dramas” Here also he approximated to

the moderns but did not reach their level or

ability

As a poet and artist he is weak He lacks

feivour and creative fancy He lacks that depth

of feeling which carries one away, with him
everything is trivial and superficial, and he nevei

feels or expresses anything deeply IIis piose style

is simple and easy, the sentences shoit, the mode
of expression concise and clear

Ills main importance lies in his wide influence

as a teacher, which he exercised not so much in

the actual class room as through hn whole literary

activity

As a critic he confines himself to externals

and goes no furlhei

Nadji’s prolific versatility is best shown by
a list of his works He wrote on many subjects

and frequently lacked the time for adequate pre

paration

Of his poetical woiks, the most celebiatcd is

the collection Atuih-paie (1300, edition 1303),

which contains 52 poems in the new western

manner Ihe best in it are Triohui^ Kebutti

Kuzu^ Sham t Gha> iban, Ntsibin ifjiwai tftih bit

lVu(/T^ lezanti^^ Sedjiijade^ Auu^l — Next come
two collections of gliazels in the oldst)le Sheniu^

1301 and fufuzan^ then thiee histoucal poems
Ilamxyct yalhodMusa b Fbt d-Gha an^ a description

of hcioic deeds in (iranida in the time of the

last king Abu 'Abd Allah al-Saghir, Zat al

1 atn^ the heiuic conduct of Esma, daughtei of

Abu Rakr, at the siege of Mecca with legard to

her son S\bd AllSh b Zubair, Gha^i Ffto^hml
Be)\ cf above, first printed after his death m
khazitu i FunTin^ 1310 ?

1

1

,
*2 On the

FsJ^ar-t Shahanc-i^osmamye written in conjunction

with A Midhat cf ^Ali Emiri, in 7 A
,
v

,
N® 27, I

* 330 > P 131 )
other poetical woiks aie TeidjZ^

Bend or Te/Ub Bend^ an imitation of Ruhl 1
'

Baghdadi and Ziya Pasha, TaUt' yakhod ^Afuz I

Numtinesi^ Misneioi t MxZalhm Nadji and a col-

lection of fugitive pieces edited by Shaikh Wa'^fi
|

after Nadji’s death Yadtgai-t N'a(f/J^ 1314 '

Of his prose works the best known and most

important is Sunbule (1299 and 1307) Ihe first
;

part contains poems like KtuuL bu Muzhile^

which is very important for the development of the

Turkish poem, and translations fiom the French

The second pait ^Oineim Codnihlughu^ gives in

unaffected style intimate memories of his child-

hood up to the age of eight and has several times

been translated into German by A Merx, Aus
Mualltm NadschCs Sunbule Die Geschichte seme)

Ktndhett^ Beilin 1898, into Russian VI Goid-

levskij, DUstvo Omai a* Aftobiogi aficeskije

Moscow 1914, and into Czeck Jan Rypka, 0)narovo
Dttstve al do jeho osmeho / oku

,
in Btbl Svetovo

Knihovo^ Prag — Memories of his student days
were published in the Ter^uman t Haklkat and
entitled Mediese Khaltrelei /, 1302, to the same
yeai belongs Shexxiendofet Seyahatl {Me^mtPa’i
Fbu d Ztya^ 41), also Yazmlsh bulundum^

1301 (letters and veises m simple language),

hhuide I urudi (verses and sayings of Arab and
Persian men of letters, 2 parts) — A strongly

personal note marks his Demdeme (the title is

chosen in allusion to Ekrem’s Zemzeme)j a criticism

of Menmenli Zade PShir’s Takdlr-t Elhan^ but it

is piimaiily directed against Lkrem and his pio

noiincemcnts on the stupidity of wilting ghazels,

it was so personal that its continuation was officially

forbidden — Fqually vigoious is the criticism of

the newspaper Mlzan and its owner MurSd Bey
in Nadji’s MudTifda name — Translations and com-
mentaries are found in SZpibde soz^ 1 3^3 (first

published in ImdTui el Medad verses of the Persian

poet Sa^b-i lebrTzi with commentary), Samhat
el^A/ab (over 1,000 Arabic maxims with notes),

Samhat eFAdjeni (Peisian maxims) — Religious

in content aie FdjZizt kZw'an^ 2^^^ ed
, 1308

(tianslation of the treatise by Fakhr alDinalRazi
on the kattha Fs)a) t ^akliye in the Mefaith el

GJiaib^ fust appeared in the Te) (ljumati)
^
Tdltm t

Km FiHf MiZamma t ilaht{on the Hu) uf-t mukatta^a

at the beginning of certain Suras), Khuldsat ak
JLhlaSy 1304, the commentary on Sura cxii (^/Ihlas)

tianshted from the Tef^D't J cbh
,
I msal t ^Alt^

sayings of the caliph 'Ah {^Kitab-kha^te-t Ebu 'l-Ziya^

N® i), Ihkem al-Rtfvdt (sayings of Saiyid Ahmad
al Rifl'i), N'ewadt} ikhkabi) (wise sayings of

Muslim celebiities), ^Lbatdiye^ 1305 (Peisian on
ginals and translations), Mutexdjim^ 1304 trans-

lations fiom Arabic, Peisian and French, Afiiham-

mid Muzaj^t) Mtdjmfkasly 1306 literaiy essays

liased on a collected volume in MS b) an other-

wise unknown M Mu/affai
^
Auxnune i sukhun

(an able selection from celebrated authors) —
His coriespondence AA'X/wM?; b//, 1303 andi3ii
(coriespondence with his friends and pupils),

Mukjiabeiat Wi Muha-iae)aty 13 II (coriespondence

with A Midhat), SJioile (con espondence with

Shaikh Wash), Inttkady 1304 (correspondence with

Beshir Tu’ad on V Hugo) — Works on literary

ciiticism Mii'alhm a collection of expositions of

his critical theoiy which had appeared in the

Ti) d/uman and were regaided in their days as

of fundamental importance, Mcd/mfka / MiFallmiy

1305—1306 a collection of the literary lectures

which he had given in the Sultanf and the Law
School (58 in numbei, N® i— 3 even reached a third

edition), Istilahat I edebtye^ 1307 and 1314, his

celebiated masterpiece on literaiy histoiy, really

only concerned with style, also Mekteb t Edeb^ 1320
— His important lexicographical works include

Ka))iHs i ^osmanJy 1 308, only 5 parts, fiist ap-

pealed in the Muruunvet
j

Lughat-i Nadpi =
Lugjyat i "^osmaftlyCy 1317 Nadji only wrote the text

as far as ait Fetiva^ p 832, the remainder p 833-
1426 was prepaied by his friend Mustedjab-zade

'Ismet Bey — Ihe biogiaphical works ^Osnianll

Shcknle))^ 1307, 2 parts (biographies of 1 3 Otto-

man poets), Esamly 1308, about 850 somewhat
arbitiarily chosen biographies in the style of the

old Tezke)e\ — His only drama Hedi {Hazim
Bey yakhod lled)\ 1326, Terez Rakwj the tians-

iatiOD of Zola’s The) ese Raqmn
,

a promised
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translation of F6nelon Terhlyet-t Ben^t never

appeared

The four parts of his much used Ta^hm-t

Ktr^et^ from 1300 on, were largely responsible

for the development and spread of Nadji’s style

in the widest circles The first pait reached the

31st edition by 1320
Announced but never published were the fol-

lowing Ahenk’t Musamehat t Raghtb (on

Kodja RSghib), Fcr'^id-i ta'rtkhtye^ Terdjienuden

Terdjerne

Nadji was a contributor to a number of papers

and magazines the Tef^umUn-i Haktkat^ the

Se^adet^ WakU^ the periodicals Ajak^ Gtndj^ Kalem
ler^ Medad el-Imdad^ Cofljnk Baghcesi etc

With Nadji neo classicism came to an end although

his followers, especially ^Ali Kemal, made seveial

attempts to revive it again in the Ikda/n against

H DjShid and in the Sabah against Djenab Shihab

al Din The movement did not get beyond these

efforts, for his followers were as little able as

Nadji himself to produce works of permanent

value The piesent generation has advanced quite

out of Nadji’s world
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NADJIS (a), impure, opp tahu^c{ tahara
According to the Shafi'i doctrine, as systematised

by al-Nawawi {Minhadj^ 1 36 sqq
,

cf Ghaz5ll,

al-Wa^iz^ 1 6 ),
the following are the things

impure in themselves {na^asat) wine and other

spirituous drinks, dogs, swine, maita^ blood and

excrements, milk of animals whose flesh is not

eaten

Regarding these groups the following may be

remarked On wine and other spirituous drinks

cf the artt khamr and nabIdh — Dogs are not

declared impure in the Kurban, on the contrary,

in the description of the sleepers in SHra xviii

the dog IS included (verses 17, 21) In Hadilh,

however, the general attitude against dogs is very

strong, as may be seen m the art kalb Goldziher

considers this change due to an attitude of con-

scious contrast (tnukhalafd) to the estimate of

dogs in Parsism It must not, however, be for-

gotten that the Jews also declared dogs impure
animals, just as swine The latter are already

declared forbidden food in the Kur’an (SOia xvi

116, VI 146, V. 4, 11.168) — As iamaita^eA the

article — Blood is mentioned in the Kur’Sn (SUra

XVI 1 16, vi 146, V 4, 11 168) as prohibited

food As to the religious background of this pro-

hibition cf the art maita — As for excrements
and several kinds of secretions of the body,

the theory and practice of Jews and Christians suffi-

ciently explain the attitude of Islam in this respect

It must also be admitted, though data are very

scaice, that in early Arabia religious impurity

included some of these things — Details are to

be found in the large legal works of each of

the madhhab% (cf Btbl^

Of the differences of the schools legarding this

subject the most important only may be mentioned
Spirituous drinks are not impure according to the

Hanafis [cf nabTdh] I iving swine are not im-

pure according to the Malikis — 1 he Sfii'a adds to

the things mentioned above the human corpse

and the infidels The human corpse was one of

the chief sources of impurity accoidiug to Jewish

ideas (cf already Numbei Sy ch xix ) A current

in early Islam tending to follow the Jewish

customs in ceremonial law was very strong, the

^iS view regarding the human corpse may be
a residuum of it — 1 he impurity of infidels is

based upon Snra ix 28, where the polytheists are

declared to be filth (uad/as') The Sunni schools

do not follow the Shi'a in the exegesis of this verse

The fiad/asat enumeiated above cannot be

purified, m contradistinction to things which arc

defiled only (luutanadjdyis)^ with the exception

of wine, which becomes pure when made into

vinegar, and of hides, which are purified by tan-

ning On purification cf the aitt fahAra, qhusi,

wudD^
Btbliograph) aI Balaiva al ^Alamgtrlya^

1, Calcutta 1828, p 55—67, al MarghinSnl,

Kifaya^ 1 ,
Bombay 1863, p 15 sqq

, 41, Khalil

b Ishak, Mukhta^at
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Pans 1318 (1900), p 3
sqq

y
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Handbook of Early Muh

Tradition^ s v Dogs (A J Wlnsinck)
NAEJM al-DIN KUBRA, the founder of

the order of the Kubrawlya or Dhahablya,
is one of the most striking personalities among
the Persian SOfls of the xiph—xiiBh century A D
A large number of popular legends are associated

with his name, many of which are not yet for-

gotten at the present day in Central Asia His

importance for the development of Snfism is very

considerable and in the long series of his pupils

we find many distinguished representatives of §afl
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teaching Nadjm al-Din, whose full name was Ahmad
b 'Umar Abu ’l-CjannSb Nadjm al Din al-KubrS

al i^Iwaki al Khwarizmi with the honorific title

aU'fammat al-kubra (the “greatest visitation” SClra

Ixxix 34) and S]^atih-t Wall tata^ (the Shaikh

who prepares saints) was born in the town of

Kljiwak in Kh^Srizm in 540 (1145), spent his

youth in tiavel during which he met in Egypt
the famous Shaikh RuzbihSn al-Wazzan al Misrl

He became his mm id and under the supervision

of the Shaikh went through a course of most
rigid ascetic discipline The youth won the favour

of his teacher who gave him his daughter to wife

and adopted him as a son Nadjm al Din spent

some years in Egypt where two sons were born
to him One day he heard the lectures on the sunna
given by ImSm Abu Nasr Ilafda in Tabriz highly

praised He at once went off to Tabriz and studied

there under the direction of this theologian who
lived in the Khankah Zahida in the Sarmaidan

quarter There Nadjm wrote his fiist theological

treatise, a kind of inaugural dissertation entitled

h aUSnnna 7va U-Masalth Dining a disputation

which aiose out of this work he made the acquain-

tance of the Shaikh Baba faradj Tabriz! undci

whose influence he decided to give up the study

of theology and devote himself entirely to the

contemplative life of the mystic Baba Taradj

regarded all learning as something superfluous, in

his view true knowledge could only be obtained

through divine illumination Nadjm al Dm soon

recognised tint he could hardly come any nearer

his goal by this route He tuincd to Sh'vikh ‘^Amm5r-i

Yasir who advised him to tram as a complete Siifi

in the school of Isma'il KasrI Nadjm al Din received

his second IdDfka at the hands of the latter, a so

called Ihitka t tabainik (“khirka of blessing”)

After his return to his first teacher ^laikh Ruzbihan

the latter found that he had thoroughly grasped

all the depths of Sufi learning and recommended
him to transfer his activities to his native land of

Kh^arizm Nadjm al-Din settled there with his

family, built a khankah and founded the order of

the Kubiauiya 01 Dhahablya His teaching met

with great success and he soon found himself sui

rounded by pupils among whom were the most

distinguished Sufis of the xiBk— xiiidi century such

as Madjd al Din Baghdadi (the Shaikh of the famous

poet Farid al-Din 'Att5r), Sa'^d al Din Hamawi,
Baba KamSl Djandi, Shaikh RadF al-Din ^Ali

Lala, Saif al-Din Bakharzi, Nadjm al-Din Rgzi

and many others Baha’ al Din Wahd, the father

of the great DjalSl al-Din Rumi, is also said to

have been his pupil, but this is haidly possible

Nadjm al-Din met his death on lodi Djumada I

618 (July 13, 1226) at the taking of l^wgrizm

by the Mongols All his biographeis are agieed

that the Shaikh had gone out to meet the enemy
in the open field and met a martyr’s death

with weapon in hand The Institute for Oriental

Research in Leningrad possesses a manuscript in

Eastern Turki entitled ^atkh Nad^m al-Dtn Knbra
ntj ^ahid kinp ^ahr t izni’-m Kharab ltl~

ghanlnlh Bayanl (How Shaikh Nadjm al Din was

martyred and the town of Kh^anzm destroyed)

It is a kind of historical novel dealing with the

last days of Khwarizm and its fall Nadjm al-Din

appears in it as the protector of the city against

the Mongols By his power he makes Sb^Srizm
invisible to the enemy and it only falls into the hands

of the conquerors after the Shaikh decides to sur-

rcndei it It is possible that this book is a version

of a Persian biography of Nadjm al-Din called

Tuhfai al Fukara^ and mentioned by Hadjdji Kha-
Itfa (1 234)
Nadjm al-Din was a prolific writer and left a

number of valuable treatises on different questions

of Snfism Ihe greater part of his woiks are written

in Aiabic H5djdji Khalifa gives the following list

of his works i al Usui aUa^ara (1 339) — a

brief exposition of the ten fundamental principles

of Sufism (printed in Constantinople in 1256 with

a luikish commentary), 2 Ktsala fi U Suluk (111

410—41 1)
— 01 more coiiectly ft ^Ilm al-Suluk^

described in Ahlwardt N® 3456, 3 Rtsalat al-

ia/ ui (ill 418) — in Ahlwardt, N® 3272—3273
fi ’/ Ttouk (possibly identical with N® i), 4 Ta
xvaU al Tamvir (iv 171) — unknown to me,

5 Laivalth al-Qj^amal in Persian — a treatise

with this title is given in Flugel, Wiener Katalog^

111 332, except that the latter is described as m
Arabic, 6 Ltdmat al-La'^tm — or with the full

title al-KJuPtf al-hd^tm mtn Lu^mat al-Ld^tm in

Ahlwardt N® 3087 , 7 Htdayat al Taltbtn — un-

known
,
8 Tafsh — probably the great commentary

on the Kurban entitled ^Atn al-Hayat^ whose first

volume I discovered in the Public I ibrary in

I eningrad (see Islamtca^ vol i, fasc 2—3,p 272)
Nadjm al Din is also known as a composer of

!
Persian quatrains but it is still veiy difficult to

decide whether the quatrains attributed to him
are really his Iw^enty five of these poems were

published in the Comptes-i endus de VAcademu
des tenets de Russte (1924, p 36)

I he Sufi writings of Nadjm al Dm form a

transition from the oldei Sufism of the first theorists

(the Nisjiapur school of the xtk

—

wth centuries)

to the later Sufism of Ibn al-'Arabi and his suc-

cessors (Sadi al-Din kunawi, Fakhr al-Din Traki)

I ike the eailiei theorists Nadjm al Din likes to

deal especially with the practice of Sufism, the

stations on the way to true knowledge Meta-

physical questions however are also considered by
him and his works with the writings of Ibn al-

'Arabl foim the basis for the fuither development

of philosophical theory in the xiiB^ century This

IS not the place to go fully into his conception

of Sufism, but it IS not to be doubted that his

teaching can hardly be neglected in a careful in-

vestigation of the histoiy of the development of

Sufism

Bib hog} ap hy Safinat al-Axvhy (MS
Inst Orient, N^ 581, fol 106^), A haztnat al-

AsfiyUy Bombay, 11 258, Najahat ahUtts^ ed

Lees, p 480, Tankht Gtizuia^ ed Browne,

p 789, Haft IklunifsV^ Inst Orient
,
N® 6o3hc^

fol 462^^), Madjialis al-Ushshak^ Bombay, p 84
sq

,
Rtyad al-Artfin^ p AtaMada^^ 303

1

Taia^tk al-Hakl^tk^ p 48, 149, Mad^alts al-

mining fol I36h, Raverty, Tabakat-t Na^tri^

p 1100, Massignon, al-Hcilladg^ Bibliography,

N® 391, Brockelmann, G A L, \ 440, Tadk-

ki/at al Sku^aiiP^ ed Browne, p 135—136,
Browne, Ltteiary Histoiy of Persia^ 11 438,

489, 491—495, 508, 510 (E Berthels)
NADJRAN, a district (Wadi) and town

in northern Yaman, according to others (Ibn

Khurdadhbih, B G A
^

\\ 133, 248) in southern

Nadjd or in the HidjSz (BakrI, Mu^^amy p 575)
The position and course of the Wadi has not

been exactly ascertained It rises on the eastern

slopes of the Yaman highlands, probably between 43°
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nd 44® East Long
,
and runs, perhaps turning

orth at first, mainly in a southeasterly direction

ehmd i8® and 17'^ N Lat finally disappeaiing

1 the great sand desert The distance from

q v] IS put at 6— 7 days’ journey (E Glaser,

)k%%ze der Geschtchte und Geographic Aiabtens^

\ 50), according to Philby’s investigations {The

^eart of Arabia^ 11 1 66 5q \ it is seven days’ re-

sonable caravan journey south of Sulaiyil The
>lder idea that the course of the Wadi Nadjran

an N E (or that there was a more northerly twin

iVfidI Hablina) aiose out of the eiioneous idea

irst finally corrected by Philby {op ctt
^ p 165,

•22) that the WSdi Dawasii, uith which the W5dl
Nadjran was wrongly thought to be connected,

uns from S W to N E
The Wadi NadjrSn drains a wide area of noi them

Taman and ‘Asir (HamdanI, ^ifat Dj.azuat al

Arab^ p 83, no, I14, 247) It is, and was in

ntiquity, celebrated for its fertility Of European
ravellers only Joseph Hal6vy visited it, in the

pring of 1870 He describes {Bull de la Soc de

leogr
,

senes vi
,

vol xiii
, p 478) the valley,

ome 2 miles broad, as exceedingly feitile and
veil cultivated with villages concealed in thick

lalm-groves Strabo (xvi 781) calls it a peaceful

ind rich country To Muslim writers it is 1 miiacle

)f fertility and wealth, even more so than the

^aman in general, its cereals, vegetables and

ruits were unrivalled (Ilamdani, p 199 sq'), there

vere also mines there (Bal^dhuri, Ktlab Futuh
\l Buldartf p 14) and the staple pioducts of the

Taman, leather and cloth, were also made there

To this day in less favoured paits of Arabia

hey talk of the prosperity of this Wadi (Philby,

p cit
^

11 226)
The population of the Wadi Nadjran, according

0 Philby, is comparatively laige, the majoiity

lelong to the tribe of \ am But several un-

elated tribes, often at enmity with one another,

hare in the possession of this rich country It

vas so in the eaily Muslim period The Banu
l-H5rith b Ka'b, who appear in HaditJi as lords

)f Nadjr5n, were not leally such dhey belong

0 the large group of tribes Madhhidj, which
vas represented by other tribes also 1 heir rivals

vere and are IlamdSn tribes (Ilamdani, p 115, g)

imong them Hashid, important at the present day,

subdivisions YSm etc
j

and Bakil (subdivisions

>hSkir etc), other tubes like al ^zd, al-Af'^t etc

should also be mentioned We have no reliable

nfoimation about places with a settled population

n the eastern part of the Wadi, Ilal^vy visited

1 village of Makhlaf which was afterwards put

m the maps at hazard In the immediate vicinity

vas another village Ridjla, and an hour to the

vest Madinat al Khudad (see below) 1 he Arab

jcographers mention villages (hura) of Nadjran
ind the names of some of them are given as

veil as those of districts, tributary wadis, hills

ind springs

Through Nadjr5n runs the very old caravan

oad from Hadramawt through the Hidjaz to the

‘astern Mediterranean [cf mar^ib] Nadjran was
)f some importance as the last station in the Yaman
m a caravan route from the Yaman to al-Yamfima
ind thence to Bahrain and the 'Irak During
Persian rule in the Yaman and htcr in the ‘Ab-
lasid period this road must have been of no less

mportance than the one just mentioned to Syria,

which latter however owing ;o its importance in

the eaily period of IslSm is almost alone mentioned

m Muslim literature (A Moberg, The Book of
the Htmyarties^ p Ixi

,
cf also M Hartmann,

Dte sudarab Frage^ p 496, 509) On the stations

on the road see Ibn Khuidadhbih {B G A
^

y\

p 152 and 193, A Sprenger, Post- und Keise^

iouten^ p 1 34— 1 39) A series of forts seived to

keep it safe (Sprenger, op «/,p 138, Hamadh^ni,
B G A

^ ^ 28, Yaktlt, iv
, p 541 s v

al Mushakkar and thereon Lyall, Mufaddallyat^

11 , p 105) On the present importance of the

load and of Nadjr5n, see Philby, op at
,

ii 226

Ihe road in those days probably went several

days’ journey acioss the desert to the Wadi DawSsir,

which was the first station on the other side, at

the present day Sulaiyil [q v
]
coriesponds to it

This road via Nadjran was certainly that which

connected the Yaman at different times with the

ancient Babylonia in the east, with Syriac Christian

as well as with Iranian culture

little IS known of the town of NadjiSn
Ptolemy mentions it as a metropolis Aelius Gallus

attacked it and destroyed it (Strabo, loc at
,
Pliny,

vi 28 [32]) P’lom this Glasei {loc at
^ 11 50,

cf p 224) concludes that there was no town of

Nadjran after this but the existence of the town
IS proved in many ways for various later periods

(see below) Now however, no town seems to bear

the name Ilal^vy thought he had found the ruins

of the old town in Madinat al KJhudud (see below),

which he describes as consideiable rums on the

south bank of the nvei bed Of the city wall

roughly built of gianite the south and west sides

w'tre less destroyed than the others A mosque,

which still stood among the ruins, belonged, ac-

cording to local tradition, to the eaily Muslim

01 even pre-Islamic period {f A ,
ser vi

,
vol xix

,

p 90 and 40) In remarkable agreement with this,

Bakri, Mii'dyam^ p 80 says ‘*Al Ukhdiid, which

IS mentioned in the Kurban, was m one of the

towns of Nadjran Ihis city however is now in

nuns and nothing is left of it but the mosque
which ‘^Omar b al Khattab built”

On the history of Nadjran we have only scanty

and mainly legendary notes The name occurs

seveial times in the South Arabian inscriptions

there is one (6 / S
,

iv
,
N° 363) reference to

the “towns” of Nadjran {ahgdr N
^

cf above
hitd A^) This means the Wadi In the oldest

inscription of north Arabia, the NamSra insciiption

of the year 328, the name is also found

In the tradition of the introduction of
Christianity into the Yaman, Nadjran plays a

part in keeping with its importance for the com-
munications between Yaman and Mesopotamia (see

above) According to one reference {Htstone Nes-

tor tenney ed Addai Scher, 1 21% sq = Patrol

Orient
^

iv 330), it was a merchant of NadjrSn

who first spread Chiistnnity there after he had
been converted in al-IIlra Christianity is said

to have received a further impetus in the time

of Justinian fiom monophysite Christians who,
expelled from Byzantine territory, came to al-

Nadjran also via Hira {op at
^

ii/i 51 J^)

The Christian tradition of later persecutions of

the Christians m South Arabia connected with

Abyssinian invasions of the Yaman is widely dis-

seminated, Nadjran was the principal scene of

these, first perhaps under Sharahbil Yakkuf in

the last third of the fifth century, notably under

IJhii Nuwas, who died m 525 On this tiadition



nadjran

which exists m many forms, Greek, Syriac and
Ethiopic, see A Mobcrg, The Book of the Himya'-

rites^ p XXIV—Ixiii
,
where the sources and other

literature to be consulted are given

Arabic liteiature has also something to say about

these happenings, especially in the annotations of

the Kur^Snic exegists on Sura Ixxxv 4 sqq on
the A\hab al-Ulfdud But what there is of historical

value in this Muslim tradition comes from Christian

sources, only it is usually so distoited as to be
almost unrecognisable What it recoids regarding

the intioduction of Christianity into Nadjran by
a certain haimiyiin or ‘^Abd Allah b al Fhamir
is on the other hand a distortion of certain episodes

in a Syriac Christian cycle of legends about the

Persian maityrs Pethion and Yazdm and has really

nothing to do with Nadjian or Arabia (A Moberg,
Obcr etmge chi tsiltche Iegenden tn dei islaniischen

Tradition^ p 5, n sq
, 22, 30 and the references

given) The name Midlnat al-Khudud from the

ancient NadjiSn is of course the result of the

localisation of al-Ukhdiid m NadjrSii IIamd5ni

{op cU
^ p 67, 169) mentions in the same region

a Balad or town of al-Lkhdad, C van Arendonk
mentions a lull Ukhdud {De opkomst van het

zatdtehsche Imamaat in Yemen

^

p i68)

It IS not till the time of Muhammad and the

early Caliphs that ue have really historical lefcrences

to the Yaman and even these have to be ciitically

used We are told that Khalid was sent with 400
horsemen to the Banu ’

1-Harith b Ka'b (and the

Banu 'Abd al-Madan Ibn SaM, n/i 112, 5) in

Nadjian and made them adopt Islam and send

an embassy in homage to the Prophet (Ibn Hi-

sham, p 958, Ibn Sa'd, i/ii 72) 'Amr b Ilazm

was appointed ^Timil in Nadjrfin and ^Ali was
ordered to collect the zahdt there (Wakidi Well-

hausen, p ^'^'1 sqq
5
IbnSa^l,ii/i 122) In addition

to pagans and Jews there Nsere many Chiistians there

who foimed, it seems, an autonomous community
Muhammad received an embassy from them also

and concluded a tieaty u ith them which guaianteed

the possession of then property and the free

exercise of their religion in return for a fixed

contribution on their part (Ibn Hisham, p 401
sqq

,
Ibn Sa'^d, i/ii 84 , 35 )

This treaty

was confiimcd by Abu Bakr and ^Omar 'Omar
however at a later date drove the Christians and

Jews out of the Arabian peninsula whereupon the

Christians founded a new Nadjian in the 'Iiak,

two days’ journev south of Ktifa Ihe details are

variously recorded and it is not quite clear to

what extent 'Omar’s ordeis were actually enforced

Bakri {op cit') says that the Jews and Christians

in Nadjran were not at all affected by the measure

In any case, at a much later date (see just below),

there were not a few Christians in Nadjran and
theie are of course still many jews in the Yaman
In the year 40 a h Nadjran was burned by Djarlra,

'All’s geneial (Tabari, 1 3452) The scantiness of

the historical tradition, fantastic accounts of the

wealth of the region and the remarkable libeity

enjoyed by Christians in Nadjran gave use to

legends and inspired poets The “material” which

thus arose is very fully detailed and utilised in

H Lammens, le Cahfat de Yazid {M F O
S ,

v/ii
, p 327—369)

In the end we find NadjrSn an impoitant forti-

fied town, often simply called al Hadjar(ct HamdSni,

p 86), mentioned in the accounts of the fighting

which led to the creation of the Zaidi imSmate

NAFl' B ai-AZRAK 825

in the Yaman in the third century a H At this

period there were still Christians and Jews there,

who w'ere obviously still an important element

and enjoyed considerable consideration from their

Muslim neighbours (van Arendonk, op cit
y p 128

sq ) On bishops of the NadjrSnians or in the Yaman
in the ixth and x^h century from Syrian sources

see Moberg, The Book of the Hmyarttes^ p liv

The tribes of NadjrSn submitted to Tuikish rule

as little as those of eastern and northern Yaman
generally Nadjran now belongs to the kingdom
of Ibn Sa ud

On other places Nadjran see Ya^ti^ iv 75 ^?

757 sqq
,
Ilamdani, p 85

Bibliography given m the article and
in some of the works quoted there, on the

histoiy cf especially Baladhuri, Futuh^ p 64-

68, Cactani, Annalt delT Islam^ ii/i
, p 312

•S
sqq

,
sq

, 349—353 ,
iv 350-359

(A Moberg)
NAFAKA [See NikAh Talak

]

AL NAFl' [See Allah, 11 ]

NAFI' b ai-AZRA^ at HanafI alIIanzalI,
Abu Ra^iid, according to some sources, the son

of a freed blacksmith of Greek oiigin (Baladhurl,

ed de Goeje, p 56), chief of the extreme
Kharidjites [q v ], who after him are called

Azrakites [q v
]

At first, after his secession to

Ahwaz, Nafi' joined 'Abd Allah b al-Zubair [q v
]

m Makka Soon, however, he and his followers

turned their backs on the holy city and airived

before Basra, where they spread terror among the

inhabitants, who left the town m multitudes Al-

Muhallab, however, succeeded in driving them back
to Persia The) made a halt in Ahwaz, where they

practised isti^idd^ in accord with their doctrine

The bloody battle of Dulab, fought against Muslim
b 'Ubais, put an end to his life (64 or 65 =
683—684)

His special doctiine comprised the following

points I secession {baiiYa) from the quietists

{al‘ka^ada)y 2 examination {mthna) of those who
wanted to join his encampment, 3 declaiing in-

fidels those who did not perform htdjia to him,

4 declaring it allowed to kill the wives and children

of opponents This is al Ash'ari’s enumeiation, which

differs slightly from that of al Shuhrastani (p 90)
Btbltogiaphy al Ash'arl, Makalat al

Islamtymy ed Ritter, Istanbul 1929, p sqq
,

'Abd al Kahii al Baghdadi, Ktlab al datk bain

al-dtiak^ Cairo 1328, p 62— 67, Ibn Hazm,
Kttab al'Fisal iva d-Milal wa d~iVthal^ Cairo

1321, IV 189, al Shahrastani, ed Cureton,

p 89—91, al-Tabaii, ed de Goeje, indices,

s V
,

Ahlwaidt, Anonyme aiabische Chromky

p 78 sqq
^ 90 sqq

,
Baladhuii, ed de Goeje,

p 56 ,
Abu Ilanifa al-Dinaw'aii, ed Ouirgass

and Kiatchkovsky, p 279, 282, 284, Mas'Cldi,

Muiudiy Pans ed
,
v 229, \ftkut, ed Wusten-

feld, II 574, 623, al-Mubarrad, alKamtl^ ed

Wright, index, s v (p 943) ,
Ibn al-Athir,

Family ed Tornberg, index, s v
,

al Ya'kubi,

ed Houtsma, 11 317, 324, M Th Iloutsma,

De stiijd over het dogma tn den Islhm^ leyden

1875, p 28 sq
,
Wellhausen, Die f eligtos^polu

tischift Oppositionsparteien^ m Abh G W Gott
y

N S, V 2, 1901, p 28 32, RE Bulnnow,
Die Charuischiten unter den eisten Omaiyaden^

Leyden 1884, Caetani, Chronographia islamtca^

p 762 ,
G Weil, Geschichte der Chalifen^ index,

s V (A J Wensinck)



826 NAFILA — NAFISA

NAFILA (a), plur nawafil^ part art fem I

fiom »/-/, supererogatory work
I The word occurs in the Kur’an in two places

Sura XXI 72 runs “And we bestowed on him
[viz IbrShlm] Isaac and Jacob as additional gift’’

In SHra xvii 81 it is used in combi-

nation with the vigils, thus “And perform vigils

during a part of the night, reciting the Kurban,

as a nafila for thee”

In hadtih it is frequently used in this sense

“Forgiveness of sins past and future wasgianted
him [Muhammad] and his works were to him
as supererogatory works” (Ahmad b Hanbal,

vi 250) — In another tradition it is said with

reference to the month of Ramadan, that Allah

“writes down its wages and its even before

Its beginning” (Ahmad b Hanbal, 11 524) Of
peculiar importance, also in a different respect, is

the following hadith kudsi “When My servant

seeks to approach to Me through supererogatoiy

works, I finally love him And when I love him
I become the hearing through which he heaieth,

the sight through which he seeth, the hand with

which he graspeth, the foot with which he walketh”

etc (al-Bukhari, Rtkak^ bab 38)
Finally the following tradition may be translated

“Whoso performs the wudii^ [q v ]
in this way

[viz in the way described in the foregoing part

of the tiadition], receives forgiveness of past

sins and his ^a/d^ and his walking to the mosque
are for him as a nSfila” (Muslim, Tahdni^ trad 8,

Malik, Tahdia^ trad 30) In the parallel tradition

(Muslim, loc at
,
trad 7), the term used is kaffdta

“expiation” — This parallelism is an indication of

the effect ascribed to supeierogatory works in

Muslim theology, viz the expiation of light
sms (cf al-Nawawi on Muslim, Cairo 1283,

I 308)

Further it must be observed that in theological

terminology nSftla is often applied to those works
which are supererogatory in the plain sense, in

contradistinction to other works which have become
a legular practice The latter are called sunna
mu^akkada^ the former nSfila or sunna zd^tda

(cf m/ra^ sub 2)

Ihe place of supereiogatory works in theology

IS furthei accurately defined in the fVa^tyat Adi
Hanlfa^ art 7 “We confess that works are of

thiee kinds, obligatory, supererogatoiy and sinful

The first category is in accordance with Allah’s

will, desire, good pleasure, decision, decree, creation,

judgment, knowledge, guidance and writing on the

pieserved table The second category is not in

accordance with Allah’s commandment yet ac

cording to Ihs will, desiie” etc

The term foi supererogatory works used heie

is not nafila, but fadtla

2 Nafila is used in hadith especially as a

designation of the supeierogatoiy ^aldt (Bukhari,

^Idatn, bab ii, Tahadij^tid^ bab 5, 27) Some-
times It appears m the combinations salat al nafila

(Ibn Madja, Ikdma^ bab 203) and ^aldt al naivdfil

(Bukhari, Tahai^djud^ bab 36)
In fihh this teiminology is often, but not always

followed, the other term for the supererogatory

salats being salat al ta(a%uivu^ (e g AbU Ishak

al Shirazi, Kttdb al-Tanbih^ ed A W T Juynboll,

p 26), a term that goes back to the Kurban

(Sara 11 153, 180, i\ 80), and which occuis also

m canonical hadith (Abu Davvud has a Kttdb al-

Tatawwi^ in his Sunan) The whole class of

supererogatory ^aldts is called nawdftl as well as

sunan Nawafil, as a general designation of superero-

gatory ^aldtn^ covers three subdivisions The
following juxta-positions may give a survey of the

terminology

Nawafil
{J^atdwi ^Alamgirlya^

1 156, Hanafi)

Sunan
(Fagnan, Additions^

p 23, Maliki)

(
sunna

< manduba

(
tataunvu^

C nitdalkada

< ; aghiba

( ndfila

Naivdfil i sunna
(Khalil, transl

,
Guidi, < mtdakkada

p 95, Maliki)
(

manduba

Nawafil
(

stinna

(Ghazali, IhyZd^ < mustahabba

i 174, Sh^fi'^l)
(

tatawwu^

It may be added that the term lawdtib is used

especially for the supererogatory salats preceding

or following the maktiiba^ they belong to the first

subdivision

In Shl^I fikh nawafil is the widest term, by

muraghghabdt the daily and non daily superero-

gatory prayers are designated

Bibliography Wasiyat Abl Hantfa^

Haidarabad 1321, p 8— 10, Sell, The Faith of
Islam^ London 1888, p 199, Wensinck, The
Muslim Greedy Cambridge 1931, p 126, 142

sqq
,
Th W Juynboll, Handletdtng tot de kennis

V d Moh wet^ Leyden 1925, p 382 sq
,

al

GljazalT, Ihydd ^Ulum al-Din^ Cairo 1302, i

174 sqq
,
al-NawawI, Minhdd^ al-Tdlibin, Batavia

1882, 1 121 sqq
^
Khalil b Isha^^, II Muljta^ar

,

transl I Guidi, 1, Milan 1919, p 20, note 55,

P 95 > Fagnan, Additions aux dictionnaires arabes,

Algiers-Paris 1923, s v
,
Abu ’

1-Kasim al-

Muhakkik, Kitdb Shard^t^ al Islam, Calcutta

1255, i 25, 51, transl Querry, 1 ^()sq , $2 sq

,

100 sqq Further the artt KHAfffA
.
§alXt, III

(A J Wensinck)
al-Saiyida NAFiSA, a mausoleum outside

Cairo, south of the Mosque of Ahmad b Tulau

, in the direction of the sepulchral mosque of al-
'

Shafi^T Among the female saints [cf walI] in

,

Cairo next to Saiyida Zainab bint Muhammad [q v
]

' and “Sitt Sekina” (Sukaina) “Sitt Nefisa” takes

a vciy prominent place In the official recitations

of the Kur’an, al-Saiyida Nafisa, where the reading

is held on Sundays, takes third place among them
all, immediately after ImSm al ShSfi'i and ImSm
al Husain! (see Bergj>lrasser, in ///, xxi [1933],
no sq) The sanctuary is visited by both men
and women, especially in the evening The door
leading to the sarcophagus itself is only opened
once a year ihe foundation contains a number
of other buildings besides a mosque, including a

library and Safi cells The land around it is a

much sought after place of interment

Nafisa was a daughter of al-Hasan b Zaid b
al-Hasan [q v

]
She came to Egypt with her

husband IshS^ al-Mu'tamin, a son of CjaTar al-

Sadik [q v
] She had a reputation for learning

and piety ^Sfi^i frequently visited her to collect

traditions, on his death, his body was brought to

her house so that she might say the prayer for

the dead over him She had children but her

descendants soon died out She herself died in
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Ramadan 208 (beg of 824) I egcnd credits her

with great karama [q v
] ,

for example as is told

of several Egyptian, and not only Muslim saints,

It is said that her prayers pioduced a great rising

of the Nile in a single night In contradiction of

a story that her husband wanted to take her body
to the family burialplacc in the al Bakf [q v ]

cemetery in Medina but was prevented by her

devotees, is the general opinion that this is her

tomb which she built with her own hands and in

which she read the Kurban long before her death —
Several lulers took part in the development of

the sanctuaiy, ‘Abbasids and later Fatimids and
Ottoman governors The cupola over the grave
was restored by the caliph al Hafiz in 532 (1138)
and the mosque m 693—694 (1294— 1295)
Mamltik al Malik al-Nasir Muhammad b Kala’on
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NAFS *) (a), soul Nafs, in the early Arabic
poetry, meant the self or person, while meant
bieath and wind Beginning with the Kui^an
nafs also means soul, and luh means a special

angel messenger and a special divine quality Only
in post-Kur^5nic liteiature aie nafs and luh equated
and both applied to the human spirit, angels
and dj tnn

I The Kur^Snic uses A Nafs and its

plurals anfus and nufus have five uses i In

most cases they mean the human self or peison,

e g ,
III 54 “Let us call ourselves and your

selves”, also xii 54, li 20, 21 2 In six verses

nafs refers to Allah v Ii6<5 “Ihou [Allah] dost

know what is m myself [says 'Isa], but I do not

know what is in Thyself {tiafsikĉ ^^
,
also in 27,

28, VI 12, 54 and XX 43 3 One refeience, \\v

4 (cf xiii 17), is to gods “Ihey \aliha'] do not pos
sess for themselves {anfunhtm') any harm 01 benefit

at all'” 4 In vi 130 the plural is used twice to

refer to the company of men and ilyinn “We
have witnessed against ourselves {anfusinTif'^ 5 It

means the human soul vi 93 “While the angels

stietch forth their hands [‘laying,] Send forth your

souls {anfusy\ also 1 15, Ixiv 16, Ixxix 40, etc

This soul has three characteiistics a \\.\% amniara^

commanding to evil(xii 53) I ike the Hebrew
nefesh the basal idea is “the physical appetite”,

in Pauline usage and in the English New
Testament “flesh” It whispers (1 15), and is as-

sociated with al-ha7va, which, in the sense of

“desire”, is always evil It must be restrained

(Ixxix 40) and made patient (win 27) and its

greed must be feared (lix 9^) b The nafs is

lawwama^ 1 e, it upbraids (Ixxv 2), the souls

(u-zi/wj) of deserteis are straitened (ix 119) c The
soul IS addressed as mutmcPinna^ tranquil (Ixxxix

27) These thice teims form the basis of much of

the later Muslim ethics and psychology It is note-

i) For the sake of convenience in this article

rUh is treated as well
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worthy that nafs is not used in connection with

the angels

B RUh has five uses l Allah blew (nafa^a)
of His ruh^ a into Adam, giving life to Adam’s
body (xv 29, xxxviii 72, xxxii 8), and b into

Maryam foi the conception of 'Isa (xxi 91 and
Ixvi 12) Here rtth equates with rth and means
the “breath of life” (cf Gen 11 7), the creation

of which belongs to Allah 2 Four verses connect

ruh with the amr of Allah, and the meanings of

both luh and amr are disputed a In xvii 87, it

IS stated “ They ask thee [O Muhammad] about

al-t tih
f

say al-/ tih min ami * 1 abbij and ye are

brought but little knowledge” b In xvi 2, Allah

sends down the angels with al 1 uh mm amrtht

upon whomsoever He wills of His creatures to

say “Warn that the fact is. There is no God
but Me, so fear” c In \1 15, Allah “cast al-ruh

mm am/ tin upon whomsoever He wills of His

ciealures to give warning” d In xlii 52 “We
revealed {aivhatna) to thee [O Muhammad] ruh^^^

mm amnna^ thou knewest not what the book
was, nor the faith, but We made it to be a light

by which We guide whomsoever We will of Our
cieatures” Whatevei meanings atnr and mm may
have, the contexts connect al-tuh in a with know-
ledge, in b with angels and creatures, to give

waining, in c with creatures, for warning, and

in d with Muhammad, for knowledge, faith, light

and guidance Theiefore this /uh is special equip-

ment from Allah for piophetic service It reminds

forcibly of Bezalel, who was “filled with the spirit

of God m wisdom, in undei standing and in know-
ledge” {Exodus xxxv 30, 31) 3 In iv 169, 'IsS

IS called a / uh from Allah 4 In xcvii 4, Ixxviii

38 and Ixx 4, al ruh is an associate of the angels

5 In xxvi 193, al-ruh al a/nin^ the faithful rw//,

comes down upon Muhammad’s heart to reveal

the Kurban In xix 17, Allah sends to Maryam
“Our z /?//”, who appears to her as a well made
man In xvi 104, /uh al-kudus sent the Kurban

to establish believers Three othei passages state

that AlHh helps Tsa with ruh al-kudus (11 81, 11

254 and V 109) This interrelation of service and
title imply the identity of this angelic messenger,

who may be also the ruh of 4 Thus in the Kurban

/Tih does not mean angels in general, nor man’s

self or person, nor his soul or spirit The pluial

' does not occur

C Nafav^ breath and wind, cognate to nafs

in root and to /tih in some of its meanings, does

not occur in the Kurban, but is used m the early

poetry (F Krenkow, The Poems of Tufatl and
at Ti/mwiah^ I ondon 1927, p 32) The verb

ta/iafasa (Sura Ixxxi 18) is deiived from that

meaning, while the only other Kui^Smc foims from

the same radicals are falyatatiafas^ 'l-mutanafisun^^

(Ixxxiii 26) and are derived in al-Tabari, Djamt
al Baiyan^ Cairo 1321, xxx 57, probably correctly,

from nafisa^ “he desired”

II The Umaiyad poetry first uses ruh for the

human soul {Kttab al-Aghant^ ed 1285, xvi 126,

last line, Cheikho, Le Chnstianisme^ BaiiUt 1923,

p 338) w^here the Kurban had used nafs as in

N® 5 above
III Of the early collections of traditions, Malik’s

al-Muwa{l(P^ Cairo 1339, 1 126 uses nasanta^

which does not occui in the Kur^Sn, and nafs
(ii 262) for the soul or spirit, while Ibn Hanbal’s

Musnad uses nasam (vi 424), nafs (i 297, ii

364, vi 140) and nafs and ruh (iv 287, 296)
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Muslim's (Constantinople 1331), viii 44,
162 sg and al-BukliSri's al-^ahih^ Cairo 1314,
IV 133, both use rUk and ar%vah for the human
spirit,

IV The Ta^ al^Ariis i\w 260) lists 15 meanings

for ftafs and adds two others from the Ltsan al~

^Arab^ as follows spiiit, blood, body, evil eye,

presence, specific reality, self, tan, haughtiness,

self-magnification, purpose, disdain, the absent,

desire, punishment, brother, man It states that

most of these meanings are metaphorical The
Ltsan (viii 119— 126) finds examples of these

meanings in the poetry and the Kur’an I ane’s

Lexicon faithfully reproduces the material (p 2827^)

The lexical treatments of nafs disclose these facts

I Any attribution to Allah of nafs as “soul” or

“spirit” IS avoided 2 In man, a rnfs and tuh
are identified, or b nafs applies to the mind and

luh to life, 01 c man has nafan^^ two souls,

one vital and the other discriminative, or li the

discriminative soul is double, sometimes commanding
and sometimes forbidding

V Ihe influences that affected the post-Kui^anic

uses of both nafs and ttih were the Christian and
Neo-Platonic ideas of liih with human, angelic

and divine applications, and the moie specifically

Aristotelian psychological analysis of nafs These

influences are clearly shown in the lecords of the

religious controversies

A Al-Ash'^arl [q v
]
(H Dte dogmahschen

I^ehren det Anbanger des Islam von Abu d Hasan
^Alt bin Ismadl al As^attf Istanbul 1929) leports

the Rafidiya doctrines of the incarnation of tuh

Allah in Adam and its transmigration thiough the

prophets and others (p 6, 46), as uell as the

conflicting positions that man is body only,

body and spirit, and spiiit (tub) only (p 61, 329
sgq )

His creed of the orthodox (p 290—297)
omits any statement about the nature of man
B Al-Baghdadi [q v

]
{al Park bain al-Ivak^

Cairo 1328) records the same heretical doctrines

about man’s nature (p 28, 117 sqq
,
241 sqq \ sa)S

the transmigration theories were held by Plato and
the Jews (p 254) and describes the incai nation

beliefs of the Hululiya sects [cf huiUi] among
whom he includes the Halladjiya (p 247) His

position IS “The life of Allah is without tub and

nourishment and all the aiwah are created, in

opposition to the Christian doctrine of the eteinity

of the Father, Son and Spirit” (p 325)
C Ibn Ilazm [q v

]
uses nafs and ; uh inter

changeably of man’s soul {^KtlUb al Ftsalfi ’/ Milal^

5 parts, Cairo 1317— 1321, v 66) He excludes

from Islam all who hold metempsychosis views,

among whom he includes the physician philosopher

Muhammad b Zakarlya^ al RazI (i 90 sqq
,

iv

187 sq^ He rejects absolutely the doctiine of some

of the Ash'ariya of the continual re cieation of

the rub (iv 69) He taught that Allah created

the spirits of all Adam’s progeny befoie the angels

were commanded to prostrate to him (Sura vii

1 71), and that these spirits exist in al Baizakh

[q V
] in the nearest heaven until the angel blows

them into embryos (iv 70)
D Al ShahrastSm [q v

]
{Ktlab al MilaI wa

d-Nthal^ ed Cureton, part 1 ,
London 1 842) m his

description of the belief of the pagan Arabs

concerning survival after death does not use the

terms nafs or 7 uh^ but says the blood becomes a

wraith bird tlmt visits the grave every hundred
years One of his most important sections (p 203-

240) deals with the orthodox and heterodox doctrines

of aUrTib Al HunafS^, or true believers, debate

with al-Sabi^a [q v
],
who are dualists, emanationists

and gnostics His account of the views of the

Sabi’a faithfully leflects the doctrines of the IkljwSn

al-Saffi^ (Jlasodtl^ 4 vols
,
Bombay 1305), who taught

that man is a whole compounded of a corporeal

body and a spiritual nafs (i/ii
, 14), and that the

substance {jLjawhai') of the nafs descended fiom

the spheres {al afak) But al Shahrastani rejects

the Neo Platonic idea that human souls {nuffis)

aic dependent upon the souls of the superhuman
spirit world {al nufhs aUiuhanlyat) (p 210, 224
sq ), and the Hermetic doctrines that the nafs

is essentially evil (p 236) and that salvation

consists in the release of the luh from material

bodies (p 226 sq ) He applies the term ruhanl

to all spirits, good and evil (p 213) His de

scnption of the natuie of man (p 216 sqq
)
with

three souls, vegetative, animal and human, each

with Its own source, need, place and powers,

lesembles that of the Ikhwan al Safa^ {Rasllily

i/ii
,
48 sqq ) Indeed, the Aristotelian analysis of

the human soul as given in De and handed
on by Alexander of Aphrodisias and Porphyry,

had been adopted with little modification by the

Muslim philosophers, such as al Kindi [q v
], al-

harabi [q v
]
each of whom wrote a KttUb al Naf^^

Ibn Sina [q v
]
who wrote two, and 11m Miskawaih

[q V
],

whose Tahdhlh al Alblak has the same
immaterial (p i) and functional (p 7) psychology

for its ethical basis Al Shahrastani achieved the

long needed interpretation of the conflicting usages

of nafs and fub in the Greek and Christian

heritage, and in the Kur^Sn and Muslim tradition

Hut the philosopheis, even with his support, were

not able to force the Greek psychology upon
orthodox Islam Ihe Miitakalliim [s art kalSm]
and the great majority of Muslims broadened the

Kur^anic teiminology, but ictained the traditional

views of the nature of the soul as a diiect creation

of Allah having vaiious qualities

VI Aristotle’s pimciple of the incorporeal

charactei of spirit had neveitheless found a per-

manent place in Mu'^lim doctrine through the

influence of Islam’s greatest theologian, al-Ghazali

[q V
]

In al Tahanawi’s Dictionary of the Tech-

meal Toms (ed Sprenger, Calcutta 1862) are

extracts of the doctrines of al-Ghazall on man’s
tub and nafs He defines man as a spiritual

substance {djaivJiai i uhant)^ not confined in a body,

nor imprinted on it, nor joined to it, nor separated

fiom it, just as Allah is neithei without noi within

the world, and likewise the angels It possesses

knowledge and perception, and is therefore not

an accident (p 547 at top, cf Tahafut al Falastfa^

Cairo 1302, p 72) He devotes the second section

of al Rtsala al-ladumya (Cairo 1327, p 7— 14)
to explain the words nafs^ rub and kalb (heart),

which are names for this simple substance that is

the seat of the intellectual processes It differs

from the animal ?/?//, a lefined but mortal body
in which reside the senses He identifies the in-

corporeal 1 uh with al nafs al-mu{m(Itnna and al-

tuh al-amit of the Kur^Sn He then uses the term

nafs also for the “flesh” or lower nature, which
must be disciplined in the interests of ethics

VII This position of al GhazMi’s was that of

the theistic philosophers in general, as well as some
of the Mu'tazila and the Shl'a, but it has never

dominated Islam The great analytical philosopher
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and theologian, hakhr al-Dtn al Razi, could not

bring himself to accept it In his Mafatth al-Ghatb^

V 435, commenting on SQra xvii 85, he quotes

as the opinion of al Ghazali the statement that is

in the latter’s Tahafut (p 72 ,
cf also al Razi’s

Muhassal^ Cairo 1323, p 164), but on p 434
(1 9 and 8 from below) of the Mafatth he

acknowledges the strength of the corporeal doctnne,

and in his Ma^altm Usui al^Dln^ on the maigin

of the Muhasml^ p 117 he definitely rejects

as baseless {hatil') the view of the philosophers
j

that the nafs is a substance ((^awhat) which is I

not a body ((htsm) and not corporeal

VIII Al-13aidawi’s [q v
]
system of cosmogony

and psychology is given in his Taivah^ al‘Anwar
(lithograph ed with commcntaiy Abu ’1-lliana^ al-

Isfahani and gloss by al-DjurdjanI, Stambul 1305,

p 285 saq
,
Brockelmann, G A L

^
\ 418, ii ill,

punted Cairo 1323) He discusses I Ihe classes of '

incorporeal substances, 2 the heavenly intelligences,

3 the souls of the spheres, 4 the incorporeality of

human souls, 5 their creation 6 their connection

with bodies and 7 their survival His cosmogony
follows Allah, because of his unity, created only one
Intelligence This Second Intelligence, that

^

emanated first (al sadtf) from Allah, is the cause
|

Cilia) of all other potentialities and is not body
(<l;ism)^ nor oiiginal matter (haytill) nor form (sura)

It is the secondary cause (sabab) of anothei in

telligence with soul (nafs) and sphere (falak)

Ihere emanates from the second a thud intelli-

gence and so on to the tenth (p 288) who
is the rnh of Sura Ixxviii 38 (cf al-Baidawi’s

Anwar al Tanztl^ ed Heischer, ii 383, 1 4)
whose effective inlluence is in the world of the

elements and who is the producer of the spirits

(afwah) of mankind Below these intelligences

are the high or heavenly angels, which the philo

sopheis call alnufus al-falaklya^ and the low

nnfus^ which are in tw'o classes earthly angels,

in control of the simple elements and the earthly

souls, such as the reasoning souls (anfus natika)

controlling paiticulai persons In addition (p 285)
there are the incorporeal substances, without effect

01 control, who are angels, some good (al kuru-

blyuti) and some evil (al ^Jiay atXn) and the ijinn^

who are ready for both good and evil This is

the classification he refers to in his comment on

Sura 11 28 (ed hleischer, 1 47,25) llis psychology

resembles that of al-fibazali, whom he mentions

(p. 294) For the incoiporeality of the soul (/V/^^rz

lud al nafs)\it presents five arguments fiom leason,

four Kur’an verses and one tiadition His com
mentator remarks (p 300) that these prove only

that the soul differs from the body He then argues

that all nufus are created when their bodies are

completed Ihe nafs (p 303) is not embodied in

and is not close to the body, but is attached as

the lover to the beloved It is connected with

that ruh which comes from the heart and is

generated of the finest nutritive particles Ihe
reasoning nafs produces a force that flows with

that ruh through the body, producing in every

organ its proper functions These functional powers

are perceptive, which are the five external senses,

and the five internal faculties of the sensus

commums^ imagination, apprehension, memoiy and
reason, and the active (aUmuhan ika) which are

voluntary (tkJitty^t lya) and natural ((abt^Iya^ p 308)
IX The dominant Muslim doctrine concerning

the origin, nature and future of aUrHh and «/-

nafs is most fully given in the Kitab al Riih of

Ibn Kaiyim [q v
]
(HaidarabSd, 2nd ed

, 1324)
Of his 21 chapters Ibn Kaiyim devotes the I9*h

to the problem of the specific nature of the nafs

(p 279—342) He quotes the summaries given

by al Ash’^ari (op cit

,

p 331—335), and by al-

RazI (Mafatlh al-Qhatb^ v 431—434) He denies

al-R5zi’s statement that the Mutakalltms consider

man to be simply the sensible body, and says

all intelligent people hold man to be both body
and spirit Ihe ruh is identified with the nafsy

and IS itself a body, different in quiddity (al-

mahtya) from this sensible body, of the nature of

light, high, light in weight, living, moving, inter-

penetrating the bodily members as water in the

lose It IS created, but everlasting, it departs

tempoiarily from the body in sleep, when the

body dies it departs for the first judgement, returns

to the body for the questioning of Munkar and
Nakii, and, except in the cases of prophets and

I

martyrs, remains in the grave foretasting bliss or

,

punishment until the Resurrection He rejects

(p 256) Ibn Hazm’s doctrine that Adam’s progeny
are in al-Barzakh awaiting their time to be blown
into embryos He presents 116 evidences for the

corporeality of the ruh, 22 refutations of opposing

arguments and 22 rebuttals of objections He
represents traditional Islam

X Ihe earlier Sufis had accepted the materiality

of the 1 uh Both al-Kushairi [q v
]

(al-R%sala^

with commentary of Zakariya’ al-AnsSri and gloss

I of al 'Arusi, Bulak 1290, 11 105 sqq) and al

1
Hucijwiii [q V

]
(Kashf aUMahdjub^tdi Nicholson,

j

London 1911, p 196, 262) call the ruh a fine,

;

created subs’ ance ('^r///) or body (d^tsni)^ placed

I

in the sensible body like sap in green wood The

I

nafs (al-Rtsala^ p 103 sqq
,
Ka^hf al-Mahdjiub^

p 196) IS the seat of the blameworthy character-

I

istics All together make the man
I In addition to the philosophical position of the
' immateriality of al-ruh that al Ghazali had made
orthodox, another interpretation of spirit developed

which is essentially theosophical Ibn al *Arabi

[q v] (H S Nybeig, Kletnet e Schrtften ties Ibn

aUAtabi^ Leyden 1919, p 15, 11,7 sqq) divides

“things” into ihiee classes Allah, Who is Absolute

Existence and Creator, the world, and an undefinable

to Uwn quid of contingent existence that is joined

I to the Eternal Reality and is the source of the

I

substance and the specific nature of the world It

IS the universal and common reality of all realities

I

Man likewise is an intermediate creation, a barzakh

(p 22, 42) between Allah and the world, bringing

j

together the Divine Reality and the created world

I

(p 21, 42) and a vicegerent connecting the eternal

I

names and the originated forms (p 96) His animal

spirit (luh) IS from the blowing of the divine

breath (p 95) and his reasoning %QXi\(nafs nattha)

IS fiom the universal soul (al nafs al-kulltya\

while his body is from the eaithly elements

(p 95 Man’s position as vicegerent (p 45 )

and his resemblance to the divine presence (p 21)

come from this universal soul, who has various

other names, holy spirit (ruh al kudus\ the first

intelligence (p 51), vicegerent (khallfa\ the perfect

man (p 45) and the fuh of the world of command
C^lam al-amr)y which al-Ghaz5li held to be AllSh’s

direct cieation(p 122, t). In his (lithograph

ed with commentary by al-Kash5nI, Cairo 1309,

p 12 sqq ) he says that AllSh appears to Himself
m a form which thus becomes the place of
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manifestation of the Divine essence This place

receives a ruh^ who is Adam, the k&oitfa and
the perfect man He discusses (Nyberg, op at

^

p 129 sqq^ the essence and properties of the;S^,

quoting among others the view he says is “attri-

buted” to al-&iazall which is in al-TahUfut (as

above) He finds the differences of doctrine harmless

since all agree that the ruh is originated In his

tractate on the nafs and riih (M Asin Palacios,

Tratado Acerca del Conogtmtento del Alma y del

EsptrtiUy in Acies du XI Congres tntet national

des Orientahstes^ Pans 1906, 111 167— 191) he
describes how men may reach the distinction of

“the perfect man” through the cultivation of the

qualities of the ruh and the suppression of the nafs
Ibn al-*ArabPs contemporary, the poet Ibn al

FSrid (Nicholson, Studies tn Islamic Mysticism^

Cambridge 1921, chap iii ), at times identifies his

own rtih with that from which all good emanates

{aUTlIlya al kubrd^ on margin of Diwan Ibn al-

Farid, Cairo 1319, 11 4 )
and with the “pole”

{ku(b) upon which the heavens revolve (p 113,115)
Al-KSshanl, the commentator of al- Taiya^ explains

that this identity is with the greatest spirit {luh

al arwaK) and the greatest “pole” The coinpilei

of the commentaries on the Diwan states (11 196)

that incaina* on (Jiulul') and union (it/ihad) with

Allah ar» impossible, but there is real “passing

auay” (jana^) and attainment (wasl) of the riih

and na/s in the na/s of Allah, for His nafs is

their ^^a/s

'Abd al-Karim al Djll5nf carries this position

of existential monism on to straight animistic

pantheism In al-Insan al-lamil [q v
]
(Cairo 1334)

the terms ruh al-kudus^ ruh al arwah and tuh
Allah stand for a special one of the aspects of

the Divine Reality {al Hakk\ not to be embraced

under the command “be” nor created Ihis spirit

IS the divine aspect in which stand the created

spirits of all existences, sensible and intelligible

(p 94) Existence itself subsists in the na/s of

Allah, and His nafs is His Essence {(IMt) Moreover,

every sensible thing has a created spirit {tuh)

(p 94) One of the aspects of the angel of Sura

xlii 52, who is named the command {amt) of

Allah, and who is an aspect of Allilh as above,

IS given to the ruh of Muhammad, which is

identified as the ruh mentioned in the verse That
angelic and divine ruh thereby becomes the Idea

{hakika) of Muhammad (p 95 ) and he thereby

becomes the “perfect man” (p 96, 131 sqq) The
riih which is the specific nature of the human
nafs has five names animal, commanding to evil,

instinctive {al-mulhafna\ reproving, and tranquil

When the divine qualities actually describe the

nafs^ then the names, qualities and essences of

the gnostic i^anf) are those of the One Known
{Ma^riif) {p l^o sq)

XI In geomancy (^tlm al-t ami) the first “house”

{bait) of the ummahat [cf Madagascar, supra^

111 73h] IS called nafs because it guides to problems

concerning the soul and spirit of the inquirer,

and to the beginning of affairs (Muhammad al-

ZanStl, Kitab al-Fasl ft ^Ilm al-Ramly Cairo n d
,

p 7, cf Henr Corn Agrippae, Opera^ Leyden,
n d, but early xviith cent, p 412 Nam primus
damns personam tenet quaerentis)
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1—80, xxix I— 183, for the relation between
Aiistotle and Ibn Sln5 see S Landauer, Die
Psychologte des Ibn S\nh^ in ZDMG^ xxix

[1875], 335— English translation by A
E van Dyck, Avicenna's Offeting to the Prince^

Verona 1906, M Horten, Die philosophtschen

SySterne tm Islaniy Bonn 1912, T J De Boer,

7 he Histoty of Philosophy in Islam

^
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1903 __ (EE Caivkrley)
al-NAFUSA, in Berber InfTJsen, name of

a Berbei tribe According to the common
genealogical scheme (cf Ibn Khaldun, Kitab al-

^Ibar^ 1 107 — 117 of the text), the Nafusa are

one of the four branches of the large body of

the Botr, whose name derives fiom their chief

MSdghls al-Abtai At present the dwelling place

of the Nafusa is south-west of Tripoli, on the

plateau of the same name which from the fron-

tier between Tunisia andTripolitania tends eastward,

and, if taken in the largest sense, comprises the

regions of NSlut, Fassato and Yefien The in-

habitants of these regions are generally called

NafQsa, although, in a genealogical sense, this

name can be applied to some groups only Probably

the name Djabal Nafusa (in Berber Drar n In

fusen\ which originally belonged to a pait of the

plateau, was extended to the large area between
Wazzen and Yefren on account of the fact, that

of the tribes inhabiting it, the NafQsa weie of

prominent importance Ihis use of the name in

its widest sense is also to be found in the book
by Ibiahim b Sllman al-ShammakhT “Castles and

Ways of the Nafusa plateau” (1302 = 1884-

1885), in which all the territories of Yefren,

Fassato and Nalut are described

The scarce data on the history of the Nafusa,

which we possess, are to be found, for the largest

part, in Arabic sources In the Greek and I atm
authois of pre-Islamic times there is no single

sure allusion to them The name occurring in

Corippus’ Johanms (second song, 1 146 Quaeque
nefanda colunt tristis montana Navusi), does not

refer, in all probability, to a place or a tribe

of Tiipolitania, but rather of the Aur^s (AwrSs),

Its plateau or its neighbourhood The fact that

Navus represents a form closely connected with

NafQsa, proves only that the name was widely

spread among the Berbers, that it is old and
may be probably connected with such words as

ennefusy f^em tenefUst “right, to the right hand”
in Augilm

In Islamic times the name is recorded for the

first time in connection with the capture of the

town of Iripoli by 'Amr b al ^As (22 or 23)
According to Ibn ‘IdhSrf (i 2 sq

^
text) during

the siege the inhabitants called to their aid

the NafQsa
,

who came to their aid At that

time they were residing also m the vast plain of

EjafSra, situated between the Djabal and the

Sea, one of their chief towns, if not their

capital, was Sabra on the coast (Roman Sabratha,

formerly Phoenician), west of Tripoli, which by

Ibn Khaldun (V^nr, 1 181, 1 8, text) is called

“the city of the NafQsa” This town was taken
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by surprise and plundered by a body of cavalry

sent by ‘Amr This raid was probably undei taken

not only to continue the conquest farther west-

ward, but also to punish the Nafusa, whose ter-

iitory 'Amr had invaded 111 order to conquer it

(cf al-Bakil, p 9, 10, text), and which he had
to abandon by order of the Caliph

According to some souices, the NafUsa at that

time were Christians, according to other reports,

however, they were Jews Our latest local in-

foimation makes it probable that Christianity had
spiead widely among them, though the conversion

of single groups to Judaism is not excluded In

fact tiaces of By/antine basilicas have been found
on the plateau, e g at Tem^zda, Itarmisen etc,

which are also mentioned in some sources and
which must have been used by large numbers of

the indigenous population

When the Arab had conqueicd North Africa,

the NafQsa of Sabi a and of the coastal legion

retired, according to the common opinion, to

the plateau, wheie they remained hostile towards

the conquerors A fresh study of the Tripolitan po

pulation, however, makes it clear that a part of

them must have stayed in then old dwelling-

places where they intermarried with other tribes

and, in couise of time, became arabicised In fact

there are tribes in the Western I^afara and '

in Inpoli, the town and its surroundings (the
j

regions of al-S5hil, lagiura, etc), that, according
]

to the local genealogy, derive from the Nafusa

Apart from this ethnic tradition, there is the fact,

recorded in seveial sources, that after the first i

case of intervention of the Nafhsa in the affairs
|

of the town of Tripoli — which may have been
j

partly due to a Christian opposition to the Mu-
j

hammadaii invasion — they wanted, under suc-

cessive dominations, to make their piesence felt

and their influence preponderant in the north-

western region of liipohtania, so that the out-
;

lines of the history of the small, but strong and !

civilised Berber unit may be supposed to be the
'

following Having its centre in the plateau, it
j

intended to make felt, as often as possible, its
;

dominion in the coastal region and thus keep the
!

control of the main way of communication between
j

Egypt and Ifrikiya, which lan along the coast

and which was followed by the various expeditions
]

to the Maghrib Even at present such aspirations
1

may be stirred in the minds of the most cultivated
|

of these populations, to such an extent that even

some of them have reckoned with an eventual

reoccupation of their old territories in Western

Djafttra

The period m which the Nafusa, according to

the sources available to us, vigorous were most

active and took a part m the events happening

in North Africa
,

was that of the great Kha-

[q V
]

revolts, which began in 122 (739

—

740) and did not cease before the iv^h (xth)

century
,

1 e before the era of the Ffitimids

When the Wahbl doctrines began to spread

among the North African populations in the

second century A H
,

they embraced them and
so joined the rebellious movement of the Ber-

bers against the Arab conquerors, a movement
which, prepared by several other causes, found

also some support in the KhandjI heterodoxy The
Naftlsa embraced the Ibadi, 1 e the more moderate

form of the KhandjI doctrine, and lemained ever

faithful to It with heroic attachment. In alliance

with other Berber tribes, either Ibadls or other

branches of the sect, they repeatedly made war
upon the Arab governors of Ifrlljiya

In 140 (757—758), they elected as their if/fdm,

probably with the intention of founding an Ibadite

principality — an intention which manifests itself

also at other times — an Arab called Abu T-Kljattab

‘Abd al-A la^ b al-Samh al-Mu'afirl [q v ], one

of the missionaries of Ibadism in North Africa

Under his command and m coniunction with other

Berber groups, they occupied Tnpolis, fought

against the ^ufrite [cf AL-sutRlYA] WafardjQma,
who had sacked KairawSn where they had sett

led, and against the armies sent by the 'Abb5sids
to reconquer Ifr!lf:iya Finally, in 144 (761— 762),

Abu T-I^attab and a large number of his fol-

lowers perished near Tauorgha (TSwurgJia) in a

great battle against the general Muhammad b al-

Ash^ath al-I£huza'^i, the governor of Ifrikiya

Another notorious w/d/u of the Nafusa was a

Berber Abu Hatim Ya'^kub [q v ], whose enter-

prises survive in oral tradition on the plateau,

who speaks of his 375 encounters with the Arabs
He was killed in battle in 155 (771—772)
When the Ibadi kingdom of the Rustamids [cf

RUSTAM], which had Tahert as its centre, had
been founded, the Nafusa did not/W.an jMdm
of their own any more, but formed ap^^of this

kingdom under a governor who depeima upon
It Some of these governors, e g Abu ^Ubaida

'Abd al-Hamid al-I)jan5wuni (of Igennawen), Aba
Mansur Ily5s (of Tendemmira), are often praised

by the Berbers of the I^abal, for their importance

and ability in maintaining the interests of Ibadism,

and also for their learning and piety

Ihe Nafusa were a valuable support of the

kingdom of the Rustamids, of which they formed

the eastern bulwark Being near the territory of

the Aghlabides [q v ), they shared to some extent

the vicissitudes of this state which had arisen

in Ifrikiya in the beginning of the ix^b century

A D The town of Tripoli was in the posses-

sion of those princes, Western I>jafara, on the

other hand
,

till near the Sea
,

and probably

also pait of Eastern I^afSra, was in the power
or under the influence of the Nafusa When
Tripoli was beleaguered in 267 (880—881) by
the Tulunid prince al-'Abbas, who, having re-

volted against his father Ahmad, sought to con-

quer Ifrikiya at his own risks, the NafHsa were

called to aid, and, appearing without delay,

they defeated the army of the invadeis (according

to other sources, their help was invoked by
the inhabitants of Lebda) This fact, which re-

minds of the first siege of Tripoli by the Mus-
lims, proves clearly the influence the NafGsa

possessed in northwestern Tripolitania and it ac-

counts also for the severe blow dealt to them
in 283 (896—897) by the Aghlabides, when
Ibrahim II b Ahmad, who led an expedition

from Tunis to Egypt, found his passage through

the coastal legion of Tripolitania barred by the

Nafusa The bloody battle of MSnn, which was

followed by acts of terrible cruelty inflicted upon
hundieds of NafQsa prisoners, and which is nar-

rated in a more or less anecdotical form in the

Sunni as well as m the Ibadi sources, is ascribed,

ultimately, to the desire of the Caliph to pumsh
the NafGsa who were the pnncipal support of the

heretical state of Tahert, or to the resentment

of the Aj^labides at acts of enmity committed



Additions and Corrections

j) ()9U» 1 23, to l)c iddecl 13 ^ Ifd u^-djaivha} al thainin (extiacl iii I Massi^^non, Rnutil^

p 17 1
,
note l)

j) 692*, 1 29, to be icldcd Ht has been buined at the feet of the poet Ni)ao Misn at kastro
1 cmiios), where his tomb was still sliown 111 1916 fcf 1 Missignon, Rtincif p 1^4)
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